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VINTAGE CLOTHING
Fall and Winter Fashions

for men and women
are in stock now.

located at th« Grist MHI, Ri 116, So AmtH»r«t

one milft south of Amh«f»t Cmtef

on the So Amhust bos route

Jeans &
Cords
$3-$8

also flannel shirts, skirts,

40's style dresses ft jackets

hospital drawstnr>g panys,

sweaters, etc O

<0.
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Vintage St Natural Fibre

Clothiers
THORNES MARKET 1 50 MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON MA O I 060

New and Recycled Clothing

Natural fibers at affordable prices

Shoes and Accessories, tool
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PSYCHEDELIC '60s

SIDEWALK SALE

"

IN TINE FOR
"BACK-KKOLLEGE"
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THE WORLD'S BEST FREE-

STYLE FRISBEE TEAM "The

Air Aces" Sept. 11th

FRISBEE GIVEAWAY to the

first 250 people Sept. 11th

CLASSIC CAR SHOW vintage

'60s autos Sept. 9-1 1th.

LIVE MUSIC from the '60s with

the "Soc Hops!" Sept. 9-llth

1:00 and 3:00 p.m.. Thurs.. Fri., Sat.

'60s FILMS featuring Marilyn

Monroe, Muhammed All, John F.

Kennedy. Jimi Hendrix, and all of

Woodstock. Sept. 9-1 1th

PLUS: CONCERT TICKET GI-

VEAWAY AND MORE PRIZES.

Sept. 11th

•^.
Record Hop & Live Radio Broad-

A '. \ cast featuring Bud Stone Sept.

^

(J\
nth

^

4i
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Route 9, Har

... Mthrnf you'll find Stelger's. K-Mart,

Interskate-yi. New England's only Sec-
ond Story Roller Rink J.C Penney, and
80 other fine stores under one climate
corttrolled roof.
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Former government official

named UMass chancellor
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Promising continued leadership for the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, Dr. Joseph Duffey was

unanimously named Chancellor by the Board of Trustees

on August 11.

Duffey, former Chairman of the National Endowment
for the Humanities and assistant secretary of state under

former President Jimmy Carter, will begin his new job

October 1. He replaces Henry Koffler who became

president of the University of Arizona last Spring.

"Joe Duffey is an ideal candidate for the University in

the 1980's," said UMass president David C. Knapp when
recommending Duffey to the Trustees. "He is a person of

Duffey has
a varied

backroimd
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Dr. Joseph Duffey, the newly appointed chancellor of

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, has a varied

background which mixes liberal political activism with

strong academic credentials.

Duffey, 50, the son of a coal miner who also served in the

West Virginia State legislature, earned two bachelor's

degrees in the 19508, from Marshall University in West

Virginia and the Andover Theological School in Newton

and received his master's from Yale University in 1960.

An ordained Congregational minister, Duffey received his

Ph.D. in 1960 from the Hartford Seminary Foundation.

While teaching and studying for his doctorate, Duffey

became nationally known for Ws stands on civil rights and

nis opposition to the war in Vietnam.

In 1968, Duffey, along with his present wife Anne Wex-

ler, co-chaired the Eugene McCarthy Committee for

President in Connecticut, which was described by one

reporter as "an insurgent coalition of poUtical amateurs

led by a congregational minister...(and) made up of

students, housewives and academicans who successfully

challenged the (Connecticut) party leadership" by captur-

ing 44 percent of the primary vote for McCarthy.

Duffey became national chairman of the Americans for

Democratic Action in 1969. The group advocated positions

which, at the time, were considered radical, including

amnesty for draft evaders and deserters of the Vietnam

War.
In 1970, Duffey was the Democratic nominee for United

States Senate m Connecticut. In his campaign, managed
by Wexler, Duffey softened his connection from the anti-

war movement and advocated economic issues. He reach-

ed out, in his words, to the "working class", gaining the

endorsement from many conservative labor unions after

appearing in picket lines supporting a strike at a (General

Electric plant in Hartford.

Duffey 's candidacy drew scorn from then Vice-

President Spiro Agnew who called him a "marxist revi-

sionist," and praise from the New I'ork Times which

wrote, "(he) displays a high idealism and a down to earth

political drive that appear in combination far too rarely to be

passed up" in endorsing his campaign for Senate. Duffey

lost the close three-person race to Lowell Weicker

Between 1970 and 1974 Duffey filled fellowships at Har-

vard University, Calhoun University and Yale University

before becoming the chief executive officer of the

American Association of University Professors (AALrp) from)

1974 tx) '76.

As the head of AAUP. one of the largest faculty unions

in the country with 72,000 memi>?rs, Duffey should be

"very familiar with the academic issues and concerns of

being a faculty member," said Professor George Sulzner,

vice president of the Massachusetts Society of Professors,

the UMas.s faculty union.

national prominence who. ..(will) be effective in helping to

broaden our base of fiscal support and will strengthen our

external relations in general. We regard advancement in

these two areas as critical to the future growth of the

University."

At a press conference following his appointment, Duffey

said he will "listen and learn" in the beginning of his ad-

ministration, adding that it would be "imprudent" to talk of

changes on the campus so soon.

"The Amherst campus is very complex. It has many
constituents and they are used to being listened to. If

changes are to be made, input would be gained from all

concerning interests," said Duffey.

Duffey was chosen over two other finalists: acting

UMass Chancellor Loren Baritz, who served as Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Provost at UMass.
and former University of Miami (of Ohio) Vice President

and Provost David C. Brown. Recommendations were
forwarded to Knapp by a search committee composed of

students, faculty and administrators.

The campus reaction to Duffey's appointment was
positive.

"It's a positive event." said George Sulzner. vice

president of the faculty union, "he (Duffey) brings prestige

to the campus."
"He handles himself quite well," said Student Gover-

nment Association President and Student Trustee Jim
Murphy. "He's a quick learner who works well with

people."
Cmtinued on page e

( oilffian pbnto b« Trrria H«llafiort

Newly appointed Chancellor Dr. Joseph Duffey standn before the University of Massachusetts

Seal in the Whitmore Adroinistration Building last week. Duffy will begin work on campus Oct. 1.
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Duffey's background
will break the mold
By KEVIN BOWE

Colle^an Staff

Since 1970, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst has had a

geologist, botanist and a zoologist as

chancellors. Dr. Joseph Duffey breaks that

moid.

"My academic work poses an interesting

question for the Amherst campus," Duffey

said at a press conference after he was
appointed chancellor. "My undergraduate

work was in the classics — Greek and Latin

studies. My graduate studies were in

philosophy and social ethics.

Duffey will be appointed as a tenured

professor at the next Board of Trustees

meeting, but because his academic work is

concentrated in theology, and UMass has no

religion department, it is unclear to which

department he will be appointed.

Duffey, unlike the other major finalists.

has no real experience in administering an

institution of higher education.

"My academic administration is very

f)eculiar. I was an acting dean at age 28 as a

graduate student (at Yale University). My
administrative experience comes primarily

from the NEH (Duffey served as chairman

of the National Endowment for the

Humanities) and the state department (as

* Duffey

assistant secretary for cultural ana

educational affairs)," Duffey said.

Duffey has sporadically visited the

UMass campus since his appointment

between his duties as a guest scholar at the

Brookings Institution in Washington and a

guest lecturer at the University of

California at Ix)s Angeles.

"This is a campus of people with a great

loyalty to this place, although they don't

wear it on their sleeves. People here care

about the place and I understand why. This

university is a very civerse institution." he

said.

In an interview on campus last Wed
nesday, Duffey commented on some of the

changes that recently occured on cam-

pus. "I am very enthusiastic about the

new writing program," Duffey said,

refering to the change from the Rhetoric

requirement to one with emphasis on

writing skills geared to a student's program

of study.

Presently Duffey is "digesting" the

General Education Plan proposed by a

committee of the Eaculty Senate. Duffey

has read acting chancellor Loren Baritz's

long range plan for the campus and in-

tended to read the plan developed by

former chancellor Henry Koffler's com-

mittee over the Labor Day weekend.

* Chancellor

Continued fnrm jniqe I

Duffey left his post at AAUP to serve in

the Carter administration as the assistant

secretary of state for education and
cultural affairs for one year. In 1977, Duf-

fey was appointed to a four year term as

chairman of the National Endowment for

the Humanities where he administered a

budget of $150 million and a staff of about

300 people.

"His NEH experience gives him the

knowledge that will enable the University

to receive more grants," UMass President

David C. Knapp said at a press conference

after Duffey's appointment.

Duffey is currently a guest lecturer at the

University of California at Los Angeles

and a guest scholar in govemment studies

at the Brookings Institution in

Washington, D.C.

Continued ^froTn page 1

"Dr. Duffey was very receptive andk-

owledgeable about the problems on the

campus (during the campus interview

which all major candidates had)." said

Kathy Murray, president of the University

Staff Association.

'lie is a different kind of chancellor than

the past, he has good managerial skills that

this University needs." said Rick Taupier.

speaker of the Professional Association at

UMass Amherst (PUMA).
Baritz's role in the Duffey administration

has not yet been made clear, but many in

the University community have expressed

hope he will stay on as provost.

"The team of Duffey and Baritz would be

a very dynamic team," Sulzner said.

Duffey will receive $76,000 a year as

chancellor.

Tuesday, September 7, 1982 iCoUegian 3

C«llc(iui photo br Trr*M B«tl«fiorc

New Chancellor Dr. Joseph Duffey during a vitit to the UMass campus.

Duffey

Officiai WliiU Rom* pkoto

Anne Wexler, wife of new UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey, behind her desk at the White

House where she worked during the administration of former President Jimmy Carter.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

In some parts, our new chancellor may be referred to as

Mr. Anne Wexler.

Wexler. wife of Dr. Joseph Duffey. a former special

assistant to President Jimmy Carter, deputy un

dersecretary of commerce, associate publisher of Rolling

Stone magazine, campaign manager for Congressional and

Senatorial candidates and a business consultant, is not a

housewife.

"The nature of my life is to get involved," Wexler said, in

a phone interview from her Washington, D.C, office of

Wexler & Associates.

Between her consulting business and her duties as an

adjunct professor at the John F. Kennedy School of

Government at Harvard University. Wexler said she hopes

to get involved with the University of Massachusetts

community and the surrounding area.

A graduate of Skidmore College. Wexler says she has

always been involved in politics at various levels of

government. In 1966 she was the campagin manager of one

of the first anti-Vietnam war candidates for Congress.

Along with Duffey. she co-chaired the Eugene McCarthy
campaign for President in Connecticut.

As a delegate to the 1968 Democratic National Con-

vention in Chicago. Wexler served on the Rules Committee
(and later the McGovern Commission) that sought to

reform the nominating process for president, she said.

After managing Duffey's unsuccessful senatorial bid in

1970, Wexler worked for Common Cause in the successful

ratification of the Twenty-sixth amendment to the U.S.

Constitution which gave 18 year olds the right to vote.

Wexler then worked for Sen. Edmund Muskie's run for

President in 1972 before working for the Democratic

National Committee on a national voter registration drive.

From 1974 to 1976, Wexler served as associate publisher

of Rolling Stone with the responsibility of running the

Washington. D.C. News Bureau and handling the business

operation of the paper, she said.

With the Carter administration, Wexler first served on

the Carter Mondale tr,"->sition team before becoming
deputy undersecretary oi commerce for one year. She then

came on to Carter's staff to deal with constituent

development and relations.

Financial aid cuts to be painful
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Correspondent

Substantial cuts in federal financial aid programs are

forcing many students to turn to loans and belt tightening

measures, according to Arthur R. Jackson, director of

financial aid at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.

The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant

program has been cut back 25 percent and the College

Work Study program 21 percent, Jackson said. In ad-

dition, eligibility levels for Pell Grants (formerly Basic

Education Opportunity Grants) have been tightened,

reducing the number of recipients.

"More students are becoming dependent on loan funds."

Jackson said, as grants are reduced. "Students are star-

ting to realize that an education is just like a mortgage."

"We're telling students that loans are nothing to be

afraid of, but to respect. Students have to be wise con-

sumers," he said.

New loan requirements on the federal level require a

The new cage

may cost more
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Correspondent

Extensive renovations now being planned for the Curry

Hicks Cage may cost University of Massachusetts

students up to $20 each per year, according to a recent

memo from UMass President David C. Knapp.

But Dean of Physical Education David Bischoff called

the fee estimate "not carefulUy thought out" and said that

none of the funding proposals for the $2 million project in-

cluded a "significant increase in student fees."

Cage renovations would include replacing the existing

dirt floor with a concrete-based floor and synthetic r-

face. Also included would be telescoping bh .;: hers to seat

3,800 and new locker rooms, storage aretu* and toilet

facilities.

Knapp proposed in a July 22 memo that the UMass

Board of Trustees sell the Curry Hicks Cage to the UMass

Building Authority (UMBA) and authorize the UMBA to

finance the project. Knapp noted that outside donations

and fundraising might raise some of the needed funds, but

said "it would appear unlikely that the University can ob-

tain enough outside gifts to accomplish the renovation...it

is likely that the project will have to be supported by stu-

dent fee income."

Knapp estimated that the fee pledge required would be

"in the neighborhood of $20 per student per year."

Student Govemment Association (SGA) President Jim

Murphy, a member of the Board of Trustees, called the

transfer of the Curry Hicks building to the UMBA a

"dangerous precedent" and said the legality of the

transfer was "questionable" in that an academic building

is being transferred to the UMBA for the first time.

Bischoff said he didn't think the question of precedent

was "relevant" and said that "the student president

doesn't understand" the issue.

He said that if fimdraising fails to pay the cost of the

renovations, he would suggest that an admission price be

charged students at the door to basketball games, possibly

one dollar.

Bischoff said that if the facility is not renovated, "we're

going to lose the whole ball game," referring to the status

of the basketball team. "It's impossible to run a first rate

basketball team in a fourth rate facility."

Murphy said he is not opposed to the renovation, only to

the suggestion of a student fee to fund it.

"They're trying the path of least resistance" by propos-

ing a student fee. Murphy said. He said that obtaining

state funds would be a better method to fund the project.

But Bischoff said state fimds would be slow and hard in

coming because the Curry Hicks Cage is not a priority of

the University or the state legislature.

"We can't use state money unless we want to wait a

zillion years," he said.

Glen Stein of the UMass President's office agreed.

"We'll never get it done if we wait for the state to do it."

Stein said that the UMBA was chosen to finance the pro-

ject instead of the stae because it offered a "flexibility of

funding sources that we can use," including but not

hmited to student fees.

Dean Bischoff said that the project is currently in the

design stage, and that bids are being solicited for architec-

tural plans. When that stage begins in October, he said,

the firm chosen will have nine months to develop the

plans. Thus, bidding and actual construction will probably

not occur until next summer "at the most fortunate."

Bischoff said he was concerned about possible time con-

flicts in the cage if construction is started late, since that

might interfere with the basketball season.

Bischoff said that with increased attendance at basket-

ball games, "it's not just nice to have these facilities im-

proved. It's imperative." Even after the cage renovation,

he said, he still hopes plans can be developed for a larger

facility for basketball and other sports.

Knapp was out of the country and unavailable for com-

ment.

"needs test" for student loan applicants. Jackson said this

has resulted in few and smaller loans for students whose

families make $30,000 or more. The new requirements

have also doubled the amount of time the office needs to

process the loan paperwork. Over 10,000 loans were

processed this year, he said.

Loans weren't the only financial aid items delayed this

year. Financial aid award letters were sent out two weeks
later this year than last year, dyf to late receipt of federal

and state guidelines.

Most schools sent financial aid letters even later than

UMass, Jackson said, some as late as July and August.

UMass letters were sent in early June.

Loans aren't the only methtxl of coping with cuts in

grants, Jackson said. The F'inancial Aid Office has tried to

stress the importance of budgeting to students, and has

run budgeting workshops at freshman orientation

sessions.

Jackson noted students will have to prioritb.e items

more now, perhaps deciding between a chemistry textbook

and a night out. He pointed out that in the past year, many
students have had trouble paving $5 or $10 lab fees even

though they were aware of them ail semester. "Students

have to know how to budget money," he said.

Jackson said although rising costs at UMass have not

been easy to cope with, the increases have been less here

than at many other schools. "The cost of attendance at

UMass has risen less than the national average," he said.

Tuition and other fee increa.ses have been met with in

creased aid on the state level, Jackson said, making up a

small part of the annual federal aid cuts.

"The legislature and the Hoard of Regents have seen

financial aid to education as a priority,"Jackson said. For

example, he said, tuition waivers were increased sub

stantially.

"One thing students should be cognizant of is that this is

an election year, "Jackson said. "Students should express

their opinions to legislators. They and their parents should

be involved in making education a priority."

Jackson commended the student organization Students

Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) for is lobbying efforts on

behalf of education, and suggested that other students

follow this lead.

Collcfiaa photo bv Ktiin J. Fuhftti

Two University Athletic Department workers set up bleachers inside the Curry Hicks Cage,

^hich will soon undergo major renovations.

The old Rhetoric Program is dead:

Long live the new Writing Program
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Rhetoric is dead. The Rhetoric Program which received

so much criticism and generated so much frustration at

the Universitv has been removed from the curriculum.

However, this does not mean upper classmen and incom-

ing freshmen will not receive training in writing. A new
Writing Program has been instituted to take the place of

the Rhetoric Program which had handled the task of re-

enforcing writing skills for the University's students, said

Professor Charles Moran, director of the new program.

Starting with this year's freshman class, all incoming

students will be required to take a writing proficiency

course during orientation, Moran said. Those upper

classmen who have not yet completed any part of their

rhetoric requirement will also be involved in the program.

The hour long test was used to divide students into three

groups: Students with superior skills, who will be exemp-

ted from the program; students who need a basic

freshman writing course — English 190 A; and finally,

those who need extensive "coaching" before they enter

the basic course, Moran said.

English 190 A, titled College Writing, will be ad-

ministered by the English department and the basic thrust

of the cou.f'^e will be writing, Moran said. A minimum of

six essays will be required of all participants who will edit

their own and their colleagues' work, he said.

The other course will stress a method developed for the

less accomplished writers, Moran said. They will be al-

lowed to improve their skills at their own pace, he said.

In a change from the former practice of the Rhetoric

Program, students will not be able to complete their entire

requirement in their freshman year, Moran said. In their

junior year students will take a writing course tailored for

their particular field of study so that they can develop
those skills necessary for their chosen careers.

Those students who have already completed one half of

their Rhetoric requirement will enter the new program at

this second level, Sarah Stelzner, assistant director of the

program said.

The chief difference between this new program and the

Rhetoric Program, Moran said, will be that the new pro-

gram will stress only writing, whereas the Rhetoric Pro-

gram used theory and language skills as an integral por-

tion of the learning process.
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Art Jacksonnamed director

of Financial Aid Office
By MIKE FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Financial Aid Office at the University of

Massachusetts has a new director.

Arthur R. Jackson was appointed June 20 to fill the post

vacated by Ed C. Apodaca last September. Jackson, who
has been associate director of Financial Aid at UMass for

five years, says he will be looking to find new ways to help

students pay for their education.

In April, the search committee headed by Ruth Green,

personel coordinator, decided none of the pool of 30 ap-

plicants before the committee, in which Jackson was a

finalist, was qualified for the post, and the committee

began searching for new applicants.

But Jackson, who will complete his doctoral dissertation

on higher education in the spring and who holds a masters

in sociology, filed a gfrievance with Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson, stating there were
qualified applicants among the original pool and the

search for applicants should not be reopened.

Madson agreed with Jackson and ordered the committee

to present a finalist from the original 30 applicants. Mad-
son himself appointed Jac^ 'on to the post.

4/&
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An Open Letter to UMASS Students
Union Program Council Productions woutd

like to take this opportunity to welcome
everyone back to school for another semester
of fine entertainment.

UPC is a non-profit, student run organization

funded by the Student Government Associa-
tion aimed at livening up the UMass experience
by bringing a wide array of quality entertain-

ment to campus. All UMASS students are

welcome to become members of UPC by atten-

ding three consecutive general meetings.
Come to our first meeting Tuesday.

September 14, 6:30 PM in tfie Cape Cod
Lounge. Look forward to more music from
UPC, the key to sound living.

Jackson declined comment on the controversy iVednes-

day saying, "I try to deal more in the future than in the

past.

"The Federal government is lowering spending for

educational institutions," Jackson said. "We are trying to

find alternative ways for students to pay for their educa-

tion."

"Students and parents are going to have to contribute

more to education, because that is the policy of the federal

government," he said.

The Financial Aid office will be trying more to find sum-

mer and intersession jobs for students.

"We have been holding job fairs," Jackson said. "A
number of students have been able to get jobs that way.

We'll be doing that more and more."

"We would like to be able to create a pool of jobs that we
can refer students to," he said.

Jackson said he also hopes more scholarships will come
from private corporations and foundations.

"UMass has not really looked to get scholarships from
corporations and alumni," he said. "These are areas that

haven't been explored. Hopefully we can use the influence

of UMass graduates to help current students."

"But before you can request funds from alumni and cor-

porations you have to make visible what UMass is doing,"

he said. "Public relations goes a long way in beginning a

scholarship drive and attracting funds."

Jackson sees the Financial Aid Office at UMass as not

just a bureaucracy managing $50 million in aid funds, but

as a liason between students, the administration, and state

and federal governments.

"The Financial Aid Office influences the policies of the

entire university, because everyone realizes that if

students cannot afford to go, then there will be no Univer-

sity," he said.

"We want to let students know that dollar lor dollar,

federal policy has an affect on their academic future. That

way they can be educated and better able to respond to

their legislators."

"Students see this office as a one-eyed ogre that tries to

think up new ways to make their lives tougher," he said.

"But that is not true. We are most concerned with the

needs of the students."

Collcpui photo bv Kevin i. Farhctli

Art Jackson, new director of Financial Aid.

New office formed

to fight oppression
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Racism, sexism and anti-semitism will be targeted by a

new Office of Human Relations at the University of

Massachusetts.

One of the faults of the University organizational struc-

ture was that various agencies dealing with human rela-

tions issues worked independent of one another without

any central coordination of services, said coordinator Judy
Davis.

Davis said her office was an outgrowth of former
Chancellor Henry Koffler's Commission on Civility and
Human Relations, which coordinated last years "Year
Towards Civility."

The University has a coordinated program for handling
victims of rape and sexual assault which encompasses
mainly the University Police, Everywoman's Center and
University Health Services, said Grant Ingle, a process

consultant for the new office.

More work is needed to anticipate and respond more
coherently to cases of racism, anti-Semitism and other in-

civilities like homophobia and agism, he said.
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New England Language Institute

t?^"«ii^> 25 Main Street, Northampton MA 01060 USA (413)584-3956

ABOUT NEW ENGLAND LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
The New England Language Institute is a young and energetic language institute which of-

fers quality language and cross-cultural awareness training to New England residents and
visitors to the area. Classes focus on the development of oral language skills; help developing

writing skills is also available to interested students. The staff is composed of experienced,

professional language teachers who use modern, creative teaching methods. Class size is 4-8

students. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Evening classes are offered in thirteen languages. Classes meet

twice weekly and are geared towards travellers, business and profes-

sional people and students, as well as those with a general interest in

language. Classes meet in Northampton. $125.00

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM
All levels of English language instruction are offered. Classes meet

both In the daytime and the evening. They are geared to recent im-

migrants, visiting students, scholars, professionals and their

spouses. All teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of

English as a Second Language. Classes meet in Amherst.

EVENING FOREIGN LANGUAGE SCHEDULE

Arabic Elementary MW 7:30-9:15 pm Hebrew Elementary "iTh 7:30-9:15 pm
Adv Elem MW 5:30 7:15 pm Italian Elementary TTh 7:30- 15 om

Mandarin Chinese Elementary MW 7:30-9:15 pm Adv-Elem TTh 5:30-7:15 pm
Adv Elem MW 5:30 7:15 pm Intermediate MW 7:30-9:15 pm

French Elementary TTh 7:30-9:15 pm Japanese Elementary MW 7:30-9:15 pm
Adv Elem TTh 5:30 7:15 pm Adv Elem . MW 5:30-7:15 om
Intermediate TTH 7:30-9:15 pm Persian Elementarv MW 5:30-7:15 pm

German Elementary MW 7:30-9:15 pm Polish Elementary MW 7:30-9:15 pm
Adv^em MW5:30 7 15 pm Adv-Elem MW 5:30-7:15 pm
Intermediate TTh 5:30-7:15 pm Portuguese Elementary TTh 5:30-7:15 pm

Modern Greek Elementary MW 7:30-9:15 pm Russian Elementary TTh 7:30-9:15 pm
Adv- Elem MW5:.30-7:15pm Spanish Elementary

Adv Elem
Intermediate

TTh 7:30 9:15 pm
TTh 5:30-7:15 pm
1 Ih 7:30-9.15 pm

REGISTRATION FORM
Please register me for the following program Session date

Language Levnl

Check one: Please put me on the ma iling list for:

D Enclo««J i« a »60 00 d«po«t for the Intensive Engliah Program D Intensive English Program
n EnctotaO la a $25 00 deposit for the Evsning Langusge Program D Intensive Foreign Langauge Program
CI Fncloaed i» a totai tuition

Name:
payment G Evening Foreign Language Program

Occupation:

Addreee:

Home phone Work phone:
Please make checks payabte to New England Language Insttute

/Payment must be made in full by the lirs t day of class No refunds will be made af*ir the second class In the event of student 1

canceHation, deposits are nonrefundable within 15 days of the first day of the session Deposits applied towards tuition )
]

INTENSIVE
ENGLISH PROGRAM
Sept. 20 - Oct. 22 5 wks $500

Oct. 27 - Dec. 22 8 wks $800

Classes are offered at all levels and meet for

5 hours daily. 9:30 - 12:30 & 1:30 - 3:30

Classes are also offered less intensively in

the daytime and evening.

Call for information.

ESL classes meet in Amherst

COLLEGE
D^UG
COMPARE OUR PRICES!
We're Lower on Most Items
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Light Bidbs

(60/75 watt)

. . .59 ea
Grounding
Adapters

. . . 1.19
Soap Dishes

• • • •%3%^

Toothbrush
Holders . . . .35

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MOUNTING SQUARES 89
MOUNTING TAPE . . .1.49

Extension Cords
6a... 1.06

9ft... 1.25

12ft... 1.44

Wire Coat Hangers

.05

^^ J'^flUORIOl TOOTHPASTE

9 o2. Tube

ourreg. lowpnce

3 Pack Eraser-Mate
reg. 2.94 ... 1 .29

Filler Paper d oo sheets)

reg. 1.39 89ea

Legal size Lined Pads
reg. .95 59ea

2 subject Notebooks
reg. 1 .49 89ea

Erasable Typing Paper
40 sheets . . . .79ea

100 Page

Theme Books

reg. 1.35 now .49
iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

BIC PEN reg. .35 Now.1 9

with coupon Q^

2.00!
ANY PAIR OF
ASSES
with coupon

TIMEX:

SAVE|,OOy
with coupon on any watch (fj^

Exercise Sandals
reg. 15.95 j

12.99 V
with coupon jfv

FREE ^^
.

with 5.00 while supply lasts. ..

% purchase one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

PHoroPAno

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii

Most film & slides are

back the next day!
Compare:

12 exposure/Fotomat .... 4.65

12 exposure/Photopatio . . 3.28

llllllllilllimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimilll

We offer the Best Line
of Cosmetics in the County.

Ckristian Dior <5^urefi CHANEL
NINARICCI eUERLAIN
HALSTON P?IVL0V?l

OPIUM )^sSAiNT^ui<tNi Chloe

ULTIMA II

^ON
FREE
SCOTCH
TAPE

%^
with any 5.00 purchase. .

.

one coupon per 5.00 purchase /

SUB-STATION

COLLECE
DWG
9-9 DailY/9-6 Sat/9-3 Sun.

4 MAIN STREET, AMHERST Phone 253-2523
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Santana, Jimmy Cliff first forUPC

Flamenco gfuitarist Paco DeLucia, who thrill-

ed a UMasB audience during a performance with

Al DiMeola and John McLaughlin last year, will

be appearing in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall on Oct. 3.

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Union Program Council (UPC) with an almost whol-

ly new staff, is set for another year of bringing music to

UMass, says Talent Coordinator Bill Prichett.

"Things are going great," said Prichett.

Santana will perform on Sept. 17 at 8 p.m. in the Curry

Hicks Cage, kicking off a semester of top-talent gigs.

Tickets will be $10 for students, $12 for the general public

and will go on sale Sept. 9.

Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh will play Sept. 23 at 8 p.m.

in the Fine Arts Center. Tickets will be $9 and $10 for

students, $10 and $11 for the general public.

"Cliff and Tosh are the two top reggae bands right

now," said Prichett.

Chick Corea will appear with Paco de Lucia, in what is

being billed as the "Touchstone Tour", in the Fine Arts

Center Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets will be $7.50 and $8.50 for

students $8.50 and $9.50 for the general public.

"Paco is a phenomenal guitarist," said Prichett. Chick

and Paco recently collaborated on Chick's new album

"Touchstone".

Joe Jackson, a new wave artist, will play his unique

brand of music on Oct. 21 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center. Tickets will be $9.50 and $10.50 for students.

$10.50 and $11.50 for the general public.

"UMass is a diverse community of people, so you have to

please a lot of different types," said Prichett.

"You have to pay for better acts," said Prichett. "We
could get older acts that aren't doing as well, and have

cheaper ticket prices."

"It's nice to have a bunch of new people on the UPC
staff said Prichett. "Everyone has a lot of new ideas.

But," he said, "we got a lot to learn real quick, because

there is a lot to learn."

Chick Corea, a jazz artist with a Latin in-

fluence, will be appearing along with Paco

DeLucia at 8 p.m. Oct. 3 in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

Tirst Week' events start fall semester off with a bang
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The fireworks exploding high over the athletic fields at

the University of Massachusetts last night started this

week off with a bang, but there is still more to come as

"P'irst Week '82" is underway.

And appropriately enough, the next event of a week's

worth of activities the 'Outrageous ObsUcle Course" -

will alleviate the tension of anyone trying to cope with the

administrative bureaucracy or any of the other problems

that usually infest the campus this mixed up week.

First Week '82' is a student run program (costing about

$7,000). designed to make life a little easier for freshmen

making their debuts and veteran students as well. This

week long program, which will be going on day and night,

consists. ba.sically. of eight main events.

The "Outrageous Obstacle Course" whkh students can

challenge between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. today will be located

in the horseshoe between Whitmore and the School of

Business Administration. One of nine obstacles (that

should prove to be as confusing as the Whitmore building

itself) is the "Wobble Tube." a 16 foot nylon mesh tunnel

suspended in the air.

At 7. 9 and 11 p.m. tomorrow, the film "Missing" starring

Jack Lemmon and Sissy Spacek will be shown in the

Campus Center Auditorium (admission $1). ALso tomorrow

and Wednesday, the Outing Club will provide canoe rides

beginning at noon.

The Amazing Fantasy Jugglers, a Boston based juggling

and comedy act. will be clowning around on the

Metawampe Lawn tomorrow afternoon from noon to 2

p.m. Tomorrow night, the funk band from Boston.

"Hypertension, " w ill play for the "PVeshperson Dance ' at 9

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

To get a better understanding of the Recognized Student

Organizations, there will be a referral fair outside

the Student Union Building until 'A p.m. Thursday. At H

p.m. Thursday, hypnotist Jerry Valley will take audience

participants on a fantasized bus ride and turn them mto
Western yodeling stars.

Stephen Baird. a street singer from Boston who has

entertained the UMass crowd before with guitar and voice,

will again perform in the Student I'nion Ballroom from

noon to 2 p.m. Thursday.

The Rusty Nail
PRESENTS

Sept. 8 Max Creek °

Sept. 9 The Neighborhoods

Sept. 10 The Atlantics

Sept. 11 THE CRYSTAL SHIP

Sept. 12 Shattered

Coming Sept. 25th N R B Q
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RT.47, SUNDERLAND, MA
You must be 18 to enter. Open til 2.
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National Business Employment Weekly
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Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:30 ann to 10 pm

the

mini Store

SAP sting sharper undernew law
iCoilegian 7

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Local police said they intend to operate much as they did

last year in preventing drunk driving, but that those ar-

rested will face penalties more severe than in the past.

"We will enforce the laws of the Commonwealth as we
have in the past. It is the punishment that actually has

been changed," said Gerald T. O'Neill, director of Public

Safety at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Signed by Massachusetts Governor Edward King in ear-

ly August, the new law recommends a sentence of atten-

dance at an alcohol abuse program, suspension of license

for 30 days and a fine between $100 and $1,000 for a first

time offender. Anyone arrested for drunk driving before

the bill was signed is still not considered a first-time of-

fender.

"We're looking to have less people hurt over negligent

behavior, said Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia. "The
vast majority of students know about SAP (Speed and

Alcohol Enforcement Program), which will be continued

and enforced."

SAP was begun last October with a $28,500 grant from

the Governor's Highway Safety Bureau. The Program was

designed to discourage driving drunk, and operated on the

weekends through June, 1982.

Maia said SAP would be continued this year and enforced

on a 24-hour per day basis. The department uses radar con-

tinually, two during normal hours and three during "peak"

hours, Maia said. I

Individuals are stopped for motor vehicle offenses, MaiaJ

said, then the officer determines if the individual is intox-

icated.

"Our method has worked well," he said. "We're not

after arrests, we're after compliance."

According to the Amherst Police Department Annual

Report, total accidents between October 1981 and June

1982 were reduced by 8 percent as compared to the

previous year. Accidents during hours when SAP
operated — Friday and Saturday nights between 9 p.m.

and 3 a.m. — decreased by 54 percent as compared with

the same hours last year.

The number of people injured during these times was

reduced by 82 percent, and those hospitalized by 90 per-

cent. This brought the total number of people injured last

year down by a full 25 percent. Maia said the presence of

SAP on the streets has also had an effect on the number of

crimes committed at night.

The report states "the program can only be considered

an overwhelming success. Positive evaluations by the

federal government have led to state funding of other

similar programs."

The pwlice report also mentions the University Health

Serviees as a "valuable resource" in educating people

about alcohol abuse. Seminars were held last year and are

scheduled again this September to train area bar owners

and bartenders.

Carlene Ricchelli of UHS said the training includes such

topics as legislation, liability and stages of intoxication,

and strategies for shutting off someone who has had too

much to drink.

"I don't think anyone on campus can insist on drinking

and driving. If you're going to drink, don't dr .^u*^

away from the front of the wheel." O'Neill said.

"We've seen too many students killed as a result of

drunk driving. I think every cop on has witnessed this," he

said. "It's not very nice when we have to deal with the

aftermath."

Car crash kills 3

UM freshmen on
Amherst road
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts students of the Class

of 1986 scheduled to begin classes this semester were kill-

ed instantly last Wednesday night when their car struck a

utility pole near the Mill Valley Bridge on Rte. 116.

The three victims, all 20-years-old, were Patrick C.

Farmer of 20 South Whitney St., Amherst; Meg J. Dolan

of North Quincy; and Brigitte A. Judge of Minneapolis,

Minn. Farmer, the driver of the vehicle, was to be a

freshman at the University and both Dolan and Judge re-

entering students.

Associate Medical Examiner Donald Abel said the

possibilities of the fatal crash being drug or alcohol related

will not be known until autopsies for the bodies of the

three victims, found dead at the scene have been com-

pleted.

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said the bodies

couldn't be pulled from the car imtil crews from both the

Western Massachusetts Electric Co. and New England

Telephone Co. arrived to secure the utility pole for

Amherst firefighters who then cut the car open with the

jaws of life.

The car, a Volkswagen Sirocco, was reportedly traveling

kt a hi^ rate of speed, police said, before the driver

lost control and struck the utility pole on the opposite side

of the highway at about 8 p.m. No other vehicles were in-

volved, police said.

C^llefimn plMtto b; K**ia J. FxlMttl

Clocked by radar g^oing over the speed limit, a motorist is given a traffic ticket on South Pleasant

Street last week.

Warning: Tough new penalties

enacted for driving while drunk
On Sept. 1, a new law, recently signed by Massachusetts

Governor Edward King, went into effect mandating tough

penalties for drunk driving. The penalties, to be decided in

court, range from a fine and enrollment in an alcohol

education course to possible jail terms for repeated of-

fenders.

First Offense: (if there are no injuries)

30 day suspension of license

$100 to $1,000 fine

court can order attendance of an alcohol abuse pro-

gram, at a cost to the offender of $400

First Offense: (if injuries)

imprisonment for up to two years

loss of license for one year

fine up to $1,000

Second Offense within six years; (anyone who has

presently been convicted or attended an alcohol abuse pro-

gram is not considered a first-time offender.) *

mandatory confinement of seven days in jail or 14

days in a residential alcohol treatment center
- judge decides how much of the center's costs are
paid by the state

two year loss of license

$300 to $1,000 fine

Third or Subsequent offense:

mandatory 60 days in jaiJ
*

five year loss of license

$500 to $1,000 fine

Causing death: (considered a felony)

mandatory minimum sentence of one year, can be

extended by the judge to 10 years

10 year loss of license

Bars repeatedly found to have di«)rderly persons leaving

will be considered public nuisances and can be closed for a
year.

t.«llcrimn pkoU> b; K*«ib J. KachctU

Amherst Patrolman Tom OXonnor operates a radar gun while on the lookout for speeders on

Soath Pleasant Street last week. "The Amherst Police Department's Speed and Alcohol Patrol will

continae its efforts this year to apprehend drunk drivers.
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Santana, Jimmy Cliff first forUPC

Flunenco guiUxist Paro DeLucia. who ihrill-

^d a I'Maas audience durinf: a performance ^ith

Al DiMfrola and John McLaughlin last jear. will

be appearing in the Fine .^rts Center Concert

Hall on Oct. 3.

By MICHAEL R>LEY
CoUeguu-. Staff

The Union Program Council (ITC) »ith an almost whol-

._. new staff, is set for another year of bringing music Xxj

("Mass. sa>-s Talent Coordinator Bill Pnchett.

"Things are going great." said Prichett.

Santana will perform on Sept. 17 at 8 p.m. in the Curry

Hk-jcs Cage, kicking off a semester of top-talent gigs.

Tickets will be $10 for students. $12 for the general pubbc

and will pc :'t. sale Sept. 9.

Jimmv Ciiff anc Peter Tosh will play Sept. 23 at 8 p.m.

in the Fine .\rts Center. Tickets w-ill be $9 and $10 for

students. $10 and $11 for tb^ general public.

"Cliff and Tosh are tht wo top reggae bands right

now. said Pnchett

Chick Corea will appear with Pace de Lucia, in what is

being billed as the "Touchst-cne Tour'", m the Fine Arts

C^Tt^'r Oct 3 a: 8 p.m Tickets vkiii be $T . 5C» and $8 50 for

-^•.^^rr.ts $* o(» and $? SC» for trie ceriera] public

•Paco IS a phenorrjenai gu:tanst. " said Pnchett Chick

and Pace- recently eoUabc.rated on Chick s new album

. ;.---.»n, a new wave amst. will play his unique

; music on Oct. 21 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center. T)cl:ets will be $i« W and $10 5C» for students.

tlO.bi' and $11-50 for the genera- public.

"nAass js a diverse cc»mmun]t> of f«eopie. so you have to

please a lot of different t>7>e5 said Pnchett.

'You have to pay for better acts said PncheU "We

could get older acts that arent doing aa well, and have

cheaper ticket pnces.

it's moe to have a bunch of new |ie<ipl«' on the IJHJ

staff said Prichett. "Everyone l»aH a lot of ri«'w ideas.

But," he said, "we got a lot to learn n-al <^uirk, ^je<uiuse

there is a lot to learn."

Chick Corea, a jaii artist with a Latin in-

fluence, will be Lppearing along with Paco

DeLucia at 8 p.m. Oct. 3 in the Fine Arta Center

Concert Hall.

Tirst Week' events start fall semester off with a bang
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The fireworks exploding high over the athletic fields at

the Iniversity of Massachusetts last night started this

week off with a bang, but there is still more to come as

"Fu-st Week '82" is underway.

And appropriately enough, the next event of a week's

wonh of activities the 'Outrageous Obstacle Course" •

will aiie-viate the tension oi anyone tning to cope with the

administrative bureaucracy or any of the other problems

.f,^^
• — - • ' - TeG up week.

•

}

. .
- ;>gram ' costing about

$7.0CiO . designed to make ide a mue easier for freshmen

makme their debut*, and veteran students as well. This

week-long program., whkh »-. ^e pci.ng or. at} anc riigti;..

consists. basicaDy. of eight max evt-ms

The "Outrageous Obstacle Course" whKh students car

challenge between & a.m. and 5 p.m today will be icratec

in the horseshoe between Whitmore and the Schix». of

Busmess Admimstration. One of nine obstaaes ;ha:

should prove to be as confusing as the Whnmore •

itself' IS the "Wobble Tube." a 16 foot nyicc, mesr .
_;.:...

suspended m tbe air.

At T. 9 and 11 p.m. toro<«TO» . the film "Missmg" starring

Jack Lemroon - • »-i- be showr in ihe

Campus Center • _:^ mx. Si ^.,sc :omorrc.«

and Wednesday . the C>uting Oub will provide canoe noes

bepr.niTiC a: noon

The AiT.az-ng Fantw^.^ ."ugper^. a Boston- based juggling

and comedy act, will be cbwning around on the

Metawampe Lawn tomorrow afternoon from noon to 2

; m. Tomorrow night, the funk band from Boston,

Hypertension." will play for the "Freshperson Dance" at 9

p.rr. ir the Student Union Ballroom.

To get a better undersunding of the Recognized S'udeni

•on*, there will be a referral fair outside

;r-. -.--•nt Union Building until '.i p.m. Thursday. At 8

p.m. Thursday, hypnotist Jerry Valley will take audience

parunpants on a fantasized bus ride and turn them into

Western yodelmg stars.

Stephen Baird. a street singer from Boston who has

entertained the UMass crowd before with guitar and voice,

wii] aeain perform in the Student Union Ballroom from

noon to 2p.m. Thursday.
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SAP sting sharper under new law
Collegian 7 1

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

f

Local police said they intend to operate much as they did

last year in preventing drunk driving, but that those ar-

rested will face penalties more severe than in the past.

"We will enforce the laws of the Commonwealth as we
have in the past. It is the punishment that actually has

been changed," said Gerald T. O'Neill, director of Public

Safety at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Signed by Massachusetts Governor Edward King in ear-

ly August, the new law recommends a sentence of atten-

dance at an alcohol abuse program, suspension of license

for 30 days and a fine between $100 and $1,000 for a first

time offender. Anyone arrested for drunk driving before

the bill was signed is still not considered a first-time of-

fender.

"We're looking to have less people hurt over negligent

behavior, said Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia. "The
vast majority of students know about SAP (Speed and
Alcohol Enforcement Program), which will be continued

and enforced."

SAP was begun last October with a $28,500 grant from

the Governor's Highway Safety Bureau. The Program was

designed to discourage driving drunk, and operated on the

weekends through June, 1982.

Maia said SAP would be continued this year and enforced

on a 24-hour per day basis. The department uses radar con-

tinually, two during normal hours and three during "peak"

hours, Maia said. I

Individuals are stopped for motor vehicle offenses. Maiaj

said, then the officer determines if the individual is intox-

icated.

"Our method has worked well," he said. "We're not

af^^i arrests, we're after compliance."

According to the Amherst Police Department Annual

Report, total accidents between October 1981 and June

1982 were reduced by 8 percent as compared to the

previous year. Accidents during hours when SAP
operated — Friday and Saturday nights between 9 p.m.

and 3 a.m. — decreased by 54 percent as compared with

the same hours last year.

The number of people injured during these times was

reduced by 82 percent, and those hospitalized by 90 per-

cent. This brought the total number of people injured last

year down by a full 25 percent. Maia said the presence of

SAP on the streets has also had an effect on the number of

crimes committed at night.

The repwrt states "the program can only be considered

an overwhelming success. Positive evaluations by the

federal government have led to state funding of other

similar programs."

The police rejwrt also mentions the University Health

Services as a "valuable resource" in educating people

about alcohol abuse. Seminars were held last year and are

scheduled again this September to train area bar owners

and bartenders.

Carlene Ricchelli of UHS said the training includes such

topics as legislation, liability and stages of intoxication,

and strategies for shutting off someone who has had too

much to drink.

"I don't think anyone on campus can insist on drinking

and driving. If you're going to drink, don't dr ^la^

away from the front of the wheel." O'Neill said.

"We've seen too many students killed as a result of

drunk driving. I think every cop on has witnessed this," he

said. "It's not very nice when we have to deal with the

aftermath."

Car crash kills 3

UM freshmen on
Amherst road
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts students of the Class

of 1986 scheduled to begin classes tliis semester were kill-

ed irwtantly last W ednesday night when their car struck a

utility pole near the Mill Valley Bridge on Rte. 116.

The three victims, all 20-years-old, were Patrick C.

Farmer of 20 South Whitney St., Amherst; Meg J. Dolan

of North Quincy; and Brigitte A. Judge of Minneapolis,

Minn. Farmer, the driver of the vehicle, was to be a

freshman at the University and both Dolan and Judge re-

entering students.

Associate Medical Examiner Donald Abel said the

possibUities of the fatal crash being drug or alcohol related

will not be known until autopsies for the bodies of the

three victims, found dead at the scene have been com-

pleted.

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said the bodies

couldn't be pulled from the car until crews from both the

Western Massachusetts Electric Co. and New England

Telephone Co. arrived to secure the utility pole for

Amherst firefighters who then cut the car open with the

jaws of life.

The car, a Volkswagen Sirocco, was reportedly traveling

kt a high rate of speed, police said, before the driver

lost control and struck the utility pole on the opposite side

of the highway at about 8 p.m. No other vehicles were in-

volved, police said.

/"

C'«li*cimii piioUt by Kc*w J. Facbettl

Clocked by radar sroing over the speed limit, a motorist is ^ven a traffic ticket on South Pleasant

Street last week.

Warning: Tough new penalties

enacted for driving while drunk
On Sept. 1, a new law, recently signed by Massachusetts

Governor Edward King, went into effect mandating tough

penalties for drunk driving. The penalties, to be decided in

court, range from a fine and enrollment in an alcohol

education course to possible jail terms for repeated of-

fenders.

First Offense: (if there are no injuries)

30 day suspension of license

$100 to $1,000 fine

court can order attendance of an alcohol abuse pro-

gram, at a cost to the offender of $400

First Offense: (if injuries)

imprisonment for up to two years

loss of license for one year

fine up to $1,000

Second Offense within six years; (anyone who has

presently been convicted or attended an alcohol abuse pro-

gram is not considered a first-time offender.) *

mandatory confinement of seven days in jail or 14

days in a residential alcohol treatment center
judge decides how much of the center's costs are
paid by the state

two year loss of license

$v300 U) $1,000 fine

Third or Subsequent offense:

mandatory 60 days in jail
*

five year loss of license

$500 to $1,000 fine

Causing death: (considered a felony)

mandatory minimum sentence of one year, can be

extended by the judge to 10 years

10 year loss of license

$5,000 fine

Bars repeatedly found to have disorderly person.s leaving

will be considered public nuisances and can be closed for a

year.

C«ll*gUa rkoto hy K*«iB J. KachatU

Amherst Patrolman Tom O'Connor operates a radar gun while on the lookout for speeders on

Soath Pleaaant Street last week. The Amherst Police Department's Speed and Alcohol Patrol will

continae its efforts this jear to apprehend drunk drivers.
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Santana, Jimmy Cliff first forUPC

Flamenco ^itarist Paco DeLucia, who thrill-

ed a UMasB audience during a performance with

Al DiMeola and John McLaughlin last year, will

be appearing in the Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall on Oct. 3.

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Union Program CouncU (UPC) with an almost whol-

ly new staff, is set for another year of bringing music to

IP lass, says Talent Coordinator Bill Prichett.

"Things are going great," said Prichett.

Santana will perform on Sept. 17 at 8 p.m. in the Curry

Hicks Cage, kicking off a semester of top-talent gigs.

Tickets will be $10 for students, $12 for the general public

and will go on sale Sept. 9.

Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh will play Sept. 23 at 8 p.m.

:n the Fine Arts Center. Tickets will be $9 and $10 for

students, $10 and $11 for the general public.

"Cliff and Tosh are the two top reggae bands right

now," said Prichett.

Chick Corea will appear with Paco de Lucia, in what is

being bUled as the "Touchstone Tour", in the Fine Arts

Center Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. Tickets will be $7.50 and $8.50 for

students $8.50 and $9.50 for the general public.

"Paco is a phenomenal guitarist," said Prichett. Chick

and Paco recently collaborated on Chick's new album

"Touchstone".

Joe Jackson, a new wave artist, will play his unique

brand of music on Oct. 21 at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts

Center. Tickets will be $9.50 and $10.50 for students,

$10.50 and $11.50 for the general public.

"UMass is a diverse community of people, so you have to

please a lot of different types," said Prichett.

"You have to pay for better acts," said Prichett. "We

could get older acts that aren't doing as well, and have

cheaper ticket prices."

"It's nice to have a bunch of new people on the UPC
staff said Prichett. "Everyone has a lot of new ideas.

But," he said, "we got a lot to learn real quick, because

there is a lot to learn."

Chick Corea, a jazz artist with a Latin in-

fluence, will be appearing along with Paco

DeLucia at 8 p.m. Oct. 3 in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

Tirst Week' events start fall semester off with a bang
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The fireworks exploding high over the athletic fields at

the University of Massachusetts last night started this

week off with a bang, but there is still more to come as

"First Week '82" is underway

.

And appropriately enough, the next event of a week's

worth of activities the "Outrageous Obsucle Course"

will alleviate the tension of anyone trying to cope with the

administrative bureaucracy or any of the other problems

that usually infest the campus this mixed up week.

•First Week "82" is a student run program (costing about

$7,000). designed to make life a little easier for freshmen

making their debuts and veteran students as well. This

week long program, which will be going on day and night,

consists, basically, of eight main events.

The "Outrageous Obstacle Course" which students can

challenge between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. today will be located

in the horseshoe between Whitmore and the School of

Business Administration. One of nine obstacles (that

should prove to be as confusing as the Whitmore building

itself) is the "Wobble Tube," a 16 foot nylon mesh tunnel

suspended in the air.

At 7. 9 and 11 p.m. tomorrow, the film "Missing" starring

Jack Lemmon and Sissy Spacek will be shown in the

Campus Center Auditorium (admission $1). Also tomorrow

and Wednesday, the Outing Club will provide canoe rides

beginning at noon.

The Amazing Fantasy Jugglers, a Boston based juggling

and comedy act. will be clowning around on the

Metawampe Lawn tomorrow afternoon from noon to 2

p.m. Tomorrow night, the funk band from Boston.

"Hypertension." will play for the "Freshperson Dance" at 9

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

To get a better understanding of the Recognized Student

Organizations, there will be a referral fair outside

the Student Union Building until 3 p.m. Thursday. At 8

p.m. Thursday, hypnotist Jerry Valley will take audience

participants on a fantasized bus ride and turn them mto

Western yodeling stars.

Stephen Baird. a street singer from Boston who has

entertained the UMass crowd before with guitar and voice,

will again perform in the Student Union Ballroom from

noon to 2 p.m. Thursday.
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SAP sting sharper undernew law
Collegian ?

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

f

Local police said they intend to operate much as they did

last year in preventing drunk driving, but that those ar-

rested will face penalties more severe than in the past.

"We will enforce the laws of the Commonwealth as we
have in the past. It is the punishment that actually has

been changed," said Gerald T. O'Neill, director of Public

Safety at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Signed by Massachusetts Governor Edward King in ear-

ly August, the new law recommends a sentence of atten-

dance at an alcohol abuse program, suspension of license

for 30 days and a fine between $100 and $1,000 for a first

time offender. Anyone arrested for drunk driving before

the bill was signed is still not considered a first-time of-

fender.

"We're looking to have less people hurt over negligent

behavior, said Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia. "The
vast majority of students know about SAP (Speed and
Alcohol Enforcement Program), which will be continued

and enforced."

SAP was begun last October with a $28,500 grant from

the Governor's Highway Safety Bureau. The Program was

designed to discourage driving drunk, and operated on the

weekends through June, 1982.

Maia said SAP would be continued this year and enforced

on a 24-hour per day basis. The department uses radar con-

tinually, two during normal hours and three during "peak"

hours, Maia said. I

Individuals are stopped for motor vehicle offenses, MaiaJ

said, then the officer determines if the individual is intox-

icated.

"Our method has worked well," he said. "We're not

after arrests, we're after compliance."

According to the Amherst Police D>?partment Annual

Report, total accidents between October 1981 and June

1982 were reduced by 8 percent as compared to the

previous year. Accidents during hours when SAP
operated — Friday and Saturday nights between 9 p.m.

and 3 a.m. — decreased by 54 percent as compared with

the same hours last year.

The number of people injured during these times was
reduced by 82 percent, and those hospitalized by 90 per-

cent. This brought the total number of people injured last

year down by a full 25 percent. Maia said the presence of

SAP on the streets has also had an effect on the number of

crimes committed at night.

The report states "the program can only be considered

an overwhelming success. Positive evaluations by the

federal government have led to state funding of other

similar programs."

The police report also mentions the University Health

Sendees as a "valuable resource" in educating people

about alcohol abuse. Seminars were held last year and are

scheduled again this September to train area bar owners

and bartenders.

Carlene Ricchelli of UHS said the training includes such

topics as legislation, liability and stages of intoxication,

and strategies for shutting off someone who has had too

much to drink.

"I don't think anyone on campus can insist on drinking

and driving. If you're going to drink, don't dr ^ta,

away from the front of the wheel." O'Neill said.

"We've seen too many students killed as a result of

drunk driving. I think every cop on has witnessed this," he

said. "It's not very nice when we have to deal with the

aftermath."

Car crash kills 3

UM freshmen on
Amherst road
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts students of the Class

of 1986 scheduled to begin classes this semester were kill-

ed instantly last Wednesday night when their car struck a

utility pole near the Mill Valley Bridge on Rte. 116.

The three victims, all 20-years-old, were Patrick C.

Farmer of 20 South Whitney St., Amherst; Meg J. Dolan

of North Quincy; and Brigitte A. Judge of Minneapolis,

Minn. Farmer, the driver of the vehicle, was to be a

freshman at the University and both Dolan and Judge re-

entering students.

Associate Medical Examiner Donald Abel said the

possibilities of the fatal crash being drug or alcohol related

will not be known until autopsies for the bodies of the

three victims, found dead at the scene have been com-

pleted.

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said the bodies

couldn't be pulled from the car until crews from both the

Western Massachusetts Electric Co. and New England

Telephone Co. arrived to secure the utility pole for

Amherst firefighters who then cut the car open with the

jaws of life.

The car, a Volkswagen Sirocco, was reportedly traveling

kt a high rate of speed, police said, before the driver

lost control and struck the utility pole on the opposite side

of the highway at about 8 p.m. No other vehicles were in-

volved, police said.

/"

Collcfiaa plM>U> by Kcvia J. KmImUI

Clocked by radar going over the speed limit, a motorist is given a traffic ticket on South Pleasant

Street last week.

Warning: Tough new penalties

enacted for driving while drunk
On Sept. 1, a new law, recently signed by Massachusetts

Governor Edward King, went into effect mandating tough

penalties for drunk driving. The penalties, to be decided in

court, range from a fine and enrollment in an alcohol

education course to possible jail terms for repeated of-

fenders.

First Offense: (if there are no injuries)

30 day suspension of license

$100 to $1,000 fine

court can order attendance of an alcohol abuse pro-

gram, at a cost to the offender of $400

First Ofifense: (if injuries)

imprisonment for up to two years

loss of license for one year

fine up to $1,000

Second Offense within six years; (anyone who has

presently been convicted or attended an alcohol abuse pro-

gram is .not considered a first-time offender.) *

mandator/ confinement of seven days in jail or 14

days in a residential alcohoi treatment center
- judge decides how much of the center's costs are

paid by the state

two year loss of license

$300 t<) $1,000 fine

Third or Subsequent offense:

mandatory 60 days in jail

five year loss of license

$500 to $1,000 fine

Causing death: (considered a felony)

mandatory minimum sentence of one year, can be
extended by the judge to 10 years

10 year loss of license

$5,000 fine

Bars repeatedly found to have disorderly persons leaving

will be considered public nuisances and can be closed for a
year.

C^llcfian pkoto by k*tip J Kachatti

Amherec Patrolman Tom O'Connor operates a radar gun while on the lookout for speeders on

South PleaaaBt Street last week. The Amherst Police Department's Speed and Alcohol Patrol will

continne ita efforts this jear to apprehend drunk drivers.
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Housing crunch to be lighter than expected
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Despite predictions of an abnormally large freshman

class entering the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst this fall, UMass Housing Assignment Coor-

dinator Jerald Quarles has said he is "not envisioning any

major problems in housing for anyone who expects it."

UMass had originally received over 5,000 acceptance

confirmations in the spring, Quarles said, but a combina-

tion of factors have resulted in only an "average midland

to high" number of freshmen who will actually be looking

for on-campus housing.

These factors included students deciding to attend other

institutions, not getting the amount of financial aid re-

quired, not pajring their fee bills and deciding not to attend

any school at all during the fall, Quarles said.

Theta Chi loses charter after

Greek Affau-s review

For these reasons this year's freshmen class should only

number about 4,000 students, instead of the original

estimate of over 5,000, Quarles said.

"Housing is always tight in the fall," Quarles said. "But

this year will be no different from any other in terms of

space available."

Quarles said he expects approximately 400 people to be

without housing when they arrive at UMass, most of them

because of a late acceptance or not getting cleared for

housing by the proper date.

UMass works under a system in which everyone who ex-

pects to live on campus must pay their bill or be cleared by

the bursar's office by a certain date, or forfeit the housing

assignment.

"We expect to take care of at least 150 underclassmen

by the end of the first day," Quarles said, "and the rest of

them after the Wednesday cut-off date for no-shows."

Anyone who has not claimed their housing by Wednes-

day automatically loses their assignment, Quarles ex-

plained, and these assignments are given to all freshmen

and sophomores who are still without housing on Thurs-

day morning.

Only after all underclassmen are taken care of will any

juniors or seniors be given housing, Quarles said.

"There are two reasons for this," Quarles explained,

"one is because of the University rule requiring all

underclassmen to live on campus, and the other because

freshmen have a lower cope level than someone who has

been here before."

"Everyone who needs on-campus housing should expect

to be taken care of within two and a half weeks, most

before that," Quarles said.

"All in all I expect it to be a relatively normal hectic

year," Quarles said.

-n^^iif*^
3.'!

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The Theta Chi fraternity at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts will no longer be an ac-

tive campus fraternity after a summer
decision by University officials to suspend

the group's charter for two years, UMass
Director of Housing Services Joseph Zan-

nini said recently.

The decision to suspend the charter was

made by Zannini on the basis of a recom-

mendation by UMass Director of Greek Af-

fairs Leslie Cha.mbers and the results of a

hearing with members of the fraternity,

the Theta Chi iVlumni Corportion and the

Theta Chi national organization.

"The final deci.sion was cooperative ac-

tion between the I'niversity and members
of the national and the Alumni Corpora-

tion," Zannini said.

The decision was made after the review

of a 15-point plan dravvm up last winter b*

tween "
' fraternity and

Univen, ; : plan included

stated objectives in all asjjects of fraternity

life, according to ChaniU'rs, and the dev

sion to suspend the groups charter wai.

made after deciding that the fraternity had

not met these stated objectives.

After the two year period, members may
apply to return to active fraternity status,

Zannini said, but they must undergo the en-

tire colonization process as if they were

starting an entirely new fraternity.

Harold Alter, executive director of the

national Theta Chi organization, said that

his group has no plans to activate the

fraternity after the two year period, but

will examine the possibilities after the

period is over.

In the meantime, the Theta Chi Alumni

Corp.. which owns the house, has rented

the space to the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity,

which was evicted from its former location

in Fraternity/Sorority Park last spring in

order to make r(K)m for a new group who
will be living in the former house.

• A !,_.,.,. I
.

t accordingly we f live

no , r renting the house,"

Har«>ld Lewis, executive director of the

i heM Chi A

'

""orp., "hut with the first

rrpDrt^^'ofl;. : . ,ingup, they will go ttK'."

"We want the fraternity to come back and

a worthwhile member of the

^ .amunity," Lewis said.
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C'oiUcwji pk«to b; Krvia J. Fachctti

The former Theta Chi house at the I'niversity of MasMchusetts, was
dosed earlier this year.

WINES&
LIQUORS

WINE SPECIALS
Ed Saarbach .lemi dry white $2.99 per liter

Beacel Blanc dry French white $2.99 per liter

Porto Palo dry Italian white $3.59 1.5 liter jug

Wine - Liquor - Beer
BEER SPECIALS

Bud cans $8.99/c«M

BuSCh looM cans $7.99/cas«

Tuborg K/dk $2.25/6 pack

Rolling Rock $4.50/i2pack

Kronenbourg it/dk $3.99/6 oack

Becks H/dk $3.99/6 pack

Bass Ale $4.99/6 pack

Moosehead $3.25/6 pack $12.50/cass

LIQUOR
Cossack Vodka 1.75 iiter$8.39

Booths Gin 90° 1 uter $7.45

Windsor Canadian Whiskey, tgo mi $6.29

JfcmfaJ#=Ji!=lillUiafeJfe=Jf=JfeaJf=J

REFRIGERATOR
RENTALS

Telephone

256-8433

253-5384

On and off campus rentals

Locally owned & operated

Service 7 days a week

Look for our trucks in the Southwest area
not retpontlbie for typographicai error*

0.*^

Colletiu pkoto kj Kt^ia J. FaclMUi

The University Tower Library, which miy be reopened next year under

a renovation plan now before the state.

Library renovations

considered for funding

-S^

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Correspondent

A proposal for a covered walkway and

other renovations needed to fully reopen

the Tower Library in late 1983 is still under

consideration by the state's Division of

Capital Planning and Of< "^tion (DCPO).

The Tower Library was ciuoed on Sept.

5, 1979, because chips of bricks falling from

the library posed a potential danger to

students. The library was later reopened

on a limited basis but most of the common-

ly used facilities and books were transfer-

'ed to the Goodell Library building.

H.J. Littlefield, Director of Planning for

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, said the University's top priorit>'

is no lojiger repairing 'he fpailing problems

of the library's bnck facade, but msteart

seeks to reopen the library to full capacity

to allow time for more careful considera-

tion of the problems. •

Littlefield said the walkway will allow

full access to the library. Because exits on

the first floor are no longer useable, fire

regulations permit only 750 students to use

the tower at one time.

Other renovations will include moving

the circulation facilities to the first floor of

the tower, improvements to the elevator

system, relocation of library offices to the

fourth floor and installation of multi-tier

shelving and study areas on the second and

fifth levels. Multi-tiering allows additional

shelf space on these double-level floors.

Littlefield said that work to correct the

spalling problem will not begin until

University officials can be certain that the

work will not cause more serious problems

in the brick facing. The walkway and other

work will allow ihe library to reopen before

and during work on the outside walls.

He saia ine ur'j(.Kjsaj was sent tx) DCPU
in the spring and a response is expected

within a few weeks.

MEWLY EXPANDED
~

PRINT& CARDDEPT.

reg. ^THS- mJ99

Bedspreads, Tapestries

di Ulall Hangings

CUP-ON
reg. X^Mr
now 12.95

2 for 25.

STUDY
LAMP

reg. ^4^06-

now 16.95

€
16 ^IMH^BT^ >
pc. set reg. +9;9&

now 1 2.95 m
4X6' cotton

RUGS
Great Designs
reg.49:95r

^f >^^.^

save

20
PERCENT

^,^e.95 ^^^aj«3&^
RECORD
CRATES
reg. ^^95-

now 6.95

)^
immmmm^Mmmmmmm^

msmmm mmmmmmmmmmm

BEVERAGE &
STEMWARE
1 8 pc. set beverage glasses/reg. 1 9.95 now 1 2.95
set of 4 red or white Wine/reg. 7.50 now 5.95
Barrels of Glass . . . WIne/Beverage/Mugs from

PLASTIC HANGERS,
reg. 250 @/now ... 1 for 1 ,95

HOOKS & HANGUPS

^^
EXPIRES
SEPT 18. 1982

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Ideas

Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.
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Crayton off to Boston;

students feel the loss

IMUflcrcCaOttiaa M>«*« by T

Tony Crayton, director of the Office of Third World Affairs, will be

leaving Oct. 1 for a new job.

By JEFF ROSENBERG
and HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Tony Crayton, director of the Office of

Third World Affairs at the University of

Massachusetts will be leaving at the end of

the month for a position at the Greater

Boston Legal Services.

Crayton has been active on the UMass

campus for several years working on issues

of repression. He has directed the Office of

Third World Affairs for the last three

years. The office advises, advocates and

serves as a resource center for Third World

students.

"You have got to give the man a whole

lot of credit. When he spoke people would

bsten and definitely change. He can

definitely communicate a very hard issue

like racism," said Adrian Crum, SGA
Speaker's assistant and Third World

caucus chair. "He will be a very hard act to

follow."

Crayton has been a driving force on cam-

pus, speaking at rallies and lecturing to

various groups, as well as contributing

pieces to the Collegian. He spent much of

his time solidifying Third Worid organiza-

tions both financially and organizationally.

He said he feels his work has been "very

successful in trying to bring Third World

students and white students closer

together rather than farther apart."

"There is no doubt as to the impact he

has made in terms of making the campus

aware of the concerns of Third World

students," said Randy Donant, Director of

the Division of Student Affairs.

"His ulterior motives were to constantly

keep in mind, and remind the majority of

the population about concerns like the

quality of education and social rights

issues, and I think he did an excellent job,"

Donant said.

"Very few people have shown the com-

mitment toward students that Tony has,"

said Student Government Association

Presiden Jim Murphy.

"He's one of the most charismatic people

on campus," Crum said. "He is a genius in

his own right. He knows so many things

about everything, especially African

culture. He has such a very large wealth of

knowledge, and he's leaving behind a lot of

it for the students."

Crum noted that this is the first year the

Undergraduate Student Senate will be

dealing with Third World issues, including

a poster campaign dealing with human op-

pression.

"He made a very great contribution to

the University as a whole, in making people

understand Third World issues enough so

they can deal with it," Crum said.

Express add/drop available today
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

An "express add/drop" will be held from 9 a.m. to 4

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom today in an effort to

facilitate the beginning-of-semester rush for classes.

"This way students can drop any course easily, and we
will deliver them (add/drop forms) to the departments. We
are trying to get those who want to drop them early," said

James W. Shaw, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,

in an effort to clear spaces for students trying to get into

classes.

Any class may be dropped, and twelve departments will

have representatives there to sign add forms: Botany,

COINS (computers), Communication Studies, Economics,

English, History, Journalism, Microbiology, Philosophy,

Political Science, Sociology and Spanish.

"We're hoping it's not too crowded in there. It should

save people some grief; it'll be like a mini-University,"

Shaw said.

The event is being sponsored by the Registrar's Office

and the College of Arts and Sciences Information and Ad-

vising Center (CASIAC). CASIAC advisors will be there

also to answer any questions.

A list of open courses will be available there, and a com-

plete listing is taped in the lobby of Machmer Hall and up-

dated at regular intervals.
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State Senate increases University budget
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

The normally chaotic University of Massachusetts

budget process was further complicated this year by the

role of the newly created Board of Regents. But the

unexpected result will mean the hiring of additional faculty

for the first time in many years.

Under the final budget appropriation, UMass will be

able to hire an estimated 20 additional faculty members,
according to Rosmarie Strother of the Office of Planning

and Budget. The additional faculty will be hired in areas of

high demand such as engineering, business and the new
writing program, she said.

Strother said faculty will not be hired for new teaching

posts but will fill existmg positions that were left vacant

ovei the years because of past budget constraints.

Strother said UMass-Amherst will receive $109.3 million

for the general maintenance of the campus, $950,000 for
'

new library acquisitions, and $1.8 million for aid for

disadvantaged students.

In the past UMass made its budget recommendations

directly to the governor, who made his recommendation to

the Legislature, and the Legislature allocated money

directly to UMass.
This year, however, UMass made its recommendations

to the Board of Regents, which lumped the UMass budget

together with all other public college budgets, and sub-

mitted the budget request to the governor.

Legally, the Regents only had to submit one figure to the

Governor and Legislature for all twenty seven public

universities and colleges. But because individual

legislators representing particular schools wanted to

ensure their school receives a fair share of the Regent's

lump sum budget, the Regents were politically obliged to

provide documents outlining how much each school would

receive.

After the budget was passed by the Legislature and

signed by the governor, the Regents were mandated to

provide to the House of Representive's, and Senate Ways
and Means Committees a breakdown of each institution's

budget.

The House Ways and Means Committee approved the

Regents request to fund the Amherst campus at $108.5

million, but the Senate Ways and Means Committee

refused to accept this amount because of over enrolled

majors in various parts of the university. A compromise

was sought.

SGA has busy summer
dealing with many issues

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

(SGA) of the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst works on issues that affect

students and helps organize political and

cultxual events.

During the summer of 1982, the SGA
was involved with a variety of activities

ranging from introducing new students to

campus to lobbying for tuition waivers.

More than 600 first year students

responded to a mailing conducted by the

Undergraduate Student Senate speaker's

office. The mailing was evolved to

"facilitate a better understanding of what

the SGA is all about," according to a memo
from Speaker Sharon Davies.

The SGA also formed a comnruttee for

the first time to be involved with the First

Week Planning, a series of events scheduled

during both days and evenings of the week

students return to campus. A listing of

events will be posted in the dormitories, as

well as today's Collegian.

John Duff, Chancellor of Higher Educa-

The Five College system

offers many learning options
tion, recommended the Board of Regents

allocate an additional million dollars t« the

28-school state system. The Regents pass-

ed the proposal and the money is waiting to

be allocated. The SGA was instrumental in

the student lobbying which preceded this

decision.

In production this summer was the 1983

edition of "On the Other Hand," the

Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide

(GATE). The booklet is the result of

campus-wide class questionnaires being

organized and tabulated by the communica-

tions division of SGA. It will be available

this fall for choosing courses next spring.

The Women's Issues Team has been con-

tinuing its work on a Sextuil Harrassment

Grievance Procedure. According U> Davies,

the issues team, the SGA president's office

and the Legal Services Office have agreed

on a dri5t for the procedure. The

Massachusetts Society of Professors is

working on their own version and both will

be combined into one by the Acting Assis-

tant to the Chancellor Louis Fischer. New
Chancellor Joseph Duffey should be

presented with the final version in October,

to authorize it for implementation this fall.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Correspondent

Students at the University of

Massachusetts are eligible to take courses

at any of the schools in the Five College

system, which includes Smith. Hampshire,

Mount Holyoke and Amherst Colleges.

Over 2500 students took advantage of

Five College cooperation in the spring of

1982, according to James W. Shaw,

associate dean and director of the College of

Arts and Sciences Information and

Advising Center (CASIAC).

Attending UMass last semester were 815

students from the other four colleges in the

region and 671 UMass students went to the

other schools.

Shaw said the Five College system

technically permits students to take courses

through the program if there are no similar

courses on the student's campus, but said

the rule is not strictly enforced.

"We try to interpret that very liberally,"

he said.

Students take courses at other colleges for

a number of reasons, according to a

December. 1981 survey on Five College

cooperation. A "different course per

spective" is the most common reason,

according to the report, but students also

use the program to expand on major

department work, to gain exposure to

another school, or other students, and just

to "get away."

Students participating in the survey

generally felt that UMass and Hampshire

College offered more classes "relevent to

current social issues" and indicated that

UMass was said to have the most in

timidatingand least attractive campus.

Academics aren't the only part of Five-

College cooperation, however. Students can

take advantage of free or discounted access

to concerts, lectures and conferences at

other colleges, and use the Five College bus

system which Unks the five campuses.

Students seeking more information about

F'ive College courses should contact

Daphne Reed, UMass Five College

Advisor, at .'WB 2191.

XDanskin'
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More CC conferences could

result in no fee increase

UMass to help forest industry

By MIKE FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is into

the conference business in a big way.

"We have had a very busy summer," said

Ashoke K. Ganguli, director of Auxiliary

Services which oversees Conference

Services. "1 feel very good about Con-

ference Services. It has come a long way
since 1979."

"We have undertaken a marketing

campaign and we are actively going after

new clients." said R. Marc Fournier, sales

and program coordinator for Conference

Services. "We can see we've had some

success. We have new clients and new

revenue."

Ganguli said the total profits for con-

ferences held this summer have not been

added up yet. But profits for previous years

have financed $775,000 of renovations in the

Campus Center, in addition to increasing

ijicome at the Campus Center Hotel and

restaurants, he said.

There were 47 conferences scheduled in

July and August. The largest conference

was an international convention of polymer

scientists with more than 2,000 in at-

tendance.

Conferences are scheduled throughout

the year, with about 13 this month.

"Our market segment is all academic,

scientific and union related," said Ganguli.

Ganguli said the conference business

benefits the whole campus and the

surrounding area by filling hotels and

bringing in business in the slow summer
months.
The Campus Center charges fees for the

use of conference rooms as well as taking

profits from the sales of retail goods, food

and accomodations. Last year the Campus
Center was paid $57,000 in fees and for

small repairs to the building, Ganguli said.

More money for the Campus Center Fee

as a primary source of revenue for the

building.

Craig Freedman, finance coordinator for

the Campus Center/Student Union/ Board

of Governors (BOG), said "Conferences are

one of the sources of income in the Cr.mpus

Center."

"The money could be used to reduce the

Campus Center Fee or textbook prices

could be lowered," he said.

The BOG will be negotiating with

auxiliary services to raise the fees charged

for conference space in the Campus Center,

FVeedman said.

"We can't charge so much that it hurts

Auxiliary Services." Freedman said, "but

there is a lot of leeway for (the fees) to go

much higher."

The new Cooperative Forestry Research

Unit, begun in cooperation with the

University and the state Division of

Forests and Parks, will work toward solv-

ing forestry problems in Massachusetts by

identifying and choosing those problems

the University can work on.

The already active research program in

the forestry and wildlife management pro-

gram at the University will work in con-

junction with state foresters to help land-

owners make their forests more profitable

and strengthen industry in the state, accor-

ding to Dr. Joseph D. Larson of the

management program.

La Rochelle heads nursing studies

Dr. Diane LaRochelle took over the posi-

tion of director of the graduate program of

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst Division of Nursing last Wednes-

day.

LaRochelle earned her bachelor's and

master's degrees at the University of Con-

necticut in nursing and a doctorate in

higher education administration at the

same university. She became an associate

professor there, prior to her employment

at UMass.
The Division of Nursing graduate pro-

gram, reestablished this fall, gears

students toward intensive community in-

volvement with health care programs

suited to the individual area.

Prize to encourage new poets
A $1000 grand prize will be given by

World of Poetry, a quarterly poetry

newsletter, in its upcoming competition.

Any style and subject is welcome. Chair-

man Joseph Mellon said the publicaton

wishes to encourage new talents. Over

$10,000 in cash and merchandise will be

awarded. Rules and entry forms are

available from World of Poetry, 2431

Stockton Blvd., Dept. D, Sacramento,

California, 95817.

UMass education professor dies

during basketball game: age 43

More weekend hours at Jones

By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

Associate professor of education

Douglass R. Forsyth. 43. died August 18

after he suffered a heart attack while

playing basketball at the Mill River

Recreation Area in Amherst.

Born January 27. 1939. in North

Tonawanda. New York. Forsyth was the

son of Robert and Viola Forsyth of Fort

Myers Beach. Florida, and Lake Wyola in

Shutesbury.

Forsyth graduated from Bucknell

University in Lewisberg. Pennsylvania, in

1960.

He served as a first lieutenant in the U.S.

Army adjutant general's corps.

After completing his military service.

F'orsyth earned a doctorate in psychology at

Colorado State University in Fort Collins.

He moved to Amherst 14 years ago and

joined the University of Massachusetts

Counseling Center.

From 1973 to 1976. he served as assistant

to former Chancellor Randolph Bromery.

He then became an associate professor in

the School of Education.

Besides his parents, he leaves his wife.

Arlene (Kelley) Forsyth; a son, Mark; and a

daughter. KeUey.

The Jones Library in Amherst will ex-

pand its weekend hours this fall. Reading

rooms will be open Sundays from 1 p.m. to

5 p.m. beginning September 12. Music,

films and a folklore series are planned for

Sundays, also. On Saturdays the library

will be open from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Weekday hours are Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and
Tuesday and Thursday, from 9 a.m. to 9:30

p.m. Library cards are available at no cost

to any Massachusetts resident with proof

of current address.

League membership open to all

Citizens 18 or over having residence in

the Amherst area may join the League of

Women Voters. The organization is non-

partisan, promoting political responsibility

and participation in local, state and na-

tional government. Individual issues are

discussed and acted upon when League

members decide upon an appropriate

stance. Voter registration drives and voter

turnout are regular efforts of the group.

The local League intends to study na-

tional security policies this year to deter-

mine both domestic and foreign effects.

Anyone interested can contact Myrna
Hewitt at 253-7776 or membership chair-

man Jo Peppard at 253-3337.
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^mC MOUNTAIII FARMS 4

ROBIN WILLIAMS

» t (Ot m funny w*
of looking ai lift

% N* t get m funny way

THE WORLD
ACCORDING

Cforp

g Tue-Thu (6:00 @ $2.00) 8:45

534-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MAL

KESSY
ROGERS

Tue-Thu(4:30 @ $2.00) 7:00, 9:15

iTue-Thu (4:45 @ $2 00) 7:15, 9:15

fA^rr/Mts
ATRIOGCMONTHIGH

At ktd^tmoM Hi^

} the
IRestaurant

Tue-Thu (4:30 @ $2.00) 7:00, 9:00

\

\

\

\

I

THE
ROAD

Warrior
the hope of

mankind

Tue-Thu (4:45 (9) $2.00) 7:15. 9:15

M)DMI«HTMoVli MADM1S8
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS

c^mc iMnwm. *

i*^"^!
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

We have a BrancI New LouNqc

and a BrancI New Menu and we
look foHA/ard to serving you!

Ouf Happy Hours are 2:00 - 5:30 daily

with all the free pizza you can eat

50c drafts — 99c bar drinks

Happy Hour Prices Sun - Thurs 9 - closing

Pizzo Pofty - 9:00 - closing every night

a free small cheese pizza

with every pitcher of beer

Doily Lunch»on Specials - at $2.75

soft beverage is included

Lodi»s Night -

every Wednesday dunng September

mention this ad & ladies drink at Vi price

9:00 - closing

WATCH FOa OUR DIZARRE DAZAAKI

1

ma^
m "HE WARRIORS

wmm

m • c-onoiwo K-fXJ/L/ in LiA«»

\

\

r

\

September 16th at 9:00

i

Open every day at 11:30 AM
Close 1 :00 AM Monday - Thursday

2:00 AM Friday - Saturday

11:00 PM - Sunday

55 University Drive

Amherst, Mass

549-5713 ^j

1

Freshmen will

UMass Honors
By BRIAN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

For the first time at the University of

Massachusetts, 300 new students from this

year's incoming freshman class have been

invited to become part of the Honors Pro-

gram.
Prof. Linda Lockwood, new director of

the honors program, said the initial

response to the change in policy, aimed at

identifying talented students before they

enter the University, was "very good." In

addition to taking honors classes, these

students will be placed in "learning cor-

ridors" in the dormitories.

Learning is a life-long process,

Lockwood said.

"We must provide students with an

arsenal of skills, a background of

knowledge and the belief that it is fun to

learn," she said.

The basic goal of the program will be

"teaching students to teach themselves,"

Lockwood said. "This is the big idea that

permeates my life," she said.

be invited into

Program
Lockwood said she believes that learning

will not automatically happen; dialogues

must be created between professors and
students and it is often hard to do at a
'

' mega-university
. '

'

"The honors program will encourage or

insist upon dialogue, where students have
to ask questions and have to question

answers, where we look critically at our

fundamental assumptions that the world is

compartmentalized and linear. The honors

program is legitimate turf for inter-

disciplinary inquiry. And interdisciplinary

does not mean flimsy. It's the hardest kind

of learning, to make creative connections,"

Lockwood said.

The new program will not supercede the

present departmental honors programs but

rather "feed into them." Lockwood said.

She also hopes to reach the professional

schools — engineering and business for ex-

ample — and to open the program up to an
even wider spectrum of University

students who would push back the horizons

of the program with their own new ideas,

she said.

C«ll«in«a photo by Drtm Ofier

Sculptor George Trakas (left) and student assisUnt Tim Lindop, work

on Trakas' project to fortify the small island in the Campus Pond. The pro-

ject, underway for the past year, will also include a bridge to the island.

Interested in newspapers?

Want to get involved?

The Collegian has openings for volunteers in all editorial

departments. Staff positions available in the news, arts, sports,

women's, black affairs and photo departments. Meetings for

anyone interested will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday, next Monday

and Wednesday and Sept. 21 and 23 in room 917 Campus Center.

Anyone is welcome. For more information call Brian Sullivan,

training coordinator, at 545-3500.

WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

and

hatch
So Much to Enjoy

under One Roof

SALAD i^F OUNCETHE
Salad Bar Monday-Friday

11 am-2 pm
>>ky.^imf!><i 88^-

^eli Sarden
Sandwiches
& Deli Meats
Monday-Friday

11 am-2 pm

Deli Carryout
Monday-Friday

3 pm-6 pm
Saturday

10 am-4 pm

the MINUTE
LANEA Quick Breakfast

Lunch or Snack
Monday-Friday

8 am-3:30 pm

^ ^ucbina
^^^ Serving a Variety of

Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:

the Pasta of Your Choice Topped

with Our Delightful Sauces

Monday-Friday

11 am-2 pm
Monday-Saturday

5 pm-11 pm

Ttie VlNei«f)
A Large and Surprising

Selection of

Wine & Beer,

in Bottles or on Tap

Monday-Friday

11 am-11 pm
Saturday

5 pm-11 pm

Stop by the Food Service Information Booth

on the Campus Center Concourse
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Located in the Campus Center

at the University of Massachusetts

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
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WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

CoSfee Shop
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEKHHI 7 am-10 pm <WHHHB

Offering a Variety of Menu Items

• full Breakfasts • Salads
• Grill Items • Snacks

Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

Lunch: 11:30 am-2:30 pm/Monday-Friday
Weather Permitting

QUICKIE lUNCH
Tenth Floor of the Campus Center

MONDAYFRIDAY 11:30 am-2 pm

DLUENKSMl
BAR Monday-Friday 11:15 am-1 am

Saturday 6 pm-1 am

The Hottest Friday

Happy Hour in Town
Valid ID Required to Purchase Alcohol

DLUENi«ML
Monday-Friday 11:15 am-1:30 pm
New York Style Deli

Hot Entrees Prepared Daily

TOP of the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Monday-Friday/11:30 am-2 pm
Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm
Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations, Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Ask about the T.O.C. Dinner of the Month Club

Lounge Hours:
Monday-Friday/11:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am

CAMPUS CENTER CATERING
Personalized Attention • Flexible Serv'^e

Off Premises Catering. .
.call 545-0418

Luncheon:
Dinner:

Conversing Coke machine
adds new voice to UMass
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

When you're buying a Coke, and you've

already put in the quarter and are fishing

around for the rest of your change, you

could hear something like this:

"Hi. I'm the talking Coca Cola vending

machine."

No, it's not that wise-guy friend who's

snuck up from behind. If you're in the Stu-

dent Union, you are dealing with the real

thing, a new voice at the University of

Massachusetts, the talking Coca Cola ven-

ding machine.

Can't fnd that last nickel? Just try to get

away with only 40 cents. It'll be kind of em-

barassing when the machine gently

reminds you you're a bit short, while play-

ing "Greensleeves" in the background.

Donated to the University by the Coca

Cola Company, the machine is the first one

to see use on a campus, according to Stan

Parda of Coca Cola.

"There are only a half dozen in the am
(western Massachusetts, Vermont and

New Hampshire)," Parda said. "They're

brand new. We're trying them out to help

sales."

Parda said the Coca Cola Company wiU

probably be developing more tapes for use

in the future "so you don't have to listen to

the same thing for the next ten years."

The new machine also reminds you to

take your change, and thanks you.

The machine seems to be endowed with

artificial intelligence. Word spread quickly

of this strange machine put in last week.

Knowing full well that the small crowd sur-

rounding it was interested only in hearing

it speak, it accepted money, spoke, played

"Greensleeves," but refused to give out

any sodas. It was soon made to realize,

however, that although it is quite unusual,

more was expected of it, and the problem

was corrected.

^ll«Ciaa photo br Trrraa Rcllafiorf

A talkin^^ soda machine? An unidentified woman gets a laugh out of the

student Union Building's new talking drink machine last week.
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C-ollffiaa pkotoa by Kc*ia J. Farbctti

For a quick meal or just a late nig^ht snack,

Amherst area offers many places to eat pizza and
grinders, the area's most popular food. Located
throughout Amherst, most establishments offer

free delivery anywhere in town and a nice, quiet

place to dine if you're eating out. Pictured here
(from left to right, top to bottom) are Bell's Piz-

za, Domino's, the Whole Wheat Pizza Factory,

Superior Pizzeria, La Mia Pizza, The Sub, Eric's

Giant Subs, Pinocchio's, Pizzarama and College

Pizza.
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Horse racing, games, and fun

today at Three County Fair

.Collegian n

By MIKE FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The 165th annual Three County Fair is in progress to-

day in Northampton off Route 9.

Post time for the first of today's 10 horse races is at 1 :30

p.m. and the "New Brass" polka band will be swaying the

crowd by 7 p.m.

The Three County Fair, which began on Friday, con-

tinues through Sunday. It is one of the oldest fairs in the

country and features many traditional events and con-

tests.

Also today, there will be a lumberjack show, a "stars on
ice" show, folk singer Andy May and a WHPM-sponsored
grease pole climb and egg drop concert.

In addition to the scheduled events, the Three County
Fair is packed with carnival amusements and games of

chance.

The best Dahlia and best Gladious grown in the county

will be chosen tomorrow. In the exhibition hall, all sorts of

baked goods will be lined up begging for first prize.

Decorated cakes will be singled for special hours in the

Youth Hall. Holstein cattle will be lined up outside waiting

to be awarded best of breed. Crowing cocks will be judged

on the quality of their voices.

Horse racing is part of the fair's 165-year-old tradition,

with 10 races every day.

On Thursday, a deserving culinary artist will win first

prize for a perfect American apple pie. Hefty horses will

pull loads of 2,900 lbs. and 3,200 lbs. Jersey, Brown Swiss

and Aryshire Cattle will be groomed for competition. The

most impressive vegetable will be picked in the Youth

Hall. The Bill Anderson show will be featured in the

grandstand.

On Friday, sheep will be judged and there will be a horse

drawing free-for-all.

On Saturday, ox- -> v be admired. Shorthorn Guernsey

cows will be .U there will be an oxen drawing

free-for-all.

On Sunday, it's rabbits, an oxen and steer show and

Cherrie Ann LeBlanc playing on the midway.

• Oppression
Continued from page J*

"The University has the necessary resources to deal

writh problems involving human relations," Ingle said.

More coordination is needed, he said. "One hand didn't

know what the other hand was doing," he said.

The Office of Human Relations is not a crisis center but

rather a troubleshooting center which will replace the

University's nine-year-old Resource Network. Both Davis

and Ingle will continue their work at the Resource Net-

work identifying institutional problems which effect

students, and bring people together to solve them, he said.

The new office cannot mandate University policy

rhanges but can be an effective force in bringing various

groups together, said Davis.

A victims assistance poster is being printed which will

list the campus's 50 organizations where a victim of har-

rassment or abuse can turn to for help.

The poster will list where victims of racial harassment

or gay oppression can turn to for help during a crisis, for

counseling, education, training, and advocacy.

A faculty conference is also planned for Nov. 11 to ex-

plore ways in which human relations can be integrated in-

to the school's curriculum. It will also try to sensitize the

University to the problems in human relations, Davis said.

MEET THE
CUNIQUE
COMPUTER

For a fast, free skin analysis. Clinique is a

total system of skin care. And the very heart

of the systenri is the Clinique Computer .

Programmed by a group of leading derma-

tologists. It asks 3 essential questions and

analyzes the answers to determine skin type

and proper Clinique products and proce-

dures.

''CLINIQUE UNBEA TABLES' BONUS
Free with any Clinique purchase of 7.50 or

more.

Includes Eye Makeup Remover .
Dramatically

Different Moisturizing Lotion .
Balanced

Makeup Base . Glossy Brush-On Mascara ,

and Pinkberry Semi Lipstick . Clinique's spe-

cial excellence can't be beat, anyone who

uses Clinique will tell you that. And after you

have used these special beauty helpers, we

think you'll agree. . each is the best of its

kind. All in small try-sizes for travel. (One

bonus to a customer, please)

Cosmetics All Stores except Downtown Holyoke
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Collrian photo by Kevin J Fsrhetti

New buses, with square fronts and backs, will be on the roads in the

University of Massachusetts area this year. The buses, four of 21

received by the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority this summer, will be

used primarily on the route running from the UMass campus to Mount

Holyoke College. Funded by a capital grant, the buses will replace

older models recalled by the PVTA.

Attention Collegian Staff

Regular production of the Collegian begins today. All

reporters and photographers should check in with their depart-

ment editors today. All Associate Managing Editors, Copy

Editors, Layout Technicians and Drivers, please see Ed

Levine sometime this afternoon to arrange work schedules.

Welcome back!

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics

department is now accepting applications for the following

positions for t*^e fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Application deadline is September 15, 1982. Applicants must be ftili-

time UMass undergraduate students.

The <'i>ll«'(rian i-" nv eifunl npfxtriintty empliiyer

•••••••••••••••••••••••••************

First Week *82 UMass, Amherst
September 6 - 10

Outrafi^eous Obstacle Course
Tuesday 9:00-5:00 Heiigis Mall

Film 'Missing'
Tuesday 7:00, 9:00 & 11 :00 CC Aud

Canoe Rides
Tuesday & Wednesday On the Pond

Amaadn^ Fantasy Jugglers
Wednesday 12:00-2:00 Metawampe Lawn
Freshperson Dance with 'Hypertension'

Wed. 9:00-1:00 Student Union Ballroom
RSO Referral Fair

Thurs. 1 1:00-3:00 Front of Student Union
Barbeque with Live Music

Thursday 12:00-2:00 Metawampe Lawn
Hypnotist Show with Jerry Valley

Thurs. 8:00-10:30 Student Union Ballroom
Folksinger: Stephen Baird

Fri. 12-2 Student Union Ballroom & CC
sponsored by Student Government Association

DELTA ZETA
UMass' newest sorority

TkRows TkE bAck TO sckool bAskI

A NIGHT AT JOEY D's
$1.00 AdMissioN JNcludES

1 raFFU TickET For PRIZESI

Sept. Srh at 9 PIVI

TickETS AT dooR

ll*-******************************************

•""X'"^'S Off

)-^5:5i9 CC?^<»""':5i9 «^:^'<»'"^ai9 «:^<»"'''CSi9 C5:^"(»^'':i49 C^::?^C;>"*'CSi9 Z£:^ (^""^iSfi '

^hru Se
»Pt.

Save money on your course books
— And support a true alternative —

The Valley's non-profit cooperative bookstore is expanding.

We now stock course books in women's studies, Afro-

American studies, politics, economics, labor and other areas.

Check us first for all your course books, as well as the best

new books, bargain books, periodicals, buttons and cards.

Ask about our membersliips for discounts year-roimd.
Conveniently located in Amherst Center, on the
2nd floor above Sweeties. Open Mon-Sat 10-6 pm

Food For Thought Books
f'pS? - A Worker's Co-operative -

^A 67 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 263-5432

"Sowing Seeds of Change!'*

I

I

i

STUDENT UNION CRAFT SHOP
Lower LevcI, SrudcNT UnIon Bldq.

FREE CONTINUOUS INSTRUCTION IN:

SilvER JeweIry

LeatIier WoRk
Ceramics

STAiNEd GIass

Silk Screen

WoodwoRkiNq

PkoTO dARkROOM

BAskET MAklNq

All SUppllES AVAiUbU AT COST

OpEN MoN - FrI 10-6, Sat 12-4

No siqN-up, NO cIasses - just wAlk \h

& teU us wkAT you would likE to MAkE

- Its as siMpU as TkAT -

1

i

1

1

5
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open 24 Hours—7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in Hadley Amherst and Pittsfield stores.

S10Pei# 1DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS— '-*^—'^ Hadley-Amherst only
see Store for DetailsSHOP

BeefBottom
RoundRoastUp to 5 lbs

Comer Deli
Available m stores
with service deli

Your Choice

Colonial ^
Chopped Ham, ^

Olive Loaf or ^99
P&P Loaf

Oven Roasted
Turkey siop& Jw

£ Shop ™^PBreas

Margherita
Pepperoni

lb

79
lb

159
lb

Rump Roast Beef Round ^^da choice great beef

Beef Eye Round Roast >^sda choice great beef

BeefTop uptosibs

Round Roast

,1.89
2.39

I89lb
USDA CHOICE (^ OO '"P^OUND O yl O
Beef Top Round Steak ihZ •oI7 London Broil ihZ,^z)

Chicken Leg "White
Gem"

"WhiteGem" Chicken Breast Split '^'^ ^'^^ '^ p'^o

.49
It)99

Fvilly Cooked. Lean^Tasty!

5"
Consistently Juicy & Flavorful

1
USDA Choice

Ciidahy 3 lb ^99 Fresh ^^ '^ p^^ ^39 BeefRound
CannedHam

99
GroundBeef

1<
Tip Roast Xib

Mcintosh
Apples

Earlv "First of the
Season"U.S. *1.2V4" min

31b
bag

American Cheese

Land O Lakes
Golden Yellow

Stop & Shop Grade A Dozen White

Large Eggs
stop & Shop Big Daisy Sliced

White Bread 20 oz
Loaf

Solid White Tuna in oil or water 7 oz can

of
theChicken ^. Sea

Creamy or Chunky Peanut Butter

Skippy 18 oz.

stop & Shop 1 lb pkg Sliced

Meat Bologna
6.4 oz tube Toothpaste

Aqua-fresh

STOP i SHOP CORNER Of LI COUPONCAW STOP 4 SMOPCOHNtH UtLI t-UUt-UlN

1*^5: American Cheese
OO LandOLakes
fe With 1 lb or more .

With Coupon

SAVE S'-QP J *^.MOP PRODUCE COUPON

Golden Yellow

5^0 Bananas%^^^ With 2 lbs or more

With Coupon *::;u^ ^s;*^!' :J!^u;:r... .. ?",

STOP & SHOP DAIPV COUPON

Stop & ShopDozen

4,0 Large Eggs
dim%^ White Grade A _
With Coupon jr's:;'",-^;.*^*,:"',:^'."^" ...... »

STOP* SHOP BAKE RV COUPON A-51

— — Stop & Shop Big Daisy2Q White BreadMV%^ Sliced 20 oz loaf

With Coupon

89
I-

With Coupon z::^^:^,'^^;

STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON

Solid White Tuna

In oil or water 7 oz can

A32

n l<m<1 oft«p«f cutto«n«* 201

STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON

Peanut Butter
A 33

QQi Skippy 18 oz%^%^ Jar Creamy or Chunky
With Coupon ;tr^v.'r.:;.";";:„",rr"....-.. ?o?

STOP i SHOP MEAT COUPON

rmj-^ Stop & Shop Sliced

ClCl Meat Bologna%^\^ 1 lb package
With Coupon • « SCOuDOn ana* riOpof.^-ai* ,, i

STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON

Toothpaste

fiOf Aqua•fresh
\^%^ 6.4 ounce tube r-m
With Coupon ?rv,.:''sr.;*"*',?'.rror.,s, w ^^\Cjrtn" S*f'' S S*f f ' ' L '

H

P1I18...30 more money savings ccmpons in cmr 4 pg circular in store!

pH^^^Uecv^^lr^eo^^a^ec^ n VVesl Mass Tues SepI 7 Sat Sept it We reserve trie r.ght to limit guanlities Not responsible (or lypograptiicai errors

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS!
It's time to do the best you
can. That means when you
food shop too! Stop & Shop
has everything you
need . . . and our
weekly specials are

tailored to stretch

a student's

budget!

I

Clip these 3
Extra Bcmus
Coupons!

I

STOP A SHOP OAiH'

FREE!
stop & Shop 8 oz. cup

Sundae Style
Yogurt

•^

Choice of Flavors 4 1

5

With thu coupon ana a S" SO uuuntie
Good Ih'u Sept '8 '982 Lir^'l one r»' cuSIO'ti*

S'OP ^ SHOP UHOctM> LUUPO^

FREE!
stop & Shop Bottle

1 liter 33.8 oz.

Choice of Flav > i s 416
Willi Ihu coupon and a $? 50 purchase
Good thru Sept '8 198? limii one per cusi

I

STOP & SHOP BAKERY COUPON I

FREE!
4 ounce package of 6

Stop & Shop
Mini Donuts

Assorted Varieties 417
With Ihis coupon and a i' SO pu'Chase
Good thru Sept 18.'98? Limit one per customer

It*s time to

SHOP
Hadley -Amherst

Route 9, Hadley-Amherst Line
Copyright '98? bv stop « ^OP Companies in.- Aii fiyhls rpser»p,t

„. »—> •*,
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$79 91

$99
91

$119.91

SONV

d̂

PERSONAL STEBEy3.e.e<

w —

SONY WALKMAN III
•Compact stereo cassette
•Metal tape and hot line

•Headphones included

L«9. f i

iA.r*^<^

9V

$119. 91

JVC STEREO CASSETTE
O I

TAPE DECK
•KDD10 Dolby D stereo cassette

•Metal tape capability

^479.91;

QUASAR 6 HOUR VHS
VIDEO TAPE RECORDER
•Model 5021 programmable 2-4-6 hour
•Stop action, freeze frame pause
•High speed picture search

$199.

diOAI36XAA
SANVO

- ROADSTAR 2507-DELUXE AUTO
REVERSE AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
TAPE DECK WITH FADER CONTROL

- SANYO 772 30 WATT 6x9
3 WAY GREAT SOUNDING
20 OUNCE SPEAKERS

/>^

o

$279.
BECKER
SCOTT
(SEE)

SUPER SOUND/SUPER VALUE
•Scott 325 20-watt receiver

• BIC 207 belt-driven record cangerchanger

•Shure magnetic cartridge

•Becker 200 8" 2-way loud speakers

^T^-^

*> *> o o mil o

$429.
91

AKAI

Ibchnics

COMPLETE MUSIC SYSTEM
• Akai R-3138 watt digital

AM/FM stereo receiver

•Akai B110 semi-automatic
belt-driven turntable

•Technics SBL-30 loud speakers

i<^

STEREO COMPONENTS
AKAI Semi-automatic beltdnve turntable

JENSEN Model 40 12" 3-way speakers

TECHNICS B-20 Semiauto belt-dnve turntable

SCOTT 325 20-watt AM/FM receiver

AKAI KO-3 AM/FM Stereo digital tuner

JVC R1 X 25-watt receiver

TECHNICS 203 30-watt receiver

AKAI CSF 14 Dolby D/C cassette

HARMON KARDON 3501 Deluxe AM/FM receiver

MARANTZ 3100 44-watt AM/FM receiver

ea

$49.99

$89.99

$89.99

$109.99

$119.99

$149.99

$159.99

$179.99

$179.99

$219.99

CAR STEREO
ROADSTAR 50 60-watt car power booster $29.99

AMERICAN AUDIO in-dash AM/FM cassette $39.99

JENSEN J 1069 6x9 20-ox Coax speakers Pf $49.99

JENSEN R-200 in-dash AM/FM cassette 89.99

ROADSTAR 20X in-dash AM/FM cassette $89.99

CLARION 3500 in-dash auto-reverse AM/FM cassette $99.99

SANYO FTC-2619-watt AM/FM auto-reverse cassette $119.99

TELEVISION
SONYKV-1217 12 Trinitron color TV $339.99

TAPE
FUJI FX2 90 minute cassette (limite 3) *2.49

MAXELL UDC-90 cassette (limit 3) •2.99-

MAXELL UDXC11 090 '2.99

TDK T-120 6 hour VHS tape (limit 3) »10.09

te-

! ^i^ H ^B^ SINCE 1961

heSoundCompan
AMHERST 201 N Pleasant Street 256 0744

M 'ues Wed 11-7p m Thur ^^ il-8p m. Sat 10-5 30p

CMICOPEE Fairfield Mali near Caldors 593-5330

Ooen Every Evening til 9 30p m

SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at the X 736 3626
m. Mon , Thurs . Fri til 9p m Tues & Wed 10-5 30p.m Sat. 9 30-5:30p m.

"^f^ Free Layaway Plan
Not fespons'D e tor •vpog^ap^ ca e' o's P ctj'es o' items Tiay "ot De of e»aci mode s on sale e - ^ «
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Student completes cross-country skate trip

By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

For one University of Massachusetts student, the

summer was filled with a series of ups and downs —
literally.

Leslie Hellman. a senior Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration major, spent two and one half months

travelling some 3.250 miles in 12 states atop a pair of roller

skates. His trip took him from Portland. Oregon, to

Boston. „ ....
HeUmans trip, dubbed the "Great Skate raised about

$14,000 for the cancer society and provided Hellman with a

look at the country few people get a chance to experience.

"I think every student should go out and do something

like this." said Hellman. 22. a Worcester native. "You get

to see it close... in college, you only see things from a

distance."

Averaging 60 miles per day, Hellman. who was followed

in a car by his twin sister. Lisa, a UMass graduate, ap

peared on many local radion and television newscasts and

on i^' pages of newspapers in many of the communities he

passed through. This exposure, he said, led him to meet

many people and helped make the trip more pleasant.

"People would see you on the road and stop to talk," he

said. "We stayed with 20 people who we didn't even know.

We were like the king and queen of their house."

Such hospitality was welcomed by Hellman who often

struggled to skate through difficult terrain and weather.

He -said he wore through three sets of skate wheels, which

were replaced when worn down to about half their original

size. Some western roads, he said, often slowed him down

to a snail's pace.

"You're skating on rocks. You fall a couple of times going

10 miles per hour and get up and keep going. "
he said.

More often, however. Hellman went much faster,

particularly when travelling over hilly roads. On one oc

casion. he said, a police officer used a radar gun to clock

Hellman doing 52 miles per hour down a .steep hill.

Not all local police officers were as cooperative,

however. While skating down Route 12 near Lake Geneva

in Wisconsin, one patrolman stopped Hellman and ordered

him off the roads. Then, to make sure the skater left, he

drove Hellman to the state line.

"He was going to give us a $43 ticket." but settled for a

warning. Hellman said.

One highlight of his trip. Hellman said, was meeting

actor Dan Ackroyd who was filming a movie on location in

Detroit. Hellman also spoke to a gathering of 3.000 people

in Chicago's Daly Center and was presented with the keys

to the city in Albany. N.Y.. and his hometown. Worcester.

"The greatest thrill of all had to be coming into Boston."

he said. "1 had a state police escort coming in. People were

just going wild. It's an incredible feeling.
'

The entire trip wasn't always exhilarating, however.

HeUman said he often felt depressed at the hard work and

hours of boredom, but never thought of giving up.

"It just does a job on your mind sometimes. You go

through incredible depressions where you think no one

cares. But you keep going and you come out of it and think,

'hey, I've got the whole world in my hands." Hellman said.

"Physically, it was brutal." he said. "My knees hurt a lot.

I had to do a lot of stretching. I had blisters the first couple

of weeks."

For his efforts. Hellman was named a chairman on the

American Cancer Society's Massachusetts campaign and

has been invited to speak at many meetings and luncheons

throughout the area. A job offer from a skate company

may also follow.

Next year. Hellman said, he would like to try a trip

again, this time with a team of skaters in Europe. Judging

from his experiences this summer, he expects future trips

will be as exciting as the first.

"I learned how fortunate I am to have a lot of things and

for my dreams to come true I have to work for them." he

said.

The annual UMass housing scramble
Offcampus rents increase

PiMto r«artMT of M»rio Pettiti of U« Ckiraffo Tribw

UMms student Leslie Hellman (left) and his sister, Lisa, rollerakate down Sheridan Avenue in

Evanston, 111., during their cross-country skate trip this summer.

gnomon^ copy
103 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST, MA

2V2C 253-^033

bulk
rate £^,

X
SPECIAL STORE HOURS

Tue, Fri - 9-5 Wed, Thur 9-9 Sat 11-4

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

With higher rents and limited vacancies in Amherst,

students living off campus have to be "deliberate about

designing their living situation," according to Joanne

Levenson of the Off Campus Housing Office (OCHO).
Most rents have increased at least $300 per year since

this past spring. Levenson said about half the apartments

in the area are owned by absentee landlords, many of

whom own complexes in other states.

"They don't care what people can afford. These apart-

ments have to be as profitable as those in New York and

Connecticut. When they raise the rents, they take in fac

tors that don't apply to low-income people," Levenson

said.

With over half the student population of the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst living off campus,

Amherst's already low number of vacancies become the

most desirable living spaces. Increasing numbers of

students have been looking for homes further from cam-

pus, Levenson said, and she encourages people to experi-

ment with living in surrounding towns.

"Most people can't be within walking distance of cam-

pus," Levenson said. "This is a different lifestyle."

OCHO teaches part-time student interns to organize

issues such as tenants' rights and to negotiate with other

agencies, particularly in Amherst. A rental listing is pro-

vided, as are a roommate matching service, tenant

counseling and arrangement of leases.

A survey aone Dy Project Pulse (ot the Student ^ifairs

Research and Evaluation Office) found that something like

83 percent of students living off-campus use this office,"

Levenson said.

"In addition to our rental listing service, we have what

other agencies don't have — a real strong counseling ser-

vice," she said. Levenson said the office does not charge

for its services, since it is funded with student money fn)m

the Student Activities Fee through the Commuter Collec-

tive.

OCHO is also involved with maintaining community

relations and tries to change negative stereotypes area

residents might have of student tenants. Levenson said

students often unintentionally perpetuate these myths, as

in the way some react when a landlord refuses to do

repairs.

"It's easy (in that case) for students to get nejjligent.

Neighbors complain to the Board of Health to have them

evicted. It's something we've seen reproduced a lot," she

said. Continued on prtge 38

Dorms should open 'smootMy

'

C«ll«iu« pkoto bj Dr«w Ofier

The beg^inning^ of school always
bringrs hundreds of trucks, trailers and other
vehicles to Amherst, each loaded with student
belong^ings. Here, a large truck is unloaded by
Knowlton dormitory.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

AllhouKh some students may have housing difficulties

during the first two weeks of school, the effort to place

more than 11.000 students into dormitories has been

"running smoothly,'" according to Housing Assignment

Coordinator Gerald A. Quarles.

"There's always a certain area of grayness, and this year

there's expected to be a still greater number of no-shows,"

Quarles said.

Students placed in temporary housing, or swing spaces,

will have to wait at least a week before any changes can be

made. Quarles said the 119 rooms for this purpose are filled

at the beginning of every year. He noted that additional

rooms have been reserved in the Campus Center Hotel in

case of an emergency, but he does not foresee having to

use them at all.

A dormitory census will be taken Wednesday night.

possibly providing some openings on Thursday. F>eshma:i.

sophomores, and transfer students without housing v.ould

be given preference.

Beginning Monday, any student dissatisfied with

housing can put a note on the swap board outside the

housing office in Whitmore or sign up for the housing

lottery.

"We are going to try not have swaps go down the first

week." Quarles said, "so we can get our information

straight."

Students interested in a swap should write down their

addres.ses, phone numbers and dormitory preference.

Participation in the lottery involves filling out a housing
preference form to be reproces.sed with other lc*»»ry forms
as well as spaces on campus which were not taken.

The lottery will lake place next Tuesday, and Quarles
said if there is a great enough demand, a second lottery

may be held.

COME TO A

gnom* (noin) n. ^ fabled beins reaembUns a
miaahapen dwarf, the guardian of precious
metala hidden in the •arth: a goblin [Gk.
gnome, IntelllKencc}.

ffl&oina (nom) n. a wise aayinc;. a maxim,
gnomlo, giiomlo&l a. [Gk. gnom'd, thought].

glio>inon (n6'>m4n) n. the pin, rod, or plate
which casta the ahadow on a aundial; an indi-

cator; {Geom.) the part of a rectangular figure
which remains when a similar rectangle is

taken from one corner of it. -ie, -loal a. [Gk.
ffnomon, pin of a aundial.]

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE
OVERNIGHT BULK RATE
REDUCTIONS huuis

RESUMES nion-lri 8iiiii-l2ani

THESES s;i( 9;ini-9pm

AND MORE! sun 12-12

Hamp Plaza, Ffte. 5 MER
SOUND ROOM

Northampton » Mass.

WE HAVE THE COMPONENTS YOU'RE LOOKING FOR!

REa 599.00
LOW

SAVE $ 1 00.00 !

Mini-Ccxnponent System
Model MCR-200

^RCOMK)
1100

R-SAM/FM Receive. 25«,/ch<8ohms THOOOex 40 ?OI>H/

D-95 MS Meial Comoat't><e Cassette Deck wlI^ fX)ir)y»

FR-025 Aijio Return PI L Sefvo TumiaWe—S snaoed looeaim

««< Audto TKlMiics cartrldg*

GX-65 Audio Cabmel wlh dual tempered glass doocs

and dust covef

S-37 2 >»sy Speake' System lO-moh «mole'.

? inch hdffeter

CAR STEREO

!

T610

heituring...

• Locking fast forward and rewind

• Volume, balance and lone control

• Local/distance switch

• Stereo/mono button

• Dial in door tuning

• Stereo-matnii

• Small chassis
• End-OfTap* Eject

$39001
complete

$OQQ00

BSR AM-FM Stereo Receiver
iMndrl « MK 201

Receiver with full-function l.KD display features 12

olrmonl pcjwer lev^l dmplay. signal ^trpngth meter.

KM muted tuninK. detent volume and hatanre control,

•ipeakers A or H. on off loudness wlr^tor/conlnil. high

low filter and tape monitor

Prwm <>«tpM jn wMU pet chaniwl both rtiannrU dnvrn into

» ohm load Irom 20 U> TD.OOO lit wilh lew tl»»n .1^ tMml

harmnntc d»»tortion

HSR Mini-Cassftle Deck
I Model n M(" 10)

FuB featured tape deck with full Iokic solenoid opera

lion accepts conventional, chrome oxide and the new
metal tape in recorrf and playback Also includes Dolby*

noise re<l lie lion lull automatic shut off. damped eiect.

^pid response I.KIl record level display, stereo micTO

phone input and headphone lack

BSR Mini-Speakers
(Model » MS.SI
perfectly matched acoustic susiwnsion spcokers deliver

biK sound

complete system

TURNTABLE
w/Ortofon cartridge

creAics.
V191

REG. 179.97

PBiCE

Dual

SAVE $5000!

m Hear what you've

been missing

ARI8S

J j
^goo/pair

AR38S
#2 1goo /pair

AR48S

1289
00 /pair

©audio technics czraAicsu
ttmcwMeerr

CAR
STEfJeO gF^m^ m

LIMITED QUANTITIES

AKAi msm s^KsoBs CrD nioiveen'

SALE ENDS 9/13/82

9Ke:nwcxX3 ftTDK

>«***>
«4^«***«a >( .«.••< • •••• • re»«**« . i
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Amherst offers

many options

for the hungry
By imNNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Last Spring I was studying in my room, wishing I was

anywhere in the world but here, when I heard an ad for a

great vacation spot come on the radio.

"In the rolling foothills of the Berkshire moun

tains...quaint shops. ..fAe place to relax," it said. "Come

out to Amherst."

fresh viewpoint, it is nice. And what's the first thing to do

when one returns from a summer of ice cream and pizza?

Go out to eat!

As for ice cream and pizza, the Amherst area has enough

to satisfy all tastes. We do have some of the best

"homemade": Steve Herrell's, with the "smoosh ins" of

M&MS. Heath bars, raisins, you name it; Bart's, whose

coffee oreo is the flavor I always get no matter how firmly

determined I am to try something new; and Calvin's, who

used to have the distinction of delivering to the dorms (!).

Pizza is made in about twenty different ways around

here. Everyone has their favorite and will argue all the

way to the phone if it's going to be delivered. If you're

driving to gel it, and you haven't decided which one yet. it

could get worse. At any rate, pizza is definitely a matter of

personal trial and error. Submarine sandwiches (grinder,

whatever) fall into the same category.

There are, however, times when pizza is not quite what

you're looking for. When Grandma arrives, the one who

never eats off of anything but china unless it's a picnic,

something else must be found. What follows is by no means

a complete listing, nor a listing of just the "best!" This is a

description of the ones you'll most likely hear about when

you ask where to take the folks, and with the exception of

one. they're all in Amherst (the other is close enough.! If

you go to Northampton, it's a whole 'not her story...

I'arbur's on Route 9 in Hadley comes first in the

alphabetical listing. The menu is incredible. There's a

tendency to read it. then forget that you are there to eat

and have to start all over again. The names are cute (Lady

Chatterly's Liver is an outstanding example), and must

have been a riot to think up. Just about every combination

you can think of in the way of sandwiches is available. The

fudge cake for dessert is RICH. I have yet to try the more

formal dining section. The atmosphere is earlier American.

The labletops have old newspapers shellaqued on top and

the b<x)ths — al.so given tongue in cheek names — are

separated by rough-hewn wood. It's fun.
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Two unidentified women enjoy a lunch at the

Amherst.
Delano's on North Pleasant Street. Amherst's "main

street." is also done with a lot of wood, but more in the

Scandinavian tradition. Plants hang over the divider

between the bar and the tables, some of which are kind of

small, so try to get there early for a booth.

The food, again, is sandwiches, salad and some Italian

dishes. They are priced rather reasonably, and their

burgers, by the way. are .some of the best. Delano's has a

good veggie and dip tray — something you see a lot of in

the area. For des.sert. the carrot cake comes very highly

recommended.
Judie's. also on North Pleasant, is done in a cafe style.

Once again, many plants and white wood this time. There

is a front porch for those who wish to watch passers-by.

both in warm and cold weather.

The food is variations on classic French themes. Light

popovers accompany most of the food. The salads are

great, too. I tend to go there, however, for dessert and

coffee. Fellow sweet tooths will be in heaven. Fattening

sundaes, cakes, rum balls (depending on the whim of the

baker, more cakes.. displayed on a cart on the side of the

left hand dining room. The coffee (and my father, who is

something of a connoisseur, agreesi is terrific.

La Raclette is the new kid in town. Iwated off of North

Pleasant Street. Definitely French, definitely very

elegant. 1 must admit I have yet to eat an entire meal

there, but that's more for lack of money and force of habit

in going to various other places a bit more affordable.

Maybe when Mom and Dad come up...

Collegian photo by Drew Ogicr

Classe' Cafe', one of the newer restaurants in

Plumbley's Off the Common, located around the corner

on Boltwood Walk, is class. Plain and simple class. Brunch

is a biggie here and very enjoyable. After its glassed in

entrance and tasteful landscaping, the inside is not a let-

down. It is very uncluttered, with its windows curtained

by hanging plants. The protected porch is very nice, very

impressive.

A word to the wise; the salads are huge. If you're

thinking of a light meal and willing to risk the slightly

higher price of salad on the menu, be prepared. That

higher price is there for a reason, to pay for all those

greens and things, the ranch dressing is the best, too.

Plumbley's also serves things like quiche, burgers and

more expensive meals.

The Pub. on N. Pleasant Street, is nice and very well-

priced. Their big drawing card is nightlife, but for very

casual eating, the Pub deserves mention.

Amherst also has Chinese food, for those interested in

something a little different. .Amherst Chinese Ftx)d and

Hunan (iarden Restaurant are the very local places for egg

rolls, spareribs and mai tais.

/Ml in all. it s worth it to try to talk your parents,

relatives, or anyone else into going out to eat around here.

When students do spend money on food, it better be worth

it, and restaurants around here seem to know it. (And it

tastes even better when someone else pays!)

If You Love Music. • •

I »Mt)'0ipnin

JOE COCKER
SHEFFIELD STEEL

lOOR WW rouvi DOW
\tam, BACK TOm nigkt

RMTLK
i

(onerluno

DON HENLEY
I Can't Stand Still

MGEUCTRICCAI THt MOMUD %
m. LOW RHtNOCEROS Jk*

Come to FOR THE RECORD
(locQt#d in FACES, downtown Amh«rst)

Donna Summer
•ncKxJes Ldv* Is It Contro*

(Fmgvf On The Trigger) Protection

Slate 0* Inctopcndvnc* Woman In Mt

BADCONMNT
BODGHDUMOHIIS

CROSS couumMT
EUCmC UM/Oll MEXICO

90001-1

Amh#rst's Most Compiot^ Rocord Storo footuring:

All th» now roloosos os woll os our comprohonsivo

soioction of ROCK, CLASSICAL, JAZZ, SOUL, FOLK,

KEGGAE, Lots of Imports, i2'' Donco Rocords,

Cut-Outs, otc. otc.

Pro-Rocordod Cossottos in oil Cotogorios

Albums Plctr^d

on SqI«

0«!ZV •Qch

•xc^pt

'^Ridg^mont High"

11.26/2 LP s*t

60' 58"

You'll Find th» Music You Wont ot For Th» Record

Op«n

Mon-Sot 10-6

Fridays 'til 9

256-6134

STEVfWINTOOD
TALKING BACK TO IH£^^f.HT

liHladrs S«lll !• Tkc (•*( t
V^krk Help Me Aiiri

*^

M«l.lfUVtallAwa\

SP'

LABOR DAYSPECIALS
nOCK DP now FOR UNW IIOUMW IIEEKENM

PRICES GOOD SEPT. 1 THRU SEPT. 11, 1982

BUCK
VELVET

MABORDAY
STORE
HOURS
8 A.M.

/Ay
iQj^m

\l CANADIAN
80 PROOF
1.75 LITER11"

LAGER
BEER

24-1 2 OZ
N.R. BTLS

1

1^1

80 PROOF

POPOV
VODKA

1.75
LITER

ft99
1^==!^ o^

24-12 OZ LOOSE CANS

BUSCH BEER

BUSCH a

^J LIQUORS^ W supcrmairkcts
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

•CHICOPEE*
Rt. 33, Memorial Dr.,

Hamp PliM Falrvlaw

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOB TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES TO 3 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

•NORTHAMPTON'
King St., Rt. 5,

• SPRINGFIELD*
Brackwood Blvd. ft

Wllbraham Rd.

li

li

t t » *
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Basic Business Scientific

Texas Instruments

T1-55-11

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS T1 SMI

ACS • S-agi' -CD - «-<>» mont.jsa/2-ooit exoonen* • stmtne w^r^ ''f

daptoy •^oostanf rr^errxyies • 56 ofogram jfeps • <? wvetj of

iDorertrwios w<t^ i D«<x*no ooefoto^ • '« corrvrxsmv Lised

ccyvefsons • «v eicxiige • ENG no'a'KX- • t • ^ % • Jof^ y *
' «v

irwQf 'eo'e»»«y\ esrimate • coffe*a»H3' coe^Vie"' • -'>eon ona

s'aroofa tsevoton ot « ond y • vanancB • i-ngte step nev • AOC •

- orufont

includci: DOuC^case woEPx-76Datte'>«» Cotcw»a»cy

D«ci»«y^Momng Souc»cx30*i

EL-506H
List Price 29.95

Our Price

24.95

List Price 50.00

Our Price 43.95

OB
Qb) [f]^ (sj ^^s
dEl dfl (3 iSi c2)]S

m

I
II

The Right Key for£asy Calculation!

1 Dtc.mjl 'H«ji»d»cim«i »y«tt«n cony«f««r kiy

2 Sut.lt.C.I c.lcul...on. «.th «,t.lt.«l motft irrAT'

numb.. o» m".p1«i^Sj'I"J^1. ^"'2-'' 1^ J^' 1

,

lund^d il.v.»li<w Uol •mtr iMUCOffKl d*U lOATA

CD] k»y»

3 lnd«ptndtntly •cotM'bt* (T>»mo<v

4 0EG'RAD.GRADt«l»ctO'Hy

5 D«v»«/M(nuttS«cond con»tr»ion tt. toi (»c.m«i rta^M

Direct Formula Entry

• Don t |i«riij!t you' to'muU '"10 m«c^n« itnguig* tnif

Ihem luit *i you o'tf th»m

Convenience
• Th'tt l««tij 0' 0»<»nthtttl arKl tou' l«»»il O* PtnOnj

op«'«Ion» mjlit comoliClHd MlCumoni my

Scientific Function
• 48 lunclionj •'« «i't«dy P'Ofl'jmmjd nclud'nf tnjono

(T\ttr.c nvtrw H'gononwtnc l09i'it'>'"C 'lypC'tWliC. t'C

hyptrboliC. and II<l'lt>C4l

And More!

Auto Power -Ott

• If ittt on but noi uMd *0' M«erti mirxitm. tnt EL&06H
•utomtlictllv tutnt itMl* of* to con|*f«t powt'

10 Digits

• An SOifl't Ttaniiu* «nd J-d'g'l tupontnt drwnttiully

t>p*nd thf c«p«c>tv ol (f>c EL M6H

The HP-15C.
Your Power Over Numbers.

HP-15C

^tft th* Hewlett-Packard HP 15C *ith -

po^erlu. ijnct^ons und adwsnctd

pri>9T«mmabilitv eliminate yo"' 'T'''*' tedious

caiculationi

• Matrix op«rat^oris

• Co.nplex tunctioni

• Sol».e and Inttqrjle

• 448 program ,: lei

• Inter! delet* editing

• RPN loqi' Conimuojs Memory and

liquid Tyiial disp.ay

List Price 135.00

Our Price 115.00

m HEWLETT
PACKARD

Advanced programming
power in a pocket size.

Take on everyday problems in science, math or engineering

with the shirt-pocket-size HP-llC.

• Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to

computations

Easy-to-lcarn programming with up to

203 program lines

• Handy program editing tools

• Continuous Memory saves your

programs and data

HP- lie Slim-line Programmable
Scientific

List Price 100.00

Our Price 34 .00

PC-1500
.ist Price 300.00

Pr"ce249.95
A new low cost handheld personal computer for

professionals, students and home use.

The PC 1500 features an extended BASIC language

operating system capable of handling two-dimen-

sional arrays, yariable string lengths, program

chaining, full graphic commands and many other

features.

I The PC-1500 incorporates 16K bytes of system ROM
and 2.6k bytes of user available RAM. Expandable up

to 10.6k bytes of RAM by using optional expansion

modules.

I 214 page applications manual contains over 50 ready

to use programs for math, business, statistics,

engineering and game applications.

I Memory Safeguard^", an added feature that

conveniently prevents erasure of programs or data,

even wlien the model is turned off.

I 4K-by1e and 8K byte RAM expansion modules offer

greater programming capacity.

I An 8 bit C mos CPU enables fast data processir>g

wtiile consuming little energy.

I 7 X 156 dot matrix LCD display that can be

programmed to create graphics, figures or special

symbols.

I A special tone generation allows the programmer to

add the dimension ol sound.

I A simplified instruction manual that allows a

beginner of an advanced programmer to begin

programming immediately

Automatic Power-Off (APOf" saves power by turning

off the computer when left unattended.

26 character wide LCD display.

I Full ASCII character set with upper and lower cases.

4J-..

19%

>9\

. J '^ales Chart (printout)

Equational Graph (printout)

CE-150
List Price 250.00

Our Price

209.95
The CE-150, an optional printer/cassette interface,

provides four-color graphics, 9 different character

sizes and X, Y plotting capability.

I The CE 150 can be programmed to print In 9 different

character sizes ranging from 4 to 36 digits per line.

I Rotate commands allow the CE 150 to print up. down,

left or right.

I Uses plain paper. ^^
I Comes with an attractive carrying case. A/C

adapter/charger, 3 rolls of paper and dual

cassette cables.

I Prints a hard copy 'list" of your entire program

torn

xxx
n

-1

-1

s *

1 1 I < 1

< 19891

J
Sales Record (printout)

Regression Curve (printout)

/^
Open M-F 9-5

Wed & Thur 9-9

Saturday 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY
STORE ^\

Need help? Check out these agencies
VICTIM ASSISTANCE
RESOU.RCE OIRECTORV

The following is a 1 st1nq--by type of victimization--

of those agencies inC iroups on campus which identify

themselves as providers of relevant services. This

Information is current as of July 1982.

For additional information, call the Off ice* of Human

Relations (5-0851).

I. RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT

Crisi s

Counselor Advocates/EWC
Medical Care/UHS
University Police
Mental Health/UHS
Oriioudsr,an's Office

Counsel ing/Assistance
Counselor Adl/ocates/fWC
Counseling and Career
Development Services

Gay Counseling Collective
Legal Services Office
Mental Health/UHS
Newman Center
Problei" Pregnancy Coun-

-^ ' •'•)' '

United Christian To ndation
University Police

II. SEXUAL HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION

Crisi s

Affirmative Action Office
Employee Assistance Program
Everywoman's Center
Cay Counseling Collective
Legal Services Office
Neoidtion Project
Mental Health/UHS
Northeast/Sylvan Sexism
Program

Onbudsiran's Office
Orchard Hill Hor-en's Center
Residential Area Staff/Housing

Services
Southwest Worren's Center
Title IX Ombudscomittee/School of

Education
University Police

Counseling/Assistance
Counsel ing and Career

Oevelopr.cnt Services
Everywoman's Center

Gay Counseling Collective
Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Title IX OmOudsconnittee/

School of Education

United Christian Foundation
University Pol ice

Working UOJien's Taslt Force/

EWC

III. RACIAL HARASSKENT/DISCRIMINATION

Crisis
Affir-native Actiun Office

Bilingual Collegiate Program

Coiwiittee for the Col'eqiate

Education of BlacK and

Minority Students
Dean of Students Office

Employee Assistance Program

Legal Services Office
r idiation Project
Mental Health/UHS
Mortheast/Sylvan Racial Awareness

Program
Office of Third World Affairs
Ombudstnan's Office
Residential Area Staff/Housing

Services
Third World Jlo^^•^'s Adyocates/EWC

United Chrtstiart foundation

University .Police

Counsel ing/»ssistance
Committee for the tcilegiate

Education of Black and
Minority Students

Counsel irc and Career Devel-
opment services

Everywoir.'n's Center

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Third vnrld Worren's Advo-
cates/twc

United Christian Fnondation

Education/Tra inin^/Advocac^

Counselor Advocates/LWC

Counseling and Career Develop-

ment Services

Educator Advocates/EWC

Employee Assistance Program

Health tducition/UHS

Legal Services Office

Men Against Violence Against

Wo.T,€r,/f.;C

Northeast/Sylvan Sexism Program

Orchard Hill Worren's Center

Self Protection Training for

Women/University Police

Southwest Women's Center

Staff Development/Personnel

University Pol ice

Women's Issues Team/SCERA

Women's Studies Program

Educat ion/Tra in ing/Advocacy

Counsel ing and Career DeveTop-

Mient Services
Everywoman's Center

Legal Services Office
Northeast/Sylvan Sexism Program

Orchard Hill Women's Center

Psychological Education/School of

Education
Residential Area Staff/Housing

Services
Service Action Team
Southwest Women's Center
Staff Oe-elopirent/Personnel

Student Activities Office

University Pol ice

Women's Issues Team/SCERA
Women's Studies Program

F ducat ion/Training/Advocacy
Affirmative Action Office
;f ro-Arencan Studies
Anti-Racism Tean/SCERA
Center for Racial Studies
Horace Kann Bond Center
legal Service* Office
Minority E-plc>eo Coalition
Northeast/Sylvan Racial Awareness

Program
Office of Third Wor'd Affairs
Psychological Educav.ion/School of

Education
Service Action Tean
Staf* Oeveloprent/Personnel
Staff Iraininq/'iousing Ser-'ices
Student Activities Office
third World '..oren's Advocates/£wr
United Christian Foundation

Collcffiu plM>to by Kcvia J. Facketti

Acting Town Manager Stanley Ziomek Oeft) uses oversized scissors to cut

the ribbon signaling the grand opening of Amherst's newest bank,

Bajbank First, at the comer of East Pleasant and Triangle Streets. The

new bank will feature a prize drawing to celebrate their opening. With

Ziomek are Georgia Barufaldi, the bank customer service manager, and

bank President Lawrence Smalley.

ALPHABETICA'. LISTING OF RESOURCES

Affirmative Action Office

303 Whitmore
5-3464

Afro-American Studies Oept.

New Africa House

5-2751

Anti- Racism Team
SCERA
422 Student Union

5-0341. 5-0342

Anti-Semitism Trainer

Housing Services

108 Berkshire House

5-1961

Anti-Semitism Trainer

Student Activities
416 Student Union
5-3604

Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP)

Wilder Hall

5-1987

Center for Racial Studies (CRS)

Moore House
Southwest Residential College
5-0472

Central Women's Center

Wheeler Basenent

Committee for Collegiate Education

of Black and Minority Students

(CCE8MS)
New Africa House
5-0031

Everyvc-ian's Center
WilJer riall

5-0883

(EWC)

Gay Counseling Col1ect1\«e

Student Union
5-2645

Health Education
University Health Services
549-2671

Hillel Foundation
302 Student Union
5-2526

Horace Mann Bond Center

School of Education
Library
5-0327

Jewish Faculty and Pro-

fessional Group
Chair: 5-3121

Judaic Studies
740 Herter Hall

5-2550

Legal Services Office

922 Campus Center
5-1995

Mediation Project
127 Hasbrouck
5-2462

Medical Care
University Health Services

549-2671

Counseling and Career Development Services (CCOS)

Berkshire House

5-0333

Counselor Advocates
Everywon-an's Center (EWC)

Wilder Hall

24 hours/5-OoOO

Dean of Students Office

227 Whitmore
5-2684

Educator Advocates
Ever/woman's Center (EWC)

Wilder Hall

5-0883

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

University Health Services

5-0350

Escort Service/
Student Government Association

Student Union
5-0341

Men Against Violence
Ana Inst Women

Everywonan's Center (EWC)
Wilder Hall

5-0883

Mental Health Services/
University Health Services

127 Hi'ls North
5-2337 or 549-2571

Minority Er^loyee Coalition

ftlli^^s-'^^if'
"""'•^

Newman Center
North Pleasant Street

549-0300

Northpast/,5ylvan Racial

Awarcnes'? Program
riortheast/Sylvan Student Affai

103 Johnson House
5-0290

Office of Handicapped Student
Affairs

231 Whitmore
5-0392. S-0665

Office of Third World Affairs

308 Student Union

5-2517

Ombudsman's Office

823 Campus Center

5-0867

Orchard Hill Women's Center

112 Field Dorm

5-0077

People's Gay Alliance

Campus Center

5-0154

Problem Pregnancy Counseling/
University health ii.-ivv.ij

549-2671

Psychological Education
School of Education
479 Hills South

5-3619

Residential Area Staff

Housing Services

103 Berkshire House
5-1960. 5-1566

Service Action Team
123 Berkshire House
5-2621

Southwest Women's Center
Southwest Residential College
5-0626

St?ff Development/
Personnel

157 Whitmore
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5-2031

Staff Training
Housing Services

103 Ferkshire House
5-1960. 5-1566

Student Activities Office
Student Union

5-3604

Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocicy (SCEH/

422 Student Union
5-C3il. 5-0342

rs

Third World Women's Advocates
Everyv/oran's Center (EWC)
Wilder f.wli

5-0683

Title IX On'budscoirimittce

School of Education
Chair: 5-0273

(continued)

IV. ANTI-SEMITIC HARASSMENT/DISCRIMINATION

Crisis
Anti-Sem 1 1 i sm T ra i ner/Hous ing

Services
Anti-Semitism Trainer/Student

Activities
Dean of Students Office
Employee Assistance Program
Hillel

Legal Services Office
Mediation Project
Mental Health/UHS
Ombudsman's Office
University Pol ice

V. GAY/LESBIAN OPPRESSION

Crisis
Dean of Students Office

Employee Assistance Program

Everywoman's Center

Gay Counseling Collective
Leoal Services Office

Merita 1 Health/UHS
Ombudsman's Office

Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

United Christian Foundation

University Police

VI. HANDICAPPED OPPRESSION

Crisis
ATfTrmative Action Office

Employee Assistance Program

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS

Office of Handicapped Affairs

Ombudsnan's Office

Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

University Police

nee

ner/Housing
Counsel ing/Ass'

Anti-SemiTism
Services

Anti-Se.Titiism Trainer/Student

Activities
Counseling and Career Devel-

opment Services

Dean of Students Office

Hillel
Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS

Counsel ing/Assistance
Counseling and Career Dcvel-

opmeni Services
Everywoman's Center

Gay Counseling Collective

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS
Newman Center
United Christian Foundation

Educati on/Train i ng/Advocacy
Anti-Se'nitism trainer/Housing

Services
Anti-Semitism Trainer/Student
Activities

Hillel
Jewish Faculty and Professional

Group
Judaic Studies

Legal Services Office
Psychological Education/School of

Education
Service Action Team
Staff Development/Personnel

Educ a t ion/Training/Advocacy
LegafServiccs '-trice

Orchard Hill «c-en's Center

People's Gay Alliance Speakers

Bureau
Psychological Education/School of

Education
Service Action Team
Scuthv.est i.cen's Center

Staff Dcvelof-ent/Persornel
Staff Training/Housing Services

Student Activities Office

United Christian Foundation

Women's Studies Program

Counsel inT/Assistance
Counseling and Career Devel-

opment Services
Dean of Students Office

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS

Newman Center

Office of Handicacped AffJirs

Educat-ion/Trainl nq/Advoca cy

Legal ^crvicos Office
Office of Handicapped Affairs

Staff Dovelcccnt/Personnel
Staff Training and Awareness Pro-

gram/Hnusiro Services
Student Activities Office

VII. PHYSICAL ASSAULT AND VERBAL HARASSML '

fritit

Dean of Students Office

Employee Assistance Program

Ipjdl Services Office

flediation Project

rental Health/'JHS

O^budsmjn's Office

Residential Area Staff/

Housing Services

united Christian Foundation

University Police

Counsp 1 in c
/

' s s i vta^c e

Counseling anc Carter Devel-

opment Services

Legal Services Office

Mental Health/UHS

United Christian Foundation
University Pol ice

E du£a 1 1 on /Traini ng /Advocacy
Escort Scrvice/SGA
Legal Services Office

Staff ncvolc-i-cnt/Personnel
University Police

United Christian Foundation

428 Student Union
5-2789, 5-2661

University Police
Dickinson Hall

Emergency: 5-3111

Business: 5-2121
RAPE HOT LINE: 5-2677

K-COPS

Women's Issues Team
SCERA
42? Student Union
5-0341, 5-0342

Women's Studies Program
203 Bartlett
5-1922

Working ivomen's Tast Force
Everywon-on's Center (Ei-'C)

Wilder Hall
5-0883
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A schedule for a week longhappy hour
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Most people spend their first couple of

days at UMass running from long lines to

longer lines to try and put together a

schedule that will best suit their needs.

In an effort to assist these followers of

the happy hour, I have devised a week-long

schedule which allows the bleary eyed to

see, at a glance, some of the options open

to them in Amherst.
Sunday

The morning after the night before can

often be tough on an empty stomach so

Mike's Westview Cafe appears to be a wise

selection for the afternoon. They have

brought their lunch buffet back so that

patrons can get something in their

stomaches while watching football games

on one of the two television sets and drink-

ing three seven ounce Rolling Rocks for

$1 .25. The buffet now costs $1 but it is well

worth the price.

On Sunday night, the noisier crowd con-

gregates at the Time Out. Pitchers of beer

are $3 and flow pretty easily especially

after 10 p.m. when the early evening

library crowd shows up to rehash the

weekend gone by.

Monday

The first school day of the week is always

the quietest for the party patrol. This

makes Barsellotti's a good choice for happy

hour since it has a very regular clientelle.

The entertainment is at the pool table and

on the television.

Monday night's social options can best be

taken care of at the Drake. Football fans

can watch the Monday night football ex-

travaganza on the TVs downstairs while

drinking fans can try different varieties of

beer upstairs from the largest selection of

imported and domestic beer in Western

Massachusetts.
Tuesday

Tuesday will be a gamble day the first

time around this year because when this

schedu-'e was being put together no official

word WAS available on the happy hour at

the Top of The Campus Lounge. In a way,

it doesn't matter whether two for one is

back from 2 to 6 p.m. every day because

the view from the 10th floor is worth the

elevator riJe any day. (But having a four

hour happy-hour again would be nice.)

The nod on Tuesday night goes to Poor

Richards III for their 25 cent draft special.

Dick's has blended some rock and roll into

the music selection and at 25 cents a brew,

the staunchest of disco haters will be on the

dance floor in no time. Wallflowers also

have entertainment in the form of a

pooltable, some video games and a large-

screen TV.

Wednesday

This is the most strategic pick of the

week and for a very important reason. The

big check mark goes next to the Charlie's

advertisement because their happy hour

(3-6 p.m.) has 2 for 1 drinks, free munchies

and a location that enables you to drink, eat

and keep an eye on your eventual Wednes-

day night nightspot.

The nightspot, the Pub, has the special,

most famous in Amherst, Pub-mug Night.

Crowds dropped off a little bit last year

when the Pub started charging a higher

cover than usual but the crowds are back.

You have to own your own mug for this one

and be careful with that mug (mugs have

been known to develop feet when placed

down and left unguarded). Jim Plunkett

will not be back and there wasn't any

definite word on what the entertainment

would be (a deejay is a possibility) but

whatever they offer, the crowd will be into

it by 1 1 or 1 1:30 p.m. This isn't when to ar-

rive (the line sometimes reaches the street)

but it is when rowdiness takes over.

Thursday

An early-fall pick for the Thursday happy
hour is Judie's. Thursday is a good day to

get a table outside and watch everyone bus-

tle past while enjoying half price on

everything but selected bottles of wine and
beer. The atmosphere alone is enough to

impress, so if you want a pre-weekend

date, here you are.

The Thursday nightscene is as varied as

the people who live here during the school

year, but a spot check of some reliable

night-outers brou^t the name Delano's to

the top of the Thursday night list. The hap-

py hour is from 10 to 12 p.m. and features

two-for-one drafts and house liquors. They

will also have specials from week to week

with two-for-one prices on such bottled

beers as Molson Golden Ale, Beck's and the

prime choice of anyone with enough

money, Heineken. On top of all this,

Delano's serves free pizza with drink pur-

chases.

Friday

Friday, the mecca of the week-long-

partier, has as its top pick (of course) the

Blue Wall. The Wall has various specials

going on and the line to get in starts at a lit-

tle before 2 p.m. and stays somewhat

steady for the duration of the afternoon.

They have live entertainment which

changes with each week and the crowds get

very rowdy.

Friday divides up into special categories

because those people on the meal plan head

for the Dining Commons when the Blue

Wall closes. Those who aren't should head

out of the Wall a little early so that they

can be in line at Mike's Westview Cafe

when the food is served at 5 p.m. The free-

lunch theory is practiced by Mike's to the

fullest on Friday when they serve such

delicacies as salad, macaroni, chicken

wings and ham. As with the Sunday lunch

buffet, there has b*fen a $1 charge for food

added that shouldn't slow anyone down

from grabbing a huge plate of food

(especially after a few of the $1.95 65 ounce

pitchers of Old Milwaukee.

Friday night is an optional night (as is

Saturday). Weekends can be split up into

the Joey D's crowd (Joey D's is probably

the hottest overall nightspot). Pub goers,

Smith College and Mount Holyoke Colleg**

travellers and off-campus partygoers. Fri-

day and Saturday are a little-bit-of-

everything nights and the choice is yours.

(Kind of like an eat anything you want

period when on a diet.)

Saturday

As mentioned previously, no nightspot

will be recommended for Saturday night.

This will also be the case with Saturday

afternoon. Listen for after-the-football-

game specials, they are always fim.

Of course, this is not a concrete schedule.

There are still possibilities like the Lord

Jeffrey's Inn, Plumbley's, The Hungry U
and Dastardley Dan's to explore.

See you in the line for the men's room.

OV/ILLI \A/EAP FALL '82

SPORT PAIMT S5B
SPORT JACKET S52

BLUE STRIPE

C H O N^A
CONTEMPORARY FASHION . THORNES MARKET NORTHAMPTON

BAUSCH

I ENS CARE
PROXXTS

If You Have
ASTIGI\/IATISA/I,
\X^ HaveA

BAUSCH&IjOMB
Soft Contact Lens

Just For You I

Now Bausch & Lomb has the soft

alternative for the correction of

astigmatism. It's an improved thin

soft contact lens, and it offers you

a chance to look your best and

see your best at the same time.

So even if you have astigmatism,

you can wear a Bausch & Lomb
soft contact lens. The only thing

better than the way they feel is

the way they make you look.

Make an appointment today to

get the full soft contact lens story.

isiop

I

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY, MA 584-8324

t.t tt»»*t»'****
I iiimrf

Go to the FAC and CCA
on thePVTA ASAP
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Sometimes, it seems like alphat>et soup.

The myriad of letters, each cleverly

disguising the name of an organization or

agency, permeate life here at the

liniversity of Massachusetts. Everywhere

ybu go, you are hit with a pile of letters and,

more often than not, are left to your own
devices to decipher their meanings.

While the real world has its FBI, CIA,

KGB and AFL-CIO, UMass follows suit

with such gens as SCERA, TIPS, SUB and

RSO. To the unitiated, the seemingly

nonsensical letter groups may seem like the

products of a defective computer, but they

are actually the key to survival here at the

University. To help new students and

reacquaint the veterans, we offer this brief

explanation of exactly what these letters

mean.
In the Whitmore Administration

Building, the big white place which looks

like a fort, almost every office has at least

one acronym. The Dean of Students Office

sponsors the IDB (Information Data Bank),

which provides information on just at)out

anything, and TIPS (Taped Information

Phone Service) wi ' h people can call to

hear tapes on a varitiy of subjects. Down

the hall, in the FAO (Financial Aid Office)

you can apply for a BEOG (Basic

Educational Opportunity Grant), a HELP
(Higher Education Loan Plan) loan, a GSL
(Guaranteed Student Loan) or a NDSL
(National Direct Student Loan).

Within the dozens of academic buildings,

there often seem to be more acronyms than

books, with such programs as BDIC
(Bachelors Degree with Individual Con

centration) which allows students to design

their own majors; CCEBS (the Committee

for the Collegiate Education of Black

Students); BCP (the Bilingual Collegiate

Program); UWW (University Without

Walls), for non traditional students;

CASIAC (The College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advising Center); STEPC
(Social Thought and Political Economy), a

major for the highbrow types; HRTA (the

school of Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration); and, of course, ROTC
(Reserve Officers Training Corps), for the

military types.

In the Campus Center and Student Union
complex, a wide range of student

organizations hide under various letters.

There's the SGA (Student Government
Association) which serves as the un-

dergraduate students' governing l)ody,

providing money to many of the more than

400 RSO groups (Recognized Student

Organizations); for free legal advice,

students can turn to LSO (the Legal Ser-

vices Office); Student Controlled
Businesses (SCBs) are coordinated by EDO
(the Economic Development Office); and

then there's SCERA, (the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy)

which studies and then lobbies around

issues of concern to students.

And there's still more. UPC (Union

Program Council) produces concerts; DVP
(Distinguished Visitors Program) presents

speakers; UVC (Union Video Center)

provides cable TV (television) in the

Campus Center and Student Union; and the

BOG (Board of Governors) runs the Campus
Center.

Even many of the campus buildings bear

these strange names. "The CC (Campus
Center) is the focal point for many campus
activities, with movies often shown in the

CCA (Campus Center Auditorium). In the

SUB (Student Union Building) there's

another SUB (The Student Union Ballroom)

which also hosts many movies, concerts and

dances. Concerts can also be seen at the

F'AC (Fine Arts Center) and very few

students pass through UMass without

taking a course in the GRC (Graduate

Research Center) or its big brother, the

GTWR (Graduate Tower).

Just when you think you know all the

acronyms there are. another will he in

vented. For those who want to keep up with

it all. a good memory is needed. For those

who don't care, don't worry. Just don't

forget to go anywhere without your ID.

HAMPSHIRE
PACKAGE
STORES

Imported and Domestic

Beers, Wines, Liquers

Located just this side

of the Calvin Coolidge Bridge

on Route 9

Also located at 138 King Street, Northampton

COPY
rCENTER

32 PteoKjnt Street

(across from Pleosont S» Theater

Norttxynpton Masi.

584 0117

Hours: Men. - Fri. 8 am to 5 pm, Sat.. 11 am to 5 pm

, Crisp, Black and White Copies

7c for the 1st copy, 6c - 2nd and up to 100

100 or nnore - 5c, 500 or nrtore - 4c

fast sendee, no waiting

back to back
xerographic reductions

overhead transperencies

HIGH QUALITY OFFSET PRINTING
Photostatic Camera work

perfect and spiral binding

3 subject 8x10 120 ct

NOTEBOOK 89c

5 subject 200 ct

NOTEBOOK 1.49

8Vix11 150 ct college rule

FILLER PAPER 79c

5x7 ¥4 80 ct

ASSIGNMENT BOOK 44c
^ ĵ^^g^^gJiSR^^^g^^^^^i^^S^^^t^g^^iii^ggggg^^^gt^i^ti^t^SS^pmii

=or SALE
6x9 plain or ruled

TABLET
8x10 70 count
THEME BOOK...
6x9
STENO BOOK. .

.

Carter's

HY-LITERS
BIC STIC PENS.

.

OXY
SCRUB

i 2.65 oz

2.44
reg. $3.99

;^\^$^ ^^^^v^'^^\N^;<^^^^^' x^v^;^^^^>^^^^^^\: \

2/99C

2/39C
vV^>t^W^¥S'>V^-<SSN!«>'^NN\^\\-^^

BIC SHAVERS
5 pack

sale price 3pkgs2.00
less rebate 1 .00

L final cost 3 pkgs 1 .00

[reg. 1.19 each

•NNNNN»^^~N^^>^^v»N^^\v«^<^^^^s^^^\^•*{*s^^^

BARNES HIND
Wetting

Solution

[191 No. Pleasant St.

lAmherst 263-9249

reg. $3.75 Q^ ,

Quantity
Rights Rasarvad

"rr
\

^^^ ^ »^. ''•m- ^^$igtf^-.%^m^^3'^^
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The Library System

The library system consists of Goodell Library the 28-story

University Library Tower, two science branch libraries, a mu-

sic library, and several reading rooms. The card catalog is in

Goodell, transferred there along with other library materials

and services in 1979 after discovery of defects in the brick fac-

ade of the University Library Tower Begin any library' search

in Goodell.

Goodell Library

Located opposite the Old Chapel, this library is between South

College and Barflett Hail If contains the University library

system card catalog: reference materials and staff: a book col-

lection of about 75,000 volumes: all current pcricxiicals in the

social sciences and humanities, and backfilcs since NbS of

1 200 of these titles: more than 1,000,000 microforms newspa-

pers: a basic law collection the most frequently useJ federal

and state publications and the government documents office:

the interlibrary loan, and library director's offices: course re-

serve materials and about 400 study spaces.

University Library Tower
The Tower entrance is on the east side of the building, facing

the campus pond. The Tower contains less heavily used mate-

rial in the scKial sciences and humanities: the LInivcrsity ar-

chives: special collections and rare books: the librar\ business

office: and about 500 study spaces on the Zbth floor and on the

perimeter ot book stack floors. It does not contain card cata

log or reference services. The collection in the Ti>vver is usually

accessible to anyone with a UMass or other Five Collejce photo

ID or a resident borrower s card with a photc^ ID Others

should inquire at the desk at the Tower entrance.

Physical Sciences Library

Situated on tfie 2nd floor of the Graduate Research Center, the

Physical Sciences Library includes materials in engineering,,

chemistry mathematics, water resources, computer science,,

food technology, wood technology, physics, aslrc>nomy and

related fields.

Morrill Biological Sciences Library

Located on the 2nd floor of Morrill Science Center, this library

contains biological and geological material.

Music Library

The Music Library, m Room 149 of the Fine Arts Center

houses books and journals relating to music and a noncirculat-

ing collection ot thematic indexes, scores, and recordings, as

well as musit listening equipment.

LIBRARY GUIDE
a.m. - P-"

;

TVieaday, Septater 7 8:00 - 6:bjJ

Vtethesdav, S^rtaJter 8 - Friday, Septenter 10 . 8:00 -10:00

rfcnday-ThuTBday Friday Saturday S«iday

Saturday. Sept«ter 11 - ^^«8dav. Noventer 23 ,±m, EHE^ ajb 2^ ^^ ^-^ ^^ ^^
Goo<feU latenry; —

_ g.^g _ ^q.^o io:00 - 6:00 10:00 - 12:00te
Gewnal Building Hours

alno , i^^OOm 8:00-10:00 10:00- 6:00 10:00 - 12: GObi
Circulaticn/Rene«ilB (^'5-2622)

J^JJ f'^ JiJ^ . ^q.qq io:00 - 6:00 10:00 - 12:0(ta
Current Periodical RocB. (545-2622)

J SS W^OO 8-30- 5:00* CUJSID* l:00p- 9:30
Docvanerrts (5U5-2765) 8:3° " ^O-OO B.^u

^
d.uu

^^^^^^ ^y^
Interlitawy ^^ <^5;?"3),,^, ,„,. I.qq I ijioOm sioO - lo':00 10:00 - 6:00 10:00 - 12:00b
Iran Seivxc^Carculation) (5U5-2622) 8.00 1^ uum

_ ^^

^

^^ ^^ _ ^^^ ^^^^^ _ ^^^^
MicrofonnB (5^5-0150) 9-00 ii u«n

_ ^^

^

^^^^ _ ^.^ ^^^^^ _ ^ .^^

^^^si^ll^^sJf
^

S;SS - i2:0(ta 8:00 - 10:00 10:00 - 6:00 10:00 - 12:00.

TCuer Section of the University library
_ ^^0:00 - 6:00 10:00 - 12:00m

ScSSS/'S-l. <S«.n3S, 5;SS:S;1L ;^-10:00 IO:«^e:00 10:00^.0*
Special Collectiau (5«M274) ItOOp- 5:00 l:00p- 5:00 CUHD CUBtl

a.m. - p.p.

Vtedhesday. Novwber 2'* 8:00 - 6:00

ThuTBd^, McjveBber 25 CUBID
Friday, Noventer 26 8:00 - 6:00

Saturday, Noventer 27 10:0° " 6:00

Sind^r, Novoter 28 2:00p-10:00

(fcnday-TJiursday Friday Saturd^ &mday

'
""'JKoSrSiL-

''''*'°^- """^ " ts u^iS. fiwTTjf^ ?i°oo - if;^ ti'io - if:L
nS^'i.^S^f «- U^iv^ity Ul^ ;;S-«:0* 0=00 -12:0a, 10:00.12=00. 10:00-12:0*

a.u>. - p.m.-

TJiureday, Deaater 23 8:00 - 6:00

Friday, Deo^ter 2»» X360)

Saturday, Decjartw 25 - Suiday, DeoaAwr 26 . . CUXU)

DflCEPnON : Monday, Octobar 11 .10:00 -12:0ttn

kin evmiim and wedaenda, ocntact the Hefermoe Department for aaaistanoe. „^ »„_. w.^^ ,,„w,.
•iSoc^rtsTlnterlilirwy Loan, Rafamioe, Arxidvea. Art OoUaction, and Special Collections are open tha hours Umtmi under

Septenber 11 ~Ttovw(t)er'73. An other dapaxtJwnts ara open the genwml building hcnirs.
„« c^«*««." «rtl^

fDu^ the extendec) tours period. Circulation and Re«ave Services will be available after 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays, other

services may not be available.

Catalog Information

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

J' iniwai taMK> tMM iHV/ HKANCH LIBRARIES
Men. - Tliurs. Friday

RIOUDGICAL SCmCES LIBRARy (5US-267U)
a.m. - p.m. a.m. - p.m. a^ g^^

TVeaday, itepteater 1 - Friday, Septenber 10 8:00 - 5:00

SatunJay, Septertjer 11 CUBED
Siiiday. Sept«*»r 12 3:OOp-ll:00

Monday, Septeater 13 - Tuesday, Noveoter 23 8:00 - 11:00. . .8:00 - 5:00.

ye,i,esday, Nowenber 2U 8:00 - 5 :00

Tixjredev, Noveater 25 CLOSED

Friday, licNtmter 26 8:30 - 5:00

Saturrtoy. Noventer 27 CLOSED

Suiday, Nov«nber 28 3:00j>-U:0O

HxviaVf Noventer 29 - Macktesday, Deoeater 22 8:00 - 11:00.

•Uiureday, Deoenter 23 8:30 - 5 :00

Friday, Deoeirixr 2>* - Siaiday, Decetber 26 CLOSED

E:xpeption : Friday, Deoenter 17 8:00 -11:00

HgIC LIBRARy (St5-2870)

fi^seAa^, geptorijer 7 - Friday, Septeater 10 8:30 - 5:00

Saturday, Septeater 11 CLOGO
Sinday, Septenter 12 2:00p- 9:00

Mcnday, Septenter 13 - TVieeday, Noventer 23 8:30 - 9:00.

Vfecki^day, Noventer 2U 8:30 - 5:00

Duirsday, Noventer 25 CLOSQ)

Friday, Noventer 26 8:30 - 5:00

Saturday, Noveater 27 CLOSED

Sunday, Noventer 28 2:00p- 9:00

Honday, Noventer 29 - Vtednesday, Deoenter 22 8:30 - 9:00.

Saturrtay

a.m. p.m.

.8:30 - 5:00.

a.m. p.ip.

.12:00n - U:0

8:00 - 5:00. .8:30 - 5:00- .12:00n - U:0:

Reference

The 5th floor of Goodell houses the noncirculating reference

collection. Reference librarians are available most of the time

the library is open to help in using this material and the card

catalogs, as well as to provide many other kinds of assistance

in making use of the library system.

Special Collections and Rare Books

Noncirculating rare and fragile materials, unusual editions,

and individual manuscripts are kept in this area on the 25th

floor of the Tower, and are made available for use in its read-

ing room. Room 2563.

General Information

Bicycles, Drink, Food, and Pels are not permitted in the li-

braries.

Calculators may be borrowed on surrender of your ID card

in Goodell Library at the Reserve Desk on the bth floor, at the

Government Documents Desk on the 4th floor, and at the sci-

ence libraries.

.8:30 - 5:00. 10:00 - 5:00. .11:00 9:0^

.8:30 - 5:00. 10:00 - 5:00.

"Otjreda^, Decenber 23

Friday, Decenber ?U - Smday, Deceoter 26

PHYSICAL SCnaCES LIBRARY (5U5-1370)

TViesday. Septent)er 7 - Friday, Septanber 10

Sirturday, September 11

Sinday, Septenter 12

Monday, Septenber 13 - Ihursday, Sept. 16

Friday, Septeeijer 17

Saturday, Septaater 18

Scnday, SeptoriOer 19

I

Monday, Septeater 20 - UKkweday, DBoenter 22.

• Ihuraday, Diii—tun 23
Friday, THw i^ii i 2U - SMiday, Deoenter 26

Holi4gy8 and Ebcoepticne :

mSaday. Vk^As^u
Diraday, HuvtaAxi ' 25

FViday, Dsoanter 17

8:30 - 5:00
CLOSED

8:00 - 5:00
CLOSED

12:0Qn- 8:00
8:00 - 9:00
8:00 - 5:00

10:00 - 5:00
12:00n-ll:00

8:00 - 11:00. . .8:00 - 5:00. .10:00 - 5:00.

8:00 - 2:00
CLOSED

8:00 - 5:00
CUBED

8:00 -11:00

Card Catalog

The card c.i'.r on the 5th floor entrance level of Goodell Li-

brary lists tfn ' Mok and (oumal holdings of the University li-

brary system deluding branch libraries and reading rooms.

There are separate catalogs for archival materials and govern-

ment publications. The card catalog is divided into two sec-

tions. The Author/Title catalog contains cards for names of

persons and agencies considered to be authors of publications,

as well as title cards for most works in the collection The Sub-

ject Catalog contains cards indicating the subject areas of pub-

lications; to find the exact terms used, consult Library of Con-

gtrss Subject Headings on tables near the card catalog.

Pioneer Valley Union List of Journal and Serial Holdings

This microfiche publication lists periodicals in the UMass sys-

tem (Amherst, Boston, Worcester) and in other major collec-

tions in the Pioneer Valley alphabetically by title, with loca-

tions, call numbers, and volumes held.

The librarians at the Reference Desk in Goodell will gladly

provide assistance in using these catalogs and in locating li-

brary materials and intormation.

Locating Books and Periodicals

Books and periodicals listed in the card catalog are arranged

according to the Library ot Congress classification scheme.

Each item has a unique call number a combination of letters

and numbers, appearing on i'« label and on the upper lefthand

comer of its catalog cards. The call numbers may also include

special location designations, which show, for instance,

whether a publication is in one of the branch libraries How-
ever, the card catalog will not indicate whether a book or peri-

odical is in Goodell library or in the Tower; other records

must be consulted for this information.

Books in Goodell

These are listed by call number in a red-covered, multivolume

computer printout, on tables near the Reference Desk Books

are shelved on four levels, in the front ot the building.

Books in the Tower
Books not listed by call number in the Goodell printout are in

the Tower.

Periodicals in Goodell

Recent, unbound issues of all social sciences and humanities

journals are shelved in the Current Periodical Room, Goodell

506. Backfiles of 1,2C>0 selected titles are bound and shelved on

the 2nd floor, three fi'ghfs down the stairs near the card

catalog. Some titles are in microtornat; these are shelved in

the Microforms Room, Goodell 410 Both bound and micro-

form journals in Goodell are designated in the Pioneer Valley

Union List by the location UMAS-L'NIV and the phrase vol-

umes held since 1965 or later in Goodell"; they are also listed

in a single blue-covered computer printout kept near the Ref-

erence Desk.

Periodicals in the Tom^^;_^^ ,. .

All UMAS-UNiV pertodicStnm '^HhWri fn the Pioneer Valley

Union List or the blue-covered computer printout as being in

Goodell ire shelved in the Tower, in the book stacks.

^^^^^

Library of Congress
Classification as used in the

UMass/Amherst Libraries

A General Works
B-B| Philosophy. Psychology

BL-BX Religion

C Includes Archaeology. Genealogy, and

General Biography

History (General and Old World)

History (American)

Geography. Anthropology. Recreation.

and Physical Education

Social Sciences (including Economics

and Business)

HM-HZ Sociology. Social Psychology, and

Social Problems

Political Science

Law
Education (including UMass theses and

dissertations)

Music

Fine Arts

Language and Literature (Classical.

Romance. Germanic. Slavic, Oriental,

African), Drama and Cinema,

linguistics

PR-PZ Literature (American, British,

Germanic)

Q Science {mcsl'\ housed in Morrill Bio-

logical and Physical Sciences Libraries)

R Medicine (including Nursing and

Public Health (Many works housed

Agriculture in Biological and Phys-

Techooloay ''-^' Sciences Libraries)

Naval Science

Bibliography. Library Science

D
E-F

G

H-HL

M
N
P-PQ

Change for one dollar bills is available at change machines in

Goodell outside the Circulation Office, Room 512, and in the

Tower on the main floor near the Circulation Desk.

Elevators in the Tower are programmed so that only 3 and 5
11:00 - 9:00 ^^^^ ^j ^|| fi(,c,rs Take the first elevator which stops, and use

the stairs for adjacent floors.

Handicapped Persons who need special assistance should in-

quire at the Circulation Office, Goodell 512 Special apparatus

for the use of partially sighted persons is available in the

Tower. Inquire at the Tower Circulation Desk

Lost and Found in Goodell is located in the library Office,

Room 514 on weekdays and at the Circulation Desk evenings

12:00n - 11:00 and weekends. In other libraries, inquire at the Circulation

Desk.

Photocopying Maihines (coin-operated) are bcafed in

Goodell on the cth 5th, and 2nd floors; and in the Tovai on

the main floor A branch of the University Copy Center on the

5th floor ot Goodell provides a part-time copy service.

Reslrooms in Goodell are located on the bth. 4th, and 2nd

floors; and in the Tower on main, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, and

26. There are facilities for handicapped persons in tl* Tower

on the main floor only.

Smoking in the Tower is permitted only in Room 2604 oq;|fliiiM|i

26, No smoking is permitted in Goodell.

Study Areas in Goodell are on the 6th floor and on the 2nd

floor, and in the Tower on floor 26 and on the perimeter of

each book stack floor.

Study Carrels in the Tower are assigned by academic depart-

ments most often to graduate students and faculty who are

heavily involved in library research.

Telephones in Gmfleil (both campus and public) are on the

4th floor. In the Tower, there are campus phones in the eleva-

tor lobby on all book stack floors, and on the main floor near

the exit control desk, public telephones are also near exit con-

trol.

Type%vriters are provided in the Tower near the Circulation

Desk, main floor.

Library Directory

Location (Goodell unless

otherwise designated)

Archives 25th floor. Tower

Audiovisual Department Room 308

Phone

545-2780

5-2454

5-2456,

Resources and Services

.Archives

Located on the 25th floor of the Tower, this collecfion con-

tains several groups of p>ersonal and historical manuscripts, as

well as material related to the University of Massachusetts.

Art Collection

All art books and journals are shelved in a noncirculating col-

lection on the 9th floor of the Tower. For hours of access check

the schedule of t?brary hours, available at the circulation

desks.

Audiovisual Department
This department in Goodell 308 supports classroom instruc-

tion by distributing audiovisual equipment and films to faculty-

members, and by producing audiovisual instructional material

for them. Enter from outside the building, at the southwest
comer loading dock.

Audiovisual Reserve

On the 6th floor of Goodell, this section houses course-related

audiovisual materials, and the necessary viewing and listening

equipment.

Computer Search Service

Inquire ai the Reference Desk, 5th flcwf'entrance level of
Goodell.

Computer Terminals

In the Tower, computer terminals linked to the University

Computing Center are available for use on the 7th floor.

Five College Libraries

UMass students, staff, and faculty have direct borrowing

privileges at the main libraries of Amherst, Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke, and Smith Colleges. Material thus borrowed may be

returned directly, or to Goodell Library

Government Documents
This collection includes official publications of the United

States, L'nited Nations, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Most of these materials are not listed in the main card catalog,

but are accessible through special indexes. Consult the docu-

ments librarians, Goodell 416, about the use of this collection.

Instruction in Library Use
Course-related library sessions are conducted for graduate and

undergraduate classes, at the request of instructors; inquire at

the Reference Desk, Goodell.

Interlibrary Loan
Faculty and graduate students may apply at the Reference

Desk, Goodell, to obtain research materials not available in

the University of Massachusetts library system. Undergradu-
ates may use interlibrary loan service only for materials within

the Valley area.

Library ords
UMass si.. lent, staff, ami taculty IDs serve as libr.ir-. irds.

Five Ci»lle>;e patrons ind other Massachusetts resident seek-

ing borrowing privileges should apply at the Circular >n Of-

fice Goodell 512.

Loan Period

Books circulate for four weeks Unless they have Km re

Law Collection

A core collection of noncirculating legal materials is shelved

on the 2nd floor of Goodell and listed in a Hue-covered com-

puter print out available there and at the Reference Desk on

the 5th floor.

u 11 .^^il Library Orientation Tours
quested by another borrower, books may be renewecl I v mail

^^^^^ ^^ Goodell and the Tower are given several times a day
(U.S. or campus), by phone (three-item limit per call) or in

person at the library from which they were borrowed Ii»rms

for b(H>k renewals are available at the circulation desk in each

library. Periodicals do not circulate.

Recalls

Books are subject to recall" after two weeks if requested h\ an-

other reader, and at any time if needed for Reserve

Reserve Books
Reserve materials circulate for time periods varying from two

hours to several days. A photo ID is required to use these ma-

terials. They must be returned to the desk from ^vhich they

were borrowed - in Goodell library, to the Reserve Desk on

the 6th floor, Goodell 615.

Reserve books or interlibrary loans.

legal materials

d in a Hue-cov
It the Refereno

given several ti

nd at other tin

Desk, Goodell.

A collection of approximately 100,000 sheet maps—geological

and topographic, demographic, and historical— is housed in

Room 269, Morrill Science Center.

Microforms

Microtext copies of newspapers, selected periodicals, govern-

ment archives, and many other types of research materials are

in the Microforms Room on the 4th floor of Goodell, along

with reading and printing equipment.

at the beginning of each semester, and at other times by ap-

pointment; inquire at the Reference Desk, Goodell.

Maps

Newspapers

Current issues of selected foreign and domestic newspapers are

Book Returns
u u fK ^rP shelved in the Current Periodical Room, Goodell 506. Some

Books may be returned to the library from wfiich tney were
^, . ^>t^^ . ^, . number of other newspaper titles, are

borrowed or to Goodell Library. After hours there is a book
^^^ij^^^T^M^Sforms Room,

deposit box at the Goodell entrance: do not use this to return

Audiovisual Reserve Room 615 5-2358

Biological Sciences

Library Morrill 214 5-2674

Central Serials Record Room 503 5-0738

Circulation Desk

Goodell

ToWer
Room 512

Main floor. Tower

5-2622

5-2138

Copy Center Room 508 5-2622

Government Documents Room 416 5-2765

Information Reference Desk,

floor 5 (entrance level)

5-0150

Interlibrary Loan Room bl2 5-0553

Library Instruction Reference Desk, floor 5 5-0150

Library Office Room 514 3-0284

Library Tours Reference Desk, floor 5 5-3150

Lost and Found Room 514 5-02S4

Map Room Morrill 269 5-2674

Microforms Room Room 408 3 0150

Music Library Fine Arts Clr. 149 3 2870

Morrill Library Morrill 214 5-2674

Newspapers Room SO'S 3-2o22

Periodicals

Current

Bound
Room 50o

Room 206

5-2622

5-0420

Physical Sciences Library Grad Res. Ctr.

2nd floor — lowrisc

5-1370

Reference Desk Floor 5 5-1050

Renewals Room 512 5-2o22

Reserve Room 615 5 2358

Special Collections 25th floor. Tower 5-0274
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Northampton hustling

and bustling in the 80's
By MIKE FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Northampton thrives.

Main Street paves its way between tree-

lined sidewalks and buildings dating from

the late 1800's and early 1900's. Benches

and grassy greens invite pedestrians to

linger in front of swanky shops, varied

restaurants, coffee houses and ice cream

parlors.

A few years ago Northampton was

known only as the place where Smith

College is located and President Calvin

Coolidge served as mayor. Things have

changed.

It seemed to happen all at once. As the

rents in Amherst skyrocketed, students

poured over the Calvin Coolidge Bridge for

a more reasonable place to live. The buses

came, and the sleek blue and white PVTA
rolled up and down Main Street every 10

minutes. Thornes "a market place" with its

five floors of more than 40 businesses burst

into existence revitalizing an old boarded

up warehouse at the corner of Main and

South streets. Main Street sidewalks were

spruced up with new brick and more trees.

Downtown shops began dolling up their

store fronts.

New businesses have added to an already

rich assortment of things to do and see.

For a special afternoon, have a luncheon

at Greenstreets Restaurant and step next

door for a dip at the East Heaven Hot Tub
as part of the bargain. Or read the Sunday
paper at Bonducci's on Main Street while

sipping a cup of cappuccino and watching

the various characters stroll by. Or just

stroll down Main Street yourself poking

into the book stores, clothing and jewlery

shops. Stop into The Grocery to experience

a genuine New York style deli, or the Soup
Kitchen for a soup and salad.

Northampton offers plenty of night time

entertainment. The Pleasant Street

Theater plays foreign and avant-garde

films. The Academy of Music prides itself

on artsy movies that are closer to main
stream cinema, and the Calvin tries to

provide current films at low prices.

There are many theater and dance

groups that perform regularly in Nor-

thampton including ABIA. Presant Stage.

Chrysalis Theater Eclectic, No Theater and
Dance Gallery.

The recently expanded Sheehan's Cafe on

Pleasant Street features live rock and jazz

music, with room to dance. The Iron Horse

on Center Street has jazz and folk music

entertainment and a newly acquired license

to serve liquor. Other favorite bars include

Fitzwilly's. which is a quiet restaurant

during the day and often described as a

hopping pick-up joint at night, Packards on

Masonic Street entertains a generally

slightly older more serious crowd but can

be pretty wild on a Saturday night and

Hugo's, a walk down Pleasant Street where

dim lighting, a good juke box and a pool

table are considered the only things

necessary for a good time.

For the morning after, Northampton

offers an impressive selection of places to

eat breakfast. The classic Red Lion Diner

on Holly Street, the popular Jake's at the

corner of Main and King streets, Meyer's on

Pleasant street with it's large selection of

pancakes, Barts, which serves waffles in

the morning, and The Granery, which

offers it up all natural.

Northampton, settled in 1654, cradled in

a bow of the Connecticut river is only seven

miles from Amherst and is an interesting

alternative to wandering about the Campus
Center concourse.

Tffirnri I^BBB

INTERNS GO PLACES.
SO CAN YOU!

Planning Sessions
for Spring 1983 Placements
will begin September 13.

I
OFFICE OF INTERNSHIPS

I 16 Curry Hicks

I
545-0272

^^^^g^-"' ^^-'t 1

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* Collegian

Supplemental Health Benefits

For UMass Students

The health benefit plan combined with services covered under the Student
Health fee provide connprehensive coverage at reasonable cost.

Coverage; Coverage is for medically required hospitalization and specialty

services not available on campus, extended mental health consultation

and emergency accident and sickness while the student is away from
campus.

Eligibility: All students paying the health fee may enroll.

Cost: $90 for 12 months.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's Office at University Health Services.

Deadline: Septemebr 15th for undergraduate students.

October 8th for graduate students.

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS, 549-2671

BRING A FRIEND
• 2 Eggs • 2 Pancakes

• 2 Strips Bacon •2 Sausage

I

I

I

COUPON GOODTHRU sen*. 15J9e2
PLEASE PfCSCMT CQUPOM WHEH (MDCMNO 2 »39^

Sun. • Thurs.
7am-3ani
FrI.&Sct.

Open 24 Hours

fatiigpbii!
CAMPUS

SHOPPING PLAZA

2-S

im. •. HAOUv.

< olUriut photo bv KfTin J F>rh»tti

Kathy Zebrowski, 17, a UMass freshman, makes vanilla ice cream at

Steve Herrers, one of Northampton's many popular eating places.

COLORFUL, COTTON CLOTHING
FROM THE WEST COAST

AND HAWAII

OCEAN PACIFIC • SUNDEK • OFF SHORE

sportswear

for

all

seasons

•'-'--•^i"'*

67 N. Pleasant St, Amherst, MA 01002
(Across from the Fire Station)

Open Tuesday thru Saturday 10-5

256^)847

Back to school information . . .

.

ADD/DROP: Forms may be picked up today in the Student

Union Ballroom and the rest of the week on the Campus Center

Concourse and in the Hampden Dining Commons. Beginning

next Monday, forms should be picked up and dropped off at the

Registrar's office, 213 Whitmore.

CLASSES: Begin tomorrow.

CASIAC: The College of Arts and Sciences Information and Ad-

vising Center, E-20 Machmer, 545-2191, is open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. Monday through Friday.

CONTINUING EDUCATION: Late registration will be allowed

with the permission of the class instructor. More information in

the office in the Tower library, 545-2414.

DINING COMMONS: The Dining Commons open today.

Breakfast is served from 7 to 10 a.m. Monday through Friday in

Hampshire and Worcester Dining Commons. Lunch is served

from 11:15 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Hampshire and Worcester and 10:30

a.m. to 2 p.m. in Franklin and Berkshire. Dinner is served from 4

to 6:30 p.m. in Hampshire and Worcester and 4 to 7 p.m. in

Franklin and Berkshire. On weekends, brunch is served from

10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Franklin and Berkshire and dinner is of-

fered from 4 to 7 p.m. in Franklin and Berkshire. Kosher dinners

are served from 5 to 6:30 p.m. Monday through Friday in Hamp-

den Commons.

FINANCIAL AID OFFICE: 243 Whitmore, 545-0801, open 8:30

a.m. to 4 p.m.

FIVE COLLEGE REGISTRATION: E 27 Machmer, 545 2191.

FOREIGN STUDENTS OFFICE: 239 Whitmore, 545-2843.

Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

GRADUATE STUDENTS OFFICE: A245 Graduate Research

Center, 545-0024. Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

HANDICAPPED STUDENT AFFAIRS: 231 Whitmore,

545-0892. Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE: 235 Whitmore, 545-2100.

Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ID OFFICE: Hampden Commons, Southwest. Open 9 a.m. to 4

p.m.

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING: 115 Hasbrouk, 545-0865. Open 8:30

a.m. to 5 p.m.

PARKING OFFICE: Hasbrouk, 545-0065. Open 8:30 a.m. to 5

p.m.

STOCKBRIDGE: Late registration from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. today

in room 110 Stockbridge Hall. The Stockbridge Convocation will

be held at 4 p.m. today in Thompson 102.

STUDENT CREDIT UNION: Student Union Building,

545-2800. Open 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Thursday and

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fridays.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX: Physical Plant Building. Opens at 9 a.m.

Mondays through Saturdays. Closes at 5 p.m today; 9 p.m.

tomorrow and Thursday; 5 p.m. Friday; 3 p.m. Saturday; 7 p^m.

Monday and Tuesday; and 5 p.m. next Wednesday through Fn-

day. From September 20 until the end of the semester, the annex

will be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

TRANSFER AFFAIRS: 255 Whitmore, 545-0860. Open 8:30

a.m. to 5 p.m.

TRANSPORTATION: UMass Transit, Five College and PVTA

buses all begin their regular schedules today.

5 • •«.:?ki ^swuife.

Add/drop begins today
Students wishing to change their

schedules have until September 21.

Four additions and two drops may be

recorded on one form and an instructor or

department official's signature is needed to

authorize the change.

The purple and white forms may be

picked up today in the Student Union

Ballroom; the rest of the week in the

Campus Center Concourse and Hampden
Dining Commons in Southwest; and

Monday through September 21 in ro<Mn 213

Whitmore.

Even if a class you did not sign up for

appears on your schedule, you are

registered for that class and must fill out a

drop form to be withdrawn from the class.

The sooner a class is dropped, the sooner a

student who might want to take it will be

allowed in.

After September 21, until October 5,

add/drops will be processed on a three-part

course change form. Drops require the

instructor's or departmental represen-

tative's signature and will be noted on the

records as a "W". Adds must be authorised

by a dean.

Students requiring any information

should contact the appropriate office, or call

the Information Data Bank at 545 1555. The
office is open from 8:90 a.m. until 9 p.m.

Monday through^ Friday and from 10 a.ro.

until 3 p.m. on weekends.
The Taped Information Phone Service

(TIPS) is also very useful in providing

answers to more commonly asked questions

in most areas of concern. The number for;

TIPS is 545- 1540 and each tape is assigned il

number. A listing of these may be found in

campus phone books, or outside the Dean of

Students Office in 227 Whitmore.
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Give every
NEWBORN

the
advantage
March of Dimes

Birth Defects Foundatiofi

The

UMass Outing Club
is for everyone.

Come see what we can offer you.

Event: Introductory Meeting

of UMOC
Date: Monday, Sept. 13

Time: 7:00 P.M.

Where: Campus Center Auditorium

We will have a wonderful slide show

as well as equipment exhibits

and lots of friendly people around.

Do try and come!
You*ll be glad you did.

AREA RUGS
THROW PILLOWS

BEDSPREADS
$7.95 and up

CURTAIN RODS & SHADES

Lowest Prices, Best Selection

Brown's

178 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-5862

Student Dependent

Health Benefit Plan W^
Coverage: This plan includes all services available to students

under the Student Health Plan and the Supplemental Health

Benefits Plan. This is comprehensive coverage.

Eligibility: Dependents of students enrolled in the Supplemental

Health Benefits Plan.

Cost: $140 for the Fall Semester, regardless of number in the

family.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's office at University Health

Services.

Deadline: September 15th for undergraduate students

October 8th for graduate students.

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS
549-2671

- A'"^; ^-"'i
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Many student

to a wide vari
Mark Twain once warned that you should

never let your schooling interfere vrith

your education and hundreds of University

of Massachusetts students seem to have

taken his advice.

Each day,\many students devote their

free time w learning, outside the

classroom, with practical hands-on ex-

perience in any number of fields through

the more than 400 Recognized Student

Organizations (RSO groups) at UMass.

Administered by the RSO office on the

fourth floor (balcony level) of the Student
Union Building, the groups vary in size

from the minimum 10 members to several

hundred. For those interested in music,

one of the largest groups, the Union Pro-

gram Council (UPC) offers students ex-

perience in ail phases of concert promotion,

including talent booking, finances, publici-

ty, stage crew and security.

For the more adventurous, there are a

groups center

ety of interests
myriad of sporting organizations, including

the Outing Club, which provides camping
equipment to its members for a low fee; the

flying club, where you can learn to fly at a
fraction of the normal cost; and the sport

parachute club, where the real daredevils

get high.

Many RSO groups also compliment your
major. This newspaper, the Collegian,

gives journalism students and others

hands-on training in all facets of
newspaper production, including
newswriting and reporting, advertising

sales and financial management,
photography and graphic arts. There are
also many clubs for students studying
foreign languages and even a business club
for entrepenurial types.

For most every student, there's no need
to be bored at UMass. Check the pages of
the Collegian for announcements or go to

the RSO offie for information on groups.

Get involved: it's both fun and practical

.

Can we build one for you?

^ONION

_LOX
CREAAA

^^ONlONBa6£L

Design yoor favorite bagel sandwich and t)ring us the blueprint well build it to
exact specs We're the bagel engir>eers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-631

4
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AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco & Magazine Shop of Amherst"

108 North Pleasant St., Amherst
Complete lines of:

Pipes & Pipe Accessories

Tobacco - imported /domestic for pipe or cigarettes

Cigarettes - imported/domestic (including Indonesian clove)

Full range of domestic £f imported cigars

Magazines, Paperbacks & Monarch notes

Newspapers

Candy and sundry items

Now Featuring: Hot Coffee to go

Open 7 days a week
Mon - Sat 6:30 - 9:00

Sunday 6:00 - 6:00

253-7896
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COLOR FILM DEVELOPING

39(p
on any 110-12

or 126-12 exp.

Add 60« per roll

postage & handling

OTHER SUPER VALUES!
SIZE/EXP. PRICE AMOUNT
110 12/126-12 39«

35mm- 12 99«

Any 24 exp. $3,29

Any 36 exp. $4.99

Sub-Total

MA Residents 5% Sales Tax

60« per roll handling

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Offer expires

24 hour in plant service.

Satisfaction guaranteed!
Enclose coupon, film and chieck in

any envelope and send to:

l^ail-N-Save

P.O. Box 310
Dept A
Quincy, MA 02269

Shipping Label - Please Print

Nafne

AdOfpss

City

State Zip

Coiicfiu phoio by Kcna J. fackctti

As energy costs continue to rise, many facilities in the Five CoUeg^e area
are updated to make better use of energy resources. At this Hampshire
College arts building, solar panels have been installed on the roof to pro-
vide inexpensive heat.

WeVe more
than books.

, great cards and gifts

Social yWarketing

33 MAIN STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

( olteciaa plMto by Kcvia J. Fackctti

Over the summer, the UMaas campus is quiet and peaceful without the thousands of students. Not
a soul was in sight last week in the Sylvan Residential Area.
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IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROTC?

It's the perfect time

You're a freshman, right' And you want

to make college a real learning experience?

Well ROTC can add a valuable

dimension to your college cducatuin A
dimension of leadership and manage-

ment training And that'll make your

degree worth more

ROTC offers scholarship and

financial opportunities, tcm

Plus, the opportuniry to graduate

with a commission and

begin your future as an

officer.

For more informa-

tion, contact your

Professor of Military

Science

ARMYROIC
BEAUYOUCAN

Contact:

Cpt. Patrick Merryman
546-2321/2322
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i I IIVII\/CDCITV iUNIVERSITY
HYPNOSIS CENTER

For Accelerated Learning

Speed Reading* Self Hypnosis

Memory
Concentration

Study Skills

Taking Exams
•Free Introductory Sessions

368 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-4646 evesa

Relaxation

Stress

Habit Control

Hypnosis Tapes
536-2794

PREPARE FOR

MCAT.LSAT-GMAT
SAT •ACT*DAT*GREXPA

• Permanent Centers open

days, evenings and

weekends.

Opportunity to make up

missed lessons.

Low hourly cost. Dedicated

full-time staff. • Voluminous home-study

materials constantly

updated by researchers

expert in their field.• Complete TESTN TAPE*

facilities for review of

class lessons and supple-

mentary materials.

• Classes taught by skilled

instructors.

• Opportunity to transfer to

and continue study at any

of our over 105 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL

MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECPMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BDS

SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS

SPEED READING

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

i KflPUIN
lOOCATlOHAL ClMTtR

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE t938

In

253^5108
204 North PiMMnt St

In Spnngfiatd

737 3788
136 Stat* St

Foi iHtvtmition About Mi»i Crntc't

OuliM* N f Mit*

c«ii Till mi too ?23 IT

The ufi-plain difference in a Sero* wriite Purist

"

button-down is easy to see.

line oxford is softer, cleaner, more "ox-

ford
••

And tine Purist " collar is simply like no

other With a dcfiniio beil-shape roll, and a

strong, confident flair

And there s certainly nothing plain about

the tailoring The shirt is made today in the

same painstaking manner it was made 35

years ago '

But why white"^ 't is great for a -^ange of

pace, particularly when it's a Sero un-p:ain

lijiutBr lit lUaliil), Int.

,lintifi{(f !41.i)?9arliu&rtl&
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SALE
With this coupon vouMI receive any foot-long sandwich

for 99* when vou purchase another of comparable
value at the usual listed price. <offer good through 10/31/821

Redeem At

3UB[1(^V^

AfiMrica's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

Hampshire Mall
Hadiay

90 King St.

Northampton
214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

J

BACK TO SCHOOL
STEREO SALE

SA104
40 WATT RECEIVER

Reg. 189.00 NOW 1 48«o8

SLB20

SEMI/AUTO TUItNTABLE

R«g. 119.00 NOW 99*OO

SANYO
MG 10

PERSONAL STEREO
Reg. 59.95 NOW 44«0O

FUJI
RECORDING
TAPE

FLC90 3pk. ^ g^g^
R««. 10.19 NOW 4*99

7^ Electronics Center
32 Ple^^ant St., Northampton

586-2270

It's not that hard to find
your own studying spot
By MIKE FOLEY
CoUeg^ian Staff

Sometimes finding a good place to study

can be as tricky as a physics problem or

writing the first paragraph of an important
essay. But with a little diligence success is

certain.

Explore!

There are a thousand nooks and crannies

both on campus and about the Valley. One
may be your ideal place where the creative

juices flow and the muses sing.

Some students need a hard chair and a
clear desk surrounded with blank walls and
only the hum of a flourescent light to keep
them company. Others can't think straight

without the buzz of human commotion
around them or a pop beat blaring out of an
FM radio.

Whether you must allow yourself conver-
sation with a friend between pages and an
occasional vocal burst of frustration, or you
want a comfortable chair with trood light

and no distractions, you should be able to

find the right spot.

The Goodell Library and the University

Library Tower are the center of a library

system at UMass that includes five

libraries. Goodell with 400 study spaces is

quieter with isolated stalls around the

stacks, comfortable chairs grouped around
low tables on the first floor and an im-

pressive if sometimes distracting view of

the Pioneer Valley from the 26th floor.

There is a physical sciences library on the

2nd floor of the Graduate Research Center.

On the 2nd floor of the Morrill Science

Center, located across North Pleasant

Street by the Campus Pond is the Morrill

Biological Science Library.

The Music Library, in room 149 of the

Fine Arts Center, is pleasant and little us-

ed. You can listen to your favorite classical

music with ear phones while you prepare

for an exam.
Many people find the atmosphere in the

Hatch Cafeteria in the Student Union
Buildmg good for studying, where no one
minds if you soend more time discussing

politics and drinking coffee than actually

reading the book in front of you.

Next to the Hatch is the Commuter
Lounge. The couches are often used for cat
naps between classes and the tables for

groups studying together.

Students often venture up to the eighth

and ninth floors of the Campus Center hun-

ting for empty conference rooms. But don't

leave a mess behind or you may find all the

doors locked the next time.

Another favorite spot in the Campus
Center is the Music Listening Room off the

concourse across from the Blue Wall. It is

often overcrowded with errant scholars

sprawled on the floor. A wide variety of

modem music is available for your listening

pleasure.

A few students can usually be seen
across the way in the Blue Wall with a
plastic cup of beer amidst their papers.
There are hundreds of classrooms

around the campus and it's usually easy to

find one unlocked and not in use.

There are comfortable couches in

Memorial Hall next to the Old Chapel in the
center of campus.
The Newman Center at the comer of

North Pleasant Street and Massachusetts
Avenue has its own library and a cafeteria
which is seldom crowded.

Study areas can also be found in many of
the domritories. If you live on campus tliey

may be the best places to go when your
roommate goes to sleep and you must
study on into the night.

If nothing on campus suits your fancy,

hop a bus downtown and check out the
Jones library or the spacious and comfor-
table library at Amherst College.

Students living off campus may find it

most convenient to study at any one of the
five college campuses. At UMass identifica-

tion allows you to take out books at any of
the five coUetre libraries.

Whether your interests are politics,

pottery-making, hang gliding or reading

science fiction, there's an RSO group to

suit your interests. And, if you can't find

one you like, you can even start your own
group.

Look for that special studying place.

Your efforts are sure to be rewarded.

C«ll«ffiaa fttata kj KeWa J. FMkctti

As stadents return to the Five College area, moving fumitore and other
belongings becomes a major event. At Hampshire College last week, one
sCadent made ample use of his cenlpact car^

I
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Local theaters make you
laugh, scream and cry
By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

We live in an area which places a great

amount of emphasis on the arts; and film is

not withstanding. Movie buffs can look

foreward to a good semester of fine films,

on-campus and off.

The AMC theaters are the place to see

commercial films. The Hampshire 4

(584 7550) and Mountain Farms 4

(584-9153), located in the Hadley malls,

both offer first-run motion pictures for

$2.50 with a student discount card

available at the box office. The Hampshire

4 also shows midnight movies every Friday

and Satxirday night for $3. This weekend

they are running The Warriors, Dawn of

the Dead, The World According to Garp

and The Rocky Horror Picture Show.

The manager of the Hampshire 4 said he

is hoping to put together a midnight

"package," where each screen would have
a certain type or genre of film: comedy,

horror, musical (Grateful Dead,
Quxidrophenia), and classics. Campus
favorites such as Altered States,
Apocalypse Now and the Three Stooges will

very possibly appear sometime during the
semester.

The area also has a good number of art

and revival houses. The Amherst Cinema,
located on Amity Street near the center of

town, runs two different double-features a
week (Sunday-Tuesday, Wednesday-
Saturday). They are beginning the

semester with a great double-feature of

The Atomic Cafe and Betu^een The Lines;
' which begins tomorrow and will run

through the 11th. From the 12th through

the 1 4th they have Blood Wedding and the
ballet film The Children of Theatre St.,

Madame Rosa and Hester St. will run from

"Apocalypse Now," the Vietnam War movie which features this climac-

tic river patrol scene, is one of many films which will be shown at mid-

night this semester at the Hampshire 4 theaters.

$2.50, with a Sunday double-feature from

Actor William Hurt in the throes of a psychedelic experience in the film

"Altered States," soon to be featured in a midnight show at Hampshire 4

theaters.

the 15th through the 18th and the 19th

brings us Til Marriage do u* Part and The

Story of Sin.

The Academy of Music (584-8435), in

Northampton, is one of the finer theaters

around. Physically beautiful, the theater

offers an interesting assortment of

revivals, foreign and independent features.

Through Thursday they will be showing the

wonderful film Diner. From the 10th

through the 16th they have a Stanley

Kubrick double-feature of Dr. StrangeUwe

and A ClochuHyrk Orange. PVom the 17th

through the 23rd they will be showing

Some Like it Hot and La Cage Aiuc Folle.s

(the original) and on Septeml)er 24th they

will be premiering the fantastic French

film. Diva.

The Pleasant St. theater (586-5828) is the

prime art house, showcasinR foreign and

independent films. The French film Smw<h

Palace will run through the 14th. On the

15th they have Marianne and Julinnnf and

the 22nd bring the area premiere of

Mephufto, 1982 Academy award winner for

best foreign film.

The Calvin theater (584-2310) recenUy

underwent a change in management and

will begin a new policy format this month.

They will run weekly double-features for

$1. A Herzog double-bill, Kaspar Hawser

(the film, not the group) and Aguirre,

Wraih of God, will nm from the 10th

through the 16th. followed by King of

Hearts and Women in Love from the 17th

through the 23rd. On September 24th, for

one week, the theater will show Annie HiU
and Manhattan. Owing to its large size, the

Calvin will presumably begin showing more

commercial films as the semester rolls on.

The Calvin, Acatlemy of Music and Plea-

sant St. theaters are all accessible by the

Northampton PVTA bus which leaves

every fifteen minutes or so from the Cam-

pus Center horseshoe.

Movies will, of course, be showing on

campus all the time. Dorms, frats and

other recognized student organizations

sponsor films, which play at the C^ampus

Center auditorium, Mahar auditorium and

the Student Union Ballroom. Priced

around $1 to $1.50, this month will bring

MiHsing to the CCA tonight. Dr.

StrangeUwe tomorrow and Animal Hnuxe,

at Mahar. on Thursday. WhU Do You Say

U) a Naked Lndyf will play at Mahar on the

16th, Jaws at the CCA on the 18th and A
ClockuHYrk Orange and On the Waterfront

on the 23rd and 29th, respectively.

UNDERGROUND SOUND, INC.
Expert Service on All Brands of Home

Hi'Fi & Musical Equipment

PICK-UP & DELIVERY (To Campus only)

FREE ESTIMATES
48 HOUR SERVICE (If parts are in stock)

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES,
AND ADVICE ^^,,^t.„ms^^

Sanyo "Walkman" Type Players^^
starting at $39.95 ^^

Maxell UDXLII C-90^
$3.29

TDK SA C-90
$2.69

Connplete Car Stereos

starting at $95.

253-9507 71 No. Pleasant
(across the street from the fire station)

Amherst
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Off campus-
Continued from page 23

Levenson suggested students make an effort to get to

know their neighbors, particularly in apartment com-

plexes.

"If you're going to have a party, tell the neighbors," she

said. "They'll be less apt to call the police."

Levenson said that moving out of dormitories brings

many new responsibilities which too many people don't

bother to consider seriously. OCHO can be used to find a

home, but the office does not do all the work or even

guarantee a place to live.

"Students assimie they will get bumped out of courses,

or have difficulty finding a job. They underestimate fin-

ding a home. We don't think it should be provided. People

have to expect responsibilities," Levenson said.

iX
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C«ll«giu pkoto by KtTia J. Farbctti

Visitors to the University of Massachusetts campus can find many varied places to spend some
time. Dominique Vye, 14, from Canterbury, England, attempts to navigate the maze near Alumni
Stadium during a visit with her family last week.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

Dance & Karate Classes

The Movement Studio
Announces

Our New Fall Line-up!
• Aerobic Dance • Jazz • Social Dance
• Ballet • Polka • Shoto-Kan Karate
Small Classes with Personal Attention

Call 586-6336
For Registration Information

The Movement Studio is a Division of the
Hampshire Fitness Center

The Elmwod Shops Route 9 Hadley, Mass.
PVTA Route

It's New and It's All For You!

We create styles that

work for you, from the

best V2 inch trim to the

most advanced fashion

statement

wi&awAvsa
9 East Pleasant Street

Amherst. MA 01002
413-549-5863

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE !

RUGBY SHIRTS "g saegs SALE PRICE ^31''*^

RUGBY SHQRTS ^J3^
$3.00 OFF AIMY BACKPACK

COME IN ANOSEE ALL OF
THE OTHER SPECIALS

THROUGHOUT THE STORE

Miidwater Outtiiters will

beat any pric* on identical

iiems

IN THE CARRIAGE SHOPS

Gore Tei Jackets. Pile Clothing. Rugby Shirts

Shorts Pants. Chamois Shirts. Books. Cooking

Gear, freeze Dried Food. Paddles, PFas. Wet

suits. Helmets. Poggies, Floatation Bags, Etc

all for a

great price.

26 MAIN ST.

RMHCRST

255-9293
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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UJeHAPA
UTTLe COM-
MUNICATION

PROBLEM.

ACROSS 42 words (joke) 10 Skit

1 Plucky 45 Decoy 11 Harmonize

5 Humia 47 Shut hard 12 British bye-byes

9 Gaiters, 48 Uproar 13 Scorch

14 Landed 50 Tijuana serving 22 Lily

15 Matinee, tor one 51 Some sports 24 Go picnic

16 Seaweeds coverage 26 Cleopatra's

17 Strip ot wood 53 Irritate maid

18 Koran chdptc 57 Electronics 27 Guy

19 Santa ,

equipment 28 Scheming

Colonnbian 58 Adeorrickey 31 Girl of song

seaport 59 Spread 33 Name, m com-

20 Italian wine city 60 Betel palm binations

21 Performs on the 61 Allege 34 Instrument

piano 62 Diamond judges 35 Disembark

23 Horse 63 Rigging supports 37 Carry too far

25 Oberon and 64 Desires 40 Make believe

Haggard 65 Gratify 41 Homer's city

26 Lizards 42 Thespians

29 Pulitzer novelist DOWN 43 Varnish

James 1 Festive ingredient

30 TV sports feature 2 Woeful 44 Affectionate

31 Japanese exclamation 46 Shadows

statesman 3 Device for a game 47 Pollen sac

32 Instrument 4 floral 48 First name in

36 Hill dweller 5 Show Red Cross lore

37 • to 6 Man and woman 49 Takes on cargo

Billy Joe" 7 Delay, in law 51 Park vehicle

38 Hoop org 8 Child's 52 Endure

39 Cease companion 54 mater

41 Govt hydro 9 River at Namur, 55 Calendar abbr

development Belgium 56 Model

We need comics!

UMass students with a sharp wit and

steady pen are needed to submit comic

strips to the Collegian. Send samples to the

Collegian Managing Editor, 113 Campus

Center, or call 545-3500 for more informa

tion.

Tuesday

LITNCH
Chicken Clutlet Sandwich/,

Cranberry Sauce, California

Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich,

Cranberry Sauce, California

Quiche

DINNER
Spaghetti/Tomato Meat
Sauce, Roast PorkyGravy,

Applesauce. Fruit Plate

with Banana Bread

BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot BakeAVhite

Sauce, Hi-Protein Spaghet-

ti/Tomato Sauce

1 ? 3 4

1
?4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1? 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

70 ?l

1
31

22

1
?3 ?5

?6 ?7

37

n

1
30

1

I
3? 33 34 35

36

1
46

41

38

39 40

1
52

47 43 44

49

4b

I
54 56

I 48 50

i

5351

1

57 58 59

60 61 6?

63 64 65

Say hello to the fall and to

friends. Come back together

with style. Have a precision

haircut shaped especially for

you and look your greatest

this fall.

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
Mon-Sat
10:00 - 9:30

586-6182
EKPscnmans

NO
AfJONTMENT
NECtSSAHY

^k:ision mahcxittcrs

I

I

i

I

!

a
SP®KE F®LKS

BICYCLES

r

• Quality Rebuilt Bicycles • New and Used Parts

• Completely Overhauled • Expert Repairs

• 3-month Guarantee All Makes and Models

Hours: Tues. - Fri. 9 am to 12:30 pm, 1:30 pm to 5 pm
Sat. 9 am to 5 pm

Closed Sunday and Monday

8 Elm Street, South Deerfield

Yankee Appliance
Junction Rtes. 9 & 202

Crystal Springs Shopping Center
' ^ Belchertown, Mass. 01007
C ' 323-7839

.
' Sell

used major appliances
Service

all major & minor
appliances
Service call $14.95

Open 9-5 Mon-Sat Appointments after 5
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BavBank First is having
aGrand Opening tliat

really livesuptoHie name

Win a Grand atournewAmherstand Northampton offices.
BayRink First is ha\'ing a get a choice of stainless steel

Cirand ()penin>j at our new offices cutler>' free, or at special

in Amherst and Northampton
starting September 1. For four

weeks, we'll not only show vou

(xir terrific services, we'll also

give you a chance to win a grand

Just think! \bu could Ijecome a

Grandma, or a (iranclpa. P>en a

Grandson or (iranddaughter

Stop into either office during

regular banking hours and use

our new X-Press 24.'" Then, just

fill out the entr\- blank, and \-ou

could win any oqe of ten $50 3rd

prizes, a $500 2nd prize, or the

$1,000 Grand Prize.

Open a new f^yl^nks
account and get more
for your money.
When you open h check- ^^

ing. N'OW. or sasings ^^M^
account with $50 or more

-»
y lx'f()re(X'tober 2. you'll get

a free nsion backpack or

can\-as tote bag. And
/ou deposit

$250 or

more into

a new or

existing

BayBanks
savings or

ertificate

account. \'ou'll

Grand Opening prices.

Senice with the
BayBanks personal touch.

li'iyliank First has a friendly,

professional staff and they're

ready to serve all your baiikmg

needs. You'll meet them when
you come into the bank or when
you use the drive-up window.

And while you're there, ask

about cxir ready supply of safe

deposit boxes.

A I^yBanks Card
for 24-hour bankinj^.

Eiest of all, when you open a
BayBanks account you'll get your

ven- own BayBanks Card. The
card that lets you bank 24 hours

a da\-, 365 davs a year at more
than 300
X-Press24s

around Mas-
sachusetts.

.And when you

come in for our

Grand Opening,

make sure you

ask for an

X-Press24

demonstra-

tion. When
N'ou do. we'll

give you a special free gift.

So spend a little lime at the

new BayBank First Opening in

Amherst and Northampton. .-Vnd

don't forget to make your grand
entrance.

Visit Room 178

at the Campus Center

to open your account

and get a free gift.

BayBank
\
First

N<.tih.imi)lni)()llkv;;:'"7Kinv;Strivt(ku ."il. ih\I Iu I'oiKki.fvi Suak Hoiisf

\mluT-il OtlKT: 7.") Li>i l'lr.is,ml Stiii'l ,il llic khikt.H ln.ii\>;K' Stni't.

s

^
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UMass football enters its 100th year

A veteran backfield

will charge the offense

By JIM FLOYD
Collefjrian Staff

The 100th season of football at the

University of Massachusetts kicks off this

weekend against West Chester State with

high hopes that a veteran offensive unit

will be able to put a lot of points on the

Minuteman side of the scoreboard.

leading the attack will be senior super-

l)ack Garry I'earson. a 5" 11". 185 pound

tailback from Bristol. Connecticut who

already holds the career rushing mark at

UMass with a three year total of 2228

rushing yards.

'*I just hope we can live up

to being a typical UMass foot-

ball team and hope we can

play well enough that our

schedule doesn't end on

November 20, although we're

certainly not looking past

September 11.

Outstanding? Pearson finished last

season as the numl)er one all-purpose run

ner in the nation (NCAA l-AA) and was

fourth in the nation in rushing. He averag-

ed 175.6 yards \wr game as an all-purpose

rusher (rusher, receiving. l;ickoff returns

and punt returns) and 114.0 yards per

game rushing. He averaged 5.0 yards per

carry- while amassing 1026 yards over nine

games during 1981.

For these efforts. Pearson was named to

the Associated l^ress second All-Amencan

team, he was a first team Kodak -Coaches

All American, a first team AP All-New

England pick, a first team United Press In-

ternational AH New England choice and a

unanimous choice to the All-Yankee C'on-

ference team.
According to the rules of football.

Pearson is allowed on the field against op-

fjonents with ten teammates to assist him.

Hardly seems fair, especially when you

consider that the supporting cast is not all

that shabbv either.

Tri-captain Tom Murray returns to his

fullback pt)sition after gaining 250 yards

and scoring five touchdowns last season.

Murray is listed at 6'!' and 210 pounds. He

was a second team All-Yankee Conference

player last year.

The quarterback slot was potentially the

most highly contested position this year

with last year's onginal starting QB, Dean

Pecevich. returning from a shoulder injury

that sidelined him after the second game of

the season and Barrett McCrath,

Pecevich 's replacement, both returning.

But midsummer arkhroscopic surgery to

McGrath has temporarily left him at less

than 100 percent. When he is fully

recovered there could be a battle for the

fieldleader's spot, but for now the job

belongs to Pecevich.

"Dean is doing an excellent job." said

Pickett. "I'm really a one quarterback guy

but I'm not going to say that I would rule

out going with two if I hi.d to."

This situation could make for a very in-

teresting duel that will develop as the year

progresses. Both players have shown that

they are capable of running the Minuteman

machine, but only one can be on the field at

a time.

**Everyone always wants me
to say something about Garry

Pearson, " said first year head

coach Bob Pickett recently,

*'But I don't know what else I

can say about him. He 's just

an outstanding player.
"

Whoever the quarterback is. when he

drops back to pass he will have several

g(MMl targets in the form of the aforemen-

tioned hacks, tight end (Jary Freker and,

according to Pickett, "three excellent wide

receivers."

Freker looks ready to make his presence

felt on the playing field this season. This

6'4". 240 fM»und junior will lie called upon

to pick u{) the slack left by the graduation

of Asa Hillard and Jay Caraviello.

niotn rourtMT of I'Maaii Sport! Informition Offiff

I'M GLAD I DON'T HAVE TO WASH THESE CLOTHES - Tri-captain

Jerry Gordon takes a breather during a game held at Alumni Stadium last

year.

The wide receivers, all of whom will m(»st

likely see rotating action, will lie Bob Si-

meone. whose brother Jim is an excellent

freshman prospect at quarterback,
Abraham Yacteen and John Jeffries.

Protecting the passer and. at other

times, opening holes for Pearson. Murray
and company will be a gfK)d-sized offensive

line with more than its share of veterans.

The line will be led by senior tri-captain

Jerry (iordon. a 6'1". 248 pound left guard

PEARSON BULLS AHEAD AGAINST RAMS — UMass tailback

corner against the University of Rhode Island Rams in a game last

16-10.

Pitoto tomrirny of VM»— Sporti Information Officf

Garry Pearson tries to turn the

year which the Minutemen lost

who garnered second team AH-Yankee

('onference honors lat year. This is

Cordon's second year as a Minuteman cap-

tain.

Playing at the other guard position will

l)e a first team Yankee Conference and a

third team AP All-New England f)layer in

)'2", 250 |)ound Scott LaFond. Tony Pas-

(juale, a two year starter and second team

All-Yankee Conference selection will also

l)e returning to the offensive line. Pasquale

is 6', 240 i)ounds and very solid.

New faces in the starting offensive lineup

will be senior Wilbur Jackson and

sophomore Ken Runge. Jackson, who was

converted from tackle to tight end last

year, has now moved back to tackle. Runge
will l)e handling the ball from the center

position.

The biggest change in the lineup was a

move that took fi'6", 265 pound offensive

tackle Dan Hrennan and put him on the

defen.sive side of the field at left tackle. Ac-

cording to Pickett, this move was made for

two reasons.

The first reason is the consistently im-

proving play of sophomore offensive tackle

Don Day. The 6'1". 2.55 pounder is "an ex-

cellent tAckle." according to Pickett, and

should l)e able to provide more than ade-

quate relief for lK>th Pasquale and Jackson.

The second reason is that Ken Johnson, a

6'3". 240 pound projected starter at defen-

sive tackle, had a knee operation over the

summer and will not l>e ready for the start

of the season. Hopefully, Brennan's size

and strength will fill the gap left by

Johnson's injury.

Which brings us to the defense, a crew

that was depleted by graduation but which

Pickett lielieves is in no way a liability.

"We have lost a lot of people on

defense," said Pickett. "But we have a

legitimate starter in Rose (6'. 236 pound

middle guard Scf)tt Rose) and a very solid

player in Comeau (returning starter Todd
Cameau, a 6'2", 200 pound defensive

end)."

Brennan will take the left tackle position,

leaving the right hand slot open for a

sophomore, 6'4 '. 240 pound Dave
Cavanaugh, whom Pickett referred to as

an "outstanding sophomore." Senior

defensive end Joe Graham, at 6'3" and 205

Collegian 43

* Football
Contmued frmn page 2

pounds, looks to \x the forerunner for the other end slot.

The linebacker spots look to be a toss-up at this point

between junior linebacker Dave Littlefield, sophomore

Kevin Brown and seniors Steve Foreman and John Debs.

The heart of this year's defensive unit will lie in the

defensive secondary.

"One of the main reasons I feel strongly about our

defense this year is the defensive backfield," said Pickett.

Pickett was referring to the return of the senior tri-

captain Dwayne Lopes and senior All-American Grady

Fuller. Lopes, who is a two year first team All-Yankee

Conference pick, was an honorable mention AP All-

American last year when he led the team in interceptions

with six from his comerback position.

Fuller was an unanimous choice as a first team All-

Yankee Conference player along with being selected for

the third team AP All-American squad, the second team

UP! All-New England team and the third team AP All-

New England group. Fuller is the leading tackier of the

returnees to the team and fills the strong safety slot.

The kicking duties will be delegated to Bob Ross, who

will handle the place kicking and Demo Drougas, a

fullback who will double as the punter.

Pickett feels that the team, as a whole, arrived for

preseason drills in excellent physical condition and that

the outlook is good.

"I just hop)e we can live up to being a typical UMass foot-

ball team and hope we can play well enough that our

schedule doesn't end on November 20, although we're cer-

tainly not looking past September 11.

The season opener will be this Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at

Alumni Stadium versus West Chester State.

i:«ll*gimii pkoU %j KfTia J. FarlMtti

OUTTA MY WAY — Minuteman linemen run through drills during last weeks double sessions.

Practice with full equipment has already been going on at the practice fields behind Alumni
Stadium for two weeks.

Sports Notices

All candidates for women's field hockey should go to an
organizational meeting which will be held on Wednes<lay
September 6 at 6 p.m. in room 153 of the North Physical

Kducation Building (NOPE).

The lIMa.ss Rugby Club will be holding practice Tues<lay
through F'riday of this week at 4:30 p.m. on the Athletic

Fields. Both old and new players are welcome to attend!

SUNDAY
Sandwich Smorgy
During the Game
$1.00 make all and any

sandwich you can eat

with garnishesl

MONDAYnite football
25c Hot Dogs Bud Bottles 85c

65 oz. Pitchers of Bud $2.75

TUESDAY
Old Milwaukee $1.95 65 oz. Pitchers

Shots of Schnapps 95c

WEDNESDAY
LITE NIGHT

65 oz. Pitchers ofLite $2.75

Bud or Miller Lite Bottles $.85

THURSDAY
2 FOR 1 9 pnfi - close

3- 7oz. Rolling Rocks $1.25

FRIDAY
The Return of Mikes's

FAMOUS SMORGY
Hot & Cold Dishes starting at 5 pm

$1.00 fills all your plate can carry

* In adddition

65 oz. Old Milwaukee Pitchers $1.95

Sombrero's $.95

3 - 7 oz. Rolling Rock bottles $1.25

If ever you find yourself consumed by an insatiable desire to

alter your present state of conciousness. or if you're just

looking to have a good ol time in a friendly picturesque

country cafe, may we suggest you venture down to Mikes

Westview Cafe located between Rte 's 63 and 116. on

Sunderland Rd in North Amherst 253 9202

YOU'LL NEVER FORGET YOU'VE BEEN HERE
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September18th is

the last day to enter!
'1: '.TT?

The Revlon Flex Rampage-Rally

^750j000 in prizes!

Now Flex the fabulous Instant

Conditioner and Shampoo invites you

to be a big wheel on campusi Enterthe

Flex-Rampage Rally Sweepstakesi It^

easy ond youmay win a 1983Rampage

Sport, Dodged personal size picl(up

The rally Is a Sports Car Club of Arr^erica

Solo II Skill Rally If you win youll be at

the wheel of your own Rampage Or

win one of hundreds of other prizes

Go to your participating Flex retailer

and pick up an entry blank Just fill it

out and take it to your participating

Dodge dealer

If your name is drawn youH get $50

cash, a new Rampage on loan to drive

to the Flex-Rampage Rally in your area

and a year's supply of Flex Shampoo

and Conditioner

J 50
:« n 50

Q^Schneider

Component
System!

50
Konica

ff-3 Cameras

REVIDN

AMHsubishi
AM^M

Cot Stereos and

PtiiHpsCar

Speoken

100
REVIDN
Implement Sets

for Men and
Women

S«ecsOI«B«i»BSe(Hen«B 18 1982

c l9«2RevWlnc

An unknown
sportswriter

speaks out

By AN UNKNOWN SPORTSWRITER

Editors NOTE: A$ a rule, tee do not print any copy

which i» not printed by eUher one ofour gtaff writers or

corre$pondent$. However, thia ttory wa» slipped under

the door of the Collepan office during one of the nights

the back-tO'School issue was being put together. It had

no name and no one at the paper seems to wish to take

credit for it.

But, we needed to fill a little extra space and the

story in itself reads fairly well so we decided to run it

anyway.
If the person who dropped the article offwould like to

stop by the CoUepan. we would like to see you and at

least get your name so that you can get credit for hav-

ing your article printed.

Ah, back at UMass at last. If I had to listen to my

parents yell at me for staying out late one more time I

think I'd have gone crazy. For breakfast, the usual back-

to-school special: the last three tall Buds of the case you

brought up in your suitcase (and you told your father that

It was extra heavy because your albums were in there). He

wouldn't appreciate the fact that you had to have beers

when you got back to school and your first day was a Sun-

day Lots of interesting developments in the world of

sj)orts lately. ..The Red Sox should still be m the thick of

things when this gets printed. Everyone said all summer

that they were expecting them to win the pennant and

sure enough they fall behind and all of a sudden everyone

jumps on the "Oh they choke every year" bandwagon.

And why not? This is Massachusetts. What would the

winter l)e like without every non-baseball fan being able to

jump into a conversation about sports by remarking how

the Red Sox always choke... By now Ricky Henderson has

stolen his 118 and 119 bases and the furor has died down

of the Oakland Athletics speedster's quest for Lou Brock's

iMise stealing in a season mark. I brought this up because 1

was particularly interested in the uproar that came out of

Oakland when Henderson attempted to tie the record at

1 18 against Detroit. In that game Henderson needed three

stolen bases to reach 1 18. He got two of these in the first

inning. Henderson then got on base in the eighth but had a

runner. Fred Stanley, in front of him on second. It was

then alleged that a double-steal call was made by manager

Billy Martin. Stanley then got picked off and Henderson

was thrown out later on a pitchout that caught him runn-

ing. That wasn't the best part of the story though as

Detroit manager Sparky Anderson said Martin had

Stanley picked off on purpose. Martin, not exactly a can-

didate'for the Mr. Congeniality Award among managers,

says that that's a lie, but that Anderson had SUnley

walked on purpose so that he'd be in Henderson's way.

Who's telling the truth? American league president Lee

McPhail. in his infinite wisdom, will review the umpire's

report. Who writes the scripts for all these characters

anyway?...Dave Cowens has been a major topic of conver-

sation. I, of course want him to play forward for the

Celtics with Larry Bird moved to off guard (although at

first I wanted Cowens as the off guard). Some teams

wouldn't even come to town to play a bruising team like

that. Too many injuries might result. But "Big Red" will

most likely go elsewhere (and probably has gone

elsewhere hy this time) and be forced into playing a style

of ball that he's not suited for. No matter what he does

he'll never be the same guy I idolized as a kid. He'll always

be wearing green when I envision him diving across the

checkerboard-like Garde Boston Garden fioor for a ball

that is just going out of bounds. In my mind he always gets

it. somehow hurls it back into play (most often into Jo Jo

White's hands) and then crashes into the press section so

hard that you don't expect to see him up for a week. But.

there he goes, back on defense after a "Hondo" (John

Havlicek for heathens) jumper. Remember what a strong

guy the matchups with Kareem Abdul Jabbar? He was in-

tense. I realize this sounds like an eulogy, but Dave ^^^^^ns

will never be the reason why I always wanted number i»

when youth league shirts were being passed out at tne

beginning of the season unless he's wearing a Celtic

uniform. If only Big Red could stay green. Que sera sera

(five semesters of Spanish to get out of Spanish require-

ment and the first time I've ever used Spanish and I learn-

ed it from the TV show with Doris Day)...One final thmg

- a prediction (also known as something to think

about)...Should Renaldo Nehamish's move to take his

track skills onto the football field prove fruitful, there will

be a lot of track stars who will start considering using

their specialty in pro-sports. Imagine a high jumper who

could clear seven-feet dunking basketballs?...Must run oft

now. I want to figure out where all the buildings my

classes are held in are located before the first day of

classes, don't want to look like a freshman.

Wecompete
ashardasyoudo.

Nike" All Court

Now $19

Reg. $23.99 Nike" Diablo

Now $19

Reg. $21.99

We compete as hard as you do.

At Olympian, you'll find our prices very, very competitive. That's because we compete

in our field the way you do on the field. To win. So whether you're a

professional athlete or a weekend warrior, come to a store that has what it takes. Prices

that are hard to beat. Register now through October 1 6th to win free prizes

-

two 1 speed Raleigh bikes. Whether you take the free

campus bus to the Hampshire Mall or drive yourself,

you're sure to be a winner at Olympian.

\X4s thriveoncompetition
\Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.
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BOVVEN AdXUIARV Gvm\suin

TUES. i> THURS. 7:00 PW - 9:30 PM

CLO^tr NOl/EMBFR M ^ 25

CLOSED: SEPT. J9 MASTER Skm\mm yooi mou. n swim :;eet

LAP swim ...mom. JH?X\ FRI. i:00 AM - 9:0(; -v.t

LAP <^a;iM ...MOW. THUR FRT.JI:00 A^l - 1:00 PM

OPEM SWIM.... MOW. h WEP. 7:30 PM - 9;30 PM

FAMUV^OPEW* FRIfAV 7:30 PM - 9:30 PM

UP SWIM SAT. ]2:00 PM - 2:00 PM

OPIH SWIM.... SAT. 2:00 PM - S:30 PM

ope' SWIM.... SUM. 12:30 PM- 7:30 PM

•WOTE- FAMILV SWIM IS OVIH 10 ALL UNIVERSITV PERSOMWEL

POSSISSWG A VklW RECREATION/ ACTIUITV STICKER.

SO/PEW RACOUETBALL/SQtlASf^ COURTS

M W F 12:05 PM ' 9;30 PM

llil's Tm^S U'OO AM - 9:30 PM

SATURPA^ ^O'OO A/1 - 5;30 PM

SimM ^'^00 PM - 7:30 V\\

*****hlOn***** ^aSERVATIOHS flA^ BF MAPE VmiUG THE

BOyPEK/ GyMMASIUM

CLOSEP: 5{;pT j7 1:00 PM - 10:00 PM l/ARSITV VOi-LEVBALL"
flPT n S:00 AM

- ^0:00 PM fARSITV l/OLLEVBALL

OCT 1:00 m - 10:00 PM l/ARSITV UOLLEV^BALL

OCT. 2 ^-00 AM - ^0:00 PM l/ARSITV l/OLLEVBALL

MOW. THRU FRI 12:05 P^\ - T:IO PM

w
(t F ....2:15 PM - Q:30 PM

qW ' " ..10:00 AM - 5:30 PM

su^;;;;;;;; i2:oo pi^^ - 7:30 pm

mECTIi/E OCTOBER 2 7

MOW. THRU THURS...2:J5 Vn - 5:30 PM

FI^IPAy 2:15 PM - 9:30 PM

BOVPE M BOO/LIWG AILEJ^

CIOSIV : OCT. JJ. WOl/. n. WOl/. 24-2«

MOW. THRU FRI ^-00 PM - 10:30 PM

5AJ- ?2rOO PM - 7:30 PM

($T.OO a i^iiup FREE bkou viiXi\ UmoAA I. P.

BOVPEM WEIGHT/UNIl/ERSAL ROOM

MOW. THRU FRI 2:30 PM - 9:30 PAJ

SATURPAV 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM

SmVKy ^1^00 pm - 7:30 PM

SOVPEW^TOUTPWENfT ROOM

MOW. Tff^ii m ,71^-:^- i;.^30PM
CAT 10:00 r^M - -,,^ ,

J

-^f-v:;.: ]z:oc 'V -
-^' ^

'

NOPE and Curry Hicks schedvles are on pa|:e 13.

THE INFIATION FIGHTER

^M^^PAGHETTI^^
P^J^^ With Sauce $260 ^

With Sausage $2 90

With Meat Balls $2.90

Extra Cheese
Extra Meat

Lg. Sm.
$140 80<

$190 $100

PIZZA

jPlain
lOn:on
JPeppi-r
jPepper & Onion
•Mushroom
rOlive
'Salami
[Sausage
' Pepperoni
A Hamburg
'v Arichovies

, Pastrami
I Ham
' Bacon
' Two way comb

Lg. Sm
$5 00 $2 75
$5 55 $3 10

$5 85 $3 25
$6 30 $3 50
$6 95 $3 85
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 $3 75
$6 75 S3 75
$7 65 $4 25

GRINDERS

Salami
Meatless

Genova Salami

Meat Ball

Sausage
Tuna Fish

Ham
Italian

Roast Beef

Pastrami

Ham & Egg

Pepper & Egg

SALADS

Lg. Vi

$2 70 $1 65

$2 55 $1 W •

$2 95 $1 85

$2 95 $1 85

$295 $1 85

$3 35 $2 05
\

$2 95 $185

$295 $1 85

$3 50 $2 20

$3 50 $2 20

$295 $1 80

$295 $1 80 }

A
$2 05 >

$2.50^ />

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

DEER
DudW»IS»r 12 ox. cons $d.49/cof«

LobQttS b—tbk\^i2 ox. MR'f H 0.49/cof»

S2.99/6/pk.

MolSOn'S ony floyor 12 ox. HK'% $3.49/6/pk.

PobSt Hod, Whilo, Wu» 12 ox. cons $3.49/l2/pk.

LIQUORS
Gin or Vodka so* $5.45/iit«

Cofo DIAmofO Coff»o Liquor 36'$4.99;*.qt

WIHES
Almodort Mt. WIrios $4.79/i.5 1

Foloriorl $ooy», voip., oofd $4.59/ i.s l

$0.10/l

All D*er ond Wlno Spoclols

COLD!

Gettler named new
UMass soccer coach
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Jeff Gettler is a very likable guy. You
almost get the feeling that he should be a

public relations person instead of the new
head soccer coach for the University of

Massachusetts. He even smiles and says

hello to you in the hallway before he

realizes you're there for an interview.

But. he is the new coach and. as such, his

job is to turn last year's 5 10 1 Minuteman

performance around and put UMass soccer

back on top in New England.

"I feel that potentially they (the UMass
booters) can be a real good team." said

Gettler. "It's just a matter of getting them

all to play together and do some good soccer

things both tactically and technically."

Gettler. 31. has had plenty of experience

as both a player and a coach to apply

towards teaching good team soccer. He

comes here with six years of head coaching

experience, the past four years at Bates

College and the two prior to that at the

University of Ixiwell.

Before becoming a head coach. Gettler

served as an assistant coach at Boston

C'ollege. And he is also quick to point out

that he has attended camps in Brazil.

England and Holland in an effort to ma.ster

his coaching skills.

As a collegiate athlete at Lycommg

College in Pennsylvania. Gettler was a

captain for two years as well as an All

Conference player in both 1972 and 1973.

He was also a member of a collegiate all

star team that toured Europe in 1972.

"The few players I do know are very good

players." he said in reference to Mike

Gibbons, a senior, juniors Kevin Flynn and

I^nny Margolis and sophomore Nick

Marciano.

(Jet tier has one more week to get

acijuainted with his troops before they open

the season and a three ganae host stand

against Hridgeport in Boyden Field.

"One of my key objectives." he con

linues. "is to make l^Mass soccer something

people like to watch. The players I know
are attackers, exciting players. So I think

we have the potential for a very exciting

team."

Gettler hasn't had an opportunity to meet "The more support we have, the better

many of his players yet since his selection things are going to be," said Gettler, "and

as head coach came after the school year we're not afraid to earn that support if the

came to a close. fans will just give us a chance.

"

WELCOME BACK
start the year out right with our

HAPPY HOUR
3 to 6

2 for 1 Drafts

2 for 1 Rail Drinks

2 for 1 Molson Gold Bottles
Great Lunches & Dinners

Across from Louis Food

^y 57 N. Pleasant St.
253-5141

INTRODUCING B^DYSHOP I and II

New Co-ed Fitness Centers with

2 ON-CAMPUS LOCATIONS
NOPE and BOYDEN GYMS

Featuring Hydrafitness Exercise Machines

Open: Monday - Friday * unlimited use Saturday

7 am - 9 am
''""''^ ''^^'* ^"'"'^^ 12 pm - 3 pm

Open to students,

Faculty & Staff
Noon - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

$45 per semester

COME IN
FOR A FREE WORKOUT

Programs Include:

* Strength Training
* Aerobic Fitness

* Weight Control
(Burns more calories than jogging!)

Look for our table on the C.C. Concourse or call 545-1337
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MkN S VARSITY SOCCER

i© *nvsia!tQnai A?
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2 at v«fftTioni

9 BOSTON UNtV

n- at R!

SPHINGFIELD
MAINf

Coach Jell Gftint'
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UMass FaU

Sports Schedule

WOMEN S VARSITV SOCCER

S#p! 'f ->< P'Y-^>.uir\ Sidle
;• TFIfLDSTAtf

ON COLLEGE
2b GtOHGE WASHINGTON
29 al Bro*n

Oct 1 VERMONT
5 al ConrieclK ut

11 ADELPHI
14 SMITH
16 41 Sptingtield

ly DARTMOUTH
23 at *aie

2* PENN STATE
?f, HAWVARD

NtA HAMPSHIRE
jtORGE MAbON

CoKi Kalvkani Banda

3)0
3 00
200
1200
/GO

300
300
100
200
3X)
430
300
I 30

1 00
230
1 30

10 30

VARSITY FOOTBALL

SepI It WEST CHESTER STATE
la at Holy C'oss
25 at Haf»a'<J

Ocl 2 at Hh(»<Je Island

9 DELAWARE (Mom#coining)
16 at Maxie
23 at Boston Univ

30 CONNECTICUT

No» 6 BOSTON COLL
13 NEW HAMPSHIRE
20 AMERICAN iNTL

Coach Bob Pickett

JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL

' «1 Mafvard 3 00
Q at AtTmricaf lot I 1 00
? al B'own 2 00

r CONNECTICUT 100
* MILFORDACAOEMT 100

CoacK Sieve Teiand*'

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS

Sect

MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCCR

t n'.Nr^Tiojt

1^ -CC
*' AlT^h^fSt

OMRiNGFItiO
it MJir»4|ri1

Coach Rick Bryant

lot

4 on

. «

Oct

t 1 1 at ve'oo too

18 RMODt ,.>-.- too
19 RUTGERS 100

23 SMi'" 400
B • 10

110

100
4 4- M.JfvrffO 3 00
7 NORTHEASTERN 300
1 TUFTS TOO

•
. J' L,^.* t^f\ *>' u' -»

M, 1
• MAIAW <it B(«..J-

2324 Ne« Engiands

Coach Joh" Beai

WOMEN S VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

bepi 1? i« UMASblNVlTA'iONAl to 00

21 LO-ATl! 6 30

2^ al C- Iriv.talKjnal

r> B. . 1 If (if, Ml T

MASSCLA

r, If)

M •' *• '^'' ^lJ^t / \jii

69 al o t*niirtt»f»l bOO
13 al Ni-»» (.». bOO

lb 16 at Ociawait- Toumanwnl
22 23 al Mainland ToymaffNtril 400

26 SMITH too

Nov 3 al So Coon bOO
6 MAIAW at Smith

10 at Sprtngli^id ^00
12 13 at PiKiCelon Claiiiii

Coacti EiairMi Sixltfto

TOO

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY

Sept

Oct

14 NORTHWESTERN 330
21 at Boston College 700

25 al VpfrT.(,rt 100

n »i P'Oj'de'ice 330

2 SPRINGFIEID too

6 TALE 300
8 MAINE 330
12 NORTHEASTERN 300
15 at Tervf.'f 330
16 Ou- It Temple 1 00

18 Wl 'ATE 300
21 al HafYiicj 300
23 NEW HAMPSHIRE 100

26 al Dartmoulh 300
3B al B'Own 300
30 at Rhode Island 100

2 BOSTON UNIV 230
6 at Conneciicul

Coach Paf •

11 30

WOMEN'S VARSITY GOLF

lepl 17 al Mount Holyoke'Sp'i'Q' 100
24 SPRINGFIELD'MfniN KE

al Hickory Ridgf 1 1X1

S«pl 30
OtI 2*at Yalelnvilaliooai 900

8 al Mount Holyokp .1' O.iV 1 00

12 AMHERST^PRINu' '

Hickory Ridge 1 00

22 23 al Mouni Holyokelnv.tH' 900
29 at Daflnr>outh/AfT>he<s'

Mount Holyoki" 100

Coach Jack Leaman

Sepi

Ocl

Nov

JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY

28 MOUNT MOL YOKE

2 SPRINGFIELD
6 YALE
8 at Smiih

21 at Harvard

26 at Dartmouth
28 al Brown
30 al Rhode island

5 al Conneciicul

Coach Donna Parlm

400

300
4 15

400
4 15

4 15

4 15

2 15

3 15

MENS VARSITY TENNIS

16 at Rhode isianO 30C

16 al Vetrnoni 1 K
20 al Arttiy 330

22 NEW HAMPSHIRE 210

29 CONNECTICUT 210
30 WESTFIELDSTATE 100

6 ALBANY STATE ?.30

9 at Clark .'00

to at BrandPiv 100

1 1 at Boslon Unit 100

Coach Bob S/iosek

WOMEN S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY-

Sept

Oct

1 7 at Boston College

25 at Rhode Island Invitational

400
1200

MENS VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY
Sepi 17 at Boston College

25 al Rhode Island

Ocl 2 at Atlantic Ten Championship
at Bplmont Plateau Phila

9 at Lehigh Invitational

16 at Noftheaslern
23 at Eastern lniercollegial«> Alhielic

Assoc Champ ai Vermont

Nov 6 al New Engiands al Franklin Park

Boston
13 al IC4As at Lehigh

Coach Ken O Bnen

^ Ck^^^^^4̂ki^/ii^ 4^^

2 al Rutgers Invitational 10 45

9 at Sprir glield'Albany 1100

17 at NEAC Championships'Bosloh

23 NEW HAMPSHIRE/RHODE ISLAND'
VERMONT 200

30 New Engiands

Coach Julie LaFremere
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I'M GONNA KILL THAT BAG — UMass tri-captain Tom Murray
asamults one of the sled bags before a practice session. Sled bags often

< olleron phnin by Kevin J Kaf h»tli

bear the brunt of football players' frustrations. The bag was moved but
unharmed in this particular incident.

11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

SALADS SUBMARINES

tehe sub
SYRIANS^\

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 549-5160

OPEN UNTIL 2:00 A.M.
FOR LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES

—CLIP THIS COUPON—

i

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub

FREE

20 oz. soda

with the purchase of any sub

Phone ahead for take-out orders.

WITH THE MONEY YOU SAVE
ON THIS FM WALKMAN,

BUYAGOOD BELT
TOWEAR IT WITH.

This FM Walkman SRF-30W stereo radio is so compact, it clips on a
belt or slips into a pocket Just as nice the price is about as compact as
the case And the sound is all Sony Walkman Comfortable, feather-

weight stereo headphones project stunningly clear FM music to create

your own private concert hall from ear to ear Live never sounded
better jogging through a park, twisting down a ski slope, relaxing on a
beach or baking a cake You can even plug in a friend to share the

music through a second optional pair of headphones And the
easy-to-use controls include a sensitivity selector for local or distant

stations However you decide to wear the Sony FM Walkman,
remember that one size fits all

THE ONE ANDONLY

^.UNIVERSITY op«n

mSTORE^ M-F 9-5 Saturday 11-4

Wed & Thurs 9-9

All-American Holmstrom

heads women's soccer
By NANCY GONTER
Collegian Staff

The 1982 version of the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team is

looking forward to a season that is as

successful as the 1981 version which placed

seventh in the nation.

One time AU-American soccer player

Maddie Mangini and Margie Anderson, one

of last year's leading goal scorers, were the

only two players that the Minutewomen
lost to graduation.

The Minutewomen have a host of

returning players and a promising group of

freshmen.

Leading the returning players is senior

Nina Holmstrom. Holstrom was named to

the All American first team last year and.

according to head coach Kalekeni Banda, is

one of the top mid fielders in the country.

Also returning will be Stacy Flionis,

whom Banda says is considered to be one of

the most skillful women's soccer players in

the nation.

Banda is counting on all four of his team

captains for high quality play. Holmstrom,

teamed with Natalie Prosser. Jackie Gaw
and Deborah Pickett will be the captains.

Gaw will be leading the defense with the

help of Pickett, who is returning after

missing last season due to a knee injury.

and juniors Mary Szetela and Deanna

Denault.

With over 40 freshman trying out for the

team, Banda will have his choice of many
skilled players.

Debbie Harackiewicz. a freshman from

Ludlow, is one of the new recruits.

Harackiewicz has been named to the AU

Western Massachusetts team four years in

a row and is a member of the junior select

team.

Banda hopes that Harackiewicz will

continue the UMass women's soccer team

tradition of having a freshman as a leading

scorer.

Freshman Kelly Hutcheons from West

Springfield , who was also named to the

Western Mass. team four years in a row, is

another top recruit.

The team will also have two new ad

ditions to the coaching staff.

The first assistant will be Jim WUliams.

Williams is a former Olympic coach and has

coached and taught skiing, tennis, football,

track and wrestling. He was also the

assistant coach for the United States ski

team.

Williams will work with the team as the

physical fitness and training specialist, and

in the Spring he will be the women's indoor

soccer coach.

The second assistant will be Simon

Ostrov. Ostrov was born in Russia and

played on the Moscow Junior soccer team

for seven years. Ostrov also played for the

Moscow Junior Select team and was their

leading scorer.

After coming to the United States, he

attended high school in West Hartford

where he was named to the All Conference

soccer team in his junior year and all State

team in his senior year.

He is currently a student in the Sports

Management program at UMass.

"With these additions, I'm very op

timistic." Banda said. "In the next four

years UMa.ss will maintain atop standard in

national rankings," he said.

The women began pre season practice

and try-outs on August 29.
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SUPER NIGHT SPECIALS
(8 p.m. until closing)

MONDAY
Molson Night

99c Bottles of Molson Golden Ale

75c Molson Ale Draft

4.00 Pitchers

TUESDAY
Pizza and Beer Night

$4.95 Pitcher of Domestic Draft (Pabst or Miller)

Carafe of any wine and

A Cheese Pizza (a $7.25 average value) while kitchen

add for additional itenns

IS open

goDlitootiJtclinnh

welcomes you back with

WEDNESDAY
Double Trouble Night - "2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks

(everything but bottled beer)

THURSDAY
Schnapps and Kamakaze Night

nDINK ^PECIALS ^^ ^"^ ^^°^ °^ Peppermint, Spearmint or Cinnamon Schnapps

1 Pray Street, Amherst, MA 549-5403
^^^^J^ bTItURDAY

SupER Happy Hour DAlly J-6 p.W. Come in & Check Out Charlie's

"2 for V JUMBO DRINKS SUNDAY
(Everything but Bottled Beer) Rolling Rock Night

FREE MUNCHIES $1.05 Any low shelf shot and a 7 oz. Rolling Rock Bottle

We are ooen daily. 7 days a week, from 11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m. We serve lunch, dinner, and we also have a late

nX menu featuring pizza and sandwiches. Check out our daily food and dnnk specials. Come to our

Happy Hour for "2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks and Free Munchies every day (3-6 p.m.)

Charlie's is a nice place to drink, the place where friends meet.

Pool table, video games, dartboard, jukebox, two color T.V.'s.

We make homemade pizza, even the dough is made in our kitchen.

Come check us out I
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Stickers still strong without Strong

Build

your own
bookcase

with our

cut-to-size

lumber for

as low as

$15.03
It's easy with our own pre-cut shelves,

spacers, hardboard backs and shelf

corner clips. See models in our store.

From $15.03 to over $30.

CUT TO
SIZE

SHELVING
PIECES

12"x10" spacer .75

29"x10" shelf 1.85

35"x10" shelf 2.25

47"x10" shelf 2.99

PARTICLE BOARD
For desk tops, table tops,

or work benches
1i8"x30"x60"

$6.98

24"x48" backer 1 .99

36"x48" backer 2.99

30"x48" backer 2.50

48"x48" backer 3.99

PARTICLE BOARD SHELVING
y«"xl2"x96' $3.89

%"x12"x120" $4.85
%"x12"xl44" $5.83

METAL TABLE LEGS

Come see

>A/hat we
sa\A/!

Moored
PAINTS

• Benjamin Moore
Stains and Paints

• Minwax Stains

• KV Shelf Hardware
• Cement Blocks

Hixon's offense in transition
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The question for the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team is simple:

where will the strength come from now that

there is no Strong in the lineup?

The Strong is, of course, Judy Strong, last

year's co-captain and the leading scorer for

the UMass stickers during all four years of

her collegiate career. The graduation of

Strong, a member of the 1980 U.S. Olympic
field hockey team, and her fellow co-captain

Sue Caples has put a hole in the
Minutewomen's hot air balloon that flew all

the way to a national championship title

game (which they lost to the University of

Connecticut 4 1). A hole that can be mended
though, according to fifth year coach Pam
Hixon.
"We'll have to change our style of play,"

said Hixon. "We're going to have to spread
our offense out with more passing and less

one -on one."

But, despite knowing that the offense will

be undergoing a change, Hixon knows that

she still has lost only two players from what
was the number-one ranked team in the
nation for the better part of last year. Still,

she remains conservative.

"We have a lot of players returning, but
it's hard to be overly optimistic because
we've got such a tough act to follow, "said

Hixon.

A tough act. indeed, last year's squad had
an undefeated 17 2 record before the
heartbreaking loss to UConn.
The defense will be the same stingy group

of hustling Minutewomen that allowed

goalkeeper Patty Shea to collect 14

shutouts, the second year in a row she did

so.

"I think our strength has to be in the

defense where we didn't lose

any body. "Hixon said."And. naturally, if we
don't allow the other team to .score it makes
the job easier for our offense."

The offense. Hixon savs, is not necessarily

a weak point for the Minutewomen.
"I wouldn't call it a weakness, but it will

take us a few weeks to see who's going to

emerge as an offensive punch," said

Hixon."That means everyone has a chance
to get into the action."

The action will be at UMass before the

stickers have too much time to prepare.
Two scrimmages (Sept. 7 with Keene State
and Sept. 10 with the LIniversity of North
Carolina, both at NOPE at 3 p.m.) are all

that separate them from a season opener
with Northwestern University, another of

last year's top ten teams in the nation.

Hixon said that this game will "definitely

show us where we stand."
"We definitely will not be complete then,

but we'll be ready to play. It will give us a
chance right away to see hi w our players
are going to hold up under that type of

competition.

"

Competition is something the
Minutewomen will have plenty of this year.

They play a full 19 game schedule that

contains all Division One teams except for

Westfield State, who happens to hrve a
very good team, according to Hixon And
on lop of that, every team they play will

know that the UMass team they're playing
against was ranked number one in the
nation last year.

Will this years team be able to overcome
the loss of it stop point producer and be able
to gain playoff berth once again?

"It's hard to say, "said Hixon."We just

want to play one game at a time."

"Our primary concetn is improvement.
We're building a new system and so we
expect to improve from game to game. At
the end of the season we want to be playing
the best hockey we can be playing."

""We had a very good recruiting year and

two freshmen in particular. Megan Don-
nelly and Chris Kocot. will definitely help

us out." Hixon said.

On top ol the freshmen. Hixon also has
added strength in the return of Judy
Morgan, who was considered to be last

P»»oto roartny of IJM«m Sporti Inforaation OfTirc

WRONG STICK, RO! - Ro Tudryn will be swinging a different stick for
UMass this fall when field hockey season opens next week.

DARSELOTTI'S
Downtown Amherst

WELCOME BACK
SPECIAL
$1.00 OFF

any name Pitcher of Beer
with this coupon

Check out our cable sports stations: BOSTON, N.Y.

CHICAGO, ATLANTA, ESPN, & USA Network

N

P
E

H

NOPt POOL

CiOSEV OCTOBZR 9- U, MOt/EMBt"R 11 6 2S

THERAPUTK SWIM MOM. THRU FRI. S:00 AM - 9:00 AM

THERAPUJIC SWIM TUBS. f. THUPS. 7:00 Ph\ - 7:30 PM

OPEN SWIM TUBS. S THURS. 7: 30 PM - 9: 30 PM

*FAMILy/OPfV Sli}V.i....SM/SUU 12:00 PM - 2:30 Pli

CPEU SWIM SAT /SUN 2 : 50 PM - 5: 50 PM

*NOTB: FAMUy SWIM IS OPEN TO ALL UMTl/CRSITV

PEPSOMUii POSSESSING A l/ALIP RECREATION STICKER.

NOPE EQUIPMENT ROOM

•r.'. THRU FI^I 7:30 AM ]0:00 PM
SAT 'SUN J 0:00 AM - ^-.qq p,M

CURRV HICKS POOL

NOPE G^M.^ASIUM

CiOSEV: SEPT. 21, 29 \JARSUV ITLLrvSAU
OCT. 5 \/ARSUy y'OlWn^Ali

OCT. 9 - II ii()LIPAV

OCT. 2h t'ARSJTy 1'0LL£V6AIL

WOtTMBfR n HCiWAS'

fJOfCMBCR 21 - 2t THA^'XSCavnr

mL THPi\ FRI ^:00 PM -JO P.'i

SAT ISUN /L';Oa PM - ^- SO PV

NOPl iHEJGHT RCOhi

CIOSEV: OCTOBER 9-12, MOl'FMBFR 11, N0VE^\U1R C^

MO.M. THRU FRI.. 11:1 5 A^'

7:00 P'\

1:C0 P".

^:50 PM

CJ.OSEVOCT. 9- II, NOV. 11, 2S-2S

CiOSEV WEN SASKETBALL i-AMES ARE SCHEVULEV

OPEN SWIM MOM. THRU FRI . 1 1 : 30 AM - I : CO PM

•FAMILV/OPEM SWIM. .MOM. THRU FRI. 4:00 PM - 7:00' PM

*VOTE: FAMILY SWIM IS OPEM TO ALL UMIl/ERSTTV PERSOMMEL

POSSESSING A VAilV RECRtATlCN STICKER,

^1 IiRil !i^£!^.JE^!^

CiOSEV: WHIN BASKETBALl GAMES \RE SCi{[ iHAl

MOM. THRU FRI ^:30 AM - 4:00 PM.

OR WITH PERMISSION/ OF INSTRUCTOR

t**** recreatiomal tees
»**»* CURRV HIC^S UKIVIRSAL

EACULTV t. STAfF, CRAPUATE o COMTIMtilWG EOlfCATIOM

STfiOLMTS MAV P(IRC(/ASE R£CREATI0MA1 STICk'ERS AT P-OVPfM

TICKET OFFICE, ROOM 25S, WON. THRU FRI., S:5C AM -

12:00 PM f, 1:00 PU - 4:30 PM. , FROM 21^ GOVVEN,

WON. THRU FRI., S:30 AM - -1:30 P.M, FROM EO^VbN'NCPE

BU-LiVlNG SUPERflSORS, FRI., S:00 T,' - 1C:00 PM; FROM

CUliVlNG SUPERI/TSORS OR AT ECUIPMEf'.T ISSUE COUMTERS OM

SAT /SUM 9URIMG RECREATIOM ACTIl/ITV HOURS. HOST MEMBER

MUST SHOii: CURRENT RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY STICKER BEFORE

PURCHASING A GUESl PASS.' UNAUJHORUEV USE 0}- FACILITIES

MAy SUBJECT PERSOM TO TRESPASSIMG MOTICE FROM PEPARTME\a

OF PUBLIC SAFETV.

MOM. THRU FRI. ,

CIOSEV SAT /SUM

A' "n

HO LI PA VS

THIS SCHEVULi PUBLlSHiP BV

;

IMTRAMURAL OFFICE

BOVVEN BUILVING, ROOM ZIS

S4S-2693, rW5'i4'j 0022

I

Free Off Campus Delivery

Telephone 253-0091

Bud
$15.00 Minimum

12 oz. cans $8.99

Red,
Riunite "white 750 mi $2.49

Rose

$4.99

$8.99

ij-tz-ir-^c-ir-ir-CT-te-ir-b-tr-Ci-ir-ii-tfii-ttir-tr-ir-tr-tr-ir^r-irir

Vodka 1 liter

Miller Light
12 oz. cans

SebaStiani Burgundy 8r Chablis

15L$4.15

20% OFF
ALL BEER & WINE
Making Supplies

c&c
Package Stor*

61 Main Str*»t

Tel. 253-0091

''De' *^d the Police Stotlon"

All Speclolf In itor», cosh, prlcei in effect until 9/12/62

Welcome Back Students

fbrnfaB
FAMILY RESTAURANTS

. . .for a change! J
FAST FOOD SERVICE WITH RESTAURANT ^

QUALITY AND VARIETYI

4*

Our many selections include:

INTERNATIONAL HOTDOGS
FRIED MUSHROOMS
SEAFOOD PLATTER
HOT OVEN SUBS
TACOS

BURGERS
CHILI
FRESH FRIED CLAMS ^
LOBSTER ROLLS
ONION RINGS
FRENCH FRIES

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

430 RUSSELL ST., (RTE. 9)

HADLEY, MASS. 256-0858 ^
OPEN 11-11 WEEKDAYS and 11-12 WEEKENDS ^
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There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy Film Newspapers

Tobacco Film Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups
Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookie^

Health and Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Many other items avaiiable

545-2528

Located in the

Student Union . k

I

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:00 am to 10:00 pm

the

mini store

WELCOME DACK
Com« Meet Your Friends

Qt

Time

Always A Friendly Place

with the

BEST PRICES

07 N. PI«QSQnt St. Amh«rst, MA

UMass athletes try

their luck in the pros
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Welcome back. It has been a little over
three months since these pages have been
active and able to keep UMass sports fans

up to date with the Minuteman sports scene

both on and off the respective fields of play.

With this in mind, here is a brief com
pilation of some of the events that have

transpired during that period.

Three members of last year's University

of Massachusetts' football team signed free

agent pro contracts during the spring. All-

New England offensive tackle Chris O'Neil

signed with the Kansas City Chiefs, All

Yankee Conference defensive end George
Lewis signed with the Washington Red-
skins, and All-Yankee Conference cor-

nerback Max Jones signed with the Dallas

Cowboys as a linebacker. Unfortunately,

none of the three secured a final spot on

their respective club.

Martha and Julie Ready who are reportedly

playing pro ball in a women's league in

Italy.

As previously announced in the spnng,
the Eastern Eight, the league the men's
basketball team plays in, became the

Atlantic Ten Conference after the addition

of Temple and and Saint Joseph's

Universities. The president of the new
conference will be UMass athletic director

Frank Mclnerney. In addition, the con-

ference has adopted the three-point play

and a 40-second clock that will be turned off

on the final four minutes of play and in all

overtime periods.

Speaking of men's basketball, two
Minutemen, 6'9" freshman Tom Emerson
and 6' 8" Skip Connors, helped to provide

• Field hockey

some height to a guard -loaded Boston
Celtics rookie camp during the last couple of

weeks of August. The camp, which is set up
so Celtic rookies and free agents can be
seen and evaluated, was held in Marshfield.

Massachusetts. Emerson and Connors did

battle with the Celts number one draft pick

Darren Tillis and Ed Spriggs, formerly of

Georgetown University.

The women's tennis team, under coach

John Beal, qualified for the AIAW nationals

via a second place finish in the Easterns and
managed to finish eighteenth in the nation.

Most valuable player honors were
bestowed on the senior baseballer Warren
McReddie for his final year as a Minuteman.
He batted .394 and was named first team
All-New England and first team Northeast
Region enroute to being dratfed in the 19th

round by the Texas Rangers.

All New-England and all Northeast
honors were also garnered by softball team
members Gina Mantino, Jackie Gaw, Fran
Troy. Tina Coffin, and Chris Coughlin. Gaw
competed in the National Sports Festivsl in

Softball.

John Wright, a junior, and Greg Mader, a

senior , were elected co-captains of the 1983

UMass track team . Wright was the New
England runner up in the high hurdles, an
event in which he won the Eastern
championship. Mader is the school record

holder in the decathlon and placed second in

that event in the Easterns.

Lacrosse players Jim Weller and Ray
Cozzi were named to the New England
Lacrosse Association's first team and Mike
Lavin was a second team selection. Weller
spent his summer playing for Canada on the
Canadian National Team.
And what did you do this summer'.^

Cntlt niiifd imrn f><i(]f IJ

"She (Morgan) will definitely help us out."
Hixon said."She can play at a lot of
positions and right now she is a utility

player. She'll play wherever it makes a
combination fit."

Donnelly, by the way, participated in this

year's National Sports Festival along with
four of her new teammates. Carol
Progulske. Ro Tudryn, Pam Moryl and
Patty Smith.

253-3808

or 256-0115

FREE
DELIVERY

PIZZARAMA with its friendly and

experienced personnel

WELCOMES YOU BACK!
PIZZARAMA is ready to serve you

QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY
its delicious PIZZAS and GRINDERS

which for ten years have won over

numerous gourmets and have always

satisfied their appetite.

Try our PIZZAS
and GRINDERS

and you will agree!

:i

356 COLLEGE ST ^
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Those amazing UMass ID cards
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Doubtless. Saturday's football home opener will roll

around and a group of freshmen, having unpacked and

successfully found most of their classes, will decide to go

see the game.

"You guys can go," one frosh will say though, "I'm a little

low on cash already. Let me know how they do."

Poor guy, he's going to miss the game just because ol a

lack of money.

Good news, young sports fan, entrance to football games

at UMass is free! All you need to so is show your student

identification card, complete with a fall validation sticker

of course, to a gate attendant and you are welcome to roam

the confines of Alumni Stadium and cheer the Minutemen

on to victory.

In fact, a student ID with a validation sticker is all that is

needed to get into any regular season contest for any

I'Mass athletic event.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSE
Amherst MassachusaitstMooa

»'l At I (•».(.

Ih-.i.. •Murtrav of I'MaM Sport* Infornntion (Kfife

YES, YOU TOO CAN SEE GARRY PEARSON
RUN — And it's free!

IF YOU DONT HAVE AN I.D.. YOU CAN CUT
THIS ONE OUT.

Yes, that same card that took you into the dining com

mons for lunch this afternoon (don't hold the card

responsible for the quality of the food) can take you to the

game this weekend and still retain the power to admit you

to the Curry Hicks Cage this winter to see the basketball

team play.

And all the wonderment doesn't stop there.

This amazing piece of plastic holds the key to physical

fitness, too.

A student ID will allow you to develop more muscles on

one of the Universal weight machines (NOPK or Boyden

gyms) or by pumping the free weights downstairs at

Boyden.

If weightlifting doesn't suit you. you have a choice of

activities ranging from racquetball to basketball, and from

swimming to badminton. And all you need to have with you

is your student ID. Isn't that wonderful'.'

Need clothes to wear when you work out'.* No problem.

Just take your ID (no, it's not a charge card t<K>) over to

Boyden and head for the co ed equipment area. Show your

card to one of the attendants in the cage and he or she will

issue you a shirt, a towel, a pair of socks, a jock strap

(optional by sex), and a basket with a lock to keep them in.

All this and no extra charge!

And you don't even have to clean your clothes. Just give

them to the people in the cage when you're done and they'll

give you clean clothes, free.

Free, just for taking your student ID card around with

you. Why don't they have these cards available at home?

Well, the truth of the matter is that the card proves you

have you paid your athletic fee and that you are entitled lo

allof this "free" stuff.

But why think of it that way. Think of it as free.

Free. Don't you just love your student identification can!,

even though the picture didn't come out too well (at least

not mine).

See you at the game, freshmen.
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FLIPPED OVER UMASS - Mark Stevenson

flies high over spectators during Sportsfest, a

series of competitions held on the UMass campus

during!: August. The events were a precursor to a

major event called the Bay State Games. Doug

Arnot, executive director of the Games, said the

UMass campus is being considered a possible site

for the Games. The Bay State Games would bring

3000 athletes to Amherst during the summer to

compete in events such as bicycling, basketball,

soccer, gymnastics, and weightlifting.

BECOMEA 4-LEnER MAN,

Whv arc a lot v)f\\.llfec men and wonu'n

Ki omint' buddies in Armv ROTC
Prohabiv hccau>f Armv ROTC is tiill ot

thf kind ot people other people qo i>ut ot their

u,iv to meet

ROTC student- tend to he hiL'h adiieNor

u ho are interested m more than their studies

Thc\ re popular -tudents with a serious >ide

hut who ilk- to have a i.'"<'d time, too

In other words, when people lom Armv

ROTC thev often meet people a lot like thctii-

M'Ke-

For more intormarion conr;icrvour Pniteisjor

ol Militarv Scieiue

ARMYROK.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman
546-2321/2322

Photo coBrtMT of I'Maa* Sporti Infonaalion OfTwe

MCGRATH TO PASS...- With the return of

Dean Pecevich, Barrett McGrath finds himself in

competition for the UM quarterback position.

H<»'8 shown here in action last season.
» • » •»
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Reviews and Previews

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.
Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadium
Liquors
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caseBud 12 oz.cans $8.50

Bud 12 pk bottles $4.50 12 pk

Miller Lite 12 oz cans $8.50case

Rolling Rock i2pk cans $4.00i2pk

BUSCh 12 oz. cans v/.%IO

Labatt 12 oz. bottles. $9.95

case

case

Kahlua $9.95 750 mi

Smirnoff Vodka $10.95 175 mi

Castillo Rum $9.95 1.75ml

Cossack Vodka or Gin $8.20 1.75ml

Gallo 1.5 ml $3.99

Sebastiani 15 $3.99

Almaden 3 nters $6.95

Taylor California Cellars 3 iiters$5.95
not responsible for typographical errors
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New Styles For Fall . .

.

• Jogging Pants
We have improved our original Jogging Pants by add-

ing pockets in the side seams to create a more useful, more

comfortable pant Also, covered clastic at the ankles re

places the cotton ribbing otherwise the same jogging

pants you have come to know and love

Sizes: XS. S, M, L XL, XXL Two new sizes with the XS

and XXL ^
18.50

• Hooded Pouch Shirt

Our old favorite, the Hooded Pouch Shirt has re-

turned, but this time the hood really works This pullover

shirt features a roomy kangaroo pocket, drawstring bottom

and drawstring hood May be worn as a shirt or light jacket

Sizes: S, M, L
23.50

• Cowl Tunic

This new style is a Ioo>^ pullover top with a veY-

satile cowl neckline and deep ott center pleat in front. The

roomy off-thc-shoulder sleeve is tapered at the bottom and

may be worn down or rolled up There arc side slits for corn-

Sizes: S. M. '- 26.^

Colors Available: white • natural •black • rust • purple •

royal blue • emerald green • berry

62 MAIN ST.

NORTHAMPTON
S86-5403
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PHILIPS
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at the home of the classics

FOK THE RECOKD
located in Faces, Downtown Amherst

Dring in this ad and tok* (1.00 off any
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Concerts at the Club Casino
By DEAN RA^ZO

Ever since the big band sound of the Casino Ballroom

was bought out, along with the club, the Club Casino,

which replaced it, has matured into a first-rate, diversified

club providing some of the best entertainment north of

Boston.
Located in Hampton Beach, New Hampshire, the club

offers a handsome, classy interior with wall-to-wall

carpeting and candle-lit tables.

Yet it has a comfortably casual atmosphere. The
acoustics in the Club Casino are fine, and the entertain-

ment nothing but professional. The entertainment ranges

from rock and roll to oldies revivals. Many performers

have a bonding relationship with the club.

Harry Chapin played every summmer and was close to

owner James Goodwin. His brother, Tom, came this sum-

mer. Arlo Guthrie performed on his 35th birthday and

played "Alice's Restaurant," for the first time in years, as

a special tribute to Goodwin and the club. Roy Orbison,

Southside Johnny and The Ramones return every sum-

mer.
The club seats 1600, but the dance floor holds about

250...even then you're dancing in a space the size of your

feet. To make matters worse, this area isn't even in front

of the stage. The experience of watching the band and

dancing is lost.

Here are highlights of the 1982 summer season:

SPYROGYRA
Spyrogyra is a six man jazz fusion band. Their specialty

is modern techno-jazz blended with rhythm and blues,

along with light ventures into funk and Latin.

At the Casino concert, the bulk of their music was defin-

ed by fast-paced melodic jams melting into excruciating

saxophone, keyboards and guitar work. Changes were so

smooth they were unnoticeable.

Spyrogyra is conventional, as evidenced by their

reliance on the horns for the backbone of their intensity.

The saxophone played vigorously, trying to keep from be-

ing overshadowed by the electricity of the keyboards and

guitar. This was complemented by a crisp sound missing

from most rock concerts.

Spyrogyra has no vocalist, but the group's percussionist

provided a break in the monotony that sometimes comes

from watching musicians jam. He was very active, using

all his limbs on a variety of instruments and romping

around in a graceful, modern dance style that could have

passed for an audition for a Broadway musical.

The one major flaw in the show was the lack of diver-

sification. Towards the end. the music all sounded the

same. It fell into a groove that became cocktail music in

the background of conversation and a reason to leave for

others. The monotony was broken by the first encore

when keyboardest Tom Schuman played a keytar (a syn-

thesized guitar-shaped keyboard). This produced

outrageous chords and a chance for Schuman to let loose

onstage. Schuman said he used the keytar as a climactic

effect, but I felt the climax should have come earlier in the

show.

The music, for the most part, was fast and hard, almost

to the point of being rock and roll. But the experience of

the band, which is releasing its sixth album shortly, kept it

from straying from the main objective of delivering easy

listening, clean, electronic jazz.

JONATHAN EDWARDS

Edwards' Casino concert was fast-paced and fun, as he

breezed along with heads-up confidence, never allowing

the crowd to catch up to him. Edwards visibly had a great

time onstage, jamming melody after melody with his elec-

tric acoustic guitar and harmonica and accompanied by

Southside Johnny
CoUagUa photo bjr Nanol

Jonathan Edwards
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pianist Kenney White, who should not be mentioned light-

ly. I honestly believe White to be the slickest piano player

since Elton John. Everyone's eyes focused on the pianist's

hands whenever he let loose, which, fortunately, was quite

often. His hands rolled over one an<»ther. l)etween one

another and seemingly through one another while deliver

ing either wild ragtime of uncontrolled blues. Whites

caliber of play effectively kept up the accelerated pace of

the show.

Edwards' voice was sooo sweet and controlled during a

nonamplified lovesong; the crowd was mesmerized. Ed

wards did this song with intimate gestures that only a per-

former really getting into the emotion of his song would

dare express.

Edwards expressed his emotions bodily through the

show. By the time he ended the performance, with "Sun-

shine, Go Away" and an elaborate production of

"Shanty," plenty of people were also showing their now

unrestrained emotions.

JOHN KAY & STEPPENWOLF

Remember Steppenwolf? Of course you do, they sang

"Bom to be Wild" and "Magic Carpet Ride." right? I'll

bet they're the only songs you can think of by them, aren't

they? Well don't feel bad because even after seeing them

you would only remember to songs: "Bom to be Wild" and

"Magic Carpet Ride."

The sell-out crowd on hand at the Club Casino was

basically unmoved by the group's new songs "Down U)

Earth," a down to earth rocker that never does get off the

ground and "Every Man For Himself." another clean-cut

rock jam that resembles "Bad Company." These new

songs from the group's upcoming album "Wolf Tracks"

are no worse than current rock by the likes of Loverboy or

REO Speedwagon. A little more was expected, however,

from the immortal John Kay, the only original member

from the band of the late 60s.

On occasion the group did put out that gut-gripping,

deep sound, backed by heavy bass lines which represented

the drug-oriented rock of the 60s. These tunes pleased

most of the crowd, which was made up largely of Steppen-

wolf era rockers (probably just being released from drug

rehabilitation centers).

Kay was absent for one instrumental which was an ex-

cellent fusion of funk and jazz. It was the closest sign of

Steppenwolf attempting to change with the times that was

successful. One other attempt was a laughable electronic

solo by the keyboardest whose name I fortunately did not

get. This guy lacked talent, imagination and any sense of

direction while elaborating on what turned out to be the

eerie introduction to "Magic Carpet Ride."

From the first chord of "Born to be Wild" until minutes

after it ended, not one person in the Club Casino could

stay still. The crowd went totally wild and I was numbed

by the forceful intensity of this adrenalin-pumping,

timeless classic. Seeing Steppenwolf do this song was in

itself worth the price of admission. John Kay wisely ended

with this song, leaving the crowd mercilessly teased. Ap-

petites were satisfied as John Kay and Steppenwolf came

back to do their lesser known, slow funk classic. "The

Pusher."

HUEY LEWIS & THE NEWS

Right away you knew Huey Lewis and The News were

confused onstage. The bass player and drummer wore 50s,

rehabs with greased black hair and Joe Cool expressions,

the guitarist and sax player were dressed like punks and

the keyboardest was conventional with Levis and a polo

shirt. As for Huey Lewis himself, the towering, well-built,

somewhat awkward mover dressed in all-black, succeeded

at becoming a sexual fantasy for the young ladies m the

crowd.

With all the differing appearances in the band. The News

succeeded in producing a combination of the styles. In

other words, Top 40 pop music. Every song sounded the

same with repetitive rhythms, unnoticeable bass lines,

laughable leads and an occasional sax bit thrown in to add

flavor. The music would then pause for Huey to sing a few

lines (that were sure to have the word "love," "baby" or

"girlfriend" in it), snap his fingers and sway his hips. The

crowd would cheer.

Huey Lewis lacks the authority, moves and smooth flow

to get a crowd on their feet screaming for more. Just the

opposite is Sal Baglio of The Stompers. who fortunately

opened for Huey Lewis. Aside from Southside Johnny,

nobody gets a club going so crazy, no matter how droll the

crowd is, than the fast-paced, be-bopping Stompers.

THE MOTELS
Wow! That was the Motels? I don't believe it. Everybody

screamed when Martha Davis and the Motels came

onstage, but I thought that was typical for a band who has

a hit album out. It is typical, but this band is not.

The show was a group effort. All six band members

made you smile and enjoy their antics and enthusiasm.

The show was full of differing emotions, communicated

with sheer professionalism by Martha Davis. Davis was all

over the stage. A few times on her knees, singing with a

cry in her voice and an occasional tear in her eye. With

tremendous vocal control and range, the energy of her

emotion wasn't missed by anybody.

The mix of music was delicate and well organized. One

song. Martha is hurting and lonely, the next she is on top

of the world. This was put across with the rigid energy of

the band, who mixed between rock, new wave and even

swing. The musicians were forceful while they and Martha

shared the limelight unselfishly. The next time I see the

Motels. I'll be one of those people screaming for them to

come on.

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
If you like Southside Johnny on vinyl, you'll love him

live. But if you're like me and don't particularly care for

him on vinyl, you'll love him anyway. There is no doubt in

my mind that Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes is

the best club act anywhere. If you think the Stompers can

get a crowd going, picture seven more band members, in-

cluding a high-spirited four-man horn section, putting out

more organized, better written music with more flare; all

the while combined with the drunken demeanor of the un-

shaven Southside projects energy and expertise.

Unlike so many rowdy groups, Southside and the Jukes

work it slow and steady and eventually drive the crowd in-

sane, instead of weanng them out after the first couple of

songs. The Jukes did a version of "Breakdown" that made

you forget who Tom Petty is and a rendition of their hit,

"Talk to Me," with its now classic guitar introduction.

By the time of the fourth encore, everybody knew that

the vintage club rocker, "We're Having a Party" was

coming. But Southside wouldn't give it to them just yei.

He appropriately teased the crowd, softly singing lines

from famous osongs and pretending to whip into a rocker

like he had done so sharply throughout the show. When he

finally did break into the rocker, the crowd was hysterical.

FLOCK OF SEAGULLS

Anybody who like the hit single "I Ran" by this young

group will love the rest of their music. "I Ran" is ex-

emplary of the rest of their music, though a bit less haun-

ting. A Flock of Seagulls had quite an impressive opening,

contributed to by the loudly intensified, reeling syn-

thesizer and lead singer, keyboardest, rhythm guitarist

Mike Score. Score was dressed in a black shiny polyester

jump siiit with blonde hair styled like the Concorde jet

with the wings up. He had an almost emotionless profile

that resembled Gary Neuman. The music, too, resembled

Neuman; although comparisons should also go to U-2 and

Joy Division. I was expecting a guitar-oriented punk band,

but there was a heavy concentration on the synthesizer,

esi)ecially earlier in the show, before Score tumed rhythm

guiUrist. "Someone at the Door" was very dramatic as

dramatic drums and omnipresent bass lead the way with a

perfect dance beat, intruded by the U-2ish, echoing guitar

and melodic synthesizer for a highstrung musical introduc-

tion that melted into the boyish vocals of Score.

SpyroOyra
Coltogian photo lij John Bunllac
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AJ. Hastings, Inc.

Supplies for

• University

• Office

• School

notebooks
typing paper
staplers

pens & pencils

school year calendars
newspapers

and much more
A.J. Hastings, Inc.

newsdealer and stationer

45 S. Pleasant St. Open Daily 5 am-9 pm

Amherst Sun5om-1 pm

Elvl» CosteUo and The Talking Heads both reoent rooked tLo

New England area with aell-out oonoerte. Look for reviews of

these shows and others in this week's Ck>Uegian.

14 -price Student Series On Sale

Broadway
Theater Series I

BoK Office Noon to 4PM. M F (413)545 2511

"Annie"
"I'm Getting My Act Togettier and Tal<ing It on the Road"
"Evita"

Series Ticl<et Prices $54 48

UMass, Hampshire. MHC. and Smith students $27, 24

Broadway "Annie"
"I'm Getting My Act Together and Taking It on the Road"

Theater Series II ^tTT,cKe, p„ces S54. 48
UMass, Hampshire, MHC, and Smith students $27. 24

P)rr^H<:^QtrrT Q^^ri^^Q Scottish National Orchestra
K^iK^L ic^DUv^ kJ^il^o

Springfield Symphony with Jonathan Shames
Cincinnati Symphony Orctiestra

Series Ticket Prices $27. 21

UMass, Hampshire. MHC , and Smith students $13.50. lO 50

Chrrmhpr Mll«;ir Elly Ameling, soprano
^ll<aillUt?l lVlUbl<^ Primavera string Quartet
Qpripc Tokyo String Quartet
kj^ 1 1^o ^^^ Y^^j^ Chamber Soloists

Series Ticket Prices $36, 28

UMass. Hampshire, MHC, and Smith students $18, 14

EARN AND LEARN
Excellent opportunity for a UMASS
junior or sophmore marketing/finance

major (minimum age 20) to represent a

major brewer and snack food producer.

Learn marketing from actual experience,

and earn a commission on your actual

sales! Hours are flexible - must have ac-

cess to a car. Send resume to:

College Sales Rep.

P.O. Box 188 Highland Station

Springfield, Mass. 01109

Dance Series Zagreb Grand Ballet

Washington Ballet

Bella Lewitzky Dance Company
Series Ticket Prices $30, 24

UMass. Hampshire. MHC, and Smith students $15, 12

Variety Series I
"Annie"
Vienna Choir Boys
Lotte Goslar's Pantomime Circus

Springfield Symphony Orchestra with Billy Taylor Trio

Series Ticket Prices $47, 39

UMass, Hampshire. MHC, and Smith students $73 50, 19 50

Vnrif^tv Sf^riP^ II
mtimate PD Q. Bach

V <ail«iy OC;iic;:5 u
presentation Hall Jazz Bond
Marcel Morceau
"Evita"

Series Ticket Prices $47, 39
UMass, Hampshire, MHC, and Smith students $23 50, 19 50

Duke Ellington
Series

Duke Ellington Orchestra
Sarah Vaughan
Dexter ^^rdon Quartet
Series Ticket Prices $28, 22

UMass, Hampshire, MHC. and Smith students $14, 11

irimMimlli'tHimnWrTTTTiT^Tri *

; .Jji^

FRYE BOOT SALE
$69.00

reg. $120.

Bass sandals

20-60% off

Bass shoes

$25 and under

over 20 styles

HEARTFELT
LEATHER

103 N. Pleasant St.

Mon-Sat10-6 «P»b

'fllHITlTIi I HlHITITUIHlUniinnM'""" '""" mil iimiiiF

Fty^ orrri r» rr A rti qIq Eduordo Fernandez, guitar
Eillltriy 11 ly J-\l lib lb Bradford Gowen. piano

Jeftrey Kohane, pianoSeries

Theater Series

Dong-Suk Kang. violin

Series Ticket Prices $12

UMass, Hampshire. MHC. and Smith students $6

John Houseman s

Ll

"Tweltth Night"

"Tartufte"
^"^ -..-..r ..^,p

Series Ticket Prices $2D, 16

UMass, Hampshire, MGH, and Smith students $10, 8

.THE FINE ARTS CENTER
ICONCERT HALL

RESEARCH
PAPERS

10,278 on file — all subjects

Send $1 00 (refundable) for your up to date.
340 page, mail order catalog.

We also provide researcfi all fields
Thesis and dissertation assistance available

RESEARCH ASSISTANCF
11 322 Idaho Ave, #206F
Los Angeles, Cahf 90025
(21 3) 477-8226 or 477 8227

/

««»««*«»T ^ I

t » » » t . » » *
<*• ««**»•«*« f-»*««.|i«*«44-*«

Friday, September 17, 1982 8:00 p.m.

On Sale Sept. 9 Students SIO.OO Gen. Public $12.00 Limit 4 per person

• Union Records Unltd. • FAC Box Office • For The Record

ABSOLUTELY NO CANS, BOTTLES, SMOKING or CAMERAS please

Smokers will be removed

CURRY HICKS CAGE • U. MASS
ATTENTION UPC MEMBERS:

Security & Stage Crew People Needed! Please attend 1st

mandatory UPC Meeting Sept. 14th at 6:30 pm.
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Photo Essay: J.B. HUTTO TRAILERS

J.B. Hutto
UMass pond

August 5

.«c4iiH>-,

Photo Em»j J.B HUTTO By Draw Ofter

Director Amy Heokerlln« work, out a soene with Jud Rolnhold for a soene In the Juat

releaaed Fast Times at Ridgemont High.

By M9i OORDON
By ANDREW GORDON

[F^ditor's Noti: The foUowhig is t hi first installment of a

column which will appear in every Friday's Collegian. It

will contain random notes and observations about the

motion picturt' industry.)

Shooting has resumed on The Twilight Zone movie after

the untimely decapitation of actor Vic Morrow. Footage of

Morrcw. shot for the John Landis segment of the film, will

be kept in the film's final cut, although the two Korean

children who were also killed have been edited out. The

film's other three segments are to be directed by Joe [The

Howling) Dante. George [Mad Max, The Road Warrior)

Miller and Steven Spielberg....Por/cj/s has grossed just

under $100,000,000 thus far. Porky's: The SUxt Day is

currently before the cameras for release next summer.

I»syched or what?....Juus 3 is to begin filming at Sea

World in Florida in October. The film has not been cast yet

and the script isn't even finished, but one thing is known:

the film will be shot in 3D. ...The Pennsylvania Film

Bureau is offering producers a unique ItK-ation lure: a 500-

foot steel and concrete bridge available for "total, graphic

destruction." The bridge, which spans the Youghiogheny

River, is slated for demolition anyway.... MGMUA's two

major summer releases. Poltergeist and Rocky III have set

company rwords in the Far East. In Japan. Rocky ///l(M)k

in $1,300,000 in its first three days. Similar records were

set in Hong Kong and South Africa..../-as/ Times at

Continiwd on page 16

lili; CLASH
COMIM'I lUHK

including

Should I Stay Of Should I Go'
Roch The Casbah Overpowered By Funk

Know Your Rights

ZAPPA
SHIP ARRIVING TOO LATl TO SAVE

A DROWNING WITCH
irKluding

No Not Now/ 1 Come From Nowhere

Valley Gtf1/Prownir>g Witch/Er^vgtopes

LOVERBOY
GET LUCKY

including

Working For The Weekend

Gangs In The Street Lucky Ones ItsVourLife

Take Me To The Top

KANSAS
MNM (ONKKS-SIONS

ir^cluding:

Play The GanTe Tonight

Right Away/DianrK>nds And Pearls

Chasing Shadows/Windows

Start The Semester

Right

ELVIS COS I ELLO
AND

THE ATI RACTIONS
IMPEKIAI. BKDKOO.M

including

Man Out Ol TirT>e/Beyond Belief

Ptdgin English/Tears Before Bedtin>e

n ym :

,

JUDAS PRIEST
SCREAMING FOR VENGEANCE

incliKling

Fever/Electric Eye

Screaming For Vengeance/ Devils Child

\\

'«»

your choice 5.99
LP or cassette

NEW RELEASES
from CBS

h-

NO CONTROL

OPEN
M-F 9-5 Wed & Thur 9-9

Saturday 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

includirtg;

Think Im In Love

Shakin

Runnin Away

Drivin Me Crazy

My Friends, My Friends

HEART
PRIVATK \l DIIION

mcltxling
Cilys Bumtng/This Man Is Mine
Brtght LigN G»rt/Pertect Stranger

The Situation

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

AppK for your rhlS 7 &

AT\1 Cird ancl get a

Rn Key Holder FREE!

Now you can jfet instant cash anytime -

even on Sundays- with Heritage Bank's

Plus 7/24 Automatic Teller Machine.

The Heritage Plus 7/24 Card is the

kev to banking at your convenience.

And that means you'll never have to

miss a class again to get to the bank.

At Heritage, the automatic teller

is on duty 24 hours a dav, every day
of the week for all your banking.

With a push of a button you can

make deposits, withdrawals, loan

Eavments, even transfer funds

etween your NOW and statement

savings accounts. Heritage ATMs do

it all quickly, easily and conveniently.

The Greater Amherst area is

dotted with Heritage ATM offices,

most just a short distance from the

UMass campus, on PVTA free bus

stops. Six convenient locations in:

Amherst, East Amherst, North
Amherst, Hampshire Mall, Amherst
Shoppers Park (Price Chopper), and

Sunderland at S(juire Village.

Stop by Heritage today for your

personal ATM Card and get a

Corrier Pen- Key Holder FREE while

supply lasts. Money-time is all /^gjpm
the time at Heritage! <_

—

L^

HERITAGE BANK ATM LOCATIONS
GREATER AMHERST AREA

(e:)! SUNDERLAND ©"->"•"

^ no coMa* •>«••

PVTA *••« Sw, SIOQ,

HOW TO
USE THE
AUTOMATIC
TELLER
MACHINE

IiiMTt Miiir Pliu 7 24

(ard
I'lith <hr appropriatr

hiitloro for tin-

(trMrrO transaction

(or rxaniplr a

%% tttitlraxfcal

In^trftitK . vour i ash

Vmrrifrs from tSr

llrrilaiir AIM

Money-time isanytime
atHeritageBankT^

HERITAGEBANK

WMUA
WMUA is the radio sta-

tion of the University of

Massachusetts. Its studios

are located in Marston HaJI

an(i can l>e reached by call-

ing 545-2876. The station

can lx» found on 91.1 on the

FM dial. The following is

the .station's schedule for

the month of Septeml)er:

Monday

6-9am Ken Johnston —
Rand B
9-noon Dave Hart - Jazz

12-3pm Mahogony
3-5:30pm Carl Lowman—
Black Contemporary
5:30-6pm Newswatch
6-7pm Public Affairs

7- 10pm Concepto Latino

10-2am Rootsman Con-

nection — Art Tillman

2-6am More Music

Tuesday

6-9am Fern Spierer -
Oblivion Express

9-noon Darryl Hickman -

60'sRock
12-3pm The General -

Positive Vibrations

3-5:30pm Scotty Dread -
Reggae
5:30-6pm Newswatch

6-7pm Public Affairs —
UMass Hotline

7- 10pm Live from Studio

B with Bill Stepchew

10-2am Brother E

Wednesday

6-9am Pauline - New
Music

9-noon Radio Five-O with

Paul Denno
12-3pm New Music with

Michelle

3-5:30pm The Real Me
Mark Evans
5:30-6pm Newswatch
6-7pm Women's Affairs

7- 10pm Paula T. -
New Music

10-2am Jim Neill -
New Music

2-6am Rev. Pearson

Continued on page l.i

¥^^¥-¥^¥-¥-¥-¥-
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Gang of Four atMetro
Gang of Four

July 13

Metro. Boston

By DOUGLAS MUISE

Boston's dance club — Metro —
represents a synthesis of musical periods

and styles.

Formerly a disco (Boston-Boston), one

can still pick-out many of the fixtures of

that woeful epoch in Metro's present decor:

the ultrachic neon lights, the sweeping

stream-lined bars, the all-encompassing

dance-floor; and of course, the incessant

dance-beat (only now there's more Go-Go's

and less Bee-Gee's to be heard). But then

there is Metro's other side — its first rate

live music. Although Metro's specialty is

recorded music, when they do book a band

it remarkably ends up becoming something

of a new music event. These guys just don't

fool around.

Metro startled everyone this July by

showcasing the eclectic emissions of Gang
of Four. Gang of Four is a very intellectual

quartet. Choppy neo-funk rhythms mesh

neatly with anti-authoritarian lyrics to

create a post-punk minimalism seldom

danceable, but highly listenable. Gang of

. - , -.! v|l

kft ^'E-L J'
liiLv;•|r '

^C
~

Four prides itself on its "correct" political

sUnce and highly disciplined musical

method all of which is fairly engaging on

vinyl. But the big question here is..." do

lyrical leftism and musical minimalism

make for an exciting night in the big city?"

Better: "Can Gang of Four make a nasty

subject like politics fun?"

Rock has Jilways been a political medium,

but when those politics threaten to squelch

rock's fundamental emotional core it

becomes virtually alU work and no play. No

one takes particular delight in being lec-

tured to and this idea is central to the Gang

of Four dilemma. They preach, you listen,

and the ceremonial sweat never mingles.

The band just sinks deeper and deeper into

that cloud of detached obscurity. Gang of

Four is just plain ignorant of rock's essen

tial physicality. The idea is there but the

conviction, the passion behind those words,

is absent. I kept wishing they would drop

the pretense and thrash out an impromptu

version of "Sex Bomb." Or at least remove

those natty blazers - anything to shatter

the plodding complacency of their perfor-

mance. They build-up the tension you ex-

pect from rock, but the imminent

release... well, it just never follows. They

just sort of leave you hanging there. At

least with one of Gang of Four's less

sophisticated predecessors, one could slam

the anxiety away, but with Gang of Four

you exit more angst-ridden than when you

arrived. It all makes for a very tedious

evening.

In retrospect, this summer's show was

an improvement over last winter's at the

Bradford Hotel and previous Channel

shows over the years. There were some ge

niunely "cathartic" moments when the

chemistry was just right like during

"Damaged Goods," "I Lt)ve a Man in a

Uniform." and "What We All Want." But

for a better part of the 85 minute set. Gang
of Four was entrenched in tedium. Fun
doesn't seem to he a part of Gang of P\)ur's

political vocabulary. Oh, about the Bongos.

They're a hardworking little band from

Jersey with a st)und and look reminiscent

of New York's dBs. Cute but confused.

Collegian 9

Back-to-School

Jimmy CUff. ahown kbor* m» hla parf<

Plna Art* C«iMr. haa baao alcnad bj

CouBoU to pUy •gmln thla awnaaMr,

fato bill with Ptmr Tosh. U.P.C. haa

larmaiMi* mt th«

Uoloo Pragram

tlm* on • dou-

•lao alcnad Ban-

tAEROBICS!
AEROBICS!

AEROBICS!
7 lost weight and firmed up and I

didn't have to run from exercise

ilas'' to diet clinics to aerobic

sessiom ... / joined Gloria

Stevens where they have it Al.t.! !

Be the women you WANT !o

be and save yourself

time and money! !

GUARANTKED RESULTS
No Contracts

• No Disrobing

SPECIALIZED DIETS
• Maintenance Diets

• Teen Diets • Weight Gain

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS
• Advanced Programs
• Maternity Programs
• Lower Back Problems

HOURLY GROUP EXERCISE

EVERY FM MUSIC LOVER
NEEDSANAM STATION

BREAK.AM-FMWALKMAN
STEREO RADIO.

AM-FMWALKMAN STEREO RADIO.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

8 weeks only S35
with Student ID expires 10 2/82

CIZ.

The ''COMPLETE" PROGRAM

MON.-FRI. 8:30 to 9

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HQdl«y, MA 01005

410-5u4-0l05 SATURDAY 9-5

Tune the FM band tor nctn sensuous stereo sound Span the AM
band tor news, sports weather and music And hear them both
through private featherweight headphones Sony s SRF-70W AM-FM
Walkman stereo radio is great news for music lovers who want all the

stations in town Rock for the park Jazz in the evening The latest

information in between And go-anywhere personal entertainment with

our Walkman means hands-free action The tiny receiver rides in its

case or hides m a pocket And the tuning dial locks to keep stations

on target Live in weak reception areas'^ A two-position sensitivity switch
tailors local or distant FM transmissions for clear sound Hear Sony s

SRF70W AM-FM Walkman stereo radio with headphones When you re

not listening to stereo music you II love the news sports and weather

THE ONE:/\ND ONLY

^UNIVERSITY Open

Wed a Thurs 9-9

Music can help you cope with the

pressures of school It can soothe, inspire,

and entertain. Tech Hifi's got what you

need to enjoy your favorite music wherever

Bring this coupon

Bring this coupon

Crown of Japan 936
Save $&0!

»149
Crown of Japan deluxe
portable AM/FM stereo

cassette recorder has 2-way
speakers, built-in stereo

mics. 2 shortwave bands,

universal voltage, and more

Offer expires 9/30/82

CROW !N

tech hifi

I ^j^

Bring this coupon

Sony TC-FX30
Save $701

«179
The Sony TC-FX30 is all the

cassette deck you'll ever

need' Has Dolby' Band new
Dolby* C noise reduction,

wear-free Sendust head,

solenoid control, and flashing

LED level meters

Offer expires 9/30/82

tech hifi

PhoneMate 900
Save $20!

«99
You'll always know who s

calling you when you've got

a reliable, easy-to-use

PhonefVlate 900 automatic

telephone answering ma-
chine Save now'

Offer expires 9/30/82

tech hifi

Bring this coupon

Onkyo E75
Save S30 pr!

*75ea.
Efficient Onkyo E75 speaker

has 8 " woofer. 2 " tweeter

Sounds great even with

smaller amplifiers and re-

ceivers Beautiful rosewood
vinyl finish

Offer expires 9/30/82

tech hifi

Bring this coupon

Teohnioa turntable
Save $40!

^9
Deluxe Technics belt -drive,

turntable has automatic

shutoff, strobe with pitch

control, straight tonearm.

and more Treat your records

nght - and save'

Offer expires 9/30/82

tech hifi

you go Plus the latest family computers,

telephone equipment, and more. And, right

now, it's all on sale at pnces that will please
student budgets! Here are just a few

examples;

Bring this coupon

Sony MDR5
Save $26!

$39
Sony MDR5 high-perfor

mance, Walkman* - type
super-light stereo head-
phones for use with home
stereo systems (and por-

tables with standard stereo
headphone lack)

Offer expires 9/30/82

tech hifi

^1

commodore
Bring this coupon

Commodore VIC-20
Save $60!

«239
Best-selling Commodore
VIC-20 family computer is

full color and fully-program-

mable Connects to any TV.

plays great video games
Has typewriter-like, 66
character keyboard

OHer expires 9/30/82

tech

SONY
Bring this coupon

Sony Walkman* II

Save $&0!

^29
Sony s smallest personal
stereo cassette player ever'

Walkman*ll takes metal

tape, comes complete with

super-light stereo head-
phones

Offer expires 9/30/82

tech hifi

Bring this coupon

Teohnioa Sa-106
Save $50!

5*149
Technics Sa-106 slimline

AM/FM stereo receiver has
20 watts per channel
Perfect for upgrading an
older receiver, or starting a

really good-soundmg bud-
get system!

Offer expires 9/30/82

Technics

tech hifi

tech
Better price. Better advice.

mastercharge

15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100

Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

stores also throughout Massachusetts. New Hampshire, Vermont. Rhode Island. Connecticut,

New York, New Jersey, Michigan and Ohio.

WS4*
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By ANDREW GORDON

This was the movie summer. World wide,

box office records were broken. For the

first time in years, critical and financial

successes abounded, though the summer
did have its share of turkeys. Here, now, is

an overview:

E.T.

This was the summer movie and Steven

Spielberg is fast becoming the summer
director; his Jaws and Raiders of the Lost

Ark were both summer hits and now E. T. is

well on its way to becoming the highest

grossing film of all time (it earned over

three milhon dollars a day for its first

month and a half).

What more can be said about the film that

hasn't been said? It's a beautiful, touching

film told from the point of view of a child.

Drawing from everything from Peter Pan

to George Melies to the "Boy and his Dog"

genre, E.T. tells the story of the love

between the stranded ET and Eliot (Henry

Thomas) and his siblings Gertie and Michael

(Drew Barrymore and Robert

McNaughton). Vincent Canby made an

interesting point that E. T. is a kind of

reverse Wizard of Oz, with ET being the

stranded Dorothy trying to get home and

Eliot. Gertie and Michael in the Scarecrow.

Lion and Tinman roles.

While some have argued that the film is

overly sentimental and emotionally

DIS'ER
Easily the best "small" film of this or any

recent summer. Screenwriter Barry

Levinson {And Justice for AU, High

Anxiety) made the jump to director and

created this wonderful film with a

shoestring budget and a relatively unknown

cast. Set in Philadelphia in the late fifties,

the film follows a group of young men who

spend late hours at a diner trying to figure

out life and women and what they want.

The themes of "male bonding" and the lack

of communication between men and women
are treated touchingly and with humor.

The ensemble acting is perfect; of par

ticualr note are Steve Guttenberg as the

jovial Modell. off Broadway actor Kevin

Bacon as Fenwick. Mickey O'Rourke (the

arsonist in Body Heat) as the smooth

talking Boogie and Daniel Stern (Cyril in

Breaking Away) as Shrevie, the married

member of the group. I will hastily predict

now that one of these four will win the

Academy Award for best supporting actor

next April.

ROOMMATES
The first attempt in a while to mainstream

pornography succeeds almost. Roommates

is getting play in otherwise commercial
• family theaters and while it could not quite

stand on its own as anything but por

nography. it is better than the average

porno. A conscious effort has been made to

build the three main characters, although

Ck>nan

manipulative, these aspects cannot

viewed as negative. Steven Spielberg set

out to make an escapist fantasy for the

Eighties and has succeeded.

POLTERGEIST
Spielberg's other summer hit, however, is

awful and overrated. Poltergeist is

essentially a haunted house movie but it's

not even as good as The Amityville Horror.

Poorly scripted and structured. Poltergeist

borrows from dozens of other films and

throws them together into a mish mash of a

movie. The first act is interesting, and so is

the conclusion, but they don't belong in the

same movie; and the ridiculously covoluted

middle doesn't belong in any movie.

Interesting characters are introduced

(notably Craig T. Nelson and Jobeth

Williams) and then they scream a lot. The

movie is predominantly special effects.

Granted, they're great special effects, but

presented solely for the sake of special

effects. Altered States syndrome. No
wonder director Tobe Hooper didn't

complain when producer Spielberg began

receiving credit for the picture.

n't reviewed here and he's pissed.

I,p
once we begm caring about them, the film

ceases to.

An actress (Veronica Hart), a model (Kelli

Nichols) and a commercial production

assistant (Samantha Fox) move into a New
York apartment together and end up

getting fucked over by men (actually, I

meant that figuratively). It is in these three

characters that the film's strength lies. The

men in the film (Jamie Gillis, John Leslie,

Ron Jeremy and other giants in the in

dustry) are treated by the film as nothing

more than sex objects. We get no insight

into I heir characters, nor do we want any.

Women, here, are the sole possessors of

sanity and humanity. We like these three,

and in this sense the film works against its

pornographic instincts. Pornography

inherently treats women derogatorily.

often brutally, ond once we have become

attached to the title characters, this

practice becomes unacceptable. Are we
really expected to enjoy it when Fox is

forced by her boss to service a group of

clients? Or when Nichols is urinated on in a

truly disturbing gang rape scene? Of course

we can't. I don't think anyone could, not

,,?-~"- •

V^

A bomh from Burt
even the raincoat crowd. It is the lack of

humanity, and credibility, of these (and I

quote) "sex scenes" that prevents the film

from fully making the jump to mainstream.

The one exception is a tender relationship

Veronica Hart has with a young gay actor.

For sheer tenderness and emotion, this part

of the film has something one rarely finds in

even a commercial venture.

EIREFOX
Right wing fascistic nonsense drivel,

which is fine if you're a right wing fascist

and-or have very low standards for en-

tertainment.

Clint Eastwood's annual blockbuster

would more aptly have been titled "Let's

see what this baby can do." a Clint coolism

which accounts for much of the film's

dialogue. Eastwood stars as Mitchell Gant.

a top notch military pilot assigned to sneak

into the IJ.S.S.R. and steal a jet fighter

called Firefox. Only problem is. everytime

there's a loud noise or someone speaks

above a whisper, Clint gets a Vietnam

flashback. Will he make it? This is called

building suspense. Well, it doesn't work.

We couldn't care less if he makes it. Clint,

in fact, is only a supporting player in this

film. The real star is a big, shiny black

airplane that goes "Whoosh" and can kill

lots of people. But an airplane does not a

film make. The movie's last hour is a

drawnout plane chase that, among other

things, duplicates the death-star sequence

from Star Wars.

To be fair. Firefox contains more than the

inanity described above. It has symbolism.

As David Denby pointed out, Gant is

America, "traumatized by Vietnam and

having lost its will to battle communism."
The film's ultimate message is that it's time

to put away Vietnam and get psyched to

fight the Russkies. Incidentally, General

Haig introduced the film at a military

preview in Washington.

MEGAFORCE
Kind of like Firefox, onlv worse.

NKiHTSHIFT
A very pleasant surprise. Who could have

expected much from a film featuring //u/v^v

Days boys Ron Howard and Henry WinkUr

as director and star, respectively? True,

the film resembles sitcom, but it is good

hearted and genuinely funny. Winkler i»

not tremendously credible or interesting .is

a nebbish morgue attendant, but co star

Michael Keaton gives a wild and un

predictable tour de force as his crazy

partner. The two become pimps for a bunch

of sweet young prostitutes. Howard is th«'

second director this summer to porira>

sleaze and prostitution like it's the cleanest.

most natural profession around (in fad. he

films a pre-credits murder in balletic slow

motion, a similar contradiction). Good

supporting performances include Shelley

Ijong as a hooker hooked on Winkler and a

cameo by character actor extraordinaire

Joi* Spinnell as a gun -toting Maitre D.

THE THING
Now here's a good scare flick. John

Carpenter's remake of the Howard Hawks
classic not only does justice to the original,

but in some respects improves upon it.

James Arness in a monster suit was never

all that frightening, but Rob Bottin's special

effects for the new Thing are wonderfully

grotesque. It's other as.sets are Carpenter's

suspenseful pacing and an excellent

assemblage of character actors.

Based on the short story "Who Goes

There" (upon which Invasion of the Body

Snatchers was also based), the film lacks its

political punch - the original was a comment

on McCarthyism - but it is nevertheless a

tight and enjoyable film.

STAR TREK II THE WRA TH OFKHAS
Having never been a Trekie, I'm sure I

missed out on many of the intricacies of the

plot and characters, but, regardless, Tkr

Wrath of Khan is thoroughly likable and

entertaining in a low-key, campy sort of

way. The characters are not particularly

credible and the situations are convoluted.

A winner

but it doesn't matter; the film works in

spite of these things. Perhaps because of

them.

Based not on the first move but an episode

of the series called "Space Seed, " the story

is about a nut job named Khan who Admiral

Kirk (he got kicked upstairs) had sent into

exile years before. Khan, wildly overacted

by Ricardo Montalban, swears revenge,

there are lots of space battles and neat

special effects (Interestingly, for an action

picture, this picture has little actual action;

not one fist fight or even a person running).

And in the end. there's a happy ending for

all, except Spock.

THE BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE IN
TEXAS
Director Colin Higgins took this brilliant

Broadway show, an anti-repression, anti

puritanical comedy and turned it into a

repressive, puritanical anti comedy. He has

not only fuzzed the social comment (ob-

viously kissing up to the kind of group the

show mocked), but has performed aesthetic

sacrilige as well. Playwright Larry King's

more interesting characters were dismissed

(as was King himself, who wrote the first-

draft screenplay), all but a few of Carol

Connor's songs were thrown out, including

the beautiful "Doatsey Mae," to make way

for some sappy Dolly Parton croonings and

Tommy Tune's near perfect choreography

was replaced by move-for move rip-offs

from Seven Brides for Seven Brothers.

Not wanting to be outdone, Burt Reynolds

proves he's as bad an actor as Higgins is a

director. And everyone else, with the sole

exception of Charles Durning, is miscast.

ROCKY III

Structurally, Rocky II was a remake of

Rocky I. Rocky III is not, although the film

works similarly and taps into the same

emotions. The training scenes still get you

psyched, the tear-jerky scenes put a lump

in your throat, and the film climaxes with

the same big fight scene, there's really

for Woody
nothing we haven't seen before, but it

works. It's fun, it's entertaining, and while

it has its long stretches, so do most recent

movies.

Carl Weather's Apollo Creed gets to be a

good guy and the bad guy role is filled by

Clubber Lang. Played by Mr. T. Clubber is

the best cinema villain in any film in years.

Sure, we love hero Sylvester Stallone, but

Clubber is so evil we love him, too. His

scenes are charged with angry energy and

"hunger." Too bad he's not the good guy.

for a film saga so obsessed with the un

derdog. it's surprising that Clubber is not

treated with more sympathy.

LA VIE CONTINUE
An Unmarried Woman in French and not

nearly as good.

HANKYPANKY
I must admit to a certain bias I had

reviewing this movie. Last summer I

worked as an extra in the film but every

scene I was in was savagely edited out of

the final cut. Mad Fools! In any case, biases

aside, this comedy is seriously awful.

Gilda Radner and Gene Wilder never

achieve the comedic screen chemistry of,

say, Hepburn and Tracy or Burns and Allen

or more recently, Diane Keaton and Woody

Allen or Goldie Hawn and Chevy Chase. In

fact, Radner and Wilder achieve no screen

chemistry whatsoever. Wilder has some

funny bits early in the film but his

hysterical shtick wears thin by the end.

Radner has been given barely any role at

all.

Were there some decent plot to take the

burden off their shoulders, the film might

have worked; but the storyline is absurdly

convoluted mock Hitchcock and if you can

follow it, you're a better man than I, Gunga

Din. Directed by Sidney Poitier. who

should know better.

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP
The film adaptation of John Irving's

bestseller has had trouble finding an ap-

preciative audience. Readers of the book

tend to feel above the screen version and

those who haven't read it are at a loss for

understanding. That the film is being

advertised as a comedy doesn't help. While

it doesn't have the fullness of the novel, it

does make a nice companion piece and can

even stand on its own as a study in

character. The film span the entire life of

fictional fiction writer T.S. Garp and Robin

Williams is excellent as the title character.

So. t(X). are Glenn Close as his mother,

Mary Beth Hurt as his wife and John

Lithgow as the transsexual Roberta

Muldoon. Steve Tesich's screenplay comes

as close to creating the world of Garp as

possible and George Roy Hill adds to this

with fast pacing and credible direction. Not

bad at all.

THE ROCKYHORROR PICTURE SHOW
Now in its sixth summer, this cult hit is

still going strong, although the audience for

this participatory film has changed

drastically. What was once a weekly ritual

for a genuinely punky crowd has turned

into a novelty act for suburban high school

preppies; a chance to play dress up. This in

itself is not bad. however the new audience

has clearly mis.sed the point of the movie.

The Rocky Horror Show, first as a

legitimate show and now as a movie, is a

strike against sexual repression and con

strictive self conscious mores. It is brilliant;

but this new audience does not fully realize

why Frank N. Furter (Tim Curry) is the

who gave us The Blue Lagoon (Who asked

for it?), must have enjoyed directing naked

young people scampering around an island

so much he decided to try it again. Again,

he succeeds in duplicating the look and

mood of a Playboy layout, but has

somewhat altered his style. He combines

the cinematography of documentary (lots of

hand held camera following people around

corners and extras sneaking peeks at the

camera) with the pacing of a Fresca com-

mercial. Kleiser's writing has improved just

a bit. While the long stretches of tedium in

The Blue Lagoon bordered on torture,

there is something strangely appealing

about the inanity of Summer Lovers'

philosophy and observations ("People are

like gas," one character states, "they ex-

pand to fill the space.").

As the film opens, hunky Michael (Peter

Gallagher) and his stunning girlfriend

Cathy (Daryl Hannah) arrive at a beautiful.

exotic Greek Island where everyone is

either twenty two or ninety. Of the former

category, no one works, or wears clothes,

and the only activities are swimming and

sex. dancing and sex or just sex. Kleiser's

no slouch at creating fantasy situations.

Anyhow, Lina (Valerie Quenessan) enters

the picture and Michael falls for her.

Conflict? Heck no, the three just become

lovers. They sleep together, spew forth

inanities about life and sleep together some
more.

But here's the kicker, I liked it. Call it a

guilty pleasure but this film really grows on

Oene WUder pointing in Hanky Panky, an otherwlM pointleM

movie. At right is Oilda Radner

hero. When Janet (Susan Sarandon)

realizes the company she's in, she says, "If

only we were among friends" to which the

audience yells "But you're not. " Two years

ago the reply was "But you are."

AUTHOR, AUTHOR
Al Pacino plays an author in this amiable

piece of fluff and while one has to wonder

why anyone would go through the trouble

of making it, it is distractingly entertaining.

Pacino is never bad, but his character here

is not interesting or credible enough to be

worthy of his participation. Tuesday Weld

plays his flaky, unfaithful wife who leaves

him with a houseload of their respective

children; the most amusing of which is Eric

Guffy in the kind of role Barry Gordon used

to play. Alan King is outstanding as a

theatrical producer but Richard Belzer. Bob

and Ray and Andre Gregory are wasted in

their roles. If you've seen the coming at-

tractions, you've seen it all.

SUMMER LOVERS
Writer/director Randal Kleiser, the man

you. The acting is run of the-mill, par-

ticularly that by Gallagher, whose two
emotions are expressed by either brooding

or grinning, but Daryl Hannah is fantastic.

Sweet and clumsy and beautiful, she makes
the movie. The .soundtrack is excellent, too,

with music by Chicago, Tina Turner, and

The Pointer Sisters.

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S SEX COMEDY
Woody Allen's new film is not as all out

raucous as his earlier work nor as cynical

and serious as his more recent films but

reaches a happy medium between the two.

Light and low key. it drifts from start to

finish. Two couples (Jose Ferrer and Mia

Farrow and Tony Roberts and Julie

Hagerty) spend a weekend at the country

house of Andrew and his wife (Allen and

Mary Steenburgen and then switch par-

tners. Andrew, an inventor, is typical

neurotic Allen, and it's good to see him

smile and make jokes again. What's in-

teresting is that Allen has directed his

women like they were alt Diane Keaton.

This is a film with three Annie Halls. But it

is pleasant and funny.

Why is this man smiling? Daryl Hannah. Peter Gallagher and

Valerie Quennessen in Summer levers.

George Roy Hill direcU Robin Williams in a soene from The
World According to Garp. Author John Irving n.) appears in a

oameo as a referee. \ f rr
Jean Pierre Cassel consoles Annie Girardot. who finds herself

luddenly along after twenty years of marriage in La Vie Continue.

Shelley Long plays a hooker hooked on morgue attendant Henry
Winkler in Night Shift.
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At left: Geof-
frey Bove and
Kimberly Heffley
of The Amherst
Ballet Theatre
Company.

At right: Mr.
Hand is stunn-

ed when Spicoli

orders a pizza
delivered to class

in the film Fast
Times at Bidgernont

High.

Share with

us the

Flavor of the

Orient

Traditional

Szechuan
and Mandarin

Cuisine

Full Liquor Service

50 Main St.,

Northampton
586-5708

Homemade

ICECREAM
Emporium

-NORTHATvtPTOT^ ~ AMHERST

Fabulous Baked Goods

^sfYCSSo &-" Cappuaino

BREAKFAST
MUFFINS ^ ROLLS ^ WAFFLES
9u>r\joA Dpiilv from 8 am

;YouR CoMiplETE KIte Shop
Books, REpAJRs, AdvicE

SfpTEMbcR SpECIAls

Come Fly wirh us!

7Rd SuNdAy of EAch MONTh

1 TO 4 p.M. NEAR STAdiuM

FLY
GIVE WORLd ON A STRING
DECORATE i2MAiNST.

wirh NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
|/|TCC J86-6141

THE END
TO

STUDENT UNREST

FUTON
ALL COTTON MATTRESS*FIRM*INEXPENSIVE*PORTABLE

xhoxhi
7 PLEASANT ST., NORTHAMPTON, MA (413)584-2445

239 WICKENDEN ST.. PROVIDENCE. R.L

Cbeeoh and Chonir in a soene from Things are Tough all Over. Mel OllMon in The Road Warrior.

WMUA
("ontinued from [xufe 7

Thursday

6-9ani Concepto Latino

9-noon Pat Rumble -

Avante Garde
12-3pm D.R. Black Con

temporary Music

3-5:30pm Mr. Ted -
Modem Dance
5.30-6pm Newswatch
6-7pm Focus — Ken
Mosakowski
7- 10pm Women's Media

Project

10-2am Kari Njiiri -
Pan Afrique

Friday

6-9am Jazz on the Sun-

ny Side

9-noon Concepto Latino

12-3pm Merritt C - Con-

temporary Black Music

3-5:30pm Town Crier

5:30-6pm Newswatch
6-7pm Athena's Web —
Don Cerow
7-lOpm T.K. TilTen

10-2am Jim McDee

Saturday

6-8am
8-lpm
l-4pm
4-7pm
7-10pm

Classical Music

Polka Bandstand

Concepto Latino

African Forum
Daddy Neil -

Fxink 'n thangs

10-2am Bettina

Sunday

6-lOam Rev. Pearson

10-noon Concepto Latino

12-2pm Undercurrents

2-7pm Country Blues

and Bluegrass

7-10:30 Bird Lives -
Sam Gilford

Jf^if}f.lfit.ifif

Professional

Typing • Typesetting • Typesetting • Composition

Quick Printing & • Xerography Services

We Also have Specialized Services

Wedding In vitations Special Event
Business Cards Flyers & Cards

Copies'
QUALITY

REPRODUCTIONS

Unlimited

10% discount to all UMass students with ID

Bring this ad and receive an additional 5%
29 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON, MA.

584-4203 (NexttoFitzwilly's) 586-2047

You'll never
spend so little

for so much...

FUJICA
STX-l CAMERA

$ 130

w/50mnn 1.9 lens

MFG LIST •2fiO

12 Piece package for $257. includes: Camera. 49mm
filter, case. 28mm or 13Bmm lens, gadget bag, flash.

Fuji color II - 12 (xp. film, processing, class. 49mm
filter.

FREK CARRYING CASE W/CA.MERA PURCHASE & THIS AD
Offer end* 9/ )0/82—

See us for all your photo needs...

I®

• Camcr;is • Film • ['rcKesMng

• CJamcra Ain'ssories • Classes

• insr.int Passpt)rt Pictures

• Video and Audio Tajie

ins Photo ®i
ISCMainSt

.

2nd Flow
Norlhamploo

Imagine it , and find it . .

.

comfortably f?^ at
Thornes.

5 Floors, »^|^|jL^ /

40 -I- Unique /

Shops and Restaurants,

in Downtown Northampton.

We're as dose as

downtown Northampton for

just what you want.

APPLES, BOOKS. CLASSY
CLOTHES. DANCE EXERCISE.
FLOWERS. GAMES. HANDCRAFTS.
IMAGES, JEWELRY. KNITS, LAMPS.
MAKEUP, NIGHTLIFE, ORCHIDS.
PHOTOS. QUILTS. RAG DOLLS.
SAUNAS, TOWELS, UMBRELLAS,
VINTAGE WEAR, XYLOPHONE.
YOYO.ANDZ

Tliornes,
marketplace

plus!

150 Main St., Open daily 9:305:30, Thurs. 'til 9. Restaurants & food stores open evenings.
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The girl with the black tights
EDIE
By Jean Stein

Edited by George Plimpton

Knopf, 428 pp., $16.95

By DOUGLAS MUISE

It's not terribly difficult to understand

what Andy Warhol, the burgeoning Pop

culture, or all of Middle America, even, saw

in the late Edie Sedgewick.

With those great dark eyes, carefully

pruned blonde locks, eloquent legs, and ec-

centric costumes, Edie was like nothing

anyone had ever seen before. And with the

easing of social norms ani_general ije

loosening of the late 1960's, Edie
represented the ideal figurehead for a new
youth-oriented culture. Young, boney. Girl

of the Year in 1965, quintessential Warhol

Superstar, jet-setting member of the

fashion and literary circles, Edie was a

youong woman impeccaably in tune with

the times.

-She represented many things U) many
people. To Warhol and the Factory crowd:

a disarmingly pretty and pliable bright

light to exploit in their newest "creative"

venture. To the millions of Vogue and Life

magazine readers: a fresh new trendsetter

to idolize and emulate. All of Kdie's

overblown, drug-inundated, razors-edge

lifestyle and more is chronicled in Edie —
the latest project from the dynamic duo of

Jean Stein and George Plimpton.

The sub-title An Amenran Biography is

amazingly apt. It confirms my suspicions

that Edie's general vogue — that portion of

her existence saucy and exciting enough to

interest the readers of a biography — was
scrunched into a relatively short space of

time. Edie. it seems, was one of the

Beautiful I'eople for only a few short years

and as her days at the Factory drew to a

close, her life lost much of its glamour and

effervescence. If Stein and Plimpton were

to cover just Edie's life, they would come
up with precious little "g()<xl copy"

(rememl>er, Edie died at 28), only 200

pages or st) and then they would \iv cutting

it close. But the book is 428 pages long, you

say. What's the rest filler? More or less,

yes.

What Stein and Plimpton, in their in-

finite wisdom, have decided is to immor-

talize an entire generation. The Sedgewick

generation, that is, m turn alTowmg them
the gravity tf) play amateur psychologist

and allowing us to discover for ourselves

that Edie's behavior was the result of some
quirk in her family's past. The authors dig

all the way back to the end of the Revolu-

tionary War to shake the dirt off the very

roots of the Sedgewick family tree. It's not

until page 63 that the name Edith even

comes up.

The book's method is the interview.

What we have here are no less than 428
pages of speculation, opinion, and lots of

unqualified generalizations on the life and
times of Edie Sedgewicl^ Its condensed
from ten years of research and interviews

with everyone even remotely connected

with the name Sedgewick.

There are quite a few notables in this

hodgepodge of interviewees, like Truman
Capote: "Andy Warhol would like to have

been Edie Sedgewick. He would like to

have been a charming, well-bred debutante

from Boston. He would have liked to be

anything except Andy Warhol;" lots of

wierdos like Viva: "Andy was at a party. I

screwed up my courage and asked him if I

could make a movie. Andy said 'If you want
to take off your blouse, you can make a

movie tomorrow.' I was afraid if I didn't

take off my blouse that very next day he

would forget me completely. So I put those

round Band- Aids on my nipples and t<Kik

off my blouse. They loved me; they thought

it was an incredible acting technique they

were seeing;" and several people who have

no relevance to the botik at all like Edie's

Nanny, Jane Wilson: "I started to toilet

train Edie right away. She did everything

in her diapers, and I wouldn't have that.

She had to sit until she did it.

Surprisingly, there is al)Solutely no in-

tervention anywhere in the book by Stein

or Plimpton whatsoever. None. What
results is pure Pop orgasm, a veritable

gossip-lovers dream. We are ex|K)sed to

anything and evertything in Edie's whirl-

wind of a life — from her food fetishes

(shrimp and chocolate milkshakes) to the

names of her Limo C'hauffeurs. Objectivity

is. of course, completely thrown out the

window.
Despite differing perspectives on Edie's

life, there is one emotion all of the inter-

An American Biography

Jean

Stein .

George
Plimpton

jMf

^^^4^
'J

Knopr

by Jean Stein

edited with George Plimpton

viewees share — sympathy. Edie is always
envisioned as the epitome of h)eauty and

charm. This never fluctuates. Even dunng
the final few months of her life where she

must have had something close to pure

LSD coursing through her veins, she is still

remembered as being totally together and
ravishing as hell. Words like "fabulous."

"special." "charmmg," and Warhol's
favorite: "luee-you-ti-ful" crop up with

nauseating regularity.

Edie is the ultimate fan letter; its a 400

page sob story. Edie intimates blubber on
alxiut how wonderful Edie was but we hear

nothing about the low points in her life.

She's dead so why fm'us on the deficiences

in her character, right? It's at times like

these that we need a referee or two to step

in and keep the story straight - but Stein

and Plimpton refuse. They chose to merely
remain on the sidelines, greedily jotting

down everything said.

Ultimately I find Edie a likeable piece of
nostalgia but I can't help wondering if I'm
getting the whole story.

Pewter exhibit displayed in Historic Deerfield museum
.:;»»'. i!i ^"s

J

L.

A new exhibit of pewter in the Historic

Deerfield collection has recently been in

stalled at the Deerfield. Ma.ssachusetts

museum complex. Curator Peter Spang and

As.sistant Curator Peter Zea have placed a

representative collection of American

pewter in a group of antique cupboards in

the parlor of the silver shop in order to

show the similarity of processes and forms

in the production of silver, pewter and

other metals.

Silver has long been recognized as the

queen of metals. Second only to gold in

quality, malleability, beauty and scarcity,

silver has set fashion and taste in Europe

and .America because of the prestige of the

metal and of the craftmen who have worked

it. Silversmiths like Paul Revere were men
of great ecomonic, .social and political

importance in colonial America. Historic

Deerfield has one of the finest collections of

early American silver in the United States

displayed in the vault of the Parker and

Russell silver shop. The new pewter display

in an adjacent room will now permit visitors

to see how the prestige of silver influenced

forms and fashions in pewter, brass and

other aHovs.

Historic Deerfield was founded in 19.52 and
now operates twelve historic houses with

substantial collections of American
decorative arts. The Deerfield,
Massachu.setls museum offers tours, public

lectures and educational programs
throughout the year.

I MUSIC ATAMHERST \
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I CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
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SEQLHDIA STRING QUARTET

I MUSIC FROM MARLBORO
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Ticketron
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Fine Arts Center FallPreview
By Susan Baron

This month, the Fine Arts Center will

open its 1982-1983 seas(3n, hosting a wide

variety of productions that will result in its

biggest year yet. Compared to last year's

22 FAC productions, this year will bring at

least 32 different shows, including a newly

formed orchestra and chamber series with

a total of seven productions, as well as

events in jazz, dance and theater.

Students will l:)e able to subscribe to a

series of tickets and will be extended a half-

price student discount on tickets. Reserva

tion forms will be sent to students. If

tickets are not bought on the series basis,

they will be available two to three weeks

before a given show.

The season will commence on September

20 with none other than the Duke Ellington

Orchestra, one of three shows included in

the jazz series. In an effort to satisfy the in-

creasing number of jazz enthusiasts, this

year's scheduled jazz artists will meet the

same level of excellence offered by last

year's performances by Freddie Hubbard,

Betty Carter and the incredible Big Six of

Jazz.

Since Dukc Ellington's death in 1974,

Mercer Ellington has been at pains to

maintain che music of his prolific father.

Today's Duke Ellington orchestra, con-

ducted by Mercer, includes such musicians

as Harold Ashby, Money Johnson and

Chuck Connors, whose association with

Duke Ellington restore authenticity of

style and interpretation.

Saxaphonist Dexter Gordon and Sarah

Vaughn will also appear on separate dates

to complete the jazz series. Not part of the

actual package of jazz series tickets (but

jazz nonetheless), The Preservation Hall

Jazz Band will play on November 4. The

band comes with no planned numbers to

play, they play what they feel. Since the

musicians have made musical history with

New Orleans jazz, their performance is

sure to result in foot-stomping and hand-

clapping.
To widen the scope of music represented

by the FAC. the classical music category

will enjoy its most expanded program to

date. Dutch soprano EUy Ameling will

open the series of chamber music on Oc-

tober 15 and the Scottish National Or-

chestra, conducted by the nationally

reputed Sir Alexander Gibson, will

highlight the orchestra series on October

25. This orchestra is the direct offspring of

the Scottish Orchestra, which has

presented concerts in Scotland since 1891.

Especially exciting about this show will be

the exclusive performance of Mahler's 4th

symphony, and an appearance by soprano

Margaret Marshall.

To complete the Chamber Music Series

are the Tokyo String Quartet, the New
York Chamber Soloists and the stunning

Primavera String Quartet. The New York

Chamber Soloists have been performing a

unique rej>ertoire of over 250 works since

1957, encompassing song cycles, classical

chamber works for winds and strings and

over 25 compositions written by such

notables as Gunther Schuller, Hugo
Weisgal, Mario Davidovsky and Ezra

Laderman. At their University of

Massachusetts performance, the N.Y.

Chamber Soloists vdll celebrate their 25th

season with the performance of Bach's

complete Brandenburg concerti.

In addition to the Scottish National Or-

chestra, the Springfield and Cincinatti

Symphony Orchestras will perform on

November 21 and March 15 respectively.

The Cincinatti Symphony celebrates its

87th anniversary and is the country's fifth

oldest orchestra. Michael Gielen will con

duct the UMass performance. The Spr

ingfield Symphony Orchestra will feature

Robert Gutter, conductor, and Jonathan

Shames on piano.

Unfortunately, the category of dance has

been cut to three productions in this year's

program. Dance companies lost a lot of

money in budget cuts last year and many

are therefore unable to travel. Certainly,

the Zagreb Grand Ballet, The Washington

Ballet and the Bella Lewitzky Dance Com-

pany will make up for this. The Zagreb

Ballet is one of the few major European

companies yet to be seen and acclaimed in

North America. Its repertoire ranges from

the legendary ballets of Fokine, Petipa and

Lichine to the major choreographers who

followed them. The Washington Ballet

MolUe HiOl (right) and Sandy in "Annie." oomin« thi. month.

John Houseman's Acting Company will perform

Night" and "Tartuffe."

Twelfth

features the works of Choo San Goh in a

unique repertoire of contemporary and

classical ballet. This young ensemble has

been described as breathtaking by

distinguished critics, and is racing U)ward

national stature. Choreographer Bella

Lewitzky is known for her spontaneous,

improvisational and flawless style. In

herent in her dances is a comment on life

and society, delivered by her young, profes

sional dancers.

Perhaps the most familiar and popular

form of art for the student audience is

theatre. And to satisfy everyone's fancy,

both the light and heavy hearted will enjoy

Annie and Exnta. The Broadway touring

company of Annie, the story of an orphan

and a lovable billionaire, will be presented

early in the semester on September 28-30.

The dramatic Broadway touring company

production of Evita, on May 3-5, is not U)

be missed and the show I'm Getting My Act

Together and Taking it <m the Road, Starr

ing Connie Stevens, will be presented on

November 30 and December 1

.

The Acting Company will debut at

UMass on March 16 and 17 when they pre-

sent their interpretation of Twelfth Night

and Tartuffe. The Acting Company com-

prises an innovative concept, being the only

permanent professional theatre company

founded for and dedicated to the develop-

ment of American actors. The company

was founded in 1972 (by John Houseman)

and consists of 17 highly-trained actors and

actresses selected from America's leatiing

professional theatre training programs and

regional theaters, including Julliard. Yale

and Carnegie-Mellon.

For further listings of FAC events this

year, refer to the schedule provided.

The Arts. Their future lies in our hands.

Like everything else in our society, they

thrive on support and patronage. Unlike

many things in our society, they strive for

perfection and offer an inevitably

pleasurable experience. Don't pass them

up. Enjoy the arts - music, theatre and

dance — while they're still in their purest

form.

FAC 1982-83 Listings
Duke EOllngton Orohestra

September 20

Annie September 28-30

Elly Anaeling October 1

5

Vienna Choir Boys October 16

Zagreh Grand Ballet October 1

8

Soottiah National Oroheetra
October 25

Intimate P.D.Q. Baoh October 31

Siamaa (Nation«a Folk Theater

of Ireland)
November 2

riuwi wttnnTIeU T«im NoveKnber4

Bfuaio and Dance of the Silk

Route
November 9

Eduardo Femandea. guitar
November 10

Springfield Symphony Or-

chestra
November 21

Primavera String Quartet
Decembers

Lotte Ooslar's Pantomine Circus
December 6-9

Bndfrxd Oowvn. piano December?
Sarah Vaughan December 1

FblD^Glsss EnsembiBFebruEuy 10

Washington Ballet February 14

Jeffrey Kahane, pisno February24
BflAroel Maroeau March 4
Cincinnati Symphony Orohestra

March 15

The Acting Company
Twelfth March 16

Tartuffe March 17

Tokyo String Quartet March 30
BaiktIievvltakyDsnoeOa AprilB^

DextorOofdon April 14

Springfield Symphony Or-

ohestra with
Billy Taylor Trio April 1

Dons-Suk Kang. violin April 1

9

N^YotkChsmbsr Soloist. April 30
Evita May 3-6

TliE PEopU's CAy AIUance
WeIcOMCS aU new & RETtRNINq STUcJeNTS

bACk TO CAMpUS WITh
I

Back to Basdcs-$299
Model 82 Speakers JVC L-AIO Turntable

diocYO TX-11 Receiver siBsnaa M70B Cartridge

OPEN HOUSE 9/7 10 AM - 2 pM PCA OfficE

DANCE 9/10 9 pM - 2 AM

lOrh flooR Campus Center

CaU our officE foR MORE INfo

»4»-01»4 415STudENTUNi0N j

Was $360

""^
,

e 1m P C
_,^ .^ .ni.

rr^ f^ r-r-r-n

SaanA&MusSc "Good Advice

Honest Price"

90 92 King St. (Rtc. 5). Northampton. 584-9547 vS^ |^Q|j
Mon. Wed. 10-6, Thur. & Fri. 10 9. Sat. 10-5 „,i_g l^P^gl

^ FREE DELIVERY TO
FIVE COLLEGE AREA
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Ridgemont High, which will open soon
locally, was originally rated X but had its

rating changed by the MPAA to R after a

bathhouse love scene was trimmed of its

male frontal nudity.... Producer Alexander
Salkind has recently announced production

of Santa Claus, billed as "the greatest living

legend of all time. "... .Miles O'Keefe. star of

Tarzan, The Ape Man will star as ^4 for, The
Fighting Eagle. Word has ' it he's been
taught how to speak for the new
film... Roger Moore will again play James
Bond in the 13th Bond flick, Octopussy. The
film, directed by John Glen and co starring

Maud Adams [The Man with the Golden
Gun), will open in June, 1983. Still no more
word on Warhead, the long awaited Sean
Connery Bond production Warner
Brothers has given the Will Rogers
Institute permission to use footage from
Hooper for a TV spot on auto
safety.... Sweden has banned the sale or

rental of all violent videocassettes. The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre and other

"splatter" movies must be off dealers'

shelves by August 21. Similarly,

distribution of the videocassette Snuff has

been cancelled in F{ritain....F\)ur out and
out comedies that look particularly

promising are currently in production: The
Man with Two Brains is the title of the

newest Steve Martin flick; Dr. Detroit

stars Dan Aykroyd as a crazy pimp; Monty
Pythiins' Mtaning of Life should clear up
some philosophical questions; and Sational

Lampoon's Vacation offers us a family drive

cross country. Vacation, directed by Harold
{Stripes) Ramis, stars Chevy Chase,

Beverly D'Angelo and Christie Brinkley,

with a screenplay by Chase, Ramis and
John Hughes. All four films are due out

next year. ...the controversial subject

matter of Monsignor has caused distributor

Twentieth Century Kox to push back its

release from this Christmas to F'ebruary.

Christopher Reeve stars as a young priest

with ties to the mafia who gets elevated to

Cardinal and president of the Vatican bank,

using his underworld contacts to secure

funds for the holy Roman Church. Fox will

substitute The Verdict with Paul Newman
in the Christmas slot. The Verdict, which

was to have opened in March, will now
premiere on December 11....Pink Floyd-

The Wall, a new film directed by Alan

Parker, has already broken records. At an

advance preview at the National Theater in

Westwood, California. 800 tickets were sold

out in just 11 minutes. The film stars Bob
Geldof of the Boomtown Rats and is

scheduled to be released locally sometime
soon....Raymond Burr will play a judge in

Paramount Pictures' Airplane IL The
Sequal. The film will not be written or

directed by the makers of the

original....Makeup and hair stylists union

Ijocai 706 has been awarded $10,000 in a

dispute with Universal Pictures over screen

accreditation for The Thing. lx)cal 706

attorney Juhus Reich contended that Rob
Bottin. credited in the film as providing

"special makeup effects" did in fact not

provide makeup. Reich argued that Bottin

created numerous "mechanical devices,

mannequins and non living things." which

did not qulify him to be credited in the

makeup category.... Bob Fosse is directing

Star 80, the biography of Dorothy Stratten,

the late Playboy playmate. Mariel

Hemingway will play the title role, P>ic

Roberts will play her murderous husband
and Cliff Robertson appears as Hugh
Hefner.... Apparently. Jerry I^ewis' recent

film. Hardly Working, made money (awful

as it was), so he'll begin work on a similar

venture. Smorgasbord, written, directed

and starring Ix'wis. begins filming this

month. Meanwhile. The King of Comedy,
which features Lewis in a dramatic role,

opens this Christmas. The film stars Robert

DeNiro as a loser who kidnaps talk show
host I^ewis and forces him to teach him how
to Ixjcome a stand up comedian. The King
of Comedy was directed by Martin Scor-

sese.... Ron l>eibman will play a journalist

in the film adaptation of Romantic Comedy
to be directed by Arthur Hiller. Mary
Steenbergen co stars as a comedy writer

PRECISION

Our stylists are featuring FREE
professional consultations for

men and women.
Let us help you select a hairstyle that's

perfect for you!

r-
I

I
All For
$8.00

with this coupon only

FIRST - A professional consultation

SECOND - A precision style cut

selected individually just for you

THIRD - Our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair

With personal style cut, shampoo, and blow dry - $10.50

long hair slightly more, expires 9/30/82

Featuring

Special Effects, Coloring, Design Perms, Facials,

Manicures, Braiding - All at comparable prices.

STYLES BY DEBORAH
66 University Drive, Amherst, MA

please call for an appointment 549-5610

who impulsively marries Leibman to get

away from writing partner Dudley
Moore.... Nancy Allen has been signed to

play Richard Dreyfus' girlfriend in The
Buddy System, which will begin filming this

month.... Writer-director Lewis Coates will

bring Hercules back to the big screen. Lou
Ferrigno will play the title role, film is to be
released in Rome....A 27 film tribute to

Roger Corman called New World Pictures:

1970-1980 wUl be shown at the Melnitz

Theater at UCLA. Corman will appear
opening night, when Student Nurses and
Night Call Nurses will be shown. ...Lucie

Arnaz plays a divorced, pregnant lawyer
who gets kidnapped in Second Thoughts,
due out soon. F'ilm also stars Ken Howard
and Craig Wasson....Also due out soon is

National Lampoon's Class Reunion, which
stars Gerrit Graham and Stephen Furst as

members of the class of '72. who return to

their old. haunted high school. .. .Megaforce

,

which was a major box office failure in the
United States, is raking in big bucks
overseas. The film took in $1.2000.000 in its

first ten days in Germany. The sequal.

Deeds Not Words, is being prepared.... Mad
Magazine will attempt another movie.

Unhke its first venture. Up The Academy,
the new film, called Tke Mad Magazine
Movie, will be based on familiar Mad
characters...Creeps/um', the horror col-

laboration by writer Stephen King and

director George Romero, will be released

locally soon. Another King novel,

Firestarter, will be directed by John
Carpenter. The Dead Zone is also being

readied for production, though no director

has yet been signed.... David Bowie and
Catherine Deneuve play vampires in The
Hunger. Susan Sarandon also stars as a

gerontologist and Dick Smith will be doing

makeup for the film. Smith is the special

effects genius who did the makeup for The
Exorcist and Altered States.... Halloween
HL- the Season of the Witch i^ more of a

ghost story than the first two films. The
slasher will not return and the film will not

contain gory splatter effects; instead it will

involve the supernatural and be more of a

stylized Halloween tale.. ..Word just in on
Warhead, Irvin (Empire Strikes Back)
Kershner will direct the new James Bond
film. The film, a sequal to Thunderbolt, will

star Sean ('onnery. who helped write the

picture with spy writer Len Deighton. who
was a friend of Ian Fleming. Warhead is

intended for Christmas. 1983
rvXease....Brimstone and Treacle, a new
shock psychodrama starring Sting, has

completed filming. . More on that and
Psycho II in Friday's column. ...Trailers

Trivia Question of the Week: Who is Joe
Spinnell and what has he been doing lately'.'

Above: Director Paul Masursky lines up a ahot for Tempest, due
out soon. From left are dnematographer Don MoAlpine, oamera
operator Lou barlia, and Masursky.

Crabtrcc 6 Evelyn
LONDON

Soaps, Toiletries,

Potpourri, & Comestibles

Made from natural herbs, fruits and flowers

in the countrysides of England and Europe.

71 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 253-9561

Mimes perforin at festival
By Pam Madnick

The second annual New England Mime
Festival was presented at Institute Park in

Worcester on August 21. A collaboration of

the East Coast's finest mime artists, musi-

cians and jugglers, the show this year had

new acts and more variety; something for

everyone. The festival, which drew nearly

2,000 spectators, was supported in part by

Summer's World, Piedmont Center for the

Arts and The Mime Studio in Worcester.

A colorful opening, similar to last year's,

captured everyone's attention. All the per-

formers raced out onstage in three lines,

except for two flame jugglers who stood at

opposite ends of the stage. One by one,

each mime peeked out at the audience. The

front three mimes held giant, hand-made

masks.

After the opening, Abbott and Judy

Scalise, artist-in-residence at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts in Amherst,
"clowned" around in a Marcel Marceau-

like fashion. Abbott sat on a box studying

Scalise's movements, then disappeared in-

to the box. The children especially loved

them.

Definitely a favorite this year, as well as

last, was Belmont's Trent Arterberry. He
is a middle-of-the-road mime, in that he

wears the traditional white face, but also

uses gibberish and contemporary music to

help get his music across. In the first of his

two pieces, he babysat an invisible baby.

His face lit up when ever he looked down to

the infant's face, but when he discovered

the baby was wet, that expression changed

to surprise, fear and embarassment. Upon

that discovery, space-age music heightened

the effect. P(x>r Trent.

A corjwreal and eye-catching group call-

ed Pontine from Portsmouth. New Jersey

combined ballet and mime in a piece called

"In Trio." Moving in unis<jn, three women

built geometric shapes with dowels. At

limes, they would appear to be one unit,

but then something would happen and the

three would battle each other, repeating

exactly the same footwork. Then two

women would capture the third in their

shapes and again l»ecome one unit.

The Studebaker Mime Company of

Boston performed two pieces. The first,

which was more aesthetically pleasing, was
a farce about what happens in high school

when a substitute teacher comes in to take

over. It was funny because the teacher

talked in gibberish. The second piece, a bet-

ter example of Studebaker, was called

"Genesis" and told the story of how life

began through movement, dance and airy

music. The timing was incredible and if

there was one time in the whole show when
things were perfect technically, this was it.

One of the funniest and most original

performers was Annie Loui, from Boston,

who displayed perfect concentration in

"The Shoe Trilogy." As she and her life-

sized puppet sat onstage, dozens of loose

shoes were thrown at them. As each shoe

hit close by, Annie would curiously walk

over, study it until yet another would be

tossed at her. She had so many shoes

onstage everyone in the audience was

whispering that she must have owned or

worked in a shoe store. At the end, the pup-

pet and the shoes mysteriously left the

stage via clear strings.

Mirage of Boston, a group new to the

New England Mime Festival, [)erformed a

balletic piece called "Splendidly Artificial."

Wearing roaring twenties costumes and

gliding across the stage to matching period

music, the troupe proved to be better

dancers than mimes.

Two Penny Theatre of Mt. Pieler. one of

the better known groups, performed

"Summer Love." I don't know what was

funnier: the })erformers or their oo.stumes.

They wore exaggerate<i. ugly, caricatured

masks. It was a piece easy to identify with;

everyone has at one time in their life fallen

hopelessly in love.

The New England Mime Festival pro-

vides an annual kK)k at life through the

eyes of a child. It makes you feel young

again, to be able to relate t« the mime's ac-

tions. Next year the festival will be

presented in Worcester on August 20.

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5.50!

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

Rugs &- Mats
colorful, durable

from $7.95

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Dally 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

AiCCCANTILE
AAAMEUST CARRIAG£ SHOTS ^^^^gy

Peter
festival.

Abbott, artistic dlreotor of the New England Mime

KBOOR

%miOrigin'
PRICE

QualityTitlcslronUheActiveLislsot/XnuTu as I>f;uiingPxibhshers

Located on special sale tables

in the Tradebook Dept.

Open M-F 9-5

Saturday 11-4

Wed & Thur 9-9

QXJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center

Univ of Mass.
1 1 1 k

»
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Music at Amherst
By Andrew Gordon

Thf Amherst College Department of Music will again be

presenting their annual Music at Amherst concert series.

Eight concerts are planned, which will run throughout the

year and feature internationally known talent.

This year's series will begin with The Deller Consort.

Founded in 1950 by Alfred Deller, the ensemble will

perform early music from the Courts of Europe. The date

for this concert is October 2.

Next in the series, on Friday. October 22. is a per

formance by Yo Yo Ma, one of the most sought after

cellists in the world, and Lydia Artymiw, an Amher.st

based pianist who has been acclaimed internationally.

They will be performing works by Schumann, Mendelsson

and Rachmaninoff.

On Saturday, November 2(), Rodney Hardesly. a counter

tenor, will perform baroque (works by Handel, Dowland

and I'urcell) and contemporary music (compositions by

Halloway, Ranier and Finkham). Alexander Farkas will

play keyboards.

Pianist Jorif Demus

The Sequoia String Quartet

The New England Chamber Orchestra will perform on
Saturday, December 11. Under conductor Endel Kalam,
they will be doing a Mozart piano concerto in E flat, as well
as pieces by Mendelssohn. Shostakovich and Bartok. Lydia
Artymiw will play solo piano.

On Sunday. February 6. Harold Wright. Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra principal clarinetist and pianist Luis
Hatlle will perform works by Weber. Dahl and Brahms.
The Sequoia String quartet, which was founded in 1972

and went on to win the prestigeous Naumberg Chamber
Music Award, will play compositions by Beethoven,
Janacek and Schubert on Saturday, March 5.

Music from Marlboro, on Saturday. March 12. features a
sextet of chamber musicians (strings and piano). They will

play Hindemith and Brahms.
Finishing off the concert series on Friday, April 29, will

be Jorg Demus, a pianist of uncommon versatility and the
recipient of an Amherst College honorary Doctorate in

1981. He will perform works by Bach, Mozart. Beethoven,
Debussv and Schumann.

Above: "The Selected Letters of Leiuis

Carroll, " which offers a witty and revealing

selection of letters written by the fanciful

creator of "Alice in Wonderland, " will he

published in paperback this month.

Below: Poet James Tate, whose eighth

book, "Hints to Pilgrims," has fust been

published. Tate is afanner English teax^her

at the University ofMassax^husetts.

f
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3ir({j ^ Tlsft - SupjyCttSji>r aff RtJ

Amherst's

Only Pet Store

Welcomes You Back

Aahtnt Cami9< Shopf • Mood ySatarday • 54^6400 I

BREAKFAST & LUNCH
Wirk

HOME MADE DESSERTS, BUCKWHEAT PANCAKES,
WAFFLES, FRESH FRUITS & SALADS,
LUNCH SPECIALS & MUCH MORE!

STOP IN - YOU'LL LOVE OUR COOKING
• OPEN EVERY DAY •

MONDAY-FRIDAY 5:00 A.M. -2:00 P.M.

WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS 5:00 A.M. -4:00 P.M.

AT THE LIGHTS IN NORTH AMHERST 549-664>

Performing Arts Division: Music, theater and

dance instruction. Classical and popular/jazz.

Children and adults. Private and groups.

Registration: September 8-23. Old Chapel.

Open House: Sunday, September 12, 2-5 p.m.,

Music Department/UMass. (UW 545-0519.

Pulsar Quartz

Pulsar Qvxirtz.

Always a beat beyond. In technology. In value.

rrsaidiHouit!
Jeweler

26 Main Street, Amherst, MA

gantan* M their August 2 oonoert on th* Boaton Common.

Look at who just moved on campus!

PHOTOPATIO
photo finishing

is now at the

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

Introductoiy Special Coupon

'

PHOIQB^l^
Over night tervlce: on color print and

Ektachrome slides brought in before 1 1 :00 am
Monday -Thursday.*

Quality: we use only Kodak paper and

chemicals for picture perfect results -

every time.

Value: compare and save

Available at two locations on campus

The Mini Store
located In the Student Union

^UNIVERSITY
USTORE^
located in the Campus Center

COUPON

$1.00 OFF PHOTO FINISHING

Bring a roll of color

print film to the

Photopatio counter at

The University Store

and get

JU.
*><'f'4*i*>^

$1.00 off our
already low prices
for regular size prints.

Lustre-luxe finish only.

one coupon per customei

Expires Sept 22. 1982
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Domino's
Pizza
delivers!

JtL.*f

'

>f v; •<•

A hot delicious pizza is

just a phone call and less

than 30 minutes away'

You never have to leave

the comfort of home
Best of all delivery is

always free '

You can trust Domino's

Pizza for a top quality

nutritious meal and fast,

friendly service.

Our drivers carry less than

$10. 00. Limited deiiv«ry area.

(51981 Domino* PuM Inc

Just Ask!

4 free cups of Coke!
v^ith a 16" pizza.

2 free cups of Coke !

with a 12" pizza.

No couDon necessary

f

Lunch.

'

Lunch need not be the

same old thing Dommds
Pizza offers a choice

We use only the best

ingredients- you get a

noticeably superior pizza

'

Domino's Pizza is «1 for

fast, free 30 minute pizza

delivery

Now you have a choice.

Give us a call

'

256-8911
Rt. #9 Russell St.

Hours:

11;30- 2:00AM Sun -Wed.
11:30- 3:00AM Thurs - Sat.

Limited delivery area

€1982 Domino s Puza Inc
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GOOD BETWEEN 1130am-300p

S3.0C off a 16" large

2 Item or more pizza.

One coupon p^r pizza.

Expires: 9/15/82

Fast, Free Delivery

256-8911

LUNCH
_ONLY_j
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Regent quits, cites job commitments
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Correspondent

Arnold S. Friedman, editor of the Springfield ('nifm and

Sunday Rt publican, last week became the second member

to resign from the two year old Massachusetts Board of

Regents of Higher Education.

"It was a question of professional versus public service."

Friedman said, citing "increased professional respon

sibilities" as the reason for his resignaion.

His duties as a Regent required that he attend several

meetings in Boston each month, he said, causing him to

miss a day of work each time.

"It was taking me away from worV too much," Friedman

said.

Earlier this summer. Friedman had expressed his op

position to the Board of Regents' rejection of the candidate

for appointment as president of the Springfield Technical

Community College (STCC). The STCC Board of Trustees

recommended that Frank (Julluni. currently an aide to

Springfield Mayor Theodore DiMauro. be appomted as

STCC president.

The Board of Regents, citing his lack of admmistrative

experience in higher education and lack of academic

credentials, rejected Culluni and asked that a new search

be held. Friedman and Board Chairman James Martin, the

only Springfield area members of the Regents, opposed the

new search.

Friedman said the controversy over Gulluni had nothing

lo do with his resignation, but said he is confident the new

search will result in Culluni's appointment.

"H that were the reason for my resignation. I would have

stayed." Friedman said, noting he would have more in

fluence over the final decision if he were a member of the

Rt^gents.

He said he chose to resign at this time because "many of

the goals of the Board have been achieved." The Regents

were appointed in June. 1980 as part of the reorganization

of higher education in Massachusetts which Friedman said

is now well under way.

1 would like to thank Mr. Friedman tor his service.'

said Rep. Jim Collins. D Amherst. 'I served with him on

the special committee that investigated the status of public

higher education in the state. He worked very hard.

"

Friedman's term would have expired in August, 1986.

Regent Charles Sanders resigned last year when he left

Ma-ssachusetts General Hospital to work for a phar-

maceutical firm.

Three Regents' terms expired on August 1, 1982. and all

three are currently being considered for re appointment

by (Jovernor Edward J. King. Regents George Ellison.

p:iizabeth Rollins and George Hazzard are expected to be

re appointed, according to a representative in the Board's

Office.

Friedman said he was "proud and happy to serve with

the Regents," and said he was proud that 'many of the

major goals of the board have been achieved.

"

"Vm going to miss it. " he said, "but I'M sta> involved in

education through the newspap* r (the Springfield I'nwn

and Sunday Rt'puhlican), so you'll still hear from me.

"

OUT-CLASSED — Students line tables in the Student Union Ballroom in effort to add and drop courses during Registration Day yesterday.

New 'express' add/drop in Student Union gets mixed reviews
*• .11 1 I . 1 „ 1„4 „f «.r..

BvCRIS SCHUSTER
and PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The express add drop instituted this semester in the

Student l^nion Ballroom ran fairly sm(x>thly. according to

James Shaw, associate dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences Information and Advising Center (CASI AC).

Instituted this semester in an attempt to alleviate the

frustration experienced by students who had to walk all

over campus to adjust course schedules, the system in

eluded an "express drop" and repesentatives from i2

departments on hand to sign add forms.

However, some students questioned its success.

"I'm lost. I don't know what I'm doing, and no one will

help." Alexandra Machenzie, 18, a freshman from Weston,

said.

"It's a pain in the neck." said Beth O'Connor. 17, a fresh

man from Wellesley.

"I've moved about five feet in 20 minutes, "
.said Jill

Colman, IH. a freshman from Framingham who was still six

feet from the registration desk.

Although Shaw admitted there were some problems

with the procedure, he thought the process went fairly

well.

T think it saved a lot of students some shoe leather."

Shaw said. "I think the students would like it better if we

kept it in one nwm.
"

However. Shaw saw some problems with the express

add/drop, such as disorganization and crowdine.

"It could have gone better." Shaw said. "We didn't have

the signs up when we opened and there was a lot of con

fusion."

"At nine, there just wasn't enough room, too," he said.

One of the people taking the add /drop forms from

students agreed that crowding was a problem.

"It was busy this morning. " Ken Rolt, 21, a journalism

major from Stoughton said at the add/drop desk. "This

place was mobbed. You couldn't even breathe."

Shaw said he would like to see the express add drop

continued in the future.

"I'd like to try it one more time to work some of the bugs

out," Shaw said.

At least one student didn't share Shaw's enthusiasm

though.

"I never want to do it again, " Mackenzie said.

Gnomon Copy to begin strike for higher pay
By MIKE FOLEY
Collegian Staff

.

Employees at (inomon Copy plan to abandon their

copying machines, drop their paper work and pick up

strike placards today.

A spokesperson for the employees yesterday said they

want manag.'ment to begin negotiations immediately for

higher pav. job security, and better working conditions.

"I think they should be paying more money because

thevre making more money." said Mary Erin Crook, a

Gnomon Copy employee. "They are trying to take ad

vantage of the labor pool in the area.

(;nomon Copv management said it was unaware that a

strike is to begin today, but maintained that pay was

adequate and negotiations are set lo begin in two «]"(;k^-

"The pav is abnormally high tor the area, said ( andy

lannacchino, who. with her husband, Roland Weatherbe.

.I'centlv bought Gnomon Copy from the Cambridge based

corporation. ""I have got 60 applications (for jobs), and the

ad has run one dav." she said.

"They think they got new people here and they're trying

to push us. " lannacchino said.

"We took a vote to go on strike," .said Crook, "but we

would rather negotiate." Crook said Gnomon employees

are paid between $3.55 and $5.80 an hour, and said no one

has had a raise in "JO months.

Labor management disagreements have plagued

Gnomon Copv at 103 North t'leasant Street in Amherst for

more than a" vear. Gnomon employees joined the I'nited

Electrical Union local 2M m May. 19K1. A week long

boycott in November of last year decreased business by 80

percent . said Carol MacCall. a (Jnomon employee.

'\ou got lo draw the line somewhere."' said MacCall.

The new management has agreed to negotiate Sept. 22.

But the employees say they feel they have waited long

enough. They will strike during the busy first two weeks of

the semester. "We feel we have the most leverage right

now."

What we are asking for is that they negotiate im

mediately, not in three weeks. " CrcM)k said. "We don't

really know what they (the management I want. If thfv

change their mind (and decide to negotiate) between now

and 8 a.m. tomorrow morning, we wcm't go on strike." she

said vesterday.

•We would much rather settle the i.ssue," said Mac( all.

lannacchino said she and her husband knew there were

labor [)roblems when they bought the shop and began

managinj^ it several we<>ks ago. but they were unaware of

the impending strike.

"I guess 111 he up a creek." she said. "We can't run a

store without them; that's a plain simple fact."
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TpiTorKts extend deadline to end martial law in Poland
1 errOriblh CAICHU UCaUHtl^^ ^ ..._...„.„..„.„,„„„„„ „at has extraterritorial status. It ,

also asked i

BERN. Switzerland (AP) - Anti-communist terrorists

threatening to blow up the Polish Embassy released four

more hosUges early today after extending by 48 hours

their deadline for Poland to end martial law and free all

political prisoners.

That brought the total of hostages freed to eight, and

government spokesman Achille Casanova said the

developments increased hopes of "more results and an end

without bloodshed."

The gunmen were believed still to be holding at least

four hostages.

Three women were freed first early today, then a man

followed in less than an hour. Two hours before that, the

terrorists released a 20 year old PoUsh student who had

been in the building when it was taken over by the raiders

Monday. Three other women had been released late

Monday and yesterday.

C^anova said Justice Minister Kurt Furgler was

personally involved in the negotiations and we are in

steady telephone contact" with small band of gunmen that

invaded the embassy Monday.
, . „ ,• u

Playing a key role in the talks was an 80-year-old I olish

born theologian. Professor Joseph M. Bochenski. a

resident of Switzerland. He spent an hour in the embassy

Tuesday in the first face to face negotiations with the

gunmen.
The terrorists originally issued an ultimaltum saymg

they would blow up the building at 10 a.m. Wednesday - 4

a.m. KDT - if Poland's communist government did not

meet their demands.

One of the three women freed Tuesday said she saw

"four raiders armed with long weapons." The invaders

claimed they had enough dynamite to destroy the building,

themselves and their hostages.

At dusk, police surrounding the embassy moved their

road blocks farther away from the compound, raising

speculation of an armed assault.

In Warsaw, the Foreign Ministry gave its formal per

mission for Swiss poUce to move into the embassy, which

has extraterritorial status. It also asked Switzerland to

permit Poland to send a "special group" here to help end

the siege. It was beUeved the group would include

members of an anti terrorist commando squad

lllrich Hubacher, spokesman for Swiss federal police,

has refused to rule out a police assault on the embassy, but

another police official gave only a curt "no comment."

Hubacher said the terrorists nave not backed off their

demands, and added, "It's possible they will carry out their

The terrorists, who call themselves "The Polish

Revolutionary Home Army." are holding eight junior

Polish diplomatic personnel and a Polish national who was

visiting the embassy when it was seized Monday.

Hubacher said.

Their leader, who gave his name only as Col. Wysocki.

has said that if the demands are not met. he and his "anti-

communist paramilitary squad" will blow up the embassy

with 55 pounds of dynamite they claim to possess.

personaUy invoivea in mc 1.,:^"^ """•- —
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Herald reporter freed from jail by Executive Council vote

BOSTON (AP) - Saying "I'd do it again," a newspaper

reporter was freed from jail yesterday when his contempt

sentence was commuted after he had served eight days for

refusing to testify in a murder trial.

Paul W Corsetti of the Boston Herald American walked

out of the Middlesex County jaU after the state Kxecutive

Council voted 6 to approve Gov. Edward J. Kings

request to commute the 90 day sentence to time served.

The 33 year old Corsetti praised the governor and the

council for "great courage" and said he was grateful - but

had not changed his mind about keeping his promise to a

news source.
.

T knew at the time I was violating the law. he told the

council. "1 believe firmly what I did was right."

Corsetti the first reporter ever jailed in Massachusetts

for refusing to testify, charged that the state Supreme

Court's earlier failure to keep him out of jail had in effect

shackled reporters.
. . . j o"

"Did you see me with the handcuffs on my hands today.'

he said after the hearing. "That's the point of it all. The

Supreme Court in their ruling has handcuffed the press m

Massachusetts ... It has a chilling effect on news sources in

Massachusetts. In the ultimate long run. the public are the

ones who are going to suffer."

Corsetti had refused to break a promise to Edward K

Kopacz Jr.. that he would not testify about an mterview in

which Kopacz allegedly implicated himself in the 1978

murder of a male prostitute. Kopacz was acquitted of the

murder. ...
Of his eight d?ys in jail. Corsetti said. "It s an experience

I will never forget as long as I live.

"I hope if there are any juveniles out there who have

their eyes on a career of crime ... take a lesson and to

understand that jail isn't fun. that it's a place where you re

locked up most of the time. When those bars close, you re

there all alone in an 8-by-6 cell.

"

.

Corsetti's lawyer. Thomas C. Troy, told the council his

client acted "in hght of a principle that he believed in."

Corsetti said, however. Troy has never sent him a bill

over the long litigation.

"The paper is picking up the fees for the Supreme Court

appeal... in Washington." Corsetti told an interviewer

Tuesday afternoon.

"However. Tom (Troy) has not charged me a penny lor

the past 2 '/4 years." j .u
Troy, the Boston criminal lawyer who appeared with

Corsetti in an interview broadca.st by WBZ TV. said. "If

youre interested, the bill is $217,000."

"His check is in the maU. by the way. "
said Corsetti

jokingly.

"The paper offered me a lawyer in the beginning. They

offered me a libel lawyer. This is a criminal case so I

decided that I needed a criminal lawyer.
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and get dinner and concert FREE.
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UMass offering course about crisis relocation
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

What does one do in the event of a nuclear attack? The
Reagan administration advocates crisis relocation, but

many people are unaware of all the proposal involves.

Dr. Rutherford Piatt of the geography department at

the University of Massachusetts is offering a course on the

questions raised by crisis relocation.

"We just threw this together in June, so it's not in the

course description booklet, said t^latl, who added he

believes this is the first course on this topic at the

University, if not the country.

Topics ot discussion will include practical planning as

well as legal, moral and philosophical implications in

volved. Students will be involved in field studies, as well as

documentary research on aspects which interest them,

Piatt said.

The actual class structure will be determined by those

students who sign up. Piatt said he would like to limit

enrollment to 10 students, mostly due to the volume of

documents the class will be working with.

ColWfUui Fil* Pkoto

BORN-AGAIN FRAT — The newly-opened Christian living home at the former site of the

Alpha DelU Phi fraternity in the Fraternity/Sorority Park.

Red Cross looks for

record total in

blood donor drive
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

The Red Cross Bloodline program at the University of

Massachusetts, the largest volunteer blood donations

source in western Massachusetts, collected 72 pints of

blood yesterday in its first day of operation this fall.

UMass Red Cross Coordinator Mary Andrews said the

total amount of pints given through the blood drive at the

University this year should top last year's record of 4.000.

Of the 72 donors that visited the Red Cross headquarters

in the Campus Center, a conference room filled with

collapsable beds and equipment, two persons received

special two-gallon pins for donating blood for their six

teenth time and two persons received one gallon pins for

donating blood an eighth time. Andrews calls these per-

sons "regulars."

Andrews said the strongest way to attract the ap

prehensive. first time donator is through the blood drives

scheduled for the fall in single dormitories because

students feel more at home and safe when gomg through

what is a simple process that in the end most people laugh

at anvway. This is also a case, Andrews said, where peer

pressure can be a very positive aspect.

Recruiting blood donors, though, is only the first step

the American Red Cross uses to move blood along to blood

banks throughout the nation. After registered nurses with

Red Cross certification have attended donors, the blood

collected is turned over to a technician who will then

transport the blood to the Red Cross blood services lab in

Springfield. There, the blood wiU be bagged, typed.

tested, stored and frozen for hospitals in the area to

purchase on a cost recovery basis.

nati saiu lie lias ai 1 aiiKiu lur a number of guest speakers

from the Five College community as well as the rest of the

Pioneer Valley to speak to the class.

"It's definitely interdisciplinary." Piatt said.

Any student interested should contact Dr. Piatt by

Friday at the Department of Geology /Geography. The

course is listed for three credits, and will meet Tuesdays

and Thursdays at 2:30 p.m. in Hills 317. beginning

Tuesday, September 14.

If enough students contact Dr. Piatt, a lottery will be

held to determine who will be allowed to take the course,

although Piatt said the ten-student limit is "not absolutely

ironclad."

Christian home
replacesADP frat
By RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

The new Christian living home at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. Chi Rho. will open today with

all rooms filled.

Fifty two students will move into the co-educational

home that "is here to bring UMass students to Christ." said

Jerry Gates, who co owns the house with area resident

Richard Johnson. Gates is also the Chairman of the First

Baptist Church Committee, and operator of the Christian

Living program.

Gates and Johnson evicted the Alpha Delta Phi (ADP)

fraternity from the Fraternity /Sorority Park location

when low enrollment left ADP unable to pay the rent. The

members of ADP now reside at what was the Theta Chi

fraternity house.

Repairs have necessitated partial renovations to the

house. F^stimates of the damage range from $16,000 to

$20,000. The renovations have been paid for with an

$18,000 grant from the First Baptist Church and volunteer

work from several Christian organizations.

While the house calls itself "The Christian Living

Alternative," boarders need not be Christian. Gates says

that Islamics. Buddhists and Jews, as well as Protestants,

are sharing the predominantly Catholic home. Boarders

come from countries as diverse as Haiti, Syria, and Japan.

The idea for a Christian living facility first came to light

during the Billy Graham crusade. "There's been a lot of

cooperation from the Christian groups in the area, and we
expect some Christian growth," Gates said.

The house has been filled for some time, despite a late

start in the recruiting process. The home will house

twenty six men and twenty six women, self segregated

into separate floors.

Other details of daily house life have not yet been

decided, but Gates expects the rules to be similar to those

of any living area, with a leaning towards Christianity.

Meetings throughout the week should lead to a finalization

of the rules.

Gates likens the house to those on the campuses of

.several large Southern schools, particularly Auburn

University. He cites the great interest in the house,

evidenced by the fact that he said he has already turned-

away many applicants, as a sign that "this is a good mission

field."

Collcfffaii P1i«to hy Mirh«»l MarKolu

BACK-TO-SCHOOL-SAIL — While most University students select courses yesterday,

members of the UMass Outing Club chart their's on the Campus Pond.
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Everywoman's Center needs

volunteers and interns to aid

needy, oppressedwomen

C'ollr|;i*n Photo bv l>rf» Ogirr

CITY DWELLERS — Three University of Massachusetts freshmen in-

spect their new home, the Southwest Residential College, from inside the

tunnel underneath Massachusetts Avenue.

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Volunteer positions and internships are

currently available at the Everywoman s

Center at the University of Massachusetts.

The center is university funded and

offers many services to area women. The

center is particularly committed tomeetmg

the needs of underprivileged and oppressed

women.

Credit is available for undergraduate

students for most of the positions. Trainmg

will be provided if needed.

The Counseling Program is looking for

graduate students to provide services to

Third World women, lesbians, and workmg

women.

Counselor Advocates are needed to

serve in a program aimed at helping the

survivors of rape and their families.

Volunteers mu.st have a background in

counseling and interested individuals must

be willing t^o be on call for evenings each

month, and must have access to a phone and

transportation.

Women interested in minority service are

needed for the Third World Program. They

would be involved in workshop planning,

publicity, and advocacy for the needs of the

Third World Community.

The Center's resource room needs

volunteers to provide information about

social and educational resources and

medical and legal referrals, and to maintain

the resource files.

For further information and applications,

those interested should contact the

Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall at

.54.5 8330.

I
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FAMILY VIOLENCE
a SEXUALITY

Intimacy, Aggraaalon and Violence In Mar-

riage and the Family. H.E. 592B, 4-6,

Wednesdays, Skinner 205, beginning Sept. 8.

The purpose of the seminar is to explore the

dynamics and social scripting of marital and

family violence, and to contrast this with

intimate-sensual sexual behavior. Show up to-

day if interested!

Sexuality and Sex Roles, H.E. 94B, 4-6,

Tuesdays, Skinner 205, beginning Sept. 7. This

seminar focuses on gender role aspects of sex-

ual expression, and on the meanings of sexual

expression in contemporary society

For further information call Roger Libby,

253-2174 (tape when not at home).

»
«

USED BOOKS
over 30,000 in stock

all subjects

save on used books

Volley Dook Shop
Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

Reg. Hours 10:00-5:30, Mon-Sat

Sun 12-4 - Open Sept 8 & 9 til 7:00

AREA RUGS
THROW PILLOWS
BEDSPREADS

$7.95 and up

ICURTAIN RODS & SHADESj

Lowest Prices, Best Selection

Brown's
17^ N. IMeasanl St.. Amherst

KODAK d?5C
Camera owners

See us for quality

d?sc film processing

by Kodak.

If lilt mil 1 1 II 1 iirgj ' ^ "^Ji.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
'^UMass Favorite Pizza"

For quality color prins.

bring in your K0DAC3L0R
HR Disc Film, and n ceive

color processing by Kodak
The processing specialists at

Kodak care about the pictures

you take So you get bright,

clear color just the way you
like It Stop in today

COLOR
PROCESSING
B> Kodak

Open Daily 11 AM till 7

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Starting at 5:00 pm Sundays at 2:00 pm

CJf 549-0626

PIZZA GRINDERS

Open
M-F 9-5

Wed & Thur 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

' Pepperoni

BAnchovies

Hamburg

Horn

Sausage

Plain

Onions

Peppers

Bacon

Olive

Mushrooms

Salami

Two-way Comb.

Three-way Comb
Four-way Comb
Super Special

Extro Meat

Extra Chee s

e

Small

S3. 65

3.65

3.65

3.65

3.65

2.95

3.30

3.40

3.65

3.65

3.65

3.65

4.20

. 4.70

5.10

5.50

.90

.90

Large

S6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

5.75

6.30

6.40

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

7.65

8.55

*? 45

10.60
1.00

1.50

Solomi

Meatless

Genova

Meatbal I

Sausage

Tuna Fish

Ham
Italian

Roast Beef

Ham & Egg

Pepper & Egg

Pastrami

Turkey

Also:

Whole
$3.10

2.50

3.>0

3.10

3.10

3.50

3.10

3.ro

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

STEAK GRINDERS

Drivers Needed
(must have a car)

New journalistic studies director

seeks to upgrade program's status

Collegian 5

ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

Upgrading the journali:itic studies
program's status to that of a department,
increasing the full-time staff, and acquiring
computer terminals are some of the goals
the new director of the program has .set for

the future.

James Boylan, the newly elected director

of the journalistic studies program, said he
wants to .see his department make the

changes necessary to keep up with the

advancing technology in the field and the

increasing number of students studying
journalism at UMass.

Boylan worked for This Week magazine,
a Sunday newspaper supplement, as an

editor before joining the faculty of the

Columbia University journalism depart

mentinl957.
While at Columbia, he was the founding

editor of the Columbia Journalism Review,
and served as editor in chief of that trade

publication from 1961 to 1969 and from 1976

to 1979.

Boylan began as a part -lime profes.sor at

UMass in 1977. and worked full time

beginning ir, 1979.

Boylan said raising the status of jour

nalistir studies to a department would
facilitate national accredidation and fund

raising; two areas the program has been

pursuing.

"(Becoming a department) would allow us

to control our own destiny," he said. "It

would help with recruiting faculty and we

would have some better opportunity to

raise money for ourselves."

Boylan said this money would come from

national foundations and news
organizations.

He also said he wants to see the

program's full time faculty increased from

its current .seven positions. Of these seven

professors, four are available full time.

Two of the full time professors are on

sabbatical in other countries. Sara Grimes
is in China for a second year, and Howard
Ziff will be spending the coming year in

Austria. A third full time professor. Ralph
Whitehead, has been working in the UMass
president's office and is only available to

teach about 40 percent of the time, Boyland

said.

"One additional position would help

tremendously," he said.

Boylan said he also hopes to gel computer

terminals for the program, possibly from

manufacturers or news organizations that

would be willing to donate them.

"I'm very hopeful there will be a good

deal of this stuff available," he said.

Despite these changes, Boylan said the

basic course of study will not change.

"We have a curriculum that's working

reasonably well, and I'd like to see it

continue. " he said. "We're going tocontinue

the basic curriculum which is not to

overwhelm the student with a lot of

technical courses. We're very happy in the

humanities setting.
"

Need Work?

The Collegian still has a few jobs

available. We need a copy editor to work
one night a week. Some writing or

newspaper experience is needed. Low pay,

but great experience.

We also need a couple of drivers who are

willing to stay up late to drive the pages of

the paper to our printer in Ware once or

twice a week. A car, of course, is

necessary. Pays a flat rate per trip.

Interested UMass students should apply

in person as soon as possible to Ed Levine

in the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity

employer.

ATTENTION

All Student

Senators:

First Senate

Meeting

WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 15

Qt 7:00 pm in

160 Campus Center

See the Speolcer

before that dote

™^LOOK A 16 MONTH
ACADEMIC

• CREATED BY UMASS STUDENTS CALENDAR
• ABOUT UMASS STUDENTS
• FOR UMASS STUDEINTS
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Poor Richards
DANCE CLUB

Disco • Too M • *(*

Nave
TUESDAY
with 4ffor

' Pitchers

WEDNESDAY
Champcigne Nite

ladles 8-11

also 75< Drinks AM iMte

EVERY THURSDAY

REQUEST NITE
YOU ask for it, we il piav it'

2 for 1 All Nite

FRIDAY A
SATURDAY

COVER
s for 1 8-11 pm

Roufe 9 Afflhersf

WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

CoSSee Shop
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

7 am-10 pm
Offering a Variety of Menu Items

• full Breakfasts • Salads

• Grill Items • Snacks

7Uf5tOM Saj^
Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

Lunch; 11 30 am-2:30 pm/f«1ondayFriday

Weather Permitting

aUICKIE lUNCH
Tenth Floor of the Campus Center

IVIONDAY FRIDAY 11:30 am-2pm

DLUEWALL
dAR Monday-Friday 11:15 am-1 am

Saturday 6 pm-i am

The Hottest Friday

Happy Hour in Town
Valid ID Required to Purchase Alcohol

DLUEWALL
CAFETERIA

Monday-Friday 11:15 am-1 :30 pm
New York Style Deli

Hot Entrees Prepared Daily

TOP of the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Luncheon: fVlonday-Friday/11 30 am-2 pm
Dinner: TuesdayThursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations. Please Call 549 6000, ext 639

Ask about the T O.C. Dinner ot the Month Club

Lounge Hours:
MondayFriday/1 1:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am

CAMPUS CENTER CATERING
Personalised Attention • Flexible Service

Off Premises Catering call 5450418

Policy

The Collegian provides Hypercurricula as a public

service, for the purpose of publicizing meetings, events,

etc. held by University organizations.

Hypercurricula is published every Monday.

Announcement forms can be picked up at the Collegian

Office, 113 Campus Center, and must be submitted to the

ColUgian Business Office by 3 p.m. on the Friday before

publication.

Ni» announcements will be printed more than seven

calendar days prior to the event.

The CoUigian will make every effort to print your an

nouncement on time, but incomplete or improperly

completed forms may result in delays.

Wednesday

AMATEl'R RADIO ASSOCIATION - Introductory

meeting of Amateur Radio As.sociation. Club operates

station WlPl'O. helps people obtain licenses, participates

in contest. All interested in amateur radio are welcome. 109

Engineering Lab. Sept. 9. 7:30 p.m.

Saturday

HILLEL GRAD GROUP WINE & CHEESE - The HQlel

Grad Group consists of graduate students, older un-

dergrads and working folks who gather to share social,

cultural and religious activities. AH welcome for our

opening party. 675 Main St.. 3rd fl.. Amherst, Saturday,

Sept. 11. 8:00 p.m.

Sunday
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PAUL'S
OLO-TIME
FURNITURE

overflowing with

old time borgolr s for

every room and budget

NEW Mottiess & Box Spring

NEW Woteibeds

WE BUY & SELL

at

PAUi'S OLD-TIME FURNITURE
57 East Pleasant St., Amr>erst - 549-3603

OPEN: 10 am to 5:30 pm Daily
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I
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CHURCH' BUS - Coffee and donuts will be served in

Gravson Main Uunge at 9:00 before bus leaves for its run

to t'welve churches. Call UCF. 545 2661. for more details.

Grayson Hall parking lot. Sunday. Sept. 12.9:30 a.m.

HOUSE CHURCH - A student group engaged in mutual

ministry. Bible study, personal sharing and encounter and

a simple closing Communion which reflects the spirit of the

group. 428 Student Union. Sunday. Sept. 12th. 7 9:00 p.m.

Monday

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Welcomes anyone willing to help and share ideas about

solving th»- problems of world hunger. Catherine I )'Amato.

Agency Cm>rdmator at the Hadley Food Bank, is guest

speaker. 42H Student Union. Monday. Sept. 13 4:30 5:30

p.m.

Tuesday

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - Announcements of up

coming dav and overnight trips. Slide show of past trips.

Nomination of new officers. Come find out what we're

about! New members welcome. Room 801 Campus Center.

Tues. Sept. 14 at 7:30 p.m.
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Can you picture yourself

swinging dowTt a clitl* Or
shcx)ting the rapids' Or
crossing a nver using only

a rope and your own two
\ands.'
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You'll have a chance

to do all this and more in

Army ROTC
Advcnmre training like

this helps you develop

many of the qualities you'll

neca as an Army officer.

Qualities like self-

confidence Stamina. And
the ability to perform

under pressure.

It you d like to find out

mc )re, make a date to see

your Army RCTTC Professor

of Milit;ir>' ScicTKO

ARMYROIC.
BEAiXYOUCANBE.

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman
545 2321/2322
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One Thousand and One Uses for Lint
And so the year begins. As usual I approach this column

with more than a little trepidation. Each semester the

"welcome back" column adorns all pages of the Collegian.

Ranging from cute and witty to dull and obnoxious, the

columns serve to introduce new readers and reacquaint

old ones with the weekly columnist. What follows is a

guide for the editorial page neophyte, a road map of sorts

to help you better understand the op-ed page.

John F. Hudson

l)The angry column - The person who writes this type

of column is mad at everything. With subject matter rang-

ing from bad bus schedules to bombing in Beirut, the

writer proceeds to bitch, moan and groan about

everything and anything under the sun. For this person

nuclear holocaust is inevitable, famine is just around the

comer and the herpes epidemic has entered our ver> fiving

rooms. ThiB columnist has raised cynicism to an art form

and makes the grim reaper look like Bambi. It's best to

read this piece on a raw, rainy Monday over a cold cup of

coffee from the Hatch.

2)"So cute you could throw up" column — This type of

piece is characterized by banality and triviality. Sych

"cute" columns dwell on subjects like roommates and

classes and make them seem even duller than they already

are. Headlines such as "Houseplants Can Be Fun" and

"1001 Uses for Lint" will usually cue the reader and serve

as a warning for the semi-digested pabulum which is to

follow. It is best not to read these at all but. if you must, it

is advisable to be within reach of a washaljle bucket or con-

tainer.

Syrhe Generic Protest Column — The protest column,

usually unique to left-wing and college newspapers, is

characterized by oppression, -isms and ominous warnings

for the future. The author of this piece has been oppressed

since before his or her conception, a victim of mans in-

humanity to man. Words such as racism, sexism, and anti

semitism jump off the page threatening to bury the reader

in a torrent of emotional rhetoric and tired cliches.

Why is it generic'.' Columns like this are basically the

same, with only the names being changed to inform the

reader. It is best to read this while drinking herb tea from

the Earthfoods, while on your way to Hampshire College

for your Five-College course. "Oppression for Beginners".

I hope, that in some small way, this guide will help you

better understand this, the editorial page. As a page it is a

unique and vital part of any newspaper, serving as both a

forum for ideas and issues and a marketplace for majority

or minority opinion. Whether it be nuclear war or over-

subscribed classes, anything from attack planes to acne

will likely be examined in some way on the op-ed page this

year. I hope that in some way I may be able to amuse,

enrage or provoke the readers of the editorial page. Ob-

viously if you've read this far I must be doing something

right. Oh, and by th« way, welcome back.

John F, Hudson is a Collegian Columnist

Letters
Dukakis — An Angry Look Back from a Local Resident

To the F:ditor:

It is often said that time is a great healer of wounds.

Judging from the endorsements given to Mike Dukakis by

the Massachusetts Teacher's Association, and the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, it appears that some

old wounds have been healed. "Dukakis has changed. " Has

he really.' Does giving a bland promise of supporting public

higher education really indicate that he will do so'.'

Does anyone seem to remember his four years of level

funding the Iniversity's budgets; violations of its

autonomous standing: and broken promises about pay

raises to name a few examples of his concern and com

mittment for the I'niversity. These wounds are hard to

heal, or at least they should be.

Dukakis talks about Gov. King's "hidden taxes" and

Dukakis' supporters on this campus gleefully use the

recent tuition hikes as a good example. Yes. tuition costs

have increa.sed. and this may hurt Gov. King. Rut at least

h«' hasn't tried to gloss them over with glib rhetoric.

In early May. Dukakis told students and faculty

members that tuitions did not ri.se while he was Governor

The truth is that in 1975. tuition was $;iOO a year. When
Dukakis left office in 1979. the tuition cost was $525 a year.

He also promised a moratorium for tuitions. Remember his

"lead pipe guarantee " against higher taxes'.' He's hoping

that you wont, after all. that's another wound to heal.

Speaking of "hidden taxes": did you know that in 1976.

Dukakis's hand picked Management Task Force recom-

mended a $90 increase in dorm fees; a 66 percent increase

in Campus Center F'ees; and a per capita charge for each

student to ride the free P\TA.'
The items above serve as fine examples of what Dukakis

doesn't want you to remember. .After all, why allow for

more wounds to open up and festering sores from past to

remind you about the real and hidden Dukakis'.' If indeed

he has "changed, " he has a long way to go to prove it. If he

hasn't "changed" and is elected, the University will only

lace more level funding, and broken committments. Hasn't

the llniversity suffered enough from Dukaki.s'.'

Steven V. Barrett

.Amherst

'.'.WW**.

Informal Editorial Meeting

This meeting is for those intereated in writing columns for the Col-

legian. Bring ideas, opinions, questions, contradictions, and rebuttals.

Open to all UMass students. We'll keep it short. Any inquiries, caU

Lise at 545-3500. This meeting is mandatory for all coUegian colum-

nists.
8 p.m. Thursday, September 9. 1982

Collegian Business Office

When Routine
Grinds to a Halt

It's tough getting excited about the start of school.

I love UMass, but the adrenalin squeeze which would
race up and down my spine when I thought about the start

of classes, well, it's just an annoying tickle in my nose
now.
Everyone knows that routines get boring quickly, but

has any effort been made to revitalize the fun of those first

few grade school years? Remember when the whole of

your identity was based on a construction paper crown
with your name on it? And when the best indication that

school was approaching with a rabid frenzy was when
Mom took you shopping for a new lunch box? Now, it's

hard enough getting to class, let alone learning the names
of your classmates. (At this point, I don't even have a
lunch for my box, ever since I discovered I could harvest

penicillin from my most recently purchased loaf of bread.)

Mary Beth Hebert
Even the art of getting educated is not as open to critical

acclaim as it once was. After you learn to read and write,

isn't the rest sort of anti-climactic? Last semester, I sent

home an "A" paper which I had worked on for weeks.

Mom sent me back a note thanking for the extra scrap

paper and commented on how neat my printing had

become. And remember how great it was when your

parents would pay you off for getting good grades? And
the subjects were so easy — penmanship, gtHxi conduct,

personal hygiene. No wonder how my boyfriend's little

brother can afford to loan me money at only thirty percent

interest.

Once seen from this perspective, it's easy to understand

how the loss of educational goodies could get discourag-

ing. So why persevere?

Well, there's the obvious. "Being educated means never

having to say, 'I'm working. " For many, the college ex-

perience is a good way of staying out of the Real World.

And it's one of the most incredibly productive ways of

doing nothing there is.

College can also be a person's first valuable exf)erience

with living with lots of people his own age. Forget the

years at Camp Win-A-Bago. Dorm life is like being on the

set of the "Little Racals" version of Caligula. And when

you move to an apartment, life becomes a cross between

"The Newlyweds" and "Let's Make A Deal". With a bit of

"The Smurfs"thrown in for good measure.

Despite the allure of an almost non-stop social circuit,

students will usually make an effort to get something out

of the college courses in their chosen field of study. Even

the dreaded "core requirements" can occasionally leave a

student with a few interesting odds and ends of informa-

tion.

Maybe it's not that bad being back after all. Maybe this

semester will be different. Maybe I won't have U) stand in

lines on registration day. Maybe I'll never miss the bus

when we get hit with pouring rain. Maybe I'll have all my
exams on different days... Whom am I kidding'.' Maybe I'll

just lake this semester off.

MB IS a Collegian columnist
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EARN AND LEARN
Excellent opportunity for a UMASS
junior or sophmore marketing/finance

major (minimum age 20) to represent a

major brewer and snack food producer.

Learn marketing from actual experience,

and earn a commission on your actual

sales! Hours are flexible - must have ac-

cess to a car. Send resume to:

College Sales Rep.

P.O. Box 188 Highland Station

Springfield, Mass. 01109

Uranium waste dump radiation worries

«u;r,^«o in Avocfprn Pennsylvania town

NEED TO ADD
A COUKSE?

Try FKE 290-A
A n»w course about

Noturol Resource &

Energy Economics

TuTh 9:00 - 10:45

Sch^dul* 1294251

Sign up, {•Qrn stuff about som»
important issues. For moro

information contact T. St«v*ns,
at 545-2491

CANONSBURG. Pa. (AP) - Long before the atomic

bomb, long before nuclear power plants, residents of this

western Pennsylvania community lived with wastes buried

by nuclear pioneers.

Uranium prwessing plants, which once supplied

scientist Marii^Curie with radium and later helped toward

building the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs, produced

more than 200.000 tons of radioactive waste since 1911.

The wastes now lie beneath an industrial park near this

quiet, residential suburb, about 20 miles southwest of

I'iltsburgh.

Saying they fear for their health, residents of Canon

sburg and nearby Strabane long have urged the federal

government to speed up plans for cleaning up the site.

Hut necessary government standards, which were to be

in place by 1979, are almost three years late.

"When you didn't know, you weren't afraid. Now when

you know, you're afraid. It's better not knowing." said

Sophie Winseck. who unwittingly used an old vat from the

prwessing plant to catch rainwater in her backyard.

Scientists, however, report finding only slightly higher

rates of illness among those living near the radioactive

site.

Standard Chemical Co. extracted radium from ore at the

site in 1911. Later, the site was taken over by Vitro Corp.

of America, which processed uranium and radium, burying

its waste there. The Atomic Energy Commission later used

the property for storage.

The industrial park is among 24 sites identified under

the Cranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 as

requiring prompt cleanup.

The U.S. Department of Energy found "higher than

ac'-eptable" radioactive emissions from radon gas and

radium at the site in 1977. Cp to a third of a mile from the

site, the emissions range from two to three times the

normal background levels. Within that area, the risk of

lung cancer would be about 25 percent higher, according to

Department of Energy consultants.

The Canonsburg site is the only one east of the

Mississippi River and the only one surrounded by residents

— about 8.000 of Canonsburg's 11,000 residents live within

one mile of the facility.

Decontamination of the industrial park and nearly 100

adjacent private properties has been stalled while

government agencies finish reviewing Environmental

Protection Agency standards for the cleanup.

Angered by the delay, about 100 residents have filed

class action lawsuits against the state and ftnieral

governments, six government agencies and seven cor

porations.

The residents claim their health has been endangered

and their property values lowered because of radioactive

contamination.

"My husband has leukemia, and then they tell me not to

worry. I worry every day." said Isabella Spinosa, who lives

about .500 feet from the industrial park.

University of Pittsburgh researchers assured residents
'

at a town meeting last month that radiation levels are not

alarming.

"The radioactive effects — if they are there — are very,

verv slieht....I assure vou this is not a serious problem that

is out of control." Dr. p]dward Radford said following a

two year study funded by the EPA.

"Frankly. I would hve there. " said Dr. Evelyn Talbott. a

native of Strabane.

Hoth researchers said they found slightly higher rates of

illness among adults living within 600 yards of the in-

dustrial park as compared to those living in Muse, a

community four miles away.
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1962 - 1963 KEY FUNCTION POLICIES

SU415A

HOURS AKE POSTED
N»w Pollcl#s & Proc#dur*s Avollobk

Qt RSO & K#y Function

K«ys must b« r«turn#d or r»-lssu»d

by S*pt«mb*r 30th or

previous deposits will b«

forf#lt»d

AJ. Hastings, Inc.

Supplies for

• University

* Office

• School

notebooks
typing paper
staplers

pens & pencils

school year calendars
newspapers

and much more
AJ. Hostings, Inc.

newsdealer and stotioner

45 S. Pleasant St. Open Doily 5 om-9 pm
Amherst ^un 5om-1 pm

DESK LAMPS
nfiany styles and colors

to choose from

vi/ approved

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITYOpen M-F 9-5 f^
Wed ttThur 9-9 .i.\

s. " ^STORE
m,

£^

Tonight -

M&'X-CREEK
Grateful Dead mueic

presente

Thur. Sept. 9 Fri. Sept. 10

Neighborhoods The Atlantics
Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Gubernatorial hopefuls

enter the final stretch
BOSTON — A blitzkrieg of appearances and ad-

vertisements by the Democratic candidates and a televised

confrontation among the Republicans will highlight the

final week of the Massachusetts primary election cam-

paigns for governor.

Strategists for the two Democrats and three

Republicans say they don't expect any single development

in the final days to have a major impact in the Sept. 14

election since the candidates have been hammering away
at one another for months. But embattled Republican

candidate John Lakian says the Republican debate will

play a pivotal role in the election.

The large number of voters who tell pollsters they

remain undecided present an inviting target for the final

push, which comes after a Labor Day weekend full of

campaign stops by most contenders.

"The candidates have established track records and are

loo well known for most voters to be jarred by a single

development in the last week," says Roy Lyons, campaign

spokesman for Gov. Edward J. King. "I don't see anything

coming out of the woodwork that could have that great of

an effect."

Polls indicate King continues to trail former Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis in the Democratic primary battle,

which has developed into a bitter contest centering on the

candidates' personalities instead of a matchup between the

conservative King and more liberal Dukakis. The margin

of Dukakis' lead varies, but several polls still peg it at 20

points.

Police offer protection

from escaped murderer
NORWOOD — Witnesses whose testimony helped send

Leroy Chasson to prison were offered protection yesterday

from the convicted killer who escaped from Norwood

Hospital with the help of a woman believed to be his gun

toting wife.

"If anyone who testified during the course of the trial

feels that he or she might be in jeopardy, we ask them to

contact the State Police, and we will take the necessary

precautions." said William Delahunt. Norfolk County

district attorney.

Delahunt. who called Chasson a "very dangerous" man,

said his office had received no calls for help.

"I presume these people are of the opinion there is no

danger." said Delahunt.

Delahunt did not identify any witnesses. But he said

Chasson was arguing with Kevin Racette of Quincy when

the killing occurred. The victim and Robert Haywood. 28.

of Brockton were stabbed when they intervened, according

to testimony during the trial.

Haywood could not be reached by telephone at a

Brockton address. Racette was not at a Quincy telephone

answered by a man who identified himself as Racette's

brother and said he did not know Racette's whereabouts.

The district attorney said the hunt for Chasson. 33.

serving a life term for the 1977 killing of the 20 year old son

of a Boston police officer, had spread outside

Massachusetts.

"We are not confining our efforts to the state," he said

without elaborating.

Chasson. born in Rumford. Maine, and two companions

were arrested in Fryeburg. Maine. Aug. 28. 1977. five days

after Paul Melinly of Quincy was stabbed at Pageant F'ield

in Quincy. Chasson was found guilty June 1. 1978. of first

degree murder in the killing and sentenced to life in

Walpole State Prison.

Supreme Court denies

rapist doctors* release
WASHINGTON — A Supreme Court justice yesterday

refused to release from prison two Boston doctors who

were convicted of raping a nurse, court officials said.

Justice William J. Brennan. without comment, turned

down an emergency request for bail from Drs. Arif

Hussain and Alan Lefkowitz. The doctors asked to be freed

pending further legal moves in the case.

They were convicted in June 1981, along with Dr.

Eugene Sherry, (»f the unaggravated rape of a 28 year old

nurse who worked at a Boston hospital.

The three doctors n^-ently were stripped of their

licenses to practice medicine in Massachusetts.

She testified that the doctors took her from a party m
Boston, drove her to a beach house north of the city and

forced her to have sexual relations with them.

ERIC'S GIANT SUBS
— BREAKFAST—

Lunch • Supper • Deli Items

6 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon., Tues., Wed.

6 a.m. to 9 p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat.

CLOSED SUNDA YS
314 College St. Rte. 9, Amherst

CALL 253-9521

The three men started .serving six-month prison terms

after their convictions were upheld by the state's highest

court July 1.

Hussain and Lefkowitz told Brennan they had asked a

federal trial court in Boston to overturn their convictions.

That request has not yet been acted on, the doctors said.

The two doctors, both 31. asked Brennan to let them out

of prison until the lower court can consider that request.

Among other things. Hussain and Lefkowitz claim they

were unable to cross examine sufficiently the rape victim

during their trial.

Attorney Thomas C. Troy, who represents Hussain. said

Tuesday he plans to file further action in the

Massachusetts Supreme Court in a few weeks.

Arab peace strategies

discussed in Morocco
FEZ. Morocco — Arab leaders conferred in strict

secrecy yesterday at a summit meeting convened to define

a possible Arab peace strategy in the Middle East for the

first time since the creation of the state of Israel.

The summit was formally opened Monday by the host

and chairman. Morocco's King Hassan II. with a warning to

the leaders to allow no premature information leaks out of

the closely guarded conference center.

Official Morm-can sources said the kings, emirs and

presidents remained locked in intensive debate until after

3 a.m. yesterday morning and resumed their talks seven

hours later.

The sources gave no indication of the subjects discussed,

but pointed out that the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and its

aftermath Icwk top place on the published summit agenda.

Lebanon has asked the summit to demand that all

foreign forces — "Israeli. Palestinian and Syrian" —
should evacuate all Lebanese territory without delay.

It was clear, however, that the most important

di.scussions will center on two Arab peace plans that en-

visage a general Arab recognition of Israel, and a third

plan put forward by President Reagan proposing creation

of an autonomous Palestinian "domestic authority" in

a.ssociation with Jordan.

The Reagan plan was welcomed by many Arab

moderates but rejwted by the Israeli Cabinet and the most

militant Arab hard liners. It was virtually certain to

overshadow the peace plans put forward by Saudi Arabia

and Tunisia, though it wa.s not formally listed on the

summit agenda.

The Saudi plan would recjuire Israel to evacuate all .Arab

territory occupied since the 1967 war. including the (iolan

Heights and the Arab sector of Jerusalem. The Tunisian

plan would reduce Israel to three disconnected enclaves

envisaged by the United Nations in 1947. The Israeli state

wa-s founded in 1948.
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• rrep wheels: 5. 6 and 7 speed, built

,. i*h your choice of gears

Check our everyday low prices on:

89 Main St.

Amherst

256-0880
Behind the Cheese Shop

and Valley Farms Dairy Store

and I UJI...two names
you can trust for quality,

dependability and real

value.
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FALL SPECIAL !

: 20% off :

• All accessories: w'th th.. •

. purchas^of ar
, .

FUJI .. ,Je. Offer good
^

through Oct. 30.

• V. 'VVneeis '79.95,

•Ba _ •_ cts 'The Buy of your Life '39.95

•Specialized Tires'Besi Buy'-Bicyclmq. June 1981
'900

•Blackburn & Cannondaie Combination 10% o(l

•Zefai H P Pump '14.95

•Cannondaie Pay Pjcks I'BonKbaq'.) '15.00 & '25

Supplemental Health Benefits

For UMass Students

The health benefit plan combined with services covered under the Student

Health fee provide comprehensive coverage at reasonable cost.

Coverage: Coverage is for medically required hospitalization and specialty

services not available on campus, extended mental health consultation

and emergency accident and sickness while the student is away from

campus.

Eligibility: All students paying the health fee may enroll.

Cost: $90 for 12 months.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's Office at University Health Services.

Deadline: Septemebr 15th for undergraduate students.

October 8th for graduate students

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS, 549 2671
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Bush says reducing nuclear arms,

helping out poor concerns Reagan
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - To a cheering

convention of fellow Episcopalians, Vice

President George Bush pledged on Monday

the Reagan administration's commitment to

helping the poor and to negotiating a

nuclear arms reduction with the Soviet

Union.

"We will stay with them at the

negotiating table for however long it takes

in order to reduce nuclear arms in a

verifiable way." he said. He urged the

churches to insist that both sides be willing

to show they are living up to their word

about it.

"We will go the extra mile," he said. "But

movement requires the Soviet Union to

open up to permit total verification."

Bush said the administration opposes a

nuclear freeze, as advocated by many

church people, but instead wants "real

verifiable reductions in nuclear weapons."

Recounting initiatives for that purpose

by previous administrations, he said:

"Now, we want to do more. Settling for a

freeze at current levels would be like taking

care of a washed-out road by putting up

signs that say, 'Drive Carefully!" We've got

to try to get off the road entirely."

Bush said the Reagan administration is

committed both to peace and to bettering

the lot of the poor, but that disagreement

over means has led to assumptions the

administration does not hold those ob-

jectives.
*"

"In some quarters the cry has gone up

that this administration does not care about

the p(K)r, the hungry, the underprivileged."

he said. "Our severest critics assail us as

unconcerned."

Reagan presents civilian award to

ambassador tor 'heroic work'
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan, ending a 17 day California

vacation, returned to the White House late

yesterday to present the nation's highest

civilian award to ambassador Philip C.

Habib for "truly heroic work" toward peace

in the Middle East.

Habib. a 62 year old diplomat who has

suffered two heart attacks and has un

dergone multiple bypass surgery, spent

nearly three months in the Mideast

negotiating the settlement of the war in

l.iebanon and thr evacuation of Palestinian

guerrillas from Beirut.

"This peaceful step could never have

been taken without the good offices of the

United States and especially the truly

heroic work of a great .American diplomat.

Ambassador Philip Habib," Reagan said

last w»'ek.

R»>agans presentation of the Medal of

FriH'dom to llabib and a round of meetings

between the two on Wednesday were in

tended to focus attention on the Middle

East peace initiative that the president

announced last week.

Despite Israel's rejection of the plan and

its defiance of Reagan's call for a freeze on

new Jewish settlements in the occupied

West Bank and Gaza strip, the ad

ministration held out hope that Israel

eventually would soften its position.

Deputy White House press secretary

Larry Speakes said the United States hopes

that "as time goes by, the lure of peace will

be more attractive."

.\t Reagan's invitation, Habib's wife

accompanied the president and his party on

the crosscountry flight aboard Air Force

One from California to Washington, so she

could stand at her husband's side during the

White House ceremony

.

ALL HEADS ARE TURNING TO THE

Perms:

UARTERS

A FULL SERVICE FAMILY SALON

Mon - TueS. . . $25.00 (Monday by appolntmwit)

Wed Sat . . . $30.00

Haircuts
(Includes Blow Dry)

Women $9.00
Men $8.00

BETTY
MAZUCH

11SRutteHSt..H«dl«y, Milt.

Rt. 9 (On tiM bM« ro«t«)

584-7784

Op«n Monday by Appointment

ROBBIN
NEWMAN

SANDY
CONNELL

Interested in Law
and Student Discipline?^
course in: "Law, Higher Education

and Student Discipline

topics:

time:

• student's rights

• UMass disciplinary

system
• student judge and

advocate training

tuesdays

4:30-7:30

Gin fffimo JHis IS UNI onxrninioMiu

3 credit course taught by attorneys from the Student

Legal Services Office. Sign-up sheet and schedule in-

formation located in Student Attorney General's Of-

fice, 434 Student Union or call 545-0341.

THIS
WEEKS
B>W^«i»«^ roa 2.82

>ag2^B&L 1.5 oz

v' ]^^'.' ,...„<—L Daily Cleaner

Colgate w. i>i^i'i

Special Value

$1.20
Aim 6.4 02

42c reg 99c

'Colgate brushes

'
' Sassoon ^^

'shampoo or rinsSSI

An sale items also ^ivaiiabie the Mini Store located m the Student Union

*^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Located m the Campus Center ^P®" ^'^ 9-5 Sat 11-4

Wed & Thur 9-9

WELCOME BACK
COME SEE WHA TNEW
THINGS WE'VE DONE

FOR YOUR
ENTERTAINMENT

TONIGHT
4 for A oil night

no cover

At The Corner Of:

University Drive & Rte. 9

256-8605

.C.oWv&an u

Com* Ploy at th*

Poralltl Dors In

Th* Hotol Worron

inPA, ^Greenfield
...ill' ill' lit, jr

, ^-lO ]

H hp^RflTE
ENTRANCE

Hoi I Waitcii. SuuchDteirichJ f^'hatTtptOn

at the center of everything. .

scenic South Deerfield

SEPT STUDENT SPECIAL
unlimited domestic draft

2.95 WITH THIS ADl
on the Hot-L side

AP Laacr^to

REJECTING STRIKE PROPOSAL — LeVeta Browne, a 9th grade teacher at Detroit's

Southwestern High School, displays her feelings during yesterday's strike vote meeting. The

11,000-member Detroit Federation of Teachers approved a proposal to extend the 1981-82 con-

tract through Friday while negotiations continue. Classes for Detroit's 200.000 students begin

today.

I

Appearing at A Separate Entrance:

every Mon - Ragtime Piano w/Bob Ackerman

every Tues- Evening Pro Dluiko

every Wed - COMEDY CRUNCH
Thurs - Sept 9th

A.T. Doe & Dona Ferry

Friday - Jack Amberlock's

Blues unlimited

SATURDAY SErr 11

• THE NEEDLES *

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

B«»t Mandkrin Food
82-<4 Main St.

Amh*r«t
CloMd WadnMdayt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER e WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
263-7836

TAKE
THE

CHALLENGE

TaIcC STEpS

TOWARd
CIlRiSTiAN

MaturIty

iF INTERCSTtd CaU

2»6-a4M oa

296-0660

CAMPUS

CRUSADE

FOR

CHRIST

Some of our classrooms

aren't classrooms,
1 Marksmanship — Inslruition in basic rinr and piMoI in.uksnianship wilh 11 .aiilni maul. NN.,i|)uns l.ulu.J.s ran^r

and salfly procrdures. Ilrinvj positions, thr lntri,'ratrd Ad ..I K.nni;. . ..n.prti.iv.- firini; ami rr.or.l ,,u,.lih. anui, ( Inn.prtitivr

niatchrs with oihrr instifutionN arr plannrd (fall \ spring m iiirsicr)

2. Bay State Rangers - Inirnsivc traininy and fidd rxtrnsrs. u. in.lndr Miiall unit ta.ius. paiinllini;. land ^a^.^al.un

(ni^ht and dav). rapp.•Illn^. airmobilf and wat.rh<.rn.- ..prratKUis. Ka.lrrsh.p rra.ii.m .
u.ums. n.l.l |M..I,lrin (.sis phvM. al

tondilionins. firid < omrnunK alien pnxfdui.s. and pradual l.ad.rship . sprrun. <• (tall A sprmv; m in. si. i I

3 Orientation Trip to West Point — VWrkrnd visit t.. ISMA with a l.w.k at a. adrnii. inilitnA and s... lal id.- ..I an

aliernativr (dfurr prodiu.ns pr<>«ran. l..r thr V S A.inx. ..m.w a paia.lr and ait.nd a l.u,,,. I.M.tl...ll v^ain.- {tail s.in.strr )

(pnorilv U) MS II cadrts)

4 Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - Wr.k.nd visit to an aUiNt- Armv post ()n.ntati..n t.. Iilr on a inihiarv in

stallat.on with emphasis on visiting la< ihtus (comin.ssarv. PX. Iam.lv cp.artr.s. troop h.llris, oprn n..ss, and an intLKJii. t...n

to M-16 familiarization frini; and the sp.ri ol land navl^atl..n (lall sriii.strr)

5 Mountaineering - Instrmt...n in rope management, knots. rop<- bridjjrs, rapprllim.. and rock .ll^lbln^ techniques

Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual climbs Includes a b.voua. and back packing .xerc is.- (fall &

spring semester)

6 Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4 'Z, -day winter survival school in Brunsw.ck, Maine Instrm-

tion includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association. sn(.wsh..eing. emergency

signaling, and land navigation (intersession).

7 Field Leadership Exercise - Weekend exercise in the Amherst area in which cadets will participate in tactical opera-

tions, bivouacs, patrolling, communication procedures, and land navigation (fall & spring semester)

8. Color Guard - Participate with University Band at home football games Includes precision drill, the manual of arms,

and movements with colors, (fall semester)

9 Physical Readiness (GPE/MilSci 100G23) — A progressive structured program designed to improve individual condi-

tioning Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (fall

semester)

10. Drill Team — Develop skill and proficiency at trick drill Competition with other institutions is planned (fall & spring

semester)

11 Land Navigation — Progressive Land Navigation Training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land navigation

course and ending with an 11 -kilometer day/night course that will tax the most competent navigator

For More Information Contact:

Cpt. Patrick Merryman

545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

ANOneRlNVfTB
JJSrCfiMtlN.BOSS

MBAyAfteAGAY
AUIAN(£ mJUP
UKlWUTDSPeAK
TOTHMTOMORKIIIU

ACnjALU.WUMI6HT
l/UANTTDPOThATON^. 6000NE%i
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I
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

^3^c^ac^

We need comics!

UMass students with a sharp wit and
steady pen are needed to submit comic;

strips to the Collegian. Send samples to the

Collegian Mana^ng Editor, 113 Campus
Center, or call 545-3500 for more informa
tion.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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WEATHER

Partly to mostly sunny.

Highs in the 60s to low 70s.

Fair tonight. Lows in the

upper 40s to the 50s.

Mostly sunny with highs in

the lower 70s tomorrow.

ACROSS
1 Amusing person

5 Cremona master
piece, for short

10 Palm starch

14 Century plant

15 Rainbow. Prefix

16 Holland export

17 TV producer

Norman
18 Not at all

19 Noblewoman
20 Important science

22 Inadequate
24 Far-reaching

25 Plagues
26 Part of PTA
29 Zoroastrian

30 The Ebro
31 So so. tempera-

turewise

33 Recall

37 Hebrew month
39 Dispose of,

in a way
41 Sponsorship
42 French painter,

Edouard
44 Ornament for

19 Across
46 Inner: Prefix

47 Forget

49 No kidding?

51 Himalayan

c IM2 lot Aagtin rinm Syadicalc

54 " Karenina" 21 Jargon
23 Actual being

25 City west of

Venice
26 Carriage for

Prince William

27 Verdi production

28 Mount's col9r

29 Songbird similar

to the lark

32 Mountaineer's aid

34 Sshaped molding
35 Cattle, to a poet
36 Settled firmly:

Abbr
38 Panaceas
40 Word processors?
43 a-tete

45 Years:.Lat

48 Egyptian states

man
50 Etcher's tool

51 Ankle bones
52 Asimov
53 Toot
54 Goose genus
56 Singer Paul

57 Medley
58 "Two Years

Before the Mast

"

author
59 River in Northern

France
62 Ship's directions

55 Stage lines

56 Infection fighter

60 Delhi title

61 Sixth

63 Gil

64 "Parsley,
,

rosemary..."

65 Glacial ridge

66 " kleine

Nachtmusik "

67 Cools
68 Raises
69 Sound from the

pride

DOWN
1 Placid

2 Opposite of

aweather
3 With hog or

runner

4 Originate

5 Baleful

6 River at Notting-

ham
7 Split violently

8 Lemon or lime

additive

9 Kind of window
10 Calming dose
11 Truism
12 More resolute

13 Biblical measures

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night ^aphics
department is now accepting applications for the following
positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Application deadline is September 15, 1982. Applicants must be full-
time UMass undergraduate students.

The ('(iJUyiaii r.v ,in i(junt opportunity emphntrr
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Women charge El Salvador troops
bombed villagers in San Vicente
SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) -

Three peasant women claim government
troops used fighter- bombers, grenades and
automatic weapons to massacre 300
unarmed villagers during a recent an-

tiguerrilla drive.

The government denies the charges made
during a news conference organized

Monday by the Salvadoran Human Rights

Commission, which is generally considered

to be careful about confirming such
charges.

The women claimed U.S.built A-37
fighter bombers, incendiary bombs, hand
grenades and automatic weapons were used

to wipe out peasants who had been
corralled into an area of San Vicente

province dominated by leftist guerrillas.

The women, who requested anonymity,

said the victims were mostly guerrilla

supporters living in Amatitan Arriba, about
45 miles east of San Salvador.

They said no armed insurgents were
present when the purported attacks began
Aug. 18.

"The people tried to leave through the

valleys and they cornered them. They killed

a mountain of people, children, old people

and women," one woman said.

Allegations of massacres surface during

almost every major military operation —
most recently during a June sweep in

Chalatenango province in which rebels

claimed hundreds of civilians were killed.

Those reports were never confirmed.

A military spokesman, asked about the
news conference, said yesterday that it is a
common rebel tactic to claim that guerrillas

killed were civilians. "This is misin-

formation," he said.

Chinese 'rectification campaign'
to peacefully improve government

ColkgiM liMto by Drew OgWr

THE WHITMORE CHALLENGE — John Allen, a continuing education
tudent from Amhertt, completes the "Outrageous Obstacle Course** set

up yesterday on Haigas Mall as part of First Week '82.

PEKING (AP) - Pledging to "cure the

illness to save the patient," the Chinese

Communist Party shows no sign of turning

its long-awaited purge into a bloody per-

secution like those carried out by the late

Chairman Mao Tse-tung.

The "rectification campaign" promises to

be a peaceful affair designed to fortify the

party's 39 million membership over a three-

year period beginning late next year.

Unlike the persecutions launched by Mao
during the anti-rightist campaign and

Cultural Revolution, this campaign will

stress education and persuasion, criticism

and self criticism.

It will also study current pragmatic
policies and reforms, with a plan to revamp
the party power structure to bring in

younger, better-educated leaders.

After four years, every party member
will have to re-register. Those who don't

' measure up to standards will be expelled or
asked to withdraw.

The actual number kicked out of the

party will be "very tiny," according to Zhu
Muzhi, culture minister and spokesman for

the party's current 12th congress.

Some foreign and diplomatic observers
say the sedate, protracted nature of the

purge indicates the current pragmatic
leadership of Deng Xiaoping isn't strong
enough to perform radical political surgery
with swift expulsions.

Deng has long wanted to weed out ob-

structionist leftists, remnants of the radical

"Gang of Four" and die-hard Maoists. A
limited purge was in the works more than
two years ago but had to be abandoned
because of opposition, according to Chinese
and diplomatic sources.

DR
STRANCELOVE

STARRiMq: Peter SeIIers

TONIGHT I

CAMPUS CENTER AUD
7 pM 9 pM 1 1 pM

$1.00
spoNSOREd by

YouNq WorIcers LibERATioN LsAquE

ashhrruml)'.^

lea Room

M' l«<rrphot*

NEW YORK, SEPT. 7 — ARGENTINA'S ATTACK — Argentina's Guillermo Vilas follows

through on his return during a match at the U.S. Open Tuesday morning. He is playing Steve Denton

in competition at the National Tennis Center in Flushing.

serving: Teas, Coffees,

Pastries Cr Sandwiches
open daily 11-11, closed Mon.

71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
(across from Fire Station)

* NFL Strike
( iiiititiutti jrotfi ptKji Iti

not be a strike. As Jean Fup^ett wrote in

last Sunday's "New York Times."

"tH'onomic arguments have little meaning to

a guy fulfilling his lifelong dream who is

afraid to lose that chance."

The NFLPA claims it has 90 percent

backing of the players. 60 70 percent is

probably more accurate. Teams will fill out

their rosters with nwkies. free agents, and

walk-ons and the games will go on. The

networks have said that they will televise

th»' games, as long as enough talent is

available. Let's face it. if they put the

games on TV. fans will watch. Even Ed

Garvey must realize that under those

circum.stances. a .strike would be mostly

inefftH'tive.

The players are athletes first,

businessmen second. How do you tell Dan

F<»uts and the Chargers to strike after they

start the season 4 0? The Management

Council, the owner's labor wing, delivers a

new collective bargaining proposal to the

players this week. They will offer a 20

percent pay increase or something (like

$40.(K)0) in the form of a bonus to all

players.

The feeling here is that the players will

take the offer, or a counter offer by the

owners. We will be spared a prolonged and

nonsensical strike. If. however. I am
proven wrong, what is the hard core NFL
ff>otball fan tod<»?

Again, not to worry! A toll free. 24 hour

hotline will be installed in my apartment,

specifically geared to the counselling and

treatment of addicted NFL iiKitball fans.

All— night poker games; listening to good

music (NF'L Films has put out an album of

their bone crunching music); increased

study, attendance, and betting on the

college football game; and spending time

with other NFL hard core fans (you know,

the ones, they know everything about Earl

Morral and absolutely nothing of Earl

Warren) will get us all through a very

difficult time. Hopefully, we will not have to

resort to these measures.

Student Dependent
Health Benefit Plan M^

Coverage: This plan includes all services available to students

under the Student Health Plan and the Supplemental Health

Benefits Plan. This is comprehensive coverage.

Eligibility: Dependents of students enrolled in the Supplemental
Health Benefits Plan.

Cost: $140 for the Fall Semester, regardless of number in the

family.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's office at University Health

Services.

Deadline: September 15th for undergraduate students

October 8th for graduate students.

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS
549-2671

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phc.ie number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

\AV Karmann Ghia 1974 51000 mi; $15000

549^4690

'67 VW Bug good condition, gets 25 mpg.

call 367-9927

FOR SALE

Typewriter Olivetti Editor, electnc,

good condition $150 549-6889

used.

HELP WANTED

Valuable work experience work-study

jobs available as telephone interviewers for

Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply

to 229 Whitmore

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part time staff for public

education & fund raising, will tram.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Needed: Babysitters, weekdays,

weekends, evenings, and after school rare.

Come by 113 Berkshire House, sign up on
bulletin board.

Cocktail waitress wanted apply Rusty

Nail after 3 PM
Part time clean up person needed apply

Rusty Nail after 3 PM
Childcare {7Vt, ''.^) housecleaning. Wed's
1:30-5 $15 Sept.-Je experience, references

253 7840

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for 3 yr old. Full or pt time own transporta-

tion call Carolyn 253-3162

MOTORCYCLES
~

1977 Kawasaki 400, excellent condition,

low mileage, many extras, like new.

Sacrifice $850.00. Call 549-5140 after 6 pm

PERSONALS

Reetwood Mac tickets for sale excellent

seats, best offer. Call Bill 546-7484

Speed reading, memory, concentration,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M,

Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Rnancial help available for college Call

Paul 584^3292

Wanted work-study and non work-study
assistants to the Student Government
Association President. Job involves resear-
ching and organizing around campus and
educational issues. Skills in related areas as
well as office skills helpful. Need sensitivity

to a diverse student community and a will-

ingness to work on behalf of its interests.

Applications available at 406E Student
Union Building, or call Jim Murphy at
546-0487. Application deadline, September
17 The SGA is an affirmative action
employer

Fall sem practicum: work 1-4 afternoons
per wk in after school day care K-6 on cam-
pus Hrs. available M, T, Th, F 2:45-5:45, W
1:00-5:45. Wkly staff mtgs 1:00-2:00 Earn
3-6 credits based on days worked. For more
info call Kathy Hamblin 586-6853

Come see THE FOOLS at JASON'S
PUB tonight!

Bill, see you at Jason's Pub Wed. night.
Sue

RESUME WRITING

Quick /Confidential /Efficient call after 5
pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOM WANTED
Room wanted I Male looking for room in

apartment. Will share bedroom. Call
253-7529 anytime

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom townhouse. Rent $145/month.
Call 25&-6905 keep trying!

Male needed 150-t- Amherst 4 bdrm call

253-7205

SERVICES

Moving service local jobs done at low
rates call eves 549-2839

Ma Bell got you wired? You can save
50% on your phone installation Liberty
Phone and Security 567-6381
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Arts
King breaks from stereotype with new novel

DIFFERENT SEASONS
By Stephen King
Viking Press. 527 pages ($16.95)

By KP:N LINDBERG
Collegian Staff

In the last eight years or so, Stephen King has made the
giant skin of a pop readership crawl with tales of deep
horror and the supernatural, though his ahilily to write

outside the horror fiction genre has repeatedly been in

question. Kven Dnnsi Macabre, King's horror textbook
(released just Utst year), is a departure from his usual full

length fright only in that it is non fiction. This still left

King's name labeled within a genre he admits to being

mortally involved.

So finally the master of terror has made his bid to be

recognized as something other than a posses.sed storyteller

with his latest work Ihffert nt Staxovs. Hound in this best

seller is a collection of tales which include nothing of the

occult, monstcrous. or apocalyptic although there is a

careful hint of fear in each story — a similar seasoning.

The first of the four stories, or novellas "Hope Springs
Kternai: Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption"
is a clever prison escape narrative as told by an inmate
entrepreneur named lied who ultimately discovers the

enduring bid of a fellow prisoner. Andy Dufresne, toget on
the outside.

"First the chipping and shaping, and then the almost
endless polishing and finishing with those rcM-k blankets.

Ixjoking at them (a pair of cuff links Dufresne has given

him in exchange for a favor), I felt the warmth that any
man or woman ie«'ls when he or she is looking at something
pretty, something that has bt»en wtrrhd and maiU —
that's the thing that really separates us from the animals. I

think - and I felt something else, t<M). A sense of awe for

the mans brute persistence." Thus speaks Reif in this one
man character study he has developed while describing

Dufresne's "cultivated type." A convicted murderer who,
while making a living In-hmd bars from his former banking
exp«'rience, plods along even when up against the brutal

sexual advances of the prison's population of "sisters." This
is the most unconventional of King's four novellas in that it

gives off a certain warmth, in its description of the decision

of a man to take his guilt or innocence into his own hands.

The second and longest narrative "Summer of

Corruption: Apt Pupil" is an effective but often cutesy look

at the secret relationship between a California high school

student and the leftover, Nazi war criminal he discovers in

his small suburb. In this account of a disappointing find.

King is equally disappointing. He has turned the reader off

while going overboard in his use of pop images. The
description of the boy, for example, is so airy and easily

identified with that there is nothing left for the sake of

apprehension — nothing to probe the subcon.scious — a

trademark King is best know n for.

The pace quickens though with "Fall from Innocence:

The Body" a tale of a more psychological sort where horror
writer Ciordon Lachance treks into some Maine woods and
in spooky pilgrinimage finds the rotting corpse of a

teenager. Maybe just as King has been frustrated writing

in the horror market, so does Lachance feel himself

trapped. Making "revelations that cost you dearly only to

have people look at you in funny ways not understanding
what you've said at all. or why you thought it was so im-

portant that you almost cried while you were saying it."

The closing novella "A Winter's Tale: The Breathing
Method" is surely the most polished piece of writing King
has ever come up with. It is bound to give any of his big

fans a goosehump or two. This is, in fact, where the author
(who has for the last decade been churning out 1,500 words
per day I finally proves himself the master. King imagines
for us a New York City men's duh who's members get

together for a pre Christmas storytelling session.

However, on this certain night every year only the most
bizarre events prevail. And so King gives the oaken floor

over to Dr. Emlyn McCaron who spins a long ago yarn
about a gruesome childbirth. It is in this chiller that King
points out the inscription above the fireplace in the men's
club at 249B which reads: "It is the tale not he who tells it.

"

•MUSIC*FILM*THEATRE*
•DANCE*BOOKS*GALLERY*

Interested in writing for the Arts page of the UMass
Daily Collegian? There will be an important arts depart-

ment recruitment meeting tomorrow (Thursday) in the

Collegian newsroom — 1 13 Campus Center — at 7:30. All

are welcome.

JfaJfc=Jfa=JfeilfSII

CHANGES TO THE
SCHEDULING
PAMPHLET

A summary of all changes in

course offerings for the Fall,

1982 semester since the publica-

tion of the scheduling pamphlet
last spring is available at:

The Registrar's Office

213 Whitmore
5-0555

The Scheduling Office

168 Whitmore
5-2605

All changes in time, meeting
place and course offerings are

listed.
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Collegian

Associate Managing Editors,

Copy Editors

and Layout Techs:

If you have not already done so, you Anyone who has not reported by 6
must come by the office today to check p.m. today will be replaced by another
with Ed Levine and let us know when applicant from our waiting lists,

you can work and where you live. Thanks...
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Fuji

Puch
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TREK
AMERICAN HANOBUILT

FRAMESCrS AND BICYCLrS

Bell Helmets

Campagnolo
Suntour

Upgrade your bicycle - Service is our specialty

21 Pleasant St., Northampton 586-3810

Nomination papers

in the Senate Office

Rm 420 Student

Union from

Thursday, Sept. 9th

through Friday,

Sept. 24th

For more info, call

545-0341

Women & Third World
students are encouraged to

participate

Are you tired of the Amherst bar scene? Well, if you

are "THE FOOLS" and "TANGRAM" invite you to

start the semester off right at Jason's Pub "The

Premiere Rock n Roll Club"

WED SEPT 8th

in a mini concert

doors open at 7:00

Rte 10 N'hampton/E'hampton Line

The Fools rock 'n' rolled 864,942 people

on the Van Helen Tour last year.

Now they're ready for you! ^^
n/fFOOLS

„,„.,e™„,: C,s„e Mus. .orXsf/i^P^l. *ven.,, Oup.ex S.,e, New Vo.. NV ,00^ ,.. 77.-9335

From Northampton Center

take Rte 10 Jason's

is 3 miles down on

the Northampton /Easthampton

border

"ONLY A 15 MINUTES DRIVE"

from UMASS

r^orkh^Hpton

CtNtliL
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SPORTSWRITERS, or potential sportswriters, are

urged to attend a meeting tonight at 8 p.m. at the Col-

legian. Formats will be discussed and beats will be assigrn-

ed. Old and new writers are welcome.

Will theNFL strike?
The possibility of a strike hovers

ominously over the National Football

League as the 1982-3 season begins this

week. The ff)olball owners are still getting

high from the ink used to sign their $2

billion dollar television contract with CBS,

NBC. and ABC. They are guaranteed a

profit just by opening up their doors, even

if their team finishes 2-14 and fills only a

quarter of its stadium.

The football players want a part of this

obscenely lucrative pie. It is true that

football players average less money than

their counterparts in professional baseball,

basketball, and hot-key. It is also true that

football is the most demanding sport in

terms of getting bodies bruLsed.

Football players are not underpaid, un-

dernourished, or starving. They are merely

grossly underpaid in comparison with the

other sports.

The NFLFA (the Players Association) is

demanding 55 percent of the gross

revenues, stating that "we are the game."

Ed Garvey, the players representative, has

chosen a path with a sliding pay scale to

reward years of service, games .started,

awards won, etc. This contrasts with

baseball, which pushed for player mobility

(free agency) and which allowed teams to

bid for a player's services. F>ee agent

compensation in the NFL is so steep that

players are pretty much bound to their

clubs.

It is recognized by the football owners that

some form of concession must be made to

the Players Association. It Is this 55 per-

cent figure that is the deciding and singular

issue which may cause the players' walkout.

If the players do walk, they will do so

between the fourth and fifth week of the

season. After the third game of the season,

the players would be eligible for their

pension money for the year, and no one is

dumb enough to walk before then.

There are great differences between the

baseball strike of 1981 and this year's

football situation. The baseball players

were 99 percent united, with very little

arm-twisting. They were fighting for what

they had won in the courts five years

earlier: the retention of free agency, which

changed the salary structure of baseball.

The ba.seball owners had prepared for the

strike by purchasing so much strike in

surance that it was more profitable for low-

drawing teams like the Minnesota Twins to

keep their doors shut.

Also, baseball players average careers of

eight seasons, with 15-20 years of major

league service not being uncommon. They

sacrificed a very low percentage of their

career. And they were the only game in

town. College baseball was long over by

June of '81. and there was no new pro

baseball league breathing down its back.

All of which made the strike more ad-

vantageous to baseball players and owners

than it would be for football players and

owners.

Like the sports they represent, baseball's

strike had no time limit, no clock to fight.

After two months of inactivity, players

picked up where they left off and finished

the season with the playoffs and World

Series intact. F'ootball would be fighting a

clock. Negotiators must realize that they

have to run their "2 minute negotiations

drill" in order to salvage the sea.son once a

strike is declared.

All this leads me to believe that there will

Continued o/( ftagi' l-l
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WILL SAM BAM BE BAMMIN' ALL SEASON? — The thought of a
player's strike looms over the NFL.

Men's tennis outlook is 'cautiously optimistic'
by DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian ('orrespondent

Since no players were lost to graduation,

the learn will remain basically the same.

Szlosek did add a blue chip recruit to the

UMass mens varsity tennis coach Bob squad by the name of Stuart Goodman.
Szlosek is cautiously optimistic about the up Goodman, who is a native of Pittsburgh,

and coming fall sea.son. This stems from Pennsylvania, is currently ranked 15th in

Szlosek's extremely optimistic outlook the middle states and ha.s national level

before his initial sea.son last year. The experience. He could challenge the top

Minulemen finished a disappointing 6—10 singles players from last year and play as

last spring. high as number two.

Coming back from an injury that kept him
sidelined last spring to play number one
singles is senior Neal Mackertich. He had a

successful summer competing in tour

naments. His biggest victory was over New
England's top ranked player Bud Schult/

Other players expected to play singles

are junior Nick Julian, senior Steve Jordan

and local product sophomore Rich Lindgren
of Amherst.

The team opens the season on the road

starting at the University of Rhode Island

on September 16 and followed by trips to

the University of Vermont and Army.

Coach Szlosek sees the Minuteman
chances from an academic standpoint.

"Last season a lot of guys had problems on

the court because of grades. If the guys
keep their heads screwed on and keep their

grades up we will be solid."

US Open has first ' Cons on the line

major upset
NEW YORK (API — Topseeded Martina Navratilova

was denied a shot at the Grand Slam and a $.500,000 bonus

Tuesday when she wa.^ upset by her doubles partner, Pam
Shriver. 16. 7 6. 6 2 in the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open
Tennis Championships.

It was only the second loss this year for Navratilova.

who has dominated women's tennis, and stopped a 41-

match winning streak.

In another upset. Rodney Harmon surprised eighth-

seeded Eliot Teltscher 6 4. 4-6. 6-3. 3 6, 7 6 in a men's

fourth round match.

"She had all the pressure on her," the seventh seeded

Shriver said of the Czechoslovakianborn left hander. "I

feel sorry for her. but I'm happy for myself, of course."

Also advancing into the quarterfinals was fourth seeded

Guillermo Vila.s. who outlasted hard-serving Steve

Denton, the No. 12 seed. 3 6. 4 6, 6 3. 7 6, 6 3.

In a night match, veteran Hie Na.sta.se of Romania met

second seeded Jimmy Connors, with the winner to face

Harmon, of Southern Methodist Iniversity. the nation's

topranked collegiate player this year.

Navratilova won the first set in 17 minutes as she broke

the 20 year old Shriver in the fourth and sixth games.

Navratilova. who had reached the (juarters without losing

a set. appeared to be heading for the semifinals when she

broke Shriver in the ninth game of the second set for a 5-4

lead.

But Shriver broke back in the 10th game and fought off a

break point m t he llih game before holding serve.

After Navratilova held serve to send the second set into

a tiebreaker. Shriver lost the first point when she netted a

forehand volley, then quickly pulled into a 2 1 lead a>-

Navratilova netted the ball twice.

Hut Shriver doublefaulted to even the score, then she

again took the lead when Navratilova found the net with a

forehand volley.

The tiebreaker then went im: servr a.s .Shriver won 7 5.

tying the match at 11.

PlTTSBriUni (AP) - When the Pittsburgh Stealers

run with the f(M)tball. they never go too. too far. They are

threetime losers, and long penalties are the reason for

their play.

The Pittsburgh Stealers should not to be confused with

the professional Pittsburgh Steelers of the National

Football League. The Stealers are the football team of

Western State Penitentiary.

A member of the Pittsburgh Semi Pro League, the 45-

member inmate team plavs a 10 game .schedule on

Saturday afternoons within the not so friendly confines of

the Woods Run maximum security pri.son on Pittsburgh's

north side.

"Yep. no broad jumping, no pole vaulting, no cross

country running, no away games. " said Leo Nobile. prison

activities director and a Pittsburgh Steelers player in the

1940s.

So far. the Stealers are 3. They lost 34 Saturday to a

visiting team from Penn Hills.

"We really don't care if they win or lo.se. The important

thing is they gain a good personal self-image and achieve

personal control. " Nobile said.

In the third set. the two held serve until the fifth game,

when two unforced errors gave Shriver a .'10 lead. A

forehand down the line made it 40 before Navratilova

took the next two points.

But Shriver broke her opponent when Navratilova's

forehand off a service return sailed long.

The Lutherville, Md.. player, who reached the final here

in 197K, losing to Chris Evert, before shoulder trouble

hampered her the next two years, broke Navratilova again

in the seventh game, again at 30. for a 5 2 lead.

Navratilova, who had won the last three Grand Slam
tournaments — the Australian and French Opens, and
Wimbledon — had a break point, at 40 30. in the eighth

game, but a crosscourt backhand was wide, bringing the

score to deuce. When she netted a backhand, an unforced

error, Shriver had the advantage, and she closed out the

match with a forehand volley passing shot.

SPORTSNOTICES
FIELD HOCKEY - All candidates for women's field

hockey should report to an organizational meeting on

Wednesday, September 8 at 6 p.m. in room 157 NOPE.

RUGBY CLUB - All those students, undergraduate

and graduate who are interested in playing rugby are in-

vited to attend practice all this week at the rear of the

Lower Boyden Fields. Check the rugby bulletin in the

Boyden Gym for more information. Everyone is welcome.

STOCKBRIDGE SOCCER - All candidates for the

Stockbridge soccer team shoiild report to room 251

Boyden for an organizational meeting on Thursday

September 9 at 4:30 p.m.

MEN'S GOLF - All candidates are required to attend a

meeting on Thursday September 9 at 7:30 p.m. in room

251 Boyden. If you are unable to attend please contact Ed
Vlach at 545-2311.

WOMEN'S GOLF - All candidates should report to a

meeting on Friday September 10 at 4 p.m. The meeting is

in room 223 Boyden. If you are unable to attend please

contact Jack Leaman in room 228 Boyden or call

545-1301.

WRESTLING TEAM - There will be a meeting for all

candidates for the wrestling team on Thursday September

9 at 4 p.m. in the wrestling room at Boyden. 'This meeting
is mandatory for all wrestlers.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING - The women's

1

Swimming and diving team will hold an organizational

team meeting Friday September 10 at 4 p.m. For further

information contact coach Val Ttirtle at 545-0093.

MEN'S TENNIS - Tryouts for 1982-'83 Men's Varsity

Tennis team will be held Wednesday and Thursday,

September 8 and 9 at Upper Boyden Tennis Courts from

3:00-6:00 p.m. Anyone interested in trying out should at-

tend at this time. There will be a mandatory meeting for

all Varsity Tennis candidates, Wednesday, Sept. 8 at 8:00

p.m. in Room 251 Boyden.
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CDM»9lin photo by tra^ Hommor

A member of the Univereity of Massachueetts Sport Parachute Club glides past the library tower
during an exhibKion yesterday. The parachutists eventually landed on the mall by the Whitmore
Administration Building. (See related photo on page 4)

Student seeks to

change law on

cohabitation
ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

A law prohibiting more than four unrelated people living

together in an Amherst dwelling may soon be changed if

the efforts of a University of Massachusetts student is

successful

.

Simon Peter Aldere, a UMass student and Amherst
town meeting member, is circulating a petition to place an

article on the warrant for October's soecial town meeting.

The article would ask the town meeting to vote to

change the zoning by law which prohibits more than four

unrelated people from living together

.

Aloere said the by law makes little sense. It doesn't

allow people who can live together without disturbing

anyone elsetodoso, he said.

"We're trying to present it as a basic civil rights issue,"

Aldere said. "If people are living together peacefully, why
should it be a aime? That's the way it is now."
Alaere said although many landlords know about the by-

law, very few adheretoit.

"It's fairly well known, but rarely enforced." he said.

Alaere said a group of people tried to have the by law
changed once before, in 1977, but were unsuccessful.

However, Aldere said he expects to achieve his goal

despite other past failures.

"It looks good," he said.

Aldere said he needs 100 signatures by Monday at 4

p.m. Petitions will be posted at the Yellow Sun Food Co-

op, the Jones Public Library and the Food for Thought

Bookstore.

He said he also hopes to post a copy of the petition in the

Off Campus Housing office.

Review of trust funds may OK fee raises
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Fees at the University of Massachusetts may be raised to

cover services presently paid for by the state, depending on

the outcome of a review of campus trust funds being con-

ducted by the office of UMass President David C. Knapp

Services performed by the Physical Plant, such as repairs

and maintainance, as well as some salaries and operating

costs are presently funded by the state According to Marie

Reid, Director of Operations and Budget, Knapp intends to

have the University in compliance with state law.

Dr Joseph Zannini, Director of Housing Services and a

member of the reviewing task force, said Massachusetts

General Laws "clearly state indicated trust funds are to pay

for the services they (students) receive, they're supposed to

be self sufficient."

Zannini said the problem focuses on the determination of

what services actually come under the lurisdiction of in-

dividual trust funds and which can be considered general

services, to be paid for by the University.

Trust funds on campus through which a change in policy

affect students are the housing and student activities trust

funds. Zannini estimated if housing services presently fund

ed by the state were to be paid by students, housing bills

could be raised by "somewhere over $300 per student per

year"
According to a memo to Physical Plant Administration-

from the Director of the Division of Student Activities Randy

Donant, the Physical Plant has begun to charge the Student

Activities Trust Fund for work done. The memo states

discussion between Student Activities, the SGA and the

Physical Plant never resulted in final agreements As a result,

Donant states he "cannot, with a clear conscience,

authorize payments for these bills until this agreement can

be adequately and completely resolved.
"

Murphy said it is the contention of the SGA that the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund should not have to pay these

chargebacks.

"If we open the door to it, they will slowly do a number on

trust funds. If we acknowledge this, we will open the door to

indirect services such as rent, electricity and heat," Murphy
said

"At housing, we need to pay our fair share, but at the

same time provide for lowest cost to students," Zannini

said. "And we need some degree of control," he said.

Gnomon workers strike
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Union employees and volunteers at

Gnomon Copy Services yesterday morning

began their strike for wage increases and

better working conditions by picketing in a

tight cirde outside the N. Pleasant St.

shop.

A spokeswoman for the employees,

Mary-E rin Crook said, "No one wants to be

here. We'd rather be working but thisisthe

last and only kind of tactic workers can use

to put pressure on the management."
Strikers broke their picket drde several

times, asking customers to bring their

business to Amherst Copy Center, another

copying center only blocks away. Only one

woman said she would go there.

Crook and other workers of the United

Electrical Union local 264 have for the past

year been trying to negotiate a 21/2 percent

wage increase (10 cents per hours) and

provision to install an air ventilation

system.

"At this point, making up for wages we
lost last year is going to be impossible. We
want good faith negotiations, " Crook said.

"We'll make an offer and they'll make an

offer, saying that's their final offer," she

said.

Crook said employees' efforts in a week-

long boycott last November - an

outgrowth of the same contractual

disagreements — decreased business by 80

percent.

'They (the management) claim they don't

know about the negotiations or understand

them and I don't believe that," Crook said.

Roland Whetherbee, who with his wife

bought the Gnomon franchise in Amherst

not long ago, denied misunderstanding the

negotiations between the Cambridge-based

corporation and United Electrical.

"We understand the negotiations,"

Whetherbee said. "But because we just

bought the store, we need more time to get

our act together."

Whetherbee also said an earlier

QSgotiation deadline had to be broken

because he was talking care of family

matters surrounding the death of his

father . And because a urtion representative

had to attend a conference recently,

Whetherbee said he was unable to meet the

Continued ou pagr 6

CoN«flian photo by Sam MHtM

Employees of Qnomon Copy Services picket outside the North Pleaeant

Street branch in an effort to rseolve contractual disagreements that have been

lingering between union members and management for almost a year.
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World and nationalnews

OnelCstage freed, stalemate continues at Polish embassy

By CAROLYN LESH
Associated Press

BERN, Switzerland - While authorities negotiated

yesterday with terror ists threatening to blow up the Polish

E mbassy, police spirited a diplomat out of an attic hideout

where he had beeneluding the armed raiders for two days,

offiaal said.

The mission's military attache and four other staff

members remained prisoners of the Polish anti -communist

terrorists, whoare threatening tokill themselves and their

hostages at 10 a.m. Friday (4 a.m E DT) unless martial law

is lifted in Poland and all political prisoners are freed.

A government communique said Jozef Matusiak, an

embassy attache whose wife was one of eight previously

released captives, was "freed " by police officers, but did

not say how.

Sources said members of the security forces surrounding

the building had put a metal ladder up to the attic window

Tuesday in a rescue attempt that later was abandoned, and

there was speculation that this method was used to rescue

Matusiak.

Reporters were being kept 200 yards from the pdice-

ringedembeesy.

The communique said Matusiak was the "mystery man"

in a widely published press photograph showing someone

holding a white paper out of the attic window and

gesturing to police hiding in the embassy garden below.

It said Matusiak was in his third-story apartment when

the anti communist terrorists burst into the embassy

Monday and seized 12 hostages.

Military attache Col. Zygmunt Drobuszewski also had

hidden from the terrorists, but was found and captured

Tuesday and remains a hostage along with four junior staff

members.

Bargaining over the telephone and in one face-to-face

meeting, police won release of three prisoners Tuesday

and five more on yesterday.

They also gained a two-day extension in the raiders'

deadline, originally set for 10 a.m. yesterday. The

terror ists daim to have 55 pounds of dynamite.

Authorities believe four armed terrorists stormed the

Digest
By the Associated Presii

OPEN AXA RUSH
SepT. 7, 8, 9

ANd 11, 14, 15

8:70-11:00 pM
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Polish Embassy Monday and took the original 12 hostages

nine embassy workers, two of their wives and a young

Pdish student who was visiting the mission at the time.

Bv yesterday morning, the armed gunmen had released

;, nrPonam employee and five other women, the student

and an older male'staff member suffering from high blood

pressure.

The Polish news agency PAP said in Warsaw that the

remaining hostages were Dobruszewski, Jerzy Rojek,

Stefan Piowar, Czeslaw Mroczek and Czeslaw

Antoniewicz.

Foreign Ministry spokesman Tadeusz Kochorewicz said

in Warsaw that freed hostages reported the terrorists

tormented their captives by "simulating shooting and

putting firearms to their backs," and that the band of

raiders have "anti tank projectiles, gas masks and are

heavily armed." «

The terrorists' leader, who calls himself Cd. Wysocki,

has daimed the raiders are armed with "heavy machine

guns."

Officer pleads innocent
BOSTON - A military police officer indicted in a bloody

motel brawl that resulted in one man's death pleaded

innocent Wednesday at arraignment in Suffdk Superior

Court.

Charles A. Dimino, identified by the district attorneys

office as the son of the motel manager .
entered the plea to

a charge of assault and battery with a dangerous weapon.

He was released in $100 personal recognizance pending a

pretrial hearing Sept. 17.

Dimmo, who appeared in court wearing his Army

uniform, said he had been suspended from his duties as a

military police officer.

Dimino said he was disappdnted by being indicted.

Ten police officers and three dvilians earlier entered

innocem pleas to various charges in the brawl at King

Arthur s fVlotel and Lounge m the Chelsea produce district

"one lounge customer, Vincent Joseph Bordonaro, 54, of

Everett died several days later of head injuries.

Witnesses said police from Chelsea and adjacent Everett

raided a party in the motel and beat dvilians with night

stidcs and dubs allegedly to even the score from an ear lier

barroom fight involving an off-duty police officer.

Reagen pushes bill

WASHINGTON - President Reagan announced

yesterday he will play a direct rde in the abortion debate

now heading toward resolution in the Senate.

"It IS time to stand and be counted on this issue," Reagan

said in a letter to senators hdding key votes in the abortion

fight. ^ .

Until now, Reagan had spoken out in favor of proposed

changes to the current national pdicy of legalized abor

tions but made no specific efforts to push legislation on the

subject through the Congress.

Critics said Reagan was responding toattacks from New

Right conservatives who want the president tomake soaal

issues such as abortion and school prayer a high priority.

"My personal view is he, Reagan, doesn't have his heart

in it
" said Sen. Max Baucus, D Mont., one of those op

poBing pending anti abortion legislation. "It is a token

appeasement of the right wing.
"

In a second letter to Majority Leader Howard Baker, R

Tenn., the president said he would fight to o/ercome a

filibuster wgaiiized bv liberals who want to block enact

ment of anti-abortion legislation proposed by conservative

Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.

"I am expending my efforts to support" the attempt to

shut off the debate as well as the Helms proposal, Reagan

said.

Notice something different about today's paper?

Due to an equipment problem, we have been forced to

change the typeface used in the Collegian With a little luck,

we hope to correct the problem and return to our regular

type tomorrow or Monday

Poor Richards
DANCE CLUB

OlSCO • 100 M • **
TUESDAY

Ndve fun with

AP LaMrphoto

Ronald Eugene Rameey of Newport News,

Virginia, drope a suHcaee fuM of caeh ae he ia arreatad

after robbing the Virginia National Bank in Newport

News. After holding bank employees hostage for

about 16 minutee. Raniaey surrendered to the poltee.
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401 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley
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The lines go on
Long lines await students buying textbooks

By TIM MACPHEE
Collegian Correspondent

Students still needing books will find shorter lines in the

Textbook Annex during suppertinne and in the early morn-

ing, according to Dean Scudder, Assistant store manager.

"I came at eleven this morning and bought all my books

except for one subject," said sophomore Karen O'Brien

In the afternoon, however, students are finding long and

tedious lines.

"I walked in here, took one look, and turned around The

lines are too long and it's too hot," said Steve Gregory, a

freshman Stockbridge maior.

I he manager of the Textbook Annex, Russell Evans, said

things are running smoothly and students seem exceptional-

ly calm at this time

"I he students have learned the system and the lines

haven't been too bad, " he said

In addition to lengthy afternoon lines, students are faced

with the problem of textbooks arriving late

"We are several hundred orders behind due to late orders

by professors," Evans said

"The late orders are a small percentage, considering

number of orders that have been processed," said Ellen

Aldrich, administrative assistant.

"Generally, students leaving the bookstore have mixed

reactions.

Junior Tom Martin waited in line for "about 10 minutes,"

but admitted "There's not much you can do about it"

The Textbook Annex will be open until nine tonight

Hours for Friday are 9a m to 5pm and 9 am. to 3 p.m. on

Saturday.

Students buying books at xhm Tsxtbook Anntx yMterday b«g«n battling th« back-to-school

crowds.

460 students without housing
ByKAREN POLLENS
Cdlegian Carespondent

Approximately 460 students at the University of

Massachusetts have been rebounded into temporary living

arrangements as a result of a recurring shortage of

housing, Gerald A. Queries, assistant coordinator of

housing, said.

While forty students have had the advantage of such

luxuries as color television and private showers in the

Campus Center Hotel, Quarles said 119 others have been

living out of vacant store rooms, lounges and libraries

while they await a permanent housing assignment

.

In addition, 100 new students were asked to return home

until further notice, he said.

Despite the problem of too many people and too few

rooms, Quarles said he is optomistic. Because this year's

shortage is not unusual, he said the housing office expects

tosdve the problem as they did last year.

This means the remedy is depending on those students

who fail to show up and claim their already assigned

rooms. If all goes well, based on the cxjtcome of past

problems in housing, about 240 vacancies are expected to

open up, said Quarles.

Nevertheless, some students could wait uptofour weeks

before they will have the chance tosettle down, he said.

"Still, things are going very well. There has been no

undue trauma. Almost everyone will be housed within a

week," said Quarles.

Quarles said he would like to see about fifty juniors and

seniors placed by Friday. Upper dassmen have the ad

vantage of turning to off campus housing rather than

simply waiting it out, he said.

'The main thing is not to panic. Give us two weeks.

Check us out and see how we do, " said Quarles.

Up to this point, Quarles said there have been no major

signs of confusion and said he is confident that the situation

will be cleared up in no time. Because none has been

""unduly hassled" students have remained calm.

Coll««lan photo by Dr»w 0«l«f

Sculptor Qaorge Trakas praparas l-B«ims for tha woodan patk> which win avantuallY covar a comar of

tha campus pond as part of a projact to fortify tha pond's island.

Assistant manager
to leave town job

this December
By PAUL BASKEN
Cdlegian Staff

Christine H. Hart, hired last December by former Town

Manager A. Louis Hayward as his assistant, announced

she will resign Dec. 17.

Amherst Superintendent of Public Works Stanley P.

Ziomek, who has been serving as acting town manager

since Hayward's resignation in May, accepted Hart's

resignation at this week's regular selectmen meeting.

University of Massachusetts Dean of Students and

Amherst Tcr/vn Meeting moderator William F. Field, said

he would be "sary to see her go," characterizing Hart M
'"extremely intelligent and very talented."'

Hart, who informed Ziomek of her resignation in a letter

to him last month, gave no specific reasons for her action,

whileonly expressing a desire to explore other careers.

Hart said the dissatisfaction causing her decision was

based on a series of expectations she brought to the job, as

well as ""circumstances" and support problems she fournj

with it. Dedining to elaborate on these points. Hart said it

led to a "'re-examination of my own values and the

profession Tm in."

"I hope she is moving in a direction that will fulfill her

aspirations,"" Field said.

Hart was hired last year to replace former Assistant

Town Manager Donald Jacobs, who then took over as town

manager of Southbridge. The announcement of her leaving

the $24,000 a year position comes while Amherst continues

to seek a new town manager

.

Hart said her departure date is planned to allow her to

assist in the acclamation of the new town manager, who is

expected to be chosen early next month. '

Hart was graduated from Ithaca College in New York

before receiving her master"s degree in public ad-

ministration from the University of Kansas in 1977 She

then worked for over two years as assistant town

manager town planner in Brattleboro, Vermont, before

coming to Amherst in February, 1981

Hart said she has received "'much support from the

community"" while in Amherst, and hopes to remain in the

town She said she plans tospend about a month this fall in

Maine before returning to work part time at her current

position while seeking another job.
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UM
offers open-air experience

*- -i-i -^wimi.m uuppkftnd rate is $i

ByJILLOKUN
Collegian Correspondent

Whether it's climbing volcanic mountains

in Mexico or canoeing down a quiet stream

m the New England area, the University of

Massachusetts Outing Club offers a variety

of activities for students interested m the

outdoors.

The Outing Club is designed to get

students and faculty members to ex-

perience various aspects of the outdoor life,

president of the dub Wes Miller said.

Sporting activities include caving, hiking,

canoeing, rock climbing, hard core

mountaineering and cross country skiing

fromthenovicetoexpert levels, he said.

A yearly fee of $5 is used for equipment.

The price of trips vary according to their

length and the payments made for those

trips fund such costs as gas and the expense

of an average daytrip should not exceed $5.

The maximum weekend rate is $25.

The Outing Club has a cabin in

Bethlehem, New Hampshire, on the west

side of the White Mountain National

Forest, which is surrounded by excellent

ski areas. Miller said.

The cabin is used year round and can be

rented anytime, though it must be signed

up for in advance because it fills up quickly,

he said.

The price of the cabin is determined by

the length of the stay. Members are given a

discount, he said.

Last year's spring break brought the

outing dub to West Virginia for ten days of

white water canoeing and caving, at a cost

of $90 per person. Currently, members are

planning a trip in January to dimb

volcanoes in Mexico. Miller said

suggestions for trips are encouraged at the

meetings. Continued on page 6

* ««(**•

COMING IN FOR A LANDING - A member of the ^nlver*Ity of

Massachueom Sport Parachute Club glides down on to the mall bet^

wae" the WhItrSore Admlr^letratlon Building and the School of

B^rinet. Admlnlatratlon. Yeeterday. five member, of the club etaged

a parachute demonstration for new student*.

A COURSE?

Tfy FRE 290-A
A n»w course about

Hoturol R^sourc* &

En#rgy Economics

ESEARCH PAPERS
imprnve your grades' Ru»h $' 00 10' IM
current 306 page re»Mrcfi catalog n 278

papers on tile all acaOemic sut>|«cls

Research Aauatanre n 322 Idaho Ave

•20«W. Los Angetes. CA 90025 (213)

477-S226
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Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food

62-64 Main St.

Amharat
Ck)««l W«dn«d«V«

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa usa FRESH
VagatabiM from

Our Own Fann

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
Va-TKK ^^

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

Bamboo

BLINDS
From $5.50!

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

/HECt:ANTILE
AMHEFST CAtWAG€ SHOTS

A Larg« Assortment of 16 Month

AcQd«mic Cokndors Now AyQilobIt

Located in th« Campus C*nt*r

Op#n MF 9-5

W»d, Thyr 9-9

Sot 11-4

^,UNIVERSITY
STORE

Newslines .

.

Auditions slated Library tours

for UMass choir at given daily

arts center

Auditions for the University of

Massachusetts Chamber Choir are being

held today and tomorrow in the Fine Arts

Center. Hours for auditioning are from 9:30

a.m. to 3 p.m. today and 10 and 11 a.m.

tomorrow. Interested students should sign

up outside room 253 of the Fine Arts

Center.

The repertare this semester will be one

of Twentieth Century music, including

works by Leonard Bernstein, Aaron
Copeland and 35 to 45 members will p>er-

form the annual fall concert, as well as the

Choruses of the World Fest to be held here

in the Five Collegearea on Sept. 22.

The Chamber Choir will be going on tour

in the spring to cities including New York

and Washington, D.C.

Tours of the library are being offered three

times a day on weekdays until September 24.

The tour will leave Goodell entrance lobby at

10:30 am, 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. Addi-

tional tours can be arranged by calling

545-0150.

Communications

therapy offered

Individuals with suspected or identified

problems of articulation, language, voice,

fluency and hearing loss may arrange for ap

pomtments at the University of

Massachsetts Communication Disorders

Clinic Evaluations and therapy are offered

free of charge to anyone interested Call

545-2007 or go to the clinic, located in Ar

^^^^^^^^ >

N

Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

The Jacob HIatt Institute In Israel
OFFERS YOU
• fall term focus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-

ment, art and architecture

• spring term focus on Jerusalenn: its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

• study trips throughout Israel in the fall, including an extended

slay on a kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

• a strong program in Hebrew

• a small learning community, with students from all over the

United States

• a superb location, in the center of Jerusalem, within walking

distance of the Old City

• Brandeis credit • financial aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

For further informalion. see your Study Abroad ddvisof or write

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, SACHAR CENTER

Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 (617) 647-2422

r

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It IS the policy ol Brandeis I niversily not to dis( nminate jgamsl ins applicant on the batis of race.

(olor ipl.gton sp. age nalional origin or ihe presence ot any handicap

nold House.

Social Seciulty

applications are

available
Women's issues courses offered in

Southwest still have several openings The

following three credit courses are available:

(1) Violence Against Women, (2) Women
Reaganomics and the New Right; (3)

Women's Words/Women's Issues; (4)

Women and Work. The Southwest
Women's Center Practicum is also available

for one to three credits.

For more information, call 545-0626 or

545-2803 or enroll at the Southwest

Academic Affairs Office in John Adams Lob-

by

Course openings

in Southwest
New foreign students, faculty and resear

chers can have applications for Social

Security numbers processed today at the

Foreign Students Office in 239 Whitmore

Those having J-1 visas should come be-

tween 9:30 a.m. and noon, those with F-1

visas should be there between 1 and 4:30

p.m. All individuals must appear in person

with a passport and attached 1-94 form.

Aid to be offered

for the abused
Support groups for survivors of rape,

women abused as children and widows are

being offered by the Everywoman's Center.

An assertiveness training group is also being

formed.

All groups will meet for 8 to 10 weeks and

are free of charge. For further details call

545-0883.

Southwest
Women's Center

needs interns
Volunteers and interns are needed to

help staff the Southwest Women's Center

and to work on special projects. Special

projects may indude giving workshops in

dorms and publishing a women's
newsletter.

Credit may be earned. For further in-

formation, contact the Southwest Women's
Center at 545-0626.

Qlt^f^<tt'

SALE
With this coupon you'll receive any foot-long sandwich

for 99* when you purchase another of comparable

value at the usual listed price, loffer good through 10/31/82.)

Redeem At

3UBiD(^V"

America's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

90 King St.

Northampton

214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

TAKE
THE

CHALLENGE

TaWe STEpS

TOWARd
ClmifTiAN

MATViirry

iflHTwasTa^ caU

2f4-«4f4 m
29*-0*40

CAMPUS

CRUSADE

FOR

CHRIST

Com* Ploy ot th«

Poroll^l Dors In

Th» Hot»l Woffn
/ V","" t^'-^TfY^

liih ill' i\\>'.l ^ ^.,0

s

f

r

ENTRflNCE
Mill I Waiicn. Souih OcfiritM M'^afnofOO

at the center of everything,

scenic South Deerfield

JAmhertl

SEPT STUDENT SPECIAL
unlimited domestic droft

2.95 WITH THIS AD!
on th« Hot-L iid«

Appearing at A Soporoto Entroncot

every Mon - Ragtime Piano w/Bob Ackerman

every Tues- Evening Pro Blutlco

every Wed - COMEDY CRUNCH
Thurs - Sept 9th

A.T. Do# & Dona ffty
Friday - Jack Amberlock's

Blues unlimited

SATUHDAYSEPTII
• THE NEEDLES *

PROBLEM,,,,
"Blank Walls"

SOLUTION,,,,
Posters and Prints

OPEN M-F 9-5

Thur 9-9

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY
STORE*
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Continued J'rmn page J,

The Outing Club meets every Monday night, with the

time and place posted on their bulletin board outside the

Student Union Ballroom. They plan trips and show slides

of their past expeditions at their meetings.

At the beginning of the semester members of the Outing

Club can be found with their canoes alongside the Campus

Pond and are available to answer any questions. .

All members of the University community may jan the

dub by signing up at any meeting, or contact the Outing

Club by calling 545-3131, Miller said.

The Outing Club's first meeting will be held from 7 to

830 p.m. Monday.

Hate Your Roommate?

* Gnomon^
Continued from page 1

negotiation date.

Whetherbee also denied Crook's daim that there was a

backed up amount of printing to be done with the start of a

new school year and that the strategic timing of the strike

would hurt business.

*You ARE The tyes m6 ear*
$|

*
*

Join the Collegian and you'll never see each o^«^f^^^ |

The Collegian has plenty of openings for volunteers na^l depa
^

mems. Students interested in news writing and ^^po"^^^^
|

women's affairs, black affairs, editorial w"tmg andphmog^hy

are welcome. An introductory meeting will be h^d at 7 wn^htm
^

room 917 Campus Center. Other meetings will be held at? p^n.
|

Monday and Wednesday in room 917. For more '^'^'^^i
cci^tact Bnan SuHivan at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

|
545-3500.

:YOURKNKMORTHAN'
Ik

$of Tkc ColUqiAN.

t If you SEE A STORYr

£teII us AbouT It.

P.O. Box 77n. Burbank,CA 91510

TaIie STipS

TOWARd
CkRISTiAN

MATURiTy

if INTf«fSTfd caU

29^Mf4 o«

Ik-

Ik-

»

>#••••****

ARMVHURSECOItK
••••••••••

dSicTIGER.
Men's & Boys' TIGER CXXJRT SNEAKERS

$

THURS. SEPT. 9
Clint Eastwood Double Feature

8 pm "DIRTY HARRY"
lOpm -MAGNUM FORCE'

drink specials
free popcorn

FRI.SEPT. 10
HAPPY HOUR/3-6 PM
with Steve Spellman

ROCK WITH

The Valentines
1 .OO Cover

leave It to Beaver"
Look-a-IIke Contest

SAT. SEPT. 1

1

FREE MOVIE
"RICHARD PRYOR LIVE"

shov^n at 9 pm
Laugh 'til you hurt!

FREE POPCORN

12 Compare
at $25.95

Men's TIGER
'EXPLORER" JOGGERS

18
Compare at $44

On the road or on the court

you're covered m famous

Tiger quality Rugged canvas

court sneakers feature sure grip

Tiger tread soles, men's sizes,

twys' IOV2 2,2V? 6 "Explorer"

nylon and suede loggers, for

men, have removable insoles

and meander tread pattern

Spedal Purchase!

*'V:t^ii,

Women's BRAZHJAN
LEATHER PUMPS

Your choice ^
19

Compare
at $36

Suited for Fall!

Genuine leather pumps
from Brazil, with fine self

laced detail. Your choice

of leather wrapped heels

or wedges. Women's sizes.

COMING UP:
Watch for the return of

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

BRUCE LEE TWIN BILL

WED. SEPT. 1 5/THURS. SEPT. 1

6

ANIMAL HOUSE
FREE! SAT. SEPT. 1

8

Shoes

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

^O! S(^ MS Wl STARSFWGLEP BANNER VET WAVE

O'fcRM LANP OF "m^ BROKE, WHOSE HO^^H iS A CASIt?'

Add-drop chaos for fun and profit

She approached me out of nowhere and asked me if I

knew a fast way to get her into BA210 Before I could get

out a first syllable, she had produced three twenties and was

waving them under my nose 'Your place m line or your

add-drop form for instant wealth, " she whispered loud

enough for the entire line to hear I had just been exposed to

the newest phenomenon in add drop, "course scalping "

Students with similar academic and financial pursuits had

Lise Zeiger

emerged as a new form of registration hurdle They ap

peared m small groups inconspicuously stationed outside of

most of the academic buildings hawking their wares

"Latest updated wait list for COINS 121 for five bucks a

look," said one His business partner had just emerged from

a five hour bargaining session in CASIAC He had managed

to obtain three more openings in Econ 103 which he could

sell at fifty a shot The discussion section was an extra ten

dollars option

While the more naive of my classmates weaved their way

through the bowels of Bartlett trying to pry their way into

Spanish, I had purchased a dance class from a fast talking

scalper for my dorm furniture, a TOC sticker and a twenty

Not bad, considering I had been trying to get a dance class

since I was a frosh

Meanwhile in the Textbook Annex, a sophomore was

vainly trying to sell her Brockton High school yearbook Her

motive was to scrape enough cash together to buy her way

into a racketball class, or at least move her name up a few

pages on the waiting list. Simultaneously, the physical

education department had announced that the wait list for

volleyball would be published in hard cover and would be

available within the month (list price $23 99 in the Annex)

Members of the ski team tried to convince the Bursar that

they should be give E core credit for their time on the slopes

One confused teller wasn't aware of the new trends m

registration Her education on the subject was updated as

she slipped a roll of tens into her purse and started filling out

the necessary forms Ski team one Academic Integrity;

zero

The dorms were not without their piece of the action

Security was tightened as a small ring of students and a

CRA on the second floor of Gorman did a brisk business in

bootleg add-drop and overload forms I had taken mine to

the fashion marketing department and found the end of the

line I noticed a calm ten year old m front of me She was

armed with her mother's Master Charge and a note which

demanded that she be admitted into the textiles course I

didn't anticipate that she would encounter any problems

Alter all, the office was also accepting VISA and American

Express

In response to this chaos, a new RSO group had formed in

charge of academic stockbrokerage and fmancila advising

They advise students on their potential academic portfolios

and suggest the most profitable way to buy into a course,

for a small fee and a promisary note for ten percent of one's

lifetime earnings. Oh, the catch, there's a waitlist for ap

pointments

Use Zeiger is the Collegian Executive Editor.

Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double spaced

at 67 characters per line. Due to space limitations

and the volume of mail, we regret we are unable

to acknowledge unpublished letters. All letters

are subject to editing for clarity and leng^th.

;:•:•;:•:»:•: -x-;

A governor

for the 80's
In the interest of public awareness and in view of the up-

coming fall elections, the "Collegian" has decided to reprint

this article from "The Boston World. " The piece originally

appeared September 1, 1982.

Some pollsters feel that the 1982 gubernatorial campaign

has produced more public apathy than any other election in

Massachusetts history We at Boston World feel that people

are not apathetic, but vehement m their convictions Unfor-

tunately, their vehemence is directed, not towards who they

are voting for, but towards whom they are voting against

A Pittsfield man recently told ABC news that he was very

upset at the prospect of Governor King vetoing the

legislative pay increase "If that happens", he exclaimed, "I

will have to re-evaluate the candidates to see who I am
voting against"

Dave McCarthy

After Mike Dukakis promised to support public higher

education, a woman in Lincoln said that she would have to

re-read her past tax statements to reaffirm her anti-Duke

stance

So what IS the alternative? Boston World thinks that the

voters must be persuaded to vote for a candidate, not

against one So we embarked on the task of finding a can

didate everyone could agree upon It was not easy Most of

the Democrats are under indictment, and any major

Republican vote-getter has already t)een bought off by John

Lakian

Because of this we got a listing of all college political

science majors in the Bay State, because only f/»»y would be

dumb enough to want the job We randomly pulled a name

out of a hat and came up with David McCarthy from UMass

Here are excerpts from the interview we had with him.

BW - "Mr McCarthy, did you know that you have been

picked as Boston World's gubernatorial candidate for 1982?"

McCarthy - "You know, I've always thought I'd make a

good governor Although I've never lusted in my heart, I

have lusted m various other places"

BW - "What will be your strategy to get elected?"

McCarthy - "First of all, I will make sure I'm not invited to

any of the debates with the other candidates Debates only

give people ammunition which they can use to vote against

you
Second of all, I have noticed that all of the candidates

have a major issue Governor King's issue is crime Mike

Dukakis's issue is integrity John Sears' issue is the state

budget The problem with those issues is that they're too

controversial So I'n, picking issues that everyone can agree

upon For example toxic waste!"

BW - "Toxic waste?"

McCarthy - "You ever met anyone that's for it, I sure

haven't "

flVV - 'What about declining domestic car sales which is

forcing the closing of a GM plant in Frammgham?"

McCarthy - "Actually, the problem is psychological Peo-

ple feel that anything made in a foreign country is better

than the comaparable item made in the US. So my solution

IS to change the name of the 'big three' auto makers so they

sound foreign We could turn General Motors into Moteuf

des Generate, Ford into Fjord, and Chrysler into

Chrysleratti."

So there you have it Boston World's candidate for 1982.

Someone with no star^fls, no opinions, and no backbone. A
man you cannot possibly vote against

Dave McCarthy is, when not on the campaign trail, a Col-

legian columnist.
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HOURS ARE POSTED
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CHEVY CHASE
In

THE QUOOVE
TUBE

Jhursday. September 9, 1982

^ -if

t Help Wanted |

I The Collegian still has a couple of paid postions available. We I
t need a librarian to clip news stories and maintain our files. No ex-

^
t penence is necessary, but good organizational skills and reliability ^
Jare musts. Interested UMass students should apply in person to

J
*Ed Levine, Managing Editor, in the Collegian, 113 Campus^

* Center. ^^. _ . . , . ^e-* We also need two Associate Sports Editors. Duties include ^
t editing and assigning sports stories and assisting in layout. Some

|
* newspaper or writing experience necessary. Low pay, but great ^
? experience. Apply to Jim Floyd, sports editor, in the Collegian of-

1

t

^^^-^ ^^t^^^ ** >^ " '
^

Thursday, September 9, 1982, Collegian 9

^ Deadline for applying for both positions is Sept. 22

S The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

Sun 9/12
Ing Eoit Aud
Admlulon $1.23
Tlm*it 3tOO, 7tOO
6tOO, 10, lltOO

USEDDOOKS
over 30,000 in stock

all subjects

save on used books

Volley Dook Shop
Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

Reg. Hours 10:00-5:30, Mon-Sat
Sun 12-4 - Open Sept 8 & 9 til 7:00

EMT's
come to the Hnt meeting of the

UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT
u>ork at thowt, football & ba$ketbaU garnet

CPR Recert, CEU't offered

Thursday. Sept 9 7:30 p.m.

Morrill 407 North

^^ s»^ ^«:

OStOfi

Doty
THURSDAY
All the Draft Beer You Can Drink

3. cover 9-11

36 E. PlMMnt St., Amh*r»t, MA 2B3-«2«J

£
r

DoUs NMJdacct

Key CkaiM Puu

Pesdl SkarpcMrt Sticken

\%
JordacW Baft $2.99

•I HOWARD JOHNSOIfS MOTOR LODGE

401 RumII St. Htdley Sat Stpl Htk 124 pa
aUo Calcalaton ^»« qi>

B̂E IN THE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAYS
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR

FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and

designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.

Many are seeing their ideas and concepts

materialize. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The

working environment is conducive to research.

And Air Force experience is second to none.

You can be part of this dynamic team if you

have an en^neering dejree. Your first step

wUl be OfHcer Training School. Help us shape

our future as we help you Btart yours. Be an

engineering officer in the Air Fora. Contact

your Air Force recruiter at 413-557-J8y».

Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

Gettothe answers faster.

With theTl-55'n.

*yW««T««ll««

Wi;U vtni lurd to tackle the

hiphcr mnthomntits of n Hicme
or eiifziiufrin^ lurriculurn nrc

more fuiKtitms—morc fiine-

tioii"- thnn n simple slidc-riilc

inltnilator lins.

Enter the TISS 11. with 112

f-Huverful fuiutions. You enn

work taster mid more aeeurnte-

Iv with theTI-'iS II, Kvnuse it's

preprogrammed to jx-rform

complex (. all illations -like de

finite intejirals, linear ri-^ression

and hvherKilics-at thettnuh
of a button. And it can aUohe
programmed to do repetitne

prtiWems without re-entering

the entire formula.

Included is the Calculator

Decmnn Klakmg, Sourcehook.

It makes the process of using
theTl-S5-II even simpler, and
shows vou how to use all the
power of the ca I cu 1ator

.

Oet to the answers
faster. Let a Tl-SS-Il

show vou how.

Texas
Instruments

BlackAffairs

greetsstudents

Need a course?
AFRO-AM 162 RESEARCH 6 BIBLIOGRAPHY IN

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES TuTh 11:15-12:30/NAH 110
Allen

AFRO-AM 254 INTRODUCTION TO
STUDIES W 19:00-10.45/NAH 109 Richards

AFRICAN

By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

Black Affairs welcomes the Freshman class, transfer

students and all returning students to the new school year.

The Black Affairs Department of the CoKegian presents the

news, information and political education necessary for

students of color here, which ordinarily might not be

covered at a predominantly white university We are your

voice when it seems as though you cannot be heard.

There are several Third World RSO organizations which

you can become a part of These groups will help you to gain

practical experience in your area of interest Black Mass

Communications Project, Nummo News, SCERA, Afrik-

Am, Ahora, Third World Theatre Series and Duke Ellington

Committee just to name a few These organizations

desperately need your support in order to bring quality art,

. news, music and information to your campus. Without your

support a minority presence on this campus would be non

existant.

We cannot stress the importance of a unified community

Get to know your classmates Study together and do not let

females walk alone at night Remember if you don't look out

for yourselves and your interests, no one will.

We here at Black Affairs welcome you and wish you

academic success, and for your convenience have listed

sonr>e do's and dont's to keep in mind.

Do: accompany females at night, become familiar with

academic support systems (CCEBMS, BCP, ASA), support

Third World groups, get to know your fellow classmates,

and ask questions when you have doubt.

Don't: walk along at night, don't study in noisy areas,

don't vandalize university property, respect your neighbors

property, and don't be afraid to ask questions

AFRO-AM 2M FOUNDATIONS OF BLACK EDUCA-
TION IN THE U.S. (C) TuTh 9:30- 10:45/NAH 110 Davis

AFRO-AM 2iOD RACISM IN AMERICAN TELEVISION
1950-PRESENT W 2:30^:25/NAH 315 Davis

AFRO-AM 318 BLACK MUSIC AND THE THEATRE
TuTh 19:00-21 :30/WEB LOUNGE 104 Shepp

AFRO-AM 1B6 REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPTS IN
AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC II (C) MWF 12:20-1 :10/NAH 315
Shepp

AFRO-AM iei INTRODUCTION TO AFRO
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE (D) MWF
12:20-1 lO/NAH 114 Strickland

Announcements
Afrik-Am will hdd its first meeting on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 14 at the New Africa House in rm. 315 at 6:00 p.m.
All members and Third World students are urged to at-

tend.

Black Affairs will hold its first recruitment meeting on
Thursday, September 9 at 7:00 p.m. in rm. 917. This is

your chance to gain the valuable experience you need! All

interested students are urged to attend.

Bettina Aptheker, author of women's legacy: Essays on
RaoB. Sax and dass in American history will speak on
"Confronting the politics of privilege: Issues of Race &
Class in the Movement, " at 8:00 p.m. September 14, in rm.
120 of the University of Massachusetts Schod of Business
Administration.

As an internationally recognized activist in the
American left of the last two decades, Aptheker has
athored several books including some with Angela Davis
such as, If They Coma In the Morning, and Voices of
ResistarKx. All are invited to attend.

Always
Read
Black
Affairs

TIMEX

ALARM
CLOCKS

MOV
AVAILADLE

Would you like

to be a

STUDENT

SENATOR?

Located in the Campus Center

at the University of Massachusetts

mSTORE^ Thur 9-9

Sat 11-4

Nomination papers

are available

in the Senate Office

Rm 420 Student Union

from Thursday, Sept. 9th

through Friday,Sept. 24th

For more info, call 5454)341

Women A Tlurd World thdtntt arc encoang«d to pcrtidpaU
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Arts
An Officeranda Gentleman

an old-fashioned love story
By ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collegian Staff

An Officer and a Gent/eman , directed by

Taylor Hackford, (who made the wonderful

The tdo/nwker), ia the heartwarming story of

Zack Mayo (Richard Gere) who, after realiz-

ing that he is leading a dead-end life in the

Phillipines following in the footsteps of his

drunken sailor father, enlists in a racking 13

weak training course at the Naval Aviation

Officer Candidate School in Port Rainier,

Washington. His motives are two-fold; he

dreams of a glamorous career as a jet pilot

and he desperately wants to prove to himself

that he can make more of his life than that of

his father.

At the training camp, Zack's determina-

tion and valor is both tested and strengthen

ed by the sergeant in command played by

Lou Gossett. The story then focuses on the

conflicts and the conquests between Zack

STHJ the demanding sergeant.

Zack's romantic character begins to

develop as soon as he meets Paula, a factory

worker in a paper mill company, who dreams

of being "carried off into the sunset" by a

gallant aviator. The fluctutations in their rela-

tionship are symbolic to the strengths and

weaknesses of their individual characters

and in the roles they take on.

Taylor Hackford has created a 1962 movie

reminiscent of the love stories of yesteryear.

He has combined the elements of love and
courage and laced them with humor and
sensitivity to create a love story between two
people searching for their dreams.

The casting is well accomplished. Ac-

claimed actor, Richard Gere plays the tough

yet compassionate hero who is determined

to reach his goals. Debra Winger (Urban

Cowboy. Cannery Row) masters the role of

the only woman Zack has ever loved, and

Lou Gosset skillfully carries out the respon-

sibilities of the sergeant, Zack's enemy and

inspiration.

Although some aspects of this film rr>ay

seem a bit "fairy taleish". An Officer and a

Gentleman is a good old fashioned love story

that touches the hearts of the audience.

Debra Winger. «hown here as Suzy in Cannery Row. plays Paula, a local

woman. In An Officer and a Gentleman.

The University Gallery opens its

fall exhibition season with a striking

series of lithographs, etchings,

aquacuts, woodcuts and linocuts

entitled Contemporary Prints: The
Figure Beside Itself. The exhibition

runs from September 18 through the
7th of November and includes a
diverse variety of prints by major ar-

tiste from California, Chicago, New
York and Europe.
According to the University

Gallery, the major theme of the ex-

hibition is thet of modern anxiety,

specifically the anxious state of the

individual in contemporary society.

Prints by artists Richard Bosman,
Enzo Cucchi and George Baselitz

will be on view as well es recent

prints by Francis Bacon, Jim Nutt,

and William T. Wiley.

The University Gsllery is locsted

on the campus pond of the FAC and
is open Tuesday through Friday 11

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Reminder: there will be an important arts department — 113 Campus Center — at 7:30. If you are interested in

recruitment meeting tonight in the Collegian newsroom writing for the Arts page please stop by. All are welcome!
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Can we build one for you?

-LOX
CREAAA

MOte

GET YOUR PLACE
IN LINE

Fall Bicycle Clearance
Friday Sept. 17, 10 a.m.

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN tAmherst Carrljge Shops SSiJlk .-.-^1
«iiiii%iii%i«i!iiiiwiiiiii'wiiii"i«iiiniiipniiiiip»BiWiBiiMi^

PELOTON
>WIHEBST NORTh*

Best Prices Ever!
NORTHAMPTON

d)

Raleigh

Fuji

Puch

iisffiwi
Wt tmi MOUO TO rttTuDC

TREK
AMEniCAN HANDBuaT

FRAMESFTS AND BICYCLES

I
I

I
I
I
I

Bell Helmets

Campagnolo |

Suntour '

Upgrade your bicycle - Service is our specialty
I

21 Pleasant St., Northampton 586-3810goo-oo I u

Su.£AT^mi2rs - S

h^in-rf^x?.^

^\ T^\cs -(-X 'sz^ J^

75-4
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'SuKTkU-b Its US''

"SuicideMode D'Emploi":Aform for suicide
Jy CAROLYN LESH
associated Press

PARIS - On a midsummer's night in the Loire Valley

town of Tours, 27 year old Patrick Bondy killed himself by

sallowing barbiturates Near his body lay a how-to-

jcommit-suicide manual that has become the most con-

Itroversial book in France this year

Bondy, a former department store worker, had been

I

depressed and out of work for nine months.

"The authors are criminals," Marcel Bondy said after his

I son's death. "This horror must be withdrawn from publica-

tion."

He has joined psychiatrists, politicians, religious leaders,

suicide prevention centers and othes who want the

bestseller withdrawn.

Based on the belief that suicide should be p>ainless, the

276 page bok entitled "Suicide Mode D'Emploi" (Suicide

Operating Instructions) contains 50 recipes for lethal

"cocktails" that guarantee a "gentle" death. •

"This book is bad for depressed people with suicidal fan-

tasies who are seeking help," said psychiatrist Jean Pierre

Soubrier, whose 60 publications on suicide have earned him

the name "Monsieur Suicide" in France "Nine out of 10

people who try to kill themselves don't want to succeed
"

French Minister of Health Jack Ralite has urged the book

to be banned. So have the nation's largest medical, phar

maceutical and consumer groups.

The Roman Catholic Church has condemned the book as

have suicide prevention centers and a French organization of

people who have survived attempts to kill themselves

"Suicide" was published in April has sold 50,000 copies m
five months and has been on the French non-fiction

bestseller lists for the past two months It is scheduled to be

published m West Germany and Spam this fall Publishing

houses in the United States, Japan, Italy, Brazil and Den-

mark are negotiating for the rights

Its 10 chapters take up such topics as suicide and in-

surance, the right to choose death, the history of suicide,

the alternatives to suicides and where and how to commit

suicide

Claude Guillon and Yves Le Bonniec, the Pans based jour-

nalists who wrote the book, refuse all requests for inter-

views. They say that everything they have to say about

suicide IS in the book

"I expect this book to make about $210,000 this year and

about $360,000 in the next five years," says its publisher,

Alain Moreau
He says about 10 suicides have been linked to the book

"I feel remorse," Moreau said during an interview. 'This

is a book that pleads for life But it also recognizes that the

right of suicide is an inalienable right, like the right to

work, the right to like certain things, the right to publish.

What use is a right without the means toexecute it&"

Moreau said he has received about 500 letters about the

book.

"In all my 20 years in publishing, I've neer had such a

response from the public," said the 45-year-old Moreau.
'The bulk of letters are from elderly people who want to
know where they can buy the book."

Most book stores in Paris stock "Suicide." But a number
of stores, especially in smally towns, have refused tosell it.

Several French newspapers, magazines and radio
stations have refused to carry advertisements for the
book.

The Ministry of Health says about 75,000 people try to
commit suicide in France each year. About 10,000 succeed.

No statistics yet indicate if that number has increased
since the publication of "Suidde."

Exit, a British euthanasia society, began distributing

copies of its pamphlet "Guide to Self Deliverance" a year

ago, but the how to-kill yourself manual is available only

on request from Exit members of three months' standing

and over the age of 25.

The Exit pamphlet lists four bloodless methods of

committing suiade by using nonprescription drugs. It was

held up for more than a year because Exit feared

prosecution under a 1961 British law that carries a

maximum 14-year jail sentence for those convicted of

aiding a suidde. In the United States, most states have

similar laws.

British Attwney General Sir Michael Havers has sought

a high court ruling to dedare Exit's sales of the pamphlet

illegal. A hearing is due in the fall.

EARN AND LEARN
Excellent opportunity for a UMASS
junior or sophmore marketing/finance

major (minimum age 20) to represent a

major brewer and snack food producer.

Learn marketing from actual experience,

and earn a commission on your actual

sales! Hours are flexible - must have ac-

cess to a car. Send resume to:

College Sales Rep.

P.O. Box 188 Highland Station

Springfield, Mass. 01109

AP L—rpheto

Parisian skims one of Francs's bast sailing

and most controvarsial books that instructs

raadars how to commit suicide by drinking

daadly "cocktails". Entitiad "Suicida Operating

Instructions", tha book has givan riaa to a wava
of protast aftar baing linkad to savaral suicidas.

I

I

Moth^motlcQlly

Ori*nt*d?

Actuoriol Cor*«r Day
Tu#sdoy, S«pt*mb#r 14, 1962, 3 PM
Koom 1624 QroduQt* ^•••orch Tow»r

Actuaries are executives in the insurance industry

professior^liy trained in the science of mathematical

probability. They use mathematical skills to defir>e,

model, aruilyze and solve complex business and social

problenrra, and design financially sound insurance and
pension programs They serve in txjth technical and

managenal p>ositions. The career requires strong

matherriatical and verbal skills. Come to the Career

Day to meet and talk with actuaries from major New
England Insurance Companies and to find out more
about the career and the Actuarial Science Program

at the UniversitY.
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Texas Instruments

TI-55-II

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS T1 Sfr^t

AOS • 8-d«*t LCD - 8-dtgit manfij»a/2-cltg*t exponent • shmiine with tiit

c*K3iov * 6 constont memones • 56 pfogfOfri steos • 9 ievo<s of

Dorenthesef with A pending opefOtion$ • 18 common»v ujed

convefsions • Kv e -hange • ENG nofa«oo . \ . i % • sum v. v' xv •

iineor regression, estimate • coretatton coefttcient • mean and

standard deviation o» » and v • variance • $ing»e step key • APO •

coTtttont

Includes: pouch case two EPX 76 batteries Calculator

DecisorvMoktng Sourcebook

List Price 50.00

ICDQEJI
Ti 56 II

V

Our Price 43.95

Open M-F 9-5

Wed £r Thur 9-9

Saturday 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

UNIVERSITY
STORED

ATTENTION

All Student

Senators:

First Senate

Meeting

WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 15

Qt 7:00 pm in

i60 Campus Center

See the Speal^er

before that date

I

r.f.?,%.t.^.t>* ' • ''-* ^ \ «/»'.•»% »•»^^ \ / .'.%*. i /.'.\i #/»".vv-ry«- ^v/^^! J'* '/.»'*•/
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WEPilYCASH
FORVCXIRaS^TEXTBOOKS

WkETkcR used ON This CAMpUS OR NOT

locQtIont Student Union Lobby
dotos: Sopt. 9-24 (Mon-Fri)

tlmost 9 om - pm

on activity sponsored by th#
S6A ^r*ild#nt'f Offic*

ond
Th« Hooding Rvmvdy

tlJIimliHt^i 1 ikitffH tutmim

BIN 187 n* st«i amliei'st

BRING A FRIEND
BREAKFAST SPECIAL

• 2 Eggs • 2 Pancakes Reg. Low Price

• 2 Strips Bacon • 2 Sausage C ^2.25

SERVED ALL DAY ANYTIME O ^Q QC
Coupon good thru Sept. 15, 1982 fc for Yw»WW

Please present coupon when ordering.

Sun.-Thurs.

7 am - 3 am
Fri. £r Sat.

Open 24 Hours

CAMPUS
SHOPPING PLAZA

RTE. 9, HADLEY, 266-6889

SENIOR
CITIZEN

DISCOUNTS
2-5 pm. . .20%

ALL OTHER TIMES 10%
Doss Not Apply
To Specials

New England Language Institute

25 Main Street. Northampton MA 01060 USA (413)584-3956

ABOUT NEW ENGLAND LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
The New England Language Institute is a young and energetic language institute which of-

fers quality language and cross-cultural awareness training to New England residents and
visitors to the area. Classes focus on the development of oral language skills; help developing

writing skills is also available to interested students. The staff is composed of experienced,

professional language teachers who use modern, creative teaching methods. Class size is 4-8

students. All ESL teachers have Master's degrees.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Evening classes are offered in thirteen languages. Classes meet

twice weekly and are geared towards travellers, business and profes-

sional people and students, as well as those with a general interest in

language. Classes meet in Northampton. $125.00

All levels of English language instruction are offered. Classes meet
both in the daytime and the evening. They are geared to recent im-

migrants, visiting students, scholars, professionals and their

spouses. All teachers have Master's degrees in the Teaching of

English as a Second Language. Classes meet in Amherst.

EVENING FOREIGN UVNGUAGE SCHEDULE

Arabic

Mandarin Chinese

French

German

Modern Greek

Elementary
Adv-Elem
Elementary
Adv Elem
Elementary
Adv-Elem
Intermediate

Elementary
Adv Elem
Intermediate

Elementary

Adv Elem

MW 7:30 9
MW 5:30-7.

MW 7:30-9:

MW 5:30-7:

TTh 7:30-9:

TTh 5:30-7:

TTH 7:30-9

MW 7:30-9

MW 5:30 7

TTh 5:30-7

MW 7:30-9

MW 5:30-7

15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
:15 pm
:15 pm
:15 pm
15 pm
:15 pm
;15 pm

Hebrew
Italian

Japanese

Persian
Polish

Portuguese
Russian
Spanish

Elementary
Elementary
Adv Elem
Intermediate

Elementary
Adv-Elem
Elementary
Elementary
Adv-Elem
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Adv Elem
Intermediate

TTh 7:30-9:

TTh 7:30-

TTh 5:30-7:

MW 7:30-9

MW 7:30-9

MW 5:30-7

MW 5:30-7

MW 7:30-9

MW 5:30-7

TTh 5:30 7

TTh 7:30-9

TTh 7:30-9

TTh 5:30-7

TTh 7:30-9

15 pm
15 om
15 pm
:15 pm
:15 pm
15 Dm
15 pm
:15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm
15 pm

INTENSIVE
ENGLISH PROGRAM
Sept. 20 - Oct. 22 5 wks $500

Oct. 27 - Dec. 22 8 wks $800

Classes are offered at all levels and meet for

5 hours daily. 9:30 - 12:30 & 1:30 - 3:30

REGISTRATION FORM
Please register me for the following program .Session date.

Language

Check one:

D Enclosed is s »50 00 depotrt for th« Intensive English Program
D Enclosed is a $25 00 deposit for tf>e Evening Language Program
O Enclosed is a total tuition payment

Level

Name: Occupetion:

Please put me on the mailing list for:

n Intensive English Program
D Intensive Foreign Langauge Program
D Evening Foreign Language Program

Address:

.Work phone:.Home phone:
Please make checks payable to. New England Language Insitute

(Payment must be made m full by the first day of class. No refunds will be made after the second class In the event of student
cancellation, deposits are non refundable within 15 days of the first day of tfte session Deposits applied towards tuition I

Classes are also offered less intensively in

the daytime and evening.

Call for information.

ESL classes meet in Amherst

ashhrruml)^
• lea Room

serving: Teat, Coffees,

Pastries Cr Sandwiches
open daily 11-11, closed Mon.

71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

(across from Fire Station)

CoHegtan Ptvoto by Sam MHtett

Matt Qroux. a sophomore •conomlct ma|or, takas a braak from standing in iinas by Juggling a soccar

baii off his knaas on tha ramp laading to the Whitmora Administration Building.

F We'i© Rill or it!n
PAUL'S
OLD-TIME
FURNITURE

overflowing with

Old time bargains for

every roonn and budget

NEW Mattress & Box Spring
NEW Waterbeds

WE BUY & SELL

at

PAUL'S OLD-TIME FURNITURE
57 East Pleasant St., Amherst - 549-3603

I

I

I

09Wr. 10 am k> 5:30 pm Dolly

IS THE IDEAOF WEARING
A UNIFORM KEEPING YOU
OUTOFARMYROrC?

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman
546-2321/2322

i • Cordo
• Black

n:
The Village Common, Amherst

^ *•••••••••••••*••*•••*•*********** ******^^f*** *****!(

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Whether vou realize it or not. you're probahl

wearing a rvpe ot uniform right now

There's nothing wrong with it But an Army

ROTC uniform could make vou stand out from

the crowd

And ROTC will help you become more

outstanding Because you 11 develop into a leader

So hciw about switching "uniforms for a

few hours each week

'

For more information, contact your Professor

of Military Science

ARMYROTC
BEAaYOUCANBE.

33 XS 4f (if pecipic and a manager of money and equipment ,^^^^ a ^ ^ . ^ . . ^ ^.^ j.j.^^^^^^ a..a.^^V

pis*

rusty nail presents
yzyz^

Thur. Sept. 9th Fri. Sept. 10^** Sat.

The Neighborhoods The Atiantics Cr
special guests

The Valentines
- ^ Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Sat. Sept. 11th Sun. Sept. 12th

Crystal Ship Shattered

Coming Sept. 2Sth - NRBQ
You must be 18 to enter
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

I WJSJSAy, PSARS, THIS LITTLl
CHAT HAS Bern MosreNuem-
mN6. JHAPN0m\TTe6AY

i coimjNmms faqnosomany
PROBLEMS.

AS )/OU(M IMAGINE, TUS
ISAUNB/UQROUt€>f=OR.

MeHJEHEmHAPANY
GAYS AM0N6 OUR FAMILY

ANPmmPS.

mi. HOUJ, ACTUALLY THAT^m
iwe. piCK^ mcie orvill^

amOUTOF THt CLOSeTLAST
Y^AR. HtSA F5P01AL JVOGE

IN CHICAGO.

mar^r-Jifjni HIOHINTBReSTKfiJBSSf^ tUS BUTLER TRieP

TOBLAOCMAILHIM,

ANPHeaXJLPN7
AFFORPIT.

HIM IX) IT?

I

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

£IM2 Lot ABitki Tlnn Sr'iltoK

1

5

10

16

17

We need comics!

UMass students with a sharp wit and

steady pen are needed to submit comit*

strips to the Collegian. Send samples to the

Collegian Managing Editor, 113 Campus
Center, or call 545-3500 for more informa

tion.

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* Collvgion

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics

department is now accepting applications for the following

positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Application deadline is September 15, 1982. Applicants must be full-

time UMass undergraduate students.

Th* (V)llepan w an eqvni nppnrtunity emplaytr

LUNCH

Hamburger on Roll, Spinach

Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH

Golden Burger, Spinach

Noodle Casserole

DINNER

Baked Chicken/Suprenne
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,

Reuben Sandwich

BASICS DINNER

Stir Fry Vegetables and
Tofu, Baked
Chicken/Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

ACROSS
Sound of

amazement
Symbol of our age
Skirmish

14 Winglike

15 Helmet, to Horace
Lake, source of

Blue Nile

Divinity student

19 Opposed
20 Vote of a type

21 Toronto resident

23 Timetable abbr.

24 Kind of baseball

game
27 Birthright seller

28 Contralto

Anderson
33 Book keeper

38 Soprano
Lehmann

39 Taj Mahal site

40 as a pig

42 Bookie s business

43 Part of USCG
45 Farm party

members
47 Hemingway
49 gobragh"
50 Skilled performers

53 RR stopover

56 Riverside dwellers

rights

60 Prevent, legally

62 Furniture style

63 Eastern

Europeans
66 Observe
67 to fetch

of water

'

68 Pasta dish

69 Holly oak
70 One of the

Philippl.ies

71 Psyche's love

DOWN
1 Scenic peninsula

in Canada
2 Wide awake
3 Islands of the

South Pacific

4 Grand
5 Khan
6 See 60 Across
7 Medleys
8 Signified

9 Fighting fowl

10 Play the lead

11 Polish title of

respect

12 Broadway org

13 Weather word
18 African lake

22 Large inland sea

25 Zhivago
character

26 " Miller,"

Verdi opera
27 Clean the slate

29 Sign of spring

30 Willow
31 Bus env. abbr.

32 Loch
33 Chantilly

34 Operatic prince

35 Typ>eof muffin

36 Neighbor of Pak
37 Nasal features

Bakery item

St Petersburg

resident

Part of 53 Down
48 Of a gens
51 Moleskin color

52 Dental work
53 step
54 The Lone

Ranger s sidekick

55 Orbital point

56 Sari wearer

57 Golden calf,

for one
58 Bread spread

59 NYSE s relative

61 Magnitude
64 Scram!
65 Cakes

companion

41

44

46

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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CHANGES TO THE
SCHEDULING
PAMPHLET

A summary of all changes in

course offerings for the Fall,

1982 semester since the publica-

tion of the scheduling pamphlet
last spring is available at:

The Registrar's Office

213 Whitmore
5-0555

The Scheduling Office

168 Whitmore
5-2605

All changes in time, meeting
place and course offerings are

listed.

Do it

yourself

msL • • rj I >:
Now: Copy cassette tapes yourself-'

any length. Fast: Copy a one-hour
cassette in less than two minutes.
Simple: Easy as xeroxing a letter.

InexfMniive: Our remarkably low
price includes the Rezound Copy
Cassette.'" Accurate: Perfect

Monaural copies, every time.

Vsrsatile: Make 1, 2. 3 or 100 copies.

Rezound machine is located in our Record Dept.

OPEN M-F 9-5

Thur 9-9

Sat 11-4 Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Student Dependent
Health Benefit Plan

IJitflti
Coverage: This plan includes all services available to students

under the Student Health Plan and the Supplemental Health

Benefits Plan, This is comprehensive coverage.

Eligibility: Dependents of students enrolled in the Supplemental

Health Benefits Plan.

Cost: $140 for the Fall Semester, regardless of number in the

family.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's office at University Health

Services.

Deadline: September 15th for undergraduate students

October 8th for graduate students.

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS
549-2671

Back to Basacs-$299
QBB Mode! 82 Speakers JVC L-AIO Turntable

OhTKYO TX-1 1 Receiver tiBBiaisia M70B Cartridge

I

Sound&Mu^c
90-92 King St (Rte 5), Northampton, 584-9547 ^^| fflffiw

Mon -Wed. 10-6, Thur. & Fri 10-9, Sat 10-5 —:_
"' '^P*'^

"Good Advice-

Honest Price"

FREF. DtllVF RY TO
FIVE COLLEGE AREA

Supplemental Health Benefits

For UMass Students

The health benefit plan combined with services covered under the Student

Health fee provide comprehensive coverage at reasonable cost.

Coverage; Coverage is for medically required hospitalization and specialty

services not available on campus, extended mental health consultation

and emergency accident and sickness while the student is away from

campus.

Eligibility: All students paying the health fee may enroll.

Cost: $90 for 12 months.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's Office at University Health Services.

Deadline: Septemebr 15th for undergraduate students.

October 8th for graduate students

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS. 549-2671

1 Interested in Law

and Student Discipline?

course in:

topics:

time:

"Law, Higher Education

and Student Discipline

• student's rights

• UMass disciplinary

system
• student judge and

advocate training

tuesdays

4:30-7:30

>*^/

:1IJS-
1 I i

-1 h-

-r ^-

4-
1 —\ —

':^ Gfffi^

tottiNcm, ijusr HAW tHt
GUI fttl»tO fH»S « UNlONKmulHIHAt

3 credit course taught by attorneys from the Student

Legal ?iervices Office. Sign-up sheet and schedule in-

formation located in Stu.-^fint Attorney General's Of-

fice, 434 Student Union or call 545-0341.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Co^iegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fr.day • Deadline .s 3 45 two days pr.or \o publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Karmann Qhi« 1t74 51000 mi; $15000

54^^690

'67 VW Bug good condition, gets 25 mpg.

call 367-9927

1975 Chevy Nova $1400. 1976 Toyota Cor-

dla Wagon $1900 549-0574

1974 Dataun B210 H-back new clutch,

paint, tirea runs excell $1575 253-2016

66,000 miles

7B Dataun B210 - extremaiy reliat>le, one

owner, well-maintaine'; fall sticker $1800.

or BO days 203-683-2122 ext. 2086 even

inga - 253-3528

76 Pinto 4 cyl 35 mpg excellent condition

clean and very dependable $1700 256^132

1970 VW Baatia drive train exc $500 bo

2S3-7439

1975 Rat 128 good running condition call

263-3871 leave meaaage

Rat 128 1975 excellent condition $1800. call

549-4667 after 5 pm

EMPTY NEST

Room for one more in

Wonuin r>eeds a roommate.
549-1428

Brandywine.
Give us a call

ENTERTAINMENT

Profeaaional DJa for leaa - back to

UMass party speciall Dorms, parties,

Greeks. Paul 549-4405

FOR RENT

Arm-Coffeehouse Sound Syatem call

atrong Bros 549-0363 546-0244

Female room: large bedroom. Echo Hill

cond. garage, laundry, busline, patio

253-9764 ---—==
FOR SALE HZZZ

Typewriter Olivetti Editor, electric used,

good condition $150 549-6g9

7 cub. ft. refrigerator $100 or BO call Bob
549-6476

1975 Honda 360T 7000 miles, excellent

condition, two helmets, cover, free winter

storage 323-5104

HELP WANTED

Valuable work experience work-study

jobs available as telephone inten^ewers for

Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply

to 229 Whitmore

Promote Ecology and conaumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part tinr>e staff for public

ediication & fund raising, will train.

$i;i5-$200/week & $180-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Needed: Babysitters, weekdays,

weekends, evenings, and after school care.

Come by 113 Berkshire House, sign up on

bu lletin board.

Cocktail waltreee wanted apply Ruaty

Nail after 3 PM

Rusty Nail ahwjSM__
Uhlldcare (7%, ID housecleaning. Wed's

1 30-5 $15 Sept.-Je experience, references

253 7840

Experienced reliable childcare sought

for 3 yr old. Full or pt tinrie own transporta-

tion call Carolyn 253-3162

A work-atudy Job is open at the People's

Gay Alliance. Applications can be picked

up at The People's Gay Alliance office 413B
Student Union Building

Earn really big $$$ with our lightning sell-

ing product that sells itself in campus social

center or cafeteria. Send name, school ad-

dress, and phone number for full details.

Write 136 Lakeshore Drive, Mariboro, MA
01752

HouaebOYS for local aororlty. 24 hrs. per

week. Payment - houae's meal plan.

549-1191 7 to9 PM
Anyone Intereated In Volunteering

Time
to help MIKE DUKAKIS win

bv making phone cells for Primary Day,
9/14

pleaae call Laurie at 666-2996 ASAP

Assistanta to the speaker of the student

senate applications available in 420 Student

Union on Wednesday, Sept 8th due Friday,

Sept 17th women (t third world students

encouraped to aoply.

MOTORCYCLES

1977 Kawaaaki 400, excellent condition,

low mileage, many extras, like new.

Sacrifice $860.00. Call 549-5140 after 6 pm

80 Honda CB760 F beat conditioncall

253-9794

MOVING SERVICES

Moving Servicea fast professional ser-

vice, local or within 50 miles, reasonable

rates, for free estimate call 549-3568

PERSONALS

Reetwood Mac tickets for aale excellent

seats, beat offer. Call Bill 546-7484

Speed reading, memory, concentration,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M,

Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Rnancial help available for college Call

Paul 584-3292

Jane (Hane) (Swaahbuckler) I'm oatatic

your herein Love, Sis

People's Gay Alliance Dance Friday

Sept. 10, 10th floor CC 9 pm 2 am

Johnnie, We are coming for you at

Jason's Pub this Thur, Lauren and friends

Are you aick of the Amherat Bar scene?
Come to JASON'S PUB, 250 Northampton

Rd. Easthampton, Maas

Fall aem precticum: work 1-4 aftemoona

per wk in after school day care K-6 on cam-

pus Hrs. available M, T, Th, F 2:46-5:46, W
1:00-5:46. Wkly staff mtgs 1:00-2:00 Eem
3-6 credits based on days worked. For more
info call Kathy Hamblin 586-6863

Margretl How's your watch? My ankle'a

final I'm in 2108 JFK drop me a linel Chria A

Shazman - Happy Birthdayl Have a

day - just smile that Shazman smile

you'll do fine - Love Yael

RESUME WRITING

Quick /Confidential /Efficient call after 6

pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOM WANTED
~

Room wanted! Male looking for room in

apartment. Will share bedroom. Call

253-7529 anytime

Male aeeka
546-3253

room in apt/house call

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femele roommete wanted to share 3

bedroom townhouse. Rent $145/month.

Call 256-6905 keep trying I

Male needed 150-»^ Amherst 4 bdrm call

253-7206

South Amherat Apta $130 one room to

ahare call evening 549-2635

~ SERVICES

Moving service local jobs done at low

rates call eves 549 2839

Ma Bell got you wired? You can save

50% on your phone installation Liberty

Phone and Security 567^381
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CORRECTION - The name of Elliot Kalb was mistakenly

omitted from his 'Will the NFL Strike' column yesterday.

WWWimilg"H.«Wi^ ' i!H.ii M' ''xgaHaa,.ijtiJiiMiii i.^f-'ijiiws.^ '-."

CeWglan photo by Sant MMIat

SOCCER PRACTICE - Fritz Pfk«. a Mnk>r on the vanity aoccar taam. drib-

bias by a fallow taam member during aoccer practice yeatarday.

Hey kid,why not row?
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

"Joe, go grab that kid coming out of the

SUB," head crew coach Dave Kumlin tdd
one of his team's captains yesterday, "He

looks like rowing potential."

Unlike the football, basketball and other

varsity sports on the campus of the

University of Massachusetts, the UMass
crew team does not actively recruit players

from high school to participate on their

squad.

What results instead is a campuswide

search during the first few days of school

for athletically inclined individuals, both

men and women, to make up the respective

novice teams.

"You don't have to have rowing ex-

perience to make the team, ' said Kumlin,

"In fact, most of the people we got have

never rowed before. They were football,

basketball and 'jaseball players who were

looking for somethmg different to challenge

them."

According to Kumlin, crew is extremely

demanding and the people who participate

have to be athletic and dedicated.

"I've never had to cut anybody because

people who aren't willing to put in the

necessary time and effort usually just fade

away during the year, " said Kumlin.

Height is also a major factor in crew. This

is because the taller the person, the longer

his or her stroke can be. The longer a

stroke, the longer the blade can pull

through the water and propel the boat

forward.

Crew does not disaiminate against

shorter people, Kumlin pointed out.

"We're also looking for small aggressive,

intelligent people that weigh between 115

and 125 pounds for coxswains," Kumlin

said.

Coxswains are the eyes of a crew. The

oarsmen face from the bow (the front of the

boat) toward the stern (the back) and are

unable to see. The coxswain is responsible

for steering a straight course and keeping

all the oarsmen in synchronization.

Historically, the UMass crews have been

extremely successful on a local and national

level. Various boats have captured New
England championship titles and the men's

varsity eight won the Dad Vail Regatta (the

division two national championship) in 1980.

"It is a very competitive program that

hasa winning tradition," Kumlin said.

So, if you are of reasonable size, are in

reasonable shape and are walking out of the

SUB sometime today, don't be surprised if

you are suddenly pulled out of the main-

stream line of students going to classes and

are "recruited."

"We need the bodies, " said K umlin, "hard

working, dedicated people. We'll teach

them everything they need to know about

rowing if they're willing to learn."

NFL owners don't want a strike ,o£fer a deal
WASHINGTON (AP) - National

Football League owners, trying to avert a

threatened players' strike, offered a scaled

bonus system Wednesday that would give

players up to $60,000 this year on top of

their individually negotiated salaries.

The owners' plan would give each player

$10,000 in bonus money for each year of

service in the NFL, retroactive to 1977 and

continuing through 1986. The total possible

bonus would be $100,000 over 10 years.

Jack Donlan, executive director of the

NFL Management Counal and the ovvrters'

diief negotiator , called the offer "a odoesal

amount of money.

"

The plan does not, fxvwever, meet the

players' mainderrBnd fa a fixed 55 per cent

of each team's gross revenue and in effect

adds only $10,000 a year more the next four

seasons to the pay proposal rejected

outright by the NFL Players Association in

July. Those proposed salary levels were

less than half what the union is seeking.
" Under no circumstances will we include

a fixed percentage of the gross," Donlan

said.

Ed Garvey, executive director of the

NFL PA, did not attend Wednesday's 90

minute negotiating session and there was
noimmediate response from the union.

The bonus money, tabled career ad-

justment pay by the owners, would cover a

player whether he is listed on the active,

inactive, injured reserve or physically

unable to perform lists.

A veteran player entering his sixth year

in the league would receive a $60,000
bonus. A rookie, carried on an NFL roster

for the first time this fall, would receive

$10,000.

All bonuses would be payable within 15

days of the signing of a new collective

bargaining agreement.
The owners' newest proposal also revises

the league's first refusal-compensation

system governing the signing of free

agents.

Players have said the current system,

calling for a team signing a free agent to

compensate the player's former team with

high draft choices, has effectively

discouraged the signing of free agents,

restricting a player's movement from one

team to another.

Under the plan offered Wednesday, a

veteran entering his fourth year in the

league and offered $89,000 by a new team
could be signed without compensation to his

former team. Currently, a No. 1 draft pick

would be required as compensation.

Van Eeghen to Pats
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - The New England Patriots

made what Coach Ron Meyer called "a significant move"
Wednesday by signing fullback Mark van Eeghen, the

career rushing leader of the Oakland Raiders.

The Raiders, now based in Los Angeles, waived the 30-

year old van Eeghen Moday as part of their final National

Football League training camp cuts.

In eight years with the Raiders, he rushed 1,475 times

for 5,907 yards and 35 touchdowns.

To make room on the roster, the Patriots waived

fullback Don Calhoun, their third-leading career rusher in

seven seasons with the club.

With Calhoun's departure, the Patriots' active roster is

now missing 19 of the 45 players who were on it at the end

of last year s 2 14 season.

Meanwhile, the revolving door continued to spin around

New England place kickers as the team announced the

signing of free agent Rex Robinson and the waiving of

Dave Jacobs.

Robinson was claimed on waivers from Miami, which had

picked him up Aug. 10 after Denver released him. He was

drafted last year by Cincinnati out of Georgia but did not

make the Bengals.

Jacobs joined the Patriots Aug. 31 after being cut by

Philadelphia. He made both field goals and all five extra

pant kicks in last Saturday's 41-27 preseason victory over

the Green Bay Packers.

He appeared to have won a spot with the Patriots when

they placed veteran John Smith on the injured reserve list

Monday because of a setback in his recovery from surgery

on his non-kicking leg.

Meyer said van Eeghen, who was born in Cambridge,

Mass , and raised in Cranston, R.I., is a "bigger back,

better blocker ...better pass receiver" than the 30-year-old

Calhoun. .

Sports Notices
RUGBY CLUB - All those students, undergraduate and

graduate who are interested in playing rugby are invited to

attend practice all this week at 4 p.m. at the rear of the

Lower Boyden Fields. Check the rugby bulletin in the

Boyden Gym for more information. Everyone is welcome.

STOCKBRIDGE SOCCER - All candidates for the

Stockbrdge soccer team should report to room 251 Boyden
for an organizational meeting on Thursday September 9 at

4:30 p.m.

MEN'S GOLF — All candidates are required to attend a

meeting on Thursday September 9 at 7:30 p.m. in room 251

of Boyden. If you are unable to attend please contact Ed

Vlach at 545-231 1

.

WOMEN'S GOLF - All candidates should report to a

meeting on Friday September 10 at 4 p.m. The meeting is in

room 223 Boyden. If you are unable to attend please contact

Jack Leaman in room 228 Boyden or call 545-1301

WRESTLING TEAM - There will be a meeting for all can-

didates for the wrestling team on Thursday September 9 at 4

p.m. in the wrestling room at Boyden. This meeting is man-
datory for all wrestlers.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING - The women's
swimming and diving team will hold an organizational team
meeting Friday September 10 at 4 p m. in NOPE. For further

information contact coach Val Turtle at 545-(X)93

Ruggers ready
By Scot Cooper

Collegian Correspondent

The defending New England College rugby champions,

the University of Massachusetts, open their Fall 1982 season

at home against Norwich University this Saturday at 1 p.m.

at the Lower Boyden fields

Player-coach Glenn Conway is counting on his aggressive

forwards and quick backfield to keep UMass railroading to

the top

Returnees L. Scott Cohen, Stevie Foohey, Joe Kennedy,

Boris Kenneen, Pear Cooper, Dave Brown, Bob Clark, Greg

Tawa, and Duncan McKay are all expected to help pave the

road to another winning season. New England Rugby All-

Stars Mike DeCampo, Kevin Lyons, and George Economou

are also back.

The object of rugby is to score more points than the other

group, or side as teams are called, in the two 40 minute

halves. Points are awarded for a try, worth four points,

which is similar to a touchdown. The ball must be touched

to the ground in the end zone in order to get the four points.

After the try, the ball is taken out and an attempt is made to

kick the ball through the uprights. If the kick is successful,

you recieve two points for a total of six. Penalty kicks,

following an infraction, are worth three points.

The team's fall 1982 schedule is as follows;

September
September
September

O
O
O

t b e r

t o b e r

t o b e r

t b e r

October

1 1

1 8
25

2

9

1 6
23

30

Norwich University at home
Holy Cross away
Rensselaer poly-tech home
Massachusetts Maritime at

home
Charles River away
Mystic River at home
Boston College away

2 4 New England Tournament at

home
M.I.T. away
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Altercation at

Gnomon Copy

strike scene
By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

A fracas erupted yesterday morning between striking

employees ot the Gnomon Copy Services on North Pleasant

Street and en emplyee of Gnomon Inc., injunng a stnking

employee.

Tobi Saisa of Amherst sustained an injury to the head

after he was allegedly attacked by Anthony Wright of New
HanHJShire, a serviceman for Gnomon Inc , according to

Dale Nielsen, a picketing employee who witnessed the

fracas

Wright walked out of the Gnomon offices swearing at the

picketers, Nielsen said Wright then knocked Saisa's picket

sign out of his hands, broke it in half and tackled him, injur-

ing his head, Nielsen said

Wnght waved the broken sign at the picketers while

threatening them, Nielsen said.

"The guv's insanel He should be locked up," Nielsen said.

Saisa was not seriously injured, but planned on filing

charges of assault and battery with a dangerous weapon

against Wright, Nielsen said

"Wright was sent to the hardware store to get parts for a

copying machine," according to Gnomon owner Roland

Whethertjee "The picketers started yelling and swearing at

him, calling him a scab"
"They started shoving him around, and Anthony pushed

them out of the way, " Whetherbee said

Wright was not a scab, but an employee of Gnomon Inc.

who was there to fix a copying machine, Whethert)ee said

"Four picketers jumped on him and he wasn't even there

an hour, " Whethertjee said.

No arrests were made by local police since they were not

at the incident, according to Lt Dave Jankowski of the

Amherst Police Department

Police received conflicting stones about the incident,

Jankowski said He predicted Saisa would ask for a show

cause hearing.

United Electrical Workers Union Local 264 began their

strike for wage increases and better working conditions by

picketing in a tight circle outside the North Pleasant Street

shop on Wednesday morning

"Fifty percent of the picketers never worked at this store,"

Whethert)ee said

Collaglan photo by T«r*«« •fl«flo>a

Striking worker Dale Nielsen holds sign allegedly used to attack another picketer.

COINS dep't. receives Digital Corp. grant
By MARK J WELCH
Collegian Correspondent

The Computer and Information Science (COINS)

department has received the largest single equipment

grant in University of Massachusetts history

The grant, totalling approximately $900,000. was made

by the Digital Equipment Corporation of Maynard. Mass.

UMass researchers will use the grant to develop an

office computer that can think for itself.

Included in the grant are ten VAX 11 750 computers, as

well as related equipment and special software.

The equipment will be used in an effort to develop a

prototype 'intelligent office system," said Professor W.

Bruce Croft, who is coordinating the prqect with Prof

Victor Lesser.

UMass
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A bill to establish a state-wide educational telecom-

munications network, initiated by the University of

Massachusetts and co sponsored by Sen John Olver,

D-Amherst, and Rep Jim Collins, D-Amherst, is now pro

grossing towards passage in the State House

The network, connected by microwave towers, would link

public and private colleges, schools, businesses, hospitals

and homes It would also broadcast university courses and

lectures into homes and offices, interconnect state college

and university systems, connect local cable neworks, and

provide the Commonwealth with a modern communications

system, Olver said

The Massachusetts Commission on Telecommunications,

established by UMass, recommended establishing the net-

work to "provide a cost-effective means of delivering an

"Our aim is not to replace people, hut to assist them,"

said Croft.

The ten Digital computers will be used as personal

computers to develop a sat of "intelligent assistant" for

office work.

Croft said that private industry has been increasing

grant support to universities because of the decline in

federal and state funding for equipment needed to do

research.

"It's different because it's an industrial grant,' he said.

"Usually we get grants from the National Science Foun
dation (NSF ) and the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA).

In addition to the $900,000 DEC grant, approximately

$350,000 in NSF and DARPA grants will be spent on

almost limitless variety of programs and information, (and)

contribute substantially to the Massachusetts economy,"

according to its report.

The bill was approved m June by the legislature"s Joint

Committee on Education, of which Collins is vice-chairman,

then passed the Senate without opposition. Collins

predicted the House would also pass the legislation when it

reconvenes later this month and said he expects the Gover-

nor will then sign it into law.

"'With the network, a professor in one part of the state

could instruct employees at a high-technology firm located

miles away from the campus and interact with his class,
"

Olver said "All faculty could enrich their classes with guest

lecturers"

Collins, however, said the project would mean not only in-

creased educational opportunities, but would also serve as a

multi-purpose communications network essential to a high-

technology state such as Massachusetts. He said the pro-

related Digital equipment, according to UMass Provost

Loren Bantz.

Croft explained that the grant has no real strings at-

tached. Digital personnel will offer assistance, and he said

that Digital will be updated about the project, but they will

not have any speaal rights tothe research findings.

"Industrial grants usually have very specific goals," said

Croft. This grant is not restrictive and will allow con-

tinuation of work already partially in progress.

Part of the project will involve an information retrieval

system, which will allow the computer user to simply ask

for all documents on a particular subject, just as a

secretary might now search through file cabinets.

The computer will use a statistically based method to

search through the documents it has on record and will

produce the relevant ones. t\,ntinueii n» p,„j4 U

ject's diversity is evidenced by the composition of both the

telecommunications commission and the proposed corpora-

tion which the bill specifies would operate the network, a

publicly and privately based representation of scientific,

cultural, industrial and educational fields

Around $10 million would need to t)e appropriated in next

year's state budget to initiate the project, Collins said, but

the network would charge for its services, eventually making

It self-supporting Collins said a detailed structure for the

network had not yet been established which would indicate

what reimbursement UMass would receive for the many
educational programs it is expected to produce

Massachusetts is one of only six states in the country

without an educational telecommunications system, Olver

said, while states including California, Pennsylvania and

Texas have had considerable experience with educational

t 'iintitt>ir(l iiu fKtife /.'
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World and national news
Kinglies capital punishment bill in

time for Tuesday gubernatorial primary
_i i...„i., " ..,K,=r. act oH vA/hPthPr the timina was intended

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Edward J. King filed a bill

yesterday to restore the death penalty in Massachusetts,

acknowledging that his tinning was intended to make

capital punishment an issue in Tuesday's Democratic

primary.

"I believe a majority of our people do support capital

punishment, as I do," King said at a news conference,

adding, "I believe the issue has been ducked" by his

primary opponent, former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

Dukakis, asked for comment at another news con

ference, described King's bill as "just last minute political

stuff." He said he hadn t "the slightest idea" what the bill

says or what he would do with it if he were governor.

Gerald FitzGerald, Dukakis' press spokesman, said later

that Dukakis remains opposed to capital punishment, but

"he is not going to lock himself into a position" on a speafic

•bill.

"My question is, (would) he sign the bill or (would) he

veto it?" King said to reporters after responding, "yes,

absolutely," when asked whether the timing was intended

to"flush him (Dukakis) out.
"

Previous death penalty statutes have been found by the

Massachusetts Supreme Court to violate the state con-

stitution.

A proposed constitutional change permitting capital

punishment has passed the Legislature and is on the

November election ballot for ratification, or rejection, by

the voters. If voters approve, the Legislature and the

governor still would have to approve a specific statute,

such as the one King filed yesterday, in order to get the

death penalty back on the books.

Even if King loses the primary, the Legislature could

pass the bill and he could sign it before leaving office in

January.
,

Dukakis, King's predecessor in the governors office,

vetoed death penalty legislation in 1977.

Board of Bar overseers recommends

no action be taken against attorney
« _i__: ;_ ^ 1QQ1 trial that PnH

BOSTON (AP) - Responding to a complaint by U.S.

District Judge Joseph L. Tauro, the state Board of Bar

Overseers has recommended that no disciplinary action be

taken against the farmer assistant U.S. attorney who

prosecuted ex state Sen. James A. Kelly, it was an-

nounced yesterday.

In a letter to Judge Andrew A. Caffrey, chief U.S.

district judge for Massachusetts, the board said tormer

prosecutor D. Lloyd MacDonald did not violate the

standards for professional conduct, and he did not

knowingly allow false testimony.

Tauro also issued a memorandum yesterday that said, in

part, 'The essential basis for the board's recommendation

was its determination that MacDonald did not intentionally

violate his legal and ethical responsibilities in his

prosecution of the defendant Kelly " Tauro said he "ac

oepts (the) recommendation that no further disciplinary

proceedings be initiated against MacDonald."

MacDonald, who currently is running for Suffolk County

district attorney, prosecuted the former Senate ways and

means chairman in a 1981 trial that ended with the jury

deadlocked 11-1 in favor of conviction. A mistrial was

declared. ^^^ ^

Kelly was charged with taking $34,500 from a now-

defunct Worcester architectural firm in exchange for using

his influence in government to aid the company.

On July 26, Tauro issued an opinion denying Kelly's

motion todism'iss the case, despite what the judge said was

"demonstrated prosecutorial misconduct" in the handling

of trial witnesses.

Tauro's 23 page decision centered on the credibility of

two of MacDonald's witnesses, including William Masiello,

an owner of the architectural firm. The judge said the

prosecutor was legally bound to tell the court if any wit

ness was giving false testimony

.

•MacDonald was either ignorant of, or chose to ignore,

the clear mandates of his legal and ethical responsibilities.

'

Tauro said in his deasion. "I nstead, he devised and applied

his own code of conduct and remained silent about

Masiello's false testimony.

"

AP LMwphoto

Gov. Edward J. King signs a bill daslgned to

rastora the Maasachuaatts daath panalty.
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CHANGES TO THE
SCHEDULING
PAMPHLET

A summary of all changes in

course offerings for the Fall,

1982 semester since the publica-

tion of the scheduling pamphlet

last spring is available at:

The Registrar's Office

213 Whitmore
5-0555

The Scheduling Office

168 Whitmore
5-2605

All changes in time, meeting

place and course offerings are

listed.

INTRODUCES

TWO LEVELS OF
EXCELLENT

ENTERTAINMENT

One Cover, Covers All

UPSTAIRS:

PROFESSIONAL ^^DJ.s''

20 Speakers & 1600 Watts of Recorded Music/

Amherst's Largest Dance Floor

DOWHSTAI RS:

PROFESSIONAL LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

PERFORMING

FRIDAY

AND
SATURDAY NITE

Drink Special for Fri. & Sat. 2 for 1 9-11 pm
Appropriate Dress Required

Rte. 9 8- University Drive

Amherst, Mass. 256-8605

THE LEADER IN EHTEHTAMMENT

CoH««lan photo by Sam MHIott

Continuing Education student Freddie Rolan taket his two dogs, Troy and Duke, out for a

waik by the Student Union Building yesterday afternoon.

Students jam financial aid office
By GARY STARTA
Collegian Staff

Students getting Help Loans and paying bills have kept

the Financial Aid Office in Whitmore Administration

Building busy during the past few days.

Art Jackson, director of Finanaal Aid at the University

of Massachusetts, said a tight economic year and cutbacks

in federal aid have caused many of the problems at the

office.

Jackson said a larger percentage of students are paying

their bills when they arrive at school because they don't

have the money until then.

Students are also re-applying for Help Loans because

new regulations have come intoeffea last October

.

Students also come to the F inancial Aid Office to retur n

bank loan checks, register for work study or just ask

questions, Jackson said.

Jackson said between 300 and 400 students come to the

office each day.

Better coordination between the Financial Aid Office,

Housing Services and the Bursar's Office have resolved

most problems, despite cutbacks in federal aid, Jackson
said.

Help Loans and Pell Grants are available for un-

dergraduate students for educational e)(p>enses. Loans
must be certified by the Financial Aid Office.

Pell Grants are given to students determined to be
financially needy, with additional money awarded to the

most needy.

Professor has newestwork published
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts history pro-

fessor has jvitten what Haroor and Row
Publishing Company calls the "first major

biography of Martin Luther King Jr."

Dr Stephen B Oates, professor of history

and an adjunct professor of English at the

University h9S had his fourth major

biography. La' the Trumpet Sound: The Life

of Martin Luther King, published on the 19th

anniversary of King's famous "I have a

dream" speech

Oates writes, "Political analysts almost

unanimously attributed the 1965 voting act

to King's Selma (Alabama) campaign

Without pressure from there, it would have

taken years to extract such legislation from

Congress"
Oates took over five years to finish the

King biography, traveling across the South,

speaking with people involved with the King

crusade for human rights, and "retracing the

course of King's civil rights campaigns," ac-

cording to Harper and Row
He received a Senior Summer Fellowship

Grant from the National Endowment for the

Humanities to work on the book, which the

publisher has announced is a Literary Guild

Alternate.

Oates has written three biographies, all

receiving critical acclamation, on Nat Turner,

John Brown, and Abraham Lincoln. The last

was made possible by a grant from the Gug-

genheim Foundation, and received the

Christopher Award for Outstanding

Literature, stated Harper and Row.

In addition to his teaching responsibilities

at UMass, Oates lectures across the nation

on his works as well as on biography writing

techninves. _ _

Professor of history and adjunct Professor of

Fnniinh Mt UIMass. Dr. Steohen B. Oates.

No assistants

hired for new
living areas
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

There are still no assistant housing directors for the new
residential area set up at the University of Massachusetts

because the candidates interviewed over the summer were

not qualified for the job, according to Dr . Joseph Zannini,

director of Housing Services.

Housing Services decided last year to divide on campus

housing into an east and a west area. The east area is

comprised of Northeast, Sylvan, Central and Orchard Hill.

The west area includes Southwest Residential College.

Zannini said 10 candidates were interviewed at a total

cost to the University of $3,582 for meals, travel and

lodging.

"We didn't really feel satisfied with the total pod, " he

said. "We wanted to get the best possible people that we
could for UMass."
The positions should be filled by the 1983 spring

semester , he said.

Housing is now in the process of getting official per

mission to re advertise for the positions. Zannini said the

advertising will be on a national scale including such

publications as the "Chronicle of Higher E ducation." There

will also be some word of mouth advertising as well, he

said.

"We use contacts at other institutions primarily to

recruit using affirmative action. We're looking for in-

dividuals who have a good breadth of experience dealing

with the academic community, " he said, adding that

candidates should be able to effectively deal with student

issues and student groups.

Zannini said the housing system at UMass is the sixth

largest in the country and requires more intensified

organization than it had previously.

Assistant housing directors are responsible for

supervision of the residential and educational staff in-

cluding Community Resource Assistants, Resident

Assistants and Heads of Residence. The assistant direaors

would make sure their staff is well trained and perform

their responsibilities well. These responsibilities include

sodal issues awarenessand carrying out disapline, Zannini

said.

Zannini also stressed the importance of having the staff

out in the areas seeing the day-to-day operation first hand.

Women's studies

program rated as

a strong success
By LISA GONSLAVES
Collegian Staff

Achieving both national recognition and popularity on

campus, the Women's Studies Program at the University of

Massachusetts has become one of the best programs in the

country, said Arlene Avakian, staff assistant to the program.

"Students have transferred here for just Women's Studies

from all over the country, " Avakian said "We have three

students who transferred here from Iceland and Denmark."

The program, developed m 1974 because of the demands

from students and faculty, now has about 30 majors and 20

minors, she said Over 300 colleges and universities have

started Women's Studies programs in an effort to

acknowledge women and their contributions to history.

"Enrollment is terrific," Avakian said One course was

closed with 250 enrollments. "We have had to turn many

students away."

Not only is the UMass Women's Studies program

popular, but within Women's Studies programs circles, it is

considered one of the top three programs in the country,

Avakian said.

One of the program's faculty members has also received

recognition Leila Ahmed, assistant professor of Women's

Studies, recently received a fellowship from the National In-

stitute for the Humanities.

"Here at UMass, we take Women's Studies very seriously

as a discipline. We're not just plugging women into other

disciplines themselves, but we're restructuring the

disciplines," she said

Using history as an example of restructuring she said,

"The way history is studied now leaves women out The

Women's Studies Program asks 'how can women create

new ways to deal with history so women's issues will be cen-

tral and not just on the side?'"

"The program is dedicated to creating a forum m the

academic community for the development of frameworks

and methodologies which integrate women's experience and

scholarly disciplines," Avakian said. "Ultimately it will pro-

vide the incentive and experience necessary to affect change

in the larger community"
In the past year, the American college populations have

shifted and now women outnumber men for the first time in

history, Avakian said

Please Recycle This Collegian
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Reagan says he wants increased tax cuts,

reaffirms his position on several conservative issues

MANHATTAN, Kan. (API - President Reagan

launched his fall political Offfensive on yesterday with a call

to "go much further in reducing tax rates and make that

whole jigsaw puzzle of a tax system more simple and fair

for all,"

The president, who just won a $100 billion tax increase

over the next three years, did not specify the cuts and

simplifications he has in mind Nor did he say when he

wants them, other than to call them a "goal on the

hofieon
"

Reagan also took the occasion to reaffirm his com

mitment to school prayer and other conservative causes

that many of his longtime allies have accused him of

neglecting

In a speedi at Kansas State University, Reagan

repeated his proposal for a constitutional amendment "that

will make It unequivocally clear that children can hold

voluntary prayer in their schools."

He restated, too, his support for anti abortion legislation

and a separate constitutional amendment that would make

It more difficult for Congress to run up deficits m
peacetime.

A year ago, Reagan won the largest tax cut in history,

one that reduces individual rates by 25 percent over three

years and prevents "bracket creep" due to inflation in

future years. But the resulting cuts in federal revenues

and burgeoning deficits led a reluctant president to em

brace the $100 billion increase - or "tax reform" as he

called it — this summer.

With mid term congressional campaigns beginning in

earnest across the country, one presidential aide said

Reagan is 'trying toline up conservatives."

In recent weeks, many leaders of the Republican right

the bedrock of Reagan's climb to the presidency have

been critical of the administration's record deficit spending

and its reluctance to press for action on the controversial

social issues that he set aside while pushing for his

economic program.

The presidential aide, who asked that he not be identified

by name, said Reagan would undertake an increasingly

active travel schedule leading up to the Nov. 2 general

elections with campaign stops from New York to

California.
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Actuarial Car*»r Day
Tuesday, S*pt*mb«r 14, 1962, 3 PM
Koom 1624 Graduate R*»#arch Tow*r

Actuaries are executives in the insurance industry

professionally trained in the science of mathematical

probability. They use mathematical skills to define,

model, analyze and solve complex business and social

problems, and design financially sound insurance and

rjension programs. They serve in both technical and

managerial positions. The career requires strong

mathematical and verbal skills. Come to the Career

Day to meet and talk with actuaries from major New
England Insurance Companies and to find out more

about the career and the Actuarial Science Program

at the University.
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BALLET!
IN THE MORNING!

SEPT. 20- DEC. 3- 10 WKS.
Beginning: Mon & Fri 8-9 a.m. - $38

Adv. Begin: Mon & Fri 9-10: 15 am - $38

Classes held: Bangs Community Ctr.

Amherst

To Register Call - 584-7718
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THE KINGS OF REGGAE MUSIC

JIMMY CLIFF PETER TOSH
TOGETHER!

The word reggae means king's music, and that means it is highly sophisticated

and should be highly appreciated

"

-Peter Tosh (Melody Maker)

Thursday September 23. 1982 BOO p.rm.

On Sole Sept. 13 Students 39 & $10
Gen. Public SIO 8c $11

• .jn>on Recz'.y. ' '• ; • 'A._ Box Ofice • Frr The Record

ABSOLUTELY NO CANS, BOTTLES. SMOKiNG or CAMERAS please

Santana tickets still available!

-FINE ARTS CENTER • UMASS'
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MEET THE ACTIVE LEADERS ON CAMPUS ! ?

PHILANTHROPIC A

INTELLIGENT fi

d
OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUALS i

EXPERIENCE SOMETHING NEW!
^

TANHELS FORMAL
|

SORORITY ^USHo
]

IALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN S

WELCOME TO PARTIES
§

SAT. TO TUES. /j

CALL GREEK AFFAIRS 9-5 FRI (or SAT MORN)
|

545-271
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State announces plan

to curb air pollution
BOSTON — After a decade of trying, the state an-

nounced yesterday it has a plan to dean up Massachusetts'
dirty air toprotect the public health.

The plan is a blueprint for meeting federal air quality

standards by 1987 by cutting down on the smog and carbon
monoxide from cars through special car inspections,

controls on industry and use of public transportation,

offiaalssaid.

"As a result of the efforts over the past decade, we are
new able to say that we have a plan that we are submitting
to the E nvironmental Protection Agency today which will

achieve the ambient air quality standards necessary to
protect public health for all five major pollutants here in

Massachusetts," said Anthony D. Cortese, commissioner
of the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering.

Coftese said air pollution most seriously affects the
health of children, the elderly and people with respiratory

disease.

The Massachusetts Lung Association applauded the
plan, but spokeswoman Betsy Johnson added, "It's only a
first step. Implementation is the vital factor that now has
to be watched."

Of the five major pollutants, Cortese said Massachusetts
meets the health standards for three of them, but fails the
test when it comes to smog and carbon monoxide. Cars are
the major source of both pollutants, he said. The state

meets standards for sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and
suspended particulates.

Cortese said the goal of the state's plan is to cut the
carbon monoxide by 45 percent and the hydrocarbons —
which turn into smog — by 40 percent by 1987.

The state hopes to accomplish that, in part, through a

single annual inspaction of cars for pollution emissions, he

said. Set to begin in April 1983, the inspection will cost

motorists under $10 and be given by service stations with

special testing equipment expected to cost about $6,000,

the officials said. The inspection will be combined with the

current biannual safety inspections.

Only 15 percent of the cars are expected to flunk the

standards, which will vary depending on the age of the car,

Kenneth A. Hagg, Air Oulaity Control Divison director,

said. Cars over 15 years old are exempt from the emission

testing.

If properly maintained, a car will pass the test, Magg
said.

For those who fail, the average repair cost is about $20
to $25, he said.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Man confesses guilt to

thirty counts ofrape
PITTSFIELD - Prosecutors say they want a judge to

send a Housatonic man to Walpole State Prison for 10 to 12

years after he pleaded guilty to 30 counts of rape with

several children.

Judge Charles Alberti set sentencing for Sept. 23 for

Brian Lee Hazel, 40, who pleaded guilty Wednesday to 30

counts of rape of a child under 14 years dd. Hazel appeared

in Berkshire County Superior Court.

Hazel was accused of having sex with one boy and five

girls from Pittsfield at his home in Housatonic, according

to Jim Overmyer, spokesman for Berkshire County

District Attorney Anthony Ruberto.

Overmyer said investigators alleged that Hazel knew the

families of the children, who now range from 9 to 12 years

old. The inadents dated back to 1979, Overmyer said.

The case broke in May when Hazel was accused of fon

dling a girl, Overmyer said. The girl's brother complained

to their mother, who in turn reported the case to police.

Hazel was released on $3,000 bail pending the sen

tenang. Overmyer said prosecutors recommended the

Walpole sentence for Hazel, a construction consultant and

former industrial arts teacher at a Pittsfield junior high

school.

Boston Globe backs
Dukakis and Sears
BOSTON - The Boston G/obe endorsed former

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis for the Demoaatic gubernatorial
nomination yesterday, saying incumbent Edward J. King
IS one of the weakest Massachusetts governors in modern
times.

Asked for his reaction to the endorsement at a news
conference, King said, "I did not read the editorial "

"I'm not at all surprised, (and) I believe it will have little

or no impact on the people who are gang to vote for me."

The newspaper also endorsed former Boston City

Counalor John W. Sears in the Republican gubernatorial

primary.

The newspaper said it picked Dukakis "because he holds

certain definable views about fairness and equity."

On the other hand, the G/obe said King, who is seeking

renomination, "is a weak governor, one of the weakest in

the modern history of the commonwealth."

Although some observers have said there is no

significant difference between Dukakis and King, the

editorial said, 'The gap between the two in intelligence,

integrity and leadership abilities is massive."

The newspaper also said it was impressed that the four

newly elected members of the Boston City Council had

endorsed Dukakis.

"King has callously used the state's largest city as a

scapegoat," the editorial said. "Anyone who is truly for

Boston will vote for Dukakis."'

The newspaper acknowledged that admirers say King

works hard. But it said: "A workaholic executive who
dithers and spins his wheels may be working hard, but that

is not the same thing as providing leadership.""

The Globe also described King's economic poliaes as a

""bizarre home grown variation of Reaganomics."

Convicted drunk driver

killed in auto crash
SPRINGFIELD - A man killed in an early morning car

crash while being followed by police lost his licsnse in 1980

when he was convicted of drunken driving and vehicular

homicide in the death of a 10-year old boy, police said

yesterday.

Between 1980 and his death, Edward Davis, 27, of

Southwick, was arrested in 1981 on a second drunken

driving charge and spent more than a year in jail. He was
released June 24.

Davis was pronounced dead at the Wesson Unit of

Baystate Medical Center shortly after he smashed his car

into a pine tree on a residential street about 2 a.m., ac-

cording to a report filed by Springfield Police Sgt. Herbert

Webber

.

The car speedometer was stuck at 50 miles an hour,

Webber said. Davis, thrown out of the vehicle, was found

on the ground beside the wreck.

Davis first lost his license after he pleaded guilty to

vehicular homicide in the death of Richard Olsen Jr. of

Westfield. Westfield Police Lt. George Varelas said.

Varelas, who investigated the Jan. 17, 1980 crash, said

Davis was driving down the breakdown lane on Southwick

Road when he smashed into a car driven by the boy's

mother . The child was decapitated.

Davis, who fled the crash on foot, was also convicted o#

driving while intoxicated and leaving the scene of an ac-

adent, according toWestfield Sgt. William Chandler.
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In a sharp contrast, an Alaskan caribou grazss upon graas growing

on tha Artie Tundra at Prudhoa Bay racantly with a ssrias off 30-ffoot-

high anclosad oil walls in tha background.

Interested in Law
and Student DisciplineT^

course in: "Law, Higher Education

and Student Discipline

:^
^/

I
topics:

time:

• student's rights

• UMass disciplinary

system
• student judge and

advocate training

tuesdays

4:30-7:30

"X QffflT.

SOMiHcm lAjsr HAvf tMt
GUI feninG THIS IS tw/rovsTfTt/ntx**

3 credit course taught by attorneys from the Student

Legal -Services Office. Sign-up sheet and schedule In-

formation located in StUv"^ent Attorney General's Of-

fice, 434 Student Union or call 545-0341

.

LiaUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441
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Students become aware of campus

groups by way ofRSO referral fair

Friday, September 10, 1982 Friday, September 10, 1982 iColle^ian /

By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Correspondent

Representatives from about 35 Recognized Student

Organizations (RSO) were present at a RSO referral fair out-

side the Student Union building yesterday

The purpose of the fair was to provide information about

and exposure to student groups offering special services,

programs, or materials

"The fair will hopefully be informative to new students

and those who are not aware of the RSO services," said

Margaret Small, co-coordinator of the fair

Posters, t-shirts, and equipment displays were part of the

publicity used by groups to inform and recuit interested

students

"We have a fairly good turnout of RSO group represen-

tatives," she said.

Among the groups represented were religious organiza-

tions such as the United Christian Foundation, as well as the

Hand'capped Affairs Office and Foreign Student Affairs,

Counseling and Career Development, and 'ntramurals^

"It IS hard to get members At the fair we were ab e to

displays aspects of the club to students, sa.d Chr st.ne

LeBlanc, Outmg Club member The Outing Club displayed

tents, backpacks, and skis available for rental by club

members . „ 4„, -i*

The Commuter Collective, a student run service for oft^

campus students was also at the fair The Q^o^Pj^f PJ

students find off-campus housing, organizes rent control

campaigns, and provides lockers and the commuter lounge

for off-campus students. Barbara Bradley of Commuter Co^

lective encouraged people to find out what the Collective is

about and welcomed new ideas

University Child Care provided )ob listings for babysitters

and information on student job openings in ch'ld care.

The Black Mass Communications Project (BMCP), union

Program Council (UPC), UMass Music Theater Guild, Union

Video Council, Earthfoods, and the Craft Shop were among

the other student groups distributing information and vying

for members.

loPEN AXA RUSH
Sept. 1, 8, 9

ANd 17, 14, 19

8:70-11:00 pM

Stop in an*! discovcR

wkAT A FraternIty is

All AboUTl 1^

CaU 545-0244Wl
LAMbdA Chi AlpkA

>74 N. PltASANT St.
•3^

ThE PEople's Cax AIUance

PRESENTS

LEsbiAN/GAy Dance
TONIGHT

2 AM $2 lOThFlooRCC
Music by MarIo Barros

Equipment by Audio PROMEdiA

CaU our officE For more iNfo 5-01 54

V We're Full Of
at

PAUL'S
OLD-TIME
FURNITURE

I

overflowing with

old time bargains for

every room and budget

NEW Mattress & Box Spring

NEW Wateibeds

WE BUY & SELL
at

PAUi'S OLD-TIME FURNITURE
57 East Pleasant St., Amtterst - 549-3603

OMN: 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Doily

Leader of the Packs
For Books - Cycling - Hiking

Packs from Eastpak - Caribou - Jansport

bAY paK'R 9.95

, . ,)r.N»n,t Vd Ai?h j i,
-»• piece body

INOCCHIO

d^^'y jkdierproot pol^urfthjn** ro<)T-,j

Capro'<jn" n,lon Pt-rffct or day '^'i'lrfj

^'ude^ts or ryclinq It has id|t.N'dh'«-

pidi" J N^'i.ipr st'aps. (lui'k rp'o •«,»

^ ;
,• A'- vkfMther t!j;

• •• • . ,, , pO''t<»»» lAifh n.

CUT'' iT^d IS di'snj!''-.! 'or r-...^, a-- ;•
'

Packs are sold in the Clothing Dept. Located in the Campus Center

«?,UNIVERSITy
Al(STORE*

Open M-F 9-5

Wed - Thur 9-9

Sat 11-4

FREE DELIVERY

PinocchioB, with the tastiest hot Pizza

and Suh» in the valley, now offers /ost

home de/lvery too!

We deliver *7 days a week from 5 p.m.

to 3 a.m. and Sundays 5 p.m. til 2 a.m.

Treat yourself to PINOCCHIO'S
2 sizes of Subs

12" and 16' Pizzas

Open 11 a.m. -2 a.m.

Sunday 4 p.m. -2 a.m.

1177 No. Pleasant St.. No. Amherst

549-3669

^Limited delivery area,

orders, thank you.

$3.75 minimum on delivery

Newslines...
Swim program for disabled

offered by local YMCA
A swim program for physically disabled children a

adults will be held this fall at the Hampshire Regional
Y.M.C.A. The session runs from October 9 to December 11

The program is sponsored by the Massachusetts Easter

Seal Society and the Hampshire Y M.C.A. To register or for

further information, call the Easter Seal Society at 734-6434

between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.

World Kielbasa Festival in

Chicopee this weekend
The Ninth Annual World Kielbasa Festival will be held this

weekend in Chicopee The festival, which is sponsored by

the Fireball Club of the Chicopee Chamber of Commerce,
will feature Polish and square dancing, ethnic music and

clown shows.

The event opens at 4 p.m. Fnday and continues until Sun-

day night.

United Christian Foundation to

offer Sunday 'Church Bus'
The United Christian Foundation will sponsor a "Church

Bus" which will run from Orchard Hill to area churches

beginning Sunday.

Coffee and doughnuts will be served in the Grayson Mam
Lounge at 9 a.m. and the bus will leave the Grayson back lot

at 9:X. The bus will return to campus at 1 p m.

A Fall Reception featuring a slide show, a bus tour of

Amherst and refreshments will be held on Sunday, spon-

sored by the Amherst Town Committee for International

Students, Inc. The program starts at 1 15 p.m. and runs un-

til 5 p.m

Tchaikovsky competition on

WFCR this Sunday
The final round of male voice and violin events in the Inter

national Tchaikovsky Competition will be aired at 2 p m
Sunday on WFCR (88.5 Ft^) The second of a three part

series is being hosted by Tom Deacon, of the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation, who will interview the finalists

and jurists of the event.

WFCR radio will air Drogxam

on Hispartic Heritage Week
A celebration of National Hispanic Heritage Week will be

aired beginning at 1 p.m Sept. 12 on WFCR (88.5 FM). The

programming will last for a week and be highlighted by a

series, from Monday through Friday, titled Raflactions of La

Raza, hosted by Rita Moreno, the award winning actress.

Support group being offered

for female victims of abuse

Necessities, a Hampshire County advocacy program, is

offering a support group for women who have experienced

emotional and/or physical abuse. The group will start at 7

p.m. September 20 and meets for eight weeks every Mon-

day night.

The group will be a place where women can talk to others

who have had the same experience, discuss feelings, fears

and give support to each other.

For more information contact Irene Koster at 586-5066.

Available positions at EWC
Interns and volunteers needed

The E verywoman's Center (E WC) located in Wilder Hall

at the University of Massachusetts provides diverse

services for University and community women.

Resource ana reterrai statt are available to answer

questions and give legal, medical and social service in-

formation. The E WC has services in the areas of coun

seling, advocacy and education.

The EWC's Counseling h'rogram is offering a support

group for women with eating problems and a support

group for mothers in all life situations. Both groups are

scheduled to start at the end of September.

Internships and volunteer positions are available at the

E WC which offer credit and/or letters of reference. A few

positions offer work study or monetary compensation.

Available positions are: Public Relations/Outreach

Interns, Childcare Interns, Budget Interns,

Educator Advocates, Resource/Referral Staff Interns,

Working Women's Task Force Interns, Third World

Women's Task Force Interns, Third World Women's

Advocates, Counseling Interns and Administrative

I nternships.

For further information and descriptions call the E WC at

545 0883.

Israel renews attack;

rejects settlement plan
(AP) — Israel rejected the new all-Aryb plai for a

Middle East settlement yesterday and sent its warp anes

against Syrian anti-aircraft missiles in Lebanon for the

second straight day, repating four nrxxe batteries

demolished.

Lebanese radio said Israeli jets also struck Syrian armor

positions in Lebanon, further heightening the threat of a

showdown between the tens of thousands of Israeli and

Syrian troops remaining in that war battered land.

Sources at the Arab summit conference in Fez, Morocco,

said the Arab leaders approved Syrian President Hafez

Assad's request to cancel the six yearold Aiab League

mandate for his Syrian "peacekeeping force" in Lebanon,

enabling him towithdraw thetroops. But Israel questioned

Assad's sincerity.

"I think this (Syrian readiness to leave Lebanon) is lip

service and there is no reality in it," Chief of Staff Lt. Gen.

Raphael E ytan told Israeli army radio.

In related developments yesterday:

-Seaetary of State George P. Shultz, testifying before

the House Foreign Affairs Committee, called for

congressional support of President Reagan's Mideast peace

plan and said he believes there is a "reasonable chance" the

plan's key goals can be achieved.

-The 800 U.S. Marines who helped supervise the with-

drawal of Palestine Liberation Organization guerrillas

from west Beirut loaded vehicles onto landing craft in

preparation for their scheduled departure Friday from

Lebanon.
Lebanese army forces trying to reassert government

control over west Beirut moved into the Palestinian

refugee camp Bourj el Barajneh, heavily bombarded

during Israel's June August siege. Israeli forces continued

to hold their positions in Beirut, however, even though the

US. negotiated agreement that ended the siege called for

their pullback

The Fez summit, concluding late Thursday, produced

the first collective Arab proposals for peace with Israel

since the creation of the Jewish state in 1948.

The plan contained elements long rejected by the

Israelis: the creation of an independent, PL governed

Palestinian state in the Israeli occupied West Bank of the

Jordan River and Gaza Strip, and incorporating the Arab-

populated sector of Jerusalem in that state.

The proposals, as outlined by summit sources, do not

explicitly offer recognition of Israel

In Israel, Prime Minister Menachem Begins spokesman,

Uri Porat, dismissed the summit, saying it was no different

from previous such meetings "and there is no reason to pay

attention toit."
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WINES

&

LIQUORS

I

!

i

338 College Street

WINE SPECIALS

Ed. Saarbach semi-dry white... $2.99 per liter

BeaUCel Blanc dry French white ...$2.99 per liter

Porto Palo dry Itelian white $3.59 1.5 liter Jug

BEER SPECIALS

Bud cens
$8.99/ce8e

BUSCh loose cens $7.99/cs»e

Tuborgit/dk $2.25/6peck

Rolling Rock $4.50/i2pack

Kronenbourg it/dk $3.99/6 pack

Becks It/dk
$3.99/6 pack

Bass Ale $4.99/6 pack

Moosehead $3.25/6 pack $12.50/ca»e

LIQUOR
Cossack Vod ka 175 iiter$8.39

Booths Gin 90° 1 "^^'^ $7.45

Windsor Canadian Whiskey 750 mi $6.29

not rasponsible for typographical errors
^

Your first stop

for disc film

processing.

!S3>55^.^!!
"""

10' CCXO' P'

P()SO«l *•

2DISCSWM

Bring in your KODACOLOR HR Disc Film, and get

quality color processing by Kodak. You'!! like the

way the color comes out bright and clear . . .

just the way you like it. Stop in today to order

your great looking prints.

r

COLOR
PROCESSING ^
.. Kodak

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

^JjmVERSITYmSTORED
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Young Peruvian girl doing well after

life-saving heart operation

* Located on Special Sale

Tables in the Trade Book Dept.

BOSTON (AP) - Three yearold Anita

Astos heart underwent repair yesterday,

and now the wife of the presiaent of the

United States and the wife of the president

of Peru are trying to help her get an

American mother.

While Anita was in the recovery room,

Nancy Reagan was on the telephone to her

counterpart, Videtta Belaunde, m Lima.

The American first lady had gotten a

telegraphed plea from Mrs. Robert Ulchak

of Quincy, Mass., who had brought Anita to

the United States from South America and

needed helpinadopting the girl.

Mrs. Reagan explained that the Ulchaks

couldn't spare the time or money to go to

Peru to go through adoption procedures.

They spent eight weeks there last year to

adopt another child, a boy named John

Paul, and it was then that they learned of

the plight of Anita, who lived in the same

orphanage.

Anything Mrs. Belaunde could do would

be welcome. Mis. Reagan said.

Anita v\.as born with only one heart

ventricle instead of two, and an operation

was needed to increase blood flow to the

lungs. Her blood was getting insufficient

oxygen, causing her to tire easiiy and

raising the danger of clots.

Mrs. Belaunde told Mrs. Reagan that she

had talked to the secretary general of the

presidency — the Peruvian chief of staff -

about steps to be taken. Since the case is in

the hands of the judiciary, she said, a

presidential recommendation had gone out

to speed up the process.

Mrs. Reagan's press seaetary, Sheila

Tate, who related all this, said the Peruvian

president, Fernando Belaunde Terry, got

on the telephone and told Mrs. Reagan that

he was "extremely grateful for wak you

have done on this case."

As for Anita, a spokeswoman for

Children's Hospital Medical Center in

Boston said, "It sounds like she's going to

have a reasonably normal life.' The

operation was performed here Thursday

morning by Dr. Aldo Castaneda, the

hospital's surgeon in chief and car-

diovascualar surgeon in-chief.

ixmjL kjAuii*'^»9m»>*<•^>u^u^^fiv^*i i»r*

price

Open M-F9-5Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

USED BOOKS
over 30,000 in stock

all subjects

save on used books

Volley Dook Shop
Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

Reg. Hours 10:00-5:30, Mon-Sat

Sun 12-4 - Open Sept 8 & 9 til 7:00

S*pt 2^l>*< 2

Thun Hit*

10 will - t20
5ia0^i30 pm

Amh«r«t
Unltorlon
M*«tlngho<M«
M. ^l«OMnt St

ot
tut Stop

CoH SM'TTie

NOW AVAILABLE September id. iea2

Tennis Rackets
Tennis Balls

Racquetball Racquets
Racquet Balls

Squash Racquets
Squash Balls

Baseballs
Softballs

Wiffleballs

Baseball Gloves
Bats
Basketballs

VoUeyballs
Jump Ropes
Handgrips
Exercise Bars
Weights
Ankle Weights
Wrist Weights
Exercise Mats
Sweat Bands
Wrist Bands
Frisbees
Whistles

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Darts
Soccerballs

Swiming Goggles
Ear Plugs
Nose Clips

Footballs

Nerfballs

Inflation Needles
Sports Bags
Sports Books
Ri^le Books

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED _

EDITORIAL/OPINION
mm^>^^^>y

fftW; ^i&iMM •»*::

^^lMn«e« Ttm^-gitsim

^SECOND 1>1E MOTION''

Radical chic

or dedication

I

had to come up with something to write about, fast,

and It got me to thinking In the first place, what

should I write about? In the second place, why am I

writing at all?

Was I experiencing one of those loathesome occupational

identity crisises, where you wonder why you are where you

are, doing what you're doing? After thinking awhile, and

drinking lots of beer, answers began to come to me. Of

coursel As a columnist, one of my primary functions is to

serve as sort of an activist and make the reader aware of cur-

rent events and how they might be affected by them I then

must offer advice or insight into what they might do to help.

Even though these columns might sound the same after

awhile, and aren't always funny, somebody's got to do

them, right? I still wasn't convinced, but I kept on thinking

and imbibing alcohol in hopes of having some sort of

creative revelation ^^_^__^„,^^.^»^—

»

Local Govt. vs. First Amendment
Stoughton is an average sized community southwest

of Boston which is going through a difficult struggle

Some merchants have opened an adult bookstore in

the center of town and many residents are vehemently

against the existence of what they believe is an eyesore on

the community. ^ ,

At no time during the day will there be less than five

picket-carrying demonstrators outside the store blocking the

sidewalk and occasionally verbally harassing people who

venture into the store Some have even taken pictures of the

people who frequent the store and jotted down their license

plate numbers

kich Nangle

These citizens have some valid concerns They worry that

their property values will go down They don't want

"undesireables" in their town. They want to keep the Com-
bat Zone out of the suburbs.

Ignorance has run rampant in Stoughton, as it probably

would in any community faced with a similar problem.

Despite this fact, I believe I have at least a little bit in com-

mon with the protesters Certainly if an adult bookstore

opened up in my hometown of Dedham, I wouldn't be total-

ly pleased But I'd accept it, because what the people of

Stoughton fail to realize is that this store would not be in ex-

istence if the market for it did not exist

Yes there are people who enter these bookstores and

purchase magazines (much more lurid than Playboy or Pen-

thouse) and blow-up dolls, watch peep shows (which may

soon be included in the Stoughton offering), and purchase

X-rated movies.

I nave been to the adult bookstores in Boston's Combat

Zone and I think the products sold there are best used as

loke presents on somebody's birthday I have no problems

buying Penthouse magazine but most of the products m an

adult bookstore are not for me. That's where the similarity

between myself and the Stoughton protesters ends.

No one shouia nave the right to decide what things people

should be allowed to see and read

There is a document known as the First Amendment

which is supposed to protect the public's right to the free

flow of information. Even if this constitutional law did not

exist. It IS still morally correct. But the protesters believe they

are the public's conscience. In that sense they're no better

than the Moral Maiority.

Stoughton could do a much better )ob of hurting their

adult bookstore by ignoring it altogether Instead, what has

actually happened is the curiosity of those who might not be

inclined to go to such a place has been aroused People are

coming from near and far to see the bookstore which has

been widely publicized by local papers and Boston television

stations

It's unfortunate that we live in a society where a person is

considered to be strange and perveted because he or she en

loys hardcore pronography We have a governor by the

name of Edward J King who wants to ban cable TV com-

panies from showing pornographic movies We also have a

president who says movies were better in the 1930's when

people kept their clothes on and wants to put his beliefs into

action

Is there a possibility that someday people will be content

to let others manage their own lives as they see fit?

It would appear that those in authority are content to have

people run around like trained dogs and obey their local

police officer And this is supposed to be a free country.

There are too many people in general who think it's okay

to have control over other people's lives They say people

aren't smart enough to govern their own destiny, they are

refeiring to the average person of course, not themselves

This IS the kind of closed minded conservatism that has per

vaded every level of government in this country and around

the world for time immemorial.

The worst offender of all is local government Local gover

ning bodies are almost invariably run by idealogues who

want to make their town the model suburb, with clean living

and fine upstanding citizens m the community Surely Ed

Smith of Buckland, who was instrumental in the book

banning controversy m that northern Massachusetts town

earlier this year, is considered a fine upstanding citizen.

The demonstrators m Stoughton are probably fine upstan-

ding citizens also. They don't protest nuclear power plants,

military overspending or the draft No, they have more im-

portant things to attend to like the assault on adult

bookstores. Perhaps the Stoughton demonstrators will fail

in their efforts to persuade local officials to rid their com-

munity of the "evil" bookstore. But I suspect they're going

to win.

Rich Nangle is a Collegian staff member.

Josh Meyer

Now that school is underway, its like being pinched into a

rude awakening I read and hear the same news as I did in

the summer, but its relevance becomes much more impor-

tant now that I'm in school Back in this vast sea of peers, I

begin to see how close to home these issues hit Just now

the ravages of Reaganomics are becoming evident, like

when friends who can't afford school anymore don't show

up Or when I can't get into a class because there aren't

enough people left to teach it Even the throats of much

broader issues seem more real now than they did a few

Take the anti-nuke movement Yeah, I went to the rally in

Central Park in July, but now I wonder why I went It was

a lot of fun, but somehow the horrifying reality of a nuclear

war was about the farthest thing from my mind that day I

wasn't alone in that either I talked to many afterwards who

spoke only of Bruce Springsteen and Jackson Browne

Now I don't hear so much about it The hard core of ac-

tivists remains of course, but all the fair weather fringe

elements have crumbled in direct proportion to the populari-

ty of the issue There were one and one half million people

there I wonder how many of them are still active m the

movement? While I would never condemn any action done

truly for the purpose of change I question the underlying

motives that promoted the act'on When an i<i<:' i«.becomes

radically chic, suddenly flocks of people are willing to help,

until their attention is caught by something else. I admire the

people still crying out for El Salvador, but they are few and

So when I think about it, there is plenty for me to write

about, because there's pler^ty of issues large and small that

affect all of us. There's also plenty for us to do about them if

we really want to Student action is supporting actions they

believe in, and m voicing dissent where necessary are two of

the most important and worthwhile action aspects of a col-

lege education ^^
At a school as progressive, diverse, and highly esteemed

as UMass (no kidding), this action generates even more im-

pact as It sets an example for others to follow

So now I think I've finally understood why I'm here, and

why I stay up until sunrise once a week writing these col-

umns The value of a university education lies not only in the

passive experiences of the classroom, but also in the active

experiences gained by sharing in some common cause. By

thinking big and working small, students can make a dif-

ference There are infinite issues and events that will effect

us all this year. We can't sit back and wait to see what hap-

pens We're going to have to be the ones to take action, fof

our own sake if nothing else As the saying goes, "A man's

character determines his fate." Why could something so ob-

vious be so hard for me to figure out? Now that I had

straightened that out, I set my alarm for two hours later, |ust

in time for my first class.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist.
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MEWLY EXPANDED

PRINT CARD DEFT.

^rt prints
2S5

Ln

Bedspreads, Tapestries

^ Mall Hangings

CLIP-ON
reg.S&SSr

now 12.95

2 for 25.

STODY
LAMP

reg. -24^95^

now 16.95

Friday, September 10, 1982 Colk'gian n

BIN 187 n. pleasant st.^ amherst

Back to Ba»cs-$299
[£Q Model 82 Speakers JVC L-AIO Turntable

OKncYO TX-1 1 Receiver siHSHisia M70B Cartridge

3;5frl.95

16 ^^^^^^^ >
pc. set reg. 49;9& Jfl

now 1 2.95 HI

sUsf^A
PERCENT

ROM, UP^'^a^

4X6' cotton

RUGS
Great Designs
reg. 49:95-

nowl 6.95

RECORD
CRATES
reg. 7^95-

now 6.95

BEVERAGE &
STEMWARE
1 8 pc. set beverage glasses/reg. 1 9.95 now 1 2.95
set of 4 red or white WIne/reg. 7.50 now 5.95
Barrels of Glass . . . Wine/Beverage/Mugs from

.69 to .99

PLASTIC HANGERS,
reg. 25e (o^ /now ... 1 for 1 .95

HOOKS & HANGUPS

Sound&Mu^
90-92 King St. (Kl*. 5), Northampton. 584-9547 y^ CSSSaUk
Mon Wed. 10 6, Thur & Fri. 10 9. Sal 10-5 ~. ^P^'

"Good Advice-

Honest Price"

FREE DELIVERY TO
FIVE COLLEGE AREA

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Tool

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BLINDS
From $5,501

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs £r Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

"^

EXPIRES
SEPT 18,1982

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Ideas

Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

J

Arts
:<<>mm^

Fast Times atRidgemontHigh

accurate,tender and very funny

By ANDREWGORDON
Collegian Staff

It would be very easy for someone

writing about Fast Times at Ridgemont

High to look at it quickly and shallowly and

label it exploitive, sexist and superficial.

They could do that; but they would be

wrong. Fast Times at Ridgemont High

captures high school and that age and does

so accurately, tenderly and with great

insight. It is also one of the funniest movies

to open this year.

Like another youth oriented, American

Graffiti. Fast Times follows several young

people through the tribulations of

adolescence, 1980's style. It taps into

emotions we've all had - fear, curiosity,

love, lust, insecurity - and that's why the

film works; we can laugh because we've

been there ourselves and because the

laughs are never at the expense of the

characters. We would not want to laugh at

them; af ourselves.

Stacy (wonderfully played by Jennifer

Jason Leigh) is a virginal freshman curious

about boys and sex and love. She gets

advice from her more experienced liest

friend Linda (Phoebe Gates, from Paradise)

and enters into relationships with Mark

Ratner (Brian Backer) and his best friend

Mike Damone (Robert Romanus). Her dder

brother Brad (Judge Reinhold) is also a

central figure, as he jumps from job to job

at fast food chains. The film's nnajor comic

relief comes from Sean Penn, as Spicdi.

Penn turns in a tour de force as the ter-

minally wasted valley boy- Ng« since John

Belushi's Bluto Blutarsky m Animal House

has someone done so much with a sup-

porting role. His eyes exude innocence and

his slow Californese voice makes simple

phrases like "Hey Bud, let's party" sound

like the funniest words ever uttered.

These characters share a common
characteristic: they are sincere and they

are essentially good. In fact, everyone is

Like Breaking Away, even the bad guys

turn out to be not so bad. A slick dude picks

Stacy up and deflowers her. Although we
realize he has no intention of seeing her

again, his bad guy role is contradicted when

he sends her flowers and a warm card

Which IS not to say that the film looks back

at high school through rose tinted glasses.

Good people can hurt each other, and they

do. Characters fall in and out of love with

each other, best friends fight and dates are

marred by nervous silence and awk

wardness. The film doesn't fuzz social

reality. Neither does it ignore con

sequences. One might think a comedy of

this sort would try toexploit teen sex for all

it was worth, but of the film's two sex

scenes, one creates an unwanted pregnancy

and a great deal of grief for Stacy.

The performances are excellent. Every

actor creates a full bodied and real

character . We come to know and like them;

not like in a piece of trash like Porky's,

whose characters were a bunch of in

terchangeable idiots. No, the characters of

Fast Times at Ridgemont High are special,

like friends. First time director Amy
Hecker ling must be commended for keeping

the film subtle and personal; not going for

broad, cheap laughs. A film well worth

seeing.

Trailers . . .

.

Columbia Pictures has announced its

Chnstmas lineup. Top on the list is The Toy

starring Jackie Gleason and Richard Pryor

Gleason is a filthy rich businessman who
"buys" Pryor as a toy for his spoiled son

Richard Donner (The Omen, Superman)

directed the film. Next on their list is Tootsie.

which stars Dustm Hoffman as a struggling

actor Unable to get a real part, he is hired

for a soap opera, as a woman. Hoffman

plays much of the film in drag Sydney

Pollack directed the fi'm, which also stars

Jessica Lange, Charles Durning and Ten

Garr Gandhi stars Ben Kingsley as the

Mahatma. An all-star cast includes Candice

Bergen, John Gielgud, Martin Sheen and

Trevor Howard... Sting, of the Police, stars

in Brimstone and Treacle, a psychodrama in

which he plays a deranged young man who
tries to break up a family. Sting played Ace

in Quadrophenie and was in several other

films, but Brimstone will be the test of his ac-

ting ability The role is very complex, with a

number of powerful dramatic scenes. The

film will be released this semester. The

soundtrack, with music by the Police and

The Go-Go'ss, is out no\N... Psycho II takes

up 23 years after the original. Norman Bates,

again played by Anthony Perkins, is released

from an asylum and returns to the same

motel. Vera Miles will also return... /?»«^b«//,

on the other hand, will be a prequal, taking

up three years before the original began.

Harrison Ford will again play Indiana Jones,

Karen Allen will not return ..Margot Kidder's

role in Superman III has been shortened

tremendously. Annette O'Toole will enter

the picture as an flame of Superman's.

Richard Pryor is the villain. . Ten Shields gets

to playe executive producer on Sahara, the

new Brooke Sheilds movie. John Guillerman

will direct... Pat Conroy's book. The Lords of

Discipline, will become a film directed by

Fran Roddam (Quadrophenie) David Keith,

who played Richard Gere's buddy in An Of-

ficer and a Gentleman, will star Also in the

film are GO Spradlin (Apocalypse Now)

and Judge Reinhold (Fast Times et Ridge-

mont High) Honkeytonk Man has

Eastwood again directing himself Hope old

Clint oets his act together better than

Firefox lohn Landis will direct

Whereabouts, starring Timothy Hutton It

will be a comedy /mystery. There probably

won't be any helicopter shots. Landis will

also direct Clue, a spinoff from the Parker

Brothers game. The film may have several

different endings... Monty Python's John

Cleese will star in Privates on Parade Foster

Brooks plays a drunk airplane pilot in Jerry

Lewis' Smorgasbord Local Best bet: Bet-

ween the Lines and The Atomic Cafe tonight

and tomorrow at The Amherst
Cinema Gene Wilder and Gilda Radner will

be reunited in Kissing, despite the fact that

their Hanky Panky was a financial

flop Trailers Trivia: The following is the last

three lines of what movie? "You're the

quarterback." "Well yeah, now how'd you

know that?" (Pause) "Yes, I'd love a cup of

coffee." Answer to last weeks trivia ques-

tion: Joe Spinell is probably the most non-

famous bit actor working in films today. He

has worked steadily in hundreds of films over

the past decade, because even in fairly big

speaking roles he is virtually unrecognizable

from one film to the next. Recent roles were

the gun-toting maitre D' in Night Shift and

the cop in Maniac. His otfier films include the

Rockys. both Godfathers, Brubaker and Taxi

Driver.

When patronizing

our advertisers,

make sure totellthem

that you saw
their ads

in the Collegian.
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Carri* (Halli« Eckttain) gats aoma lova

Cataa) and Stacy (Jannifar Jaaon Laigh).

advica from Linda (Phoaba

Ratnar, playad by Brian Backer chailangaa his bast friend Damona
(Robart Romanus) aftar discovaring ha has slapt with his girlfriend.

FILM CLIPS
FRIDAY THE 13th, PART III

"Hello? Hello, is anyone in there? Who's

up there? Rick? Rick is that you? Is hat you

in there? Who's over there? Hey, is anyone

under there? Rick?" - So reads almost the

entire screenplay of Friday the 13th, f^rt III

When the characters aren't posing silly inter

rogatives, they're wandering into an old barn

and getting chopped up But that's not all,

we've seen that before Now we get to see it

ill 3D. The enjoyment of grapnic mass

murder put to the visual pleasure of a GAF
viewmaster And swell polarized glasses that

give you the best darn headache you've ever

had (the Anacin people must have had some

input in their desiqn)

The story is typically ridiculous Again we
have Jason, this time running around in a

goalie mask (like Jerry Cheevers gone
tjerserk), and a houseload of stunnir>g

women and simply men One by one they are

dispatched, in manners we saw in the first

two Fridays 7l»e film's conclusion, m fact, is

a shot-by-shot remake of the first film's.

The 3D IS the movie's primary asset While
It IS always slightly fuzzy, it does work. The
director, Steve Miner, correctly chose to

camp It up — hence we have dopers passing

you a )oint from out of the screen and a T.V.

watcher who adjusts an antenna into your
face. Lots of knives, too. Sick, exploitive,

trashy, but fur

Qana Wildar and Qlida Radnar on the sat of Hanky Panky. The two

will ba raunitad for Kissing, dua out naxt summer.
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HEWLY EXPANDED

PRINT& CARD DEPT.

^rt prints
ZB5

Bedspreads, Tapestries

4 Mali Hangings

CLIP-ON
reg. X^S5r

now 12.95

2 for 25.

STUDY
LAMP

reg. -34^95^

now 16.95

Friday, September 10, 1982 Colk^gian n

BIN 187 n* picAsant St., atnherst

Back to Ba»cs-$299
QQS Model 82 Speakers JVC L-AIO Turntable

ONKYO TX-1 1 Receiver HBSHEia M70B Cartridge

4X6' cotton

RUGS
Great Designs
reg. 4^:95-

nowl 6.95

RECORD
CRATES
reg.

pc. set reg. 49;9fr

now 1 2.95 m

save
'

20
PERCENT

Sound&Music
90-92 King St. (Rie. 5), Northampton. 584-9547 "^i ^^
Mun Wed. 10-6. Thur. & Fri. 10-9. Sat 10-5 W*?

"Good Advice^—
Honest Price

"

FREE DELIVERY TO
FIVE COLLEGE AREA

now 6.95

BEVERAGE &
STEMWARE
1 8 pc. set beverage glasses/reg. 1 9.95 now 1 2.95
set of 4 red or white Wine/reg. 7.50 now 5.95
Barrels of Glass . . . WIne/Beverage/Mugs from
m .69 to .99
PLASTIC HANGERS,
reg. 25C (« /now ... 1 for 1 .95

HOOKS & HANG-UPS

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

^^ Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5,501

^
EXPIRES

SEPT 18.1982

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS er BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Ideas

Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday

MCI^CANTILE
AAAHUtST CAtRIAd SHOfi

front

ices
I

12 - 5 pm
I

Arts
Fast Times atRidgemontHigh

accurate,tender and very funny

By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

It would be very easy for someone

writing about Fast Times at Ridgemont

High to look at it quickly and shallowvly and

label it exploitive, sexist and superficial.

They could do that; but they would be

wrong. Fast Times at Ridgemont High

captures high school and that age and does

so accurately, tenderly and with great

insight. It is also one of the funniest movies

to open this year.

Like another youth oriented, American

Graffiti, Fast Times follows several young

people through the tribulations of

adolescence, 1980's style. It taps into

emotions we've all had - fear, curiosity,

love, lust, insecurity - and that's why the

film works; we can laugh because we've

been there ourselves and because the

laughs are never at the expense o4 the

characters. We would not want to laugh at

them; af ourselves.

Stacy (wonderfully played by Jennifer

Jason Leigh) is a virginal freshman curious

about boys and sex and love. She gets

advice from her more experienced best

friend Linda (Phoebe Gates, from Paradise)

and enters into relationships with Mark

Ratner (Brian Backer) and his best friend

Mike Damone (Robert Romanus). Her older

brother Brad (Judge Reinhold) is also a

central figure, as he jumps from job to job

at fast food cha;ns. The film's maja comic

relief comes from Sean Penn, as Spicdi.

Peon turns in a tour de force as the ter

minally wasted valley boy. Ng« since John

Belushi's Bluto Blutarsky m Animal House

has someone done so much with a sup-

porting role. His eyes exude innocence and
his slow Californese voice makes simple

phrases like "Hey Bud, let's party" sound
like the funniest words ever uttered.

These characters share a corrimon

characteristic: they are sincere and they

are essentially good. In fact, everyone is.

Like Breaking Away, even the bad guys
turn out to be not so bad. A slick dude picks

Stacy up and deflowers her. Although we
reali2e he has no intention of seeing her

again, his bad guy role is contradicted when
he sends her flowers and a warm card.

Which is not to say that the film looks back

at high school through rose tinted glasses.

Good people can hurt each other, and they

do. Characters fall in and out of love with

each other, best friends fight and dates are

marred by nervous silence and awk
wardness. The film doesn't fuzz social

reality. Neither does it ignore con-

sequences. One might think a comedy of

this sort would try to exploit teen sex for all

it was worth, but of the film's two sex

scenes, one creates an unwanted pregnancy

and a great deal of grief for Stacy.

The performances are excellent. Every

actor aeates a full bodied and real

character . We come to know and like them;

not like in a piece of trash like Porky's,

whose characters were a bunch of in

ter changeable idiots. No, the characters of

Fast Times at Ridgemont High are special,

like friends. First time director Amy
Hecker ling must be commended for keeping

the film subtle and personal; not going for

broad, cheap laughs. A film well worth

seeing.

Trailers . . . •

Columbia Pictures has announced its

Christmas lineup Top on the list is The Toy

starring Jackie Gleason and Richard Pryor.

Gleason is a filthy rich businessman who
"buys" Pryor as a toy for his spoiled son.

Richard Donner (The Omen, Supermen)

directed the film. Next on their list is Tootsie.

which stars Dustin Hoffman as a struggling

actor. Unable to get a real part, he is hired

for a soap opera, as a woman. Hoffman

plays much of the film in drag Sydney

Pollack directed the film, which also stars

Jessica Lange, Charles Durning and Teri

Garr. Gendhi stars Ben Kingsley as the

Mahatma. An all-star cast includes Candice

Bergen, John Gielgud, Martin Sheen and

Trevor Howard. Sting, of the Police, stars

in Brimstone end Treede, a psychodranna in

which he plays a deranged young man who
tries to break up a family. Sting played Ace

in Quadrophenie and was in several other

films, but Brimstone will be the test of his ac-

ting ability The role is very complex, with a

number of powerful dramatic scenes. The

film will be released this semester The

soundtrack, with music by the Police and

The Go-Go'ss, is out no\N. Psycho II takes

up 23 years after the original. Norman Bates,

again played by Anthony Perkins, is released

from an asylum and returns to the sarT>e

motel. Vera Miles will also return... ^a/cters//.

on the other hand, will be a prequal, taking

up three years before the original began.

Harrison Ford will again play Indiana Jones,

Karen Allen will not return ..Margot Kidder's

role in Supermen III has been shortened

tremendously. Annette O'Toole will enter

the picture as an flame of Superman's.

Richard Pryor is the villain Ten Shields gets

to playe executive producer on Sehere, the

new Brooke Sheilds movie. John Guillerman

will direct... Pat Conroy's book, The Lords of

Discipline, will become a film directed by

Fran Roddam (Quedrophenie) David Keith,

who played Richard Gere's buddy in An Of-

ficer end e Gentlemen, will star Also m the

film are G.D Spradlm {Apocefypse Now)

and Judge Reinhold {Fest Times et Ridge-

mont High) Honkeytonk Men has

Eastwood again directing himself Hope old

Clint gets his act together better than

f/>e^o>f John Landis will direct

Whereebouts. starring Timothy Hutton It

will be a comedy /mystery. There probably

won't be any helicopter shots. Landis will

also direct Clue, a spinoff from the Parker

Brothers game The film may have several

different endings Monty Python's John

Cleese will star in Privetes on f*erede. Foster

Brooks plays a drunk airplane pilot in Jerry

Lewis' Smorgesbord Local Best bet: Bet-

ween the Lines and The Atomic Cefe tonight

and tomorrow at The Amherst

Cinema... Gene Wilder and Gilda Radner will

be reunited in Kissing, despite the fact that

their Henky Penky was a financial

flop. . Trailers Trivia The following is the last

three lines of what movie? "You're the

quarterback." "Well yeah, now how'd you

know that?" (Pause) "Yes, I'd love a cup of

coffee." Answer to last weeks trivia ques

tion: Joe Spinell is probably the most non-

famous bit actor working in films today He

has worked steadily in hundreds of films over

the past decade, because even m fairly big

speaking roles he is virtually unrecognizable

from one film to the next. Recent roles were

the gun-toting maitre D' in Night Shift and

the cop in Meniec His other films include the

Rockys. both Godfethers, Brubeker and Texi

Driver.

When patronizing

our advertisers,

make sure totellthem

that you saw
their ads

in the Collegian.

Carri* (Hallie Eckst«in) g«ts som« love

Catoe) and Stacy (Jannifar Jaaon Laigh).

advice from Linda (Phoaba

Ratner, played by Brian Backer challengae hit baet friend Damona
(Robert Romanua) after diacovaring he haa elapt with hia girlfriend.

FILM CLIPS
FRIDAY THE 13th, PART III

"Hello? Hello, is anyone m there? Who's

up there? Rick? Rick is that you? Is hat you

in there? Who's over there? Hey, is anyone

under there? Rick?" - So reads almost the

entire screenplay of Fridey the 13th, Pert III

When the characters aren't posing silly inter

rogatives, they're wandering into an old barn

and getting chopped up But that's not all,

we've seen that before Now we get to see it

III 3D. The enjoyment of graphic mass

murder put to the visual pleasure of a GAF
viewmaster And swell polarized glasses that

give you the best darn headache you've ever

had (the Anacin people must have had some

input in their design)

The story is typically ridiculous Again we
have Jason, this time running around in a

goalie mask (like Jerry Cheevers gone
berserk), and a houseload of stunning

women and simply men One by one they are

dispatched, in manners we saw m the first

two Fridey^ 7he film's conclusion, in fact, is

a shot-by-shot remake of the first film's.

The 3D IS the movie's primary asset. While
It IS always slightly fuzzy, it does work. The
director, Steve Miner, correctly chose to

camp It up - hence we have dopers passing

you a joint from out of the screen and a T.V.

watcher who adjusts an antenna into your

face Lots of knives, too Sick, exploitive,

trashy, but fur

Qane Wilder and Qilda Radner on the aat of Hanky Panky. The two

will be raunltad for Kissing, dua out next aunnmar.
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if COINS --kNetwork
Continued from page 1

In another part of the project, the

computer will assist in processing paper

work like grant applications or student

information, Croft said. While a human
must feed the computer information, the

computer could keep track of the in-

formation, and check it over to make sure it

is complete and correct.

The computer will be used to replace

routine work now done by office workers,

Croft said, but will not replace people.

Croft said this isthe first private grant he

and Lesser have received for this kind of

work. >..

Five COINS faculty members will work

on parts of the project with seven graduate

students.

The COINS department at UMass is

currently involved in several projects in-

volving artificial intelligence, and has

received many NSF and DARPA grants in

the past for this work.

Continued from page 1

telecommunications system, Olver said,

while states including California, Penn-

sylvania and Texas have had considerable

experience with educational networks and
have used their systems to provide training

to the employees of high technology firms.

"A clear need for more and better trained

personnel has been repeatedly called for by

the high technology industries in

Massachusetts," Olver said.

"It's very special that the state's land-

grant university took the lead on this," Col-

lins said of UMass' initiation of the project.

"That's the type of thing a land-grant univer-

sity should be doing."

Republican candidates debate;

focus on the Democrats' failures

BOSTON (AP) - The Republican can-

didates for governor avoided personal

attacks on one another last night and saved

their ammunition for their Democratic

rivals in their final statewide, televised

debate before the GOP primary.

"Something is rotten in the state of

Massachusetts, " famer Boston City

Councilor John W. Sears said as he opened

the debate with an attack on the ad

ministrations of Gov. Edward J. King and

former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

"I am embarassed by our state gover-

nment," said state Rep. Andrew H. Card

Jr. of Hd brook. "Government must be open

and its officials must be, above all else,

must be honest."

ThQ hour long exchange at Boston's

historic Faneuil Hall offered the best op-

portunity of the campaign for Sears, Card

and John R. Lakian to woo voters before

Tuesday's GOP primary. Four television

stations in Boston and Springfield plus

about a dozen radio stations provided the

largest audience of the political season.

Lakian spent almost all of his opening and

dosing statements defending himself

against a newspaper inquiry that found

discrepances in his campaign statements.

He said theartide was printed because "I'm

a dangerous type of Republican. I can beat

the Democrats in Massachusetts.
"

There were no major suprises or even

substantial differences on issues like

corruption, crime and housing.

OrdertheseT-Shirts foronly$5i>a
Proclaim yourself a "Famous Lite Beer

Drinker" or tell your friertds the real def-

inition of Lite wtien you wear ttiese new
T-shirts available from Lite beer for only

$5.00. Featuring Lite's popular blue
and white colors, these comfortable
shirts ore right for any time that you
wont to enjoy great tasting, less filling

Lite beer .

c% m

Moil this coupon and a check
Of money order (or the

total amount to

Lite Beer T-Shirt Offer

PC Box 1153

Milwaukee Wi 53201

,0".

It**

Im a Famous Lite Beer
Drinker T-Shirt ($5 00 eacn)

Small

Medium

V*".

IQuonlilyl

Large

X-Lorge

\

^

Lite Beer Dictionary T-Shirt ($5 00 each)

Small Large

Medium X-Large
'^'

\o purchase necessofy Alio* 4 6 weeks 'oi oet've'v vo d n Oho Ken'ucky ona wle-e

[ifOhiCi'ea Cy avv W^scons'n 'es. den's odd t° soles 'a« 0"e' eip^'es June 30 1983

^
(Quantity)

Introduction to Futur* Studl««
Educ I 364

What will your futur* look Ilk*' In

troduction to Futur* Sludw* oflerj you •

c>>ar>c* (0 •xamin* your own visiorx of

tha Futur* gatnst tti« tMCkground of our

political, aconcnic ifid aducational in

titutiont and wtiat tliaaa matitutiona

m>gM look Mia in tlM lulura and witara

thaaa mnrtutiona ara taking ui a* m
divMtuali a« a country and a* • planat

ITuaadayt 4 6 30. Mark* Maadow Aud.

Palai Wagachall
Introduction to Computar
Ua«a in Taachlng
Sac 1 iGradi Mon 44 30

IRm 21B Education: HA PaaUal

Sac 2 lUndarsradl Tuaa 7 9 30
IRm t28 Education HA Paalal

Tha ovaraM awn o< tti* couraa i« to in

troduca uaaa of computara m iaact>ing

and laarning Each itudant will racaiva a

uaar numbar lor accaat to tha Unrvamty i

CYBER twna tlianng tyatam and w* hava

accaaa to tha Microcomputar Laboratory

n tha School o< Education

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

B««t Mandarin Food
62 64 Main St

Amhartt
CloMd WwlnMdavs

WE 00 NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We ua« FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
^ 253-783B

\

\

«
*

%

1982 Miller Brewing Company Milwaukee Wisconsin

TAKE
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CHALLENGE

TAkc STCpS

TOWARd
CkRiSTIAN

MaturIty

if iNTCRCSTcd caU
2»6-84M OR
2 >6-0660
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CRUSADE

FOR

CHRIST
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Booters tie at 0-0
ByCHARISSE E

Collegian Staff

FEINERMAN

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team hosted a scrimmage against

Amherst College yesterday that ended in a

0-0 tie during which both teams suffered

losses in player injuries.

Coach Jeff Gettler intended the scrim-

mage to be a "try-out" period for players

who lurked somewhere in the grey zone.

That is to say, to see which junior varsity

players could compete on a varsity level.

Gettler will undoubtedly need some new

players to move to the varsity squad since

he lost three of his starters to injuries that

will keep them on the bench for at least the

beginning of the regular season.

Minutemen who could very possibly be

wearing varsity jerseys on Tuesday's game

against University of Bridgeport are Eon

John and Herb Sidman.

It seems that Amherst College coach

Peter Gooding's intentions were similar to

those of Gettler, as far as trying out some

JV players, and it seems ironic that the

Amherst squad lost three players to in

juries as well.

"Amherst played well, we didn't, " said

Gettler.

Gooding had other feelings about

yesterday's scntiimage. "The University

team is very well organized and they have a

lot of spirit. They are ready to roll for their

season."

Gooding said that his team was rather

clumsy, and perhaps could have had a bit of

improvement in their playing tactics.

'The University team is technically very
strong. Had it been a regular season game
they would have beaten us... No one was
trying to win. It was more of a tryout than
anything else," said Gooding.

Gooding had nothing but praise fa the
UM squad and the new coach. "...Well

disaplined, crisp, dean game, that was
under control. The University team was
very purposeful, impressive, and will play

very well during the season
"

The Minutemen will be hosting their first

game of the season on Tuesday against

Bridgeport on Boyden Varsity fields.

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S GOLF - All candidates should WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any

report to a meeting on Friday, Sept 10 at 4 undergraduate women interested in trying

p m The meeting is m room 223 Boyden If out for the 1982 83 wonnen's basketball team

you are unable to attend please contact Jack should go to a meeting which will be held on

Leaman in room 228 Boyden or call Wednesday, September 15 at 4; 30 p m in

545-1301. Boyden Gym

WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING -

The women's swimming and diving team will

hold an organizational team meeting Friday,

Sept. 10 at 4 p m. in NOPE For further infor

mation contact coach Val Turtle at 545-0093

ZOO DISC - The UMass men's ultimate

frisbee team will hold an introductory

meeting for all interested candidates on

Monday, Sept 13 at 8 p m in the Campus
Center, room 905

INTRAMURALS The following is a list of

intramural sports with fastly approaching

deadlines

Football - men's, women's and co-rec en-

tries are due Sept 13

Fnsbee - men's and women's entries are

due on Sept 13

Soccer - co-rec entries are due Sept 13

Tennis - men's and women's singles entries

are due on Sept 13

Officials are needed for touch football and

co-rec soccer Call or drop by the intramural

office in 215 Boyden, or call 5-2693 for the

clinic dates and times

Collaglan photo by Bam MINatt

ZOO DISCERS PRACTICE - Jamas Goodhaart (in whita) trias vainly

to stop John Knisaly from catching tha frisbaa in action during yaatar-

day't practica.

Hate Your Roommate?
Join the Collegian and you'll never see each other again.

The Collegian has plenty of openings for volunteers in all depart-

ments. Students interested in news writing and reporting, sports,

women's affairs, black affairs, editorial writing and photography

are welcome. An introductory nneeting will be held at 7 tonight in

room 917 Campus Center. Other meetings will be held at 7 p.m.

Monday and Wednesday in room 917. For more information,

contact Brian Sullivan at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

545-3500.
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THURS. SEPT. 9
Clint Eastwood Double Feature

8 pm "DIRTY HARRY"
1 pm "MAGNUM FORCE-

DRINK SPECIALS
FREE POPCORN

FRI.SEPT. 10
HAPPY HOUR/3-6 PM
with Steve Spellman

ROCK WITH

The Valentines
1 .OO Cover

"Leave It to Beaver"
Look-a-like Contest

SAT.SEPT.il
FREE MOVIE

"RICHARD PRYOR LIVE"
shown at 9 pm

Laugt) 'til you tiurt!

FREE POPCORN

COMING UP:
Watch for the return of

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

BRUCE LEE TWIN BILL

WED. SEPT. 1 5/THURS. SEPT. 1

6

ANIMAL HOUSE
FREE! SAT. SEPT. 18

Friday, September 10, 1962 ,Cn\\t^a\an i5

CoNaglan photo by Sam MHI«n

Sean Roach, a junior lalaura ttudias major, practices his juggling in

the baaemant of tha Campus Cantar last night. Roach is a mambar of

tha UMass Juggling Club, which meats at 8 p.m. Wednesdays.

Takeon thefuture in style!

Weara College Ring mvV/i

diamondsfrom ArtCarved.

y

On campus now. exclusively with your ArtCarved

representative, is the beautiful and very affordable

Designer Diamond Collection Don't miss it'

You can cf-.oose from three exquisitely crafted styles,

all set with diamonds, m lOK or 14K

(All styles are also available m the elegant

diamond-substitute Cubic Zircoma)

Your successes speal^ for themselves

Let your college ring speak tor you.

and eloquently, for all the successful

vears to come

DATE:

Sept. 15, 16. 17

TIME:

10 - 4 PM

..FOl RFC MASTERCARD ORitlSA ACCEPTFD

$15 Deposit

PLACE:
Campus Center

'1982 ARTCARVED Class R'NGS iNC

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Nation's first private spaceship

completes successful test flight

MATAGORDA ISLAND, Texas (AP) -
The first rocket ever launched by U.S.
private enterprise blasted off flawlessly

fronn this coastal island yesterday and flew

a lO'A-minute suborbital mission before

splashing down in the Gulf of Mexico.

"Everything looked perfect. It went right

on down the pike," said mission director

Donald K . Slayton, a retired astronaut.

Conestoga 1, a gleanning white, 37-foot-'

tall rocket, climbed to an altitude of 192

miles, arched over the Gulf and separated

from a dummy payioad that spewed 400

pounds of water into space. The payioad

and rocket splashed down 321 miles from

the launch pad.

The launch by Space Services Inc. (SSI)

of America was a "victory for private en-

terprise," said company founder and

chairman David Hannah, a Houston

businessman.

"This showed that a group of private

investors can get together and launch a

rocket in a responsible way and well within

a commercially feasible limit," said Hannah.

Hannah said a dozen oil companies have

expressed interest in using SSI to place

satellites in orbit to monita oil wells in

remote sites and to search for minerals and

oil deposits.

SSI plans to build a multiplestage rocket

system capable of orbiting a 500-pound

satellite about 500 miles above Earth.

Conestoga 1 was built around a solid-fuel

rocket motor from a surplus Minuteman
missile. SSI bought the motor from the

government for $365,000 and hired a

contractor, Space Vectors Inc., to build the

spacecraft.

Next on SSI's agenda is launching a

satellite and raising $15 million to $20

million to finance it, Hannah said. The
company has yet to obtain a launch site but

is negotiating for a location in Hawaii, he

said.

Mae than 300 spectators - about 200

guests and more than 100 members of the

media - stood in a pasture and applauded

after the rocket was launched into a blue

sky and disappeared from view. Cham
pagne bottles were popped.

The 10:15 a.m. CDT launch came 15

minutes after the scheduled time because of

brief delays ordered when data com-

munications were lost momentarily.

.^. .j.iyj-|j
." 'i^V^V;^^^,'^'J^

•il

AP iMTphoto

The first rocket launched by a private company soars Into a auc-
ceaaful 10 minute flight.

Register now for classes

Ballet • Modem, , Dance 'Jazz Dance

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Phone ^/.•i ^^9 /555

Oft'iiijl Sthool (or ihr Amhrrsi Bjllri Ihtuirr ( i>m(>jii\

New Risk-Free Offer

How You Can Double

Your Reading Speed and

Comprehension in 31 Days.

knowledKC is Power Being well-informed is the key to per-

sonal power, professional and social advancement Reading, as

you well know, is the foundation of knowledge. Now, for only

$19.95 (plus shipping). Instruction Research offers you the op-

portuniiv lo read and learn faster than ever before.

What is "Speed" Reading? The mastery of a few specific

techniques and skills. Our competition wll make you pay be-

tween $42.95 to $595.00 for you to learn this. We won't. \\ hat s

more. Instruction Research guarantees your satisfaction AND
success. When your course arrives in the mail, if for any reason

whatsoever, you believe vou've been ripped-off, simply send it

right back for a full refund. AND. you must double your read-

ing speed and comprehension within 31 days, by following our

easy step-bv-step approach, or you can still return all materials

for a full refund. This is an absolutely risk-free offer'

The Benefits of Speed Reading Our comprehensive self^

study course will reduce study time, enhance better grades, and

give students the time ihev need to enjoy iheir leisure. It is an

integrated approach designed to work in conjunction with your

existing studies. You will attain greater reading speed—conceri-

tration-comprehension and retention, by learning new skills

that reorganize the reading-thinking process. You vvill learn

how to read whole thoughts and ideas, not just words. Once

learned, vou will enjov this valuable ability for the restojyour

life. Small wonder you've been made to pay up to $600.00 lor

these priceless skills. . . . Until now. Start using your brain to

us/m// potential—Order Today!

1\
Instruction Research

Box 237

New City. New York 10956

I understanO that IF fof any reason I am *ssatisfied or IF my

reading speed and comprehension tails to double *'»^'"/I daysj

may return all materials, and my money wiii be prorriptly ^e'unc^ P"
that b..ts. enclosed find my check mor,ey order fw $19» P'"S

$2 00 postage i handling PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I City Of Town

.

I

Name

Street

State Zip

I

out, reslnctea 10 responcteMt ol f-'S aO -"<'Crt >s not currenlly schix,

uied lore 'un ^_^^«»«

TV SALE
19" Motel COLOR PORTABLES (including rcaxl-100)

- EXCELLENT PRICES -
Selling at. . .

HOWARD JOHNSON
MOTOR LODGE
401 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley

FRIDAY, SEPT. 10 6 to 9 PM
SATURDAY, SEPT. 11 10 AM to 4 PM

Sale Held by R.B.M. Sales Corp No Phone Calls

U

^^
vVS
1982 UMASS FOOTBALL
HTHIS SATURDAY, SEPT. 11th

UMass
^:;.^-

vs.

WESTCHESTER ST.
For '82 The Golden Rams expect to have the finest

grid team in recent years. Almost every starter it

returning on both ofifense and defense. As an an-

UMaSS Undergraduate ^^^^ Division ll Championship contender, it's a

Students with valid ID 8™"* °^'" '" '^"''*"' *""""' S"*"'"-

No Charge
Reserved «.00 KICK-OFF 1:30 P.M.
Unreserved $5.00

Children (under 14) $3.00

Ticket Office

Boyden 227

ALUMNI STADIUM, AMHERST
Dean Pecevich Garry Pearson

Garry Pearson - First team AH-
American as a junior and
UMass all time leading rusher.

Last year, the t^ all purpose
rur>eer in the nation lAA.
10-100 -f yd gan'ies in the last 2
years.

Dean Pecevich Starting
quarterback with impressive

credentials. Both a running and
passing threat that is a proven
"game breaker."

Home Games
Oct. 9, 1:30 - Delaware
Oct. 30, 1:30 - Connecticut

Nov. 6, 1:00 - Boston College

Nov. 13, 1:00 - New Hampshire
Nov. 20, 1:00 - A.I.C.
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Soviet freighter leaves Scotland;

Reagan censures British company

AP I—nihiwo

Military troops watch as throa railroad cars burn on a tracic running

from San Salvador and tha aastarn part of El Salvador yaatarday. Tha

trains wars attaclcad by guarillas about six milas outsida of tha capital ci-

JiL

LONDON (AP) - A Soviet freighter

steamed exit of Glasgow, Scotland

yesterday with turbines for the Siberian

natural gas pipeline. The Reagan ad-

ministation immediately imposed sanctions

on the British company that supplied them.

The sanctions bar U S. exports of oil and

gas equipment to John Brown E ngineering,

which made the six turbines with U.S.

General E lectric rotors.

President Reagan banned exports of

American technology to the Soviet Union to

protest Soviet support for the Dec. 13

martial law crackdown in Poland. In June

he extended the ban to include faeign

companies using U.S. licensed technology

- an extension Western European firms

say violates international law.

The Soviet news agency Tass praised

Britain's decision to ship the turbines

"despite Washington's campaign of black-

mail and intimidation designed to frustrate

the participation of West European

countries in this project."

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger

returned to Washington on yesterday after

a three-day visit to Britain, including talks

with Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher at

which British officials reported that both

sides stuck totheir positions.

U.S. Commerce Secretary Malcolm

Baldrige announced the sanctions against

John Brown just hours after the 4,000-ton

freighter Stakhanovets Yermolenko left

Glasgow on its seven-day voyage to

Leningrad.

John Brown was the fourth European

firm penalized for helping the Soviet Union

Construct the 3,500-mile pipeline. Similar

export bans have been imposed on two

French companies and an Italian firm in the

past two weeks.

ttt; TMEAmEB
.„ ,.,... Rsducad pncM fo( •tudann and

2.00 Matir>«e a Twilrta 5,^^ otiMiw wnh an amc Pacount Cfd

rrOC HAMPSHIRE 4 Sft4-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL
He \ OtTQ.C'

!P0

Fri (4:30 912.00)7:15, 9:56

S«t (1:46 & 4:30 A $2.00) 7:15. 9:56

Sun (1:30 & 4:30 9 *2.00) 7:00. 9:00

iB:(D:LhTiiifg:(£^giMl

^'^t knows
'^whai scares you.

'

fPGl

Fri (4:15 9 12.00) 7:00, 9:46

Sat (1:30 & 5 15 © WOO) 7:00, 9:46

Sun (1:30 & 4 15 @ 12.00)6:46, 9:15

RICHARD GERE
AJV OFFICER

AiVDA
GENTLEMAN

Fri (430 @ $2 00) 7:15, 9:66

Sat (1:46 b 4 X (g> $2.00) 7:16. 9:56

Sun (1:46 b 4:15 @ 12.00) 6:46, 9:15

ROBIN WILLIAMS

He « ffol a funnv <»>
ol ooHmi (I li)r

THE WORLD
ACCORDING

Cforp @
Fri (4:15 9 •2.00) 7:00. 9:46

Sat (1:30 & 4:15 @ >2.00) 7:00, 9:46

Sun (2.00 & 5:00 ^ $2 W) 8:00

^M [ilH'l^ll IfU mb84-9153M0UNTAI\FARMSMALL

KEJ^WY
ROGERS

Fri (4:» 9 «2.00) 7:30, 9:56

Sat (2:00 & 4:30 @ »2 00) 7:30, 9:56

Sun (2:00 ft 4:30 @ $2.00) 7:00, 9:00

1
t̂PO

You May Nevef Stop LauqUing

Fri (4:46 @ •2.00) 7:46, 10:15

Sat (2:15 B 4:46 ^ $2.00) 7:46, 10:15

Sun (2:15 & 4:46 9 I2.W) 7:16, 9:15

fA^TTfMtS
AT RIDGEMONTHICH

Ar Htdg^mortt High

Only ttf Rutti

gel Sus^d.'

R
Fri (4:46 @ 12.00) 7:30, 10:16

Sat (2:15 & 4:45 §> $2.00) 7:30, 10:15

Sun (2:15 & 4:46 g $2.00) 7:00, 900

EARN AND LEAM
Excellent opportunity for a UMASS
junior or sophmore marketing/finance

major (minimum age 20) to represent a

major brewer and snack food producer.

Learn marketing from actual experience,

and earn a commission on your actual

sales! Hours are flexible - must have ac-

cess to a car. Send resume to:

College Sales Rep.

P.O. Box 188 Highland Station

Springfield, Mass. 01109

E.

<'.':•
•:•:•!•

u
=©:

NEED ;?^

A JOB? ^
SalM/ Marketing

Campus Rep Poeition •:•:•:•

for student. '^'^.^

Working on !]••*].

Promotion & Sales of •:•:¥

beer products. '^y^^

Part-time, flexible j}K

hours, benefits. •$•:•

: Lori Schlager will be t-.^:

interviewing Sept, ib.v.

1-80O-232-19O4

^OV^^^

Funny talk

and
fast food...

PIIMill^
IE

Fri(4:»(a $2.00)7:15, 9:56

Sat (2:00 B 4:30 a $2.W) 7:15, 9:56

Sun (2:00 Er 4:30 # $2.00) 7:00, 9:15

|yH©MI©MT M0¥(li MAPMES!
4.jj.i-iJ.ii.i.i'iu,^nnT;i

584-7550

3.00

^rnciiuirsiiiiiE«

\^ WARRIORS

50c oft if

ad in costume r—I A( ( ORDINl. C^C// ^Oll I lAI

bo<"r:"hoofe«^':boote

riMf*

goBi^

H«*»
ot ai^

n»»y

-'^'^ .^.n*-"^'

'adults'
KIDS

FALL DISCOUNT
,01

A GEORGE ROY HILL Film ROBIN W1LLL\MS

"THE WORLD ACCORDING TO CARP" .MARY BETH HURT GLENN CLOSE JOHN UTHGOW

txKuiivf Producrr PATRICK KELLEY Scr«npHv tn STEM TESICH Ba5«l on Oir novfl Hn JOHN IRVING

Produced bv GEORGE ROY HILL ami ROBERT L CRAWTORD txrecied t» GEORGE ROY HILL

I Ai^l _
*mv m tut • «>«i»i

_J [Rgd Ihf \ovti from POCKET BOOKS
I

( ROM Di»wi»j i v<v> ^-.
* **nNf B COVML'h'CaTtONS COMPAN> ^J

LOOK FOR GARP at a theatre near campus.

i/^^

rusty nail presents

Fri. Sept. 10

The Atlantics

Sat. Sept. 11th Sun. Sept. IZth

Crystal Ship Shattered
md, MA 665-4937' ^^" nnust be 18 tojanter. Coming Sept. 25th

Sun. Sept. 12th

Shattered

Doonesbury

.Collrman 17

by Garry Trudeau

TD LmTDThANKma
OAV AlLlANCa fGR IN

miH6m HtR5W4l6HT
CHATTINOWrrHAUOF
vajHASBeeNMoer

L ALSO, IMUSTSAYjrs
R£fF£5HINGK)MaeTA
enoupOFGONsrnvefm
WflH SUCH FINB MMNOf^.
TM ALSO m^lMPRtS^eP
iumtmiHniiiou ^z
AUPR55S. ~^^Z.

~

m ONLYmm i might widdLt
Uinh IS YOLf. HAIR SOMt OF YOU
8mMVB rtmsLY shopj hair -

CUB. HAIR. THAT SHORTiWKS FIN8.

ON NAWCAPPB, BUT0IHeRWI55
nMAKES YOULWK \
mRJLLY

UH..

LAC£Y.

NEVERMINP
MINOR POIHJ

THANKS A6AIN

CROSSWORD

We need comics!

UMass students with a sharp wit and
steady pen are needed to submit comi('

strips to the Collegian. SeYid samples to tht

Collegian Mana^ng Editor, 113 Campus
Center, or call 545-3500 for more informa-

tion.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

D.C. MENU
LUNCH DINNER

shbufger on Roll/Tartar Seafood Newburg Futf

Sauce, Turkey Divan Pastry Triangle, Cheese
Lasagna with Tomato Sauce,

Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Herbed Soybean Casserole, ''^^^h Zucchini Pie, Seafood

Turkey Divan Newburg/Puff Pastry
Triangle, Eggs with Sharp

Cheese Cold Plate

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ACROSS
1 Spnngtield or

Winchester

6 Auricular

10 Cummerbund
14 Kentucky county

named after a

governor

15 Successor to

Claudius

16 Memorable leader

at Belgrade

17 Toast or Moore
18 Used the ladder

ot success

20 Studio Item

22 Quilt

23 Scram
24 Sandbar

26 One of the Grants

27 Absent in

Aberdeen
29 Nomenclature for

a small, conven
tional college

33 King Arthur S

lather

36 Ireland, perhaps

38 Eastern country

39 Wall St term

40 Member of a

T.jfkoman tribe m
USSR

41 Philandered

43 Silas .

American

diplomat

1737 1789

Minstrel show
performers

Hoover, for one
Baby, —- Cold

Outside
48 Abba,etal

50 I vegot
in Kalama^'oo

53 Genteel

56 Distribute proper

lionately

58 Train men ot

a kind

Baseball hit

Bradley

62 Fusses
63 Inhibit

64 Vetoes
65 Indian peasant

66 Orgs

60

61

DOWN
Launching -jile

Brainstorm

Lag
Relative of

slander

Sister of Thalia

Singly

Aviv

Word with stew

or linen

9 Make up
10 Aerialisfs need

11 Verdi role

12 Ornamental
button

13 Dance
19 Hare

(foolish)

21 Pair

24 Maroons
25 Monetary gam
26 Allen from

Vermont
28 Russ secret

police

30 Attackers

31 Point of view

32 Johnny!

34 Painters of a sort

35 Cheese dish

37 Wagner s earth

goddess
42 Revelling

46 Botch

49 t Ike the have nots

61 Revered name in

Israel

52 TheRanV
53 Cougar
54 Pearl Buck

heroine

55 Sibilant signal

56 Numerical suffix

57 Goes wrong
58 Large crowd
59 Aussie jumper

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian night graphics

department is now accepting applications for the following

positions for the fall of 1982:

Typesetters — Proofreaders
Camera/Paste-up Technicians

Applications and information are available at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center. Application deadline is September 15, 1982. Applicants must be full-

time UMass undergraduate students.

Th«' Ciilletoan i.-' an nfual nfifMirtunity rmiilnyfr
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FOUR SEASONS
Location: On Route 9 in Front of Mountain Farms Mall

just a quick jaunt from free bus stop

at Hampshire Mall

WELCOME BACK!
Budweiser bts $8.99

Budweiser & Bud Lights—cans—$8.99

BuSCh cans $7.99

Old Milwaukee 12 pk $3.49

Lite cans $8.99

Labatts Beer & Ale $999

Riunite 750 ml $2.49

Bella Napoli

Chablis, Burgundy, Rose--3 l-$4.99

Trakia Merlot $2.25 cs. $27.00

Folonari Soave 1.5 $3.99

Robert Mondavi Wines 1.5 $5.99

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665 4937 NRBQ

Cossack Vodka 1.75 $8.49

Skol Gin & Vodka its $8.49

t^*-

>«>x^^

^>-'
i^V.r^**'

^^̂ ^
s>

WE DELIVER

584-8174
/C ''Otfifn.

^ <>ivsy
Qe

^<^^/o^«

Attention Wine Enthusiasts:

We really Know our wines and someone is alwavs

liere who can help you. Come see our huge selection.

.e,. ».¥.',
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THE STUD IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN LEATHER/MESH

BUTYOUCANGETTHEM AT:
Eddie's Sporting Goods
Enfield Mall

Enfield, CT.

Alternative Sports

56 Southwick Rd.

Westfiald, MA.

Athletes Choice
348 High St.

Holyoke, MA.

Clark's Sport Shop
289 Main St.

Greenfield, MA.

Fenton's

826 Main St.

Springfield, MA.

Fenton's
53 Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA.

Locker Room Western Village Sports

250 Mam St. 32 Main St.

Greenfield, MA. Northampton, MA.

Huston's Shoes Wilson Sport Shoes

Eastfield Mall Bay State West

Springfield, MA. Springfield, MA.

Murphy's Trophy and Sports Open Covntry
708 Sumner Ave. All Stores

Springfield, MA.
Foot Locker

r All Stores

THE iARK WITH THE CHEVRON

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 4b Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 4b two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phcne number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256^739

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Karmann Qhia 1974 51000 mi; $18000
649-4690

17 VW Bug good condition, gets 25 mpg.
call 367-9927

1976 Chavy Nova $1400. 1976 Toyota Cor-

olla Wagon $1900 54&-0574

1974 Dataun B210 H-back new clutch,

paint, tires runs exceil $1575 253-2016

66,000 miles

76 Datsun B210 • extremely reliable, one
owner, well-maintained, fall sticker $1800.

or BO days 203-683-2222 ext. 2086 even

logs - 253-3528

76 Pinto 4 cyl 35 mpg excellent condition

dean and very dependable $1700 256-8132

1970 VW Beetle drive train exc $500 bo
253^7439

1976 Rat 128 good running condition call

253-3871 leave nr>essage

Rat 128 1976 excelient corKJition $1800. call

649-4667 after 5 pm
74 AMC Gremlin-X stan. trans 8 cyl.

AM/FM nr>any new engine parts asking

$700 ask for Ann 546-4946

B08E 901 SERIES IV
~

Great Speakers with equalizer handle any

wattage new condition $780 256-0170

EMPTY NEST

Room for one more in

Woman needs a roommate
549^14?A

Brandywine.
Give us a call

ENTERTAINMENT

Profaaaional DJa for laas • back to

UMass party speciall Dorms, parties,

Greeks. Paul 549-4406

FOR RENT

Coffaahouse Sound System call Arm-
strong Bros 548-0363 545-0244

Female room: large bedroom. Echo Hill

cond. garage, laundry, busline, patio

253-9764

Huge 2 bedroom apt available im-

madiataly, Lantern Court Sunderland call

646-1215

Spirit Haus Refrigerator Rentala small

compact dorm units, call for deliveries, tel

253-5384 256-8433

FOR SALE

Typewriter Olivetti Editor, electric, used,

good condition $150 549-6889

7 cub. ft. refrigorator $100 or 80 call Bob
549-6476

1976 Honda 38QT 7000 miles, excellent

condition, two helmets, cover, free winter

storage 323 5104

2 cublic ft fridfl like new $60 666-3914

Refrigerator, cube used 1 sem. $80. or

BO. Mike 549-4770

For Sale: Raleigh Grand Prix 10 ap. mint

condition 27 inch franne nr>et blue $100 or

best offer, will consider trade for stereo

component call Scott 0. 5-2150 after 5:00

pm
Tag Sale furniture, appliances, desks,

household items, multi-family 76 North

Maple St, Hadley 9-4 Sat

Bass Guitar Haqstrom $175 548-4690

Stereo System - Dynaco amp (40 watts),

Pioneer turntable, Boss Interaudio speakers

$120 549-4690

tion call Carolyn 253-3162

FOUND

Found Blue Checkbook
call 549-2646

Peter Matteson

HELP WANTED

Valuable work experier^ce work-study
jobs available as telephone interviewers for

Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply

to 229 Whitmore

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part tin>e staff for public

education b fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week £r $160-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256^434

Needed: Babysitters, weekdays,
weekends, evenings, and after school care.

Come by 113 Berkshire House, sign up on

bulletin board.

Cocktail waltraaa
Nail after 3 PM

Houaaboys for local sorority. 24 hrs. per

week. Payment - house's nr>eal plan.

549-1191 7 to 9 PM
Anyone Interested In Volunteering

Time
to help MIKE DUKAKIS win

by making phone cells for Primary Day,
9/14

plaaae call Laurie at 996-2996 ASAP
Assistants to the speaker of the student

senate applications available in 420 Student
Union on Wednesday, Sept 8th due Friday.

Sept 17th women £r third world students
encouraged to epply.

A work-study Job is open at the People's

Gay Alliance. Applications can be picked

up at The Peonle's Gay Alliance office 413B
Student Union Buildir^g

People's Market - a student run natural

foods store is hiring seversi new workers.

Work involves ten hours a week in store, at-

tendence of Tues night meetings, and com-
mittment to working collectively with other

workers. Sork study £r non work study

students accepted. Applications available

on Market door SU 328 and are due no later

than 9/15 at 4 P.M.

Free Home Cooked Meala. kitchen

helpers needed you can get rebate from the

dining commons. No experience necesary

Call immediately 546-2150 ask for JC or

Mandy at Pi Kappa Alpha

Recycling project has work-study open-
ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Opportunity to make caah during free

time-want to know more? call 6-6299.

400cc Honda Hawk Accessories $860

549-2646 ^^_^___
MOVING SERVICES

wanted apply Rusty

Part time cleen up person needed apply

Rusty Nail after 3 PM
Chiidcare (7%, 11) houseciesning. Wed's
1:30-5 $15 Sept.-Je experience, references

253-7840

Experienced reliable childcere eought
for 3 yr old. Full or pt time own trar^sporta-

L08T

Green EMS peck taken Tues 9/7 from

Text Book Annex I need Key ID Reward

Ellen 549-0241

Lost Msssechusetts Drivers License

somewhere in Central expires 12-21-82 if

found call 6-8607

MOTORCYCLES

1977 Kewesaki 400, excellent condition,

low mileage, many extras, like new.
Sacrifice $860.00. Call 549-5140 after 6 pm
80 Honde CB760 F best conditk>ncall

253-9794

Yamaha 1100 4 PDonths oM mint best offer

665-3447

1991 Honda CB 960 Custom Exc cond
looks new Rick day 546-1356 night 253-7984

asking $1900

Moving Services fast professional ser-

vice, kjcal or within 50 miles, reasonable

rates, for free estimate call 549-3568

PERSONALS

Spaed reading. merrK>ry, concentration,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M,
Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst
536-2794

People's Gay Alliance Dance Friday

Sept. 10, 10th floor CC 9 pm-2 am
Noel's Tailgates Return w/football aae
you there tommorrow tradition lives on I

Movie: Meke sure you see Chevy Chaaa In

The Groove Tube, Sunday Sept. 12, Er^
East Aud, at 5:30, 7:00. 8:30, 10:00, 11:30,

Admission $1.25.

Margretl How's your watch? My ankle's

finel I'm in 2108 JFK drop me a line! Chris A

Michael - fall, spring, sumn>er, fall - can

you handle it? I love you Liz

RESUME WRITING
~

Quick /Confidential /Efficient call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOM WANTED

Room wantedl Mate looking for room in

apartment. Will share bedroom. Call

253-7529 anytinr>e

Male seeks
546-3253

room in apt/house call

ROOMMATE WANTED

South Amherst Apts $130 one room to

share call evening 549-0635

Femele Roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom ept Northwood cell 54&5018
more info.

Femele wanted to share bedrm in 2 bedrm
apt. Brittany Manor $112 mo. inci heat call

253-5846 aak for Ann or Lenore.

Koeher roommate wanted Southwood
253-5896

Own bdrm $127 per mo.
after 5:00 p.m. 666-3022.

utilities incI call

Roommate wanted 1 bdrm fully furnished

in Rolling Green $200 all util incid call Dave
256-8006.

M of F Housemete wented prefer Qrad
Ixjt will consider eny mature responeibia

person $iaB/nrK) includes heat, on bualina,
nice place Jerry 66&^3259

l|.WiliU«M*U*»U4llrt4tW*l.l«.WIIlllliliWttllllllilillWlll|.llWllUail.llllW«^

FREE
OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY

$15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

, , AREA RUGS
i THROW PILLOWS
' BEDSPREADS

CHEVY CHASE
in

THE GHOOYE
.. TUDE

12 OZ CANSBUD
RIUNITE
VODKA
MILLER LIGHT
Sebastian!

Burgundy & Chablis

RED. WHITE. ROSE 7B0 ml

1 LITER

M oi cans

$8.99

$2.49

$4.99

$8.99

$7.95 and up

URTAIN RODS & SHADES
Lowest Prices, Best Selection

Brown's
1 7S .\. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-5862

Sun 9/12
Eng Eott Aud
Admission I1.2S
Tlm«st StOOr 7iOO
dtOO, 10, lltdO

1.6 Liter i

& c
$4.15

PACKAGE
STORE

61 MAIN STREET
"OAKinH the Police Station' s

ALL SPECIALS ,H Iroie CASH PRICES, IN EFFECT UNTIL ./12/.2
|

Can we build one for you?
ONION

_LOX
CREdM

^^ONION B6££l_
Design your lavorlt* bagel sandwich and bring us the blueprint wftll build it to

exact SD«c« W9f the bagel engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATES^N
Amherst Carriage Shops
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The 100th year is here tomorrow
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

When you stroll through the gates of Alunnni Stadium

tomorrow to watch the University of Massachusetts football

team kicic off their 100th season with a clash against West
Chester State, it would be wise to invest in a 1982 football

roster because the 1961 roster just won't do the job.

Fifth-year head coach Bob Pickett lost 21 players, in-

cluding eight starters from the defensive unit, to graduation.

Despite the loss of such defensive intimidators as Eric

Cregan and Pete DiTommaso, the Minutemen have again

been picked as preseason favorites to capture the Yankee

Conference crown
One reason for this optimistic forecast for the Minutemen

IS that senior tailback Garry Pearson is back to put the

finishing touch on an outstanding collegiate football career

The 5'11", 185 pound speedster from Bristol, Conneticut

IS already the UMass all-time rushing leader and will un-

doubtedly be called upon again by Pickett to carry much of

the offensive burden for the Minutemen.

Opening the holes for Pearson will be hard-hitting fullback

Tom Murray along with offensive lineman Tony Pasquaie

and tri-captain Jerry Gordon Dean Pecevich will handle the

quarterback duties once again, taking over for Barrett

McGrath who had knee surgery done over the summer and

still isn't ready for action

Pecevich will be throwing to junior tight end Gary Freker

and senior wide receiver Ron Mangarelli Freker, a 6'4" 240

pounder from Maiden had been sidelined for a week of prac-

tice with a knee injury but should be ready for the opener.

With the offensive unit in the capable hands of experienc-

ed individuals, the defensive unit will be the question mark

for the Minutemen

All-Americans Dwayne Lopes and Grady Fuller return to

the UMass secondary and Scott Rose will reclatm his middle

nose guard position as the only starting returnees to the

defensive unit Todd Comeau, a part-time starter last year,

will handle one defensive end spot while junior Don Keefer

will see considerable action at the other defensive end posi-

tion.

Coach Pickett will also unveil a freshman to join the likes

of Lopes and Fuller in the secondary John Crowley will fill

the position vacated by the graduation of Pete Spadafora

and Will join Glen Holden as newcomers to the secondary.

As far as West Chester State goes, well, they're from

West Chester, Pa and their nickname is the Golden Rams. A
Division II team, the Golden Rams will rumble the Alumni

Past action for UMass football playars.

Stadium with hopes of knocking off an established Division I

AA team and boost their own football program.

West Chester's hopes depend on fourth-year starting

quarterback Ron Gaynor Gaynor threw 1416 yards and 11

touchdowns last year so expect the ball to be flying around

Alumni Stadium tomorrow, especially if the Golden Rams
are forced to play catch-up football

"We plan to throw the ball a lot more this year," said head

coach Otte Kneidinger, 'You can expect us to spread out

our attack."

The ground garr>e will feature returning letterman Ron
Perkins. Perkins amassed a total of 1052 yards during the

course of last season. He also scored 14 touchdowns.
This West Chester State game will be the only chance

Minuteman fans will have to see their team play at home dur-

ing September since the next three games are away.

Kick-off \\me Saturday is at 1 30 p.

m

Sports More Sports On
Page 13.
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The NFL scramble

Collegian photo by Sam Mlllan

BALL BATTLE — Kevin Flynn of UMass (in white) battles for posses-

sion of the ball in a soccer scrimmsge against Amherst College yester-

day. (see related story on page 13.)

Bv ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Correspondent

If there is no strike, it should be one

helluva season in this year 2 B.H (Before

Herschel) in the National Football League

Franco Harris and Walter Payton continue

theif chase to catch Jim Brown and O J.

Simpson on the all-time rushing list, Don
Shula will get his 200th career coaching vic-

tory, and Joe Montana and Ken Anderson

are fresh off the banquet circuit to lead their

respective Super Bowl squads

Who will win in the NFL this season? I like

teams with a potentially great defense,

teams with solid coaching and stability m the

front office, teams with a couple of rookies

who will be able to help immediately and

shore up weaknesses, and teams with

favorable schedules. That is why the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers are going to win Super

Bowl XVII in the Rose Bowl next January 30

Tampa Bay won their division last year by

winning four of its last five games John

McKay, their only head coach in Tampa
Bay's history, turned an expansion team into

a playoff team in three years Only one other

team in the NFL last season allowed fewer

touchdowns (Philadelphia). Quarterback

Doug Williams is coming off his best season

as a pro, completing over 50 percent of his

passes for 3,568 yards with 19 TD's Sean

Farrell and Booker Reese will help out im-

mediately at guard and defensive end as the

top draft picks.

Elsewhere in the NFC, I like the Giants, the

Dallas Cowboys, the Detroit Lions, and the

San Francisco 49ers to gain playoff berths

The Giants need a quarterback, a fullback

(Rob Carpenter is currently sitting out due to

contract disputes), and a tight end to com-

plete a super team. No team has tjetter

special teams and their defense is awesome.

But, their offense is shaky.

Dallas IS as usual multi-talented and could

walk away with the conference Their secon-

dary IS a weak link however, as the 49ers

found out last year. They can be passed on

Detroit has big play capabilities everytime

runs with the ball, and a solid offensive and

defensive line combined with the league's

best placekicker (Ed Murray) could surprise a

lot of oeople
San Francisco is the best in the West
In the AFC, things are more wide open.

The teams you can depend on NOT to make
the playoffs include the Colts, the Patriots,

the Oilers, and the Seahawks. That leaves 10

teams and five playoff berths. A cut above

these squads, but probably not playoff

caliber are Pittsburgh, Denver, and Buffalo.

Any of these three could prove me wrong
and make the Super Bowl, but everything

would have to fall m place Buffalo can be

C>assed on, and they have a very weak kick-

ing game. Their schedule is tougher than

most and they used up all their luck last year

against New England and New York. Pitt-

sburgh and Denver are old.

This leaves seven teams to make those five

playoff spots Kansas City may be one year

away The two defensive ends, Art Still and

Mike Bell are a treat to watch, and the

defense is as good as any in the NFL. Once

they settle their quarterback situation (bet-

ween Bill Kenney and Steve Fuller) - watch

out. Let's eliminate Cincinnati, too. No
reason, in particular

I like the New York Jets, the Miami

Dolphins, the Los Angeles Raiders, the San

Diego Chargers, and the Cleveland Browns

to make the playoffs. Cleveland and Oakland

fell in '81 after spectacular 1980 seasons.

Even if 1st round DSC draft picks like runn-

ing back Marcus Allen (Raiders) and

linebacker Chip Banks (Browns) don't help

out, seeing "Rocky III" should inspire them.

I've learned never to count Miami out of

anything, but they don't have the quarter-

back to go all the way Which leaves the

Chargers and the Jets. I refuse to pick a

team with as pourous a defense as San

Diego's, though I'm in awe of San Diego's

offense and of Kellen Winslow m particular.

He IS to football what the Beatles were to

popular music: he is so far ahead of everyone

else, he must be ludged on different stan-

dards

The Jets have a mature quarterback,

Richard Todd, who came into his own last

season They also have an explosive defen-

sive line which puts more pressure on the op-

posing OB (66 sacks last season) than

anyone else.
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University of Massachusetts tailback Garry Pearson zips past a West Chester State defender

during UMass 25-3 victory at Alumni Stadium Saturday. Pearson rushed for a total of 147 yards,

setting a new UMass rushing record in the process. See story on page 16.

Voter turnout could decide election
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

With just one day remainmg t)etore tfie Massachusetts
gubernatorial primary election, ardent campaign efforts of

democratic candidates Governor Edward J. King and
Michael S. Dukakis are taking a back seat to voter turnout
as the final determinant of which party member will retain
prospect for occupying the corner office.

John Dukakis, spokesman for his father Michael

Dukakis, said yesterday in a telephone interview that
voters are not faced with a "case where they can sit at
home and assume one of the candidates will win."
Characterizing the 1982 race as one of the most com-

petitive political events this state has witnessed, Dukakis
said the "aggressive" nature of the campaign and the
"grudge-match" involved has given neither candidate a

defined edge over the other. The result is that "voter

turnout is the key in this election, he said.

According to predictions released last week by
Massachusetts Secretary of State Michael J. Connolly,
who oversees state elections, over 1 million voters are
expected to cast ballots for Tuesday's primary — a record

breaking count.

Recoenizine the potential voting power of students,

Dukakis said a consolidation of student interests could take
place to give Dukakis and his "progressive attitudes" a

place in Massachusetts during the next four years only if

students use their influence by showing up at the polls.

Otherwise, he said "we are going to have four more years
of the same kind of politics we've been having for the past

four years."

Paul Quinn. a media volunteer for the re-elect King
campaign, said the number of people who vote in torn-

morrow's primary could decide a victory for either camp in

the face of an indefinite advantage, but added that the

"bottom-hne" of the race is a "fight of records."

The divided political philosophies represented by each
candidate and reflected in their performance while

governor, gave rise to high financed campaigns in which
excesses of $5 million has already been spent to convince
voters by the two opposing camps, Dukakis said.

Quinn said the purpose of the large-scale advertising

move for the King administration is to portray the in-

cumbent candidate and his record as they are — "con-

servative and traditional."

Because King's "can-do" administration set the tone for

the GOP race for governor by first initiating heavy use of

the media, Dukakis said the "campaign has taken a low

road" and has resulted in an upswing focus on "sensational

issues" such as capital punishment rather than "everyday
issues" such as crisis in local government.

But Quinn said by playing up the "Pretty-Boy-Floyds"
who fail to take a stand on the issues of the day, the

political tactics reflected in King's reliance on advertising

have revealed "politicing at its best."

No one can make an intelligent vote without knowing
where they (the candidates) stand on the other's issues,"

he said.

Primary
elections

tomorrow
By KEVIN BOWE
and MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Voters throughout Massachusetts will cast votes

tomorrow in the Democratic and Republican primaries.

Included on the ballot are candidates seeking the

Democratic and Republican nominations for Governor,
Lieutenant Governor, U.S. Senate and a number of state

and county offices. Winners of the primary will appear on
the regular election ballot on November 2.

Only voters registered in Amherst are eligible to vote

here. Others must vote in the town in which they are

registered or by absentee ballot. Registered voters may
vote by ab.sentee ballot only if arrangements are made
with the Town Clerk in their town before noon today.

To vote in the November 2 election, voters must be

registered by October 5, 1982.

Registered Amherst voters will vote in the following

locations: Precinct 1 voters, including residents of Puffton

Village, Brandywine and Townehou.se Apartments, will

cast their ballots in the North Congregational Church Hall,

on North Pleasant Street opposite Meadow Road. Precinct

2 voters, including residents of Butterfield dormitory, will

vote in the North Fire Station, on East Pleasant Street at

Tillson Farm Road. Precinct 3 voters, including residents

of all dorms in Northeast, Sylvan, Orchard Hill and Central

except Butterfield, will vote in the Lutheran Church
Lounge, on North Pleasant Street near Marks Meadow
School. Voters in Precincts 4 and 5, including residents of

Southwest, will vote in the Bangs Community Center off

Kellogg Ave., near the Amherst Post Office. Precinct 6

voters, including residents of Brittany Manor and South-

wood Apartments, will vote in the Fort River School on
South East Street. Voters in Precincts 7 and 8. including

mo.st of South Amherst, will vote at the Crocker Farm
School and Munson Library Buildings, respectively.

All polling locations will be open tomorrow from 10 a.m.

to8 p.m.

In local races State Repre.sentative James G. Collins and
State Senator John Olver are running unopposed for their

party nominations. James Tripp is the unopposed.

Republican .state senator candidate who will run against

Olver in November.
In other local contests. Salvatore A. Politoand Patrick M.

Goggins are seeking the Democratic nominations for Clerk

and Courts and County Commissioner of Hampshire
County, respectively. Stanley J. Kozera and Sean E.

O'l^eary are trying for the Democratic nomination for

Hampshire County Register of Deeds. Republican W.
Michael Ryan and Democrat Thomas G. Simons seek their

respective parties' nomination for District Attorney of the

Northwestern District.

Governors Edward J. King and Michael S. Dukakis are

competing a second time for the Democratic nomination for

governor, but this time with King as the incumbent.
In the 1978 gubernatorial primary election. King defeated

Dukakis by more than 75,000 votes.

In the town of Amherst, Dukakis was the top finisher

Continued on page •'i

Collcciaa pkoto hj Drew Oriw
Governor Edward J. King does some last

minute compaigning yesterday at Chicopee's
Kielbasa Festival.
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Democrats to push

new jobs program
WASHINGTON - Congressional Democrats, trying to

ride the momentum of their veto override victory, plan to

seek quick action in the House this week on $1 bilhon jobs

program opposed by the Reagan admmistration.

The Democratic initiative, which backers claim could put

200,000 unemployed to work on bridge and highway

repair projects around the nation by the end of the year,

seems certain to touch off a week of heightened partisan

bickering.

With congressional elections less than two months

away, the remaining battles of the almost-expired 97th

Congress are expected to be dominated by politics.

Democrats, who have won few skirmishes since the 1980

elections, remained exhilarated from the 60-30 Senate and

301-117 House votes last week overriding President

Reagan's veto of a $14.2 billion spending bill he deemed

too costly.

Hoping to strike again while ahead, Democratic leaders

decided late last week to try to bring the jobs bill to the

House floor, out of schedule, by mid week.

"Now seemed like a good time to try to get this thing

moving. If we can get two thirds to override a veto, we

should be able to get the votes needed for a jobs bill." said

a Democrati leadership aide who asked not to be iden-

tified.

"I can no longer accept in good conscience the presi-

dent's plea for patience. The American people need to see

acton now before it is too late," said House Speaker

Thomas P. O'Neill, in a statement Sunday.

"Today we are paying out more than $20 billion in

unemployment compensation alone. This says nothing of

the lost output, the lost revenues, that result from today s

high unemployment."
O'Neill said that funding for the program would equal 5

percent of the cost of the country's unemployment com

pensation bill.
, . , . \ n^

Congress is in its final push before a scheduled early Oc-

tober adjournment.
, , .

The announcement last week by congressional leaders

that they would not call a post-election "lame duck" ses-

sion to deal with problems in the Social Security system

meant that all the remaining work of the session must be

done in the next three weeks.

Since the new fiscal year begins Oct. 1. the priority for

Congress is to provide the money needed to run the

government. But of 10 appropriations bills to fund federal

agencies, only one - military construction - has been ap-

proved by either chamber of Congress.

39 killed in crash
A train ripped through a bus carrying West German

soccer fans home Sunday from a weekend tour, killing 39 of

the 40 men and women aboard including the driver, of

ficials reported.

They said among the nine people injured was the

signalwoman whose duties included lowering the railroad

crossing harriers when a train approached. She was badly

burned when flames form the blazing wreckage engulfed

the signal house beside the tracks.

TONIGHT
Motri & Patttrtofi

WELCOME
BACK
PARTY

•f

HAMGAr orsie

NIGHT BEAR
a for 1 til 11 pm

18 year olds welcome

tickets $2.00 at the door

lgklimifcJ«yr=J>=Jr=Jfc=lh=Jr=JfadfaJfc£l

Digest
By the Associated Press

Monday, September 13, 1982

Milford killer in

critical condition
MILFORD.Mass. - A man who allegedly shot and kiUed

his estranged wife and another man in his former neigh-

borhood remained in critical but stable condition Sunday,

under arrest on two counts of first degree murder, the

police said.

Detective Patrolman Omar Recore said Sunday night

that Joseph Allen. 38. of Hudson, remained under poUce

guard at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center

in Worcester.

Arraignment procedures were pending his recovery,

Recore said. ., »„ „u

Nursing supervisor Carol Eliadia said Allen was in the

hospital's intensive care unit.

Saturday afternoon, authorities found him shot in the

mouth but stUl alive in a bedroom of the MUford home of

Hohn Vega, 35. Vega, riddled with bullets, was dead in a

brown leather chair in the bving room. AUen's estranged

wife. Nancy, 33. lay dead a few feet away on the floor.

Collegian s

Correction

AP LMcrphoto

Biker Lon Black of Buxton, Me., ig one of

thousands across the state collecing toys for or-

phans.

Candidates hunt

more supporters

AP With less than 24 hours remaining in the political

primary season, the five major party candidates for

governor moved across the state Sunday by automobile

and helicopter to rally supporters.

None of the candidates offered any major new

pronouncements, but according to their handlers, all five

men were exposed to an enormous amount of food and a

sizable number of potential voters.

In the Democratic race, former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

is challenging the incumbent. Gov Edward J. King.

Among the Republican, former Boston City Councilor John

Sears is a widely acknowledged leader over Westwood

businessman John Lakian and state Rep. Andrew Card of

Holbrook.

Except for Sears the other four candidates were ex-

pected to converge on the South Shore town of Stoughton

for a rally sponsored by the Save Our Stoughton Com

mittee and opposing the opening of an adult book store

there. Sears said he would be at a previously scheduled

fund-raiser in Manchester.

Today, the CoUegian returns to our regular typeface,

"Century," after a two-day hiatus last week. Due to a

mechanical problem with our main typesetter we were

forced to print the paper in 'Universe type last Thursday

and Friday. The replacement parts arrived from the

manufacturer over the weekend and we are able to resume

publication in "Century" once again.

In addition, page one of last Friday s paper earned the

date May 14, 1982. Obviously, last Friday was September

10. 1982. We apologize for the error.

Finally, we would Uke to correct an error made m our

Back to School issue which was published last Tuesday. In

a guide to local bars which appeared in the "UMass Living

section, it was inadvertently reported that Delano s

restaurant in Amherst serves free pizza with beer.

Delano's does not serve pizza. We also apologize for this

error. __^

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Composition

Today's Staff

Scott Hersey

Ken Lundberg
Steve Anderson

Teresa Bellafiore

Sheryl Silver.Lauri Neely

Adrianne Dufor. Gail Tanzer. Liz Ward

Ken Kalinowski. Leslie Duberstein

Laurie Frank, Susanne Erickson

Mike Meagher, James Shanahan

Maria Cahillane

Subscription Rates
The Ma»Mrhu»ettg Daily Collegian (USPS 333-220) is

published daily Monday through Friday excluding

varationR, exam period.s. or holidays. Subscriptions are

available for $18 at 113 Campus Center. University of

Massachusetts. Amherst, Massachusetts. Postmaster:

Send address changes to the Mtumachunettt Daily

Collegian. 113 Campus Center. University of

Massachusetts. Amherst, MA 01003.

What's Open Rush?

A time to meet the brotherhood and see the house

in an Informal and non-committal atmosphere. We
encourage all University men who are Interested In

fraternities or want more than just a degree for

spending four years at UMass. Even If you are con-

tent with the dorms, come down and meet us, you

may change your mind about frats, speclflcaly

BK0, as did many of us. There's no obligation and

It only takes a short time. Don't narrow yourself

down to one choice. Go to all of the rush parties to

see which house is best suited to your needs. Ask

questions about the living conditions, social ac-

tivities, sports, reputations, food, etc. Ask up-

perclassmen on your floor to suggest a few houses

to start looking at and their respective reputations.

RUSH DATES
Tues Sept. 14,

Wed, Sept. 15,

Thurs, Sept. 16

8:00-10:30^pm

BK|9
388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

All University Men Invited

Candlelight on
disputed death
By AMY JENESS
Collegian Staff

The Third World Women's Task force is sponsoring a vigil

tonight to commemorate the fourth anniversary of the

death of University of Massachusetts student Seta

Rampersad.
The vigil will be held at 7 p.m. by the Campus Pond.
Rampersad. a senior political science major, was found

dead September 13. 1978 at the Motel 6 in South Deerfield.

Since that time, many people have questioned a state

coroner's investigation concluding that Rampersad died of

natural causes.

Spokesperson for the Third World Women's Task Force,

Panna Putnam, said she hopes to get twenty-five or more
people to participate in the vigil.

"It will be mostly a quiet candlelight vigil," Putnam said.

"Perhaps we will have one person talk a little about the

case or offer a prayer."

"I think it is very mysterious that anyone involved in a

small way has sort of disappeared from the area. The
people who were in the room with Seta are gone. The
motel employees who dealt with the people Seta was with

have been transferred. One of the first police officers to see

Seta has been transferred and the owners of the Motel 6

have changed," Putnam said.

After an inquest by the Franklin County District

Attorney's office. The Daily Hampshire Gazette reported

on Feb. 3, 1979. that the newly-elected District Attorney

Simons said he would not prosecute anyone for either drug

charges or possible perjury in connection with the inquest

testimony.

The District Attorney's office never made a serious

attempt to investigate. ' said Putnam. I definitely think it

was a cover up from the way the evidence was destroyed.

The motel room was wiped clean, there were no photos, no

semen tests, no fingerprints."

The statute of limitations for the case expired last fall,

legally closing the case. However, the case may be re

opened up to seven years af fact.

"We are keeping the case alive even if it is legally closed,"

said Putnam.
"We can only hope for a miracle," she said, "that Carol

Newton or Brian Pitzer will come forward and tell what

really happened."

During an inquest shortly after Rampersad's death.

District Attorney Callahan claimed three people had been

with Rampersad the night she died. Demetrious Kon
stanlopulos (also known as Jimmy the Greek), owner of the

Captain's Table restaurant where Rampersad worked,

offered to give Rampersad a ride to her Amherst apart-

ment. Also in the car were Brian Pitzer. a friend of

Konstanlopulos and his date. Carol Newton.

After stopping for a drink, the four went to Motel 6 for a

party. Callahan said the witnesses testified to smoking

some marijuana and snorting some cocaine.

According to Konstanlopulos' testimony Rampersad
started having siezures around 3 a.m. During the rest of

the night Konstanlopulos said she had three or four more

siezures.

Konstanlopulos testified he and Newton left the motel

around 6 a.m. Pitzer said between 12 and 1 p.m. he called a

friend who was a nurse at the Veterans Administration

Hospital. His friend took Rampersad's vital signs and

suggested Pitzer call an ambulance. Pitzer said at the

inquest that Rampersad was alive when he left at 1 p.m.

According to police, the ambulance arrrived at 1:10 p.m.

and the medics pronounced Rampersad dead at 1:15 p.m.

( ollrKian photo bv Mirlucl Muriolia

Members of the UMass Marching Band got more than they bargained for Saturday after ''horn-

ing in" on The Golden Ram, West Chester SUte's mascot.

New ombudsman Gadhn
untwistingUM bureaucracy
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

Students frustrated with the bureaucracy at the

University of Ma.ssachuselts may turn to the new om
budsman. Howard Gadlin.

A professor of psychology at UMass for 13 years, Gadlin

began his two year term as ombudsman two weeks ago.

He replaces .Janet Rifkin of the department of Legal

Studies, whose term has since expired. Gadlin said he was

pleased with his predecessors track record and plans to

continue projects already underway.

The Ombudsman office was created in 1971 in an effort to

serve any undergraduate or graduate student, faculty, or

staff member with a University related problem.

I'roblems not being solved through normal channels can

be taken to the Ombudsman's office located at the Campus
Center in room 823. The staff can usually get needed in

formation and aid in finding a solution.

"The program has a reasonably good reputation which we
plan to uphold," Gadlin said. "We hope to participate in the

imai lormulation ol the JSexuaJ Mantssment Grievance

Committee which was initiated in large part by Janet

Rifkin. The necessary formal procedure provided by the

committee will hopefully be enacted by the end of thp

semester," he said.

A .search committee compo.sed of students, staff, and

faculty recommended (>adlin, who was officially appointed

by Chancellor Ix)ren E^aritz. A native of New York City and

a graduate of Queens College, Gadlin rweived a graduate

degree from the University of Michigan.

Common problems dealt with by the ombudsman are

grade disputes, housing mis ups, favoritism in promotions,

unreasonable work loads placed on teaching assistants or

secretaries, Gadlin said.

"Alot of what we deal with is as a result of recent cut-

backs and the overall economic situation. Secretaries

complain of work overloads and students are more con-

cerned with grades or jobs." (ladlin said.

Students do not feel as free to pursue studies which in-

terest them. Instead they are taking courses which will be

pertinent to their careers and are worried about the grades

on their transcripts, Gadlin said.

1 nese worries cause them to come to me," (iadlin said.

"Students are far more serious than they were ten years

ago. Because of this we are trying to clarify the methods

for evaluating graduate students, " Gadlin said.

"We are also trying to make all students more clear as to

their teachers expectations regarding course requirements

and grading policy," he said.

The Ombudsman's office is in a unique place that will see

to difficulties in the large bureaucratic structure of UMass.

* Primary

AP t>aacrphoto

Former governor Michael Dukakis campaigns

at a rally opposing a new adult bookstore in

Stoughton yesterday.

with 1.100 votes out of 2.200 cast, with former Cambridge

Mayor Barbara Ackerman coming in second with 667 votes

and King last with 342.

On the Republican side this year John Sears, who has

served as State Representative, Sheriff of Suffolk County,

Commissioner of the Massachusetts District Commission

and Boston City Councilor is the front runner. Republican

Andy Card has served as a State Representative (R

Holbrook) for the last eight years, John Lakian, an in-

vestment counselor, has no prior political experience.

The most crowded race this year is for the Democratic

nomination for Lieutenant Governor. Evelyn Murphy, the

Democratic Convention endorsee, served as Secretary for

Environmental .Affairs in the Dukakis Administration.

John Kerry was Assistant District Attorney in Middlesex

County noted for his involvement in the Vietnam Veterans

Against the War. He was an unsuccessful candidate for

Congress in 1972. Ivois Pines served as a State

Repre.senlative from Newton from 1972 to 78, where she^

became one of the first sponsors of the Bottle Bill. She also

serviced as the regional director of the Federal Trade

Commission and was an unsuccessful candidate for the

Democratic nomination for Secretary of State in 1978. Sam
Rotondi is a State Senator from Winchester. Lou

Nickinello is a State Representative from Natick, who is

presently chairman of the House Committee on Tran-

sportation.

State Representative Leon Lombardi of Easton is running

unopposed for the Republican nomination for Lieutenant

Governor. Also running unopposed as Republicans are

former Brockton Mayor Richard L. Wainwright for at

torney general, Jody DeRoma Dow from Brookline for

secretary of state. BarnsUble County Treasurer Mary

I/eClair for state treasurer, Michael Robertson for state

auditor. Rep. Silvio Conte and Ray Shamie U.S. Congress.

On the Democratic side all the statewide candidates are

presently running as incumbent or unopposed. They are

Francis X. Bellotti for Attorney General, John Finnegan

for State Auditor, Michael Connoly for Secretary of State,

Robert Crane for State Treasurer and Edward Kennedy

for U.S. Senate.
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EARN AND LEARH
Excellent opportunity for a UMASS
junior or sophmore marketing/finance

major (minimum age 20) to represent a

major brewer and snack food producer.

Learn marketing from actual experience,

and earn a commission on your actual

sales! Hours are flexible - must have ac-

cess to a car. Send resume to:

College Sales Rep.

P.O. Box 188 Highland Station

Springfield, Mass. 01109

Break in 'human chain' of 15,000 ruins

record, says Guiness publisher

Collegian s

KLAGENFURT, Austria (AP) - Tourism officials

here kicked off the "Guinness Week of Records" on Sun-

day to try to topple or match a score of offbeat bests, but

ran into trouble on the first try.

More than 15,000 people were brought in by bus and

gathered in a circle, clasping hands, around Lake Faak on

opening day for what organizers claimed was a new world

record.

But Norris McWhirtler, publisher of the Guiness Book of

World Records, said the feat will not be recognized

because he noticed a gap in the circle of joined hands, the

Austrian press agency said.

Organizers claimed that patrols of firefighters confirm-

ed the "human chain" around the scenic lake was closed.

BARSELOTTI'S

Monday Night Football

Proo Kogll

starting at Kick-Offff (9 PM)
Do^^vnto^f^n Amherst

at" 'r»r'y«.-«»»«N,<iri.,vifr«fl^«Ti^*tir»fc>rhr#tif»««i>v»«'»«titr«Yi'r»v<v»t»n%r'yjpr (»«»'>«*•'•«»'»«»'•v«wfr^

Some of our classrooms

aren't classrooms.
1. Marksmanship — Insiruttion in basic rifle and pistol marksmanship wnh 11 <aiil)fi man h \%«.ip<irix Iiuliidrs rani^e

and satfty pnurdures. firing positions, the Integrated Act of Firing. (onifH-tmve tiring and rei ord ijualilit alum Competitive

niat(hes with other institutions are planned (lail & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers — Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit laitus. patiollmg, l.uid navig.iiion

(mghi and day), rapjwiling. airtnobile and wat»rlM)rne op<TaiioMs, leadership reaition < nurses, ii«-|<i piohlcin tests, physual

ct)nditioning. field (ommunu alioii procedures, and practical leadership e\periente (tail & s|)riMg s«tmsi« r)

3. Oricntaticm Trip to West Point — Weekend visit to L'SMA with a look at aiadeiiiK miliiar\ .iihI so( lal litr <il an

alternative olfuer producing program for the U S Artny. res lew a parade and attend a home tootball g.ime (tall semester)

(priority to MS II tadets)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens — Weekend visit to an adive Army post Orientation to lite on a inilitarv in-

stallation with emphasis on visiting ta( ilities (commissary. PX. larnik quaric-is, troop billets, oprn niessi and an introduction

to M-16 familiarization fi'-ing and the sport ot land navigation (tall .semester)

5. Mountaineering — Instruction in rope iTianagement, knots, rope bridges, rappelling. and rock climbing techniques

Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual climbs Includes a bivouac and back packing exercise (fall &
spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival — Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4
'/z -dav winter survival school in Brunswick. Maine Instruc-

tion includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing. emergency

signaling, and land navigation (intersession).

7. Field Leadership Exercise — Weekend exercise in the Amherst area in which cadets will participate in tactical opera-

tions, bivouacs, patrolling, communication procedures, and land navigation (fall & spring semester)

8. Color Guard — Participate with University Band at home football games Includes precision drill, the manual of arms,

and movements with colors, (fall semester)

9. Physical Readiness (GPE/MilSci 100G23) — A progressive structured program designed to improve individual condi-

tioning Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (fall

semester)

10. Drill Team — Develop skill and proficiency at trick drill. Competition with other institutions is planned, (fall & spring

semester)

11. Land Navigation — Progressive Land Navigation Training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land navigation

course and ending with an 11 -kilometer day/night course that will tax the most competent navigator.

For More Information Contact:

Cpt. Patrick Merryman
545-2321/2322

M'.Whirtler. however, comforted organizers by saying

the fact that so many people attempted to set a world

record would be included in the record book.

The 1982 Guinness book says the longest human chain of

any type was put together by 17,000 people in England

last year. They were stretched out in a line, not a circle.

Newspapers said 40 record holders listed in the Guin-

ness bcx)k were flown here to either demonstrate or im-

prove their best marks.

The titles on the line include the marathon piano play-

ing, belly dancing and "endurance kissing."

Leopold Wagner, governor of the southern Carinthia

province, claimed a record of his own Sunday with the

"shortest speech" ever delivered by a politician.

Citizens

say taxes

too high
BOSTON (AP)

Massachusetts residents say

itate and local taxes are too

tiigh and they complain that,

m general, they don't gel

Iheir money's worth for the

taxes they do pay. according

to a IIMass-Boston survey

released yestereaeeaut

while they were unhappy

with taxes and critical of

staterun services such as

transportation, a majority of

those surveyed said they

were satisfied with local

services such as police and

schools, said professor

Franklin Patterson, who

directed the survey for

Center for Studies in Policy

and The Public Interest at

the University of

Massachusetts Boston
campus.

Overall, the survey found

wealthy residents markedly

dissatisfied with the tax

burden and with the con

dition of the state's roads

and mass transit facilities

but relatively happy about

police and education in the

communities where they pay

their property taxes.

The poll, the latest in a

series by the center on

public issues, involved

telephone interviews with a

sample of 500 adults in

households in each of the 608

telephone exchanges in the

state. Interviewing was

carried out during a recent

19 day period.

A report on the survey,

titled "Images: Taxes and

Services in Massachusetts,"

noted that a similar survey

taken this spring suggested

that a bare majority of

Massachusetts voters would

not noa vote in favor of the

tax limiting Proposition 2 '/4,

which passed in 1980.

Nevertheless. 78 percent

of those surveyed in the new

poll said they believed that

Massachusetts residents pay

more local property taxes

than homeowners in other

states. This view was most

common among registered

voters, families with income

between $30,000 and

$50,000, and residents of

greater Boston

.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion
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Heartburn worth it at kielbasa festival
By PAUL BELVAL
HANNAH HOSOM
and CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Sweaty intense faces waited offstage to be presented

under the bigtop. Within minutes, young men and women
took their places on stage as the emcee introduced the

song.

Ten year-old Larry stamped a black boot in time to the

polka beat and the dance started. Staring straight ahead,

unsmiling, he put his arm around his little partner's waist,

and the two skipped into the center to meet the other

couples.

Red. white, and gold costumes swirled around the stage

while the audience clapped to lively music. Small town
faces in the crowd reflected pride in their ethnic heritage.

The Ninth Annual World Kielbasa Festival in Chicopee

this past weekend presented a Western Massachusetts

version of entertainment and heartburn, something most

area students never take advantage of during their college

years.

Governor Edward J. King turned out Sunday to proclaim

it World Kielbasa Day and do some last minute cam
paigning before Tuesday's primary. After signing the

proclamation. King wandered about the grounds, shaking

hands with potential voters before waving goodbye as he

left in a state police helicopter.

On Saturday, former governor Michael Dukakis was

shaking hands and sampling kielbasa. Senator Edward
Kennedy accompanied Dukakis. Grabbing a microphone

and clearing the floor of dancers Kennedy addressed the

crowd. Speaking a few words in polish he declared Poland

would someday be free. Both Dukakis and Kennedy were

sporting Sohdarity buttons on their lapels.

The King Kielbasa, a 253 pound sausage, was the

festival's main attraction. The Chicopee Provision Co.

donated the world's largest kielbasa to the Chicopee school

system.

Odors of Belgian waffles. Hungarian sausage, and

English style fish and chips competed with the greasy

smoke from the kielbasa grills. Local service organizations

manned the grills to earn money for various programs in

the upcoming year. Other groups sold "Proud to be Polish"

t shirts, and "Kiss me, I'm Polish" pins, adding to the

ethnic flavor.

Barkers yelled to passing groups, guaranteeting a 'sure

thing " to those who stopped to watch the games. However,

reactions from those throwing balls through hoops trying

to win stuffed E.T. dolls proved the barkers wrong.

Festivals Uke the kielbasa celebration are being held

throughout Western Massachusetts this fall. They are

worth looking into.

After all, heartburn can be fun.

( ollrinan photo by Itrvw Ofirr

Chicken was one of the many food items for sale at the Kielbasa Festival.

('ollrman pholn h» l>rr» 0|ritr

An unidentified girl enjoys a healthy helping

of Kielbasa on a stick.

PLANT SALE!
September 13 thru 16
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Tak« or» everyday prohX^ms In science, math or engineering

with the shirt-pocket-size HP-llC.

• E>edicated scientific functions for quick answers to

computations

.• Easy-to-leam programming with up to

LJD 11 €^ ^^ program lines

W r " I I \^ • Handy program editing tools

• Continuous Memory saves your

xn^ O^ programs and data

V0'^ •^^ HP 1 IC Slim-line Programmable

List $100.00 Scientific
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M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center Open
sat 11-4
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Newslines...

Seven parental workshops to

be held at UMass school

Understanding children's behavior, developing con-

fidence for parents, reducing stress and new child-reanng

methods are the subjects of a seven-session workshop

beginning at 5:30 p.m. on September 30 at Marks Meadow

School, at the University of Massachusetts. For informa-

tion and preregistration, call Health education at the

University Health Services, 549-2671 ext. 181.

Dastardly

TONIGHT Pool Tournament
2 person teems $10 CASH PRIZES

sign up at bar Starts 7 pm
36 E Pleasant St. .Amherst, MA 253-9286

r
I

I

Moth^moticQlly

Ori*nt#d?

Actuorlol Cot—t Doy

Tuesday r S#pt»mb«f 14, 1952, 3 PM

Hoom 1624 Groduott Ms^oreh Tow»f

Actuaries are executives in the insurance industry

proC^nally trained in the «:ience of .nnathem«,cjl

orobabilitY They use mathematical skills to detme

Si analyze and solve complex business and socmiI

problems, and design financially sound insurance and

^r^rograms They sen/e in both technical and

S^agerSil positions. The career requ.rw «T^g

J^thSnaticalVnd verbal skills. Come to the Carwr

Day to meet and talk with actuanw ffo^" ?^«'°;^^
England Insurance Companies and to find out more

about the career and the Actuarial Sconce Program

at the University.

I

I

I

I

I

Women's career workshops

to be sponsored this month

The Everywoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts is sponsoring two workshops for career

women through the Working Women's Task Foce. The

first workshop, on resume writing, will be held from 12 to

1:30 p.m. on Sept. 30 at the Campus Center in rooms 805

809. The second workshop, entitled job interviewing. wUl

be held from 12 to 1:30 p.m. on Oct. 7 at the Campus

Center in rooms 905 909. The workshops are free and wUl

be given by Alice Smith of the UMass placement office.

Two open meetmgs for the Women Organizing for

Occupational Safety and Health group (WOOSH). to

recruit members, wUl be held at 4 p.m. on September 28

and at 7 p.m. on September 29. Both meetings wUl be held

at the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall. Credit may be

available.

For more information about the workshops or recruiting

meetings call 545 0883.

Parking deca! deadline set

University of Massachusetts parking decals for both 1981

82 and 1982-83 wUl be honored until next Monday when

regulations in all campus parking areas wUl be strictly

enforced. Thus only 1982 83 decals will be valid. Also, all

permits are honored only their assigned lots. Any decal not

picked up by September 24 will be reassigned.

Scholarship info available

An inlormation meetmg will be held for students in-

terested in applying for Rhodes. Marshall or Fulhright

scholarships at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow night in the third floor

lounge of Herter Hall. Rhodes and Marshall fellowships

are for those interested in pursuing study in England,

while Fulbright fellowships may be awarded to a number

of countries. Seniors and graduate students interest«i in

non-English speaking countries should be reasonably

fluent in the language of that country.

Auditions for play scheduled
The University Ensemble Theater will hold auditions for

Jack Heifner's "Vanities" and "Dark of the Moon" by

Howard Richard and William Bemey. They will be held

between 7 and 10 p.m. September 13 through 15 in nwm
204 of the Fine Arts Center at the University of

Massachusetts. Anyone wishing to audition must sign up

outside the main office of the i:)epartment of Theater.
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Army Medal ofHonor

given 120 years late
CHESTERFIELD. Mass. — As more than 10.000 people

gathered in front of this town's combination funeral home-

post office, draped with red. white and blue bunting, two

wounds dating from the Civil War were healed yesterday

with a fuU military review of 2,500 marchers, including 21

Medal of Honor winners.

Army Lt. Gen. R. Pean Tice. deputy secretary of

defense, left the reviewing stand he shared with four other

generals, to re present a Medal of Honor that Samuel Eddy

won in the Civil War Battle of Sayler's Creek. Va.. but that

he received by mail, with no honors, in a paperbag 32 years

after the war.

"Of course I remember him," Mrs. Towler whispered to

the general as he knelt by her wheelchair to hand her the

medal. Tice turned and saluted the other Medal of Honor

winners in the grandstand.

Regiments of men in Union blue and Confederate grey

who fought in Saturday's re-enactment of the 1865 Virginia

battle, gave three cheers.

Raymond Newell, a Chesterfield hardware store owner

and chairman of the weekend hurrah, and Tice returned

the battle flag of the Savannah. Ga.. Volunteers, captured

by the Massachusetts forces at Saylers's Creek.

The flag was discovered several years ago in a Pittsfield

attic.

Organizers believe that it may be the first time a

Confederate battle flag has been formally returned to one

of the states that broke with the Union.

"We accept our flag from a very honorabe unit to

another honorable unit and former enemy, we hope former

forever. " said grev-clad Col. Henry J. Kernedy. com-

mander of the Savannah Volunteers, a unit formed to

participate in Civil War re enactments.

Kennedy presented Tice with a scroll making "President

Reagan, our commander in chief, and honorary member of

the Savannah Volunteers."

The medal and flag were presented after the marchers

from more than 100 miliUry units moved through this tiny

town of 1.000 people who were determined to put things

right by their Civil War hero.

As the Hellcats Drum and Bugle Corps from West Point

played "Ruffles and Flourishes, " a battery of howitzers

stationed in the Little League field boomed a 15-gun salute

to Eddy.

The crowd cheered and applauded as the U.S. flag

carried by Massachusetts "troops" in blue Civil War
uniforms and the Savannah Volunteers carrying the

Confederate Hag presented the colors at the reviewing

stand.
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STORE HOURS
111 Weekday* and Sunday

11-2 Friday and Saturday

CAMPUS

PIZZA
IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN

Come and CELEBRATE with us our 12 years of superb pizza and friendly service to the

valley residents. Years of experience in every pizza with only the finest of ingredients

makes our pizza in a class of its own. A taste will have you sold for life.

• CONVENIE?»rr ON RTE 9 IN HADLEY
• SPACIOUS DINING AREA
• AMPLE FREE PARKING
• AIR CONDITIONED
• GRINDERS AND DINNERS

You're ready' For the biggest and

the best that life has to offer And for

the college ring that will speak vol-

umes about you—and your achieve-

ments—for years to come
Whats more—you can afford it'

Because now, for a limited time you

can order from the entire ArtCarved

collection of 14K gold college rings

and save $25 Come and see the

exquisitely crafted styles—from the

classic to the contemporary And
choose the ring and custom options

that most eloquently express you

Now is your time to get what you

deserve And remember—nothing

else feels like real gold.

;iRT(7IRVED'
\CLASS RINGS INC

Sept. 15, 16, 17 10-4 pm
$15 deposit

Campus
Center

STORED
Deposit Required IVtasterCard or Visa Accepted 1982 ArtCarved Class Rings Inc

206 Russell St. ¥ Hadley.MA . RTE.9 586-3880

• COME TRY OUR NEW KIELBASA GRINDER & KIELBASA

PIZZA!

MONDAY-THURSDAY 2 pm-5 pm

wrm TME PURCHASE OF ONE. (I) LARGE. ONE (U ITEM

.^ PIZZA OR TWO (2) SMALL. ONE (l)rTEM

^ PI27AS
YOU-U GET ONE ( 1 1 PITCHER OF MILLER BEER

O ""
JT ONE ( 1 1 LITtR OF SODA

MONDAY-THURSDAY ANYTIME FJCCEPT 2 pm 5 pm

THE PURCHASE OF ONE (1) LAhGE. ONE (11 fTEM PIZZA OR TWO (2) SMAU. ONE (1) ITEM PIZZAS

YOULL GET ONE (I) PITCHER OF MICHELOB OR MILLER BEER AT ", PRICE'

OR
ONE ID LITER OF SODA AT "i PRICE'

Valid now thru September 30, 1982

EDITORIAL/OPINION
:i4SK:: mi 'm

OUKC v». K|K/<r— the u;«fto^rM£ ««>s<s?

Should the call be heeded or not ?
"It's up to you not to heed the call-up." These words by

the rock group The Clash were put into practice hy over

500.000 young men as they refuse<i the first fH*acetime

registration since Vietnam.

The government l)egan to clampdown on resistors this

summer. Benjamin Sasway of California and Ent^'r EUer

of Virginia were convicted as was Russell Ford in (x)nnec

ticut. These are the first three men tx) go to jail for non-

compliance.

United States District Court Judge Cordon Thompson

Jr., who presided over Sasway's trial, ruled that his

motives for failure to register were irrelevant. Thompson

also warned the jury not to give weight to Sasway's

beliefs. This act by the judge has a certain logic since the

government wishes to put a non-political face on the entire

issue. But the silencing of the politics involved by the

judge can not stop them from getting out.

Peacetime registration and or the draft are new addi

tions to our 205 year old society. This intrusion hy the

government into the lives of it's citizens has been defend-

ed as neces.sary to protect "National" or "American In-

terests" and to protect a strong America from various

Communist elements, godless degenerates, and other

rifraf in the world who threaten the existence of the

Republic. Is this really the case?

No it is not. If being drafted into the armed forces is .ser-

ving the country, why is that the only way the country can

be served? Instead of everybody being registered for the

armed forces, why shouldn't people he inducted into a

giant Civilian Conservation Corps. With t)eing a fairly

respectable thing *o serve your country, America could

profit as much by cleaner cities, lakes, liett^-r health care,

etc., as it could by lopping off the heads of locals in another

country becau.se they do not happen to agree with our ver-

sion of the good life.

Why this has never been segously considered has a lot to

do with the definition of American interests. Ever since

WoHd War II, but especially m the last t^n years,

American capital has flowed out of this country to the

Third World. Industry after industry has set up shop

manufacturing products formerly made in the Unit^

States. The wages are much lower, and to keep them that

Mass. Society of ProfeSvSors speaks on State Election

way, various right wing governments are installed,

hel|)ed. or maintained hy the I 'nitj^d States. At the same

time the agricultural and mineral resources are also col

onized hy multinationals, these two chains of events leave

thousands out of work in this country, and damage the

normal course of economic development for much of the

Third World. Naturally numerous members of the host

country take a dim view of all this and want to do

something about it. It is to cope with this type of situation,

a war for resources or to suj)port a right wing govern-

ment, that the registration and the draft l)ecome impor-

tant. On another level, Russia and its millitary power also

influenced our government and its decision to reimple

ment draft registration.

F^or years NATO has been numerically inferior to the

Warsaw Pact, of which Russia is the dominent member.

That is why we have nuclear missies in Kurof)e. A major

land war with the Soviet I'nion would almost certainly

lead to some form of nuclear exchange. Neither side has

the desire, nor the need to make that leap.

An example of preparing for war in the Third World is

the Rapid Deployment Force. Vietnam showed us the

need for large numbers of troops to deal with a guerrilla

war. Much of the less develof>ed world is strapped by huge

debt burdens and less and less ability to stay inde|)endent

of the powerful monetary interests who pull the strings on

their finances. The United States people have no interest

in maintaining this situation, which i.s t)<)th morally wrong

and against much of what the country stands for. The

rebels in El Salvador are not going to invade the I'nit^'d

States. Cuba is not going to attack us. We as a i>eople and

a nation lose, not gain, from «)ur control over so much <»f

the rest of the world.

The three draft-resisters who went to jail are only the

first. The government cannot [K)ssibly prosecute all non-

registrants as well as those who moved and did not notify

the authorities. But they will prosecute those who speak

out as these three did. Registration is clearly only one step

from the draft. Who knows the plans and why they wert

drawn up?

Brooke Statea w a UMass Student

«.•.•••.»««

To the Editor:

Steven P. Barrett's letter (Dukakis - An Angry Look

Back from a Local Resident, Sept. 8) contains several inac

curacies. I am writing to correct one of them.

It is true that the Massachusetts Teachers Association

has endorsed Michael Dukakis for governor; but, the

Massachusetts Society of Professors has endorsed no one.

Inst<>ad, last fall and spring MSP invit^^d the major guber-

natorial candidates from both parties to address the

university community on the issue of "The Role of Public

Education in the Commonwealth." These candidates ac-

cepted our invitation and addressed the issue at hand, the

one exception being Edward J. King who declined several

offers to participate in this program.

At the completion of the program, MSP asked its

members to choose among all candidates on the

Democratic and Republican tickets. Neariy 200 members

of the bargaining unit, or one-fifth of the rnernbership.

responded, and the results are as follows: Michael Ihikakis

- 75%; Edward King - 10% and John Lakian - b%,

undecided or other - 8%. The results might differ if the

poll were taken today, but we have no way of knowing tor

sure. Time is too short and our resources too spare to per

mjt repolling.
. u

Those who did respond to the poll probably weighed the

performance of Dukakis against that of Governor King.

Mr Barrett does not trouble himself with King s short-

comings. Or perhaps he forgets that in 1981 the governor

line-vetoed the legislature's budget of $99 million for the

Amherst campus and rolled back the figure to $97 million,

which would have cost the campus nearly 100 positions;

this year the governor proposed a campus budget of under

$107 million, which he celebrated as an increase over fiscal

1982 but which promised to cause the layoff of 50 to 75

personnel. He also imposed rigid guidelines on contract

negotiations in 1979-80, which held down .salary increases

and severely restricted benefits. And Covernor King has

steadfastly refused to implement the recommendations of

the Ward Commission or take any other steps which

would check the corruption that is responsible for the

.sorry state of public buildings and the outrageous condi-

tion of our own Library.

It should be recalled that Edward J. King's accession U)

the governorship coincided with recovery from the

economic difficulties of 1974-75 when the unemployment

rate exceeded 1 1% and the state deficit surpassed $600

million. The economy did not dictate the po<ir budget

recommendations that issued from the (Jovernor's Office

in the late 1970'sand eariy 1980's, nor did Proposition 2'/2.

Such budgets were authored by a governor with a low

regard for public education. It is inaccurate to imply, as

some have done, that the campus is better off because of

Governor King. The gains of the past few years stem part

ly from effective negotiating by MSP and partly from the

support MSP and other university groups have managed

to muster in the legislature. That should not be forgotten.

However one interprets the recent past, the important

thing is to vote. I urge all members of the university com-

munity, whatever thier politics, to vote on September 14.

Bruce Laurie

President, Massachusetts Society of Professors

Down and Out
on Moving In

I
discovered how expensive moving can be both by

experience and through a friend, who told me,

"Moving can be very expensive." He told me this while

helping me cart all my belongings through town on the

back of my little red Maverick. I was beginning to panic

that perhaps I lost a hundred dollars somewhere. No — it

was safely in the till at K-Mart, the gas station, CVS and

the sub shop.

Steve Masse

Maybe moving wouldn't have I)een such an ordeal if my

new apartment hadn't been hit by a grease bomb. The

bedroom walls were littered with stickers and smeary lit-

tle nigral fingerprints and crayon drawings. The floors

were alwminable (you could .see where the furniture was,

either by a lighter spot or by the rust stains left by spindly

legs). All the kiU'hen blinds were thick with a malodorous

sludge. And the kiU-hen! I was going to call up David

Wallechinsky of Th*- Book ojLisLs fame, to see if he would

agree that my kitchen should top the list in the "You

Think You tk)t It Bad" department. The freezer was so

frozen up that the only thing there was room for was a

small hot dog or ice cul)e right in the middle. It took two

and a half days for all the ice to melt (all over the kitchen

nfK)r). The stove had its eyes crosse<i and i..s t«mgue hang-

ing out. The sink was a ce.ssp<M)l. What makes it all the

more astonishing is that there were no c(H-kroaches.

I figured the hurricane of debris would U* a snap to Ix-at.

All I needed was time, money, determination and Zayre's.

Only then a sad realization destroyed my sense of com-

placency. Zayre's had fled town like a bandit in the night,

never more to provide 25* salad Ik)w1s, your choice of

three different egg beaters, I.estoil, Comet, shower cur-

tains, pots and pans, motor oil and vinyl shoes. Last year

Almy's hit the dust, and then W<m)Ico followed (where else

could you get a three piece sofa set for 300 bucks?). I sup-

fK)se I wouldn't have been so downhearU«<I by Zayre's

demise if there had been the customary going out of

business bash that lasted a month.

But I'm a practical sort of guy, and not one to s|H«nd tcx)

much time crying and banging my head on the hoarded up

doors of my favorite ex-department store. I stoically

knuckled under to K Mart, trying not to worry too much

that in this Valley of Alternatives, I for once had no alter

native. Trif) after trip over a whole week (In'tween scrubb-

ing n(K)rs and mopping up melt^^I freezer grunge), and I

began to grow appreciative of my fluorescent light

headaches. 1 mean, imagine if K-Mart also close<i up? So

what if I s^H'nt a couple of hundred dollars without even

knowing it until it was gone.

Well, in spite of it all I'm pretty satisfied. My l»ednM)m

overlooks a great meadow with blue hills in the

background - a great aid to my inspiration. It's so g<K)d to

see things hopping again in town, to have buses running

all day. There's a certain syrup in the atmoshfH're of on-

coming fall that makes you look forward to l)rain work and

creativity. Through all the moving and rummaging, clean-

ing, shopping and of course going dotty trying to get a

new schedule worked out while there are still filants to

hang, something keeps you going, something that tells you

it will all be worthwhile after all.

Steve M(isse is an Amherst resident

AH letlors must bo si^nod :md include the

'ATilor's address and telephone number,

whieh will not be published. I'lrasc Ivpe

double spaced at iT eharaeters per line. Due

t<> space limitali(Mis and the \olume of mail,

we reirret we are unable to acknowledge

unpubfished letters. .Ml letters are subject to

editing for claritv and length.
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UNLIMITED

Union Records Unlimited would like to thank everyone who
helped out to make the grand opening a sucess.

As a student run business, we depend on volume to be able to

maintain the lowest prices in the valley. We now offer record-

rentals on top 20 releases, as well as a complete selection of

rock, funk, soul, and disco.

We are a service for the students of UMass, by the students of

UMass. Come in this week and check us out.

On Sale Today Jimmy Cliff/Peter Tosh Tickets-

We would like to especially thank Todd, Bill, Barry, Scott, and

all the members of UPC, the Board of Governors and everyone

else who painted, postered, and pulled us into shape to open.

Perfect
pictures.
Jk _- THE UNIVERSITY STORETHE UNIVERSITY STORE

IS now an authorized Photopatio dealer That

means we can give you lower prices (only 19C

per print') and we II give you high qualnv

pictures ' fast Usually m 24 hours

We use only Kodak paper

and chemicals for picture perfect

prints - everytime So come
n for the best picture prices

under the sun

plus developing charges

Introdtictory Special Coapon:

Monday - Friday 10-5

and

Saturday 11-3

201 Student Union Building

546-0400

COUPON

$1.00 OFF PHOTO FINISHING

Bring a roll of color

print film to the

Photopatin counter at

The Uniyprsity Store

and get

Present coupon

when you bring in your

$1 00 off our
alr«»ady low prices
tor regular size prints

Lustre-luxe finish only

one coupon |or custome

Expires Sept ?2 198?

film-

:f I ^ i ) A Itl ^ ; \kiaSm

Located in the

Student Union

Located in the

Campus Center

THE
MINI STORE

<*.UmVERSITY
aUstore^

Au im» mm lovht «r«m vmmu wimm immim Mimm*iHn noumti momi wtMiNU m t mmu

^v*^SAVE BIG
*^t*50%—70%

I ri>MH iHiM W NiMH* •*!• ^^ "l**"" •"*

'

now the Score
Read the Sports
BOSTON GLOBE -SPORTING NEWS NY. TIME!

ITIM AND OltCNIPTION

LIST PNICf

TRAVEL BAQS. LLAMA SKIN, MFAL ZIPPERS, SHOULDER STRAP
...IDEAL FOR MANY USES

SHOULDER BAGS SEVERAL COMPARTMENTS... UNI-SEX

LEATHER CRARED...OREAT 74.95

GARMENT BAQ8...IDEAL FOR MEN AND WOMEN 84.9S
MAGIC lAGS . . . FOLDS FROM TRAVEL BAG TO TOTE BAG 59 95
BRIEFCASES... FOR SCHOOL OR BUSINESS
LEATHER WALLETS. A GREAT QIR IDEA

69.95

25.00
DIGITAL PEN WATCH. ..VERY UNIQUE 14 95
DIGITAL BUTANE LIGHTER... SUPER GIFTI 45 00
BACK6AMMON...0ELUXEM0OEL.. FELT LINING..FULLY PADDED 59.00

40 PIECE SOCKET WRENCH SET ..INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 62.95

INOUSTRIALPLIERSET ..MANY, MANY USES
WALKING STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER...WITH HEADPHONES
WALKING STEREO AM/FM RADIO...WITH HEADPHONES
WALKING STEREO FM RADIO. . WITH HEADPHONES 39.95
TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK ft DESK SET. IDEAL GIFT

CARVING SET... PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

STEAK KNIVES... 8 PIECE SET... SURGICAL STEEL
UMBRELLA ..AUTOMATIC OPENING

LUGGAGE. SHOULDER BAGS, TOTE BAGS. GYM BAGS. GARMENTS

64.95 20.00

23 00

26.00

20.00

28.00

10.00

9.00

19.00

15.00

18.00

15.00

29.00

22.00

19.00

18.00

18.00

16.00

6.00

—70%

49 95

69.95

49.95

35.00

64.95

54.95

13.00

SAVE-

# i^ •SHOP NOW FOR CHRISTMAS • • ir

Sponsored by

WMUA
91.1 FM

SAVE
n„ 70% off

DIRECT FROM FACTORY PRICES

Red Sox.Yankees;

.

UMASS Minutemen,
peltics, Patriots,

Bruins,Whaler&

Located in the Student Union

Open M-F 7:30 am - 10 pmj
Sat - Sun 8:30 - 10 pm

mini Store
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Arts
X's new album succeeds

beyond punk commercialism
By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

Punk hardcores who've seen X in The
Rise and Fall of Western Civilization (a

movie about the Los Angeles punk culture)

or have heard earlier X albums like Los
Angeles or Wild Gift might be disenchanted

by noticeable less wailing and brain-busting

in Under the Midnight Sun. But Under the

Midnight Sun is not a sellout but rather a

confession of punk humanity.

Lead singer Exene Cervenka and
songwriter/bass player John Doe openly

flaunt their solid conventional marriage in

Midnight Sun (likening themselves to

mating wolves).

The Hungry wolf stares

at villagers around the fire

She loves her mate as he loves her

and they live together for life.

In the song "Because 1 Do" Doe and

Cervenka confess. .

.

1 am the married kind

The kind that said I do
Forever searching for someone new.

ine death ot Exenes sister. Mary
Cervenka. dominates much of the slower

songs on the new album. Grieved sen

timentality may not be appreciated by
many of X's serious hardcore fans but it's

refreshing to hear someone singing about
honest human sentiment in a genre which
seems preoccupied with Nazism and other
forms of macho b.s. A Leadbelly tune is

even thrown in for good measure.
All songs on the album are executed with

the typically fine muscicainship of drummer
D.J. Bonebrake and guitarist Billy Zoom.
The X sound still cruises with inflections of

rockabilly and folk and the energy and drive

of several songs on Midnight Sun are as
racous and wide open as any of their older

ones.

Punk music, with its insistence on change
and appreciation for anarchy tried to be the
cold slap society needed to break from old

outdated ideas and mind-sapping
decadence. Somewhere amidst this basic

idea, black leather coat sales and money
conscious genre rip offs bastardized the
energy and idealism of punk into wimp
commercialism. In the same way Jello

Biafra of the Dead Kennedys can tell Nazi

punks to f k off. maybe people can look

past the commercialism to see what X is

trying to say in Under the Midnight Sun,
that punks are people too.

Gordon's Greats Live
By SCOTT MOSELEY
Collegian Correspondent

If you were fortunate enough to catch

Robert Gordon at the Northeast area Quad

Day show last spring, then you know about

his rock n' roll genius.

If you missed him. fear not. because the

intensity of his live show has been captured

in his latest release. Too Fast to Live, Too

YoHvg to Die.

This album, a compilation of original

studio tracks, remixes, and live recordings,

form a collection of Gordon's greatest hits.

His choice of material: oldies, rockabilly

classis. and new songs, combine with his

charasmatic "Presleyesque" delivery to

form an album of non-stop rock'n'roll.

The spirit of the king indeed comes back

to life is such songs as "Red Hot." "Sea

Cruise," "Rock Billy Boogie." and "The Way

I Walk." In one song recorded live at

Boston's Paradise Theatre. Gordon rips

through an incandescent version of "Black

Slacks." aided by a top— notch band in-

cluding Chris Spedding on guitar.

Side one concludes with the best version

of Bruce Springsteen's "Fire" ever put

down on vinyl.

A highlight of the second side is Gordon's

version of Marshall Crenshaw's "Someday.

Someway." The song was a hit in Boston for

Gordon last summer and oddly enough.

Crenshaw's weaker version became a

mainstream hit this summer.

The spirit of Robert Gordon, rock'n'roll

rebel, is captured in "Too Fast to Live, Too

Young to Die, " Gordon takes his only crack

at songwriting on the record, producing an

anthem for the fast-living, fast moving

rock'n'roll life.

T

-CoUe^ian 9

Under the Midnight Sun

Too Fast to Live. Too Young to Die Robert Gordon

Pianist Estela Kersenbaum Olevsky will perform in a solo recital on

Thursday. September 23, at 8:15 p.m. at Buckley Recital H^M at

Amherst College.
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Open 24 Hours - 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores.

^^^^ ^m Size 4

Honeydews
Jtunbo

At their peak of flavor and
sweetness Gigantic melons
that give you nnore luscious
eating for your money!

Fresh Flame
Tokay Grapes

• The natural

snacK'" Grab a

bunch when you
get the urge to

munch! 69lb c::;^

2 lb bag
Carrots

2'-l

Fresh Jumbo^'^c
CrispCelery Osf

us No. 1

Russet 5 lb r%g%'
Potatoes *»« «f«f

Jumbo
Cauliflower

Fresh Large
Avocados

each1
19

each59
Fresh a«i
CactusPearsO'l

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS STOPa
Hadley-Amherst cwily i

see Store for Details

1 1 1 .ill I >iii , l«-w isti Knnids

A Happy
NewYear
* 5743 ^^

. ,, Available in itores
comer aeli featuring • service deli

lep
Colonial Top
Bologna
Meat mSS

or Beef JL lb

Colonial Domestic
r-^'^N Ham

lb

JennieO GradeA
Turkey
10-13 lbs Frozen
Plump and meaty, the ideal

sizes for most families Get -^
an extra one for the freezer. Jq69

Colonial
Smoky
Strips' QQ
12 oz package %^^^
Semi Boneless
Cooked Ham
Portions ^ijg

Fresh GradeA Turkeys '^^.^. '"^ ib
79'

Li'l Butterball Turkeys sw.m Frozen .^ 79'

Boneless Beef
Chuck C;^^69
^p^ m I CHOICE )Roast Sr:^X Ib

Boneless BeefChuckSteak ii,1.89

Beef Rib Roast "^e End 4 ,h,u /.h R.t ,^1 .99
Fresh Brisket of Beef '^'^'^^^^i ibl.79

Colonia
4-6 lbs water addedr Up to 5 lbs

lb

Smoked Pork
Shoulder_
Colonial 109
Picnic, water added ^Bb lb

Chicken
HotDogs or

Chicken ^_^^-
Bologna '/CI
ColoniaM Ibpkg ^7
Beef ^^^
Franks 149
Colonial 1 Ib pkg JL

ExtraMild
Franks119
Colonial 1 1b pkg a&i

Weaver
Chicken
Rondelets ^OQ
All Vanetles H^^
12 oz pkg Frozen «Ki

Colgate
Toompaste

99

I89
BeefTop
Round
Roast 7?/T. . . .Jb lb

ShoulderLondon Broil ^'C""* ib2.19

Family Paks Stretch Your Dollar!

Ground^^^ ^39
T^ftftf ^ ^

5-6 lb package
^ ^ J^

Contadina Tomat^^
Sauce^torAR
Bounce can ^^h ^B^^ ^^^

Pillsbury Plus
Cake Mix OA'
Assorted Varieties ^[^P^^^V
18 V2 ounce package ^^^^^^

Gold Medal
Flour TO^
All Purpose ^V ^^^V
5 Pound bag fl ^K^^

Hi-C Fruit Flavor
Drink 46 ounce

can

Apple, Cranberry, Peach,
Grape, Orange or Wildberry .59
Bumble Bee Tuna
Solid White ^19
In oil or water
7 ounce can . . I
Ronzoni
Spaghetti
Regular or Thin

16 ounce package ....
2'°J.

Boneless BeefChuck Steak

lb

^^"'!"'.9..ibl.79

BeefTop Round steak '^^ '^^'^ ib2.39
'White Gem' Chicken Thighs ^*"'<"'« '»'79]

Chicken Drumsticks ^^''«°«'" ^^-''^ ib89'

Roasting
Chicken

Perdue
6-7 lbs

"Oven Stuffer"

lb69
Fresh PerdueCornish Hens !*"^^^^ ib99'

Chicken Drumsticks pr!^r"°^^"" ib79

'^ Coronet^ Towels
?n» TO*'-

Decorated
2 ply 125 sheet roll 65

f^^ Friskies Buffet
^K:^JCat Food A ^

'BufTrtl Assorted Varieties

6V2 ounce can . . .

.

Mrs. Filberts

jidlli
Margarine

Ijfi Golden Quarter

I ^^^C'^ One pound package 2'JL

Regular
6 ounce tube or

Get. 5.5 oz tube.

UtgO Grade

Motor Oil
AH Sale Price 5 Qts 4 45^ SAf '0W4C M)Q Rebate l 50

o- low TO "

f95
Easy Pour Final
plastic bottle tv»i»t olf cap Cost*

Prestone II
*'"cScrfint"^

Sale Price 2 Jugs 8 00
Mfg Rebate

Youf
Final,

Cost6
200

GO
Fights coffOSion

all year long
Protects all

metjis including aluminum
or "i 00 pe« gaiiof^

Take advantage ot 2 00 rebate'

ylBreyers
Ice Cream f—— i99Assorted Flavors

Half Gallon carton.

l'"Ctse"^l'** Su-^ S«p( iJ S«i 5*i-'f 'fl A M»»% Mtr S^p^ .* S.*; S*-^ ' « "" 'a "es'' r pj^^Ait ^' d->\ -xerv^ -.t((ir^ '.-,1 \dtp N(i( <¥ait»btg ' c**» 'ot^ 3' 'o '^'*' f i3e«ie'5 o' *'nct«M'e»9 Copv'iflM '9»3 by Stop ft S^op Sup^rmarfctt^ ~Not f»spooat&»^'y fyt)qg''to'*'C*i jrr^rt'
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Hypercurricula

Policy

The Collegian provides Hypercurricula

as a public service, for the purpose of

publicizing meetings, events, etc. held by

University organizations.

Hypercurricula is published every Mon-

day.

Announcement forms can be picked up at

the Collegian Office, 113 Campus Center,

and must be submitted to the Collegian

Business Office by 3 p.m. on the Friday

before publication.

No announcements will be printed more

than seven calendar days prior to the

event.

The Collegian will make every effort to

print your announcement on time, but in-

complete or improperly completed forms

may result in dekyj.

BAHAI CLUB MEETING - UMass
BAHAI Club meets on Monday Sept. 13th

at 6:00 p.m. in Rm. 803 CC.
HOUSING SECURITY RECEPTIONIST
TRAINING Mandatory Training for new
Receptionists hired by the Housing
Security Office. Receptionists must attend

one Session. 112 Dickinson Hall — Dept. of

PubUc Safety, Sept. 13. 14. 7 9 p.m.

PLANNING SESSIONS - OFFICE OF
INTERNSHIPS - Planning Sessions are

held daily at the Office of Internships for

students thinking about a spring. 1983

placement. Call 545-0727 or stop by 16

Curry Hicks for more information. Office of

Internships, 16 Curry Hicks, daUy, Sept. 13

to Nov. 19.

MEETING FOR GNOMON WORKERS
A meeting to discuss the strike by United

Electrical Workers at Gnomon Copy Center

in Amherst. All concerned students are

urged to attend. Rm. 802 CC. Mon. Sept. 13

at 7 p.m.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC UPC
General Meeting. New members welcome.

Cape Cod Lounge. Student Union. Sept. 14,

6:30 p.m.

Consumer Economics Club Meeting - First

meeting of the Consumer Eiconomics Club,

and organizational meeting. All are

welcome. Main Lounge, Skinner Hall, Sept.

14,7:00 p.m.

Monday

SAVE THE BOTTLE BILL! MASSPIRG
will be leafletting polls on primary day.

Planning meeting Monday Sept. 13th, CC
804 at 8 p.m. All welcome!

UMASS OUTING CLUB FIRST
MEETING - All are welcome slide show,

trip announcement and demonstrations, CC
Auditorium, Sept. 13. 7:00 p.m.

THE REAL MAJORITY • Is holding an

important meeting Mondav. September 13.

7:00 p.m. in CC 805 809. Plans for the

semester will be discussed. Support your

freedom of choice!

UMASS HUNGER TASK r wrtCE
MEETING - Welcomes anyone willing to

help and share ideas about solving the

problems of world hunger. Catherine

D'Amato. Agency Coordinator at the

Hadley Food Bank, is guest speaker. 428

Student Union, Mon. Sept. 13, 4:30-5:30

p.m.

Tuesday

FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIPS RHODES
AND MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIPS -
An informational meeting for student in-

terested in these competitive awards will

be held on the evening of Sept. 14th at 7:30

p.m. in the 3rd FMoor Lounge of Herter

Hall.

FILM: THE FRISCO KID A young
Polish Rabbi sent to America in 1850 to

become the spiritual leader of a

congregation in San Francisco. Sponsored

by B'nai Birith Hillel. Thompson Hall. Rm.
104. 8:00 p.m. on Tues., Sept. 14th.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS CLUB
MEETING - First meeting of the Con

sumer Economics Club, and organizational

meeting. All are welcome. Main Lounge.

Skinner Hall, Sept. 14. 7:00 p.m.

Supplemental Health Benefits

For UMass Students

The health benefit plan combined with services covered under the Student

Health fee provide comprehensive coverage at reasonable cost.

Coverage: Coverage is for medically required hospitalization and specialty

services not available on campus, extended mental health consultation

and emergency accident and sickness while the student is away from

campus.

Eligibility: All students paying the health fee may enroll.

Cost: $90 for 12 months.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's Office at University Health Services.

Deadline: Septemebr 15th for undergraduate students.

October 8th for graduate students

For more information, call or come by the office at UHS, 549-2671

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
WEEKLY MEETING Come for Christian

fellowship, singing and a film series on the

cults by Walter Martin. SBA, Rm. 109,

Sept. 15. 6:30 p.m.

Thursday

Wednesday

FIRST PARACHUTE JUMP COURSE
The UMass Parachute Club will hold a first

jump course Wed., Sept. 15 or Thurs.,

Sept. 16 (for those who cannot make it

Wed.) at 7 p.m. in the Suffolk Room in the

Student Union. The course costs $85, all

inclusive.

MEETING - First general meeting of the

year. All students welcome. Learn about

production and programming arts events.

Rm. 803 CC. 4:30 p.m. Wed. Sept. 15.

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJORS Important

meeting for all biochemistry majors,

refreshments will be served. Rm. 1634

Graduate Research Tower C, 7:30 p.m..

Wed. Sept. 15.

WELCOME BACK RETURNED
STUDY ABROAD PARTKTPANTS -
Welcome back gathering and planning for

the Study Abroad Fair (October 6). Herter.

3rd noor lounge. Wed.. Sept. 15. 3 to 4:30

p.m.

FIRST UMASS PRE-VET CLUB
MEETING An organizational meeting to

di.scuss our plans for the upcoming

semester. All interested freshman are

urged to attend. Paige Lab. Rm. 202. Sept.

15.7:00 p.m.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING Come dance
to these beautiful rhythms. 7:30 p.m. for

beginners. 8:30 p.m. for others. All

welcome. CC 804-09. Wed.. Sept. 15. 7:30

& 8:30 p.m.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -

Study, planning and action toward nuclear

disarmament. Focus on Boston Rally, Sept.

20, and semester planning. New par-

ticipants welcome. 428 Student Union,

Thurs.. Sept. 16.6:30 p.m.

MASSCON Over 200 dollars in prizes

awarded in Risk, backgammon, chess.

Diplomacy. Dungeons and Dragons and
other wargame and fantasy role playing

tournaments. Painting competition,

miniatures, plus much, much more. CC,

Sept. 18 and 19. 9 a.m. to 1 1 p.m.

ART OPENING AND POETRY
READING Opening of Libby Hubbard's

show entitled "Visionary Art", which in-

cludes oils and mixed media described as

futuristic and anti— nuclear. She is a

Utopian writer as well. Show runs through

Oct. 9. Student Union Gallery, Sept. 18

from 3—6 p.m.

VISIONARY ART EXHIBIT BY LIBBY
HUBBARD Mixed media and oil paintings

opening reception 3 to 6 p.m. Saturday,

Student Union Gallery, Sept. 18 - Oct. 9.

;•:•!!¥

Sunday

CHURCH BUS Coffee and donuts will be

served in Grayson Main Ix)unge at 9:00

before bus leaves for its run to twelve

Amherst churches. Call UCF, 545-2661,

for more details. Grayson Hall Parking Lot,

Sun.. Sept. 19,9:30 a.m.

FREEZE RALLY Rally to urge the State

house to put the Freeze Referendum on the

Novemb«'r Ballot, t'ar pool is being

arranged contact Traprock Peace Center,

1 773 7427 or UCF, 545 2661. State House,

Boston. Mon., Sept. 20. Noon.

MTinimiiiiiii|Miiiiii*i iiiirr^

WEJMYCASH
FORVCXIRGS^TEXTBOOKS

WkETkER used ON Tkis CAMpUS OR NOT

locQtIon: Student Union Lobby
dotos: Sopt. 9-24 (Mon-Fri)

timos: 9 om - pm

on activity sponsored by th«

S6A Pr*»ld*nt'i Offic*

ond
Th« R^odlng ^•fn*dy

f»».. .... '>> ....^mt^mtrr, imiinnii.iminmii 1.1X1X1

Register now for classes

Ballet * Modem
^j^
Dance 'Jazz Dance

Amherst Ballet Centre

29 Strong Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Phone: 41 i 549 /5 55

Otfui.il \fi...>l for ih. \mh(rsi Hjiki IIu.hk ( .>nip.iiu

_ CAMPU5 5TWCWT5

the Keai^TKAic^s Office gv Tties,,

SeptM m otbem^ correct ^oisessas

to a^ppeAK, m (ksVez) su&>eair
Telephotie piiaectio^.

ififOtU^JlOH DATA BANK
oeAN OF STvveHxs zzi viMiTTnoce
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y/PRODUCTIONS

THE KINGS OF REGGAE MUSIC

JIMMY CLIFF PETER TOSHI
TOGETHER!

N<-

The word reggae means king's music, and that means it is higtily sophisticated

and should be highly appreciated."

-Peter Tosh (Melody Maker)

Thursday September 23, 1982 800 p.m.

On Sale Sept. 13 Students $9 8c $10
Gen. Public $10& 311

• Union Records Unltd. • FAC Box Office • For The Record

ABSOLUTELY NO CANS, BOTTLES, SMOKING or CAMERAS please

Santana tickets still available!

FINE ARTS CENTER • UMASS

Collegian, is

KING GEORGE STANDS HIGH OVER ONE OF HIS SERVANTS -
Steinbrenner didn't look so big though when Dave Winfield hit him

with a law suit and won an out of court settlement.

'Those damn Yankees'
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Correspondent

Way back last winter, while the winds

blew and snow fell, when UMass students

were recovering from finals and cham-

pionship dreams were still dancing in the

heads of the 49ers. George Steinbrenner

was rebuilding his New York Yankees. But,

contrary to past Yankee clubs, this new

edition would feature speed and base

stealing, not power and the longball, both

trademarks of the team's proud and

glorious history.

In order to have this transformation

realized, Steinbrenner put Operation

Fleetfoot in motion. Out the door went

sluggers Reggie Jackson. Bob Watson, and

Jim Spencer. In from the winter chill came

Dave Collins and Ken Griffey, both

well—known for their past basestealing

accomplishments with the Cincinnati Reds.

Steinbrenner, feeling like King of the Hill,

announced he had assembled the greatest

cast of players since his reign as Yankee

owner began.

The scene is now a warm September

morning. The Yankee fan opens the sports

page and takes a peek at the American

League East standings. The cold print

seems to leap out and seize him. This is

what he sees: N.Y. Yankees, 71 wins, 68

losses, 12 games behind division— leading

Milwaukee.

What went wrong? Well, uh, several

things. First, many of the so—called

'superstars", including Collins and Griffey,

have performed like confused rookies than

million dollar veterans. The team batting

average is a dismal .254 and the expected

track meet on the basepaths was cancelled

due to slow feet.

That is only the beginning folks. The hard

reality is this: Steinbrenner miscalculated

and overestimated his personnel by a wide

margin. As a result, he slipped into a state

of paranoia unmatched by any other sports

(entrepreneur of the modern era. In 1982,

King George has employed three managers

(the first. Bob Lemon, was promised the

managerial post for the entire year, win or

lose), five pitching coaches (despite having

the league's lowest team ERA), three

batting instructors, and forty— three

players. This is the same man who refused

to release a statement a few weeks ago

naming Lou PinieUa as the new batting

coach because he thought people would

laugh. Compare that to the Red Sox, who

have kept the same 25-man roster.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••if

manager, and coaches intact for the entire

campaign.

Stability. It has been a key to the success

of the Red Sox. It is non-existent in New
York. Since the opening of spring training,

there have been no fewer than seven first

basemen, eight outfielders and four cat-

chers. Rick Cerone, a catcher for his entire

career, has appeared at third base in recent

weeks under orders of King George. Fif-

teen players have performed for both the

Yankees and its' top farm club, Columbus,

this season. Dave LaRoche, impersonating

ayo— yo. has made four round— trips.

Steinbrenner, a frequent criticizer of his

players, has not been met with weak

resistance. Several Yankees, including

Tommy John (before being deported to the

Angels), Rich Gossage, Graig Nettles,

Griffey, and Collins, have expressed their

not—so— nice opinions of their owner. It is

estimated that nearly one— half of the

roster has demanded to be traded, citing

unpleasant working conditions as their

main excuse.

On account of the team's poor showing,

Steinbrenner has experimented with

various ways of venting his frustration.

Always notorious for the bizarre, George

has accused the Angels of corking their bats

and, after a doubleheader loss to Chicago,

ordered an announcement over the PA
system stating that ticket stubs could be

traded for free tickets to selected future

home games.

The fans have responded to this

three— ring circus by staying away from

the ballpark. Last week, a series with the

Oriojes drew crowds of 32,537 (Labor Day).

15,405 and 20,898. The Red Sox come in

October 13, which could result in one of the

lowest attended Yankee— Red Sox series in

recent memory. Overall, the attendance is

down 4,900 a game from a year ago.

That is the least of Steinbrenner's worries.

The American League is investigating

alleged non payment of visitor shares by

the Yankees and Dave Winfield, the team's

best player, hit George with ah multi

million dollar suit claiming Steinbrenner

backed down from his promised support for

the Winfield Foundation, an organization

devoted to aiding needy children. Stein

brenner settled out of court.

Steinbrenner has promised great changes

for next year. The latest rumors have him

spilling his wallet for free agents Steve

Garvey and F'loyd Bannister. Whatever

tricks George pulls out of his hat, you can

be rest assured that it will not be a boring

winter (or Yankee fans.
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to 530 in seconds.
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fi4> seconds. If that .sounds like your speed, may lie you

cai; lie one of as.

The Marines PLC Air Pn>irram jjuarantees flight

sfh<K)l after hasif training. .\nd if you (juaiifx . we can

put vou in the air l)ef<)n> (vllege graduation with free

(•i\ ifian tlying le.ssons. Contact .

vour Marine n'pn'sentati\ e. or call if^aywr^',

collect (203) 244-2168/2169 ^/^<^

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.^^

See Captain Sparks

Campus Center Sept. 14-17, 10 am 2 pm
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NEED
A JOB?

^
Sales / Marketirifl

%?Campus Rep Positwo ^-ly

^ for student. '^.^^

.;?;. Working on V.
::i^ Promotion & Sales of '^y

:>x: beef products.
J;.].::

||':'|| Part time, flexible '.'}'y.

•ij^:* hours, benefits. >^^^

ilfyi Lori Schlager will be i^.;:

!'•:'•'.interviewing Sept, yS.'^'\

%:•: 1-800-232 1904 M

This Fail We've Got It AMI
Great Prices Tool

Bamboo

BLINDS
From •6.501

'«%

POSTERS
Largact Satection Evar

BEDSPREADS
oovar MaNa, fumitura. windowt

from $7.96

Rugs Gr Matt
co4orful, durabia

Graatty Expandad

SKIRTS er BLOUSES

Papar

Lampshades

CARDS
OK^t 1400 daaigns

%
%
I

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Bast Mandarin Food
•2-64 Main St.

Amharat
Cloaad Wadn—dayi

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OB ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa uaa FRESH
Vagatabtas from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2S3-7SS

T-Shiits

lot> of comfortaWe cotton

Braaa and Starling

Jewelry
•arrings, rings, etc

Clothing Sale!

India Print • 4.G0

Solid Color - 3.60 to 6.60

Tank Tops - 3.96 to 5.96

50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front
Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 6 pnn

mep4;antilc

ins
Student Dependent

Health Benefit Plan

Mtiltf
Coverage: This plan includes all services available to students

under the Student Health Plan and the Supplennental Health

Benefits Plan. This is comprehensive coverage.

Eligibility: Dependents of students enrolled in the Supplemental

Health Benefits Plan.

Cost: $140 for the Fall Semester, regardless of number in the

family.

To Enroll: Sign up at the Cashier's office at University Health

Services.

Deadline: September 15th for undergraduate students

October 8lh for graduate students.

For more Information, call or come by the office at UHS
549-2671

'\V^'* '.J^i

.^i,^B»,U,. «»i»" >*"^*
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Welcome Bloom County
Responding to many requests from our readers, the

Collegian today begins publication of the popular comic
strip, "Bloom County." Drawn by Berke Breathed, a re-

cent graduate of the University of Texas, where the strip

began in the campus newspaper. We hope you enjoy this

newest addition to the pages of the Collegian.

On a related note, it was announced late last week that

Garry Trudeau, author of the popular comic strip

"I>K)nesbury" will take a leave of absence form produc
ing the strip beginning January 2, 1983. According to the
Universal Press Syndicate, the suppliers of
"Doonesbury." Trudeau is expected to resume publica-

tion of the strip no later than the fall of 1984. UPS ad-

vises us they are making arrangements t<^) "continue to

^)peal to your lloonesbury readers." We will pass these

plans on to you when we know what they are. In the
meantime, we would appreciate any suggestions you
have cibout the comics page. Please send your ideas to Ed
Levine, managing editor. Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
Broccoli and ('auliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata with Pocket

Bread

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
BBQ Beef Cul)es

Fish Fry Plate/

Tartar Sauce
Deviled Egg Cold PlateJ

•

BASICS DINNER J
Garlx)nzo Cheese Loaf/*

Cheese Sauce J
Fish Fry Plate/Tartar «

Sauce •

Deviled Egg Cold PlateJ

•
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WEATHER

Hazy sunshine Monday and

Tuesday. Highs in the 80s.

Patchy groups of fog

tonight. Lows mostly 50 to

60.
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I SCERA
I Students Working for Students a

Aim 6.4 oz
42c reg 99c

Colgate brushes

' "* Sassoon ^
Ishampoo or rinst

AW sale items also availaWe the Mini Store located in the Student Union

'^.UNIVERSITY
wMSTORE

Located »n the Campus Center 0P«" ^-^ 9-5 Sat 11-4

Research/Organizer Jobs, Independent Studies, |

Credits with i

Women's Issues Team
Public Policy Team
Residential Team
Support Team

II
Rents and Fees team

I Anti-Racism Team
i Acf ''»mic Affairs Team

I Get involved. . .

I Applications Available Sept. 13 - 22

I 420 Student Union Building

I For more Information stop by or call 545-0341

i SCERA Is an equal opportunity employer.

i women and people of color are urged to apply -

flllHMWiOWMIIIIMIiOtlltllMllliOIIWIIIHIIIOWIIIIIIW^

• Football

AP LAjcrpkoto

FLYING CONNORS — Jimmy Connors, hair flying and both feet off

the gn^ound, dives for ball hit by Ivan Lendl during their Men's Singles

Championship at the U.S. Open Tennis Tournament in New York on

Sunday.

Continued from page 16

"I really thought the defense played well, I

expected them to do well. They're good

football players, " said Pickett.

The fact of the matter was that with West

Chester establishing virtually no ground

game, Gaynor was forced to throw and the

Minutemen defense responded.

The two times Gaynor tried to burn the

UMass secondary deep All American

cornerback Dwayne Lopes came away with

two acrobatic interceptions. ("Dwayne

made the big players" — Pickett.)

A Bob Ross 21 yard field goal gave the

Minutemen a 9—0 halftime lead and the

way UMass was controlling the line of

scrimmage, it was only a matter of time

before Dean Pecevich and the Minutemen

offense would see some results on the

scoreboard.

In the third quarter, UMass put together a

16 play, 88 yard marathon of a drive that

resulted in a 23 yard field goal by Ross.

That drive lasted nearly nine minutes.

On their next possession, Pecevich (7 for 7

in the second half) engineered the finest

drive of the day for UMass. It culminated

when Pearson hurdled over the line from

one yard out to pretty much put the game

out of reach.

With a 19—3 lead and Pearson on the

sidelines, Rich Jenkins took over at tailback

and showed Pickett that he can play quality

football himself. Jenkins led the Minutemen
down to the West Chester goaline before

taking it over himself to finish up the

scoring.

The big question going into the opener was

whether the UMass defense could hold

against a fine thrower like Gaynor their

first time out and establish a defensive unit

capable of winning a Yankee conference

championship. Pickett thinks they're on the

way.
"There is a tradition at this school for good

defensive teams and I don't see why this

year would be any different." said Pickett,

"True, these guys might not have the

experience but they are good football

players."

The Minutemen will be on the road the

next three weeks, playing at Holy Cross

next week then travelling to Harvard and

URI the following weeks.

m

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Cotlegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadime .s 3 45 two days peer to publ.cat.on day

Cash to advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY WEEDED?

Rackadisc Profassional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed perfomrMncas for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

1S76 Chavy Nova $1400. 1976 Toyota Cor-

olla Wagon $1900 549-0674

1974 Datsun B210 H-back new clutch,

paint, tires runs excell $1575 253 2016

66,000 miles

75 Datsun B210 - extremely reliable, one

owner, well-maintained^ fall sticker $1800.

or BO days - 203-683-2222 ext. 2086 even-

ings - 253-3528

1975 Rat 128 good running condition call

253-3871 leave nrtessage

Hat 128 1975 excellent condition $1800. call

549-4667 after 5 pm
74 AMC Qramlin-X Stan, trans 8 cyl.

AM/FM many new engine parts asking

$700 ask for Ann 546-4946

1971 Buick Skylark 896$ call 253-9987 ask

for Jack

73 Chavy Vaga good corKlltlon, paint, in-

terior $700 546-^289

1978 VW Scirocco excellant condition BO
549-2896

1970 Volvo 142 runs excellent, new radials,

new exhaust. $995.00 253-2096

1976 Honda 30aT 7000 miles, excellent

condition, two helmets, cover, free winter

storage 323-5104

2 cubic ft fridg like new $60 666-3914

Rafrigarator. cube used 1 sam. $80. or

BO. Mike 548-4770

For Sale: Raleigh Grand Prix 10 sp. mint

condition 27 Inch frame met blue $100 or

best offer, will consider trade for stereo

component call Scott 0. 5-2150 after 500
pm
Bass Quitar Hagstrom $175 549-4690

dorm size. it'sRefrigerator, dorm size, like new,

cheaper than renting I $60, 549-5186

7 cbc ft rafrig $100 or BO call Bob

54»6416

Guitar Yamaha FG336 excellent condition

Patty 54»^834

Banjo 6 string excellent for beginners in-

struction t)ook two lessons included 200

eve 5-7 pm 666-8796

Vornado Cube Refrigerator excellent

condition, original carton $75 or BO
e6&4142

Small rafrig. like new call 549-6982 keep

trying $75

FOUND

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivared by profassioani bellydancsr

for most unusual gift. Theresa 253-7822

BOSE 901 SERIES IV

Great Speakara with equalizer handle any

wattage new condition $780 256-0170

EMPTY NEST

Room for ona mora In Brandywine.

Woman needs a roommate. Give us a call

548-1428

ENTERTAINMENT

Singar-Guitariat Feminist Jazz originals,

Broadway hits, classical-folk-country-blues

repertoire, for small parties, domi lounges,

wonr»en's groups. Leaving Massachusetts

soon, one time ad only. Rosanne 253-7175

FOR RENT

Coffaahousa Sound Syatam call Arm-

strong Bros 549-0363 545-0244

Hugo 2 bedroom apt available Im-

madlataly. Lantern Court Sunderiand call

546-1215

Spirh Haus Refrigerator Rentals small

compact dorm units, call for deliveries, tel

253-5384 256-8433

Need a house to live in; Sigma Kappa

sorority is taking female boarders. Call

256-6887 ask for Leona or an officer

FOR SALE

Typewriter Olivetti Editor, electric, used,

good condition $150 549-6889

7 cub. ft. refrigerator $100 or BO call Bob

549-6476

Found Blue Checkbook Peter Matteson

call 549-2646

HELP WANTED

Valuable work experience woric-study

jobs available as telephone interviewers for

Project Pulse on Wednesday nights. Apply

to 229 Whitmore

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

twttle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part tinr>e staff for public

education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $180-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256-6434
^

Needed: Babysitters, weekdays,
weekends, evenings, and after school care.

Come by 113 Berkshire House, sign up on

bulletin board.

Cocktail waitraas wanted apply Rusty

Nail after 3 PM
Part time clean up person needed apply

Rusty Nail after 3 PM
Childcara (7V4, 11) housecleaning. Wad's

1:30-5 $15 Sept.-Je experience, references

253-7840

Experienced reliable childcara sought

for 3 yr old. Full or pt time own transporta-

tion call Carolyn 253-3162

Houseboys for local sorority 24 hrs per

week, payment-house's meal plan

546-0627 anytime

College Sales Rep needed for 82/83 Ski

season selling ski trips to students this is a

commission job call Mount Snow Vermont

Tours 802^464-2076

Recycling project has work study open

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Opportunity to make cash during free

time-want to know more? call 6-6299.

Earthfoods is hinr>g. Wortt on Campus, be

your own t>oss. Applications on kitcf>en

door in SUB being accepted until Sept. 15

at noon.

Anyone Interaatad In Voluntaaring
Time

to help MIKE DUKAKIS win

by making phone calls for Primary Day,
9/14

please call Uuria at 996-2996 ASAP
Assistants to the speaker of the student

senate applications available in 420 Student

Unk)n on Wednesday, Sept 8th due Friday,

Sept 17th women & third worid students

encouraged to apply.

A work-study Job is open at the People's

Gay Alliance. Applications can be picked

up at The People's Gay Alliance office 41 38
Student Unk)n Building

People's Msrket - a student mn natural

foods store is hiring several new workers.

Work involves ten hours a week in store, at-

tendence of Tues night nr>eetings, and com-
mittment to working collectively with other

woricers. Worii study & non work study

students accepted. Applications available

on Maricet door SU 328 and are due no later

than 9/15 at 4 P.M.

Free Home Cooked Maals, kitchen

helpers needed you can get rebate from tf>e

dining commons. No experience necesery

Call immediately 545-2150 ask for JC or

Mandy at Pi Kappa Alpha

INSTRUCTION

Aerobic Class exercise to music 20 claases

for $40 call Patti at 549-6375

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory and
shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

INTERESTED IN DEBATE? ~
No experience necessary to begin.

Debate Union meeting, Tuesday,
September 14, 7:00 pm at 126 South Col-

lege 545-2056

LOST

Green EMS pack taken Tues 9/7 from
Texi Book Annex I need Key ID Reward
Ellen 549-0241

Lost Maasachusatts Drivers Licanaa
somewhere in Central expires 12-21-82 if

found call 6-8607

Helpl Keys lost on the evening of Wed,
Sept 9 (possibly in the Pub) reward I please

call 546-1477

MOTORCYCLES

MOVING SERVICES

80 Honda
253-9794

CB7G0 F best conditioncall

Moving Sarvlcas fast professional sar-

vice, local or within SO milee, reesonabia

rates, for free estimate call 549-3568

MUSICIANS

Guitarist wants to join or form a serious

f>aavy metal band into originals. Am willing

to play rhythm. Call Chris at 546-4375 keep
trying

PERSONALS

Spaed reading, memory, concentratkx),

study skills, exsms. Free introductk>n M,
Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amftarat

536-2794

Alblesl Welcome Back I We've been apart

too long academically. A toast to •
Koolwalah se'nester. Oh boyi I love youl
Kimbies

Come out. coma out. wharaver yoM
aral People's Gay Alliance is beginning Ms
second decade at UMass. First mealing
Wednesday at 7:X in 4138 Student Union.
For nK>re inforn>atk>n call 546-0154 or

by. All are welcome I

Would you like to ba a studant i

25 signaturaa will put you on tf>e

Nomination papers available in the

Office, Rm 420 Student Union from Thun-
day. Sept 4 through Fri Sept 24. For

info, call 545-0341. Women & Third

students are encouraged to apply.

LDP is looking for female boardara for

fell senr>ester 82. Includes 21 maala b
utilities. Call Eva or Cathy at 253-9671 or

546^)939

CNS you're the best thing thats happartad

to me by far I love you LG

PSYCHOTHERAPY
~"

Individual, couplaa. family. SIkJing fat

scale. Psychological Services Cantir

545^041__

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidential /Efficient call aftar 6

pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOMMATE WANTED

Yamaha 1100 4 months old mint best offer
666-3447

1981 Honda CB 660 Custom Exc cond
looks new Rick day 545-1356 night 253-7984
asking $1900

400cc Honda
549-2646

Hawk Accessories $860

1982 Honda CX600 1,400 m. radiator
driveshaft windshatid 11986 2SB«21

Femsie Roommate wentad to share 2

bedroom apt Northwood call 546-5018

more info. ___^_
Female wanted to share t>edrm in 2 t>adrm

apt. Brittany Manor $112 mo. inci heat caN

253-5845 ask for Ann or Lenore.

Kosher roommate wanted Southwood
253-5896

._

Own bdrm $127 per mo., utilities inci caH

after 5:00 p.m. 66&-3022
.

Roommate wented 1 bdrm fully furnished

in Rolling Green $200 all util incid call Dave
256^006.

Female student wanted to share

Southwood apartment call 256-8868 keep

trying

WANTED
~

Babysittar in my Palham home 2
chiklren 1 1:15am-3:15pm Mon Tuaa Wad
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No sweat against West Chester, 25-3
Pearson and
Murray shine

under a hot sun

By BILLY SHEA
CoUejjian Staff

If you were a University of Massachusetts

football fan at the season opener against

West Chester State Saturday at Alumni

Stadium you really couldn't ask for a better

afternoon.

Not onlv did the Minutemen walk all over

West Chester State to the tune of 25 3. they

did it under beautiful (for the fans) 85

degree sunfilled skies in an atmosphere

more common to the University of Southern

California.

While the weather conditions were con-

clusive to pleasurable viewing, they

weren't exactly perfect for playing a

football game, but the Minutemen were

ready.

"We had planned on using more people

today anyway." said coach Bob Pickett, "so

the weather really didn't bother us that

much."
It certainly bothered the West Chester

State defense, which spent almost three

quarters of the game on the field. The
UMass offensive line pushed and shoved the

Golden Rams defense on their heals opening

holes outside for tailback Garry Pearson

and inside for fullback Tom Murray.

Pearson ran for a game high 147 yards,

scored two touchdowns, and because the

all-time all-purpose back in Massachusetts

football history surpassing Tim Berra's

(class of '74) record of 3467 yards,
yards.

('o4l«fian pKoto by Mirhacl M*r(ol>*

PEARSON POPS THROUGH — Garry Pearson heads down field after breaking through the West
Chester defensive line as Dean Pecevich (#7) and Scott LaFond (#62) look on.

Murray opened his senior season by
picking up 102 yards on 17 carries, in-

cluding several big gainers up the middle on
key third down situations.

UMass jumped at their first scoring op-

portunity of the season. After Grady Fuller

pounced on a Reggie Hines fumble on the

West Chester State 30 yard line, Pearson

and Murray bulled toward the West

Chester goal behind Scott LaFond. Wilbur

Jackson, and Gary Freker. Pearson capped

off the drive by taking it over from 4 yards

out giving the Minutemen a 6-0 lead.

The Minutemen immediately got another

golden opportunity but this time failed to

convert. On the very next series Todd
('omeax recovered a Ron Gayner fumble on

the West Chester 25 yard line. With Rich

Jenkins and Murray doing most of the

running, the Minutemen moved to the six

yardline before Murray fumbled as he was

upended at the goaline and the Golden

Rams recovered.

While the Minutemen were marching up

and down the field with ease. Gayner and

his offensive unit just couldn't put anything

tcxrether airainst the UMass defense.

MORE SPORTS ON PAGES 13 AND 15.
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JENKINS JAUNTS FOR YARDAGE — Tailback Rich Jenkins sees daylight during Saturdays victory over

West Chester SUte.

Pats start season by dropping Colts 24-13
BALTIMORE (AP) - Ray Clayborns 26

yard interception return and Don Black-

mon's fumble recovery on the Baltimore 21

Sunday set up touchdowns that gave New
England a 24-13 National Football League
victory.

Clayborn grabbed David Humm 's pass

intended for Matt Bouza and ran 26 yards in

the third quarter to set up one of two TD
passes by quarterback Matt Cavanaugh a

30 yard toss to Ken Toler.

Blackmon's recovery of Cleveland

Franklin's fumble early in the fourth

quarter set up Robert Weathers 1-yard TD
run that put the game out of reach for the

Colts.

In the second quarter, running back Tony
C'ollin gained 137 yards on 21 carries,

caught a 15-yard TD pass from Cavanaugh,
who completed 7 of 16 passes for 103 yards.

Collins, whose longest rush was a 54 yard

run in the first quarter, also hauled in four

passes for 56 yards, including a 33 yard

toss.

His TD capped a 66-yard second -quarter

scoring drive that tied the score at 10 10.

The Colts and New England traded first-

quarter field goals before Baltimore went
ahead 10 7 on a 1 yard TD run by rookie

quarterback Mike Paeel

The Colts took a momentary 13-10 lead in

the third quarter on a 30-yard field goal by
Mike Wood, who earlier missed a 37 yard
attempt.

On the next series, Baltimore stopped the
Patriots on the New England 19 and took
over on their 36.

Netwomen
lose opener

to Vermont
By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team lost to the University

of Vermont on Saturday by a score of 5-4.

UM took the first and second singles

matches, with Elizabeth Sullivan hitting 6-

4, 2-6, 7-6 to win at number one and Chris

Frazier took number two by a 6-2, 5-7, 6-2

score.

Patricia Sullivan lost third singles to

UV's Ruth Burtman in two sets, 6-3, 6-2.

The netwomen regained some footing in

their fourth singles match when Karen
Orlowski won in straight sets 6-1, 7-5.

Fifth and sixth singles spots were won by

Vermont's Meg Biglore and Susan Lewis,

respectively.

UMass took first doubles against Ver-

mont when Ariel Fowler and Laura

Kaufmann defeated Holly Tompkins and

Robin Colley with 6-4, 2-6, and 7-6. UM lost

both second and third doubles places to a

strong Vermont back-up.
"1 expected it to be a close match," said

head coach John Real. The last two times

that UM played against Vermont the

Minutewomen won by yesterday's same
close margin of 5-4. This shows that the

Vermont squad is very similar to the

Massachusetts' team.
"We are both in a very difficult situation.

I can't fault the team for the mistakes that

they made, because we really didn't have

much time to practice." said Beal.

"I think that if we stay close to Vermont,

then we will stay close to the top ten teams

in New England." said Beal. From UM's

past record against Vermont it seems that

the Massachusetts squad will be able to

stay close to the top ten.

I'he Netwomen have tough opponents in

Rutgers and Harvard. UM meets with

Rutgers on the 19th at home.
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Candidates
scan Mass.
for votes
BOSTON (AP) - The long, bruising

primary campaign for Massachusetts

governor headed to the finish yesterday

with Democrats Edward J. King and

Michael S. Dukakis still trading punches

and Republicans searching for votes across

the state.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and Frank

Manning, head of the Massachusetts

Association of Older Americans, cam-

paigned with Dukakis at a Boston housing

complex and the East Boston Senior

Center, while King worked the crowds at

the Faneuil Hall marketplace and then

headed to Quincy for more stumping.

John Sears continued his quest for the

Republican gubernatorial nomination with a

whirlwind air tour of the state.

For more election news
Bee page 3.

The other Republican contenders, John

Lakian and Andrew Card, divided their

time between campaign telephone banks

and the field.

Warm, sunny weather was forecast for

today, encouraging weather for a large

turnout in a primary election that has been

dominated by the bitter King Dukakis

rivalry.

King, in a primary upset, had turned

Dukakis- out of the governor's office four

years ago, and only the candidates were

predicting the winner today in a race

generally viewed as too close to call.

Dukakis had Frank Manning in the flesh

yesterday to counter a leaflet distributed in

king's behalf o.er the weekend, quoting

Manning as saying that Dukakis, as

governor, had "turned his guns on medical

services for the elderly."

"The leaflets neglect to mention that the

comments by Manning were made six years

ago." said a statement issued by the

Dukakis campaign which called the King

flyer "misleading."

"The truth is that Frank Manning. ..is an

ardent supporter of Mike Dukakis and has

campaigned vigorously for Dukakis for

months."

Collrfian photo h, Mirhael Mar(o<ii

Terri Mulryan of the Amherst Hot Air Balloon Company takes Atti-

que Mallique and Bhane Duvarsula, up for a night ride over Hampshire

Mall.

UM hires

staff despite

hard times
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has

begun its academic year with the hiring of

18 new faculty members despite the

economic uncertainty that set the tone for

the 1982 budget appropriation for the

state's system of public higher education,

said Joyce Abel, director of academic af-

fairs budget.

Abel said the increase in faculty was made

possible by an excess in money allocated to

fund the salaries of last year's faculty.

Because the University was left with

"money over and above" the level needed to

satisfy the security of its employees, she

said academic areas of high student demand

were at least partially met.

Based on the degree of student demand for

courses and priority in budgetary reviews,

she said the departments affected by the

expansion of the faculty are the Natural

Sciences, the School of Engineering and the

School of Business Administration.

As of Sept. 1. Abel said tbe departments

of Computer Information and Sciences

(COINS) and management gained -i new

faculty members; the department of

chemical engineering added two new

faculty members to its staff; the depart

ment of electrical and computer

engineering added four new faculty

members; and the departments of math,

marketing, wood technology, acountingand

hotel restaurant and travel administration

hired one faculty member.
While the recent delegation of faculty

members is advantageous to the Univer

sity, Abel said it is not a progressive move

but rather an effort to stabilize what has

been lost over pa.st years.

"We're not comfortable. " she said, "we're

just holding on. The University only has

sufficient funds available to keep people

across campus going.

'

Abel said this year's surplus of funds were

funneled into the hiring of faculty instead of

new programs because existing positions

were left vacant due to the occurence of a

high attrition rate during previous years.

("ontinued on vnae i

Third World Womens coordinator: violence has decreased
By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

Violence against Third World people has decreased in

the University of Massachusetts area since 1978, said

Third World Women's Program coordinator Panna Put-

nam at a candlelight vigil last night held in memory of

UMass student. Seta Rampersad, 20, found dead four

years ago.

"I think the incredible pressure by the community for an

investigation about the Rampersad case and other in-

cidents of violence against Third World people during '78

and '79 has increased awareness and the overt violence is

going.

"Certainly there are injustices in many subtle ways

towards Third World people but the rapes and assaults

have declined. With the way things are going with infla-

tion, assaults may go back up again, but we have to keep

pressure on; that is why I think this vigU is important.

said Putnam. j *k
About 25 women, men and children participated in the

silent hour-long vigil by the Campus Pond to remember

Rampersad.
Putnam felt the service was successful. "It was a pretty

powerful silence. Silence always is. It's good to know it's

been four years and people still remember the case and

care enough to come out to the vigil," she said.

Betsy Jelliffe, an intern with the Third World Women's

Program and a political science/feminist studies major

from Stanford University said, "It's hard being a white

female. I feel like I couldn't say I understood or could not

relate to Seta's case because I'm not a Third World

woman."
"The University never took a strong stand on the

Rampersad case. They did not bother to buy a $600 copy

of the inquest for Seta's parents. They are working-class

Continwd ov page Jt

Concerned members of the University community gmther at the Campus Pond for a candlelight

vipl in remembrance of Seta Rampersad.
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World
Israel renews assaults on Syrian missiles

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - Israeli jets blasted Syrian

and Palestinian military positions yesterday in east

Lebanon's Bekaa Valley and Lebanese radio stations

reported that 30 soldiers and guerrillas were killed.

The new Israeli air strikes heightened the possibility of a

major confrontation between Israeli and Syrian soldiers in

Lebanon. It was the fourth time in five days that Israeli

warplanes carried out raids against the Syrians to retaliate

for what Israel called Syrian violations of the Lebanese

ceasefire.

^ The Monday strikes left several military emplacements

afire, Lebanese radio stations reported. Israel said the

attacks ended Monday afternoon and all planes returned

safely

.

Israel said the attacks were on Syrian missile batteries.

Palestine Liberation Organization positions and rocket

launchers.

State and privately owned Lebanese radio stations

called the air assaults the heaviest mounted by Israel

against the Syrians in the Bekaa since a cease fire silenced

their guns in east Lebanon on July 23.

It was the fourth time since Wednesday that Israeli

planes attackwl Syrian antiaircraft positions at Dahr al

Baidar, about 21) miles east of Beirut.

All Lebanon radio stations said the attacks began at 7:30

a.m. (1:30 a.m EDT) and continued for eight hours. One

leftist radio station warned a "new round of fuU-scale

warfare" had begun.

In addition to the ground-to-air missile sites at Dahr al-

Baidar. the broadcasts said Israel struck Syrian and

Palestinian bases and concentrations of armor near the

towns of Zahle. Tenayel. Saad Nayel and Tarshish.

The Israeli command said one SAM-9 missile launcher

was destroyed in the latest air assaults and reaffirmed its

determination not to allow the Syrians to station any anti-

aircraft missiles in Lebanon. Israel says it destroyed six

Soviet-made SAM-9 missile batteries in the same area over

the past five days.

An estimated 25.000 Syrian troops are in eastern

Lebanon and there also are FLO forces in the north and

east despite the PLO evacuation from its Beirut

strongholds. The Syrian troops moved into Lebanon to end

the 1975-76 Lebanese civil war.

Damascus Radio quoted an unidentified Syrian military

spokesman as saying Israel had "repeatedly violated the

ceasefire and made a total of 227 sorties during which

Syrian positions in Lebanon were bombed."

King kept away from rally

after threat against his life
BOSTON (AP) — Police warned away

Gov, Edward J. King from a political rally

last night because of a possible threat

against his life. King's press secretary

said, but his election rival and other

candidates appeared.

The Boston police warned King against

appearing at a primary eve rally in

Boston's Dorchester neghborhood because

they "considered a serious situation

threatening the governor's life could

occur." said Gerald Morris, the press aide.

Morris said he was told by the

governor's State Police detachment that

the Boston Police had detained a person in

connection with the situation.

However. Boston Police Deputy

Superintendent Herbert Stone said he

knew nothing about a suspect being

detained.

Stone said the police had an un-

confirmed report that there might be

trouble but he declined to specify its

nature.

Former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis,

opposing King for the Democratic

gubernatorial nomination in today's

statewide primary, spoke at the rally as

did at least two Republican candidates for

governor and five Democratic candidates

for lieutenant eovernor.

It was announced at the rally that King

would not be present because of threats

against him.

Morris said the governor missed the

7:30 p.m. rally and waited until about 8

p.m. before police cleared his departure

for another rally in the West Roxbury

section of the city.

Lt. George Tarantino confirmed that

Deputy Police Superintendent Daniel

Flynn relayed the warning to the

governor's office but said he had no details

concerning the threat or the detention.

Flynn was not immediately available for

comment.
"They have extra police there at the

rally and they notified the State Police.

"

said Tarantino. "It's a big rally for any

political candidate. Everybody running is

invited.

Israeli charges are rejected

by Pope John Paul 11

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Grey Hooded
Sweatshirt

only

12.95

VATICAN CITY (AP) - Yesterday the

Vatican angrily rejected Israel's charges

that the church kept silent about the Nazi

massacre of Jews in World War II. The

Israeli criticism was prompted by Pope

John Paul II's decision to meet with PLO
chief Yasser Arafat.

In an unusually tough statement, the

Vatican called the Israeli accusation an

"insult to the truth."

Representatives of international Jewish

organizations, expressing the "deep shock

of organized Jewry" about the papal

audience scheduled for Wednesday, made a

formal protest to the Vatican. Arafat's

Palestine Liberation Organization, sworn

enemy of the Jewish state, does not

recognize Israel's existence.

The Vatican note defended the record of

the Roman Catholic Church in saving Jews

during World War II and noted that Pope

John Paul II has spoken out against the

genocide on many occasions, including

during a 1979 visit to the Nazi death camp

at Auschwitz in his native Poland.

The statement was issued in reaction to

remarks by a senior Israeli official in

Jerusalem on Sunday, who said: "The same

church that did not say a word about the

massacre of Jews for six years in Europe

and did not say much about the killing of

Christians in Lebanon for seven years is

ready to meet the man who perpetrated the

crime in Lebanon and is bent on the

destruction of Israel, which is the com
pletion of the work done by the Nazis in

Germany. If the pope is going to meet

Arafat, it shows something about the moral

standards (of the church).

"

Israeli officials in Tel Aviv said Prime

Minister Menachem Begin made the

statement during Sunday's Cabinet

meeting, and Israeli newspapers said the

Cabinet agreed with Begin and released it

to the press.

Officials in Tel Aviv declined initially to

comment on yesterday's Vatican reply. One

said there was no desire for a debate with

the Vatican.

The Vatican statement said the ac

cusation "contains words which are. more

than surprising, nearly incredible" and

deplored the personal attack on the pope.

It said the efforts by the church "to

protect and save thousands and thousands

of Jews, before and during World War 11"

have apparently been forgotten. "They are

actions that should be well known and of

which have been beneficiaries or witnesses

many Jews who now live in Israel and

(elsewhere) in the world."

The Vatican statement did not give any

specific examples of the church's efforts to

save Jews during the war.

Through the years the Vatican has'

sought to defend Pope Pius XII against

charges that the church made few or only

selected efforts to save European Jewry

during World War II. Documents released

from the Vatican archives have shown

Vatican initiatives on behalf of Jews and

other war victims and cooperation with

Jewish agencies.
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FormerUMass studentnamed new SCERA director
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The possibilities are unlimited for the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA), according

to Joel Weissman, the newly appointed director of

SCERA.
SCERA does research and organizing on issues of

concern to students, with eight teams involved in various

issues and projects.

"There are tremendous issues to be dealt with,"

Weissman said, "and SCERA can be a training ground to

deal with those problems."

Weissman, a graduate of the University of Massachusetts

Political Science department, will work with two other

professioniil staff members and twenty-one student em-

ployees, as well as a number of volunteers and student

interns.

"SCERA is a sort of laboratory for social change,"

Weissman said. "SCERA stands out as the largest and

probably the most effective organization of its kind. It's

dynamic, and it has tremendous potential."

Weissman said he plans to work primarily on outreach

and organizational questions, and will work closely with

the Public Policy, Academic Affairs and Residential

Teams.

SCERA also includes an Anti-Racism Team, Rents and

Fees Team, Women's Issues Team, a student support staff

and a Resource Center.

SCERA will increase its outreach efforts to contact more

students, and "launch a fairly sophisticated survey effort'*

this fall, said Weissman.

"Were looking to go much deeper into the University

community than we have in the past," said Weissman.

roll*ci«a photo (it Saai MilUl

Joel WeiBsman, newly appointed director of

the Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy.

Dorms fomid for most students
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

For some students at the University of Massachusetts

awaiting permanent, on campus housing, their makeshift

living arrangements might consist of anything from con-

verted study space to cleaned out weightrooms.

This "swing space" designed to cut some of the backed up

housing need has brought the total of students without

places to stay down from last week's estimate of 460 to

about 100.

Of those homeless students some left UMass and have

come back; stayed with friends off campus or booked

rooms in the Campus Center hotel. But roughly 100

students still remain not housed in any of the University's

five main residence areas. Housing Assignment Coor-

dinator Jerald Quarles said.

Most of these students now occupying "swing space"

should be provided with regular dormitory room

assignments within the next 2V4 weeks, Quarles said,

stressing ihat his office for the past five years has

routinely dealt with the expected "peak" overflow of

housing problems.

Three students who moved into their "swing space" on

last Friday on the ground floor of Leach dormitory in the

Northeast Residence area agreed their converted study

area was not the most luxurious but would have to do for

the time.

One of the three students sharing the room. Bob White,

19 of Newton simply said. "Beats sleeping on the floor."

The traffic of other students in the dorm that normally

sweeps along ground floors like White's didn't seem to

aeeer, 21. a community resource assistant on the

second floor said the study room, directly across from her

the room. However. White did say the clanging maze of

water pipes along the ceiling did keep he and his roomates

fully awake early in the morning.

In the Brooks dormitory, a building completely renovated

la.st year, the study rooms on each of the five floors has had

their panels removed so that they could serve as "swing

space."

Susan Ryder, 21, a community resource assistant on the

second floor sa^d the study room, direcUy across from her

room, is "basically a room where people would like to

stay " He said the converted study area that is without

closet or phone like all "swing spaces' is frustrating for

the transfer students now living there because they can t

settle down.
, . -,

"Better to have that than nothing though if youve

travelled a long distance," Ryder said.

"SCERA has to develop mechanisms to get the pulse of

.students."

Weissman has extensive background in student issues

and organizing, he said. He served as Student Coordinator

for SCERA from 1979 1980, and worked as a temporary

staff assistant this spring and summer. He was also

Director of the Student Government Association's

Communications Office and an intern in the Legal Services

Office at UMass. Weissman has been involved with the

Radical Student Union at UMass and the national

Progressive Student Network.

Outside the University, Weissman led an unsucce.ssful

effort this year to unionize Taco Villa, a Mexican

restaurant in Amherst, and has been involved in strikes at

the Amherst Nursing Home and Sterling Radiator in

Westfield.

SCERA will work on a number of special projects this

semester, Weissman said, along with regular work on

numberous student issues. For example, the Academic

Affairs Team will be examining academic counseling

facilities and looking into the possibilities of peer coun

seling as a possible alternative or addition to the current

faculty advisor counseling.

Sexual harassment is another issue of special concern.

"We're on the verge of a breakthrough on the sexual

harassment issue," Weissman said. A final sexual

harassment procedure, long an issue at SCERA, will

probably be released soon by the University, he said.

"There's always a severe problem around costs at the

University, with escalating fees and declining financial

aid," noted Weissman. In this area, the Rents and Fees

Team conducts an annual "fee reveiw" of students fees

scheduled for increases.

Talent Coordinator

says *good turnout

expected for concert
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Although this weekend's Jewish holiday and the lack of

time between the start of school and the concert have

hindered ticket sales for Friday night's Santana show, the

Union Program CouncU's (UPC) talent coordinator said he

exects a "good" turnout for the performance.

Only 2 200 of the 3,500 general admission tickets for the

concert in the Curry Hicks Cage have been sold but Bill

Pritchett, talent coordinator for UPC, said the show will

probably sell out.

"The chances are good for Santana selling out, mi-

chett said.

Pritchett said the Jewish New Year holiday on Saturday

has many students who would have otherwise bought

tickets going home to be with their families.

He also said since tickets went on sale two days after the

start of school, many students did not have enough ad-

vance warning to get money for the show

.

Barry Claxton, UPC production manager, said the fact

Continued on jnige U

Amherst polls open

all day for voters at

seven locations

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

PoUng booths at seven locations around Amherst open-

ed today at 10 a.m. and will stay open until 8 p.m. as

registered voters cast their ballots in the Republican and

Democratic primaries.

Only voters registered in Amherst are eligible to vote

here in the primaries today. Others must vote in the town

in which they are registered. The deadline for receiving an

absentee ballot was noon yesterday.

Precinct one residents, including Puffton Village, North

Village, Gilreath Manor, Presidential, Riverside Park,

Brandywine and Townhouse apartment complexes, can

vote in the North Congregational Church on North Plea-

sant Street opposite Meadow Road.

East Amherst voters (precinct two) including residents

of Butterfield dormitory, VUlage Park, Crestview and

University Apartments must go to the North Fire Station

on the comer of East Pleasant Street and TUson Farm

Road to vote. ^ , ^^ . .

Residents of all dorms in Northeast, Sylvan, Orchard

Hill and Central residential areas, except Butterfield,

(precinct three) can fill in their ballots at the Lutheran

Church on Pleasant Street near the Meadow Parks

School.
. , J. o 1.1- *

Precinct four and five residents, including Southwest

residential area, the fraternity row, Amherst OUege,

Crowpoint apartments and most of the center of town, can

vote in the Bangs Community Center off Kellogg Avenue,

C^laffiM pkoto by Drew Oricr

Local democrats ^ther to discuss politics in Amherst (left to right) Jim Collins, sUte rep.;

Stanley Kozera, Hampshire County regristrar of deeds; Charlie McCarthy, candidate for g^over-

nor's council; Robert Ganrey, Hampshire County commissioner; John Giver, state senator.

near tne Amnerst Post Office.

Echo HiU, Rolling Green, Colonial Village. Swiss

Village, University Park, and Southwood apartment com-

plex residents (precinct sue) can vote in the Fort River

School on South East Street.

Residents of Brittany Manor, Southwood, Jeffery and

Riverglade Apartmenta(precinct 7) may cast their ballots

at the Crocker Fanns School on West Street.

South Amherst residents (precinct 8) including Hamp-

shire College may vote in the Munson Memorial Library

on the South Amherst Common near the white church.

Winners of the primary will appear on the regular elec-

tion ballot on Nov. 2. To vote in the Nov. 2 election voters

must be registered by Oct. 5. Arrangements for absentee

ballots should be made with the Amherst Town Clerk a

few days previous to the election.
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Former legislator

says gays targets
ALBUQUP:RQUE. N.M. (AP) - Politicians in power

will turn on homosexuals to divert attention from the

economy and flounderinK social programs, says a gay

activist who once was a Massachusetts legislator.

Homosexual men and women need to stand together to

"fight the hysteria that's sweeping this country." Elaine

Noble said in a speech Sunday at a meeting of Common

Bond, a gay and lesbian organization.

"The Moral Majority is turning on Reagan and gays will

be the scapegoats." Ms. Noble said.

Oklahoma recently enacted a law that states a school

that hires an openly homosexual teacher can lose state

funding, she said.
. „

•Believe me. it can happen in New Mexico, said Ms^

Noble, who served in the Massachusetts House of

Representatives from 1974 78. uu
A campaign against homosexuals is akm to a witch hunt,

reminiscent of the early days of Massachusetts, she said.

ifbudget * concert
Continued from, page 1

"We are frugile in our abUity to support new programs

But we are pleased to be able to fund areas where there is

an obvious increase in need." she said.
.. ^„,:„„ted"

After struggling through the new and complicated

budgetary process UMass pulled through with an

operating allocation of $109.3 mUlion. as opposed to $108.5

million suggested by the Regents.

if vigil
Contmued from page 1

people and could not afford one." Putnam said

"I think they did award Seta a degree posthumously,

but basically, they did not become involved," said Putnam.

"As for the Year Toward Civility, the University needs to

look at the causes of racism instead of putting a Band-Aid

on the symptoms."
. . j „ a a;^ «f

The State Coroner maintained Rampersad died ol

natural causes but the Third World Women's Task Force

disagreed with his report. But the case was closed last fall

when the statute of limitations expired.

ContiniLed from page S

that the tickets are on a general admission basis has also

slowed saleJ.
, ^ .

Since the seats for the performance are not reserved as

they woild be if the show were at the Fine Arts Center,

students feel less of a need to buy tickets ahead of time,

Claxtonsaid. u u i * /
"It's a general admission show, so there will be a lot of

sales at the door." he said.

Pritchett said UPC has been trying to give UMass

students the best chances at buying tickets by limiting off

campus sales to Faces in Amherst. This has curbed sales

to people who are not UMass students.

"We want to try and give the students priority," he

Besides Faces, tickes are being sold at the Fine Arts

Center box office, For the Record and Union Records,

Pritchett said.

Pritehett said he is optimistic the Jimmy Cliff and Peter

Tosh concert on Sept. 23 in the Fine Arts Center will

sellout based on yesterday's sales - the first day students

could buy tickets.

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland
Close to Amherst,
on bus line

2 bedroom gardens

31&-320 includes hot

water, no utilities

3 bedrooms also

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

ottice open from

10-5 weekdays,
Saturdays 1-4

TMl

DI66EST
TKIVIA

COHTIST

IH UMASS
HISTORY

IS COMIHO
SErriMDE^ 24

i NEED §^ A JOB? ^
.[<•[. Sales/ Marketing .v|.

•:•:•:• Campus Rep Position ^:|:v

iw^ for student. ::•!.::

"?;; Working on !;•:=;!

:••:$ Promotion & Sales of •^r*

::v:: beer products. '.\'<>

;;•::;; Part-time, flexible *.;•:';;

%•:• hours, benefits. •:•:•?

:x.:| Lori Schlager will be :;s;:|

!|':']! interviewing Sept, 15!]*:'|!

1-800-232-1904 ^L

TAKE
THE

CHALLENGE

TAkf STEpS

TOWARd
dfRISTIAN

Maturity

if iwTfMfSTfd caU

296-0660

WedNCsdAys
6:70 pM

SBA Rm 109

STARTINq ScpT 15

CAMPUS
CRUSADE

FOR
CHRIST

t5X Hiroshima MtilMol^lciti lo nonifor

('oll*(iaii photo by Mitlwrl MartolU

A mock Cruise Missile made by Bill SUrweather was used by the Student and Teachers

Organization to Prevent Nuclear War (STOP) to demonstrate the potency of the weapon.

Newslines...
:::::::::i5;::;

Student interns must register

for credit by September 21

All fall 1982 student interns must register for the

credits they expect to receive before the end of the

add/drop period. Students who have not done so yet

should contact their intern supervisors immediately.

Credit may be lost if the process is not completed by Sept.

21.

Financial planning seminars;

registration at Jones Library

A series of seminars titled "Financial Planning for the

80's and Beyond" will begin Thursday, Sept. 16 at the

Jones Library in Amherst. Jerry Boisseau. a resident of

Amherst and an investment broker in Springfield, will lead

the seminars.

The series will be composed of four discussions. The first

will be the need for investments and alternatives.

Pre registration information is available at the Library

between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at 256 0246.

Ever> womans Center: Seeking

Interns in their Outreach Program

The Educator/ Advocates Program of the Everywomen's

Center at the University of Massachusetts is recruiting

volunteers to help inform the community about issues of

violence against women.

DeUiled information about the program will be given

from 7 8 p.m. Wednesday. Sept. 15 at the Campus Center

in room 901 and at 3 4 p.m. on Thursday Sept. 16 at the

Everywomans Center. Applications are due Sept. 20.

Credit or letters of reference are available.

Intern positions are also available at the Everywoman's

Center in the PubUc Relations/Outreach Program. The

Program needs people interested in mass communications,

public speaking, making and distributing publicity

packages. Training will be provided but experience in

writing or graphic skills is desirable.

Intern positions are also available for administrative

assistants to the Everywoman's Center Director. All

applicants should have skills in typing, filing, writing and

research. They should be able to work independently and

constructively with a variety of people. The time com

mitment is eight to ten hours per week for a full semester.

For more information about Educator/Advocates and

intern positions call the Everywoman's Center at 545 0883.

B'nai B'rith Foundation ofUM
sponoring Jewish film series

The B'nai B'rith Hillel foundation of the University of

Massachusetts is beginning its fall semester with a free

presentation of the film. The Frisco Kid, starring Gene

Wilder, at 7:30 tonight in Thompson 104.

This film is first in a series sponsored by the Hillel Foun-

dation, which intends to show one a month for the dura-

tion of the semester. The film series is just one of the

events Hillel makes available to all students in the Five-

College area. The presentation of these films is principally

done in order to provide entertainment. However, they

definitely bear significance toward the Jewish community

by introducing important cultural, political and emotional

issues, said the administrative assistant for Hillel, Jamie

Tessler.

Hillel also acts as a counseling and crisis center for all

Jewish people, regardless of how strictly they follow the

beliefs. Branches of Hillel may be found on other college

campuses in the area, and many of the activities Hillel

sponsors are instituted in conjunction with four of five af-

filiated Jewish organizations.

- ANNE CHAPMA>'

Holyoke womans shelter needs

bilingual and bicultural help

Womanshelter/Companeros. a Holyoke shelter for

battered women and their children, needs volunteers for

hotline counseling, legal advocacy, childcare, fundraising

and community education. Bilingual/bicultural volunteers

especially needed. Anyone interested should call 536 1629

by Friday. Oct. 1.

Textbooks bought and sold in

SUB lobby weekdays
The Student Government President's Office and The

Reading Remedy are holding a textbook sale weekdays

through September 24 between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the

Student Union Lobby. Anyone who wishes to sell texts

should bring them to the lobby during those times.

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

THE KINGS OF REGGAE MUSIC

JIMMY CLIFF PETER TOSH
TOGETHER!

The word reggae means king's music, and that nneans it Is highly sophisticated

and should be highly appreciated."
-Peter Tosh (Melody Maker)

Thursday September 23. 1982 8:00 p.m.

On Sale Sept. 13 Students 39 8c 31

Gen. Public 310& 311

. Union Records Unltd • FAC Box Office • For The Record

ABSOLUTELY NO CANS, BOTTLES, SMOKING or CAMERAS please

Santana tickets still available!

"Thin Man'"*' Wallet Size with
46 Scientific Functions

24.95
List Price 29.95

'FINE ARTS CENTER • UMASS'

Model EL 5063
Extra Full Featured Scientific Calculator

With Built In Statistics Functions.

Some of the 46 scientific functions performed

at tfie touch of a key are •Hyperbolic (sinh.

cosh tanh) and their inverses •Trigonometric

(Sin. cos. tan) and their inverses "Rec

tangular/polar coordinate conversions 'Ex

ponential (base 10 and base e) and their in

verses (logarithms) 'Power (y ) and its inverse

(X root ot y ) •Factorial (n'l •Mean, sum and

standard deviation

Other features: 'S levels of parentheses with

up to 4 pending operations 'Easy to read 10

digit liquid crystal display •Scientific notation

(8 digit mantissa 2 digit exponenti •Percent

change belv^^een two numt)ers (delta-percent'

key) 'Independently accessible 3key memory
• Comes in its own attractive wallet

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED
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3.49
3.99

The Who - Face Dances
That Summer featuring

Elvis Costello - Zones -

The Undertones - Ramones

3.49

3.99

Human Sexual Response
In A Roman Mood

3.99

^Peak^ The Kinks

Misfits

Ramones
End of the Century

niMmis I

3.49

Heart - Dreamboat Annie
3.99

IVAN SKUAl RrSPONM

Pretenders II

3.99
3.49

Grateful Dead

Human Sexual Response
Fig. 14

4mm*' rtfi'v »•

P.M. Featuring (Double Album)

Boston • Doobie Bros. • Eagles

Dan Fogelberg • Foreigner • Boz Scaggs

BobSeger • Steve Miller • James Taylor

3.49

Gram Parker
The Up Escalator Up

2.99

Its A Beautiful Day
featuring White Bird

Located in the Campus Center

Many other sale records available on our Sale Table ^^ j j
mj-

j ^^IpJ^Cl TT^V
'store*OPEN

M-F9-5Sat 11-4

Quantities Limited

Sale Ends 9-24-82
'm
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Murder arraignment

from hospital bed
NEEDHAM (AP) — A 22-year-old Needham man

pleaded innocent from his hospital bed yesterday in

connection with a charge he fatally stabbed a 35-year old

woman who, said the police, stabbed him first.

Jeffrey J. Wills was arraigned in his room at Glover

Memorial Hospital where he was admitted Sunday for

treatment of an apparent knife wound.

Judge Maurice H. Richardson set no baU and continued

the case until Sept. 23 at Dedham District Court in con-

nection with the death of Constance Jacobsen of Needham.

Needham Police Chief Louis Roman said Mrs. Jacobsen

apparently confronted an intruder who entered her house

by removing a screen from a ground level bedroom win

dow between 11 p.m. and midnight Saturday. He said Mrs,

Jacobsen struggled with the intruder and stabbed him

with a knife.

Supermarket nixes

talking registers
LEXINGTON (AP) - Cars talk, electronic games talk,

so why not a supermarket cash register that reads the

prices to customers?

That's what Stop & Shop Companies Inc. thought. But

customers disagreed, and the New England chain has

removed talking cash registers being tested at its

Lexington store.
•

"Customers basically felt they were not necessary, said

Stop & Shop spokeswoman Aileen Gorman from the chains

Quincy headquarters. "They didn't like the additional noise

in the store and they particularly did not like the woman's

monotone voice."

The voice is based on a "broadcast voice," from an

unidentified woman with a Midwest accent, according to

Linda Baker, public relations manager for the manufac

turer. National Semiconductor of Santa Clara, Calif. The

voice is tape recorded, then changed to a digital format and

recorded on a microcomputer chip. Baker said.

"She wasn't a winner," Gorman said of the voice.

The voice reads out the price of items as the Universal

Product Code on their label is scanned by the cash register.

The price also appears on a digital readout on the register

and on the customers' sales slips. Baker said.

"The basic reason was to offer consumers one more way

of verifying price accuracy," Gorman said.

L^

i«».yv- .>,rti« .»**>;

An old car sits in storaite in a tobacco bam in Hadley.

Reagan wants Congress to change the plea
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan asked

Congress yesterday to bar defendants like the man who
shot him. John W. Hinckley Jr., from pleading innocent by

reason of insanity.

But Reagan shook his head "no" when asked if Hinckley's

acquittal in June triggered the revival of an earlier ad-

ministration attempt to restrict the insanity defense. If it

had been law at the time, Hinckley could not have met the

insanity test.

The administration proposal, which also contains

provisions to make it harder to escape conviction because

of tainted evidence or to appeal to federal courts after

conviction in state courts, has practically no chance of

passage this year.

Presidential counsellor Edwin Meese III conceded the

legislation probably wouldn't even reach the floor in the

current session of Congress. He denied it was timed simply

to win favor in this campaign season.

In a brief statement to reporters, Reagan said the ad

ministration hopes to "simplify the justice system and

make it more likely that those who commit crimes pay a

price."

Associate Attorney General Rudolph W. Giuliani ex-

plained that the bill would limit the use of the insanity

defense by redefining insanity to the extent that the

irovernment would have to prove only that the defendant

had the knowledge and intent to commit a criminal act

.

T'..i- insanity defense could still apply "in a situation

where a person didn't know what they were doing,

someone who had the mental age of a 2 year old or

believed that they were shooting at a tree when in fact

they were shooting at a human being." Giuliani said. "It

would not apply in all those situations where a person

claimed they couldn't control their behavior, or they heard

voices or they had some religious impulse to commit a

crime."

He added that the redefinition would eliminate the vast

majority of insanity pleas in federal criminal cases. Such

cases are relatively rare, because most violent crimes are

violations of state, rather than federal, law.
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SCERA
Students Working for Students |

^VvOlc/w7i, af"

PIZZA FACTORT
<-

The New Management of

Whole Wlieat Pizza Factory
(Ainlu*r8l Store)

Welcomes Back Students.
Whole Wheat

or

White Dough
Available

Research/Organizer Jobs, Independent Studies,

Credits with

Women's Issues Team

B

Public Policy Team
Residential Team
Support Team

Rents and Fees team

Anti-Racism Team
Academic Affairs Team

Get Involved. . .

Applications Available Sept. 13 - 22

420 Student Union Building

For more Information stop by or call 546-03-

SCERA Is an aqua! opportunity amployar.

woman and peopla of color ara uroad

Our vegetables are cut fresh daily

September Special 2 Item Large Pizza]

for $5.99

256-8587
363 Main Street, Amherst

For fast, Frre Delivery in 30 minulefl

or Ic8«, pick up« in 10 minutes.

Coke and Tab in 12 oz. ranR

Cominq soon - Whole Wheat

and White Subs.

MON.THUR.-4 P.M. TIL 2 A.M.
FRI. & SAT.-NOON TIL 3 A.M.
SUNDAY-NOON TIL 3 A.M.
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Woman claims mistaken identity

NEW ORLEANS (API — A 48 year old woman

dpsfondod from an 18lh century slave and a white planter

testifii'd yesterday against a Louisiana law that permits

her to be classifii'd as black because she has mt»re than one

:i2nd "Ne^jro bl<H)d."

Susie (luillory I'hipps is one of six members of a Lake

Charles area family suinR to have the state Bureau of Vital

Rt^cords chan«:e the racial cUissification on their birth

certificates from black to white.

The state refused to do so under a 1970 law declaring

that anyone with at least one .32nd "Ne^^ro blood" can be

legally classified as black. The law was intended to reform

an old Jim Oow statute that reliwl on 'coriimon report" in

determining an infant's race, according to Mrs. I'hipps"

att«»rney. I^rian Hegue.

"I ani white, the lighlskinned woman with Caucasian

features and straight black hair told a hearing officer in

New Orleans district court.

Her siut mentions no harm that may have resulted from

being classified as black.

Mrs. I'hipps. who described herself as th«' darkest

member of her family, said other relatives were reluctant

to testify for fear the stale would change the birth cer

tificates of their blond haired, blue eyed children from

white t«» black.

Although the suit was brought under the name "Jane

Doe." Mrs. I'hipps gave her name in open court. News

photographers t»K)k pictures of her.

Hegue. argued that the very practice of assigning racial

designation on birth certificates is unconstitutional, and

that the one :i2nd standard is an maccurate lest o! racial

makeup.
The ca.se is being heard by Anthony Vesich. a court

commissioner who will report to Civil District Judge

Sanford Levy, who has been assigned to the case.

Begue said the matter was turned over to a hearing

officer because of the volumes of evidence, including

genealogical charts spanning seven generations and an

extensive family photo record.

Begue said he would also present testimony from a

retired Tulane University professor who would cite studies

indicating most "whites" have one 20th Negro ancestry.

The attorney said the family approached him after one of

its members applied for a copy of her birth certificate to

<)biain a passport and was shocked to find she was

classified as black.

Announcements
Sign up for independent study with Nummo Neu^s for 3

credits! Learn how to report, write and general skills in

the only area Third World student weekly newspaper.

Sign up at 103 New Africa House Monday and Wednesday

from 5:00-6:30 p.m.

Bettina Aptheker. author of women's legacy: Essays on

Race, Sex and Class in American Hu<<t(yry will speak on

"Confronting the politics of privilege: Issues of Race &
Class in the Movement." at 8:00 p.m. September 14, in

rm. 120 of the University of Massachusetts School of

Business Administration.

As an mternationally recognized activist in the

American left of the last two decades, Aptheker has

authored several books including some with Angela Davis

such as, // They Come In the Morning, and Voices of

Resistance. All are invited to attend.

Typesetting Job opening

Trained typesetter (possibility of l)eing trained) Must be

available weekends work study or non work study. Call

549-36 Ifi or 545-0061.

LUTHB

Need a course?
AFRO-AM 254 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN
STUDIES W 9:30-10:45/NAH 109 Richards

AFRO-AM 264 FOUNDATIONS OF BLACK
EDUCATION IN THE U.S. (C) TuTh 9:30-10:45/NAH

110 Davis

AFRO-AM 290D RACISM IN AMERICAN
TELEVISION 1950-PRESENT W 2:30-4:2.5/NAH 315

Davis

AFRO-AM 318 BLACK MUSIC AND THE
THEATRE TuTh 19:00-21 :3(lAVEB LOUNGE 104 Shepp

AFRO-AM 156 REVOLUTIONARY CONCEI'TS
IN AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC II (C) MWF
12:20- 1:10/NAH 315 Shepp

AFRO-AM 161 INTRODUCTION TO AFRO
AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE (D) MWF
12:20- 1:10/NAH 114 Strickland

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

against racism
ByBAYAKDRUSTlN

South Africa is a divided country. Through a

dehumanizing and degrading system of racial separatism

and oppression. South Africa's white minority has sown

the seeds of violence.

The unwillingness of the white South African leadership

to implement significant reforms has helpexl strengthen

the hand of antidemocratic left wing opposition

movements. For those who are committeed to the

establishment of a non racist and democratic South Africa,

th«' growth in left wing radicalism is as disturbing as the

parallel growth of right wing extremism within the white

Afrikaner community.

Kiots and protests — a product of South Africa s denial

of basic human rights and demcx-ralic freedoms to the vast

majority of its population - erupted with increasing

frequency in the late seventies. Industrial unrest was on

the upswing as South Africa's black workers began

asserting their demands with greater self confidence.

Under the pressure of this upswing in protest the South

African govi'rnment passed labor reform legislation in 1979

guaranteeing black and other non while workers the right

to join and establish trade unions.

.\nd while this reform has not eliminated an apartheid

system under which black workers are horribly exploited

and degraded, it has set into motion powerful forces which

can eventually lead to a peaceful transformation of South

Africa.

In riK-enl years South Africa has been witness to a

remarkable upsurge in the black trade union movement.

Although the leaders of that movement are subjected to

harassment, intimidation, arrest, and, sometimes, death,

although dozens of trade unionists languish in jails and are

subjected to t«)rture and degradation, a number of trade

uni(m federations have emerged and shown substantial

growth since 1979.

The largest of these unions is the Federation of South

African Trade Unions (FOSATU). FOSATU's membership

has climbed within the last year from 39,000 to95,000. The

Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA) has likewise

exhibited phenomenal growth and now includes .50,000

black workers in its membership.

In all. U'ss than 200.000 of South Africa's black workers

belong to trade unions. The organizing of a larger

profMirtion of the black work force has been blocked

through the South African government's repression (.1

trade union leaders, through the impounding of union

reiords and property, and through the disruption of union

mtM'tings.

Without (juestion. the road ahead for South Africa's

black workers is perilous and difficult. But the amazing

progress they have made in recent years indicates that the

movement has unlimited potential for becoming a principal

factor in the toppling of racism and in the establishment of

dem«KTacy.

Like Poland's workers. South Africa's black workers are

motivated by a simple desire to live in dignity, to speak

freely, to work in a healthy environment at a decent rale of

pay, and to determine their own destinies. It is this

democratic impulse which makes support for South

Africa's black trade unions so essential to the promotion of

human rights. It likewise, is. the reason why, in 1981. the

Executive Council of the AFLCIO adopted a "Program of

.\ction m Support of Black Trade Unionists in South

Africa." The program, which is raising funds from in-

dividual workers, international unions, and union locals,

seeks lo provide labor education for black South African

trade unionists, lo promote union organizing and

recruitment, to establish a legal fund to defend arrested

and hara.ssed workers, and to provide black and multi-

racial unions with office equipment, typewriters, and

duplicating machines.

Some voices in the United States and in the black

community have argued that the best strategy toward

South Africa is one of boycotts and disinvestment. But in

the view of many respected advocates of democracy and

human rights, such a policy would lead lo the isolation of

democratic elements within South Africa. As Franklin

Thomas, president of the Ford foundation and a respected

black leader, has argued, "Maximizing U.S. influence in

South Africa requires both contact and actions and words

that make our fundamental opposition to apartheid un

mislakably clear."

Many South African black trade unionists agree. After

all. they have made their most substantial progress in

organizing workers in factories run by Western-based

multi nationals. Such Western -ba.sed corporations are

subject to pressures exerted by trade unions and human

rights advocates within their own countries and are

frecpiently less resistant to unionization.

In his H'cent speech lo the members of the British

Parliament in Westminster, President Reagan called for a

worldwide crusade for democracy and freedom. If these

words are to be more than empty rhetoric, they must be

hacked by significant American support for those

organizations inside South Africa working for democratic

change. .\nd the cornerstone of any such democratic

stratei,'y must be the support of South Africa's young but

growing black trade union movement. American trade

unions, led by the AFLCIO. are beginning to develop such

concrete support. It remains lo be seen whether they will

be joined in this endeavour by other segments, both black

and while, of the American community.

EDITORIAL/OPINION

H0NEST

MIKI'S
USEb CftRS

Sutiiv<»<k.»CeIkgun

Our votes do

more than elect

Like the seasonal changing of the leaves, election time

and all those happenings which traditionally sur-

round this carnival of sorts are upon us once again.

By next November and the general election day, millions

of promises will have been made, thousands of babies kiss-

ed, and endless hands shaken. Another tradition, though

not as tried and true as those already mentioned, will also

take place - as a group, the overwhelming majority of

students (18-24) will not vote. Since the passage of the

26th Amendment in 1971, the voting group which has ex-

ercised its vote the least has been students.

Sociologists have attempted to grapple with this pro-

blem, but to no avail. Why it occurs, though, is much less

important than its implications for students and their ef-

fectiveness in shaping public policy. Last year, for exam-

John F. Hudson

Kennedy assassination = cover-up conspiracy

Today's first instaUment of a ttuo-part series on the

assassination ofJohn F. Kennedy will describe what really

happened on that infamous day, November 22, 196S.

Tonuyrrow's instaUment unll trace the Anti-Castro, CIA,

and Mafia connections ofLee Harvey Oswald. Speculation

and hypothesis urill be the star witnesses in the trial ofcon-

spiracy in the deadliest degree.

I
t has been almost twenty years since President John

F. Kennedy and the hopes of a nation were shattered

by the sound of gunfire. According to the Warren

Dave McCarthy

Commission who initially investigated the shooting, one

lone gunman fired three shots at the President from a

sixth floor window of a Dallas book depository. Since that

report was published, evidence discarded or unknown at

the time of 'The Warren Commission' has paints a dif-

ferent picture of the fateful day's events. This is the story

of a conspiracy.

At 12:30 p.m., the President's motorcade was moving

down Elm Street into Dealey Plaza, when four shots rang

out over a total period of 7.91 seconds. According to

acoustic experts, who studied an inadvertently made

recording of the gunfire, the first and second and fourth

shots came from the book depository, and the third shot

came from the grassy knoll to the front-right of the motor-

cade. Because both shots from the book depository were

within 1.66 seconds of each other, indications are that

Oswald not only had one accomplice on the grassy knoll,

but another one with him in the depository. Both of

Oswald's accomplices were seen by bystanders, whose

testimony at the time was either never elicited or taken

seriously.

After the fatal gunfire ended, the Presidential limosine

sped to Parkland Hospital, whereupon a struggle over

control of the corpse occured. As Parkland doctors were

about to examine the body, secret service agents moved in

at gunpoint, and snatched the body. It was taken to

Bethesda Naval Hospital where a careless auU>psy was

performed. No documentation of injuries, inspection of

clothing, or preservation of evidence was made. Dr. Cyril

Wecht of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences,

who was the first civilian pathologist to examine the

medical evidence, believes that the autopsy doctors were

ordered not to do a complete examination of the brain.

Coincidentally, pictures of the head were later disturbed

from their place in a hospital safe. The unauthorized

fingerprints found on the safe were that of CIA agent

Regis Blahut. His excuse for touching the pictures - mere

curiosity.

Further skulduggary on the part of governmental law

enforcers include a letter from Oswald to the FBI which

was destroyed before The Warren Commission could ex-

amine it, reversal of the head movement frames on the

famous Zapruder film to show the President's head initial-

ly snapping forward instead of backward, the forgery of a

picture showing Oswald with a rifle in his hand (five in-

dependent experts confirmed that Oswald's head was

transposed on another body), and the disappearance of the

slain president's chest photo, brain fragments and tissue

smears from the hospital file.

These are the strange happenings which surround the

death of our 35th president. Are the forementioned incon-

sistancies the work of incompetant government officials

or calculating conspirators?

To help answer that question, tomorrow's installment

will discuss the intelligence connections of Lee Harvey

Oswald.

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

pie, a large contingent of students descended on

Washington, D.C. in hopes of persuading Congress not to

further cut the already beleagured higher education ap-

propriation. Realistically, why should any congressman or

woman have taken seriously the empty threats hurled at

them by the student protesters? Vote counts mean much

more on election day than impassioned pleas or veiled

threats. Any office holder realizes this and takes much

more seriously the pleas of someone he knows will turn

out to vote in November. In contrast to this. President

Reagan last year, suggested that a cut in the Social Securi-

ty program was necessary to carry out his new economic

program. Immediately, senior citizens mobilized into one

of the most well-organized, and outright threatening lob-

bying efforts in recent history. Thousands of letters,

telegrams and people decended on the capiU)l. intent upon

keeping their levels of Social Security funding intact. The

effort was a huge success with Congre.ss, passing in both

houses resolutions condemning P^agan's proposals as un-

fair and unacceptable. Congress acted this way out of pure

political motivation. Each one knew that as a group,

senior citizens turn out in larger numbers on election day

than any other group.

Why then do students not vote? This generation of

students is unique in that we have never experienced the

fear of war, the stark reality of economic hardship, or the

instability which so characterized this country's hi.story up

until the mid 1970's. We are mostly white, middle-class

men and women, untouched by deprivation, unaffected by

most events which occur daily in the world around us.

For the most part we are spoiled. Unlike the average

citizen who has to drive on a pot-hole filled road, or is

dependent on government disability checks, we are

basically insulated from the real world and its problems

and pitfalls. Consequently, we see no need to vote or are

merely just too lazy to go through process of registration

and the like. Luckily, there are still those few who make
the committment, who work for the candidate, and who
believe that the system, though sometimes imperfect,

works.

With the onslaught of budget cuts still in full swing,

students can no longer afford to carelessly push aside

their privilege to vote. In the final analysis they hurt both

themselves and the University community as a whole by

not casting a ballot. After all, voting booths are much

more comfortable than unemployment lines.Letter —
Gnomon Copy Strike appeals to community for support john f. Hudsoms a cowep^n columnist.

To the Editor:

Job opening at Gnomon Copy! This is at least what

Gnomon Copy management would like to have us believe.

However, if you talk to the workers picketing outside the

Gnomon office. you'U find that these jobs belong to

workers and students like yourself, some of whom have

held their position for up to five years.

On Wednesday, Septembers. 1982. workers at Gnomon

Copy went out on strike after a unanimous vote. Working

without a contract for over 11 months, with wages frozen

for the past 20 months, workers are seeking a wage in

crease, safer working conditions, and the reinv

plemenUtion of a previosly held insurance program. With

an oversupply of workers in this area because of the large

student population, wages are low and working conditions

can often be bad. Gnomon workers are fighting against h.s

situation. It can only be done through the <'ollect .vee fort

of workers in a union, the right to which is guaranteed

every U.S. citizen. These workers need our help and

'pK" do not apply for someone else's job or take

materials to be copied there. Don't cross the picket line.

Scabs at Gnomon will hurt all of us. It could be your job

next. Don't be a scab.

A mass picket will be held on Tuesday. September 14 at

3:00 at Gnomon to show the community's support for the

striking workers. Please come.
'

Chris Sullivan

Beth Avenia
Amherst

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

nutnljer for verification. Because of the lar^e

vohime of mail received, unpuhlished letters

cannot be acknowkni^ed or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and

g-rammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may

be condensed due to space limitations.
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SMMPBCOPfr 5^^

14'karat solid gold

light serpentine bracelets

$9.00 with this ad

264 N. Pleasant

253-3324

Shop

Downtown

Amherst

LODESTCWE

.^^^

^1^^.

'^^
0-

i

IKmherst Ma - Brattleboro V;

Beyond ContemDorory
|

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

„ t^ 10 - nnidnight
Hors d oevres Twofers

• ^J^t^ilTI ••••••••••••••••••••••
September Special

Molson Golden

Bottles

•••••••••
Twofers

on all well drinks and

drafts plus discounts on

all liquors and beers

Proper ID a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

••••••••

National Basic 10 spd. I

Rag. $ 129.95

Now $109.95

Fall
Bicycle

Cteanance
Our Biggest Salaof thaYaaron BIcyclas and Accassorlas

THE SHOGUN 200^

Rag. $199.96 ¥a

Noir $169.95
THE SHOQUN 300^

Rag. $226.96

Noir $199.9

RALEkfff^
Qran Sport

THESHOQUN4WKi

flag. $260.96 /s^^

i^ir$239.95
g^ MIrago Sport

MOTOBKANE ^
.•'0

Itegi

Mow $249.95 d
Reg. 93 f6.95

Now $249.95

Ca, ProM
MOIOBECANI

Rag. $330.96

Noir$239.95

Sala Is llmhad to kistock Hams only.

No rain chacks, so stop In aarly,

1 E. Plaasant St., Amharst S 16 Stata St., Northampton

Wa will ba opan FrL 10-8, Sat. 10^, Sim. 12-6.

Sale begins Fri. Sept.1 7, 1 a.m.

fbfpfoiift.

Zmfml HP,

emmtpmk

Dmwp^ckB

Rag. Now
M $32.96

Sm99$7.00

$34.95 $22.96
Smw$ 12,00

$17,95 $9.96
Smw9$8,00

.,$11,95 $8.96
Smw $3.00

... ^•4jti»*,i»»<g .•«. .»»Ai Jk*4jkk»ijii»i4.i

S*pt 23-D*€ 2
Thun Hit*

10 wkt • 120
SidO-AiOO pm

AREA RUGS
THROW PILLOWS
BEDSPREADS

$7.95 and up

;URTAIN RODS & SHADESj
Lowest Prices, Best Selection

Brown's
ITS N. Pleasanl St., Amherst

253-5862

^fv.tLEj.

^/ <:CYCV
OFFERING:

•Quality Repairs

• Reasonable Prices

• 1 day Repair Service

•We custom-fit you to your bicycle

•Wheels, hand-built to your
specifications and guaranteed for

year

• Free wheels; 5. 6 and 7 speed, built

with your choice of gears

Check our everyday low prices on:

89 Main St.

Amherst

256-0880
Behind the Cheese Shop

and Valley Farms Dairy Store

and UJ l...two names
you can trust for quality,

dependability and real

value.

FALL SPECIAL .

20% off :

All accessories with the •

purchaseof any new
^

FUJI bicycle. Offer good
through Oct. 30.
• ••••••• • t

•"Wheelsmith" Wheels '79.95 1.

•Bailen Helmets The Buy ol your Lite '39 95
•Specialized Tires Best Buy' Bicycling, Jur^e 1981

•900
•Blackburn & Cannondale Combination 10'/o off
•Zelal H P Pump '14 95
•Cannondale Day PacKs (BooKbags) '15.00 & '25.00

PHCKHapn Ntiaii

QHUAy[jurT)isai.^l

DWO&MPDWS"

i.^

HfSTHLUyfKSriNVWTOryOF
RE?UEJltNT MEiai^ INM WIA.

RUWiS£illK>

PwrrrvcotcjiA'

,

Underground Sound Inc.

71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9507

BIN 187 n. pleasant St., amherst

HEWLY EXPAHOED

PRIKT&CARDDEPT.

ffrtprints
,^j4^9~ 2J95

Bedspreads, Tapestries

$ Ulall Hangings

CUP-ON
reg. S^S5r

now 1 2.95

2 for 25.

STUDY
LAMP

reg.-2^^95-

now 16.95

$
16 ^^^^^r^ >
pc. set reg. 49:9&

now 1 2.95

4X6' cotton

RUGS
Great Designs

reg. 49:95-

nowl 6.95

RECORD
CRATES

LflVV^?A

PERCENT

ROLL UP ^^^^[^d!2'^

reg.

now 6.95

BEVERAGE &
STEMWARE
1 8 pc. set beverage glasses/reg. 1 9.95 now 1 2.95

set of 4 red or white Wine/reg. 7.50 now 5.95

Barrels of Glass . . . Wine/Beverage/Mugs from

.69to.99
PLASTIC HANGERS,
reg. 25^ @/now ... 1 for 1 .95

HOOKS & HANG
*.-^

^^
EXPIRES
SEPT 18.1982

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Ideas

Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat
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There is only ONE

TIME OUT

Two
TV's

Gr^Qt

Juk*

and

Sttr^o

Arts

DOUDLE YOUR FUN
Amherst's Biggest Littie Dor

07 N Pleasant St, Amherst MA
'"^g- -ag ^g^ -ag ag -^y -ae ^ig

The curse of Puig's reality
ETERNAL CURSE ON THE READER OF
THESE PAGES
By Manuel Puig^

Random House, 232 pages, $13.50

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

It is apparently a universal human flaw that brings us to

be too easily impressed by the trappings of wealth and

Jimhef^ QdJifia^fi Stwps
I WhERE you CAN fiNd

I

MORE lilNds of TlllNqS

uncIer one rooF tIian

ANypUcE IN AmIierst!

yimiimmoiHiimnnoHMMMtHiDiimiMtmaiimmiiiiatiMiHiimo

Fine Yarns - Needlework Supplies |
Lessons Starting September 20 \
Knitting, Needlepoint, Counted

Thread, Smocking

Call for more information 549-6106

I
Carriage Shops, Amherst, Mass. S

iitiiiiiimioniNNNHiDiniNtmiioiiNmHiiiaiiiiiiHmiDiiiiiiiiHiia

strin^fclUm

string instrument

technicians at

the

Carriage Shops

custom guitars

Tue-Sat 10-5:30

549-1606

odvonlurQ \iCN9k
S49*llf6

y^'T.o^
Klfi^ ^ UpP«f L«v»l

^ 233 N. PiMMnt St

'Amhvrst Carriaga Shop*

Quality Resale Clothing

Til rr:njNc

Wide Variety, Weelily Surprises!

.' 1 » M FUAWit Jif-i-ni

?ETAL?USHERS
Flowers and Plants

Designs - Commercial and Residential

Maintenance

CHANGE ANY OCCASION INTO AN EVENT-EUROPEAN STYLE'

QUALITY FLOWERS FOR LESS

233 No Pleasant St

CARRIAGE SHOPS
AMHERST MA

P^
vriA 549-5841

BEST PRICES IN TOWN!

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Tool

Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5.50!

We Don't
Build Them
To Last.
But we do build each one

to exact specs, so you 1 1 enjoy

every Wte The r^ext time your

appetite contracts tor a rtal

sarKlwlcti, visit the engmeers
at

A/COCO AAAEN5TER

^LETTUCE

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS Er BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amhtret Carriage Shops 549-6314

India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

MEI^CANTILE
AMHUrST CARRIAGE SHOTS

power, and too quick to judge a man by his profession and

not by his character. In Eternal Curse cm the Reader of

These Pages, Manuel Puig reminds his readers of how in-

cidental and marginally important such information is as

he examines the conditions of modem life through the

fluctiiating relationship of two people.

The book consists solely of dialogues, real and im-

aginary, between two men, both of whom have something

to hide. Ramirez, an aging, despairing hypochondriac

from Argentina, hired Larry, an unemployed young North

American, to push his wheelchair around New York City

when Ramirez is well enough to leave his nursing home. It

soon becomes clear, however, that these meetings are

more than just outings for Ramirez, and more than just a

job for Larry.

The two men laik, evading questions and skirting

around the truth, both trying to keep the obvious hidden,

yet they form a bond of sorts as they stroll through the

dingy city. Questions pop up. Who is this stubborn old

man, whose forgotten past as a political prisoner leaves

him full of fear and paranoia? Why is Larry working for a

nursing home when he is really a history professor who

loves to teach?

The traps of modem life keep the two men slipping from

role to role, unable to find a "self that fits. Ramirez and

Larry are both suffering from identity crises, using multi

pie personalities to hide insecurity, and able to talk only

with those who don't really know them.

Even reality becomes unimportant, as Ramirez slips

more and more often into half-dreamed fantasy en-

counters with Larry that take place in snowy places and

involve tests of strength and loyalty. Puig pulls back the

curtain of conventional morality, and sees people as free-

floating beings full of pain and bewilderment, driven by

forces beyond their control. The men u.se each other to try

to redeem themselves, and ironically are torn apart not by

their own "oddness", but by the invasion of reality, duty,

and greed.

Eternal Curse on the Reader of These Pages is a

fascinating and enigmatic piece of work. Puig's probe \nU)

modem life has brought up some interesting ideas about

humanity that are too often forgotten in our superficial at-

tachments to "success."

This novel was bom of a crisis I

went through. I had returned to New
York from a trip, spiritually and

morally exhausted. Within a few

days I spotted this man, while I was

working out in a gym. He was young,

healthy, handsom£. 'Td like to be like

him," I thought. I got to know him

and soon discovered that he was

morally bankrupt. The book is the

outcome ofa series ofinterviews I did

with him.
— Manuel Puig

PROBLEM

"Blank Walls

SOLUTIOK

Posters and Print

OPEN M-F 9-5

Thur 9-9

Sat 11-4

Located In the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY
STORED

The Hampden Gallery, located in the

Southwest residential area, will present an

exhibit of collages and trompe I'oeil pain-

tings by artist Enid Munroe. The exhibit

will open on September 21 and continue

through October 8.

Ms. Munroe currently lives in Conneticut

but her work shows the subtle influence of

the years she spent in Japan. The exhibi-

tion at Hampden is on loan frx)m Impres-

sions Gallery of Boston.

Hampden Gallery is open Monday
through Friday 4-8 p.m. and Sunday 2-5

p.m.
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/§f IMPROVE STUDY HABITS JL
• STOP SMOKING '

Ht

S«H Confid*nc«

Saxwal ProMwm
Hatt Biting Bad WMtmg

Hypnocis can help you nake it

PERMANENT
Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center

CaH or Wrrt* for Fr«e Brochur*
Milton H AskinoM, Member A A. EH.
Avsilabte for Lectures/ Demonetratiorw
The Farrick Buitdir>g, Rte. 9 Hadiey, MA

3/10 mile Hampehire MaN (next to Rocky's HariKvare)

SB4-1919 by Appt. Or>ly aH
EARN AND LEAKN

Excellent opportunity for a UMASS
junior or sophmore marketing/finance

major (minimum age 20) to represent a
major brewer and snack food producer.

Learn marketing from actual experience,

and earn a commission on your actual

sales! Hours are flexible - must have ac-

cess to a car. Send resume to:

College Sales Rep.

P.O. Box 188 Highland Station

Springfield, Mass. 01109
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Texas
Instruments

Dastardly
'

Dgns^
TONIGHT •'^

25c DRAFTS No Cover

|8pm til Closing
36 E. Pleasant St., Amharvt. MA 2B3-9286

r Moth^motlcQlly

Ori*nt*d?

Actuorlol Corner Day
Tuetdoy, S»ptemb*r 14, 1962, 3 PM
Room 1624 Oroduot* Mt^orch Tower

Actuaries are executives in the insurance industry

professionally trained in the science of mathenr>atical

probability- They use mathematical skills to define,

HDodel, analyze and solve complex business and social

problems, and design financially sound insurance and
pension programs. They serve in both technical and
managerial positions. The career requires strong
mathematical and verbal skills. Come to the Career
Day to meet and talk with actuaries from major New
England Insurance Companies and to find out more
about the career and the Actuarial Science Program
at the University. I
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executive

You'l! lead arivi
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YES,YOU MISSA LOT
WITH ARMY ROTC.

Ski enroll in Armv
ROTC Tixiav You 11 miss a lot

- and vou 11 be plad vnu did

For more information,

contact vour Professor ot

Militar. Science

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Contact:

S^ Cpt. Patrick Meriyman

3 545-2321/2322
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SKB
An 8 week course in

SELF HYPNOSIS
Taught By Mort Handler
of Hypnotic Associates
174 Maple Street, Spfld., MA

U-Mass Campus
Sponsored BY

Continuing Ed #W-067
call 545-3653
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Register now for classes

Ballet 'Moc^ern^ Dance -Jazz Dance

A mherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Phone 41 ^ 549 /5 55

Offiujl Shdol lor itic AmhitM BjIIci Ihtjirc { omp.iin

SU/f pboto* by Mik( Kolcf

There was plenty to keep the folks busy at

Northampton's Three County Fair, which ended

this weekend. At top, Greg Bither, 25, holds one

of the puppets he sold at his booth during the

fair. At top right, horses in one of the more than

100 races run during the 10-day fair push toward

the finish line. The races are a major attraction

at the fair, which attracted 113,775 people this

year. On the lower right, bettors line up at the

$10 window. The receipts from the races this

year set a fair record at $5,462,528.

50< OFF
IEXPIRES ANY LARGE HOT OVEN SUB !

.oct7 82 WITH THIS COUPON J

FRFF
I mIbIh with coupon

EXPIRES AND ANY S 2.50 PURCHASE
oct 7/82 OR MORE
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Rock &- Oldies

Tuesday

• 50c drafts, 60 oz pitchers $2.75

• 95c well drinks

- NO COVER -

Wednesday
D.J. - Stone City Shuffle

4 for 1 all night

- NO COVER -

Thursday

"Back by popular demand"

4 for 1

D.J. Bubba

Located at the corner of

University Drive 8- Rt. 9

* Appropriate dress required.
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Olympic hockey star

says other car at fault
WAKP:HAM — Former Olympic hockey goalie Jim

Craig testified yesterday that a Memorial Day weekend

crash that killed a woman occurred after he tried to evade

a car coming at him in the wrong lane.

Ingrid Olsen, the driver of that car, said earlier on the

first day of Craig's trial for motor vehicle homicide that she

saw headlights "in my travel lane" moments before the

two-car collision.

Margaret F. Curry. 29. of New Bedford, a passenger in

Miss Olsen's car, died in the crash on Route 6 in Mat

tapoisett shortly before midnight May 29.

Craig, the goalie on the U.S. Olympic hockey team that

won the gold medal in 1980. testified that he was traveling

west on Route 6 toward his Mattapoisett home when he

saw the headlights of Miss Olsen's car about 100 to 110

yards in front of him.

He said he couldn't go off the road to the right because of

woods, so he went into the ea.stbound lane. Miss Olsen. 30.

of Westport. Mass.. then returned her 1972 Toyota to her

proper lane, the one Craig's 1982 BMW was in. he said.

If convicted of the misdemeanor. Craig faces a maximum

of 2'/* years in prison.

Mattapoisett I'olice Lt. James Santos testified that

neither Miss Olsen nor Craig was drunk although both had

the odor of alcohol on their breaths.

Digest
By the Associated Press

broadcast inWestmoreland called the program.

January, "vicious, false, and contemptible."

But Van Cordon Sauter. president of CBS News, said

"we stand by the broadcast." which he called "a valid

journalistic broadcast about an important issue in the

Vietnam war."

CBS will fight the suit "not only because we see this suit

totally devoid of merit, but because it constitutes a serious

threat to independent journalism in our society." Sauter

said.

The suit was filed in federal court in Greenville. S.C.,

according to Dan Burt. Westmoreland's attorney. The
retired four star general, who headed the Army for four

years in Vietnam, lives in South Carolina.

The action seeks $40 million in general damages and $80

million in punitive damages. The money will be donated to

charity if he wins, Westmoreland said.

In the 90 minute documentary. "The Uncounted Enemy
— A Vietnam Deception." the network said there was a

conspiracy to falsify enemy troop strength to present a

rosier picture of the war.

Atomic blast victims

Insufficient evidence in take govemmentto court
Donovan Mob inquiry
NEW^YORK — A special prosecutor said yesterday that

a renewed inquiry had again found "insufficient credible

evidence" to conclude that Labor Secretary Raymond

Donovan associated with mobsters while he was a con

struction company executive.

Prosecutor Leon Silverman said he had investigated

various reports, including allegations that Donovan had

met with mobsters, funneled Teamsters union political

contributions and been present when a kickback was of

fered

.

But Silverman said. "I continue to be concerned by the

numb«'r of allegations " about Donovan's ties to organized

crime.

Donovan, in a brief statement from Washington, said,

"It is tempting, and probably politically orthodox, for me
to say how pleased and gratified I am that this entire

matter can now be consigned to the historians.

"But. ... I am not pleased and I am not gratified," he

said. "Angry that I've had to endure months and months of

relentless press coverage of groundless charges made by

nameless accusers. Angry that my wife and children have

suffered as only a family can suffer. Angry that my former

business associates have been unfairly maligned.

Gen. Westmoreland

sues CBS for libel

WASHINGTON - Gen. William C. Westmoreland,

claiming he wa.s libeled by CBS in a documentary which

said U.S. military leaders purposely underestimated

enemy troop strength in Vietnam, sued the network for

$120 million yesterday.

SALT LAKE CITY - Hundreds of Americans who
remember the blinding flashes of nuclear bomb tests are
bringing their government to court today as they try to
collect damages as residents of "a national sacrifice area."

A lawsuit by 1.192 alleged victims of nuclear fallout and
their heirs claims that people living in southern Nevada.
Utah and northern Arizona contracted cancer and other
illnesses because of the federal government's above-
ground tests.

The suit claims the government knew, or should have
known, the hazards of the radiation in the giant mushroom
clouds and faiUnl to adequately warn and protect them.

U.S. District Judge Bruce Jenkins was to rule yesterday
on a motion by the government to dismiss the claims.

However. Jenkins has denied similar motions in the past
and lawyers for both sides said they were prepared for the
trial to begin Tuesday.
Above ground testing of nuclear bombs began at the

Nevada Test Site in 1951. They were stopped in 1%2 after

100 announced tests. Since then, 372 announced tests have
been conducted far underground at the same site and 10

others at other sites, according to the Department of

Energy.

Boston disposal firm

agrees to clean waste
BOSTON — SCA Disposal Services has agreed to clean

up all hazardous waste at its landfill in Berkley, where

chemicals have leaked into groundwater supplies, the

attorney general's office announced yesterday.

The Boston company also must supply drinking water to

residents living near the 16 acre landfill, which has been

linked to the contamination of four private wells, said

What's Open Rush?

A time to meet the brotherhood and see the house

in an informal and non-committal atmosphere. We
encourage all University men who are interested in

fraternities or want more than just a degree for

spending four years at UMass. Even if you are con-

tent with the dorms, come down and meet us, you

may change your mind about frats, specificaly

BK0, as did many of us. There's no obligation and

it only takes a short time. Don't narrow yourself

down to one choice. Go to all of the rush parties to

see which house is best suited to your needs. Ask

questions about the living conditions, social ac-

tivities, sports, reputations, food, etc. Ask up-

perclassmen on your floor to suggest a few houses

to start looking at and their respective reputations.

RUSH DATES
Tues Sept. 14,

Wed, Sept. 15,

Thurs, Sept. 16

8:00-10:30^pm

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

All University Men Invited

Stephen M. Leonard, chief of the AG's environmental

protection division.

Leonard said tests must be conducted at the

southeastern Massachusetts site before state officials can

determine how much chemical waste has been illegally

dumped at the solid waste landfill. He estimated the

cleanup would cost in the "tens of thousands of dollars."

SCA, one of the largest waste disposal firms in the

country, also must remove 100.000 drums of liquid

chemicals from a landfill in Wilsonville. 111. where residents

recently won a five year battle to force a shutdown and a

multi-million dollar cleanup of an SCA dump.

SCA spokesman Joseph Boren said yesterday the

Berkley cleanup would be a "relatively minor" project and

"not in the same league" as the Wilsonville site.

The Episcopal Church

updates arm policy vote
NF:W ORLEANS — The Episcopal Church, in its

strongest criticism ever of the arms buildup, called

yesterday for an immediate nuclear freeze by the

superpowers and a 50 percent reduction in their nuclear

arsenals.

The denomination's governing convention also urged

both the United States and the Soviet Cnion to embrace

policies against any first strike use of nuclear weapons.

The positions were approved after lengthy discussion in

the House of Bishops, concurring with earlier action in the

other branch of the church's bicameral legislature, the lay-

clergy House of Deputies.

On the ninth day of their 11 day convention, church

representatives also }«pproved a national church budget of

$20.8 million a year, up 11 percent, but undercut funding

hopes for a new program among the poor.

Chlorine gas explosion;

residents evacuate
RESERVE. La. — A thundering explosion at a chemical

company spread a thick cloud of green, deadly chlorine gas

yesterday and forced the evacuation of about 3,500 people

in this Mississippi River town, officials said.

There were no reports of injuries, but a civil defense

spokeswoman said several ambulances were in the area

and some people appeared to have inhaled toxic fumes.

The explosion followed a fire near a chlorine tank at the

Jones Chemical Co., civil defense officials said.

"There was a massive, massive, rolling gray layer of

clouds of smoke," Edith Vicknair of the parish's civil

defense said of the fire.

"As soon as I got there, an explosion went off like

fireworks — several times — and it went up and shot

green, chartreuse green, about 50 feet into the air," she

said. "I tell you. that's a poisonous looking son of a gun."

About half of the town's residents were evacuated from

schools and residences, she said. Children were taken to a

shelter at the Ix)uisiana Power & Light Co. but none were

reported hurt.

Ms. Vicknair said firefighters from surrounding areas

were called and the fire appeared to be under control in

less than an hour.

UAW rejects Chrysler

offer threatens strike
HIGHLAND PARK. Mich. - The United Auto Workers

union yesterday rejected Chrysler Corp.'s latest economic
offer and threatened to strike unless agreement is reached

by 12:01 a.m. tomorrow.

President Douglas Fraser said the union had turned
down the company's offer, which did not include a wage
increase or pension improvements. The offer did include a

cost -of living allowance based on profits.

"The ball is in the company's court." Fraser said.

The announcement was made at a union news conference

at Chrysler's headquarters here. The company did not

have a response immediately.

"I'm not saying how we'll strike but there'll be a strike."

Fra-ser said. However, the union chief said that while

'ihert's an enormous amount of work to do ... it's not

insurmountable."

Fraser siiid that negotiation probably would continue
around the clock right up to the deadline.

The current contract covers 43.200 U.S. autoworkers
with another 40.000 on indefinite layoff.

Chrysler's proposal, presented Sunday, was for a two-
year economic pact and a three-year pact covering non-

economic items. Fraser said.

The UAW proposed a oneyear contract on economic
terms and a two-or three-year agreement on non-economic
items.
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ACROSS 45 Estimated 12 Easy to handle

1 Notiel Physicist 47 Shipping pts 14 Fabric workers

of 1944 49 Spillover 17 Velodromes

5 Wuodunit 50 Grinding halt 21 Staff member

9 Artist's haven 54 the crown 23 Lachrymal secre-

13 Turkish cavalry of life Cicero tions

man 58 Foil 25 Fanon

14 Charitable one 59 Product lag 26 Prepares pota

15 Silk spinner 61 Nil toes a certain way

16 Words of greeting 62 Polite word in 27 Strongholds

18 Metric unit Hamburg 29 Modern weapon,

19 Experience anew 63 Spores on a plant tor short

20 The and 64 Easy task 30 The bottom line

equal station 65 Reverberate 31 Uneven, as

22 Vehicle 66 Busy sounds margins

24 Steinbeck charac 34 Eng sch

ter 35 Bakery workers

25 True ' DOWN 38 Lab Item

28 Think 1 European in 39 Haphazardly

32 Commotions dustnal region 41 Stings

33 Lit urgtcal vest- 2 Plant of the Illy 42 Coral island

ment family 44 Not alert

36 City section 3 Sound like a call 46 Deserted

Abbr 4 Show 48 Kind of boom

37 Israeli city 5 Avian sound 50 Marshy places

38 Bridge unit 6 Blame 51 At the time of

39 speak (as it 7 Round up 52 Home of music

were) B Gridiron play, old 53 Central part

40 Allow style 55 Ben Adhem

41 Daring exploit 9 Stowe character 56 Source

42 Souls, in Spam 10 Unusual Scot. 57 New Havenites

43 Written matter 11 Decree 60 Siouian

We need comics!

UMass students with a sharp wit and

steady pen are needed to submit comic

strips to the Collegian. Send samples to the

Collegian Managing Editor, 113 Campus

Center, or call 545-3500 for more informa-

tion.

\

D.C. MENU i

LUNCH
Cheeseburger

Spaghetti with Gardei

Vegetables

DINNER J
Roast Turkey/Dressing «

1 Gravy, Cranberry Sauce •
Grilled Frankfurts with J

Rolls I

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burgers

Spaghetti with Garder

Vegetables

BASICS DINNER I
Brazilian Rice C'asserole •

1 Roast Turkey/Dressing ?
]ravy. Oanherry Sauce •
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ITIM AM MICRIPTION *^-

TRAVEL IAS8...LLAMA SKIN. METAL ZIPPERS, SHOULDER STRAP

...IDEAL FOR MANY U8E8 MW
SHOULDER BAGS... SEVERAL COMPARTMENTS. ..UNI-SEX

LEATHER CRAFTED...8REAT 74.95

GARMENT BAGS. ..IDEAL FOR MEN AND WOMEN 84 95

MAGIC BAGS.. .FOLDS FROM TRAVEL BAG TO TOTE BAG 59.95

BRIEFCASES...FOR SCHOOL OR BUSINESS 89 95

LEATHER WALLETS...A GREAT GIFT IDEA 25.00

DIGITAL PEN WATCH...VERY UNIQUE
^f

95

DIGITAL BUTANE LIGHTER... SUPER GIFT! «.00

BACKGAMMON... DELUXE MODEL. FELT LINING. FULLY PADDED 59.00

40 PIECE SOCKET WRENCH SET. ..INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 62.95

INDUSTRIAL PLIER SET. .MANY. MANY USES *9.95

WALKING STEREO CASSEHE PLAYER. . WITH HEADPHONES 69 95

WALKING STEREO AM/FM RADIO. . WITH HEADPHONES 49.95

WALKING STEREO FM RADIO...WITH HEADPHONES 39.95

TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK i DESK SET. IDEAL GIFT »
JJ

CARVING SET...WOFESSIOHAL QUALITY ^.SS

STEAK KNIVES.. .8 PIECE SET... SURGICAL STEEL M 95

UMGHELLA...AUTOMATIC OPENING ^ "„
LUQ0A6E. SHOULDER BAGS. TOTE BAGS. GYM BAGS. GARMENTS SAVE-

• • ^8HOP MOW FOR CHRISTMAS* •

TOUR
PNICf

20.00^^

23 00

26.00

20.00

28.00

10.00

9.00

19.00

15.00

18.00

15.00

29.00

22.00

19.00

18.00

18.00

16.00

6.00
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Sponsored by
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91.1 FM

SAVE
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You are the eyes and
ears of the Collegian. If

you see a story, tell us

about it.
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WEATHER
*

Fog thinning to hazy

sunshine today. Highs in

the mid 70.s to lower 80s.

Inrrea.sing cloudiness

tonight. Lows in the mid
.50s to lower 60s.

Tomorrow partly cloudy.

Highs in the mid to upper
70s.

8

8

8

8

I
8

00 OFF
Any Purchase

Choose from our collection

of quality clothing and
footwear at affordable

prices for men, women,
boys and girls.

coupon per purchase

sale Items not mcluded

minimum $20.00

Coupon good thru

9/18/82.

1

Route 9, Hadlcy. 584-9690.

Monday to Saturday, 10:00-9:30.
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SUfr fkMa hj JlB Floyd

Freshman Katie Mani^ni returns a yolley at tennis practice yester-
day.

* field hockey
Continued from page 20

Hixon is optiinistic towards starting this

year off against a top contender. Nor-

thwestern was in the area this past

weekend and lost 2-1 to North Carolina, a

team that UMass scrimmaged with last

week and played evenly.

Northwestern is led by high scorer senior

Nancy Fisher, who last year averaged a
goal a game.
"They get a lot of their scoring from cor-

ners and our defense will be out to prevent
this today," said Hixon. Hixon said that

Northwestern is the type of team that is

susceptable to fast breisiks and UMass will

try to take advantage of this weakness

Hixon's game plan is to start off with the

offensive punch from the first whistle on

and she imagines that Northwestern will be

playing a man-to-man defense. This season

will pve the players who were overshadow-

ed offensively by Strong and Caples the op-

portunity to shine.

The heat could be a detriment to the

players, but sim worshippers will have an

opportunity to sunbathe while cheering on

the stickwomen from the upper NOPE hill.

r********^^*************

Newswe^

The CareerGame
^:j

Book learning will get you by. But it's not

enough to get you ahead. And that's what

you want: to get ahead ... to play a bigger

game.
Higher education means knowing more

than what you learn in the classroom. It

means knowing more about the world you

live in. That's where Newsweek and the

exciting new supplement, Newsweek On
Campus, come in. They can give you the

tools you need to play. . .and win.

Newsweek puts a world of news into

perspective every week, with award-winning

style and impact.

And Newsweek On Campus adds a

unique dimension, especially for you. Writ-

ten by Newsweek editors, with reporting by
staff reporters and college correspondents

across the world, this quarterly supplement

brings you features of student interest-with

stories ranging from the nuclear freeze and
racial conflict to scifi movies and rock video,

plus regular columns by well-known experts

on music, film and humor
So. whether your bigger game means

getting a job or getting into grad school -get
ahead with the wimiing combination of

Newsweek and Newsweek On Campus.

Look for IiewSWedl@r!fl(ggilQSj|Mig^ in your copy of Newsweek
and OS a supplement to your campus newspaper.
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Sox lose
BOSTON (AP) - Con-

verted reliever Ed Whitson

whipped Boston for the

second time within a week

as the Cleveland Indians

defeated the Red Sox and

rookie Dennis Boyd in his

major league debut 3-1

Monday night in the first

half of a doubleheader.

Whitson, 4 2. shut out the

Red Sox in Cleveland last

Wednesday in a route going

performance. However, he

needed relieT help from Dan

Spillner in the final two

innings to make it two in a

row over Boston, which

scored with two outs in the

ninth on Rick Miller's RBI

single.

Boyd, promoted from

Bristol of the Eastern

League Sept. 1 after posting

a 14 8 record with a 2.85

earned run average in AA
ball this season, was tagged

for seven hits and two runs

in 51 -3 innings.

The Indians picked up a

run in the first on Toby

Harrah's two-out double to

left and Mike Hargrove's

single.

Cleveland made it 2-0 in

the fourth on a single by

Andre Thornton, an infield

out and a two-out single by

Rick Manning.
The Indians added a run in

the eighth off Tom
Burgmeier on a walk to

Thornton, a sacrifice and a

single by Manning. Thor-

nton was thrown out at the

plate by left fielder Jim

Rice, but third base umpire

George Maloney ruled that

Boston third baseman
Carney Lansford had in-

terfered with the runner,

nullifying the apparent

putout and allowing the run

to score.

Whitson, complaining of a

sore knee, then gave way to

Spillner, who earned his

18th save.

Certificate

Watch Here

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash »n advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Ph^ne number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE
~

75 Datsun B210 - extremely reliable, one
owner, well-maintained, fall sticker $1800.

or BO days 203-683-2222 ext. 2086 even-

ings - 253-3528

1975 Fiat 128 good running condition call

253-3871 leave message

74 AMC Qremlin-X stan. trans 8 cyl.

AM/FM many new engine parts asking

$700 ask for Ann 546-4946

1971 Buick Skylark 895$ call 253 9987 ask

for Jack

73 Chevy Vaga good condition, paint, in-

terior $700 546-8289

1978 VW Scirocco excellent condition BO
549^2696

1970 Volvo 142 runs excellent, new radials,

new exhaust. $995.00 253 2098

74 Vaga running condition needs some
work $100 546^5510

73 Suparbaatle rebuilt

549^771 after 7 PM
motor 1500

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivarad by professioani bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Theresa 253-7822

BOSE 901 SERIES IV
~

Great Speakers with equalizer handle any

wattage new condition $780 256-0170

ENTERTAINMENT

Band now taking bookings for parties,

oldies and 80's rock call Mark 546-5002

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS!
Dorms, semis, Greeks. Fall Specials! Call

Now! Paul 549-4405

FOR RENT
~

Coffeehouae Sound Syatem call Arm-
strong Bros 549-0363 545-0244

Huge 2 bedroom apt available im-
mediately. Lantern Court Sunderland call

546^1215

Spirit Haus Refrigeretor Rentals small

compact dorm units, call for deliveries, te!

253 5384 256-8433

Need a houae to live in: Sigma Kappa
sorority is taking female boarders. Call

256-6887 ask for Leona or an officer

FOR SALE
~

Typewriter Olivetti Editor, electric, used,

good condition $150 549 6889

2 cubic ft fridg like new $60 666-3914

Refrigerator, cube used 1 sem $80. or

80, f^ike 549-4770

Refrigerator, dorm size, like new,
cheaper than renting I $60, 549-5186

7 cbc ft

549-6416

it's

refrig $100 or 80 call Bob

Guitar Yamaha FG336 excelient condition

Patty 549-4834

Banjo 5 string excellent for beginners in-

struction book two lessons included 200
eve 5-7 pm 666-8796

Vornado Cube Refrigerator excellent

condition, original carton $75 or 80
666-4142

Small refrig, like new call 549-6992 keep
trying $75

Jimmy Cliff & Peter Tosh tickets 5th
row. Boston Sept 18. Best offer. 6-6295

Nike nylon Cortex shoe - wonr>ens size 7
excellent condition - too small, worn once.
After 1 1 pm 549 2625 $20

Dorm refrigerator - used one senr>ester,

great shape, $60 or best offer. Call Lisa at

256-8373

King size Waterbed was $275 asking 150
call 369-4666

Who Tickets JFK Stadium Phila 9/25 5th

row stadium best offer 6-5003 ask for Hiioh

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and p>art time staff for public

education ft fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week b $160-$225/week Call

Cin^y at 256^6434

Experienced relieble childcare sought
for 3 yr old. Full or pt time own transporta-

tion call Carolyn 253-3162

Houseboys for locsl sorority 24 hrs per

week, payment-house's meal plan
545-0527 anytime

Earthfoods is hiring. Work on Campus, be
your own boss. Applications on kitchen

door in SUB t>eing accepted until Sept. 15

at noon.

Assistanta to the speaker of the student

senate applications available in 420 Student
Union on Wednesday, Sept 8th due Friday,

Sept 17th women Et third world students

encouraged to apply.

People's Marltet a student run natural

foods store IS hiring several new workers.

Work involves ten hours a week in store, at-

tendence of Tues night meetings, and com
mirtment to working collectively with other

workers. Work study & non work study

students accepted. Applications available

on Market door SU 328 and are due no later

than 9/15 at 4 P.M.

Free Home Cooked Meals, kitchen

help>ers needed you can get rebate from the

dining commons. No experience necesary

Call immediately 545-2150 ask for JC or

Mandy at Pi Kappa Alpha

Recycling project has work-study open
ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

INSTRUCTION
~

Aerobic Class exercise to music 20 classes

for $40 call Pani at 549 6375

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and
shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2096

ISSHINRYU KARATE

First Club Meeting: September 16Thur5-

day 7:00 pm Febcing Room 8 NOPE Gym

LOST

Help! Keys lost on the evening of Wed,
Sept 9 (possibly in the Pub) reward! please

call 546^1477

Wallet near Price Chopper or Brittany if

found please return 253-2496 no questions

MOTORCYCLES

utilities. Call Eva or Cathy at 253-9971 or

54&0939

80 Honda
2539794

CB760 F best conditioncall

Yamaha 11004 months old mint best offer

666^3447

1981 Honda CB 660 Custom Exc cond
looks new Rick day 545^ 1 356 night 253 7984
asking $1900

1982 Honda CX600 1.400 m. radiator

driveshafi windsheild $1995 256-8921

1972 Kawasaki 360 Triplehead good
transportation only $500 253-3800

MOVING SERVICES

Moving Servicea fast professional ser-

vice, local or within 50 miles, reasonable
rates, for free estimate call 549-3568

MUSICIANS

Guitariat wants to join or form a serious

heavy metal band into originals. Am willing

to play rhythm. Call Chris at 546-4375 keep
trying

PERSONALS

Speed reading, nf>enr>ory, concentration,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M.
Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst
536-2794

Come out, come out, wherever you
are I People's Gay Alliance is beginning its

second decade at UMass. First meeting
Wednesday at 7:30 in 4138 Student Union.

For more information call 545-0154 or stop
by. All are welcome I

Would you like to be a student senator?
25 signatures will put you on the ballot!

Nomination papers available in the Senate
Office, Rm 420 Student Union from Thurs-

day, Sept 4 through Fri Sept 24. For more
info, call 545-0341 . Women & Third World
students are encouraged to apply.

Stick it in your earl I Free piercing with
j

purchase of studs! Artistically placed
\

singles tool 14k bracelets $9 Expert repairs

Siiverscape 253 3324

Happy Birthday Staph - Hope you have a

wonderful day, "Punicin"! Love yal

Jacques: S & M on your birthday?! You
love it, we know! We love you, tool Happy
19th I XOXO Sab & Mel

Lost
6010

Frank Hoabich if found call Dan

Hey Lynnex. Thanks for a great summer of

love (and fall, winter. . .) another date to

remember, August 15, I love you more each

day. Seanex

Help stop the Reagan madness
volunteer with the Kennedy Campaign call

Charlie at 6-771 we need people now!

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couplaa, family. Sliding fee
scale. Psychological Services Center
546-0041

RADIO WMUA
Students interested in gaining practical

radio experience are invited to attend the
first general station meeting of WMUA 91 .

1

FM, the student operated station at UMass.
The meeting will be at 7:30 pm on Thurs-
day, Sept 16 in Herter 227. See you there.

RESUME WRITINQ

Quick/Confidential /Efficient call after 5
pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOM WANTED

LDP is looking for female boarders for

fall semester 82. Includes 21 meals &

Male intern need housing now til Oct 8
have cash Shawn 253-3076

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Femele Roommate wanted to share 2
bedroom apt Northwood call 546-5018
more info.

Own bdrm $127 per mo., utilities inci caN
after 5:00 p.m. 666-3022.

Roommate wanted 1 bdrm fully fumished
in Rolling Green $200 all util incid call Dave
256-8006.

Female student wanted to share
Southwood apartment call 256-8868 keep
trying

Roommate needed Puffton Village caN
Yat 549-6249

Female Roommate wanted to share rooi

in Townehouse apt. $126. Call Susan,

549 3868

WAKE-UP SERVICE
~

Having trouble catching that 8:00
Statistics or the 9:00 English class? Do you
push your snooze button so many tinrtes

that you miss an important exam? Wake-up
service starts next Monday For 5 bucks
you and your roommate ($2.50 each) can
be on time even after a nights studying at

the pub. Call Rob 549-0023

WANTED
~

Babysitter in my Pelham home 2
children 1 1 : 1 5 am 3: 1 5 pm Mon Tues Wed
256-0889

PkaseRecycle This Collegian

WANTED:
MEN:

TO siN<i In tIie

UNivERsiry CNoraUI

Fun! pRiENds!

Concert Tours!

caU 5-0521

Student Work-Study
Employment

Typesetters Needed

Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union
SGA Communications Office

545-0341 Ext 28
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Gettler's troops take on Bridge port at Boyden
By CHARISSE FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

It will '>e very important for the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team to play this afternoon's season opener

against the University of Bridgeport

slightly more conservatively than might be

expected. Since Thursday's scrimmage
with Amherst College, the University team
may lack some of the depth that it had, due
to player injuries.

Luckily, not all of the injured squad
members will be confined to the bench for
the season. Lenn Margolis and Mike
Gibbons will probably be able to participate
in today's game if UMass coach Jeff Gettler

sees fit. Unfortunately, injuries sustained

by Steven Berlin were slightly more serious

and may keep him on the bench for a more
prolonged period of time.

"We don't have a lot of depth... It'll be a

more conservative game," said Gettler. The
backups are inexperienced and need work,
so Gettler isn't going to over commit his

team to anything that they can't handle.

CalUgtea pUto ky Sm MillcU

Peter Vasiliadis dribbles the soccer ball past an Amherst College defender during last week's
scrimmage against Amherst. The Minutemen open their regular season today against the Univer-
sity of Bridgeport on Boyden Field at 3 p.m.

In preparation for today's eame. thft

hooters have worked especially hard on set

plays, namely restarts. Restarts occur

anytime the ball is stopped and either

corner kicks, goal kicks, direct or indirect

free kicks, penalty kicks, and throw-ins.

The team will have set plays for each of

these restarts, in an attempt to look for

extra goals. Coach Gettler is working the

team extra hard on the restarts, as a result

of a study that had been done that states

that 60 percent of goals that are scored are

scored off of restarts. This is Gettler's

attempt at saving and possibly earning his

team a few extra goals.

Freshmen who are going to be playing

varsity this season are; Tom Ushok, Eon
John, Mike Belline, Chris Gift, and Mark
Jeffrey. Seniors on the team who will be

trying to improve on last season's record of

5-10-1 are Mike Mahoney and Mike Gib-

bons. In addition to a new coach, the team
also has a new captain, junior Kevin Flynn.

Playing in the middle positions for the UM
squad are sweeper Michael Runacre and

stopper Lenn Margolis. "There is an old

axiom that says you should have your
strength up the middle, and they (Runacre

and Margolis) are up the middle", said

Gettler.

Jeff Smith, who started for the junior

varsity squad last season, will be an in-

tegral part of the varsity team this season.

"Smith will be the key to the season," said

Gettler.

"Bridgeport has the best team that it has

had for the last eight years," said Gettler.

The University of Bridgeport has two
English freshmen in the positions of striker

and sweeperback. Another asset to the

Bridgeport squad will be Benedict Wisseh.

a junior from Libya, who i.s one of the top

forwards in New F^ngland. Last season che

UM team lost to Bridgeport 3-2 in overtime.
"1 don't know how we will do, but I think

that we can win," said Gettler.

P'or those who enjoyed last season's game,
this season should be even more enjoyable.

For thoses who have never been to a UMass
soccer game, it is advisable to get to

Boydon varsity field just, a few minutes
before 3:00 in case the hill fills up early.

..•while Hixon's host Northwestern atNOPE
By JENNIFER KUPPER
Collegian Correspondent

On the eve of the University of Massachusetts opening

field hockey game, Pam Hixon's final words to her team

still echoed on the practice field long after the women
descended to the showers.

"...We are the better team, we are competent. I KNOW
we are the better team," Hixon said with conviction.

Hixon enters her fifth season as head coach of the

Minutewomen today against Northwestern University of

Chicago, at the NOPE upper field at 3:30 p.m.

The team is one in transition and has worked very hard

this preseason, according to Hixon. The women must com-

pensate for the loss of superstars Judy Strong and Sue

Caples. Nevertheless, this year's team appears to be

strong and capable. Their work is cut out for them,

though, to replace the scoring punch of Strong and Caples.

Unlike years past, the team will play with a four man
forward line. Hixon feels this will add to the strength and

sureness needed for scoring power, since as of yet no

single person has emerged as a dominate scorer.

"We hop)e to get a lot of the goals from the comers,"

Hixon said, "they (the forwards) all have the ability to

score."

Sharing the responsibilities on the forward line will be

Pam Moryl, Tish Stevens, Patti Smith, Alison Rioux, Tina

Coffin, and sisters Diane and Sandi Kobel.

Seeing action in midfield this season will be Judy

Morgan (back after missing last season with a knee

injury), Caroline Kavanaugh, Sue Packard, and freshman

Megan Donnelly.

Anchoring the defense is two year varsity veteran Patty

Shea in goal, who is said to be the "best goalie in New
England." In front of Shea, Chris Coughlin will be a

sweeper (also back after missing last season). Rounding

out the backfield will be Ro Tudryn, Carol Progulske and

Nancy (ioode.

Although the team was in good shape when it returned

for practice, it has unfortunately begun to thin out due to

injury. Andrea Muccini will be out approximately six

weeks after having a tooth knocked out in preseaon.

Freshman Chris Kooot will also be out while she is

recovering from a stress fracture in her lower leg. Kocot

should be back in a few weeks.

Today's game will be a fine opeing challenge as Nor-

thwestern and UMass were both nationally ranked teams

last season. Contmued on page 18
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Dukakis and Sears victorious
King backs

Dukakis
BOSTON (AP) - Fresh from victory in a

bitter primary fight, former Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis sought peace within the

Democratic party last night by asking for

help from supporters of the defeated Gov.

Edward J. King.

An hour later King said he would endorse
his opponent.

"This was another defeat for

Reaganomics," Ehikakis said in claiming

victory three hours after the polls closed,

"and for the policies of the Reagan ad-

ministration. I hope it's a message not just

across this state but across the nation

because there are other states like us that

are hurting as much if not more."

"Our hearts go out to Jody and Ed King

because Kitty and I know what it is like to

pour your heart and soul into the govemor-

shi|»« . . arjd th«n to toae in a primary,"

Dukakis added about the Kings and his

own wife.

"We share their pain because we ex-

perienced it and want to extend our best

wishes."

In his victory speech before several thou-

sand cheering supporters in the ballroom of

his hotel headquarters, Dukakis invited

King's supporters to back him in his

November bid for the governor's seat.

"We welcome them into this effort," said

Dukakis. "We share many of the same

goals and values. I want them to know we
want them to be a part of our coalition. . .

for a strong, vigorous and successful

November election.

Dukakis, who called his victory "a second

chance," referred to his 1978 primary loss

to King.

His mention of King drew lusty boos in

the ballroom from his supporters, but as

Dukakis continued to speak, the boos turn-

ed to cheers.

Continued on page 8

AP L4w*rplM>to

Michael Dukakis
waves to supporters

upon winning the
Massachusetts
Democratic primary.
Rig^ht, Governor Ed-

ward King reacts dur-

ing his concession
speech.

Landslide
in Amherst
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

In an outcome that could help define the

course of Massachusetts' Democratic party

in years to come, Michael S. Dukakis last

night defeated Governor Edward J. Kinn^

in Amherst's gubernatorial primary elec-

tion.

Of the 3,975 voters registered in the

town of Amherst who cast their ballots at

the eight precincts, Dukakis received 3,544

votes to overcome King by 3, 113 votes, en-

ding the state's most devisive primary
race.

On the Republican gubernatorial ballot,

Amherst's electorate voted John W. Sears

as the candidate who will confront Dukakis

in the November election. Sears, securing

189 votes, defeated Andrew H. Card who
received 115 votes and John R. Lakian who
gained 94 votes.

The result of the Democrat's five-way

race for the office of lieutenant governor
ended in a local victory for Evelyn Murphy
who secured a substantial 1,589 votes.

Murphy confronted Democrats Lois G.
Pines, who received 603 district votes;

John F. Kerry, who received 562 votes;

Lou Nickinello, who acquired 176 Amherst
votes; and Samuel Rotondi, who gathered

208 town votes.

Murphy will face Republican Leon J.

Lombardi, an unopposed candidate in last

night's primary, this coming November.
Mary L. Wentworth, write in candidate

on the Democratic ballot for the position of

representative in Congress in the first Con-
gressional district, overwhelmingly
defeated Republican Silvio 0. Conte, Who
was also runnmg as a write-in Democratic

candidate, with a district total of 975 votes.

Conte also ran as an unopposed Republican

for the same office. On his own party's

ticket, Conte received 360 votes.

For the office of governor's councillor.

Democrats Edward M. O'Brien and
Charles F. McCarthy battled it out unop-

posed by a Republican. O'Brien gained vic-

tory with a regional vote of 1,315, while

McCarthy finished with a total of 682 from
town residents.

Stanley J. Kozera defeated his

Democratic opponent Sean E. O'Leary for

Hampshire county's register of deeds.

Kozera pulled through the primary with a
count of 1,304 votes. O'Leary lagged

behind with a close final 1,022 votes. The
Republican party had a vacant slot for this

Pos'^'O"- Continued on page 8

Departments say new UM staff not enough

Maura Coughlin passes the ball between outstretched leg^s of Judy Morgan during field hockey
practice yesterday at the upper NOPE field. The team plays at home today against Northwestern
UniYersity at 3:30 p.m.

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegrian Staff

The newly hired members of the University of

Massachusetts faculty wUl only serve to bring their major's

curriculum nearer to its minimum level of undergraduate

training, according to many departments, allowing for

little expansion.

"We're running harder and harder to stand still," said

Professor Parker Worthinglon, chairman of the Marketing

Department, which received one of the 18 new faculty

member positions opened this summer despite reductions

in other areas of the UMass budget.

"Sometimes courses were not given due to lack of

faculty." said Nigar Khan, administrative officer of the

Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) department,

which hired five new staff members. Khan said three of the

hirees were filling vacated positions, while the additional

two are needed for the ECE department to keep pace in its

"constantly expanding" field, mostly through graduate

level course additions.

Dr. John Eldridge, chairman of the Chemical

Engineering department, said their two new faculty

members will fill "needs that have been met in the past,

"

but that have subsequently experienced "very substantial

growth." He said the professor will help provide access to

ordinarily oversubscribed courses and enable added

courses on the graduate level.

Chairman Richard A.sebrook said much of the over

crowding in the Accounting department is due to the

areound 20 other departments outside the School of

Business Administration (SBA) which "if not requiring, are

strongly suggesting" that their students take accounting

courses.

"You don't have to be an accountant, but you have to be

able to talk to an accountant." Asebrook said, very few

sections are not filled over capacity, with some waiting

lists having more students than the number of those ac-

tually in the course.

While understaffing has meant waiting lists and crowded
classrooms for many, it has forced some majors to
graduate students with less of an education than desired.

"Unfortunatly. we've had to do that. " said Dr. William

Rice, chairman of the Wood Technology Program, which

returned to a four professor staff after five years with

three. "Many (students) have gone out without the wood
chemistry backgrround of wood technology," Rice said of

one of the previously abandoned areas required "to make
our program meet the nj?eds of the commonwealth" which

can now be met with the new professor.

Parker, however, claiming such problems to be "just the

opposite" in the SBA. said money is only part of package

of incentives needed to attract quality professors in a

"seller's market." As part of a school "drowning in

students," though, Parker said the Marketing department

is constantly looking for new faculty members, and feels

"very, very good" about the new addition.
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World and national news

Lebanese president killed, eight

others die in Beirut blast
BEIRUT. Lebanon (API — President-elect Bashir

Gemayel was killed yesterday in a bomb blast that shat

teredhis Christian Phalange Party headquarters in east

Beruit.

Earlier reports had said Gemayel survived, but eight of

his party members perished and at least 50 others were

wounded.
The sources said Gemavel's body was found in the rubble

of the building on Saissine Square a few hours after the

explosion at 4 p.m. (10 pa.m. EDT). It occured as the 34

year old president elect prepared to address a rally of 400

of his followers.

The Phalange Party's radio station had reported earlier

that (iemayel survived unscratched and walked away from

the rubble. It said cheers went up from a crowd in the

Chritian neighborhootl. church bells rang and Phalangist

mUitiamen fired their guns to celebrate the report that

Gemayel had survived. It even attributed a quote to the

president elect, reporting he said. "I'm safe. Thank God

this incident is past."

The radio station went off the air several hours later as

reports raced through the war-ravcaged city that the

president elect was dead.

Lebanon s state radio made no announcement, but a few

minutes after 11 p.m. (5 p.m. EDT) it began playing
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solemn, classical music.

His death appeared certain to bring a new wave ot

bloody fighting between Lebanon's right wing Christians

and Moslem leftists. It also threatened the delicate Imks

Israel has created with the Lebanese Christian mUitias

following the 1975 76 civil war between the Christians and

an alliance of Moslems and Palestinian guerillas.

No group asserted responsibility for the bombing.

Munitions experts said an estimated 400 pounds of ex-

plosives were used for the device.

Israel invaded Lebanon June 6, forcing the Palestine

Liberation organization gueriUas to be evacuated from

their stronghold in Moslem west Beirut, and IsraeU Prime
,

Minister Menachem Begin had been pressing Gemayel to

formallv recognize the Jewish state.

(iemayel was elected president on Aug. 23 by

ParUament in a special session that was boycotted by a

number of Moslem legislators. He was to take office Sept.

23

He has surviveu two other attempts on his life in the

bloody conflicts here that pitted not only the Moslems

against the Christians but also involved fights between

different factions.

The explosion ripped down a third of the building that

housed the neighborhood Phalange Party headquarters.

UAW may strike
HIGHLAND PARK. Mich. (AP) - A midnight strike

deadline hung over negotiations between Chrysler Corp.

and the United Auto Workers (UAW) as bargainers sought

agreement yesterday on a new contract for 43,200 em-

ployees.

Meanwhile, negotiators for the UAW and General

Motors of Canada Ltd. reached a tentative agreement on a

new contract about 12 hours before the current pact for

some 33,000 workers expired at midnight.

Contract talks were continuing last night between the

UAW and General Dynamics Corp. of St. Louis, the

nation's largest defense contractor. A contract covering

5,200 former Chrysler Defense subsidiary employees also

expired at midnight.

Former film sUr Princess Grace of Monaco

smiled as she left her son Albert's graduation

from Amherst College two years ago. Princess

Grace. 52. died last night of a cerebral

hemorrage, the result of injuries sustained in a

car crash Monday.
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Mass PIRG campaigns
for bottle law support
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

As part of their strategy to prevent the

bottle law from being overturned,

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPIRG) Chapters and communi-

ty members around the state took advan-

tage of yesterday's elections to leaflet the

polls with information about the bottle law

and encourage people to vote on the up-

coming November referendum.

Lisa DeCarolis, chairwoman of MasPIRG
at the University of Massachusetts, said,

"It was a great opportunity to reach over a

million voters in Massachusetts and give

them the facts concerning the bottle law

and why it is so important for it not to be

overturned."

"By having community members and

students hand out leaflets it was also a

chance to show the bottling industry that

we are together on this and that there is

community support for the law," DeCarolis

said.

The bottle bill became law last November

when the House and Senate overrode the

Governor's veto that has killed the bottle

bill in the previous years. But the bottling

industry is trying to have the law repealed

by putting a referendum question on the

Nov. 2 ballot. If the bottling industry suc-

ceeds in getting a majority of the vote then

the law will be overturned, but if they fail

to get 50 percent of the vote then the bottle

law will go into effect this January.

The bottle law is a five cent deposit on all

bottles, cans and plastic bottles. "The idea

with the law is to encourage everyone to

return their aluminum cans and bottles to

the store so they can be recycled,"

DeCarolis said.

The bottle bill is question #4 on the

refemdum ballot. A yes vote, is a vote to

keep the bottle law. Massachusetts is one

of the few states in the region that does not

currently have the law in effect, whereas

New York, Connecticut, Vermont and

Maine all do.

"But Massachusetts is a key state that

would force New Hampshire and Rhode

Island to have the law passed that would

put pressure on numy other states nation-

wide to also have the bottle bill passed,"

said DeCarolis.

MassPIRG is a student run organization

working with a professional staff of resear-

chers, lobbyists and organizers to promote

the public interest in consumer and en-

vironmental issues. UMassPIRG project

groups include a consumer advisory ser-

vice, recycling project and energy and

hazardous waste projects. The main issue

for the fall is the bottle bill.

Other upcoming MassPIRG projects are

a statewide bike-a-thon on Columbus Day
weekend, a clean-a-thon and community

leafleting, designed to raise money and en-

courage people to vote for the law on Nov.

2. There vnll be a general MassPIRG
meeting at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 28

in the Campus Center, room 163.

Callcgtaa pkato ky Drtw Ogicr

The hamburglar discussed politics with a friend at the Kielbasa Festival

in Chicopee this weekend. J

Aid cuts, recruitment cited

in low minority enrollment
By JEFF ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The number of minority students enter-

ing the University of Massachusetts this

fall has decreased and while admissions of-

ficials blame competition from private col-

leges, others say the University is not ac

tively looking for minorities.

Juan P. Caban, associate director of ad-

missions for minority students, said the

number of minorities entering the Univer-

sity as freshmen fell 3.7 percent this fall,

down to 115.

"Percentage-wise, a school like Amherst

college gets a greater percentage of

minority students for a school their size

than does UMass," Caban said.

He said financial aid cuts and increased

aid being offered by private colleges have

increased competition among minority

students and resulted in the "very

moderate" number of minonties enrolling

at UMass.
But John Lopes, career coordinator for

the Committee for the Collegiate education

of Black and other Minority Students

(CCEBMS) said the decrease in minority

enrollment can be attributed to a lack of

recruitment by the University.

"(UMass) doesn't recruit in Uie proper

fashion when recruiting minorities," Lopes

said. "More of an effort is needed to target

the right areas with large minority popula-

tions."

Lopes said more financial aid should be

offered to lower-income minority students

to encourage them to attend Umass. This

year, he said, several minority students

were unable to return to school because

they were short money due to financial aid

cuts.

Caban said the admissions office hopes to

increase the number of minority students

at UMass to better reflect the state's

minority population of 6.8 percent, which

was recorded in the 1980 state census.

According to the admissions office, 3.2

percent of the 1980 freshman class were

minorities. In 1981, the number of minority

students rose to 6.5 percent of incoming

students, a total of 268.

C4ill«ctaa photo by Sui Millet

Merrill Gay, statewide coordinator of student activities on the bottle

law and Mitch Gaslin, member of MassPIRG's local and sUte board of

directors. ^
Speaker says color barriers

hurtingwomen's movement
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The barriers that exist between white,

middle class women and minority women
must be eliminated for the good of the en-

tire women's movement, said Bettina Ap-

theker during her lecture at the University

of Massachusetts last night.

Aptheker, the coordinator of the

Women's Studies program at the Universi-

ty of California at Santa Cruz, spoke to an

audience of about 175 people on "Control-

ling the Politics of Privilege: Issues of Race

and Class in the Women's Movement."

"The choice white women face is not a

question of getting colored women into the

liberation movement," she said. "White

women must begin to have a clearer

understanding of the policies of privilege.

White women do have privileges in this

society especially in respect to women of

color."

"The problem is we live in a profoundly

racist and classist society. Only when we
are willing U) take the risk and make a

mistake will we learn to undo racism," Ap-

theker said.

It is necessary to pay attention to the ex-

perience and knowledge of the world from

the diversity of the experiences of colored

women, she said. A different order of

politics must be created and privileges of

white middle class women must be sacri-

ficed in order to break down the barriers

between the classes and races of women,

Aptheker said.

"I'm not singling out the women's move-

ment. I'm focusing on the women's move-

ment because that's what I care about,"

she said.

"Women are taught in their society to

please, to accomodate, and to avoid con

flict. But the fear of saying the wrong thing

has forced women to retreat into silence.

Women are forced into a bind. The only

way out is communication, and that means

equality between women," Aptheker said.

Society must be changed, she said. Rela-

tionships between white women and

women of color must be developed.

"But it is not possible to form relation-

ships in a social vacuum," she said.

"Acknowledging the barriers means tak-

ing risks, needing courage, and leaving a

certain safety. White middle class men will

come down on us. We're not supposed to be

lesbians and we're not supposed to bond

with colored women," Aptheker said.

The unity between men and women
depends upon the assumption of equality

between men and women," Aptheker said.

The unity between men and women
depends upon the assumption of equality

between men and women, she said. The
burden of this assumption is on the man.

Women receive their privileges as long as

they behave because of this assumption.

By establishing an equal relationship bet-

ween white women and colored women,

better and more stable relationships can

develop, she said. However, establishing

this relationship "may mean losing status

in life in exchange for other vaJues we
define and claim for ourselves," she said.

Bettina Aptheker, director of the Women's Studies Program at the

University of California SanU Cruz speaks on race and class issues in the

women's movement.
.

.
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Newslines...
Media violence fonan next week
Women's Forum Against Media Violence

will be holding slide show/discussions

Monday, at the Campus Center, at the

University of Massachusetts. Tuesday at

Bangs CommunitvCenter in Amherst,

Wednesday, Sept. 23 in Hillayer room 117

at Smith College and Friday, Sept. 24 at

'Annabelles, in Thornes Market. Nor

thampton. All events start at 7:30 p.m. and

will include planning for an upcoming

community action. For free childcare. call

584 7960 before Sunday.

Student wins 'Tia Maria' contest

Customers at Poor Richards who are

waited on by bartenders Debbie Roden now

have the opportunity to order her prize

winning drink, made from an almond

flavored liquer.

Roden. 22. a senior journalistic studies

major at the University of Massachusetts

from Glastonbury. Conn., recently finished

in the top ten in the first national "Tia

Maria Shakeoff Contest" with her "Tia

Tornado."

Roden said she was surprised to learn the

recipe she sent to the Tia Maria company

had been judged one of the ten best out of

10,000 sent in across the country.

"I was really excited because I never

HALLMARK
COLOR LABS

*0

irwprelaManM

I Hours Mon.-Fri, 8-6 Sat ,8-Noon

i 257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
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NOW AVAILABLE
Tennis Rackets
Tennis Balls

Racquetball Racquets

Racquet Balls

Squash Racquets

Squash Balls

Baseballs

Softballs

Wiffleballs

Baseball Gloves

Bats
Basketballs
Wrist Weights
Exercise Mats
Sweat Bands
Wrist Bands
Frisbees
Whistles

Darts
Soccerballs

Swiming Goggles

Ear Plugs
Nose Clips

Footballs

Nerfballs

Inflation Needles

Sports Bags
Sports Books
R»^le Books

Volleyballs

Jump Ropes
Handgrips
Exercise Bars
Weights
Ankle Weights

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

&,\JJSIIVERSITY

ISTORE*

thought I'd hear from them after I sent in

my entry," she said.

Roden said she had some difficulty

coming up with a recipe to use for the

contest once she heard about it.

•'I was sitting around trying to think of

something for a couple of days." she said.

"Tia Maria isn't exactly easy to mix with."

The contest, sponsored by A.W. Taylor

Distributors in Miami, the parent company

of Tia Maria, was a promotion for Tia Maria

recipe books.

Roden will receive promotional mer-

chandise, such as mirrors and t shirts,

from the company in exchange for allowing

them to use her name and recipe.

Woman's Center seeks Counselor/Advocates

Students and community people are en-

couraged to apply for volunteer Counsel-

or/Advocates positions. Coun-
selor/Advocates provide free counseling

for survivors of rape, battering and incest.

Training and professional supervision are

provided. Men interested in fighting sex-

ism and violence against women are

welcome to learn about Men Against

Violence Against Women.

Anita Anand will speak on women and

development at 7:30 p.m. Monday m the

Campus Center at the University of

Massachusetts in room 163. Topics will in-

clude women and land reform, population

control, adult education progams, cottage

industries, green revolution and multina-

tional corporations.

For more information about the

Counselor/Advocates, Men Against

Violence Against Women and the lecture

on women and development, call the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.
Anita Anand will speak on women ana tverywomaii s vvcm^i ai. ^-^^ v/.^^^.

Parachute Club to jump today by Whitmore
Th#» nararhute club has been hoi

The UMass Parachute Club will hold a

demonstration jump onto the Haigus Mall

next to Whitmore Administration Building

at noon today.

The parachute club has been holding

demonstration jumps like this since the

start of the semester in an attempt to

recruit new members for their organiza-

tion.

MOCCHIO
FREE DELIVERY

Plnocchioi, with the tastiest hot Plzxo

and Subs In the valley, now offers /a»t

home delivery too!

We deliver "^7 days a week from 5 p.m.

to 3 a.m. and Sundays 5 p.m. til 2 a.m.

Treat yourself to PINOCCHIO'S
2 sizes of Subs

12" and le'' Pizzas

Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.

Sunday 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1177 No. Pleasant St., No. Amherst

549-3669

•Limited delivery area, $3.75 minimum on delivery

orders, thank you.
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SGA accepting nominations

for undergrad senate seats
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate, the

main governing body of the Student
Government Association, is accepting

nominations for senate seats to be filled in

an election held the first week in October.

The senate, which meets on Wednesday
nights in the Campus Center, consists of

undergraduates who have paid their Stu-

dent Activities Tax, and who live in the

area they represent. Positions are open
from each dormitory, as well as Greek and
commuter seats.

Nomination blanks may be obtained in

room 420 of the Student Union, and must
be returned by September 24. A minimum
of 25 signatures is needed on each form,

and those signing must belong to the dor-

mitory or off-campus constituency which

the candidate wishes to represent.

Election rules can be picked up with the

nomination papers. They should be read

carefully before returning the nomination,

as they include specifics on campaigning.

According to the rules, any candidate ig-

noring these could be disqualified from the

election process.

Elected senators must participate in one

of a number of committees including

Academic Affairs, Rents and Fees.

Budgets, and others which investigate and

make recommendations on University

policies. Senators must attend both the

senate meetings as well as committee

meetings to remain in the senate.

Current senators should attend tonight's

meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 165. Policies developed over the sum-

mer by committees and officers will be

presented for discussion, including a new

affirmative action policy, policies by the

Student Treasurer's Office, and updates on

the Physical Plant chargeback situation.

President Jim Murphy intends to speak

to the senate about the Gnomon Copy

strike.

Speaker Sharon Davies said senators

must attend in order to be aware of issues

the senate is facing in order to vote on

them the following week.

*Silent Witness' on Turin Shroud to _

run all next week at the Ark
"Silent Witness," a movie examining the

mystery of the Shroud of Turin, will be

shown nightly at 8 p.m. until Sunday, Sept.

19.

The free film uses scientific analyses of

the cloth to try to trace its origins. The
scientists in the movie claim the shroud

shows a man of 5' 10". 175 lbs., with

wounds from whipping, falling, a heavy

weight on his shoulders, head and side

wounds and wounds which could only have

been caused by crucifiction. They claim the

image on the shroud was caused by a short

burst of radiation.

The film is being shown at the Ark, 758

N. Pleasant St.. across from NOPE gym.

DVP hosts comedian Klein

in year's first program

Collrgiui photo by Saa Miltvtt

Hampshire Collefi^e student Rob Hays and Nancy Edwards of Greenfield
|

pass an afternoon playing violin in downtown Amherst.

By TIM MacPHEE
Collegian Correspondent

Comedian Robert Klein's upcoming visit

to the University of Massachusetts Tues-

day night will mark a departure for the

Distinguished Visitor's Program (DVP) at

that school.

The group which is better known for

booking more serious lecturers such as Bob
W(H)dward. John Dean, Alger Hiss and

Betty Williams, will be bringing the comic

to Umass as a unique change of pace from

the speakers.

Klein started out in show business in

1965 with the Chicago improvisationai

company, "Second City."

Early in his career he performed in

Broadway musicals and in such movies as

"The Owl and the Pussycat."

Since then he has appeared on and

hosted such TV shows as "The Tonight

Show." "Saturday Night Live," Merv Grif-

fin and Dick Cavett.

Recently, KJein has taken his stand-up

comedy to colleges. Tufts was one of the

local colleges he visited.

Klein's performance is slated for 8:00

p.m., Tuesday in the Fine Arts Center.

Tickets are $2 for five college area

students and $5 for the general public.

Future DVP lecturers will include

Harvey Wasserman, columnist for New
A^e Magazine. His lecture will be titled.

"Killing Our Own - The Disaster of

America's Experience with Atomic Radia-

tion", and is scheduled for Oct. 19.

On Oct. 26, former ambassador U)

Poland, and current President of the

Foreign Policy Association William

Schaufele, will speak on the crisis in Poland

ind its effects on EastAVest relations.
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on the So Amherst bus route

Jeans &
Cords
$3-$8

•lao flannel shirts, skirts.

40's style dresses b leckets

hospital drawstring psnys,

sweaters, ate
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MAKE THE
FINE ARTS

YOUR CENTER
THE DUKE ELLINGTON

ORCHESTRA
directed by Mercer Ellington

Monday, September 20 8:00 p.m.
On Sale Now

THE BROADWA Y MUSICAL

Th# llrnB«l»av H«t»t<al

September 28-30 All stiows 8:00 p.m.

On Sals Septsmber 7

Box Office: Noon-4 pm. M. F. 545-2511

SERIES SUBSCRIPTIONS STILL AVAILABLE

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

I AC LI : ?i^.VM>ll

FIND

SUi?l\ AMMIA Ml
K.VIIK.VIIY

Come to our

OPEH RUSH
W«d. S«pt. i 5th

Thurs. S*pt. 16th

••SA.>IMIi:S-
* BROTHERHOOD
* PARTIES
* KARATE
* OUR OWN GYM
* LITTLE SISTERS PROGRAM
* HOME COOKED MEALS
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on Siladium College Rings.

With the price of tme jewelry

today Its good tc ^nott^ that a jew-

elry-quality Silad um ring is nc^

more affordable than ever Save

and choose from a variety ot

beau'.iful styles Then oersonalize

your ring with custom options that

express your tastes, your inter-

ests, your achievements

Every fine Siladium ring is

crafted with careful attention to

detail, and backed by the

ArtCarved Full Lifetime Warranty

Now at these special savings, the

value IS exceptional' Dont miss

this opportunity to get a beautiful

buy on a fine Siladium ring Visit

the ArtCarved Ring Table soon

Sept. 15, 16, 17 10-4 pm

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted

Campus Center

$15. deposit

/IKKTIRVED'^CLASS RINGS INC

BOSTON. (AP) An innovative program

to control health care cost by making

hospitals Uve within pre set budgets has

secured federal approval and will begin Oct.

1. a state official confirmed yesterday.

The approval came Monday night and

was announced by Gov. Edward J. Kmg m

a sUtement released on the eve of the

statewide primaries in which King was vied

with former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis for

Democratic gubernatorial nomination.

The consortium includes the

Massachusetts Hospital Association

(MHA), the Massachusetts Medical Society,

the Massachusetts Business Roundtable,

Blue Cross, the Commercial Insurance

Payers and the state.

One condition mandates that the state

guarantee that health care costs fall 1.5

percent below the mean increse in Medicare

costs nationally.

Winter invades Rockies
(AP) _ A furious snowstorm snuffea

'summer in the Rocky Mountains on

yesterday . stranding hundreds and leaving

thousands without power in snow up to '

twofeet deep, while floods in Kentucky

forced the evacuation of an entire town.

Rep. Carl Perkins. D Ky.. who toured

flooded eastern Kentucky, estimated that

1.200 and 1,500 homes were damaged in

five counties, and said he would ask

President Reagan for federal aid.

One man was missing after a canoe

carrying three people overturned on the

flood swollen Kentucky River near

Whitesburg. officials said.

Elsewhere. Tropical Storm Debby bore

down on the Bahamas with 50 mph winds

and forecasters said the season's fourth

Atlantic storm was likely to strengthen.

In many areas of Wyoming and Montana,

schools closed and traffic came to a halt as a

winter storm that arrived weeks early

snapped leaf laden tree limbs onto power

lines.

The snow, falling on ripe tomatoes and

fresh corn, built drifts cartop deep in many

places.
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Please Recycle

This Collegian
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PIZZERIA
UMass Favorite Pizza

10 ft 16 INCH PIZZAS

ALL COMBINATIONS - LARGE & SMALL

DAILY 11 A.M. TILL?
Hot Oven Grinders

Steak Grinders

Spaghetti - Lasagna - Ravioli

Manicotti - Stufed Shells - Greek Salad

1 COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

j

FREE DELIVERY

I

STARTING EVERY DAY AT 5:00

j
SUNDAYS AT 2:00

For Fast Service

Call 549-0626
17 B Montague Rd., Amherst

Next to the North Amherst Post Office

I

i

^VMVERSITY
aUstore^

i^^

Wed. Sept. 19

rusty nail presents
>trv

m« . v%- r% J Thurs. Sept. 16

^^"^6 o^'sSin?^"''^ STOMPERS
16 DC swina w

FrI. Sept. 17

Fountain Head
16 pc swing w %^

Rt. 47, Sundetland, MA 665 4937

^ri^ Country Rock
You must be 18 to enter. Coming Sept. 25th - NRBQ
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Oswald - Pawn or Ruthless Killer?

Tliis is a second in a tioo-part series by Dave McCarthy
examining the various questions surrounding the

a,88as8ination ofJohn F. Kennedy in 1963.

Motive was the one thing no federal investigation

could ever pin on Lee Harvey Oswald. By all ac-

counts Oswald was a fan of the President and his

family. But there were those among Oswald's acquain-

tances that did not think so highly of the President. These

are the associations of L.H. Oswald:

Dave McCarthy
U.S. Military

According to Anthony Sumners in the book CoTispiraey,

Oswald was a Marine stationed in Japan at the time of the

U-2 test flights. After receiving a secret security

clearance, he was transferred stateside. Oswald then

became an avowed Marxist, learning the Russian

language at the Monterey School, and preaching Com-

munism to the Marines.

After faking an injury to leave the Marines, Oswald

defected to Russia. What makes the U.S. military connec-

tion suspicious is that through all of Oswald's Marxist ran-

ting and raving at a sensitive military base, not one word

of this behavior was written into his service record. Also,

when Oswald walked in the American Embassy in Moscow

and renounced his citizenship, consular official John

McVickar noticed something puzzling about Oswald, and

felt, "...he was following a pattern of behavior in which he

had been tutored... in short, it seemed to me there was a

possibility that he had been in contact with others before

or during his Marine Corps tour who had guided and en-

couraged his actions."

C.I.A.

At the U.S. Embassy in Moscow, the official (Richard

Snyder) who interviewed and processed Oswald was later

discovered to have been a CIA agent. This fact was known

but supressed by ex-CIA director Allen Dulles, who was

on the Warren Commission. He later admitted to
clandestantly coaching CIA and FBI representatives on
how to answer sensitive questions at the Warren inquiry.

This might be an indication that Oswald was no defector,

but a low-level CIA operative.

Anti-Castro — FBI connection

Upon return to the U.S., Oswald encountered groups

who despised the President. The Cuban exiles, who felt

betrayed by Kennedy at the Bay of Pigs had a deep seated

resentment towards the President. At this same time,

Mafia kingpins were alarmed at the crusade the Kennedy
administration was running against organized crime. Jim-

my Hoffa, who had a personal vendetta against the Ken-

nedys said about Robert Kennedy, "That vicious

bastard... I'll break his back." East coast Mafia man Willie

Weisburg said of Jack Kennedy, "Somebody should killer

the f—er...I mean it; right in the White House." These are

the groups and men who earlier were working for the

government in an attempt to kill Fidel Castro. Now the

wrath of these groups had focused on the President.

The 1978 Congressional investigation into the JF'K

assassination concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald had links

with all the forementioned groups upon his return from

Russia. It is my contention that a wayward element in the

U.S. intelligence (dissatisfied over Kennedy's handling of

the Cuban problem) activated the Mafia-Anti-Castro coali-

tion to kill the President. Lee H. Oswald may just have

been the fall guy in a much bigger plot. But to deviate

from the accepted assassination theory is met with skep-

ticism by most Americans. Are memories so short as to

forget the rotten apples in government that were un-

covered in the '70's? The fact of conspiracy is clear. Unfor-

tunately, we will never know how widespread the plot was

because 19 people, who had some type of knowlege of the

assassination have been permenantly shut up.

What was the role of Lee H. Oswald? He might have

answered the question while leaving the Dallas prison

when he shrieked, "I'm just a patsy!"

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Southwest -as far as trash goes, don't look any further

To the Editor

I am totally disgusted with the immature, irresponsible,

idiotic manner in which the "college" students conducted

themselves this past weekend. I have never seen more

pollution in the form of later and trash than I saw this past

weekend. The only difference between Southwest and the

ghettos of New York or Boston, was that the smell of urine

in the elevators was missing. A janitor in my dorm told me

that they had been cleaning up since 7:00 a.m. and this was

at noon.

Come on people, wp are supposed to be mature,

responsible, and reasonably intelligent young adults. This

is our home for the next 4 9 months. Even animals don't

behave the way we did this past weekend. We all know-

better than to litter so the difficulty is not a matter of

ignorance. Why did this happen? One clue to me is the

percentage of trash that had to do with the consumption of

alcoholic beverages. 90 percent of the litter I saw was in

the form of beer cans arri bottles (mostly broken). Much of

the mess was within 20 steps of a trash recepticle. Am I to

assume that the majority of us were too drunk to walk the
few extra feet out of our way to dispose of our containers

properly? Of course not, we were all too lazy. However,
the blame cannot be shoved off on the ones who did the

littering. The blame must be shared by those of us who
stood by and said nothing while our friends and fellow

students made a pigsty out of our homes. I would be
lynched if I were to suggest that alcohol be banned from
the campus and I doubt that such a rule could be enforced,

but if people who know better continue to behave in an
irresponsible manner, they are inviting the adminitration

of this university to treat us like immature adolescents

who need to be told how to act like adults.

We are learning to be the leaders of our society, lets

show that we can behave in a way that people will look up
to, not down on.

Gary W. Gosh
Southwest

Social funds-

a slow death
President Reagan is responsible for a "dangerous

deterioration in the federal enforcement of civil

rights," according to 33 chairpersons of state civil

rights agencies.

In a letter to the President, these people accused

Reagan of blatantly neglecting the right of women,
minorities, old people, handicapped and mentally retarded

people, and young people. They came to Washington this

week for the Annual Conference on Civil Rights, and re-

quested a meeting with Reagan to discuss the gravity of

the situation. Of course, Reagan said he couldn't make it,

because of "heavy demands on his time."

This is quite typical of the way the Reagan administra-

tion has been revolutionizing the concept of civil rights.

They feel that everybody should be treated as equals, with

little or no "hand-outs" given to those people who need

jobs, money, and other such trivialities. If the administra-

tion can't succeed in changing something by the books or

by the courts, they'll just ignore it. It's a lot cheaper that

way.

Josh Meyer
The Justice Department is the federal agency that is

supposed to protect against discrimination in employment

and education among other things. While the JD under

Jimmy Carter responded to 23 official objections to

discriminatory voting and election procedures in the first

six months in office, the JD under Reagan responded to a

whopping eight cases. In cases concerning discrimination

in education and employment, the Reagan administration

has looked into five cases in the first half, compared to 17

by Carter, and 24 by Nixon. And we all thought Nixon

made friendly fascism what it is today!

Those figures denote changes made in the first six mon-

ths of the term. Since then, Reagan has taken out the

leaders of watchdog organizations within the administra-

tion, and replaced them with i)eons who will tote the line

under the most trying conditions. For example, the chair-

man of the Commission on Civil Rights Arthur Flemming
was "replaced" right after his Commission released a

report warning that the budget cuts made by Reagan
would reduce enforcement of civil rights and jeopardize

gains made over the past 20 years. Coincidence? Doubt it.

Reagan's track record must be applauded on the

strength of its conviction at least. He must really believe

that cutting a few million dollar programs will somehow
offset a $180 billion defense budget. He's even set up a

Task Force on Deregulatory Relief to help weed out those

social programs that are "burdensome, unnecessary, or

counterproductive." This should not be cause for alarm,

because after all, vice-President Bush has vowed to "main-

tain a committment to civil right or fair play or whatever

it is, and will only review guidelines that went too far." I'd

list some of the programs already cut or on the chopping

block, but I don't have the space. Here's one though; even

with fifty percent of the nation's minority students still in

severely underfunded, racially isolated schools, all federal

attempts to correct the imbalance have been eliminated.

It is obvious who will be hit hardest by Reagan's

regressive policies. The Legal Services Corporation

received massive funding cuts, and won't be able to pro-

tect those people who can't afford legal advice or

representation, as it had in the past. Reagan had wanted

to cut the program completely.

On top of this, there has been a documented rise in

voting and election discrimination against blacks and

Hispanics. True to form, Reagn had agreed to a new
Voting Rights Act with less authority and manpower to

protect the right of these people to vote in fair elections

for candidates that will represent them. With black and

Hispanic average incomes declining from 61 percent to 57

percent as compared to whites last year, the situation will

only get worse.

Civil rights and liberties, such as the right to vote, and

the right to a fair chance in education and employment,

have greatly increased over the past twenty years. These

gains must be protected, not arbitrarily slashed because of

a naively simplistic economic program. Coincidentally,

voting for the Massachusetts Primary elections has

already begun. This might not change the whole structure

of the federal government, but it can, and will help if

everyone votes in the November general elections. Think

about it, now, before it's too late.

Josh Meyei is a Collegian columnist.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

t)iiml>er for verification. Because of th<' larp^

volume of mail received, unpublishe*! letters

cannot he acknowledged or returned. Sob-'

missions are suhject to edilirijj for clarity and
^ammar. Letters longer ihan W Hnes may
he condensed due to space limitation&.
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A Natural
Dance, Exercise

and Fashion

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
Located in the Campus Center

^ijUNIVERSITY
STORED

Limited time only:

AUtbe

steak

youcan

eat

$

only

9.95
Succulent boneless
Sirloin Steak bn)iled
to perfection. A piping
hot cHK-k of" onion
soup au gratin. soup clu

)< )ur or clam cfiowdcr.
>our choice of potato
Plus all the crisp garden
safaci and rolls with
butter vou can eat

fit l9HimPioff«mn^ M«w

* Amherst
Continued from page 1

Democratic incumbent for the position of Senator in

General Court, Franklin and Hampshire counties, John

W. Olver ran unopposed on that party's ballot and receiv-

ed a total of 2,599 votes. His Republican contestant in

November's race, also unopposed on his party's ticket, will

be James A. Tripp who gained 254 votes last night.

James G. Collins ran with no opposition from either

party and received 2,699 Amherst votes in his effort to

regain the office of Representative of Hampshire's

General Court.

Another regional candidate who ran unopposed was

Democrat Patrick M. Goggins who sought the primary

renomination for the position of Hampshire County Com-

missioner. Goggins received 1,933 votes.

In other less regional races, Senator Edward M. Ken-

nedy received 2,783 district votes in his efforts to regain

his senatorial postion in Congress; Ray Shamie,

Republican candidate for the same office received 266

votes with no opposition from his own party.

Current Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti, received

2,231 Democratic votes to regain his position. His

Republican contestant for the November election, Richard

L. Wainright gained 244 Amherst votes.

Incumbent Secretary of State Michael J. Connolly

received 1,905 Democratic votes in last night's election in

his effort to regain the office.

Other incumbent candidates include Robert Q. Crane,

who received 1 ,887 Democratic votes for the office of state

treasurer. Mary J. LeClair, Crane's Republican opponent,

recieved 249 votes. Democrat John J. F'innegan, current

state auditor, pulled through the primau-y with 1,758 votes

to recover that position. Finnegan will meet Michael S.

Robertson in November. Running unopposed on the

Republican ticket, Robertson received 239 Amherst votes

last night.

* Primary.
Omtinued from page 1

Dukakis held a slim lead in Boston. And in Dukakis'
hometown, the Boston suburb of Brookline, Dukakis was
leading 5.343 to 882 with six of 16 precincts reporting.
Dukakis had reassembled his old liberal coalition to

return in a tough campaign that said the conservative
King burdened the state with a "corruption tax."
King pitched law-and-order and return of the death

penalty. He promoted a receptive climate for business and
ridiculed Dukakis as "Governor Dutaxes." The race was
considered a tossup at the end.

Boston television station WNEV projected Dukakis the
winner, by a 53-47 percent margin, when the polls closed
at 8 p.m. The station based its projection on voters'
•responses as they left the polls.

OFF

$25.00
1st Function PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINMENT

OFF

$25.00
1st Function

Rack-A-Disc Professional Entertainment Agency serves your community
with Finest Bands and DJs for he Finest Social Events

WeGuarante^OurPollcies
I. Create a musically successful event as discussed prior to function.

II. To supply quality sound regardless the size of the function rooms.

III. To begin by contracted hour or deduct $25. if delayed by one minute.

IV. Play beyond contracted hours, at no extra cost, for proper closing.

V. Refund $25. for each hour ruined by noticable equipment failure.

VI. To be pleasant, honest, enthusiastic employees who work with you!!

Please use his gift certificate when you sponsor your first

Rack-A-Disc function. Limit one per customer.

Expires April 23, 1983.

k\tovt policies are carefully worded for your protection.

OFF

$25.00
1st Function

24 HOUR PHONE SERVia

4t3'256-0739

Arts
Atlantics at Nail, again

The Atlantics

The Rusty Nail

Friday, September 10

By SAUL NATHANSON
Collegian Correspondent

A Friday night at the Rusty Nail. You
walk in, argue with the manager about giv-

ing you a drinking stamp, then finally walk
inside. An opening band, on this night a
group called "Private Tunings" are
already halfway through their set, so you
find a strategic spot and grab an ashtray.

They turn out to be a five man band from
Amherst: three guitarists, a dnimmer and
a singer/percussionist. Heavy guitar sound
is backed by solid drum support, as they

The Atlantics

move into Joe Jackson's "I'm the Man"
and the Tubes' Talk to Ya Later" with con-

trolled enthusiasm. The only weak part is

the lead vocals, which somehow could have

been more convincing. But they finish off

with a "Who" medley from Tom,my, so the

crowd is happy. That's all that counts, real-

ly. All things considered, a good warm-up

for the main attraction.

Intermission.

You smile at the girl bartender and she

gives you a beer. You tip her a quarter in

appreciation. Some conversation, some

Asteroids, a little voyeurism, and four

butts later the Atlantics pounce on the

stage.

Another five man band: Fred Pineau on

lead guitar; B. Wilkinson on bass, sax and

vocals; Paul Caruso on drums and vocals;

Tom Hauck on guitar and vocals; and Bob-

by Marron as the lead vocalist. This is the

same band that plays around the New
England circuit and opened for Squeeze on

their last tour.

The Atlantics waste no time in setting

the mood. Fred Pineau 's guitar leads were

downright sinister at times, especially in

"When You Believe in Love" and

"Teenage Flu," a song that has bitching

vocals reminiscent of something from Joan

Jett. but infinitely more refined.

"Can't Wait Forever" was a well mixed

tune perforated by Caruso's deep drum
sounds and haunting background vocal

work from Wilkinson and Hauck.

Bobby Marrons' voice was strong and

precise throughout the night, and it was

emphatic in such memorable tunes as

"Weekend" and the popular "Lonely

Hearts." In fact, the synthesis of the

various individuals into one cohesive, rock

n' roll organism was so well done at times

that you couldn't help but wonder where

these guys will go from here.

This is not to say that there were no

weak spots; there were several, namely B.

Wilkinson's limited tenure on saxophone (a

little scratchy, B.) and the guitar mixes

that at times were not that strong. Still.

Marrons' vocals and Caruso's drums more

than made up the difference.

Tickets are on sale now for the Broadway

musical "Annie," which will be presented

at the Fine Arts Center on Tuesday,

September 28 through Thursday,

September 30.

At top is Albert Finney and Aileen Quinn

from this past summer's film version.

Below is Mollie Hall in the Broadway ver-

sion. Sandy will be played by newcomer

Roxanne.

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

Dr. Virginia Harper

Dr. Howard Ewert

CHIROPRACTERS

OH, MY ACHING BACK
If you're like a tot of people, you may have occa

sional or pereistont back pain and wonder v^^hat caus

ed it. You try to think of some incident in which you

may have 8trair>ed your back, and come up with

nothing. But there must be some reason why you

have back pains. The truth is that even the simplest

of incidents may be the cause, such as reaching high

on a shelf to get something. Or stooping to pick up

something that has fallen. Or mayt)e you need some

tips on good posture.

Whatever the cause, the problem may be that your

spinal column is out of alignment. No pain-killing

dnjg can cure the CAUSE. It can dull the pain for

awhile and give you temporary relief. But if your

back is out of alignment, the pain will probably not

go away unless you f t the treatment you need. No

symptom can be mo. 9 depressing than persistent

back pain. Don't delay treatnr>ent when help is readily

flvflilflblo

In the interest of better health from the office of:

Amherst Chiropractic Center 25M7Dr
190 University Privs at Route 9^__^-_.

International Student! Assoc.

Organizational Meeting

•Offic^n •l#€tion

• Committ»* form

• 6u*st tp*Qk*rs

Thar*. Sept. 16 7-9 PM

CC Rm 177

• 'ei-'62 rvpoft

• t»tnntw act.

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

ISTHE IDEAOF WEARING
AUNIFORM KEEPINGYOU
OUTOFARMYR0K?

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman
546-2321/2322

" ¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Whether vou realize it or not. you rp probably

wearing a type of "uniform" right now

There s nothing wrong with it Buf .1:. Army

ROTC uniform could make vou stand out from

the crowd

And ROTC will help vou become -norc

outstanding Because you'll develop int.: a leader

So how about switching "uniforms for a

tev* hours each week
^

For more informanon, contact your Professor

of Military Science

ARMYROTC
BCALLYOUCANBL

ot people and a manager of money and equipment ,....» ^ ^ ^ . • ^^^^^^-».^^^.^a.a.x'*
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runner'shop

WE'VE MOVED!

Both stores (Nor-
thampton & Amherst)
are now one. We've
relocated to 114 Main
Street, where we have
three floors waiting
to be explored.

Come In & Save!!

Bring this coupon
and we'll deduct
$5.00 from any pur-
chase over $25.00

r^ runner'shop

114 Main St., Northampton]
loaeoooooooooi

TUES. SEPT. 14

COMEDY NIGHT

WED. SEPT. 15
Bruce Lee Double Feature

8pm "ENTER THE DRAGON"
10pm "RETURN OF THE

DRAGON"
DRINK SPECIALS
FREE POPCORN

THURS. SEPT. 16
Bruce Lee Double Feature

8pm "ENTER THE DRAGON"
lOpm "RETURN OF THE

DRAGON"
DRINK SPECIALS
FREE POPCORN

FRI. SEPT. 17 $2 cover
Happy hour with Steve Spellman

What's Open Rush?
A time to meet the brotherhood and see the house

In an informal and non-committal atmosphere. We
encourage all University men who are interested in

fraternities or want more than just a degree for

spending four years at UMass. Even if you are con-

tent with the dorms, come down and meet us, you

may change your mind about frats, specificaly

BK0, as did many of us. There's no obligation and

it only takes a short time. Don't narrow yourself

down to one choice. Go to all of the rush parties to

see which house is best suited to your needs. Ask

questions about the living conditions, social ac-

tivities, sports, reputations, food, etc. Ask up-

perclassmen on your floor to suggest a few houses

to start looking at and their respective reputations.

RUSH DATES
Tues Sept. 14,

Wed, Sept. 15,

Thurs, Sept. 16

8:00-10:M pm
BK/ar

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

All University Men Invited

^«r/^

J^ff^^r^^l^^

1/2 price for people with a
Santono ticket stub

••^ '"''"W^m^

SAT. SEPT. 18

FREE!
ANIMAL HOUSE

This calculator thinks bu
TheTl Student Business Anahst.

It thcn-'v one tlimn uriJcrgraJ
luiMHi'v^ >-tuJcnt>> hii\f .ilun\>

ru'i\liJ, thiv I* it: nn afforJaNe,
hu^l:H•^^-^lnont^•J ^ ak ulator.

Ihi- Student Buvincsv Analvst.
Its Innltin husincss formulas
let v(Hi [XTtdrtn coinplicati\l

finanic, accountini: arid

>>tan>-tKal funttidn^ fhc onc"<

that UHiallv require a K-'t o(
rime and a stack dt rcterenie
Kxiks, like pre-^cnt anJ future

value lakulationv. amortira-
tionv and hallcKin pavment^.

It all llu•an^ vou s[X'nd less

time lalcul.iting. and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the plate oi many.

Tlie • all iiiator is ]i!st p.irf

ot the packajje. You .• .r

a K>ok that follows ir :

business lourses: the Bwnncss
Anah^t Cmidchnok. Biis.ncss

[-rofessors helped us -a rite it,

to help viiu get the rrs. ist tnit

of eaiculator .ind ela- r^ , m.
A pnvcrRiI comhina'i >t.

1 hink business. I ^

With the Student vj »» -

Business Analvst. "\^

Texas
Instruments

Victor in the Republicui primary race, John Scars.

* Craig-

%:jt

The other
famous

(brink from
Scotland.'

Imported by Scottish Ale Importers. Inc.

1985 North Park Place

Atlanta, Georgia 30339

^JScottJsh Ale Importers, Inc.

Distributor for Massachusetts

United Liquors, Ltd., (617) 323-0500 SCOTCH ALE

She was in the right rear seat of a 1972

Toyota being driven by Ingrid Olsen, 30, of

Westport, Mass. The road has one travel

lane and one breakdown lane in each direc-

tion.

Miss Olsen and Craig had testified Mon-

day that each swerved to avoid a collision

Continued from pngr IS

after seeing the other car's headlights in

the "wrong lane."

Norman W. Tate of Mattapoisett

testified yesterday that he was in the

restaurant when the crash occurred. He
said he went across Route 6 to Craig's 1982

BMW and found Craig slumped behind the

wheel in an apparently unconscious state.

Sports Notices
SOFTBALL - All university women are

invited to an interest meeting on Thursday,

September 16 in room 153 of the Nope

building. New and returning players are

asked to attend. Call 546 0038 if unable to

attend.

MEN'S TRACK - There will be an

organizational meeting for all candidate, old

and new. for both indoor and outdoor track

this Thursday September 16 at 4:30 p.m. in

Boyden 249. _^»_

WOMEN'S RUGBY - There wUI be

practice for anyone interested in joining the

women's rugby club. No experience is

necessary. All interested women are

welcome. F'or more information call Liz at

549 4778 or Debra at 545 2215.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any un-

dergraduate women interested in trying

out for the 1982 83 version of the women's

basketball team should report to the

Boyden Gym on Wednesday September 15

at 4:30 p.m. ready to play.

: ^-WeVe got the Best of Everything" j

*

- Phi Sigma Kappa Open Ri
Best Location ^ ' Bn ^ ^' ^1
a 510 North Pleasant St.

we're seconds from the

SBA, Herter, Hills, Mahar,

FAC, bus stop. Whitmore,

etc. .

Best Social Life
Fomials, exchanges with

]^ sororitys and woman's
W dorms every Thursday

^ night, our famous Friday

jf and Saturday night parties,

1^ mass grass, homecoming,

W Halloween, Christmas, and
^ balcony parties.

t Best
X Intramural
% Teams

1981, 1982 campus
tramural champions

in-

and

4. Ahenian Cup winners, var-

sity athletes

X Best Meals
* Savory honr>ecooked meals

? prepared three times daily

^ by our gourmet chef. Our Bara^^^Bte._j:.„aK?-__:--:i: .- . .„a*, tt..— m m i —».^^——^ ——______—— .

: ro\^"ndr'do,rr °::; Wed. and Thurs. at 8:30 / 510 North Pleasant St^

I we"a^ ^:::Tt::'::oZ AU university Men Invited!! ;

J
""^ Free Refreshments!! j

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Price* Tool

Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largert Selection Ever From >5.50l

BEDSPREADS
cowr walla, fumitura, windows

from 7.96

Rugs €r Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
loti of comfoftabla cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Braaa and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print 4.B0

Solid Color - 3.G0 to 5.60

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

FrI Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 j

MEI^C/iNTILC
AMMUnt CAIMAGt IMOn
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DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

approved

Located in the Campus Center

'''''•"i^iroTE'4
Wed

Sat 11-4

'UiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiMuiiiiaiiNiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiuaiiiiHiHiiiaiMigi

SCERA
I

Students Working for Students

z

8

Residential Team
Support Team

Research/Organizer Jobs, Independent Studies, |

Credits with I

Women's Issues Team
Rents and Fees team '*"'»"«= ''""'^y ^eam

Anti-Racism Team
Academic Affairs Team
Get Involved. . .

Applications Available Sept. 13 - 22

420 Student Union Building

For more information stop by or call 545-0341

SCERA is an equal opportunity employer,

women and people of color are urged to apply

I
Q

IIHimHiaNNHNIillCSIIIUHIIIIiaillllNIMIICSIIIIHNIIIiailNNINNiaillUINNHDllllNINIIiailllHIIIIIIDIIn

Student Work-Study
Employment

Typesetters Needed

Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union
SGA Communications Office

545-0341 Ext 28

'

Ties

(\MTE
ENTRflNCE

Greenfly

f-IO 'M HOT-L WARREN

^^^^—
- #,;t So. D##rfl«ld

Centerr
1L3. tAmhttsI

Hoi I Waricn. Suuih DrrrricU fi^'hamplon

SEPT. STUDENT SPECIAL
Unlimited Ice Cold

Domestic Draft $2.95
(with this ad and positive I.D.)

665-6737

Free Shuffleboard Video Games Pool

ATFEXTIOX:
Student Flea Marketeers
& Entrepreneurs
Siiiri I 111- si'lhMil \ car (>nOn llu- rii!li I Imiiliv t\str\ iiii; v our
tabic tor the ILi^liih Aiitiiiiil I'ALI.fKKT <>ii Mcia\\uiii|K-c

I.uwn. For u X.S.OO Ccc. you cuii display and sell ymir crafts,

wares. (2<nnIs. cle. at our aiiiiiial tall piciiU'. IViitii I lam
-:*l»m. on Thursday, Seplciiil>cr "^i^rd. IMHli.

Tllf: l*AKTI< ri.AKS

^'ou iiHisi he a l"ivc ( ollctfe student.
^'onr (lispla\ spaic is the top oC a 1?" hy K" tjihlc with !V of

storage behind
I'smil pieiiie at tendance is approxiniatelv 4.(KK).

Rain date is I-riday. September 24th. \UH2.

Live ciitertHiniiient will be on haiul

N'our XS.OO fee is non-refiindablc; slots will be tilled on a
first come, first serve basis

A ctmfirinut ion will Ik" inaile<l after we have received
y<nir payiiieiit

.

.\o f(HKl may be sold.

For I'urther infornmtion. call .S4.°S-ti()4;i.

I" Reserve Spill I' ( iinipli to N Kiliini willi a

}<S (M) check cir iiii.iK-\ order |>u\ut>li lo ( .\.MI'I S !

( F\ ri-R i()()i> si;k\ i( i; i>kim.822A/C.C. ; ii.r office i nc

\,1I1U

< "III ue run

Mrecl

' ilv

Tele phi me

Jimmy Connors, athlete of the year
By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Correspondent

My early vote for Athlete of the Year goes

to James Scott Connors. After a decade of

playing the most consistent championship

calibre tennis in the history of the game (9

consecutive years of advancing to the semi

finals at the U.S. Open) Connors is proudly

reclaiming his number 1 ranking in the

game.

Commentary

To the knowledgeable tennis fan, Connors

never lost enough to "come back." He has

won far more tournaments in the last

decade — 95 — than anyone else playing

today. However, to the casual sports fan,

Connors has been a mystery, not winning a

major tournament (the U.S Open, Wim-

bledon, the French, or the Austrailian)

since the faU of 1978.

His victory at Flushing Meadows, last

Sunday in the finals of the U.S. Open, over

Ivan "Chicken" Lendl (6-3, 6-2, 4-6, 6 4) was

a fitting ending to a storybook season.

Connors defeated John McEnroe earlier

this summer at Wimbledon and now has

seven Grand Slamtitles to his credit (four

U.S. Opens, two Wimbledons and one

Austrailian).

Connors is a battler. He is the ultimate

competitor. He dies a little with every point

he loses. He rises with every point he wins.

He is every bit as much to tennis what Pete

Rose is to baseball. Connors grunted and

pounded away at Lendl for over 3 hours

before defeating the 22 year old Czech. The
30 year old from Belleville, Illinois also

received something he never had before:

unquestioned fan support.

"These people here enjoy watching people

come here and break their backs and spill

their guts. And I've been breaking my back

and spilling my guts since the first day I

came here."

As an unabashed Connors fanatic since

1974, it has been interesting to watch the

general fan support for the cocky street

-

fighter. When Connors first burst upon the

scene in 1973 he supplanted the popular

American Stan Smith as the world's top

player. Connors was viewed as a crybaby,

an obnoxious brat and a cocksure, arrogant

bastard.

In the mid-70's a blonde Swede named
Bjorn Borg toppled Connors twice in

Wimbledon finals and won the worldwide

respect and admiration of fans everywhere,

including the United States.

By 1978, John McEnroe rose past Connors

and Borg as number 1 in the world.

As in professional wrestling, the top of the

tennis world seems to have good guys and

bad guys. Borg with his ice like nerves, has

always been a "good guy. "McEnroe, usually

booed, is a "bad guy." Connors, once the

supreme bad guy — is now a "good guy
.

"

Connors has mellowed. He is now a

happily married man and has a young son

named Brett. His tantrums are less ap
parent, his humor more noticeable (to

McEnroe: "my three year old is better

behaved than you"). And he has seized

what is probably his last opportunity (with

nemesis Borg sitting out both Wimbleton
and the U.S. Open for a major title.)

At the end of a brilliant career, Connors
is clearly enjoying his role as both a fan

favorite and a champion.

He has dominated his sport for the last

couple of months and has carved his niche in

tennis history. He has a terrific shot at any
of those athlete or sportsmen of the year
awards.

Like my other favorite

athletes— Muhammed Ali, Reggie Jackson,

and Billy Jean King to name a few — Jimbo
is a true champion.

Craig innocent

in fatal crash
WAREHAM (AP) Former Olympic

hockey goalie Jim Craig was found innocent

yesterday of motor vehicle homocide in a

Memorial Day weekend crash that claimed

a woman's life.

"I have never changed my statement

from the start." said Craig after the ver-

dict. "As happy as I am. I couldn't be any

sadder that a death was a result of the

accident."

Seconds after closing arguments were

completed. District Court Judge Dennis

t'ollari announced his verdict.

"I was pleasantly shocked. ' by the speed

of the decision, said Craig who had chosen

to be tried by a judge not a jury.

Craig, 25, was the goalie on the United

States Olympic hockey team that one the

gold medal in 1980. He is now in the

training camp of the Boston Bruins of the

National Hockey I^eague.

Margaret F. Curry, 29. of New Bedford,

died in the crash, which occured shortly

before midnight May 29. on Route 6 near

the Sailway restaurant in Mattapoisett.

Continued on page 11

Student Employment
Opportunities

Graphic Designers
&

Editors Needed
Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union
545-0341 ext 28

SGA Communications Office

Get that Great '^'^ Udk...
Vilurdl. I )isiiiHliU'.in(J kK.illv HXJ!

Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
cxfccxnnons

>^L'JSiC/4 HAIRCUT Tf MS

THE

SNOBS

AGAINST

THE

SLOBS.

K Caddyshack
.•»» nj»i .««>.•.•»•-•»•"

Thurs. S«pt. 16

Eng. East Aud.

7, 9, i 1 pm

OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
Iwednesday • Thursday. friday • Saturday

MNNER/t>r1W0
Broiled Scrod
Lemon Butter

Chicken Teriyaki
Fresh Vegetables

Linguine and Clam Sauce
Garlic Bread

Served with tossed salad, potato of nee piia» foits 4

butter and a glass of rose, burgundy or chaWis wine

Cut tliree courses

thisML
Take advantage of Valle's special college offer just clip the coupons below and

present them to your server to enjoy great savings on our famous VaUe's food

This offer is available to students, faculty, college personnel and their families.

^aXk^
Since 1933

SPRINGHELD: 77 West St. RL 20. W. Springfield Fjdt 1-91. 737-4761. Open every day

from 11 am. Reservations accepted.

FREE HRST COURSE
VIert anv one of Itiese lour appeli/ers Stirimp ( ix k

tail a tK)wl ot New Knijland Clam ( howder a rr(K k of

Baked Onion Snip.or lour Iresh opened Oysters or

( herrvstones on Itie halt Stiell tree wilti ttie purchase

.if M\\ limner entree Irom our reijular a la carle menu

One roofwa per pmoa, per vWt Oflpr explm
9/30/82.

MAIN COURSE,
SAVE $2.50

Your ctioK e o( any ileni Ironi our regular a la (arte

dinner menu, inciudinij our (amous Steaks, t^ime Ril)

and l.otwier dishes %2 SO oil with this coupon ( Din

ncrs ini liidc salad potato .uid Iresh haked rolls i

One roopon per p«-»on, pw v(»lt Offer good
M/l/82 - 10/15/K

FREE
DESSERT COURSE

Your < hoK I- ol any ol our lusi loiis desserts in( ludins

iiir latnous l< e ( ream Kud)je ( ake C arrol t ake and

S|rawl)erry Short< ake Iree with the purchase ol any

liniier ciiir-e (rom our reijular -\ la i arte menu
One coupon per peraon. per vl«JL OfJer good
I0/I6/M- 10/31 82.

AMKHR^
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
imi. THATWAS lif^J^,^

FROHMKINO
rneMisTAKts
I PIP.. \

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

\

YOU W0« %f^tf\\NO
SO^^ETMINO ABCX/r KMfiLP
t*\CPOHf>lP CHASIN6 VM
Wm A f*£AT CLlMtR SINGING

Lem/ce/..

5f€a(\L. ORPtRf) PONTUPXT U5f^

'0

iGuebsyou
FOLKb Hfl^/e THAT

sme NiemMARe
TOO, HUH ?

ACROSS 48 City on the 23 Ghost or goblin?

1 TV name of fame Alabama 24 Fascination

5 Victoria s realm 50 Wool Prefix 25 Enticing one?
11 Tchaikovsky's 51 Sultan's domain, 26 Gallery near the

Le des in away Thames
Cygnes" 52 Charotte russe 27 Of hay or of

14 Son of Samuel makings cotton

15 Sir Harry of 59 Auction action 28 Over again

Scotland 60 Obliterates 30 Having heavy

16 Orinoco tributary 61 Love, Roman style locks

17 Call her Dama 62 Hog house 31 Come out of

19 German article 63 Breakfast treat obscurity

20 Passport endorse 64 Synthetic rubber 32 Rolled along the

ment runway
21 Land of piasters 37 Steak order

and pounds 38 Christmas and

23 Cracker DOWN New Year s

27 Three and home 1 A triend indeed 39 Rhine tributary

29 Does household 2 Arabs robe 41 Entertained

chores 3 Support 42 Poultry offering

30 Short cape 4 Of sunshine or of 44 Animal mother

33 Like Pegasus hope 45 Expel

34 Beers cousins 5 Urchins 47 Gathering places

35 Yankee 6 Billiard shot in Pans
Doodle 7 Insect stage 46 Sad sounds

36 Boorish 8 Author Tarbell 49 Do a newspaper
37 Subscribe again 9 Com of yore job

39 Vertex 10 Hemingway 50 Freeing Prefix

40 Wild silkworm namesakes 53 Constellation

41 Kind of review 1 1 Found in boudoirs near Scorpio
42 Island in the Bay or bosques 54 Cupid

of Naples 12 "1 don't give 55 Gift of

43 Restored ._
'

56 Ostrich's km
45 Gauzy fabric 13 Sacrifice 57 Well-known nick-

46 Plumbs 18 Sheeplike name
47 Gamboled 22 Opposite of haw 58 Mrs , in f^adrid

We need comics!

UMass students with a sharp wit and
steady pen are needed to submit comic
strips to the Collegian. Send samples to the

Collegian Managing Editor, 113 Campus
Center, or call 545-3500 for more informa
tion.

D.CMenu

LUNCH
Deli Ham on Water Roll

Fanner's Omelet

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich
Farmer's Omelet

DINNER
PRIME RIB NIGHT

Prime Rib Roast of Beef
Au Jus

Baked Cod Rockefeller

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
R A B iB^C OIrIdHl F Ti

U L A nITd N r|e R I A
H owo7v 6 u D oBg ram
R i L 1 V Efilif fp " * T ^
T'ff *"

1 W%' iF'"
R i T SIIA k: MC EIBB R

A C RUMTI" > CmjI^O T

L E Jmii EISIT EHA LM A Sj

^S SJA Y S1B|rjA|T A^ilflS P T|SIIS]L|0 PpNn
Tu L L S T Ofpllio L D A 6 E

E P E eHUiNiI N^A 8 E l'

N N EBB 1 T T Eli|S R 1

SNA pBeIcIh oJHh U M S

I ? 3 4

1
18

5 6 7 B 9 ,0

1

11 1? 13

M 15 16

17

27 78

19

74 75 76

70

30

71 77

23

1
3a

31
I
3729

37

33

I
41

34

I
47

35

3»

44 1
47

I
45

39

40

43

5049

46

53 54

41

57

^^^^B
51

1

55 56 57 58

S9 60 61

67 63 64

ANOTHER St. Patrick's Day?

Begorra, we'll be<^celebratin' at

Plumbleys
off the common*^

Why wait 'til next year to get your Irish up? We're already halfway to

March and, patrons^and-saints preserve us, 'tis a lucky time to be

celebratin! Join us for the lilt o' Irish cheer! Leapin' leprechauns, let's

live it up... THURSDAY . SEPTEMBER 16
From 9 p.m. to the top o' the evenin'

PRIZES!

^

c:.

rx

A'

/-/H

in Wei iter's Lounge

F- J Me« representatives

V- from C jinness and Harp.

IRISH WHISKEY
DRINKS

IRISH MUSIC
by 'Hungry Hill'

990

No blarney! Tis sure to be
good green fun at...

Z

^^^ (Plumbley's Irish Rose)

Plumbleys
off Ihc/ommon"^

(Or perchance m/c be St. PlumbleyVfor-a-day!)

\
30 Boltwood Walk*Amherst* 253-9586
"A wee bit o' everything for everyone.

"

\.

^-^^
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A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256^739

AUDIO
~

Brand new pr BSR speakers $100 6-5292

AUTO FOR SALE
~

75 Datsun B210 - extrenr^y reliable, one

owner, well-maintained, fall sticker $1800.

or BO days 203-683-2222 ext. 2066 even

ings - 253-3528

1976 Fiat 128 good running condition call

253-3871 leave nr>e8sage

74 AMC Gremlin-X stan. trans 8 cyl.

AM/FM many new engine parts asking

$700 ask for Ann 546-4945

1971 Buick Skylark 895$ call 253-9987 ask

for Jack

73 Chevy Vega good condition, paint, in-

terior $700 546-8289

1970 Volvo 142 runs excellent, new radials,

new exhaust. $996.00 253-2098

74 Vega running condition needs some
work $100 546^5510

73 Superbeetle rebuilt

549-0771 after 7 PM
motor 1500

1975 AMC Pacer gd cond std r Er h ww b
snt $1560 neg 549-0382 eves

1973 Volvo automatic very good condi-

tion $1600. 54^-4124 evenings

Impale1970 Chevy
549^1004

$400 runs well

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivarad by professioani bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Theresa 253-7822

BICYCLE FOR SALE

Motobecane Grand Touring; super-vitus

DB tubing, 1" wheels, all alloy com-

ponents, 25" frame. $225 80 665-4669

BOSE 901 SERIES IV
~

Great Speakers with equalizer handle any

wattage new condition $780 256-0170

ENTERTAINMENT

Band now taking bookings for parties,

oldies and 80's rock call Mark 546-5002

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
DonDS, semis, Greeks. Fall Specialsl Call

Nowl Paul 549-4405

Professional Sound System for cof

feehouses. Call MF Sound for information

256-8400

FOR RENT

Coffeehouse Sound System call

strong Bros 549-0363 545-0244

Arm-

Spirit Haus Refrigerator Rentals small

compact dorm units, call for deliveries, tel

253 5384 256-8433

FOR SALE

2 cubic ft fridg like new $60 666-3914

Refrigerator, cube used 1 sem. $80. or

80. Mike 549^770

7 cbc ft refrig $100 or BO call Bob

549-6416

Small refrIg, like new call 549-6992 keep

trying $75

Jimmy Cliff €r Peter Tosh tickets 5th

row. Boston Sept 18. Best offer. 6-6295

Nike nylon Cortez shoe - womens size 7

excellent condition - too small, worn once.

After 1 1 pm 549-2625 $20

Dorm refrigerator - used one semester,

great shape, $60 or best offer. Call Lisa at

256-8373 __^
King size Waterbed was $275 asking 150

call 369^4666

Who Tickets JFK Stadium Phila 9/» 5th

row stadium best offer 6-5003 ask for Hugh

2 brand new 10-16 size tires white spoke
rims 125.00 or BO 549-1256

Refrigerator - dorm-size in excellent con-
dition. $70 or BO 666-4886

Large desk. 2 tables, Kelty backpack,
bedspreads, folding chairs BO 256^191

09 bucks fridge 1 sem old guarantee
256-8822

Academic cap, gown, hood
Cotrell/ Leonard excellent condition, trimm-
ed dark royal blue velvet, gold satin

253-7413

Rug 10x12, rust color w/pad, like new
549-1331

FOUND

Lost and Found: Students who lost items

dunng the New Students Program summer
orientation may pick them up in Berkshire

House, Room 101 through Oct. 15.

Found 9/13 blue digital watch call to claim:

Linda 549-0307

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part time staff for public

education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $ie0-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Houseboys for local sorority 24 hrs per

week, payment-house's meal plan

546^)627 anytime

Earthfoods is hiring. Work on Campus, be

your own boss. Applications on kitchen

door in SUB being accepted until Sept. 15

at noon. ___^
Assistants to the speaker of the student

senate applications available in 420 Student

Union on Wednesday, Sept 8th due Friday,

Sept 17th women & third world students

encouraged to spply.

People's Market - a student mn natural

foods store is hiring several new workers.

Work involves ten hours a week in store, at-

tendance of Tues night meetings, and com-

mittment to working collectively with other

workers. Work study & non work study

students accepted. Applications available

on Market door SU 328 and are due no later

than 9/15 at 4 P.M.

Recycling project has work study open-

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Drivers needed with own cars. Call

Superior Pizza 549-0626

Ski Binding Technician: Must be ex-

perienced & able to work mornings. Apply

in person Western Village Ski & Sports 32

Main S t, Northampton

Part time employee wanted to put up

posters on campus now and during 1982-83

2-lO hours/month, $4.50/hr. Send name,

address, phone I, class yr, etc. to Mr. Fen

ton 512 Temple St., #701, New Haven, CT

06610 ^

Work-Study Positions available at Hamp-

den Theater. Skills in carpentry, electrical,

and theater preferred. Call 545-2803 for in-

terview E.O.E.

Part-time. Collegiate travel sales. Earn ex-

tra cash free trips. National travel

marketing co. call Larry Benus at (212)

856-7120 or write to 26 Court St., Suite

2312, Bklyn.. NY 11242

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Qualified electric bass teacher

available - all levels /styles first lesson free

more info 546-8664

ISSHINRYU KARATE

First Club MtoBting: September 16 Thurs-

day 7:00 pm Febcing Room 8 NOPE Gym

LOST

Wallet near Price Chopper or Brittany if

found please return 253-2496 no questions

Me, thumbing, Rt. 9 - you, to Montague
9/10 aft. I left Span, book in carl Please call

253-2922 - reward I

Lost: set of keys with UMass bottle opener
chain, very imp, call 6-8422 REWARDI
Ladies gold Timex watch lost on Tues-

day Sept. 8th Please call 546-8104

Lost - small black notebook, on 9/10, bet-

ween Grad Tower and Campus Center.

Very important - reward 256-8576 anytime

Lost wallet if found send it to John Camire

127 Mackimmie no questions asked please

return 546-9748

MOTORCYCLES

80 Honda CB7G0 F best conditioncall

253-9794

19S2 Honda CXEOO 1,400 m. radiator

driveshaft windsheild $1995 256-8921

1972 Kawasaki 360 Triplehead good

transportation only $500 253-3600

MOVING SERVICES
~

Moving Services fast professional ser-

vice, local or within 50 miles, reasonable

rates, for free estimate call 549-3568

MUSICIANS
~

Guitarist wants to join or form a serious

heavy nrtetal band into originals. Am willing

to play rhythm. Call Chris at 546-4375 keep

trying

PERSONALS

WELCOME BACK!
From Miller Brewing Co., Craig B. Keenan

Director of College Marketing.

Speed raading, menKKy, concentration,

study skills, exsms. Free introduction M,

Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Come out. come out. wherever you

arel People's Gay Alliance is beginning its

second decade at UMass. First meeting

Wednesday at 7 30 in 4138 Student Union.

For more informetion call 546-0154 or stop

by. All are welcomel

Would you like to be a student senator?

25 signatures will put you on the ballot I

Nomination papers available in the Senate

Office, Rm 420 Student Union from Thurs-

day, Sept 4 through Fri Sept 24. For more

info, call 545-0341 . Wonnen & Third Worid

students are encouraged to apply.

Stick It in your eerti Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape 253-3324

MOVIE: Caddyshack Thursday Sept 16 in

Eng East Aud. 7:00, 9:00 and 11:00 p.m.

Hi Chuck-Unit. Hope you had a wild

weekend -wish I could have been therel

Have a "Nice" dayl SB

Open Rush Tonight 9-11 Delta Upsilon

778 N. Pleasant St. Come check out (the)

Alternative. All university men welcome

refreshments served.

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LON
DON Friday Sept. 17 Engineering East

Aud. 5,7,9,11, p.m. $1.50

Any native Frencals interested in ex-

changing French /English conversation call

Lisa at 256-8453

MORTAR BOARD MEETING
First Meeting Wed. Sept. 15th

Newman Center classroom - problem?

contact Jim Lonergan 549-0363

LDP Is looking for female boerders for

fall semester 82. Inclines 21 nf>eels &
utilities Call Eva or Cathy at 253-9971 or

5460839

Help stop the Reegan madness
volunteer with the Kennedy Campaign call

Charlie at 6-771 vye need people nowl

Snuggles the lest two yeers have been

great and the ones to follow will be even

better love Pumkin

Eckenkar - key to secret worids cii

forming, write PO Box 283 Amherst, Mass.
01004

K.L.M. - Welcome Backl It's a new start

and I can't waK. All my love, A. P.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA-OPEN RUSH~

Phi Sigma Kappa Open Rush Wednes-
day and Thursday nights 8:30 at 510 North

Pleasant Street all UMass men invited free

refreshments - tonite

PSYCHOTHERAPY

IndlvidusI, couplee, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center
546-0041

RADIO WMUA
~

Students interested in gaining practical

radio experience are invited to attend the

first general station meeting of WMUA 91 .1

FM, the student operated station at UMaas.
The nr>eeting will be at 7:30 pm on Thurs-

day. Sept 16 in Herter 227. See you there .

RIDE WANTED

Weekly ride needed from UMass to

Boston Thursday afternoon and/or return

Sunday PM 546^4667

RIDERS WANTED

To Boston every Fridey 1:30 p.m., retum
every Sunday 10 p.m. 1-283-4646

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidential/Efflcient call after 5
pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOM WANTED

Male intern need housing now til Oct 8
have cash Shawn 253-3076

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femele Roommete wented to share 2
bedroom apt Northwood call 546-5018
nrKHS info.

Female studsnt wanted to share
Southwood apartment call 256-8868 keep
trying

Qred student seeks M or F roommate for 2
bdrm apt on bus route Sur>deriend for info

call Kathie 666-2253

Need two people to share Irg bedroom
1 10 each & uti on bus route 586-3613

3 femeles seeking 1 female to share a 2
bedroom apt at Brinany Manor for 82-83

school year call 256-0195

1 rm available in 3 bdm apt in Northamp-
ton must be quiet and responsible $110/m
6r utilities 586-8625

Roommete wsnted: to share bedroom in

2 bedroom apt. $115 a month heat £f hot
water included on bus line call 253-2078

Female to shsre furnished apt conve-
nient location. 130/mo 666-3529

RUG FOR SALE

Rug for sale green. 6x9, price negotiable

549-5618

SERVICES

Spanish tutor available at your conve-

nience. Any level exp>erienced call Oebby
253-3598

GUITARIST looking for a band to join or

start lead, slide and rhythm Peter 256-8488

WAKE UP SERVICE

Having trouble catching that 8:00

Statistics or the 9:00 English class? Do you

push your snooze button so many timea

that you miss an important exam? Wake-up
service starts next Monday. For 5 bucks

you and your roommate ($2.50 each) can

be on time even after a nights studying at

the pub. Call Rob 54^0023

WHO TICKETS

Shea Stadium October 12 best offer caH

546-8662

Coming September 24th,

TRIVIA
as you've never

seen it before!

"WHAT DO YOU
SAY TO A NAKED

LADY?"
at Mahar Aud.

JThurs. Sept. 16th 7 pm, 9 pm, 11 pm
^Rated X Admission $1 .25

o^ogiy
Pop

TONIGHT
2 for 1 Draft Beers 2 for 1 Bar Drinks

36 E. Pleesant St., Amherst 2B3-S2B6

^i.vSS.v'iv'iv^fcVTi^^^'^
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Stickwomen score in OT, win 1—
By JENNIFER KUPPER
Collegian Correspondent

It was an exciting afternoon at the

NOPE field yesterday afternoon as the

UMass Women's field hockey team opened

their season by defeating Northwestern

University in overtime 1-0.

For the first five minutes of the game it

was a constant midfield battle of perfor-

mance stickwork. However, for the re-

maining thirty minutes of the first half

UMass dominated the field and kept the

NU defense on guard at all times.

The UMass women played a game that

relied on passing, patience, and precision.

Sandy Kobel led the stickwomen to a

number of key connection plays. Over and

over again the ball went from Kobel to

Megan Donnelly, with options leading to

either Tina Coffin or Patty Smith (at op-

posite sides of the field) which brought the

UMass women up to the NU goal.

Seven minutes and 28 seconds into the

first half UMass saw its closest opportimity

to score. The NU defense caused a UMass
offensive foul and UMass lost possession.

UMass did regain the ball right away

though, as freshman Megan Donnelly

tackled a NU player and quickly passed off

to Pam Moryl. The NU defense reacted

quickly however, and UMass was unable to

get a shot on goal away.
Five minutes later, with a series of

passes between co-captain Ro Tudryn, Pat-

ty Smith, and Moryl sent the women into

another goal situation. A cross from Moryl
in right field gave two offensive players the

chance to just touch the ball with their

sticks — however, no goal.

Twenty minutes into the first half, NU
headed downfield with the ball. The
tremendous hustle and effort made by Judy
Morgan and Donnelly ended the NU threat.

Morgan continued to play a fierce game
with interceptions ending further NU at-

tempts on goal.

Nancy Goode also shattered the hopes of

the Northwestern offense with back to

back interceptions. The midfield became
hectic as both offenses scurried to gain

possession. Co-captain Carol Progulske us-

ed tenacious stickwork to help out UMass.
Combination passing by Morgan, Kobel,

Coffin and Donnelly led tiie UMass offense

to goal once again. With a drive across field

Tish Stevens was able (with great effort) to

make contact with the ball - but there was

still no goal at the end of the first half.

UMass came out hard and fast in the se-

cond half. The immediate offensive punch

that coach Hixon was looking for was put

to work, but with no scoring result. Within

two minutes the NU offense came up with

the ball but they also lost it in the UM
shooting circle.

Morgan brought the ball downfield alone

and crossed it past the cage. An NU foul

was committed and UMass had a comer.

UMass was then called for a delayed game
for not taking the comer quickly enough.

NU had the ball again and another scoring

opportunity was lost.

NU's Nancy Fisher, their primary offen-

sive threat, brought the play up to UMass 1

goal. Progulske and Fisher battled for

possession and once again Progulske came
up the victor. She, in turn, started UMass
in a combination of passes downfield where

Moryl crossed to Coffin who "had a piece

of the ball" and another shot was made by

Mass. Again, however, there was no score.

On the next comer, Morgan drove the

ball toward the NU goal, but NU's goalie

Sports

blocked the shot with a fine save.

With 3:15 left in the game UMass had the

ball in the NU goal area, an NU defender

caught sticks with Patty Smith giving

UMass a comer. Morgan continued to take

the comer drive, and when the ball

deflected off a NU's defensive stick, UMass
had a long comer. The shot was wide,

however.

With a minute left in regular play, Judy
Morgan and the NU goalie held a private

battle of drive and iove. The game ended in

a 0-0 tie and a seven and a half minute of

overtime was called for.

With 6:09 left on the clock in overtime

Morgan made contact with the ball, and it

landed... in the goal! However, the goal was
taken back on a call of dangerous hitting.

With 1:24 remaining on the clock, UMass
had another comer. Pam Moryl flicked the

ball high, and NU's goalie could not save it.

UMass had scored!

"I knew we could do it," said Coach Hix-

on, "our defense and midfield did an ex-

cellent job. And now our offense will be

looking to connect within the +25."

The team has a week before its next

match at Boston College on September 21

MORE SPORTS ON
PAGES 11 AND 13
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Booters drop Bridgeport, 3—

1

Suit pttoto by Jin Floyd

Goaltender Jeff Smith held the University of
Bridgeport to just one goal. He's shown here
during practice on Monday.

J

By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

Boyden Hill was slightly more vacant than it usually is

during a UM lacrosse game, but it sure was a nice start for

the University of Massachusetts men's soccer team, as

they defeated their first opponent of the regular season,

the University of Bridgeport, 3-2.

Bridgeport gave an early scare to UM when
Bridgeport's Mark Vanston scored off an assist from

teammate John Shepart. UM coach Jeff Gettler's squad

seemed awakened by this shock and buckled down almost

immediately when goalkeeper Jeff Smith made a number
of key saves within the next five minutes.

"We got confused, we got behind, we were asleep," said

Gettler of the initial goal.

The Minutemen did manage to leave the field at the end

of the first half with a tie score of 1-1 however. The
kickers acquired the tying goal when captain Kevin Flynn

scored at 41 :23 into the first half on an assist from Kayvan
Khatami. Flynn executed a left-footed volley from about

16 yards. He was able to do this when UM's Fritz Pike

jumped and took a defender from the Bridgeport team out

of commission.

Bridgeport's goalkeeper during the first portion of the

first half was Joe Sander. Sander came out of the ^me
with approximately 17 minutes left in the half. Sander left

" J' M' J...^jUly!-^^' |)^i^4^' !|4!^Kk

as a result of an injury sustained while blocking a shot on
goal by UM's Tom Ushok. Sander left the game with one
save and let up no goals.

UMass got its second goal of the game at 9:42 of the se-

cond half. This wasn't soon enough for the eager crowd
that reared when Khatami scored the goal unassisted.

Bridgeport's second goalkeeper, Steve Rosenberg saved

a shot that was headed in by Ushok. Rosenberg's save was
picture perfect and even had the UM crowd smiling.

Shouts of "get it together" and "nice going" were com-
ing off of the UM bench from the coach as well as from the

other squad members, as Khatami scored a third goal for

the Minutemen.
The kickers had a scare with about 1 1 minutes to go,

when Bridgeport's Benedict Wisseh's shot knicked the

post of the Massachusetts net. Shortly after this, however,
Wisseh returned with the last goal scored of the game.
With ten seconds left on the clock, Wisseh introduced the

ball into the UMass net, with an assist from teammate Bob
Harrington.

An ecstatic UMass soccer team, which has yet to feel the

full thrill of victory, could have convinced an onlooker that

they had just won the World Cup.
Ciettler was particularly pleased with goalkeeper Smith,

who played a full ninety minutes, saved five shots and let

in two goals.

The Red Sox are okay by me
By TOM WHALEN
Collegian Correspondent

Why is everyone so down on the Red
Sox?
You know, the team that was picked to

finish fifth in the American League East

and now finds itself battling the likes of

Milwaukee and Baltimore for the divisional

crown.
From the outset, it would appear that the

Calvinistic attitude of fatalism that afflicts

the New England multitudes in the dog
days of the pennant race every year is now
in full bloom. Such throaty, indignant cries

as "the Sox will choke" can be heard at

every street corner, tavern, and household

from Bangor, Maine to the Cape.
Except for a few loyal diehards, the

general concensus is that the Beantowners
will succomb to a common, traditional

malady that inflicts the Bosox. choking.

Their fears are well founded. Since 1948,

when the Sox the first American League
play off to the Cleveland Indians. Boston

has somehow managed to lose the pennant

six times in the final moments of Sep
tember. Hut a.s that rambunctuous group of

miracle workers of 1967 proved, history

doesn't always have to repeat itself.

This year's edition of the Sox have

perhaps taken note of this fact. From the

damp, drizzly days of April to the last

waning days of Indian Summer, these Sox

have played a gutsy, nev«ir say die brand of

baseball. This hearty band of overachicvers

has played to win and their desire to reach

the pinnacle of the A.L. East has never

wavered.

ii IS significant to note that the Sox have
come from behind to win ballgames

phenomenally over forty times prior to this

writing. They are "Cardiac Kids" to be

sure!

What is their formula for success?

Some cite the potent offense of the

effervescent Dwight Evans, dependable

Jim "Awesome Ed" Rice, the defending

league batting champ Carney "The t;iutch

Lansford. and the ageless nonperil Carl

"Yaz" Yazstremski, as the answer.

Others claim it is the stalwarts of the

bullpen: sinkerballer Bob "Bigfoot"

Stanley, southpaw Tom Burgmier,
fireballer Mark Clear and the slippery when
wet, Luis Aponte.

This does not mention the contributions

of Wade Boggs, Dave Stapleton. Garry
"Mugsy" Allenson, Rick Miller or estimable

leadership of manager Ralph Houk. The
answer is that there isn't an answer.

All that matters is the number of wins
thay have chalked up and they have been
able to accumulate that inconsiderable

abundence this season. Any deep,

analytical study of the whys and hows
detract from this achievement.

In the same vein we. as the Fenway
faithful, should not be so critical of them.
Perhaps, just perhaps, they'll win it all this

year to fulfill our wildest aspirations. Since

they still are very much in the thick of

things, it is unfair and pessimistic to

chastise them.
In short, we should sit back and gi\e

thanks to have the opportunity ol wit

nessing a truly remarkable team in an
enthralling pennant fight. Indeed, just as
we had done in 1967.

1 m> 'm.
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Sports columnist Ellior Kalb thinks that Jimmy Connors should be

the athlete of the year. He tells you why on page 13.
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UMass campus
favors Dukakis
By BRIAN FITZ MAURICE
Collegian Staff

Student leaders and Administrators of the

University of Massachusetts community

responded to the results of the Democratic

gubernatorial primary with cautious op-

timism.

Vice Chancellor for Administration and

Finance John DeNyse said he is very

hopeful about Dukakis' success.

"lam pleased to see he has concerns for

higher education. I believe he has made
some statements about tuition levels, which

of course concern all of us," he said.

William Field, dean of students, was

cautioulsy optimistic about Dukakis' vie

tory.

"It is my hope that Dukakis, in the four

years after his first defeat, has developed

an appreciation of public higher education."

Field said. "I think in his first term,

Dukakis didn't understand public higher

education."

"If students and faculty take very

seriously communicating to Dukakis what

coming to, and teaching at UMa.ss means,

he could find out what UMass is all about."

Field Said.

'In my mind there is a doubt. Dukakis is

vpry briKht. very capable, but we have to

convince him that the brightest and best

people coming out are coming out of state

institutions." he said.

Student Government Association

President Jim Murphy said he was hopeful,

but not a supporter of Dukakis because of

his lack of a clear platform for higher

education. Murphy said he was unim

pressed wth "the Duke's" campaign

promise for a one year tuition hike freeze.

"If one listens to what Dukakis has been

saying for the past couple days I would

think that Dukakis offers a better at

mosphere for change... With King I'm very

certain of what the future had in store,"

Murphy said.

"Higher Education is peripheral in im-

portance to the corruption issue, and was

pretty much dropped on everybody's

agenda, which I think is a shame." said

Murphy.
Senate Treasurer Lisa Potter expects

increased attention to higher education as

an issue.

"Dukakis appears to have changed his

opinions toward higher education and

King's failure to recognize the importance

of higher education was probably

responsible for losing the primary," she

said.

Potter said if Dukakis realizes the im-

portant role this issue played in his winning

the primary, he will not forget promises

once in office.

Senate Speaker SJjaron Davies said she

hopes for a more educationally oriented

administration with Dukakis.

AP I iry>irt«

After winning nomination in the state primary election Tuesday,

Democratic gubernatorial candidate Michael S. Dukakis and his run-

ning mate John Kerry, candidate for lieutenant governor, celebrate vic-

tory at Dukakis's home in Brookline.

Democrats hold conference to

encourage party's unity

V
Collepwt pholo b« Saai Millcl

Freshman dance major Sherri June did her

homework by kicking up 'a storm outside the

Fine Arts Center yesterday

BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts Democrats oegan to

bind the wounds of a bitter fight for the gubernatorial

nomination yesterday, displaying a show of unity amid

talk of the lingering scars.

P\)rmer Gov. Michael S. Dukakis wrenched the

nomination from Gov. P^dward J. King, who had ousted

Dukakis in the primary four years ago. Dukakis, with John

Kerry as running mate, faces victorious Republican

nominee John Sears, running with Leon Lombardi, in

November.
Otherwi.se. the primary election was generally good to

incumbents, with at least one notable exception: ailing

Middlesex District Attorney John Droney lost the

Democratic nomination to L. Scott Harshbarger, a former

assistant DA making his second challenge.

The Democratic race for the governor's nomination was

a bruising campaign between arch rivals, but the con

sensus on the morning after was that the party could unite

behind Dukakis.

Rut Republicans described hurt feelings and an

ideological split on the Democratic side that they hope will

give Sears victory Nov. 2

"It certainly was a hardfought fight." said Senate

President William Bulger, who supported King. "And I

have another layer of scar tissue to prove it." But Bulger

added his support of the Democratic ticket.

"I intend to work starting today for that victory in

November." Bulger said. "It is true that there are many
points of disagreement, but we won't get into them today,

but the fact of the matter is there are many of us that

would insist that we still have a voice."

King was absent from the news conference, described as

an introduction to the Democratic ticket and not as a

formal unity party. He was closeted with aides Ln his

Statehouse office later in the day.

King campaign manager Peter Flynn and Adminstration

and Finance Secretary David Bartley did attend, vowing to

pk for a party victory.

said he had talked with King earlier. "He said

wanted to rest today. I told him when we talked.

_ gone through the same thing four years ago, a day

two of rest and to be with your family is awfully im-

»rtant."

Gnomon Copy Services strikers prepared for long battle
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

The strike at Gnomon Copy Services in Amherst center

could go on indefinitely if no agreement is reached at a

negotiation debate Wedne.sday between employees and

ownership, said Gnomon employee Mary F>in Creek.

About 100 people, including Student Government

Association President Jim Murphy, participated in a

support rally outside the store from 3 to 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Creek said the rally was a success and the strike fund

collected $200.

Crook said the rally showed community and customer

support and collecting the money helped to keep the

strikers' spirits up. She said all 11 employees are striking.

"This area could not hold too many more people," she

said while gesturing to the somewhat cramped quarters

surrounding the store.

Business has gone down 80 to 90 percent since the strike

began September 8. They should be making $1200 to $2000

a day in Septer her. T;
.

- k said.

Gnomons employees went on strike because of low

wages and lack of a health insurance plan. Crook said it's

been 20 months since the last pay raise. Health insurance

was dropped in August without any notice from the

owners, she added.

Store CO owner Catherine lannacchino, who purchased

the store August 13. said the employees have not given

them a chance to negotiate in good faith and workers

immediately began an "us"" against ""them" relationship

when the new ownership began.

When co:Owner Roland Wetherbees father died at the

end of last month, the owners requested a two week delay

in the previously scheduled August 31 negotiation talks,

lannacchino said. The employees did not accept the

request and decided to strike anyway, she added.

During Tuesday's rally the owners passed out leaflets

advertising available positions at Gnomon and promptly

received 100 phone calls. lannacchino said.

"I just felt great about the whole thing." she said, adding

they also plan to advertise in all area newspapers.

Crook said the employees see the situation differently.

'"The owners didn't want to negotiate until a few weeks
into the semester," she said, adding that by then they

would have made a great deal of money (mostly through

student purchases) and would have no incentive to

negotiate.

Crook said Gnomon has now hired four or five '"scabs" to

carry the workload. She referred to the '"scabs" as "real

apathetic people."

"'If you keep workers dissatisfied then you have a

rationale for not paying them," she said, adding that

people shouldn't have to be dissatisfied with their jobs.

Employees want a .50 cent pay raise across the board.

Crook said.

There will be a show cause hearing in Northampton

District Court concerning last Thursday's altercation at

the picket line involving Tobi Saisa of Amherst and

Gnomon serviceman Anthony Wright. Wright allegedly

attacked Saisa but is filing counter charges. Crook said.

"So far everyone has been real, real good about coming

out and doing their picket shift. We'll go as long as we
can," Crook said.
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World and national news
Pope John Paul II meets with Arafat in private session

•i^ 1- .. A_„«ot «7ithoiit thp customarv pistol oi

VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope John Paul II gave Yasser

Arafat a private audience Yesterday, telling him

Palestinians deserve a homeland but everyone in the

Middle East must shun "violence in every form, above all

terrorism and retaliation/the Vatican announced.

The pope later addressed 20.000 people in St. Peter's

Square and called on Israel and Arafat's Palestine

Liberation Organization to "accept the existence and

reality of the other."

The 20 minute meeting here, the first between Arafat

and a pope, drew a sharp protest from Israel.

The PLO chairman made no public comment on the

Bellotti suggests limit

in car insurance hikes

BOSTON (AP) — Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti

recommended the state limit an increase in car insurance

rates next year and save consumers more than 80 percent

of what the industry wants. .... ok
Bellotti is recommending a rate mcrease limited to ^.5

percent, or $28.2 million, compared to industry's request of

19.4 percent, or $216 million.

Under Bellotti's proposal, the average policyholder

would face an increase of about $11. compared to the $80

hike if industry gets its way. This year, the average pohcy

costs about $406.

Bellotti noted lower inflation rates and the improved

accident record of drivers in the state to support his

recommendation.
Companies writing automobile insurance have argued

for their request, saying the increase is needed to offset

rising costs for medical care and auto repairs.

Insurance Commissioner Michael J. Sabbagh is

scheduled to open hearing on the mdustry request Oct. 4.

and the commissioner's decision each year usually is an

nounced in late December.

Bellotti's office will argue its case at the hearings.

Sabbagh granted a 15 percent increase this year,

amounting to about $139 million in addition premiums. The

companies had sought a 24.5 percent increase for 1982. or

about $225 million.

According to Bellotti's office, research on the handling of

claims by several companies suggests industry may have

overstated their losses in this year's rate filing by almost

$10 million.

Vatican session, but a Palestinian priest said Arafat

considered it a turning point in the PLO's quest for in-

ternational support.

Arafat, wearing a green uniform and his familiar

blackand white headdress, was whisked in and out of the

Vatican through a htle used side entrance, riding in a

bullet-proof limousine followed by police cars bristling with

submachine guns.
' He spent about a half-hour in the Roman Catholic city

state, smiling and flashing the victory sign with his fingers

as he sped by reporters on his wav out.

A formal photograph released by the Vatican showed a

Digest
By the Associated Press

Abortion amendment

delayed until spring

WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate leaders agreed

yesterday to put off until next year a debate and votes on a

constitutional amendment designed to limit or eliminate

legalized abortions.

Meanwhile, there were indications that a filibu.ster

against a second anti-abortion measure may be drawing to

a close.

As Republican leaders grew increasingly impatient with

the pace of the debate. Sen. Orrin Hatch. R-lItah. said he

would abandon efforts to get a constitutional amendment
through the Senate in the waning days of the 97th

Congress.

Majority Leader Howard H. Baker Jr. promised Hatch

that the Senate would take up hLs amendment next spring.

The amendment would allow either Congress or the

state legislatures to prohibit or regulate abortions.

Because a constitutional amendment requires a two thirds

vote, it faced almost certain defeat in the Senate.

"I don't believe we have the requisite two thirds vote at

this time." said Hatch of the amendment, which has

become an issue in his own re election campaign in IHah.

The amendment had been competing with legislation

proposed by conservative Sen. Jesse Helms. R-N.C.

smiHng Arafat, without the customary pistol on his hip,

standing with the white-robed pontiff.

In a three-paragraph communique, the Vatican said

John Paul spoke in EngUsh with Arafat, expressing "good

will for the Palestinians" and teUing him that a Middle East

peace solution "must exclude recourse to arms and violence

in every form, and above all terrorism and retaliation.

John Paul also called for "a recognition of the rights of aU

peoples and in particular those of Palestinian people for

their own homeland and of Israel for security."

Neither the Vatican communique nor PLO spokesmen

revealed what Arafat told the pope.

Brezhnev denounces

Reagan's peace plan

MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev

called President Reagan's peace plan for the Middle East

"basically vicious" Wednesday for denying the Palestinians

an independent nation, and announced his own proposals

for "lasting peace."

Brezhnev's plan is the third major initiative for a

comprehensive Middle East peace settlement in as many
weeks, and appeared identical to the plan adopted by the

Arab summit meeting in Eez. Morocco last week.

He seemed to be bidding for a more active role in a

settlement by emphasizing the role of the U.N. Security

Council or its permanent members, of which the Soviet

Union is one. Brezhnev also reiterated the long-standing

Soviet proposal for an internatinal conference on the

Middle East.

The Fez declaration was adopted a week after Reagan

laid out his own blueprint for a Middle East settlement.

Israel immediately rejected both the Arab plan and

Reagan's, which differs in several respects from both the

Arab proposals and the Israeli government's position.

Brezhnev, speaking at a Kremlin dinner for South

Yemen's President Ali Nasser Mohammed, cljiimed

Reagan was merely "pretending to be trying to find a

settlement of the Middle East conllict.

"

"But the proposals of the U.S.A. are basically vicious."

Brezhnev said. "They deny the Palestinians the right to

self-determination and creation of their own state...

'

The Soviet leader said he was "profoundly convinced." in

contrast, that his own proposals could obtain "a just and

lasting peace in the Middle East."
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First student senate meeting delayed a week
By CHARLES A. MARRAM
Collegian Staff

In a last minute decision, the opening of the 1982-83

Undergraduate Student Senate, ori^nally scheduled for

last night was postponed because Student Government of-

ficials said senate members needed time to familiarize

themselves with proposed issues.

Sharon Davies, student senate speaker, said there were
many proposals generated over the summer which many
Senate members are currently unfamiliar with. She said

members will have to read through a number of reports

before they will be able to vote on the passage of these pro-

posals.

Davies said too much time would have been spent at the

senate meeting answering questions concerning the

various proposals because some members do not know
specifics.

"There is a number of materials senate members will

have to look over before they can vote on many of the mo-

tions. They did not have an earlier opportunity to review

the various reports concerning developments that occur-

red over the summer," she said.

Davies said a lengthy procedure at the meeting would be

the passage of the summer coordinating committee

meeting: minutes. The committee handles student issues

which develop over the summer break, outhne policy pro-

cedures and forward recommendations concerning these

procedures to the full Senate for approval.

>X».s».',",'i^sv.*.

"There is a number of materials

senate members mill have to look over

before they can vote on many of the

motions, " said Davies,

"In the past, policies were developed by the coor-

dinating committee and passed by the senate without

much thought. This summer, a lot of time was spent

developing policy recommendations. The senate should

give a good deal of thought on these recommendations

before they vote on passage," said Davies, "It's only right

that we give the members time to read the various papers

and proposals before we ask them to vote." The senate

will vote on a number of proposals developed by the sum-

mer coordinating committee, including a personnel, elec-

tion and ticket policy.

The personnel policy outlines the proper procedures con-

cerning the hiring, firing, filing of grievances, of Student

Activity Trust Fund Employees.

Developed by the Government Affairs Office, the elec-

tion outlines the guidelines and timelines for student

senate elections. The full senate will have to approve or in-

stitute changes to the policy and pass it immediately to

meet the schedualed October 4 elections.

The ticket policy outlines the procedure for sellmg

tickets to Resident Student Organization (RSO) events.

Present policy lacks an accountability for RSO group sales

as mandated by the last senate |iudit.

Davies said informational material will be distributed as

soon as possible. Senate members should l)e ready to vote

on these issues for the Senate Opening planned for

Wednesday, Sept. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center.

800 Santana tickets left

for Curry Hicks show

('ollvjpan piKito bv Davui M>T

UMass students of the School of Hotel Restaurant and Travel Ad-

ministration enjoyed a departmenUl cookout last Thursday by indulg-

ing in a game of volleyball on Southwest's fields.

Although many students find it hard to

believe, there are still over 800 tickets

available for F'riday night's Santana con-

cert.

Hill Pritchett. program coordinator for

the Union Program Council (UPC), the

organization presenting Santana. said many

.students have stopped by the I'PC office or

have called asking whether the show at the

Curry Hirks Cage is sold out.

He said because of the popularity of the

performance, many students are assuming

the concert is already sold out.

"It's going to be a fabulous show."

Pritchell said. "It's a chance for people to

see a phenomenal guitarist and his band."

Tickets are on sale at the Fine Arts

Center box office, Union Records Unlimited

and Faces in Amherst.

Pearlier this week. Pritchett said. "The

chances are good for Santana selling out.

"

At that time, he said he believed this

weekend's Jewish holiday and a lack of time

for students to prepare for the concert were

factors that held ticket .sales down.

Another part of the problem. Pritchett

said, is because the concert is general

admission, many students will wait to buy

tickets at the door.

Ticket sales for the show have bt>en

largely limited to on campus outlets

because I'rilchett said he wants to give

students "priority" for the show.

Future UPC productions include Jimmy
Cliff and Peter Tosh at the Fine Arts

Center on Sept. 23 and Joe Jackson on Oct.

21.

The tickets for Cliff and Tosh are on sale

at Union Records and the Fine Arts Center

Box Office.

Students to be charged $5 for

new alcohol ID cards
University Health Services, in coopera-

tion with University of Massachusetts and

Amherst Police, will be issuing alcohol

identification cards to anyone in the college

community who wants one.

Gil Mottla, safety officer for University

Health Services, said this will be "the I.D."

used on campus, as well as at several

establishments in town for the purchase or

consumption of alcohol.

Anyone who is over the age of 20 and has

a young looking face, will definitely benefit

from this I.D.. said Mottla.

Mottla said a driver's license or any other

form of identification will not be accepted

at on-campus facilities or many places in

town.

In order to receive an alcohol I.D., a valid

form of identification must be presented. A
driver's license, passport, or military ser-

vices dispatch papers will be accepted.

However, charge cards and social security

cards will not.

This identification has been offered to

students for a few years. Mottla said she

believes it is a great convenience since It

will be the only I.D. card ^at will be ac-

cepted on campus and at surrounding bar.

Each card will have a picture of the person

on it to prevent misuse.

The alcohol identification cards can he

obtained for a fee of $5 dollars in the lobby

of Campus Center on September 23, bet-

ween 1 and 3 p.m. The 1 D. cards are issued

by the Massachusetts Registry.

- STEVEN VOGELSANG

%nes library in Amherst to celebrate Founder's Day
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Jones Library in Amherst will break away from its

traditional manner of celebrating the birth of its founder,

Samuel Minot Jones, centering the event around the

library's elaborate art collections.

The Founder's Day celebration will begin with a talk by

Erin McDonald, researcher for the successful presenta

tion of the art collection. The library possesses copies of

her published research on the history of the many oil pain-

tings on display.

"It was an extremely complicated process to attempt to

account for 117 paintings that were donated in 1926.

There were many places to look because you simply could

not hang 117 paintings in this buiidmg alone," said Daniel

Lombardo, curator of Special Collections.

Finally, Gail Husch, director of the Holyoke Art

Museum, will be conducting a gallery tour of the collec-

tion. The Holyoke Art Museum has also been able to boa«?i

ownership of 27 William A. Burnett paintings. One of

these paintings will be featured this Thursday evening.

The collection was establishe<i by BurneH. who was

originally a New York businessman, and in conjunction

with his father, eventually estahli.shetl the H.D. Fearing

Co. Hat Factory in Amherst.

Burnett, by virtue of his profitable business, managed to

purchase a prodigious art collection, which he displayed in

a gallerv located in back of his Amherst home.

Upon "his death in 1924, Burnett's family donated to the

library some 117 paintings, 18 bronze statues, tables and

chairs, and 125 art volumes.

The Jones Library now has in its possession some fine

examples of both American and European art. The most

famous piece that the library owns is Albert Bierstadt's

"Platte River, Nebraska," which is currently on loan to

the Mead Art Museum at Amherst College.

Founders Day became a significant event in its tenth

year, when the library took on the task of celebrating the

birth of Samuel Jones, the library itself, and literature in

general.

Each year the Jones Library Founders Day celebration

features an important literary speaker who discusses

topics of literary significance. Lombardo said there have

been a great number of literary greats who have con-

sidered it a honor to volunteer to speak in the library's

behalf.

Sj)eakers at the pa;>t Founder's Day celebrations have

constituted an impressive list of people from a variety of

literary disciplines. .....

Some of the more renowned and interesting people who
have spoken were Lyman Beecher Stowe, grandson of

Harriet Beecher Stowe, Ellery Sidgwick, editor of the

Atlantic Monthly, Esther Forbes, Francis Brown, editor

of the New York Times Book Review, and Martha Dickin-

son Bianchi, Emily Dickinson's niece.

"Since Amherst has always been considered a center for

literature, it is therefore a very good place for artists to

convene and speak," Lombardo said.

Samuel Jones, a former resident of Amherst, reaped his

fortune in a Chicago lumber business. Upon his death,

Jones' assets were bequeathed to his son. However, Jones'

will also stipulated if his son died before the age of 21, the

money would be transferred to the town of Amherst. Un-

fortunately this tragedy occured and in 1918, the town of

Amherst received close to $700,000 to be used for the con-

struction of the Jones' library.

The library opened on Sept. 7, 1921. in six rooms of the

Amherst House Hotel. However, when the hotel was

destroyed in a fire in 1926, the library moved to a far-

mhouse on North Pleasant Street.

Finally, in 1928, the familiar stone building on Amity

Street opened to the public as the Jones Library.
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Emergency construction and repair projects hinder UMass
I _x .^ T'U^ «v^n«A»<A/4 rkor'lfino' In

By MARK J. WELCH
CoUe^an Correspondent

ll may seem to students that several construction

proj.cts now underway have oeen timed to aggravate

them, but that isn't the case, H. J. Littlefield. Director of

Planning for the University OF Massachusetts said.

Steam pipes are being replaced near the Northeast

Residential .'\rea in one project, and emergency repairs

were made on steam pipes in Southwest in another. A

water main break near the North Physican Education

Building (NOPE) has prompted emergency repairs there,

and two improvement projects involve work along North

Pleasant Street.

Steam pipes between Worcester Dining Commons and

the Northeast Residential Area are being replaced under a

state grant." Littlefield said

"The pipes were old and had several leaks." he said.

The project is being administered directly by the state's

Division of Capital Planning and Operations.

In the Sothwest Residential Area, emergency repairs

were required because steampipes showed signs of leaks.

To avoid a major loss of steam. Physical Plant workers dug

the pipes out and patched them.

The most visible change is work beine done on North

Pleasant Street near Hasbrouck and the Graduate

Research Center. Changes are being made to mcrease

safety along that street. Littlefield said. The Safety

Committee of the University Health Council made several

specific recommendations which are now bemg im

plemented, Littlefield said.

This project includes repair and installment of a

sidewalk from the Graduate Research Center to the

Work along North Pleasant Street will also slightly

relocate current bus stops. The metered parking lot m
front of Northeast has been eliminated.

The work on this project will be funded by a $230,000

grant from the state. Littlefield said.

Another project involving resurfacing of the gravel lot

next to Skinner Hall and opposite from Hasbrouck. as weU

as the nearby section of Stockbridge Road, was completed

this summer. .

A water main break in front of NOPE is currently bemg

repaired as well Littlefield said.

This project includes repair and installment of a

sidewalk from the Graduate Research Center to the Fine

Arts Center, relocation of the access drive to the Infirmary

Parking Lot from Stockbridge Road to Infirmary Road and

repairs to Stockbridge Road at the intersection of Clark

Hill Road, near the Central Residential Area. Littlefield

said the latter job has been completed.

state grant. "Littlefield said. Work along i^onn nt-asant -w... "... --^^^ -•^-.
^ , .

| J

Woodwork in dining commons wins architectural award
^^

J- _ ^ 1 „« ;o<,...,w4 loot u/<^u Ku .1 A Wriirht .Tanp Rr«>nt«n of Winchester said.
cording to a press release issued last week by J.A. Wright

and Co., the manufacturer of the woodwork.

Jon A. Wright, president of J. A. Wright and Co.. said he

Worcester Dinin, Co.n,„n. u™t«ur oak^paneHn, and ^.^l^r',-^,;r.:?Lrk."""
'"""'^' '"^'""

By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Correspondent

columns, installed during the summer of 1981. have been

recognized by the Architectural Woodwork Institute's

award of excellence.
.

The Architectural Woodwork Institute announced its

award of excellence will go to the University of

Massachusetts for "utilizing architectural woodwork with

an innovative flair." in the Worcester Dining Common, ac-

tured and installed the woodwork.

He added that the award is being presented to UMass.

the owner of the project, for "having the foresight to de-

mand a high standard of excellence in the project."

Most of the reaction to the woodwork has been

favorable.

"It brings a homey, casual feeling to the D.C.," senior

Jane Brenton of Winchester said.

"The color of the wood gives off a warm feeling." said

freshman Ted White of Greenfield. "It makes it seem like

less of an impersonal place."

"The paneling makes the D.C. look more like my kitchen

at home," freshman engineering major Audrey Kiethe of

Lawrence said.

Assistant director of Food Services Dick Rossi said, "It

looks great, it gives the place a tremendous atmosphere."

"The award was presented in an ongoing program U>

Continued on page 6
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iYOURBSNISWORTHANi
iOFFKEmCOMMISSIONi

INTHEARMY.
4-

4*

4-

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also

* means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our ^

5 medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities, J

J
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank. CA 91510.

4-

4-

ARMYNURSECORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

^ 4-

Is This Jesus?

a FREE MOVIE
^bout the

Turin Shroud

SILENT WITNESS
Thu 16, Fri 17.

Sat 18, Sun 19

8:00 pm The Ark

(Episcopal Chaplaincy)

758 N. Pleasant St.

(opposite NOPE)

IFOR. -

I £ P€LeCTAWX
• oesseftTS

EVEN STRAIGHT A'S CAN'T
HELP IFYOU FLUNK TUITION,

THC CONVCNiCHCe STORE
FOR. ALL YOUIt CAMPUS

COCKIMO CR6M10NS.

fRAPW4N;WPKCeSTeR,HAHPP€N
opeisi 7 i>AYs A vi/eeic.

VJorc^ster... 8'003jn- 9:oopm

Franklin ..» &:oo^dry- 9 iOOpm

Todny, rhi" tminlu-st thinj^ nbout 1,'oini,'

u> collc^v is tincliii'^ \hv tnoncy to pny tor it

But Army R01(\iin help two

wiiys'

First, you on iippiv lor .in Army
ROTC^, scholiirship It kaits tuition,

hooks, ;hh1 supplies. iinJ p.iys you

up to $ 1 ,000 cMch SI h( M »l yc.ir it's

in etti\f

But even it you re \ma a

scholarship recipieni,

ROTC: can still help

with tinaneial assis-

tance upto$l,cW
a year tor your

last two years m
the program.

hor more
intorniatii>n,

contact your

Professor ot

Milit,ir\- Science

ARMYROTC.
BEALLYOUCAIIBE.

Contact:

Cpt. Patrick

Merryman
545-2321/ 2322

Affairs
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Educating men and women of the community about

women's issues and struggles is the goal of the Women's
Affairs Show on the student run radio station, WMUA
(91 .1 FM), according to the new director of the program.
' Lisa Gonslaves, a senior journalism/communications

major, was appointed by the managing board ofWMUA at

the beginning of September after the previous director,

Michelle Murray, was appointed station program manager.

"The public needs to be educated about women's issues,"

Gonslaves said. "And WMUA needs to be educated as well

as the community."

The Women's Affairs Show began last semester as an

outgrowth of the ten year old Women's Media Project, a

and vocalists, said Murray, a senior Social Thought and

Political Economy major and former director of the

program

.

"I wanted to try to recruit women to the station so they

would have broadcast and production experience and also I

wanted to expand women's programming so it would be

more than three hours a week," Murray said. In recent

months, the ratio of women to men has improved, she said.

Sexual harassment and other issues of relevance to

women were aired on the program last spring, said

Murray. Topics this semester will include women in prison

and women in sports, as well as violence against women,
said Gonslaves.

Gonslaves said she hopes the show will also appeal to

men. "Men should feel welcome to listen. It will be difficult

to get men to listen, but we will be covering topics we hope
everyone will be interested in. I hope the men will benefit

weekly three hour program featuring female musicians

as well a$ the women," Gonslaves said.

Gonslaves said the first Women's Affair Show this

semester will be aired on September 22. Its focus wil be on

the UMass Everywoman's Center, which offers resources

and referral services. The program will include an in-

terview with Ruth WekesWashington, the first black

director of the center.

The program, which airs at 6 p.m. every other Wed-
nesday, will be successful if there is a lot of audience

participation Gonslaves said. Program ideas and interested

women from the campus community are needed to help

program the show.

"It's basically a new show. Last semester they did a few

things with the show but there was never enough people.

If there Ls a lot of interest, I'm sure the show will be good,"

Gonslaves said.

Theatre Guild offers variety of experiences to 5-Colleges
By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Correspondent

For students interested in acting, costume design,

carpentry, play production, parties or trips to New York,

the University of Massachusetts Theater Guild is the club

to join.

"The Guild offers hands on experience and immediate

training for many more nujors than just theater," said

Larry Cox, publicity director and past president of the

Guild.

The club, an established Recognized Student

Organization (RSO), presented major full cast productions

of the musicals "Sugar" and "Pippin" last season, and

"Jesus Christ Superstar" the previous spring.

The Guild is beginning its 48th season this semester with

a November production of the musical comedy "Seesaw".

The Guild Board welcomes all students interested in any
aspect of theater who are willing to train and contribute

time for productions. "It serves as a type of internship for

students," Cox said.

There are open staff positions for advertisers, set and

costume designers, music directors, carpenters, and

production assistants, as well as performers for upcoming

productions.

An outdoor production of "Godspell" in Southwest last

spring was an experimental performance which proved to

be a great success. 'Godspell helped to bring theater to

people who were never exposed to it," Cox said.

"Our goal is to do theater that is educational, but also

entertaining and appealing to students.

"

Two outdoor shows for all five residential areas are

being scheduled for the coming season. A small show in

Hampden Dining Commons in December, and a rock

oriented musical in May are tentatively planned.

The major musical productions are only a part of the

year's events for Guild members. Promotional slideshows

and parties, charity functions and a day trip to New York

are currently being discussed.

Auditions for "Seesaw" are open to all Five College

students, and are being held at 7:00 p.m.. September 20

and 21 in Campus Center, room 101.

Anyone interested in further information about the

UMass Music Theater Guikl should contact the Guild office

in 415 Student Union.
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-Phi
Best Location
a 510 North Pleasant St.

we're seconds from the

SBA, Herter, Hills, Mahar,

FAC, bus stop. Whitmore,

etc. .

Best Social Life
Formals, exchanges with

sororitys and woman's
dorms every Thursday

night, our famous Friday

and Saturday night parties,

mass grass, homecoming,

Halloween, Christmas, and

balcony parties.

Best
Intramural
Teams

1981, 1982 campus in-

tramural champions and

Ahenian Cup winners, var-

sity athletes

Best Meals
Savory homecooked meals

prepared three tinges daily

"We've got the Best of Everything'

Sigma Kappa Open Rush -

Peace Corps

Stop by Jones Library, ^3 Amity

St., Amherst, September 21, 10:00

thru 6:00.

]^ by our gourrriet chef. Our p^ppp^^^^ r-d^^- ^ u -^ - -—- ^^ ^^^ — — ^—-

—

,

: 'Z'Tn^'^'ZWi>d. and Thurs. at 8:30 / 510 North Pleasant St*

: r .::: rriliDi'd:! AU university Men invited!! ^^.^vN j

:""" Free Refreshments!! ^'^ *

THE HKST ANNUAL

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

TRIVIA
COKTEST

IS COMINe
SEPTEMDER 24th

Register now for classes

Ballet 'Modern^ Dance 'Jazz Dance

Amherst Ballet Centre
29 Strong Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002
Vhonc: 41^WJ 15^5

OHui.il SiliiHil Int ilu XmluTM H.illd llu.iin < .•(np.iin

FOREFRONT
OF TODAYS
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR

FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and

designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.

Many are seeing their ideas and concept

materialiie. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The

working environment is conducive to research.

And Au- Force experience is second to none.

You can be part of this dynamic team if you

have an engineering degree. Your first step

wiU be OfBcer Trdnlng School. Help us shape

our ftiture •• wt help you start yours. Be an

engineeriM offlcr In the Air Foror C^J-rt
your Air force recruiter at 4i3-557-j»ys.

Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

A^««lMTa<W«
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THE BIG ONE Newslines...
::::::§*;>:

Movie on multinational corporations tonight

^
TACKLE IT! *<>/*

THUKSDAYS ALL NITE

The film "Controlling Interests - The

World of the Multinational Corporations"

will be shown tonight (Thursday) at 7:30

p.m. in Machmer room W 23.

The film analyzes the links between

increasing poverty and oppression in other

countries and the growing unemployment

in the U.S. The roles of giant multi national

corporations are critically evaluated in

locations such as Chile, Brazil, and even

Greenfield, MA. Candid interviews with

top corporate executives and_ government

officials reveal that the basis of government

policy is to insure a stable and "free" in-

vestment climate-.

Amherst homeless shelter needs volunteers

An informational meet for those in

terested in volunteering at Prospecl

House, a temporary emergency shelter foi

the homeless in Amherst, will be held at

7:30 p.m. tonight at the First Congrega

tiona) Church in Amherst.

People can gain employment experience

in direct service work, and field credit ma>

be available for students.

For more information, call Prospect

House at 253-9373, Monday through Fri-

day between 3 and 5 p.m.

00K A s rtp UP

HAItOS

* Woodwork
Continued from page U

recognize outstanding achievement in com-

pletion of interior or exterior design pro-

jects," J. A. Wright and Co. said.

btramese Corporation of Northampton

installed the woodwork as part of the

renovation of the Worcester Dining Com-

mons last summer, said director of Food

Services at UMass Marie Cappadonna.

Ruth Shives and Williams, Inc., of

Amherst, was the architect of the project

that included renovation of three rooms in

the 28-year old building, Cappadonna said.

One Food Service worker said it made
the D.C. look much more cheerful. "It is

the difference between night and day," she

said.

Fall flair!

cuddlen

IfI
SHDITLP

,-.^»''

omen's ASSORTED

12 Compare
at $34

Pal's pleasures!

Cobbie Cuddters opan the

season with a t>eautifui

selection of comfortable
styles. Cushioned
insoles, in smart

Fall colors.

Women's sizes.

.an experience youll never forset!

COMING SOON DONT MISS IT!

Men's SELECTED
BRAZILIAN LEATHER STEP-INS

r THURSDAY

ROCK HIGHT
with

Al Stoner

2 for 1 all liquor drinks

9 til 11
no cover charge

$

Shoes

35
Compare at 44.95

Fall's fashion statement!
Fine Brazilian leather

in several handsome
styles. Leather wrapped

heels. Men's sizes.

The Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

Hampshire Mall

iMiWith this coupon

kwith this coupon! 1 per customerii

call

253-3808

or 256-0115

FREE
DELIVERY
5 to 2 Every Night

PIZZA
Plain

Onion
Pepper

Sausage
Pepperoni

Hamburg
Mushroom
Bacon
Anchovie

Comb.
2 Items

Comb.
3 Items

Pizza-Rama

Special

10"

3.00

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

14"

5.25

5.95

5.95

5.95

5.95

5.95

5.95

5.95

5.95

6.46

7.20

8.75

SPAGHETTI or SHELLS
Meat Sauce
Meatballs

Sausage

16"

5.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

6.75

7.45

8.20

10.50

3.00

3.00

3.00

GRINDERS
Ham
Salami

Coldcut

Meatball

Sausage
Cheese
Genoa
Tuna
Turkey
Pastrami

Roast Beef

Pepperoni

SM
2.25

2.25

2.25

2.25

2.25

2.25

2.25

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

356 COLLEGE ST.
AMHERST

Next to Spirit HauB
& Cumberland Farms

I

'1 " "
l—ff w^^^wf

STEREO LIQUIDATION
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS A T LOWEST PRICESi

3 DAYS ONLY Ihurs. 1 2-9 • Frl. 1 9 • Sat. 1 9

CAR STEREO

SANY0C1
$6995oANYU l»0 With auto reverse

naijwA pQ^ Auto reverse, locking tast forward and rewind

wANTU U^f separate bass and treble, dolby M49
1 lUnCCn Superttmer with pushbutton M49
CAR SPEAKERSexg 3way tOOwatt S38"PR

CAR SPEAKERS5V4 3way triaxial ^SS^PR

VAN BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS S7Q95
Reg 189 f 57 PR.

EQUALIZER/BOOSTER, ..« ...an S59"PR

HOME STEREO
From

From

From

M49
^69

99

PIONEER RECEIVERS

TECHNICS TURNTABLES

I bl/HNIU^ Automatic turntable

BECKER SPEAKERS. r 3.,,

ALL CARTRIDGES 50% OFF
SANSUI DECKS • STEREO RACKS

TURNTABLES • MANY MORE CHOICE BRANDS

S7Q95,.
Reg $450 pi I >7 EA

TOOLS

SOCKET SET «p,«. Reg $499556"

SCREWDRIVER SET .o„. «6

PRECISION SCREWDRIVER SET ^3''

SOLDERING GUN ^S"*
More than 100 different tool items to cfioose from at similar savings'

HOME APPLIANCES

POPCORN POPPERelc c^„. MS"
CUTLERY SET „,«« M4"
KNIFESETs^e ^9"
oILVcnWAKk Rogers 50 piece

HAIRDRYER SeikkoWowdrv

S-I995

$g95

CLOSEOUT SPECIALS

MAXELL UDXL-II C90 TAPES *2"

STEREO CLOCK RADIO *24"

WALKMAN FM STEREO *29«

SANYO PORTABLE STEREO CASSETTE RADIO
From # 5/

PkNo Big Red. ail colors Reg. $2 95 1

WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF ITEMS FOR HOME, CAR, WORKSHOP
AND RECREA TiON A T SIMILA R SA VINGS!

HOLIDAY INN
245 WHITING FARMS RD.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
. 413-534-3311

A II Items fully warranteed by PMK A UDIO. INC

MoilwCordj

OR CASH
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Th« Only PIqc# To D« On

Thursday Night In Amherst

*KEEFE NIGHT
12 oz Bottles .95

plus

Two For One Bar Liquor Drinks
Three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $ 1 .25 ^
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TRUCK LOAD SALE!

CLEATS • SNEAKERS • RUNNING SHOES

I
FENTON'S

ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
377 Main St., Amherst 253-3973

nrt

Student Work-Study
Employment

Typesetters Needed

Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union

SGA Communications Office

545-0341 Ext 28

3! f;.r'** T HOT-L WARREM

AMTE
ENTRANCE

C*nt*r
Hex I Wancn. SoulhI>eciri«U f^'hampt<fn

SEPT. STUDENT SPECIAL

Unlimited ice Cold

Domestic Droft (2.95
(with this ad and positive I.D.)

665-8757

Free Shuffleboard VkJeo Games Pool

Thursday, September 16, 1982,

ATTENTION:
Student Flea Marketeers
& Entrepreneurs
Start the siIkk)! vcaroffOn tJu- ri^ht f<K.t bv rcsirviiiK voiir

tabic for the Hijjhth Anmiul FALLFEST <>n MeiuwamiKC
Lawn. For a 8.S.<>() Ice. you can display and sell your crafts,

wares, tJ<HKis. etc at our annual fall picnic, from 11am

-;<pn). on 1 hurs<lav. Seplcnibcr 2'.\n\, 19M2.

THt: PARTM rLARK
1 Y(ui must be a Five College student.

2. Your display space Is the top of a 2' by H' table with IV of

storage behind.

;V I'sual picnic attendance is approximately 4.(K)<).

4 Rain date is Friday. Septcni»H.-r 24th. 19H2.

n. I.i\c cntcriainnKiii will l)c on hand

6. Your 8iS(K» fee is non-refundable, slots will l)e filled on a

first come, first serve basis,

7 .\ confirmati(m will be mailed after we have received

your payment

.

H \o foiKl may be sold.

lor further informatiim. call .=>4S-2(>4;V

111 Kcscrvc Sputc • ( iimpli-ii- N Kcliirn wtlli u '

W <M) riiccl< or mimiv order i>u\ utile lot VMI'l'S i

< KNTKK KK)I) SKKVK K DFI'I 822 A/C.C ;
For OffUi: I sc

Nd nu- ll" .\. Itiiic Kic'il

College I 11 IV

St reel

Ciiv

lieiiis ii'Ik- S>1<1 ' .\eie|iie<l
I

I

_ ;
Kejecie.l

I

• V

Tclcpbitru

K)STEN^
<X)LDRINQ

SALE
15 off10KGold30 off14KGoki

V

'/

Date: Sept. 20th, 21st, 22nd (Mon, Tue, Wed)

Time: 10 am - 4 pm $15 Deposit

Place: Bookstore

Prices based on $349. an ounce gold -

Buy Now before Gold goes higher!

f} .UNIVERSITY
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The Drake: dull replaces decadent
Listen, I'm in a real hiorry so I've got to make this

quick.

I'm sure you're all anxious to hear this editorialist's

personal interpretations of our common experience of

rematriculation. Otherwise why would the student body

be slackening its collective jaw, pausing amidst beef steak

specials and chicken cutlets to ponder, peruse and perspire

over its Massachusetts Daily CoUegianl Why, but to lend

salivary creedence to the meat of this editorialist's

resume? Well, I know you've all got much more important

things to do, but please, friends, U'mies, others, lend me
the movement of your eyes long enough to justify the set-

ting of this print.

Ralph C. Hybels

We have before us an arduous task dear triends, the

resumption of our school time duties. But enough of

trivial, short term pursuits. Were you at the Drake Mon-

day, or was it Tuesday night? Monday, it was Monday and

it was happening. Etownstairs you understand, none of

this 'still able to climb steps' pretension. If you can still

stumble, the downstairs will swallow you without a gurgle

or belch. These are the subterranean depths of the social

being, the large intestine of Amherst, where the beef

flows with urinary expediency and conversation becomes

effluvient with a regularity alarming to some yet comfor-

ting to all. Lax, the Drake is extra lax. Inhibitions are ex-

truded at the door to float downstream with the rest of

civilization's refuse.

But they have improved this cavity of alcoholic refuge!

They have altered the ceiling of this earthly garden of few

lights! Like reckless maids armed with SOS pads in the

Sistene Chapel, these untutored repairmen have 'improv-

ed' upon the Drake's unlofty rafters. New plaster and new

pipes: these to save the virginal brows of uninitiated

tourists from learning the true meaning of an admonition

to bow one's head in a place of worship!

This, I feel is one of the major issues we must address

while here in Amherst this fall, the restoration of the

Drake to its former condition, and the establishment of

provisions for the further benevolent deterioration of this,

our hindmost monument.

But in the meantime I'm in a real hurry to get to sleep;

I've got a class early tomorrow afternoon.

Ralph C. Hybels is a Collegian staff member.

Letters

Seta's death represents more than violence against women

To the Editor:

We are writing to clarify and correct several misquotes

and inaccuracies printed in the article which appeared in

the Tuesday, September 14 article entitled: "Third World

Women's Coordinator: Violence Has Decreased.

'

As the Coordinator of the Third World Women's Task

Force, I feel very strongly that the title of the article is

both misleading and seriously misrepresentative of what I

said. We wish to make it very clear that violence is not

decreasing. Just because we haven't had violent deaths in

three years doesn't mean that violence has curtailed.

Violence takes many forms.

Furthermore, the article itself fails to speak to our

purpose in holding the vigil. We held the vigil to com

memorate Seta Rampersad. a Third World woman who

was a Senior at UMass when she was found dead at the

Motel 6 in Deerfield four years ago on September 13, 1978.

The local newspapers announced her death in a one-inch

article explaining that Seta had died of "natural causes."

adding that she had "died with a smile on her face."

The facts surrounding Seta's death were unclear.

However, it was only due to the efforts of the Third World

Women's Task Force and other campus and community

groups and individuals that any further investigation was

pursued. The University played no role in the investigation

and took no interest in bringing justice to Seta's case.

Because of the forces whi'-n rallied around Seta's case and

the tremendous amount <v pressure which they managed

to bring to bear on local o.ficials. the D.A. was obliged to

hold an inquest Ian unprecedented measure in this area)

which revealed that Seta's death involved criminal

negligence, if not homicide.

While this tragedy may have occurred four years ago it

could happen again to anyone. It is unfortunate that it took

a murder for people to he aware of the ."justices and

violence against Third ^^ d people m this area. For this

reason. Seta represents the plight of Third World People,

and she is a symbol of the continuing struggle against

oppression.

We feel that Seta was a victim of circumstances par

ticular to Third World people, especially women. Third

World people everywhere are exploited, forced to settle

for the lowest paying jobs (often the only jobs available to

them), and straddled with bad hours and poor working

conditions. These injustices still exist today. Violence has

not decreased, especially now. as the potentio/ for violence

grows only more stark and intensified under Reaganomics.

Third World people are the hardest hit by unemployment

and cutbacks in financial aid and public services.

Furthermore, racism, sexism and anti-semitism all exist

as forms of violence and oppression on campus, as in the

wider community. Recently a Third World woman was

stopped by several white men as she was driving with her'

child on campus. The men harassed the woman, waving

their arms threateningly and calling her "nigger.
"
The

University offers no protection from such abuse.

Seta Rampersad was found dead in the same year that

Jose Pontes was killed and Jill Dickinson was raped all

Third World people, who as victims and students at UMass

testify to and fit into the pattern of violence and oppression

inflicted upon Third World people historically, both in this

nation and around the world.

While the anniversary of Seta's death reminds us that

we live in a country geared for the benefit of those who are

either rich, white or male, it also strengthens us in our

solidarity and struggle for our rights and for our very

lives; whether at UMass, Boston. El Salvador. South

Africa, or Palestine. Though we pause in spiritual vigil, we

will not be silenced!

Panna Mehta Putnam

Third Workl Women's Task Force Coordinator

Cverywoman's Center

Four years too

long to wait
Now that the primary elections are over, Massachu-

setts can look to the general elections in Novem-
ber. But first, let us reflect on the former

Democratic candidates for governor and look ahead to key

races and questions awaiting us on the '82 ballots.

Four years ago the Massachusetts Democratic guber-

natorial primary was considered a major factor in the

country's rising conservative tide. Edward J. King, a

staunch conservative who really had no right to call

himself a Democrat, won in an upset victory over incum-

bent Michael S. Dukakis.

A recent indication that the pendulum is swinging back

is seen in Tuesday's election results. Dukakis' victory may
well have been a no confidence vote for Reaganomics. And
since the voting margin was only four percent in the

former governor's favor, the results can hardly be called a

mandate. But this wasn't your average run of the mill

primary race either.

King spent $2 million on a top notch advertising cam-

paign. His TV ads featured a voice worthy of God himself

telling the voters of Massachusetts the evils of Mike
Dukakis. The ads were convincing and comforting to the

less sophisticated voter who might not be so politically

oriented. This is where King hoped to derive his strength.

Conversely the Dukakis camp made mistakes. There
was the sex tape scandal in July where Dukakis campaign

manager John Sasso played an edited version of a King
radio ad describing Jody King's bout with polio to two
Boston Globe reporters. In the ad. King's wife said about

her rehabilitation, "Sometimes I didn't want to do it, but

Ed said 'You don't tell an ex-Baltimore Colt that you don't

want to do it.'" One doesn't need an overly creative im-

agination to realize the possibilities that quote made
available.

The King camp immediately jumped on the story and

made it a campaign issue. The timing was perfect because

the polls were beginning to show Dukakis's lead slowly

dwindling. In all, the King camp was almost able to make
the voters forget the governor's abysmal record with their

fantastic media campaign. In fact if King had won, his

campaign would have deserved to have been called one of

the most ingenious in political history. The fact that

Dukakis' ad campaign had become lackadaisacal did not

help his lead either.

But the voters didn't forget. College students didn't

forget that it was King who raised the drinking age. This

drastically altered weekend life at UMass and other

Massachusetts colleges and Universities by promoting

anti -social behavior with students drinking in their rooms.

Parents with children in public schools didn't forget that it

was King who supported Proposition 2V^, the tax cutting

measure which resulted in teacher layoffs and cancella-

tions of mamy sports programs. Environmentalists didn't

forget that it was King who twice vetoed the bottle bill.

Mas.sachusetts is fortunate because regardless of the

eventual winner between Dukakis and GOP winner John

W. Sears, better government is certain to follow. But that

does not make November's election any less important.

Despite his integrity, John Sears would support

Reaganomics, capital punishment, lower financial aid to

public universities and the current Massachusetts state

law on abortion which is the most repressive legislation in

the country. Ehikakis' beliefs are more in tune with assur-

ing a decent quality of life for everyone, not just the rich.

Sears plans to launch an attack on corrupt government

in order to win the November 2, general election. Against

King, he'd have a valid point. Against Dukakis he'll be cry-

ing wolf.

That is why it is vital to Dukakis' chances that he

already has King's endorsement. There will still be defec-

tors to the Sears camp, but those King supporters who
feel an allegiance to the Democratic party (believe it or

not, there are many) will make Ehikakis an assured win-

ner.

The November elections should prove to be most in-

teresting. Aside of the Dukakis-Sears matchup, there's

Ted Kennedy running for re-election to his U.S. senate

seat against arch-conservative Ray Shamie. Certainly

Kennedy cannot lose, but if he gets less than 60 percent of

the vote his perceived electability for president in 1984

could be damaged.

One election is over. Another election b^^. So goes

the political process.

Richard Nangle is a Collegian staffmember.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone
number for verification. Because of thelar^
volume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sbb-:

missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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14-karat solid gold

light serpentine bracelets

$9. 00 with this ad

264 N. Pleasant

253-3324

Shop

Downtown

Amherst
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LODESTONE

..«^--

Kmnerst Mo
>
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^

Brarneboro vr;

Beyond Conter^r-'^^nr1'/'-^ r \ /
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HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

Hors d'Lvres ^^ " "^i?"*^^^

& T T Twofers

September Special

Molson Golden

Bottles

>••••••
Twofer

••••••••••••••
ers

on all well drinks and

drafts plus discounts on

all liquors and beers

Proper ID a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

I National Basic 10 spd.

Reg. $ 129.95

Now $109.95

Fall
Bicycle

Clearance
Our Biggest Sale of theYemon BIcyclea and Acceaaoriea

THE SHOQUN 200)

Reg. $ 199.96 ¥a1m

/\roir$169.95
THE SHOQUN 300,

Reg. $226.95

Noir $199.9

Ortffi Sport

THESH0QUN4

Beg. $269.95

Now$239.9
ffj^ Mirage Sport

MOTOBECANE r^

Keg.

Mow $249.95 IC9ISBB'
Now $249.95

dk Profll

MOIOBECANE

Reg. $330.96

Afoir$239.95

Sale Is limited to bistock Items only.

No rain checkat so atop In early.

PeloVM Sf9i1S
1 E. Pleasant St., Amherst S 16 State St, Northmmpton

We will be open fri. 10-8, Sat. 10^, San. 12-6.

Sale begins Fri. Sept.17, 10 a.m.

KrfpiomHm

Loekt ,

ZmM MLP.

emttprnk

Omfpitekt

Reg. Now
iS6 $32.96
Smwm$7.00

$34.96 $22.96
Smw9$ 12,00

$17.96 $9.96
5mwm$0.OO

..$11.96 $8.96
Sm99 $3.00

AREA RUGS
THROW PILLOWS
BEDSPREADS

$7.95 and up

URTAIN RODS & SHADES}
Lowest Prices, Best Selection

Brown's
1 7H N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

253-5862

^hLL£>.

^/cycy;

OFFERING:
Quality Repairs

Reasonable Prices

Iday Repair Service

We custom-fit you to your bicycle

Wheels, hand-built to your
specifications and guaranteed for

year.

Free wheels; 5, 6 and 7 speed, built

with your choice of gears

Check our everyday low prices on:

89 Main St.

Amherst

256-0880
Behind the Cheese Shop

and Valley Farms Dairy Store

and lU J I. ..two names
you can trust for quality,

dependability and real

value.

FALL SPECIAL

20% off
All accessories with the
purchase of any new
FUJI bicycle. Offer good
through Oct. 30.
• ••••••••

•"Wheelsmith" Wheels •79.95 p,

•Bailen Helmets "The Buy of your Life '39.95
•Specialized Tires-Best Buy'BicyclIng, June 1981

•9.00
•Blackburn & Cannondale Combination 10«/, oft
•Zefal H P Pump '14.95
•Cannondale Day Packs (Boot<bagsj_M5,00a^g5J0^

'

Underground Sound Inc,
71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9507

BIM

MEWLY EXPAMDED

PIUNT& CARDDEPT.
ifflPM

Bedspreads, Tapestries

$Wall Hangings

CUPON
reg. ^4:95-

now 1 2.95

2 for 25.

STUDY
LABIP

reg. ^4^95^

now 16.95

€
16 ^^i^^^^ >
pc. set reg.49;:9& JB

now 1 2.95 PI

save

20
PERCENT

187 n. st*9 amliu'ftt

4X6' cotton

RUGS
Great Designs
reg. 49:95-

nowl 6.95

RECORD
CRATES
reg-^^^SS-

now 6.95

BEVERAGE &
STEMWARE
1 8 pc. set beverage glasses/reg. 1 9.95 now 1 2.95

set of 4 red or white Wine/reg. 7.50 now 5.95

Barrels of Glass . . . WIne/Beverage/Mugs from

.69 to .99

PLASTIC HANGERS,
reg. 25^ @/now ... 1 for 1 .95

HOOKS &HANG-1
•&*<- ^ -.5 v-fe.

^^
EXPIRES
SEPT 18,1982

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Ideas

Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.
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There is only ONE

TIME OUT
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DOUBLE YOUR FUN
Amherst's Biggest Little Bar

37 N Pieosont St, Amherst MA
rsrz acs zz a:z ace

JirnheiUQaMa^e §fwfpB

I WhERE you CAN

MORE kiNfls of xhiNqs

UNcIeR one ROoF ThAN

ANypUcE In AivihERSTl
\mmmmm9mmlmlmum
nitiiiiMmioiiiUMMi

Fine Yams - Needlework Supplies

Lessons Starting September 20

Knitting, Needlepoint, Counted

Thread, Smocking
Call for more information 549-6106

strifij^fclUm i

string instrument

technicians at

the

Carriage Shops

custom guitars

Tue-Sat 10-5:30

549-1606

^^^ TSS H. Pt««Mnt St
Amh«r«t Carrtog* Shop*

Quality Resale Clothing

ONCE MODK

ITll fEELINC
Wide Variety, Weekly Surprises!

CAITtAgt StVOpS Amhcrit.rK
s<»»-jTrz

This Fall We've Got It Ail!

Great Prices Tool

Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5.50!

E Carriage Shops, Amherst, Mass
JKJinillHIIIICjIllllininNjInraillMullNINIInlQillllNIINiailllaiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiMMHwK

PetalPushers
Flowers and Plants

Designs - Commercial and Residential

Mtmtensoce

CHANGE ANY OCCASION INTO AN EVENT-EUROPEAN STYLE

QUALITY FLOWERS FOR LESS
/,

233 No Pleasant St

CARRIAGE SHOPS
AMHERST MA VKA 549-584 1

1

BEST PRICES IN TOWN!

We Don't
Build Them
To Last.
But we do build each one
to exact specs, so you'll enjoy
every bite. The next tinie your
appetite contracts for a rec/

sandwich, visit the ertgineers

at

AACLTCD AAdJENSTER

^LfTr'JCE

SESM^Be^6EL

THE ANHERST DELICATESSEN
Amh«rst Carriage Shops 549-6314

irfte

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs £r Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shlrts India Print 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP >ur front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

HCPCANTILE
AMHUrST CAtMAGl SHOTS
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ALfAMONT
REVISITED
By SARAH GALDSTON
Collegian Correspondent

The other morning at work, one of my co-workers was

muttering about how much energy Jorma Kaukonen has in

his guitar. Maybe it was because it was eight in the

morning, but that had an incredibly absurd ring to it, as

though Mr. Kaukonen's guitar was actually a Reichean

organ box or some such thing. But that was actually a very

apt description of the concert Tuesday night at the Hangar

One. There was energy abounding. Jorma peeled off song

after song like a manic stripper. While it was a sit down

crowd (with a few renegade dancers in the back)

everybody was, you should pardon the expression, get-

ting off on it. The audience was split pretty evenly bet

ween the serious music folks, who watched for every chord

and finger spasm, and the Sixties retro crowd. I was even

approached by someone outside who looked like his last

stop on the time warp was Altamont.

Jorma played a long and varied two sets with enough old

material to satisfy the nostalgia fiends. He led off with that

old chestnut "Hesitation Blues" as well as newer material.

All were done with thought fulness, vigor, and energy.

Clearly Jorma is a performer and artist whose capacity for

growth is commensurate with his talent.

I'reston Reed was an engaging enough fellow who was

almost as good as Leo Kotke, though he doesn't have as

good a sense of humor, and an even worse voice.

live wire
%\ Pkll Plairtt

•••••••••••••••••••

Jorma Kaukonen at Hanjirw One.

Wailin' The Blues with Buddy Guy
By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Correspondent

This album is uncommon for a new release. It was

recorded June 28. 1974 at the Montreux Jazz Festival in

Switzerland and mixed by Bill Wyman of the Rolling

Stones. My only question is why wasn't this made available

sooner

After the short introduction of Buddy and Junior along

with Bill, an excellent album begins. The first song "Ah'w

Baby/Everything Gonna Be Alright " proves that a good

blues tune is a good blues tune no matter when it's

recorded. The songs "How Can One Woman Be So Mean"

and "When You See the Tears From My Eyes" give Buddy

a chance to show his guitar prowess on side one.

Side two starts off with a slower paced song but the

energy level remains high on "Ten Years Ago" written by

Buddy Guy. On "Hoodoo Man Blues" his playing jumps to

the forefront again with some mean guitar.

Are you a traditionalist? Do you shun away from the new

and exciting? If you are, you'll be glad to hear then that

Valley bands are practically the same as last year. If you

aren't, careful meticulous searching will still result in some

new and different music entertainment.

Skank to the Valleys number one reggae band. Ix)ose

CaVKX)se tonite at Hanger One in Hadley or Stomp to the

Stompers at the Rusty Nail on Rt. 47 in Hadley.

Spiritual wanderer Carlos Devadip Santana will bring

his soulful guitar to the Curry Hicks Cage Friday night in

what should be one of the finest UPC shows this year.

Some tickets may still be available. Stormin' Norman and

Suzy, a ragtime rhythm and blues duet will crank the

crowd friday night at a Separate F'.ntrance in South

Dearfield. Norman and Suzy's rave reviewed act would

probably be more enjoyable than drinking a case of

Weidermans and listening to old records. Also PViday

night, rock blues artists The Shaboo All Stars will be at

Hanger One, Fountainhead at the Rusty Nail (for ultra

hearlys and metal heads only), and Boston new wave
artists Face to Face will be at the Blue Wall (Santana

tickets get you in for half price.)

Signal, with Michael Gregory Jackson plays at Joey D's

Saturday night, while the all new supposedly transformed

Fat will appear at the Rusty Nail. If the blitzkrieg of

pubhcity material the "new Fat" is putting out is any in

dication of talent they might be worth chin-king out.

How's this for alternative experiences? Limbo Race will

play Hanger One Sunday night as part of "The Living

Video Experiment." Watch yourself dance while video art

and computer graphics are plastered to your body.

The Jazz boogie sounds of First Rate. Mitch ('hakour,

and Urban Renewal will be featured at the Rusty Nail

Sunday night as part of a benefit for the LUPUS Foun

dation.

Mercer Ellington, son of the late great Duke Ellington

will bring himself and the big band sound of the Duke's

orchestra to the Fine Art Center Monday night. The

Duke's band is a living jazz institution and should not be

missed.
Get psyched for Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh,

r"

BARSELOTTI'S
THURSDAY HISHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher

of beer with this coupon
DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER

1
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Super Happy Hour
Daily 3-6 pm

"2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks

(Everything but Bottled Beer)

FREE MUNCHIES

%
ThE HuNqRy U

55 University Drive

Amherst

THIS THUKSDAY 9:00H:00

balloons

.50c drafts

.75c mixed

drinks

ooti footi %c tirtnh
1 Pray Street, Amherst, MA 549-5403

SUPER NIGHT SPECIALS

(8 p.m. until closing)

SUNDAY
Rolling Rock Night

$1 05 any low shelf shot and a 7 oz. Rolling Rock bottle

MONDAY
Molson Night

99c Bottle of Molson Golden Ale

75c Molson Ale Draft

$4.00 Pitchers

TUESDAY
Pizza and Beer Night

$4.95 Pitcher of Domestic Draft (Pabst or Miller) or

Carafe of any wine and

a Cheese Pizza (a $7.25 average value) while

kitchen is ooen - add for additional items
We aro op>en daily. 7 days a week, from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. We serve lunch, din-

ner, and we also have a late night menu, featuring pizza and sandwiches. Check out
our oaiiy rood and drink specials. Come to our Happy Hour for "I tor V Jumoo
Drinks and free Munchies every day (3-6 p.m.) Charlie's is a nice place to drink, the

place where friends meet. Pool table, video games, dartboard, jukebox, two color

T.V.'s. We make our own homemade pizza, even the dough is rnade in our own kit-

'"hen. CofTw check us outi

I « I * • • »
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PLANT sale!
LAST DAY!

th
September 16

6^'

v=^

Karate experts teaching at UMass,

hope to administer presentations

-..u^

r^

^.

student Union Ballroom 10 to 5

QUALITY PLANTS
AT LOW PRICES!

I
fv^^

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

vN^

.A

J*'

..=Jf-

©indotp Grtfcncr*)?

By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

Kimo Wall, a student of karate for 33

years, will be joining Dionisio Perez as a

karate and self-defense instructor for the

University of Massachusetts Okinawa Goju

Ryu Karate Club this semester.

Wall began practicing karate at the age

of six in Hawaii. He has been teaching mar-

tial arts for 20 years, ten of which were

spent with the United States Marine

Corps.

During that time, Perez, the club's

founder, was one of Wall's students. Last

spring, Perez invited his former teacher to

UMass to put on a karate demonstration as

part of Latin Week.
The demonstration was so well received

that Wall decided to remain at UMass the

rest of the semester to give a karate

weapons seminar.

This semester Wall will be teaching three

karate lessons and two self defense classes

along with heading the karate club with

Perez.

Wall said he would like to see a unifica-

tion of the different karate clubs across the

campus.

"Karate is an art form that unites people

from around the world," he said.

Wall said he would also like to have an
annual week long festival, devoting one
day to each of the five classical styles of

karate.

The club offers a course in kobudo, the

martial art of weaponry. Wall stressed that

kobudo is a defensive art that has its

origins in the simple farm implements used

for defense by the peasants.

The coed Okinawa Goju Ryu Karate Club
meets on Mondays, Tuesdays and

Wednesdays in Room 22 of NOPE gym.

Beginners and new members are
welcome.

lUraU fz^OTt KiBO Will km* JeiMd tb* (UfT of UMim Ofciuwi Km\* Rj« lUnto Clak mhn iMt^c* ••H r»««»*«l

dcBoastratioa. Wall kai bc«a uKmAyi^ hit Mj\t for S3 y^mn.

ANOTHER St. Patrick's Day?

Begorra, we'll be^^celebratin' at

Plumbleys
Why wait 'til next year to get your Irish up? We're already halfway to

March and, patrons-and-saints preserve us, 'tis a lucky time to be

celebratin! Join us for the lilt o' Irish cheer! Leapin' leprechauns, let's

live it up... THURSDAY . SEPTEMBER 16
From 9 p.m. to the top o' the evenin'

PRIZES!
O ,'-

\^

in Webster's Lounge

Meet representatives

from Guinness and Harp.

IRISH WHISKEY
DRINKS

>^
gga:

IRISH MUSIC
by 'Hungry Hill'

/

No blarney! Tis sure to be
good green fun at...

%% (PlunMcY's Irish Rose)

Plumbleys
oil the common'^

(Or perchance we be St. PlumbleyVfor-a-day!)

30 Boltwood Walk•Amherst* 253-9586
"A wee hit o' everything for everyone. "

A once secure ranknow faces aNew Poverty
By NORMAN HILL
A Philip Randolph Institute

At three in the afternoon New York's

streets seem more crowded than in sum-

mers past. One has the impression, though,

that it is more than the oppressive heat that

is responsible for the mostly young crowds

which appear to coexist in idleness with the

city's constant bustle of cars and trucks and

the unending flow of executives in pin-

stripes. Walking the city's streets one is,

likewise, barraged by an almost

unrelenting stream of panhandlers, three-

card monte dealers and shopping bag

ladies.

Casual observations do not tell us

everything about the state of the city nor

about this country's economy. But they do

give a sense of where we are as we mark

the eighteenth month of the Reagan

Administration's term in office.

P^irst hand observations are often an

unreliable way of detecting social trends.

But sober statistics seem to confirm what

one sees in the streets. A grim consensus

among economists and social scientists is

developing concerning an upswing in

poverty unprecedented in the post war era.

The new poverty is in large measure the

result of the recession which has gripped

our country for well over two years. It is

likewise a product of the ideologically

doctrinaire fiscal policies pursued by the

Reagan .Xdministration. In 1982. the ex

perts ominously agree, the ranks of our

country's poor will swell by an additional

four million Americans, a disproportionate

number ofwhom will be black.

The net effect of this trend is that by the

end of the Reagan Administration's term in

office, poverty in America will, very likely,

climb to the levels of the early 1960's, i.e. to

the levels before our nation waged its War
on Poverty and before the introduction of

the Great Society programs.

In this context, national policy musl br

/ WORKED ALL MY UF£ FOR Th'E 810
AMER/CAN DREAM AND /AA HAV/N6 A

NiGHTMARE.

geared toward niaintaining an adequate

In 1978 30.6 percent of black American
wt're to be found among the ranks of the
poor and indigent. In 1981 the figure stood
at 34.2 percent. Hy the end of 1982, a year
in which President Reagan promised
economic growth and unparalleled
prosperity, the percentage of black poor is

expected to top 37 percent. Overall, the

percentage of Americans, black and white,
below the poverty level may reach 17

percent.

ranks of the poor are different from their

predecessors. Many were not born into

poverty. Many had experienced steady

incomes and had proven themselves in the

world of work. A significant number of the

new p<xir are blue collar families which once

enjoyed a decent standard of living but

have biH>n hurt severely by the decline in

jobs in heavy industry. Steelworkers and

autoworkers. who several years ago were

l(X)king toward a life of hard work, but with

just reward, are today confronted by the

spectre of repossessions, defaults on

mortgages, poverty, and a life with little or

no promise,

mdustrial base and providing retrainini? fn

equip unemployed industrial workers with

the skills necessary to make the transition

to such growth areas as high technology.

But the Reagan administration, with its

cuts in aid to education and vocational

training, precludes any such constructive

approach. It is this failure which is at the

root of the mounting numbers of new

human casualties who have become the

victims of Reaganomics.

Our nation has prided itself on its

commitment to social and economic

progress. But the trends of the last two

years suggest something very disturbing.

Our country is moving backward, as dif-

ferences between rich and poor are

becoming ever sharper.

The ambitious social programs adopted

during the Kennedy and Johnson years

were not without blemish. Certainly there

were some failures among the initiatives in

the ambitious social agenda that was

adopted. However, the overall effects of

government policy served to redistribute

income in a way that alleviated suffering

and provided greater opportunities for the

disadvantaged. Government was perceived

to be on the side of working people and of

the ptwr. Today, under the Reagan

Adminstration, government is perceived to

be the ally of the rich and powerful. This

fundamental perception is axharmful a-s the

gutting of any single program or the

reduction in force in any single government

agency.

Dedicated advocates of civil rights and

economic justice have an urgent task: to

motivate the poor, and particularly the

victims of the new poverty to participate as

never before in the electoral process to

make November 1982 a referendum on the

failures of the Reagan Administration's

brand of economic and sm-ial policy. Yet

although one must be confident and hopeful

about reversing our government's tem-

porary abandonment of compassion, one

cannot help but sense the despair and

frustration that is out there in the streets.

Black Harvard law-grads unfair
By BAYARD RUSTIN

According to a recent report in the New York Times, the

Harvard Black Law Student Coalition and the Harvard

Third World Coalition we calling for a boycott of a Harvard

Law School course on race and legal issues because that

course will, in part, be taught by a white civil rights

lawyer. The lawyer in question is Mr. Jack Greenberg,

executive director of the NAACP Legal Defense and

Educational Fund.

The leaders of the boycott are protesting Jack Green

berg's appointment for two reasons. Because he is white,

the students believe that Mr. Greenberg, is. in the words

of the Third World Coalition, unable to "identify and

empathize with the .social, cultural, economic, and political

experiences of the third world communities. "
Secondly,

the students are opposed to Mr. Greenberg's serving as

director of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational

Eund. again presumably because he is not black.

The objection to Mr. Greenberg's role in teaching the

Harvard course and to heading the I>egal Defense Fund

simply because he is white amounts to nothing more than

blatant racism, i.e. the denial of a person's right to pursue

certain activities solely on account of his race. Blacks, as

victims of racial discrimination, should be the first to reject

the view that race can disqualify one from any particular

pursuit.

Anyone who objectively examines the record will

conclude that Jack Greenberg is eminently qualified both

to teach civil rights law and to direct an important civil

rights organization. Indeed, during his twenty years as

head of the Legal Defense Fund, Mr. Greenberg has shown

himself to be one of our country's most effective fighters

for racial justice and civil rights. Over the years he has

directly participated in many of the landmark civil rights

victories which have been won in our nation's courts.

What. then, one might ask, has provoked the militant

protest of Harvard Law School's young blacks? Today,

black law students at Harvard feel frustration at the fact

that their less privileged counterparts in the ghetto are

suffering unemployment rates approaching fifty percent.

They feel great unease over the current administration s

callous disregard for such matters as equal employment

opportunity. Thev are angry at what they rightly perceive

as an abandonment by the federal government of its

legitimate role as a leading advocate of civil rights. In this

context it is entirely understandable that these students

would seek to make their voices heard. It is regrettable

however, that their militancy and sense of social

responsibility manifests itself in this fundamentaUy

destructive and irresponsible way.

Harvard's young blacks are pursuing their education not

only as a result of their abilities, but also as a consequence

of the opportunities opened to them by the civil rights

battles waged both inside and outside the courts. It is

ironic — indeed perhaps tragic — that they would vent

their rage on Jack Greenberg, a talented and sensitive man
who has contributed in no small measure to the freedom

anddignity of young black Americans.

There is something else underlying the black protest at

Harvard. It is the mistaken view that, somehow, the issue

of civil rights is an issue which is exclusively black.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Civil Rights is an

issue of universal significance and, as such, should be

important to all Americans. Civil rights, moreover, is an

area in which progress cannot be attained without the

building of a strong and wide ranging coalition of blacks

and whites. Christians and Jews. Blacks, despite their

large numbers, constitute a minority in American hfe.

They cannot achieve progress by going it alone. Attacks

such as the one against Jack Greenberg may have the

harmful effect of discouraging idealistic whites from

participating fully in the battles for civil rights and social

justice.

We don't need to worry about Jack Greenberg. He will

not be discouraged and his organization will continue to

make a contribution to the advancement of racial justice

and human rights. We have more cause to worry about the

leaders of the Harvard Black Student Coalition. Unless

they change their perspectives they will be ill equipped to

serve the cause of civil rights, a cause which their recent

actions have served to undermine.

LUTHER

Announcements
Wanted!!!

Registered voters to volunteer to help with the "Ken-

nedy" campaign

Contact. Sheryle - Coordinator for the Kennedy campaign

for the Five College area. Call: The office of Third WorW
Affairs/545 2517 from 9 5

The internationally famous Duke Ellington Orchestra,

under the direction of Mercer EUington. will perform on

Monday. September 20 at 8:00 p.m. at the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall.

Tickets for the performance are now on sale at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office, open Monday through Friday,

Noon to 4 p.m. Tickets are priced at $11. 9, 7 for the

general public and one half price for UMass. Hampshire,

MHC and Smith College students. For additional ticket

information or reservations please call the Box Office at

545 2511.

Need a course?

AFRO-AM 254 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN
STUDIES W 9:30-10:45/NAH 109 Richards

AFRO-AM 264 FOUNDATIONS OF BLACK
EDUCATION IN THE U.S. (C) TuTh 9:30-I0;45/NAH
110 Davis

AFRO-AM 290D RACISM IN AMERICAN
TELEVISION 1950-PRESENT W 2:30-4:25/NAH 315
Davis

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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"WHAT DO YOU
SAY TO A NAKED

LADYr
at Mahar Aud.

|Thurs. Sept. 16th 7 pm, 9 pm, 11 pm
^Rated X Admission $1 .25

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland
Cloae to Amherst,
on bus line

2 bedroom gardens
315-320 includes hot

water,no utilitiee

3 bedrooms also

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

886-3866
office open from
10-5 weekdays,
Saturdays 1-4

rlllitllMllllHllllllNWIIIHNIIIIlMilllHlllllllllililllMlllllllllllllllMmilWlllllllMllllllllllllllllllliW

FREE
OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY

$15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

SALE
With this coupon you'll receive any foot-long sandwich

for 99* when vou purchase another of comparable
value at the usual listed price, (offer oood through 10/31/82.)

Redeem At

susmfinro^v^;

!

's Famoin FoM Long Sandwich

I Hampshire Mali

I Hadley
90 King St.

Northampton
214 Exchange St.

Chlcopee

I BUD 120ZCANS $8.49 CASE

I MILLER LITE i2ozcans $8.99 case
1

GALLO French Colombard 1 .5 liters $4 .50

GUINESS STOUT $2.89 4 pk

BUSCH 12 OZ LOOSE CANS $7 .99 CASE

c & c
PACKAGE
STORE

61 MAIN STREET
'BehiiKl the Police Station'

HtMHtMIMIIMMMIIIIIIIIMIIWIlMllMi llMlllllllllimi

Be PopulAR
And tftj pAid For it.

(non woRk-STudy)

ApplicATIONS NOW bEiNq

AccEpTEd For EdiroRJAl

posirioNS on tNe 1 987 UMass
YEARbooii, INDEX.

Stop by Campus Center 107 or caU >47-0848

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACMUSFTTS AT AMHF

MAKE THE
FINE ARTS

YOUR CENTER
THE DUKE ELLINGTON

ORCHESTRA
directed by Mercer Ellington

Monday, September 20 8:00 p.m.
On Sal« Now

THE BROADWA Y MUSICAL

jilMI

S«pt»mt»«^ 28-30 All shows 8:00 p.m.
On Sato S«pi*fnb«r 7

Box Offlcs: Noon-4 pm, M.F. 545-2511

SERIES SUBSCniPTIOMS STILL AVAILABLE

Center
Concert Hall

») FIN h

5(U^i>L\ AIJ'IIA MU
I'lMTIvK.VlTT

Com* to our

OPEN KUSH
W»d. S«pt. 43th

Thurs. S»pt. 16th

oiii:k5^:

BROTHERHOOD
* PARTIES
KARATE

• OUR OWN GYM
• LITTLE SISTERS PROGRAM
HOME COOKED MEALS

Thursday, September 16, 1982, Collegian i?

Floyd is on top once again
PINEHURST. N.C. (AP) - Ray Floyd,

stubbornly struggling for golfs money
winning lead, hopes to make up some lost

ground this week in the swan song of the

Hall of Fame Classic.

'The tournament, on the famed No.2

course at the Pinehurst Country Club, has

been a fixture of the PGA Tour for the past

10 years but is not on the schedule next

season.

It will be replaced by a $1 million, five-

day event in Las Vegas in 1983.

"It's just a matter of economics," one

local official said of the demise of the

tournament that has been held since 1973 in

a little resort village in the Carolina sandhill

country.

"We really have to scrape the bottom of

the barrel to come up with a $250,000

purse," said the official who asked his name

not be used. "With (Commissioner Deane)

Beman's announcement that the Tour will

be going to a $400,000 or $500,000 minimum
for its purses in the next few years, we just

don't have a chance."

And, while Floyd hopes to close in on the

money winning lead, he has no chance of

taking the No. 1 spot.

The PGA champion, with $386,809. is

second to leading Craig Staaler at $441,301.

Staaler is not competing in the event that

begins Thursday.

Sports Notices

SOFTBALL All university women are WOMEN'S BASKETBALL Any un-

invited to an interest meeting on Thursday, dergraduate women interested in trying

September 16 in room 153 of the Nope out for the 1982 83 version of the women's

building. New and returning players are basketball team should report to the

asked to attend. Call 546 0038 if unable to Boyden Gym on Thursday September 16 at

attend. 4:30 pm ready to play.

WOMEN'S RUGBY There will be practice

MEN'S TRACK- There will be an for anyone interested in joining the

organizational meeting for all candidates, women's rugby club. No experience is

old and new, for both indoor and outdoor necessary. All interested women are

track this Thursday September 16 at 4:30 welcome, for rftore information call Liz at

pm in Boyden 249. 549 4778 or Debra at 545 2215.
AF Laaerphoto

Moses Malone will be in a Philadelphia 76er uniform this year.

ostCHoy
Dgns^
THURSDAY •^^
All the Draft Beer You Can Drink

$3. Cover 9-11

36 E. Pleasant St.. Amhsrst. MA 253-9286

AN AMERICAN
WEREWOLF
IN LONDON

Fri. Sept. 17 5, 7, 9, 1 1 pm
Eng. East Aud. $ 1 .50

International Students Aitoc.

Organizational Meeting

• '6 4 -'62 roport

• s#(nester oct.

'Officors •lection

* Committee form
> Ouott sp«okorf

Than. Sept. 16 7-9 PM
CC Rm 177

Sony Tape. Full Color Sound.

Sony's Most Popular Tape For Speech Or Music.

LNX

LNX—

f-or speech or music

recording. LNX cassette offers

an unbeatable combination of

economy and performance Idegl

for portable recorders and

radio cassette combinations

The Ultimate Tape For High Bias Recording.

EHF—

The new ultra gamma
coated tape that gives you

wider dynamic range at low. middle

and high frequencies. The

recording enthusiasts' most

popular cassette

Also Available TDK-Maxell-Meitiorex-Scotch

TAPES ARE LOCATED IN OUR RECORD DEPT

Open M-F 9-5

It was the Deltas
against the rules..

<

the rules lost!

NATIONAL

g ANIMAL
R A UNIVERSAL PiaURE TECHNICOLOR®

k Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center 9 pm/Sat. Sept. 18
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
SORRX BP.,

imifeiou BU1A600P
AFB! DO nXJ bJOfimif TAKSS

GOP.UIuyOU I/HAPeA
lOOKATYOU/ B((£AK1HR0U6H

iOWFlAM£SS< WAIB.P..
SUeAJIHSAU.

ABOUT40MINUTE INIO Tt€liJOKK

OUT.ldt(iAHTOfm.PRJPC. AND
setf-esTSAHAfmMiNumum,
rrsawiiyHrTkf imr \
TPSPeNTMiyuHxeLm
mBRNAUZINb 50MF
ajM0fmm£C€AL!

GRBAT

MISS fVNon ms
AMA2ED' tki ONLY

UPWBeOINNER'S
amocKS' ^- 1

5

9

13

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

CAN I

HOP you
BIG l^cMACS, WARIER

McRWMPBRem
IHATa IT/

WHew

McNOfE/

Edited b>

ACROSS
Another name for

Junior

Box
mem

Province of

SE China

15 Band on a shield

16 Tear asunder
17 Rope fiber

18 Minnows and eels

19 Homeric works
20 Cousin of

9 Across
22 Not at school

24 Siteof Ukr

25 Papal name
26 Makeup remover

29 Short galosh

33 Period

34 Opera bil player

36 Valley

37 Pro

39 Public places

41 City on theDonau
42 To any degree
44 Writers problem
46 Social gathering

47 Acts like a

termag.inl

49 Entertainer,

for instance

Margaret Farrar and
l*#82 1 us Annrle* limct Stndiv

51 Towel inscription

52 Mineral tar

53 Woidof caution

56 Dupes or tools

60 Bedouin
61 Tender sounds
63 Pertaining to neap

and rip

64 Coins, inComo
65 Country fellow

66 Clerical item

67 Track event

68 Fraternal group

69 Cast off

DOWN
1 In style

2 Silence

3 Run (meet)

4 Crustacean
appendage

5 Serious

6 Entreat

7 Famous ring

name
8 Type of business
9 Obsolete weapon
10 Conceal
11 Symbol of heat

12 Former vamp

Trude Jaffe
lit

14 Centaur of

Hercules' legend

21 Consume
23 Enthusiastic one
25 Winter garment
26 Father of

Abraham
27 Very annoyed
28 Eden invader

29 Some men
30 Small antelope of

Africa

31 Curved moldings

32 Part of a dogma
35 Readies a satchel

38 First grade

subject

40 See 1 Down
43 Sidelong glance

45 Illusionist s word
48 Christmas

tableau

50 Rhinoceroses km
52 En)oys the rays

53 Soothing stuff

54 One of a great five

55 Merchandise
56 robin

57 Esau's wife

58 Corduroy
59 Tireless vehicle

62 Part of OPEC

D.C. Menu
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

w
LUNCH DINNER |:

Risotto Italiano Fried Chicken/Cranberry

1Grilled Cheese Sandwich* Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak i'S

Special %

BASICS LIINCH :?:

(irilled Cheese on BASICS DINNER
:$:

Sprouted Wheat Nutty Noodles •?•

Soybean, Corn, Tomato Fried Chicken/Oanberry Si

Casserole Sauce 1
wm^^mimmymm}mm$mmm^m^mm^mmmm^mmmmmmmmm^ M>A

1

^
3 4

1

5 6 7 «

1

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

17 18 19

?0 ?1 22 23

l^^l ?4 25 l^^l
26 ?7 78 n 30 31 32

33 34 35 36

37 IS 39 40 I 41

4? 43 44 4b 46

47 4« 49 50

l^^l 5t 52 ^^B
53 54 55 56 57 58 59

60

1

61 6?

1

63

64 65 66

I67 68 69

CALCULATOR CENTER
sic Business Scientific

-30-11 Scientific Calculator
Powerful - Portable - Affordable

ii

UeUNCH.
LUNCH, 4

al.t^ksty MUNCH...

co/ie VISIT ourJ

$16.95

• Contains the advanced algebraic

and trigonometric functions today's

math and science students need.

• Most-needed slide rule functions

at the touch of a key.

• Angular conversions for degrees

radians, and grads.

• Performs inverses and factorial.

• Easy to use four-key memory with Constant Memory* feature.

• In all, 48 built-in functions to meet the challenges of today's

students.

Texas
Instruments

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
VmVERSlTY
STORED

LOCATIONS:

9 OOpfn

4 50pin

BAr> Ai^ open 7 U^y^ aweek.,
- WIvtittorc , t^ondx^ - fiid^y.

Collegian i9

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Coltegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publi^tion day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AEROBICS

Aarobicsl Can now for info 549-52S8

ATTENTION FRESHMAN MEN

There will be a meeting Monday 9/20 at

4:00 outside the main entrance of NOPE
Gym. All those interested in rowing are en-

couraged to attend. Bring gym shorts and

running shoes.

AUDIO

Brand new pr B8R ep—kere $1006-5292

AUTO FOR SALE
~

74 AMC Qremlin-X stan. trans 8 cyl.

AM/FM many new engine parts asking

$700 ask for Ann 546-4945

1971 Buick Skylark 896$ call 253-9967 aek

for Jack

73 Superbeetle rebuilt

549-0771 after 7 PM
motor 1500

1976 AMC Pacer gd cond std r Er h ww £r

snt $1560 neg 549-0382 eves

1973 Volvo automatic very good condi-

tion $1600. 549-4124 evenings

1970 Chevy Impala $400 runs well

549-1004

76 Honda Civic std cassette smokes a little

but runs great $1100 or 80 584-6637

1976 Monte Carlo excellent condition

MA/fM cassette no rust 2.500 call after 7

PM 256-8088

as VW Bug looks great runs great $800 or

BO Aurele 6-8991 Andre 6-5671

1978 Rat 128 excellent rT>echanically std

trans 30 mpg new brakes battery stereo

cassette lots of extras $1700 call 549-1516

1979 Honda Civic 33 mpg. 40K, silver, ex-

cellent condition, $3299, negotiable

546-1028 546-0367

BICYCLE FOR SALE

Motobecane Grand Touring: super-vitus

DB tubing, 1" wheels, all alloy com-
ponents, 25" frame. $225 BO 666-4669

BOSE 901 SERIES IV

Great Spe&kers with equalizer handle any

wattage new condition $780 256-0170

ENTERTAINMENT

Band now taking bookings for parties,

oldies and 80's rock call Mark 546-5002

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, semis, Greeks. Fall Specialsl Call

Nowl Paul 549-4405

Professional Sound System for cof-

feehouses. Call MF Sound for information

256-8400

Now you don't have to go in town for

the best sound around - POLODROID party

dj's - Great Sound - Best Price - Pat or John
253-2957

FOR RENT

Coffeehouse Sound System call Arm

strong Bros 549-0363 545-0244

Spirit Haus Refrigerator Rentals small

compact dorm units, C3tt for deliveries, tel

253-5384 256-8433

FOR SALE

2 cubic ft fridg like new $60 666-3914

Dorm refrigerator - used one semester,

great shape, $60 or best offer. Call Lisa at

256^373

Who Tickets JFK Stadium Phila 9/25 5th

row stadium best offer 6-5003 ask for Hugh

2 brand new 10-16 alie tirea white spoke

rims 125.00 or 80 549-1256

Refrigerator - dorm-size in excellent con-

dition. $70 or BO 666-4886

Large desk. 2 tables. Kelty backpack,

bedspreads, folding chairs 80 256-6191

09 bucks fridge 1 sem old guarantee
256-8822

Rug 10x12, rust color w/pad. like new
549-1331

Grateful Dead Tix for Sep. 23 in New
Haven call Jamie 253-9610

Refrigerator, cube sized used 2 sem 75$

its cheaper than renting I 253-5126

Ti PC-100C print cradle and math mod.
to fit TI58, 59 calculators. $135 or BO ask

for Larry 256-8771

FOUND

Loat and Found: Students who lost items

during the New Students Program summer
orientation may pick them up in Berkshire

House. Room 101 through Oct. 15.

Found 9/13 blue digital watch call to claim:

Linda 549-0307 ^
Found - Black and white kitten - haa red

collar with bell. Found wandering campus.

Call 546-6075 after 7 pm.

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organizatiori is

now hiring full and part time staff for pub\>^

education Er fund raising, will train.

$136-$200/week Er $160-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Houaeboya for local aorority 24 hrs per

week, payment-house's meal plan

546-0627 anytinf>e

Aaaiatants to the spejsker of the student

senate applications available in 420 Student

Union on Wednesday, Sept 8th due Friday,

Sept 17th women & third world students

encouraged to apply.

Recycling project has work study open

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Drivers needed v^^th

Superior Pizza 549-0626
own cars. Call

Ski Binding Technician: Must be ex-

perienced & able to work mornings. Apply

in person Western Village Ski Ef Sports 32

Main St, Northampton
^

Work-Study PosKions available at Hamp-

den Theater. Skills in carpentry, electrical,

and theater preferred. Call 545-2803 for in

terview E.O.E.

Part-time. Collegiate travel sales. Earn ex

tra cash - free trips. National travel

mariteting co. call Larry Benus at (212)

866-7120 or write to 26 Court St.. Suite

2312, Bklyn., NY 11242

Programmers - basic prefer business ap

plications 20 hrs or more fax hrs

413-736-1000

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Qualified electric bass teacher
available - all levels /styles first lesson free

more info 546-8654

ISSHINRYU KARATE

Rrst Club Meeting: September 16 Thurs-

day 7:00 pm Febcing Room 8 NOPE Gym

LOST

Me, thumbing. Rt. 9 - you, to Montague

9/10 aft. I left Span, book in carl Please call

253-2922 - reward I

Loat: set of keys with UMass bottle opener

chain, very imp, call 6-8422 REWARDI

Ladlea gold Timex watch lost on Tues-

day Sept. 8th Please call 546-8104

Loat - small black notebook, on 9/10, bet-

ween Grad Tower and Campus Center.

Very important - reward 256-8676 anytime

Loat wallet if found send it to John Camire

127 Mackimmie no questions asked please

return 546-9748

On atepa of Morrill Science: Linear

Systems by Rubio. Need it badly. Please

call 549-0646

One four month old Lab/Shop puppy All

baick w/wh(te spot on chest, no collar Lost

near Southwest. If know of whereabouts

please call 549-1151 or come to 118 Sunset

Ave <near College Pizza)

MOTORCYCLES
~

*
80 Honda CB7G0 F beat conditioncall

253-9794

1982 Honda CXBOO 1.400 m. radiator

driveahaft windsheild $1996 256-8921

1972 Kawaaaki 3G0 Triplehead good
transportation only $500 253-3600

1981 Yamaha Moped 100 mpg. used 8

months, $360 545-1028 545-0367

MOVING SERVICES

Moving Services fast professional ser-

vice, local or within 50 miles, reasonable

rates, for free estimate call 549-3668

OFF-CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATES

The Commuter Collecthre. your student

run area govemnrient, will be holding its an-

nual elections on October 4, 1982. Nomina-

tion papers will be available from sept 16-27

at the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5-2146). Help plan the sea>esterl Run

for commuter assamblyl

PERSONALS

Speed reading, memory, concentrat*

study skills, exams. Free introduction N

Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Would you like to be a student senator?

25 signatures will put you on the balloti

Nomination papers available in the Senate

Office, Rm 420 Student Union from Thurs-

day, Sept 4 through Fri Sept 24. For nrwre

info, call 545^)341 . Women & Third Worid

students are encouraged to apply.

Stick it in your earl I Free piercing vinth

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape 253-3324

MOVIE: Caddyshack Thursday Sept 16 in

Eng East Aud. 7:00, 9:00 and 1 1 :00 p.m.

dpeiTRush Tonight 9-11 Deita Upsilon

778 N. Pleasant St. Come check out (the)

Alternative. All university nr>en welcome

refreshments served.

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LON
DON Friday Sept. 17 Engineering East

Aud. 5,7,9.11, p.m. $1.50

Any native Francais interested in ex-

changing French /English conversation call

Lisa at 256-8453

Get a bite out of life see Jaws @ CCA
Sept 18 6:15 75c 8:30 and 11 $1.25

Help atop the Reagan Madness
Volunteer with the Kennedy Campaign call

Chariie at 6-7711 we need people nowl

Delay - rut rut rou To KC Love J

HEY MUTEI reunion this weekend call

549-1184 "the pickers'

Help stop the Reagan madneaa
volunteer with the Kennedy Campaign call

Chariie at 6-771 we need people nowl

Eckankar - key to secret worids classes

fomfiing, write PO Box 283 Amherst, Mass.

01004

K.L.M. - Welcome Backl It's a new start

and I can't wait. All my tove, A.P.

Wanted: Woric-Study and non work-study

Assistants the student government asaocia-

tion President. Jobs involve researching

and organizing arour>d campus and educa-

tional issues. Skills in related areas, as well

as office skills helpful. Need sensitivity to a

diverse student community, and a will-

ingness to work on behalf of its interests.

Applications available at 406E student

Union Building, or call Jim Murphy at

546-0487. Application deadline September
17. The SGA is an affirmative action

employer.

Karen M. I need you-A Pal.

Suaan- Have a Happy Birthday, don't have

a Happy Birthday, never have a Happy Bir-

thday. Wishing you all the Beat at Umass.
Love J H AW AM
Come to Charlie's on Thursday night for

99c Kamakazes and 75c shots of Schnapps

PHI SIGMA KAPPA-OPEN RUSH

Phi Sigma Kappa Open Ruah Wednea-

day and Thursday nights 8:30 at 510

North Pleaaant Street all UMass men in-

vited free refreshments - tonrte

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couplea, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

5460041 __^_^_^
RIDERS WANTED

To Boaton every Friday 1:30 ^p^.m..

return every Sunday 10 p.m. 1-283-4646

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confldentlal/Efflclent call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female atudent wanted to share

Southwood apartment call 256-8888 keep

trying

Grad atudent seeks M or F roommate for

2 bdrm apt on bus route Sunderland for

info call Kathie 666-2253

3 femelea seeking 1 femele to share a 2

bedroom ept at Brittany Manor for 82-83

school yeer call 2560196

1 rm available in 3 bdm ept in Nor

thampton must be quiet and responsible

$110/m Er utilities 586-8625

Roommate wanted: to share bedroom in 2

bedroom apt. $115 a month heat Er hot

water included on bus line call 253-2078

Female to ahare furnlahed apt conve-

nient location. IX/mo 666-3629

Male roommate wented to ahare 2 bdrm
apt in Brandywine 549-4719

RUG FOR SALE

Rug for aale green. 6x9, price negotiable

549-5618

SERVICES

Spanlah tutor available at your conve-

nience. Any level experienced call Debby
253-3698

GUITARIST looking for a band to join or

start lead, slide and rhythm Peter 256-8498

WAKE-UP SERVICE

Having trouble catching that 8:00

Statistics or the 9:00 English claas? Do you
push your srtooza button ao rr^ny timea

that you miss an important exam? Wake-up
service starts next Monday. For 5 txicka

you and your roommate ($2.50 each) can

be on time even after a nights studying at

the pub. Call Rob S49O023

WANTED

Good homea wanted urgently - two 6

nr>o pupa Labrador X - freel Owner going

abroad - Catherine 586-4207

WHO TICKETS

Shea Stadium October 12 beat offer call

546^662

S^i^

rustv nail

,-#>

presents
'.n^z^

Thurs. Sept. 16

STOMPERS
Comin^^Sept. 25th - NRBQ

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Fri. Sept. 17 ^

Fountain Head
nn Country Rock

You must be 18 to enter.
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Volleyball

hosts tourney

Saturday
By GKRRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team may not have the experience that coach Elaine

Sorlino would like to have heading into the season, but

where they lack in experience, they excel in hustle and

enthusiasm.

lIMass opens their 1982 season by hosting the UMass
Invitational on Friday and Saturday in Boyden Gym.

This year's edition of the volleyball team is young. Six of

the 12 varsity players are freshmen and four are

sophomores. Senior Fatty Philbin. "the hitting franchise"

according to Sortino. will be a key to the team this year.

Philbin, who is back for her third season, is also being

joined by returning spikers Karen Gottesmen. Patty

Grant, Kirsten Smith and Julie McMurtrie.

Success this season will depend on the play of F*hilbin

and how quickly the freshmen jell together.

9m not really sure what to expect this year," said

Sortino." But this team is very spunky and

affressive. They really hustle."

I'art ol the gam*' plan will be to iret the ball to Philbin.

The senior sUnds at 510", has a great vertical jump that

enables her to jump up and spike the ball over most

blockers. Ciottesmen and Grant will have to pitch in with

good set ups for Philbin.

And if the freshmen can hold their own in terms of

blocking and passing, it could be a promising season for the

Minutcwomen. Sallv Mahar heads UD the new frosh on a

team which also includes high jumpers Ij^hYw Smith and

Ann Rose. Sue Mudry should also see plenty of action.

"The team is younger than we expected, Sort mo said.

This year the team will be without the services of last

year's captain and MVP, Joanne Siler, who broke her arm

in a car accident. To help compensate, the defense is going

to he important. Sortuio feels that the defense looks to be

very g(X)d. There will be more "going for the ball and

hitting the floor."

Among the teams on the Mas.sachusetts slate this fall are

Boston College, MIT, Southern Connecticut and tour

naments in Delaware and Maryland. But. before any of

that, the Minutewomen host the UMass Invitational

tomorrow and Saturday in Boyden gym.

Fifteen other teams, besides UM. will battle it out

starting at 6:00 P.M. Play on Saturday will run from 9:00

A.M. to about 5:00.

more sports on page 17

Kimball's

NFL debut

gets broken
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Corresponent

Sunday September 14. 1982 had to be Bruce Kimball's

biggest day in a football uniform. For four years he had

been waiting for the shot to start for an NFL team and on

this day he was going to get it.

JUiV

Coll^Kiaii nk pKM* kv Vinr* DvWitt

Women's volleyball kicks off its season this

Saturday when the Minutewomen host their own
tournament at Boyden.

Collegian Player-of-the-Game
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

It is always hard to pick a player of the game when a

team is able to defeat a team by a score of 25 3. Just about

every player must perform well in order to have a victory

margin like that.

The defense, though it did bend at times, never broke

and any defensive unit which does not allow a touchdown

during the course of a game should be commended.

Likewise, an offensive hne that clears the way for 387

yards on the ground during what amounted to a clinic in

ball control football, also deserves its share of praise.

And quarterback Dean Pocevich's nine completions (7

for 7 throwing in the second half) combined with a record

breaking 147 yard game for tailback Garry Pearson should

be acclaimed as a spectacular afternoon of play.

But. this week, the player of the game award goes to

"the other running back."

This past Saturday "the other running back" did just

about everything. When he wasn't running decoy dives for

Pear.son. he was running in front of him, often smolder

smothering one lineback or another as Pearson dodged

around him and gathered in a few more yards.

And when he wasn't doing either of these things, tri

captain Tom Murray was picking up 102 yards on 17

carries. Most of those carries, it should be noted, were

bruising dives up the middle that he basted through and

gained yardage that dives are not designed to eet

.

Critics will pomt out that the 6 1" 210 pound senior did

fumble the football into the end some and kill a long drive

for the Minutemen, but real fans will also remember that

the ball came lose as Murray was putting forth a second

effort to reach the goal hne amidst a pack of West Chester

defenders.

This past Saturday. Tom Murray was not "the other

running back". He was Tom Murray, 100 yard gainer,

captain and ('ollegian player of the game.

CoUffiaa pkoto by Trrvu Bviuriorc

Tri-captain Tom Murray bulled for 102 yards on
17 carries this past Saturday.

Commentary

Kimball finished up his glorious career at UMass in 1978.

He was the only two time All-American in the school's

history and was considered by many to be the best of-

fensive lineman the Minutemen ever produced. With this

background, a pro career seemed imminent. It took him

four long hard years to achieve this goal.

Kimball was drafted in the seventh round of the April

1978 college draft by the Pittsburgh Steelers but failed to

stick with the squad. From there he signed on with the

Toronto Argonauts of the Canadian Football League.

In his two years of CFL ball he established himself as one

of the best offensive linemen in that league.

In 1981 he came back to the United States and tried out

with the New York Giants. He injured himself and spent

the entire season on the injured reserve list. In 1982 he

came back in great shape and made the team and proceded

to beat out long time starting right guard J.T. Turner.

The Giants won the toss last Sunday and elected to

receive. The ball was returned to the 22 yard line. Kimball

and the rest of the Giants starting unit took the field and

the UMass grad"s four year struggle had finally paid off. he

was starting in the NFL.

Giant running back Leon Perry ran for a short gain on

the first play of the game and there was a man down on the

field. CBS television announcers Frank Gliecer and John

Madden tried to figure out who it is. "It looks like number
63 John." said Glieber. "I think thats Bruce Kimball, the

first year player out of the University of Massachusetts.

What a shame that is. the kid finally gets his break and he

gets hurt on the first play of the game," said Madden.

Yes he got hurt on the first play of the season. The in

jury he sustained was a broken leg and he will be out for

four to six weeks. J.T. Turner now has his job back due to

default, but he better watch out because in six weeks the

Minuteman makes his return.

The University of Massachusetts over the years, has

established itself as one of the outstanding football

programs in the East. They always have a solid team that

seems to finish at the top of the Yankee Conference.

One aspect of the team that has been evident over the

years is that the team wins as a team and not on the back of

one or two superstars. This is a fine trait to have, but it is

no good for a player with pro aspirations. Players in this

type of team situation have a hard time being noticed by

pro scouts.

The Minutemen only have two players on NFL rosters

right now and both players linebacker Joe Mclaughlin and
offensive guard Bruce Kimball are on the iniurv li.st for the

Giants. Don't be alarmed by this. Minutemen fans, because

the future looks good for several players on the squad this

year.
. ,

Garry Pearson is one of the top 20 running backs in the

country and should be drafted fairly high in next April's

draft. New England Patriot scouts were at the West
Chester State game last Saturday watching Pearson run

for 147 yards and break the UMass all-purpose rushing

record

.

Defensive backs Dwayne Lopes also has a shot at the

pros if he continues to play like he did against West

Chester. Junior Defensive back All-American Grady

Fuller has a great chance of being drafted in 1983. He has a

good size (6'2" 190 pounds) and great football instincts. So

you see times could be changing with UMass players and

the pros.

Former UMass Quarterback Greg Laundry has found

new life for himself in the new pro football league the

USFL (United States Football League). George Allen's

Chicago Blitz have signed the 37 year old veteran to a

multi year contract. The trend in the new league so far has
been to sign old veteran quarterbacks to contracts.

Another example of this is the Boston Brakers signing

former Kansas City Chief Quarterback 38 year old Mike
Livingston to a contract.
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Knapp announces
five-point program

Collrmu) photo by Jin Power*

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp outlines

plans for next year-and-a-half to Faculty Senate yesterday afternoon.

Sexual harassment suit

filed against Fitzwilly's

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp yesterday told the Faculty

Senate he wants to see the school place a

greater emphasis on the areas of high

technology, outside corporate funding, and

faculty.

In a five point plan outlining his goals for

the University for the next eighteen

months. Knapp said UMass must con

centrate on the areas of engineering,

computer science, and hard sciences; at

tract more money from private sources;

maintain and augment the quality of the

faculty; work more closely with high

schools; and make education more ac

cessible to people.

Knapp said he wants the school to be

"matched with the nwds of the state's

economy."
This means developing areas of high

technology like engineering, computer

science, and "pure sciences" such as botany

and zot)logy because these are the fields

most in demand in Massachusetts, he said.

"UMass IS in a unicjue position to offer

training in the areas net'ded for the

devel()pm«Mit »)f the ("ommonwealth. "
he

said.

Knapp said he also plans to launch a

campaign to ;it tract mon- donations from

the private sector lor the University. He

said by d«.ing this. "Massachusetts could

v,'et more for its education dollar." He said

ihesf gifts could either be money or har

dware. Moth tht- Wang and Prime computer

corporations recently donat«'d computet

equipment to UMass.

Inorder to "maintain and augment the

quality of the faculty. " Knapp said he has

designed a three to five year capital outlay

project to improve the appearance of the

campus so it will be more attractove to

professors the school is trying to recruit.

Knapp said he plans to increase the

quality of students in UMass by working

closely with secondary schools around the

state to improve the quality of the

education they give their students.

"We should provide leadership in

overcoming the crisis in secondary

education." he said.

To do this. Knapp has hired Dr. Robert

Schwartz, formerly a member of the

National Elducation Council, to serve as a

special assistant working with the Boston

Pubhc Schools. He has also established a

two campus working group to a.s.sess the

admissions and testing procedures and find

ways to improve these processes,

campus working group to assess the ad

missions and testing procedures and find

ways to improve these processes.

Knapp said the role ol a state university

is more than just providing an education to

those involved in formal undergraduate

training.

"We need to bring the cla.ssro<im to more

of the people who need it, ' he said.

Speaking specifically of older students,

Knapp said we want to see a continued

emphasis placed on the (Jraduate and

Continuing H<lucation programs.

However, Knapp said his plan can happen

only if the federal g»)vernmenl ccmtinues to

provide financial aid to the University.

"All of this rests on one caveat."

Knapp said. "That is ihat the withering

away of aid for higher education bv the

lederal government ci'asf.

'

Knapp said financially, the school is still

m g(K)d condition, though.

We have emerged from the post

Proposition 2*2 days as a healthy

I 'niversity," he said. "We are healthier now

than ever before."

Knapp also emphasized the pla«'e ol

public higher education in the future of the

state.

"Education is vital to this knowledge

intensive society we call Massachusetts."

he said. "We have becom the envy of states

with sagging economies. We have com

mitted ourselves to securing the place of

Massachusetts in the knowledge society.

"

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

A sexual harassment suit was filed

against Fitzwilly's Restaurant in Nor

thampton by' the University of

Massachusetts Legal Services Office iLSO)

on behalf of a UMass student last week.

The lawsuit was filed in the U.S. District

Court for $250,000 by Miriam Domonique.

who was fired last March from Fitzwilly's.

where she was employed as a waitress.

Loss of wages, emotional distress, and

other injuries are cited in the suit as causes

for the compensation.

Domonique was subjected to unsolicited

physical contacts of a sexual nature, sexual

leers, intimidation, and verbal propositions

by her immediate supervisor. Richard

Burbine. according to Domonique was

subjected to unsoUcited physical contacts of

a sexual nature, sexual leers, intimidation,

and verbal propositions by her immediate

supervisor. Richard Burbine, according to

the suit.

"Of course we deny all the allegations."

said Ray Callahan, manager of V itzwilly's

Restaurant. "She was fired because she

stole an article that did not belong to her.

"

Callahan refused to specify the alleged

stolen article, however, saying, "I think I

told you more than I should have."

Roger Kirwood. the owner of Fitzwilly's

said." She broke a company policy. " Asked

to elaborate, he said." No, 1 won't tell you

the policy. I don't feel I want to tell you.

"

Kirwood denied having any knowledge of

what the suit stated, but said he intends to

send someone to the press conference

scheduled for today by LSO to learn of the

allegations. However, he said he will not

send his lawyers to the press conference.

"Tomorrow is not a hearing, not a trial.

It's just a press conference." Kirwood said.

"We were not invited."

"If we are able to settle out of court to the

satisfaction of our chent. wewill." she said.

"We wont have a trial for the sake of

having a trial. We'll go to court only as a

last resort."

In March 1982, Domonique filed com

plaints against Fitzwilly's with the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination and the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission. Later that month

she was fired tor allegedly "breaking one of

the rules of the handbook." Callahan said.

A waitress at Fitzwilly's. who asked not

lo be identified, said waitresses at the

restaurant have been ordered not to talk to

the press. A second waitress at Fitzwilly's,

who asked not to be identified, said

Domoniqui s former supervisor. Richard

Burbine. is no longer employed by Fitz

willy's. She denied any knowledge to why

he was no longer there. Callahan refused to

comment on Burbine's employment status.

Diaz said the suit was sent out to be

served last week, and Kirwood may not

have received it yet.

Collcipaii ptMlo bv Jin Power*

Senior Tim Gower thumbs through some of the over 600 different

prints at the WMUA art sale yesterday in the Cape Cod Lounge in

the Student Union Building. Today is the last day of the sale, from

which a portion of proceeds will go to benefit the student-run radio

station.
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Sears eyes King

for endorsement

BOSTON — Republican gubernatorial

nominee John Sears said yesterday it is

possible his campaign can win the support

af Democratic Gov. Edward J. King.

"1 think we have a good, fighting

chance. ..(and it's) possible to win over the

governor himself." Sears said at a

Republican unity session.

'Asked about King backing Sears in the

final election. King's spokesman, Gerard

Morris, responded, 'We're going to explore

that... I'm not ruling anything out at this

point. The truth is the governor has not

made a decision yet."

Morris saia King will meet with the

Democrat's nominee for governor in

November, former Gov. Michael Dukakis,

and with Sears early next week. King lost

the nomination to Dukakis Tuesday after a

bitter primary fight.

Digest
By the Associated Press

When asked about a Dukakis

dorsement Wednesday, Morris
en-

had
butdeclined comment until next week.

said, "I just think he will be very gracious in

defeat and very protective of the

Democratic Party."

Sears said he had a "friendly" talk with

King on Wednesday, and. "I would value

his support." Sears predicted enormous

pressure on King to support Dukakis.

The Republican candidate said he ad-

mired King's openness to business and his

battle against crime.

At the unity session. Republican leaders

said the Democratic Party is severely

divided and King supporters will defect in

large numbers to Sears.

Demtx-rats had insisted the day before

that they could present a united front and

win in November.

FOUR SEASONS
Bud & Bud Lite cans csw.asf

Miller Light cans.cs $8.99

Old Milwaukee 12 pk cans $3.49

Labatts Beer or Ale bts $9.99

Cossack Vodka 1 75 $8.49

Skol Gin or Vodka 1.75 $8.99

Calvert Whiskey 1 75 $13.99

Clan McGregor Scotch. .1.75. . $11.99

Folonari Soave 1

5

$3.99

Gallo Soave 1

5

$3.99

Codorniv Dry Classico "Champagne". $4.69

WE DELIVER
mm Open 10 AM to 11 PM "^^
^ in front of the Malls

,
i|

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rtp.9, hadtN;ma.. 5848174

State police to

hire more women

BOSTON — Facing a federal sex

discrimination lawsuit. Massachusetts

agreed yesterday to guarantee that at least

20 percent of the people entering the state

police training academy will be women.

The settlement filed in U.S. District

Court here came after years of negotiation

between the state attorney general's office

and the U.S. Justice Department on how to

increase the force's percentage of women,

who held only 24 of 1.031 trooper positions

as of last May. State Police Commissioner

Frank J. Trabucco said.

The state police had already embarked on

a campaign to increase the percentage of

women on the force. Trabucco said. Twenty

of the 100 trooper candidates in the July

class at the Framingham training academy

were women, he said.

But federal officials will monitor the

state's hiring practices for the next five

years to ensure that the 20 percent mark is

attained, he said.

The agreement came several years after

federal officials filed lawsuts against

Massachusetts and many other states,

charging sex discrimination in hiring state

police.

it is the expectations of the defendants

and the United States that such non

discriminatory hiring will result in the

selection of qualified women as state

tnxjpers in numbers approximating the

proportion of qualfied female applicants

available for hire under the program of

recruitment." the agreement said.
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Israel reinvades

sections of Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Israeli armored

• forces seized key areas of west Beirut

yesterday alter heavy fighting with PLO
guerrillas and Lebanese leftist militias.

Lebanon called for urgent U.S. and United

Nations intervention to force the Israelis to

withdraw.

The State Department in Washington

said there was "no justification" for the

Israeli presence in west Beirut" and

demanded "an immediate puUback."

Fierce fighting raged in two neigh-

borhoods at nightfall as Israeli troops and

tanks took over sections of west Beirut. But

other areas reported that the firing had

halted after battles that Lebanese police

said left 31 Lebanese dead and 110

wounded.
West Beirut blacked out at sunset with

an unexplained power failure. It could not

be determined whether Israeli forces in

Christian populated east Beirut had cut off

power supplies to the western sector as

they did twice since the invasion of Lebanon

on June 6.

The Israeli troops moved into the former

PLO strongholds in west Beirut after the

assassination of President elect Bashir

Gemayel Tuesday, saying that with

Gemayel's death the Lebanese army lacked

the leadership to maintain control of the

sector.

The Slate Department said the thrust

was a "clear violation of the cease fire

understanding" arranged by U.S. envoy

l»hilip C. Ilabib that led to evacuation of the

main body of Palestine Liberation

Organiation fighters from west Beirut three

weeks ago.

Lebanon's ambassador to the United

Nations called for an urgent Security

Council session on the Israeli foray, which

began within hours of the assassination

Tuesday evening of Gemayel.

Bashir's brother Amin was reported

nominated by the Christian Phalange Party

to run for president to succeed Elias Sarkis

Sept. 23. hut it was not known if Amin

accepted or what the next step would be in

Lebanon's constitutional crisis.
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Night at the Rusty Nail
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ALWAYS WICKED LOUD

if Outlaw' IS what FAT sounds like live then

they must be one hot rock n' roll band i sfongly

recommend their 45, and doo t let the sietve scare

you away ' Gc^ar Becnard

Wcrte<t>ury RepuWicor

^

"Oirttow" ii wBtaWt in West Springfield o' SmwiWrto m Lecnmere's Mall at

StrwbwrWi r Boys'ote 'vVes' r Baknont RscoHi '^ ingleside at «»eoH Town, m

Nor-ho'^D'c - NWn Stmt «»eonb ord Ptattwpw «tcw*, m Hoiyoke at $hM'i

RmoH W)«« -r Amhe. 5« n' hn TW «»con) onc %ttk «o«n l«eardi at the East^.ed

Mo'' T Ai Ftwkfci'i ir Gfeerfielo ot !>•• M««k Stortano at the Hompshire Moii .n RmoH Town

Also lisftn for Outlow" oo

these stotioos

WWUA 91 UM / WKC
fMROCK '05 / WAAF 108FM

on Boysfote Rock /

V^ 106fM

i

TianSTUB / »UM i COKi ONLY SI. 02 ALL NIGHT / FRIt 10 COPIES Of "OUTUW" AND 2 "FOOTLOOSE" COLliaOR'S LP. / FREE ROCK>102 T-SHIRTS / 4 Sm OF TICKETS TO A GRAND PHi
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Beth Peters, a senior art major, uses her talent to decorate wall in

McNamara Dormitory. __^___

Police to facilitate process of

obtaining alcohol ID card
ByHANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Students with a Massachusetts drivers

license are not required to get an alcohol

identification card, the purpose of which is

U) identify those of legal drinking a^e who

do not have a legally acceptable picture

identification.

In order to obtain a Massachusetts

alcohol identification card, an application

must be filled out and taken to be signed by

a police officer. Identification such as

passports, other licenses and birth cer

tificates may be used to have the ap

plication validated, according to Donald

Robinson, Director of the P^nvironmental

Health and Safety at the University of

Massachusetts, to clarify what was

reported yesterday.

Robinson said the reason police will be in

the Campus Center on Sept. 23 Ls to save

anyone interested in the ID a trip to a police

station. The application must then be taken

to the Regi.stry of Motor Vehicles at 401

King Street in Northampton. A $5 fee is

nwessary to have the application processed

into a picture ID.The registry is open from

8:45a.m. to.5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

.\ spokesman for a local bar said bouncers

will be ch»H-king ID's as they have always

done. A Massachusetts state picture ID.

whether a license or alcohol ID will be

accepted unless the bouncer has reason to

believe it has been tampered with. Any

other ID may be accepted or rejected by the

bouncer depending on whether he or she

feels the person is of legal age.

By KEN LUNDBERG
Collepan Staff

Due to a lack of publicity in attracting an

enrollment quota, a course entitled "Crisis

Relocation" (Get>graphy 591B) originally

scheduled for the current semester at the

University of Ma.ssachusetts will h>e offered

next spring instead.

The professor for the course. Dr. Ruther-

ford Piatt, said although the course gained

publicity through an earlier Collegian arti-

cle, there was still too much goinj? on the

first week of school for student^s tt) lie fully

aware of the offering. As a result, he said,

only six students signed up for it.

The course, in its first running at the

University, will involve about 10 students

with the issues of the crisis reloation con

cept — ranging from practical planning

concerns to legal, moral and ohilosophical

Humanities commitment
emphasized by Knapp

Nuclear war relocation course

postponed until next semester
considerations.

"The next worse thing tt> nuclea*- way is

trying to move 150 million people. That is a

disaster in itself." Flatt said.

"In the course we'll be looking at par-

ticulars that haven't occurred to federal

and state officials." Piatt said. "Just how

can you make people go to a host communi-

ty? How can you stop people from driving

from targeted areas until they run out of

gas?"

"Some evacuation plan is better than no

plan," Piatt said, "but a plan that won't

work at all is no g(wd because people will

have a false belief, making them risk

nuclear war."

The idea for the crisis relocation course,

which is comprised of mostly field work

and documenting, evolved last spring when

plans for nuclear evacuation drawn up dur-

ing the Carter Administration became fully

publicized in Massachusetts.

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp last night said his plan to

place an emphasis on the areas of high

technology at UMass does not mean the

school will give up its commitment to the

arts and humanities.

"The fact that one is paying attention to

high technology does not mean one is aban-

doning the humanities," Knapp said.

Knapp said he is trying to find the middle

ground between the needs of students in-

terested in humanities and those of the

high technology industries of the state.

"There is absolutely no reason why you

can't have a balance between the arts and

sciences and the professional fields," he

said.

However, Knapp did admit he believes it

is necessary for UMass to "help the state

economy" by provided it with the needed

trained professionals, and he said improv-

ing the quality of the engineering and com-

puter science departments will accomplish

this goal.

"Tlie economy of the state is based on

high technology." Knapp said. "That is the

reason we are a stronger state economical-

ly than most other states. If we want to

stay strong as a University, we have to

keep up with the needs of the state. We
have a basic obligation to the state."

Knapp said a development of the

engineering and computer science depart-

ments should also help UMass* ability to

raise money from the state.

"We're not going anywhere if all we say

is 'Give us Money.' We have to make inputs

into the society as a whole," he said. "We
have to help the state economy. We have to

demonstrate our worth to the state."

Knapp said another of his goals in

soliciting more money for the school is to

increase funds received from the private

sector.

He said most sUte schools have raised

more money from private interests than

has UMass, but said he hopes to increase

the amount of money coming from alumni

and private corporations in the near future.

The University has already launched an

engineering capital campaign which is at-

tempting to raise money from alumni and

private corporations for the engineering

department.

Knapp maintained that these additional

funds from the private sector will increase

the amount of money the state is willing to

give the university.

"Private giving usually inspires the state

to give more," he said.

Knapp also said he thinks Joseph Duffy

was a good choice to take over as

chancellor of the Amherst campus.

"I'm very pleased that he has agreed to

join us," he said. "He's got a combination

of an interest in dealing with public issues

and an understanding of public values."

Knapp said he thinks Duffy shares his

concern for balancing student interest in

arts and sciences with economic needs.

"He's got a good combination of an

understanding of humanities and the na-

tional economy," he said.

Although Knapp refused to comment on

how long he expects him to remain in his

position as Chancellor, he said he thinks

Duffy will be at UMass for a while.

"We asked no commitment in terms of

time," he said. "There is an assumption

that he will be around for a while. He is

coming with a dedication to the chancellor-

ship of the campus."

Knapp expressed his feeing that it is im-

portant for the state colleges and univer-

sities to begin working more closely with

state high schools to improve the quality of

students graduating from these schools.

"I'm not at all satisfied with the quality

of young people coming out of the secon-

dary schools," he said.

Knapp said he is starting a program to

improve public high schools in Boston

because it is notoriously the worst system

in the state.

"If we can do it in Boston, we can do it

anywhere else," he said.

Knapp said he plans to improve the

Boston public school by redeveloping the

curriculum, which he feels is outdated,

retraining the teachers, and finding peopl.

on the state and college and university

campuses who can help with his program.

Collripan photo by Nuici

Pumpkins hide in Hadley patch awaitinfi: their October fate.
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Radioactive dumping to be studied

LlftUORS
18 Main St. Downtown AmlierBt 253-5441

BEER SPECIALS
DOMESTIC
Budweiser 12 oz cans

$8.99/case

Falstaff 12ozcans
$6.99/case

IMPORTED $1.85/6 pk

Becks (light or dark)
$15.95/case

$3.99/6 pk

Labatt's (beer or ale) $2.99/6 pk

ALL SPECIALS COLD!
$10.49/case

H\ JAMES SIMON
Associated Press

liOSTON Federal researchers will

launch a 10-day invesliKation next week to

see if radioactive material dumped mto

Massachusetts Bay 25 years ago poses any

threat to the marine environment, officials

said yesterday.

The studv will "address public and

congressional concerns and... confirm our

preliminary assessment that there is no

signficant threat to the public health or

environment from the disposal of

radioactive waste." said Paul Keough.

spokesman for the regional office of the

Environmental Protection Agency.

The Antelope, a 165 foot ocean survey

vessel, will depart Monday and examine

five ocean sites, Keough said. The ship will

provide some immediate test results, but

most tests will take four to six months to

complete, he said.

The EPA announced in fall 1980 that

1,008 containers of radioactive material

were dumped in Massachusetts Bay. about

15 miles off the Boston coast, between 1952

and 1959. Officials said there was little

likelihotxl that the radioactive waste

remained lethal or poses a threat to the

area seafood.

Ocean dumping of radioactive waste was

a widespread practice at the time, officials

said, and more than 300 potential dumping

sites have been identified nationwide.

Is This Jesus?

a FREE MOVIE
about the

Turin Shroud

SILENT WITNESS
Thu 16, Fri 17.

Sat 18, Sun 19

8:00 pm The Ark

(Episcopal Chaplaincy)

758 N. Pleasant St.

(opposite NOPE)

I

i!

i!

i!

i!

I
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WIHES&
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B

338 College Street

BEER SPECIALS
Budweiser cans $8.99/ca8e

Rolling Rock $4.50/i2pack

Tuborg $2.25 e pk

Albani Lager (Denmark) $2.99 6pk

Becks Beer $3.99/6 pack

WINE SPECIALS
Ed. Saarbach semidrywhite. $2.99 per liter

SegeSta dry Itallan white $2.99 liter

Folonari Soave $3.99i.5 nter

Come in Saturdays and taste the

WINE OF THE WEEK

LIQUOR SPECIALS

Cossack Vodka 1 75 iiter$8.39

Booths Gin 1 nter $7.45

Jim Beam Bourbon i.75$11.99

not responsible for typographical errors
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Friday Happy Hours

Relax at "The U" „
,

Free Pizza 2:00 - 5:30 Amherst 549 5713

99* Bar Drinks 50* draft beer

99* Watermelon Stick and Sabroso Sombrero

Second Happy Hour 9:00 - 1:00

FREE PIZZA with a Pitcher of Beer

Two 99* Mixed Drinks

veiling Faro
Great Food and Drink at affordable prices

in comfortable and friendly surroundings

2fers

Dinner for 2 $8.95 or Baked Stuffed Schrod

Teriyaki Chicken with Salad or Baked Potato

?^<i^ci,-<^<i^<::>-^^^^<^-^^^^'^^-^^'^^^^^^'^'^"^''

INPCCHIO
FREE DELIVERY

Pinocchios, with the tastiest hot PtzMa

and Subs in the valley, now offers fast

home delivery tool

We deliver *7 days a week from 5 p.m.

to 3 a.m. and Sundays 5 p.m. til 2 a.m.

Treat yourself to PINOCCHIOS
2 sizes of Subs

12' and 16" Pizzas

Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.

Sunday 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1 177 No. Pleasant St.. No. Amherst

5493669

Limited delivery area, $3.75 minimum on delivery

orders, thank you.

Newslines . .

.

Project for disabled people plans

two information sessions
The Boltw(X)d Project, •" which student volunteers par-

ticipating in helping the developmental!;, disabled develcp

skills through recreation and leisure activities, is holt^'ng

an infornnational session at 7:30 p.m. Sunday ;n the Caii.

pus Center, Room 917, and another at Smith College at

7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Room 10 of the Seelye Building.

Volunteers will usually work on a one-to-one, direct

basis for three hours a week. The Project offers volunteer

training, professional supervision and internship credit.

Anyone interested may contact Sandra West at the

Belchertown State School, 323-6311. ext. 494.

Hillel plans holiday celebration
The University of Ma.ssac-husetts Hillel Foundation will

be celebrating Rosh Hashana from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

Sunday, Sept. 19, in the Student Union Ballr(K)m.

Also, a free Israeli Dance will be held Wednesday, Sept.

22 in the Commonwealth Room of the Student Union.

Northeast to begin meetings
The Northeast Area Covernment will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 6 p.m. on Sept. 20 in Thatcher

Dormitory Lounge. All dorm representatives to the Nor-

theast Area Government must attend the mandatory

meeting. For more information, contact Branda Rego at

f>46-4885 or Bob White, at 546-5595.

Sylvan to hold first meeting
The first informational meeting of the semester of

Sylvan Area Government will be held at 6:30 p.m. Mon-

day, Sept. 20, in Brown Dormitory Main l>)unge. All

Sylvan Area residents interested in being a representative

of their dorms must attend this meeting.

For more information, contact Joe Furtado, first floor

Cashin 104C, at 546-5921, or Donna Tyrrel, 602D Brown

at 546-5785.

Elections for representataives will l>e held on Thursday,

Sept. 23.

Writing course has openings
Students who have taken the writing placement test are

eligible for English 190A, "College Writing." There are

70 openings in the class, which satisfies the entering

freshman writing requirement. Anyone who is not signe<i

up for the class and would like U) be should go to the

Writing Program Office in Barlett, RcKim 305, as soon as

possible.

M*

>.,,

; iNlvTO'MTv r>r MA'.SAi Hll'.f I' a! AMK'

MAKE THE
FINE ARTS

YOUR CENTER
THE DUKE ELLINGTON

ORCHESTRA
directed by Mercer Ellington

Monday, September 20 8:00 p.m.

On Sal* Now

THE BROADWA Y MUSICAL

lit* lli..*<«»av *4m*««I

September 28 30 All shows 8:00 p.m.

On Sal* S«pl«mb«r 7

Box Office: Noon 4 pm, M. F. 545 251

1

SERIES SUBSCHIPTIONSSTIL I AVAIL ABLf

Al> 1j rrphoti

Julie Nail holds her 5-inonth-old gon Nathan as she goes over an assignment with her

students in the den of her home in Baton Rouge, LA. Nail's students include her children Kelly

(left), Slater (right), and Annalisa Guice. Although some parents and education groups in Loui-

siana do not support the year old law allowing parents to teach in their homes. Nail said she is

in her second year without any problems.

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Be PopulAR
ANd qcT pAid foR it.

(non woRk-STudy)

ApplicATioNS NOW bEJNq

AccEpTEd For EdiroRiAl

posirioNS on tIie 1987 UMass

YEARbook, INDEX.

Stop by Campus Ctmtu 10? or caU J45-0848

^Ititeitest^ m AthUtiCS?"

Foic Infwwudion on aLU
cuiacent Univ. AtHUtic esfenis,

trtclubin0 footB'MX, socceK,
xoiicyH'Mf cia)55-counticy,

rri€it> hock^, ^otf , i tetiws,

\0e> «Vfi> TIPS

a. service o^ Dean of snibenrs 0|!fice

100% COTTON ^^"^

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.ja*W
SAT ONLY

6.95
FOR 19.95

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6, MonrSat.
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DVP presents —

ROBERT KLEIN
Tuesday, September 21
at 8 pm in the F.A.C.

Tickets on sale Fri., Mon, & Tues

at Tickets Unlimited

and at the door

$2. Five College Students

$4. General Public

Student Employment
Opportunities

Graphic Designers
&

Editors Needed
Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union

545-0341 ext 28

SGA Communications Office

^
fi

FRIDAY

llappy^'lIoqT

3 til 6

3S* PUB MUGS
1.00 Bar Drinks • 50* Beers

Hot and Cold Hors d'oeuvres

THE FIRST ANNUAL

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
TRIVIA CONTEST

IS COMING SEPTEMBER 24th

ON WMUA

'V>»/
I}.

^yi!

,!>*

S»we$20
onSUadium College Rings.

Headquarters for all your Inspection Needs

AMHERST
534 Main St.

256-6414

HADLEY
Rt. 9

586-6464

BELCHERTOWN
9 Main St.

323-7887

With the price of fine lewelry

today its good to ^^now that a )ew-

elryquality Silad >>nn ring is now
more affordable than ever Save

and choose from a variety of

beau'.iful styles Then personalize

your ring with custom options that

express your tastes your inter-

ests your achievements

Every fine Siladium ring is

crafted with careful attention to

detail, and backed by the

ArtCarved Fu// Lifetime Warranty

Now. at these special savings, the

value IS exceptional' Dent miss

this opportunity to get a beautiful

buy on a fine Siladium ring Visit

the ArtCarved Ring Table soon

Sept. 15, 16, 17 10-4 pm Campus Center

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted $15. deposit

/IFKTIPVED'
V.CLASS RINGS INC

^.UNIVERSITY
J^liSTORE^ mmmsm
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Her days at UMass are numbered

3 940997.

I first saw that number at freshman orientation. It

meant nothing. Two months later, it still meant not-

hing. One month later, I realized that the student iden-

tification card was Amherst's answer to MasterCard.

3949997.

It was kind of hard to remember at first. People who
could pass sixth grade math can also easily memorize a

magic seven digit number. Mastering that numeral was a

little harder for those of us who have the retentive

memory of a one year old. Three months and seventy eight

consultations later, I too could write down my ID number

without checking my precious laminated card.

Mary Beth Hebert
3979997.

The ritual starts around 4:30 every afternoon. What did

I do with my ID? Look in the backpack. Not there. On the

desk. Not there either. Bring in a bulldozer and go through

the rest of the room. Where could it be? Suddenly...a flash

of inspiration. Quick! Dive into the closet and fish out

yesterday's pants. Lo, the missing ID: passport to the

culinary wonders of the dining commons.

3979897.

Comes in handy at the Campus Center. That, and a fifty

cent sticker will let all those who are old enough imbibe all

the alcohol they want at the Blue Wall and the T.O.C.

Possession of your identification card will also let you

stand in line for an hour to cash a check. Not only will you

get your money, but you get your picture taken too. These
photos are sorted and then compiled by a near-sighted lit-

tle old lady. Next, they are smuggietl out ot the Campus

Center by a bogus yearbook photographer who takes

them to his company where your worst picture is placed

over your name in the "Index."

3979891.

Once the semester gets started, you'll find that it is of

paramount importance to have an ID when trying to gain

admittance to the leaning tower of Amherst. And while

the magnetic strip on the back won't let you ring up a for-

tune at Bloomingdales, it will allow you to take out all

kinds of books for free. And isn't knowledge better than

five new pairs of Calvins?

3479891.

For the price of that invaluable number, plastered on a

two dollar piece of plastic, we gain free admittance to foot-

ball games in the fall and Spring Concert (or whatever

they substitute for it this year) in the spring. Culture is at

a discount for those with the Card, as those possessing it

get reduced admission to see guests sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitor's Program and performances at the

Fine Arts Center.

3449891.

I'll never forget it.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

White Women — victims of sexism, but not racism

To the Editor:

I am writing in conjunction with Panna Putnam ("Seta's

death represents more than violence against women"),

though we felt that individual letters would be ap

propriate. We are both writing out of concern over the

recent article addressing the Monday night vigil held in

commemoration of Seta Rampersad, and I hope that my
letter will be read in the broader context of Panna's.

In the article, I am quoted as saying: "It's hard being a

white female. I feel like I couldn't say I understood or could

not relate to Seta's case because I'm not a Third World

woman." Though I trust that the reporter did not

deliberately misquote me. I feel compelled to correct what

she has printed, and address some of the issues such a

statement would raise. Though unintentional. I think her

misinterpretation of what I said to her has serious and

unfortunate repercussions.

Many feminists are keenly aware of what we're up

against in a patriarchal society. However, white feminists

are not dealt the double violence of racism, and many of us

remain insensate to the particular oppression which Third

World women suffer.

"Skin privilege" is a demented form of power with which

every white person is endowed, even women. Skin

privilege is by no means empowering, however, as it is a

form of domination and gained at the expense of another's

powerlessness.

The issue of racism is seldom adequately dealt with in

the Women's Movement. I feel that it is the particular

responsibility of white feminists to confront our own
racism and the origins of our skin privilege. The reality of

racism to Third World women is too often skirted over. Let

us never be accurately quoted as offering the racist and

irresponsible disclaimer that we "can't relate... because we
are not Third World women."

Betsy Jelliffe

Senktr Political Science-Feminist Studies

Stanford University

Third WorW Women's Program Intern

Everywoman's Center

Shamie set

to spoil Ted?

The Op-ed page of the Collegian WELCOMES COLUMNS from any and all

members of the five-college community. The purpose of the page is to act as a

market-place of sorts for the opinions of our reading audience. All viewpoints except

those being racist, sexist, anti-semetic or libelous are welcome for submission^ Pieces

should be mailed or dropped off at the Collegian offices located m Rm. 113 ot the

Campus Center. :_ .

The November elections approach, and Edward

Kennedy's seat in the U.S. Senate appears as se-

cure as ever.

Despite vows from the newly-nominated Republican

candidate Raymond Shamie that he will offer genuine op-

position, the GOP threat to the Senator still appears to be

little more than a political footnote. Kennedy's support is

too broad, his organization too slick, and his family too

rich for any Republican, outsider or insider, to stand much

of a chance. That is the reality. More formidable and well-

known Republicans than Shamie have understood that

since the late 1^60s. ^^
Roger Atwood

"Massachusetts Republicans with statewide experience

and electoral ambitions have made it clear that they have

no interest in what they consider an impossible assign-

ment," said the Christian Science Monitor earlier this

year. Kennedy secured 68 percent of the vote in 1976, the

Monitor noted.

Still, Shamie battles on like the Little Engine That

Could. The hubris of his campaign may endear him to

Republicans. To the rest of us, he just looks kind of quaint.

The candidacy of Shamie presents an attractive idea to

the GOP leadership. If by some fluke he should win, the

Republicans have an instantly-famous superstar. In the

more likely event of his defeat, Shamie can simply fade

back into the political obscurity from whence he came.

Nothing gained, nothing lost. And Shamie has already dug

deep into his own pocket to finance full-page newspaper

ads and radio spots — leaving plenty of money for the

GOP to spend in the governor's race. So, the Republicans

are in the paradoxical position of having found the ideal

candidate for an all-but-certain defeat.

Kevealmgly, Shamie has claimed that he can at least

hold to a minimum Kennedy's campaigning for other

liberals in other states, and even spoil his chances for the

1984 presidential nomination. Whether this means

,

Shamie has already conceded the race is unimportant. His
admissions signify that he is on Kennedy's wavelength —
1984. If Shamie can take a dozen points out of Kennedy's

lead over 1976, he could seriously wound the Senator's

support vis-a-vis 1984. The damage will be twofold if he

can keep Kennedy from collecting political I.O.U.'s in the

Midwest by campaigning for his Senate colleagues.

Kennedy, as well, undoubtedly has the national elec-

torate in mind as he campaigns across the Bay State. Like

the other 1984 presidential hopefuls, Kennedy must prove

this year that he can win and win big. Anything less than a

total victory will undermine his support within the party.

If Shamie can prevent that total victory, the GOP may
turn out to be the real victor.

Roger Atwood is a Collegian staff member.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the large

volume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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GRAND OPINING SALIS

Now Thru Sept. 15th

10% OPr Intire

Inventory
• Turtle Neck Shirts

$9.00
• Ladies Crew Sweaters

(s(Sa colors)

• Men's Sweaters

• Hats, Gloves, Wallets

Saturday Clothes
266 N. Pleasant Street

(behind Silv«r«cap«)

Open 9:30-6 Mon-Sat Frl till 9

THINK DICK'S
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

Buy 1

Get 1 FREE
8-10:30

COME OH AMD DAMCE TO THE PEAT

wj.ffflray^'jgmnuuAJJ "rat*•»•« FT«<irr«viten r>«<«iTctinan rtnatiiyaf >• m!njiraminA.'FJMJMfL

POOIt A STEP UP

HAIHIS

Some of our classrooms

aren't classrooms.
1. Marksmanship — Insirutlion m basic rifle and pistol marksmanship with 22 laiilx-r iiiaK h xn. apons liu UuUs rariKr

and safety procedures, firing positicms. the Integrated Act ol Firini;, (.m.petitive firing and re(<.nl .pialili. aiioii ( Icnipetiiive

matches with other institutions are planned (lall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers — Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tactics. paimJImg. land navigaticm

(night and day), rappellmg. airmobile and walerbome operations, leadership reaction (otirsrs. n<ld piuhlnn tests phvsical

conditioning, field communication procedures, and practual leadership experience (lall & spring s< in.stt r)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point — Weekend visit to USMA with a lcK)k at academic miliiar\ .inci mu lal lil«- of an

alternative officer producing program for the US Army; review a parade and attend a home- lootball game- (lall m inester)

(priority to MS 11 cadets)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens — Weekend visit to an active Army post. Orientation to life cm a military in-'

stallation with emphasis on visiting facilities (commissary, PX. fatnily quarters, trcntp billets, open iii.ss) and an introductioii

to M-16 familiarization fi'-ing and the sport of land navigation, (lall semester)

5. Mountaineering — Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and rock climbing techniques

Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual climbs Includes a bivouac and back packing exercise (fall &

spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival — Attendance at a US. Navy 4
'/z -day winter survival school in Brunswick, Maine Instruc-

tion includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association, snowshoeing. emergency

signaling, and land navigation (intersession).

7. Field Leadership Exercise — Weekend exercise in the Amherst area in which cadets will participate in tactical opera-

tions, bivouacs, patrolling, communication procedures, and land navigation (fall & spring semester)

8. Color Guard — Participate with University Band at home football games Includes precision drill, the manual of arms,

and movements with colors, (fall semester)

9. Physical Readiness (GP'i/MilSci 100G23) — A progressive structured program designed to improve individual condi-

tioning Includes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (fall

semester)

10. Drill Team — Develop skill and proficiency at trick drill Competition with other institutions is planned (fall & spring

semester)

11. Land Navigation — Progressive Land Navigation Training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land navigation

course and ending with an 11 -kilometer day/night course that will tax the most competent navigator.

For More Information Contact:

Cpt. Patrick Merryman
545-2321/2322

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to /.rnhefft,

on bus line

2 tMKJroom gardens

315-320 includes hot

water, no utilities

3 t>edrooms also

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

666-3866
oflice open from

10-5 weekdays,
Saturdays 1-4

J •aj ii»Ai a**, ttfil «*•*. *•*( l»*«I U**d **t. !»•*

For ¥tfom»n

DISTRESSED
by PREGNANCY..

Servlea* that arc
confidential, helpful,

caring and free.

m:7124IM

: 1 fri«"> § > Tafl '»» < fr*

ARMY ROTO.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Beat Mandarin ^ood
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
CloMd WedoMdays

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER Er WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2S3-7836

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Colleglon

STEREO LIQUIDATION
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS AT LOWEST PRICES!

3 DAYS ONLY Ihurs. 1 29 • Fh. 1 0-9 • Sat. 1 9

CAR STEREO •

SANYO CI $4995

SANYO C5 With auto reverse

QAijyA f^n'J Auto reverse .
locking fast forward and rewind.

oMrl T U U&> / seoarate bass and treble dolbv . .

55995

M49
1 lUnCClll Suoertuner withoushbutton M49
CAR SPEAKERSexg 3way lOOwatt

CAR SPEAKERS 5V4 3 way tnaKial

VAN BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

EQUALIZER/BOOSTER 7 »an« i»wa..

sSB^PR

Reg 189/9 PR.

S59»V
1

1 HOME STEREO

PIONEER RECEIVERS p,o.M49

TECHNICS TURNTABLES ^-''69

TECHNICS Automatic turntable ^'om ^^

BECKER SPEAKERS.. 3.a, Reg j^sop. «79"ea

ALL CARTRIDGES 50% OFF
SANSUI DECKS • STEREO RACKS

TURNTABLES • MANY MORE CHOICE BRANDS

TOOLS
Reg S49 95

SQ95
SOCKET SET 40 piece

SCREWDRIVER SET ,op.cc
^6

PRECISION SCREWDRIVER SET '3"

SOLDERING GUN
'8'"

More than 100 different tool items to choose from at similar savings'

HOME APPLIANCES

POPCORN POPPER Electric hot a r

CUTLERY SET i9p^

KNIFE SET 6 piece

SILVERWARE Roges 50 piece

HAIRDRYER Seikkoblowdrv

CLOSE-OUT SPECIALS

MAXELL UDXL-II C90 TAPES ^2"

STEREO CLOCK RADIO '24"

WALKMAN FM STEREO '29«

SANYO PORTABLE STEREO CASSETTE RADIO
From f 5/

PENSB.qRed,a.:colc:s
Reg$295M^°

WE HA VE HUNDREDS OF ITEMS FOR HOME, CAR, WORKSHOP
AND RECREATION AT SIMILAR SAVINGS!

HOLIDAY INN
245 WHITING FARMS RD.

HOLYOKE, MASS.
413-534-3311

AIJ Items lully warranteed byPMKA UDIOJNC

fMO*t#fCOfd

;

OR CASH

^SSiS^^^s^SsjgteS ygasss-Siiss

FRI. SEPT. il

^Sjs^^^jse^ $2.00

g J 1/2 price for people with a
^ # Santana ticket stub

''A'V.'^>y.V^.yV.^.'>:.\:^!f^^

SAT. SEPT. Id
TTTTTrTT

FREE

MON. SEPT. 20
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

"CLASS OF 1983"

Michelob Light Givewoys
Free Popcorn

TUES.SEPT. 2i

FREE
DJ. DANCE PARTY

with Fern Spierer

Album Giveowoys

WED. SEPT. 22
HITCHCOCK TWIN DILL

PSYCHO 8 PM
THE BIRDS 10 PM
FREE Admission & Popcorn
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University Drive, Amherst, Mass.
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ROUTE tie

PabSt 12 oz N/R loose §7.95

Bud 12 oz N/R loose §8.95

BuSCh 12 oz cans loose §7.95

Rolling Rock i2pkcans $4.00 12 pk

Labatt beer and ale §9.95 case

Seagram 7 1.75 $12.95

Jim Beam 1.75 $11.95

Castillo Rum 175 $9.95

Cossack Vodkai.75 $8.20

Cossack Gin 1 75 $8.20

Regnier P Schnapps nter $5.70

Cribari 3 l $5.69

Paul Masson 3 l $6.99

California Cellars 1.5 $4.29

Inglenook 1.5 $4.29

Carlo Rossi 1.5 $5.95

Gallo 3L $5.95
not responsible for typographical errors

ROUTE 9
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253-5595

Arts
Trailers
Jason MUler, who played Karras, the priest,

Exorcist, will direct the film version of his Broadway show,
That Championship Season, which will be filmed in New
York. The film will Star Bruce Dern. Stacy Keach. Robert
Mitchum, Martin Sheen and Paul Sorvino. Miller will write

the screenplay and will probably play an integral part in

the editing.

Director Samual Fuller comments on the evils of racism

with his real-life horror film White Dog, which will be

released in the coming months. The film stars Kristy

McNicol as a girl who finds a stray dog. As it turns out. the

dog was raised by a bigot who trained it to attack black

people. Fuller maintains that such dogs do exist and he is

using them as a metaphor in denouncing racism.

If you thought a film version of Superman was stretching

it, wait until you hear this; production will start this winter

on The Batman, based on the comic and subsequent t.v.

series. Two unknowns, not yet chosen, will play the title

character and his sidekick and the villains will be played by

celebrities in cameo roles. A director has not yet been

signed but Tom Manciewicz will write the screenplay. The
film will take place in the 80's. Gotham City will be

Chicago.

While we're on the subject of implausibility, how about

Jaws of Satan, with FVitz Weaver as an alcoholic priest

threatened by a king cobra snake possessed by the devil.

Or Kill or Be Killed /// (bummer, I missed part II)

A handful of comedies have begun filming. Mel Brooks

will turn his short lived t.v. series. When Things were

Rotten, into a full length film titled Robin Hood. He will

also write, direct and star in a remake of the Jack Benny

classic. To Be or Not to Be, which will co-star Ann Ban

croft. Set during World War II, the black comedy features

Brooks as a theatrical director and Bancroft as his actress

wife during the Nazi invasion of Poland.

Neil Simon is working on several new projects. Max
Dugan Returns stars Jason Robards as an ex con who
shows up at his daughter's house with a million dollars in

presents. Marsha Mason (who else?) plays the daughter,

Donald Sutherland is her detective boyfriend and

newcomer Matthew Broderick plays her son. Simon's

Broadway musical. They're Playing Our Song, will be

filmed this summer by director Robert Moore and The

Lonely (iuy will star Steve Martin.

National Lampoon, who made Animal House, are all set

to release two new comedies: Class Reunion and Vacation

8S, written by Lampoon staffer John Hughes. Meanwhile,

they are reediting Naticmal Lampoon Goes to the Moxnes,

which bombed so bad in 1981 that it was quickly pulled out

AN AMERICAN
WEREWOLF
IN LONDON

Fri. Sept. 17 5, 7, 9, 1 1 pm
Eng. East Aud. $ 1 .50

3.

HAPPY HOUR
7 days and 7 nights

Mors d'oevres 10-rnidnight

&Tyyofers I^^^.®''..

September Special

Molson Golden Bottles

2for.1
TWOFERS

on all well drinks and drafts

plus discounts on all

liquors and beers

Proper ID a must

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

by Andy Oordon

of distribution. The new version will be re released as

Lampoon's Movie Madness. The humor magazine is also

planning a long awaited sequel to Animal House, which will

begin preproduction later this year.

Director Martin Ritt [The Front, Conrack) will finish

filming Cross Creek this month. The film, a Christmas
release, stars Mary Steenburgen in the lead, dramatic

role.

Yet another 3D film is being prepared. Hot Heir will

offer hot air balloons floating throught the local neigh-

borhood theater. The Stunt Safety Council recently

determined that one of the film stunts — a woman riding

atop a balloon — was too dangerous and could not be
filmed. They will use a dummy in her place.

Local Best UeV.The Wall, based on the Pink Floyd
album, starts today at the Hampshire 4 Cinemas in the
Hampshire mall. From all early accounts, the film is

suppose<l to be visually and audibly incredible. Bob Geldof
stars in the Alan Parker production. It will also play at

midnignt.

Trailers Trivia: Sean Fenn, who plays the valley boy
Spicoli in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, played a

dramatic role as a military cadet in what film? Answer to

last week's question: "Yes, I'd love a cup of coffee" is the
last line of Warren Beatty's Heaven Can Wait.

"Bteve MartTn will star in

Lonely Guy.
Simon's The

Punk Pretension
By PHIL PLANTE and DOUG MUISE
Collegian Staff

If the title "New Wave F'ilm" conjures celluloid close ups

of Johnny Rotten's navel or grainy shots of Pattie Smith

mumuring into a mike then perhaps you'd have been

disappointed with the Pleasant St.'s New Wave Film

Festival this Wednesday past. It seems the New Wave in

rock music has little if any connection with the New Wave
in film. The festival featured two rather obscure films:

StiUeto. There's a nice harsh exquisitely deadly ring to

that title, isn't there? It aptly describes filmmaker Melvie

Arsianian's 1972 experimental release — sharp,

penetrating, evocative.

Our protagonist is Tina L' Hotsky — a real pot-boiler.

Cinched into a tight, tapered skirt and sinister black

pumps she's a shapely Marilyn Monroesque bomb shell.

The plot, from what I could make out. takes the guise of

a sort of demented detective drama. L' Hotsky's sister, it

seems, wore a pair of cement sandals into the Hudson
River and our heroine is determined to avenge Big Sis'

death. L'Hotsky eventually tracks down the wretched

refuse responsible for her .sister's demise. But does she

then turn him over to the proper authorities to await

prosecution? What do you think? Anyway, she ends up

making her point, so to speak, with deadly precision.

Overall, a rather interesting if not somewhat confused

piece of off the wall Noir.

Towers Open Fire

William Burroughs, author of such untraditional and

unrestrictive novels as Naked Lunch and Ah Pook uhu
Here orchestrates an all out assault on rationality and

homogenized media Towers Ooep Fire.

Heroin addition, mysterious Mayan c(xiices, and ex-

plod(*d and fragmented electronic information are all a part

of Towers Often Fire and. like Burroughs' twisted life,

stumble and stjuirm amidst a landscape of fear and
mystery.

The mysterious Mayan codices which, played a centra!

role in Ah Pintk uus Here are again present in Towers
Open Fire. "Hide them away for ever and ever" mumble a

pair of mutilated hands before the camera turns to a shot of

Burroughs shcMiting up.

Dementedly edited shots of Burroughs climbing stairs,

smoking cigarettes, and walking t hrough New York set the

stage for the start of Burroughs media misinformation

war. As Burroughs shouts into a microphone "Towers open

Fire!", loudspeakers mumble, then alternately scream,

tafH* being played backwards, bits of radio news broadcast,

flashing to half page of newspaper with sentences torn in

half. Media anarchy and misinformation run rampant.

Mr. Burroughs is al.so a heroin addict.

MORE ADVENTI
BUND

fe^^^w

THAN A

Can you picture yourself

swmj^n^ dc)v^T> a clifT Or
shcx)rintj the rapids' Or
crossing a river usinj^ only

a rope and your own rvvo

hands'

You 11 have a chance
to do all this and mc^re in

Army RCTTC
Adventure rrainintj like

this helps you develop

many of the qualities you 11

need as an Army officer.

Qualities like self-

confidence Stamina And
the ahilify to perform

under pressure

If you'd like to find out

more, make a date to see

yc5ur Army ROTC Professor

of Military Science

ARMYROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Contact: Cpt. Patrick Merryman
545-2321/2322

mCi^^
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There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy Film Newspapers

Tobacco Film Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health and Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

f

50' OFF
EXPIRES ANY LARGE HOT OVEN SUB
oct7/82 WITH THIS COUPON __j_^

FREEI I mIbIh with coupon
EXPIRES AND ANY $2.50 PURCHASE
oct7/82 OR MORE

small,
sooa/

^ov^^^'^^

fN

Many other items available

545-2528

Located in the

Student Union
Convenient Hours
M F 7:30 am to 10.00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:00 am to 10:00 pm

the

mini Store

...p^^'

HOT AND

OVtH
^^^^

^mw
ELVIS COSTELLO

AND
THE ATI RACTIONS
IMPKKIAL RKDKOOM J

including

Man Out Ot Time/ Beyond Belief

Pidgin English/Tears Before Bedtime

UNLIMITED

NEW RELEASES

^antana
SHANGO

How On L»t M» InsKl* Nownere To Run

T>>« Nile NtgW MuotiiKj Time

Santdna

ON SALE

$5.99

ROCK IN A HARD PLACE
including

Bitch s Brew/Cry Me A River

Rock In A Hard Place (Cheshire Cat)

Jailbait/Lightning Strikes

J^; ^*i:

vje;«jSM!^

KENNY LOGCINS
HK.H ArWFNTURE

including
i>io I f ighi II, Hearlliqht/Meari To Heart

Only A Mitacle/I Golla Try

IN\U(H,C.INS

X oX
k^^

Santana Tonight Tickets Still Available

Monday - Friday 10-5

and

Saturday 11-3
//'

201 Student Union Building

545-0400

)ur Student-Run Record Store"

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
fT$7KJe,0.P.i

GmiNGIN
SHAPbANP
POLfTIOiL AC-

TIVISM ARB
UBimP'

UHATGARBAGei
wej^eiMBSfm
TAN^POUTlCALL'i

Anm-' AR£.m ciNONNmi
Bern/us^

'^niK

if- YOU LOOK AT mR HISTORY.
AU The PWPLl UIHOPROMOJW
PHYSICAL FITNE^ V^ROU^HUAe^
HAVBBeeN coNsmmvt Bt^Lieva

Me. umALS KNOU H0JHIN6 ABOLff
oeTjiNG IN sHAPt, ebPfCiiu y lauy

UdiML',1/

^^THfr

bJHflTABOIir
TKATUJA^ALL

mmjN SPeciALBFfeas'

^jjfM so/^^TJ/^esyou

^Snd^7 cANBeeo
I

GULll&Le^

'^:- ^M

>-c^
t^^TAikifiU^

1

4

8
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

U€it/ Mil A UGHT
TCIfA TDWY I THINK

I PAVOR A 1 17715

(\mp...cuPMm\ie.
bHAWHOO MY rUMMV...

nm TH€ PufftR6

ANP bfwve me
peer.

Kdited b>

ACROSS
Ho! Springs,

tor ont>

machine
Watch parts

Iridescent gern

14 Rush headlong
15 Sprite

16 Pierce

18 Sufficient

19 Truth personitied

20 Carrotlop

22 Graceful shade
tree

23 Frustrate

25 Ship area

27 To be Sp
30 Russian or

Texan city

33 Mackerel s bright

cousin
36 Symbolic animal

37 Word with desk or

limits

38 Primates

39 lOG make a pound
40 Heating chamber
41 Knee Lat

42 — We Forget

43 Tdllow source
44 Highlight of

a meal
46 DeValera

Margaret Farrar and

48 MonKshood and

bo'i^set

50 Set on
54 — Paulo Bia/il

56 Mosi orderly

59 Affirmative

60 Bonnet decor

62 Blackmail type

letters

64 Happy sight in the

desert

65 Pertaining to

66 Cassini

67 Pick up the ,db

68 Altered the color

69 Neighbor of Md

DOWN
1 Went on a shop
ping spree

2 Visayan island

3 Pub quaff

4 Wall or Wimpole
5 Pencil element

6 Promise
7 Arboretum items

8 Tilled

9 Tiny

10 Quite costly

11 The on the

Floss

12 Appear to be
13 Musical *ork

I rude Jaffe

1 /

24
26

28

29
31

32

33
34
3'

38

39

43
45
47

49

51

52
53
54

55
57

58
61

63

Actress

Van Devere
Makeup for

Use a ruler

Election after

math, at times

Awvay from the

wind
Rid of soap
Let it stand
Novelist Hand
In plain style

Rooftop adjunct

h-refix meaning
eight

Years acquired

Rookie at

West Point

voce
Hemingway
Assembled as

troops

Very flavorful

Tell s target

Angler s basket

King
Name for a

dalmatian
Wing shaped
Award of a kind

Green land

Mama
Grow sleepy

D.C. Menu
LUNCH
I'lzza

Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH
I'izza

Tuna Orit-ntal

DLNNEK
Savory Beef Slrudel/

Mushroom Sauce
SeaffXKl and Shell

("asseriiU-

Fruit I^late with Saltines

BASIC'S DINNER
('heese Spinarh Struflel

Sealocwi and Shell

Casserole

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

VVKATHKR

Partly sunny today, highs
65-70. PartJy cloudy tomor-
row with chance of showers,
highs about 70.

1
-»

3

1
4 5 6 7 1 <) 10 11 1?

14 1b

lb W 18

iq ?l' ?1
^^^^H '>i

?j ?b ?b ||H
?

'
?8 ?9 30 31 3?

33 u 3b 36

1
37

38

1
39 40

41 4? 43

I
:j-

4^ 4b 47 '^H1m 4« 49 ^H bO b1 5? b3

54 bb
-6

b; b8 b9

bO M 62

64" Bb

b
66

I6? 6S 69

INTRODUCES

THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS

TWO LEVELS OF
EXCELLENT

ENTERTAINMENT
One Cover, Covers All

UPSTRIRS:
PROFESSIONAL "D.J.I"

20 Speakers & 1600 Watts ot Recorded Music/

Amherst's Largest Dance Floor

DOWNSTflIRS:
PROFESSIONAL LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

PERFORMING
FRIDAY
AND

SATURDAY NITE !§»IG]^AL

Drink Special for Fri. & Sat. 2 for 1 9-11:00 p.m-.

Appropriate Dress Required

« Rte. 9 & University Drive

^'a|L>6
^^^i^^^r^t j^/[335 256-8605

^LEADER IN ENTERTAINMENT

WIN A FUZZY
FRIEND

r WE*RE NUMBER ONE

Drawing

Friday

Oct. 1, ^
1982

only

one
winner

O
O GIANT

GARFIELD

over 2 feet tall
on display noy/v
in our Clothing Dept.
No purchase necessary

J^^A PAV?6

s
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Drop off coupon in our Clothing Dept.

Enter as many times as you like.

All entry's must be on official newspaper coupons.

Giant Garfield Contest
Name. Phone.

Address
Coupon must be dropped off in Clottiing Dept.

Located in ttie Campus Center ^^^^w,«w^
Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4 C,^ UNIVERSITY

mSTORE^

I
I
I

8
I
I
I

I
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CollcKtaa photo by Saa MillrCt

Members of the UMass crew team work their way down the Connecticut River during prac-

tice yesterday.

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"llieBefttCluNiiteFiMul"

Luncheon SpeclalM

Take-Out Service

Dinner Speclale

Full Cocktail Menu

Sunday Brunch
$6.25 per person
All You Can Eat

11:30-3:00

Sun.-Thurt. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

The F\n2sL 0^ ^oic

jifeuic? oicWoppmQ COMIC'

z\. Vte^kse ^tLL o\xt

cou«.se ch^i^oe ^ovms

2sxity submit' thenx to ttte

«ei3istKAiiS Office 0y 5ifm.

JDB«\®TIPS

sL^r
This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5.50!

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs Ef Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
loTs of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Student Work-Study
Employment

Typesetters Needed
Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union
SGA Communications Office

545-0341 Ext 28

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

MECCANTILt
AMHUtST CARRIAGi SHOTS ^^^^;^^,

I

TOP of the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Collegian is

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Coltegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3 45 Two days prior to pubhc'ation day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

fe

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed perforniances for

your function 256-0739

AEROBICS

AerobictI Call now for info 549-5258

ATTENTION FRESHMAN MEN

Ther* will be a meeting Monday 9/20 at

4:00 outside the main entrance of NOPE
Gym. All those interested in rowing are en-

couraged to attend. Bring gym shorts and

running shoes.

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Buick Skylark 8961 call 253-9967 ask

for Jack

1976 AMC Pacar gd cond std r Er h vyw &
snt »1560 neg 549-0382 eves

1973 Volvo automatic very good condi-

tion $1600. 549-4124 evenings

1970 Chavy
549-1004

Impala $400 runs well

76 Honda Civic std cassette smokes a little

but runs great $1100 or BO 584-6637

1976 Monte Cario excellent condition

AM/FM cassette no rust 2.500 call after 7

PM 256-8088

1978 Rat 128 excellent mechanically std

trans X mpg new brakes battery stereo

cassette lots of extras $1700 call 549-1516

1979 Honda Civic 33 mpg. 40K, silver, ex-

cellent condition, $3299, negotiable

546-1028 545-0367

1975 Fiat 128.

549-4567

bellisimo no rust evenings

77 Camaro, standard, excellent condition,

20 mpg, $3300 negotiable 546-4017

1977 Hornet AMC very good conditions

call256«35

BICYCLE FOR SALE

Motobacana Grand Touring; super-vitus

DB tubing, 1" wheels, all alloy com-

Donents. 25" frame. $225 80 666-4669

BOSE 901 SERIES IV

Great Spaakara with equalizer handle any

wattage new condition $780 256-0170

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Band now taking bookings for parties,

oldlas and 80's rock call Mark 546^5002

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESSI

Dorms, semis, Greeks. Fall Specialsl Call

Nowl Paul 548-4406

Profaaaional Sound Syatam for cof-

feehouses. Call MF Sound for information

25^8400

Now you don't have to go In town for

the best sound around - POLODROID party

dj's - Great Sound - Best Price - Pat or John

253-2967

Grateful Dead. Portland, Maine ticket for

sale 9/17 phone Dan 6-6726

FOR RENT

Coffaahouaa Sound Syatam call Arm-

strong Bros 549-0363 546-0244

Rooms for rant female grad student

smoker. Very quiet here 549-5469

non

FOR SALE

Dorm refrigerator used one semester,

great shape, $60 or best offer. Call Lisa at

256-8373

Who Tickata JFK Stadium Phila 9/25 5th

row stadium best offer 6-5003 ask for Hugh

2 brand new 10-16 size tires white spoke

rims 125.00 or BO 549-1256

Urge desk. 2 tables, Kelty backpack,

bedspreads, folding chairs BO 256-6191

68 bucks fridge 1 sem old guarantee

256^822

Grateful Dead Tix for Sep. 23 in New
Haven call Jamie 253-9610

Refrigerator, cube sized used 2 sem 75$

its cheaper than renting I 253-5126

Tl PC-100C print cradle and math mod.
to fit TI58, 59 calculators. $135 or BO ask

for Larry 256-8771

10/12 date at

call 546-8110
1 Who ticket for sale for

Shea Stadium. $35 or BO
after 8:00 PM
4-drawer files, desks, chairs, HP-67

calculator, K & E polar plauimeter, sket-

chmaster, small 3M copier, misc. binders

etc. - all used and reasonable 323-4401

Who tickets for JFK orr9/25 Phila. Best

offer gets them call Scott 253-5234

Dead Tickets available for Boston

Garden 9/18/82 - great seats call 256-8883

l^iilay tkt NY-to-Denver good til Oct 15

$100 or best offer Jay 549-6261

FOUND

Found - Black and whKe kitten - has red

collar with bell. Found wandering campus.

Call 546^75 after 7 pm.

Ladlaa Watch near Clark

and describe 253-3484

Hall please call

Gold colored piece of Jewelry If yours

call 6-7184 please describe

Religious medallion necklace found on

CC steps. Describe h and it's yours. Call

256^646

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part time staff for public

education & fund raising, will train.

$136-$200/week Er $160-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256^434

Houaaboys for local aorority 24 hrs per

week, payment-house's meal plan

546^)627 anytinrw

Aaaiatants to the speaker of the student

senate applications available in 420 Student

Union on Wednesday, Sept 8th due Friday,

Sept 17th wonr>en Er third worid students

encouraged to apply.
.

Recycling project has woric study open-

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Drivers needed with own cars. Call

Superior Pizza 5490626

Ski Binding Technician: Must be ex-

perienced & able to wort( mornings. Apply

irTperson Western Village Ski Er Sports 32

Main St, Northampton

Work-Study PoaWone available at Hamp-

den Theater. Skills in carpentry^Jectncal.

and theater preferred. Call 546-2803 for in-

terview E.O.E.

Programmers
plications 20
413-736-1000

- basic prefer business ap-

hrs or more fex hrs

Swfm Coach successful Amherst age

group teem seeks heed & assistant coaches

$4-6 par hour experience desired call Russ

253-6677 or Barbara 54»0431

Immediate opaning for <*~'"7»';^'«
and good equipnoent essential 549-4003

INSTRUCTION

Baaic Auto-Mechanics Wortcshop. M
hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollnr>ent. 253-2088

Qualified electric bess teecher

available - all levels/styles first lesson free

more info 546-8664 __^
Aerobic Claes exercise to music 20 classes

for $40 call Petti 549^75
-"" LOST

Ladles gold TImex watch lost on Tues

day Sept. 8th Please call 546-8104

Lost wallet If found send it to John Camire

127 Mackimmie no questions asked pleese

return 546-9748

On steps of Morrill Science: Linear

Systems by Rubio. Need it badly. Please

call 549-0546 __^
One four month old Lab/Shep puppy All

baick w/white spot on chest, no collar Lost

near Southwest. If know of whereabouts

please call 549-1 ^51 or come to 1 18 Sunset

Ave (near College Pizza)

Where's Breeze? Friendly golden retrever,

last seen in the company of a young black

and white shepard (female?). Lost on cam-

pus Wed 15 sept 413-436-5686

Car Kaya. 2 domn keys, and cylindrical key

#1177 on same ring 546-5660

MOTORCYCLES
~

CB760 F best conditk>ncall80 Honda
253-9794

.

1981 Yamaha Moped 100 mpg,

months. $350 546-1028 546-0367

used 8

MOVING SERVICES

Moving Services fast professional ser

vice, local or within 50 miles, reesonable

rates, for free estinrwte call 549-3568

OFF-CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATES

The Commuter Collective, your student

run area govemn>ent, will be holding its an-

nual elections on October 4, 1982. Nomina-

tion papers will be available from sept 16-27

at the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5-2145). Help plan the semesterl Run

for commuter assemblyl

PERSONALS

Speed reading, memory, concentration,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M,

Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Would you like to be e student senator?

25 signatures will put you on the ballot!

Nomination p>ap>ers available in the Senate

Office, Rm 420 Student Union from Thurs

day Sept 4 through Fri Sept 24. For nwre

info, call 546-0341 . Women Er Third Worid

students are encouraged to epply.

St[ck it in your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh.
253^3324

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LON-

DON Friday Sept. 17 Engineenng East

Aud. 5.7.9.11. p.m. $1.50

Any native Francais interested in ex-

changing French /English conversatk>n call

Lisa at 2Sfr8463

Gat a bite out of life aaa Jaws @ CCA
Sept 18 6:16 - 76c 8:30 and 11 $1.25

Help stop the Reagan Madness
Volunteer with the Kennedy Campaign call

Chariie at 6-771 1 we need people nowl

Bobby: Not even WE could k>ok so good in

nothing but a bandaid. Hugs-n-klsaee from

the other two thirds of ttw Reilly triplets

wanna walk thm K-Mert? Thenx forDean,
all the fun this summer, eep NH.

reel special person.

You're a

UMaaa Bike Club, day trips this Sunday

to Quabbin Er the Big E. Check club boerd

next to the Bike Coop for details. New peo-

plewelcomel

Yee Sam this one's for you. No kink in this

one, be happy you got your first edi

Help atop the Reagan madness
volunteer with the Kennedy Campaign call

Chariie at 6-771 we need people nowl

Eckankar - key to secret worids classes

forming, write PO Box 283 Amherst. Mess.

01004

K.L.M. - Welcome Backl It's a new start

and I can't wait. All my love. A. P.

Wanted: Worit-Study and non woric study

Asaistants the student government associa-

tion President. Jobs involve researching

and organizing around campus and educa-

tional issues. Skills in related areas, as well

as office skills helpful. Need sensitivity to a

diverse student community, and a will-

ingness to work on behalf of its interests.

Applications available at 406E student

Union Building, or call Jim Murphy at

546-0487. Application deadline September

17. The SGA is an affimnative action

employer.

Help Ray Shamie defeat Ted Kennedy,

call 6-4602

The coffin holds the corpaa but

holds the spirit? See If I Should Die

who

Charile's Super Happy Hour with 2 for 1

mixed drinks and draft 3-6

PSYCHOTHERAPY

individual, couplaa. family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

546-0041

RIDERS WANTED

To Boston every Friday 1:30 p.m.

every Sunday 10 p.m. 1-283-4646

return

RESUME WRITING

Quick /Confidential /Efficient call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOM WANTED

UMASS Senior (male) needs housing.

Pleese call Chuck 586-2669 and leeve

message

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female atudant wanted to shore

Southwood apartment call 256-8868 keep

trying

3 femalae aaeking 1 femeie to share a 2

bedroom apt at Brittany Manor for 82-83

school yeer call 256-0195

1 rm available in 3 t>dm apt in Northamp-

ton must be quiet and responsible $110/m

Er utilities 586-8625

Roommate wanted: to share bedroom in

2 bedroom apt. $115 a month heat Er hot

water included on bus line call 253-2078

Femeie to shere furnished apt conve-

nient location. 130/nrw 666-3529

Male roommate wanted to share 2 bdrm

ept in Brar>dywine 549-4719

Femeie roommate wanted to share room

In three bedroom Townehouse $126 call

Susan 549-3868 ^^____
Share room
256-0666

in Brittany Manor $106

M or F own bedroom
546-4660 after 9:30

on bus rt Glenn

RUG FOR SALE

Rug for eala green

648-6618

6x9, price negotiable

SANTANA TICKETS

For Sale (2) Santana Tickata $12. ea. caN

between 9 Er 12 noon 546-3600 eak for

Gail

SERVICES

Spaniah tutor available at your conve-

nience. Any level experienced call Debby

2S3-3698 ____^_
QUrrARIST looking for a band to join or

start leed, slide and rhythm Peter 256-8498

WANTED

Good homae wanted urgently two 6

mo pups Labrador X free! Owner going

abroad - Catherine 586-4207

Uaad twin mattraaa or mattress and box-

spring 549-3802 after 6 PM

iA>r presents

Fri. Sept. 17

" rust> naiicv*
'""-"

Fountain Head coming sept. 25 nrbq
Country Rock— You must be 18 to enter.
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Holy Cross to host

Minutemangame

Women's cross

during a workout

Colleciaii photo bv Sam Millfl

country runners work their way across campus
yesterday.

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Correspondent

Given the recent history, the individual

talent on each side, the respective opening

game victories and the overall excellence of

both football programs, UMass and New
England area football fans are in for a treat

this Saturday when the Minutemen travel

to nearby Worcester to take on the Holy

Gross Crusaders.

Although Holy Cross has a 15 14 edge in

the overall series, which dates to 1897,

UMass has won six of the last seven

meetings between the two schools.

I^owever. even this statistic is misleading,

as the last three contests have been decided

in the closing minutes with an average of

only three points separating the winner

from the loser.

In the past two meetings the main dif

ference has been UMass quarterback Dean

Pecevich. I'ecevich led the Minutemen to

17 13 and 13 10 victories in those games,

with last year's triumph coming on the

strength of a Pecevich touchdown pass with

50 seconds left in regulation.

Pecevich will not be the only star suiting

up. however,as both teams are talent-

laden .

The tough Holy Cross defense (they

shutout UNH. 28 0. last week), led by

defensive tackle Frank Mattiace and a good

young secondary, will face a stiff challenge

when they try to stop the powerful UMass
running attack, led by All American

tailback Garry Pearson and fullback Tom
Murray, both of whom rushed for over 100

yards in last week's season opening victory

over West Chester State. When the

Crusaders are on the offensive, the UMass
defense, led by All Americans Grady Fuller

and Dwayne Lopes, who had two in-

terceptions la.st week, will have to contend

with the passing of first year starting

quarterback Peter Muldoon and the rushing

of a fine running corps, consisting of Andy
Clivie, Doug Pietrick and Mark Covington.

Overall, this Division 1 AA matchup has

the makings of one of the finest and most

important games in New England this fall, a

fact which both coaches realize.

Second year Holy Cross coach Rick>.

Carter, who has revitalized the Crusader's

footi)all program, is looking forward to a

difficult contest.

"I see UMass as a big test for our young

team. They achieved a Division 1-AA top

ten ranking last year and a victory for us

this Saturday could have national

significance." said (barter.

On the other side of the field. I'Mass

coach Bob Pickett is quietly confident about

Saturday.

Women's basketball is underway for 82-83
By t;EKkY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

Work has already l>egun on the 1982-H3 e<lition of .i e

University of Massachusetts wonnen's basketball team

with tryouts ending in the first cut. yesterday in Boyden

gym.

While the fall sports are just starting to get inU) full

swing, head coach Mary Ann Ozdarski h(H)psters are

beginnmg to prepare for the winter season. WorkouUs will

run all the way up to the start of the season.

Sports News

Six players from last year's twelve will In? missing from

the UMass squad. Martha Ready and Sherr>' Collins

graduate*! while ace sh<K)ter Cindy Clapp transfere<l to

Harvard. Jackie and Gwen .lones and Nora Maldando did

not go out to play this year.

h'or the players that survived the first cut. weight train-

ing, interval running (sprints), long distance running and

an emphasis on basic basketl)all fundamentals will be part

of practices up to the season opener, Nov. 23 against Holy

Cross.

"All the players worked very hard for the past two days

(tryouUs).*' Ozdarski said. "We're going to have a very

young team this year. We will work extremely hard."

Ozdarski hopes to stress the fundamentals, teach her

players to play under control and have sound defense in

the next few weeks.

"The players were very enthusiastic." said Ozdarski.

The second cut. which will bring the size of the squad

down to 12 players, will be made in a few weeks. A total of

24 players tried out for a spot on the team.

Celtic tickets
BOSTON (AP) - The Boston Celtics announced Thurs-

day that individual tickets for 1982-83 home games at

Boston Garden will go on sale next Thursday. Sept. 23.

The National Basketball As.sociation club said the

Garden box office will op)en at 11 a.m. Only cash will be ac

cepted as payment for the tickets. Only a limited number

of tickets are available because of a heavy advance sale of

season tickets.

Cable TV news
WASHINGTON (AP) - The NP^LPA has signed a con-

tract with Ted Turner's cable television superstation.

WTBS. to stage a series of makeshift all-star games.

That plan, reported by sources to The Ass(M.'iated Press

Wednesday night, calls for the union's nine-member ex-

ecutive committee to formally call a strike Monday after-

noon, effective after that night's (Jreen Bay Packers-New

York Giants game and lasting until a new collective

bargaining agreement is signed U) replace the five-year

pact that expired July 15.

Jack Donlan. executive director of the management

council and the owners' chief negotiator, said the strike

deadline was no surprise to him.

"This is totally consistent with what we have heard all

along. The NFLPA has had a master plan to strike."

Donlan said.

lele\nsion networks have made contmgency plans to

.substitute college games and the Canadian Football

League in event of an NFL strike.

Project Deep
It's not too late to join one of the many courses in SCUBA
offertnl this semester by Project DEEP (Diving Education
Extension Program). In addition to four evenings of Open
Water Certification worth 2 GPE credits. DEEP al.so has

an Advanced Diving course on the books also worth 2

credits. Students participating in the Open Water course

will make five introductory dives this fall in Rockport.
Mass. while those taking the Advanced course will par

ticipate in at least H dives, concentrating on navigation,

boat diving, deeper diving and aspects of commercial
diving tet'hniques.

Weekend
Sports Schedule

SPORTS AT HOME

Southern Connecticut,MEN'S SOCCER - versus

Boyden Field, 3:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL - UMass Invitational Friday

and Saturday in the Boyden Gym
WOMEN'S TENNIS - Friday versus the University of

Rhode Island at 1:00 p.m. Sunday versus Rutgers Univer-

sity at 1:00 p.m.

SPORTS ON THE ROAD

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - Friday at Boston Col-

lege, 4:00 p.m.

MEN'S GOLF - Friday through Sunday at the Yale In-

vitational

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - Friday at Boston College

at 4:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S GOLF - Friday at Mount Holyoke

FOOTBALL - Saturday at Holy Cross at 1:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER - Saturday versus Plymouth Stet'

at 3:30 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS - Saturday at Vermont
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PiMto br Um KarakaUM

Kenny Ledwitz takes a tumble off his skateboard in front of the Fine
Arts Center last week.

Wargamers battle for

UMass tournament title
By MIKE FOLEY
Collegian Staff

It was a weekend of a thousand battles.

Blood flowed. Bomb blasts, smoke and

screams of terror filled the air in the worlds

created in the minds of master gamers.

MASSCON '82. a tournament of board

games, was held this weekend at the

University of Massachusetts Campus
Center. The tournament was sponsored by

Strategy Games Club, a Recognized

Student Organization at UMass. Eight

different clubs from around New England

participated in the tournament more than

160 people registered to play board games,

and about $200 worth of prizes were

awarded for various events.

Russian artillery rebuffed the German
invasion. Warriors and wizards battled

Orks. and Napoleon skirmished with the

Dutch and the Prussians. World War I

aircraft fell gloriously from the sky as the

Allied forces warred with Germany, and

Medieval knights clashed excaliburs.

But all that was apparent to the

uninitiated observer were the gamers bent

intently over card board pieces, graphs and

charts or pushing about tiny life-like

miniatures of knights, tanks or civil war
soldiers.

"It was funny. I started with some of

these simple Milton Bradley war games.

Stratego. I think. One thing led to another

from there, and it just sort of

mushroomed." said Bill Flanders, 22, of

Springfield as he refered a reenactment of

the Napoleonic battle at Quatrebras in

1815. He said the Prussians lost 24,000 men

at the battle, which came just before

Napoleon s defeat at Waterloo.

Students may benefit

if State Legislature

passes fournew laws

The battle was portrayed with some lead

figures meticulously hand painted by

Flanders. He joined the tournament with a

few friends from Springfield who wargame

together once a week. "We get together

every Thursday night," he said.

The was games use complex statistical

models that factor in terrain, fire power,

the movement of target.s and more, to

figure the probability of a hit.

'These are simulations of historical

situations," said Rick Horlick, a UMass
graduate student studying education.

"There were changes in weapons and

strategy that had an affect on the battles.

Some of these improvements allowed one

culture to dominate another," he said.

"The Greeks came up with strategies that

allowed them to dominate. The Romans
came up with something that allowed them

to dominate," he said.

Fantasy games, including Dungeons and

Dragons, were played in a separate room at

the tournament. In fantasy games each

player is required to become a character

and act in an imagined world as the

character would act.

Leslie Birt, 21, a psychology major at

UMass, said she prefers the fantasy games

because they are "more human".

"Each person is responsible for one

person and the character has a lot more

depth to it," she said.

"You win by staying alive and getting

more gold — and more powerful." she said.

The character is defined by a series of

dice rolls. Each roll decides a quality of the

character such as strength, wisdom or

magical powers.

Several participants were members of

the UMass Science Fiction Society. "If you

read Conan and stuff like that it is fun to

play out those characters," said Birt

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Legislature will

reconvene today in a post primary session

to decide several matters that directly

affect students at the University of

Massachusetts.

Increased financial aid for students,

student representation on the State Board

of Regents and student representation on

the UMass Building Authority which

oversees all construction and repair of

buildings on campus are the major lobbying

priorities for the UMass Undergraduate

Student Government Association, chair

person of the SGA Public Policy Com-
mittee, Sheila Sullivan said.

There is a "good chance" the Building

Authority bill will be passed by the House

of Representatives, but it would take an

intense lobbying effort to successfully pass

the other major pieces of legislation,

Sullivan said.

"The Building Authority is the group

responsible for overseeing the Campus
Center and the dorms. A vast amount of

money .students pay goes into these (room

and board) fees," chairperson of the SGA
Rents and Fees Committee, Mitch Gaslin

said. This committee is the student watch-

dog group, monitoring the University's

trust fund system, he said.

A bill filed by Sen. John Giver. D
Amherst, that would increase state aid to

students by an additional $28 million is

expected to be brought up this session,

Sullivan said. Under the proposed

legislation a package of cigarettes would be

taxed the 5 percent Massachusetts sales tax

which it Ls currently exempt from. This

extra revenue would be used for increased

state scholarship aid, student loans and the

creation of a state work/study program.

After receiving a favorable recom-

mendation from the Joint Legislative

Committee on taxation last spring, the bill

is now in the State House of Represen-

tatives" Ways and Means Committee.

A bill to put a student representative on

the Board of Regents al.so received a

favorable recommendation from the Joint

Education Committee last spring. Under
the proposal the 27 student trustees

representing all the public colleges and

universities in the state would nominate

three undergraduate students from which

the Governor,would chose one to serve on

the Board of Regents for a one year t«nn.

term.

The bill is now in the State House of

Representatives' Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

/ ~\ ^i.

('oll«irian pKolo by TrrvM BelUTiorc

Some of the players at last weekend's wargames tournament includ*

ed (from left to right) Brian Bulman, 17, of Turners Falls, Kirsten Lam-
mers, a sophomore microbiology major, and Robert Pittenger, a
sophomore pre-coins major.

Protest against massacre

to lake place at 12 today
By HANNAH HOSOM
Cdiegkn Staff

A rally In protest of the massacre last

weekend of hundreds of Palestinians wlQ

take place at no<m today in firwit of the

Student Union buflding at the University of

Massachusetts.

Members <rf the Committee in Solidarity

of Lebanese and Palestinian Pe<^le said

they are hoping fw a strong turnout, and

are expecting leading members of the

carrpus community to speak to those

assembled.
The massacre occurred Saturday when

Phalangist (right-wing Christian Lebanese)

nuUtia entered refugee camps and killed

hundreds ol civiiiana and reportedly

removed the bodies with buUdcners and put

them into mass graves.

Israeli official were quoted as saying the

Phalangists were allowed past the

surrounding Israeli guards into the camps
in the hope that they would drive out any

Palestine Liberation Organization

guerrillas. Israeli troops attempted to stop

the massacre when what was happening

became apparent.

One member of the committee Amir Said

of Amherst, said they were calling on

people to Utend the rally, in an expression

of protest to recent events in the Middle

East.

Tte «emnittM Is oonqiriwNl fl€ atadsfits

wte Iwve oifaniMd informaQf ta a
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500 Israelis protest massacre of Palestinians

JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime Minister Menachem Begin

held an emergency Cabinet meeting yesterday as hundreds

of Israelis protested the massacre of Palestinian civilians in

two Beirut refugee camps.

An estimated 500 demonstrators gathered at Begins

home and broke the tranquility of the Jewish New Year

hoUday with shouts demanding that Begin and Defense

Minister Ariel Sharon resign.

Police scuffled with the protestors and used tear gas to

disperse the crowd that included at least four left wing

members of Parliament.

Another crowd of angry demonstrators was waiting

when Begin emerged from a synagogue yesterday af

ternoon after a prayer service and about 150 people staged

a protest near the northern border with Lebanon. Israel

radio reported.

Opposition Labor Party Shimon Peres went on television

to demand that Begin and Sharon resign, saying "they

have ministerial responsibility for two things" — ordering

Israeli troops into west Beirut last Wednesday and

allowing the massacre to occur.

Egypt, Israel's only friend in the Arab world, announced

Sunday it may withdraw its ambassador from Tel Aviv in

protest if the fighting in Lebanon escalates.

President Reagan, who expressed "outrage and

revulsion" at the hundreds of deaths in the refugee camp

massacres, has called for the immediate withdrawal of

Israeli troops from west Beirut.

Begin's government, seeking to ease some of the

pressure, began moving troops out of several Beirut neigh-

borhoods but there was no indication of a full-scale

evacuation from the Lebanese capital.

New England commuters stranded

while railroad engineers join strike

BOSTON (AP) — Thousands of Boston area commuters

were without rail service and management personnel

operated freight trains yesterday as 219 Boston & Maine

Railroad engineers joined a nationwide rail strike.

The walkout affects about 40,000 Boston-area com-

muters, who ride 240 B&M trians daily in a service area

that stretches 60 miles to Gardner, according to James

Stoetzel. assistant to the vice president and general

manager for commuter service.

"As of right now, there will be no commuter rail service

Monday, either." Stoetzel said. "Were getting many calls.

There is a lot of disruption."

Some 15.000 Amtrak and Conrail commuters were not

immediately affected.

The strikers, members of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers, manned picket lines briefly

yesterday morning at Billerica. North and South Stations

in Boston and a freight yard in East Cambridge, Stoetzel

said.

Union comment was not immediately available. There

w u. 'o answer at two union offices yesterday.

The strike also cancelled the special B&M train Sunday

that would have carried New England Patriots fans from

South Station to Schaefer Stadium in Foxboro for a

National Football I^eague game with the New York Jets.

The immediate impact on freight service was harder to

define.

Dennis Coffey, assistant to the vice president of B&M
labor relations and personnel, said some freight trains

were operating Sunday with management personnel, but

delays were expected today.

Coffey said freight trains bring food, produce, building

products, wood, paper, plastics and chemicals into Boston,

but he was unable to say how much freight business B&M
does or how many trains were involved.

"It's really hard to get a handle on that. Some is

scheduled work, some is on call.

"In terms of business in the greater Boston area, the

slowdown in local switching to local industry will have

some impact. In terms of volume, it's very hard to define,"

Coffey said.

In an effort to ease commuters' problems today, B&M
and Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority

representatives met Sunday afternoon, "trying to get a

contingency plan to assist commuters coming into Boston."

said MBTA spokesman Robert Devin.

Devin said additional buses would run from Salem to the

Blue Lines's Wonderland station, from Reading to Oak

Grove on the Orange Line, from Burlington to the

Haymarket and Park Square stations, from Walpole to

Forest Hills on the Orange Line and from the

Massachusetts Turnpike to the Riverside stop.

"We're also beefing up rapid transit for the extra people

who will be using parking lots in the fringe areas of the

MBTA service district." Devin said commuter rail passes

would be honored by MBTA buses and rapid transit.

Some B&M trains operate over 250 miles of track under

contract for the MBTA.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, which

represents 26,000 locomotive engineers, set a deadline of

12:01 a.m. Sunday for a strike that would shut down most

U.S. freight carriers and some passenger trains.

Amtrak service in New England is operated primarily by

Conrail crews that would not be affected by a strike. Diane

Elliott. Amtraks director of corporate communications for

the east, said in Washington. Conrail engineers are

covered by a different contract.

Congress beginning push

for federal finance bills

WASHINGTON - A scant 10 days before the

beginning of the new fiscal year. Congress is finally

starting to move in earnest toward passage of the money
bills needed to finance the federal government for the next

12 months.

But at the same time, recognizing that all 13 bills can't

possibly be enacted by the Oct. 1 dawning of the new year,

both houses are giving hurry-up treatment to another,

catch-all measure that will remain in effect until the

regular legislation can be passed.

That measure is expected to remain in effect only until

early or mid-December, since the leadership of both House
and Senate have bowed to a call from President Reagan to

reconvene after the November elections and resume
debate on the regular bills.

In the House, where all appropriations bills originate,

only two of the 13 bills have been passed so far — one
dealing with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development and related programs and another providing

funds for military construction.

Two more bills are scheduled to be debated on the floor

of the House this week, providing money for tran-

sportation and farm programs.

In the Senate, meanwhile, the housing bill is scheduled

for floor debate this week, the first regular money bill to

advance that far.

Still to emerge from either the House or Senate com

natee are the two biggest measures, providing funds for

tlie ^Vntagon and the Departments of Health and Human
"ffvir and Labor.

Atfamst this backdrop, the House is also scheduled to

e legislation Wednesday that will finance the

.ernr ?nt )n a stopgap basis beginning Oct. 1.

Venative t lans call for the Senate Appropriations

Committee to debate the bill the day after it is approved in

the House.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Party for prince cancelled

because of racist policies

LOS ANGELES - A party planned for Prince Philip

has been canceled because it was scheduled at the Califor-

nia Club, which bans women members and has few minori-

ty group members.
The host, Santa Anita Racetrack President Robert P.

Strub, announced the decision Saturday, saying British of-

ficials and a representative of the International

Equestrian Federation had told him the prince would

refuse to attend the Thursday party if it was held at the

club.

96-year -old Bess Truman

remains in stable condition

KANSAS CITY, MO. - Bess Truman's intestinal ulcer

started bleeding slightly overnight, but the former first

lady's vital si^s remained stable, her doctor said yester-

day.

Mrs TruriKin. it\ serious condition at Research Medical

Centir. also tia<l a slight fever yesterday, said Dr. Wallace

Graham.
(Iraham. her lon^jlime physician, said Mrs. Truman's

pulsf , respiration and blood pressure were stable.

Mrs. Truman. 97. wa.s hospitalized because of the ulcer

on Sept. 2. The ulcer has h\eii sporadically since she was

admitted.

Craham said Mrs. Truman, the widow of the late former

President Harry S. Truman, was receiving blood transfu-

sions anH sf>ecial me'lication to control the bleeding.

The military command said Lebanese army soldiers

began taking over security for the refugee camps Sunday

morning "in full cooperation with the Israel Defense

Forces."

Israel sent its troops into Moslem west Beirut saying it

was trying to prevent revenge attacks after Tuesday's

assassination of President-elect Bashir Gemayel, the

leader of the Christian Phalange Party. The move

provoked an outcry from the Beg^ government's domestic

opponents who said it was a dangerous extension of Israeli

policy into Lebanese conflicts.

The Foreign Ministry said the massacre proved Israel

was correct in taking west Beirut and claimed Israeli

troops had "prevented a much greater massacre from

taking place."

Robert Harris, chairman of the National

Mediation Board, brief reporters at the con-

clusion of talks between the Brotherhood of

Local Engineers and the Association of

American Railroads.

Princess Grace's body to be

buried sometime today
MONTE CARLO. Monaco - The dignitaries had left

and the casinos reopened yesterday while the body of

princess Grace lay in a private chapel pending entomb-

ment beneath the cathedral where she married Prince

Rainer III in 1956.

A palace spokeswomen, Nadia LaCoste, said the inter-

ment could be today, but no definite time has been set for

placing to rest the one-time Hollywood star who gave a

romantic atmoshpere to this playground for the rich.

Mrs. LaCoste said the former Grace Kelly will be buried

under a simple stone in the crypt beneath the Monte Carlo

cathedral.

An interment service had been scheduled Satiu"day

evening following the Roman Catholic funeral Mass at-

tended by 800 invited guests and another service for the

residents of Monaco.
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DVP brings variety of speakers to campus
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Correspondent

Senator Edward Kennedy, colunnnist Art Buchwald,

athletes BUI Lee and Bill Russell and Watergate con-

spirator G. Gordon Liddy are among the guests the

Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP) has brought to the

University of Massachusetts to speak on topics of student

interest.

"We think in terms of what the general student interest

is on the social, political and historical issues that are of

concern to students," said DVP chairwoman Tammy
Leibowitz.

The DVP will be starting off the semester with comedian

Robert Klein, who is scheduled to appear at 8 p.m..

Tuesday, at the Fine Arts Center. Other upcoming

speakers the DVP is sponsoring on campus are Harvey

Wasserman. who will speak on atomic radiaion Oct. 14;

Ambassador William Schaufele, who will talk about Poland

and U.S. foreign policy Oct. 26; Daniel Keyes. who will

speak in a program entitled "The Minds of Billy Milligan:

The Ohio State University Campus Rapist" Nov. 9; and

Jean Kilbourne, who will speak on media and the depiction

of women in a program entitled "Killing Us Softly" Dec. 7.

These lectures are free and will be held in the Student

Union Ballroom.

"We're not always trying to draw the big crowds. We do

programs where we only get 100 people, but because it is

an issue that a certain population of the campus is in-

terested in," Leibowitz said.

"1 think we do good work. We try to bring a variety of

programs," she said.

"We thought we would start the year on a lighter note to

get people who wouldn't normally attend a lecture series to

let them know what we're about," Leibowitz said.

The DVP has a current membership of 20 students who

meet to discuss the scheduling and publicity of future

guests.

The DVP gets information from lecture bureaus and

then members meet to discuss the cost of the lectures,

which cost between $500 and $.5,000, and the expected

attendance, Leibowitz said.

Depending on student enrollment. DVP is allocated

approximately $13,000 from the UMass Student Activities

Fee, which amounts to less than 75 cents each semester

per student, I^eibowitz said. Most of the lectures are free,

but when an admission fee is charged it is to help offset the

cost of the lectures, she said.

All the lectures are videotaped and serve as an available

reference to students in the archives on the 25th floor of

the UMass Tower Library. The videotapes are also shown

on the televisions near the Hatch and on the Campus

Center Concourse, Leibowitz said.

"If it's a popular lecture and we know all the people

couldn't get in, we put TV's outside the hall which we did

for McGovern." Leibowitz said.

Any student may join DVP by attending recruitment

meetings which are held during the semester and may

become a voting member by attending three consecutive

meetings. leibowitz said.

Becoming involved in DVP can be a rewarding ex

perience Chris Marini, 18. a sophmore CASIAC major,

who joined DVP at the end of last spring. "It seemed like

an opportunity to learn some skills and a chance to meet

some interesting people. " she .said.

Mark Zucherman, 19. a sophmore political science

major, joined DVP la.st year and is now vice chairperson.

"DVP is an excellent way to meet new and intere.sting

people and to learn a lot about people and issues." he said.

"It's a shame not many people know about DVP,"

Zucherman said.

HMto emmimr W Ummti i-M. tMrhmtm

Mary Wentworth, of the Umaw ETeryworaan't Center, who lost last

weeks primary election to U.S. Rep Silrio Conte.

Group helps men fight

for victims ofviolence
By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

The Men Against Violence Against

Women (MAVAW) counseling and

educating group began last fall in order to

provide an outlet for men interested in

working against violence against women,

Anne Bolger, one of the original organizers

of the group, said yesterday.

"I know this sounds funny, but a lot of

men feel a little powerless to deal with

violence against women." Bolger said. "It

was an idea whose time had come on this

campus."
There are Men Against Violence Against

Women groups all over the country and I

thought it would be neat if we could get one

started in this area." Bolger said.

The MAVAW holds workshops in

University dormitories and in local com-

munities and counsels men who are close to

survivors of rape.

"We get our counseling referrals from the

Counselor/Advocate program at the

Everywomans Center and we are also

interested in education and outreach

workshops." Steven Botkin. 27. a

psychological education graduate student,

said.

"W^e will be doing rape workshops in the

dorms with the Rape Awareness Team (a

UMass group dedicated to rape prevention)

as well as our own workshops in the dorm

centering around sexism, " Botkin said.

Aside from University related

workshops, the group hopes to reach people

other than college students.

"We are trying to get into other areas

besides campus." said Michael Matfess, 22.

a UMass graduate student. "We are trying

to reach as many people as possible."

Matfess said the group is currently

planning a workshop series entitled

"Sexism In The Workplace. " The

workshops would be held in area businesses

and help women and men identify sexual

harrassment in the workplace.

Members of the group have different

reasons why they decided to get involved

with MAVAW.
"I had just graduated and I wanted to

stay on campus in some capacity. My major

was in community public health and I

thought I could relate it to what MAVAW
was doing." Chuck Putnam-Myers, an

Amherst resident said.

"When I first heard about the group it

was at a time in my life when I was ready to

go out and do new things. There were

women I was close to for whom I had a lot of

respect. I was becoming frustrated with

things going on around me. like people's

views on sex roles." Matfess said.

Botkin said he became involved in

MAVAW through studying different forms

of oppression in his graduate work. "My

study of oppression led to my need for

taking action. I was identifying that I could

interrupt the ways that the system op

presses around me." he said.

Myers said he sees MAVAW as being a

politically involved group as well as a

counseling and educating service. "We have

signed our names to issues from nuclear

freeze to abortion." he said. "We are going

to stay small, mslead of recruiting we are

going to get work done and make a name for

ourselves."

Congressional c andidate
says she'll continue battle
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

She may not have won the election this

time around, but Democratic write in

contender in last week's Congressional

primary. Mary Wentworth, coordinator of

the Poor Women's Task Force at the

University of Massachusetts Every-

woman's Center, will continue to wage her

battle.

After winning Amherst votes by a ratio

of nine to one over Silvio Conte, Republican

incumbent for 24 years, Wentworth said.

"We felt that we did very well. " We are

pleased with the showing and will try to

unseat him in '84."

With campaign funds of $1500, comprised

mostly of small contributions, Wentworth

said she did remarkably well. Statistics

reveal that she lost Franklin County by 10

votes; lost Northampton by a small margin

and did well in smaller towns throughout

Western Massachusetts.

Wentworth said she anticipated that

Conte. who had ab^ady won the Republican

nomination, might try to win the

Democratic nomination through a sticker

campaign but she was surprised that his

coverage of the polls was so extensive.

Wentworth attributed Conte's success at

the polls to his "bountiful campaign coffers"

and insists if more people were aware of his

voting record, they would not have voted

him into office. Wentworth blamed the

media in western Massachusetts for not

keeping the public informed of Conte's

voting patterns.

"Western Massachusetts newspapers

don't have the resources or inclination to

keep a reporter in Washington to cover

what Conte is doing," she said.

"Newspapers don't editorialize against the

votes that Conte takes."

Wentworth, a Maine native who came to

Northampton to attend Smith College over

30 years ago, has been politically active for

about 15 years - initially in grassroots

organizing.

Of her campaign platform, Wentworth

said,"The main part of the platform was

directed at the failure of Reaganomics.

Conte suDDorted Reaean and his economic

policies which are detrimental to the whole

of Western Massachusetts."

Wentworth said she supports a nuclear

freeze and is against United States' in-

tervention in Central America. She also

believes America needs a nationalized

health care plan and that child care should

be a priority in Congress.

"Men define the issues (in Congress) and

if one third or one half of Congress were

women that would contribute big input into

what to discuss, such as issues of childcare

as well as bringing up issues surrounding

peace," she said.

She added that more women in Congress

would not make it "good and pure," but it

would help to prioritize issues in a different

way.

A mother of six. Town Meeting member,

vice president of the Massachusetts

Tenants Organization and an activist in

an ti racist work in Philadelphia. Went

worth said she thinks what makes her a

qualified candidate for Congress is that she

is a person with a unique set of experiences.

Collegian photo Ht Staty Natilr

Sunday> beautiful weather inspired friends Jennifer Ii^.lP'iienski

(left) and Lia Frye (rig:ht) to take a bicycle ride arou"..! Svuthwood

Apartments.
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Editor says "Reader's Digest Bible" is

smoother, more inviting and readable

Monday, September 20, 1982i

NEW YORK (AP) - In the beginning the scribe con-

densed the books of Daniel, First Samuel and Acts. And

the Editors of the Reader's Digest saw it and said it was

good. Then they said to the scribe, "take six others like you

and condense the whole Bible."

And so it came to pass after seven years, in the second

year of the presidency of Ronald Reagan, that their work

was done, and on the Sabbath the scribes rested while the

fruit of their labor was released to the multitudes.

The Reader's Digest Bible is 40 percent shorter than the

850,000-word Revised Standard Version, and "smoother,

more inviting, more readable, " according to Jack Walsh,

the scribe who began editing the first three books of the

new Bible in 1975.

It is not possible to quote the streamlined Bible chapter

and verse, because it has neither. The 23rd Psalm has

become the 13th Psalm becau.se other psalms have

disappeared entirely. And hundreds of minor figures, such

as Biztha the eunuch, have been consigned to anonymity.

ine average reader who sits down to read the St.

James cr RSV Bible never finishes," said Walsh, 54. "He'd

stop as soon as he hit First Chronicles," whose early

chapters catalog names and tribes.

Although there are abridged Bibles, Reader's Digest

says only its editors cut line by line, excising what it

describes as "the three r's": repetition, rhetoric and

redundancy.

Space also is saved by deleting large blocks of material

deemed non essential or repetitive by the editors and their

consultant, the Rev. Bruce Metzger of the Princeton

Theological Seminary. But well-known passages, however

unwieldy, are left alone and can be located in the Bible's

index.

Some of the Bible's 66 books were substantially reduced,

such as Exodus. Chronicles and Deuteronomy, each of

which lost about seven out of every 10 words. But the New
Testament gospels of Mark and Luke were reduced by only

15 and 25 percent, respectively.

Art Supplies

STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL

FINE ARTS
DRAFTING
ENGINEERING
PHOTOGRAPHY

Located in the Campus Center

mT9-5 '^jUNIVERSITY
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The Duke Ellington

Orchestra
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Great Prices Tool
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BLINDS
From $5,501

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
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Paper
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over 1400 designs
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Jewelry
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Tougher rules needed

for late money reports
BOSTON (AP) — Political candidates in Massachusetts

need a greater incentive to comply with state law on

reporting campaign contributions, the director of the

state's watchdog agency says.

Dozens of candidates for the Legislature, county offices

and statewide posts routinely miss the reporting

deadlines, and a system of fines or other penalties is

needed to force them to act under the law, said Dennis J.

Duffin, executive director of the Office of Campaign and

Political Finance.

"Fines would be a very useful approach, similar to the

power the State Ethics Commission has to enforce the

conflict of interest laws," said Duffin, a former Democratic

state representative from Lenox who became director of

the 10-person finance office in May.
"If that capacity existed, it would serve to refine the

group (of delinquents) even smaller. ..and serve as a

deterrent," the soft spoken Duffin said in an interview at

his downtown Boston office, which was a beehive of ac

livity amidst the campaign season.

The state campaign finance office, created in the wake of

the Watergate scandal in Washington, was widely viewed

as a "toothless tiger" before Duffin became its director in

May. Critics say it is still too soon to tell if he will become

the vigorous watchdog desired by public interest groups.

Candidates for county and statewide office in

Massachusetts must file reports twice a month, listing

contributors giving $25 or more and the total of smaller

contributions. Legislators and political action committees

must report three times each campaign — eight days

before the primary and general election, plus a year-end

report.

Duffin said he didn't want toembarass the candidates by

simply announcing those who have failed to submit a

report on time.
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TONIGHT Pool Tournament
2 person toamt $10 CASH PRIZES

sign up at bar Starts 7 pm
36 E Pleasant St.,Amherst, MA 253-9286

NORTHWOOO
APARTMENTS
Rt 47 Sund«riafx«
Close to Amherst,
on bus line

2 bedroom oardens
315^320 includes hot
water, no utilities

3 bedrooms also

immediate occupancy
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students welcome
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Great Gifts - Great Prices
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Stop by Campus Centir 10? or caU 545-0848

* Inteicest^ in AthUtic? ?
*'

FoK. ln{iofan^on on aLL
cufttcent Univ. AtHUtic events,

tnclubin^ CoctTB^l,, soccer.,
voU^fr^JUr , cfa>55-countity,

fi€lt> hockey, <^otf , ( tetittis,

caJll 5f5-'l54o Atib A.sk.

J(otc Txpe *2.fTT.

IDI^ «V^TIPS
X seK\7ice o( Dean of snibenrs Ojficeb
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group brunch to
The Connecticut Valley branch of the American

Association of University Women will hold a brunch for

members and women who might be interested in joining.

The brunch will be held at the home of Ruth Lauroesch.

membership chair, from 10 a.m. to noon this Saturday at

Cushman Rd. in Amherst. For information, call Ruth

Lauroesch at 549 6137 or Ingrid Davis at 549 1578.

The association works for the advancement of women's

education and the advancement of women in society. It has

sought to help women gain parity in all aspects of life.

The AAUW educational foundation receives support

from the local branch. It offers dissertation feUowships.

post doctoral awards and feUowships to assist women in

their final year of professional trainmg in such fields as

architecture and law.

Anyone unable to attend the brunch may contact Ruth

Lauroesch or Ingrid Davis for further information.

DVP presents —

ROBERT KLEIN

Tuesday, September 21

at 8 pm in the F.A.C.

Tickets on sale Fri., Mon, & Tues

at Tickets Unlimited

and at the door

$2. Five College Students

$4. General Public

I
Monday. September 20, 1982

Newslines...

Voter registration to

take place thisweek
Voter registration for the November election will be held

from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow and Wednesday in the

Campus Center Concourse. The deadline to register to

vote in the November 2 state election will be Oct. 5. The

Town Clerks office is open every weekday between 8 a.m.

and 4:30 p.m. for anyone who cannot attend the special

sessions.

Absentee ballots must be requested in writing early

enough to allow time to be mailed back to the Town Clerk

hpfor«» Nov. 2.

Guitar players needed

for "Dark of the Moon"
Accoustical guitar players are needed for the University

of Massachusetts Ensemble Theater's production "Dark of

the Moon. " Nonactors will be considered. Contact Harry

Mahnken. room 112 of the Fine Arts Center, or call 545-

3490.

Lecture forwomen

will be held Sept. 20
A lecture on "Women and Development" by Anita

Anand will be presented at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 20 in room
163 in the Campus Center. Anand will speak on women and

I

land reform, population control, and adult education

programs.

j

For further information, call Panna Putnam at the

Everywoman's Center at 345-0883 or at 545 0812.

TIME OUT

Com*
and
Enjoy

Gfoot I

MOHDAY HIGHT FOOTBALL
Pitchers of D*er $3.00

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

07 H Pleosont Str Amhefst MA \

I tw ag ie Jr H at J !- *
<

Student Work-Study
Employment

Typesetters Needed

Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union

SGA Communications Office

545-0341 Ext 28

I

Student Employment
Opportunities

Graphic Designers

&
Editors Needed

Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union

545-0341 ext 28

SGA Communications Office

uiiaiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiHHiiiaiiiiiimHiaiiiuiiiiiiiaiiHNniiiiaiiiiiHiiiiiaiinuiiinia^

1 NEW POLITICS

MASS FAIR SHARE |

I a Statewide citizen's action organization g

Has full and part time positions |
available to do fundraising, outreach, and g

to develop a citizen's lobby that can
|

shape and influence the political and
g

economic decisions in this state. |
Hrs are 3-10 pm; pay $175-225/week I

call 586-8713 |

will train, college credits available
|

9 am - 1 pm Mon-Fri
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The Nightmare Must End
The peace settlement so meticulously

negotiated by Philip Habib, chief

American Middle East negotiator, only

weeks ago brought hope to the many inno-

cent parties involved in the tragic war in

Lebanon. Less than a week ago, that hope

was destroyed, the victim of the senseless

violence which has plagued the Middle East

for so many years. All of these acts, though

carried out in hopes of killing specific peo-

ple, in the end took the lives of the inno-

cent, the helpelss and the weak.

The past week has been characterized by

violence, the likes of which has not been

seen in many years.

On Tuesday, President-elect Bashir

Gemayel was assasinated in a bomb explo-

sion which rocked the headquarters of the

Christian Phalange Party. The blast also

killed or wounded an estimated 60 people.

On Friday, a car-bomb exploded in Paris,

seriously wounding an Israeli diplomat and

the passengers in his car. Also wounded

were an estimated 50 children at a nearby

school. Officials say the toll would have

been much higher if the bomb had exploded

15 minutes later when an estimated 500

school children would have been on the

street where the bomb exploded.

On Saturday, a lone gunman opened fire

at a synagogue in Brussels, Belgium, woun-

ding four persons during services for Rosh

Hashana. The gunman sprayed the front of

the church with a machine gun, the victims

of his act mostly being between the ages of

50 and 60.

And finally, on Saturday, unknown

gunmen opened fire on Palestinians in

Beirut refugee camps. In the words of the

International Red Cross, "hundreds of

women, children, adolescents and old men

were killed." Though reports flowing out of

Lebanon at this time are sketchy at best,

informed sources are saying the massacre

was carried out by right-wing Lebanese

Christian militiamen.

The time has come for all concerned par-

ties in the Middle East to put down their

guns, sit down at the negotiating table and

begin the long and arduous process to ham-

mer out a just and lasting peace. Too much

innocent blood has been shed in the Middle

East by those supposedly uninvolved in the

conflict.

If the life of one child, one bedridden old

man, or one widow can be saved, the peace

process will not have begun too soon. For

the civilians in beseiged Lebanon, for inno-

cent bystanders in Europe and for refugees

in camps all over the Middle East, time is

slowly running out.

Policy editorials represent the opinions of

a majority of the Collegian Board of

Editors.

V*n

Learning
through

fOBUC HiqEK. EPOCArm - AK^ -n\IM^S LOOKIK^ Uf? ^^
Letters
us tacitly supports Apar-

theid
To the Editor

In yet another part of the world, a desparate and un-

popular regime is conducting policies, which most

Americans would consider reprehensible, with the silent

approval and covert assistance of the Reagan ad

ministration. In Port Elizabeth, South Africa, apartheid

authorities recently "deported" 400 dockworkers (who load

the F^ird and GM cars assembled there), to remote regions

of their own country in order to suppress union organizing.

Anti apartheid activists throughout the African continent

have come under the gun of an intensifying campaign of

assassination and terror co-ordinated from Pretoria. In a

recent letter to the Wall Street Journal, (9/14/82). Wilham

Johnston, President of Epi.scopal Churchmen for South

Africa, reports that: "The South African Defense Force,

when last heard of. was 175 miles into Angola, and its

commander savs it is going to stay there". So. not only is

th»' racist regime refusing to negotiate seriously the end of

its illegal occupation of Nambia, it conducts unrestramed

aggression against its neighbors.

We. as Americans, bear a special responsibility: the

international isolation and general condemnation of the

South African regime only makes it clearer that the

apartheid system could not stand for a single instant with

out the support of our own government. The U.S.

government has consistently blocked, at the United

Nations, the imposition of thorough economic sanctions

and other potentially effective measures. All the while,

U.S. mutlinationals move jobs from here to there, reaping

superprofits from 'he cheap labor guaranteed by the

apartheid system.

The Southern Africa Solidarity Committee works to

educate area residents about U.S. government support for

apartheid and to mobilize opinion against that complicity.

We seek to organize support and assistance for the broad

and democratic anti- Apartheid movement in South Africa,

which is led by the African National Congress.

Currently, we are working for passage of a state law

which would prohibit the investment of state employee

pension funds in corporations which profit from apartheid.

The "Mass Divest bill" passed the Massachusetts Senate

during the summer, and is on its way to consideration by

the House.

The Southern Africa Solidarity Committee vill meet on

Thursday, Sept. 2.3, in Campus Center 811 81.5. All are

invited to see a short slideshow about the Mass Divest

campaign, hear an update on events in Southern Africa,

and discuss the ongoing work of the Committee.
.lohn Howley
South Hadley

coali-

tion building

By
now the newcomers to Amherst have probably

noticed the proliferation of liberal/radical/leftist

organizations on this campus. Over the coming

year we will witness the fruits of their efforts to raise our

awareness of the problems of racism, sexism, anti-

Semitism, gay oppression and handicapped oppression;

the dangers of nuclear proliferation, draft registration

and pro-life legislation; governmental and corporate in-

terference in other countries and much more. There will

be demonstrations, petitions, vigils, flyers, posters and

tables in the Campus Center. Most of these actions will go

relatively unnoticed by the majority of the university com-

munity, due to the sad fact that many progressive groups

spend all their time, effort and money promoting their

particular causes. ^^^^^^_^_

Beverly Davis
The combined strength would l)e much more beneficial if

all of these groups of dedicated people decided to join

forces and inform the rest of the world that the time had

come for change. Imagine members of all these little

groups speaking — for just one day — with a single voice.

That voice could be heard all over this campus and beyond.

Those of us who are involved in social change have

learned from our past efforts at coalition-building that it is

not an easy task. The groups have spent time and energy

learning about the history and theory of s<Kial change —
now they must learn to work together. Through c(K)pera-

tion they can learn from each other about their dif-

ferences, similarities, major goals and minor beliefs. The

time has come for adult women and men to learn U) prac-

tice "real-world" politics, where compromise is an art, not

a dirty word, and where progress is as important as pro-

cess.

A prime example of what happens when we fail to com-

promise is the fiasco which occurred two years ago during

Int-ernational Woman's Week. The entire university com-

munity was deprived of a week of educational and social

events because two womens groups could not rise above

their differences and build on their commonalities.

If individual group)s choose to stay in their own little

groups, they will avoid disagreeing with each other. They

will also not learn from each other, nor will they gather

strength and support in their struggles. One can fail to

notice that the whole forest is dying, because one is con-

centrating on saving a favorite tree.

The most important lesson Uy he learned from the past is

that the rewards of working together are infinite. When
groups put aside their minor disagreements and work

together on common goals, they can accomplish many

things. There is so much to gain if they reach out to each

other in solidarity, and such a difficult struggle ahead if

they decide to fight alone.

The choice can be made at any time: reach out or stand

alone. The groups can decide to speak with many small

voices or with a few large ones. They can work with those

who may not share all ot their beliefs or priorties, or can

refuse to discuss them, altogether. Only by openly discuss

ing their beliefs will they comprehend where they can af-

ford to be flexible and where they must stand firmly.

Every day of delay, every decision not to decide, is a

wasted moment, and how many moments can student ac-

tivist groups afford to waste?

Beverly Davis is a UMass student
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By MARK WHARTON
Collegian Staff

This past July. Peter Gabriel and Thomas

Brooman set the stage for what was to

become Gabriel's new record by organizing

an event of music and dance in Bath.

England (Gabriel's home town). Invited to

attend were the Walking Drums of

Burundi, along with other rhythmic and

dance troupes from Zaire. Bali.

Senegambia. and Ghana. One of the

festivals goals was to give some Western

musicians a chance to acknowledge their

sources.

Preceeding the event, an excellent benefit

album was released entitled Music and

Rhythm. The record is non profit, with its

proceeds going to cover the expense of

bringing the musicians from Africa. The

remainder of the costs were given to

support "WOMAD": World of Music. Arts,

and Dance. Many Western artists donated

tracks; included are: Xtc. Peter Town-

shend. David Byrne (Talking Heads). The

Beat, and Gabriel himself, working with

Police drummer Stewart Copeland.

The event itself failed to attract enough

F^nglish "punters" needed to meet the

acceleratting costs of the festival.

Ultimately. Gabriel was saddled with the

moral, not legal obligation to assume the

task of paying off the debt. Gabriel, along

with his old mates. Genesis, are putting on

Anxiety
a benefit reunion in October to help cover

part of the costs. Unfortunately, these days

culture has its price.

Gabriel has just released his fourth solo

record titled Peter Gabriel, though Geffen

Records has been schlocking "Security" on

the plastic wrapper. Peter Gabriel takes

careful aim at his direction, with a well

calculated album. With the recent collapse

of WOMAD. it looks like Gabriel is moving

a little closer to the center than originally

planned.

The complexion of this record shows the

artist and his disillusionment with society.

Gabriel senses guilt after working with the

African musicians and he expresses anger

at his own environment. His involvement

with tribal rhythms is more apparent as he

works to construct the backbone of the

music against heavily layered electronics.

Tony Levin's (King Crimson) intricate bass

is awesome throughout, especially on "Lay

Your Hands on Me". Putting the drums up

front gives this music the power it needs to

convey a message, while Gabriel's lyrical

flights of fancy are allowed to evolve around

his ever improving keyboards.

The topics have changed from

as.sasination. mental asylum, and criminal

intrusion, with the glimmer of hope that

society will prevail to assert that what once

was. soon will be again. Gabriel's fear of

society has turned to just fear itself, and

the way he is handling it is reflecting it back

to us.

C*ll«(taa photo b; Nuki

Lefty Foster of the Shaboo All Stars.

OPEN RUSH

^^

Sept. 16,21,22,21
8:?0- n pM

''Come ancI see a

Fraternity bAckEd up by

1 90 YEARS of TRAdirioN^^

CaU 545-J910
AlphA DeIta Phi

496 N. PIeasant St.

NEXT TO Newman Center

so YOU THINK YOU
KNOW IT ALL?

Well here's your chance to prove it! Tune in to WMUA
this Friday night to participate in the

BIGGEST TRIVIA
contest in UMass history!

Test your knowledge, win great prizes,

and listen to the finest in obscure music!

Sponsored by the

UMASS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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MOST STUDENTSDONTKNOW thatARMYROK
LEADSTOAN ARMYOFFICERS COMMISSION

AT graduation:'

^;;$

" •
"

Besides studying tor his degree

in management, senior Scott Bacon is

also learninu wHat it takes to become

an oti'icer through Army ROTC.
I attended an Army ROTC

Day dunng mv freshman summer (ori-

entation When 1 found out you

ueren t obligated to anything vour

freshman and stophomore ye.irs, 1

decided to tn' it I enjoy ROT(~ I m
learning things 1 normally wouldn t

learn m college Like leadetship

theories. And tactics. The manage-

ment traininu you receiye is really

\Hxk\. ux^ It help<.\l me a lot with mv
other management cours<.>s

"\m pretn in\(M\ ed with the

I 'ni\ er>in, st) Im glad ROTC' di>esn t

take up a lot of time It •> lUst a ccuiple

of ht'urs .1 week At tlu- end ot yinir

luiiior year vou h.ne to uo to Ad-
v.mced C'amp h>.\ \ox of tun lou ge'

intriKluced tc everything the Arnn
h,.i> t(i otter. Tank^, helicopters, vou

name it

"In vour la>t nvo years of ROTC".

vou receive $100 a month The wav

I sec It, ROTC IS paying vou money

Scott BaCKi

n\.tn.iUprT>cr\! m.ilot atui ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN

and you just give the Army back a little

of your time. When 1 get out of the

Army, my experience should make it

easier to get a job. Q)rporations look

for officers, because they have expe-

rience tnanaging people and cquip>'

ment. And 1 think starting salaries

might be higher because ot that

exfx'nence.

For Scott Bacon, adding Army
ROTC to his college schedule has

really paid off Because it actually

added another dimension to his col-

lege education

And Army ROTC can do the

same for you

For more information, stop by

the Army ROTC office on your cam-
pus tcxiay.

And begin vour future as an
1 officer.

Contact:
Opt. Patrick Merryman

545-2321/2322
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More Arts

Santana cleans
SANTANA
September 17

Curry Hicks Cag^e

By BEN TERRALL and BEVERLY
SWITZLER
Collegian Correspondents

Despite a disheailening shift towards a

mass-produced top 40 FM sound on their

new album "Shango," Santana gave the

audience at the Curry Hicks Cage Friday

night a surprisingly powerful performance.

Introduced by Bill Graham, the infamous

Godzilla of rock — roll promoters, Santana

kicked into an uptempo instrumental at

almost exactly eight o'clock, registering

shock in those used to interminable waits in

sweaty, smoke-filled infernos. Unkile the

chaotic Jeff Beck concert last year, UPC
left the floor of the Cage open so that those

who wanted to could retreat to the

bleachers while more manic souls were free

to jump around without being told to sit

down. It was a wise decision. The musicians

were clearly pleased with the enthusiasm of

the dancing, screaming hordes.

Santana classics like "Oye Como Va".

"Black Magic Woman", and "Europa"

especially stood out but this was no boring

rehash of greatest hits. Although they

performed practically the same show

recorded five years ago on the live album

"Moonflower", the assembled musicians

played with a freshness and intensity seen

all too seldom in these days of refried

polyester "music". A definite advantage

over the "Moonflower" days was the ab

sence of the keyboard player Tom Coster

who tended to play "look I'm almost a lead

guitar" synthesizer solos that hogged the

spotlight and overcrowded Carlos Santana's

guitar. The new man on keyboards sticks to

being a team player and lets Carlos, the

founder and leader of the band, demon-

strate his guitar- playing prowess.

Of the more recent material, the songs

originally done by other artists were

particularly effective. Buddy Holly's gem
"Well AUright" (also done by Blind Faith in

the late 60s) was well done, as was Traffic's

"Dealer" — though the new vocalist Alex

Lingerlwood is about as funky as a loaf of

Wonder bread and does not have "the soul

and range to sing the demanding repertoire

of Santana, " as the pressbook claims. The
real killer of the evening was the old

Zombies tune "She's Not There". Carlos

proved that above all else he is a

powerhouse electric guitar player, soloing

with enough fury and volume for even the

most deranged maximum feedback fiends.

There was a feeling of unabashed affection

for 60s rock and roll in the air as Carlos

blasted out the lead to The Doors' "Love Me
Two Times " before launching into the first

of three long and immensly satisfying

encores. But it was nostalgia with a

vengance that recalled the fiery emotion of

Jimi Hendrix: Carlos' guitar sounded like a

Mack truck losing its breaks on a mountain

pass.

Though Santana's audiences are

predominately comprised of white teenage

males who also eat up the current

marketable commodities of the music

business — Journey, Foreigner, REO
Speedwagon and other "shmuck rockers",

he has maintained his musical integrity by

sticking to the diverse roots that have made

his sound so unique. The three man per

cussion onslaught of Orestes Vilato, Raul

Rekow. and Armando Peraza create an

impressive rhythm machine; Carlos also

showed himself to be a talented per

cussionist during several extended jams.

Santana has a reputation for trying to

impose his religious leanings onto his

listeners. At the cage there were no at

tempts at mass levitation and the music was

the central focus of the night. Though he

has aimed for wider commercial success on

his last few albums. Carlos Santana has not

"sold out". He remains a consummate

musician.

Coll«Kiaa photo* b? Terri B»ll»rior«

Santana performed before a near sellout crowd Friday in the Curry

Hicks Cag^e.

Anger at the Hanger with 8th Route Army
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EIGHT ROUTE ARMY
DA STUPIDS
THE EXILES
September 15

Hanger One

BySAULNATANSOHN
Collegian Correspondent

Eight Route Army is comprised of the

same members of the now defunct Section

Eight. They identified themselves simply as

Ray on guitar, Jim on bass. Mattie on

drums, and Jon on lead vocals, they

compared their sound to that of Gang of

Four and the Clash. Judging from theu-

lyrics the political motivation bchmd the

band is all too apparent. Jim and Ray write

all their own songs, and their talent will be

put to the test next month when Eighth

Route Armv releases their first single

.

Thev dri've into their set with the im

pression of just another pseudo-Clash band,

but the more vou listen the more you realize

that their inspiration extends deeper. In

general, their music effected authentic

anger, not just the imitation varietv

displayed by so many bands these days.

Memorable cuts included "Bombs" with

drum beats falling like shrapnel on the

crowd and. at times, lyrics that actually

pleaded for an end ( "Bombs, bombs, bombs,

bombing everything"). ""Think For

Yourself, the single to be released next

month, displayed decent lyrical work and

vocal synthesis on the part of the band.

"Anger at the world, anger at

the system, anger with the

American way of life."

exemplifying the band's work ethk. A

piercing guitar emphasLs mixed with

slamming drums and subtle bass completed

the effect nicely. "No more Fun", a song

venting the frustrations of all draft age

youth ("I don't want to die with a Russian

bullet in my head!") ended with slamming

drum work by Mattie and a convincing

tempo perforated by Rays guitar lead.

Other themes doalt with by the Eighth

•f \nc\o ip.f rheHo iit>-

and assasination; clearly. Jim and Ray's

songwriting is the band's biggest asset.

What they need however, is greater

diversification in their music, notably the

often repetitive guitar leads. This band has

a lot going for them, but they just have to

broaden their sights on the instrumental,

not lyrical, side of the group.

Preceeding the Eighth Route Army were

two other local bands: The Exiles and Da

Stupids. The Exiles are Joe Page on guitar

and lead vocals, Frank on drums, Sal

Afflitto on bass, and SS on guitar. They cite

influences from the N.Y. Dolls, Johnny

Thunder, and early Alice Cooper in their

music — sort of a combination of an English

synthetic band crossed with the New York

Underground sound. They opened with

"Artiste American." a song with a hard,

angry guitar sound. The group's similarity

10 the Clash was obvious in "Outside

IxKiking In" and "Gotta Get Out Of Here ".

"Help Me. Love Me" featured Dave

Greason frons .Amherst on trombone that

was somehow out of synch with the rest of

the h^nd and scratchy, irritating guitar

leads. Still, the guitar in "Falling Off the

Edge" literally had the crowd shaking with

its intensity, and was purported by soiki

drumwork from Frank. \ ;ood set. though

again the composition was a little unvaried

for the layman.

The Exiles were followed by Da Stupids,

a quartet centering around Mars, a taD

figure clad in red who cites as her

home... well you can guess that one. This

band again displayed the raw anger

predominate throughout the evening, with

their drums coming through as the main

focus of their hostility. The guitar mix was

adequate, but nothing to write home about.

Da Stupids emphasb.ed short. 90 second

songs that at times displayed flashes of

inspiration but were sometimes flat and out

of synch. One cut had the band daring each

other to play faster and faster, and the

tempo was so electric the audience was left

in a daze trying to keep up with ihem. Mars

has a great voice, somewhat like Missing

Persons" Dale Bozzio. but Mars was much

more intensive in her delivery. Not a bad

set from a band that's only been around for

six months.
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Open 24 Hours -7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores.

U.S. No, 1 size A Round White

Potatoes
New Crop

A super buy on the vegetable powerhouse!
Enjoy them some way every day— potatoes

contain a wide range of nutrients!

Fresh Jvunbo Bunch
Broccoli

Cover "til

tender, fop
with butter

and lemon

bunch70

10
lb bag

r^ Mcintosh

r^>rApples
us. #1
2-4

"

Fresh Yams or g^ $^
Sweet Potatoes %S "^ A
Fresh Kale or EfA'
CoUard Greens bunch OS#
Fresh Bunch
Dandelion Greens

Fresh
Eggplant

Great fried,

stuffed or in

Parmagian
lb

59

39
Fresh
Cactus Pears 3'»'1

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Amherst <»nly

see store for Details

. , . Available in storrs
comer ClCU reaturing a scrvicr deli

Sliced Smoked
rl

CORNER
ELI

Salmon

6^Nova
Lox

Colonial Domestic

Sliced

to your

order'

Ham
049

BeefTop
Round ^QQ
Steak ^^

12 oz
pkgColonial

Smoky
Strips

Semi Boneless
Cooked Ham
Portions ^7Q
Colonial 1
5-6 lbs water added ^^fc 'b

Weaver
Chicken
Rondelets
All Varieties

12 oz pkg Frozen

Buddjg*s
Meats
All Vaneties
2V2 oz pkg

Smoked

lb

USDA Choice ^^ ib

Top Round London Broil ^'.'^r.^. ib2 .19
BeefBottom Round Roast "p '° ^ "'^ idI .79
Rump Roast BeefRound it,!.99
BeefEyeRoimd Roast U)2.49
BeefRound Tip Roast ^p:° ;r ibl.99

BeefTop
Round
Roast

Up to 5 lbs

Fresh LeanGround Beef . .

»"'.*'.••*» ml.79
Cube Steak BeefRound ib2.49

399
3 lb
pkg

or Kielbasa
Hillshire Farms

3 lb Canned
Ham fog
Armour Zip Top 5^^
orCudahy

Drakes Snacks
Ring Ding Jr
20 o.' pkg o' 16 or

Yankee Doodle ^^. .

24ozpkgof24 ^HV P*^S209

Natural Organic
Plus Shampoo Sl
Conditioner ^^OO
Jojoba or Henna
15ozea. Twin Pack 2

•\ f

Chefs Choice
Beef Patties?!

:

ShoulderLondon Broil ««"C''v^\ ibl.99
Boneless BeefChuck Roast ml.79

Sp)ecial savings on 2 fine names in chicken!

VB^^^A^^^ "OvenStuffer"Roasting AA^
Chicken 'e^^ribOSj
'WhiteGem' ChickenWings ^eibpkg ,^59'

PerdueCornish Hens ^ «^^^^'" p^^*^ ib99'

'White Gem' 8-9 lb pkg

Chicken Leg
Quarters Bapk. „>

'WhiteGem' Chicken Legs ^ ^ m pkg
,j,
69'

, With Back 1 i^C\
Chicken Breast Split ^^^ '^ g*-^ ^^ '^ p*^^ ib L.kJ\J

Oodles ofNoodles
Mix 4 89'Asst'd Varieties

3 ounce pkg

Pillsbury Plus
Cake Mix fiCV
Assorted Varieties

18 V2 ounce box

Maxwell Hotise
Coffee tf^39
Regular. Electric, Drip

or Automatic. 1 1bcan 2
Star-Kist Tuna:S"

f^ljgJ Chunk Light ^^M
^•iaBaB^ in Oil or Water ^V ^f^K

6V2 ouncecan ^B ^a^^

-''jGiib««i|

V? Bear*

Green Giant

Cut or French Style
16ozcan 285
Ronzoni
Spaghetti
Regular or Thin
16 ounce package

*^1
Coronet
Towels
Decorated
2ply 125 sheet roll . . . . 65
Glad Sandwich

49
Plastic

Package of 150 89
la Mrs. Filberts
|||;

Margarine
Ui

Save 25'
Vermont Cheddar

Cheese
Stop & Shop Hanuom V"iteight Pt<q

MS)t

Regular or Spii'

E
M
n^llsh
[mfins

;:i Stop & Shop
I

5,b
Sugar

I
bag c 129 I

Stop & Shop ^ Q'
1? nr okq of 6

C2 |l
Granulated 'I

Golden Quarters
One pound package 21

'ri^tit 2*1 limit one

Breyers
Ice Cream
Assorted F'avors

rzr--^ Half Gallon Carton I99

BARSELOTTI'S
Monday Night Football

Proo Kofpll

Starting at Klck-Offf (9 MM)
Do^vnto^firn Amherst

'•'"••''''•»'»•'' ''•<• '»•' '»•»'tmf •»»»<>

Hate your roommate?

Join the Collegian and you'll never see each other again.

The Collegian is looking for people who want to get involved with the University

and who want to make a commitment to one of the campus' most effective and pro-

ductive student organizations. Volunteer positions are available in news reporting,

women's and black affairs writing, arts, sports, editonals and photography. An m-

troductory meeting about opportunities at the Colkgian wUl be held at 7 p.m. tomor-

row in the Campus Center. Check the building schedule by the elevators for the

room number. For more information, please call Bnan Sullivan at 545-3oOO.

The B>oad»av Mitaical

National TouRiNq Company

SEpjEivibER 28 - 70
All Shows 8:00

UMaSS STUdENTS Vl pRJCE

MaIie Reservations Now: 949-2911

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Qd¥onlurQ \tCN9/i

S4f*iaS4 U.Mqss

Flying Club

SHAB
Is

A sexually

transmitted

disease? D
A new taxi service

in Amherst? D
A new diet

drink? D
WRONGI

SHAB is the Student

Health Advisory
Board whose
members are the of-

ficial liasions between

the University Health

Services and the

students. Care to get

involved? If you are a

student and have

enrolled in the basic

health plan you can

join SHAB.
Next meeting:

Thurs. Sept. 23

5:30 PM
University

Health Services
Rm 302

For info call:

549-2671 ext. 181

^^••••••••••••T^

I

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amharat
CloMd WadoMdayi

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vagetabtas from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
263-7836

.with this couponi

^jth this coupon«i 1 per customerii

Student Flea Marketeers
SL Entrepreneurs
start lilt. sih<M>l MarnllOn llu ri>iht I«miI h\ nsirxhuj vnur

tubic lor till- Ivljililli .\iiiMial FALLFKST <>ii Mciii\vaii)|K-t.

I^wii. For u X.S00 kc. yoii can displav an<l sell vunri rails,

wares, >j«mmIs. etc at our aiitiiial lull plcnli-, from llain

-3pin. on riinrsdav. Sepli inlKr \l'Mi\. \\)H'Z

TIIK l»ARTirrLAR»
1 ^(lll iiiiisl Ik- a live ( i>IU>{c simlciH.

2 ^ (Mir (lisplav space is I lie lupof a 2" hv H' I able wiili :V ol"

sloruile beliiiid

;). I'suul picnic ulleiKlaiice is upproxiiiiaiely 4,0(M).

4 Kain dale is I-ridav, Siptember 24lli. I'lKti

5 Live eiileriainnieni will Ik <m IiuikI

() ^ (Mir XiS (K) lee is iKMi-rclnndablc. slots will Ik- lilled on a

first come, lirst serve basis

7, .\ confirmulion will Ik iiiuiled al'ler we have rcccivc«l

\(iiir pa\ iiieiil .

H. .\(i ((mkI ina\ Ik- soUI.

I (»r rnrtiier inl(irnuiii(Mi. call .S4.S-204;*.

Ill M»-sir\i- SpiKt' ( iiiii|il« li N Kilurii wtlli ii

}<,S (M» I link or iiiiiMi\ iirdir piiMiliK l<i ( \MI'l>i

< IMl K lOODSl H\l( I DIIM 822A/C.C.

N.iiiii

I •IKiIi liiiv

II > \-

|i, ,ri^ i..|^ s,,l,|
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WE ABE PIKE

We are. . .

• the fraternity that does not haze

• the house that raised $36,ooo for Multiple Sclerosis

• strong in Greek area intramurals

• the largest fraternity on campus

Pike - we could be for you

GOLDRING
SALE

15 off10KGold30 0ffl4KGold

A living and learninf^r experience
'kf 18 a c-ol left It'll nt \Dimg nit-ii liMiig ami j^iowuifi t(if{«tlu'r who share acommon

ti tid. You will experience the unique social life Pike has to offer and then wonder why
vuu never considered Frat»'rnilies Besides Social and Acatleniies. Pike stresses get-

ling uivohcd with different University programs and .Student Activities These ac
tivities include jxjsitions such as Student Government Treasurer and Controller, as
well as Student Senators, Collegian. ARCON, varsity and intramural sports. In-

irafraternity Council, and much more
Pike also offers a home with all the benefits, home cooked meals, free parking, cen-

trally located to campus just to name a few. Pike is also comparable in cost to living in

the dorms, yet you g^t so much more. Check out Pi Kappa Alpha.

RUSH PARTIES

TONIGHT
- Monday Sept. 20 -

— Wednesday Sept. 22 —
— Tuesday Sept. 28 —

All Rushes: 9:00-11:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150/545-0047

- Amliarvt CanMr -*

I N. Pl««»uil St 1

hi
r>

SBA !

**—•
I Aw.

Pi Kappa Alpha

tf,t),i}.tf,i).tf. Free Refreshmente a^ * ^ ^ <^ .^

Date: Sept. 20th, 21st, 22nd (Mon, Tue, Wed)

Time: 10 ann - 4 pm $15 Deposit

Place: Bookstore

Prices based on $349. an ounce gold -

Buy Now before Gold goes higher!

^.UNIVERSITY

'PRODUCTIONS

TOUCHSTONE
with Jazz Masters

CHICK COREA PACO DE LUCIA

with

Tom Brechtlein

Don Alios

Carlos Benovent
Steve Kujolo

SUNDAY OCT. 3, 1982
ON SALE SEPT. 20

STUDENTS $7.50 & 8.50 GEN, PUBLIC $8.50 8c 9,50

Union Records • FAC • For the Record • Ticketron

No Cans, Bottles or Cameras Please

FINE ARTS CENTER • U. MASS. —

-

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

IT'S NO use
ACCVRPINO 70 OUTOF U/HAl

MY CALOILATIONS, ZONK "

7h5Fe'5JU5TN0 \

(MAY CUTOF IT

This TIM^

MAiBe you

LBT MB CAN BRBAK
RBCHtCK THE. KJLN

MYFI0UR£S.

Cpdv-ludlKU<_^\'

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

you ARE TAAVfLWG
TO MOTHffK O}'
M£/VSiON-

I

<^ £5-

ENTERING

"AMHERST
UMASS inns

A PLACE f/LLCO WITH ^mANCC
>V^D UNUSUAL OCCUfW£hlC€S

NOT FouNb IN THE REAL
wor^LD.

LADieS AND
C-Emur^EN,

WELCOME TO.

CW-iUtu**/ IJu'

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

^
Hi ^ I'm MARVIM,THt

TALKiNCx CoKt rnA(.Hi^ot,

(^/\Ht yov;R StLtcTloiO

1>» The CoKt rA^cHl^Jt oHHt >

FuTyP.t-SOl*\tOAy YOV lOILL

Bt ABLt To MAVe LONCr

C0NVE.R>A^l0^5 WITH YOUR,

COKt r^ACHlMt-

CoT^,. ON THt OTHtR \
HA^O I mAv JOSl 1

fttcome A TetHNfLOCrlCAL

OeAO 6NP .... A THlWCr

^OF THE PAST...

....Like A^J

ELtcTR\C Tool HW\/SH'

Gooz by G. Masse

\

Bloom County

Meu3 roo^><^ *

/
/

Hi

yavee

\

/
/

/ Hi! 4WsiaU be
/

a o

\

by Berke Breathed

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese and Bacon

Sandwich

American Chop Suey

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme

Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Gravy
Mint Jelly

Spinach Salad Plate

D.C. Menu

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce, Cranberry
Sauce

Cheese Nut Loaf/

Light Mushroom Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Hot Pot

Humus Vegetable Pocket
Sandwich

CROSSWORD
hdited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

16

17

18

ACROSS
1 Pt{cetag

5 The shot

found the world

10 Darling

14 Negative one
15 Mutate

Each to Bobbie
Burns
Porgy

Bed linen

20 Rope tiber

21 Hawaiian menu
offering

22 Expressionless

23 Attack

25 Son or daughter
26 f^^uslim ruler

28 Spendthrift

32 Ibsen character

33 Abdicate

35 Gape
36 1492 discovery

38 Perry (Masons
secretary

Historic exile

island

European family

of arms works
Inclination

45 Spanish article

46 New World or

Jupiter

48 Antique covering

50 Plant

laphidsi

51 Famous Eva

52 Overthrow
56 Heart of Dixie:

Abbr
56 Kind of happy
59 Capsize
61 Unique
62 .iai

63 Kinship group
64 Eye part

65 Sharpen
66 Put in the bank
67 Partner of "lunt

40

41

43

DOWN
Liquid assets
Grimm story

opener
Inept boxer
Fur piece

Came to pass
Creator of

Prufrock
7 Gudrun s

spouse
8 Electric unit

9 Large numbers
on the move

10 Separate
1

1

Fitzgerald of the

stage

12 Related

13 Lost in thought

1

2

3
4

5

6

19 Times between

acts

24 See 26 Down
25 Cartoonist of

They'll Do It

Every Time"

26 Clumsy service

men (with 24

Down)
27 Money lender's

excess
28 West Germany s

Brandt

29 Take a fancy to

30 Popular papal

name
31 Charter

34 Intermediate

37 Symbol of perfect

order

39 Showed up
42 Type of bottle

44 Gram spike

47 Music combos
49 Heads or tails

51 The Point (resh

man
52 Location of

Brigham Young
settlement

53 contendere

54 Bridge arch

55 Tel

57 Scotsman's name
58 The very top

60 pro nobis

1 ? 3 4 |H& 6 7 8 4 HI'"

^|is ^b'^
^Hl8

^23 mt^ |_^_|_g

33 iii
3^hHiD J^H«U

4^HH43 4^jH|4fi

41

S3 S4 » HHsc

^|ei

63 ^|>4

H66 ^|l'

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER

Rain beginning this

morning. Highs in the 60s.

.Showers tonight and
tomorrow. Overnight lows

in the 50.s. Highs tomorrow
in the 60s.

MUA FM 91.1

6-9

9-12

12-12:15

12:15-3

3-5:30

5:30-6

6-7

R 'n' B with Ken
Johnston

Jazz with Dave Hart

Newswatch

Free as the Wind —
Mahogony

Merritt Crawford

newswatch

People's Perspec-
tives

CABLE/VIDEO

r

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

Monday

10:30-11:30

Tip O'Neil speaks in the SUB
about the Reagan cuts to
education

11:30-12:30

Un h'aa rar Dela
Homegrown Video Art

12:30-2:00

1982 Orchard HUl Springfest

Concert — And you were
there!

v^
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Confinued'from page IH

and a pass. Then Dean Pecevich pitched

the ball to Garry Pearson and the UMass
All-American, who had a stellar day, turn-

ed the comer and was gone, racing the 56

yards to the end zone untouched.

On the day, Pearson, running behind the

talented UMass offensive line, was to gain

165 yards on 22 carries.

The tie was short-lived, however, as Holy

Cross, on its next possession, responded

with a touchdown of its own. The 80-yard

drive was highlighted by the leadership and

passing of Muldoon and the rurming of

fullback Mark Covington.

The Minutemen then drove to the

Crusader 29 yard line before having to set-

tle for a field goal attempt. In what UMass

head coach Bob Pickett termed play of the

game, Paul Walsh's kick was blocked by

Steve Raquet and returned to the UMass

46 yard line by HC's Rob Porter.

C«IWgw> »*•*« ^ ytnm B«IUnor«

From there, the Crusader offense scored

again with the touchdown coming with just

over a minute left in the half. The score

was then 21-7 instead of 14-10.

The Minutemen totally dominated the

third quarter. The defense held the

Crusader offense without a first down

while the UMass offense produced drives

of 56 and 40 yards.

Both drives ended in frustration instead

of points, however, and the score remained

21-7 until the fourth quarter.

Eight minutes into the final quarter. Ho-

ly Cross iced the game with an 81 yard

touchdown drive which was capped by a

perfectly executed misdirection run by

tailback Andy Clivio.

UMass completed the scoring with a

touchdown pass from Pecevich to Ron

Mangareili.

In a play that perfectly symbolized the

frustration of the afternoon for the

Minutemen, a mishandled snap from center

at the Holy Cross goal line in the closing

minute handed the football back to the

Crusaders.

Crusader coach Rick Carter was pleased

with his team, especially the contest's

MVP, Muldoon.

"This is an important victory . . . Pete

Muldoon showed a lot of class," said

Carter.

The win was Holy Cross' 300th at home.

"The difference was they scored. We had

our chances to win, but we couldn't get the

ball in the end zone." said Pickett. "I hope'

that we are mature enough to take this in

stride and bounce back against Harvard

next week. Losing is part of the game."

Another unfortunate loss for the

Minutemen occurred during the first half

when middle guard Scott Rose broke his

leg. Rose will be out for the remainder of

the season.

Next week, the Minutemen travel to Har-

vard to play the Crimson. For all fans in-

terested, the Northeast Area Government

is sponsering a bus trip to the Harvard

game.

Captain Tom Murray is momentarily airborne after being upended.

Can Moses lead the 76ers to the promised land?
By BRIAN C. MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

When I first learned that Moses Malone

had become a member of the Philadelphia

76'ers, a sick feeling came over me. Being a

devout follower of the Boston Celtics, I

didn't feel it was fair. I wondered what

kind of fate the Hoop God had in for us.

The Sixers have oodles of talent as it is.

Throw Malone in with them and they might

be the first team to go 82-0. Imagine the

starting lineup. Doctor J.. Toney (can

anyone stop that man?), BJ. Mo Cheeks,

and Malone.

Malone is a superstar. There's no deny-

ing that. He consistently averages 25-30

points a game. He's won the MVP twice,

and without a doubt, is the best offensive

rebounder since Paul Silas. But for Malone

to excel, the offense has to be geared

around him. And that just won't be the

case in Philadelphia, which is why I feel

Moses Malone won't bring the Sixers that

long awaited NBA crown

In Houston. Malone was the man. The of-

fense revolved around him. He'd get the

ball in low and power it uo to the hoop. But
that's the wav the Rocket offense was

designed. Moses was the king, the other

four players were the pawns.

But, in Philadelphia, that won't be the

case. Try to tell the I>oc and Andrew that

from now on they revolve around Malone.

Good joke, huh? Malone will now be one of

five. He is expected to pass the ball, set

picks, etc. That's notjthe man's game.

Then there's the pressure. Caldwell

Jones and Darryl Dawkins are gone. Now
there's only Malone and the rookie from

California, Mark McNamara as legitmate

big men. Just how much of a slack can a

rookie pick up? Malone will be going crazy

on defense, playing his man and keeping an

eye on the rooks man too.

Then there's the money. Six years for

$13.2 million. A cool $2.2 million per. The

Doc is making about $900,000 per year.

Who thinks the Doc will stand for being the

second highest paid player on Philly.

Philadelphia is desperate. For the last

five years they've told Philadelphians that

we owe you one, and they need it bad. But

Malone isn't the answer. They lost next

years probable number one or two draft

choice. They need a Sampson or Ewing,

not Malone.

Women hooters drop

Plymouth State in opener
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team kicked off their 1982

season this past Saturday by shutting out

Plymouth State, 4-0 at Plymoi^th State.

It was a game that saw the emergence of

several Minutewomen freshmen as offen-

sive threats.

The only score of the first half of play

came at 22:39 of the period when freshmen

Jamie Watson scored to put UMass ahead

to stay with a goal that was assisted by

Sharon Raggett.

UMass coach Kalekena Banda felt that

Plymouth State surprised the

Minutewomen in the first half with their

aggressive play

"They Uwk it to us for the first 20

minutes of the half." said Banda. "If they

had scored first I think we would have been

in trouble."

But. it was UMass who scored first and

when the second half began the

Minutewomen had regained their com

posure and the flow of the game starts go-

injr in their favor.

team captain Natalie Presser was the

next name logged in the scorekeeper's

book when she upped the score to 2-0 with

a goal at 8:21 of the second half. She was

assisted by Watson on the tally.

After Presser's goal, it was an all-

freshmen scoring show that finished off the

game as the last two goals were both

scored and assisted by freshmen.

Kelly Hutcheons made it 3-0 when she

scored the first goal of her Minutewomen
career 20:36 of the period. She was

assisted by Paula Stassis.

Just under three minutes later Stassis

picked up another assist when she found

Susan Bird open for the final goal of the

game. The time of the goal was 23:23.

Banda had high praise for his defense

and singled out Elizabeth Semonik and

Laurie Steeks for their fine performances.

Tuesday, the Minutewomen open a three

game home stand when Westfield State

visits Boyden Field. Banda is hoping that

he will have the services of All-American

Nina Holmstrom at least partially available

for that game since Westfield State is one

of the top teams in New England.

Holmstrom was sidelined for the Plymouth

State game due to a knee injury.

Game time on Tuesday is at 3:00 p.m.

Collrtpaa pkoto b; Lisa Karalikiio*

Karen Orlowski returns a volley during yesterday's match against

Rutgers University. The Minutewomen were 1-1 over the weekend as

they dowTt the University of Rhode Island 6-3 on Saturday and lost to

Rutgers 7-2 yesterday.
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OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to ColleQian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fnday Deadline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 5 consecutive days 5% discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1970 Chevy Impala $400 runs well

549-1004

76 Honda Civic std cassette smokes a little

but runs great $1100 or BO 584-6637

1976 Monte Carlo excellent condition

AM/FM casaette no rust 2,500 call after 7

PM 256^068

1976 Rat 128. beilisinrK) no rust evenings

54^667

77 Camaro. standard, excellent condition,

20 mpg, »3300 negotiable 546-4017

1977 Homat AMC very good conditions

call2Sfr«36

75 Pinto 4 cyl 35 mpg excellent condition

clean and vary dependable 2S6-8132

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by profassional ballydancar

for most unusual gift. Theresa 253-7822

BICYCLE FOR SALE

Vista Super Pacer with top quality parts

good condition $125 or best offer call

anytime 6-7861

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI

Dornis, semis, Greeks. Fall Specials! Call

Now! Paul 549-4405

Professional Sound System for cof-

feehouses. Call MF Sound for infomnation

256-8400
^

Now you don't have to go •" town for

the best sound around POLODROID party

dj's - Great Sound - Best Price - Pat or John

253-2957

Beilydoncing for all occasions. Parties,

socials etc. Call Thereza 253-7822

Brand new black Capezio Jazz Pants call

256-6646

Double size mattraas, springs, frame ex-

cellent condition 549-6728 evenings $110
negotiable

Small fridge great for dorm room $70
253-2018

Telephone answering machine. Brand
new. $10000 Bob 253-2098

Who Ticlcats Shea Stadium October 13

call 546-4647

FOUND

Ladies Watch near Clark Hall please call

and describe 253-3484

Gold colored piece of Jawalry if yours

call 6-7184 please describe

Religious medallion necklace found on
CC steps. Describe it and it's yours. Call

256-6646

LOST

Car Keys. 2 dorm keys, and cylindrical key

#1177 on same ring 546-5660

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Ring lost gold with red stone near Campus
Pond deep sentimental value reward please

call 546-7037

MAQIC WORLD EXCLUSIVE

Magic World Exclusive with the purchase

of any scheduled airiine ticket, we include

at no extra charge $150,000 worth of flight

insurance call Steve 549-1391 Nancy

546^12

Found Tl

to claim

in MRST on 9/ 13 call 665-7774

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and consunr^er issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part time staff for public

education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week Er $160-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Recycling project has work-study open-

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Work-Study Positions available at Hamp-
den Theater. Skills in carpentry, electrical,

and theater prefened. Call 546-2803 for in-

terview E.O.E.

Programmers - basic prefer business ap-

plications 20 hrs or more fex hrs

413736-1000

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Honda Twinstar 186cc 7000 miles

excellent condition. Best offer 666-3592

from 9-5 or 666-4862

OFF-CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATES

The Commuter Collective, your student

run srea govemment, will be holding its an-

nual elections on October 4, 1982. Nomina-

tion papers will be available from sept 16-27

at the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5-2146). Help plan the semester! Run

for commuter assembly I

Hey RegazzI - 69 has the best spon-

taneous parties this side of Bradley Airport.

Catch you later twice. Flo - the real cham-

pion of Giocco Juouer

Deanie Ducks I love you. You love me.

Let's be together forever. OK Hon? Love,

Soft Toucji

Happy Birthday • to the best guy in the

worid, (my favorite one tool) Michael G. -

1

love you

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

Hey You I Con>e to the Bike Club Meeting

TuMday 7:30 pm Campus Center Room
902 Touring, Racing, Good Times and

Good Friends I

PET SNAKES

Wildwood teacher looking for owners of

snakes to share with pupils. Call Eileen

O'Mera 54*^6300 weekdays, 586-1761 even-

ings .

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Sen/ices Center

546-0041 .

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

Rooms for rant female grad student

smoker. Very quiet here 549-5469
non

A one bedroom apartment is available.

Ideal for one or two persons. Call 549-2626

evenings

FOR SALE

Dorm refrigerator - used one semester,

great shape, $60 or best offer. Call Lisa at

256-8373

2 brand new 10-15 aize tlrea white spoke

rims 125.00 or BO 549-5089

1 Who ticket for sale for 10/12 date at

Shea Stadium. $36 or BO call 546-8110

after 8:00 PM
4-drawer files, desks, chairs, HP-67

calculator, K & E polar plauin>eter, sket-

chmaster. small 3M copier, misc. binders

etc. - all used and reasonable 323-4401

Who tickets for JFK on 9/25 Phila

offer aets them call Scott 253-5234

Best

Immediate opening for drummer vocals

and good equipment essential 549-4003

People to work for new honest Governor

Independent Frank Rich call J. Dalton

583-6673

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Qualified electric bass teacher
available - all levels /styles first lesson free

nr>ore info 546-8664 _^^_
Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28
hours of instruction including classroom

theory and shop. Limited enrollnr>ont.

253-2098

LESBIAN/QAY

Are you gay? Is someone you cere about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les-

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm, at 546-2646

Leabians and Gay Men interested in help-

ing peers through rough tinr>es should call

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective - 545-2645

Speed reading, nr^emory, concentration,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M,

Tu. Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Stick it In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Export

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh.
253-3324

Any native Francais interested in ex-

changing French /English conversation call

Lisa at 256-8463

Chariie's tonight 8 to 1 99* Molson bottles

75* Molson drafts

Will you laam how to escape the

deathtrap? See If I Should Die
^

Moneyt Moneys Money$ beconr>e a

member of the undergraduate business

club. First meeting is Wed Sept 22 at 7:30

in the School of Business Room 120 all are

welcome

Jobs, credits & valuable experience

available at SCERA, the Student Center for

Educational Research & Advocacy. To get

involved in wori( on student issues such as

life in the dorms, tent control, wonr>en's

issues, academics, anti-racism issues, lob

bying and budgets & fees stop by 420 Stu

dent Union or call 545-0341 by Sept. 22.

Bets. Hope you still know the most impor-

tant part of the Collegian. Happy Day.

Always, Tami

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidentlal/Efflcient call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOM WANTED

UMASS Senior (male) needs housing.

Please call Chuck 586-2668 and leave

rrtessage

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share fumiahad apt conve-

nient locatton. 130/mo 866-3829

Female roommate wanted to share room

in three bedroom Townehouse $126 call

Susan 549-3868

Share room
256-0566

in Brittany Manor $105

Eckankar - key to secret worids classes

fonning, write PO Box 283 Amherst, Mass.

01004 ^

Room available starting Oct 1 in Puffton

Vill. on bus route female preffered, no pets,

$146/mo, heat included, call only this and

next week t)etween 4 and 6 pm. Amy
549-1703

Female roommate needed to share

bedroom Townehouse Apts 549-6354

RUG FOR SALE

Rug for sale green. 6x9, price negotiable

549^5518

WANTED

Uaed twin mattress or nrtattress and box-

spring 549-3802 after 6 PM
Need to buy drafting desk call Tami

549-4437

Want five or ten speed bike for around

tov^m willing to spend $50-75 549-6354

WANTED TO BUY
~

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North pleesant

St., Amherst, 2560710

Hypercurricula
Monday

BLOOD DRIVE - Sponsored by

International Foodservice Executives

Association. Monday from 10 am to 4 pm in

Flint Lab, from 106. Don't miss out on the

cookies and refreshments along with the

opportunity to DONATE!

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE MEETING -

New members welcome! Agenda includes

an introduction of the University Literary

and Fine Arts publication, distribution of

our '82 edition, the '82-83 budget, and

upcoming editorial elections. RM. 104,

Campus Center (next to the CoUegian) on

Monday. Sept. 20. 6:00 PM; Thurs.. 9/23.

also at 6:00 PM.

mm
Tuesday

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY - An in-

troductory meeting for all interested

persons. Holdsworth Hall, rm 203. Tuesday

7:30 pm.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - General

Meeting to discuss upcoming Touring and

Racing events. Nominations for new of-

ficers and pretrip meeting for the Fall

Foliage Tour. New members are welcome.

Campus Center.room 902, Tuesday 7:30

pm.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS

AND REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM -

Introductory meeting of an activist

organization which focuses on reproductive

rights. Women and men are encouraged to

attend. An exciting skit wUl take place.

Campus Center Room 811-815, 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Tildy Turchinetz (413)545-0341

UPC General Meeting — New members

welcome. 168 Campus Center at 6:30 on

Tuesday.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING -
All undergrad and Grad Food Science

majors. First introductory meeting is

Tuesday Sept. 21 at 7 pm in Chen 227.

Discussion of this semester's activities. All

encouraged to attend.

Wednesday Thursday

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS
CLUB FIRST GENERAL MEETING -
The Undergraduate Business Club is

holding its first meeting on Wednesday,

September 22 in the School of Business

Room 120. All majors are welcome! School

of Business, Room 120, Wednesday 7:30

p.m., Steven Scheffman (413)549-6396

PRE-MED MEETING - A meeting will

be held for all new and old members. Infor-

mation and policies about the club will be

discussed. Campus Center 802, Wednes-

day, 7:30 p.m., Ann Francine Dzialo

(413)546-4691

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - All

welcome! The first week was a terrific suc-

cess. Come dance to the beautiful rhythnw.

7:30 beginners, 8:30 all others. Look for us

in the Commonwealth room Wednesday

evenings all semester. Commonwealth

Room, Student Union Building, 7:30 p.m..

Jamie Tessler (413)545-2526.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING
— Introductory meeting to discuss

Women's Issues on campus such as;

reproductive rights, sexiial harassment
and violence on campus. The meeting will

address what direction the team should

take this semester. Campus Center Room
901, Thursday, Tildy Turchinetz
(413)545-0341

UNDERGRADUATE COM-
MUNICATONS CLUB - There will be an

introductory meeting of the

Undergraduate Communications Club held

on Thursday Sept. 23 at 4:30 in Machmer

E-37. All majors are welcome to attend.

Machmer E-37, Thursday, 4:30 p.m.,

Gregg Sanders (413)549-5727

T'AI CHI DEMONSTRATION - Free

demonstration of this non-aggressive form

of self-defense and slow motion exercise

practiced for relaxation, vitality and

health. For information call 549-6362.

Room 163, Campus Center, Thursday, 8:00

p.m. Eric Johnson (413)549-6362
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HC Crusaders cruise past UMass

Colleciaa pkoto b; TertM BclUTtor*

The football tells the story as Paul Walsh's field goal attempt is low. The kick was knocked

down by a Holy Cross defender.

Pearson's 165

yards not enough
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Correspondent

If UMass fans were to look at the statistics of the

UMass, Holy Cross football game, they would have been

heartened to see that the Minutemen led the Crusaders in

yards rushing and that the teams were tied in yards pass-

ing. The UMass offense also led in time of possession.

Unfortunately, statistics can be misleading. One glance

at the score-board told UMass fans the disappointing

truth:

HOLY CROSS 27 UMASS 1

4

For, despite the 330 yards gained, the Umass offense

could not get the ball in the end zone. In fact, UMass was

to have drives sputter at the Holy Cross 29, 16, 19, and

one yard lines for lack of the big play.

On the other hand, the Holy Cross offense, to their

credit, was able to convert four long drives into

touchdowns. As a result, they were victorious.

Holy Cross opened the scoring on their second posses-

sion. Starting at their own 37 yard line, the Crusaders,

with emerging star Pete Muldoon at the helm, wisely mix-

ed running and passing plays to get to the UMass two yard

line, where quarterback Muldoon dove in for the score.

AJFter exchanging punts, the Minutemen finally got go-

ing. First they gained twelve yards on four running plays

Continued on page lU

Men's soccer team losesgame in final minutes
By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team
gave up a disappointing loss to the University of Southern

Connecticut on Friday 1-0.

The Minutemen played tentatively throughout the con-

test, probably owing to the knowledge that Southern was
one of the best teams on their schedule, and as the final

minutes of the second half ticked away, it appeared that

even though UMass had lacked any offensive punch all

afternoon, they would still manage to go into an overtime

period on the shoulders of a stalwart performance by

UMass goalkeeper, Jeff Smith, with the score tied at 0-0.

This would not be the case, however, as hopes for that

overtime period ended abruptly with just one minute and
nine seconds showing in regulation.

Connecticut's Sarmi Joseph, off an assist from team-

UM men's tennis team
victorious in Vermont

mate Ron Basile, ended a scoreless game, and gave the

win to an exuberant Southern squad.

"They were lucky to get away from Boyden field with a

win," said Junior Lenn Margolis.

The Minutemen had a couple of scoring opportunities

during the game but came away empty handed each time.

Freshman Eon John rallied down the line with the ball,

about halfway through the second half, in an attempt to

pass to an awaiting teammate, but. no one was there to

receive his pass. Earlier, sophomore Michael Rudd had

made an impressive steal in Connecticut territory, but

Connecticut's defense tightened and nothing happened.

The most impressive play came from Smith, who had

eight saves in the second half and eleven for the game.

Without Smith's play there could very well have been

several Connecticut guals on the scoreboard before

Joseph's game winner.

Although the team lacked a certain amount of aggres-

sion, the defense was there to defer many shots away from

the Massachusetts net. Playing defense for UMass in stop-

per position was Lenn Margolis, who played for a full nine-

ty minutes.

"We had the same defense that we had against

Bridgeport, it is just that Southern is the best division two

team that we play." said Margolis.

It seems a shame that after playing a scoreless game for

eighty nine minutes that the UM team should have to

swallow such a bitter loss. Staying close to the Connec-

ticut team was a very major point in Friday's game.

"We will have a good season. Last year they were the

best team that we played. We lost to them last season 3-0.

At least in this game we stuck with them for eighty nine

minutes," said Margolis.

Wednesday, the kickers host their third consecutive

home game of the season against the University of New
Hampshire at 3:00 on Boyden field.

^^
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Correspondent

When the van pulled into the Boyden
parking lot during the wee hours of

Saturday night, a ion^ day for the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis

team was finally over. Despite a long three-

and one half hour van ride, the netmen
shook off its effects and managed to squeeze

out a 5 4 victory over the University of

Vermont Saturday at the brand new
Patrick Indoor Tennis Center in Burlington,

Vermont.

The Minutemen rode the waves of victory

in four of the six singles matches to the

triumph, which evened their season record

at 11.

Neal Mackertich defeated arch rival Bob
McCredie 6-3. 6-4 at number one singles

and gained a measure of revenge in the

process.

"The turning point was when I started

getting more depth on my shots," said

Mackertich. "When the pace of the match
slowed down, I was okay. I really wanted to

win bad because he (McCredie) beat me in a

tournament a few weeks ago and we hadn't

beaten Vermont in the four years I've been

at UMass.

"

Other victories for the netmen in singles

were recorded by Nick Julian, who topped

Alex Stimpson6-4. 6-4 at number four, and

Rich Lindgren. who at number five,

rebounded to beat Ross Abrams 1-6. 6-2, 6-

2.

"I came out aggressive and started fast.

Then I backed off. but eventually I settled

down." said Julian of his match,

"I decided to dictate the tempo and be

aggressive. At URI I wasn't aggressive."

said Goodman.

Vermont's Clark Wuitt defeated Steve

Jordan 6-4. 6-2 and Chris Deery of Vermont

got by Dave Salem 6-3, 6 4. at the NUM
BER two and six positions, respectively, for

Vermont.

In the doubles, Lindgren-Jordan
registered the lone UMass win. 6-0. 6-3

over Peter Newman and Neil McNeil,

Goodman Mackertich lost to McCredie
WuItt, 6-3, 6-3 and Julian-Salem were

nipped by Stimpson-Deery. 7-6, 7 5.

Coach Rob Szlosek, obviously pleased,

remarked, "We are playing with more
maturity, quickness, and confidence this

year than last. We are attacking the ball.

Last year we were always missing the big

points. Mackertich and Julian had good
wins tfxlay. I'm also happy with Jordan

Today. l^Mass travels to West Point,

N.V. to take on Army. The first home
match is Wednesday. September 22 against

the University of New Hampshire on the

Boyden Courts at 2:30 p.m.

Coilciriaa pkoto bj Ten** umttminon

Defensive end Don Keefer seems to have thing^s well in hmnd as he

fpves a Crusader a lift.
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MASSACRE INREFUGEECAMW
Since June Cth when Israel invaded Lebanon under

the pretext of pushing the Palestinian Liberation

Organization (PLO) guerillas and its Lebanese allies to

the 25 nnile zone North of its border, the U.S. has
been hypocritical showing its false protest against the
Israeli invasion which broke that 25 mile zone that was
the Israeli objective.

More than 50 thousand people, mostly civilians, had
been killed duhng the Israeli invasion on Lebanon
Recently the PLO and Lebanese people who were in

protest against the Israeli invasion were surrounded in

Beirut, the capital of Lebanon.

Two weeks or so ago, the PLO and Lebanese that

were trapped by the Israelis in West Beirut had made
an agreement that was put forth by the mediator,

U.S. special envoy, Philip Habib Some of the agree
ment reads that if the PLO would retreat and evacuate
West Beirut, they should be given full guarantee and
assurance by mainly the U.S., France and Italy for full

protection of their women and children and other
civilians that were left behind. This agreement
specified that there should not t>e any attack by Israel

or its Phalangist allies

Another part of the agreement which was violated

was that Israel will not enter Beirut after the evacua-
tion of the PLO.
905

This Friday thousands of Palestinians were
msssacred m two refugee camps by the Phalangist

militia and Saad Haddad, both Israeli allies..

The Israeli troops blocked the area surrounding the

refugee camps then permitted the entrance of the

Phalangists inside the camps, according to both the

New York Times and the Boston Globe Associated
Press repoters who visited the two camps said they

"saw bodies sticking out of rubble, which camp
residents claimed the militiamen had bulldozed after

the killings Saw what appeared to be entire families

gunned down in their homes, and rows of bodies in

the street, men who appeared to have been lined up
against walls and then shot." Reporters said bulldozer

tracks could be seen in the dirt in the camps Some
redidents told them the killers had returned after the

massacres and tried to cover up bodies with the rubble

of buildings destroyed by more than two month of

Israeli shelling that had occured before According to

the reports that stated the Israeli soldiers manned
positions on a hill less than a quarter mile away from

the Shatila camp

On the other hand, President Ronald Reagan issued

a written statement in which he said he "did not blame
the Israelis for the killings, nor had any evidence sur-

faced to link them (the Israelis) to the deaths
"

Under the protection and suppervision of the Israeli ar-

my, babies, children, women and men were

massacared by the Phalangist of Saad Haddad militia

that were trained and armed by Israel After the

massacre, the bodies covered with flies, were bulldoz-

ed to cover up the slained corpes.

Af PMOTC

A Subtle Way Of Genocide Reprinted from Newsweek

To many "native" Hawaiians of Polynesian ancestry

what once was a life in paradise has changed to a forceful

and progressive struggle to hold what little they've got.

Ever since the advent of Capt. James Cook in 1778 and the

arrival of the Westerners, the Hawaiians' numbers were

all but decimated by epidemics of syphilis, measles and the

common cold. In a matter of decades they had also lost

their land. But in the last few years many Hawaiians have

grown angry at what they see as the supression of their

rights and culture, and now a native resurgence is under

way.

Not so long ago the phrase He Haumt Au I am a

Hawaiian - was uttered in half embarrassed whispers,

reflecting the despair of a conquered and dispossessed

race. Today the 175.000 Hawaiians and part Hawaiians

who make up 19 percent of Hawaii's population are

proclaiming their ancestry with new pride and asser

tiveness, resulting in a new pride a new appreciation for

the native language, culture, crafts, values and their

potential political clout. But. the Hawaiians still have a

long way to go before they can gain significant power in a

state where no ethnic group is a majority. For one thing,

their movement lacks lokahi- unity. And while many
Hawaiians concede that their resurgence depends

primarily oneducation and economic training, the

movement's prime focus remains the most limited and

fought-over resource in th«> i^Linri state the land, rH

particularly hundreds of thousands of acres that a federal

commission may turn over to the Hawaiians as restitution

for the American led 1893 overthrow of the island

monarchy.

Independence: A final resolution of the complicated
restitution question is probably years away. But it

represents a breathtaking possibility for a people who
steadily have lost their population to disease and despair

aNd their jobs to hc.des of imported workers, including

the Samoans and Tongans who are even begining to take

away even their Waikiki nightclub jobs. With American
annexation in 1898. the Hawaiians also lost their in-

dependence and much of their culture. Speaking
Hawaiian in school was forbidden and their traditions were
exploited and "plasticized" for the benefit of mainland
tourists. The social toll has been staggering: among all

state ethnic groups. Hawaiians today 1 the lowest

income, poorist housing and highest rates in elfare, male
suicide and school dropouts. "It's much like i Ameriran
Indian" says state Senate candidate Adelau. De Soto.

"When everything around you tells you you're i ofniand
you need to be taken care of, the cycle of depi -cy is

perpetuated.
"

Shame kept the Hawaiians quiet, and those who
qtiestioned the injustice were told by elders to kuU-kuli

shut up. But their silence was broken in the 1970's.

beginning with the famous pig farmer protests in which

police tried to oust a so.matter living on a site cleared for a
housing complex. Under the banner aloha 'aimi -love for

the land the Hawaiians later joined environmentalists and
Japanese Americans in demonstrations and legal battles

over tourist development" : "A ancient access rights, fights

sometimes won on First Antiidment religious grounds.
They also formed a private welfare group and a native

Hawaiian legal corporation. Eventually, it all began to

translate into political muscle and a resurgence of the
Hawaiian identity.

Their greatest .:i>mph came in 1978. At a state con
stitutional convention. Hawaiian was made the co-officiaJ

state lanf^uage and the teaching of native history, language
and culture was made mandatory in public HchoolH. But,
most important, the Hawaiians won 20 percent of state
revenues from the disputed crown lands to operate the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA). The unique body, which
has its own voter roll and conducts seperate Hawaiian only
elections for nine trustees who coordinate and consult on
mo.st state affairs involving the nal. , ... the clo.sest we
can come to sovereignty. " says state Rep. John Waihee.
But. others have even higher hopes for OHA. including the
eventual takeover of public lands for use as a Hawaiian
economic base. "We could build our own nation within a
nation, just like American Indians have." argues Huanani
Kay Trask. 32, a teacher of radical courses in American
studies at the University of Hawaii.

' ft
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Battle Over Women's Rights

"Women were as much a part of the liberation

struggle as men, and now that the war is over they

must not become forgotten soldiers.

"

The words are those of Zimbabwean Teurai Ropa

Nhongo, who foughc alongside other guerrillas of the

Patriotic Front coalition in a war that led to majority

rule and independence for the country that was once

white-ruled Rhodesia.

Nhongo today is the nation's minister of community

development and women's affairs. Like many of her

3.5 million Zimbabwean sisters, however, she feels

that women still find themselves at a legal disadvan-

tage even under the nation's new constitution. And

she IS concerned about the pace of change.

In the midst of its other pressing problems, the Zim-

babwean government has at least made a start of

tackling some of the most blatant forms of sex

discrimination. Laws have already been passed giving

women equal pay and paid maternity leave, though

these have not been thoroughly enforced as yet. And

in August of 1981 the Zimbabwe Cabinet decided to

phase out the use of Depo Provera, making Zimbabwe

the first African country to ban the use of this harmful

contraceptive.

With the support of Prime Minister Robert Mugabe,

Nhongo is trying to push other measures through

parliament. Changing the statutes themselves may

prove relatively easy, the minister observes, adding,

"It's going to be a hard, long battle changing attitudes

which have hardened through the decades."

Much of the recent discussion in Parliament con-

cerns what has been dubbed "The Women's Act."

the drafting of legislation that would for the first time

give women the same property and inheritance rights

as men Currently the Zimbabwe woman is legally a

minor all her life, under the guardianship of her father

and later her husband or some other male relative.

She cannot, for example, leave home, take a job, go

to school or open a bank account without the permis-

sion of her guardian.

As a minor, the Zimbabwean woman owns no pro-

perty, except for a piece of land traditionally set aside

on her husband's farm. The produce from this plot

generally supplements her family's meals or is sold in

the market. Women also own mavoko property:

goods acquired through activities such as midwifery,

pottery, basket weaving and beer-brewmg Everything

else belongs to her husband and is passed on to his

relatives when he dies

Increasingly, such inhentance cases are bitterly

contested, with inlaws laying claims to expensive

modern mavoko items such as stoves, refrigerators

and sewing machines.

In addition,custom stipulates that when the hus-

band dies his brother or another male relative will m-

herit his wife. Since the widow loses all her husband's

property to her inlaws, the only alternative open to

her IS finding a non-agricultural job and raising her

children herself
The majority of women have little education,

however, and street vending, brewing beer and pro-

stitution are among the few Jobs open to them, accor-

ding to a government report.

"W^ had women commanders in very dangerous

areas and now after the war we have to be kept back

by silly inheritance laws because it is our tradition?

Where was that tradition when bombs were falling on

everybody?" asks Julia Zvobgo, one of nine women
elected to Parliament and a sponsor of new legislation

on this issue.
.
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Reprinted from Africa News

In a study conducted by the Ministry of Community

Development and Women's Affairs, Report on the

Situation of Women in Zimbabwe, ninety nine per-

cent of the women interviewed (both urban and rural)

agreed that property rights and inheritance laws

should be modified.

Those in farming areas have some particular

grievances of their own. Women perform seventy per-

cent of the farm labor (tilling, weeding, harvesting and

selling of produce), but their husbands, as owners,

make all the decisions and enjoy the legal status with

which to enter credit arrangements for buying fertilizer

and seed.

Other women claim to have lost opportunities to

learn new agriculture methods because entension ser-

vices tend to be "by men for men." In addition, wives

are also sometimes forbidden by their spouses from

associating will male extension workers, even in a lear-

ning environment. "It is the behavior based on man's

control of land and produce that takes the incentive

out of us to work for development, one woman
remarks in the ministry's report.

Another institution under fire is "bride price," or

lobola. Originally intended to serve as affirmation of a

young man's sincerity or devotion for his intended,

lobola requires that he give the bride's father a number

of cows, goats, sheep, or in some cases, cash, for her

hand in marriage.

Today, however, many women say that lobola has

assumed a more commercial role "Fathers think of

their daughters as property that will enrich them,
"

complains Julia Zvobgo. "You can hear men saying,

'My daughter is getting married, so I will soon be able

to start a small business or maybe buy a new tractor.
"

Many women see advantages to keeping lobola. In

fact, the Report on the Situation of Women finds that

roughly fifty percent of those interviewed were oppos-

ed to any changes in the institution. Some say lobola

is crucial to bringing two people and their families

together. ^. ^ ^ a
Others feel, however, that the high prices demand-

ed by the parents often leave the newly-weds inade-

quate financial resources with which to begin married

life. "My parents", said one opponent, "are always

seen as the source of family financial problems fo

having charged too much money."

Others feel, however, that the high prices

demanded by the parents often leave the newly-

weds inadequate financial resources with which

to begin married life. "My parents," said one op-

ponent, "are always seen as the source of family

financial problems for having charged too much

money."
Other opponents of lobola point out that young

men are often unable to finish paying the full

price, a predicament that compels the woman's

guardian to refuse them permission to register the

marriage Not only does an unregistered marriage

leave more room for polygamous situations, but it

also denies the wife any legal protection should

the marriage end in divorce.

Teurai Nhonga hopes for legislation some day

that would at least lower the price of lobola or set

It at a fixed price in order to make it affordable and

less commercialistic. But some women, such as

S. Samanyango of the opposition National Front

of Zimbabwe Party, protest that marriages where

men pay less for their wives "wouldn't last very

long."

As Zimbabweans await the outcome of The

Women's Act debate in Parliament, even its

staunchest supporters caution that the legislation

by itself will not guarantee rapid change. "We
need a second revolution in this country," Julia

Zvobga said recently in a television interview,

"this time for women".

Rand Daily Mail

Kentucky Governor John Y. Brown has with-

drawn his state's "welcome mat" for South

Africa, following a meeting with NAACP Presi-

dent John Johnson and a delegation of anti-

apartheid activists.

The state Comnnerce Department had se-

lected South Africa as one target for promoting

Kentucky sales abroad and had sent a trade

mission to the white-ruled nation In July.

In response, Johnson asked for tf»e August

26 noeeting with the governor, which was also

attended by American Committee on Africa ex-

ecutive director Jennifer Davis, Jerry Herman

from the American Friends Service Committee,

Kentucky legislator Georgia Brown, Corbin

Seavers from the National Black Independent

Political Party, and Mokubung Nkonw from the

African National Congress of South Africa.

According to participants in the nr>eeting, the

governor agreed to curb any expansH>n of trade

with South Africa. He made his position public

in a speech that same day before a predomi-

nantly black business luncheon in Louisville.

"We are not going to do business with com-

panies that believe in segregation," he stated.

"We are not going to support any country that

believes in racism."

"We think he made the proper decision,"

Johnson told AFRICA NEWS. "I don't think he

ever intended to let Kentucky lend support to

such policies as those foltowed in South Africa."

In a further step, Brown has said she will

introduce legislation requiring state pensk>n

funds to divest their holdings in corporations

investing in South Africa.

Reprinted from Africa News

WELCOME BACK
By Brynne Clarke

Welcome Back. NUMMO News hopes that everyone

has had a great summer We have been working hard

here at UMass trying to keep some old things going

and starting all kinds of new things. My last letter to

you readers was sort of harsh But my summer was so

gor>d that this letter to you should be quite nice.

Well if you noticed, NUMMO has been going through

a change in the last semester. This will be continuing

in full force this summer We are trying for a fresh new
look and feel. Reading NUMMO should be a bigger

pleasure now than ever before. If you like the changes

let us know. If you don't like them let us know about

that as well. The input will help us all greatly.

I guess this is the besi place to welcome all of you new
students to our illustrious institution of higher learn-

ing. To you we send an open invitation to come check

us out. We can use as many people as there are in-

terested. Photographers, writers, poets, news resear-

chers, and cartoonists are all wanted. If you want to

do something totally different and new tell us what it

is. and if its good enouah we'll use it

NUMMO would like to inform the new and remind the

old contributors that NUMMO keeps up with Third

World events of all kinds and will print an-

nouncements of your events without charge.

All interested persons are invited to attend our next

general meeting, Monday, September 20th at 4:30

P.M. Wc are located at 103 New Africa House.

NUMMO:"The Magic and Power of the Written and
Spoken Word"

SANTANA,

An Electrofying

Experience
by Vicky Carter Photos by Ed Cohen

The Kings of Reggae

PETER TOSH And

JIMMY CLIFF
Tosh and Cliff will give the people what they want

-

the rhythm and soul of reggae music. Tickets are on

sal at Union Records and the Fine Arts Center and For

the Record Tickets range from $?;^10
p;„J:';jJ\^^

students and $10 $1 1 for general public A UPC/Duke

Ellington Committee production.

Santana, September 17, 1982 The show opened to

thunderous applause as soon as the lights went off

The group Devadip Carlos Santana (leader, guitar),

Alex Ligertwood (guitar, vocals), Richard Baker

(keyboards), David Margen (bass), Graham Lear

(drums), Armando Peraza (congo, bongo), Rau
Rekow (conga), Orestes Vilato (timbales), were given

a standing ovation, which lasted throughout the per-

formance. The audience started a continuous scream
which also last till the end It made it difficult to listen

to the music although it was loud. The volume was so

high the sound was distorted and sounded better out-

side the Cage than in. This may be due to the sound-
man's unfamiliarity with the acoustics of the Cage.

The light show was excellent

Armando Peraza, congas, bongo, quiro and
maracas, is the rhythmic force behind the whole band
Cuban born, he incorporates Afro-Cuban rhythms into

the electric guitar sound of Carlos Santana the band
leader Without the strength and power of this Afro

Cuban rhythmic energy, the band would be just

another rock and roll

Carlos Santana chose to play many of his old hits,

"Black Magic Woman", "Oye Como Va" and others

along with new material They played a song for

Oshun, one of the African orishas which had a real

West African flavor

Orisha is a Yoruba diety. Each Orisha controls some
aspect of human life. They are called by their devotees

through rhythm, dance, and song. Oshun is involved

with love and marriage. Drums play an important part

in the ceremonies of Santeria which is the name that

this religion was given in some Latin American coun-

tries It was brought to the western hemisphere by

enslaved Africans

Gnomon Copy

Strike:

What Doesjt

Mean To Students?'

by Angela Brown

INTERNATIONAL BRIEFS
By Robert Teixeira

ISRAELI INVASION OF WEST BEIRUT

The Israeli occupation and pacification forces continued

their war of aggression against Lebanon by invading West

Beirut last Thursday. Sept. 16. following the assassination

of President elect Bashir Gemayeld. the chief of the ex

treme right wing Christian Phalangist militia. The

Israelis, in blaUnt violation of the cease fire aggreement

which led to a P.L.O. evacuation of West Beirut, are at-

tempting to physically destroy the progressive Lebanese

forces in order to secure military power for the invading

forces and their allies, the facist l^banese Phalangist

militia bands.

On Friday, the United Nation's Security Council con

demncd the Israeli invasion of West Beirut and demanded

an immediate pullback. Meanwhile, Lebanese President

Elias Sarkis and Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan. who have

repeatedly demanded and immediate and unconditional

withdrawal of the Israeli invaders from all of Lebanon,

rejected the Israeli claim that 2000 P.L.O. fighters are still

in war torn West Beirut.

VIOLENCE IN EL SALVADOR

Seven dead bodies with traces of terrible tortures and

firearm wounds were found on Saturday on the highway

running from San Salvador to the international airport.

Four of t he were beheaded.

The prvious day, another five mutialated dead bodies,

victims of the bloody regime, were found in a suburb of the

capitol city. According to the Salvadorean Commission on

Human Rights, there have been more than 3.000 political

killings in El Salvador in the first six months of this year.

F.M.L.N. MAKES ADVANCES

Troops from the Farabundo Marti Liberation Front

(F.M.L.N.) are reported to have staged several successful

combat operations, inflicting coordinated blows on the

enemy in various parts of the country over the pa.st few-

days.

A U.S. -manufactured Huey UH 10 helicopter was shot

down in the area of the large Ilopango air ba-se. F.M.L.N.

forces also destroyed a number of supports of electric

transmission lines, which cut the supply of electricity in El

Salvador.

A number of groups of patriots attacked government

soldiers guarding the Golden Bridge spanning the Lempira

River. The bridge was blown up by patriotic forces last

October. The authorities are now trying to restore it so as

to resume ilsoperational transfer of punitive troops.

The insurgents' attack was so unexpected and strong

that soldiers fled from their positions and were compelled

Carlos Santana jamming at the Cage last Friday.
d ^

Carlos Santana was born in Mexico and came to

California with his guitar and started his band. The
Latin influence in his music runs through many of his

songs. It is no coincidence that congas, bongos, and
timbales are used m his music! The musical artistry of

Armando Peraza is supported by Raul Rekow and
Orestes Vilato. Throughout the evening they exchang-

ed solos with a professionalism that is not equalled in

any other rock and roll band. Santana himself played

congas, and then helped Graham Lear on drums doing

samba, which is a Brazilian rhythm and dance with

African roots

However, Carlos Santana's solos on guitar are not

what they used to be The business side of music, in-

stead of the creative, artistic side seems to be his

guiding force.

The past two years have see a number of noted
strikes in the Amherst area for which the University

community has shown significant support. This sup-

port has been characterized by the older age-bracket

and longer residence status of the students involved.

However, the Gnomon Copy strike has the potential

to involve students from across the board since

Gnomon Copy, as well as copy centers in general,

makes up its workforce with a significant number of

students These students are more likely to be inex-

perienced and from a younger age-bracket because of

this fact

The Gnomon Copy stnkt shows how the fact that

there are so many needy students around, who must
work in order to attend school, is used to the advan-
tage of various enterprises, since an accessible pool of

unemployed labor leads to conventially low wages.
This combined with th^ t that people who are con-
nected to the Universi., onstitute the largest seg-

ment of market for copy services makes the Gnomon
copy strike very "close to home" for most students.

This direct connection is different from those of the

Amherst Nursing Home and Sterling Radiator strikes

which appealed to students' sense of solidanty with

labor, particularly that of older students who are

closer to the entering the "real world" Students as

such are more likely to be concerned with why it is

that Amherst is a minumum-wage town.

to request reinforcements.

CONFLICT IN CHILE

Chilean troops, wielding clubs and tear gas grenades,

dispersed a demonstration in the city of Concepcion. The
demonstrators went out into the streets to protest the

facist Pinochet regime, as the dictator celebrated the ninth

anniversary of his "lifelong" rule.

Demonstrations were held in other Chilean cities, as the

people continued their struggle agaisnt the dictatorship.

Pin(K'het slated that the most stern measures will be

used against all such demonstrators. He also announced a

new law making opposition to the regime punishable by

death.

The dictator's threats, according to the press, were also

aimed at mainstream polilicans who dare to criticize the

actions of his illegimate government. Political parties are

still outlawed in Chile and their activities will not be

allowed until the end of the cerrent decade, he stated at

the celebration.

The facists came to power as the r»-.-5ult of the violent

overthrow of the popularly elected government of

President Salvador Allende. The CI. A. has admitted that

it fin.inred that coup.
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Annoiincements

Join Us
NUMMO News is the voice of Black, Latino

and Asian-American students fronn the University

of Massachusetts, and as such voices the con-

cerns of people of color from across the world.

"Nummo is the magic power of the written

and spoken word ", are the words that ap-

peared in Numnno a full seven years ago Never

has this been nnore true than it is today, because

the issues facing Black, Latino and Asian-

American peoples must be clarified and addressed

by people of color for themselves. For these

issues and problems remain obscured and

distorted by main-streann mass media and in the

public eye. Often, there is just a simple silence

where there should be outrage, questioning and a

resolution towards action. The true voice of the

Third World community is needed to ensure that

these concerns are dealt with at all, never mind

correcting the narrow perspective that often

prevails when the controversial, and usually vital

issues, are concerned. And they are not only

those which are limited to the Third World

peoples

Class requirements;
- Submit 2-3 typed articles (depending on length)

per week on every Thursday;

-Attend mandatory meetings on Mondays and

Wednesdays
-Attend production process twice a month.

All interested persons are invited to attend our next

General Meeting, which is held on Mondays and

Wednesdays at 4:30 in Room 103 of New Africa

House

College life can sometimes be very monotonous.

You go to your 10:00 Psychology class. History at

11:15. Lunch in the D.C. and so on When you've

Mercer Ellington will be at the Fine Arts Center with

the Duke Ellington Orchestra on Monday September

-2£L

come to realize it, you've spent tour years at UMass

without knowing any more than what you've been

academically required to know. But, there is more to

college life than this.

NUMMO News is offering a 3 credit class of which

you should take advantage of. If you are interested in

learning about the many aspects of newspaper pro-

duction ranging from graphic design, journalism,

political struggle, cultural awareness and preserva-

tion, photography, art, music, sports, health, cooking

from various cultures, etc., etc..

Any interested person is invited to contribute their

talentsi! Take advantage of the opportunity to expand

your hidden capabilities!!

Join with NUMMO News and

IF YOU KNOW TEACH
IF YOU DON'T KNOW LEARN

NUMMO News is presently the largest weekly Third

World newspaper in the Five-College Area. It began in

protest of the absence of news pertaining to black

people in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Since

then It has expanded its coverage to include other pro-

fessed minorities and oppressed people. But basically

NUMMO exists in order to give "the other side" of the

story. In that respect NUMMO is a dynamic and in-

fluential periodical

Because NUMMO was begotten from struggle we

have to keep in mind that nothing worth having comes

easy In addition, NUMMO haS a duty to keep abreast

of the current political climates. NUMMO must essen-

tially operate as a three headed entity with an eye on

campus and local events, another one on national

news and a third that surveys global activities. NUM-

MO News has the dialectical responsibility of catering

to the audience at hand without becoming totally self-

centered. We must understand that this burden is not

African Forum
African Forum, New England's leading African Affairs

show, IS broadcast from 5:00-6:00 p m. every Satur-

day. So far the best reportage on African Affairs, be

sure to listen to African Forum every Saturday on

WMUA91.1 FM

East St. Dance Studio

A new, creative dance studio the East St. Dance

Studio extends an invitation to the community, to par-

ticipate and explore the varied and diverse dance

classes which will be offered on a continuing basis

through this studio There will be a free workshop of-

fered on Saturday September 25, from 2:00-5:00 PM
The East St Dance Studio will be offering such rich

and unique styles as African-American Techniques,

Jazz, Afriban-American Dance Theatre performance,

Black concert Dance, and explorations of the African-

American Choreopoem
Come celebrate with the East St Dance Studio 47

East St Hadley 586-4507

SAFA
SAP. A. -(Student Advocate for Financial Aid), ten-

dra su primera reunion el martes 21 de septiembre en

Machmer Hall W-10 a las 5:00 p.m Se eligiran co-

presidente, secretano y tesorero.

Para mas informacion llama a GeraW Grady 545-2562

a light one but that it must be borne and wrestled with

by current and future staff.

NUMMO News staff are trained in all phases of

newspaper production, including: reporting, writing,

photography, typesetting, graphic reproduction and

layout. The "each one teach one" philosophy is fully

operative from 5pm Friday evening to 4:30pm Sunday

afternoon in the Campus Center graphics room. Ob-

viously there is a great deal to be gained in the area of

creative development and it would be in your best in-

terests to join our staff. NUMMO News would also

benefit tremendously from organized input. The more

minds that are used to put forth the printed word the

more impact the newspaper will have.

This semester NUMMO is inviting interested in-

dividuals to check out what we do. These people will

be shown the responsibilities and duties of the staff.

NUMMO would also like to feature guest columnists,

the roving photographer, a community digest and an

arts/entertainment section on a regular basis.

However, these features are contingent upon increas-

ed community involvement.

This semester NUMMO is offering a class whose

students will consist of writer/reporters and

photographers. Writer/ reporters will be assigned a

lecture or event to cover and write on. Articles will be

due Thursday at 7pm, unless the event you were

assigned to has not occured yet. Similarly,

photographers will be assigned an event or person

whom they must photograph. They will be required to

develop their pictures Friday evening or Saturday

afternoon. In addition, students will be trained in all

phases of production of the newspaper. This training

will be conducted at varying points in the semester.

The Duke Ellington Orchestra

To Perform at the Rne Arta Center

The internationally famous Duke Ellington Or-

chestra, under the direction of Mercer Ellingtcn, will

perform on Monday, September 20 at 8:00 p.m. at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Mercer Ellington, the son of Duke Ellington, is a

composer, arranger and a musician. Born in

Washington, DC. on November 3, 1919, he became

associated with his father's band at the age of eight.

This represented the beginning of a musical education

that was continued more formally in New York where

he studied alto saxophone and trumpet.

Mercer's first band was formed in 1939 and included

musicians like Clark Terry, Dizzy Gillespie and Calvin

Johnson, with arrangements by the soon to be

famous Billy Strayhorn. While serving in the army dur-

ing 1943-45, Mercer played in a band directed by Sy

Oliver, he later formed another band with Carmen

McRae as vocalist. In 1950 he worked with his father,

playing E flat horn and also established the record

company that bears his name.. Mercer.

The band's personnel includes such fine musicians

as Harold Ashby, Money Johnson and Chuck Con-

ners, whose long association with Duke Ellington en-

sures authenticity of interpretation. Conducted by

Mercer, the band's performances have been received

enthusiastically at Wolf Trap, the Ravina Festival,

Robin Hood Dell, Duke University and -Steel Pier.

Mercer has also appeared as guest conducter at the

American Song Festival and Los Angeles' all city High

School Band (Contest.

Tickets for the performance are now on sale at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office, open Monday through

Friday. Noon to 4 p.m. Tickets are priced at 1 1 ,9 and 7

dollars for the general public and one-half price for

UMass, Hampshire, MHC and Smith College

students. For additional ticket information or reserva-

tions please call the Box Office at 545-251

1

Women and Development

The Third World Woman's Task Force is sponsoring a

speaker on Women And Development. The speaker

will be Anita Anand and she will cover women and

land reform, population control, adult education pro-

grams, cottage industries, the green revolution and

multi-national coroorations.

The presentation is free and open to all. It will be held

on September 20th at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center

Room 163.

Childcare will be provided at the Everywoman s

Center. For more information call Panna Putnam at

545-0883 or 545-0812.

AHORA
Runion de AHORA el martes 21 de septiembre a las

7:00 p.m en el B.C. P.

RALLY for Jobs, Peace. Justice, Socialism;

Celebrate: Sixty Years of Continuous Struggle of the

Communist Party. U.S.A.;Hear: Henry Winston, Na-

tional Chairman, CPUSA; Listen to: Metro Steel Or-

chestra and Little Flags Theatre; At: The Church of All

Nations, 333 Tremont Street, Boston. It takes place

on Saturday, September 25th at 7 P.M.
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Alleged Israeli slaying
condemned and denied
while over 200 protest

C«llcgimB pkoUt b; Mi«ka*l Marr>l>«

Student Amy Sweet expresses her opinion at a rally in front of the

Student Union Building^.

By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Physical blows almost resulted between

shouting students on the University of

Massachusetts campus yesterday when

more than 200 people gathered, some to

defend and some to condemn alleged Israeli

involvement in the weekend massacre of

Palestinian civilians.

The rally was called by the Organization

of Arab Students (OAS), a UMass
Recognized Student Organization. Several

other groups in the area attended, offering

their views on recent events in the Middle

East.

On the steps of the Student Union

Building at 12:15 p.m.. a circle of

protesters carrying pro Palestine and pro

Palestine Liberation Organization placards

was broken by students jeering claims that

the Israeli government was not responsible

for the killing at the West Beirut refugee

camp by rightist Christian gunmen.

Under overcast skies and drizzle,

protesters continued chants of "Stop U.S.

arms to Israel. ..Stop killing our

children...Long live PLO...Ix)ng live FLO."

Members of the OAS repeated chants and

shouted for about 45 minutes until the

crowd thinned into small clusters of p«>ople

who remained to discuss the Middle East

and other world issues.

"Why should the Palestinians pay the

price of the Holocaust?" UMass student and

OAS member Abdul Tamimi said.

"I'm not asking you to pay the price."Rob

Dines. 21. a UMass math major responded.

"I am asking you to live with them (the

Jews)."

"I'll live with them if they don't come as

invaders." Tamimi shot back.

"I am here to inform the people of the

massacre of innocent Palestinian people."

Tamimi said.

"Could you put down that I don't think

the Israelis did it?," Dines asked.

No actual fighting or injuries resulted

from any of the heated debates that were

seen throughout the crowd and no police or

other officials arrived during the course of

the rally.

One woman from Hadley. who said she

happened upon the rally, took the op

portunity to sell her hand drawn political

postcards for 50 cents a piece. She

displayed a cardboard sign which read

"Political Postcards Cute and Funny."

Before the rally began. Tamimi said he

came out yesterday to denounce the

massacre which he said the media in the

area has slanted pro-Israel and inform

people whom is to blame in the slaying at

the Shatila camp.

"Being Jewish and Israeli are two dif-

ferent things." Tamimi said. "I'm half

Jewish and I'm against what's going on."

UMass student Sue Yones who was living

in Palestine last June when bombing broke

out. killing her 15 year old brother, said the

massacre was "just acontinuation...it didn't

stop them from going into houses and

butchering people."

"U.S. military and economic aid has to be

cut off to Israel. As long as America keeps

giving military aid to the Israeli govern

ment. Israel will feel it has the right to

settle all disputes with military

aggression." Peter Bohmer. of the Nor

thampton Committee on central America,

said.

"We are here in support of Palestine."

League said. "We have to take a stand

against the Zionist white supremacy both in

the U.S. and in the Middle East
"

"I am a Zionist and I'm tired of fighting

with the PLO every year on campus. " said

Richard Kirschen. 21. of the Student

Alliance for Israel. "I abhor the massacre

that was carried out by the Christians. But

[ believe Israel has a right to exist.

"

At one point in the rally two unidentified

men shouted over opposite ends of the

crowd, comparing the recent massacre in

Beirut to similar events that took place

during World War II in Germany.

"It (the massacre) will nt^ver happen

again because you know what happened in

Germany." the first man shouted from

behind a pillar.

"It's happening now in Germany." the

second man shouted back.

Engineering dean intends to improve program
By BRIAN TOBEY
Collegian Correspondent

The new dean of the University of Massachusetts School

of Engineering intends to work with people in state in

dustry in order to make the school "one of the ten best in

the country."

Dr. James E.A. John is the former executive director on

Motor Vehicle Emissions for the National Academy of

Sciences, where he conducted a million dollar study on the

feasibility of automobile manufacturers meeting standards

"We will work together with the 'private

sector. We have something to offer them

and they have something to offer us. We of-

fer good engineers. They offer support to

provide good engineers,
'

' John said.

set by the Clean Air Act of 1970.

John is assuming the position vacated a year ago by

Russell Jones, who is now vice president of academic af

fairs at Boston University.

John will take over in January, after ending hLs term as

chairman of the mechanical engineering department at

Ohio State University.

Acting dean Richard J. GiRlio said that if there was any

bias in selecting a new dean, it was toward someone with

an excellent background in computer aided design and

computer aided facilities (CAD CAM). He said that two of

the three largest CAD CAM companies in the nation are in

Massachusetts.

( ollrfian photo b^ Jim Pow*ri

Dr. James John, new dean of the School of

En^nn^crinS ^^ ^^^ University of Massachusetts.

"We will work together with the private sector. We
have something to offer them and they have something to

offer us. We offer good engineers. They offer support to

provide good engineers." John said.

I think he (John) wUl work very well with outside

constitutents," Giglio said.

He said John will also work well with other deans, such

as those of the polymer science, computer science, and

psychology departments.

"Integration is very important to me and I'm sure John

shares this." he said.

According to Giglio. improving the School of

Engineering will be a matter of proceeding with business

as usual.

"I really think he'll continue what has been happening,

including some pretty dramatic growth in the school." he

said.

He added that total enrollment in the School of

Engineering has doubled in the past eight years.

An improvement that John intends to work on is a wider

use of computers.

Id like to see greater use of computers in all areas of

teaching and research. I think there is an out.standing

faculty here and it's just a matter of giving them the right

tools to achieve their full potential," he .said.

At Ohio State. John increased the mechanical

engineering faculty from 18 to 31 members, upgraded

laboratory facilities thrugh industrial involvement in

research, and set up a special laboratory to integrate

computer and interactive graphics into the department's

entire program of teaching and research.
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World and national news
m^

Reagan ordering Marines back

due to Palestinian massacre
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said

yesterday he is ordering the Marines back into Lebanon in

the wake of the massacre of Palestinian refugees there, to

help "bring that nightmare to an end."

Reagan, in a broadcast to the nation, also declared that

"it is essential that Israel withdraw from Beirut."

"For our friends in Lebanon and Israel; for our friends in

Europe and elsewhere in the Middle East; and for us as

Americans - this tragedy, horrible as it is. reminds us of

the absolute imperative of bringing peace to that troubled

country and region.

"By working for peace in the Middle East, we serve the

cause of world peace, and the future of mankind," he said.

Reagan said the Marines would again be joined in their

mission by units from PVance and Italy. The same nations

sent the peacekeeping force which oversaw the withdrawal

of Palestine Liberation Organization fighters from Beirut

early this month.

Reagan made clear that his decision to return American

troops to Beirut was pinned to the recent massacre of

Palestinians in their refugee camps.

"The scenes that the whole world witnessed this past

weekend were among the most heart-rending in the long

nightmare of Lebanon's agony. Millions of us have seen

pictures of the Palestinian victimsof this tragedy. There is

little that words can add. But there are actions we can and

must take to bring that nightmare to an end," he said.
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Reagan asks

for halt in

railway strike

Washington (AP) -
President Reagan yesterday '

asked Congress to bring a

halt to the nationwide rail

strike after talks between

the railroads and engineer's

union collapsed and a federal

mediator reported "no

reasonable prospect" of a

settlement.

"The nation cannot afford

a prolonged rail strike."

Transportation Secretary

Drew Lewis told reporters

after meeting with the

president. "It is clear that

any long term rail strike

could have serious impact on

the national defense and the

economy."
Within minutes of the

announcement at the White

House, Senate Majority

Leader Howard Baker said

the House and the Senate

would begin separate

hearings on the president's

request this morning.

Ijewis said the president

wants Congress to approve

legislation that would im

pose on the railroad and

engineers the recom
mendations of a special

presidential commission

established during the 60-

day cooling off period that

ended Sunday.

Responsibility

denied in Nuke

weapons bill

By STEVEN A. COHEN

BOSTON (AP) - House

Speaker Thomas W. McGee

denied responsibility yester-

day for blocking a bill pro-

viding a statewide referen-

dum Nov. 2 on a nuclear

weapons freeze, although

others said the responsibili-

ty is his alone.

Meanwhile, a letter urg-

ing McGee to act, signed by

most members of the state's

congressional delegation

was distributed at the

Statehouse by U.S. Rep.

Edward Markey.

"As you know, the entire

Massachusetts congres-

sional delegation supports a

nuclear weapons freeze,"

the letter said. "It would be

unfortunate if the people of

Massachusetts, who have

shown so much enthusiasm

for the freeze in the past,

did not have the opportunity

to join other Americans in

voting on this important

f^rassroots initiative."

UMass students promote

voter registration drive

PtMlo hj Bryu taakwa;

Fran Ferry, a guitar teacher with the department of Continuing

Education at the University of Massachusetts, shows off his skunk,

Samuel Sebastian Sylvester.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

A two day voter registration drive is be-

ing kicked off today at the University of

Massachusetts in an effort to increase stu-

dent involvement in the political process.

The Amherst Town Registrar will have a

table from 10 am to 3 pm today and tomor-

row on the Campus Center Concourse next

to the information desk for anyone in-

terested in registering. All Amherst

residents over the age of eighteen are eligi-

ble to register for the gubernatorial elec-

tion Nov. 2.

"In the last gubernatorial election only

nine percent of the eligible voters between

the ages of 18 and 24 voted. With this voter

registration drive we hope to change that,"

said Sheila Sullivan, chairperson of the

Public Policy Committee for the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy (SCERA), which is sponsoring the

event.

In an effort to attract attention to the

drive a rally will be held outside the Cam-

pus Center by Metawampe Lawn. The rally

will begin at 11:15 am with the music of

Spellbound. Speakers will include officers

from the Undergraduate Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA), Sullivan said.

"Clearly the people who hold office have

not given the attention deserved to the

issues important to students. In order for

students to expect consideration to be paid

to such issues as decreased financial aid, in

creased tuition costs and student represen-

tation....on the Board of Regents, they will

have to prove themselves to be a viable

political force. The only way to do this is tc

go to the polls and vote," said Sharon

Davies, Speaker of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate.

Jim Murphy, Student Trustee and Presi

dent of the SGA, said the need for student*^

to vote is particularly important in this

election because there are several referen-

dum questions on the ballot which will have

a great impact on the state in the long run.

"This election is more important (thai

others) because of the referendum quea

tions. They give a degree of indirect in

fluence in the way people live," he said.

Included as referendum questions are a

constitutional amendment in favor of the

death penalty; a proposed law that would

allow local communities to prevent the con

struction of nuclear power plants or hazar-

dous waste treatment plants in their com-

munities against their wishes; and a pro

posal to repeal the Bottle Bill which wnt'

passed last year by the State Legislature

Last sprmg the bottling industry succeeded

in gaining enough signatures to put it on

the ballot this November.

Food Services looking for increase in profits
By JILL OKUN
Collegian Correspondent

The Campus Center Food Services at the University of

Massachusetts has operated at a loss over the past few

years, but with $750,000 worth of renovations to the

Hatch. The Blue Wall, and the Top of the Campus
Restaurant (T.O.C.). food service manager Richard Ellis

said that he hopes to see a profit.

A lot of hard work and effort has been put forth to in

crease profits. "People are willing to open up to the

weaknesses of last year and make some positive changes."

said Bruce Aller, assistant marketing coordinator. "The

department is more aggressive and organized, and feels

confident that their hard work will pay off.

"

"We have made headway in eliminating problems and

improved tremendously," said Ellis.

The $750,000 to renovate the Campus Center Food

Services' facilities was borrowed from the Auxiliary

Services which overlooks all UMass areas not related to

academics. The Auxiliary Services money came from

profits earned from conferences held at UMass. The loan is

supposed to be paid back at a rate of $50,000 a year, said

Bernard F. Wilkes Jr., assisUnt director of food services.

Transit Authority

drivers are proven

safe and competent
By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts student bus drivers

demonstrated competence, safety knowledge and driving

skills by sweeping the regional competition over six area

bus companies in a recent Pioneer Valley Transit Authori-

ty (PVTA) "Roadeo."

"We are considered the black sheep company of all the

area bus drivers," said Chip Osgood, a UMass senior and

second place winner of the contest.

"UMass transit has one of the best safety records in the

country and we don't get the chance to call attention to

our skills," he said.

The Roadeo, held on September 12th in Springfield, in-

volved a three part driving and safety contest between six

area companies including Springfield Transit, Peter Pan

and Western Massachusetts Bus Lines and Longueil

Transportation.

Drivers were required to steer the cumbersome buses

around serpentine comers, into reverse sharp turns,

through cones, up to loading docks, and other difficult

maneuvers.

In addition, drivers were given a written safety quiz and

a safety inspection test, in which they looked for defects

planted on the buses.

"Everyone in the competition had to be extremely com-

petent, the driving course was difficult and required driv-

ing much harder than most normal situations," said

Jeremy Rogers, first place winner.

Wilkes said that he is confident that the loan will be paid

off on schedule with extra income leftover to offset the

costs of running the facilities.

"The renovation was done with the intention of its

paying for itself. ' said Ellis. He said that he hopes to pay

back the loan and make a considerable profit at the same

time.

The T.O.C. on the 11th floor of the Campus Center with

its relaxed atmosphere and new menu items, has already

increased profits over last year. During the first two days

of school, the T.O.C. had half the business that it had in the

whole month of September la.st year. This was due to a

promotion campaign aimed at drawing students' parents to

the T.O.C. AUer said.

The Hatch got off to a late start this semester, because

of problems with hiring enough personel. but it will no

doubt turn a profit due to its impressive renovations, said

EUis. The Hatch now offers a variety of services including

a deli, pizza and Italian food, a wine and cheese bar and a

salad bar. New ideas are also being experimented with.

For example, a make your own spaghetti dinner will be

featured in the Italian food section of the hatch, he .said.

Profits at the Blue Wall may suffer due to competition

from other drinking places in the area. "The strength of

the Blue Wall was in its convenience for freshmen and on

campus students." said Aller. but with the renovations and

•new atmosphere business should increase.

The coffee shop, which has not been renovated, has

always shown a profit, said Ellis.

The Campus Center Food Services provides students

with a choice of food at a good price Ellis said. However,

there are 39 restaurants in the Amherst area drawing the

business away and competing for student dollars, said

EUis. He said he believes that food services can better cope

with outside competition by "giving customers more value

for their dollars."

The basic thrust behind the renovation of the T.O.C,

the Blue Wall, and the Hatch was to give the customers

more variety, more space, and additional services to at-

tract a larger clientele. Ellis said.

The Campus Center Food Services will now be open

during the summer and intersession. Most of this business

will come from conferences held at UMass and student

orientations.

"La.st summer we did not show a profit, but it was very

close to being a border line summer. " said Ellis, who an-

ticipates a profit next summer.

Christine Vog^e, 10, of Amherst rides at Tillson Farm.
Collegian pltoto b; Mi«luMl Mwgolt*

The UMass Transit System consists of about 150 bus

rivers, all students, nine of whom were entered in the

loadeo. Rogers, a UMass senior, took the first place spot,

nd will represent the PVTA in a four day national com-

etition in Boston next month. Steve Pause, a graduate

tudent in Environmental Science, placed third overall,

"he top five winners of the Roadeo received cash and

'X)phy prizes.

"UMass Transit is elated and proud about the ac-

implishment and we hope this proves that our drivers

-e the best," said Rogers.

Heavy pedestrian flow and overcrowding of passengers

are among the special problems faced by UMass bus

drivers. "We probably did so well because of our ex-

perience with these situations," Rogers said.

The drivers of UMass buses work part time and are full

time students with a normal course load. "Passengers

often don't realize that we are students, too, and have the

same pressures they do," Osgood said.

The UMass Transit System as a whole deserves credit

for its well run supervision, training program, and clean

safety record, said Rogers. The student bus drivers hope

to receive recognition and respect for their achievements,

he said.
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Student Employment
Opportunities

Graphic Designers
&

Editors Needed
Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union

545-0341 ext 28

SGA Communications Office

Is Your Rent Too High?
s»i.

1 T'^v:-:-^ r

I

Peace Corps representatives

recruiting technical volunteers
Prospective Peace Corps volunteers can talk to

representatives from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. today at the Jones
Library, 43 Amity St., Amherst.

Volunteers can have personal and technical skills in any

area. They serve for two years, receive a living allowance,

paid travel and training, complete medical care, and a

readjustment allowance of $175 per month served. Retired

professionals are also encouraged to apply.

Anyone unable to attend the recruitment drive today

should call the Boston Area Office at (617) 223 7366. or

write to Peace Corps, 1405 McCormack POCH. Boston,

MA. 02109.

University offering practicums

in Arabic and budget making
A practictim on University budget and decision-making

offering one to three credits is being offered from 7 to 1(

pm on Thursdays in Campus Center room 802. Anyone in

terested should contact Peter Graham at 545-0341 oi

323-7383, or attend the meeting Thursday.

A second section of elementary Arabic is being offered

at Amherst College. The six-credit intensive course is

open to UMass students, who should contact Ms. Aida

Nawar at 542-2035 or 253-7901.

Psych, department to study

premenstrual mood changes
Women who experience moderate to severe premen-

strual mood changes are invited to participate in a study

conducted by the psychology department. For more in-

formation, contact the psychology department Monday

through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in room 620 of Tobin

HaU or call 545- 1559

Rent Control is one of the

many programs that you can

become involved in.

Join the Commuter Collective
student Government 'frjCKf ^ampus Students

dow>oouoppSoooooo(iTor mnra Info oome .{o 404 SUB^or

FREE DEMONSTRATION
UMASS AMERICAN KARATE

You are invited to a

demonstration by the 0^

male and female in New
England

.

Larry Kelley and

Donna Johnson
Date: Sept. 22nd

Time: 8:30 p.m.

Place: NOPE 22

You've Seen The Rest,

Now See The Best!

KARATE

NOW OPEN ^
NORTH AMHER^^^^

TIRE & AUTO CENTER

Larry

Kelley

#1 U.S.

Top Ten
National

Fighter

Steel Belted

Radial

$35.00
size 155-13

Full Service Tire Store
• computer wheel balancing

• front end alignment • brakes & shocks

78 Old Sunderland Rd., N. Amherst

549-4704
across from Watrobas Store

VtSA-

r~L

Dictionary - Thesaurus Sale

DUS DKIYING JOBS
U-Mqss Transit S«rylc#

will accept QppllcQtions for Its

Foil Training Program

Wednesday, S»pt. 22

at 6:00 P.M.

Roam 166 Campus C«nt»r

Minimum Quollflcotions:

- 16 y^ors off og*
- H»ld ClQis III iicvns* for at kost \ ymw

- Enrolled in o U-Moss d*gr»#

progrom with at •ost 3 s*m*st*rs

rvmoining (positiv* prooff r*quir»d

to r»c*lv* Qpplkotion)

Only 75 Applications

Will D» Acc«pt»d

Soth work itudy ond non-worh itudy

or* QccvptobI*

U-Mou Transit ii on offlrmotiv*

octlon/*9uol opportunity •mployor

Americas
Best-Selling
Dictionary

$11.45
List 13.96

Websters
New

Collegiate

Dictionarv,

More than 150,000 entries. Orer 191,000 precise definitions.

22;00U new words and meanings.

27,000 examples showing appropriate word usage.

The late8t...eighth in tlw famous Collegiate series,

die most widdy approved dictionaries foi funne. office and schooL

Also on Sale

American Heritage Dictionary: 2nd Ed. 12.25 List 14.95

Random House College Dictionary. . . . 12.25 List 14.95

Webster's New World Dictionary 12.25 List 14.95

Merriam-Webster Collegiate Thesaurus. 9.95 List 11.95

Doubleday's Thesaurus 8.95 List 11.95

^ UNIVERSITY
iSTOR-"jLocated in the Campus Center

)pen M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4
-**^ -M =S^t^

**Infetce5t^ ttt AthUtic5?"

FoK. Infwmixtioti on att
cuKicetit Untv. AtHUtic events,

tticLuW^ foot^^ll, socceK,
xoiieyH'M, cfa>55-coimtity,

helb hockiy, ^ot{ , ( tenttts,

\0e> «V^ TIPS

a. SeKvice of De^J^ of Sl\ibenrs Office

r
Tuesday

Disco and Rock
with

Al Stoner

TWO FOR ONE
9 till 1

oil Liquor Driniis

SHAB
Is

A sexually

transmitted

disease? D
A new tf xi service

in Amherst? U
A new diet

drink? D
WRONQI

SHAB is the Student
Health Advisory
Board whose
members are the of-

ficial liasions between
the University Health

Services and the
students. Care to get

involved? If you are a

student and have
enrolled in the basic

health plan you can
join SHAB.
Next meeting:

Thurs. Sept. 23
5:30 PM
University

Health Services
Rm 302

For info call:

549-2671 ext. )81

HAVE SOME FUN WITH 4 FOR $1
—

-\

I. rif

'A'
V _

TUESDAY 25' Drafts/ 1.50 Pitchers
Kv ••*'

A STH' UPPOO It

itn:iiAiros

DVP presents —

ROBERT KLEIN

Tuesday, September 21

at 8 pm in the F.A.C.

Tickets on sale Fri., Mon, & Tues

at Tickets Unlimited

and at the door

$2. Five College Students

$4. General Public

uniiEV
LuncHEon
Experience the sites and tastes

of the Greater Pioneer Valley.

Our special luncheon features

a film on the Valley, as well

as food native to the area.

MENU
Hadley Asparagus Soup
Mohawk Trail Corn on the Cob
ICielbasa

Granby Bar-B-Q Chicken

Sunderland Spinach

Country Style Apple Turnovers

& Pies . . .and a

complimentary glass of wine

2.75

Wed.
Sept.

22nd

11:30 to 1:30 pm
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NEW WAVE
&

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

}
vO -UU v\/ith this coupon

I /a 50 with shampoo & Blow Dry

I 11.50 long hair shampoo Et Blow Dry

I
Free Consultations

i please call for an appoin ment

\
STYLES BY DEBORAH

65 University Drive, Amherst

549-5610 c
SiQir^UQi^'^

vih^L£p

^I ^

STVI.KS B^ DKHOKMI STM.KS \\\ l»KH(»l{\ll ^\

V

CYCV^

OFFERING:
•Quality Repairs

• Reasonable Prices

• 1 day Repair Service

•We custom-fit you to your bicycle

•Wheels, hand-built to your
specifications and guaranteed for

year.

• Free wheels; 5. 6 and 7 speed, built

with yourchoice of gears

Check our everyday low prices on:

89 Main St.

Amherst

256-0880
Behind the Cheese Shop

and Valley Farms Dairy Store

and rU Jl...two nannes
you can trust for quality,

dependability and real

value.

FALL SPECIAL

20% off
All accessories with the
purchaseof any new
FUJI bicycle. Offer good
through Oct. 30.

•••Wheelsmit'i' Wheels *79.95 vi

•Bailen Hein ets 'The Buy of your Life '39.95

•Specialized Tires-'Best Buy'Bicycling, June 1981
'9.00

•Blackburn & Cannondale Combination 10% off

•Zefal HP Pump '14.95

•Cannondale Day Packs (Bookba9s)_M5^Q0^_^25j^

JOHN MORRELL MDN'T
BECOMEATRAINEE AFIER COLLEGE.

HE BECAMEA MANAGER.
"As Exec utui' C"Hficcr of thr

Amiy - Defense Lan^iii.iye lnstiiute.it

Monterey. Q>liti)mi;i, I ni resptnisiNe

tor the hi^usm^;. feeding .nid well-

hein^; ot XV students And tkit s n< >

small t.isk 1 manage an .innual ftxH.1

budget ot over a million and a half

dollars And Im accountable tor five

million di>llars worth ot pn>pertY

"On top of manaKing money.

1 also supervise a staff of 24 people

And each one has unique problems

that 1 have to handle on a daily basis

You better believe the leaciership

and management training I received

in Army ROTC is paying i>tif

There are other gtKxJ rcast>ns

for faking RC^C. ttxi Like scholar-

ship oppt>nunities And financial

assistance -up to $1,000 a year tor

-«

-.JH

m^ •

k .. I

Vi>ur List two years of RC^TC
If you want a |ob after college

that offers real challenge and real

resp«nisibilify. dt> what lohn Morrell

did Take Army RtTTC

And K'gin your future as an

officer

Contact:

Cpt Patrick Merryman

545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
BEAaYOU CAN

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 SunderlarKJ

Close to Amherst,
on bus line

2 bedroom gardens
31&^320 includes hot

water,no utilities

3 bedrooms also

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

066-3866
otiice open from

10 5 weekdays,
Saturdays 1-4

U.Mqss

1st 1 1 l.'hii Ml Tt I'll «.l^ .1 huMtii'ss ni.ijur .it

222222222
Jf************'

Dastardly
Dgns-ft^

I

TONIGHT •^^
25c DRAFTS No Cover

8 pm til Closing
36 E. Pleasant St., Amharst. MA 26^-9286

J

OPEN RUSH

Sept. 16/21,22,271
8:50 - n pM

^XOME ANd SEE A

FraternIty bAcliEd up by
150 YEARS of TRAdirioN^^

CaU 545-5910
AlphA DeIta Phi

496 N. PIeasant St.

NEXT TO Newman Center

PC-1500
List Price 300.00

SALE $229,951
I A nmm tow covt handhak) p*rional computw lo<

profaislontH, tludanti ind horn* us*
1 TtM PC 1S00 luturvs *n •utandad BASIC tanguag*
operating systam capable of handling two dimarv

sional anays. vanabia string lengltis. progrim
chaining, full graphic commands and many ottiar

taaturaa

I Th* PC 1S00 Incwporatat 16K byta* o( tyslam ROM
and 2 6k bytas of uaar aviilabia RAM Eipandabia up
to 10 6k bytat of RAM by uting optional aipanaion
modulaa

i 214 pag« applicationa manua' contains ovei SO raady
to usa programs (or math, butinass. statistics.

angtncarlrtg and gama applications

I M«fnory Salaguartr*". an added laatur* that

corvanianlly prevsnts arasura ol programs or data.

avan whan the mortal is lurnad oft

I 4K byta and 8K byte RAM anpansion modules otter

greater programming capacity

I An S bit C mos CPU anablas last data processing

«>Mle consuming little energy

I 7 1S6 dot matrin LCD display that can be
programmed to create graphics, ligures oi special

symbols
I A special tone generation allows tt>e programmer to
add the dimension ol sound

I A simplitied instruction manual that allows a

tieginner or an advanced programmer to t>egin

programming immediately
I Automatic Power Oft lAPO)'" saves power by turning
ott ttie computer whan left unattended

I 26 charecta< wide LCD display

I Full ASCII ctiaracter sat with upper artd lower cases

t_ i_ (. i-

t- L C 1. I.

aOSS L.L.UL L

y
tainiiowei baa'* tpmiomi

CE-150
List Price 250.00

SALE $199.95
The CE 150, an optional pnr:ai)casset»e Itttedaca.

provides lour color graphics <l ditlarent ctiaracter

sites aiHl X. Y plottir>g capability

The CE ISO can be programmed to print in 9 dilterent

character sizes ranging Irom 4 to 36 dtglts per line

Rotate commands allow the CE ISO to print up. down,
left or right

Uses plain paper ^—
Comes with an attractive carrying case. Ayc
adapter«charger. 3 rolls ol paper and dual
cassette cables.

Prints a hard copy "list" o* your entire program.

Sales Racore tpmitauD

ntgressMn Cunw ipnnlout]y

Open M-F 9-5

Wed & Thur 9-9

Saturday 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

^yUNIVERSITY
STORED

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.'.'«'i'i'rt '

i
'
.'»ir«'i*<i' 1^ k.t^tJW^

'COMEON, irr'S(50-^4AVt I WER UP^U VV^nG?'

Is us press

PLO puppet?
Dan Rather once commented, "There is no such

thing as objectivity in news reporting." This

statement rings true when appUed to the media's

coverage of the Israeli occupation of Lebanon. No other

event better illustrates the way the media can distort the

facts.

The successful manipulation of the American press can

be traced to the work of the P.T. Bamum of Middle East

politics, Yassir Arafat. Like Bamum, Arafat knows that a

sucker is bom every minute. In fact, he found three of

them all U.S. Congressmen. In a flurry of photographs

and handshakes, the PLO chairman had three prestigious

U.S. representatives believing that the PLO would

recognize Israel's right to exist. He did this by signing a

piece of paper acquiescing to all United Nations resolu-

tions pertaining to the Palestinian question. Unfortunate-

ly, he later admitted that (in his opinion) U.N. resolutions

242 and 338, which guarantee Israel's right to exist, do

not pertain to the Palestinian question. The three Con-

gressmen are still wiping the egg off their faces.

Bureaucracy and neglect at its best

The day had been as expected: Tiring, and not

without ita stressful side. But now that the

packing was completed, I felt relaxed enough to

doie in the back seat of the family station wagon as my

parents and I made the drive to Amherst.

Signing into the dorm went smoothly enough and we

quickly l^gan to unpack the car. The door to my room was

ajar but it wasn't until we pushed the door open that we

saw the cans of paint. And the dropcloths. And the paint

chips. On the desk. And all over the carpet. Not to mention

the overhead light hanging precariously over us. the swit

chplate lying on the desk, the paint on the woodwork and

the outside of the windowpane and the absence of a

waatebasket.

Bill Thomas
Muttered curses pive way to constructive action as we

moved the paint and dropcloths out into the hail and put

my stuff in the closet. "Nothing to get upset about," 1 told

myself. "All I have to do is to tell someone about it and

they'll take care of it. I mean, I paid my bill on time and

returned my housing confirmation card." I was playing by

all the rules so I knew the system would work for me.

The student at the sign-in desk in Baker made a quick

phone call, hung up, and told me that someone would be

over that evening.

"Well, that was easy enough," I thought, although my

skeptical side said "sure someone will come by. And fish

ride bicycles."

But no UMass employee was to make an appearance

that evening, nor the next day, nor the day after that, in

spite of repeated calls to the main housing maintenance of-

fice, in spite of personal appearances made by me to the

area management office for Central, in spite of repeated

assurances that "we'll send someone up right away."

Charlie, our hardworking janitor in Greenough, ended

up vacuuming my carpet and wip'ng off my desk. But he is

as much a victim of bureaucratic buck passing as I am. His

attempts at acting an an intermediary on my tiehalf were

met with the same results as my efforts were - with lip ser-

vice being paid to the grievance but nothing being done

about the paint smeared over my window. Outcome: Even

tually the student wearies of the hassles involved and tries

to forget about it. After all (we think) is it worth it when

we have a myriad of other responsibilities that must be at-

tended to?

But it's a little disconcerting when you're told blatant

lies such as these explanations given to me at the office of

area management for the Central Residential Area:

"The problem is that it's too small a problem. They'll

never get around to it." Or: "The type of paint that we

need to do it isn't readily available."

The point is that there wouldn't be any problem if the

painters had finished the job before school started. But

they couldn't paint the ceiling (and for some reason, the

woodwork) until the leak in the roof from the previous

semester had been repaired. Hence the painters' solution

to not being able to finish my room was to leave the stuff

there. Problem? What problem? Let the next guy deal

with it.

Why wasn't the roof repaired by the time that the

university opened this semester? Well, it's a long story.

One of gross mismanagement of tax dollars. As students

bear the brunt of budget cuts in the form of reduced finan-

cial aid, the abuse of state funds continues unabated

within such departments as the UMass physical plant.

With the implemenUtion of a desperately needed restruc-

turing of the physical plant system, perhaps the state

would have more money available for the education of col-

lege students.

Bill Thomas is a UMass Student

Letters
There is no excuse for the murder of innocent people

To the Editor:

The Hebrew people will never forget March 1944 and the

Nazi terrorism. The Lebanese and Palestinian people will

never forget 1936. 1948, 1967, and 1982 and the Zionist

terrorism. To help the people of I^ebanon. Israel pushed

185,000 fully equipped soldiers against civilians and

homeless people to restore the so called peace and in the

name of humanity.

Because of this action. 30.000 people were killed m one

month.
Later, the president elect of Lebanon was killed for his

refusal to sign a treaty with Israel. After that more than

1.000 Palestinian civUians in Sabra and Shatela refugee

camps were eliminated. Now. after the P.L.O. left Beirut;

what is the Zionist excuse for kiUing more people? What

kind of people could allow 1.000 mnoceni reiugees to be

murdered?
Above all. are they going to pull out? No!! We know all

the answers. As they pulled out of the West Bank in 1967.

they will pull out of Lebanon in 1982!!!!

Their dream is the "promised land" which is Palestine.

Lebanon. Syria, Jordan and Iraq. Also, new settlements.

Lebanese water... etc. So far they have changed in

Lebanon highway names (Sharon's Highway). Banks

(Eliate Bank), airlines (E'Al), currency, army, the identity

of Lebanese and Palestinian people and still more to

come...

We promise to fight injustice and fascism and we need

your support.

Mike Osyroin

Amherst

Five-college courses are still available and accessible

To the Editor:

An article published the first day of this semester about

the Five CoUege Interchange System erroneously gave the

impression that a student could only take a course off

campus if a similar one was not offered here. Not true!

The entire curriculum of Amherst College. Smith College.

Mount Holvoke CoUege and Hampshire CoI!"«re are

available -'with no reservations- to all UMass students

except first semester freshmen. I wUl be registering

students into fall courses off-campus in Machmer m E 27A

up until September 24. Only if the course is in the student s

major need the student ha-, anyone else's permission to

take the course if enrollment is still open.

Daphne S. Reed
Five CoUege Advisor

.MI loiters must hv signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number,
which will not hv published. Please type

double spaced at •IT characters per line. Due
to space limitations and the \olume of mail,

we rei^ret we are unable to acknowledji^e

unpublished letters. .Ml letters are subject to

<»ditinj( for clarity and lenjjth. , .

Dave McCarthy

During the recent fighting. Mr. Arafat showed his

master at manipulating the press. At press conference

after press conference, he had some newspeople believing

a story of mass genocide. Except, in this version, those

who had been killed in the past had become the present

killers. Genocide is defined as race murder. If Arafat

thinks the killing of the PLO and the extermination of the

Palestinian people are one in the same, he is either a

dreamer or a fool. The PLO is no more the representative

of the Palestinians than the I.R.A. is the representative of

the Irish.

Another manipulation of the press concerned Israel's

dislocation of civilians in West Beirut.

To give a brief background, Lebanon has always had a

Christian majority and a Moslem minority. Eight years

ago, when the PLO infiltrated the l^ebanese countryside,

some Moslem sects harbored the PLO in hopes of creating

a coalition that would some day eradicate the Christians in

a blaze of Islamic furvor. So when Israel decided to

remove the PLO threat to the north, it had to go to the

source. That source was the cities that harbored the

Israeli enemy.

It is a shame that innocent people were killed. But that

is the PLO way: to cowardly hide among the civilians. So

by sympathizing and harboring the PLO. Moslem guerillas

must take a major responsibility for the destruction of

West Beirut.

No rational person can condone the destruction inflicted

by either side. So many variables, including the recent kill-

ing of Palestinian refugees, blur the lines of who is right

and who is wrong. But the American media has painted

Israel as the villian, and the PLO as the oppressed. It will

be interesting to watch if the media's slant vascillates in

response to new fighting between Moslems and Christian

Phlangists. With atrocities being committed on both sides,

the painting of one side being right and the other being

wrong has me wondering if the press has lost its senses.

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian Columnitt
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Third World student urged to attend meeting
UMass Third World students of the

University of Massachusetts are urged to

attend the annual Third World

Organizational Fair to be held Saturday

September 25. 1982 from 7 9 pm in the

Student Union Ballroom.

"The purpose of the fair is to inform and

recruit Third World Students for various

Third World organizations such as

AHORA. AFRIK AM. BCP. BLACK
AFFAIRS. ASA and others." said Nelson

together based on the love of our respective

cultures and our willingness to share that

culture," said Crayton.

"Experience can be gained by becoming
involved in Third World organizations,

experience which enhances your ability to

compete in 'the real world."' said Crayton.

Presentations will be made by members
of all Third World organizations and tables

will be set up for registration. In addition,

live entertainment will be provided by

Magnum Force!

Those who profess to favor freedom and depreciate

agitation are the people who want crops to grow

without plowing up the ground they want rain without

thunder and lightning they want the ocean without

the aufid roar (fits luaterspoim^oonoedesnodt^

Frederick Douglas

August 1857

Acosta. active member of the office of Third

World Affairs.

"Whether we are Black. Latino. Asian or

other, we all come from communities where

the culture and traditions and the issues

confronting our lives are preserved and

promoted." said Tony Crayton, former

director of the Office of Third World

Affairs.

"Here in Amherst" said Crayton, "we are

in another world. The things which hold us

together at home are foreign to the

majority of the population in Amherst."

"Third World organizations exist to

provide a consistent means of bringing us

"This should be one of our most

pnxluctive years. Ongoing relationships

have been established between Third

World organizations and the Third World

faculty, which should enhance our ef-

fectiveness and add to the quality of our

programs and activities," said Crayton.

One important note to remember is that

none of this will work if we don't have

people to participate. Your support is

desperately needed in order to make this

year one of ih^ most successful years in

UMass history. We. the editors of BLACK
AFFAIRS are looking forward to seeing

you on Saturday night.
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GOIDRING SALE
15 off10KCk>ld 30 off14KCk>ld

Date: Sept. 20th, 21st, 22nd (Mon, Tue, Wed)
Time: 10 am - 4 pm $15 Deposit

Place: Bookstore

Prices based on $349. an ounce gold -

Buy Now before Gold goes higher!

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE

Arts
iCoHej^ian

Priced Right
from the start.

Men's
Orion Sweaters

• Work or casual wear
• Machine washable
• Assorted colors

$14.95

Made better than ever and priced better than ever, r'.ght from the start.

Route 9. Iladlry. r>H4-q(i<)0.

Monday lu Salurdiiv. 10:nO.<t:00.

1 John Cheever's

reputation remains
OH WHAT A PARADISE IT SEEMS
By John Cheever

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

Right after a well known author's death,

his work usually undergoes a period of

careful re appraisal by his most
knowledgeable students. Lectures are

given, papers are written, symposiums are

held on the most influential — all to assess

the contributions of a particular, deceased

author.

We are now entering that reflective

period for Massachusetts writer John

Cheever, whose death over the summer
leaves us with four decades' work of novels,

short stories and essays. His posthumous

reputation will remain as strong as it was in

life. Hut unfortunately his last work is far

from his best. Though this very short novel

follows through on the unity and delicacy of

prose that we expect from Cheever, it

appears flat, directionless and ultimately

incomplete compared to much of his earlier

work.
The problem with Oh What a Paradise It

Seems is not really in its prose or structure,

but the simplistic characters that move
through the book like bronze plated

statuettes. F'ew characters bear the gentle

shading and originality of Falconer or the

short .stories. We see any number of

suburban housewives, corrupt small -town

poHticians, and a New York City career girl

who keeps saying to her lover, "You don't

understand the first thing about women."

Only rarely do these highly traditional

characters seem to speak, move and

breathe.

Worst of all is Cheever's snobbish por

trayal of the Salaxzo family. This is a

morally -depraved family, he seems to say.

and it suffers from avarice, wrath and all

7/p'PRODUCTIONS ^

TOUCHSTONE
with Jazz Masters

CHICK COREA
PACO DE LUCIA

with

Tom Brechtlein

Don Alias

Carlos Benavent
Steve Kuja la

SUNDAY OCT. 3,1982
ON SALE SEPT. 20

STUDENTS $7,50&8,50 GEN. PUBLIC $8.50&9. 50

Union Records • FAC • For the Record • Ticketron

No Cans, Bottles or Canneras Please

FINE ARTS CENTER • U. MASS.
I

the other Seven Deadly Sins — plus an

eighth. The Salazzos have committed the

unpardonable sin of having had taste. They
live in a ticky-tacky split-level, watch TV
game shows and shoot the dog in the

backyard when it gets to be too much of a

bother. They are on the la.st, lowest rung of

the middle-class, until venality leads Mr.

Salazzo to some dirty but lucrative work.

The villainous Salazzos are guilty not just of

personal corruption, but of their status as

parvenues. Cheever has made a profession

of writing on the triumphs and disgraces of

the middle- and upper class. Now his pen
turns viciously to the spoilers of suburban
— the Tun^eau riche. This kind of class ism

is not worthy of Cheever.

The central character in Paradisf i.s

l^emuel Sears, an aging businessman who
finds himself in a whirlwind romance with

young Renee Herndon. Just as their

relationship starts to bust, he returns to the

village of his birth to find his beloved

Beasley Pond despoiled, a heap of rubbish

— it has been rezoned as fill. In and around

these dual conflicts. Cheever goes into long,

beautifully told but unfulfilling nostalgia for

the times when "the horb.ons of his country

were dominated by the beautiful and
lachrymose wine gla.ss elm tree and when
most of the bathtubs one stepped into had
lions' claws."

Paradise is full of breatht^iking passages

like this. Indeed, ('heever's prose remains

as graceful and beautifully enigmatic as

ever. What his work lacks is a cast of

scrutable characters. Still, it is a comment
on Cheever's prodigious talents as a writer

— and today's slackening standards in

Tiction — that despite its failings. Paradise

IS probably one of the best novels of the

year.
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
joe mtMieuis" m'ntseNioas.
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins
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\

Bloom County
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by Berke Breathed
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* Attention Collegian J

J Graphics Staff J
^ There will be a mandatory meeting for night ^
1[ graphics staff on Monday Sept. 27 at 7:00 p.m. in the ^
M graphics room. M
* If you cannot attend, call Stuart or Laura at the ^
^ Collegian immediately. ^
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WEATHER

Periods of rain and drizzle

today. High temperatures

mostly in the low 60s.

Continued cloudy with a

chance of rain tonight and
tomorrow. Overnight low in

the 40s and low 50s. Highs

tomorrow in the 60s.

WMUA 91.1 FM
Tuesday

6-9 Fern Spierer-Oblivion Express

9 12 Mike Malone Rocks
12 3 The General BMCP
3 5:30 Mr. Ted Modem Dance
5:30-6 Newswatch
6 7 UMass Hotline - Public Affairs

7-10 Miss Priss - New Music
10-2 Eliot Andrew - Disco and Funk
2-6 Classical Music with Mike Cevasco

CABLE/VIDEO
a uvc & GPC ^
S Daily Programming Schedule w

<
"

10:30-12:00 Scapin — A Moliere Classic

done in the Curtain Theater

May the Farce Be With You

12:00-12:30 — Award-winning idiocy

Just another Joke in the Wall

12:30-1:30 — The Blue Wall amature

comic night

1:30-2:00 The Last Great Americans

Comedy Show and Works
from Wolverine Productions

V
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A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackaditc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739
.

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 Chevy Impala $400 runs well

549-1004

76 Honda Civic std cassette smokes a little

but runs great $1100 or BO 584-6637

1976 Monte Cerio excellent condition

AM/FM cassette no rust 2.500 call after 7

PM 256-8088

1976 Rat 128. beilisinK) no rust evenings

549-4667

77 Camaro, standard, excellent condition,

20 mpg, $3300 negotiable 546-4017

1977 Hornet AMC very good conditions

caH256«35

75 Pinto 4 cyl 35 mpg excellent condition

clean and very dependable 256-8132

1972 VW Superbeotle new paint, very

dependable, high mpg $1200- call dinner

time 256-8247

Who Tickets Shea Stadium October 13

call 546-4647

Ski boots,
253-3484

womens, poles etc. call

Fuji 10 speed good cond.

6-9560 after 10

$100 call Gail

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydencer

for most unusual gift. Theresa 253-7822

BICYCLE FOR SALE

VIeta Super Pacer with top queiity parts

good condition $125 or best offer call

anytime 6-7861

CAMERA

Ohaus triple beam scale 2610 grams cap

mint $50 253-5006 Dan

Sexual Dynamos. Teams. Frets, Dorms,

Sororities. Hi quality hooded sweatshirts,

T-shirts, Jerseys at low prices. We print

anything. Call now Dave 666-3943 (7-12

pm)

Used Westinghouse Refrig with freezer,

left hinge. 66 inch, $150. call 584-3428

Why rent? Dorm refrigerator excellent

condition only $50 call Luis 549-441

1

76 Pinto new brakes fall sticker snows $950

queen waterbed $90 549-6185

tions. Call 546-0100 immediately

LESBIAN/GAY

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les

bian's and Gay nnen's Counseling Collective

Thursdeys. 6-9 pm. at 546-2646

Lesbians and Gay Men interested in help-

ing peers through rough times should call

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective - 546-2646

Hey You! Conrte to the Bike Club Meeting

Tuesday 7:X pm Campus Center Room
902 Touring, Racing, Good Tinr>es and

Good Friends I

Bass player seeking

546^5644

musicians Franco

LOST

FOUND

Found Tl 66 in MRST on 9/ 13 call 666-7774

to claim

Key ring with 5 keys (Chrysler) & fishing

bobber. Come to Southwest Academic Af

fairs

HELP WANTED

Yashica Contax-139 Quartz w/50 mm
Zeiss fl.7 lens, Contax autowinder end TLA

20 Avto flash, case & filter $360 firm. Tom
6^5843

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional Sound System for cof-

feehouses Call MF Sound for information

256-8400

Now you don't have to go In town for

the best sound around POLODROID party

dj's - Great Sound Best Price Pat or John

253-2967

Bellydancing for all occasions. Parties.

socials etc. Call Thereza 253-7822

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, parties, Greeks, semis.

Call nowl Paul 549-4405 Joe 549-1588

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part time staff for public

education & fund raising, will tram.

$135-$200/week & $160 $225/ week Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Recycling project has work study open-

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Work-Study Positions available at Hamp-

den Theater. Skills in carpentry, electrical,

and theater preferred Call 5462803 for in-

terview E.O.E.

- basic prefer business ap-

hrs or more fex hrs

FOR RENT

Rooms for rent fen>ale grad student

smoker. Very quiet here 549-5469

non

A one bedroom apartment is available.

Ideal for one or two persons. Call 549-2626

evenings ____^^^^
FOR SALE ~~H

Programmers
plications 20
413-736-1000

People to work for new honest Governor

Independent Frsnk Rich call J. Dalton

583-6673

Ambitious Students - take catalog orders

of toys /gifts part time. Own hours I Top

payl 586-2667

Readers for blind student call Tim Leary

546-61 87

Sales/Marketing Campus Rep position

for student working on promotion and sales

of beer products part time flexible hours

benefits call Lori Schlager 1 800-232 1904

INSTRUCTION

2 brand new 10-16 size tires white spoke

rims 125.00 or BO 549-5089

Who tickets for JFK on 9/25 Phila. Best

offer gets them call Scott 253-5234

Brand new black Capezio Jazz Pants call

256«46
^

_^
Double size mattress, springs, frame ex_

cellent condition 549-6728 evenings $110

negotiable
,

Small fridge great for dorm room $70

2532018

Telephone answering machine. Brand

new. $100.00 Bob 253-2098

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop . Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Qualified electric bass teacher

available - all levels/ styles first lesson free

more info 546-8664

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours of instruction including classroom

theory and shop. Limited enrollment.

253 2098

Pieno Lessons - classical and popular

also improvisation and music theory call

Howard 549-6495

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

WFCR needa Interns in all aspects of

membership, fundraisina and oublic rela

Student Work-Study
Employment

Typesetters Needed

Application Forms Available

in Room 420 Student Union

SGA Communications Office

545-0341 Ext 28

Car Keys, 2 dorm keys, and cylindrical key

11177 on same ring 546-5660

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Ring lost gold with red stone near Campus
Pond deep sentimental value reward please

call 546-7037

Lost - rose-colored trenchcoat. Left in

Hasbrouck or one of the cafeterias last

week sentimentel value and I'm freezing

reward call Lisa 247-5070 or 584-5967 work

I

3 Stooges Him Festival Weds Sept 22

CCA 7, 9, 11 $1.00

JFQ - Heppy Birthdey - love, Kim

PET SNAKES

MAGIC WORLD EXCLUSIVE

Wildwood teacher looking for owners of

snakes to share with pupils. Call Eileen

O'Mera 549-6300 weekdays, 586-1761 even-

ings

PIKE

Good luck Pike football. Love Little

Sisters

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

546-0041

Magic Worid Exclusive v«nth the purchase

of any scheduled airiine ticket, we include

at no extra charge $150,000 worth of flight

insurance call Steve 549 1391

OFF-CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATES

The Commuter Collective, your student

run aree government, will be holding its an

nual elections on October 4, 1982. Nomina-

tion papers will be available from sept 16-27

at the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5-2146). Help plan the semesterl Run

for commuter assemblyl

PERSONALS

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidentlal/Efficient call after 5

pm or weekends 253 7468

RIDERS WANTED

Take the Who "Magic Bus " Shea Oct 13

roundtrip 253 9958 256-8415

ROOMMATE WANTED

Speed reading, memory, concentratk>n,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M,

Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Stick It In your eerll Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs. Amh.

253 3324

Any native Francais interested in ex-

changing French /English conversation call

Lisa at 256-8463

Money$ Money$ Money$ become a

fT>ember of the undergraduate business

club. First meeting is Wed Sept 22 at 7 30

in the School of Business-Room 120 all are

welcome

Joeno. I luff de dumplin boy. De wiffe.

Missy we're going to have a great

semester. Keep leughingl Me

Congretulations to the pledges of Chi

Omege. We'll nr^eke this the best semester

ever. Get psyched.

Charlie's tonight from 8 to 12 is pitcher

and pizza night. Pitchers of domestic beer

or a carafe of wine and cheese pizza only

$4.95

Female to share furnished apt conve-

nient location. 130/mo 666-3629

Female roommete wanted to share room

in three t)edroom Townehouse $126 call

Susan 549-3868

Room available stsrting Oct 1 in Puffton

Vill. on bus route female preffered, no p>et8,

$145/nrK), heat included, call only this and

next week between 4 and 6 pm. Amy
549-1703

Female roommate needed to share

bedroom Townehouse Apts 549-6354

Private room in sunny 2 bedroom Nor-

thampton apartment near bus Robert

586-8942

Roommete needed 112 Swiss Village

$166.00/mo inci no phone come by and

check it out I

WANTED

Eckenkar - key to secret worlds classes

forming, write PO Box 283 Amherst, Mass.

010Q4

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

Need to buy drafting desk call Tami

549-4437 __^
Want five or ten speed bike for eround

town willing to spend $50-75 549-6384

Women who experience moderate to

severe premenstrual mood changes are in-

vited to join study in Psych. Dept. for fur-

ther information call 5-1569

Weight loss experiment. Female end

male subjects 20-40 yrs.. interested In

reducing up to 36 lbs. Cycle exerciseM
days/week for 26 weeks. $20 peyment

for completion call S-3829. 11 afn-2 pm.

M-F

WANTED TO BUY

Buying cleas rings, gold and silver jewelrY

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

Having Hassles? We Can Help.

UMASS MEDIATION PROJECT
an alternative method of solving conflicts involving

* Roommates
* Landlord /tenant

* Neighbors

* Student/ Faculty

* Sexual Harassment

* Family members
* Employee/ Employer

127 Hasbrouck

Univ. of Mass. 545-2462

OPEN 9-5

Mon.-Fri.
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It's official: theNFL is now on strike
NEW YORK (AP) - The National

Football league Players Association,

unable to negotiate a guaranteed piece of a

jillion dollar pie, on Monday called the first

regular- season strike in the sport's history,

effective after that night's Green Bay
ackers-New York Giants game.

The first game alfected will be 1 hursday

night, between the Atlanta Falcons and the

Chiefs in Kansas City.

"At the conclusion of tonight's game, the

eague will be struck," said union presi-

dent Gene Upshaw, a guard for the. Los

Angeles Raiders. "No practices, no

workouts, no games will be played until

management engages in good faith

jargaining."

"We are united. We are prepared to

withhold our services for as long as it takes.

The players of the NFL, as of tonight, will

)e on strike. We did not want to get into

:his position but we are forced to get

management to bargain with us."

Ed Garvey, the union's excecutive

director, said the players hope the strike

"will force the owners to start bargaining."

Jack Donlan, executive director of the

NFL Management Council, bargaining arm
of the owners, said the owners "regret that

the union has chosen this path. The only

differences between us seems to be length

of a new contract and whether the players

will be paid by individual negotiations or by

means of a wage scale tied to a fund.

"Therefore, we will proceed with our

scheduled executive committee meeting

tonight and determine our course of action.

After we have informed our member clubs

of our decisions and what actions they

should take, we will explain our position to

the public."

The league responded to the strike with a

two- sentence statement: "We are hopeful

that negotiations will resume promptly

aimed at reaching a solution. Any further

comment will come from the NFL
Management Council."

The strike, the second mid season in

terruption of American professional sports

in less than two years, revolves around

money. A 50 day strike by major league

baseball players last summer dealt with

movemnent of free agents between teams.

The players, who the union says are paid

an average of $83,000 a season, want a

guaranteed 50 percent share of the clubs'

$2.1 billion television contract plus a wage
scale based on seniority.

The owners, tjirough Donlan. have flatly

rejected the ideas of wage scales and

guaranteed percentages of any revenue for

the players.

The difference in the costs of the

packages demanded by the players and

offered by the owners is negligible. The

players want $1.6 billion over four years;

the owners have offered $1.6 billion over

five years.

The union said it had filed a new unfair-

labor practice charge with the National

Labor Relations Board on Monday following

an announcement by the management

council that it was "unalterably opposed" to

bargaining for a wage scale.

The owners have a multimillion-loan

guarantee to tide them over, but Garvey

said the union has no strike fund.

"However," he continued, "the players

have been preparing for this for two years.

We'll be able to weather the storm."

1 he executive council's strike vote was

unanimous. The only member of the board

not present was John Bunting of the

Philadelphia Eagles. He was delayed by a

rail strike.

Elvin Bethea of Houston, a member of

the committee, said: "This was a real trying

decision that we had to make. We deeply

regret it but feel it was the just and right

thing to do."

Some of the members of the council,

including Stan White of the Detroit Lions,

said players will not play or work out until

they have a signed agreement. "We have to

have an agreement before we go back to

work. We have learned that we can't trust

them, the owners, without something in

' writing. "Said Garvey: "The era of trust is

over."

But Upshaw said the players could return

"if there are meaningful negotiations with

the league."

Asked if the union was worried that

teams might try to stage games with

rookies and free agents. Washington's

Mark Murphy said: "It is an idle threat.

'Management ruined the preseason forever

when it tried to play games in 1974. I don't

think the owners want to ruin the integrity

of the regular season now."

Garvey said the union expected injured

players to continue receiving medical

treatment from the teams, "but do not

believe they will be paid."

Union officials contend more than 90

percent of the league's 1,500 players will

honor the strike and refuse to play.

Back to being Patsies

like the good old days
By ELLIOT KALB
Collegian Correspondent

The New York Jets defeated the New
England Patriots by a score of 31-7 last

Sunday. The game was not as close as the

final score would indicate. The Patriots lost

this one when the league offices put out

their schedule. It's nice to know that even
with all this talk about parity, there are

some things in this football season we can

depend on.

Commentary
The New England Patriots have a lousy

football team. They have a lousy football

organization. They play in a lousy stadium

and they have pretty lousy fans.

They are the "Patsies" of the NFL again,

just like the good old days. Without

meaning to give a history of the

organization of the team, the Sullivans once

hired a respectable Oklahoma football coach

named Chuck Fairbanks, and he drafted

well and traded well and built himself a club

that rose to 11 3 in 1976. Fairbanks had

control of the team, a team that many
experts continued to call the most talented

jroup of players in the league.

Something happened to that team. Their

coach quit for the greener pastures of the

University of Colorado. The team never did

win a playoff game. The players dispersed

through injury, age. and disenchantment.

Ron Erhadt was given the coaching reins.

He wa.s not a bad coach. In fact, he

currently has a better head coaching record

than does Super Bowl champion coach Bill

Walsh of the 49ers. Walsh is labelled a

genius" while Erhadt was chased out of

New England.

Ron Myers is the new head coach,

sporting a tough no nonsense policy with

his players. Players that no one is

mistaking for being among the best talent

in the NFL.
The Patriots' best player right now is

punier Rich Camarille. The offense gained

,57 y:u-ds in 44 plays from scrimmage on

Sunday against the Jets. Camarille punted

for 382 yards (8 punts, for a 47.8 average),

consistently giving the Pats good field

position. There are others (running back

Tony Collins and nose tackle Lester

Williams, for instance) who show promi.se.

Still others, like linebacker Steve Nelson,

show flashes of brilliance. Overall though,

there just isn't a lot of talent.

UM rugby Mng ofHC Mil

AP l.anrphoto

It's between the Colts and Pats for

the bottom.

The Patriots should feel grateful for the

Baltimore Colts. They may be worse. In

the last two seasons, not counting the

contests when they played each other, the

"Patsies" and the Lame Colts have a

combined record of 2 28.

At least the ('olts and their fans can take

:Holace by remembering Johnny Unitas,

Doi, Shula Super Bowl IV, etc.

That P..;s are once again the "Patsies",

among the lower echelon of the National

Football League. Nothing more, nothing

less, nothing new.
•

More important than offense or defense

lapses, the Patriots begin painting their

picket signs this morning as they join their

fellow laborers m a strike. As reported here

in past weeks, the strike action is likely to

be short and ineffective, with much less

than 100 percent support.

There is no need to panic yet.

But, just in case, is it the Ottowa
Roughriders or the Ottowa Rough Riders?

And where the hell is Ottowa. anyway?

By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Correspondent

Playing on a rugby pitch that could best

be described as lousy last Saturday, the

UMass rugby club took two games and tied

one against Holy Cross at Worcester.

The UMasa A side scored quickly and

never let the Crusaders get going en route

to a 21-0 victory. The UMass Killer B's

played a very sluggish first half, but dug in

and earned a 9-9 tie in the second half. In

the final game the High C's finished the

afternoon by defeating the Holy Cross C's

28-0.

It took the A side less than five minutes

to show Holy Cross that they didn't have

much hopes of winning. Dave Brown flip-

ped the ball to George Economou who

worked a give and give back with Chris

Todd to open the scoring. Sean Kinneen's

kick after try was wide.

The field, which was sloped a little bit like

Mt. Tom, helped UMass forwards Kevin

Connors. Bob Clark, and Stefan Ruther-

ford keep the Crusaders at the base of the

hill. Following a missed Holy Cross penalty

kick, Duncan McKay set up Chris Todd to

put UMass up by eight.

The shoddy condition of the field and the

fact that the UMass pack (forwards)

weren't allowing Holy Cross any space to

advance the ball uphill, made it quite clear

that UMass would soon be touching the ball

dowrn in the end zone. That score came on

the nicest play of the afternoon.

Captain Mike DaCampo passed the ball

to outside center Kevin Lyons. Lyons had

one man to beat and he beat him badly and

went in for the score.

A Kinneen penalty kick and a late score

by Greg Tawa accounted for the final

score. Holy Cross did manage one strong

scoring attempt, but they were stopped in-

ches from the goal line by McKay.

The Killer B's had the disadvantage of

starting on the bottom of the hill in their

clash. Player-coach Glenn Conway didn't

even want to talk about the first half.

UMass was found guilty of being offsides

and Holy Cross took a penalty kick and

made it for three points.

The contact in the B game was intense.

When you can hear the sound of the hits

across the field before you hear the grunts,

it's obvious that there's going to be a Ben-

gay party after the game and such was the

case Saturday. Curtis Linn stopped two

Holy Cross scoring attempts with tough

tackles. Holy Cross recipricated when they

swamped Bob Appleyard, drove him to the

ground, and tried to drill for oil with his

head.

Late in the first half, a penalty to HC's

Gus Smith gave the keys to the end zone to

Martin Bluck. He also booted the extra

points.

Holy Cross zipped back to take the lead

just before halftime with a try by Rob
Davis and the extra point try was good.

Bluck finished off the day with nine

points when he poked a penalty kick

through the uprights.

Spikers third in tourney
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's varsity volleyball team opened
their 1982 season with an impressive third

place finish in the 16 team UMass
Invitational Tournament held this past

weekend.

The tournament, consisting of teams
throughout the Northea.st, was won by
West Point as they defeated Keene State in

the championship match.

The Minutewomen Qpened the tour-

nament against the Universityof Maine and
previiiled 15-10. 15 11. UMass' next op-

ponent was Eastern Nazarene College who
dealt the spikers a serious setback, 11-15,

10 15.

lIMa.ss regained their composure quickly

however, as they crushed the University of

Bridgeport, 15 1, 15 9.

They then advanced to the tourney semi-

finals by beating Brown University, 15-9,

15-6. Hopes for a tournament championship

were crushed in the next match, however,

as West Point dropped the Minutewomen 8-

15,11-15.

The Minutewomen took third place in the

consolation match as they defeated Smith

College 15 3, 19-17.

Overall, coach Elaine Sortino was pleased

with the performance of her team. She

singled out the fine play of sophomore co-

captain Patty Grant and sophomore Kirsten

Smith. She was also impressed with the

performances of freshmen Sally Mahar and

Sue Mudry. Senior co-captain Patty Philbin

also played in her usual top form, according

to Sortino.

The Minutewomen will be in action again

tonight at 6:00 p.m. when they host the

Universityof Lowell.
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Gnomon strikers rally,

set to negotiate today

Coll*KMB pkoto br Sun MUI«tt

Margaret Holt, 71, of Amherst walks the picket line outside

Gnomon Copy in support of strikers during yesterday's rally.

By DAVID LINTON
Collegian Correspondent

Striking Gnomon Copy Service

employees would have to be put on a

waiting list based on seniority in order to

start working again according to Gnomon
co-owner Catherine lannachino.

"The issue is that they don't want to

work. If they wanted their jobs they'd be in

here instead of the people I've hired," lan-

nacchino said.

About 30 to 40 striking workers and sup-

porters picketed outside the store for a 50

cent wage increase, some form of health in-

surance, and better working conditions

before they return to work, Mary Erin

Crook, spokesperson for the strikers said.

"We never wanted to do this in the first

place. They (the management) say we put a

gun to their heads but we feel we have been

forced into striking," she said.

Yesterday's demonstration preceeds

strike negotiations set for 4 p.m. txniay.

The negotiations were to be held on August

31 but co-owner Roland Wetherbee's

father died late last month and Wetherbee

requested a two week delay.

"Roland has commitments to his mother.

He is an only child and he had to be there,"

said lannacchino.

However, both co-owners were in and

out of the store the day after the funeral

and the delay was only an excuse for put-

ting off the negotiations said Crook.

United Electrical Union local 264

Representative David Cohen said the

Gnomon owners would not talk until after

September 15 because of Wetherbee's

father's death and because "they had more

impwrtant things on their minds."

"Neither of us has ever been in manage-

ment before. I was only here for three

weeks. They could have waited. They think

that they're in a better financial position

because we don't have nine stores to back

us up," lannacchino said.

lannacchino said she has lost far better

' than 50 percent of their business. Crook

said business has gone down 80 to 90 per-

cent.

lannacchino said during the time they

bought the store on August 13 and before

the employees went on strike on
September 8, the workers "were working

but they weren't working well." She said

the employees had friends hanging around

the store behind the counters and that they

ate their lunches on the counters and out-

side. She said the workers had "sloppy

business practices."

Cohen said that the union made a pro-

posal to put off the negotiations about the

language of the contract until later in

September when the owners said they

would not negotiate the contract until after

September 15. Cohen said the main issue

was the pay increase.

lannacchino said she offered a two and a

half percent pay increase as an act of good

faith. "All 1 wanted them to do was clean

up their act," she said.

Cohen said the management's offer was
unacceptable because the employees have

not had a wage increase in 20 months. He
said he made another offer for an im-

mediate 50 cent wage increase with a pro-

mise to straighter out the owner'c com
plaints in two weeks.

The offer included an agreement to give

back the 50 cent increase if the complaints

weren't straightened out in the two weeks,

Cohen said.

"We said we would put it in writing but

the management wouldn't agree," he said.

"I can't speculate if they intend to

bargain. I'm not sure of their intentions.

We hope they will negotiate," Cohen said.

Amherst selectmen pick Del Castilho for town manager
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

City Manager of Durham, N.C. Barry L. Del Castilho,

selected from a field of more than 100 candidates for the

office of Amherst town manager by a unanimous vote of

the Board of Selectmen, accepted the position yesterday.

"We are all deUghted," Chairperson Edith Wilkinson

said of the board's reaction to Del Castilho's acceptance,

calling his selection "a strong consensus between the Board

of Selectmen and the Citizens Interview Comnuttee," the

two groups which interviewed the final 11 candidates this

month.

Del Castilho graduated from Brown University in 1%9
and received a Master's deg^ree in Public Administration

from the Maxwell School of Syracuse University in 1972.

Since then, he has held increasingly more responsible

positions in the municipal government of Durham, in-

cluding Administrative Assistant, Assistant Budget

Director, Assistant City Manager, Director of Public

Safety, and, since 1980, City Manager.
When he takes over in Amherst in mid December, Del

Castilho will permanently fill the position resigned by A.

Louis Hayward on April 30 and filled temporarily since

then by Superintendent of Public Works Stanley P.

Ziomek.
."New England is the big reason," Del Castilho said

yesterday of his and his wife's decision to move to a smaller

town, as well as having "lost touch" in a growing city of

100.000.

"I'm stuck at this desk and I can't get out and see the

people that I feel I'm supposed to be working for," Del

Castilho said.

Having received a "very good" reception from people he

met in Amherst, Del Castilho said he had two main

questions for them coming into the job: "How did they feel

about their form of government? (a town meeting system

unique to New England) And how did they feel about the

(Town Hall) staff?" He said he received a "very positive"

response on both concerns.

Although Del Castilho will be moving into the position in

a town considerably smaller than Durham, Wilkinson said

she anticipates he will have little trouble adjusting.

"We have the same problems (as Durham), only on a

smaller level," Wilkinson said.

"We were looking for the skills and training and ex-

perience of a town manager," she said. In Del Castilho, "we
found a candidate who qualifies on all levels."

"He will bring to Amherst an unusually strong

backg^ouns in all areas of municipal management. His

experience as budget officer and public safety director give

him particular strength in these areas. He also has proven

ability in the areas of personnel relations, long range

planning, and the ability to work well with many different

groups."

The duties of the full-time job include administering the

business of the town and assuring that policy made by the

Board of Selectmen is followed by the various departments

and agencies within the town.

Comment cards encouraged by D. C.
BYJIMFINKLE
Collegian Correspondent

"What is it we did well...or not so well... let us know how

M c can serve you better," begins each food service com

mentcard.
Comment cards are a way for students to communicate

with Food Services," according to assistant director of

Menu Services Josephine Keeley. The subjects of com-

m .1 s range from complaints about long lines to the way

food is served, she said.

Changes made as a result of comment cards include the

use of diet salad dressings, decaffeinated coffee, and the

hot chocolate machines.

Students also requested non-smoking areas, plants in

the Basics dining area, music in Franklin Commons and

vegetarian offerings on weekends.

'I like the chicken and tuna salad, but the bagels are

hard," said one card.

"Add more cold cuts, especially roast beef and turkey."

said another.

Other cards are not as constructive.

"Get new cooks," somebody requested.

In most cases, if a request is reasonable, a change is

made, Keeley said. However, often there are economic,

time or other reasons for not making a change.

One student suggested serving juice at all meals. This

change could not be made because of the high cost of juice,

according to a comment card bulletin.

After filling out the cards, which are available at all

cashier stands, students place them in one of the wooden

comment card boxes in each dining common.
The manager of the particular dining common is the first

person to read the card. Keeley said. If any immediate

action is required the manager will take care of that right

away, she added.

Next, the cards are read by director of Food Services

Marie Cappadonna. She directs various departments to

make any Specific changes, sending the remaining cards to

Menu Services.
Continiwd on page 5

Collctiui photo by Sua Millctt

Students exchanfre views at anti-Israeli pro-

test. See page 3 for related story.
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Gemayal's brother electedby

Lebanon's Parliament
BEIRUT, Lebanon - Amin Gemayel,

elected president yesterday by the

Lebanese Parliament, represents but one

faction of the nation's Christians, who

were united in the 1975-76 civil war but

later fell into murderous political and fami-

ly feuds. , .

Divisions among Christians, who have

dominated Lebanon politically and

economically since it became independent

in 1943, are as much a problem for

Gemayel as the rift between Christians and

Moslems.
Christian animosities may have played a

role in the assassination of Maronite Chris-

tian President-elect Bashir Gemayel -

Amin's younger brother - and the

massacre of Palestinians at the Sabra and

Chatilla camps in Beirut last week.

No one claimed responsibility for Bashir

Gemayel's death. But high on the list of his

enemies — along with the Palestinians and
Moslems he had battled — were two promi-

nent Maronites, former presidents Camille

Chamoun and Suleiman Franjieh.

Gemayel's Phalange Party has blamed

Israel's ally in Southern Lebanon, rebel

'

Lebanese Army Maj. Saad Haddad, a

Greek Catholic, for the Palestinian

massacre. Haddad has denied it.

Israel blamed the Phalangists. A group

called the "Front for the Liberation of

Lebanon from Foreigners" claimed

responsibility.

The Christians earned the adjective

"rightist" from their resistance to political

change. Under the 1943 National Pact, the

president must be a Maronite Christian and

the ratio of Christian to Moslem deputies

must be six to five. Christians control all

government institutions, including the ar-

my and the secret service.

Bdrut peacdieqras to return

AP LMcrpkcU

The Lebanese Parliament selected Amin Gemeyal, the 39 year-old

brother of assassinated President-Elect Bashir Gemeyal, to be that

country's new President.

Marines stay indefinite: Reagan
WASHINGTON - President Reagan

said yesterday "we have no way of guess-

ing" how long U.S. Marines will be station-

ed in Beirut as part of a multinational

peacekeeping force.

Reagan, who announced Monday that

American forces will return to the war-torn

country, also declined to say whether the

Marines will be in greater danger on this

mission tlian they were the last time. "I

don't think there's any answer tx) that." he

said.

As to the length of the Marines' stay.

Reagan said, "We have no way of guessing

nor would we speculate on what the time

would be."

Reagan spoke with reporters briefly dur-

ing a picture-taking session in the oval of-

fice with U.S. arms negotiators.

At the State Department, meanwhile,

spokesman John Hughes, in the ad-

ministration's most explicit statement on

the subject, said Israel bore some respon-

sibility for the massacres in Palestinian

refugee camps in west Beirut.

JERUSALEM (AP) - The Israeli

government yesterday approved the plan

to send U.S.. Italian and French

peacekeepers back to Beirut, where the

confirmed death toll from a frenzy of

bloodletting in two refugee camps climbed

to 304.

With support from the Moslem leaders

who tried lo bloc-k his brother's election.

Maronite Christian Amin Gemayel was

chosen president of Lebanon during a

special Parliament session held one week

after President elect Bashir Gemayel was

as.sa.ssinated.

Israel pulled more of its troops out of west

Beirut, which it seized in what it called a

peacekeeping move following Bashir

Gemayel's murder. But the Israelis kept an

overnight curfew in force in the

predominantly Moslem sector for a third

night.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin's

Cabinet, after a S'/z-hour meeting in

Jerusalem, announced that it endorsed

reconstitution of the 2.100 man force that

left Beirut earlier this month after

evacuation of the main body of PLO
fighters.

Cabinet Secretary Ban Meriahr said the

government also called for a committee of

five nations — Israel. Lebanon, the United

States. Italy and France — 'to insure that

in the new circumstance, the bloody terror

will not be renewed."

But he said the Cabinet rejected President

Yitzhak Navan's call for an Israeli in

vestigation of the slaughter last Thursday

and Friday at the Sabra and Chatilla

refugee camps. Meriahr said only that

government would discuss "the manner to

conduct an appropriate examination into

the facts."

Digest
By the Associated Press

'S nS'B jf , _™ -
. „ . ..AP LaaerpkoUt

About 1500 persons demonstrated their support for Israel and against terrorism yesterday in

Paris. The demonstration started in front of the Lycee Camot where an Israeli diplomat and his

family was injured after a bomb exploded near his car last Friday.

New Right defeated on

prayer bill filibuster

WASHINGTON - The Senate refused again yesterday

to break a liberal filibuster against legislation designed to

put organized prayer back in the public schools.

The test suggested the measure is doomed, with one

schoolprayer opponent declaring that "The Constitution is

secure once more."

The vote against the talkathon was 53 to 47. meaning

Sen. Jesse Helms. R N.C.. and his conservative allies fell

seven short of the 60 votes needed to limit the debate to

100 hours.

A third cloture attempt was scheduled for today. But

yesterday's outcome indicated that Senate liberals now
have the strength to block an up or down vote on the

touchy prayer issue.

As soon as the vote was announced. Sen. Daniel P.

Moynihan, D-N.Y.. declared. "The Senate has prevailed.

The Constitution is secure once more."

Both sides had predicted an extremely close vote on the

motion for cloture.

The vote was seen as a critical test of Helms' strength on

school prayer, the second social issue to be debated in the

Senate in the last month.

Helms. R N.C., and his New Right followers suffered a

bruising defeat last week when the Senate rejected a

watered down anti-abortion package he had sponsored.

Arkansas reporter can protect murder source
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — A newspaper editor

doesn't have to reveal to defense lawyers the source of a

published statement that implicates a murder defendant, a

judge ruled yesterday.

Circuit Judge Randall Williams also denied a motion to

disqualify the prosecution for bias and affirmed a previous

order denying bond for the defendant. Mary Orsini. He

said he expected the trial to begin Sept. 30.

The source provided John Robert Starr, managing

editor of the Arkansas Democrat, with the sworn statment

of Eugene James Hall. 43. Mrs. Orsini's lawyers have

asked Williams to dismiss the charge because of pretrial

publicity. includingHall's confession.

Hall said Mrs. Orsini hired him to arrange the slaying

of Alice McArthur, 41. who was shot in the head July 2.

The newspaper published almost all of the confession,

which filled more than two pages, on Sept. 2. In an

agreement negotiated with the prosecutor, Hall pleadeo

guilty last week to first-degree murder in the slaying July

2 of Alice McArthur. 41. He has been sentenced to life in

prison.

Mrs. Orsini's lawyers also wanted the prosecutor and his

staff disqualified from prosecuting Mrs. Orsini on grounds

that they are prejudiced against her.

Hall's confession said he hired Larry Darnell McClendon.

27, of Little Rock for the killing and that McClendon pulled

the trigger when Mrs. McArthur was killed. McClendon

and Mrs. Orsini, 35. of North Little Rock are charged with

capital murder in Circuit Court. Mrs. McArthur's husband.

William, a lawyer, has been booked by the sheriff for

conspiracy to commit capital murder, but has not been

charged in Circuit Court.

Hall said in his confession that Mrs. Orsini told him

McArthur would pay $25^000, for the murder. .
,
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Voterregistration turnout low

By SAM CHALFEN
Collegian Staff

Jazz music floated out of the doors of the

near empty Student Union Ballroom

yesterday while dozens of red, blue, white

and yellow balloons were offered out free to

those who asked. The balloons read, "I

registered to vote today."

Although the student turnout at the

Ballroom was so small student government

officials almost cancelled the short speeches

they had planned, but about 500 students

registered in the Campus Center's con-

course and showed that there is not total

apathy throughout the population here.

Student Government Association

President Jim Murphy said, that a low

student turnout was expected, because the

18 to 24 year old age group traditionally has

shown less desire to vote than older age

groups.

"People have to discover the value of the

vote," Murphy said, adding, "Enfran-

chisement is not just a quick and easy

thing."

In the Campus Center Concourse, five

women from the Amherst Town Hall's

Registrar's Office sat answering questions

and filling out registration applications of a

nearly constant stream of students who saw

the signs, the balloons and their chance to.

in many cases, avoid last year's mistake of

forgetting to register to vote.

One student. Lisa Shanor. 25. a second

year student in the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture, said the last elections, which

were really important to her, "just kind of

passed me by." She said after Ronald
Heagan was elected president she began to

take voting in a more serious light.

Steven White. 24. a Graduate Student in

labor studies department, said voting had

become more important to him as he

became more politically aware through his

major of study. Registering to vote

yesterday, he said he'd forgotten to get an

absentee ballot for the primary elections

held earlier this month because of his recent

move to the area from Boxborough.

"It was a rough time to vote this year,"

he said. "As a student, you had to register

to vote in August, before you've even found

a place to live, and then move in in Sep-

tember."

Whatever the reasons, students, did turn

up to register. A quick count of the

registration forms revealed that about 500

students had put their names down. But

Sheila Sullivan. Chairperson of the SGA's

committee on Public Policy and coordinator

of the publicity for yesterday's and today's

events, was happy about the levels of

turnout.

Aware of the generally low levels of

student voting habits, she said, "If we can

get them registered, that's one step closer

to getting a higher student vote."

Sullivan also noted that many students

were aware of the gubernatorial race but

not as informed about the lieutenant

governor's race, the other races and four

referenda in this year's elections. Some

state senators and representatives, the At-

torney General, the Governor's Council

and two Congressional district races are

also taking place this year.

In addition, referenda on capital punish-

ment, new nuclear power plants and
radioactive waste disposal sites, the bottle

bill, and financial aid provisions for private

schools may be on the ballot, although the

list has not been officially declared.

Town of Amherst registrars will be at

tables from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. today in the

Campus Center Concourse to help register

anyone and to answer questions about

voting.

Karen Morales, 18, freshman theater major searches for one more

course yesterday to complete her add/drop form with no time to spare.

UMass professor to open pest-control lab by Southwest
By BILL WALL
Col le(dan Staff

In an effort to develop environmentally sound in

secticides and inform the public of the dangers of toxins

presently in use. University of Massachusetts' Environ

mental Science Professor Haim Gunner said yesterday that

he has decided to open a pest control laboratory in

Amherst.
Gunner said he will serve as president and director of

research for the laboratory sponsored by Rush Hampton
Industries of Florida, which will be located on Fearing

Street in Amherst, near the Southwest Residential Area of

UMass.
The laboratory will be concerned with "developing

ecologically compatible agents for pest control" said

Gunner.

Gunner said he feels there is too much use of insecticides

which are "foreign to the environments in which they are

being used.

'We don't know the ultimate results of these chemical

insecticides. We have to get rid of them. " he said.

Gunner said there is "a great pressure" to eliminate use

of chemicals and "my work is using micro organisms from

the environment of the insects to be controlled. I am

against introduction of foreign agents into controlling

pests."

He said he was willing to offer his research to private

industry but there was a "resistance" to change from

existing methods ot insect control. "1 was driven mto
setting up a laboratorv. he said.

Ptieto bj Ton Kadia

Brian Blum, a first yekf graduate ftndent, catches some sun at the Campus Center last Sunday.

Gunner said he has done some consulting to industries

and laboratories but this is his first private venture and the

first work he has done for Rush Hampton. Rush Hampton

has sponsored a house in South Amherst for the

monitoring of indoor pollution under the direction of

Salvalore DiNardi, an associate professor in the School of

Public Health at UMass. said Gunner.

He said he hopes that through his research and eventual

production of biological pest controls he will "get the public

to understand that biological controls are effective. We've

got to generate public awareness of the dangers of

pesticides (as presently used). (It is necessary) to leave

some pests to maintain ecosystems' balance. Control pests,

but don't eliminate them.

"

Second protest rally on

Lebanon massacre to be

held tomorrow
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

A second rally to protest the nutssacre of Palestinian

and Lebanese civilians is being organized by the Organiza-

tion of Arab Students (OAS) for Thursday in front of the

Student Union Building at the University of

Massachusetts.

The rally will begin at noon and feature speakers from

the Third World Women's Task Force of the UMass

Everywomen's Center and the Northampton Committee

on Central America. The rally will move from the Student

Union to Amherst Center.

A member of the OAS, who asked not to be named, said

the second rally was necessary for people to express their

feelings because Monday's rally was impromptu and

organizers were not able to cover all the issues.

Demonstrators will march from UMass to Amherst

Center to get the participation of more concerned people,

he said.

Monday's rally was an emotional confrontation between

students of differing opinions. The OAS representative

said he thought there was "a lot of intensity" at the first

rally but he did not anticipate any violence on Thursday.

"It will be a very peaceful demonstration to protest the

massacre and to show people's concern," he said.

The OAS spokesman said he thinks President Reagan's

initiative to send peacekeeping forces into Beirut comes

too late and intervention should have taken place im-

mediately after the Palestine Liberation Organization

evacuation from the city.
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STAY HOME THIS FRIDAY

NIGHT & PLAY THE BIG ONE

he biggest trivia contest in UMass history is comini

to you live this Friday night from 9 pm to 1 am,

on WMUA

Pick up this Friday's Collegian for more details.

Sponsored by tlie UMass Alumni Association
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floods cause

deaths
SAN SALVADOR, El

Salvador (AP) - The death

toll from floods and mud
slides set off by torrential

rains climbed to 489

yesterday in El Salvador's

worst natural disaster in 17

years.

In Guatemala, authorities

estimated there were at

least 100 weather- related

deaths. They said more than

20 flood -swollen rivers had

cut off large stretches of

highways, leaving many
parts of the country

isolated.

Green Cross Director

Roberto Cruz said his rescue

teams had recovered 250

bodies from the Montebello

section of northeast San

Salvador, where flood

waters from the slopes of

the San Salvador volcano

crashed through a retaining

wall before dawn Sunday,

burying hundreds of houses

under 10 feet of mud.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian
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Center
Concert Hall

Development theorists wrong
says Methodist Church rep

Trip to Soviet Union inJanuary

By JILL MCCRAE
Collegian Correspondent

International development organizations

fail to consider basic social, cultural, and
political realities in their development
programs, said a representative of the

United Methodist Church, in a lecture

Monday night at the I'niversity of

Massachusetts.

Anita Anand, a member of the United
Methodist Church's Board of Church and
Society, addressed a group of thirty people

in a lecture sponsored by the Third World
Women's Task Force.

Anand, in her lecture "Women and
Development. "discussed what she called

the tendency of development theorists to

view situations almost entirely from an

economic standpoint.

"Increa.sed gross national product cannot

reliably indicate whether the essential

needs of a population are being met," she

said.

Arand discussed what she called flaws of

development models based on ideological.

Utopian, morali-stic idealistic thinking with

special reference to women.

As stated in her pamphlet. "Rethinking

Women and Development: The Case for

h'eminism. Anand said it has yet to be

realized that neither mainstream nor

marxian models of development have room
for women.

Both groups fail to address the problem

of patriarchy, she said. "Society's ac-

ceptance of male domination has pervaded

development work."

The plight of women in development

reflects the preclusive thinking about

traditional social attitudes and reUgious

practices . Anand said.

These types of attitudes and behavior

cannot be ignored in the context of

development.

"True development, just development

cannot happen when the needs, talents, and
potentialities of half the world's

population are seen as secondary and

marginal." Anand said.

A solution to the problem may be found in

education, Anand said, if people can learn

to understand the social, political and

economic systems that govern thei r lives.

"pjducation for literacy alone." said

Anand has little meaning when "women are

relatively powerless and have little control

over what is happening in their en

vironment."

Ideally. Anand said, "development must

mean the production, distribution and

consumption of goods and services, in the

most equitable manner, with the maximum
participation of all people.

According to Anand this type of

development can be realized through "more
study, more futuring, more consciousness-

raising."

There must also be dialogue between

developed and developing nations with

regard to "relevant Issues of peoples and

societies, what they really want, and how

they get it.," Anand said.

Any students or faculty interested in

combining travel with study can join others

from the Five-College area for a three-

week study tour to the Soviet Union.

The Amherst College Russian Depart-

ment is coordinating the trip which leaves

New York January 2, 1983 and returns

January 23.

The cost of the tour is $1259.00 plus a
$20.00 visa charge. The price includes air-

fare, meals, hotel accomodations, guide

services and tickets to ballet and theatre

performances. The student is responsible

for any other spending money.
Reservations and a $100.00 deposit must

be made by Monday, November 1.

Stops in Moscow, Leningrad, Novgorod,

Parachute Qub tojumpatnoon

and Zagorsk will provide visitors with the

opportunity to meet and speak with Rus-

sian citizens.

Russian-speaking students have first

priority although in each city, professional

guides will conduct tours and planned ac-

tivities in both Russian and English.

Mrs. Barbara Mudgett at the Amherst
College Russian department said, "It is a
very good trip and no one has ever come
back less than thrilled."

For further information, contact the

Russian department at Amherst College

between 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday.

- MICHELLE FIORILLO

The UMass Parachute Club will be mak-

ing another jump over Haigis Mall today at

noon. The club, which makes occasional

jumps on campus, trains beginners in the

sport as well as offering outings for more
advanced members.

Evetyivoman's Centermeets today
The Everywoman's Center at the

University of Massachusetts will be holding

an open house today from 4-6 p.m. in

Wilder Hall. The staff will provide informa-

tion about counseling, training, advocacy,

support groups and workshops. The open

house is wheelchair accessible.

Refreshments will be served.

SAFA sponsoring trip to D.C,

students to meet tomorrownight
The Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA) will be sponsoring a trip to

Washington, D.C. The group will be leav-

ing on Oct. 3 and will be returning late on

Oct. 5.

There is a mandatory meeting for those

interested on Thursday. Sept. 23 in

Marhmer W-24. Students who are in-

terested in going but are unable to attend

the meeting should contact Gerry Grady in

304 Whitmore or call him at 5-2560.

The group will once again be going to the

capitol to lobby legislators and maintain

contact with elected officials working

towards increasing financial aid.

Catherine A. D. Stefftno, charged with second degree murder of

her 3 year old son, Nicholas, answers questions of defense attorney I

John S. Tara, in Plymouth County Superior Court.
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Covtmued from paqe 1

At Menu Services the cards are re-read, tallied and

answered.Menu Services contacts about 20 students a

week over the telephone to discuss their comments.

Remaining comments are answered on the monthly

comment card bulletin boards in each dining common.

During the 1982 spring semester. 1075 comment cards

were filed. Keeley said. Twenty eight percent of those

comments were negative, while 24 percent were positive.

Thirty four percent were requests for specific items or

services.

A new part of the comment card program is the use ol

special cards which ask students to evaluate new dishes in

three areas: taste, texture and appearance. The card,

given to all students choosing any particular new dish by

the server, also asks students whethe- they would like the

item to be served on a regular basis.

#

A horse spends the afternoon relaxing somewhere in Amherst.
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Letters—
Monday's rally was tragically buried in political rhetoric

To the Editor

Monday's rally in response to the tragedy in Beirut was a

poor memorial to those Palestinian victims who were slain

over the weekend. I arrived hoping by presence to

denounce inexcusable murder — only to see the classic

Middle Eastern political debate in its UMass incarnation.

Those with pro Israeli sentiments came with signs whose

subject ("Israel ABHORS the massacre...") focused on

Israel, not criminal slayings. The rally organizers chose the

same — and to me ironic — tone: They carried such signs

as "Long live the HLO' and pushed some of the pro Israel

demonstrators out of their way.

With each tragedy in the Middle East comes a slew of

accusations, yet no recognition of or response to the

horrors the accusing side. Israeli or Arab, has helped

perpetrate other times. When will we hear the cries

against the crimes committed by their own? The corpses on

the cover of TIME magazine were people — people

savagely killed — despite their ethnic group.

I left the rally almost as it began, sad to see a con

tinuation of the blind and hateful bickering that has

spawned many an inexcusable killing in the Middle East. I

am so very sad for the victims of the awful slayings. whose

lives were so tragically forgotten at Monday s noon rally.

Mkhael Edelstein

Amhert*t

Despite victories, pro-choice activists still have to fight

To the Lditor

Wednesday. September 15. 1982. the Senate dealt a

major blow to the "New Right" by disposing of two pieces

of anti-abortion legislation. This was a significant victory

for pro choice activists, who have been struggling to keep

abortion a womens choice. For two weeks pro choice

senators filibustered, (took over the floor), so that no anti-

choice senators could debate or propose a vote on this

le(dslation.

The Senate voted 47-46 to table a measure sponsored by

Senator Helms (R-.N.C.) that declared the Supreme Court

was wrong in legalizing abortion in 1973.

Before this. Senator Orin Hatch (R— Utah) announced

he was withdrawing his proposed constitutional amend-

ment banning abortions. These were tabled and withdrawn

because of lack of support in the .senate.

Although these seem like significant victories, the pro-

choice forces have been fighting for many years, especially

hard since the passage of the Hyde Amendment six years

ago. which restricted Federal funding for abortion. In the

past six years there have been five pieces of legislation

brought before senate committees which tried to restrict

abortions — in one way or another.

These pieces of legislation violate a fundamental part of

a woman's freedom; the right to control one's own body.

Pro-choice activists must continue the fight for abortion

rights. The attacks are by no means over. Senator Baker,

the majority leader, has promised that the issue will be

taken up again at the beginning of next year. We must not

let 20 per cent of the people dicatate what 80 percent of the

p'eople really want: pro choice! We must all come together

and fight so that these victories wUl continue, and we will

defeat anti-choice legislation.

Melanie Fish and Jane Zbyszyn.ski

Amherst

Random Notes
On occasion the Editorial Page receives pieces that, while nof appropriate for

the letter or column sections, convey a unique expression, comment or view of life

here at UMass. Random Notes was created to accommodate these submissums. Ad-

dress any and all suggestions, etc. to the Editorial Page, attn."Random Notes".

To that certain someone who stole my backpack.

I bet it felt good to saunter out of the Textbook

Annex with my pack over your shoulder. You fooled

everyone; the lady that waa supposed to watch the bags

and me.
When I saw it was gone, I innocently thought someone

took it by mistake, looked outside and didn't see anyone

coming back with it. Then I realized you had it. I looked

around again ready to go after you, but you were gone I

went back and filled out a form for stolen property for the

files After that I drifted around campus. I couldn't^ to

the library because you have my I.D., so I just walked

around in the rain without my umbrella which was also m
my pack. I was going to study but you have my books. 1

even skipped music because I was so upset.

Thinking you might have brought it back, I checked the

Annex ->u* I guess not. You made me very angry today.

Upon ai ..'g home my parents yelled at me for leaving

my pack out. They said it was an expensive lesson.

You probably already went through my purse. Seethose

pictures in the plastic? Those are pkitures of my fnends

from highschool - one of them was killed over the sum-

mer You didn't realize that those are the only pictures I

have of her when you took my pack. I'm trying to

r-member what she wrote on the back but I am t

remember. She was a nice girl, you wouW have hked her

lily calendar k also in your poMesskm. I forgot many of

the things I did in my senior year and sometimes like to

flip through it and reflect about that year. (I suppose you

like to also)

Hey, how about my student I.D. and license? Pretty

gruesome, huh? About the only good thing about my
stolen pack is being able to have them taken over again.

I'm sorry 1 missed you at the Annex today. Maybe we'll

meet someday, maybe even become good friends. Please

bring my backpack to the information booth at the Cam-

pus Center or somewhere. I know how hard the economy

is these days and stealing looked easy enough. But I have

to live too and can't afford to buy everything over again.

Bring it back. O.K.? At least for the pictures.

See you around campus.
N«.cy Corwin
WUbraham

All letters must be sij^ned and inelude the

writer's address and telephone number,

which will not be published. IMease type

double spaced at «7 characters per line. Due

to space limitations and the volume of mail,

we rej!:ret we are unable to acknowledp^c

unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.

Indirect support

of Apartheid
Business is booming in Sun City! This new city has be-

come a diplomatic coup for the pariah stato of South

Africa. Greedy artists and athletes of all hues have

l)een lured into this apartheid entrapment. Jimmy ('liff,

whose case is to be discussed later below, is one of the

latest to join the infamous ^axy of stars to visit this hoax

city of "integration" in racist South Africa.

1982 has been designated the International Year for the

Mobilization of Sanctions Against apartheid South Africa.

This declaration is a culmination of several years of con-

demnatory resolutions citing South Africa's violation of

the United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights and the International Convention on the

Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid.

All these violations, and many others, led to the deter-

mination that apartheid is a "crime against humanity."

The call for sanctions extends beyond the economic and

military spheres to encompass educational and cultural ac-

tivities as well. Furthermore, on July 4-9, 1982, a cultural

conference of South African artists, held in Botswana,

confirmed the need for the cultural isolation of South

Africa. The conference appealed especially to black ar-

tists, who have become the principal object of South

Africa's campaign, to join the international community in

isolating the racist South African regime.

Having been excluded from many international

organizations and activities because of its obnoxious ex-

ploitative racial policies. South Africa has embarked on a

major campaign to woo artists and athletes to perform in

South Africa by offering record-breaking fees. For exam-

ple, when Stephanie Mills was asked why she decided to

perform in racist South Africa, she replied rather

pathetically: "I was offered a deal I couldn't refuse." Ask-

ed the same question Millie Jackson retorted with no less

shame: "All I want is nothing but dollars." Commenting

on Millie's remark, Zakes Mofokeng, secretary of a group

of entertainers in South Africa, said "I once admired

Millie Jackson...but now she has been shrunk to the size of

apartheid...and that goes for all the artists who come here

to enhance the system of apartheid."

Sun City, in the so-called independent Bophuthatswana,

has become an extraordinarily spectacular international

Las Vegas with such corruptive inducements as to seduce

many artists into becoming bedfellows with apartheid.

They invariably are required to perform before

segregated audiences in so-called "white South Africa"

and integrated audiences in the "homelands". Their com-

plicity in the first instance requires no further comment.

In the second instance their naivete is staggering as the

Bantustans are creations of the apartheid system. So the

"integration" is just a ploy and a charade aimed at

legitimizing these puppet states.

The list of artists who have collaborated with racism in

South Africa is long but here are a few names: Ray

Charles, The O'Jays, The Temptations. The Staple

Singers, Brooke Benton, Neil Sedaka, Frank Sinatra,

Cher, Simon and Garfunkle, Tavares, Don MacLean, Ken-

ny Rogers, and Susan Anton. Some, however, such as

Diana Ross, John McEnroe, Roberta Flack, George

Weine, Muhammad Ali and Larry Holmes have either re-

jected or pledged to reject invitations to South Africa.

But Jimmy Cliff, the reggae star who rose to fame

because of his biting social commentary and protest songs

against injustice went to South Africa despite the counsel

of opponents of apartheid. His defiance of the pleas and

lack of concern for the heroic struggles of oppressed

South Africans has exposed the hollowness and gim-

mickry of Jimmy Cliff. Clearly, he is using the reggae

idiom for commercial purposes. His lack of identification

and solidarity with oppressed people who are the content

of his music should be met with a withdrawal of support

from his concert performances. This should also extend to

a boycott of his albums. For diehard fans who would die

from taking such action, let us assure you that it is a tem-

porary measure that will desist as soon as he supports,

tangibly, the campaign to end South Africa's discrimina-

tion and exploitation of the overwhelming majority of its

citizens. No one should be permitted to profit from the

slavery of black people in South Africa or the bolstering of

the illegitimate apartheid regime.

Express your indignation by boycotting his performance

on Thursday night, by communicating your displeasure to

him, or by refraining from purchasing any of his albums.

Mokolnmg Nkomo is a UMass graduate student.
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2 for 1 Draft Beers 2for1 Bar Drinks

36 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 263-9286

Attention Collegian newstaff

There will be a mandatory meeting for all ColUgian news department staff,

reporters and correspondents at 7 tonight in the Collegian offices. We will be

discussing beats, deadlines, department policies and our plans for the upcoming

year. Your ideas are also welcome. Anyone who cannot attend must contact

News Editors Hannah Hosom and Mike Foley or Associate News Editor Paul

Belval this afternoon.
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NOW OPEN
MOMH AMHERST ^

TIKE & AUTO CENTER
Steel Belted

Radial

$35.00
size 155-13

fet$1.59

Full Service Tire Store
• computer wheel balancing

end alignnnent • brakes & shocks

78 Old Sunderland Rd., N. Amherst

549-4704
across from Watrobas Store

• front

m

UNDERGROUND SOUND, INC.
'

Expert Service on All Brands of Home
Hi-Fi & Musical Equipment

FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY
(To Campus only)

FREE ESTIMATES
48 HOUR SERVICE (If parts are in stock)

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES,
AND ADVICE ^^^,,„,„^,.^^^

Maxell UDXLII C-90>^^
$3.29 ^ *

263-9507 71 No. Pleasant
(across the street from the tire station)

f"

estaurant

(

i

"^^^
Good food and drink

served in

a comfortable, friendly atmosphere

)
1.) Luncheon Specials at $2.49 - 11:30 - 4:00

\ 2.) Dinner for two with baked potato and salad

! $8.95 every evening 5:30 - 9:00

3.) Free small pizza with a pitcher of beer 9:00 - cl

4.) 50* off desstiit with this ad

5.) Mention this ad and ladies drink at Vz price

mixed drinks on Wednesday 9:00 - cl

55 University Dr.

Amherst, Mass
549-5713

close to busstop

Arts
The son also rises
By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

The performance of the Duke Ellington

Orchestra Monday night at the Fine Arts

Center showcased some of the finest in

traditional jazz music by a band which has

gained world-wide recognition. It also filled

a gap in my sometimes backward

knowledge of Afro-American music.

Under the direction of Mercer Ellington,

whose involvement with the Ellington

Orchestra started at the age of eight, the

smooth classy sound of big band jazz

alternately excited and mellowed a small

but highly appreciative FAC crowd.

Mercer Ellington swooped and glided like

some portly yet graceful swan, conducting

the orchestra with his whole body in a kind

of waltz-like dance. He alwavs portrayed a

classiness the Ellington Orchestra is famous

for.

Starting off with Ellington classics like

"Take the A Train," Mercer guided the

orchestra through the multitude of dif

ferent styles explored by Duke and his

contemporaries.

"Sweet Georgia Brown" was built on a

rock steady yet uncomplicated bass line,

allowing each member of the horn section

opportunities to step up and add their own
melodic interpretations. As horn members
played in unison, coinciding and then

pairing off, the rich harmonic flavor of the

big band contrasted sharolv with other

more conceptual jazz musics which make
iroquent use ot discord and other unhar-

monic sounds.

"Mood Indigo began with a soft delicate

piano . sounding almost classical, then went

slowly into a bluesish waltz which featured

a voice- like muted trombone.
1 he Ellington Orchestra put the "pedal to

the metal" on several all-out blues tunes
which allowed for some call and response

action between band trombone players. It

was interesting that the trombone, an

instrument which has grown relatively

scarce since the big band era, could provide

such personal and sensitive expression.

Tenor Saxophoneist David Young took
the front on "C Jam Blues," which seemed
to lose none of its down-to-earth expression

when played by the tuxedoed Ellington

band.
Vocalist Anita Moore strutted on stage

three quarters through and wasted no time
in stealing the show with her soaring voice

and jovial personality. She put everyone at

ease.

Ms. Moore led the band through "It

Don't Mean A Thing If It Ain't Got That

Swing," "I Get Misty," and "Hellow Young
Lovers," always rising to the intensity of

the EllinfiTton Orchestra with a combination

of "scat" vocalization and sheer athletic

vocal power.

In the development ol Airo Hmerican

music the thousands of melodies composed

by Duke Ellington represent the heritage of

blues. Dixieland and Ragtime and the

springboard from which modern jazz grew.

Though the literally thousands of

Ellington compositions live on — borrowea

by countless modern artists — the original

big band power and class of the Ellington

orchestra is still something to witness.

CollffiBii photo br Nuiry Natilc

One of the UMass Music Theatre Guild's previous productions was

Sugar. From left are Larry Cox, Kathleen Marshall and Paul Mulcahy.

oooeoooooooooooeooooooooooeooooooooeo

Is Your Rent Too High?
1 i*y

<.»K

Rent Control is one of the

many programs that you can

become involved in.

Join the Commuter Collective
f tudent Government for Off Campus Students

^or more info oome to 404_SUB,or call/=^'=
'^'"'"^

Mercer EUing^ton, conductor of the Duke Ellington Orchestra.

Theatre on a Budget
BY PAMMADNICK
Collegian Staff

"If the show flops, financially, we might

not be able to do another one. There's a sort

of survival altitude among everyone in

volved," said Larry Cox of the University of

Mas.sachusotts Music Theatre Guild, in

reference to this semesters production of

Seesaw.

As students there's a special energy,

according to Cox. No one tells them they

have to do it this way or that way. They

make the rules. Unfortunately, people still

erroneously consider the Guild to he an

offspring of the Theatre Department.

If a student acts or works behind the

scenes of a show, he or she is entitled to a

one year membership which allows the

student to vote on future productions,

board members and have a say in other

important Guild decisions.

The Guild was founded 48 years ago. when

the Men's Glee Club, the Women's Chorale,

and the University orchestra merged and

called themselves the Operetta Guild from

1936 1970. The Guild was known for its

elaborate Gilbert and Sullivan productions.

Success peaked in the fifties when the

Music Theatre began producing Broadway

shows including collegiate premieres of

Oklahoma, South Pacific, and Carousel

In the Sixties and Seventies, the Guild

was, for the most part, financed by the

UMass Arts Council, as a Recognized

Student Organization (RSO). Since 1975,

because of the success of the Pirates of

Penzance, Jesus Christ Superstar, Suqar,

Pippin, and most rcM^ently, Godspell, the

Music Theatre Guild is holding its own.

Today, the organization is self supported

through revenues.

Last semester, the Music Theatre Guild

performed an outdoor production of

(indspell in Southwest. The free show drew
in hundreds. "Our revenue from ticket sales

has allowed us to do things like that." said

Cox.

"It was one of the best things we've ever

done, one of the best activities on campus in

the past five years. It got people to the

theatre. Generally, they (residents of

Southwest and other areas of UMass)
wouldn't go to the theatre, so we brought it

to them."
The Music Theatre Guild encourages

students interested in acting, mu.sic, public

relations, and business to contact them.

They do stress that not all members ar«

Theatie majors.

Because the group is not affiliated with a

department, it has to rent Bowker
Auditorium for its shows twice a year. With
no permanent home, the Guild rehearses in

the Campus Center or wherever there is a

room available.

The Guild has begun casting and will

beg^n rehearsing the show Seesaw soon, for

a production in November. Current

president Bill Colura will direct the show.

FINALLY A SHOE THAT WALKS^^^^ AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS

Tan Bucks

A College Classic

SHOE STORE
the Village Common, Amherst

1
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THE LOOK A 16 MONTH
ACADEMIC
CALENDAR

• CREATED BY UMASS STUDENTS
• ABOUT UMASS STUDENTS
• FOR UMASS STUDENTS

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F
9-5

Sat 11-4

Sold exclusively on ^UNIVERSITY
campus at the ^^STORE^

Popular Doonesbury comic to disappear

Trudeau says he will return in 1984
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

The popular cartoon "Doonesbury," which has been a

mainstay of the comics page in the Maasachusetta Daily

Collegian for the past seven years, will disappear from the

DUS DKIVING JOBS
U-Mqss Transit S^rvlc*

will accept QppllcQtIons for its

Foil Trolnino Program

W#dn#sdQy, S#pt. 22

Qt 6:00 P.M.

Room 166 Campus Contor

Minimum Qualifications:

- 16 /•ars of ag*
- Hold Class III llconso for at ioost 1 yoor

- Enroliod in a U-Mass dogroo
program with at ioast somostors

romoinlng (posltivo proof roquirod

to rocoivo application)

Only 75 Applications

Will Do Accoptod

Doth work study ond non-work study

Qfo occoptoblo

U-MOM Trofult Is on offlrmotlv*

Qctlon/^quol opportunity omployor

put. ^ Jill KrvBMU

Doonesbur/ creator, Gary Trudeau, is taking
time out to contemplate the future of his

characters.

paper at the end of this semester.

Garry B. Trudeau, the artist who created "Doonesbury"

while a student at Yale University, announced recently

that he will take a leave of absence from producing the

comic strip. Trudeau is expected to stop publication of the

comic on Jan. 2, 1983 and will resunriC no latxjr than the fall

of 1984, according to Universal Press Syndicate, the

distributors of "Doonesbury" to more than 700

newspapers.

"I need a breather. Investigative cartooning is a young

man's game," Trudeau, 34, said recently. "This is simply a

lull in the action. It is not, repeat not, a mid-life crisis."

Trudeau said he intends to take the time off not only to

give himself a break, but reappraise his characters and

decide where to take them next.

"There are a few problems that need to be ironed out.

For almost 15 years, the main characters have been trap-

ped in a time warp and so find themselves carrying the col-

ors and scars of two separate generations. It was unfair to

stretch their formative years to embrace both Vietnam

and preppy," Trudeau said.
^ . * *

"My characters are understandably confused and out of

sorts." he said. "It's time to give them some $20 haircuts,

graduate them and move them out into the larger world of

grown-up concerns. The trip from draft beer and mixers

to cocaine and herpes is a long one and it's time they got a

start on it."

Throughout his career, Trudeau, a generally very

private man, has refused to grant interviews. He said he

will continue that policy and would not elaborate on his

reasons for the leave of absence.

Throughout his career, Trudeau has received numerous

public attention and accolades. In 1975. he was awarded

the Pulitzer Prize, the only comic strip ever to win the

coveted journalism award.

Trudeau has also received an academy award nomina-

tion for his co-direction of the animated film, "A

Doonesbury Special" which also received the Special Jury

Prize at the Cannes Film Festival. He has also been the

subject of a TIME magazine cover st^ry and received

honorary degrees from several schools, including Williams

College. Colgate, Colby, Penn, Yale and William and

Mary.

While Trudeau, who is nmrried to television news

reporter Jane Pauley, keeps away from interviews and

closely guards his private life, he rebuffs a common rumor

that he is the only person, besides Pope John Paul II to

have avoided an interview on the CBS television show "60

Minutes."

"I don't think too much should be made of that,'

Trudeau said recently. "With the Pope, there was a

scheduling conflict. They tried to book him on East«r,

which is pretty arrogant if you think about it. In my case, I

missed the message on my answering service. Unless

you've been defrauding widows out of their life savings,

"60 Minutes" doesn't call twice."

Since "Doonesbury " first appeared in 28 papers in Oc-

tober, 1970, the strip has been the subject of controversy.

In the fall of 1980, for example. Trudeau's week-long tour

of Ronald Reagan's brain was met with disdain by many

people and led to several papers suspending the strip or

temporarily moving it to the editorial pages.

"It's my job," Trudeau said. "I'm a form of social con-

trol. I make no i^)ologies."
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Having Hassles? We Can Help.

UMASS MEDIATION PROJECT
an alternative method of solving conflicts involving:

^'
Every "N^X-Vj/

Wednesday
OPEN RUSH

LADIES NIGHT

FREE
CHAMPAGNE

For th* LQdl«s

6 - 10:00

|Sept. 16/21,22,2?;
8:70- 11 pM

^^A Fraternity wItIi

1 90 YEARS oF TRAdiTiON^^

CaU 545-J910
AlpliA DeIta Plii

496 N. PIeasant St.

NEXT TO Newman Center

75c DKIHKS
Fof Ev#fyon#

All Hite

THE UNDERGRADUATE
COMMUNICATIONS

CLUB
InvItes

All COM-STU MAJORS

TO ATTENd

ItS 1st

iNTRoduCTORy MEETJNq

TliuRs. Sept. 27Rd

AT 4:J0 P.M.

Campus Center

Rm 169-169

* Roommates
* Landlord /tenant

* Neighbors

* Student/ Faculty

* Sexual Harassment

* Family members
* Employee/ Employer

aV> l^J

OPEN 9-5

Mon.-Fri.

4 for i

NO COVER
DJ. Ston* City

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland

Ckne to Amherst,
on bus line

2 bedroom gardens

315 320 includes hot

water, no utilities

3 bedrooms also

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

office open from

10-5 weekdays.
Saturdays M

S44-1SS4

L-1

733 N PI.«Mnt 8t.

'Amh«r«t Carriage Shops

r^^.j'Srsvsr»»»:,»i»i'»>^\.
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RICHARDS

^i(^

Rt. 9

Eaton
Letter
Papers
Always say the
write thing
Eaton's colorful papetenes
(or penning letters, notes, thank
you's, invitations Tastefully

traditional gifts that are never
out of place

mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

r COACHES NEEDED
gain valuable experience

in coaching and working with

Amherst Youth Hockey Players

3 to 4 hours per week

attend organizational meeting at

The Pub at 8:00 P.M. on Mon. Sept. 27

more Information
more information

CLOCKWORK
ORANGE

ThuRsdAy Sept. 27

4, 6:?0, 9, 11:JO
$1. AT 4 pM, $1.^0 aU orhERS

Campus Center Aud.

OPEN RUSH
KAPPA SIGMA

We're not just

a fraternity

We're a state of mind!

Tburs. Sept. 23 8:30-?

AU iinivepsi^y men invited

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

Dr. Virginia Harper

Dr. Howard Ewert

CHIROPRACTERS

Gravity Affects Your Body

If you had been a member of the crew on the

84-day Skylab space mission, you would have had a

first-hand experience on how the body reacts m a

aravity-free world And if you thought you body had

stopped "growing," you might be in for a surprise.

All of the astronauts while on that mission grew

taller some of them almost two inches taller. Why^

Without the pull of gravity, the body loosens up. The

distance between each disc in the spinal column ex-

pands slightly. ^ « .i,»

Here on Earth, we all know how important the

force of gravity is in keeping our feet on the ground^

In fact the whole body is affected by this force If

your spine is in proper alignment, this is one sign of

good health. But if it isn't, then you may be suffering

unnecessarily from back pain and other discomforts.

If that's the case, you may want to consder an ex-

amination to find out how you can get relief.

In the interest of better health from the office of:

Amherst Chiropractic C«nter

190 Univsrtity Drive at Route 9 2S6-6700

STUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM

ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and Eurooean
studies are ofterea m uteraturp

'istorv an history -Jrama tiusic

sociology eOucation psycnoioqy
communications and oontics

Soeciai orc^ram )ttprpc n Cram.)

Int»mih'p« availabl. lo quallfl.d

slod.nts in Internallonal Business.

Social Services. Political Science

and Communications.
i 'jils 'o !Me theatre nubeurns

laiieries schools social ino

O'ticai '"stituiions arti an

'eqrai oart ot th« cjrrici>ujm

For lurlher inlormatlon «*nle:

nt»'naiionai P'cqams 31^

!fr »ci College

ficd New Vorn "4850

I'fc.-V*/^*'! fcV

\ % % %
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One-A-Day plus iron lOO's
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1.^ Aqua Fresh 6.4 Jek Toothbrush

reg 2.13 5/1.00
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Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion
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NEW WAVE

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

X

Located .n the Campus Center QP^" ^ F 9 5 Sat 11-4
W

"I

I

I

I

yOiUU with this coupon
10.50 with shampoo & Blow Diy

\

11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry

Free Consultations
please call for an appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH

X
X

/.

')

I

/^f'HoKMI

65 University Drive, Amherst

549-56 JO
fiSiiSiJQLSl.^

C
I

I

STM.KS m l»KHOK\H STM KS in ItmoHVH .^"

Kysrms
CX)IDRING SALE

15 offlOKCrt^ld 30 offl4KCrt>kl

Date: Sept. 20th, 21st, 22ncl (Mon, Tue, Wed)
Time: 10 am - 4 pm $15 Deposit

Place: Bookstore

Prices based on $349. an ounce gold -

Buy Now before Gold goes higher!
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¥ Attention Collegian %
i Graphics Staff %

% There will be a mandatory meeting for night
J

J graphics staff on Monday Sept. 27 at 7:00 p.m. in the ^

-K graphics room. *
* ffrapnics room. ^ _ ^ i.u .k

* If you cannot attend, call Stuart or Laura at the
J

i Collegian immediately. ¥

ACROSS
1 —— operandi

6 Tabula —

—

(clean slate)

10 Tinted

14 Together

15 Verve

16 Formerly
17 Piece of furniture

16 Bugbear
20 Vacation result

21 Advertiser softer

23 FiniP*-Co cleaning

24 TV highlight

26 Agreed upon
27 Burro s cousin

28 Sunk
32 Motorcyclist's

need

36 Bravo
37 Warmonger
38 Aberdeen s river

39 Join together

40 French season
41 Sites for

ambitious noses?

45 Spendthrifts

47 Old English

money
48 ft^errygoround

49 Ship wreckage
53 French novelist

Marcel

56 Athletic event

57 Alter

58 Historic vessel of

1915

60 Mongolian tribe

62 Termites

63 Groups of whales

64 Act, in a way
65 Swarnn

66 Highway sign

67 Enioysa table

dhole

DOWN
1 Weather
phenomena

2 Ready for use
3 Lorna

"

4 Italian digit

5 Egoistic

6 Unruly one
7 Nautical direction

8 Remained in-

active

9 Marine animal

10 Banded
11 Etats

1

2

Light color

13 Ocean
19 Musical composi

tion

22 Foolhardy

25 Container

26 Like the Capitol

28 Valleys

29 Algerian seaport

30 One of a convi

vial trio

31 Dozes
32 Masticate

33 Pro

34 Fills with respect

35 Roman magis
trate

39 Marina sight

41 Something for the

mill

42 Symbol of bureau-

cracy

43 Fish dish

44 Jogged
46 Axiom
49 Opposite of

famine

50 edge (go

against the gram)

51 Marble

52 Standards of

behavior

53 Map
54 Obscure writing

55 Bone Prefix

56 Kind of skirt

59 Goddess of night

61 Where ?"
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WEATHER

Occasional rain and driz-

zle all day. Overnight lows
50 to 55. Highs today 60 to

65. Rain ending tomorrow
with high temperatures in

the mid 60s.

D.C Menu
LUNCH

Deli Beef Sandwich
Cheese Strata

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout

Sandwich
Cheese Strata

DINNER
Baked Ham/Orange Glaze j:

Meatball Grinder i-|

Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Italian Tofu Balls and Sauce :|

Grinder Roll

Squash Bake

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

/"

L

12:00-12:45 John Dean, Bob Woodward
and the Richard Nbcon Secret

Tapes Club Band

12:45-1:45 Blondie once again eating to

her beat

Reefer Madness — High Com-

edy

1:45-2:00 Meatloaf Struts His sizable

stuff

V.
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Men'st^misteam op^ishomeseason
BY SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Correspondent

With a pair of razor close 5-4 decisions (a loss to Rhode
Island and a victory over Vermont) in the books, the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis team commences
its fall 1982 home schedule with a match against the

University of New Hampshire this afternoon at 2:30 PM on

the Boyden Courts.

Bob Szlosek, the second year Minutemen coach, ex-

pressed optimism and strong expectations for the

remainder of the campaign.

"We have a good, tough fall schedule and I definitely look

for improvement over last year. All the players had ex-

cellent tennis summers, so everybody reported in good

shape." said Szlosek.

The primary reason for Szlosek's optimism is senior Neal

Mackertich, the New England Men's Class A champion the

last two years who is in his third consecutive year as the

Minutemen's #1 singles player.

"Neal's strengths are his consistency, fast hands at the

net, deceptive quickness and experience," says Szlosek.

"Neal is also a more mature and nastier player this year."

Mackertich, considered one of the top players in the

East, is expected to take a shot at the pro circuit when his

education !*• romnle*'*'^

"We've beaten Vermont and played Rhode Island tough.

Both of them are considered two of the top teams in New
England. We should be in the top five in New England by
the end of the year," said Mackertich.

Challenging Mackertich for the top position is junior

Steve Jordan, who played an extensive summer tourney
schedule, winning several big matches along the way.

Other key performers for the netmen include Nick Julian
and Rich Lindgren. Last spring, when Mackertich was
sidelined with an injury, Julian played at #1 singles and
gained valuable experience. Julian, a junior, is described
by Szlosek as a dleady player with a big forehand. Lin-

dgren, who's a sophomore, is quick, aggressive, and a hard
hitter.

This year's prize recruit is freshman Stuart Goodman,
who hails from Pittsburgh, PA. He has extensive National

^

Junior Level experience and played many Middle State
tourneys. Goodman is expected to make a run at the top
players, and is given a good chance to crack the top three
by the end of the campaign.

"Fm playing kids a lot older. They serve and volley and
are very aggressive. I don't have any more easy matches,"
said Goodman.
After today's match, UMass will enjoy a week off before

clashing with Connecticut and Westfield State, both at
home, next week on Wednesday and Thursday.

Sports Notices

KARATE EXHIBITION - Larry Kelly, the number
one ranked black belt in New En^^and and one of the top
ten ranked karate experts in the country will be giving an
exhibition tonight at 8:30 p.m. in room 22 of the NOPE
building.

Kelly has just returned from a competition in Portland,

Oregon where he finished in second place behind the na-

tions top ranked fighter.

Joining Kelly will be New England's top ranked female

karate expert, Donna Johnson.
The exhibition is free and open to the public. All are

welcome.

CREW — Any freshman or sophomore men or women
are invited to come down and try crew. For more informa-

tion contact head coach Dave Kumlin at 256-6802.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 '''« • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR D ISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENT FOR RENT

North Amherst. Clean, freshly painted

apartment in a great recreation area.

Available for immediate ocupancy.
$375. /month. D.H. Jones Real Estate

(549-3700)

AUDIO

Music Equipment Sale: Peavey PA 400
head 6 channels 200 watts $200, Synare 3X
£f stand $125, Ludwig ghost pedal $40, 60's

Farfisa organ $200, Madeira guitar $100

MXR Phase I $40, Kay graphic equalizer $20

call Ted & Steve 253-7710, Tim 665-3154,

David 536-1856

^AUTO FOR SALE

76 Honda Civic std cassette smokes a little

but runs great $1100 or BO 584-6537

1976 Monte Carlo excellent condition

AM/FM cassette no rust 2,500 call after 7

PM 256-8068

77 Camaro, standard, excellent condition,

20 mpg, $3300 negotiable 546-4017

1977 Hornet AMC very good conditions

call 256-6935

1972 VW Superbeetie new paint, very

dependable, high mpg $1200- call dinner

time 256-8247

1968 Plymouth excellent mechanically no

rust 350.00 256-6948

Chevy Nova 1975 • reliable starter little rust

$1400. 549-0574

74 Datsun B210 excel, cond. 30 mpg 1475

253 2016

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Theresa 253-7822

BICYCLE FOR SALE

Vista Super Pacer with top quality parts

good condition $125 or best offer call

anytime 6-7861

CAMERA

Yashica Contax-139 Quartz w/50 mm
Zeiss fl.7 lens, Contax autowinder and TLA
20 Avto flash, case £f filter $350 firm. Tom
6-5843

ENTERTAINMENT

Now you don't have to go in town for

the best sound around - POLODROID party

dj's Great Sound - Best Price - Pat or John
253-2957

Bellydancing for all occasions. Parties,

socials etc. Call Thereza 253-7822

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, parties, Greeks, semis

Call nowl Paul 549^4405 Joe 549-1588

MF Sound Systems for coffeehouses five

years experience 256-8400

253-2018

Telephone answering machine. Brand

new. $100.00 Bob 253-2098

callSki boots,
253-3484

womens, poles etc.

FOR RENT

Double rooms avail now 1000/semwter

all util inc rent by semester ask for Sue

253-9929 after 8:30 PM^

Fuji 10 speed good cond. $100 call Gail

6-9560 after 10

Ohaus triple beam scale 2610 grams cap

mint $50 253 5006 Dan

Sexual Dynamos. Teams, Frats, Dorms,

Sororities. Hi quality hooded sweatshirts,

T-shirts, Jerseys at low prices. We print

anything. Call now Dave 666-3943 (7-12

pm)

Used Westinghouse Refrig with freezer,

left hinge, 66 inch, $150. call 584-3428

Why rent? Dorm refrigerator excellent

condition only $50 call Luis 549-441

1

76 Pinto new brakes fall sticker snows $950

queen waterbed $90 549-6185

Ralph Lauren Polo Shirts all colors and

sizes $17.98 call Joanne 549-4584

Guitar - Takamine F-345 $175 negotiable

call James 253 9610

FOUND

Key ring with 5 keys (Chrysler) Er fishing

t)obber. Come to Southwest Academic Af

fairs

FRIDAY NIGHT

Newman Club Welcome Back Partv

Sept 24 9 pm - 1 am Newrnan Center front

lounge

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and consumer issues,

bottle bill and safe energy. MASSPIRG, the

state's largest public interest organization is

now hiring full and part time staff for public

education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Recycling project has worlt-study open-

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Progremmers - basic prefer business ap-

plications 20 hrs or more fex hrs

413-736-1000 ^__
People to work for new honest Governor

Independent Frank Rich call J. Dalton

583-6673

Ambitious Students - take catalog orders

of toys/gifts part time. Own hoursi Top

payl 586-2667

Readers for blind student call Tim Leary

546-6187

Sales/ Marketing Campus Rep position

for student working on promotion and sales

of beer products part time flexible hours

benefits call Lori Schlager 1-800-232-1904

Acting Director of the SGA Communica-

tions Office applications available in 420

Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE
Third World Students and women are en-

couraged to apply

SGA Affirmative Action Officer needed

will oversee SGA adherence to affirmative

action standards. Applications available in 4

20 Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE
Third Worid students and women en-

couraged to apply.

available - all levels/styles first lesson free

more info 546-8664

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours of instruction including classroom

theory and shop. Limited enrollment.

253-2096

Piano Lessons - classical and popular -also

improvisation and music theory call

Howard 549 6495

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

WFCR needs interns in all aspects of

membership, fundraising and public rela-

tions. Call 545-0100 immediately

LESBIAN/GAY

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm, at 545-2645

Lesbians and Gay Men interested in help-

ing peers through rough times should call

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective - 545-2645

LOST

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046 ^___
Ring lost gold with red stone near Campus
Pond deep sentimental value reward please

call 546-7037 ^

In SBA 120 9-15-82 set of keys with plain

silver ring reward 6-7451

White bermuda pocketbook please call

546-6668 reward

MAGIC WORLD EXCLUSIVE

walking proximity of Brandywine Apts call

Greo at 543-0108

E^kankar^ey to secret worlds classes

forming, write PC Box 283 Amherst, Mass.

01004

Aerobic Experience, co ed. free demo

tonight 7 8 or 8 9 Commonv^^alth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549 5258

Bass player seeking musicians Franco

546-5644

3 Stooges Film Festival Weds Sept 22

CCA 7. 9, 11 $100

Happy 20th Mary Case and Lorraine

Bowl Love ya Elky

Look out UMass
Nancy Condon wi

- in two short rrwnths

t)eoldl

Happy Birthday Michele 22 on the 22nd

mavt)e itj an omen! Love Anne

JENNIFER Call me Cletus

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

545-0041 .

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidential/Efficient call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

RIDE NEEDED

Magic Worid Exclusive with the purchase

of any scheduled airline ticket, we include

at no extra charge $150,000 worth of flight

insurance call Steve 549-1391

Need ride from West Springfield for

MWF 8:00 will share costs call 739-1235

RIDERS WANTED

Take the Who "Magic Bus" Shea Oct 13

roundtrip 253 9958 256-8415

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLES

1979 Kawasaki KZ750 7.7k miles 2

helmets, cover, and more. Asking $1095

will talk. Bob 546-9197

OFF-CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATES"

The Commuter Collective, your student

run area government, will be holding its an

nual elections on October 4, 1982 Nomina

tion papers will be available from sept 16-27

at the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5-2145). Help plan the semeste'l Run

for commuter assemblyl

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

2 brand new 10-15 size tires white spoke

rims 125.00 or BO 549-5089

Small fridge great for dorm room $70

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Quelified electric bass teacher

Speed reading. nf)emory, concentration,

study skills, exams. Free introduction M,

Tu, Wed, Sept 20, 21, 22 7 pm University

Hypnosis Center 358 N. Pleasant Amherst

536-2794

Stick It In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs. Amh.
253^3324

Money! Money$ Money$ become a

member of the undergraduate business

club. First meeting is Wed Sept 22 at 7:30

in the School of Business-Room 120 all are

welcome __^
Young Frankenstein. Thurs Sept 23 at 7,

9, 11, EngEast Aud$1.50

Troy. Tom, Mike and LT. We're staying

in Friday to bake, so you better be there

Saturday night. Bring your sweatsi 69-19

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RUSS love Spot

Need garage space for my car within

Female roommate needed to share

bedroom Townehouse Apts 549-6354

Privete room in sunny 2 bedroom Nor-

thampton apartment near bus Robert

586-8942

MALE, FOR TWO BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT IN ROLL-

ING GREEN, $99.25/MONTH.
UTILITIES INCLUDED

SERVICES

I will tutor English conversation in ex-

change for Spanish conversation, free con-

tact Suzanne 253-3861

SOPHOMORE JAZZ LOVER

We met at Poor Richard's Saturday,

9/18. Love the way you slow dance. You
offered me a ride home I'd like to take a

raincheck. Let's get together and dance.

Call 6-4223 ONE BRAID

WANTED

Want Rve or ten speed bike for around

town willing to spend $50-75 549-6364

Weight loss experiment. Female and
male subjects 20-40 yrs., interested In

reducing up to 36 lbs. Cycle exerciseM
days/week for 25 weeks. $20 peymant
for completion call 5-3829, 11 am-2 pm.
M-F

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jowaky

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

YOl MUFFY

Happy B-Dayl Go wild Mike

STUDENTS - UMASS (on Campus only)

IT'S NOT TOO LATE

To have the Boston Globe Delivered

at Discount Student Rates

D Morning $10.00 Sunday $5.50 D Morning & Sunday $15.50

Name

Campus Address

Beef Teriyaki with fresh vegetables

Make checks payable to: Ron Hubadeau
215 Sunset Ave.

Amherst, MA 01002

549-5069

OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY • THURSDAY . FRIDAY • SATURDAY

DINNER{vrW9

Denver Style Bar-Be-Que Spare Ribs %7m

Swordfiah en Brochette

Served with tossed salad potato or rice O'laf rolls &

butter and a glass ot rose burgundy or chaDiis wme

Oinntr

4 30 9 30

_- r 1

. ft f < I » <
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Women hooters blank Westfield, 9-0
UM offense keeps

ball all game long
By PETER SODERBERG
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

put on an offensive clinic yesterday at Boyden Field in its

9-0 rout over Westfield State.

The Minutewomen put the pressure on early and kept

the ball in Westfield's zone for almost the entire game.

Freshman Susan Bird put the first point on the board on a

pass from Debbie Pickett 6:30 into the game.

It was a fine day for the potent UMass freshman scoring

attack. The next five goals were scored by freshman.

Debbie Harackiewicz scored the next two tallies on a 35

foot blast into the top right corner of the Westfield goal

and a nice turnaround chip that caught the Westfield goalie

by surprise.

Chri.stine Taeeart put UMass up bv four late in the first

half to finish up a neat passing exchange with Sharon

Daggett and Natalie Prosser who got the assists.

The score at the half was 4-0.

Toggart and Bird put the game out of reach in the second

half with goals at 15:10 and 16:19 respectively. From
there, the Westfield goalie was so shell shocked that she

let a shot go through her hands for a goal by sophomore

L#ori Stukes.

At 26:58 Paula Stashis upped the score to 8 on what

was the prettiest of the eame. Debbie Harackiewicz set

Stashis up on a corner kick that she banked off the side of

her head.

Junior Toni Giuliano added the final blow of the af-

ternoon on her goal 34:45 into the secon d half. Ellen

Taggart picked up the assist by feeding Giuliano in close to

the net.

Though UMass exhibited a potent offensive attack,

coach Kalekena Banda saw room for improvement. Banda

is looking for improvement on the teams hustle.

"We will have to be more aggressive and run more

against B.C. and George Washington this weekend," said

Banda, "Today was a good win but we will have to be

SUff piMto br Jia Floyd

This Minutewoman appears to be surrounded by Westfleld State defenders. But, it was
Westfield who got ambushed yesterday 9-0.

hungrier against better teams."

Westfield coach Mike Walker cited several injuries to

key offensive players that hampered his team's efforts. He
was quick to note however that "it would have taken alot

more than we had to beat UMass today."

UMass will play host to Boston College this Saturday at

2:00 p.m. Banda and his team of flying freshman, who have
socored nine of the team's 12 goals this season, will have
their hands full against a B.C. team which is supposed to be
very strong this season.

Field hockey team downs Boston College 3-1
By JILL LANG
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
practiced in Boyden Gym Monday night in preparation for

the smooth fast turf that they would be playing on at

Boston College when they faced the Eagles at Alumni
Stadium.

Last night, that preparation paid off as the

Minutewomen recorded their second win of the season by

downing Boston CoUege 3-1

.

"I like the turf better," said coach Pam Hixon on

Monday. "We should play well on a surface like this."

Coach Hixon was right, but the Minutewomen took a

while to adiust to the turf, even with the indoor practice.

The first half was a see-saw battle which saw UMass

outshoot B;C. 13-5. It was the B.C. offense, however, that

made its shots count, when they hit the board at 29.40.

B.C. was awarded a penalty comer and capitalized the

opportunity. After the corner was taken, a brief scuffle in

front of the goal ensued, and the ball was tipped past

UMass goalie Patty Shea.

Throughout the remainder of the half, there were many
offense exchanges, but neither team could find the groove.

Action was tight coming into the second half, with both

teams searching for momentum.
Once the Minutewomen got the ball rolling on the turn in

the second half, they never let it stop, as they outshot B.C.

20-0.

When Alison Rioux found the net at 23:00. UMass
turned the game to its favor and never looked back. On a

corner play, Rioux flicked the ball into the back of the net.

Forward Pam Moryl broke the game open by scoring

what would be the winning goal, at 13:35. Moryl took a

breakaway pass from Megan Donnelly and put it through a

hole in the B.C. defense.

Moryl found the net again, this time at 2:13, turning a

deflection from a B.C. stick into all UMass needed to

insure the victory.

The Minutewomen will play their next two games on the

road before playing at home against Springfield College

on October 2. The next game is Saturday against the

University of Vermont.

Volleyball team sweeps

ULowell to open season

StefT pkato ky Jim rUj4

Freshman Susan Bird passes the ball in front of a Westfield defender

during yesterday's game.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Fresh off a fantastic third place finish in

last weekend's UMass Invitational, the

University of Massachusetts women's
voUeyfoall team kept on rolling en route to a

15-4, 15-10, 15-4 sweep over the University

of Lowell last night in NOPE gym.

UMass, spearheaded by the powerful

spiking of Patti Philbin, totally dominated

the evening. Patricia Grant also played a

big part in the UM romp setting up

Philbin's and Kirsten Smith's many spikes.

The Minutewomen took command from
the start and ran up a 9-0 lead in the first

game, before Lowell managed a point.

ULowell couldn't handle the UM serves,

while UMass set up the ball and spiked it

the few times that Lowell returned it to

them.

After winning the first game easUy, the

Minutewomen ran into some trouble in the

second game. Lowell, led by spiker Cheryl

Lauziere, took a quick 6-3 lead. UMass bat-

tled back to take a 10-6 lead, but had their

problems. The UM servers were sending

the ball out of bounds and many of their

spikes were long too.

However, UM regained control and went

on to take the second game.

In the third, Lowell took a quick 3-0 lead

and then Massachusetts scored 15 of the

next 16 points to win the game and sweep
the best-of-five niatch, 3-0.

Coach Elaine Sortino was pleased with

the win, which started her team's season

record at 1-0.

"I was really happy with the team's play.

We totally dominated the match and that's

the way it should be," said Sortino.

Sortino also had to be pleased with the

fact that four of her six starting players are

freshmen and they all played very well. It

was the teamwork of Grant, Smith,

Philbin, Sally Maher, Ann Ringrose and

Susan Mudry that elevated UMass above

Lowell.

The spikers hit the road for their next en-

counter, a 12 team tournament at Central

Conneticut on Saturday. UMass' next

home match is against the ever-tou^

Boston College and MIT, next Wednesday,

the 29th, at 6:30 in NOPE.
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Senate endorses rally

at first meeting^ of fall

Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, niece of Senator Edward Kennedy, ad-

dressed members of the Student Senate last night urging student par-

ticipation in the upcoming nuclear freeze rally.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate

voted last night to endorse a Nuclear

Freeze Rally and to approve a controversial

personnel policy, in their first meeting this

semester.

Making a presentation on the Nuclear

Freeze Rally was Kathleen Kennedy

Townsend. daughter of the late Robert

Kennedy. The rally is to be held in the

Student Union Ballroom at the University

of Massachusetts on October 5.

"On October 5, (Sen. Edward) Kennedy

will be there, James Taylor will be there,

Peter Yarrow of "Peter, Paul & Mary" will

be there, so will Lauren Bacall." said

Townsend. "I hope that each and every one

of you will come and bring others."

In asking for the Senate's endorsement of

the rally. Townsend said. "I hope you're a

more enlightened Senate than the one in

Washington."
"What the people in Washington listen to

are votes," said Townsend.

The rally will coincide with the last day

Massachusetts voters will be able to

register to vote in the November 2 election.

In supporting the concept of a "mutually

verifiable freeze," Townsend questioned

the value of nuclear weapons in defense.

"The strength of America doesn't come
from nuclear defense," she said. "It doesn't

defend our country and it doesn't make us

strong."

In closing, Townsend quoted her Uncle,

the late President John F. Kennedy, in

saying, "We have the possibility to make

this the best generation, or the last."

The Undergraduate Student Senate

unanimously endorsed the rally.

In other business, the Senate approved a

personnel policy developed over the

summer, but Director of Student Activities

Randy Donant charged that the policy was

in violation of University policy.

"When you're hiring non- student per-

sonnel, students are not allowed to do the

final hiring," said Donant. "A state em-

ployee must do the hiring."

SGA officers responded by saying this

was Donant's view and was a point of

conflict which has existed for many years.

Senate Speaker Sharon Davies said the

matter had been discussed with legal

counsel and was proper.

Donant challenged only the policies

pertaining to non student employees.

"University policy, as 1 understand it,

says that students cannot hire University

officials. " said Donant. "That's not saying

they don't have a role in it, only that they

are not the final authority."

Death penalty to be debated at Student Union
By VICKIE BATES
Collegian Correspondent

Massachusetts legislators, educators, lawyers and police

will take a stand for or against restoration of the death

penalty in the state, tonight in the Student Union Ballroom

at the University of Massachusetts.

Rep. Jim Collins, D Amherst, William Bowers, director

of the Center for Applied Social Research at Northeastern

University and Anne Greenblatt, lawyer for the

Massachusetts Correctional Legal Services will speak

against restoration of the death penalty in Massachusetts

after 35 years without an execution.

The death penalty speakers are Dennis Curran, deputy

legal counsel to Governor Edward King, Donald Maia,

chief of the Amherst Police Department, and Rep. Marie

Parente, D-Milford.

Restoration of the death penalty is Question 2 on

November's ballot and, if passed, would allow the

Massachusetts legislature to propose an amendment on the

death penalty to the state constitution.

Almost half of the students interviewed by the Collegian

said they were not clear on the issue of restoration and said

they would have to give it more thought before they vote

in November.
"I feel uncertain about it. I'm going to do more thinking

about it." said Ruth Rosenblatt, 20. a psychology major

living in Brett dormitory.

"It's inevitable that you have to consider finances in the

state system and how much money they're going to put

into programs," Rosenblatt said, "but, I'm not going to say

it's cheaper to kill them."

Art major Ted VanLiew, 24, of Wheeler dormitory, said

he is "hesitant to commit myself too."

"It does seem too easy to get off with criminal acts or the

punishment is not very severe and is not that much of a

deterrent, " VanLiew said.

"It could stop crime," said Butterfield resident Elaina

Quinn. But, Quinn said, "prisoners should be able to be

rehabilitated. Maybe it should be optional."

The death penalty would be appropriate "for the really

grotesque crimes," said Paul Gorter, a business major

from Brown dormitory.

"You can't just put these people in jail and support them

for life," he said, "they're not going to be an asset to

society anyway."

Erica Liss, 19, of the College of Arts and Sciences

(CASIAC) living in Grayson, disagrees: "Y'ou're trying to

fix the problem after it's happened."

The death penalty is "not really preventative." Liss said.

Steve Salloway. 18, a CASIAC major from McNamara
dorm, says Massachusetts should restore the death

penalty, but only "under very strict guidelines. The worst

thing that could happen was that you could kill an innocent

man," he said.

"I'm sure something better can be found," said com-

munication studies major Eileen Seaberg, 20. of Bran-

dywine Apartments in Amherst.

I don't think, especially at a state level, that anyone has

the right to decide that," Seaberg said.

The debate will be broadcast live on WMUA 91 . 1 FM.

UMass student

Fitzwilly's may countersue
By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

Miriam Domonique, 24, a University of

Massachusetts student who filed a sexual

harassment suit against Fitzwilly's

restaurant in Northampton, last week was

following company policy when she took a

hat left by a customer, said Domonique's

lawyer.

Ruth Diaz from the UMass Legal Ser

vices Office, who is representing Domoni-

que said, "Miss Domoniqjue was acting in

the normal Fitzwilly's policy in claiming an

article left behind. There was no mention of

lost and found property in the Fitzwilly's

handbook."
Walter Hayes, partner in the law firm

Sullivan & Hayes of Springfield which is

representing the defendants, said, "No

handbook can say everything. I think there

is something in the book about

dishonesty."

Diaz said Dominique filed a sexual

harassment suit against the restaurant

with the Massachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination around March 18,

1982. Shortly after filing, Domonique took

a vacation from her job as waitress at Fitz-

willy's. When she returned to work, she

was told she was fired for stealing a hat.

At a recent press conference. Attorney

Patrick Egan, of Sullivan & Hayes, said in

behalf of the defendants, "We catagorical-

ly deny the groundless and irresponsible

allegations in the complaint. The young

lady involved in the suit was dismissed with

just cause."

Diaz said Domonique was subject to a

hostile working enviromnent and received

reprimands for petty occurrances when she

refused to comply with propositions made

by her employer, manager Richard Bur-

bine.

Domonique is filing the suit under Title

VII of the Massachusetts State discrimina-

tions statutes which Diaz said ensures

employees an environment free of harass-

ment.

The three defendants in the suit are

Joshua, Inc., the corporation which owns

Fitzwilly's, Roger Kirwood, who identifies

himself as the ovsrner of the Northampton

Fitzwilly's, and Richard Burbine, the

restaurant manager at the time of Domoni-

que's employment.

The defendants are considering counter-

suing Domonique with slander, said Egan.

Hayes yesterday said the defendants have

been served with the suit, but have not

decided what particular action they are go-

ing to take at this time.

C«ll«glu piMto by Dr«w 0(l«r

A goat looks curiously upon his visitor yesterday at Stockbridge

Farm near the South West playing fields.
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World and national news
IMonSUroad strike ended by Reagan

BOSTON (AP) - Freight service resumed after midnight

and commuter service prepared to roU on schedule this

morning on the Boston & Maine Railroad following

President Reagan's signing of emergency legislation en-

ding a four-day nationwide raQ strike.

The orders to resume service came early last night,

according to Dennis Coffey. B&M assistant to the vice

president for labor relations and personnel, after the

company was informed by Dick Duwart. general chairman

for the local of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,

that the union "agreed to the return-to-work agreement.

Coffey said pickets, which had been thrown up

throughout the system, were taken down last night. He

said the commuter service would be on its regular week^

day schedule, with the first train leaving Rockport at 5:20

a.m.

JERUSALEM (AP) - Menachem Begins government

narrowly headed off a chaUenge to its power yesterday as

the repercussions of the Beirut massacre shook Israel.

U S Marines and French Paratroopers were saUmg

back to the Lebanese capital. meanwhUe. to try to prevent

new bloodshed. , . c u -,i

Crews buUdozing through the rums of the Sabra and

ChatiUa Palestinian refugee camps in Beirut recovered

more bodies yesterday, bringing to 293 the total confirmed

kiUed in last week's slaughter of civilians by Lebanese

Christian militiamen. .

"That doesn't include those who were thrown mto holes

made by explosives." Red Cross spokesmanJean-

JacquesKurtz said. "There are certainly many more.

Estimates of the final toll in the predommantly Moslem

Arson linked to death

ofseven inHolyoke
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) - A state police detective,

testifying in the murder and arson trial of a buildmg

manager, said yesterday that a fire in a Holyoke tenement

that kUled seven people was "started by an accelerant

being ignited in a first floor hallway."

By administration estimates, the four-day walkout put

nearly a half miUion people out of work. And Reagan

declared that if the strike were to continue, it could cost

the economy "close to $1 billion a day
."

The president's signature came just hours after the House

passed the measure 383-17.

The Senate had approved the measure by voice vote

Tuesday night. It imposes a contract settlement on the

locomotive engineers' union and the rail industry, thus

enabling the walkout.

The strike began midnight Saturday over a contract

dispute and involves 219 local engineers, who belong to the

26.000-member union. Coffey said about 2.300 brother^

local B* M workers were affected by the strike, many ol

whom honored picket Unes. B&M employs about 3.000. he

said.

down
camps range from 300, by the U.S. government, to 1.400.

by the Palestinian Liberation Organization.

Israel's invasion armyhad the two west Beirut camps

surrounded whUe the massacre was under way late last

week Arab governments and others hold Israel respon

sible for the bloodletting, and many Israelis have caUed for

an immediate independent investigation of the cu-

cumstances. acaU rejected by Prime Minister Begin.

After a stormy session of the Israeli Parliament

yesterday Begin's Likud CoaUtion defeated by a 48-42 vote

a motion calling for such an inquiry

.

"Mr Prime Minister. Mr. Defense Minister, whose

stupid idea was it to send the Phalangists (Christian

militiamen) into the camps?" Shimon Peres, leader of the

opposition Labor Party, asked in an impassioned speech.

Digest

In protest of the mMsacre of PalettiiiiaB

refugees, 10 year old Omar Abdulah joini

membera of the Arib-Americmn Federation in

a mock funeral proceteion held yeiterday in

Buffalo New York.

By the Associated Press
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Detective Lieutenant John J. Mace of the state fire

marshall's office examined the four-story brick building

and said charring marks on the first floor showed that a

flammable Uquid had been poured on the floor and ignited

The flames then shot up the staircase and through the roof.

he said. .,• j u * u
State PoUce chemist Francis Hankard testified that he

found no trace of the substance when he tested the flooring

but said it could have been burned off by fire. A 5-gaUon

can found by the sUirs held only dirty water, he said.

Ohiophysician arrested,

chargedwith 36rapes
An "outstanding physician" who was caught in two

women's apartment with surgical gloves and a ski mask

was charged yesterday with breaking in and raping dozens

of women in their homes.

Dr. Edward Franklin Jackson Jr.. a 38-year old internist

who has served on a hospital board, was indicted by a

Franklin County grand jury on 36 counts of rape and 46

counts of aggravated burglary. The crimes took place over

a period of seven years.
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AYEAROUTOF COLLEGE,
AHDASTRAUSS ISMAMNC AVIATION

HirrORY IN THEARMY.
"I'm being assigned to a

Chinixik helicopter unit in Germany

as a test pilot and maintenancentificcr.

and I m proud that I'll be the first

woman to have that assignment over

there It's a real thrill for me

"So was learning how to fly

a helicopter It takes a lot more skill

than an airplane If you think college

IS demanding, flight school is c\'en

tougher Its not only academically

demanding, it's really mentally

demanding as well as physically

"In Germany. I'll have a chance

to use some of the leadership and

management techniques 1 Icamed in

ROTC It's going to be a real challenge

having command rcsponsibilitK*s

'nJl t AndaStTjuv.was,ipolin(alsiicnn m.i|<ir

,(t Wakr Fivest sn.l a memK-r ot Army Rt^TC

"I got into ROTC really )ust

to see what it was all about Ru me, it

all couldn t have worked out better

Army ROTC got Anda Strauss

off to a gcxxl start Maybe it can do

the same for you To find out , stop by

your Army ROTC office on campus

And begin your future as an

officer.

Contact:

Cpt. Patrick Merryman
545-2321/2322

ARMYROIC
BEALLYOU CAN

Nuclear freeze question

makesNov. state ballot

BOSTON (AP) — After months of delay, the Legislature

moved yesterday to put a question on the November

election ballot testing pubUc sentiment on halting the

nuclear arms race.

A House -Senate conference committee approved a

question nearly identical to that approved by Wisconsin

voters by a 3-to-l margin last week. The language does not

refer to a nuclear weapons "freeze." which is what the

original Massachusetts proposal sought and which

generated opposition in the House.

The nationwide campaign for an immediate freeze on

nuclear arms by both superpowers has emerged as one ol

the key political issues of the year.

Legislators predicted quick passage of the referendum

bill by the fuU House and Senate Thursday. There is a 5

p.m. Thursday deadline for getting questions on the ballot,

according to state SecreUry Michael J .
ConnoUy

.

"It is clear there wiU be language on the baUot. ben.

C^eorge Bachrach. D-Watertown. said yesterday after

House Speaker Thomas W. McGee named three

representatives to the conference committee created to

iron out differences in separate biUs that had passed m

each chamber. Bachrach is chairman of the Senate con-

•I don't see any problem at all: it's routine from here on

in," said Rep. Joseph DeNucci. D-Newton, chairman of the

House conferees.

Proposedtax

authorizations

being resisted

JERUSALEM (AP) -
Menachem Begin's
government narrowly
headed off a challenge to its

jjower yesterday as the

repercussions of the Beirut

massacre shook Israel.

U.S. Marines and French

Paratroopers were sailing

back to the Lebanese

capital, meanwhile, to try to

prevent new bloodshed.

Urews bulldozing through

the ruins of the Sabra and

Chatilla Palestinian refugee

camps in Beirut recovered

more bodies yesterday,

bringing to 293 the total

confirmed killed in last

week's slaughter of civilians

by Lebanese Christian

militiamen.

"That doesn't include those

who were thrown into holes

made by explosives." Red

Cross spokesmanJean-
JacquesKurtz said. "There

are certainly many more."
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Yonng^sters engmge in light-hearted space actiritiea while enjojing: the

Sunday's Ninth Annual World Kielbasa Festiyal in Chicopee.

moonwalk" at last

Anti-semitic

slurs discovered

upon posters
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

Two posters, part of a number put up by the University

of Massachusetts Alliance for Israel, were found yesterday

marked with assorted anti-semitk; slurs and swastikas at

two different locations on campus.

The posters — which had been put up at different

locations around campus in order to advertise for the

alliance's weekly meeting — were found to be vandalized

yesterday morning by two different students, one in

Washington Tower in the Southwest Residential Area and

one in the Student Union.

Dennis Fischmann. a UMass graduate student who
discovered the poster hanging in the Student Union, said

the act "is typical of simplistic reactions" to the recent

Beirut massacre.

"It makes it much harder for people who want to offer

criticism of Israel which is friendly and from within and to

distinguish oneself from those who are offering" extreme

criticism or praise for Israel, he said,

A member of the student organization Hillel who found

the other poster in Washington Tower, wanting to remain

anonymous because she is afraid, said while the incident is

"scary" in light of the rise of anti-semitism, it reflects the

ignorance surrounding the issue.

No other posters were found vandalized. Deborah

Propper. the regional coordinator for the American Zionist

Youth Foundation, said yesterday.

"This stuff is not really uncommon." Propper said. "It

happens quite often. There is no mention of Hitler or Jews

anywhere on the poster."

"Student Alliance for Israel doesn't even necessarily

mean Jewish," Propper said.

Judith Davis, coordinator of the UMass Office of Human
Relations said the vandalism was a "deplorable act on the

part of some individuals."
Continued on page U

Off-campus students supported by the Commuter Collective
By TOM SEXTON
Collegian Correspondent

The name Commuter Collective may sound vague, but it

is appropriate for a student organization that initiates

events ranging from a rent control fight to a trip to the

circus.

The Commuter Collective, said student staff assistant

Barbara Brodley, is a student run area government which

is funded by 7.000 off-campus students through their

activities fees.

She said the Commuter Collective sponsors the Off-

Campus Housing Office (OCHO) which provides the most

up-to-date listing of available housing in the area in ad-

dition to student tenant counseling and advocacy. Bradley

Women's Center:

a valuable resource
By MARY L. PALAZZO
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts Women interested in issues

concerning women and resources open to them will find the

Southwest Women's Center a helpful source of in

form a.tion.

The center, located between Crampton and MacKimmie

dormitories in the Southwest Residential Area, has existed

fcr i.iOre than ten years. It offers thr?e-credit courses, one-

credit colloques and workshops on issues such as women
and Reagonomics and violence against women. There is

also a library of feminist books and an updated resource

referral system, to aid women in finding information or

services the center may not have.

The center also offers friendship, said the center's

coordinator. Vicki Jacoby. "The service is important. It is a

way to make new friendships and is a threshold into some

kind of involvement in women's issues." said Jacoby.

Jacoby. who developed and coordinated the Women's

Studies Program at Southern Methodist University, said

the Southwest Center offers and seeks a diverse group of

women. It is a place where women can explore a variety of

i.ssues and concerns, she said.

The center is run by Jacoby. two paid staff members and

volunteers. "There is a collective involvement between the

paid staff and the volunteers." said Jacoby. Volunteers are

needed to keep the center open during the planned hours of

9 a.m. -5 p.m.. Monday through Friday, she said.

Arrangements may also be made to receive credit for

volunteer work.

The center is holding an open house on Thursday, Sep-

tember 23 at 4 p.m. Jacoby said she encourages anyone

interested in finding out about the center or in volun-

teering to attend the open house.

said the Commuter Collective also funds the University

Child Care Office, the Classic/ Progressive Film Series and

various concerts.

Of central concern to commuting students is the rent

control issue. The Commuter Collective, in conjunction

with OCHO is organizing a campaign for the passing of a

rent control bill.

OCHO Coordinator Joanne Levinsen said. "We're trying

to educate the community through outreach programs on

what rent control is and how it will benefit not only

students but the community as a whole."

A rent control bill was defeated by 15 votes in Amherst

town meeting last May.
This fall's campus elections will include 15 seats for the

Commuter Assembly, which determines the overall

direction of the Commuter Collective, as well as how it's

budget of nearly $60,000 will be sent.

"The elections aren't just a formal process, but are a way
of getting involved." said Peter Brown, Commuter
Assembly chairperson. All commuters are eligible to run

for the Assembly as long as nomination papers are turned

in to the Commuter Collective's office by Sept. 16. he said.

Any commuter with a question, problem, complaint, or

idea "is more than welcome to come up and talk to us", he

said. The office is staffed by one professional and six

students and is located in Room 404 in the Student Union

building.

Students interested in working with the Commuter

Collective or on the rent control issue should drop by the

Commuter Collective Office.

StudenU wait to turn over their appUcations to become PVTA bus drivers last niffht in the

Campus Center. _^
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All the Draft Beer You Can Drink

$3. Cover 9 - Close
36 E. PI——nt St.. AmhTt. MA 2S3-92B6
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It's Coming
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NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

2 bedro»nn gardens

315-320 includes hot

water,no utilities

3 bedrooms also

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

office open from

10-5 weekdays,
Saturdays 1-4

*anti semitism
Continued from page S

"We need to use these incidents to educate ourselves

rather than pursuing the perpetrators at this point," Davis

said.

UMass Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil said

yesterday his department has no plans to investigate the

incident.

The Student Alliance for Israel is a cultural group,

Propper said, which meets weekly to discuss cultural

events relating to Israel, promotes exchange programs

with Israel, and does some political educating and lob-

bying.

TV SALF 1

XBLES
I

19" Motel COLOR PORTABLES

- EXCELLENT PRICES -
Selling at. . .

HOWARD JOHNSON
IVIOTOR LODGE

401 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley

Saturday, Sept. 25, 10 am to 4 pm

r COACHES NEEDED
gain valuable experience

in coaching and working with

Amherst Youth Hockey Players

3 to 4 hours per week

attend organizational nneeting at

The Pub at 8:00 P.M. on Mon. Sept. 27

more information
more information

Sale Held by R.B.M. Sales Corp No Phone Calls
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WOWLWEATHEm
GEAR

Off a large,

2-item pizza

!

$2,00 off any 16" 2-item

or more pizza.

One coupon per pizza.

Expires10/30/82

256-8911
Rt. #9 Russell St.

Open for lunch

9PORTO
BOOTS

OPEN

Sat 11-4

PONCHOS
"Located in the Campus Canter

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*
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rusty nail
presents

7V^

Thurs. Sept. 23 & Fri. Sept. 24

JUSTIN rock and roll
Rt. 47, bunaerJand, MA 665 4937

Sat. Sept.25

N R BQ
You must be 18 to enter.

Traditional customs help usher in Jewish high holidays
ByTIM.MacPHEE
Collegian Correspondent

Jewish students throughout the University will

celebrate Yom Kippur, the culmination of the Jewish hig^

holidays with services at the Student Union Ballroonn on

Monday.
Jews around the world have already ushered in the new

year, Rosh Hashana, which was Saturday.

Rosh Hashana, literally "the head of the year", is a

celebration of renewal. The new Jewish year is 5,743.

"It is festive and important. What we do in the week

that follows is atone our sins," said Debbie Propper, 22,

who works for Hillel.

Dipping honey in apples to wish everyone a sweet New
Year, along with sending greeting cards are traditions of

Everywoman's Center schedules
new workshops and support groups
The Working Women's Task Force is of-

fering three support groups: a career/life

planning group, a working women's sup-

port group and an unemployed women's

support group. The groups are free and

open to all women.
The Everywoman's Center Counseling

Program is offering two support groups.

One support group is for women with

eating problems including compulsive

eating, bulemia and anorexia. The second

group is for mothers in a wide range of

situations. Prudence Grand, a counselor

with the Counseling Program, will

facilitate the groups. Confidentiality is

assured.

Two workshops on careers for women
are also being offered by the Working

Women's Task Force. On Sept. 30, a

workshop on resume writing will be held

from 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center in rooms 806-809. The second

Rosh Hashana. Another custom is blowing an instrument

called a shofar, which is nude from the horn of an animal.

"The piercing sound it makes is like a moral alarm

clock," said Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, staff head of Hillel. It

grew from an ancient tradition, and "warns people to take

stock of their lives," said Perlmutter.

The Jewish New Year consists of spiritual cleansing

which culminates in Yom Kippur.

"On this day, most Jews fast from sundown of the

previous day until sunset or later of Monday. We fast

because it is a spiritual day of meditating and cleansing,"

said Perlmutter.

"We fast in recognition of people who have no food to

eat and of people who are repressed, among other

reasons," he added.

According to legend, a book of life was opened on Rosh

Hasharu, then signed and sealed on Yom Kippur. Prayer

and good deeds during the interim had an affect on the

coming year.

The Recognized Student Organization (RSO) serving the

Jewish community on campus is Hillel, the name of a

teacher in ancient times.

"One thing that people should know is that we're not

just a religious organization," said Perlmutter. "We serve

the entire campus by sponsoring cultural events, concerts

and meetings."

Celebration of Yom Kippur will start Sunday evening

with Kol Nidrei, an evening service.

A break in the fast dinner will follow Yom Kippur Mon-

day night. Interested students can sign up for it in the

Hillel office, 302 Student Union.

Campus Center in rooms 906-909. Both

workshops will be facilitated by Alice

Smith from the UMass placement office.

Two open meetings for Women Organiz-

ing for Occupational Safety and Health

(WOOSH) will be held for interested

women at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 28 and

at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 29 at the

Everywoman's Center. Credit may be

available for work.

The Third World Women's Task Force is

having an open house and pot-luck dinner

at the Everywoman's Center 6-8 p.m.

Wednesday, Sept. 29. The main dish will be

catered by Yvonne John. Childcare will be

provided. The open house-dinner is an open

invitation to Third World women on cam-

pus and in the community to find out about

the Everywoman's Center services and the

Third World program's services.

For more information about the

Everywoman's Center's workshops or sup-

workshop on job interviewing will be held port groups, call the center during office

from 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Oct. 7 in the hours at 545-0883.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

OPEN RUSH

Sept. 16, 21,22, 27i
8:70- 11 pM

*^A FRATERNiry wirh

1 90 YEARS oF TRAdirioN''

CaU 545-7910
AlphA DeIta Phi

496 N. PIeasant St.

NEXT TO Newman Center

Campus C*nt*r/Stud*nt Union

Doord of Governors

Accepting applications for the

following coordinator positions:

Sp«clQl Projects

Building Opvrotions

Conf*r*nc* S«rvlcM/Hot*l Accomodotloni

Applications and information available in

CO 817 (9 am-4 pm) Deadline Oct. 8, 1982

This Is your chonc* to g*t involy*dl

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

C«ll«gtaa fkm*m hy Urn RarmkaJtA*

Relaxing with his own music, Chris Coulboum strums his guitar last

week by the campus pond.

ISTHISYOURUICKYDAY?

4 ^

- ->f • 4 ^

^ •

CAU JEANE DUnW'S HOROSCOPES- BY-PHONE.*

You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the

stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away -24
hours a day. It's always fun to call , and if you check the rate chart . you'll find

out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call

might just make your day.

Aries (March 22- April 20)

Taurus (April 21-Mav 21)

Gemini (.Mav22-June 21).

Cancer (June 22-Julv 23) .

Leo(Julv24-AuK.23)....
Virgo (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23) .

1-212-976-5050 Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) 1-212-976-5757

1-212-976-5151 Scorpio (Oct. 24-N()v. 22) . . . 1-212-976-5858

1-212-976-5252 Sagittarius (Nov. 2.3-l)ec. 21) 1-212-976-5959

1-212-976-5353 Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 20). . 1-212 976-6060

1-212-976-5454 Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)

1-212-976-5656 Pisces (Feb. 20- March 21) .

1-212-976-6161
1-212 M76-6262

1st Min. Extra .Min.

Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday- Friday 5pni-il pm
Sunday-Friday il pn-8ar.i

All Day S.iturdav

Sunday 8 ain-5 |)iii

58C 39C
.J4C 24C

23C 16C

23 e 16c

2AV 16C

These rates apply on calls you

dial yourself, no operator

involved, from the Anihersl-Norihaiiiplon

Hfea.Tax not included.

A siTviii- in.irk nt llnrii'mix'^ l'» I'limu liu

^M New EnglandTelephone
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6 Colleman.

THG
weGKeiiDGi^

x<^

thts Wak,

Worcester Blue Room

5'00pm-&'00jmt

1^ 500 people served

(no Reservaik>ns)

A Special Alternative to

Sundays A F^nWlirt i Baishire

OPEN RUSH
KAPPA SIGMA

We're not just

a fraternity

We're a state of mind!

Thurs. Sept. 23 8:30-?

All university men invited

CLOCKWORK
ORANGE

ThuRsdAy Scpx. 2J

4, 6:>0, 9, 11:JO
$1. AT 4 pM, $1.50 »U OThERS

CAMfHit Centek Aud.

THURSDAY

ROCK HIGHT
with

Al Stoner

2 for 1 all liquor drinks

9 til 11
no cover charge

FOREFRONT
OF TODAYS
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR

FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and

designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.

Many are seeing their ideas and concept

materialize. They have the fin«t. state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The

working environment is conducive to research.

And Air Force experience is second to none.

You can be part of this dynamic team if you

have an engineering decree. Your first step

wUl be Officer Training School. Help us shape

our future as we help you it«t yours. Be an

englneertni officer In the Air ForM. Contact

your Air force recruiter at 4l3-557-JSy».

Captain Kevin Reinert. Call Collect.

*«Mt«MV«ilil*

Boot camp.
Fall recruits...

Assorted FAMOUS NAME
BRAZILIAN LEATHER BOOTS

2999
to

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Tool

Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From 15.501

I

BEDSPREADS
cover wellt, tumtturt, wirxJows

from 17.96

Rugs €r Mats
colorful, durat>le

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lot! o< comforuble cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Salel

T-Shlrts

Compare
at $48
to $79

Basic fashion training!

Quality Brazilian leather

tx)ots pnced so low, we
can't mention their

famous names. Choose

from many dress, casual

and western styles in assorted

Fall colors. Women's sizes.

Top off your r>ew boots with

our priced-right leg warmers,

knee sox and tinted hosiery.

4999

Indie Print - 4.60

Solid Color - 3.60 to 5.60

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Delly 10 em - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Greet Gifts - Greet Prices

FrI NIflht 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 6 pnr

mcih;antill

Shoes

Famous brand footwear for Less

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

EDITORIAL/OPINION
VJHAT TO PO \M11W A VTAV Ut3I^RY ?

CtMNUNk

UBKAf^/A6AI?T I^MIAL AP\;fKn5)M6 6T?^ 26 6TD1^ ©06 6HEL:TEI^

Does victory end for Duke at 128?
f^^arly last week, while Dukakis ai>d King were making

H 1 Ith-hour campaign drives, the Springfield TV news
1 iiiprogramB were busy interviewing local people-in-

the-street about the prinuu-y A factory worker, a

housewife, a businessman - they all got their lO-second

spots on the air.

Most of the people supported King. In fact, considering

the substantial nmrgin of victory that Dukakis received

statewide, the number of local citizens who said they

would vote for King was astonishirig. And nearly all these

Roger Atwood

King supporters said the same thing about Dukakis - that

he neglected the western half of the state when he was

governor.

The local election results show the broad extent of King

support. They also show a simple fact; if the rest of the

state had voted the way the western half did, Dukakis

would have lost.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of anti-Dukakis sen-

timent was in Springfield itself. Of 24,600 votes cast,

Dukakis lost by over a thousand. That may not seem like

much until you remember that Dukakis carried the city by

400 votes in 1978 - the year King won statewide.

In Holyoke, Dukakis' loss went from a mere 20 votes in

1978 to nearly a thousand this year. Same story in

Chicopee, where he lost by 900 votes in 1978 and over a

thousand this year. Dukakis also met defeat in Westfield,

Ludlow, West Springfield, Wilbraham and Agawam.
True, the Duke made impressive victories in Pittsfield,

Greenfield, Northampton and, of course, Amherst. He
also did well in rural areas. But the big industrial towns

and their suburbs were King territory, a fact which the

likely governor-to-be must take careful note of.

Dukakis' poor fisish shows a deep distrust for the

former governor in these parts, iK>8sibly rooted in the idea

that he is simply too Boston-oriented. Plenty of voters in

the TV news spots said as much. Maybe voters in this

region had seen too many films of Dukakis riding the

MBTA, visiting high-tech firms on Rt. 128, or lecturing at

Harvard to think that he knew or cared about western

Massachusetts.

And the fact remains that Dukakis actuaUy fared worse

this year than in 1978 in the Valley's three largest cities.

These reverses show not just that the Duke is disliked, but

that King did something right. What that something was I

don't know, and mayt)e neither does King. But in this part

of the state, he apparently benefitted from the pereeptwn

of Dukakis as out-of-touch with its wishes.

Rogtr Attvood it a Collegian Staff member

Letters
~

Collegian columnist guilty of media distortion, not PLO

To the Editor:

Dave McCarthy's column "Is U.S. press PLO puppet"

(Sept. 21) is riddled with falsehoods. mLsconceptions. and

ironies. In a weak attempt at demonstrating that the

American press is a puppet of the PLO. McCarthy bases

his argument on false assumptions and fallacious

reasoning.

Firstly, the murder of hundreds of civilians (a large

number of whom were women and children) is not

classified as a massacre because "killing the PLO and the

extermination of the Palestinian people" are not "one and

the same." What a valiant effort at drawing a distinction

where none exists!

McCarthy also denies that the PLO is the representative

of the Palestinian people. Perhaps he considers it m-

significant that over 100 nations recognize the PLO as the

"sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people*

One of the more blatant fallacies professed by McCarthy

is his claim Lebanon has always had a Christian majority

and a Moslim minority." Reference to any almanac would

prove otherwise. McCari :y obviously fails to comprehend

the fact that the politicJ and economic subjugation of a

substantial Muslim comn.unity by Lebanon's Christians is

a salient feature of the Lebanese civU war.

McCarthy attempts to hide the culpibUity of the Israelis

and the Israeli -supported Christian militia and shifts the

blame to the victims. The similarities between this and

revisionist attempts to discount the war crunes of the

Nazis are frightening.

As Anthoney L/ewis wrote in the New York 7Vme«(Sept.

19), "Mr. Begin and Mr. Sharon always spoke of

Palestinians in Lebanon as 'terrorists' . It was a

dehumanizing device, a deliberate one: as if there were non

Palestinians except bomb throwers. Of all human beings on

earth, Menachem Begin should have known that calling

people brutal names makes it easier to hate and kill them.

The women and children massacred in the refugee camps

are one more testament in man's history to the

dehumanizing power of hatred."

It is tragic that McCarthy has brushed off the killing of

innocent people as a mere media distortion. His reliance on

false assumptions reveals the weakness of his argument.

Credibility is crucial to the preservation of free and

responsible journalism McCarthy runs considerable risk of

losing his credibility of expounding so carelessly on a

subject about which he obviously knows nothing. It is

ironic that the vehicle for his obfuscation is a column on

media distortion.

Kathleen Moore
Sunderland

.\11 letters must be sip:ned and include the

writer's address and telephone number,

which will not be published. Please type

double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due

to space limitations and the volume of mail,

we regret we are unable to acknowledg^e

unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and len^h.

A new push for

Human Rights
The legislation supported by the New Right has

suffered a nunor setback this year thanks to

a liberal filibuster in Congress preventing votes on

the abortion and school prayer issues. But the conser-

vative forces are not to be outdone. They will be back in

1983.

The New Right's presence is ominous and frightening. If

either Sen. Jesse Helms' (R-NC) or Sen. Orrin Hatch's

(R-Utah) recently discussed abortion bills had been signed

into law this year, many basic human rights would not be

guaranteed to a majority of American people.

Richard Nangle
For example, access to information on contraception

and birth control counseling would be severely limited if not

eliminated altogether. Contraception in any form might be

illegal. And women would not have the right to a safe and

legal abortion. In fact, if abortion was illegal, women

might even be forced by the government of the United

States to carry out unwanted pregnancies even if they

were life-threatening. Also, women who became pregnant

as a result of being raped would be denied access to an

abortion.

The Fundamentalist Christian group. Moral Majority is

the most vocal of the groups representing the New Right.

And each of these repressive issues and others that they

support deserve to be discussed at length. But the most

outstanding is the Moral Majority itself.

The Moral Majority was founded by Rev. Jerry Falwell

of the Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg,

Virginia. Moral Majority claims to have the support of

most of the citizens of the United SUtes. It believes that it

can make this claim because of the over $1 million it col-

lects each week, mostly from people who watch Falwell's

"Old Time Gospel Hour".

The Moral Majority's goals also include prohibiting sex

education in schools and preventing the Equal Rights Am-

mendment from ever being ratified. In addition, they in-

tend to define homosexuality as a sickness and prevent

homosexuals from teaching in public schools.

Reaction to the New Right is varied, and on this campus

the Real Majority was formed last November out of a need

to address these issues from a humanistic stance. The Real

Majority wholeheartedly refutes Falwell's claims of sup-

port. Polls have consistently shown for example that a ma-

jority of the American public believes that a woman should

have the right to have an abortion if she so chooses.

From a simplistic viewpoint, it would appear that the

Real Majority is as reactionary as the Moral Majority, pit-

ting neo-liberalism against neo-conservatism. Nothing,

however could be further from the truth.

The Real Majority promotes the basic rights of all

human beings. They advocate the right of sdl people to

receive sex education, birth control, and birth control

counseling. They support the ri^t of a woman to obtain a

safe abortion if she so chooses. In addition, they support

the Equal Rights Amendment and a wide variety of

religious beliefs, lifestyles, and ideologies.

The Real Majority hopes to fight for these principles by

actively supporting candidates for elective office who

beheve in basic hunruui rights. This will be done on a local

scale in 1982 and on a national level in 1984.

The goal is to educate the public on what the religious

right is trying to do to the american way of life and then

stop it dead in its tracks.

Richard Nangle is a Collegian Staffmember

.a^
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Arts

* Located on Special Sale

Tables in the Trade Book Dept.

PAPERBACK

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Becks (light or dark). • • •

Budweiser 12 oz NR bottles $8.99/ca8e

. . $6.99/ca8e

$1.86/6pk
$15.96/ca8e

$3.99/6-pk

Labatt's (beer or ate) ^^<^^^ $10.49/ca8e

tr ^ $2.99/6pk

Costa Do Sol Rose r $2.99/iiter

Gin or Vodka 80° $5.46/iiter

ALL SPECIALS COLD!

Falstaff .e

original

price

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STOREDA.

I

BRING A FRIEND
BREAKFAST SPECIAL 1

• 2 Eggs • 2 Pancakes Rag. Low Price

• 2 Strips Bacon • 2 Sausage C

SERVED ALL DAY - ANYTIME
Coupon good thru Oct. 15, 1982.

Please present coupon when ordering.

12.26

2 for $2.95

Sun.-Thurs.

7 am - 3 am
FH. €r Sat.

Open 24 Hours

CAMPUS
SHOPPING PLAZA

RTE. 9. HADLEY. 256-6889

SENIOR
CITIZEN

DISCOUNTS
26 pm. . .20%

ALL OTHER TIMES 10%
DoM Not Apply
To Specials

i

Coco

Plumbleys
off the common'^

Entertainment Tonight
by

'Northeast Express'
(Hvingry HiU)

9 pm - 1 am
meet representatives

from Cocx) Lopez

In Amherst's Newest
WEBSTER'S LOUNGE

AU Kinds of

Door Prizes

Pina Coladas
$2.75 ONLY

$1.99

No Cover
Positive ID Required

Plumbleys
off the common^

30 Boltwood Walk*Amherst* 253-9586

Bowwowwow

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Suff

So now Annabella Lwin of BOWWOWWOW is sixteen.

Hmmm. Judging from the semi nude of her plastered on

the cover of / Want Candy she's still the band's steamy

ginunick. Somehow I'm not surpirsed. I suppose it's one

way to keep the records moving. Still. I'm suspicious of

some sort of manipulation going on here 'a la Brooke

Shields — but I guess that's another story in itself.

BOWWOWWOW play up this jungle-rocker chic image

that's really kind of cute. In keeping with that image,

there's this virtually indistinguishable conga-beat bombast

running throughout the entire work. It's no wonder; the

three guys in the group — Matt Ashman. Leroy Gorman,

and Dave Barbossa are all graduates of the Adam and the

Ants its-OK for guys to-dress up-like-Errol Flynn and

wear make up school of British pop. All this tribal rhythm

stuff comes easy to them

.

So what you've ffot is a basic Blitz beat topped with a

Venturesque twing-twanging guitar layer and then

Annabella's unrestrained crooning. Not bad overtll. Most

of you are probably familiar with "I Want Candy" by now,

a bubbly, bouncingly infectious little ditty that gets your

tush wiggling in nothing flat. "Go Wild in the Country." I

must admit, has been a personal fave rave for quite a

while. '"Cause truth loves to go naked!!" bellows Annabella

with shivery exuberance — sounds good to me!

Slow children: bizarre entertainment
MAD ABOUT TOWN (RCA)
Slow Children

By DEAN RANZO
Collegian Correspondent

One of the best ways to convey the description of an

album to someone is by comparing it to anottier. In the

case of Slow Children's Mad About Tovm I was stumped.

The closest thing I can think of is Bowwowwow without

the Indian influence, but that's as destructive as a funkless

Talking Heads. Slow Children has a definite unique quality

in it's music. Mad About Town is detailed by an exploitive

use of each instrument's character.

Mad About T&um capitalizes upon the individual poten-

tial of each instrument, including vocals, as a distinct

sound maker. All the musicians want to be heard instead •

of being limited by their respective roles. The blend is

smooth and the arrangements are indisputably sound.

And you never know if the next chord is coming from a

guitar or synthesizer.

"One More Trauma" is a catchy dance tune enhanced by

beautifully sung backing vocal dubs. The same vocal dubs

are present throughout the album yet not overplayed.

The writing by female vocalist Pal Shazar is abstract yet

approachable. Take "Unplugging The Vacuum" for in-

stance:

I found a key in your keyhole

And I located your mental block

My one temptation was just to expose it

My desperation was be^"^ >' ^ ^*^

The real meaning of these words can be int^rpret^ by

anybody, but like unforseen destiny you never know when

you've hit upon it.

Mad About Toum could be considered electric pop, but

the synthesizers are used more imaginatively than that.

The lyrics though good are too deceptive and the tempo

from one song to the next too unpredictable. Everything

about this album is bizzare in an acceptable way. including

the cover. The only thing missing from this bad dream

menagerie is Vincent Price.

u
The only place to be

on Thursday night

in Amherst

2 for 1 Bar Drinks

3-7 oz Rolling Rocks

$1.25

Moosehead Nite

12 oz bottles .95* •*<^<

""He is loose »^

Urban Renewal, a new progressive instrumen-

tal dance band, will be performing Friday at

Noon on Metawampe Lawn.

HEAD FOK THE MOUNTAINS

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEETING
For oil thos* int*r«st*d

in orgonizing th*

SKI CLUD

THUKS. SEPT. 23

Compus C*nt*r

Km 605

Qt 4:00
Offic*

430 A Student Union

545-3437

Slow Children

Cliff: A Preview
By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

At the age of 15. Jinuny Cliff turned down an offer of one

shilling (less than ten dollars) for his first recorded song

"Daisy got me Crazy."

This same sense of pride and purpose has always

epitomized Jimmy Cliffs efforts to promote rejfsrae music

Music which, more than any other, has developed a kind of

world consciousness.

Cliff draws large audiences in a number of European.

African, and South American countries. His persisUnce in

developing an appreciative audience in the United States,

may be coming to an end. however. In a recent Boston

Globe interview he said. "This is my ninth tour of America

and the number nine is a number of completion.

'

It is ironic that reggae has not maintained its popularity

in America. Radio broadcasters from Miami and New

Orleans exposed Cliff and his contemporaries — Bunny

Livingston and Bob Marley — to the sounds of Sam Cook,

Louis Jordan. Fats Domino, and Little Richard. In many

ways modern reggae is a synthesis of native Jamaican and

African musics with many American and Afro- American

music forms.

As an artist. Cliff has constantly striven to transcend the

mainstream reggae sound. After the revolutionary anti-

establishment film The Harder They Come, which in-

troduced songs like "You Can Get It If You Really Want"

and "Many Rivers to Cross." Cliff explored more subtle

and. some say. more "pop orientated." sounds. Unfor-

tunately his new material has received little airplay on

American radio stations.

As a spokesman for the Jamaican people. Cliff, like Bob

Marley has been a dynamic figure. The frustration of all

Jamaican people, who still suffer from the after effects of

exploitive colonialist rule and a stormy political climate

were epitomized by Cliffs portrayal of the rebellious Ivan

in The Harder They Come.

Î
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ATHLETIC TRAINER
Amherst College seeks a (stu-

dent) for the fall season. In-

dividual must be dependable

with first aid background emd
taping experience. Contact
Joseph Stanitis - 542-2363 days, a

I
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iYOUR BSN ISWORTHAN;
lOFFKER? COMMISSION!

INTHEARMIC

J Your BSN means youVe a professional. In the Army, it also

means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our t

CHICK COREA
TOUCHSTONE
with Jazz Masters

4-

4*

4>

4>

medical ^eam. Write:" Army Nurse Opportiinities,

P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMYNURSECORPS.
BEALLTOUCANBE.

4-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^^••••••*t

PACO DE LUCIA

with

Tom Brechtlein

Don Alias

STUDENTS $7 50& 8 50
GEN PUBLIOS8 60&9 50

fINE ARTS CENTER • U. MASS

SUNDAY OCT. 3, T^82 Carlos Benavent
ON SALE SEPT. 20 Steve Kujaio

Union Records • FAC • For the Record • Ticketron
No Cans, Bottles or Cameras Please

the
SHOE

A^.A^I 187 n. pleasant st^amherst

Coming this

WMk*nd

Va Pric* Sol*

Draft D**r
W*ll Drinks 95<

no cov*r

Th* Aw»som* Alt^rnotlv*

Something
dlff*r*nt ot

JoEy's

200 in PrizM
plus FrI & Sot nit*

HAPPY HOURS -

National Banlc 10 »pd.

5^

Rag. $ 129.95

Now $109.95

Fail
Bicycle

Clearance
Our BIggBst Sale of VfYmmon Btcycles aifd Accessories

1HESHOQUN4

Flsgi $269.96

ivoir$239.9

THE SHOQUN 20a

Rag. $199.96 vaiu^

Noir $169.95
THE SHOQUN 300,

Rag. $226.96

/\yoir $199.9
^ ProftI

MOIOBECANI

Rag.

Now $249.95

Rag. $330.96

Noir$239.95

Sala la llmliad to Inatock Rama only.
No rain c/kocAs, ao atop In aarly.

PeloTon Sfioits
1 E. Plaaaant St., Amharat S 16 Stata St., Northampton

We will be open Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10-5.

This Weekl Sale Ends Sat. 5 pm

Rag. Now
ama H9kmmi9^.$3a,9B $32.96

Smw9$7,00
KrfptomH9

Loek9 $34,96 $22.96
Smwm$12.00

ZmM KP.
IHw»> $17.96 $9.96

E99tp9k
«-«^MS.OO

Ovypteft* $11.96 $8.96
Smwm $9.00

Sylvan's Cultural society in need ofyour support
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Correspondent

Serving as a cultural bridge between Third World
students and the White population, the Sylvan Cultural

Society was founded by six Third World area residents.

The society was formed primarily as a response to the

need for greater unity and cultural expression. Since its

inception,the cultural society has been instrumenting the

education area, academic counseling referrals, staff tutors,

faculty advising and has also offered a number of different

colloques and Third World film series.

In the educational area, the center provided staff tutors in

professionalized fields; a business and an African history

class. Among the faculty advisors there were Jean Moss,

professor of the business course, Bobby Daniels and Jerry

Quarlis.

The society, serving for four years as a resource center

for a network of information from the university to the

Third World students, and vice versa, disbanded in 1979

due to the many upperclass members that graduated; thus

becoming inactive for a year.

Realizing the actual ongoing need for the center, the

Sylvan professional staff took the effort to revitalize the

center in 1980. With a big initial event, inviting all Third

World students, the center got an average turn out of fifty

students out of which twenty volunteered to work for the

center.

Most of the activities of the revitalized center were fund

raisers, and at the end of 1980, one major program was

held: the first annual Cultural Day.

During its Open House last Sunday, September 19. 1982.

the active members of the Sylvan Cultural Society

discussed future plans and activities in which Third World

students will benefit. Among the activities planned were

colloques dealing with racism, a Third World film series,

plus a student lounge to be opened every night from

Sunday through Thursday in the basement of Cashin.

As theSylvan Area takes a new stand on racism, sexism

and other isms, the Sylvan Cultural Society encourages

students, new students in particular, to get involved and

start getting more than just an education, but a cultural

view of different races and ethnic groups.

Neither the Sylvan Cultural Society, nor any other

group on campus could survive without the help of people

who care enough to make the effort of volunteering their

ethic experiences and personal service to the community.

Please look us over. Come to our next meeting, (to be

announced), and join us in unifying all Third Work!

students. We are here for YOU; because without YOU,

WE would not exist.

Popular class

Jams house
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

Classroom 311 in the New Africa House is a crowded

place to be on Wednesday afternoons between 2:30 4:30

p.m. The reason is an experimental class taught by

professor Chester Davis of the Afro American Studies

Department.
Afro-American Studies 290D. Racism in American

Television 1950 to the present, has caught the attention of

about 45 students in a jam packed classroom. This course

will seek to examine and analyze the portrayals of black

people presented for entertainment purposes that have

appeared on television during the ist four decades.

Professor Chester Davis speaking on behalf of ihe first

year course said, "this is an introductory course and the

first one in a series of experiments the department will be

developing about blacks in popular culture."

Rosemarie Walton, a University of Massachusetts senior

and class member finds the course very different but in-

teresting. "The course is most significant and it gives me

an insight into things I never took seriously before. On the

other hand I look deeper into the problems and understand

belter about how blacks are being used in a sense by

networks who exploit them for big money." said Walton.

Michelle Robinson, a 20 year old UMass sophomore finds

the class significant and said, "it is enlightening because I

never viewed these shows critically prior to now. But I also

think we should see some white sitcoms so we can cross

analyze them, because there are no parallels between the

Jeffersons and Good Times," said Robinson.

Yesterday's class began with a one minute take-off on

the 1920's film segment of 'Steppin Fetchif. "The show

starred Lincoln Perry as the lazy, docile, shuffling

stereotypical character that was the general perception of

blacks in that period." said Davis.

The class then viewed a segment of the very popular

T.V. sitcom Sanford and Son. that starred Fred Sanford

as an insulting, scheming father, and Demond Wilson as

the levelheaded son who continuously tries to cover up for

his dad's mischievous behavior. In a segment that saw

Aunt Esther (Lawanda Page) and her husband Woody,

affectionately known as Woody the Wino. in a marital

squabble that threatened to end in divorce. Members of

the class made numerous comments they felt reflected

stereotypes that carry over into everyday life. UMass

senior Julian Tynes remarked.'the role played by Aunt

Esther in that particular episode showed how the Black

woman is portrayed as the domineering, churchgoing

matriarch of the household, while Woody's role as the

black male was about running around, drinking, and seemg

other women," said Tynes.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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United States in support of Apartheid
By JAMES R. WILLIAMS
Collegian Correspondent

The purposes of the United Nations being formed is

stated in Article I of its Chapter:

1. To maintain world peace and security.

2. To develop friendly relations among all nations based

on respect for the principle of equal rights and self deter-

mination.

3. To achieve international cooperation in solving mter-

national problems of an economic, social, cultural or

humanitarian character, and in promotion and encourag-

ing respect for human rights and for the fundamental

freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,

language or religion. a^ i t *k
As can be easily ascertained from reading Article 1, tne

premises on which the U.N. was founded reflect good in-

tent Yet when one surveys its thirty-two year history, it

becomes clearly evident that the fundamental guidelines

have in many instances been overlooked. This is-especially

true in the case of issues concerning South Africa and

other countries in which the masses of the people are sub-

jected to inhumane conditions in order to benefit a few.

One may be perplexed and wonder why countries would

vote in favor of issues which would maintain the principles

of such despicable regimes. The answer is that neo-

colonialism supports these regimes as a means to extract

huge profits. This is achieved through the system of

employment in such nations. The masses of people are

paid very low wages. Yet their productivity is hi^. This

unbalance leads to enourmous profits. Thus countries like

the U.S., the United Kingdom, and France vote to protect

their economic growth in t^ se nations holding to the old

cliche that, "what's good for G.M. is good for America."

The following is a brief list of certain U.N. resolutions

concerning South Africa and its system of Apartheid. The

way that our government feels towards Apartheid is

reflected in its voting record:

Resolution 2787XXVI, 6 December 1971

...Invites Economic and Social Council to request Com-

mission on Human Rights to study policies and practices

of racial discrimination, in particular, discrimination

against peoples of African origins in all countries, and sub-

mit report to the General Assembly by its 28th Session.

U.S. voted "no", (note the year here and how many people

of African origin are in this country!)

...reaffirms Apartheid is a crime against humanity. U.S.

abstained while ninety-seven countries voted "yes" so it

passed.

Resolution 3151BXXV1I, 14 December 1972

...Reaffirms the inalienable rights of all indigenous

peoples of Southern Africa; recognizes the national libera-

tion movements as rightful. Condemns treatment of

freedom fighters and asks racist governments to

withdraw military forces immediately. U.S. voted "no".

Resolution 395(V) 2 December 1950

...Asks South Africa specifically not to implement the

Group Areas Act. U.S. voted "no". This is what led to the

creation of the Bantustans in South Africa.

The U.S. has implemented into its social and economical

systems a policy known as "Equal Opportunity". The
creation of "Equal Opportunity" came about aa a means
to deal with the racism that was rampant throughout our

country. In South Africa the socioeconomical system of

"Apartheid" segregates and openly discriminates against

people solely on the basis of their skin color. Thus one
would be led to believe that the U.S., solely on its stated

policy, would openly reject this "abhorrent" system regar-

ding race. Why then do they vote in favor of the South

African government? Former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger tried to explain the rationale this way:

"The Whites are here to stay and the only way that con-

structive change can come about is through them. There is

no hope for the Blacks to gain the political rights they seek

through violence, which will only lead to chaos and in-

creased opportunities for the communist. We can, by
selective relaxation of our stance toward the white

regime, encourage some modification of their current

racial and colonial policies. ...Our tangible interests form a

basis for our contacts in the region and these can be main-

tained at an acceptable political cost."

The time has come where we have to cease dealing with

world affairs solely in terms of capitalism and socialism,

democracy and communism, and the advantages we can

create for big business. Instead we must view world

politics in terms of humanity, justice, civil rights and the

other principles which our nation was supposedly founded

on (that's why we needed a civil rights movement in th'-

sixties and E.R.A. has yet to pass!!). Through these pnn-

ciples and not through the esculation of an arms race (to

bolster the capitalistic system) we will finally be on the

tracks towards solving the problems which counteract

world peace. South Africa is just one of these obstacles.
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yourself
INSIANT !>:

Now: Copy cassette tapes yourself
any length. Fait: Copy a one-hour
cassette in less than two minutes.
Simple: Easy as xeroxing a letter.

Inexpensive: Our remarkably low
price includes the Rezcund Copy
Cassette." Accurate: Perfect
Monaural copies, every time.
Vifsatile: Make 1, 2, 3 or 100 copies.

Rezound machine is located in our Record Dept.

GOOD THINGS FOR YOU

NATURALLY

I

Cotton Knit Tops
Locally dyed to match our cotton 9au^e clothing in

beautiful Purple, Rust, Fuchsia, Royal Blue. Black,

Green. White. Turquoise, and Yellow Made of closely

knit cotton that is pre shrunk, machine washable and
dryable

Turtleneck $10.00

Scoop-neck $9.50

OPEN M-F 9-5

Thur 9-9

Sat 11-4 Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
MsTORE*

9^vC7C9C

LONG SLEEVE V

Crew-neck
to C:A LONt. d»Q C/\ SHORT
^Z7 .DV SLEEVE ^0,D\I SLEEVE

Natural Fiber Clothing & t5edding

NEXT TO YOU
^irS THE BEST

C*CSi 1^CTfS/P IV\C \ ^^ ^***" ^* Northampton • 586-5403

»viTo mm) in

tt)e 1264 Classic

BI?THY5ThcSlANT

TOMORROW NIGHT
You Can Compete in the

Most Sensational

TRIVIA CONTEST
in UMass History

LIVE 9 Dm to 1 am WMUA
"k'k^ifirifir'kiric'kir'kir'k-kiririririfiririi

Individuals or teams ocui register tomorro^n^
untU 6 PM at the Alumni Office in Memorial Hall,

or by calling 646-3162, 3153. 3164 3162
beginning at 8 PM and extending throughout

the evening.

Over $600 - in prizes furnished by:

The Mercantile
The University Store
Ren's MobU
Faces

* Ice

•'S'-^^tn"
Test yoiir knowledge of Muslo, Sports.

Politics. Movies. TV and other trivial matters

Chequers Saloon
Whole Wheat Plzsa
C A> C Liquors
Rep. Jim Collins

cpMniTTTjiis mm,-'

A Presentation of the
University of Massachusetts

Alumni Association
in Cooperation with
WMUA 91.1 FM

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

CTMPANieS HAVB )/0U

fiRB you IN- QOT?
TERESTWIN

ARaa/ER2O0 pESI6N£RJtANS.
C0Mfme5Re-
CRUniHGON
CAMPUS. HMT
ARBiOUR^eeH-
5RAiAR£A5

/

POOHnesuppues.

THATSORTOF
7HIN6.

UHAT
SORT
OF
Thine?

iOUKSOtU,

LiQuipny. ^^.^^^^ Bewnem
MARaNAC
COUNB.FfiST

LANB. \

CARtfit.im^

you'iipeAi<^

INWRViem

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

WELL, I GO TO So... AKBNT you

GOING To GO 10 SCO

WITH

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

^^0UR_CUSS^KC-PT TRiWCr To

PICK f^e Up ALL puRlMCrCLASS

1 Couldn't (rfcT HiinTo SHi/T vf^
\\\t Cordis ^Jo^

Gooz

liA.-

.16

by G. Masse

XVS (k PAlAi

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

(Sr'SQOHITUF

jou-y
GOOP,

/

mU)RPOP LOPPING OFf >fAP5

GRUMPY.

CROSSWORD
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

{>«•] !«• A.t.«M TIM. Mii4t«w

ACROSS 52 Threatening 12 London gallery

1 Museum artifacts words 13 Cupid

6 Lane 55 British kiln 22 Seed covering

10 Greek cheese 56 Uncle of fame 24 Suffixes of action

14 Crooked 59 Seductress 25 Razor billed diver

15 Vulcan's 60 Wander 26 Bakery treat.

workshop 62 Laissez nocal variety

16 Mosque official 64 Weapon. In 27 Stake

17 Party stew France 28 Get on

18 Aleutian island 65 Loosen 29 Carried

19 Historic Yugoslav 66 Rqcky Mountain 31 Noise abroad

leader range 32 External

20 One of the Rands 67 Regans father 33 Needing

21 Car of yesteryear 68 Convey cultivation

23 Become ragged 69 Chris Evert 36 Obliterate

25 Pleasant 42 Certain ticket

27 African tribal DOWN seller

group 1 Cow, in Spain 43 Stratagem for

30 Weapon of old 2 Pale concealing

34 Haywire 3 Fleece 44 Resorts

35 Director Mervyn 4 Elver 45 Layer

37 Test answer 5 Playground 47 Address abbrs

38 Came up with equipment 49 Ingenious

39 Gypsy fellow ^Kind of porridge 51 Greek island

40 Shoshonean 7 Compelled to 52 Pigskin

41 Times of day make a decision 53 Unusual

43 Barcelona at>odes 8 Explosive 54 Austen novel

45 P»per 9 Archaic 56 Pertaining to

46 Sign on certain instrument China: Prefix

vehicles 10 Survivors, accord- 57 Chichi

48 Picayune ing to Darwin and 58 Nevada lake

50 Dragon, to Spencer 61 Go picnic

St George 11 Discharge 63 Bother
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WEATHER

Scattered showers with

the possibility of some sun

later today. Highs today 60

to 66. Clearing tonight with

lows in the 50's.

WMUA 91.1 FM
Thursday

6-9 Concepto Latino

9- 12 Avante Garde Jazz with Patrick

Rumble
12 3 Ed Burke- R4>ck'ii RoD
3 5:30 DR - Disco and Funk
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Focus with Ken Mosacowsld
7 10 Women's Media Prbject

10-2 Pan Afrique with Kari Njiiri

CABLE/VIDEO
^ ^ I II

J
Attention Collegian

X
Graphics Staff

* There will be a mandatory meeting for

{ graphics staff on Mond^i7^iptr27 at 7:00 p.m.

* graphics room. , . .,

J If you cannot attend, call Stuart or Laura at the

^ Collegian immediately.

night

in the

D.CMenu

4.

LUNCH
Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

Rueben Sandwich

DINNER
Chicken Cacciatore

Roast Pork/Gravy

Applesauce

Egg Salad Plate with

Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Melts

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

Chicken Cacciatore

UVC*& GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

/^

^

AcroM The Spectmin Vid«o Today

10:30 - 12:00 Rock and Roll video

12:00- 1:00 Jimmi Wails at Berkely

11:00 - 2:00 Nam Juan Paik - Avante

guarde video artist

^•.

t » ».«••• ».»,• • • * .^ »,*-.•..- * .-,*^p». * . "^,*,«,"^*\»%**,»'
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Linksters take first place

in the URI Invitational
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts men's
varsity golf coach Ed Vlach took his team
down to the University of Rhode Island

Invitational on Tuesday, he didn't expect

that his team would come away with the

team trophy for first place.

Vlach knew that with the exception of

seniors Charlie Scavone and Rick Murphy,
a tot of the pressure of winning lied with a

group of freshmen.

Well, Scavone and Murphy both did their

jobs, taking first and second places

respectively overall for the tournament and

the freshmen came through with more than

adequate performances. The end result was

that Vlach's team did come home Tuesday

night with the URI Invitational title.

"I was pleased with the result because it's

been such a long drought since we finished

first in anything but a one on one com-

petition," said Vlach.

In the overall competition, UMass had a 16

point victory margin over the runner-up,

the University of Maine. The Minutemen
had a team score of 402 while UMaine
logged a 418. Following Maine were URI

and the University of New Hampshire who
tied for third place with identical scores of

421. Vermont finished fifth with a 422 and

Holy Cross did not show up for the match.

This title should brighten the hopes of the

UMass linksters for some success at the

upcoming New England championships

which are scheduled to be held this

weekend at the Cranwell Club and the

Lenex/Pittsfield Country Club, but Vlach is

remaining conservative in his expectations.

"I don't have any illusions because we have

some very strong teams in the New
England area," said Vlach.

In order to be successful, the team will

need the continued good play of freshmen

Bill Meade, who placed third at URI with a

score of 80 and Mark Zenovitch, who
finished ninth with an 82.

Also competing for the Minutemen at

URI were Allan Verce, who had an 86, John

Couig, who scored an 87 and Tyler Shearer,

who got an 88.

Only five players can compete in the New
Englands, so Vlach will be watching these

players and some other freshmen who he
says are very capable of earning themselves
a spot on this weekend's roster very
carefully this week.

Advertisers ready for strike

NEW YORK (AP) - Advertisers for

beer and other products pitched to the

millions of men who watch professional

football on TV were looking Wednesday for

new ways to push their wares as the

players' strike headed toward its first

weekend.
"We're going to look at alternative

programs, but for now we plan to stay with

whatever substitute programming the

networks offer," said Jerry Solomon, an

executive vice president at the Darcy,

McManus & Masius advertising agency,

whose clients include the Anheuser-Busch

Cos.

"It would be nice and easy and better if

there were no strike," Solomon said, "but a

limited strike — two or three weeks? —
won't have any real effect on us."

National Football League players began

their first in-season strike after ABC's
broadcast of the New York GiantsGreen

Bay Packers game Monday night. An ABC
game between Atlanta and Kansas City,

scheduled for Thursday night, will be the

first affected by the walkout.

ABC announced plans to broadcast a

theatrical film, "The Cheap Detective," and

a special edition of the network's "20-20"

newsmagazine, instead of the game.

NBC planned to substitute live

professional football from Canada for its

regular slate of NFL games, and Curt
Block, a network vice president, said,

"When we thought it was NFL, we were
sold out, and no one has pulled away yet."

CBS said it would broadcast a rerun of

Super Bowl XVI between San Francisco

and Cincinnati, played last January.

"We'll all look at the ratings, and compare
them with what we expect for NFL foot

ball," said Solomon. "The costs will be

adjusted respectively."

Block, at NBC, said compensation for

lower-than-normal ratings might include

advertising time elsewhere on the schedule.

Advertisers on NBC pay about $80,000 for a

30-second spot during a weekend regular

season game, and generally anticipate an

audience of at least 12 million and perhaps
15 million homes.
Advertisers, by one industry estimate,

were prepared to spend about $400 million

for commercials on pro football games this

season. Breweries and automakers would
be among the hardest hit by a long strike,

and with 1983 models about to be in-

troduced, dissatification was most intense

in Detroit.

Chrysler Corp., which planned to spend

25 percent of its fall advertising budget on

NFL football, was the first to announce an
alternative arrangement, with cable TV
entrepreneur Ted Turner.

Turner's Atlanta-based superstation,

WTBS, would carry a series of all-star

games now being considered by the NFL
Players Association.

The networks would be affected by a long

strike, too. The three — ABC. CBS and
NBC — recently signed a $2.1 billion, five

year contract with the NFL, and would not

pay the league for canceled games.

K^W^

THURS. SEPT. 23
HITCHCOCK TWIN DILL

THE BIRDS 8 PM
PSYCHO 1 PM

Admission p|\£E Popcorr

FRI. SEPT. 24
HAPPY HOUR/3-6 PM

with Tom Stonkus

and The LOWGISTICS
$3.00 cover

SAT. SEPT. 25
AAMTEUr".

TALENT NIGHT
FREE PRIZES

sign up with M C by 7 30 pm night of show

This calculator thinks business.

TheTI Student Business Analyst
If there's one thing undcruraJ

business students have aUvavs

needed, this is it: an aff<irdahle,

husiness-tiricntcd ealLulator.

The Student Business Analyst.

Its huilt-in business fdrmutas

let vx>u perform complkated
finance, accounting and
'<tanstKal functions- the one'-

thai usually require a lot of

time and a stack of reference

Kx'ks. like present and future

\,iliie I alculatii>ns, amortiza-

tions ;iiKi ballcxm payments.

It all means vou spend less

time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke

takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get

a Kxik that follows most
business courses: the Ru.wncs.s

Anahst Gmdchdok. Business

professors helped us write it,

to help vou get the most out

of calculator and classroom.

A powerful combination.

rhink business.

With the Student

Business Analyst.

Texas
Instruments

iCollegian i5

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash In advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ABAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Reckadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 266-0739

APARTMENT FOR RENT

North Amherst. Clean, freshly painted

apartment in a great recreation area.

Available for immediate ocupancy.

376. /month. D.H. Jones Reel Estate

(
64&-3700)

AUDIO

Music Equipment Sale: Peevey PA 400

heed 6 channels 200 watts $200, Synare 3X

& stand $125, Ludv^ ghost pedal $40, OO's

Farfisa organ $200, Madeira guitar $100

MXR Phese I $40, Kay graphic equalizer $20

call Ted & Steve 253-7710. Tim 666-3154,

David 536-1866

AUTO FOR SALE

197V Monte Carlo excellent condition

AM/FM cessette no rust 2,500 call after 7

PM 266-8088

77 Camaro, standard, excellent condition,

20 mpg, $3300 negotiable 54M017

1977 Hornet AMC very good conditions

call 256-6936

1972 VW Superbeetia new paint, very

dependable, high mpg $1200- call dinner

time 256^47

Chevy Nova 1976 - reliable starter little rust

$1400. 54^^)674

74 Datsun 8210 excel, cond. 30 mpg 1475

253-2016
^

1997 VW good condition 367-9827

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by profeeslonal bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereea 263-/822

BICYCLE FOR SALE

Ohaus triple beam scale 2610 grams cap

mint $50 263-6006 Dan

Sexual Dynamos. Teems, Frata, Dorms,

Sororities. Hi qusHty hooded sweatshirts,

T-shirts, Jerseys at low prices. We print

anything. Call now Deve 666-3943 (7-12

pm)

Used Westinghouse Refrig with freezer,

left hinge, 66 inch. $160. call 584-3428

Why rent? Dorm refrigerator excellent

condition only $60 call Luis 549-441

1

Ralph Lauren Polo Shirts all colors and
sizea $17.96 call Joanne 54M684

Quitar - Takamine F-346 $175 negotiable

call James 253-9610

Yemehe Gutter and accessories best offer

call Susan 646-1483

Need a new helrdryer or curiing iron?

Unused models at discount prices. Why
pay more. Call 546-8962

Abeolutely everything must go. Moving
sele Queen-size mattress; couch; books;

lamps; clothes; typewriter Sat, Sun Sept

25, 26; 9 to 5; 35 Trumbull Rd Northamp-
ton, corner of Trumbull & State Street

Typewriter Smith Corona "Gelexie" port

manuel ex cond $75.00 call Jim 323-6076

FOUND

Udles Wetch near Cleric Hell pleese cell

and describe 253-3484

INSTRUCTION

Qualified electric beea teacher
evalleble - ell leveto/styles first lesson free

more info 546-8664

Baeic Auto-Mechanlce Workehop. 28

hours of instruction including classroom

theory and shop. Limited enrollment.

253-2098

Quitar Laeeona • claaeicel and popular -

also fingerpicking and music theory cell

Howerd 64»^496

Piano, theory leeeons. Experienced

teecher. Cell Susan, evenings 666-2066

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

WFCR needs interne in all aapects of

membership, fundrsieing and public rele-

tions. Call 546-0100 immediately

LESBIAN/GAY

FRIDAY NIQHT

Vista Super Pecer with top quelity parts

good condition $125 or beet offer cell

anytirrM 6-78B1

CAMERA

Yaehica Contax-139 Quartz w/60

Zeiaa fl.7 lens, Contax autowinder and TLA
20 Avto flash, ceee & filter $360 finn. Tom
6-5843

ENTERTAINMENT

Nawmen Club Welcome Beck Party

Sept 24 9 pm - 1 am Newman Center front

lounge

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
OPEN RUSH - TONIGHTI 9:00-? 510

North Pleaaant St. We're a fraternity not a

state of mind.

Are you gey? Is someone you cere about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Lee-

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm, at 546-2646

Lesblens end Gay Mnn interested in help-

ing peers through rough times should call

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective - 545-2646

LOST

HELP WANTED

Now you don't heve to go In town for

the best sound around - POLODROID party

dj's - Greet Sound - Beet Price - Pat or John

263-2967

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESS •§•

SPECIALI Donns, psrties, Greeks, semis.

Call nowl Paul 54»-4406 Joe 549-1588

MF Sound Systems for coffeehousee five

yeers experience 256-8400

FOR RENT

Double rooms evell now lOOO/semester

ell util inc rent by semester ask for Sue
263-9929 after 8:30 PM

FOR SALE

Ski boots, wonr>ens, poles etc. cell

253-3484

Fuji 10 speed good cond. $100 call Gail

6-9560 after 10

Recycling pro)ect hes work-study open-

ings secretary pickup staff and coordinator

RM 306 Student Union.

Readers for blind student cell Tim Leery

646^187

Sales/Msrketing Campus Rap position

for student working on promotwn and sales

of beer products pert time flexible hours

benefits cell Lori Schleger 1-800-232-1904

Acting Director of tt>e SGA Communica

tlons Office applications availeble in 420

Student Union. The SGA is en AA/EOE
Third Wortd Students and vwnr>en are en-

couraged to epply

8QA Afflrnfiative Action Officer needed

will oversee SGA adherence to affinnative

action standards. Applications available in 4

20 Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE

Third Worid students and women en-

couraged to apply.

CC/SU Board of Governors announce

three exciting job openingsl See student

government informetion table on con-

course for details, or visit CC 817 todeyl

BOG is an affinnative action /equal oppor-

tunjtvemptoyer

IBTB IMPALA FOR SALE

Loet pele yellow etrended giess bead
neckiece. Laurel 6-7046

Ring lost gold with red stone near Campus
Pond deep sentimental value reward please

call 546-7037

In SBA 120 9-15^ set of keys with plein

silver ring reward 6-7461

White bermude pocketbook please cell

546-6668 rewerd

Lost last Tuesdsy gokJ S-chein bracelet

with gold t>ells. rewerd offered call Sheryl

549-6030

1948 HIghschool ring gold with blue sep-

phire on top my mothers ring, extreme sen-

timental value Chris g6-6874

MOTORCYCLES

Jane - new pledge of SDT - congrats and

good luck get psyched the fun hes yet to

begin Love Mom
^

Lauren whet do you went to do? Be a good

Dobee I luv you XO Michael

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo

tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union »40 20 cleaees 548-5258

Baee pleyer seeking musiciens Franco

546-5644 -

JENNIFER Call me Cletus

Oct e minute? I lost my watch. If you find

a pulsar quartz pleese give nr>e a Cfall.

(Rewerd) Uae at 549-1428

Stolen or loet final week of lest semester

antique, gold pocket watch w/ chain. Make
- Elgin, screw-off back, broken at the tin>e

of loss or theft. Substantial rewerd

offered 1 1 The value of K to n^ cennot be

meesured in terms of $$$• Call John

584-7340 ASAP no questions asked

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individuel. coupiee. femlly. Sliding fee

scele. Psychological Services Center

546-0041

RECORD STORE

Oynemlte Records - New & used, buy &
sell, rent Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidentiel/ Efficient call after 5

pm or weekends 253-74^

RIDE NEEDED

To White Pleins this Friday after 4:00

Cathy 549-6138 ^^^___^_
RIDERS WANTED

1979 Kaweeekl KZ7B0 7.7k milee 2

heln^ets, cover, and more. Aaking $1085

will talk. Bob 546-9197

OFF-CAMPUS undergraduates"

The Commuter Collective, your student

run area government, will be hokJing its an-

nual elections on October 4, 1982. Nomir^

tion papers will be availeble from sept 16-27

et the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5-2146). Help plen the semesterl Run

for commuter assembhrl

PERSONALS

Teke the Who "Magic Bus" Shea Oct 13

roundtrip 253-9968 256-8415

One Rider to SF Celif to shere expense

end driving call (413)268-7731 on Oct 2.

ROOM WANTED

Looking for e room for two nights Mon
Tue a week, w/o peying full rent. Cell

586-1449 preferably Northampton or

Amherst

ROOMMATE WANTED

Famsle Roommete needed to share large

bedroom in Northwood. 120/nr>o. e66-?b/3 .

(MALE, FOR TWO BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT IN ROLL-
ING GREEN, $99.26/MONTH,
UTILITIES INCLUDED 2B3-9431

Chevrolet Impale 1976 in good condition,

eir condrtioning, Jenson AM/FM stereo,

PS-PB, radial tires and more. This car has

no problems or quirks. There ere too many

new parts to list come snd see it, must sell

soon for $1195.00 or 80 Cell Kevin at

253-3766 after 6:00 pm or before 10:00 am

Stick it In your earli Free piercing with

purchese of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k brecelets $9. Expert

repeirs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 263-3324

Young Frenkenstein Thurs Sept 23 at 7,

9, 11, Eng East Aud $1.50

Need gerege spece for my cer within

welking proximity of Brandywine Apts call

Greg at 549-0106

Distributors for Texes Instruments

home computers multi-level marketing

commision plan ground floor opportunity

call after 5 665-2494

PHI MU DELTA - Open msh at 14 Elm St.

Thursday at 8 p.m. Refreshments will be

served.

SOPHOMORE JAZZ LOVER

We met et Poor Richerd's Saturday.

9/18. Love the way you slow dance. You
offered nr»e a ride home I'd like to take a

raincheck. Let's got together and dance.

Call 64223 ONE BRAID

WANTED

Drummer with experience in many styiee

of music is seeking jam or part-time barnJ.

cell Joe at 534-7232 after 5 p.m.

WANTED TO BUY
~~

Buying cless rings, gold and silver jeweiry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasent

St., Amherst, 256-0710

^>«Sl*^i

MANOARiN SZECHUEN CUISINE

W
Tlie Be5i QAm^ h^'

Luncheon Specials

TakeOut Service

Dinner Specials

Full Cocktail Menu

Sundey Brunch
$6.25 per person

All You Can Eat

11:30-3:00

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

FrI. * Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9. Amherst

256-0251
256-0252

%

\

\^\,.^'^\^^:^:^^.^.^^j0".~-^^^^^

OFF CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATES

Want to spend

$60,000
get involved in the

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE

^ your student government at 404 SUB

S 545-2145

\

\
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Sports

C«iWffiu Pkoto b7 David May

Kayuan Khatami slides the ball past a Univeriitj of New Hampshire
defender during yesterday's 2-1 Minuteman victory.

Rose, Pasquale and more out

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts head

football coach Bob Pickett took his team to

Worcester last Saturday to battle the

Crusaders of Holy Cross he probably

figured the worst that could happen would

be a Minuteman loss.

But a bad dream turned into a coache's

nightmare for Pickett as he watched his

team drop a 27 14 decision to the Crusaders

and in the process looked on as three

Minuteman starters were wheeled off the

field with injuries serious enough to keep

them out of action for Saturday's clash

against Harvard.

Middle guard. Scott Rose suffered a

broker ankle that will keep the senior from

Wareham. MA on the sidelines at least

three weeks. Luckily. Rose's injury is not

as serious as originally thought and there is

a slight chance Rose will be able to play

again this year.

Big Dan Brennan will replace Rose on the

defensive line and Pickett feels Brennan can

get the job done.

"Brennan has been hurt a little this

season (shoulder) so this is really his

chance. He's a big person with good size and

strength," said Pickett.

The 6'6" 265 pound Brennan has been an

offensive tackle his first two years at

UMass but was switched to the defensive

line to take advantage of his size and

strength.
Linebacker Steve Foreman will also be

out of action Saturday against the Crimson
with an injured shoulder and will be

replaced by junior Craig Lesinski.

"In this particular position it hurts us

more depth wise than anything else because

l^esinski has been playing fairly regularly."

said Pickett.

Finally. center Tony Pasquale went down
last week with a knee injury. The second

team All-Yankee Conference choice will be

replaced by sophmore Ken Runge.
"We thought Runge would be our

starting center." said Pickett. "But we
moved Pasquale there because we thought

it would help our football team so we have a

quality person to replace Tony."

According to Pickett, injuries are

prevalent in all sports, especially football.

"It seems like there are always nagging

injuries every week but it also seems like

the serious injuries have a tendency to

come in bunches."

Notwithstanding performance on the

field what effect does an injury filled week
like this have on a team?

One man's strike plight
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

He said that he called himself Kenmore

Sqtiare Kelly. The name seemed adequate

enough, since he was introducing himself in

the section of Boston known as Kenmore

Square.

He was quite aii odd-looking character,

this Kelly was. He wore fashion plate

designer clothes that bore the Salvation

Army t&g and obviously shaved in a back

alley with a broken beer bottle when his

five o'clock shadow reached five or six

days.

I thought he was a common bum, nothing

but a panhandler judging by his exterior

appearance, but the story he told me prov-

ed beyond the shadow of a doubt that you

can't judge a book by its cover.

My friend Jay and I were just walking

out of a local nightspot at which Jay work-

ed this past Monday afternoon and natural-

ly the topic of conversation was the just an-

nounced NFL strike.

"What! Hey, wait a minute kid," I heard

over my shoulder.

It was Kenmore, his eyes burning with

fear.

"They can't strike," he said, "They just

can't. If they strike too long I might lose

my family."

"Calm down hobo," Jay snarled at him,

"Go have another bottle of Mad Dog why

don't you."

But, for some reason, I saw that there

was more to his story than your average

stupor. I asked him why the NFL couldn't

strike and what his family had to do with

the whole thing.

"Don't you understand," he rasped, "I'm

an ultimate football fanatic. I live for the

NFL. I even like Pete Rozelle.

"Each year," he continued, "My wife

throws me out of the house at the b^inn-

ing of the first preseason game and I can't

come home until the Super Bowl. I live with

the bums and winos so I can afford the ex-

orbitant prices at Schaefer Stadium and go

on pilgrimmages to New York and

Buffido."

'^e's lying," Jay said.

"Fumble," screamed Kerunore, as he

dove for an empty beer can rolling down
the street.

"The problem is," he said, once he had

safely passed the can to a rat who had run a

quick down and out by the dtimpster behind

the Kenmore Club. "The wife decided that

if I was going to nuury football for six mon-

ths of the year, then fine, but I wasn't go-

ing to infect the kids with footballitis too.

"A strike could mean a prolonged

season," he said, "And those winter mon-

ths are pretty cold. I can't go home because

then I might have to stay there and miss a

game. I'd just die."

And then he left us, almost as quickly as

he had descended upon us, chanting all the

way down Commonwealth Avenue:
"Thank God for college football, NCAA,
please don't fail me now."

And just as he was almost out of earshot,

he turned and shouted back: "Take UMass
by nine over the preppies."

"Who's going to win the Super Bowl," I

shouted back.

"The Bengals have the best looking

uniforms," he yelled before tiuTiing down
an alley.

"That man knows his football," I said

confidently to Jay.

Coilvfiui pKoto hr Tervaa Rcllaflorr

Scott Rose is taken from the field during last Saturday's loss to the
Crusaders of Holy Cross.

"We don't really like to talk about in-

juries because it's a sensitive issue to deal

with." said Pickett. "It certainly hurts

emotionally but when you've been in

football as long as I have you realize that it

is part of the game."

Collegian Player-of-the-Game

FV>U> tvmiUuj of UMaa* Sporta Inforaatioa Offkc

GARRY PEARSON

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The situation for a choice for the

Collegian Player-of-the-Game is almost

exactly reversed from last week's choice

among the multitudes following the West
Chester game.

This w€»ek. the d€?cision has to come after

a 27 14 loss to Holy Cross. But. realistically,

there really isn't any problem with deciding

who to give the award to.

Just do what the Minuteman offense has

been doing for the past three years. When
in doubt, give it to Pearson.

It isn't really a major choice. On any
given week Garry Pearson deserves to be
somebody's MVP. The senior tailback from
Bristol. Connecticut has been a mainstay
for point production ever since he took over
the starting tailback slot in his sophmore
year at UMass.

All Pearson did on against Holv Cross

was run for 164 yards on the ground, in-

cluding a 56 yard touchdown run to up his

UMass career records of all-purpose

rushing (now 3781 yards) and rushing (now
2539 yards) some more.
To date this season. Pearson has gained

311 yards rushing, good enough for a 155.5

yards per game and 6.3 yards per carry
average. These figures make him the
leading rusher in the Yankee Conference.
The All American is. quite simply, a

wonderful runner to watch. He possesses
adequate speed and a good strong body.
But, what separates Pearson from the other
tailbacks who have worn a UMass
Minuteman uniform is his ability to cut and
weave, to find the open spot in the defense
where there isn't an open spot.

Aside from the records and this season
(which is, of course, above all other con-
siderations at this juncture) the big
question on Garry Pearson. UMass rushing
"*"" ^^'^ ryot o ho V ^"^^.'^- ^n K^^c t^^, ^;,p

and durability to make it in the professional

ranks.

The Holy Cross defense certainly tried to

show Pearson that he wasn't able to handle

the big hits this past Saturday. Pearson

was punished every time he carried the ball

(22 times). After each bone-crunching hit.

he simply shrugged it off and trotted back

to his spot in the UMass huddle. Next
down, he was ready to try to gain more
yardage and didn't even seem to remember
the previous hits he had taken. Durable,

you bet.

Oftentimes, Garry gets overlooked when
it comes time to select a Player-of-the-

Game. That because he's just so good that

it's easy to overlook another of his 100

yard games.
So. with apologies for the times Pearson

could have received the pick,

congratulations for being named Collegian

Player of- the Game Garry Pearson.
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Tempers flare at

massacre protest

CallacteB ^wto kj lim Pvwan

Sam ChamaeWdine, a native of Southern Lctmnon who plans to attend

the University of MaaaachuaetU next semesUr. waves back the crowd

at rally in front of the Student Union Building yesterday (more photos,

pm:«4).

By MIKE FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Shouted chants cut through emotional

speeches and tempers flared as about 250

people gathered at a noon rally yesterday

before a drenching rain extinguished the

conflagration.

The rally on the steps of the Student

Union Building was called by the

Organization of Arab Students (OAS) to

voice their views on recent events in the

Middle East. But several pro Israeli groups

came to the rally to tell their side of the

story.

XJUi proPalestioian gCQUf« Utie^ .Vbe

building's steps. The pro Israeli groups

faced them a few yards away. As the

shouting grew louder and a light rain began

to fall, the opposing sides moved closer and

a war of words nearly turned into a brawl.

Leaders from groups of both sides

stepped in to push back the crowds and

restrain a few overzealous individuals.

"The massacre of the Palestinian people

was cold blooded murder. Many, many of

these people were homeless and hopeless

people. " said the president of OAS, Mike

Osseiran.

The pro- Palestinian group waved signs

that read "No to Israel". "Begin is a Nazi"

and 'Israel " with the first letter drawn in

the shape of a swastika. They shouted

"Long live Palestine.. .Free Free

Lebanon... Israel out of Lebanon now!"

"Stop the Killing. ..start the

talking...Peace now...peace now." the pro-

Israeli groups shouted back.

Howard Glance carried a sign reading.

"Arafat cuts student loans. " He wanted to

show how ludicrous the pro

Palestinian signs were with an

equally ludicrous sign, he explained.

Yesterday's rally was a repeat of a

rally held Monday. Ossieran said the second

rally was necessary "to tell the American

people what's really happening. Naturally

not everyone heard us."

The rally participants did not march to

downtown Amherst as planned because of

the rain. Ossieran said.

"We are here to mourn the death of the

Palestinians as Zionists." said Richard

Kirchen. 17. of the Student Alliance for

Israel, which is associated with Hillel.

"These people (the pro- Palestinians) are not

here to mourn the death of the Palestinians,

but are using it as a ploy to denounce the

reality of Israel," he said.

"Between me and the Israeli's is blood."

said Sam Chamselvdine. who is from

southern Lebanon. He said his cousin and

some of his friends were killed in the recent

fighting there.

"Israel destroyed my city and if I am still

alive or my children are still alive I fight

Israel until they are out of Israel.

"

Chamselvdine, who said he will be

studying at the University of

"Do two wrongs make a ngnt: An execu-

tion is just another murder," said Chris

Ryan, a junior geography murder. "Capital

punishment is only for those with capital."

Continued on page 15

Band director handcuffed at Faneuil Hall
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

The director of the University of MassachusetU Marching

Band was handcuffed and ordered to sign a trespass notice

at Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston last Saturday

evening because the band was playing while it marched

through the marketplace.

George N. Parks said three members of the FaneuU Hall

security "insisted that I accompany them to the security

office." He said the Boston Police were not involved and

only one of the guards was in uniform.

Jeanne Parks, the band director's wife, added that her

husband was "forcefully handcuffed."

Parks said the band was marching through the Faneuil

Hall and Quincy Market area playing a drum roll when he

was approached by a security guard and told he was

disturbing the peace.

Walter Hauer, assistant general manager of Faneuil Hall

Marketplace said the UMass band was disturbing other

people that were performing and did not have a permit to

play on that particular day. He said the permit they had

was for the coming weekend.

Concerning the handcuffing incident. Hauer said.

"Evidently he was refusing to come along when people

asked him to come to the office."

"I tried very hard not to make a scene." Parks said. "I

said I'd sign their stupid piece of paper. He (security

guard) got his ego trip and then I just left. He was into

being a power guy."

"He was an overzealous security guard who felt that

through our marching we were disturbing their public

tranquility." he said.

Parks said the band had just finished playing at Gover-

nment Center and was leaving by marching through the

marketplace. He said this has become a tradition with the

band over the last five years.

The band had played during the halftime show of the

UMass Holly Cross football game earlier in the day and

later played in the halftime show for the New England

Patriots New York Jets National Football League game in

Foxboro on Sunday.

The incident. Parks said, was 'kind of a shady situation

that shouldn't have happened. They weren't into letting

me know what my options were.

"

When the security guard said the band was disturbing the

peace Parks said he replied that the band was "the most

orderly thing Faneuil Hall had seen in months."

Parks said the father of one of the band members has

apparently decided to file suit against Faneuil Hall

security.

Fairness, effectiveness of death penalty debated
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

The emotions surrounding the issue of

capital punishment boiled to the surface

during a debate on the issue in the Student

Union Ballroom last night.

The death penalty issue, which will be

before the voters on the November election

ballot, drew sharp criticism from state

Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst, and

William J. Bowers, director for the Center

for Applied Social Research at Nor-

theastern University iti Boston, as well as

many of those in the audience.

"We want a system that nruucimizes

justice and controls crime...capital punish-

ment is bankrupt on both counts," said

Bowers, who said he has researched the

issue and its relationship to race and class

for the past 10 years.

"The very stark picture between the

races on the imposition of the death

sentence is that blacks are executed at

younger ages, have less appeals and are ex-

ecuted for lesser crimes," Bower said.

Supporting the coital punishment ques-

tion, Dennis J. Curran, deputy legal

counsel to Gov. Edward J. King, and state

Rep. Marie J. Parents, D-Milford, said the

threat of execution will deter many people

from commiting violent crimes.

"Have empathy not for the murderer,

but for the victims and the families,"

Parente said. "If ptmishment deters the

crime, then maybe capital punishment will

deter capital crime."

Following the debate, a straw poll of the

audience showed eight people in favor of

the death penalty, 41 opposed and 10

undecided. When asked if anyone had

changed their minds after hearing the

debate, one woman raised her hand.

Earlier in the evening, many of the

students and area residents in the audience

sharply questioned the speakers who

favored ci^ital ptmishment, accusing them

of hypocrisy.

Contimwd on page 15

C«ll«gteB HMto k7 Jia Power*

State Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, speaks apunst the death
penalty during a debate on capital punishment in the Student Union
Ballroom last night.
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World and national news

Calls for his resignation

surround Begin at home

I x:
AP Ijuerpboto

Police scufne with a demonstrator yesterday near the home of Israeli

Prime Minister Menachem Begin in Jerusalem, as about 3.000 people

marched there to protest his rejection of an mquiry into the Beirut

refugee camp massacres. The march was reported orderly except for a

brief fight with about 20 Begin supporters.

JERUSALEM (AP) - About 3.000 people

chanting "Begin resign!" marched on Prime

Minister Menachem Begin's home

yesterday to protest his rejection of an

immediate inquiry into the Beirut refugee

camp massacres.

Elsewhere in the city, police hauled away

several people who shouted "Murderer!

and "Monster!" at Defense Minister Ariel

Sharon as he spoke at a memorial ceremony

for paratroopers killed in Israel's wars.

Brig Gen. Amram Mitzna. head of the

Israeli army staff college, asked yesterday

to be relieved of his post and put on leave

•in consequence of the events of recent days

in Beirut." the military command an

nounced. He was the first senior officer to

lake such personal action to protest the

massacre.

A terse communique issued in Tel Aviv

said the military chief of staff. Lt. Gen.

Raphael Eytan. met with Mitzna and

arranged for him to meet Friday with

Sharon. It did not say whether Eytan

agreed to relieve Mitzna of his post.

The 3,000 demonstrators, organized by

the Peace Now movement, marched from

the center of town, but were stopped by

police about 150 yards from Begin's home.

Apart from a brief fight with about 20 Begin

supporters, the march was orderly and

peaceful.

"Resign for the shame of Beirut." read one

poster carried by the marchers. A hand

painted sheet picturing a snarling Sharon

read: "Stop that monster."

In Tel Aviv. U.S. presidential envoy Philip

C Habib arrived from Lebanon to continue

the second phase of a mission that began

with his negotiation of the Palestme

Liberation Organization withdrawal from

Beirut earlier this month.

Habib immediately went into talks with

Sharon. He is to meet with Begin and

Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir on Friday

to discuss withdrawal of all foreign forces

— Israeli. Syrian and Palestinian - from

Lebanon.

New Right rebuffed as Senate kills prayer bill

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate voted 79 16

yesterday to end consideration of legislation designed to

put organized prayer back in public schools.

The vote marked a final defeat for "New Right con

servatives. led by Sen. Jesse Helms. R NX., who have

battled unsuccessfully all week to break a liberal filibuster

against the measure.
, ., , . , ,u a

Earlier, the Senate defeated. 53 45. Helms fourth and

final attempt to curb the filibuster. Conservatives fell

seven votes short of the 60 needed to invoke "cloture.

Republican leader Howard Baker of Tennessee urged the

Senate to delete the prayer issue from the debt limit bill to

which it was attached. He said that while he supports

Helms' bill, there appeared no way to break the fihbuster.

"At some point this has to end." Baker said, "and this is

King signs bill toput

referendum on ballot
BOSTON — After months of rancor, the

Massachusetts House and Senate agreed on a bill

yesterday allowing a test of public sentiment in the

Novt r.iber election on halting the nuclear arms race.

Governor Edward J. King signed the bill just before the 5

p.m. deadline for getting referendums on the ballot, saying

it "will give all the voters of the commonwealth a chance to

express their opinion on this crucial question."

The question finally approved is virtually identical

to that adopted by Wisconsin voters 3-to-l on Sept. 14. and

eliminates references to a weapons freeze, the contentious

issue that blocked passage of the original bill.

"The liberals. I sometimes think, are carrying the

baggage for the Russians who want a nuclear freeze

because they know how far ahead they are." «aid Rep.

RoyallSwitz'ler. R-Wellesley.

The ballot question is: "ShaU the secretary of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts inform the President and

the Congress of the United States that is is the desu-e of

the people of Massachusetts to have the government of the

United States work vigorously to negotiate a mutual

nuclear weapons moratorium and reduction, with ap

propriate verification, with the Soviet Union and other

nations."

Kennedy accentuates

his humanity in ads
WASHINGTON - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy is laun-

ching a costly re-election advertising campaign in

Massachusetts that emphasizes the tragedies in his life and

highlights his role as "head of the entire Kennedy clan."

In all. the ads confront directly the so-called "character"

issue that helped doom Kennedy's 1980 presidential bid

and that aides concede he must overcome for a possible

White House campaign to succeed in 1984.

In one poignant moment. Kennedy's niece. Kathleen

Kennedy Townsend. recalls on camera that she was

married on the same day the senator's son. Teddy, had a

leg amputated for cancer.

She "offered to cancel the wedding." Mrs. Townsend said.

"And he Kennedy said no. don't do that at all."

"And he made sure that he came to the house and picked

me up and walked me down the aisle" before returning to

thatpoiiu.

But Helms vowed to take up the battle again next year,

when this fall's elections may give him more conservative

allies.

"We need more horses," Helms said.

With the end of the prayer fight, the Senate approved.

.50 41. the federal debt limit bill to which the Helms

amendment had been attached.
. . „ ,

The bill, which now goes to the White House for

President Reagan's signature, would increase the $400

billion permanent debt limit to $1.3 trillion, thus aUowmg

the government to borrow enough money to pay its bills.

On other fiscal matters, the Senate Appropriations

Committee recommended that Congress spend $201.3

billion in the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1 for the military.

The House Appropriations subcommittee on defense is

Digest
By the Asf^oaated Freas

his son's bedside. Mrs. Townsend's father. Sen. Robert F.

Kennedy, was assassinated in 1968.

The commercials, which cost $150.00 to $200,000 to

produce and will cost about $650,000 to air beginnmg this

weekend, are the work of Michael Kaye. a Los Angeles-

based media consultant.

Opposing views clash

on cigarette dangers
NEW YORK — The headline read: Low Tar And Nicotine

Cigaiettes Pose Less Danger. The story was about a study

by the American Cancer Society.

Less than a week later, another headline appeared:

Evidence 'Doubtful. That Low Tar Cigarettes Reduce

Health Risk. This time, it was the National Academy of

Sciences speaking. Two studies by distinguished scientific

organizations had reached opposite conclusions. Why?

The answer, according to interviews with doctors around

the country, is that the reduced risk associated with low

tar cigarettes — if any — is very small.

The American Cancer Society study of 1 million people

from 1960 to 1972 found that low-tar cigarettes were

slightly less harmful than other cigarettes. Smokers of

low-tar cigarettes — defined as cigarettes with less than 18

milligrams of tar -- were 26 percent less likely to die of

lung cancer than other smokers.

That may sound like an impressive statistic until it is put

into perspective. Smokers of low-tar cigarettes are int eed

slightly better off. But men who smoke low-tars are still

eight or nine times more likely to get lung cancer than men

who don't smoke, says Lawrence Garfinkel of the cancer

society. For high tar smokers, Garfinkel said, the risk is 10

or 11 times greater than for non-smokers.

For women, whose incidence of smoking and lung cancer

is much lower, the figures are slightly different. Women

who smoke low-tars have a slight advantage over other

women smokers, but are still three times as likely to get

lung cancer as non smokers, Garfinkel says.

Most studies of low-tar cigarettes have found evidence

that they are slightly less harmful.

scheduled to begin considering its own spending bill next

week. Full House and Senate action is expected in a post-

election session.

Meanwhile, the Senate Appropriations Committee ap-

proved, by voice vote, a one year suspension of the

Federal Trade Commission's power to regulate doctors,

lawyers and other state licensed professionals.

The provision was attached to a stopgap spending

measure designed to keep money flowing to the federal

government after the fiscal year begins Oct. 1.

In other business, the Reagan administration took a

position on the wilderness bill for the first time, tellmg

Congress that if it agrees to halt expansion of the

wilderness system, the administration will agree to halt oil

and natural gas drilling in the preserves.

King throws support

to Democratic ticket

BOSTON - Saying that remaining within the Democratic

Party is the best way to change it, outgoing Gov. Edward

J King announced his support yesterday for the state

Democratic ticket in November, including longtime

political foe Michael S. Dukakis.

"Weighing all the factors, the Democratic Party, broad as

it is. is my part v. and I am supporting the Democratic

ticket; Gov. Dukakis is on that ticket." said King, the

conservative incumbent who was defeated by Dukakis m

the Sept. 14 primary.

He said, however, that he wouldn't campaign.

King beat his predecessor in the governor's office in the

1978 primary. „

"Of course the facts speak for themselves, said King.

"We ran against each other all year, and we ran against

each other in 1978. We disagree on many issues...

"But I am the titular head of the Democratic Party, which

is so broad in its principles that it encompasses the most

divergent of views. The former governor and I have the

most divergent of views; we have been 180 degrees apart.'

After discussions seeking "areas of mutual agreement,

my staff now says that we are only 179 degrees apart.

King said at a news conference.
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Keefe voted chairman
by Board of Governors
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

A new chairman has been elected to the

Campus Center/Student Union Board of

Governors (BOG).

Ron Keefe will fill the chairman position

left vacant by Peter Lucas. Keefe said he

planned on making students aware of issues

important to them.

"It is my desire and the BOG's goal to

educate students about issues they take

for granted: where the mandatory $38 per

semester Campus Center fee is going and

why." Keefe said.

"When I leave this University I want to

be able to say students played a more active

role in the issues which concern them,"

Keefe said.

Keefe is a Third World representative on

the board. He was appointed to that

position by Tony Crayton. former director

of the Third World Affairs Office.

Keefe, a senior economics major was

manager of Union Records Unlimited, a

student run co-op in the Student Union

Building. He said he will continue his in

volvement with the store by volunteering

to train new employees.

He also worked with the administration

as the only undergraduate student

representative on the Chancellor's Long

Range Planning Committee.

The BOG was funded $124,000 this year.

The money will be spent on behalf of the

students; providing and maintaining space

in the Campus Center for student groups

and co-ops, Keefe said.

"In the last three years, competition has

developed between the University Store

and the various co-ops: the photo co-op, the

sporting goods co-op, and the Union

Records Unlimited co op, making the

survivial of the co-ops an issue. I will try to

see that these student run businesses not

only survive but also prosper." Keefe said.

the BOG is exploring the possibility of

opening a student run book co-op in the

Campus Center as an alternative to the

overpriced text book annex," Keefe said.

"The text book annex can get along with

lower profit margins." Keefe added. A book

co-op in the campus center would pressure

them into lowering their prices, he said.

"Keefe is extremely capable and the best

selection for the chair position due to his

extensive background in dealing with

students and administration at this

university," said William Harris, director of

the Campus Center.

In other business last night, the board

approved several motions written up over

the summer.
The motions include the approval of price

increases at the Hatch, the Blue Wall and

coffee shop to take effect immediately.

The Board also announced it is now ac-

cepting applications for several paid

coordinator postions.

Ron Keefe, the new chair of the Campua Center Board of GoYemora.

apeaka to the g^oup after his election at laat nig^ht meeting.

Sen. Kennedy to lead UMass nuclear freeze rally

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Senator Edward M. Kennedy and singer James Taylor

will be among the invited speakers at a nuclear arms freeze

rally scheduled for October 5 at the University of

Massachusetts.

The rally is being sponsored by various area groups in

eluding the Western Massachusetts Coalition for a Nuclear

Weapons Freeze, the Amherst Disarmament Coalition,

and the University of Massachusetts Peacemakers.

"The whole purpose of the rally is that the issue of a

nuclear freeze is still alive and it is something that every

person should get involved in," said Mike Counter, UMass

campus coordinator for the Committee to Re-Elect Senator

Kennedy. "At the final analysis survival of the human race

is at stake."

The rally is scheduled for the Student Union Ballroom,

but "it might end up being moved outdoors. " said Chris

Alberti of the Kennedy campaign headquarters in Boston,

which is organizing the rally.

Alberti said he did not believe Kennedy was jumping a

politically expedient bandwagon but was actually one of

the main sUndard bearers of the movement. "He's carried

the issue in the U.S. Senate. Along with Mark Hatfield of

Oregon, they've sponsored a resolution in favor of the

freeze. Kennedy has made the nuclear freeze his number

one priority." Alberti said he hoped the rally would

"generate some kind of attention on this issue accross the

state."

Alberti said the rally has been put together in a matter of

two or three weeks. "We've invited the entire

Massachusetts Congressional delegation, although none

have indicated they will come to Amherst as of now."

Alberti said.

One of the aspects of the rally will be a voter registration

drive. Counter said.

"The day of the rally Ls the last day to register to vote

before the November elections. One aim of the rally is to

call attention to the state nuclear freeze referendum which

was recently placed on the ballot. " Counter said.

Actress Lauren Bacall, original freeze founder Randall

Forsberg and Peter Yarrow of the singing group "Peter,

Paul, and Mary" will also attend. Alberti said. James

Taylor and Peter Yarrow will also perform, Alberti said.

Jim Murphy, president of the Undergraduate Student

Senate, said new UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffy will also

speak at theraUy.

"It's about time headway was made in stopping the arms

race," Murphy said.

Poll result elicits various views of UMass campus
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts campus

has been called nuuiy things both ugly and

beautiful.

Students from the five colleges, par-

ticipating in a recent survey conducted by

the Five College Center, named the UMass

campus to be the most unattractive of the

area colleges.

While some respondents to the survey

are in disagreement with majority opinion,

others look past the University's diverse

curriculum and its social o^^rtunities to

direct their gaze upon the physical environ-

ment which helps define the many lifestyles

of UMass students.

Barnabas Kane, a sophomore en-

vironmental design major, said he finds the

campus to be "interesting" because it is a

"playground for architecture," but at the

same time it is missing the "unity" needed

to tie the campus together for a functional-

ly appealing effect.

David Folweiler, a sophomore electrical

engineering migor, said the "unattrac-

tiveness" that does exist as part of the

CollcKiaa pboto* br Jim Pnwrrk

The rural, country setting of the fields and trees surrounding the Or-

chard Hill residential area (above) stands in stark contrast to the

atraiffht lines of concrete slabs which constitute much of the University

of Maaaachusetta campua, sach aa the Campus Center and parking

giMge (top).

campus is due to the "coldness of

concrete."

Placing the University on equal footing

with other publically funded colleges, Bar-

rie B. Greenbie, professor of landscape and

regional planning department, said UMass

"does not suffer from dullness. It does suf-

fer chaotically, functionally and
aesthetically."

Comparing UMass to smaller univer-

sities, Greenbie said, accents its "incredibly

diverse and wide range of social types. It is

always more difficult to accomodate so

many different groups."

Greenbie said the camous' medlev of ar-

chitectural design — ranging from the Old

Chapel to the Fine Arts Center - could

worn u) its lavor visually. But because

buildings constructed during different

periods of expansion lack an "easy, inviting

and hospitable link," the campus lacks

identity.

On the east side of campus, Greenbie

said, the Graduate Research Center does

not complement the older and more tradi-

tional Stockbridge and Draper Halls. Also,

the "excellent" design of the Campus
Center "relates poorly to the mediorcre fif-

ties architecture" of the Student Union, he

said.
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University of Maaaachusetts student Ben Nidus (left) holds picket

supporting pro-Zionist position at rally yesterday in front of Student

Union Building, while Palestinian sympathizers (above) gather to shout

their convictions.

Companion group

seeks to alleviate

pangs of loneliness
By ELLEN RYDER
Collegian Correspondent

A little girl of alcoholic parents is constantly abused. A

little boy of divorced parents rarely sees his father and

desperately needs an older male to identify with. A Special

Needs teenager is not accepted by her peers and needs so-

meone to call a friend. ^^
Such children are the concern of the Compamon Pro-

gram at Amherst Community Resource Center. The pro-

gram, coordinated by Maria Spears, is an outreach to

chUdren from ages three to eighteen who are in difficult or

traumatic situations. The program matches volunteers

with children. The volunteers become like a big brother or

big sister and help to supply the caring and companionship

the child may \ack.

"Most of the children are from single-parent homes,

Spears said. "The parents are usually working full-time

and under some stress. In general, the family may not be

giving the child the affection or attention it is used to."

Boys, in particular. Spears said, may not have much con-

tact with men as role models. One of the current male

volunteers, Larry Rosenberg, is a professor of marketing

at the University of Massachusetts.

"I do not have children," Rosenberg said. But "I enjoy

being with children — it relaxes me. I'm realizing that

children need this kind of program."

Rosenberg also said it is good for a boy to express

himself to a male figure.

"The rest is intangible - the boy is getting acceptance

and encouragement," he said.

Amie Pazanno, a senior from Stoneham and a Com-

munity Services major at the University of Massachusetts,

became involved in the program as a volunteer and later

as an intern.

"It alleviates some of their (the children's) stress,"

Pazanno said of the program. "I think they really need so-

meone all for themselves."

Pazanno added that her own volunteer-child relationship

had grown into a close one. Her companion is a sixteen-

year-old girl with learning disabilities.

"It'll always write to her and see her. We're really ctose,

like sisters," she said.

Outings with the child might include baking, going to the

movies, playing video games, visiting museums, or atten-

ding sports events. Pazanno said her companion even

helped her babysit and had become friendly with many of

her other friends.

The Companion Program currently has seventeen

volunteers but needs eighteen more. Eleven of the seven-

teen volunteers are students. Volunteers are asked to

commit themselves to the program for a minimum of nine

months, for about three to five hours a week. One m^or
handicap of the program, Spears said, is the shortage of

male volunteers.

The Companion Program welcomes all volunteers and

stresses special need for male volunteers. To contact coor-

dinator Maria Spears, call 253-2591 or visit the Amherst
Community Resource Center, Bangs Community Center,

Boltwood Walk. Amherst.

Gnomon copy strike remains unresolved
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Correspondent

No agreement was reached between Gnomon Copy

strikers and owners at a negotiation meeting Tuesday

night that both sides described as calm, cool and collected.

The meeting lasted four hours and left issues of wages,

health insurance, working conditions, and job security

unresolved.

"We mostly talked about less controversial aspects of

the contract," Gnomon employee Tobia Saisa said.

Negotiations will continue at 8 a.m. Tuesday.

Even if a settlement is reached, workers will be put on a

waiting list based on seniority before being allowed to

return to work, co-owner Roland Wetherbee said.

But Saisa said workers will continue to strike if they are

not all allowed to work.

"We're not going to agree to a waiting list. Scabs out,

regular workers back," said Saisa, who would be first on

the list, having worked full time for the past six years.

Wetherbee said employees on strike will have to return

as postions open, as he has to rebuild his business.

"As far as worker productivity, they worked hard to

tear the business down and now they're going to have to

bust their humps to build it back up," he said.

Business at the store has declined 80 to 90 percent

because of the strike, now beginning its third week, ac

cording to striking employees.

CoIIccUb photo b; Jia Power*

Carol MacColl accompanies her co-workers in-

to third week of strike against Gnomon Copy.

At the next meetmg the union will discuss a proposal by

the company for wages based on productivity, Saisa said.

Las year, corporation Vice President John Sytek made a

similar proposal which the union rejected because it ac-

tually decreased wages, Saisa said.

Saisa said the wage productivity proposal enables the

company to pick a business period they consider to be

normal and base wages on that rate. Wages are then

determined on the relationship between current

production and the base period.

However, Saisa said, workers are unsatisfied with this

proposal. "Workers don't have complete control of

productivity because the work is cyclical and the machines

occasionally break down." he said.

"There is more work in September than in January.

Workers would have no idea how much they're making.

Wages would go up and down."

However, co owner Catherine lanacchino said pay based

on productivity is the best way to be paid.

"The base pay is set. Productivity is an addition to base

pay. It has nothing to do with the machines being down."

she said.

A rally is scheduled from 4 to 6 p.m. on Tuesday at

Gnomon following the negotiations.

"If we do reach a settlement it will be a celebration. We
don't expect a settlement but it is a possibility." Saisa said.

"We think we'll have a settlement reached on Tuesday,"

Wetherbee said.

Picketers to target localpurveyors of pornography tomorrow
By DEBBIE KRUPCZAK
CoUegian Correspondent

The Women's Forum Against Media Violence will be

picketing pornography distributors in Amherst and Nor-

thampton tomorrow in an attempt to help people become

more aware of the presence of pornography in the com-

munity.

The forum is not trying to destroy pornography as a

whole, but rather bring much needed attention to it, said

Julie Melrose, a member of the forum and organizer of the

demonstration.

"Many people are uncomfortable with having por-

nography displayed," she said. "We are encouraging peo-

ple to speak with store owners about it."

Karen McKenna Santoriello, also a member, said. "We
want to nudce people conscious that pomojrraphv exists."

There will be two demonstrations tomorrow. The group

picketing in Northampton will start at Pulaski Park and

will be lead by Kathleen Engel of Northampton. The

demonstration in Antherst will be lead by Melrose and

Dona Brown of Amherst and will begin at the Pleasant

Street bus stop. Both demonstrations are scheduled to run

from 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. The demonstrations are ex-

pected to be peaceful.

The Women's Forum Against Media Violence was
founded by Elizabeth Dworan and a group of five other

women two years ago upon receiving a grant from the

Haymarket Foundation in Boston. Ihe torum currently

has 45 members.

The Women's Forum aims to educate the community

through various workshops and slide show presentations.

The slide shows are a combination of ones previously

ahown in New York and in San Francisco. The workshops

cover topics such as child sexual abuse and the por-

nography of women and children on magazine and record

covers.

"Media violence is on the upswing," Melrose said.

The pornographic industry is expected to make a $4.5

million profit this year, she said.

Defendants in Fitzwllly's suit cry foul at tactics of plaintiff
By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

Fitzwilly's restaurant owner. Roger W. Kirwood. and

his attorneys. Richard 0. Hayes and Frederick L. Sullivan,

denied yesterday charges contained in a sexual harassment

suit filed by a former waitress and criticized the legal

tactics used by her attorneys.

Miriam Domonique, 24. a University of Massachusetts

student, filed the suit last March with the Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination after losing her job at

Fitzwilly's. Within the last month the lIMass Legal Ser

vices Office (LSO) took the case over from the commission

to speed up the legal process. Last Friday. Attorney Ruth

Diaz from the LSO who is representing Domonique. held a

press conference to announce the suit.

In a press release, Kirwood. Hayes and Sullivan said,

"The ex employee has issued a pressrelease and her at-

torneys conducted a press conference at the University of

Massachusetts to publicize the allegations in the complaint

even before the court papers were served on all the

defendants."

Diaz said copies of the suit were served to two of the

three defendants at the time of the press conference.

Richard Burbine. manager at the time of Domonique's

employment and the man Domonique said subjected her to

a hostile working environment when she refused his ad

vances. did not receive a copy of the suit.

"It's not that we didn't try to serve him. We just could

not get it served in time." said Diaz.

The press release quotes Sullivan as saying. "It is the

lowest form of legal dirty pool to drag the name of any

mdividual or business down into the gutter on unfounded,

untried and unproven allegations of sex harassment. The

very heart of our judicial process, a presumption of in-

nocence, is ripped out by the trial by press conference

tactic."

A need to let the UMass community know tnere is

"something they can do" was one of the reasons why the

LSO held the press conference. Diaz said.

"This office represents 25.000 students. We feel the,

issue of sexual hara.ssment Is important for students and

we wanted to educate the public that sexual harassment is

a form of sexual discrimination. We wanted students and

other people to know there is something they can do about

it." said Diaz.
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Bottle Bill accorded positive

reception by UMass students
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Correspondent

A poll conducted on campus yesterday

showed a majority of University of

Massachusetts students favor the Bottle

Bill.

Over 90 percent of the students inter-

viewed supported the bill, which would re-

quire a deposit on all bottles and cans.

Their reasoning included both ecological

and economic factors.

The Bottle Bill was passed last fall by

both houses of the Massachusetts

legislature, overriding Governor Edward

J. King's veto. A referendum question ask-

ing voters to repeal the bUl before it takes

effect will be on the Nov. 2 election ballot.

Students seemed to show an overall

understanding of the different issues m-

volved with passage of the bill.

"If people return bottles they won't litter

as much." said Leslie Greene, 18, a com-

puter and information science major.

"(Recycling) keeps the environment

clean and uses up less materials," agreed

Sue Katz, 20. a College of Arts and

Sciences (CAS) major.

Lee Filderman, 18, a Business major,

favors the bill "because you can recycle

bottles and save money in the future."

Another student cited public awareness

and the creation of jobs as benefits of the

bUl.

"The public needs to be more active in

fighting pollution," said Kathy Rodenhizer,

20, an environmental science major.

Cleanliness is the Bottle Bill's main ad-

vantage, said David Centrella, 19, a CAS
major. "I'm against the idea of breaking

bottles everywhere — it'll clean the place

up," he said.

"(The Bottle Law) keeps a lot of debris

off the streets - you don't see cans and

broken bottles." confirmed Sheila Mead,

19. a Business major from Connecticut.

The Bottle Bill is the Bottle Law in that

state.

Not all students were so optimistic about

the bill's effectiveness, however.

Dave Vegilante, 20, a Business major,

said the Bottle Bill "is a good idea" but "it

serves no purpose." People who carry

drinks with them would not bother to bring

them home and save them, he said.

"If you're the type who would throw bot-
^

ties away you'd do it anyway," said one

student who wished to remain anonymous.

"(The bottles) are a hassle for the average

j)erson to bring back."

The student further identified with the

working woman who goes shopping

straight from work. "She won't go home to

get the bottles fu^t," she said.
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Bipartisan support solidifies among

electoral hopefuls for Bottle Law
By SUSAN ESSOYAN
Associated Press

BOSTON - In a rare display of unity.

Republican and Democratic contenders for

the state's highest offices joined forces

yesterday to launch the Campaign to Save

"the Massachusetts Bottle Bill.

About 100 pohticians and representatives

of environmental and civic groups gathered

at the Parker House hotel breakfast, hopine

to derail efforts to repeal the legislation

before it goes into force Jan. 17.

"I can tell you we have the support of the

majority of the citizens in this state." said

Democratic gubernatorial nominee Michael

S. Dukakis, appearing with his running

mate John Kerry.

Representing the Republican ticket. Leon

Lombardi. nominee for lieutenant

governor, called on voters not be "lulled

/
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While a fence forces Btudents to enter the building from undeme«t|u

plant"Ld weeds use the opportunity to grow up through the unused

steps of the Tower Library.
^

into complacency about the bill." and to

turn out in November to ensure it remains

law.

The measure, requiring nickel and dime

deposits on beer and carbonated soft drink

containers, cleared the Legislature late last

year over Gov. Edward J. Kings veto.

Opponents of the measure, including the

Massachusetts Beverage Industry and

Labor Committee, pulled together enough

to put a repeal quest ion on the ballot.

The issue has been debated in

Mas.sachusetts for a decade. In 1976. after a

heavy lobbying effort by industry, voters

rejected a simUar bill by a margin of less

than 1 percent.

He cited other surveys that show voters

favoring the legislation by a two-to one

margin and said the wording of the question

may have confused people.

"This is the do or die vote tor the tx)ttle

bUl in this state." said Douglas Phelps,

director of the campaign, adding that he is

optimistic, despite what he called an "in

tensive, expensive and sophisticated" effort

by opponents of the bill.

Eight other states have enacted bottle

bills, with New York the most recent. In

New England. Vermont. Maine and Con

neclicut have bottle bills in effect.

"People love the bill even more after it's

been in effect." Phelps said, citing a Maine

referendum that overwhelmingly rejected

an attempt to repeal their law two years

after it went into effect.

Responding to a report of a WHDH poll

released Thursday showing Massachusetts

voters narrow Iv support repeal. Phelps

said. "All that poll tells us is that we have a

lot of education to make it clear to people

that voting yes on Question Four supports

the bottle bill."

Baseball Style

Jacket
Special Purchase 19.95

Evening Happy Hours this

FRIDAY a SATURDAY NITE!

• Two for One 9:00 - 11:00

• A pouchful of prizes

throughout the night

• $200 in certificates

to be given out by Joey'e

Lodestone, Faces

$1.00 cover both nites *

Proper dress arid ID required

Located at the corner of Univ. Dr. £f Rt. 9. Amherst

Printed Back

Color - maroon/white

Sizes S-M-L-XL
Limited Quantities Available

Located in the Clothing Department
Open M-F 9-5

tt,-.

Center endeavors to educate

area residents on environment

A row of drainpipes flows over and down a wall of South College.

By ELIZABETH D'AMBROSIO
Collegian Correspondent

Educating the community on issues of

conservation and the environment has been

the goal of the Hitchcock Center in

Amherst since it first opened six years ago.

The Hitchcock Center offers courses to

those interested in subjects such as natural

history, forestry, animal extinction, con-

servation lands and rock climbing.

The membership fee is $5 for students

and $10 for non-students. Fees for in-

dividual courses are $1 for members, and

$2 for non-members.

The center, located on b'Zb South Plea-

sant St., is a privately owned environmen-

tal organization not affiliated with any of

the "Five Colleges." It is open to the com-

munity of Amherst and students from the

surrounding colleges.

Along with courses, the center offers

nature walks and slide shows, which are

shown almost regularly every other Thurs-

day. Members of the center who have ex-

perience on certain subjects are encourag-

ed to present information to the class.

There are also resource rooms available

to members any time the center is open.

Cliff Reed, the public program co-

ordinator, said the schedule for courses

and events varies. A quarterly paper,

newsletters, schedules, and a calendar are

mailed to members to keep them updated

on upcoming events. Reed said.

"The program has been very successful

in the past. We get a lot ofresponses from

many, although we don't have as much
response from students as we would like,"

he said.

Reed said those persons interested in

the Hitchcock Center should stop in or

write to the center, sending their name, ad-

dress and a check for $5.

"We are always glad to have student par-

ticipation for things going on in the

center," he said.

The center is open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday, and 9 a.m. to 2

p.m. on Saturday.

Campus group strives for objective of reproductive freedom

By MARY BALDWIN
Collegian Cor'-espondent

Anti choice abortion legislation is the top priority this

vear for the Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom iCERRF.. a student run organization at the

University of Massachusetts.

"The main goal of CERRF is to get the rampus informed

about issues of reproductive rights and getting people

organized so they know what is going on. because

reproductive rights affect everybody, men and women."

said Jane Zbyszynski. a psychology major and a core

member of CERRF since last faU.

Made up of ten core members, both men and women.

CERRF was formed by the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA) Women's Issues Team

and the Radical Student Union (RSU) in the fall of 1980 in

response to the increased attacks on reproductive rights.

Although CERRP' is a member of the Reproductive Rights

National Network, it tries to stay within the campus

community.

A major victory for CERRF came Sept. 15 when the

Senate voted 47 46 in favor of Ubling Senator Helms' anti

abortion rider.

The Helms rider is very similar to the Human Life

Amendment, which states that no unborn person should be

denied life by any person and that life begins at conception.

It would give a fertilized egg the rights of a person under

the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution.

In order to help prevent the passaRe of the Helms HH.>r

Zbyszynski said. "CERRF repeatedly called

Massachusetts' Senators Kennedy and Tsongas. In the

past year we wrote several hundred letters and petitions

opposing any and all anti choice legislation that goes

through the Senate." CERRF deals mostly with in state

legislators, but Zbyszynski said. "We don't limit ourselves

to that."

Teresa Kolrsh. a legal studies major who has been a core

member of CERRF for one year. said. "Petitioning against

legislation in dorms to performing skits are techniques

used by CERRF to mak*' people aware of attacks on

abortion and forced sterilization. CERRF also came

together to do advocacy work."

In addition to fighting anti abortion legislation and

forced sterilization. CERRF supports sex education in

schools, struggles of lesbians and gay men and equal rights

for women.
Future plans for CERRF include "skits and plays tor the

campus community, more petitioning of anti choice

legislation, and wider education and outreach through the

dispersement of pamphlets." Zbyszynski said.

Lobbying and finding pro-choice legislatures to vote for

in the November elections is the most important item on

CERRF's agenda for now. she said.

Tilde Turchinetz. an advocate for SCERA and a core

group member of CERRF. said. "I got involved with

CERRF because of per.sonal feelings. The group works

well together and it feels good to do something that helps

to chan ire things."

F^or more information about CERRF. call or visit the

SCERA Women's Issues Team Office.

HAL DAVIS MAKESMORE ^^^^^
IONS IN ONE HOUR THAN MOST RECENT
mLUclcRADSMAKEAU. DAY.

"Vm a cavalrv platcwn leader,

in charge o{ 43 men. says Hal "1 m
responsible for their education, their

training, their well-being Sovoucan

bet I'm making rapid-t'ire decisions

all day Decisions that have an impact

on peoples lives
'

Army ROTC is a great way

to prepare for being an Army officer

ROTC helps you dexelop discipline

o( mind and spint As well as your

ability to make decisions under

pressure

Taking Army ROTC pays off

in other ways Like financial assistance

-up to $1,000 a year for your last

two years of ROTC You could also

win an ROTC scholarship, as Hal

did Each scholarship covers tuition,

books, and more

^^*«L^

If you'd like to step out of col-

lege and into a job wnth responsibility,

do what Hal Davis did Step into

.Armv ROTC now
And begin your future as an

officer

Contact:

Opt. Patrick Merryman
545-2321/2322
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2nd Lt Hal Davis was an industrial management

i.iajor at the University of Tennessee and a

member of .^rm> ROTC
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Foods
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The bottle bill

is unAmerican
The bottle bill referendum or» the upcoming general

election ballot has been called the most hotly de-

bated consumer and environmental issue in

Massachusetts. I don't see what the big deal is - I'm

against it, and I'll tell you why.

For one thing, if the bottle bill is allowed to go into effect

in January, UMass would be a much cleaner place. That

kind of drudgery we don't need. Why, one of my fondest

memories of my years in Southwest was trudging through

the mounds of broken bottles on those famous "mornings-

after." I wouldn't want to take this privilege away from

my younger colleagues.

"'n^ESDFrSlP^^4TlNGU6Mr Of AUTUMN y^lGi>^\Ji,\^\iSJ*i^^ RjNNY Linu GDLORBD THINGS FAUl^«G

0TFM1KEES SU^JPAV Ainic^KlOON T>^ERt'S WO^OCffBAlL I'M OUTSIDE' AMR6M''

Why must vice be so terribly nice?

"YT TRat's wrong with vice? There are certainly worse

%/%/things: vandalism, murder and stupidity, to name
V f just a few. So why all the fuss about vice? The

world is full of people excessively concerned with sex,

drunken laughter, and a thousand and one of life's other

sordid little pleasures. Well, I think vice has been forced to

live with its bad reputation for much too long now.

Mary Beth Hebert

You can't escape it; vice is everywhere. No matter

where you are, there is always something around to do

that you shouldn't be doing. From the liquor cabinet in the

house that you used to babysit in, to that dime bag of pot

your roommate left in the living room, vice seems to turn

up everywhere. Even the most imiocent of environments

hold vice's temptation. Take Sunday dinner at Grandma's

for example. You are seated at the table under the wat-

chful stare of the entire family. The meal passes on inter-

mitably and suddenly, through your misery, you realize

that vice has got you once again. How could you know that

somewhere between the conversation about Aunt Edna's

last kidney operation and the shouting match about the

76er8 the vice of gluttony would rear its gapping mouth?

Vice isn't bad; in this case, it's a creative form of

escapism.

Vice is easy to do. One swallow, one puff, one little feel

in the wrong place, and vice gets you again. If awearing is

a vice, then what are we supposed to use for expletives?

Now, I can't spell at all. As a nruttter of fact, I just used the

dictioruu7 to find out how to spell "expletive". Know what

words they use as examples? "Damn" and "My
goodness". When you stub your toe on a chair, what

comes to mind first? The swear words of course. A good

blue streak of curses will always prove to be a much more

effective emotional catharsis than two weeks of "My
goodne8s"s.

The very best part about vice however, is that its fun.

Haven't you ever noticed how all the things that seem to

be the most fun are considered vices? What sort of system

of justice is that? Sure you can stick to the speed limit, but

doesn't the fun come when you hit that open stretch of

road that you know no one else will be on? And I guess it's

possible to go through life without one naughty, indulgent

binge but why should you? Those who've already been on

one of these trips Imow that some of life's fondest

memories come from the times we got away with doing

something a little shady.

So what's wrong with vice? It's available, easy to do,

and fun; three important criteria for any activity. My ad-

vice? T17 vice... it's nice.

Mary Beth H^)ert is a Collegian columnigt who perhaps

indiUged in a bit too much vice before vrriting this.

Letters
Freedom for all depends on an immediate peace in Beirut

To the Editor:

"Reagan orders Marines to Beirut," — this was splashed

across the front page of the Globe. It greeted me as I

opened my door this morning.

800 young men being sent back to a land overwhelmed in

blood and violence. They will be part of a peace keeping

force in a nation that has not known peace for two thousand

years. These Marines will be combined with troops from

France and Italy.

Most of these men are in their late teens or early twen-

ties, and probably anxious at the return to this strange,

distant land. Excitement with a taste of fear. Will a cease-

fire hold? Or will someone fire that fatal first shot?

They are being sent to bring a halt to the slaughter which

is taking place in Lebanon. These 800 men represent our

answer to an outcry for humanity and compassion.

Why should we take it upon ourselves to become involved

in a dispute that has its roots in the beginning of history?

The reason is that the massacre that took place last

weekend is an outrage against us all! When the U.S.

agreed to help with the evacuation of the PLO from Beirut

we guaranteed safety for their famiUes, but it appears as

though we failed nuserably.

Maybe it's time we made a stand in the Middle East,

maybe we should demand sanity and reason. The Marines

that have been committed to act as peacemakers could be

the last chance for another decade to establish a foothold

for peace.

So as you lay down you head tonight, after cramming for

that Econ quiz say a sUent prayer for a young man standmg

in a hot. sandy land, thousands of miles away from home.

For he represents all that we as a free nation stand for.

Sean Dandley
Southwest
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Josh Meyer

In states with bottle bill laws, there has been an average

of 66 percent to 80 percent less beverage container litter,

and up to 50 percent less total litter. If the bottle bill is

allowed to pass, we'd save $4.5 million in waste disposal

and at least $1.7 million in litter clean-up costs, according

to Gov. King's Task Force on Deposit Regulation. Yet

with all this positive infomriation, King vetoed the bill back

in 1979. I'll bet he knows something that we don't, the

crafty old buzzard!

Right now, only 5 percent of the 250 million cans and

bottles are recycled yearly in Massachusetts. With the bot-

tle bill, as much as 90 percent would be recycled. We
would not be able to spend as much money importing ex-

pensive, finite resources to make aluminum and glass as

we have been recently. This would surely ruin our reputa-

tion as a Big Spender and international distributor of

wealth. We Americans would have to keep the money for

ourselves, or give it away to some unpatriotic cause like

economic aid to the Third World.

With the bottle bill, two to three thousand more jobs

woidd be available in Massachusetts, forcing that nriany

people off welfare and back on the payroll. Think of the

hardship this would cause these poor people! And what
about those old men who pick up the litter at UMass? I'll

tell you — they'd have to leave the exciting field of sanita-

tion engineering, and may even be forced into working at

a recycling plant. This is something they'd absolutely

abhor, especially in those brisk winter months.

An EPA study in 1976 predicted that returnable

bevera^s are 25 to 40 percent cheaper than disposables.

Even Gov. King predicted the price would drop by at least

five percent. My God! We all know what would happen if

the price of a six-pack dropped that much. Students

wouldn't be able to control themselves, and our reputation

as a fine, upstandmg example of higher education would

be tarnished because people would be dnmk all the time.

Believe me, I've seen how the bottle bill works. It is a

most insidious influence on the youth culture of today. In

my freshman year at the University of Vermont (where a

bottle bill has been in effect since 1972), I had to stand by

and watch two close friends scurry around after an out-

door concert and collect $75 worth of cans and bottles.

They then used this immorally obtained money to buy il-

licit recreational party stimulants for that night's ac-

tivities. It was just di^^ting.
Unfortunately, some people support this heinous bill.

Public opinion polls in other bottle bill states have shown
overwhelming support for it. So far, nine states have pass-

ed it, and none have repealed it. This proves my theory

that there are significant communist elements in our socie-

ty. Obviously these people are trying to subvert the

American capitalist infrastructure by conserving instead

of wasting, and saving rather than spending. It's just not

the American way.
So you see, the bottle bill must be stopped. Not only does

it drastically reduce litter and create jobs, but the amount
of energy saved in one year would be enough to run the

state of New Hampshire for a year. And who cares about

New Hampshire?
And worst of all, if the bill is passed people in Kennedy

Tower won't have the thrill of taking showers in their

sneakers anymore.
(The bottle bill is referendimi question #4, and has no

relationship to any choice of candidates. Vote yes to keep

the bill intact.)

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist.

\\\ letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number,

whieh will not be published. Please type

double spaced at ;? characters per line. Due

to space limitatiimN and the volume of mail,

we re^^ret we are unable to acknowledge

unpublished letters. All letters are subject to

editing for clarity and length.
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Arts
Wallflower blossoms in Valley

Altered Images

Altered Images; pure pop virtuoso

PINKY BLUE (Epic)

Altered Images

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian St&ff

OK. listen up! What's this summer's best

Pop record? "Haircut lOO's Pelxcnn West,"

you say. Nope — too cute; besides they're

old hat by now. "Alright, how about Flock

of Seagulls' debut?" you reply, undaunted.

Na-a-a, "I Ran" still moves but the rest of

the LP is nothing more than synthesized

swill. "Well surely ABC's Lexicon of

Love," you announce indignantly. Are you

kidding? Too much disco, I hate disco.

"Well, what the hell do you like anyway?"

you demand with a sneer.

My choice. ..wait for it.. .is Britains' own

charmingly endearsome Altered Images

and their newest release Pinky Blue.

That's right, Altered Images. Now this is

Pop in its purest, most virtuous state: ex-

citable, witty, keenly crafted, and con-

sistently fresh. It's even danceable!

Every song goes down like a Steve Her-

rill's strawberry malted: smooth, sweet,

and without the slightest hint of an after

taste. And all of the band members are so

cool. Clare Grogan's voice is like that of a

small child — it evokes a sensation of

superlative sweetness and vulnerability,

yet it's got a rough constraining edge that

keeps everything in order. Initially, it

sounds as if she's been gargling with liquid

helium her voice is so high pitched — but

then it sort of creeps up your spine like the

warm fuzzies. Simply marvelous. Now
combine this shimmering siren with a swirl

of synthesizers, a sprinkling of guitars, and

a keen beat and there you have it: rolicking,

childish, exuberant Pop at its best!

VsfATit to ICnow
€v€«ythtn<5?
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Sdhlettc an^ ctitTuuAl events.

(^VAiUeU in Sp^ntsh upon K£<^ufcst)

fbtc information not ontvpe,
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By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegian Staff

Wallflower Order, a Women's Dance

Theater Collective, is retummg to the

Pioneer Valley. The group wUl make its ap-

pearance at Mt. Holyoke College s Chapin

Auditorium Friday, October 1 at 8:00 p.m.

Established in 1975, the all-female

organization has gained national acclaim

through their reflective performances of

changing social issues of our time. Their

themes range from political perspectives of

the feminist movement to issues dealing

with survival of the planet and interna-

tional liberation struggles.

Dancing is Wallflower's primary art

form. However, the women also include

theater, sign language, martial arts, music,

and comedy in their performances.

Five women form the basis of the group,

which is "a non-profit organization for the

feminist arts." They work hard at presen-

ting their views in a personal and hignly

sensitive manner while simultaneously at-

tempting to broad their audience's political

and social awareness. This non-profit, tax-

exempt group has toured exclusively at

various benefits, rallies, colleges, and

festivals in the United States as weU as

Canada and Latin America.

Tickets to see Wallflower Order are

available at the following places: in Nor-

thampton, at Womonfyre Books, Country

Comfort and Kiknos Bakery; in Amherst,

at Food for Thought and For the Record;

at Mt. Holyoke from the Mary Wooley

Ticket Office; in Brattleboro at Maple Leaf

Music; in Greenfield at World Eye

Bookshop, and at the door. Prices for

tickets are: $5-general, $7-contributing,

and $9-supporting. The performance will

be interpreted for the hearing-impaired by

Viki Maureen. For more information and

chUdcare, call 413-584-2637.

Wallflower Order

1 shirt or 100 shirts

drop your order off

in our Clothing Dept.

Located in the Campus Center Open M-f 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Robert Klein strikes a funny pose during his Tuesday night perfor-

mance.

Trailers

Tommy Lee Wallace, the man who edited

Halloween, The Fog and John Carpenter

films, is fast becoming the man to watch on

the shock horror circuit. Wallace has

written and directed Halloween HI: The

Season of the Witch which, like George

Romero's new flick Creepshow, will open on

Halloween. Halloween UI will not star

Jaime Lee Curtis (Stacey Nelkin stars) and

does not feature "The Shape." our favorite

slasher. Instead, the film centers around a

crazy old toymaker. who has created three

Halloween masks that are quickly bought

up by children around the country thanks to

a big advertising campaign. As it turns out,

the toymaker has implanted the masks with

possessed microchips taken from a slab of

stonehenge. These microchips program the

youngsters to act out some dastardly tricks

and treats.

Sound stupid? Wallace has also written

Amityville: The Possession, which is even

stupider. The sequel to The AmityvilU

Horror has a different family moving into

Klein still funny
ROBERT KLEIN
Tuesday, September 21

Fine Arts Center

By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

At around 8:30 on Tuesday night,

comedian Robert Klein walked onto the

Fine Arts Center stage and in a low, harsh,

scratchy voice thanked the audience for

coming and apologized for his laryngitis. He

held the moment, then laughed and ver

balized what everyone must have been

thinking: "I paid two bucks to hear a guy

who can't talk!?!" It was a funny moment,

and Klein followed with over an hour and a

half of comedy and music.

His first bit, and one of his more spon

taneous. was a Gregorian chant about the

Fine Arts Center. As he looked around the

auditorium he began the medieval sounding

(xie with ridiculous lines like. "Big building.

Ivots of cement. Poured by someone's

brother. And the Governor's son's the

architect. But there's nothing crooked

about it."

He continued with a compendium of his

stock routines from over the years.

I'nfortunately. at least 80 percent of the

show can be found on his albums Mind over

Matter. Growing up m the 50's and New
Ttt'th. He drifted from one routine to

another, including his classic teacher bit,

dentist bit and spooky ooooh ooooohhh

sound. After over 20 years of doing the

same routines, however, even these

sounded a little too pat. Klein also lacks the

political punch he once liad. In the late

Sixties and early Seventies, most of his

humor revolved around Nixon and

.>...,i.'v'..'. ,'.». '.•.••• •• ''

The late Dorothy Stratten as she

appeared in They All Laughed,

by Andy Gordon

the house and getting similarly possessed.

Burt Young plays the father, whose wife

keeps hanging out in the cellar and whose

children start having sex with each other.

Also, the house keeps turning on its side

and all the crucifixes disappear. Wallace

sounds like he had a bad childhood.

Alone in the Dark, also opening soon,

should be a horrible treat. The story in

volves a New York City blackout, which

turns off the security devices at a state

mental hospital. Three criminally

dangerous inmates escape and work

together to track down a former guard. It

may sound like another typical gore fest,

but not when you consider who the hatchet

wielding nut jobs are being played by:

Martin Landau, Jack Palance and Erland

Van Lid. the De Jeude (the huge bald guy

from Stir Crazy and Popeye). Should be an

interesting picture.

Magician Doug Henning will play the lead

in the musical production of Merlin, based

on the magician of Arthurian legend. Merlin

will first be presented as a Broadway show

(it's scheduled to open at the Alvin on

December 19) and then will be filmed by

Columbia pictures for a 1984 release.

Golan Globus Productions has released a

list of 1982/83 productions. Among the

most interesting: The House of Long

Shadows starring Vincent Price,

Christopher Lee, Peter Cushing and John

Carradine; 10 to Midnight with Charles

Bronson; Sean Connery and Miles O'Keefe

in SwOrd of the Valiant; and Lou Ferrigno

(now filming Hercules] aS th^ lead in The

Seven Magnificent Gladiators.

While Peter Bogdanovich, director of

They AU Laughed, Dorothy Stratten's last

film, prepares a biography of the murdered

Playboy playmate, Bob Fosse is preparing

his film bio. Mariel Hemmingway will play

Straiten, whose acting career was cut short

by her jealous husband. Eric Roberts plays

the husband and Cliff Robertson makes an

appearance as Hugh Hefner. The name of

iheVilmhStnrSn.

Answer to last week's question: Sean

Penn, who was the hilarious valley boy

Spicoli in Fast Times at Ridgemont High,

played Timothy Hutton's caustjc cadet

roommate in Taps.

Watergate and the climate of corruption

that existed. Now. at 40. he sticks to the

most tame of his routines. Twice during his

performance he attempted to sound

political; alluding to the fact that the Moral

Majority isn't too good a group or that

Reagan isn't too good a president. On both

occasions the obviousness of what he was

trying to do made the statements sink like

lead.

Nevertheless, if 80 percent of the show

was rehashed bits, the other 20 percent

new material and improvisation- more than

made up for the fact. In particular, his

comments about the National Football

League strike increasing the suicide and

divorce rates or the realization that his high

school classmate is now porn star Gloria

Leonard l"Gayle Levonsky? No way!")

combined the humor his patter with the

outrageousness of his delivery. A Public

Broadcasting Service takeoff, an update of

his "young people's guide to the opera" was

also a standout. He played a recorder and

danced about the stage, accompanied by

perfect birdcalls from the audience.

Klein showed that he hasn't lost his

quickness during interplay with the

audience. At one point, when Klein was

trying to remember an Ed Sullinan per-

former, someone yelled Ed Jockoman.

Unable to place the name, he asked who it

was. A second person yelled "my mother."

Without missing a beat. Klein demanded to

know why the first person was talking

about the second's mother. He then

"became" Mrs. Jockoman, home ironing

and talking about her son Billy, "who's over

at the Robert Klein concert."

A fascinatingMep/iisto
MEPHISTO
Sept. 22 - Oct. 5

Pleasant St. Theater

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Correspondent

Mephisto is an absorbing portrayal of a

man manipulated by the political scene of

his day.

The story centers around Hendrik

Hofgen (played by Klaus Grandauer).

a frustrated provincial actor. He seeks a

way both socially and artistically to further

his career. Grandeur portrays Hofgen's

ambitious aims with an energy that seems

to fill the entire screen.

By marrying into a wealthy family, he is

able to begin a new life in Berlin. Soon

Hofgen makes a name for himself in the

theater. Paralleling Hofgen's rise to

popularity is the growth of Fascism in

Germany. Its influence slowly closes in on

all aspects of German society including the

State theater where Hofgen performs.

By deceiving himself into believing that

Fascism can't touch the world of art,

Hofgen doesn't see how it changes him and

the way he performs. Both his wife Barbara

and his mistress Juliette warn him of the

dangerous effect the Nazi party wiU have on

German society and on Hofgen himself.

This change is presented in the way

Hofgen portrays the role of Mephisto in

Goethe's Faust. When Hofgen becomes the

favorite of Goerine. he unknowingly

becomes a puppet of the Nazis. He loses all

sense of reality as a result. Hofgen becomes

like Mephisto who is a villainous and

diabolical character. He is used in this

disguise to assure Germany and the world

that a Fascist regime is not a dictatorship.

Hofgen is an instrument by which

Goering can give Fascism a good name. By

his cooperation with Goering, Hofgen can

no longer make a distinction between his

stage life and his personal life. The Nazi

party and their whole ideology become his

entire life.

When Hofgen begins to lose his friends

who object to the Fascist government, he

begins to realize his own role in all of

Goering's propaganda. Hofgen becomes a

truly pathetic figure who cannot be saved.

As a result, Hofgen finally becomes a true

part of the political party that has molded

him into its own image.

The performances in Mephisto are

brilliant. Klaus Maria Grandauer is

fascinating as Hofgen, capturing the most

subtle aspects of this complex man. His

wife, played by Kristina Janda who is best

remembered in Man of Iron, is a calm

reminder of Hofgen's life before he went to

Berlin.

Mephisto is a film that will make
audiences wonder how the Nazi party

changed the thinking of an entire

generation. Director Istvan Szabo projects

this by focusing on one individual: Hofgen.

This is a movie that will fascinate and

disturb and it is well worth seeing.

Klaus Maria Grandauer and Krystyna Janda in MephUto, 1982 Oscar
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TONIGHT
Who SlARRtP in

1tie 126^ classic

EPKTU vsTheGlftNT

RMT7

LIVE ON
WMUA 91.1 PM
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

yyilP has sold moro
records than either _
THL BEATLES or ELVI&? | of interest in and

about the

Broadcasting Live trom
Marston Hall, Memorial Hall

and other notable points

Greater Happy Valley

I
cPMiuTfeTffls mm:-

(it it worlM)
/ / / /

THE 1st ANNUALALUMNI
ASSOCIATIONTRIVIA CONTEST

Individuals and teams can register until 5 pm at tne

Alumni Office in Memorial Hall (to get a bonus point) or

by caUing the TRIVIA HOT LINES 545-3152. 3153,

3154 3162 beginning at 8 PM. The contest starts at

9 pm on WMUA and lasts until 1 am. So stay home
tonight and test your knowledge of music, sports,

politics, movies, TV, and other trivial matters that mean
nothing and took us a lot of time to think up. (NOTE: This

contest was not designed, conceived or produced by zip-

perheads).
THE RULES: We ask a question and play a song. You

call us with the answer to the question and/or the song ti-

tle aiid artist. We fidve points for right answers.

A presentation of the University of Massachusetts
Alumni Association

^^^*if*¥¥**

^^^**********************vi***Ov
in cooperation virith WMUA 91.1

rlzes Sponsored by these nice loiKb:
¥¥¥¥**¥¥***************

& c
PACKAGE
STORE

Ren's
MobU A Store tull d Ideas

Downltjwffi Amherst

^ Rep. Jim
Collins

The
Alumni
Office

ra^~i^oRT*'

FREE
OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY

$15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

Lowest Price on Budweiser 12 oz cans

in Town

BUD 12 oz $8.49 case

BBCkS light or dark 12 oz bottles... $14.50 cs

Bass Ale 12 oz bottles $5.25 epk

BUSCh 12 oz loose cans $7.99 case

Early Times Bourbon nitsr $7.80

c&c
PACKAGE STORE
61 MAIN STREET

"Behind the Police Station"

special in store cash only

Photo b; TMi KmIU

Lt. Dave Jankowski of the Amherst Police Department %\gn% an ap-

plication for an alcohol identification card for a University of

Massachusetts student yesterday in the Dlue Wall. The card, which is

then purchased at the Repstry of Motor Vehicles, is required for per-

sons not having a Massachusetts driver's license who wish to purchase

alcoholic beverages. Jankowski, calling the service "a convenience for

students," said he and Lt. Michael Grabiec and Chief Robert Joyce of

the UMass Police Department signed more than 100 applications in two

hours yesterday, and planned to return again later this semester.

DeKuyperintroduces
?!»f«eS-!e&!«a««i-^^

'<%

Hot-1 Warren
So. Deerfield

665-8757

ALL YOU CAH
DRINK

Choice of Ice Cold

Domestic Draft

(with this coupon & college ID)

Free Shufleboard

Video Games
Pool

'T>^>!>!>?5r>?>&f<e{rJ<=&->>ir5r>?>«S^*i

Getyourmug shotand getyour
mug in thb papers

Discover DeMugshot from DeKuyper, or^d you nnight discover

'^'^
dTm "gshSfhot of DeKuyper's delicious Pepperm,nf

c;rhnonDS chased by a frosfy beer Be arour^d v^/her^ DeMugshof

^ghtTomes fo a^^^^^ bor, ar.d you could be caught ir. the

cetebrotion by a photographer. If your face is the v^mr^ir^g mug,

vou'll soon see it featured in this paper
^

So get your mug shot, and you might become one of the

most v\/anted faces on campus ^ ,, * i^ ^
Fo^^participating pubs, check your campus bulletin boards

DeKuyper' PeppermintSchnapps.

Peppermint Schnapps. 60 Proof Johr. DeKuyper & Son. Elmwood Place. Ohio

.•,
• f.Mt'i ('•

Live - on stage

Thr Broadway Muairal

September 28-30 All Shows 8:00 p.m.

Friday, October 15 8:00 p.m. 7-7/A I

On Sale September 24th ^J_^^^ 1/

oAmli
Saturday, October 16

8:00 p.m.

On Sale

September 24th

Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

S45-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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WIN A FUZZY
FRIEND
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^¥E*RE NUMBER ONE

Drawing

Friday

Oct. 1,

1982

only

one
winner

GIANT
GARFIELD

over 2 feet tall

on display no^v
In our Clothing Dept.
No purchase necessary

S'f^ PA\/?5

8
I

I

I
I

Drop off coupon in our Clothing Dept.

Enter as many times as you like.

All entry's mustbe on official newspaper coupons.

Giant Garfield Cotrtest
Name. Phone.

Address
Coupon must be dropped off in Clothing Dept.

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4 C^ UNIVERSITY
mSTORE

I
I
I

8
I
I
I
I
I
I

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

m^^^^^^^^m^r^^^ Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5,501

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs Er Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS £r BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12-5 pnn

HEI^CANTILt
AMHEJtST CAtRtAC£ SHOTS

ATTENTION
The UMass Arts Council has established

September 30

November 15

March 1

as deadlines for the submission of

GRANT PROPOSALS
Please plan your schedules accordingly!

Proposal forms are available in the

Arts Council Office

125 Herter Hall

9 AM - 4 PM 545-0202

ifprotest
Continued from page 1

Gerald Sousa, who teaches a course on

prisons at the University of Massachusetts,

offered himself as an example that those

convicted of a capital crime can be

rehabilitated and returned to society.

Souza, 40, spent 18 years in prison for tak-

ing part in an armed robbery in which a

man was killed, before having his sentence

commuted by King in 1981.

"If rehabilitation is such a farce, what

am I doing here after being commuted by

Governor King? Rehabilitation exists,"

Souza said.

Citing examples of ghastly violent

crimes, Curran, a former prosecutor in the

Suffolk County District Attorney's Office,

said there is a need for the death penalty to

deter violent crimes, he said society has

become "cheapened" and murder has risen

by 170 percent in the past several years.

"There are some kinds of murderers —
the cold-blooded calculated murderer —
who will be detered by capital punishment.

It's society's way to defend itself and it is

necessary for a civilized society to

survive," Curran said.

Collins, a member of the Committee
Against the Restoration of the Death

Penalty in Massachusetts, said his first

public speech, which was delivered in a

rhetoric class during his freshman year at

UMass, was against the death penalty.

Capital punishment is a political issue

which surfaces each election year, he said.

\

if rally
Continued from page 1

Massachusetts next semester, was wearing

a scarf to cover his face. He explained he

did not want to have his picture taken.

Paul Kasman, 18, a political science

major at UMass led a group called Students^

Against Political Distortion. The im-

promptu group was formed after Monday's
rally, he said, and came to the rally to make

sure events in the Middle East were

"reported fairly."

"It is clear from the signs they (the pro

Palestinians) are carrying -swastikas and

'Begin is a Nazi' they're not here to

protest the killing of the Palestinians," he

said. "They are here to protest the state of

Israel."

Many students walking by became in-

volved in the demonstration.

"They are all saying 'long live Palestine

and long live Israel'," said Andy Hagerty,

29, a lab technician. "Nobody is saying long

live both. And that kind of rhetoric is goinsr

to get us killed."

Shari Sorkin a junior from Boston, said,

"Israel is fighting for survival."

David Moses, a junior business major

from East Longmeadow, said. "I'm not

directly involved but I side with the PLO. I

think they should get their land back. It's

just too bad it turned into an argument."

ag ^g^ -"t »» J^ »» -"- -'T TT

TIME OUT

FUH NIGHT
Qt

I
Amherst's DIggest Little Dor
07 H Pleosont St, Amherst MA

'^g -ag. -ae ^g. -ar -m^ ^ag ^ g- -^tr

TMEATRES
MatmM and Twilit* $2.00

nt cards •vaiiabto

to ttudcnta Ct Mniw citvsns

rime HAMPSHIRE 4 584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL
' IS OOOK)

7/// / \lH\Tl HHI STHIM

Ff^ (11:30 e *2 00) 7:16. 9:46

S« (1:46e *2 00l 7 16. 9:46

^g Sun (1:46 b 4:30 e ^^ 001 7 00. 9 16

Ffi (4:46 e >2.00) 7:30, 10:16. 12:16

Sat (2:00 6 4:46 9 12 00)7 30.10 16,12:15

|R~ Sun (2:00 6 4 46 ^ 12 00)7 00. 9:30

RICHARD GERE
AiVOFFICER
ANDA

GENTLEMAN
Fh (4:30 e •2.00)7:16,9:66

Sat (1:46 b 4:30 e $2 00)7: 16,9:66

l[Sl Sun ( 1:46 & 4:16 e •2 00»«:46, 9:15

ROBIN WILLIAMS

H( • fol > lunny way
of lookinf •! Ill*

Jfjp^ THE WORLD

m

ACCORDING
TO

Fri (4:16 9 *2 00) 7:00, 9:46

Sat (1:30 £r 4:16 9 I2.00I 7:00. 9:46

Sun (2:00 ft 6:00 # •2.00) 8:00

^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

MCHIWi
LOVE.

DESTINY
HEROES.

lEe

Fri (4:30 e*2.00) 7:16, 9:66

Sat (1:46 6 4:30 e»2.00) 716, 9 S6

Sun (2:00 b 4:30 e « 00) 6:46, 9:00

Most men draam their fanUsiea.

Phillip decided to live his.

TEMPEST
rETES
kNDs nr<»

Fri (4:16 e WOO) 7:00, 9:66

Sat(1:30 b 4:16 e « 00)7 00, 9:66

pGi Sun (2:00 b 6:00 « « 00) 8:30

JOHN CASSAVETES ^
GENA ROWLANDS

AT RIDGEMONT HIGH

At Knigmmont High

g^Bvtt»d!

Fri (4:46 e •2.00) 7:46. 10:16

Sat(2.00 Cr 4:46 9 •2.00)7:46. 10:16

[R| Sun (2:16 & 4:16 9 » 00) 7:00, 9:15

pwi1l'l|i

Th« pravious

so lucKy... this

is thmir story

f

AMITYVILLED:
THE PQSB^ION

Fri(4:30 e t2.00) 7:30, 10:15

Sat(2:00 Er 4:30 # 12 00)7:30, 10:15

ll Sun (2:16 & 4:30 e •2.00)6:46, 9:00

MipmewT jyiOVBi mapmiss
4«^.L.iJ.ii.i.i'*.M.Hnaa

584-7550^mCNAMPSNIREd

ofl rt

in co«tuma

j^mrn^
Pink Flovd

Th«WeH

PC
Tha Thraa Stoogaa

Film Faatival

music GflLL€RV
announces another

LATE NIGHT Vlril4CK SALE

\A/edne8day September S9 IMoon-IVlidnight

STICKS STRIIMGS T-SHIRTS

[DOOR PRIZES
SEMINARS

Beyer Microphone
D'Agostino acouat:ic

guitar
Boaa guitar tunera
Cortez Po\A/ered

headPhonea

Up to TQOfo OFF selected items

clip this ad to receive your free gift

NYLON ROLL BAG

in a dazzling array of colors

SAT. ONLY 9.95

Pf^i^^A h *mW,^»'f-«W

A Store-full of Ideas

ft H& Downtown Amherst Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.
|
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PIZZA DfXrVERY
SERVICE

YOUR PIZZA GUARANTEED HOT ON DELIVERY
• FAST, COURTEOUS SERVICE

ONLY A $1.00 DELIVERY CHARGE FOR
ONE PIZZA OR 100 PIZZAS!

C<D^_/\^^/^ MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

Here's an example ofhow you save with Papa Gino's:

When You
Buy:

Papa Gino's

Delivered Price

A Competitor's
Delivered Price

• 1 Cheese

Pizza

$ 4.40 Pizza

1.00 Delivery Charge

$ 5.40 Total Price $ 6.15

• 2 Cheese .

Pizzas

$ 8.80 Pizzas

1.00 Delivery Charge

$ 9.80 Total Price $12.30

• 3 Cheese

Pizzas

$13.20 Pizzas

1.00 Delivery Charge

$14.20 Total Price $18.45

. . . and the savings go on ! . . . the more you buy. • •the more you save!

FREE
PIZZA DELIVERY

With this coupon - Good for delivery

Orders only - Limit 1 coupon per delivery

papa Qino'^
PIZZA & MORE

$2.00 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
MON.-THURS.

$1.50 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

With this coupon - Good for delivery

Orders only - Limit 1 coupon per delivery

papa Qlnoi
PIZZA& MORE

Doonesbury
Drought to you •v«rydoy

by Gorry Trudvou
and th»

Mossochus«tts Doily Collogion.

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland
Close to Amherst,
on bus line

2 bedroom gardens
315-320 includes hot
water, no utilities

3 bedrooms also
immediate occupancy
available

students welcome

666 38S6
office open from
10-5 weekdays,
Saturdays 1-4

^>STiy^^

S<I^V

Mike's Smorg/
is bockl

"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best
happy hour in town

three 7 oz
Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7:00

Non-Footboii

Sandwich
Special

Eat until you can't

$1.00

12 oz Rolling Rocks .85*

1:00 - 6:00

FOUR SEASONS
Bud 12 cans $8.99

Labatts Beer & Ale $9.99

Tuborg light a dark $7.99

Oid Milwaukee reg a ught $3.49

Cossack Vodica its $8.49

Gordon's Gin 1.75 $12.99

Clan McGregor Scotchi... 1.75. ..$11.99

Folonarl Soave 1.5 $3.99

Allini Lambrusco is $3.99

Gallo Table Wines 1.5 $3.99

New Supply of Free Posters

WE DELIVER
Open 10 AM to 11 PM

in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rip.9,hadle\;ma. 584 8174 ?

t * 4 •

*•"•"• • •«•»•» • •.*•«•• 4kai>< * « * «,» •> • « i.fc^ . »

\SHaE
JD^^I ij87 n. Iileasafit St., amherst

SALE
100% cotton

Turtle N»cks

S7.95
OPEH

Fri til 9:00

SATURDAY CLOTHES
(Behind Silverscape)

Also: Conne see our large selection

of Sweaters

266 N . Pleasant 253-9729

.^^J CONSIDERING A LAW CAREER? -JUjJ

SOGTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Los Angeles. California

A representative from Southwestern University School of Law
will be on campus

Friday, October 1

South*. .!• itn- l.ii.jest (ulK .!< ' tediltHl idvk

sthiioliii^ .ilit.)fnid. isjmodern utKin institulKMi

Uk died iritht Wilshirr tenter an-n i>l I os Atigeles

In the midsl of md(or law firnis and crxpofate

tieadnuijrtors the CJnivi-tsitv is t)nlv a tow mihr*

from state .ind federal tourt buildint|S. govetn

meni law offw es and tccjulatorv afjencies

siudents nuiy a|>pK to one c>t four loufses o<

study leadincj to the Juns Doctor dj-qret*

• a three yeai full time day division

• d four year pari tinie ev«'niru) divisioo

• d four year part time day division H i 'VS

(Part time I eqal f du< ation Altertiativf <i'

Southwestern)

• a unique two calendar year alternative cut

iKuldi p>f(X|ram, SCALf (Southwestern s

<. (jiueptual Approach to Leyal tdutalioni

If you are interested in Icaminq more about the

leqal profession, the law school expeneix e and

the apt)lii ation (ircK ess pleav arranc|e to meet

with ou( refiresenlative by contacting

The Student
545-222^

Placement Ofc

s..,,ll.»tMiin (liuvrlsd* S4h<»il III I w. 'JN -.<tv.-.t IN- |«it*. Mil"- I'^ll »• * ™«ip"iW mm -.r. Urwin pdu<d(«>n«l irrttlMlipn

s..,irti%. 4lrtt.lli»vfi«lvtl<»^r«)ld«%<iir>."i«(raoltwti«Msnli* r Vv"--!!.!.'!! Kmk*. dp of •.dlion.loei^tiir.i..nr»^ Km •.•lli4.1ninw>r.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Grey Hooded
Sweatshirt

only

12.95

V r\

Located on

Special Sale

Rack in the

Clothing Dept.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
i/

Limited QuantitiesI

Limited Sizes

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
iSTORE^
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DARSELOnrS
Friday Happy Hour

Giant Ribs and
Chicken Wings

plus our usual low drink prices

4-7 PM
DOWKTOWM AMHERST

BIN 187 n. pleasant st^ amherst

^-

...an experience you1l never fbr^et!

Mm II ;n"i Mil. III! Sv*.' it S t . •* lull * n.i • (ilc:*)!*.- t-

Friday, September 24, 1982 iday, September 24, 1982^ Collegian ^^

nrC ORt&MATOR.

4Is the creotor of su<h dassk

songs OS "The Horder They Come,"

"You Can Get H H You Really Wont"

and "Many Rivers To Cross " Jimmy

Qiff introduced a sound called

reggoe to o generation of millions aU

over ttie world.

His legendary

performance in the film,

"The Harder They Come,'

continues to pack

theaters from Moscow

to Rio. And his albums

hove consistently raised

the art of Jamaican

special

low It Alt Pmc* OHkw
lc«*l Th« Voulht R^i K**{> On Oancxg

kt

music to new ploteaus with eoch

successive effort.

"SpeaoJ" is Jimmy Qiffs debut for

Columbia Records and it feotures Ron

Wood, EoH "Chinno". Smith, Sly

Dunbar and many of Jamaica's finest

musicians.

"SMCUL"
ANOtlGIIUimOM
TNfOtfCflUrM

jimmraiff.

IffCOtOSAND

BC emerges as a national powerhouse
}y DAN LEBERFELD
>llegian Correspondent

New England finally has itself legitimate

iootball powerhouse and it is not the

>atriots. It is the high flying Eagles from

;;hestnut Hill also know as Boston College.

^ast Saturday they stunned the college

Iootball world by tying the defending

lational champions, the Clemson Tigers 17

17.

Commentary
The week before that the Eagles ruined

the debut of multi-million dollar Texas A
md M coach Jackie Sherrill by destroying

Ihis «15 ranked Aggies 38 16.

For their exploits, the DPI poll has ranked

this Massachusetts school as the 19th best

lleam in their weekly poll of college football

Iteams.

The team is lead by quarterback Doug
Flutie, a crazy legged bundle of excitement

who scrambles through wall to wall

tacklers. Besides being a fearless scram-

bler, Flutie can also pass the ball quite

effectively. He is currently one of the top

five quarterbacks in passing yards in the

nation with over 600 yards in the air over

the first two games.

On defense. B.C. is lead by 6'6", 275 pound

defensive tackle Junior Poles, who has

dominated the field with his great agility

for a man his size.

The team's tight end Rich Shrigley is also

a star basketball player. As a senior last

year Shrigley (a 6'5" forward) was a key

reason for the Boston College basketball

team advancing to the final eight of the

NCAA tourney. Under NCAA rules he has

one year of football eligibility left, so while

he goes to BC graduate school he stars on

the football team.

The Eagles face a tough schedule ahead of

them including Division 1 powers Navy,

West Virginia, Penn State, and Syracuse.

After these games, they will be paying a

visit to Amherst to take on the Minutemen.

This will be a good opportunity for local

football fans to see a legitimate Division 1

football program up there with the likes of

Nebraska and Notre Dame.
In the last 20 years certain college,

football programs have turned into

assembly lines for turning out professional

players at particular positions. Players that

want to become professional quarterbacks

should go to Stanford (Jim Plunkett L.A.

Raiders, Guy Benjamin S.F. 49ers, Steve

Dils - Minnesota Vikings, and Turk

Shoenert Cincinnati Bengals) or Purdue

(Gary Danielson) Detroit Lions, Mike

Phipps Chicago Bears, Mark Hermann
Denver Broncos, and Bob Griese Miami

Dolphins - retired.

The schools that aspiring defensive backs

should attend are San Diego State (Joe

Lavender Washington Redskins. Herman

Edwards Philadelphia Eagles. Monte

Jackson L.A. Raiders. Terry Jackson

N.Y. Giants. Willie Buchanon San Diego

Chargers. Reuben Henderson Chicago

Bears, and Saladin Martin - S.F. 49ers) or

the University of Colorado (Mike Davis and

Odis McKinney L.A. Raiders. Mark

Haynes N.Y. Giants, Jesse Johnson - N.Y.

Jets, Mike Spivey New Orleans Saints.

Rod Perry L.A. Rams. Mike Kozlowski

Miami Dolphins, and Mike McKoy Green

Bay Packers.

Last Saturday's game between Stanford

University and San Jose State University

was more than just a match of two cross

state rivals. The quarterback for Stanford

is senior All American John Elway and the

coach of San Jose State is his dad Jack

Elway. The junior Elway had chosen

Stanford over San Jose State four years

earlier and this was the first match between

the schools since then.

Available wherever records ancJ tapes are sold.

When agood friend borrows
yourcar,tiietankmaynotcomebackfull.

But thetrunkdoes.
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FREE Men. Sept. 27th

P^i&COn EXPi'^iBKE

55 University Drive

Amherst, Mass.

^.^ , ^ X V 549-5713
Good Food and Drink

served in

a comfortable, friendly atmosphere

Relax, at the U

1) Daily Happy Hours 2:00 - 5:30

50' drafts Free Pizza! 99' Drinks

FRIDAY 99' orgasms!

2) 50' off our cheese dipper

during any happy hour with this ad

3) Daily Luncheon Specials at $2.49|

4) Pizza Party!

AFree small pizza with a pitcher of beer

] Q)

;
(A

i>
!l<
ICD

CD
3"

'*^The Hun
maauj Baa

igry U=
mniiiTnm

busstop:

FRIDAY
Happy Hour

35^ Beers
PUB MUGS

rV SALF

a ^'6

19" Motel COLOR PORTABLES

- EXCELLENT PRICES -
Selling at. . .

HOWARD JOHNSON

401 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley

'^^^iik^A^'H'^W^r

[

Saturday, Sept. 25, 10 am to 4 pm

Sale Held by R.B.M. Sales Corp No Phone Calls

When you get paid back with

interest like this, it sort of makes you

wish he'd borrow things more often.

Open up a few cold ones

)and toast a guy who really

knows how to retuni a favor.

Ibnight. let it be

LowenbrauLowenuidu. ^a^m^^^^r:^-^^

I nwenbrau. Here's to good friends.

^^^m ^^A ^^^ %^^ %a# ^^^ ^^V ^H^ ^^^ ^^^
^^%^^«^^% ^i^ ^^% •J* ^^» ^^* ^^*^^

it's Coming

LA6NAF

4e9|c%9|Mie3|e4c3|c:|e:|c:|e

ST"!̂ 77^77
DIETIH6? r

LTry someting dif

(ferent. Lose weight

Isensibly by learning

ibout your eating

[habits and controiing

jthem Down with

lietsl Call UH^"
1549 2671 ext 174

[Starts Sept. 29 & 30

^^'ir

S

JOE STUDENT
Som« date you ar*! l pand
the whole night watching
you (tuciv while everyone
elae it out having fun If you
had used Cliff* Noiae m
•teed you would have mon
tinie for me They help you
underatand wttat you read

and they give a great rw^tmm

Get Cliftfa Notaa at the

boolcatore Wwe up! Don't
bottler callir>g me tonight II

be at the aubmahne raoas

with Brian

V iviayi

(X StXtL

•I they

W tanc

r

1

1

JOSEPHINE
STUDENT

ft JULIET:
a Why doee your light

r ahining through that win-

Q dow yorKler? Sura, I know
k you've got aiot of reading to

r^ do, but we had a date.

tV MaytM you need to find out
atxtut Cliff* Notaa and how
they can help you urnlera-

d thoaa tough lit

•^ aaaignmenta ar>d aave you a

V bunch of time. So turn out
the light, Juliet, and coma
out with me to

bookatore for Cliff* Notaa

L- ROMEO

I ROMEO
How can I concentrate on
my Shakaapaare aaatgnmant
wf>en you are forever croon-
ir>g bek>w my window? Why
not do *omathir>g uaaful ar>d

bring me Cliff* Noteal
They'H help me ur>der«tand

what I read and tfiay'H give

me a great review. Than I'll

have more tinne for you . The
booketore ha* tt>a ortea I

need. Will I aae you tomor-
row? Lova ar>d kiaaaa.

JULIET

Ifl

O
>

CHICKtN ,? I^H ,( vA»r[«<^'^N

DlMNtK IS «M?0 fM^ 5-/0

fllVf DlNMiK ^lubiC ON t

- o
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^mhers^

10 a.m.

Tso^^

V
til 11 p.m

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadiui

it^* UNIVERSITY / DRIVE

.o4to°^

9^^

c^^:^^

ROUTE 116

PabSt 12 oz N/R loose $7.95

Bud 12 oz N/R loose $8.95

BUSCh 12 oz cans loose $7.95

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans $4.00 12 pk

Labatt beer and ale $9.95 case

Seagram 7 1.75 $12.95

Jim Beam 1.75 $11.95

Castillo Rum 175 $9.95

Cossack Vodkai.75 $8.20

Cossack Gin 1 75 $8.20

Regnier P Schnapps nter $5.70

Cribari 3 l $5.69

Paul Masson 3 l $6.99

California Cellars 1.5 $4.29

Inglenook 1.5 $4.29

Carlo Rossi 1.5 $5.95

Gallo3L $5.95
not resjxsnsible for typographical errors

ROUTE 9

y

fS^

I

O^^Wi
o^:v.v*

/

^

X

V

X

B^
/

DORITOS
'A lb.

.99*
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD

;l

itjeu, I'MOFF
FOR MY INTBR-

V/eWS. WISHMe
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see..
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I see.
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

V£^-i SHiRTA

DOGS .CATS ,HAM5TfR5
AND BIRDS ARE OKAY-.

8uT f\ PYTHON
IS RIGHT out!

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa
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Gooz by G. Masse
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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CONQUEROR.

-

o MR.CONOUWOR.,

WMUA 91.1 FM
Attention Collegian

Graphics Staff
There will be a mandatory meeting for

graphics staff on Monday Sept. 27 at 7:00 p.m.

graphics room.
If you cannot attend, call Stuart or Laura at the

Collegian immediately.

night

in the

6-9am Wake-up with 5:30-6pmNewswatch

Puma - BMCP 6-7pm Athena's Web
9-noon Concepto Latino with Don Cerow
12-3pm Carl Lowman — 7-9pm TK - Musical

Disco/Funk Smorgasbord
3-5:3Uprrirhe Town Cryer 9- lam Triviathon

— Eclectic Music l-6am New Music

Edited by Margaret Furar aod Trade Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Information

5 A little night

music?
10 Symbol ot Easter
14 The screens

Jannings
15 Large hoofed

mammal
16 Putin-Bay's lake

17 Wild flowers

19 Earthy deposit

20 Canadian
mountles

21 Place for

24 Across
23 Ranch animal

24 Canine cognomen
25 Part of a flower

29 Power machinery
33 Sound qualities

34 Bread, in a way
35 Numtierona

clock

36 Commune in

Sicily

37 Hair style

38 "To a
Mockingbird"

39 Past

40 God with two
laces

41 See 34 Across
42 Structures used m

dancing
44 Fall bloomer
45 To the

(completely)

46 Corn unit

eituLM

47 Book by
Moss Hart

50 Figure incised in

stone

55 Aft's opposite
56 Signs of spring

56 Steed
59 Put forth

60 de Boulogne
61 Comedienne

Martha
62 Walks, in a way
63 MissKett

DOWN
1 National

2 Long river in NE
Asia

3 Famous name in

Belgrade
4 Singer

5 Disseminated
6 Mother of pearl

7 Piece of music
8 Sleeper in Irving

story

9 Writer Caldwell

and others

10 Aegean island

11 Country S of the

Caspian
12 What to spend in

Roma

13 Sound, at the

stadium
18 Fencing weapon*
22 Star of "Rose

Marie"
24 Teeth

25 Kind of heat

26 Friendly Islands

27 Rile

28 culpa

29 Extra fee

30 Self-evident truth

31 the wisp

32 Marner of fiction

34 Contemporary of

Degas
37 Muddled
38 Results of some

fights

40 Come together

41 Fable's

culmination

43 Flycatcher

44 Supplies what is

desired

46 Over
47 At a distance

48 Heroine of

"Last of the

Mohicans
'

49 Salver

50 Look
51 Taunt

52 Spoils

53 "What's
for me''"

54 Mountain of

Thessaly
57 Ocean Abbr,

1 ; 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 17 13

14 lb 16

17 11 19

n 71 ?2

73 74

jjj^^l
n N 77 n n 30 31 37

33 ST 35

3i 37 31

3S 40 41

4} 43 44

4} 4« ^^^^1
4' 41 49 so 51 57 53 54

SS M 57

M it

1
M

61 i; •3

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE

ITsWPiAlTlHWFTnTl
HOHc:] Boaa oaa

an naaraa msm— ana did

aoaQ [<] aaoaa
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WEATHER

Mostly sunny today, highs

around 70. Becoming partly

cloudy tonight, lows around
50. Variable cloudiness witn

a chance of showers to; nor-

row, with highs around 70.

D.CMenu
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Torpedo Grinder Summer Salad with Syrian

Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce Bread
Fried ClamsyTartar Sauoe

DINNER
Baked Cod with

Crumb Sauce
Fruit Plate with Saltines

Roast Top Round of Beef
Au Jus

BASICS DINNER
Potpourri

Baked Cod with

Crumb Sauce
Fruit Plate with Saltines

CABLE/VIDEO

r

L

UVC & GPC
Daily Programming Schedule

Pircted Video Today

10:30 - 11:30 Sun Ra concert

11:30 - 12:30 Jazz with Spyro Gyra

12:30 • 1:30 A Retrospect of the

Doors

1:30 - 2:00 Last Great Americans

»ik*.*.fc%%%**•••••
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day
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BU ballplayer

death probed
BOSTON (AP) - A Boston University basketball player

who collapsed and died on the court last week may have

been suffering from a rare heart ailment, a doctor savs.

Arluro Brown, captain elect of BU's varsity basketball,

died last Friday during an informal basketball game at the '

Harold P. Case Athletic Center.

Dr. Jeff Isner of Tufts New England Medical Center, who
analyzed microscopic slides of Brown's heart tissue, said

Brown may have had a condition known as idiopathic

hypertrophiccardiomyopathy, or IHSS.

Brown, 21. of New York City, had played basketball at

the university for three years and was a senior in the

School of Management.
"There were many features in Brown's heart tissue to

suggest IHSS. " Isner said. "Hearts tend to be larger than

normal in IHSS patients, but Arturo's weighed only 495

grams. 95 more than the average man's heart. When
translated to his height and the fact he was an athlete, it

isn't extreme.

"But Arturo did have a sniall area of heart muscle that

had died. In the technical sense, he had a prior hear* at

tack, which is often found in IHSS victims. There is no

reason to believe that Arturo Brown died from typical

heart disease."

A few days before his death. Brown passed out while

jogging.

"The loss of viable muscle in one area indicates that

Brown suffered a mild attack, and sudden loss of con

sciousness is one characteristic of IHSS." the doctor said.

Collefiui plioto b.T Sam Millctt

Tim Riviere, and John Dubiriski of Zoo Disc

practice during this past week for this weekend's
pcoming meet. Rivi squeaks a pass b> Dubi-. The
Itim&tc frisbee team is hoping to gu t(» thi- nu

Uonals this year and turn in a good performanci-

This weekend, they take on the Yipmen.

ARRRGGHHH!

Smith downsUM
netwomen 6-3
By JILL LANG
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

lost to Smith College yesterday afternoon on the Hoyden

Courts by a score of 6-3.

UMass first singles player, Elizabeth Sullivan, took the

first match of the afternoon, winning 6-2, 6-4.

"Despite the wind out there, I was pleased with the way

I played," said Sullivan.

Second singles player Chris Frazier lost in two sets. 6-3.

7-6, while Patricia Sullivan was defeated 6-1, 6-3 at the

third singles spot.

Laura Kaufma, the UMass fourth singles player, also

lost in straight sets, with scores of 6-2 6-1.

The Minutewomen gained some lost ground, however,

when Karen Orlowski won at fifth singes, 7-5. 6-3.

Sixth singles player Joyce Girasella had little trouble

with her Smith opponent, as she breezed with scores of

6-0. 6-1.

"The hopes for a UMass victory were dashed when Smith

swept all three of the doubles matches.

First doubles team of Ariel Fowler and Diana BiagioU

lost 6-3. 6-1.

In what could have been billed as the heartbreaker of the

afternoon, the second doubles team of Maureen Hamlon
and Annmarie McKertich extended their opponents to

three sets in their 3-6, 6-3, 3-6 loss.

Jillian Mesgos and Tina Eglin, at the third doubles spot,

lost in straight sets, 6-2, 6-4.

The netwomen travel to Boston College tomorrow for a

mateh at 1 p.m. Their next home match will be next Thurs-

day, against the University of New Hampshire.

SUff pkoto by Jia Powan

Number two singles player Chris Frazier

returns a volley during her match yesterday.

Smith downed UMass 6-3.

Cabletelevision offers sports on top of sports
By ELLIOT KALB
Collegian Staff

Its hard to be a SERIOUS sports fan in

Amherst. Everything is against you.

Thenearest professional baseball, football,

or basketball team is 90 miles away in

Boston, the morning newspaper does not

give the late .scores from the West Coast

until 2 days after the ^ame has been played

and the politics of the area does not look

favorably on real sports like football.

Thank God for cable television. And

thank the Amherst Cable Television

Committee for their selection of channels

recently brought into the Amherst area.

ESPN. USA, WTBS. WGN and WPIX
became available to Amherst cable

telfvision subscribers last July 1. offering

zillions and zillions of live and taped

coverage of sporting events.

ESPN, for those who have been living on

Mars, is a cable television station that

programs 24 hours a day of sports. They
have excellent coverage of college

basketball. Canadian football, and NHL
hockey.

USA Cable is more selective about it j

sports programming, confining it to

evening hours. Track and-field events,

major league baseball games. NBA
basketball games this season and sports

t alk shows regularly appear on USA.

CNN. or Cable News Network, owned by

Ted Turner, also is on the Amherst cable

and has a fine group of sportscasters.

It is now possible to turn on the television

at 3 a.m. and catch the tape of the Arizona

State Houston football game. Insomniac

sports fans now have an alternative to

watching old Fred McMurray movies on

Channel 40. No one has a right to call

themselves a sports fan if they do not

regularly watch ESPN's hour long spor

tscast. "SportsCenter."

This past Wednesday night USA
featured the game between the California

Angels and the Kansas City Royals live!

Knowing they have rights to NBA
basketball games makes it easier for me to

sleep at night, too.

WGN from Chicago brings in White Sox
games. WPIX from New York brings in the

Yankees. WTBS from Atlanta brings in the

Braves and the NBA's Atlanta Hawks, as

well as college football games and possible,

all star professional NFL .strikers All-Star

games.

All this for a mere $10.50 a month after

installation.

The .'Xmherst Cable Television Com-
mittee is made up of five people, including

Tim Ashwell from WTTT in Amherst and

John Volpe (two SERIOUS sports fans).

After surveying Amherst's 4500 cable

subscribers, and using their own instincts

(MORE GAMES! MORE GAMES!),
Amherst rebuilt much of their cable system

to accommodate the 20 channels it was

cleared to bring in by July 1, 1982, based on

the 1978 cable contract.

WOR-TV from New York (Channel 9) is

not on the "God Box" due to technical

reasons. Since WOR carries Knicks and

Nets basketball games, and Rangers and

Islanders hockey games, this is a clear loss.

Cable television offers a wealth of sports

for the true connoisseur. ESPN alone offers

24 hours a day of sports, including many

live events. Televised sports has become an

addicting drug. It is now possible to eat.

sleep, and study in front of a football game.

, literally at all times of the day.

Long live Ted Turner. It is now possible

to be a SERIOUS sports fan in Amherst.

«>»<•«>•. >•«•««««<•>» •»,, »-»r*^» -».».. t.*.*^* *.*

ABANP OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadltc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENT FOR RENT

North Amherst. Clean, freshly painted

apartment in a great recreation area.

Available for immediate ocupancy.

$375 /month. D.H. Jones Real Estate

(549-3700)

AUDIO

Music Equipment Sale: Peavey PA 400

head 6 channels 200 watts $200, Synare 3X

& stand $125, Ludwig ghost pedal $40, OO's

Farfisa organ $200, Madeira guitar $100

MXR Phase I $40, Kay graphic equalizer $20

call Tod & Steve 253-7710, Tim 865-3154,

David 536-1856

AUTO FOR SALE

197V Monte Carlo excellent condition

AM/FM cassette no rust 2,500 call after 7

PM 256-8068

77 Camaro, standard, excellent condition,

20 mpg, $3300 negotiable 546-4017

ISTTHornet AMC very good conditions

cal[256-e935

1972 WV Superbeetle new paint, very

dependable, high mpg $1200- call dinner

time 256-8247

Chevy Nova 1976

$1400 54&-0574

reliable starter little rust

74 Datsun B210 excel, cond. X mpg 1475

2KI-2qi6

1967 VW good condition 367-9927

Plymouth Ouster 1971 ugly but good run-

ning condition $460 or BO 253-7137

70 VW Bug needs brake work 200 or BO
call Bonnie 665-3469

73^Plvm Duster slant 6, auto, air, 88,000

well maintained $1250/80 549-4447

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by profeesional baliydancer

for most unusual gift. Theresa 253-7822

ELECTRIC PIANO

Fender Rhodes 73 with full amp wooden
mechanism fine new condition must sell

$825 Janet 253-9668

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, parlies, Greeks, semis.

C all now! Paul 549-4405 Joe 549-1588

MF Sound Systems for coffeehouses five

years experience 256-8400

POLODROID DJ'a - "Don't miss us if you

can " Pat or John 253-2957

FOR RENT

Double rooms avail now 1000/semester

all util inc rent by semester ask for Sue

253 9929 after 8:30 PM

FOR SALE

Ski boots, womens,
253 3484

poles etc. call

Ohaus triple beam scale 2610 grams cap

mint $50 253-5006 Dan

Sexual Dynamos. Teams, Frats, Dorms,

Sororities. Hi quality hooded sweatshirts,

T shirts, Jerseys at low prices. We print

anything. Call now Dave 665-3943 (7-12

pm)

Why rent? Dorm refrigerator excellent

condition only $50 call Luis 549-441

1

Ralph Lauren Polo Shirts all colors and

sizes $17.98 call Joanne 549-4584

Yamaha Guitar and accessories best offer

call Susan 546-1483

Need a new hairdryer or curling iron?

Unused models at discount prices. Why
pay more. Call 546-8952

Absolutely everything must go. Moving

sale Queen-size mattress; couch; books;

lamps; clothes; typewriter Sat, Sun Sept

25, 26; 9 to 5; 35 Trumbull Rd Northamp-

ton, corner of Trumbull & State Street

Typewriter Smith Corona "Galaxie " port

manuel ex cond $75.00 call Jim 323-6076

Ibanaz Electric Guitar 200$ 80 20 watt

ampeg amp 100$ BO 546-6307

Quality Bicycle Touring /Racing Cam-

pagnolo Parts $400 665-4134

Gibaon LG-S ebony, mint, call 549-0660

Tag Sale Saturday 10:00 Crestview Apts

raindate Sunday

2 round trip bus tickets Boston $15 each

584-7752

USED RECORD SALE over 260, mostly

Rock & Roll, some Classical, Folk & Jazz;

no C & W or R & B; almost all albums in

very good to excellent condition; some col-

lector albums in mint to near-mint cond;

prices vary, but these are not junk records;

yard sale is 10 5, Sept. 25 & 26, at 69 Col-

lege St. across from Mt Holyoke College.

Rain or Shine

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1 283-7805

LOST

FOUND

Ladles Watch near Clark Hall please call

and describe 253-3484
^

Mans Digital Watch found during Add-

Drop at Student Union call 5-0556

FRIDAY NIGHT

Newman Club Welcome Back Party

Sept 24 9 pm - 1 am Newman Center front

lounge

HELP WANTED

Raadara for blind student call Tim Leary

546-6187

Acting Director of the SGA Communica-

tions Office applications available in 420

Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE

Third World Students and women are en

couraged to apply

SGA Affirmative Action Officer needed

will oversee SGA adherence to affirmative

action standards. Applications available in 4

20 Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE

Third World students and women en-

couraged to apply.
^

CC/SU Board of Governors announce

three exciting job openingsl See student

government information table on con-

course for details, or visit CC 817 todayl

BOG is an affirmative action /equal oppor-

tunity employer

1976 IMPALA FOR SALE

Chevrolet Impale 197B in good condition,

air conditioning, Jenson AM/FM stereo,

PS-PB radial tires and more. This car has

no problems or quirks. There are too many

new parts to list come and see it, must sell

soon for $1195.00 or BO Call Kevin at

253-3766 after 6:00 pm or before 10:00 am

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Leaaons - classical and popular

-also fingerpicking and music theory call

Howard 549-6495

Piano, theory leeaons. ^e^^ed
teacher. Call Susan, evenings 666-ZW__

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

WFCR naads Interne in all aspects of

membership, fundraising and public rela-

tions. Call 545-0100 immediately

LESBIAN /GAY

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les-

bian's and Gay man's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm, at 545-2646

Lesbians and Gay Men interested in help-

ing peers through rough times should call

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective 545-264B

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Ring lost gold with red stone near Campus
Pond deep sentimental value reward please

call 546-7037 ____^
In SBA 120 9-15-82 set of keys with plain

silver ring reward 6-7451

Reward for finding Male Husky/ Shepard

Pup 5 months old white face, dark back,

choke collar. Call Ryan at 253-9504 or

665-3271

Lost: Black Double Stud Armband pleas

return: 546-7175

Lost lest Tuesday gold S -chain bracelet

with gold balls, reward offered call Sheryl

549-6030

1949 Highschool ring gold with blue sap-

phire on top my mothers ring, extreme sen-

tinr>ental value Chris 256-6874

JENNIFER Call me Cletus

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 3G0 73 ex cond $560 or best offer.

Call Dan 6-5168

MUSICIANS

The Time Beings are looking for an

organist/ rhythm guitarist into: Pebbles,

Sonics, 13th Floor Elevators, Lyres and

other psychedelic Garage bands. Little

talent needed - must ROCK OUTI Call Jay

256-6773

OFF-CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATE^

The Commuter Collective, your student

run area government, will be holding its an-

nual elections on October 4, 1982. Nomina-

tion papers will be available from sept 16-27

at the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5-2145). Help plan the semester! Run

for commuter assembly I

PERSONALS

Stick It In your aarll Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Need gerage space for my car within

walking proximity of Brandywine Apts call

Greg at 549-0106

Distributors for Texas Instruments

home computers multi-level marketing

commision plan ground floor opportunity

call after 5 665-2494

Jane - new pledge of SDT - Congrats and

good luck get psyched the fun has yet to

begin Love Mom
Lauren what do you want to do? Be a good

Dot}ee I luv you XO Michael

kTHappy lat remember the champagne

nights semiformals and the CCH I love you

love Paul .

MYTI You take me to the topi Don't ever

stop. Got psyched for this weekend. I love

you I Father of S and M
To the UMass women's soccer team k

some a against BC we owe them - Grace

To the youngest area director - you are

right that house did not deserve your

presence just don't quit UMass needs your

presence - a fan

Karen Happy 21st Birthday to the fourth

musketeer from the other three

mustkateers on the speed bump Love E, L,

&A
Bike for the Bottle Bill and a cleaner

state. MASSPIRG Bikathon Oct »;11

general meeting Tuesday, Sept 28, 7:00 CC

163

Hay UMMB I Get psyched for the Harvard

Virgins it's almost THAT TIME - and

remember Real Men don't need ice

Robby-Baar. I have a crush on you. Wan-

na go steedy? Love, your Nan

Aerobic Experience, coed, free demo

tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

« • .^»"« •^^«v.^ • • •«
••^^••^^^•'

SHOWING TONITE

/y //TOMMY
SUB 7, 9, 11

$ 1 . 50 By Mass Karate

I

\ The 1983 Index staff
i

is pleased to

announce

Got a minute? I lost my watch. If you find

a pulsar quartz please give me a call.

(Reward) Use at 549-1428

Stolen or lost final week of last semester

antique, gold pocket watch w/ chain. Make
- Elgin, screw-off back, broken at the time

of loss or theft. Substantial reward

offeredll The value of it to me cannot be

measured in terms of $$$. Call John

584-7340 ASAP no questions asked

LAURI JO: you are the master, and I am
the slave. Tonight is the big night. See you.

Love Stuart

Shelagh I miss you already I

MMM what an incredibly lucky young lady

I ami Tell everytwdy. I hope to amuse you

with my wit & charm forever I love you N &
ASS
GET PHYSICAL comin^^oonlll

Weekend getaway? single available on

weekends. Call Mark C, at 256-0488 If no

answer, get used to it.

Scott, just think babe it's been a year. Each

day I love you more and morel! Just wait

until you see what I have planned 1
1

I love

you Michelle

Loucee we've kept it a secret long enough.

Happy 21st love Ricky and the boys in the

band

Happy Birthday Donna All I can say is

UNBELIEVABLE - you're 201 Love Pete &
Dave

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

5460041

RECORD STORE
~

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy &
sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

RESUME WRITING

Quick /Confidential /Efficient call after 5

pm or weekenda 253-7468

RIDE NEEDED

To White Plains this Friday after 4:00

Cathy 549 6138

RIDERS WANTED
~

Take the Who "Magic Bus" Shea Oct 13

roundtrip 253 9958 256-8415 _
One Rider to SF Calif to^hare expense

and driving call (413)266-7731 on Oct 2.

ROOM WANTED
~

Looking for s room for t>^o nights Mon
Tue a week, w/o paying full rent. Call

586-1449 preferably Northampton or

Amherst

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Female Roommete needed to share large

bedroom in Northwood. 120/ mo. 665-/673 .

Male roommate wanted to share

bedroom in Brandywine $120/mth call

549-4867

SOPHOMORE JAZZ LOVER

We met at Poor Richard's Saturday,

9/18. Love the way you slow dance. You

offered me a ride home I'd like to take a

raincheck. Let's get together and dance.

Call 64223 ONE BRAID

WANTED
~

Drummer with experience in many stylee

of music is seeking jam or part-time band.

call Joe at 534-7232 after 5 p.m
.

WANTED TO BUY
~

Buying claas rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst. 256-0710

THINK
I

Michael Altneu i

j
as \

\

\

\
Edxtor-In-Chief

|

DICK'S
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Minutemen set for clash with Crimson
By BILLY SHEA
Colleirian Staff

Before you cash your payroll check and

buy the weekend beers and other assorted

weekend treats consider a deal being of-

fered by the Northeast Area Government
this weekend.
For just $13.50 the NEAG will take you

away from .the drudgery of another

weekend of bouncing around Amherst
looking for something to do and put you in

Boston for a day that will include a ticket to

watch the UMass football team bang heads

with the Harvard Crimson.

The bus will leave the Campus Center

Circle at 10 a.m. Saturday and return to

Amherst at 7:00 p.m. thus leaving plenty of

time to check out what's happening in

Boston.

The main attraction of the day, of course,

is the football game, which pits the 1-1

Minutemen against the undefeated (1-0)

Crimson.

Harvard opened up the season with a

convincing 27-14 victory over Ivy League
opponent Columbia last week. This week,

however they face a questionable quarter-

back situation.

Seniors Ron Cuccia and Doug Allard

were splitting the quarterback duties last

week for Harvard when Cuccia went down
in the second quarter with a rib injury.

Allard stepped in and moved the Crimson
well so Harvard coach Joe Restic has a

tough decision to make.

When the air attack isn't moving Har-

vard, the ball goes to Scott McCabe (22 car-

ries 83 yards) and Jim McGugan who had

two touchdowns against Columbia, in-

cluding a 37 yard touchdown run.

Clearing holes for McCabe and McGugan
will be All-Ivy selections Greg Brown and

Mike Corbat who should test the tem-

porarily revamped Massachusetts defen-

sive crew.

As far as the Minutemen are concerned,

coach Bob Pickett is looking for the

Minutemen to make there own breaks

against Harvard.

"Last week we moved the ball well but

we just didn't get the ball in the endzone as

much as we should have," said Pickett.

"We must eliminate the big mistakes at

crucial times."

While Harvard possesses exceptional

strength at linebacker, Pickett is hopeful

the Minutemen offense can move the ball

and put some more points on the
scoreboard.

"We must be more consistent on offense

execution," said Pickett, "We've been our
worst enemy lately."

So escape the self-imposed imprisonment
of the Valley coccoon and take a ride to

Boston to check out those fancy Harvard
blazers, you might be glad you did.

Tickets can be obtained at the Tix office

in the SUB.

^TT-

Field hockey travels to

Vermont on Saturday

'*.

Tish Steyena shoots the bmll towards the goal during practice last

week.

By JILL LANG
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team will travel to the University of

Vermont Saturday morning while most

UMass students are either sleeping off an

adventuresome F>iday night or possibly

even just arriving home.

UMass coach Pam Hixon, whose team is

now 2-0 at his juncture of the season,

sounded almost pessimistic when discussing

the Vermont team that the Minutewomen
will face at 1 pm after a lengthy bus trip

north.

"We should win this game, but its really

hard to say." said Hixon when questioned

about the game.
For two years running. UMass has

defeated the UVM stickers, but only by a 1-

margin.

"We usually dominate all aspects of the

game when we play Vermont." said Hixon.

"But somehow, we have trouble scoring

from the field. That will be our main ob-

jective on Saturday... to score from the

field."

So far Umass has had to come up with late

goals in order to gain both its wins this

season.

"That's not the way we want to be

playing," said co-captain Ro Tudryn. "We
want to jump on the ball at the first whistle

and play our best the whole way
through..:no matter who we are playing."

The Minutewomen will be looking to take

advantage of scoring opportunities early in

the game.
"If we can start the UVM game the same
way we ended the B.C. game. ..with the

same bang... then we'll be able to play our

own game UVM should be no problem."

said Tudryn.

According to Hixon. UVM is a fairly in-

consistent team and. "they can be a threat

on any given day."

For example, last season, the

Minutewomen took numerous shots on goal

against UVM. but only managed to score

one goal. This season, though, Hixon is

counting on her forward line and midfield to

score from the field.

"Vermont plays a scrappy defense, and
their field is tough, but there is no reason

for us to lose this game." Hixon said.

Hixon has her entire squad healthy, and

she plans to substitute often. The rules

concerning player substitutions are less

restrictive this season, and Hixon will be

using this to her advantage.

"It's still early in the season, and I'm still

experimenting with player combinations.

We've got plenty of talent, and playing in

shifts will no doubt help us find the best

combinations for later in the season." Hixon

said.

"The fact that Vermont has had more
game experience should not be a strong

factor against us either," said co-captain

Carol Progulske.

Women look to
be unbeaten
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team,

facing national recognition for their recent outstanding

play, kick off a demanding weekend against Boston College

and George Washington this Saturday when the team

hosts BC at Boyden Field at 2 pm.

The team has won its first two games including a 9-0 rout

over Westfield State this past Tuesday, and a 4-0 shutout

of Plymouth State in Plymouth. Ma.

The freshmen have been contributing a lot offensively to

the team so far as eight of the teams 13 goals have been

scored by freshmen, particularly Susan Bird who has three

goals.

Coach Kalekeni Banda has had a lot of praise for his

defense which did a great job of stopping the offense of

Plymouth and WestfielH..

Sophomore Christine Taggai-l feels that "it's going to be a

hard weekend."
The learn lied BC 2 2 in overtime last year, but Taggart

said/with Boston coming here, we should beat Lhem."

On Sunday the women will kick off against George

Washington lor their second game in two days with hopes

of avoiding fatigue from the previous day's play.

"Coach Banda wants to hustle a lot and be ready for

them. " Taggari .said.

UMass lacrosse players fight for possesion of the ball during fall practice yesterday at Boyden
field.
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UMass to clear paths
for secondary schools
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts is

planning to lead a drive to improve the

quality of education in secondary schools

around the state.

"UMass should provide a leadership role

in overcoming the crisis in secondary

education." UMass President David C.

Knapp said at a F'acuity Senate meeting

Sept. 16.

The major thrust of Knapp's plan is an

attempt to improve the academic quality of

future UMa.ss students by working at the

high school level.

Mark Horan. spokesman for Knapp. said

Thursday Knapp is increasingly frustrated

with the Massachusetts public high schools.

Specifically, he said. Knapp is concerned

with preparing high school students for

college.

"The University will work with kids

throughout their courses to ready them for

college level work. Since almost all our

students come from public high schools, we

as a public school have an obligation to

provide leadership to these schools." Horan

said.

A special assistant to Knapp, Dr. Robert

Schwartz, is now outlining a hypothetical

plan, Horan said.

Schwartz designed the Boston Compact

Project, which works with the Boston

business community to give jobs to

students in the Boston schools. Horan said.

This project promises that 5 percent of the

students will get jobs upon graduation. The

major goal is to encourage more Boston

students to finish high school, according to

a Boston Globe article on the project.

To prepare students for college. Sch

wartz's plan will take a broad approach,

using virtually all the resources at UMass
to assist high schools in doing a better job of

teaching students, Horan said.

"Schwartz plans to get all disciplines to

assist in helping design curricula, work

with teachers and help administer the

courses. It doesn't make sense to get just

the School of Education involved." Horan
said.

Knapp intends to appoint a "joint

education" committee which will facilitate a

dialogue between the Amherst and harbor

campuses of UMass. School of Education

faculty members and administrators from

both campuses will be involved to discuss

methods of implementing a proeram.

Horan said another committee will look at

admission procedures, in an effort to set

specific standards for schools and indicate

what UMass will expect from students.

"After all the cycles that public education

has been through, there is a sense that high

school students are confused as to what to

take." said Horan.

A few UMass faculty members and

administrators expressed doubts about the

feasibility of such a large undertaking.

Byrd Jones, a professor at the UMass
School of Education, said that UMass needs

to be more organized in order to appear

more open to incomin? students.

Contintmi on page U
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Suzanne Hamlin of the Zoomass Ultimate I^adies Union passes the

disc during a practice last week. ZULU won a women's tournament this

past weekend.

Continuing education enrollment down again
ByANNCARRNS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Division of Continuing

Education, a program which University of Massachusetts

President David C. Knapp said he wants to see em
phasized. suffered decreased enrollment in its 1982 spring

and .summer sessions.

The division's Deputy Director and Financial

Administrator Kevin Aiken last Thursday said although

the 1982 winter session was the largest ever, the spring

session showed a 10 percent decrease from 1981; the

summer session enrollment dropped by 5 percent; and the

trend is expected to continue this fall.

"The economy is definitely affecting us," Aiken said.

"Especially our non credit courses. Companies usually

send their employess to these courses, but now they just

won't pay for them."

Earlier this month, in a speech to the Faculty Senate,

Knapp said he wanted to see emphasis on continuing

education programs as one means of making education

accessible to people.

Mark Horan, spokesman for the president, said Friday

that Knapp did not have specific plans in mind for the

Amherst division. Instead, the first priority will be

organization of a continuing education program on the

UMass Boston campus.

"Although his (Knapp's) reference to continuing

education was a very general one. I do know that his

remarks were directed more at a program on the UMass
tioston campus rather than Amherst. " Horan said.

"UMass Boston picked up a lot on continuing education

classes as a result of the merger with Boston State

(College), and the program is in need of organization and

direction." he said.

"The Amherst campus already has a good, solid con

tinuing education program that is very well established."

Horan said. "When Joseph Duffey takes over officially as

chancellor of the Amherst campus in October, he may

expand on the broad goals outlined by President Knapp."

Despite the fact that the UMass Amherst Division of

Continuing Education was not specifically included in

Knapp's statement. Aiken said he was encouraged by the

support of the program.

"Even a statement as general as that, we're glad to

hear." he said. "Actually, it's encouraging to hear that they

think we've got a good program."

The division has taken steps to increase enrollments.

Aiken said. These measures include the combining of both

credit and non credit courses into one catalogue and the

addition of more professional programs — such

puter science and business management
curriculum.

"We think the new combined catalogue will be very
helpful." Aiken said. "Before, the credit and non-credit

offerings were listed .separately. Now. someone looking for

a non credit course may see one from the credited .section

that catches his interest, and vice versa. The computer
courses should help greatly, as there is a large demand for

them now."
If the economy doesn't improve, the division will be

forced to cut operating costs. Aiken said.

"Right now, we are primarily a fee-funded operation,"

Aiken said. "We receive only 3 percent of our funds from

the state, and I don't expect that to increa.so. The largest

expense of any department is payment of staff, and if

worse comes to worse we'll have to cut back."

"I don't mean directly cutting courses out." Aiken ad-

ded, "but rather when vacancies occur, we just won't fill

them."

One program that looks good for the coming year is the

1983 winter session, according to Credit Program Coor-

dinator Angel Ramirez.

PLO backbone broken, says speaker

Pkoto by Bryma Laahwa^

Israeli professor and soldier Raffe Israli who

lectured at Smith College last week.

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Raffe Israli. professor of Middle East studies at Hebrew

University and an Israeli soldier, spoke on issues

surrounding the Middle East crisis to a group of about 20 at

Smith College Friday.

"The backbone of the Palestine Liberation Organization

was broken and it cannot be rebuilt because there is no

country that will allow them in," he said.

Israli said the Israeli government, recognizing that "the

PLO cannot be eradicated" as an entity, succeeded in

destroying the PLO militarily.

In support of Menachem Begin, Israli said Israel should

not have acted at all unless it intended to uproot the PLO
completely. He also said, however, a "legitimate" criticism

of Israel's actions throughout the military confrontation is

that the country should not have gone into Beirut after

"cleaning up" Southern Lebanon.

On the question of Israel's involvement in the Beirut

massacre, Israli said his government cannot clear itself of

its alleged involvement by establishing an inquiry because

"that would be to lay blame on ourselves."

He said Israel "tried to mop up " members of the PLO
who were still in Beirut by arresting suspects and in-

vestigating them.

"Not trying to depreciate from the horror that was done.

I would say Israel went about this in the right way. The

Christian Militia did it the wrong way, " said Israli.

"Now the government should wash its hands so as to not

get implicated in what's going on in Lebanon. Israel was

there to fight the PLO — not the Palestinian people and

not the Christians." he said.

Recently in Lebanon fulfilling his army duty. Israli said

political discussion about the activities of the Israeli

government is characterized by a "wide gamut of views."

Since its out.set in early June, the Israeli- Palestinian

confrontation has given rise to a number of perceptions,

but these varied outlooks have "allowed leeway" for the

existence of opposing standpoints.

Israli said an assortment of philosophies has been the
source of strength for Israel because it has enhai.oed a

.sense of democracy.

"Democracy does not only mean to exercise the will of
Continued on page 5
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World and national news

U.S. doubts summit meeting plan

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Reagan

administration, contending that Soviet

"mischiefmaking" is continuing in Poland.

Afghanistan and elsewhere, has all but

written off a summit meeting with Soviet

President Leonid I. Brezhnev in the near

future.

Earlier this year. U.S. and Soviet leaders

expressed their interest in a summit.

President Reagan invited Brezhnev to meet

with him in New York in June, and the

Soviet leader responded with a call for a

summit in Europe in October.

But now, U.S. officials said, talk of a

summit within the administration has all

but vanished. The precondition set by the

White House in May — improvement in

Soviet behavior — has simply not

developed, in the U.S. view, said the of

ficials. who asked not to be identified.

"The situation hasn't changed a lot." said

one top official. He said the Soviets were

still engaged in "mischief making in

Ethiopia. Angola. Central America.

Afghanistan. Poland, Vietnam and Kam-
puchea."

The Soviets have been relatively inactive

in the Mideast, he said, because "they are in

a position of weakness and irrelevance."

The weapons the Soviets provided to Syria

proved ineffective in operations against

Israel.

As Secretary of State George P. Shultz

prepared to confer with Soviet Foreign

Minister Andrei A. Gromyko in New York

tomorrow, the U.S. officials described the

relationship between the two superpowers

as static, except in the area of arms control.

The officials said there is some hope of

progress toward agreements to limit

nuclear weapons. But the Soviet position on

medium range missiles was described as

"stiff." and parallel talks on controlling

long range missiles are still in a preliminary

.stage.

The Shultz Gromyko meeting was being

viewed here primarily as a get acquainted

session, according to the officials. "This is

not some great event where all sorts of

things are going to happen." said one of

ficial.

While the admini-stration still wants a

summit "under the right conditions. ' the

official said, "we are not panting at the

mouth."

Besides the continuing coolness between

Washington and Moscow, there is serious

doubt that the 75 year old Soviet leader is

well enough to meet with Reagan.

The decline in summit prospects also

reflects failure of the administration to

influence Soviet foreign policy, the officials

said.

AP I.«s*rphoto

Adversaries in the upcoming November gubernatorial election

Democrat Michael Dukakis and Republican John Sears met yesterday

while campaigning in Boston. ___^__^______^^__»««________

Forewarned climber killed

by Central Park polar bear

NEW VuKK - When Central Park zookei'pers stopped

the man from climbing into a lion cage and the elephant

yard all he siiid w iis. 'You have to get close to the animals."

They found his body ycsterHav mornini: - in the polar

bear cage.

"The bear was toyuiK wilt; Ui> l.u«i\, Hipping it into the

water, out of the water," said f")tfi.-.r Fn-d Kiwirk. a police

spokesman.

Hut police and /oo officials said it vsas not "'lear whfther

the man was killed by the 1.200 pound hear -t h\ -a f.ill

from the cages spiked 12 fool fence.
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Confidential
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After 5 PM
Of Weekends

Boston public achool guard

will testify on alleged attack

BOSTON - A black public school security guard who

claims four white teenagers smashed his car window on a

lioston street was scheduled to testify today following

testimony by a witness who claim«'d the allekri-d attackers

shouted racial epithets.

Iharlrs I'rater. 27. was to take the stand in I'.osion

Municipal Court.

Fred Domowitz of Newton testified Friday in the trial of

the four young men that while walking .Aug. 8 in the Public

Garden he heard a woman scroam and saw a car dra\A up

next to IVater'son Beacon Street.

"Then I saw two people sim'dtaneously get out of the

car." Domowitz testifed. "The (me who pot out of the

I driver's side started saying. Nigger."

8 19th century shipwrecks

discovered off of Cape Cod

("H.XTHAM — With the help of an airplane and a touch

(if high technology, a shipwreck bonanza of eight hulks has

been discovered in a single weekend beneath the briny off

(ape Cod. say four hobbyist scuba divers who expect httle

profit for their labor.

The remains ol eight vessels shipwrecked in the late

19th and early 2()th centuries, before the opening of the

Cape Cod canal changed the course of coa.stal shipping,

were discovered in one unusual weekend in August.

William McF^lroy, 32. of Falmouth, disclosed ye.stcrday.

ATHLETIC TRAINER
Amherst College seeks a (stu-

dent) for the fall season. In-

dividual must be dependable
with first aid background and
taping experience. Contact
Joseph Stanitis - 542-2363 days.
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^ 586-90a9Mj<

GRAND OPENING i

SPECIAL

Oil & Lube I

$9.95
SAVE (6.00

Route 47 next to Pip's General Store :

North Hadlev 586-9029
j

PC-1500
cj»iAPP List Price 300.00

SALE $229.95
A new low cost handheld porsoncl computer lor

prolessionalt. students and home use

The PC 1S00 leatures an eilended BASIC language

operating syslem capable ot handling two dimerv

sional arrays variable string lengths program

chaining, lull graphic commands and many other

features
The PC 1S00 incorporates 161^ bytes of system ROM
and 2 6li bytes ol user available RAM Eipandable up

to 10 6k bytes ol RAM by using optional expansion

modules
214 pege applications ma<iua' contains over 50 ready

to use programs tor math. (HJSiness. statistics,

engineering and game applications

Memory Salaguard*". an added feature that

copvoniently prevents erasure ot programs or data,

even when the model is turned olt

4K byte and iK byte RAM eipansion modules otter

greater programming capacity

An 8 bit C mos CPU enables last data processing

wt>lle consuming little energy

7 > 156 dot matrn LCD display that can be

programmed to create graphics, figures or special

symbols
A special tone generation allows the programmer to

add the dimension ot sound
* simplilied instruction manual that allows a

beginner or an advanced programmer to begin

programming immediately

Automatic Power Ot* lAPO)'" saves power by turnirtg

oil the computer wtwn left unatter>ded

26 charade wide LCD display

, Full ASCII character set with upper and lower cases

•aft Chat IpnnKMI
EQualtonai G'aii'i iprirftowii

CE-150
List Price 250.00

SALE $199.95
I The CE ISO an optional printer/cassette interlace.
provides lour color graphics 9 different character
sues and X. Y plotting capability

I The CE 150 can be programmed to print in 9 different
character sues ranging Irom 4 to 36 digits pec line

I Rotate commands allow the CE 150 to pf1e»» up, down
let! or right

\ Uses plain paper

I Comes with an attractive carrying case
adapter/charger, 3 rolls ol paper and dua
cassette cables

I Prints a hard copy htf of your entire program.!

y
^ai«s ntwoMJ (p*«nfoui»

ton Cu'*« (p^n^ou*!

I A/C
(

uai 1

programJ

Located in the Campus Center

University of Masachusetts

Open M-F 9-5

Saturday 11-4

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Housing headaches easing as semester rolls

By STEVEN VOGELSANG
Collegian Correspondent

The housing crunch that plagues University of

Massachusetts students each year has eased somewhat as

the current semester has progressed into it's fourth week.

"There is housing availahle in Amherst but it is ex-

tremely expensive," said Sarah Woodbury, the off-campus

housing office manager.
On campus, students are being placed in dorm rooms at a

rate of six or seven per day, said Gerald Quarles, housing

assignment coordinator. Almost as many students

enter the housing office wanting a dorm room everyday

and are added to the bottom of the list replacing the ones

which have found rooms, he said.

Woodbury said there are more apartments available in

Amherst now than a year age because of bedroom sharing.

Most places are charging "$200 plus per bedroom,"

Woodbury said, forcing many students to double up.

Many of the apartment owners are advertising this fall,

Woodbury said. The rent hikes are keeping many apar

tments empty, and owners are constantly advertising to

find tenants, she said.

Woodbury said places like the Mill Hollow Apartments

in Belchertown and the Northwood Apartments in Sun

derland have raised their rent about 10 percent since last

fall. Now. they have vacancies because of it, she said.

There are also more space available in private housing

this fall than last fall. Woodbury said. Because of the

present economic pattern, she believes more people are

opening up rooms to students just to pay their electricity

and heating bills.

There are some 'good deals" out there but many are

"expensive." said Woodbury. "You just have to look for the

good deals," Woodbury said.

Woodbury mentioned that males looking for apartments

were having a harder time finding one than females were.

"Unfortunately." Woodbury said, the UMass male has

been the victim of a negative stereotype. "Males will be

rowdy and not clean. " is a notion many people believe.

Woodbury said.

The best bet for male students is a private home.

Plwta bj M>ttli«« tavoie

Thit scttlpturc. done by the third floor of Picrpont dormitory appeared tioinctiine laat weekend.

Botany programsblossoming
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

The greenhouses at the University of Massachusetts

house a paradise of rare, exotic and tropical plants from

such places as New Guinea, New Caledonia. South
America and India.

The greenhouses, which are maintained by the Botany

department, provide students an opportunity to gain

practical experience in handling, caring for and resear

ching plants, said Ron Beckwith. who is in charge of the

maintenance of the four greenhouses attached to the

Morrill Science Center.

"The purpose of having the plants is not to entertain

people with the beauty of them, but rather they are here

for research purposes." Beckwith said.

Beckwith. who collected plants from India for UMass,

said he takes great pride in the plants in the greenhouses.

"You will not see many sick plants here because we take

special care of the plants," he said.

Beckwith said anvone is welcome to walk throueh the

greenhouses and view the hundreds of plants

"I wish more students would come in. " he said. "The

houses are a good place to escape from the outside world.

They are a haven for students."

Operating the greenhouses are just one of the many

functions of the Botany department, which Edward L.

Davis, department head, said "is stronger now than 10

years ago."

Through the greenhouses, the botany department

orovides research data for outside industries. As a result

of this practice, the Eiotany department has heen receiving
more money from the private sector than ever before.

Davis said.

"Just a few years ago. we received a $125,000 grant.
"
he

said.

Davis said the floral variety of the region is one of the

major advantages of the botany department.

"We are very fortunate to be located in New England.

"

he said. "While other colleges in different areas of the

country have a limited range of plants and flowers to

study. New F^ngland has a wide as.sortment of both
"

Collcffuui fhoU b? Ter*B« B*n«ri«r*

This exotic jungle is one of many to be found at the different greenhouses on the UMass campus.

Woodbury said.

Woodbury said she believes the number of evictions this

year will rise because of rent problems — opening up even

more available housing for the students.

Students looking for rooms on-campus are not running

into unusual problems this fall. Quarles said.

At the present time. 23 students are looking for a dorm

room. Quarles said. Of these 23. only two have been

waiting for a room since school began, and have been given

priority in the process. The other students have come into

the on campus housing office looking for a room since the

first week. Quarles said.

All 23 students are male. Quarles said, since there are

plenty of spaces for female students who are ready for

room placement immediately.

As students withdraw from the University for various

rea-sons during the semester the students looking for

rooms will get them, Quarles said.

"In another two weeks, no one will be looking for a

room." said he.

Theater Program
performing better

than ever so far
By SEAN CASEY
C'ollegian Correspondent

Inside the University of Massachusetts uniquely

structured Fine Arts Center is a productive Theater

department, thriving desnite budget constraints.

"Each day I love theater more. All I want to do is act.

That's my love, acting. " That is how Jonathan Towers. 20,

a UMass theater major, expressed what theater means to

him.

The P'ine Arts Center houses two theaters: the Frank

Prentice Rand Theater and the Curtain Theater. Known as

a "'black box" theater, the Curtain can be manipulated to

accomodate a variety of sets.

Members of the drama department will perform several

plays this year. These productions will include: Vnniti*'s by

Jack Heifner from Oct. 29 to Nov. 20; Dark of the Moon by

Howard Richard and William Berney from Oct. 22 to Nov.

19; Ashes by David Rudkin from March 1 to 12. Comedy of
Errors by WiUiam Shakespeare from Apr. 7 to 16; and
Company by Stephen Sondheim from May 5 to 14.

i*rofessor Harry Mahnken. acting chairman of the

Theater department, said he believes the Fine Arts Center

is an ideal setting for the thea'er program.

"'The P'ine Arts Center is a very nice building to work in

and a very nice production environment. Before it was

built, we were spread all over campus, but the center

pulled us together and gave us a home, which is one of the

best things you can give a performance organization."

Mahnken said.

People in theater seem to believe they develop a

closeness not found in mo.st other programs at UMass or at

any school. Ken Silverman, a senior theater major, pointed

out that "students in other majors might get together to

study or socialize, but theater majors work together on

productions, so I think we do get closer."

"The theater's a very close knit organization "
Mahnken

said. "When you're with people every night at rehearsal

for a few weeks, you get to know them pretty well. I think

most of the faculty have pretty close relationships with the

students who work here."

Mahnken has been with the University theater

department since 1962 and is one of ten faculty members
currently on the staff with experience in professional

theater.

Powers said he feels this staff has some ""great people"

on it who "'definitely have a lot to teach."

Mahnken said he believes much of the success of the

faculty with the students can be attributed to the students

themselves.

"I would say that in a period of not too many years. I've

seen a constant improvement in the performance abiUty of

the students we've been getting." Mahnken said. "We have

a large number of dedicated students who are fine people

to work with."

"The interest in working in theater has increased

enormously." Mahnken said. "We have more (theater)

majors now than we've ever had before.

"Many theater classes just can't be enlarged." said

Mahnken. "You can't overcrowd an acting class necause

acting classes require that each student Has some time

with the instructor on a one to one basis. The time for

scenes to be performed and criticized has to be available.

"

he said.

""The biggest thing an in.^truclor can give his students is

acting time." Mahnken added.

The theater department's major problem with budget

cuts has been the loss of staff positions, but Mahnken said

he hopes things will improve with the future.

""The Chancellor's long range plan suggests that there

may be some light at the end of the tunnel for us since the

theater department should be one of the departments to

grow both in staff and faculty. " Mahnken said.
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Possible death penalty

subject of colloquium
A colloquim on the possible restoration of the death

penalty in Massachusetts will be taught this semester in

the Southwest Residential area. The class, which will be

held at 5 p.m. on Wednesdays in 101 John Adams, is being

taught because the death penalty is question #2 on the

November ballot. The course is worth two credits.

Defense class planned
Colloquia for women with little or no knowledge of self

defense will be offered from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. on Thur

sdays, beginning Sept. 30 in Emerson Dormitory. South-

west Residential Area, in the main floor lounge. Each

colloquium is worth one credit and pre-registration will be

held in the Southwest Academic Affairs Office in the John

Adams Dormitory lobby.

Yom Kippur services

are being held today

Yom Kippur services will be held today at Chabad

House. 30 North Hadley Rd. in Amherst. Services are at 10

a.m.. Yizkor at 12:30. Book of Jonah discussion at 4 p.m..

Neilah closing service at 6 p.m.. and break the fast at 8

p.m. No reservations are necessary.

Children swim classes

to be taught this week
A seven week instructional swimming program for

children will be held in NOPE gym from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m..

Monday to Thursday. The class, which is for children four

years and older, will be taught on a one to one basis.

Becuase of the great demand for the program, more water

safety instructors are needed. Interested volunteers are

urged to contact the main secretary at NOPE for more

information.

Everywoman's Center

scheduling workshops
The Everywoman's Center at the University of

Massachusetts will be sponsoring workshops, slide shows,

films and a pot luck dinner this week through some of the

1 1 programs in the center.

Women Organizing for Occupational Safety and Health

(WOOSH) will hold open meetings for recruitment at the

Everywoman's Center at 4 p.m. on Tuesday Sept. 24 and

at 7 p.m. on Wednesday Sept. 29. A slide show on Video

Display Terminals entitled "Today's Headache;

Tomorrow's Technology" will be shown at the meetings.

The Working Woman's Task Force will be offering two
workshops. The first workshop on resume writing will be

held at 12 p.m. on Thurs. Sept. 30 at the Campus Center in

room 80.5.

ifSchoolS'
Continued frirm page 1

"This university will not be .serious about

working with secondary schools in the

Commonwealth until they develop alter

natives for registration. It needs to be an

open ended situation for both parties in-

volved. It is difficult to feel welcome \n a

place where you can't find where anything

is." Jones said.

Dr. Luis Fuentes. professor of bilingual

secondary education, denounced the fact

that similar promi-ses were made four years

ago. with little results.

"It is a grandiose idea. This is no different

from ideas that he expressed four years

ago. I instituted a Boston bilingual program

based on his previous outcries. I don't thmk
he realizes that it is even there," Fuentes

said.

P^uentes said there is not enough em
phasis placed on bilingual programs,

particularly in Boston where there is a large

Spanish population. Fuentes said he feels

UMass could recruit a significant number of

minority groups if the bilingual issue

became more central.

Monday, September 27, 1982

A job interviewing workshop will be held at 12 p.m. at

the Campus Center in room 905. The workshops are free

and will be directed by Alice Smith of the UMass
Placement Office.

The Third World Women's Task Force will be having a

pot luck dinner from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Everywoman's

Center. The main dish will be catered by Yvonne John.

Child care will be provided. Third World women are en-

couraged to attend and discover more about the center and

the Third World program.

The Thiru World Women's Task P'orce will also show the

first film of an autumn semester film series, "Third World

Women in Liberation Struggles," at 12 p.m. on Thurs.

Sept. 28 at the Campus Center in room 804. The film en-

titled. "You Have Struck A Rock!" is about the par-

ticipation of women in the struggle against Apartheid in

South Africa.

The W'orking Women's Task Force will be offering a

career/life planning group, a working woman's support

group and an unemployed women's support group the last

week of October. All groups are free and open to women at

the University and in the community.

To register for support groups or find out more in-

formation about the events scheduled this week call the

pA'erywoman's Center at 545-0883.

Play auditions slated
The Women's Community Theater will hold auditions for

Sarah Dreher's play, "Ruby Christmas." promptly at 7:30

p.m. on Tues.. Sept. 28 in room 08 at the Department of

Theater at the University of Massachusetts and on Thurs..

Sept. 30 in rooms 109 110. in the Theater Building at Smith
College. Production dates are Dec. 17, 18, 23 and 25.

Contact Sarah Dreher at 256 8397 or Liz Brook at 584 0919
for more information.

"I'd love to hear statements trom the

president advocating a bilingual program
that would address the huge pluralistic

population. We need to recognize the

cultural diversity on this campus," Fuentes

said.

The alleged lack of cooperation and

participation within the School of Education

concerns some professors.
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This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Tool

^^ Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever Ffom $5 501

BEDSPREADS
cow walls, tumrture, windows

from I?*
Rugs €r Mats

cok>rful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortsble cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Braas and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc

¥Mird^ree
represents an
investment <rf

9000 hours...

Clothing Sale!

T-Sh I rtS India Print 4.60

Solid Color - 3.60 to 6.60

Tank Tops - 3.96 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Uaa the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 6 pn'

MCPC/iNTILC
AMHUnT CAMMM '

k.iit.^.^

Table Tennis Balls

»

Paddles, Nets
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
mrrsm UMUtti

nob Hunting???
WORD PROCESSING of resumes

&• cover letters

Same or next day service in many cases

TYPE-RITE
321 R Main Street

(corner of Main 8- Dickinson Streets)

Amherst 253-51 1

1

4 more can
turn it into
anexdting
career.

»^\«''
,..k\

.o**^"
»«« .««^

v^«^--:t
<^i^

Vfs ()nl\ four nvirt hmipN is A\ ihal stands hcrwcnvMui and

your most cuitinn carirr opportunit\ Thats the amount of timv it

taltfs ti) complete tfie \SA Professional yualitualion Test (PQT). an

opportunity thai comes along onK once a vear

Bui now s the lime to act

liecause the PQT will fx' giwn on campuses tfirouj^oul the

nation on Novt-mher I ^il

SuccessfulK competing on tfiistesi(jualities\ou for consider-

ation by the National Secuntv Agency NSA is currently seeking lop

graduating students to meet tfie challenges of its important communi-

cauons secunty and foreign intelligence production missions

If you qualify on the PQT. vou will be cDntacted regarding an

inlemew with an NSA representatne He or she will discuss the specific

role vou can pla\ within such helds as dau svMems languages,

information science, communications and management
So pick up a PQT bulleUn at vour n)llege placement office Fill

out ihe registration form and mail it b\ OctoN-r J Wd.in order to take

the test on Novcmb<T I iiii There is no registration fee

(iradual{^ with a Bachelors or Masters Degree m Klectnmic

Kpgintrnng, Computer Science or a Slavic Near Kastern or Far Fistcrn

language, ma\ sign up for an iniemew uiUxiut taking the PQJ
All NSA career positions require I S citizenship a thorough

background investigauon, and a medicaJ examination

TheNational SecurityAgency
More than lust a career

<i ^ J

The \SA Professional (Jualification Test. Register by October 23rd 1982.

Music and munchies plentiful at fall festival
M«llv nresicient ol the o4ard Hill Area Government. semester s Spring Festival, and informal voUeybaU gam

By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Correspondent

Music filled the air during Saturday's Orchard Hill Fall

Festival, which began with a 2.9 mile road race, and ended

that niirht w"«h the movie. Oh God.
Getting neighbors together and making people aware of

area resources was the goal of the fall festival, sponsored

^y Orchard Hill and Central Area governments. Chuck

Nally, president ol the Orchard

said.

Nally estimated that between 600 and 700 students

attended the event, including those who participated in the

activities and those who just came to watch and relax.

Area student organizations held activities ranging from

a pottery-throwing to a popcorn popper raffling.

Competitions like the road race and a tug-o war between

dormitories attracted a number of participants. There was

also a horseshoe throwing contest to win t-shirts from last

semesters Spring Festival, and informal volleyball games

bounced throughout the day.

Entertainment was provided by disc jockeys and the

rock group "The Biz" in the evening.

There were plenty of hotdogs and hamburgers cooked on

two large grills, which at fifty cents each, raised about

$400 for the area governments.

Nally was pleased with the turnout and said he thought

everyone had a good time.

"It was a great success," he said.

CoHrgMa pkoUi by Ttr*M Bellknor*

The tug-ofwar was one of the main events at the Orchard Hill/Central Fall Festival this past

weekend. __

* Speaker Continued from page I

the majority." Israli said. "Democracy also means the right

to defend the minority. Despite the natural crisis, this

game of democracy works.

While distinct points of views prevail. Israli said the

people of Israel have been united by a feeling that Israel

has "been put under a microscope to be closely examined

by the world."

"Most Israelis are unified around one thing: Israel has

been mistreated by the media, not only in the United

States, but around the world," said Israli.

Because events in the Middle East were not "fairly

reported," Israli said the accounU offered by the pre^s

have "no relevance to reality." The result has been an

"erosion of the Israeli image." he said.

The military Uctics of the PLO drew the Israeli army

into territories in which civilians and citizens were

threatened. He said the PLO played up the fact that

"innocent people" were being killed and the media

responded to these maneuvers.

SATF ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS
New RSO treasurers and officers must at-

tend an SATF Orientation Workshop prior

to October 15th in order to (continue) in-

itiate any financial documents for the

Group. Workshops will be held as follows:

DATE
Wed.
Thurs.

Wed.
Thurs.

CAMPUS CENTER RM TIME

29 Sept. CO 168 3:30 - 4:30 P.M

30 Sept. CO 168 6:00 7:00 P.M.

13 Oct. CC911 3:30 4:30 P.M.

-14 Oct. CC911 6:00 7:00 P. M,

Attendance at one session is all that is required. Ses

sions will review financial responsibilities and re

quirements placed on each RSO and respond to

questions. New manuals will be distribulted at the

n)eetings. |
HB

Live - on stage

Thr Hroaduav Mu«i<al

September 28-30 All Shows 8:00 p.m.

Friday. October 15 8:00 p.m. L/ZAi
On Sale September 24th L^U^y

1
Saturday, October 16

8:00 p.m.

On Sale
September 24th

Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

This calculatorthinks businc

fVi^TT SniHent Business Anal

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

If there's one thing undcrgrad

business students h.nve nKvavs

needed, this is it: nn affordable,

husiness^iiriented lakulator.

The Student Business Analyst.

Its nuilt-in business formulas

let vou [x-rform complicated

finance, accounting and

statistical functions- the ones

that usually require a lot of

time and a stack of reference

Kx)ks, like present and future

\ .)lue calculations, amortiza-

tions and hallixm payments.

It all means you spend less

time calculating, and more

time learning. One keystroke

takes the plate of many.

Tlu- calculator is just part

of the p.ickage. You also get

a UH)k that folknvs most

business courses: the /^u.sine.ss

Anti/vst Gi<icii'/?fx))< Business

professors helped us write it,

to help you get the most out

< if calculator and dassrcxim.

,-\ |x)\vcrful cinnbination.

Tliink business.
f>,<,

'OCith the Student \JT^
Bu^iiHss An.ilvst. \j

Texas
Instruments

,*„VX^' <? A .*.%. ».«s«.T .i . «. . m ^ ^..V »> * .«.<v»».»

v.v,n\^v.v\rr,',\V*V.\^%V.\V.5A^v.ia.i^vv\
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Save on
your

grocery
bills plus

S&H Green

FINE FOODS ^^"^p^e'lu valid

76 N. PLEASANT ST AHHERST. MMS. Sept. 27 -Oct. 2

BONELESS

Sirloin

Steak

USDA
CHOICE

BONE-IN

Sirloin

Steak

1st &
2nd
CUTS

SWEET LIFE

Vegetables
FRENCH CUT OBEEN
BEANS-15 OZ.
WHOLE KERNEL
C0RN-16 0Z.

SWEET SIFTED

PEAS ,7 0Z-
3 CANS

FOR
$1

DIET

REG
FINE
AUTO

MARTINSIN'S

Coffee
$-991 16 OZ

CAN

Pepsi or Pepsi Liglit

99*LITER

LIQUID

SWEET LIFE

Bleach

59* GAL
JUG

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

BREYER'S
ALL NATURAL

Ice Cream

HOOD'S
REG OR

COUNTRYSTYLE

Cottage Cheese

WITH THIS COUPON & S7 50 PUB

I~

CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS & CIGARETTES LIMIT ONE
PER CUSTOMER

HALLS FARM FRESH

Eggs
EXTRA
LARGE
WHITE

DOZ

I

VALID SEPT. 27-OCT
2 AT LOUIS FOODS J y

WITH THIS COUPON & $7 50 PUR
CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS & CIGARETTES LIMIT ONE
PER CUSTOMER

SWEET LIFE-6 PAK

English Muffins

FREE
VALID SEPT 27-OCT.
2 AT LOUIS FOODS

I

I

I
I

!

WITH THIS COUPON & S7 50 PUR
CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS & CIGARETTES. LIMIT ONE
PER CUSTOMER.

PRINCE SHELLS & CHEDDAR

Nac&

VALID SEPT 27-OCT.
2 AT LOUIS FOODS

I

/
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Hard times

depressing

Reaganomics
WASHINGTON (AP) -

The Reagan administration

is coming around to the

politically painful truth that

it cannot deliver economic

prosperity, low inflation and

low unemployment all at the

same time.

The early promises of

Reaganomics to do just that

have given way to the same

economic realities and

lowered expectations that

prior administrations also

had to confront.

The tight money, high-

interest rate polices of the

Federal Reserve Board,

enthusiastically endorsed by

President Reagan, have

produced unexpected
success on the inflation

front. Consumer prices are

rising at the slowest pace in

six years. 5.1 percent an

nually.

But the price has been

severe: the highest

unemployment and business

failure rates in more than 40

years and a year- long

recession that doesn't seem

to want to end. Unem-
ployment now stands at 9.8

percent and is likely to top

10 percent when new figures

are released in October.

Nowadays, administration

officials are acknowledging

that their best hope for

keeping inflation down is

through a slow economic

recovery that will mean

little success on the

unemployment front for the

forseeable future.
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It's Coming

LAGNAF
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U.S.

OAST GUARD

College Juniors SSeniors

October ^

Commissioned Officer
Programs

Cortsct Pia'fm«nt O'f'c'e

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland
Close to Amherst,
on bus line

2 bedroom gardens
315-320 includes hot

water, no utilities

3 bedrooms also

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

6663866
office open from
10-5 weekdays,
Saturdays 1-4
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DIETING?
Try someting dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits and controling

them. Down with

diets! Call UHS
549-2671 ext 174

Starts Sept. 29 & 30
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
OW'

STuDyif46 OUR OPTIONS ONM BEIRUT m<AO(^

US — Philipine relations: hypocritical

President Reagan hailed him as a "respected voice

for reason and moderation in international for-

ums". Vice President George Bush said of him. "We
love your adherence to democratic principles — and to the

democratic processes."

Who is the recipient of such high praise? None other

than Ferdinand E. Marcos, dictator in all but title of the

Philippines, here in the United States on an official visit to

extort more taxpayer dollars from our government.

Kevin DeLuca

Amid the furer over the atrocities bemg committed in

the Mideast, "President" Marcos' visit is going by almost

unnoticed by Americans. However, it is important that we

recognize the Marcos' "democracy" for what it is, a farce,

and the Reagan Administration's attitude toward Marcos

for what it is. hypocrisy at its highest.

Marcos' idea of democracy was to: declare martial law m
1972; Jail 1000 political opponents; to exile his main

political rival, Benigne Aquine, after having imprisoned

him for eight years; and to allow massacres, such as the

year-old SagK)d massacre, in which 45 men, women, and

children were murdered, to occur with impunity for the

perpetraters. namely, army personnel.

Do these actions represent "adherence to democratic

principles" in the opinion of the Reagan Administration?

One would hope not. or our own democracy could be

seriously threatened.

Rather, by pretending that Marcos is the leader of a

democracy instead of a dictatorship. Reagan tries to

justify his support of this oppressive regime.

For it appears that no matter how cruel, how undemo-

cratic a government happens to be. as long as they profess

to be opposed to communism, we will support them with

military and economic aid, which, more often than not, is

used by the leaders to suppress their people and maintain

themselves in power.

This foreign policy has two major problems. First, it is

impractical. How often have we seen in recent years the

fall of a dictatorship to be replaced by fiercely anti-

Amencan. even communistic rulers? The Shah in Iran, the

Sandinists' regime in Nicaragua, and now El Salvador

provide vivid examples of how pro-American oppressive

regimes eventually fall and are invariably replaced by peo-

ple who have come to associate America with oppression.

In addition, it is unethical. Even if these totalitarian

governments did not have a tendency to be overthrown,

do we as Americans, the people of freedom and liberty,

want to support, militarily and economically, governments

which deny their own people the very freedom and liberty

which we treasure so much?

The suppression of other people to allegedly assure our

own freedom is a burden our consciences should not have

to bear. That is why Reagan's support of Marcos and his

ilk is such an outrage. We should be ashamed of the

Reagan Administration and apologetic toward the Filipino

people.

Keinn DeLuca is a Collegian staff member

Letters^

New Jewish Agenda condemns Israel for massacre

To the Editor:

We write to express outrage and deep sorrow about the

massacre at the Palestinian refugee camp in Beirut. As

members of the New Jewish Agenda Khevre Chapter we

are committed to the secure survival of Israel and to self

determination for the Palestinian people. We opposed the

Israeli invasion of Lebanon and we cannot condone Israel s

continued presence there. Israel armed the Phalangists

and disarmed the Moslem refugees. Israel failed to stop the

killings, and must bear the full responsibility for the

massacres in the refugee camp.

We want to express solidarity with peace groups m

Israel as thev demonstrate their opposition to the policies

of their government. As has happened in the I .S. and

other countries, we believe that the political and military

leadership of Israel has acted inhumanely, without the

agreement of the population.

The chapters of the New Jewish Agenda call for:

— Immediate withdrawal of Israeli forces from Beirut

and Lebanon.
— An end to Jewish settlements in the West Bank, and

to oppression of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza.

— Mutual recognition, by Israel and the Palestine

Liberation Organization, of the rights to national self

determination of both Palestinian Arabs and Israeli Jews.

Marc Breslow

Northampton

Random Notes
To the Editor:

About five years ago I was an undergraduate student

here. I have felt guilty about some dishonest behavior

which I was involved in at the time, and would like to make

amends for it.

Specifically, there were times when I stole paper

products frorn the ladies room and used them for my

personal use. .it
I know that this occurred a long time ago, but while I

used to rationalize and think that it was a socially ac

ceptable behavior, I no longer can accept that alabi. The

fact is that I took advantage of my privUege as a student

here, and would now like to apologize.

I am enclosing $3.00 which I believe will cover the cost of

the items I took. I'm sorry it has taken me so long to return

this money which does not rightfully belong to me.

Name Withheld

Editor's Note: Last Thursday, this letter u>as delivered

to the Buildings Operations Office in the Campus Center.

Dudley Bridges, the office director, has received similar

letters before and believes, "The honesty is out there,

people want to be honest." Incidentally, the enclosed five

dollars uns put into the Buildings Operations Office fund

for paper goods.

Liberal Arts

end to an era?
The nineteen -sixties witnessed the rise in populanty

of many things. Among them was the study of lib-

eral arts but peaking in popularity later in the

decade, the discipline itself is now in serious decline, the

victim of economics and a changing student attitude. In a

sense this decrease mirrors the changing American scene

on variotis levels. Engineering, business, and the hard

sciences have replaced liberal arts as the most popular

subjects of study in the early nineteen -eighties.

Like other ecucational revolutions, the new found

popularity oi the liberal arts in the nineteen-sixties

reflected the times from whence it came. Though studied

since the Middle Ages, liberal arts resurfaced as a popular

discipline twenty years ago, at the beginning of one of the

most turbulent decades in our history. It was a by-product

of the values and goals embodied by that generation of

students. The decade itself was characterized by

paradoxes. Although marked by violence, the '60's were

also a time of great compassion on the part of individuals

and the government. LpJ's "Great Society" declared war

on poverty. The Peaot' Corps and VISTA, shining ex-

amples of individual sacrifice at its best, attempted to help

those unable to help themselves. At the same time, blood

from the Kennedy's, Martin Luther King and Malcom X.

spilled on the streets, their own brand of compassion met

by assasin's bullets. The U.S. was carrying on its most un-

popular war ever, with cries of dissent being met on some

college campuses with tear gas and gunfire.

From this chaotic jumble of images, words and ideas

emerged a new student attitude. Like the idealism which

marked student efforts to change the world, these liberal

arts courses taught students to question themselves and

the world which surrounded them. The courses skyrock-

eted in popularity. As the decade progressed, more and

more students chose courses which ran opposite to their

parents ideals, and used the class schedule as another

form of protest and dissent. Yet like the decade itself,

choices changed and eventiially swung back toward the

"marketable" major. The new realism at the end of the

sixties was symbolized in such bitter and pessimistic

events as Watergate and the prolonged withdraw 1 of

troops from Vietnam.

If the sixties were a time for sacrifice, the seventies was

a time for social selfishness - the "me decade". The ideal-

ism and excitement which began with Camelot in 1960,

came to an abrupt end. The war economy which had sup-

ported U.S. prosperity suddenly dried up, taking along

with it a low unemployment figure and a strong growth

rate. In response to this new reality students opted for

degrees which reflected practical training for the stormy

job market which awaited them.

Just as the economic conditions have not changed that

favorably in transition from the seventies to the eighties,

the popularity of liberal arts has not changed noticeably.

(If anything it has become less popular). Yet, professors

and even some students alike still believe in the impor-

tance of a libeaJ arts education — why?

Unlike other majors, the field of liberal arts allows the

student the luxury of being academically adventurous,

capable of exploring worlds, ideas and concepts he or she

may not have been able to in a more regimented class plan.

The history of the past may show them the problems of to-

day are no different than those of Napoleon or Washing-

ton. Culturally, the student may suddenly discover that

paintings and poetry are to be enjoyed by all. not just

noblemen or intellectuals. This unique explorative oppor-

tunity teaches the student to rise above his or her own

relatively small worid, thus being able to view events in a

different, more open light.

Thought processes and their development are also an

important part of a liberal arts education. Critical thinking

shapes the ability to observe objectively, question and

form opinions. This type of lesson is not always found in

more regimented types of study which demand exact

answers and perfect solutions. In thinking this way the

student, upon reading a book for example, can

automatically begin the process of analysis, using com-

paritive, objective and subjective thought as basis for

judging and drawing conclusions.

Sadly some still rabidly support this increase in

"marketable" majors. They see this change in education

as nothing more than educational Darwinism. To them

liberal arts are merely an archaic left over in the new

worid of high-tech, computer science and electronic wizar-

^' John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer'.s name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the lar^e

volume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot be ackn(»vvled^ed or returne(i. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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2.56
reg 3.37

Flexcare

12 oz

2.42
Playtex Tampo
reg

super

ONE^DAY

ptui Iron

3.72 reg 5.62

One-A-Dav plus iron 100's

1.50
Arrid

Solid 2 oz

35 Aqua Fresh 6.4 Tek Toothbrush

reg 2.13 5/1.00
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I The Toughest Job You1l

I Ever Love. . .

t Peace Corps
I Here are just some of the places &

I positions classes 1980 & 1981 members

I are involved in:

1 Morocco Vocational Education Zaire Fisheries

f Tunisia Crop Protection Philippines Health Educator

I
Upper Volta Cooperatives Solomon lis. Nutrition

For more information contact:

Mary Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall 545-2105

% Tues 1-4 pm; Thurs 1-4 pm;

1 Wed 8:30-10:30. 1-4 om: Fri 8:30-10:30
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JUMP TO IT!!!
This Week at Union Records:

ALL 12-ineh Disco Discs featuring
Gloria Laura BRAniqAN

Rock the Casbah ThE CUsh
MenBSLge PIanet Rock

I SpcciAlizcd in Love SIiaron Brown
REDUCED TO $3.49

PLUS SPECIALLY PRICED R & B LP's
Throwin' Down Rick James

rV Gap BANd

Donna Summer Domna Summer

II Zapp

Jump To It ARETkA pRANkliN

ON SALE FOR $5.99

NOWHERE ELSE BUT
UNION RECORDS

Monday, September 27, 1982
Collegian 9
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Isn't it time you got an ''A''

The Student Note & Printing Service

Can Help!

If you are currently enrolled in any of the

following courses. • .

Antro 103A - Armelagos
Botany 100 - Shapiro

Coins 121 - Colson
Coins 123 - Reynolds

Com Stu 121 - Davis

Com Stu 150 - Cronen
Econ 103 B - Resnick

Econ 103 C
Econ 103 D

Flamm
Dugay

Econ 103 E - Flaherty

Econ 103 F - Norton
Econ 104 B - Deere
Econ 104 C - Treyz
Econ 104 D - Podgursky
FS & N 102 - Sawyer
FS & N 130 - Bert

Geol 103 - Brown
HRTA 100 - Fletcher

Mgt 301 - Odiome

Mkt 30 1 - Rosenberg
Physics 162 - Quinton
Psych 100 A - Cashden
Psych 100 B - Novak
Psych 100 D - Janoff-Bullman
Psych 1 50 B - Simonson
Psych 150 D - Feldman
Psych 1 50 E - Royer
Soc 102 - Yaukey
Zool 102 - Mange

.then come to

THE STUDENT NOTE &
PRINTING SERVICE

403 Student Union (upstairs)
OPEN: M-Th 10 am - 4 pm, Fri 10 am - 2 pm

Tel 545-2271
Good quality lecture notes for a valuable study aid

(the rest is up to you)

Arts
Cliff and Tosh smoke at FAC performance
Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh
Fine Arts Center

Thursday, September 23

By PHILLIP PLANTP:
Collegian Staff

The many doubts about the rumored

death of reggae music in America were put

to rest by Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh

Thursday night in the Fine Arts Center.

Cliff and Tosh both gave solid performances

that kept the sold out crowd on their feet

for over three hours.

Beginning with a kind of Rasta hymnal.

Cliff and his band demonstrated the various

reggae styles Cliff has explored in the past.

On "Give The People What They Want"

and "Treat The Youths HiRht." Cliff made

his lyrics closely follow the rhythmic pulse

of the music. On other songs, Cliffs voice

was more at the forefront, strong and Sam
C(x>ke like in its ability to carry melody

apart from the background rhythm of the

band.

Cliff constantly strove to highlight recent

material from his new album "Special." At

one point in the show, album sized card

board squares depicting the new album

were thrown to the crowd. While many of

the newer tunes like "Treat The Youths

Right" and "You're Special" brought

favorable responses from the audience, the

older songs "Many Rivers to Cross," "The

Harder They Come" and "You Can Get It If

You Really Want" were the ones that

brought the crowd to its feet.

Drenched with sweat and constantly in

motion Cliff danced with eyes closed while

many in the audience did the same. On

Treat The Youths Right" an earnest call

and response between Cliff and the crowd

took place. In a slightly unreal scene.

several thousand of the mostly white

middle class UMass students sang "African

chant!!" "African chant!!" Such has been

eggae music's ability to break down
jltural barriers.

Instrumentally. Cliffs band like most

modern reggae bands represented a mix in

cultures Basic African congas and rhythm

in.struments, African carry overs from

native Jamaican culture, complimented two

versatile rhythm guitars, bass, con-

ventional drums, and two keyboard

players. The often harsh sound of some

modern reggae bands, which make heavy

use of synthesizers, was not part of Cliffs

performance.

Thanks to an excellent sound mix. the

more subtle and interesting percussion

sounds of Cliffs band came through clearly.

In many ways Peter Tosh represented a

more modern reggae sound than Jimmy
Cliff. While Cliffs material strove for

variety. Tosh's songs centered around a

kind of eternal drone like beat. With in

flections with the rock guitar and metalic

synthesizer sounds. Tosh's sound took in

much of the American influence in Reggae

music.

On "You are an African" and "Shot, Shot.

Shot" the synthesizer introduced some

sound and percussion effects used by new

reggae bands like Black Uhuru and Steel

Pulse.

Tosh, more willing to give up the

spotlight to his band members, let guitarist

Donald Gibson take fearsomely long guitar

solos which highUghted the rock and roll

element in reggae music especially on

"Johnny be Good".

Inevitably a huge reefer was partaken by

Tosh at the beginning of "Legalize it".

Perhaps the downward trend in the use of

Marajuana lessened the effect of youthful

Peter Tosh enchants the crowd at

night.

defiance in this song.

An attempt to break down cultural

barriers would best describe Cliffs at

tempts to populari/^* reggae in America.

When asked about the les.sened popularity

of reggae in America recently. Cliff, during

intermission backstage, said. "Iteggae

music is not a fad. It is a music of the people

and will endure with the people."

Nevertheless, difficulties in creating a

following of reggae music throughout

Collrin*" photo hi Suiri Natilr

the Fine Arts Center last Thursday

America have contributed to Cliffs decision

to make his current U.S. tour his last one.

"This is my ninth tour of the C.S. and the

number nine is a number of completion."

When asked why he thinks his music isn't

commercially successful in America today

he said. "America has a kind of arrogant

mentahty. Anything that isn't originally

from America has a hard time being ac

cepted."

Kaspar Hauser (left) and the Museum

have albums coming out this month.

('all«|n»< pkolo* bf 3im (>

Direktors (right) played before a small but enthusiastic crowd yesterday at the Northeast area Fall day. Both groups

music GniuERV
announces another

LATE NIGHT VlrH4CK SALE
.th

Wednesday September 23 IMoon-Midnight

STICKS STRINGS T-SHIRTS

FREE
DOOR PRIZES
SEMIIMARS

Beyer Microphone
DAgostino acoustic

guitar
Boss guitar tuners
Cortex Po\A/ered

headphones

»
^>

Up to 70°lo OFF selected items

clip this ad to receive your fre« gift
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ONIGHT Sept 27th, CCA, 7 & 9 pm FREE
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

?k»<kcon Ex?E=^icncE
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ATTENTION
The UMass Arts Council has established

September 30

November 15

March 1

as deadlines for the submission of

GRANT PROPOSALS
Please plan your schedules accordingly!

Proposal forms are available in the
Arts Council Office

125 Herter Hall

9 AM - 4 PM 545-0202

Hypercurricula.

.

Collegian n

Policy

on
be

113

be

The Collegian provides "Hypercurricula"

as a public service for the purpose of

publicizing meetings, events and other

activities held by University organb.ations.

"Hypercurricula" is published every

Monday.
Announcements must appear

"Hypercurricula" forms, which can

obtained from the Collegian office,

Campus Center. The forms must

properly filled out and returned to the

Collegian business office by 3 p.m. the

P>iday before publication.

No announcements will be printed more

than seven days in advance of the event and

there is no guarantee announcements will

be printed.

The Collegian will make every effort to

print all announcements on time but in

complete or improperly completed forms

may result in delays.

NOTICE TO ALL HYPERCURRICULA
USERS: Please follow the format presented

in this week's column when submitting your

announcement. Your cooperation will be

appreciated and will insure that all an

nouncements are published and will appear

in ample time. Thank you.

WMLAsSC MEETING - Open meeting

of the Western Massachusetts Latin

American Solidarity Committee, will in

dude an update on events in Central

America. 7 p.m., 163 Campus Center.

UNIVERSITY HORSEMASTERS CLU6
— Guest speaker Dr. Tony Borton, head of

the Equine Studies Program, will discuss

the UMass Equine Center and horse

program. New members welcome. 8 p.m.,

311 Stockbridge Hall.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Monday

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE

MEETING — Anyone willing to help and

share ideas about solving the problem of

world hunger is welcome. Work groups are

now forming fot the Fast for a World

Harvest. 4:30 to 5:30 p.m., 428 Student

Union Building.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
Study, action and planning around disar-

mament issues. New participants are

welcome. 6 to 8 p.m.. 428 Student Union

Building.

• FIVE COLLEGE COOPERATION
SLIDE SHOW - Slide show for new

students and anyone interested. After

show, a bus tour of the campuses will leave

at 4:;iO p.m. from the Haigis Mall, Whit

more. 4 p.m. Campus Center Auditorium.

CERRF MEETING - Coalition for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom
meeting. All are welcome. 6:30 p.m., W 22

Machmer.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING -
All food science majors are encouraged to

attend. Candy Apples are coming. 6:30

p.m., 227 Chenoweth.

UPC MEETING — Union Program

Council general meeting. New members are

welcome. 6:30 p.m.. 168 Campus Center.

UMASSPIRG MEETING - Introduc

tory meeting. Projects to be discussed

include the Bottle Bill, hazardous waste,

consumer issues and recycling. There will

be a guest speaker. 7 p.m.. 16il Campus

Center.

CAMPAIGN TO SAVE THE BOTTLE
BILL - Planning for the fall campaign.

This is the last chance to save the bill. 7

p.m., check the Campus Center schedule.

AL ANON MEETING - Having a

problem with someone else's drinking? Join

us. 8 p.m., 911 Campus Center.

HELP BUILD THE SUKKAH - Come

help build the ceremonial structure which

will house the harvest celebration. Meet at

the Hillel Office in the Student Union

Building. Noon.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "A liberal

view of the bible "

is the topic of discussion

led by Rev. Phil Ward. .Ml are welcome.

12:15 to 1:1.5 p.m., 428 Student Union

Building.

FENCING CLUB MEETING - First

meeting of the year. All are welcome. 3:30

P.m., 23 NOPE.

WEIGHT CONTROL CLASSES -
Down on diets? Try something different.

Nine session classes, size limited. Call

University Health Services at 549 2671

extension 174 to register. Classes held

Wednesday 5 to 7 p.m., Thursday 4:30 to

6:30 p.m. at University Health Services.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP -

Potluck supper. Join women who are trying

different ways of experiencing spirituality.

6 p.m.. 428 Student Union.

PRE MED MEETING - First meeting

for new and old members. Elections for

officers will be held. 6:30 p.m.. Duke's

Room. Student Union.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST -

Weekly meeting. 6:30 p.m., 109 School of

Business Administration.

PARACHUTE CLUB - First jump

course. $85 covers the course, membership

fee and the first jump. Wednesday and

Thursday, 7 to 10 p.m., Suffolk Room,

Student Union.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Begin

ners session at 7:30 p.m.. all others at 8

p.m. Commonwealth Room, Student Union.

SPRING SEMESTER IN FRANCE -
Meeting on the UMass spring program in

Anger, France. The director and past

participants will be there to discuss the

program. 7:15 p.m., 301 Herter Hall.

SEMINARIES IN THE EIGHTIES - A
panel discussion featuring representatives

from three seminaries. Will be followed by

a question and answer session as well as

individual time to talk. 7:30 p.m., 805

Campus Center.

Thursday

PSICHT MEETING - The national

honor stn-iety for psychology majors. New
members are welcome. Must have GPA of

3.2 or higher. 5 p.m.. 304 Tobin.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM - The

.>-econd meeting of the semester with a

study group and discussion on racism in the

women's movement. 6:30 p.m.. 805 Campus

Center.

KRISHNA YOGA SOCIETY -
Introduction to the Bhakti Yogarno Mantra

medilatit)n. M«H'ling will include a

vegetarian dinner. 7 p.m., 177 Campus
Center.

SPECTRUM MEETING - New
memb««rs meeting and poetry reading. All

members should attend the meeting. Open
reading begins at 8 p.m. 7 p.m.. Student

Union Gallery.
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Open 24 H<mrs—7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite*^
in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfleld stores.

Macs' Fresh From New England Orchards.

Mdntosh
Apples

81b 175
sack^^

---4^:Sf-

,
^^Esack^9^9

2*1tar
Jjjj^

Fresh Native

BoscPears
Fresh

.2 ?o: 1
Fresh f^ $^
SeckelPears ^ i^r JL

Fresh A $^
BaitlettPears^ i:;- X
Fresh Concord

Grapes
one quart
container 119

Iceberg
Lettuce

Fresh m^^^
CucumbersO-i
Large Slicing g^g%*
Tomatoes ,.5>5f

lib bag
Carrots 4^1
WaldenF^irm
Dressing

Asst d
Var

iZozbti99

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Amherst only

see store for Details

. , . Avulablr in stares

comer dell tealunnu • service deU

CORNER
ELI

Smoked
Salmon

99
lb

Stop& Shop
you' o>dP' A^aSVE CUIU

Shoulder
Londoii
Broil Beef

Chuck

(I
Peiin. Dutch

^i Noodles fiOi
Fine. Medium or Broad
1 lb package

Fresh American Lamb Sale

Shoulder
Lamb ^gg
Chops X lb

Rib Lamb
Chops

Loin Lamb
Chops

Lamb ^69
Shanks . X ib

r
3
3
1

Boneless BeefChuck Roast ib 1.69
BeefBottom Round Roast .^%° ib 1.79
Rump Roast BeefRoimd ib 1.99
Beef Eye Round Roast ib2.39

29
lb

79
lb

BeefTop ?,^

RoundRoast.
BeefTop Round Steak
Top Roimd London Broil

BeefRound Stew usda cho.ce

189

Montini Crushed
Tomatoes
or Pear Tomatoes
28 ounce can . . . . 79
Welch's Tomato
Juice ^^«
Vitamin C Enriched
32ounce bottle , 69

Porterhouse orT Bone Steak
Beei

Ib

2.29
2.49
2.29

ibi5.yy

lb

lb

lb

Lamb

Family Paks Stretch Your Dollar!

'White Gem' 8-9 lb pkg

Oven
Readv 199tb

Cooked Ham
9lianK added

Portion 1 19
Rump Portion 1391b ^L lb

Cooked Ham
Steaks 0^9
water added ^Bw lb

Cinnamon
Bread OA^
stop & Shop ^^ft?V
Sliced 14 o?loat ^^^^

Tylenol
Tablets
Reg Strength
lOOtablets 249

Chicken Leg JifM
Quarters '^%..nrw%^

- with Back Ol^'
Chicken Breast Split ^'''^°«'^^^;^p^« ibybf

Boneless BeefChuckSteak r?' ib 1.79
Boneless BladeSteak .^^: '^:^"'=!^ ^^ '^ p'^ m2 .39
BeefBottom Round Steak V? ib2.09

U.S. GradeA
^F^ ^ mm _^ Frozen

Ducklings A^ !'» Ib

Fresh TurkeyWings ^.^'^.^^. >b69]

FreshTurkey Drumsticks .^^'^^^. ib69

Fresh Turkey Cutlets ^.^'^^' ib2.49

U.S. GradeA Cornish Hens 27 oz Frozen
^^89]

Swift's StuffedTurkey ^ ^-^"^ f''°^«" ib89'
•^ Shenandoah i QO

Boneless Turkey Roast ^eibs ,h l.oy

Hawaiian
Punch
Red. LoSugar. Grape or

Wild Fruit 46o2 can 69
^

Bounty Jumbo
Towels ^Ot
Asst d White Designer or

Decorated, 2 ply 92 sheet roll

"1 Tide Laundry
' Detergent ^99

Extra Action'

49ounce package

79
Orange Juice

'''' HalfGaUonAQ'
from concentrate
Stop & Shop Carton

C^alabro Ricotta
Cheese ^99
Whole Milk

32ounce container I
^==^John's Cheese

' < •
I IP < SHOP Of I ' CO' iPriN

Save 25'
D'

IS'OP » SMOPGBOCtH" COUPONn f^ Topn iMOP(,Porff»'CO(iPon D6 ]

I C B"^ oz can I ^

C II Creisha Chunk LightU
Canadian Cheddar !! cai:^ TUIia SS

_ or ImportedJarlsburji or l| [T^J^ISIIa] '" M ^^* !
Imported Swedish Riddar Cheese 1

1

LJT^ ^ water m^^W 1

1

Stop «r Shop Random Weight PKj?
;

^Hl'-hrJy ''m%^
;

rt,tMh„.oupo. • -I-^CKIOIW. !•—• I I .\.lh" ...Ml,' ^.1 M'r>,..'>«sr C-.1.1'...' ...iSomaII

r
I
I

I

. D7 l"l
4 roll pack. Bathroom m
White CloudI

Tissue!
White or ^%^^C B
Assorted ^K^S

2 ply 300 ct ^^^7 {
191 1

13 oz. Sausage 13^2 oz.

or Deluxe 14oz pkg 99
^J " •<' pur *>.*S1 LKIfHl Sl'". j„

^ Sal O t
.* L>m.i o«e [lef u-itorr^e* '*«

Ice Cream
Half Gallon
Assorted Flavors

Stop & Shop Carton I59
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
SOUOOJMUCH
OOiOUKNOU
ABOUriHBABRO-
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

TOA/y H£k£, Ai^O THIS IS /^Y

BUDDy VIC . Wf THOUC-HT wfb
QiVE >»«.L THE VfW STuO&sn-S

OUR. CUIOB TO fiRSA BARS

TH/5 BAR 15 THE ORECIC .
IT

you Hi £\/Efl OOWNSTAillS^ AAiO

you SEE A TALL FtliiiMO

OF Yours ,
call THEr^ o\/ER

"

H£y, SHEfin,

ACROSS
1 Race parts

5 Container for

liquids

9 200 milligrams

14 Came down
15 "Good Earth'

heroine

16 Animal ot

the Andes
17 Thought Prefix

18 Saint .

French resort

19 and wiser

20 Overcome
emotionally

23 Pet

24 Clever remark

25 Archaic expletive

27 Argue
31 Precious stone

32 The Ram
33 Greenland

settlement

35 Being the one )usl

mentioned
39 Mild expletive

40 Parts of a process

41 Part of many
place names

42 Right hand man
Abbr

43 Sharpen
44 City WNWof

Madrid
45 Former British

PM

47 Admired 11 Enterlainment

49 Ancient Egyptian medium
symbol 12 Improve

52 Japanese coin 13 Baker's specialty

53 Duffer's ambition 21 Credit cards.

54 Kind of modern in a way
cloth 22 Indian nurse-

61 Gaseous element maids

63 Nylons 26 Take revenge

64 At that place: 27 Baby talk

Lat 28 Cleopatra s maid

65 Feed, in a way ^9 Letter opener

6C Wading bird 30 Hall, univer

67 Tilts sity in N J

68 Joioed 31 Mocking one

69 Defensive ditch 34 Pnme time

70 Cook's 36 Former hit

concoction musical

37 Catalina. tor one
38 Village, in Africa

40 Queen of

44 Eager

DOWN 46 Began to appear

1 Secular 48 First name in

2 star in literature

•M*A*S"H 49 Throe

3 Post for a door 50 Magna
4 Meteorologist's 51 Jargon

concern 55 strip of metal or

5 Heavenly wood
phenomena 56 Tramp

6 "When 1 was 57 — Minor

. 58 Essays of

7 Parlofacasa 59 Geographical

8 Be familiar with feature

9 Satiated 60 Precipitate

10 Inclusive word 62 Turkish weight

Bushwa

f HeV.fnftKVI'^ ton LQOKDo^^Ji

ON) Cftf^P^ n'SHftRPTo Trif; \H/\Vt footviO YOUR
.o6Ltm.../;

by Tom Cushwa

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS HUZ/Lf

Gooz by G. Masse

MO , \\i ca\lfa ''A
^ iy\c 0510 af£ i V all . ^^

CoA €AXlNyj (sfa^'

WKATHER

Foggy with occasional

rain or drizzle today, highs

65-70. Chance of showers

tomorrow with highs in the

70's.

I^

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

HOW

BiOOtA H0W'5'T>€

B^ACOrJ .'' AKTHRfT.'D ^

itApoebisa^.

FiNe veAR wePONT^v^Ke

Wr YOU FOLKS MISTAKE OJ

PIsiNTEP TH«T The OBHUARy

I piev wee MRS diui!&.

\Q
ITRI&KT

HgRe

OKAY...RNP

MP REAP ITTD

'ftll5By 5(iW5 TviffT^-fwe

fOUR.Pl66(N FRONTmGe

COCAINe BRAWt

BASICS DINNER

Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

Eggplant Parmigiana

DINNER
BASICS LUNCH „ .^

Veal Paremesan

Falafel Pocket Sandwich Ham SteakA>ineapple Rings

Fiesta Rice and Cheese Tima Salad Plate with Chips

CABLE/VIDEO

Attention Collegian

Graphics Staff
There will be a mandaU>ry meeting for

graphics staff on MonTay^ept. 27 at 7:00 p.m. in the

graphics room. .

If you cannot attend, call Stuart or Laura at tht

CnUeginv immediately.

night
J

¥
¥

Doonesbury
Drought to you •v»rydoy

by Gorry Trud^ou

ond th*

Massochus#tts Dolly Coll^glon.

UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

>V

nrt... r..«»rt >u .•«»f^«. ott»f»(^ irtt ••!« Hr^t »v j.i»*M» " --»f» ir>t^ ctt In rtth^* <1f>;iipr'5 o. «nol«Mle'S i:.Or.'.0W l«U B» STOD » Snoo SuD»."'»>fl^ Nol .»nor,.,M.

10:30-11:30 - Senate Watch Last Weeks

Student Senate Meeting

11-30-12:00 - A Weekend with Wendelin
Glatzel

12:30-1:00 - Exerpts from the tapes of

Wendelin Cxlatzel

1:00-2:00 - The March for a Non Nuclear

future
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Spikers take third in

tourney

Marlene Susienka, who shot a sizzlin;^ 73 to take first place and lead

UMass over Springfield College and Mount Holyoke, concentrates on

the ball as she prepares to tee off.

•Minutemen
Continued from paxfe 16

UMass made the moves and showed ^ood

hustle as 12 minutes later Toni Guiliapo

scored through a crowd from a corner kick

by Jamie Watson for the squads' fourth and

final goal.

"The forwards played a good game, much
better than yesterday (against Boston

College) overall." coach Randa said. "We
had a new goalkeeper who did a good job.

Lori Stukes played great and Jamie Watson
played exceptionally well."

Banda also lauded Sharon Daggett. Kelly

Hutcheons. and Chri.sline and Ellen

Taggart for their performances.

On Saturday afternoon. UMass nipped

Boston College 10 in a very aggressive

match.

The game contained good hustle for both

teams and it was strong defense on the part

of both teams that kept the game in check.

"Our defense has been our strength this

year." said Banda.

The only score of the game came in the

first half with 2:49 showing on the clock

when Debbie Harackiewicz booted the ball

past the left side of the BC goalkeeper. Lori

Stukes assisted on the goal.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Injuries can make or break a season and

how well you can replace injured players

tells you a lot about your team and its

potential.

With this in mind, the University of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team

found out a lot about itself this past

weekend by taking third place at the

Central Connecticut Invitational.

It was a long and tiring day for the

Minutewomen. who lost three starters due

to various injuries during the course of the

day and were forced to play some marathon

volleyball.

The day started off on a sour note as

UMass dropped their first match to

American International College 15 12. 10

15. 14 16. A major factor in the lost was the

fact that UMass missed (put out of bounds)

23 serves. 13 in the last game alone.

Ace spiker Patti Philbin had some

problems due to a muscle pull in her foot

and couldn't get the usual high jump, to

block and spike, that she usually has.

So without Philbin. UMass grouped

together to topple Onenta State and Sacred

Heart University in straight sets. Then,

UM faced the University of New Haven, the

top Division II team in the East last year.

Coach Elaine Sortino inserted Philbin

back into the game and Massachusetts

stunned New Haven 11 15. 1.5 12. 15 10.

"It was the best match we have played ail

year." Sortino said. "It was a great match
between two battlers, and a big win for us."

With the win, it created a three-way tie

for first place in the qualifying pool between

UMass, UNH. and AIC. The Minutewomen
toppled AIC. again, (also without Philbin)

and faced UNH to playdown for the top

seed.

Against UNH. Patti Grant, who sets up
most of the UMass spikes, sat out because
she was coming down with strep throat. So
Karen Gottersen came in to set and Sortino

used freshmen Mary Ellen Normen and
Leslie Smith to sub for Philbin. as UM
toppled New Haven for the top seed, the

first time UMass has done that since

Sortino became coach.

In the semis, though. UM ran out of gas

against Springfield College. Up 6-2 in the

first game, Kirsten Smith was hurt when
she slammed into Philbin's back going for

the ball. It shook up UM and they dropped
the game. 11- 15.

In the second game, UMass had

Springfield 14 9 but lost 14 16.

"It was a clear case of utter fatigue. The
kids just couldn't move their legs fast

enough," said Sortino. "The other pools just

sat around and watched while we battled it

out for our pool championship."

"Overall." Sortino said. "I was pleased

with the teams effort. We played very

well."

THINK
DICK'S
D«st Dorgoifis In Town

Tuesday 25' Drafts

Wednesday Ladies Nite
Free Champagne sio

75' drinks all nite for everyone

Thursday The Big One All Nite 16 Oz glasB

Frl & Sat 2 for 1 8-10:30

( oll»tp>" pkolo )>'' Rrwifnrd HkinBicr

Barrett McGrath lets a pass go in the middle of "pocket protection

by the Minutemen against Harvard on Saturday.

POOK A STEP UP

HAItllS

Campus C*nt«r/Stud«nt Union

Doord off Governors

Accepting applications for the

following coordinator positions:

special ProJ#cts

Duilding Operations

Conf*r»nc* S*rylc*s/Hot«l Accomodations

Applications and infornnation available in

CO 817 (9 ann-4 pm) Deadline Oct. 8, 1982

This is your chonc* to g«t inyolv#dI

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

Collegian is

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENT FOR RENT

North Amherst. Clean, freshly painted

apartment in a great recreation area.

Available for immediate ocupancy.
$375./month. D.H. Jones Real Estate

(549-3700)

AUDIO

Music Equipment Sals: Peavey PA 400

head 6 channels 200 wans $200, Synare 3X

& stand $125. Ludwig ghost pedal $40, OO's

Farfisa organ $200, Madeira guitar $100

MXR Phase I $40, Kay graphic equalizer $20

call Ted & Steve 253-7710, Tim 666-3154,

David 536-1866

Need a new hairdryer or curling^ iron?

Unused models at discount prices. Why
pay more. Call 546-8952

Typewrher Smith Corona "Galaxie" port

nrwnuel ex cond $75.00 call Jim 323-6076

Ibanoz Electric Guitar 200$ 80 20 watt

ampeg amp 100$ 80 546-6307

Quality Bicycle Touring/ Racing Cam-
pagnolo Parts $400 666-4134

Gibson LQ-S etwny, mint, call 549-0660

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1-283-7805

New Dunham Boots size 10 >^ - too big

for me. $50 6-7487 Marc

Men's medium navy down parka new,

too big for n>el, call Jackeu 549-2631

AUTO FOR SALE

1987 VW good condition 367-9927

1972 Ford Mustsng automatic many new
parts runs great $860 or BO 546-1460

- ' AUTO REPAIR

Auto Repair-US. & Foreign, lowest

rates quick service. No. Hadley Motor-

works. 586-9029 _
BELLYQRAMSIt

FOUND

Mens Digital Watch found during Add-

Drop at Student Union call 60566

A very friendly gray and white cat who

wants to come home. Found in Brittany

Manor. If vours call 256-0800

applications for the University Judiciary

Committee. Two judge will be appointed by

October 1. Stop by 404 SUB 546-2145

LESBIAN/GAY
~~

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?
If you need someone to talk to, call the Les-

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm. at 546-2646

Lesbians and Gay Men interested in help-

ing p>eers through rough times should call

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling
Collective 546-2645

103 CC to purchase yours

Adrlanne, Sheryl, Bucko & Gail think

something's going on between us. Wanna
get together and write a soap opera? Scott

PS. Who's taking care of the kids tonight?

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy ft

sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

LOST

HELP WANTED

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253 7822

BLUES LOVERS

John Las Hooker and the Coast to Coast

Blues Band will appear in the Student

Union Ballroom, Saturday October 16 at

8:00 pm. Tickets on sale Oct 5 $3

546-2146

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, parties, Greeks, semis.

Call nowl Paul 549 4405 Joe 549 1588

MF Sound Systsma for coffeehouses five

years exp>erience 256-8400

POLObRblD DJ's Don't miss us if you

can" Pat or John 253-2957

Beiiydanclng for all occasions. Parties,

socials etc Call Thereza 253-7822

Readers for blind student call Tim Leery

546-6187

Acting Director of the SGA Communica-

tions Office applications available in 420

Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE

Third World Students and women are en-

couraged to apply

SGA Affirmative Action Officer needed

will oversee SGA adherence to affirmative

action standards. Applications available in 4

20 Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE

Third World students and women en-

couraged _to^pphr

Lesbian and Gay Man's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to tram

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid Poa^^Send

resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union^

P^aopirto work for new honest gover-

nor Independent Frank Rich call Jim Dalton

583 6673

Lost psie yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Ring lost gold with red stone near Campus
Pond deep sentimental value reward please

call 546-7037

Reward for finding Male Husky/ Shepard

Pup 5 months old white face, dark back,

choke collar. Call Ryan at 253 9504 or

666-3271

Lost: Black Double Stud Armband pleas

return: 546-7175

Lost rope chain brscelet with name Ellen

on it. If found, please call 549 2638 (reward)

Lost black wallet 9/16 in Boyden $5

reward no? ask Ankie 6-9429

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidantial/Efflclent call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

RIDERS WANTED

MUSICIANS

The Time Beings are 'oo'^'^O _ *°^^
,""

organist /rhythm guitanst into: Pebbles

Sonics, 13th Floor Elevators, Lyres and

other psychedelic Garage bands. Little

Jalent needed must ROCK OUTI Call Jay

256-6773

Take the Who "Magic Bus ' Shea Oct 13

roundtrip 253-9958 256-841 5

One Rider to SF Calif to share expense

and driving call (413)268-7731 on Oct 2.

ROOM WANTED

Female looking for own room in apart-

ment, however I am willing to share a

room. Please call 256-6612

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free denx)

tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union $4 20 classes 549 5258

Got a rninute? I lost my watch. If you find

a pulsar quartz please give me a call.

(Reward) Use at 549 1428

19761mPAIlA FOR SALE^

FOR RENT

Double rooms avail now 1000/semester

all util inc rent by semester ask for Sue

253 9929 after 8:30 PM

^^^^^^"^^^^^^^'^•^ '" ??rl:M ",1el^'
air conditioning. Jenson AM;FM stereo

PS-PB radial tires and more. This car nas

no problems or quirks There are too many

n«vv oarts to list come and see it, must sell

^nT $1196 00 or BO Call Kevin at

253-3766 after 6:00 pm or before 10 00 «m

OFF-CAMPUS UNDERGRADUATES

The Commuter Collective, your student

run area government, will be holding its an

nual elections on October 4, 1982. Nomina

tion papers will be available from sept 16-27

at the Commuter Collective Office; 401

SUB (5^2145). Help plan the semesterl Run

for commuter assemblyl

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

Ski boots.
253 3484

womens, poles etc. call

INSTRUCTION

Sexual Dynamos, Teams, Frats, Dorms,

Sororities. Hi quality hooded sweatshirts,

T-shirts, Jerseys at low prices We print

anything. Call now Dave 665-3943 (7-12

pm)

Yamaha Guitar and accessories best offer

call Susan 546-1483

Baalc Auto-Mechanics Workshop. »
hours induding classroom theory and

shop. Limited^nj^limem.^b3_AW

Fi^iT^etlng of the official Bhakti^Yoga

Group free nectarean vegetarian feast by

piSmanabhal Rrr. 177 Campus Ctr Thurs

Seot 30 7 PM further info 527 6114

JUDGES NEEDED

The Commuter Collective is now taking

Stick It In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets
J9

Ex^-]

repairs Silverscape^esigris^Amih_2W-^^

Distributors for Texas Instruments

home computers multi-level marketing

commision plan ground floor opportunity

cal l after 5 666 2494

Bike for the Bottle Bill and a cleaner

state. MASSPIRG Bikathon Oct 9-11

general meeting Tuesday, Sept 28, 7:00 CC

163
^

A touch of class Delta Zeta Sorority in

vites all university women to attend our in

formal rush parties Sept 27 28 @ 7:30 pm

refreshments served 11 Phillips St across

from BKO 549-6823 Alic a or Bretta

Mom. Thanks for the lovely gift and yes.

I'm psyched I Love, Jane

1981 Index Is harel Yes that's right and for

only $4.00 you can own one. Stop by room

Stolen or lost final week of last semester

antique, gold pocket watch w/chain Make

Elgin, screw off back, broken at the time

of loss or theft Substantial reward

offered 1 1 The value of it to me cannot be

measured in terms of $$$. Call John

584 7340 ASAP no questions asked

GET PHYSICAL coming soonlll

NAIADS synchronized swim club. New
members welcome. No experience

nectary N^Ejjool^9^^J96^7pm_
JohrTlntzpatrlck for Washington SWAG
Rep good luck _^a jriend

CLETUS I'm still interested in you, but I

lost your number I Jennifer

ROOMMATE WANTED

Male roommate wanted to share

bedroom in Brandywine $l20/mth call

549-4867

Female to share room in 2 bdrm apt $127

mo & electricity 666-4142

MAlFfOR SPACIOUS TWO FLOOR,

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, ROLLING

GPEEN UTILITIES INCLUDED,
$99 25/MONTH 253 9«1^

Room in N
2564)668

Amherst 150+ elec N SM

Female wanted for 1 bdm In 3 bdm Nor

thampton Apt 110/m •>- 586 8525

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jev^elry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

^g- -^g* a«- ^g -^ ^ 1 T'^ a^ ^

TIME OUT

Com*
and
Enjoy

Pitchers of D^^f SO.OO

Amherst's Dlggest U"l» Dor

07 M PI»Qsont St, Amhffst MA

r

SPECIALISTS FOR ALL
YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS
Air Tickets

Amtrak
Ticketron
Eurailpassee

Hotel Reservations

Charter Packages

Car Rentals

Cruises
BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY TRAVEL NOW

TO AVOID HIGH PRICES!

Campus Center 2nd Floor

UMass Amherst 01003
545-0500

, . . ... . . t^^i I .t v^> 4 vMrflV\» • >! V'.Wf k%%H.\^k^^V>#»AS

\
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Harvard puts on airs to beat UMass
Crimson QB sets record
By BILLY SHEA
Collej?ian Staff

When Harvard head football coach Joe

Restic was asked to take out his crystal ball

for a prediction for the upcoming-Hnrvard

I'Mass game he offered this romment:

"This is Koing to be the kind of game that

is determined by a big play where

somebody breaks a long one, or a couple of

big plays."

Restic read this game right as his Har

vard Crimson came up with most of the big

plays and routed a turnover plagued
University of Massachusetts football team
31 14 Saturday.

In fact, three of the four Crimson touch

downs came immediately after Minuteman

turnovers and Harvard quarterback Don

Allard and his team continued to score with

the aid of the "big play."

Allard, (358 yards on 18 for 29 passing)

who set an all time Harvard single game

passing record in the first starting role of

his collegiate career, threw touchdown

passes of 62 yards and 13 yards and also set

up two other touchdowns with strikes of 37

yards and 71 yards.

Meanwhile, the UMass offense was stop

and go most of the afternoon. In the first

quarter, the Minutemen controlled the line

of .scrimmage and marched 45 yards on 11

plays when Tom Murray took it in from the

one yard line and UMass had an early 7

lead.

In the second quarter, the problems

started for the Minutemen. Quarterback

Dean Pecevich had two passes picked off by

Chris Meyers and Harvard converted both

turnovers into touchdowns.

First, Allard hit split end Jim Garvey for

a 62 yard scoring strike as Garvey caught

the ball at the 45 yard line, shook off UMa.ss

cornerback Glen Holden and raced in un

touched.

Next Allard hit tight end Peter Quar-

tararo over the middle on a 71 yard pass

play that set up one of AUard's two touch-

down runs of the day and Harvard went to

the locker room with a 14 7 halftime lead.

Harvard kicked a 28 yard field goal to

open the second half after their longest

drive of the dav in the third quarter to take

al7 7lead.

Barrett McGrath. who has been coming

off knee surgery, replaced Dean Pecevich

at quarterback and promptly fumbled the

ball on the swond play from scrimmage

giving Harvard the ball on their own 21

yard line.

The Umass defense then came up with

their biggest series of the game when Dan

Brennan and Don Keefer sacked Allard on a

key fourth and goal play from the five yard

line after the Crimson had moved in from

the21.

Then, after exchanging turnovers.

McGrath and wide receiver Ron Mangarelli

(6 catches 117 yards) hooked up on a 69 yard

touchdown pass to bring the Minutemen to

striking distance at 17 14.

The Umass momentum was shortlived

though as Allard took his team 70 yards on

seven plays with the big play being a 36

yard pass to Ed F'arrell that put the ball on

the one yard line setting up Allard's second

touchdown run of the day.

With their backs to the wall the

Minutemen were forced to throw and

McGraths pass to Kevin Jackson was

picked off on the next series. Two plays

later. Allard hit John O'Brien with a 13

yard touchdown pass to put the game out of

reach.

Restic may have made the discovery of

the season in Allard as the senior quar-

terback was awesome as a first time starter

for the Oim-son and it may have been

because of the tough UMass defensive line.

Tom Murray looks for daylight during the UMass-Harvard game on

Saturday. Murray and his teammates didn't get enough daylight as the

Minutemen lost 31-14.

"We couldn't establish any kind of

running game against them. They're tough

against the run, so we had to go to the air

and we were very successful," said Restic.

As far as the Minutemen are concerned

coach Bob Pickett would rather not dwell on

the disappointing performance of the

Minutemen.
"We start our Yankee Conference

schedule next week so I sure as hell would
like to forget this game and get us ready for

next week at Rhode Island," said the fifth-

year coach.

Field hockey team puts another notch in belt

By JILL LANG
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team defeated the University of

Vermont on Saturday. 3-0.

"I want you girls to jump on the ball

early. Start this game like the way we
ended the B.C. game. ..like fire." said coach

Pam Hixon to her team as they prepared to

leave the locker room.

UMass did just that, dominating the first

half with numerous give and go plays, and

bombarding UVM goalie Barbara Poulin

with 17 shots on goal.

Forward Allyson Rioux opened the

UMassa scoring at the 22:00 mark when she

the a'ternoon picking off UVM passes and

feeding them to forwards Tish Stevens,

Sandy Kobel, Pam Moryl, Rioux and Smith.

Hixon used her substituting privileges in

this game and her planning paid off. Each

combination of Minutewomen on the field

put together at least one .series of give and

go passes. More importantly, however, was
the emergence of the potentially

threatening combination of Smith and

Rioux: these two accounted for all three

goals against UVM.
"Allyson and Patti did play well. This is

the kind of play we need throughout the

season." said Hixon.

"This is the first time in three years we
have beaten UVM by more than one goal."

said Hixon. "and I am pleased with the final

took a deflection off the pads of Poulin and

pushed it into the goal.

With less than two minutes left in the

half, forward Patty Smith followed up on a

shot taken by Rioux and tallied the second

1
1 Mass goal of the game.

The Minutewomen came out hot in the

second half and dominated once again.

Rioux and Smith paired up for another

goal at 16:00, when Smith took a reverse

stick pass from Rioux and flicked it into the

net.

The Umass defense did not allow UVM to

get close enough to test Minutewoman
goalie Patti Shea, as the Tigers could

manage only three shots on goal for the

entire game.
The Minutewomen midfield soent most of

score. We needed to jump on the ball early,

and that's what we did."

Not all wins will come as easily to the

Minutewomen as this one did.

"There will be days when you can't buy a

goal," said Hixon, "but even then I have

confidence in my team. We have the strokes

and defense to win in overtime or strokes."

The fast punch and pressure defense is a

pattern Hixon wants to set for the rest of

the season. Although she believes her team

is improving with each game, there is still

always work to be done.

Hixon also feels that the outcome of this

game will definitely help the Minutewomen
when they travel to Providence College on

Wednesday.

Women s soccer
team proves it's a

contender
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

It was a hard but rewarding weekend for

the University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team as it hosted and defeated 19th

ranked George Washington University on

Sunday, 4 0, and 12 ranked Boston College

Saturday. 1-0, in two tough clasheson

(ollcfiui photo tij Jim Powvri

Christine Taggart (white) of UMass reaches for the ball in front of a

Boston College player Saturday.

between the nationally ranked.

I'Mass, which is sporting a number four

ranking, kepts its record unblemished and

moved to 4 0.

Yesterday, the team played an offensive

game, according to coach Kalekeni Banda,

in its win over George Washington.

Christine Taggart scored two of the team's

goals and had many more scoring op-

portunities.

Three minutes into the game Taggart put

UMass ahead with a goal that slid past the

left side of the George Washington goalie.

Natalie Prosser assisted on the goal.

Only once in the first half was UMass
goaltender Lauri Webber threatened by

George Washington. Webber came out of

the net to stop a player alone in front and
blocked the ball with her body.

In the second half, Pros.ser started the

scoring with a goal that trickled past the

Washington goalie into the corner of the

net. The goal, scored 1:53 into the half, was
assisted by Paula Stashis.

Eight minutes later. Taggart scored

again on a pass from Nina Holmstrom.

Hoistrom pas.sed from the corner of the

field and Taggart turned around and shot

the ball into the net. Holmstrom got the

Continued on pngc K
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U.N. Envoys Denounce Massacre

and Seek Investigation
Photo by Ed Cohen

I

Palestinian Demostration in Front of the Student Union

Representatives from many nations at the General

Assembly denounced the Israeli genocide in the West
Beirut refugee camps and urged a Security Council to in

quire into the massacre.

Orators of many Third World countries repeatedly in-

sisted that Israel was responsible for the massacre and

asserted that the United States was also implicated

Zehdi Labib Terzi, the Palestine Liberation Organiza-

tion observer at the United Nations was quoted as say-

ing, "Nothing can atone for these crimes", in relation to

the Yom Kippur, the Jewish Day of Atonement "The

Judeo-Nazi junta in Tel Aviv cannot atone for this crime

The Palestinians are the victims of a holocaust and

genocide " He continued saying that this fulfilled "the

realization of a dream and a policy by some founders of

Zionism to establish a Jewish state that would eventually

even eliminate all Arabs physically
"

The resolution itself urges the Security Council to in-

vestigate, through the" means available" to it, the cir-

cumstances and extent of the massacre. It is written in

relative restrained language and was partly put forth to

avoid offending the new Lebanese Government.

Although it condemns the criminal massacre of Palesti-

nians and other civilians, it also does not blame anyone

for the happenings The term "means available" has

been interpreted by many to be a loose request for ac-

tion Many delegates have opposed the form of inquiry

that was proposed, that is sending their own colleagues

to the massacre site, because supposedly the Beirut

Government has indicated that it would not welcome this

sort of proposal.

The Pakistani Foreign Minister, Sahabzada ZYaqub

Khan said that " this ghastly massacre is the direct c

onsequence of the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and has

rightly exposed Israel to the strongest condemnation of

the entire world community." The Pakistani Minister call-

ed it "ironical that the US could not prevent Isreal from

setting in motion a process which ended in a massacre in

the Sabra and Shatila camps."

The Government of the U.S. by omission contributed

to the crime said Mr Terzi of the P L O He also asserted

that the massacres would not have occurred if Palesti-

nian Arabs had been granted their right to a homeland.

"For how much longer will we be prevented from exer-

cising our rights- not contingent on any other considera-

tions.", he stated
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TTTeiJeath Penalty Debate
both opponents and proponents or tne aeatn penal-

ty agreed on one thing in their Thursday night debate

in the Student Union Ballroonn; "something is serious-

ly wrong with our society" Neither side, however,

claimed to know what that sonnething was The pro-

death penalty speakers said that they knew how to

solve It - the death penalty Indeed, Representative

Mane Parente, (D-Milford) said that we shouldn't

spend time trying to figure out what these people

were thinking of, i.e., the state of their psyches at the

tinne of the crime (or any other time). Yet her mam
argument, her main belief was based on second-

guessing the mental state of "these people" at the

time of their crime She insisted that individuals on the

brink of committing crimes, including murder, would

stop and think twice if they knew that their own life

might be taken The opposition countered this argu-

ment by stating that it is the predictability of punish-

ment, not Its severity that tends to deter cnme. In

other words, knowing that the chances of escaping

punishment are extremely slim deters people more
than thinking that they might be the one person out of

a million who will go to the electric chair

The opposition to the death penalty had a fairly easy

job since history and research data were both con-

clusively in their favor, showing that the death penalty

did not deter crime It also showed more Dr Bowers,

a sociology professor here at UMass, has spent ten

years doing research on the death penaltys' effects

and realities in American society Not only did he

disclaim and refute the "expertise evidence" of Den-

nis Curran, aide to Govenor King, he also showed the

race bias that has historically accompanied the death

penalty Representative Collins, (D-Amherst), made
note of the fact that no rich person has ever been put

to death under this law While the death penalty

defenders were quick to mention that out of the peo-

ple executed recently only three were Black, they fail-

ed to mention that there has never been a white per

son put to death fo. the murder (no matter now

heinous or how many) of a black person in this coun-

try.

The bulk of the pro-penalty case relied on its recita-

tion of hideous cases of sadistic murder. There vvas a

distinct attempt to make the audience feel afra.d tor

themselves and their families by saying that it could

have been any one of us". They also used the words

"like ourselves" to describe the victims. Represen

tative Parente, of the pro-death penalty team, took it a

step further by telling us what a nice man Mr. So-And-

So was and what a well-educated girl victim So-And-

So was The major point of the death penalty side was

that in these extraordinary cases of murder the person

tended to get out and do it again. Thus, they said this

recidivism was the problem; that rehabilitation did not

work, and that throwing money at the problem was an

attitude of the sixties that had failed miserably.

The truth is that m Massachusetts the recidivism

rate for murder is one percent, much less that for

lesser crimes like burglery and theft Parente asked the

audience if they wanted to take the one percent

chance. She said she did not. But she was willing to

take the chance of executing "maybe two innocent

people out of 20,(X)0 guilty". Although there may be

twenty thousand crimes committed or even twenty

thousand murders, there will not be 20,000 guiltly peo

pie brought to court. The current pricetag for restora

tion of the death penalty as it now stands on the ballot

IS one million dollars per person Before the opposition

to the death penalty made this financial point, the ad-

vocates of the penalty told us that we needed to stop

pouring our money into incarceration-rehabilitation at

the cost of 30,000 per person.

The defenders of the death penalty said that the

alternative to the death penalty was doing nothing

They called rehabilitation a myth. They called capital

punishment society's way of defending itself and said

It was necessary if we were to have an orderly and

civilized society. Parente told the audience that in

Florida before the execution of one of the death row

lifers the inmates were screaming and in an uproar

After it was over, they were quiet and

"well-behaved". Parante had also said that "those"

neoDle can't use circumstances as an excuse, because

in the 1920's people came to America who where

"Door very poor, but they didn't murder, they had

respect for country, God and law". Parente also said

of the opposition, "they're trying to feed you pablum,

when they make it a rich/poor issue, when they throw

in minorities".

Representative Parente's words only seem to

validate a point Dr. Bowers brought up. He said that

this system does not function objectively and that our

"extra-legal" biases are definitely imposed on the

system. Therefore our decisions are going to be less

than objectively accurate. He went on to say that the

appeal for capital punishment was being made to peo-

ple on a gut level and that it was no accident that the

death penalty issue is brought up around election

time. He also said that out of a desire for vengeance,

and in desperation for answers, we reach for straws.

He suggested more preventive measures like handgun

control and said many more steps were needed.

His counterpart, Representative Collins agreed that

change was needed. He said that the criminal justice

system (including rehabilitation) was in serious need

of attention and repair. He said that the entire system

needed to be toughened, tightened, and speeded up.

He felt bail was a big problem in the structure.

Collins said that opposition to the death penalty was

not opposition to making the state safer, it was op-

position to a method that did not work, Collins

repeatedly emphasized that opposition to the death

penalty was not in favor of laxity towards crime, but in

favor of answers that addressed the problem more

directly at its roots. His opposition to restoration of

the death penalty therefore was based on the fact that

capital punishment was not the answer society need-

ed because it was not effective For example, police

officer killings are higher in capital punishment states

while murder rates are lower in abolition states. Why
employ a costly system that does not work? Bowers

said that what we as a people should really want is a

system that maximizes justice and effectively controls

crime. "Capital punishment is bankrupt on both ac-

counts."
The advocates of the death penalty did not deny or

refute any of the evidence presented by the opposi-

tion They simply made emotional appeals. Bowers

and Collins appeared to this reporter to have the better

evidence and presented the better case Yet one got

the feeling after the debate was concluded that the

advocates for the death penalty were not as worried

as they might have been It seemed to me that they

were relying on the 'right people' to vote

In this "democratic" society of ours, what is done

equals the will of the people. If you do not vote it does

not mean you were not m favor of something. It simp-

ly means that you have turned Vour power over to so-

meone else, given away your voice. What they decide

becomes vour choice And it stands. The question is:

do you want the death penalty representing you?

A Solid Dose Of Home Grown
Reggae Music

By Max Senior

The University of Massachusetts was again blessed

with a solid dose of "Home Grown" reggae music

prescribed by probably the two best reggae per

formers, Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh Both artists are

regarded as outstanding songwriters, arrangers and

performers and are well recognized on the interna-

tional scene.

Jimmy Cliff, as a singer/performer has been well

known in Jamaica for over twenty years. Starting m

the early 1960's with the Ska and then revolving with

the times into Rocksteady and culminating into the

more complete and fulfilling sound (at the beginning

of the 70's) now best known as reggae. Jimmy Cliff is

most often recognized for his leading role in the film

"The Harder They Come", produced by Perry Henzel.

The "Harder They Come" got world wide recognition

because of its social and political implications and also

because of the "New Rhythm", which is part of the

film and which was ignored, until then, outside of

Jamaica Even in Jamaica, many of the so called

"middle class", could not associate themselves with

the movie, or the music for that matter, which at the

time was known as "Rasta r\/lusic".

Many viewers of the film still have not "gotten the

message" that the film and the music carry, but are

more entertained by the reggae beat while totally ig-

noring the words, or perhaps just not understanding

them.
, , .

Peter Tosh, internationally known only recently has

been well known in Jamaica for a very long time Unitl

the mid 70's he was a "key man" for the late Bob

fy^arley, and was probably as important to Bob Marley

and the Wailers as was Bunny Wailer Peter Tosh is

better known as a protest songwnter/singer than he is

as an entertainer Songs such as "I'm a walking

razor I'm dangerous" and "Everyone is crying out

for peace, none is crying out for justice" carry in them

a clear-cut reiection of the status quo

His performance on Thursday night at the Fine Arts

Center was typical of Peter Tosh,' well known for his

"Ganja-smoking on stage" He delights in being

shielded by his smoke out of which he sometimes
emerges smiling. Quite unlike his recorded music, it

was difficult to understand the lyrics as he sang. To
perform, and satisfy an audience, immediately behind

Jimmy Cliff, is also a very difficult task indeed. Peter

Tosh's music and performance were overwhelming

and at times overpowering, and as we, in Jamaica,

would sometimes say, "to listen to good reggae it has

to crack in your ear" The music on Thursday night,

from both artists, did crack in my ear.

1 have never seen an artist as calm and relaxed after

almost two hours of "nonstop" music, as Jimmy Cliff

was after his performance on Thursday night at the

Fine Arts Center. Back stage, he was very quick and
sharp with answers to the many questions that were
thrown at him. At one point he seemed annoyed when
someone asked him about his taking the place of Bob
Marley. He responded without much hesitation that

each man has his own place and that no one can fill

another man's place because a man cannot do the

work another man has to do. During the interview,

Jimmy Cliff revealed that he gave Bob Marley and

Desmond Decker, ( another well known Jamaican
singer)their first break, in 1963, by introducing them to

a producer who gave them the opportunity to make
their first record. Jimmy Cliff, who reveals no external

evidence cr being a Rastafarian--no locks, only a little

beard, no Rasta tarn, and does not appear Dread -was

asked if he is a Rastafarian, and if this was a new
"thing" for him, he replied that he has always been

one because he was born a black man, and it is not

something you become, it is something that you are

born with, "It is not something external; it is within

the heart. It's Love" he said. His language is occa-

sionally punctuated with some Rasta speech, which is

typical of many Jamaicans, whether he/she is a Rasta

or not, words such as, I man, Idren, Love, lery. Hail,

and Peace.
Jimmy Cliff expressed his great desire to play more

of his "Bongoman" type of music, basically drums
and vocal, a style he said that he grew up with. He un-

doubtedly was referring to the drums and chants of

the Pocomania, a socio-religious group of people from

the poor working class, still existing in Jamaica, who
flourished during the 1940's and 50's. Their drumming
and chanting is carry-over from the days of slavery,

but more so from our African heritage and traditions.

He soberly said, however, that this type of music is

not what the people want to hear.

Asked about his trips to South Africa, Jimmy Cliff

said that laws prohibiting people from going to South
Africa were not for people like himself, because he

was bringing love to the people of South Africa,

blacks as well as whites, and that his next visit to

South Africa will be to "celebrate the Victory", referr-

ing, I believe, to Majority Rule.

He has also toured Zambia, the Cameroons and
several other African countries where he said that he

was well received. He feels that reggae is received bet-

ter in Africa than any other place, even Ja (referring to

Jamaica). He hinted that this may be his last tour of

North America for some time, and that he might be

putting more interest in Latin America and Africa.

Probed as to why he and Peter Tosh were on tour

together, Jimmy Cliff replied that they had admired

each other for a long time and this was an opportunity

to do a tour together. Asked if there were plans to do
a record together, Jimmy Cliff replied, "Anything is

possible" but that there were no immediate plans.

What Jimmy has planned is to do another movie,

which IS now in the scripting stage. Asked how he

keeps fit and relaxed after so many rigerous perfor-

mances, he replied: "It's love. It's love."
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Eddie James Carthan was born October 18, 1949,

m Tchula, Mississippi the son of James and Carrie

Carthan, married the former Shirley Unger has

three children. Cissye Lynette 8, Neketa Genice

6, and Edelia Juana 3, and was voted the mayor

of Tchula, Mississippi in 1977.

He is a deacon of Zion City M.B. Church and a

nnember of King David Masonic Lodge No. 112.

He attended Freedom School in the 60's and was

arrested with Martin Luther King,

He earned a Bachelor of Science degree with a

major m Social Science at Mississippi Valley State

University and a Master of Science in Educationa

Administration and Supervision from Jackson

State University. Me studied Law at the Univer-

sity of Mississippi.

Eddie Carthan began his professional career as an

instructor of Social Studies at Saints College in

1972. He was elected to the Holmes County

Board of Education and became president of that

Board. In 1973 he worked with the U.S. D«pt.

of Commerce, Office of Minority Business Enter-

prise as a business specialist at Lexington Business

Services, Inc. He became a leading Holmes

County businessman owning 5 businesses, all now

defunct due to continuous political harassment.

The election o* Eddie James Carthan on June 7.

1977 was made possible by the Vet ng Rights

Act o^ 1965. Carthan was the first Black smce

Reconstruction to be elected mayor of a biraciai

town in the Mississippi Delta The election of

independent Black politicians like Eddie Ca''than

IS a threat to the Deep South's whae power

structure,

Tchula: The Rsality

LocatPd >n the rich Delta region, where cotton

IS king, Tchula (pop. 3.000 - 80% Black) has

bee.i rul0d for over a century by a small nu..it>er

of white planters and merchants The legacy

jf economic and political oppression is

staggering

• aver 30% unemployment

• 81% of the hoising units deteriorating

• 68% of the population on welfare

• 47% of homes without plumbing facilities

INTERNATIONAL
UPDATE

The Reaction

Carthan's refusal to accept a bribe from the white

power structure signaled the start of a campaign

to destroy him. In collusion with county and

state officials, a controlling faction of the Board

of Aldermen employed rumor, negative press,

court suits, physical threats, economic sanctions,

and brute force to prevent him from carrying out

his duties. When this failed to stop him. they

^psorted to political frame-ups reminiscent of the

tactics used against Black elected officials 100

years ago.

• Mayor Carthan and 6 officials of Tchula were

convicted of simple assault on a law enforce-

ment officer and sentenced to three years m
the State Penitentiary. The case was appealed

to the Mississippi Supreme Court and the lower

court's ruling has been upheld.

• Mayor Carthan was convicted of giving false

information to a federally insured bank, even

though two men convicted m the case ad-

mitted forging his name on documents

• Mayor Carthan and his brother. Joseph, were

arrested and indicted for "armed robbery".

"conspiracy" and "capital murder". The

charges have arisen from the mjrder of

Roosevelt Granderson, one of the Black

Alderman who sided with the white power

structure. In June 1981, Granderson was

killed m an attempted robbery of the store

where he worked. Two men have been

brought to trial for the murder One told

8 visitor to the \a\\ that authorities had

attempted to get him to implicate Carthan

in the murder m exchange for his freedom.

He refused The second man pleaded guilty

to a reduced charge, apparently in exchange

for testifying that the Carthan brothers

ordered the murder. This trial begms October

19, 1982. The maximum penalty for capital

murder is death.

The. trials of Eddie Carthan and the T'^hula 7 have

aroused concern rationally and Internationally. The

World Studint Christian Federation has endorsed

the cimpaigo.to free th«f«.. The Nttlonel Council

of Churg^•», tfter »end^no a delegation to Mluiss

ippi to investigate, passed a resolution calling for

a Justice Department investigation into the

harassment of Black elected officials and the

prosecution of Eddie Carthan.

All over the nation, peopie of good will are

rallying to the cause of the Tchula 7, The most

dramatic support has come from Holmes County,

where local residents raised the $230,000 bond

for Eddie and Joe Carthan, and on the day of

their arraignment hundreds came to the court-

riocfse to express their solidarity.

Call to October 16th Rally

Di. Martin Luther King once referred to Missis-

sippi as the state "sweltering in the heat of

injustice". It is clear, m light of the Mississippi

Supreme Court decision, that the State of

Mississippi feels it cannot allow such a symbol of

courage and strength as exemplified by Eddie

James Carthan and the Tchula 7 to go unchecked.

The purpose of this rally is to call all people of

this country who love freedom and beUeve that

dl human beings have a natural right to justice,

to come to Jackson on October I6th.

Eddi^ Carthan's life is m danger. Thousands of

peop -* gathering in Jackson will have an impact

on the murder trial which begins October I9th.

This '. of participation will tell Mississippi and

the . 'rrid that this is a "new day", that Martin's

drea- becomes reality at ast, that Eddie Carthar

and • e Tchula 7 must be free to pursue justice,

freedom and "the good life" for all people

everywhere and that Black political rights must

be preserved

The Implications

Carthan symbolized the possibility of genuine en-

franchisement and political democracy fo. Blacks

across the South He has been convicted because

ha can not be bought. M the case against hinn is

allowed to stand, progress for all Blacks and

minorities will be set back for decades.

Come join us in Solidarity.

by Robert Teixeira

Marcos in the U. S.

Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos arrived in

Washington on an official visit last week, to discuss

the future of U.S. military bases in his country and

economic trade between the two countries.

The U.S. maintains two large military bases in

Philipine territory, the Sjbic Bay Naval base which is

used by the Seventh Fleet, and the Clark Field Air

base, station of the 13th Brigade Tactical Air Force.

The Reagan Administration wants to conclude a

new agreement as soon as possible with the dictator

in view of the fact that the 1979 agreement on the

bases will expire soon.

Top government officials in this country consider

the Philippine bases as strategic locations to control

the westward movement of troops that could be

deployed in the oil-rich Middle East and the Indian

Ocean.

Marcos' regime is beset with deep econonnic pro_

blems stemming from a foreign debt of more than $lb

billion and a balance of payments deficit this year of

$539 million

U. S. strengthens Racist Police Force

The Reagan Administration's continued complicity

with the racist Apartheid regime of South Afnca was
exposed once again last Monday when the State

Department issued an export license for the sale of

2,500 high voltage night sticks for the fascist state's

police force

The sale of these high voltage batons, which are

similar to cattle prods, seems to confirm the Ad-

ministration's official vow to develop friendlier rela-

tions between the nations.

Hong Kong Sovereignty Talks Open

British phme minister Margaret Thatcher went on an

offical visit last Wednesday to the People's Republic

of China for talks concerning the future sovereignty of

Hong Kong. Hong Kong is presently a British Crown
colony whose lease is due to expire in fifteen years.

On Thursday, the Chinese Prime Minister Zhao
Ziyang stressed the Republic's intention to re-assert

full control over the long-held colony

Death Toll of Massacre

The Lebanese Red Cross announced last Thursday

that the final death toll of the massacre of Palestinian

men, women and children in the Shatila and Sabra

refugee camps was estimated to be well over a thou-

sand

Meanwhile, the Israeli Government continues to

deny any involvement in the massacre despite clear

evidence that its army surrounded and supervised the

so-called "mop-up operations" conducted by the ex-

treme right-wing Phalangist militia. For example, the

Israeli Army did not allow any of the defenseless

Palestinian civilians to leave the camp area during the

time of their slaughter. Also, truck loads of bodies

were allowed to pass through Israeli Army lines

withouth interference.
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The Third World
Women's Task Force
by Deanna L McRae

The Third World Women's Task Force, located at

the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall, is an

enriching blend of nnothers, students (undergraduates

and graduates), homemakers, workers, and wonnen of

all ages and backgrounds fronn the Third World com-

munity
The concerns of the Task Force range from the

various forms of oppression facing the Third World

community around the world to local issues such as

budget cuts, eviction, food stamps, racism and of

course, sexism
If you are interested in becoming involved with, or

learning more about the Third World Women's Task

Force, loin them for an open house pot-luck dinner at

Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall, Wednesday,

September 29th from 6-8 p m The affair will be

catered by Yvonne John and child care will be provid

ed For more information, contact Panna Putnum or

Malika Jones at 545-0883.

The Third World Women's Task Force is sponsoring

a film series this autumn semester entitled: Third

World Worrier} in Liberation Struggles This is a lun

chtime film series held every other Thursday at noon

until 1 p.m
The first film in the series is You Have Struck a

Rock\. an excellent film concerning the participation

of women in struggle against apartheid m South

Africa. The film is approximately 30 minutes long,

discussion to follow This presentation is free and

open to all, it will be shown Thursday (September

28th) at noon in Room 804-08 in the Campus Center

building at U Mass Amherst For more information,

call Betsy at 545 0883
October 14 Bottle Babies i>lestles' in Kenya
October 28 Women in Arms Nicaragua

November 4 Chile: Four Wornens' Stories

November 18 Women Under Siege Palestine

December 2 Of Veiled Revolution

"Study abroad Fair'

October 6th all day in the Student Union Lobby.

Informantion talbes on all regions of the world

will be present including those of Africa and the

Caribbean

Announcement C.C.E.B.MS. convocation will take

place Monday, September 27th at 700 p.m. in Room

1009 in the Campus Center. Check it out!

Lateef Muhammad is now back at the New Africa

House Barber Shop located in the basement. It'll be

open on Wednesdays only from 10;00 a.m. until 6:00

p.m. Cut and Style all Grades of Hair. "The Universal

Barber Stylist".

Auditions For "Homeland", a drama/comedy about

South Africa and the United States by Steve Fried-

man and Selaelo Maredi and produced by Third World

Theatre. Needed are 4 Black Actors (2 male, 2

female), 4 White Actors (2 male, 2 female); experience

preferred but not required. Also, they are looking for

actors capable of doing accents or willing to learn.

The Audition Schedule for UMass is: Thursday,

September 30th between 4-6 p m at Hampden

Theater Southwest. For more information, please call

545-0190.

Third World Theatre presents their Fall 1982 Series

beginning with:

Home by Samm-Art Williams, the award-winning

Broadway hit about a young man's odyssey from the

rural south to the big city. Presented by the Negro

Ensemble on Thursday, October 7th at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

Life in the Fast Lane, a one man tour de-forcp by

Japanese-Hawaiian poet Lane Nishikawa. Presented

by the Sansei "Theatre Company on Thursday, Oc-

tober 28th at 8 p m in Bowker Auditorium

Homeland by Steve Friedman and Selaelo Maredi, a

domestic comedy about South Africa and the United

States. An original presentation on Thursday, Friday,

Saturday on November 18, 19, and 20 and on

December 2, 3, and 4 in Hampden Theatre

Southwest, all performances are at 8 p m
Ticket Information The Third World Theater

Series strives to make quality theater available to all

people Single event tickets are $ 2.(X) for students

and $ 3.00 for the general public Tickets will be sold

at the box office on the evening of the performance

Group Discounts are available. For further information

call 545-3604

B.M.C.P. A Call For Unity: Tune In
by Victoria Carter

Black Mass Communications Project is ? media

organization broadcasting and creating alternative

programming for the Third World community on cam
pus BMCP has a wide audience which is the basis for

one o* the Project's slogans: "if your radio isn't on

BMCP, then it's not really on
"

P,MCP has about 72 hours of broadcast time on

A/MUA and it's programs are on at various times of

the day or night In the future they would like to

achieve across-the-board block programming so that

BMCP would be on at the same time each day.

Recently, many of the hours that BMCP has had ac-

cess to the station have been devoted to Urban Con-

temporary Dance Music (Funk?) But, starting in Oc-

tober, shows offering more of a diverse spectrum of

Black Music will be aired Also, a new video resource

IS being developed by Frank

BMCP will also feature a public affairs show which

the public affairs director is currently organizing The

show will air once a week on Saturdays from 7-8 pm
and will focus on some of the many Black heroes who
have come to the U Mass campus For example,

Angela Davis, Dick Gregory, Andrew Salkey, and

Malcom X are only a few of the recordings in the

BMCP tape library These tapes will be released to the

community on loan, to high schools, for example, and

other interested groups

The project is interested in recruiting Third World

men and women to play Reggae, Blues, African-

American Instrumental and other forms of Black

Music Also, folks interested in news, editing, produc-

tion, public affairs and sports are welcome Several

people, after working with BMCP, have gone on to

work professionally in radio

Diversity m programming, with a focus on educa-

tion and unity within the Black community, is the goal

of BMCP Come to the BMCP meetings and take ad-

vantage of the power of communication! Use this tool

that is available for Third World students The office

of BMCP IS located at 402 Student Union, University

of Massachusetts, 545-2426 Come by and work

together to create and support Black Mass Com-

munication Project and "Help Keep Black Music

Alive''

Darryl "D.R." Ruffin cues up a record

WMUA.
at
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Northampton man arraigned in

alleged rape of UMass woman

General Gl««s Company employee Web
Knowles puts the finishing touches on a win-

dowpane installed in the newly completed

greenhouse, near Franklin Dining Commons,
constructed to replace its ramshacklel

predecessor.
^
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Students express

their views onUM
residential areas
By JONATHAN PERRY
Collegian Correspondent

Students living in residential areas on campus are

usually satisfied with returning to their old rooms, or with

the rooms assigned by Housing Services. Some, however,

decide to try something new and begin looking at other

areas off campus. Personal taste in living style is always a

major factor in choosing between the five residential areas

on campus.
Dave Kezer. a freshman political science major, and

Richard Gillis a freshman pre med major, seem content

with their dorms in Sylvan.

"I came here at orientation and liked what I saw.

especially the suites. It's basically quiet and removed from

campus but I can still go to parties if I want to. And it's

good to study during the week," said Kezer.

The only drawbacks from his point of view is that it's

somewhat removed from the main part of campus.

Gillis expressed the same sentiment, adding that

because Sylvan is somewhat removed from the main pulse

of campus, "its very easy to study during the week. On the

weekend there are parties but they are small and don't get

out of hand."

It's also safer because of the two locks on the doors

instead of one. which is what the other dorms have. Also

each buUding has it's own recreation room and that s a big.

plus. " he said.

By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

A man was arraigned yesterday morning in Hampshire

County District Court in Northampton for the alleged

rape of a 21 year old University of Massachusetts student

early Sunday morning.

Jose Felipe Martinez. 24. formerly of New York City,

pleaded innocent to charges of aggravated rape and was

transferred to the Northampton House of Correction

after failing to meet a $50,000 cash bail.

Judge Alvertus J. Morse ordered the case continued

until Oct. 6 when a pre trial hearing will be held.

Amherst Police said the unidentified UMass student

from Northampton was allegedly attacked at 2:30 a.m.

Sunday in the area of Amity Street and South Prospect

Street.

Rape prevent!

sense -it can't
ByAMYJENNESS
Collegian Staff

There are no guarantees in rape prevention but it is

important for women to become aware that rape can

happen to anyone, said the Coordinator of the Coun

selor/ Advocate program, Catherine Roach.

"People need to educate them«ielves and believe that it

can happen \f> them. Women need to know that rapes

occur and many are planned." Roach said.

Tildy Turohinetz. a full time advocate for the Women's

Issues Team within Student Center for Educational

Research Advocacy (SCERA). said much of rape

prevention is common sense.

"I would suggest taking self defense courses, not

walking alone at night and be very careful about the

company you keep because most rapes occur by

acquaintances. Most of these are common sense

suggestions." she said.

"Even if individually everyone takes these precautions

there are still going to be rapes. On a collective approach,

there needs to be people working together to try and

Police took the victim to the UMass infirmary where

she was treated and released.

Police Chief Donald Maia said he would not specify how

the rape was reported or what injuries were,sustained by

the victim for fear he would "jeopardize the case or in-

fringe on the rights of the individual apprehended."

Prosecutors at the arraignment argued for the $50,000

cash bail on grounds that Martinez has no known address,

although he had been occasionally sheltered at the A
Better Chance (ABC) House, which provides an

educational program for disadvantaged youngsters, on

North Prospect Street in Amherst.

A spokesperson in the Hampshire County Clerk of

Courts Office said the pre-trial conference which will be

held in less than two weeks was .scheduled so soon

because of Martinez's incarceration while the case is

being continued.

on is common
be guaranteed

understand and educate each other around the issues of

rape," said Turchinetz.

The Hampshire County Rape Information and

Prevention Project sUtes in its handbook. Rape: A
Handbook of Preventive Measures," Ideally women

should not have to change their lifestyles to insure their

safety. Unfortunately, the realities of rape often

necessitate such measures."

The handbook also said. 'Because the problems of rape

are so complex, rape prevention requires far more than

locked windows and drawn shades. It involves changing

attitudes and practices in our society that promote

violence against women, as well as organizing

cooperative efforts to make our homes, streets and work

places safer."

Federal Bureau of Investigation statistics show one out

of every three women in the United States will be raped

in her lifetime. The FBI also reports one in every ten rape

vicitims report the rape to the police.

The United Stales Department of Justice statistics

conflict with the FBI's figures. They report out of 135,000

women interviewed, of those who were raped, 50 percent

never reported the crime.

The "Bowl" at Orchard Hill, one of the

Maaaachusetts.

Tim Griffith, a junior psychology major, and Greg

Tsongalis. a junior zoology major, belong to Alpha Phi

Omega, but live in dorms at Orchard Hill. Griffith, who

originally lived in Sylvan, moved because, he said. "I felt

like I was living in a cave because we were segregrated."

'It's open here, you meet people and for me it's a better

experience." He emphasized that Orchard Hill was

especially good because "it has a big residential college and

the professors live in dorms here. Any questions you have

goto them.

"

"You can come up and escape from campus, but it's also

close enough for facilities and conveniences. I'm only one of

three original members living here. And co-ed living is

great in getting the sexes to know each other," Tsongalis

said.

Both however, oppose the single sex bathrooms very

strongly, claiming the hassles they create throw up an

five residential areas at

Collefiaa plrata by Jin Power*

the University of

unnecessary roadblock that causes friction between the

two sexes.

Barbara Supeno. an undeclared sophomore, and Alice

Lee, a sophomore hotel, restaurant and travel ad-

ministration (HRTA) major, evaluated their homeground.

Northeast.

^^upeno. who has lived in Northeast since her freshman

year, likes the area because "it's a laid back environment."

"You get to know people because it's a small area and if

you want to study it's great because of the library across

the street. ' Compared to Southwest, the whole section in

the Quad is small and open and everyone sees everyone."

Supeno said.

"The activities are fun because we have volleyball and
football games here." Lee added.

"It's a real community here. Everybody joins in on the

fun." she said. Continued on page 9
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World and national news

Peacekeeping

by Lebanese
BEIRUT. Ubanon (AP) - French and Italian

peacekeeping troops, welcomed by smiling Palestinian

children and women offering tea, moved into the Sabra and

Chatilla refugee camps yesterday, scene of the Beirut

massacre.

But 1.200 U.S. Marines, third component of a new

peacekeeping force, remained offshore, awaiting the

complete withdrawal of Israeli forces from this bloodied

capital.

"Tonight we will sleep in our house because the French

are here." said Amal Alaa Adein. a 17 year old girl whose

father, grandfather and grandmother were murdered in

the Sept. 16 18 massacre, carried out by Lebanese

Christian militiamen.

She. her mother and sister have been staying at a school

outside the camps since they were afraid the killers would

return. "Now we are not afraid." she said.

So far. Lebanese authorities have confirmed that about

600 people were killed in the bloodbath. Yesterday,

hundreds of women from the camps gathered tearfully at a

ma.ss grave in Chatilla to pray for the victims.

In Israel. Prime Minister Menachem Begin's Cabinet was

scheduled lo meet today, and the Israeli news media

predicted Begin would bow to intense public pressure for a

full judicial inquiry into Israeli conduct during the camp

killings.

Air traffic controller fired:

the union forced the strike

BOSTON - A North Kingstown. R. I. air traffic con

troller. fired in last years nationwide strike, was harassed

by the union into striking and should get his job back, with

back pay. a federal official said yesterday.

William Carroll III. presiding federal officer in the case,

said this is the first time in New England that the Federal

Aviation .Administration's iFAA) firing of a controller is

being reversed because of union harassment.

The F.AA can stop the decision reinstating Arnold Smith.

a 33 year old father of three, from becoming final in 35

days by asking for review. CarroU added. The decision was

issued P>iday.

"My initial decision was to reverse the FAA's removal of

Mr. Smith based on the finding that he had ... proven that

he was unduly harassed by union members into striking.

said Carroll. Boston regional director of the Merit Systems

Protection Board.

Mormon researcher slashed

accused offalse cancer scare
MARIANNA. Fla. - A doctor has been lured to a ren

dezvous and stabbed for the second time since he reported

what he thought was a high cancer rate in a little Florida

town, his brother said yesterday.

Dr. Frederick Boedy. who was slashed in the arm Sept.

15 and whose carport caught fire three days later, had

already talked of leaving the area to protect his family.

He was stabbed in the stomach late Sunday or early

yesterday and was recovering at Jackson County Hospital

in Marianna. Pete Boedy said by telephone from his home

in Atlanta. Police said the doctor was stabbed at his office

in Marianna. the seat of rural Jackson County.

"The wounds were more serious this lime," Pete Boedy

said. -He required surgery." The 30 year old family

physician was listed in good condition, a hospital

spokeswoman said.
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AP ImMryboto

An elderly Palestinian man weeps openly at a

memorial service held yesterday for the people

massacred at Sabra. Yesterday was also the

Moslem Feast of Eid. .
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Dukakisplans to veto Kings

cleathpencdty bin given Ihe chance

BOSTON — The Democratic controlled Legislature has

moved quickly to highlight an issue that the party's own

nominee for governor. Michael S. Dukakis, might just as

soon avoid.

The Criminal Justice Committee is holding a hearing on a

death penalty bUl today filed by Gov. Edward J. Kmg

shortly before Kings defeat by Dukakis in the Democratic

primary Sept. 14.
. . . j u

Dukakis opposes the death penalty and has said he

would veto King's bill, given the chance. His opponent m

the November finale. Republican John W. Sears, says he

believes capital punishment is a deterrent, and he has

specifically endorsed Kings bill.

The issue has been a perennial one in Massachusetts tor

a decade, every since the U.S. Supreme Court threw out

all existing capital punishment statutes and then opened

the door for new ones.

Vietnam veteran suffers post

traumatic stress disorder
SOUTH DEERFIELD - A two-tour Vietnam veteran

and holder of the Purple Heart apparently flashed back to

those Southeast Asia jungles while crouched in his

doorway here holding off police with a rifle and a shotgun,

his psychiatrist has said.

Roger "Doc" Storozuk. 32. suffered from post traumatic

stress disorder, which has afflicted other Vietnam

veterans. Northampton State Hospital psychiatrist Dr.

Claire Marshall has told police, the Greenfield Recorder

reported yesterday.

A medical technician was wounded in the standoff on

Friday as Storozuk spent 45 minutes crouched in his

doorway with a rifle and shotgun, police .said.

Storozuk. 32. called the technician. Dana Wolfram, a VC
— a Viet Cong soldier — as the man edged toward him.

backed by police. During a struggle, a bullet from the rifle

lodged in Wolfram's pelvis, said the police.

Benefit increase

for government

aided families
WASHINGTON (AP) — The nation's 22 million food

stamp recipients wiU get an average 8.5 percent benefit

increase - their first in two years - on Friday as the

government begins a new fiscal year.
,. , ,

But the start of fiscal 1983 will also usher in cutbacks and

economy measures in other welfare programs and

Medicare, the health insurance program for 28 million

elderly and disabled Americans.

Many adults seeking Aid to FamUies with Dependent

Children (AFDC) wUl be required to look for work fu-st.

Medicare will no longer pay for private rooms in hospitals

or skiUed nursing facilities, unless the patient's condition

requires seclusion. The health insurance program wiU only

pay for semi private rooms, saving $54 million.

Food stamp benefits have not risen since 1980. The boost

on Friday will raise the average monthly benefits for a

family of four by $20 from $233 to $253.

Congress skipped last year's normal annual adjustment in

the so called "thrifty food plan" for food stamp recipients

as part of President Reagan's first round of budget cuts.
.

The lawmakers also rejiggered the formula to hold down

this year's increase in the $11.3 bUlion program. They

ordered $548 million in savings - including reduced

payments to states with high error rates - in a bid to keep

the fiscal 1983 costs under $1 1 billion.

Job discrimination suits have

dropped, contradicting Reagan
WASHINGTON — Internal records of the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission and a lawyers-

study of Justice Department operations, contradict

President Reagan's claim that his administration has

enforced civil rights laws more actively than its

predecessors.

An EEOC document obtained by The Associated Press

showed that, contrary to Reagan's recent claun to a black

audience, the number of job discrimination suits approved

by the commission has dropped sharply.

And the independent Washington Council of Lawyers

concluded in a recent report that "the administration has

retreated from well estabUshed, bipartisan civil rights

policies" in several areas. Enforcement of school

desegregation and fair housing laws has all but halted,

according to the 138-page study.
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Chairman says,

Commune^.11

1

courses limited
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Correspondent

About 800 students were unable to take covu-ses they

had preregistered for in the Communications Studies

department this semester due to the limited resources said

department chairman, Jay Savereid.

Nearly 200 students registered as undecided are at-

tempting to be admitted to the Communication Studies

department, Savereid said. This is despite the establish-

ment last fall of prerequisite courses a student must pass

before being admitted to the major.

"The centrality of mass communication and other com-

munication theory in the lives of people in the American

society really means that we're not a flash in the pan.

Students are going to want to study this and students are

going to want to find jobs and so we do deserve more

resources," Savereid said.

The department's problems of a 40-1 student 'instruc-

tor ratio and mass lecture teaching in the 100 and 200

level courses are due in part to the sudden popularity of

Communication Studies with broadcasting, specifically

television studies, being the areas experiencing the

greatest demand. Savereid said.

The School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, which in-

cludes the Communication Studies department, accounts

for 18 percent of the instruction on campus but only

receives 11 percent of the University's budget. Savereid

said. He said the shortage of faculty, not a lack of

technology, is a problem as the curriculum is oriented

toward theory rather than as a training program.

Last semester the existence of the Communication

Studies department was threatened by former Chancellor

Henry Koffler's Long Range Plan. Under this proposal

the department would have been split up and combined

with other departments. However, this proposal was

dismissed in the faculty senate late last semester after the

Communication Studies department received what

Savereid called "strong support" in a letter from a Com-

munication Studies department head at Stanford Univer-

sity in which the department head wrote in behalf of the

UMass department.

The currently emerging report of Acting Chancellor

Loren Baritz is more supportive of communication

studies. In this report the department is mentioned as be-

ing oversubscribed and in need of more resources,

Savereid said.

The results from a survey Savereid said was given to

Communication Studies students who had graduated five

years ago showed the largest single group of graduates

who responded went into the broadcast industry.

,*:,.-.^^'-^-*'^.

Plmto by Mattkew Lavoi*

Student Dawn Smith found a niche outside the Alumni Office where she plied her paint brush

in peace last weekend.

^ ^» ••. ^- "*» '

Voter r^istration drive is successfiil

Town Qeriffi office to return to canxpm
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

P'ollowing the registration of 1,000 University of

Massachusetts st ..dents la.st week, the Town Clerk's Office

will return to the campus next Monday and Tuesday in an

effort to register more students to vote in the Nov. 2

gubernatorial election.

Weather permitting, a table will be set up outside the

Student Union Building on Tuesday. The registration table

will be run both days from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Tuesday. Oct. .5. is the last day Massachusetts residents

may register to vote in the November 2 election. All

Amherst residents, including UMass students wishing to

vote here, are eligible to register for the gubernatorial

election.

The last day of registration coincides with a Nuclear

Freeze Rally, to be held Tuesday. October 5 in the Student

llnion Ballroom, or if it's a nice day on Metawampee Lawn
near the Campus Center. The rally will feature a number of

invited speakers, including Senator Edward Kennedy and

James Taylor.

Included on the November ballot will be referendum

questions concerning the nuclear freeze, the death penalty,

nuclear power, and the Bottle Law.

Last weeks registration drive prompted 489 students to

register Tuesday and 527 to register Wednesday. Many
students received special balloons from the Student

Government Association which read. "1 Registered to Vote

Today."

"In a state election year, that's about on target." said

Town Clerk Estelle Matusco. A similar number of students

registertnl in the 1978 gubernatorial election, she nottni.

"It (the number of students registering) depends many

times on the issues and candidates." she said.

"In the last gubernatorial election, only nine percent ot

the ehgible voters between the ages of 18 and 24 voted."

said Sheila Sullivan, chairperson of the Public Policy

Committee for the Student Government Association,

which sponsored the voter registration drive last week.

"With this voter registration drive, we hope to change

that." said Sullivan.

Grievance procedure
to be completed before

the end of semester
By LISAPEUULLH
Collegian Staff

The fifth draft of the sexual harrassment

grievance procedure, which was initiated

by former Chancellor Henry Koffler last

September, is expected to be completed

before the end of the semester, said Dr.

Louis Fischer, acting assistant to the

chancellor.

The sexual harassment policy of the

University of Massachusetts states, "no

member of the university community may
sexually harass another." In accordance

with federal regulations, the definition of

sexual harassment reads as follows:

"Unwelcomed sexual advances, requests

for sexual favors and other verbal or

physical conduct of sexual nature constitute

sexual harassment when: 1) submission to

such conduct is made either explicitly or

implicitly a term or condition of an in-

dividual's employment or academic work. 2)

submission to or rejection of such conduct

by an individual is used as the basis for

employment or academic decisions affecting

such individual or 3) such conduct has the

purpose or effect of unreasonably in-

terfering with an individual's work per-

formance or of creating an intimidating,

hostile or offensive working or academic

environment.

At present, the procedure is being

studied by two committees of the Faculty

Senate. They will approve or disapprove of

the draft at their October meeting. Fischer

said. Fischer said the draft will not have to

go back to the Board of Trustees. Fischer

will recommend the draft to the new

chancellor, and hopefully it will be enacted

by the end of October, he said.

The present draft has been accepted by

the UMass Legal Services Office (LSO). the

Women's Issues Team, and the Student

Government Association (SGA) Presidents

Office. There have been some objections

from the unions at the University on the

basis that they need it to be incorporated

into their contracts for their protection,

said Jane Zbyszynski. a member of the

Women's Issues Team of the Student

Center for Education and Research

Advocacy (SCERA).
"The procedure is pretty much what we

wanted." said Zbyszynski.

"It doesn't take away from students or

favor employees over students," she said.

The fourth draft, which was submitted

over the summer, was rejected by members
of the LSO and the Women's Issues Team
on the grounds that it had no standard

terms for review.

"The other procedure had no ac-

countability of review. It could be handled

on any basis." said Ruth Diaz of LSO.
Diaz said she met with Dr. Fischer over

the summer to discuss her dissatisfaction

with the fourth draft. Diaz then proceeded

to develop a new draft and changes were
made by Fischer based on feedback he had
received from the various groups involved

with the procedure.

"Dr. Fischer has been very good about

taking suggestions and incorporating

everyone's views." Diaz said.

She said Fischer approached the

procedure from a balanced position. He has

been sensitive to the issue of sexual

harassment and how it could be abused.

"We tried coming up with a procedure

that was sensitive to all," Diaz said.

Fischer said he is satisfied that the

procedure is as good a document as they

could put together. It provides an adequate

due process and a vehicle to assert the

rights ol the involved parties, he said.

C«(l*(i«i pkoto hj Jia PowOT*

Boyden tennis courts bear witness to the rainy weather
which has dampened the Pioneer Valley these past few days.

The meteorolognist is calling for a respite from the rain today,

with high temps in the 70's.
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WINE
DOWN

AFTER CLASS
2:50-y.00

OR AFTER THE SHOW
9:00-11:00

CHEESE and WINE
SAMPLER

Jf Jf J^ Jf Jf if if

$2.50

YOLR CHOia OF A \> J Oh THE

FOUOIUSC ir/\B.

FRENCH

I'A I m LOIRE

ROSh DASJOi'
GRASVMMTRF.

ROROfcAUX
t\IRh DFLX MERS

BARRIERt

CHMEM nECLYDFS

R^l RGQGNt
LA VIELLF FFRME
ROVGF OR BLANC

GERMAN

KANZEMER-SONNENBERG
RIESLING KABINETT 1977

CALIFORNIA VARIETAL4

WENTE BROTHERS
1980 GREY RIESLING

WESTE BROTHERS

1980 SAL VIGNON BLANC

BERINGER VINEYARDS

1980 CHARDONNAY

COMMONWEALTH U ISES

PLYMOUTH. MASS

CRANBERRY APPLE ROSE

SEY'VAL BLANC
DE CHAUNAC

AND ANY 3 SELECTIONS FROM OUR INTER-

NATIONAL CHEESE BOARD

On The Boitwood Walk

103 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

253-^927

UMass Health Services, CoUegian

for SAP'scoirane I VI

By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts DaUy CoUegian and

the University Health Services Department received com-

mendations from the Amherst Board of Selectmen last

night for their efforts in making the town s Speed and

Alcohol Patrol (SAP) program a success.
, ,. , ,^

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia explained that the

SAP program was successful because people became in-

volved and made the community aware of it.

•Both the CoUegian and University Health Services did

a more than admirable job in promoting the (SAP) pro-

gram," Maia said. ... ^u

"Health Services worked with us in designing the pro-

gram and held educational programs to inform the student

body about it." .

"Through the Collegian's articles, cartoons, and

editorials, everyone knew of the program's existence, he

continued. ... * ,u^
"1 don't think there is anyone in the Amherst area who

doesn't know about SAP and why it exists." he said.

^Fa ^F*. ^^a ^j

"We instituted the SAP program to address the

nrevious years' accidents," Maia said. "It has been very

successful We didn't make the arrests we anticipated and

we cut the number of automobUe accidents drastically.

This was due to the wide awareness promoted in the

*^Ed Levine, the Collegian's managing editor, and John

Brobst, the paper's editor-in<hief, accepted the commen-

dation on behalf of the CoUegian news staff^ Health ^r_

vices Safety Officer GUbert L. Motta accepted on behalf of

the Health Services Department. The awards were

presented by Chairman of the Board Edith WUkinson.

The commendation specifically mentioned the

CoUegian's previous managing editor Steven E. Semple

andcartoonist Mark Rollins for their contnbutions to

SAP's success.

"It's our job," Levine commented lat^r.

In other business, the selectmen heard a status report

on a childcare survey which they commissioned last year.

Deborah Carney, a chUdcare specialist, told the select-

men that the results of the survey, a needs assessment of

chUdcare in the Amherst area, will be avaUable m October.

Art department classes, iiniqpK and divose

Students should use Iheir resources

By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Correspondent

Whether in the paint-spattered corridors of the Fine

Arts Center studio wing, or in the shabby building known

as "Shepherd's Cottage." University of Massachusetts

art majors can be found in classroom atmospheres un-

familiar to most students.

"Despite the Fine Arts Center building, where we real

Iv function is in the old. run-down buildings no one else

wants." UMass Art Department instructor Norm

PhUlips said last week.

The buildings where art students work are scattered

all over campus, usually in very remote areas.

The Marshall Annex, a small, white, garage-like

building in the northeast area of campus, houses a

sculpture studio, a classroom area which most people do

not realize exists.
, _» „„;^«.

The "art bam." another workplace for art m^ors.

located behind the textbook annex and is the place where

undergraduate Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) majors

paint. . 1 *

The Metals Lab used by the department dates back to

the agricultural days of UMass history.

The environment within these art classrooms is disUnc-

tive and interesting. In the 4th floor wing of the Fine

Arts Center are a number of small room.s where students

paint nudes, inspect art objects, do photography or talk

with instructors.

"The Art Department classes are unique and very

diverse
" said Phillips. In addition to major areas of

study like ceramics, interior and graphic design, pnnt-

making. and sculpture, other classes such as jewelry

making are also offered. „ ,, u

Art history classes are located in Bartlett Hall, where

there is also an enormous slide library, Phillips said.

The Herter Gallery is a more popular recognized aspect

of the Fine Arts Department. The gallery is open to

everyone interested in viewing the work on weekdays,

from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays, 2 to 5.

Exhibits, the first semester, are by local professional

artists, and they change every three weeks, according to

Gallery Director Mike Cobelyn.

During the second half of the semester, graduate

students will be displaying thesis exhibits. Cobelyn said.

Exhibits in October will include work by first year

students, chUdren's art, and faculty displays.

Collcffiui photo bv Jiai Power*

Art professor Fred Becker instructs students in his InUglio I class in the proper way to

sharpen a tool used to etch metal printing plates.
^

EARN $5 - $8 PER HR.

BY DELIVERING
PAPA GINO'S PIZZA

IN HADLEY
Big dollars can be made delivering Papa Gino's

famous pizza. Learn how you can supplement your

income and have dollars to spare. You must own
your own car Salary, plus delivery charges are

yours! Our drivers have averaged between $&-$8 per

hr, full or part time.

If you are interested, olease call 584-0220 and ask for

General Manager. Equal Opportunity Employer

0> papa Qinos

RESUME WRITING

Efficient,

Quick,

Confidential

call 253-7466

After 5 PM
or Weekends
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Arts
A Journey of truth A Chronicle of youth
THIS JOURNEY
By James Wright
Atlantic, Little-Brown, 91 pp., $5.95
(paperbound)

By MYLES GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

This Journey, completed shortly before

James Wright's death in 1980, is a book of

visionary and reflective poetry of the

highest quality.

This new collection is an amplification of

the themes which have always been

prominent in Wright's poetry — the con-

stant contradictory struggle of the human
condition, for which there is no resolution,

and a transcendence that is found only in

nature. "Briefly in harmony with nature

before I die," says Wright. "(I say) Goodbye

to the living place, and all I ask it to do is

stay alive."

Approaching death, Wright doesn't fall

into sentimentality or self-aggrandizement.

Instead, the Pulitzer Prize winning poet

digs deeper to the core of existence than he

has ever done before. He does this for a

dual purpose. First, to make his final peace

and understanding with the world, and

second, to act as an enlightened emissary of

this understanding to the rest of us.

This Journey is enormous in its scope and

its maturity and wisdom. Wright doesn't

concentrate as much on the futility of

existence as he did in his Minneapolis Poem
15 years ago:

/ wonder how many old men last ivivter

Hungry and frightened by namelessness

prowled
The Mississippi Shore. . . dreaming

Of suicide in the river.

Instead, he comes to terms with existence

now as just one aspect of life that doesn't

necessarily have to be in control:

...The secret

Of this journey is to let the mind

Blow its dust all over your body

To let it go on blowing, to step

lightly

All the way through your ruins...

Ughtly,

Wright's poetry has religious overtones,

but he refrains from idealism. He can't find

anything to be wholly good or evU, right or

wrong. Each poem is a combination of

contradictory forces, especially poems

dealing with interactions between people.

In a field outside of Pisa, I saw a shepherd

Blown a little

To one side by the cooling sunlight,

He leaned as though a good tree were

holding

His body upright. .

.

...I hope he sang to himself. I didn't feel

like paying him to sing.

Wright graphically describes the in-

nocence of the shepherd, and the beauty of

his relationship to his flock and fields. But

then he qualifies and taints it by including

his own human folly of being unable to

merely accept and appreciate the situation

without introducing greed and

irrelevancies.

The shepherd is in harmony with the land

around him, the poet is in harmony with the

scene before him. but were the two to

interact, the transcendence would be gone,

replaced with picayune triviality.

Many of the poems in This Journey are

set in Europe. Wright, whose poetical

mastery was developed in his pastoral,

visionary insights dealing with the Midwest

makes the step gracefully into Europe.

Yet in studying and interacting with

Europe, he becomes a displaced person,

wondering where he truly belongs:-

/ am going home with the lizard.

Were ver home is.

And lie beside him unguarded

In the clear sunlight.

We will lift our faces even if it rains. .

.

The question is larger than a matter of

geography. Where indeed can one, who is

so in touch with the human predicament

find a home? For Wright, the answer is in

the ability to praise the living process and

cycle:

I wonder why the beautiful moor bird

Won't leave me alone.

AU I am doing is standing here

...Along the Adige, hoping

He wiU never die.

Through the changes and fluctuations of

This Journey, Wright leaves us tranquil

and shaken at the same time. He doesn't

attempt to show us the way. or guide us. He
reports to us. painfully and truthfully, the

progress of his own journey, and leaves us

assured that "Now we are all sitting here

strangely/ On top of the sunlight."

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

This is a book that can be approached

from many angles. Historically, it stands as

an invaluable first- person account of the

first World War and of the early feminist

movement in England. From Vera Brit

tain's own wartime nursing experiences,

and from letters from her brother, at the

Front, her fiance, and other friends,

Brittain drew a realistic picture of how the

war affected a country and a generation.

But perhaps most crucially. Chronicle of

Youth is a personal and highly moving

account of one young woman's dealings with

war, her turn from enthusiasm for the war

to pacifism, and the literal and spiritual loss

of youth.

When World War I broke out in 1914.

Vera Brittain was the popular and at

tractive daughter of a wealthy merchant.

Her early diaries tell of parties, dances, and

endless tennis matches. But Brittain was

also highly intelligent and bored with her

idle, stifling life, and against parental

opposition, she prepared for her

examinations and won a scholarship to

Oxford. She had earlier met Roland

"L*ighton. a school chum of her brother

Edward, and the diary follows their

deepening relationship. For twenty-year

old Brittain. life was good, and her diary of

these days is filled, as she says, with "lovely

idealism, glorious faith, (and) pathetic

verbosity."

But the die had been cast, and the

shadow of war moved over this sunny world

and colored Brittain's life and her writing.

She writes with excitement in the early

days of the war. about history being made
and events taking place — and the feeling of

being right in the middle of it. Then Roland

and Edward go off to fight. Excitement

fades with the day to-day realities of war.

Fear sets in. Wanting to contribute

somehow to the event uppermost in all of

their minds. Brittain, after her first year at

Oxford, leaves to become a nurse. Her
diary reflects the somber and tragic spirit

that replaced earlier enthusiasm. And as

her friends and her life are destroyed by the

war. she writes of "the cumulative effect of

day-by-day suspense and anguish, the

unillumined length of the night which had

done so much permanent quenching of

youthful hope and energy before it was
finished."

Vera Brittain's Chronicle is a moving

work that clearly charts the effect of

terrible events on one life. As Brittain

writes in her introduction, "(I) therefore

offer these humble and pathetic records of

the past as a warning and challenge to both

modern youth and its elders — who have

not always profited as they should from the

lessons we shared."

Shown above is Beauties in the Garden, one of the Chinese dances

which will be performed on Sunday at Bowker auditorium. The show
'-^rts at 7:00 and admission is free.

Bruce Springsteen's Nebraska
a return to his roots

Bruce Springsteen, pictured above (at left) in concert with friend

Robert Gordon, makes a return of sorts with his new album, Nebnuka.

BY RICK ALMEIDA
Collegian Staff

Bruce Springsteen has made a folk album.

Nebraska, the Boss's sixth album, is his

most daring change of pace yet.

The album is a reflection on the state of

the nation, with unemployment, crime and

poverty the predominant themes.

Springsteen opens the album with the story

of a Sarkweather-type mass murderer who

refuses to repent. As he is sent to the

electric chair, he says "They wanted to

know why I did what I did/Well sir I guess

there's just a meanness in this world."

While crimes of passion and desperation

permeate the album, the musical content is

the true revelation. Of the ten songs here,

nine are simply acoustic guitar and har-

monica. The guitar, however, is not a

pretty, superfluous. James Taylor strum

along. It moans and howls much like

acoustic blues, and is punctuated by

Springsteen's most soulful harmonica

playing to date.

Other than the Chuck Berryesque "Open

All Night." this album contains no rock and

roll. The E Street Band does not appear,

nor do any of the studio musicians that

made his other albums so impactful. So
what we are left with is a working class man
(not a working class myth, i.e. John

Lennon) baring his soul. The result is

amazing. In "Mansion on the HilF'

Springsteen contrasts the factory workers

with the wealthy living just outside the

city: "Tonight down here in Linden Town/I
watch the cars rushing by home from the

mill/There's a beautiful full moon rising

above/The mansion on the hill."

One of the more striking things about the
album is its raw but crystal-clear

production. The album was recorded on a
simple four track cassette recorder, a far

cry from the state-of-the-art digital process
used to produce the perhaps over-slick The
River. The return to basics has done
wonders for Springsteen. His return to

simpler instruments as.serts him as an
exceptional musical talent. His return to his
basic mill town songwriting style puts him

back in communication with his original

fans. And his return to basic recording

techniques has brought him a sound unlike

anything heard on vinyl at the moment.

As with every release since Bom to Hun,
the Boss has grown substantially. Unlike

the other releases, he now breaks new
ground in a stark, vulnerable, breathtaking
way.
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Radio show is first of kmd in New Engjand

By PHILLIP JENNINGS
Cdtegian Staff

D-recior. producer and host of African Forum. Greg

Anderson, said he believes nobody in this area is toUUy

devoted to African affairs.

There is a general Blackout' when it comes to the media

voicing the views of Africans and African Affairs." said

Anderson. ,

"People tend to get the impression that Africa is of no

importance to the world's population, this is toUUy false.

said Anderson. j ac
Anderson, a major in communications and Alro^

American studies at Hampshire CoUege. introduced

African Forum at WMUA six months ago and has received

many letters of support from his dedicated listeners

The show African Forum is the number one African

Affairs program in New England which features African

news and a regular update on the African Liberation

Movement. ...,,.. t

WMUA is number one in pubhc affairs because o\

programs such as African Forum which brings recognition

to the station

.

Anderson said there are many key minerals to be found

in Africa which are of great importance to the Western

'^'^Irica produces 95 percent of the worlds diamonds.

Cobah which is used to harden metals such as the tail fins

Sl^ianes. is of vital importance to the West. 80 percent

S Tl^ worlds Cobalt i-s found in Zaire, centra Africa^

Western aviation cannot do without Cobalt, said

^"(^^es from Ghana which is the world's leading

producer. Boxite also from Ghana and Copper which is

found in Zaire and Zambia are all critical mmerals which

I^ «^«^ bythe Western industries. The Wests interests

**"Afri^Ts also of great geopolitical importance to the

United States," said Anderson.
. ui u

-The American strategy, said Anderson, is to establish

outposts around Africa such as Morocco. Egypt, the

Soin^as and the horn of Africa. "American forces use

these outposus to support their interests hke minerals as

^as TliUry outposts to intervene in the liberation

struKiriesoflhe Africans." said Anderson.

Anderson said the U.S. has a base provided by an

African puppeteer, an African leader who may support the

U.S. beMUse of aid. so that they may interveen in the

''^Sg the freedom fight Anderson said SWAPO

(S«Xwesto Peoples Organization) EPLF (Eritrea People

liberation Front) and Congolese Liberation Front are

making considerable progress in their fights for freedom.

-Beagan will not give the freedom fighters arms, sad

AnderMHi. "He always backs their enemies like South

Minerals

( .<t GAM

Cy%t ntrutt'"
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Africa. Freedom fighters have but not choice to take arms

from wherever they can get ihem. If the Uevil will give

Ihem arms they will take them. For as Dick Gregory once

said. "He who controls Africa controls the destiny of

mankind."

TWrd Worid Theater Presents

Announcements
The THIRD WORLD THEATER SERIES introduces

its 6th season with a production by the acclaimed Broad-

way musical "HOME" written by Samm-Art Williams.

When:' Thursday, October 7, 1982 at 8:00 p.m.

Where: Bowker Auditorium, University of Massachusetts

at Amherst
Tickets: $2.00 for students, $3.00 for general public.

Tickets will be sold at the box office on the evening of the

performance. Group discounts available. For information:

Third World Theater Series. 545-0190.

The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.. Alpha

Kappa Chapter at the University of Massachusetts, will be

having a "Smoker" interest meeting for all "doi/m

brothers." For further information contact Alex

Murkison, 546-9347; PhU Pasley, 546-7197 or Ken

Johnston, 546-4214. Read "Black Affairs" or "Nummo

News" for details of dates and time.

BMCP general meeting wrill be held Monday October 4,

1982 at 6:00 pm in New Africa House. All members are

urged to attend, as well as new members.

Attention!! All former and prospective members of the

Third World Caucus of SGA, should attend a meeting in

the office of Third Worid Affairs, 317 SUB on Wednesday

September the 29, at 6 p.m.

Wanted! Registered voters to volunteer to help with the

Kennedy campaign. Contact Sheryle - Coordinator for

Kennedy campaign for the five college area. Call the Third

Worid Affairs, 545-2517, between 9-5.

The Malcolm X Center flocated in the Southwest

Residential College) is now accepting applications for

work-study positions. For information call at 5-2819. The

working hours of the center are:

Sunday - 2:00 pm- 10:00 pm Wednesday-4:00 pm-8:00 pm

Monday - 12:00 pm-4:00 pm Thursday - 1:00 pm-5:00 pm

Tuesday - 12:00 pm-10:00 pm Friday - 12:00 pm-3:00 pm

•'HOME" •urDri.inrly wm conceived on m Greyhound bus December 22 1976 when Samm-ibl

Will^. wwTh". wiy t" • .mall town in N^rth Curolinm. Through the bright and pUyf-l

T^Arr^^nhnl MUe. we ewerience the pain and atruggle of a black man who has a strong

:SrS':^.e?n a wo^^^^^^^^ him. On thejo^y back to hi. hometo^ Cephas

^J?el^ ^fl ofZp •»<» lo^« friendship.;; Cephus introduce, u. to a .tream of character.

k«* Aow the hunor and nobiltt? of "HOME".

Always Read
Black Affairs

EDITORIAL/OPINION

'mtcmi

Letters
Energy of demonstrators must

be applied to US problems

To the Editor:

The events in the Mideast the past few weeks have

triggered many reactions and reactions to reactions.

Through it all there pervades feelings of anger, disquiet,

vehemence and fear. For me there is a feeling of sadness.

All around us you can see supporters of Lebanon, sup

porters of Israel, neither of which are intrinsically in

opposition of the other, the haters of the Zionist

movement, the haters and supporters of the Palestinians

(Isaac, your two sons...), the haters of the Palestine

Liberation Organization, the haters, the supporters, the

them, the us. the you. the me.

The community of Amherst was a few days ago invited

by the Organization of Arab Students to their very own
live protest of the murders committed in I.iebanon. But by

showing up at the rally to share the grief and anger

surrounding the event, you also supported the OAS's

charges that the white supremist fascist state of Israel in

fact committed the refugee camp murders as well as the

assassination of the presidentelect. The "invitation" also

called for the universal destruction of the white supremist,

fascist, racist movement of Zionism.

There are a lot of nasty things going on over in that part

of the world and now you want to bring that fight over

here. You have successfully created the sides of

Israel/Zionism versus pro-PLO/Arab. but that fight is not

here. You tell me that I can not cry for the murdered

refugees because of my background, and that you in turn

want me destroyed. The killing is a circle, you know.

Israelis have killed Arabs, Arabs have killed Israelis, and

Arabs have killed Arabs. Where was your fight and in-

dignation when Syria decimated a city at the expense of

thousands of bves?

But nasty things are going on over here. too. Ask the

black children of Atlanta, or the blacks in Roxbury. or the

poor or the unemployed. Take your anger, your violence,

your accusations, and go somewhere else. There may not

be any foolproof answer right now. but some of us know

that the answer is not more killing.

Kevin R. Scudder
Amherst

Shedding some light on

the dormitory Tamp shortage

To the Editor:

As I sit here in the dark, trying to write this letter. I feel

my eyes starting to strain and a headache coming on. The

problem? Housing did not provide my room, or any other

room in Kennedy, and several other dorms with any

lighting other than a single ceiling light. Due to the fact

that I live in a "Z" room, this leaves half the room in the

dark after the sun goes down. At least last semester, I was

iMovided with a desk lamp which produced enough light for

sdesk.
I am paying more money this semester than last

semester, yet I am receiving less; something is askew

here. I feel that my fellow students and myself are bemg

cheated out of a necessity, not a luxury. My grades should

not suffer because I cannot study in my room, where I

prefer. I can think of better ways to spend my money, on

such items as books and supplies, then to spend it on a

lamp that should have been provided. Everyone who was

deprived of a lamp should receive one immediately, the

way it should have been!

Scott Silberghed

Southwst

From dead library to botanical

wonder in one easy lesson

To the Editor:

A cheaper and more practical solution to our "dead"

library problem (see MDC edit cartoon, p. 7. Sept. 23) may
be to take cuttings from the ivy holding together South

College, Goodell, Old Chapel and Memorial Hall, and star-

ting growth at the base of the University Library.

The only expense would be to chip away portions of tile

to get at the good earth, periodic feedings of fertilizer to

stimulate growth and a bit o' water. Labor could be

volunteered by a botany major or two.

By the end of the Century, the entire facing could be

completely covered with green leaves whose stems would

be glued to the mortar and prevent any chips from falling.

The Hall of Ivy thus resulting would stand as a beacon,

visible even from Harvard and Yale, that would proclaim

our dedication to humanistic education.

What Mother Nature hath joined, no man can put

asunder!

We keep the faith.

Dario Politella

Journalistic Studies

a^
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The view from
the far right
Perhaps the greatest thing to ever happen to

tired old liberalism was the rise of the New
Right and the Religious Right of which the Moral

Majority (boo, hiss, eek, help!) is its most publicized

member. Where before they could only point their tired

fingers at that old whipping boy big business, now they

can point, with juices really flowing, at that demonic, all

consuming horde who are purported to want to drag the

U.S. back into the dark ages. Want to get publicity, point

the finger; want to get roaring applause, point the finger.

As now, anyone who is anyone on the left are stumbling

over themselves in attempts to outdo the other in dooms-

day predictions and thus prove their liberal purity. Our

own college newspaper has run countless editorials all of

which differ very little from each other or from those of

their real world counterparts. Well today we are going to

try a different point of view. ^^

Katherine Curda

To start out let me state that though I am a conservative

Republican (having come out of the closet). I am not a

member of the New Right and often disagree with them

on certain issues. The New Right is but one part of a

broadbased conservative coalition and are definitely not

its principle spokesmen. The important thing to remember

however, is that though the New Right does not always

speak for the conservative movement, it does indeed

speak for a lot more people than it is given credit for. W^y
then are they being constantly attacked for exercising the

political rights claimed by all other lobbying groups? The

answer, of course, is that to many liberals it is okay to lob-

by congress or use the power of the judiciary as long as it

is for ideas they consider to be important.

Has it ever occurred to those of you who condemn the

actions of the New Right that not everybody in the coun-

try supports the ideas you support? Just as you decry the

idea of permitting prayer in public schools there are a

large majority of people who felt betrayed when what they

thought was their right was taken away by a single court

ruling. Just as you proclaim a woman's right to an abor-

tion, there are large numbers of people, women included,

who sincerely believe that abortion is murder of an inno-

cent life. I have no doubt that just as the Collegian runs

editorials attacking the New Right, there are other college

papers who run editorials attacking the liberal and far left.

What many people fail to realize is that ours is a vast and

diverse country and the values held in Massachusetts are

not necessarily those of Virginia or Kansas. What then to

do about this?

For many people, unfortunately, the answer seems to be

to simply declare your beliefs correct and brand those who

disagree with you as wrong. Are those who claim to be the

"Real Majority" being any less arrogant in their claims

than the Moral Majority which they attack? If one scans

the political spectrum it becomes apparent that the tactics

of the New Right are little different than many other

single issue groups. Labor groups vow to defeat anti-labor

members, feminists attack anti-ERA members. The Na-

tional Education Association, considered to be the most

powerful lobby in America, has targeted for defeat of all

those who opposed the creation of the Education Depart-

ment. So what is the difference between this and the

single-issue politics of the New Right that they are so at-

tacked for? Simple! Those who attack the New Right a^ee

with those other goals and therefore political arrogance is

magically transformed into political activism. Thus it is

okay for bishops to demand a nuclear freeze, but not to

campaign against it. They can speak in favor of abortion

and revolution, but not against it. One side becomes a

beacon of sanity, while the other is branded a harbringer

of right wing paranoia. My, aren't double standards con-

venient.

In closing it is important to remind those out there who

cry that the New Right is trying to take over tlie govern-

ment of one important fact. If it had not been for the con-

tinual growth of government and judicial power so cham-

pioned by liberals as the true way to achieve their idea of

social justice, there would not have been this power left

over for the New Right to use once all of you were out of

power. The monster you spent so much time creating has

been captured by someone else and all of you who built it

have no one to blame but yourselves when others use it to

forment their ideas on social policy. After all. who wrote

the book?
Katherine Curda is a UMass student

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor mu.st include the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the large

volume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines mj.^

be condensed due to space limitations.
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SATF ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS
New RSO treasurers and officers must at-

tend an SATF Orientation Workshop prior

to October 15th in order to (continue) in-

itiate any financial documents for the

Group. Workshops will be held as follows:

DATE
Wed.
Thurs.

Wed.
Thurs.

CAMPUS CENTER RM TIME

29 Sept. CC 168 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

30 Sept. CC 168 6.00 7:00 P.M.

13 Oct. CC911 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

-14 Oct. CC911 6:00 7:00 P.M.

Qdvor^buro travel

Attendance at one session is all that is required. Ses-

sions will review financial responsibilities and re

quirements placed on each RSO and respond to

questions. New nr^anuals will be distributed at the

meetings.

cU COMSIDERIMG A L^W CAREER? -S^J

sraiHWESTERrS U.^ERSJ^|^^^SCHOOL OF l^W

A representative from Southwestern Un.versity School of Law

^
will be on cannpus

Friday, October 1

Art • t

1

les

*****
Iff Coming

LAGKAF

Southwestern, the la..4est fully accredited l^w

school m California, .s a modern. urt>an institution

located ,n the WHshire Center area o( Los Angeles

In the midst of maior law firn.s and <
orporate

headquarters the Un.versiH ,s only a fe* n^iles

„n state and federal court buildings qov.-m

„,eT,t Id* offkes and regulatorv aqennes

Students way apply to one of four couise, ..I

study leadin<4 to the Juris Do<1o. degree

• a three year full time day division

• d (our \e,ii |)an time evening division

• a lour year part time day division. PLEAS

(Part time Legal Education Alternative at

Southwestern)

• a unique tvto calendar year alternative cur

rifular program. SCALE (Southwestern s

Conceptual Approach to Legal Education)

If you are interested m learning more about the

legal profession the law school expenence and

the application process, please arrange to meet

with out tepresenlative by contacting

Tho """U'-'ent Pleconent Ofc

^('IC'*^**

STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL

FINE ARTS
DRAFTING
ENGINEERING
PHOTOGRAPHY

. I 1 I I I m I H P

DIETING?
Try someting dif

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits and controling

them. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549 2671 ext 174

Starts Sept. 29 & 30

I

1(11 ds a '«>' .
s.^tarian i-ducaliKnal in&Otulion

s...,lt,.«t«n Un.wr*«V Sthcwl of I*. h«
^"'l'']!'^'!'*^ J.» .ehqlun h»ndK«p o". nar«~llo.K|in»»onn«lK.n witt.«lm„,«o.,

^ ,„,,.«,e,nUn,v..>-vd.^sno.d.s».n,»-..onU^K««o^« J^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^W»h.p o, Muden, a..,v,n r-ogr.m,

,,.. s, hr,,l ... IP tt«- 4drT..i«»<n«H». ft amci*» eOuiioon « [ »

UTZXXXZmxnrtm

.r/r^

CHICK COREA !?SI?"* PACODE LUCIA

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

'i^ UNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

" NIORTHWOOD 5

APARTMENTS
Rt 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

imnr»edi8te occup>ancv

available

students weicome

\

iWWi|i»«mW'M.f»MtftftHH.»fM«HW«»«»H'»'»'liW^^

666 3856
I

office open from

) 10 -7 weekdays.

t Saturdays 1 -4 [

With

Tom Brechtlein

Don Alias

STUDENTS S 7 50 & 8 50

GEN PUBLIC-S8 50 & 9 50 ^
FINE ARTS CENTER • U. MASS.

SUNDAY OCT. 3, 1982
ON SALE SEPT 20

Carlos Benavent
Steve Kujalo

Jlmrc^Cllff P»t#^ fo»h

union Records • FAC • For the Record • Tici<etron

No Coris Bottles or Cameras Please

WIN A FUZZY
FRIEND

WE'RE NUMBER ONE

1

1

Drawing

Friday

Oct. 1,

1982

only

one

winner

^

GIANT
GARFIELD

over 2 feet tall

on display no^r
in our Clothing Dept.
No purchase necessary

j;fA C?AV'?6

8

Drop off coupon in our Clothing Dept.

Enter as many times as you like.

All entry's rmjstbe on official riewspaper coupons.

Giant GarSield Contest 8

HAi. WA«K
COlOR L.ABS
prOC»»SO'» 'C

I
IK
s
1

Hours Mon.-Fri.. 8-6 Sat .
8-Noon

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST j
||iK«!|i|(BltW'lll1«lMll<HI*Mll»WHW»IMMI»IWWWmiwmwi^^

Name Phone.

Address
!
I

Coupon must be dropped off in Clothing Dept. |

KM-'F9'5%'atTr^""' r;^ UNIVERSITY jmSTORE^ 1
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Intellectual diversity is the key to their success
By JEFF POTTER
Collegian Correspondent

"The key to this department is variety,"

James Crotty, chairman of the Economics
Department at the University of
Massachusetts said.

"We have a great diversity of intellectual

culture," he said.

Crotty said most economic departments
at other universities are conservative, yet

at UMass, students are exposed to many
theories of economics including Marxism
and Neo-Classicism.

"This department has it all," Crotty said.

He says the diversity of the department

and the present economic situation help

make the Economics Department one of

the most popular and overcrowded majors

at UMass.
With a student to faculty ratio of

170-to-l, the Economics Department faces

its own problems with supply and demand.
"We do not have sufficient resources to

meet the demands of the students,"

Stephen A. Resnick, chairman of the Per-

sonnel Committee of the Economics
Department said

Chairman of the University

ment, James Crotty.

Coilcgiaa pkoto by JuB Power*

of Massachusetts Economics Depart-

He said the problems of budget cuts by

the state have effected the quality of educa-

tion at UMass. He said there seems to be

competition between the private univer-

sities and the larger state ones.

"The state should be proud and have a

commitment to this university," Resnick

said.

UMass has never received the recogni-

tion that it should and the state should

make a monetary committment to this

university and to all public higher educa-

tion, he said.

Resnick said he feels the new governor

will realize the importance of public higher

education and help meet the needs of the

student better than Governor King has.

"This university is a jewel but they don't

let it shine, they just keep chipping away at

it," Resnick said.

The supply-side economics and trickling-

down theories of President Reagan have

also hurt the university and are met with

criticism in the Economics Department.

"He (Reagan) has a simplistic view of the

economy, but it's dangerous," he said.

Dorm life
Citntmued from page I

Southwest, which enjoys the reputation for being the

rowdiest area on campus, has both good and bad points,

according to two Southwest roommates. Cindy Howland, a

sophmore chemistry major said Southwest was originally

their fourth choice and they were both "stuck here", but

that they love it.

"There is always something going on here, always ex-

citement," Keats said.

"You make a lot of friends because it's so big and there's

such a variety of people her." Howand said.

Although she said it is hard to study, Howland explained

that "you can go to another place if you really want quiet.

There are plenty of other places."

A problem both felt needs to be dealt with is the

maintenance of the pyramids.

John Downie, an undecided freshman, and Rodney Holt,

a freshman engineering major, are roommates living in

Baker in Central. John chose Central because he "had
heard it was nice from peers who had moved on campus."
Although he admits that when he first arrived "the

dorms looked like cell blocks," Downie said "once you get
ir and see the possibilities for fixing up a room it looks a lot

better."

It "wasn't quite as nice as I expected. I heard that the
Central dorms were renovated but ours wasn't. We had to

fix it up a lot. The people are nice, though and easy to get
along with." Holt said.

Asked whether it was too noisy to study. Holt shook his

head. "No, I can't hear the noise because my stereo is up
too loud."

Newslines

APUMrpkoie

A moose lost in Lowell, Massachusetts falls

into a canal after heing shot with tranquilizers.

The moose was transported to a site in New
Hampshire and released.

Abortion protest Oct. 4
There will be a silent protest of existing and proposed

restrictions on access to abortions from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. on

Oct. 4 at Northampton's Coolidge bridge. The protest is

sponsored by Isis, a reproductive rights group active in

Hampshire and Franklin counties.

The protest is in memory of Rosie Jimenez who died on

Oct. 3 in 1977 from an illegal abortion because she could not

afford a medically safe abortion. According to Isis similar

rallies will be held around the nation to mourn her death

and reiterate the importance of access to safe, legal

abortions for all women.

Anyone who supports abortion rights is urged by Isis to

attend the protest and to bring a sign.

UMASSPIRG returns

The Massachusetts Bottle Bill is just one of the issues the

University of Massachu.setts Public Interest Research

Group (UMASSPIRG) deals with every year. The first

meeting of the semester will be held at 7 tonight in Campus

Center room 163. A Columbus Day bike a thon and "cash

for trash" program will be presented.

SPRING 1982 DEAN'S LIST
The following undergraduate students have earned the congratula-

tions of the University for achieving Dean's List status for the Spring

semester 1982. These students compiled a cumulative average of at

least 3.5 with 12 or more graded credits for the semester. Fewer than

15% of the University's students meet this high standard.

BUSINESS
ABBOTT, ALEXANDER O.

ABBOTT, PETER WOOD

ADAMS, THEODORE M.

AGER, CATHERINE M.

AHEARN, JANE M.

ALVITI, i"^RL J.

ANDERSON, CYNTHlA J.

ANGELONE, ANN MARIE
APTAKER, PERT A.

AREANO, SHAP.YN

ARSENAULT, JAMES H.

ARSENAULT, STEVEN J.

AUGUSTO, ARTHUR

BAK, DIANC S.

BALDUCCI, JOSEPH M.

BALLATO, BONNIE L.

BARBUTO, ARTHUR ANTHONY

BARON, SUSAN E.

BARRY, KEVIN T,

BAUM, POLLY A.

BEAN, SHARON M.

BEAUDOIN, CLAIRE A.

BECK, ADFIENNE BETTE

BEJTLICH, MICHAEL L.

BELL, JOHN REGINALD

BELL, STEVEN J.

BENINCASA, JUSTIN D.

BERMAN, SHERRI S.

BERNSTEIN, JODY L.

BERNSTEIN, MARTIN A.

BERRY, JEFFREY WARREN

BERSCH, TERRI J.

BIOLOS, JAMES M.

BIRD, JENNIFER L.

BISSONNETTE, FRANCIS LAWRENCE
BLITZ, MARCY G.

BOAS, GAIL C.

BONNEY, ERIC J.

BOUDREAU, ELAINE M.

BOURGCIN, BRIAN P.

BOYER, LISA A.

BOYNTON, PAMELA J.

BREAULT, LISA A.

BREGOLT, ANN MARIE

BRENImAN, MICHAEL A.

BRIEN, MARGARET S.

BROSNAHAN , K . SCOTT

BROWN, EDWARD B.

BROWN, STEPHEN K.

BUCK, RONALD J.

BUETTNER, PAUL M.

BURAS, JENNIFER R.

BYERS, MICHAEL B.

BZDf-L, WITOLD
CALLANAN, NANCY L.

CANAVAN, PART I CIA A.

CANCILLA, SANDPJ\ A.

CARLSON, f'HRISTINF-; ELLEN
CARNAHAN, NANCY A.

CARNEY, PAUL JOSF'.PH

CARR, DAVID GERARD

CASHMAN, JOAN E. .

CASSIDY, MEGAN M.

CERRUTI , HELAYNE R.

CERVANTES, JEANNE ELIZABETH
CHADBOURNH, BRENDA A.

CHAIKEN, DAVID S.

CHAMPAGNE, CHARLES [>.

CHAN, MONICA M.

fHARETTE, JACpUEl.INK A.
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'•Hr:N, SARAH

rUTAVACCI , ANNE T.

rHI5^HOI,M, ],]:

.

fllMin.INSKT , . ; . ..K, P.

' llMi I NAM), flM S.

CHOW, DANIEL
CLEMENTS, GARY M.

COBB, JEFFREY M.

COHEN, DEBORAH S.

COHEN , MARC E

.

COHEN ^USAN A.

COLLINS, ROBERT R.

CONNORS, JENNIFER M,

COOPER, CVNTHIA L.

CORCORAN, MARK G.

COTLER, IRA M.

COTTON, JAMES A.

COULTER, JOHN M.

COUTURE, DIANE M.

COWIE, CHERYL A.

CRATTY, CYNTHIA A.

CRAWFORD, PHILIP BARRY

CREMISI, JANE M.

CROKE, MARIANNE M.

CROWLEY, PAUL M.

CROWLEY, PETER

CUMMINGS, MARY E.

CURTIS, JANICE M.

DAHI£TR0M, TODD M.

DALY, ELIZABETH A.

iDARNABY, DAVID A.

DAVIS, DEBORAH A.

DEANGELO, LISA A.

DEMEC, LAURA J.

DENNIS, KEITH E.

DESJOURDY, PAUL C.

DEVINE, CAROLE T.

DIAMOND, ALYSE H.

DIRICO, JOSEPH V.

DODYK, LAWRENCE NEAL
DOHERTY, SHAWN MICHAEL

DONOIAN, STEPHEN ARA

DUbROW, JEFFREY BLAIN
nuCHARME, DIANE L.

Dl'DMAN, DAEDRA E.

DZAUGIS, JOHN E.

ELKINS, ANTONY S.

, ELLISON, KATHLEEN A.

ENG, WENGLONG
ERBAN, REBECCA L.

ERICSON, ERIC J.

FAGAN, JOANNE
FALK, DAVID A.

FARNSWORTH, DAVID WAYNE

FARRAR, CRYSTAL L.

FEINSTEIN, TODD A.

FLLDMAN, ANDREW K.

FERGUSON, ANNE EILEEN

FLETCHER, FRANK L.

FLOMENHOFT, SHERVL A.

FLUG, JEFFREY S.

FLYNN, JANICE P.

FREEMAN, THERESA L.

FRIEDMAN, MARK E.

FRIEDSON, RUSSELL K.

FRITZ, MARTHA J.

FUCHS, JACK K.

FUSCO, RICHARD ANTHONY

GALLAGHER, THOMAS A.

GALLAGHER, TIMOTHY JOHN

GALLO, N/^NCY

GALVIN, JOHN KAYMOND

GARDNER, MICHAEL A.

'-.AHIBOTTO, MARK B.

r.l.lA.VM, SCOTT L.

•JNSnURC, SUSAN DIANE

filTTELMAN, CHERYL A.

'LAdWIN, SUSAN E.

COKMKll'l', LAURA M.

';ni.lilAl:K, EDWARD ROBERT
GOPEN, MICHAEL L.

GORDON, ALAN R,

GORHAM, EILEEN M.

GOULD, JEFFREY R.

GRAFF, ELLEN S.

GRAY, ELLEN MORRISON

GRAY, GUY T.

GREENBERG, ELLEN F.

GROSS, ELLEN B.

GUILMET, RENE H. II

GUTERMAN, CHRISTINE D.

HARITON, GAIL L.

HARRIS, PAUL PRESCOTT

HAWES, SARAH E.

HAYES, KATHLEEN M.

HEIMANN, GEORGIA M.

HELGASON, JON- HALLDOR JR.

HELLER, ELIZABETH J.

HENSEN, FRANCIS MICHAEL

HERDER, JOSEPH J.

HERUS, NIKA
HILTON, DEBORAH JEAN

HODLIN, GARY M.

HOLLANDER, STEVEN B.

HOLLINGSWORTH, SUSAN I.

HONG, JONATHAN W.

HOOKER, DEBORAH. L.

HOOVER, DAVID D.

HOUSE. CARL S.

HOWLAND, JEFF
HOWLAND, JERRY
HUBAN, MARTIN L.

HUBBARD, DARRYL T.

HUSID, ALISON L.

HYMAN, PAMELA
lANNARILLI, ALFREDO
IZRAELI, DANIEL MORRIS

JAMESON, STEPHEN LOUIS

JAMGOCHIAN, JOYCE

JOBSKY, EDWARD A.

KACOYANNAKIS, CHRIST M.

KATSOULIS, NICHOLAS M.

KATZ, NANCY G.

KATZELNICK, MARK C.

KATZMAN, MITCHELL
KAZANTIS, CHRISTOPHER A.

KEARNEY MICHAEL J.

KEELEY, MARK J.

KELLY, SUZANNE K.

KENNEDY , KAREN

KENNLY, MARK S.

KERMAN, JOYCE E.

KEY30R, KAREN L.

KIM, SUNGMI
KING, LAURA ANN

KIT, MARY E.

KLAMKTN, JANE
KOFMAN, ANDREW T.

KOLTOV, NADINE H.

KOOCHER, DEAN E.

KOPMANN, LAURI C.

KRANTZOW, PERRA E.

KRASIEOVSKY, AMY J.

KKASON, CAROLYN M.

KRIKORIAN, GEORC;i: E.

KRYPEL, SCOTT P.

KVIDEKA, RENCE M.

LAHEY, KATHLEEN MARY

LAMOTHE, MARIE J.

LANE, TIMOTHY P.

lANEN, SHARON M.

LAPRADF, EDWARD D.

LASHWAY, LANCE L.

LEAMAN, LAURA E.

LEDDY, AUGUSTINE J.

LEEDS, JODI I.

LEPIKSAAR, KALLE

LEbo, DANIEL A.

LEVICK, AMANDA R.

LEVIN, DAVID E.

LEVINE, JEFFREY M.

LEVINE, RICHARD A.

LEVINE, SHERRI L-

LEVY, CAROL SUE

LEVY, KAREN
LICCIARDELLO, ROSEMARIE

LICHTENTHAL, ELANA T.

LIPSETT, JULIE B.

LIZOTTE, LISA L.

LOGAN, TRAGI ANNE

LOGUE, ERNEST P.

LOONEY, CAROLE J.

LOUGHNANE, JOSEPH P.

LOWENSTEIN, LOUIS D.

LOZAW, KEVIN JAMES

LYNCH, JANICE M.

MACDONNELL, MELISSA M.

MAKOWIECKI, PETER FRANCIS

MALAMAS, PETER J.

MALONEY, PETER W.

MANN, ERIC I.

MARCOTTE, RICHARD W.

MARIANO, KIM ELLEN
MARQUEDANT, JOSEPH PETER
M;^RSH, SUSAN N.

MARSHALL, DONNA J.

JR.

itA>lxwi;

III

MARSHALL, JANICE ANN

MARSHALL, JUNE A.

MARTIN, LAURIE LEE

MARTI S, MARY JANE

MASELLI, DANIEL S.

MATULIS, RICHARD J,

MAYSER, ROBERTO

MCCARTHY, JUDITH A.

MCCLURG, LONI JOHELEN

MCDONALD, KELLY A.

MCELLIGOTT, MARGARET L.

MCGEE, PATRICIA M.

MCGJNITY, GWENN

MCGRATH, JAMES G. JR.

MCGUIGAN, SUSAN A.

MCKEON, KATHLEEN A.

MCMANUS, DONNA M.

MEALEY, JOHN J.

MEANY, RITA M.

MERLONI, SUSAN M.

MESTEL, LAWRENCE S.

METZMAN, STEVEN D.

MEYER, CORINNE JANET

MEYER, MELINDA SUE

MIKULA, DONNA M.

MILANESE, SUSAN J.

MILLER, ALISA S.

MILLER, MICHAEL SCOTT

MOINEAU, PHILIP J.

MORLEY, ROBERT CURTIS

MOSES, DAVID A.

MULLEN, DAVID K.
^

MULLEN, JAMES MICHAEL

MULLIGAN, BARBARA J.

MULLIN, HUGH H.

MUNROE, RICHARD S.

MUNROE, ROBERT WAYNE

MURPHY, PATRICK J.

MUSC.ROVE, LINDA M.

NAGLE, JOSEPH E.

NAJNIGIER, MICHAEL

NATANSOHN, SAUL J.

NEWMAN, ERAN A.

NEWMAN, MADLYN A.

NEYLON, THOMAS I

NIELSEN, TORE R.

NIETUPSKI, MICHAEL B.

NITZSCHE, ERIC

NOLAN, PAUL S.

NOLAN, SUSAN M.

NOVAK, SUSAN E.

NUVALLIE, MICHAEL F.

NYE, LAURIE E.

OBRIEN, THOMAS A.

OCONNOR, KAREN E.

OHARA, KATHLEEN M.

OLSEN, PETER C.

ORIOLA, DEBORAH A.

ORLAND, DAVID J.

ORNSTEIN, SCOTT I.

ORSKY, CLARK J.

OVERMAN, SUSAN E.

PASCHAL, ANDREA M.

PECK, ADAM L.

PERCH IK, JACQUELINE G.

PERROTT- BAKER, BONN I W.

PHAIR, THOMAS J.

PHILPOTT, ROBERT SCOTT

PIASCIK, BARBARA

PICKERING, SHAWN P.

POIRIER, DEAN P.

POTTER, RICHARD W.

PURRINGTON, SCOTT J.

PUZZANGHERO, MARISA P.

PUZZO, PAUL A.

QUA, JAYNE Y.

QUINLAN, MICHAEL F.

RADLO, RONALD DAVID
RAIFSTANGER, PETER J.

REARDON, DAVID ALAN
REGENAUER, BERNARD J,

REICH, DANA S,

REIDY, MARY
RESNIC, ALAN D.

RICHTER, MICHAEL J.

RINALDI, ELLIS F.

ROBERTS, LYNN B.

ROBINTON, LISA GRACE

ROSE, LISA
S.

PRtlCE C.

BOTELHO, KAREN W.

JOSEPH

JR.

ROSEN, LEE
ROSENBAUM

,

ROSENBERG
ROSENBERG,

ROSENTHAL, NANCY G.

ROSKE, JOYCE A.

ROTHMAN, RHONDA J.

RUBIN, LAURENCE M.

RUBIN, STEVEN M.

RYDER, NANCY

SACCO, MARIE G.

SAUNDERS, VICTORIA LOUISE

SAVOY, CAROL A.

SCHINDLER, SCOTT L.

SCHOFIELD, JENNIFER L.

SCHUBACK, MARC G.

SCONZO, MARIANNE E.

SHANE, JOHN E.

SHECRALLAH, ANN TEKLA

SHEEHAN, EDWARD WILLIAM JR.

SHEPARD, KELLY JEAN

SHERIDAN, DANIEL J.

SHORES, ARTHUR W.

SILVERSTEIN, IJ^WRENCE N.

SKVORIC, VIOI^T

SIJVRSKEY, JEAN F.

SMALL, MAXINE LOIS

SMITH, CHERYL M.

SMITH, GAIL A.

SOBEL, JONATHAN A.

SOLIN, DAVID H.

SOSNA, SHERI N.

SPIEL, ERIC J.

STANNE, JOHN F.

STEIN, SCOTT L.

STERRITT, TIMOTHY J.

STOLLER, JAMES D.

STOLLER, SUSAN M.

STRONGIN, ROBERT HOWARD

STURM, ELIZABETH M.

SUGARMAN, MARSHALL CRAIG

SULLIVAN, MICHAEL E.

SUMMERS, BARBARA K.

SUSSMAN, MITTHELL E.

SWOTINSKY, LISA J.

SYATT, MICHAEL A.

SZCZEBAK, RICHARD ALLEN

TAHMOUSH, FRANK G. JR.

TANKEL, STEPHEN C.

TEICH, WILLIAM P.

TERRIO, RICHARD J.

THORNTON, JENNIFER A.

TOROSIAN, JANET R.

TREMARCHE, MARIE R.

TROKEL, DANA R.

TWIBLE, JACQUELYN L.

TWOMEY, MARY

U, MONITA W.

VACLAVICEK, MARY P.

VAMATHEVAN, DIVAKAR S.

VARELAKIS, DESPINA A.

VERNUCCI, JOSEPH J.

WADDEN, SUSAN M.

WALKER, LYNDA L.

WALSH , ROSEMARY
WASIL, LINDA J.

WEISSMAN, LAURA ANN

WELLS, KATHRYN ANNE

WELLS, MARGERY L.

WElxSCHLER, MARIE B.

WEXLER, LAUREN F.

W>'TE, TODD C.

WHITESTONE, STEPHEN TAGGART

WHITING, LAUREL A.

WHITNEY, GWEN
WIEDERHOLD, CONRAD N.

WIENER, THOMAS CRAIG
WIJEYESINGHE, ROCHEN
WILK, LAURIE L.

WILL, ELIZABETH THATCHER

WILLIAMS, DAWN E.

WILLIS, ROBERT M.

WILSON, ANDREW JAI-IES

WISTREICH, ADRIENNE M.

WOLF, LOUISE ANN
WOLFFS, DENISE R.

WOOD, MARTIN F.

WYMAN, DEBRA E.

WYSK, LAURIE A.

YACT'ZZO, LAURIE A.

YELLE, ROBERT R.

YOUNG, TYLER F.

ZANETTI, REG INA M.

ZARRILLI, MARY GINA
2IMMERMANN, ROBERT D.

ZUCKERMAN, LESLIE A.

ZWEMKE, WILLIAM Z.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
t HldAEL J.

, KEMT H.

hCOBTK GEBALOO M.

ADLER, DEBRA B.

AHERN, TRACEY M.

AHI£RS, KAREN
AKER, DOUGLAS R.

ALBERDING, MARK J.

ALBERTSON, MARGARET C.

ALEXANDER, RACHEL LEIGH

ALLEN, PETER J.

ALLOY, LAUREN D.

ALPER, LORETTA L.

ALPERT, STEVEN T.

ANDREWES, JANET VIRGINIA

ANDREWS, ALLISON E.

ANGELINE, KAREN E.

ANGELINE, RACHEL A.

APPLEBY, ERIC E.

ARAUJO, BRIAN K.

ARBLE, CLARK EDWARD

ARCHAMBAULT, ELLEN J.

ARCHIBALD, MATTHEW E.

AREGLADO, RICHARD S.

ARENIUS, ALFRED A. JR
ARSENAULT, COLETTE A.

ARSENAULT, DIANE C.

ARZBERGER, NANCY D.

ATWOOD, ROGER A.

AUBUCHON, DAVID J.

AVERY, SUSAN M.

AYRES, CAROLINE F.

BACHMAN, INA R.

BADEN, IRENE MADELYN

BAIGELL, LEAH RAE

BAILEY, GREGORY B.

BAILLARGEON, JACQUELINE ANN

BAKEWELL, WILLIAM M.

BALBACH, PATRICIA ANN

BALDINI, KEVIN J.

BALL, JAMES N.

BARBARA, DOMINIC J.

BARBER, STAWN

BARNETT, JULIEANN

BAROSS, CAROLYN J.

BARRETT, AUDREY P.

BASSETT, BETSE:Y AMIE

BATCHELDER, ANN DINSMORE

BAYL I SS,. MARTHA J.

BAYNE, CATHY L.

BEACIENSKI, KAREN L.

BEADLE, LAUREEN M.

BEANE, BRENDA WARE

BEATTIE, BLAKE R.

BEEN, EDMOND J.

BEENHOUWER, DAVID O.'

BELECZ, MARY F.

BELL, ELIZABETH M.

BELLIVEAU, MARILEE A.

BELSKY, RICHARD D.

BENJAMIN, DONALD E.

BENSON, DAVID JEFF

BENSON, RUTH J.

BENTON, ELIZABETH CASON

BERG, STEVEN M.

BERGER, DANA E.

BERGER, RICHARD K.

BERGER, STEPHANIE

BERLIN, ADAM
BERMAN, PATRICE L.

BERMAN, RICHARD MARK

BERNARDO, LORI J.

BERNHARD, CATHKKlNb C.

BERNSTEIN, ERIC M.

BERRY, MICHAEL D.

BERRYMAN, JOHN B.

BERTRAND, SUZANNE

BESHARATY, LINDA

BEST, MARGARET L.

BETHEA, MONROE L. JR.

BETRDS, ANTHONY F.

BIBBO, LOUISE C.

BIELEFELD, CHRISTINE C.

BILLARD, JEFFREY M.

BILLIEL, JOHN F.

BIRS, JOHNATHON D.

BISHOP, ROBERT A.

BLACKBURN, SALLIE R.

BLANCHETTE, DONNA M.

BLAZIS, DIANA E. J.

BLOCK, ALISON

BLOOMER, KAVIN C,

BUJM, ALISA L.

BLUM, SCOTT
BOISSONNAULT, JAMES M.

BOLAND, JOSEPH B.

BOLAND, RICHARD M.

BOLDUC, CHERYL ANN

BOLLES, SUSAN

BOLOGNINI, VINCENT R.

BONINA, JOSEPH L.

BONNEVILLE, MARK L.

BORKUM, MICHAEL R.

BORTON, JAMES C.

BOUDRZAU, DIANE MARY

BOURASSA, LOUISE

BOURASSA, PAUL E. JR.

BOUSQUET, RHONDI B.

BOUTHELLIER, PAUL RAYMOND

BOUTIN, MICHAEL G-

BOWDEN, BRETT H.

BOWEN, LEAH E.

BOWLER, KATHLEEN T.

BOYLE, CATHERINE M.

BOYLE, ROBERT J.

BOZYCZKO, DONNA

BRADSHAW, MARY T.

BRADY, ESTHER COLLISON

BRADY, KEVIN B.

BRAIDT, JOSEPH E.

BRASWELL, LEON M.

BRECKER, AMY L.

L ^ENNAN, CARLA F.

BRESLOW, LISA ELLEN

BRICKELL, DONALD S.

BRIDGES, ADAM M.

BROCHETTI, STEVEN ALAN

BROCKLEBANK, CAFOL M.

BRODY, ALISON
BRONSON, ROBIN C.

BROOKS, SUSAN D.

BROUGH, HEATHER L.

BROWN, GEOFFREY F.

BROWN, KRISTEN L.

BROWN, MARIA A.

BROWN, MATTHEW W.

BRUNI, EII£EN

BUCK, KENNETH J.

BUCKLEY, RICHARD F.

BUCKLEY , RICHARD

BUCKLEY, SUSAN K.

BULKLEY, CHRISTINE

BULL, DAVID D.

BUNNELL, THOMAS G.

BliNTING, JOHN DAViD

BURGESS, KIRSTEN DEIDRE
BURGESS, VASHTI G.

BURKE, CYNTHIA A.

BURKE, KATHLEEN A.

BURKE, MARIE T.

BURKE, SCOTT D.

BURNS, DAVID FRANCIS

BURWELL, LISA A.

BUSHEE, GARY W.

BUSIEK, FAITH L.

BUTLER, DAWN E.

BUTLER, SANDRA L.

BUTLIEN, MAURA R.

BUTTERFIELD, LORI B.

BUTTS, SHARON R.

BYRNE, JAMES B.

BYRNF,, LINDA JEAN

CABRAL, RICHARD E.

CAHILL, CHARLES D.

CALLAHAN, ANNE M.

CALLAHAN, MARGARET ANN

CAMPBELL, MALCOLM A.

CANNON, BRIAN K.

CANTOR, RENEE S.

CAPUTO, GARRETT C.

CARBALIOTIS, CYNTHIA L.

CARDAMONE, THOMAS A. JR.

CARLSON, DARLENE D.

CARMEN, MICHAEL J.

CARNEY, DAVID P.

CARNEY, ROBERT M.

CARPENTER, LAURIE LEE

CARR, SEAN S.

CARRIERO, SUSAN M.

CARRNS, ANN C.

CARROLL, JAMES W.

CARROLL. LINDA J.

CARTEN, JANICE P.

CARTER, LYNN A.

CARVIN, BETH N.

CARYL, LYNNE

CASHMAN, DIANE MARIE

CATCHEPAUGH, LEIGH E.

CAULEY, ROBERT F.

CHAPMAN, MARK W.

CHARBONNEAU, EDWARD A.

CHARTIER, JACQUELINE A.

CHERNAIK, MARK L.

CHIOCCHIO, SUSAN ELAINE

CHOE, MOK
CHOI, CHAE C.

CHRISTENSEN, HEIDT A.

CHRISTIAN, ROSEMARIE B.

CHUBET, DAVID J.

CHUSLO, LAURIE T.

CHUSLO, STEVEN L.

CIRILLO, JULIE A.

CLAPP, CYNTHIA G.

CLARK, JONATHAN ANDREW

CLARK, MICHAEL H.

CLAYMAN, DANIEL E.

CLEHANE, DIANE CATHERINE

CLEMENTE, VALARIE A.

CLIFTON, PETER F.

CLINTON, KEVIN B.

COBB, JULIA S.

COCUZZO, PAUL R.

CODY, GEORGE DEWEY

COFFIN, CLARISSA D.

COHEN, JEFFREY MARK

COHEN, RUTH DEBORAH
COLBY, LARRY J.

COLEMAN, MICHAEL STEWART

COLEMAN, SHELIA A.

COLLINS, CAREY E.

COLLINS, MARYELLEN

COLLINS, PATRICIA N.

COLLINS, WILLIAM J.

COLTON, KATHARINE H.

COMINELLI, DONALD FRANCIS

COMPERCHIO, MICHAEL J.

CONSENTING, CYNTHIA N.

CONTI, LAURA B.

CONVERY, BRIAN EDWARD

COOK, JOE MARK

COOK, RICHARD W.

COOPER, HOWARD M.

''ORN, LISA H.

.jORZINE, DARIK R.

COSTELLO, MARY E.

COTTLE, SUSAN A.

COUDEN, PETER R.

COURTNEY, DANIEL FRANCIS

COUTURE, DAVID JOSEPH

COUTURE, MICHELLE A.

COUTURE, THOMAS J.

COWPER, JULIE A.

COX, CHRISTINE D.

COX, KATHLEEN M.

COYNE, ROBIN E.

CRAMP, DAVID MILLARD

CREMINS, JANET M.

CRONIN, KEVIN WRIGHT

GROSSMAN, ARTHUR J.

CROW, BRUCE W.

CROWE, DOREEN M.

CROWLEY, DONNA MARIE

CROWLEY, ROBERT F.

CUCCHISSI, Gl<ACE M.

CUDDIHY, ROBERT M.

CUNHA, RHONDA JEAN

CUNNINGHAM, PALL C.

CURCIO, JAN

CURDA, KATHERINE A.

CURIOSO, NORA E.

CURLEY, JEANNE M.

CURRY, JOHN H.

CUTTER, HEIDI SUE

CZERNIAK, LOIS AUDREY

DABRE, LISA M.

DAGOSTINO, SUSAN R.

DAKIN, GORDON A.

DALY, DANIEL P.

DALY, STEPHEN C.

DANTE, DONNA M.

DANTOWITZ, DAVID M.

DARGAN, RICHARD S.

DAVENPORT. CAROL E,

DAVENPORT, MARGARIOT B.

DAVIS, BEVERLY L.

DAVIS, CHRISTOPHER A.

DAVIS, JOHN E.

DAVIS, STEVEN R.

DAVIS, SUSAN G.

DAWKINS, CLIVE DEAN

DEACKOFF. STEPHEN D.

DEBLIEUX. DONALD D.

DLGIACOMO, PAUL J.

DELANEY, SEAN FLETCHER

DELIA, LAWRI^NCE

DELISIO, CAROL M.

DELISLE, CAROL L.

DELISLE, LISA M.

DCLIXD RUSSO, KERRY L.

DELUCA, CHRISTINE

DENT, NOEL
DEPTPPO, PRENDA M.

DESAUTEL, SUSAN N.

DESHAIES, JULIE A.

DESISTO, LISA M.

DEUBER, DAVID P.

DEVOE, DAVID R-

DEXTER, DAI II EL A.

DIAMOND, STEVEN .

DILLON, KRISTINE L.

DILOREflZO, CHRISTOPHER A.

DION, CHRISTINE ANN

DIPIETRO, KIM L.

DIXON, JAMES E.

rOERPHOLZ, BRIAN K.

DOHERTY, TAMMY J.

DOLAN, ELIZABETH

DONAHUE, TIMOTHY PATRICK

DONERMEYER, DANIEL LYNN

DONOGHUE, ANNE N.

DONOVAN, DAVID C.

DORFF, PETER H.

DORF^MAN, DIANE E.

DORFMAN, JACQUELINE FAITH

DOWD, JENNIFER ANN

DOWNEY, DANIEL J ..

DOWNING, MARY E.

DOWNING, RANDY E.

DOYLE, KATHLEEN MARIE

DRESSLER, LISA ALIX

DRISCOLL, KATHLEEN AGNES

DROGE, JANET ALYNE

DRUMMOND, BERNADETTE M.

DUBY, LYNNE M.

DUFAULT, CHRIS ANN

DUFF, PATRICIA JEAN

DUFFY, MAUREEN A.

DUGGAN, PAULA F.

DUNDON, THOMAS ANDREW

DUPUIS, JANINE M.

DURKIN, SUSAN P.

DURLING, LISA M.

DUSZA, JANE E.

DUVALL, RICHARD R.

DWYER, JOHN MICHAEL

DZWILEWSKI, ANNE MARIE

EAGLE, PATRICIA J.

EARLE, KEITH ALTON

BATON, DONNA L.

EDEY, LISELOTTE

EDWARDS, LYNNE K.

EICH, EDWARD K.

EISENBERG, LYNN B.

EISENKLAM, CHRISTINE JO.

ELDRIDGE, AUDREY I..

ELIAS, JILL
ELIAS, PAULA M.

ELKINS, DAVID C
EMMONS, JANET D,

ENGLUND, SUSAN A.

EPSTEIN, LESLIE

ERNEST, KYM H.

ESTABROOKS, DONNA E.
|

ESTES, JONATHAN

EWEIN, MARK E.

FABRIZIO, DAVID MICHAEL
FACHETTI. DAVID J.

FAIGEL, NEIL FRANCIS
FANELLI. ANNE K.
FANG, CHRISTOPHER T.
FARBER, SHARON P.

P'ARIAS, RANDY J.

FARMER, DAVIE K.

FARRER, REBECCA A.

FASANO, LAURA A.

FAUSCH, CYNTHIA C.

FEAKES, LAURA ANNE

FEbER, DANIEL E.

FEENEY, JOHN DAVID

FEINSTEIN, K-AFEN A.

FELDMAN, KATHRYN J.

FERGUSON, MICHAEL A.

EERNANDES, ROBERT ALAN

FIELDMAN, JONATHAN P.

FIELDSTEEL. JAIME S.

FINE, BRANDON L.

FINGOLD, DIANE H.

FINN, STEPHEN P.

FINN, TRACY A.

FINNEGAIl, KATHLEEN T.

FISH, MELANIE W.

FISHER, JUDITH BARD

FITZGERALD, ELAINE N.

FITZGERALD, LYNN A.

FITZGIBBON, MATTHEW JAMES

FITZPATRICK, AMY J.

FITZSIMMONS, JULIA P.

FLANDERS, GAYLE ANN

FLEMING, KATHLEEN B.

FLEMING, MELISSA A.

FLOOD, CHRISTOPHER, M.

FLOOD, JOHNATHAN J.

FEW; umL^s J. ^
FLYNN, PAULA MARGARET

FOGELIN, ERIC S.

FOLEY, COLLEEN ANNE

FOLEY, JEAN MARIE

FOOKS, TP£VOF ' .

FORMAN, MARTIN LEWIS

FORREST, DEBORAH M.

FORTES, JENNIFER LYNN

FOURNIER, LOUISE MARIE

FOWLER, KEVIN PORTER

FOWSKI, KIM. Y.

FOX, ANDREA B.

FRAGOSA, FREDERICK J.

FRANKEL. EILEEN M.

FREDKIN, ELLA ROZANNE

EREDRICKSON, JEAN ELIZABETH

FREED, SARA F.

FREEDMAN, JEROME JF.

FRIEDLANDER, FRANCES L.

FRIEL, MARCELLA J.

TRITZLER, LINDA A.

FRYBERGEF, SARAH JANL

FULGINITI, JOSEPH J.

FULLER, CLAIRE E.

lABRIELSON, VICKI P.

GALARIS, RICK J.

GALLANT. JUDITH A.

GAMBERT, CHRISTINE ::.

GANNON, JOSEPH P.

GARDNE.R, ANN M.

GARNER, LAURA S.

GAROFOCI. FAUL TIMOTHY

GARREN, JENNIFER L.

GARRITY, PAUL J.

CASPAR, I.I?A M.

GATCHELL. CARL W.

GATES, MARIANKi;

GATTONI, TOPE A.

GAVRII.LES, ARTE/. K F.

GAWIENOW5KI , .•ARY I .

GEKOW, GARY S.

GELLER, JESS!'

NANCY y.

JUPiTi! •.'.•.

, PETER li.

TO' V ? .

GERONIMO, MARIANNE

GERSHMAN, ERIC W.

GERSTEIN, LEE D.

GERSTEIN, MICHAFT A.

GETMAN, AUDREY LEE.

GIBBES, PAULA L

GIKNER, JAN S.

GILBERT, ADENA

GILLAN, FRANCIS 'J.

GILLESPIE, MARIE E.

GELLER,
GEORGE

,

GERLACh

,

GERNES,
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GILLIS, MARGARET E.

GILMARTIN, KATHLEIIN

GINGRAS, MARK J.

GIORDANO, LISA K.

GIUSTI, SJEVEN G.

GLAVEN, JUDITH A.

GODDARD, KEVIN P.

GOLD, LISA K.

GOLDBERG, LAWRENCE B.

GOLDMAN , JOANNE
GOLDSAMT, LLOYD A.

GONET, JILL
GONICK, AMY B.

GONSALVES, LISA M.

GOOCH, LOR I A.
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SPENCER,
SPISAK,

PETER G.

GREGORY M.

SPITZAK, JOHN G.

SPIVAK, WENDY JOY

SPOSITO, LORETTA ANN

ST JACQUES, BARBARA L.

STANISLOVITIS, PATRICIA ANN

STANNE, MARGARET M.

STANTON, MAUREEN P.

STAPLES, CHRISTINE A.

STARR, TORIN BARISSA
STATHOPOULOS, JAMES W.

STENQUIST, LORI K.

STEPHENS, KYLE A.

STEPHENSON, LOUISE D.

STERBINSKY, ROSALIE G.

STEVENS, MARJORIE L.

STEWART-CAHALL, NANCY E.

STILES, WALTER GILBERT

STINSON, REBECCA A.

STOCKFORD, NANCY J.

STRANG, DAWN EVELYN

STROHL, JEFFREY

STUDLEY, BRUCE A.

STULL, SARAH E.

SULLIVAN, GERALD F.

SULLIVAN, JUDITH MANNING

SULLIVAN, KATHI^EN M.

SULLIVAN, MARLA W.

SULLIVAN, THOMAS K.

SULSKY, SANDRA I.

SUOZZO, PAUL J.

SUPENO, BARBARA L.

SURRETTE, BARBARA JEAN

SWAN, RONALD D.

SWANSON, DAVID C.

SWEENEY, SCOTT T.

SWEET, AMY J.

SWINT, SEAN A.

SWISTAK, MICHAEL C.

SYKES, JAMIE E.

TAGEN, APRIL S.

TAGGART, GREGORY A.

TALAYCO, NINA K-

TALBOT, RAYMOND W.

TANG, RICKEY C.

TANGNEY, SHAUN A.

TARNAUSKAS, DONNA M.

TAUSKY HOLLOCHER, CHERYL A.

TAYLOR, BRYAN C.

TAYLOR, I SOBEL KATHRYN
TEEHAN, MARK J.

TEETER, MARTHA ELISABETH

TEICHER, KAREN E.

TEMPELMAN, VERONICA V.

TEPLOW, DEBORAH R.

•TERLIKOSKI, LOUIS J.

TERRY, EDMUND H.

TESCH, KURT J.

THATCHER, REBECCA L.

THEILIG, SALLY RUTH

THOMAS, ANTHONY J.

THOMAS, CAROL S.

THOMAS, CHERYL L.

THOMAS, JODY PAULINE

THOMAS, WILLIAM P.

THOMPSON, CLIFFORD BRIAN

THOMPSON, Or-NIEL W.

THOMPSON, JOHN E.

TILLES, CYNTHIA S.

TILTON, PAMELA J.

TINSLEY, ELIZABETH A.

TITTERINGTON , PATRICE ANN

TITUS, CAROL ANDREA

TOCCI, RHONDA A.

TODD, DONNA M.

TOMS, RUTH H.

TONELLI, PAUL C.

TORGOVE, ANDREW J.

TOSCHES, LOUISE ANN

TOUPAL, JAMIE E,

TRACY, LEIGH W.

TRASK, LORI L.

TREMBLAY, KATHERINE A.

TRENOUTH, JULIA E.

TRIFFLETTI, PAULA

TSIANG, TODD S.

TUCKER, ANDREA J.

TUCKER, ELLEN J.

TUCKER, GREGORY L.

TURNER, JENNIFER A.

URBATI, JODY A.

VAN WILLIGEN, FIA R.

VANGEL, PETER D.

VANGELL, CAROL A.

V^RNEY, LEIGH ANNE

VASIL, ELAINE C.

VERGES I, JON A.

VITAGLIANO, CARLA ROBIN

VITIKOS, ALTHEA A.

VOILES, ROBERT K.

VOLMAN, DAVID G.

VOSE, CHARLES E. Ill

VOUTSELAS, LISA ANN

WADE, MARK IRVING
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WAGNER, MARK GERARD
WAGUESPACK, PHILLIP B.

WALSH, JAMES MICHAEL
WALSH, JANICE L.

WALSH, JEAN M.

WALSH, MICHAEL F.

WALSH, TARYN E.

WALTON, DAVID J.

WAPDE, CLODAGH A.

WARNER, JOHN JUSTIN
WARSHAW, JANE K

.

WARSHAW, ROBIN L.

WASLICK, BRUCE D.

WATERS, CATHERINE M.

WATSKY, JAY G.

WATTS, LISA ANN
WEATHERWAX, ROP-'RT CHARLES
WEAVER, DANA D.

WEBER, PETER J.

ARBOYO, SANTA
BEANE, MARYJO
BEARY, M ELIZABETH
BERG, CHRISTINE M.

BLACK, LINDA D.

BONANNO, GEORGE A.

BRIAND, RENEE L.

BROWN, PAMELA W.

BROWN, PAULA J.

CANTWELL, SHARON L.

CAOUETTE, ANGELA JEANNE
CASEY*, CHRISTOPHER JUDE
CHAREST, PATRICIA ANN
CIVETTI, KELLY A.

COLATOSTI, CAMILLE L.

COLEMAN, MARIE E.

CONANT, MARGARET H.

CORDOBA DE RUIZ, NUBIA
CROMPTON, CHRISTINE M.

ACHILM;, CATHERINE A.

AHLAUAS, STEVi,i<* J.

AMBS, JEPiKIJY LAWRENCE.
AMES, ANITA C.

AMTNI, AMIR A.

ANDERSON, CAROL A.

ANDERSON, NANCY JEAN
ANTHONY, ROBERT E. JR.

ARDITO, STEVEN E.

ARONSON, MARC J.

BAILLIE, THOMAr CAMERON
BANNON, PETER J.

BARON, EpHRAIM PARNELL
BARTELMANN, KARINA G.

BARTLETT, ANDREW C.

BATES, RICHARD ATWOOD
BAYARD, JEAN PIERRE
BENNETT, ALLEN S. Ill

BISSON, PATRICK J.

BLEIWEISS, SCOTT J.

BOBOWICZ, DANIEL
BOOTH, MICHAEL S.

BOSHKO, GREGORY THOMAS
BOULAIS, WAYNE T.

BOULE, MARIE G.

BRENNAN, THOMAS E.

BROWN, WILLIAM F. JR.
BUDELL, TIMOTHY W.

BURKE, TIMOTHY F.

CAJKA, ANN H.

CAMPBELL, ERIC R.

CARLISLE, CLAYTON ALLAN
CARR, SCOTT A.

CARTER, JAMES R.

CASTRO, LEE C.

CATLIN, ROBERT A.

CHAJES, MICHAEL J.

CHAMBERS, DAVID J.

CHANCEY, FRANK J.

CHEN, DANIEL KWAN TING
CHEN, ERIC YUi: HUNG
CHIN, WENDY T,

CLARK, JOSEPH W.

CLARi<, ROBERT J.

CLINE, MELISSA S.

COATES, TIMOTHY D,

COCUZZO, DAVID L.

COFFEY, RICHARD T.

WEIN, KAREN L.

WEINBERG, BETH L.

WEISS, ELIZABETH L.

WEISSBLUTH, STEVEN J.
WELCH, KATHLEEN A.

WELCH, ROBYN E,

WELDON, MICHELE M.

WELSH, LISA V.

WELSH, RICHARD E.

WEREN, SANDRA J.

WERST, KENT A.

WESTERMAN, ANN M.

WETHERBY, CHRIS A.

WHEELER, LYNNE E.

WHEELER, MORRIS H.

WHITE, JUDITH E.

WHITE, JUDITH GRANT
WHITMAN, RICHARD EVAN
WHITNEY, ELISE L.

WHITNEY, LAURA A,

WIDENMANN, DOUGLAS J.

WIGREN, STEPHEN R.

WILCE, ALEXANDER G.

WILLIAMS, AMY
WILLIAMS, LORNA G.

WILLIS, MATTHEW J.

WILLS, CYNTHIA M.

WILOCHKA, KATHERINE LOUISE
WILSON, PATRICIA M.

WINBERG, ERIK G.

WING, RACHEL
WINGFIELD, TERESA D.

WOLCOTT, MARY E.

WOLF, WENDY BETH
WOLFF, LAWRENCE A.

WONG, SUSAN D.

WONG, YAT M.

WOOD, CATHERINE A.

EDUCATION
DAVIS, JUNE I.

DAVIS, NIKKI G.

DECKER, CHRIS C.

DRAYTON, LISA A.

DRUTH, AILEEN L.

DUBERMAN, LAURA S.

EMOND, MARY-ELIZABETH
FENDELL, BETH M.

FIL, KATHLEEN ANN
FRANKLIN, JO ELLEN
GARVEY, SUSAN A.

GIFFORD, ROBERTA A.

GOBIEL, NORMA LOUISE
GREENE, WINNIE
MARLING, MICHAL
HELLMAN, MARY C.

HERRERA, FREZZIA JANNET
HORTON, DEBRA A.

HYDE, ELIZABETH A.

KADINOFF, DANIELLE M.

KAITZ, SUSAN M.

KEHNE, DEBORAH L.

KEREN, MICHAEL S.

KLAIN, DONNA L.

LACHUT, AMY M.

LAFLECHE, JOHN A.

LAKE, JOHN M.

LEMIEUX, ELAINE G.

LEUENBERGER, REUTHE C.

MACKAY, HUGH S.

MACKENZIE, S KINTER
MALTZ, LINDA JOYCE
MANI, MICHELE L.

MCELROY, ANDREA J.

MCOWEN, PAUL A.

MIECZKOWSKI, WENDY A.

.NELSON, PORTIA DIAIWE
ODONOGHUE, DEBORAH M.

^^PANDORF, ANGELA A.

'PASTERCZYK, HEIDI ANN

ENGINEERING
COOK, DAVID P.

COOK, EDMUND C.

COSTA, J.OiMES R.

COYNK, KAREN M.

CROHAN, WILLIAM F.

CROOKE, ROBERT B.

CYR, RUSSELL J.

DAGOSTINO, ERIC I).

DAHLEN, NEAL J.

DARE, MAtlRA A. »

DASSATTI , JAMFS T.

DAY, KATHLEEN M.

DEVINCENTIS, JOHN JR.

DION, JOHN B.

DODIKH, BRFNDA J.

DOOLITTI.E, K'OBi;r-T A.

DlirHFSNEAl!, UCHA.H 1.

DliQUFTTr., JOANNI PATRICIA
DnK'VASI'I.A, [MIANI. V.

DWIGHT, DONALD M.

EARLE, LORRAINE A.

EARLS, JAMES P.

EBERT, LAWRENCE I.

EDELSTEIN, GARY S.

EMAMIZADEH, BAHRAM
ENDERS, PAUL D.

ENGELS, ROBERT J.

FEENEY, BRIAN P.

FIEJDASZ, PAUL A.

FLYNN, SUSAN L.

FOLWEILER, DAVID S.

FOWLE, LUCY M.

FOX, STEVEN N.

FREEDMAN, JONATHAN ROBERT
FURTADO, RUSSELL
FYDENKEVEZ, MARK RICHARD
GELDART, RODERICK W.

GENDRON, PAUL J.

GITKIND, NEIL A.

GOLDBLATT, MIKEL E.

GORDON, JASON H.

GORMAN, STEPHEN FRANCIS
GRAHAM, NADIA H.

GRAY, LARRY B.

GREEN, KENNETH
GREENE, PHILIP D.

GREGORY, CHARLES K.

GRIFFIN, KAREN M.

COLLIN(;WOOr), JLFFR! y f. GRYGORCEWICZ , SOPHIE L.

lonlin, Ki : : y a. GUENTERT, MARTIN H,

CONROY, ..AVIIJ R. GUIAHI, FATEMEH
CONTI, DAVin MUHAKI, HAIDAR, MOHAMMAD G.

HAMILTON, CHARLES H. Ill
HARRINGTON, PAUL FITZ
HARRINGTON, PAUL VINCENT
HARRIS, JEFFREY B.

HARTT, KEITH D.

HATHAWAY, RICHARD K.

HAYDUK, MATTHEW THOMAS
HEARD, CHRISTOPHER S.

HUMPHRIES, PAUL D,

HURNEY, WILLIAM J.

INTORCIO, JOHN MARSHALL
JABLONSKI, JOHN E.

JOHNSON, KEVIN A.

JONES, CHRISTOPHER I.

JOUBERT, ROBERT A.

KASIANOWTCZ, JOHN EDWARD
KEI BOGUINARD, PATRICK
KIMBALL, RUSSELL DREW
KLINGLOFF, MICHAEL ALAN
KLOUDA, GREGORY R.

KORHONEN, DANA T.

KRABBENDAM, VICTOR L.

KRASOFSKI, JEFFREY G.
KUSHNER, RICHARD G.

KUZEJA, JAMES E.

KUZEJA, THOMAS M.

LAGASSE, MICHAEL J.

LAWTON, MARK D.

LEARY, KEVIN J.

LEBLANC, WILLIAM F.

LETBINf;ER, JANICE M.

LENNARTZ, CLAYTON CHARLKS
LEVIN, STEVEN R.

LFVREAULT, KEVIN R.

LEWIS, GEORGE W.

LI , n]n CUM
LiBARhi , i:L'f;i:i;r c. jr.
ltni:nbi;rghr, michael j.
LING, HORACE C.

LOVELL, JAMES T.

LOW, KAH KUEN
LUTZ, CHARLES R. JR.

LYNCH, DAVID PETER
MACHADO, MICHAEL E.

MACKINNON, ROY JOHN
MAGUIRE, TIMOTHY J.

MAHER, GRE-^ORY F.

MAKSIMOSKI, RICHARD C.

MALLALIEU, MARK R.

MARKOSKI, JOHN P.

MARSHALL, LARS ROBERT
MATH I SEN, PAUL P.

WOODIN, MARYBETH
WOODWARD, DORR H, II

WRIGHT, HAZEL K.

WYNER, ADAM ZACHARY
WYSK, MARK A.

YAGER, LAURA H.

YANKELL, MORRIS HARRIS
ZABLUDOWSKI, MARGALIT
ZALUDA, JEFFREY ALAN
ZECHEL, MARK A.

ZEIGER, LISA A.

ZIMMERMANN, BEATRIX
ZOLL, MIRIAM H.

ZONA, MICHAEL A.

ZUCCO, PAUL A.

ZUCKER, CAREN B.

ZUCKERMAN, MARK L.

ZWElGf SANDRA A.
ZYGIEL, JOHN D, JR

POLISE, JOHM S.

QUINN, ROBERT L.

RAINVILLE, NANCY MICHELE
ROBBINS, HILARY
SEAMAN, MAUREEN J.

SEGELMAN, SHEERA T.

SIEGEL, JTVNET S.

SILVER, WENDI B.

SPEAK, SUSAN E.

STANLEY, KAREN L.

STEIN, MICHELE A.

SWITZER, BRIAN J.
TAMAREN, KIM I.

TIKOS, BEATA Q.
WARREN, AMY E.

WILLIAMSON, LAURIE B.

WINER, MARCIA E.

YANNIOTIS, HELENI T.

ZASKEY, JOAN M.

MCBRIDE, PETER A.

MCDOWELL, GEORGE J.

MCNULTY, CHRISTOP T.

MERSON, WAYNE R.

METSKY, ALLAN J.
MEYER, FRED J.

MIDGHALL, MICHAEL J.

MILLER, ALAN P.

MIONIS, ROBERT A.
MIRCEVA, ANNA
MONIZ, THOMAS
MORSE, DANIEL D.

MORSE, JEFFREY D.

MORSE, RUTH A.

MULLIN, ROBERT A.

MURPHY, MICHAEL T.

MURRAY, MICHAEL P.

NACE, DAVID A.

NEILL, JOHN T.

NEWELL, OLIVER JAMES
NG, HO
NG, PUI FONG
".TESKOSKI, ELAINE M.

NILAND, JOHN M.

NOBLE, BRIAN D.

OBRIEN, CHRISTOPHER J.
OBRIEN, ROBERT W,

OLIZAROWICZ, STEPHEN V,

PAGE, WILLIAM D.

PALIWODA, JOHN M.
PAQUET, DONALD A. JR.
PASSLER, ERIC BRYAN
PASTER, BRUCE
PASTOR, HELEN L.

PIERMARINI, JAMES I.

POGODA, GORDON S.

PRESTON, MARK A.

PRZEWOZNIK, THOMAS J.
PUKK, NILS E.

READ, KEVIN T.

RTJHARD, CRAIG S.
RIZZI, MICHAEL P.

ROBERTS, GI'ORGE J.
ROBERTS, RICHARD L.

ROLL, STEPHEN M.

ROY, KAREN M.

ROY, PAUL J.

SALEM I, RAYMOND D.

SANDERSON, WIl MAM S.
SANDLER, SCOTT A.

SASSAMAN, RODNEY A.

SCHAFF, GLFN D.

SCHLERMAN, CARL P.

SCHMITT, CHRISTINA C.

SCHNALL, MARTIN P..

SCHROEDER, CLAl RH 0.

SCHWARTZ, GLEN S.

SLUS, JOHN D.

SHAYE, DAVID R.

SIEGEL, PETER L.

SIMON, JENNIFER A.

SMITH, DANIEL J.

SMITH, DOUGLAS W.

SMITH, TIMOTHY R.

SOROIISHNLJAD, MOIISLN

SPINNEY, CHRiSTOPHER
ST QNCiE, lARY L.

STEVENS, WILLIAM L.

ST I L!:s, 'rKA('l;Y a.

stlawki:nci:, michael kdmoni*

sullivan, i'ktlk l.

SWANSON, l.kIC A.

.SWUIFOKD, NANCY JANK
TAMER, PHILIPPE K.

TARR. JEFFREY S.

THIBEAULT, JOHN L.

THOMPSON, GARY A.

TURNER, STANLEY C
UTSTEIN, CLIFFXOHl) S.

VANPARYS, MAKK
VARRICHIONF., LOUIS

VOLZ, BERNAkn L.

WALSH, MATTHi;W K.

WAFF, MAF'l'lN P.

WAKKINER, H.JOHN

WASZCZUK, CHRTSTOPHEF M,

WEBBER, MICHAEL KOPFKT

WEBSTF.t , :i:oK';i; HFNFY

wi;ll;_;f'F.ak, K'i^'iii:i'irJF. anu

WF.ST.ATF, Ki:iTII ALAFJ

WHALi;rj, iK)r4'\Li) p.

WIIIKTY, FOIUIT F.

Wli I

' NALi) I).

woNi., : . :; ;

YING, TIN YAU
Yg>uNi;, L)i;B(;F?AH jf:an

YU, ROBERT C.

ZIMMER, PAUL VICTOR
ZHLIN, I MAD A.

EXCHANGE
ANDERSON, JENNIFER E.

DAHLKE, GREGORY M.

DASSO, MARY C.

DEJANE, DANITA A.

DILLER, KEVIN

HELGESON, MARK K.

IKEHARA, RODNEY J.

JELL, CAROLYN
KANEKO, JERI S.

LOOK, LIN

LORD, KERRI J.

MAZER, NANCY B.

MILLAR, FREDRICK L.

MURAKAMI, MARK K.

PETERSON, BYRON J.

STAFFORD, ROXANNfi

WANG, WALTER J.

WINDER, JEAN M.

WOOD, LIONEL L.

FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES
ADELSON, SHARI A.

ANDERSON, BRIAN E.

ANDERSON, MATTHEW A.

ANDREWS, SUSAN G.

ANZUONI, NICHOLAS M.

ARCHAMBAULT, MARK P.

ARLAN, MIRIAM BETH

ARMSTRONG, THERESE M.

ARNOLD, KILLIAN A.

AUCLAIR, GREGORY R.

AUGER, JUDITH A.

BACH, ELLEN ELISABETH

BACH IN I, JOAN MARY

BARANOW, GAYLE F.

BARISHMAN, BRUCE L.

BARNARD, MARC R.

BATT, LINDA K.

BEARY, KATHLEEN A.

BECK, EDWARD FRANCIS

BEHRMAN, LORI ELLEN

BERGSTROM, MARTHA LYNNE

BERTINUSON, CATHERINE T.

BERUBE, PAUL R.

BETTANO, ROCHARD J.

BIGGS, VINCENT M.

BIMBO, ANNEMARIE
BIRD, JOHN
BLACK, ROBIN ANDREA

BLOOM, THERESA A.

BOHEN, ELIZABETH THERESA

BOLACK, DIANE M<

BONITA, ALISON M.

BONZEK, VALERIE A.

BOOSKA, MARYANN

BORNSTEIN, JULIE E.

BOURGEOIS, PHILIP B.

BOUZAN, JOAN M.

BOWER, KARI SUE

BREAU, WALTER C.

BRIGGS-BAMFORD, TARA E.

BROUGH, HEIDI A.

BROWN, KATHLEEN A.

BUCHBINDER, JOAN C.

BURCHELL, MAUREEN ELIZABETH

BYMAN, KENNETH W.

BYRNE, MARGARET
CAIRNS, GAIL E.

CAREY, JAMES M.

CARGOS, RICHARD M.

CARIOFILES, NOCHOLAS JAMES

CARLSON, NINA I.

CARO, SUZANNE D.

CARR, KEVIN P.

CASSUTO, ELISE JILL

CHARi;ST, MARC P.

CHENETZ, RUTH E.

CHIASSON, ELIZABETH A.

CHLUP, BARBARA J.

CHRISTOPHERSON, SUSAN M.

CIESLUK, ANNE MARIE

CLARK, ELAINE MARIE

CLARK, FRANCES A.

CLEAVES, SEAN FRANCIS

CLEMENT, KEITH W.

CLINTON, KAREN L.

CLOUGHERTY, DAVID MICHAEL

COBURN, RUTH L.

COLLINS, VAUGHN T.

CONNORS, DIANE LYNDA

"cONWAY, JOHN F. Ill

CONWAY, LORI GAII,

COONEY, CAROL S.

CORBUT, MARLENE A.

CORIGLIANO, NORMAN J.

GORMAN, STEVEN M.

CORNWELL, JANET L.

COSTA, EDWARD A.

COSTELLO, LYNN A.

COUNIHAN, PAUL G. JR.

CRAIG, DANA D.

CRONIN, KATHLEEN A.

CROSSLEY, ELAINE J.

CROWLEY, JANE
DAGNELLI, ANDREA MARIA

DALTON, PATRICIA A.

DALY, GERARD D.

DAMIANO, ELISE F.

DARIO, SUZANNE C.

DARVICHE, JANE R.

DAVIES, DEBRA B.

DEC, PAUL J.

DEEMS, SHERYL A.

DELORENZO, PAUL F.

DESHAW, SUSAN J.

DESMOND, LINDA M.

DETUCCI, DIANE ELIZABETH

DIBONA, ALISON R.

DICHOWSKI, BETH L.

DONOVAN, DEBORAH A.

DOOLEY, MICHAEL J.

DOYLE, DEBRA T.

DOYLE, MARC A.

DRAPER, JOHN P.

DROZDOWSKI, JANICE L.

DUBOWSKI, MARYANN

DWINELL, SCOTT L.

EDWARDS, JOHN A.

EDWARDS, MARY ELIZABETH

ELLIOTT, ALFRED P.

ELLIS, ANN MITRON

EMERY, RUTH A.

EMMONS, DENISE M.

ENGLEMAN, SUSAN L.

ENRIGHT, PATRICIA A.

ETHIER, ROBIN MARY

FARRELL, MARK R.

FEBBO, JEM^I M.

FIEGENBAUM, ERIC N.

FIELDER, JUDITH A.

FINDLEN, FRED G.

FINE, GARY L.

FINNEGAN, TERESA A.

FISHER, PATRICIA L.

FITZGERALD, ELIZABETH MARIE

FLEISHEL LEWIS, BETTY R.

FLETCHER, KAREN H.

FLEURY, TIMOTHY J.

FLYNN, JOHN C.

FONTAINE, MARTHA C.

FORD, MEREDITH V.

FORTE, CAROLYN A.

FOSTER., SHELLEY L.

FOWKES, CATHERINE V.

FULLERTON, DEBORAH C.

FUSCO, ELLEN M.

GABOR, HOWARD
GAGNON, DAVID ALLEN

GALLUCCI, GREGORY W.

GARABEDIAN, PAULA

GARIEPY, ELIZABETH A.

GARNER, NANCY E.

GARRON, JENNIFER L.

GATLEY, JEFF M.

GATTI, ANDREW LEO

GERRIOR, GLENN EDWARD

GIBREE, LAURIE ROSE

GLEASON, PAMELA

GODFREY, SHARI L.

GOLNER, JANICE ROSE

GORDON, DAN K.

GREEN, JOYCE ANN
GREENBERG, NANCY H.

GREENE, JUDITH LOUISE

GRIFFIN, BRUCE S.

GROSSMANN, ELIZABETH D.

OJILLERM, BRADLEY K.

GUINN, DAVID G.

GUNDAL, SANDRA J.

GWOZDZ, DIANE L.

BASER, CATHERINE G.

HAGAN, MARGARET M.

HAGGAR, PATRICIA E.

HANDY, ROBIN C.

HARACZKIEWICZ, TIMOTHY J.

HARRIS, DEBORAH J.

HASTINGS, SUSAN H.

HAVER, NANCY J.

HAYDEN, ANTHONY M.

HEMMAT, LINDA
HENNESSY, STEPHEN THOMAS

HENRY, JANINE L.

HESSE, BARBARA L.

HETTINGER, JOANN
HI SLOP, STEVEN JOSEPH

HOLMSTROM, NINA C.

HOST, LAWRENCE A.

HOULE, DANIEL T.

HOY, JONATHAN CAMPBELL

:iUGHES, ELIZABETH ANN

HUME, JAMES W.

HUNNEFELD, BETH A.

HENNEMAN, STEPHEN GEORGE

HUNT, MAUREEN T.

HUNTER, CYNTHIA E.

IRVING, RICHARD S.

ISRAEL, LARRY J.

JABLONSKI, SALLY E.

JACKSON, KYLE E.

JACQUES, DANIEL
JOHNSTON, MICHAEL J.

JONAS, DANIEL R.

JONES, JONATI.AN M.

JOSEPH, MARY ALISON
JOSEPHSON, ERIC MARTIN

JOYCE, PATRICIA M.

KALPIN, MARK C.

KARDOK, DAVID S.

KEENE, SUSAN K.

KENNEDY, DAVID P.

KERSHOW, KRISTEN L.

KINNEE, ELLEN J.

KIPJCLAND, KEITH R.

KOKANSKY, KIM A.

KORPITA, PATRICIA H.

KOSTECKI , 1 "NN T.

KOWALSKI , HENRY A.

KRUPINSKI, KEVIN J.

KRUSEN, BETSEY G.

KUBIK, CHESTER J.

KURAS, CATHLEEN A.

LALIBERTE, MICHAEL P.

LAMB, CHRISTOPHER J.

LANKARGE, STEVEN P.

LAPLANTE, JOSEPH A.

LARIVIERE, LINDA L.

LARSON, EVERETT N.

LAUDER, DEBRA LEE

LAUTZ, KEVIN THOMAS

LAW, PETER A.

LAWLER, ELIZABETH ANN
LEBLANC, LEON;^ L.

LEBLANC, RONALD P.

LEBLANC, SANDRA J.

LEE, HUNG Y.

LENAHAN, KATHLEEN
LESSE, JOANNE ROSALIE

LESSER,* MARK R.

LEVIN, ANDREW
LEVY, STUART CHARLES

LEWANDOWSKI, LYNN G.

LEWIS, GLEN T.

LEWNEY, EMILY K.

LHEUREUX, DIANE J.

LIND, JENNY A.

LIZOTTE, MICHAEL PETER

LOFTUS, KAY T.

LONG, SHARON C.

LUFT, FELICIA G.

LUTHMAN, MARK A.

LYNCH, SHEILA A.

LYONS, JOHN F.

MACDONALD, ANN E.

MCGUIRE, MAUREEN JANE

MAHONY, SUSAN C.

MALLOY, MARY ANN
MALOY, BRIAN R.

MANDEVILLE, PAUL J.

MARA, RUTH E.

MARGULIES, GENE R.

MARK, DAPHNE
MAURTUA, MANUEL
MAZUKINA, ELLEN A.

MCCALLUM, TRACY A.

MCCARTHY, TARA VICTORIA

MCCONVILLE, CAROL ANNE

MCCORMACK, MARJORIE

MCCORMICK, LISAJO

MCGINTY, JOSEPH GERARD

MCGRATH, KATHLEEN A.

MCINTYRE, MARY J.

MCKITTRICK, MARTHA T.

MCMAHON, ROBERT PHILIP

MAMANUS, KATHLEEN P.

MERGENDAHL, ROBIN L.

METLITZ, JOANNE HALI

METSCH, ADAM S.

MILESZKO, MICHAEL J.

MOON, THEAH
MORRA, MARISA A.

MOTL, SHARON L.

MUISE, .1ILL M.

MURAH, MFLANIE ANN

"MRPHY, PATRICIA A.

MURRAY, .JOHN k.

MURRF.TT, AMY J. •

NADEAU, WILLIAM A.

NAGLE, LYNDA A.

NAPOLEONi;, MARIA ''.

NOLAN. kathli:fn W.

N':>LAN, VIRGINIA L.

NOONi;, ROSEMARY
tJOPCIFKN, KA.ISA I.

NOWELL, CYNTHIA L.

NUTILE, NANCY A.

OLSEN, RONALD J.

OMELIA, MARYANN T.

ORGAN, ANDREA L.

ORT, DIANE L.

PARATORE, KAREN M.

PAVAN, WILLEAM J.

PETERSEN, CHRISTINA M.

PETERSON, TRACY A.

PETRO, STEPHEN E.

PFISTER, KIRK ALAN
PHELAN, SUSANNE M.

PICA, DONNA H.

PIETRZYK, STANLEY L. JR
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PILLOW, SUZANNE L. ROSE, MARK ALAN SMITH, ROGER S. VELZY, MARY BETH
PINEAU, ANTHONY M. ROSEMAN, LAURA B. SONDIK, SUSAN DEBORAH VETRONE, JAMES L.

PINEO, STEVEN R. ROTHER, SUZ,ANNE M. SOPRANO, SUSAN V. VINCENT, JOYCE LEONA
PITKIN, BARBARA H. ROTHSCHILD, ELIZABETH S. STAHLE, JEFFREY C. VONDAL, DEBORAH M.

PIXLEY, LORA M. SANTILLI, JOHN JOSEPH STARK, ALEXANDRA E. VOUTSELAS, PATRICE M.
PRINCE, JACQUELINE M. SANTORO, FRANCIS A. STEIN, BARBARA PHYLISS WALSH, BARBARA A.

PRINDLE, BRIAN E. SARACENO, LEO D. ST. GEORGE, CYNTHIA RAE WALSH, CHRISTINE M.
PROKOS, JANE A. SARAS IN, ROBERT L. STIMSON, STEPHEN C. WARWICK, ELIZ..BETH BYNES
PROVENCHER, JENNY A. SAVARD, VALERIE F. STOLL, VICTORIA M. WEERTS, ELISE MARIA
PUTNAM, ELLEN CADY SCANNELL, ROBERT E. STRAVTNSKAS, MARIANNE L. WEIG, LISE A.
PYOTT, CHRISTOPHER J. SCARLATELLI, KENNETH R. STRONG, ALICE C. WEISS, LORI I.

QUACKENBUSH, ANNE B. SCHOENFELD, JILL E. SULLIVAN, MARY E. WELSCH, ANNA CAROLINA
QUAGLINI, PAUL K. SEAQUIST, MARYL A. SUPLINSKAS, PAUL NICHOLAS WLNTWORTH, ANDREW D.
QUIRK, PAULINE M. SLARLE, BARRY L. SYKES, DEBORAH GAY WEST, CYNTHIA L.

RACETTE, SUZANNE ESTELLE SERAPHIN, NANCY LEE SZANTO, ANTHONY WHITE, JOHN C.
RAKOUSKAS, DAVID A. RERVADIO, CAROL A. TESTA, GRACE-MARIE WHITE, TERRIANN
RAMSDELL, SUSAN R. SEYMOUR, ANDREA H. THOMPSON, JENA K. WHITLOCK, ALISON L.
RANDALL, ALIDA L. SHAPIRO, MICHAEL S. TOMICH, CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH WIEDERGOTT, TERESA L.
RASMUSSEN, AMANDA C. SHARIT, AMY BETH TOUSIGNANT, BETH A. WIELAND WENDY F.
RAVITZ, ELLEN J. SHEA, CHRISTINA H. TREMER, JANE J. WILLIAMS, JONATHAN D.
RAY, BARBARA J. SHEARY, AVCkY A. TRIFONE, LINDA PHILOMENA WILLIAMSON, .-^URT JOHN
REY, DEBORAH S. SHEPPEHTON, CAROL LFi: TRUDEAU, MARY E. WINGLER, BARBARA J.
RICH, LISA B. SHUMRAK, ELLEN B. TRUEBENBACH, KRISTY WISEL, STUART R.
RICHARDS, SUSAN LYMAN SIBBALDS, JOHN S. TUCKER, JENNEFER R. WOERNER, DIANE
RIORDAN, ELLEN J. SILVER, BETH L. TURNER, RICHARD H. WOJAN, LYNDA L.
RIOUX, CHRISTINE L. SILVERMAN, MICHAEL CRAIG TURNER, SUSAN WOOD, CATHY A.
RITSON, TIMOTHY J. SINGER, GLENDA J. TURSKY, ANNE BARBARA WORI^EN, WILLIAM L.
ROBINSON, THOMAS M. SKINNER, ROBERT ALLAN VAILLANCOURT, MARK C. ZARIIIAN, SHARON A.
ROCKWOOD, JOHN P. SKOLE, LINDA SUSAN VAN DEN BROEKE, ODETTE J. ZIKVE, JACALYN B.
RODMAN, RHONDA L. SLOANE, PRISCILLA J. VANARIA, DEBORAH M. ZIINO, LAUREEN J.
RONAN, EDWARD JOSEPH SMALANSKAr, JAMES G. VANDENBROEKE , FELICIA W. ZIMMERMAN, JEAN E.
ROOT, BRIAN G. SMITH, MARIA E. VANNI, LEILA ZUCKER, KARYN

*

HEALTH SCIENCES
ALI , AYESHA
ANDERSON, SUSAN M.

BAPTISTE, LAURm ANNE
BARKER, PRUDENCE O.

BARKER, WENDY J.

BEREZANSKY, CHERYL L.

BERG, LAURA M,

BERNIER, "CARLA A.

BERNS, KAREN L.

BERON, JOAN DIANE

BETOURNAY, JEANNE M.

BIZUKA. MARCIA JEANNE
BOHN, RHONDA LEE

BOYD, CATHY
BR60KS, LORRAINE P.

BURKE, CHRISTINA M.

CARROLL, MARGARET WINIFRED
CHAFFEE, MARY W.

CHRETIEN, CLAIRE A.

CHRUSCIEL, JUDY B.

COGSWELL, ELIZABETH R.

COHEN, BENJAMIN
CONWAY, LYNN F.

COURTNEY, JULIA A.

CULLERTON, MICHELLE D.

DAHLER, JAMIE L.

DAUTEN, MELINDA S.

DELISLE, SUSAN M.

DELLA-TORRE, RISA M.

DEMERS, LYNN A.

DGETLUCK, NANCY
DICKINSON, MARTHA M.

DONIGIAN, CHRISTINE A.

DONNER, LAURA BETH
DONOVAN, ELIZABETH ANN
DRAKE, DONNA MARIE
DRURY, JAYNE T.

EDELSTEIN, MYRA E.

EHRLICH, SHARON A.
EISNER, MARIE

FEINGOLD, LISA
FERMAN, SHELLY HOPE
FERREIRA, PAMEIJ\ A.

FONG, PERRY
FRIEDMAN, KAREN L.

GARCIA, GLADYS M.

GARDNER, DIANE M.

GARVEY, JUDITH P.

GATES, SALLY R.

GILBANE, MARY-ELLEN
GINGRAS, LIZA ANN
GLOSTER, MAUREEN

GOULD, LINDA R.

GRAY, HANNAH
GRAY, MARY LOUISE
GRISKEVICH, LISA ANN
GROCHMAL, LISA A.

HEMENWAY, ROBIN J.

HERSHMAN, SHARI A.

HIGH, JACKLYN J.

HOPKINS, PRISCILLA ELLEN
HUMPHREY, SUSAN M.

JACOBS, ILENE C.

JOHNSON, DEBORAH ANN
JONES, HEATHER JANINE
JOYCE, NANCY E.

KALLANDER, CYNTHIA JEAN
KNOWLTON^ SANDRA L.

KOSAKOWSKI, JANICE M.

KULIS, ANN E.

KULP, LESLEY A.

LANTZ, TERRI JOLENE
MACKLER, STEPHEN W.

MARTI, SHERYL A.

MASTON, DIANE D.

MCAULIFFE, DONNA M.
MEIJER, ANNE A.

MURATORE, CHERYL L.

NADEAU, LEON N.

NAUGLER, ELAINE T.

NICHOLS, ELLEN MARIE
ORLICK, AMY R.

OWEN, STACEY A.

PALMER, CATHERINE V.

PARKS, MICHELLE A.

PETROS, HELEN M.

PHILLIPS, CLAUDIA
POULIN, CYNTHIA L.

QUINLAN, CATHERINE MARY
RENNICK PATRICIA A.

RIVEST, EILEEN M.

ROBERTS, LINDA J.

SACKOS, JILL ANN
SHEA, PATRICE ANN
SMITH, LISA A.

STEACIE, DEBORAH
STEIN, AMY J.

STICKLER, NANCY S.

SUSSMAN , SUSAN T.

JAYLOR, JANE PHILLIPS
THOMAS, CHERYL A.
VALIUNAS, JURATE
VARRICHIONE, VIRGINIA A.

WALLACE, SHERI A.

WHITE, HAROLYN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ALIBER, NANCY B.

^BAKER, JANICE M.

BLOOMQUIST, NENA L.

BONTEMPI, LISA
FINE, DEBORAH L.

FINOCCHIAP.O, JOSEPH
FLETCHER, SANDRA L.

FRANK, MARK S.

GERIL, ADAM C.

HAMILTON, BRYAN R.

HOOD, SCOTT L.

KAUTZ, LISA V.

KOSLOSKI, SUSAN L.

LAVERDIERE, KAREN S.

MACURDY, JOHN B.

MCLARNEY, MARY J.

MEAD, KIMBERELY L.

NORTON, JUDITH A.

PERRIN, KEITH L.

QUINN, JEFFREY A,

RATYNA, MARY ROBIN
SCHULMAN, SCOTT L.

STANAS, BRUCE D.

STAVIS, DONNA L.

THAYER, CRAIG C.

VACHON, RENE H.

VANCHERI, JANE E.

VESPA, LISA L.

WATTERUD, KIMBERLY A,

STOCKBRIDGE
ABBOTT, HEIOI L.

ANDERSON, CHRISTOPHER J.

BENSON, JOEL M,

BERNARD, MARC A.

BILOWZ, WALTER G.

BLACK, MARION E.

BOY, RORY S.

BRAZELL, MICHAEL T.

BRIA, JOHN J. JR.

BUTTERFIELD, ELIZABETH L.

CHARETTE, ANTHONY P.

CLEVELAND, SARAH G.

COYLE, CHRISTOPHER A.

CFJ:ELMAN, MARK A.

CROWELL, PAUL E.

DONOVAN, PATRICIA J.

DZ IADZ 10, BARBARA J.

DZIURA, STANLEY M.

FARLEY, THOMAS K.

FERRIS, JOSEPH E.

FITZPATRICK, THOMAS I

FOSS, SANDRA
FOULKES, JONATHAN P.

FREDETTE, GERARD E.

GOUCHER, ELAINE T.

GURNEY, KIM D.

HALL, ALEXANDER G.

HERFURTH, RICHARD A,

HOFFSTETTER, JAMES S.

HULBERT, THOMAS G.

JOHNSON-WILBY, LISA M.

KNOOP, ROGER P.

•

KRUPA, JAMES S.

LABARRE, DANIEL J.

MANNARINO, DOMINIC J.

MASTROIANNI, RICHARD/
MELICAN, DAVID T.
MONIZ, GARY K.

MOORE, DENNIS J.

MORGAN, SUSAN R.

NEDOROSTEK, GARY F.

NELSON, HEIDI L.

NEWELL, ERIC E.

NOEL, CAROL A.

PEARY, JAMES S.

PIANTEDOSI, MARK A.

POWTAK, CAROL A.

REARDON, ROBERT P.

RIVERA, LUIS G.

ROBOTHAM, MARK B.

ROZA, JANE A.

SLITER, JOHN W.

SMITH, CRAIG R.

STERLING, JEFFREY L.

SULLIVAN, EILEEN V.

TRUITT, OSCAR R.

URKO, ALAN S.

vAllillo, FRANCINE L.

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins
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Bushwa by Tom Cushwa
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Gooz by G. Masse
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Photographers

There will be a mandatory staff meeting for all Col-

leen non-staff and staff photographers and assistant

photo editors at 9:30 p.m. tomorrow m the Collegian of-

fice. Anyone who cannot attend must call Kevin Fachetti

at 545-3500 before the meeting.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Fern Spierer, Oblivion

Express
9-12 Pauline, Rock and Roll

12-3 The General, Posotive

Vibrations

3-5:30 Mr. Ted, Modem
Dance

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Sports Cafe
7-10 Live From Studio B
10-2 Eliot Andrew, Urban
Contemporary
2-6 More Music

ACROSS 54 Rice 21 Unken>, (woman

1 Aqreement Fr 56 Othello s nemesis 24 Likesjme fiction

6 Palmas 57 Baltic port 26 Gi\.' weapons to,

9 Siteot Batavia 59 Lady on the line old style

13 American painter 61 Son of Telamon 28 En tout—
18711951 62 Ger (nevertheless): Fr

14 Rue— Paix 63 Poet William or 29 Mane or Joan, eg

15 British co'legian Stephen 30 Sounds of

16 Some riders 64— hands 1 contentment

18 Of the color ot loved ' 31 Interference in

gold 65 Nickname, mas tennis

19— time in the culineor feminine 32 Decamp quietly

old town.
." 66 Mountain ridge 33 Bolivian export

20 Passes 34 Track circuit

22 Ear Prefix 35 Service mils

23 Welcome visitor DOWN 36 LoCarre

on the gridiron 1 Exclamation of protagonist

25 Miguel of Mexico disbelief 38 Gullah and Koine

27 East, in Germany 2 Love, in Polynesia 39 Sound ot disgust

28 Actor James 3 French 43 Jump

29 Hawthorne's landscapist 44 Philippine sea

birthplace 4 Sample 45 Discard

33 Subiect ot classic 5 Scientific suffix 46 Seance board

punishment 6 Berlin Airlift 4 7 Above txjard

37 Rodgers and Hart commander 48 Capital city near

hit, 1937 7 Relative of the Inchon

40 Native of Tallin smart one' 49 Subiecl of Blake

41 Gauge signal 8 California city E poem

42 Egyptian god of of Long Beach 50 Site of Boothbay

creation 9 Exercise HartKjr

43 Ukr or Lith. 10 Saw 51 Audubon Society

45 Le Roi 1 1 Italian physicist emblem

(Louis IV) 12 Dvorak 52 Actor Nick

48 Guys of 14 — Feed The 55 Emu s relative

derringdo Animals" 58 Pioneer s need

53 Call to action 17 Snares 60 DC Group

1 ? 3 4 b

1
17

14

6 7 a

71

9 10 11 17

13 lb

16

I
?4

18

7b

19 ?0

78

7?

?3

10
I
3i

I
3?

I
33

?b

34
I
Jb

I
?7

I
3S
I
39

79 3b

37

I
4:
I
44

40

I
46
I
47 48

41

I
4S bO bl

47 I
4b

60

b?

53 b4

1

bb

bl b9

I
61 6? 63

64 6b 66

10 PREVIOUS PU77L£ WKATHER

Clearing and sunny today
— highs in the 70's. Fog and
chance of drizzle again

tonight. Lows in the 50's.

D.C. Menu
'<•)

LUNCH

Sausage Links/

Mashed Potatoes

Spiced Apples

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER

Barbecued Chicken
Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER

I; Spinach Wheat Croquettes/ Barbecued Chicken

i; Mushroom Sauce Mixed Bean Casserole

Pizza

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

>i

10:30-12:00 — Sean Sands, Can there be

peace in Northern Ireland

12:00-12:30 — A workshop with video ar-

tist Wendelin Glatzel

12:30-1:00 - Edited for Television The
work of Artist Nam June Paik

1:00-2:00 - Jorma Kaukonen - The ex-

Jefferson Airplane guitarist at the SUB
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UM women golfers win
lAssociated|~s fop ioBy JIM FLOYD UMaas had a 15 stroke virtnrv manrin ABy JIM FLOYD

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's golf team, paced by a sensational

one under par 73 by Marlene Susienka,

defeated Mount Holyoke College and Spr-

ingfield College at Hickory Ridge Country
Club this past Friday.

Susienka birdied five holes en route to a
16 stroke victory margin over the second

place golfer.

"Marlene was just sensational," said

UMass golf coath Jack Leaman, "She shot

a really terrific round and set the com-
petitive course record for collegiate women
at the club."

UMass had a 15 stroke victory margin
over second place finisher. Mount Holyoke
with the Minutewomen scoring a 368 team
total and MHC notching a 383. Springfield
was well back with a 410.

Following Susienka for UMass was Nola
Edie who Anished fifth overall with a 93,
Next on the scorecard for the
Minutewomen was Jane Egan, who placed
eighth with a 98. Rounding out the scoring
(only the top four scores are counted) was
Sandy Fletcher whose 104 was good for
twelfth.

Also competing for UMass were Teresa
Collins, who shot a 107, and Mary Ann
Lombardi, who had a debut score of 109.

^hLL£> DICYCLE SALE!

89 Main St.

Amherst

256-0880
Behino the Cheese Shop

and Valley Farms Dai'-y Store

Fuji Time
FUJI Sports 12 SX

We have just purchased a

limited selection of non current

FUJI models.

Now Is your chance to own a

New FUJI at a bargain price!

$189.00

was $245.00 now $189.00

Fuji Grand Tourer was $265.00 now $219.00

Fuji Royale was $345.00 now $319.00

Plus our 1982 Fuji star line-up 1

Montereys 29 lbs $215.00

Supremes 26lbs $259.00

Del Rays 25.5 lbs $289.00

All at>ove include our Fall

with your new bike.

Special Discount of 20% off all accessories purchased
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to 530 in seconds.

Thr F-4 I'hunlnjti. I* .aii rcjtch :V»,0(Kl iV-ct in

»(* seconds, ir ihal sounds like your sjK't'd. may Ik' you
• •at. 1h' one ol us.

Thr Miiritu's 1*L( ' Air Program ^nanmlccs lli^ht

.sch«H)l after lijLsic trainin^j:. And if you tjualify, we can

put you iti Iho air JH-fon- .•ollc^c ^^niduation with free

(•i\ilian tl\in^^ lo.sson.'>. Contact

\our Marine representat i\e, or call

collect (203) 244-2168/2169

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

See Captain Sparks

Campus Center, Oct. 5 - 7, 10 am - 2 pm
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The Top Twenty teams in The Associated

Press college football poll, with first-place

votes in parentheses, season records and
total points. Points based on 20 19 18 17 IS-

IS 14 13-12 1110 9 8-7 6 5 4 3-2 1:

I.Washington 25 3-0-0 1.114

2. Pitt 19 3 0-0 1,107

3. PennState7 40 1.037

4. Florida 1 3-0-0 973

5. Alabama 4 3-0-0 %8
6. Georgia 1 3 0-0 864
7. So. Methodist 1 3-0-0 803

8. Nebraska 2 1-0 702

9. UCLA 1 3-0 662

10. Arkansas 3-0-0 607

11. Notre Dame 2-0-0 600

12. North Carolina 2-1 529
13. Arizona State 4-0-0 521

14. West Virginia 3-0-0 395
15. Texas 2-0-0 372

16. Southern Cal 2 1-0 317

17. Miami. Fla. 3-1-0 285

18. Boston College 2 1 132

19. Minnesota 3-0-0 80

20. Auburn 3 0-0 70

Football
Cnntirinnl froiti pnijf JO

It seems like Garry Pearson co'.sld gain

100 yards in his sleep. The senior tailback

rushed for 107 yards on 22 carries against

Harvard despite not carrying the ball for

much of the fourth quarter when the

Minutemen were forced to play catch- up
fcx)tball. Pearson played with a slight

hamstring pull but should he at full

strength for this week's Yankee Conference
opener with the University of Rhode Island.

Harvard coach Joe Reslic had nothing

but praise for the Minuteman running

game.
"That fullback Murray (Tom) is one hell

of a fullback. He blocks exceptionally well

and runs hard." said Restic.

As for Pearson, Restic put his ability into

terms that any Yankee Conference coach

would agree with.

"We all know by now how good a football

player Pearson is," admired Restic.

A look at the Yankee Conference stat

sheet shows several UMass players among
the leaders in different categories.

Pearson leads all Yankee Conference
rushers with a 139 yards per game average
after three games. Already the all time

rushing leader in University of

Massachusetts football history, the durable
senior continues to secure his place in the

record books by piling up consistent yar-

dage.

Dean Pecevich is listed as fourth among
Yankee Conference quarterbacks in

completions per game with 10 per outing
while Ron Mangarelli is fourth in receiving.

Finally, Rich Jenkins is second in kickoff

return yardage among Yankee Conference
kickoff returners with a 21.7 yard average.
The senior tailback is having a fine season
filling in for Pearson at tailback in addition

to running back kicks.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURAL DEADLINE - Rosters tions. please contact the Intramural Office
are due today for the intramural track and which is located on the second floor of
field competition. If there are any ques- Boyden.

Your first stop

for disc film

processing.

Kodacolor HR tH"^

Bring in your KODACOLOR HR Disc Film, and get
quality color processing by Kodak. You'll like the
way the color comes out bright and clear . . .

just the way you like it. Stop in today to order
your great looking prints.

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

COLOR
PROCESSING
.. Kodak

. 1
SSING^

Located in the

Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
STORED
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackaditc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENT FOR RENT

North Amherst. Clean, freshly painted

apartment in a great recreation area.

Available for immediate ocupancy.
$375. /month. D.H. Jones Real Es\ate

(549-3700)

Men's medium navy down parka new,

too big for mel, call Jackeu 548-2631

Authier Comp Skis. 190 with Solomon
727 equipe bindings $95 549-5175

FOUND

AUDIO

Music Equipment Sale: Peavey PA 400

head 6 channels 200 watts $200, Synare 3X

Er stand $125, Ludwig ghost pedal $40, 60's

Farftsa organ $200, Madeira guitar $100

MXR Phase I $40, Kay graphic equalizer $20

call Ted & Steve 253-7710, Tim 666-3154,

David 536-1866

AUTO FOR SALE

1972 Ford Mustang automatic many new
parts runs great $860 or BO 546-1460

'96 VW Bug very good nr>echanical shape.

Runs well. $400. 80 666^4669

1972 Chevrolet Van runs well. Outfitted as

camper. Radial tires & snows Auto trans, 6

cyl. $1300. 256-0462

1972 Toyota Corolla some rust $3KS0

253-9794

AUTO REPAIR

Auto Repalr-U.S. & Foreign, lowest

rates, quick service. No. Hadley Motor

works, 586-9029

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253 7822

BLUES LOVERS

A very friendly gray and white cat who
wants to come home. Found in Brittany

Manor. If yours call 256-0800

Very valuable women's ring in Grad

Research. Please send description to

McGarrah, 16 Forest Av, Greenfield, MA
01301

HELP WANTED

Acting Director of the SGA Communica-
tions Office applications available in 420

Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EGE
Third World Students and women are en-

couraged to apply

SGA Affirmative Action Officer needed
will oversee SGA adherence to affirmative

action standards. Applications available in 4

20 Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE
Third World students and women en-

couraged to apply.

Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to train

and sup>ervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal exp>erience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send
resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union

People to work for new honest gover-

nor Independent Frank Rich call Jim Dalton

583 6673

1976 IMPALA FOR SALE

John Lee Hooker and the Coast to Coast

Blues Band will appear in the Student

Union Ballroom, Saturday October 16 at

8:00 pm. Tickets on sale Oct. 5-- $3

545-2145

ENTERTAINMENT

Chevrolet Impale 1975 in good condition,

air conditioning, Jenson AM/FM stereo,

PS-PB, radial tires and more. This car has

no problems or quirks. There are too many
new parts to list come and see it, must sell

soon for $1195.00 or BO Call Kevin at

253 3766 after 6:00 pm or before 10:00 am

INSTRUCTION
POLODROID DJ's - "Don't miss us if you

can " Pat or John 253-2967

Bellydancing for all occasions. Parties,

socials etc Call Thereza 253-7822

PROFESSIONAL DJ's FOR LESSI $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Parties, Semis.

Paul 549-4405 Joe 549 1588.

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop . Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Rrst meeting of the official Bhakti-Yoga

Group free nectarean vegetarian feast by

Padmanabhal Rm 177 Campus Ctr Thurs

Sept 30 7 PM further info 527-6114

FOR SALE

Yamaha Guitar and accessories best offer

cb'tl Susan 546-1483

Need a new hairdryer or curling iron?

Unused models at discount prices. Why
pay more. Call 546-8952

Typewriter Smith Corona "Galaxie" port

manuel ex cond $75.00 call Jim 323-6076

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1 283-7805~

New Dunham Boots size 10 Vi too big

for me. $50 6-7487 Marc

JUDGES NEEDED

The Commuter Collective is now taking

applications for the University Judiciary

Committee. Two judge will be appointed by

October 1. Stop by 404 SUB 545-2145

LESBIAN/QAY

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les-

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm. at 545-2645

music GnLUERV
announces another

LATE NIGHT V<nl4CK SALE
\A/edne8day Sept:ember S9 IMoon-Midnight

STICKS STRIIMGS T-SHIRTS

DOOR PRIZE
SEMINARS
VIDEO ROCK

Beyer Microphone
Agostino acoustic

Boss guitar tuners
Cortez Powered

headphones

Up to TQoio OFF selected items

clip this ad to receive your fre^ gift
ro

KT 9 HAM.[Y MA

Lesbians and Gay Men interested in help-

ing peers through rough times should call

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling
Collective 545-2645

Lesbian Union open meeting Thurs. 7 pm
Sept. 30

LOST

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead
necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Reward for finding Male Husky/ Shepard

Pup 5 months old white face, dark back,

choke collar. Call Ryan at 253 9504 or

665-3271

Lost rope chain bracelet with name Ellen

on it. If found, please call 549 2638 (reward )

Lost black wallet 9/16 in Boyden $5

reward no? ask Ankie 6-9429

Helpl Lost purple & gold bead bracelet bet-

ween SW PhiSig & silver bracelet with

large greyish stone near CC - GTWR sen

timental reawrdi 6-5067
.

Set of keys on heart-shaped ring says

Carolyn please call 6-7980

PERSONALS

Stick it in your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Mom. Thanks for the lovely gift and yes,

I'm psychedl Love, Jane

1981 Index is herel Yes that's right and for

only $4.00 you can own one. Stop by room

103 CC to purchase yours

Steve You're the guy I'll always love!

Happy Birthday S.H. - Barb P.S. How does

dinner for two by candlelight sound?

Jim We met a Blue Wall HH then you gave

me a balloon can we meet again next Friday

at HH? Margo

Sigma Delta Tau
would like to invite all Univ women
to an Open Rush Dinner at 5:00 on:

Tuesdsy, Sept. 28

Wednesday, Sept. 29

Thursday, Sept. JO

We are located at 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

Cash Prize for the Best Comedian. Open
mike comedy night tonight at the Blue

Wall. Everyone welcome. Sponsored by

Governors' Program Council

UMMB - OopsI They goofed but we got

psyched for Harvard and Hog Calling Time

has passed (without ice). Next Time

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

GET PHYSICAL coming soonlll

"Run for your Right" race festival to

benefit nuclear referendum on Oct 31 Bike,

run, or rollerski for your right to vote. Call

666-4815

IPSEA would like to thank all donors that

gave blood at the Blood Drive last Monday.

It was a big successi Thanks againi

Excellent opportunity for valuable

jcademic/ social experiences in all aspects

of business. C^ something beneficial with

your spare time. Become involved in your

student credit union. Immediate volunteer

positions available. Contact Bryn at

545-2800

Food Science Club Meeting - all grad

and undergraduate majors are encouraged

to attend Chenoweth 227 Tuesday
September 28 at 6:30 see you therel

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New ft used, buy Er

sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidential/Efficient call after 6

om or weekends 253-7468 -

Female looking for own room In apart-

ment. however I am willing to share a

room. Pleese call 256-6612.

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Male roommate wanted to share

bedroom in Brandywine $120/mth call

549^4867

Female to share room in 2 bdrm apt $127

mo & electricity 666-4142

MALFFOR SPACIOUS TWO FLOOR.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, ROLLING
GREEN. UTILITIES INCLUDED.
$99.25/MONTH 253-9431

Room in N. Amherst 150 -»- elec N-SM
256-0668

Female wanted for 1 bdm in 3 bdm Nor-

thampton Apt 1 10/m + 586-8625

Femele to share room in spacious

Townehouse apt. $126. Call Susan.

S49-3868.

SERVICES

Hang Gliding Club meeting tonight in

CC. Rm 166^ at 7:00. Lessons, hacky-

sack. but no dancir>g girls.

NAIADS synchronized swim club. New
members welcome. No experience

necessary NOPE pool 9/27 - 29 6-7 pm

Typing - $1 .25 per page will do overnight

typing $2.00 per page call between 6 & 9

PM 666-7731

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst. 256^710

WE ARE PIKE
~

All university men are cordially invited to

open rush tonight at 9:00 the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, 418 N. Pleasant St., any
info call Pike 545-2150

o.^ ui.i«<M( \ii • -n II - lo I'l H"i( \ii n II •« in i>i KoK Ml

NEWWAVE
&

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
r
H

^

')

VO •UU with this coupon I

10.50 with shampoo & Blow Dry
\

11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry
\

Free Consultations |

please call foi an appoin ment
j

I

STYLES BY DEBORAH
j

I 65 University Drive, Amherst I

j
549-5610 c

I

I
een'iisjQi^'jS? I

"fROHAH • STM.K> in DKHOKMI • > ril.K> H^ DmoK Ml ^<^
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Gibbons paces UM to tourney title
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Jeff Gettler was a very happy man
yesterday. He hadn't shaved recently and
he hadn't had hardly any sleep in the past
couple of days. But he was a very happy
man.
And with good reason. Gettler's Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's soccer team
travelled down to Baltimore, Maryland
over the weekend and came back at 5 am
yesterday morning toting the champion-
ship trophy from the Loyola Invitational

Tournament and one individual player,

senior Mike Gibbons, carried the Most
Valuable Player along just to keep the two

trophies as a matched set.

The tournament was a four team pool

that included a very good Loyola team as
well as perrenial soccer powerhouses Cor-
nell and Vanderbilt.

UMass earned its way to the final with an
overtime victory over Cornell in a game
which saw all the scoring in the game done
during the last five minutes and 41 seconds
of the game and three minutes and 59
seconds into the overtime period.

According to Gettler, the Cornell game
was a bittersweet victory for the team,
because the starting lineup was unable to
gel but the substitutes were able to pick up
the slack.

"We played terribly in the first half and

the score was still 0-0. Overall, during the

game we didn't play that well," said Get-

tler.

And UMass hopes for a shot at the cham-

pionship certainly looked bleak when Cor-

nell netted the first goal of the game with

just 5:41 left on the clock.

The Minutemen dug in however, and

three minutes and 36 seconds later,

freshman Mark Jeffrey scored on a pass

from Mike Mahoney and it was overtime.

It was overtime and it was MVP Gibbons

who ended it. Gibbons took a pass from

Mike Rudd and booted the ball past the

Cornell goalie for a clutch come-from-

Runners creep by URI

behind victory.

The victory over Cornell didn't necessari-

ly mean that the Minutemen would wrap
the trophy up and head for home though

because the next game was against the

home team Loyola.

Once agam, the Minutemen came
through with what Gettler termed the

team's "best game so far" and once again

the victory was keyed by the foot of Gib-

bons, who scored the only tally of the game
at 20:24 of the first half to pace UMass to a
1-0 victory.

And Gettler is probably still smiling. He
told you so.

By JOHN WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

This weekend, as many sports fans

devoted their attention to the UMass-
Harvard football game or just lamented

over the NFL strike, the University of

Massachusetts mens' cross-country team
journeyed down to Kingston, R.I. to par-

ticipate in a race hosted by the University

of Rhode Island.

Coach O'Briens' team, made up mostly of

freshmen and first-year nmners, narrowly

defeated the U.R.I, squad by a score of

27-28.

Although the five-mile race was won by
Joe Swift of U.R.I, in a time of 25:24, the

UMass team was victorious because of the

fact that they took four out of the top six

places.

UMass' winning performance was paced
by Rick Doiron, who ran a close second
place with a time of 25:30, a mere six

seconds off Swift's time. Following Doiron
to wrap up the victory wert: Red
LaFlamme in fourth, James MacPhee in

fifth and John Keelan with a sixth place

finish.

The win brought the UMass record to

1-1. but Coach O'Brien felt the win was
more important.

Fourth and Goal

"It gives some of my younger runners
additional experience that will be needed in

upcoming races.

"Last weeks' loss to a strong Boston Col-

lege team can maybe be attributed to the
fact that B.C. had already had a race under
their belts," said O'Brien.

When asked if his team was going
through a rebuilding stage, O'Brien
replied, "No, not at all. I have a lot of
strong runners that are improving their

performances in each outing.

So now, with a win behind them, the
UMass team is preparing to travel to the
Atlantic Ten Championships in

Philadelphia, PA. The race is going to be
held in Belmont Park, which according to

O'Brien, is "one of the most difficult

courses in the East."

Last year at the A.T.C.'s, UMass finish-

ed fourth overall among stiff competition
such as Rutgers, the number one team in

the conference, and Penn State, which was
ranked fourth in the nation last year. With
both these teams returning and other
teams like Rhode Island participating,

O'Brien expects a good race.

"With my runners doing better with each
race, and now that they have a little more
experience, I believe they can place well

down at Belmont Park." said O'Brien.

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Last week, before the Harvard fiasco.

University of Massachu.setts head football

coach Bob Pickett stressed the need for the

Minutemen to be more consistent on offense

and to cut down on turnovers in order to be

a better football team.

Pickett will undoubtedly be emphiisizing

these same points this week in practice

after the UMass offense turned the ball

over five times in the 3114 loss to Harvard

Saturday.

Even more significant is that Harvard
scored three of their four touchdowns
immediately following interceptions thrown
by Dean Pecevich and his replacement
Barrett McGrath.

We need more consistency on offense."

said Pickett. "We must do a better job in

controlling the football. I am not satisfied

with our offense. Against Harvard, tur

novers killed us."

Continued on page 18

Here, B.C. Lions running back Larry Key is brought down by Toronto
Argonauts linebacker John Pointer.

Collegian Player-of-the-Game

PlMto eomrimmj of I'MaM SyorU lafo

RON MANGARELLI
tie* OflWc

BY BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

It may seem ridiculous to select a Collegian Player-of-

the-Game after such a disappointing performance by the

University of Massachusetts football team, but one player

did emerge as an additional and much needed offensive

threat for the Minutemen.

If any positive note came out of last Saturday's 31 14 loss

to Harvard as far as the Minutemen are concerned, it

would have to be the performance of senior wide receiver

Ron Mangarelii.

Mangarelli caught six pas.ses for 117 yards including: a 69
yard touchdown reception in the fourth quarter from
Barrett McGrath. For these exploits Mangarelli has been
chosen as the Collegian Player-of-the-Game.

The Red Bank. N.J. native came up with the big offensive

play l^Mass was looking for when he caught McGrath's

p;iss at midfield. shook off a Harvard defender and outran

Harvard safety Chris Myers for the touchdown that

brought the Minutemen within striking distance at 17 14.

Rut Harvard came right back and scored touchdowns on

their next two possesions totally negating any momentum
Mangarelli generated with his touchdown jaunt.

With the powerful running attack of Garry Pearson.

Tom Murray, and Rich Jenkins moving the ball upfield

behind the fine blocking of Scott LaF'ond. Gerry Gordon

and the rest of the UMass offensive line. Mangarelli has

been thrown to sparingly over the last two seasons.

In fact. Mangarelli almost equaled his total output of last

season with his performance at Harvard Stadium. Last

.season he caught eight passes for 117 yards and one touch-

down.

Hopefully, the Minutemen will solve their passing

problems and Mangarelli can come through with the big

catches during the all-important Yankee Conference
schedule which begins next week at the University of

Rhode Island, last year's co-Yankee Conference regular

season champions with UMass.

Sorry your Player of the-Game honors came on such a

down weekend for UMass football. Ron.
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Duffey to take charge;

others return to
ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

The people who were appointed to fill the
vacancies created when former Chancellor

Henry Koffler resigned last May will be

assuming their old posts PViday when
Joseph Duffey takes over Koffler's old job.

When Koffler left May 1, to accept a

position as president at the University of

Arizona. Loren Barit/ was appointed acting

chancellor, Harry Allen be<'ame acting

provost and vice chancellor of academic

affairs, and .lohn Conlon took over as acting

dean of the School of Business
Administration.

Now that the chancellor's position has

be«>n filled by Duffi-y. these men will all

move back to t heir old jobs.

"Kveryone will go back to where they

were." Barit z said. "Kveryone takes one
step to the left."

Baritz will step back to his position as

provost and vice chancellor for academic
affairs.

posts
five months, will resume his duties as dean
of the School of Business Administration.

Conlon will go back to teaching courses as

a professor of business.

This is the second time in the past two
years that this kind of a shuffle has taken

place.

Baritz took over as acting chancellor in

December of 1980 when Koffler suffered a

heart attack while attending a dinner in the
('ampus Center.

Koffler returned in mid January last

year, and Baritz resumed his job as provost

and vice chancellor for academic affairs.

In the past five months as acting chan

cellor, Baritz has redrafted the academic
affairs portion of the Long Range I'lan for

the University and has spent much of his

time preparing the school and the ad

ministration for Duffey's takeover.

Baritz. who was a candidate for the

president's position at the New Sch(X)l for

Social Research in New York last spring,

refused to comment on any future plans to

leave the UMass administrtation.

Ni
^*

Allen, who held Baritz's post for the pa.st "Anything's possible." he said.

Khomeini rule opponents
to stage effigy execution
By MICHAKL FOLKY
Collegian Staff

About lo Iranian students plan to take

part in a world wide campaign against the

Khomeini regime today by staging a mock

execution at noon in front of the Student

Union Building.

"There will he a mrtck execution scene

and some street theatre in protest of the

execution of more than 20,000 people and

imprisonment <»f :>0.000 political prisoners

by Khomeinis regime since June 20, 1981."

said a UMass graduate who wished to be

identified as Hijan.

Hijan asked that his last name not be used

and the names of other students involved be

kept secret in order to shield them from

retaliation from Kh<tmeini supporters.

Any student who protests the regime will

have his name passed on to the Iranian

government by "Khomeini's terrorists.
"

liijan said. The government will prevent

their families from sending them money for

their education.

"Vor instance, mv monev has been cut

off." said Bijan.

"\ few weeks ago Khomeini terrorists

attcked our people in Dallas, Texas." Bijan

said. "Three people were stabbed. More
than 20 terrorists were arrested by the

polici' and <mly three of them spoke

Knglish. That means they came directly

from Iran to suppress students. They
weren't students, but terrorists who came
trying to suppress any opposition."

Protests are taking place around the

world, he said. The campaign is being

organized by the Moslem Iranian Students

Society which supports groups inside Iran

in opposition to the government.

'More than 90 p<'rcent of the population

supported Khomeini at the beginning of the

revolution. Now they have turned against

him. People ask why. " Bijan said.

"He didn't have the power to solve the

country's problems and he didn't want to

give any kind of freedom to the people.
"

Bijan said.

The group will also have an information

table set up today in the Campus Center

concourse.
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Tony Rumierz of Hadley, a Campus Center employee, puts a new coat
of paint on the roof of his tobacco barn. Fortunately, he says, he only
has to do it once every ten years.
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UMass PIRG bicyclists:

on your marks, set, pedal!

Collcin*" photo b? Kfvin J. Farhrtti

Northampton attorney, Jonathan Souweine, speaks at last night's

org^anizational meeting for MASSPIRG held in the Campus Center.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group (UMassPIRG) will

hold a three day. 18.5 mile bike a ihon over

the Columbus Day weekend to raise money
for the Bottle BilL

Over 100 UMass students attended the

MASSPIRG organizational meeting last

night, most seeking to work on the Bottle

Bill issue.

A referendum question on the November
2 ballot will ask Massachu.setts voters if

they support the "Bottle Bill" passed into

law earlier this year, which would require

deposits on bottles and cans. The bill will go

Into effect January 1. 1983 if voters give

their approval.

The bike-a thon will start at the New
York state line near Pittsfield and will run

through Westfield. Springfield. Amherst.
Worcester and Boston. The riders will sleep

in Pittsfield F>iday night before starting

early Saturday morning, and will spend the

following two nights in Westfield and

Worcester.

Bikers can ride the entire 18,5 miles, or

they can choose to ride a shorter distance,

according to Merrill Gay, one of the event's

organizers.

He expects about .30 or 40 cyclists to

travel the entire distance, with possible 50

others traveling shorter distances.

Speaking on the Bottle Bill and
MASSPIRG in general was Northampton
attorney Jonathan Souweine. a former
MASSPIRG attorney.

"Environmental groups in Massachusetts
have staked their reputations on the Bottle

Bill," Souweine said. "If they fail, their very
survival is threatened.

"

"Strong political forces in the Com
monwealth have noticed that MASSPIRG
has become a major political force." said

Souweine. He noted that this may have
been a factor in the effort of the UMass
Board of Trustees to remove the optional
MASSPIRt; $2 fee from student bills, an
effort that was only stopped when
MASSPIRG went lo court to obtain a
restraining order.
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World and national news
Israel evacuates Beirut;

US Marine landing

AP LMcrphoto

Members of the Italian peacekeeping force move through the

township of Corniche Nazraa, near the International Airport in West

Beirut.

BEIRUT (AP) - Israeli troops and

armor evacuated Beirut's harbor yesterday

and prepared to leave the airport after

resolving a dispute with the United States

that cleared the way for landing 1.200

Marine peacekeepers.

The Israeli government, meanwhile,

approved a fuUscale judicial inquiry into the

massacre of Palestinians in west Beirut,

and the PLO's chief of staff. Brig. Saad

Sayel. was reported ambushed and killed in

eastern Lebanon.

"We are expecting the Americans in the

next 48 hours. We told them they could land

at the airport, if the Lebanese government

agreed it was OK with us." said Lt. Col.

Yaacov Perez, deputy spokesman at the

Israeli military headquarters in Baabda.

five miles east of Beirut.

Diplomatic sources in Beirut said the

Israelis had insisted on keeping an air

traffic controller at the airport even when

the Marines arrived.

But U.S. diplomatic sources in Tel Aviv

said the dispute was resolved and that the

American contingent in the multinational

force probably would be able to deploy in

Beirut today as scheduled.

Israeli authorities were not available to

confirm the resolution of the dispute,

though the Tel Aviv command said Israeli

troops would leave west Beirut today as

promised.

Israel Tadio reported that U.S.

Ambassador Morris Draper met with Maj.

Gen. Amir Drori, head of Israel's northern

command, for talks on the airport dispute.

Details were not immediately available.

The United States insisted that Israeli

troops leave west Beirut before the Marines

landed in the Lebanese capital, and the

Marines' .scheduled arrival there last

Sunday was put off until Israel announced

its readiness to leave.

About 100 Israeli soldiers, along with

personnel carriers, jeeps and trucks, rolled

out of the Beirut harbor area yesterday

morning.

The departure of the Israelis left French,

Italian and Lebanese forces in control of the

port for the first time since IsraeH forces

invaded west Beirut on Sept. 15, one day

after the assassination of then President

elect Bashir Gemayel.

French paratrooopers and Italian in-

fantrymen took up positions in and around

the Sabra and Chatilla refugee camps to

help the newly reconstructed Lebanese

army with security and to prevent the

recurrence of the Sept. 16 18 massacre of

hundreds of men, women and children in

the camps.

In Jerusalem. Prime Minister Menachem

Begins government decided to set up a full

scale judicial inquiry into Israel's conduct

during the massacre at Sabra and Chatilla.

19 plead innocent

to larceny charges

BOSTON - Nineteen people, including three state

welfare workers, pleaded innocent yesterday to stealing

$287,000 in welfare funds. Attorney General Francis X.

Bellotti announced.

Suffolk Superior Court Judge J. P. McGuire released all

the defendants on personal recognizance and scheduled a

pretrial conference for Oct. 1.5.

The defendants include 16 state, county and city em-

ployees and a number of high salaried individuals working

in the private sector, Bellotti said.

A total of 93 indictments were is.sued, including larceny

of welfare money and making false statements to illegally

obtain assistance payments, food stamps and free medical

Bellotti said those indicted included three Boston school

teachers, three state welfare workers, a clerk in the

Middlesex County treasurer's office and a Boston Housing

Court clerk.

Arraignments for four others were delayed for various

reasons, said Frank Falacci. a spokesman for Bellotti.

Digest
By the Associated Press

IT'S ON!!
Shamie vs. Kennedy
HANOVER — Republican Ray Shamie presented a

$10,000 check yesterday to a school and thanked officials

for helping to arrange a debate with Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy. D Mass., his opponent in November's U.S.

Senate election.

"You know, somehow prayers just seem to get answered

around here," said John W. Shayne Jr.. administrator of

the Cardinal Cushing School and Training Center, which

educates 190 mentally retarded youngsters.

A Shamie campaign spokesman said the debate probably

would be held in mid to late October.

As Shamie prepared to leave the school, one student

clearly showed whom she supported.

"I hope you win," 16-year old Lisa said to Shamie. 'Man,

you're neat."

Jury resumes talks

in Holyoke fire case
SPRINGFIELD — A jury weighed evidence for an hour

and 45 minutes yesterday before the judge sent its

members to a hotel for the night in the case of a Holyoke

tenement manager accused of paying two teen agers to set

a fire that killed seven people.

The jury of nine women and three men, who are

sequestered, will resume deliberations today at 9 a.m.

The jury interrupted its deliberations once to ask

Hampden Superior Court Judge Raymond Cross to explain

what assault and battery meant in the indictment.

Cross earlier explained the charges to the jury, which is

considering whether Rafael DavUa, 42, is guilty of seven

counts of murder and one count of arson.

A mother and her four children were trapped and died in

the fire. Two women died in leaps from third floor win-

dows.

William Teahan, assistant district attorney, told jurors

Davila schemed for days before the fire on Aug. 24, 1981 —
offering money to teen agers to set the blaze and moving

his furniture out of the condemned tenement.
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SATF ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS
New RSO treasurers and officers must at-

tend an SATF Orientation Workshop prior

to October 15th in order to (continue) in-

itiate any financial documents for the

Group. Workshops will be held as follows:

DATE CAMPUS CENTER RM TIME
Wed. - 29 Sept. CC 168 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

Thurs. - 30 Sept. CC 168 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.

Wed. 13 Oct. CC911 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

Thurs. - 14 Oct. CC 911 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.

Attendance at one session is all that is required. Ses-

sions will review financial responsibilities and re-

quirements placed on each RSO and respond to

questions. New manuals will be distribulted at the

meetings.

T
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EARN $6 $9 PER HR.
BY DELIVERING

PAPA GINO'S PIZZA
IN HADLEY

Big dotlare can be made deHvering Papa Girw't

famoua pizza. Learn how you can supplement your

inconr>e and have dollars to spare. You nnust own
your own car. $3.75 per hour, plus delivery charges

are yoursi Our drivers have averaged between l&-$8

per hr. full or part time.

If you are interested, please call 6640220 and ask for

General Manager. Equal Opportunity Employer

papa Gino*s

mam BBB
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^Talks stall

fault of CO.'

strikers

Colleipaii pkoto bj Kctib J. Karkelti

Ervin Johnson, 77, pushes a cart made by his father, as his brother Roger, 81, bring:s up the

rear. The brothers have lived in Hadley since birth.

By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Correspondent

Gnomon Copy strikers accused the owners of trying to

break the union by stalling negotiations after the owners

postponed yesterday's negotiation meeting.

"They think they can hold out longer than we can. They

want to break the union. It's obvious by their stalling

tactics," said striker spokesperson Mary-Erin Crook.

Tm going to go on as long as I can. When I cant go any

further, we'll close the doors which means they will lose

their jobs and so will I. " said Catherine lannacchino,

Gnomon Copy co owner.

"I'm in as much of a rush to settle as they are. Ix)ok what

the strike has done to my business," she said.

lannacchino said Gnomon Copy will close up shop if the

.strike prevents them from doing business.

The store has lost 80 to 90 percent of its business,

strikers said.

Negotiations were postponed by Gnomon Copy vice-

president John Sytek. who is advising co owners Roland

Wetherbee and lannacchino in the labor dispute. Bothsides

said negotiations will continue 4 p.m. Friday although

neither side has confirmed this to the other side.

.Sytek said he postponed the meeting because of other

business commitments he had.

"The original meeting was tentative on commitments I

have. I offered io meet Wednesday afternoon but Carol

(MacColl) couldn't make it. We all have other com-

mitments. It's difficult to get everyone together, " he said.

Carol MacColl. a full lime employee at Gnomon Copv for

three years, said Sytek refused to give her a rea.son for the

delay.

MacColl said Sytek knew two of the strikers couldn't

meet on Wednesday afternoon and that his postponement

was deliberate.

Ticket sales for DeLucia/Corea are lagging
..... 1 1 r; . Ti •_.. u„.i, the clubs around Bo.ston and ("aoe C«k1 with his father, who

By LESLIE FERNANDES
Collegian Correspondent

Union Broirram Council members are surpri.sed that

ticket sales for the Paco DeLucia. Chick Corea concert are

lagging.

These two performers are considered to be two of the

finest jazz musicians in the world and enjoyed vast sue

cesses when thev performed here before, said Bill

Prichett. talent ciwrdinator for UPC. The current toiir

marks the first time they have performed together and is

the promotional vehicle for their recent duo album,

Touchstont.

"I cant understand the lack of interest. They're both

excellent musicians. They both drew large crowds when

they were here before," sai'd Prichett.

The combination of the two was expected to draw even

more interest, he said.

"Were asking $7..^) and $8.-50 for students: $HM and

$9.50 for the general public. Besides. I can't think of a

better way to spend a Sunday ni^ht. " Pritchett said.

Prichett said U.P.C. was doing well financially and isn't

trying to make a profit. Instead its aim is to offer UMass

students the opportunity to enjoy prime entertainment.

Corea is a native of Chelsea. He began playing piano at

the age of four. In the early stages of his career he played

the clubs around Bo.ston and ("ape C«k1 with his father, who
is a jazz trumpeter and bassist. Corea has played with such

greats as Miles Davis. Sarah Vaughin and Jean Luc Ponty.

His album. The Lvprvchaun. won a grammy for

best instrumental arrangement and best jazz performance.

DeLucia's musical training began at the age of 12. He
and his brother Pepe de Algeciras, an accomplished singer,

mastered the art of "('ante Flamenco "
— combining of

guitar and voice.

DeLucia's career has taken him through Europe and

parts of Asia, where he is credited with having introduced

Flamenco.

ABC House offers growth
for minority h.s. students
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Correspondent

"Its not often that you can find a place to

grow," said Sanford Livingston. 17, from

Trenton, New Jersey, who is presently a

senior at Amherst Regional High School.

Livingston is one of 6.000 highly

motivated, minority, high school students

nationwide who were given a"A Better

Chance."

"A Better Chance." called ABC, is an

educational program for talented and

disadvantaged students who come from

areas where they do not have the op

portunity to receive a quality education.

"You learn to live away from home,

balance your schedule; discipline yourself

and you get to find out what college life is

like." Livingston said.

Before joining ABC. Livingston was

accepted to various private schools but

could not afford the tuition costs, he said.

"All those years I was struggling to get

somewhere," he said.

With ABC Livingston now has hope of

attending a college of his choice, either

Bucknett University or Rutgers, whefe he

plans to study business •.tA computerA.
,^,

. "U, (ABC) tau^t me how io wm-l
municate." sard WaHac« McCloud, 1&,

-

originally from Orange. N^w Jersey, now a

junior at Amherst Regional High School.

"My social life is expanded and my
academics are expanded, " McCIoud said.

Robinson Khosah. 28. a resident tutor at

the ABC house who is now working toward

a Ph.D degree in chemistry at the

University of Massachusetts, works as both

teacher and a friend to the young men in the

house.

"There is some sense of personal

gratification when I see them (ABC
students) improving in science and math."

Khosah said.

"When a family is 300 miles away, a

student may get homesick but not many
problems arise in the hou.se," he said. "I

have helped them become like others their

age."

"When a student comes knocking on your

door at 11:00. how can you turn him away?"

Khosah asked.

lIMass has been helpful with the ABC
program in several ways.

"A lot of the members of the faculty are

very helpful in the program." said Mary

Ellen Clarke of Amherst, former co

president and a 1982-83 board member of

ABC house.

Besides Khosah, other UMass students

have been resident tutors and members of

the Board of Directors.

On October 2. the ABC program will have

a foliage walk through Amherst Con-

servation Areas. WaHcers are able to earn

$1 for each mile walked. All the money that

is earned w^ ^ to benfefit the ABC
prop-am. Int«{tst«d i|tudents and citia«|,,

.»reencourag«d'ii>|«r*|cip»te. .

.>ji^'^

"Of course we Would like more help firom

the administrators, educators, and students

of UMass." said Mitchell Smith. 23. the

resident director of the ABC program.

Amherst started their ABC program in

1968. and is one of 165 programs of its kind

across the United States. Students are

recommended by teachers, principals, or

guidance counselors and placed in private

schools of exceptional quality.

follcffiaa photo Irr Kevin i. Paefcctti

Joyce Normandin (with g^uitar) and Brian Deloris, both from Hamp-

shire College, discuss the many items Normandin put up for sale yester-

day in the Quad at Hampshire College to help finance her trip to

California. Patty Hogan, a UMass junior is in the foreground.
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Group therapy the answer for women
By MARY L. PALAZZO
Collegian Correspondent

Women afraid of being alone or of being themselves can

now overcome these fears by turning to therapy groups.

Women's therapy groups seek to identify and resolve

common problems that affect women, Estelle Gorfine. a

psychotherapist who practices in Amherst, said.

In therapy groups run by Gorfine. issues such as this

may be confronted:

A woman sits waiting for the phone to ring. It is now

10:30 p.m. and he still hasn't called. She had wanted to go

to the library earlier, but she did not want to miss his call.

She thinks about calling him. but doesn't want to seem

pushy; it might make him angry and then he would not ask

her out again. She starts to put an album on the stereo, but

remembers he thinks that kind of music is dumb, so she

turns on the TV instead and continues to wait.

"Women are constantly in a struggle to feel good enough

about themselves in order to get what they need in their

lives. Women are continuously putting others before

themselves. Women are afraid of being independent and

autonomous and seek safety in relying on others. In

essence, women are afraid of being alone," Gorfine said.

Bx discussing problems, needs and concerns, women

discover they are not all that different and not alone.

Gorfine said.

"Women can learn and grow through being in the

presence of others in struggle. " she said.

"Each woman is her own authority and ultimately needs

to decide who she is and what she wants in her life."

Gorfine said.

This goal can be accomplished through "imderstanding

their past and how their past and society have forced them

into this position." she said.

"Women should begin to trust themselves and begin to

turn it around so they can trust themselves to live by their

own feelings, needs and desires," Gorfine said.

Unlike a support group which centers on one particular

issue, Gorfine said, an "open" therapy group "does not

focus on one issue. It is a place where women can come to

bring in individual issues." She said women discuss what is

going on in the relationships in their lives as a means of

gaining insight into individual problems the woman might

be having in herself.

r SGA Elections
Elections for the officers of

Student Government Association

will be held on Monday, Oct. 4

The polling Hmti are from 7 am -7 pm

The polling places are at followi:

Northea-t Sylvan "t^^'Til^^r^
Central Orchard HUl FrankUn D.C
Cance. JA.. J.Q.A .

Macklmmle.
Moore. Patterson. Plerpont.

Waithln^on
CooUdKe, Crampton. Fmerwon,
James Prince Kennedy. Melville

Thoreau

Coaaater/Grcck • Caapat C«iter CoKoarw

(in front of Hatck)

For further information, call 545-0341, or come up to Rm 420 of the

Student Union Building.

• All candidates must attend the Senate Meeting tonight for further

information on the elections.

Berkshire D.C

Hampshire D.C
Giveevery
NEWBORN

the
advantage
AAarch of Dimes

Birth Oefectj found«<ion

Newslines . .

.

Memorial mass set for tonite

There will be a memorial mass at 5:15 tonight in the

Newman Center for Frances Daigneault, a former

member of the faculty in the division of nursing.

Daigneault was killed in a car accident on August 25.

United Xian Foundation

sponsors panel presentation

The United Christian Foundation will sponsor a panel

presentation on "Forms of Ministry in the Eighties and

How to Prepare for Them" at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Campus

Center Rooms 805 to 809.

The panel participants include Paula Gilbert, Director of

Admissions and Student Life at Duke Divinity School,

David Argo, Associate Director of Admission at Wesley

Theological Seminary, and Bonnie Rosborough, Coor-

dinator of Recuitement at Union Theological Seminary.

Resume workshop times set

Next week the University of Massachusetts placement

office will be instructing workshops in resume writing and

interview techniques for those students interested or

about to enter reality.
. .

As part of the regular October schedule for the job

placement program which has just been enacted, the

resume writing workshops will be held from 5:00 p.m. to

6 30 p.m. on Oct. 5 in 102 Hampshire House. The inter-

view technique workshop will be held from 5:00 p.m. to

6:30 p.m. on Oct. 7 in 102 Hampshire House.

To sign up for either workshop, report to 102 Hamp

shire House.

Lecture presentation tonight

The lecture "Blacks, Women, Jews and the Concept of

Man" will be held at 10:00 p.m. tonight in Mahar

Auditorium. Acting Chancellor Loren Baritz and Julius

Lester, acting director of the Institute for Advanced

Studies in the Humanities will present the lecture.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Taking sides on the Capital Punishment issue

Point retribution and deterrant Counterpoint a plea to humanity

It
is 10:00 p.m. Your mother walks

briskly home from the local Quick

Check. A man steps in front of her and

pumps three .45 caliber bullets into her

body. Later in the evening police ap-

prehend the assailant. You, as a citizen

want justice. You feel the murderer must

lose the freedom of his life, in the same way
he took your mother's life. Life imprison-

ment, which translates into six years in jail,

and ten years watched, is to you. a miscar

riage of justice. The death penalty is the

only punishment proportionate to the

Dave McCarthy

gravity of the offense of your mother's

murder. But in Massachusetts, it is illegal.

On the November ballot, Commonwealth
residents will have the chance to bring back

the death penalty to a convicted criminal,

who maliciously and delil)erately intended,

planned, and carried out the death of

another person. A 'yes' vote will reinstate

justice: As cold and hard as the verdict the

criminal dealt the victim.

As a hist^)rical perspective, the framers

of the Constitution obviously intended the

loss of life as a criminal punishment. The

Fifth Amendment to the Constitution ad

vocates the loss of life in accordance with

jurisprudence. "...No person shall be twice

put in jeopardy of life...nor be deprived of

life. ..without due process of law."

Therefore any undertaking to declare

Capital Punishment cruel and unusual

would require a Constitutional Amend-

ment.

From 1791 until the Supreme Court case

Mc(iautha vs. Calif., death has never been

held as cruel and unusual punishment by

the Supreme Court. After Furrman vs

Georgia in 1972, Capital Punishment came
under closer scrutiny. Less complex than

the intense judicial debate on the constitu-

tionality of the issue is the easily

recognizable public support of Capital

Punishment. Harris and Gallup polls con-

sistantly show two-thirds of the nation in

favor of the death penalty and three-fifths

of the states having Capital Punishment

statutes. Many of those against the death

penalty, including justices White and

Stewart of the Supreme Court, hold their

opinions because the death penalty is too

infrequently imposed.

The two current arguments, pro and con,

are deterrence and the fear of judicial fault.

On the detemee point, the debate is in-

tense, but also inconclusive. But mull it

over for a moment. Could you as a self-

interested person, be swayed by the fact

that a specific action could lead to your

ieath? Would you agree with Political

Philosopher Thomas Hobbes, who said,

"The greatest fear of man is violent

death?"

On judicial fault, there is fear that a por-

tion of the people who would be executed,

might later be cleared by new evidence.

Granted, a margin of error exists in our

judicial system. But precedence shows that

both criminals who are guilty, and those

who are convicted but maintain innocence,

vie for the chair over life among the

animals in jail.

Today, ours is the only state where the

death penalty is outlawed on constitutional

grounds. When you pull the lever Uy close

the curtain in the voting booth, think about

that malicious and violent killer in the ex-

ample. Because one day you might run into

him at your own d^ick Check.

Dai>e McCarthy is a Collegian rolumnixt

Capital Punishment is a depraved and

barbaric method of criminal justice

which has no place in an allegedly

civilized society. The death penalty also

fails because it is not a deterrent to

murder, it is not handed out equitably bet-

ween race and class and it destroys

rehabilitative morale in prisons.

Proponents seem to have a grandiose no-

tion of the city streets being safe from

crime once the death penalty is instituted.

But they say so blindly as if they are totally

unaware of the facts.

Richard Nangle
In a campus debate on the death penalty

last week Rep. Marie Parente. D-Milford,

said "If the punishment deters the crime,

then maybe capital punishment will deter

capital crime."

Well, if that is the case then why do

neighboring states in which the death

penalty is in effect in one and abolished in

the other show no difference in their

murder rates?

Another emotional plea from proponents

is that capital punishment will prevent the

first-time murderer from killing again. The

facts show that less than one percent of

those who have been convicted of murder

have killed again, while the recidivism rate

for other crimes is a much higher 75 per-

cent.

Furthermore, the homicide rate in the

lybU s, a penod that averaged 24 execu-

tions per year, was only 70 percent of the

rate in the 1930's when there were an

average of 150 executions a year, accor

ding to Uniform Crime Reports and Na-

tional Prisoner Statistics. It has also been

documented that the murder rat^ actually

goes up slightly in the weeks surrounding

an execution. How can Rep. Parent* claim

that capital punishment in and of itself is a

successful deterrent to murder when the

evidence is embarassingly obvious to the

contrary?

The death penalty also is much more ex-

pensive than life imprisonment, as if that

should matter. Today it would cost $1

million to execute someone in the Com-

monwealth while it would cost considerably

less to keep the person in prison.

For those who say the death penalty

would rid persons of dangerous characters

who might kill other criminals, the question

is why are these dangerous characters run-

ning around unsupervised? Here the death

penalty is clearly a band -aid solution to a

deeper social problem.

Another mjilignant tumor on the death

penalty is the fact that not a single wealthy

person has been executed in the United

States. Also, no white man has ever been

put to death for killing a black man. The

death penalty has always been used most

frequently on minorities and the poor. If

passed that trend will most definitely con-

tinue.

If all this is not sufficient to oppose the

death penalty consider that its restoration

could mean execution for innocent people

as it has in the past. In a society which has

a far from perfect criminal justice system

the death penalty should never be con-

sidered.

One of the most outstanding and deprav-

ed ironies associated with capital punish-

ment is the fact that it is most ardently sup-

ported by the same "pro-lifers" who sup-

port a constitutional amendment to ban

abortions. While these people yearn to pro-

tect the unborn they have the audacity to

regard certain living humans as being com-

pletely without worth to society and

therefore meritous of a violent death.

Don't be misled, execution in the electric

chair is a violent death. It is anything but

humane. Most chair victims have to be

jolted with electricity two or three times

before they are dead. They can feel the

voltage singe their skin and literally cook

their entire bodies before they perish.

Some states prefer to inject the guilty par-

ty with a lethal substance similar to that

which would put a dog or a cat to sleep.

Who will administer this injection? Would

that not also be murder?

Death penalty proponents speak of their

belief in God and an "eye for an eye." Ask

yourself if Jesus Christ would have ad-

vocated the execution of another human
being?

Another consideration which may or may
not have any significance is the fact that of

the five people put to death in this country

since 1977, four of them have asked to die.

.Prisoners may prefer death to life in

prison.

But whether or not the victim wants to

die, the state should not be in the business

of executing its citizens even if they have

committed a terrible act such as murder.

Remember that if the death perwdty

becomes law in November, Massachusetts

will be executing people in your name. The

only way you can prevent that from hap-

pening is to vote no on question #2.

Rich Nangle is a Collegian columnist.

Constitutionality of selective

service bills are examined

To the Editor:

There are two bills that have passed Congress which will

affect every student here. What these bills propose to do is

deny federal financial aid to men who have not registered

for the draft. The bills are proposed by Sen. Hayakawa in

the Senate and by Rep. Solomon in the House. Both bills

passed Congress by large margins and are now in con-

ference committee to resolve their slight differences. This

law will probably take affect by July 1, 1983.

These bills affect everyone because of the bureaucracy

involved As we have heard, there have been many

mistakes made by Selective Service computers when try-

ing to track down non-registrants even on the very small

scale that they have so far tried. Many of the accused were

older men who were not even supposed U) register. One

was even a three-and-one-half month old girl whom they

threatened with jail if she didn't register! They will have

to cross-reference virtually every school with every stu^

dent and neither Selective Service nor the Department of

Education have national computers. What this means is

that hundreds or thousands of people at every school cou d

accidentally be denied financial aid. This could happen to

women, older male students, men who have registered as

well as those men who h?/en't registered. It will be very

difficult for the Financial Aid Office to handle this.

It is important to view these bills in a political as well as

a purely functional way. These bills and related legislation

are part of the rising militarism in our society. Through

draft registration many formeriy non-military govern-

mental agencies are being used to support the Pentagon

and Selective Service: the Post Office; Social Secunty; In-

ternal Revenue Service; a"d now the financial aid offices

of schools around the co. try. This is in addition to the

economic policy of forcing people into the Armed Forces

as their only job option. To further this kind of society.

Rep. Solomon has proposed a bill (not yet voted upon) to

deny any federal aid whatsoever to non-registrants

(welfare, food stamps, unemployment benefits, etc.).

There is a lot we can do to fight these bills because ther

is a lot of opposition within schools and among those who

would have to enforce this law. There are going to he

many challenges to the constitutionality of these bills as

soon as they become law.

Jon Braine

Northampton

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

numher for verification. Because of the lar^e

volume of mail receive*!, unpublished letters

cannot he acknowled^^ed or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editin^^ for clarity and

grammar. Letters lon^n"* than ;^() lines may

1m.' condensed due to space limitations.
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SALE
100% cotton

Turtio Nocks

$7.95
OPEN

Fri til 9:00
(8 colors)

266 N. Pleasant (Behind Silverscape) 253-9729

"*%^^^
estaurant

55 University Dr.

Amherst, Mass
549-5713

Good food and drink

served in a comfortable, friendly atmosphere

1.) Delicious Luncheon Specials at $2.49

Men- Fri 11:30-4:00

2.) Dinner Specials for two $8.95

served with salad and baked potato

every night 5:30-9:00

3.) Pizza Party!

A free small pizza with a pitcher of beer

every evening 9:00 - closing

4.) 50* off our cheese dipper

during any happy hour - just mention this ad (

2:00 - 5:30 daily 9:00 - closing Sun - Thurs
J

r 1 - 3 Credit

.j*».i>»^»»^^•4,>»A.>»A..»»^l.*i.
.•<* -("liU**- J>"**»^U»Ji.^i«**AkV^

I

Positions Open
for

Student Representatives

to the Work Groups
on General Education

Continuity and Change
Expressive Culture

The Individual

Society and Institutions

The Biological World

The Physical World

Foreign Language
Quantitative Reasoning
Integration of Knowledge
Communication with
High Schools
Issues of Civility

Foundation Support

In May, after a year long investigation into the current General

Education ("core") requirements, a Faculty Senate committee set

forth a proposal for a new General Education curiculum here at

U Mass/ Amherst.

Students are needed to join representatives from the faculty and

administration in exploring the specific aspects of the General Educa-

tion proposal listed above.

Does one of these topics interest you? This is an opportunity to

become Involved with a process which will affect thousands of

students in years to come. •

Contact Immediately:
Rob Thayer

at SCERA (546-0341)

420 Student Union BIdg.

«»«*• •»«<"»««"<'»'>"•»»»• vgfii "y*

"The other
famous

drink from
Scotland.''

Imported by Scottish Ale Importers. Inc.

1985 North Park Place

AtlanU. Georgia 30339

©Scottish Ale Importers, Inc.

Distributor for Massachusetts

United Liquors. Ltd., (617) 323-0500 SCOTCH ALE

ISTUDY ABROAD AT THE
ITHACA COLLEGE
Ilondon center

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM

ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH f=ACULTY

COURSES — British and European studies are

ottered m literature, history, art history, drama,

music, sociology, education, psychology,

communications, and politics. Special program

ottered in Drama. Intemshipt available to

qualified students in International Business,

Social Services, Communications and Political

Sdenc«.
Visits to the theatre, museums, galleries.

schools, social and political institutions are

an integral part of the curriculum

For further information write:

international Programs - SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. New YprK 1'

m^
1?^: ^^.
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OUTDOOR concert
with

The
4

I
James Cotton Blues Band

I Mitch Chakour
* and Urt>an Renewal

I
Bev Rohler and Marion Groves

I
First Rate

I
John Coster & the Medicine Band

i
jL-

Sunday/Oct. 3, 1982 I

Music 1 2:00 P.M.-6:00 PM
^
* ^

(Gates open at 1 1 :00 A.M.)
^

M.C/s: Al Fuller, Kenny Johnson .

at the Golf Driving Range /ft \
(formerly the Quonset Hut) '^ ^ '^'

Rte. 9, Hadley, MA *^
t

e§ TICKETS AT: Faces, Down in the Valley: ^

I

Amherst; Northampton Trading Company,
Platterpus Records, Northampton; I
Main Music, Springfield.

. . Food & Refreshemnts Available

'" ^^*"" (No glass conuiners permitted) }
at the door ^ *

'^

#

i $6.50 in advance

$7.50 at the door

I ALL AGES WELCOMED
Children under 12 free.

^^WW^f^l^
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Arts

Annie, the award-winning Broadway

musical opened last night at the Fine Arts

Center. Despite the somewhat derogatory

reviews of the Annie movie, people are still

flocking to see the original sta^e produc-

tion. Annie is now in its sixth year, and has

traveled the world over. With 59 actors,

crew members, dog trainers, musicians,

chaperones, and a tutor, it costs $20,000 to

move the show from town to town. Annu
will continue tonight and tomorrow with

performances beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $16, $18, and $20 for the general

public, half price for students, and are

available at the FAC Box Office.

Are you on a diet? Obsessed wit'

chocolate? Present Stage is presenting

collage of scenes, original and topici

songs, personal narratives, and humor i

their October production of Food Fright

Photo h» ToOv

Talk show host Sheryl interviews Ina Barnes, the thinnest model in

the free world, in a skit from Food Fright.

VUionary Art, an oil and mixed media exhibition by UMass

Undergraduate Libby Hubbard, will be on display September

18-October 19 in the Student Union Gallery

The show will dramatize women's obses-

sion with food, weight, and body image.

Food Fright will be performed October 8.

16. and 17 at the Present Stage - 19

Hawley St.. Northampton (586-5886).

The University Ensemble Theatre will

present Dogg'n Hamlet, Cahoot's MacBeth

by Tom Stoppard October 5-9 at 8 p.m. in

the Curtain Theater at the Fine Arts

Center. Tickets are $1.50 for students and

senior citizens, $2.50 for the general public,

and are available at the Rand Theatre Box

Office.

The Fine Arts Center and UMass

Theatre Department are co-hosting lec-

tures and workshops by David Collison, an

internationally known expert on theatrical

sound design. He will present a lecture

Theater SoundArtx vs. Technohtgy, which

is open to the public on Monday, October 4

at 7:30 p.m. in the FAC. Topics will include

"Sound in the Theater." 'What is Sound."

"Sound Reinforcement and Public Ad-

dress," "Sound Effects." For more infor-

mation contact James MacRostie at the

FAC.

Arts Writers — the deadline for other voice copy

is October 7. New writers are always welcome.

ATTENTION
^ The UMass Arts Council has established

September 30

November 15

March 1

as deadlines for the submission of

GRANT PROPOSALS
Please plan your schedules accordingly! ^

Proposal forms are available in the

Arts Council Office

125 Herter Hall

9 AM - 4 PM 545-0202
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Singlo ond Trov^l Club

pr^sonts

COLLEGE SKI

PROGRAMS
Stop by our tobl* In tho

Studont Union Lobby
W*dn*sdQy, S»pt. 29, 1962
ond mo«t our studont rops

i 2:00 pm to 4:30 pm

NOW OPEN
NORTH AMHERST
IRE & AUTO CENTEI

Steel Belted

Radial

yrsA-

$35.00
size 155-13

fet $1.59

Full Service Tire Store

• computer wheel balancing

• front erxJ alignment • brakes & shocks

78 Old Sunderland Rd., N. Amherst
j^ 549-4704

'iP^r acroM from WatrobM Store

THINK
DICK^
RESUME WRITING

Efficient,

Quick,

Confidential

call 250-7466

After 5 PM
or Weekends

'i^.^^^^^^^^\-

I

I

I
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CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

Dr. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHIROPRACTORS

"Shooting Pains"

If you're a victim of sciatica, you know what "shooting

pains' are all about. The sometimes excrutiating pain of

sciatica frequently affects the hip, thigh and back of the

leg The ankle and foot are sometimes affected, too. But

that's not where the problem is

The sciatic nerve, the largest nerve in the body, extends

from the lower spine to the back of thigh and knee. Then it

divides. One nerve goes down the front of the lower leg,

and the other goes down the back of the leg

It's the inflamation of the sciatic nerve that causes the

pain. This can be triggered by an irritated nerve root. What
causes the irritation? The cause may be traced to a

misalignment of the spinal column that's putting abnormal

pressure on the roots of the sciatic nerves »«s they pass b«x

ween the vertebrae.

Through x rays and other procedures, the doctor of

chiropractic can locate the misaligned vertebrae Using a

gentle adjustment, she can align it properly again to help

eliminate the cause and the pain

In the interest of better health from the office of:

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Drive at Route 9 256-6700

I
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The Broad»av Muaical

NatIonaI TouRiNq CoMpANy

SEpTEIVlbER 28 - 70
All Shows 8:00

UMaSS STudENTS Va pRJCE

MaUe Reservations Now: 545-25F11

FineArts
tenter
Concert Hall

\ .

'

A world of opportuni%;iS«ill»mbse"

graduates who choose to^^fff careers

at Ihe'Nationai Security Agency From
the very outset they will influence the

growth and direction of their fields of

specialization They will work m a chal-

lenging and stimulating environment

where matters affecting the security of

the nation aie part of our day to day acti-

vity

You too can experience this world

of opportunity and challenge ii. any of

these NSA career fields

Electronic Engineering: There

are opportunities m a variety of

research and development projects

ranging from individual equipmerfts to

very complex tnteractive systems invol-

ving large numbers of microprocessors,

mini-computers and computer graphics

Professional growth is enhanced through

interaction with highly experienced NSA
professionals and through contacts m
ttteyindustnal and academic worlds

Facilities for engineering analysis and
design automation are among the best

available

si

Computer Science: At NSA you II

discover one of the largest computer
installations m the world with almost

eveiy maior vendor of computer equip-

ment represented NSA careers provide

nlfi«ftTres of such disciplines as systems
analysis and design scientific .ipplica-

tions programming data base manage-
ment systems operating systems,

computer networking security and
graphics

Mathematics: You II work on diverse

agency problems applying a variety of

mathematical disciplines Specific

assignments might include solving

communications-related problems
performing long-range mathematical

research or evaluating new techniques

for communications security

Linguists: NSA offers a wide range
of challenging assignments for Slavic.

Near Eastern and Asian language maiors

involving translation, transcription and
analysis/reporting. Newly-hired linguists

can count on receiving advanced train-

ing in their primary language(s) and can
plan on many years of continued profes-

sional growth

The Rewards at NSA
NSA offers a salary and benefit

program that's truly competitive with

private industry There are assignments
for those who wish to travel and abundant

good living m the Baltimore-Washington

area for those who wi$h to stay close to

home '

Countless cuitui.ii historical

nTrtMtional .ind etUa .itional opportun

ities are |ust mmutes aw.iy from NSA 5,

convenient suburban location

To find out mote about NSA career

opportunities schecfiile an interview

through your college placement office

For additional ihformation o\y the National

Security Agency, write to Mr William

Shores College Recruitment Officer

Natidnal Security Agency. Attn M322
(WES) FortGebrgeG Meade. Maryland

20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
U.S. Citizenship R^uired.

^ The National
; Security

.,
Agency

Where learnitig never ends.

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

BNiFALOTTlS BAR IS 0/^E or The

SMALLfST 1^ AMNBR^ST. HO\a/S\/BR.

THAT'i WH£/^ TH£Y S£Av£ RlSS W<TH

THEIR WORLD- r/^/^O 1/5 HOT SAVCE
, ^
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Gooz by G. Masse
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

ACROSS
1 Domestic

scientist"

5 -I will fear no

9 Vehicle

13 Piqued

15 "TheLady of the

16 Asseverate

17 Wear down
18 Abroad

19 Fluid rock

20 Egyptian cobra

21 Beach vessels of

WWII
23 Charred

25 Honeymooners?
28 Anger

29 Sicilian feature

30 At leisure

31 Counted out

33 System of rule

35 Attenuated

37 Mona
39 Prefix with saur

40 Raises up
42 Part of North

America

46 Grouchy ones

47 Apparel item

50 Goddess of

discord

'jl Deed
52 Polygon?

55 For example
57 Untidiness

58 Native of

Northern

Colombia
59 Wkly date

60 Kind of race

62 Young eel

64 Strong ox

65 Herd members
66 Ridicule, modern

style

67 Hawaiian chant

68 Evening, in Italia

69 Jollity

DOWN
1 Folder

2 Hairy

3 Marrying, in a way

4 Nourished

5 Happy
6 Worker of old

7 Presidential

nickname
8 Smallest degree

9 Rice cake
10 Greed
1

1

Venerated

12 Bought and sold

14 Printers mark

22 K^ost retiring

24 Spam, to Rosalita

26 Couturier s

cousin

27 Peruse

32 One who makes
amends

34 Book of prayers

36 Muscles
38 South African fox

40 Since

41 Breakfast item

43 Advent

44 Bishop s juris

diction

45 Phoenician

goddess of love

46 Boxing weight

48 Tongs'
companion

49 Seaport in the

Ukraine

53 Couples, pairs

54 Son of Jacob

56 See 6 Down
61 Fish feature

63 Hearth
requirement

1 7 3 4

14

1

b 6 7 8

1
74

9 10 11 17

13 lb 16

17 It

?3

19

70 I
?1 ?? I

?5

1

?7

36

3T~ 3?

78

"W
34

30

33

1

3b

\— I
37 38 39 I

40 41
47

1
b4

43 44 45

46

b? b3

4; 48 49 bO

51

bb b6 ^br

1

ST" 63

b8

59

1

60 61

bT~ 6b 66

67~ 60 69

ANSWER 10 PREVlOUS^U/7Lt

PlAlCJT.E
S^LO AN WKATHER

Sunny today. Highs 60

to 65. Partly cloudy

tonight. Lows 45 to 56.

Mostly sunny tomorrow.

Highs in the mid 608 to low

708.

.:::•>:•:•:•:•>:•:•: mm^^i^m

D.C. Menu
W-:-

LUNCH

• Diplomat Sandwich

j:
Quiche Lorraine

11 BASICS LUNCH

:;i;i;The Salad Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine
*S'-

DINNER

Roast Top Round of Beef/

Au Jus

Seafood and Shell Casserole

Fruit Plate with

Date Nut Bread

BREAD BUFFET
BASICS DINNER

Tofu Vegetable Casserole

Seafood and Shell Casserole

Fruit Plate with

Date Nut Bread

BREAD BUFFET
•xiSSSS

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r

•••••*••••*••****
Photographers

There will be a mandatory staff meeting for all CoU^^n

non-staff and staff photographers and assistant photx)

editors at 9:30 p.m. tonight in the <^o^^f °^^'f.^"^^
who cannot attend must call Kevm Fachett. at 545-3500

before the meeting.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Wihemina. BMCP 5:30-6 Newswatch

9-noon Michelle, WMUA 6-7 Public Affairs

12-3 Darryl Hickman, 50's 7-10 Paul T.

rock 'n' roll
^^"2 Terpsichorean

3-5:30 Mary Kelly, Beat the Cacophony with James Neill

ggj^^
2-6 r,lnrv (K)spel Road

with Rev I

10:30-12:00 - Sean Sands, Can there be

peace in Northern Ireland

12:00-12:30 - A workshop with video ar-

tist Wendelin Glatzel

12:30-1:00 - Edited for Television The
work of Artist Nam June Paik

I
1:00-2:00 - Jorma Kaukonen - The ex-

I
Jefferson Airplane guitarist at the SUB
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Zoo Disc hosts Ultimate
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

If you are in the area of the Southwest

playing fields at any time this weekend and

the sky suddenly becomes filled with flying

saucers, don't run off telling everyone that

the war of the worlds is about to begin.

These saucers are frisbees and there will

be quite a few of them cruising through

UMass air space as the ultimate frisbee

team hosts the Ultimate Affair from Satur-

day morning until Monday afternoon.

The Ultimate Affair will be the world's

largest ultimate frisbee event ever held and

will feature 60 men's and 16 women's

ultimate frisbee teams competing for the

Ultimate Affair tournament championship.

Such local teams as UMass' own Zoo Disc

squad, the Northeast area champions, the

Boston Hostages and the Rude Boys

(another Boston based team) will be com-

peting as well as frisbee powerhouses such

as teams from Michigan State and

Glassboro State College.

The whole tournament gets under way at

10:30 a.m. Saturday morning as teams

enter pool play in pools of six teams. The

top three teams in each pool will then enter

double elimination playoff rounds in an ef-

fort to earn a berth in the championship

game.
Ultimate frisbee, for those of you who

have never seen the sport before, is a game

set up with seven players one on each side

attempting to move the frisbee to the end

of the playing field through a series of

passes. The frisbee cannot be carried and if

it touches the ground the other team takes

over right away and tries to move the disc

the other way.

The action is fast paced and exciting to

watch.

The finals for women will be held on Sun-

day at 3:30 p.m. and the men's finals will be

held at the same time on Monday.

So, follow that line of invading saucers to

their source and don't be scared, that alien

creature diving for the disc is Joel Zucker-

man, a member of the UMass team.

For exceptional College Grads

(and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:

• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• AVIATION • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

Sign up for an interview in the Career

Placement Office.

Interviews will be he.^d in the U of Mass.

Student Placement from 9:30 am to 4 pm
October 6 and 7.

Wednesday, September 29, 1982

Sports Notices

SOFTBALL MEETING - There will be

a mandatory meeting for any woman inten-

ding to tryout for the Varsity or J.V. Soft-

ball Team Thurs. Sept. 30 at 6:30 p.m. in

NOPE room 153. Anyone unable to attend

the meeting should contact Elain Sortino.

545-0038 or room 225 Boyden.

INTRAMURAL HOCKEY - Rosters

for intramural hockey are due on October

4. For more information contact the in-

tramural office.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE - All can-

didates for women's lacrosse should report

to a fall meeting on Thursday September

30 at 4:30 p.m. in NOPE room 153. Be

ready to play.

For anyone interested in being an assis-

tant manager for the 1982-1983 men's

basketball team, there will be a meeting on

Monday, October 4th at 3:00 p.m. Please

meet at the basketball office in Boyden

building.

There will be a mandatory meeting for

all sportswriters tonight at 9 p.m. in the

Collegian office. New writers are

welcome.

/^^<!*

You Can
Catch TheWave.

Wednesday, October 6

At Advanced Micro Devices, we' re getting really good at wt^ot we do, and

were doing the rigtit things the right way We' re on the leading edge of every

critical technology m the semiconductor industry There's still a lot rriore to

do before we're Number One. If you're good at what you do. talk to AMD and

Catch the Wave.

With your fvlBA. BS. IVIS or PhD in Electrical Engineering, Solid State Physics,

fVloterials Science, or Computer Science, you can catch the wave with

Advanced Micro Devices. AMD s wave carries the most exciting career

opportunities in the semiconductor industry with a company that |ust passed

$300 million in sales, and has its sights set on being a Fortune 500 company

Moke an interview appointment at your Career Planning and Placement

Center Or if you cant moke it on the obove dote send vour resume to

Barbara Toothman, College Relations Manager, Dept. CN-UMC-1006,

Advanced Micro Devices, 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, Calitornia

940S6.

Advanced
Micro
Devices

An equal opportunity

employer m ( h
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Model 82 Speakers JVC L-AIO Turntable
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90-92 King Si (Rte. 5). Northampton, 584-9547

I Men. -Wed 10-6, Thur. & Fri. 10-9, Sal. 10 5

"Good Advice-

Honest Price"
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for

entertainment
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OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Corr^e to Colleflian Office CC 113 • 8.45-3.45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publ.cat.on day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • d.scount • Phone number FPEE^

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadiac Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

you r function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

'86 VW Bug very good mechanical shape.

Runs well. MOO. BO 666^4669

1972 Chevrolet Van runs well. Outfitted as

camper. Radial tires & snows. Auto trans. 6

cyl. $1300. 256-0462

1972 Toyota
2539794

Attention COINS 121/123 students.

Tired of the temiinal lines? Own for less

than the cost of renting. For information

cal l Rob 6-5366.

2 tickets, Van Halen, New Haven Col.

10/7 80 546-8682

FOUND

the Lesbian's and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective - 545-2646

Lesbian Union open meeting Thurs. 7 pm
Sept. 30 _^

LOST

Corolla some rust $360

Dataun 240Z
666-3047

1971 excellent cond. call

1977 Buick Opel, 4 door sedan 60,000

miles good cond, mpg. AC, orig owner

$1.500. 549-0064 aft 6 pm

Clean 1973 Honda Civic engine rebuilt

1982 new tires 1595 774-5306

77 Toyota Cellca-QT. standard, excellent

condition, 56,000 mi, alarm, AM/FM/tape,

louvers, $3595/80 253-9389 after 5

A very friendly gray and white cat who

wants to come home. Found in Brittany

Manor. If yours call 256-0800

Very valuable women's ring in Grad

Research. Please send description to

McGarrah, 16 Forest Av, Greenfield, MA
01301

HELP WANTED

AUTO REPAIR

Auto Repalr-U.S. & Foreign, lowest

rates, quick service. No. Hadley Motor-

works, 586-9029 _
AVIATION OPPORTUNITIES

Fully paid flight training program Train

to fly Navy prop or jet aircraft. Requires

good health, 20/20 vision, between the

ages of 19 and 29, U.S. citizenship, and

88/ BA degree —-—-=—=:^
BELLYQRAM8II

~

Delivered by profeeaional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza^^j!^—

BLUES LOVERS

John Lee Hooker and the Coast to Coast

Blues Band will appear in the Student

Union Ballroom, Saturday October 16 at

800 pm. Ticlcets on sale Oct. 5"$3

546-2146

CLIFF8IDE RESIDENT

Acting Director of the SGA Communica-

tions Office applications available in 420

Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE

Third World Students and women are en-

couraged to apply

SGA Affirmative Action Officer needed

will oversee SGA adherence to affirmative

action standards. Applications available in 4

20 Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE

Third Worid students and women en-

cx)uraged to apply

Lesbian and Gay Mens Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to tram

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send

resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union

Cantonese Speaker needed for converaa-

tion practice 13 hours weekly 323-4561

evenings.

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Black velveteen blazer. Left on front

stairs of Flint 9/24. Please call 549-6727

reward

9/21 silver unicorn ring in CC ladies

room. If found please call 6-9241

Olive green cordoroy Jacket. Lost Fri

afternoon between Campus Store and Stu-

dent Union. Reward call Beth 546-8059

Men's high school class ring. Lost on

9/27 at Boyden. Much sentinwntal value.

Reward. Please call Andy at 665-3466 or

turn in to lost & found at Boyden

MOTORCYCLE

Honda 3G0 73 ex cond $560 or best offer

call Dan 6-5168

1972 Yamaha R5 360 cc two-stroke oil in

jection dual carbs cafe bars 5-8peed $450

or best offer 253-5880

academic /social experiences in all aspects

of business. Do something beneficial with

your spare time. Become involved in your

student credit union. Immediate volunteer

positions available. Contact Bryn at

546^2800

Cliff, Tosh Concert sec-3L48? Missed u

the second half. Stop the bombing.

546-6354

Remember passenger in red convertible

Camero. Call 6-4209

Topic Focused Groups. Problems with

self-esteem, assertiveness, relationship

skills managing stress, or leaming about

yourself? Contact Mental Health Service,

127 Hills North for an appointment before

October 12th 545-2337

Happy Birthday Marty! I PH., M. Hope

ya have a great day! We love you lotsi

Love, Wendy and the whole 105 family

JENNIFER meet me in front of Blue Wall,

Wednesday 6:00 PM, Cletus

Plants! PlantsI PlantsI Get those

beautiful, healthy, green plants today,

Thursday, and Friday, from 9-3 on the

Campus Center Concourse

PERSONALS

1975 IMPALA FOR SALE

Jaff - Missed you at the Blue Wall. Where

were you? Let's try again. Friday 3:30.

Lounge Queen (Lynn)

ENTERTAINMENT

POLODROID DJ's - "Don't miss us if you

can " Pat or John 253-2967

Bellydancing for all occasions. Parties,

socials etc Call Thereza 253-7822

PROFESSIONAL DJ's FOR LESS! $«
SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Psrties, Semis.

Paul 549-4405 Joe 549-1588

Into Jazz? Lets play. Mark 586^5972

Chevrolet Impale 1975 in good condition,

air conditioning, Jenson AM/FM stereo,

PS-PB, radial tires and nrKjre. This car has

no problems or quirVs. There are too many

new parts to list come end see it, must sell

soon for $1195.00 or 80 Call Kevin at

253-3766 after 6:00 pm or before 10:00 am

Stick It In your earl! Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets J9^|*.^
repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. Z5J-Jag^

1981 Index is here! Yes that's right and for

only $4.00 you can own one. Stop by room

103 CC to purchase yours

Signia Delta Tau
would like to invite all Univ women

to an Open Rush Dinner at 5:00 on:

Tuesday, Sept. 28

Wednesday, Sept. 29

Thursday, Sept. 30

We are located at 409 N Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy &
sell, rent. Thornes Msrketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confldentlal/Efflcient call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

ROOMMATE WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory snd

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Rrst meeting of the official Bhakti Yoga

Group free nectarean vegetarian feast by

Padmanabha! Rm 177 Campus Ctr Thurs

Sept 30 7 PM further info 527-61 14

JUDGES NEEDED

FOR SALE

Need a new hairdryer or curling iron?

Unused models at discount prices Why
pay more. Call 546-8952

Tvpewrlter Smith Corona "Galaxie "
port

manual ex cond $75.00 call Jim 323-6076

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1 283-7905_

New Dunham Boots size 10 Vi too big

for me. $50 6^7487 Marc

The Commuter Collective is now taking

applications for the University Judiciary

Committee. Two judge will be appointed by

October 1. Stop by 404 SUB 546-2146

KARATE

Last Chance to train with Larry Kelley and

Donna Johnson: New England's top male

and female black belt competitors. Call

586^16 by 5:00 p.m. today! Hurry enroll-

rr>ent is limited^
.

LESBIAN/GAY

Authier Comp Skis, 190 with Solomon

727 equipe bindings $95 549-5J75 ___

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les-

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm, at 545-2645

Lesbians and Gay Men interested in help-

ing peere through rough times should call

Having a problem with son^eone else's

drinking? Join us. Al-Anon Tues: 8 pm -

9:30 Rm 911-915 CC ___^
ATTENTION: The first South West Area

Government meeting will be held Thursday,

September 30th at 7:00 pm. The m«eting

will be held in the Hampden Student

Center, SouthskJe, snd is mandatory for all

new representatives.

Paul C. from my home town meet me at

the Blue Wall at 9:00 tonight C Chnstenson

Uni-Sex Hair Cuts by Cindy C. has moved

256-0606 $5.00

Experienced drummer looking for

work: avant garde, ska, reggae, wave.

Marc 253-3362

Happy Birthday Audrey! We'll be

celebrating all week. Love the Southwood

women

Aerobic Experience, co-ed free demo

tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

GET PHYSICAL coming soonlil

NAIADS synchronized swim club. New

members welcome. No experience

ngc^arv NOPE pool 9/27 - 30 6-7 pm

"Run for your Right" race festival to

benefit nuclear referendum on Oct 31 Bike

run, or rollerski for your right to vote. Call

666-4815

Excellent opportunity for valuable

Mala roommate wanted to share

t)edroom in Brandywine $120/ mth caN

549-4867

MALE FOR SPACIOUS TWO FLOOR.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, ROLLING
GREEN. UTILITIES INCLUDED.
$99.2S/MONTH 253-9431^

Grad Student
549-5469 eve

quiet room 150—month

Apartmontmate needed. Sunderiand

complex. Rent negotiable, on bus route fur-

nished, call Jeff 665-4357

SERVICES

Typing - $1 .25 per page will do overnight

typing $2.00 per page call between 6 & 9

PM 666-7731
.

Sensory Isolation Tank available for rBf»-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

WANTED

Wanted: Copy of BABEL by Patti SmHh.

Also, any other books or rsre or obaoira

material written or recorded by Patti SmHh.

Rick 546-4919

Full Face Motorcycle helmet for

head. Call Peter 256-8057

Intramural Hockey Teams. Entriea due

October 4th. Contact IM Office Boydan

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleaaant

St., Amherst, 256^710

^.

9l

4 for
HO COVER
D.J. Ston» City

IIIIIIIIIMIMmilll"I.IHH«»""""""""»""'"""""""""""""""""?

i 586-30a9 MTt

I

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

Oil Lube !

$9.95
SAVE (6.00

Route 47 next to Pip's General Store |

i North Hadlev 586-9029 1
-

illllllllll IIIIIMIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIH IIIIMi IHIIIMHI Hllllllinili

STAR TREKy
LIVES! ^

Club Meeting

Sept. 30

Time 7-11 pm,
Room 902

Campus Center

. Films, Info

% for ST & SF fans

^ All Welcome!

T^n^n^^F^^^^'^r^

Iff Coming

LAGNAF

:|c:|e%)|c9|c:|e:|e#:|c*

University & College
Supplies

Stationary, Notebooks, etc.

A.J. HASTINGS:
Newsdealer and Stationer J

- 45 S. Pleasant St., AmherstJ
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Canadian Football:
It's not quite the
game we all know
By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Staff

To paraphaae Will Rogers, I never met a

football game 1 didn't like.

The Canadian Football League (the CFL)
will continue to have American national

television telecasts for the remainder of the

NFL Player's strike. After last Sunday's

doubleheader (blowouts by the British Col-

umbia Lions 46-14 and later by the Edmon-

ton Eskimos) 39-17, football fans would be

wise to pay attention to this league.

The CFL plays a different brand of foot-

ball, but the players still get hit and try to

knock the living brains out of their op-

ponents. There are even some familiar

players. Darrell Wilson, a defensive back

for British Columbia, played last year for

the University of Connecticut. At least 40

percent of the players went to school in the

U.S.

Edmonton quarterback Warren Moon is

a product of the University of Washingtx)n.

the star of the 1978 Rose Bowl game, and

now the CFL's leading quarterback.

Basically, the rules give an advantage U)

the offensive team, which results in an

average of over 53 points a game, more

than 10 points more than the average NFL
game.
The rules are simple if you take this ad-

vice: picture seeing a football game on

drugs. The field would be wider (110 yards

instead of 100), the end zones are longer

(25 yards instead of 10). there are 12 men
on the field for each team instead of 11.

teams get three downs to get 10 yards in-

stead of four, and offensive men are in mo-

tion all over the place.

The scoring is slightly different, too.

There are possibilities for 2-point conver

sions after touchdowns, and a rouge

(singles) - awarded when a team kicks the

ball out of the end zone or when the kickoff

or punt cannot be returned. They are

worth one point.

Canadian football stands right alongside

Bob and Doug McKenzie. Molson's Golden

Ale. Neil Young and Dudley Doorighl as

products or personalities from Canada

which enhance our culture here in the

states.

Perhaps the single most important

reason that the Canadian Football League
is so fascinating with mc, is the world situa-

tion. British Columbia, Ottawa, Toronto
and Montreal all look like great places for a
21 year old transplanted football fan,

should the situations you read about on
page one of the newspapers get any worse.

• ••••••••
In last year's abbreviated baseball

schedule, the two best records in the Na-

tional League were posted by the Cincin-

nati Reds in the Western Division and by

the St. Louis Cardinals in the Eastern.

The split-season format allowed the Los

Angeles Dodgers and the Philadelphia

Phillies to coast in the second season and

still make the playoffs.

Over the winter, the Cardinals made
several key additions to their ballclub. They

traded Gary Templeton to San Diego for

(3zzie Smith in a swap of quality shortstops.

They also acquired liennie Smith from the

Phillies in a three-way trade.

These players strengthened the St. Louis

defense and added speed. They joined

established stars like George Hendrick, the

Cards' quiet slugger, and first baseman
Keith Hernandez (only 7 HR's this season,

but 93 RBI's). They became the first team

in baseball in '82 to clinch a division.

The Cardinals were one of only three Na-

tional League teams not to have won a divi-

sion title since divisional play began in 1969

(the Padres and the Cubs are the other

two). They finished in first this year over

tough Philadelphia, Montreal and Pitt-

sburgfh teams even though they have hit

less HR's than any other team in baseball,

67.

The other ballclub that finished with an

excellent record in '81 with nothing to

show for it was the Reds. Like an ostrich,

management stuck it's head in the sand

and idly watched George Foster, Dave Col-

lins, and Ken Griffey leave for greener

(literally) pastures.

They waited for the bottom to drop out,

and it did. The Reds posted the worst

record in baseball in 1982. Tom Seaver and

Johnny Bench are shells of their former

selves, and newcomers like Alex Trevine

and Paul Householder could not take up the

slack.

r«ll«ffiui plioto br Urn noyd

Pam Hixon, coach of the UMass field hockey team, instructs her
troops in a practice last week. Hixon 's team will travel to Providence
College today for a g^ame at 3:30 p.m. The rest of the UMass sports

schedule for today is below.

MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER — away versus Yale at 3 p.m.

WOMEN'S VARSITY SOCCER — away versus Brown at 7 p.m.

WOMEN'S VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - home versus Boston Colleg

and MIT at 6:30 p.m.

MEN'S VARSITY TENNIS — home versus Connecticut at 2:30 p.m.

UM rugby sides A-E roll to easy victories
Bv SCOTCOOI'KK
Collegian Corn'spondt-nt

Th«' I'Mas.s rugby club continued thrir

domination of rival colU-ge sides this past

Saturday at the lower Hoyden fields when

the A team through the F^ team were all

victorious over sides from Renselear and

Ma-ssachusetls Maritime .Xcademy.

The R.IM. A side must be wondering

why they bothered driving all the way

down from upstate New York to square off

against I'Mass this past weekend.

Kngush exchange student Mike Holmes
scored twent> points, while (leorge

Kconomou had I'J in a lopsided 7H UMass
win.

.\fter only three minutes of play UMass
had cut over to the passing lane and moved
out to a IH lead, and the chatter of "liets

get hack in it, let's go," from the R.IM. side

was a little pained and feeble.

Mohhy McLaughlin, Nick ("okas, and Billy

Carroll, called up from the B side because of

injuries, all played a strong eighty min

jutes.

The Killer B's didn't let the jovial crowd

of spectators down in their match. They

scored early and won 16 0.

The IVs were playing the Mass. Maritime

A"s. and seemed to he feeling out their A
side opponents until Danny Rothenberger

put them in the right frame of mind with a

vicious stick on MMAsTom Hanks.

dreg Tawa gave the B's four to work

with, and they could have won with that,

but they added eight more points from the

foot of Martin Bluck and a try by Steve

(lordon for their sixteen point total.

The UMass C side rucked and rolled to a

26 3 win over the R.IM. B side. Trys by

Dave Rityna. Dave St. Angelo, Marc
Sullivan and Gordy Meyer paced the C's. It

was refreshing to see the other team score a

few points for the first time of the af

ternoon.

The final two matches turned out to be

the closest of the day as the UMass D's

bopped the Mass. Maritime B's 8-4 and the

K side squeezed by the R.F.I. C's 4-3.

The Ruggers are away this Saturday, but

return home on October 9th against the

Mystic River Club.

Spikers host tri-meet
By (;KRRYdeSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team will be looking to

make some key adjustments m their lineup

as they face ever tough Boston College and

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in a

volleyball doubleheader tonight in NOI'K.

UMass will hv making a maj<»r change m
their lineup by inserting sophomore Karen

(iottesman in as setter in place of the in

jured Patty (irant. (irant has come down

with mononucleosis and will be out for at

U'ast a week, and will also miss this

weekend's UMass Classic.

"We hope to play well." said coach Klaine

Sortino. "It's nice to have these two

matches !'» regroup the offense and get

u^v(\ to Karen ((iottesmani runnint: the

Ace spiker I'atti I'hilbin will be playing

hurt with a case of tendonitis. Sortino is

hoping to use second year player Julie

McMurti«', hut she also is suffering from

tendonitis

"I'atti looked i)kay in practice today but

she is goiriK to have to play with the pain,"

Sortino sai<i.

Tonight's doubleheader will be the best

chanc<> for UM to get their communications,

which is so important in volleyball, down
pat for the UM Cla.ssic. But in facing B(\

who will be looking for revenge of last

year's two losses to the Minutewomen. and

MIT. UMass faces a formidable task.

the match will start at 6:30 p.m. with

I Mass facmg HC and will follow with the

IM MIT nialch. HC and MIT will play after

the two UMass matches. .All the matches

will be the best two out of three

JV stickers win 1-0
Hy JENNIFER KUPPER
(Collegian Correspondent

The UMass junior varsity field hockey
team opened their season yesterday af

ternoon by defeating Mount Holvoke
College 1 at the Upper NOPE Field.

"I'm very pleased with them, they had a

lot of good passing combinations," said first

year coach Donna Partin. Partin was a little

upset, however, that her team had to play

on such long grass.

IMass' offense dominated the game, and
earned a total of ten corners to MHC's one.
wiih twelve shots on goal opposed to MHC's
lone shot . The offense was led by wing Patti

Masory.

Masory. along with Bunny Forbes and
Deb DeJesus, led a series of passes up
toward MHC's goal. Mimsey MacCormick
also aided in many fast break plays with
Masorv.

The single UMass goal came from Bunny
Forbes off a penalty stroke at 11:59 of the

first half. UMass was awarded the flick

when a MHC defendent purposely kicked

the ball out of play within the shooting

circle. P'orbes" shot was low to the right and

went directly through the legs of goalie

Diane Gora.

UMass" defense was able to keep MHC
out of shooting distance for mast of the

game. Kim Wright, Michelle Dolan and

Mary Scott coupled up with links Deb
DeJesus. and Tammy Martin enabling play

to return back upfield, never quite allowing

goalkeepers Anita Arnum (first half) and

Karen Thresher (second half) the op-

portunity to make a save.

The JV will see action again Saturday.

October 2nd, when they host Springfield

College at 3:00 on the upper NOPE field.
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Tillson Fanii contaminated by coal

Collrinaji pholo hj Krvia Farkvtti

Located behind the Tillson Farm power plant,

the coal pile supplyinfc the University of

MassachuBetts' energy is a threatening source

of contamination to nearby water supplies.

ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

A $20,000 preliminary engineering report commissioned

last year by the University of Massachusetts and released

this week confirmed that drainage from the on-campus pile

at Till.son P'arm is contaminating nearby groundwater and

Taylor Bnxik.

The report follows a number of independent studies

which have be<*n undertaken in recent years to determine

why the water quality in Taylor Brook has deteriorated to

the point where, according to local farmers, their farm

animals have refused to drink from it and portions have

become devoid of plant and aquatic life.

Taylor Br<K)k, which supplies irrigation water to several

area farms, is located near the University's Tillson Farm
coal pile, the .storage site for the entire campus" heating

fuel.

"All studies to date, including this one, are strictly being

done by the University to appea.se local concerns raised by

area farmers, the Conservation Committee, and the

lioard of Health. " according to the Tighe and Bond study,

and "to our knowledge, as of the writing of this report,

there is no 'cited violation' or "ordc'r" issued by any state or

federal agency for the existing coal pile operation."

"('ost estimates for treating the groundwater pollution

problem ranged from tensofthou.sands of dollars for minor

surface drainage improvements around the coal site to

over $2 million for complete encapsulation of the coal pile

surface, " Acting Vice ('hancellor for Administration and

Finance Jack DeNyse said in reviewing the thrtn* basic

options recommended in the report by consulting

engineers Tighe and Bond of Ka^thampton.

The three alternatives recommended are! the complete

covering and underside lining of the coal pile, including

groundwater treatment and final disposal through the

Amherst sewerage system; pretreatment of both the coal

pile and its drainage, treatment of groundwater, and final

disposal through the Amherst sewerage system; and

removal of the coal pile to another location, followed by

groundwater treatment. According to the report, the cost

of each option, excluding annual operating costs, is

estimated at $2,433,000. $634,000 and $245,000. respec

tively.

One option explored and then rejected in the report was

the controlled adjustment of the brook's pH level the

litmus test scale used to describe the acidity alkalinity of a

solution) through the addition of an alkaline buffer, such as

lime. Lime is present naturally in the ground, but now

commonly needs to be added to many lakes, especially in

New Kngland. in an effort to combat acid precipitation,

which occurs when coal burning pollutants enter the at-

mosphere and mix with clouds.

The report concluded that although alkaline buffering

would allow some plant life to reappear, the acidification

and accompanying effects due solely to the coal pile would

be inseparable from the similar pollution already con

tributed by the acid precipitation. Since the University

does not own the brook, such constant maintenace was

found nonviable.

While me University already has a drainage im-

provement plan which it intends to implement in the near

future as s(X)n as budget appropriations can be obtained."

DeNyse said Tighe and Bond re<"ommended the University

not make any firm commitments for a permanent solution

until requesting and receiving of their report from the

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering.

Student violence seen to be decreasing
By SFAN CASKY
Collegian Correspondent

While it is still very early in the year, indications point to

a decrease in campus violence and a very good year for

University of Mas.sachusetts Department of Public Safety.

"I think we've had a good opening " said Gerald T. O'Neil.

director of Public Safety. "The officers did a g(»od job as

well as the .security students who came back early to help.

I think it was a good joint effort.

"

"We have not re<'orded as many assaults, but we have

had a slight increase in disturbance calls." O'Neil said.

"People not associated with the University seem to be

the ones causmg a great deal of the problems for us. They

come in and try to have a goml time at the expen.se of the

students. " O'Neil said.

When asked if the new stricter laws concerning drunken

driving are having an effect at the University. O'Neil said

lh»'re is no (question they ar<' helping.

"Were not getting the carnage on the streets we u.sed

to. The new laws and stricter enforc«'ment by the UMass

and Amherst Police is definitely helping to reduce it. " he

said.

"There also has been a drop in the number of false fire

alarms, so were hoping .students are realizing what

dangers there are in pulling them." O'Neil added.

O'Neil said "the housing security students are doing an

outstanding job. They're establishing a safe environment

for students to study and pursue their interests.
"

Carol Kad/.ik. housing security director, agrees the year

is off to a good start.

"So far I'm pleased with how the semester is going. I

**People not associated with the Univer-

sity seem to be the ones causing a great deal

of the problems for lui. They come in and

try to have a good time at the expense of the

students, " said UMass Director of Public

Safety Gerald T. O'Neil.

think all the students who work for this office are ab

solutely terrific. " she said.

The Department of Public Safety employs .507 students.

44 percent of which are female, and 9 percent of which are

minority.

Radzik sjiid "one of the biggest changes this year is that

we now train every one of the students with police officers.

so the students are more equipp«*d to do their job."

Kad/.ik added that students have been alert in spotting

tresspassers and potential troublemakers.

"In one incident, a suspicious Uxtking person who was

reported by a student had not only a stolen car. but the car

was filled with stolen stereo equipment, wallets, jewelry

and other valuables." Rad/.ik said.

"We've been called the eyes and ears of the police

department and I think that's really true." Radzik added.

.'\ recent survey conducted by the housing stH-urity office

revealed that H3.3 perc<'nt of the students asked said they

wfre "satisfied or very satisfied " with dorm security.

The housing .security office has also produced .several

fliers, all of which are geared to rt-minding the students to

l«K'k d<H)rs and take other precautiounary measures against

criminals.

One such flier asks students if they are "going out for the

evening'.' '" and responds with "so is your stereo."

While the UMass Police have been able to hire new. full

time officers, the housing security office did not have a

budget increase this year and Radzik said he does not think

the office will get a large budget increa.se next year.

"'Unfortunately, I don't see too big a budget increase for

us. so we'll just have to get by with what we're given"

Radzik said.

UMass will miss Tony Crayton
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

Now that Tony Crayton is packed up and gone, the

University of Massachusetts' community has lost one of

its most dynamic figures.

Crayton. 32, has taken a position with the Greater

Boston Legal Services leaving his former post of director

of the Office of Third World Affairs at UMass.

For the last three years, Crayton has done some of the

work that many people would prefer to say they did, when

actually most just sat back and hoped for the best results.

His charisma, finesse and energy were just three of the at-

tributes that made him right for the position. But his con-

cern for the student body and for the oppressed people of

the world gave him a special quality.

An example of this was while in his office one day, a

young man sought support from him and asked if he would

back him. Crayton replied, "I'll back anyone who's doing

anything positive." That kind of answer was typical of

what one could expect if they were faced with a situation

they didn't quite know how to handle and went to Crayton

for help.

"Tony Crayton's loss will be a big one. he knew the job

inside out. He'd been around long enough to be able to

spot contradictions in policies from year to year." said

Student Government Association President Jim Murphy,

who worked closely with Crayton.

To get an idea of how much he will be missed, one need

only have been in his office they day that he was interview-

ed for this story. While a big sign on his door read "do not

disturb," at least five interruptions took place in a span of

only 30 minutes. Though he was somewhat irked, Crayton

answered every one of the knocks.

Chester Davis, Professor of Afro-American Studies at

the university, made various comments about Crayton,

but the thing that impressed him most about Crayton

was how he was able to organize others.

"Tony was a catalyst for student organizations in get-

ting Black students involved in political activism," Davis

said. "His work within the Third World community as a

whole was most significant, he knew the university system

here well, everybody fromthe Chancellor on down. I think

he's going to be missed. However there are others to pick

up the slack, but he will be missed."

Another quality that made Crayton valuable to the com-

munity is his understanding of historical issues and how

the implications of them still affect Third World people

who live in the United States. He said many of the move-

ment in this country have been created by Third World

people.

"We created every type of movement for so called peo-

ple's rights, every type of civil rights issues that

Cimtinued nv pnge /•/

After several years of active participation in

the University community. Director of the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs Tony Crayton will be

taking on a new position with the Greater

Boston Legal Services.
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World and national news
UO^ more marines,

tanks, artillery to Beirut

AP LAaerphoto

After forcing nearly 3,000 residents to evacuate their homes in Liv-

ingston. LA. Tuesday, derailed tank cars carrying hazardous chemicals

were examined yesterday by an official with Illinois Central Gulf.

Because the chemicals will react if sprayed with water, officials plan to

allow the smoldering cars to burn out over the next 4-5 days.

Engineer teach-in proposed
NKW YOKK (AIM - A ^roup of MIT
prolVssors is proposing; a closf knit part

ntTship of "hi^'h trch" husincsses and

rn^jirnHTinK schools so that working;

«'nKin<'**rs ran keep up with new
Hevelopnuyits and I'.S. businesses <-an

n-gain their lead over .Japanese firms.

The recommendations were unveiU-d

yesterda\ a few days prior to a weekend of

planned celebrations in Camhridge. Mass..

markinK the 100th anniversary of el«H-trical

enjfineerini; education, which be^jan at the

Massa«-hust'tis Institute of Technology.

The j^roup's proposal aims at brinfijing

continuing engineering education into the

work placi' its«'lf.

A »iO pa^e paper entitled "Lifelong

Cooperative Kducation." by MIT
enjjineerinK professors .lames I"). Firuce.

William M. Siebert. Louis I). Smullin and

Robert M. F'ano. said that specialists in

eU«<-irical and computer engineering can no

longer afford to let their education end with

en^ineerinK school.

The field has chan^Jed so rapidly in the last

de<a<le that by the lime a typical

en^ineerinn studi-nt has graduated, his

\

Future ofMass. cities

bleak under Prop 2V2
(WMHHIIKiK. Mass - Lawrence .Susskind paints a

fllooniy picture of crumbling cities, declining' services and

deniorali/ed public workers when he is asked about the

future of Massachusetts cities and towns under Proposition

V I.

•\Ve see an enormous difficulty brewing in the older cities

and the ^mailer, poorer communities," says th<' MIT

professor who heads a research K'roup studyin^j the effects

of the property tax cutting law

.

"There willbe some highly visible disasters in terms of

public management. You'll get awh«)le series of things that

will seem unrelate<l. People will yell and scream, but they

wont see the connection," he says.

Susskind and his team of researchers from a dozen dif

fcr«'nt universities are among a legion of Proposition 2'/2

watchers monitoring the effects of the sweeping law that

limits property taxes to 2.5 percent of market value and

cuts back on excise tax on autos.

An Associated Press survey of the state's 351 cities and

towns found municipal budget writers balanced the loss of

$.{40 million in property tax collection by eliminating

1H,(K)0 full time jobs statewide.

A similar survey conducted by the AP a few months after

slate voters passed the law in 1980 recorded predictions of

a far worse impact. Municipal officials anticipated layoffs of

more than 2().(K)0 in the first year, mcluding more than

9, (KM) teachers. 1 ,350 police and 1.440 firefighters.

The latest poll found 3H0 police positions were cut. There

are 550 fewer fire department personnel: teachers and

schtxil administrators were reduced by 7.800 in the first

vear.

The dire predictions of 1981 were blunted when the

Legislature voted to increase state aid to the cities and

towns by $2H0 million. Proposition 2' .- .idvocates say this

switch from local property taxes to state collected

revenues is what the law was intended to do. They call

Proposition 2'
. a success.

"It worked out exactly the way we hoped. " said Barbara

.Anderson, the director of Citizens for I>imited Taxation

the prime mover for Proposition 2' .•.

Ms. .Anderson said her groups goal was to reduce the

reliance on property taxes in Massachusetts. Sh«> said it

succeeded because the tax, once 80 percent above the

national average, now is estimated at 20 percent above the

average.

knowledge- is often already out of date, the

r«'port said.

'I graduated engineering school in \%%.

.\l that time I knew a much larger fraction

of what's known about electrical

engineering than kids could possibly know

with the rapid advances today." Smullin

told reporters.

Sen. Paul Tsongas, I) Mass.. is the

scheduli'il keynote speaker at the cen

tennial celebration at MIT on Saturday.

.\ key proposal by the MIT group urged

that engineering schools help high

technology firms establish on the job

i>«lucation programs for engineers featuring

university made vidiH) programs and

company employed tutors. For about half a

day each work week, practicing engineers

w«iuld report to class and learn what's

needed to stay on top of developments in

the field.

Stanford Cniversity pionet'red such

"tutored video instruction" for practicing

engineers at Hewlett Packard Co.

I,ikewis<', the idea of companies offering

continuing educatum for practicing

engineers is not entirely new , said Kano.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The 800 U.S.

Marines who landed in Beirut yesterday

likely wUI be joined by another 400

leathernecks with tanks and artillery,

possibly as early as Thursday, according to

Pentagon officials. President Reagan said

the Americans may stay in Lebanon even

after Israeli and Syrian troops leave.

The Pentagon officials said preparations

were being made for additional forces and

equipment to be sent ashore, but they

stres.sed that the final decision had to be

made by the Marines' commander. Col.

.lames M. Mead.
They said, however, that the expanded

duties of the Marines made the additional

deployment likely.

Reagan notified Congress yesterday that

the first contingent of Marines had

iH'turned to Beirut. His formal notification,

required under the War Powers Act. said

the troops "w ill not engage in combat." but

may "exercise the right of self defense and

will be e<|uipped accordingly."

The president told Congress that the

Marines would be in Lebanon "only for a

limited peri«Kl of lime." But he later told

reporters on a political f ip that he expects

the Syrians and Israel.s to leave "sooner

than Lebanon will be ready for us to"

remove the Marines.

The State Department, however, ap

peared to retreat from Reagan's pledge that

the Marines will remain in Lebanon until

other foreign forces are withdrawn.

"Within the limited period of time the

multinational force will be there, the United

Stales expects the Israelis and Syrians will

follow through on their intentions and with

draw from I.*banon," said deputy

spokesman Alan Romberg. "The very

presence of the multinational force should

encourage early agreement on these with

drawals."

It was the second time that Marines were

sent to the Lebanese capital. The

leathernecks, members of the 32nd Marine

Amphibious Unit stationed with the U.S.

Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean, helped

oversee the evacuation of 6.000 Palestine

Liberation Organization guerrillas in late

.August and earlier this month.

\ Pentagon official, who asked not to be

identified, said yesterday that the Marines

have a much larger area to patrol this time,

making it likely that Mead will call for the

armour and artillery reinforcements.

During the PLO evacuation, the U.S.

troops were confined to the harbor area at

the northern edge of the city.

Soviet jetliner crashes
LUXEMBOURQAP) - A Soviet jetliner

carrying 77 people veered off the runway,

plunged into a patch of trees and exploded

in flames just Jifter touching down at Lux-

embourg airport last night, killing 53 peo-

ple and injuring 24, officials said.

Luxembourg police said the survivors,

some of them burned severely, were taken

to five hospitals in the city and to a bum
center in Metz, France, about 37 miles to

the south.

The airport officials said the aircraft, an

Ilyushin 62 of the Soviet airline Aeroflot.

landed at 8:20 p.m. (4:23 EDT) in good

weather, and appeared to have made a pro-

per landing until it suddenly turned to the

right and skidded about 1 ,000 yards.

It shot over a small pond and plunged in-

to some woods, knocking down trees for

about 100 yards before it came to a halt at

the end of a small valley, according to

television reports. Several explosions

followed and the plane caught fire.

It was the first major air disaster in Lux-

embourg history. About 40 people, in-

cluding six crew members, apparently got

out of the burning plane on their own and

sought refuge in a farmhouse not far from

where the plane came to rest, television

reports said.

Airport officials said the aircraft carried

66 passengers and 1 1 crew members. The

nationalities of those on board were not

known.

Digest
Hij Ihe Ass(tn(iff(i Prc.^s

AP [..macrphoto

Preparing to withdraw from a position they

have held since the invasion of West Beirut, a

grroup of Israeli soldiers smile and wave while at

Beirut International Airport yesterday.

Arson murdererjailed
SPRINtiKlKLD. Mass. - The manager of a condemned

Ilolyoke tenement where seven people died in a fire last

year was sentenced yesterday to three consecutive life

terms for his role in t he fire.

Hampden Superior Court Judge Raymond Cross imposed

the sentence on Rafael Davila. 42, about four hours after a

jury found him guilty of arson and seven counts of second

degree murder. H«' got \X to 20 years on the arson charge.

His wife, Margarita, who had sat awaiting the sentence

with her head in her hands, held her hand over her mouth

and left the courtroom in tears. She was accompanied by

t heir five children, aged 9 to 16.

William Teahan. assistant district attorney, said Davila

would lie held overnight at the county jail, but would serve

his term at Walpole State Prison.

The effect of three consecutive sentences would be t hat a

man. now 42, would serve a minimum of 40 years. Put

mildly, th.it would be an appropriate term. I am confident

at the age of 87 he would not be a threat to^society,"

Teahan said in explaining his recommendation.'

Labor hacks Dukakis,

Sears gains support
BOSTON. Mass. - Former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

collected the endorsement of the state AFL-CIO for his

Democratic candidacy for governor yesterday, as former

sujporters of Cov. Edward J. King courted votes for

Republican candidate John Sears.

Meanwhile. Frank Rich, the politically unknown
Independent seeking the stale's lop job, outlined his own

philosphy on taxes: "Voter taxpayers of Massachusetts are

tired of wailing for parly politicans to realize that there is

no more money.
'

The three candidates are hoping to win the governor's

seal in the Nov. 2 election.

Dukakis and lieutenant governor candidate John Kerry

vvon the endorsement of the American Federation of

LaborCongress of Industrial Organizations, commonly
known as the AFL (TO.

The group represents 500,000 Massachusetts workers.

and joins a list of labor organizations endorsing the

Democrat

.

.Arthur Osborn, Massachusetts AFL CIO president, said

Dukakis inherited skynx'keting unemployment when he

became governor in 1975, but helped to create 246.000 jobs

and cut unemployment almost in half by the lime he left.
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SGA grants loan

for nuke freeze rally

SCANN to sponsor
nuclear freeze rally

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

A loan and a grant totalling $1,000 were
allocated to the Student Coalition Against

Nukes Nationwide (SCANN) for Tuesday's

Nuclear Freeze Rally by the

Undergraduate Student Senate at last

night's meeting.

Costs for the rally, according to the

budget given to the Recognized Student

Organization (RSO) Office totals $1065:

$400 for sound. $120 for an electrician, $34,')

for security and $200 for a Physical Plant

carpenter.

"We weren't aware of the bills. We
didn't have to go around to all the groups

(sponsoring the rally). We would have done

that if SCANN hadn't come to the student

Government today," said campus coor-

dinator for Sen. Edward Kennedy, Chris

Alberto.

Alberto said the rally at the University of

Massachusetts had been in the planning

stages for three or four weeks. Cost studies

have been in the works for about three

weeks, Alberto said.

Sheila Sullivan, Public Policy Chair

woman said when the Kennedy ptH)plecame

to the senate last week for political support

there was no knowledge of a lack of funds.

.Sponsors on the posters were not ap

proached for funding, said Alberto, because

they are "grassroots organizations."

Mientus said the statewide Nuclear

Freeze Day is being held with the financial

support of Kennedy's Committee only in

producing literature. The personalities

involved are donating their time, she said.

"It just seems that anything like this the

Senator gets involved in, people

automatically stick 'Kennedy Campaign' to.

It's not that way." she said.

Planning for nuclear Freeze Day began

last spring when a spokeswoman for

"grassroots organizations." Randall For

sberg, contacted Kennedy, Mientu said.

Student Government Association (SGA)

President Jim Murphy said the rally

organization went through the University's

administration to gain access to the Student

Union [ballroom for the event.

The process is usually channeled through

the RSO office.

"It was presented definitely as a

bipartisan rally." Murphy said when he was

contacted by the Kennedy people "a couple

of weeks ago."

"In fact, they went out of their way to

make that point," he said.

Murphy said the rally itself is receiving

support from the senate, and money
allocated last night would go directly to

pnKluction costs.

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

The Student Coalition Against Nukes

Nationwide last night voted unanimously

to sponsor the nuclear freeze rally schedul-

ed for October 5 by securing a $500 loan

and a $500 grant from the Undergraduate

Student Senate.

SCANN was asked to sponsor the rally

by Chris Alberto, former campus president

and student trustee at the University of

Massachusetts at Boston and a current

member of the campaign to re-elect

Senator Edward M. Kennedy, who is to at-

tend the event.

The rally had been endorsed by 10 area

groups including the UMass Peacemakers,

the Amherst Disarmament coalition and

the Western Massachusetts coalition for a

Nuclear Weapons Freeze. But Alberto said

these organizations were only mobilizing

their own groups and hopefully would

spread the word about the rally.

"SCANN was the only group we ap-

proached for money to cover the costs of

the rally." said Alberto.

The rally will feature speeches by Ken-

nedy, Lauren Bacal, and Randall Forsbers

with performances by James Taylor and

Peter Yarrow of the "Peter. Paul and

Mary" singing group said Oillian Gansler,

press secretary for the Kennedy campaign

headquarters in Boston.

"Our purpose of this rally is to highlight

the importance of this issue in this Call's

election. The date was purposely chosen

because it is the last day of voter registra-

tion and we want students to register,"

said Alberto.

Sam Medalie, nuclear freeie coordinator

for the Kennedy campaign, said "It's not a

Ted Kennedy day, it is strictly a nuclear

freeze day."

Posters and flyers are circulating the

campus which have been paid for by the

Kennedy campaign. But campaign
members deny that it is a political rally for

Kennedy.
"We've invited the entire Massachusetts

delegation, Republicans and Democrats,"

said Gansler. "Edward Boland will speak

at the rally."

Phil Harris, field director for the Ray

Shamie for Senate campaign, said Shamie

would be coming to speak at UMass the

same day as the rally.

"We've got people (in Amherst) who
want to hear him (Shamie) talk," Harris

said. "Ray believes not only in a nuclear

freeze, but that there also ought to be

disarmament." he said.

Iranian students stage demo
protesting Khomeini government
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

One man in military fatigues pointed a toy machine gun

at a second man wearing a blindfold. A third bounced to

imaginary electric shocks. A fourth stood disconsolate in a

cardboard jail.

A curious crowd of about 100 gathered at noon yester-

day to watch Iranian students protest against AyatoUah

Ruholla Khomeini's regime in front of the Student Union

Building. The students were members of Moslem Iranian

Student Society, an international organization which is

organizing protests around the world.

"We are trying to break the media silence," said a

spokesman who identified himself as Hamad Reza. "No

one is saying anything about Iran. They haven't covered

the internal problems in Iran since the hostages were

freed.

"We are here to break the silence and let the people

know about what is happening inside Iran today," said an

Iranian protester who identified himself as Bijan. "On the

average one person is killed every 25 minutes."

Reza said there have been 20,000 political assassinations

and .50,000 people thrown in jail over the last 14 months.

The society has l>een taking their cause to cities and col-

lege campuses around the country.

"No one can really feel safe unless they agree with Kho-

mieni's mind and his dark age policies." Reza said.

"Whole families have been killed because they do not

support Khomieni's policies. It takes only one member of

the family to oppose him," he said.

"If 1 go back to Iran I'll lie killed," Reza said.

"Khomieni wants to take us back to the Pre-middle age

when women couldn't even come out of their houses," he

said.

"People are scared. There is no guarantee your door

won't be knocked down and you will be executed on the

spot," said a UMass student from Iran, who asked that

her name not be publishe<i.

"(The government) can not stay in power for long," she

said. "The economy and the social conditions will lead to

it's fall. It is just a matter of people getting ready."

The protestors passed out leaflets and newspapers

outlining the atrocities that have taken place in Iran while

many students observed the demonstration from a

distance.

"I just came over because I read it in the newspaper."

said July Hanning. 20. an inquiry program major. "1 really

don't know what the situation is in Iran. 1 think its a gmxl

statement though — what they are trying to get across."

"It's a little theatrical. It's hard to take it seriously."

said Andre Narbonne, 22, an engineering major

( nllrKun plM«a bf Drrw ORtcr

In protest of the Khomeini re^me, three

demonstrators silently stood outside the Sta-

dent Union Building yesterday.
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Work by Northeast

may wake students up,

landscape architect says
u., M.vpi^i UPTTH To avoid any possibility of injui

('4>llcip>ii photo hy Drew Otper

Jeffrey Campbell, a history graduate student, directs his gaze among

the wide variety of books at yesterday's sidewalk sale outside the Jef-

frey Amherst Bookshop^

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Students planning on sleeping late

tomorrow morninR might be in for an

unpleasant shock, especially those living

in Knowlton Dorm in Northeast.

\s part of the construction work on

North Pleasant Street, a "Road Planner"

will be used to remove some of the

navement along the street from the Fine

Arts Center to the Graduate Research

Center. For safety reasons, the work will

be started at 5 a.m. Friday morning.

"It could be slightly noisy," said Bill

Lambert, Landscape Architect for the

University of Massachusetts. "It won't be

that much noisier than the construction

ecjuipment now being used, probably less

noise than a jackhammer."

"The forecast is for nice, warm

weather, which should mean he type of

pea-soup fog we get this time of year,"

Lambert said. "The sound doesn't travel

as much in the fog. Hut if it's a clear

morning, you might be albe to hear it all

over campus."

The work is being done early in the

morning for safety rea.sons. Lambert said.

"There is a certain amount of danger

when this type of equipment is used in

proximity to pedestrians, " Lambert said.

To avoid any possibility of injuring

students, who constantly cross North
Plea.sant .Street during the day. I..ainbert

said the work will start at .5 a.m. and will

hopefully be completed by 8 a.m.

"It would have been done last summer.
but the contracts were held up. and work
didn't r«-ally start until Sept. I." he said.

The road planer wilt start at the Fine

Arts Cener and move toward the

Graduate Res<>arch Center so that

students in Northeast wont 1m> disturbed

too early in the morning. Lambert said.

The work being done will remove some

of the pavement on the west side of

North Pleasant Street so that a curb can

be installed. Lambert said all work ak>ng

North Pleasant Street will probably be

done within two weeks.

The construction is being done as part

(»f an improvement projin-t recommended
by the Safety Committee of the

University Health Council. In ad

dition to elimination of the meter parking

lot in front of Arnold llousi' and in

stallation of a sidewalk and curb along

North Pleasant Street, the project will

move the access drive to the Univ<Tsity

Health Services parking lot.

Lambert said the entire improvement

project should be completed by

Thanksgiving.
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Plan says new changes require cooperation
•^ ... ... .. ^ ... :„„ »v,. Rnir nrooTRm to a four year The plan encourages fac to teach

By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Correspondent

Any academic changes made at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

should be the result of dialogue between

department heads, deans, the provost and

the chancellor, according to the revised

Long Range Plan for Academic Affairs.

The plan, written by Acting Chancellor

Loren Baritz, says while individual depart-

ments are the best sources for specific

plans, the Chancellor, in consultation with

the provost and the Faculty Senate, is in

the best position to articulate goals for the

entire campus.

"It is the firm intention of this long-

range plan to begin, not conclude, campus-

wide planning." the plan says. What is

recommended here is a procedure for plan-

ning that will move us toward a series of

future long-range plans whose specificity

may continually increase."

The pl^n calls on the Chancellor to con-

duct an informal inquiry into the state of

the plan every other year. This inquiry

would include reports from "campus units

relevant to issues then current."

Every fourth year, the Chancellor would

present a formal revision of the plan to the

campus, after consulting with the Faculty

Senate.

The plan was written after the original

Long-Range Plan, drafted last year by the

Chancellor's Working Group on Long-

Hange Planning was rejected by the Facul-

ty Senate last May. At that time, Baritz

agreed to write a new plan over the sum-

mer.

The plan is a rough draft and may be

amended at a later time.

The Undergraduate Student Senate, the

Graduate Student Senate and the Faculty

Senate and the Professional Association at

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst (PAUMA) will all be drafting

responses to the plan.

Individual infltruction

The plan calls for a "Center for In

dividualized Instruction" to be created to

accomodate those students who work best

when encouraged to do things differently.

The center would include the Bachelor

Degree with Individual Concentration

(BDIC) program, the Honor's Program,

the Internship Program and the University

Without Walls program.

The document also recommends
strengthening the Honor's Program, in-

The Mountain Farms Mall looms behind the glaring lights that

brighten the intersection of Route 9 and South Maple Street in Hadley.

creasing the BDIC program to a four year

curriculum, and creating an individual

tutorial program within the center.

The plan recommends the elimination of

the Southwest and Orchard Hill Residen-

tial colleges. It says the inquiry program

should be studied to determine its effec-

While the plan says departments are

meeting the advising needs of their majors,

it says the faculty should renew its commit-

ment to advising freshmen and sophmores.

Systemization of peer counseling is also

recommended in the document.

To make the campus more international,

the plan calls for increasing the number of

foreign students on campus, expanding

opportunities for students to study abroad,

and continuing reciprocal faculty ex-

changes.

The document advises the Provost or

Faculty Senate supervise a study of the

state of language instruction at the Uni-

versity, including Comparative Literature.

English and English as a Second

Language, in addition to foreign

languages.

Effectiveness of current instruction, the

desirability of the foreign language

requirement, the place of language in

general education and the quality of

graduate programs are suggest*<I areas to

be studied.

Five College cooperation

The plan advises continuing support to

the Five College consortium with a concen-

tration on computer studies and non-

western studies. The plan recommends the

Five College system begin a new Master of

Social Work Degree program to meet area

needs.

According U) the document, the history

of science and technology is "the most im-

portant missing field of study in the intell-

ectual life of the campus."

Although the appointment of at least

four highly qualified scholars would 1*

necessary to begin such a program, the

plan says this program would serve as a

"bridge between science and engineering

on one side and the social sciences and

humanities on the other."

The plan encourages fac to teach

courses in departmnts oti . than their

own. It calls for the ^ministration to work

out guidelines and fpguarc to increase

flexibility in teach, e: mtsi le the home
department.

Due to estimates of hicreasing numbers

of part-time gradua e ^udp its, the docu-

ment suggests thai rxiuce outreach pro-

grams be develope< u accomodate these

students. The plan Jso says high priority

must be given to the recruitment and

retention of minority and women graduate

students.

Campus research

The document calls for the creation of a

campus-based research foundation which

would provide administrative support for

campus-based research as well as advice on

policy issues relevant to research.

The foundation, which would be organiz-

ed as a non-profit corporation, separate

from the three campus University of Mass-

achusetts Foundation, will be run by an ex-

ecutive director and a board of directors.

Research faculty will have a specific

number of seats on the board.

To insure that the University reUins a

high quality facutly, the plan says that it is

important to make careful and rigorous

personnel decisions.

"If a truly distinguished appointment,

one that would substantially add to our in-

structional or research strength and that

would add to our luster, becomes possible

in almost any department, we should make

it if we can," it says.

Currently, according to the document, in-

structional and research equipment, the

computing center and physical facilties are

not meeting the University's collective

needs. There is a deferre<l maintenance

need of $32 million and an instruction

equipment need of $8.5 million. The cam-

pus must attempt to get special state

appropriations to meet these needs as soon

as possible.

"Although some difficult decisions must

be confronted in any serious plan," the

document says, "the question cannot be

whether we want a plan, but whether we

can afford not to have one."
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"The First Time
It

Exercise Enthusiast: It was in the Fall of 1981, September 22 at 6:00 to be exact

Good Friend: You remember the exact moment?!

Exercise Enthusiast: Of course, one never forgets their "First Time"

Good Friend: It must have been quite an experience, you must tell me about it
-

Exercise Enthusiast: I was introduced to the "Beyond Fitness" Class by a friend of

mine, while we were comparing jogging shoes, this energetic individual asked for

my pulse rate.

Good Friend: Go on. caox oaxc
Exercise Enthusiast: She loolted me straight in the eye and said "HEART RATE,

COUNT, STOP" I'm sorry, I don't speak aerobic-noeze. Neither do I, she said I

was so embarassed -

Good Friend: I can see why -

Exercise Enthusiast: Anyway she led me onto the gym floor and we did a few knee

lifts jog forward -shoot up, clap and smile - then I understood -

Good Friend: How was it?

Exercise Enthusiast: At first I didn't catch on. Then I realized the program is built

around routines - some easy at first, and then building each time - as my fitness level

increased so did the activity - Good Friend: Was she amused&

Exercise Enthusiast: Very, she said "you'll acquire the knack of it, most people do

- and she was right my second time was much bener - and now I do aerobic training

as much as I can -

Good Friend: Did you ever see the young woman again?

Exercise Enthusiast: No, but I plan to meet with her again when classes begin in

October I've become physically active over the summer and have enjoyed it many

weays since the first time, now I can teach her a thing or two -

If this is your "First Time" make it memorable - join on-going classes at Shutesbury

Elementary School classes being offered in Amherst-Program outlay - focuses on:

• Overall conditioning

• Cardiovascular

• Flexibility

• Weight control

• Muscle toning

Classes and registration begin October 4th. For more information -

call Erma Rocasah at 549-6111 - (after 5:00 p.m.)
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Csllvgiu photo by Bnrw Ogter

Addressing a Mahar crowd last night on "Blacks, Women, Jews and the Concept of Man'*,

Julius Lester, acting director of the Institute for Advanced Study in Humanities (right) speaks as

Acting Chancellor Loren Baritz (left) listens with the audience.

SAFA Washington lobby cancelled,

to be held Thanksgiving weekend
Bv KEN LUNDBERG subcommittee recommended some $1 billion more thaiBy KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

This fall's lobbying effort in the nation's capital,

originally scheduled for this weekend by Students

Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) has been called off

because Congress will not be in session next week.

SAFA. a group of about 40 UMass students, who lobby

for increases in educational funding, postponed the trip

until late November when legislators will vote on financial

aid.

As director of SAFA and coordinator of community

relations at the University. Gerald J. Grady made the

decision to cancel next week's lobbying plans after

President Reagan announced that legislators working on

appropriations committees had not "done all their work.
"

Because only committee staff members and not actual

congressional delegates would be working on budget plans

next week as legislators wait to reconvene. Grady said

lobbying the lame duck session in November would have a

greater impact.

Yesterday the House Appropriations Subcommittee

took up the entire student aid spending package, ap

proving $2.4 billion be budgeted for Pell Grants. The

subcommittee recommended some $1 billion more than the

president's request of $1.4 bilhon.

Grady emphasized it is important to meet with

legislators who have supported SAFA in the past. He said,

"lobbying an issue is continual there are a lot of people to

thank and show student appreciation."

While on their resch«'duled trip SAFA will meet with

Massachusetts delegates, who have usually given positive

backing to the student aid cause, to gain "reaffirmation of

their support."

(irady said although it is possible to do the "wrong thing

at the wrong time " SAFA must work as politicians and

take "advantage of opportunities when they come."

"If we find we can appeal to the officials having opposed

financial aid proposals we will."

Last March SAFA along with thousandsof other college

and university students from across the country rallied in

the streets of the capital city, l^obbying efforts this time

will be strictly carried out by a knowledgeable, smaller

group, (irady said.

Grady expects some problems will occur in getting a

(luota of 40 students to participate in the lobbying trip

considering the unpredictable return of students from the

Thanksgiving holiday break.

Professor decries
16th century views
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

"Sexuality in the sixteenth century meant to people what

the nuclear age means to people in the twentieth century,"

said Julius Lester, a professor of the departments of the

Afro American Studies and Judaic Studies in introducing a

debate on "Blacks, Jews. Women and the Concept of Man,"

held last night in Mahar Auditorium.

The Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities

presented a discussion headed by Lester and colleague,

Loren Baritz. acting Chancellor of the University of

Massahusetts.

Lester opened the discussion stating that to understand

the present, one has to understand the past. He explained

what it means to be human by citing evidence within world

history.

"In the Middle Ages, man was referred to as the golden

chain of being, " said Lester. "The Rennaissance era was

the enlightening age. with exquisite pieces of art. Yet how

is it that Africans were enslaved, Jews were persecuted,

and women were burned at the stake for witchcraft during

this 'golden age' of mankind'.'

"The Church was a sole investigator in the oppression of

women during the Rennaissance. They claimed that

women had nothing to do with sexual intercourse but

instead, the male partner planted a little person inside the

woman's organs. It was St. Thomas who taught people to

honor thy father and not thy mother. How is an age so

richly endowed with art so deficient in compassion for the

human being".'" Lester asked.

"The general opinion of women during the Rennaissance

was that they might have been beautiful but were con

laminating to look upon and dangerous to touch. Jews

were considered to be more miserable than any other

human being and viperous men of dark minds. Blacks were

depicted as malignant and sinister to the human nature."

he said. Baritz counteracted this concept of humanization

by saying man was not to blame for his past behavior but

that God was the one who impressed this concept into

man's mind. "For after all, man was created in God's

image." he said.

In addition to this, nationalism is to blame for this

misperception of humanism. The context of American

belief in moral superiority led to their belief in in

vincibiUty, and further led to the concept of racialism."

Baritz said.

He said that to understand what is meant by humanity,

everyone has to realize that the world often behaves like

they are in the grasp of the devil, and the devil is deeply

rooted in the brain, causing their beliefs and ideals to be

distorted.
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O'Keefe

Th* Only Ploc* To D« On
Thursdoy Night In Amherst

O'KEEFE NIGHT
12 oz Bottles .95

plus

Two For One Bar Liquor Drinks
Three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25
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BRING A FRIEND
j BREAKFAST SPECIAL
j

• 2 Eggs • 2 Pancakes Reg. Low Price

I • 2 Strips Bacon • 2 Sausage
I

$2.25

SERVED ALL DAY - ANYTIME

I
Coupon good thru Oct. 15, 1982.

I Please present coupon when ordering.

2 for $2.95
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Sun.-Thurs.

7 am - 3 am
Fri. Er Sat.

Open 24 Hours eatiig plait

SHOPPING PLAZA
RTE. 9, HADLEY. 256-6889

SENIOR
CITIZEN

DISCOUNTS
2-5 pm. . .20%

ALL OTHER TIMES 10%
Does Not Apply

To Specials

NATURAL FIBER BEDDING
AND NIGHTSHIRTS

Next to you, it's the best

LOTUS-DUVET DOWN
COMFORTER

g, • Goose down, cotton

cover, European

style Duvet
• Top-of-the-line

quality at affordable

n prices beginning

at S230\^

\

FLANNEL SHEETS
• High quality, tightly woven, soft napped
• Incredibly soft, comfortable and warm
• Two styles-the Deluxe finest quality

flannel from England, prices starting

at $20 75, and the Basic, American

made white flannel starting at $20 00

NIGHTSHIRT
• fvianufactured in Northampton

f^assachusetts
• Soft flannel nightshirt

extending below the knee

• Available in red

or blue and white stripe

collective inc
52 Main St Northampton • 586-5403 • A WORKERS COOPERATIVE

• ••.»«< «i t I »»»,». li »»».»i«.<«»rl.»«»»*«««»»*.<v«»,*fc»t«1. ».»«•.•. •. \.%.t,U^
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MUA show to examine referenda Women's needs addressed

by student advocacy groupWMUA (91.1 KM) will air a live open

forum on two controversial referenda

questions on the Nov. 2 ballot: The move to

repeal the bottle bill and an attempt to

place a moratorium on nuclear weapons

development. The show will air tonight at 6

p.m.
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S6A Elections
Elections

for the undergraduate senators

will be held on Monday, Oct. 4

The polling times are from 8 am -7 pm
The polling places are as follows:

Northe««t/Sylvan - Worcester D.C.

Central/Orchard HUl - Franklin D.C.

Cance, JA., J.a.A.. Mackimmie. Moore.

Patterson, Pierpont. Washington Berkshire D.C.

CooUdffe, Crampton, Emerson, James. Prince

Kennedy, Melville, Thoreau Hampshire D.C.

Commuter/Greek - in front of Hatch

For further information, call 545-0341, or come up to Rm 420 of f^tfS
Student Union Building.
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By LEE ANN BARTOW
ColU'Rian Correspondent

Violence against women, sexism m
lanKuage and the media, and anti semitisni.

racism and classicism within the women's

movement will be the focus of the Women's

Issues Team this semester at the

University of Massachusetts.

The Women's Issues Team of the Student

Center for Education Research and

Advocacy iSCERA) consists of several

specialized committees. These committees

include Students Against Sexual

Harrassment (SASH), the Committee for

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedoms

(CERRF) and the Women's Leadership

Project

.

"Students Against Sexual Harassment

formed two years ago because the

University was without the procedure

mandated by Title 9 of Massachusetts' Law.

We've been working with the Ombuds and

the Chancellor's Office and are waiting for

the Chancellor's final approal." said Jane

Zbyszynski. an advocate for the Women's

Issues Team.
"It's a good prm-edure that will cover

students, faculty and staff." said

Zbyszynski. "It's important on this campus

because of the number of women here who

have so much at stake - their educations,

their careers. The sexual harassment

grievance procedure can help to protect

women here."

The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedoms (CERRF) focuses

on legislation such as the Equal Rights

Amendment and the Family Protection

Act. said Melanie Fish, a senior legal

studies major who works with the team.

One event CERRF sponsored was to

provide vans to a demon.stration at the

National Right to Life Conference in Cherry

Hill, New Jersey this past summer.

The Women's Leadership Project began

last semester and will continue to form this

semester in an effort to build leadership

skills among women and establish a net-

work through workshops and a resource

center, said PMsh.

The Women's Issues Team works closely

with the Senate Women's Caucus; the

Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall; the

Women's Studies Department; ISIS, a

reproductive rights group; and the National

Reproductive Rights Network (R2N2).
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YOUR BSN ISWORTHAN
OFFICERS COMMISSION

IN THE ARMY.

* Your BSN n-ieans you're a professional. In the Army it also
J

t means you're an (officer. You start as a full-fledged member ot our
j

medical team. Write: Army Nurse Oppc^rtunities,

4-
P.O. Box 7713. Burbank. CA 91510.

ARMYNURSECORPS.
BLALLYOUCAN BE.
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MON.-FRI.

Happy
Hout

Luncheon: Monday-Friday/11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations,

Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday/11:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am

TORf the

TEN YEARS
TOYOUR
THINKING.

The environment at MITRE is years ahead of what others consider the state-of-

the-art

As General Systems Engineer lor CI — Connmand. Control, Communications and

Intelligence — for the U S Air Force s Electronic Systems Division, it is our

challenge to look beyond tomorrow to the world of 5 or 10 years from now To

analyze and engineer one ofa kind systems that will be more than current well

into the 1990s

The importance of our work is why we provide an environment you can do your

best m You II work with some of the most accomplished experts m their fields

You will be challenged by long- and short-term projects m computer systems,

systems software systems architecture, radar systems, and satellite and ter-

restrial transmission Engineers you II be working with can advance your career a

decade m technologies including fiber-optics. computer security, sensor

technology and voice recognition

Your excellence is nurtured m every way possible at I^ITRE Facilities,

compensation and benefits to attract and keep the finest people Full tuition ad-

vancement plus an ongoing mhcuse lecture series from the unique MITRE in-

stitute to promote your continued education Plus exceptional project mobility

and dual career pathmg to get you where you want to be. doing what you do best

If you would like IQ more years wisdom — without the wrinkles — come to

MITRE We ve got the environment for it

University of Massachusetts
Interviews

Thursday, October 14, 1982
MiTRt: will be coriduclmg (.riinpus mleiviews Triursday. OcIoDe' 14 1982 Con-

tact your Placement Office to arrange an interview if you are a BS MS, or

Ph D candidate m

Electrical Engineering
Computer Engineering
Computer Science

Mathematics
Physics

Contact your placement office to see if MITRE will be visiting your campus,
or send your resume to Phillip Hicks at The MITRE Corporation,

Middlesex Turnpike Bedford MA 01730

US Citizenship required. MITRE is an equal opportunity employer actively

seeking applications under its affirmative action program.

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor •Campus Center • UMass

THE
ENVIRONMENT
TO DOWHAT
YOU DO BEST.

MITRE
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Jobs question on ballot
By TIM MACPHEE
Collegian Correspondent

Channeling money from the military into

human needs, and putting an end to foreign

intervention are two goals of "Jobs vvith

Peace," the sixth referendum question on

the November ballot.

The proposal, which will appear

throughout 41 different cities and towns in

Massachusetts, is being sponsored locally

by F'arents for Peace.

"We're a local group formed over a year

ago. We are lots of women and men with

small kids feeling too helpless about the

way the world is going," said member Ann
Woodhall, Hampshire College biology

professor.

According to Parents for Peace, their

plea goes further than the nuclear freeze

question, already approved by the

Massachusetts I./egislature.

"We support the nuclear freeze and go

one step beyond it. "Besides stopping the

arms race, "Jobs with Peace' also wants to

keep tax money at home and to end foreign

intervention in places like Central

America," Woodhall said.
" 'Jobs with Peace' calls on the federal

government to spend less tax dollars on

nuclear weapons and more on human
needs," said Susan Theberge, media

C(M)rdinator of Parents for Peace.

One of the goals of the organization is to

make people aware that the economy can

survive w ithout depending on jobs from the

military.

According to a chart compiled by the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, for every $1

billion spent on education over 184,000 jobs

are created.

Spending the same amount for health

care and construction, 139,000 and 100,000

jobs are created, respectively.

However, according to the chart, the

same amount spent on the military yields

72,000 jobs.

Thus, by channeling funds from the

military, there exists a potential for more

jobs in other industries.

"Spending money on the military creates

less jobs in the long run," said Woodhall.

To get the referendum on the ballot, the

group collected hundreds of signatures

from voters in area towns. The forms were

then filed with the office of the

Massachusetts Secretary of Slate.

Theberge said the referendum "has a

really good chance of pa.ssing," noting that

it passed in Boston Utst November by 72

percent.

Parents for Peace will hold a meeting

October 4 at l-.'M p.m. at the Vernon St.

School in Northampton, and on** the next

evening, same time at 30 Harlow Dr. in

.'\mher.sl.

Bottle bill

efforts begin
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Correspondent

The strategy of the University of

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

(Iroup (UMASSPIRCJ) to combat the

bottling industry's campaign against the

Bottle Bill will combine leafletting with

various forms of fundraising.

MASSPIIUi will launch its campaign ihi.s

week with six weeks remaining until the

November 2 elwtion, when the Bottle Bill

referendum question will appear on the

ballot.

"Opponents of the Bottle Bill bought the

defeat (in 1976)," said Jonathan Souweine.

director of the Bottle Bill campaign at that

time.

Opponents used widespread media ad-

tising to gain their victorv, he added.

This year, however, anti Bottle Bill

literature has been limited to the

distribution of leaflets in some super-

markets and direct mail advertising, said

liisa DeCarolis, UMASSPIRti chairperson.

Public annoyance at the amount of money
spent on advertising in the 1976 campaign

has cau-sed the bottling industry's change in

strategy, she said.

The direct mail technique is "possibly

more lucrative (than a media campaign),"

DeCarolis said. One recipient of the anti-

Bottle Bill literature received four letters in

less;' in t v.. ' ' !. she said.

UMASSPIRG's first project to combat this

literature will be the leafletting of area

supermarkets this weekend, DeCarolis

said. Future ventures will include door to

door leafletting and po.ssibly a table at the

Ingleside Mall, she said.

MASSPIRG also plans to "leaflet all polls

statewide on election day," .said Daniel

Malarkey, a worker on the campaign to

Save the Bottle Bill in Springfield.

UMASSPIRG workers leafletted two

thirds of area polls on primary day. Sep-

tember 7. They al.so passed out over 2,000

leaflets to traffic at the Eastern States

Exposition (Big E) in West Springfield last

weekend, said Merrill Gay. a UMASSPIRG
intern from Clark University.

Fundraising events are also included in

MASSPIRG's strategy. The money raised

will pay for the leaflets and hopefully a spot

on radio or television, said Elise Jacques, a

UMASSPIRG staff member.

One of the fundraisers will he a raffle, to

be held October 4, which will offer a first

prize of a week for two in the Carrihean.

Tickets are $1 each and are on sale at the
UMASSPIRG table in the Campus Center.
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WINE
DOWN

AFTER CLASS
2:30!:00

OR AFTER THE SHOW
9: 00- 11:00

CHEESE and WINE
SAMPLER

$2.S0

YOiR CHOICE OF ASY } OF THF

FOLIO in\C VISF.S.

FRENCH

ColleKian photo I Ogttt

At his centrally located Bhi.hkebab 8Und on North Pleasant Street. UMass alumnus Myron

Becker (left) sells his tasty treats to a satisfied Gabirel Capy (right).

lAi in: LOIRE

ROSE D ASJOL
GR.ASD MMTRE

PyRPfcAVX
FMRE DELX MERS
BARRIERE

CHATEAV DECLYDES

ROLRGQGNE
LA HELLE FERME
ROUGE OR BLANC

GERMAN

KA SZEMER-SOSSESBERG
RIESLISG KABISETT 19/7

CALIFORNIA VARIETAL^

W^'EVrf BROTHERS
1980 GREY RIESLING

WENTE BROTHERS
1980 SAUVIGNON BLANC

BERISGER VINEYARDS
1980 CHARDONNAY

COMMONWEALTH WINES
PLYMOUTH, MASS

CRANBERRY APPLE ROSE
SEYVAL BLANC
DECHAUNAC

AND ANY 3 SELECTIONS FROM OUR INTER

NATIONAL CHEESE BOARD.

Darvi
THURSDAY
All the Draft Beer You Can Drink

$3. Cover 9 - Close
36 E. Pleasant St.. Amhartt, MA 253-9286

NOW OPEN
NOKTH AMHERST
IRE & AUTO CEHTEI

Steel Belted

Radial

VKA-

$35.00
size 155-13

fet$1.59

Full Service Tire Store

• computer wheel balancing

• front end alignnnent • brikes & shocks

78 Old Sunderland Rd., N. Amherst

549-4704
scroM from WatrobM Store
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LEVI !

Straight Leg

Denim g

On Ttf BollwooJ WM
103 North PInsanI Street

Amhenl. Mttmbuietti 01002

iS3W7

JEANS I

$16.95 I

R*g S26.00 I

266 N. Pleasant |

Mon - Sat 10 -6
|

Fri til 9 pm |
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Letters
When unions act as repressiv
To the Editor:

In Richard Nangle's article on Gnomon Copy he quotes
Mary Erin Crook as refering to the newly hired people as

"real apathetic". What is she basing this conclusion on?
Are all scabs apathetic? Well, being married to a new
person at Gnomon allows me to knowledgeably state that

he. for one, is not apathetic. If Mary-Erin ever talked to

him she would find that he is a layed off machinist with a

growing family to support. Perhaps Mary -Erin believes

that supporting a family is not enough of an ethical reason

to work at Gnomon Copy.
Speaking of ethics, I support the union's right to

strike, (I also support the pro football players right to

strike). It is the union members' choice to strike, as well as

my husband's right and choice to work. I recognize that

there are many valid points being made by all involved in

the strike. However, if the strikers believe they are on the

"moral side" then they should re evaluate how they are

stating their case. My husband and I have been subjected

ely as management, no one wins
to verbal violence and other forms of hara.ssment (in

eluding being chased after and screamed at while in the

copy store). Strangely enough, the rudest pickelers have
never worked at Gnomon.
These people are rude, close minded and self righteous.

They are not seeking support and cooperation through

explanation and open discussion of the issues. Instead,

they are fighting for power through intimidation, saying

things like, "You're not going to have any friends because

we are calling them up, so you'd better quit."

Traditionally the "us and them", power through in

,timidation approach is credited to management. The
Gnomon pickelers. however, are doing a great job of

passing on the negative approach. The picketers have not

intimidated my husband and I, they have made us

defensive and determined.

I'.S. My husband didn't get a job at McDonald's because

the working conditions and wages are better at Gnomon.

C'vnthia Had^p
Pelham

A struggle for decent working conditions here and abroad
To the Editor:

I'or nt-arly two years the Northampton Committee on

Central America has worked m opposition to United States

intervention in ('entral America. Putting an end to U.S.

intervention in that region is crucial if we are to promote

the aspirations ol peasants and working people in ("entral

America. In however small a way. we believe our work and

the work of similar groups across the country has given

some hope to working people of El Salvador. Guatemala

and Honduras, where unions and labor activity are con

sidered subversive and are mercilessly repressed

We need look no further than Amherst to see that the

struggle for decent standards of living and working con-

ditions among American workers is parallel to that of

working people in Central America. The workers at

Gnomon Copy of United Electrical Workers. Local 264 on

N. Pleasant St. have regretfully been forced to strike and

has called for a boycott because of management's refusal to

bargain in good faith. Wages have been frozen for 20

months. Air cleaning and circulation are inadequate in the

store. All insurance benefits have been unilaterally

dropped.

The Northampton Committee, formerly a regular

customer of (inomon Copy, has joined the boycott against

Gnomon and will bring <>ur c()f)ying to other stores until

management sits down and negotiates with the union with

the intention of correcting the deplorable working con

diti«ms. The Gnonmn empK>ye«'s urge everyone to do the

same. The union, also, asks that people join them on their

picket line and help pwith financial contributions for the

workers who will be without paychecks until the strike is

settled.

The assault on working people around the world and here

in the valley has become a disturbing pattern. It's a pat

tern that all members of the community have an interest

and responsibility to respond to.

Carl Koechlin

Northampton

IN. rieasani oi. nave regrenunj' ut-t-n i«jn.»-u lu :>i,i mc onu

has called for a boycott because of management's refusal to Carl Koechlin

bargain in good faith. Wages have been frozen for 20 Northampton

Comic strip unfair stereotype says Amherst College student

To the Editor: Many students at Amherst, like students at all of the

five colleges, are here to take advantage of the valley's
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Is the cause

being ignored?
Last week, a group of individuals who represent the

Organization of Arab Students (OAS), rallied on the

Student Union steps on two separate occasions.

Both rallies were called to "mourn the deaths of Palesti-

nians killed by christian phalangists." The OAS chanted

slogans such as, "Long Live the PLC," and "Zionism is

Racism." While this group has the right to congregate, it

is important that each of us watches and listens very

carefully to what is being said, and being implied.

Howard Glantz

Sometimes comic strips aren't very funny. That's O.K

Sometimes comic strips are just raving bull, though. I

refer to Mark Rollins' "UMass Zone" of September 23, in

which Rollins portrays an Amherst College student as a

stuck-up, obnoxious, horny, elitist, idiot. You don't have to

go to Amherst College to find obnoxious, stuck-up idiots,

you can find them just about anywhere you choose to look.

In fact, sometimes you can find them without even looking.

But that's not the point.

Many students at Amherst, like students at all of the

five colleges, are here to take advantage of the valley's

diverse academic, social and cultural activities. As the only

widely distributed daily paper in this area, the Collegian

should attempt to help all students find out what's ban

pening. I find it disturbing that the Collegian should choose

to perpetuate stupid stereotypes and the pointless hostility

which often accompanies said stereotynes.

Ted Stein

Amherst

Why the unfair oversight of Greeks in living area article?
v ^•_ii:r_:_Al-„r^ —^nL- A w»^n nnn K« o nine rtv/or t Kp Hr*rm

To the Editor:

In the Tuesday. September 28 issue, you ran a story

entitled, "Students express their views on UM residential

areas." The only fault of this article is that you failed to

mention the sixth residential area on campus. The Greek

Area.
. ,•• .u

The Greek Area is the viable alternative to hvmg m the

dorms because it is so personal. When a student is done

with a long dav of classes he/she is faced with the im-

personal concrete walls of the dorm. When a brother or

sister has had a hard day they return to a warm, tnendly,

homelike atmosphere of 40 or 50 life long friends. The

social life in the Greek Area can be a plus over the dorms.

.Joining the Greek Area increases the number of people you

meet. There are weekly exchanges with other houses and

dorms which increases your circle of friends to the entire

campus.

Greeks also tend to have a higher GPA than the dorms

which is always important, and as far as being close to

campus, most of the houses are centrally located.

With all of these positive living aspects, how can the

Greek Area be overlooked?

Marck Bice

Greek Area Intern

The Israeli government is now under heavy political

strain. That there was Israeli negligence involved in the

massacres causes all Jews shame and embarassment. It is

important, however, that the world remember the Israeli

soldiers did not kill those people. They were killed by chris-

tian phalangists. When the PLO came to Lebanon it had

established its own state within the state, as well as great-

ly intensifying the civil war between the Muslims and

Christians. The massacres at Sabra and Chatilla are very

similar to massacres which have been occurring since the

PLO came to Lebanon over seven years ago. They have

created an atmosphere of anarchy within the city of Beirut

as different factions fight for control.

No government has had control of Lebanon since the

PLO has been present. Because of the way the PLO fights,

many civilians have died in Israel's efforts to remove the

PLO who used schoolhouses for ammunition dumps and

hospitals for hideouts. The PLO considers civilian casualty

and death a way of life! I find it extremely difficult \x) ac-

cept the fact that the Pope, a figure so highly respected by

the worid, actually met the leader of the PLO, Yasser

Arafat. Has the Pope not seen how the Christians have

murdered and bfeen murdered in the PLO's dwelling?

Doesn't the Pope realize that the PLO has been in-

strumental in the continuation of the civil war in Lebanon,

and seems to have no regard for humanity in general?

The PLO has a thirty-three article pamphlet which they

call their covenant. The focal point of this covenant is the

destruction of Israel. Knowing this fact, it is not surpris-

ing that the PLO has been bombing Israeli settlements

since the PLO's establishment in 1964. In 1972 the PLO
murdered eleven Israeli athletes competing in the Munich

Olympics. The PLO are renown for placing bombs in

Israeli buses, assassinating diplomats, and most recently

the PLO was involved in the bombing of French

restaurants and homes.

As do many people, I hope a responsible investigation

will bring forward the actual events of these mas.sacres.

This past weekend the beauty of Israel's democracy

shone, as an estimated 400,000 Israelis rallied in Tel-Aviv

to demand an impartial investigation into the massacres.

Did the Soviet people protest their government's annexa-

tion of Afganistan? If any did, they never were able to con-

nect with our vast media.

Looking back again on this past week's events, I am not

surprised by the actions of the OAS. I wonder, however,

how interested they are in the murders committ^ in the

camps. I believe they are driven by a chance to discredit

Israel. They show their anti-semitism by not responding to

the massacres committed by the group they support, the

PLO. I urge the OAS to continue their rallies which will

further show the UMass community how hypocritical the

OAS is. But I challenge them to remove their masks so

that they will be revealed.

H(mard Glantz is a UMass student

^^
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hatch
So Much to Enjoy

under One Roof

SALAD T??E OUNCE
Salad Bar Monday-Friday

11 am-2 pm
msfmesmmm^

9eli $orden
Sandwiches
& Deli Meats
Monday-Friday

11 am-2 pnn

Dell Carryout
Monday-Friday

3 pnn-6 pm
Saturday

10 am-4 pm

the MINUTE
A Quick Breakfast

Lunch or Snack
Monday-Friday

8 am-3:30 pm

LANE

^^^ Serving a Variety of

Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:

the Pasta of Your Choice Topped

with Our Delightful Sauces

Monday-Friday Monday-Saturday

11 am-2 pm 5 pm-11 pm

A Large and Surprising

Selection of

Wine & Beer,

In Bottles or on Tap

Monday-Friday
11 am-11 pm
Saturday

5 pm-11 pm

LadiM Kight

Arts
Collegian u

Annie captures the true spirit of Broadway.

60' Drinks
for lQdl«s

9-11:3Qpm

THE AWESOME ALTERNATIVE

SiioiiiiiiiHiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiifiiHiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiimiiiaiiiiiimiiia^

NEW POLITICS

MASS FAIR SHARE
I a Statewide citizen's action organization!

Has full and part time positions

available to do fundraising, outreach, and

to develop a citizen's lobby that can

shape and influence the political and

economic decisions in this state.

Hrs are 3-10 pm; pay $175-225/week

call 586-8713

will train, college credits available

9 am - 1 pm Mon-Fri

g
I
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A^ireeting

cm makes
someone
hap|]>:..and

shows>'OuVe
lemembered.

Martha Mwop*

MisB Hanni^an is about to paddle Little Orphan Annie in the first run

of the Broadway musical Annie.

Dire Straits play it safe

Select from our gallery

of beautiful expressions

Located in

the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

mAMERICAN^lBrGREETINGS
.for that spccicil ptT^on

^jUNIVERSITY
mMstore^

LOVE OVER GOLD (Warner Bros.)

Dire Straits

By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Correspondent

It's unlikely that Love Over Gold is going

to produce a decent hit single — none of the

cuts are short enough to make the FM
playlists — but one song, "Telegraph

Road," certainly deserves to make it. It's

long, 14 minutes, but all of that time is put

to good use. It builds up slowly, then ex-

plodes, ending with a 3-minute guitar

break that sounds like an unplanned jam.

Mark Knophler plays with his usual

finesse, fingerpicking all of the lead parts.

Par usual, he does all of the singing and

produces the album as well.

"Private Instruments" is the only other

work on that side. It's a slower number

about the trials and tribulations of being a

private eye in the big city.

"Industrial Disease" begins side two. It

has an uptempo blues beat combined with

the Farfisa organ sound of the 1950's

underneath the Straits' own sound.

"Love Over Gold" uses vibes for a fuller

sound, especially near the end of the song

when combined with Mark's guitar. The

song is written well and the notes of

Mark's guiltar fall delicately in place

throughout.

"It Never Rains" is the last song on the

album and has a heavier sound, like an ear

ly morning fog. It also has an interesting

chorus: "It never rains around here/It just

comes pouring down."

The group still has the same sound as on

Sultans of Smng, but they've added

keyboards for a fuller sound. The founding

members are still there with one exception

— Mark's brother.

This is overall a pretty good record. Dire

Straits, it seems, is becoming tighter with

every new release.

ANNIE
Tuesday, September 28

Fine Arts Center

By JOSEPH CAVANAUGH
Collegian Correspondent

The cast and crew of Annie performed to

a well deserved standing ovation Tuesday

night at the Fine Arts Center. The

American musical, keenly directed by

Bryan Young, c^tivated the audience as

evidenced by their continual laughter and

applause throughout the performance.

Most important in a melodrama of this type

is the characterization used to convey a

rather simple but sensitive plot. And in

these characterizations the cast proved

outstanding.

Firstly, Kathleen Siske as Annie had a

fine, sharp voice and coordinated dancing

abilities. She portrayed the charm, in-

nocence, and wit that her character called

for. Her facial expressions, highly emo-

tional, were executed with precision.

Kathleen sent chills through the spine of

the audience during her dramatic

moments, as well as making the audience

laugh.

Oliver Warbucks, played by Gary

Holcombe, depicted the traditional

billionaire stereotype who. through the

course of the action, is revealled as a very

warm and sensitive individual. Mr.

Holcombe defined his character's transi

tions precisely, finding the humor in the

role and displaying a prominent voice as

well.

However, the character who stole the

show was Miss Hannigan. played by Ruth

Williamson. Miss Williamson displayed ex

cellent voice control and range, and made a

positive art of shambling her somewhat

lanky figure across the stage. The two

most powerful qualities of the comic

character, voice and physicalization, were

accomplished with expertise by Miss

live wire

Williamson and the laughter she evoked

from the audience was justly earned. Her
dancing ability was well illustrated in the

musical number "Easy Street," where also

Rooster (William McClary) and Lily (Ann

Casey) defined some of their talent.

Also of particular notice were William

Metzo as President Roosevelt and Kimi

Parks as Tessie. Mr. Metzo, looking very

much like F.D.R., captured the era of the

early nineteen thirties and displayed the

image of America's most renowned presi-

dent exceptionally. Nobody can forget

Tessie's stamping of Ms. Hannigan's feet

along wit her resounding exclamations of,

"Oh my goodness!" Yet. these are only a

few of the actors who collectively, perform-

ed and conveyed the plot and feeling of An-

nie with great precision and profes-

sionalism.

Also congratulations are due to Michael

J. Hotopp and Paul DePass for the ex-

cellent job that they did with the scenery

and lighting. The scene changes, which

were frequent, were done with remarkable

speed and agility, the action very often con-

tinuing as the scene changes were made.

In conjunction with fine singing the

choreography, directed by Peter Gennaro,

was also done well, giving life and vigor to

the characters. The dance numbers were

well timed and staged very effectively.

There were very few imperfections in the

performance. A few times the orchestra,

directed by Janice Aubrey, muffled a few

song notes, especially some of Grace Far-

rell's (Lynne Wintersteller) numbers. Also,

some of the blocking was insufficiently

directed towards the stage right side,

significantly noticeable in "The White

House" scene. However, both of these

points are tiny and did not infringe upon

the overall quality of the performance.

Overall, Annie proved excellent in express-

ing to the audience the spirited power of

America's own theater form: the Broad-

way Musical.

WfkHnsah

Photo by MillM Hoakcr

Mississippi Bluesman John Lee Hooker will perform at 8 p.m., Oc-

tober 16, in the Student Union Ballroom.

Ptwto eo««c^ •! W«ni«f Br^.

Dire Straiti

Thursday 9^: Q.T. Hush (contents:

AC/DC clonage) at Rusty Nail in

Hadley...Hot Acoustics at Blue Wall. ..First

Rate at The Wok Lounge in Hadley...Scien-

'

tific Americans at Hangar One in Hadley

(Warning this show contains video

tapage!)... David Cantieni at the Iron Horse

in Northampton...

Friday 10/1: Bouganvilla at the Iron

Horse (contents: women's jazz).. .The

Stompers and Attic at Hangar One...Mitch

Chakour at The Rusty Nail. .Beau Bolero

at the Bluewall (contents: Steely Dan
clonage)...

Saturday 10/2: Loose Caboose at the

Rusty Nail (contents: frisbees)...Martian

Highway at the Blue Wall...Orrin Starr and

Gary Mehalic at the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton... First Rate at The Wok Lounge
in Hadley (contents: Micki Rhyne and the

New Horn Section)...

Sunday 10/3: "Indian Summer Music

Festival" at Hangar One driving range in

Hadley (contents: James Cotton and his

Blues Band, and assorted local

artists)...Chick Corea and Paco De Lucia at

The Fine Arts Center (Note: tickets on sale

now).. ."Living Video Experiment III" at

Hangar One in Hadley (contents: Fear of

Strangers and Zodio Doze)...Coming: John

Lee Hooker in the Student Union Ballroom

on October 16.
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441
Budweiser $8.99/case

Falstaff $&:95rno\N $6.49/case

Becks (light or dark) was $15.95 now $14.99/case

$3.99/6-pk

Labatt's (beer or ale) $10.49/case

$2.99/6pk
Gin or Vodka 80° $5.45/iiter

Many more in store SPECIALS

m'±
•/'̂pnc<K.«: JKjNi

CHICK COREA
TOUCHSTONE -. - ^^ -^- , , -^, .

with Jazz Masters PACO UE LUvIA

With

Tom Brechtlein

Don Alios

STUDENTS S7 50 & 8 50
GEN PUBLIC-S8 50&9 50 '^

FINE ARTS CENTER • U. MASS.

SUNDAY OCT. 3, 1982 Carlos Benovent
ON SALE SEPT 20 Steve Kujola

Jlmr^^Cllff p*t#^roih

Union Records • FAC • For the Record • Ticketron

No Cans, Bottles or Cameras Please J

fS %
What /s this thins called love, anyway'^

Accordms to cartoonist Skip Morrow (author of the

Dhenomenally popular The Officidl I Hdtc Cats Book and
^'^e Second Officidl I Hate Cats Book) it's a sentiment

mats srown cute, coy and completely out of hand

Here, thert, is Skips latest collection of

fiendishly funny drawinss

a tireless crusade asainst

schmaltz that sheds

a whole newlisht

on the flip side

of love

THE
OFFICIAL
I HATE
LOVE
BOOK
^>

Skip

Morrow

'///I I 'i(

\
LLY,

CUPID \

GETS HIS
*lik,,

>^ Holt. Kinc'hart & Winston

Another brainchild
fromyour favorite

birdbrains. ^^ ,

With this coupon you'll receive any foot-long sandwich |
for 99* when you purchase another of comparable I
yalue at the usual listed price, lofter good through 10/31/82.) I

Redeem At

^UBdlf^^
America's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

Hampshire Mall
Hadley

90 King St.

Northampton
214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

^

,s:

The wit and wisdom of Shoe, the sage,

cigar-chompjng editor-in-chief of the

Treetops Tattler Tnbune. and his ace
pundit and crack reporter. Cosmo "the

Perfesser Fishhawk. have been col-

lected in this anthology of 270 stnps THE PERFESSER

Gamed in over 700 newspapers. Pulitzer Pnze winner
jefTMacNelly has created the most poignant animal
characters since Walt Kelly s Pogo

With a supporting cast that includes the

daredevil couner. Loon, the

Perfessers precocious

nephew, Skyler, and Roz.

the propnetress of the

local greasy spoon, the

wisecracks come fast

cind thick in this fme-

feathered community

ON WITH
THE SHOE
By JefTMacNelly^
S5 95

m
*^, Holt, Rinehart& Winston

For exceptional College Grads
(and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:

• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• AVIATION • LAW
• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE
• CIVIL ENGINEERING
• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

Sign up for an interview in the Career

Placement Office.

Interviews will be hei^d in the U of Mass.
Student Placement from 9:30 am to 4 pm

October 6 and 7.

^ W

Photo by Uy Ob(

Wanda, class of *86 enjoys the autumn air as she poses for this Collegian photo.

Black guard cleared
BOSTON (AP) — A black security guard in the lioston

public school system was cleared Monday of charges he

attacked one of four white teen agers he accused of

.smashing his car windshield, and a case against the four

was sent to a grand jury.

(!harles Prater, 27. was found innocent in Boston

Munucipal ('ourt of an assault and battery charge. Prater

had been accused of striking F^dward Matz, 18, in the

mouth during an altercation near the Public Garden on

Aug. 8.

Matz. one of four while youths accused of attacking

Prater, his wife and infant son and also smashing the

Prater auto, brought the charges after he was arrested.

Judge Harry Klam acquitted Prater but said he found

sufficient evidence to send the case against the four youths

to the Suffolk County Grand Jury. They are charged with

as.sault and battery, willful and malicious destruction of

property, and possession of marijuana with intent to

distribute.

Prater's attorney. David Cooper, said he would ask

Suffolk County District Attorney Newman P'lanagan to

add a civil rights charge against the accused.

"It's been an awful strain." I'rater said. '"I'm really

relieved."

Prater said he considered himself a victim, then suddenly

found him.self a defendent. "You have to hire an attorney.

you have to take time off from work, you have to lose pay

lo defend yourself," he said.

The four young men were arrested after the incident

Aug. 8 in the Beacon Hill section of Boston.

Make your choice America
By JAMES R.WILLIAMS
Collegian Correspondent

The problems that confront the Black race in America

have been ones with no practical solution, as of yet. Many

scholars have attempted to understand the situation in

hopes of ending the nightmare of "racism" in America

tcxlay. I, myself, have often pondered the situation.

Frequently. I read other opinions on this subject in hopes

of discovering the ultimate solution.

The other day. while skimming through a book on Afro-

American history. I came across an article by Stokely

Carmichael. The title of his essay was "Toward Black

Liberation." The article was fascinating and very in

triguing. His guidelines towards the liberation of the Black

race in America have aided me in my quest for a solution.

Carmichael begins his essay by pointing out the fact that

the Black race "has been excluded from participation in the

power decisions that shaped the society, and has

traditionally been dependent upon, and subservient to the

White community." He further states that it is not in

dividual but rather the White community as a whole which

has attempted to keep Black people subservient and "m

their place."

For those of you who do not understand the difference

between individual and institutional racism. Carmichael

offers a vivid example. Individual racism, he explains, is

when terrorists bomb a Black Church and kill five children.

This is usually deplored by most segments of society.

Institutionalized racism, on the other hand, is when "five-

hundred Negro babies die each year because of a lack of

proper food, shelter and medical facihties, and thousands

more are destroyed and maimed physically, emotionally

and intellectually because of conditions of poverty and

LUTHER

deprivation in the ghetto..."

It is the White race that created the laws in this country

and enforce them, sometimes through utter violence.

According to Carmichael. we have to endure these con

ditions only because we are "Black and powerless. " He

makes an interesting parallel with South Africa when he

.states: "I do not suppose that any point the men who

control the power and resources of this country ever .sat

down and designed the.se Black enclaves, and formally

articulated the terms of their colonial and dependent

status, as was done, for example, by the Apartheid

government of South Africa. Yet one can not distinguish

between one ghetto and another. As one moves from city

to city it is as though .some malignant racist planning unit

had done precisely this — designed each one from the same

master blueprint. " said Carmichael.

Businesses, local offices and the law making processes

are what we have to control in our own communities if we

are to alleviate racist practices and abolish ghetto life.

D.C, Newark, and Detroit all have Black majorities as do

many other major cities across the U.S... They have to be

controlled by the majority if the majority wants to

prosper. Isn't majority rule what democracy is all about

anyway? As Mr. Carmichael explains: "These areas can

become either concentration camps with a bitter and

volatile population whose only power is the power to

destroy, or become organized and powerful communities

able to make constructive contributions to the total

society. Without the power to control their lives and their

communities, without effective political institutions

through which to relate to the total society, these com

munities will exist in a constant state of insurrection. This

is a choice the country will have to make."

Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

USED \1.^^

y
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* Crayton-
<\)ntittued from pni/e 1

guarantees people's rights in this country were created by

primarily black, Hispanic, Asian, and other Third World

people," Crayton said. "Third World organizations have

always been, ever since this country began, a critical part

of what gave this country what little things it can claim as

moral integrity."

Crayton's knowledge of history is expansive. People

with leadership qualities invariable possess this. At the

same time, he also speaks with an intense conviction of

race pride.

"As far as I'm concerned, the Third World people have

created everything that you talk about when you talk

about civilizations. No disparaging other peoples ac-

complishments but, it is positively a historical fact that the

majority of times that you can count for human civiliza-

tions, Third World People made the great civilizations on

this planet," Crayton said.

"Ever since Third Worid organizations have existed on

this campus, people have begun to see that there's a lot

more to the world than just European civilization and

white majority values," he said. "Through this, many

white students have learned a significant amount of

things. We have taught a lot of them, when you talk about

their various organizations, whether it be the Radical Stu-

dent Union or any of the so called 'progressive' white

organizations on this campus, they modeled them after

us."

Although he takes little personal credit, many have felt

the Third World's renewed interests in student govern-

ment, budget meetings and politics in general are related

to his efforts at organizing them.

"I tried to emphasize that I didn't really have that much

faith in having demonstrations and things of that nature.

What I wanted to see was an efficient Third World com-

munity so that when many problems came up we didn't

wait for them to fester like sores, we dealt with them im-

mediately, efficiently," Crayton said.

"I don't think this office could function without the

brainpower of the majority of the people within the Third

World community here. That's why. with my job anyway,

as far as I was always concerned, was not to lead

anything, but was to create a situation whereby leadership

could emerge," Crayton said.

In spite of all his criticisms, Crayton remains optimistic

about the future of this university.

'We have every reason to believe that we can make this

institution be one of the best in the country. A model In-

stitution," he said. "The man who is now chancellor - Dr.

Joseph Duffy - you couldn't ask for a better one. Loren

Baritz has also been an incredibly good person to work

with. They're both very direct and accessible, and most

importantly we have really great people at this institution

that are capable of insuring, if we're together, that this in-

stitution can respond to what we need. We are in a posi-

tion to determine, with the resources we have, and with

the people we have in critical positions, that if we don't

buy into the divide andconquer we can make this universi-

ty not only responsible, but responsive."

Now that Crayton has gone back to what many people

call the "real world," he returns confidently as a result of

what he's learned here.

"Any encounter with Third Worid people out here has

been an enhancement of every bit of my life. Each en-

counter with Third World people out here has been a

tremendous learning experience. I can now go back into

the city and feel very confident and comfortable that it's a

direct result of knowing a lot of people here," Crayton

said.

REACHING FOR A DREAM
When you're reaching for a dream

You must leave some things behind

But always take with you

Those things which have touched

you

And remember that without them,

The reality of your dream

Is lost within you.

Deanna 1. Mcrae

Always Read

Black Affairs
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special Purchase!

Hush Puppies
^^" ^^* OC3AMO CLJ/^CCBRAND SHOES

AMERICA'S #1 WOMEN'S COMFORT SHOES

C^^^Ss^

Compare at $32.99
Fall into comfort! Hush Puppies famous
cushion-step construction in many fine
leather and suede styles. Choose dress,
casuals, heels or wedges in a beautiful

_ color assortment. Women's sizes in narrow,
medium and wide widths. Some styles may be

unavailable in all sizes.

Men's LEATHER DRESS SHOES

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

3499

Shoes
Famous brand footwear for Less

Compare at $45 to $106
Fall into style! Famous name classics in genuine

leather. Choose oxfords or step-ins from
Cole-Haan, Stacy Adams, Franco Conti

or Nunn Bush. Many handsewn styles.

Men's sizes. Some styles may be
unavailable in all sizes.

Hampshire Mall

The Holyoke Mall
at Ingleside

o
>

S[»tClALIZIN& IN — -^ ',^2

CHlCH.tf4,flbH,«.VtMTA»lAN hP.

DiNNtR 15 StMtO IW)M 5-/0 <«
fLlVd DlNWtK t^UMC OKjt ^

o

Doubt* Feature Only $2.G0

^^ October I Tonly^^

''wD9KffiR>*;^G^
In the hjtjre i

ro«Cl« «MH uetome

NORTHAMPTON 584-2310

Dollar Matina* Sun 2 PM

S49-1196

" -*!!^ Uppar Laval

233 N Plaaaant St.

''Amharat Carriage Shop*

^.^

Live - on stage

Thr Broadwav Muaira

September 28-30 All Shows 8:00 p.m.

Friday, October 15 8:00 p.m.
On Sale September 24th

oAmlirg
Vienna

* NORTHWOOD \

APARTMENTS
j

Rt. 47 Sunderland i

Close to Amherst, :

on bus line J

1, 2, and 3 \

bedroom gardens :

immediate occupancy :

available \

students welcome I

i 666-3866
\ office open from
\ 10-7 weekdays,

f Saturdays 1-4

Saturday, October 16
8:00 p.m.
On Sale

September 24th

Telephone reservations Noon-4:00p.m. M-F
545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

it^JjlLL^i-^iiaiA/iifetidiWiaifeMi

OUTDOOR CONCERT
with

The

\ James Cotton Blues Band :

I Mitch Chakour
\ and Urban Renewal 4

\ Bev Rohler and Marion Groves ;

; First Rate

John Coster & the Medicine Band
{

on

\i Sunday, Oct. 3, 1982 :

*^ MuHC 12:00 P.M.-6:00 PM * t

L (Gate* open at 11:00 A.M.)
^

y M.C.'s: Al Fuller, Kenny Johnson

^ at the Golf Driving Range
,

(formerfy the Quonsct Hu^ " «=* ^

Rte. 9, Hadley, MA
-—— naCFTS AT: Faces, Down in the Valley:

Amherst; Northampton Trading Company, < \

PUtterput Records, Nortttampton; t
Main Musk, Sprfnffficld. \

Food ft Refreshcmnts AvaiUble <

$6.S0 m advance (^o gUts containers pennitted)
\

$7.50 at the door ^ »- r- / ,

AU AGES WELCOMED #^<
Chldren under 12 free. h Irt^- .^ *' '^

i:«v^

r"^ This Fall We've Got it All!

Great Prices Tool

B^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5,501

BEDSPREADS
covw waits, tumtturB, windows

from 7.96

Rugs €r Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS Cr BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brsas and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shlrts India Print - 4.60

Solid Color - 3.60 to 6.60

Tank Tops - 3.96 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

FrI Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pn"

MEI^CANTILC
AMMUni CAIMAM

ThE PEopUS qAy AIUance

PRESENTS

A DANCE PARTY
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1

9 pM - 2 AM

Campus Center IOtIi FIoor
< <

1

1

FKEE*
FILM
2 Kolls

O ^
.Ins

Bring in one roil of 24 or 36 exp rTlOTO

color print film for processing and
get 2 roils of 12 exp. FREE.

xhornes Marltet
Expires Oct. 16. ,gQ f^^-^^ gt.

36 mm only Northampton, MA
"•^" With This Ad

^^^ %^tf %^^ ^Mtf ^^v %ltf ^^tf stMtf A^AaIa
^^* ^^b^^* ^V^ ^^* ^J^ ^^* ^^* ^^»^R

It's Coming

LAGNAF

:(e:|M|c9|e:|c)|c9|e:|c:|c^:|c

STAR TREK4
LIVES!

Club Meeting

Sept. 30
Time 7-11 pm,
Room 902

Campus Center

^ Films, Info

^for ST & SF fans

^ All Welcome!
*

National TouRiNq CoMpANy

SEpjEivibER 28 - 70
AU Shows 8:00

UMaSS STUdENTS Vl pRicE

MaUe Reservations Now: 545-2511

J, yc Need Cash?
Tker* IS tm mhtrmiioe^ check the NsaliU

diHerescel CUm Ri«f*. foM A st/ser im mil fomu

Manhan Jewellers
3 Plsasant St.

(corner of Main St)

Northampton
9:30-6:30 Tues-Sat

Cr Thursday evenings

closed Mondays

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

THURSDAY

ROCK HIGHT
with

Al Stoner

2 for 1 all liquor drinks

9 til 11
no cover charge

AMHSMg'8:

* Located on Special Sale

Tables in the Trade Book Dept.

PAPERBACK

BOOKS

,.***

original

price

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
STORED

f f. f
« • f « « B • J * I . 1 «

4-

* See Captain Sparks

* Campus Center, Oct. 5-7, 10 am - 2 pm

to 530 in seconds.

The F-l Phantom 1' '-.m rcachlid.lXKI IVcl in

.rs('con(l>. If that s( Hinds like your s|M'('<l. may U' you

cai Ik' one ol" ii>.

The -Manru's l'L(" ;\ir I'roj^^ani ^,nj;inint ccs th^^hl

school after hjLsic train in^^ And ifyctu (jualify. \v<'can

put vou in (h('airlK'ron"-ollc^n graduation with fret'

civihan ll\ inj^^ l('s,s<»n.N. Contact

\(>ur .Mannc rcprcsmtativc, or ca

collect (203) 244-2168/2169

The Few. The Proud. The Marines. 'A

»
4-

1^

4>

4-

1^
«-

»
If

4-

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

4>

»
4-

4-

ik

4*

4-

4-

»

4-

4-

4-

4
4
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Baseball Style

Jacket
Special Purchase 19.95

tWvUt's
Super Happy Hour

Daily 3-6 pm
"2 for 1" Jumbo Drinks

(Everything but Bottled Beer)

FREE MUNCHIES

gootifooti&^nnfc

Printed Back

Color - maroon/white

Sizes S-M-L-XL
Limited Quantities Available

Located in the Clothing Department
Open M-F 9-5

^yUNIVERSITY
mSTQRE.^

SUPER NIGHT SPECIALS (8 p.m. until closing)

SUNDAY
Roiling Rock Night

$1.05 any low shelf shot and a 7 oz. Rolling Rock bottle

MONDAY
Molson Night

99* Bottle of Molson Golden Ale 75* Molson Ale Draft

$4.00 Pitchers

TUESDAY
Pizza and Beer Night

$4.95 Pitcher of Domestic Draft (Pabst or Miller) or Carafe of

any wine and a Cheese Pizza (a $7.25 average value) while

kitchen is open - add for additional items

THURSDAY
Schnapps and Kamakaze Night

75* any shot

Peppermint, Spearmint, or Cinnamon Schnapps
99* Kamakazes

FRIDAY
Super Happy Hour 3-6 p.m.

We are open daily. 7 days a week, from 11 :00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. We serve lunch, din-

ner, and we also have a late night menu, featuring pizza and sandwiches. Check out
our dally food and drink specials. Come to our Happy Hour for "2 tor V Jumoo
Drinks and free Munchies every day (3-6 p.m.) Charlie's is a nice place to drink, the

place wfiere friends meet. Pool table, video games, dartt>oard, jukebox, two color

T.V.'s. We make our own homemade pirza, even the dough is made in our own kit-

cnen. Come check us out I

Underground Sound Inc
High Power, Low Dollars:

*rt» : r"^-f** •

I n n n
III 111

'/ nn
>

-; purr u.A

M. CybcrnQt cr-80S
Integrated Stereo Receiver

45 watts/channel. Digital FM

$169.00
TDK SAC-90

$2.69
71 N. Pleasant St.

(across from Fire Station)

253-9507

MAXELL
UDXL II

$3.29

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

1 m HfiRRJSJ'VB B££N

* ' ACAP5MlcrMNSCRJPT,

I
' AMD Tve Btm v^yiNO

ID FIHDTh^ IH6KTUJOUP

ID pescRJBe youf?.

7DMINP,0FC0UR5e. HOWAdOfl
' JI5ASTR0U5"filBO 'WLORfVL"?
5Ue6d913 IBU,'^ OR. PdMAPS
ASPoes^'CATA "Kimwrn'^
STWPHIC

\

The UMass Zone

PUCA3L£."CJLCRi JL"

cmmvffitFLeas mo
The SPIRITOF yCUR. iNP^eP 7

RBCORP ANPUWiVLP
Amjtujim'fie^'HZK- \

\ '"s^ ABU- ^

^,.

MP Yt r, yOJ'RJ:

MB.. £i,PFrOF.

! Am'-.i

1^

by Mark Rollins

THC ^^t k COMBINATION RSSTAuMNT

AND BAK
,
HAS THE HONofK Of HA\f\NC.

THE CouA/T/^y

To AVOID AkCOneMTS A&OiTT WHO tS NBXT^

AdUUXaoMO IS UHO TO l<S£P TiKACK

-rVlEY Do,HOwevgR,HA\/E A CCX?D Pool taql£

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Gooz by G. Masse

<^
cJ^

<^ -ZZZIA(M(y<S* Why do yoo DO

BexVs

a^)di^Jg

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

my

DftP' WflKt W"
ICANT56£6P'

PEfflH'.,H/H/lT'6

1

1

'Hi .trZ.<iC^l Ji /Cc OF Mi

"V'

\,

>^/
J"

) i

MOW

WITH THAr.

Recycle
this

Collegian

WMUA 91.1 FM
Concepto Latino

Steve Diamond
6-9am
9-noon

12-3pm Ed Berk

3-5:30 DR
5:30-6

6-7prTi

Newswatch

Focus — Ken
Mosakowski

7-lOpm Women's Media

Project

10-2am Kari Njiiri —
Pan Afrique

2-6 More Music

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Closing device

5 Traversed

10 Cordage tree

14 American author

15 Toughen
16 Protuberance

17 Flivver

19 Light tan

20 Kind of bullet

21 Easter Parade
sight

23 — and out

25 Seme tributary

26 Surrender,

m a way
29 Shrew
33 Similar

34 Secluded place

37 Trap of a sort

38 Partner of pieces

39 Cheated
40 Town in Galilee

41 Old word of

greeting

42 Asked a difficult

question

43 Kind of payment
44 Alan of

Camelot

'

46 Sky parlors

48 Mater

50 Periods

51 Motoring

nuisance
55 City in NW Syria

59 Distinctive air

60 Sometime result

of persecution

62 Show amusement
63 Water raising

device

64 Raisond'
65 Candidate's

desire

66 Council of—
67 Mill worker

DOWN
1 Author of

Act One
2 Lab medium
3 precedent

4 Small faucets

5 Ga^ed at

6 Pismire

7 Miserable ones
8 Sister of Calliope

9 Took away
10 Cooking pin

1

1

Move slowly

12 Dickens
character

13 Touch upon

18 Mississippi

feature

22 PrincipateonSW
coast of Arabia

24 Puzzle of a type

26 Plot

27 Garnish

28 Chemical salt

30 Up and about

31 Civets cousin

32 Old Japanese
coins

36 Unclose,

poetically

36 Former football

formation

39 Opposite of

30 Down
40 Like a Victorian

matron
42 Mink or mole
43 Musical syllables

45 Afloat

47 Biblical peak

49 Jouster's need

51 Fatigues

52 Creel item

53 Scotto specialty

54 Island land

56 Compassion
57 Minute opening

58 Odd person

61 Card game

1 ? 3 4 WMi 6 7 8 4 ^1'" '^

^Ib ^|l*>

'" - tr_ ___
mK- ^" -Pii
?6 77 ?8 ^HH/M <0 31

34 35 36 J'
gp J^"

l^p H^
u^ HH*"

b^B^MHi4H T^^Hsu |_|_n^_
M ™S3 f^BBbb

bU
|f>:) ^«-'

"#^ t
ANSWER h

H E F

'i'i'e
'r'o'd .

s'p1|i;s
:u;i.T4H
T N AHl

L I S

B 0,0. SJ

h ij previous pu

tBl a.k eB«
'e|a;s E aHi-

PREVIOUS PUZZLE

A K EHA,V;E.R
S^aBl.A V,A

S||S E A RjE.O

A R T sHi JRJ
LJEJiP A C E^

A B A.T.E

d'i *N*0

M EMEB E A R S1|S
ft'c*T||ATE.A;0.r A R R

n'a'm e iJyHm.e S^SJHl
t'u e'sMa,r m.she.l.v
a's'a*nBd'o[e*s
M"t"l-iEHsi£iR,A

CAN AID A

i:s

C.A

n a;s]i

g'l.eie'

WKATHER

Sunny today. Highs in

the 70s. Clear tonight.

Sunny Friday. Highs in the

80's.

D.C. Menu

LUNCH

Cheeseburger

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH

Oatburgers

Fish in Batter/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER

Roast Turkey/Gravy x^
Dressing, Cranberry Sauce Siijiii

Ham Cheese Florentine

BASICS DINNER

Vegetable Squares
Roast Turkey/Gravy

Dressing, Cranberry Sauce

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

»»•••••» »j«»\*. »^^s^»^^'•^^^^^^*^^»\»^*^'• \^^%««t»i4**^Wr

Thursday

10:30 - 11:30Just Another Joke in

the Wall - Comedy in

the Blue Wall

11:30 - 12:30More Fun from the

Wall/The Atlantics

12:30 - l:30Jorma Kaukonen -
Ex-Airplane guitarist

in the SUB

1:30 - 2:00Rock and Roll video
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Men's tennis shuts out Conn. 9-0
r^y SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Correspondent

Do not be fooled by the final score. Even

though the University of Massachusetts

men's tennis team whitewashed the

University of Connecticut 9 yesterday on

the Boyden Courts, it was definitely one of

those not as easy as it k>oks jobs.

On a day the Sun God refused lo show its

face, the Minulemen sh(H)k off the elements

and a refuse to die Huskie team for the

victory. Even thoug UMass lost only two

sets in the triumph, the netmen wer ex

tended to seven games in six sets.

Neal Mackertich, at number one singles,

fought off a stubborn Craig Waddington, 5-

7,t> 4,7 5. Besides dropping the first set.

Mackertich survived two match points in

the tenth game of the third set before

breaking service. At 3 3 in the same game,
Waddington gave Mackertish the game and

an early Christma.s present by double

faulting. Neal graciously accepted and then

i was lucky," .said Mackertich, "He
played real well. Everytime I came in he

passed me. I started real slow too."

At number two, Nick Julian rebounded to

defeat Mark Schultz, 2 6, H 3. H 4. Steve

Jordan crushed Ken Faskowitz at number

Spikers split tri-meet
By OEKRV DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

In baseball, if you hit em where there re

not, your probably going to win. This

philosophy also holds true in women's

volleyball.

Against Boston College, the University of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team hit

the hall where BC wasn't lo take a quick 15

4, I.T H win over the Eagles. However,

against the Massachusetts Institute of

iechnology. it was I .Mass that wasn t m
the right place at the right tim«' and the

Minut (-women lost 11 I.') and 9 15.

F^erylhing went UMass' way against the

Eagles. UM jumped out to a (juick 5 3 lead

and pnK'eed«'d to score the next seven

points for a cozy 12 3 lead.

It was teamwork that propelled the

Minutewomen over HC. Strong serves by

Sally Mahar and some blistering spikes by

ac<' Patli Philbin highlighted UM play in the

»»pening game win.

In the second BC game, new setter Karen

tM»ttesman played very well m thi- place of

the injured Patty (irant. Led by (Jot

tesman's high sets, Philhin's spikes, and the

hustling play of Kirsten Smith, the

Minutewomen rallied for lh»> 15 fi win and

the match.

However, against MIT the Mmulewomen
could not get unlracked. MIT ran out to an

early 5 2 lead huoyed by UM mistakes

caused by a lack of communication. But UM
battled back to lie it up 5 5. helped by a

fantastic Mahar spike that gave
Massachu.setts possession of t he ball.

But UMass could not obtain the lead and

MIT took a 9 fi lead. Again. UM had lo come
back and led by (Jottesman. who seemed lo

be all (»ver the court, the spikers tied the

game at 9 9. Kirsten Smith had some ace

M-rves and helped UM lake the lead for the

first and (miy t ime against MIT, 1 1 10.

MIT came roaring back and dropped the

ball in the 'hole', which is behind the fnmt

line players and in front of the diving arms
of the back row players, to take the first

game.
The second game bore a scary resem

blance to the first, as MIT continued to drop

the ball into the hole and occa.sionally

dropped the hall just over the net.

The Boston Bruins appear

ready to be big and bad
By CEOKCJE MARTINS
Collegian Correspondent

I'redittion: The winter of 19H2 H3; Boston

becomes a hockey town once again.

Nov\ granted, thi- Celtics will be powerful

and the (iard«'n will be packed for all their

games: but on October Mth. when organist

John Kiley strikes the first chords of

"I'arec." skating onto the ice will be the

most I'xciting. lalentJ'd, and determined

group of Boston Bruins since t he «>arly

1970s.

A blend of new and old faces are the

reasons that the Bruins will become a

National Hockey League powerhouse onre

again. The new faces, three in all, are due

lo the mastermind of general manager
Harry Sinden.

Smder! used his number one draft choice

very well. In agreeing not to sign the

overhyped Brian Bellows, whom Minnesota

wante<l, he managed lo convince Minnesota

to give the Bruins a 21 year old left wing

named Brad Palmer.

Palmer is a potential superstar. He
showed signs of brilliance in his brief slay

with the North Stars before getting injured

last year. Palmer could be what thejiruins

have lacked in rect-nt years; a winger

(besides Rick Middleloni who can put the

puck in the net.

.\fler agreeing not lo draft Bellows,

Sinden chose defenseman (lord Kluzak as

his no. 1 pick. Kluzak, a defenseman in the

Larry Robinson mold both in size and style

of play, solidifies an already excellent

defensive unit that could be one of the best

in the league.

Realizing that the Bruins have mon^

detVnsemen than necessary. Sinden, tra«led

Brad McCrimmim Ut the Philadelphia

Flyers for two time .Ml Star goallender

Pete Peelers.

Now a l(X)k at the team by positions.

Goallenders: Three (juality goalies vying

for two positions. Peelers has one spot. The

<»ther is up for grabs between rookie Mike

Moffat, who sparked the Bruins in last

year's playoffs and Marco Baron. Boston's

best goalie last season.

Defense: .Awesomel Two (juality N.H.L.
defensemen will have to he cut. The Bruins

will most likely keep six. Kluzak will make
the team, as will veteran Brad Park and
.All Star Ray Bour(jue. Massachu.setts born

Mike Milbury and Mike OConnell are both

likely to have secured spots.

That leaves one spot up for grabs between
second }ear men Larry Melayk and Randy
Hillier. and veteran Dick Redmond.
My choice goes to Hillier. Randy

progressed faster than Melayk did last

sea.son and as the style of play changes to a

less physical game with each year. I he need
for an enforcer like Melayk is not as great.

They can always call Melayk up from the

farm when Larry Playfair (who doesn't) and

the Buffalo Sabres come I o town.

Forwards: This is the key. Can this unit

produce? Will it be as powerful on ice as it is

on pap»'rV Can the youngsters progress as

they did last season? Can Middleton and

Tery O'Reilly continue lo produce and set

examples? My answer to all these questions

is yes. This forward unit should score more
goals than any other Bruins unit in recent

memory.
The team has five centers, four will make
the team. Last year's rookie sensation

Barry Pederson. who would challenge for

the scoring lead if Wayne (Jretsky wasn't

invented, will make the team as will Tom
Fergus and Steve Kasper. The fourth spot

will be a batlle Ix'tween veteran Peter

McNab and rookie Mike Krushelynsky.

The wings have improved; along with

Captain Wayne ('ashman. Middleton.

OKeillly and Palmer are the Crowder
brothers (Bruce and Keilhl. Norm Levielle.

Craig MacTavish. Stan Jonathan and Mike

(.illis.

Well there are: the 1982 H3 P.oslon

Bruins. They should win the .Adams

division and then they'll play the New ^'ork

NIanders in the semi finals. If they can beat

the Islanders ihey will win the Stanley cup.

.Sff vou at the Carden.

three. 6 4, 6-3. Stewart Goodman did

likewise to Dave Cameron. 6-1, 6-2 at

number four.

"I took charge right away. He played my
backhand, which isn't a smart thing to do.

That was the key. I also muxed in the serve

and volley game. He didn't have a good

backhand, but he did have a good forehand.

His mistake was playing my backhand.

That is my bread and butter shot." .said

(lcK)dman.

Rich Lindgren and Dave Singer finished

off the singles at number five and six.

respectively. Lindgren beat Al Lindsay 7-6,

6 2. Singer struggled with Matt Hintz

before emerging victorious, 7-5, 6-4.

In the doubles, Mackertich-Duseau got

hy Warrington Schultz, 6 0, 7-5, Jordan-

Lindgren defeated Paskowitz- Lindsay, 6-1,

7 5. In a match that contained moments of

extra-curricular activity, Julian Dave
Salem were victorious over Cameron-Hintz,

6-3. 7-5.

"The key was winning the tiebreakers

and the third sets. Last year we lost them
all," said Coach Bob Szlosek.

The netmen return to action today with a

home match against Westfield State on the

Boyden Courts at 2:30 p.m. The Minutemen
will take a2 1 record into the match.

Coikgiaa pkoto bf Kridfnrd lUmmrr

Cathryn Each, a senior HRTA major, works out in the new Body Shop,

located in room 8 of the NO'^E building yesterday.

UM jayvee football team
starts its season Friday
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

When JV football head coach Steve

Telander takes his squad to Harvard
I'niversily this Friday, he will begin his

second year at the jayvee helm and if his

second year is anything like the first it will

be a very successful campaign.

It isn't easy compiling a 4 1 record when
you best players are playing varsity, but

Telander achieved this during his rookie

si'ason as head coach. It was the same deal

this season for Telander as 19 freshmen

were sent up lo the varsity level. But

Telander .sees this team to be just as

competitive as last years.

"This is mostly a learning experience lor

these kids," .said Telander. "Mo.st of their

practice is with the varsity, so they don't

gel a chance to practice with themselves an
awful lot. JV football means they can have
some fun and still learn the game.

"

This year's squad is comprised mostly of

freshmen, with a handful of sophmores also

on the team. The 30 3.") player turnout was
fairly low, but it has been leveling off

du-ing the past few years, according to
Telander.

Because of the lack of time spent with

ju.st the JV level, Telander isn't quite ready

to name any players he thinks will star for

the JV's. He said that until he sees them in

game situations, he won't make a comment
on his players. He even selects his captains

on game lo game basis, picking the ones
w ho work the hardest all week.

Telander likes the idea of the JV prac-

ticing with the varsity.

"Playing against All American guards

Jerry Gordon and Scott LaFond and
running back Garry Pearson gives our

squad a real test." said Telander. "Most

other teams we play are in the same
situation (practicing with the varsity). Only

the Ivy League teams put more emphasis

on their programs.

"

Finally, Telander stated that although

the springtime is when other JV members
make the varsity, they still work hard in

the fall for the learning experience.

The JV's play a five game schedule. The
first game is this Friday against Harvard.

Coach Telander is looking for another fine

season that will turn youngsters into

varsity ballplayers because these JV
players will eventually be seen al Alumni

Stadium, where football is taken very

seriously.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackaditc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed jjerformances for

your function 256-0739

'~ AUTO FOR SALE

'66 VW Bug very good mechanical shape.

Runs well. »400. BO 666-4669

1972 Chevrolet Van runs well. Outfitted as

camper. Radial tires & snows. Auto trans, 6

cyi. $1300.256-0482

1972 Toyota
2539794

Corolla some rust $350

Datsun 240Z 1971 excellent cond. call

666-3047

1977 Buick Opel. 4 door sedan 60,000

miles good cond, mpg, AC, orig owner

$1.500. 549-0064 aft 6 pm

Clean 1973 Honda Civic engine rebuilt

1962 new tires 1596 774-5306

77 Toyota Cellca-GT, standard, excellent

condition, 56,000 mi, alarm, AM/FM/tape,

louvers, $3595/80 253 9389 after 5

1972 Datsun 510 manual, tape-deck, runs

good, looks fair, $900.00 or BO 256-6668

evenings

68 Olds Cutlass runs well exc transpor call

Bob^49 6416

^Tchevelie Malibu new brakes, shocks,

tires, stereo. Good condition, runs well

$700 or best offer. 256-6222 . Dan or Norma

Sporty French Sedan Renault R12 fwd 4

doors, peppy, 30 mpg, excellent engine,

body and interior, no rust, no dents

$1800.00 256-8871

Beautiful handcrafted wooden bunk for

sale. Great spacesaver for dorm rooms. $75

or best offer 549-6739

Tag Sale Bluehills Rd (connects Rt 9 &
Amity Stl sat ? Sun entire house contents

including all furniture & women's designer

clothing

FOUND

A very friendly gray and white cat who
wants to come home. Found in Brittany

Manor. If yours call 256-0800

HELP WANTED

Acting Director of the SGA Communica-
tions Office applications available in 420

Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EGE
Third Worid Students and women are en-

couraged to apply

SGA Affirmative Action Officer needed

will oversee SGA adherence to affirmative

action standards. Applications available in 4

20 Student Union. The SGA is an AA/EOE
Third World students and women en-

couraged to apply.

Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to train

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send

resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union

Cantonese Speaker needed for conversa-

tion practice 1-3 hours weekly 323-4561

evenings.

AUTO REPAIR

Auto Repalr-U.S. & Foreign, lowest

rates, quick sen/ice. No. Hadley Motor-

works, 586-9029

AVIATION OPPORTUNITIES

Fully paid flight training program. Train

to fly Navy prop or jet aircraft. Requires

good health, 20/20 vision, between the

ages of 19 and 29, U.S. citizenship, and

BS/BA degree

BELLYQRAMSII -

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253 7^_
BLUES LOVERS

John Lee Hooker and the Coast to Coast

Blues Band will appear in the Student

Union Ballroom, Saturday October 16 at

8:00 pm. Tickets on sale Oct. 5-$3

545-2146 ^^^^^____
BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 %
lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJ's FOR LESS! »99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Parties, Semis.

Paul 5494405 Joe 549-1588.

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1 283 7805

New Dunham Boots size 10 Vi too big

for me. $50 6 7487 Marc

Attention COINS 121/123 students.

Tired of the terminal lines? Own for less

than the cost of renting. For information

call Rob 6-5366.

2 tickets. Van Helen, New Haven Col.

10/7 BO 546-8682

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2C8e

First meeting of the official Bhakti Yoga
Group free nectarean vegetarian feast by

Padmanabhal Rm 177 Campus Ctr Thurs

Sept 30 7 PM further info 527-6114

JUDGES NEEDED

The Commuter Collective is now taking

applications for the University Judiciary

Committee Two judge will be appointed by

October 1. Stop by 404 SUB 545-2145

LESBIAN/GAY

Are you gay? Is sonr>eone you care about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm, at 545-2645

Lesbian Union open meeting Thurs. 7 pm
Sept. 30

LOST

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

9/21 silver unicorn ring in CC ladies

room. If found please call 6-9241

Olive green cordoroy jacket. Lost Fri

afternoon between Campus Store and Stu

dent Union. Reward call Beth 546-8059

Men's high school class ring. Lost on

9/27 at Boyden. Much sentimental value.

Reward. Please call Andy at 665^3466 or

turn in to lost & found at Boyden

LostI Pair of glasses (light brown) near Cot-

tage C if found call 323 5966 Darlene

Lost Panasonic Calculator sentimental

value it was in a checkered sponge case if

found please call Sue at 546-8208 or Col

leqian thanksl last seen in Dickenson

The Hatch - were you there Monday Sept

27? Did you find my tan cordory Calvin

Klein mini skirt? If found please call Cindy

549-3589 reward

Wallet and Band Jacket in Sylvan call

69643 jacket has the name Jay on it

Green plastic ringbinder notebook lost

between GRC - E-Lab with vital botany
notes call Owen 549-5050

MOTORCYCLE

Honda 3G0 73 ex cond $560 or best offer

call Dan 6-5168

1972 Yamaha R6 360 cc two-stroke oil in-

jection dual carbs cafe bars 5-speed $450
or best offer 253-5880

1979 Kawasaki KZ750 7.7k miles, helmets,

cover, and more Asking $1095 will talk. Bob
546-9197

PATTERSON

Thurs Night Series on alcohol 7 pm free

munchies Be there or be squarel

PERSONALS
~

Stick it in your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

1981 Index is herel Yes that's right and for

only $4.00 you can own one. Stop by room
103 CC to purchase yours

Sigma Delta Tau
would like to invite all Univ women
to an Open Rush Dinner at 5:00 on:

Tuesday, Sept. 28
Wednesday, Sept. 29
Thursday, Sept. 30

We are located at 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

Experienced drummer looking for

work: avant garde, ska, reggae, >^ave.

Marc 253-3362

Shveethot, I love you.

Honey 9-26-82

.so much I Love,

Kathy O Happy Birthday Love al l of us

Come to Charlies on Thursday Night for

99' kamakazes and 75' shots of schnapps

MHW Happy Birthday beautiful I love you.

JJRD

To the exciting women of Chi Omega I

We think you're the greatesti Lots of love

-your Diedges XO

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

GET PHYSICAL coming soonlll

17 Hobart - best of luck to the Hug Home
may this year be a uge success

Com-Stu Happy Hour - following

meeting. All majors welcomel Meeting in

E-37 at 3:30 pm Happy Hour in Lounge
(E-34) see you there today I

RECORDS

Joan Jett - I Love R ft Roll J Geiis -

Freeze Frame, best offer, never used call

6-9648 keep trying

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New Ef used, buy £r

sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

RESUME WRITING

Quick/Confidential/Efficient call after 5

pm or weekends 253-7468

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed daily to and from the In-

gleside Mall, Holyoke. Will share expenses.

Call Julie 549-5466

RIDERS WANTED

South on 1-91 Er 1-96 as far as Norwalk,

CT. Fridays. Return Sunday afternoon

253 5196

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share 1 bedroom Puffton apt 145

month call 549-0919

Female wanted to share room in spacious

3 bedroom Townehouse apt call Susan

549 3868

Female to share bedroom in Townehouse

54925980

Grad Student quiet room ISO-month

549 5469 eve

Apartmentmate needed. Sunderland

complex. Rent negotiable, on bus route fur-

nished, call Jeff 666-4357 ^

RUSSIA/ROMANIA

"Run for your Right" race festival to

benefit nuclear referendum on Oct 3! Bike,

run, or rollerski for your right to vote. Call

665-4815

Cliff, Tosh Concert sec-3L487 Missed u

the second half. Stop the bombing.

546-6354

Remember passenger in red convertible

Camero. Call 6-4209

Topic Focused Groups: Problems with

self-esteem, assertiveness, relationship

skills, managing stress, or learning about

yourself? Contact Mental Health Service,

127 Hills North for an appointment before

October 12th 545-2337

Paul Happy 1st. I'll remember all those

nights we'll be friends always I Love Kl

Are you sick and tired of the Moral Ma
jority?? Do something about itil Join the

Real Majority and support basic human

rights. Introductory Meeting Monday Oct.

4 7 p.m. CC - room to be announced. Don't

let Jerry Falwell and Jesse Helms rule your

life^

Lisa any music colloq this year, Greg

549-6147

Slide presentation with open discussion

following. Please join is, Thursday,

September 30th at 7:30 pm in room 44 Fine

Arts Center. Given by UMass Chorale,

sponsored by Fine Arts Council

SERVICES

Typing - $1.25 per page will do overnight

typing $2.00 per page call between 6 & 9

PM 666-7731

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

Immediate Cash For class rings, gold and

silver jewelry. Highest Prices paid on cam-

pus 6-8722

Proffessional Dress-Maker Amherst

Area custom made clothing alterations -

repairs zippers replaced for appointment

call 256-0867 evenings

WANTED

Wanted: Copy of BABEL by Pani Smith

Also, any other books or rare or obscurt

material written or recorded by Patti Smith.

Rick 546-4919 ___^
Full Face Motorcycle helmet for small

head. Call Peter 256-8057

Intramural Hockey Teams. Entries due

October 4th. Contact IM Office Boyden

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

FREE CONCERT
Boston Commons

4 bANds Rock & RcqqAE

SiqN up AT RSU offict rm 41 5A

For $>. RouNdTRip bus

SpONSOREd by ThE CoAliTioN TO

Return MarIjuana to tIic

PllARMACOpOciA

EARN $6 - $9 PER HR.

BY DELIVERING
PAPA GINO'S PIZZA

IN HADLEY
Big dollar* can be made delivering Papa Gino's

tarrwoi piua. Learn how you can aupplerrwit your

irKome and have dollar* to spare. You must own

your own car. $3 75 per hour, plus deHvery charges

are youral Our drivers have averaged between »5-$8

per hr, full or part time

If you are interested, please call 584-0220 and ask for

General Manager Equal Opportunity Emptoyer

papa QWs

RESUME WRITIHG

Efficient,

Quicif,

Confidential

coll 253-7466

After 5 PM
or Weekends
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Neal Mackertich, the number one singles player on the UMass men's
tennis team, prepares to serve during yesterday's match.

Women hooters drop
first game of season
By PKTKR SODERHERG
Collegian C'orn'spondent

PROVIDENCE. RI. The llniversity of

Mjissachusetls women's soccer team

dropped its first game of the season to sixth

ranked Brown Cniversity. 3-0 last nig-ht.

Going into the game, UMass was ranked

fourth in the nation. The loss drops their

record to 4 1 . Brown improves to 5 0.

"Whoever scored first would probahly

win the game," said coach Kalekeni Banda

before the game started. The two teams

were very even, and I'Mass controlled the

ball throughout much of the game.

However, the Brown defense was in-

credibly strong during the second half,

denying I'Mass of any goal opportunities.

I'Mass's pa.ssing game which is generally

very consistent was off during most of the

game.

Brown's scores came late in the first half

with goals by Amy Robinson at 35:29. the

second score came at 37:58 by Carmen

Tuttle and was assisted by Colleen G'Day.

Tuttle also sc(>red the final tally of the game
at 44:16 and was assisted by Gretchen Orr.

UMass will host University of Vermont
tomorrow at 3:(X) p.m. at Boyden Field.

UMass lost to Vermont in Burlington last

year 2-0 and will be looking to avenge their

defeat. The Minutewomen are undefeated

at home and are looking to stay that way.

It will be the last home game before the

Minutewomen head out on the road for

games against Connecticut and Cortland

State.

Last year. UMass lost to Connecticut, 2

0. Cortland split with Ma.ssachusetts last

year, but the key defeat was in the EAIAW
playoffs.

Banda has a young team comprised of

mostly freshmen whoareexciting to watch.

They are a well balanced team that is

strong on defense and unselfish in passing.

It is their passing that set up many of their

opportunities for scoring.

Men's soccer loses 3-0
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team, which was riding high ever
since its Loyola Invitational tournament
victory last weekend, came crashing back
to earth yesterday when they were shut out
by Vale University 3 0.

UMass entered the contest sporting the

number lour ranking in New England but

Vale, who owned the number three

ranking, apparently had no intention of

allowing the Minutemen to use them as a

stepping stone to a top ranking.

The loss gave UMass its first loss of the

season and dropped them to 5 1 overall.

The 5 start had been the best Minuteman
start in the past couple of seasons.

New UMass soccer coach Jeff Gettler said

earlier in the season that it would take the

Minutemen at least until mid season before

his team wa.s operating the way he wanted

11 to so Minuteman fans should not dispair.

UMass plays again October 2 away at

Vermont.

Smith's hat-trick leads

to UMass stickers

to victory over P.C.
By JILL LANG
Collegian Correspondent

PROVIDENCE. R.I. The University of

Massachusetts field hockey team overcame
both adverse weather and field conditions

to defeat Providence College yesterday. 4

1.

Playing on a wet and bumpy field, the

Minutewomen were slow to start, as

Providence scored the first goal at 18:05 in

the first half.

The goal came while UMass was still

adjusting to the slick surface on a fast

break.

"We definitely came out slow at the

start." said coach Pam Hixon. "But once the

pace picked up. we played well."

True to Hixon's words, the Minutewomen

all but shut down Providence for the

remainder of the game.

Forward Pam Moryl started the UMass
ball rolling at 27:38 in the first half when

she look a long pass from forward Patti

Smith and put it past the Providence goalie.

I^ess than two minutes later, UMass
struck again, this time on a set corner play.

Tish Stevens passed the ball from the end

line to Smith, who was at the top of the

striking circle. Smith took a direct shot on

goal that eluded the Providence defense.

Although UMass dominated the entire

second half, it took the Minutewomen 32

minutes of play before they were able to

score again.

Smith picked up her second goal of the

afternoon when she followed up on a shot by

forward Allyson Rioux to up the score to 3 1

and seal the victory for UMass.

At the 1:40 mark. Smith completed her

hat trick when she took a cross pass from

forward Diane Kobel and swept it into the

net.

The Minutewomen outnumbered
Providence in every statistic column:

UMass tallied 13 corners to Providence's

one. and bombarded the Providence

defense with 29 shots on goal while UMass
goalie Patty Shea only had to contend with

five shots from the Providence offense.

"We had plenty of breakaways and we

used the long ball to beat their defense,"

said CO captain Carol Progulske. "Once we

adjusted to the field, we really got moving."

Although Providence managed only five

shots on goal, coach Hixon still feels her

defense was tested in this game.

"They used the long ball against us. and

on the wet field the defense had to make
good plays to bring the ball back upfield."

said Hixon. "We were ready, and we
counteracted successfully."

"I am pleased with the outcome of the

game." continued Hixon. "I am glad we
scored four goals, especially on such a wet

field.'-

The stickers are looking to extend their

unblemished record, now at 4 0. when they

begin a four game homestand with a game
Saturday against Springfield College, at 1

p.m.. on the.Upper NOPE field.

Wednesday, the team will be facing off

against Yale at 3 p.m.. also on the upper
NOPE field.

ColletriB" pl«oto bjr Jay Obe

Kirsten Smith spikes the ball past a Boston College opponent while

Karen Gottesman readies for a return.
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A solitary student walks across the semi-futuristic Campus Center landing

Shamie denied

stage presence

at freeze rally
ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

Although denied permission to speak on stage by

organizers of Tuesday's nuclear freeze rally. Republican

senatorial candidate Ray Shamie will come to the

University of Massachusetts that afternoon to "circulate

through the crowd " and to address a separate audience in

the Campus Center.

The Committee to Re Elect Senator Kennedy, which

conceived and planned the rally, denied the event to be a

campaign appearance, claiming to have invited the entire

Ma.ssachusetts Congre.ssional delegation, including the two

Republican members. All 12 members of the delegation

votH in support of the Kennedy sponsored nuclear freeze

resolution.

Gillian Gansler. press secretary for the Kennedy cam

paign. yesterday said Shamie would probably not be

allowed to address the rally because he is not a freeze

supporter.

However. Phil Harris, field director for the Ray Shamie

for Senate campaign, said Shamie "believes" in a freeze,

while Missi Tessier. press secretary for Rep. Silvio O.

Clonte. R Mass., said the Congressman.an original frtHjze

CO sponsor in the U.S. House of Representatives, had not

received an invitation either.

The Student Senate Wednesday night allocated a $1,000

loan and grant package to be used for the event after it was

presented to them by the Kennedy campaign as "definitely

a bipartisan rally." Student Government Association

President Jim Murphy said.

"*I would certainly think it is improper" if such funding

were to be donated directly to a political campaign.

Murphy said yesterday.

The Committee to Re Elect Senator Kennedy originally

planned to hold the UMass rally without seeking any local

sponsorship, but wSheila Sullivan, chairperson of the senate

Public Policy Committee, .said she was contacted by the

campaign when they "apparently forgot" to arrange for

details such as security and a sound system.

Sullivan said the Kennedy campaign, which has been and

will continue to be the source of all other money spent on

the rally, including advertising and promotion, declined to

provide the remaining $1,065. The Student Coalition

Against Nukes Nationwide, an area sponsor of the rally,

then requested the money from the senate.

The Kennedy campaign, in explaining its reason for not

being the sole source of funding for the rally, "said that

money is tight." Sullivan said.

Melissa Martin, scheduler for the Ray Shamie for senate

Committee, said the Republican challenger had planned to

addressing a Mt. Holyoke College audience Tuesday, but

decided to cancel when Kennedys plans for the day were

announced. He then decided to seek permission to address

the UMass gathering, she said.

However, the Kennedy campaign failed to return their

call. Martin said, and when the Senator agreed to debate

Shamie on another occasion, she assumed the rally ap-

pearance would be denied. Covtinued on -page S

Hillel works for releaseof Soviet Refusenik
By MARY BALDWIN
Collegian Correspondent

Hillel a student Jewish organization at the University of

Massachusetts, has adopted a ""Refusenik", a Soviet citizen

who has sought and was denied the right to emigrate to

""Adopting a Refusenik is a personal way of getting in

touch with the issue of Soviet government oppression of

human rights," said Lynn Kerew chair of the Soviet

Jewrv Council. "We could just say the Soviet Union is too

politicallv powerful to deal with but we can t forget about a

human bemg that is being denied rights to leave his

'""'"lilleVs adopted Refusenik is Lev Tukachinsky, a rubber

research engineer who applied to leave the Soviet Union in

June, 1979 and was refused an exit vlsam August, 1980.

Hillel found out about Lev through the Student ^oahtion

For Soviet Jewrv (SCFSJ) of Brandeis College, The Si

FSJ was founded in 1964 because of the detainment ol

\natolv Scharansk. a well known Jewish Refusenik.

I astFebruarv, Hillel accompanied the SCFSJ and nine

„lher colleges to Washington to lobby Congress to make it

aware of the human rights violations that exist in the

Soviet Union. Kerew said.
. t ,u.

•Mter the lobbv. w«> received a request from th«

coalition asking us to seriously consider adopting a

Refusenik." she said. "We were given Lev's name ar

bitrarily."

The Soviet government allowed Lev s wife. liana, and

their daughter. Riva Chana, to emigrate to Israel in July,

1981 without him. They are presently living in a Jerusalem

ahsorbtion center for newly arrived immigrants where

they are clothed, fed and given shelter.

"Lev's situation is morally and politically intertwined

with Soviet human rights legislation. .On December 10.

1948. the Soviet Union agreed to the principles and in

tent ions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

which stale that everyone has the right to leave any

country including their own." Kerew said. Addmg that

Tukacliinskv is being denied these rights.

•Usually "upon applying for immigration, the applicant

loses his job, no one will hire them out cA fear <.f govern

ment retribution, and then the Soviet authorities have the

audacity t». claim that these Refuseniks are parasites to

Soviet "s<Kiety btn-ause they can't secure employment,

Kerew said.

Kerew has written to Lev three limes and has y.'l to

receive a response.

"The letters could be screened or I have been t«.i<l -o

Soviet Jews living in the United Stales that the Soviet

government is not responsible when it comes to mail

service. Since Lev has applied for immigration, he is

definitely being watched," she said.

Kerew has, however, received letters from liana. Lev's

wife. In liana's last letter, received by Kerew in August,

liana said Lev is not doing well, he doesn't sound gwd over

the phone, and his health is deteriorating since they have

been separat<fl. She is fine. Kerew said, but very sad

being separated from her husband. They have been

married for two years, she said.

It is unknown whether Lev is still employed. (Com-

munications with liana are difficult because of the language

barrier, Kerew said. Russian and Hebrew translators are

needed for Hillel.

Hillel's efforts to get Tukachinsky relea.sed include

starting a more active lobby in Washington, continuous

letter writing to legiskitures in the United States and

Russia, writing letters to the chief emigration officer in the

Soviet Union, and bringing in a counselor from the Los

Angeles Jewish Federation lo speak on the Soviet

Refusenik crisis.

Kerew said, "Because his government is aware of our

actions to get him released, it is our goal that Lev never

slips into oblivion and can be relea.sed.
'
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World
Marine killed at Beirut airport by

AP LatrphtA*

Members of the United States Marine Corps, armed with mine detec-

tors, comb the beach near West Beirut for unexploded mines

HKIKl'T. Lfhanon (AP) - An unexploded

part ol a duster bomb blew up at Beirut

airport yesterday, killing one U.S. Marine

and wounding three others who tripped on

it, r..S. military spokesmen said.

The casualties were reported after several

huntlred Marines waded ashore to help

guard the field just reopened by President

Amin (iemayel.

One of the survivors was in serious con

dilion with groin injuries and the other two

were slightly wounded, the spokesmen

said.

The casualties were the first suffered by

the Marines since they deployed in Beirut

this summer to help oversee the evacuation

of Palestine Liberation Organization

guerrillas from the Israeli ringed city. The

Marines returned Wednesday on their

second peacekeeping mission.

President Reagan reacted with "shock and

sorrow ," but said the casualties would have

no effect on the U.S. commitment to remain

in Lebanon until Israeli and Syrian troops

are out and the government is in control.

White House Deputy Press Secretary

Larry Speakes said in Washington.

(Iemayel officially opened the airport after

a nearly four month shutdown following a

ceremony before U.S.. Italian and French

peacekeeping forces in which he proclaimed

Lebanon's capital a "unified city." free of

Israeli troops in both the Moslem western

sector and the Christian east.

A red and while Middle East Airlines jet.

with Lebanon's flag flying from the cockpit

window, landed at the airport to the ap-

plause and cheers of about 300 bystanders,

who tearfully embraced relatives setting

f(M)t on their native soil for the first time

since Israel invaded June ti.

Hours after the jet touched down, an

explosion rocked the southwest end of the

runway nearest the Mediterranean. The

blast occurred at about 4:45 p.m. 10:45

KDT.
Marine Lt. Gregory van Houten said the

explosion occurred when the men tripped

on part or parts of a cluster bomb, an anti

personnel weapon. He said each part

thrown out by the cluster bomb is "pressure

sensitive. If you jar it, or hit it. or in any

way disturb it. it will explode."

Cluster bombs supplied to Israel by the

Reagan administration were dropped on

west Beirut by Israeli jets this summer,

causing a public uproar in the United

States, which then temporarily suspended

shipment of the bombs to Israel.

Army Lt. Col. Lee Delorme. a Pentagon

spokesman in Beirut, said in a written

statement that one Marine was killed and

three were injured, one seriously, "when

some unexploded ordnance was accidentally

detonated...The incident was not the result

of hostile action."

The Marines were evacuated by helicopter

to the amphibious ship Guam, where one

ditKl in surgery, the statement said. It

added that one of the survivors was

seriously injured in the groin, another was

slightly injured in the arm and shoulder,

and another in the leg.

Congress puts off compromise spending measure
•'-'

. . J- .u... .. r..»rviKoT-<: rtt I '^nirrocv: wpie tko amniint pnnt.imed in the budeet Congress appn
WASIIINCTON (API - Opting instead for an evenmg of

political partying. Congress abandoned its race against the

clock yesterday to keep the government from going broke

upon the midnight start of the new fiscal year.

But negotiators for the House and Senate reached

agreement on a compromise spending measure they said

would win swift approval today, and a Reagan ad

ministration spokesman said there probably would be no

interruption of regular government operations.

Although agreement on the compromise bill came several

hous«' before the midnight deadline, congressional leaders

(Utide«l against a late night session to pass the measure on

an evening when major social events were scheduled for

both Democrats and Ri-publicans.

The DenKK-ratic Party had a $1,000 per person fun

draising dinner that many members ot Congress were

expect to attend. And President Reagan invited the entire

Congress to a barbecue at the White House in what

amounted to a counter event dominated by Republicans.

The stopgap spending plan will keep the entire gover

nment in business until Dec. 17. thereby assuring a post

election session of Congress in which law makers will

debate the regular money bills that have not yet been

approved. Only one of 13 regular bills has cleared

Congress, and it is still awaiting Reagan's signature.

For domestic programs, the catch all measure generally

is within the budget that Congress set for itself severa'

months ago. meaning many programs will be frozen at

roughly the 1W2 levels.

On defense spen«ling. it calls for roughly $' budget below

the amount contained in the budget Congress approved

la.st summer, and about $17 billion below Reagan's ongmal

request of la.st winter.

The interim measure temporarily prohibits purchase of

the first five MX missiles, which the administration wants

to buy. and blocks any spending on the second of two new

nuclear aircraft carriers Reagan wants to build. Con

struction of the Bl bomber may proceed, however.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'NeillJr.. D Mass.. did not

mention either social function when he told reporters that

negotiators for the two houses estimated that no com-

promise bill would be ready for floor action until shortly

after the midnight deadline.

"We'll pass that tomorrow so I don't think there will be

any effect" on government operations, he said.

Cyanide-tainted Tylenol capsules

suspected in five Illinois deaths
ARLlMiTON HKKdlTS. 111. (API - Five

pcopU- in suburban Chicago died after

swallowing capsules of Fxlra Strength

Tylenol, and at least three of them were

poisoned by cyanide that had been put into

the medicine, authority's said yesterday.

A sixth person was near death, and two

lothers were hospitalized with possible

cyanide poisoning symptoms.

The manufacturer recalled nearly 4.7

million ot the capsules and the medical

examiner said the case was being in

vestigatt'd as "possible h<»micide.

Authorities said (he cyanide was probably

inlnnluced sometime after the capsules left

the plant in Fort Washington, Pa., where

they are manufacture*! by McNeil Con

sumer Products Co. The poi-son is not used

in production of the medicine.

The scri(>s began with the <leaths Wed
nesday of two brothers in the western

suburb of .Arlington Heights and a 12 year

old girl in the neighboring community of

\-'.\k drove \ lilage.

The wife of one of the brothers was

hospitalized in extremely critical condition

after taking a capsule of the medication,

which is the nation's bestselling over the

counter pain reliever. Doctors said her

brain had suffered "a great deal of damage"

and she va as not expected to live.
AP l*»en)JM>to

See A.P. Digest on page
The label on a bottle of Tylenol shows it to be from the same lot.

MC2880, which was found to have caused at least five cyanide poisoning

deaths in the Chicago area. Two large Midwest-based drug stores have

announced an immediate halt in sales of the product.
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Groups file suit against federal land sale

HO.STON (AP) — Three environmental groups filed suit

m federal court yesterday seeking to halt the Reagan

administrations plan to sell up to 3.5 million acres of federal

The suit filed for (he Conservation Law Foundation, the

Natural Resource Defense Council. Inc. and the National

Wildlife Federation, charged the land sale program

violates various f«'deral administrative and environmental

laws and does not follow procedure required for sale of

iTovernment property.

Defendants in the suit include Interior Secretary James

Watt Treasury Secretary Donald Reagan. ,-\griculture

Secretary .lohnMlm-k and While House aides James Baker.

Kdwin Meese and David Stcx-kman.

The suit, filed by Steven Stark of the Conservation Law

Foundatuin. alleges that the $1.3 billion land .sale program

violates the National Environmental Policy Act because

officials have not analyzed the proposed sale's en

vironmental impact.

The complaint also charged that the plan violates federal

law because it would use proceeds from the sale to reduce

the national deficit. The environmental groups claimed

federal law requires the money be used to purcha.se park

land.

The groups charged that the General Services

.Administration has broken federal law by discontinuing a

policy of offering state and local governments discounts in

purchasing federal land. The suit also alleged that Bureau

of Land Management has reversed the federal policy of

retaitverent land.

The complaint said the federal government, which holds

744 million acres of land, has sold very little of the public

acreage in the past.

The Reagan administration announced plans early this

year to begin transferring up to 35 milUon acres of federal

land to private ownership.
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Duffey starts today

as UMass chancellor
ByPAULBELVAL
and KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Rev. Joseph Duffey. who assumes the

position of Chancellor at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst today, promised

he will listen to the students and faculty.

Duffey. who was chosen for the post last

August over Acting Chancellor Loren

Baritz and University of Miami (of Ohio)

Vice President and Provost David C.

Brown, said he understands the complexity

and variety of the UMass campus.

"The Amherst campus is very complex,"

Duffey said in an interview last month. "It

has many constituents and they are used to

being listened to. If changes are to be made,

input would be gained from all concerning

interests."

Duffey. 50, the son of a coal miner who

also served in the West Virginia state

legislature, earned two bachelors degrees

in the 1950's from Marshall College in West

Virginia and the Andover Theological

School in Newton.

He received his master's from Yale

University in 1960 and his doctorate from

the Hartford Seminary Foundation in the

same year.

Duffey. an ordained Congregational

minister, became nationally known for his

strong stands for civil rights and his op

position to the Vietnam conflict

In 1968. along with his wife Anne
Wexler. a political consultant who worked
in the Carter administration, Duffey co-

chaired the Eugene McCarthy for President

Committee in Connecticut, which was
described by a commentator as "an in-

surgent coalition of political amateurs led

by a Congregational minister... (and) made
up of students, housewives and

academicians."

He became national chairman of the

Americans for Democratic Action, a group

advocating left wing principles such as

amnesty for draft evaders and deserters of

the Vietnam conflict.

In 1970. Duffey was the Democratic

nominee for the United states Senate from

Connecticut, with his campaign managed by

Wexler. Duffey's candidacy drew scorn

from then Vice President Spiro Agnew,

who called him a "Marxist revisionist," and

praise from the New Times which wrote,

"(he) displays a high ideahsm and a down to

earth political drive that appear in com

bination far too rarely to be passed up."

Duffey lost a three person race to

Republican Lowell Weicker.

Between 1970 and 1974, Duffey filled

fellowships at Harvard University, Calhoun

University and Yale University before

accepting the position of president of the

American Association of University

Professors from 1974 to 1976.

roJIcfiaa fli* piwto

Joseph Duffey, a former Carter Administration official, bejrins today

as chfncellor of the University of MaBBachusettH at Amherst.

Financial aid law seen as unconstitutional
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

A law requiring that students seeking federal financial

aid file a "statement of compliance" with Selective Ser-

vice laws was called "both unconstitutional and awful" by

a University of Massachusetts student who is a member of

Students Against Militarism.

The law was passed as an amendment to the Defense

Authorization Act for 1983, and was signed into law on

Sept. 8. 1982, catching students and financial aid ad-

ministrators by surprise.

The law, which will take effect July 1. 1983, affecting

financial aid for the 1983-84 school year, forbids any stu-

dent from receiving federal financial aid while in violation

of the Selective Service law, which requires that all per-

sons bom since 1960 register for the draft shortly after

reaching the age of 18.

To help the enforcement of the law, any student who is

affected by the registration law must file a "statement of

compliance" with the school he attends or plans to attend.

A list of students who have filed these statements may

then be turned over to the Secretary of Education and the

Selective Service to check against registration lists.

Students who are accused of not registering must be

notified and given thirty days to reply if they wish to prove

they have registered, and must be given a hearing if they

request.

Federal loans, grants or work-study assistance will be

denied to students who are in violation of the Selective

Service laws.

Director of Financial Aid Art Jackson said he thought

the bill was still being considered by a House-Senat* con-

ference committee, and that none of the financial aid

groups that regularly alert him on such matters had

reported the bill's passing.

Jon Braine, a memberDf Students Against Militarism, a

Recognized Student Organization at UMass said the law is

"both unconstitutional and awful."

"It should be unconstitutional because it denies federal

benefits because of political beliefs," said Jon Braine, a

member of Students Against Militarism, but he said the

Supreme Court would probably not agree.

Braine said because neither the Department of Educa-

tion nor the Selective Service Office has a national com-

puter, it would be "an enforcement nightmare," and that

many mistakes might result. He cited recent errors in

which the Selective Service has mistakenly accused

women and older men of violating the law. which does not

apply to them.

"A lot of people are going to lose their aid because of a

computer error," Braine predicted. He said the law's pro-

vision for a 30-day response period for those accused of

SGA ballot to question

students on fee increase,

return of death penalty

Coll«ctaa pfcoto by Jta Poww»

Eddie Renaud, a Phyiical Pl«it worker. cuU the first •w*th of the

lawn between the Cwnpui Center and the Student Union Boilding.

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Students who cast their vote in the Stu-

dent Government Association's (SGA)

senate elections Monday will be asked to

take a stand on two referendum questions.

The first question on the ballot asks

students if they are willing to help fund the

renovation of Curry Hicks Cage by accep-

ting a $20 increase in fees.

Plans to remove the 50-year-old cage do

not specify where the money will come

from. University of Massachusetts Presi-

dent David C. Knapp recommended last Ju-

ly 5 that a yearly student fee of about $20

be created to pay for the project.

"The reason for having this question on

the ballot is to give students a chance to

voice their opinion on whether they feel

they should be paying for the renovation,"

said Mitch Gaslin, chairperson of the SGA
Rents and Fees Committee.

"Ideally, the reason for renovating the

Cage is because it is going to benefit the

students and the University," Gaslin said.

"Therefore, students should be the ones

who should decide whether they are going

to pay for it or not."

"If a majority of students voted yes, then

it would be a sign to the Trustees that the

students are in favor of this. On the other

hand, if students vote against the proposal,

then this would be a basis for a campaign to

pressure the Trustees into not approving

the proposal," Gaslin said.

Question 2 on the SGA baDot will also ap-

pear on the November state ballot. It asks

students if they support reinstatement of

the death penalty.

Mindy Ordway, assistant speaker of the

SGA, said Question 2 was added to the

ballot in an effort to "get an insight into"

the general awareness of UMass students

on Uie issue.

The death penalty was discussed on cam-

pus at a recent debate, but Ordway said she

feels students should think about the issue

some more before the Nov. 2 election.

Chairperson of Government Affairs Tom

Aheam said the fall elections will be mark-

ed by a lack of candidates appearing on the

ballot. As a result. Ahem said, competition

for seats representing dormitories in each

of the five residential areas is narrow, with

only four contested races offering students

a choice.

Ahem said he expects votes turnout may

be low Monday. Attributing the slump in

student participation in the senate elec-

tions to a lack of knowledge about, and in-

terest in, the SGA, Ahem said an informa-

tional outreach drive will be organized to

attract students with an interest in being

appointed to a senate seat after the elec-

tion.

"We can't have people becoming

senators just to be senators," Ahem said.

"We need people who will be willing to

work hard."

Students living on campus can vote at

their residential area's Dining Common
this Monday. Off-campus students can cast

their ballots outside the Hatch.
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House passes budget

to finance construction
BOSTON A $J4:5.1 million public construclion budjjet

passed thi" Massachusi-tts House yesterday int-ludinK $2

million that a critic said would turn a legislative committee

(juarters into a "Taj Mahal."

The measure ineluded $44 million for higher education,

including repairs at the various schools, and $55.1 million

for mental health, including $41. 9 million to comply with

court eonsent decrees requirm^ improvements at the slate

mental hospitals and schools for the retarded.

A %ZH\ million budget, apparently increased by about $6

million in committee, grew by another $7 million as

representatives a(ided amendments on the House n(H)r to

provide for hx-al projects.

The construction bill passed the House 109 2H. with the

Republicans united against increasing the state debt.

Originally, the capital outlay budget totalled $;«8.2

million, but the House Ways and Means Committee divided

that package into two bills.

Hep. Michael ('. Crtn-don, committee chairman, presented

the $2.% million public building construction package

saying the public housing portion, initially estimated at

$1()8.2 million, would follow later.

Ballot question poses

threat to waste dump
ALBANY. N.Y. - A Massachusetts ballot initiative

couUl damage efforts to establish a Northeastern regional

dump for low level radioactive waste, delegates to an 11

state conference said yt'sterday.

Question 3 on the November ballot could force

Massachusetts to withdraw from the 11 state regional

nuclear disposal compact and might encourage other states

to do the same, some delegates said.

•This could rause a lot of trouble if its not shot down in

the courts, quickly," said Steven Sklar, a Maryland state

legislator. "You're taking highly complex issues and

H'ducing them to emotional slogans."

I'nder ft-deral law. stales must dispose low level

radioactive waste within their own borders or enter a

compact with neighboring stales to open a regional dump

by 1986. Most of it now goes to South Carolina.

Drafting the regional compact in Albany yesterday was

the Policy Working Croup of the Coalition of Northeastern

Ciovernors. The group represents Connecticut. Delaware,

Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire. New

Jersey. New York. Pennsylvania. Rhode Island and

Vermont.

Digest
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Maker ofBreathalyzer

warns ofunreliability
8FKINGFIELD. Mass. - Smith & Wesson, the nation's

largest manufacturer of devices that check suspected

drunken drivers, savs its Breathalyzers may give lalse

readings if police radios or even AM FM receivers are

nearby.

The readings could be thrown off "slightly or

significantly" by the radio wave interference depending on

the individual ma'-hine and its location, according to Jim

Vandergrift , director of marketing lor I he company.

Smith & Wesson has sent letters to all police agencies

using its equipment urging them lo lest their

Hreathalvzer.
. ,

\bout 10.000 of the machines, which the company began

marketing in the 1950s, are currently in use by police

agencies in the U.S., he said. In 39 states indudmg

Massachusetts, the Breathalyzer is the standard court lest

for drunkeness. and m tht- reniainiriK states, similar

(ie\ices have been approved, according to the National

Ilighwav Traffic Safety Administration.

The fi'deral agencv. which tests and approves aU

breathtesting devices, has not dettn-ted the problems

reported bv Smith & Wesson. Ron A. P:ngle, a safely

management specialist with the agency said Thursday.

"We sent Smith & Wesson a telegram when they .sent out

their advisory suggesting that their open field tests were

perhaps not readily comprable to real world situations,

Fngle said. "We've found that unless you gel right up on

top of the instrument - say you place a walkie talkie

within a foot or so of it - there's no interference."

Collegian s

ILynn
Simone, independent candidate for the

US Senate seat held by Edward Kennedy, poses

with her gun and campai^ sticker at her Win-

throp headquarters. ^^^^^^^

Kennedy challenged

by write-in candidate
WINTHROl' - Lynn Simone. a gun carrying welfare

mother, savs she has widespread support and pledges

totalling $100,000 in her bid to unseal Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy in a w rile in campaign this fall.

"I'm tired of seeing people ride into Washington on

elephants and jackasses," the 34 year old former police

officer and singer said yesterday. "I'm telling people over

and over that I'm riding on issues."

Ms. Simone has filed reports with the Federal Election

Commission that say she raised $19,500 in campaign funds

through June 30. She claims she has now taken in about

$100,000 in money and pledges.

She is not on the Nov. 2 ballot but hopes lo mount a

massive write in showing against Kennedy and Republican

candidate Ray Shamie.

People believe it's a joke until they hear me talk.
"
she

said, "but believe me it's no joke."

Ms. Simone. who has been living on welfare for nearly a

year, said she has been campaigning since April. She

maintains a campaign office with a staff of two and is even

distributing bumper stickers that read: "For A Change.

Simone for U.S. Senate."

Her 19 month old daughter Joey wears a T-shirt with the

words: "Mommy for U.S. Senate."

The candidate, a graduate of the Rhode Island School of

Design, has a five point program that includes such issues

as energy, taxes, the economy and defense. She said she is

neither liberal or conservative.

"I'm practical." she said. "I don't like lo be tied to a

party." .

TOUCH DOWN THIS SUHDAY
with

featuring Jazz masters

CHICK COREA PACO DE LUCIA

SUNDAY OCT. 3, 1982

Tickets ovQllobl* Qt:

Union Records • FAC • For the Record • Ticketron

STUDENTS $7.50 & 8.50 GEN. PUBLIC $8.50 & 9.50

IHE ARTS CENTER • UMASS

Corea, the master keyboardist who formed Return

to Forever with Stanley Clarke and Al DIMeola and

has worked with Miles Davis. De Lucia, the

master guitarist who has worked with John

McLaughlin, DIMeola, and who is credited with

spreading flamenco to the world, will be HERE

SUNDAY NIGHT. TICKETS ARE STILL

• AVAILABLE, GET YOURS NOW!

BOG asks for less-restricted Halloween
By LAURIE FISHER
CoUejrian Staff

The Board of Governors (BOG) at the University of

Massachusetts voted unanimously last night to appeal to

Vice-chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson to

allow events on campus Halloween weekend.

"We want constructive and creative programs to take

place Halloween weekend," said Ron Keefe, BOG chair-

man. "We are favoring low key events that won't attract

huge crowds."

The activities would include small concerts, fireworks,

bonfires and a horror movie on Metawampee lawn.

Keefe said the Administration has closed the campus

over Halloween weekend the last two years and is con-

sidering implementing the same policy again this year.

The Halloween policy prohibited off-campus guests from

university dormitories and curtailed on-campus activities

and programming.

The policy was a response to Halloween 1979 when

there were reported bottle fights, sexual assaults and van-

dalism. Medical personnel responded to more than 200

emergency calls over the weekend.

"We are living in fear of three years ago. Most people

Protest planned
by pro-abortion

group on Monday
By DEBBIE KRUPCZAK
Collegian Correspondent

A silent protest of existing and proposed restrictions on

access Uy abortion, sponsored by Isis. a reproductive

rights group, is scheduled to be held Monday on Coolidge

Bridge in Northampton.

"The protest is a way of making this danger and threat

of our rights known to the public," said Janice Tobgy. a

member of Isis and an organizer of the protest.

The protest will be from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. and will be a

quiet demonstration. The participants will be standing on

the bridge carrying signs, but there will be no speakers.

"This is not going to be an uplifting experience, but

more of a mourning." Togby said. About 50 people are ex-

pected to attend the protest.

Organizers of the silent protest are Janice Tobgy, Alice

Dembner, Gail Brown Humphrey, and Sally Koplin, all ac-

tive members of Isis.

The silent protest is in memory of Rosie Jimenez, a

27-year-old Texas woman who died on Oct. 3, 1977.

Jimenez could not afford a medically safe abortion and

because of the Hyde Amendment, which states that

government funds can't be used for abortion, was forced

to seek an illegal abortion. Jimenez was the first woman to

die from a "back-alley" abortion and Isis feels there is a

need for people to know, Tobgy said.

Similar rallies will be held on the same day in Buffalo

and in New York City.

Isis started about three years ago in the Amherst-

Northampton area. It is an affiliate of the Reproductive

Rights National Network. The local group has about 15 ac-

tive members, with a larger amount of people who par-

ticipate with them in demonstrations and rallies.

responsible for the damage in 1979 are gone and the

students of UMass deserve another chance," Keefe said.

Bud Wilkes, assistant director of the Campus Center

said, "I support whatever policy the administration ap-

proves, although the student body deserves another

chance to prove themselves as being responsible and not

destnwftive and malicious as they were Halloween '79."

People in direct contact, with students, area directors

and campus center administrators are hesitant to take the

lead in allowing on-campus programming Halloween

weekend because they feel they have no support from the

administration. Keefe said.

Keefe said, and

the

Security is always the main issue,

students are willing to work security.

"People take the attitude it is Halloween and

students at UMass must be babysat," Keefe said.

In other business last night, the BOG voted to increase

vendor table space to the Student Union Ballroom lobby

area. ^, -

"The additional space will be used for the overflow of

vendors from the C.C. concourse and for special events

and entertainment, comedy routines, guitar playing and

the promotion of upcoming special events," said John Fur-

bish, the coordinator responsible for vendor space.

Colltipu ptinto br Jim Power*

student Note Service employee Mike Mathews (left) hands class notes to a customer.

Student Note Service handles

handles lecture notes
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Students who tend to sleep through their morning

classes or blow off their afternoon classes for a few beers

at the Blue Wall have someplace to go for help.

The University of Massachusetts Student Note and

Printing Service (SNPS) located in Room 403 of the Stu-

dent Union Building sells notes for class lectures as well ».-

affordable copying when a student has to copy a lot of

notes fast.

Margaret Twohig, lecture note coordinator, said the big-

gest problem the service has is the fact that few studenUs

are aware the service exists or what it offers.

The Student Note Service (SNS) provides most classes

with enrollments of over 200 students with supplementary

notes for each of the lectures.

"The notes we supply should not take the place of

regular class notes, but rather should be used as a supple-

ment to the students own notes," Twohig said.

Most notes cost $5 for a half of a semester, while

economics notes cost $4, Twohig said.

"The reason we charge by the half semester is to avoid

the end of the semester rush and to see where we stand,"

she said.

The notetakers are students who have previously taken

the course and received a grade of B or better, Twohig

said. .

"Most of the courses we have notes for are the introduc

tory courses," said Cheryl Carey, a senior French major

from Nahant who is the lecture note desk supervisor.

Carey said because of this, the service caters mostly to

freshmen, but "the problem with that is that most

freshmen aren't aware of the service."

"Most professors are very helpful and welcome the

notetakers. There are a few who won't though." she said.

Vickie Lanza, a senior economics major from Wobum

who works at SNS, said the best time to get notes is now.

By buying the notes eariy. she said, students can avoid the

long lines at the end of the semester.

The courses that SNS currently has lecture notes for

are: Anthropoloev 103B. Botanv 100. COINS 121 and 123.

Communications Studies 121 and 150. Economics 103A,

C D E and F. Economics 104B. C, and D. Food Science

and Nutrition 102 and 130. Geology 103, HRTA 100, Mgt

301. Psych lOOA, B. and D, Psych 150B, D, and E, See

102', and Zool 102. ^ . ^

However, the Student Note and Printing Service does

not just provide lecture notes.
( ',,n(iniw<1 on pai^e 8

THE TOUGHEST JOD YOU'LL EVER

.ov. PEACE CORP
General Information Meeting

Tuesday, October 5th 7:30 p.m.

Rm. 122 Draper Hall

Slides. . . Former Volunteers. . . Refreshments.

g- :a g- -^g- --ig- ^E Jg ae I t ^' d̂

rtut CktnTIME OUT

I

j
Two
TV's

A GOOD PLACE TO

START A COMVERSATIOH

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

7 H Pleosont St, Amherst MA \

FOUR SEASONS
LabattS beer & ale $9.99

Bud cans $8.99

BuSCh cans $7.99

Utica Club 16 oz returnable bottles $6.99

Myers Dark Rum 750 $7.99

Cordon Bleu peppermint schnapps1.75$9.99

Clan McGregor Scotch... 1.75. ..$11.99

Folonari Soave 1 5 $3.99

Casata wines 3 l $4.99

Sebastiani table wines 1.5 $4.49

"k
b

New Supply of Free Posters

WE DELIVER
Open 10 AM to 11 PM

in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rtp.9, hadt\;ma. 584 8174 ?
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FREE DELIVERY
i3M GOIXBOB ST. oM

I
A10BB8T 263-3808

I :'^:SSS^?^ or 266-0116
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RESUME WRITING

Efficient,

Quick,

ConfidentlQl

coll 250-7466

After 5 PM
or Weekertds

Fridav. October 1, 1982

MLliOl

Please recycle

this Collegian

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Budweiser $8.99/case

Falstaff $&:e9'now $6.49/case

Becks (light or dark) was $15.95 now $14.99/case

$3.99/6-pk

Labatt's (beer or ale)
$10.49/case

$2.99/6pk

Gin or Vodka 80° $5.45/iiter

Many more in store SPECIALS

ThE PEopU^ Cay
Presents

A DANCE PARTY
pRidAy, OcTobER 1

9 pM - 2 AlVI

Campus Center IOtIi FIoor

SAIAOS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub \^
11 AM TO 2 AM 7 DAYS

•^^TL?^

î:i E PLEASANT ST AM_f1tnST Mq^'f^fv

Friends and neighbors

lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!

§7

The SUB would like to offer you a coupon special. Buy

any two subs and get a third* absolutely FRtK' This

coupon ist good from now thru Nov. 9. 1982. on any

Sunday or Tuesday between the hours of 3 p m. and 6 p.m.

We hope to see you soon and don't forget to bring a

friend

1 f KKE sub with « purchase of any yj
tuo uhole subs when purchased along

yj
with this coupon. ^^
coupon good til any Sun. or Tues. K
November 9. 1982 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. y^

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

OCTOBER'S
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL
2 for 1

Beck's Beer
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6pm 10 - midnight

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasfuit St

263-5141 «j

\-iv

1
I

.U

f J.

OPENING SPECIAL

OK/Rn ^^* °'' ^ °^^O/OU jjyg^ 50 customers

Quality Words : Prompt Service

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing

. . . 253-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(above Mattiiewg Shoee)

Resumes & Papers
Consultations & Editing

• Theses • Dissertations

OPENING SPECIAL

THE AWESOME ALTERNATIVE

SoMEThiNq DIFFERENT AT JoEy^s

Evening Happy Hours this

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NITE!

• Two for One 9:00 - 11:00

• A pouchful of prizes

throughout the night

• $200 in certificates
to be given out by Joey's

Lodestone. Faces

$1.00 cover both nites *

Proper dress arid ID required

Located at the corner of Univ. Dr. & Rt. 9, Amherst

Friday, October 1, 1982,
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Long-Range Plan

experiences delay
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Correspondent

The chairman of the Long Range Planning Committee at

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst said the

remainder of the plan originally scheduled to be released

last April, will be relea.sed "some time this semester."

Robert Noland yesterday said the plan is not ready yet

because of a lack of enthusiasm on the committee and

uncertainty about what incoming Chancellor Joseph

Duffey will want to do with the plan.

The report the committee is preparing includes all

aspects of long range planning except planning for

academic affairs which was covered in a report relea.sed

last March, Noland said.

Student affairs, the chancellor's office, and ad

ministration and finance will be covered in the report.

Under these categories. Health Services, the Campus

Center, housing, and counseling and advising are specific-

areas Noland said would be discussed in the plan.

Noland declined to say exactly when the plan would be

released. When he specified dates last year, the university

communily got "mad" when the report wasn't ready on

time, he said.

"The committi-e didn't work t(H) hard over the summer

because of what happened last year." Noland said. Last

year, the first part of the plan on academic affairs met

"opposition from faculty and students and was voted down

bv the faculty senate in May.
"

Currently the members of the committee are reviewing

a rough draft of the plan written over the summer. Noland

said.sam. ^ _.,^ c^l

UMassPirg to leaflet supermarkets for Bottle Bill
r»/> n./\i\ -; 4. »»^»* tUa r,,iat!tir\r\ han\c on this VPST's ....... - i .4i> i_ •» -« «..^n^A

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (UMassPIRG) will begin leafletting area

supermarkets this weekend in an attempt to save the Bot-

tle Bill in the November elections.

Elaine Coveny. UMassFlRG's leafletting coordinator,

said the group will be handing out leaflets supportmg the

Bottle Bill in supermarkets in Springfield, Holyoke,

Chicopee, Northampton and Amherst.

The Bottle Bill won approval on last November's ballot

and was scheduled to go into effect in January, but a

group of people spearheaded by the bottling industry and

the state's chain supermarkets collected the necessary

30,000 signatures to get the question back on this year's

ballot.
. „

Coveny said UMassPIRG will concentrate its efforts on

the larger grocery stores in Chicopee, Holyoke and Spr-

ingfield because "the people in this area (Amherst

Northampton) seem to be pretty much in favor of the Bot-

tle Bill."

The leaflets ask the question, "Have you had it with the

litter?" on the ouUside and presents facts concerning the

economic and environmental advantages of the Bottle Bill

on the inside.
. „u/'

She said the eastern chapters of MA5SSFIKG have

already started leafletting grocery stores and

UMassPIRG passed out pamphlets at the Eastern States

Exposition (Big E) last weekend.

"It went all nght, ' she said. "People weren't as suppor-

tive as they are in this area, naturally. We gave out about

1 000 leaflets."

Coveny said she was optimistic that the Bottle Bill

would not be defeated in November.

"I think the chances are pretty good." she said. "A lot

of people are really behind it, and they're sick of being

pushed around by big business."

If UMassPIRG's efforts fail, Coveny said the group will

try to get the signatures to have the question placed on the

ballot for a third time.

She said UMassPIRG will be passing out the leaflets at

area supermarkets every weekend until the Nov. 2 elec-

tion.

20% off

Leather Bags
$11.96
reg $14.95

short strap

Long
or

Short
Strap

YOLfTH^ODWILL MISSION FROM TAIWAN

REPUBLIC OF CHINA

An A6ver)H4}re
in

Chinese Songs
and

Dance

r«»>»v^,>>-

V '-^

Sir "*'•. J

J-

l>
^

ADM.
7500 P.M.

Sunday, Och 3
Bowket- Audif.

U.HdSS.

$12.76
Reg $15.95

shoulder strap

rj.*

Assorted Colors

Quantities Limited

Located in the Campus

, « ^ Center
Open M- f 9-5

Sat 11-4

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

'^ponssred by
Chinese 6+LJden+;

gj

•
\ ,et si.t. IS <)( equal i.r If** v.iluf ihan most expfnsae sub purchased
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Volunteers needed for group Xro\7l7cllTIPQ
which serves abused women

Nt'ccssitu's. a program in Norlhamplon serving wonien

who art' abused, will be holding a training program for

volunteer hotline staffers. The training, which begins in

mid October, will prepare volunteers to work as hotline

and advocacy staff members. Women with any experience

or background are encouraged to participate. For more

information, call 586 112.5.

Friday. October 15 8:00 p.m

'SJlllllUl Saturday October 16

mi
ZAGREB
GRAND
liALLHT

^10119

Monday Oclober 18

8 00 PM
An shows on salf novv

^•.•.•.•..tlifjns Noon 4 00 p "i Wf
V ,.!•

FineArtsCenter
ConcertHall

English language proficiency

test scheduled for Tobin Hall

All potential Knglish as a StH-ond Language iKSL)

students should take the Michigan Test ot Lnglish

Language Proficiency. The lest will be given at 1:JU p.m.

<,n Oct. « in H(H,m 204 of Tobin Hall. AH students mus

register in person or by calling 5^5 2578. Addit.ona

testing dates will be Oct. 20. Nov. 3 and 17. and Dec. 1 and

H at the same time and location.

Amherst Camera Club plans

meeting, photo presentations

The Amherst Camera Club will hold its first meeting at

7-4:-) p.m. tonight in Room 227 of Herter Hall. The program

will consist of a presentation by Alan Bnere a Nor_

thampton native and self taught naturalist and

photographer. Mriere photographs the great outd*K)rs in

natural light, never using artificial lighting or background,

according to the club.

Sukkos services to be held

Sukkos services will be held at Chabad House at 6:30

p.m. and 10:.30 a.m. throughout the weekend. Meals will

follow services, and no reservations are necessary.

ifnuke rally

('ontinued from page 1

Jeffre' Kellv. a senior political science major and

chairman of the UMass College Republicans, said he was

then contacted by Shamie's office, which sought a campus

sponsor and room for his appearance.

Because his group is. as part of a national organization,

not allowed Recognized Student Organization (RSO)

status, Kelley could not obtain a room in the Campus

Center. Kelley. however, this week formed the Con

servative Campaign Committee, which he expects will be

certified as an RSO group in time to accommodate

Shamie's campus visit.

ifnote service
Cmtinued frmi page 5

"The print service offers high quality printing at the

lowest prices around." and Peter Weber, a junior accoun-

ting major from Framingham. "We hope to expand prin-

ting in the next few years."

The print service prints posters and flyers for students,

professors, and other groups. It also does most photocopy-

ing jobs. XL
Again, the main problem the service encounters is the

lack of riotoriety. Weber said.
,ov,r.o •

. ^

Bob Ragland. the production manager of bNPS, said the

print service is capable of much more than it is currently

used for.

"When more students realize how inexpensive we are,

hopefully they will come to us first," Ragland said.

Ooubl* F««fjr« Only »2 SO

Octobar 1 7 only

tM«T»r*lrk1\

C,

NORTHAMPTON S84 2310
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LEVI

Straight L*g

Dollar Matin** Sun 2 PM

Don^t Be Late

D^nim

JEANS

s
g

I

i
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It's Coming

LA6NAF

i|e:|c9|c:K3K**3|e:|»|e

s
V ^ N

r.
K*g $26.00

S S'

S «

i

:

266 N. Pleasant

Mon - Sat 10 -6

s «

s «

C^' J?/V\ PAVft)

5 Fri til 9 pm
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Last Chance to Enter

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
82-M Main St.

Amherst
Clos«d WadoMdayt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAt

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER h WINE LICENSE
SUNDA y BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2537836

Drawing Today
OCT. 1st

Win A Giant over 2 feet tall

Drop off coupon in our Clothing Dept.

Enter as many times as you like.

All entry's must be on official newspaper coupons.

f'Giatit Garfield Contest
Name Phone

j

iT^fym

Address

I
I
I

I Located in the Campus Center

I Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4
'^

I
I

I

Coupon must be dropped off in Clothing Dept.

C^ UNIVERSITY i

lESil

WINESI^
LIQUORS

338 College Street

Budweiser cans $8.99 case

Rolling Rock $4.50 12 pack

Tuborg $2.25 e pk

Albani Lager (Denmark) $2.99 e pk

Becks Beer $3.99 epack

Ed. Saarbach semi-dry white $2.99 liter

SegeSta dry Itallan white $2.99 liter

Folonarl Soave $3.99i.5 nter

Cossack Vodka 1.75 iiter$8.39

Booths Gin 1 nter $7.45

Jim Beam Bourbon 175$11.99
not responsible for typographical errors

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Full-time or

UMass lifer?

As I walked down the hall on the fourth fltwr of the

Student Union, right by the senate offices, 1 saw

Joe one of my old buddies from SGA days, rushmg

towards me. Ducking into the nearest closet in hopes of

losing him. I found myself trapped!

"Hey. John! How goes it?" he asked, peering out from

his John Lennon glasses, a single strand of oily hair mat-

ted against his peach-fuzz covered cheek.

"Not bad, not bad at all." 1 said, attempting to hide my

intense desire to bolt. ^^

John F. Hudson

The darker side of tuition bills

There are several corrections I wish U) make con-

cerning my bill for the fall semester of 1982. They

are as follows:

ActivitieB-Undergrad-Fall - This does not apply to

me. I am a very inactive individual. When not in class or

studying, I plan to sit in my room, chanting mantras, and

philosophizing about the many mysteries of life

Elizabeth Luciano

Campus Ctr-Undergrad-Fall - This. also, is inap

plicable U) me. I believe that the classroom is the center of

the campus, because this is where learned men and women

impart wisdom to the ignorant masses.

Health Fee-Undergrad-Fall - 1 personally have no

need to be healthy. Mankind's madcap race for this ever-

elusive goal is but a frivolous waste of time and cosmic

energy.

I.D. Card-Undergrad-Fall - I am not in need of an

I.D. card. Whenever 1 forget my name, I simply refer to

my driver's license.
.

Athletic-Undergrad-Fall - I do not anticipate being

athletic, not only because I lack any semblance of coor-

dination and am never chosen when team sports are

played, but also because I am conducting a personal ex-

periment on muscular atrophication.

Recreation Fee-U-Fall - As previously stated, my only

form of recreation is the recitation of Eastern syllables,

and observing my own physical decline.

Fine Arts-Undergrad-Fall - The question of whether a

given art is "fine" relies on an individual's opinion. I find

all arts shallow and foolish. Thus. I am exempting myself

from this fee.

SupplemenUl Health-Optional - 1 opt negatively (See

item #3).

Board- 14 Meal-Fall - 1 am spending the coming year

refusing all nourishment except water, so that my father,

Frank Lucianovski, may be permitted by Soviet officials

to defect U» the United States.

Rent Temporary-Fall - I have secured the Housing

Assignment Office's approval to either pitch a tent in the

middle of Metawamp*- Lawn, or reside in a kayak which 1

will paddle around the campus pond. (If the latter is

preferred, I will construct an igloo on the pond. This will

be my residence from late November until eariy April).

Telephone-Fall - The New England Telephone has

deemed installation of a phone in a t*nt. igloo, or kayak in-

advisable and unsafe. However.l will communicate with

my parents via a bongo-drum relay that stretches along

the eastern coast of the iJnited States.

Tuition Out of SUte-Fall - While attending UMass. I

will be residing in-state, and am therefore exempt from

paying out-of-state tuition.

Mass PRIG-Fall-Optional - I am not a prig, and am

thus declining the invitation to join an organization for

prigs, although, (in a typical intellectual fashion), I respect

their right to hold prig meetings and engage in priggish

activities.

Performing Arts-UGRD-Fall - In the words of

William Shakespeare. "All the worid's a stage, and the

men and women, merely players." Because all the world is

a stage, it is presumptious and offensive of the University

to attempt to claim a franchise on it. (Less astute students

might not realize this, but you have not "pulled the wool"

over my eyes!).

As you can see, due to the various deductions from my

bill, I owe you nothing for the coming semester.

I have one further correction, regarding the name of

your financial office. Money is held not in a burse, but in a

purse. If you wish to be grammatically correct, the office

should be renamed the Purser's Office.

Elizabeth Luciano w a UMass student.

Letters'
PVHA representative defends area housing squeeze

To the Editor:

When the University of Massachusetts opened this fall

newspapers reported that more than 400 students were

unable to be housed on campus.

1 have no information on the responsibility for the shor-

tage which appears to occur on an annual basis but I can

reLrt on the availability of private sector housing in

Amherst. A survey of our membership, conducted by one

of our members, disclosed that at least 120 units of hous-

ing (2 and 3 bedroom) were available. This is a sufficient

number of tenant vacancies to house all of the displaced

university students.

Despite the perennial allegations of rent pressure

associate with demands for rent control this vacancy rate

approximately 400 beds against 4000 available in the

Amherst area is a very competitive and healthy market

condition. In mid September at the supposed height of the

rental market pressure, it constitutes a vacancy rate of ap-

proximately 10 percent. My most recent information sug-

gests that the units remain available and that the secon-

dary market in subletting and roommates is prospenng.

Keith Jenkins

Pioneer Valley Housing Association

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of tne lar^e

volume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and

^ammar. Letters Umger than 30 lines may

be condensed due to space limitations.

It's not that 1 don't like Joe. it's just that he's a prime

example of academic procrastination at its best. Around

this sch(M)l he's more of a vague memory than a student.

In my freshman year he was here, fighting battles in the

Student Senate, for this cause or that. Back then he was

supposed to be a senior, but who knows? Some old

Physical Plant workers say he was the one who climl)ed to

the top of the then unfini.she<i library and unfurled a "Ho-

Chi Minh for President" banner. Like bad Hatch coffee,

long registration lines and happy hour at the Wall, Joe, it

would seem, had l)ecome a part of the UMass scene.

Together we made our way to the T.O.C. and sat down for

a beer. What the hell, he was buying.

"Joe." I began, "weren't you here for the big protests in

the sixties?"

"Yeah!" he began excitedly, "Those were the days.

None of the apathetic bullshit of today. We knew our

dreams, what we were fighting for..."

1 interrupted. "But how come vou're still an

undergraduate here? You should have graduaU'd years

ago.

"Well, 1 took off a few years to go out to California and

start a tofu farm, sort of an independent study for my

B.D.I.C. degree-U)fu husbandry. That didn't work out so I

came back here. Went another year in geology, switched

to fashion marketing, then to women's studies, poli sci,

theology and now...uh...oh yeah! I've got an internship-

president of the Radical Alliance for Public Education."

1 thought about the group for a second as he adjusted his

MctJovern in '72 campaign button, and took a haul off his

clove cigarette. 1 remembered a friend of mine had run for

the same office, an undergraduate who had worke<l hard

in the organization for two years in hopes of winning. Now

it all came together.

"You mean to tell me," I said, "that you, a rerun radical

who has trouble deciding on where his head's at, t<)ok

away the chances for a truly deserving person to win!"

"Yup," he said proadly, "It took me thirteen years to

get some type of student leadership position, but I finally

did it!"

"How many credits do you have left to graduate

anyway?"

"None, its just.. .that., well." He began to fidget and

nervously tugged at his sad excuse for a beard. "Its the 36

incompletes that are giving me the real problem."

"You mean to tell me you've been here for thirteen

years wasting classroom space, taking up professor's

time, and sliming off academic loopholes just because you

couldn't figure out where your head is at?"

Suddenly he became defensive. "Lwik. by staying here I

get cheap meals, political activism, a place to hang out and

people that I like. If I can manipulate the system so I can

do that, what's the hassle?"

He got up to leave, turning towards me just before he hit

stride and said, "Look, you know, I know. ..maybe even

Whitmore knows. But believe me, I'll be here long after

you're gone."

With that he left, picking up a discarded Globe on the

way out. stuffing it in to the back pocket of his well worn

jeans. As I watehed him walk away. I felt both anger and

pity. Anger because of all the money, space, time and ef-

fort wasted by the University and students on this "stu-

dent." Who knows? I may have been humped from a

freshman year class because of this guy. Even more

though, I felt pity for the guy. Like so many other people

you will meet in your life, he, like them cannot face the

idea of growing up and going out into the real world.

UMass is no more the real world than Disneyland or the

boardwalk in Atlantic City. We live in a very comfortable

cocoon, sheltered from the harsh economic conditions by

study, fun, and leisure. Four or five years of this, or more

advanced study is a logical bridge l)etween the fun of high

school and the kick-in-the-pants of graduation. Those like

Joe live in a dream, where they idolize history instead of

making it, exist in a vacuum instead of escaping it dream

so many dreams they become real life.

"You are never given a dream witnout also being given

the power to make it come true. You may have to work for

it, however." ^ „. ^ . „ l% - Richard Bach

John F. Hudson is a Collegian columnist.
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20% OFF

Men's or women's casuals
A. For women; Soft, supple leather uppers long we,iring. flexible 23

man-made soles i/es 5
' .-9 1 OB ReguMr S29 99 Hi 1^

B For men; Leatner uppers with true moccasin construction White
"^li^ClCI*

composition grooved-ruPPer Dottom 5,i/es7'/-M 1 2D ^ gW
Regular S34 99 ^ ^

,

C For men; Pugged Fieidmaster" outdoor casuals leather uppers 3S
Vipram- ruPt>er snips Si/es /' / '

! 1 2D Regular M4.9B ^ "^
with coupon

DARSELOnrS
Friday Happy Hour

Giant Ribs and
Chicl<en Wings

plus our usual low drink prices

4-7 PM
DOWHT0WM_AMHEa§T
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estaurant I

I

55 University Dr.

Amherst, MA
549-5713

Redeem coupon for

Name
Student

20% OFF shoes shown

School

Faculty. Other
Coupon must be presented for sjivlngs

Coupon expires 10/2/82

You c HO count cjn Sears
\..l,.(.,. !...•' > < I W..». . fl...l

JM BANV H « at tn/wiAi «i» iAtnVlO HAll MA
fAlM*f>U*f^ fAl« 1^ f »r>uCM«li>M »' wTTvaio M*
fAvmrviiLi N» WATiinuw«* H « WKTCMI MA
CilWV <«»ll >»> Auauani Ni mrv lONOOx i<

HinafDitni •»> i«r««u«u< N

'

••*ooi*o«i <*

KAMOfN rt

NfU I < »*lOO^ I f

ON<KW.f CI

« HAVT»CMH} Cf

TMEATRES

2 00 ti^atinee & Twiltte

^nmC HAMPSHIRE 4

R»duc«d Pnc«« (Of Stud«nt« b Sanior

Citizfit with an AMC Di«count_C«rd_

SftA-TSSQ HAMPSHIRE MALL

5
mm

Fri(4 30 @ $2 00)7:15, 9;45

Sat (1:45 & 4 30 @ $2 00)7:15.945

Sunn;45 b 4 30 @ $2 001 7 00.9 15

RICHARD GERE
AiV OFFICER

AiVDA
GENTLEMAN

Fri(4:30@ $2 00)7 15. 9:55

Satd 45 b 4 M @ $2 00)7 15, 9 55

IfHi Sun(1:45 & 4:15 @ $2 00)6:45, 9:15

Frj(4 45@ $2 00)7:30,10:15, 12:15

Sat(2:00& 4:45

@ $2.00)7 30,10:15,12:15

Sun<2:W b 4:45 @ $2.00)7:00, 9:00

ROBIN WILLIAMS
H« foi funny wky

of looking ! Ilf*

THE WORLD
ACCORDING

'TO

^nnC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

LUCIANO
PAVARcnn

1

Fri(4 15 @ $2 00)7 00, 9:45

Satd 30 b 4:15 @ $2 00)7:00, 9:45

R) Sun(2:00 b 5:0 @ $2.00)8:00

584-9153M0UNTAIN FARMSMAL

Fn(4;30 @ $2 00)7 15, 9:55

Sat(1:45 b 4:30 @ $2.00)7:15, 9:56

Sun (2 00 b 4:» @ $2 00)6 45. 9:15

Most men dreun their fantaaiee.

Phillip decided to live hie.

TEMPESTi^*^
JOHN CASSAVETES
GENA ROWLANDS

Fri(4:15 @> $2.00)7 00, 955
Sat(1.3C b 4 15 (?) $2 00)7:00. SSt

Sunt 1:45 b 5 00 (S S2 CX))8^)

ATRIDGEMONTHIGH

Wd)v AMMma.'

Fri(4:45 @ $2 00) 7:45, 10:15

Sat(2 00 b 4 45 @ $2 00)7:45, 10:15

Sun(2:15 b 445 @ $2.00)7:00, 9:15

Good Food and Drink

served in a comfortable, friendly atmosphere

1.) Delicious Luncheon Specials at $2.49

Men - Fri 1 1 :30 - 3:00

2.) Dinner Special for 2 - $8.95

Friday - Baked Boneless Breast of Chicken

or

Baked Stuffed Schrod

3.) 50* off any dessert - just mention this ad

4.) Daily Happy Hours 2:00 - 5:00 - FREE PIZZA! |
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"The First Time
ri

KATHAWnC MEJ^rv
HCfeURf* FOMDA

FOflDA

Exercise Enthusiast. It was in the Fall of 1961. September 22 at 6:00 to be exact

Good Friend: You remember the exact moment?!

Exercise Enthusiast: Of course, one never forgets their "First Time"

Good Friend: It must have been quite an experience, you must tell me about it

Exercise Enthusiast: I was introduced to the "Beyond Fitness" Class by a fnend of

mine, while we were comparing jogging shoes, this energetic individual asked for

my pulse rate.

Good Friend: Go on. ucadt oatc
Exercise Enthusiast: She looked me straight in the eye and said "HEART HA 1

1

COUNT, STOP" I'm sorry, I don't speak aerobic neeze. Neither do I. she said I

was so embarassed

Good Friend: I can see why
Exercise Enthusiast: Anyway she led me onto the gym floor and we did a few knee

lifts jog forward shoot up, clap and smile then I understood -

Good Friend: How was it?

Exercise Enthusiast: At first I didn't catch on. Then I realized the program is built

around routines some easy at first, and then building each time as my fitness level

increased so did the activity Good Friend: Was she amusedEf

Exercise Enthusiast: Very, she said "you'll acquire the knack of it, most people do

and she was right -my second time was much bener and now I do aerobic training

as much as I can -

Good Friend: Did you ever see the young woman again?

Exercise Enthusiast: No, but I plan to meet with her again when classes begin in

October I've become physically active over the summer and have enjoyed it many

weays since the first time, now I can teach her a thing or two

If this is your "First Time" make it memorable join on-going classes at Shutesbury

Elementary School - classes being offered in Amherst-Program outlay - focuses on:

• Overall conditioning

• Cardio -vascular

• Flexibility

• Weight control

• Muscle toning

Classes and registration begin October 4th. For more information -

call Erma Rocasah at 549-6111 - (after 5:00 p.m.)

I

i

I

I

I

i

Fnl4 30 @ $2.00)7 30, 10 15

ISatn:45ft4 30 @ $2 00) 7 30. 1015

Sun(2 00 b 4.30 & $2 00) 6 45. 900
TTcTsTTn

MlOMmMT MOVili MAOWESS

[564 7S50znrTKJHAIIPSIMUHi

50' off if dresse<l

in costump

PINK FIOVD: THE WALL

__ THE MOnSTER WCSCWOLF IM

The Three Stooges
3=1 Film Festival

i

I

I

I

FALL THEME "GOOD FRIENDS" j

IT MAKIM^OOAT t Dirricuiriis

'OmO*»0« > KTUTIMI JtIM

Collegian n

Arts
Pink Floyd's The Wall is

missing a few bricks

PINK FLOYD THE WALL
Directed by Alan Parker

Starring David Gilmour

Hampshire Mall

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Yeah. 1 know - "intense" party, "in-

tense" personality, even "intense" yogurt

— the word intense has lost the brunt of its

impact as an adjective as it has crept into

overuse. But in my scrambles to find the

ideal superlative to (iescril)e Pink Floyd's

latest cinematic venture. The Wall, the

word "intense" just seems remarkably ap-

propriate. And when I say intense, believe

me, I mean INTENSE. This flick has got a

violent-acts-per-minute quota that's just

plain startling. Visually, the film is a total

trip, a full scale visceral assault. But it ends

there. The jarring is totally physical, not

cerebral. You leave the theater feeling as if

you've been boxed about the head and face

for 90 minutes, but darned if you know how

your a better person for it.

About the plot. Imagine, if you can, the

head-banger, pseudo-profundy lyrics and

music of The Wall LP accompanied by

visual images. Pretty wild is right.

Our protagonist is Pink, a rock guitarist

who sits locked in his hotel room before a

gig catatonically watching TV. He's doped-

up, burned-out, and pretty much fed-up

with his life as a performer. As he sits wat-

ching some crusty war flick, we flashback

with him in time as he surmounts the

"wall" he has built around unpleasantries

in his past. Pink's father was a victim of

Hitler's invasion of Britain, and the film

follows Pink's attempt to reconcile his in

dignation at the absurdity of his death. The

rest I just couldn't figure out.

I recommend The Wall solely as a

cinematic spectacle. The animation is

superlative if not terrifying and overall the

film is pretty shattering. But if its

something substantial you're looking for.

better forget it.

Photo ronrteiit of MUM

Pink (David Gilmour) checks out the late show in Pink Floyd's The

Wall which opened last week at the Hampshire Mall.

Diva
DIVA
Directed by Istvan Szabo

Starring Klaus Mar^a Hrandauer
^

Academy of Music, thru October 7

IW KKN lANOHEKG
(lolk'Kian Staff

Likr other loreign films thai have made

profitabk' showings in theaters throughout

the country this year. Diva has been no

exception in satisfying the varied tastes of

Am<'rican movie goers. Having played the

NickekKlean Theater in Boston since the

beginning of the summer, the film un

doubtedly deserves the notoriety it has

gained for making money with ...grace.

Diva succeeds brilliantly by combining

stylish and visually exciting modes of

Trailers
by An4y Gordon

On the action front. John Badham's Bl-u^ Thunder is

packed with it. The film stars Roy Scheider as a helicopter

pilot in the Los Angeles of the ftiture. In addition to

numerous copter chases and shootouts. the film features a

helicopter actually crashing into an apartment complex.

Malcolm McDowell and the late Warren Gates also star in

the film, which is due out in December.

On the other end of the spectrum, two small films con-

cern themselves with the joys and pangs of huma.n rela-

tionships. Beginners stars Maureen McGovem and Keith

Gordon as young lovers. Baby, its You has a similar plot;

two lonely high school students from Trenton, New Jersey

come together. The film, which is due out in October was

directed by John Sayles {Return of the Secaums Seven) and

was produced by actors Amy Robinson, Gnffin Dunne

(Jack in An American Werewolf m LomUm) and Mark

Metcalf (Doug Neidermeier in Animal House). Meanwhile

the trio's first team effort. Joan Micklin Silver s Head

(h^er Heel,, has been re-edited and will be rereleased as

Chilly Scenes of Winter. The film stars John Heard and

Mary Beth Hurt.

eyes rolling
European film lechnicjue with a Hollywood

pretension for form and function. With the

extravagant but practical appeal of a neon

light, suspense blinks on and on in this

colorful thriller.

.Mthtmgh it is hard to say whether there is

any real meaning beneath the films glo.ssy

coating of pop images, a certain cultural

richness is given off. Brought together is an

entanglement of schemes and probably the

most unexpecttnl grouping of characters to

he chanced in any recent cinematic en

(leavor.

The implausible cast of misfits includes: A

goddess like black opera soprano who

refuses to be rworded; a delivery boy

whose infatuation for the diva sets him on

heroic adventures to protect his musical

passions; a precocious Vietnamese girl who

has a thing for transparent clothes and

shoplifting; an eccentric who is infatuated

with the Vietnamese girl; and of course, the

punk hit man who hates everything but his

wraparound sunglasses.

The tiim reniams incredibly poised as it

works all these bewildering elements

together into a smooth transgression of

absurdity. The manipulative, visual, and

verbal twists in movement never go so tar

as to jar the film's continuity from frame to

frame. All the strange pieces fit together

somehow and the result is a happy

.American audience.

The unlikely lot of characters are

propelled by love, pride, greed and moped

through a string of events suitable to any

contemporary city, like Paris, as is the case

here.

Keeping in step behind the delivery boy,

Jules (Frederi'- Andrei) gets mistakenly

involved in separate intrigues of pirated

recordings and proslituliim. We feel

pressure mounting as two pairs of hoods,

the police and a fop on the take tracks him

down.

My stealing the r(»b<'of the diva, early on in

the film, Jules trips into a mess that takes

two ht)urs l«» eomplicate further and finally

figure out. One thing leads to th«' next and

before you know it he is stuck in a lopsided

ronianee with an international opera singer

and two lap«-s that some very crooked

people want desperately and are willing to

kill for.

Unbashedly funny. surprising and

straightforward. Diva keeps the eyeballs

rolling with portrayal of far reaching

lifestyles that in the end are somehow

believable.

[hva is an eye catching merry go round

that, while spinning you in the same circle

over and over again, never lets you see an

image in the same way twice.

Critics are now claiming that Michael Cimino's massive

flop Heaven's Gate was ruined by the studio's insistence

that he halve the film's original 220 minute running time.

A restored version of the original recently succeeded as a

midnight movie and will probably be sold to television as a

mini-series.
"

j
The recent tour of the Rolling Stones has been captured

on film. The film, titled Time is on our Side, will open this

fall 27 songs were filmed from two concerts - Phoenix

and Meadowlands - of which the best will be used in the

final cut. The concert film was directed by Hal Ashby. who

made such wonderful films as Harold and Maude. Sham-

poo and Coming Home and filmed by several acclaimed

cinematographers. including Caleb Deschanel {Bein^

There, The Black Stallion).

Sack Cinemas president A. Alan Freidberg is having a

new cinema complex built in Boston's Copley Square. The

Sack Nineplex will show only foreign, revival and art

films One has to understand, however, that this will

destroy the city's older art houses: The Exeter, the

Nickleodean, The Orson Welles and The Coolidge Comer,

who don't have as strong a powerful buying power as

Sack. Nice going, A. Alan.

Cheech and Chong, Richard Pryor, Gilda Radner. John

Candy and Dan Aykroyd are the narrators for /« Came

From Hollywood, an anthology of film comedies. The com-

pilation flick is due out this month.

Local Best Bet: Diva, the wonderful French film, con-

tinues through October 7 at the Academyr^f Music in Nor-

thampton.

TRAILERS Trivia: Match the beer with the film it was

consumed in —
ET
The Deerhunter

The Cannonball Run
An Officer and a Gentleman

Budweiser
Coors

Michelob

Rolling Rock

ITioto fourlMv of Columbia I'lfture*

Cheech and Chong are among the many nar-

rators for It Came From Hollywood, due out this

month. __^____^«^_^

^^ presents
/t^z^

Fri. Oct. 8

Robin Lane Comm_ander Cody
^^at. Oct. 16 - Billy idol & the Atlantics

^ ^ ^\ #1 %# Sat. Oct. 23 - The Busboys
)T WUU yjhurs. Oct. 28 - Marshall Crenshaw

You must be 18 to enter.
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SHOE
JVAJt^ 187 n. pleasant st^ ainlierst

v»ttl^V

Mike's Smorgy
is bockl

"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best
happy hour in to^n

three 7 oz
Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7.00

Hon-Footboll

Sandwich
Special

Eat until you can't

$1.00

12 oz Rolling Rocks .85'

1:00-6:00

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Too!

Bamboo

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5.50!

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from $7.95

Rugs 8- Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterlinc

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shirts India Print - 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Sl<irts

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

HECCANTILt _AMMOtST CAi:RlAG€ SHOT*

FHI. OCT. i

DEAU DOLERO
n Q tribute toII I »J Li II^ULCT «.W

STEELY DAN
^SSfBoJefO
S^eeW

'^""

creates
the audience

responded w ith

a standing
ovation

cannot h©iri kJ/^ "°" "clone", one
their Talen? "I'n^ ^W'ca, cibo"u1
quickly dIsDelled Li ®'"'*^'*'" was I

Beau Wro"B^nXTk7^:j£n^

rim^^i^^J^!^7r- \ thing ;^
^-^"

SAT. OCT . I
MARTIAN
HIGHWAY

1.50 cover

IC.I'NI/A

Court decides prayer
unconstitutional
By STEVEN A. COHEN
Associated Press

hOSTON — In an advisory opinion, the state Supreme
Court held yesterday for the second time in two years, that

a bill allowing prayer in public schools is unconstitutional,

even with a new provision for meditation.

The advisory opinion was requested by the

Massachusetts House in connection with a bill that

provides for a "student volunteer" to offer a period of

prayer or meditation at the opening of the first class each

day.

But the court, in a 5 2 decision, held that "the addition of

the words 'or meditation' is of no constitutional significance

in this context... The proposed statute, on its face,

demonstrates an mtent to return prayer to the public

schools.

'

The court said the bill "is almost indistinguishable in

substance" from a 1979 statute allowing voluntary prayer

in schools that was held in 1980 to violate the constitutional

separation of church and state.

"The only discernible distinction between the 1979

statute" and this bill is that the new bill "does not ex

clusively contemplate that the student volunteer will offer

a prayer," the court said. "The student may offer a period

of meditation...

"Neither the fact that the opening period may sometimes

result in silent meditation, nor that its observance is by a

student volunteer, can serve to free the proposal from the

limitations of the Establishment Clause" of the First

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

indraft law
Cantiniued from page S

not registering was inadequate, noting that many

students have either not received their registration forms

or have lost them.

Jackson said he was opposed to the law because they

would require his office do a large amount of additional

paperwork and checking.

"I hope universities do not become enforcement agen-

cies for other arms of the government," Jackson said.

"That's a political hot spot."

Braine said too many agencies are being forced to work

with Selective Service in enforcing the laws.

"Many governmental agencies are being used to support

the Pentagon...including the Post Office, Social Security,

the Internal Revenue Service, and now all colleges and

universities. These agencies are being brought under a

military banner," Braine said.

B'^H

SUCCOT CANDLEIJGHTING

Fri. Oct. l8t at 6:13 PM - light

no later than this time

Sat. Oct 2nd at 7:21 Pm - light

from a pre existing flame,

no earlier than this time

MpoHHored by Chabad Student (.oalition

for details on Suroot events rail 253-9040

FRIDAY
Happy Hour

35^ Beers
PUB MUGS
— 3 'til 6 —

Photo bf Bradford tiaaacc .
*

The light at the end of the tunnel is clearly

pointed out to motorists leaving the Campus

Center garafi^e.

f^£Dl«

THEGREflT
FflLbHflT

our entire selection

of Fashion Si

Casual Hats

A store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

OUTDOOR CONCERT
with J

The
i

James Cotton Blu^s Band i

Mitch Chakour
|

and Urban Renewal *

Bev Rohler and Marion Groves :

First Rate
j

John Coster & the Medicine Band *

Sunday, Oct. 3, 1982
"^ Music: 12:00 P.M.S.OO PM

'

(Gates open at 11:00 A.M.)

\ M.C.'s: Al Fuller, Kenny Johnson

at the Golf Driving Range ;
(formerly the Quonset Hut)

Rte. 9, Hadley, MA
- TICKETS AT: Faces, Down in the Valley:

Amherst; Northampton Trading Company,
Platterpus Records, Northampton; ^
Main Music, Springfield. #

Food & Refr^hemnts Available
^

i $6.50 in advance (f^o gi^ss conUiners permitted) I
$7.50 at the door #

{ ALL AGES WELCOMED ^ ~ i.. ^ i

Children under 1 2 free. \ \ \ i)
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^ APARTMENTS \

Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

665-3856
office open from

10-7 weekdays,

Friday. October 1, 1982,
.Collegian 15

Saturdays 1-4
r Saturdays i-**

r«»^f^

hi u.*>U t^*AI i«t>Ail)k«Aj i>AAi k**fll^>l IJA4'tfnf

For women

DISTRESSED
by PREGNANCY...

Services that are

confidential, helpful,

caring and free.

Aakcnt m: S4f^lNI

S*M mi: 732-tlM

ir»«i<K»<i ff.-iiiT«x> rrgr fr«(tnr«t^^*^2*!_l

'

It's how you see it.

FREE
OFF CAMPUS DiUViRY

TiifPMONt »3*3091

Bocks il^oritei^12<«l«»t««» -9^^

8ll8Cn 12 <« loot* #««•».. .... . . ?# *w drt^

Canadian Mist i «t»r, . . . . J7

pAXMAm mom
mimmmmmr

''AertHHi the street from ^lumbl«yft'

i;^tt«ittt in «lai« «ttih otthr

THINK DICK^S
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

Buy 1

Get 1 FREE
8- 10:30

COME OH AMD DAHCE TO THE BEAT

POOK AS

HAKIIS

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

ill /

6PIAJ' )CU U0N7
TAKBMBUi^i.

SeRJOUSLY.PO

uieu.

I UKf THAI

mo Of ipj^v-

HAHR3. FMNK
LY. m PAMH
RtHi£5HING'

laeN cm um wu'il

iOUSmi^ HAVt JO

I TALK TO

MfAoem

CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Of Ar^nefisfs cirizifsiny f^

ANr> T)-l£ O/Vi-Y SAR TUAT W^veS CAm^Eo d£Sfi.'

Jt>sT Lo\^e "^^ R^OHT To/v/y... wf Hope yoo

THAT W fOLKi Ct^JoiB^ 'nils, lHfORnf\L

METALLIC W TOUA Of Soni Of AnHERZfS
Tssrrt , Right £\ ff^as. stay wth us: /n the

Vic ^
FirroRS WtiL filKiMG yoKj

A rooiK Of AnHfKSr's

Bor<oeLLOs

r

ACROSS
1 Tolerate

6 Match up
10 Gumbo ingredient

14 Concentrate

15 Stanley

Gardner
16 Russian term ot

Caesar"
17 Weather

insuranco ot

a kind

19 Designate

20 Pitchblende, e g
21 Makes known
22 Coins
24 Hangings
26 Ancestry

27 Last letter, in

London
28 Atmosphere
29 Extinct flight

less bird

32 Data
35 Thatcher country

home
37 Yearn

38 Makes well

40 Call's partner

41 Cocker spaniel of

political fame

43 Your own
worsteds' enemy'

44 And so on.

in a way
45 French lady friend

46 Latin possessive

4 7 Book of ,
13 and the

(Celtic Man "

manuscript) 18 Hastened

49 Artist's medium 23 Country of

52 Part of a BLT SW Asia

sandwich 25 Montezuma,

54 Defraud for one

55 Repent of 26 Inlaid cabinet

57 Composer work

Khatchatunan 28 Try (litigate)

58 Harness 30 Mus org

restraints 31 Invites

61 Western defense 32 Appearance

pact 33 Eight Ger

62 Short pleated 34 Last word in

skirt chess''

63 Acronym in music 36 Shipping menace

64 Valley of 1917

65 Watering places 38 Partof 'he forest

66 Lachrymal primeval

39 Sister of Ares

42 Cold, in Cologne

DOWN 43 Aquatic rodent

1 Natural hairdo 46 Dr Jonas

2 Provide meals 48 De Valera ot

3 More frigid Ireland

4 Neutral color 49 Early British

5 Issues from people

6 Jurors 50 Author Jong

7 Follows a curving 51 Crescent shaped

course 52 Distinctive flavor

B Sort 53 Exam of a sort

9 Breathes 54 Composer Bartok

10 Vocal group 56 Catch sight ot

11 Prague track 59 With It

games'' 60 Ending with

12 Uncommon lournal etc

Bushwa

^
^

WHAT HAPPEN6D TO tOUR
TELePHO^i£ POLE 0//?L

FRlEwD,

—
\r~

^

Gooz by G. Masse

Bloom County

o

VW GET yoo

^

WEATHER

Partly sunny today, highs

70 to 75. Clear tonight,

lows 40 to 50. Mostly

sunny tomorrow highs 60

to 70.

WMUA 91.1 FM

by Berke Breathed

mi mi whV waking /v\e '7P

^^
AN/(i6JY

feH€...;5He^/v\aY(

NINC0iv\PTOPf'0Rl5

Me A... A BCAPBeRINO

IHIblb

AfVTON
I6N1 17

'

I miNK

NINCCAPOOP.

Friday

6-9am
9-noon

12-3pTn

3-5:30

5:30-6

Teresa Mitchel 6-7pm

Concepto Latino

Carl Lowman 7-lOpTn

RythyTTi Section 10-2am

Jim McDee 2-6am

Newswatch

Athena's Web
Don Cerow
T.K. Til Ten
Vickie Bates

More Music

CABLE/VIDEO

D.C. Menu basics lunch

LUNCH
Tuna Grinder

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER

Salisbury Steak/French

Fried Onion Rings

Shrimp and Scallop Creole

Egg Salad Plate

with Saltines

Bulgar and Bean Salad

Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS DINNER

Creamed Vegetable

Croquette with Sauce

Shrimp and Scallop Creole

Saturday

BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs

Breakfast Sausage

Waffles/Maple Syrup

Sloppy Joe

DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Baked Ziti

Garbanzo Vegetable Bake

Sunday

BRUNCH
Boiled Eggs

Omelet

Bacon Slices

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

Rice Frittata

DINNER

Satn'rkr;ui;

UVC & GPC

Daily Programming ScherluiR

r
Friday

Pireted Video Today

10:30

11:30

12:30

11:30

12:30

1:30

1:30- 2:00

Sun Ra concert

Jazz with Spyro Gyra
A Retrospect of the

Doors
Last Great Americans

I

MiiiMiMiiMiiiwin MMM
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' ^••'' • Wine . SO*^*

V

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

ROUTE t16

Miller Lite i2pkcans $4.25

Bud 12 oz bottles $0.90

BuSCh 12 oz cans $7.95

Labatts Beer and Ale $9.95

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans $4.00

0'KeefeAlei2pk $5.25

Cossack Vodkai.75 l $8.20

$10.95'••••Schmirnoff Vodka 1 75

Costillo Rum 175 $9.95

Kennedy's American Blend 1.75. $9.95

Seagram's 7 1.75 $12.95

Balbon White Table Wine 1 5 $4.95

California Cellars 1.5 $4.29

Los Hermanos 1.5 $4.29

Principato 1.5 $3.99

ROUTE 9

y

fS>
/

O* o5

^.^

Vv

.w V

.\
\

>
/

V.

not responsible for typographical errors

253-5595
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Sports
Thanks, to the
NFL owners
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Correspondent

Entering my second weekend without pro football, due,

of course, to the strike, I can honestly state, as a recover-

ing pro football addict, that I find myself relieved, even

happy, that I will not be transfixed to the television set for

six hours this Sunday and three hours both Monday and

Thursday nights.

Cmimeni V
Being a junkie, I admit the thought of not seeing

Lawrence Taylor dismembering opposing quarterbacks,

Kellen Winslow making acrobatic catches, or Earl Camp-

bell running rampant through defenses had me worried.

In fact, I was losing sleep at nights trying to figure out

solutions to the owner-player impasse.

Now, however, that the worst has happened, due to the

greed of the owners, I find myself still living. In fact, not

only am I surviving, I may even be thriving.

With an apology to the players, who I refuse to give

credit to for the strike since they acted as any rational

human beings would, I must thank the owners for freeing

me from my obsession.

For, without the owners insistence upon keeping the

most abused athletes in professional sports the most

underpaid (while their own profit margins are the largest),

this strike never would have occurred and I still would be

watching 12 hours of football weekly.

As it is. my life has radically changed for the better. On

Sunday I can now sleep late, there being no need to wake

up early to catch the 1:00 p.m. game.

Once up, I now have the time to call my family and let

them know that I am still alive and well. This weekend, be-

wf,*' ^

Intramural football action continues on at Boyden playing fields. *
°"-^" ^"' "^ '" ""^^

ing particularly ambitious, I plan on ^^riting a letter to a

long-neglected girlfriend, an extravagance I did not have

time for prior to the strike.

Also, I will not have to undergo the emotional roller-

coaster of rooting for my team, the Giants, as they teeter

precariously between victory and defeat. Heartbreak will

be unknown as it will be impossible for the Giants tx) lose

while on strike.

My academic life should prosper as well. No more miss-

ing Tuesday and Friday morning classes because there

will be no need to stay up until 1:00 a.m. without football

and Howard on the tube.

These are just a few of the benefits of the strike that I

have the owners to thank for. Perhaps I will write them

letters thanking them for their greed.

In the meantime, I will pass the time reading accounts of

strike negotiations, watching the baseball season wind

down and waiting for Larry Bird and the Celtics to start

playing basketball again.

Besides, as my dad told me when I called him last Sun-

day, the strike cannot last forever.

Special_Purchase

$26.95

Located in

The Clothing

Department

complete

Jogging Suit

50% cotton

50% polyester

Sizes Available

S-M-L-XL

Your Choice of

Grey, Navy or

Maroon

The Bonanza Special's For

Every Day of the Week!!!!!

MON
Vi chop

steak $3.99

TUE
Ribeye
Dinner
$4.49

WED I

all the fish I

you wish
I

$4.89
I

THUR
Sirloin

Tips

$4.49

r
FRI

Fish /Shrimp
$4.99

Limited Quantities

Available

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

(0
N
c

C
o
CD

Mon Only

% Lb. Chop Steak
IncludM all you can aat

salad bar w/

T~
IS
Ig

SAT
Chicken

Teri

$4.99

SUN
14 lb SirloS{l

Strip

$5.49

BONUS
USDA Texas
Steak $4.49

Tue Only ^
Ribeye Dinn^

rolls $3.99 lis

includes all you can

salad bar w/d<
rolls b bevrages

I

u< ,w„, & bavaregaa ^w.-- -— _^ ^
;; WedTOniy Tp. Thur Only

(0 '^" ^"*' V'T" r^ •Ti'^, "JJ7"" '? includes all you can ©
Baked Haddock or Fried Flounder • c

t$4.49

All the Fish You Wish
| i ^^ITJ'II

Baked Haddock or Fried Flounder
|
C

^^^^ ^^^ w/desaerts,

a $4.89 If? rolls^nj^beverages

*"

FrTOnly I « 8tt Only

FIsh/ShrImp Pit. j^ Chicken TerlJ
a
N

CB Indudaa all you ain Mt | « Includaa all you can

\g Mlad bar w/daaaarta, $4.49 jo aaiad bar w/daaaarta

Iffi rolls and bavaraflaa _i£._———1.5!^!?2?2i
•"""

Sun Only
I

(D

I
% Lb. Sirloin Strip

indudaa all you can eat

salad bar w/desserts,

rolls and beverages

-4

I

I

$5.49

CO
N

ji
I o
1^

BONUS COUl
USDA Choici
Longhorn Stj

includes all you can __

salad bar w/ desserts,

rolls and beveragea

L$4.49

I

K.49

ixas

$4.49

HOURS
Mon - Thur & Sun

11-9 pm T~/Mft«AAft«^ftA
Frl & Sat 11 - 10 pm ^^•^^® Preshtastic Salad Bar

Rt 9 (in front of the Hampshire Mall)

Head for Bonanza Instead, Head for Bonanza's Preshtastic Salad Bar
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Volleyball team to hosi

UMass tournament
By GERRY deSIMAS
("ollepian Staff

Fast hard hitting power volleyball will be

the name of the game as the University of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team

hosts the UMass Classic volleyball tour

namenl, today and tomorrow in Boyden

Gym.
Sixteen teams will battle it out for the

championship and UMass has as good a shot

as anybody to win. What coach Elaine

Sortino will be l(x>king for is her team to

keep improving and play together.

UMass has been improving over the past

two weeks. A major problem was the

Minutewomen"s inability to keep their

serves in bounds. Wednesday, against

Boston College and MIT. UM only mi.ssed

the serve six times.

"Our missed serves are really down and

that's a good sign." said Sortino. "I was

pleased with what the team was doing (vs.

MIT. H("i. We compliment each other very

well. If one person is off another one will

pick up the slack."

However, it has been inexperience that

has hurt the Massachusetts spikers. MIT.

who has been the state champion during tbt

past three years, confused UMass with a

slow, ball control offense and the

Minutewomen had a hard time adjusting.

"Basically, we had five rookies out there

(experience wise) and MIT threw off our

timing." explained Sortino. "But. we still

did some good things. MIT didn't block any

of our spikes and Karen Gottesman played

very well as .setter."

(lottesman and captain Patti Phil bin, the

only senior on the team, will lead UMass

into the classic, where they will face Cornell

in their first match. Queens and Nor

theastern University will also be part of the

Minutewomen's qualifying pool. Both

Cornell and Northeastern are division I

schools.

Unlike the slow, ball control type of game

played by MIT. the UMass Classic will

feature power hitting volleyball and action

that will be fast and furious.

.•\ction will start tonight at 6:00 p.m. with

qualifying pool action lasting until about

ll:{X)'p.m. Saturday, play sUrts up again

bright and early at 9:00 a.m. Semi final

action starts at 2M p.m. with the finals to

be held at 4:00 p.m.

wno nas neen me siaiecnumpiuv uui imk mi^^

Westfield State has no guts forUM netmen
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Correspondent

No doubt about it. the UnKersity of

Massachusetts men's tennis team was loose

and confident going into their match agamst

Westfield Stale yesterday on the Boyden

Courts.

While the late arriving visitors went

through a quick warm up. the Minutemen

engaged in a game of home run derby in

which the contestants each took shots at

depositing balls on the roof of Goodell

Library. After this exhibition the netmen

proceeded to more important matters by

smashing an obviously outclassed Westfield

Slate. 9 0.

The extent ot the UMass rout can be

translated into simple statistics: there were

seven sets in which Westfield State failed to

win a single game and four others in which

they managed to win only one. Westfield

State only won twenty five games in the

entire match.

Neal Mackertich. at his usual number one

spot, polished off Mike Fowler 6-2. 6 to

start the ball rolling. Nick Julian, at

number two waltzed past Robert

Easterbrook 6 1. 6-3. The only difficulty

UMass experienced all match was at

number three singles with Steve Jordan

fighting off a .stubborn Pete Gardner 6 4. 5

7. 6 3. Stuart Goodman continued the

onslaught with a 6-1, 6-2 victory over

Buddy Hood.
"It was a match I could practice my

weakness, which is m^ serve and volley

game. It'll help my confidence, which I will

need later on." said Goodman.

Rich Lindgren pounded Bob Frazier 6 0.

6 1 at number five.

"I played great. It was a lot better than

yesterday (Wednesday versus UConn)."

said Lindgren.

Dace Singer finished off the destruction

with a 6 0. 6-0 wipeout of John Aho.

Tt was good serving practice. I was

serving great. I really wasn't tested," said

Singer.
It wa«i t he same story in the doubles.

Mike Douseau Singer destroyed

Easterbrook Hood 6 0. 6 1. Eric Glassoff

and Mark Gelinas. both in their collegiate

debuts, certainly made a favorable im

pression with a 6-0. 6 whitewashing of

Aho Frazier. Dave Salem Jordan also had

an easy time with Westfield team of Mike

Osborne Fowler, 6-0. 6-0.

The NFL strike: What
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

As millions of professional football fans

prepare to enter the second weekend in a

row without being able to watch the action

of their favorite team, the "what ifs" of the

National F(x>tball League strike continue to

pile up.

Collrinkn photo by Rrmdford Hunai«r

Senior capUin Bruce Emerson practices his pitching yesterday after

practice. Fall baseball is in full swing now for UMass. They play on

I

^.nrd^n Field. _

Commentary
While newspaper columnists and

television know it alls keep up their

analyses of the strike and the i-ssues. very

few people seem to acknowledge the

inevitable. As the NFL owners and the

players' union continue to play chicken and

wait for each other to cave in. both seem

resilient in their determination to win the

trike. Neither side appears willing to

budge. It's safe to say neither will and this

NFL season will become a write-off.

But then whaf.^ If the strike is settled over

the summer and football returns next fall,

the NFL must grapple with the question of

the annual collegiate draft. In a year in

which only two games were played, how on

earth do you distribute draft picks? The

possibilities are endless.

First, the league can go by the records of

teams in the two game sea.son. If they do.

Baltimore. Seattle, the Giants. Tampa Bay,

hicago, San Franci.sco and the LA. Rams
would have all tied for last with 2 records.

Then, the NFL could either conduct a

ottery between the teams, combine this

seasons records with last year's to

determine the low man on the totem pole,

or simply let the greedy owners bid on the

rights to claim the dubious distinction of

being the worst team in the NFL after a

two game season.

rhis year, perhaps more than any other,

the rights to the first round draft pick are

crucial. The reason: Herschel Walker. The

r.eorgia running back, possibly the most

celebrate college football player in history

(and certainly one of the most talented) will

be up for grabs and all 28 teams would

surely love to sink their claws into his

muscular hide. The politics of determining

who gets the first pick should prove quite

interesting in the strike.

When the dust finally settles and the draft

pick order is decided, one lucky team will

walk off with the grand prize. Walker will

undoubtedly help any team he goes to. no

matter how much depth they now possess.

The team which gets Walker will become

the real winner in this strike.

It would be a terrible shame if Herschel

Walker's future in the NFL is altered

because of the strike. If political wheeling-

dealing wins out over common sense.

Walker's career could become tainted with

the realization that he became the first free

agent rookie in the league's history. It

would be unfair to Walker and the game as

a whole.

Perhaps cooler heads will prevail,

however, and the usually ineffective Pete

Rozelle will prevent this sham from oc-

curring. Perhaps he can devise a better

method for determining the draft oder.

Maybe they'll go by last year's records.

Herschel Walker would then end up

wearing the red and white uniform of the

New England Patriots.

Wouldn't that be nice? New Head Coach

Ron Meyer could then begin his first full

year in the NFL with a strong team built

around two first round draft picks —
Walker and this year's rookie sensation.

Ken Sims. The Pats' rebuilding program

would be well under way and success could

be clo.se at hand.

Of course, this is all conjecture and based

more on wishful fantasies than actual hard

facts. But then, in the crazy, unpredictable

greed ridden world of professional sports,

anything can happen. Maybe the players

as.sociation will sign with the new Unitec

States Football League and put the old NF'

out of business.
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OLLEGIAN GLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to oublication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • di«?count • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR GALE

'66 VW Bug very good mechanical shape.

Runs well. $400. BO 665-4669

1972^hevrolet Van runs well. Outfined as

camper. Radial tires & snows. Auto trans, 6

cyl. $1300. 256-0452

1972 Toyota Corolla some rust $350

253-9794

Datsun 240Z 1971 excellent cond. call

665-3047

Clean 1973 Honda Civic engine rebuilt

1 982 new tires 1595 774-5306

77 Toyota Celica-GT, standard, excellent

condition, 56,000 mi, alarm, AM/FM/tape,

louvers, $3596/BO 253-9389 after 5

1972 Datsun 510 manuel, tape-deck, runs

good, looks fair, $900.00 or BO 256-6668

evenings

68 Olds Cutlass runs well exc transpor call

Bob 549-6416

& £hev«ile Malibu new brakes, shocks,

tires, stereo. Good condition, runs well.

$700 or best offer. 256-6222, Dan or Norma

Sporty French Sedan Renault R12 fwd 4

doors, peppy, 30 mpg, excellent engine,

body, and interior, no rust, no dents

$1800.00 256-8871

Bass amp Fender Music Master $125, BO
253 9698

2 tickets. Van Halen, New Haven Col.

10/7 BO 546-8682

HELP WANTED

Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to train

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send

resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union

Parttima position available for college

student to represent travel company on

campus. Earn commission, free travel, and

work c'xperience. Contact Beach Comber

Tours, Inc. PO Box 1236, Burlington, MA
01803 617 273-2423

2 soccer coaches needed for grades 4 6,

So Deerfield, after school, 3 - 4:30, 2 3

days per week, $5.00 per hour. Contact

Mrs. Reid, 665-2272 or grade school,

665-3820

MOTORCYCLE

Honda 3G0 73 ex cond $550 or best offer

call Dan 6-5168 _^___
1972 Yamaha R5 360 cc two-stroke oil in

jection dual carbs cafe bars 5-speed $450

or best offer 253-5880

PERSONALS

Stick it in your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles too! 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

1981 Index is herel Yes that's right and for

only $4.00 you can own one. Stop by room

103 CC to purchase yours

Sigma Delta Tau
would like to invite all Univ women
to an Open Rush Dinner at 5:00 on:

Tuesday, Sept. 28

Wednesday, Sept. 29

Thursday, Sept. 30

We are located at 409 N. Pleasant St.

For more info call 545-0527

Are you sick and tired of the Moral Ma-

jority? Then join the Real Majority. It's time

for supporters of human rights to let their

voices be heard! Introductory meeting

Monday Oct 4 at 7:00 PM Tell Jerry Falwell

and Ron Reagan where to go! CC room to

be announced

Anne "Puta" Atwood: Get out of the

shadow and in tune - touch it today! Happy

Birthday love the 3 Putateers

Krista: Happy Birthday to the best room-

mate ever. Amy

RECORDS

Joan Jett - I Love R & Roll J Geils Freeze

Frame, best offer, never used call 6-9648

keep trying

RECORD STORE

INSTRUCTION

AUTO REPAIR

Tutoring Math Physics 256-0193

JUDGES NEEDED
~

The Commuter Collective is now taking

applications for the University Judiciary

Comminee. Two judge will be appointed by

October 1. Stop by 404 SUB 545-2145

Dicky - Happy Birthday,

Supertramp this weekend
Ion Monster

Baby! Lots of

I love you - The

Auto Repair-U.S.
rates, quick service,

works, 586-9029

& Foreign,

No. Hadley

lowest
Motor-

LESBIAN/GAY

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BLUES LOVERS

John Lee Hooker and the Coast to Coast

Blues Band will appear in the Student

Union Ballroom, Saturday October 16 at

8:00 pm. Tickets on sale Oct. 5-$3

545-2145

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

If you need someone to talk to, call the Les-

bian's and Gay men's Counseling Collective

Thursdays, 6-9 pm, at 546-2645

LOST

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniagrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 Vt

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJ's FOR LESSI $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Parties, Semis.

Paul 549-4405 Joe 549-1588.

FOR RENT

Double rooms available 1000/semester

all uti! inc rent by semester ask for Sue

253 9929 after 8:30 PM

FOR SALE

ii/IXR 100 phase shifter $65 1 283 7805

New Dunham Boots size 10% too big

for me. $50 6-7487 Marc

Attention COINS 121/123 students.

Tired of the terminal lines? Own for less

than the cost of renting. For information

ca!! Rob 6-5365.

Beautiful handcrafted wooden bunk for

sale Great spacesaver for dorm rooms. $75

or best offer 549-6739

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Men's high school class ring. Lost on

9/27 at Boyden. Much sentimental value.

Reward. Please call Andy at 665-3466 or

turn in to lost & found at Boyden

LostI Pair of glasses (light brown) near Cot-

tage C if found call 323-5966 Dariene

Wallet and Band Jacket in Sylvan call

6-9643 jacket has the name Jay on it

Help It Lost purple & gold bead bracelet &
silver bracelet with large greyish stone

-sentinrwntal my Dad gave them to me

REWARD! 6-5087

Keys - Room /Bike key ring says Jill call

6-9212

LostI Thin gold medallion inscribed on both

sides: - MRS 1982 NDA Tyngsboro very

sentimental any info please call Peggy

6-8029

Glasses thin rims maybe case (brown)

665-4931 keep trying

9-20-82 in Mach W-11. Lee dungaree

jacket great sentimental value call Janice

6-6334

Chuck-UnitI Happy October and Happy

Birthday! Hope that both turn out GREAT!

Me .

Maggie - to the best roomnrwte and the

best friend I've ever had. Thanks for being

you. People like you are hard to find. Love

your roommate Gail

HI Semmyl How are ya, Punkin?l

Charlie's Super Happy Hour with 2 for 1

mixed drinks and draft 3-6

Hi OTT how are you

Dynamite Records - New £r used, buy Er

sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

ROOM WANTED

23 yr old male with well behaved dog
seeks own room. I have a car. Call John at

666-4605

ROOMMATE WANTED

Attention - women interested in service to

the community - open meeting of Gamma
Sigma Sigma Nat'l Service Sorority Mon
Oct 4, 6:30 pm CC Rm 905 for more info

304 S'u 545-2068

Danbecital Welcome back. Here's to a

Koolawalah weekend. Love, Kimbecital

Ange. we will always remember: cat at

tack, nap attack, correctol, hanger, man,

garbage can, UMass vs. Westchester,

food, bowling, alcoholics, score! Love,

your future roomies

To share 1 bedroom Puffton apt 145

month call 549-0919

Female to share bedroom in Townehouse
549-5980

Qrad Student quiet room 150"montH
549 5469 eve

Apartmantmate needed. Sunderlanc
complex. Rent negotiable, on bus route fur-

nished, call Jeff 666-4357

Two quiet friendly guys need M or F

roommate. Own bedroom $120 mo* • call

666-3943

MEN WOMEN

JOBS ON SHIPS! American, Foreign, no

experience required. Excellent pay.

Worldwide travel. Summer job or career.

Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept

D-4 Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8 9 Commonwealth Rm Stu

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

"Run for your Right" race festival to

benefit nuclear referendum on Oct 3! Bike,

run, or rollerski for your right to vote. Call

666-4815

Cliff, Tosh Concert sec-3L48? Missed u

the second half. Stop the bombing.

5466354

Remember passenger in red convertible

Camero. Call 6-4209

Lisa any
549-6147

SERVICES

music colloq this year, Greg

Laura, Happy Bday. Enjoy your day Love

Michael

Annie Annie Annie blonde hair blue eyes,

beautiful Annie I love you Joe

Look for RAY SHAMIE at the nuclear

freeze rally Oct 5th

Unique and sweet gifts for all occasions

call 6-6299

HRTA Students - ESD Honor Society

meeting, Monday Oct 4, Flint 201 at 6:00

Typing - $1 .25 per page will do overnight

typing $2.00 per page call between 6 & 9

PM 665-7731

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584 1627 evenings

Immediate Cash For class rings, gokl arnj

silver jewelry. Highest Prices paid on cam-

pus 6-8722

Proffessional Dress-Maker Amherst
Area • custom made clothing alterations

repairs zippers replaced for appointment

call 256-0867 evenings

WANTED

Full Face Motorcycle helmet for snrwll

head. Call Peter 256-8057

Intramural Hockey Teams. Entries due
October 4th. Contact IM Office Boyden

WANTED TO BUY

Bu/ing class rings, goM and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-O710

WORD PROCESSING

Resumes b Papers: Prompt quality

preparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations. MDI/WORD LINK
253 9535

(UUcMfumi
MANDARIN SZtCHUEN CUISINt

"Tbe Be5t QuMe^e Food

OFF WITH THIS AD ' 10% OFF WITH THIS AD' 10% OFF WITH THIS AD ' 10% OFF

Liinc/)eon Specials

Take-Out Service

Sunday Brunch
$5.25 per person
All You Can Eat

11:30-3:00

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

Dinner Specials

Full Cocktail Menu

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst

256-0251
256-0252

-I

" m

"I

located at the Grist Mill. Rt 116. So Amherst

one mile south of AmhefSt Centef

on the So. Amherst bus route

Jeans &
Cords
$3-$8

also flannel shirts, skirts,

40's sTyte dress< 6 lackets

hospital drawstring panys,

sweaters, etc

Used Wearing Apparel

open daily 10-5 pm
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More Sports on
Pages 17 and 18

llEiutemen start the real season

Conference schedule

sdarts with URIRants
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football

team will open its 1982 football season

tomorrow when the Minutemen travel to

Kingston. Rhode Island to take on the

Universitv of Rhode Island Rams in a...

What? Wait just a minute. The

University of Massachusetts football team

started its season three weeks ago. Their

record is a disappointing 12 and all of a

sudden, Minuleman fans are beginning to

wonder if maybe, just maybe, this

prophesi/ed golden year of football might

he turning to brass.

Nol really. The RFAL Minuteman season

begins when they start pursuit of the

Yankee Conference championship, a title

that would earn them an instant berth in

the NCAA division 1 AA playoffs.

A win tomorrow would lake the first

three games, a win over a lower division

West Chester Slate team and losses to

division 1 AA foes Holy Cross and Harvard,

and perform the equivalent of a Catholic

confession on them. The slate would be

wiped clean. A win would make them a 10

team. It would make them an undefeated

Y'ankee Conference team.

"Our conference is as significant as the

Big 10 because the winner of the Big 10 goes

to the Rose Bowl," said bead coach Bob

Pickett. "Likewise the winner of the

Yankee Conference goes to the 1 AA
playoffs. It earns the winner a chance at a

national championship."

The Rams come into the game sporting a

2 1 H'cord with wins over Lafayette (20 10)

and Maine (a .58-55 six overtime thriller that

set a new NCAA record for the longest

game) and a late in the game loss to Brown

(24 20).

"CRI has an excellent foo.MI team.

They have excellent balance and excellent

team spei*d." said Pickett.

Most veteran fans will remember that the

difference between a playoff berth and the

end of last year's season was a 16 10

Minuleman loss that came at the hands of

ihe Rams la.st year in Alumni Stadium.

Clearly, I 'Mass has a score to settle with

Rhode Island.

"We're ready." said Pickett, "as Garry

Pea'-son said to the team the other day If a

football player can't get excited about this

game, he has no right being in a football

uniform.'
"

Starling at the helm again this week will

be senior quarterback Dean Pecevich.

Pecevich had a rough outing last week

against Harvard, but Pickett feels that

Dean is his number one man and will

continue to have faith in his ability as a

field leader. He goes into the game as the

number four passer in the conference.

UMass will, as any team with the com

bination of Pearson and tri-captain Tom
Murray in the backfield would do. try to

establish a ball control ground attack early

on and grind it out towards the Ram goal,

but despite four interceptions last week,

the Minutemen are capable of passing for

yardage.

"The running game is the strength of our

football team, but we'll do whatever the

situation dictates." said Pickett.

Cornerback Glenn Holden upends

week.

Defensively, the Minutemen have simply

shut off the rush all year long and their pass

defense, which looked pretty bad in the

'books last week (when Harvard set a school

record for yardage in the air). Ls actually a

lot stronger than most people realize.

"We had trouble with missed tackles,"

said Pickett in reference to the long passes

(which in reality, were short passes that

receivers ran for long yardage on). "Take

that yardage away and it makes it a totally

different football game."

C«llrKimii photo by Bradford Hmmmtx

a Harvard player in action last

In short, the defense is soHd.

It's simple enough, it's two solid teams,

it's two hungry teams, it's a chance tor

UMass to regain both its composure and

respectability and. for one team, it's a step

towards a chance for a national champ

tionship.

Bob Pickett, the UMass fans and most

definitely, the UMass football team, hope

the Minutemen take that step.

The season starts tomorrow in Kingston

(oron 91.1 FM at 1:30 p.m.).

2 1 H'cord with wins over Lafayette (20 10)
j ^T A A J

Women's soccer team at Vermont today
By FLLKN RICHARD
(x>llegian Slaff

As the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team faces off against

Vermont tomorrow at home, coach

Kalekeni Banda believes that being home

will be a super advantage.

"We'll have something more going for

us," Banda said. "We know we're in for a

tough game. They have one of the lop

players m the country. Still, they seem lo

think we're the team to beat."

Vermont, which has a 2 1 1 rerord and is

eighth ranked nationally, beat the UMass

women in their last meeting by a score of 2

0. in Burlington.

"Vermont is a good team. They've always

given us a hard lime. Every time they come

here, it's either overtime or a 1 -0 game with

us winning." Banda said.

The squad comes off of their first loss of

the sea.son against Brown Wednesday

night. The team went down 3 in a game
that Banda said the team didn't play as

smart as they should have.

"We played as hard as they did but didn't

play a smart game. We were second

guessing ourselves. We made a few

mistakes that were costlv." said Banda.

The teams passing game, which is usually

excellent, was also off in the game against

Brown. UMass. which had previously come

off of two shutouts against BC and George

Washington the weekend before, lacked the

sharpness they have displayed all season.

UMass" defense, which has been out

standing and hasn't given up a goal at home

yet. gave up the first three goals of the

sea.son at Brown, which kept its undefeated

record. Banda attributed the downfall of

defense in the game to an over confident

altitude.

"After playing BC. the team acquired a

s<'nse of complacency," Banda explained.

"Brown scored the first goal on the defense

and it was a shock to them. They thought

we couldn't be scored on and they didn't

know how to handle this."

Tammie Easton will be the starting

goaltender in tomorrow's contest against

Vermont which will begin at 3:00 p.m. at

Boyden field. The team will work to try to

add another win to its 4 1 record.

Forward Debbie Harackiewicz has

mi.ssed two games this season as a result of

a knee injury. According to Banda, she will

play sparingly as she did in the game
against Brown.

Although Vermont's record could be

misleading, Banda feels the women will

have a tough game tomorrow.

UMass netwomen lose

< nllrmin pholn b» Bradford H»mmer

Stuart Goodman of the I Mass tennis team goes airborne to return a

volley during yesterday's tennis match. See story on page 18.

By ADAMNAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team went down to their

fourth straight defeat yesterday afternoon,

at the hands of the University of New
Hampshire? 2dropping their record to 1-5.

UNH dominated play as UMass could

extend only three of the matches lo three

sets. UMass first singles player, P^lizabeth

Sullivan lost her match by a score of 6-4. 6-

•>

Second singles player Ariel F'owler

bounced back with a hard fought three set

victory, .') 7. H 3. H 2. Third singles player

Chris Fra/ier played in the toughest match

of the afternoon, but lost in three sets. 3-6,

t) I. .ind 7 H 17.')! (the last game being lost in

a heartbreaking 7 5 tie breaker).

The fourth and fifth singles players were

both defeated in straight sets. Patrieia

Sullivan lost her match by a score (»f 7 ."), )

1. whik' Karen Orlowski wmt down in

defeat, ti 3. 6 3. Sixth singles player ,\nne

Marie Mackertish had the easiest match of

the aflern<M)n, routing her opponent in

-ir.iJKht sets, ti 3. ti 0.

Doubles matches continue lo plague the

team. Two out of the tnree doubles teams

lost inslraight ses and UMass has now not

won a doubles match in its last three

contests.

"The new doubles teams played well for

their first matches together. " said Coach

John Beal. "We are working more on

doubles, trying lo change. Vou can't win

matches, if you cannot win doubles."

The firstes team of Maureen Han'on and

Diana Biagioli lost the first doubles match.

6 2. 6 1. Laura Kaufmann and Jillian

Nesgos lost the second doubles'malch by a

score of 7 6. 6 3. while third doubles team.

Tina Eglin and Bonnie Lechlen look their

oppont'nts lo three sets, but lost 2-6. 6-0.

ane6 3.

DespitJ' the scores. Beal thought his team

piayi'd well, although he expects better

play in the next couple of natches.

"W'v knew UNH would be strong, we
were just outplayed," said Beal.

The next match for Beals troops will be

tomorrow at Springfield College before

lra\t-l!ing to Harvard Monday. They then

return home Thursday against Nor
iheaslern Universitv.
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New University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey and his wife Anne Wexler chat

with former acting Chancellor and Provost Loren Baritz at a reception held Friday.

Duffey greets

new faculty

at reception
By JIM FINKLK
Collegian Staff

In his first day as chancellor of the University of

Ma.ssachusetts at Amherst. .Joseph Duffey met with new
faculty meml)ers in a reception held to welcome both.

After meeting with staff in the Whitmore Administra-

tion Building and reviewing work in his office, he hosted

the annual reception for new faculty at the Chancellor's

House with his wife Anne Wexler and Provost Loren

Baritz.

Duffey said he is excited to be at UMass. "UMass is a

place where we .set goals together by consultation," he

said.

"Morale is high," he added "and there is a lot of deter-

mination to build a strong institution."

Throughout the reception Duffey displaye<l a sense of

humor. When he met F^lizabeth Hill, the new student at

t<irney general, he quipped. "Student attorney general,

that's a great title. I like that."

Duffey 's wife. Anne Wexler, a political consultant,

showed her wit also. When she was intnxluce<i to Hermine

Randall, the new chief engineer for the physical plant, she

remarked. "A woman chief engineer, I think that's

wonderful. I'd like to shake your hand again."

Continvwd <>v p(ige U
\

Student government elections are today
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts' Student rk)vernment

Association's annual elections for undergraduate student

senators will be held today from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Unlike last year's elections, which were marred by con-

troversy, this year's elections will be held only one day —

as opposed to two days last year - said Mindy Ordway.

assistant to the speaker of the SGA.
"We made mistakes last year that I think we have

cleared up," said Ordway. "Last year we had a lot of

hassles the first time, but in the second election we cleared

them up. thanks tc^a much more coherent staff." she said.

The elections will be for undergraduate senator posi-

tions in each of the dorms on campus, she said.

"Ideally there is supposed to be one senator for each 250

students in a dorm. But because of the lack of interest on

the part of students to run for these positions that does

not always happen," Ordway said.

Of all the residential areas on campus, the Southwest

area has been the most active area in terms of voter turn-

out and student participation in government, she said. The

Northeast area has been the least active of all five areas on

campus, she said.

"I've really had it with people constantly complaining

about the SGA or anything else about the student govern-

ment," said Ordway. "When you l<K>k at the low number

of students who vote, you begin to realize that the ones

who are complaining the most are usually the ones who

don't vote." she said.

"I urge all students to vote. It only takes a few minutes

and is well worth it." she said.

"Write-in candidates are also welcome. If you have the

slightest interest in student government, then run as a

write-in candidate," she said.

The Student Government Association is the major pro

ponent of campus wide activities. It is in charge of

allocating funds to student groups from the money

tindergraduate students pay as the student activity fee,

said ()rdway.

This year there will be two referendum questions on the

ballot, Ordway said.

The first question deals with a proposal by UMass Presi-

dent David Knapp. Knapp has proposed that the cost of

Shamle invited to
rally by students
By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Ray Shamie, Republican candidate for the U.S. Senate

seat currently held by Edward Kennedy, was invited Fri-

day by the Student Coalition against Nukes Nationwide

(SCANN) to speak at the nuclear freeze rally scheduled for

Oct. 5.

Originally Shamie had asked to speak at the rally but

was denied permission by the Kennedy campaign.

SCANN, which is sponsoring the rally and controlling the

agenda for the first hour of the rally, called Shamie's

headquarters Friday to extend an invitation for Shamie to

socaK

Cliff McCarthy, the member of SCANN who invited

Shamie to speak, said that there were conditions that had

to be met by Shamie in order for him to speak.

"The conditions were that Shamie would go on at 1:20,

he would speak solely on the freeze issue for 3 to 5 minutes

and would have to leave the area after giving his speech,"

McCarthy said.

Shamie will show up at UMass at noon the day of the ral-

ly in order to do some "light campaigning in front of the

Student Union," Jeff Kelley, a member of the UMass Col-

lege Republicans, said yesterday, (^^n^^d on page i

AP (.aMrphnto

Republican candidate for U.S. Senator from

Massachusetts Ray Shamie, who will be speak-

ing at the freeze rally tomorrow.

renovating the Curr>' Hicks ('age be funded by an mcrease

in fees of $20 a year. The question on the ballot is whether

or not students are willing to pay for the increase on their

bills, she said.

The second question asks whether or not UMass
undergraduates support the death penalty, she said.

"These questions are just to .see where students stand

on these two issues," said Ordway. "By showing the stat«

how students feel about the death penalty and added fee,

we may be able to convince them that the students here

represent students' views elsewhere."

The polling places this year will remain the .same as

1981. Students from Northeast and Sylvan may vote at

the Worcester Dining Commons. Students from Central

and Orchard Hill may vote at the Franklin D.C. Those

students who live in the Southwest dormitories Cance,

John Adams, John Quincy Adams. Mackimmie, Moore,

Patterson, Pierpont and WashingU»n may vote at the

Berkshire D.C. Students in Coolidge, Crampton, Fmer-

son, James, Prince, Kennedy, Melville, and Thoreau dor-

mitories vote at Hampshire D.C. Off campus and Greek

students vote in front of the Hatch cafeteria in the Cam-
pus Center.

Northeasternhas

similar rally day
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

About two and one-half hours before the nuclear freeze

rally begins here at the University of Massachusetts

tomorrow, an identical event will be staged at Alumni

Auditorium on the campus of Northeastern University in

Boston.

The Northeastern rally, scheduled to begin at 11 a.m. in

the largest hall on the campus, will feature singers James
Taylor and Peter Yarrow, actress Lauren Bacall and
Massachu.setts Senator Edward M. Kennedy. At 1:30

p.m., the four, as well as several others, will address an

audience on Metawampe Lawn at U^Mass.

Also speaking at the Northeastern rally will be the

school president, Kenneth G. Ryder, according to a

University spokesperson. No students are scheduled to

speak at the Boston rally, the spokesperson said.

According to Caroline Buonomo, news editor of the Nor-

theastern News, the campus newspaper, a large turnout

is expected at the rally. While there has been no con-

troversy surrounding the rally at the Northeastern cam-

pus, Buonomo said many students are concerned with the

Cimtinued on page U
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Clothes dryer causes

fire in N.E. dormitory
By RITA MURPHY
Colleprian Correspondent

A fire caused by a malfunction in one of

the dryers in the basement of the Mary

Lyon dormitory in the Northeast Residen-

tial Area of the University of

Massachusetts broke out at about 2:30

Saturday morning, forcing the evacuation

of the building but injuring no one.

The fire was discovered by Ellyn Titt^r-

ington, a senior special and women's

studies major from Danvers who is the se-

cond floor resident assistant.

"When 1 came in for the evening, around

2:30, I smelled something coming from the

basement. At first it smelled like an iron

burning. 1 went downstairs and saw smoke

coming from the laundry nK)m. 1 im-

mediately ran to the first floor and pulled

the fire alarm," TittenngU)n said.

The dryer was destroyed in the fire. Most

of the clothes in the dryer at the time were

also destroyed, she said.

After the alarm was pulled, the RA's on

each f\(K>r went from room to room pound

ing on doors, alerting residents to the prob-

lem, Titterington said.

"Everyone really cooperated well," she

said. "As a result everyone got out of the

dorm quickly and safely."

Dormitory security was supposed to be

on duty until 3 a.m., but was not around at

the time of the fire, she said.

"When I first went into the dorm, I no-

ticed that security was not on. I thought it

was strange because they should have been

there. That was what made me stxjp," she

said.

Richard Jencks, a lieutenant in the

Amherst Fire Department, said the

residents of the dorm conducted them-

selves "very well" during the fire.

Sally Borden, associate head of residence

in the dorm, praised all the women of Mar>

Lyon, especially the RA's.

"The RA's did a good job getting

everyone out quickly and orderly." she

said.

Residents of the dorm were instructed to

go to nearby dorms to seek shelter, Borden

said.

Strikers make progress
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

Both Gnomon Copy Services strikers and

owners said there has been a "complete

change in attitudes" after contract

negotiations Friday afternoon, but exactly

when the strike will end remains unclear.

Several agreements were made Friday

on minor points in the contract but the

language still must be worked out, Mary-,

Erin Crook, spokesperson for the strikers,

said Friday.

Agreements have been reached on such

issues as seniority, vacations, union dues,

and a 30 day probation period for new

workers, she said.

"We're negotiating seriously now.

Before we fel^ our time was being wasted

on purpose." said striking worker Tobi

Saisa.

Negotiations will continue tomorrow at

10 a.m.

Catherine lannacchino, co-owner of the

store, said she does not expect a settlement

soon because "there are still a lot of

stumbling blocks." She said such issues as

union security and how the workers pro-

pose to return to work have still not been

settled.

"They want a pay raise and that's not

possible financially." she said.

Friday's session was also the first time

the owners met with the union without

their advisor. John Sytek. vice-president of

the Gnomon Copy chain. lannacchino said

Sytek could not attend the session because

of a previous committment, but continued

negotiations without him because she felt

negotiations "were on a roll" from a ses

sion on Thursday afternoon.

Saisa said there is a big difference in

negotiation sessions when Sytek is present.

He said Sytek led the discussion at Thurs-

day's session and "prevented real bargain-

ing."

"He doesn t have a sense of compromise.

We felt Candy (lannacchino) and Roily

(Roland Wetherbee. the other owner of the

franchise) made a serious attempt to

understand our feelings and intentions."

he said.

On Thursday the owners submitted a for-

mal proposal for wages based on produc-

tivity, lannacchino said the proposal is ac-

tually an addition to a pre-determined base

pay
The union has rejected similar proposals

by Sytek, who was the previous owner,

because it said the proposal actually

decreased wages. On Friday the union

made a counter-proposal and said it would

not accept a productivity proposal that

decreased wages.

8 Theaters...

Your choice

for

entertainment
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Hhoto b» Tom KudI*

Senior biochemiBtrv majors Tony Saverwein and Jan Gikner study a

long program for their C oins 121 course outside the Graduate Research

Center late last week. .
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Death penalty opponents urge

voters not to approve referendum
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Rep. Jim Collin.s, D-Amherst, urged people to vote for

Michael S. Dukakis for governor in November if they want
to make absolutely certain that the death penalty is never

used in Massachusetts.

His remark was made at a press conference p-riday at

the First Congregational Church, United Church of

Christ, 165 Main St., Amherst.

"If the vote were taken today, the death penalty would

pass," Collins said. A yes vote on Question #2 on

November 2 may bring the death penalty back

toMassachusetts after its having been abolished for 35

years.

The forum included Collins, Lee Holt, a retired English

professor at American International College in Spring-

field, Merry Nasser, a Northampt^m attorney and derald

Souza, an ex-convict who wpent 18 years in prison for tak-

ing part in an armed robbery in which a man was killed.

Souza now teaches a course on prisons at the University of

Massachusetts.
^ Holt said those who oppose capital punishment must

convince people that it will not reduce crime in general as

is commonly believed. He spoke of a woman interviewed

on a Springfield television station who reiterate<l that

"fallacious" view. *

"We've got to change the perception that the death

penalty accomplishes anything. Michael (Dukakis) has a

Jewish group has

own ideas about
Israel's situation
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Correspondent

The New Jewish Agenda, a group who disagree with

Israel's recent involvement in Lebanon and on the West

Bank, held an open forum Thursday at Smith College.

This relatively new organization, founded in 1980,

numbers about 2000 nationwide. lx)cally, it has about 15

members, primarily teachers and students from the five

colleges.

"We believe that Israel's invasion is wrong," said Mark

Breslow, a UMass graduate student. "We call for Israel

and the Palestinians, including the FLO, tx> recognize each

other's right to exist. It is time to end the polarized debate

and to support the human rights of both Arabs and Jews."

The meeting was organized and run by Breslow, who

presented the organization's philosophy and gave ex-

amples of what it would like to see occur in the Middle

East.

The New Jewish Agenda made these demands in a

printed statement: the resignation of Prime Minister

Menachem Begin and Defense Minister Ariel Shan)n; the

immediate withdrawal of Israeli troops from Lebanon; an

independent investigation into the West Beirut massacre;

mutual recognition by Israel and the Palestine Liberation

Organization of the rights of both Palestinian Arabs and

Israeli Jews to nationaJ self-determination.

As well as the New Jewish Agenda supporters, there

were a number of local students attending, who said they

support Israel's actions and who were angered at what

they see as the New Jewish Agenda's stand against Israel.

"If fellow Jews aren't going U) support Israel's right to

survive, who will? They (the NJA) are stabbing Israel m
the back." said Dave Romanoff, a UMass student.

Breslow stressed that the NJA is not stabbing Israel in

the back, but he feels that as Jews, they must speak up

against what is wrong.

"American Jews are conditioned not to raise criticism of

Israel but we feel we are criticizing out of love,' said Mar^

tha Kransforf, a Smith College teacher and New Jewish

Agenda member.

Several points were made by the "pro-invasion" par_

ticipants during the evening's discussion. Romanoff said

everyone seems to be overlooking the alleged atrocities

the PLO has committed during the years leading to this

military action. Examples he gave were the 1972 Olympic

massacre, the massacre of schoolchildren at Ma a^ot.

various i)olitical assassinations, including that of US Am-

bassador Noel of Sudan, and the PLO's guerrilla activites

in Lebanon over the past 8 years.

At the end of the evening all of the participants seemed

to agree on at least some pcwts: They agreed that the

Middle East needs peace immediately and the Palestinians

must have a permanent and safe home.

Kransdorf summed up the evening as follows: "There

was dialogue and even though people didn't agree, they

listened to each other and that doesn't happen enough.

Although the NJA is not yet a registered student

organization at UMass, it is trying to achieve this stetus

and hopes to hold meetings at UMass m the near future.

very clear perception of the death penalty, he opposes it

and would not use it," Collins said.

Collins added that if the death penalty is voted into law,

"we could have executions by Christmas."

Souza said by having the death penalty, the state gives

up intellectual solutions to criminal behavior.

"If you have the death penalty on the lxM)ks you're say-

ing that might makes right." he said. With the death

penalty "we will never get at the roots of crime," he add-

ed. "We in Massachusetts aren't murderers and shouldn't

act like them," Collins said.

Collins encouraged people to look at the issues both pro

and con, concerning the death penalty. He said he believes

most people would be against the death ^)enalty if they are

exposed to both sides of the issue.

He said the death penalty is strictly a political issue

which is clouded with rhetoric by its propt)nents. Death

penalty talk makes governments appear to be tough on

crime, he said.

Souza said the death penalty would I)e a senseless act

since criminals do not, in most cases, commit

premeditated murder. He also ridiculed those who say the

(xids of executing an innwent ^)erson are low.

"You can't look at odds when you're dealing with human

life," he said.

Nasser said the current legislation for the death j)enalty

was drawn up without thought and was "carelessly and

sloppily thrown together."

Remnants of yesteryear

Northampton railroad yard.

Register to vote on campus today
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Today and tomorrow are the last days voters can

register for the November elections. The League of

Women's Voters will hold a voter registration drive to-

day and tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the ('ampus

Center concourse. Voters who are already registered

somewhere else can still register in Amherst if they wish

to vote in the town.

Two weeks ago over 1 ,000 University of Massachusetts

students registered. All Amherst residents, including

UMass students wishing to vote here, are eligible to

register for the gubernatorial election.

The voter registration drive coincides with Tuesday's

nuclear freeze rally to be held on Metawampe Lawn near

the Campus Center. The rally will feature a number of

speakers including Senator Edward M. Kennedy and

James Taylor.

Included on the November ballot will be referendum

questions concerning the nuclear frt^ze, the death penal

ty, the bottle law and nuclear power.

"In the last gubernatorial election, only nine percent of

the eligible voters I)etween the ages of 18 and 24 voted."

said Sheila Sullivan, chairjwrson of the l»ublic Cxmimittee

for the UMass Student (lovernment Association, whk-h

sponsored the previous voter registration drive thus

semester.

"With this voter registration drive, we hope to chanjre

that," Sullivan said.

If weather permits, another table will be set up outside

the Student Union Building on Tuesday. That ret^tra

tion table will also run from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Surveying student Waiman Ng is framed by his transit as he pauses to check his notes Thursday

afternoon near Marston Hall.
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• Duffey
Contintwd fram p<ige 1

Duffey said that he is looking forward to working at

UMass. "I've always had a very special feeling about this

state," Duffey said. "It's very nice to be here and it is a

great campus," he added.

During the next few weeks Duffey said he plans to meet

with students, faculty and staff at UMass and intends to

* Shamie
Conhnued from page 1

"He will be at the Student Union in an informal capacity

shaking hands and distributing leaflets." Kelley said.

McCarthy insisted that there "was never any intention

to exclude Ray Shamie, so long as he was a freeze sup-

porter."

"The delay was caused because we had trouble deter-

mining his position on the freeze issue. None of his printed

material states his position on the freeze," said McCarthy.

"Our original supposition was that he was not a freeze

supporter, but we found out he was. so we went ahead and

invited him," he said.

Todd rx>mke, campaign manager for Shamie. sa»d the

first time he had heard from SCANN abt)ut Shamie being

invited U) the rally was approximately 3 o'clock Friday

afternoon.

McCarthy said he had conferred with the Kennedy cam-

paign before inviting Shamie, but the final decision was

his.

"It was not a matter of the Kennedy people giving in to

• Northeastern
Cnvfiviu-d fnnn page 1

connection of the Kennedy campaign to the rally.

"No one is oblivious to the fact that it's part of the Ken-

nedy re-election campaign and a pseudo-presidential elec-

tion campaign," Buonomo said.

get to know the campus.

In addition to hosting receptions and dinners vvrith ad-

ministrators, academic deans, state legislators, student

leaders and the chancellor's search committee, Duffey will

also attend UMass football games and events at the Fine

Arts Center, according to Assistant Chancellor Deidre

Ling.

Ling mentioned that Duffey has made five two-day

visits to the campus and has met with "all top administra-

tion and many key faculty already."

Shamie's appearance. It was a nnatter of their recognizing

that this is a student sponsored event and their control is

limited." McCarthy said.

Domke said he guessed that arrangements were made

with the Kennedy campaign.

"I think the shots on this have been called by the Ken-

nedy campaign." but added that Shamie had agreed to the

conditions and "anything he (Shamie) says will be con-

nected to the freeze rally."

McCarthy said the agenda for the rally would be in two

parts, with SCANN organizing the first part and the Ken-

nedy campaign organizing the second part.

"The Kennedy campaign is presenting to us a package

of talent including the Senator. Lauren Bacall. James

Taylor and Randall Forsberg; they had U) be a part of the

planning for the rally, we (SCANN) couldn't have brought

the talent." McCarthy said.

SCANN 's segment of tlie rally will feature local poUti-

cians, area bands, and student speakers, including

members of the Student Ckwernment Association,

SCANN. the UMass Peacemakers, and the li'idical Stu-

dent I'nion. McCarthy said.

While the Northeastern rally is being sponsored by the

Council for a Nuclear Weapons Freeze, the Western

Masschusetts Coalition for a Nuclear Weapons Freeze, the

Amherst Disarmament Coalition, the UMass
Peacemakers and the Lawyers' alliance for Nuclear

Weapons Control, the same sponsors as the UMass rally,

the New FIngland Law. Policy and Sfx-iety Program at

Northeastern is also supporting the rally.

Variety of evcts set

forWomen's \Yc .k
THE WOMEN'S W

The Women's Week is a caiend- <

women. To place an event, co. a-

Department of the Collegian by Fr:

ocf

th.

vents for

Women's

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTSf 'EV C)

Tuesday: The support group "Motbfr .n Jl life situa-

tions" will hold their first meeting f n 6:30 to 8 p.m. at

the Everywoman's Center in Wilder »«•'

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM
Monday: ISIS, a reproductive righUs group in Hampshire

and Franklin counties from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. on C<H»lidge

Bridge in NorthampUin in memory of Rosie Jimenz who

died in 1977 from an illegal abortion. The silent protest

reiterates the importance of access to safe, legal abortions

for all women.
Supporters of abortion will be wearing armbands pro-

vided by the Committee for Equal Rights and Reproduc-

tive Freedoms (CERRF). Armbands can l)e obtained from

9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at CERRF's table in the Student Union.

Tuesday: The Center for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERRF) will hold their weekly meeting at 6:30

p.m. in Campus Center room 903.

Thursday: The Women's Issues Team will hold their

weekly meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 901.

AMHERST COLLEGE
Wednesday: Flt)rynce Kennedy will speak on "Women
Against Women - A Horizontal Hostility" at 8 p.m. in

Amherst College's Johnson Chapel. Kennedy, a New York

lawyer, is c(K)rdinator of the Coalition Against Racism and

Sexism. She is also a co-founder of Black Women United

for Political Action and one of the people who helped

establish the National Organization for Women (NOW).

Dastardly

TONIGHT Pool Tournament
2 person teams $10 CASH PRIZES

sign up at bar Starts 7 pm
35 E Pleasant St.,Amherst, MA 253-9285

\

\

\

\

NORTHWOOD \
APARTMENTS \

Rt 47 Sunderland {

Close to Amherst, r

on bus line
|

1 , 2, and 3 \

bedroom gardens
^

immediate occupancy :

available ]

students welcome l

6653856
\

office open from
\

10 7weekdav«, :

Saturdays 1-4 J

JOSTElSrS

GOLD
RING

Ainn 4.602 $1.11 reg $1.50

regular or mint

$2.22
reg $3.10

11 oz H & S
shampoo

^J^^J^tem^^c^vsuaWe the Mini Store located in the Student Union

I^JJmVERSITY
STORED

Located in the Carr^pus Center

SEEYOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTyVTIVE.

DATK Oct. 4/5- Mon, Tue

TIMK 10 am - 3 pm VISA-

piMV Campus Center
c-l

Deposit $15.00

Ooen M-F 9-5

^UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Who's fooling who?
Tomorrow, thousands of members of

the University of Massachusetts com-

munity will be asked to attend a rally

on Metawampe Lawn to support the move-

ment toward the nuclear freeze. Those

planning to attend the rally, however,

should be aware that the rally may be more

than it seems to be.

While we fully support the nuclear

weapons freeze movement and the rally in

favor of it, we feel the University communi-

ty should be aware of other, subtle pur-

poses for tomorrow's gathering and keep

some points in mind while listening to the

variety of speeches and performances

scheduled for tomorrow afternoon.

Since the rally was first proposed for the

Umass campus, the name of Senator Ed-

ward M. Kennedy has figured prominently

in any mention of the event. Press releases

publicizing the rally have all boldly

displayed the Massachusetts Democrat's

name, more prominently than any mention

of the freeze issue itself. Calls to Collegian

editors about the rally have come from in-

dividuals clearly identifying themselves as

Kennedy campaign organizers. At last

Wednesday's Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting, Kennedy campaign

workers appealed to the senators to come

up with $1,000 they said was needed to

fund certain technical aspects of the event.

All these things seem to point to the fact

that Kennedy, more so than the freeze

issue, is the primary focus of the rally. It

seems the senator has attached his name to

the issue in hopes of gaining political

mileage through the popular support of the

freeze movement. The grave and crucial

issues presented by the nuclear freeze

movement may be undermined by the

political aspirations of this state's senior

senator.

Last Wednesday, the general lack of

respect for the UMass community on the

part of Kennedy's staff surfaced when they

received a $500 grant and a matching loan

from the student 'senate. While the Ken-

nedy campaign was willing to finance the

publicity and other costs of the rally, it

refused to supply funds for a sound system,

electrical wiring, the stage and other

technical equipment required for a large

rally. Instead of drawing the funds from

Kennedy, the rally sponsors elected to ask

the students of UMass for their money.

While the student senate did nothing im-

proper in allocating the funds, since there

is no evidence it will directly benefit Ken-

nedy, it showed poor judgement in gran-

ting the request. Many members of the

senate said they felt they had no choice; if

they denied the money it would seem they

did not support the rally, a week after they

voted to endorse the nuclear freeze move-

ment. While they felt they were backed

against the wall, the senators agreed to

supply the money on a voice vote with no

dissention. It should be noted that the Stu-

dent Coalition against Nukes Nationwide

(SCANN) have worked to insure that the

rally remains focused on the nuclear freeze

issue as much as possible. I

While attending the rally, students

should think of what their money is going

to benefit, whether the rally is indeed ac-

complishing its stated purpose and whether

one man's political aspirations have diluted

the effectiveness of the rally.

We feel it is a shame that the nuclear

freeze issue, the most important issue of

our time, has been undermined by petty

electoral politics.

Education
and nuclear
politics

On October 5, and November 2, students will have

the opportunity to help in deciding the fate of the

earth. Sound farfetched? Well, it isn't.

October 5, is the date set for the rally. Its focus is the

arms race. The question is what this has to do with you

and me? The answer is everything.

It is no secret that the arms race is progressing at a

cancerous rate, while rhetoric flies hack and forth between

Washington and Moscow; each side attejnpting U) advance

the macabre illusion of national security through nuclear

superiority. The result is the ultimate* in insanity: There

are now 50,00<) nuclear weapons on this planet - enough

t<> dessimate it many times over. What kin<i of security is

All unsigned editorials represent the

majority opinion of the Collegian Board

of Editors

Letters
Curda — breath of fresh air.

To the Editor:

I congratulate you for publishing Katherine Curda's

views in the September 28. 1982 Collegian. From

reading the Collepan daily. I was beginning U> believe I

was one of the last conservative Republicans on the

UMass campus.

It is a shame that letters of such kind do not appear

more often. I believe it would be healthy for UMa.ss

students to hear a second point of view. For not all

students agree with the Bottle Bill or disagree with

nuclear energy. This is one thing the Collegian has

overlooked through many of its publications.

I can only hope that Katherine's article is the beginning

for the conservative Republican's few points, in the Col-

'*'^*"
Eric W. Carlson

Amherst

We must act now to be free

To the Editor: , .

,

Tomorrow's nuclear freeze rally will serve as a vehicle

for voter registration. And we all know that a vehicle is to

get us from one place to another. Question #5. which w^

appear on the ballot in November will ask us whether or

not we wish to end up where we are headed in the nuclear

Tom'^rrow we will probably be asked to challenge the

might of our own government by simply voting. But in

order to accept this responsibility, one needs to be

registered.

Not to register to vote is to decide not to say no to the

continued insanity of the nuclear arms race. We are

reminded by the words of a Latin American poet that we

are free to act but we must act to be free.

Richard Morrison
Northampton

sua ^
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ard

measure<l in terms of how many times one can tiestroy

everything?

Those who defend the arms race will tell you that it is

necessary for us U) stay ahead of the Soviet Union in

weapons-pnnluction, if we are U) prevent nuclear war. The

assumption that underlies such a statement is that the

lInit<Hl States would never be the one tx) initiate such an

exchange. History, however, says otherwi.se.

Truman ordere<i atomic bombs to \^e dropped on the

cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Subsequent administra-

tions have gotten tremendous use out of a foreign \nA\cy in

which the use of nuclear weapons has lieen an underlying

threat. Eisenhower offered atomic devices t/) the French

for u.se in Ind(K*hina; Kennedy intimated the fX)ssibility of

a nuclear exchange during the Cuban missile crisis; and

Richard Nixon's "secret plan to end the war in Viet Nam"

was based upon the intention of leaving a huge crat«r

where North Viet Nam once sUkkI. Even Uiday, the

Reagan administration speaks of the possibilities of win-

ning a nuclear war. With the construction of Trident sub-

marines and missiles, and the MX cruise missile, our coun-

try is building up what is known as first-strike capability.

Common sense dictates that one does not develop the

capability of striking first unless one intends Ui do just

that. Thus, the claim that we need to keep ahead of the

Soviet Union for the purpose of ensuring mutual restraint

must be viewed as dubious, at best. In addition to the pro-

spect of deliberaU' warfare, we must also consider the

fK)ssibility of nuclear ai*cidents. Even assuming mutual

restraint, it must be acknowledged that the t4?chno|ogy

with which we safeguard our wea{xmry, is still far fn)m

perfect.

Every dollar wasted on nuclear arms is one that could

have been spent on education. The economy we live in is

based on a system of exchange. Labor is exchanged for

money; which is then exchanged for various gcnnls and

services. The whole process proceeds in a cyclical fashion;

the crucial factor I)eing the continued exchange, upon

which jobs, productivity, prices, and wages are totally de-

pendent. Without going into economic postulates when

the circle of exchange is broken, everything that depends

on it suffers. Presently, we live in a situation of ma.ssive

unemployment, low productivity, and prices that are con-

tinually rising beyond reach. It is apparent that the circle

has been broken, and a large part of the reason stems

from our investment in the arms race. We put massive

amounts of money into the development of weapons. Yet,

once these are built, they are not exchanged for anything

- they are stockpiled. The money and labor that were in-

vested in the weapons never find their way back inU) the

economy, which suffers for it. This is an inevitable conse-

quence of investment in nuclear arms; and the extent to

which we invest our resources in them is the extent to

which the economy suffers. In fact, the only way to make

that weaponry economically productive is to use it; the

consequences of which we all know.

The state of the economy determines the amount of sup-

port that is given to education, which ultimately deter-

mines its cost to individuals and families. It determines

who can and cannot obtain access U) our institutions of

learning. Because investments in nuclear weapons stifle

our system of exchange, they are instrumental in barring

people from an education that they have a right to receive.

Therefore, disarmament is a student issue, and we must

all concern ourselves with it. if we are to preserve educa-

tion - especially public higher education - for future

students, we must really press the issue to those who

make the decisions: replacing those who refuse to make

the right ones. No one will do it for us. and for that reason

the burden is ours.

While at the rally, register to vot«, if you haven't

already done so. The other date is November 2, and it

represents a chance to make our support for the freeze felt

in a concrete manner. This is totally def)endent on a huge

turnout on our part.

The future is in our hands.

Jim Murphy is the SGA President and Student Trustee

Represenatative
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Open 24 Hours—7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

Thompson

Grapes
Enjoy the natural snack", naturally
sweet, juicy, delicious! Pick your own!

Fresh ReS'Tokay ^#><
Grapes Ml9
FYesh New England Grown jm ^^^
BoscPears ,b4sf

. quart basket119
New York Concord

Grapes
Fresh Jumbo Head ^%^%<
Cauliflower e.99

Potatoes bag
5 ibgg<

Carrots •^^" lb

YeUow p,,,Y,,,

Onions o^" lb

Yellow
Turnips ib

15

15

15
Louisiana
_ _ or Swet't

Yams. ..•'"i?»*^^ ^J Ibs^

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Andierst only

see Store for Details

. ,. Available In •lores
comer aell featuilimaaervtccdeU

Swiss

Austrian
Swiss

German
Bologna
siopfi. ^78
Stiop ^^ Ib

Bottom Beef
Round ^9
Roast

Up to
5 lbs

Up lo b lbs

lb

Skinned & Deveined

Beef '"^'feo^
Liver mOSf
Carando^^
Pepperoni *J^
Vac Pack ^B"

Devault
Sandwich
Steaks Q59

Beef TopRound Roast
RumpRoast Beef Round ^soa»,o.c« ,51.79

Beef Eye Round Roast ^^o* ^'^•^^
ib2.29

CenterCut Bottom Round Roast ibl.79

99
lb

229
lb

Beef 2 Ib pkg Frozen

3'

Matlaw's
Stuffed
Clams 179
30 oz pkg. Frozen JLm

Chicken^^^^^
Franks hQ
Weaverllbpkg ^^fb#

Minit Chef
Chicken
Patties ^^%<
Breaded l^^'V
1 lb pkg Frozen %^%^
Drakes Family
Pack f29
10'i oz Ring Ding Jrs or

1 2 oz Yankee Doodles gflk P^

Aqua-Fresh
Toothpaste
'?Aqu^^ 119

6.4 ounce tube ^L

BeefTop
Round steak
Top Round Lx)ndon Broil « :'^' """"-^

ib2.49
Beef Bottom Round Steak ib2.09
Cube Steak Beef Round "^o* ^""^ m2.49
Beef Eye Round Steak "s^*/^'-«

ib2.49
Shoulder London Broil .^[^""f^r ib2.19
Beef Round for Stew ^soACho^. ,b2.29

Stop & Shop
Coffee ^99
Regular, Drip, Electric or

Autonnatic, one pound can

Chicken Noodle

^' 3 89or Chicken Rice

Stop & Shop 10V? oz

^1 Cut or French Style
Green Beans.
Stop & Shop
15 V2 ounce can

3'"1

Picnic
(

Colonial 6-8 lbs

SmokedPork
Shoulder

water
added 99

Portions
Colonial 5 7 lbs'. olonial b 7 IDS -m ^^f\

Semi Boneless CookedHam r""^' '^'"^. ibi. /

y

Colonial Maslef 4 5 lb •• t^f\
Smoked Pork Shoulder ''i^"'^^

**^ *?'^«! ibi.oy
Smoked Pork Butt ^"/afe'a?^"" ibl.99

Boneless Colonial

water added

Boneless CookedHam ^^^^^'^^^^'
. ib2.59

— Family Paks Stretch Your Dollar! —
Ground^^ ^39
Imftf^ff 5to6lbpkg J^ 15

Fresh Lean Ground Beef ^^p'!« ibl.69
Chicken Wings 'WhiteGem' ^ "' p'^? ib 59*

'WhiteGem' Chicken Legs ^'^p"^? ib69*

Chicken Breast Split * "^ ^^^"^ " "« ib99'

Boneless BeefChuck Steak ^^'^•""^ ibl.79

Ronzoni
Spaghet
Regular or Thin
16 ounce package ^»1
Duncan Hines
Cake Mix
Regular or Deluxe II

Assfd Varieties, 18 V2 ozpkg 78
Vanity Fair
Towels
Assorted Print

2 ply 100 sheet roll 59
Minute Maid
Orange Juice ^29
from concentrate
Half Gallon carton, I
Imperial
Margarine ^% $^
Quarter pound sticks ^^^M tor^H^
One pound package j^^^v ^Ib

c
A 10

.rrvirqarine

1
1 lb quarters

Imperial
Margarine |

IFREE
I

Wnr> this coupon Good Su'^ Oci 3 iftvA I li A<in m<! couoc 1 a '90purch«M 4«cniNB#l
%m Oct 9 l.m,toi»c*fruMo'^»' 416 J*VV^ l^odOrl >Oct 9 imtrtoof pO'cuHOff'*' 415H|^^

r
I

I

I

I

I

Boneless Blade Steak

*^ * SHI p ,Rrx* f »* k i^fP- N r A9IB "
Stop & Shop IOV2 oz canjl

r Chicken ii

Rice Soup I

I

m! !

Beet ChucH S* lb pKg
lb2.39

or Chicken
|

Noodle FREE

A8
One Pound Can

Stop ft Shop
c Coffee

99Regular Aulo
Elsclnr Perk

Of Drip
^Af.t^ th.» coupon A a FW purcr^Mr
rfOortOci lOcr 9 I \mA on> p^ customs*

Florida
Orange Juice
Stop & Shop
6 ounce can Frozen 39

OP t SMOP*0<l/f N <N r oupon;
All ' '**'''^*"' ..'ri''-N ' A12J*

c Florida
Orange Juice

FREE6 ounce
.\ can Frozen

^^Ocl 3S« Oct ?^«i«lon,wcuilom». 417W^^

»>«:•• ••'•Cll»« So« Ocl ) SJII iKl » VK MM> MOr , Ocl « S*I <Xl « In <aiir<M« 10 Oul Cutlonxrl •< rtWfvr lh« tiflM lu i "^ ' ial«> !0 \*\'tt D*ck«o«s of «ly ilont OftarM l0< UM NOI MVUUt m CMC lOlt w W OttWr

Assorted Varieties I
iDuncan Hines i

c CakeMixi
18 '/2 ounce M ^^ \W
package ^wJJf )

WiiMhis coupon A « 750 ourna^e rft^tf H

CcopiQW IM2 b» Stop * Shoo Suo«<m«ni«» Noi f»«i»n»iBW lor i»ooflrto«"C«i •ffo»«'
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OPENING SPECIAL
OK/Kfi 25% off to our
^'^^ first 50 customers

Quality Words : Prompt Serxace

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing

. . . 253-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(above Matthews Shoes)

Resumes & Papers
Consultations & Editing

• Theses • Dissertations

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS

STOP SMOKING
Lose Weight i>«l' Confidence

Insomnia Senual Problemt

Nail Biting Bad Wetting

Hypnosis can help you nake it

PERyiA^EST

Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center
Call or Write for Free Brochure

Milton H. Askinoss, Member A A E.H.

Available for Lectures/ Demonstrations

The Farrick Building. Rte 9 Hadley, MA
A0 3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware)

tns 584 1919 by Appt Only

r

J

OPENING SPECIAL
USED BOOK SALE

20% Regular Prices

Oct 4-9, Mon - Sat

I VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops

«

„ ^ Downtown Amherst

HASTINGS i i 10.5:30 M.F, S«t lO-S, San 124

This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Tool

Bamboo

POSTERS BUNDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5,501

Get Organized
School Yecur Calendars
pocket size & desk size

at

Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
y\fr%-C>%-r>v'''^»*'^**'^»^'^<i^^**'^lS^**«i^'^Vf*'S^'^V^^ti'^^tS'^^t<^^%'^^^**tl'™IS^

UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

COMING SOON TO
THE FINE ARTS CENTER

<iAmdt
Friday, October 15 8:00 p.m.

DICYCLE WOKLD

Saturday,
October 16

8:00 p.m.

THE
Monday,
October 18
8:00 PM

ZAGREB
GRAND
BALLET

Scottish
National
Orchestra

Monday,
October 25
8:00 p.m.

All shows on sale now

Telephone reservations Noon-4:00p.m. M-F
545-2511

104 Federal St.

Greenfield, Mass

Save • Unlvega

10%/30% * Motobecane
• Puch

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

from ly.ae

Rugs €r Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lot* of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Sh I rtS India Print - 4.B0

Solid Color 3.50 to 6.60

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Daily 10 am 6 pm
Uea the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 6 pnr

MEI2t:ANTILC

Selection of used bikes available

50% X/C skis ^ J,

774-0701
I

odvanlurQ tro^ol
S49-1X94

=»«= =H=

llllllllllllllllllllllllllil IIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIillMilllllllllllllllHiilllliUIIIV

) 586-3029 Mj<

OSf^ ^^ Upper Level

^-nan Pleeeent St

^ "^mheret Carriage Stiope

SAVE AT ELEKTEK
ON CALCULATORS

II XA^ InsIKI MIM-^

s
s

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

I GRAND OPENING \

SPECIAL

i Oil & Lube I

S9.95
SAVE $6.00

i

I Route 47 next to Pip's General Store
|

1 North Hadlev 586-9029 I
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SCA ELECTIONS

TODAY
Polling Places as Follows:

Northeast/Sylvan Worcester D.Ca

Central/Orchard Hill - Franklin D.C.

Cance, JA., J.Q.Aa, Mackimmie, Moore,

Patterson, Pierpont, Washington - Berkshire D.C.

Coolidge, Crampton, Emerson, James, Prince

Kennedy, Melville, Thoreau Hampshire D.C.

Commuter/Greek - in front of Hatch

^i
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The UMats Fitness Center

is sponsoring a FREE

Aerobic Dance Demonstration
DATE: Taes. October 5

TIME: 7:30 P.M.

PLACE: Rm 22 NOPE
Clasies befii Oct. 6 at 6 aid 7 pm tml will Beet Monday tad

Wcdaciday eTeaiap tkroafk Dec 22

RefittrttMi fellowiBf demoMtration - Fee • $50 for 20 clatsct

Lifluted EwrollMeat

Aerobic Daacing it aa excellent form of cardiovascnlar condi-

tioning, bel|M tone muclet, and is a great calorie bwner.

Coae — Move ^ Be Energiiedl

'j*.'
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Arts
The Bach stops here
NEW ENGLAND BACH FESTIVAL
Wednesday, September 29

Buckley Recital Hall

Amherst College

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Correspondent

The New England Bach Festival opened

its 13th season Wednesday night with an

excellent program of solo cantatas and or-

chestral works. The orchestra, under the

direction of Blanche Honneger Moyse, is

actually more of a chamber group, with

violins, violas, cellos, a harpisicord, bass

and bassoon.

The *1rst piece, Brandenburg toncerU)

No. 2, featured soloist Allen Vogel on oboe,

Susan Ratholz on flute, Edmund Carrol on

trumpet, and Peggy James on violin. Allen

Vogel proved to l>e the strong soloist of the

evening. Playing on all ff)ur pieces and the

main solo acoompaniest for the cantatas,

he played with great depth and precision,

eliminating any preconceived notions that

local New England musicians are weaker

or less qualified t^ perform the works of

the masters.

The second movement of the Branden-

burg Concerto was one of the highlights of

the evening. The slow blend of instruments

was so beautiful that as the movement con-

c'.uded. the audience l)ecame completely

still, listening to resonance.

The next piece, "The Wedding Cantata,"

featured soprano Arleen Auger and celloist

Eric Bartlett. Perhaps contrary to the opi

nion of many people attending, I felt that,

while Ms. Auger sang quite well, it was
Eric Bartlett's continuo that really made
this piece. It was a real treat to watch his

hands zipping up and down the cello.

Together with harpsicordist Suzanne
Cleverdon every nuance of the music was
brought to light.

Yet the evening belonged to Arleen

Auger. As she sang "Jauchzen Gonn in

Allen Landen," a cantata composed for the

1.3th week after Trinity, the full range of

her talent became clear. She has a light,

lucid voice, that isn't driven by the preten-

tions that turn so many sopranos intx)

shriekers. She hit the highest notes with

ease. While not famous among the general

{)ublic, Ms. Auger is well known in the

music community and has recorded exten-

sively. Her clean crisp singing makes it

clear why she was asked back to sing with

the Festival this year.

The only shortcoming of the concert was
the length of the program (only an hour

and twenty minutes including intermi.s.iim)

and Edward ('arroll the trumpet player,

whose playing lacked the grace of the other

f>erformers. But these are minor points.

Blanche Honnegger has succeeded in put-

ting together an ensemble that brings to

New Englanders music of the highest

caliber.

The New England Bach Festival will Ix'

performing all over New P^ngland for the

next two weeks, including a performance

of chamber music in Deerfield Thursday
night.

^^ m the other voice

rie&a on October 15

THE 1982 NEW ENGLAND

BACH FESTIVAL

Kysrms
GOLD
RING

SEEYOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIX E.

DATK Oct. 4, 5 - Mon, Tue

TiMK 10 am - 3 pm ttSA-

pi.AtiK Campus Center

Deposit $15.00 t^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

LAST CHANCE!

OPEN RUSH

BKO

Monday, October 4, 1982

9:00- 11:00 p.m.

If you missed our last rush

parties, now is the chance to

check our alternative to dorm
life. Don't miss it!

Beta Kappa Phi

388 N. Pleasant St.

(The modern white cinderblock

house on way to Downtown)

NOW AVAILABLE

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the

Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

BILLY JOEL
THK NYI,()N CURTAIN

including

Pressure /Allentown

She s Right On Time

A Room CW Our Own/ Goodnight Saigon

nil. I.'* lo.!-;'

v I I HIM^
I

ROCK IN A HARD PLACE
including

Bite \ s Brew/Cry Me A River

Rock In A Hard Place (Cheshire Gal)
J.iilbait/Lightning Strikes

«<f^^'l^

3 Credit

Positions Open
for

Student Representatives

to the Work Groups
on General Education

Continuity and Change
Expressive Culture

The Individual

Society and Institutions

The Biological World
The Physical World

Foreign Language
Quantitative Reasoning
Integration of Knowledge
Communication with
High Schools
Issues of Civility

Foundation Support

In May, after a year long investigation into the current General

Education ("core") requirements, a Faculty Senate committee set

forth a proposal for a new General Education curiculum here at

UMass/ Amherst.

Students are needed to join representatives from the faculty and

administration in exploring the specific aspects of the General Educa-

tion proposal listed above.

Does one of these topics interest you? This is an opportunity to

become involved with a process which will affect thousands of

students in years to come.

Contact Immediately:
Rob Thayer

at SCERA (546^0341)

420 Student Union BIdg.

jJ^Ji^fU^JS Ĵi^KEKOKSKDri^̂

$5.99
your choice

LP or cassette

NEW RELEASES

inUma.
SHANGO

jncludir>g:

Hold On/Let Me Inside/Nowhere To Run

The Nile/Night Hunting Time

^i %
^
Studtuui. i^

MEN ATWORK
BUSINESS AS USUAL

including:

Who Can It Be hk>w?/Down Under
People Just Love To Play With Words
Be Good Johnny/Down By The Sea

CjT'

KENNY LOGGINS
HIGH ADVENTURt

irKluding

Don t Fight It /Heartlight/ Heart To Heart

Only A Miracle/I Gotta Try

rX

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
NEBRASKA
Including:

Johnny 99/State Trooper

Open All Night /Atlantic City

Reason To Believe

MNNVl(H.<.i

-f^-

\^^^J^^^ji^

lv.

from CBS
Located in the
Campus Center
Open M-F 9-5

ĴJNIWE,RSITY
STORED
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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HMLlY/THlS/SfT'
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f^funjuesQuARa

TBew

OOOPUJCK.
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RJOmOOM-
pumsctNCi:

mm? I
NBwoomjm
TFAIN/NO^

AFiyouseiuous^
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use POCKBT
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'^he UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

LAT£ftJ HEI^'^ yoot^Y (^f^'^, 8^ «<»^ ^ I—
^SO 81/CKS A^^^*^'^ RV^^B IHJS PAir/T?

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

fp.ee AT M5r l^T^oX"' I Just i»Ji^)H ALL
THIS fREtOoM UJA

HE

cfAG

HACK

i

^

Gooz by G. Masse

oo4/

^J|«,^^o^^? Well, I
«5o\ sicw or^ree?iAi'

toiw4er, so...

Ok- (too;'.- /oodoAiH I hope yoo kAjou)

or you'

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

vla5NalNt£eA^J0N...

iRaANpax)W5UP..New

WAR IN PAmM5 ..tOVEIS

"S >.-

m :i^

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Stuffe<J F'ep{>er with

TnmaU) Sauce
Grillwi Ham and Cheese

Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
I'ineapple Yo^irt

Stuffed Peppers

drilled Cheese on

Sproute<i Wheat

DINNER
Beef Stew/Savory

(larden Biscuits

Fish Kr\'/Tartar Sauce

Cheese and K^g C<»lii I'laU

BASICS DINNER
Mexican Vegetable Bake

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

CROSSWORD
ACROSS 53 Missed 13 Pulled apart

1 Undercover agent 56 Stairway adjunct 21 Nota
5 Playbook 60 Fancy 23 Silver coin of Iran

direction 61 Incensed 25 Have nothing

10 Origin of 63 Star form with

The Magi 64 TV producer 26 Bundle of straw

14 Unrelenting Norman 27 Word with moon
15 Kind of orange 65 Prevent 28 Norma
16 Prefix meaning 66 Spenser character 30 Pickles

"stranger

'

and namesakes 31 Border state

17 Serb or Croat 67 Nursery word. 32 The Hunter

18 Heart action often 33 Foster

19 Vacation choice 68 Chris Lloyd, 35 Dusk to dawn
20 Holy Week service nee 40 Reach

22 Osage 69 Action suffix 41 Showman of

24 Roues glance Amer fame

25 Family member 43 External: Prefix

26 Sugar measure DOWN 45 Enclosure

29 Homage 1 Weather word 47 Kettledrum of

34 Chance 2 Voided India

36 Heathen deity escutcheon 48 Snapping beetle

37 Actress Joanne 3 Interest producer 52 Like neon

38 Fencing weapon 4 Letter carrier 53 Coppola's

39 Northern dwelling 5 Archaic cave Medium
41 Brace 6 North African hot 54 Music halls

42 Gas prefix spot 55 Paper purchase
43 Identical: Fr 7 Etre de |Oie 56 Detest

44 Fable, m old (to be overioyed) 57 Topdrawer
Greece 8 gratias 58 Great Russian

46 Voter's right 9 Free scope duke
49 Have to pick 10 Not lost 59 Terminal

50 Memo lingo 11 Longtime 62 Church title:

51 Turkish pound 12 Seaworthy Abbr

1 2 3 4

1
21

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 11

P
TT"

19

20

21, 30

^3

._ i

I
27

24

k
35

39

29

P

^^^H
26

41

31 32 33
,

34

I
43

36

45

37

38

P
51

I
52

42

46

P

49

I
54 55^

50

62

^^^1
53

1

61

1

57 58 59

60 63

64 65 k6

67 68 69
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WEATHER

Monday nnostly sunny,

highs near 70**, NW wind

10 mph. Monday night

clear and chilly, low

35-40°. Tuesday sunny

highs around 70°.

You are the eyes and
ears of the Collegian. If

you see a story, tell us

about it.

Doonesbury
Drought to you •v^rydoy

by Gorry Trud^ou
ond th*

Mossochus^tts Doily Coll^gion.

Monday. October 4, 1982
Collcman U

CABLE/VIDEO

Please

Recycle
this

Collegian [

UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Scherlule

"N

10:30-12:30 Jane Fonda speaking at

lUMass
12:30-1:00 A Weekend with

Wi-ndelin Gletzel

1:00-1:30 Un Par Pas Dela-Avant

Garde Video Art

1:30-2:00 May The Force Be Wtih

You — Try it, you'll like it!

J
J

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT ~
North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/ month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 549-3700

AUTO FOR SALE

Clean 1973 Honda Civic engine rebuilt

1982 new tires 1595 774-5306

77 Toyota Celica-GT, standard, excellent

condition, 56,000 mi, alarm, AM/FM/tape,
louvers, $3596/BO 253-9389 after 5

1972 Datsun 610 manuel, tape-deck, runs

good, looks fair, $900.00 or BO 256-6688

evenings

68 Olds Cutlass runs well exc transpor call

Bob 549-6416

Sporty French Sedan Renault R12 fwd 4

doors, peppy, 30 mpg, excellent engine,

body and interior, no rust, no dents

$1800.00 256-8871

BEAUTIFUL SINGLE

graphic equalizer for $250 recently bought

for $400 Frank 6-8663

HELP WANTED

Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to train

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send

resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union

Parttime position available for college

student to represent travel company on

campus. Earn commission, free travel, and

work experience. Contact Beach Comber

Tours, Inc. PO Box 1236, Burlington, MA
01803 617-273-2423

2 soccer coaches needed for grades 4 - 6,

So Deerfield, after school, 3 - 4.30, 2 - 3

days per week, $5.00 per hour. Contact

Mrs. Reid, 665-2272 or grade school,

665-3820

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring Math Physics 256-0193

In apartment on bus route close to town

and campus. Reasonable rent. 253-2872

BROWNIEQRAMS

Uasic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2096

Tennis Instructor Wanted for in

ermediate level player call 546-8634

Brownlegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 Vi

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

INVESTMENT CLUB

DELTA ZETA PLEDGES

Congratulations Beta Pledge Classl Get

Psyched I

ENTERTAINMENT

Investment Club Meeting: 7:oo pm Tues

Oct 5 rm 107 SBA guest speaker

Lawrence Dwight, stock broker from HM
Payson & Co

LESBIAN/GAY

PROFESSIONAL DJ's FOR LESSI $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Parties, Semis.

Paul 549-4405 Joe 549-1588

The best sound system is MF Cof-

feehouse sound 2fifi-B4fln

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1-283-7806

Bass amp Fender Music Master $125, BO

253 9698

Telephone answering mschlne Brand

new $100.00 Bob 253-2098

I know I am crazy s«<linQ a Pioneer

Office Manager Position open • 10 hour

a week workstudy position apply at the

People's Gay Alliance office 413 SUB
50154 women & third world students en

couraged to apply

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs. Amh. 253-3324

Dicky - Happy Birthday, Baby! Lots of

Supertramp this weekend - I love you - The

Ion Monster

Attention - women interested in service to

the community - open meeting of Gamma
Sigma Sigma Natl Service Sorority Mon
Oct 4, 6:30 pm CC Rm 905 for more info

304 SU 545-2068

Chariies tonight 8 to 1 99' Molson botles

75' Molson drafts

Register to vote Octot)er 4th and 5th,

Campus Center Concourse

ANNIE, Over a year now. I'm glad Idaho

was so close, i love you.

Hey Aliclal Have a good week Lil Sis

Ray Shamie wants to meet YOU at the

nuclear freeze rally tomorrow

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo

tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu

dent Union $4 20^lassesJ549j258

Annie Annie Annie blonde hair blue eyes,

beautiful Annie I love you Joe

HRTA Students - ESD Honor Society

meeting, Monday Oct 4, Flint 201 at 6:00

HeylEdl Hows Cousin It? From X-Cuz & S

Here Is your chance to fight the Moral

Majority 1 1 The Real Majority is having its in-

troductory meeting Tonight at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center check the agenda near the

elevators for the room number. Fight Jerry

Falwell and his croniesi Support abortion

rights and other basic human rights-

Rossco 16 has been great and its going to

get better and better I love you Jo

Daddy - Welcome to UMass I'm psyched

for tonightl Love Kitten

RECORDMANIA

JOE JACKSON AND CHICK COREA are

alive and well and on sale at Union

Records. . .

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to DC. area Oct 8. Will

share $ and conversation 546-8021

To Washington
546-1178, Ron

DC Oct 7 or 8 call

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Bucknell Unlv leave Fri

Oct 8 return Oct 1 1 will go to other places in

Penn call Jodi 549-1352

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted to share room in spacious

3 bedroom Townehouse apt call Susan

549 3868

Female to share bedroom in Townehouse

549-5980

Apartmentmato needed. Sunderland

complex. Rent negotiable, on bus route fur-

nished, call Jeff 665-4357

SERVICES

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

Immediate Cash For class rings, gold and

silver jewelry. Highest Prices paid on cam-

pus 6-8722

Proffessional Dress Maker Amherst

Area custom made clothing alterations

repairs zippers replaced for appointment

call 256-0867 evenings

LOST

Lost pale yellow strsnded glees bead

necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Wallet and Band Jacket in Sylvan call

6-9643 jacket has the name Jay on it

Glasses thin rims maybe case (brown)

666-4931 keep trying

PERSONALS

Stick it in your eerll Free piercing with

Victor caught you by surprise. Happy Day!

I love you. Love Gail

RECORDS

Joan Jett - 1 Love R Cr Roll J Geils Freeze

Frame, best offer, never used call 6-9648

keep trying __^^^^^^_
RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy &
sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car.

Doug 546^8185

Call

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings. goW and sihrer jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst. 256^710

WORD PROCESSING

Resumes h Papers: Prompt quality

oreparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations. MDI/WORD
LINK253 9535

11

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
congratulates its new sisters:

Kristen Anderson Jo Hethnger

Mary Cazzetta Li Hunninghake

Kelly Conlin Maureen McDonald

Susan Duff Triss Schafer

KKC, Going Strong for 40 Years!
f=lfa±Jfa=Jr=Jtf

3CS 2^K. 2Z
acz

TIME OUT

1

MONDAY SPECIAL

Pitchers of Deer $0.00
storting ot « PM

PINA COLADA SPECIAL

Each Afternoon $1.50 t

07 M Pleosont St, Amherst MA

SPECIALISTS FOR ALL
YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS
Air Tickets

Amtrak
Ticketron
Eurailpasses

Hotel Reservations

Charter Packages

Car Rentals

Cruises

BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY TRAVEL NOW
TO AVOID HIGH PRICES!

Campus Center 2nd Floor

UMass Amherst O1003

545-0500
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Rhode Island just wasn't Ram tough
UM stands at 2-2 overall

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Inspired p)erformances by the defensive

and i^peciai tt'ams units of the University of

MassachusetUs Minuteman f(M)thall team,

combir.ed with a couple of key "big" plays

spellful disaster for the University of Rhode

Island Rams Saturday as the Minutemen

posteii a 17-7 win over URI.

The biggest-of-big plays came at 1 1 :44 of

the second period when URI's Tom Wilkms

lined up to punt. Wilkins and center Bruce

Love already knew that they were going to

be spending several extra hours after prac-

tice this week working on snaps because of

a low percentage success ratio.

(Translated, this means that two of the

three long snaps prior to this one were

fumbled.)

Love decided that the only way to get out

of extra practice was U) lose his position as

long snapper, as he rolled a ground ball to

Wilkins. An alert Glenn Holden then pro-

ceeded t/> block the late kick. Freshman

I>uckworth Grange then made the biggest

play of his young career as he picked up the

ball on the 25 yard line and scampered un

touched into the end zone.

The score put UMass up 7-0 (after Bob
Ross" point after) and typified the way play

for L'Rl went all afterncxin.

Coach Bob Pickett credited the punt

return unit for making URI cough the ball

up.

"We played well on special teams. We
saw URI on game films and they executed

very well but our team forced them to do

things they don't normally do. They didn't

execute because our people did." said

Pickett.

The entire first half was a series of shows

by the two teams* respective star running

backs.

Garry Pearson put on his usual cutting,

weaving and d'Kiging game en niute U) a

115 yard day. (His fourth 1(K) yard game
this year).

On the other side of the field. Rhode

Island's Cal Whitfield showed why he is a

leading force for the Rams as he utilized his

speed to turn corners on the UMass
defense and gain 102 yards of his own in-

cluding URI's only score of the afternoon

on a sweep around the right end midway
through the third quarter.

The best offensive play of the day came
from the Minutemen. UMass got the ball on

the Rhode Island 20 yard line courtesy of

an exchange of possessions between the

two teams' offensive units by way of

several URI fumbles.

As usually happens in fot)tball, the turn

over cost dearly. On third down and 18.

Dean Pecevick stepped back to pass. He
UH)ked right for several seconds and then

suddenly turned to the left and let fly a

picture-perfect lob that a streaking Ron
Mangarelli. who had beaten his man by

alx)ut a half a step, in stride and UMass had

cushioned its lead to 14-0.

URI came back on the aforementioned

Whitfield touchdown but a Bo Ross 28 yard

Collrtnan photo b« Trrru Rrliariorr

Don Keefers swallows URI quarterback Dave Grimsich as the ball

squirts loose while Glenn Holden starts towards the fumbled ball.

field goal at the 12:54 mark of the final

period gave the Minutemen breathing

room and they held on to the win.

F*ickett was pleased with the outcome for

a number of reasons.

"Rhode Island has a good football team,

one of the best they've had in a long time,"

said Pickett. "This is one-fifth of the

league."

Pickett also said that he thought that the

final tally should have t>een different.

"We should have scored more. I don't

think that the score is any indication of the

number of scoring opportunities that we

had." said Pickett.

URI coach Bob Griffin had different sen-

timents.

"I don't want to take anything away

from UMass," Griffin said. "They played

fairly well, but we just played terrible."

The Minutemen now prepare for a

Homecoming that will feature a game with

the Fighting Blue Hens of Delaware,

donna 1 04 19.5

Local spikers sputter at the UMass Classic
Bj GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

When you're struggling, nothing seems

to go right. Your serves don't always stay

in in-bounds, your passing is poor, your

team play is inconsistent and when you do

play well, there is another team that plays

above their heads to defeat you.

It was that type of weekend for the

University of Massachusetts women's
volleyball team as they struggled through

the UMass Classic, last F^riday and Satur-

day in Boyden Gym.
UMass opened their tournament play

with a 15-8, 15-11 win over Queens College,

but the momentum didn't last as the

Minutewomen were plastered by Corr.ell

15-9, 15-1 in their second match. In UMass'

next match against Northeastern (with the

winner going into the championship

round). UM played tough. They took the

first game 15-9, but stumbled in the sec-

ond, losing 5-15.

In the third and deciding match, North-

eastern ran out to a 6-1 lead before UM tied

it up at 7-7. But NE established control

despite the best efforts of Patti Philbin and

Sally Mahar. The Minutewomen could not

get themselves together and Northeastern

won the match.

"It was a really hard weekend for us,"

said coach Elaine Sortino. "We were all

struggling at the same time. It was an off-

day for everyone."

Even though it was an off-day for

UMass, they came out and gave their best

shot against the University of New Haven

in the first round of the consolation mat-

ches.

Kirsten Smith helped UMass take off to a

7-3 lead, but NH battled back to tie it up at

10-10,enroutetoa 15-10 win. In the second

game. Massachusetts came from behind to

take a commanding 14-10 lead. But UM

couldn't buy the fifteenth point due to some
hustling plays by NH and some bad UM
serves. New Haven was able to overcome
and take the match, 17-15.

"We did improve our play against New
Haven, but by then it was too late," ex-

plained Sortino. "Our defensive play was
good and it was at its best in the NH
game."
What UMass was lacking in was a good,

consistent offense because of mistakes in

their passing and serving. The
Minutewomen will be looking to improve
on this when they entertain Mount Holyoke
tomorrow night.

'm:^^y>c^ 4if. .
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Vermont boots UM
back to Amherst 3-1

( ollripan photo by Jim tmyu

Christine Taggert kicks a pass towards the Vermont goal dring Fri-

day's game.

By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON, Vt. - A promising

write-up in Friday's Boston Globe had

most University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team supporters eager to hear about

their team's fifth win of the season. Unfor-

tunately, the win didn't come as the

hooters returned home from the University

of Vermont with a 3-1 loss, pushing their

record to 4-3.

Massachusetts' only goal of the game
came eight minutes into the second half,

after leaving for halftime with a two goal

deficit. Scoring for UM was Tom Ushok.

who was assisted by Fritz Pike.

UMass was ranked fourth in New
England as of last Sunday (when the rank-

ings were changed). The University of Ver-

mont has no ranking, and is currently

3-5-1.

"UVM's not a bad team, we played poor-

ly." said coach Jeff Gettler. "It was like

watching ten year olds playing against old

men. ..they did anything they wanted to do
to MS

"

The Minutemen played in front of a

rather large crowd of about 1500 en-

thusiastic Vermont fans.

"It was kind of embarrassing," said Get-

tler.

When the first 45 minutes of the game
were through the hooters were down 2-0.

Those two goals were given up in the first

ten minutes. The first was as a result of a

throw-in and the other as a result of the

UMass defense allowing Vermont of-

fenseman through the middle unguarded
for an easv shot.

With 17 minutes left in the second half,

Gettler sent in Tim Searls to replace in-

jured goalkeeper Jeff Smith. This was the

first opportunity for Searls this season, as

Smith has pretty much dominated the net

during the first seven games.

"Searls played well," said Gettler.

"Vermont is not a bad team. They beat

Boston University, which hapj)ens to be a

fair team," said Gettler.

UMass plays against Boston University

Saturday at home, at Boyden field at 11:(X)

a.m.
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Were Blacks the First

Nuclear

-r^*

',-^

This week Nummo News is beginning a series on "The Port^

Chicago Disaster" as covered by Black Scholar in its Springl

1982 issue. As stated in this issue 320 American sailors, most\

of them Black ammunitions loaders, died in a major explosionl

at the Port Chicago, California naval base 35 miles north of\

San Francisco in July of 1944. A work stoppage followed]

when many all Black regiments of the segregated naval base^

refused to return to work because of their valid fears regar-

ding work conditions and the possibility of yet another major^

"accident".

The ammunition loaders were charged with mutiny; many

were court martialed and later 50 were sentenced to jail. A full
|

investigation did not occur. The cause of the explosion which

instantly killed 320 people, injured 390 and destroyed ships,

buildings and the pier was never officially determined. The

Black Scholar article is significant because the incident has

not been heard of by the vast majority of Americans over the

years.

No one close enough to see exactly what happened at Port

Chicago lived to tell about it. Recently evidence has come to

light indicating that a nuclear blast may have been involved.

The incident occurred 13 months before Hiroshima and

Nagasaki and may have involved the same basic type of

atomic bomb. Yet, the U.S. military asserts that the

Hiroshima bomb had never been tested. Thus, the inhumani-

ty of the Hiroshima bomb may have been brought to bear

upon Americans first as a test of the bomb^'s strength.

NUMMO News' ONLY connection with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian is for the purpose of

distribution.

Victims of
Explosion?

If this evidence does indeed prove that the Port Chicago

explosion was a nuclear one, then it can only be concluded

that there has been a cover-up of this fact for all these years.

The strongest tool in the cover-up effort would then be the in-

stitutional racism present in the court martial which followed

the Black ammunition loaders' work stoppage.

The official Navy investigation focused heavily on the alleg-

ed "carelessness" and "rough handling" of ammunition by

the Black work gangs. The subsequent "mutiny" court mar-

tial effectively deflected public attention from the explosion

land onto the trial of the Black sailors. Thus, the Navy's and

the public's racism allowed the American public to view the

\
Blacks as "mutiners" instead of victims.

This incident shows that nuclear arms control is not simply

\a "white" issue. It also shows how racism was (and con-

I tinues to be) used to divide and divert the various groups of

{people, in their various struggles, when unity in action is most

,
needed!!

.JATCH FOR PETER VOGELS
INVESTIGATIVE ARTICLE TO
IBE FEATURED NEXT WEEK
IN NUMM
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South Africa's jviiiriftar Capacity

1. Belgium has provided guarantees for a long term

contract to purchase South African uranium; Belgian

interests are involved in Creusot Loire which holds

majority shares in the consortium supplying reactors to

the Koeberg ; Belgian intersts are also involved in

Eurofuel which will fabricate the fuel elements for

Koeberg.

2. Britain helped establish uranium mining and the

manufacture of uranium oxide in South Africa; it has been

a consistent and major purchaser of South African uranium

and is a major purchaser of uranium from the Rossing mine

in Namibia in which Rio Tinto Zinc, a British multinational

corporation, is the largest foreign shareholder. Since the

mid 1950's at least there have been regular exchanges and

high level contacts between the British and South African

nuclear industries which have undoubtedly facilitated the

recruitment of Britons to important positions in the South

African industry.

3. The Federal Republic of Germany has, most im-

portantly, been the main collaborator in South Africa's

development of the ti*chnology for enriching uranium.

Companies from the FR(i were the main foreign suppliers

of ecjuipment for the enrichment plant. The F'RG has

imported St)uth African uranium and now imports uranium

form Rossing in which FRG state companies initially were

shareholders. In 1962 the FR(J and South Africa concluded

an agreement including scientific cooperation. Since then

there have been regular exchanges between the two

countries'nuclear industries and in 1969 the FRG began

training some South African scienti.sts in uranium enrich

ment technology.

4. France has shares in the Rossing mine, from which it

also purchases uranium as it purchases other South

African uranuim. France has been sending technicians

since 19ti6. French state suport and finance, together with

training of techinians, has made possible the construction

of a nuclear power station at Km-gerg by a consortium

dominated bv French intersts.

5. Israel agreed in 1976 to increase scientific cooperation

with South Africa, possibly including the nuclear field, and

there have been rumours of Israeli personnel working at

the Valindaba enrichment plant.

6. Japan is a major purchaser of South African uranium

with several companies, including Kansai, purchasing

uranium from Roissing Equipment supplied by Hitachim

Mitsubishi and Toshiba.

7. The United States of America helped, with Britain, to

establish uranium mining in South Africa and was a major

importer of South African uranium until 1971; several

American companies still import significant quantities of

South African uranium, while other American companies

prospect for uranium in Namibia and South Africa. Under

the 19.57 cooperation agreement there have been major

exchanges of personnel and training of Sotuh African

technicians. An American company with government

approval constructed Safari 1 reactor; American uranium,

some of it fabricated into fuel elements in the U'.S. fuelled

both Safari 1 and 2. The U.S. has exported other nuclear

materials to South Africa, including the heavy water

needed for Safari 2. and American companies supplied

e()uipment to the Valindaba enrichment plant, while

Westinghouse has shares in the con.sortium constructing

the K(H'berg power station using Westinghouse designs for

the reactor.

S(H TH AFRICAN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY A
SHORT CHRONOLOGY

1950 .Agreement with American British Combined

Development Agency on uranium mining (27 mines opened

during 1950s)

19.57 South African Atomic P^nergy Board founded.

Agreement on nuclear cooperation with US (amended to

e.<pand scope and duration 1962. 1967 and 1974)

1958 Joint US and South African team monitored US
nuclear tests in South Atlantic.

1%0 Secret work on uranium enrichment begun within

South African AEB.

1961 US company of Allis Chalmers contracts to construct

Safari 1 nuclear reactor.

1963 Uranium production at Palabora initiated.

19^5 Safari 1 went critical (1965-76 : US supplied uranium

for Safari 1

)

1967 South African scientists joined with British to

monitor French nuclear tests in Pacific. Safari 2 reactor

was activated.

1970 STEAG obtained world rights on commercial

development of jet nozzle. South Africa announced it had

developed unique method of uranium enrichment.

1976 Uranium production started at Rossing (Namibia)

Work begun to build Koeberg nuclear power station.

1977 US held up futher contract for supplying uranium for

Safari 1 reactor.

1979 US satellite identified double flash over south

Atlantic in vicinity of South Africa, incicative of nuclear

test.

Reprinted from SOUTH AFRICA'S NUCLEAR
CAPABILITY
World Campaign against Military and Nuclear

Collaboration with South Africa

Toxic Waste Dumped in North
Carolina Blacl< Community

By Keith W. Johnson

The last time Warren County, North Carolina was in

the news was in the 1970's when Floyd McKissick

tried to build a new flagship town of Black people call-

ed Soul City But now Warren County is about to gam
the sanne recognition as Love Canal, NY. as the

center of an innportant chemical waste controversy

Afton, North Carolina has attracted attention

because it is the first case in which a state has

deliberately decided to create a chemical waste site

despite the community opposition The chemical is

polychlorinated biphenyls, commonly known as PCB.

The PCB originates from a 1970 case when truck

drivers of a Raleigh, N.C electrical company dumped
the deadly toxic chemical along 14 roadways in North

Carolina. Three truck drivers pleaded guilty and the

owner of the Raleigh electrical company was also

found guilty The state then collected the material and

decided to dump it in Warren County.

In 1978 the Federal government abandoned the

Soul City proiect and many Blacks believe the project

was abandoned as a result of political pressure created

by North Carolina Republican Senator Jesse Helms,

who had been opposed to Soul City since its creation.

When Soul City died many Blacks began to wake
up and become more politically aware In 1978 the

idea of developing a PCB landfill m the area stirred up

the community Black leaders began building a move-

ment that culminated with the demonstrations and ar-

rests of this September 14

After SIX days of protests 230 people had been ar-

rested by the North Carolina State Highway Police.

The protest had attracted national civil rights leaders

such as Rev Ben Chavis of the Wilmington 10, Rev

Fred Taylor and Rev Joseph Lowery of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and Rev

Leon White of the United Church of Christ's Commis-

sion for Racial Justice. McKissick, who helped defend

the original freedom riders and was the past chairman

of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) before his

involvement m Soul City participated in the protest.

Many of these leaders were arrested Local leaders

Ken Ferruccio of the Warren County Citizen Group

and Rev Luther Brown of the Coley Springs Baptist

Church which became a meeting place for the bi-racial

citizens group against the waste disposal brought Lois

Gibbs of the Love Canal, NY Homeowners Associa-

tion to Warren County to speak at a rally The people
then marched to the dump site two and a half miles
from US-401 Highway. There they met an army of
North Carolina Highway Police with a National Guard
helicopter flying overhead. Bill Phillips of the State
Department of Crime Control and Public Safety
dispatched ten patrol squads to Warren County in

order to see "that the dumping was carried out with
the least possible disturbance".

For days protesters tried to set up a human chain in
order to stop the yellow trucks from dumping the car-
cinogenic waste The PCB is laced in 60,000 tons of
earth which is being dumped into a large hole dup up
for a landfill site Many local people believe that this
will create a serious health hazard They also believe
that the state has chosen this area not only because it

IS rural and sparely populated, but also because the
county IS sixty-percent Black and the area of the land-
fill has a seventy-five percent Black population. Thus
they feel that the selection of the landfill site has been
racially motivated.

The Duke Ellington

Comm ittee
By Victoria Carter

The Duke Ellington Committee was formed several

years ago bythe Campaign to Combat Racism (CCR),

in an effort to address the lack of musical entertain-

ment of and for the Third World community. The
Duke Ellington Committee has been trying to meet the

needs of the community ever since.

The Committee is named in honor of Duke Ell-

ington, who was a classic artist and innovator who set

a standard of excellence for all musicians to follow

His genius has influenced and touched a universal au-

dience. The Duke Ellington Committee (DEC.) has

immortalized his name on the University of

Massachusetts campus.
In the recent meeting on September 28th the Com-

mittee dealt with an issue that has caused controversy

for sometime. Would the integrity of Duke Ellington's

name be in question if the Committee started booking

artists who play Urban Contemporary Dance music

(Funk)? Some members felt that only African-

American Instrumental music (Jazz?) should be

featured since Duke Ellington was one of the major

creative forces of this musical form. Finally, a motion

was seconded and passed by a majority vote to

"widen its scope of musical entertainment while keep-

ing its cultural, educational background" Theresa

Mitchell, Talent Coordinator for DEC. is looking into

many diverse groups that fit into this format. For-

tunately Solos and Duos, a concert series showcasing
artists in the African-American instrumental tradition

will be continued this year.

The Duke Ellington Committee works along with
Union Program Council (UPC.) and has access to
twenty-five percent of the UPC budget So far this

year, DEC. has co-sponsored with UPC. the suc-
cessful show featuring Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh.
The Duke Ellington Committee Executive Board in-

cludes Theresa Mitchell-Talent Coordinator, John
Ruddock-Production Manager, Darryl f^uffen-

Security, and Jennie Gonsalves-Hospitality. All of the
Board members were democratically elected with the
exception of Theresa Mitchell and John Ruddock who
were appointed by last year's talent coordinator Yat
Man. In cooperation with the Executive Board the rest

of the Committee helps to produce the shows and
select the artist.

In order to join the Committee an application must
be filled out. Attendence at weekly meetings is also

important. The meetings are scheduled on Tuesdays
at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center. DEC'S phone
number is 545-2892 and their office is located at 406
Student Union Building. If you are interested in get

ting creative Black music on campus, come and make
a contribution. Also, when they put on a show, come
out and support it because, "All people need music
like the flower needs the sun

"

Book Review

Ntozake Shange:

'A Poet's Poet, Even
In Prose" By Tracey Bryant

In her new novb! Sassafrass, Cypress and Indigo.

Ntozake Shange weaves a story from feelings, emo-

tions and attitudes. In this book of recipes, relation-

ships and realizations, one is taken through the pro-

cesses of life from both a woman's and a Black

perspective: neither being separate from the other.

Shange states that her spint is "too ancient to unders-

tand the separation of soul and gender". The eni-

phasis of the book is on the flow of each person s

spirit into life's circle. In it each person must dance her

own dance, give to the spint and therefore, live. The

book IS rich, colorful and imaginafve. It is African, it is

Afro-American, it is simply Black; it is poetic It is a

song which echoes many of the themes Ntozake has

previously expressed in her poetry.

The book opens with Indigo, the youngest, the

mystic, the incarnate of innocent spintuality Indigo

expresses Shange's belief in the power generated out

of one's relationship to the Spirit. Being "in the spirit"

or aligned to the spintual world (of ancestors, God,

etc.) is a natural state believed to be strongest in

youth. Therefore Indigo's story is practically the whole

of the book's opening and very little of the rest. She
grows up to be a healer

Her older sisters. Cypress and Sassafrass are more
mundane, but no less interesting. One becomes a

dancer, the other a weaver with a novel lingering in

her soul. Though their lives separate, they are men
tioned together because they represent a particular

aspect of life- trying to be in the world The

characterizations become even stronger as they

transform learning-to-live-in-the-world into learning -

to-live-their-own-lives The process happens without

marked recognition because it is simply a part of life's

cycle (and is too vague to be exacted upon).

Cypress and Sassafrass represent interaction with

the world. Indigo represents interaction with one's

self. Hilda Euphania represents the peaceful unifica

tion of both. She is life that simply goes on. She is the

mother of the three women and the background to the

whole story. Together they represent life's circle, each

one a special part.

The difference between Shakespeare and Shange is

like the difference between their cultures

Shakespeare said, "Life is a stage, and we are merely

players". Shange would say, 'Life is a stage, within it

we are all creators' Her book is not perfectly written

by literary standards. It does not seek to fulfill a quo-

tient dictated by external altercations. It embodies the

essence of an attitude towards life. It does not seek

perfection, it seeks expression. Written in the spirit

where consciousness does not readily command, it is

human. It talks, it dances, it sings, and never per-

forms. It simply displays humanity- the humanity of

Black womanhood following its circles through life

and time.

This book has been reviewed before by many more

prestigious than I But it seems to me, that though

many gave thorough evaluations of the book, there

was much they did not understand. The essence of

the book is very sacred, and is given to those with

whom It already rests. Still, it is to be enjoyed by all,

and cherished by some- as a very special moment.

Sassafrass, Cypress and Indigo is a world of its own.
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NFL Strike:

Class Struggle
in Sports?
By Keith Johnson

The recent strike by the National Football Players

Association of the NFL may make some people laugh

and others angry. But this strike deserves a closer look

because it involves a strike against one of the largest

growing businesses and some of the richest people in

America today. Though baseball is America's

"favorite pastime", football is fast becoming
America's favonte sport. But in these times of

economic hardship with high inflation and high

unemployment, many people believe it almost

ridiculous for players who earn an average salary of

$90,000 a year to ask for more
The financial statistics involved in sports are amaz-

ing. It seems as though all figures m football start with

millions of dollars. For instance, the revenues of NFL
teams for 1970 stood at a modest $125 million but

estimate revenue for this year was projected at some
$550 million. This money comes from three basic

sources: first is the money from ticket sales of the

various stadiums across the country, second is from

television contracts. (The clubs recently signed a new
contract with the three major networks for more than

$2 billion dollars over the next five years That's a one
hundred percent increase over last years television

revenuesi) The third source of revenue comes from an

assortment of spin-off areas ranging from parking fees

to souvenirs. (How many of you for instance have an

official NFL poster or cap or jersey?)

The players have looked at these growing statistics

and have decided that they now want an increase in

their share of the pie. In other sports (such as baseball

($250,0001 and basketball ($214,0001) players are mak
ing much more money per average so the football

players feel that they are worth at least an average of

$175,000 a year To get this the players have asked for

a $1 6 billion dollar package over a four year period as

opposed to the owners $1.6 billion dollars over five

years. This is a difference of nearly $80 million dollars

a year. The details of the players package include: a

fifty percent share of the growing television revenues,

a wage scale guaranteeing rookies $90,000 a year and

eight year players $200,(XX), there would be bonuses

for exceptional performances and additional issues

such as free agency, artificial turf, game rules, etc. are

also to addressed
What the management council has said to the ma-

jority of these issues is basically no way But who are

these powerful people on the other side of the table of

whom the players first asked for fifty-percent of their

purse? They are some of the richest people in America

who use football as a sideline It is just part of their

corporation. Football is big business, one that you

cannot start at the bottom Take Ted Turner for in-

stance He not only owns the Atlantic Falcons Foot-

ball Team but also baseball's Atlanta Braves He is the

owner of the Cable News Network and also the WTBS
superstation that broadcasts to cable stations across

the nation

Continued on page 4

CongressVotes
to Restore Jim
Thorpe Records

By Keith W Johnson

A House of Representatives panel has approved a

resolution to ask the International Olympic Commit-

tee to restore the 1912 records of American Indian,

Jim Thorpe Jim Thorpe was one of America's

greatest Olympic champions and is said to have been

perhaps the greatest athlete that America has produc-

ed.

He was a star athlete m college; creating a legen-

dary name for himself on the football field and in

track. In 1912 he was part of the US Olympic Team

that went to the Olympics in Stockholm, Sweden.

There he participated in two of the most grueling

events in the Games: the pentathlon, an assortment of

five track and field events, and the decathlon ,
which

has ten track and field events He set records in both

But before the Olympics, Thorpe had once played

summer baseball earning $2 a day in order to pay his

expenses at Carlisle College. The authorities claimed

that this made him a professional under the rules of

the Olympics so his gold medals were taken away and

his records were erased.

Thorpe, who many felt was the victim of discrimina-

tion went on to play professional football and then

helped coach athletic youth. He died in 1953 still seek-

ing to clear his name.
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Third World Women in

Liberation Struggles

The Third World Women's Task Force is sponsoring

a film series this autunnn semester, 1982, entitled:

Third World Women in Liberation Struggles In con

cert with each film presentation, there will also be a

faculty member from the five college area to speak,

answer questions, fill m gaps, update the film, and

help lead a discussion. It is the hope of the Third

World Women's Task Force that these presentations

will provide a forum of discussion as well as education

around topics of concern to the Third World, and

specifically to the women of the Third World.

This is a lunchtime film series to be held every-other

Thursday at noon until 1 p.m. These presentations are

free of charge and open to all.

Due to the nature of the organization, and to the ex-

tremely limited budget we are working with, we are

asking those groups and individuals like yourselves

who share common interests to co-sponosr the series

by making a monetary contnbution, if possible Any

amount is both welcome and appreciated. We thank

you for your interest in our program.

October 14th Bottle Babies

An important and informative documentary about the

Nestles Corporation and their exploitative advertising

of infant-formula marketed to Kenya and other Third

World countries. Amrita Basu, Prof of Political

Science at Amherst College, will be speaking in con-

junction with the film Thursday, noon 1 o clock

U.fy^ass Campus Center Room TBA.

October 28th Women in Arms

A vivid account of the role of women in the

Nicaraguan Revolutionary forces, and their post^

revolution situation Carmen Diana Deere, Prof, of

Economics at U.Mass and member of the NCOCA,

will be speaking in conjunction with the film Thurs-

day, noon 1 o'clock U.Mass Campus Center. Room ,

904-08
I

November 4th Chile: Four Women's Stories

Four women speak in their own words about their

lives in Chile before and after the September 11, 1973

military coup Their stories touch on Chile's history,

economic conditions, the worker's movement under

Allende, the Chilean women's movement, repression

after the coup, and commitment to the new Chilean

revolution Susan Triolo, member of the NCOCA, will

be speaking in conjunction with the slide presentation

Thursday, noon - 1 o'clock U Mass Campus Center.

Room 917

November 18th Women Under Siege

A brand new film which looks at the participation of

the women of a small Palestinian village located just

SIX miles north of the Israeli border in their unique and

often overlooked struggle ' Speaker TBA Thursday,

noon 1 o'clock U Mass Campus Center Room 903.

December 2nd A Vieled Revolution

From the same woman who produced Wom.en Under

Siege, comes this very recent account of the women's

movement m Egypt 'Speaker TBA Thursday, noon -

1 o'clock U Mass Campus Center. Room 904-08

• Indicates that the speaker has not yet formally con-

firmed. TBAto be arranged.

John Lee Hooker

U Mass/ Amherst... The Commuter Collective will

present John Lee Hooker in concert on October 16,

1982, in the Student Union Ballroom at 8:00 p.m. Ad-

mission IS 3.00.

Born on August 12, 1917 in Mississippi, Bluesman

John Lee Hooker learned to play the guitar at an early

age from his stepfather William Moore. By the time he

was thirteen years old, John Lee's senous intentions

to be a musician were well charted.

Running away to Memphis, Tenn., John found the

famous Beale Street section a source of unending in-

spiration. His concerned parents, who would have

preferred him to sing Gospel music, soon found him

and hauled him home. After a senes of frequent

escapes and returns he was finally allowed to stay in

Memphis
1948 found John Lee Hooker in Detroit playing

"after hours" in local clubs. He began to record with

local record labels and his hit single "Boogie Chillun"

became a national hit

John Lee has come a long way since 1917, meeting

and performing with some interesting people in that

time In fact, nineteen years ago he was so famous in

Europe that the Rolling Stones were his opening act

"I've sat down and thought about it," recalls John,

"There ain't many of us left, maybe five or six We
ain't going to be around always When we're gone,

they'll still be people playing the Blues, but not the

way we play it."

The influence of John Lee Hooker's music can be

heard in the music of the DOORS, JIMI HENDRIX,

CANNED HEAT, ROLLING STONES, and JOHN
MAY ALL. John Lee Hooker has recorded over 100

Ip's and remains popular in contemporary times. As

Thomas Albright of the San Francisco Chronicle com-

ments "John Lee Hooker is what the blues is all

about."

Women in Prison

The Women's Studies Program at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst will be sponsoring a movie

about women in prison on October 5, 1982 at 8 00

p m The movie, entitled "PW4:Prison for Women",

IS a feature length film about five women their stories,

their relationships and their lives in prison

Appearing with the movie will be independent film-

maker Holly Dale, co-producer and co-editor of

"PW4 Prison for Women" There will also be a special

presentation on the death penalty in Massachusetts

This event is co-sponsored by the U Mass Women's

Studies Program, The Third World Women's Task

Force, The U.Mass Human Services Program and the

Commuter Collective It is presented in cooperation

with the Canadian Consulate General

"PW4:Prison for Women" will be shown in Herter

Hall, Room 231, on the U.Mass campus. The event is

free and open to the public.

Continued fronn page 3

Many believe that very soon the owners will open

their training camps to players who want to come
back. Gene Upshaw, All-Pro Offensive Guard with the

Los Angeles Raiders and President of the Players

Association, believes that this is the way the owners

will try to break the union. Some players have said

that they are not in favor of the strike and that they are

prepared to go back Players such as Terry Bradshaw

of Pittsburgh, Joe Montana of the Super Bowl winn-

ing San Francisco 49ers, and Doug Williams of Tampa

Bay are said to be ready to return. John Stallworth

and Lynn Swann of Pittsburgh showed up for practice

the day after the stnke began. There is talk of organiz-

ing new teams with free agents and players who do

come back The owners believe that the superstars

would come back.

But not all owners are interested in breaking the

union or creating scab football teams Coaches such

as Dick Vermeil of Philadelphia and Mike Ditka of

Chicago have said they would not coach scab football

teams Owners such as Wellington Mara of the Giants

said that he is m favor of a union at this point m the

league history. He believes it is a way that players and

owners can talk without going to court The Rooney

family of Pittsburgh, like Mara, is one of the longtime

owners in the NFL. In Pittsburgh, land of the steel and

Steeler football dynasty, labor unions are as much a

Dennis Brutus Update
Dennis Brutus, black South African poet currently

under deportation orders from the Immigration and

Naturalization Service and awaiting a State Depart-

ment ruling on his political asylum application, will be

in Amherst on Monday, October 11, 1982 to com-

memorate Native Amencan Peoples Day. Last year,

Dennis Brutus, then the Visiting Professor at Amherst

College together with American Friends Service

Committee Frances Crowe and others renounced the

celebration of Columbus Day, citing the invasions and

massacres led by Columbus, and the ultimate col-

onization of the Carribean islands and the Americas

which followed, as events of tragedy and infamy.

Reading original poetry which he dedicated to the

cause of Native Americans, Brutus announced to a

crowd which had gathered in front of the Unitarian

Church on North Pleasant Street, Amherst last year

on October 12 that the struggle of peoples in South

Africa, seeking to regain their land and destiny, is the

same struggle waged before by Native Americans. He

urged solidarity between the struggles of native peo-

ple everywhe'-e. Brutus is presently teaching in the

English Department at Northwestern University, in

Evanston, III.

The celebration event, featuring Brutus who will

read poetry and speak on the struggles of Native

Americans and South Africans will take place on the

Amherst Commons on Monday, October lUh at 1:00

in the afternoon In the event of ram, the event will be

held in the Meeting Hall at 16 Spring Street. The

celebration, which is free and open to the public, will

also feature music and refreshments.

To date, fifty-two Congressmen, including Conte,

Boland and House Speaker Tip O'Neill, and sixteen

Senators, including Kennedy and Tsongas, have urg-

ed the State Department to rule favorably on Prof.

Brutus's application for political asylum. While in

South Africa, Brutus vigorously opposed the apar-

theid regime in his teaching, wnting and political ac-

tivities. After being shot by South African police, he

was sentenced to hard labor at Bobbin Island prison in

South Africa. For the past ten years, Brutus has been

teaching in the United States but last year, as the

Reagan administration moved closer to the South

African government, INS refused to grant Professor

Brutus a visa extension and ordered him deported.

Brutus filed his political asylum application on

February 3rd this year but the State Department has

still failed to rule on his application.

Third World
Theater Series

The Third World Theater Series introduces its 6th

season with a production by the acclaimed Broadway

musical "Home" written by Samm-Art Williams.

"Home" was surprisingly conceived on a

Greyhound bus December 22, 1976 when Samm-Art

Williams was on his way to a small town in North

Carolina Through the bright and playful character of

Cephus Miles, we experience the pain and struggle of

a black man who has a strong will to survive in a world

falling apart around him On the journey back to his

hometown Cephus receives "a gift of deep and loving

friendship". Cephus introduces us to a stream of

characters that show the humor and mobility of

"Home".
"Home" was praised by the New York Times for its

"love, passion, and purpose." "Home was presented

with two Tony nominations and the Outer Circle Critic

Citation for Best Play of The Year. "Home" was win-

ner of the Audeleo Award for the highest achievement

in the craft of black playwriting and theatre produc-

tion. Join us.

part of the city as are the blast furnaces. Grandpa
Rooney was in the Homestead Steel Stnke and his

son. Art, went on to found the Pittsburgh Steelers

who practically owned football in the late 1970s. Art

Rooney and his son, Dan Rooney, are also in favor of

the union. The Rooneys are known to treat their

players fairlv. Maverick owner Al Davis, who was a

rebel in moving his Raider team from Oakland to Los

Angeles against the will of the other owners, agrees

with Gene Upshaw that although the owners pay the

bills, the players are the people on the field who play

the game He is opposed to the fact that the six

owners on the Management Council are the only ones
who have a say in negotiations. He does not believe

that the idea is to break the union. Ted Turner has

even thrown an end-around play at the League by

signing a contract to show all-star games on his cable

network. These games would be organized by the

players themselves.

The fact is that this is a strike of employees against

management. But many people believe that football

players do not have the same rights as auto workers or

postal workers. They booed at the players as they

shook hands in solidarity at the beginning of exhibition

games. But isn't this Amenca and don't all employees
have the right to collectively bargain with their

employers? Or is this right reserved for some and not

others^ _
To Be Continued in Next Weeks Issue

When: Thursday, October 7, 1982 at 8:00 p.m.

Where: Bowker Auditorium, U. Mass

Tickets: 2.00 for students; 3.00 for general public.

Tickets will be sold at the box office on

evening of the performance.
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Nuclear Freeze Rally

held today at UMass
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will

host a nuclear freeze rally today that

promises to be the largest poUtical rally this

campus has seen in many years.

Twenty-two speakers and musicians will

take the stage at 12:30 p.m. on the

Metawampe Lawn next to the Student

Union building. If it rains the rally will be

held indoors at the Student Union
Ballroom.

The agenda for the first hour of the rally

has been set by the Student Coalition

Against Nukes Nationwide, a UMass
student organization, and will feature

student speakers, local politicians and Ray
Shamie. candidate for the U.S. senate seat

currently held by Sen. Edward M. Ken-
nedy.

The second half of the rally will feature

speakers invited by the Kennedy re

election campaign with Kennedy giving the

closing address at approximately 2:30 p.m.

Chancellor Duffy will introduce himself to

the UMass community and say something
on the nuclear freeze issue at 1:45 p.m.

Among the notables to speak at the rally

will be James Taylor. Peter Yarrow, a

singer with Peter, Paul and Mary in the

60's. and Randall F'orsberg, a leader in the

nuclear freeze movement.
Student Government Association

president Jim Murphy will address the

crowd at about 1:20 p.m. and may sing a

few songs.

"First Rate*, a local band will open the

rally at 12:30 p.m.

The following speakers wUI hold the

stage for about 3 minutes each: Nan King of

the UMass Peacemakers; Robert Garvey,

chairman of the Hampshire County
Commissioners; Sharon Davies. speaker of

the student senate; Mayor of Northampton

David Mu.sante; Becky [..autman of the

Radical Student Union; Rep. Jim Collins

D Amherst: Jim Murphy; Ray Shamie;

Sen. John Olver D Amherst; Cliff

McCarthy of SCANN; and Judy Seheekle of

the Trap Rock Peace Center in Deerfield.

At 1:30 p.m., "First Rate" wiU play

another song. Rev. Donna Scfaaper of

Amherst and Rev. Joseph Quiggley of the

UMass Newman Center will say a few
words before the second half of the rally

with Duffy's address begins at 1:45. James
Taylor will have the stage after Duffy

followed by Lauren Bacall, Randall For
sberg and Peter Yarrow. Kennedy will

begin the last speech at about 2:110 p.m.

Higher ed campaigns
to boost student aid

Rory Boy an

tices climbing

Photo bT Katif Walter*

arboriculture student in the school of Stockbridge prac-

trees for tree care purposes near Orchard Hill last week.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

As a measure to increase state financia

assistance to students stalls in the

Legislature, a renewed effort by students,

higher education officials and state

legislators is underway to substantially

increase the Massachusetts State

Scholarship Program.

Last spring, under the threat of massive

federal student aid cuts, a broad coahtion

within the higher education community

introduced a proposal that would double the

amount of state aid given to students. After

receiving strong support within the state

legislature, the bill has stalled in the House

Ways and Means Committee for the last six

months.

"Obviously (Governor Edward) King did

not want it (the student assistance bill) to

appear before the (primary) election," said

Sen. John Oliver, D Amherst, a principle

sponsor of the bill in a telephone interview

ye.sterday.

"He did not want to be placed into a

position of signing a proposal that appears

to raise taxes on the one hand or veto a

measure that would help students," Oliver

said.

"I figured the bill had a chance after the

primary. But now the legislators them
selves are running and I suppose a fair

amount of them won't take a stand." Oliver

said.

In an effort to generate support for the

proposal the Mas.sachusetts Association of

Student Financial Aid Administrators

(MAvSFA) and the Massachusetts
Independent Student Coalition (MISC) will

be holding a rally from 1 p.m. 3 p.m. on
FViday, October 15 at Boston Common.
"The thrust (of the rally) is on additional

assistance and not any specific biD in

particular," said Darsie I..incoln. a financial

aid administrator at Suffolk University and

coordinator of the rally.

Oliver said that the Legislature wiD be in

session until December 15 and possibly

much longer.

"There's still plenty of time to do
something. The strength is still there." he

said, referring to the support the measure

received last spring.

Student participation in elections and a

strong lobbying presence in the State

House is vital for any measure that benefits

students to be passed favorably, Oliver

said.

Evangelists speak against sex

and druffs and rock 'n' roll
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Two evangelists spf)ke against sexual relations, rock

music and drugs, in front of about 250 students on the

south iawn of the Student Union building at the University

of Massachusetts yesterday.

"I've got a word for all you oral sex practicers. People

who practice oral sex are sooooo disgusting," Jim Gilles of

Evansville, Indiana said to the crowd.

"In 1980 I was a big drug dealer," Gilles said. 1 loved

rock and roll so much. I had all the Led Zeppelin albums

and all the Judas Priest."

At this point one member of the crowd yelled out, 1

want to party with you!"
, , ,t^ u .

While Gilles was speaking. Jed Smock of Terre Haute,

Indiana spoke to a group of about 10 students nearby. One

asked him why his fellow evangelist was being ndiculed.

People didn't take Noah seriously while he was

building his ark," Smock replied.

Smock said Jesus Christ willingly was crucified because

he knew that was the only way man could l)e saved.

Police broke u{) the gathering shortly after 4 p.m. saying

they had received complaints from people in the Student

Union building.

"We want the crowd to calm down and we want the

noise to stop," Sgt. Ominsky of the UMass police depart-

ment said. "We've received notice of complaints."

The crowd then followed Smock to a grassy area l)et-

ween the Old Chapel and the campus pond.

"God offers forgiveness to all, but (iod is not all forgiv-

ing," Smock said in his midwestern evangelists drawl.

"God is an all consuming fire. Most everybody is con-

demned whether you're a jew or not," he said. "Jews who

do not want to convert to Christ are damned to hell."

Continued on pa^e Jt
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Volunteers search city

to warn isolatedpeople

rHIf'AGO - About 1.300 volunteers fanned out through

he city yesterday to warn the lonely and elderly who may

not haV; heard about cyanide m Extra Strength Tylenol

Government officials, meanwhile, sought measures U

prevent future tampering with "^^'''^^^^
^«""^'^'".^';"f^unt

Authorities reported no significant progress in the hunt

for the random kUler who claimed seven victims by placmg

deadly capsules on several different stores in the Chicago

^'on'sunTav*! Slate Attorney General Tyrone Fahner said

invesligator's were looking at more than two dozen

suspects who included "malcontents and weirdos who don t

act right or did something extremely out of the ordinary.

He said investigators believe one person acted alone,

filling the capsules at home and then "salting store

shelves with the tainted capsules.

Also yesterday, tests were under way on a few hxtra^

Strength Tylenol capsules and some powder recovered

from a suburban motel parking lot. Two sheriffs deputies

became dizzy and nauseous after stumbling across hun

dreds of discarded capsules in the lot the day before the

poison was apparently placed on shelves. One of theni said

the majority of the capsules inside had been emptied and

not put back together.

State hospital anarchy

results in boy's death

BOSTON — There was "anarchy in the ward" at Nor^

thampton State Hospital in 1974 when officials released

mental patient Vernal Walford. who was later charged

with murdering a 9 year old boy. an expert witness told a

legislative committee yesterday.
,.

Walford was relea.sed because of "misinformation on his

legal status or because "the staff wanted to get rid of a

patient they were quite frightened of, and wanted to get

h.m the heck out." said Dr. Bernard Katz. president of the

Massachusetts Psychiatric Society.

Di
Bu fh' ' "'in ted Press

Chelsea officer faces

new assault charge
MALDKN - A suspended Chelsea police officer, facing

charges in connection with a fatal motel lounge brawl,

pleaded innocent yesterday to a new assault charge m

volving another lounge fight.

Michael F. Nadworny. 34. of Maiden was arrested

Sunday night at Town Line Lounge in the Town Lme Ten

Pin bowling alley on Route 99 in Maiden, according to

Maiden Police Capt. James Keohane.

Nadworny was charged with assault by means of a

dangerous weapon in connection with a disturbance, along

withDanielDiBenedettoofPeabody.

"They had some kind of a beef between them and

allegedly pulled guns on each other." Keohane said of the

'"

ntohane said both men pleaded innocent yesterday in

Maiden District Court, and the cases were contmued to

Nov 4 for a pretrial conference in the same court.

*

Investigators have said wepons were taken at the scene

from both men. who were Ucensed to carry firearms, police

Nadworny is one of about 10 police officers from Chelsea

and Kveret{ and three civilians facing charges in conection

with a bloody brawl July 23 at King Arthurs Mot^l and

Lounge in Chelseas produce district near the Everett lme.

A customer. Vincent Joseph Bordonaro. 54 of Lverett

died several days later while bemg treated for a head

.njury sustained in the incident. Seven other civ ihans and

four officers also were hurt

.

Israel hits Arab posts

BEIRUT. Lebanon - Israeli jets blast a Syrian

missile battery east of Beirut yesterday ....d Lebanese

radio reports said the Israeli war planes also struck at

Palestinian positions in the eastern n^ouniains.

Although Israel did not link the air strike lo an ambush

that kiUed six Israeli soldiers Sunday, it was announced

following a special Israeli Cabinet meeting to discuss the

attack on the Israeli soldiers. ^ o , ^u^,.
The Israeli air attacks, the first smce mid-September,

came as U.S. special envoy Philip C. Habib was headed to

Washington for consultations after a round of talks in

Israel and Syria on getting their occupying forces out of

Lebanon. ,, i i j „„«;„„
Meanwhile. President Amin Gamayel asked actmg

Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan to head his government,

and Wazzan immediately started negotiations to form a

(abinet.
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The UMass Fitness Center

is sponsoring a FREE

Aerobic Dance Demonstration

DATE: Tuei. October 5

TIME: 7:30 P.M.

PLACE: Rm 22 NOPE

ClaM*» begin Ocl. 6 al 6 and 7 pm and will meet Monday and

Wednesday eveningi throngh Dec. 22

Regirtration following demontlralion • Fee • $50 for 20 clauei

Limited Enrollment

Aerobic Dancing ii an excellent lonn ol cardiovatcular condi-

tioning, help* lone mniclet. and i> a great calorie burner.

Come — Move - Be Energitedl

Women's rights
defended at rally

.1

Colleiriaii photo b? Katie Wattert

Karin Lee Shea, (left), a Smith College psychology/communications

disorders studoni, and Patricia Ruddy, a Smith graduate, join the pro-

test against existing and proposed anti-abortion legislation.

By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

"A Woman's life is at stake when the

government imposes its dictatorship in our

bedrooms, " said Lyn Michaels, a University

of Massachusetts psychology major who
participated in a silent protest about the

freedom of reproductive rights for women,
held yesterday afternoon on Coolidge

Bridge in Northampton.

According to Sally Koplin. one of the

major organizers of the group, the silent

protest was sponsored by ISIS, a

reproductive rights group and was a

demonstration to alert the general public

that a woman's access to reproductive

health care faces .severe threats.

"We want people to understand that

there are a lot of restrictions influencing a

woman's choice to have an abortion.

Medicaid funding for abortions have been

cut down, some insurance policies for

workers no longer cover the expenses of an
employee who has undergone an abortion,

and often women are exposed to unsafe

reproductive facilities," said Koplin.

"One of the main purposes of this protest

was to commemorate Rosie Jimenez, a

single woman, who died in 1977 from an

illegal, back alley abortion." she said.

According to Koplin, only 21 percent of the

public hospitals all over the nation were

oerforming, ahortio.ns.

"Today." she continued, "women have

been forced to have unnecessary surgery.

Often doctors will perform Caesarean

sections or hysterectomies when the

woman doesn't need one. Sometimes this

will happen if the woman is under a great

deal of strain during childbirth or if there is

a language barrier between the doctor and

the woman patient."

The most recent opposition to the fight

for woman's reproductive rights is the

possibility that the Human Life Amend-

ment might be passed. If passed, the

amendment will ban all forms of birth

control and all forms of abortion.

Michaels said that even if a woman is

raped, she will not have the option of

having an abortion.

"The worst part is that if a woman is

going to die from having her baby, she will

be prohibited from having it aborted. If this

amendment should be passed, the

government will be promoting a crime to

take place." claims Michaels.

Townappropriates$475,000 for data system
^ »v,v, /-*DDVTo * ^ *"

..\«r„ ««-f»;„ K;e ie a «««^ Hoal" <»niH thp Similar to Amherst. In additioH, gTaduHte studeHts m the
By ANN CARRNS
CoUegipn Correspondent

The Amherst Town Meeting last niprht voted to ap-

propriate $475,000 for data processing equipment for the

Town.
The package included $400,000 for a data processing

system and $40,000 for a word processing system, both of

which would serve the Town of Amherst, the Amherst-

Pelham Regional School District, and the Pelham School

Department. In addition. $35,000 was approved to

automate the Jones Library circulation system.

The funds were approved with the recommendation of

the Data Processing Feasibility Study Committee, a group

appointed in 1980 by the town selectmen to determine the

most cost-effective way of updating the town's record

keeping system

"We are certain this is a good deal." said the

committee's chairman. Diana Romer. "The purchase price

was much less than leasing it. It should serve our needs

well in excess of 5-7 years."

Romer explained that the data processing system is a

Prime 1-250, supplied by the Fulcrum Computer Group.

The word processing system has not been specifically

chosen yet, Romer said. Since it will interact with the data

processing system, it was decided to wait until the main

system was experimented with. In that way a compatible

system can be chosen, she said.

The Feasibility Committee ma<ie its conclusions with the

help of University of Massachusetts students. In 1980 and

1981. classes taught by Professor Joseph Sardinas of the

School of Business Administration analysed the town's

data processing needs and studied systems in towns

similar to Amherst. In addition, graduate students in the

Public Administration Program in 1981 studied the data

processing activities of all the town's departments.

The Jones Library system will increase the pro<iuctivity

of the staff, but will not result in a decrease in full-time

personell, according to the library's direcU)r, Bonnie

Isman.

"Our present manual system uses long hours of staff

time alone to deal with checking books in and out," Isman

"The automated system will greatly increase efficiency

in that area. In addition. 26 other public and acaderriic

libraries in western Massachusetts are h(K)ktKi up tx) this

system, with the headquarters at Anna Maria College in

Paxton.
keeping system. • J i? 4-
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Housing security exchanges courtesy for cooperation
, . • .1 1 j__>i ».,„ „u <iAid.

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

Although this year has been off to a good start for the

Housing Services Security Department, some University

of Massachusetts students have not been as cooperative as

they could have been in helping the dorm security pro-

gram run smoothly.

"I think the Housing Security System is a very good

one, but it would work better if some people cooperated

more," said Susan Orpin, a junior Arts and Sciences ma-

jor. "People not cooperating make the dorms less safe,"

she said.

Orpin is quick to point out, however, that "only some

students give you a hard time, but when they do. it makes

the job harder."

Cockroach dines

in Worcester DC
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

While sitting down to Sunday brunch with friends this

past weekend at one of the dining areas on campus, a

University of Massachusetts student found, come dessert

time, a cockroach would also be joining him.

After going through the cashier and food line for ar

entree of scrambled eggs. Marty Bunshaft. a freshmar

economics major, said he seated himself with his tray anc

discovered a cockroach nestled on a dessert dish.

Bunshaft. who was eating in Franklin Dining Commonf

when the troublesome pest appeared behind his cake

complained to the manager on duty, who in turn caUed foi

an additional insecticide spraying that night by physica

plant workers.

Dining Commons Manager Victor Keedy said that with

on-campus dining areas open seven days a week with up tc

11 000 people to feed, "it's not uncommon" to find some

roaches now and then Uke in any food service establish

ment.

The regular manager at Franklin Dining Commons.

Peter Brooks said that because most of the dry storage ol

grains is located at Worcester Dining Commons, he

doubted any large number of the bugs which are know to

frequent grain shipments are nesting within the Franklin

facility.
, u u

A chef, requesting her name not be used, and who has

worked within the food services system for 17 years said.

"In any food establishment it's impossible not to have them

(cockroaches) sometimes. They come in boxes and on boxes

from other districts that we have no control over."

"People who live in the dorms don't cause too much

trouble because they have consideration for their friends.

It's different with visitors because it's not their home."

said Jim Kelly, a junior political science major.

The Housing Security Office, which employs bUY

students, uses police officers to train the students in what

to do in virtually any situation. Brian Schofield. a

sophomore civil engineering student, says that this train-

ing is very thorough and important.

"They covered everything we're supposed to do in any

situation. They stress that the students contact them if

trouble starts and they get here very quickly." he said.

Kelly added "they went over everything you have to

know. Carol Radzik (supervisor of Housing Security)

knows what she's doing. She expects the unexpected," he

t^pga ..„
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Hawthorne's fruit and vegetable stand on

East Pleasant street behind Butterfield Dor-

mitory is a veritable cornucopia thanks to the

fall harvest.

said.

Dispatchers based in the Housing Security Office check

with security receptionists three times a shift to make
sure that they are not having any trouble. If a receptionist

needs help, the dispatchers contact student supervisors

and the UMa.ss Police department, who are both in cons-

tant ratlio contact with the Housing Security Office.

Orpin said, "sometimes pe<:)ple give you a hard time

when you ask to see their keys and some people have tried

to enter the dorms through other doors,"

"It's much safer for the students and their belongings

when we keep students from roaming the halls," she said.

In spite of these annoyances, the students say they have

not encountered any major incidences.

Study abroad fair

sponsored by IPO
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts International

Programs Office (IPO), which sponsors more than 40

programs of study throughout the world, will hold a Study

Abroad Fair from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. tomorrow in the

Student Union lx)bby.

The fair is being held to inform students about the

different programs of study abroad and the way students

can pay for the study, said Maryelise Lamet, the Overseas

Study Coordinator of IPO

.

"We want students to know financial aid can travel with

them." she said.

IPO sponsors programs at different universities all over

the world, from Japan to Ireland.

"It is fair to say it is a succes.*-,ful series of programs,"

Lamet said.

Booths will be set up from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. representing

the different countries which host the programs. Slides

will also be shown throughout the day. Students who have

studied abroad or are foreign exchange students will be on

hand to answer questions people may have about in-

dividual programs.

"At the moment we have more students than we can

handle inquiring," Lamet said. The fair will be a good way

to answer the students' questions, she said.

"We want to see if a Study Abroad Fair is the best way

to reach students about the opportunities of study abroad,"

Lamet said.
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Deadlines are nearing for

financial aid and work study

Students who want to be considered for financial aid for

the spring semester must file their Financial Aid P'orms

(FAF) by Oct. 15. Forms are available in the Financial Aid

Office located in riK>m 243 Whitmore Administration

buildinK-

Students who have been awarded College Work Study

for the fall semester must locate a work study job by Oct.

15 or their award will be invahdated. The student

Employment Office located in room 239 Whitmore should

be notified of any difficulties students are having findmg a

work study job! Alternative work arrangements can be

made.

Womens studies dept. presents

film about imprisoned women

The Women's Studies Department at the University of

Massachusetts is sponsoring a movie about women in

prison. The movie, entitled "PW4: Prison for Women", will

be at 8 tonight in Herter Hall, room 231

.

The movie is a feature length film about five women.

their stories, their relationships and their lives in prison.

There will also be a special presentation on the death

penalty in Massachusetts. The film is free and open to the

public.

Newslines • •

.

Bill Sutheriand to participate

in discussion of Namibia crisis

Bill Sutherland, the Southern Africa representative for

the American Friends Service Committee, will participate

in a discussion of the issues surrounding the latest

developments in Namibia. South Africa and the in-

dependence front line nations at 10 a.m. today in Room

264. Hills South at the University of Massachusetts.

Students, staff and faculty are welcome to participate in

the discussion.

Workshops for the employed

and unemployed given by EWC
The Working Women's Task Force of the Everywoman's

Center is offering a workshop and three support groups

during the month of October.

A workshop on job interviewing will be held from 12

p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Thursday October 7 at the Campus

("enter in rooms 905 909.

The last week in October a career/life planning group, a

working women's support group and an unemployed

women's support group will stari. All groups are free and

from the start.
Lodge basics don't have to go on sale.

They're "Priced Right" from the begin-

ning of the season. While other stores

must reduce originally inflated prices to

make them more realistic, we've been of-

fering realistic values all along. We have

such confidence in our basics that we buy

FREE BELT

them in very large quantities and pass

our savings directly to you.

We know that when you look at our

quality and compare our prices, you'll

agree that The Lodge is '^Priced Right,

from the start."

7/.

if

>• •"•

thru 10/9 with purchase qf

Wide Wale
Corduroy Chinos

.95
I

.

w

fMilBBEE
IharvwdMiusra^^^^^^^^^^lH (JR)

Turtlenecks
100% cotton

$^.95

Ragg Wool
Sweaters

$26^5

\ ''5 J-

j»'j

I' % ...
(M',1i!fi;

I 'ML

All Items for Men & Women

Route 9, Hadlcy. 584-9690.

Monday to Saturday, 10:00-9:00.

open 10

,

Tuesday, October 5, 1982

communily and University of Massachusetts

*
For more information about the workshop or the support

groups or lo register for the support groups caU the center

at ,545 0883.

Womens lecture at Smith

rescheduled for today
The lecture, "Women and the Agrarian Reform in

Nicaragua" has been rescheduled for 4:15 p.m. tomorrow

at Smith College in the Wright Hall Common Room by

Carmen Diana Deere.
ft>r.- ,

Deere who teaches m the Department of Political

Fconomy at the University of Massachusetts, has returned

from Nicaragua where she did research on the

revcilutionary movement.

Rhetoric exemptions m Mahar
A rhetoric exemption test for upperclassmen only wiU be

given at 7 tonight in Mahar Auditorium. A student ID, pen

and 50 cents are required.

* Rev. Jed
Ciitiiinurif from page 1

Smock also said he was a member of the Moral Majority.

-rm in basic sympathy with Jerry Falwell. he said con-

cerning the Virjnnia based leader of the group. I m very

•X^mtmtr'oUhe crowd said he did not want to go to

heawn if it was going to be filled w.th F-f^
(^^^^mock.

"It won't be heaven for you smner. it will be hell,

^SeslTth^^reaction from UMass students was typical

of the two evangelists' receptions. He said their worst inci-

dent ever was a few weeks ago at Kent State where peopj^e

were throwing knives, forks, spoons and beer cans at he

^"ne^'Sled it an 'outbreak of emotions" which was even-

tually broken up by fK>lice.

Some of the best receptions the two have received were

at the University -f Minnesota and University of Honda

Smock and Gilles may speak at UMass again tjx ay but

will definitely apFH-ar at the University of Maine later this

week, (iilles said.

Sm.K-k preachtMi at UMass three years ago.

Tuesday, Octx)bor 5, 1982
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NOW OPEN
NOKTH AMHEKST
IRE & AUTO CENTEI

Steel Belted

Radial

$35.00
size 155-13

fet$1.59

Full Service Tire Store

• computer wheel balancing

I front end alignment • brakes & shocks

78 Old Sunderland Rd., N. Amherat

549-4704
-^—^B- acroM from Watrobst Store

TONIGHT
Hear the new

music of

Requests Welcome

Two For On* 9 til 11

- All Liquor Drinks -

EDITORIAL/OPINION

wCL

\ rn6ti45J .

:bel

A case for Chemical Warfare
The time is now for the United States to divert its

attention from nuclear deterrents to chemical

deterrents. I base my argument upon three

premises. 1) The Soviet Union used strategic chemical

weapons first hand in Afghanistan, and supplied chemical

weapons to the Viet Cong in the early 1970's. 2) By not

having a chemical deterrent, the Soviets can strike a ma-

jor blow to NATO's armed forces in Western Europe. 3)

By not being chemically prepared the United States would

have to rely more heavily on nuclear arms in the next con-

frontation.

Dave McCarthy

In Afghanistan, rebels talk of an unseen gas. which

paralyzes troops for a substantial period of time. In Cam-

bodia, refugees tell horror stories about a light mist falling

from the sky, which induces vomiting, convulsions, and

respiratory ailments. These two incidents lead to the belief

that the Soviets are willing to use all means necessary to

subdue enemies. Henry Kissinger once said,

"We are troubled by Soviet weapons

momentum, and we simply cannot

ignore the prospect of growing

disparity between the two major

powers. We do not propose to let

an opponent threaten a major com-

ponent of our forces without being

able to pose a comparable threat."

The United States cannot now pose a comparable threat in

the area of chemical warfare.

If NATO does not come up with a chemical deterrent in

the near future, the WARSAW pact would have an over-

whelming edge in the initial contact made in the Middle

East, Germany, and Asia. It is estimated that seventy-five

percent of our Rapid Deployment Force (which has had lit-

tle training in fighting in contaminated areas) would be an-

nihilated in the first ten days. I do not believe the notion

that the United States would (in the initial stage) retaliate

with nuclear arms. Confusion between the president and

Congress would delay the deployment of the nukes for

days. In that time, the Soviets would have taken the fac-

tories in (iermany, the oil in the Mid-East, and folded our

China card. The British and Germans take the threat of

chemical warfare far more seriously than we do, because

the Russians were found to have given so much chemical

warfare equipment to the Egyptians in the early seven-

ties. So they fear the contamination that would hang over

their heads in the next conflict.

But the most important reason for having chemical

capabilities is to reduce the dependance on nuclear

weapons, and to add flexibility to our armed forces. In a

hypothetical attack, the Russians might use nerve gas in

"The European Theater", and knock out seventy percent

of our NATO forces. If that happened, we would have

three options. 1) Send in huge amounts of troops and am-

munition, or 2) Accept the status quo, or 3) Use our

nuclear weapons, knowing the Russians would retaliate.

But by having a chemical deterrent, the benefits would be

two-fold. First of all, the Soviets would think twice before

using any chemicals, knowing that we could retaliate in

like fashion. Second of all, the chemical option could be us-

ed in a retaliatory manner to preclude nuclear war.

For those who see chemical weapons as barbaric, in-

humane and alien to rational man, I agree wholeheartedly.

But the question I ask is, "Is the neutron bomb, the Titan

missile or an ICBM with multiple warheads any more

humane?" A sane human being does not want any of these

weapons, but unless we have a balance to what the Soviets

have, we will lose flexibility in arms limitation negotia-

tions. Henry Kissinger said after his success in SALT I,

"Flexibility was a virtue only in the

purposeful."

I contend that pacifist should opt for the chemical option,

in the name of short term arms control.

Dave McCarthy is a Collegian columnust

Letters
Kennedy Press Secretary responds to policy editorial

Massachusells • New Hampshire • (onnccticul • New York • New Jersey • Pennsylvania • Mar>land

To the Editor.

I would like to respond to yesterday's editorial "Who's

Fooling Who?"

Senator Kennedy is the first to acknowledge the debt

this country owes to the original grass roots activists who

started the nuclear freeze campaign. For over two years,

individual concerned citizens have been and remain the

driving force behind today's arms control movement.

However, because of the success of the freeze move-

ment the focus of the freeze is now in Congress, which

must pass it into law. That is why Senator Kennedy is in

the forefront of the freeze movement.

The editorial implies that Senator Kennedy is a

newcomer to the field of arms control. This is simply not

true. He was a sponsor of the Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty, a leader in the fight against the Anti-Bollistic

MissUe System, a leading supporter of SALT I and the

Vladivostdok agreement, a delegate to the SALT II

negotiations anu a leading supporter of the SALT II Trea-

ty as submitted to Congress. In addition, he is the author

of the nuclear freeze legislation now before Congress and

has been the leading opponent of the Reagan administra-

tion's attempt to defuse the freeze movement.

The key to the passage of the freeze is now, as it has

always been, the mobilization of concerned Americans.

That is why Senator Kennedy was instrumental in the

passage of the Massachusetts Nuclear Freeze Resolution

Question and that is why he has joined in the organization

of the mass rally to be held today.

Senator Kennedy has one goal in mind — passage of the

nuclear freeze so we can at last achieve real control of

nuclear arms. The sincerity of his committment goes back

over two decades and he joins today vsrith thousands of

voices from UMass and the western part of Massachusetts

to send a clear message to Washington.

Brian Delaney
Kennedy Campaign

Press Secretary

A Democratic
party for all

The liberals in the Democratic Party may be on

the verge of accomplishing for the more

conservative Republican Party what the

Republicans could not accomplish for themselves: increas-

ed Republican membership.

It appears now that the dominant liberal wing of the

Democratic Party is trying to monopolize the party. This

is neither liberal, democratic, or intelligent. Any party

which has received such a beating as the one the

Democrats suffered in 1980 will undergo some soul sear-

ching and find a new basis upon which to rebuild itself. Un-

fortunately the Democrats have let the same ideological

•group which guided them to massive defeats in 1972 and

80 gain even more control and importance in 1982.

Steven P. Barrett

fhese same liberals have lost sight of the fact that the

general public is not so enamored with their pious causes.

While wasting their energies on emotionally symbolic but

fruitless efforts like the ERA and running off on tangents

like the nuclear freeze, the same lil)erals who cry out for

greater economic opportunity seem to lack for any fresh

ideas and concepts of their own.

The blue collar constituency has in the past stayed with

the Democrats because the Dem<KTatic Party gave the im-

pression that they and their union bosses cared the most

about their concerns. But did the liberals and their friends

in the union hierarchy really listen to them?

"Reaganomics doesn't work", is the main message and

plank that many liberals running for office are using. But

what do they offer in exchange? Since they haven't been

able to answer that kind of question throughout this cam-

paign, many have chosen to fall back on easy issues like

the nuclear freeze, ERA, higher defense spending,

welfare cuts, etc. What really happened to bread and but-

ter issues like job security, reasonable services for

reasonable taxation, etc.? The liberals seem to be forget-

ting something, and that is the average employed or

unemployed worker is primarily concerned with economic

security for himself and his family.

The world isn't going to blow up soon. Women will not

he forced back inU) the kitchens. And yes, some increased

defense spending will mean more jobs. Just ask any con-

gressman if he or she would honestly turn down any

defense contract for his or her district if that contract

meant more jobs. Blaming the Pentagon is an easy tool for

liberal politicians to let off steam and gain publicity. But

the working man or woman will soon grow tired of hear-

ing this type of worn out and bankrupt demagoguery if the

job market is sluggish. When one has mouths to feed and

bills to pay, the type of industry he works for seems not as

important to him as economic survival would. Unfor-

tunately many upper-middle class liberals forget this all

too often, particularly those living in the Northeast. It's

little wonder that the Sun Belt is far ahead of this area for

federal funding. They deserve it.

Don't the liberals realize these things? Maybe they do,

but are unwilling to adjust. While taking over the

Democratic Party it appears that they avoid these stark

realities because these realities would upset their victory

parties. They seem to forget that victories are sweeter

when something more lasting than just a facial change has

occurred. But this is why they don't want the conservative

wing in "their" party any longer.

Perhaps the liberals prefer to risk driving their conser-

vative brethren into the ranks of the GOP rather than roll-

ing up their sleeves and searching for new ways to build a

true coalition. Alas, that would take an open mind, yet

alone an open heart.

But rather than leave the Democratic Party, the conser-

vatives should remain in the party to remind the liberals

what the true meaning of the word democratic is all about.

It's their party also, and they should show the liberals that

they will choose to remain a force within the party to be

reckoned with and listened to — now and in the future.

Steven P. Barrett is an Amherst resident

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the lar^e

^'oiume of mail received, unpubhshed letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and
grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
be condensed due to space limitations.
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Residency approved for Cubans and Haitians
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Correspondent

125.000 Cubans and 20,000 Haitians who

flocked Florida's shore last year, along with

other unnumbered aliens will become legal

U.S. residents by an immigration reform

bill approved by the House Judiciary

Committee.

Those Cuban and Haitian refugees that

left their countries seeking political asylum

in the United States, fleeing from

totalitarian governments and devastating

social

rule.

•onditions will be housed by a special

This, in effect, was backed by a special

invitation made by the last administration

when President Carter invited the Cubans

and Haitians with his 'open arms policy.'

"We are ready to start an airlift and a

sealift for those screened and qualified

people to come to our country...", said

Carter offering help to those leaving Cuba.

Those 145,000 "special guests" presented

costly problems which molested president

Carter and still torment President Reagan.

Resident aliens, other than Cubans and

Haitians are required by the bill to have

been in the United States by January 1,

1980 in order to achieve legal status,

('ubans and Haitians arriving by January 1.

1981 will gain legal residency.

Legalization of these entrants was an

effort to resolve this problem. Yet many
feel that this bill is unfair to those who came
after the cutoff dale of December 31. 1980.

Furthermore, they also said that the bill

does not refer to the question of asylum or

deportation hearings conducted unfairly in

some states.

¥oT the reasons stated above. Sue

Sullivan, director of Haitian Refugee

Project in Boston calls the bill "a gesture,

nothing but public relations." Sullivan said.

Rep. James F. Semsenbrenner Jr. (R-

Wis.) member of the Judiciary Committee

said that he is against amnesty in any way.

but if it has to be approved, it should be the

same cutoff date for all aliens.

The question for amnesty has been

greatly debated during the Committee's

consideration of the bill, and it will meet

tougher opposition during the full house

debate.

White teachers oppose Court decision
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court Monday

rejected a claim that more than 1,000 white teachers in

Boston were improperly laid off rather than their black

colleagues with less seniority.

The court, without comment, let stand a ruling that the

layoffs were acceptable as part of the court ordered

desegregation of the city's public schools.

U.S. District W. Arthur Garrity. ruling in 1974 that the

Boston School Committee had intentionally segregated

schools along racial lines, ordered a massive desegregation

plan into effect. The busing plan sparked major local

resistance.

Garrity later ordered a series of measures aimed

eventually at giving blacks 25 percent of teaching and

administrative jobs, saying the move was needed to

complete full desegregation.

The number o( blacks increased until they held about 19

percent of the teaching jobs and about 20 percent of the

administrative posts.

Judge Garrity in June 1981 ruled that if layoffs took

place during a budget crisis then facing the school system,

his percentage goals for teachers and administrators had to

remain intact.

Garrity thus allowed the Boston School Comnuttee to

breach job security and seniority provisions in its labor

agreements, as blacks with less seniority were retained in

preference to whites with more seniority.

Garrity also ordered blacks to have an absolute

preference if the school committee began to recall laid off

teachers, until a 20 percent goal could be reached.

In its Supreme Court appeal, the Boston Teachers Union

said that as a result of Garrity's order "over a thousand

white teachers with tenure of up to 16 years of service

have been laid off while none of the tenured black teachers

— including those with lesser service — have been laid off

and at the same time new black applicants have been

hired."

The teachers union said in its appeal to the Supreme

Court that nono of the other parties in the case disputed its

figure on the number of white teachers affected by

Garrity's order.

"Depriving innocent employees of their jobs so that

others of a different race, who are not victims of the

employer's discrimination, may be employed is un-

precedented." the union added.

The Supreme Court today also refused to consider the

layoffs of seven tenured white administrators affected by

the June 1981 ruling.

Last February, the 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

upheld Garrity's order regarding layoffs. The appeals

court previously had upheld the affirmative action hiring

requirements.
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Arts
Corea worth visiting
CfflCK COREA AND PACX) DE LUCIA
Sunday, October 3

Fine Arts Center

By SARAH GALDSTON
Collegian Correspondent

Sunday night's concert was like having an

extremely personable four-piece orchestra

playing in your living room. There was no

hysterical showmanship, just simple

professionalism.

The first set opened, to my surprise,

without UPC waltzing out with a trite

opening shtick. Instead Paco De Lucia

simply walked out, sat down and started

playing. This is the man who taught

American audiences that flamenco is not

just a pink bird beloved of Art Deco

dilletantes.

His opening "composition" Uhese folks

don't play songs, they play compositions-a

slight symphonic affectation) was an in-

terpretation of a traditional Spanish piece,

and was played with the richness of melted

chocolate. He was then joined by bassist

Carlos Benavent. After a second De Lucia

piece, they left the sUge. only tore-emerge

with Chick Corea. flutist Steve Kujala and

percussionist Don Alias. Corea formaUy

mtroduced the band and briefly outlined

what they were to play. It should be noted

hei-e that his formalism should not be

confused with elitism. As the spokesman

for the ensemble, he never patronized the

audience, something that often happens

with technical virtuosos.

The ensuing performance lacked the

overly esoteric, technoid musicianship of

last year's show with Al Di Meola, John

Mclaughlin and Paco De Lucia; as well as

the herd-of thundering-elephants-up-and-

down the-fret-board sound of Stanley

Clarke in his last performance at the FAC
(Di Meola and Clarke being former Return

to Forever Members, as is Chick Corea).

Corea's pieces were relatively consistent

in form, reflecting only slightly the ec-

clecticism of the man who has played with

such diverse musicians as Miles Davis, Stan

Getz. and Sarah Vaughan. However he did

display dazzling ability. He opened the

group's set with a piece affectionately

dedicated to De Lucia, "Yellow Nimbus" (at

least I assume it was affectionate).

Corea had a particularly beautiful solo

during an untitled De Lucia piece that had

languid eerieness, like punk-funk elec-

tronics meets the Strauss waltzes from

2001. Don Alias had a stellar stand as

percussionist. Drummer Tom Brechtlew's

solo seemed to be a gratuitous rock n roll

routine, with endlessly cliched drum rolls.

Nonetheless, the ensemble of Corta and

De Lucia provided what I would consider a

supremely enjoyable evening.

Arts writers — The deadline for The Other Voice is

Thursday. Please bring copy to the Collegian arts

desk from 2 to 4 daily. New writers are always

i welcome.

JOSTENS
GOLD
RING

SEEYOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE.

DATE Oct. A, 5 - Mon, Tue

TIME 10 am - 3 pm
WS4"

PIjv( E Campus Center

Deposit $15.00 ^VNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

Chick Corea, who played the Fine Arts Center Sunday evening with

Paco DeLucia and others.

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

\^ approved

Located in the Campus Center

op.nMFM ^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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FREE -enera' ^oods CorDOfationlQ8' FREE
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D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

California Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

( Tanl)erry Sauce

California Quiche

DINNER
Rntini/Tomato Meat Sauce

Roast F'ork/Gravy

Applesauce

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

BASICS DINNER
Ciolden C'arrot Bake/

White Sauce

Hi-Protein Spajjhetti/

Tomato Sauce

ACROSS
1 Cicatrix

5 Crate and crib

10 Court order

14 Czech name for

theElbe

15 Ancient nnarket

place

16 Greek I

17 Partof NEA
18 Bed
20 Knight

22 Goes on a spree

23 Era of the reptile

25 Network

26 Motto and
namesakes

28 Sea nymph
32 Task

35 da Gama
37 Coniunction

38 Pasternak

character

39 Accordingly

40 Talking bird

41 Pub libation

42 Young ox

43 West Pointer

44 Respectful

response
46 African capital

48 Excited

50 Stamps

54 Female spiders

58 Inner patio

59 Attire connected

with 18 Across

61 Direction,

in Madrid

62 Gen Robert

63 of Nantes

64 Chinese god
65 Direction

66 Uncle
"

67 Stone or storm

DOWN
Lullaby word
Skeleton

organization

Signature of

Jefferson s V P

Boudoir, in Spain

Ankle-length

garment
Past

Whiskey
8 Trial's partner

9 Wisdom
10 Owen ,

American novelist

11 Repetition

12 Road Lat

13 Salts

19 Bone: Prefix

4

5

6
7

21 Prime time

24 Fleet, Old style

27 More rational

29 Lady at Cameiot

30 Buiwer Lytton

heroine

31 Expression of

annoyance
32 Material for a

potter

33 Hearty s

companion
34 Raw materials

36 Get rid of

39 More robust

40 Part of 18 Across

42 Aiming guide

43 Hire actors

45 Scented packet

47 Toots one's own
horn

49 Hollow crystalline

stone

51 Wifeof
Mohammed

52 Tag. greeting

in Berlin

53 Correct

54 Over again

55 Vex
56 Birthday items

57 Pool activity

60 Chapel Hiii mst

1 7 3 4

1
21

5 6 1 9

1
19

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

24

20 22

27 P 30 P
23 25

I
3633 34

26

39

2S

I
40

32

I
42

35

43

37

3«

1
45

I
47

41

I
49^

II44

55 56

46

57

4S SO

1
60

51 5? 53

S4 5t

1

59

1

61

6? 63 64

6b 66 67

WKATHER

Sunny today. Highs 65 t/)

70. Fair tonight. Ivows 45 U>

50. Tomorrow, a mixture of

clouds and sun. Highs 65 to

75.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WMUA 91.1 FM
„ .> r^ o • /^^ui;.,;^r, 5:30-6 Newswatch
6-9 Fern Spierer. Oblivion

Express
6-7 Sports Cafe

9-12 Pauline, Rock and Roll

10-2 Eliot Andrew. Urban

1 2 3 Live Broadcast of the
Contemporary

Nuclear Freeze Rally

2-6 Classical Music With
3-5:30 Mr. Ted, Modem Mike Cevasco

Dance

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

/^

[

10:30-11:30 Bobby Muller Speaks

to Vietnam Vets

11:30-12:30 Avante Garde Video

Art of Wendalin Glatzel

and Nam June Paik

12:30-1:30 Realm of the Grat

Whales (Nothing fishy,

please)

1:30-2:00 Video Rock!

Vs.
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Junior varsity ties UConn
By GEORGE MARTINS
Collegian Correspondent

Stnker Matt Dowd drove home a pass from Chris Gift

with eight minutes left in regulation time to give the
UMass junior varsity soccer team a 2-2 tie against a
powerful UConn club.

It was the opening game for the UMass squad. Connec-
ticut came into the contest undefeated, including wins
over Southern Connecticut and Yale.

UMass took an early 1-0 lead at the 17:00 minute mark
when John Metzger took a nice cross from Bob Mcintosh
and deposited it into the back of the net past diving UConn
netminder Andy Paterson.

Connecticut came back to tie the game off of a set play

on an indirect free kick. Forward Larry Day headed home
a cross from Nigel Wilkie at the 23:00 minute. The re-

mainder of the first half was played evenly and without
any scoring.

Connecticut came out storming in the second half.

Goalie Ricardo Sanchez kept the Minutemen in the game
with three key saves, but UConn took the lead at the 15:00
minute mark on a goal by Ron Angelo.

It looked as if the score would remain 2-1 as Connecticut
managed to keep the UMass attack bottled up, but Dowd's
goal inspired the Minutemen and they carried the play
throughout the remainder of rpoi ilatinn tim«»

The teams played two ten-minute scoreless overtimes

before the game ended in a draw. UMass dominated the

overtimes but was unable to put the ball in the net. A
Dowd header, saved by Paterson in the first overtime was
the closest chance for a score by either side during the.

\f

nj

All You Con Eot

Spaghetti & Meotbolls
S2.25
includes bread ond butter

Droft Deer 50' Pitchers $2.95
Well Drinks 95'

DJ #ntertQinment in the lounge

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

overtime periods.

UMass coach Dave Sawaid thought that it was a game
that was played evenly and a tie was a fair result.

"We defended well, our players were well disciplined
but we gave two goals away from set plays," said Sawaid.
Sawaid pointed to midfielder Rick Fortesque and

sweeper Brian McDavitt as standout players.
Matt Dowd was not satisfied with the tie.

"We had opportunities that we didn't capitalize on, but
we stayed in there and didn't give up once," he said.

UMass plays their next home game against Amherst
College on Wednesday, October 13th at Lower Boyden
field.

Women golfers

take third at Yale
ByJIMSAMIA
Collegian Correspondent

Paced by the superb playing of Marlene Susienka, the
University of Massachusetts women's golf team came in an
astounding third place at the Yale Invitational this

weekend.

Susienka won the tournament by a huge margin of 12
strokes finishing at 162. What made this even more sen-

sational was the fact that she began the final day 2 strokes

behind North Carolina's Hedi Crossley.

After shooting an 85 on a windy opening Saturday,
Susienka came back to hit a 77 on Sunday.

"She just blew them away in the second half," said

UMass women's golf coach Jack Leaman.
On a course that Leaman cited as being "beautiful but

tough" Susienka hit 16 greens.

North Carolina at Wilmington won the overall com-
petition. They were a model of consistency throughout the

entire tournament.

The other team in front of the Minutewomen was
perennial division-three powerhouse Longwood College.

They boasted the sixth and ninth place finishers.

Teeing off from the number three position for UMass.
Jane Egan finished a very respectable eleventh out of the

field of fourtyfour.

"She played the best golf since she's been at UMass."
said a very pleased Leaman. For the first time in her

collegiate career Egan shot under 100. On Saturday, Egan
shot a 98 and was even better on Sunday, clipping the
course at 89 to finish the tournament at 187.

The biggest improvement of anybody in the tournament
was made by Minutewoman Theresa Collins. After

shooting a 121 on Saturday, she rallied around the fine play

of teammates Susienka and Egan to shoot a 107 and
finished at 228. Judy Guzy and Nola Eddy finished the

tournament at 202 and 214 respectively.

Finishing behind UMass was Rutgers in fourth, followed

by Mt. Holyoke, Princeton. Dartmouth and Yale.

The talk of the tournament was Susienka. One week
after breaking the collegiate women's course record at

Hickory Ridge Country Club she remained just as hot at

Yale, ('oming from two down to defeat the field by twelve

strokes is just another remarkable feat for a truly

remarkable Minutewoman golfer.

Sports Notices

The UMass Boxing Club will hold an organizational

meeting today at 4 pm on the 19th floor lounge of

Washington Tower. Both new and experienced boxers are
welcome.

sif^LL^^

BICYCLE SALE!
We have just purchased
a limited selection of

non-current FUJI nnodels.

^^cvcv^t
Now is your chance

to own a new
89 Main St.

Amherst

256-0880
FUJI at a Bargain

Behind the Cheese Shop Price!
& Valley Farms Dairy Store

FUjiTime M89 00
FUJI Sports 12 SX was '245.00 Now M 89.00
FUJI Grand Tourer was '265 00 Now *219.00
FUJI Royale was '345 00

PLUS OUR 7982 FUJI STAR LINEUP

Now *319.00

Montereys 29 lbs »215.00
Supremes 26 lbs. »259.00
Del Rpys 25.5 lbs.

-1
*289.00

r * ~

All above include our Fall

Special Discount of

20% off
1 all accessories purchased with you r [

new bike
1..... ^j

LIVE ZO^B^Y
at the BLUE WALL

f ea turing
if-j^jfif.)f.]f]f.i^

^^ff/

^^^^'^

'fif^ifif-if^if^if.jfifif.^^

ON TUES,0CT.5
sponsored by

@:ver-c-' ©rogram Council
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 ''> • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/ month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 549-3700

AUTO FOR SALE

77 Toyota Celica-GT, standard, excellent

condition, 56,000 mi, alarm, AM/FM/tape,

louvers, $3595/ BO 253 9389 after 5

1972 Datsun 510 manuel, tape deck, runs

good, looks fair, $900.00 or BO 256-6668

evenings

(B^ids Cutlass runs well exc transpor call

Bob 549-6416

73 Mustang new trans., exhaust and 2

tires 31,000 good cond. needs 2 tire rods

$1000/80 Rich 6-1860

BEAUTIFUL SINGLE

In apartment on bus route close to town

and campus. Reasonable rent. 253 2872

BRGWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrsms fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 %
lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

Parttime position available for college

student to represent travel company on

campus. Earn commission, free travel, and

work experience Contact Beach Comber

Tours, Inc. PO Box 1236, Burlington, MA
01803 617 273-2423

2 soccer coaches needed for grades 4 - 6,

So Deerfield, after school, 3 4:30, 2 - 3

days per week, $5.00 per hour. Contact

Mrs Raid, 665-2272 or grade school,

665 3820

People interested in making money at

home, with your own Texas Instrument

personal computer. Call Grace or Paul after

5 PM 665-2494

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state-s largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train

$135$200/week b $160 $225 /week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

ICE HOCKEY

Goalie Pads needed to buy or rent

Bob 584-7035

Call

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring Math Physics 256-OISg^

ENTERTAINMENT

The bast sound system
feehouse sound 256-8400

is MF Cof

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1-283-7805

Bass amp Fender Music Master $125, BO
253 9698

Telephone answering machine Brand

new $10000 Bob 253 2098

Refrigerator 5 cu.

firm 549-1014

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-209e^___

Tennis Instructor Wanted for in-

termediate level player call 546 8534

INVESTMENT CLUB

Investment Club Meeting: 7:oo pm Tues

Oct 5 rm 107 SBA guest speaker Lawrence

Dwight, stock broker from HM Payson b
Co

ft. good cond. 100 00

LESBIAN/GAY

The Who Sun. 10/10 Byrne Arena

floor tickets BO by 10/7 549 4032
N.J.

HELP WANTED

Lesbian and Gay Man's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to train

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send

resume to Counseling CoH c/o 242 Stu

dent Union

Office Manager Position open - 10 hour

a week workstudy position apply at the

People's Gay Alliance office 413 SUB
5-0154 women b third world students en

couraged to apply
^

LOST

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead

necklace. Lau rel 6 7046

WaTlet and Band Jacket in Sylvan call

6 9643 jacket has the name Jay on it

PERSONALS

Job Available - security guard 10 PM - 2

AM 2 nights /week great job for student call

774 3092 9:30

Stick it in your earl! Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles too! 14k bracelets $9 Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs. Amh. 253 JJ^a

TOP
of the
CAMPCS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

fine dining

...a meel
with a view

8 Theaters-
Your choice

for
entertainment

THEATPEB
5847550

MAWPbHl"t MALI

584-9153
MOUNlAIN KVRMS MAli

Dicky - Happy Birthday, Baby! Lots of

Supertramp this weekend - I love you The

Ion Monster

Register to vote October 4th and 5th,

Campus Center Concourse

/TUSMC Aviation Officer will be on hand

Wed Oct 6 from 6 to 8 in CC 902 to provide

info on aviation and ground officers pro

grams

Charlie's tonight from 8 to 12 is pitcher

and pizza night. Pitchers of domestic beer

or a carafe of wine and cheese pizza only

$4.95

G. Wells - Have a great birthday! Love, P i

Free Comedy Tonightl The Bobby Darl

ing Show at the Blue Wall lots of laughs

-sponsored by Governors Program Coun ci'

Happ7l9th Birthday Baby Doll I

And thanx you've made me so very happy.

Love A

After Oct 12 Who Concert at Shea

Stadium back to UMass. Will share all ex

penses. 546-8545

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Bucknell Univ leave Fri

Oct 8 return Oct 1 1 will go to other places in

Penn call Jodi 549-1352

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted to share room in spacious

3 bedroom Townehouse apt call Susan

549^38^^

Room for rent M or F $165 monthly ir

cludingjjtilities call Sharon 253 M18

needed

Aerobic Experience, co ed free demo

tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

Hey Ed! Hows Cousin It? Prom X-Cuz & S

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday Thursday 6:30 7:30 PM.

$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4645 all

welcome

Attention Comdis Majors! Comdis

Association Elections will be held on Thurs

Oct 7 at 7:30 in Arnold 136. Guest speaker

will also be featured. Come and show your

support!

M -
I need you to need me - C. Dior

Two people
Apt days call:

586 3834

in Northampton
5-1336 (for Denis) evenings:

SERVICES

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584 1 627 evenings

Immediate Cash For class rings, gold and

silver jewelry. Highest Prices paid on cam-

pus 6-8722

Proffessional Dress-Maker Amherst

Area custom made clothing alterations

repairs zippers replaced for appointment

call 256-0867 evenings

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car.

Doug 546 8185

Call

ARTHUR is coming to the SUB. Check the

Collegian later this week for details.

Congratulations to the cutest new sister

at IGU. Its about time Fran! Love always

Tom

WANTED

RECORD STORE

Pioneer Valley Cappella 17 member

choir needs bass. Group performs

renaissance music; rehearses Tuesday

evenings. Contact Mallorie Chernin

5866425

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy &
sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor

thampton 584-1580

RECORDMANIA

WANTED TO BUY

JOE JACKSON AND CHICK COREA are

alive and well and on sale at Union

Records. . .

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst, 256-0710 ^^__^_^
WANTED TO RENT

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to D.C. area Oct 8.

share $ and conversation 546-8021

Will

To Washington
546

1J78,
Ron

I need a
6-9421

DC Oct 7 or 8 call

ride to Yale Fri Oct 8 call Bob

Beautiful, inexpensive apartment in

Amherst needs roommate right away. Bus

stop just steps from door. Call collect

617 249-6556

WORD PROCESSING

erResumes & Papers: Prompt quality

preparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations. MDI/WORD
LINK253 9535

N^e^ Answers On
\lotin<q pRoc^ujces?

34V*0 ^^Ic [onL lAP^S...

Vote m AtnheKstr

^zoo5 A^etttee Votrtnc^

We 3Jce ^o\x\L TAP6P

INfORfnATlON PHONe SeKVlCe.

X SeRvtce 0^ Dean o^ StuDents Office
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MORE SPORTS
ON PAGE 10

Field hockey team beats Springfield
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team held off a last ditch comeback
effort by Springfield College Saturday,
defeating the Chiefs 2 1

.

The clear blue skies and home crowd
helped UMass get started quickly, as the

Minutewomen tallied within the first three

minutes of the game.

Although Springfield had possession

first, the Minutewomen picked off a long

pass and drove through the Springfield

defense.

On the second corner of the game, for-

ward Tish Stevens passed the ball to middle
Megan Donnelly, who pushed the ball past
the lunging Springfield goalie.

Several minutes later, the Minutewomen
gained three con.secutive corners, but were
unable to capitalize on these opportunities.

UM booters
beat Vermont
at Boyden
to become 5-1
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team knew it was in for a

tough game on Friday against the

University of Vermont but that didn't

bother the squad too much as the

Minutewomen went on to overthrow
Vermont 3-0.

Defense was the key to the victory.

UMass held back the Vermont kickers,

particularly in the second half when \'er

mont began to turn its offense on and
started going after the ball more.

"I think Vermont has a better team than
what they showed," UMass coach Kalekeni
Banda said. "Our defense kept us in the
game."

UMass scored all three of its goals in the
first half of the game.

The first goal was a surprise score. Three
UMass booters went in on the Vermont
goaltender. Christine Taggart. who got an
assist on the goal, passed the ball in front of

the net to Sharon Dagget who made a tough
goal look easy. The ball hit the top of the
right goal post and instead of bouncing out,

fell down behind the Vermont goalkeeper

and rolled into the net.

Nina Holmstrom put in the second goal
for UMass 13 minutes later. She received
the pass from Taggart who kicked the ball

As the clock wound down in the lirst half,

however, Springfield sensed the
Minutewomen tiring, and began to apply
pressure on UMass goalie Patty Shea and
the rest of the Minutewomen defense. Time
ran out on Springfield and UMass went off

the field at halftime with a one goal lead.

UMass came out strong at the start of the
second half, completely dominating
Springfield and pressuring Springfield into

making numerous turnovers.

At the 20 minute mark, forward Allyson
Rioux registered the second UMass goal of

the game when she took a pass from for-

ward Pam Moryl and nailed it into the
corner of the goal.

Less than two minutes later, the

Minutewomen had an opportunity to put
the game out of reach

.

The Springfield defense had been warned
twice previously about leaving the line too
soon before a corner hit was taken, and
after the third infraction, the referee

awarded UMass a stroke.

Middle Carol Progulske positioned

herself at the hash mark in front of the

Springfield goal and Springfield goalie

Carol Kinsella readied herself on the goal

line. After the whistle sounded, Progulske
took her shot, aiming for the right side of

the goal. Springfield's Kinsella anticipated

correctly, however, and was able to deflect

the ball to the outside of the post.

After the missed stroke, there was a very
noticeable shift in the game's momentum.

Springfield drove down field time after

time, taking most of their corners during

this time.

The UMass defense held Springfield to

only three shots on goal for the second half,

but the Chiefs refused to give up.

Springfield's persistence paid off,

because with only eight minutes left in the

half, Springfield forward Sherren Granese
took a deflection off Shea's pads and put it

in the net.

Instead of a comfortable two goal lead,
the Minutewomen were only up by one, and
Springfield was threatening strongly.

P'or the last eight minutes of the game,
Springfield kept the baU in the UMass
circle, but as in the first half, time ran out
on the Chiefs.

The last fifteen minutes of the game
were really tense." said Hixon. "Instead of
moving and anticipating the ball, we sat
back with our lead. We pressured and
played well, but we just couldn't finish

things off."

The stickers are looking to maintain their

unblemished record, now ar 5-0, as they
meet Yale on Wednesday, on the upper
NOPE field. Game time is 3 p.m.

Dean Pecevich lets go a pass during Saturday's win over the University of Rhode Island.

Collegian photo bf Trreaa Bcllafiorc

as she was falling down. Helmstrom kicked

the ball into the right hand corner of an
open net. Taggart got the assist.

P'reshman Jamie Watson scored a

beautiful goal with eight and a half minutes
to go in the half. After getting a pass from
the side of the net. Watson, without

hesitation, blasted the ball into the top of

the net, out of the Vermont goaltenders

reach.

Women's temiis wins 6-3

Coach Banda, who thought UMass didn't

play as well as they're capable of, didn't

expect to beat Vermont .so easily. Banda
said Vermont always gave UMass a hard
time when they came to .Amherst and
prepared the team for a tough game.

Tammie p]aston was the goaltender in the

UMass nets on FViday. She played great

when challenged by the Vermont offense.

Banda feels that UMass needs to be more
aggressive against the better teams.

"We have to go to the ball more with
authority. Concentration is the factor in

these games," said Banda.

The women have a tough week ahead as

they have two away games against two
highly ranked teams. On Tuesday, UMass
will face the University of Connecticut in

what will be a difficult contest. UConn is

ranked as one of the top three teams in the

nation. On Saturday, the women will be at

Cortland State.

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Waltham, Mass — When you are an

athlete representing the state university,

lengthy van rides for intercollegiate

competition against Division II schools tend

to be more physically draining than the

forthcoming match.

But ihis certainly was not the case

yesterday when the I'niversity of

Massachusetts men's tennis team traveled

to Waltham and defeated a better-than

you would expert Brandeis University

club. 6 3.

Neal Mackertich and Nick Julian, playing

at number one and two single.s respectively,

were both extended to three sets before

emerging victorious. Mackertich played

catch up in defeating Jeff Heier 6 7. 6-2. 6-

2. Julian, like Mackertich, rebounded from

a loss in the tiebreaker to get by Bob
Bornstein, 6 3. 6 7. 6 3.

The rest of the singles were not quite so

difficult. Stuart Goodman, at number three,

easily handled Phil Goldstein 6-3. 6 3. Steve
Jordan did likewise to Marshall Fisher,

waltzing to a 6 0. 6 4 triumph.

"He went out and did his business." said

Coach Bob Szlosek of Jordan, who had his

share of problems against Westfield State.

Rich Lindgren defeated Andy Koslow 7

6. 6 1 at number five and Dave Singer

romped past Joel Singer 6 1, 6-4 at number
six to close the curtains on singles.

"Everybody that played singles had good
performances", said Szlosek.

In the Doubles, Mackertich (Joodman
dropped a 6 4, 6 4 decision to Heir

Eiernstein. Jordan Lindgren rebounded for

a ,5 7, 6-2, 6 2 victory over P'isher Singer.

Julian Dave Salem, in the midst of a 7-5, 6-7

match with Goldstein Koslow, defaulted so

the netmen could return home at a

reasonable hour to prepare for home
matches the next two days.

Jayvee footballers lose 6-0
ByTONYBETROS
Collegian Staff

Talking to JV Football coach Steve
Telander, one might think that the JV
football team easily handled Harvard
University.

But, things aren't always as they seem.
Led by a 25 yard run with a minute left to

play in the game. Harvard era.sed their

goose egg on the scoreboard and slipped
away with a 6-0 victory. Nevertheless.
Telander had nothing but praise for his

squad.

"Our kids played great. I cant believe we
did as well as we did with the amount of

practice time we had." said Telander. "It

was just a great effort by the kids."

Led by fullback Greg Andonia. UMass
drove the ball well the entire game, but just

couldn't put the ball in the end zone. Their
best scoring bid came in the first half when

UMass opted to go for the touchdown on
fourth down from the 35 yard line, instead
of going for the field goal. The pass in the

end zone was deflected in the last minute
and UMass came up empty.

The key play of the game was when the

Minutemen had the ball with two minutes
left in the game on their own 49 yard line.

On fourth and two. the jayvees went for it.

but came up short. Harvard took over and
marched all the way for the final score.

Playing well for the JV's were tailback

Ricky Garcia and quarterback Mark Tabor
on offense and defensive end Dave Roland
and free safety Brian Gibson on defen.se.

Punter Steve Larkin also punted well,

pinning Harvard with poor field position

almost every punt.

The Minutemen travel to Springfield on

Sunday, October 10 to take on AIC.
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Crowd hot for freeze
Crowd cry:

Go home
3yPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

The crowd at yesterday's nuclear arms

reeze rally at the University of

Vlassachusetts booed and jeered

Republican Senatorial candidate Ray

Shamie as his speech departed from the

subject at hand.

Shamie had been invited to the UMass

campus by the Student Coalition Against

Nukes Nationwide (SCANN) to speak about

a bilateral nuclear arms freeze between the

United States and the Soviet Union and

although his speech started on that subject,

it quickly developed into a political cam-

paign speech attacking his opponent, Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy, D Mass.

Originally, Shamie had not been

scheduled to speak at the rally, but after

some campus groups began questioning

whether the rally was for a nuclear arms

freeze or Kennedy's campaign, SCANN
agreed to allow Shamie to speak under

certain conditions.

Among these conditions was an

arrangement that he would stick strictly to

the issue of the nuclear arms freeze and not

make a campaign speech.

However, he quickly broke that promise.

"I support a nuclear freeze, " he began. "I

oppose freezing out speakers on an

American campus."

The crowd then began jeering Shamie as

he began attacking Kennedy. They

shouted, "Talk about the freeze. Get the

hook. Loser go home."

The abuse continued as Shamie spoke on.

"My opponent wants to use the nuclear

freeze issue and the people who support it

and ride it into the White House.

"

Shamie spoke more about Kennedy's

[record than he did about the nuclear arms

[freeze, saying, "Ted Kennedy supported

I the war in Vietnam and then came out

against it."

Several minutes into his speech, Shamie

was interrupted by emcee Cliff McCarthy, a

member of SCANN, telling him his time

Continued on page 6
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Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, left, and his Republican opponent Ray

Shamie, right, address students — separately — as they jam

Metawampe Lawn, below, to hear speakers support a neg^otiated

nuclear weapons freeie between Soviets and Americans. Both men also

urged students to register to vote yesterday, the last day to sign-up as

voters in November's statewide election.

Thousands
for freeze
By PAUL BELVAL
and MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Suff

[Editor's Note: Staff reporters Paul

Basken, John Brobst, Andrew J. Gordon,

Hannah Hosom, Ken Lundberq, KdLevme,
Richard Nangle and Mark Welch con-

tributed to this article. |

James Taylor, Peter Yarrow. Lauren

Bacall. student leaders and local politicians

alt helped Sen. Edward Kenne<ly D Mass.,

bring his nuclear freeze message to the

University of Massachusetts yesterday as a

crowd of 10,000 clapped, sang and cheered.

'Western Massachusetts is the birthplace

of the grassroots movement now sweeping

the country for a nuclear weapons freeze. A
small ripple that began in Western Mass. us

going to sweep across the state and across

the nation," Kennedy said.

P^njoying unseasonably warm sunshine

the enthusiastic crowd covered Metawampe
Lawn out to the edge of the t'ampus Pond

and filled the balconies and roofs of the

Campus Center, the Student Union and

Hasbrook Laboratory.

The agenda for the first half of the 2 hour

and 45 minute rally was set by the Student

Coalition Against Nukes Nationwide

(SCANN), a student group at UMa.ss, w hich

agreed to cover some of the costs of the

rally. The second half consisttnl of speakers

and performers invited by the Kennedy re-

election campaign.

"It is not just enough to talk about

destroying all life in the Soviet Union, we
are talking about how high the rubble will

bounce, and the rubble will bounce all the

way from Moscow to Vladivostok and

back," said Kennedy.
When Kennedy first appeared on .stage,

and throughout his speech, about two dozen

supporters gathered in front of the stage

waving Kennedy signs.

Michael Dukakis, former state governor

and candidate for governor, made an

unannounced appearance on stage to a

Continued on page 9

Registration drive ends with large turnout
By ANN CARRNS
and CRIS SCHUSTER
CoUegian Staff

Not even a crystal ball could have given the assistant

registars a true picture of what was going to happen

yesterday at the voter registration table in the Campus

Center concourse of the University of Massachusetts.

More than 1200 students registered to vote at the Ubles.

said Estelle Matusko. Amherst town clerk.

"This is the most successful single day of registration in

the state this year," said Mike Ferrigno, coordinator of the

Massachusetts State Student Association, which was

responsible for the voter registration drive in conjunction

with the Office of Third World Affairs.

Matusko said the large turnout was because yesterday

was the last day for voter registration and interest was

generated by the Nuclear Freeze Rally.

"We were not really prepared for the volume here,"

Matusko said. "It would be unusual anywhere else, even

Cambridge, which has a large student population.

Matusko said she had been informed there would be a

rally, but "didn't know of the celebrities that were going to

come out today," she said.

She said there was a noticeable shortage of assistant

registrars and registration forms yesterday. Matusko said

they had 630 forms to sUrt with and they ran out by mid

afternoon.

"Everything has been moving so quickly," Matusko said.

"I've been cranking out facsimiles of registration forms like

mad."

Speakers at the rally urged students to register after the

rally.

"If you're not registered to vote, make sure you do it. Do

it today so your voices can be heard all across the state,"

said former governor, Michael Dukakis.

Actress Lauren Bacall said, "I'm not going to make a

speech. I just want you all to register after this is over."

"By our votes and by our own determination, we decide

our future," said singer James Taylor.

After the rally, students rushed to the registration table

in the concourse. More than 150 students waited in line to

register.

Some students waited in line for more than 35 minutes,

according to one of the women working at the table.

"Listening to the rally made me come down here," said

Elke Dratch, a freshman, who was waiting in line to

register.

"It is so good to be able to go and vote," said Suzannah

Clemitson, an exchange student from the University of

Sus-sex, England. "It seems a shame that people don't

bother to register. I wish I could vote."

"I decided to register because 1 turned 18 a couple of

days ago. I said, what the heck, it's an experience to vote,"

said Eric Shaver, a freshman.

"I think it is great to come out where the students can

register. We get a lot more registered that way," said

Grace Rhodes, 70, who was working at the registration

table. "And the students all go out to vote, too."

The last drive for voter registration was planned to

coincide with the rally, said Ferrigno.

CollcfiM photo by Korui J. FaebcUi

Students swamp the voter registration tables

in the Campus Center concourse as over 1200

registered yesterday for the November 2 elec-

tions.
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World and national news
Rat poison found in drug

,\i L-a-urphoto

Frank "Lefty" Rosenthal, linked to organized crime by the FBI, was

injured when a bomb exploded in his car Monday night in the parking

lot of a Las Vegas, Nevada, resUurant. ^
Democrats expect gains

in 1984 campaigns

OROVILLE. Calif. (AP) - Strychnine

was found in two bottles of Extra- Strength

Tylenol capsules here and a man who took

the medication suffered convulsions,

federal officials said yesterday.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration

said McNeil Consumer Products Co., which

makes Tylenol. is telling retailers

nationwide to withdraw non prescription

Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules and

regular-strength Tylenol capsules from

sale.

The man took the poisoned capsules

Thursday, one day after cyanide- laced

Extra Strength Tylenol capsules began

claiming their first victims. Seven died

after taking capsules in the Chicago area.

There is no evidence the discovery of

strychnine in the capsules is related to the

seven Chicago area deaths, said Robert

Kniffen. a spokesman for McNeU. a sub-

sidiary of Johnson & Johnson.

In addition to the two bottles containing

strychnine in California, a third bottle from

the same store was tampered with, officials

said.

The FDA in Washington reported that a

man in Oroville, Calif., suffered convulsions

Thursday after taking Tylenol capsules.

The remaining capsules in his bottle

contained pink granules that tests by

McNeil and the FDA showed to be

strychnine, a nervous system stimulant

that can cause convulsions and death.

Strychnine has been used as a rat poison for

centuries.

The man recovered quickly and returned

to work Monday, but his physican reported

to McNeil that he asked the man's wife to

get additional capsules from the store

where the first bottle was bought.

The FDA was informed the wife provided

two more bottles, one of which also con-

tained pink granules. The store operator

removed remaining packages from the

shelves, McNeil picked them up and found a

third bottle that had been tampered with.

The capsules were Extra-Strength

Tylenol capsules with the code 1766MA. a

batch number not cited in the Illinois

deaths.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan's policies all but assure Democratic

gains in this year's congressional elections

but the party must do more than "fire.up

the old coalition" to win the White House in

1984. Sen. Paul Tsongas. D-Mass., said

yesterday

.

In a speech at the National Press Club.

Tsongas said Reagan has "squandered his

mandate" by excessive tax cuts which

resulted in large deficits and by foreign

policies which have "frightened our allie?

and countrymen."

"Running the country is different from

speaking to the Santa Barbara American

I.,egion," Tsongas said. "That lesson has

been costly for President Reagan. The

bloom is off the rose.

"In 1982. despite the president's

genuinely decent and likable personality, he

is the issue, and his policies are the object of

scrutiny." the first term Democratic

senator said. "We Democrats need little

more in order to win.
"

"Anti Reaganism is the core of the

Democratic appeal." Tsongas said. "For

1982 it can be no other way. because there

is no other focus."

But in 1984. he added, the Democrats will

have a presidential candidate and must

have a platform.

"There are two choices." he said. "First,

fire up the old coahtion with rhetoric that

paints the Reaganites as the enemy and

promises a return to the same tired for

mulas once the Democrats take over."

This, he argued, would "lock the

Democrats into the mold of fulfilling ex

pectations that are unfillable" and would

"undermine the power of any Democratic

president, as it has with Reagan.

"

As an alternative, Tsongas called for a

"cleansing realism " which would "admit the

value in Mr. Reagan's approach, without

ignoring its flaws."

Reagan, he said, "is an honest, sincere,

well-meaning ideologue who failed."

"We will take the good things he did and

embrace them without embarassment," he

declared. "We will take the bad things he

did and discard them without arrogance."

Tsongas. regarded as a leader of neo-

liberal Democrats who often take issue with

the party's traditional policies, was elected

to the Senate in 1978 after two terms in the

House

.

Eye drops burn woman
RIALTO. Calif. (AP) - A woman suf-

fered severe eye burns after using a new

bottle of drops, but authorities who tested

the medication said today the eye drops

were "normal" and didn't cause' the

woman's injury.

A doctor who treated the woman at an

emergency room had said the woman
burned her eyes Monday after using a

bottle of Visine A.C. solution. But lab tests

showed nothing wrong with the solution the

woman said she used, said Anthony

Longhetti. director of the San Bernardino

County sheriffs crime lab.

Longhetti said his lab tested both the

solution the woman used and another bottle

purchased by police at the same store.

Asked about the hospital doctor's test.

Longhetti replied: "He's incorrect."

Longhetti said his department's in

vestigation had ended.

Carol! Sam. 28, of Rialto went to San

Bernardino County Medical Center's

emergency room Monday after her eyes

began burning from freshly opened Visine

A.C. drops she had bought at the Stater

Bros, store in Rialto, said Dr. Douglas

Gruzd, who was working in the emergency

room.

"She had corneal burns and the only thing

that she knew she'd put in her eyes were

the eyedrops," said Dr. Francis Comunale,

director of the San Bernardino County

Medical Center.

Gruzd was not at work today and his

home telephone was not listed in area

directories. A hospital switchboard

operator who would not give her name

dialed his home number and said there was

no answer.

Ken Jeske. division manager for county

Environmental Health Protection Services,

said the state Food and Drug

Administration also had concluded the

Visine was not to blame.

"I've contacted the state Food and Drug

office and they've indicated it was not a

problem with the Visine," said Jeske,

noting that neither the state or federal

FDA had issued a recall of Visine products.

"We think it was a false report," Police

Chief Raymond Farmer said.

Heckler ads heckle
Congress opponent
BOSTON — Republican Margaret M. Heckler's assault

on Democrat Barney Frank's voting record took a new turn

Tuesday when her congressional aides unveiled television

ads that Ust Frank's past votes on pornography and other

issues.

The ads follow Mrs. Heckler's stinging atUck on Frank's

Statehouse voting record during their televised debate

Monday night in the 4th congressional district contest.

The race has drawn national attention as a referendum

on Reagonomics. Ms. Heckler, an eight-term moderate

Republican, supported most of President Reagan's budget-

cutting moves last year while Frank, a liberal Democrat in

his first term, opposed them.

But Mrs. Heckler put Frank on the defensive during the

debate by ignoring their congressional differences and

concentrating on Frank's actions in the Massachusetts

Legislature from 1973 to 1980. The 30- second TV ads

continue the approach.

One of the five spots shows an unattractive black-and-

white photograph of Frank while an announcer says.

"Barney Frank says you can trust him. But look at his

record."
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Hojo 's to pay $5m
in overtime wages
BOSTON — The U.S. Department of Labor announced

yesterday that the Howard Johnson's restaurant chain has

agreed to pay $5 million in past overtime pay to 5.000

current and former employees nationwide.

In a consent decree, signed Sept. 23, Howard Johnson's

and its subsidiary. Ground Round Restaurants, agreed to

give overtime credit to manager trainees and assistant

managers who worked for the company between August

1977 and March 1982.

Labor Department officials called it one of the largest

wage settlements of its kind.

"There aren't too many of cases like this of this

magnitude. " said department spokesman John M. Chavez.

Kevin Callanan. Howard Johnson's vice president for

labor relations, said the firm based in Braintree. Mass..

would have no comment on the settlement.

The agreement ends a two-year lawsuit filed by the U.S.

Department of Labor on behalf of Howard Johnson's

workers. The suit charged that the chain violated

provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act by refusing

overtime pay to hourly workers.

Principal reprimanded

for bellygram joke
PROVIDENCE. R.I. — A school principal who hired an

exotic dancer to perform for a fellow principal has landed

himself in the dunce's corner.

Robert Miller, principal of the Davisville Middle School,

has been reprimanded by school administrators for sending

a "bellygram" to fellow principal John Harrington — just

as Harrington was about to begin a parents' night

presentation.

Miller, who described the incident as "a practical joke

gone awry." said yesterday he thought the dancer would

arrive before the parents showed up.

Bipartisan plan*

Can death penalty
BOSTON — A bi-partisan group of legislators will fight

to convince voters that reinstating the death penalty would

be "a terrible mistake." one legislator said yesterday.

The group of about 19 state senators and represen-

tatives includes mostly Democrats and a handful of

Republicans and independents. They announced their final

push to defeat a referendum question on the death penalty

on the Nov. 2 ballot.

Rep. David Cohen. D-Newton. said all have been foes of

capital punishment in the Legislature. "Now we're taking

that fight to the people in hopes of convincing them that

reinstituting the death penalty would be a terrible

mistake."

The group is fighting a proposed constitutional amen-

dment that would remove constitutional barriers to

reinstatement of the penalty, last used in 1947. and let the

Legislature pass a bill to bring back capital punishment in

certain cases.

Dukakis gets support

from local mayors
SPRINGFIELD — Connecticut Valley mayors and other

Democrats, many of whom had supported Gov. Edward

King's primary bid. got together yesterday to endorse

former Gov. Michael Dukakis.

About 30 politicians sat quietly on rows of chairs and

nodded in agreement as the senior elected Democrat in the

valley. U.S. Rep. Edward Boland of Springfield, said he

supported Dukakis' attempt to regain the governors of-

fice.

Mayors from all of the valley's cities — Sprmgfield,

Northampton. Chicopee. Westfield and Holyoke - at-

tended. Chicopee and Holyoke mayors endorsed Dukakis

before the primary.

"There's winners and losers in primaries. After the

primary is over, the objective is to do all we can to make

sure the ticket wins." Boland said. Boland. a congressman

since 1952. endorsed King in the primary.

UMass referendum results in

CollfgikB fkmta hj H»i4i Uiia*

Glen Goldstein, journalisin major, serves

himself at Earthfoods yesterday, oatside the

Student Union.
^

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Seventy percent of the University of Massachusetts

students participating in Monday's Student Government

Association (SGA) elections do not support the proposed

renovations of Curry Hicks Cage through fee raises.

The second referendum question, asking whether

students support the death penalty, was vot«d down by a

slim 668 to 507 margin.

A total of 1,645 students participated in the election,

making up approximately 8.6 percent of the eligible voting

population, according to SGA Chair of Governmental Af-

fairs Tom Ahem.

Joel Weissman. professional staff member of the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) said most local elections receive turnouts of 12

to 15 percent, so the number of voters "is not as bad as it

soimds."

"Turnout was poor due to the lack of publicity. We filled

more seats (in the Undergraduate Student Senate elec-

tions) than on the ballot. A lot of people staged writ^-in

campaigns. In one dorm a write-in beat someone on the

l>allot," Ahem said.

In the elections for senators, Ahem said write-in can-

didates with less than 10 votes were not considered valid.

Only 76 out of a possible 120 seats were filled. Ahem said

those elected must attend tonight's meeting so an ac-

curate count can be made.

An outreach program will be held next week to fill the

vacant seats. Area governments will be informed of which

dorms need representataives, and applications will be

taken.

Elected ienmtors from Southwest »re'

Mark Schub«fk, Coolidge Lower; Jodi (Jreen and Sylvia Smith, ("oolidjfe I'pper; Ail««i

O'Conner, Crampton. Shiobhan Powers, Kmeraon. Bnan tuttle, Jame*. David Kckoff/

James Keanui, JFK Lower; Robert ONeil. JFK Middle. Michael McCarthy, JFK I'p

per. Andrea Steckerl. Melville, Joanna Matarazzo, Thoreau,

William Wall and Bruce I>evitu», Cance, Ronald Lipof and Robert Kemweis. JA Up-

per, James O'Neill, JQA Middle; Dave MK:arthy, MacKimmie. Mindy Ordway/Jeff

Kadiah and Jud Walton, Patterson. Lydia Reyes and Chnstine Mdirath. Pierpont.

Michael Bean, Waahinjjton Upper; Jimbo McMullen and Cindy Howland, Waahington

lyower

Senators from Ontral are David Rhndn and Kenneth Freidman, Baker. Doug

Storey, Brett. Quentin Donohue. Brooks. Robin Ravech, gorman, Ijiuren Weiler.

(Jreenough, Chns Sullivan/Mark .Shea, Wh«<-ler, Janet l^annan. Butterfield

F.lected frwm Orchard Hill were Andrew Porter and Andy Sparks, Crayaon, David

Singer and Steven Kraver. Dickinson, Tom Ahem and James Jaworsky, Field, Alyssa

Sheehan, Webater.

.Senators from Northeast are Dave Stanley, Crabtree; Richart KIder, Hamlin, Susan

Mannig, l>each, Sharon Hoppialey. I^ewis, Michael Wong, Thatcher

Senators from .Sylvan are Laura Callant/Judy Gallant, Brown; Eva Marie

Pendergast, Cashin, Ken Dugan and Brent Blake. McNamara
(".reek senators are Kenneth Abert. Maurya Sullivan/l.auren Bertarh, Beth

Ihamond/Karen Wall, Joe Armstrong/Sean Cochran and Mark Bice

(ximmuter senators are Michael l.«ary. Mitch Gaalin. Susan Cottle, Knc Nitiache.

Lisa Mead. James Armstrong, Kllen Devlin, U>n Weiss. Steven McDonnell. L*w«
Evangelides, Kenneth Scanlon, Mimi TurchineU, Daniel Durgess. Jim Quinn, Linda

Sable. Sheila .Sullivan. Jane Johnson, Bill Pntrhett, .Sam Hamner, Ri4>ert .Schwarta,

Barbara Jean Curtis. Alan Swiem, William Sewell, Charlene Allen. Bo»> Peterson and

• Ireg Fnck

Breakdown in talks

for Gnomon copiers
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

Contract negotiations between strikers

and owners of Gnomon Copy Services

broke down yesterday aftemoon after five

hours of talks.

Gnomon copy vice President John Syt«k

said the negotiations ended because pro-

gress was made on issues such as wages

and whether all workers must join the

union. Sytek is advising and negotiating

for storeowners Catherine lannacchino

and Roland Wetherbee.

"We object to a union shop as a matter of

principle. Pe<iple should decide what they

like without having to pay dues," Sytek

said.

Mary-Erin Crook, spokesperson for the

strikers, said people who join the union to

receive benefits negotiated by the union

should have to pay union dues.

"We want people to join the union. We
want them to realize that they're getting

benefits," she said.

Both sides said no progress was made on

wages yesterday. The owners have propos-

ed a plan to base wages on productivity,

which the union rejected. The proposal sets

pay on the productivity of the store. Under

the plan, a base pay is set based on a

business period then wages are based on

the relationship between current produc-

tion and production of the base period, said

striker Tobi Saisa.

"Basically what they're asking is the im-

possible. We have no guarantee when the

machines would be up, who fixes them, and

when parts would be ordered," Crook said.

Crook said the union proposed 15

modifications to the owners' productivity

proposal. She said the modifications let

workers have more control over store

operations but Sytek would not discuss

them.

"To make what we're making now, we
would have to run about 25,000 more
copies than we made in 1981," Crook said.

"We look at the other people in town and

they aren't paid that bad. We start at $3.55

an hour. This is a minimum wage town for

this sort of job. The only room we have for

giving a raise is for a leaner operation. The

hope of the productivity plan is that it is

selfpolicing and selfrewarding," Sytek

said.

Sytek said the Amherst store has receiv-

ed print work from other Gnomon Copy

Stores to keep it open during the strike,

also work has come in from customers who

cross the picket line.

"We're in for the long haul," he said.

Crook said she is not worried about a

long strike. She said it is easier for the

strikers to make adjustments than the

store owners. She said some of the strikers

have other jobs and money saved up.

"We have $700 in the strike fund and

we're getting union funds in a few days,"

she said.

"What they should have done was to take

our proposals and give it a try and find out

that I don't have a tail and homs," lannac-

chino said.

New and ex-Gnomons
experience tension
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

The 3 week old strike at Gnomon Copy

has continued with tension between

strikers and the newly hired workers.

The new workers, called "scabs" by the

strikers have been taunted by verbal in

suits while going to and from the store. One

"of the n^wly hired workers". Tracy Butler.

21. has filed a police complaint after a

striker, Carol MacColl. allegedly

threatened her "health and well being."

The strikers and strike supporters who

also walk the picket line try to persuade

people away from the store. The strikers

tell people why they are on strike and tell

them to go to other area copy stores.

Sometimes the strikers are ignored and

people walk through the picket line. Other

times people won't break the line and go

elsewhere.

"Many people are afraid to enter the

store because of their tactics. Most of the

abuse is coming from the hangers on but

that is just speculation." said Butler.

Butler said she answered an ad in the

paper for a job at the store. She said she did

not know about the strike and talked to the

strikers about why they were on strike and

then went inside to talk to the owner for her

side of the story.

"I tried to be a self appointed mediator in

a sense." she said.

"I took the job because, although the

strikers had reasonable demands. I was

turned off by their tactics." she said.

"I like Candy (lannacchino. a co-owner)

very much. She struck me as a fair and

reasonable person. Candy is strict about

putting down all the hours you've worked.

She won't let you work for free. I'm happy

donating my time." Butler said.

Butler, formerly of California, came to

Amherst three years ago. She attended the

University of Massachusetts two years ago

as a Pre Veterinary major, but quit after

two semesters because she said she was not

ready for school

.

Pennie, a new employee at the store who

wished to remain unidentified is married

and has four children ranging in age from .5

to 15. She said her husband has bwn
di.sabled since March. 1981. after he broke

his leg in two places and shattered his

ankle. She said he spent two weeks in the

hospital and is due to go back for an ankle

fusion operation.

She said she serviced 18 customers at the

store on Thursday from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. She

said she enjoys working at the store and

that Catherine "Candy" lannacchino is nice

to work for.

Although the strikers have complained

about particles floating in the air at the

store. Pennie said "nothing in the air

bothers her at all." In addition to working in

the store. Pennie said she makes deliveries

in and around the Amherst area.

Pennie said she also delivers newspaper

bundles for A.J. Hastings each day at 6

a.m. She said she works because she likes it

and because her husband's disability checks

are not enough to live on.

Both of the new employees said they wish

the strike would end.

"I'm fed up with the whole situation,"

Butler said.

Interviewee woes soothed by UPS
By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Correspondent

For anyone worried about job applications and in-

terviews. Dr. Arthur Hilson. director of the University

Placement Service (UPS), says "an interview is nothing

more than an exchange of information."

Hilson. a graduate of the doctoral program at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst, said the most

important thing a student needs when going into an in

terview is "a clear sense of who he or she is."

Hilson said if students take time to identify their strong

skills and take steps to market those skills, then they

should have no problem getting a job. This is what Hilson

terms the "marketing approach."

"The student is the product and the employer is the

consumer. The employer is merely trying to find the best

product," Hilson said.

Hilson said students should try to convince the employer

that they have the potential for being an asset to the

company. He said every student truly has the power to

make things happen, to offer something to the company.

An interviewee should read up on the company to show a

genuine interest in the company, he said.

Getting an interview is a process simplified by the UPS
staff, he said. First students should talk to a counselor

working in the resource area of the UPS located in room

102 of Hampshire House.

These counselors help students in specialized fields and

work as liaisons to those fields.

Next, a student fills out a registration form to start a

credential file, where references are placed. This in

formation next goes into a computer used to match

qualified students with available jobs.

After seeking potential employers through the computer

or other literature in the Placement Service office, the

student goes to room 120 Hampshire to sign up for an

interview with a company visiting the University and

submits a resume. The student is then told to study

literature on that company.

Hilson said this literature is required of the recruiting

companies so students can learn more about the com-

panies. Also, UPS sends out a Recruiter's Manual to

companies, to give information about UMass and the

Placement Service.

The UPS has many services for the students at UMa.ss at

Amherst. Along with publishing "Career News," which is

distributed campus wide each week, the UPS provides job

search workshops for resume writing and interview

preparation, a walk-in counselling service and lifetime

access to its facilities.

('ollefiairphoto bv Peter Marks

Sheila Polzarski and her Afgan hound.

Msreek, take a walk by the Student Union

Building at UMass.
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Bromery accepts
Watt appointment
ByPAl'LBASKEN
Collegian Staff

The former Chancellor of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst and current Professor of

Geology. Randolph W. Bromery. has been appointed by

the Secretary of the Interior James G. Watt to serve on

the Scientific Committee of the Outer Continental Shelf

(OCS) Advisory Board.

The Committee, a group of scientists from various

universities and federal agencies, provides the board with

scientific information on oils and gasses and the leasmg of

the OCS. Bromery, a member of the Board of Directors of

Exxon. Corp.. for the past six years, said his connection

with Exxon would not affect his job. "I'U be doing scientific

work. They know that I am on the board."

Bromery. who spent 20 years in the Interior Department

as an exploration geophysicist for the US Geological

Survey before coming to UMass in 1967, said he wUl begin

attending committee meetings this autumn.

The Interior Department's policy in regards to the OCS.

oil and gas underwent a major change this summer when

Secretary Watt announced plans to increase the amount of

coastal waters in which drilling would be allowed.

"Fortunately. I don't have to get into the policy area.

Bromerv said, declining to comment on his views

regarding the Reagan Administration's interfor and en-

vironmental actions.

Bromery also serves on the Visiting Committee to the

Department of Geophysical Sciences at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and the Advisory Committee on

Arts and Sciences to the President of Johns Hopkins

U Diversity, his alma mater.

( ollrrui photo b» BrraB L«»hw«T

A hot air balloon lifts off against a backdrop

of the SoiithwgHt Residential Area.

School of Educ.

pushes programs
ByJIMFINKLE

^"tTo^elL National Higher Education Week (Oct 4-

Q) the School of Education plans to continue to strengthen

its field based programs dealing with secondary and

^Te'steX'^i^ard Clark, dean of the School of

Education of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

said the department wiU continue "trying to keep its field

'TeSTa^r; -^bTrs'from the School of Education

soend one day each week in Boston working with prmcipals

and teachers in the Boston pubUc school discussmg

"school development and improvement. Clark said.

Some of the projects UMass is involved with mclude

curriculum development, improving attendance and

developing alternative programs.

The School of Education also runs a program to unprove

faculty at community coUeges in the state. Clark said.

•The program provides the opportunity for community

coUege faculty to enroll in a doctoral study that relates

directly to the work place." he said.

Curriculum modification, teaching techniques, guidance

and counseling skiUs are some areas mcluded in the

program.

Last month UMass President David C. Knapp an

nounced a five point plant outlining goals for the

University over the next 18 months, including plans to

increase the quality of students by working with secondary

schools around the state to improve the quality of their

high school education.
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We Make the Possible Happen
...Before it Happens.
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Link
SIMUIATIOM STSTfMS CXVIStON

Ed Link had the right idea at the rtgfit

time

Way back m 1929 when Ed Link built his

first trainer to teach people how to fly he
helped make it possible for a fledgling air

craft industry to keep growing And. more
importantly, he created a new technology

-Slt^ULATION During World War II. Ed
Links famous Blue Box framed thou

sands of allied pilots

Today. Simulation is the key to de
fense to the development of safe and
efficient energy systems to pioneering

new frontiers

Think atX)ut if

Colonels Jack R Lousma and C Gordon
Fullerton the Commander and pilot of the

shuttle Columbia s third flight, as did the

astronauts before them, credit their space-

crafts successful flight to the many hun
dreds of hours spent training m a Link

simulator

And so it goes Link continues todevelop

and introduce sophisticated simulation

techniquesthat find application to an ever

widening range of fields Link simulation

systems are used to teach navigation and
for tactical and antisubmarine training A
Link device trams commercial pilots to

guide ships through busy harbors anytime.

and in any weather In industry you II find

Link simulators are critical to the safe,

cost-efficient operation of nuclear and

fossil fueled power generating facilities

No matter what the area of application.

Link stateof the art simulation systems
demand the creativity of highly skilled

and motivated professionals Ours is a

demanding business success depends
on our ability to meet new technical

challenges

Link's environment is progressive and

geared to growth There are opportunities

for Electronic and Electrical Engineers, for

Mechanical and Chemical Engineers, and
for Physics. fVtathematics and Computer
Science graduates as well as those with

business degrees Really, openings at all

levels of experience m most degrees

Link provides new employees with a

PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED ORIENTA
TION PROGRAM to help ease their tran

sition from the academic world to the

practical business world

THINK LINK There's no better place to

begin a rewarding and meaningful career

than with the leader

For more information, contact your col

lege placement office, or write directly to

Link Simulation Systems, Professional

Recruiting (College Division), 11800 Tech

Road. Silver Spring, Maryland 20904

THE SINOEn COrviPANV

LINK SIMULATION SYSTEMS
^ I" Simulation Systems is an eouai oppofiuniiy a'lirinaiive action employef actively seeKmq
• 1 pnt ^-Ihou! 'eqara to 'ace sex age reiiqion national o'lqm or physical riandicaps

Kennedy addresses rally;

blasts US policy
By RICHARD WANGLE
Collegian Staff

As the crowd at yesterday's rally sang the last verse of

Peter Yarrow's "Blowin' In The Wind," Senator Edward
M. Kennedy rose from his seat, strode the the podium and

raised his fist to the crowd in the stardard Kennedy
fashion.

During his speech, Kennedy blasted the Reagan ad-

ministration for what he said was its hypocracy on its

stance against a nuclear arms freeze.

A plane with a banner reading "Support Ray Shamie for

U.S. Senate" flew overhead during the entire rally

drawing a good laugh from the senior Massachusetts

senator.

Kennedy had waited on stage nearly 45 minutes to

speak. He sang along with Yarrow and clapped to the

music of James Taylor. He was th keynote speaker of his

travelling road show and drew the loudest applause from

the audience.

He called the freeze issue "the most important ideal of

our generation. I grew up in a family that believed that

individuals can make a difference, and all of us should try."

Responding to a statement yesterday in which President

Reagan accused nuclear freeze proponents of being

manipulated by people who want to weaken America

Kennedy once again attacked the Reagan administration.

"I wonder if the president has a list in his pocket of the

people who want a nuclear freeze because they want to

weaken America? I want a strong America. I want to say

this to the president. You're as wrong about arms policy as

you are about the economy."
He said the president was engaging not only in voodoo

economics, but also voodoo arms control.

"I beheve President Reagan owes an apology to those

who want to reduce the threat of a nuclear holocaust.

People care and they care deeply. We here on this campus

are on ground zero." Kennedy said.

Kennedy also spoke of the "madness" of the United

States having 4.5 tons of TNT for every man, woman and

child in the country. "We can say to this administration,

Enough is enough," Kennedy said.

Kennedy told the crowd that top Pentagon officials have

said they would not trade all U.S. nuclear capabilities for

Soviet capabilities.

"If they say 'no' they would not trade, then why not

freeze today and move toward reductions?" Kennedy said.

Contradicting President Reagan and Pentagon officials

Kennedy said the United States has 9,000 nuclear weapons

compared to the Soviet Union's 7, GOO. He said the smallest

U.S. weapon is the equivalent of three of the bombs

dropped on Hiroshima, Japan in 1945. He said such a bomb

would kill 300.000 people.

"We are talking about how high the rubble would

bounce. And the rubble would bounce from Moscow to

Vladivostok and back," he said.

Kennedy likened the arms race to two people standing in

a cellar waist high in gasoline, one person with six matches
and the other person with eight.

"With Casper Weinberger we're trying to give everyone

15 matches. Now what kind of sense is that'.'" he said.

Civil Defense crisis relocation policy also came under the

senator's attack.

"In order to minimize the casualties it (evacuation)

would take seven days notice, I wish we had an ad

ministration that would spend more time trying to prevent

nuclear war, than trying to prepare for it."

"That small ripple that started in western

Massachusetts is going to sweep across the state and the

nation this year, and we're going to say to the Reagan

administration we want a mutually verifiable nuclear arms

freeze," Kennedy said.

At a reception following the rally, a tired-looking

Kennedy said he first publicly supported the nuclear freeze

issue in January this year. But he added that he has long

supported the idea of arms limitations.

Earlier in the day, Kennedy had spoken at Northeastern

University's nuclear freeze rally. After speaking at UMass
Limitations Treaty). "I've introduced resolutions to ratily

the '74 and '76 SALT treaty," he said.

The senator added that the arms race is one of the

primary reasons for unemployment in this country.

Earlier in the day. Kennedy had spoken at Northeastern

University's nuclear freeze rally. After speaking at UMa.ss

he attended a dinner and speaking engagement in Boston.

But before leaving the reception Kennedy stood on a

chair and addressed the crowd of about 200 at the

reception.

"We'll be back soon and give you some Democratic

speeches," he said.

CollfKian photo Ht Krvin J KM-hrtli

An unidentified woman collects money for the

organizers of yester- day's nuclear freeze rally.
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Kennedy road show
makes stop in Boston

Collcgiui photo by Kevin J. Fachetti

opposition to yesterday'sTwo unidentified students show their

speakers on the Campus Center patio.

SGA PresidentMurphy
performs; non-political

talent is displayed

By DANA GARDNER
Special to the Collegian

BOSTON — Stressing the need for

student voter registration and verbally

attacking the Reagan admmistration's

"voodoo economics" and "voodoo arms
control," Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
Massachusetts Representative Barney
F^rank and a slew of concerned artists

addressed the Northeastern University

community yesterday.

Echos of Kennedy's strong and positive

voice rang down Huntington Avenue past

the Museum of Fine Arts and uptown to

Boston's Back Bay.

Signs reading "Hell no. we won't glow"

and "Ban the bomb" bounced above a crowd

of some 4,000 students, passers-by and

political activists gathered in the Nor-

theastern Quad yesterday morning.

An unexpected appearance by F'rank,

who just the night before conducted a

strong and bitter debate with Republican

Rep. Margaret Heckler, drove home the

point of the seriousness of the lawmakers.

"You may have heard or read in this

morning's paper that Ronald Reagan an-

nounced last night that we're all dupes.

Apparently the president cannot be made
to understand the deep desire that we've

got to keep this planet whole," Frank said.

"It's discouraging and depressing that

the President of the United States has to

resort to that kind of McCarthyite rhetoric

to discredit people who are only trying to

prevent nuclear holocaust," he said.

Applause was genuine and generous for

Frank. His opponent in the upcoming
November election. Heckler, later ap-

peared on the steps of the Carl Ell Student
Center and was booed. Heckler was the
only Republican to appear at Northeastern
yesterday.

Democratic candidate for Lieutenant

Governor John Kerry spoke sarcastically

about Reagan and his speech Monday night

in Ohio.

"Manipulation is something Ronald
Reagan knows a lot about. Just ask Ed
Meese and Baker, and Deaver, and Nancy
— no, don't ask Nancy," Kerry said. "These
are the same people who have asked the

mayors of the cities of Massachusetts to

plan an evacuation program for millions of

our citizens, so that we can put them up in

the Green Mountains or on the Cape and
have a peaceful, nice place to die."

"That's the king of manipulation we're

witnessing in this place and time. And
we're here to say we have a different

evacuation plan for the people of this

country — it's called evacuation of the

White House in 1984. And the principal

architect of that plan will be Senator

Edward M. Kennedy. " Kerrv said.

By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association President and Student

Trustee Jim Murphy showed he has talent in other areas

besides politics when he serenaded throngs of fellow

students at the nuclear freeze rally yesterday

.

Murphy, 22. a senior psychology major, who was elected

SGA president last spring, played two short verses of a

Phil Ochs song. "Love me. I'm a Liberal." as well as two of

his own compositions.

Murphy said he has been playing guitar smce he was 15

and has sung in many choirs and ensembles since he was

very young. His musical training began with piano lessons

at the age of six.

Murphy said he chose to play his guitar and sing at the

rally because he feels more comfortable addressuig a large

crowd musically rather than by making a speech.

"I'm not a good speaker." Murphy said. ' If I m gomg to

get up in front of that many people and do somethmg. it

should be something I'm comfortable doing."

While it was not his first performance before a large

audience, the first coming in a community chorale when he

was 12 years old. Murphy said it was by far the largest

crowd he had ever entertained and while he was a bit

apprehensive, he felt he handled it well.

"I think I still have to work on being comfortable with an

audience." he said.

Murphy played "Power Plant" and "Lullaby" at the rally

just two of a number of songs Murphy has written. He also

plays material by James Taylor, Joan Baez. Gordon

Lightfoot. Jonathan Edwards and others.

Murphy's performance yesterday is just one of what he

hopes will be a long line of concerts. He said he would like

to become a professional entertainer when he graduates

from UMass and has no aspirations to enter politics.

"It's about the only thing I could really feel happy with,"

Murphy said. "I don't know if I have a particular end in

mind. I think anyone who goes into a performing art has

stars in their eyes. I Uke playing whether or not I get any

success doing that. That's not what I;m worried about. If I

can keep food in my mouth, I'm happy."

( ollcitian photo by Terrta BelUfiorr

SGA President Jim Murphy delivers his

political views through song.
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•Shamie
Contxnxied from page 1

was up. After Shamie finished, McCarthy

apologized to the crowd, explaining the

Republican candidate was asked to speak

only on the freeze and not to mention

Kennedy or his campaign against him.

"I'd just like to mention Ray Shamie was

invited to speak on the condition that he

would address the nuclear freeze issue. "As

you are aware, that's not exactly what

happened," he said.

In an interview after the speech, Shamie

claimed he did stick to the issue of the

nuclear arms freeze.

"This is all related," he said. "The way

we're going to prevent war is to put people

in office who can negotiate with the Soviets.

You can't negotiate with yourself."

Although he seemed shaken. Shamie said

he wasn't that upset by the crowd's

reaction.

"This isn't the first time I've been jeered.

There's always a lot of loud people who

make a lot of noise. " he said.

"Ted Kennedy believes the freeze is his

issue and I don't believe its right," he said.

"I spoke about my position on the freeze.

The freeze is not a partisan issue."

Shamie also said Kennedy is using the

freeze to score the voters into voting for

him. speaking particularly about the

Kennedy commercial telling people that by

voting for Kennedy, they can prevent a

nuclear holocaust.

Shamie said he doesn't believe his can

didacy is in vain and that he does in fact

have a chance to beat the incumbent

senator.

"I expect to win," he said. "I didn't get

into this thing to use up my free time."

Colteiriaii photo bv Jin Powers

Former ManBachusetts Governor and candidate for governor Michael Dukakis addresses the crowd of

over 8,000 that attended yesterday's rally.
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Crayton shed light on racial problems

This month a friend and dedicated UMaas activist

has left us. Tony Crayton, who served as the direc-

tor of the Office of Third World Affairs, will be

sorely missed. Not only did he struggle to help keep Third

Worid organizations and activities going, but he also

worked on many different programs with white student

groups, where he helped to bring a different perspective

to work that they were doing. Tony tried constantly tx)

help push progressive movements forward and build unity

between different organizations.

One of the things that he stressed and demanded was

the need for white people to confront the reality of Racism-

Brooke States

in this country and at UMass. By examining some of the

basic assumptions about racism, a better understanding

about Tony and the entire community can be achieved.

Racism is the practiced and deliberate subjugation of a

people based upon their skin color or other racial

characteristics. It permeates America in a number of ways

historical, cultural, economic, and social. One of the most

damaging is the perpetuation of racial stereotypes.

Sometimes this i;-. organized, as with the Schockley

school of genetic falsification; (Blacks are inherently in-

ferior.) Other times it takes more subtle forms that are ex

pounded through the cultural apparatus of the country.

The extreme is the KKK which holds that minorities are

responsible for all of the evils of our society from

unemployment to acid rain.

The lunacy of this is easy to see, when statistics that

help make up the social and economic fabric of the country

are examined. Two examples from the Federal Govern-

ment show 45.7 Black teenage unemployment, and 33 per-

cent of Native Americans having only an elementary

school education or less. While one could go on with many

more that is not the point. The shattered lives and dashe<J

hopes that result from the reality shown by the stats affect

the whole country. Just as we could not exist half slave

and half free, so we will not be able to exist and move for-

ward if the prejudices based on skin color and social stan-

ding are not taken care of. Those on top in positions of

power and authority and those with wealth who help con-

trol that p)ower and authority, they have to answer for the

condition and shape that our society is in. Racism and the

ills that spring from it can only be partially solved by

government programs that attempt cosmetic solutions.

Racism is a disease of the mind that has to be solved by

people first admitting that it exists, and then figuring out

how to deal with it. Right here at the University we have

the papers of W.E.B. Duboise, one of the intellectual

giants of the United States, and founder of the NAACP.
Yet after a whole year of civility the library is still unnam-

ed and no buildings are named after Third World people.

Etespite the fact that only one percent v)f the UMass
population is Third World, there are an impressive

number of Third World programs and cultural events at

UMass. Check out Nummo News or Black Affairs to see

what is happening in the Third World community.

Within living memory of many of our grandparents and

a few of our parents if they are older, is the traumatic

migration from Europe. Thousands fled political persecu-

tion and poverty to find a new life in America. How they

rotted in the pens at Ellis Island, often unable Ui speak

English. How they were herded like cattle with signs and

tags around their necks. How cruel were the signs "No
Irish and no Italians need apply," the anti-catholic riot,s,

the No Nothing Movement, the contempt and control

practiced by the native bom against the immigrants as our

forefathers tried to build a new life in this country.

Racism has l>een around in North America for four hun

dred years. However through the efforts of people like

Tony, more people will hopefully understand and come to

grips with it.

Brooke Stales is a UMass student.

Letters

Nuclear freeze issue undermined by. editorial politics

To the Editor:

In its Oct. 4 issue the Collegian Board of Editors has

accused the Kennedy campaign of politicizing the Oct. 5

Nuclear Freeze Rally at our UMass campus. However, the

editorial fails miserablv on all major points of the ac^

cusation. The CoUegian claims "the Senator has attached

his name to the issue in hopes of gaining political mileage.

In fact the most prominent piece of anti- nuclear legislation

before Congress todav bears Senator Kennedy's name^

The Collegian claims thai Senator Kennedy's staff received

$1000.00 in technical support funds for the rally. In fact the

monies were awarded to SC \NN. the sponsor of the rally.

The Senator's office offers to donate the money but this

offer was refused bv the .SGA to keep the non partisan

mood of the rally intact. The ColUgmn claims that Since

the rallv was first proposed for the UMass campus, the

name of Senator Kennedy has figured prominently m any

mention of the event. ' While it is true that pres.s releases

of the event are on letterhead stationary, all of the ad-

vertising leallets (which are paid for in full by the Kennedy

campaign I distributed to the general UMass population

cleariy emphasize support nuclear freeze.

1 believe the major focus of the ColUgian editorial was to

protest the timing of the rally in view of the general

election in November. The fact of the matter is the Senator

initiated the rally on Oct. 5 because it is the last day to

register to vote for Referendum Question 5 on the

Massachusetts ballot which supports nuclear freeze. As

anyone of the hundreds of people who stopped by the

Kennedy table on Thursday or Friday of last week can

attest, the major thrust of our presence was to inform

people of the rally itself, the nuclear freeze issue m
general, and the need to register to vote by Oct. 5 in view

of the important referendum question. We. as volunteers

working the table, were told by the Kennedy campaign to

advise interested parties that our work on the November

re-election campaign would begin after the rally.

I feel it is a shame that the nuclear freeze issue, the most

important issue of our time, may have been undermined by

petty editorial politics.

James Crosby
Volunteer

Committee to Re-Elect

Senator Kennedy

Why the rally

was successful
It

was truly a day to remember. Like any and all spec-

tacles, it had elements of the absurd, the humorous,

the ugly and the significant. As one student remarked,

"I thought days like this went out with Abbie Hoffman,

flower children, and the free love movement." Apparently

they didn't - or did they? If one can cut through the

rhetoric, the cries for change and the general hysteria of

the rally, one question still remains — why today? Why
here, and why this issue? Having just attended the rally,

addressing this concern certainly isn't easy. More impor-

tantly though, if days like Uxlay are to become more than

just a flash in the pan, or a one shot deal, the "why" of to-

John F. Hudson

day and not just the "who" or "what" should be examin-

ed.

As an issue, the nuclear freeze movement and why it so

significantly controlled the emotions of the 10,000 people

gathered on Metawampe lawn is unique. Unlike other

mass movements of the past such as the drive for unions

around the turn of the century or the anti-war protests of

the sixties, this cause cuts across lines of class, race and

sex. An ICBM neither knows nor cares about its potential

target. This blindness of sorts which characteri7,es nuclear

war lifts the issue above the bi-partisanship, the

divisiveness and distinct drawing of battle lines which

traditionally marks the nation wide protest movements.

It is also important to note the movement was Vx»m in

Town Meetings, City Councils, and small, well organized

grass-root groups. In the beginning, jK)liticians considered

the freeze issue too hot, a question better left to students

and leftover liberals. From this inauspicious l)eginning,

the freeze grew in popularity, from the bottom up, devoid

of the rhetoric, and simplistic arguments characteristic of

manufactured political causes such as Reagan's infamous

tax cut. Even Senator Kennedy, considered by many to be

the prime mover and shaker of freeze politics, admitted

that he only became involved in the movement in January

of 1982, over two years after its first beginnings. This

purity of sorts adds even more legitimacy to the issue and

therefore attracts those f)eople turned off by the facade of

sincerity so often professed by candidates and of-

ficeholders alike.

The simplicity of the freeze proposition advocating a

nuclear weapons freeze is, in the final analysis, the main

reason for iLs widespread popularity. The average voter,

in analyzing the problem of nuclear proliferation, has sud-

denly found the answer. The ti-rms throw weight, ICBM.
Trident, Triad, MX. Stealth, and B-1. which have l)een

thrown at the voter in the past by hawkish |X)liticians in

hopes of muddling the issue, have In'en tos.sed by the

wayside. It is now a question of survival, of life and its op-

portunities being available for others in the future, not

subject to annihilation at the hands of a few sinister or

paranoid lea<lers.

In conclusion, a cynic could view yesterday's rally as an

all-star campaign p^ny for Ted Kenne<ly in '84. Though

t<^xlay realistically proved the rally was much less than

this, the question of staying power and voter turnout on

the issue should be examine<l. If Peter Yarrow had not so

beautifully led the crowd in song, would ten thousand have

shown up? If "Handyman " James Taylor hadn't explained

his own views on nuclear politics, would the throng have

cheered so loudly and forcefully? What if the Duke had

been touting his own candidacy rather than the issue —
would that many people have really cared? Of course not.

The .sad part is that these famous f)eople will not be there

on November 2 to lead us by our hands to the polls. The

nuclear freeze rally cannot be termeiJ a success until many
more people become involved in the drive to stop the mad
rush by both superpowers to hold nuclear superiority.

Without this mass involvement, today will just be

remembered as a chance to grab some rays, listen to tunes

and watch the Ted and Mike show with 10,000 of your

closest friends.

John F. Hudson is a CoUegian columnist
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Car registration a must
D_ iKnirit.- ADT ^^ Tflvftnauch said the law requir
By JACKIE ART
Collegian Correspondent

Out of state students who will have cars,

trucks or vans on campus while attending

school should register them with the

University of Massachusetts Police

Department. Philip J. Cavanaugh of the

lIMass department of public safety an-

nounced recently.

Cavanaugh said the non-resident

students and faculty must register the cars

to comply with state law.

Chapter 90, Section 3 of the

Massachusetts General Law states that

every non-resident enrolled at a school in

the Commonwealth who has a vehicle

during the school year must register it with

the local police department. The depart

ment is in this case UMass police.

Cavanaugh said.

The registration form requires in-

formation about the car. such as the state it

is registered in. license plate number, and

make. It also has several questions

regarding the owner's liability insurance.

Cavanaugh said the law requires non-

residents driving vehicles on campus to

have a liability insurance providing at least

$5,000 coverage for injury or death to one

person and $10,000 coverage for more than

one person. The policy must be valid while

the vehicle is driven in the state.

If the policy does not meet those

requirements, he said, a registration decal

won't be issued.

Cavanaugh also said non-resident

students and faculty who don't register can

be fined up to $50.

Schools and colleges in Massachusetts are

also required by law to keep a file on

registered out -of state vehicles, and can be

fined $100 for not doing it. Cavanaugh said.

Registration forms can be picked up in

the basement of Dickinson Hall. Room 1.

Once the form is complete and approved,

applicants are issued a decal for their

vehicles. There is no cost to register, he

said.

Decals shouldn't be confused with decals

i.ssued bj the parking office, which are

permits to park in specific lots, he said.
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Stylus Pressure
Gouge
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Mointenonco
Kit

Eor Phone
Located in the Campus Center
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(.'ollefisn phot« bj Ton Kudia

Sophomore Gary Cohen enjoys an evening smoke while relaxing at

the pyramid Tuesday at the Southweat Residential Area.
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Sugorbush Ski & Party W##k
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NASTAR Rqcos,

Long Undorwoor Porty
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U^GHAF 63
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irS A UMASS TRADITION
DE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUD
400 Studont Union 545-0407

Earthfoods collective

draws varied customers
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Correspondent

Around noontime, a line stretehing the

length of the Commonwealth Room snakes

alongside the tables upon which pans of

food sit steaming on hot plates. Plates and

silverware are fished out of milk crates by

the customers whose dress and hair styles

are as widely varied as anywhere on cam-

pus, although beards and overalls do

predominate at Earthfoods, a student-run

vegetarian collective.

"I like the food, it's very good. I don't

really notice the people, I come here for

myself and also because it's tax-exempt,"

Katherine Robichaud, 23, fine arts major

said.

"It's a post 60*s attempt at home," said

Gene Margulies, 24, a chemistry major. "I

really enjoy it when they have the free

music too. I think that the concept is a little

bit bogus because I'm committed to

pesticides, herbicides and additives, but I

believe in the style of it."

"It's non-plastic food. I hate the way that

the University delivers services. I feel like

a person here. People eat here. It's a

dichotomy of people versus students," said

Howard Goldman, 31, social thought and

political economy major.

Louis "Buddy" Fuentes, 28, has been a

member of Earthfoods for four years.

"It was a lot more political and a lot more

laid back when it first started. We tried not

to deal with the money situation. But now I

think that most people would agree that we

have to run it as a business to oractice

some of the things that we're interested in

— like providing good nutritious food for

people m tne community at a reasonaoie

price and as an alternative to the other

food services," Fuentes said.

"It's a real nice place to come to, it's a

real community feeling, it's a real family

feeling. It's not a protest, if anything it's

more of an experiment. It's like a living

classroom, it's really a good way to learn

about business. I think a main reason for its

having stayed vegetarian is because we

believe that's what's needed. It's also a lot

cleaner to work with," said Indra Gar-

diner, a 20 year old staff member with six

years experience as a cook.

Earthfoods supports local co-ops such as

the Western Mass. Co-op by attempting to

use them exclusively as their suppliers of

produce. Ingredients like yogurt, tofu, and

vegetable products are used, rather than

animal fats, and use creativity in flavoring

the food.

"We try to make it evident that

vegetarians don't just have to go on bland

diets, you can jazz it up by using ethnic

foods and lots of hot spices and good

sauces. It doesn't just have to be brown

rice and soy sauce," member Claire Niger

said.

From a financial standpoint, Earthfoods

operates on a breakeven basis, according to

Gardiner. The collective is provided with

utilities and the use of the Commonwealth

Room free of charge but Earthfoods still

has to nay their own labor, food and

telephone bills. Most of the kitchen equip-

ment used by Earthfoods has been in use

since the building was built, according to

Gardiner.

By 4-50 p.m. the five women assigned to

clean the kitchen for the day completed

their task. Kitchen implements hang

gleaming on their racks and dishes are

packed away in milk crates.

Together the women make up about one

third of Earthfood's eighteen collective

members. In addition to these members,

Gardiner said, there are about a dozen
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members who work on a rotating,

volunteer basis. The regular staff members

work from eight to 15 paid hours per week

in addition to two hours of unpaid commit-

tee work per week. Earthfoods has no

hierarchical structure; all decisions are

•made by the various committees in which

"the only way that policies or decisions are

acted upon is through consensus," accor-

ding to Gardiner.

Gardiner said Earthfoods is unique and

therefore should be supported by the

students. She would like people to "try us

at least once."

Collripui photo by l>a<rid May

Kennedy campaiirn workers head up tlie Senator's cheering section.

* rally
Continuedfrom page 1

burst of applause and cheers.

"We have to make the choice between a

future of harmony, peace and jobs or an

insane future that pursues the will of the

wisp of nuclear madness. Do we want more

bombs and nuclear weapons? Or do we want

programs that will put people back to

work?" Dukakis said.

I

Students displayed signs advancing

political causes. "Please Freeze." "Freeze

for Peace." "Vote and Be Counted." and

"Save the Bottle Bill."

Two people stood at the top of the stairs

of the Campus Center holding signs reading

"N Freeze or Ted's Squeeze" and "N

Freeze: Good Theory. Bad Practice."

Duffey Welcomes Kennedy
Chancellor John Duffey sat on sUge with

the Kennedy entourage and opened the

second half of the rally by welcoming

Kennedy and Rep. Edward Boland, D
Spfld. to UMass.

"If a major nuclear holocaust occurs, a

man may survive, but everything this

university stands for will be destroyed," he

said. "Each time you look at a library, a

museum, and each time you walk across

campus — that will be destroyed. Culture

and civilization will be finished."

Ray Shamie. the Republican candidate

for U.S. Senate running against Kennedy

drifted from the topic of the nuclear freeze

using the opportunity to blast Kennedy.

People in the crowd booed when Shamie

criticized Kennedy and hberalism.

"I support a nuclear freeze. I oppose

freezing out speakers on an American

campus," Shamie said, refering to the

Kennedy campaign's earlier refusal to allow

him to speak.

A plane trailing a banner reading

"Support Ray Shamie for U.S. Senate" flew

over head during most of the rally. Ken

nedy laughed when he saw the plane.

Boland. emcee for the second half of the

rally, commented on the large crowd that

turned out for the rally. "This is a

resounding affirmation of the strength of

the nuclear freeze movement." Boland said.

"In Western and Eastern Massachusetts

from New England to California across the

United States we have created a

movement, an issue," said Randal For

sberg. a leader of the nuclear freeze

movement. "The nuclear freeze is now on

the agenda in Washington."

Lauren Bacall. 58. whose movies with

Humphrey Bogart in the 1940s are still hits,

urged students to "register to vote."

Music at the rally

James Taylor received one of the war

mest receptions from the crowd.

"People feel like they have no control,

like it's out of their hands. In the 60's

college campuses in America turned around

the Vietnam War. This issue is much more

clear cut in how it affects people's lives."

said Taylor.

The crowd joined in as Taylor sang: "Feel

the earth /seethe sky/Hear your children's

children cry/If man intends to live/then its

the bomb that has to die."

Peter Yarrow, of Peter. Paul and Mary,

led the crowd in a giant sing a long to

'Blowin' in the Wind. " The crowd cheered

and clapped through most of the song.

Student Government Association

President and Student Trustee Jim

Murphy, one of several student leaders to

appear at the rally, opted not to speak but

play three selections on his guitar.

He played some verses from a Phil Ocs

song. "Love me. I'm a Liberal." as well as

two songs he has written himself (see

related story on page 5).

Sharon Davies. Speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate and the

first student speaker of the day. em
phasized the need for students to become

involved with the nuclear freeze movement.

"As students, we should be especially

concerned by the nuci 'As students, we

should be especially concerned by the

nuclear arms buildup." Davies said. "More

arms means less and less money going to

student financial aid and loans."

A Pleafor Money
Twice during the rally. Cliff McCarthy,

emcee for the first half of the rally and a

member of SCANN. appealed to the crowd

for money to pay off a $500 loan from the

Undergraduate Student Senate, which

went to offset costs.

"Find that dollar bill you didn't find

before." McCarthy urged.

"Ijower the tuition." one student near the

stage shouted, drawing applause from

many in the crowd.

SCANN collected $1,300. The $800 ex-

cess will go to the Western Mas.sachusetts

Coalition for Nuclear Disarmament,

McCarthy said.

No arrests or injuries were reported by

the UMass Police, and associate Director of

Public Safety Phillip J. Cavanaugh said he

was "extremely pleased " with the students'

behavior at the rally.

Cavanaugh admitted some pushing and

shoving did occur near the area that had

been roped off for guests and the press in

front of the stage.

Many people complained the members of

the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, who were

serving as student security in that area,

were doing most of the pushing. Cavanaugh

said.

He also said there were no problems

when the Kennedy procession stopped at

the voter registration table in the Campus

Center concourse to talk to the people

working there.

The rally drew the attention of news

media throughout the area with several

television stations and a small army of

reporters and photographers clustered in

front of the stage.

Following the rally, Kennedy and others

spoke briefly with the rally organizers and

Kennedy supporters before meeting with

the press. At the press conference. Ken

nedy declined to discuss the nuclear issue,

saying he presented his position in his

speech, but said he was impressed with the }

large turnout at the rally^
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WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Miller or Miller Light

35c Pub-Mugs

- OLDIES -

with

Gregg Adams

NOW OPEN
NORTH AMHERST

IRE & AUTO CEKTEI

$35.00
size 155-13

fet$1.59

Full Service Tire Store

Steel Belted

Radial

VtSA-

• computer wheel balancing

• front end alignment • brakes & shocks

78 Old Sunderland Rd., N. Amherst« 549-4704
acroM from Watroba* Store
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CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

Virginia Harper DC
Howard Ewert DC

Dr
Dr

CHIROPRACTORS

Joint Pain & Muscle Balance
If you've developed symptoms that make you

think you have arthritis, it would be wise to have an

examination to see if the muscles in the affected area

are out of balance.

Muscles help keep a joint stable and assist it

through its normal range of motion. But if the

muscles on one side of the joint are weak, this puts a

strain on the joint. It nrwy also cause arthritic-

like symptoms.
The doctor of chiropractic will test the muscles to

determine their balance and strength. She will also

evaluate nerve patterns and may take an x-ray to

study the joint structure involved. Perhaps some

laboratory procedures will also be needed.

If the problem is in the muscles around the joint,

treatment can be given to strengthen and return

them to proper balance. Once this is achieved, the

arthritic-like pain and discomfort may be greatly

relieved or eliminated.

In the interest of better health from the office of:

Amherst Chiropractic Canter
190 University Drive at Route 9 256-6700

PRODUCTIONS

Steppin ' Out with

THURSDAY OCT. 21, 1982
on stage S-.OO p.m.

Mm In Concert 1 ^

\
TICKETS

ON SALE

OCT. 7, 1982

Ticket Limit 4 p^r person
Ticket Prices: student 9.50, 10.50

general public 10. 50, 11.50

Uriion Records • FAC • For the Record •

No Cans, Bottles or Carr^eras Please
o

FINE ARTS CENTER • U. MASS.

Arts

'<"^'*'^-^* tf *-'-'^^'''^''?^'t^'V''''>A'-..

Among^ the artists present at yesterday's nuclear freeze rally were
musicians James Taylor, Peter Yarrow and actress Lauren Bacall. Of

the three, Taylor took the stag^e first. He spoke softly, articulately, say-

ing it waa jrery reassuring to see all the students present and citing the

arms problem as "without doubt, the most important single

recognizable issue today."

Actress Lauren Bacall took time off from her "Woman of the Year"

ColleKU" pho«o€ by T»r«M B^llafior*

tour to take place in the event, where she urged students to register to

vote on the referendum questions.

Peter Yarrow, of Peter, Paul and Mary fame, was the last person to

perform before Ted Kennedy came out to speak. Yarrow sang "The

Banks of Jordan" and a cover of the Bob Dylan classic. "Blowin in the

Wind." — Andrew Gordon

Play bf Play
Art behind closed doors

Ma4«iel(

Come Home tomorrow ni^hl to Bowker

Auditorium at UMass. Sponsored by the

UMass Third World Theatre Series. Home,

by the Samm Art Williams, is an

autobiographical comedy about a young

black man growing up in North Carolina.

The Negro Ensemble Theatre, which

performs here tomorrow, look Home to

Broadway, where it was nominated for two

Tony Awards. Williams also won the

Audelco Award for outstanding

achievement in black playwriting and

theatre production. The performance

begins at 8 p.m. Tickets will be sold at the

door and are $2 for students and $3 for the

general public.

Also on campus, Dogg's Hamlet,

Cahoot ';s MacBeth continues through

Saturday night at the Curtain Theatre.

Fine Arts Center. The show begins at 8

p.m. and tickets may be purchased at the

Rand Theatre Box Office. For students and

senior citizens tickets are $1.50 and $2.50

for the public.

The Women's Community Theatre

presents a Celebration of New Plays by

American Women Writers this Friday and

Saturday in Sage 2. Smith College. Nor-

thampton. The Friday night premiere of

The Red Hat by Barr Walton begins at 8

p.m. Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.. No

False Moves bv D. Proos and S. Thames

will be read for women only. The Tangled

Thread by C. Rusch. Another Thursday

Afternoon by Annie Corey and Love Song

foranAmazonhy M. Boesing beginning at 8

p.m. The plays will be presented as stage

readings with discussion and coffee to

follow. Peter Gould and Stephen Stearns

join efforts in presenting Jfsus - A

Peasant of El Salvador, a portrayal of the

personal life of an old man struggling to

survive in El Salvador. Saturday at 8 p.m.

at St. Marys Church. 3 Elm St., Nor

thampton. The performance combines

mime, music, and a narration of events and

true accounts. The production is sponsored

by the Northampton Committee on Central

America. It was inspired by Archbishop

Oscar Romero, who was murdered on his

pulpit on Palm Sunday 1980 with others

devoted to the liberation of the World's

poor. Tickets are available at Food For

Thought. Amherst; The Good Things

Collective. Northampton and at the door for

$2.

Food Fright, a dramatization of women's

obsession with food runs October 8,9.10,16.

and 17 at Present Stage at 19 Hawley St..

Northampton.
If you plan to be in Boston, consider

Dancin' in the Streets, Boston's longest

running musical running through

November 7 at the Next Move Theatre.

Boston. Directed and choreographed by

Tony Award nominee Billy Wilson. Dancin'

in the Streets features over 20 hits

described by critics, as "the soulful musical

Dream Girls should have had." Per

formances are Tuesday through Friday at 8

p.m.. Saturday 6 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. and

Sunday at 3 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

Annie, the award winning musical based

on the famous comic strip orphan and her

adventures, plays the Metropolitian Center

in Boston through October 24 with a new

cast. Tickets are half price for students and

senior citizens for all 7 p.m. shows. Annie

will be performed Tuesday through

Saturday at 7 p.m. with matinees at 2 p.m.

on Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday.

By ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collegian Staff

How often have you strolled through the

Student Union. Herter Hall, the Fine Arts

Center, and Hampden Center noticing the

sign "Gallery. but pa.ssed it by because you

were not quite sure what lurked behind

those closed doors? It may be worth your

while to let curiousity get the best of you.

Visionary Art, an exhibition of oils and

mixed media, is currently on display in the

Student Union Gallery. This show, created

by Libby Hubbard, a UMass un

dergraduate. has an intriguing background.

From the beginning of her childhood.

Hubbard has had a love for creative

drawing and painting and has found hap

piness in creative thought.

Italy. Germany, and England. Basic themes

of violence, destruction, terror, anxiety,

and isolation run through these works and

portray the tensions present in the world.

The main attraction in this exhibit is

Nicholas Africano's "The Shadow." This

piece literally stands "beside itself in

expressing human anxiety.

The other exhibit in the University

Gallery is the structures of Vito Acconci.

The space in the main gallery has been split

into nine areas with painted aluminum
siding on moveable tracks to create walls.

These walls can be moved and changed by

the viewer manipulating the space. Causing

a sense of uncertainty is the theme Acconci

is conveying. One can not simply look at

this exhibit: you must participate in it.

Pkoto c««rtM7 Hwapdvn <;allci7

"Untitled 1982" is one of the many sculptural paintings by Anthony

Thompson on display October 12-29 at Hampden Gallery in Southwest.

Photo rour1e«» I ni»er«it» Kn«»mbl» Theater

R^^irot HnvrP I awrcnce M. Devine, and Gary Trahan star in the

Un^vers'ty E^se^^^^^ of Tom Stoppard's Dogg'. Hamlet,

C^t^M^Mh through October 9th in the CurUin Theater of the

Fine Arts CenUr.

In the summer of 1981. Hubbard at-

tended the Naropa Institute in Colorado,

and there married Charles Carroll. Allen

Ginsberg's teaching assistant at the time.

Together they are working &n a vision of

peace for all of mankind. Through their

creative works of art. they hope to give

humanity the spirit necessary for planetary

survival. These unique drawings and

paintings must be seen to appreciate their

significance. The show will run through

October 9.

Contemporary Prints: The Figure Beside

Itself and Exhibition of Work by Vito

Acconci are the two themes presented in

the University Gallery located in the Fine

Arts Center. The artists in the Con-

temporary Prints exhibition are from
Chicago. New fork. lx>s Angeles, Boston,

Two exhibits presently on display in the

Herter Hall Gallery are the University

Children's Art Works and Foundation

Works. The Children's Art Works is a

myriad of art work by children in the four

University sponsored day care centers.

Foundation Wi/rks, the second exhibit, is

presented by last year's first year art

students for the benefit of the freshman

class. The works represented consist of

drawings and two and three dimensionaJ

designs and illustrate a variety of concepts

and issues addressed m the basic art

foundations program.

Through October 8 in the Hampden
Gallery in Southwest, collages and Trompe
L'oeil paintings by Enid Munroe will be on

exhibit as well as sculptural paintings by

Anthony Thompson, October 12 29.
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FINE FOODS **""'"'

76 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST. MASS.

USDA CHOICE

Round
Roast

USDA
CHOICE

SPECIALS VALID
OCT 4-9, 1982

USDA CHOICE

Round
Steak

COME TO LOUIS FOODS
FROZEN FOODS

BIRDS EYE

Orange Plus

99*

Fall Festival!
BIRDS EYE FRENCH OR CUT

Green Beans

12 OZ
CAN

• !•
9 0Z
PKGS

<

7 0ZPKG
CELESTE

Cheese
Pizza 99«

10OZPKG
AUNT JEMIMA

Jumbo
Waffles 69«

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

WITH THIS COUPON k A $7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING COUPON ITEM & TOBACCO - LIMIT

LU-89

LARGE
ROLL 49

ONE.
I

CRISCO

VALID OCT 4-8. 1982 AT LOUIS FOODS

Shortening

$2193 Lb.

Can

WITH THIS COUPON & A $7.60 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING COUPON ITEM & TOBACCO - LIMIT ONE

ALL PURPOSE LU-90
. I

I
Gold Medal 5 CO<:i

i Flour b'a'c 99 I
VALID OCT 4-8, 1982 AT LOUIS FOODS J

"1

64 OZ
BTL

RED ROSE

Tea

RED CHEEK NATURAL

Apple Juice

$149

I
Bags

Limit One Per Customer IT ONE

LOUIS' OWN LU-91

I
FRESH SQUEEZED

I 100% Orange JCO , „o„v

I
Juice coNT mt^ OFF I Dish

V VALID OCT 4-8. 1982 A-:- LOUIS FOODS I LiOllid

100 CT
PKG

$179

12 OZ
BTL

1

49 d
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Conviction

overturns
pleaded

BOSTON (AP) - All

seven defendants looked on

as their attorneys asked the

state Supreme Court

yesterday to overturn their

convictions in the deaths of

two teen-agers who
drowned in a car last year in

the Berkshire Hills.

The families of the two

dead boys also were in the

packed courtroom as

Assistant District Attorney

Daniel .\. Ford told the high

court there was no error in

the trial, and that it was

conducted fairly and

correctly.

The seven young men
were each convicted of two

counts of involuntary

manslaughter and one of

assault and battery by a jury

in Berkshire Superior Court

last Nov. 19. Judge William

Simons sentenced each to

2V2 years in jail.

The defense attorneys

claimed the lakeside fight

which preceded the deaths

was not enough for a

manslaughter conviction,

that the evidence failed to

establish a joint enterprise

by the seven, that the

prosecution failed to show

why the car carrying the

two went into Laurel Lake,

that the judge erred in

instructing the jury and in a

variety of rulings in the case

and that witnesses were not

properly sequestered.

"The defendants were

entitled to directed ver-

dicts" of acquittal, said

Imelda C. LaMountain, a

defense attorney, who
added. "It is our position

that the facts could not

sustain a conviction."

"The fact is that the jury

came back and asked

questions" during its

deliberations, said another

defense attorney, Henry J.

Boitel.

The judge didn't answer

the question, according to

Brownlow Speer of the

Massachusetts Defenders

Committee. "We submit

that was error on his part."
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Doonesbury by Garry Trude.u CROSSWORD
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Acnoss
1 DMptone
5 Swinish t>east

9 Great company
14 Part of the eye

15 Latvian

metropolis

16 " Irish Rose
'

17 Care for

18 Verve

19 Baron or earl

20 Horse-drawn

vehicle

22 Salesman's forte

24 Rushes swiftly

26 Correlative

27 Partner of cranny

29 Salesman's
inducement

34 Daily doings ot

Boy and Girl

Scouts

39 Shortstop's

bugaboo
40 First word ot

story

41 Tendency

43 Peruvian native

44 Aquatic animal

46 Graduation
souvenirs

48 Lathered

50 Incentive

51 Important tellow

53 Madly m love

58 GreoH

63 Chide strongly

64 Oriental prince

65 Slangy refusal

67 O'Neill heroine

68 American
oriental

69 Legal proce^
ings

70 Polaris

71 Metric

measure
72 Old card game
73 Famous pianist

DOWN
Archery targets

Turn aside

Spanish title

Character in

"Ram
"

Get ahead of

the pack
ot turpentine

Arabian rulers

Talked without

pause
9 Obsolete foyer

furniture

10 Japanese sashes

11 Marriage

ceremony
12 Valley

1

2

3

4

6
7

8

13 Donkey,
in Munich

21 German
philosopher

23 Because
25 Word ol regret

28 Where knickers

stop

30 Con
(vivaciously)

31 Pisa's river

32 Clock sound
33 Historic times

34 Blunder

35 Upon
36 Numerical prefix

37 Consider

38 Closing devices

42 Parade sound
45 Daydream
47 French cheese

49 Noise

52 Spanish truits

54 Some printed

matter

55 Relative, French

style

56 Heaters

57 Approaches
58 Poultry

59 Send forth

60 majesty

61 Flirtatious look

62 of the walk

66 School org

Bushwa
by Tom Cushwa
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Gooz
by G. Masse
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WKATHER

Clear nights and mostly

sunny days through

tomorrow. Lows tonight 40

to 50. Highs today 65 to 70.

tomorrow 60 to 70.
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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6-9am Theresa - BMCP
9-noon Avandel — New

Music

12 3pm Darryl Hickman
- 50's. 60's rock

3-5:30 Beat the Beat

with Mar>- Kelly

fi:30-6 Newswatch with

Mary Kelly

6-7pm Women's Affairs

- "The
Everywoman's
Center"

7 10pm New Music with

Paula T.

10-2am James Neill -
Terpsichorean

Cacophony
2-6am Glory (Jospel

Road with Rev.

Pearson

CABLE/VIDEO

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Cold Cut Grinder

Egg Roll/Soy Sauce

Ehic Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Egg Roll/Soy Sauce

IXic Sauce

DINNER
Diplomat Sandwich

Roast Top Round of Beef/

Au Jus

Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce

Squash Bake

UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r
10:30 - 11:30 Bill Russell talks of

Basketball and Equal

Rights

11:30 - 12:30 Marion Brown and Dave

Barrel in Concert '81

12:30- 1:30 Comedy from the ^

Bluewall

1:30- 2:UU Nam June Paik's Global

Groove
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USED BOOK SALE
20% Regular Prices

Oct 4-9, Mon - Sat

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
10-5:30 M-F, Sat 10-5, Son 12-4

OPENING SPECIAL
OK/erfi 25% off to our
<iO/OU ^^^^ gQ customers
Quality Wordsj^rompt Service

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing

. . . 263-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherat
(above Matthews Shoee)

Resumes it, Papers
Consultations & Editing

• Theses • Dissertations

OPENING SPECIAL.

Striders take
UM track title
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Striders, paced by the first place per-

formances of John Gessner (100 yard dash and long jump)

and Neil Osborne (high jump), outdistanced Phi Mu Delta

to take the intramural track crown yesterday at Derby
Track.

The Striders amassed a total of 44 points to Phi Mu
Delta's second place tally of 32 points. Trailing in third

place was Pi Kappa Alpha with 29 points.

Individual winners for Phi Mu Delta were Jim Ford, who
won the shot put with a throw of 46'1", Bob Ross, who won
the mile in 4:40.2, Larry Floyd, who edged out teammate
Dave Donovan in a very close two-mile run, and Bill

Elbery, who clocked a 54.01 in the quarter mile.

Other winners on the day were Gary Gauthier in the

discus, Mike Millaney in the 120 yard low hurdles, Neal

Dickson in the 220 yard dash and the Pi Kappa Alpha 440

relay team.

In the women's division, Janet Chin won the high jump,

Diane Smith took the discus, Margie Dubinsky won the

mile and Smith repeated as champion in the 11 yard dash.

The event, which was sponsored by the UMass
Intramural Department, was open to all university

students, both undergraduate and graduate. It was part of

a series of intramural events which the department

sponsors throughout the course of the school year.

C'oilefiaa pboto b; iim Floyd

Bob Ross (right) heads for the front of the
pack in the mile which he won in 4:40.2.

Greeting Cards, Pens,
Pencils &

Office Supplies
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

-=rc az 33=

DoN^T Miss ThuRs^ Oct 7

''ARTHUR"
STARRJNq Dudlsy Moore

LizA MiNNElli, JokN Giclqud

Shows 5, 7, 9 & 1 1 AT SUB
3CC zz:

•rugby
(\mtin\wd from page 16

Kevin Lyons executed a perfect drop kick and UMass
had the lead at halftime, 9 8.

Charles River made sure that the second half would be

no holiday for UMass as they pushed home 14 unanswered
points to sew up a 22-9 win.

The afternoon wasn't a complete loss by any means. The
UMass ruggers got a chance to watch a highly organized

team perform and it will no doubt help them this weekend
in their match against Mystic River, another club side.

F^ormer UMass captain Brent Goldstein now plays for the

Mystic side.

Overconfidence hurt the Rats B side. They simply

thought that the A side had all the good players. Riding on
the play of hooker Glenn Callen, who won many important
scrums, and backs pat Sabbs and Keith Lombardo, UMass
controlled the ball when they had to and won 7-3. Greg
Tawa scored his third try in as many weeks off of feeds
from Symmon Buns and Tim Kickham. Martin Bluck
missed his first conversion try of the year, but was suc-

cessful on an earlier penalty kick to pace the B's.

The C side did not have a good day at all. The Rats were
on them all eighty minutes of the game. Charles River
never let UMass get any nearer than a missed penalty kick
by Brian Alves and crushed the C's 34-0. The only thing the
C's can be happy about is that most of their bruises will be
healed by the time they play Charles River again.

UMass hosts the Mystic River club this Saturday at

12:00 p.m. on the lower Boyden playing fields.

Sports Notice?-

Intramural Ice Hockey was cancelled during the Spring
semester of 1982 for lack of entries.

Hockey entry date was October 4. 1982; Intramural Pro-
gram only has five (.•>) teams to date.

Any persons planning on having a team should get their

entries into the office as soon as possible.

UMass Table Tennis club meeting Wednesday, October 6.

at 7 p.m. Student Union games room (across from Hatch).

For more info, call Steve 584-6217.

3-6
M0N.-FR1.

Happr
Horn

Luncheon: Mon(jay-Friday/11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations,

Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday/11:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am -v::^'^^

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center •UMass

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Collegian i5

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Racksdisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

North Amhertt. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/ month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 549-3700

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Mustang new trsrw., exhaust and 2

tires 91,000 good cond. needs 2 tire rods

$1000/BO Rich 6-1860

76 Honda Civic Wagon new clutch

•hodks battery eome body rust 666-7530

after 7 PM
Ford Qrartada 1t7S axcellsnt condition

whh many new parti AM/FM cassette &
many feeturss pisase call 266-8297

mis Toyota Celica recent Rdls. AM/FM
titreo, trunk rack, ck)th int., 4 spd,

64SS616 »ieOO or 80

1S71 Hornet coupe good shape 1500.00

527-4963

1970 Olds 442 recent timing G & Ch dual

exh rebuilt carb nds wk $400 firm call 6-9243

Subsru
AM/FM

Wagon 77 engine, 76 body.

Good condition. 549^»65

73 Vega rusty but in good driving condition

80000 miles $500 negotiable call Sheri

549 1815

BEAUTIFUL SINGLE

In apartment on bus route close to town

and campus. Reasonable rent. 253-2872

~~ BELLYGRAMSII

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send
resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union

Parttime position available for college

student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commission, free travel, and
work experience. Contact Beach Comt>er

Tours, Inc. PO Box 1236, Burlington, MA
01803 617-273-2423

People interested in making money at

home, with your own Texas Instrument

personal computer. Call Grace or Paul after

5 PM 666-2494

Job Available - security guard 10 PM - 2

AM 2 nights /week great job for student call

774-3092 9.30 3:30 M F

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education b fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS WoHdwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write UC Box
52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Free homecooked meals Kitchen help>ers

needed $$$ rebate from dining commons.
Evenings 4-6:30 p.m. Located very close to

campus. No experience necessary. Call im-

mediately for info. Joe W.
545-2150/545-0047.

ICE HOCKEY

direct from Bali. $80. way below retail. Rob
253-5238 am or eves

PERSONALS

Delivered by professional bellydsncer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 %
lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

5464282

Goalie Pads needed to buy or rent. Call

Bob 584-7035

INSTRUCTION

ENTERTAINMENT

The best sound system is MF Cof-

feehouse sound 256-8400

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $65 1-283 7805

Telephone enswering mschine Brand

new $100.00 Bob 253-2098

Tutoring Math Physics 256-0193

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom theory and

shop. Limited enrollment. 253 2098

Tennis Instructor Wsnted for in-

termediate level player call 546-8634

Stick it In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253 3324

A USMC Aviation Officer will be on hand

Wed Oct 6 from 6 to 8 in CC 902 to provide

info on aviation and ground officers pro-

grams

"I live for weekends party" at Hangar 1,

Wed Oct 13th w/Fantini Bros and Rack-A-

Disc

Blue-eyes It's been an awesome year je

t'aime

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

1982 for more info call Nancy & Randi

549-0516

Chariies tonight 2 for 1 jumbo drinks Btil^l

Rated X: Andy Warhol's Frenkenstein

Oct 6 SUB 7. 9. 11 $1.25

Happy Birthday Di Hope we pull out of

this little rut soon, it's killing me. Want to

watch you smile forever. Love always, Mike

Hockey Goalie Wanted for intramural

team this season. Call John 549-6042

People interested in making money at

home, with your own Texas Instrument

personal computer. Call Grace or Paul after

5 PM 666-2494 _^
Adventurous-Athletic-Warmhearted

Women
I'm GARY I own a PLANE and love to FLY

I seek a COMPANION for FLIGHTS & FUN
never too late DAY-NIGHT call 546-7812

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy &
sell, rent. Thomes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

RECORDMANIA

JOE JACKSON AND CHICK COREA are

alive and well and on sale at Union

Records. . .

RIDE WANTED

DC Oct 7 or 8 caMTo Washington
546-1178, Ron

I need a ride to Yale Fri Oct 8 call Bob

6-9421 .

To DC ^0-S will share $ call Beth 64687

Ride needed to UConn or UVM this

weekend call Sherri after eleven 6-9601

Ride wanted to Pennsylvania Oct 9-11

share expenses Mike 65710

RIDERS WANTED
~

Riders wanted to Bucknell Unlv leave Fri

Oct 8 return Oct 1 1 will go to other places in

Penn call Jodi &^^13tt

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted to share room in spacious

3 t)edroom Townehouse apt call Susan

549 3868

Room for rent M or F $165 monthly in-

cluding utilitiw^ll Sharon 253-5218

Two people needed in Northampton

Apt days call 5-1336 (for Denis) evenings:

5863834

LESBIAN/GAY

Office Manager Position open - 10 hour

a week workstudy position apply at the

People's Gay Alliance office 413 SUB
5-0154 women & third world students en-

couraged to apply

LOST

Refrigerator 5 cu

firm 549-1014

ft. good cond. 100.00

The Who Sun. 10/10 Byrne Arena N.J.

floor tickets BO by 10/7 5494032

Used Waterbed. Queen size. Frame,

heater, manress incl. $100. call 268-3586

after 4.

HELP WANTED

Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to tram

Lost pale yellow strsnded glass b^ad
necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Help Lost Woman's Seiko watch between

Hampshire and Hasbrouk 9-29 call 64247 or

6-5439

LOSTI thin gold nr>edallion inscribed on

both sides: -Mrs. 1962- NDA Tyngsboro-

very sentimental any info, pleas call Peggy

S-9029.

Lost brown leather wallet call Maura

6-1413 very important

JAK-PACS

The original cotton, multi-colored jackets

Aerobic Experience, co ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549 5258

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday-Thursday 6:30 7:X PM.
$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4645 all

welcome

ARTHUR is coming to the SUB. Check the

Collegian later this week for details.

Minda: Feliz cumpleanos, amiga mia.

Diviertatel Con amor, Jill

Stuart: Best of luck st PrincetonI Bread

and butter, right? JBL

Happy 21st B-day to the most handsome
Chem-E w/BBBEl Now you're old enough

to do anythingl l Spend some tinrw. Cutes

OJol Carlos Pizarro. Tu hermana blanca

rubia te busca. No seas pendejo Llamame.

Pompii

Rated X: Andy Warhol's Frankenstein

Oct 6 SUB 7. 9, 11 $1.25

Thank you Lori, Mary. Bob and Alanl

You made my birthday very special I The

party was great and so was the cham-

pagnel Love. Kathy

Cleaners it's your birthday I don't care

do you care? JT

Leslie S, I know we can make it work I'm

counting on it I Love Doug

SERVICES

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

immediate Cash For class rings, gold arnl

silver jewelry. Highest Prices paid on cam-

pus 68722

Proffessional Dress-Maker Amherst

Area custom made clothing alterations

-repairs zippers replaced for appointnr>ent

call 256-0867 evenings

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. CaH

Doug 546-8185

WANTED TO BUY ~

Buying class rings, gold arnj silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Beautiful, inexpensive apartment in

Amherst needs roommate right away. Bus
stop just steps from door. Call collect

617-249-6666

WORD PROCESSING

Resumes £r Papers: Prompt quality

preparations. Professional theses ft disser-

tation consultations. MDI/WORD
LINK253 9535

r

GRADUATE STUDY IN PUBLIC POLICY

The LBI School of Public Affairs at The University of

Texas at Austin emphasizes public policy analysis, inter-

disciplinary research, and summerinternships in govern-

ment agencies in its graduate programs:

— Master's Degree in Public Affairs

— joint Degrees Program with the UT Law School

- joint Degrees Program with the UT College of En-

gineering
- joint Degrees Program withtheUTGraduateSchool

i>f Business

Financial aid and fellowships are available based on merit

or need.

^^%>^^^
estaurant

55 University Dr.

Amherst, Mass
549-5713

Meet with a representative at:

Placement Service Office

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

October 7, 1982

9:00 am - 3:00 pm

Good food and drink

served in a comfortable, friendly atmosphere

1.) Delicious Luncheon Specials at $2.49

Mon- Fri 11:30-4:00

2.) Dinner Specials for two $8.95

served with salad and baked potato

every night 5:30-9:00

3.) Pizza Party!
\

A free small pizza with a pitcher of beer (

every evening 9:00 - closing ?

4.) 50' off our cheese dipper
j

during any happy hour - just nnention this ad
;

2:00 - 5:30 daily 9:00 - closing Sun - Thurs
J

i ^
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MORE SPORTS
ON PAGE 14.

Tennis team continues its play
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Question: What University of

Massachusetts intercollegiate athletic team
has a .833 winning percentage, yet draws
only a few fans to their home matches?

Answer: The streaking UMass men's
tennis team.

It is an understatement to say the net-

men are on a roll. Yesterday the UMass
tennis tornado continued to wreck havoc on
the New England college tennis scene with
a 9-0 destruction of the University of New
Hampshire on the Boyden Courts. It was
the Minutemen's fifth consecutive victory,

three of them being whitewashings. UNH
only won two sets in the match and fell

victim to UMass' capability to win the big

points.

Neal Mackertich continued his unbeaten

season at number one singles with a 7-5, 6-3

victory over T.J. Hyman. Mackertich fell

behind 2-5 in the first set before rebounding

to win 11 of the last 14 games in the match.

"He was very good. I was surprised,"

said Mackertich. "My serve was on but my
ground strokes were off. He had a really

good backhand. I underestimated him and

got behind real fast."

Nick Julian and Stuart Goodman had few

problems at number two and three.

OT setback for hooters
By PETER SODERBERG
Collegian Correspondent

STORRS, CONN. - 'Those who were
there saw the best soccer in the nation to

date." said Coach Kalenkeni Banda of the
University of Massachusetts women's
varsity soccer team after a tough double
overtime loss to the University of Con
necticut, 1-0 yesterday.

Going into the contest, the two teams
were top ranked in New England.

University of Connecticut, ranked second in

the country and first in New England, has

been the top competition UMass has faced

to date. UMass stands at sixth in the nation

and second in New England. The less drops
UMass to 5-2 on the season.

The two regulation periods were all out

assaults by each team. According to Banda.
the women hooters gave one hundred
percent throughout the entire game.
Captain Jackie Gaw was cited by Banda for

a fine defen.se performance Freshmen
Debbie Harackiewicz and Tammie Easton
each had good games. Tammie Easton in

goal stopped some "point blanks" that

should have been goals.

The lone goal wa.s scored by Jane Uuffy

for UConn with three minutes left in the

second ten minute overtime period. The

goal came from the left wing, crossed over

to the right and was blasted from twelve

feet away.
"Soccer is a game of luck, it is a very

important part of the game. Anything can

happen with a round ball." said Banda.

I 'Mass was not without its chances. A
pass from Sharon Daggett left Natalie

Prosser with an open net but Daggett could

not capitolize. A corner kick that went

through the hands of the UConn goalie

found no one there to put it in for the score.

'We came to win, but it was a tough loss

and we shouldn't feel bad about our per-

formance." said Banda.

The Minutewomen played strong

defense, put pressure on the UConn zone

and played overall smart soccer. Banda sees

lots of room for improvement. He is looking

for improvement in the halfback area and

wants to work on lookmg for the shot.

"It is early in the season, and the girls's

have shown me they want to win, I am
looking foreward to the rest of the season,"

said Banda.

The women booters will be on the road

again for a game against Cortland State,

Octover 9.

UM spikers fall in five
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's varsity volleyball team suffered a
heartbreaking 15-11, 12-15. 15-10, 13-15.

15-3 defeat to Mt. Holyoke College last

night at the NOPE gym. More frustrating

was the fact that UMass was only six

points away from winning it in the fourth

game as they ran out to a commanding 9-0

lead.

Mt. Holyoke, led by the strong serving of

freshman Elizabeth Schmider and
freshman Heidi Landry, refused to quit as

they put it all away in the final game,
crushing the Minutewomen 15-3.

UMass was not without its stars

however. Strong serving efforts by
freshman Sally Maher and Karen Got-

tesman enabled the Minutewomen to come
from behind to win game one of the match,
15-11. Sluggish play by the UM spikers in

game two enabled Mt. Holyoke to battle

back from a 7-4 deficit, to win the game,
15-12. The front line of the Mt. Holyoke
team played especially tough as they block-

ed a number of UMass spikes.

In the third game, Mt. Holyoke jumped
ahead early but the Minutewomen
regrouped and knotted the score at 3-3.

After an exchanged of serves, UM spikers

Karen Gottesman and Patti Fhilbin com-

bined to lead UMass to a 15-10 win.

Then came the pivotal fourth game.
The UMass women seemed well on their

way to victory as they leaped out to a quick

and seemingly invincible 9-0 lead.

Everything was going well as UM forced

Mt. Holyoke into making many errors.

Suddenly all of their luck ran out. Slowly

the Mt. Holyoke women came back. They
played aggressive volleyball as they tied

the score at 9-9 and then took the lead on a

booming spike by Heidi Landry. After an

exchange of points, the Minutewomen tied

it once again on a Philbin spike. That was
about it for UMass however, as Mt.

Holyoke forced a fifth and deciding game
by winning, 15-13.

The final game was all Mt. Holyoke as

the UMass spikers simply fell apart. They
just seemed to run out of gas as spike after

spike got by them. Mt. Holyoke raced out

to a 12-0 lead and they never looked back as

they prevailed, 15-3.

Both coaches agreed the fourth game
was the key to the match. Mt. Holyoke
coach, Penny Curtis was jubilant.

"Once my girls get their momentum go-

ing they go," she said. She also said she us-

ed a lot of her players to keep her starters

rested.

First loss for ruggers
By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Correspondent

CONCORD - The UMass rugby club had

their first losing afternoon this past

Saturday as the A's and C's both lost to the

Charles River Rats, while the B side

triumphed 7 3.

The Rats used their experience and big.

strapping forwards to pull ahead 8-0 in the

first half. These were the first trys scored

on the A side this year. The Rats' only

noticeable weakness to that point was their

kicking game which was poor. Only one of

the extra points attempts was made on that

day.

The A side didn't buckle under the
constant swarm of green shirts and Dave
Brown scored a try followed by a Sean
Kinneen conversion that sliced the Rats
lead to 8 6.

Continued on page U

respectively. Julian easily handled Steve

Noble 6-1, 6-2.

"I served well today. I settled down and

concentrated on tennis," said Julian.

Goodman banged around Dave Simonyon

to the tune of 6-2, 6-2.

"I started off well. I got confidence as the

match progressed. We had an argument in

the second set and I got mad. He kept

hitting everything to my backhand. The

key was holding my compusure after the

argument, " said Goodman.
Steve Jordan held off Peter Dickson at

number four 6-4, 7 6 (7 1), Rich Lindgren

pulled off one of his patented comebacks to

escape with a 2-6. 7-6 (10-8), 6-4 victory

over Dave Hall at number five, and Dave
Singer got by Shaun Hassett 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 to

complete the UMass sweep.

UMass continued its dominance in the

doubles as UNH failed to win a single set in

the three matches. Mike Douseau
Mackertich handled Hyman-Noble 6-4, 6-4.

Jordan -Lindgren trounced Simonton-

Dickson 6-2, 61 and Goodman-Dave Salem
knocked around Hassett-Deliso6-l, 6-2.

The netmen will be back in action today,

putting its 5-1 slate on the line against

Albany State at 2:30 p.m. on the Boyden
Courts. This weekend the netmen travel to

Princeton for the ECAC Championships.

CollcfUn photo b)P Jim Floyd

Larry Floyd geU up high in the long jump during yesterday's intramural
track meet. Floyd won the two mile.

UM runners place well
By JOHN WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

This weekend, the University of

Massachusetts mens' cross-country team
traveled down to Philadelphia, PA. to take

part in a five-mile race at the Atlantic Ten
Championships.

Coach Ken O'Briens' squad returned with

a strong fifth place finish among stiff

competition such as first place winner Penn
State which scored a total of 30 points, St.

Josephs', who took second place with 57

points and third place Rutgers who had an

80.

UMass, with a total of 116 points, was led

by Rick Deirons' third place finish in what
O'Brien called, "Ricks' best performance
ever."

"Deirons' time was even more out-

standing considering the quality of other

runners in the field." said O'Brien.

The race was won by Penn States' Jeff

Adkins. in a time of 26:04. Kraige Schmidt
of Rutgers finished second with a time of

26:15 and he was followed closelv by Deiron

at 26:19.

"Ricks' time was only nine seconds off of

UMass' record for that particular course.",

added O'Brien.

Rounding off UMass' good showing were
sophomore James MacPhee in 23rd place,

junior Red LaFlamme in 25th place,

sophomore John Keelan in 31st place, and
Jack Marinilli, also a sophomore, finishing

38th.

When asked if he was pleased with his

teams' overall performance, O'Brien
replied, "Yes, because this was really the
first time that many of my young runners
have faced such a competitive field. So it

was very good experience for them because
they performed well."

"Since this is only the third race that we
have run this year, they are stUl improving
and getting stronger, " said O'Brien.

So, O'Brien will be preparing his team for

next weeks' Lehigh Invitational down in

Penn. This race will feature such track

powers as ViUanova and Georgetown, so

O'Brien expects a tough race.

"This race will give my runners a look at

the same course that they will be running in

the IC4As. which is a qualifying race for the
NCAA championships." said O'Brien.
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Cindy Hunter and her horse take a flying leap during an advanced horse jumping class at

Tillson Farm. (See related story and photo essay on page 15.)

Some student leaders surprised

by thin death penalty disapproval
By MARK J. WELCH

Collegian Staff

Student leaders at the University of Massachusetts were

surprised by the results of the death penalty referendum

on Monday's election ballot. The referendum, which will

also appear on the statewide ballot November 2. was voted

down by a slim margin Monday, surprising many who

expected the question to be defeated far more strongly.

Student Government Association (SGA) officers were

more pleased by the results of the other referendum

question on the ballot. Over seventy percent of students

voting opposed a proposal by UMass President David C.

Knapp to charge a possible $20 fee to renovate the Curry-

Hicks Cage.

Sharon Davies. speaker of the Undergraduate Student

Senate, was one of the student government officials

surprised at the narrow defeat of the death penalty

question.

"I was disappointed by the outcome of the vote, "
Davies

said. "My own personal feeling is that people should

recognize that the percentage of people who go to Death

Row are overwhelmingly minorities."

SGA President Jim Murphy said he was not that ^ur

prised by the results.

"It's a fairly controversial issue. " Murphy said. Tm glad

the question failed. I just hope that reflects into the

general community."

"People just aren't educated enough about the issue,"

Murphy said. "People don't realize that the death penalty

doesn't work as a deterrent."

Sheila Sullivan, chair of the Public Policy Committee of

the SGA also found the vote unusual.

"I was surprised by the death penalty vote. I had ex

pected students would come out more strongly against the

death penalty."

The rejection of the referendum concerning the Cage

renovation proposal met with strong approval by SGA

officers, however.
, ,
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Trustees vote
favorably for

tuition vs^aivers
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A measure which would allow all University of

Massachusetts professors and other professional em
ployees a tuition waiver for their spouse and dependent

children was approved yesterday afternoon by the Board

of Trustees.

The trustees vote, which now needs final approval by

the Massachusetts Board of Regents, was wlecomed by

both student and faculty leaders.

Bruce Laurie, president of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, said his union has been seeking such a ruling

during collective baragaining sessions for the past two

years, and is now hoping to favorably resolve the issue

outside of contract negotiations.

"It's something that every other state school (in

Massachusetts) has. and almost all private schools," said

Jim Murphy. Student Government Association president

and student representative to the board. "It's real im-

portant in terms of retaining staff and faculty."

Although the proposal was favorably recommended to

the board by its Committee on Budget and Financial

Affairs, much of the over three and a half hour meeting

was spent in executive session, where debating continued.

Following the closed session, however, the motion,

amended to take effect retroactively to September, was

passed unanimously.

Also approved by the board was the raising of the pre-

enrollment deposit for entering freshmen and transfer

students from $62 to $100. The deposit, paid by students

afu»r acceptance to the University, is credited to their first

semester's bill after enrollment.

Included in the ruling was a provision for a $50 refund

when student notification of withdraw! is made prior to

June 1, and a waiver allowance for any student in case of

""hardship."

Murphy praised what he considered the motivation for

the refundable deposit's increase, saying "UMass has got

to cease to be considered as someone's second choice. The

University doesn't deserve that — its a first rate

university."

The vote also estabhshed a Pre Enrollment Scholarship

Trust Fund, into which all non refunded deposits will be

placed to be distributed by the Office of Financial Aid as

scholarships.

Attending his first trustees meeting. Chancellor Joseph

Duffey was awarded tenure as Professor of Sociology by

the board.

"Dr. Duffey has had a productive and various scholarly

career with particular interests in the sociology of religion

and in higher education; he will bring important in-

tellectual strengths to one of the distinguished depart-

ments on the campus," UMass President David C. Knapp

said in his recommendation.

A look through clearing dust at the ERA drive

By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Supporters of the Equal Rights Amendment [ERA] to

the United States Constitution were unabk to secure

ratification of the amendment by last summer's June SO

deadline. With S8 states necessary for successful

ratification - a two-thirds majority - only S5 had passed

the ERA by the deadline date. In the aftermath of this

setback, the following report, the first ofa two part series,

reviews events of the ratification drive's final year.

Karen Shelley, treasurer of the Hampshire County

chapter of the National Organization for Women (NOW)

said the National Countdown Campaign, attempted to get

the ERA ratified in the year and a half prior to the

deadline.

"'This campaign operated on three levels," Shelley said.

The first level was "the Message Brigad. an attempt to

sign up people who would write a letter, send a telegram or

place a phone call at a particular time to specific

representatives. This way we would be able to show state

legislators that it was a national issue since they would be

receiving correspondence from across the country, and

that people with national political aspirations should be

responsible to the needs of 100 million women." she said.

Shelley said it was not successful in ratifying the ERA
but was effective in reaching people.

Airing television advertisements in support of the ERA

was another element of the campaign.

"These ads were created by women in the advertising

industry and the national NOW headquarters paid for the

production of. and the air time for. the ads run. I think

they were very successful in terms of creating awareness,

"

Shelley said.

The Countdown Campaign's third component was called

the Missionary Project, which involved volunteers can

vassing for at least two weeks in selected communities in

the following unratified states: Florida, North Carolina,

Oklahoma and Illinois.

NOW spent $1.3 million a month in the final four months

of the Countdown campaign in a ratification attempt.

Jennifer Jackman. an ERA campaign worker said.

Jackman, a government ano women in American society

major, said she viewed the amendment as "the last chance

for women to obtain constitutional equality in this cen-

tury."

While interning at the NOW Women's Legal Defense

Fund in Washington. Jackman approached NOW president

Ellie Smeal with the idea of organizing students to work

for the ERA. That idea became the ERA Campus Cam

paign. Jackman said.

Organizing this campaign meant Jackman. a Pittsfield

native, would travel around the Northeast with three

other women setting up Campus Action Teams at colleges

and universities.

UMass was one .stop on the 25 college tour which began

at Radcliffe College and ended at Swarthmore College in

Pennsylvania. Jackman said. "The response was terrific;

25 campus action teams were .set up with untold people

involved " Jackman said. "Out of the 600 people interested

in giving up two weeks to work in unratified states, about

200 actually did missionary work and 10 students took the

whole semester off to canvas.

"

Just after a Thanksgiving speaking tour in Florida with

Ellie Smeal Jackman said. "As Smeal spoke, I organized

and plugged the people that she mobilized into action

teams."

As a field organizer in the Gainesville area of northern

Florida, Jackman said she and other NOW volunteers

"wouio go into a community and talk about the ERA as an

issue and people would talk about what action they could

take regarding ERA ratification.

"

Also, NOW missionaries came from all over the country

to canvas door to door in targeted areas, educating local

people about the ERA and asking supporters to contact

their local senator and legislator. Jackman said.

Although Democrats were generally supportive of the

ERA. Jackman said Senator Kirckpatrick, the incumbent

Gainesville democrat, was very sensitive to the business

community, which was often resistant to the amendment.

"Pickets and vigils were organized and letters were

written to Kirckpatrick informing him of his constituents'

pro ERA stance and he would still not listen to his con-

Con tinned on png*' 7
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World and national news

The search for the presence of deadly cyanide in Tylenol continued yesterday at the Chicago Ci-

ty Health Department as residents of Chicago turned in Tylenol products almost a week after the

discovery of cyanide was linked to the death of seven people in the metropolitan area.

Calif, ^'copycat" now sought
OROVILLE. Calif. (AP) — PoUce in Oroville. Calif., said

yesterday they were seeking a "copycat" who may have

planted strychnine in Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules

after hearing of the Chicago poisonings. But Illinois' top

prosecutor said he did not believe one case "inspired" the

other.

In the Oroville incident. Greg Blagg. a 27 year old

butcher, went into convulsions last Thursday after taking

capsules that contained strychnine. Blagg. who has

recovered, told reporters Tuesday that he bought the

Tylenol at a local drug store two weeks before taking the

capsule — well in advance of reports of the Chicago area

deaths.

Police Sgt. Jack Lee in Oroville said the account of the

purchase Blagg gave to authorities "has not been con

firmed." Blagg was questioned for two hours Tuesday by

FBI agents.

The U.S. F'ood and Drug Administration said strychnine

was found in two other bottles obtained from the Longs

Drug Store where Blagg said he purchased his.

"It's highly suspected at this point in time that it was a

copycat crime." Lee said.

That assesment was disputed by Illinois Attorney

General 'Pyrone Fahner. who is heading a task force of

more than 100 investigators from federal, county and state

agencies investigating the cyanide deaths of seven people.

Mourners gather at grave of President Sadat
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) - Wiping a tear from her eyes, the

widow of President Anwar Sadat placed a wreath on his

grave yesterday — the first anniversary of his assassina-

tion by Moslem fanatics.

Relatives and friends, including the widow of the shah of

Iran, stood by Jihan Sadat beneath a brilliant desert sky as

an honor guard placed the flowers on Sadat's whit^ mar

ble U)mb. 300 yards from the site where he was gunned

down.
Some of the women, all dressed in mourning black, wept

during the bnef. low-key ceremony. Farah Diba, widow of

the Iranian monarch whom Sadat sheltered in his final

months, stood gaunt-faced beneath a black lace shawl.

The shah's son and self-proclaimed heir. Reza. was

among the mourners for Sadat, architect of the Egyptian-

Israeli peace treaty.

Mrs. Sadat, wearing dark glasses and a black dress but-

toned to the neck, was also accompanied by her son Gamal

and President Hosni Mubarak's wife Suzan. who rarely

appears in public. They listened as a Moslem sheik read

from the Koran, and then Mrs. Sadat shook hands with

other mourners, who wept openly.

A Koran lay in a book-rest on top of Sadat's tomb, which

was surrounded by wreaths of pink, red and purple carna-

tions and roses. A gas flame burned in a cast iron vase

atop a marble column beneath the tomb.

UMass
/

UMass

Undergraduate

Students

with valid ID

No Charge

Delaware Blue Hens
The Blue Hens deserve their reputation as

one of the finest football teanns in the East.

Every time the Minutennen go head to head
with the Blue Hens, it's a show that is long

remen^ber. An exciting and open brand of

football — look for a real thriller.

KICK-OFF 1:30 P.M.

ALUMNI STADIUM, AMHERST

Reserved seats $6

TICKET OFFICE BOYDEN BLDG., UMASS.
545-0810

UMASS '82

HOME GAMES
REMAINING

Oct. 30, 1:30 - Connecticut
Nc«. 6, 1:00 - Boston College
Nov. 13, 1:00 - New Hampshire
Nov 20, 1:00- A.i.C.
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Lebanon's army
rounds up refugees
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Lebanon's army rounded up

dozens of people at a Palestinian refugee camp yesterday in

the second day of a sweep it says is aimed at pacifying west

Beirut.

But Palestinians say the army wants to terrorize them

and drive them out of the country

.

Israeli officials in Jerusalem, meanwhile, said they were

told bv U.S. envoy Morris Draper that Syria wants Israeli

forces who invaded I^banon four months ago to leave

before Syria's army pulls out. But the officials called the

Syrian message an "opening position" that could be

negotiated.

Draper is trying to arrange a puUout of both Syrian and

Israeli troops to avoid the possibility of another outbreak

of fighting between the two countries. Israel still has the

bulk of its invasion force in Lebanon and Syria has an

estimated 30.000 troops in Lebanon. They entered the

country to police a cease-fire that ended the 1975 76

Lebanese civil war.

"We must clean Beirut of all arms." said Lebanese

Defense Ministry spokesman Maj. Atef Torbay after the

latest sweep at the Bourj el Barajneh camp.

Private Lebanese Christian militias operate in east

Beirut, but as far as is known the army has taken little

action against them beyond random checks for identity

papers.

Torbay said he did not know how many people in west

Beirut had been arrested or where they were being taken.

Police sources said 250 had been picked up but one

diplomat put the number at 44.

Asked about illegal aliens, many of t{Jhom have worked

in Beirut for years, Torbay said: "They will be deported.

"

Tuesday, at least 450 people were arrested in the central

shopping district of west Beirut. Last week, an estimated

2,000 were picked up, mostly at Bourj el Barajneh, and

about 600 are still in custody.
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RSU receives Senate

funding for trip

C«U.Ctea rkuto by Drew Opcr

Speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate, Sharon Davies (left)

reviews the procedures for the newly-elected senators at last night's

senate meeting as Lindsey Coyle, assistant to the speaker (right), takes

a break from notetaking in the Campus Center.

By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

After moving to approve Monday's

senate election resuJts, the Undergraduate

Student Senate granted in its first official

vote, $712,000 to the Radical Student

Union for the sending of 56 University of

Massachusetts students to the Progressive

Student Network (PSN) conference in

Detroit.

The conference, scheduled for October

15-17, is designed to unite student

organizations on a national level to discuss

relevant social issues.

"The Progressive Student Network is

trying to coordinate different student

groups into a national network in order to

promote the political clout of students

which has, diminished since the sixties,"

said Mimi Turchinetz, student senator.

The PSN is attempting to focus on a few

significant issues such as rascism, sexism

and the nuclear disarmament issue, Tur-

chinetz said. "People want this year to be a

year for expressing a real committment to

these social issues. We are ultimatdy try-

ing to improve our skills for addressing

these issues on the UMass campus," Tur-

chinetz said.

The conference will con»st of movies,

speakers, panels and workshops. Topics for

panel discussion include struggle for

reproductive rights, alternative for

Reagonomics and struggle for world peace.

Strategy workshops will be set up to

discuss how organizations can cope with

the problems that will be emphasized in the

panel discussions. These problems iridude

such issues as gay rights, sexual harrass

ment, and militarism. The workshops are

designed to improve the communication

skills of people who are members of con-

cerned organizations, Turchinetz said.

"The conferences in the past have been a

real success. You can't get the true feeling

from reports alone. You have to go to ex

perience something like this to benefit from

it," SGA Senator Chris Sullivan said.

Group formed to serve multicultural community
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

A new student group, aimed at serving the bilingual and

multicultural community of the University of

Massachusetts was formed on September 29.

The new Bilingual/Multicultural Student Organization

(BMSO) was formed because of an increasing need to teach

bilingual students more about the culture of this country

and this community. Secretary for the group, Wendelee

Graves said.

"Even though we will be primarily serving the bilingual

community, we hope to be able to serve the entire UMass
community by introducing students to different cultures,"

she said.

"The one thing that classrooms cannot teach students is

the practical day to day things needed to survive in a new

culture. Things like going to the post office and knowing

which stamps to buy, and other aspects of this culture

which may be new to someone else, are what we hope to

teach the student," she said.

BMSO currently has only 10 to 20 members but Graves

said she hopes when more students become aware of the

organization, the membership .should increase.

Anthony Kung, president of BMSO and a graduate

student in Education said because the group is only a few

days old, a set agenda has not yet been drawn up.

"We will be sending out questionnaires to students in an

effort to find out in which direction the group should head,"

he said.

"We have applied to the Graduate Student Senate for

recognition, but have not received word yet on its ac-

ceptance," he said.

If granted Recognized Student Organization status.

Graves said she expects to receive funding for the group

from the Graduate Student Senate.

Also at the introductory meeting of the BMSO. I*hyllis

Rodin was elected vice-president, Ali Munif Seden,

treasurer and Tom Powers, Liason officer. All of theses

people are graduate students. Graves said.

UM false alarms "desensitize" students, says officer
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The large number of false fire alarms is one of the

greatest problems with fire prevention at the University of

Massachusetts.

"False fire alarms de-sensitize residents. After hearing

the first fire alarm, they just dont go out anymore." sakl

Keith Hoyle, the Fire Prevention Officer from the

department of Environmental Health and Safety. "As luck

would have it, the next fire will be the real one."

After a false fire alarm, "students figure it is a false alarm

and say to hell with it, and they just go back to sleep," he

said.

Hoyle used a 1978 fire in the John Quincy Adams dor

mitory as an example. There had been a false fire alarm at

1:00 a.m. and a real fire alarm at 4:00 a.m. People had to

be carried out o! the dorms, he said.

In the past week, there have been fires in the basement

of Mary Lyons dormitory in Northeast and on the third

floor of Crampton dormitory in Southwest. There was also

a false alarm in the Campus Center on Sunday.

"People should treat every single alarm as a real fire."

said Ed Mientka. a fire inspector at UMass. "The bottom

line to fire prevention is common sense. There are

countless ways fires can start and most of them are from

something dumb people have done."

There were 50 fires on campus during the fiscal year of

1982. said Hoyle. Students do not realize that fire is real

and it happens.

Mientka said fire inspections and fire drills will be
conducted by the Environmental Health and Safety
department this week to commemorate Nationai Fire
Prevention Week. Yesterday a table was set up by the
department in the Campus Center Concourse as part of the

attempt to inform student of fire prevention. Four films

were shown continuously attracting remarkable interest,

said Mientka.

"It's been this crowded all day. We didn't expect this

kind of crowd. But students get a lot of information out of

the films." he said. "I think we'll work on expanding it in

the years to come." The table was set up only for one day

in the concourse.

"It was something new. We weren't sure as Car as the

interest." she said.

Cable television viewing

in Campus Center will

change with new purchase
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The Union Video Center (UVC) plans to

revamp the Cable Television System in the

Campus Center.

Currently the UVC displays two cable

television sets in front of the Hatch and in

the main lobby of the Student Union

featuring concerts and special events for

pedestrians passing through.

The change was brought about because

newly purchased cable casting equipment

funded by the Governor's Program Council

and supervised by the Campus Center

Media Services.

"Last year the cable system was pretty

much neglected but this year, with the new

equipment properly installed, the system

will be greatly improved both technically

and programmatically," said Jim Nelson for

UVC.

The new equipment includes a video

distribution ampUfier to boost the video

signal, two monitors, a rack mount and a

passive switcher which allows an operator

to cut from one channel to the other by

pressing buttons.

"The technical aspects of the cable

casting wiU be a lot smoother and visually

more professional. This in turn will mean

better overall programming that wiU be

both entertaining and informative. Nelson

said. _____

UVC plans to raise the quality of the

cable programming by working closely with

Northampton Cable and The Center for

Community Access Television, especially in

the area of information about events on

campus.

"We really want to focus on public service

announcements that will represent the

entire University community. "This year we
hope to include Spanish and Third World

programming, deal much mote with Black

History Month and Woman's Week and also

provide announcements and information

concernmg all the RSO groups, co-ops and

other student organizations on campus,"

Nelson said.

As well as providing public service art-

nouncements. UVC is interested in making

the cable system as a viable news source.

Both UVC and the Collegian are exploring

the idea of producing live newscasts over

the cable network from the Campus Center

everyday at 12:30 p.m. UVC would work in

conjunction with members of the Collegian

who would supply the news copy.

The Campus Center Media Services and

UVC hope the changes in the cable system

will be an a.s.set to the entire Campus

Center Complex "Something people will

come to everyday and depend on for

reliable news and information on the same

level as newspapers and television," Nelson

said.

Dennis Martin, manager of Union Video Center (UVC), busies himself

in the Student Union office by editing video proi^«ms.
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Draft evasion charge

makes Boston history
BOSTON — A 22-year old Boston man has been

indicted for failing to register for the miUtary draft. U.S.

Attorney William Weld said yesterday in announcmg the

first Bay State prosecution for evading the sign up.

A federal grand jury indicted Edward J. Hasbrouck on a

single count of failing to register with the Selective Service

System. Weld said. If convicted, Hasbrouck faces a

maximum sentence of five years imprisonment and a

$10,000 fine.

Hasbrouck could not be reached for comment.

According to Weld. Hasbrouck told authorities that he

grew up in WeUesley and has been living in the Allston

section of Boston.

The Massachusetts man is one of about a dozen people

around the country recently indicted on draft registration

evasion charges. Weld said. Three of the defendants have

been convicted, he said.

The prosecutor said he hoped that the case would serve

as a deterrent to prevent other young men from avoiding

draft registration. Such a deterrent is "a legitimate

purpose of prosecution," he said.

"I would say to the extent that the prosecutions serve

the goal of encouraging or stimulating other people to

register, that's achieving a legitimate purpose of

prosecution," he said. "You could call that a deterrent

effect."

Candidate Sears says

"goodbye '' to Dukakis
BOSTON - Massachusetts voters are ready to say

"Goodbye. Mike Dukakis." Republican John W. Sears said

last night in a speech that kicked off hLs formal campaign

for governor.

Sears said Dukakis" record as the state's Democratic

governor from 1974 78 showed that he cannot fulfill the

public's desire to hold the line on taxes and get tough on

crime.

"Did Mike Dukakis give us relief from ever mcreasmg

rates of crime? Did Mike Dukakis give us relief rom more

and more government regulation'.' Did Mike Dukakis g.ve

us relief from higher and higher taxes'.'" Sears asked in his

first major speech since winning the Republican

nomination.

Digest
By */?>• As-s':'n,ated Press

AP l.»»»rphoto

Wearing a Ronald Reagan mask, a

steelworker, along with hundreds of others,

paraded through downtown McKeesport. PA.

yesterday in protest of Reagan's economic

policies.

"Isn't it time for Massachusetts to get relief from Mike

Dukakis*" Sears asked at a rally in front of the historic Old

North Church. "The people of Massachusetts are fed up.

They are ready to say goodbye Mike Dukakis."

The rally, which marked the start of daily campaigning

by Sears, dramatized a major problem in his drive to the

S'tatehouse: a lack of Republican voters in this over-

whelmingly Democratic state.
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Newprimarypursued
by petitioning teacher
WASHINGTON — Lawyers filed a 'petition yesterday in

the Supreme Court seeking a new Democratic primary for

a Sterling. Mass.. teacher who w s not permitted to

.•hallenge Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

Attorney Laurence A. Elgin said the unusual legal action

was taken because the U.S. District Court in Boston

refused to declare unconstitutional the Massachusetts

Democratic Party's 15 percent rule and to place the

teacher's name on the Sept . 14 primary ballot

.

"If they get away with this in Massachusetts, there s

nothing to stop party bosses from deciding who wUl be on

the ballot in every state." Elgin said.

The persistent would be candidate is Alwm L. Hopl-

mann who disagrees with Kennedy on various issues and

wants' to run against him for senator. He acknowledges

that winning would be a "long shot."

But Hopfmann says competing agamst Kennedy m a

Democratic primary would at least dilute Kennedy's

chances of becoming president, a goal he says is shared by

many people, including some who disagree with Kennedy

but are wUling to see him continue as senator.

McNamara drops by—
pushing 'Neill debate

CAMBRIDGB^ — Republican Frank L. McNamara Jr.

went to the home of House Speaker Thomas P. O'NeUI Jr.

yesterday and continued his battle to force O'NeUl to

debate him in their congressional contest.

McNamara. accompanied by television cameras,

dropped off a letter outlining his debate challenge at the

house. O'Neill was working on Capitol Hill m Washington.

"In the end. before the campaign is through. I have

confidence that the voters will prevaU and that you wUl

mount the stage with me and debate the important issues

facing our country." McNamara wrote to ONeUl. a

Democrat who has represented the 8th congressional

district for the past 30 years.

McNamara. a 34 year old attorney makmg his fu-st run

for political office, also borrowed an idea from RepubUcan

Senate candidate Ray Shamie. He offered to give the

Charlestown Boys Club a gift if O'Neill agreed to a one-on-

one debate before a prime time campaign audience.
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This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Tool

BamtMJO

BLINDS
From $5,501

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever.

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, fumrture, windows

from $7.96

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lot* of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 14O0 designs

Brass and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc

Clothing Sale!

T-ShI rtS India Print 4.50

Solid Color - 3.50 to 5.60

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95 .

20 - 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

Dally 10 am - 6 pm
Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5
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Women have power in'SOs change, says N.Y. lawyer
BvAMYJENNESS ^

..,„. U7^^^„ Acroi.c* w«,r,on. a u«ri,nntai Hn«tiiitv Rut to Scnator Helities. THcre aTB mofe women in wofk
;
theyByAMY JENNESS

Collegian Staff

Florynce Kennedy, 66, sporting black leather pants and

a cowboy hat told a group of about 150 people last night at

Amherst College women have three powers which they can

contribute to a change in the 1980's.

"We have body power. We march. We walk. We have

babies. We have dollar power. You all know how that

works. We have vote power. Although most of you don't

use it. I feel this can be the beginning of a real '80's push,"

Kennedy said.

Florynce Kennedy, a New York based lawyer, is

coordinator of the Coalition Against Racism and Sexism, a

CO founder of Black Women United For Political Action,

one of the people who helped establish the National

Organization for Women (NOW) and author of several

books.

The title of the lecture Kennedy was supposed to give

was. Women Against Women: A Horizontal Hostility. But

she covered many other issues about sexism and racism as

well.

On the subject of horizontal hostility within the feminist

movement Kennedy told her audience: "You don't have to

worry about horizontal hostility. Look for a common

enemy. Lord knows there are enough of them out there.

The major problem in this society is the disease of Pen

tagonorrhia and if you can't find someone to agree with

that find someone who <loes."

Kennedy said she believes conservatives like Phyllis

Schafly and Jerry Falwell and Ronald Reagan do more for

raising the country's awareness than to hurt what people

like her have been working for.

hasn't paid off," said Kennedy. "When I went to law school

there were 2.200 men and eight women. Now 30 percent of

law students are women. There are women in Congress.

You have abortion rights, you have to pay for them thanks

to Senator Helmes. There are more women in work; they

are underpaid but they are there."

"Obviously in any struggle you make mistakes anytime

you move. We don't vote enough, we don't use our money

power enough, we don't boycott enough," Kennedy said.

Kennedy said she believes conservatives like Phyllis

Schafly and Jerry Falwell and Ronald Reagon do more for

raising the country's awareness than to hurt what people

like her have been working for.

"I did five and a half hours on cable T.V. the day the

ERA went down the drain. We drank to PhylUs Schafly.

You know she did more to make women aware than any

other person." Kennedy said.

"Publicize. If it's a rape don't Uke it. If you are a lesbian

say it, if you want. If you don't, don't say it. All I'm telling

you is move in any direction that you want. If they tell you

you're not ready, honey, you tell them "here we come!"

said Kennedy.

Lifesize concert poster stolen at FAC
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The six by three foot Joe Jackson poster set up outside

the Fine Arts Center at the University of Massachusetts

was found missing early yesterday morning.

"Naturally we're kind of upset. It's our money. Actually,

it's the students' money." said Fern Spierer, publicity

coordinator for the Union Productions Council (UPC), who

is producing Jackson's upcoming concert at the Fine Arts

Center.

"We'd like to get that back and have the person ap

prehended. We are willing to offer a reward for in-

formation leading to return of the poster and prosecution

of the theif," Spierer said.

The poster was painted on pressed board by artist Erik

Ela. and was light blue with the graphic from Jackson's

new "Night and Day " album done in black and white.

Concert information was printed at the bottom, Spierer

said.

James McCarthy, director of Production Services at the

Fine Arts Center, said the theft is a disservice to students,

as the posters are there to inform the community about

upcoming shows. He said he was surprised a poster would

be stolen from a student produced show.

"It's students stealing from students," McCarthy said.

"We discovered it missing on Tuesday morning. It would

have taken at least a six foot ladder. When we put them

up. we used a 12 foot ladder. I suppose you could stand on a

van," McCarthy said.

McCarthy said thefts of the display posters occur rarely.

Only two in the past seven years have been actually taken,

despite futile attempts to remove them.

"Some of our signs do have padlocks now," he said.

"Didn't anyone see anything'.'" Spierer asked, adding

that people removing a poster that size from the side of the

Fine Arts Center would be "a httle noticeable."

"Who's to say if we do it again (pay for a promotion

poster) it won't happen again'.'" she asked. "We got burnt."

Long Range Plan gets grad senate approval

(ollrmsn photo hv Jav (>b»

Out in the shade with his four month old South

American boa constrictor named Jake the snake.

UMass senior Bod DaPramo doesn't worry about

breaking leash laws as he walks his unusual pet

on North Pleasant St.

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Graduate Student Senate at the University of

Massachusetts voted Tuesday night to recommend ap

proval of the l^ng Range Plan for academic affairs drafted

by Provost Lon-n Baritz.

The senate noted, however, that the plan us too vague

and needs more concrete descriptions of how its principles

will be applied. ... •<••

1 he major problem with the plan is that it s not specilic

enough. It speaks in broad generalities, "
president of the

senate Jack Delmond said. "This plan comes out to be a

mission statement for the University rather than a

detailed, precise long range plan."

The senate rejected the plan first submitted by former

UMass Chancellor Henry Koffler, saying the proposal for a

combined Ph.D. in foreign language and Comparative

Literature is "unworkable, " and that "the creation of a

Biology department may be appropriate, however, it

should be evaluated within the context of the current

states of the disciphnes.

"

The senate rejected the proposed creation of Centers of

Excellence, the elimination of the Comparative Literature

Department and expressed its view that the committee

formed to investigate the Communications Studies

Department "lacked expertise," and therefore was not

""justified" in recommending that department's ter-

mination.

Greg Graham, executive officer of the senate, announced

a lobbying trip planned by Students Advocating Financial

Aid (SAFA) to Washington D.C.. originally slated for Oct.

3, has been changed to Nov. 9 due to a schedule change in

the congressional calendar.
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Sorority sisters at UMass
pledging money from parade
Sorority women voted to pve money raised during the

upcoming Homecoming parade this year to the

EveryWoman's Center at the University of Massachusetts.

In the pa.st, money collected by sorority pledges along

the parade route was given to national health

organizations. This year the sisters have decided to

distribute funds locally. The pledges will be carrying

collection cans throughout the parade.

On campus women centers

meet in joint session today
The Southwest Woman's Center will host a meeting of

all residential area woman centers from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

today. The center is located between Mackimmie and

Crampton Dormitories in the Southwest Residential area.

Nuke freeze rally highlights

will frost on airways tonight
WMUA (91.1 F.M.) will air highlights of the nuclear

freeze rally at 6 tonight. Senator Edward Kennedy's

speech will highlight the program. The broadcast is

presented as a special feature of "Focus. " the weekly

public affairs series.

Another segment of the show will feature a live

discus.sion on the United States involvement in Central

America.

if ERA
Continued from page 1

stituents" Jackman said. "There was a Harris Foil done in

the district one month prior to the ERA vote in the

legislature and it indicated that 54 percent of those polled

supported the ERA. but Kirckpatrick dismissed the poll."

On June 21. 1982 the vote was held in the Florida House

of Representatives with the amendment winning by one

vote. One hour later the vote was held in the Senate. The

count was 21 to 16 against ratification with two senators

not voting. Kirckpatrick did not vote due to the death of

his father the night before, said Jackman.

Jackman said in the aftermath of the Florida vot«

"women were angered with legislators who wouldn't listen

to them and realized that they should be in those seats."

* referendum
Continiied from page 1

Mitch Gaslin. chair of the SGA Committee on Rents and

Fees said. "I think it clearly shows that students are not in

favor of paying $20 a year each to renovate the cage."

"I think the vote it.self will not be enough to sway the

Trustees, but the Rents and Fees Committee fully intends

to follow up on this and increa.se student pressure on the

trustees regarding this proposal." Gaslin said.

SGA President Jim Murphy felt some voters may have

been confused by the wording and some might have

thought it asked whether students favored the cage

renovation, rather than the fee proposal.

A very special
purchase!

Women's BRAZILIAN LEATHER ASSORTMEffT
Including many famous brands

1499 to

Compare at $30 to $48
A direct buyout from leading Brazilian

manufacturers bnngs a rich assortment

of leather fashions to the season Choose

pumps, clogs and sandals on Fall's heels

and wedges Women's sizes Some styles

may t>e unavailable in all sizes.

Men's LEATHER SPORT BOOTS

26»9
Compare at $4195
Quality fit for a king! Rugged leather

sport boots from famous Regal.

Cushioned insoles and collars,

long-wearing soles Men's sizes.

,.^^i»

^M€>^^
""f^*""*.

Shoes

Famous brand footwear for Less

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

-w ^m-^m^^^^^-^m '^^^^^
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THURS. OCT. 7
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 PM
with Jonothon Horrison

EB [£ The Volley's Own

ff'^'jX->'A<.:
'

y-'i<-"

FRI. OCT. 6
HAPPY HOUR/3-6 PM

with Cliff Meyers

DJ. DAHCE PARTY
with Fern Spierer

FREE/Album Giveowoys

SAT. OCT.'9

HOMECOMIHG
HAPPY HOUR

4-7 PM
with Cliff Meyers

' V s

MOK. OCT. i i

NO CLASSES
DLUEWALL CLOSED

Sears

SAVE
noo

10-wattmini

component stereo

system

19995
Regular S299.99

• only IO'/«-.n high

• AM/FM receiver has 5-bancl graphic equalizer,

digital frequerKy display, high filter

• Metal cassene deck has Dolby* system

• Saleerxjs 10/16/82

This advertised item is readily available for sale as advertised

rFRiE7Yoi7r"choicey any Maxeir or Memorex 90

minute blank tape when you buy mim-stereo #2940

School — «_———

1/3 OFF
Buy 2 get

1 FREE
Hit tep 098
rrtc*SI4«7 Wpk
MrTvxM 90-min txjnk Ufir

Name
Student^^_

You can count on

Faculty. Other.

Coupon must be presented for FREE Item

Coupon expires 10/16/82 J

Sears
u»m • k *^*<
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MCXTOKI MA
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IS THISYOUR UICKY DAY?

4 * *

41^ l^- ^ >
^ ^ -^ * *

• ^

OLL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY- PHONE.*

You never know what niij^ht happen today. Hut you can always ask the

stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away -24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart . you'll find

out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call

nii^ht just make your day.

Aries iNlinhl^liApnl HU
Taurus (April 21 MiiyM)
Gemini ( Mhv 22 Juno 21)

Cancer (Jn'ii' 22 Juh 2.'^
.

Leo July 24-AuK.2:i) . .

\ i rgo ( Auk 24Si'pt 2.1) .

M()ncla\ Fndiiy 8 am o pm
>iindHy-Fri(l.i\ fipm 11 pm
Sundnv Krid.iv II pm H,i!,)

All !»;i> S;ilur(l;is

Sun'liiv H ;im .")|, 11

. l-212-97fi-r)().'S<» Libra (Stpl 24-()tl. 2.'}) 1-212-976-.S757

.
'.-21:: 976-51.')1 Scorpio (()it.24-N(>v. 22) . . . l-212-97rt-.i85«

. 1-212-976-5252 Sagittarius (N()\. 2;M)fc. 21) 1-212-976-.59.59

. 1 212 976-5:{53 Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). . 1-212 976-6060

. 1-212 976- .54.54 Aquarius (Jan. 21 Feb. 19) . . 1-212-976-6161

1-212-976- .5656 Pi.sces (Feb. 20- .March 21) . 1-212 ii76-6262

Isl .Min. Kxtra Mm.

,5«c

:i4c

2.«C

2;u-

A9C
24c
IBC

16c

16c

riu'M' iMti'> apply nil *,all- ymi

rlial yiiur>i'lf.n(i upeiator

invdlvcci. tripiii the .AinhrisiAni ihainptiMi

.ire.i. r.i\ niii uuludcd.

\ ~iTMn ni.iiK i' " - lU I'li'.fh . IlK

(w New EnglandTelephone

EDITORIAL/OPINION

'ht'5 JVEN TRiEPTRA-fEXToENCTMl NFL SD^KE THANK YOU VERV MuCh R* JAMMIN6 HiS mKlSMISSlON^

Will chances be taken or lost forever?

Anyone who has attended UMass for more than a

year, can consider themselves expert in one field:

relationships. In retrospect, we can all hnik back at

our experiences with mixed emotions ran^rinp from anijer

to nausea. The things that vary from one i>erson U> the

next, however, are the dejfree of anger and nau.sea that

are felt That is very easy to explain, though, for these

feelings are directly proportional txj the number of years

that you have spent at this university.

It would seem that freshmen fall in love very often and

Charisse Feinerman
very quickly. That is not to say that what they feel isn't

love (indeed it may be) but perhaps it's just the sudden

liberation into freedom that's condusive U> romance.

These romances usually peter out. and become memories

and topics of late night bull -sessions and are often refer-

red to as the freshman mistake. These romances are im-

portant, however, for they build a strong foundation for

comparison during later relationships, and if not at least

they are good for an embarassed laugh.

Sophomores and juniors are ofU'n separated into two

groups. Thosf that have steady relationships and those

that do not (for different reasons ranging from incom-

patabilitv to carrying various stn-ial discjises). These

iinhi.kv" souls firxi themselves h«)pj)ing fn.m one

bed. ..rather, one meaningless experience to the next; an

often sad and depressing situation. It usually follows, odd-

ly enough, that the people who have misfortune at one

relationship always continue in a bad streak in relation-

ships that follow, almost as if branded 'loser' from the

start. The other group seem to be rather set in their

lifestyles. Hopefully, one of the partners in the romance

has a single, otherwise a roommate will find him or herself

in quite a few uncomfortable situations; either that or

sleeping in a different floor member's room every night of

the weekend. Neither situation is ideal, and they both have

their own advantages, it is just a matter of getting used to.

Seniors as well fall into two categories. There are those

who want to settle down, and those who want to have fun

during their last year at UMass. Those who realize that

they are getting on in years often find themselves getting

too serious Ux) fast, and mayl)e they should take things as

they come. Perhaps going to Joey D's or the Pub in search

of a life-long mate isn't really a very good idea. Those who

want to have fun at UMass, will undoubtedly have no pro-

blem having it. That is under one condition: they can have

all this fun without getting involved. I wish them a lot of

luck, but if they can do this they certainly have learned

something during their stay here.

The most important thing that you can learn anywhere

is how to relate to other people. If you can let others know

that you care about them, you have mastered an ari that

not many people have acquired. When opportunities arise

in life, it is only the fcml who lets them slip by the way-side.

Regardless of the risks involved, they must be taken.

Whoever it was that said 'Nothing ventured, nothing gain

ed' certainly hit on some very poignant social issues. It all

comes down to taking risks, putting yourself on the line,

and being vulnerable: it's worth the risk.

When it comes time to leave UMass (for whatever

reason) you'll always look back to those times, no matter

how few or limited they were, with the fondest of

memories. And maybe, just maybe, if the times together

were so great, you'll see the jwrson again. After all. ..how

often do you meet someone that you really like?

Charisse Feinerman is a Collegian stnjf member

Letters

Has UMass spawned an

elite educational technocracy?

To the Editor:

The program recently announced by UMass President

Knapp regarding a shiift in educational focus from liberal

arts to the hard sciences, business and high tech related

fields is not simply a change in poUcy, but a significant re^

structuring of power and decision making both inside and

outside our educational institutions. This emphasis on

developing a skiUed high tech labor force along with the

cutbacks in liberal arts, is just another example of con-

centrated unaccountable corporate control over

traditionally public institutions.

The direct involvement, in the form of contributions and

grants, (most recently and notably those made by Digital

and Wang) by the technostructure in educational m-

stitutions is presented as financial supplements to tight

departmental budgets, but is essentially political

management. Last May a group of corporate academic,

and state officials proposed a forty miUion dollar

educational and research facility in micro electric

technology. This facility is to be managed by a coalition of

all three institutions, including executives of Digital and

Wang among others, and would draw students rom the

state institutions for further education m these fields. This

proposal along with Knapp's recent announcement and the

administration's re -organization plan announced last year,

outlines the major point- of the reconstruction of pubhc

higher education to .. et the needs of a growing

A short toast to

chemical piinch

I
sick.

t's been said that drinking eight glasses of water

a day is good for your health. It's not a very gf)od

idea if you live in Amherst - it could even make you

While the problem of contaminated water has not yet

reached UMass, there have been several reports issued of

late that have been unsettling, to say the least.

The water problem has been around for awhile. Anyone

who was here for the "Great F>acuation" in the Fall of

'82 can attest to that. I was one of those trusting s<»uls

who didn't think twice about taking a shower in what l<M)k-

ed like Jack Daniels. Only after the cops rode around

Southwest with loudspeakers and sounded the alert did 1

realize that something was up.

technocracy. This is however, not a public versus private

issue but a poignant example of the political reality of our

modern American power structure. The struggle between

academic freedom of choice and financial priorities

becomes secondary in the face of the larger issue of

political power in the institutional decision making

process. A process that is being increasingly controlled by

a small concentrated group of corporate managers and

technocrats. The alliance ot busuiess and state, to oe

argued among liberals and.conservatives, was essentially

consummated decades ago. and is gradually becoming

consolidated into a new corporate technocratic order. An

order that should be examined critically starting with this

institution.

Paul Hetznecker
UMass student

Bacairs words uninspirational

To the Editor:

Lauren Bacall's few words at the nuclear freeze rally

were uninspirational and a great disappointment. Her 30^

second appearance, came off in my eyes, as insensitive and

unenthu.siastic. as well as a cop out.

I tend to wonder if her appearance was an eminence

front or if she really was there in sincere representation of

the issue. » • 1 »*•Janine L. Micucci

. . I Amherst

Josh Meyer
That was two years ago. We have continually l)een

warned to conserve water to prevent another disaster, yet

they have happened just the same. Last summer. Amherst

residents had to boil their water for five minutes U) kill all

the fecal coliform bacteria it contained (and some still do).

For those uninitiated in the art of scientific terminology,

fecal coliform bacteria is a nicer word for human waste,

which in this case came from gypsy moths. Speaking for

myself, I've avoided drinking diluted gypsy moth dropp-

ings whenever possible, so it's a good thing I wasn't here

that summer.
After this wcurrence, things got complicated. Two

chlorinators were installed to pump chlorine into the

water to kill most of the bacteria. Frequent problems, in

eluding discoloration and high levels of bacteria in the

water have arisen, according to several area papers.

These filtration systems were set up to alter the

"chemical punch," as one official called the waU>r we use,

so that the water becomes more fit for human consump-

tion. I won't go into the gory details, because a lot of peo-

ple read The Collegian during lunch. The sludge is

separated from the water, which is then filtered as much

as possible. The amount of turbidity, or insoluble waste

products is kept to a minimum. Hold a glass of warm

water up to the light, and you'll see a whole bunch of these

cute little devils.

Since acid rain has become such a popular industrial by-

product, the pH level of the water must be neutralized so

the water won't eat through the p\\)es and give F)eople lead

poisoning. Unfortunately, this hasn't worked as well as

one would have hoped.

Lead consumption causes brain damage and other

assorted, but not necessarily related, behavioral problems.

Therefore, the federal standard is .SO {)arts per billion

parts water. A UMass professor found the water at

Wildwood school in Amherst to contain l)etween 90 and

230 parts per billion, and this is after the two filter

systems were installed. So far it's been a fairly i.solated

problem - officials believe the acid content of the water

ate through the lead solder in the copper pipes. Therefore

any copper pifK's with lead solder are potential hazards,

which is a problem because this is the accepted way of ir-

rigating water in Amherst.

Before I'm done, let me add that the drainage from the

UMass Coal Pile has been found to contaminate Amherst

ground water and Taylor Brook, a major source of irriga-

tion water for several area farms that grow prwluce.

Farmers have been complaining about this for ten years,

because their cows had been getting sick and even dying,

and have since refused to drink the water.

Three ways of eradicating the problem have been sug-

gested, costing between $245,000 U) $2,443,000. One of

them will be implemented "as soon as budget appropna-

tions can be obtained," or as soon as hell freezes over,

whichever comes first.

Just how serious is the problem? Town officials say that

some of the plant life that had been around Taylor Brook

might even reappear in a few years.

I don't know about anyone else, but this has gotten me

very depressed. I think I'll suspend my academic activities

for awhile and have a nice, cold glass of flocculated

chemical punch. After all, I'm going to Mexico over in-

tersession, and my system might as well get used to it.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

LETTERS POLIO
Letters to the ediior must include the

writer's name, adtlress and teU'})hone
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^rrammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may

be condensed due tu space limitations.
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Northampton Days
3Cmau.afr«»4

^"'''•'|l are every Thursclay in

LU
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Largest craft supply store

in the 5-college area.

288 Pleasant Street

Northampton, MA
586-5316

* Come in and inquire *

about our classes
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SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS
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-yoo-
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Xttfpo*
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n^

Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach) !^

-
-j.-f

Th» SUH would like In offer you a coupon special Buy

any two subs and gel a third* absolutely FRKK' Thi»

coupf." t\ g<M)d from r)ou ihru Nov 9. 1982. on any

Sunday or 1 ursday b«tvk'pen the hours of 3 p.m. and 6 p.m.

We hop« to see you toon and don't forget to bring a

friend

•^ 1 FREE sub with a purchase of any yj
52 two whole subs when purchased along y.
JJ^ with this coupon. "^
1*1 coupon good til any Sun. or Tues UC
fTl November 9. 1982 3p.m.to6pm \^

l,iTt«
^Knc^a*

corro
^s«t«^

-JO**
Xtft»6®

Ca:x»^

COPY
CENTER

'I iM- s..»- »• •! vnoftt '-t Ws%. \. aIii* th<»fi n». .*t t>m|M'n%i\.f' *iih )Miri h>lo«-d A
32 Pteosar^t Street

(ocfoss from PtecHonl St Theater

NcxttKJmplon. Moss
584 0117

Hours: Men. - Fri. 8 am to 5 pm. Sat., 11 am to 5

wlean, Crisp, Black and White Copies

7c for the 1st copy, 6c - 2nd and up to 100

100 or more - 5c, 500 or more - 4c

fast service, no waiting

back to back
xerographic reductions

overhead transperencies

HIGH QUALITY OFFSET PRINTING
Photostatic Camera work
perfect and spiral binding

pm

r
take home a Tiger

on sale

.00
(with this ad only,

usually $35.00)

MONTREAL - a great shoe at a great pricel The Montreal has

loads of cushioning, a good-wearing sole and sports the Tiger

stripes - your assurance of quality. Available in tan or silver,

while supplies last.

runner'shop Mon - Sat

114 Main St. 9:30-5:00

Northampton 586-1971

^VO^ Stereo Cassette Player

SALE PRICED
$38.88

• Protective auto-stop system
• Seperate left £r right volume controls

• Locking fast forward & rewind

• Operates on batteries or optional AC adapter

1^ Electronics Center
32 Pleasant St.. Northampton

586-2270

^iS'^S'iiS^i^lKilPSPTrSTVSPSS.
:«n^'fr^rrmt\rr^rrgnftitryitnrra«rrm»ruifiH)t^TrtfitTii<\rrg<^rr^»ur

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion
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Arts
Shakespeare would turn over in his grave

DOGG'S HAMLET,
CAHOOT'S MACBETH
By Tom Stoppard
University Ensemble Theater

October 5-9

Curtain Theater. FAC

By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

Before Tuesday night. I was unaware

that "mousehole" was something you eat for

lunch or that "hoUyhacks" were better than

"pelicancrash." But such was the language

to be found in the two Tom Stoppard plays

presented Tuesday night by the University

Ensemble Theater.

The first. Hogg's Hamlet, was a story

about three boarding school boys, who set

up an auditorium for a big awards

ceremony to be followed by a presentation

of Hamlet. The age of these boys isn't

exactly clear, but one might guess they are

nine or ten and have never been on stage

before. The awards ceremony begins and

Dogg. the headmaster played by Michael

Solomita. gets a little excited about the way

the stage is set up and pushes the play's

most humorous character. Easy (Mark

Cohen) around until some of the scenery for

Hamlet falls over.

Baker, played by Randy Farias, was

equally funny as a little boy who

overexaggerates his facial expressions as

Laerates. Farias had superb charac

terization. Charlie, who played Ophelia in

the student production, was a riot with a

sportjacket on and a white flowing dress

underneath. Charlie was played by Mike

Hale. Dogg, the headmaster responsible for

the madness which takes place on the stage.

was very strict about the way the assembly

was set up. Everytime Easy made a

mistake, the headmaster would punish him

by pushing him to the ground. Dogg was an

unrealistic character played by Michael

Solomita. Although the part of Fox (Russell

Greene) was smaller, it was a demanding

role and well cast. Fox wins all the trophies

and is the star of the play, with his

hyperactive speech.

Also, in this play there is a lot of running

around and people screaming at each other

in jibberish.

Cahoot's MacBeth begins after a very

solemn tune is played. The first act of

MacBeth was performed by Lawrence

Devine as MacBeth. David Otto as the 2nd

Actor, John Finnegan as the 3rd Actor.

Lady MacBeth was played by Becket

Royce. and the 1st Actress was played by

Dara Dworman. MacBeth was performed

straight, in Shakespearen English.

In Act H the Inspector (Gary Trahan)

enters and interrupts the play by literally

coming out of the woodwork. He stops the

play, questions the actors on their past

history and ridicules them, telling them

they don't deserve to use free expression.

The group is forced by the Inspector to

perform the play without any expression.

The actors look devastated, but do as the

Inspector says because he has the power to

throw them in jail for speaking freely. After

taking control of the 2nd Act, the Inspector

leaves.

Act III shows the power the Inspector

has on the actors, even after his exit. Some

try to express emotions, others cannot.

By Act IV. something crazy happens as

Easy, from Dogg's Hamlet, walks in

Irreverent Rock 'n RoU
CATHOLIC GIRLS (MCA)
Catholic Girls

By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Correspondent

Catholic Girls is an all-girl band from Los

Angeles area where the new all girl band

crunch got its start. They dress the part of

parochial school girls on the cover so I guess

you could call that their gimmick.

Gail Peterson has a voice reminiscent of

Belinda Carlysle of the Go Gos. but with a

little less excitement. She is the leader of

the group, writes all the songs and plays

guitar as well. She is ably assisted by

Joanne Holland on bass, Roxy Anderson on

backing vocals and lead guitar, and by

Doreen Holmes on drums.

"Someone New" starts the album off with

a decent beat and lyrics about looking for a

man. "C'esl Impossible" continues the side

with about the same beat.

"You Ivet Me Down There" uses an in

teresting guiUr lick to keep the song

moving by clueing us in on the way men let

women down.
Side two, seemingly the better side,

opens with an upbeat tempo, on which

Gail's voice sounds like Lena Ix)vich's. On

"Boys Can Cry." the group has a sound

reminiscent of the Dave Clark Five.

The last song, "God Made You For Me,

"

has a bass drum right up front throughout

the entire song.

There isn't much new music to wander

into on this album, but that doesn't mean

it's a bad record. It just so happens that all

of the songs here sound like they have been

done before by other groups. I think

Catholic Girls would be a pretty good live

attraction, that is, if these young women

can pull off their stuff in front of a live

audience. A little more originality couldn't

hurt though.

Joanne Holland, Gail Peterson, Roxy Anderson, and Doreen Holmes

of Catholic Girls.

Mike J. Hale shows Randy Farias and Mark Cohen how to do the

funky chicken in the University Ensembles production of Dogg'M

Hamlet, Cahoot '« Macbeth
questioning the actors in his new found

jibberish. He wants to know if someone will

sign for the wood needed for scenery. Of

course, no one will sign anything, for fear

that they will be signing their life away. So

Easy leaves. Then, he re enters, after the

play starts again, but silently from the

same space as the Inspector. There he tries

to get the actors attention again. MacBeti

is the only one who sees him during an

ironic scene about Banquo's ghost. It takes

a prior knowledge of Shakespeare's

MacBeth to really appreciate this play.

In Act V. the Inspector is back. All hell

breaks loose as the 2nd Actor, also known

as Cahoot, begins communicating in the

jibberish of Easy. While the Inspector is

talking to his chief on the phone about all

this the moves against the "normalization"

that the government is imposing the rest

of the cast begins speaking in Easy's funny

tongue. At the end. the Inspector gives in

to the actors, screaming at them in their

own language.

This was my first chance to see a

Stoppard play and well worth seeing. If

you're tired of being misunderstwd. see

Dogg's Hamlet, Cahoot's MacBeth. It'll

make your day.
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The UMass Department of Music and Dance opens Homecoming

Weekend '82 with a presentation of the eight annual Multiband Pops

show on Friday, October 8 at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Center. The

musical extravaganza will feature performances by.. .count em.. .no

less than nine of the University's music ensembles including the

•Minutemen' Marching Band, the University Symphony Band, and the

University Wind Ensemble. Also featured will be guest appearances by

singer Beau Flahive and Irish uilleann piper Damain Lyons. Admission

is free.
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Would you like

to spend the

FALL/SPRING
SEMESTER
IN JERUSALEM?

The lacob Hiatt Institute In Israel
OFFERS YOU
• fall term tocus on Israel: its politics, history, social develop-

ment, art and architecture

• spring term focus on Jerusalem; its unique ethnic, religious,

artistic and political diversity

• study trips throughout Israel in the tall, including Ax\ extended

stay on a kibbutz and in a development town

• courses conducted in English

• a strong program in Hebrew

• a small learning community, with students from all over the

United States

• a superb location, in the tenter of Jerusalem, within walking

distance of the Old City

• Brandeis credit • ^''iJ'H iai aid available

APPLICATION DEADLINES: MARCH 15 (fall)

NOVEMBER 1 (spring)

I or tiirihiT intormaiion see vour Study Abroad advisor or write;

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS. SACHAR CENTER

Brandeis University

W.iltham. Massa( husetts 02254 (617) 647-2422

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
It y ilif poll. V C.I B.<l.<l.•>^ I n.ve.Mlv not lo il.v. nm.nalr .IRJ'"*' '"» ippl"*"' on the bi^n nt <*<. r

loloi leliRion \rt.ittr n*lK)n<l ijrigin of the p(es*n<«> o( jnv hinilit ap

N I
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BARSELOTTI'S
THURSDAY KIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Annherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher

of beer with this coupon
DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER

OPENING SPECIAL

^O/OU ^^^^ gQ customers
QualityWords : Prompt Service

MDI/WORD LINK ~
Word Processing

. . . 253-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(above Matthews Shoes)

Resumes &. Papers
Consultations & Editing

• Theses • Dissertations

OPENING SPECIAL

A remarkable
cxperimcni in lc^al

education There
IS no other school m
the nation that can
do what you are

doing here
'

Viimm Hunirr
I hief lusthv

' \ ^upr^rnr ( iturt

University-

of
Puget
Sound
School
of Lavir

Tacoma. Washington

tiet the facts < )n

• Selecting a law school
• Surviving in law schcx)l

• The Puget Sound law program

Dav

Time

Place

Friday Oct 8

2-4 pm

Hampshire House

t.iinijci
Becky Blajda

Presenting High Bias n and

the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so

extraordinary, we're going to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
Because Permapass,'" our unique oxide bonding process, locks
each oxide particle--each musical detail—onto the tape. So music
stays live. Notjust the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

Wbll guarantee the cassette, yduu Hn«»amm.

Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect the
tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind. SUicone-
treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape alignment.
Housing is made strong by a design unique to Memorex.

Well guarantee them foreven
Ifyou are ever dissatisfied with Memorex High Bias II,

mail us the tape and we'U replace it free.

Minority eniarineering students win awards
^ ^

M«rw rtaticrh StPve Havnes. Jesus Fonsesca and lower level and carried a full calculus load the nex

By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Correspondent

Four students from the Minority Enpneering Program

(MEP) here at the University of Massachusetts won

scholarships from General Electric last Friday.

One other minority engineering student also received an

award from General Electric.

Jeff Rocha was the recipient of the award, and received

a 41 C General Electric programable calculator, the

newest model from General Electric.

Mark Haugh, Steve Haynes, Jesus Fonsesca and

Amarildo Ferreira were the recipients of the $500.00

General Electric Pittsfield Division scholarships, honored

for excellence in the Electrical Engineering field.

Amarildo Ferreira, a Junior Mechanical Engineering

major is a good example of the work and encouragement

provided by the Minority Engineering Program according

to Professor Ting-wei Tang, MEP Director.

"Amarildo was not prepared to take the calculus course

essential for engineering when he entered UMass, so he

decided to take the five year program. In the program he

took one year of precalculus. By doing this he started on a

lower level and carried a full calculus load the next

semester. By being extremely careful in taking his other

courses, he obtained an excellent cumulative average,"

Ting-wei Tang said.

Jeff Rocha, a sophomore is considered the best among

the minority engineers with Jesus Fonsesca, also a

sophomore closely following his steps, according to Tang.

"This is the beginning of an interaction of companies

that support the Minority Engineering Program." Pro-

fessor Tang said. With these scholarships and this award,

Tang wishes to encourage other minority students to work

hard U) achieve these same feoals.

The future of
America lies

in our voting

wrj
BOSTON (AP) — Despite its refusal to hear the case,

the U.S. Supreme Court hasn't heard the last of the issue

of layoffs favoring black teachers in the Boston public

schools, the head of the Boston Teachers Union has

predicted.

"Taking a job from someone on the basis of skin color is a

substantial constitutional issue," Union President

Kathleen A. Kelley. said Monday, reading a statement

after a staff meeting of the BTU, which represents about

3,500 teachers.

"The issue has to be resolved. The constitutional issues

raised by this case will not go away.

"It is our belief that with cases in New York, Michigan

and IlUnois foUowing closely behind Boston. eventuaUy the

court will be forced to decide on the merits which we

believe have national significance."

Without commenting, the Supreme Court let stand on

Monday a ruling that the layoffs of more than 1,000 white

teachers were acceptable as part of court ordered

desegregation of Boston public schools.

Thomas Clegg, Blackstone School principal and head of

the administrators' union, said only "that's what we have a

Supreme Court for."

Boston School Superintendent Robert R. SpUlane said

the decision was one he expected.

"We didn't expect it to be any different,' said Jean M.

McGuire black Boston school committee member and a

founder of the Black Educators AlUance of Massachusetts.

"Using seniority doesn't hold water anymore. The mam

7.

reason you should hold a job is because you're doing a good

job. The issue, of course, is full employment, and we're still

not facing up to that."

The BTU had gone to the high court to challenge a 1st

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling of last February that

upheld the layoffs.

"Over a thousand white teachers with tenure of up to 16

years of service have been laid off while none of the

tenured black teachers - including those with lesser

service — have been laid off and at the same time new

black applicants have been hired," the BTU charged.

U.S. District W. Arthur Garrity, ruling in 1974 that the

Boston school committee had intentionally segregated

schools along racial lines, ordered a massive desegregation

plan into effect, including busing.

Garrity later ordered measures aimed at giving blacks

25 percent of teaching and administrative jobs. The

number increased until blacks held about 19 percent of

teaching jobs and 20 percent of administrative posts.

In June 1981, Garrity ruled that in case of layoffs during

a budget crisis then facing the school system, his per

centage goals had to be kept.

He therefore allowed the School Committee to breach

job security and seniority provisions in labor agreements

to retain blacks with less seniority were reUined in

preference to whites.

Garrity also ordered blacks to have an absolute

preference if the school committee began to recall laid off

teachers, until reaching a 2 percent goal.

By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

Tuesday's rally emphasizing "NO NUKES" Ls a very

important issue, one that should not be taken lightly. It is

especially important to the future of our children, who as of

yet cannot realize the potential for destruction that nuclear

weapons hold.

The nuclear build up, which our great leader president

Reagan has deemed so necessary, has taken life sustaining

jobs from our people. Unemployment is now the highest

it's been in forty years. Not to mention black teenage

unemployment which has now leveled off at sixty percent.

The nation's elderiy, who after having their welfare

benefits and food sUmps cut right out of the budget now

suffer indirect effects, by cutbacks in police protection and

general town maintenance, and are directly affected by the

threat of having their social security benefits rescinded.

Even our children, the nation's future, have had their

hot school lunch program slashed by the budget cutting

hatchet of President Reagan. In short, huge cutbacks all

across the board, from government aid in education to job

training, have meant nothing but hardship and economic

disaster for literally millions of Americans.

Editors Commentary

* : 7Tr-,«v Riifhanan Phil Pasley and Alex MurkiBon, the latter two of the

fr.?,™UrXh"?Higl. tride"S::;ing th. 13 Ll, w.lK t, r.i., money for the ABC h.us..

The Reagan administration has taken a most radical step

in the wrong direction. All this has been in the name of

building a stronger and more independent America. Maybe

this should be rephrased as building a stronger and more

independent corporate America.

It appears that we are now a country who has given up

all that we cherish, in exchange for a nuclear holocaust. It

seems that we are no longer pro life, but pro death.

In the book entitled "The Third Wave" author Alvin

Toffler compares the various stages in which civilization

has progressed. From a First Wave agricultural society to

a Second Wave industrial society. Toffler singles out the

differences in which the two societies coexisted with

nature and the surrounding environment.

"With the coming of the Second Wave society civihzation

one found capitalist industrialists gourging resources on a

massive scale, pumping voluminous poisons into the air,

deforesting whole regions in pursuit of profit, without

much thought about side effects or long term con-

sequences. The idea that nature was there to be exploited

provided a convenient rationalization for shortsidedness

and selfishness."

We are now entering a post industrial state and we must

direct all of our efforts toward moving into the future or

the "Third Wave" as it is termed. The men who now hold

office in our countries are from almast a pre industrial

state Their minds reminisce about the good old days when

a woman's place was in the kitchen and a Negro was

passive and subordinate.

These are old ideds which hold us back from making

progress in a more beneficial manner lo serve all peoples,

and not just those who are "deserving." Students have

made history in the past and as we can see it's time we let

our voices be heard again. Speak out about the i-ssues

which torment you night after night. Wrtie a letter to your

congressman, leli mem you aon t want nukes, lell them

you don't want industries creating pollution and acid rain.

Tell them you want more jobs at home and you want them

to pay you decent wages. And let them know you don't

approve of their exploiting other countries and their people

as cheap sources of labor.

We are the inheritants of this country called America.

And I for one would like to share it with my children. I

would like to remember America as it is "amber waves of

grain," and not to see it resemble a lunar landscape.

V* » 1^ ii if n' i*;
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National Student Exchange Students

UMass Students returning from exchange
Anyone interested in going on exchanee

Come to the NSE Club Kick-off - Happy Hour!

Where: The Amherst Pub

When: Tuesday, October 12 from 6:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Why: To get the NSE Club rolling. There will be

MUNCHIES and liquid refreshments (at your own

expense - MA drinking age is 20, positive ID

required)

Everyone is invited to COME ON DOWN!

^^^ Serving a Variety of

Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

tt and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:
the Pasta of Your Choice Topped

with Our Delightful Sauces

Monday-Friday
11 am-2 pm

Monday-Saturday

5 pm-11 pm

Campus Cent«r/Stud«nt Union

Doord of Governors

Accepting applications for the

following coordinator positions:

special Projects

Building Operations

Conf*r»nc* S«ryic«s/Hot«l Accomodations

Applications and information available in

CC 817 (9 ann-4 pnn) Deadline Oct. 8, 1982

This is your chonco to got involvodi

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

Y ».;•••>'* '"**• ^^•i^'feft

Basic

CALCULATOR CENTER
sic Business Scientific

Move Ahead
With the HP-IOC.

amir—^*^

HP-IOC

$65.00 List 80.00

Hewlett-Packard's lovk. st priced

picHjtdtTimahle ever' Thi new HP IOC

scit'iui'ic calculator can make problem

soIvi'K^ easier with

• 7^) Proijrani Lines. Ccnditionat

• Riiilt-in Tngononietnc- and Statistics

Functions

• RPN Logic, Merged K^vcodes

• Continu<xis Memorv

• Liquid Crystal DispKiv.

!
]

2".'« o I « I • «

Let the HP-IOC help you upgrade your performance.

See one today.

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

^^ VlNeWiD
A Large and Surprising

Selection of

Wine & Beer,

in Bottles or on Tap

Monday-Friday
11 am-11 pm
Saturday

5 pm-11 pm >c/:

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

60 <t Drinks

9toll=30»^
NoCover

$150,000 horse arena dedicated at Tillson Farm
T 7 , .. , J _ _: ;.,„.;„„ f„.. »i,„ o „„/4« ntmrf. nf nnvatp romoanies. alumni and pnvaU

By JULE LANZA
Collegian Correspondent

As of October 29. students who have had a riding class

canceled because of bad weather will no longer have to

worry, because at 11 a.m. today, the new mdoor horse

arena at Tillson Farm will be dedicated ^^ , . .

The $1.50.000 arena covers an area of 80 by 200 feet and

is built to accomodate two separate riding classes at once,

said Tom Trotman of the University of Massachusetts

?^oundation. a non profit fund raising organization for the

University.

The funds for the project were raised by a group ol

private citizens known as The Equine Center Council, who

saw the need for an indoor arena and decided to do

something about it.

In addition to the building of the arena, plans for the

construction of horse stables are under way. An additional

$100,000 is needed for their completion.

The Equine Center Council collected contributions from

( ollr|hu> photo by Darid Mav

.^ u K* ...n.hine the new indoor horse arena at Tillson Farm will begin to

SUnding erect in the bright «^ ^.ne the n ^^^.^^
bear t!r.e brunt of roanv horse hooin

.

a wide range of private companies, alumni and private

citizens of Amherst and other local communities. Trotman

estimated the total amount collected to be approximately

$140,000 with an additional $10,000 in donations still ex-

pected.

Janet Dakin of Amherst, former chairperson of the

council and now an active member said all the council

members have contributed to the fund. Dakin said she

feels the UMass Equine Program is "excellent," and has

been deserving of an indoor arena for the past 16 years.

The arena makes economic sen.se for both the uxpayer

and the University, since it is such a waste of money for

the horses to be idle on bad days." Dakin said.

Dr. Anthony Borton. director of the Equine Studies

Program, said the program, owning .50 horses, is one ofthe

best in the country and the arena will serve to help it a

great deal.

"I'm delighted with the arena." adds Borton. "I m very

excited to be associated with a group of private citizens

who have seen this as a need and have given so much of

their time and money to make it a reality."

Borton also said that while the arena will be used

primarily for classes, it may also be used for other ac-

tivities such as field days, horse shows and public riding

classes.

James B. Marcum. chairperson of the department of

Veterinarian and Animal Sciences said the Equine

Department is one of the bigger users of labs at Tillson,

which are particularly helpful to students who need to gain

some practical training.

"The bi^gesl problem that faces the department is one of

stale support in terms of funds for the program." Marcum

said. "That is why we have been extremely pleased with

the help from people like those of the Equine Center

Council."

Dr. Marcum said the riding classes to be offered in the

new arena will teach people how to ride and manage horses

while certifying some in teaching. He also said the

department will now have the opportunity to go year

round with the classes.

The Equine Center CouncU is stUl taking contributions

for the fund in its efforts to raise about $100,000 to pay for

horse stables. Anyone interested in contributing to the

fund should contact Dr. Borton of the Equine Studies

department or the council.

\UUUmiitMittmum.*'
,»«,**.***-4.A«»» «
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SONY WALKMAN
Sensational Stereo for

All Walks of Life

SRF-70W WM-2

Dastardly
Dan
THURSDAY ^^'
All the Draft Beer You Can Drink

$3. Cover 9 - Close
36 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst. MA 253-9286

You are

the eyes

and ears

of the

Collegian,

Call x3500.
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^nmVERSITY
OPEN M-F 9-5 aUstore^

LEVIS
SALE

V neck

Crew
Neck

100% Cetton
Turtlenecks

Straight

Leg

Denim

Men's
Acrylic

Sweaters

Ladies

Sweaters

$ 1 8.95

$12.95

$ 1 8.00

$7.95

Handpainted stick pins

with purchase

1 per customer

no minimum purchase

good for 1st 75 customers

Saturday Clothes
266 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

9:30 • 6 Mon - Sat

FRIDAYS till 9 pm

im
=f.prooix:tions

Steppin ' Out with

THURSDAY OCT. 21, 1982
on stage 8:00 p.m.

InConcert 1 ^\

TICKETS

OM SALE

OCT. 7, 1982

Ticket Limit 4 p^t person
Ticket Prices: student 9.50, 10.50

general public 10.50, 11.50

Ur^ion Records • FAC • For the Record •

No Car^s, Bottles or Cameras Please

FINE ARTS CENTER • U. MASS.

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
nmsmTUNp&i.- okay,

THimiN.FUZI-FACei OKAY,

YOOJVSTBLmiftN YOUmfT
J eApYRSOFVONIN MB TO 60

'- c^eflmof wsaxjT'

IF II

UJOULPUr
Be TOO MUCH

NOTATALL.
I'LL Bemm
BACK.

ueiL''. HeAGRsesrr
UJAShtTSUCH
A HOT PASS

The UMass Zone

CINDY. WfiNi 'iOK)€\/tK

NOTICED How hANi FOR:

AND TH£y CoMS PRon Soc»

fAIKr^'^Ay PLACES. yAve )vu

NOTICED lyAT. O^oy^

BELIEVE ME
NOTICED

by Mark Rollins

]

ACROSS
1

" and the

Man"
5 Attracted

9 Profound

13 Frugal

14 Religious

sculpture

15 Different

16 Capital on a fiord

17 French historian

18 Two-wheeler

19 Begin

21 Wall Street worker

23 Transaction

24 Contemptuous
ones

26 Isl near Corsica

28 Short haircut

30 Inhabitant of

65 Across
31 Lookout spot

34 One with unusual

drive

38 Freshwater
mussel

39 Legendary evil

being

41 "The world will

little .

"

42 Primitive symt)Ol

44 Charm
46 Game fish

48 Big bird

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

^OU K/VJOu; , JuD£
I FIMALLY FKrUi^eO
OuT UJHV YOU
SnOKE bo nucH

1 THifWK IT'S

^tCAUSt YOU HAVE
A SuB- CONSCIOUS
QeATH UUISH.

OH YeAH'^ OOHAT ^f\K^^ VC
THINK THPiT"?

Gooz by G. Masse

|4e^i |?«3'. U)l^er^'\/€

all da^\

(JM fAXl0S€tl S(?A^iA^

ar-ra VlfuJl^)gS€m;-

rr-' i ''ir i

'

i
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oW. u)^ (^'^(^f^
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Bloom County
bv Berke Breathed

HONGKONG'

-me rA0N60cw...THe

WIPNlGHT6Hlf^ReCK...7He

9BAimR/U SeRVAffT GIRL WHO

WfTM Hef^ ANP...,

^=^-^-*-
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(\HP HO,BlNKl£y.

\ AHeAR...

49 Show assent

50 Appropriates

54 French state

56 "Wait a little

57 Enduring

61 Lodk
62 War0 off

64 Ste^
65 Paradise

66 Bordeaux and
Macon

67 Med school subj

68 Rankling

69 " Fall in

Love"
70 Concordes, for

short

DOWN
1 Old Testament
book

2 Siesta

3 Bungling

4 Sign of a catnap

5 " et mon
droit"

6 Charters

7 Greek letter

8 Post Office poster

9 Act of exclusion

10 Omit

1

1

Gravelly ridge

12 Equals
14 Draw out

20 Keep on

22 Learn by

observing

25 Essence
26 Rabbit's tail

27 River through

Florence

29 Command
32 Downcast
33 Domtwy and

35 Geological

features

36 Other, in Spam
37 Requirement

40 Cries for

43 Rosalind Russell

role

45 Places

47 Careless urban

development

50 Works at

51 Musical term

52 Sign on a door

53 Gardenia's forte

55 One of the Titans

58 Cuprite and iron

59 Orderly

60 Disapproving

sounds
63 Compete

1 7 3 4

1

5 6 7 S 9 10 '11 1?

13 14 15

16 17 11

19 M 7\ ??

pi" 1

\ " »

26 71 jl ;s ?9 30 ^^H
31 J? 33 34 35 36 37

3a 39 " 41

4? 43 44 45

46 47 U 49

sT^ 51 sT^ " 54 55

IBI
S6

57- 5« 59 60

ITT"

1

62 63

1

64

65 66 67

6« 69 70
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VVKATHER

Sunny this morning with in-

creasing clouds in the after-

noon. Highs in the upper

60's. Showers developing

tonight continuing into

tomorrow morning.

WMUA FM 91.1

•V

6-9am
9-noon

12-3pm
3-5:30pn>

5:30-6pm

6-7pm

7- 10pm

10-2am

2-6

Concepto Latino

Steve Diamond
Ed Berk

DK
Newswatch

Focus — Ken
Mosakowski
Women's Media

F'roject

Kari Njiiri —
Pan Afriijue

More Music

i^

'm

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Reuben Sandwich

Salute To APPLE Month

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu

Raked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Salute To APPLE Month

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

10:30 - 11:30Just Another Joke in

the Wall — Comedy in

the Blue Wall

12:30More Fun from the

Wall/The Atlantics

l:30Jorma Kaukonen —
Ex-Airplane guitarist

in the SUB
2:00Rock and Roll video

11:30

12:30

1:30-

J
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Netwomen beat Springfield
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

SPRINGFIELD - The University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team easily

defeated Springfield College Saturday by a

score of 6 3, to improve their record to 2 5,

but did not play with as much intensity as

their previous match, according to coach

John Beal.

"I don't think they played as well as they

did against UNH," said Beal. "Springfield is

just not nearly the caliber of a team that

UNH is."

Despite their lack of intensity. UMass
jumped out to a quick lead on a beautiful

sunny afternoon with little wind. Both the

first and second singles players won their

matches, as first singles Elizabeth Sullivan

won a lengthy and tough match in three

sets. 7 6 (8 6 in the tiebreaker). 3 6, 6 2.

Second singles Ariel Fowler dominated her

match in winning 6-2, 6-2.

The team suffered a minor setback when
third singles player Chris Frazier lost her
match, 6 3, 6 3, but fourth singles player
Patricia Sullivan easily defeated her op
ponent6 1,6 3.

Fifth singles player Anne Marie
MacKertish was defeated in her match, 6-3,

6-2, but sixth singles player Joyce Girasella

won in straight sets, 7-5, 7-5 to put UMass
ahead 4-2 in singles matches.

The first doubles team of Maureen
Hanlon and Diana Biagioli won handily, 6-2,

6 4, while the second doubles team of Laura
Kaufmann and Jillian Nesgos won even
easier, by a score of 6- 1 , 6 2.

The third doubles team of Tina Eglin and
Bonnie Lechten played a good game but
were defeated in three sets, 2-6. 6-4, and 7-

6 (7 4 in the tiebreaker).

The team will host Northeastern
University today at 3 p.m. on the Boyden
Courts.

An Ode to Jim Craig
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The news came over the AP, wire

yesterday afternoon. Jim Craig had been

released by the Boston Bruins after having

been on waivers since Friday. No other

team wanted to pick him up.

Hopefully, this will be the last we hear of

Craig. True, he was an Olympic hockey hero

and cover man for Sports Illustrated when
the famed Olympic team won the gold

medals, but he's been such a pathetic

creature clinging to a legend of days gone
by that a lot of people are sick and tired of

hearing his name.
Now maybe Jim will go out and get a real

job. Car salesman would be a good choice

for a Jim Craig occupation. He could get his

dad (you know, the guy who did soda

commercials with Jim while a Jim Craig's

dad caption flashed under his face) to help

him.

"My son Jim always cruises in his Cor-

doba, don't you son." Jim Craig's father

could say.

"Where's my dad?" Jim could say with his

lips while not making any sound to a nearby

customer.
Jim Craig's father, Jim Craig's dad, Mr.

Craig...the guy must not have a real name
of his own. Imagine your own father going

onto a television commercial with you with

so-and-so's dad printed under him. Jim
Floyd's dad would not like it, that's for

sure.

Jim Craig was a good goalie as a U.S.

national team player. He was not of

National Hockey League calibre. With any
luck, Craig will smarten up. grow up and
pick up his life. If he had followed teammate
Mike Eruzione's example and just made
guest star appearances before his star got

too tarnished (if it isn't already) then he

would have made out much better.

Maybe he can have a son, name him
Craig, wait for Craig to become a star and
do commercials as Craig Craig's dad.

Zoo Disc hosts"Ultimate Affair" at UMass

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone numt)ef FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDFD?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainnnent

Agency bas guaranteed performances for

you r function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/ month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 549-3700

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Mustang new trans., exhaust and 2

tires 91,000 good cond. needs 2 tire rods

$1000/BO Rich 6-1066

76 Honda Civic Wagon new clutch

shocks battery some body rust 666-7530

after 7 PM
Ford Granada 1975 excellent condition

with many new parts AM/FM cassette &
nfiany features please call 256-8297

1971 Hornet coupe good shape $500.00

527-4963

1970 Olds 442 recent timing G & Ch dual

exh rebuilt carb nds wk $400 firm call 6-9243

Subaru Wagon 77 engine, 76 t>ody.

AM/FM. Good condition. 549-0866

73 Vega rusty but in good driving condition

80000 miles $500 negotiable call Sheri

549-1815

74 Subaru runs only 2S0» call 549-0773

BEAUTIFUL SINGLE

In apartment on bus route close to town

and campus. Reasonable rent 253-2872

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivsrsd by professional bellydancsr

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 !4

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

ENTERTAINMENT

lective sks counseling sup>ervisor to train

and supervise peer counselors in hotline

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send
resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Union

People interested In making money at

home, with your own Texas Instrument

personal computer. Call Grace or Paul after

5 PM 666-2494

Job Available - security guard 10 PM - 2

AM 2 nights/week great job for student call

774-3092 9:X 3:30 M-F

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organize

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Free homacooked meals Kitchen helpers

needed $$$ rebate from dining commons.
Evenings 4-6:30 p.m. Located very close to

campus. No experience necessary. Call im-

mediately for info. Joe W.
545-2150/545^X)47.

Earn extra cash easy Halloween sales

549^)694

ICE HOCKEY

Goalie Pads neadad to buy or rent. Call

Bob 584-7035

Goalie Urgently Needed - for I. M. team.

Call Bumper immed. 253-7501 or 545-3121

leave message

INSTRUCTION

Tutoring Math Physics 256-0193

Basic Auto Mechanics Workshop.
hours including classroom theory

shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2096

28
and

The bast sound system is MF Cof-

feehouse sound 256-8400

FOR RENT

Amherst. 1 bedroom apt. $295/m include

util, heat. Bus route. Call 253-3515

FOR SALE

Tennis Instructor Wanted for in-

termediate level player call 546-8634

LESBIAN/GAY

Office Manager Position open - 10 hour

a week workstudy position - apply at the

People's Gay Alliance office 413 SUB
5-0154 women & third world student? en-

couraged to apply

MXR 100 phase shifter »66 1 2837805

Refrigerator 5 cu. ft. good cond 100.00

firm 549-1014

The Who Sun. 10/10 Byrne Arena N.J.

floor tickets BO by 10/7 549-4032

Used Waterbad, Queen size. Frame,

heater, mattress incl. $100. call 268-3586

after 4.

Guild Maderia acoustic guitar excellent

cond Bill 549-4718

Jak-Pacsl The original cotton, multi-

colored jackets direct from Bali. $80. way

below retail. Rob 253-5238 early am, eves

LOST

HELP WANTED

Lesbien and Gay Man's Counseling Col-

Lost pale yellow strsnded glass beed
necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Help Lost Woman's Seiko watch t)etween

Hampshire and Hasbrouk 9-29 call 6-4247 or

6-5439

LOSTI thin gold medallion inscribed on

both sides: -Mrs. 1962 NDA Tyngsboro-

very sentimental any info, please call Peggy

6-8029.

Lost brown leather wallet call Maura
6-1413 very important •

Pair of glasses in a red case if found

please call 253-5339

Tan Jacket with blue trim near Boyden

courts Tuesday morning 10/5 please call

549-5206 if found

With this coupon vou'll receive any foot-long sandwich

for 99' when vou purchase another of comparable

value at the usual listed price, lotfer good through 10/31/82.)

Redeem At

3UBi!i(^V^

America's Famous Foot long Sandwich

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

90 King St.

Northampton

214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Counseling in friendly non-institutional

setting, confidential, sliding scale fees call

the Synthesis Center 256-0772 or 253-7022

Individual, couples, femily. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

546-0041

RECORD STORE
~

Dynamite Records - New Er used, buy Er

sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

RECORDMANIA

JOE JACKSON AND CHICK COREA are

alive and well and on sale at Union
Records. . .

RIDE WANTED

I need a ride to Yale Fri Oct 8 call Bob
6-9421

Ride wanted to Pennsylvania Oct 9-11

share expenses Miice 6-5710

RIDERS WANTED
~

Riders wanted to Bucitnall Univ leave Fri

Oct 8 return Oct 1 1 will go to other places in

Penn call Jodi 549-1352

ROOMMATE WANTED

Room for rent M or F $166 monthly in-

cluding utilities call Sharon 253-5218

Female roommate wanted to share

house on Bay Rd 140 -^ 256-8058

Apartmentmate naeded. Sunderiand
complex. Rent negotiable on bus route fur-

nished. Call Jeff 666-4357

Two rooms available in Northampton
Apt cheap must rent now 546-1336 (9-5)

666-3509 after 5

PERSONALS
~

Stick It In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Montreal Trip« Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

1982 for more info call Nancy & Randi

549-0516

Hoclcey Goalie Wanted for intramural

team this season. Call John 549-6042

Adventurous-Athletic-Warmheartad
Women

I'm GARY I own a PLANE and love to FLY
I seek a COMPANION for FLIGHTS b FUN
never too late DAY NIGHT call 546-7812

Don't misa Arthur Thurs Oct 7 at the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom shows at 5, 7, 9, and

1 1 :00 pm ^__
Karen - Happy Birthdayl I bet you're sur-

prised to see thisi I can't wait for this w/el

Love Dawn

Colloquium on undergraduate racism and
sexism October 16-17 9:00 am location

Center for Racial Studies Moore House
Southwest call 5-0472 or 5-2083 to register

Better and better wish contact Silva-MC

graduates to practice Leamsi 546-9407

Kelly, Julie & Mark,
Although each one of you didn't receive

your own, we didn't forget about you I Each

one of you mean alot to us, and let's

celebrate our last years with the "best

times" ever! Happy Birthdays, afterall, this

is just the beginning.

Love ya all

Mark, Jo-Anne ft Chris

Was your weekend too wildl Mayt>e

your clothes need nr>ending. I can do your

mending for a minimal fee call eves 6-4916

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonwealth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday-Thursday 6:30-7:30 PM.

$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4645 all

welcome

Ojol Carlos Pizarro. Tu hermana blanca

rubia te busca. No seas pendejo Llamame.

Pompii

Don't miss Arthur Thurs Oct 7 at the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom shows at 5, 7, 9, and

11:00 PM
Happy Birthday Mickey
L

Celebrate I M Et

Barb - Thanks for all the special times

we've shared. Happy Birthday S.H. Love,

Steve

I'm finel Who are you? From the otter.

Attention Minxs: Homecoming Events &
Homecoming Brunch at the Pub. . football

game. . Happy Hour. . .Pike. "We are

familyl" Nancy £t Edee

Karen Sullivan Happy 201 A long wait but

well worth it. Have a good one! Love, Pam
P.S. for everyone we know that is reading

this we're not always together??

Debbie, Happy Second Decade. Looking

forward to a great year I Linda

SERVICES

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584^1627 evenings

Immediate Cash For class rings, gold and
silver jewelry. Highest Prices paid on cam-

pus 6-8722

Proffessionel Dress-Maker Amherst
Area - custom made clothing alterations

-repairs zippers replaced for app>ointment

call 256-0867 evenings

SONY VIDEOTAPES
~

Best video evailable used % inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min - $6. 30 min $8.

60 min $10. 617-757-3165 or 617-752-3313

after 5

WANTED TO BUY
~

Buying class rings, gold and siK/er jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WORD PROCESSING_^ * '
-

Resumes Er Papers: Prompt quality

preparations. Professional theses Et disser-

tation consultations. MDI/WORD
LINK253 9535

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Call

Doug 546-8185

THURSDAYS ALL MITE

THE BIG ONE

TACKLE IT! *<S?/

it
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UM stickers match sixth straight
Defeat obstacles, Yale 2-0

,#;**-
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University of Massachusetts* Patty Smith moves the ball downfield in

the Minutewomen's 2-0 win over Yale yesterday at upper NOPE field.

By JENNIFER KUFPER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's field hockey teann overcame three

obstacles in yesterday's f[;sivc\e, when they

defeated Yale University 2-0 at the upper

NOPE field.

Despite the intense heat, the bumpy
field, and the poor officiating, UMass coach

Pam Hixon's team upped their unmarred

record to 5-0.

'if they can't play the way they're used

to doing, it disrupts the whole game and

everything they have been working on,"

Hixon said while commenting on the poor

officiating.

The officiating was ambiguous with the

referees allowing seconds to pass between

the whistle and their call. One official on

the otherhand, called the game "uninspir-

ing, with terrible passing." She blamed the

"atrousious" field as the cuiprut.

Although Yale never succeeded in put-

ting the ball past UMass goalie Patty Shea,

they were an offensive threat. They were

led by Hilliary Hart, who was fed fast

break passes a number of times by her Yale

teammates.
On these occasions, the UMass defense

was able to stop Hart. Andrea Muccini,

Nancy Goode and Carol Progulske led the

dpfensive team that shattered Yale's

dreams of a victory.

Midfield play saw alot of action in this

game of seasaw possession. The work of

Caroline Kavanaugh, Megan Donnelly and

Tennis team
tips Albany
State, 6-3
By SCOTT HOOD
Collejfian Staff

As the western sky glowed a bright

orange over the hills here in the Pioneer

Valley early last evening, the I'niversity of

Massarhusetts men's tennis team truly

arrived as a leijilimate power in New
England collegiate tennis. The significance

of yesterday's 6 3 victory over an ex

perienced Albany State squad should not be

lost.

It was simply the biggest win of the year,

a satisfying triumph over the same cast of

players that crushed the Minutemen. 9

last year. The Minutemen now cruise into

Princeton, New Jersey this weekend for

the F]CAC Championships riding a six

match winning streak and a wave of con

fidence.

Contrary to past triumphs this season,

this one was definitely not easy. Five of the

six singles matches went to three sets, with

the teams splitting 3 3.

Neal Mackertich remained unbeaten on

the season with a 6 7, 6 0, 6 3 victory over

old nemesis Barry Levine. Last fall, Levine

beat Mackertich in three sets, winning the

third set 6 1. Mackertich turned the tables

this time winning 12 of the last 15 games
after suffering a first set loss in the

tiebreaker.

Nick Julian, who has lost only one singles

match this fall, emerged victorious once

again, a 6-3, 4-6. 6-1 winner over Rob
Karen.

"It was real close. I couldn't hit hard

today and I had to chip." said Julian. "I was
patient. 1 didn't make many forced errors,

especially in the third set."

Stuart Goodman continued the winning

ways for the netmen. rebounding for a 5 7.

6 3. 61 triumph over Dave Ulrich.

"I listened to coach's advice to stay back

and hit crosscourt and move him (Ulrich)

around, " said Goodman. "In the first two
sets I played aggressive and he had a good

passing shot. In the third set I stayed back

and dictated tempo from the baselin?."

Despite the UMass success in the first

three singles matches, the story was

« rTT-r? T / ^ / r ^ - ^ -

('«llciriaii photo b; Brrndford HuaM«r

Nick Julian makes a backhand return in yesterday's action at Boyden
tennis courts. Julian came away with a three set victory as the

Minutemen topped Albany State 6-3, for their sixth straig^ht win.

reversed in the bottom three as Albany
State bounced back to gain the split.

Steve Jordan lost a tough one to Fred
Gaber. 6-2, 4-6. 6-4 at number four. Rich

Lindgren was smashed by Tom Schmitz at

number five 6 0. 6 2 in the only singles

match that did not last three sets. Dave
Singer was bounced by Dave Grossman 6-2.

16. 6 4 at number six.

With the split in the singles, the scene

shifted to the doubles to see who would

emerge victorious on this beautiful af

ternoon. As the sun set low the netmen
responded in high style by sweeping
Albany State.

Julian Dave Salem turned back Schmitz-

Grossman 10 7 (they were forced to pjay

ten -game pro sets because of the onrushing

darkness.) Mackertich Duseau romped
over Levine Gaber, 10 4. In the tightest

doubles match, Lindgren-Jordan squeezed
past Ulrich Karen 8-7 (7-1 in the tie

breaker) in a match shortened by the
darkness.

an excellent performance by Sue Packard

served as the connecting link between the

offense and defense.

The first goal came in the first half at

20:46 when Tina Coffin took charge of a

Patty Smith cross and shot the ball home.

At the end of the opening half UM led

1-0. They had six corners to Yale's four

with only three saves against Yale's six.

Second half play led UMass to fast break

action prompted by Smith and Donnelly.

Strong crosses by Tish Stevens and

Packard gave the UMass stickwomen the

edge in the Yale circle, upsetting Yale's

defense and gaining corners.

At 22:56 Smith's fast break set up a cor-

ner. On the corner shot, a Yale defenseman

stood in goal and caught the powerful drive

with her stomach. This foul gave UMass a

penalty stroke.

Megan Donnelly was chosen by Hixon to

take the flick. At 21:21 Donnelly blasted

the ball past goalie Nada Cellers to give

UMass a 2-0 lead.

Yale never relented, and with nine

seconds left UMass' Patty Shea made her

last save of the day when Hart gave one

more effort toward goal.

UMass ended the last half with their fifth

victory. They had eight shots and two

saves opposed to Yales's two shot and

three saves in the second half.

The UMass women will host their sixth

oppxjnent, the University of Maine, Friday

afternoon at 3:00 p.m. on the upper NOPE
field.

JV women
stop Yale
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts junior

varsity field hockey team shut out a slug-

gish Yale team yesterday, 3-0.

If one had to describe this game using on-

ly one word, that word would have to be:

pressure. The Minutewomen were in the

groove all aftern<x)n.

Five «ninutes after the opening whistle

sounded. Bunny Forbes put UMass on top

with the only goal they would need for a

win.

After a drive downfield and several shots

on goal, Forbes took a rebound off Yale

goalie Jennifer Ellis's pads, and nailed it to

the back of the goal.

Less than two minutes later, Mimsi Mc-

Cormick and Deb DeJesus teamed up for

the second UMass tally of the game.
DeJesus took a hard shot from the top of

the circle, and McCormick made sure it got

past the Yale defense.

The Minutewomen spent most of their

time well past the fifty yard line, frequently

driving through to the Yale striking circle.

At 14:11 in the first half, McCormick put

the game well out of Yale's reach.

On a fast break, McCormick went one on

one with Yale's Ellis. McCormick dodged
Ellis, and tapped the ball into an empty net.

The second half of the game was very

similar to the first, except that UMass had

trouble capitalizing on scoring oppor-

tunities.

The Minutewomen outshot Yale 7-1 in

the second half, but could not get going.

It was a long afternoon for both teams.

Yale seemed to find a small second wrind as

the clock wound down, but even then, the

Minutewomen were not threatened.

The UMass defense was hardly tested as

Yale managed only two shots on goal the

entire game.

"We have been working on our passing

in practice," said Coach Donna Partin,

"and I think it has paid off"

In a game that was played last Saturday,

the UMass JV defeated Springfield College

1-0. Forbes scored the lone Minutewomen
tally, with an assist from McCormick.

The JV is now 3-0, and looking to extend

this record when they face Smith College

at Smith, on Friday.

Special Homecoming section inside
-N
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Faculty Senate hears

Duffey on budget hike

C^lagMa plMto hy Drew Opcr

Raymond Hayes of the maaonry shop at the Physical Plant squints

and saws while cutting a cinder block for the construction of a wall out-

side the loading dock of the Whitmore Administration Building.

ByJIMFINKLE
and RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, speaking to

the Faculty Senate for the first time

yesterday, said he is optimistic about

budget allocations for next year for the

University of Massachusetts.

Duffey announced that the

Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education will request L'Mass President

David C. Knapp to appropriate $115.3

million to the Amherst campus for fiscal

year 1984.

Duffey said this will be in addition to any

salary increases negotiated by the faculty.

He was optimistic about this request,

saying in comparison the campus received

$109.7 million for fiscal year 1983.

Commenting on yesterday's decision by

the Board of Trustees to waive tuition for

employees' children and spouses, Duffey

said, "This is a better place to work today

than it was yesterday."

Duffey said he hopes the waiver will

enable UMass to "recruit and retain

faculty."

Saying the "uniqueness of UMass is •

social and intellectual necessity for the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts," Duffey

promised to "work hard to dramatize and

defend that case both on and off campus."

Duffey, who came to UMass after

working in various government and

academic positions, said "I welcome the

opportunity to be in a specific place. I

promi.se that I will be here frequently to

nudge, to provoke, to urge, to persuade, to

decide, and sometimes to argue. I l<x)k

forward to participating with you in the

future."

Duffey said there is currently a mood of

"intense questioning and skepticism" about

the future of higher education.

"We must be mindful of the aspects of

responsibilities we have as a public in-

stitution," Duffey said. "The public expects

Continued on page tl

NOW looks at the past and future of ERA
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: second of two parts

June 30, 1982 marked the deadline for the Equal Rights

Amendment (ERA) ratification. The ERA failed to pass in

state legislatures for a number of reasons, and perhaps the

major stumbling block was that "we did not anticipate the

difficulty of getting it ratified," said Karen Sheeley,

treasurer of the National Organization for Women (NOW)

Hampshire County Chapter.

Shelley said that throughout the campaign ERA sup

porters found that when they asked people if they were in

favor of the ERA, there was between a 54 percent and 65

percent positive response. If the supporters read the

actual wording of the amendment, the positive response

rose to 75 percent to 80 percent.

The following is the wording of the Equal Rights

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution:

Section 1: Equality of rights under the law shall not be

denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on

account of sex.

Section 2: The Congress shall have the power to enforce,

by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.

Section 3: This amendment shall Uke effect two years

after the date of ratification.

The wording of the amendment appears straight for

ward yet it was surrounded by confusion, Shelley said.

Unisex bathrooms, homosexual marriages, and women on

the front lines during wartime were among the things

many people believed the amendment would lead to, she

explained.

"There are people who are against equal rights and rest

on the premise that men and women are totally different

and should remain different. " Shelley said. "They have a

narrow view of the world, do not respect the rights of

other people, and subscribe to a collection of issues that is

often called the 'New Right'."

Opposition to ERA
ERA opposition was powerful and wealthy attribution.

Shelley cited the opposition of the Mormon church, which

backed up its sUnce with considerable money. Jennifer

Jackman, a Smith senior who took a year off from studies

to work for the ERA. said "Major business interests profit

from sex discrimination." Shelley gave the example of the

insurance industry, in which policy rates differentiate male

from female, as one that is based on gender discrimination.

According to the September issue of Ms. Magazine,

prominent among the ERA's New Right opponents was the

'Eagle Forum.' The forum was organized by Phyllis^

Continued on -page u'

Computer students find

some memory files purged
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

A computer programming "hacker" left

an unpleasant surprise Monday night for

University of Massachusetts students

enrolled in an introductory computer and

information science (COINS) course.

When students tries to log on to the

COINS 121 computer subsystem, they were

treated to several lines of obscenities in-

stead of the usual greeting, all their

homework files were purged (erased), and

they were logged off of the computer.

Also affected by the unknown "hacker"

were an administrative internal account

and a program library file, according to

Chuck Lyman, Associate Director of the

University Computing Center

Stan Kulikowski, who teaches one of the

COINS 121 classes, said that as many as

twenty of his students were affected,

although the bogus program was only

operating for about a half hour.

"It cost a number of students time in

whdt is a very fast-paced course,"

KuliKowski said. "But we're trying to turn

it into a positive learning experience, since

the course deals with computer literacy."

"Security is an issue," he said. "This is

something you have to be aware of in a

timesharing system." The individual

responsible made changes to three different

accounts, Lyman said, but the most damage
was done on the COINS 121 account

because approximately six hundred
students are enrolled in the course and
access the affected files almost constantly.

The files which were damaged in the

three accounts were restored from backup

tapes.

"It's not a catastrophe, just a pain in the

butt," Lyman said.

"We caught it while it was happening,"

Lyman said. "It was dealt with before the

end of our second shift."

"I guarantee the person who did this was

a pretty sharp programmer," Lyman said.

"We are looking into the security of the

system."

Both Lyman and Kulikowski noted a

similar incident occurred about two years

ago. However, student files were not

erased in that incident.

Kulikowski said the due date for the

COINS 121 assignments has been extended

because the students affected would either

have their files restored or retype their

assignments into the

Kulikowski said the due date for the

COINS 121 assignments has been extended

because the students affected would either

have to have their files restored or retype

their assignments into the computer.

PiMto by Katte WatUt

Computer tapes, from which some students' homework, ad-

ministrative accounts, and other files were purged this week, line

storage rows in the University Computing CenUr in the Graduate

Research Center.

I
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World and national news
Technological espionage

by U.S.S.R. is thwarted

AP LaMrpkoto

Five Amerasian boys look out the window of the 'processing center at

Bangkok airport yesterday after they flew in from Vietnam with 19

other children of American fathers. The 24 children who came out today

represent the largest single group of Amerasians allowed to leave Viet-

WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger said

yesterday the Soviets attempted to steal a

device vital to air and satellite recon-

naissance, but the equipment was in

tercepted before leaving the United States.

Weinberger mentioned this briefly in a

speech in which he accused the Soviets of

using both legal and illegal methods "to raid

our technological base."

"They tried to steal a multispectral

scanner, which is indispensable to mUitary

air and satellite reconnaissance." Wein

berger said in a speech prepared for the

American League for Exports and

Assistance.

"Fortunately, it was intercepted as it was

being smuggled out of the country on a

corporate aircraft," he added.

Experts said the scanner is used to

monitor voice communications.

Weinberger gave no other details, but

Pentagon sources said the incident occurred

early this year and that the shipment was

prevented by agents working under a

Treasury Department operation called

"Exodus."

The sources, who asked to remain

anonymous, said "Exodus" is designed to

choke off the Ulegal diversion of key U.S.

technological devices to the Soviet Union

and other countries which might be hostile

to the United States.

Acoording to these sources, the scanner

was to be routed through Mexico and

Switzerland. They said that the device was

manufactured by a company in Anahemi,

CaUf., but they refused to identify the firm.

After removing the scanner equipment

from the plane, the sources said. U.S.

agents substituted sandbags.

Weinberger and other Reagan ad-

ministration officials have been carrying on

a campaign to choke off what they regard as

the dangerious diversion of U.S. technical

know how to the Soviet Union.

The defense secretary's accusation that

the Soviets "tried to steal" the scanner was

the harshest language he has used so far.

"As we tighten our own safeguards over

technology, we must be prepared for the

Soviets to target our friends and allies even

more heavily," Weinberger said.

^Elaborate terrorist tunnel system found in Beirut
... rx.L ,„;j u„i;„„,>»«..c*^ —Tcraoli nffirials in .Jerusalem, in an aoDarent softenir

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - An elaborate tunnel network

under west Beirut served as a "city within a city" for

Palestinian guerrillas - complete with an amusement

center and torture chamber, security sources said

yesterday.

They also said that the international terrorist Carlos

used the tunnels to meet with Palestine Liberation

Organization guerrillas.

The sources said the four-mile :::*work ran from the

Sabra and ChatUla refugee camps to Bourj el Barajneh

next to the airport, and was packed with arms, forged

passports and stolen cars. Other sources said helicopters*'

and small submarines were hauled from the tunnels, but

that was not confirmed.

The tunnels were discovered late last month, the sources

said.

In other Lebanese developments:

—U.S. envoy PhUip C. Habib met in Washington with

top Reagan administration officials to refine a plan for the

phased withdrawal of Israeli, Syrian and Palestinian forces

from Lebanon, followed by the recall of the 1,200 U.S.

Marines in the peacekeeping force.

Libertarian Party expandshorizons

—Israeli officials in Jerusalem, in an apparent softening

of earlier positions, said the Palestine Liberation

Organization could pull out in stages with the Syrian army,

but that all PLO fighters must be out before the last phase

of the Syrian and Israeli pullout.

—Lebanese army troops arrested 175 more people in.

west Beirut, bringing to more than 1.000 the number

seized since last week in what the military calls a campaign

to pacify the Moslem sector of the capital. The Palestinians

fear the drive is to terrorize them and force them to leave

the country.

FAIRBANKS. Alaska - "ALASKA: LAND OF THE
INDIVIDUAL ... and Other Endangered Species,"

proclaims a popular T-shirt.

The message goes a long way toward explaining why the

Libertarian Party has found a home in Alaska, where it

enjoys much more political power than anywhere else in

the country.

Dick Randolph of Fairbanks, who preaches unfettered

individual rights and freedom from government in

terference. was the first Libertarian ever elected to office

in a state when he won a seat in the Alaska House of

Representatives in 1978.

The number of Libertarian state legislators anywhere in

the country doubled in 1980 when Alaska voters re-elected

Randolph and sent Ken Fanning, also of Fairbanks, to join

him in the 40 member house.

This year, with 15 candidates. Libertarian Party officials

say they expect to pick up three or four additional seats in

the Legislature. Randolph, 46. wants to succeed retiring

Republican Gov. Jay Hammond.
The Libertarian Party, which considers itself the

country's third largest political party, says it will make its

views heard in 1982 as never before, even if it fails to score

many electoral victories.

It says it will have at least 21 gubernatorial candidates

this year, and will have candidates running for enough

offices to give 75 percent of the voters a chance to vote for

at least one Libertarian.

All told, the party says, 900 to 1.000 advocates of the

Libertarian philosophy will be on American ballots in 46

states.

U.S. stance hurts acid-rain solution
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A Canadian official warned

yesterday that U.S. Canadian cooperation on acid rain are

threatened by the Reagan administration's insistence that

not enough is known about the pollution prpblem to correct

"Let's not hide behind a smoke screen." said Robert

Slater, assistant deputy minister for Canada's Environ-

mental Protection Service. "While our undersUnding of

acid rain is far from perfect, we know that it is real, man

made and damaging."

Slater said his government has been "deeply disap

pointed" by the U.S. position reiterated here Wednesday

by Anne Gorsuch. administrator of the U.S. Environ-

mental Protection Agency.
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"This has been a bitter pUl for us to swallow," Slater said

at the final session of a two-day symposium on acid rain.

Since signing a memorandum of intent in August, the

two nations have been negotiating possible ways to curb

air pollution across the border. Slater said Minister of

Environment John Roberts has asked his staff to deter

mine whether the talks are worth continuing.

"President Reagan has confirmed the U.S. commitment

to work out an agreement... and indicated our expectation

that the negotiation would be lengthy." said Robin Porter,

the State Department's environmental specialist for

Canadian affairs.

Acid rain is generally considered the product of chemical

reactions involving sulfur dioxide and nitrous oxide

pollutants, plus water vapor and other substances in the

air.

AP Laacrpltoto

Maine Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Commis-

sioner Glenn Manuel empties some of the 30,000

young Atlantic Salmon placed yesterday into the

Saco River in Limington, Maine. The stocking of

the southern Maine river represents the first of-

ficial attempt at bringing back fish to the area.

Retraction

In Wednesday's Collegian the main story about the

nuclear freeze rally held on cartipus contained an er-

roneous statement which we would like to retract.

In the story, it was report^ that "many people com-

plained the members of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,

who w^re serving as student security in that area, were

doiflg most of the pushing, (Associate Director of Public

Safety Phil) Cavanaugh said."

This statement is untrue. Cavanaugh did not make such

a statement and no complaints were filed with the Univer-

sity police or other groups about pushing or any other im-

proper activity by PIKE members or anyone else.

The error was the result of a reporting mistake and

miscommunication between the several reporters and

editors who prepared the story.

The Collegian regrets the error and apologizes to all

th98? ipv9lv<^, ^

Correction

In yesterday's Collegian, a story on the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees' passage of a tuition

waiver package indicated the waivers would be available

to spouses and children of professors and other profes-

sional staff members. The waivers, in fact, will be

available to all non-student, full-time University

employees in categories "01" and "02."

In addition, the stor>' on the Undergraduate Student

Senate's passage of funding to send a group of students to

the Progressive Student Network inadvertently reported

the amount as $712,000. The Senate actually allocated

$712 for the trip.

The Collegian apologizes for these errors.

See Digest on page 4

Interest in video games spurs expansion
.^ < >TmTT^ w->Tir>ttT:>n Maint^nAncp and ooeratioi

(M\9t>aM pkeU> bj Draw OgWr

Jim Fontenarosa, a senior chemical engineering major, begins a game

of Qix after feeding it one of the over one million quarters now spent

yearly in Campus Center video games.

By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

In the past year more than 1.5 million

quarters were dropped into the 40 various

video-games and pinball games in the Cam-

pus Center.

In response to the overwhelming demand

20 more video-games are now being install-

ed throughout the building.

Last year the Campus Center took in

$226,537 out of $365,382 made on the

games, said Mohhammad Idrees, the finan-

cial manager of the Campus Cent«r.

"By installing 20 additional machines the

Campus Center hopes to further increase

the revenue made off of video-games," he

said.

Waiting lines can usually be seen around

the machines located in the arcade, the

games area, and in the Blue Wall.

"I enjoy playing other people's creation

plus it relieves anxieties brought on by

school, said computer system engineering

major David Pickett.

"I had a lot of free time and the video

games wake me up so I can keep

studying," Junior Tony Bullock said.

Bullock said until recently he never played

the games. Now he said he spends almost

two hours a day and $5 a week in the video

arcade.

"The money from video-games goes

towards maintenance and operation costs

for both the Campus Center and the Stu-

dent Union Building (SUB)," Idrees said.

BOG sees annex profit as

way to pay off C.C. debts
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

(BOG) last night announced plans to take a

"reasonable" sUnd on trying to use the

increasing profits of the Textbook Annex to

pay off the Campus Center debt, whrch

could possible lower the existing fee that all

University of Massachusetts students must

pay towards it.

Craig Freedman, BOG finance coor

dinator. said he and two other members of

the board met with Acting Vice Chancellor

John DeNyse to discuss the proposal of

Services and the BOG to further

negotiations on the subject.

'The problem lies in the fact that buying

books at the Textbook Annex is a man-

datory fee similar to the Campus Center

Fee because you have no other choice,"

Freedman said. "The annex is making

approximately $13 per head on every

student that buys books there and is then

funneling the money back into the Campus

Center and funding losing operations;

therefore it becomes just another hidden

fee that students pay but are not aware of."

The BOG is concerned about making

jonn uei^yse lo u.s»:u« ...- p.^p^o-. ^. students aware of what they are actuaUyS ^heirxt^k Annex profits^ help P^y-g /or and exactly how
^^^^^^^

are

pay ?he Campus Center's annual bond debt P^y-^/or 't. B^^^^^^

^^J^ ^Tudents
payments mstead of usmg the extra money

^J^^^hebXd because the amount of

to subsidize certam operations m the
*^;°ff^"^

[^^^X, ^^^es is big enough that
building that are fmanciaUy unsuccessful,

^'f'^^^^ ^^^^^ ,„ J the Campus
namely The Food Services Department.

J^nJ^Tebt^t might even roll back and
"The acting vice-chancellor was very

^^^^^^^^^ht mandatory Campus Center fee,

receptive to listenmg to our proposal and ^wer tne
^^J^^f^J^^, everyone."

seemed to be wUhng to negotiate further,
^^'^J^^^^^j. "This is a very big issue and

Freedman said. The outcome of the meeting
f^g^^^^^^^J, ^o make a reasonable stand

was an agreement between both sides to set
^^^^^^^n ^, seating widespread support

tTe^re";r :ZSJi::i^Jl ?;:,rother campus orgln^atlons.-

New bent in psychology

offered by Chicopee man
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Kenneth Collins claims he can help the

world and he is willing to be arrested to

prove it.

ColUns. 35, of Chicopee, has originated a

theory concerning the function of the brain,

but says no one will listen to him.

So next Wednesday, beginning at 10

a.m., he will start a sit-in protest of the

scientific community on the Campus Center

concourse.

Collins has one demand. "I seek simply to

make the gift of knowledge."

His theory states that when the brain is

excited by something unknown to it, it will

react in a way to escape the unknown

situation and return the brain back to its

normal state.

Collins said if a person is walking through

the woods and sees a bear, and if he has

never seen a bear before, he will turn and

run, not because he is afraid of the bear, but

because his brain teUs him he must escape

the unknown situation.

ColUns. who holds a bachelor of science

degree from Springfield CoUege, said he

began work on his theory in 1971 and

completed it two years ago. Since then, he

has taken his theory to people m the

neuropsychology field across the country,

but to no avail.

I came to professors saying, 'I've got

this beautiful thing to show you,' and they

end up saying, 'How can you say that? We
won't know enough to say that for another

100 years,' " he said.

"In the history of science, every

revolutionary idea has gone through this

period of non acceptance," he said.

While doing research for this theory,

Collins said he faced some hard times.

"I've lived in attics, cellars, single rooms

and in rooms without heat. To write the last

papers, I lived on dry spaghetti," he said.

Collins said he picked the University of

Massachusetts for his protest because he

took graduate courses at the school, and has

contact with many people here.

"A large number of these people were my
professors," he said.

Collins said he has expanded his theory to

explain racial prejudice and the ghetto

experience.

"This biological goal which takes

precedence over behavioral considerations

is responsible for racial prejudice," he said.

"The brain favors that with which it is

familiar over that which is unknown."

"The ghetto environment is famUiar. The

way the brain processes information keeps

the person in the ghetto," he said. "When

the ghetto person operates outside the

ghetto environment, he experiences

anxiety and returns to the ghetto en-

Maintenance and operationa indude

custodial services, maintaining atuden'

meeting rooms, staffing the infonnatio-

desk. and repair work such as that present

ly underway on the ceiling in the SUE
Winthrop Cummings, manager <rf the

University Store/Retail Services, said.

Cummings said the UMass contract with

Trico-Vending of East Hampton, in which

the Campus Center receives 62 percent of

the gross profit from the video machines,

"is one of the best in the country."

"The tmusually high percentage is due to

the volume of the business and the fatL that

the machines are located so close to one

another. This means k)wer overhead oosts

for Trico," Idrees said.

Gary Childs, an employee of Trico, said,

"The contract UMass has with Trico is the

best in New England and volume is why
UMass got such an unusually good deal."

Across the country it is standard practice

for the receipt split to be 50-50, in which

case the deal depends on service, Chikh

said.

Plans for the expansion o( the video

game area in front of the billiard room have

been approved, Bud Wilkes, aasistaiit

director of the Campus Center, said.

"By removing some machines from the

arcade and expanding the game area we
hope to make it less congested," Wilkes

said. "Renovations will begin during in-

tercession or this summer, but the date has

not been finalized."

Various activities planned

to celebrate forthcoming

Homecoming weekend
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

Homecoming weekend, commemorating

the hundredth year of football at the

University of Massachusetts, begins

tonight with a bonfire and concert followed

by a parade, a football game against

Delaware and a Greek Area party at the

Blue Wall.

The festivities begin tonight at 7 at the

Campus Pond where the University

Marching Band, cheerleaders, football

captains and coaches will participate in a

short program before lighting the bonfire.

Homecoming celebrates the Minutemen's

return from their first road trip of the year.

During the past three weeks,_ the

Minutemen traveled to Holy Cross, Rhode

Island and Harvard.

At 8 p.m., the departments of music and

dance will sponsor a Multiband Pops

concert at the Fine Arts Center.

Admission is free to the performaDce.

which features the Minutemen BAarrhing

band and guest appearances by singer Beau

Flahive and Irish uilleann piper Damian
Lyons. The Jazz Ensemble 1, Perciiasion

Ensemble, Symphony Band. UMaas
Marimbas, Brass Choir, Vocal Jan
Ensemble, Afro-American Music
Ensemble, and Wind Ensemble wii abo
perform.

Fraternities and Sororities, Southwest

Area Government and the Student

Government Association will compete in a

float contest during the parade which

begins at Haipis Mall at 1 1 a.m. tomorrow.

Cartoons ,u-Q the theme of the fhoat

contest, whick"Will be judged by University

officials, according to Peggy Jablonaki.

director of the Greek Area.

She said the University Marching Band.

UMass cheerleaders, equestrian teaai and

UMass ROTC pro- will also
i

in the parade.

vironment. Continued on page 6
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Kenneth Collins, who said he will begin a sit-in protest of the^^

tific community next week in the Campus Center, explains his theoty

concerning a person's intrinsic fear of the unknown.
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Industry attacks nuke
waste-site referendum
BOSTON — Opponents of a ballot question that would

require public approval before radioactive waste dumps

could be located in Massachusetts said yesterday that

passage would harm the economy and medicine.

The referendum, if passed, "could deprive

Massachusetts of essential medical, research and industrial

services." said John Dendahl, vice chairman of a group

calling itself the Committee for Responsible Policy on Low-

Level Nuclear Waste.
4

Dendahl also said at a news conference that passage

could "force Massachusetts to handle its low-level

radioactive waste alone, rather than regionally, and could

allow voters across the state to impose a low-level

radioactive waste facility on one community."

The measure, one of five questions on the November

ballot, is an initiative petition brought by the

Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum Campaign. Unlike

another nuclear related question on the ballot, one seeking

a moratorium in the arms race, this one isn't advisory. It

will become law if passed.

Elbert M. Giordano, campaign manager of the group

behind the referendum, said it was, in part, a response to

negotiations involving about 10 states for a regional low-

level nuclear waste dump.

At issue is the low-level radioactive waste generated by

nuclear power plants and industrial, research and medical

facilities. Highly radioactive waste, such as nuclear fuel

rods, is not included. These wastes are currently stored at

the power plants, under federal control. But the federal

government has given the states until 1986 to resolve their

own low-level waste disposal problems.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Gubernatorial hopefuls

raise charity money
BOSTON — Democrat Michael S. Dukakis and

Republican John W. Sears stopped campaigning long

enough yesterday to take part in a charitable fund-raising

event before resuming their battle for governor.

The two candidates joined Sen. Edward M. Kennedy in

roasting a local television personality to benefit The

Genesis Fund, which raises money for the treatment and

prevention of birth defects.

Sears also released an inhouse poll yesterday taken after

the Sept. 14 primary which shows him running far behind

Dukakis in the governor's contest.

The statewide telephone survey of 300 adults said 58

percent were for Dukakis, 21 percent for Sears. 2 percent

for Independent Frank Rich and 19 percent were un

decided. The poll had an estimated margin of error of 4

percent.

Sears said he was pleased with the results of issue

questions asked in the survey. When voters were asked

whom they would prefer if "Sears is for cutting taxes

further and Dukakis against cutting taxes." they backed

Sears 41 40 percent. But Dukakis has not said he is against

cutting taxes.

On capital punishment, which Sears supports and

Dukakis opposes. Sears had a 46 42 edge. The Republican

also was preferred by a wide margin on a crime questions.

AP LMerphoto

Mrt. Robert Boyd hug^s her dog while standing in front of her tornado damaged house at Cape

Coral, Fla. yesterday. The family's boat was moved more than 40 feet in the Wednesday night

storm and landed in the swimming pool. More than $1 million in damages was reported done to

the more than 30 homes hit by the storm.
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Students
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Delaware Blue Hens
The Blue Hens deserve their reputation as

one of the finest football teams in the East.

Every time the Minutemen go head to head
with the Blue Hens, it's a show that is long

remennber. An exciting and open brand of

football — look for a real thriller.

KICK-OFF 1:30 P.M,

ALUMNI STADIUM, AMHERST

Reserved seats $6

nCKET OFFICE BOYDCN BLDG.. UMASS.
545-0810

UMASS '82

HOME GAMES
REMAINING

Oct. 30, 1:30 - Connecticut
Nc«. 6, 1:00 - Boston Collegs

Nov. 13, 1:00 - Nsw Hampshire
Nov 20, 1:00-A.I.C.
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Bottle Billproponents

condemn skuUduiiery
BOSTON — Backers of the state's new bottle deposit

law charged opponents yesterday with waging a "secret

campaign" in which trade organizati«-ns are raising money

in alleged violation of state law.

Proponents of the bottle law. on the November ballot for

repeal, filed a complaint with the state asking for an in-

vestigation of the Voter Education Conrnittee and other

groups in the industry -backed, anti-bottle bUl caiflp.

Douglas H. Phelps, manager of the pro-bottle bill

campaign, said he hopes the complaint will "require that

the Office of Campaign and Political Finance force the

industry to reveal the extent of their campaign and who's

funding it.

"That's the important thing we think people have a right

to know," he said.

Specifically, the proponents charge four trade

organizations with raising funds for the antibottle bill

campaign, without registering as political action com-

mittees and reporting their financial activity, which they

say is required by state campaign finance law.

Tracey Helland. spokeswoman for the campaign to

repeal the law. said, "We have an excellent campaign

attorney in William McDermott... He's the best lawyer on

this kind of law in the state. There is no way that he would

let his clients violate the law. These are business people ...

they simply would not violate the law. I just think the

allegations are not well founded."

McDermott could not be reached for immediate com-

ment at his office.

Phelps said the Voter Education Committee has raised

more than $700,000 so far — 90 percent of it from 10 donors

— and he expects that campaign to raise $3 million in all

before the election is over. The proponents have raised

about $206,000 so far — from thousands of individuals

contributors — and expect to raise another $100,000, he

said.

The bottle law becomes effective in January, and

requires 5 and 10 cent deposits on beer and soft drink

containers.

Greenfieldpolice told

to reinstate woman
GREENFIELD — The Ma.ssachusetts Commission

Against Discrimination has ordered Greenfield selectmen

to reinstate a woman to the town police force with

seniority and back pay as of May 1.

The ruling by MCAD hearing commissioner Kenneth

Cote is the latest development in a fight that began

February 1980 between Susan Heath, 24, and the town.

Cote's ruling was dated Monday.
Miss Heath, a reserve police officer, alleges that the

town rejected her for a full-time appointment to the force

only because she is a woman.

Cote ruled in July that the town discriminated against

Miss Heath and ordered the town to pay her $34,000 in

damages and hire a woman for each man hired until three

women are on the reserve force.

Selectman Chairman Ann Hamilton and acting police

chief David McCarthy refused comment on the decision.
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Professor's design for lock

could key economic surge

Professor Geoffrey Boothroyd of the mechanical en^neering depart-

ment, who has spent 15 years researching indastrial production

methods, compares a door latch with a simplified model constructed

with techniques he developed.

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Dr. Geoffrey Boothroyd, professor of

mechanical engineering at the University

of Massachusetts, sat yesterday in his

Engineering East office with two door

latches designed to secure a Xerox copy

machine resting on his desktop. The metal

parts, while they each serve the same func-

tion, are distinct in their characteristics:

one is composed of 62 intricate nuts and
bolts and the other is made up of only 17

mechanical ingredients.

The simplified model, built with a savings

of about two dollars, was constructed using

methods of industrial design originated by

Boothroyd in an effort to promote the

regeneration of an ailing American
economy.

Detailed in a federally funded publication

titled "Design for Assembly — A
Designer's Handbook," Boothroyd's

strategies highli^t the importance produc-

tion design can play in "manufacturing ef-

ficiency." Despite the difficulty of introduc-

ing new designs to established companies,

major corporations such as Digital, IBM,
Xerox and General Electric are currently

observing Boothroyd's techniques in their

own work places.

"The design of a product is the first step

of the manufacturing process and is where

the costs are fixed. Our interest," said

Boothroyd, "is to teach designers in in-

dustry to make better decisions and

tradeoffs."

One aspect of Boothroyd's design scheme

introduces robotic assembly to the produc-

tion process. Gearing the manual assembly

process toward automation would help to

facilitate cost reductions and quality in-

creases, he said.

"There has to be a definite future for

robotics in American industry. There is a

desperate need to assist people to do the

job — not to replace them," he said.

Boothroyd said the 15 years he has given

to researching methods of production were

an outgrowth of an American attitude of

economic superiority to the rest of the

world. Because industrialists in the United

States were "overconfident" about their

production methods, Boothroyd said inter-

national manufacturing rivals like Japan

and West Germany have accelerated their

economies while the United States in-

dustrial climate has remained sta^iant

"Obviously the economic situation is bad
and we are continually losing a competitive

edge," he said. "Japan and West Germany
have put a lot more effort into design pro-

ducts.

Institute seeks to inform UMass
community about global issues
By WILLA WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

The Institute for Advanced Studies in the

Humanities, formed in 1981 by Provost

Loren Baritz. attempts to keep faculty,

students, and the public informed on world

issues.

One part of the organization consists of

faculty members running seminars for

faculty. "The purpose is to bring together

faculty from (all departments) to Ulk about

issues that interest them. These seminars

are not open to the public." Acting Director

Julius Lester said.

For the public, the institute organizes

seminars which "bring the humanities to

bear on important questions and issues to

the general public", Lester said.

Newslines .

.

The major efforts of the mstituie lor

Advanced Studies in the Humanities are to

"bring intellectual thought to the real

world," "break down departmentalization."

and "get people talking on the level of

ideas." Lester said. "You don't hear people

getting excited about ideas."

This year the Institute is sponsoring a

Dialogue Series comprised of three public

seminars each semester. This series' aim is

to "bring faculty, students, and the general

public together to discuss ideas that are of

concern to the Humanities." Lester said.

The next public seminar in this Dialogue

Series is titled, "Humanistic Values.

Intellectuals, and the Pursuit of Utopia."

The speakers wiU be Paul Hollander,

professor of sociology, and Johnetta Cole,

professor of anthropology. It will be held at

8 p.m.. Oct. 27. in Mahar Auditorium.

'sKxw!^ v^^.*.-.*^/**." •*'.•.• .*•*•••
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Free photo session for Dean's list students

The University News Bureau will send

free photos of students who made the

Dean's list to the student's hometown

paper if he wishes. The photo sessions are

scheduled to be held in Rooms 168 and 169

of the Campus Center from 10 a.m. to 4:30

p.m. Students whose last names begin with

the letters A to L can have thei'r photos

taken on Oct. 12, and those with last names

beginning with the letters M to Z can have

their photos taken Oct. 13.

Old farm eqaipment, long made obtolete, now spends its antomn

afternoons in the Farm Masenm on Route 9 in Hadley. Such relics,

donated by local harvesters, fill four museum floors.
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Herpes knowledge helps

combat fear of the disease
By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Staff

The nationwide panic concerning Herpes

may be an over-reaction to the actual

threats posed by the disease, according to a

health educator at the University of

Massachusetts.

"People tend to associate Herpes with an

incurable disease, and fail to realize that it

is a very localized and manageable one with

which the body can easily cope," said Deb-

bie Edelman, a health educator at UMass.

"Part of the phobia spreading the nation

is not knowing enough about Herpes,"

Edelnuui said.

The Herpes virus is characterized by a

red rash and small blisters on the skin.

Herpes Simplex H affects the genital areas

and is usually transmitted by sexual or

close skin contact with an infected person.

"Many people don't realize that cold

sores and fever blisters are a form of

Herpes (Simplex I), and can be transmitted

to someone's genitals," Edelman said.

The mitial outbreak is the worst, and the

sores are simply ihe body's way of fighting

Xhe virus, Edelman said.

'ihe virus is capable of lying dormant in

the body, and periodically there are recur-

rence-^ of symptoms, Edelman said.

Serious complications from Herpes are

very rare, said Edelman. Symptoms usual-

ly disappear in four to six weeks for the in-

itial outbreak and seven to ten days for

recurrent outbrt'^ks, she said.

Edelman said it is important for people

who have the disease to be honest about it

with those with whom they are having sex-

ual relations.

"The best way to lower the risk of

transmitting the disease is for people to be

direct and up front about the situation,"

Edelman said.

The incidence of Herpes is increasing all

over the country, and particularly on col-

lege campuses, where people are sexually

active with more than one partner,

Edelman said. "It is important for people

to learn about Herpes, regardless of

whether or not they have it."

Edelman provides Herpes education on

an individual basis at the University Health

Services. She facilitates workshops for the

community and dormitories, as well as

educational sessions for concerned couples.

There has been ar. incredible increase in

requests for Herpes workshops, more p)eo-

ple are calling and coming in with ques-

tions, Edelman said.

"The people coming in seeking out infor-

mation are at a lower risk for transmission

because they are educating themselves

about Herpes," Edelman said. "People

V 10 educate themselves and others about

herpes are doing everything possible to

prevent it. I'hi ough education people learn

to recognizr when they are at a higher risk

for transmission," she said.

An educational workshop and discussion

on Herpes will be held on December 7 at

the University Health Center. Those in-

terested in learning the facts about Herpes

can pre-register for the workshop by call-

ing Health Education at 549-2671, ext. 181.

Additional workshops can be arranged

upon request.
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Neil Carlson, a psychology professor at

UMass, said he spoke briefly to Collins

about his theory before, but really doesn't

understand it.

"I don't know enough about it to evaluate

it." Carlson said. "He's saying what he's

done is something no one else has done and

thai he's done it by reading and by insights

he's gotten sitting in an attic."

Collins said he wished he had another

alternative to find a way to present his

theory, but he has none.

"I'm embarrassed that I have to do it. but

I want to make a contribution to science."

he said. "It runs contrary to my nature U>

raise hell like this."
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Linguistics department interacts with other majors
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

In the past 20 years, linguistics has become a rapidly

growing and changing field. By working with other

disciplines, such as psychology and computer science,

researchers hope to develop talking computers and gain a

better understanding of the human mind.

"On the bases of studying individual languages, people

are arriving at a conception of what a possible human

language actually is. Ultimately it will tell us the nature of

the human mind." said Lisa Selkirk, acting director of the

Linguistics Department.

Selkirk said linguistics is the scientific study of language

which began in the 19th century but is today rapidly

changing and developing.

"It has exploded in the last 20 years," she said.

"The department works closely with other departments

at the University such as psychology, philosophy, com-

puter science, and the language departments, she said.

Computer science has developed close connections with

linguistics in the attempt to understand the mathematical

properties of the human language, she said.

The home
for
Beautiful

ClaasicM. . .

16 Main Sl, Amheret

253-9800
Daily 9-5:30

Computer scientists are interested in developing the

science fiction tvDe computer that can sneak with

programmers in English, she said, and linguistics is an

important part of that area of research.

"At the abstract level, the emphasis is in trying to

understand what kind of properties the human language

has. In order to make a computer speak, you have to write

down in black and white what English is," she said.

The Linguistics Department was designated as a "center

of excellence" in the Chancellor's Long Range Plan. Selkirk

said. Some of the most prominent people working in the

field of linguistics are in the department, she said.

Some of the people are: Department Head Emmon Bach

and Professor Barbara Partee, who are recognized for

their research in semantics (sentence meaning); Alan

Prince and Lisa Selkirk, for research in phonological

theory: Professor Rodger Higgins and Edwin Williams, for

their significant contributions to syntactic theory; and

Professors Tom Roper and Lyn Fraizier. for research in

psycholinguistics.

Selkirk said Roper and Fraizier are studying how

children acquire language and how people process sen

tences. She said their research in psycholinguistics in-

cludes the search for psychological evidence of particular

aspects of linguistics theory.

Selkirk said Noam Chomsky, a professor at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, made con-

tributions that gave basic shape to what modern linguistics

theory is. She said he believed linguistics could be thought

of as a branch of cognitive psychology.

The Linguistics Department offers seven joint majors

which are a combination of linguistics with anthropology,

Chinese, German, Japanese, philosophy, and Russian.

Students can also arrange a joint major not offered in

linguistics through the Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration program.

Selkirk said the job market for linguistics is primarily for

Ph.D.'s and is rather limited. However, some training in

linguistics can be an extremely helpful supplement to

specialization in other areas such as psychology,

philosophy, foreign languages. English, communication

studies, speech therapy, and computer science, she said.

For the last few years, the departments of linguistics,

psychology, computer science, and philosophy have been

the recipients of the Sloan Foundation Grant for the study

of cognitive science, Selkirk said.

"The funds have fostered a lot of interdisciplinary work.

They have sponsored workshops with speakers from all

over the world as well as on going research groups on

campus," she said.

"The grant has created* a stimulating atmosphere for

research," she said.

Selkirk said the Five College Linguistics Committee has

put together a proposal for a Five College linguistics major

which is under consideration.

"The Five-College major seeks to pool resources so

students from any college could pursue a full program of

study that makes use of all the schools," she said.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

In case you haven't noticed
Personally, I never make lists because I fee) it is be-

neath my dignity as a columnist. However, after

writing for the Collegian for over a year, I realize I

have no dignity left anyway. Some may view the following

compilation of quasi-facts to be somewhat of a cop-gut on

my part.. It is.

In case you haven't noticed: UMass really does have a

talking Coke machine. It's located in the Student Union

Building and really does say. "Hi, I'm a talking Coke

machine." People who are excited about this phenomena

Mary Beth Hebert

are being sent to Tobin for further study.

In case you haven't noticed: the tower library isn't the

only thing in Amherst that is sky high. Inflation has hit the

copy machines which now cost ten cents instead of a

nickle. Do they think they can double the price without

anyone protesting? Is one eight and a half by eleven copied

page worth ten cents? Is Gnomon Copy receiving

kickbacks from Goodell? We might never know.

In case you haven't noticed: fashion marketing majors

and uncivilized beasties are all breathing a little easier.

That's because the Long Range Plan doesn't exist

anymore. And the Year Towards Civility is just a thing of

the past. Makes you wonder what's happening in Arizona,

doesn't it?

In case you haven't noticed: the "Pond Series" stage

ihas finally been dismantled; much to the dismay of Frank

Gironda, who was hoping it would remain erected as a per-

manent monument to his skills as ex-UPC talent coor-

dinator. Frank is now trying to decide what he's going to

do with flie 347,422 green stamps he saved in order to

have the stage bronzed.

In case you haven't noticed: the PVTA has a new fleet

of buses. It's too bad they're still not big enough to cram in

the swarming masses that clamor for mass transit. To

alleviate this problem, the transportation authorities are

considering stringing them together and establishing a

monorail system. This new system should dislodge all

those freshmen who have been waiting at bus stops for

buses that say "Southwest."

In case you haven't noticed: we have a new Chancellor.

His name is Joe Duffey and he is to be commended for not

doing anything to piss anyone off yet. Let's hope he keeps

up the good work.

In case you haven't noticed: the price of most movies

< on campus for students is up to $1.50. It's like we're see-

ing first-run films only it's "A Clockwork Orange" for the

thirty-seventh time. I guess that's what happens when

your student activities fee isn't high enough.

In case you haven't noticed: every September the pools

in front of the Fine Arts Center are drained. I didn't even

know they were ever filled until this summer. So why are

they drained? Is someone worried that Southwest is going

to hold a community bubble bath? Is there an incredibly

strong, secretive coalition of skateboard riders?

In case you haven't noticed: the "Blue Wall" is pro-

bably the only bar in the Western Hemisphere that doesn't

have restrooms in it. Why is it that a bar that has such

great happy hours has no immediately accessible

bathrooms? Does the management get some sort of

perverse kick out of watching imbibers lurch across the

Campus Center? Those who have problems making the

trip are starting a petition to ch^uige the name of the

"Blue Wall" to the "Yellow Floor."

Cut this list out and study it carefully . . . There'll be a

quiz at the end of the semester.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian Columnist

Letters —
Pi Kappa Alpha responds to charges of freeze rally brutality

To the Editor:

On p.9 of Collegian (Oct. 5) the following was printed in

your article "Rally":

"Cavanaugh admitted some pushing and shouting did

occur near the area that had been roped off for guests and

the press in front of the stage.

Many people complained the members of the Pi Kappa

Alpha Fraternity who were serving as student security in

that area were doing most of the pushing, Cavanaugh

said."

True, members of my fraternity did work security for

yesterday's raUy, but they flatly deny that any shoymg

occured. According to Pi Kappa Alpha member Dave

Fachetti. "There was no physical pushmg. We were m-

structed under any circumstancs not to let anyone m that

roped off section."

Dave adds that, "We (fraternity members) were sub-

jected to insults. Outline the duties of security workmg m a

10 000 person event...I volunteered three hours of my tune

to' secure a public figure (Kennedy) and stage that

probably had a higher chance of being shot at than most

that have visited our campus.

The suffering

must stop now
This space is usually reserved for opinions concerning

the rights of humans, but to quote a well known

comedy team, "and now for something completely

different:" animal rights.

The animal rights movement, and in particular the anti-

vivisectionist movement has in recent years gathered

momentum. In it's 1981 coordinator's report put out in

January '82, the New York city-based Coalition to Stop

Draize Rabbit Blinding Tests detailed recent victories in

their drive towards reducing needless animal suffering in

laboratories. The coalition had been attempting to halt the

federally required Draize Test in which chemicals used in

cosmetics are dripped into the eyes of albine rabbits in

order to assess the product's irritability to the human eye.

Among the results achieved due to the coalition's efforts

in 1981 was the commitment of over two and a half million

dollars by cosmetic companies such as Revlon for the pur-

pose of developing non-animal alternatives in scientific

research.

Bill Thomas

If the police thought they could have done a better job 1

would welcome them to it. We acted to the best of our

ability to keep secure a crowd of 10.000 people."

I would personally like to take this opportunity to thank

the Collegian for printing second hand accounts

(Cavanaugh said "many people complained"), for citing

anonymous sources of information ("many people"), jmd for

printing a potential libel ("members of the Pi Kappa Alpha

Fraternity who were serving as student security in that

area were doing most of the pushing").

As a former Collegian staff member and a senior

Journalism Political Science major, I think I can recognize

irresponsible journalism at its best.

Paul Banks
Pi Kappa Alpha

Editors note: The Collegian acknowledges that the

information about Pi Kappa Alpha members involved in

shoving matches is inaccurate. Furthermore, Associate

Directs of PubUc Safety Phil Cavanaugh made no svch

statements to the Collegian. The inaccurate information

appears to be the result of a reporting error. For a more

complete explanation, please see the retraction on page

two.

In Europe, where the idea of alternatives to the use of

live animals in experiments has been proposed since the

adoption of Recommendation 621 by the Council of

Europe in 1971, anti-vivisection nruurhes to laboratories

such as the one that took place this past August 30 to the

Huntingdon Research Centre in Huntingdon, England

are not uncommon. In Dublin, Ireland, individuals

distribute anti-vivisectionist literature in front of Trinity

College on a weekly basis. Further evidence of the

emergence of a burgeoning animal right's movement can

be seen in the September 29th Boston Globe centerpiece

feature article on animal right's advocate Dorothy Checchi

O'Brien. The significance of this article is its location on

page two in a space that the Globe usually reserves for

more conventional political profiles.

What are the reasons for the increased activism on the

part of animal right's groups? One is that the protracted

debate among research scientists themselves concerning

the validity of findings derived from animal experiments.

For example the LD (lethal dose) 50 test still in use today

tests the toxicity of drugs by administering compounds or

agents to a group of laboratory animals until half of the

animals die a prolonged death. The LD 50 test continues

to be used despite a judgement by Britain's Home Office

Animal Experimentetion Committee that it "affords no

information as to the consequence of long term exposure

to the same substance."

Another catalyst spurring the action of humane

organizations are recent developments in alternatives to

animal experimentation such as the judgement of the

Bristol-Myers Company in its November, 1982 report that

Dr. Brian Issell's use of human tumor cultures to test new

anti-cancer levels of predictability resulting from the use

of animal tests in their labs.

Animal experiments may be necessary where there are

as of yet no alternatives. But public pressure must be

brought to bear on huge corporations that torture animals

for profit. These companies have the resources to provide

funding to develop alternatives but they will continue to

experiment ruthlessly on animals if there is no public out-

cry on the subject.

It is unlikely that we can solve all of humankind's violent

conflicts. However, the pain needlessly experienced by 80

million animals that are routinely injected with poisonous

substances, artificially stressed, infected with disease and

administered electric shocks, we can do something about.

So contact the Humane Society and write that letter

demanding that corporations involved in animal ex-

periments actively support research to find alternatives to

vivisection.

Bill Thomas is a UMass student.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the large

^'olume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and

grammar. Letters longer than 80 lines nnay

be condensed due to space limitations.
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New York University

Visits Your Campus

to Answer Questions on

the M.B.A. Program

Located in the hean of the Wall Street area. New York University's

Graduate School of Business Administration has trained students for

executive positions for over 60 years A recent survey by Standard &
Poor's ranked New York University number 2 nationwide as the source

of graduate education for chief executives in major companies. On
Tuesday. October 12, an admissions officer

will be on campus to discuss the quality and flexibility of the graduate

Newark
NIVERSnY

business program Check with

the Office of Career Develop-

ment for sign-up schedule and

further information.

Ne» Ytiri UnivcrMh i\ an jllimMlive

dClion equal opponunily insiiiul«>n

Hampshire Mall

(413) 586-5302

Holyoke Mall

Ingleside

(413) 536-4334

A FAS^tlONAB^E APPfiOACM TO MAIR

12 Montague Road
North Amherst, Mass.

549-62S6

A Fashionable Approach to Hair

Hair Cutting for both

Men and Women
* Perms *

Haircoloring
Open

* Mon-Sat 9-4

|t-f evenings* Hair Care Products

fKM^ You i^lCA^DlLVtUK^

,

I5ut SttU Questtotitnc^

Youic Next Ste{> ?

If so, C^ilL TlPS'i^d-

545-15tO,

jaib xs\l foic TAP£S...

* Z^ilO TKAti5Cfc:ipt>

Scluwl ^^xjjttitiAtunts

FeeU ntot^e cotiftbenf M^out

the ^utuKe... now.

IDe>®\®TlPS

fi)to»er for %,
any two entrees

witli salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

>*< H»ij >•«, a'a.H**. »•*! ••'"^•^ *•*.!>»*

For wommn

DISTRESSED
by PREGNANCY...

S*rvleM that af«
eonfldantlal. helpful,

earing and fraa.

tatan<mKS4t-INI
tfM.aM:TS2-«lM

EVERY FRIDAY $12.95
valid UMass ID holders receive a 15% discount

validated parking in the Campus Center Garage

call 549-6000, ext. 639 for further information

.Collegian n

BIN 187 n. pleasant sta, amherst $1.Cover

o^^ee: Buffet.

Hoi &Co\d food

Bloody Mary.^/^j

Amherst

//if'i rcufton!

SWi

fljirirtt I
Oldies butGoodie&

THE
UNIVERSITY
SERIES

TOP of the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

We offer classic scenes

representing every four-

year American college.

All medical and law schools,

too. Each traditional view

hand painted by Eglomise

Designs of Boston. Two
week delivery. Silver toned

frame, 15''x 26". Major

credit cards accepted.

$120. plus tax.

Jeweler ^

I^UmiieTOGETHERA BASKnBAI
IS LIKE DRINKIIIG BB».

STAirrOffWITHAaUPliWTIlUOl^

IAIfER.AM>IISS.
Member American Gem Society

«<••<<« t*****^* •••«•• # « « •

«

i , ^ 1 1 * *

if budget
Continued from page 1

and deserves an accounting of what we Ho

here. There is much to do, and changes to

make together as a community." he said.

"Here at UMass we cherish and prize in-

dividualism. I wUI seek to explain to the

public why this society should cherish and

defend vitality."

irERA
«

Continued from page 1

Schlafly, whose supporters included

Senators Jesse Helm and Orrin HATCH,
Secretary of the Interior James Watt,

Moral Majority President Jerry Falwell,

and persons associated with the John Birch

Society and the Christian anti Convmunist

Crusade. This conservative movement

supported the partiarchal family, the

exemption of women from the draft and the

opposition to abortion.

Shelley said Schlafly capitalized on the

confusion surrounding the ERA and was a

spokesperson for her point of view and the

15 to 20 percent of the population who think

like her.

"If it hadn't been her, it would have been

someone else," Shelley said.

"Schlafly is out there taking advantage of

opportunities she says she doesn't want

women to have." Shelley said.

"The so-called nuclear family, where

Mom stays home and doesn't work for pay

outside the home and where Dad works

outside the home, is 17 percent of the

population, ine world tnese people are

talking about and trying to protect by

attacking the ERA doesn't exist.

'

The sex bias of legislators was another

defeating factor, Jackman said, as only 12

percent of state legislators are women.

"State legislators who were publically on

record in support of the ERA actually voted

against it," Shelley said. "This happened

over and over aeain."

SUte Equal RighU Laws and Title IX
NOW hterature says. "There can be no

'E.R.' (equal rights) without the 'A

(Amendment to the Constitution)." Shelley

said women need the ERA even when a

state's equal rights laws and th«

congressional statutes, including Title IX,

protect them.
"Sixteen sUte legislatures have sUt«

equal rights. In some cases it is a law and in

some cases it is an amendment to the

Constitution. If it is a law. it can be

removed; that's why it was imporUnt that

the ERA be passed," SheUey said.

Shelley said the Legal Defense Fund of

NOW did a study which revealed that state

equal rights legislation promoted ad-

ministrative changes rather than the heavy

burden of litigation many feared. Laws

were revised and made more gender equal.

Title IX states that educational in-

stitutions receiving federal funds cannot

discriminate on the bases of gender. Shelley

notes, for example, that this legislation has

helped open up sports for women at the

college and high school level.

However, "it's legislation that can be

removed through a majority vote in both

houses," Shelley said. "Title IX is on the

social agenda of the Moral Majority, they

want to get rid of it."

ERA Reintroduced

Despite the defeat of the ERA, the

struggle NOW wages to obtain equal rights

for women is not over. During the summer,

the ERA was re introduced in the House

and Senate, although NOW did not support

this move. Jackman explained that NOW
considers many legislators pushing it are

opportunists and are soliciting votes for the

November elections.

This change in strategy means that

"NOW is not going to seriously consider

ERA ratification until we have changed the

political composition of legislatures; until

we have elected more women, feminists and

proERA legislators." Jackman

said.

Political Endorsement

As part of future NOW strategy, "na-

tional and state Political Action Commit-

tees (PACs) have been developed to back

certain candidates who support eqtial

rights for women, including econonuc,

minority and lesbian rights," said Shelley.

The local chapter will be involved in

evaluating and endorsing candidates, in

addition to fund raising, Shelley said.

The NOW National Conference will be

held Oct. 8 to 10 in Indianapolis, Indiana.

"We will face a national election of of-

ficers, look at the vision of the organization

and get some sense of the direction on

which we want to go," Shelley said.

"NOW was effective in politicizing people

and we built a strong core of organizers. We
came out of the ERA campaign strong,"

Jackman said.
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Arts
Mass artist gives conceptual performance at FAC

Wednesday night outside the Fine Arts Center, BDIC student Paul Cercone presented a live concep-

tual art performance which can certainly be described as interesting. While a crowd of about 50 stood

by and watched, Cercone gave a short talk covering such thing^s as energy, evolution, revolution, tar

and BOiq).
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Dean's List Students
The University News Bureau would like

to send a picture and a news release

about your academic achievement to your
hometown Daoer. For a FREEa hhtb photo,

/1 69 in the Campus
paper,

please go to room 1

Center (downstairs).

A - L Tuesday, October 12

M - Z Wednesday, October 13

Photo sessions will be held from 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. each day. If you have any
questions, please call Joan Ashwell at the
News Bureau, 545-0444.

Arts
Avant fest fascinates
THE FALL OF THE ROMANOV
DYNASTY
KINO PRAVDA #21

Wednesday, September 29

Pleasant St. Theatre

By Chris Hyde
Collegian Correspondent

Two films were shown last Wednesday

night at the Pleasant St. Theater that

demonstrated how creative the Soviet

cinema was in the ten or fifteen year period

just following the 1917 revolution. In ad

dition to being indicative of the innovation

occuring in the film medium at that time,

these two films also showed the way in

which a strong revolutionary statement

could be made by assembling and editing

together raw footage of realism.

First on the program was Dziga Vertov's

Kino Pravda number twenty one. This

extremely well edited film examined dif-

ferent aspects of life in post-revolutionary

Russia, exposing the audience to the

building of the Moscow trolly system, the

organizing of peasants into communes,

army tanks leveling an area for an airport,

and other Soviet events and institutions of

the day. Hardly any of this was important

in its subject matter alone, but Vertov's use

of juxtaposition and his different, revealing

camera shots helped to expose the drama

that he saw in the "prose of life".

Also shown that night, was Esfir Shub's

The Fall of the Romanov Dynasty, which

was made during the same period as

Vertov's movie, and it belied the influence

of its reporteras-documentarist approach.

Made from old newsreel footage that she

found in the Museum of the Revolution in

Leningrad, Ms. Shub's film ambitiously told

the story of the events that led up to the

1917 Bolshevik Revolution. By using "home

movies" which showed the Czar Nicholas 11

and the upper classes of Russian society

engaging in various leisure time activities,

and intercutting these with footage of

peasants laboring in mines and fields, Shub

gave a lucid picture of the disparity which

existed between the classes in pre-

revolutionary Russian society. In addition,

she also utilized subtitles to underline her

revolutionary standpoint on the inequality

of the old Russian system, for example

stating "they even perspire" when she

shows the nobles dancing with their ladies.

In this manner, Shub used the documentary

or "compilation" film to demonstrate

certain things about the structure of

Russian society before the revolution, by

taking old newsreel footage and assembling

them together into a fascinating and

powerful framework.

Everyone's favorite Disney Hick, Bambi, is set

for re-release next month.

Comedy is in the forefront this week. The
big news is the announcement of production

of Yellowbeard. an all star pirate farce. Set

in 1700, the film is headlined by the Monty
Python troupe, of which Graham Chapman
plays the title character. Also starring are

Peter Cook. John Candy, Marty Feldman,

Madeline Kahn, Peter Boyle and James
Mason. In a major casting coup, Cheech

and Chong were signed to play El Nebuloso

and El Segundo, a Spanish ruler and his

right hand man. The fibn is budgeted at

$8,000,000 and will begin shooting next

month in the Caribbean, on the original

Mutiny on the Bounty ship.

Set for release next month is Airplane II:

the Sequel. The picture brings back Robert

Hays, Julie Hagerty, Peter Graves and

Lloyd Bridges from the original, as well as

adding a slew of other performers, in

eluding Chuck Connors as an airport ground

controller. Sonny Bono as a mad bomber,

Raymond Burr as a judge, Chad Everett as

a doctor and, get this, William Shatner as

commander of the Alpha Beta space station.

Robert Hays has also been signed to play

the lead in Scandalous, which begins filming

November 15. The film, which has been

billed as a romantic comedy, was written by

Lawrence Cohen {Carrie)

Marily Chambers has also just signed for

a new movie. The porn star will switch to an

R rated format (her second she starred in

David Cronenberg's Rabid a few years

back). She plays a country singer trying to

make it in the music business, any way she

can. The name of the film: Up 'n' Coming.

While we're on the subject of poor taste

sexual film titles. United Artists test

marketed the title of the 13th James Bond

film and found it wasn't considered of

fensive by middle America. Octopussy wil

open in June with its original title. Roger

Moore will again play Bond. Kristina

Wayhorn is the female lead and Louis

Jourdan appears as one of the film's several

villains.

Here's a sequel you probably didn't

expect. Tony Manero returns in Staying

Alive. John Travolta will reprise his

Saturday Night Fever role but John

Badham, director of the original, will not be

able to resume his chores (he's busy filming

some fascistic flick called War Games). Who
will replace him? Not someone you'd ex

pect. Sylvester Stallone will write, produce

and direct the film, but will not act in it.

All the horror masters are teamuig up.

First, (ieorge Romero [Night of the Living

Dead) directed Stephen King's Creepshow,

which is due out on Halloween. Then, John

Carpenter (Halloween) signed to direct

King's Firestarter. And now King's The

Dead Zone is set to be directed by David

Cronenberg (Scanners). Meanwhile,

Cronenberg's other new film, Vvdeodrow£,

has been rescheduled to open in June. The

film, a surreal tale involving some bizarre

video doings, sUrs James Woods and

Debbie Harry.

If you don't like horror, there's still

Disney. The company's Tex is scheduled to

open in November and their animated

classic Bambi, is scheduled to be rereleased

shortly after.

Richard Dreyfus and Richard Pryor will

star together in Aint no Heroes. The film, a

Worid War II comedy, had it's October

shooting start postponed because Pryor is

still working on Superman III, which is

running past schedule. Pryor plays a good

guy in Heroes; a bad guy in Superman.

Until then, crowds can catch Richard

Pryor as the title character in The Toy, a

comedy set to be released this Christmas.

Jackie Gleason plays a multi millionaire

who brings his spoiled son to a large toy

shop. What does the boy want? The

salesman. So Gleason "buys" Pryor as a

plaything for the brat. Eventually, a

friendship blossoms between the two and

they are each affected by the situation. The

film is based on a French film made several

years back by the same name. Gleason,

meanwhile, has wrapped work on The Sting

II. in which he stars with Mac Davis.

Local Best bet: no best bet this week. No
real highlights anyway. Smash Palace at

the Pleasant St. Theatre looks good and the
j

Calvin has a Bergman double feature:

although they're depressing as heU. Might

be a good weekend to catch ET again. Or

the midnight showing of Apocalypse Now at

the Hampshire 4.

TRAILERS Trivia: Who wrote and

) recorded the soundtrack to Rebel uHthout a

•cause'? Answer to last weeks question ET
drank Coors, Burt Reynolds drank Bud-

weiser in The CannonbaU. Run, Richard

Gere drand Michelob in v4n Officer and a

Gentleman and everyone drank Rolling

Rocks in The Deerhunter.
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Commander Cody, minus th* Lost Planet

Airmen, will be appearing at the Rusty Nail

Saturday nif^ht.

If you're not going home for mom's cooking this

weekend, you might want to investigate some of the better

music this valley has had to offer this semester.

Remember Robin Lane? Lane and her band the Shake

play at the Rusty NaU tonight. Though things ain't what

they used to be for Robin; it isn't that often such a well

known recording artist makes it to the Valley. If you like

your old Beatles records a lot. Apple (get it?) is playing at

Hangar One for $3. If blues is what you want. The Albert

Otis Blues Band is playing at Sheehan's Cafe in Nor-

thampton. Spellbound, an original Jazz Rock band is

playing at Plumbley's in Amherst.

The one and only Commander Cody (minus the Lost

Planet Airmen) is playing at the Rusty Nail in Sunderland

Saturday night. The Commander, who last played in this

area during Southwest Day last year, has his own

inimitable style of trashy boogie rock. The Valley's own

Pleasure Dots will grace Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton

and Bluesian George Gritzback will appear at The Iron

Horse in Northampton.

Impressionist piano virtuoso George Winston Ls sold out

at The Iron Horse, but there may be tickets at the door for

those willing to gamble. Steeley Dan clones. Beau Bolero

will, appear at the Rusty Nail in Sunderland, and the

Museum Direktors, R Complex and the Junior Hostesses

will appear at Hangar One as part of a "New Wave Danct

Party " Keep your clothes on as the Hangar's "video simul

cast'" will be in operation. Last but surely not least, singer

guiUrist Shane Devine will be playing Sunday night at

Steeplejacks Coffeehouse in Sunderland.

Up oommg week: Country great Jesse Winchester wUl bt

at The Iron Horse Tuesday the 12th and the foUowmg day,

Wednesday the 13th, Roger McGuin. songwriter and

guitarist for the Byrds, wiU play with special guests The

Psaltry — also at The Iron Horse.

Robin Lane, minus the Chartbusters, will be

appearing at the Rusty Nail tonight.
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" Amherst
Chinese
Foods

B«*t Mandarin Food
a2-«« Main St.

Amharat
CtoMd WadnMdayt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa UM FRESH
Vegatabtea from

Our Own Farm

BEER ft WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95

&^tefna\e,^ct: |^|
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LSAT . GRE r ,„„,

GRE PSYCH/ '""/

GRE BIO / ^^Z

bCAT /NOB-NPB
'rnbds

SSAT / CPA

Ki^fniuitv®
SAT /READING

TEST PREP»MTION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

KffPl/IN
Cdicational Ctnter

on Din Evenin* l> WctkM^t

2S3-S10e

264 N. Plaaaant St.

Amharat

Ctnters in More than

105 Maior U S Citi«.

Puerto Rico and Toronto, Canaw

Outside NY State

MUTOUraCl 100 M3 1712
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RAIMP
^TH€nT

FINE ARTS CEN

SpecialPurchase

$26.95

Located in

The Clothing

Department

complete

Jogging Suit

50% cotton

50% polyester

Sizes Available

S-M-L-XL

Your Choice of

Grey, Navy or

Maroon

Limited Quantities

Available

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

AliSTORE*

RUGBY SHIRT
Extra Heavy Weight

100% cotton

rubber buttons!

Available Sizes

S-M-L-XL
Assorted Colors

Located In the Campus Center ^ JJNIVERSITY

For sports, recreation, or relaxing.

Located in the Campus CenterOpen
M-F 9-5

^^uNivERSi'nr
STORED

FOUR SEASONS
Lite cans cs $8.99

Rolling Rock Light . . . (new item). . . cs $8.69

LabattS beer Cr ale cs $9.99

GrolSCh 12 02 btis save over $3.00 $14.49

G rolSCh 12 oz bts 6 pack $3.99

Skol Vodka & Gin 1.75 $8.99

Castillo Rum 1.75 $9.99

Gordons Gin 1.75 $12.99

Old Crow Bourbon 1.75 $12.49

Casata jug wines
chablis, rose, burgundy 3 L $4.99

Sparkling Wine Tasting in the store

this Saturday

Premiat "Champagne"

WE DELIVER
Open 10 AM to 11 PM

in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liqiiors
rtp.9,hadle\;ma./ 584 8174

"k^ ?
THEATRES

$2.00 matinM Er twhiite

^rrtC HAMPSHIRE k 584-7550 HAMPSW'REMALL

»
S^ «t(2:00 a 5:00 A $2.) 7:16, 9:30
Sun ma:M b 5:00 # $2.) 7:16, 9:30
^4ow 1(1:16 a 1:46 • 12) 7:16^i:30

RICHARD GERE
AiVOFFICER

AJVDA
GENTUEMAN

Fri at (5:00 « $2) 7:30, 9:56

Sat at (2:16 fr 5:00 A 12) 7:», 9:56

Sun at (2:16 a 6:00 ft *2) 7:30, 9:56

Mon at (1:00 a 3:30 # $2) 6:00, 8:30

^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

FfWay at (5:15 O 12) 7:46, 9:66

Sat at (2:16 a 6:16 A 12) 7:46, 9:66

Sun t(2:l6 a 6:16 ^ 12) 7:46, 9:56

IMon at (1:30 a 3:46 P 12) 6:15, 8:15

Zfoc/t€ rjet^nfel

at 4:46, 7:15, 9:30

Sat a'Sun at 2:00, 4:46, 7:15, 9:^0

Mon at 1:00, 3:», 6:00,8:15

SpadaLEnflagamant

584-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MAL

PQ

A world inside

the computer
where nrxjn hos
never been.

T.'^OI I

Fri at (5:00 B $2) 8:00

Sat at (2:00 a 12) 8:00

Sun at (2:00 • $2) 8:00

Mon at 11:9 112)6:30

TI4I: SOLDIER
HE S OUR

GOVERNMENT'S
MOST GUARDED

SECRET

Fri at (5 15 d $2)7 30, 10:15

S^Sat at (2:30 fr 6:16O »2) 7:30, 10:15

"^un at (2:30 & 5:16 9 W) /:JU, 10:15
" 6:00, 8:30

YES QIORaiG
Fri at 10:15

Sat at (6:00 A $2) 10:15

Sun at (5:00 1 12) 10:15

Mon at (4:00 p $2) 8:45

Patar O'Toola in

MY FAVORrrC YEAR
Fri at (4:46 O *2) 7:46, 9:86

ISat a Sun at (2:16 a4'46 A $2)7:46, 9
Mon at (1:16 a 3:46 O ^2) 6:16. 8:16

ACCORDING

B M « 14:30 a $2 / 7 IB thM
%at at (1:30 & 4:30 O $2) 7:16, 9:56
-. Sun at n:3D » 4.309 «) 7:TB, 9:SB

Mon at (12:46 & 3:30 # $2) 6:15, 9:00

M»Dlii®Mtjy|©Vli MAPMESS
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS

^mC HAMPSHIRE k ^4-7550

BO* off to

In

!Rl
ifcfi^^

s
JOrWTER WUKWOLF IW

m
Pink Ftoyd: Tha Wan
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THE STUO IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN LEATHER/ MESH.

BUT YOUCANGETTHEM A
Eddie's Sporting Goods
Enfiald Mall

Enf i»ld, CT.

Altvrnativa Sports

56 Southwidt Rd.
Westfiald, MA.

Athletes Choice

348 High St.

Holyoka, MA.

Clark's Sport Shop
289 Main St.

Greenfield, MA.

Fenton's

826 Main St.

Springfield, MA.

Fenton's
53 Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA.

Locker Room
250 Main St.

Greenfield, MA.

Huston's Shoes
Eastfiald Mall

Springfield, MA.

Murphy's Trophy and Sports

708 Sumner Ave.

Springfield, MA.

Western Village Sports

32 Main St.

Northampton, MA.

Wilson Sport Shoes

Bay State West
Springfield, MA.

Op«n Coantry
All Stores

Foot Locker
All Stores

THE MARK WITN THE CNEVRON

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

OH.f^GOP.,

o

excuseMe,
SON. youeoT
AMINUTB.^

\

ISURBDOi
yoWRBTha
SCOUT FOR
ve COWBOYS,
RJ6HT?

RJ6HT.U9rBN,J

eouAHusjia
(MRTOftmmen.
LOCAL 6AMa TO
CHeCKO/TSOMa

OH..

I

IMONOeRIFI
axipeersoMa
QUICK PeJ?50NAL

PATAONWUFOR
Mi FIL£5 BeFOPe

UH..

suRa.
UJHAT
KINPOF.

P0N7TEU-
HIM ABOUT
IHe MORALE
OiAFOt.dP'

.rr^NONeoF

Heiw^

I

The UMaas Zone by Mark Rollins

H£y SH£Rl^. WHAT W^S /N

THAT PACKAGE. THAT
you GOT IN THE nAlL"*.

S

IA FOor^

MY UNCLB

HtS AN

AKCHBOLO&lST
^

iN ECiPT.

THIS URN CAnt
FROM A KIAL
EGyPTlAN PyKAtMb!

Cor^ ON, VIC yovvE S££N
WATCHING TOO I^ANi HORKO^

AR£NT you

AFnA\0 Of

A "MunnY's

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Iw THE PAST\ THAT'S A
Fivt YEARS \veRY
I'vje spe/uT SoBetuwe

JUST o^^ Cfe
ci(rARenG!>'

E)Y The ^;AY , How
r'VUCH 0\0 YOU SpEf^O

CW io>K»E_AioOR£ER^

IOomT \^?t'^^^^^
To TH«mK
f\n>ouT THAI,

J^-^::^:

AnO Houj 'e>ouT

ALL THOSE

\LLE(yAL- ,

SViCSSTANCesi/

Gooz by G. Masse

ductus jAi i4 fbr "Chariots or f^+Ws^^

AJOfX'

\

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

53 pfo 19 Long period of

57 Small timers ''nie

60 After Kitchen or 24 Copy

major

61 Place tor a toast

master

62 Eagle's nest

63 Settled

accounts
64 Leave it, in

printing

65 Small mouth, in

Biology

ACROSS
1 Puccini heroine

6 Solve

10 King of Norway
14 "What -3— boy

ami!"
15 Rouge et

16 Time of tfie year

17 Treasured item

from infancy
'20 Put in the mail

21 Dickens "Little

25

22 Like corn stalks

23 Tidal bore

25 4qts

26 Shrimp dish

29 Impressive entries

33 Tubing of reddish

metal

36 Channel between
cliffs

37 Newspaper item,

lor short

38 Took 40 winks

39 pie (from

head to toe)

40 Brother

41 Covered up
43 Has a liking for

45 Books
46 Donkey's cousin

47 Loud sound
49 Frenzy

52 Speedy one

DOWN
Keep on
Unpleasant

fellow

And
Open disrespect

Cutting tool

Word with study

or stand

High minded
" Mfor
Murder'

Sun or moon
A pillar

Memorable Bert

S African lily

Escaped

The Man With

the
'

26 Show scorn

27 Hooded reptile

28 Relating to tjees

29 Crusty items

30 Amaryllis family

member
31 Suit feature

32 Very important

people

34 Sounds from a

cote

35 Parts of lbs

39 Bedding
component

41 Gadget Var

42 Beetle

44 Liquidated

47 One over par

48 Minimum
49 Two ball-

room dance
50 Fiber plant

51 Against

52 Pesky insect

54 Prefix with space

55 Light haircut

56 Traveling by

cutter

58 Envelope abbrs

59 Univ degrees
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WKATHER
Cloudy this morning, with

some drizzle possible.

Chance of sunshine in the

afternoon, highs in the

60s. Cloudy tomorrow
morning. Partly sunny
tomorrow afternoon, with

highs 60 to 65. Partly

cloudy Sunday.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

WATCH rr.

OPL/515

PREAfWING

A6AIN.

\

<a-i tiraig

eycl^/v^e,c.APf65.

HAve you seew Bern
eOOP MAN&&tJP1N&

war FOR

fliLeAerr

WMUA FM 91.1

m Wake-up with Bettina 6-9 a.m.

mi Concepto Latino 9-noon

ym Carl Lowman-The Rhythm Section noon-3 p.m.

11 Jim McQee 3-5:30

xj;:;;;: Newswatch 5:30-6

M Athena's Web with Don Cerow 6-7

;:|s T.K. - Banana Giveaway! 7-10

li; Mercedes and Michelle 10-2 a.m.

Wi More music 2-6

m

DINNER
Seafood Newburg/

Puff Pastry Triangle

Eggs and Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

D.C. Menu
BASICS LUNCH

Herl^ed Soybean Casserole

Turkey Divan

LUNCH
Fishburger on Roll

Tartar Sauce

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Fresh Zucchini Pie

Seaifood Newburg/
Puff Pastrj' Triangle

Eggs and Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate
:•:<

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

A

Blue Wall Rocks!

10:30 - 12:30 Beau Bolero - a Steely

Dan clone from the Blue
Wall

12:30 - 2:00 The Atlantics from

Boston at the WaU
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It was the Red Sox,

dad, and box seats
By TOM WHALEN
Collegian Correspondent

The Green Monster beckoned balefully

before us as my father and I were in the

process of finding the way to our respective

left field, upper box seats.

I was a short, slightly pudgy, freckle-

faced youth of twelve years who was about

to witness his first baseball game much to

the apparent delight of my dad.

He was a tall, stout, gray haired man in

his upper forties.

Commenlary

On this particular day he took a certain

amount of pleasure and pride in the fact

that I was about to experience my "baseball

baptism."

The site of this auspicious occasion was

the intimable Fenway Park. With a

raucious Saturday afternoon capacity

crowd on hand, I sat with wonderous wide

eyes eagerly awaiting the first pitch to be

thrown.

The contest pitted the Red Sox against

their then traditional opponents: the

Cleveland Indians.

On the mound for the Beantowners was

Ithe colorful, contorting and crafty

tnoustachioed Cuban nonperil. Luis Tiant.

After being greeted with accolades of "Loo-

is Loo-ie" he promptly proceeded to twist

and turn his way to victory.

The 1977 edition of the "Boys of Summer"
(Rice, Lynn, Fisk, Scott, and Hobson to

name a few) provided him with the runs as

they mercilessly and relentlessly pounded a

parade of Tribe hurlers for eight runs.

But as it turned out. the score was

academic. What was important was that I

was irretrievable and uncomprisingly

hooked. I had succumbed to my dad's af

fliction. I had become a Red Sox fan. It was

as simple as that.

From that day on, we weathered through

the good and bad times of six memorable

seasons spanning from 1977 to 1982.

During that period we witnessed the

following: The batting and fielding heroics

of the "Golden Outfield" — Rice. Lynn, and

Evans...The slick fielding of behemouth

George Scott and the irrepressible Rick

Burleson...The rises and falls of Butch

Hobson and Bill Campbell...The awesome

power production of the '77 ensemble...The

spellbinding machinations of Luis Tian-

t...The ineffectual late season pennant

drives of the '77. '78. '80, and '81 Sox...

The unorthodox style of Bill "Spaceman"

Lee...The voices of Ned Martin and Jim

Woods on the air waves...The Yankee

Massacre of the Sox in September of

'78...The subsequent heartbreaking playoff

loss to New York and Bucky Dent...The

gusty. day to-day determination of

Yaz...His three-thousandth hit and four-

hundredth home run...

The spectacular glovework of Fred*

Lynn...The emergence of Dwight Evan-

s...The inept starting pitching...The tape

measure home run shots of Rice... His four-

hundred total bases...The bat control of

Carney Langford...The come-from-behind

Sox of '81 and '82. . .The clutch hitting of Bob
Watson in '79 and Tony Perez in '80...The
joys of summer...

Now I find myself rooting alone. My dad

died recently leaving one left-field, upper-

box seat empty.

Of the numerous memories and

recollections I posses of him, the one that

stands out starkly is his or more ap

propriately our devotion to the Sox.

For, it was the Sox that provided us with

a common bond that forever cemented our

relationship as father and son.

Through the intervening years, our

idealism, views, and perceptions of the

globe may have differed but our unflagging

allegiance to the Sox was a constant.

In a world replete with strife, turmoil,

and discord, it was reassuring if not

satisfying to know that our all consuming

passion for the Crimson Hose could

somehow overcome the chaos about us and

provide a unifying force of order.

Indeed, it brought us closer together.i

thus bridging the generation gap that

existed between us.

For this reason I will be forever grateful

to the Boston Red Sox.

Bill Elbery goes up high to clear the high jump bar during Tuesday's in-

tramural track meet.

No go on NFL talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - Efforts to end

the National Football League players strike

continued Thursday with no signs of ap-

parent progress.

For the second time in as many days, the

NFL Management Council rejected a

proposal from the union for a private

mediator to end the 17-day players' strike.

It also said it saw no point to even resuming

negotiations.

Late Thursday morning. Ed Garvey.

executive director of the National Football

League Players union, released a list of nine

private citizens the union would accept as

mediators. It included former Supreme

Court Justice Arthur Goldberg; the Rev.

Theodore Hesburgh. president of Notre

Dame University, Archibald Cox, the

former Watergate special prosecutor and

three former secretaries of labor.

But Jack Donlan, Garvey's counterpart

with the Management Council, rejected the

proposal two hours later, saying the owners

would only accept federal mediation. Jim

Miller, the council's spokesman, said

Garvey's call for private mediating was

"injecting another issue into the dispute.

Who should mediate becomes an issue."

The management council also stuck to the

position it enunciated Wednesday — that

no further talks would be held until the

union dropped its demand for a minimum
wage scale. Miller said the council saw no

point to meeting even to discuss non-

economic issues, as Garvey had proposed.

"We went down that road last week."

Miller said of the three days of fruitless

negotiations on those issues that broke off

on Saturday.

Garvey meanwhile, discounted the

possibility of the union agreeing to federal

mediation.

Despite the presence of a federal

mediator in 1974. the union's contract

dispute with the league was not resolved

until 1977 and then, only after both sides

agreed to settle the dispute themselves.

Last week, Garvey said he opposed

private mediation because the two sides

were too far apart and it would take a

mediator too long to familiarize himself

with the personalities and the issues.

However, he changed his position this

week, saying: "We need bargaining. We
need people at the table with an open

mind."

Mackertich ready to swing into the pros
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

It is the dream of many an outstanding

collegiate athlete to achieve success in

professional sports. But along the rugged

and rocky road to riches and glory, coun-

tless hopefuls run out of gas. eventually

doomed to be cast aside and forgotten.

Here at the University of Massachusetts,

there is an athlete, although virtually

unknown to the vast multitude, who will

soon begin that treacherous journey. His

name is Neal Mackertich.

Neal does not play football, basketball, or

any other big budget sport. He is not even

on scholarship. You see, Neal Mackertich

plays tennis. And he plays it very well.

Mackertich. a senior chemical

engineering major, is presently in the midst

of his third consecutive year as the

Minutemen's «1 singles player. He is one of

the top netmen in the East and a potential

Ail-American. Neal, apparently knows the

secret to playing good tennis.

"Consistentcy. I'm pretty steady on all

parts of the game. A steady backcourt

game and concentration are also important.

People also say I have fast hands at the net.

"Experience is the key. though, I've been

playing in tournaments since I've been

thirteen. Fm a better match player than in

practice. Some players get tight, but I play

better." said Mackertich.

Pertaining to the journey, next summer

Mackertich will travel to France and begin

what he hopes will be a fruitful career in

smaller, "satellite" tournaments with cash

prizes and ATP (Association of Tennis

Professionals) points awarded in lesser

amounts than larger, more prestigious

tournaments.

"I would be around #300 in the world if I

didn't go to school and just played tennis,"

said Mackertich, "If I stay healthy, there is

no reason why I can't make the top

150...Rankings are imporUnt. They allow

you to move up. It works like a minor

league system."

This past summer. Mackertich played an

extensive New England Circuit tournament

schedule. He registered a victory over Bud

Schulz. New England's Wl ranked player.

Before that loss, his only defeat of the

summer. Schulz had won nine consecutive

tournaments. Also, Mackertich and his

doubles partner defeated the #80 ranked

team in the world over Labor Day

Weekend.
"That victory gave me the confidence

that I can play with these guys." said

Mackertich.

Last spring. Neal suffered torn ligaments

in his ankle in the first set of the first match

of the spring schedule and missed the rest

of the campaign. Mackertich did not

compete competitively for three months,

but feels the injury has had a positive effect

on him.

"It helped my outlook on the game.

Before the injury I was a very good athlete

who beat opponents with quickness and

speed afoot. After the injury I learned to

use the court and my shots. I developed

shots to make up for the lack of speed. Now
I have speed and the shots needed to win."

Mackertich haUs from a tennis minded

family. His sister, Annmarie plays for the

UMass women's team and his father

teaches the game at camps.

"Tennis came easy to me. My father

made it fun in a relaxed, family setting. It

was much better for me," says Mackertich.

"During the summer I played 4-5 hours a

day. hitting a ball against walls. I knew I

had to get serious if I wanted to be out-

standing."

Coming out of Westfield (Mass.) High

School, Mackertich was recruited by

several top tennis schools, including the

University of Arizona, who offered a full

scholarship, but he turned them all down to

come up the road to Amherst.

"UMass had balance. Other schools didn't

emphasize academics as much as I would

have liked." said Mackertich. "UMass has a

fine engineering school. It has worked out

better for me."
Mackertich praises his coach. Bob

Szlosek. for much of his success.

"Bob has spent much time on improving

my game. Last year I had a weaker

forehand. Bob videotaped my forehand and

pointed out my flaws...Bob stresses that

you give everything that you have. We play

loose as a team. The team roots for each

other, something that was missing in the

past...Bob has expanded the schedule and

made it more difficult and challenging," said

Mackertich.

At Umass. Mackertich labors in obscurity

while the major sports like football and

lacrosse grab the headlines.

"I wish we had more fans. Jf the public

knew, we would get a few people out to our

matches. If we get fans, it certainly would

help," said Mackertich. "Tennis isn't em-

phasized enough here. There's not enough

funding. Tennis could be big here... I could

play for Stanford and receive a scholarship

and be supplied with all my equipment."

Okay. UMass sport fans. If you are m-

terested in watching an athlete not caught

up in the hysteria of big time college

athletics, and who is one of the best in the

country at his craft, you should see Neal

Mackertich. It is worth it.
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Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 25&-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 548-3700

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Mustang new trans., exhaust and 2

tircw 91,000 good cond. needs 2 tire rods

$1000/BO Rich 6-1066

1970 Olds 442 recent timing G Er Ch dual

exh rebuilt carb nds wk $400 fimn call 6-9243

Subaru Wagon 77 engine. 76 body.

AM/FM. Good conditton. 549-0866

73 Vega rusty but in good driving condition

80000 miles $500 negotiable call Sheri

549-1815

74 Subaru runs only 250$ call 549-0773

1976 red BMV^ ex condi $3800 or 80 call

after 5, 533^4950

1980 Camaro Z-28. 211c miles, T-roof , 4 spd

air induction, 60 series tires and aluminum

rims 54S-2715

76 QMC Van, long bodied, windows all

around, good condKion 2500 $ tel 549-6327

BEAUTIFUL SINGLE

HELP WANTED

Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Col-

lective sks counseling supervisor to train

and supervise peer counselors in hotlir>e

and walk-in counseling. Should have MA or

equal experience. 10 hr/wk paid pos. Send
resume to Counseling Coll. c/o 242 Stu-

dent Unton

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education Er fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $1«0-$225/v»«ek. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwkle selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Earn extra cash easy Halloween sales

549-0694

ICE HOCKEY

Goalie Pads needed to buy or rent. Call

Bob 584-7035

Goalie Urgently Needed - for I.M. team.

Call Bumper immed. 253-7501 or 545-3121

leave message

LESBIAN/GAY

In apartment on bus route close to town

and campus. Reasonable rent. 253-2872

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professionel bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253 7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Office Manager Position open - 10 hour

a week workstudy position - apply at the

People's Gay Alliance office 413 SUB
5-0154 women £f third wortd students en-

couraged to apply

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Adventurous-Athletic-Warmhearted
Women

I'rf GARY I own a PLANE and love to FLY

I seek a COMPANION for FLIGHTS & FUN
never too late DAY-NIGHT call 546-7812

Karen - Happy Birthday 1 1 bet you're sur-

prised to see thisi I can't wart for this w/el

Love Dawn

TBS pledges Mike £r Karen get psyched

for a great weekend 11 Honf>ecoming alumni

and party! Do it up & get those pointsi

Your big sis Mary

Glenn I Sue

Hey Paula - Happy 21 Birthdayl Hope rts a

good one - Amy
NANCY AND JEFFII HAPPY
BIRTHDAYII THIS IS YOUR WEEKEND -

LET'S PARTY! LOVE ANNE AND
EVERYONE
Bon Annlversaire "Muscles " 21 - hope

it's a good one Love Bones

Happy Meow Meow Birthday Meow
Meow Mikeyl - Love Irene (meow)

Happy Birthday Mikel Hope all your bir-

thday wishes come true except one. Have a

super day! Gowild (man) • Frtz

Yo UMMBI Woop 'em hensi _

setting, confidential, sikjing scale fees call

the Synthesis Center 256-0772 or 253-7022

Individual, couples, famHy. SIkling fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

546-0041

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New Er used, buy Er

sell, rent. Thomes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580 —-—-—=
RECORDMANIA

~

JOE JACKSON AND CHICK COREA are

alive and vt^l and on sale at Unk>n

Records. . .

ROOMMATE WANTED

LIFE AT DEATH

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 V^

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 Er postage call

546-4282

ENTERTAINMENT

The best sound system
feehouse sound 256-8400

is MF Cof-

FOR RENT

Amherst. 1 bedroom apt. $295/m include

util , heet. Bus route. Call 253-3515

FOR SALE

Doing a study about people who have

died and come back. If you have experienc

ed this, please contact Drew 6-8612

LOST

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead
necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Lost brown leather wallet call Maura
6-1413 very important

Pair of glasses in a red case if found

please call 253-5339

Tan Jacket with blue trim near Boyden

courts Tuesday morning 10/5 please call

549-5206 if found

Womans watch 10/5 in CC much senti-

ment Pleese call Lisa 549-5689

MXR 100 phaaa shifter $66 1-283-7806

Refrigerator 5 cu. ft. good cond. 100.00

fimfi 549-1014

Used Waterbed, Queen size. Frame,

heater, mettress incl. $100. call 268-3586

after 4.

Guild Maderia acoustic guitar excellent

cond Bill 549-4718

MOTORCYCLES

1972 Yameha R5 350cc two-stroke oil in-

jection dual cartw cafe twrs 5-8peed $450 or

best offer 253-5880

PERSONALS

Stick rt in your earl I Free piercing wrth

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

Aerobic Experience, co-ed. free demo
tonight 7-8 or 8-9 Commonweelth Rm Stu-

dent Union $40 20 classes 549-5258

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday-Thursday 6.30-7:30 PM.
$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4645 all

welcome

Attention Minxs: Homecoming Events &
Homecoming Brunch at the Pub. . .foott>all

game. . Happy Hour. . .Pike. "We are

familyl" Nancy Er Edee

Bappy Hirthday Bonehead

Happy Birthday Robyn

To Roxanne in Oregon. Having a great

tin^e - wish you were here. The "scenery"

IS nice, but I haven't gotten much sleep!

There IS life after Chris Evans. Miss vou

much, you far away friend, Lauri

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested pleese call Barry

Salk)way 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Nancy. Patty, Stacy - Blue Wall Happy

Hour Friday, be there Aloha! Dan and Rich

Hank, Happy 2l8t live it up! Love Chennie

Hey Sue. have a Happy 21st. Love, Chen-

nie Er Amy
Welcome back to UMass KMW. I love

you (always) JKW. See vou next year.

Room for rent M or F $166 monthfy in-

cluding utilrties call Sharon 253-5218

Female roommate wanted to share

house on Bay Rd 140-f 256-8068

Apartmentmate needed. Sunderland

complex. Rent negotieble on bus route fur-

nished. Call Jeff 666-4357

Two rooms available in Northampton
Apt cheap must rent now 546-1336 (9-5)

665-3509 after 5 .

Need Immediately won>an to share room

in Southwood Apt $91.25 call Trecia

256-0354 leave message

SERVICES

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Counseling in friendly non-instrtutkmal

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

Professional Dress-Maker Amherst Area

- custom made clothing alterations -repairs

zippers replaced for appointn>ent call

2560867 evenings

Immediate cash for class rings, gold and

silver jewelry. Highest prices peid. Call

Ralph 6-8722 anytime

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Best video available used % inch tapes,

perfect condrtion. 20 min - $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min $10. 617-757-3166 or 617-752-3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Ca*

Doug 54^8186

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29 31 and Nov 5 -

7 1982 for nrwre info call Nancy Er Randi

549-0156

WANTED

Tutor wanted for Genetics (Zoo.) 510

please call Barbara S 546-0162

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and stiver jewelry

and coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasam

St., Amherst, 256^710

338 College Straet

Budweiser cans
$8.99/ca8e

Rolling Rock $4.50/i2pack

Tuborg $2.256pack

Giraf Malt Liquor $2.996pack

Becks Beer $3.99/6pack

Ed. Saarbach semi-dry white $2.99/liter

Le Sable Cabernet Sauvignon$2.79 750mi

Folonari Soave $3.99i5iiter

Cossack Vodka .
i.75iiter$8.39

Booths Gin
'""^^Jo

Jim Beam Bourbon i75$11.99

«« rMnonaible for typographical errors

LIVIS
SALI

V neck

Crew
Neck

100% Cotton
Turtlonecks

Straight

Leg

Denim

Men's

Acrylic

Sweaters

Ladies

Sweaters

$18.95

$12.95

$ 18.00

$7.95

Handpainted stick pins

* with purchase

1 per customer

no minimum purchase

good for 1st 75 customers

Saturday Clothes
266 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

9:30 - 6 Mon - Sat

FRIDAYS till 9 pm
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UMass locjE^r^^ lor an up week
Pearson on running tear
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Because Delaware is not a member of the

Yankee Conference, this game will have no

direct effect on the Minutenwin title drive.

For this reason people have downplayed the

significance of this game.

Football preview a-^'^

homecoming schedule m
pulloiit.

Since opening the season with a con

vincing 25-3 win over West Chester State,

the Minutemen have stumbled the las*

three weeks posting a 1-2 record with the

lone win coming last week in a defensive

struggle with Rhode Island.

I'nquestionably. a strong performance

against a quahty team like Delaware could

give the Minutemen sufficient momentum

to propel them through the remainder of

their Yankee Conference schedule.

On the other hand, a uninspiring per

formance could do nothing but raise

questions about just how good a team the

pre season favorite to win the Yankee

Conference is.

limitations but its just as well because the

choice probably would have been Garry

Pearson and we're just running out of

things to say about Pearson.

It would have been just a boring little

article that would have told you that

Pearson rushed for over 100 yards for the

fifth straight game dating back to last year

and that Pearson earned Yankee Con-

ference Offensive Player of the Week

honors for the second time this year when

he ran for 115 yards on 25 carries against

Rhode Island.

Duckworth Grange, a shoo-in for the

annual AU Name team, received the

Yankee Conference Rookie-of the Week
award for scooping up a bk)cked punt and

running it in for a touchdown in second

quarter against Rhode Island.

Also receiving heavy support for

Collegian Player of the Game was the

entire defensive line which was outstanding

in holding URI to 141 yards rushing and

chasing quarterback Dave Grimisch all over

the backfield. Dav Cavanaugh and Ed Kern

supplied the inside pressure forcing

Grimisch out of the pocket and into the

hands of Todd Comeau. Craig Lesinski and

Joe Graham, each of whom had two

quarterback sacks.

Callaffiaa fkmU by Tarwa BaUalten

Glenn Holden up ends a URI Ram daring action thia week. Saturday

Delaware invadea Alumni Stadium.

There was no Collegian Player of the The after four games best hit-man

Game award last week because of space award goes to co-captain Dwayne Lopes.

Lopes would, if we gave out a top ten hit

list, take at least six of the top spots. The

New Bedford native has been inspiring in

his on field leadership and scary with his

tenacious hitting. He also ties for best high

fivin' with offensive tackle Wilbur Jackson.

UMass has never beaten Delaware. The

two teams have played in six games since

1958 and the closest the Minutemen have

come was in 1980 when the final score was

21 17.

Booters ready for Homecoming battle
By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team will be hosting Boston

University tomorrow at 11 a.m. in what

hopefully will be an exciting homecoming

weekend for the players, fans and returning

alumni.

"I want people to come and watch us

play," said coach Jeff Gettler. "It will be an

exciting game."

The Boston squad is a good team overall,

and they are an especially dangerous team

up front. They have a Nigerian freshman

and an English player who are playing

positions up in the field and are definitely

worth watching. Boston has given ten of its

players full scholarships, so one can be sure

that they have recruited some pretty

decent soccer players.

"We need the game for our season...we
can win. ..we match up well against them,"

said Gettler. UMass is now ranked sixth in

New England (having dropped two places

due to last weeks losses to Yale and Ver-

mont). Boston is ranked eighth in New
England, after having played a limited

number of gamed so far this season.

Gettler is hoping that after a week of

practice the team will be much improved

over last Saturday's disappointing game

against Vermont. The team has been

concentrating on training, coaching, and

fitness.

"We'll be better prepared. " said Gettler.

Though Gettler isn't making any major

changes, he does plan on changing Fritz

Pike to midfield from his forward position

and Mike Rudd will travel from midfield to

center forward. Kayvan KhaUni will be

returning to play in wing position after not

having played in the loyola tournament and

the Yale game. Also playing wing will be

Michael Gibbons.

Two players who haven't been able to

play because of injuries, but who may see

action on Saturday are Steve Berlin and

Scott Elliot although Gettler hasn't decided

positively on their status.

"Until I see in practice that they are

ready, I won't throw them to the wolves,"

said Gettler.

Tomorrow the booters will be playing the

eighth game of their season. Now, wouldn't

it be nice to come out just a little earlier this

homecoming Saturday and support one of

the many UMass teams with a winning

record?

Game time, once again, is 11:00 a.m.

- Netwomen squeak by

Intramural Ultimate Friabee action at the Boyden playing fielda aaw

ome high flying action.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team put together back to

back victories for the first time this season,

winning a tough, but important match over

Northeastern University by a score of 5-4

yesterday.

They have now accomplished what coach

John Beal called their first objective out of

three.

"We would like to win these three niatch-

es in order to bring us back to a good

record and help us to get into the state

championships next week," said Beal.

The team applied to the states, the

MAIAW's this week and hopes to be one of

the six teams in Massachusetts to play in

the Class A Tournament. If they win their

next match against cross-state rival Tufts

University, it will certainly increase their

chances to be accepted.

"The team played well. They know they

had to win, and they came through," said

Beal.

First singles player, Elizabeth Sullivan,

played well, but lost a hard-fought three set

match by a score of 6-3, 3-6, 7-6 (7-5 in the

tiebreaker).

Second and third singles each won easy

straight set victories. Ariel Fowler con-

tinued her winning ways as she won 6-2,

6-1, while teammate Chris Frazier won her

match by a score of 6-2, 6-2.

Fourth and fifth singles unfortunately

both lost by identical scores. Patricia

Sullivan and Karen Orlowski went down to

defeat by scores of 6-4, 6-2. But, sixth

singles player Anne-Marie Mackertich was
successful in her match, winning it, 6-1,

5-7, 6-3.

The doubles teams continued to play well

together, winning two out of three mat-

ches, both in straight sets, and losing the

third 'P. a tough three set affair.

First doubles team, Maureen Hanlon and

Diana Biagioli easily defeated their op-

ponents by a score of 6-2, 6-4. Second

doubles team, Joyce Girasella and Jillian

Nesgos lost their match in three sets, 6-4,

4-6, 6-2.

The third doubles team of Tina Eglin and

Bonnie Lechten quickly ousted their op-

ponents in strai^t sets by a score of 6-4,

6-2.

The Minutewomen improved their record

to 3-5, while Northeastem's record fell to

3-3. UMass will host Tufts University in an
important match tomorrow on the Boyden
courts at 2:00 p.m., before travelling to

Storrs, Connecticut on Tuesday for

another touj^ match against the Universii

^ of Connecticut.

A BayBanks X-Press 24™ account is worth writing home about.

Because with a BayBanks Card, you can do all your regular banking,

anytime, at more than 300 convenient X-Fress 24s around the state.

And if your parents live neai" an X-Press 24, when you need cash, they

can make deposits at home and you can make withdrawals at school.

With two cards and one account, it s easy Or, if you prefer, you can

open an X-Press 24 account of your own.

In addition, with our Deposit With Cash Back feature, you

can get up to $100 cash instantiy when you deposit a check.

Which means no more waiting in long lines in the Bursars office.

So if you think you could use the added convenience that

the BayBanks offer, simply make a copy of the sample letter

above, and forward it to your parents. But for best results,

make sure you sign your own name.
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Bonanza Special's For

Every Day of the Week!!!!!
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Mon Only

Ig Vi Lb. Chop Steak
I " IncludM all you can Mt

5 Mlad bar w/daaMrtt,

CD rolls & bavaraoM ?0.99

VVed Only"

All the Fish You Wish
Baked Haddock or Fried Flourutor

iAM
Fri Only

Flsh/Shrlmp Pit.

irH:ludaa all you can eat

MM bar w/daaaarts, $4.99
rolls and bevaragas

""

Sun Only

T Tue Only

RIbeye Dinner
includes all you can set

salad bar w/dssssrts ,

rolls Er bevragss

""fhur'Only*

Sirloin Tips
includes all you can eat ^^
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$4.49
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Sat Only

Chicken Teri.
inciudas all you can eat

salad bar w/daasarta. $4.99
roHa and ''•^'•'•OJi_.^____^j

Food for Thought
...Full dinners

/^^...Sandwiches^ '^..Happy Hour

3 Good Reasons

to Celebrate with us!

I
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H Lb. Sirloin Strip
includes all you can eet

salad bar w/deeserts, $5.49
rolls and beverages

I O

BONUS COUPON
USDA Choice Texas
Longhorn Steak

includes all you can eat
salad bar w/desserts, m ag
rolls and beverages

HOURS llliAi ikiPIV ^^^ freshest and most

Mon - Thur & Sun y Sin iVl AW^M complete salad bar in

11-9 pm T*/MAliiAlMiie the area

Fri & Sat 11 - 10 pm y
Rt 9 (in front of the Hampshire Mall)

Head for Bonanza Instead, Head for Bonanza's Freshtastic Salad Bar

Carbur's by popular _
demand, expanoea an

already extensive menu
selection in 1979 to include

full dinners The Rib-It Room
on the lower level

will impress you with it's

intimacy ancl rustic atmos-

phere The menu goes

from Pnme Rib. a nouse

specialty, to Frog Legs,

southern style or

FVovencale They
also offer Steaks,

Seafood and

Chicken entrees

RiB-rr RiB-rr rib-u
These are jmplete

I neat' iiat include

a choice of salads and

vegetable or baked ptitatc >

or n. c Hot bread is also

served and an appetizer of

BouRin cheese with fresh

vetoes to dip

All beef IS aged

and cut on the ^Temises

and cooked slowly to perfection

ReservaHons suggested

CARBUR'S
at the Elmwcxxi Shops

Route 9, Hadlcy

586-1978
584-4310
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Popcorn

your good fri«nds
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This Fall We ve Got it Mm

Great Prices Too!

Chinese Shoes
many styles and colors

$5.50 • $14.96

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

dozens and dozens
print, stripe, solid

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

CARDS
over 1400

unusual designs

SKIRTS ft BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Baskets

Imported Soaps
a real treat for your skin

BOXES £r TINS
plain & fancy

Sterling Chains, Pendants,

Lampshades, Earrings, Paper

Mobiles, Candles
Daily 10 am - 6 pm

Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

AAAHUtST CAtRlAOi SHOTS

.Friday, Octobers, 1982

Welcome Back Alumni
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32 Main St.. Amherst

The House of Walsh is a family-run store that for 80 years has been

dedicated lo offering ihe very best in traditional and distinctive clothing

and accessories for men and,women. Classic cloihing, both domestic and

imported, that withstands (he test of time amidst fads and passing

trends.

After the game, why not stop in and see our fine collection of woolen

and iwecd clothing styled in Ihe manner that typifies the "New England

Look-
Come treat yourself!

(413)253 3361

Just north of the common,
Open Monday through Saturday 9-$:30

AiCRCANTILt _

TRUCK LOAD SALE!

CLEATS • SNEAKERS • RUNNING SHOES

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

I 377 Main St., Amherst

I

I
253-3973

L

Minutemen set

to play Blue Hens
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

If there is an observation to be made as

Homecoming weekend approaches the

University of Massachusetts it is that this

annual event extrudes different attitudes

among the university community.

From the Greeks, who design floats and

parade through town on Saturday morn-

ing, to the senior who doesn't know what a

Homecoming is and doesn't really care,

Homecoming weekend can range vastly in

significance.

For some, it's the biggest party of the

year. For others, it's a perfect chance to

take advantage of the long weekend and go

get some home cooking from Mom.
For the University of Massachusett's

football team. Homecoming Day 1982

means the Fightin* Blue Hens of Delaware,

the number sixth ranked Division 1-AA
football team in the country.

"I compare Delaware favorably to Holy

Cross," said UMass head coach Bob
Pickett. "Delaware and Holy Cross will be

the strongest teams we will have faced up

to this point. They have an experienced

quarterback in Scully and they are an ex-

cellent football team."

Scully is third year starter Rick Scully

and an excellent football team is right.

Every starter, from last year's team is

back both offensively and defensively, from

a team that rolled over UMass at Delaware

last year to the tune of 38-15.

"I don't think players dwell on the past

much," said Pickett. "We like to deal with

the present. We're a good football team
and we have to handle any situation we get

into."

Whether you dwell on the past or not,

one fact still remains. Delaware was one of

the top teams in the country last year

against the run, which of course is the

strong point of the Minuteman offense, but

the game may not turn out to be a test of

strengths.

"I don't think you can call a football team

a 'running team' or a 'passing team,' " said

Pickett. "Football involves more than that.

We'll try to establish our running game and

throw the ball when we need to."

Delaware head coach Tubby Raymond,

owner of an impressive 137-43-2 record in

16 years at Delaware, sees UMass as more

than a legitimate threat to his Blue Hens.

"We are pleased to be part of a good

rivalry," said Tubby. "UMass is one of the

toughest teams on our schedule. Pearson

will be one of the best running backs we
will face this year and the UMass defense is

always impressive."

Tubby is not the only one impressed with

the UMass defense. Pickett was also pleas-

ed with the defensive performance last

week against Rhode Island. After listerung

to everyone ask what was wrong with the

defense after Harvard threw for 358 yards

against the Minutemen two weeks ago,

Dwayne Lopes, Grady Fuller & Co.

responded with a hard-hitting performance

against Rhody.

"I was very pleased with the defense

against Rhode Island and the overall pro-

gress of the defense," said Pickett. "They

gave us great field position all afternoon

and if they do the same this week we're go-

ing to have to take advantage of the tur-

novers and score more points."

So, if your mother refuses to feed you

anymore, you can't find a ride home, or you

just want to see some good football, you

should come down to Alumni Stadium and

check out Homecoming. If your not into the

Homecoming festivities, just sit back,

watch the game, and enjoy the scenery.

(Let's hope its a hot day.)

Kickoff time is 1:30 p.m.
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264 N.PlMSant St., Amh«rtt, MSM. 01002 (413)253 3447
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We don't build them to last.
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BULKIE ROLL

LETTUCE
ONION
TO/AATO
SWieS CHEESE
I/APORTED HA/A

DIJON /AUSTAUD

r<
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Collegian c

But we do build each one to exact specs, so you'll enjoy every bite.

The next time your appetite contracts for a real sandwich, visit

the engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-631

4

t

GRAND OPENING

T
Fine Lingerie

Silks

Loungewear

for

women Sl men

233n. pleasant st. carriage shops - amherst 549-6915

67 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Long Sleeve 1 -Shirts

Corciurov Pant'^ K Irnipt^

"^^
SweatcTS

I

f^ ocean sunwear.

HOMECOMING SCHEDULE
FRIDAY:
Bonfire by the Pond - 7 p.m.

Multiband Pops Concert - in the FAC
8 P-m.

SATURDAY:
Homecoming Parade — 11 a.m.

Football game versus Delaware — 1:30

p.m.

HOMECOMIING WEEKEND
nth AMNVAL BLOODY MARY BREAKFAST

14 oz. Bloody Mary, 2 Eggi, Ham, Bacon or Saasagt

Homehietj Toatt & Cofitt

Saturday, $4.25 OciohtT 9, 19S2

Back to Ba^cs-^299
aSJ Model 82 Speakers JVC L-AIO Turntable

OMinfoTX-11 Receiver nE^raa M70B Cartridge

'^ (3 "^ '~^~^ ^ ^^~^'

Sound& Music
90 92KtagS( (Rie S). N<>rth«m|Hon.584 9547 ^S^ i^ftl
Mon Wrd 10 6. Thw ft Fri. M-9. S« 10-5 i _ fl^^W

'G(xxl Advice -

Honest Price"

raw m LIVI RY TO
ITVI COIIItJr AHIA

AFTEFJHE GAME

D. J. SILLIVAIN
• Sing-along • Contests 3 til 7

Saturday and Sunday
DISCO and ROCK

wrrk

WAOY's Rock 102 - Al Stoncr

Drink S'peciais on Sunday
Hoppee Liquor Drinks - Pub 40 Pitcher

T-Shlrts •

9 til 1

no cover
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University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE
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ROUTE 116

Bud 12 oz bottles $8.95 cs

Carling 12 pk cans $3.25 12 pack

BUSCh cans loose v/ .5IO cs

PabSt 12 oz bottles loose v/ .95 cs

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans $4.00 12 pk

Labatts $9.95

Cossack Vodkai.75 l $8.20

Castillo Rum 175 $9.95

Seagram's 7 1.75 $12.95

McGregor Scotch 1.75 $10.95

Beam 8 Star Blend 1 75 $9.95
lAlmaden Mt Burg, Mt Chablis, Mt Rhine, Mt Nectar

Grenache 3 L vO .90
TaVOla red, white, rose 4 L $0.40

Mondavi red, white 1.5 $4.95

California Cellars 15 $4.29

Los Hermanos 1.5 $4.29
Conche Y Toro ^c qq
cab, sauv, sauvignon blanc 1.5 Vw .ww

Draqone Lambrusco 750 $1.50

ROUTE 9

V

!^ s
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\\ i
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/

I
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253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors
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A tuba player in the University of Massachusetts marching: band

passes the bonfire by the Campus Pond which was part of homecoming:

celebrations last weekend.

Hundreds turnout for

homecoming bonfire
By STEPHEN HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

At 6:30 Friday evening a lone figure

stood by the 20 foot high pile of wood.

Klyde Siegfriedt was making the final

adjustments to ensure a successful blaze.

This October marks Siegfriedt's fourth

year of helping to construct the two and one

half cord University of Massachusetts

homecoming bonfire. "I enjoy it." Klyde

said.

At 7 p.m., the crowds began to gather

around the torch lit platform, from which

the festivities proceeded. At 7:05 the

University marching band, preceeded by a

troop of cheerleaders, appeared on the

scene booming out the UMass theme song.

The sudden clash of sound and activity

attracted a large and enthusiastic crowd of

supporters. After the band's lively ren

dition of J. Oeils' "Centerfold," one of the

cheerleaders took the stage to introduce

Coach Bob Pickett. Chancellor Joseph

Duffy and his wife Ann Wexler.

The new Chancellor spoke briefly wishing

the coach and the football team luck and

extending his best wishes to the band.

Coach Pickett then took the microphone,

expressed his appreciation for the support

of everyone present and commended the

band.

"Fans at a football game." said the coach,

"are like voters in an election — everyone is

important." ^

The coach introduced football tri-captains

Tom Murray. Dwayne Lopes, and Jerry

Gordon. Each spoke briefly, expressing

appreciation of fans support in the past and

each encouraged everyone present to at-

tend the game Saturday.

"Football is a team game," said Gordon,

"and it takes more than the players alone to

win."

When the speakers had finished, the

moment everyone had waited for was at

hand. The tri-captains and head

cheerleaders ignited the blaze.

The inferno leapt up immediately to the

tune of the marching bands rendition of

Olivia Newton John's hit song "Let's Get

Physical." Taking this as their cue the

cheerleaders went into a spectacular

display of gymnastics and dance rivaled

only by the human pyramid of the band's

tuba section.

Soon the fire began to dwindle and the

crowd began to disperse, another annual

bonfire was winding down. What was the

expert's opinion?

"I thought it worked well. It was higher

than most. I was kind of surprised," said

Klyde Siegfriedt.

What about next year?

"We'll be back next year higgler and

better than ever." Siegfriedt said.

When the fire had died and the crowd

dispersed, many headed for the Fine Arts

Center where the house was rapidly Hlling

with students, parents, alumni, and other

Continued on page 5

Law aUows Gov. King
to add new trustees
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees will be

increased by two additional members under

a law signed by Governor Edward J. King

last Thursday. King is expected to name
the new members before his term expires in

January.

Normally, laws take effect 90 days after

they are signed by the governor. However,

King is expected to sign an "emergency

letter" which will make the law effective

upon King's signature, said Roy Lyons,

assistant press secretary for the Governor.

King will sign the emergency letter to the

law which adds two members to the 27

boards of trustees for all state colleges and

universities "in the next couple of weeks,"

Lyons said.

Chairman of the UMass Board of

Trustees Robert Quinn said he supports

King's move to appoint the additional

trustees immediately

.

"If you knew who appointed me (to the

Board), then you'll know why I'd like them

appointed (by King)... in 90 days we'll have

a new governor," Quinn said.

Quinn was appointed to the UMass Board

of Trustees by King in 1981

.

The University of Massachusetts board

was scaled down from 22 members to eight

and its powers reduced in 1980 when the

system of public higher education was

reorganized. Several pieces of legislation

have been filed since to increase the size of

the Board.

Last Nov. 2, additional seats were

created to allow for student representation.

The two additional seats created last week
will bring the total members to 12.

"I believe a 22-member board was too

large. Seventeen was too much (as

proposed by Rep. James G. Collins,

(D-Amherst). Anything below 15 I have no

objections to. I would have objections if

they (the Legislature) had doubled the

board size," Quinn said.

Quinn defended the timing of the law,

which comes after King was defeated for

re election and has only three months
before his term expires.

"Last year there was very little time to

think of these things because we had a few

battles to fight," he said, referring to the

merger of UMass- Boston and Boston State

College, and the attempted elimination of

the UMass President's office by the

Legislature.

Another factor in the timing was the

primary elections last September which

preoccupied most elected officials' time.

"Now things have to get done," Quinn
said.

The bill, alk>wing for a total of 54

members on all boards, received a measure

of opposition from state legislatures who
supported Michael Dukakis during the

primaries. See related story, page 4.

Student fees will fiind

Cuny Hicks renovation
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp said he will continue plans

to renovate the Curry Hicks Cage facility

through a student fee based project,

despite the results of a new student

referendum Oct. 4 rejecting the proposal.

Knapp said Saturday he sees no other

way to fund the renovations and that

delaying or cancelling renovation plans

would be "short sighted." He also called a

recommendation by former UMass
Chancellor Henry Koffler not to consider a

fee for the renovation, "good campus

politics."

A non-binding referendum on the

Student Government Association election

ballot Oct. 4 was rejected by 70 percent of

the 880 students voting. The referendum

asked if students supported Knapp's

proposal to charge a fee of about $20 to pay

for the Cage renovations.

When told of the referendum results,

Knapp said, "Would you expect anything

else?"

"I think I would have to raise the further

question, does anybody want the Cage

renovated? If you don't want it renovated,

if you don't want a basketball team we can

be proud of, then we can chuck the whole

proposal," Knapp said.

"I'm not about to do that. I'm not about to

throw overboard a thought of trying to do

something to develop a basketball program

on this campus. It's short sighted, and it's

not very much in the interest of the cam

pus, to let the cage just sit there and

deteriorate."

Knapp said he had no plans for a further

study of student opinion with regard to the

Cage proposal.

"I'd be perfectly willing to entertain

alternative options," Knapp said. "But so

far I haven't heard from anyone."

Knapp said there are only three options

to fund the Cage renovations: private

donations, state funding, or a student fee.

He said that relying on voluntary con-

tributions from private sources could take

five to ten years, and that state funding

would be dubious.

"The chance of our getting early action

from the state on the renovation of the cage

is almost nil. " Knapp said. "I don't really

see much hope for it. within a five to ten

year range."

"The only way we can find for prompt

action would be to go through the UMass
Building Authority." Knapp said. In order

to take this route, student fees must be

pledged to pay off the bonds sold to pay for

the renovations.

"One could consider going to the

proposition of shifting the whole way in

which we deal with sports, of an overall fee,

and deal with ticket sales," Knapp
suggested as an alternative. At the present

time, student fees pay all athletic team
expenses and ticket sales pay for athletic

scholarships.

That's the way a number of institutions

do it," Knapp said. "That's one kind ol

approach if you want to avoid a $20 fee or a

$15 fee. You can go into creative financing,

of a variety of kinds."

When told that student leaders were

upset at the suggestion of selling a state-

owned acadenuc building to the Building

Authority, because a precedent would be

set, Knapp said he felt there would be no

danger.

"I don't think there are any comparable

projects at all. I can't conceive of it being

the first of several." he said.

According to Knapp. the building has not

yet been transferred to the Building

Authority, which is undertaking a

feasibility studv.

"Nothing has been nailed down yet,"

Knapp said. "They've been working on the

original design plans to see what it would

take to do the project."

These plans will be used to estimate the

cost of the renovations, Knapp said.
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World and national news
Investigative efforts

reveal no new clues

CHICAGO (AP) - A task force in

vestigating the deaths of seven people who

took cyanide laden Extra- Strength Tylenol

reported no progress in its inquiry

yesterday and declined to say whether it

had any new leads.

Chicago police, who are working with the

force of more than 100 investigators from

federal, state and local agencies but con

ducting their own probe into the death of

the seventh victim, said there was "nothing

new" in their effort.

"Things are quiet." Sgt. Michael Invergo

Meanwhile, a Chicago man who became

the first person arrested in connection with

the investigation remained in the

MetropoliUn Correctional Center on

yesterday on a federal extortion charge.

Nobel Prize is given

to European Scientists

BOSTON (AP) — Two Swedes and an

Englishman shared the Nobel Prize for

Medicine yesterday for their research into a

common but still perplexing group of body

chemicals that affects a variety of human

ills ranging from arthritis and high blood

pressure to asthma and painful men

struation.

The Nobel was awarded to Sune

Bergstrom and Bengt I. Samuelsson of the

Karolmska Institute in Stockholm and John

R. Vane of the Wellcome Research

Foundation in Beckenham. England.

Their research has delved into the

workings and chemistry of a group of

substances called prostaglandins, which are

similar to hormones. Scientist^ believe they

may be able to treat a variety of stubborn

disorders by manipulating these sub

stances, found throughout the human body

and the animal world.

All three men are in Boston this week to

speak at scientific meetings held as part of

the bicentennial celebration at Harvard

Medical School. They sipped champagne

together in a medical school lecture hall.

and Bergstrom promised they would hold "a

joint symposium" to figure out how to

spend the $157,000 prize money.

"It's certainly most gratifying that your

colleagues value the work that you have

been fighting with for the past 35 years."

said Bergstrom, 66, who is sometimes

called the father of prostaglandin

chemistry.

Added Samuelsson: "It's a very nice way

to wake up."

Oil lease sale may
bring in 3 billion in bids

WASHINGTON (AP) - An icy stretch of

water above Alaska named Diapir Field

may hold the biggest reserves of oil and gas

found in the United States in 14 years.

The oil industry is gearing up for the 1 .8

million acre lease sale this week, which

could bring in a record $3 billion in bids.

Many oil company officials believe the

lease sale tomorrow in Anchorage. Alaska,

may be the most lucrative of the 41 sales to

be offered in Interior Secretary James

Watt's leasing program.

Watt, who has been attacked for the

program offering virtually the entire U.S.

coastline for drilling over the next five

years, is hoping the ping the success of the

sale will silence critics.

"What we need is a big one — something

that will show that the oil industry wants

this land. " Watt has said.

The Diapir Field, named for the type of

geological formation, lies at the top of

Alaska just offshore from the Prudhoe Bay

field, the 1968 discovery that supplies the

country with 18 percent of its domestic oil

production.

Diapir's proximity to the Prudhoe field

and the Alaska oil pipeline is the reason the

oil industry is excited.

The Interior Department puts the chance

of finding commerical quantities of oil and

gas at 99.3 percent. It estimates that Diapir

holds 2.4 billion barrels of oil and 1.8 trillion

cubicfeet of gas.

AP LaacrphoU)

Rioters in Amsterdam erect barricades in the streets during battles

which erupted when police drove squatters from a building they had oc-

cupied to protest housing shorUges. Police tried to break up the

crowds of about 1000 protesters with tear gas. Reportedly few injuries

and arrests resulted. ^ .^ ^

Polled POW's dislike

national war memorial
WASHINGTON (AP) - A poll of former

U.S. prisoners of war found that most

dislike the design selected for a national

memorial honoring Americans who fought

in the Vietnam war. a critic of the design

said yesterday.

The poll was paid for by Texas computer

millionaire H. Ross Perot, who is among the

critics of the original design and who joined

in the protest that led to a decision to add a

larger than life statue and an American flag

to the memorial.

Perot called the design a "tombstone"

and a "slap in the face" of those who served

in the war but said he would withdraw his

objections if a poll showed veterans sup

ported the monument. He originally in-

tended to commission a poll among all

Vietnam veterans but later decided to

survey only former POWs.

New law prohibits hospitals

fwm collecting exxxss insurance

BOSTON — One response to the high cost of being

sick is a new state law in Massachusetts that gives

hospitals a strong incentive to cut costs.

The law. which took effect Oct. 1, limits the amount of

money that the state's 120 hospitals can collect each year

from health insurance. Officials say they expect the unique

law to be a model for cost trimming efforts in other states.

David Kinzer, president of the Massachusetts Hospital

Association, says he thinks the law will force some

hospitals to merge, while others will split up their services,

such as maternity care and emergency rooms.

Some hospiuls already have stopped filling vacancies,

and some may replace some of their registered nurses with

practical nurses or aides.

Kinzer says hospiUls are likely to try other tactics as

well. Some probably will encourage doctors to admit fewer

Digest
By the Af^soriated Press

patients, send them home sooner and order fewer lab

tests. Community hospitals may stop providing expensive

care like open heart surgery and send patients who need

them to big medical centers.

Impact of2V2 can be decreased

by increasing neighborhood

neighborhood services

CAMBRIDGE — Massachusetts cities and towns could

cut the impact of tax limiting Proposition 2V2 on their

revenues by increasing user charges for such services as

sewerage ' ther sanitation activities and parks and

recreation, says a study.

"Massachusetts appears to underemploy user charges,

said the report di.sclosed yesterday by Prof. Daniel HoUand

and staffer Patricia McCarney of the Massachusetts

I nstitute of Technology

.

"On a per capita basis. sUte and local fees and charges

came to $144 for the U.S. as a whole and only $116 for

Massachusetts." they reported. "As a percentage of

personal income, these charges were only 1.7 percent m
Massachusetts while they equal 2.3 percent of the U.S. as a

whole."

Berkshire Hills are aflame

with fall foliage at its peak

SHELBURNE FALLS — As brilliant sun melted away

the early morning frost on pumpkin patches Monday,

thousands of holiday tourists jammed the western

Massachusetts hills aflame with autumn color.

The foHage was at its peak this weekend and traffic was

bumper to bumper Sunday on the Mohawk Trail through

the Berkshire Hills and heavy again by noon yesterday,

according to state police.

"It reminds you of the old days," said Trooper Dean

Gardner of the Shelburne Falls barracks. "Ten or 15 years

ago traffic used to back up for several hours every

weekend in the fall."

"It's been an outstanding weekend for leaf lookers and

tag sales," Gardner said.

All the motels and hotels in southern and northern

Berkshire County were filled, officials said, and the

sidewalks of the resort villages of Stockbridge and Great

Barrington were jammed with a Manhattan-like crush of

bodies.
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Knapp unveils

high tech plan
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts should respond to the

needs of the state economy and strengthen its high

technology programs, UMass President David C. Knapp

said Saturday.

Knapp elaborated on one part of the five-point plan he

outlincKl before the Faculty Senate last month.

"We have a major need for trained people in areas

related to the high technology industries in particular."

Knapp said, "and we need to continue to step up the

quantity and quality of people that we're educating in

those areas, in engineering in particular."

"There's a tremendous shortage nationally at the Ph. D.

level and we need to push on Ph.D. level education in

engineering and computer science. That has an autonwtic

spillover effect into the health of the economy," Knapp

said.

"My basic premise is that if the economy of the state

stays strong, then there's a better chance for the

University to stay strong," he explained.

Knapp said that the University should work with in-

dustry, the state and the federal government.

"We've made some major moves with respect to working

with industry on providing support," Knapp said. "The

COINS (computer and information sciences) Department

has received equipment worth somewhere in the vicinity of

$3 million from industrial sources."

Knapp also stressed the importance of research to the

University and the state.

"We have an economy in Massachusetts that is heavily

dependent on research and development and we need to

step up our efforts in those areas. We need to increase the

amount of federal support which we receive — that's going

to be very difficult, given this period in time — and we also

University of Massachusetts President Davis

weekend's homecoming football game while Anne

(-•Uafiu fkmUt by Mirkmct Mu-golU

C. Knapp speaks during half-time at last

Wexler and Chancellor Joseph Duffey look on.

have to get the state to be involved in providing research

support," he said.

When asked what effect the strengthening of high

technology areas at the University might have on the

humanities, Knapp said he sees no necessary opposition

between the two areas.

"There's no necessary oppositional relationship between

strengthening technology and science, and automatically

weakening the humanities or the social sciences," Knapp

said.

"If you're going to train first-rate scientists and

engineers, they've got to have a strong liberal education

underlying that. You've got to maintain strength in the

humanities and social sciences for that reason and just

because they have merit m their own right within a

University, " he said.

Knapp said engineering has not been expanding at this

University as much as it has at others.

"In a sense, what we're doing is playing catch-up,"

Knapp said, "Engineering was very late in developing

within this University in comparison to other institutions."

MassPIRG bikers raise funds for bottle bill

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

While most people spent their cold and rainy Columbus

Day weekend eating home cooked meals, more than 80

people hiked their way across Massachusetts to raise

money and support for the Bottle Bill campaign.

The three day Bike-a-thon held over the weekend was

sponsored by the Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPirg) and SPOKES, a poUtical bicyclist group.

Twenty -three University of Massachusetts students

participated in the course, which began in Pittsfield and

ended in Boston, extending 85 miles across the sUte.

"The Bike a thon is part of the campaign to save the

Bottle BUI. We're trying to get press and we're trying to

get people aware that this is a referendum appeal that they

can vote on," said Louise Gogel, a member of MassPirg and

an organizer of the Bike-a-thon in Amherst.

"We're biking to make the whole state aware of the

problem of broken glass and that means going the whole

stretch of Massachusetts," she said.

"There have been eight flat tires since we left Pittsfield.

You know where the broken glass comes from," said Doug

Mink, 31, an astronomer at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, during a break in the course on Sunday in

Amherst. Sixteen cans had been collected by the time

Mink had reached Amherst.

Mink collected one that he found lying on the ground

from every town he passed through on the route. Mink said

he found a Budweiser can right after entering Amherst.

Sixteen cans had been collected by the time Mink had

reached Amherst.

"The Bottle Bill will have a very positive impact on the

litter problem in Massachusetts. That's the reason we're

here. We want to see the litter removed from the roads,

"

said Denise Cayer. a member of the Amherst committee of

supporters of the Bottle Bill, who accepted the symbolic

string of cans for the town of Amherst.

Lydia Sutherland, 22, from Hampshire College, said she

was participating in the Bike a thon because she really

supported the Bottle Bill.

"Being a biker, I don't like to see bottles all over the

ground," Sutherland said.

Dana Gabriel, 14, a resident of Amherst said he was

biking, "to save the Bottle Bill and to see what it's like to

bike 100 miles.

"

Steve Creedon, 16, who was beginning the Bike a-thon

Pimto by Da««y TeMier

Considering a career in juvenile justice or music, Fred Clayton takes advantage of pleasant

weather and jams on bass beside the Campus Pond.

from Amherst with Gabriel, said he was doing it to save

the Bottle BiU.

"But it's going to be a pain in the neck, " Creedon said.

Creedon and Gabriel raised 800 dollars in pledges for the

Bike a-thon.

Howard Rubinstein, coordinator for SPOKES, said

SPOKES was sponsoring the Bike a-thon because of "our

experience of road trips in states with the Bottle Bill and in

those without it."

"We've seen that it works," Rubinstein said.

"People can be politically active and have a good time at

the same time," he said.

Many students who participated in the Bike a thon couW

not bike the entire route because of classes and homework.

"It's not that I don't have the legs, I just don't have the

whole weekend." said Matt Muir. a UMass graduate

student in polymer science who hiked from Springfield to

Amherst.
Carol May, a freshman from Clark University, had

received pledges for 150 miles, but was forced to stop

biking in Springfield because of a knee injury.

"I love biking and the Bottle Bill is a real good cause.

Worcester needs it desperately. The streets are totally

littered with broken bottles. " May said.

Faculty approves

new minors plan
B'y RITA MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate ap-

proved the Long Range Plan for Academic Affairs at its

meeting last Thursday after attaching an amendment

which calls for the elimination of the three appendices to

the Plan.

The appendices dealt with the implementation of the

University Writing Program, a national center for the

purpose of studying reasoning skills, and the general

education proposal made by the Faculty Senate Ad Hoc

Committee on General Education last May.

Also at the meeting last week, the Senate approved new

minors in philosophy, linguistics, and forestry and wildlife.

In a report released by the Academic Matters Council,

which recommended the new minors, special guidelines

were set for each of the minors.

The philosophy minor was recommended, according-to

the report "because philosophy has an intellectual relation

to many disciplines. Us study can help illuminate a

student's work in other subjects."

The requirements for the philosophy minor are, ac-

cording to the report, that students must complete 15

credits in philosophy with at least 9 credits being above the

100 level.

The linguistics minor was recommended primarily

because many linguistics "courses already form parts of

combined majors with other departments.'' the report

states. Only five courses are required in the minor.

The forestry and wildlife minor was created to officially

recognize the many non forestry students who are taking

forestry courses, the report stated.

The requirements for the minor are that students must

earn 15 credits in forestry courses. Of the five courses

required, one must be dendrology, the report stated.
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IQng (^pomtsNew
Stxtffto higher '^
BOSTON (AP) - A bill aUo.ving Gov.

Edward J. King to appoint scores of new

members to state hoards of higher

education slipped through the Legislature

last week and immediately was signed into

1hw
Backers of former Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis had tried to hold up the process

until after King was ( ai of office. They

supported expanding the boards, but

wanted their candidate to choose the new

members, if he is elected.

But the bUl was released last week and

signed by King on Thursday, within hours

of its passage by the House and Senate.

The law clears the way for King to make

appointments to the boards of the state's

community coUeges. state colleges, the

University of LoweU. Southeastern

Massachusetts University, and the

University of Massachusetts.

Each board, according to the law. wiU get

two new appointments.

Hypercurricula

NOTICE TO ALL HYPERCURRICULA
USERS: Effective today, in order to make

"Hypercurricula" more usable for our

readers, the column wUl be printed each

day Submissions should stUl be made by 3

p.m. the Friday before the week of the

event. Events will not be listed in advance,

but onlv on the day they are occuring.

In addition, all "Hypercurricula sub-

missions should be written in the manner

which they appear here. Please fiU in the

standard "Hypercurricula" forms as before,

but write out the description of the event as

it appears here, with the time and place at

the end. ,

Everyone's cooperation is appreciated

and will allow us to print as many

"Hypercurricula" notices as timely as we

can.

COLLEGE YEAR IN ATHENS -
Meeting with representative of the

program — discussion and slides. All day.

fifth floor. HerterHaU.

FALASHA PROJECT - The Falashas

are black Ethiopian Jews who have been

faced with continual persecution in

Ethiopia. Look for the Falasha information

table in the Campus Center. Next meeting

tomorrow at 7:00 p.m. Dukes Room.

Student Union.

UBC HAPPY HOUR - The

Undergraduate Business Club will hold its

first student faculty happy hour. All

members encouraged to attend. Bring your

card. 4 6 p.m. SBA Faculty Lounge.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS CLUB
MEETING — Second meeting of the

Consumer Economics Club. Old members

please attend, new members welcome. 6

p.m. Skinner Hall Lounge.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING -
Final plans for Wine and Cheese Party and

Candy Apples to be discussed. All Food

Science Majors welcome. Remember, candy

apples ARE coming. 6:30 p.m. Chenoweth

227.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC General

Meeting. New members welcome. 6:30 p.m.

174 Campus Center.

UMASS HANGLIDING CLUB

MEETING — Finalization of lesson sign

ups for the 16th and 17th. Bring $75 for

lessons and dues. Find out about further

lesson possibUities. 7 p.m. 804 Campus

Center.
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HELLENIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION

MEETING — Second official meeting. All

students of Greek nationality or Greek

descent are encouraged to attend. New

members are welcome. 7 p.m. 101 Campus

Center.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - General

meeting to discuss; Bike camping trip Oct

16 and 17. Florida Tour in January. Fun-

draising events. On campus bicycle race,

and October day tours. Presentation on

bicycle touring in Spain. 7:30 p.m. 803

Campus Center

AL ANON — Having a problem with

someone else's drinking? Join us. 8 to 9:30

p.m. Campus Center. Check schedule for

room number.

Stavros is dedicated to the

needs of the handicapped
By JILL OKUN
Collegian Staff

The man in the wheelchair slowly

maneuvers his way through the crowd

toward the curb of North Pleasant Street

where the car is waiting for him.

As the man approaches, the driver and

his companion get out of the car and open

the back door. Struggling, the pair

manages to lift the man out of the

wheelchair and into the back seat. They

then unhinge the clasps on the chair, fold it.

and place it in the trunk of the car, before

pulling away.

This scene illustrates an unnecessary

hassle. This individual could solve a major

problem in his life by contacting a group

that is especially equipped to deal with the

every day annoyances in the life of a person

with a physical disability.

Any individual who is physically disabled

and desires a change in lifestyle may be

helped by an Amherst organization called

Stavros.

Stavros, located at 691 Southeast St. in

Amherst, is an independent living program

for disabled adults who live in Hampshire.

Berkshire. Hampden and Franklin counties.

The main function of Stavros is "to help

the disabled to function as much as they are

able to and interested in doing within the

community," said Elizabeth Gallant,

director of services at Stavros.

"The world is inaccessible to people with

disabilities, and our goal is to develop their

independence." Gallant said.

Stavros offers a variety of programs

including: peer advocacy counseling, in-

dividual and group advocacy counseling,

personal care attendant evaluations,

communication, education and outreach

programs, as well as training for health

care professions.

Stavros also works with church groups,

service organizations, businesses and public

schools in the area to improve attitudes

toward people with disabilities. Gallant

said.

Stavros allows each person to develop his

or her own personal program according to

his or her individual needs. The counsellors

have all had first hand experience with

disabilities, whether it was their own or

someone close to them, she said.

Stavros was originally funded by a grant

from the Massachusetts Rehabilitation

Commission. Gallant said. It is now funded

by federal, state and county grants as well

as by the Hampshire Ignited Way and

private donations.

Stavros began in 1974 when the group's

founder. Christos Palames. moved to the

area with a spinal cord injury only to realize

that there were no services available for

disabled individuals.

Stavros deals with problems ranging

from skill building, to achieving goals set by

an individual, to finding more suitable

transportation, to getting Medicaid to

change their guidelines. Gallant said.
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University of Maasachusetts new students Eve Mendelsohn

py Williams study in the Indian Summer sunshine on top of a

vent near the Campus Center.

by Tom Kadia
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assorted music lovers for the Eighth

Annual Multiband Pops Concert.

The concert featured Jazz Ensemble I

performing "Check the Oil." written and

directed by Jeff Holmes. The Percussion

Ensemble, directed by Peter W. Tanner,

performed "Ceremonial" by Creston. The

Symphony Band, conducted by Malcolm W.
Rowell Jr.. performed Giovanni's "Choral

and Capriccio." The UMass Marimbas,

under the direction of Peter H. Tanner,

performed "La Comparsa" by Lecuona.

Security Correspondent
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

"Peace or War? : The Meaning of Deterrence " will be the

subject of a presentation by Leslie Gelb. national security

'correspondent for the New Yryrk Times, at 8 tonight at the

University of Massachusetts School of Business

Auditorium (SB A 120).

Gelb. before his New York Times position, worked in

the Defense Department and the State Department. In the

late 60's he was Acting Deputy Assistant SecreUry of

Defense for the Policy Planning and Arms Control Staff,

and Director of the Secretary of Defense's Vietnam Task

Force.

"We want Gelb at the start to give a synthesis of where

we stand and an introduction to the whole field." said

James Cooney, coordinator of the Five College Project on

Disarmament and Peace.

"He has worked under Carter and a Republican

presidency, so he beheves strongly in deterrence. He's not

the main proponent (of those who will speak). He's

probably rather pro Administration. " Cooney said.

"He's a little bit hard line," Cooney said, "and does have

a unique perspective."

Gelb will be the first of a series of speakers sponsored by

the committee on the subject of disarmament. Speakers

this semester will probably include a Soviet diplomat and

someone from the U.S. Administration. Next semester the

series will be continued as critics of deterrence from the

U.S. and abroad speak on the issue.

With the series, the Five College Committee hopes to

"further interest and coordinate interest" in the com-

munity, according to Cooney. who noted that professors at

area colleges are beginning to integrate issues into their

curriculum.

"For example, one profes.sor of post World War II U.S.

history is gearing his class toward the nuclear age. That's

the sort of thing we're trying to er ourage." Cooney said.

Women's Week Calendar of Events
THE WOMEN'S WEEK FOR THE WEEK OF OCT. 12-17

The Women's Week is a calendar of local events for

women. To place an event, contact the Women's Depar

tment of the Collegian by Friday.

TUESDAY: A support group for problem eaters bulemics,

anorexics and compulsive eaters will meet at 2:30 p.m. at

the Everywoman's Center.

WEDNESDAY': A group for women with childhood ex

perience of abuse will meet from 3-5 p.m. at the

Everywoman s Center.

THURSDAY: Speaker and video: "Rights of a Foreign or

Immigrant Woman in the Workplace " will be held at 7:30 in

the Campus Center in rooms 811 815.

The film "Bottle Babies" will be shown from 12-1 p.m. in

the Campus Center in room 801.

SATURDAY: A candlelight ceremony to remember

women who suffered from domestic violence will be held at

6:30 p.m. at Veteran's Park on Dwight Street in Holyoke.

The ceremony is sponsored by Woman-
shelter/Companeras, a shelter for abused women and their

children.

ALSO: The Everywoman's Center is currently registering

women for the following groups: support group for sur-

vivors of sexual assault/rape (offered in two groups one

for over 18 years and one for under 18 years), support/self-

help group for widows, support group for mothers in all life

situations which meets at 6:30 on Tuesdays.
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TONIGHT
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music of
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No
Cover
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Improve your
grades,

supplement your

notes, with notes

from
STUDENT NOTE
and PRINTING

SERVICE
Bot 100 Shapiro

COINS 121 Colson

FSN 130 Bert

Geol 103 Brown

DdStarQUV
Dan<;

COINS 123 Reynolds HRTA 100 Fletcher

Com Stu 121 Davis Mgt 301 Odiome

Conr^ Stu 150 Cronan Mktg 301 Rosenberg

Econ 103 B Resnick Physics 100 Kofler

Econ 103 C Flamm Physics 161 Chang

Econ 103 D Duguay Physics 162 Quinten

Econ 103 E Flaherty Psych 150 B Simonson

Econ 103 F Norton Psych 150 D Feldman

Econ 104 A & D Altken Psych 100 B Novak

Econ 104 B Deere Psych 150 E Royer

Econ 104 C Treyz

FSN 102 Sawyer

Soc 102 Yaukey

Zoo 102 Mange

(This is a corrected list)

The Student Note
& Printing

Service

403 Student Union
(upstairs)

Open M-Th 10 am - 4 pm,
Fri 10 am - 3 pm

telephone 546-2Z71

OXFORD
Next Summer?
"Hear all about it"

See slides of 1982,

meet participants.

BARTLETT - 301

October 13 - (Wed)

TIME - 7:30 P.M.

Note: new law course

Tueaday, October 12. 1982

Tama E 9 3 war tpcahet pair 40w
Maqnatt 120 watt* mai pei spaakei.

Metal gillies, wire & hardwaie included

All loi onlf S24 96 plus $2 75 shipping

Monef back guaiantee

Oui Hee CalftlOQ has manv noie baigams on

all maioi biands of home and tai steieo Steien

Cleaiance Houie Oepl . 9M Bcdio'd

Sii»«l JohiiUo*n PA lb902 Phone guoies

81«! 539 3067
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TONIGHT
2Sc DRAFTS

|8 pm til Closing
36 E. Pleasant St., Amharat. MA 2B3-8286

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS

STOP SMOKING
S«t1 Confidenca

SaKual Probla«n«

BwJ Waning

Loaa Weight

Insomnia

Nail Biting

Hypnosis can help you nake it

PERMAjSENT

Hampshire Ethical Hypnosis Center
Call or Write for Free Brochure

Milton H. Askinoss, Member A.A.E.H.

Available for Lectures/ Demonstrations

The Farrick Building, Rte. 9 Hadley, MA
m 3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware)

584-1919 by Appt. Only

SATF ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS
New RSO treasurers and officers must at-

tend an SATF Orientation Workshop prior

to October 15th in order to (continue) in-

itiate any financial documents for the

Group. Workshops will be held as follows:

DATE CAMPUS CENTER RM TIME

WtJd 29Sept. CC168 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

Thurs. 30 Sept. CO 168 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.

Wed. 13 Oct. CC911 3:30 -4:» P.M.

Thurs. 14 Oct. CO 911 6:00 - 7.00 P.M.

Attendance at one swsion is all that is required. Ses-

sions will review financial responsibilities and re-

quirements placed on each RSO and respond to

questions. New manuals will be distribulted at the

meetings.

II iiim i liiiiiiiiiiinnnnTnniTi

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMMEBST

COMING SOON TO
THE FINE ARTS CENTER

Friday, October 15 8:00 p.m. ^^—

^

53099

Saturday,
October 16

8:00 p.m.

Monday,
October 18

8.00 PM

— THE
ZAGREB
GRAND
BALLET

Scottisli
National o^^is
/-X 1 ^ 8:00 p.m.

Orchestra
All shows on sale now

Telephone reservations Noon.4:00p.m. M-F
545-2511

FineArts
,Center
Concert Hall

Why Should \bu Be Interested

bi Stouffer Restaurants?

• 20% growth rate is creating substantial career

opportunity

• Most comprehensive manageirtent development

program in the industry

• Over a dozen diversified fine dining concepts with

new ideas t)eing developed and implemented

• Top salary progression woth the benefits associated

with our industry leadership position

A Restaurant Recruiter will be on campus soon to speak

personally with you about the career benefits of tlie

Stouffer Experience For details, or an appointment for

personal inten^iew. contact the Placement Office, or

write Mr M Ede, Stouffer Restaurants. 29800

Bainbndge Road. Solon. Ohio 44139

Stouffer RMtaurants
on campus

October atNh A 21st

Stouffer Restaurants

An Equal Opportunity Employer

John Lee Hooker
» and the

Coast To Coast

[
Blues Band
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V" COMMUTER COLLECTIVE & *f

}^ the GOVERNORS PROGRAM J^
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BraveNew World isn't far off target

Brave New World is set in the year A. F. 632, in what

is present day England. Mother is a dirty word.

People are produced in test tubes as Alpha Plus

geniu.ses, Epsilon Semi-Morons, or anything in between.

But this is jill t)eyond our comprehension.

I was sitting in English 180 B listening to Professor Joe

Frank theorize about Aldous Huxley's book, the things he

says make sense.

Professor Frank points out that what we can com-

prehend about life in 632 A.F. is that; promiscuous sex is

accepted; the dope of the future, "Soma", is taken by

everyone; people play golf and go to erotic movies in their

spare time; they have no commitments and they are usual-

ly happy.

Scott Sacco

Professor Frank says, "Sounds great doesn't it? Sounds

like college life doesn't it?" We laugh, but we have to

agree.

I had never really thought much about it before but we
here at school live in a sub-society of our society, and cer-

tain aspects of college life correspond with Huxley's

satirical but tragic ideal society in Brave New World.

Promiscuous sex, although not overwhelmingly ac-

cepted, is certainly practiced by a large cross section of

this college population. Drugs and alcohol, although not

legal, are used, and abused if you'd like, by most of us.

And, golf and erotic movies, although not the sole source

of our entertainment, are certainly typical of the activities

we participate in to amuse ourselves.

Perhaps the biggest dissimilarity between college life

and Huxley's 632 A.F. is our lack of commitments. In

Brave New World everyone is committed to a productive

society, and to the pursuit of their own happiness.

For many of us in college our only concerns are getting

an education, and having a good time. Not necessarily in

that order. Many of us have, or did have, someone who

cooks for us or cleans up for us or even takes care of us if

we're sick. Everything is here, all we have to do is take ad-

vantage of what school offers.

When I left home for UMass as a freshman 1 thought I

was finally on my own. I was independent. But the closer I

get to the real world as my time here slips away, the more

I realize how foolish that impression was, (^r is.

Perhaps Professor Frank said it best when he told our

class. "College provides a babysitting service while your

mind develops.
"

Scott Sacco is a Collegian staff member

Letters

Liberal politics squelch conservative opinion at freeze rally

«, ..m.- »:<ji.i__. «u>v« that Spnatnr Kennedv did not have 1984 in min
To the Editor

I find it very disturbing, although not surprising, that

Ray Shamie was blasted both at the nuclear freeze rally

and in the Collegoi r for bringing politics into his speech at

Tuesday's rally! while Senator Kennedy and friends made

political pitches and got away with it unscathed.

The only difference between Ray Shamie and Ted Ken-

nedy is that Ray Shamie was campaigning for 1982 and

Ted Kennedy was campaigning for 1984. Anyone who

Random Notes
The Armed Forces Journal reports these

current terms circulating the Department oi

Defense:

Alternative hostility — Nuclear war.

Circadian deregulation — Death.

Dynamic processing environment — Kill

zone.

Enmity stimulation — Propaganda.

Hostility platform — Tank, armored

personnel carrier.

Permanent prehostility — Peace.

Premature offense — Surprise attack.

Serviced — Killed in action.

Violence processing — Combat.

Violence source — Weapon.

says that Senator Kennedy did not have 1984 in mind

when he criticized President Reagan's economic and

defense policies either is very naive or thinks everyone

else is.

It would have been unreasonable for anyon* to pxpect

Tuesday's rally U) be totally devoid of political Overtones;

it should not have l>een the ca.se. however, that the conser-

vative political overtones were rejected while the liberal

political overtones were tolerate and even endors«Mi.

J. Blake
Northewt

C(D)M@#aini ^
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Shamie hurts

his chances
Ray

Shamie did everything at Tuesday's nuclear

freeze rally that he has been accusing Ted Kennedy

bf in his campaign for Senate. It was the Republican

who turned the platform into a political fonun, not Ken-

nedy. Throughout the campaign Shamie has been saying

that Kennedy is the one who follows the cameras around

and does things only for his political well being. Actions

spoke louder than words for Ray Shamie at the rally.

Shamie accused his opponent of being a "professional

politician", as he himself diverted from the important

issue of nuclear proliferation to petty campaign rhetoric.

Richard Nangle

"I support a nuclear freeze. I oppose freezing out

speakers on an American campus," Shamie said during

his speech. On face value, this is of course a valid state-

ment. If Shamie had in fact been a supporter of the

nuclear freeze, he should have been allowed to speak at a

rally of that size and importance. This is especially signifi-

cant when you consider the controversy surrounding the

issues of Kennedy's own campaign incentives despite the

fact that they were largely created by this newspaper.

But Shamie is not now, nor has he ever been, a sup-

porter of a true nuclear freeze. Not once before the rally

had Shamie ever spoken in favor of a freeze. Shamie no

more believes in a nuclear freeze than Ronald Reagan

does. It's just that Shamie was not going to let anything

get in the way of his speaking at that rally. What's even

more amazing is the fact that Shamie had a golden oppor-

tunity at the rally to make a credible name for himself and

perhaps pick up some sorely needed votes. Instead he

made a fool not only of himself but of the entire conser-

vative freeze viewpoint.

Shamie is among the blind flag-waving crowd of conser-

vatives who believe that the United States can do no

wrong. He wants the U.S. to catch up to Russia before in-

itiating a nuclear freeze. The fact that Kennedy told Tues-

day's enthusiastic crowd that the U.S. has 20 percent

more nuclear weapons than the Soviets will do nothing to

ruffle the feathers of the conservatives. One would

presume that conservatives would also like to see

Milwaukee cAtch up with California before the Brewers go

to the World Series.

Earlier this week. President Reagan accused freeze pro-

ponents of letting themselves be misguided by those who

wish to undermine American capitalism. More specifically,

he inferred that Ted Kennedy, Mark Hatfield (R-Oregon),

Mike Dukakis and all the other freeze proponents are com-

munist sympathizers.

Congressman Barney Frank, D-Mass., hit the nail right

on the head at Northeastern University's freeze rally.

"It's discouraging and depressing that the president of

the United States has to resort to that kind of McCar-

thyite rhetoric to discredit people who are only trying to

prevent nuclear holocaust," he said.

What's even more discouraging is the fact that there are

people in this state and on this campus who support

Shamie for U.S. Senate. His campaign .squad was in full

uniform at Tuesday's rally handing out literature and

holding signs discrediting the freeze issue. A
bumpersticker distributed by the Shamie campaign is in-

dicative of the Bozo the Clown atmosphere the Walpole

businessman has created for hi.mself. It says "Ted Ken-

nedy is faking it in Massachusetts." Anyone who knows

anything about politics also knows that Ted Kennedy has

done more important things for Massachusetts than this

column has space for.

Kennedy outclassed Shamie by all but ignonng his

presence. Kennedy declined to mention his senatorial aod

presumed presidential campaign as so many know-it-alis

were so certain he would. He only cracked a smile when he

noticed an airplaTie flying around the rally site with a ban-

ner reading support Ray Shamie for U.S. Senate. A lot of

people had to eat their words when the rally was over.

Now if anyone ever deserved to lose an election by an

embarrassing landslide it is Ray Shamie. Hopefully Ken-

nedy supporters will come to the polls in droves on

November 2, and hand Shamie that whopping defeat.

Ray Shamie lied when he said he would agree to the

rules of the rally format and not talk politics. We don't

need another liar in Washington.

Rich Nangle is a Collegian columnist

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the large

^'(.lunle of mail received, unpuhlished letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-

missions are subject to editing for clarity and

grammar. Letters longer than 30 hnes ma>

be condensed due to space limitations.
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THURS. OCT. 14
Locol Bond Night

PEAK

FRI. OCT. 15
HAPPY HOUR

WITH

PAUL DROTCHI 0-6 PM
ROCK WITH

'THE HEIGHDOKHOODS''
AND

"KASPAR HAUSER" $2 00 cover

SAT. OCT. 16

''MITCH CHAKOUR"
WITH

LCCAN RENEWAL
sponsored by U.P.C. $2.00

BLACK & WHITE SALE
$1.00 OFF DEVELOPING & PRINTING WITH COUPON

Kodak film

Kodak film

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
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^
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Coupon expires Oct. 31, 1 982
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Shakin' down the Lane No place like Home
By SAUL NATANSOHN
Collegian Correspondent

There are few vocalists in the rock world

today with as distinctive a voice as Robin

Lane. Harsher and more assertive than the

Motels' Martha Davis but not quite as

mindlessly arrogant .as Joan Jett's, Lane

displayed a refreshing style Friday night

that is all her own. Her set reflected the

wide spectrum of her musical prowess with

the Shake providing the tightness and

direction of a surrogate Chartbusters.

Since the break up of the Chartbusters,

Robin Lane has returned East. And after

listening to some demo tapes, decided to

team up with the Shake: a fourman band

from Rhode Island. They've been playing

together for only two months, but it seems

that the Shake is filling the Chartbusters'

shoes quite well. They opened their set

with "Cry My Baby." reaffirming their

commitment to pick up right where the

Chartbusters left off. The musical com

plement to Lane's piercing lead vocal was

solid and displayed the sense of subtle

enthusiasm predominant throughout their

set. Other highlights included "Send Me an

Angel," a distinctive Robin Lane tune that

featured cohesive background vocals and a

strong guitar lead to set the crowd in the

proper frame of mind. "Why Do You Tell

Lies" came across as being unemotional and
strained, though the funky guitar lead was
playfully emphatic. An arrogant tune about

lost love — "When You Were Mine" — had

an upbeat tempo, strong vocals and ap-

propriately confusing lyrics:

"...I don't care if you go with another

girl... I love you more than I did

when you were mine..."

The Shake opened the evening with a set

of their own. just to explore the mood of the

audience. They opened with a bouncy, fun

song to warm up the crowd, then moved
into a few Clash songs. "Brand New
Cadillac" featured emphatic guitar leads

and overall good adaptation. The lead

guitarist, the bass player, and the

keyl)oardist alternated as lead vocalist with

the piano man coming across as a struggling

Joe Strummer and the lead guitarist

working on a Glenn Tilbrook imitation.

In general, the Shake sounded a lot

tighter and regimented when Robin Lane

was on stage. They seemed awkward and

unsure of themselves when she wasn't.

Perhaps if the two are bold enough to try

new things musically and lyrically and if

Lane can keep her enthusiasm going, they

can break out of the local scene and onto

some bigger and better things. Judging

from their performance, they've certainly

got the talent.

The Five Col-

lege Dance De-
partment will

present their
Fall Faculty
Concert at Bow-
ker Auditorium
on October 14,

15 and 16 at 8:00

P.M. Tickets are

$3.00 for
students.

COLOR FILM DEVELOPING
on any 110-12

or 126-12 exp.

Add 60« per roll

postage & handling

OTHER SUPER VALUES!
SIZE/EXP.

110-12/126-12

35mm- 12

Any 24 exp.

Any 36 exp.

PRICE

39c

99c

$3.29

$4 99

AMOUNT

Sub-Total

MA Residents 5% Sales Tax

60c per roll handling

TOTAL ENCLOSED

24 hour in plant service.

Satisfaction guaranteed!

Enclose coupon, film and check in

any envelope and send to;

Mail-N-Save

P O. Box 310

Dept. ABC
Quincy. MA 02269

Shipping Label - Please Print

Name

Address

otter expires
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By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

Bowker Auditorium was packed last

Thursday night as a mob flocked to see

Sanun Art William's Broadway play,

Home. Home is an autobiographical story

about a young black man without a country.

Cephus Miles (David Paul Stolongo) was

born and raised in Crossroads, North

Carolina. For years he worked the tobacco

fields with his grandfather and uncle until

they passed away, and Pattie Mae Wells

(Debra Wether), the girl he loves, runs off

to college in Virginia. Pattie Mae comes

home only to tell Cephus that she is not of

the same class. For she is now educated and

he is not. She announces her intention to

marry a rich person up north.

Severely upset. Cephus toys with the

idea of leaving Crossroads after his con-

science in the form of Woman Two (Andrea

Smith), tells him in a dramatic narration to

Take It To The City. " The young man
decides to think about it. Meanwhile, the

Vietnam war has just begun and his rich

uncle (Uncle Sam, that is), is looking for

him as he has evaded the draft.

A policeman played by Woman Two
arrests him for not registering and shatters

his belief in God and what he was taught

about the commandment. "Love Thy

Neighbor."

While Cephus is in prison, he gets a letter

from one of his best friends telling him of

the war and its casualties. Cephus feels

awful, but he made a decision not to kill and

now is forced to pay for it by remaining in

prison for five years. Later, he receives a

letter from his aunt back in Crossroads. She

says the friend died and the land that had

been in the Cephus family for generations

was taken by the state because of unpaid

taxes. He needn't bother about coming

home.

Once again, his conscience tells him he

has nothing to lose by taking it to the city.

After getting out of prison, he heads for a

large city up north. He meets drug dealers,

boozers, prostitutes, and finally finds an

employer. As soon as his boss discovers he

didn't go to Vietnam, Cephus is fired.

Back to the streets Cephus goes without

any money, without any friends, any hope.

Suddenly a letter comes from his aunt with

the deed to his land. She says someone

purchased the land and wants it to be

returned to its rightful owner.

Cephus hops on a Greyhound bus headed

for Crossroads and walks around the beat

up place for awhile. Again, he's depressed.

Pattie Mae walks in and wants another

chance, after a marriage ends in divorce

and unhappiness. She too is in search of a

place to belong to so Cephus allows to let

her move in. As she gets her bags from the

cab. Cephus overhears that she bought the

estate. Everyone lives happily ever after,

since Cephus never really loved anyone but

Pattie Mae. He regains his faith in God.

All this may sound very serious, but is

actually a very light comedy about growing

up, losing serious hope, and time.

Overall, it was funny, enjoyable, and very

sincere. The actors had demanding roles

and all three, especially David Paul

Stolongo, expressed a real love for acting.

Although Home was a one night stand at

UMass. it will be at Stage West in

Springfield next month. 1 would definitely

urge UMass students, especially Theatre

students interested in acting, to see this

production. I have never seen anyone aa

excited about being alive or being on stage

as the actor behind Cephus, David Paul

Stolongo.

Home waa spon.sored by the UMass Third

World Series. For more information on the

Third World Theater Series, conUct Beth

Robinson at 545 0190.

WE'VE GOT IT!

THENEW
AMERICAN
SPORT

100%
genuine

leather

Send me ,_ HACKY SACK- footbags at $6.95

each, postdye included.

Send money order or check payable to

East Coast HACKY SACK^ Association

P.O Box 621 . Hackensack, N.J. 07602

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

(PniNTi

STATE. ZIP.

HACKY SACK • (ootbag is a product of Kaufman Distributors

PC Box 621 Hackensack. N J 07602

ALLOW 2 WKS DELIVERY
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BARSELOTTI'S
WORLD simis

SPECIAL

(at opening pitch)

Tuesday & Wednesday
Night

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

Every
5 Seconds

America Pops
the Big Canadian!
Get ready to try the big. clean taste

ofO'Keefe OKeefes gonna become
America s favorite Canadian brew

O'Keefeilt
Imported by Century Importers. Boitinrxxe Marytand

* Tuesday *
Rumpleminze Night

Shot
a $1.25

Draft
8- 12

Drafts 3S* $2.00 i»ltch*rs

A*

?<^
e%j

This Fall We've Got It AMI
Qraat PrIcM Tool

POSTERS BLINDS
Largest Selection Ever From $5,501

BEDSPREADS
cover walla, furniture. wir>dow8

from 17.96

Rugs Cr Mats
colorful, durable

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
'oa of comfortable cotton

Paper

Lampshades

CARDS
over 1400 designs

Brasa and Sterling

Jewelry
earrings, rings, etc.

Clothing Sale!

T-Shlrts India Print - 4.60

Solid Color 3.60 to 5.50

Tank Tops - 3.95 to 5.95

20 50% OFF selected Blouses, Skirts

1^
Daily 10 am 8 pm

Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts Great Prices

Fri Night 9 pm - Sunday 12 5 pn-

HCI^CANTILE
AMMUnt CAt»AG«

GEOLOGISTS
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANyJ
one of the Leading Oil and Gas
Producers in the U. S.. seeks
innovative and aggressive
GEOLOGISTS to expand its

current level of activity.

AMOCO will be recruiting

here on October 14-15, 1982.

See your DEPARTMENT
Office to schedule an
interview.

Positions available for

M.S. and Ph.D. candidates
in GEOLOGY for

^EXPLORATION located

mSS^} '" *^® ^^^ Orleans
"'iliP^ Regional Office.

\Me Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

tr-tr-tr-tr-tr-tr-tr-a-trir-er-tr-erir-tctr-er

>}• H-

^ Patterson House Presents >^

^ The Pantini Brot>^

2^ at Hanfir Out li-

^ Wednesday, Oct. 13th - 8-1 ann^
^ $2.50 at the door 5"

J^ MskSHAltli IU«h-A>MM J
y^ "% liv« for wMk^ndt iKirty" ^

Male/Female

Qd¥Onturo ircNOi
S49-1XS4

1

tUmC"^>^

^e(a^ ^ Upper Level
^^ TSi N PleaMot St.

Amherst Carriage Shop*

m 0' oca iDWi ncD'ffiiis'O'aDEiGagBg

RAIMD
TH€flT€

FINE ARTS CEN

Seniors!

Looking For

A Career?
Register with the
Career Placement

Registry

The National Computerized
Ernploymenf Searching

Service

Your qualifications will be
instantly available to over
8000 employers Total

cost $8 No other fees
charged Over 5000
seniors already registered
It costs nothing to find out
more about CPR Just
complete and return the

coupon

For Faster Action Call

Toll-Frae 1-800-368-3093
In Virginia (703) 683-1 OSS

fj^ J .| Ctr*«r P'«c.m.at M«9l«trv lr>c

302 Swsnn Avanu*
Alai«r>dri* VIrginii 32301

Name

Crl»

Sla» lt>

Save on
your

grocery
bills plus

S&H Green

FINE FOODS «*^™?iL.sv«uo
76 N PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MASS. qCT. 12-16

USDA CHOICE

Shoulder Clod
London Broil

USDA
CHOICE

ARMOUR VERI-BEST

PORK
SALE!

EXTRA LEAN TOP QUALITY

Pork
/>K^«^«* CENTERcnops CUT ri

ASSORTED FAMILY PACK

Pork
Chops

SWEET LIFE

Peanut
Butter
LACHOY

Chow
Mein
SWEET LIFE

Bath
Tissue

28 OZ
JAR

BI-PACK
ALL VARIETIES

42 0ZCAN

ROLL
PKG

^
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ( RRORS
WE RFSERVt THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

n^<
I

I

I

L,

With this coupon & a $7.50 purchase excluding

coupon items & cigarettes. Linnit one per customer

NABISCO

Ritz
Crackers

GOOD OCT 12-16 AT LOUIS FOODS

12 OZ
BOX

ding A
omer.l

79^ i

SEALTEST

Ice Cream

V2 GAL

|LU With this coupon & a $7.50 purchase excludi

I

I

I

93 coupon items & cigarettes. Limit one per customer»mer.|

SWEET LIFE

L
I 94 CO

mm a 1 LB
Margarine qtrs

GOOD OCT 12-16AT LOUIS FOODS

19J
Jing|
omer.l

HOOD NUFORM PLAIN

Yogurt

32 OZ89 <:

I

I

f

L

With this coupon & a $7.50 purchase excluding

coupon items & cigarettes. Limit one per customer

BUMBLE BEE CHUNK

Light IN OIL
21 OR 6.5 OZ

Tuna WATER CAN 59^1

FRE^H FLORIDA

Oranges

GOOD OCT 12- 16 AT LOUIS FOODS
12 $1
FOR JIL

49

Historic ship raised

from watery berth
PORTSMOUTH. England (AP) - The

fragile skeleton of King Henry VIII's

flagship the Mary Rose was lifted from its

watery grave yesterday, 437 years after it

sank in battle with the French.

On July 19. 1545. Henry watched from

the battlements of Portsmouth as the pride

of the English fleet slipped beneath the

waves and carried 660 of its 700 crewmen to

the bottom of the English Channel.

More than four centuries later, in a

driving rain, Henry's descendent Prince

Charles and television viewers across the

nation watched intently as the hulk rose

from the deep at the culmination ol

history's most ambitious underwater ar-

chaeological excavation.

As it broke the water's surface, the Mary
Rose was welcomed to the 20th century by

a cannon salute from nearby Southsea

Castle and the toots of fog horns from

dozens of pleasure craft. Divers and some

2.000 spectators on shore cheered.

A short time after the Mary Rose ap-

peared, a steel pin in its lifting frame

sheared off. snapping a cable and causing

the frame to slip and tear away a 10 foot-

long chunk of timber.

"I was slightly horrified. " said Charles,

who has made ten dives to the wreck, in-

cluding one on Sunday. "But I thought the

best thing to do was to be British and not

panic." The prince, chief patron of the Mary

Rose Trust, sipped tea and huddled with

crewmen on the deck of a diving vessel.

Officials said the damage to the

framework would be repaired.

The Tudor warship was placed aboard a

barge for transport into Portsmouth harbor

where it goes into drydock with the HMS
Victory, battleship of Lord Nelson.

Britain's greatest sea hero. Eventually the

Mary Rose and 17.000 artifacts reclaimed

from the wreck will be the centerpiece of a

new maritime museum in a Portsmouth

suburb.

No one knows exactly why the Mary Rose

went to the bottom. The 91 gun carrack,

named after Henry's sister Mary Tudor,

and flagship of the 100 ship fleet, sank

during a battle with a French armada of

overwhelmingly greater force. The battle

was inconclusive.

Three years ago, the Mary Rose Trust

was set up to raise funds — $6.84 milhon —
and oversee the recovery and display of the

vessel and contents.

Postal service union

delivers ad campaign

WASHINGTON (AP) - The American

Postal Workers Union, asserting that mail

workers will be "America's punching bag no

more," is launching a $2.7 million ad-

vertising campaign aimed at polishing the

image of postal clerks.

The national advertising campaign,

which has adopted the slogan "We Try To
Be Letter Perfect For You. " is to commence
Monday in some 26 cities. However, the

commercial that will be used in the cam-

paign has been televised in the Northeast

only during NCAA football games.

The union, which represents some

340,000 of the approximately 600.000

people employed by the U.S. Postal Ser-

vice, is concerned that the emergence of

fierce private competition for mail business

will ultimately jeopardize job security.

Although the union had been talking

about such an effort for years, union

president Moe Biller said in an interview

that the impetus was a controversial

television commercial aired by Federal

Express, a private competitor.

The advertisement depicted two older

Postal Service clerks chatting about their

pensions and other benefits while a

frustrated customer sought vainly to get

help in mailing a package.

Biller thundered against the commercial,

which ran last spring, saying it used

"prejudice and stereotype (of postal clerks)

in an attempt to sell a service." Postmaster

General William F. Bolger charged that the

commercial "insults the integrity" of postal

workers.
.Federal Express, a private, overnight

carrier of mail with its own fleet of air-

planes, subsequently discontinued that

particular advertising campaign.

Mail workers will be "America's punching

bag no more," Biller said.

He went to the J. Walter Thompson ,

advertising agency and asked for help. The
Thompson agency had produced image-

building commercials for the American

Federation of State, County and Municipal

Employees.
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WINE
DOWN

AFTER CLASS
2:30y00

OR AFTER THE SHOW
9.00//. 00

CHEESE and WINE
SAMPLER

$2.50
YOUR CHOICE OF ANY 3 OF THE

FOLLOWING WINES.

FRENCH

VAinFiniRF
ROSED'ANJOU
GRAND MAITRE

BftRPfcAUX
ENTRE DEUX MERS
BARRIERE

CHATEAU DE CLYDES

LA VIELLE FERME
ROUGE OR BLANC

GERMAN

KANZEMER-50NNENBERG
RJESUNG KABINETT 1977

CALIfORNIA VARIETAL^

WENTE BROTHERS
1980 GREY RIESLING

WENTE BROTHERS
1980 SAUVIGNON BLANC

BERINGER VINEYARDS
1980 CHARDONNAY

COMMONWEALTH WINES
PLYMOUTH, MASS

CRANBERRY APPLE ROSE
SEYVAL BLANC
DE CHAUNAC

AND ANY 3 SELECTIONS FROM OUR INTER
NATIONAL CHEESE BOARD

NORTH AMHERST
TIRE & AUTO CENTER

WITH THIS AD
POLYESTER
BLACKWALL

StMA7S-13 FET$1.S9

A FULL SERVICE
TIRE STORE

• COMPUTER WHEEL
BAtj%NCE

• FKONT END ALIGNMEKfT
• BRAKES A SHOCKS

7t! 5494704

f«.*)»lFffl •WIT»1«11

OPENING SPECIAL

OR/fzn 25% off to our
^O/OU

first 50 customers
Quality Words : Prompt Service

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing

. . . 253-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(above Blatthew Shoee)

Contact: Carole Reis 546-9884

Maureen Mclntire 546-6051

Resumes & Papers
Consultations &. Editing

• Theses • Dissertations

OPENING SPECIAL

How to make peace withTblstoy

0» The Boltu'ood Walk

103 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

2f3f927

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of five deliciously
different flavors from ^Ki:zz}^̂ ^ji^^;^;^tte^^
General Foods

"

iX^Ei^^^ ^a^ccinoi \si>'^'>cMod,a

International Coffees.

GENERAL FOODS" INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Available at: ^.UNIVERSITY
ijrk^Ui *^ X C«ZXx Xl/ lAi '^ General Foods Corporation 198«;

Collegian i3

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

= IIP^W UJA9T}e OBVIOUS

10^ tt^PfVlimYANPtMIU/m

PO^ T05ffil'M8eiHC)&mALL

START, Tfi^Tf^APPlNO^OFPOUm-

\ _ UIORKSi \

THBY'R^aVBNGMNG
Me A BRJUlAhlT
Y0m>FtMAL5
pfioree^!

\
..^,^ rfS ^iO BI6 peAL
^^^^ ANmM,m?iLOu.
Tj^J' ALLW6UY5
^^^^ HAV^ONBNOUI.

CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

WH/fr's uP.^ic'^. wwyb NOThJi^G SeRiOOS ^
J^ST Th£

ACROSS 50 Certain sign 12 say

1 Healing oil 51 Containing silver 13 African port

5 Certain toast 54 Among 21 Samovars

10 Just average ' 58 Type of TV 23 Symbol of peace

14 Hodgepodge program 25 Chair of a kind

15 Standoffish 59 Portents 27 Reside

16 Composer 61 Hematite and 28 Uncanny

Novello malachite 29 Charades, for

17 British gun 62 Egyptian singing example

18 Artery near the girl 30 Peg

elbo* 63 South Wind 32 Geological strata

19 Simple Simon 64 Ibsen heroine 33 Room, in Pans

pieman 65 Swiss modernist 36 Like some beer

20 Government painter 39 Basso s specialty

oHicial 66 Antagonist 40 Conditions of

22 Sports area 67 Coast Guard wearing away

24 Very, in Versailles member 42 Common con

26 Berate junction

27 Relied (on) 43 Genus of plants

31 Turns aside DOWN 45 Home on the

34 Dons 1 Pear Plains

35 BlacKmore 2 Singing voice 47 Elegant

heroine, Lorna 3 Claim 49 Popular pl&y

4 Legendary crea wright

37 Monetary initials tures 51 Flowering tree

38 Goes astray 5 f^ishandled of tropical Asia

39 Times of day 6 Certain shape 52 Bakery product

40 Perverse 7 Word with term 53 Whale

41 Abner s adiective or time 55 Something in the

42 Belief 8 Wild hogs bucket

43 Regional 9 Natives of Chad 56 Evening, in Italia

44 Lion 10 Literary device 57 Nicholas or Peter

46 Popular game 11 Features of some 60 Bk of the

48 Profits cars Bible

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

IJEU^, DO "ioa TiOD fifV^

WHERE yOUOi. BEE'N

-T>t liVTNlONrH?

foR'
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i__i
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n" H"77
^^74 ?^HH?b I^Mri
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Bushwa by Tom Cushwa
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WEATHER

Today, increasing
cloudiness with a 30 percent

chance of showers this

afternoon. Highs 60-65.

Tonight, 30 percent chance
of showers, lows in the 40's.

Tomorrow chance of occas-

sional rain, highs near 60.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

Sir/ ive'R5

mmM
mimwt!

I \

50RRy, cReu/.

NO /V\I66<0N

10-12

H^ARTVIffT,

AMI55.

eRABY6R
TRI-CORP£R,

5FDCK. cer'6

TWe A COOK

THeCAPTQW
1\€. HA5A
CApmiN teb&i,

HA5 A RAt UPREP

CHICK. CHICK. ^

COAR
THemm

\
\ ^SHi^

« w

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Oblivion Express with

Fern Spierer

9-12 New Rock with Pauline

12-3 Positive Vibrations —
The General

3-5:30 Mr. Ted's Modem
Dance

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Peoples' Perspectives

7-10 Live From Studio B
with Bill Stepchew
Featuring "Hadley

Dread"
10-2 Eliot Andrew, Urban

Contemporary Music

2-6 Classical Music With

Mike Cevasco

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

DC. BURGER DAY
Double Burger on

Sesame Roll

Giant Hot Dog on Roll

Boston Burger on

Sesame Roll

BASICS LUNCH
D.C. BURGER DAY
Tofu Burger on Roll

Boston Burger on

Sesame Roll

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Spaghetti wth

Garden Vegtables

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy. Cranberry Sauce

Spaghetti with

Garden Vegetables

Attention Collegian Staff

Mandatory staff meeting for everyone at 7 p.m.

Wednesday in the Collegian newsroom. Everyone must

attend. The meeting will be brief. If you cannot make it,

contact your department editor or manager.

•

S Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The CoU^gian is an equal

• opportunity employer.

The Collegian has an opening for an Associate

Women's Editor. People with interest and some

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students should apply in person to Cris

Schuster, women's ^editor, in the ColUgian office, 113

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

L

Get-it-in-G«ar Video

10:30-11:30 UMass Rally for

Nuclear Freeze

11:30-12:30 Preston Reed

12:30-1:00 Global Groove - by

Nam June Paik

1:00-2:00 Blue Wall Bands

courtesy of Bilband

M^
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shuts the lid on Maine, 2-0
By JENNIFER KUPPER
Collegian Correspondent

The women's field hockey team started
Homecoming weekend off in proper spirit,

defeating the University of Maine, 2-0 on
Friday.

While most students had put away their

books and gotten out their mugs early

Friday afternoon, UMass' undefeated field

hockey team was busy with flicks and
scoops on a very wet field.

The team had to compensate for the

inclement weather, typical of New
England. Last Wednesday against Yale, the

stickwomen battled against temperatures
in the eighties, while Friday the tem
perature was down to a verv cool and

clammy sixty.

"I don't think the weather conditions

make much difference for the team. I really

don't think that it had an input to our slow

first half," said coach Pam Hixon.

The first half for Mass, and for Maine as

well. Droved to be a game full of all effort

and no reward. UMass seemed to have the

passing combinations with Sue Packard and
Alison Rioux getting the ball upfield to

Patty Smith and company. And yet, the

forward line could not find the net.

UMass saw a golden opportunity with

10:32 left in the first half fall short. Packard
brought the ball up to the Maine circle and
passed it off to Smith. Smith was able to get

a shot off, however it was called back due to

a UMass foul within the circle.

The score at halftime remained 0-0. The

stats showed, however, that UMass had the

offensive edge, as they outshot Maine 11-1.

With the pressure on. UMass put on their

wheels in the second half. They dominated

the rest of the game, allowing only an

occasional breakthrough by UMaine.

Fifteen minutes into the second half,

Maine pulled out of the UMass passing

maze and charged up the field. They put the

pressure on co-captains Carol Prog^lske

and Ro Tudryn, who proved to be too

powerful and sent the ball thrashing

downfield once again.

At 12:27, UMass was awarded a corner

play. Tina Coffin solidly drove the ball to

Megan Donnelly. Donnelly then wound up

and shot the ball past the Maine defense

and into the net. It gave UMass a 1-0 lead

with twelve minutes to play.

UMass continued their pressure game for

another five minutes before right wing Pam
Moryl fired the ball cross field to left wing

Coffin. Coffin proceeded to flick the ball up

toward the left top corner of the goal and

the ball sailed by the Maine goalie. UMass
had made a much needed security deposit,

upping the score to 2-0 with 7:43 left to

play.

Maine was unable to do anything with the

remaining minutes and Massachusetts

walked off the field the victor.

UMass will host Northeastern University

today at 3:00, before leaving Thursday for

two weekend games in Philadelphia.

Kickers fight back, salvage 1-1 tie with BU
By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

What should have been a landsliding win

for the University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team, ended in a stalemate with

Boston University after two overtime

periods, 1-1.

The Minutemen outshot Boston
University 41:18, a statistic that is not

reflected in the final score of the game. The
booters clearly dominated the game but

were just unable to capitalize on some
opportunities.

Boston, on the other hand, was definitely

not playing well as UMass but did manage
to maximize their opportunities. Anyone
who observed the game would tell you that

Boston's goal was definitely on the lucky

side.

Starting with a direct free kick from 18

yards out, Boston attempted to put the ball

behind the wall but it didn't clear. BU's

Chris Dohan's shot was block by UM goalie,

Tim Searls, who dove to clear the net. But.

the ball was crossed and put in off the

blocked shot by BU's Steve Geraghty at

30: 14 of the first half.

The Minutemen left the field after forty-

five minutes of domination with a 1-0

defecit. The cold weather made the larger

than anticipated crowd anxious for an
exciting second half. Returning alumni
could be heard telling stories of how they
would have played the game, and how they
would come back in the second half and tie

up the score, and pull ahead in an exciting

photo-finish. Those who stayed to watch
the second half of play were happy with

what they saw, and even the omniscient

alumni cracked smiles at the final outcome.

With 28:26 showing on the clock in the

second half the Minutemen pleased

themselves and an anxious bunch of

spectators with the tieing goal. Mike
Gibbons beat a BU player and was able to

come to the goal. Uibbons then pushed the

ball in front of the keeper, and UM's
Frederick (Fritz) Pike knocked the ball in

the net to tie up the game 1-1.

When the full ninety minutes of

regulation play were over the scoreboard

still read 11. "The following two ten minute

periods of overtime were scoreless,

however there is one play that is worth

mentioning.

With only a few minutes left on the clock

Pike had found himself with possession of

the ball, running downfield in Boston

territory. What was unusual about this was
that Fritz was all by himself with the ball,

in what seemed would be the goal that

would end the game, and g^ve UMass the

win. When Pike came about ten yards from
the net, BU's goalkeeper, Jeff Arsenault

came out of the net and knocked Pike down,
in what was an obvious attempt to stop Pike

from scoring the inevitable goal.

With Pike down on the ground, after

obviously being fouled, the referee didn't

stop play until the ball was kicked out of

bounds, some 60 seconds after the fact. This

brought the crowd to its feet screaming and
yelling, and it also brought coach Jeff

Gettler out on the field to tend to his

wounded player. It seems as though a foul

should have been called on the Boston

goalkeeper, however, one was not.

"I was pleased...we played well. We just

have to learn to finish. We have great

chances...one of our best games with the

ball." said Gettler.

Gettler was especially pleased with the

play of Tom Ushok. Mike Gibbons, Fritz

Pike, Mike Rudd and Mike Runaere. "We
gotta win next time," said Gettler.

The Minutemen play again on Tuesday at

Providence. Hopefully they will boost their

record from 4-3-1 to 5-3-1.

Sports Notices
The intramural office is still accepting

rosters for its intramural ice hockey

program. For more information contact the

intramural office.

The Stockbridge basketball team will

have an important organizational meeting
tomorrow night, Wednesday October 13, at

7:00 p.m. in room 223, Boyden. If you are

unable to attend, please contact Jack
Leaman, room 228 Boyden, prior to the

meeting.

Dean's List Students
The University News Bureau would like

to send a picture and a news release

about your academic achievement to your
hometown paper. For a FREE photo,
please go to room 168/169 in the Campus
Center (downstairs).

A - L Tuesday, October 12

M - Z Wednesday, October 13

Photo sessions will be held from 10 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. each day. If you have any
questions, please call Joan Ashwell at the
News Bureau, 545-0444.
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/month. D.H.
Jones Real Estate 549-3700

AUTO FOR SALE
'-

'

73 Mustang new trans., exhaust and 2
tires 91,000 good cond. needs 2 tire rods
$100O/BO Rich 6-1066

Subaru Wagon 77 engine, 76 body.
AM/FM. Good condition. 54»Oe66

1975 red BMW ax condi $3800 or 80 call

after 5. 533-4960

1980 Camaro Z-28. 21k miles, T-roof , 4 spd
air induction, 60 series tires and aluminum
rims 549-2715

76 GMC Van. long bodied, windows all

around, good condition 2500 $ tel 549-6327

Pontlac Catailna 'M great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs sonr>e

work 584-9040

BEAUTIFUL SINGLE

In apartment on bus route close to town
and campus. Reasonable rent. 253-2872

100% Alpaca wool sweaters from Peru
$56 each Gerry 6-5512

HELP WANTED
Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week Ef $ie0-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/ Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Earn extra cash easy Halloween sales

54»Oe94

LOST

Lost pale yellow stranded glass bead
necklace. Laurel 6-7046

Lost brown leather wallet call Maura
6-1413 very important

Womans Seiko gold quartz watch 25$

reward 546-4941

BROWNIEQRAMS

Brownlegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 Vt

lbs sendanywhere $6.96 Er postage call

54&42B2

FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new
furniture two bedrooms. $375/ month.
D.H. Jones Real Estate 549-3700

PERSONALS

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday-Thursday 6:30-7:30 PM.
$10. /session University Hypnosis Center
358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4646 all

welcome

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancv Gillis 256-0266

RALPH LAUREN POLO SHIRTS all sizes

six colors call "Smitty" at 549-2631

Apartmentmate needed. Sunderland

complex. Rent negotiable on bus route fur-

nished. Call Jeff 6654357

TROY.
Health

Heres to

Ralph
your, Dick's and my

Bill - While you were looking you saw into

my heart. The poem is beautiful. Thanks,
Joyce

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1-283-7805

Guild Madeiia acoustic guitar excellent

cond Bill 54^4718

7x4 Watarbed Cr liner, $16 7x6 watert)ed

b liner, almost new, $30. heater $25

549-3994

Stick K In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Adventurous-Athletic-Warmhearted
Women

I'm GARY I own a PLANE and love to FLY
I seek a COMPANION for FLIGHTS & FUN
never too late DAY-NIGHT call 546-7812

UMMB Silks Happy Tuba Day

Paradise Happy 18th I Get wicked psych-

ed to celebrate! With love, Huzzah, Lens,

Drive, Bones - P.S. When is Steve gonna
send that tape?

Janet Lyn, Happy 20th Birthday I Love

always, Linda, Lynne, JoAnn, Susan,

Laurel, and Susan
Attention all SGA escorts and sup-

porters We need you I Our voices alone are

not enough. Please let us know you are

with us in our attempts to continue this

essential student service!! Please call and

give us your input/supF>ort. Contact Laura

549-0081 or Anne 549-5404

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Counseling in friendly rran-institutional

setting, confidential, sliding scale fees call

the Synthesis Center 256-0772 or 253-7022

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center
546-0041

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy Er

sell, rent. Thomes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584-1580

Female roommate wanted ASAP please

call 665-3480

SERVICES
~

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

Professionol Dress-Maker Amherst Area
- custom made clothing alterations -repairs

zippers replaced for appointment call

256-0867 evenings

Immediate cash for class rings, gold and
silver jewelry. Highest prices paid. Call

Ralph 6-8722 anytinw

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Best video available used % inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min - $6. X min - $8.

60 min - $10. 617-757-3166 or 617 752 3313

after 5

TRAVEL

RELATIONSHIPS

A one day workshop for women Oct. 16

Explore issues/problems that arise in

our relationships. Work towards change

and greater fullfillment with others.

For info call Estelie Gorfine 253-2822

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Philadelphia or any New
Jersey turnpike exit on Oct 14 or 15. Please

call 546-5556, keep trying. Will share ex-

penses.

ROOMMATE WANTED

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car.

Doug 546-8185

Call

Female roommate wanted to

house on Bay Rd 140+ 2S&8058
share

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29 31 and Nov 5 -

7 1982 for more info call Nancy & Randi

54S-0156

WANTED

Tutor wanted for Genetics (Zoo.) 510
please call Barbara S 546-0162

Looking for 2 Joe Jackson tickets

pleese call Gail 549-5686

"wanted TO BUY

Buying cless rings, gokl and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst, 256-0710

WORD PROCESSING

Dissertations & Theses: Prompt quality

preparations. Professional theses Et disser-

tation consultations. MDI/Word Link

253-9535
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yourself
INSEANT • • rj I

X

Now: Copy cassette tapes yourself J

any length. Fast: Copy a one-hour
cassette in less than two minutes.
Slmpde: Easy as xeroxing a letter.

Inexpensive: Our remarkably low
price includes the Rezound Copy
Cassette." Accurate: Perfect

Monaural copies, every time.

Vsrsotile: Make 1, 2, 3 or IX copies.

Rezound machine is located in our Record Dept.

OPEN M-F 9-5

Thur 9-9

Sat 11-4

Adivtwono'
HALLMARK
COLOR LABS
proc*MOfsK)
ttw professonaifi

Hours: Mon.-Fri., 8-6 Sat., 8-Noon

0R7 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

Located in the Campus Center

UmVERSITY
STORE
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UMass comeback bid falls short
Pickett goes
for victory
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

When Barrett McGrath's pass to Bob Si-

meone for a two point conversion was bat-

ted away with 2:32 remaining in the game
and Delaware Fightin' Blue Hens escaped

Alumni Stadium with a 14-13 victory over

the University of Massachusetts, the local

Bcripes were sharpening their pencils,

waiting to hear UMass head coach Bob

Pickett explain his decision.

Instead of calling on surefooted Bob Ross

to kick the extra point to tie the game,

after Gary Freker made a sensational

touchdown catch to bring the Minutemen

within one point, Pickett decided, for the

win with the two point conversion. For'

Pickett there wasn't much to explain.

"We had to go for the win," said Pickett

simply after the game. "We play the game
to win. not tie."

The win was just one play for the

Minutemen. Behind some outstanding

passing from McGrath and receiving from

Freker and Simeone UMass scored two

fourth qiiarter touchdowns but came up

short when McGrath's roll out pass was

deflected just before reaching Simeone.

"The play was designed to go to

Pearson," said McGrath. "I rolled out and

saw Garry covered. I saw Simeone's

numbers and threw it but it just didn't get

through."

McGrath was outstanding in the second

half, especially in the fourth quarter when

he hit Freker and Simeone on key third

down plays to keep Minuteman drives

alive.

But when McGrath replaced starter

Dean Pecevich in the third quarter and pro-

mptly threw an interception on his first

pass, it certainly didn't appear that

McGrath would go on to have the finest

passing half of his collegiate career, hitting

14 of 20 passes for 148 yards.

"When I came out and threw an intercep-

tion the first play I just told myself to keep

my confidence and I did," said McGrath. "I

just wish we could have pulled it out."

C«il«ffiu Hm«« by MiehMl M«nr*Ha

UMass ranninf back Garry Pearson is stopped daring: Saturday's Homecoming game with

Delaware at Alomni Stadium. The Bine Hens nipped UMass, 14-13.

The Minutemen really couldn't mount

any sort of sustained drive against

Delaware in the first half as the Delaware

defense showed why they are near the top

in the nation in Division 1-AA rushing

defense. They held UMass tailback Garry

Pearson to only 34 yards in the first half

and 59 yards for the entire game.

"We did a terrible job runmng the tMUl,"

said Pickett. "I felt we would have to

throw the ball more to win the game."

With Pearson being contained by the

tough Delaware "D" and finding

themselves down 14-0 in the fourth quarter

there wasn't a better time for McGrath and

Freker to come up with their finest perfor-

mances of their collegiate careers.

Freker set up McGrath's first touchdown

pass to Ron Mangarelli when he made a

twisting reception at the UMass 4 yardline.

On the next play McGrath rolled left and

threaded the needle hitting a diving

Mangarelli in the end zone for Mangarelli 's

fourth touchdown reception of the season.

While offense was producing material for

a highlight film in the fourth quarter, the

UMass defense, after a shaky first half,

was chasing Delaware quarterback Rick

Scully all over^tie field.

With defensive end Todd Comeau
already on the sidelines with an ankle in-

jury and nose guard Dan Brennan

(shoulder) and defensive end Joe Graham
(ankle) hurt in the second quarter, defen-

sive coach Jim Reid received some ex

cellent defensive play from Sheldon Har-

dison, Don Keefer, and Paul Manganaro.

In the first half Delaware moved the ball

well on the UMass defense but the UMass
"D" made the big play when they had to.

Twice in the first half Delaware head coach

Tubby Raymond decided to go for the first

down on fourth and two situations inside

the Minuteman 20 yard line.

But Grady Fuller nailed Scully for a loss

on the roll out for the first down and

Delaware relinquished the ball. Fuller also

made an interception to set up the final

UMass drive in the fourth quarter.

"The defense has been playing well

because they work hard," said Pickett, "I

thought Manganaro played well."

' The only significant defensive lapse came

on the first series of the second half. Scully

moved his team 76 yards on seven plays

culminating when Scully found Cliff Cle-

ment on a 12 yard touchdown pass to give

Delaware a 12-0 lead.

Tubby Raymond took his gamble early

hoping to force Pickett's hand later by go-

ing for the two point conversion instead of

the extra point.

Scully found halfback Kevin Phelan alone

on the right side and he scampered in un-

touched, giving Delaware a 14-0 lead.

Pickett gambled, and lost.

Women booters
rout Aldelphi, 9-0
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

It was a field day for the University of Massachusetts

womens soccer team as they romped over Adelphi

University 9-0 at Hoyden field yesterday. The win raises

UMass record to 6-3.

One of the squads four captains, Nina Holmsrom.

contributed to the victory with a goal and three assists.

Kickers Paula Stashis and Stacey Filonis scored two goals

each.

The women first got on the board two and a half minutes

into the game. The Adelphi goaltender came out of the net

to block Holmstrom. who passed the ball to Stashis all

alone in front of the net. She leisurely tapped the ball into

the net.

"We have to go out and make things happen," assistant

coach James Williams said, "That's what we did today."

In the next sixteen minutes UMass scored five goals. It

was Stashis again in front of the net receiving a pass from

Holmstrom and kicking it in to make the score 2-0.

Holmstrom scored the next UMass goal unassisted when

she was tangled in front of the left corner of the net with

two Adelphi players and put the ball past Adelphi goalie

Roseanne Shubert.

After getting a pass from Holmstrom, Filonis ran in on

Shubert and shot the ball past her for the team's fourth

goal.

Nadia Komarowski scored for UMass when Shubert

came out to bk)ck the shot, but Komarowski kicked the ball

past her, Lynne Raymond assisted on the goal.

The final goal of the first half came from Raymond. In

front of the net, Raymond kept kkking the ball until she

got it in.

"The important thing today is that we played with in

tensity," Williams said. "We played our game and avoided

lapses in concentration."

UMass' Toni Gioliano and Adelphi 's Donna LaMonica compete for ball control during: yester-

day's 9-0 UMass win at Boyden Fields.

The second half showed two more goals for the women.
Christine Taggart passed the ball to Sharon Dagget who
headed the ball into the net.

With less than five minutes left Jamie Watson ran in on

the goalie and kicked the ball over her hands. Taggart
assisted Watson on the goal.

On Saturday the women lost a ck>se game to Cortland

State, 1-0.

Cortland was strong in the first half when it scored its

goal. UMass outplayed Cortland in the second half and had

many scoring chances but couldn't capitalize.
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Regents want increase

in higher ed. budget

Collrriui pholo br Kevin J FM-hvtli

A caricature of the Heartbeat, a character from Shakespeare's 'The
Tempest," hangs above the Rand Theater in a promotional effort by the

Fine Arts Center to attract more people to the Theater.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The State Board of Regents

yesterday recommended a 12 percent

budget increa.se for public higher education

for next year which would include new
programs and staff support, increased

scholarship aid and a larger security force

for the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.
Included in the $49.6 million inorea.se for

all 27 public colleges and universities in

Massachusetts is a $1 million increase for

new engineering and management
programs at I'Mass. an additional $430,000

for increase(j stiiff support, and mure than

$100,000 for an additional seven police of

ficers for UMass.
Also recommended was a 40 percent in-

crease in the stale scholarship program.

The Regents proposed that the program be

increased by $10 million over the present

$2.5 million level.

The increase in the scholarship program is

an attempt to replenish a ^jrossly un

dertunded state support student aid. said

Chancellor of Higher Education John B.

Duff.

Last year more than 100.000 financially

qualified students applied for a state

scholarship, but because of lack of funds

only 28.000 received aid.

Last spring the Regents unanimously

endorsed a proposal, sponsored by Sen.

John Giver, D-Amherst. to general $29

million in student aid by subjecting

cigarettes to the five percent state sales

tax. Duff said the recommendation for

increased scholarship aid does not mean the

Regents no longer support Olver's

proposal.

"The Regent's position remains the same.

We hope it (the cigarette tax) passes and is

signed into law." Duff said.

Also recommended by the Regents are

two programs designed to increase the

amount of engineers and science majors for

the high technology industry.

The first proposal is the creation of the

Collaborative Engineering Program in the

city of Boston. Under the proposal,

students attending UMass/Boston would

lake two vears of pre engineering courses

as freslfifjen and sophomores. After

completing the two years at UMass. the

student would transfer to one of the four

Boston colleges with a full engineering

program — Boston University. Nor-

theastern, Tufts, or Wentwnrth - to com-

plete their engineering e<lucation. $ii(K),000

has l>een recommended to fund this pro-

gram for the first year. The money would

be used to underwrite the more expensive

private education received during the last

two years of the student's engineering pro-

gram.

Also recommended was $2.50,000 to in-

crease the amount of math and science

teachers in secondary schools in

Massachusetts. Currently, there is a

national shortage of math and science

teachers in kindergarten through iwelth

grade. Under the proposal, college math

and science majors would receive a $2,500

grant provided they would teach their

subject for at least one year in any public or

private school in Massachusetts.

"This is a very forward looking budget,"

said Regent Norman Zaikind.

The Regents budget recommendation will

be forwarded to the governor, who will

then make his recommendation to the

legislature in January. Because there will

be a new governor, the budget process will

be delayed one month to allow him to make

new recommendations.

Gelb: 'nukes control crises'
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The existence of nuclear weapons has ironically kept

worid crises under control, said the New York Times na-

tional security correspondent last night during a lecture at

the University of Massachusetts.

Leslie Gelb. who has worked for both the State and

Defense departments, spoke to about 150 people on

"Peace or War?: The Meaning of Deterrence."

"The crises in the worid have been kept under control so

they don't escalate into world wars," Gelb said. "I think

the most striking thing (about the post-war period) is the

United States and the Soviet Union have not been at war

with each other. Even with these weapons sitting at our

finger tips, not one has been used."

Gelb said for most purposes, both the United States and

the Soveit Union governments do not want nuclear

superiority.

Gelb said "Given the determination of each country to

pursue situations of at least equality, nuclear superiority

has been ruled out by both countries."

The choices of what can be done in a nuclear age were

best summed up by Woody Allen, Gelb said. "We are at a

crossroad, down one path is utter destruction and down

the second path is hopelessness and despair. 'Let us pray

we can choose wisely,' Allen said."

It is too dangerous and too risky for the United States

and the Soviet Union to continue acting as they have been

in the past.

"It is too much of a chance to assume this situation of

petrified peace is going to last," Gelb said. "We can't live

with it indefinitely."

Sensible arms control is needed by both countries, he

said. Treaties, however, are difficult to negotiate and be

accepted.

"It's difficult to come up with a solution that is political-

ly accepted and that makes sense," Gelb said.

CcmtinvM on page i

Cotlcihu photo hy Katk Witt«n

Leslie Gelb, National Security Correspondent

for the New York Time», addresses more than

150 people in SBA 120 on the meaning of nuclear

war deterrence.

Sharp criticism meets board appointments
By KEVIN BOWE
and PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The creation of 54 new positions on the Boards of

Trustees of the 27 state colleges and universities, in-

cluding two additional members to the University of

Massachusetts board, has drawn sharp criticism from

university and government officials who say the move is

an attempt by Gov. Edward J. King to provide political

rewards for his friends.

King, who signed the bill last week creating the extra

positions, plans to also sign an "emergency letter" to

waive the usual 90-day interim before the law takes effect,

allowing him to make appointments before his term ex-

pires in January. King was defeat^ for re-election by

former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in the Democratic

primary last month.

"Ed King is creating an army of positions to reward his

friends with political appointments," said state Rep.

Bruce Wetherbee, D-Pepperell. "I'd feel better if the ap-

pointments were made by a governor who will be around.

It is dangerous when you do something in a lame duck ses-

sion."

Wetherbee, a supporter of Dukakis, said he would

prefer either Dukakis, Republican candidate John Sears or

Independent candidate Frank Rich make the additional

appointments.

Wetherbee said the creation of the new trustee positions

is also connected with the establishment last week of the

14 new state judgeships which have drawn charges of

political patronage.

"The timing is the common denominator. If they (the ad-

ditional trustees and judges) were an emergency, why

wasn't it done last summer?" he said.

Marie Reid, director of the office of planning and

budget at UMass. Amherst, said the additions were need-

ed because "it helps the committee structure," which she

feels has been suffering since the 1980 reduction from 22

members. Reid said a number of bills have since been filed

to enlarge the board.

Bruce Laurie, president of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, the faculty union at UMass. Amherst, agreed

with Reid that the small board size has contributed to pro-

blems, but also disagreed with the timing of the addition

by King.

"I'm not sure that it's best for a lame duck governor to

be making appointments," Laurie said. "It reeks of expe-

diency."

Sheila Sullivan, chair of the public policy committee of

the Undergraduate Student Senate, also faulted the

governor's timing, and expressed displeasure with UMass
Board of Trustees Chairman Robert Quinn. who said, "If

you knew who appointed me (Gov. King), then you'll know

why I'd like them appointed (by King)..."

"I can't believe Quinn said that," Sullivan said. "It

sounds as if Quinn is trying to divide the l>oard up into

allegiances between Dukakis and King. The board should

be for higher education, not for a governor."

Continued on page k
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World and national news

Thousands of Poles

stand firm in Gdansk
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - An estimated

10.000 workers struck shipyards in Gdansk

and Gdynia for the second day yesterday,

and miUtants called for a general strike in

the region to protest the ban on Solidarity,

witnesses said.

They said the workers flashed V-for-

victory victory signs, chanted "Solidarity

Will Win!" and painted the words

"Solidarity Shipyard" in blue over the V.I.

Lenin shipyard sign in Gdansk.

They also left portraits of union chief Lech

Walesa and Polish-born Pope John Paul II

hanging on the gates of the plant named

after the founder of the Soviet state.

Other workers leaving the Gdansk yard

said an "underground committee" had

appealed for a general strike throughout

the Gdansk region. The report could not be

independently confirmed.

The latest strike lasted from 6 a.m. to 2

p.m., and unhke Monday night when

running battles between protesters and

security forces erupted, no incidents were

reported.

Riot police surrounding the shipyard in

Gdansk with water cannon left before the

shift change at 2 p.m.. and departing

workers were cheered by about 2.000

onlookers who chanted "Long Live

Walesa!" and "Bravo Workers!

'

Walesa has been interned since martial

law was declared and Solidarity suspended

Dec. 13. The union was outlawed Friday by

Parliament.

Government press spokesman Jerzy

Urban told foreign reporters in Warsaw

that eight shipyards and factories in the tri-

city area of Gdansk. Gdynia and Sopot were

struck Monday, and that police had fought

pitched battles with youths and onlookers

late into the night.

Workers in Gdansk festooned the shipyard

gates Tuesday with banners reading

"Fighting Solidarity." and "Solidarity

Strike in Defense of Union Rights." The

scene was reminiscent of August 1980

protests that launched the independent

union on the Baltic coast.

Western journalists reporting from

Gdansk drove to nearby cities to evade a

communications blackout in its second day.

Szczecin, the northwestern Baltic port, also

was cut off. but Western diplomatic sources

reported the city calm.

There were few details on the strike in

Gdynia, but witnesses said several

thousand workers halted work.

The strikers' plan appeared to be to halt

work by about 10.000 workers on the 6

a.m. -2 p.m. shift in Gdansk, allowing the 2

p.m. 10 p.m. shift of about 5.000 to 6.000

workers to function normally.

The plan effectively halts production,

since the second shift does mostly main

tenance.

Urban said only 10 to 13 percent of the

workers on the day shift supported the

strike in Gdansk, but workers told

reporters compliance was about 80 percent,

or 8.000 employees.

Reagan assures Indonesian security
.1 J. t r'v.i — n «^» noooccarilv an oYictincr one. We

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan assured

Indonesian President Suharto on yesterday that the

United States will not let its ties with China undermine the

security of American allies in Southeast Asia.

Reagan also expressed sympathy with Suharto's concern

about the growing power in the region of the Soviet Union,

the principal supporter of the communist government of

Vietnam.

Visiting the llniled States for the third time since he took

office in 1966. Suharto was hailed by Reagan as "a senior

statesman of Asia " whose country is "an important force

for peace, stability and progress."

After an elaborate welcoming ceremony and a 21-gun

salute. Suharto conferred with Reagan for 90 minutes in

the Oval Office. Sitting in wing chairs, they posed for

pictures in front of a blazing fire.

A senior U.S. official, briefing reporters afterward, said

countries in the region are concerned about "a potential

threat from China, not necessarily an existing one. We
understand these concerns.

"

The official said the Association of Southeast Asian

Nations (ASEAN) is the foundation of U.S. policy in the

region. 'The United States is not going to let its relations

with any other country get in the way ... or in fact con

stitute a security threat to ASEAN," he said.

Administration officials refused to discuss whether the

talks between Reagan and Suharto touched on two sen

sitive areas — civil unrest and alleged mass killings by

security forces on East Timor, an Indonesian island, and

the lack of a U.S. ambassador in Indonesia.

The senior official, speaking on the condition that he not

be identified, said the United States relies on "quiet

diplomatic discussions" of human rights questions.

However, the official said the Indonesian government "is

very much aware of administration policy on this regard."

Argument continues over tax break

[ No Cover

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration "has

no toleration for racial discrimination" but believes that it

is up to Congress — not the Internal Revenue Service — to

bar tax exemptions to racially biased schools, the Supreme

Court was told yesterday.

Assistant Attorney General William Bradford Reynolds,

arguing before a crowded courtroom, said the ad-

ministration believes a 12 year old ban on tax breaks for

Bob Jones University and similar racially biased schools

lacks congressional approval at this time.

But William T. Coleman Jr., a prominent black lawyer,

told the justices during oral arguments that wiping out

discrimination against blacks is such a "fundamental"

national policy that tax breaks for racially biased schools

should not be supported.

Blacks, civil rights groups and others were outraged by

the administration's announcement last January it in-

tended to grant tax exemptions to racially biased private

schools.

The administration — in the midst of a major political

embarrassment over the issue — later said the Supreme

Court would have to decide whether the ban imposed by

the Internal Revenue Service in 1970 was justified. The

administration also called on Congress to enact a specific

prohibition, but no action has been taken.
^
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Oh Henry! It's a mouse!
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The people in Morrill Science Center at the University of

Massachusetts aren't the only ones eating the candy in the

vending machines.

Mice have somehow gotten into a candy machine on the

second floor of Morrill and have been nibbling away at the

candy.

Michael Leonard, a geology professor whose office is

around the corner from the infested machine, said he first

noticed the problem a few weeks ago when the mice

started chewing on the wrappers of the candy.

"You could see where they had been getting into the

candy bars." Leonard said.

He said he told an employee from Maple Hill Farms, the

company that owns the machine, about the problem and

since then the vendors have stopped filling the machine.

But the machine is still there, mice and all.

Leonard said there are currently a few candy bars in the

machine, and the mice are enjoying a feast of these treats.

"It's really gross," he said.

I^onard said he contacted the UMass department of

Environmental Health and Safety about the problem, but

he doesn't think they have done anything about it.

George Reed, an environmental health specialist in the

department, said he "may have" received a complaint,

adding, "I don't recall."

Leonard said he thinks the mice either crawled in

through a ventilation hole, or were placed in the machine

through the front slot by a student.

- -'.^ ^.-W.
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Billy Mitch of Warner Bros. Contractors in-

stalls a new sidewalk ramp on N. Pleasant St.

in front of Hasbrouck Lab.

Exiled poet honors holiday
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Renouncing the traditional celebration of

Columbus Day, Dennis Brutus, a black

South African poet awaiting a ruling on his

possible deportation from the United

States, commemorated Native American

Peoples' Day on Amherst Common. Mon-

day afternoon.

Brutus, who was a visiting professor at

Amherst College last year when the two-

year-old holiday first emerged, cited the

massacres and colonization in the Americas

led by Christopher Columbus, as events of

tragedy and infamy.

After nursing a sting on the tongue by

what Brutus called, a "CIA bee," he

discussed before a small crowd his applica-

tion for political asylum made last

February and read two of his poems.

Brutus told people that the ground they

were standing on was taken from the In-

dians by Loi^ Jeffrey Amherst who had

the same "diseased love of possession" as

Columbus.
Brutus read the ending passage of one

poem saying, "I call on you by strange and

wonderful names/names that are wonder-

ful music./What should 1 be calling you?/l

call you my fellow oppressed. /I salute you

my brothers, my sisters, my friends."

Brutus, who is now teaching at Nor-

thwestern University in HI., said he has

been "squeezing" in visits such as this

throughout the country to inform the

public of the oppression people face in

South Africa and of the U.S. involvement

there.

Brutus also said he is in the midst of rais-

ing money to cover legal expenses which

have resulted in his struggle to beat depor-

tation orders issued by the Immigration

and Naturalization Service.

/.rthur Serota, coordinator of the

Western Massachusetts Dennis Brutus

Defense Committee, said no public decision

has been rendered yet on the application

for political asylum Brutus submitted over

six months ago.

U.S. District Court Judge Irving

Schwartz in Chicago continued the case so

that Brutus' lawyers would have more time

to consider alternatives to court-ordered

deportation.

The Dennis Brutus Defense Committees

in Amherst, Boston, Minneapolis and

Chicago contend in leaflets that "if

deported, Dennis Brutus will become a

target of assassination for the South

Africa secret police, because of the lifelong

battle he has waged against racism and

apartheid."

"The climate is getting worse," Brutus

said, "for people like myself who are oppos-

ed to apartheid."

Estimated tax bill passes;

new monies appropriated

\

Collcglu ^keto b7 Michael MargolU

The University of Maasachusetts Library Tower is reflected in the

campus pond on a prey day.

Two unidentified males

assault Wheeler students

By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Board of Selectmen last

night approved estimated tax bills for

residents based on one half of last year's

bills minus abatements.

James A. Lindstrom, the town's finance

director and treasurer, said sending out

estimated tax bills would generate cash for

the town, and allow taxpayers to pay a por-

tion of their taxes now and receive income

tax credit.

"Although there will be additional costs

involved in sending out the estimated tax

bills, we won't have to borrow any money,"

Lindstrom said. "In the past, the town has

had to borrow up to $2 million in tax an-

ticipation notes. This will make that un-

necessary."

Lindstrom pointed out that without the

estimated tax bills, residents will receive

one tax bill in February, and another in

May, less than three months apart.

"With the estimated bills, thev (the

residents) will receive one now and one in

May," Lindstrom said.

Town Assessor Ernest Anderson said an

impact statement would be prepared in

three weeks to help residents understand

what they are being charged and how that

rate was determined.

"We will review the bills case by case,"

Anderson said. "We have some interesting

cases, and they will be reviewed individual-

ly to take abatements into account."

In other action, the selectmen borrowed a

total of $910,962 in short term notes. Of

that amount, notes totalling $805,425 will

mature on October 14 and $105,537 will be

used for road maintenance projects.

The selectmen also approved a Fair

Housing Program which was adopted to

comply with state affirmative action

policies. The program requires the

establishment of a Fair Housing Commit-

tee to oversee housing practices.

Town Planner James P. Coke, in a

memorandum on the policy, said the Ex-

ecutive Office of Environmental Affairs af-

firmative action regulations require a

specific committee to ensure fair housing

practices.

"It creates a little more work, but it's the

law," said Acting Town Manager Stanley

Ziomek.

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Two students were assaulted Friday

night in Wheeler dormitory by two uniden-

tified males who slipped past dorm secun-

ty, Sgt. David Grader of the University of

Massachusetts jwlice department said.

The assailants went from door to door on

the third and fourth floors of Wheeler

challenging residents to fights, Grader

said.

A fourth floor student asked the two to

leave and was struck in the face and head

\vith fists and beer bottles. Another stu-

dent who tried to break up the fracas was

assaulted in the same manner, Grader said.

By the time police arrived, the assailants

had fled. An unsuccessful search was then

conducted, Grader said.

The two assaulted students were taken

to University Health Services. One was

treated with stitches above the right eye

and the other was placed under observa-

tion by Health Services staff. Grader said.

One assailant was described as a tall

blond white male with tan pants and a tan

shirt, a blue jacket and a rugby hat. The

other was described as wearing a white

cowboy hat. Grader said.

Further investigations are being con-

ducted by Officer Linda Piorun, Grader

said.

Jackson poster reappears;

UPC leader "really glad"
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Joe Jackson poster reported missing

from outside the Fine Arts Center last

week was returned, according to Fern

Spierer, Union Program Council (UPC).

"It's back," Spierer said. "I'm really

glad, too."

The University of Massachusetts Depart-

ment of Public Safety received an

anonymous phone call Friday saying that

the person who had the poster wished to

return it, and would leave it in a designated

spot near the Southwest residential area,

said Bill Pritchett, Talent Coordinator for

UPC.
Gerald T. O'Neil, director of Public Safe-

ty, confirmed the story, saying it was

"basically accurate."
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ifGelb
Continued frttm page 1

The Reagan administration has been talking about the

possibility of controlling a nuclear war after it has begun

in a limited way, Gelb said. The Soviets have been saying

publicly for years that they do not believe it is possible to

have a limited nuclear war. However people have to look

at the fact that the Soviets have large land bases and

many nuclear weapons.

"You don't pay attention to words. You look at the

capabilities," he said.

Eliminating weapon systems that take away time and

choices from the leaders of countries is one way to lessen

the risk of a nuclear war, he said. Dialogues can and must

be re-established between the Soviet Union and the United

States to resolve the tension between the two countries.

However, Gelb said, "1 don't think we can have both

peace and disarmament. We can't have disarmament. It's

not going to happen and it's not safe."

"If we were to take our troops out of Europe, 1 would

not bet against the Soviets taking advantage," he said.

Gelb said there were four different approaches that

could be taken to avoid a nuclear war. One approach is

what he called "wishful thinking," in which one side would

make the first move to totally disarm.

"The idea of this approach isn't in the cards for any man

or woman who wants to be elected," he said.

Digest
By fhf As-sonated Press

*reaction
Continued from page 1

"I would not call this (the creation of new trustees) a

parallel to the judicial appointments," Quinn said in an in-

terview Sunday. "He lost the primary and still has one-

third of a year left (in his term). You shouldn't say the

governor should stand still."

Wetherbee speculated that the creation of the trustees

and judgeships by King are in return for the governor's

approval of a legislative pay raise scheduled to be passed

by the state legislature some time after the November

elections.

In order for these kinds of deals to cease, the legislative

rules must be radically reformed, Wetherbee said. To

begin with, the power of the legislative leadership must be

curbed, he said.

Rep. James G. Collins. D-Amherst, who is expected U)

be named chairman of the Joint Legislative Committee on

Education next January, said he supported the move to in-

crease the board's size.

"I'm confident the governor will make good quality ap-

pointments to the board, just as he has done in the past,"

he said.

Acting Vice-Chancellor for Administration and Finance

John L. DeNyse, who said he could not give "an informed

opinion" on the increase, refused comment.

Protective packaging
for drugs ordered
BOSTON — Protective packaging is needed for non

prescription drugs sold in Massachusetts to help prevent

any recurrence of the deaths linked to contaminated

Tylenol, the state's public health commissioner told a

legislative committee yesterday.

Meanwhile, state health officials also reported finding

Tylenol capsules being sold Monday at stores in Hyannis

and Boston, despite a statewide ban on sales of the pain

killing capsules. A Bay State survey of eye care products

also was started following a report that Visine A.C.

eyedrops in Colorado had been spiked with acid.

"Recent events have shown the need to require non

prescription, over the counter drugs to be sold in non

tamper packages." Commissioner Alfred L. Frechette told

the Committee on Health Care during testimony on a bill to

impose state packaging standards.

Retirement checks

for women questioned
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court said yesterday

that it will decide whether employers can give women

smaller retirement checks each month because they are

likely to live longer than men.

The court must judge the legality of an Arizona

retirement benefit plan for state employees. But the

impact of its eventual decision will be felt nationwide —

affecting Americans who work for private employers as

well.

The hfe insurance industry told the justices that banning

the use of sex based actuarial tables in retirement plans

could add $2 billion a year to the costs of such plans.

"Such a judicially forced break with the past will indeed

revolutionize the insurance industry, " the court was told.

The Arizona plan was struck down by the 9th U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals, which said it violates a 1964 federal law

banning sex discrimination in employment.

In Arizona, men and women working for the state pay

equal amounts into a deferred compensation system. Upon

retirement, they have several choices for getting their

money back — including an annuity that gives them a

monthly payment for life.

Debate locale search

on for Ray and Ted
BOSTON — A one-hour debate between U.S. Sen. Ed-

ward Kennedy, D-Mass., and his Republican challenger,

Raymond Shamie of Walpole, will be held somewhere in

central Massachusetts, according to a Kennedy aide.

"We really don't care where it's held as long as we can

be sure it isn't a setup. But it's already been decided that it

will be somewhere in the central part of the state," Ken-

nedy spokesman Brian Delaney said Monday night after a

meeting between aides for each candidate.

No date for the debate was disclosed.

Shamie aides expressed interest in holding the debate at

Nichols Junior Collge in Dudley, where Shamie is a

trustee, according to unidentified Kennedy aides quoted in

the Worcester Telegram,

People return home;
fear contamination
LIVINGSTON. La. — Hundreds of people ventured back

home yesterday for the first time in two weeks, mistrustful

of assurances that there would be no long term con

tamination from a train fire that sent clouds of toxic smoke

over the town.

"I'm not so much worried about myself and my husband,

but what about my kids and our grandchildren?" said

Pauline Buffy. who was concerned about long lasting

chemical contamination.

"I don't think they've really given us the assurance we

wanted," she said.

Authorities warned residents not to eat vegetables from

their gardens or food that was left on shelves or in

refrigerators when the town's 2,700 residents were

evacuated Sept. 28.

But at two quickly called town meetings, health officials

said they did not expect longterm complications.

"We don't think you will have any problems." said state

health officer Dr. Sarah Braud. "If we did, we wouldn't

have let you back in."

Some residents — those who live in 20 homes very close

to where 43 cars in a 101 car Illinois Central-Gulf States

freight train derailed — were not allowed to return. Those

homes were destroyed or badly damaged and now are in a

roped off area, close to the charred wrecks of the over

turned rail cars where clean up crews were still at work.

Away from that area, homes seemed to have suffered

little damage other than broken windows. Trees and other

plants still have their leaves.

Your first stop

for disc film

processing.

The Graduate
TONIGHT

7, 9, & 11 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Admission $1.50

Bring in your KODACOLOR HR Disc Film, and get

quality color processing by Kodak. You'll like the

way the color comes out bright and clear , .

just the way you like it Stop in today to order

your great looking prints.

r

"^l^^estaurant
55 University Dr.

Amherst, Mass
549-5713

COLOR
PROCESSING
.. Kodak

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
STORED

Good food and drink

served in a comfortable, friendly atmosphere

1.) Delicious Luncheon Specials at $2.49

Men - Fri 1 1 :30 - 4:00

2.) Dinner Specials for two $8.95

served with* salad and baked potato

every night 5:30-9:00

3.) Pizza Party!

A free small pizza with a pitcher of beer

every evening 9:00 - closing

4.) 50^ off our cheese dipper

during any happy hour - just mention this ad

2:00 - 5:30 daiiy 9:00 - closing Sun - Thurs
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Letters-

Chemical war is unwinnable war
To the Editor:

I was disgusted with the "Case for Chemical Warfare"

editorial that Dave McCarthy wrote. Especially striking

was the line: "I contend that pacifists should opt for the

Chemical option, in the name of short term arms control".

Obviously McCarthy doesn't know what pacifism or disar-

mament means.

The point against nuclear weapons and chemical

weapons is that both would be responsible for mass

genocide and ecocide. His whole argument for chemical

warfare rests on the assumption that we have no option

but to continue an armaments race with the Soviet Union.

He argues for a "chemical deterrent" against the Soviet

Union, and that by not being "chemically prepared" the

U.S. would have to rely more on nuclear weapons. This is

the same "cold war" line that has been fed to the

American people since WWII.

The disarmament movement stands in opposition to the

insane reasoning that developing more weapons will make
us more secure. Instead we believe that bilateral disarma-

ment must be negotiated with the Soviet Union and that

the resources that are now going to weapons production

should go to building real security: jobs, energy self-

sufficiency, health care, and education.

Of course a powerful segment of our population has a

vested interest in the maintenance of the "cold war"

psychology. Two thirds of the nation's top 100 firms are

heavily involved inthe military market which now exceeds

$50 billion annually in procurement for new weapons at

15-20 percent profit rates. The Pentagon maintains two

lobbyists for every member of Congress and distributes

contracts to as many congressional districts as possible.

Dave McCarthy has nothing to complain about. Reagan

has been increasing chemical weapons R&D and produc-

tion along with virtually every other part of the military

budget.

By the way, Dave, the Soviet Union is not the only

superpower who has used chemical weapons, nor the first.

In violation of the Geneva Protocol against chemical

weapons, the U.S. used them in Viet Nam (remember

Napalm, Agent Orange, and Agent Blue?) and many

suspect in Cuba during the late 1970's (though don't ex-

pect the Pentagon to admit it). Who do you think

developed and marketed the barbaric phosphorus bombs

used by Israel in Lebanon?

Abbe Bjorklund

UMasa Students Against Militarism

BMSO article misleading

To the Editor:

On behalf of the Bilingual/Multicultural Student

Organization I would like to request that the Collegian

print a correction regarding the article in the October 7th

issue. In the article the reporter wrote that BMSO was

formed because of an increasing need tx) teach bilingual

students more about the culture of this country and this

community." There was some serious misinformation

printed in the article which does not adequately reflect the

goal of BMSO. Chir goal is not to teach, but to serve bil-

ingual and multicultural issues.
*

Primarily, the main objective of BMSO is to serve the

bilingual and multicultural community in the ways which

that community sees as relevant and necessary.

We wish to make clear that our objectives are aimed at

the entire community, students and non-students alike.

The current members of BMSO are from bilingual and
culturally diverse backgrounds.

WendeLce Graves
Amherst

UMass employee charges bias

To the Editor:

I vehemently oppose the Trustees approval of a tuition

waiver to university employees and their families. 1 am

not opposed because I've had U) pay to educate my

children but it so happens I have been employed by the

University for ten years and still am allowed only 4 credits

tuition free per semester. I should think the trustees

would look out for the employees interests l)efore

broadening them to spouses and children, this 4-credit tui-

tion waiver applies only if the chairman gives you released

time - if not, you have to sacrifice your lunch hour or

make up the time.

Name and address witheld on request
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US hostage

to handguns
The current controversy brewing over the death pen-

alty is truly mystifying. Indeed, that a so-called "ci-

vilized" society is even considering such a bar-

barous act of punishment is both insulting and embarrass-

ing to those of us who consider ourselves reasoning

animals. Besides, hasn't anyone in this state heard of the

old maxim: "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure"? It is obvious that prevention is gun control. Since

guns are present in a majority of all homicides.

Kevin DeLuca

The cure, if one can call it that, is said to be the death

penalty. However, time and time again studies have

shown that far from convincing people not to murder, the

death penalty does nothing of the sort. And sometime it

actually stimulates an atmosphere of violence which per-

vades the society and results in a rise in the number of

murders. So let us dismii5s the silly notion that the death

penalty is anything more than the invention of grasping

politicians.

In reality, there is no cure for preventing murder, death

being irreversible. So let us examine how to prevent

murder in the first place.

Upon close scrutiny, one observes that the common
denominator among most murders is the way in which

they are committed, via handguns. So the obvious conclu-

sion one draws is that if we ban handguns, their manufac-

ture, sale, and use, we will greatly reduce the numlxT of

murders committe<l.

"Wait!" a National Rifle Asstx-iation member will

scream. "Guns don't kill jx-ople, i)eople kill fK'ople.

Besides it says in the (Constitution that I have the right to

bear arms."

I^et us address the latter claim first. No, our dear, gun-

ho friend, our Constitution d«»es not say any such thing. It

does not grant each individual the right to bear arms, but

rather gives the state the right to form a militia as our

venerable Supreme Court has told us more than once.

As for the idea that people kill fieople, not guns, our con-

tention should Ik* that people would kill less fHH)ple if guns

were not available. FacLs seem to sup|K)rt us. For in coun-

tries such as England. West (Jermany, and Japan, where

handguns are banned, on the average 25 fHH)ple are killed

by handguns a year. In the I'nited State's, that numlnr

meet their deaths every day. Indeed, the appalling

statistics are as follows: 10.000 f>eople a year are

murdered by handguns; a person is shot to death every .SO

minutes in this great country of ours. Now. isn't that just

a bit frightening?

"Why isn't the carnage stopped?" you ask. Well for two

simple reasons. The Americans psyche still seems to be

caught up in the Wild West ideal, where guns, sh(K)touts,

and killing were common and accepted. America does not

seem to have matured enough to give up such a ridiculous

and dangerous fantasy, therefore we go on playing

cowboy to the tune of 10,000 deaths a year. Quite a costly

game.

Secondly, and perhaps more imjMirtantly, the people

who want guns, namely the NRA. are loud, active, and ef-

fective in lobbying Congressman to see their point of view

and not that of the majority, who sit back meekly and
watch in fear the insanity around them.

Come on America, wake up and think: Do we want to be

killed? Handguns serve no useful purpose, they are made
expressly for murder. Other countries can live without

them, can we live with them? Let us abolish handguns
before they abolish us.

Kevin DeLuca is a Collegian staffmember

RandomNotes
on Friday

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must include the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the iar^e

^'olume of mail received, unpublished letters
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missions are subject to editin^^ for clarity and

^rrammar. Letters longer than 'M) lines may
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NY Lieut. Governor
sets local campaign
NEW YORK — Ll. Governor Mario M. Cuomo's cam-

paign organization has appointed John (Andy) Hoffmeier

as the coordinator responsible for organizing the more

than 200 New York state voters now at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst campus.

Citing Cuomo's record of achievement in education,

human services, taxes and job development, Hoffmeier

said he expected a very positive response from New
Yorkers in Amherst.

The campaign will get underway at 7:30 p.m. Thursday

in the 19th floor lounge of the John Quincy Adams tower of

the Southwest residential area. Interested New Yorkers

and others are invited to attend the meeting. For those

unable to attend, absentee ballot applications can be ob-

tained by contacting Hoffmeier at 2107 J. Q. A., or by

calling 546-8565.

Teacher hopeful

to meet and discuss

requirement changes

There will be an open house for Prospective secondary

school teachers at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 18 in Room 222 of the

School of Education. Students can obtain information

about the new certification guidelines and meet with

student teachers who are currently in the field at this

meeting.

Certification requirements were changed this fall and it

is important for students to get guidance for course

selection early. For more information, contact Linda

Cleary at 545-0246 or 549 6087. or Dr. Verne Shelan at 545

1570.
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Food Co-op to meet

A general meeting of the Amherst Food Co op wUl be

held at 7-30 tonight in the basement of the Amherst Fu-st

Congregational Church. Anyone interested is mvited to

attend.

Arab student group

to discuss Lebanon
The Organization of Arab Students (OAS) will hold an

informative of updated events in Lebanon. It will be free,

and held at 8 p.m. Thursday in Thompson 102.

The presentation includes a movie on the children of

Palestine, a speaker. Paul Sava of Lebanon and Mid

Eastern food supplied by group members. Solidarity

messages will also be presented.

Wednesday, October 13, 1982_
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Hypercurricula

WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG KI6HT
Miller or Miller Light

35c Pub-Mugs

- OLDIES -

with

Gregg Adams

A/ftftSlSMS'Bl ^-^

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP - A group for

women who are challenging traditional ways of ex-

periencing spirituality. A supportive community where

women can share, question, and grow toward a new un-

derstanding of ourselves, 7 9:00 p.m.. Student Union.

GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL IN

TRODUCTORY MEETING - We need your input and

ideas on CC/SU programming. GPC is funded by the Board

of Governors, 4:30 p.m. CC 802.

STUDENTS AGAINST MILITARISM MEETING -
Students Against Militarism is a UMass group working on

issues of the draft and militarism. 7:30 p.m. CC 177.

OXFORD NIGHT — Meeting with director and past

participants in Oxford Summer Seminar. Trinity College,

Oxford. Discussion and slides, 7:30 p.m., Bartlett 301.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Come dance to the

beautiful rhythms! All welcome. 7:30 p.m. for beginners.

8:30 p.m. for all others. Commonwealth Room. Student

Union.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING - Dr. WendeU Dodge

will give a slide presentation on "The Black Bear in

Massachusetts. " 7:30 p.m. Holdsworth 312.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY — Today's topic foi

theological discussion is: "The Liberal Christian In

Politics" faciUtated by Rev. Phil Ward, 12:15 to 1:15 p.m.,

428 Student Union.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING - Anyone

willing to help and share ideas about solving the problems

of world hunger is welcome. Plans now in process for Fast

for a World Harvest. 4:30 5:30 p.m.. 428 Student Union.

NEWS MEETING AT WMUA — A News Department

meeting for all staff and those people interested in joining

the department. No experience necessary, 4 p.m., 42

MarstonHall.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Study, plan-

ning, and action toward nuclear disarmament. New
participants welcome to strategize new directions. 6 8:30

p.m.. CC 808.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST WEEKLY
MEETING — Come for quality fellowship and a continuing

series designed to stimulate you in your Christian growth.

6:30 p.m., SBA 109.
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FREE DELIVERY

Pinocchioa, with the tastiest hot Pizxa
and Subs in the valley, now offers famt
home delivery too!

We deliver *7 days a week from 5 o.m.
to2a.m.

Treat yourself to PINOCCHIO'S
2 sizes of Subs

12' and 16" Pizzas

Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.

Sunday 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1177 No. Pleasant St., No. Amherst
5493669

•Limited delivery area, $3.75 minimum on delivery
orders, thank you.

Arts

An appetizingFood Fright at Present Stage
Directed by Anne Bogart

Friday, October 8

Present Stage, Northampton

Barbara Harrington, Gisele

Clement are featured in the

duction of Food Fright.

LiUlien, and Susan

Present Stage Pro-

GEOLOGISTS
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANYJ
one of the Leading Oil and Gas
Producers in the U. S., seeks

i

innovative and aggressive

GEOLOGISTS to expand its

current level of activity.

AMOCO will be recruiting

here on October 14-15. 1982.

See your DEPARTMENT
Office to schedule an
interview.

Positions available for

M.S. and Ph.D. candidates

In GEOLOGY for

^^EXPLORATION located

^^n^in the New Orleans

^1^^ Regional Office.

Wt Ar« An Equal Opportunity Employer

Malo/Famal*

By JOSEPH CAVANOUGH
Collegian Correspondent

Last Friday night's performance of Foodfright. created

by Susan Clement and Barbara Harrington, defined the

social and cultural constraints put upon women in a society

which forces them to abuse their bodies and spirit. The

problem is real and growing. As advertisements,

television, movies, and music increasingly depict an ideal

physical model for women to achieve, more and more

women are being injured in attempts at emulating this

model. No woman can achieve the slim, plastic figure of the

ideal woman represented in the media. What this model

promotes in women are frenzied attempts to imitate an

impossible look. These attempts include over dieting,

exercising on minimum nutrition, a dangerous use of

makeup, and a host of other methods to aid in supposedly

looking more beautiful. When this ideal model is not

achieved numerous psychological disorders often result.

Some of the unpleasant results were expressed Friday

night at Present Stage.

The theater itself is a converted dairy house. The very

small floor space was used effectively to create the in-

timacy necessary in a sociological theater of this type. The

action takes place in three separate stage settings: one at

the front of the audience, one at the rear, and one to the

left — placing the audience almost in the center of the

action. The setting was very impressionistic and distracted

very little from the action. The costumes were very

simplistic and their value blended with the set. The only

striking part of these costumes were the gloves which

changed color with each scene. Here. Laura WUliams

provided unified support of the production.

The performance was composed of a collection of short

scenes involving comedy and music as well as melodrama.

The women in the play were actually performmg to the

audience as part of the plot, so that when they went off

stage, to another stage setting, they could talk to the

audience directly. This performance within a performance

effect created more direct contact between the audience

and the actresses. There was even one scene in which the

actresses, as characters, asked questions of the audience.

This breaking down of the invisible actor/audience wall is

important in a performance because it reminds the

audience that these are real people on stage.

Also, another great tool used in the play was the music,

well researched and performed by Gisele Litalien. The

Patterson House Presents

The
Fantini Bros

Tonight

Wednesday, Oct. 13th

8-1 am
$2.50 at the door

18 yr olds invited

Drink Specials

RacK-A-Disc

Raffle

"I IWt for vrnksndt M^'

'^^ rusty nail
Saturday, October 16 ~ - =_

music provided an odd collection of both famous and not so

famous works fragmented so that Litalien. playing Ronnie,

could project her points vocally as well as musically. Here

the choreography fit well and the director, Anne Bogart,

should be commended.

In closing. 1 should ask the reader to reflect upon the

various devices just mentioned to understand this type of

theater. The cast and concept team of Food/right knew

how to express their point to the audience through these

tools and at no time did I feel that they were simply

reading a book on the stage. I have referred to this type of

theater as sociological, meaning that it is an educational

theater dealing with an important sociological theme.

Certainly, there is no better way to educate an audience

than by entertaining them simultaneously. And there is no

better way to make somebody laugh than by indirectly

forcing them to laugh at themselves and juxtaposing

comedy with melodrama. This is theater used as a medium

to promote change in our society. This power is unique to

theater in that the audience can identify with the per-

formers as real people. The movie industry cannot com-

pare with theater in thus respect more often reflecting the

changing society rather than promoting change.

F'riday night's performance was both intellectually

stimulating as well as entertaining. One did not have to be

all that sensitive to undersUnd or feel for the characters.

Foodfright was direct and well worth seeing.

Play by Play
MiJnIek

This week is "the calm before the storm" in college and

professional theater this semester. In the next few weeks,

the Five College Area theatre and Boston theatre will he at

its peak.

Private Lives or not so private? In Private Lives, a

comedy by Noel Coward, a now divorced couple is shown

on their honeymoons with their new spouses. The

problem? They are staying in the same hotel, in adjacent

rooms, and just happen to meet. Private Lives plays

through November 21 at the Lyric Stage. 54 Charles

Street. Boston. Performances are Wednesdays. Thur

sdays. and Fridays at 8 p.m.; Saturdays at 3 and 8:30 p.m.;

Sundays at 3 p.m. Tickets are $5.50 to $8 depending on the

day of the show.

Also in Boston. Btmjour, la Bonjour opens October 19

and runs through October 23 at the Boston University

Theatre. 264 Huntington Avenue. Boston. Written by

Canadian playwright Micheal Tremblay. Bimjour. la,

Bonjour has been called "a sensitive and probing new

dramatic study of the turmoil surrounding a family's

relationships, loves, and hostilities." by its producers. All

performances begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 for the public,

and $2 for students and .senior citizens.

OXFORD
Next Summer?
"Hear all about it"

See slides of 1982,

meet participants.

BARTLETT - 301

October 13 - (Wed)

TIME - 7:30 P.M.

Note: new law course

I

a

J
yZAi

presents

Billy Idol and the Atlantics
Ynii miittt hA 18" to Antar.
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

HAVIN6 FOR. BRBAK-
?=-:-, FASTTH/S MORNING,

MRS? Hee-
nee'

«S icn

JUANfTAUmB
TommuiHAi
iOU'Ra HAVING

F0R3ReAKFA5r
TDDAt

I'MHAVmA
GROWING BUT
UNPBRVALVeP
P^TROCMBMICAL

COMPANY'

ONLVteASHARa'
MYGOQfT^Jllfr
SITTING THeRe,U^^

A PLUMP UTTL5
SPARPOUl!

CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Many other sale records available on our Sale Table

OPEN Quantities Limited

Ian Hunter ^'^ ^'^ ^®^ '^''"^ ^^'® ^"^* 10-22-82

88 Located in the Campus Center

MSTORE^

WHOopi

WHOOP.'

S BA^ IT. WOULD yoo

CA£» THIS CH£CK

FOR Mg'^

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

[6k (iOO YOufte fU(jMiTl

ITS ftH etlSCTlot* Wef^O-7

p\'^'

\_3 A J

Bushwa
by Tom Cushwa

; c.F.A. ... ^

^

""l LIKE 1rtE S
doomO of THA\ 5

o

uJouuO SAY •

''IT Takes ATov;crH
i^am to t^^klE

^_,A TAX FoRr>n /"

STILL TRYl'VJCr To
HASTta ThG:
"TuMA 4 Top^/AToe

Bloom County bv Berke Breathed

m,10^^^ WHAT'.

IW66/V6/M T5Av.^

\ =

OH NO I PIWT...

\i)fi6A|n CALMfVWN...

OKAY? OKAY?

NW CHICKS

STDReFATIN

OKAY. M5f?'m(6H5FOR

WIWTEK, KJNCWA'

/

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Brown Derby Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER BASICS DINNER

Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce Fried Shrimp Dinner

Fried Shrimp Dinner/ Cocktail Sauce. Tartar

Cocktail Sauce. Tartar Sauce

Sauce Sweet and Sour Tofu

Sweet and Sour Tofu

Attention Collegian Staff

Mandatory staff meeting for everyone at 7 p.m.

Wednesday in the Collegian newsroom. Everyone must

attend. The meeting will be brief. If you cannot make it,

contact your department editor or manager.

The Collegian has an opening for an Associate

Women's Editor, People with interest and some

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students should apply in person to Cris

Schuster, women's 'editor, in the Collegian office. 113

Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The CoLkgian is an equal

opportunity employer.

ACROSS 41 Roman father 10 Oklahoma

1 Maize porridge 42 Appraised 11 Pub portion

5 Library stamp 44 pence (old 12 Jewish month

10 German admiral tax) 13 Existence

m Falklands 45 At no time Poet 18 Hanker

battle, 1914 46 The Way We 23 Wrath

14 Malay canoe 24 At present

15 Soap plant 47 Blemish 25 American orni

16 Museum pieces 50 Slips thologist.

17 Forehanded 51 Legume 1877 1962

ones'' 54 Chester 26 Type of ray

19 Burden Arthur 27 See 38 Across

20 JFK spredeces 55 In advance 28 Endures

sor 58 Not ot the cloth 29 Banks or Rapids

21 Scrooge s name, 59 Game o< chance 30 Winged Bot

(or short 60 Callasrole 31 More tardy

22 Rudder brace 61 Concerning 32 Headliners

24 Humpty Dumpty s 62 Ruhr center 34 Prickly plant

nemesis 63 College testivity 37 Congregate

25 Caliber 41 Intrinsically,

26 In abundance Latin style

29 Pattonand 43 Sun discourse

Bradley, e.g. 44 Outside stairway

33 Not give DOWN 46 Composed

(be careless) 1 Hied 47 Spanish surrealist

34 Word with III or 2 Rumanian city 48 Gusto

well 3 Claque's cry 49 Expositton

35 Spring support 4 Crony 50 Newts

36 Vapor 5 Work superticlally 51 Paltry poker

37 Bedouins 6 Swiss philoso- holding

38 One way to say pher, 1821-81 52 Within: Prefix

so long 7 Rent 53 First person

39 Night'dier 8 Yore 56 Greek Aurora

40 Trig term 9 Echoes 67 Chance
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WEATHER
Cloudy today with

chance of rain developing

during the afternoon,

especially the southwest

portion. Highs in the SOs.

Rain tonight and tomor-

row. Lows tonight in the

40s. Highs in the 50b

tomorrow.

WMUA 91.1 FM
10-noon Morning Music

with Michelle

Murray
noon Noon Newswatch
12-3pm Music with D.H.

3-5:30pm New Wave with

Mary Kelly

5:30-6pm Newswatch
6-7pm Women's Affairs

7- 10pm New Music with

Paula T.

10-2am Terpsichorean

Cacophony with

Jim Neil

2-6am Glory Road Gospel

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

r

i

Wednesday

Varied Video Today

10:30 - 12:30

12r30- 1:30

Orchard Hill Springfest

*82 with One People,

Mitch Chakour, and Papa
John Creach

Phil Donahue and the Co-

ed Bathroom Scene
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OPENING SPECIAL

«0/0U jjj^^ 5Q cuBtomers
Qutdity Words : Prompt Service

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing

. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(above Biatthew Sho—)

Resumes & Papers
Consultations 6c Editing

• Theses • Dissertations

OPENING SPECIAL.

Biiww^iWiwas SBB^
SATF ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS

New RSO treasurers and officers must at-

tend an SATF Orientation Workshop prior

to October 15th in order to (continue) in-

itiate any financial documents for the

Group. Workshops will be held as follows:

DATE CAMPUS CENTER RM TIME
Wed. - 29 Sept. CC 168 3:30 - 4:» P.M.

] Thurs. - 30 Sept. CC 168 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.

Wed. -13 Oct. CC911 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

1 Thurs. - 14 Oct. CC911 6.00 - 7:00 P.M.

Attendance at one session is all that is required. Ses-

sions will review financial responsibilities and re-

quirennents placed on each RSO and respond to

questions. New manuals will be distributed at the

meetings.

STEREO CUARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST PRICES

LIST

$99.95$24.95
FOR

.Wednesday. October 13, 1982

Ttnna 6 i 9 3 w«r spesliai pair 40«
Magnati 120 watts mat pei speakef.

Matal grilles, wire & haidwate incluilerl

All tor only S24 95 plus $2 75 shipping

Money back guarantee

Oui fitf Cjldioo tiai mini moie baigamt on

all maior Branits of home and car Jlereo Slei«o

CItaiame House OepI „ 9M Bedloid

Siieel JoNslown PA lSfl02 Phone Ouoles

8141 539 30S;

Wednesday, October 13, 1982

The Five College Dance D0portm«tit

\ presents
iinimiir

.'i*

Oct. <4.1 • m
n, UMqsC

I UMass L , ,

\ Fine Arts Bo)diJ>fcic^, &45-2511
\

' ""* ~
rrt. ,

and at the d^or \ .

Mount Holyoke <

Mary E. Wooil^y VV^ Box Office. 53ft-

week days 2 p.m.r-1 1:30 p.m.

and at the door ^ |

SEPTEMBER 10, 1982

NOW AVAILABLE
Tennis Rackets
Tennis Balls

Racquetball Racquets
Racquet Balls

Squash Racquets
Squash Balls

Baseballs

Softbcdls

WifflebaUs
BasebaU Gloves
Bats
Basketballs
Wrist Weights
Exercise Mats
Sweat Bands
Wrist Bands
Frisbees
Whistles

Darts
Soccerballs
S^viming Goggles
Ear Plugs
Nose Clips

Footballs

Nerfballs

Inflation Needles
Sports Bags
Sports Books
Role Books
VoUeyballs
Jump Ropes
Handgrips
Exercise Bars
Weights
Ankle Weights

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 ^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

[•i«T»M-

^f«l^

• Col

He AM

^ Restaurant/Hoapttalty MaioTK

TheStouffer
Experience^

Why ShouU \bu Be Interested

In Stouffer Restaurants?

• 20% growth rate is creating substantial career
opportunity

• Most comprehensive management development
program in the industry

• Over a dozen diversified fine dining concepts with
new ideas tieing developed and implemented

• Top salary progression with the t>enefits associated
with our industry leadership position

A Restaurant Recruiter will t>e on campus soon to sp>eak
personally with you at>out the career t>enetits of the
Stoutfer Experience For details, or an app>ointmont for

personal interview, contact the Placement Office, or
write Mr M Ede. Stoutfer Restaurants. 29600
Bainbndge Road. Scion. Ohio 44139

V.

C
Stoutfer RestaurantSy

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Committee for the collegiate Education

of Black and Other Minority Students

TUTORS NEEDED

Tutors needed for the following areas:

Spanish Zoology
Bio-chemistry Latin

Italian Coins

Math
Chemistry
Physics

Who: The tutoring will be provided for undergraduates in the

CCEBMS Program on a one-to-one basis. The number of hours per

week will vary from 1-3 per student.

When: The tutoring will take place during the day or evening depen-
ding on the schedule of the tutor and tutees.

Qualifications: Graduate student or seniors; mastery of subject area,

previous tutoring and/or teaching experience desired.

Applications are available in Room 217, New Africa House.

Deadline: October 22, 1982.

10% OFF WITH THIS AD * 10% OFF WITH THIS AD* 10% OFF WITH THIS AD * 10% OFF

^1

si

I

located at the Grist Mill, Rt 116, So Amherst

one mile aouth of Amh«f«t Center

on ttw So. Amherst txit route

Jeans &
Cords
$3-$8

also flanr>«l shirts, skirts,

40's style dresses b jackets

hospital drawstring panys,

sweaters, etc.

1

i:

I
o

o!

"uCl

Used Wearing Apparel T^
i-t

open daily 10-5 pm i(jy

aVSIMlHilM JJ~%01 .QVSIHlHilMdJO'oOl . QV SlHi HilM ddO %0l'TaV

iCollegian ii

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publicatk>n day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed perfoimances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/month. D.H.
Jones Real Estate 549-3700

ATTENTION UMASS BANDS

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1-283-7805

Guild Maderia acoustic guitar excellent

cond Bill 549-4718

100% Alpaca wool sweaters from Peru
$56 each Gerry 6-5612

HELP WANTED

SWAG is looking for contostents for a

Battle of the Bands Sat Oct 23. For info

contact Jeanette or Steve 546-0960

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Mustang new trans., exhaust and 2

tires 91,000 good cond. needs 2 tire rods

$1000/BO Rich 6-1086

Subaru Wagon 77 engine, 76 body.

AM/FM. Good condition. 549-0866

1980 Camaro Z-2B, 21k miles, T-roof, 4 spd

air induction, 60 series tires and aluminum

rims 549-2715

76 QMC Van. long lK}died, windows all

around, good condition 2500 $ tel 549-6327

Pontlac Catalina '06 great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs work

$200. 584-9040

1989 VW Camper Bus as is $1000

586-5827

Promote Ecology and Consunr^er Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256^434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

RALPH LAUREN POLO SHIRTS all sizes

six colors call "Smitty" at 549-2631

Attention all SGA escorts and sup-

porters We need you I Our voices alone are

not enough. Please let us know you are

with us in our attempts to continue this

essential student servicell Please call and

give us your input /support. Contact Laura

549-0081 or Anne 549-5404

Jill a dollface deserves a Happy Birthday

and your quite the doll Happy Birthday love

you David

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29 31 and Nov 5

-7, 1982 for more info call Nancy & Randi

549-0156

PSYCHOTHERAPY

INSTRUCTION

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniagrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 ^
lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

5464282

Basic Auto-Machanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

LimKed enrollment. 253-2098

LOST

Womans Seiko gold quartz watch 25$

reward 546-4941

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

North Amharst. Freshly painted, new

furniture -two bedrooms. $375/ month.

D.H. Jones Real Estate 549^3700

One room laft. 800/semester call Sue

253-9929 after 8:30 PM

Stick it In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Movie: MASH Thurs. Oct. 14 - Eng. East

Aud. 7, 9, 11 PM$1.50

Counseling in friendly non-institutional

setting, confidential, sliding scale fees call

the Synthesis Center 256-0772 or 253-7022

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

546^)041

Apartmentmate needed. Sunderland

complex. Rent negotiable on bus route fur-

nished. Call Jeff 665-4357

Female roommate wanted ASAP please

call 665-3480

Male needed for small Northampton two
bedroom 125-^ Scott 584-4348 after 5

SERVICES

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

Immediate cash for class rings, gold and

silver jewelry. Highest prices paid. Call

Ralph 6-8722 anytime

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Bast video available used % inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min - $10. 617-757 3165 or 617-752-3313

after 5

RECORD STORE

Dynamite Records - New & used, buy &
sell, rent. Thornes Marketplace Plus Nor-

thampton 584 158

RELATIONSHIPS

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday-Thursday 6:30-7:M PM.

$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4645 all

welcome

The Dukakis organization is looking for

A one day workshop for woman Oct. 16

Explore issues /problems that arise in

our relationships. Work towards change

and greater fullfillment with others.

For info call Estelle Gorfine 253-2822

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Philadelphia or any New
Jersey turnpike exit on Oct 14 or 15. Please

call 546-5556, keep trying. Will share ex-

penses.

ROOMMATE WANTED

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Call

Doug 546-8186

UMASS WOMEN
The Sisters and Pledges

of Lambda Delta Phi

invite you to view an alternative way
of University living. Home-cooked
meals, a comfortable and informal

atmosphere, community involvement, and

friendship are what Lambda has to

offer you. Come join us for dinner.

Wed. Oct. 13 5:30 p.m.

For more information call 545-0939

WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share

house on Bay Rd 140+ 256-8058

Tutor wanted for Genetics (Zoo.) 510

please call Barbara S 545-0162

Looking for 2 Joe Jackson tickets

please call Gail 549 5686

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and sifvar jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256^710

Want a job you can believe in?
ACORN needs community organizers to work with

low and moderate income families in 26 states (AR,

SD, TX, LA, TN, MO, FL, CO, NV, PA, lA, OK, Ml,

AZ, NC, GA, SC, CA, CT, MA, OH, NM, MN, NJ,

ND, NY) for political and economic justice. Direct ac-

tion on neighborhood deterioration, utility rates,

taxes, health care, hazardous wastes, etc. Tangible

results. Long hours -low pay. Training provided.

Contact Career Planning for interview Monday,

October 18 or call Kaye Jaeger, ACORN, 117 Spr-

ing, Syracuse, NY 13208 (315) 476-0162.

Doston
Don'

NORTH AMHERST
TIRE & AUTO CENTER

WITH THIS AD
POLYESTER
BLACKWALL
$01195

TONIGHT
2 for 1 Draft Beers 2 for 1 Bar Drinks

36 E. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9286

26'

m K

»(>• A7S-13 FET Sl.SS

A FULL SERVICE
TIRE STORE

• COMPUTER WHEEL
BAIANCE

• FBONT END ALIGNMENT
• BHAKES a SHOCKS

TtsMOUMDnwiniMnaBT 5494704

PARTY TONK^HT
UMass Welcomes Back

THE

FANTINI BROS.
at

HANGAR ONE
Drink Specials

Rack-A-Disc DJ's

ALL WELCOME
$2.50 at the door

presented by Patterson House
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John Lee Hooker
and the

Coast To Coast

Blues Band
IN CONCERT
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''A COCKEYED
MASTERPIECE!
-JOtcph Morf»ntl»rn. N*wtw»ck

f1
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^.Saturday Oct 16th

?SUB/UMass 8 pm.

? Gea ADM...$3 404 sub UMass
*• Tix Unlimited-- UMass
J^TIckets on Sale at: For More Info...545-2145'^

J^For the Record- Amherst J^
j^Main St Records- N' ton

yiCommuter Office^- sponsored by the
*<" COMMUTER COLLECTIVE & Jf'

J<. the GOVERNORS PROGRAM j<

•Jr-ir-tr-tr-trir-er-tr-tririrV Vr'-ie^r-Cr-et

MASH
An Ingo Preminger Production

Color by Deluxe" j^^i^
Panavision*

Thursday, Oct. 14

Eng. East Aud.

7, 9, 11 PM
Admission $1.50

,

»
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Attention sports staff: There will

be a mandatory Collegian staff

meeting tonight, Oct. 13, in the

newsroom at 7 p.m.

_„_,,„^-^ siraightwin
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team extended its unbeaten streak

to eifi^t ganies yesterday, as the stickers

shut out an aggressive Northeastern team,

3-0.

"I want you all to go out with gusto.

Press them right away," coach Pam Hixon

told her team before they took the field.

The Minutewomen played with gusto, the

whole game through, as they dominated

NU in all aspects of play.

UMass pressured the NU defense for

most of the first half, but it wasn't until

4:27 that the Minutewomen were able to

capitalize.

Back Nancy Goode picked off a long NU
pass, and drove it down field. After a scuf-

fle in front of the NU goal, UMass was

awarded a penalty corner. Forward Tiah

Stevens passed the ball to middle Megan
IXmnelly, who was at the top of the circle.

D<innelly nailed the baJI into the net, past a

stunned NU goalie.

UMass came out hot nt the start of the

second half. It look the Minutewomen less

than four minutes to up the score to 2-0.

With the Minutewomen driving

downfield, Donnelly made a long pass

downfield, which caught the NU defense

off guard and back Carol Pregulske pushed

the ball to the back of the net.

At 12:02. the stickers pulled off a very

similar play.

After NU took a comer, the I 'Mass

defense pushed the ball upfield. Donnelly

MaHsachusett.s* Patty Smith take

at the upper NOPE field.

made another long pass upfield, well past

the NU middies and backs.

NU goalie Sand,\ Ward took the slow,

rolling ball, and kick-saved it to the left side

of the goal. Forward Pam Moryl, sprinting

ahead of an NU back, pushed the ball past

goalie Ward, and put the game out of reach

for Northeastern.

< ullrictiin |•^|•1f> ^< i*y "^

8 an unsuccessful shot on goal in yesterdays :^-0 win over Northeastern

Despite a slow, bumpy field, the

Mmiitewomen outnumbere'i NU in every

statistic column.

UMass had 17 corners, while NU manag-

ed only three.

The Minutewomen outshot their op-

ponents, 24-4, and UMass goalie Patty

Shea needed only three saves to .preserve

the shutout.

"We played very well. Our passing was

good, and our goaJs were good also," said

HLxon
"We kept the pressure on them, and off

of us. Our game is really coming together."

The Minutewomen are on the n»ad this

weekend. They travel ti> play Temple on

Friday, and a game with Old Dominion on

Saturday.

UMass spikers struggle at tournament
By GKRRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN, CONN. - Nothing Ls

coming easy these days for the University

of Massachusetts women's volleyball team.

The Minutewomen played better than they

have in recent outings, according to head

coach Elaine Sortino. but could only win one

of four matches last weekend at the

Southern Connecticut Tournament.

"We were playing better and doing some

really good things, but we still lost," said

Sortino. With the three losses. UMass falls

to 12 11. Massachusetts has lost nine of

their last 11 matches.

UMass played well in their opening match

against Rhode Island College (a top ten

division III team), but came up on the short

end of the stick losing 15 11. 12 15. 13 15.

('.W. Post also pinned another loss upon the

Minutewomen. winning 13-15. 11-15.

However. UMass regrouped to topple

Central Connecticut in a tough battle. The

UMass spikers took the first game 15 10.

but dropped the second. 9 15, to force the

(bird and deciding game which UMass won

159.

Ihe University of New Haven sent

Massachusetts home early with a

resounding 15 3. 15 3 defeat that eliminated

the Minutewomen.
Despite the losses, Sortino was pleased

with the play of the Minutewomen spikers.

"Our serves have improved a great deal.

Against Central in the third game, we aced

(the ball hits the ground with no return) 10

of the 15 points we scored. That was 60

percent of our serves," said Sortino.

Captain Patti Philbin. the only senior on

the team, played very well throughout the

tournament. Philbin had no problems with

her serves and kept UMass alive against

C.W. Post with some outstanding plays.

Sortino also had success in a lineup change

she instituted. Sortino started freshman

Leslie Smith in place of Ann Ringrose

giving Sortino more of a chance to use

hitter/blocker Julie McMurtie and
Ringrose on defense.

The Minutewomen cannot rest upon their

laurels as they face the University of New
Haven, again for the third time this season,

tonight in New Haven. Central Connecticut

will also be there. UMass and UNH split

their two previous matches.

Collegian Player-of-the-Game UM tops BU, 5-4

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

When a team loses a tough game like the one the

University of Massachusetts lost to Delaware, 14 13

Homeroming Day. after the initial emotional lows blow

over both the team and the fans look to salvage something

positive from the loss.

The obvious positive aspect of the loss was that it was

not a Yankee Conference game, therefore bearing no

significance on any postseason aspirations the Minutemen

might possess.

As far as individual player performances are concerned,

both Gary Freker (4 catches, 6.3 yards, 1 TD) and Bob

Simeone (5 catches, 57 yards) as receiving threats joining

the already dangerous Ron Mangarelli, who has four

touchdown receptions this year.

Hut the player who was the main force behind the fourth

quarter Minuteman comeback was junior quarterback

Barrett McGrath. who hit 14 of 20 passes for 148 yards and

two touchdowns ir he second half and for these exploits is

this weeks recip. it of Collegiav Player of the Game
award.

McGrath replacei Parting quarterback Dean Pecevich

in the third quarter i d immediately threw an interception

but the southpaw frt Milford was right on target in the

fourth quarter.

McGrath started h Ken Stabler imitation on the first

series of the fourth quarter. He moved the Minutemen 37

yards in just four plays, the big play being a twisting grab

by the 6'4" 230 lb. Frecker at the four yard line. McGrath

then hit Mangarelli with a bullet over the middle for

McGrath's first touchdown pass of the year.

Hut McGrath wasnt done yet. He engineered a mam
mouth I'Mass like drive encompas.sing 16 plays and 76

yards and culminating when McGrath found a streaking

Freker in the endzone with only 2:32 left in the game.

Hut when l^Mass head coach Bob Pickett decided to go

for the win with the two point conversion in.stead of having

Ho)) Ross kick the tying extra point, there was one more

big play for Mctirath to put the finishing touch on his most

productive half as a I'Mass quarterback.

Barrett McGrath
pkote tomrt—j of l^Mua Sporta Information

But when McGrath rolled right looking for Garry

Pearson in the endzone and saw the All American tailback

covered, he fired over the middle looking for Simeone. Hut

it never reached Simeone. Delaware linebacker Greg

Robertson, the same man Freker beat for his touchdown

one play earlier, batted the pass into the ground preser

ving Delaware's 14 13 lead.

With the all important Yankee Conference schedule

continuing next week against the Maine Black Bears, at

Maine, at least Pickett can be happy with the Minuteman

offensive production displayed in the fourth (ju.irler

Saturday and hope that the trend continues through the

Yankee Conference sea.son.

By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

It is matches like these from which dreams are made. It

is a time when fantasies come alive and miracles no longer

are only wishful thinking. For the University of

Massachusetts men's tennis team, even their wildest

hallucinations could not have foreseen Monday's stunning

5-4 victory over highly-regarded Boston University.

Doing their version of the Harry Houdini Great Escape

act, UMass, after seemingly being hopelessly behind

following the singles matches, roared back to sweep the

doubles and pull out the victory.

Neal Mackertich and Steve Jordan, at number one and

four, respectively, registered the only singles triumphs for

the netmen. Mackertich continued his unbeat^d play with

a 1-6, 6-1, 6-3 comeback victory over Dave Katz. After

quickly falling behind 0-5, Mackertich rebounded to garner

14 of the last 18 games.

Jordan toppled Alan Leathers, 7-5, 6-3 in one of only

two singles matches that lasted two sets.

Nick Julian lost to BU's Larry Field at number two 7-5,

6-1, Stuart Goodman was edged by Sam Harper 7-6, 4-6,

6-4 at number three. Rich Lindgren was heated by Woody
Freeman 6-4, 6-7, 6-3, at number five and Dave Salem was

downed by Steve Kapiloff at number six, 5-7, 6-4, 6-2 as

UMass found themselves down 4-2 after singles play.

It was in the doubles, however, that UMass did itself

proud. Mackertich-Julian, playing together for the first

time this year, stunned Field-Leathers, the number four

ranked doubles tandem in the East, 6-4, 6-7, 6-3.

"Neal and I played the best doubles of the season. It was

the greatest victory of the year," said Julian.

"We played real well. We moved as a team. Nick played

great," said Mackertich.

Goodman-Salem rebounded to conquer Freeman-

Kapiloff, 3-6. 7-6. 7-5. Jordan-Lindgren. 7-0 as a doubles

combination this season, survived Katz-Harper 5-7, 6-3,

7-5. They were down triple match point at 3-5 in the third

set before pulling off their impressive comeback.
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GOP nominee Sears to

speak here next week

Republican ^bernatorial candidate John Sears ia being scheduled to

speak at the University of Massachusetts some time next week. Sears

will be facing Democratic candidate Michael S. Dukakis in November's

gubernatorial race.

ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

John Sears, Republican candidate for

governor of Massachusetts, has announced

either he or his running mate, Leon

Lombardi, will visit the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst next week.

Either Sears or Lombardi, or both, will

come to UMass "just to talk to the

students," said Elana Govostes, Sears

campaign campus coordinator for western

Massachusetts.

"He (Sears) is anxious to come out," said

Jeff Kelley. chairman of the UMass College

Republicans, who announced last week
Sears would appear, but was contradicted

this week by Govostes, who said only

Lombardi might come.

Kelley is also the organizer of the Con-

servative Campaign Committee, formed as

a Recognized Student Organization to

obtain Campus Center rooms for speechs by

Sears and Republican senatorial candidate

Ray Shamie. The planned speech by Shamie
was canceled whvu he was invited to speak

at the October 5 nuclear freeze rally.

Govostes said Sears also held a rally

yesterday at Harvard University, which

followed a debate the previous evening

between Lombardi and the Democratic

candidate for Lieutenant Governor John

Kerry.
Although the appearance here does not

include plans for a debate with any of the

other gubernatorial candidates, it is "a very

big night at UMass that I'm planni^ig,"

Govostes said. She said students from the

Five Collefires. as well as other western

Massachusetts citizens, will be invited to

the free event.

Kelley said Sears, who "has a very

positive .stance on higher education," has

stated his position that "higher education

would be available to all capable students

regardless of need, if his proposal for state

tuition advances, which are paid back

through the state tax collecting mechanism,

is established."

A date and location for the event will not

be announced until tomorrow, Govostes

said, as the "major problem" has been in

obtaining a Campus Center room.

Spokespersons for the other guber

natorial contenders yesterday said their

candidates had no plans to speak at UMass
before the Nov. 2 election.

Terry Dolan, a press worker for the

Michael Dukakis campaign, said the

Democrat's tentative schedule for the next

two weeks includes no UMass visit, but said

plans for dates until the election had not yet

been set. Dukakis also appeared briefly at

the recent nuclear freeze rally, but did not

-speak on his candidacy.

James Dalton, western Massachusetts

coordinator for Independent gubernatorial

candidate Frank Rich, said Rich has no

plans for a UMass visit wlien he comes to

the Springfield area on Oct. 26. but said his

schedule was not final either.

Sandra ('ohen. campaign manager for

Libertarian Party candidate Rebecca

Shipman, said, "I know she is interested in

con»ing out to UMa.ss." but -said s.hi' is

unable to find a campus sponsor for such a

visit.

commitment guidelines for RSO
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Student Senate last night moved to approve a

proposal that will require Recognized Student

Organizations (RSO) funded by the Student Government

Association (SGA) to commit themselves to common goals

and objectives. Each organization's progress toward

reaching these goals will be evaluated on a monthly basis

by the SGA and stuoent governing boards.

The "Management by Objectives" process was

developed over the summer by the SGA in conjunction

with students and professionals from campus

organizations.

By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

Acting Director of the Office of Third World Affairs

Gary Lee said he is looking forward to working for the

students and the Third World community.

"My concept of the Office of Third World Affairs and its

relationship to the Third World community is to aid

students and their Recognized Student Organizations

(RSO) groups in wherever their objectives lie.

"If you want to raise money, bring a speaker to campus

or just hold an event under a certain theme or idea. I'm

here to assist you. " Lee said.

Lee. 24. and a native of Boston studied Afro-American

history and political science at the University of

Massachusetts. Lee was considered by many to be one of

the more favorable candidates to fill the postion of Third

World Affairs director since the departure of the former

Director Tony Crayton.

Anticipating collaboration with the Student Senate and

the Third World caucus. Lee said he hopes to build

stronger coalitions between the two.

"I get my mandate from the Third World community.

These are my so called constituents. I represent their

interests as well as their (RSO) groups. These groups

include: Ahora. Nummo News. Black Mass Com-

munications Project (BMCP) and the Center for Women of

Color." Lee said.

"I represent these groups in the Student Senate and the

Third World caucus and help them to deal with the

bureaucracy when they try to carry off programs to benefit

the community," Lee said.

"So basically my job is to help the community do what it

"The goals and objectives process was developed over the

summer. It was decided that there was a need for a process

by which organizations funded by the SGA could establish

goals and evaluate their own progress at the end of every

month. " said Sharon Davies. speaker of the Student

Senate.

The SGA decided to create a goal evaluating system

coined the "Student Government and Activities System"

(SGAS). This system requires all SGA funded

organizations to implement seven goals and objectives.

These goals include: implementing methods for exposing

and combatting human oppression; establishing and en

forcing affirmative action policies; promotion and support

of student decision making.

The purpose of this system, said Davies. is to establish

common goals among all the RSO groups in order to

establish continuity among the organizations.

"These goals are intended to unify the members of the

Student Government Activities System. We want to have

common, delineated goals in order to work more ef

fectively as a governmental body," she said.

A further purpose of such a system is to provide a formal

procedure for evaluating the progress these organizations

are making towards reaching these common goals. Each

organization needs to administer these common goals

acording to their own individual objectives, Davies said.

The SGA Budget Committee will observe the progress of

these organizations within the context of the SGAS.
Funding for these organizations may depend on their

' (nihnuiil nil I'lnjf i:,

Affairs to help students
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Acting Director of the Office of Third WorlH

Affairs Gary Lee, after filling the position left

vacant by Tony Crayton, is ready to assist the

UMass community by representing the interests

of his constituents.

wants, which in effect helps us all. I see that as my main

objective as office director, and to make sure things run as

smoothly as possible," he said.

As an undergraduate, I>ee lived in both John F. Ken-

nedy and Cance dormatories in the Southwest residential

area and later escaped to a quiet apartment off campus.

As an upperclassman, Lee became involved in the

Student Senate, was a member of the Third World caucus

and is an active member of BMCP.
Gary Lee. better known on the radio as "The General"

hosts the Black classical and Jazz music show called

"Positive Vibrations" on WMUA 9L1 F.M. Amherst.

"I have basically concentrated on radio even though my
major is political science. I have worked more with BMCP
during my college career, particularly because with radio I

find it easier to interact with different people and

organizations." Lee said.

"To me it's something significant. It has not translated

into material possessions like it has for others on the radio

but I feel good about it." said Lee.

Lee has also interviewed celebrities like Gil Scot-Heron,

Angela Davis, Dick Gregory and Andrew Young.

When asked about student involvement in Third World

organizations Lee said. '"Participation in Third World

organizations seems to fluctuate because there are only a

few people doing a lot of the work and many not doing

anything for the orgai.izations."

"I think during my early years at the University (1976)

support for groups was a little bit stronger. Now it seems

as if there is a nucleus of people doing a lot of the work but

sometimes not seeing the fruits of their labor, " Lee said.

Lee added the organizations should direct their efforts

toward educating other people as well as themselves.
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World
America

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan said last night

that despite a "pounding economic hangover" that has left

11 million Americans unemployed, the nation is "recovery-

bound and the world knows it."

He had billed his televised speech as a non partisan

report on the economy, then concluded it with the 1982

Republican campaign theme, urging: 'We can do it. my
fellow Americans, by staying the course."

The president said his economic programs will bring a

resurgence "built to last" because it will create new jobs

without rekindling inflation.

"This time we are going to keep inflation, interest rates

and government spending, taxing and borrowing down —

ITATtMfNT or OWNfRSHir, MANAOEMENT AND CIRCULATION

and get Americans back on the job," Reagan said.

In the Democratic response, Sen. Donald M. Riegle of

Michigan said. "The truth is that this administration has

created two courses ... one of them a very fast economic

track for a few, the other filled with potholes and road

blocks for the rest of us."

The Democrats had protested the decision by two net

works to grant Reagan free airtime just three weeks

before the Nov. 2 elections, insisting that Reagan was

merely using television to campaign for GOP candidates

bhstered by the unemployment issue.

The speech was added to Reagan's schedule after

unemployment rose to 10 l nt-ro^nt in September. NBC

policies are working
and CBS carried it Uve; ABC did not, saying it could

adequately cover Reagan's speech and the Democratic

response in its regular news shows.

"Unemployment is the problem uppermost on many

people's minds," Reagan said. "Getting Americans back to

work is an urgent priority for all of us. and especially for

this administration."

"The pounding economic hangover America is suffering

from didn't come about overnight and there is no single,

instant cure," Reagan said. He said "there's plenty of

blame to go around," for the economic morass, but claimed

none for himself or his economic program.
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Disarmament crusaders get peace prize
OSLO, Norway (AP) — Two longtime crusaders for world

disarmament - Alva Myrdal of Sweden and Alfonso

Garcia Robles of Mexico - were awarded the 1982 Nobel

Peace Prize yesterday.

The Norwegian Nobel Committee said it selected the pair

in hopes of spurring the growing worldwide movement

against nuclear arms.

"Millions of people are joining the fight against nuclear

weapons. " the 80 year old Mrs. Myrdal said in Stockholm

after the announcement. "I hope that after we have

received the peace prize, even greater numbers will stand
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up in the fight."
. .

Garcia Robles, a former Mexican foreign minister,

described the award as "perhaps a little late but welcome

recognition of the importance and the urgency" of disar

mament efforts.

He spoke with reporters in Geneva. Switzerland, where

he leads the Mexican delegation to the United Nations

disarmament talks.

Both Mrs. Myrdal, a sociologist and former diplomat and

poUtician, and the 71 year old Garcia Robles have put

years of work into the U.N. process of arms control

negotiations based in Geneva.

She headed the Swedish delegation to the Geneva talks

in 1962 73. and Garcia Robles has been chief Mexican

delegate to the United Nations in Geneva since 1977. The

Nobel Committee also took special note of his key role in

negotiating a 1967 treaty declaring Latin America a

nuclear free zone.

Alva Myrdal and her husband, noted economist

sociologist Gunnar Myrdal. are the fourth couple to both

win Nobel Prizes. He shared the economics prize in 1974.

Garcia Robles is tne first Mexican to win a Nobel in the 81

year historv of the awards.

The prize carries a stipend of 1.15 million Swedish

kronor. equivalent to $157,000. which the two will split.

The disarmament campaigners were among a record 79

candidates — 60 individuals and 19 organizations —
nominated for the peace prize.

Other candidates included detained Polish labor leader

Lech Walesa and U.S. Middle East mediator Philip C.

Habib. But veteran observers of the Nobel selection

process had considered them unlikely winners — Walesa

because the award would appear politically motivated, and

Habib because the I^ebanon situation is still unstable.

Interested in TV? Video?

COME TO:

Union Video Ctr.
General Meeting

TONITE, Thurs.

10/14

7:00 pm #216 SUD
New Members Welcome

Workshops and Access Available

Call UVC for more info 545- 1 336
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The Only Place To De On
Thursday Night In Amherst

'KEEFE NIGHT
12 oz Bottles .95

plus

Two For One Bar Liquor Drinks
Three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25
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GOOD THRU OCT. 15. 1982

STOr- • SHOP
CAMPUS SHOFMNQ PLAZA
RTC >, HAOtXV, 25«-M«a

2 EGGS
2 PANCAKES
2 STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE
SfRveO »LL DAY ANYTlMe

R«g. $2.25 ^''f^ '''^'S Coupon

2 ..,«2.95
Pl«a«« pr*««nl coupon wtton ordering

c«u»«<i ti»)rM Ott. IS. IMt

DELI-MELT
Ov*rslz«d 1/3 LB. Chopped
B»m1 With S^uleed Onions.
Melted Zesty Cheddar Cheese
On Grilled Pumpernickel
Served With French Fries

n«5). S2.8S With this coupon

2 .„«4.25 ^1«a«« ^•••fit coup«n mh9r% ortf«flnf
C«upon •Kpkt9* Oct IS. IMS
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i
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SGA snatches control of TIX
better management sought

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

As the result of a summer audit con-

ducted by the Student Government

Treasurer's Office, Tickets Unlimited has

been placed under the control of the

Student Government Association (SGA).

The audit showed many deficiencies in

the controlling of ticket sales, said Lisa

Potter, treasurer of SGA.
"The audit showed that Tix (previously

named Tickets Unlimited) was not being

adequatley run. One of the major problems

was an inadequate control of ticket

receipts," she said.

The history of Tix and Tickets Unlimited

l)as been rocky at best. Potter said former

president of the SGA Larry Kocot issued an

executive order last February relinquishing

contrf>l of Tix from a student co-op to Union

Records Unlimited. The order came after it

was found that Tix was being mismanaged.

Potter said.

One problem occured last year after the

Bob Marley concert was cancelled, she said.

Tix did not have a list of tickets sold. As a

result, many difficulties arose in refunding

tickets.

"Before, no one was watching the ticket

receipts. Now they are," Potter said.

"There was a great deal of room for

abuse," said Potter. "There were just too

many problems with their policy."

The executive order expired last May.

The SGA then decided to separate Tickets

Unlimited fnim Union Records Unlimited.

As a result of the summer audit, a new

policy regarding tickets and ticket receipts

has been devised.

The first order of business was to appomt

Lynn M. Eady, a junior business major

from Wilbraham, the new ticket manager.

"Our main goal is accountability. We
want to be accountable for everything we
do," Eady said.

New guidelines have been set down for

Tickets Unlimited and students to follow.

First, all groups showing movies on campus

must sign a contract with Tickets

Unlimited.

"Any movies, raffles, or dorm parties

must be approved by the Treasurer's office.

And then the group must come to me to

sign a contract," Eady said.

"We make sure that all tickets being sold

are consecutively numbered. This allows us

to make sure that all money, as well as

tickets, have been accounted for," she said.

Although groups are not required to

purchase their tickets from Tickets

Unlimited, Eady said they still must have

their tickets checked by the office.

"We also serve as a middleman for or

dering tickets. We print a number of

presale tickets and that's where we make
most of our money." she said.

Although Tickets Unlimited has not yet

made a profit. Eady said she expects it to

take in some returns in the near future.

"Once we get rolling, we should make
something. But we are not really out to

make a profit. I would rather see us be

more accountable for the things we do," she

said.

"We know that Tix had a bad reputation,"

said Eady. "Right now we are trying to

rebuild our image. We want people to know
we are here to provide students with a

place to get tickets that is going to be ac

countable for those tickets,"

-• ^r'*
. ^^^^^^^ - -

t'olleKtaa pimto bj Drew OgicT

Tightroping across a babbling brook with the greatest of ease, David

Cramb, a junior Entomology major at UMass, eiplores the rope course

behind the Southwest playing fields.

'Never Anoflier Battered Woman Week' to prevent violence
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Every eighteen seconds a woman in the United States is

beaten by her husband and in Massachusetts alone 53,000

women are battered yearly.

"Never Another Battered Woman Week" is being

observed this week in Massachusetts to mourn the women
who have suffered from violence and to hope for all those

women who have survived the abuse, said Heather

Johnson, a staff member at Womanshelter/Companeras, a

Holyoke home for abused women.
"The week is to draw attention to the problem of batter-

ing," said Johnson. "The women who come to our shelter

are in danger of physical abuse, but mental abuse comes

along with the physical abuse."

Last year Womanshelter/Companeras helped nearly

1,000 women. Their 24 hour hotline received 738 calls and

289 women and children stayed in the shelter.

The week has been planned by the Massachusetts Coali-

tion of Battered Women Service Groups to coincide with

the National Day of Unity. Events are being planned

throughout the state to raise the level of awareness about

the issue of battering, said Carol Greenwald, a volunteer

at the coalition's main office in Boston.

"No matter how high the level of awareness is, there's

always a lot of people who still have to learn about the bat-

tered women's issue," Greenwald said.

"Massachusetts is lucky it has so many shelters, but

every shelter is always full. It's very rare to find empty
rooms in a shelter and the rooms don't stay empty for very

long," she said.

In Boston City Hospital, 70 percent of the patients in the

emergency room are victims of violence in the home,

Greenwald said. In one study funded by the National In-

stitute of Mental Health, spouse abuse was found to occur

in 69 percent of all marriages.

Necessities/Necesidades, a shelter for abused women in

Northampton, has assisted more than 400 women since it

first opened in 1979, said Diedre Mclaughlin, the ad-

ministrative coordinator of the shelter. As well as shelter.

Necessities also offers a 24 hour hotline and counseling

services for abused women.

Scientist makes important brain mechanism discovery
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Amidst sympathizers and hecklers in the Campus Center

concourse. Kenneth Collins yesterday began a protest of

the scientific community which has ignored his dramatic

brain theories.

"Evolution dynamics have left a fundamental flaw within

the brain's neural mechanism. This flaw is responsible for

negative behavorial dynamics. However, my theory shows

rigorously that thus flaw can be transcended by in-

corporating within the brain knowledge of the manner in

which the brain processes information." Collins said.

Collins, 35, of Chicopee. who has a general studies

degree from Springfield College, apparently won some of

the attention he was looking for.

Thomas Grinley, president of the Council of

Undergraduate Students in Psychology (CUSP), told

Collins at about 1:30 p.m. he could speak to an audience of

100 psychology students and professors from 7 to 10 p.m.

on Oct. 26 in Tobin Hall 204.

Collins plans to continue his protest however, and

remain in the Campus Center until the hour of presentation

to the CUSP.
"I will remain here until I am able to convey my message

to the world." he said.

Trisha Taugher. the student building supervisor of the

Campus Center, said Collins wUl not be allowed to stay in

the building after closing because it would be against

Campus Center Policy.

"They (the scientific community) are treating me hke a

crackpot. If I didn't do this no one would listen to me. I

have no shame. You've got to have no shame to wear a hat

like this, "he said.

Collins, in a white hat with "Human Understandmg. let s

get tuit," written on the front of it, said his protest was not

a sudden decision on his part.

"This isn't a spur of the moment thing. I've planned it

since 1979," he said.

"I have lived the last U years of my life m complete

devotion to this project," said CoUins. "The work has

almost kUled me. I've gone for weeks only havmg bread

and water. I've lost friends. My engagement went down

the tubes. I wouldn't be doing this if I didn't have complete

confidence in my work."

CoUins said he believes his theory can aid the scientific

community in finding a solution to child abuse and other

Collcffiaa photo by Drew Ofier

In an effort to bring attention to his scientific

brain theory, Kenneth Collins positioned

himself on the Campus Center concourse yester-

day to discuss with interested students his

speculations on the brain and human behavior.

social problems.

"Understanding why it (child abuse) occurs, in terms of

rigorous biological functions, will create the basis for a

solution to the dynamics of child abuse," Collins said.

"One of the interesting problems that the theory

resolves is why decussation (crossing of nerve fil>er9

passing to and from the brains higher levels) occurs. That's

been a problem that the neuroscientific community, as a

whole, has just thrown up its arms in frustration about."

he said.

Collins said he had been approached all day by a lot of

sincere, as well as insincere, people.

"I have really been heartened by the number of sincerely

interested people I've talked to today," he said.

James Jaworsky, 19, a nuro anthropology major, said he

agreed with Collin's theory and is now doing research

along the same lines.

"At this point, as I review his manuscript, I see it is a

valid manuscript. It gives a holographic image of the brain

as a totality." he said. "It is a unified theory of brain

function and human behavior."

"In the long range view brain theory may save mankind

from destruction." he said.

Most of the crowd, which numbered up to 30 people, that

gathered around Collins' table just outside of the

University Store, doubted Collins' claim but agreed with

his right to express his opinions.

"I think that primarily his claims are unfounded and

probably have no scientific basis, but he should be allowed

to express his views," said Stuart Press, a senior from

Newton.
"Of course he should be allowed to talk. It's ridiculous

that he can't," said Laura Gamer, a senior from Brookline.

Some students were not so sympathetic:

"Give it out on the lawn man," said Mathew Suey. a

senior from Chelsea.

'My theory predicts the sort of reaction I've had to deal

with in rigorous biological terms." he said.

Collins is no stranger to unsympathetic people.

"I once went to one of my professors and said I'm pen-

niless. I haven't eaten for days. What can I do to com

municate this theory to the world? The profe.ssor said.
"

'Why don't you go home.'
"

Collins will not go home until his battle is won. Until the

scientific community listens to his theory. Collins expects

to live day and night in the Campus Center.
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Rhetoric exemption test offered once again

Anyone needing a rhetoric writing course

190A who has not yet taken the Writing

Program placement test should take the

test Saturday. Oct. 16. It will be given both

at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. in Mahar

Auditorium.

If you cannot attend, call Marcia Curtis at

545 3667.

MAS II
An Ingo Preminger Production

Color by Deluxe" Wtd]
Panavision" L^rJ

Thursday, Oct. 14

Eng. East Aud.

7, 9, 11 PM
Admission $1.50

WMUA to air Parents For Peace discussion

WMUA (91.1 FM) will air a live

discussion with members of Parents for

Peace at 6 tonight. The group is seeking to

gain votes on the "jobs for peace"

referendum on the Nov. 2 ballot.

The referendum will ask voters to

"choose between increased military

spending or cuts in social jobs or social

programs," according to the Massachusetts

Teachers Association and the Bostoa-based

Jobs for Peace organization.

The feature will be a special presentation

of the "F^ocus" series.

Deadline approaching for spring internships

Anyone interested in participating in

internships next semester must have ap

plications in by Oct. 22. Students who have Hicks. 545 0727

not done so yet should contact their ad-

visors or the Office of Internships. 16 Curry

Voter registration largest in history
By GUS MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Last October 4 and 5 saw students at the

University of Massachusetts and univer

sities throughout the state participated in

the largest voter registration drive in the

history of Ma.ssachusetts state schools.

Sponsored by the Office of Third World

Affairs in conjunction with the

Massachusetts' Association of State

Students Organization. about 6,000

students across the state filled out

registration forms.

State student coordinator, Mike

Ferrigne, who worked closely with former

Director of Third World Affairs Tony

Crayton on the planning of the project, said

he was very happy with the number of

students who turned out

.

"The 6,000 statewide students who

turned out represented the largest voter^

registration drive in the history of

Massachusetts. Out of the 28 state in-

stitutions of higher learning, 25 of them had

drives." Ferrigne said.

"What this demonstrates is that student

activism is on the rise again. It appears that

we're coming out of a stage of student

apathy, and politicians will only be able to

ignore this at their peril." said Ferrigno.

Over 1,800 students here at UMass
registered to vote on Oct. 4 and 5 — the

largest registration turn-out of any single

institution.

This drive was preceded by another

sponsored by Sheila Sullivan and the Public

Policy team of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) where over 1,000 students

registered to vote.

Special Purchase!
From one of America's most respected names

in men's rugged footwear since 1879.

Men's Famous Name
LEATHER WORK SHOES

and BOOTS

<t^

3499

31:

On The BoltuooJ U a/k

103 North Pleasant Street

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002

2i3i927

Shoes

Famous brand footwear for Less

Compare at
*58 to*116
A first quality assortment of

rugged leathers priced so
low we can t mention the

famous manufacturer's

name. Group includes

many fully insulated

styles, Vibram and oil-resistant soles.

All feature heavy-duty Goodyear welt

construction. Men's sizes.

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

Libel suitputsPryorunder fire again
OAKLAND (AP) - A lawyer has filed a libel

suit against comedian Richard Pryor, claiming his feelings

and reputation were hurt by a line Pryor delivered before

an audience and repeated in a film.

Michael R. Ashburne of Oakland said in his Alameda
County Superior Court suit that he was damaged when
Pryor quipped before 1.000 people in Los Angeles: "I used

to have a black lawyer ... he took me for hook, line and

sinker."

The event was taped and made into the film "Richard

Pryor, Alive on Sunset Strip."

"The film is clearly libelous on its face," Ashburne's suit

claims, and many of the people who saw the film "un

derstood" Pryor was talking about him.

The suit also names Indigo Inc.. Raystar Films and

Columbia Pictures, the companies involved in the staging

of the event and distribution of the film.

Ashburne, who said he had represented Pryor for five

years, is seeking unspecified damages from those named in

his suit.

The Los Angeles law firm representing Pryor declined

comment.

Reagan rolls dice for profits
By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to Black Affairs

Like a happy-go-lucky ex -actor playing

the tables in Atlantic City, Ronald Reagan

keeps on smiling and hoping the magic will

work. In the meanwhile, just in case magic

isn't enough, the Reagan administration

has worked hard to load the dice. The jack-

pot they're searching for is a new era of

economic expansion.

The Reagan recipe for economic growth

is simple. It is based on making doing

business in America profi able again. Any
school boy knows that a businessman

worth his salt won't invest in anything that

doesn't promise to turn his srnall pile of

money into a bigger pile (of course how

Commentary
much bigger is a relative question).

The Reagan administration has attacked

the problem from a^ least four directions.

Firstly, the Reagan government has gone

after the most improtant input to the pro-

duction process, labor. Get down wages! is

always a rallying cry of business. Reagan
has helped to moderate wage demands by

increasing unemployment and taking an

aggressive stand against unions.

Secondly, the Reagan team has moved to

take the shackles from around businesses

neck, so to speak. P.iat is, it has virtually

stopped regulating business activity in a

number of areas. This allows for more pro-

fits to be made.

Thirdly, Reagan has moved to eliminate

corporate taxes and to lower the income

taxes of the rich (while effectively raising

the total tax burden of middle and low in-

come folks).

And fourthly, the current administration

has begun a military build-up designed to

restore Pax Americana, i.e. to make the

U.S.A. powerful enough to terrorize the

rest of the world, keep intematioruil

markets "free" for U.S. business, and stop

Europe's drift to more independence (in-

cluding its renegade deals with the

Soviets).

Will this program result in higher pro-

fits? I would think so. Wall Street (which is

much more important to gamblers than

Atlantic City and Las Vegas combined)

thinks so. Will it also lead to a new
economic expansion, more jobs, and a

chicken in every pot? Who knows. It all

depends on whether the increased profits

go to productive investments or to

mergers, luxury automobiles (they're stan-

ding in line for new Mercedes), and villas in

Cape Town. It also depends on where the

productive investments take place (if they

take place). It makes a difference whether

the new profits are put into new plants in

Muncie or new plants in Johannesburg.

But then its all one big crap game, isn't

it? Besides I'm not sure all the millions out

of work really care if Reagan's plan will

ultimately work. By then a lot of

foreclosures and bankruptcies will have

been processed. By then a lot of ulcers,

heart attacks, and suicides will have been

registered.

As Robert Kennedy once said, "If you

say republicans and recession in or>e breath

you're being redundant."
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— Waiting — A young Haitian refugee leans a^inst a fence at a U.S.

Immisrration and Naturalization Service detention camp at Krome Eve.,

near Miami in July 1982. Now all but two of the Haitian refug^ees have

left Krome. LbbI summer advocate attorneys fouf^ht the federal govern-

ment successfully to gain a court order freeing 1,910 Haitians in 14

federal detention facilities — refugees now known to federal

bureaucrats as "Spellman Haitians'* for the federal judge who ordered

their release.
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Polish journalist is skeptical of Solidarity
By JILL OKUN
Collegian Staff

Andrzej K. Wroblewski, a former staff member of the

Warsaw weekly newspaper Polityka, said in a lecture

given Tuesday night he was skeptical of Solidarity from

the time it came into power and was quick to criticize.

"I can fall only once in life. I couldn't repeat the act of

blind, naive acceptance as I did with the socialist gover

nment (under Solidarity). I always tried to keep a distance

in my articles."
,

"To be or not to be: The Dilemma of a Journalist m
Contemporary Poland" was the issue discussed Tuesday

night by Wroblewski to an audience of about 50 people at

HerterHall.

When martial law seized control of Poland on January

13. 1982. the Polityka was temporarily disbanded. It

resumed publication at the end of February, but many

journalists chose to part from the paper due to the political

transformation. Wroblewski was one of these journalists.

Wroblewski said he felt that human existence was at

stake. "You either had to be in or to be out The choice was

one of everything or nothing. One either supported the

government or was completely against it." he said.

"When the Socialist government took control of Poland I

had no illusions that our system was better than that of

western society, but I felt it was more just." said

Wroblewski. "Later I realized that it was not more just,

but I felt obligated to support it through my articles. I felt

that something could be done either for the better or for

the worse through journalism. If they read my articles. I

knew I could ease their minds."

In the mid 1970s. Wroblewski was appointed head of the

home section of the Polityka. His dilemma, he said, was

how to present information about the government to the

public. A satisfactory answer was never found.

"I felt the best way would be to reveal the roots of the

system by learning how it works. I first had to discover the

individual motivations of the people," he said.

In July of 1980 the strikes in Poland began, accompanied

by Solidarity, which brought a wave of optimism and a

general mode of enthusiasm to the country.

Solidarity soon became a political organization. There

was not enough room in Poland for both the existing

government and Solidarity and both sides were fed up with

one another, he said.

"Hypothetically. if Solidarity could be more patient,

Poland could be a country that has both food and drink and

life wouldn't be so terribly hard as it is now," Wroblewski

said.

Wroblewski said he feels no government could ever fill

both the internal and external needs of Poland.

When confronted with the prospect of leaving the

Polityka. Wroblewski said. "I don't think the choice was

clear cut. The temptation to stay and communicate with

the readers is worthwhile — some things could be saved.

Being a journalist can work toward making things better."

"It is a complicated situation that Poland must go

through, and I don't want to take part in it. I feel there is

no chance for any radical improvement. " he said.

Wroblewski questioned how much his presence on the

newspaper would convey about his political views com-

pared with his absence.

"I feel that a voice lacking on the Polish political stage can

speak very loudly." he said.
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CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH \

Dr. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC

SCERA to protest Curry Hicks fee:

says it wants to avoid a precedent

CHIROPRACTORS
Treatment for Stiff Neck

If you're suffering from a stiff neck, don't wart for

it to take care of itself when treatment is available to

correct it.

Of all the bones in the spinal column, none are

more easily injured or more vulnerable than the seven

vertebrae in the neck. None are moved more often.

We are constantly turning our heads to look at peo-

ple and things.

Neck stiffness can have many causes, from sud-

den and violent accidents to such simple activities as

painting a ceiling or just sitting reading a book for a

long tinrw. But there's nothing simple about the

pain.

A careful examination will reveal the source of the

pain and how best to treat it. Any misaligned

vertebrae in the spinal column should be properly ad-

justed so there will be no abnormal pressure on your

nervous system. Treatment may also include exer-

cises for the cervical muscles such as gently rotating

your head in all directions. This can help restore mus-

cle strength and tone.

In the interest of better health from the office of:

Amherst Chiropractic Center

190 University Driva at Route 9 258-6700

By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Correspondent

Now that University of Massachusetts

President David C. Knapp has made it clear

the $20 fee to fund the renovation of the

Curry Hicks Cage is imminent, members of

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA) are

predicting a debate between students and

the administration over who should pick up

the tab for the project.

"Twenty dollars might not seem like a lot

of money but with all the other additions

that are made yearly, it makes a dif

ference, " said Mitch Gaslin. chair of the

SCERA Rents and Fees Comrnittee.

On the Student Government
Association's (SGA) October 4 ballot, a

referendum question appeared dealing with

the issue. Seventy percent of the students

polled voted against the $20 fee increase.

Knapp ignored the vote and said, "What

else did you expect."

Knapp said he feels there is no other way

to subsidize the project. "I think I would

have to raise the further question: does

anybody want the cage renovated. If you

don't want it renovated, if you don't want a

. basketball team to be proud of, then we can

Cnnltvurd on page /;
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Rm. 420 Student Union

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 7

Letters
People should take a greater role in nuclear energy future.

To the Editor: a closer examination of the Committee for ResponsihleTo the Editor

The facts behind Question #3, the Nuclear Referendum
are quite clear and straight forward. The bill, if passed in

November, would give the voters of Massachusetts the

right to approve or veto any proposed nuclear power plant

or low level radioactive waste facility. Such proposals

would first have to have the approval of the state

.legislature before being brought before the people.

Within the last several weeks, a group calling itself the

Committee for Responsible Policy on Low I.,evel Nuclear

Waste has arisen to oppose Question #3 on the grounds

that medical costs will rise, scientific research will be

hampered, and that it sets up a "cumbersome, unworkable
process". However, this represents a deliberate attempt

to confuse and deceive. Question W3 clearly exempts all

wastes generated through bio-research or medical ap

plications. Plus, if the process is so "unworkable" then why
have many eminent legislators, like Sen. Kennedy, former

Gov. Michael Dukakis, Reps. Nagle and Collins, and State

Sen. Olver. endorsed the measure?

A closer examination of the Committee for Responsible

Policy reveals some interesting facts. The chairman of the

group is also the chairman of the New England Nuclear

Corp. Much of the funding for the group has come from

New England Nuclear, Yankee Atomic Electric Co., and

Boston Edison — three of the four largest radwaste

producers in Massachusetts. The fact is that this group

that espouses the need for a "responsible policy" is a front

organization for the nuclear industry. I hope that the

voters will keep that piece of important information in

mind when they view the inevitable television ads between

now and Election Day. Weigh the motivations. An in

dustry that is struggling for survival will think nothing of

deceiving and confusing the voters in an effort to prevent

the people from taking a greater role in the determination

of their energj- future.

Cliff McCarthy
Amherst

Amherst resident expresses dismay over her sons beating

To the Editor:

I am writing this letter to the Editor because I have

reached the point where silence is becoming deafening to

me. The silence of allowing some of the people within this

University make life very difficult for high school kids in

this town'. The attitudes and philosophies you bring with

you from your secluded, bigoted, intolerant suburban

towns is more than I can bear.

There are many of us, who have lived for some time in

Amherst, who have tried to raise our young people to be

open minded, caring people. We have done them a severe

injusticel! We have taught them they are unique; they are

individuals; that there is no one quite like them; that they

can be themselves. Well. I have a son who believes

that...He feels everyone is entitled to be different, to be

his/her own person; to have thoughts of one's own; to

dress as one pleases and to tolerate other people's choices.

He has been taught that all of this goes with being an in-

Bottle bill expensive solution to litter problem

dividual. And what did it get him - a beating outside of

Hunan Gardens last Saturday night.

What makes some of you think that you have the right,

land I do believe you feel so righteous that you are not

even aware that beating him up was wrong) to go after

someone because he doesn't conform to what you believe.

Your dehumanizing attitudes are reminiscent of the many

dictatorships typified by Adolf Hitler who destroyed either

mentally, physically or both anyone who didn't conform

with his standards. Your drunkenness is no excuse for your

behavior. The interesting part is that I have raised a son

who respects other human beings enough and has enough

faith in his fellow 'man' that even through bumps and

bruises he feels you wiU some day realize what you did to

him was wrong.

Name and addreBs witheld by request

To the Editor:

The well meaning people who are for the so called Bottle

Bill would have you believe it's going to clean up the state

and do even more.

Now, despite the fact that they're totally wrong —
because bottles and cans make up only 12 per cent of the

litter problem and a total anti litter program is the solution

— there's a lot of danger here. There's the danger of

higher taxes in towns with recycling projects. Towns with

such programs bring in significant revenues from recycled

bottles and cans. Without those revenues for dump

maintenance and waste collection, the money to run the

dump has to come from somewhere else. You guessed it: it

will raise your taxes.

You'll also pay dangerous price increases when you go to

buy soda or beer at the store - just as customers in

Connecticut, Michigan and every other state where there s

been such a law have paid. Beverages will cost at least

$1 00 more a case, according to Secretary of Environ

mental Affairs Bewick, plus the $1.20 forced deposit.

That's $160 million a year, based on 1981 sales.

During this time of d. rerously high levels of unem

ployment and inflation, a law that will make the situation

worse is the last thing we need. The danger to our rapidly

dwindling water supply is perhaps the greatest danger of

all. Hundreds of millions of gallons of drinking water will

now be required to wash returned bottles and cans.

Vote 'NO" on Referendum Question 4 on November 2.

John H. Webster
Chairman, Voter Education Committee, Inc.

LETTERS POLICY
lA'tttTs U> till' t'tlitnr niu.'^t incliKit' the

writer's nann'. aH(lr«'<.< and telephone

nuiiilter lor verification. Hecause of the lar^e

volume (tf mail received. iinpuhlishe<l letters

cannot i»e acknowlefi^M'ij or returned. Sub-

missions are suhjecl t<i t'ditiii^ for clarity and

grammar. Letters lonj^'-er than 30 lines max
!k' condensed due to space limitations.

Ray just as

guilty as Ted
^ i r I 1^ Kennedy is faking it in Massachusetts"

I reads the bumper sticker plastered on the wall

^L above where I am writing this. It has a thumb
pointed downward and a prominent union logo on it.

Presumably it's author, Ray Shamie, does not want to ap-

pear anti-labor.

I am considerably farther to the left than Kennedy on
most issues, and I am not a particular fan of his by any
means. However I will probably vote for him, based on the

character of the race his opponent is running

Brooke States

Ray "sham" Shamie is not running for political position

based on what he can do for the citizens of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. He is running on what Ted Ken-

nedy cannot do. The problem is not so much his politics,

but the way he puts them forward. His campaign is busy

attacking his opponents' bad points rather than defending

and expounding his own. In short he is running an anti-

campaign.

An example of this is the full page ad that appeared in

the Boston Globe on Tuesday. Practically the entire page is

devoted to the flip and flop side of Kennedy's positions, us-

ing various specifics. Down at the bottom in samll print we
find the general points that Shamie supports. Not supris-

ingly the nuclear freeze is not among them; but then he is

a politician.

He is in good historical company in running this type of

campaign. Richard Nixon spent much of his career malign-

ing and slinging mud at his opponents. Spiro Agnew later

elevated this to a fine art. George Wallace, lacking specific

programs, ran around the country demolishing straw men
like: briefcase toting politicians, limousine liberals, pointy

headed intellectuals, etc. The Democrats have also been
prone to this tactic. Lyndon Johnson red -baited the peace

movement much as Reagan has the freeze movement.
While this is emotionally satisfying, gets some votes and
more press, it does little to solve the problems or gain re-

spect for public officials.

It is time to hear leas about the problems of Tedanomic*s,

and more about what Shamienomics can do for the state.

Ray Shamie should spend less time making political capital

out of his opponents perceived faults, and more time put-

ting his own stuff on the table and in the public eye.

This state is in trouble and the voters and general public

deserve more than catchword rhetoric and demagoguery.

As we go to the polls in a few weeks, it is not a question on-

ly of which political viewpoint that one agrees with. It is

also a question of the character of the person and how they

put their political program into effect. At the bottom of

Ray Shamie's ad he says that "Leadership and ac-

complishment begin with principle, not publicity. Perhaps

he should apply these criteria to himself.

Brooke StcUes is a UMa*s student
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LATCH HOOK -CROCHETING MACRAME KNITTING^

We make it - We stock it - We teach it!

Start
every day
refreshed!

CHONA .OlttMPOeAR* fASHlON NOW^tAMPION
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With this coupon you'll receive any foot-long sandwich

for 99* when vou purchase another of comparable

value at the usual listed price, (otter good through 10 31 82.)

Redeem At

tSUBilfR]^

America's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

I Hampshire Mall

I Hadley

90 King St.

Northampton
214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

Hypercurricula

THIRD WORLD WOMEN IN

LIBERATION STRVGGLES Bottle Babies

- A d<x-umentarv about the marketing of

infant formula bv the Nestle Corp. in Kenya

and other Third World countries. Amnta

Bason, political science professor at

jAmherst College speaking. Noon - 1 p.m.

Campus Center 801.

I'ANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING -
All sorority members, especially pledges,

are encouraged to attend the.se informative,

weekly meetings. Find out more about the

statewide "Fraternity and Sorority Service

Day" to benefit the Kennedy Shriver

Institute for the Mentally Retarded. 6:30

p.m.. Delta Zeta. 11 PhiUips Street.

Amherst.

CC/SU BOARD OF GOVERNORS
MEETING rian to discuss the develop

ment of a student run book store. The

general public is always urged to attend and

provide input

'

PRE-MED CLUB MEETING - Pre Med

Club Meeting, 7:00 p.m. The Duke's Room,

.Student Union.

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB -
'The club is holding a first jump course. The

cost is $85.00 inclusive. Bring it to the class.

7:00 p.m. Campus Center 903.

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB - The

club still has openings for this weekend's

group lesson at Claremont, N.H. The cost of

$65 includes instruction inside and outside,

and camping facilities. Contact Ben Jessup

at 546-4746 for further details.

SAI MEETING — The Student Alliance for

Israel is an action oriented group doing the

(important work of bringing Israel's case to

the campus. Join us for Thursday's

meeting. 6:30 p.m. Hillel Office. Student

Union 302.

Associate Women's Editor

The Collegian has an opening for an Associate Women's Editor. People with in_

terest and some knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some wntmg and

editing skills are encouraged to apply. All interested students should apply m person

to Cns Schuster, women's editor, in the CoUegian office. 113 Campus Center, before

Oct. 22. The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

NATURAL FIBER CLOTHING

NEXT TO YOU
ITS THE fiEST
$30.50

Fisherman Knit Turtleneck Pullover

This great sweater may be worn next to your skin

or as a layer under a jacket Ladder-stitch

construction of 2 ply medium weight cotton yarn

Sizes: S. M L. XL

Colors: natural • navy • kelly green

Machine Washable and dryabie.

Preshrunk

Leg Warmers
These leg warmers

are ribbed at the

ankle, have elastic

the at thigh May be

worn full-length

or "crushed" over

the calf

One Size fits all.

cooPEai

100% Cotton

52 Main St.,Norlhainpton*SM-S403/ (^OlIpCTlVP W\C
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Northampton Days are every

Thursday in the Collegian

Arts
Gabriel's album secure
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Correspondent

SECURITY (Geffen)

Peter Gabriel

"The rhythm is around me
The rhythm has control

The rhythm is inside me
The rhythm has my soul"

Peter Gabriel

The new Peter Gabriel album is really

very good. While the lyrics aren't as

blatently political as those in his last album,

they are directed towards a more subtle

form of politics: the ritual of the human
search for security. The album deals with,

two different forms of ritual; ancient (or

tribal more accurately) and modem ritual,

which involves the participants and their

victims. While Gabriel never actually

comes out and says which type of ritual he

prefers, all one has to do is to listen to

know. Listen to the joyous rhythms of

"Kiss of Life" and compare it to the slow

requium of "The Family and the Fishing

Net," a song about the modem ritual of

marriage. W^ile I question his theory that

one ritual is better than another, I have to

admit that he fills the songs of ancient

ritual with a life all its own. A liveliness

that would make the most dogmatic

Grateful Dead dancer go wild, partiailarly

in "The Rhythm of the Heat."

With the advent of techno-pop and

Loverboy it becomes more and more rare

that we come up with an album that gives

us hummable tunes that speak of hope for

those in insane asylums. Of course speak-

ing of the insane invites comparison with

Pink Floyd. Gabriel's two songs.

Hooker to perform at SUB
"Wallflower" and "Shock the Monkey"

surpass four albums worth of Roger

Waters' dissertations on those who chose

to deal with inner reality. Gabriel sums it

up very concisely; no howling at the moon,

no graibbing for the cold steel rail. People

who are in asylums are urged to persevere

in the face of torture as we are given in-

sight into the torture itself.

How do these rituals fit in with the idea

of security? Gabriel condemns today's

rituals fo security: marriage, church, cling-

ing to love to stave off isolation. The securi-

ty they offer is of a bleak sort; a longing for

happiness and a need to identify with and

fit into society. But 1 don't know. I just

don't see how identifying with love of the

ancient rituals of music, rhythm and

women offer us more than the mtxiem

rituals. It all seems eqvially bleak to me;

they both provide a happiness that is self-

induced. Why didn't Gabriel go for it and

try and show the inherent joy of today's

rituals as Bach did in his 'Wedding Can-

tata.' Why not make the best of all possible

worlds?

But really, this is a great alburn

(nobody asked me to choose the thematic

content). Tony Levin's bass playing shines

per usual, as does the entire percussion sec-

tion. The album has that (Genesis keyboard

sound; and while there are no solos, the

guitars also sound excellent.

I strongly recommend this album, par-

ticularly the song "I Have the Touch." For

those people who saw last semester's King

Crimson concert but were disappointed by

Beat, this album is everything that Beat

should have been. It's really worth hearing.

Peter Gabriel vuiU be playing in Beaton on

November IS.

The deadline for submissions for the Arts Council's

logo contest has been extended to Tuesday, October

19. Entries should be brought to the Arts Council dai-

ly at 125 Herter Hall.

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

It would be difficult to underestimate

John Lee Hooker's contributions to

popular music. The Doors. Elvin Bishop,

Van Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, Canned Heat,

and the Rolling Stones have copied or bor-

rowed from Hooker's swinging rolling

style of blues, a style which provided many

early models for rock and roll. The Rolling

Stones were even John Lee's opening act

nineteen years ago in Europe.

Bom on August 12, 1917 in Mississippi,

Hooker learned to play guitar at an early

age from his stepfather. His parent's

preference for gospel over blues (blues was

considered 'devil's music" by some) even-

tually led him to run away from home to

Memphis. Hooker's disagreements with his

parents are sung out in Hooker's first hit

"Boogie Chillun."

"I heard Papa tell Mama, Let that boy

boogie-woogie. It's in'm and it's got to

come out."

Since recording this first hit in Detroit,

Hooker has recorded over 100 LPs to join

the ranks of such legendar>' bluesmen as

Howling Wolf, Lightning Hopkins and

Muddy Waters. At 65, Hooker still Uturs

and like some of his aging contemporaries

such as J.B. Hutto and Muddy Waters, he

represents a vanishing breed of bluesmen.

"I've sat down and thought about it," says

Hooker. "There ain't many of us left . .

Maybe five or six. We ain't going U) be

around always. When we're gone, they'll

still be people playing the blues, but not the

way we play it."

Hooker's performance in the Student

Union Ballroom Saturday night will be an

opportunity to experience one of the few

original American music forms — the Blues

— and witness one of it's most original ar-

tists.

PWto br Ckrt* Har^a

Master bluesman John Lee Hooker will perform at 8 p.m. Saturday in

the Student Union Ballroom.

turn

HapPr
Houf

Every
5 Seconds

America Pops
the Big Canadian!
Get ready to try the big, clean taste

ofO'Keefe OKeefe's gonna become

America's favorite Canadian brew.

QKeefe*
imported by Century Importers. Boltmnore, Maryiarxj

Luncheon: Monday-Friday/11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Resen/ations,

Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday/11:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am

TOI»»ftl.e
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor •Campus Center •UMass
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BICYCLE SALE!
]

We have just purchased
a limited selection of

non-current FUJI nnodeis.

^

89 Mam St.

Amherst

256-0880
Behind t^e Cheese Shop
& Valley Farms Dairy Store

FUoi Time

FUJI sports 12 SX
FUJI Grand Tourer

FUJI Royale

Now is your chance
to own a new

FUJI at a Bargain

Price!

was »245 00

was »265 00

was '345 00

Now
Now
Now

'189.00
M89.00
*219.00
'319.00

PLUS OUR 1982 FUJI STAR LINEUP
Montereys 29 lbs. '215.00

Supremes 26 lbs. *259.00

Del Reys 25 5 lbs '289.00

P"
All above include our Fall

Special Discount of

20% off

1

1 ^ill accessories purchased with your
new bike

(.. ^9mm»^^^^^^^wmam^mm^^tm^^^^^m.J

VOIOHAIcamerastores
Quarrymaster Macro Zoom
80-200mm f-5 5

Ideal for candid and portrait photography
Macro focusing

Save $30.00

Sale $89.99
Quarrymaster
2x Tele-Converter

Your standard lens becomes
a telephoto!

Four element, multi-coated

Save $10.00

Sale $29.99
Up to 30% off other selected
wide angle, telephoto, zoom
lenses and tele-converters.
Available for most popular SLR carneras

Special savings on selected
35mm SLR^, Viewfinders and
Instant Cameras

25% off selected electronic
flash

Save 20-25% on Coast
Camera ''Shock" bags
Available in Tan, Blue and Green

Coast 35XC Enlarger

Save $30.00 Sale $59.95
30% off selected dark room

chemicals, paper and

Sale expires 10 31 82

FOTOMATcamera stores
Quality Film Developing
Large Custom pnnts, reprints enlargements, slides.

Custom Preview Slides, duplicate slides and movies.BS
Downtown Amherst
25 N Pleasant St 9-7 M-F 9-5 30 Sat

256-8109

Hampshire Mall
Hadley 10-9 30 Mon-Saf

586-8560

We acceo' MasterCard VISA and American Express

NOW AVAILABLE

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the

Campus Center

^nmVERSITYmSTORED

^ ^uchina
^'^ Serving a Variety of

Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:
the Pasta of Your Choice Topped
with Our Delightful Sauces

Monday-Friday
11 ann-2 pm

Monday-Saturday
5 pm-11 pm

Ttie

'•• < ^ ,

A Large and Surprising

Selection of

Wine & Beer,

in Bottles or on Tap

Monday-Friday
11 ann-11 pm
Saturday

5 pm-11 pm

I

if
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RAIMD
THeflT€l

THURS. OCT. 14
Local Bond Night

PEAK

FRI. OCT. 15
HAPPY HOUR

WITH

Steve Spellman 0-6 PM
ROCK WITH

KHOODSIT#

AND

"KASPAR HAUSER" S2 00 COVER

SAT. OCT. 16

"MITCH CHAKOUR"
WITH

LCCAN CENfAVAL
sponsored by U.P.C. $2.00

FINE ARTS CEN

NORTHWOOD ]'

APARTMENTS j

Rt 47 Sunderland I

Close to Amherst, :

on bus line
J

1, 2, and 3 )

bedroom gardens ;

immediate occupancy :

available ]

students welcome l

665-3856
j

{ office open from
^

J 10 7 weekdays, •

I Saturdays 14
)

«

\

i

i

odv9alufo ita^ei

^eP" S^^ Upp.r L.V.I
^^''^ 233 N Pl..sant St.

Amh.rst C.rri.g. Shop*

Spanish Zoology
Bio-chemistry Latin

Italian Coins

Committee for the collegiate Education

of Black and Other Minority Students

TUTORS NEEDED

Tutors needed for the following areas:

Math
Chemistry
Physics

Who: The tutoring will be provided for undergraduates in the

CCEBMS Program on a one-to-one basis. The number of hours per

week will vary from 1-3 per student.

When: The tutoring will take place during the day or evening depen

ding on the schedule of the tutor and tutees.

Qualifications: Graduate student or seniors; mastery of subject area,

previous tutoring and/or teaching experience desired.

Applications are available in Room 217, New Africa House.

Peadline: October 22, 1982.

ACCESSORIES

iROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

lonlx^r
CI*Qn*r

Stob« Disc

WIsk-A-Disk
CI*Qn«r

Phono Jocks

FM Ant«nnQ
Wir*

Phono Plugs

Spook^r WIr*

Pillow Sp*ak«r

R«cord Ciooning
Kit

Open M-F 9-5

Top« H«ad
Cl^onor

Microphones

Rocordor
Servic* Kit

Rocord
Drush w/Llft

Clooning Cloth

Topo Splicer

Stylus Pressure
Gouge
Tope

Moin^enonce

Eor Phone
Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Clash

Combat Rock

Motels

All Four One
ABC

Lexicon of Love

HADLEY ONLY

our entire inventory of

5.98, 8.98, €f 9.98 series LP's & cassettes

will be marked down for terrific savings!

JUST LOOK AT THESE VALUES

Kim Carnes

Voyeur

Linda Ronstadt

Get Closer

DIRE STRAITS^
Ljove Over Gokj ^

Steve Miller

Abracadabra

• PETER GABRIEL
SECURITY

Shoci TK« Monli*u/l Hov« Th« Tou<h

Lou fou> Hondt On M«/WollMo««<

SERIES S/^LE PRICE
PRICE

598 53.99

898 $5.99
9.98 ^6.99

fAND - from 10 am to 3:30 om. we've

got a special surprise for you

ONLY MEMOREX
gives you the V-100 VMS

Storage Case with

ever^SJK CASSETTE
WEMOREXT-120
PREMIUM Vt6 SALE

Only '9.99 •«
Limit 6

Get L-7S0 Beta cassette* at this same
low price! .

%

(* see our other ad for our 3:30 PM to 9 PM special!)

Choose from hits like these! We've got Pop, Rock, Jaw, & Country as well

as a superb Classical selection, all at music lover's prices! Don't miss it!

•CASH ONLY, NO CHECKS OR CARGES

Rush
Signals

Dire Straits

Love Over Gold

Peter Gabriel

Security

RUNFOR IT!
nCOnVERSE

$16 Hi Cut
Boyb Sizes^ 2'v-6

$19
Hi and Lo Cut

Men s Sizes
6'. - 12

$19
Wof^en s Sizes 5-10
Boys Sizes 2Vj - 6

Men s Sizes 6' r - 1

2

$15 LoCut
Boys sizes 2'? - 6

At Olympian '''we have
what it takes to win.

Top quality

Brandname styles.

Competitive spirit.

On the court or around the

campus. Olympian lets you

meet the competition,

comfortably.

Receive a colorlul superstar athletic poster

with every purchase. Offer good while

quantities last, so come in now'

Hi and Lo Cut POIMY* Canvas $1

8

Ivten s size? 6V? - 1

2

Boys Sizes 2V2 - 6

Hi and Lo PONY* Leathers $28
Men s Sizes 6^? - 1

2

Boys sizes 2V? - 6 «

Itfe thriveon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
eeNcyimvusALi a unique

ABO/r.pHiL'^you'vB oppofumry
\ oHiiBeeHCHAin.' H/^pfiesm-

TFHiOex, 7H5 N£W WRK BASeP
pmocHo^icAL coMfmr, is

taU5eUlN6F0fl. *6 ASMARA
I PKPose THATnje Move ID

ACQUIRE comoume iNTdFesr'

Tpewex-.y^,
TmJC0MfWY5
deen unp^-
VALUeP F0R50M£:
nMBWOULPTHlS
B^ A FRimPUi
OfiUNFUmPLY

mnEWUunh
mmitPi^iiPia
imKTTDBLW-
SiQtTHmOHTHIS,

JBJ^Ry, JUSTPUT

mm'

50UND5

FUN' ifH/ GRABm

THBtim
eOTDTh^

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

^No... Bur HuRJKi^
UP CHfiiNCrlNG TUB Fil^

IF Wr Cr£r CAUGHT,

VJE'rE DfAC>'.

AS I SAiO LAST WQFK,
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AfiOUT The LIFE

Cyctf Of A Slvg
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GIRLS

ACROSS
1 Order at Archies

6 Spring happening

9 Streetcar hero

13 Grease ot a sort

14 Eloper with Pans

16 Like a bird

17 Slow down on the

downhill, in skiing

18 Abadan resident

19 Musical tone

20 Casino feature

23 Kappa s follower

24 Seaside flier

25 Army headgear

28 Engrave

30 Money, m Madrid

33 Satirists

35 Patriotic com
poser

37 Abdul the Bulbuls

title

38 Hackneyed
40 Withered
41 Kind of stripe

42 Lima
43 Native soda ash

45 Far Prefix

47 Scanty
49 Hops for brewing

51 Ranch rope

54 Lucky find

58 Otherwise

59 Drivel

60 Certain curtain

material

62 Exploit

63 Automatic
mechanism

64 Blue or green

color

65 Not so hot

66 The end
67 Moola

DOWN
1 Relief in sculpture

2 Glorify

3 Name for a

senorita

4 Word with the

Alamo
5 Inferior

6 Greek pillars

7 Wings
8 Proceed on (one s

way)

9 Shakespeare
opus

10 Bus along

Piccadilly

1

1

Word with meter

12 Negative.

UN style

15 His

21 Resting

22 Iowa college town

26 string

27 Pose

29 Katt sTV role

30 Face, slangily

31 Pass by

32 Clio, Erato, et al

34 Like a buckaroo s

hat

36 Desire

39 Aries

40 Doing one s best

42 Liberty or dinner

44 Prefix for space

46 City on the Rio

Grande
48 Breakfast nook

50 Mack and Knight

52 Eagle s nest

53 Brownie, in

Icelandic myth

54 G men
55 Bread spread

56 Three digit code

57 Kind of letter

61 Tennis need
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WEATHER

Rain t-nding this morning.

Becoming partly sunny

this afternor»n. High's in

the60's.

WMUA 91.1 FM

Bloom County bv Berke Breathed
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6-9am
9-n(X)n

noon

12:lb-3pm

3-5:30pni

5:30-6pnr

6-7pm

7-10pm

10-2am

2-6am

Concepto Latino

AM Radio with

Steve Diamond
Newswatch

Folk and Blues

with Ed Berk

Funk with D.R.

Newswatch
Focus — Ken
Mosakowski
Women's Media

Project

Pan Afrique with

Kari Njiiri

More Music

D.C. Menu
LUNCH

Risotto Italiano

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS DINNER
Nutty Noodles

Fried Chicken

Cranberry Sauce

BASICS LL^XH ^l^.^u ?
Grilled Cheese on ^ ned Chicken

Sprouted Wheat Cranberry Sauce

Soybe^an. Com. Tomato Chopped Beefsteak Special

Casserole

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

/^

WANTED : Assoc. Worn ens Editor

Ihe Collegian has an opening for an Associate

Women's Editor. People with interest and ^ome

knowle<lpe in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students should apply in person to ('ris

Schuster, women's editor, in the Collegian office, 113

Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The CoUegtan is an equal

opportunity employer.

A

10:30 - 12:00 G. Gordon Liddy Talks at

UMass
12:00 - 12:30 Global Groove: Video Art

by Nam June Paik

12:30- 1:00 Suit^ 212: More Video

Art

l:0O - 2:00 Rock Video

V.
J
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irSCERA
CnntinMed from pnge 6

chuck the whole proposal," Knapp said.

"The main problems with the cage ac-

cording to the renovation proposal are as

follows: it currently has a dirt floor which

needs to be replaced by concrete with a

synthetic surface; the locker rooms need to

be modernized; more and new seating is

needed; fire and safety modifications need

to be updated. Add all these together and

costs run into the millions of dollars.

The Rents and Fees committee is

currently organizing a campaign to inform

students about the cage renovation

proposal.

The Cage has been the object of con

tinued criticism. In a statement made by

George Washington University's Basketball

play by play announcer during a live

broadcast, the Cage was said to be the

worst Division I basketball facility he had

ever seen.

The students have made it clear in past

surveys they would like to see the Cage

renovated tf>o. but not at such a high cost.

In a 1979 survey done by the Student

Affairs Research and Education Office

(SAREO). 66 percent of the students polled

favored a renovation. In this particular

survey, students even favored a $5 to $10

fee to pay for it if necessary.

SCERA members said they feel athletics

should not be so high on the ad

ministration's list of priorities. "$59 a year

is already included in the students tuition

for the athletic program. That is enough."

Gaslin said.

i,SGA
Continued from page 1

success at reaching these overall goals.

"This system gives the Budget Commit-

tee of the SGA a means by which they can

measure the progress of the organization

so that they can determine the budget for

the following year," Davies said.

Senators who have been working on this

system feel it is a positive system for

managing organizations' activities. The

consensus expressed at last night's

meeting was that the goals of all organiza-

tions should be condensed into a common
direction.

"This system normalizes and legitamizes

all different areas so they're working

towards the same goals," said Chris

Sullivan, Student Senator of Central.

"Implementation of the process has been

given a lot of careful consideration," said

Student Senator Mimi Turchinetz.

"People should not get the impression

that we just threw this together. It took a

long time to put together. But it is a good

system that we feel clearly represents the

goals of all the organizations," said Tur-

chinetz.

innovQHony
by Joyce.

in«no»va«tionS (in'o va'slun/.m. (l..\..inmn'utio)

1. ncwlv introduced cvt-nls; uv\s mclhods. fusloms,

devices, etc. 2. a iK-ainiliil selection of Fall lasliions

by Joyce 3. a spec ially priced group of Hals, wedges

'A\u\ heels in women's sizes

Special purchase price

4099 *°24^
Compare at

2295to3795

Tannt 6 i 9 3 way speakei pan 40oi
Magnets 120 watts mai per speakei.

Metal grilles, wire & hardware included

All loi only S24 95 plus $2 75 shipping

Money back guaianlee

Uui h«(f Cdtiiiug fms "idov fiiott ^rflg.,ll)s yth

dll mjio' t)iand$ ol home and tm steieu Sleieo

Cleaiaoce House Otpi 9M Beclloid

SliMI Johnjiown PA tS9l'? Pi)'me guotn
8141 539 30b7

Shoes

Famous brand footwear for Less

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

^^i^^iz^^^^^ir^ir^ir^^
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John Lee Hooker
and the

Coast To Coast
Blues Band
IN CONCERT
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J^Saturday Oct 16th
?SUB/UMass 8 pm, ^
J Gea ADM.. .$3 404 sub UMass J
^ Tix Unlimited" UMass *•

^Tickets on Sale at: For More Info...545-2145'^
J^For the Record- Amherst )^
j^Main St Records- N' ton •*

j4.Commuter Office- ^^pf^v-inPFn rv tkp *r

y^

SK^NSORED BY THE
COMMUTER COLLECTIVE & )<
the GOVERNORS PRCK.RAM j^

Dastorgiy
Dan<;
THURSDAY
All the Draft Beer You Can Drink
$3. Cover 9 - Close
36 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst, MA 253-9286

atfuHdH (fGAaeH

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

'^ v-*-****•**•***•*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^

iYOURBSNISWORTHAN:
I
OFFKEirS COMMISSION:

\\

Hie Best0mm Fiuut"
Luncheon Specials

Take-Out Service

Sunday Brunch
$5.25 per person
All You Can Eat

11:30-3:00

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m

Dinner Specials
Full Cocktail Menu

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it alsc^^L , __ _______

means you're an c-)fficer. You start as a full-fledged member of our ^
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,

?.b. Box 7713. Burbank. CA 91510.

ARMYNURSECORPS.
BEAUYOUCANBE.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone numt>er FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT ~

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/ month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 549-3700

ATTENTION UMASS BANDS

SWAG is looking for contestants for a

Battle of the Bands Sat Oct 23. For info

contact Jeanette or Steve 545-0960

AUTO FOR SALE

76 GMC Van. long bodied, windows all

around, good condition 2500 $ tel 549-6327

Pontiac Catalina '66 great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs work
$200. 584-9040

1969 VW
586-5827

Camper Bus as is $1000

Audi Fox 76 looks, runs, like new. Must
see, after 5 pm 253-3519

Toyota Calica 74 runs

work BO Sue 549 1463

but needs some

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 %
lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

CHAMOIS SHIRT
~

LOST between Campus Center and Lot 65

on Sunday, October 10. Can identify sen

timental value. Please call Terri at 545-3500

and/or 549-4621 anytime. Thanks

COM-STU CLUB MEETING

2 bedroom apt in Southwood for sublet

256-0166 253 5896

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1-283-7805

Guild Maderia acoustic guitar excellent

cond Bill 549-4718

EMS Down Parka large very warm worn
once $70.00 EMS Backpack "Adirondack"

high quality X Large, welded extension

frame $70.00 546-7120 (Mike)

Pentax ME-Super 36mm camera with

autowinder. $225 253 2660

FOUND

Found: 10/8 adorable black female puppy
about 4 mos old. Call 6-6056 anytime keep

trying

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bonle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cmdy at 256 6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/Corona Del Mar. CA 92625

Amway distributors part-time 549-5358

Responsible people needed for

newspaper delivery. Early morning 7 days

on campus call 253-7009

To the Brothers and Pledges of DU -

Thanks for making this homecoming
weekend the wildest and best ever. We
look fon/vard to many many more awesome
timeslll XOXO-The Sisters and Pledges of

AXO
Coley Happy Birthday Seetie I love you

Emma
Have something to sell?

Got something to say?
You'll be heard with a
Collegian classifiedl

POOLA AND RICKER

Aren't you two getting a bit old to be

students? Have a happy birthday anyhow!

from us

PSYCHOTHERAPY

INSTRUCTION

Basic Auto-Mechanics Workshop. 28

hours including classroom and shop.

Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Very important general meeting today

at 4 PM in Machmer E 37

DISSERTATION RESUME

Word Processing: Prompt Quality

Preparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations. MDI/Word Link

253-9535

ENTERTAINMENT

LOST

Womans Seiko gold quartz watch 25$

reward 546-4941

Reward for one lost book bag. Bag con-

tains one Cast Acct some keys one TI30

The bag is blue Reward $15 call Kevin

256-0854

Lost dungaree jacket w/silver buttons

very old extremely sentimental $20.00

reward please return!! 665 4248

Uni-Sex Haircuts by Cindy has moved
256-0506 $5.00

^

Coalition for Environmental Quality film

'Tragedy of the Commons" Oct 14 at 7:30

in Student Union new members welcome

Jewles - Guide's foul dead woman.
What's up for the w/e? Where's Kim? Stick

tight gaslight! Thanx for whatever. D's

wilddog alias slick Nick see ya

Happy Birthday Randy from R & R

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday-Thursday 630 7:30 PM
$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4645 all

welcome

The Dukakis organization is looking foi

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

RALPH LAUREN POLO SHIRTS all sizes

six colors call "Smitty" at 549 2631

Attention all SGA escorts and sup-

porters We need you! Our voices alone are

not enough. Please let us know you are

with us in our attempts to continue this

essential student service!! Please call and

give us your input /supF>ort Contact Laura

549-0081 or Anne 549-5404

Congratulations to the new big and little

sisters of KKG. . We are familyl

KINGBID-I would like to have an In-

timate conversation with Roscoe.
Queenie

Lisa Corbett - Welcome to my family love

ya - your big sis, Jane

Counseling In friendly non-institutional

setting, confidential, sliding scale fees call

the SynthOTi8Centeir^56^772^m 253^7^

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

546-0041

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Philadelphia or any New
Jersey turnpike exit on Oct 14 or 15. Please

call 546-5556, keep trying. Will share ex-

penses.

Round trip to NYC, will share expenses.

From Friday 15th return Sunday 17th

Please contact Moe 549-IBM

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to

house on Bay Rd 140 + 256-8058

share

Female roommate wanted ASAP please

call 665^3480 .

Mala needed for small Northampton two

bedroom 125 > Scott 584 4348 after 5

Apt wanted to share Amherst $180 max

Paul 549-3733 ^___^__
Housemate needed
Leverett female pref.

Wendy 549 2628

- 4 t>ed house in

100/ month + call

SERVICES

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584 1627 evenings

Immediate cash for class rings, gold and

silver jewelry. Highest prices paid Call

Ralph 6-8722 anytime

SONY VIDEOTAPES

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI S99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

David Weidenfeld and Lee Piscioneri ar

back! Original acoustic music at the TOC
Fn-Sat 9:00 PM

FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new

furniture-two bedrooms. $375/ month.

D.H. Jones Real Estate 549-3700

One room left. 800/ semester call Sue

253-9929 after 8:30 PM

Room for rent In downtown Amherst

clean & private 253-3833

PERSONALS

Stick it in your ear!! Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles too! 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Movie: MASH Thurs. Oct. 14 - Eng. East

Aud. 7, 9, 11 PM$1.50

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Northampton woman who found my
wallet please call again; I haven't got it yet

Jim 586-0814

Sally Ann Happy 20thl No more fake ID si

Love, Lori, Laura & Kelly

Anita I Happy Birthday my twinkle toe.

May all your dreams become realities! With

a ll my love, Candee

Zionists £f those interested in Israel Stu

dent Alliance for Israel Thurs 6:30 Hillel 302

SU 545-2526

Congretulatlons Melindal I'll be listening

to you tonight from 7:00 10:00 pm on

WMUA 91.1 FM Good luck roomie! OXOX
Sabina

Dear Jeff, I am one lucky girl. Thanks for

l>eing everything that you are! I love you

llisa

Dan, Rich - Where were you? One more

chance - this Friday! Be there! Patti, Nan-

cye, Stacy

LS Mahal - Kita D-

Best video available used % inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min - $6. 30 min $8.

60 min $10. 617 757 3165 or 617 752 3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car

Doug 546-8186

Call

WANTED

Tutor wanted for Genetics (Zoo.) 510

please call Barbara S 546^0162

Looking for 2 Joe Jackson tickets

please call Gail 549-5686

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold snd silver jewelry

and coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256^710

''Pilot pens!You have
to hold onto them

SATF ORIENTATION WORKSHOPS
New RSO treasurers and officers must at-

tend an SATF Orientation Workshop prior

to October 15th in order to (continue) in-

itiate any financial documents for the

Group. Workshops will be held as follows:

DATE
g Wed.

Thurs.

Wed.
Thurs.

CAMPUS CENTER RM TIME

29 Sept. CC 168 3:30 4:30 P.M.

30 Sept. CC 168 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.

13 Oct. CC911 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

-14 Oct. CC911 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.

Attendance at one session is all that is required. Ses-

sions will review financial responsibilities and re-

quirements placed on each RSO and respond to

questions. New manuals will be distributed at the

meetings.
^-'"" """"" mil SHI Bm m

THURSDAY

ROCK HIGHT
with

Al Stoner

2 for 1 all liquor drinks

9 til 11
no cover charge

I moks deposit. . this guy's moKing

withdrowol- Including my Pilot pen

'

•

irs almost criminol how people go tor my Pilot Fmehner Why' Its

(me point writes through carbons And Pilot charges only 79c tor it

People get their honds on it ond forget if s tny pen

1 got no pen And no respect'

People go nuts over my Pilot Razor

Point too It writes with on extra

tine line its metol collar

keep the point from

going squish

For(

*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••»«.

r only 89c they

should buy their

own pen ond show

some respect (or rny property

[PILOT_

fine poinfmoficBr pens
People take too Pilot iiHe irs n^i" own \'

The Coalition for Environmental Quality

presents the film:

"Tragedy

of the Commons''

Thurs. Oct. 14 7:30 PM
Rm 306 Student Union

FREB All are Welcome

1 I

NOtlTH AMHERST
TIRE & AUTO CENTER

WITH THIS AD
POLYESTER
BLACKWALL

Sm A7»-I3FETSI.59

A FULL SERVICE
TIRE STORE

• COMPUTER WHEEL
BALANCE

• FRONT END ALIGNMENT

MLmnHilMIEBTm fit ^ S494704
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Sports
ATTENTION HOCKEY PLAYERS

The intramural office has extended the registration

deadline for intramural hockey to Monday, October 18.

JV hooters slip past

Amherst College, 2-1
By GEORGE MARTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Matt Dowd drove home a rebound of a

Rich Fortescue shot with six minutes left in

regulation time to give the UMass junior

varsity soccer team a 21 victory over

Amherst College yesterday.

This game at times showed why soccer

hasn't caught on in America. The first half

and twenty minutes of the second half

consisted of boring soccer with few scoring

opportunities.

UMass goaltender Ricardo Sanchez saved

the few scoring chances directed toward

him before being replaced in the second half

by Don Donahue.
While the major portion of the game

lacked just about everything necessary for

good soccer, the final ten minutes were

action packed. There were several good

scoring opportunities, with UMass getting

the majority of them.

Forward John Metzger got UMass on the

board with an unassisted goal at the 30:00

minute mark of the second half. The lead

appeared as if it would hold up as the game
had been a defensive struggle up to this

point. But this game was about to break

wide open.

Metzger almost put UMass up by two at

the 32:00 minute when he broke in alone

down the right side and fired a shot just

wide of the post.

Amherst tied the score at 1-1 at the 34:00

minute mark on a goal by Tyler McClay.

McClay p^>unced on a free ball in the UMass
penalty area and drove it past Donahue.

This set the stage for Dowd's game
winner. Rich Fortescue set up the score

with an excellent run down the right

sideline. Fortescue beat two Amherst

defenders and cut in on the goal.

"I made the run then took a shot," said

Fortescue. It hit the goaUe then deflected

off the post."

The ball rolled along the goaline where

Dowd was in perfect position to score what

may have been the easiest goal of his

career.

"It was a sloppy game but we won," saiH

Metzger.
Coach Dave Sawaid was impressed with

Amherst's play. "We scrimmaged them in

pre season and they were not nearly as

effective as they were today." Sawaid said.

The game was played under adverse

conditions due to a steady rain that fell at

the start of the second half and continued

throughout the game.
"I don't think we adapted to the con-

ditions quickly. Our offense was disap-

pointing for the most part." said Sawaid.

Sawaid stressed the performances of

Fortescue and fullback Henry Hoff as keys
to the victory. The JV's play their next

game on Tuesday Nov. 19 against Holyoke
C.C. at Lower Boyden field.

rewers looking toogti

in World Series play
By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Staff

If the Milwaukee Brewers were a boxer,

they would be Gerry Cooney. If they were a

food, they would be steak and potatoes. If

they were a movie, they would either be

Patton or The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly.

This team orders drinks out of dirty

glasses, and probably never puts paper

down on public toilet seats. We're talking

tough. There just aren't any quiche eaters

on the Brewers. These animals hit 216

homeruns in 1982 — or 149 more than their

World Series opponent, the St. Louis

Cardinals.

Milwaukee is managed by Harvey

Kuenn. a walking advertisement for

Budweiser if ever there was one. This guy

lives in a Milwaukee bar that makes the

Drake in Amherst look like Studio .54.

Keunn is the perfect manager for his

ballclub. Under former skipper Buck

Rodgers, the Brewers were a tight, tense

ballclub. Keunn took over in May and told

the ballplayers to relax and just hit like

they know how.

Cecil Cooper (a Rod Carew with power)

hit over .300 for the sixth straight year and

hit over 30 HR's. Robin Yount (a Rick

Burleson with power) fielded brilliantly and

led the league in hits, doubles, triples, and

slugging percentage, while hitting .331.

Paul Melitor hit 19 HR's from the leadoff

spot in the batting order and scored more

times (136) than anyone in baseball since

1957.

There has not been a lineup like the

Milwaukee club since the 1961 Yankees hit

a record 240 home runs led by Roger Maris,

Mickey Mantle, and Yogi Berra. There have

been better teams (the 1970 Baltimore

team, the 1973 Oakland club, the 1976 Reds

and the 1978 Yankees), but no one has had

the power output this club has.

The Brewers have never been in a World

Series. Two Brewers who do figure to play

prominent roles in the Series that have

Series experience, have never won in the

fall classic: Either Don Sutton or Cecil

Cooper appeared in the 1974. 75. 77. and 78

versions of the Series. The only Brewers in

uniform who have been part of a World's

Championship are relief ace Rollie Fingers

and special assistant to the general

manager (and now cheerleader) Sal Ban

do. (both of whom played with the 72 74

Oakland Athletics).

For Brewers like Sutton. Ted Simmons,

and Charlie Moore, this could be the last

shot at a World Championship ring. They

have waited a long time, and aren't about to

let it out of their grasp after they won tug

of wars with Baltimore and then California

to get this far.

Milwaukee fans have waited a long time,

too. They live in a great sports town, but

have gone 25 years without a baseball

championship. (The Milwaukee Braves won
in 1957 led by MVP Hank Aaron and third'

baseman Eddie Mathews.)

Since then, Wisconsin's sports diehards

have been blessed with the greatest football

coach and the greatest college basketball

coach (Green Bay's Vince Lombardi and

Marquette's Al McGuire) of all time, and

the Milwaukee Bucks won a coin toss with

the Phoenix Suns in 1970 for Lewis
Alcindor (later Kareem Abdul Jabbar).

The Packers last won in the mid-1960's,

and have not made the playoffs since 1972.

The Bucks traded away Jabbar in 1975, and
haven't come close since. The Brewers
moved from Seattle in 1970. and have only

been contenders since 1978.

The Brewers are worthy representatives

of the American League. They are in fact

one of the few teams in the American
League that could play even with the senior

circuit. The last American League team to

win the World Series was the Yankees in

1978, the last American League team to win

the All Star Game won in 1971.

The Cardinals are a good, correction, a

very good ballclub. Maybe it is in the Cards
for St. Louis in 1982. However, they're not

an overpowering team. They hit fewer

homeruns and struck out fewer batters

than any team in baseball. They are a team
of precision and execution, of defense and
pitching, of playing for one run and holding

baserunners. They are a team of patience,

of managing, of w ining and dining.

The Brewers are the team of the one

night stand. If the Brewers were a beer,

they would be Old Milwaukee — nothing

flashy, nothing fancy, but they get the job

done.

(°oll«ftaB ptM>to b^ Jia Fiord

Mark Hausser checks hia form pumping iron in the weight room in

Boyden yesterday.

Crew opens fall season
By STEVE FITZ
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass men's and women's crew

teams did well this past weekend in their

first competition of the fall season.

Both the men's and women's teams com-

peted in the Head of the Connecticut, held

Sunday in Middleton, Connecticut. The
crewwomen also competed in the Women's
Invitational Regatta on Saturday, held in

Holyoke.

At the Women's Invitational Regatta,

the varsity four crew won gold medals,

beating eight other teams. The varsity

eight crew advanced to the finals, also

receiving medals.

The qualifying heats for the regatta were

2800 meters long, while the finals were a
shorter 2000 meters.

"We have been practicing for a month
and half now, and we're just getting ready

to race," said coach Dave Kumlin.

"All teams raced very well, we have six

months to get ready for nationals in May,"

said Kumlin.

At the Head of the Connecticut, the

men's varsity eight finished eighth out of

17 teams in the three and a half mile race.

The men's junior varsity eight finished

13th out of 37 teams.

"In the fall we are competing against

Harvard and many other tough division

one crew teams." said Kumlin.

"We were beat by good teams."

The women's varsity four finished 13th

at Head of the Connecticut, while the

women's varsity eight is waiting for its

place finish, because of a controversy in the

race.

"Spring racing is geared toward division

two schools, we compare writh teams that

we will be racing in the spring," said

Kumlin.

"We did very well for our division."

This Simday the crew teams will compete

against UMass alumni crew teams in the

Hadley Henley.

UMwomenbow to SC
ByJIMSAMIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's golf team, playing without two of

its top players, lost to Springfield College at

Hickory Ridge Country Club Tuesday
afternoon. The Minutewomen were without
All American Marlen Susienka and Judy
Guzy.

Despite the handicap, the Minutewomen
hung tough throughout the entire match.

"I thought the team played very well,"

said golf coach Jack I^aman. "It was very
close down to the last three or four holes."

This is where Springfield showed their

consistency as three players shot under
100. Leading the wav was Sue Witters with
a 90.

Junior Jane Egan was the UMass
medalist with a superb 91 . This is the fifth

straight match in which she has shot under
100. Although she has been overshadowed

most of the year by Susienka, Egan has

been playing better as the season

progresses.

Nola Eddy came in fifth place with a 102.

Rounding out the score for the

Minv'tewomen was Theresa ColHns with a

111 and Mary Ann Lombardi with a 115.

The EAIAW's were held at Dartmouth

on October 9 and 10 and to nobody's sur-

prise Susienka was an easy winner.

On Saturday she was one under par on

the first nine holes. She then let up a bit and

finished the day with a five stroke lead and

a score of 80.

There was no letting up on Sunday as

Susienka shot an 83 and won easily by 10

strokes. She Iinished the tournament at

163. She just ran away from the very

competitive field.

This is the third straight big victory for

Marlene Susienka. She continues to live up

to her All-American status as she leads the

Minutewomen golf team through another

successful season.
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Residence hall access

restricted for Halloween
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

As part of this year's Halloween
weekend policy, which was approved
Wednesday by the executive staff of the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, the

University of Massachusett's residence hall

system will be closed to all non-students,

and student visitors must have a valid

University I.D.

This policy is different in that last year,

only on-campus students were allowed to

be guests in the dorms. Each resident may
have only two guests, said Joe Zannini. ex-

ecutive director for Housing Services.

The University campus will be closed to

the general public on the evenings of Fri-

day, Oct. 29. and Saturday, Oct. 30. Events

which have already been scheduled for

those night will still take place.

The Campus Center/Student Union Com-
plex will close on Friday at 7 p.m. and on

Saturday at 6 p.m.

The Housing Security Office will provide

24-hour security through the weekend,

running from 5 p.m. Friday to 5 a.m. Sun-

day. The office estimated the extra securi-

ty would coat an additional $4,800.

Small dorm-centered "theme" activities

are being encouraged this year, but large

scale events will not be allowed, as these

are likely to attract unwanted guests, Zan-

nini said.

Area governments will be sponsoring

area-wide costume competitions in

cooperation with the Food Services and

Housing Services staffs. Additional infor-

mation on these competitions will be

published in the Collegian.

The recommendation was put forth by a

committee comprised of representatives

from student and area government associa-

tions, the Environmental Health and Safe-

ty Department, UMass police, and Housing
services. The committee also had represen-

tatives from the Union Program Council

Advisory Committee, the inter-fraternity

council, the Legal Affairs Office, and the

Campus Center Board of Governors.

"The policy is basically the same one that

was enforced last year," Zannini said.

"With the policy in effect, we managed to

avoid most of the disruptive behavior of a

few years ago and we ended up having a

fairly quiet weekend."
The basic principle behind the policy is to

insure the safety of the students and staff

that make up the University community.
"University activities draw people from

local communities as well as other colleges,

but we'd like to restrict the activities of

Halloween weekend to the students and

staff who live and work here," Zannini

said. "We don't want to open up the cam-

pus to unwanted guests."

"I invited all kinds of people from dif-

ferent areas of the University to be on the

committee so that we could have input on

the feasibility of various ideas proposed for

the weekend. " Zannini said. "This diversi-

ty helped us realize that a number of ideas

that were suggested had the potential to be

difficult to control."

Pk«U> b; Pctor Mmrlu

ThomM Yarrows of Westfieid stands behind the variety of g^oods he

sells in the Amherst Center produce market.

Textbook Annex issue begins heating up again in BOG
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The issue concerning the financial status

of the Campus Center and its relationship

with the Textbook Annex is looming into

an inevitable clash between students and

the University of Massachusetts Ad-

ministration.

The Board of Governors (BOG) primari-

ly, has announced that the problem over

the Annex profits and what to do with

them will be its major issue of the semester

because they feel a positive result from the

issue would be beneficial to all students.

Ron Keefe, BOG chair, said last night the

board is trying to create a situation where

in the long run the Campus Center can be

completely self-supporting instead ot rely

ing on student fees and other sources of in

come, in particular the profits of the Tex-

tbook Annex.
Acting Vice Chancellor for Administra-

tion and Finance John L. DeNyse, who is

going to be involved in the committee bet-

ween members of the BOG and the Ad-

ministration to further discuss the issue,

said the Annex is one part of a total pro-

blem in the Campus Center and the main

aim of the committee will come to a

reasonable solution of the problem by look-

ing at the Campus Center as a whole and

examining all the parts that go into makng
the building.

"Money has got to come from

somewhere to pay for maintenance and

operation of the building, and you can not

just take away a large sum of money like

the Annex profits and expect the building

to run effectively," DeNyse said. "You
have to look at the total entity and figure

out a solution from there."

BOG Financial Coordinator Craig Freed

-

man said that due to the price markup in

textbooks the Textbook Annex profits have

been increasing $2 - $3 per student per

year over the last three vears.

"The Annex is currently making $13

each on every student and is winding up
with roughly $250,000 which is being used

to subsidize Maintenance and Operations in

the Campus Center, and this is where most

of the problem lies," Freedman said.

Freedman also said that as well as paying

for the textbook, students are paying

money to fund certain operations in the

Campus Center that are losing money.

"It is a hidden fee and students are being

ripped off," Keefe said. "We want the An-

nex profits used to help pay off the debt

service because this will reveal that the

Campus Center is a poorly managed

building and force the Administration to

come to terms and try and correct the pro-

blem by really working on it."

"If the building is adequately run, it

should be at least earning $242,000 more
dollars than it currently is, and then when
you compare that to the $250,000 from An-

nex profits it is not so bad."

Cinitniucd ot) {Kigc H

World-famous polymer group

performs research at UMass

Coltcfiin photo br Jia Pnwcn

Professor Richard S. Stein, director of the Polymer Research In-

stitute, makes adjustments to an x-ray diffractometer yesterday. The

device is used to study the molecular structure of various substances.

By RUSSEL TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

Lightweight plastics stronger than steel,

solar powered engines, time-released drug

carriers, and plastics which conduct elec-

tricity are l- me of the goal being con-

ducted at the world-famous polymer

science group here at the University of

Massachusetts. With more than 150 people

at the University working in polymer

science, it is one of the five largest groups

of its kind in the world and probably the

largest in this country.

Polymers are any natural or synthetic

compounds consisting of repeated, linked

chemical units. Ever since the DuPont cor-

poration developed nylon in the 1930's,

synthetic poljmiers have been an important

part of industry and a highly profitable

area of scientific research. Not surprising-

ly, the financial rewards of polymer

research have tended to restrict it to the

competitive world of industrial research,

unlike the less applied scientific disciplines

such as physics and astronomy, which have

always had their principal research carried

out in the university environment.

UMass' exception to this has been

primarily due to the efforts of Professor

Richard S. Stein, director of the Polymer
Research Institute, who has his doctorate

from Princeton University. Professor Stein

came to the UMass chemistry department
in 1951, and in 1%1, formed the Institute,

which split off from the chemistry depart-

ment. In 1974, the polymer science and
engineering department which gives

graduate degrees, was formed at the

University. It has no undergraduate pro-

gram.
One of the main areas of research going

on at the University is in developing

plastics which can replace metal parts in

cars or planes, according to Professor

Stein.
Continued on pngr hi
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World and national news See Digest on page 4

Support for Solidarity

shown by Polish workers

AP Laacrpkoto

Gruman Aerospace technicians alig^ the flnal section of the

doughnut-shaped vacuum vessel of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor at

Princeton University in Princeton, N.J. When the reactor becomes
operational, atomic nuclei traveling at high speeds on the circular path

will fuse together, creating clean, economical energy, as well as

temperatures reaching 100 million degrees Celsius; six times the

energy of the sun. Scientists plan to turn on the experimental reactor

next year.

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Worker
anger about the ban on Solidarity was
reported spreading to Poland's coal and

steel heartland yesterday and the riots

claimed their first victim, a 20 year-old man
shot by police.

The official PAP news agency said

Bodgan Wiosik died Thursday in a hospital

after being shot Wednesday during fierce

street fighting in the Krakow steel making
suburb of Nowa Huta.

It was the first officially acknowledged

death in the riots spawned by the outlawing

of Solidarity last week.

I'nconfirmed reports attributed to a

Polish ham radio operator said two others

died in Gdansk Tuesday evening, and a

government journalist claimed a worker

depressed by the upheavals killed himself

by diving into a vat of molten steel.

The Communist Party newspaper

warned that new riots and strikes could

extend martial law, and the official in-

formation service Interpress said leaflets

urging street protests and a boycott of pro-

government unions set up in place of

Solidarity have appeared in factories in

Katowice province.

Miners at the Jankowice coal mine near

Rybnik refused to work for one hour

Wednesday despite the martial law ban on

strikes, but had gone to work after talks

with management and party officials,

Interpress said.

The new unrest followed riots and strikes

in Gdansk Monday and Tuesday and street

protests Wednesday in Wroclaw and Nowa
Huta. The government reported 148 arrests

in Gdansk and 170 in Wroclaw.

Blaming the Solidarity underground for

the strikes and riots, the Communist Party

daily Trybuna Ludu said yesterday that

such actions could "extend, contrary to the

government's intentions, the period of

extraordinary measures."

Poland's martial law chief and Com-
munist Party leader, Gen. Wojciech

Jaruzelski, said after Parliament outlawed

Solidarity Friday that protests had slowed

the government's plan to lift military rule

by the end of this year but not "crossed it

out."

Reagan launches new offensive against drug trafficking
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan vowed

yesterday to "end the drug menace and cripple organized

crime" with a $200 million program that will blanket the

nation with federal narcotics task forces.

Reagan, criticized in Congress last year for scaling back

the fight against drug traffickers, said the government will

hire up to 1,200 more agents and investigators for a dozen

task forces. The illicit drug business in the United States is

worth an estimated $80 billion.

U.S. assurance sought

by Israel on security
WASHINGTON (AP) - Israel's foreign minister,

Yitzhak Shamir, met for four hours yesterday with

SecreUry of State George P. Shultz to push Israel's

demand for iron-clad protection of its northern border with

Lebanon.
The Israelis are demanding a security agreement with

Lebanon before withdrawing their troops, which have

been in Lebanon since the June 6 invasion.

Shamir told reporters, "I hope it is possible " to arrange

a withdrawal of all foreign troops from Lebanon this year.

although the feeling is growing here that this is unlikely.

Shamir said his talks with Shultz were conducted "in a

spirit of friendly consultations and our common goal to

seek common solutions as soon as possible."

He indicated they make some progress in coordinating

the Israeli and American views of how to obtain a troop

withdrawal and ensure border protection.

White House deputy press secretary Larry Speakes said

he was not aware of any plans to station American troops

in southern Lebanon as part of a multinational force.

Asked why Reagan was not meeting with Shamir, Speakes

said it's "just not on his schedule."

Shamir said after his meeting with Shultz that a joint

U.S. -Israeli working group would meet later to "elaborate

the various details of the proposed solutions.

"Both parties have agreed that we have to make efforts

to get a solution as promptly as possible," he said. "The
goal is to get a withdrawal of all foreign forces from all

parts of Lebanon, including the southern part of Lebanon."

U.S. officials had not expected that agreements would

be worked out here, since they also would involve the

governments of Lebanon and Syria, and Palestinian forces

in Lebanon.

"The time has come to cripple the power of the mob in

America," Reagan told more than 300 people at the Justice

Department.

Administration officials said the task forces will try to

infiltrate the drug mobs, concentrating on long range
investigations aimed at breaking up networks rather than
street pushers. They will be modeled after the task force,

headed by Vice President George Bush, that was formed to

combat the drug trade in South Florida.

AP Laacrphoto

Flamboyant pianist "Liberace," who was hit

yesterday with a $113 million "palimony" suit by
a 23-year-old aspiring dancer. The man claimed

an "intimate sexual, emotional and business rela-

tionship" ended last April when Liberace had
him thrown out of the house they shared.

Although Congress must approve permanent financing

for the plan, the administration intends to begin the

operation by shifting available funds from other programs.

The $200 million cost of the program also includes up to

$34 million to expand prisons to make room for some 1.260

additional inmates.

The administration also is backing legislation to deny
bail to accused people who are considered dangerous, to

impose stiffer jail terms for drug offenders and to restrict

parole.

El Salvador troops vie

with rebels for control
SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) - The government

sent 5,000 troops backed by artillery, fighter-bombers and
helicopter gunships into northern El Salvador yesterday to

counterattack the strongest guerrilla drive in six months.

Stiff guerrilla resistance was reported and a national

guard commander in northern Chalatenango province,

where the massive counteroffensive was concentrated,

reported government casualties were heavy.

He said at least 10 soldiers were wounded yesterday
morning at El Jicaro. "The situation is pretty critical," he

said. "They've brought in a lot of wounded."
The commander, who did not want to be identified, said

reinforcements continued to arrive because of unex-

pectedly strong resistance at Las Vueltas, a town of 5,000

people 50 miles north of the capital that about 700 rebels

overran Sunday night.

The leftist rebels are trying to topple the U.S. -backed

rightist government of El Salvador.

South and east of the capital, the army searched for

guerillas who attacked three military outposts and
brought transportation to a standstill with warnings of

heavy attacks to come.

The army's three U.S. trained battalions were sent into

Chalatenango province with other ground forces. Four
Americanmade A 37 'Dragonfly" fighterbombers were
bombing and strafing rebel positions at Las Vueltas, said

the commander.

In addition, American-made UK-IH "Huey" helicopters

buzzed through the hills, firing on guerrillas with machine-

guns. Ground forces were pounding rebel positions with

105mm cannon set up on a soccer field on the northern side

of Chalatenango City, he said.
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Andes survivors: not heroes and not ashamed
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (AP) - In the decade since

they survived 70 days in the Andes Mountains on deter-

mination, faith and the flesh of their dead comrades, 16

young men have blended into everyday life.

Correction

In yesterday's Collegian, in the story on renovation to

the Curry Hicks Cage, it was incorrectly reported that a

survey conducted by the Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation Office (SAREO) in 1979 indicted students

favored renovations and were willing to pay a small fee to

cover the cost. The SAREO survey, in fact, was question-

ing placing a dome over Alumni Stadium and not

renovating the Cage.

They work as lawyers, doctors, lawyers, businessmen
and engineers and get together often — bound by "total

tranquility" about how they stayed alive after their plane

crashed in the Andes, and by the memory of dead friends

and loved ones.

Some of the survivors are now confronting the problem
of telling the story to their children.

"Some of his classmates are nephews of those who died
and we're afraid one of these days one of the kids is going
to say something like 'Your daddy ate up my uncle," and
we don't want him to find out that way," Soledad Inciarte
said of her 8 year old son.

"l don't want to give him the idea his father is either a
hero or ashamed. I'm just going to try to explain honestly
how it was — something I did not go'looking for, but that
happened and that I got out of as I was able to." said her
husband. Jose Luis Inciarte, one of four plane crash
survivors interviewed by The Associated Press.

Candidate Sears scheduled to speak tomorrow
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By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

John Sears, Republican candidate for governor, will

speak at the University of Massachusetts from 6:30 to

7:30 p.m. tomorrow in Campus Center Room 101. He will

take questions from the audience after his speech.

"1 haven't been informed of the specific makeup of the

speech," said Jeff Kelley, chairman of the UMass College

Republicans. "I think anything that hasn't been said the

students can put it to him."

The announcement of Sears' speech comes after it was

originally announced by his campaign office that either he

or his running mate. Loon Lombardi, would speak on cam-

pus sometime next week.

"Everyone regrets the problems it caused, but it

couldn't be avoided," Kelly said.

Kelly in discussmg the candidate's position on student

aid said Sears feels that any student who has been ac^

cep'ted into a college or university should not be prevented

from attending because of financial problems. Higher

education should and would be avaUabe to ali studente

regardless of need if Sears' proposal for state tuition ad-

vances is established, Kelley said.

Sears' UMass appearance is being sponsored Dy tne

Conservative Campaign Committee, which Kelly formed

because the UMass College Republicans, as part of a na-

tional organization, is not allowed a Recognized Student

Organization classification. RSO status is required m
order to reserve a room in the Campus Center. The com-

mittee was originally formed to accomodate a speech by

Ray Shamie. which was cancelled due to his Nuclear

Freeze Rally appearance.

Before his arrival at UMass, Sears will be in Northamp-

ton campaigning for Jim Tripp, the Republican candidate

for state senator from that area.

Next Friday, Sears will debate Democratic opponent

Michael S. Dukakis in Worcester.

Psychology students' efforts

give Chicopee man chance

to present theory to faculty

C«ll«fiM photo by l>r«w Of»«r

Maureen Hall, a freshman environmenUl health major, is framed by

one tire as she swings by another from a tree in the woods near the

Southwest Residential Colleg^e. -

ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

Thanks to students at the University ol

Massachusetts, Kenneth Collins will have a

chance to present his theory on brain

function to a faculty audience.

Collins. 35. of Chicopee spent Tuesday in

the Campus Center concourse in an attempt

to force the scientific community to

recognize his theory on brain function, and

because of the efforts of Thomas Grinley,

the president of the Council of

Undergraduate Psychology, he will have a

chance to present his theory.

Grinley, along with other members of tjie

council, have arranged for (-ollins to

present his theory to faculty and students

in the computer information science and

physics departments on Oct. 26.

Collins claims his theory "reduces the

basic drives and the phenomena of

creativity, curiosity, conscience, decisions

and volition to concrete biological

processes."

Collins had much praise for the students

who stopped by to talk to him during his

protest, as well as for Campus Center of

ficials and the UMass police.

"I thought this place was a callous place,

a big university and all, but no. " he said.

While he was on the concourse. Collins

said one woman brought him lunch and

another offered to buy him dinner last

night.

"There was a real cream of the crop that

showed itself," Collins said. "The students

came and said 'give it to us and we'll t;o with

it.'"

Collins said Dudley Bridges, director of

operations at the Campus Center, was also

a great help to him by allowing him to stay

in the Campus Center and getting him a

table.

"He bent over backwards. He could have

had me thrown out. He could have had me
arrested. He really went out of his way for

me. though." he said.

Collins said the UMass police were

especially courteous to him. They asked

him to leave at 2 a.m. when the building

clo.sed instead of arresting him. and they

rode by every 20 minutes to check on him

while he slept on the sidewalk outside the

Campus Center.

"One cop stopped by in the middle «>f the

night and started talking about the theory

with me. " he said.

Collins said he now can depend on only

himself to successfully present the theory.

"Now it's up to me to make my point. "
he

said. "The theory is blisteringly complex.

I've never been able to deal with it in less

than four hours, and this presentation runs

three hours."

Collins also said he hopes this presen

lation is just a beginning for his theory.

"I hope it rings some bells somewhere

and someone says. Let's hear it again.'"

Radical Student Union emphasizes social issue activism
ij •• t -..4„™., ooi^ "Tko R.«;iT ic HofinitpJv airainsl

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

A "new and improved" product has been advertised on

campus this year called "Economox." It is "fortified by big

business, enriched by your doUars." and sponsored by

President Reagan.
, u n

"Economox" is a promotional gimmick '^J^the University

of Massachusetts Radical Student Union (RSU). The RbU

is a multi issue activist student organization workmg to

rebuild the .student movement.

"We do things that are really fun. ..to be a political ac

tivist vou have to have a sense of humor.' said Becky

Lautman of the RSU. Lautman. 23, an economics major

used the "Economox" campaign and the annual

"disorientation pamphlet" as examples.
• . ^ „

The "disorientation pamphlet." which can be picked up

in the Student Union. Room 413A. sarcastically expresses

the irroup's opinions, such as "nuclear madness. the

Whitmore shufne." and administrative incompetence,

which is paid tribute by tongue in cheek awards.

But the members of the RSU said they are serious about

the issues they fight for. The Union is a diverse group of

people with no group ideology. There is. however, a basic

level of agreement among members, accordmg to Brooke

States 24. even though they have different views on

sociali-sm. communism, anarchy, and other concepts

typically related to radical thought.
..

"We concentrate on activism in lots of social issues, sa d

States, a photojournalism major. "Our long term goal is to

provide a different point of view than they (the students of

UMass) would normally get."
tr„iu..

The RSU has supported labor struggles m the Valley,

and feels that these are important. Two years ago the

group supported laborers in the Amherst Nursing Home

and the Steriing Radiator Co. in Westfield.
, . , .

•The hige student population can easily be exploited by

management, and this carries through to regular working

people in the valley." States said.
. .

Some other projects have included bringing Sean Sands

(the Mother of Bobby Sands, an Irish pohtical hunger

tr^er) to speak at UMass. helping to form the

Progressive Student Alliance of the Student C^nvernment

Association, and participating in the Seabrook, N.H. anti-

nuclear demonstrations. ,' j „.o...

This weekend, the RSU is sending a ^rntip of studems n

Detroit for the third annual Progressive Student Network

PSN Conference. The PSN is a nationwide network of

sLdent organizations, and the conference, scheduled for

Oct 15 17 is to be held at Wayne State University.

Most of the student government funds that the RSU

receives are for such special events or for guest speakers

on campus. As an example. $712 was allocated to the group

last week by the Undergraduate Student Senate to cover

the costs of transportation to and from Detroit. The KbU

has a budget for this year of $1,665.

"Early in our history." States said, "we didn t get much

money."
, , „ .u

"We work for the human rights of people all over the

worid." Lautman said. "The RSU is definitely against U.S.

intervention in third world countries, especially El

Salvador."
.

There are few requirements for membership in the KbU.

"We try to get people to come to the meetings often,

"

States said, "but we only want people to be politically

active. They should see that things are wrong, and be

wilUne to try to change them. That's the bottom line.
"

„ ( olleipui photo by Smi MilMt

1 inHa Cohen Sr a social thought and political economy major and member of the »«<>'"• Stu-

dent Sn.^nadverti'e. h.r«lf while p..ing a. a box of "EconoMa." in front of the Student

Union Building.
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Klan leader attacked

on live Boston show
BOSTON — As startled television viewers wat-

ched, demonstrators broke up a talkshow appearance by

Ku Klux Klan leader Bill Wilkinson yesterday, waving
"death to the Klan" signs and ridiculing Wilkinson as "the

great lizard."

Some witnesses said eggs and fists were thrown at the

Klan leader before order was restored.

Members of the studio audience at WBZ-TV said the

outburst began when a half dozen demonstrators jumped
up and began shouting, "Latin Americans black and white,

all together we must fight." They said the protesters in-

cluded both blacks and whites.

Wilkinson, from Denham Springs, La., is imperial

wizard of the Invisible Empire of the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan, one of several klans in the country. Wilkinson is

one of the most vocal Klan leaders and has urged his

followers to arm themselves for what he views as a coming

race war.

The demonstration broke out while Wilkinson was
answering questions on "People Are Talking," a live in-

terview and talk program that uses a studio audience.

Demonstrators, who apparently had mingled with a

group of high school students at the show, held up signs

reading, "Death to the Klan." One began calling Wilkinson

"the great lizard."

The witnesses said Wilkinson was struck at least once by

a demonstrator before order was restored. Police were
called, but it could not be determined immediately whether
there were any arrests.

"People ran down the aisle and were throwing punches.

Somebody hit him," said Victoria Miles, a student from

Canton High School who was attending the show with

classmates. "He pulled his fist back to hit back, but then he

stopped."

Yankee nuclear plant

shut down by a leak
VERNON. Vt. - Wisps- of leaking

radioactive steam prompted the shutdown

of the Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant

early yesterday.

But repairs to the leaking line were

expected to be completed — and the 540 -

megawatt reactor restarted — sometime

today.

The reactor went off line at SilW a.m.

yesterday, according to Steve Bravar. a

plant spokesman.
The steam leak in a moisture separator

drain line was noticed late Wednesday on a

routine inspection tour, Bravar said.

The moi.sture separator is |f>cated in the

turbine building of the power plant. It

removes moisture from the steam as it goes

into the huge turbines that actually

generate the power at the facility.

The moisture pulled from the pressurized

system by the separator is then drained

into a holding tank. The line from the tank

to a heater was where the leak was
discovered, according to officials.

Vermont Yankee's last shutdown was
Aug. 27. when the reactor was idled to

allow workers to perform general main

tenance. That shutdown was scheduled for

two weeks, but lasted just a few days.

The Vernon reactor has been ex-

periencing one of its best years ever, as far

as performance.

74-year-old church

closes in Greenfield

GREENFIELD - The Second Baptist

Church, Franklin County's first and only

church founded by and for blacks, will be

quiet this weekend after 74 years of ser-

vices.

'The old timers just got old and began to

die off. while the young people moved away
or joined other churches," said James
O'Neal, who now lives at a home for the

elderly.

The single-level, wooden church will be

torn down to make room for a larger yard

for Diane and Paul Tolan's house.

"The members were really dedicated.

You'd see them all there every Sunday.

"

Mrs. Tolan said. The last service was held

last Sunday with the parish's six members
plus a few other people in attendance.

"I don't think there's 100 blacks left in

Greenfield, maybe not in central Franklin

County. The young people didn't find

anything to keep them here in recent years,

so they got educated. " O'Neal said.

The parish was founded in 1907 as part of

the American Methodist Episcopal Con-

ference. The church became a Baptist

parish during the depression.

The parish had as many as 40 families

during World War II after blacks settled in

the area, many of them to wf)rk at a once

thriving hotel, O'Neal said.

The Rev. Calvin Fletcher of Springfield

iraveletl 40 miles t" Greenfield each week in

recent vears to lead services.

Digest
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Draft resister refuses

to enter plea in court
BOSTON — An accused draft resister refused to

enter a plea at his arraignment yesterday and four of his

supporters were hauled from the courtroom after they

tried to read a statement.

U.S. Magistrate Joyce London Alexander entered an

innocent plea for Edward Hasbrouck, 22, of Wellesley.

Hasbrouck was indicted last week for failing to register

for the draft, as required by the Selective Service System.

During the brief but contentious court hearing,

Hasbrouck refused to enter a plea, declined to stand unless

the magistrate also stood and insisted on taking an oath

with his left hand instead of his right.

"I have not done anything for which I feel it necessary to

plead," he told the magistrate.

Two men and two women stood up during the hearing

and attempted to read a statement supporting Hasbrouck.

They were quickly hustled from the courtroom by mar-

shals who carried one of the women when she refused to

move.

Hasbrouck acted as his own attorney. When asked to

swear that he would tell the truth, he raised his left hand
and said. "To the extent that the court will allow me to tell

the whole truth. I so affirm."

Mrs. Alexander refused his request to allow news
cameras into the small, packed courtroom and declined to

move the hearing to a bigger room.

Gubernatorial hopeful

objects to ballot name
BOSTON — Responding to a legal challenge by a

Libertarian candidate for governor, the state argued

yesterday that it would cost more than $1 million to change

ballots already printed for the November election.

Suffolk Superior Court Judge William Young took under

advisement the claim by the candidate's attorney, Michael

Reilly, that the Nov. 2 ballots violate state law by failing to

include the full name of Libertarian Rebecca Shipman.

As the only woman running for governor, "Miss Ship-

man has a very substantial right to have that fact put

before the voters," Reilly said. As the already printed

ballots read now, only her last name appears, along with

the last names of the other candidates.

Reilly said a 1970 law, calling f >r the use of surnames on

state ballots, was amended in 1972 to provide for the use of

candidates "names."

"Names means full names," he said.

Paul Matthews, assistant attorney general representing

the state, said the 1972 amendment is open to in-

terpretation and that the secretary of state's in-

terpretation should carry greater weight than a can-

didate's.

Matthews said Ms. Shipman would have to prove that

she would be substantially harmed for the court to risk

disrupting the election. Such disruption, he added, is a

"distinct possibility."

"We have ample evidence that it is physically impossible

(to change the ballots)," Matthews said.

He said it would take a minimum of five weeks to recall

the current ballots and reprint and redistribute new ones.

The election is 2 V* weeks away.

Outside the courtroom, Goldman said political experts

agree that "the name Rebecca (on a ba'lot) could in fact

influence certain people."

Think
Tomorr

How far away is your tomorrow^ The challenges

of working with sophisticated technology^ The
rewards that come when you're a visible element
in a high-level environment^ The recognition for a

job well done^ And the satisfaction ?

At Computervision, tomorrow is here today

CAD/CAM (Comouter-Aided Design/Computer-Aided
Manufacturing) has ushered in the Productivity

Revolution Its set industry on a fast track

Automating design and manufacturing Tearing

down time barriers in all areas From plant design

and construction, to microelectronics and
aerospace development With an annual growth
rate exceeding 50%, it's the technology for the

present and the future.

impact on the life you enjoy tomorrow if your
career objectives include one of the following

areas, think seriously about your tomorrow
today

Think seriously about Computervision

Opportunities currently exist in the following
areas

Haraware Engineering
Software Engineering
Diagnostic Engineering
Manufacturing
Saies/Mariceting
Customer Service

Computervision pioneered
CAD/CAM 15 years ago, and
we re still the technical leader
in the fiPid With the widest
range of industrial applica-

tions, and the highest level of
vertical integration in the
industry

Clearly the work we do today
will, one way or another,

university of iviass.

Campus Interviews
Wednesday

October 27, 1982

Contact your Placement
OffiCi? to arrange an inter-
view, or send your resume
to: Director of College
Relations, Computervision
Corporation, 14-5 Crosby
Drive, Bedford. MA 01750.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

C/Changing
Imagination
into Reality COMPUTERVISIOM

Bob Blanchard. a Campus Center mask vendor, holds the mirror to let Paul Gravel model his

Ronald Reagan model yesterday.
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Anti-draft meeting

planned for tonight
By WILLA WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

Those considering not registering for the draft or sign-

ing-up as a conscientious objector are invited to a meeting

at 8 tonight, and workshop beginning at 9 a.m. tomorrow

at the Mt. Toby Friends Meeting in Leverett.

Jim Seldman from the Central Committee for Conscien-

tious Objectors will speak tonight on the status of registra-

tion in the draft.
. » tu

Tomorrow's workshop will inform counselors about the

steps one must take after signing-up as a conscientious ob-

jector. However, all interested are welcome, Mt. Toby

Friends Meeting member Karen Bertstrom said.

Vince O'Connor of North Amherst, who was sentenced

to two years in prison for not registering in the Sixties,

will speak both days.

"There are a lot of men in the Valley who have not

registered," Bertstrom said. "He will let them know what

they are risking."

Congress is working on a bill that would refuse federal

financial aid and federally financed jobs to non-registers.

Bertstrom said. In light of the recent prosecuting of non-

registers, and the probability that the draft will be

reinstated, these meetings will help men decide how they

want to register, she said.

Mt Toby Friends Meeting is a Quaker organization in

Leverett. Those wh(, want to attend either day may call

Karen Bertstrom at 253-3457.

Battered women's shelter schedules events for Unity Day
-I...J-. c^ </i ..rV>l/>V> io uKitiiT nrtu/ ivnmpn H btnlv in

By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Necessities, an organization in Noriihampton which has

helped more than 400 battered women, will hold a senes of

local events tomorrow in conjunction with the National

Day of Unity in recognition of the Battered Women s

^ThirTvent is sponsored by the National Coalition

Against Domestic Violence and was first held in 198 1 . 1 he

Day of Unity is held "to recognize the reality of the lives of

women who have been abused" according to a Necessities

press release. The event is used as a means to inform the

public of the severity of the problem and to seek their in-

put on solutions. -

The press release also states that the second purpose ot

the event is to "acknowledge the contributions of pro-

grams like Necessities which work to end violence against

women."
Necessities has been in existence since June 1979. The

shelter actually opened a year before, but it was more of

an informal task force at the time, said Wedre

McLaughlin, a Necessities staff member.

"Necessities was started by a group of women in Hamp-

den county who realized the area did not have any type of

battered women's shelU?r," McLaughlin said.

Last year at this time. Necessities put on a skit for the

rally for Day of Unity in Springfield. This year, the shelter

has spent a month planning events for the day,

McLaughlin said. There will l)e a showing of films by and

about women from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Pleasant St.

Theatre in Northampton. The films to be shown will in-

clude: i'tze 10, which is abt)ut now women s body images

have been influenceti by advertising; VVV Mi Hmf Chir

Reasons, in which women discuss the role alcohol has

played in their lives; Karen, about a young women's strug-

gle for acceptance by her peers; We Will Not Be Hmten.

about a shelter where women talk about the abuse they

have lived with.

A memorial walk, will follow a route from Pulaski Park

U) "the places a woman must go U) seek proUK-tii)n (the

police department. Necessities and the Hampshire County

courthouse)." There will be a candlelight vigil in I»ulaski

Park following the march in mourning for the women who

have been injured and kille<I as a result of abuse. A j^)tluck

supper will follow the vigil at t>:30 p.m. at St. John's

Episcopal Church in Northampton. The public is invited to

attend.
"^

The p;;i rele.«. ^so staUs thai the secondm^ of Theatre m ..ortnampum. .„. „.,,„ ^ ^ ~~
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Union VideoCenter offers vanety of video programm ng
UHlUn ^ lUCVV^^llt^^

nvr will V. concentrating This introduction is followed by Advanced V^^eo. Co or

By STEVEN VCX^ELSANG
Collegian Correspondent

A small group of people responsible for the wide varie^

of video programming that can be seen on remote te^vi-

sion sets in the Student Union can be found in a small

room near the Commuter Lounge. w ^;«
Te Union Video Center (UVC), ^d Dennis Martin

general manager, serves to "provide access to video

eauipment. and to document various events on campus

^^Slly "significant social issues which will promote

^X^Ta^tive members of the UVC are mostly com^

munfation studies majors, although a few artm^J^/^^

they are becoming interested in the video aspect of art^

Sinating committee of five do most of the ad-

SSve work and a lot of other people come down to

Se m^ "once in a whUe." said Jim Nelson of the coor-

'^SHi^oV^^C^ain concerns is getting onto video tape

anVgatherings of social importance on campus. This in^

dud^ Nelson said, speakers involved with the

oSiruished Visitors Program. Studen Senate

mi inS a^d performances produced by the Union Pro-

^C^u^U. including band performances at the Blue

Wall.

During the next few weeks, UVC will be concentrating

on "upgrading" the present cable system throughout the

Student Union. Martin said. The "technical aspects and

an overall remodeling of the daily programs will be their

focus, he said. . . .

,

Martin said he believes this effort to upgrade the video

system at UMass is important since video, especially video

art, is a rapidly growing field. Because of iUs growing

popularity and importance, Martin said, the UVC wants to

bring better "video art to UMass."

Annually, in the spring semester. UVC conducts

workshops and classes during the arts festival^ This spr-

ing UVC is attempting to have video artist Nam June

Paik conduct a workshop, Nelson said, but at this point

she said the plans are still tentative.

During the spring festival, UVC also conducts a yndeo

competition which usually attracts 25 to 30 entrees Mar-

tin said. Preparation for the spring arts festival is already

beginning. Nelson said. ».u in/r
Workshops are conducted on a regular basis at the U V^

for anyone interested in video production. Nelson said

There are four different workshops that each student

must take when beginning the program. For ^5
everyone goes through "basic video," where basic use and

understanding of black and white video equipment is

taught.

Video is. as the name implies, the use of the color equip-

ment, and Electronic Editing is the final workshop, m

which students are taught how to use the electronic

editing machine purchased last year. When all the

workshops have been completed, students will know how

to use cameras, both color and black and white, the editing

machine, the decks, audio equipment and the studio.

Nelson said.

With $21,000 from the Student Activities Trust Fund,

UVC can manage the daily operating costs and pay two

people A full-time production supervisor and a part-time

technical person are the two paid positions which are both

open right now. UVC also has the help of two work study

people which help out around the center, Nelson said.

As far as reaction from the college community goes,

Nelson said, there has been a "positive feedback on ser-

vices" from everyone. Nelson added that many people en-

iov and take advantage of the video tape library that the

UVC maintains and adds to daUy. The UVC has hundreds

of hours of video tape in its library which is avwlable to

people or groups and can be signed out. Events from the

last three years can be viewed again through the library

"We've had a very positive response to the professional

video teping we've done." Nelson said.

Mike's Smorgy is bock!

"All you can eat for $1 .00"

Still the best happy hour in town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7:00

- EVERYTHING FOR HALLOWEEN -

AAAKEUP

HALLOWEEN

DISCOUNT FACTORY

JACKSON FLEA AAARKET

MOUNTAIN FAfWS AMLL^

HADLEY, ^AAS5.

. » .. EVERY SUNDAY •

MASKS

COSTUMES

8 A.M. -5 P.M.

Oct. 17. 24 & 31
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Blue Wall continues its success;

has various attractions for students

Friday. October 15. 1982 Collegian ^

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The Blue Wall in the Campus Center is

off to a good start this semester, relying on
a variety of programming that has proven
to be successful in past years.

"Preliminary figures for the month of

September show that the Blue Wall is cur-

rently making a profit and taking in more
money than it did last semester." said

Mohammad Idrees, Financial Manager of

the Campus Center.

"Happy hours on Friday afternoons and
concerts on Friday nights, as always, are

very popular this semester," said Mary
Bourret, assistant manager of the Blue

Wall.

Richard Ellis, director of Food Services

in the Campus Center, said, "the Blue Wall

is taking the things that went well last year

and the year before and expounding on

them."

So far this year, the Blue Wall has

featured student talent nights, comedy

nights and free movies which have all been

successful in stimulating an increased tur-

nout on some of the slower nights during

the beginning of the week.

"Although the ideas are old, the enter-

tainment will all be new and varying,"

Bourret said. "We are also going to start

having Happy Hours on Thursday after-

noons with a student entertainer."

On Thursday and Friday nights, the Blue

Wall presents top quality bands that are

booked by two members of Union Program
[UPC) working for the Food Service

Department, hiring the majority of enter-

tainment in the Blue Wall. UPC also books

afew of its own shows in the Blue Wall as

well. Periodically, the Blue Wall presents

concerts on Saturday nights, although

Saturday has traditionally been the slowest

night of the week in the Blue Wall because

people like to go off campus.

Writing placement test planned for tomorrow
A mandatory test for freshman who have The test is a prerequisite for English 190A.

noV JTtaken the writing program place- which wUl be offered this spnng Anyone

menftest will be given at 10:30 a.m. and who cannot teke the test should call Marcia

2:30 p.m. tomorrow in Mahar Auditonum. Curtis at 545-3667.

UMassPIRG to hold clean-a-thon for funds

The University of Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group (UMassPIRG)

will be picking up litter in the Amherst and

Northampton area on Saturday, October

16.

The clean-a-thon is an attempt by

¥Annex
Continued from page I

In another response on the subject. Cam-

pus Center Director William Harris said

that issue is not as straight forward as the

BOG claims it to be.

As far as the Textbook Annex is concem-

UMassPIRG to raise funds for the Bottle

Bill campaign. The group will be collecting

pledges for every bag of litter they collect.

To participate in the Vote Yes on #4 Clean
a-thon. contact the UMassPIRG office at

545-0199.

ed, Harris said he would like to see a
survey that compares University's prices

with those of similar institutions in the area

or in the country.

"I think that this would be an important

first step in actually evaluting any criticism

about the Annex," he said.

BOOK NOW AND TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THESE
LOW PRICES

RIO DE JANEIRO
inc. air. hotel St

extrma from JFK

LONDON
R T air from

Beaton

from
•898.00

•439.00

R T air from
Hartford to

vanouH oitiea

•2O8.00 Monday-
Friday

SPECIALISTS FOR ALL YOUB
TRAVEL NEEDS

646 0600

Campus Center 2nd floor

UMam Amherat 01003

SHOE
^^•Ka^ 187 n. pleasant St., amlierst

THE

piixllrMTWit

((

WEEK- END special!'

FRIDAY-SUNDAY:

FROM 7:OOpm-3:OOam
GET ANY SIZE PIZZA
WITH ALL TOPPINGS
AT ONLY SSCEACH

STORE HOURS: (EFFECTIVE SEPT. 1sr)

MON.-THUR. 4:00-- 2:00.

V

FRI.-SUN.NOON-3=0Oav

(AMHERST STORE ONLY)

V/HOLE WHEAT OR WHITE DOUGH AVAILABLE !

FAST FREE DELIVERY IN

30 MINUTES OR LESS, ,v7

AND PICK-UPS IN 15 ^Jy
MINUTES OR LESS. /

THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY CALL 256-8587

Special Purchase

$15.95

100% Acrylic

Hooded

Sweatshirt

with Collar

4 buttons

Open M F 9 P>

Sat 11 4

Active Sportswear in

Fashion Fall Colors

S - M - L - XL sizes

Limited Quantities

ftjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE

FOUR SEASONS
BuSCh cans cs $7.99

Llt6 cans cs $8.99
Tuborg llte/dark btis cs $7.99

McGregor Scotch. 750 mi $5.59

Skol Vodka & Gin 1.75 litre $8.99

Calvert Whiskey 1.75 l $13.99

Gallo Table Wines 1.5 l $3.99

Ciriaco Lambrusco 1.5 ntre $3.49

750 ml $1 .79

Kegs Free Delivery

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rip.9. hadtN;ma./5848174 ?

mmccHio
FREE DELIVERY

Pinocchioa, with the tastiest hot Pizwa

and Suba in the valley, now offers fa»t

home delivery too!

We deliver *7 days a week from 5 D.m.

to 2a.m.

Treat yourself to PINOCCHIO S
2 sizes of Subs

12' and 16' Pizzas

Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.

Sunday 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1177 No. Pleasant St., No. Amherst

549-3669

Limited delivery area, $3.75 minimum on delivery

orders, thank you.

Hypercurricula.

.

Today

CONCERT - Dutch soprano Emily Amel-

ing will perform in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall. Tickets are still available. 8

p.m., FAC.

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS - The Vienna

Choir Boys, directed by Franz Famberger,

will perform pieces by Shubert, Mozart and

Strauss. They will also perform a comic

opera in one act. 8 p.m. Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

Tomorrow

JOHN LEE HOOKER - The world

famous bluesman and his Coast to Coast

Blues Band will perform in concert spon-

sored by the Commuter Collective. 8 p.m.,

Student Union Ballroom.

UNDERSTANDING RACISM AND SEX-
ISM — One credit colloq will run all day. To
register, call 545-0472 or 545-2803. Satur-

day and Sunday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Center

for Racial Studies, Moore House,

Southwest.

Sunday

HOUSE CHURCH - Student group

engaged in mutual ministry, bible study,

personal sharing and encounter. 7 to 9

p.m., 428 Student Union Building.

SEX AND DRUGS AND ROCKS AND
ROLES - Health and Sexualtiy film series

sponsored by University Health Services

Peer Educators Series. A, discussion will

follow the film. Film "Condom Sense" will

be shown followed by a discussion. 7:30

p.m., Hampden Dining Commons.
CHURCH BUS - Coffee and Donuta serv-

ed in Grayson lounge at 9 a.m. Bus leaves

at 9:30 a.m. Stops at Cashin Dormitory at

9:35 a.m. and NOPE at 9:40 a.m. for

Amherst area churches.

Remember...
When patronizing our advertisers,

make sure to tell them that you saw
their ads in the Collegian.

SAX. ONLY..
'

QANSKIN.

A Store-full of tdeas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat

presents

WSK^ ytn^
" rusty nail^'^'"'

Saturday, October 16
. . ^ . -

Billy Idol and the Atlantics
Rt. 47, Sunaerland, MA 665 4937 ^ou must be l&^^to enter.
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THINK DICK'S
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

Buy
FREE

COME OH AHD DAHCE TO THE BEAT

THEATRES

JMatinle & Twilite $200 Reduced pricw tor »tudent8 >^th an AMC Di»count Card

^584-7550" HAMPSHIRE MALLnnnC HAMPSHIRE k

'» 'O'oliv

If I \IH \Jl HHI SfKiU

Sat (1:45 £f 4:45 @ •2.00)7:15,9:30

Sun (1:15 & 3:46 @ 12.00) 6:00, 8:15|

^PS" Fri (4:46^$2.00) 7:15. 9:30

Fri (4:30@»2.00) 7:15, 9:56

Sat (1:30 & 4:30 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:56

Sun (1:30 & 3:46 O $2 00) 6:15, 8:46

RICHARD GERE
AiV OFFICER
ANDA

GENTLEMAJV
Fri (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30, 956

Sat (2 15 & 5:00 @ $2 00) 7:30, 955

Sun (1:00 6 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:00, 8:30

The other side of

World War II.

Fri (4:15 (g $2.00) 7:00, 9:30

Sat (1:15 & 4:15 @ $2.00) 7:00, 9:3Q

g Sun (2:00 & 5:46 @ $2.00) 8:30

^mc MouNum nuiMs 4

The year the
dreams came true

PETER O TOOLE

My FAVORITt
' ' Y€AR

Fri (4:45 @ $2.00) 7:45. 9:56

Sat (2:16 6 4:46 @ $2.00) 7:46, 9:55

Sun (1:15 Ef 3:46 (g) $2.00) 6:15. 8:15

5Q4-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALI

THI:

'•H'

SOLDIIER
HE'S OUR

GOVERNMENTS
MOST GUARDED

SECRET

i (5:15 @ $2.00) 7:30, 10:15

:30 Ef 5:15 @ $2.00) 7:30, 10:15

1:30 & 4:00 @ $2.00) 6:00, 8:30

lAaNEW ]

RICHARD
PRYOR

UVI ON THE<

SUNSET STRIP
Fri (5:00 @ $2.00) 8:00, 10:15

Sat (200 e 5:00 @ $2.00) 8:00, 10:15

Sun (1:30 & 4:00 @ $2.00) 6:30, 8:45

ROBIN WILLIAMS
H* got > funnv way

of looking k( Ufa

THE WORLD
ACCORDING

'TO

^an
Fri (4:30 & $2.00) 7:15, 9:55

Sat (1:30 & 4:M @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:55

Sun (12:46 & 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:15, 9:00

MIDNIQMTMOVIi MADMEiS

znmCNAMfSNillEli 584-7550

ifcsM*-

m !?5.— WtBEWCtr 11%
MOVIE LOMD^W

50* off to anyone
in co9tume

Committee for the collegiate Education

of Black and Other Minority Students

TUTORS NEEDED

Tutors needed for the following areas:

Math
Chemistry
Physics

Spanish
Bio-chemistry

Italian

Zoology
Latin

Coins

Who- The tutoring will be provided for undergraduates in the

CCEBMS Program on a one-to-one basis. The number of hours per

week will vary from 1-3 per student.

When: The tutoring will take place during the day or evening depen-

ding on the schedule of the tutor and tutees.

Qualifications: Graduate student or seniors; mastery of subject area,

previous tutoring and/or teaching experience desired.

Applications are available in Room 217, New Africa House.

Deadline: October 22, 1982.
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The art of being your own parents

One of the most challenging things about making the

transition of living at home U) living away from

home is learning to be your own parents. How often,

now that we're all "college adults", have we heard the

popular threat, "You're not going anywhere until you eat

your breakfast?" Probably never, or at least less than we

would hear it at home.

Steve Becker

I'm sure many of us can relate to the jar of hard coffee

and sour milk which is always an instant breakfast stand-

by, or the pretty green oranges that could never quite

decide which fruit U) be, or the frosting covered

cinderblocks that Grandma tried to pass off as birthday

cake.
In short, when Mom and Dad aren t around, anythmg

and everything will pass as adequate breakfast material.

In fact, only yesterday a burst of goodwill and generosity

came over me, and I sat in my room eating half a container

of Cheez Balls just to let someone else take my place in the

D.C.
No doubt, some very independant young adults find the

task of becoming their own parents a relatively painless

one. Others very quickly realize that Mommy and Daddy

are not going to be there to tuck them in at night, or to

pick out tomorrow's clothes, or to take them to see Aunt

Bertha's new zinnia collection. I nearly caused one

desperately homesick freshman to break down in tears

simply by mentioning the words "mother" and "father". I

immediately apologized, and reassured him that Nor-

thampton is only a few minutes away, and his parent"

would probably love to have him for the weekend. So, he

took my advice and went home. Permanently. Never

heard from him again. However, his roommate did call to

thank me for the single.

As most of us know, there are certain modes of living

which have some parental input at home, but get much
less stringent treatment when applied to the unrestrained

college student.

As those of us who live in a dorm know, a typical room

here has a unique flavor all its own. Some popular styles

include Early American Budweiser and 20th Century

Lacrosse Stick, styles that inevitably set trends in other

rooms as well, other innovative motifs I've noticed are

Modem Dirty Laundry, Contemporary Bar & Grill (mostly

bar), Progressive 24 hr. Drug store, Multi-Colored Party

Ornaments, Take-Out Chinese Restaurant, Traditional

Stolen Road Sign, and of course. Overdone Garfield

Poster and Accesories. (Incidentally, I need not mention

that Resident Assistant pasted to Ceiling is definitely a no-

no in most dorms.)

At this point, many of you may be wondering to

yourselves, "O.K. I'm living away from home (possibly for

the first time), I've acquired a great amount of indepen-

dance, and freedom to live the way I choose — what would

my parents think if they could see the way I'm living here

at UMass?" Well, forget it. Put aside all those useless

rules you were force fed at home. You know, the ones like

"Don't run with the scissors," and "Don't pick your nose

at the table." They're history now. Just look ahead and

remember: You can't live under your parents' wings

forever. Whether they want to believe it or not, you're on

your own now — adult, independant, your oum parents.

Now, about the way you've been eating lately...

St.eve Becker is a UMass student.

Letters

Individual's right to bear arms supported by majority of nation

To the Editor:

I do not wish to kill, I am not the National Rifle Associa-

tion, and I'm not "gun-ho" as Kevin DeLuca ("U.S.

Hostage To Handguns", October 13, 1982) might be led to

believe. However, I do believe in the individual's right to

keep and bear arms, as do 88 percent of the American

electorate (based on date from the 1978 Decision Making

Information Polls). This, Mr. DeLuca, is the majority. 93

percent of these same people favor strict mandatory

penalties for use of firearms in violent crime (shootouts

and killings are not accepted by the American public, and

are far from their idea of « f^-^^-" -""-- ^"'"^ ""'' " '^"--

cent feel more gun control laws would not reduce crime.

This last point is supported by research conducted by

Professors James D. Wright and Peter Rossi of the Social

and Demographic Research Institute of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, funded by a grant from the

National Institute of Justice. Among their findings was

that "there is 'no persuasive evidence' to support the com-

monly expressed view that 'much homocide would not oc-

cur where firearms are generally less available'."

Use M. Boebel
Chicopee

Random Notes

School outside

the classroom
In

the struggle for good grades and, ultimately, good

jobs, too many college students neglect to take time to

think about those things which aren't found in

classrooms or textbooks. It has become a cliche on this

campus to get involved with "social issues" such as racism

and sexism, but too many students fail to realize that these

problems aren't going to diminish or disappear entirely

PINK FLOYD: the Wall

To the Editor:

As advocates of democracy and free choice, we have a

bone to pick. , , ,

We would like to know how the candidates for the Look

calendar, being sold in the University Store were

selected. Admittedly, they are worthy specimens, but we

feel cheated out of our fair chance to compete. All our bud-

dies say we are just as handsome (maybe better) than the

winners. We feel we should have been among the luscious

pool of contestants.

We hope in the future this honorable publication will

give more widespread publicity to the competition so that

we "closet cuties" can emerge and get a piece of the pinup

pie.

Names and address witheld for the

sake of good tmate

Beverly Davis

after graduation. Students have a prime opportunity to

learn about the background and theory of these social con-

cerns while they are in school, so that when they leave

here they will have the skills with which to make changes.

Unfortunately, given the current job market, a large

number of students are choosing to spend all of their free

time cramming for the best grades they can get, in the

hope that this alone will make them an "educated person."

This is a dangerous trend.

It is so easy for first year students to develop a kind of

academic paranoia. Courses are difficuit and classwork is

heavy; it often seems that the only way to survive is to

study constantly. Many say that they'll wait till next year

to get involved; after all, these problems aren't going

away. What can the average freshman gain from extra-

curricular activities - a much better perspective on their

classes. What students choose to do is only slightly more

important than getting involved and gaining experience.

Sophomores and juniors have probably realized by now

the importance of taking breaks from the academic world.

Declaring one's major often emphasizes the need for prac-

tical learning experiences as well as theoretical study.

Now is the perfect time for these students to devote some

of their energy to the pursuit of tangible goals, especially

if graduation still seems far away and slightly irrelevant to

their lives. There are many things they can do that will not

only better their life as a student but will also have perma-

nent benefits to the community. (Supporting a grievance

procedure for students who have been sexually harassed

and lobbying for continued financial aid are two examples.

The learning gained through working on these issues will

be a lifelong benefit.

This is a particularly grim year to be a senior. The

pleasures of one's last year on campus are being over-

shadowed by fears of unemployment after graduation, and

many seniors are missing their last chance to take that

fascinating course or join that interesting organization

because they are too frightened to do anything but worry

about higher grades and better jobs. They should be

careful - high grades don't always guarantee good jobs.

By taking that chance and getting involved before it's too

late, seniors will make the transition to the working world

easier. For many it could be their most exciting and

enriching experience here.

An undergraduate degree means that one is considered

an "educated person." To be a truly educated person re-

quires learning many things outside of classrooms.

Hopefully all students won't miss out on the finer points of

a well-rounded education by worrying only about their

grade point average. No one gets graded on life.

Beverly Davis is a UMass student
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Arts

The Neighborhoods (above) along with Kasper Hauser will be playing

tonight at Blue Wall.

IHre mfire

Has your skin turned a sickJy greenish

color from the fluorescent lights in the

Tower? Do your friends caJl you the mole

because they never see you? Have they all

deserted you because you study so much.

Loosen up! Get out of your burrow! Things

are getting a little better musically each

week in the Valley Area.

Friday night The Neighborhoods and

Kaspar Hausar (a techno-new wave band

composed of UMass students), are playing

at the Blue Wall. "We're cerebral." says

Dave Wildman of Kaspar Hausar. Kaspar

Hausar's new single, produced by none

other than David Minahan of the 'Hoods, is

due for release soon. If you think New
Wave smells funny, Fountainhead is wick-

ed psyched to provide some kickass rock 'n

roll at Hangar One in Hadley. Claire

Arenius who drummed last year for Marion

Brown at Sheehan's is playing with the Art

Matthews Quartet at the Iron Horse in

Noho. The Race is plaving at the Rusty Nail

Friday, i)ctober 15. 1982 iCollegian n

bym fU^
in Sunderland supposedly as a new band.

Saturday night finds us with a mix of the

old and the new. Billy Idol, formerly of

Generation X, will appear Saturday night

with the Atlantics at the Rusty Nail.

Tickets are available at the door only. The

show starts at 7 p.m. Also on Saturday

night, bluesman John Lee Hooker will br-

ing his blues legacy to the Student Union

Ballroom. Tickets may be purchased at The

Commuter Collective. And at $3, they're a

steal. Mitch Chakour (a la Petey Frampton)

along with Urban Renewal are at the Blue

Wall. Admission is half price with a John

Lee Hooker tix stub.

Tickets for jazz guitarist Herb Ellis per-

formance at the Iron Horse Sunday night

are still on sale. They're on sale at the door.

Once again. Hangar One will holding a New
Wave Dance Party Sundy night and once

again 8th Route Army and the Exiles are

featured.

lakeChamAt 22.
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For wom»n

DISTRESSED
by PREGNANCY...

8«rvlc*s thai ar*
conftdantlal, halpful,

caring and fraa.

Qirttrigfit

71241*4

$12.95
Men's
Acrylic

V-Neck

266 N. Pleasant

Fri till 9 pm
(behind Silverscape)

Sat 10 - 6
253-9729

In most jobs, at 22

you're near the bottom
of the ladder.

In the Navy, at

22 you can be a leader.

After just 16 weeks
of leadership training,

you're an officer. You'll

have the kind of job

your education and training prepared

you for, and the decision-making au-

thority you need to make the most of it.

As a college graduate and officer

candidate, your Navy training is geared

to making you a leader. There is no boot

camp. Instead, you receive professional

training to help you build the technical

and management skills you'll need as a

Navy officer.

This training is

designed to instill

confidence by first-

hand experience. You
learn by doing. On
your first sea tour,

you're responsible for

managing the work of

up to 30 men and the

I NAVYOPPORTIMTY
I.NFORMATION CKNTKR
PO Box ."SOOO. Clifton. \J 07015

'. I'm ready to take charRc Tbll mo more about
thp Navy's officer programs (OG)

Nhitii'

Address.

("itv

Am'

SlH(<

+("i)llfH«" I'nivcrsity.

tYpar in ("olU'df-

Ma)or/ Minor

care of sophisticated

equipment worth
millions of dollars.

It's a bigger chal-

lenge and a lot more
responsibility than
most corporations give

you at 22. The rewards
are bigger, too. There's

a comprehensive package of benefits,

including special duty pay. The starting

salary is S16,400— more than most com-
panies would pay you right out of college.

After four years, with regular promo-
tions and pay increases, your salary will

have increased to as much as S29,800.

As a Navy officer, you grow, through
new challenges, new tests of your skills,

and new opportunities

to advance your edu-

cation, including the

possibility of attending
graduate school while

you're in the Navy.
Don't just take a

job. Become a Navy
officer, and take charge.
Even at 22.
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Arts
Year a favorite
My Favorite Year
Directed by Richard Benjamin
Mountain Farms 4

By JANE BUCHBINDER
Collegian Staff

The modern day Don Quixote lives,

though this film is in no way a literary

masterpiece. Our knight -errante is called

Alan Swann (Peter OToole). He is

chivalrous, laughable, and lost in his at-

tempt to separate reality from the illusions

he creates as a movie star hero. He comes

to us complete with provacative English

accent, wiseacre delineated features, and

sword.

But, as he tells us. his status allows him

to "get away with murder" and he does,

riding out his illusion and losing himself in

the wave. He is equipped at all times with a

bottle pacifier in case a situation gets

difficult, or if he just feels like escaping

Irom his contmuous subconscious battle to

sustain his public image.

The film revolves around this actor idol

and a comedy writer idolizer who shows

him around New York City attempting to

keep him out of trouble until the day of

their live T.V. boradcast. Benji Stone

(Mark Linn Baker) is our writer who. not so

different from Jimmy Olsen, helps Swann

to find truth without losing the American

way.

The movie is chock full of over used

gimmicks, occasionally adding an original

twist. But if tired or defenseless enough, a

viewer can fall for these stops once again.

There are Benji Stone's (alias Benjamin

Steinberg) middle class parents; his typical

bussomy Brooklyn Jewish mother and her

not-so-typical Filipino, ex boxer husband

who cooks parrot "Meatloar*. and Busts at

the command of his loud, domineering wife.

There is, again, the aging movie star who

repeatedly gets the girl (even if she does

sleep with stuffed animals) and charms old

women by kissing their hands. The

swordsman with his transient reality

surprises us as he reinacts nobel movie

duels and Tarzan swings. He even has his

token sun bound horseride, complete with

"Hi ho Silver" leap. His companion,

however, is no fair maiden, it is Tanto

Steinberg!

Steinberg battles to keep Swann in line at

the same time trying to win his own girl. He

is our identifiable hero. But we must suffer

through an out of place, out of character

love scene where boy gets girl over a

container of Chinese food and a "Swani"

film clip. Benji follows the words and ac

tions of the star until they are

Palace a smash
SMASH PALACE
Directed by Roger Donaldson

Pleasant St. Theatre

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Correspondent

Smash Palace is director Roger

Donaldsons moving and often humorous

depiction of the break up of a family.

Bruno Lawrence plays Alan Shaw, a

former race car driver who leaves the

circuit to run the family business in New
Zealand. The business is an auto graveyard

from which the film gets its name. It is here

that Alan settles with his French wife.

Jacqui, and their eight year-old daughter.

Georgie, into a domestic life.

But after eight years of this calm

existence. Jacqui, played by Anna Jemison,

begins to grow bored. She longs for the

glamorous life she had before marrying

Alan. Anna Jemison portrays Jacqui's

boredom with a coolness that, as the film

progresses, translates into a sensous need

for her own identity.

Alan is at a loss as to how to deal with his

wife's deepening dissatisfaction with their

life. It is this frustration that sparks some

of the film's hilarious moments. Also

confused is Georgie, played by Greer

Keith Aberdein and Anna Jemison in Roger Donaldson's Sma,h

Jessica Harper and
obligatory romance.

Mark-Linn Baker in My Favorite Year's

simulUneously kissing their objectified

trophies.

But there is sweetness in this movie also.

One does feel for Mr. Swann as he fumbles

in trying to attain decency and depen

dability. He has been unpredictable to the

business that created and owns him, in

decent to himself, and most painfully,

unfaithful to his blonde cherubic daughter.

And what would be a film like this

without a happy ending? It's all a nice neat

semi predictable package but not a waste of

time. My Favorite Year provides a willing

audience with an oocational chuckle and

plastered amused grin. The characters,

though at times straining for a laugh, are

easily likeable. The do survive, though they

tell us "dying is easy, comedy is difficult.

'

Robson. One of the poignant aspects oi

Smash Palace is watching Georgie's face as

it changes from mere confusion to grim

tragedy as the tension mounts between her

parents.

As the alienation widens between Alan

and Jacqui. Ray Foley, a local police officer,

is the close friend that both husband and

wife turn to for advice. Foley, played by

Keith Aberdein, tries to remain calm even

though he is drawn into the situation by his

romantic involvement with Jacqui. Foley

feels that he has betrayed his best friend

and has added to the problem.

When Jacqui leaves, taking Georgie with

her, Alan cannot accept the new state of

affairs. At first he tries rea.son to win them
back. But he is unable to communicate with

them. Finally he resorts to a desperate act

that marks all of them for tragedy. The
tension explodes onto the screen as we
follow Alan into the New Zealand bush
country.

Smash Palare is a film that centers on a

common problem that touches families

everywhere. Director Roger Donaldson
shows that it can affect people even in the
most isolated places. Bruno Lawrence
cannot be praised enough in bringing to the
.screen the tragedy of a husband whose
whole world is falling apart. Smash Palace

is a striking portrait of a now universal

problem.

Dan O'Herlihy is a diabolical maskmaster in Universal's Halloween

III.

This week's Trailers is dedicated to

Universal Pictures, who has just released

its production schedule through next

September.

First on the list is Moonlighting, which is

due for local release in the coming weeks.

Winner of the Cannes Film Festival award

for best screenplay, the movie tells the

story of four builders who travel from their

homeland in Poland to renovate the Lon-

don residence of a wealthy countryman of

theirs. While in London, the Polish military

coup of December, 1981, takes place. Only

one of the builders speaks English, and he

makes a conscious decision not to t«ll the

others what is going on back in their coun-

try. The films stars Jeremy Irons.

Then of course there's HaUotueen III,

about Halloween, witchcraft, Stonehenge's

ancient powers and a diabolical maskmaker

with a fiendish doomsday machine. Dan

O'Herlihy and Stacey Nelkin star in the

film, Jamie Lee Curtis does not. The pic-

tixre will open on October 22.

Several films are scheduled to open on

December 17. The first is a tearjerky love

story starring Mary Tyler Moore and

Dudley Moore. Six Weeks also stars

Katherine Healy as Moore's daughter, who

serves as a catalyst for the couple's unex-

pected romance. The press release doesn't

say so, but I think the daughter has a ter-

minal disease or something.

The Pirates of Penzance is the film ver-

sion of the recent Broadway production by

Joseph Papp. The Gilbert and Sullivan

classic reunites the original Broadway cast,

which includes Kevin Kline, Angela

Lansbury, Linda Ronstadt and Rex Smith.

Also opening the 17th is The Dark

Crystal, a fantasy from Gary Kurtz, Frank

Oz, and Jim Henson. Based on these men's

^)ast achievements, the megabudgeted pic-

ture shouldn't be missed, though it's

plotline sounds confusing. Part of the

release reads as follows: "Unless Jen, a

Gelflintr, a can journey through hostile

wildemesf* to fulfill a prophecy, the rule of

the Skekis will be confirmed forever."

Getting a one week jump on these films is

Sophie's Choice and The SHng II. The

former is based on the acclaimed novel by

William Styron, about a young man, aspir-

ing to be a writer, who falls in love with the

beautiful, enigmatic Sophie. Meryl Streep

plays the title character, a Catholic who
was imprisoned at Auschwitz by the Ger-

mans and has been living with the tremen-

dous guilt of having survived the death

camp while everyone she loved had perish-

ed. Kevin Kline plays the writer who is

changed by the experience. Alan J. Pakula

directed the film.

The Stin^ II was written by David Ward,

who authored the original. Again set in

New York in 1940, the main characters are

now played by Jackie Gleason and Mac

Davis. The film is purported to be "much

funnier" than the last one. Teri Garr and

Karl Maiden also star.

More Universal coming attractions next

week.

Local Best Bet: My Dinner unth Andre

will play tonight and tomorrow at the

Amherst Cinema and shouldn't be missed.

Also, the Calvin has a double feature of

Blue Collar and Mean Streets, two brilliant

early films by Paul Schrader and Martin

Scorsese, respectively.

TRAILERS Trivia: Christopher Lloyd

and Danny DeVito (Jim and Louie in

"Taxi") starred together in a film years

ago. Name the film and the characters they

portrayed (club: the film won best picture

that year). Answer to last week's question:

Bill Haley and the Comets wrote and

recorded the soundtrack to Rebel Without a

Cause.

Palace. V'- * * fc' * t -* - •- *
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UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 18-21

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

1 1 th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN*. 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

LAGNAF 83

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

INFO & SIGN-UP
MEETINGS

OCT. 1 9 HAMDEN THEATER
7:00

OCT. 20 PUBLIC HEALTH
3:00

OCT 21 CAMPUS CENTER
Room lot 4:00

INFO TAB4_E
CAMPUS CENTER CONCORSE
EVERY W)TH,F 9-3

Friday, October 15, 1982

Friday, October 15, 1982 Colle gian is

5-6

MON.-FRI

Happy
Hout

Luncheon: Monday-Friday/11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations,

Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday/11:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am

TO^f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center ^UMass

Show Your
Colors in Style

Imprinted

Winterwear

or OFFICE 430A' STUDENT UNION 5-3437

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 mSTORE^

$ 1 .Cove r

iMVf Hr.ll • (,1 VA' SA. "I, I • A • AM"

FALL AT

THE FINE ARTS CENTER

oAnwlt
Friday. October 15 8:00 p.m. ^>—

^

Vienna

m THE
-^ ZAGREB

GRAND
BALLET

Saturday, October 16

8:00 p.m.

Monday.
October 18
8:00 PM

Scottish-

National
Orchestra

Monday,
October 25.

8:00 p. m.

Sunday. October 31 8:00 p.

m

l^litlll^^ November 2

The .National Folk aoopm

Theatre oMrcland

All s^ows on sale now

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICj^ETS TODAY

T»l*phon« f«i»r¥#Bbnt Noon 4 00 p m M F

545 2S11

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

m

itpolymers
Cmtinwed from page 1

"Professor (Roger S.) Porter is doing some interesting

worlt in ultra-strong polymers," he said. "These are

polymers that have strength greater than steel."

Research in this area is also being conducted by Pro-

fessors Robert W. Lenz and Edwin L. Thomas, who is stu-

dying materials like Kevlar under a U.S. Air Force grant,

for potential use in airplane construction.

"It used to be that the cost of fuel was something like 10

to 20 percent of the cost of operating an airline, and now

it's risen to 50 percent - so reducing weight is a very im-

portant thing to do," Professor Stein said.

Professor Otto Vogl is working on polymers which could

be attached to drugs in order to keep them from reaching

certain parts of the body. This would be particularly useful

in chemotherapy, where extremely toxic drugs are ubed.

"By attaching the drug to a polymer molecule, you can

prevent that drug from diffusing Uirough biological mem-

branes," Professor Stein said. If that polymer slowly

degrades with time, then a time-release means of ad-

ministering a drug is possible. This would be useful ii.

drugs which have to be taken regularly over long periods

of time such as contraceptives and insulin for diabetics.

Professor James C.W. Chien is working on developmg

electrically conducting polymers. These could be cheaper

and lighter than the metals such as copper which are cur-

rently used in wiring. This could be very useful in con-

structing light-weight batteries for use in electric cars.

Professor Richard J. Farris is studying materials that

could be used to construct a rubber heat engine. This

would be a rather simple device, looking like a bicycle

wheel with rubber spokes. Differential heating would

cause the spokes to expand and contract and turn the

Ross University
\g Schools of Medicine
^ and Veterinary Medicine

Now accppting applications for study leading to

degree in both Meaicme and Veterinary Medicine.

Courses taught in English. Programs under guidance

of American Dean utilizing American curriculum.

Transfer students accepted Semester begins

f^arch 1983. We are an accredited school and listed

in WHO. and affiliated with US hospitals for

clinical rotation. Direct inquiries to:

Ross University
Ponsmoulh Domimca. W I Atloniion Mr Butter

or Ci^''^^pa" Arlmi^^ions. Inc

16 N^est 32 Street. New York. N.Y. 10001

HQllow*«n Kov#lty
^ and ^

Th^Qtricol Supplies

Open Daily & Sat 9 to 5:15

Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 29 till 9

Ch*ck Our Low Prices

H.L. Childs & Son

25 State Street Northampton

^ 584-2604 ^

wheel. Any source of heating, such as the sun. could be us-

ed to drive this machine and it might have particular use

for irrigation in developing countries.

Associate professor Shaw Ling Hsu is working on

polymer resists sensitive to electrons. Resists are an

essential part in the silicon chip manufacturing process

which allow electronic circuits to be photoreduced to

microscopic sizes. As the size of these chip components

becomes increasingly small, electron beams have to be us-

ed to etch out the patterns on the silicon, and resists sen-

sitive to electrons are necessary.

Hsu, bom in Shanghai, is a physicist, and is represen-

tative of the increasing number of scientists from other

disciplines getting involved in polymers.

"This field has been dominated by chemists but the

percentage of engineers and physicists has been increas-

ing in recent years," he said. Hsu, who is involved with

some of the more abstract theories of polymer behavior,

emphasizes the imp<jrtance of polymers in industry.

"There's no doubt in my mind that most chemists and

chem engineers in private industry are involved in

polymer chemistry," he said.

The polymer science and engineering department has

been headed since 1976 by Professor William J.

MacKnight, formeriy of the chemistry department, who

said he has seen polymer research at UMass continue its

rapid growth. Last year's funding for the entire polymer

program totaled more than $3.7 million plus general

overhead support by the university. While the bulk of this

funding comes from government sources, an unusually

large 25 percent comes from private industry grants,

reflecting the strong ties this program has with the

chemical industries. According to MacKnight, private in-

dustrj' is generally reluctant U> fund University research

and this high level of funding "took a lot of work."

weeKGiiDCk
'^

Opening - ^^' »^^ **^

H^onpshire
Continuing in Woocstei;

with

'stgak: MeNU

newhgu^: 4*.30-7'-30pm

^Z'-, plus

*A Special AltemaHve fo

u m MW CailtlBmDfflEfl

A
VANITIES and

DARK OF THE MOON
In Repertory Oct. 22-Nov. 20

(Call 545-3511 for Student Rates) RAIMD
TH€nT€P

FINE ARTS CENTER
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The DuHnguiihed Vinton Program pretentt:

Harvey Wasserman:

Killing Our Own:

The Disaster of Americas

Experience with Atomic Radiation

Student Union Ballroom

Tuesday, October 19, at 8 p.m.

Free with valid ID
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John Lee Hooker
and the

Coast To Coast

Blues Band
IN CONCERT
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^ Gea ADM...$3 404 SUB UMass ^
H Tix Unlimited-- UMass ^
J^Tickets on Sale at: For More Info...545-2145P'

J^For the Record- Amherst 3/"

T5.Mdin St Records- N'ton ji-

^Comn,u,er Office- ----^ - {- „„ , «.

the GOVTRNORS PROGRAM J^

^Saturday Oct 16th

J SUB/ UMass 8 pm.

COLNCll

^j^±±±±±±±:^^LE2^jSl^
*" NORTHWOOD i

APARTMENTS
\

Rt 47 Sunderland
^

Close to Amherst, ;

on bu» line «

1 , 2. and 3 J

bedroom gardens
^

immediate occupancy :

available ]

students welcome [

665-3866
\

office open from \

10 7 vweeKdav*. ;

r Saturdays 1-4 ;

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Bast Mandarin Food

62-64 Main St.

Amharst
Z\a»mA W»dn«(l«y»

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
L..-"^— ->

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

In the countryl

STRAIGHT EDGES/TSQUARES

METRIC RULES/ L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others . .

.

SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

or SEND FOR CATALOG

lA n
FAIRGATE

RULE CO.. INC.

Tl Mum Avi

?0 Ut 771

CIH.0Snilll6.NT

U S« 10518

I t 4 9 «

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Vs/f Hm SSBrJ A GLIMP5E OF
THE FUTuRS - TALKING- VfAiOlNG-

'',',

. (

[TMIIIIt!Mni".Ml||l!r
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A NILE bAy.
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WHfR£ WlUTHiS LSAO ?

QE «£/«. ' you OonT wink a
Viit^p Li<£ you WILL Ever
GET THE OPPoRTUNiTy T0_

USE THf^V.'.

ACROSS
1 Urgent appeal

4 Part of a car

9 walks rn

beauty

12 Gainer

13 Playwright Loos
14 Mikeor Thelma
16 All tied up
17 B S A unit

18 Certain canal

19 Desert danger
21 Freshet

22 Arrow poison

23 Foot pan
25 Button Gwinnett.

for one
28 Arctic threats

32 Mother s kinsmen

33 Hyde Park vehicle

34 Palindromic time

35 English spa
36 All About Eve

character

37 F D R s mother
38 Bet

39 Of anger Lat

40 Kind of system
41 Scones
43 Source of light

44 Encumbrance
45 Word with in or

out

46 Billiards shot

49 Incisive

54 Cultivate

55 Stone heap
56 Writer Wiesel

57 Type of Shark

58 Lithe

59 That one Lai

60 Letters

61 Acceptances
62 Marsh of movie

fame

DOWN
1 God of the Hindu

trinity

2 Dutch
3 Song hit by 9

Down
4 Jargon
5 John Mc

.

tennis star

6 Christian of

fashion

7 Twentieth century

phenomenon
8 Portable seat, in

a way
9 West Side Story

lyricist

10 Hour: Sp
11 Redact
12 Plains, NW

of Chicago

15 Fourth in a series

20 Ko-Ko's weapon
21 College deg
24 Jules Verne

character

25 Hebrew month
26 Empty
27 Cat, in Catania

28 -Former star of

light opera Pelma.
et al

29 Norwegian
explorer

Amundsen
30 Goat antelope of

SE Asia

31 Involve

33 Extraction

36 Wallace of TV
40 Levantine ketch

42 Purpose
43 Riviera resort

45 Hostess Mesta
46 NCO
47 Perennial plant

48 Red horse

50 Danish American
journalist.

1849 1914

51 Nazimova
52 Africa s longest

river

53 Where golfers

meet
55 Islet

Under The Influence by M. Joyce
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WEATHER

Mostly cloudy today

with a chance of a shower.

hij?h about 60. Sunny and

breezy and cool tomorrow,

with hiRhsin the 50s.

Bloom County bv Berke Breathed

PACKTDHiSPlAa
f=OR A Quier

eueNiNG OF
PeCKlNO.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am

9-noon

12-3pm

3-5:30pm
5:30-6pni

6-7pm

7- 10pm
10-2am

2-6am

Wake up with

Bettina

Concepto Latino

The Rhythm Sec-

tion with Carl

Lowman
Jim McDee
Newswatch
Athena's Web
with Don Cerow
T.K.

Radical Dance
Faction with

Mercedes
New Music with

Avandel

D.C. Menu

LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna OrienUl

BASICS LUNCH
F'izza

Tuna Oriental

'^"^- .-.

MMMMk

DINNER
Savory Bet- f Strudel

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Fish

Herb Crumb Topping

Fruit Plate

with Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Stnide!

Baked Fish

Herb Crumb Topping

CABLE/VIDEO

W.\NTi:i) : Assoc. Womens Kdilor

The Collegnin has an o{)ening for an Associate

Women's P^ditor. People with interest and some

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students should apply in person to (!ris

Schuster, women's editor, in the Cnllfiguin office. 113

("amf)us Center, before Oct. 22. The Colleginn is an equal

opfx)rtunity employer.

g UVC & GPC ^

^3 Daily Programming Schpriulp "

/ "

Thursday

I'm going home this weekend Video

L

1

V.

10:30 - 11:00 A weekend with Wendalin

Glatzel

11:00 - 12:30 Beau Bolero (The sounds

of Steely Dan from the

Wall)

12:30 - 1:30 Spyro Gyro music and the

men
1:30 - 1:45 Last Great Americans

1:45 - 2:00 Parachutting
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Javvee football in the red
•^ "TVi^v wprpn't anv better than Harvard

By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD. MA. - Following the

University of Massachusetts JV footbaU

loss to Harvard. 7 6. JV coach Steve

Tolander had high hopes for the next game

^^Those hopes were very quickly shat-

tered.

What was a closely contested contest in

the first half turned into a runaway as AIC

ran away with a 33 7 victory over the

struggling Minutemen.

Playing without the services of starting

quarterback Mark Tabor, the jayvees got

oil to an early lead as replacement quar

terback Shawn O'Rourke hit wide receiver

Abe Yacteen with a 40 yard bomb. But. the

Minutemen couldnt protect their lead and

by halftime. it was 14 7 in favor of AIU

The offense had tr.mble movmg the ball

in the second half, giving the defense poor

field position. AIC took advantage of this

and posted 19 more points in the second hall

to register their 33 7 victory.

'They weren't any better than Harvard."

said Telander. "We just didn't move the

ball. The kids are stiU getting the game

experience they need. We even had two

kids playing offense and defense."

Yacteen was the star of the game,

making several talented catches, including

the touchdown reception. Also playing well

on offense was tailback Frankie Fay. who

gained 50 yards rushing. On defense. Jim

Kane and Dave Almedia played well.

This leaves the Minutemen with an 2

record. More bad news ensues when it was

learned that fullback Rich Garcia would be

out for the season with a broken leg.

The JV's next game is Sunday against

Brown, who. according to Telander. was

near the best JV team they have faced the

past 3 or 4 years.

"We have to be better offensively. We

have to give the defense better field

position. If we can put together some kind

of offense, we can make things tough, said

Telander.
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Amherst's Digg«st Littl# Dor
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By BRIAN C.MUHPHV
Collegian Correspondent

The Celtics have lost two of their first

three games this season but there's nothing

to be worried about, the rookies have been

playing most of the second half, plus, Kevin

McHale hasn't played yet due to an injury.

Don't be surprised if John Schweitz

makes the squad, he's an exceUent shooter.

Danny Ainge hasn't shot weU up to date,

and no one can understand why.

The Celts are on TV tonight against the

Lakers at Hartford. It's on Ch. 56. Don t

expect to see James Worthy, he s hurt and

probably won't play.

The Utah Jazz are going to put some

points up on the board. With a squad that,

includes Adrian Dantley. Darrell Griffith.,

Freeman WiUiams and John Drew they U be

able to fiU it up. Too bad defense is an m-

tegral part of the game.

Down at the Meadowlands. backboards

were being shattered again. This time the

culprit was James Bailey, not Darryl from

Lovetron. Bailey played his school ball at

Xaverian High School in Attleboro and his

college ball at Rutgers University.

The Knicks have loads of talent this year

with the acquisition of Truck Robinson and

the re signing of Paul Westphal. If and

when Michael Ray Richardson plays using a

brain instead of a pea. he'll be phenomenal.

Bill Cartwright has been such a disap

pnintment sincr he has turned pro.

Reportedly Reggie Theus is still available

for any takers....One of the big guns for

Utah mentioned earlier is also available,

with Dantley's name coming up more than

once. Terry Cummings stUl might find his

wav into the NBA.

Athletes in Action has a very good shot at

^..ing broke by the end of this year, and

Donald Slerling won't be around much

longer. The NBA was going to take the

franchise away from him in the best in

Baseball Style

Jacket
Special Purchase 19.95

Printed Back

Color - maroon/white

Sizes S-M-L-XL

Limited Quantities Available

Located in the Clothing Departn^ent

Open M-F 9-5

terest of the sport, but it seems as if a

buyer is almost ready. Sterling was sup-

posedly dripping in money when he bought

the team, but a local San Diego paper has

discovered that Sterling has been under

litigation in 61 cases in the last 10 years for

his business dealings. And to think John Y.

Brown was a bad owner.

Speaking of John Y., he should trade his

wife. Phyllis George for Robin Young. Bill

Robinzine. who just committed suicide

because he felt no one was interested in him

anymore, was being seriously considered

by the Seattle Supersonics.

Bruce Atkins of Duguesne has an ex

ceUent shot at making the Sixer team.

Noteworthy cuts by NBA teams.... Perry

Moss, from Northeastern and who lives in

Amherst for those of you who were caught

in a time warp, was cut by the Celtics

yesterday. You know he didn't have much

of a future when BUI Fitch told him he

should spend a year in the Continental

Basketball Assodation.

Also cut by the Celts yesterday were

Tony Guy. a second rounder from Kansas,

and Panagotti Giannakis. a ninth rounder

from Hellenic College....

Mike McKay from UConn was cut by the

Utah Jazz...EddieThurman. who started at

Lynn Classical and was the MVP of the 1977

Boston Shootout, was cut by the Dallas

Maverick. Thurman spent the first two

years of his college career at Wake Forest

before transferring to Holy Cross his junior

year....

Dwight Anderson of USC. who hit that

remarkable behind the backboard shot last

year was cut by the Washington Bullets. By

the wav. that amazing shot shouldvc been

nullified. A shot cannot be g'>od if it crosses

over the top of the backb«iard. Poncho

Wright of Ivouisville was released by

Kansas City... Kenny Arnold of Iowa was

let goby D^las...
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^
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"SUPER DAYTIME SPECIAL"
FRIDAY- SUNDAY*

A SMALLI12*) PIZZA

WITH ANY TWO TOPPINGS

FROM OUR WIDE MENU / ^
FOR JUST $3.75 / iJ

"^ HOURS ^
MON.-THUR. J

FAST FREE DELIVERY 4:00pm.- 2:00am. \
^ IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS FRI-SUN. J
J IPICK-UPS IN10MIN.I N00N-3:00am. Jk

^ \
%

fJ,UNIVERSITY

Noon- 5:00pm

call: 256-8587

\ THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY 363 MAIN ST. AMHERST W

\

The men's tennis team droped a 6-3 match to Clark

University yesterday making their record 7-2. They play

again on Monday at West Point in their final match of the

fall season.

Big, bigweekend for fieldhockey
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team will be putting its eight game
unbeaten streak on the line this weekend
when the stickers face their toughest

competition thus far this season in Temple
and Old Dominion University.

"We've moved up to sixth since last

week," said coach Pam Hixon. "Temple is

fifth, and ODU third. In other words, we
have nothing to lose and all to gain if we
beat either or both of these two teams."

Both games. Temple today, and ODU
tomorrow, will be played on the artificial

•turf at Temple in Philadelphia.

In preparation for this hard fast surface,

Hixon had her team practicing on the floor

in NOPE gym Wednesday night, and on the
turf at Westfield State Thursday before

departing for Phillie.

The practice at NOPE was an intense

one, with the stickers repeating drills for

twenty minutes at a time. Between
criticisms and encouragements, Hixon
spoke highly of her team.

"The girls have a good attitude. These
two teams have big reputations, so the

games will be exciting and needless to say

the competition will be still," Hixon said.

"We are going to play our very best

without worrying about tomorrow," Hixon
said. "We're going in there with a spoiler

attitude. Temple and ODU have bigger

reputations than we have." she said.

"The turf will definitely help our game,"

said Hixon. "We want to play on a surface

like this because it will allow us to use skills

which are not as strong on the grass."

Forward Patti Smith agrees with Hixon.

"It is easier to field the ball on the turf,"

she said. "The quickness of the turf will

help our forward line play a more controlled

game."
Hixon noted that these two games are

important not only because of the caliber of

each team, but also because a team's

ranking in the tournament at the end of the

season depends upon its final record.

"Each team is under the same roof. This

UM plays 'the big guys'
By JERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

This week and next week, the University

of Massachusetts women's volleyball team

will be going to school and learning. This

weekend and the next the UMass spikers

will learn how they play volleyball in the big

leagues, top 20. division I style.

Tonight. UMass will be competing in the

University of Delaware tournament, even

though Delaware is division I and UM is

division II. The tournament, which will

feature such schools as North Carolina.

Providence College. Georgetown, and

William and Mary, will finish up tomorrow.

"It will be a good learning experience for

us." said Minutewomen head coach Elaine

Sortino. "We will have the chance to see

what lop 20 volleyball looks like. We're also

going to videotape some of the matches."

The taping of the matches will enable UM
to review their mistakes and also see how

some of the more successful division I teams

are playing.

This week's learning experience began

Wednesday night in New Haven, Ct.. as the

Minutewomen were mauled by the

University of New Haven 15 3. 15 3 before

UMass came back to topple Central Con-

necticut 15 9. 15 8.

Against New Haven, the Minutewomen
were "dull and listless" and didn't ac

complish too much. It was a different story

against Central, though, as Massachusetts

took control of the match.

"We controlled the flow of the game

i

(Central) and we didn't let them have

anything." explained Sortino. "We played

well."

Captain Patti Philbin, Sue Mudry, and
freshman Sally Mahar all played well in the

UMass win.

por Massachusetts to win some matches

in Delaware, they will have to play well

consistently and make very few errors.

And. UM will have to accomplish this

despite nagging injuries that are slowing

down the squad.

The injury that would hurt the most right

now is if Kirsten Smith had to sit out the

weekend. Smith hurt her foot against New
Haven when she went up for a block and

landed on her foot wrong. Smith finished

the NH match and played the entire Central

match, but sat out yesterday's practice to

rest her foot.

Patti Philbin and Julie McMurtie are

suffering from tendonitis, but are "living

with the pain" and playing. Optomistic

news is that setter Patty Grant may be able

to return to play next week.

"F^or the next two weeks, we will be

going up against some top competition."

said Sortino. "it will be hard not to do your

best." It's an old saying: Playing better

teams will make you better.

This weekend's Delaware tournament

and next weekend's University of Maryland

tourney will match the Minutewomen with

some of the better teams on the East coast,

and for UMass not to get blown off the

court, they will have to rise to the level of

their competition.

timely Writer makes
his final deadline

:jr:<jrjrjir,rf«^.4r'-^^^

By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Correspondent

It just wasn't supposed to end like this. A
few more minutes. Just a few more lousy

minutes and an always promising, but

usually unlucky career would be over. One

more run, one more trip to the post and

Timely Writer would retire to stud.

The scene of that finale would be the

Gold Cup at Belmont and Timely Writer's

people were confident. A win would mean a

shot at Horse of the Year honors. With the

stallion that had become the Rocky Balboa

of horse racing coming off an easy 7Vt

length victory at Belmont, only a week

before, they had good reason.

You know, the stuff storybooks are writ-

ten about and movies are made of. The

horse that had burst onto the national pic-

ture in mid 1981, winning the Mayflower.

Hopeful and Champagne Stakes before

fate started pounding on the door.

The first blow was throat surgery, but

after a sixth place finish two victories put

him back on track. Then came strike two

when deadly gastroenteritis required

emergency surgery. Timely Writer surviv-

ed and recuperated while the Triple Crown

races, the ones he was supposed to rule,

went to others.

That he had survived the surgery was a

blessing but racing again was thought by

most to be out of the question. This horse

wasn't done yet though, and when two

wins followed Timely Writer was running

on the comeback trail once again.

Rl.P

\
Â scratched entry for medication show-

ing up in a blood test, followed by a poor

finish at Marlboro, might have been strike

three but then came the aforementioned

7V2 length win.

It was Timely Writer on the half-mile

turn and moving in on the leaders. Start

writing the book. Start rolling the cameras.

But fate would make its final curtain call.

Timely Writer's left leg snapped. Just like

that, shattered, gone. As the horrified

crowd watched three other horses fall, he

struggled to hobble on three legs.

Everyone knew, but as the smiles were

wiped away and the cheers became tears,

no one wanted to believe it. No hope for

repair and no more comebacks. Within a

couple of moments Timely Writer was

asleep forever.

Everything was frozen. It wasn't suppos-

ed to end like this, but it had. One last hur-

rah for Timely Writer had crashed. Sud-

denly, a few minutes had become eternity

is one of the bigger weekends in field

hockey, and there are a lot of people that

will be watching the outcome of these

games," Hixon said.

The general feeling among the stickers

themselves is one of eagerness and an-

ticipation.

"We are looking forward to two g^eat

games." said middle Megan Donnelly.

Donnelly summed it all up when she said,

"We want to win these games, there is no

question about that."

After the stickers face ODU on Saturday,

they will return home for a days rest, a

days practice, and than a home game
against Westfield State on Tuesday.

Collcitiui pkoto br Jia Ptojrd

Scott Newmark spots Harry Marshall on the bench press in the free-

weight room in Boyden.

UMassnetwomen lose

to the UConn Huskies
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

STORRS. Conn - The University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team lost a

tough and disappointing match to the

University of Connecticut Tuesday, by a

score of 7-2. to bring their record to 3-6.

"We played a good team effort, and the

score could have been a lot cfoser if we had

won some more of the matches." said Coach

John Beal. "This was the toughest com
petition of the year for us. and the

strongest UConn team I've seen in four

years."

The netwomen began the match on a

losing note, as first singles player Elizabeth

Sullivan lost another hard fought three set

match by a score of 6-1. 5-7. 6-4.

They came back to capture the next two

singles matches, which unfortunately

turned out to be the only victories of the

afternoon. Second singles player Ariel

Fowler won once again in straight s-ets. 7-6.

6 1, and third singles Chris Frazier won her

match by a score of 3-6, 6 3. 6-4.

The Minutewomen then lost the la.st

three singles matches, all in straight sets.

Fourth singles player Patricia Sullivan lost

6 0. 6-3, fifth singles Karen Orlowski lost 6

2, 6 3. and sixth singles player Anne-Marie

Mackertich lost her match 6-3, 6-0.

The doubles teams suiierea a temporary

setback to their recent winning ways as all

three teams lost their matches.

First doubles team of Maureen Hanlon

and Diana Biapoli lost a three set match by

scores of 6 4. 2 6. 6 1. Second doubles team
of Laura Kaufmann and Jillian Nesgos lost

6-2, 7-5, while the third doubles team of

Tina Eglin and Bonnie Lechten also lost, by

a score of 7 5. 6-2.

The Minutewomen face Tufts University

today on the Boyden courts. Beal said the

team is ready for the match, and that it will

be a confidence builder.

They will then travel to Wellesley

College after the match to participate in the

Massachusetts state championships, on

Saturday and Sunday. UMass is one of six

teams from the state to play in the Class A
section.

Each position in singles and doubles will

have its own tournament, obtaining a

certain number of points for advancing each

round, and the team with the highest total

of points from all of the individual tour-

naments will win the event.

"Last year we were second, but 1 will be

pleased if we can get third or fourth place

this year," said Beal. "There are a lot of

strong teams, and there will be no easy

matches in this tournament."
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Jayvee football in the red
•^ "Thpv weren't any better than Harvard

By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD. MA. - FoUowing the

University of Massachusetts JV footbaU

loss to Harvard. 7 6. JV coach Steve

Tolander had high hopes for the next game

^l^ose'^Spes were very quickly shat-

tered.

What was a closely contested contest in

the first half turned into a runaway as AIL

ran away with a 33 7 victory over the

struggling Minutemen.

Playing without the services of starting

quarterback Mark Tabor, the jayvees got

ott to an early lead as replacement quar

terback Shawn O'Rourke hit wide receiver

Abe Yacteen with a 40 yard bomb. But. the

Minutemen couldn't protect their lead and

by halftime. it was 14 7 in favor of AIL.

The offense had trouble movmg the ball

in the second half, giving the defense poor

field p*.sition. AlC took advantage of this

"They weren't any better than Harvard,"

said Telander. "We just didn't move the

ball. The kids are stiU getting the game

experience they need. We even had two

kids playing offense and defense.

"

Yacteen was the star of the game,

making several talented catches, including

the touchdown reception. Also playing well

on offense was tailback Frankie Fay. who

gained 50 yards rushing. On defense. Jim

Kane and Dave Almedia played well.

This leaves the Minutemen with an 0-2

record. More bad news ensues when it was

learned that fullback Rich Garcia would be

out for the season with a broken leg.

The JV's next game is Sunday against

Brown, who. according to Telander. was

near the best JV team they have faced the

past 3 or 4 years.

"We have to be better offensively. We

have to give the defense better field

position. If we can put together some kmd

HflL^^

to register their 33 7 victory. Telander.

r TIME OUT
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Amh«rst's Dlgg*st Llttl« Dor

07 H Pleasant St, Amherst MAjj

Baseball Style

Jacket
Special Purchase 19.95

By BRIAN C.MUKl'ilY

Collegian Correspondent

The Celtics have lost two of their first

three games this season but there's nothing

to be worried about, the rookies have been

playing most of the second half. plus. Kevin

McHale hasn't played yet due to an injury.

Don't be surprised if John Schweitz

makes the squad, he's an exceUent shooter.

Danny Ainge hasn't shot weU up to date,

and no one can understand why.

The Celts are on TV tonight against the

Lakers at Hartford. It's on Ch. 56. Don t

expect to see James Worthy, he s hurt and

probably won't play.

The Utah Jazz are going to put some

points up on the board. With a squad that

^
includes Adrian Dantley. Darrell Grif th.

Freeman Williams and John Drew they U be

able to fill it up. Too bad defense is an in-

tegral part of the game.

Down at the Meadowlands. backboards

were being shattered again. This tune the

culprit was James Bailey not ^arryl from

Lovetron. Bailey played his school ball at

Xaverian High Scho«il in Attleboro and his

coUege ball at Rutgers University.

The Knicks have loads of talent this year

with the acquisition of Truck Robinson and

the re signing of Paul Westphal. If and

when Michael Rav Richardson plavsusinga

brain instead of a pea. he'll be phenomenal.

Bill Cartwright has been such a disap-

pointment since he has turned pro.

Reportedlv Reggie Theus is still avadable

for anv takers....One of the big guns for

Utah mentioned earlier is also available,

with Dantlev's name coming up more than

once. Terry' Cummings still might find his

wav into the NBA.

Printed Back

Color - maroon/white

Sizes S-M-L-XL

Limited Quantities Available

Located in the Clothing Department

Open M-F 9-5

loetei

in tfce NBA
trrtst of the sport, but it seems as if a

buyer is almost ready. Steriing was sup-

posedly dripping in money when he bought

the team, but a local San Diego paper has

discovered that Steriing has been under

litigation in 61 cases in the last 10 years for

his business dealings. And to think John Y.

Brown was a bad owner.

Speaking of John Y.. he should trade his

wife. PhyUis George for Robin Young. Bill

Robinzine. who just committed suicide

because he felt no one was interested in him

anymore, was being seriously considered

by the Seattle Supersonics.

Bruce Atkins of Duguesne has an ex-

ceUent shot at making the Sbcer team.

Noteworthy cuts by NBA teams....Perry

Moss, from Northeastern and who lives m

Amherst for those of you who were caught

in a time warp, was cut by the Celtics

yesterday. You know he didnt have much

of a future when BUI Fitch told him he

should spend a year in the Continental

Basketball Assodation.

Also cut by the Celts yesterday were

Tony Guy. a second rounder from Kansas,

and Panagoiti Giannakis. a ninth rounder

from Hellenic College....

Athletes in Action has a very good shot at

going broke by the end of this year, and

Donald Sterling won't be around much

..nger. The NBA was going to take the

franchise away from him in the best in

MUte McKay from UConn was cut by the

Utah Jazz.. .Eddie Thurman. who started at

Lynn Classical and was the MVP of the 1977

Boston Shootout, was cut by the DaUas

Maverick. Thurman spent the first two

years of his college career at Wake Forest

"before transferring to Holy Cross his junior

year....

Dwight Anderson of I'SC. who hit that

remarkable behind the backboard shot last

year was cut by the Washington Bullets. By

the wav. that amazing shot should've been

nuUified. A shot cannot be go<id if it crosses

over the top of the backboard. Poncho

Wright of Uuisville was released by

Kansas City...Kenny Arnold of Iowa was

let goby Dallas...
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((SUPER DAYTIME SPECIAL"
FRIDAY-SUNDAY*

A SMALLI12*! PIZZA

WITH ANY TWO TOPPINGS

FROM OUR WIDE MENU

FOR JUST $3.75

FAST FREE DELIVERY
IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS
(PICK-UPS IN10MIN.1

HOURS
MON.-THUR.

4:00pm." 2:00am.

FRI.-SUN.

NOON- 3:00am.

Noon- 5'00pm

call: 256-8587

1

\ \
\ THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY 363 MAIN ST. AMHERST

\J

s ft rts The men's tennis team droped a 6-3 match to Clark

University yesterday making their record 7-2 They play

again on Monday at West Point in their final match of the

fall season.

Big, bigweekend for fieldhockey
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team will be putting its eight game
unbeaten streak on the line this weekend
when the stickers face their toughest

competition thus far this season in Temple
and Old Dominion University.

"We've moved up to sixth since last

week." said coach Pam Hixon. "Temple is

fifth, and ODU third. In other words, we
have nothing to lose and all to gain if we
beat either or both of these two teams."

Both games. Temple today, and ODU
tomorrow, will be played on the artificial

.turf at Temple in Philadelphia.

In preparation for this hard fast surface.

Hixon had her team practicing on the floor

in NOPE gym Wednesday night, and on the
turf at Westfield State Thursday before

departing for PhUlie.

The practice at NOPE was an intense

one, with the stickers repeating drills for

twenty minutes at a time. Between
criticisms and encouragements. Hixon
spoke highly of her team.
"The girls have a good attitude. These

two teams have big reputations, so the

games will be exciting and needless to say

the competition will be still," Hixon said.

"We are going to play our very best

without worrying about tomorrow." Hixon
said. "We're going in there with a spoiler

UM plays 'the big guys'
By JERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

This week and next week, the University

of Massachusetts women's volleyball team

will be going to school and learning. This

weekend and the next the UMass spikers

will learn how they play volleyball in the big

leagues, top 20. division I style.

Tonight, UMass will be competing in the

University of Delaware tournament, even

though Delaware is division I and UM is

division II. The tournament, which will

feature such schools as North Carolina,

Providence College, Ge<irgetown. and

William and Mary, will finish up tomorrow.

"It will be a good learning experience for

us." said Minutewomen head coach Elaine

Sortino. "We will have the chance to see

what top 20 volleyball looks like. We're also

going to videotape some of the matches."

The taping of the matches will enable UM
to review their mistakes and also see how

.some of the more successful division I teams

are playing.

This week's learning experience began

Wednesday night in New Haven, Ct.. as the

Minutewomen were mauled by the

University of New Haven 15-3. 15-3 before

UMass came back to topple Central Con-

necticut 15 9. 15 8.

Again.st New Haven, the Minutewomen
were "dull and listless" and didn't ac

complish too much. It was a different story

again.st Central, though, as Massachusetts

look control of the match.

"We controlled the flow of the game

(Central) and we didn't let them have

anything," explained Sortino. "We played

well."

Captain Patti Philbin, Sue Mudry, and

freshman Sally Mahar all played well in the

UMass win.

F'or Massachusetts to win some matches

in Delaware, they will have to play well

consistently and make very few errors.

And, UM will have to accomplish this

despite nagging injuries that are slowing

down the squad.

The injury that would hurt the most right

now is if Kirsten Smith had to sit out the

weekend. Smith hurt her fof)t against New
Haven when she went up for a block and

landed on her foot wrong. Smith finished

the NH match and played the entire Central

match, but sat out yesterday's practice to

rest her foot

.

Patti Philbin and Julie McMurtie are

suffering from tendonitis, but are "living

with the pain" and playing. Optomistic

news is that setter Patty Grant may be able

to return to play next week.

"For the next two weeks, we will be

going up against some top competition."

said Sortino, "it will be hard not to do your

best." It's an old saying: Playing better

teams will make you better.

This weekend's Delaware tournament

and next weekend's University of Maryland

tourney will match the Minutewomen with

some of the belter teams on the East coast,

and for UMass not to get blown off the

court, they will have to rise to the level of

their competition.

iTimely Writer makes
his final deadline

By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Correspondent

It just wasn't supposed to end like this. A
few more minutes. Just a few more lousy

minutes and an always promising, but

usually unlucky career would be over. One
more run, one more trip to the post and

Timely Writer would retire to stud.

The scene of that finale would be the

Gold Cup at Belmont and Timely Writer's

people were confident. A win would mean a

shot at Horse of the Year honors. With the

stallion that had become the Rocky Balboa

of horse racing coming off an easy TVi

length victory at Belmont, only a week

before, they had good reason.

You know, the stuff storybooks are writ-

ten about and movies are made of. The

horse that had burst onto the national pic-

ture in mid 1981, winning the Mayflower,

Hopeful and Champagne Stakes before

fate started pounding on the door.

The first blow was throat surgery, but

after a sixth place finish two victories put

him back on track. Then came strike two

when deadly gastroenteritis required

emergency surgery. Timely Writer surviv-

ed and recuperated while the Triple Crown

races, the ones he was supposed to rule,

went to others.

That he had survived the surgery was a

blessing but racing again was thought by

most to be out of the question. This horse

wasn't done yet though, and when two

wins followed Timely Writer was running

on the comeback trail once again.

'^ VfRRTCK
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A scratched entry for medication show-

ing up in a blood test, followed by a poor

finish at Marlboro, might have been strike

three but then came the aforementioned

l^r length win.

It was Timely Writer on the half-mile

turn and moving in on the leaders. Start

writing the book. Start rolling the cameras.

But fate would make its final curtain call.

Timely Writer's left leg snapped. Just like

that, shattered, gone. As the horrified

crowd watched three other horses fall, he

struggled to hobble on three legs.

Everyone knew, but as the smiles were
wiped away and the cheers became tears,

no one wanted to believe it. No hope for

repair and no more comebacks. Within a

couple of moments Timely Writer was

asleep forever.

Everything was frozen. It wasn't suppos-

ed to end like this, but it had. One last hur-

rah for Timely Writer had crashed. Sud-

denly, a few minutes had become eternity

attitude. Temple and ODU have bigger

reputations than we have," she said.

"The turf will definitely help our game,"

said Hixon. "We want to play on a surface

like this because it will allow us to use skills

which are not as strong on the g^ass."

Forward Patti Smith agrees with Hixon.

"It is easier to field the ball on the turf,"

she said. "The quickness of the turf will

help our forward line play a more controlled

game."
Hixon noted that these two games are

important not only because of the caliber of

each team, but also because a team's

ranking in the tournament at the end of the

season depends upon its final record.

"Each team is under the same roof. This

is one of the bigger weekends in field

hockey, and there are a lot of people that

will be watching the outcome of these

games," Hixon said.

The general feeling among the stickers

themselves is one of eagerness and an-

ticipation.

"We are looking forward to two great

games," said middle Megan Donnelly.

Donnelly summed it all up when she said,

"We want to win these games, there is no

question about that."

After the stickers face ODU on Saturday,

they will return home for a days rest, a

days practice, and than a home game
against Westfield State on Tuesday.

Scott Newmark spots Harry Marshall on the bench press in the free-

weight room in Boyden.

UMassnetwomen lose

to the UConn Huskies
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

STURRS. Conn — The University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team lost a

tough and disappointing match to the

University of Connecticut Tuesday, by a

score of 7-2, to bring their record to 3-6.

"We played a g-iod team effort, and the

score could have been a lot cfoser if we had

won some more of the matches," said Coach

John Beal. "This was the toughest com
petition of the year for us, and the

strongest UConn team I've seen in four

years."

The netwomen began the match on a

losing note, as first singles player Elizabeth

Sullivan lost another hard fought three set

match by a score of 6 1. 5-7. 6-4.

They came back to capture the next two

singles matches, which unfortunately

turned out to be the only victories of the

afternoon. Second singles player Ariel

Fowler won once again in straight s-ets. 7-6.

6 1. and third singles Chris Frazier won her

match by a score of 3-6. 6 3. 6-4.

The Minutewomen then lost the last

three singles matches, all in straight sets.

Fourth singles player Patricia Sullivan lost

6 0, 6-3. fifth singles Karen Orlowski lost 6

2. 6-3. and sixth singles player Anne-Marie

Mackertich lost her match 6-3, 6-0.

The doubles teams suiierea a temporary

setback to their recent winning ways as all

three teams lost their matches.

First doubles team of Maureen Hanlon

and Diana Biagioli lost a three set match by

scores of 6 4. 2 6. 6 1. Second doubles team
of Laura Kaufmann and Jillian Nesgos lost

6-2. 7 5. while the third doubles team of

Tina Eglin and Bonnie Lechten also lost, by

a score of 7-5. 6-2.

The Minutewomen face Tufts University

today on the Boyden courts. Beal said the

team is ready for the match, and that it will

be a confidence builder.

They will then travel to Wellesley

College after the match to participate in the

Massachusetts state championships, on

Saturday and Sunday. UMass is one of sue

teams from the state to play in the Class A
section.

Each position in singles and doubles will

have its own tournament, obtaining a

certain number of points for advancing each

round, and the learn with the highest total

of points from all of the individual tour

naments will win the event.

"Last year we were second, but 1 will be

pleased if we can get third or fourth place

this year," said Beal. "There are a lot of

strong teams, and there will be no easy

matches in this tournament."
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Bud 12 oz loose bottles 90.5IO

Rolling Rock 12 oz cans $4.00 12 pk

BUSCh 12 oz cans ^/.SJO

Carling 12 pk cans $3.25 12 pack

Cossack Vodkai 75 $8.20

McGregor Scotch 175 $10.95

Capt. Morgan Rum 175 $11.99

Castillo Rum 175 $9.95

Beam 8 Star Blend 1 75 $9.95

Almaden 3l

Los Hermanos 15

Tavola 4l

Mondavi 1.5

$6.95
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$4.95
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ANNIVERSARY

Eileen - Wowl A whole year! Are we
crazy? Of course not. We love each other. I

bet we last forever. I love you! JT

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

across street.

665-2964
137,50 utilities included.

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/ month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 549-3700

ATTENTION UMASS BANDS

SWAG is looking for contestants for a

Battle of the Bands Sat Oct 23. For info

contact Jeanette or Steve 545-0960

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

Pontiac Catalina '66 great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs work

$200. 584-9040

1969 VW
586-5827

Camper Bus as is $1000

Audi Fox 78 looks, runs, like new. Must

see, after 5 pm 253-3519

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 %
lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

CHAMOIS SHIRT

LOST between Campus Center and Lot 65

on Sunday, October 10. Can identify - sen

timental value. Please call Terri at 545-3500

and /or 549-4621 anytime. Thanks

DISSERTATION RESUME

MXR 100 phase shifter $65 1-283-7805

Guild Madaria acoustic guitar excellent

cond Bill 549-47 18

EMS Down Parka large very warm worn
once $70.00 EMS Backpack "Adirondack"

high quality X Large, welded-extension

frame $70.00 546-7120 (Mike)

Pentax ME-Super 36mm camera with

autowinder. $225. 253-2660

Genuine brown leather jacket, almost

new 45.00 546-4456

1961 Gibson EBO Bass (SG body) with

case $225 or BO Steve 549 5039

1976 Fender felecaster Bass. Very good
cond. 275.00 Paul or Wes 584-2679

Womens, large, maroon leather jacket

with removable hood. $40 or BO call Maria

256-0179

FOUND

Found: 10/8 adorable black female puppy

about 4 mos old. Call 6-8065 anytime keep

trying

HELP WANTED

Word Processing: Prompt Quality

Preparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations.

253-9535

MDI/Word Link

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS! $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549 4405

David Weidenfeld and Lee Piscioneri ar

back! Original acoustic music at the TOC
Fri-Sat 9:00 PM

FOR RENT

North Amherst. Freshly painted, new

furniture -two bedrooms. $375/month.

D.H. Jones Real Estate 549-3700

One room left. 800/semester call Sue

253-9929 after 8:30 PM
Room for rent In downtown Amherst

clean & private 253-3833

2 bedroom apt in Southwood for sublet

256-0166 253-5896

Graduate Student for quiet home or>e

bedroom left, $225 includes utilities

666-8144

Female wanted to share apartment with

or>e other. South Deerfield. Bus stop

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG.
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $ie0-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256^434
OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Amway dlatrlbutora part-time 549-5368

Responsible people needed for

newspaper delivery. Early morning 7 days

on campus call 253-7009

LOST

Reward for one lost book bag. Bag con-

tains one Cast Acct some keys one TI30

The bag is blue Reward $15 call Kevin

256-0864

Lost dungaree jacket w/silver buttons

very old - extremely sentimental $20.00

reward please return 1 1 986^48

I've got your yellow raincoat - you've

got mine important Time Out Fri Oct 8

Kristin 256-8877

Glasses. Sih^er-gray rims, brown case.

Pieaae call Jim, fr4733

Dlery. left on phone booth at Spirit Haus.

Rt 9. Rusty 323-5526

Brown cable knit sweaar $10 reward call

54&6871

PERSONALS

Stick It In your ear II Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

r

repairs Sih/erscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

STUBY WHERE YOUR
CLASSROOM IS A COUNTRY

"IflelAviv
Unhrersity
Programs for

American and CanadUn
Undergraduate Sttidcnts

Join a very special

International student

community reaching out

to touch the past, present

and future of a people.

Earn full credit

for a wide range of

courses taught in

English by TAUs
distinguished

faculty

Study for a full

year, a semester or

a summer.

^

Select fTX>m courses in

Judaica and Jewish

Studies. Israel Studies:

Middle East Studies: Gen-

eral Studies

Fees are moderate
Scholarships are available.

For raore information

about TftU, where your
classroom is a country,

send coupon now or call:

American Friends of

Tel AvKr University

(?12) 687-5651

American Frimd* of T«l A»hr Uohrcnitr

Office of

JT< Aciidemic Affairs

342 Madison Avenue

New York. N Y lOOl^

Please send information

about

One Year Program

Semester Program

Summer Session

Other

Name

Address

City

Siaie Zip

Universilv

Montreel Trip $99 Oct 2&-31 and Nov 5-7,

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Northampton woman who found my
wallet please call againj I haven't got it yet

Jim 586-0814

Have something to sell?

Got something to say?
You'll be heard with a
Collegian claaaifiedl

Babe, you mean the worid to me and,

believe me, my love is foreverl Yours,

Christine

Congratulations to the KKQ Pledge
class officers . . .Lisa, Dana, Terri I

Happy B-day Lee, Love Brita

Happy Birthday Annettel Where have

you been kiddo? I see Marie but never you;

let's celebratel My love and my smiles

Candee

Clements turns 211

Flash - J.F.H. announced today his

"I forgot to wish Elaine a

I forgot to tell her what a

she is to me and many
others." Mr. Hudson later remarked Miss

Clen>ents was entitled to one free drink at

the location of her choice. Film at 11

Sigma Alpha Mu does it againi 2 live

bands BYOB cans only Saturday nite $1

cover

Dopey. . .and like a bridge over troubled

water I will lay me down (on the desk) have

a cool, cool dayl Veeei Love you a wiclced

lot^
CaroTyn. Happy Birthday you eggroll. You

are my cup of tea. HA. Karina Kid

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Counseling in friendly non-institutional

setting, confidential, sliding scale fees call

the Synthesis Center 25fr0772 or 253-7022

Individual, couples, family. SIkling fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

546-0041

News
admission that,

happy birthday,

special person

PSE for wonr>en who are gay or thinic they

are. For more info call 549-2641 or come to

Rm 304 Health Serv on 10-18-82

Tony - Happy Birthday to our favorite male
whore. We've been comparing notes and
we deckled that if you don't already have a

social disease you sure deserved one.

University women bewarel

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exanrw. Monday Thursday 6:30-7:30 PM.

$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4646 all

welcome

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

RALPH LAUREN POLO SHIRTS all sizes

six colors call "Smitty" at 549-2631

Attention all SQA escorts and sup-

porters We r>eed yout Our voices alone are

not enough. Please let us know you are

with us in our attempts to continue this

essential student service 1 1 Please call and

give us your input/support. Contact Laura

549-0081 or Anne 549-5404

Dan, Rich - Where were you? One more

chance - this Fridsyl Be therel Patti, Nan-

cye, Stacy

HRTA students rasunie worttshop Tues-

day, October 19 7-9 pm sign up Flint

Lounge

Alpha Epsilon PI

is here

catch usi

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Philadelphia or any New
Jersey turnpike exit on Oct 14 or 16. Please

call 546-5666, keep trying. Will share ex-

penses.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted ASAP pleaaa

call 666-3480

Mala needed for small Northampton two
bedroom 125+ Scott 584-4348 after 5

Apt wanted to share Amherst $180 max
Paul 549-3733

Housemate needed - 4 bed house in

Leverett - female pref. 100/month ->- call

Wendy 549-2628

Need Immediately Wonnen to share room
in Southwood Apt $91.25 call Trecia

256-0354 leave message

SERVICES

Sensory laolatlon Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

Immediate cash for class rings, gold and

silver jewelry. Highest prices paid. Call

Ralph 6-8722 anytime

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Beat video avalleble uaed % inch tapaa,

perfect condition. 20 min $6 30 min - $8.

90 min $10. 617-757-3166 or 617 752 3313

aiter 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car.

Doug 546-8186

CaH

WALLET

Squatt or la It Scott? Hope your birthday

is as good aa our seats. Love Debia and Gail

LOST black UMass datebook Wed Oct 6.

OwT>er k)St w/o it. Nina 253-5137

Get Psyched UMeae Ruggers
England Collegiate Rugby Tournament Oc-

tober 23-24

Maureen Glenn your wallet haa bean

found call 546-9294

WANTED

Looking for 2 Joe Jackson tickets

pteaaa call Gail 549-5686

WANTED TO BUY

Buying clasa rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

l>^ JKLinOi ^

OCTOBER'S
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL
2for 1

Beck's Beer
plus our original

twofers and hers d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6pm 10 - midnight

Proper ID a MUST
. 67 N. Pleasant St
la* 2636141 jj^

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegiofi
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MORE SPORTS
ON PAGES 16 & 17

™ boote SiilffiliStoN^^
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

For the second game in a row, the

University of Massachusetts womens

soccer team went off on a scoring spree

when it overthrew Smith College. 13-0.

UMass. which raised its record to 7-3. is

ranked third in New England and first in

the Northeast region.

The top scorers for the day were Stacey

Filonis and Ellen Taggart who both scored

two goals each. Susan Bird scored a goal

and added three assists, and Debbie

Harackiewicz scored two goals and had two

RssisLs*

"I told them to try and keep the score

down." said coach Kalekeni Banda. "but the

ball is there and you have to shoot it."

Smith did not get a shot on goal all game

compared to UMass 33. This was the

second time in a row that the women kept

its opponent from taking any shots on goal.

UMass scored eight goals in the first half,

including five in the last eight minutes. Lori

Stukes started off the scoring for the

Collvpu photo ^T ['1^ Ma.T

Susan Bird bla«tB > »hot past Julie Hooks and an unidentified Smith defender during yesterday'B game

women two and a half minutes into the

game with a hard shot from in front of the

net. ... ,

Susan Bird scored off of a corner kick and

Debbie Harackiewicz scored five minutes

after to start the ball rolling in the women's

direction.
, . . „

Smith continually tried to steal the baU

from UMass but couldn't capitahze when

they did. The UMass squad passed the ball

a lot in the first half and Smith did their

best to try to block it but as the score in

dicates UMass finally overpowered them.

In the final eight minutes of the half, the

women bombarded the Smith net with

shots. Paula Stashis. Lynne Raymond.

Christine Taggart. Toni Giuliano and EUen

Taggart scored in the last minutes to give

UMass the 8-0 advantage.

"It's very difficult to say go back m the

second half and play hard." Banda said.

"Ball control is important."

The women did go out in the second half

and out play Smith. Smith slowed down and

UMass stepped right in to score five more

goals.

The team scored three of the goals m the

first 11 minutes, two of which were by

Harackiewicz and Nina Holmstrom.

i
UMass will take its 73 record to

i Springfield on Saturday and fight to keep

its top ranking. The game wUl be a tough

one as the two teams will be playing on turf

and not grass.

"We will spend one hour tonight

(Thursday) and another tomorrow af-

ternoon practicing for it." Banda said. "We

can't afford to lose to Springfield or else

they will become number one in the

region."
• _,• u

UMass will have to at least tie Sprmgfield

and beat Harvard, who is currently ranked

second in the Northeast, in order to keep its

first ranking.

Minutemen ready fora Bearhunt inMaine
ByKEVINDELUCA
Collegian Staff

After five games this year, the

University of Massachusetts' football

team's record stands at an unimpressive 2

3.

However, due to UMass' 10 record in the

Yankee Conference, a conference cham

pionship and. consequentially, a Division 1

AA playoff berth, are well wit^m the

improving Minutemen's reach.

"We are still in control ol our own

destiny." observed UMass coach Bob

Picket.

So. the importance of this week s jrame at

Orono. Maine against the University of

Maine Black Bears ithe first of three

consecutive Yankee Conference games)

cannot beovr empha.sized.

The University of Maine team has had an

extremely frustrating season, losing three

games by three points each time, on the last

play of each game. Maine could easily be 6

instead of 3-3.

Two of those losses came in multiple

overtimes against Yankee Conference

opponents, a 58 55 loss to the University of

Rhode Island in six overtimes and a 48 45

loss to Boston University in four overtimes,

respectively. (The high scoring overtimes

are due to the new Yankee C/onference tie-

breaking rules, whereby each team starts

at their opponents' 20 yard line and take

turns trying to score. The first team to fail

to score, while its opponent does, loses.)

Another setback has struck the hard luck

Black Bears, in the form of a leg injury to

their star running back, Lorenzo Bouier. He

will be sidelined for at least four weeks.

Bouier was only 49 yards short of the New

England university career rushing record of

3.773 yards.

Despite the loss of Bouier's services.

Maine is still a gfmd football team, a fact not

lost on Pickett.

"Maine has an excellent football team.

They are an experienced, a senior

dominated team that should be able to

overcome the loss of Bouier. Their offense

is well balanced, with the offensive line

being their major strength, "
pointed out

Pickett.

On the UMass side of the field, the team

is basically intact after last week's exciting

14 13 loss to Delaware.

The one major change will be at quar

terback. where Barrett McGrath, who

played so well in bringing UMass back from

a 14 deficit against Delaware, will start in

place of Dean Pecevich.

"It's not that we are displeased with

Dean's play. We just feel that Barrett has

done such a fine job coming off the bench

that he has earned the top position," ex

plained Pickett.

All in all, both Maine coach Ron Rogerson

and Pickett expect a well foutfht contest.

"Once again Massachusetts appears to be

one of the toughest teams on our schedule.

They have a very explosive offense headed

by an outstanding running back in Gary

Pearson. Defensively, they are extremely

quick and hard nosed. I expect this to be

another exciting Yankee Conference

game." remarked Rogerson.

"This is one of Maine's strongest teams in

years. We must maintain a high level of

intensity. I expect us to have a good game,"

said Pickett.

In the series, UMass holds a commanding

23 4 1 lead, having won the last 16 in a row.

For students unable to get to Orono this

Saturday, one can listen to the game on

WMUA (91.7) starting at 1:30 p.m.

IIS

on

Runners in New Englands
By JOHN WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass mens" cross country team has

enjoyed a basically strong season this year.

Although their first meet of the year

resulted in a loss to a more experienced

Boston College squad, coach Ken OBriens

team lasted victory the next week,

narrowly defeating the University of Rhode

Island.

With two solid performances under their

belts, the UMa.ss team travailed down to

the
'

Atlantic Ten Championships m

Philadelphia. There they were met by some

of the stiffest competition in the East, with

such teams as Penn State and St. Josephs

participating.

All the hard work ana practice tnat me

team had done had paid off. UMass came in

fifth place overall, paced by Rick Dou-ons

third place finish.
u • m nnn

That brings us to last weeks lO.OOU

meter race down at the Lehigh

UM hoop tryouts in Cage
Invitationals. Navy. Penn State, and

Vaianova took the first three places,

respectively. UMass came in 12th place

overall, in "what O'Brien called, "our most

disappointing performance this year."

"They were mentally prepared that week

in practice but 1 believe that the race the

week before down at the A.T.C.'s at a very

demanding Belmont Plateau course took its

loll on them," said O'Brien.

"Also, my team had been used to running

a distance of five miles all year, so the

10.000 meters was a factor in their per

formance, " added O'Brien.

O'Brien is hoping that his team will put
|

on a better showing this week against one

of the strongest teams in New England.

:

Northeastern University.

"Northeastern is ranked number 3 in

New England and rightfully so. They

probably have about ten runners that could

finish in the top five, and that puts us at a

definate disadvantage because of lack of

experience, " said O'Brien.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

People of Lovetron. ready your NIKE's,

Ponies and Converses for battle. Tryouts

for the hoop team have crept up quietly

behind you while a screen of grunts and

shoulders pads kept you preoccupied.

It's a one night and one night only show

tonight at 6:45 p.m. in the mecca of

collegiate hoopdom, the Curry Hicks Cage,

and you are invited to star in the show, if

you can.

The audience will consist of UMass head

basketball coach Tom McLaughlin, his

assistants, some casu.il basketball fanatics,

friends, family and injured potential

hoopsters who will have to wait until next

year to try and run. jump and shoot their

way into a Minutemen uniform.

The requirements tor trying out are a

pair of sneakers (shoes ruin the floor) and

the desire to try.

"It's going to be a thing where we just

look to see if there is somebody out there

that can make us a better basketball team,"

said McLaughlin. "If someone can make us a

better team then we'll take him."

McLaughlin expects somewhere between

50 60 people to show up and plans to put

them through some drills and play some full

court, but he stresses that it won't be a high

pressure atmosphere at all.

"It should be a fun thing. They should go

out there and enjoy themselves and show

the basketball staff what they have," said

McLaughlin.

Show indeed. Last years tryouts featurec

a go-for-thedunkcven-ifyou .-I't - ^T"

ment and it's quite p^ ssible that anothei

Luke Skywalker act will be in the show

again this year.

So, Lariy riird and Julius Erving

prototy;.v^j. latc up j 'ui sii'-^a. pull '^ut the

old high school game shirt that the coach

never got back and muster up some funk.

Hoop has arrived. 1
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Sears warnstough times
are ahead for next Gov.
By RALPH C. HYBELS
Collegian Staff

John Sears, Republican candidate for

governor of Massachusetts, told a group of

students and campaign workers in the

Campus Center Saturday that things "will

be very tough for the next couple of years"

no matter who is elected.

Sears made no promises to improve

higher education in Massachusetts, saying

"I cannot con you." New investments in

higher education would have to wait until

the Massachusetts economy improves, he

said.

During the course of his speech and ques-

tion and answer session with students,

Sears criticized corruption, supported a

nuclear freeze while warning against

trusting Soviets, suggested a state loan

system to help hard pressed students, gave

qualified support to Reagan's New
Federalism plan and promised to improve

the Boston META.

"I am absolutely determined to preserve

high quality public education," said Sears.

"It's a passion."

Sears began his speech outlining emo-

tional commitment to public education.

Massachusetts is dependent on its human
resources, lacking the resources of some of

the sunbelt states, Sears said.

Asked how he would cut taxes and im-

prove education at the sfone time. Sears

expressed hope that the economy might im-

prove in the next couple of years.

"My greatest defect as a candidate is

that I cannot con you," he said. "Next year

is going to be lousy, no matter who is

governor."

"For the same reasons we're all mad at

the president now, a couple of years down
the road things are going to boom — things

will brighten in Massachusetts," Sears

said.

Sears said he would support setting up a

financial aid system of student loans

guaranteed by the state. The system wovild

remain solvent because collection on the

loans would be enforced by the state, he

said.

He said he regretted the 13 to 14 percent

default rate on federal student loans in past

years. "The world is angry with your older

brothers and sisters," he said.

College graduates will be worth an

average more than $200,000 over their life

time, Sears said. They could pay back the

loans once they "get on their feet," he said.

Sears assailed corruption in state

government.
"Water (from Quabbin reservoir) flows

from West to East. Corruption flows East
to West," he said.

"We pay an intolerable cost for corrup-

tion," he said. As an example he criticized

the "behind closed doors" appointment of

the assistant of the Senate President to a

life-time position as head of the state con-

vention authority at $75,000 a year.

Sears did not endorse the nuclear

moratorium referendum on the Nov. 2

ballot, but also did not state any opposition

to the goals of the nuclear freeze move-

ment.

"Nuclear freeze is fine with me," he said.

"But you must always watch the Soviets.

You must inspect and reinspect. Their

record is lousy."

Sears said he agrees with the principles

of Reagan's New Federalism, but criticized

the hastiness with which the proposed

redistribution of responsibilites were to be

imposed.

Reagan did not focus well enough on the

problems of big cities, and the return of

power to the states and local governments

would have to be accompanied by a

substantial return of revenues. Sears said.

"New Federalism? Sure. But I would ex-

tend it," Sears said, stating he would de-

mand jurisdiction over monies returned as

closely to the local level as possible.

Coitcfua ptmta Irr T*r«Mi itcllaftor*

Republican candidate for governor John W. Sears makes a point dur-

ing his speech Saturday at the UMass Campus Center.

Sears said he wanted to see block grants

of funds go to "true neighborhood councils

and committees, and not to poltical pt)wer

centers like Kevin White's mayoral office

in Boston." Sears characterized White as

"one of the most public officials in the

United States."

Sears proposed turning sales tax

revenues over to local governments, allow-

ing local officials to decide how to utilize

funds, and holding them accountable for

abuses.

Jim Tripp, Republican candidate for

Franklin and Hampshire county district

state senator, echoed Sears in his

criticisms of the state legislature. Tripp

was especially critical of the state Senate

President's control over committee chair-

manships, now occupied almost exclusively

by Democrats.

Sears responded to a question concern-

ing his running mate, Leon Lombardi,
Republican candiuate for lieutenant gover-

nor, who promised to spend part of each

week in Western Massachusetts.

Sears said Lombardi committed himself

to one day per week away from Boston at

most.

Sears said because Lombardi is a

"member of the current rogues in the

legislature," while Sears is only a former

member, Lombardi would make "an ideal

ambassador" as lieutenant governor.

Amherst booklet answers 'iffy' crisis questions
By ANN CARRNS
and RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Suff

If if if.

Everytime nuclear war is mentioned,

whether by disarmament coalitions or civil

defense committees, the big question is 'if.'

What if prime targets for nuclear

bombardment such as Springfield and

Westover Air Force Base were hit. an

nihilating an area three-quarters the size of

Massachusetts? What could residents of

Amherst, a small western Massachusetts

community, do?

In an attempt to answer these and other

questions, the Amherst Board of Selectmen

have prepared a pamphlet entitled "Nuclear

War, Crisis Relocation, and Amherst." The

selectmen Friday presented the pamphlet

to Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, during a

meeting at the Amherst Town Hall.

The pamphlet explains why the select-

men voted against participation in a state

crisis relocation plan which would make

Amherst the host site for 162,000 people

from Springfield, South Hadley, and

Granby in the event of a nuclear attack.

Copies of the pamphlet, which also outlines

the possible effects of the plan on Amherst,

were mailed to town residents.

"We feel it is appropriate and absolutely

necessary to take the stand which we have

taken." Selectman Francesca Maltese told

the 20 people in attendance.
' Maltese, who had presided over the

February 8 hearing attended more than 200

Amherst residents, said the plan was

rejected on two levels.

"On the first level, the crisis relocation

It reads: "The designation of Amherst as

a host' does not conform to crisis relocation

guidelines. These call for the relocation of

evacuees a distance of at least 50 miles and

for the dispersion of all populations over

50,000. Evacuees to Amherst would travel

at most only 20 miles; and with our own

residents, they would form a new

population of 194,000 and hence a new

target."

The pamphlet also rhetorically asks if

Amherst can support the almost 200,000

people expected during relocation. The

answer, according to the pamphlet is no.

Water could be exhausted within 36 hours.

Medical services could not be properly

administered and the safety of the public

could be endangered.

Whether or not the selectmen's action

constitutes a final decision on Amherst's

involvement with the plan remains to be

seen.

Even if Amherst's involvement is unsure.

State Civil Defense Planner Douglas

Forbes, in a telephone interview last

Thursday, said state officials are still

proceeding with the relocation plan,

"although we're not getting much help from

the towns."

Forbes said it is "patently stupid" and

"short-sighted" for towns such as Amherst

not to cooperate with civil defense plans.

The authors of the pamphlet said they

intended "no unneighborliness" to neigh-

boring communities in the south. "It would

be false hospiUlity — and grossly

irresponsible — to offer what is not in our

power to deliver," the pamphlet says.

"Amherst would get the people anyway,"

Forbes said. "News is out that Amherst is a

fairly safe place to go in case of a nuclear

disaster. It makes sense to plan to receive

them in an orderly fashion."

plans are a hoax trying to persuade people

that a nuclear war is inevitable and sur

vivable; and on another level, it was found

not to be pragmatically drawn. It is absurd

to think of moving over 100,000 people into

a small area during a major crisis. The

details are senseless." she said.

Collins said he thinks "the town has taken

an important step on behalf of our New
England traditions and common sense. It is

important for the people to review the

issues and tell our bureaucracies wait a

minute' if they feel something isn't right."

He said he intended to follow up this step

in the legislature, "looking for practicality

and honesty" as the state and towns take a

stand in the demand for a halt on nuclear

arms build-up.

The idea for the pamphlet was adopted

last February, after members of a local

disarmament coalition brought the plan to

the selectmen's attention. On Feb. 22, the

Board unanimously rejected involvement

with the plans. At the May 19 Town
Meeting, $2,000 was appropriated for the

printing and distribution of the pamphlet.

"We felt the issue raised some serious

questions," said Nancy Foster, chairperson

of the Amherst Disarmament Coalition's

civil defense committee. "We also were

impressed by the action of the Cambridge

City Council, which distributed (in March

1981) a pamphlet describing the plan's

effects on the city instead of adopting it."

The Amherst pamphlet briefly describes

the crisis relocation plan as drawn up by

federal and state authorities. It further

elaborates on the deficiencies of the plan —
including the designation of Amherst as a

"host" community to potential "risk"

communities.

Forbes also said the Amherst selectmen
refused to discuss the pamphlet with him,

despite his telephoned and written

requests.

"We've tried to sit down and talk about

this (the pamphlet) with them, but they

wouldn't allow it," Forbes said. "We were

not asked to review it. or participate in any

way. and we're the ones with the in-

formation. With their help, we could make
the plan better."

Selectmen Chairman Edith Wilkinson

said Forbes had not contacted the select-

men at all. In addition, she said Forbes and

two other civil defense representatives

participated in defense of the relocation

plan at the February public hearing.

Forbes also said facts being used to

debate the issue are incorrect. Specifically,

he said '.he pamphlet's statement that

relocation guidelines call for host sites to be

at least 50 miles away from evacuation sites

is not true.

"That is not, and never has been, a

condition of the relocation guidelines,"

Forbes said.

Selectman Richard Minear. who coor

dinated the committee that produced the

pamphlet, refuted that statement, saying

the 50 mile distance was a part of the

general guidelines for relocation as they

were presented to the selectmen last

February.

The selectmen took action based on the

content of those guidelines, Minear said,

but the final plan which state officials

decide on may be different.
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Lavoris laced with acid;

search continues for leads

CLEARWATER. Fla. - Authorities puUed Lavoris

mouthwash from the shelves of a store after four bottles

were found laced with acid, the latest contamination of a

consumer product since seven people died from Tylenol

capsules containing cyanide.

MeanwhUe. officials in Palm Beach County. Fla.. were

checking Visine A.C. eye drops for possible contamination

following complaints from four women that their eyes

burned after using the product. A Grand Junction. Colo.,

man suffered corneal burns Oct. 11 after using Visine A.C.

eye drops that contained hydrochloric acid.

A teen ager was arrested in Kentucky yesterday after

authorities received a letter warning that some food

products had been poisoned, and in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, a

rural couple was accused of threating to inject insecticide

into grocery items.
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Death penalty issue poses

a major referendum draw

BOSTON — In a referendum that may be one of the

main drawing cards in the Massachusetts election Nov. 2.

voters will decide whether to authorize the Legislature to

put the death penalty back on the books.

"There is no more conservative issue." said State

Secretary Michael J. Connolly, who predicted a large

turnout of liberals and conservatives next month to settle

one of the major perennial issues at the Statehouse of the

past decade.

There is no organized group supporting passage, but

opponents are hoping to raise and spend about $200,000 to

defeat the question.

Supporters see capital punishment as justice and a

deterrent to murder.

"It's s<K'iety's right of self defense." says Gov. Edward J.

King.

The opposition, led by the Campaign Against

Restoration of the Death Penalty, disputes the deterrent

argument and claims an imperfect criminal justice system

leaves too great a risk that innocent defendants will be

executed.

"To vote yes kind of puts blood on your hand, which I

don't think any citizens of this state want." Atlanta Mayor

Andrew Young said last week during a Boston appearance

to speak against the amendment.

Lull in Salvadoran offensive

after week-long battling

SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador - Leftist guerrillas

controlled five remote towns yesterday and took a break in

their biggest and best coordinated offensive in six months

after a week of bloody fighting.

Despite the lull in battling the U.S. backed government,

the rebels' clandestine Radio Venceremos said army troops

were advancing to the north and warned residents of small

towns throughout northeastern Morazan province that

heavy fighting would resume soon.

The government, which confirmed the calm, has closed

the area to journalists and firsthand reports were

unavailable.

A flurry of guerrilla attacks in and around the capital

tapered off although three powerful bomb blasts shook the

city of 800.000 late Saturday as guerrillas sabotaged

commercial and telephone installations for the fourth

APLM»rpkoto

Two skiers enjoy a run down an upper slope at

Killin^on ski resort in Vermont on Sunday.

Killin^on became the first New England ski

area to open for the season this weekend. See

story on page six.

consecutive night.

Guerrillas attacked a government telephone office in San

Juan Opico, 25 miles northwest of the capital, but were

driven off yesterday morning by army troops. There were

no reports of casualties.

The discoveries continue

.

Hughes

In 1947 a man flew the Flying Boat,

Hercules" — the largest airplane m
the world

The man was Howard Robard Hughes

His ingenious ideas and explorations

brought new discoveries m
aerodynamics, communications,

avionics, electronics

And the early years of Hughes Aircraft

Company

Today, Hughes no longer

builds airplanes but the discoveries

and exploration of ideas continue

Story
The company's long history of

technological firsts, including the first

working laser, first 3D radar, and first

synchronous-orbit spacecraft, position

Hughes as a world leader m todays

electronics industry If your degree is m

• Electrical, f^echanical.fvlanutacturing

or Industrial Engineering • Materials

• Computer Science • Physics

• Industrial/Electronic Technology

Find out how you can be part of the

continuing Hughes Story in twelve

Southern California locations and

Tucson, Arizona

Hughes Story Write yourself m

Hughes Corporate College Relations

P Box 90515. Dept NC
Los Angeles, CA 90009

Hughes representatives

will be on campus
November 3

(See your placement office for an

appointment )

Write yonrseMin

Equal Opporlunily Employer

U S Cilizenshio Reouired

Creating a new world with electronics

, T

HUGHES
M U O M E S A . BCBAFT COMPANY

Cat outclimbs
crazed canine

SPOKANE. Wash. - A
German shepherd intent

on catching a cat forgot

protocol and followed the

feline up a pine tree for

about 20 feet before

getting stuck between two

branches.

The canine was not only

trapped, but the cat was

still five feet out of reach.

Spokane Fire Depar
tment rules forbid rescues

of animals from trees for at

least 24 hours, "but we'd

never seen a dog in a tree

before," a firefighter said

of the hour-long rescue

Friday.

"Besides, a cats light

weight. That dog could've

fallen out of the tree and

landed hard on somebody."

Feline and canine were

lowered to the ground

uninjured.

t
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VANITIES and

DARK OF THE MOON
In Repertory Oct. 22-Nov. 20

(Call 545-3511 for Student Rates) RAIMD
Heni

FINE ARTS CENTER

Education council Board of Directors elect Duffey
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey

was elected Thursday to the Board of Directors of the

American Council of Education at the group's annual

convention held in Minneapolis, Minn.

The council is an umbrella organization for higher

education associations around the country. With 1600

members, an annual budget of $23 million and 225 em
ployees, the group works to anticipate problems and issues

on the future of higher education.

The group conducts lobbying on behalf of higher

education institutions, researches issues affecting its

members, and provides a network of support services to

those members, said Ruthann Abdouch, executive

secretary to the board

"I am honored to serve this important organization, both

personally and as a representative of the University of

Massachusetts." Duffey said Friday. "I have long admired

the record and work of the council."

Duffey will serve on the 36-member board of directors

that guides the council and makes policy decisions, for

three years.

"The council is considered the most prestigious speaking

group for higher education in the United States," said

Mario Fantini, dean of the UMass School of Eiducation.

"When they speak, people listen,"Fantini said. "Even

elected officials listen."

Duffey said he hopes his experience on the board of

directors will increase the prestige of UMass. "I will try to

behave myself in such a way that it will be a credit to the

University," he said.

CollcffiaB pkoto bj Bradfoiti Haaacr

Army ROTC cadets practice evacoating: wounded with the aid of a helicopter in front of the

Univeriity of Massachusetts Alumni Stadium.

Massachusetts politicians support

plus in federal and student aid
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Several prominent Massachusetts politicians assembled

on the Boston Common lat Friday iix support of increased

student aid from both state and federal sources.

Among the speakers were United States Senator Paul

Tsongas. D-Mass; Congressmen James Shannon, D
Lowell; Joseph Moakley. D Boston; and Barney Frank, D
Newton; State Senator Gerald D'Amico, D Worcester;

State Senator Francis Doris; and John Kerry. Democratic

candidate for Lieutenant Governor. They addressed

students from several institutions about President

Reagan's attempt to cut federal student aid and the need

for the passage of a plan proposed by Sen. John Olver. D-

Amherst. that will more than double the amount of state

assistance given to students.

"There are literally milions of students who are gettmg

hurt (from federal budget cutbacks) and arent doing

anything about it.. .and in a democratic society, who is to

blame for that?" Tsongas said, pointing out that students

must become more politicaUy active in order to prevent

further cutbacks.

"Why is it rational to cut student loans and spend J Id to

14 bUUon on farm subsidies. Why deny access to higher

education and spend money to refurbish mothballed battle

ships. We're not talking about spending more monev.

we're talking about spending it more wisely. "
Frank said.

"Talk is cheap now we need the votes in the House and

Senate, " D'Amico said — referring to the proposal to

generate $29 million in state student assistance which has

been stalled in the House Ways and Means Committee for

six months.

The proposal would subject the sale of cigarettes to the

state sales tax and would repeal a fixed pricing clause

presently in effect in an effort to minimize price increases

to consumers. The tobacco industry is stronger than the

higher education lobby, then this is North Carolina and not

Massachusetts," D'Amico said.

Several of the speakers spoke of the victories students

have won in the past.

"We've won...the battles. This didn't happen by ac-

cident, it happened by making your desires known. We
can't relax because the Reagan administration will be back

with the same dose of medicine (budget cuts) next year,"

Moakley said.

Kerry was supportive of the effort to increase state

scholarships but would not commit his running mate,

Michael Dukakis, to supporting a $10 million increase in

the scholarship program recommended by the Board of

Regents last week.

The council participates in many programs intended to

promote the future of higher education, said Abdouch.

One of these pregrams is a fellowship study in which

deans and professors are trained for top administrative

jobs at colleges and universities. The fellows work closely

with presidents and chancellors of about 200 participating

universities while enrolled in the program.

Abdouch said the program is extremely successful.

Many of the fellows are now working as presidents and

chancellors throughout the country, she said.

Abdouch said the council is currently making a lobbying

effort to preserve financial aid for students. In addition to

informing legislators about the importance of maintaining

financial aid funding, the council keeps its members in-

formed of current proposed legislation affecting financial

aid. she said.

Twilight vigil

in N'hampton
unites women
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Light was cast into Saturday night's dusk by a group of

women gathered at Pulaski Park in Northampton in a

candlelight vigil. The vigil was held as part of National

Unity Day in recognition of the Battered Women's

Movement.
Singing "We Shall Overcome." the crowd of about 50

women mourned for women killed by violence and for those

whose lives have been threatened by it. Some somber and

some contented, the women then stood in silent

acknowledgement of the growing problems, with only the

sound of church bells breaking the silence.

Sponsored by Necessities, a Northampton based

organization that has provided counseling and shelter to

more than 400 battered women in Hampshire County, the

event was also an effort to draw attention to the magnitude

of the problem of domestic violence and the work being

done to end it.

National statistics reveal that a woman is beaten every

18 seconds in this country. Necessities' statistics reveal in

Massachusetts alone. 27.000 women approached the

Massachusetts Coalition of Battered Women's Service

Groups to receive counseling and shelter in 1981

.

Karen Lederer. a volunteer counselor at Necessities,

said an added purpose of the candlelight vigil was to set

aside a 'time to feel the overwhelming sadness," which

accompanies the struggle against violence. The subtle

statement made during the vigil, she said, showed

"political demonstrations aren't meant to be angry all the

time. In this case, it was a time to feel sadness and to hear

it."

The vigil was preceded by a memorial walk routed along

the Northampton path a woman might take to seek legal

action against violent abuse. Lederer said marchers

walked past the Probate Court on King Street where

divorce and custody cases are filed; past the District Court

on Gothic Street where criminal complaints are registered;

and past the police station on Center Street where a third

party is the first to intervene.

"The steps Uken along the walk were symbolic of the

process, which can be very empowering and frustrating at

the same time," she said.

At a potluck dinner following the vigil. Patricia Wieland.

a CO founder of Necessities, spoke to the participants of the

day's events urging them not to tolerate domestic

violence."

In the face of Reaganomics. "women are getting in touch

with power. That's how we started Necessities." she said.

"We do have more power than we ever think we do. It's

our strength we're here to celebrate too — strength to end

domestic and all violence."

Emphasizing the purpose of the day — the second to be

designated in national recognition of women's efforts to

combat violent abuse — Wieland said: "We are here today

in a time of mourning and to be aware of women who have

been victims of domestic violence — women who have

died.
"

Woman's Week
THE WOMEN'S WEEK FOR THE WEEK OF OCT. 18-24

The Women's Week is a calendar of local events for

women. To place an event, contact the Women's Depar-

tment of the Collegian by Friday.

TUESDAY: The Third Worid Women's Task Force will

sponsor speaker Charita Planas from the Phillipines. She

will speak on the recent visit of President Marcos to the

U.S.. the current situation of national emergency in the

Phillipines. and the people's resistance movement against

tyranny and oppression of Marcos. The talk will be held at

7 p.m. in rooms 811 815 of the Campus Center. Childcare

will be provided at the Everywoman's Center (EWC).

WEDNESDAY: "Women with Childhood Experience of

Abuse." group will meet from 3 5 p.m. at EWC.

"Women Exploring Spirituality" wiU meet from 7 9 p.m.

at 428 Student Union.

THURSDAY: The Southwest Women's Center (SWWC)
will be showing the film "Kilhng Us Softly. " from 4-5 p.m.

at the SWWC. All are invited.

"The myth of the Establishment in British Perspective,"

a lecture by Ronald Hindmarsh, will be held at 4:30 p.m..

in Wright Hall common room at Smith College. Hindmarsh

taught at Smith College from 1964-1968. He is presently a

senior lecturer at the University of Heidelburg.

Local author Susan Snively. will give a poetry reading

from her book "From This Distance." at 8 p.m. in the

Neilson Library browsing room of Smith College. Snively

is an English lecturer at Smith College.

SATURDAY: "We're All Gonna Die Someday Anyway."

a comedy about women's occupational health and safety,

will be presented at 7:30 p.m. in the Hampden Theatre at

UMass. The play uses humor and music along with factual

information to explore the choices women face about jobs,

health and their futures. The play, which is made possible

by a grant from the Art Council, is sponsored by: The

Labor Center, the Working Women's Task Force of EWC,
Women Organizing for Occupational Safety and Health and

the Women's Studies department. Tickets are $2.50 and

are available at EWC. the Labor Center in Draper Hall and

the Women's Studies department in Bartlett Hall.

SUNDAY: Singer Holly Near will be appearing at 7

p.m.. at J.M. Greene Hall. Smith College. Near will be

accompanied by Adrienne Torf on piano. Carrie Barton on

bass, and Susan Freundlich will interprete for the hearing

impaired. Nancy VogI and Susanne P. Shanbaum will

appear in an opening set. Tickets are $6. $7.50. and $8.50.

under 16 and over 60 half price and low income tickets are

available by mail for $5. All seats are reserved. Tickets are

available at: Womonfyre Books and Country Comfort in

Northampton, and Fofid for Thought and For the Record in

Amherst. The hall is wheelchair accessible, the restrooms

are not. Childcare is available by reservation. For in

formation and childcare reservations call 584 2637.
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Hypercurricula

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Anyone wiUing to help and share ideas about solving the

problems of world hunger is welcome. Work now m

process for Fast for a World Harvest. 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.. 428

Student Union.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Ron Mazur, a

University health service employee and teacher, will talk

about his experience in the Soviet Union this summer

studying the health system there. All are weteome. 6 to 8

p.m. 811 15 Campus Center.

UMASS FLYCASTERS CLUB - First meetmg. All

interested students, faculty, employees, etc. are welcome

to attend. No experience is needed to join. CUnics wiU be

run Think trout. 7 to 9:30 p.m. 168 Campus Center.

UMOC MEETING - Presentation: "Rock cbmbm^ in

the western United States." Also trip announcements and

business meeting. AU are welcome. 7 p.m. 101 Campus

Center.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING - Explanation of

thf'^achelo^s'' Degree with Individual Co^enirj^^^

(BDIC) Program, a degree granting program *h'ch aUows

a student the opportunity to design his/her own major. 7

p.m. Main Lounge. Dickinson. Orchard hiU.

OPEN HOUSE FOR PROSPECTIVE SECONDARY

TEACHERS - Academic Disciplines of The School ol

Education wUl hold an Open House
^^^^'^^I'^^l'^l^'^^^Z

in becoming teachers in the middle and high school

classroom. Attendees will be able to talk with this term s

student teachers. 7:30 p.m. 222 School of Education.

RECITAL — Matthew Roehrig. Baritone, assisted by

Albert Huettenan on piano wiU perform Schumann's

TXchterliebe and works by Handel. Mozart. Donizetti and

GUbert and SuUivan. 7:30 p.m.. Bezanson Recital HaU.

ZAGREB GRAND BALLET — The Zagreb Grand Ballot

of the National Croatian Theatre wQl perform tonight at

the Fine Arts Center. Tickets are stUl available and may be

purchased one hour before the performance at the Box

Office 8 p.m. Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Newslines . . •

*

Mount Snow Vermont Tours

"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7. 1983 Jan. 16 21, 1983

Jan. 9-14. 1983 Jan. 23-28. 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit reouired

Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging
• A gala welcome party
• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

• Five full skiers' breakfasts

• Four full course dinners

• Ski tour guide & host
• And so much morel

• Welcome Get Together Party * Beer Bash

MDI/WORDiJNK

Wine & Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse Drawn

•K- Sleigh Ride * Movies * And so much more

4^ "The Mountain of Fun, MT Snow Vermont'

•X- All Rates Subject to 6% State Tax and

•X- 15% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge

4^ Mount Snow Verrrwnt Tours

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vermont 05356

802-464-2076

lA^ord Processing
. . . 253-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(above Matthews Shoee)^

Resumes & Papers
Consultations & Editing

• Theses • Dissertattons

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

Intern deadline is Friday
Deadline for applications for Washington D.C. spring

internships is October 22. A planning session will be held

for the Washington Center for Learning Alternative at the

Office of Internships in Curry Hicks that day.Anyone

interested in that or any other spring internship should call

the office at 545 0727. Daily planning sessions for people

considering other programs are being held daily.

BDIC info, meeting tonight

The first two information

the Bachelor's Degree w

(BDIC) program are being

Main Lounge in Orchard

Chadbourne Seminar Room

m designing a field of study

University department s

meetings.

al meetings of the semester on

ith Individual Concentration

held at 7 tonight in Dickinson

Hill, and Wednesday in the

in Central. Anyone interested

not offered through any single

hould attend one of these

****************

Going to Washington?

Better get going!

Application deadline

for Spring 1983 internships

in Washington DC:

Friday. October 22

Contact:

Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks 545-0727

'»: MASSA^^2
THE FINE ARTS CENTER

HAS IT ALL

Monday,
October 25

8:00 p.m.

Scottish
National
Orchestra

Sunday, October 31, 8:00 p.m.

rii<<

( arc*cT"'
llic

l^litlll^Cl November 2

The \ational Folksoop.m.

Theatre of Ireland-

Thursday,
November 4

8:00 p.m. ^ JAZZ X-
—BAND

Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from the People's Republic of China

Tuesday, November 9, 8:00 p.m.

All shows on sale now

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00p.m. MF

545-2511

THE
LAWYER'S
ASSISTANT

The Lawyer s Assistant

UMASS SKICLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

1 1 th AN N UAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 17-20

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

11th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
Jan: 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI h PARTY WEEK

LAGNAF 83

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Program at Adelphi University is the largest

and oldest ABA-approved program of its

kind in New York State, with more than 4.000

graduates

Salaries at all levels have increased with the

extraordinary growth of this profession, and top

lawyer s assistants earn as much as 532.000

Com« To an Information Session and Learn:

. . .Why 85% of our graduates wtio seek paralegal

employment have found it

. . .Wtiy hundreds o( lawyers and other employers

send u5 their requests for our graduates

. . . Why Adelphi graduates have been hired by more

than 650 law firms, corporations and govern-

mental agencies throughout the greater New York

metropolitan area.

Courses offered in. GARDEN CITY, L.I..

HUMTIMGTOM. L.I.. and /^MHATTAN.
For a catalog and an invitation to the next

information session, mail this coupon today

or telephone nght now; (516) 663-1004

rh« Lawy«r 1 AatlitJnl Proqram

Attrtp'o Ur<lvrnlt>

G»c*rnClt> I I ri Y 11530

--*pr'«^.' ».1'.^ 'hr *^«B'nai '. pnfet fill Pfliaffdas Tnltf>i'i.i ADCL^NI

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

INFO & SIGN-UP

MEETINGS

OCT. 1 9 HAMDEN THEATER

OCT. 20 PUBLIC HEALTH
3:00

Approved for VA and NTS Higher Education Loan*

OCT 21

INFO TABLE

CAMPUS CENTER
Room 101 4:00

CAfVlPUS CENTER CONCORSE
CVERYW.TH.F 9-3

EDITORIAL/OPINION

W^ ^^0^
-fw^^'^io^

Our advances
are superficial

The other day I was browsmg through Faces, and I

picked up a booklet caWedWhy I HaU Men. Two of

the major complaints repeated throughout were (1)

Men never put the toilet seat cover down and (2) they

never take their hair out of the shower drain.

1 had to admit it was true. But suppose these problems

were solved. If all men took their hair out of the drain and

put the seat cover down, then a third and even more im-

Steve Masse

C-^ «Kr<»^t "•» V'd>4at^

Letters- —
Amherst water situation is not as simple as Meyer thinks

To the Editor:

Recently (Oct. 7) Josh Meyer authored a column which

was extremely inaccurate, and while seemingly intended

to be 'cute' was just plain irresponsible. In consideration of

the numbers of people with genuine concern for their

health, and the drinking water role therein, who could be

upset by Mr. Meyer's column, I feel a response is

necessary.

The lead paragraph offered the suggestion that drinking

Amherst water could make us sick, and carried on about

bacteria and lead. Everyone should know that no fecal

coliforms were found in the water last Summer, as stated.

Mr. Meyer demonstrates his knowledge of the subject

when he attempted to educate those of us who are

"uninitiated", "..fecal coliform bacteria is a nicer word for

human waste, which in this case came from gypsy moths".

Now, really.

Discussing the water treatment plant, Mr. Meyer used

the word "sludge" in reference to the filtration process.

This was probably a deliberate choice on his part for most

people know that a sludge is solids present in and removed

from wastewater and give it a negative connotation. At the

drinking water treatment plant, a floe is purposely formed

in the water to effect a reduction in turbidity, among other

things. This is a well-established practice that should be

viewed positively. Without seeing a sample, I would give

heavy odds that the "cute little devils" that Mr. Meyer sees

in his glass of water are nothing more sinister than sinister

air bubbles. Occasionally, water drawn from the tap can be

quite milky due to air bubbles; if the glass is set aside the

opacity will slowly rise and disappear.

The corrosion of copper plumbing, and potentially the

lead based solder, is a universal world-wide problem.

Amherst was one of the first water departments in the

country to become aware of the primary cause of this

corrosion and responded promptly and responsibly to

minimize it. Any lead found at the tap has originated in the

building plumbing and not from the water supply. The

recent elevated lead levels at Wildwood School occurred

while corrosion treatment was discontinued to start up the

treatment plant, not after the plant was in operation as

stated in the editorial.

A number of people choose to purchase bottled water for

ingestion rather than use the tap water. Many bottled

water suppliers provide no refereed analysis; some sold in

the Amherst area contain as much as 250 ppm of sodium, a

health hazard far worse than the worst possible Amherst

water. I hope no one is worried into switching to bottled

water solely on the basis of the editorial.

All in all. Mr. Meyer had a near perfect record on the

Amherst water supply — inaccurate. I strongly urge that

before he ventures into a subject of such great importance

and concern to the public well being, he does his

homework.

0. T. Zajicek

Assoc. Prof, of Chemistry — UMass

ABC charges inaccuracy in recent Collegian rape article

To the Editor:

We. the staff of ABC program in Amherst, are appalled

by the recent report of an alleged rape of a UMass woman.

In these days of increasing "rapes", we find it necessary to

condemn such violent acts.

Our program here in Amherst is designed to increase the

participation of minorities in building an equitable society

by providing access to education centers of excellence to

promising students who displaying ambition, merit,

motivation, talent, creativity, curiosity, and other

academic potential. The Amherst Committee for ABC

consists of a unique blend of community famiUes and

community workers that work very hard to make the goals

and principles of our program a reality.

We therefore make strong objections to your recent

(Tues. September 28th. 1982) front page article which

insinuated that the alleged rapist "had been occasionally

sheltered at the A Better Chance (ABC) House, which

provides an educational program for disadvantaged

youngsters, on North Prospect Street in Amherst." It is

such slanderous reporting based on unresearched in-

formation that seeks to defeat and destroy the good work

that we the staff, the students and the supporting com

munity strive for everyday. We feel it was a journalistic

error on your part to report such a charge without first

consulting with or double checking with an ABC program

staff member. Thus we completely disassociate ourselves

from your article although we condemn the alleged act of

^•'^>«"<=«-
Mitchell Smith
Robin Khosah
Jeff Miller

ABC Staff

portant human advancement would result. There would be

less friction and more true awareness between men and

women.

I was thinking about these vast advances of mankind

this morning as I pissed into a ceramic bowl full of clear

drinking water. Somehow, even after I put the cover

down, and then took my twenty minute leisiu^ly shower

and rinsed myself sud by sud, remembering to take the

^ hair out of the drain, I got the peculiar feeling that my own

manners and social advancement were terribly superficial.

Perhaps I am not to blame that I was brought up to piss

in clear water. No other arrangements had been made for

me to get rid of waste, despite the so-called advances of

mankind. But I could be to blame for the permanently

threatened condition of the drinking wat«r supply,

regardless of what it's used for. When I oversUy my

shower time, or keep the water running while I shave or

brush my teeth or wash dishes, then I'm guilty. So why

don't I feel guilty?

There are always films, lectures and articles designed to

raise consciousness and bring back all those contrite vows

we made after high school pollution films. In Amherst we

even go a step fvither and run out of water occasionally, to

dramatize the lessons in conservation. But even with the

aquatic show and tell, do we respond? Well, maybe for a

day or two, 1 may conserve water most carefully, ap-

preciating every droplet that flows so freely from my

faucet. I can be thrilled with the clear cold flavor of the

precious liquid every time I take a drink.

Why can't we be trained in this vital appreciation when

we are children, to be careful of water as we are careful of

our lives and health? Must we conserve only when there's

a crisis? Our bodies are composed primarily of water - it

is the main ingredient of life, it is holy. All religions

respect it, all peoples base their settlements and Eocieties

upon its availability. If all the water around us is sullied,

then of course some of it is going to get into us and sully

us, too. If the water goes away, so must we.

It's a terribly simple fact of nature, yet it's the simplest

things that get taken for granted first. The sad thing

about all this is that today, many readers will save a few

hundred gallons of water, and tomorrow, everybody will

be back to their wasteful habits. Even me.

And men will still be leaving the seat up, and forgetting

to take their hair out of the shower drain.

Steve Mofute is a UMass ntudent

RSO funding should not be a leash on political groups

To the Editor:

Look out students, its happening again! That group of

budding poUticians known as the SGA is provmg once

again that using political power for furthering personal

ideas is an easy thing to learn. Soon, only KbU

organizations that are politically active wiU be able to get

any funds. If an RSO group does not happen to support the

"common goals" that the SGA has determined they should,

the Budget Committee will determine that they do not

deserve student funding. This, regardless of the fact that

there exist RSO groups which are not politicaUy oriented.

poUtically active, yet serve the student population using

SATF funds; one of these has the largest membership of

any student organization (and owing to its poUtical inac-

tivity, one of the smallest budgets).

If 'the SGA really wants to support student decision

making, it should realize that the goals and objectives of

any RSO group should be set by that RSO group, not by a

group trying to force their own political ideas on others and

using funding as the choker to keep people in line.

Leslie J. Quinn
Montague

.aiHi
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Save on
your

grocery
bills plus

S&H Green

FINE FOODS *^""s?ILls vAt,o
OCT. 18-2376 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MASS.

LAMB
SALE!

GENUINE SPRING
AMERICAN

Whole or Half
Legs of Lamb

USDA
CHOICE

^ FREEZER
SPECIAL!

WHOLE

Beef
Tenderloins

CUT INTO ROASTS OR STEAKS

LAMB
Shoulder Chops
LAMB
Rib Chops

6-7 LB
AVG

r
LIPTON

Tea Bags
OLD WORLD STYLE

Ragu Sauce

^

39
32 OZ
JAR

SWEET LIFE 25 OZ

Apple Sauce
PFEIFFER ASST'D

Dressings soz

49
49

SWEET LIFE

Soda ALL
FLAV. 2 LITER

PILLSBURY FUDGE 22.5 OZ

Brownie Mix

69*
$109

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL tHRORS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

FROZEN
SEALTEST

Ice Cream
Polar Bars

$1791

SWEET LIFE

Orange
Juice

6 CT
PKG 79 «

12 OZ
CAN

rTT with thi« coupon ind 17.60 purch«»e excluding

g ^
roupon \XTnt •nd cloirette*

i SWEET LIFE BIG ^•'"'^ O"* ^^ cuitonr>«r

.White -Pree
^

20 OZ
LOAF

j Bread
I

VALID OCT. 18-23 AT LOUIS FOODS

I

I

I

I 82

With this coupon and $7.60 purchase excluding

coupon Itsms and cigarettes

I
SWEET LIFE 5 LB BAG Umh one p«f customer

I
Granulated

I Sugar
I VALID OCT. 18-23 AT LOUIS FOODS

lihg|

99^
i

FRESH PAMPERED

Produce
THE PERFECT FLA. EATING

Naval Oranges

12 $149
FOR JL

PURDUE
OVEN STUFFER

ROASTING
CHICKENS

LB

Killington

receives

first snow
MONTPELIER. Vt.

(AP) - While many
Vermnnters were stum-

bling out of bed yesterday

to marvel at the early

snowfall, skiers were
already lined up at the

slopes of Killington

Mountain for their first run

of the season.

Vermont's famous ski

resort, which prides itself

in being the first New
England ski resort to open

in the past 20 years, is

officially open for the

season.

"We're making tons of

snow up there," an excited

Leo Denis, skiing manager

at Killington, said Sunday

morning.

"The snow making crews

will continue to blow snow

as long as the tem-

peratures remain below

freezing."

And below freezing il

was at Killington, where

the mercury dipped to a

bitter 14 degrees opening

day.

Crews began blowing

manmade snow at around

midnight Friday, working

all day Saturday to build a

1 '4 foot base. During that

time, two inches of natural

snow fell.

"It's like winter up

there," Denis reported

Sunday.

Only one major trail was

open as of Sunday af

ternoon — a half-mile run

for advanced skiers called

Upper Cascade. Officials

said the high elevation run

is always the first to open

each fall.

'^'^' NORTHWOOD 5'

APARTMENTS i

i

i..

Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1 , 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupanqr

available

students welcome

665 3866
office open from

10 7 weekdays,

Saturdays 1-4

\

a««»l»'

$12.95
Men's
Acrylic

V-Neck

266 N. Pleasant

Fri till 9 pm
(behind Sllverscape)

Sat 10 - 6

253-9729
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Arts
Entrancin' street Z>awdw

'

DANCIN' IN THE STREET!
Next Move Theatre, Boston

October lO-November 17

By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

"People moving in, moving out because of

the color of their skin," were words

originally sung by the Temptations in their

1970 Motown smash, "Ball of Confusion."

Those words were sung with equal

exuberance by the cast of Boston's longest

running musical, Dancin'in the Street!

In a tribute to Motown's greatest hits of

the Sixties and Seventies, the multi-

talented cast includes Jasmine Guy, Ronell

Seay and Lore Shelton. The band, too, is

excellent, with Deena Anderson on piano

and keyboards; Jackie Beard on percussion.

Lenny Bradford playing bass; Sipho

Kunene on drums; and Keith Robinson on

guitar.

Ja-smine Guy stole the show, playing

games with her eyes to provoke the

audience. Her facial expressions belie that

she is more actor than dancer or singer.

though Guy is proficient at all three. For

instance, during the song, "Please Mr.

Postman", she rushed over to the mailman

and turned into a little girl waiting for a

letter from her boyfriend. She then got

larger as a woman keeping the postman

from leaving the stage. Her high pitched

voice made her stand out from the rest of

the cast.

Another powerful newcomer is 17 year-

olu Darcel Spear, making her debut with

this show. Singing Stevie Wonders hit. "My
Cheri Amour," Spear's version was at least

as good as the original, if not an im

provement. She seems to have unlimited

vocal abilities.

Jackie Beard's saxaphone stood out with

a passion. But it was Keith Robinson's

acoustic guitar that really made the l.«wis

Robinson and Ronell Seay duo on "The

Tracks of My Tears," light up.

The costumes were colorful, especially

wearing mini skirts and men wearing white

t shirts and jeans, typical of the 60's. But

,
there was a strange feeling after in

termission, when the cast, that appeared

Everett Gib.on. Edna Davis. Teresa Reese, Lore Shelton w»d Darcel

Spear star in Dancin' In the Street through November 7 at the Next

Move Theatre.

desheveled before, came out in evening

gowns with gold caps and cream suits.

If you want to see top notch entertainment

and can get to Boston, see Dancin' in the

Street! at the Next Move Theatre One

Charles Place, Boston. Performances are

Tuesday through Friday at 8 p.m.,

Saturday 6 and 9:30 p.m., and Sunday at 3

and 6:30 p.m.

iQ An illuminatiiig Shadow

C«ll«ffiaB pbaU b; T«a Ka4U

Sophomore art major Kelli Wilding created this purse and shoe out of

cardboard for the recent exhibit at Herter gallery. Other student pieces

included a lamp, a dorm and a castle.

THE SHADOW KNOWS
By Diane Johnson
Vintage Books, 254 pages, $3.50

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Violence has become an int^rgral, if

repugnant, part of modem life and society.

One reads about it, hears about it, even

sees it in the street*. But if one is lucky

enough to be a part of the whit« middle-

class in the United States, that is usually as

close as the cold reality comes. Usually.

In her latest novel, Diane Johnson probes

a sensitive point; what happens when a

member of the upper-class "immune " gives

up (or loses) her special status? Is the ex-

change of security for freedom always the

best move?
Johnson's heroine. Ms. N. Hexam, strug-

gles to balance freedom and responsibility

as she finds her life turned into a textbook

(or popular magazine?) case. She has a

lawyer ex-husbwid, four small children, a

married lover, college degree ... all seems

lovely and secure until one scratches the

surface. We, and Hexam, then see the

facade collapse, for the "perfect" modem

lifestyle proved no better than the ideal

marriage Hexam left behind. There is no

money, little free time, few friends, and,

at the center of the story, one other slight

problem — someone is trying to viciously to

kill her.

At this point, The sKauioui Know* moves

from the realms of popular sociology to the

sphere of the psychology of fear. Hexam

strives to keep her life in order as she and

her family become entangled in a web of

slashed tires, midnight phone calls, and

mysterious attacks. The obvious questions

come up — who is doing it, and why? In her

mind Hexam goes through the list of people

she knows and sometimes loves, and comes

to the terrifying conclusion that, indeed, it

could be anyone.

"I suppose if you ask anyone who it is

trying to murder them, they will

straightaway nanw loved ones without

hesiUtion. Anyway people they know,"

Hexam realizes, for no one is truly safe,

and no one can be trusted.

Johnson's skillful writing gives Ths

Shadow Knows a sense of tension and im-

mediacy that captures the reader from the

start. Her prose, though sometimes a bit

full-blown, is beautiful and even a little

poetic, in an unassuming way. The pace of

the story and flow of Johnson's writing

carry the reader to a fitting and disconcer-

ting conclusion, which is not so much a

question of solutions as one of compromise.

And something must be compromised in

the exchanges of daily life, according to

Johnson, when a person tries to have it all.

^as BHB Bca OXCI

The DMnguiiked Vinton Program pretentt:

Harvey Wasserman:

Killing Our Own:

The Disaster of Americas

Experience with Atomic Radiation
»

Student Union Ballroom

Tuesoay, October 19, at 8 p.m.

Free with valid ID

Let the sun shine in! «f

hairIj
THE FILM

m\
nniDOtBysTg^ — UnitmJAitiilal

Wed. Oct, ^aLSAJB,.

Dastardly
Dgns-©-

Mon - Thurs

$3.00 Coy#r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' HIghbQilf

50* Domestic D#«rs

Pool Toblo - Pinboll - Vidoo Gomos

POOl. TOUHNAMENT TONIGHT

>.« «t 1 .•,*.. < M,* * ' f •* > < • />'.* <
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NOMINATIONS
for Distinguished Teachers Awards Program

any TA or Professor that has

taught a course over the past two semesters

is eligible

Send your letter of recommendation to:

Distinguished Teachers Awards Committee
Graduate Student Senate

917 Campus Center

Deadline: Friday, Nov. 5th

pirates* T^asf
^«lQ^ Vli^^ Don't miss the many
^ treasures drawn from our Pirates' Chest!

One lucky buccaneer will win a

SONY WALKMAN!
featuring:

• Vegetable Beef Soup
• Fish & Chips
• Sweet & Sour Pork
• First Mates Green Salad
• Gold Doubloon Zucchini

• Coconut
Macaroons

>=S4

WED.
OCT. 20 \

BLUEWALL
n:30-l:30

3@Ki

STOOTWHESE TODS CLASSROOM ISACODNTRl

JANE DID. AT TEL AVIV UNIVEKSITT.

"Israel is a living history book,

and I was right there, studying the

Middle East at TAU 1 attended

courses grvcn by some of the

people who are making the

history and foreign policy that

will affect us fo' years to come.

This kind of first hand informa-

tion gave me a perspective 1

couldn I get back home
Find your own perspec

tive In the Overseas

Student Program
Full year, semester or

summer Moderate fees

Scholarships arc available

For more information,

send coupon now or caD

Amcncan Fnends of

Tel Aviv UrMversity

(212)687 5651

A Amctlua Pf4«Bd« of T«l Kwiw Vainntty

}T<I Airadcmic Aflaits

34i Madiion Avenu«

New York NY lOOW
Natnc

Pleas* send infotmaliori

atK>ul

One Veat Ptogtam

i J Semester Progtim

[3 Summei Session

DOlhef

Address

C«Y

Slaw Z<P

Monday, October 18, 1982 Monday, October 18, 1982,

WANTED
^ ^^^Southwest Resident Assistants for Spring 19bJ

How to Apply:

All those interested in applying nnust attend an infor-

mation session. R.A. applications are available at in-

formation sessions only.

Information Sosslons:

Mon - 10/18 - 9:00 pm Washington 5th floor lounge

3rd world applicants

Mon - 10/18 - 9:00 pm Washington 12th floor lounge

all applicants

Tues - 10/19 - 7:30 pm Thoreau (Main lounge)

All applicants (sign language for hearing impaired)

Wed - 10/20 - 7:30 pm Coolidge 12th floor lounge

all applicants

Shape Your Own Future
by designing a major

specifically suited to your goals

Some examples: European Art &
Literature, Dance Anatomy, Political

Behaviorism, Advertising, Bilingual Social

Work, Documentary Film & Video Produc-

tion, Computer Applications in Design. .\

Come to an introductory meeting of the

Bachelor's Degree with Individual Con-
centration (BDIC) Program, and
discover the choices available to you.

Monday, October 18

Dickinson Main Lounge
7:00 PM

Wednesday, October 20

Chadbourne Seminar Room
7:00 PM

yjs^
*^M-' N*r"w

l^

Celebrate!
CollegeRing

Your college years are ending

and your career is about to begin.

Celebrate! With a college ring that

makes ell your efforts worthwhile.

Come and see the tjeautiful and
affordable Designer Diamond

Collection exclusively from

ArtCarved. Choose from three

exquisitely styled rings.

handcrafted in 10K or 14K gold,

and set with genuine diamonds.

(All styles are also available in the

elegant diamond-sut>stitute

Cubic Zirconia).

Let your ArtCarved representative

show you how you can celebrate

these times... for a lifetime.

Univ«r»«v

CLASS RINGS. INC

DATE:

Oct. 18, 19, 20

TIME:

10-4

DCPOSI'T HEQUIBtO MASTEWOWO OW VISA *C<;tP^tD

PLACE Campus Center

^VNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

_
eiSM ARTCARVED CLASS MINOS iMC
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
M0M.UHAr<5All
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The UMass Zone
by Mark Rollins

ACROSS
1 Army men
4 Nothing, in Seville

8 Like the ocean
12 Virginian willow

13 Like central

Australia

14 Quechuan
16 Relative of the

buttercup

18 Chill con
19 Do a tailor's job

20 Writer Jong
22 Having a

pseudonym, for

short

23 Sleek

25 Candy
27 Poetic time;

Contr

28 Guide's high note

31 Forty

32 Pesters

35 Bireme necessity

36 Restful

39 Festive

41 Maroons
44 Greek physician s

family

46 Quenlin or Pedro

47 Asphalt

49 Made a stockpiln

51 Bemunif'ceni

54 Hebrew letter

55 City in Yorkshire

58 Member of the

nettle family

59 Native of

New Zealand

61 Honey-eating bird

of Australia

63 Home of the llama

64 Lampreys
65 Units

66 Handy
67 Nerve network

68 Egyptian god of

pleasure

DOWN
1 Kuchen of a kind

2 French vacation

spot

3 • alive'"

4 Terse negative

5 Indonesian

Islands

6 Fashion name
7 Ababa
e Delegated
9 Prescription

measure
10 Painter stool

1

1

Oiler:

12 Mirror reflection

15 Approaches
17 Col mei'

21 Container Abbr
24 Cry of pain

26 All

29 Name of several

Popes
30 Jennies

33 Namesakes of

Delia s creator

34 Prestigious thing

to be on
37 Alfonso's qu^en

38 Serendipity, for

one
39 set (tennis

call)

40 Me<iu offering

42 Worsted fabric

43 Rabelais products

44 Ruy
45 Bishopric

48 Rex and Donna
50 Delay
52 Hockey s Bobby
53 Indian V I P

56 Woe. in Glasgow
57 Feature of

Ganges delta

60 Ump s relative

62 Peer Gynt s

mother

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

C

yAvvv V\ DOu&iSl 6»cO ONty i<Nou;s

PiCiE
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?9 30
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa *"

CONOIDfNPULATIOM^
ON YouK wemjoo,fi\Mav

THAT TMr\6 AT THt

-VDO UEKe n^KIWfir
P/MCAK6S AHO VW
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Bloom County

I SURE PO.
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IT START EP A
NEU SPORT
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ULTll*\ATe.
^AMCAKE .'

naaa aanm

WEATHER
Monday - Mostly sunny,

light winds, high temp.

55-60».

Monday night - Clear,

lows in the 40's.

Tuesday - Sunny, breezy

and wanner, highs in up-

per 60's.

by Berke Breathed

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9am
9-noon

12-3pm
3-5:30

ieR»mfB\HW£fi!c,
B066I HARU?W,..eVEM

IN fAY 5H(RTlfc55,
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I CAN SeNSeiHflT.
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t
V
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imLioupeapew

m ee swptNO
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R 'n' B Wake-up with Ken Johnston

Jazz with Dave Hart

Free as the Wind with Mahogony

Black Contemporary
with Merritt Anthony

Newswatch
People's Perspective

Concepto Latino

Special Edition of Trip to What Next

with Ed Berk
Night Club with Evan Abramowitr

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Menu
BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Hot Pot

Humus Vegetable

Pocket Sandwich

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

LUNCH
Open Face Ham
Swiss Sandwich

American Chop Suey

DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce.

Cranberry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Gravy,

Mint Jelly

Antipasto Cold Plate

with Saltines

WANTED : Assoc. Womens Editor

The Collegian has an opening for an Associate

Women's Editor. .
People with interest and some

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students should apply in person to Cris

Schuster, women's editor, in the CoU^'gian office, 113

Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The Collegian is an equal

opportunity employer.

Monday Oct. 18

Get iii the Groove Video

10:30 - 11:30 Bill Russell at the FAC
11:30 - 1:00 Tornado Alley from Spr

ingfest '82

1:00 - 2:00 The Doors (no one here

gets out alive)

• .•-• • «»•-•*». L
I
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Open 24 Hours -7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadieyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

Miw

~n »lo» 4 S^o^l Groc«fV Coupon j~ C9

'i

Golden Quarters

MiB.Fflbertsm c_i«»««^
f^ One pound
'^^- package 438
Milh tftwcoupon t a repurchase fttfllA
Good Oct 17 23 in2 LiTuiooeiKrtujlo/nw |U^

r

\ Slop t Shop Gfocfy Coupon I ^7 )}

5 Pound bag

PillirtMiry I

Slop & S^op Gfocefy Couoor ^w*

Cream of Mushroom or

reamofChicken
All

purpose

-n»-i»»JSI>
iMith this coupon A a 7 SO purd
Good Oct t7 23 19*2 Ltmil one p»tcu»lorT*t»

29;jj
tiomtf IBSK B

Sou]
Stop & Shop
10'/^ 02 can

W>|h thts coupon & a 7M purcftu* Good Sun
Oct 17 23 Limf1omp«rcuitom«r

!
II
II

"

[
Slop 4 Shop FfOltfi Coupon

12 ounce can

Stop & Shop
Orange Juice
C Frozen

liS-

With mis coupon A a 7 90 purchM* Good &un
.

Oct t7 23 Limit one par customer 434

~[ gTOPAaMOPowxewaxPOM p ^
I I ff^^^^?^^ 26 ounce container

I I j

%^ Diamond Salt

I iiBBIainorlodizedij

f^MA I B With Ihit coupon 4 • 'XI purch«< OooO&un

Jiy^ IOCII723 LunlonapocuMomw 4U[Ml

BeefTop '

"^°'

Round ^99
Steak Alb
TopRoundLx^ndon Broil "^'^ ""°^^

ib2 . 1

9

BeefTop Round Roast "^"^^ ^"°" ibl.89

BeefTop Round Steak «""-' "sdachoce
,i, 2.49

Cube Steak BeefRound >^^°*^"°«
ib 2.49

Boneless BeefChuck Roast c^'e „i.69

Fresh Lean
Ground f59iM^i^l 31bpkgormore J|^ ^
Boneless BeefChuck Steak ^^?^ ibl.89

Boneless BladeSteak «*«vc:^-^"soac"0'« ib2.49

Chudi Stewing Beef ""-^'S; »'l-89

Shoulder London Broil ^^^^^k ib 1.99
BeefTenderloinWhole "v?^. .b3.69

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Amherst only

see Store for Details SI10P
^ , .. Avallabl* In «tore»
comer aell fMturlna .ervi« dell

stop & Shop
Corned Beef

Roand WHfe

2Vj oz pKg AM varietie^^^ ^^^

Meats OSJ
BaMef Dipped
Of Dutch FryeWeaver

Chicken ^%axk
Thighs & Drumsticks

28ozpkg. Frozen

Weaver
Rondelets
Chicken, All Var.

12ozpkg Frozen

2'

199
Jones
SausageO09
Dinner, 11b pkg Frozen ^^BV

Fresh Cod
FiUets 199A IbScrod

Fresh
Haddock 199
Dressed

Fresh
ScallopsO
Florida Calico ^^

Ib

99
Ib

Arnold
Bread
Country White
24 ounce loaf 99
Colgate
Tocnhpaste

^49Regular 9 ounce
tube or Gel
8.2 ounce tube

White Gem^^'
Chickens
Whole ;^s'A^M
Perdue vaJH^^^H^V
Whole Chicken . .,b49 iDdK ^k

with Back

ChickenLegQuarters
J'^'^°^

ib49'

Chicken Breast ^-eGer.XK, ,^89'

PerdueChicken Breast ^ °e ib99'

PerdueChickenLegs ib69'

PerdueChickenWuigs ib
59*

Pick and choose the values that are perfect for you!

^7a^•^^^^y All Large Sizes

^jf ^wA JL^?^ ^r ^"^ Fancy Grades.

Apple Sale
HW'V Mcintosh, Cortland, ^^^ ^^^^

\^^ ^ed Delicious, ^^^^^ ,^^0^^^^
J^Fi Golden Delicious. ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^BT'^

; i^' ,^if ^!W Macoun, ^^^^^^r ^^K. .^^B
' /F ^^^ Rome. 1^^^^ ^^^L^^^l
\' ^^^H Mutsu. Northern ,^^^^^^A ^^^^^^^V
\ ^^W Molly's Delicious. IV^^a^^^^P^^.^^^F^^^K Spencer more to Mft#^^H^^^^ ^^H^^^r
Nim^^^^^ choose from

^^^^^^

Extra Larg^^ ^9nt
Brcx^c^oli .rn /Sf
Fresh Kale or ^^^<
CoUards ...OSf
Fresh Washed g^nt
Spinach ° •Ocf
w>v ^^ •« rt^ • Musiard Greens o' a^^i-^t

Fresh Turnip """ °-""— ="": bunch59
Fresh Dandelions bunch59'

Fresh AppleQder "««?" 1.19
Fresh WalnutMeats * ib2.99

A C&CColam 2 Liter
li

Regular or Diet

Plus Conn. Deposit bottle 89
Mott*s Apple
Sauce AQ
25ouncejar ^^^^^^^

Stop&ShopTuna
Chunk Light
in Oil or Water
6 V2 ounce can

p IHIM

\^ Clorox Liquid
Bleach
New Splash-Less Spout
Half Gallon container,

'"I f9%^
Nine Lives

g.-'^C'Cat Food
Buffet size
6 V2 ounce can

3""1
tafk Ragu spaghetti

Sauce ^39
All varieties ^H^
32 ounce jar ^Hb

^ Scott Big RoUm Toiivels CtGiW^ Assorted M. M99^^P* 1 ply1l9sheetrall .^^F%^F

09
rQ\ Hood ^
r|e, Orange Juice ^
iL-^l from concentrate ^H^
M^^ Half Gallon container H
JK Mrs. Filberts

Margarine i^ $^
'^

Golden Quarters ^^St tor^H^
lib package BBi" hIb

IM"^'*. ... A^O'f^a'p's t npynght iqe; by SlOp ft Shop SupP^^ar^flS Not '«;spor^Sibip 'or typograp^-ca
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 IS/londay Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed p>erformances for

your function 256-0739

APARTMENTS FOR RENT ~

North Amharat. Freshly painted, new fur-

niture - two bedrooms $375/ month. D.H.

Jones Real Estate 549-3700

AUTO FOR SALE

Graduate Student for quiet home one

bedroom left, $225 includes utilities

665-8144

FOR SALE

Pontiac Catalina '06 great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs wor''

$200. 584-9040

1969 VW
586-5827

Camper Bus as is $1000

Audi Fox 76 looks, runs, like new. Must

see, after 5 pm 253-3519

VW Squareback. 1971, very good engine,

$600. 549 3994

Rabbit front air dam and rear shocks A1

condition Dave 256-0543

1973 VW Bug new paint stereo good cond

665-2077 after 5:00

MXR 100 phase shifter $65 1 283-7805

Pentax ME-Super 36mm camera with

autowinder. $225. 253-2660

Genuine brown leather Jacket, almost

new 45.00 546-4456

1961 Gibson EBO Bass (SG body) with

case $225 or 80 Steve 549-5039

1976 FendeTTelecaster Bass. Very good
cond. 275.00 Paul or Wes 584-2679

Atari Game Computer Pacman, Space

Invaders, four other cartridges - a 260 value

for 210 or 80 like new 666-3862

Electric typewriters used Olivetti & Rem-
ington $150 ea 549-6889

HELP WANTED

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 %
lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

CHAMOIS SHIRT

LOST between Campus Center and Lot 65

on Sunday, October 10. Can identify - sen-

timental value. Please call Terri at 545-3500

and /or 549-4621 anytime. Thanks

DISSERTATION RESUME

Word Processing: Prompt Quality

Preparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations. MDI/Word Link

253 9535

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $ie0-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Amway distributors part-time 549-5358

Responsible people needed for

newspaper delivery Early morning 7 days

on campus call 253-7009

LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI $99

SPECIALI Donns, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

King of Clubs Band promo Et info call

Dave 297 1880 or Ralph 249^9786

FOR RENT

Room for rent in downtown Amherst
clean & private 253-3833

2 bedroom apt in Southwood for sublet

256^166 253-5896

3-6
MON.-FRI.

Glasses. Silver-gray rims, brown case.

Please call Jim, &-4733

Diary, left on phone booth at Spirit Haus,

Rt 9. Rusty 323-5626

Brown cable knit sweaer $10 reward call

546-6871

Green baracuda taken from the Pub 10/9.

Film in the pocket is important I Pleese

return to Leslie 549-1376

Reward for lost book bag bag contains

one Cost Acct book some keys one TI30

The bag is blue Reward $15 call Kevin

256-0te4

Lost Rayban sunglasses please return

253-9426

Happr
Houf

Luncheon: Monday-Friday/11:30 ann-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations,

Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Lounge Hours:

Monday-Friday/11:30am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am i-iAJj^JI'lj;? V..:

'

TOPai the
• CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center ^UMass

MAGGI

Happy 20th you're legal in MA now Have
great birthday, Gail

a

PERSONALS

Stick it In your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29 31 and Nov 5-7,

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Have something to sell?

Got something to say?

You'll be heard with a

Collegian classifiedl

Happy Halloween say it with a pumpkin

cookie order at the Mortarboard Table Oct

20, 21, 22 on concourse

Happy 20th B-day Annie - time to hit the

happy hours! I love you Pj^

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

545-0041

ROOMMATE WANTED

PSE for women who are gay or think they

are. For more info call 549-2641 or come to

Rm 304 Health Serv on 10-18-82

TONIGHT 5:00 all university women in-

vited to dinner at Chi Omega sorority.

Come and explore another living option.

Located in Fraternity/ Sorority Park - take

Orchard Hill bus. Any questions call

545-0162

Pumpkin Sale - get ready for Halloween

with a pumpkin on sale at the Campus

Center Concourse 10/18 todayl Sponsored

by Eta Sigma Delta (HRTA honor society)

Lesbian opening in pyschotherapy group

run by Estelle Gorfine. Sliding fees.

253 2822

Amy Happy Birthday to a great roomie

Thanks for everything Love ya Sue

Male needed for small Northampton two

bedroom 125^ Scott 584-4348 after 5

Housemate needed • 4 bed house in

Leverett - female pref. 100/month + call

Wendy 549-2628

Need Immediately Women to share room
in Southwood Apt. $91.25 call Trecia

256-0354 leave message

Female roommate wanted 5 min walk to

campus $140 call 549-6048

Female to share bedroom in Rolling

Green immediate opening $106 month
verything included

Apartmentmate needed $150/rTK> on bus

route furnished call Jeff 666-4357

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday-Thursday 6:30-7:30 PM.

$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549-4645 all

welcome

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

HRTA students resume workshop Tues-

day, October 19 7-9 pm sign up Flint

Lounge

Alpha Epsllon Pi

is here

catch us I

SERVICES

Sensory Isolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

SONY VIDEOTAPES

LOST black UMass datebook Wed Oct 6.

Owner lost w/o it. Nina 253-5137

Mark 7 we're expecting you soon.

Marcus Happy Birthday, whenever

Best video available used % inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min $10. 617-757-3165 or 617 752-3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. CaH
Doug 546-8186

WALLET

Maureen Glenn your wallet has been

found call 546^9294

WANTED

Looking for 2 Joe Jackson tickets

please call Gail 54»-5686

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

wtm

N R BO
\tU ThE Pousette-Dart BancI

Fm. Oct. 22h6 at 8 PM
JokN M. Greene HaU, SMirh ColUqE

S4.00 CeneraI AdMissioN Fee

TicliETS AVAiUbU at:

Faces of EartN^ AmHerst

PlATTERpUS RECORds, NoRjIlAMpTON
PlcASf wo AlcokoU SMokiwq, cameras or TApe recorders

Doors open at 7 PM

SPAIN
Intensive Spanish Course in Seville

Beginners thru Advanced

Monday thru Friday, 4 hrs./day

Room and Board with Spanish Family

Flight: Chicago/New York/Spain Round Trip $2,697

Spring Semester Feb. 1 thru June 1, 1983

Group limited to 60

For our brochure and more information

Act now, call collect:

Mr. George Bonfe (612) 433-3985 or write

Mr. George Bonfe

Interschool

9469 N. Shore Trail N.

Forest Lake, Minn. 56025
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The UMass boxing club is having an addi-

tional membership drive. Old and new

fighters are welcome to come to the 19th

floor of Washington Monday through Fri-

day between 3 and 5 p.m.

Mnutemen clawed by Black Bears
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Correspondent

ORONO. ME — After a scintillating first

half for both teams, the University of

Massachusetts sputtered while Maine

continued its explosive play, all of which

resulted in a 42 24 Homecoming Day vie

tfiry for the Black Bears before 9800 fans at

Orono.

Throughout the game, the Minutemen's

defense, depleted by injuries, was unable to

contian the confusing, effective wing T
attack which Maine deployed.

Black Bear quarterback Rich LaBonte

played an excellent game, rushing for 72

yards and three touchdowns and passing for

150 yards and one touchdown.

Maine halfback Nick DiPaolo was also

superb in filling in for injured star Ix)renzo

Bouier. DiPaolo gained 81 yards on 12

carries and scored tw'ce. He also caught

two passes for 69 yards.

The UMass offense, in the meantime, was

not able to keep up with the Black Bear's,

despite the heroic efforts of star running

back Gary Pearson, who tied a school

record with 35 carries, which produced 170

yards. Pearson also scored two touchdowns

and returned a kickoff 57 yards to set up a

UMass score.

The first half was a fan's dream as big

play after big play occurred.

After UMass' opening game drive stalled.

Maine left end and punter. Dave Sanzaro

blocked fellow punter Dene Dreugas' kick,

which the Black Bears recovered at the

UMass 47.

From there Maine drove for their first

score, with LaBonte bootlegging it into the

endzone from the 20.

After exchanging punts. UMass quar-

terback Barrett McGrath was sacked and
fumbled. Maine recovered on the UMass 48.

It was to be a rough day for McGrath.
who had 4 completions in 14 attempts for 51

yards and had to leave the game in the third

quarter.

"McGrath reinjured the same knee he

hurt last spring. We don't know the

seriousness of the injury yet." said UMass
coach Bob Pickett.

With the ball on the Umass 47 and facing

third down and nine, Maine decided to show
the fans some razzle-dazzle. LaBonte
handed off to DiPaolo, who gave the ball to

the other halfback, Paul Phelan, who then

proceeded to run down the right sideline for

14 yards. When it appeared he was about to

be tackled, Phelan lateraled to LaBonte.

who ran the last 33 yards untouched for the

touchdown. Maine then led 14-0.

The Umass offense answered back by

Gettler's troops downed
By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - On Friday, the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team lost their fifth game of the season

against the University of Rhode Island. 2

Although the Minutemen have not seen a

win in their last five games, including a

stalemate with Boston University, spirits

were .still quite high when the team had

practice yesterday.

The kickers started the game well and

left the first half with no score on the board,

after clearly dominating the period. The
trouble started for the hooters with the

start of the second half.

With approximately ten minutes gone on

the clock the ball was stopped because of a

dangerous play. (UM lost control of the

ball). URI was given posession and an

indirect free kick off of a UMass wall. The

kick went off the wall, then through the

wall to the net. The goal was scored by

URI's Geza Heni.

I'Mass continued to play well after that.

Coach Jeff Gettlcr pulled a sweeper and put

another man upfront in an attempt to get

UMa-ss on the scoreboard. But. with two
minutes left on the clock. URI scored again

to ice the game at 2 0. Gettler attributes

this goal to the fact that he was pressuring

his team.

"The game should have been 1-0. We just

can't seem to finish." said Gettler.

Gettler was plea.sed with the per-

formance of Fritz Pike. Tom Uschok. Jeff

Smith. Brian McHugh. and Keven Flynn.

"Flynn had his best game," said Gettler.

"Technically we had a good game." said

Gettler.

The Minutemen, now 4-51. are no longer

a part of the New England rankings, due to

their losing record.

The hooters face the University of

Connecticut on Wednesday at 3:00 p.m.

UConn has won 32 straight games against

New England contenders. There is no doubt

that they will prove to be very worthy
opponents.

IM women hooters win
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - On Thursday, the

coach of the UMass women's soccer team,

Kalekeni Banda. said his team couldn't

afford to lose to Springfield on Saturday or

else they might lose their number one
ranking in the Northea.st region.

The women kept their top ranking,

however, when they shut out Springfield on

their own turf 1 0, with the only goal of the

game coming from a penalty kick.

UMass. which raises its record to 8-3 has

shutout eight of the 11 teams they've

played, six of which came at home. The
team has surrendered only five goals, and

all of them have been given up on the road.

The UMass women, who are ranked fifth

in the nation, outplayed Springfield and

kept the ball down their end for most of the

game. The team was fired up from the

beginning and never stopped playing its

game.
Senior Jackie Gaw scored the lone goal

for UMass. The score came 15 minutes into

the game and two minutes after a goal

scored by UMass had been called because

the team was offside.

Springfield did have a moment when it

came close to tying up the score. With less

than one minute left in the game, a

Springfield penalty kick resulted in the ball

hitting the left goalpost and a lot of groans

from the Springfield crowd.

The women wUI take their three game
winning streak to Boyden field tomorrow
when they play Dartmouth at 3:00 p.m.

Milwaukee leads series 3-2
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Robin Yount

capped a record second four hit game with a

home run. leading the Milwaukee Brewers
to a 6 4 triumph over the St. Louis Car-

dinals yesterday and a one-game edge in

the 79th World Series.

Responding to the cheers of "MVP,
MVP" from the crowd of 56,562, Yount had

a double and two singles along with his solo

homer in the seventh inning. He scored

twice and figured in two of Milwaukee's

other runs.

1 ouni, vvho al.sn nau lour nits in liame i,

is the first player in Series history to have

two fourhit games. He now has 11 hits and

six RBI in 21 at bats in the Series. The

Brewers lead the best of seven cham
pionship three games to two.

For winning pitcher Mike Caldwell, the

game was in stark contrast to his three-hit,

10 masterpiece in Game 1. This time, the

Cardinals battled Caldwell in each inning,

banging out 14 hits and finally chasing him

with one out in the top of the ninth.

taking the kick off and going 87 yards in 12

plays with Pearson going over from the

four.

However, Maine responded with another

score of its own. this time through the air.

Phelan beat the UMass defense deep and

caught LaBonte's 62 yard aerial to make

the score 21 7 Maine.

Just when the Black Bear fans were

wondering what further football highlights

were in the offing Rich Jenkins ran back the

ensuing kickoff 97 yards for six more

points.

That play seemed to inspire UMass but

Maine would not be denied.

After getting to their own 49, Maine ran

another counter criss cross (inside

reverse), this time without the lateral, and

DiPaolo went 51 yards for still another

touchdown, the fifth one of the second

quarter.

UMass then made it six straight touch

downs on their next possession. Pearson

hobbled the kickoff but recovered and

appeared to be duplicating Jenkin's feat as

he took the ball 57 yards before being

tackled. From the Maine 33 it was a short

march to another Minuteman touchdown

with just 33 seconds left in the half when
Pearson scored from the two.

After one of the most exciting halves of

football this year, the score was 28 21.

The second half was basically anti-

climatic.

After UMass closed to 28-24 on a 23-yard

Bob Ross field goal, Maine scored two

unanswered touchdowns, putting the game
away.

The UMass offense jus^ could never get a

passing attack going to compliment

Pearson's running. Also. Maine took away

the kickoff return from UMass by em-
ploying the squib (short) kick, which forced

the likes of 6'6", 265 pound tackle Dan
Brennan to return the ball instead of

Pearson or Jenkins.

Maine, on the otherhand, was able to

continue to score and, therefore, won the

contest.

It was Maine's first victory over UMass
in 17 years and second year Maine coach

Ron Rogerson was ecstatic.

"For me. for the coaches, for the players,

for the program, it was the biggest win

since I've been here," said Rogerson.

Pickett, who lost to his alma mater for

the first time, was obviously disappointed,

but gracious, in defeat.

"To say they are the same team without

Bouier is not true. I admire the way they

hung in there and did the job;" commented
Pickett.

The Minutemen travel to Boston next

week to take on Boston University.

Collaffiaa pkoto b; Jla Floji

UMass alumni oarsmen, (from left to right) Scott Finch, Steve

Westra, Bob Norton and Jim Clair, row in the Hadley Henley ag^ainst

other UMass alumni and varsity boats yesterday.

Tou^ losses for stickeis
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA. PENN. - If attitude

and spirit could win field hockey games,
then the University of Massachusetts

Minutewomen would have come home from

Philadelphia with two more wins under

their belts.

But. as reality dictates, it takes more
than a winning attitude to be a winning

team, especially when you're up against

some of the highest ranked teams in the

nation.

On Friday afternoon, the Minutewomen
lost a heartbreaker to Temple, 2-1 in the
fourth overtime period.

UMass led 1-0 at the half, on a goal by
forward Pam Moryl. Moryl took a rebound
off the pads of the Temple goalie, and nailed

the ball to the right side of the goal.

Temple tied the game midway through
the second half, and the two teams battled
for the remainder of the half, and through
almost four complete overtime periods
before Temple found the net again.

The game was just as close as the score
indicates, as Temple outshot the
Minutewomen by only a 5-3 margin. In
corner statistics, that margin was even
slimmer: Temple had 12 corners, to UMass'
11.

"Both teams were playing extremely

well," said coach Pam Hixon. "It was a very

even match...our shots were similar to

theirs, and both teams took almost identical

corners."

Against Old Dominion University on

Saturday, the Minutewomen found
themselves being outplayed in a 5-1 loss.

The game was tied at 1-1 at the half.

UMass' goal came minutes after ODU took

a 1 -0 lead as Moryl scored her second goal of

the weekend unassisted.

The second half saw ODU run away with

the game, as they tallied four more goals.

"ODU was definitely a better team," said

Hixon. "One of the best I've seen in my
coaching career.

"We were tired and drained from the

game with Temple. The turf took its toll on

us. ODU simply dominated the game from

start to finish," Hixon said.

UMass managed only two shots on goal

and two corners for the entire game.

"We have to regroup now, and do the

best we possible can for the rest of the

season," said Hixon.

"These two games will have an affect on

our position in the national standings, but

how much of a factor cannot really be

determined," she said.

The Minutewomen are at home this

afternoon against Westfield State. Game
time is 3:30 p.m. on the upper NOPE field.
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Port Chicago:The First Atomic Bomb?

RECENTMONTHS HA VE SEEN A SPA TE OF LAW
SUfTS BY VARIOUS INDIVIDUALS AND
ORGANIZATIONS CHARGING GOVERNMENT
MALFEASANCE IN ITS ATOMIC TESTING PRO-
GRAM:

In Salt Lake City, Utah some 1200 plaintiffs

representing more than 300 cancer cases have
charged the government with negligence in

detonating over 100 atomic bombs in the Nevada
desert in the 1950's v^ithout informing the residents

of the danger or providing them with adequate
safeguards.

Next year Senate hearings have been promised to

the Association of Atomic Veterans which
represents the 250,000 veterans who took part in the

more than 200 atmospheric tests from 1945 to 1963.

Many of these veterans have developed an alarming

number of illnesses, including cancer, which they

feel are linked to their radiation exposure.

In Dugway, Utah a federalJudge ruled on August
4th that the government engaged in fraud and
deception in a 1956 trial when it denied that its

nuclear testing was responsible for the deaths of

some 4500 sheep in 1953.

But prior to all these claims, indeed prior to the

bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, was the great

explosion of Port Chicago, California in July, 1944.

Despite the fact that it was the greatest home front

disaster of World War II, Port Chicago has been
generally overlooked by history except for the subse-

quent ""mutiny"' trial of fifty black sailors who refus-

ed to return to their segregated stevedore chores of

ammunition-bading.
Now, nearly forty years later, Peter Vogel has

stumbled across evidence that strongly suggests

that the Port Chicago explosion may have been
atomic in nature. If this is so, the implications are

staggering. Among other things it means that

American citizens, mostly black, may have been the

first victims of the atomic age; that long before

Watergate, Koreagate, COINTELPRO and the Pen-

tagon Papers, the government may have been
engaged in a cover-up too monstrous to con-

template; that the safety of American citizens,

whether black or white, soldiers or sailors, veterans

or civilians, sheep farmers or housewives, may be of

indifferent concern to the Washington policy-

makers. If that is sobering to think about for 1944,

how more sobering is that possibility today?

To help you make up your mind, NUMMO is

reprinting Peter Vogel's essay, "'Last Wave at Port

Chicago, " as it appeared in the Spring, 1982 issue of

SLACK SCHOLAR.

The Last Wave From

Port Chicaqo pan By Peter Vogel

On the morning of August 6, 1945, during the hour when
most employed residents of the Japanese city of Hiroshima

were on their way to work, a single B-29 bomber appeared

high in the sky above the city. Those who observed the plane

concluded that a single observation flight was passing

overhead. Suddenly, a brilliant white flash cut across the sky;

the city was destroyed, and more than 80,000 men, women
and children died... some quickly, some slowly. On August

9th, the same disaster struck Nagasaki, with the same results.

The atomic bombs that were exploded in the air over those

two cities were firecrackers compared to the atomic nuclear

fission and fusion weapons which have since been
developed.

Over a year earlier in July, 1944, a huge explosion had oc-

curred at the naval ammunition facility at Port Chicago,

California. All public reports described this disaster as an acci-

dent due to conventional explosives. However, a chance
discovery led me to wonder if the Port Chicago disaster might

have been caused by a nuclear detonation... indeed, a

detonation of a nuclear fussion devise of the same basic type

as that dropped on Hiroshima.

It was a simple twist of fate that got me involved in the

study of the history of the early atomic bombs which were
developed at Los Alamos, New Mexico, across the Rio

Grande from the town where I live and work: Santa Fe,

originally named The Royal City of the Holy Faith of Saint

Francis, by its Spanish founders. Here, in the Spring of 1980,

I obtained at a rummage sale conducted by the Christ

Evangelical Lutheran Church, a document which had been

taken from the Los Alamos Laboratories in the Autumn of

1944. I found the document at the bottom of a box of unused

photographic supplies and equipment that had been donated

to the church. Continued on page 1
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Last Wave. Continued from page 1

The document is entitled, "History of 10,000 ton

gadget" I traced the document to a Mr. Paul Masters,

now a resident of Santa Fe, who told me that it was in

a box of materials he donated to the runnmage sale.

Masters said he was employed at the Laboratories as a

photographic darkroom technician and
phototgrapher. Part of his duties was to operate a

large blueprint-type machine upon which were made
copies of bomb drawings and other originals too large

for conventional copying machines. The original from

which the copy was made is lost, probably destroyed

when superceded by subsequent docunnents.

If nothing else, the "History" is important because

it is apparently the earliest known description of the

progression of the explosion of an atomic bomb. It is

very concise and contains previously top secret infor-

mation about the actual design of an atomic bomb.
However, apart from the general historical interest of

the "History," the bottom line. Step 11, reads "Ball of

fire mushroom out at 18,000 ft. in typical Port Chicago

fashion."

This line caught my attention, and subsequently I

learned of the disastrous explosion at Port Chicago in

1944 That explosion, according to eyewitness ac-

counts, was characterized by a brilliant white flash,

and a ball of fire which mushroomed out above the

Suisun Bay north of San Francisco to an observed

altitude of 10,000 feet before its ascent was obscured

by the dark of night.

The document that I had found, comparing a

hypothetical nuclear explosion to the actual explosion

at Port Chicago, implied that the Port Chicago disaster

itself may have been due to a nuclear detonation If

this were true it was of major significance It meant

that the first victims of an atomic disaster were

Americans, and that for all these years government

personnel had concealed this fact

In thinking about the possibility that a nuclear

devise was involved at Port Chicago, several ques-

tions come to mind:

t Did the U.S. in fact have the capability to build

a nuclear fission weapon as early as July, 1944?

Was there sufficient U-235 available?

t Had the bomb been specified by July, 1944?

That IS, were the technical details of its design drawn
up in final form by that time?

t Was there any evidence that the Port Chicago

explosion was nuclear in origin?

In my subsequent research I discovered that the

U.S. did have the capability to build a U-235 weapon
at that time, that the bomb design was specified as

early as February, 1944, and that there is evidence in-

dicating that the explosion at Port Chicago was

nuclear

CAPABILITY

In establishing the fact of the United States early,

unannounced nuclear fission weapon capability, I was

guided initially by the reference in the "History" to the

Port Chicago disaster, which indicated a 1944 time

frame. The first officially acknowledged nuclear

detonation was the July 16, 1945, test at Tnnity Site,

Alamogordo Bombing Ranpe, New Mexico, a year

after the Port Chicago explosion. If the "History" had

been prepared after the Alamogordo detonation cer

tainly the formation of the ball of fire of a nuclear

device would have been described as "typical of the

Trinity Site detonation."

The "History," in my opinion, was prepared in

September, 1944, by a group at the Los Alamos

Laboratories under the direction of Joseph 0.

Hirschfelder, currently affiliated with the University of

Wisconsin at Madison and the University of California,

Santa Barbara. An account of the work of the group,

Group T-7, IS found in the Manhattan District History,

Project Y, The Los Alamos Project. Vol I,

LAMS-2532, Los Alamos, 1961 Paragraph 11. 20 in

this account, which refers to work accomplished at

Los Alamos immediately following August 1, 1944,

contains a description which parallels almost point for

point the process described in the "History of 10,000

ton gadget":
Much more extensive investigation of

the behavior and effects of a nuclear

explosion were made during this period

than had been possible before,

tracing the history of the process

from the initial expansion of the active

material and tamper [Tuballoy, an

inert neutron reflective material)

through the final stages. These investi-

gations included the formation of the

shock wave in the air, the radiation

history of the early stages of the

explosion, the formation of the "ball of

fire," the attenuation of the blast wave
in air at greater distances, and the

eV,Bc\c:, Ci* ^'^'^f ^nd radiations of Isicl

numan oemgs and struciures... Gen-

eral responsiblity for this work was
given to Group T 7, with the advice and

assistance of [the British Mission con-

sultant] W G Penney.

Los Alamos Laboratories Theoretical Divison Group

T-7 (Damage) had been formed in November, 1944, by

a change of name Group T-7 had been the former

Group 0-5 (Calculations) of the Ordnance Divison.

Both 0-5 and T-7 were led by Hirschfelder. In

November, 1944, according to the Manhattan District

History, Group T-7 was given the responsiblity for

completing the earlier investigations of damage and of

the general phenomenology of a nuclear explosion.

Given the nature of the work assigned to the two

groups that Hirschfelder headed oefore and after the

Port Chicago explosion, and given the parallels bet-

ween the paragraph quoted above and the description

in the "History," it is reasonable to conclude that

Hirschfelder was linked with the preparation of the

"History". However, at this time Dr. Hirschfelder

declines to comment on the "History".

Shortly after the disaster at Port Chicago, the Los

Alamos Laboratories were radically re-organized in

structure, organization and effort, effective August 1,

1944. This re-organization had, as its most substantial

effect, the curtailment of all Laboratories' work on the

uranium-235 gun assembly weapon which was to be

detonated at Hiroshima. The decision was made to ex-

pedite the development of the plutonium-239 implo-

sion weapon which was subsequently tested at Trinity

Site and detonated at Nagasaki.

There were two very different nuclear fission

weapons detonated above Japan. The weapon
detonated at Hiroshima employed the uranium isotope

U-235 as the active material and the weapon was

detonated by firing one mass of U-235 (60 pound pro-

jectile) down an unrifled, 5 inch naval gun barrel

toward a second mass of U-235 disposed at the op-

posite end of the gun as a target. Thus, the U 235

weapon detonated at Hiroshima was called "the

gun".

it has been maintained by government histories

since the end of the War that the gun had not been

tested prior to the Hiroshima delivery The reason

given for the detonation of an untested weapon is that

insufficient U-235 had been produced to allow both a

test and the Hiroshima detonation.

The weapon detonated at Nagasaki employed

Plutonium 239 as the active material and was
detonated by compressing a mass of Pu-239 located

at the center of conventional high explosive charges

shaped so that the force of the explosion of those

charges was directed inward with the implosive force.

This weapon was known as the "Fat Man", because

of Its porky appearance The gun weapon was known
as the "Little Boy". Continued on page 4

October 11: Celebrating Justice, Not Columbus.

By Athena Sethares

Approaching the green and brown expanse of the

Amherst Commons, the orange of the fallen leaves

awakens one's sensibility to the phenomenon of

nature's innocence with regard to the Indian spirit that

inhabited this fertile land not too many years ago.

Approximately one hundred people were gathered

under an azure sky to celebrate Native American

Peoples Day. The annual event opened this year with

the words of singer and guitanst Marta Rodriguez; a

woman who holds "the highest support for the strug-

gle of Native Amencans" and who offered songs to

commemorate "the unity of people who are colonized

and oppressed" all the world over. She sang "The

Harder They Come" and "Palestine's A'Risin" but it

was when she introduced the reality of ten year old

Clifford Glover that the collective face of the audience

was covered with a blanket of thoughtful silence. Clif-

ford Glover was shot by a man "looking for a burglar"

and because all Blacks "looked the same to him", he

shot and killed the innocent youth. The man was later

acquitted by a jury who sympathized with his inability

to recognize one Black person from another and pro-

nounced the professed killer free.

The next speaker was John Peter "the Supreme
Medicine Man of the Wanapong Nation" as introduc-

ed by a representative of the Dennis Brutus Defense

Committee in the Pioneer Valley, which sponsored the

event Mr Peter, upon taking the stand, stated his

discomfort at being in a town named after the in-

famous Lord Jeffrey Amherst, "who devised a

scheme of getting rid of Indians with small pox

blankets". With respect to the "plight of human be-

ings" he said "I feel uncomfortable here, in the land

setting of Jeffrey Amherst. How do you discover a

land which has been inhabited for thousands of

years?" he asked The claim that this land was begot-

ten "through an act of discovery is like saying, 'I've

discovered your home here. /'// take it over My peo-

ple were considered strange because they were free,

because they had no church; because they were big

and good-looking they were called Indians, after In-

dos, meaning god-like"

Real "democracy was here before the Europeans

came, my people were democratic, the establishment

of the United States tore a page out of the Indian

book." He made reference to the search for Nazi war

cnminals in this country while ignonng that "the

genocide of the Indian people has been ongoing for

400 years; the denial of human rights continues and

we realize it hurts not only us: we are beginning to

stop looking at ourselves and have started to examine

the suffering of other peoples and the effects of en-

vironmental damage, water pollution, air pollution,

food that is chemically destroyed and the billions of

dollars that are spent correcting idiotic mistakes hurts

not only us but all of you."
He said that in the establishment of this country

they left out the two most essential ingredients of

spirituality: "respect and love". "I hope I get into your

minds so that you will have that respect and love and

rule your own lives and stop the government from

allowing these qualities from being run into the

ground...open your eyes and ears and take account

of what is going on around you."

Dennis Brutus, noted poet of South Africa, who in

his youth was a member of the South Afncan Olym-

pics and used that leverage to bring attention to the

apartheid policies governing his unjust nation, took

the stand on the Amherst Commons. It is well known

that because of his political resistance he was excom-

municated from the Olympics by the South African

Olympic Committee and spent 18 months at Robin

Prison where South African freedom-fighter Nelson

Mandela is also jailed He was subsequently shot by

the South African police and went to England in exile

In England he continued his political work against

apartheid with the International Defense & Aid Com-
mittee in London. He came to the United States in

1970 and currently holds a professorship at Nor-

thwestern University Last year he was a visitino orn-

<«a&ui 111 ine cngiish Department at Amherst College

He has recently been ordered by the Immigration and

Naturalization Service to depart from this country and

It was in response to this deportation order that the

Dennis Brutus Defense Committee was founded in the

Pioneer Valley.

In his Native American Peoples Day speech Mr

Brutus stressed the fact that the "struggle is not

over"; he called on "all peoples of the world to join

with us in seeking peace to insure survival for all in-

digenous people and all of the earth's creatures who
have suffered persecution" and have the strength of

concern not only for themselves but "concern for all

peoples of the world who are confronted by the same
enemy", an enemy "willing to kill people for the sake

of things."

Mr. Brutus read a statement by Sitting Bull, a 19th

century Indian chief spoken to his people in 1877;

"Behold, my brothers and sisters, the season has

come and the Earth has received the embraces of the

sun, every seed has awakened and in this mysterious
power, we too, have our power. These people who
seek to rob us of our land are small and feeble, but not

great, not overbearing; the love of possessions is a

disease with them and they claim this Mother of ours,

this Earth as their own and I say: First kill me then take
away my Fatherland" to which the audience respond-
ed with enthusiastic applause.

Mr. Brutus ended his speech in his own words:

I Speak To A People

I speak to a people
A wonderful people
A people scattered across a land
You once owned, once roamed...
By what single name are you known?
All your names are strange and wonderful
S''e, Mohawk, Apache...
Wi.Jt shall I call you?
I call you my fellow oppressed
My resilient allies...

I salute you, my brothers, my sisters
My Friends.

O'Jays Support Cultural

Boycott of Apartheid
South Africa

O'Jays Say No To Apartheid. ...The popular

Black American singing group, the O'Jays, have

agreed to sponsor a conference this fall to discourage

Black entertainers from performing in South Africa, as

a result of pressure from a National Black United Front

campaign.
The regional NBUF chapter in Philadelphia had

threatened to picket and possibly boycott a concert

the O'Jays had scheduled for June in Philadelphia,

because of a trip to South Africa the group made last

year. On the eve of the concert NBUF representatives

met with the band's managers and, when the O'Jays

announced that they regretted having performed in

South Africa, NBUF called off he the protest The
group's lawyers later announced that the band would

not play in South Africa in the future

Sonia Sanchez, noted Black American poet and

NBUF member involved in the protests, lauded the ac

tion, asserting: "we need to have a joining of forces

between (activists) and people who can get to large

audiences and get the word out." Sanchez went on to

suggest that the performers take time between their

songs to tell people about their experiences in South

Africa. Philadelphia NBUF members are pfanning a

campaign against Black performers who go to South
Africa in conjunction with a local Black mus'C associa-

tion.

Black American entertainers, who are popular in

South Africa, have long been coveted by the regime

as a means for placating opposition, internally and in-

ternationally The lure of f 'ceptionallv high profits

and lack of information on tl.e part of entertainers has

hurt efforts to discourage such visits "The lifestyle (of

popular entertainers)," said Vincent Thomas of WRTI,
Philadelphia, "does not lend itself to political

analysis it's an inherent contradiction"

The O'Jays later announced, at a joint press con-

ference with the Washington-based Africa lobby

TransAfrica, that they would be sponsoring a con

ference in Hollywood m September to help build the

entertainment boycott of South Africa

Apartheid Links Expand. ...Encouraged by the

Reagan administration's recent advances towards the

apartheid regime, South African AinA^ays recently ap

plied to the Civil Aeronautics Board for permission to

launch a new air route between Houston, Texas and

Johannesburg. The Houston Chamber of Commerce,
the local business community, and sympathetic US
Senators have expressed substantial support for the

proposition The Lawyer's Committee For Civil Rights

Under Law has urged that letters of dissent be sent tc

the Civil Aeronautics Board (1825 Connecticut

Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC. 20428) in an effort

to put a halt to this new link in the chain of US support

for the apartheid regime

The following artists art* a few of the many performers

who have toured South Africa in the j)ast year (1981). Their

company in business relations with South Africa mdudes

such notables as Frank Sinatra, doldi Hawn. the Heach

Hoys and VilUiKe People. The list includ.'s popular Airo

American perform ing artists, many of whom insist ujM.n

having integrated audiences. Hut. ihnr ^.tm... niin-i^

to uphold a fundamentally racist ami rej)ressiv.- regiin- m

South Africa.

PERFORMERS WHO TOURED SOUTH AFRICA IN

1981:

Isaac Hayes
Millie Jackson

Curtis Mayfield

Dakota St aton

OJays
Tina Turner

Ray Charles

Chick Corea

Stephanie MiUs ^

Spotlight on
the Martin
Luther King,

Jr. Center

By Keith W. Johnson

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Cultural Center is

located m Dickinson House in the Orchard Hili

Residence Area. The Center provides academic, social

and cultural services for students who live in the Ur

chard Hill and Central Residence Areas

The center was revitalized last year after a long

period of virtual inactivity. At that time it was known

as the Orchard Hill Cultural Center but last spnng area

students dedicated the Center in the name of Martin

Luther King, Jr

The King Center is equipped with a typewriter,

stereo, library, and office space. There are also ping^

pong and pool tables just outside the Center m the

dorr? lounge. The soft lounge chairs and magazines

make the Center a great lounge area where nninority

students can come to relax and exchange ex

periences Most nights it is a quiet study "o;^rige

In the past year the Center has put on numerous

events such as movies, poetry readings, a"^ dinners

Last semester there was even a 1^" .b^^^^p^^^^^.

mance.There have also been social gatherings that

have been en)oyed by students from across campus^

The Center has been funded by Orchard Hill and

Central Area Governments and is run coHect^ely by a

number of students who live m the ^rea^ Soon a par^

time coordinator will be selected to assist with the ad

"
Th^^^^te/ fnow 'planning its next event and

want: to do something for Black Homecorning

Center ever ^ and activities are open to all students

We hope to see you there.

Update On The NFL
O I 11 llxt Bv Keith W. Johnson

Last week in studying the NFL strike we took a look

at the millions that the owners of NFL teams make

each year. The players have asked for a greater share

in some of the profits made from the spqrt they play

in But the management council has rejected most of

the offers of the players' union To this date the

owners and the players are as much in disagreement

as they were at the beginning of the strike No solu

tion has come from any of the recent meetings.

The players are not )ust asking for money. Some of

their others demands are attempts to improve their job

situation. Just like any other worker is entitled to The

players have asked for a return to natural grass for

reasons of safety. (Anybody who has played on ar-

tificial turf realizes that God has cornered the market

with the real thing and if your going to fall, grass is

your best bet.) They have gIso asked for a second opi

nion on injuries by doctors of their choice and for a

joint committee of players and owners to discuss

game rules. They would like transition pay in the form

of severance allowance which would be paid to

players as they go from football to post-football

careers They would like $15,000 for each year of play

and since the NFL also has the most restrictive free

agent rules in sports, the players also want the nght to

negotiate with a team after three years.

In answer to this management has not addressed

the issue of artificial turf; is opposed to a joint rules

committee; offers $10,000 a year in transition fees;

does not agree with free agency, and is willing to

negotiate on team doctors. They opposed the first

union offer of fifty *ive percent of gross revenues, the

second offer of fifty-percent of the television

revenues, and anv idea of a wage scale

What we have in professional football is a booming

sub-economy with-n the depressed economy of our

larger society. The ootaball economy is so good that

there are rumors th. t management may soon have its

own space program with an NFL satellite orbiting the

earth. And the way television technology is advanc-

ing, that is not too outlandish or far away. The

workers (players) in this society have asked for an im-

provement of their working conditions. They wish a

voice in the society of football; a society in which they

sacrifice their time and bodies during their youth in

order to have a career estimated at 4.2 years.

In this football society, like our own, there is a class

system in which some people are more important than

others But the ruling class in this society is not really

the high-salary quarterback, runningbacks or receivers

who, incidentally, have nothing to gain from the strike

since they are well paid already. Not even the coaches

are the generals in this simulated game of war The

ruling class is the corporate structure of owners The

idea of destroying a class system based on the

workers is out of the question as far as the owners are

Blacl< Coach
Wins 300th
Game
By Keith W. Johnson

Grambling State University played in Tallahasse,

Florida on Saturday, September 25 against arch rival

Florida A&M Despite the electrifying rhythm of their

fabulous marching bands and the fact that these are

two of the finest Black College football teams in the

country, the overshadowing drama of this game was
the fact that Eddie Robinson, coach of the Grambling

Tigers, who had won 299 games was on the verge of

winning his 3(X)th A win against Florida A&M would
give Robinson 300 victories and make him the fourth

winningest coach in college football history

Robinson grew up in south Baton Rouge, Louisiana

and since the age of four had wanted to coach foot-

ball By the time he had graduated from the now clos-

ed Leiand College where he was a single wing
tailback, he had decided that coaching would be his

life career After working in a feed mill for a while, he

met with the president of Grambling College who of

fered him the job. That was in 1941 when Robinson

was 22 years old and the population of the school was
900 There are now 4,200 students at Grambling.

The Grambling Tigers have come a long way with

Eddie Robinson as the only coach the school has ever

had In 1941 the Tigers had a record of 3-5 In those

days Robinson's assistant coach was the night wat-

chman Since then the Grambling Tigers have been
one of the premier Black College football schools in

the country The Tigers were one of the first college

football teams to play in Tokyo, Japan and were the

first college team to play in the Superdome in New
Orleans, La,; they have made regular appearances at

Yankee Stadium in New York City and have played in

more major tootball stadiums than any other college

team in history.

Grambling is considered just as much of a football

factory as Ohio State and USC since the school has

produced 250 players who went on to the NFL.

Seventy five of those players have become All Pros.

Frank Lewis. Charlie Smith and Tampa Bay Buc-

caneer quarterback Doug Williams are but a few

names of Grambling Alumni in the NFL.

Yet Grambling does not get as much recognition as

other tootball powers. That is because most people

rarely see Grambling or any other Black College team

on nationwide television. The last Black College team

on national television was Flonda A&M playing

against UMass in the 1979 Pioneer Bowl. This year

Grambling is gaming national recognition because of

its fantastic receiver Truman Johnson who. like Doug
Williams in 1977, is a bono fide Heisman Trophy can-

didate.

With Doug Williams and other alumni on the

sidelines. Eddie Robinson was at it again last month,

coaching Grambling toward another victory But with

a minute gone m the last quarter and the Florida home
crowd yelling "Not in Tallahassee Eddie, not in

Tallahassee!", Grambling was trailing the Florida

A&M Rattlers 21-14. But with Robinson's strategy

and Truman Johnson's talent, Grambling scored three

times m five minutes and won 43-21

With Bear Bryant being the only other active coach

with 300 wins there is a good chance that Robinson

may soon catch up with Bryant and become the winn-

ingest coach in college football history.

concerned. For the player to have part control over

the society, m this case football, is to some owners.

unAmerican. But aren't striking unions part of

American history? If not, we must ban the AFL-CIO,

tell the Polish government and the Soviet Union that

they are correct m supressing Solidarity, and that

President Reagan was just in destroying the air traffic

controllers PATCO union.

Some people are in favor of the Players Union. The

International United Electrical, Radio and Machine

Workers Union has endorsed the strike. Also, the day

the stnke began the union filed eight unfair labor prac-

tice charges against the owners with the National

Labor Relations Board. The Board ruled in favor of the

players on two of the charges. So the government

seems to believe that the union in not too far out-of-

line.

So the next time you watch a professional football

game, whenever that may be. think of the millions

that are earned How much from tickets, television,

and other articles that go with the game For instance,

the Tampa vs. Detroit game at Pontiac Stadium on

September 26 was to have grossed $1 .(X)7,975. That's

just from tickets of one game Remember the owners

get most of that money. If you get a chance remember

the men on the field are the worst-paid athletes in ma-

jor sports. They don't get much of the millions that are

made. And for those people who think this is just a

game, ask Joe Namath about his knees, or George

Rogers about his drug problem or talk to Darryl

Stingley about his paralysis Do they earn their during

their average 4.2 year careers or not?
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Announcements

The Third World Women's Task Force is sponsoring a film

series this autumn semester, 1982, entitled: Third World Women
in Liberation Struggles In concert with each film presentation,

there will also be a faculty member from the five college area to

speak, answer questions, fill in gaps, update the film, and help

lead a discussion. It is the hope of the Third World Women's

Task Force that these presentations will provide a forum of

discussion as well as education around topics of concern to the

Third World, and specifically to the women of the Third World.

This IS a lunchtime film series to be held every-other Thursday

at noon until 1 p.m. These presentations are free of charge and

open to all.

Due to the nature of the organization, and to the extremely

limited budget we are working with, we are asking those groups

and individuals like yourselves who share common interests to

co-sponosr the series by making a monetary contribution, if

possible Any amount is both welcome and appreciated We
thank you for your interest m our program.

October 28th Women in Arms
A vivid account of the rob of women in the Nicaraguan Revolu

tionary forces, and their post-revolution situation. Carmen Diani

Deere, Prof, of Economics at U.Mass and member of th«

NCOCA, will be speaking in conjunction with the film Thursday

noon - 1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center Room 904-08.

November 4th Chile: Four Women's Stories

Four women speak in their own words about their lives in Chil<

before and after the September 11, 1973 military coup Thei

stories touch on Chile's history, economic conditions, th(

worker's movement under Allende, the Chilean women's move
ment, repression after the coup, and commitment to the new

Chilean revolution. Susan Triolo, member of the NCOCA, will b€

speaking in conjunction with the slide presentation Thursday

noon - 1 o'clock U Mass Campus Center. Room 917.

November 18th Women Under Siege

A brand new film which looks at the participation of the women
of a small Palestinian village located just six miles north of the

Israeli border in their unique and often overlooked struggle

Speaker TBA Thursday, noon - 1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus
Center. Room 903.

December 2nd A Vieled Revolution

From the same woman who produced Women Under Siege,

c mes this very recent account of the women's movement in

.jvpt 'Speaker TBA Thursday, noon - 1 o'clock U.Mass Cam-
pus Center Room 904-08

• Indicates that the speaker has not yet formally confirmed.

TBA:to be arranged.

The Malcolm X Center
The Malcolm X Center announces Its current hours

as being Monday through Friday from 12:00 p.m.
-10:00 p.m. and Sunday from 2:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
and invite everyone to drop by!

Bernadette Devlin-McAliskey, Irish Activist

To Speak At UMass

On Monday, October 25, Bernadette Devlin-

McAliskey, long-time activist in the Irish freedeom

struggle, will speak at noon in the Student Union

Ballroom. Devlin-McAliskey is a former member of the

British Parliament for 5 years. Presently she is a

spokesperson for the National H-Block/Armagh Com-

mittee, a coalition which supports the demands of

political prisoners in Northern Ireland.

In 1979, as a candidate in th6 elections for the Euro-

pean parliament, her campaign focused on two basic

issues release of political prisoners and amnesty, and

for the immediate withdrawal of British troops from

the North. She exposed the 800 year British occupa-

tion of Ireland as imperialist in character, subjugating

the indigenous population politically, economically

and socially.
. , „, u r.^,.

In a speech given in New York last November, she

said: "Many people ask me why there is so much

reluctance by any government in the world to take up

the cause of the Irish people. I believe it is because we

play a crucial political role that spans the whole spec-

trum of world politics.
, i. .

We are a gateway between the struggles of what is

called the Third World and the internal struggles of

Western capitalism We are a people whose strongest

links are and always have been with the culturally,

socially, politically, and nationally oppressed of the

world.
,

When I came here eleven years ago, it was tair

enough that I was young, articulate, female and Irish,

but people found it hard to accept then that I was

radical, a leftist, and I had too damn much to say

about Black people.

But eleven years ago the very peo0le in this country

who had no problem understanding exactly what I

was saying were the people who were Black, who

were Puerto Rican, who were Chicano, and who were

oppressed.
And today, after a decade of struggle we see that

the brotherhood and sisterhood of the Irish people lies

with the people who are suffering today in South

Africa, m Poland, in Iran, in El Salvador.

Because of the position we in Ireland occupy, we

are also an integral part of that struggle which

recognizes the basic power of organized labor. We are

part of that struggle that is an internal part of Western

Europe and America: the struggle between those who

produce the wealth of the world and those who

benefit from that wealth and use it to persecute those

who produce it.

That is why the American government, above all

others, wants to avoid the question of Ireland. That is

why the American media talk rubbish, reporting that a

Protestant soldier was killed yesterday. How do they

know where, if anywhere, he worshipped? He was not

killed because of the church he did nor did not go to

on a Sunday. He was killed because of the uniform he

wore on his back, because he was a British soldier. If

the media posed it in those terms it might just make it

meaningful and understandable, not glorious or

wonderful, but understandable to too many

people..."
In January 1981 Bernadette and her husband

Michael McAliskey were severely wounded by three

pro-British assassins who broke into their home in

Coalisland. Bernadette is a vibrant dynamic speaker

who will not be silenced, and should not be missed.

For further information, please call the Irish Solidari-

ty Committee at 256.8690

Third World Caucas Meeting

There will be a mandatory Third World Caucas

meeting on Wednesday, October 20th at 6:00 p.m. in

the office of Third World Affairs, Room 308 in the Stu-

dent Union Building.

All campus Third World organizations are urged to

send representatives All are welcome. For more infor-

mation please call Otwa at 545.2571.

The Third World Women's Task Force is sponsoring

a speaker on the Phillipmas The speaker, Charito

Planas, will speak on the recent visit of President Mar

cos to the U.S., the current situation of national

emergency in the Phillipines, and the people's

resistance movement against the tyranny and oppres-

sion of Marcos
The talk will be held on October 19 at 7 00 p.m in

the Campus Center, Room 81 1 -815 The event is open

and free for all. Childcare will be provided at the

Everywoman's Center For more information, call

Panna Putnam at 545-0883.

Continued from page 2

There are many indications that the Pu-239 implo-

sion weapon could not have been detonated at Port

CNcaoo in July 1944. Significant among these is the

?act that the molded explosive lenses, which were

essentia to the detonation of that weapon, were not

rehab vested until early Spring, 1945. Therefore^.fa

nuclear weapon had been detonated at Port Chicago.

It must have been the U-235 gun weapon.

The government had contended that not enough

U-235 had been produced and punfied to allow a test

before the bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, but no

one had ever verified the production statistic, reahz^

ed that the production statistics for U-235 for the

!ears 1943 through 1949 had never been published.

The con^ent^^on that the U-235 gun weapon could not

have been tested was therefore unsupported.

"nfacrn^Y research revealed that at the tinne of the

Port Chicago disaster there was enough active

material in existence to produce several weapons o^

the Hiroshima type On December 5, 1980. '/ej^if\!^
and obtained from two offices of the United States

Deoar^rrient of Energy the U-235 production statistics

Ke7ears 1943 through 1949 (See Table I).* Accor-

ding to the Classification Office of the Los Alamos Na_

tional Laboratory, the minimum critical mass or U-235

ha? arnount of U-235 which will, if accumulated in a

;'hereTdnn a spontaneous, uncontrolled nuc^ar

fission reaction) is approximately l^^ k.lograrns

assuming that the mass is tampered with material

which "eflects back into the mass those neutrons

which would otheoA/ise escape and not contribuie to

the initiation and sustaining of the nuclear fission reac-

^'°Dependmg on the geometries of the target and the

projectile components of the gun weapon, and the

Conf.gurat.on of the tampering, the active nuclear

component of the weapon detonated at Hiroshima

could fiave been as much as 60 kilograms of U-235^

More probably, however, the total U-235 component

of that weapon was nearer to 45 kilograrris^ It may

?hus be seen from Table 1 that sufficient U-235 existed

at the end of 1943 to allow the detonation of a weapon

with the yield of the Hiroshima weapon, or the

detonation of several minimum critical mass devices.

As a matter of note, the end of World War II would

have tended to end the secrecy which governed the

dissemination of information about these bombs and

their manufacture, but a memorandum from the

military commander of the Army's Manhattan Project.

General Leslie Groves, to the Director of the Bureau of

Public Relations on August 31, 1945, directs the

Bureau to exclude from any information disseminated

reference to "the quality and quantity of production of

active material and atomic bombs."

lo Be continued in next weeks issue

Watch for continuation in next weeks
issue

Just A Vibe

Sometimes I think about the sadness in nny life

And the extreme realities of my world.

Then I look at our world

And wonder

How selfish could I be

Deanna L McRae

Life in the Fast Lane, a one man tour-de-force by
Japanese-Hawaiian poet Lane Nishikawa. Presented

by the Sansei Theatre Company on Thursday, Oc-

tober 28th at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Homeland by Steve Friedman and Selaelo Maredi, a

domestic comedy about South Africa and the United

States. An original presentation on Thursday, Friday.

Saturday on November 18, 19. and 20 and on
December 2. 3. and 4 in Hampden Theatre

Southwest, all performances are at 8 p.m.

Ticket Information: The Third World Theater Series

strives to make quality theater available to all people.

Single event tickets are 2.00 for students and 3.00 for

the general public. Tickets will be sold at the box of-

fice on the evening of the performance. Group Dis-

counts are available. For further information call

545-3604.

African Forum

African Forum, New England's leading African Affairs

show, is broadcast from 5:00 6:00 p.m. every Saturday.

African Forum is the only program in the nation where you

can hear Liberation News which provides a regular update

on the African Liberation Movement. So far the best in

reportage on African Affairs, be sure to listen to African

Forum every Saturday on WML'A 91.1 FM.
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Sen. Tsongas warns U.S. technology

not maintaining world leadership level

L

( ollrman ptiolo bt Mirh»l Marrnli*

Sen. Paul Tsonf^as. D-Mass.. fields queHtions at

an "Open Town MeetinR" held last niRht in

Amherst at the Banfra Community Center.

ByFAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

Senator Paul Tsongas. D Mass.. last night told a full

house at the Bangs Community Center in Amherst that the

Japanese challenge to the high technology industry is one

of the most serious challenges ever to the Massachusetts

economy and that immediate re emphasis on it is critical.

Tsongas' comments came during a two hour "open Town

Meeting" with more than 120 persons attending.

Tsongas, in detailing views on the need for a re

examination of the U.S. role in the high twhnology field,

said the country is in a technological war against the

Japanese and a military "war" against the Soviets.

But. "if vou go after the Soviets." Tsongas said, "you

lose to Japan." explaining the problems he perceives being

created by the Reagan .Administrations increased em
phasis on military spending combined with a lessening of

educational support.

Tsongas proposed a division of funding sources for

applied rfsearch 20 percent by industry. 30 percent by

the state, and 50 percent by the federal government

which he said would both provide needed government

support while assuring the practicality a business would

employ.

While Tsongas. who gave no openmg speech betore

beginning the question and answer session, tried on

several r^-casions to elaborate more fully on the technology

issue, questioners repeatedly drew him back to one other

subject nuclear war.

"You want some advice?" Tsongas responded to a

question on the nuclear civil defense relocation planning

which would send all residents of the Springfield area to

Amherst in the event of an iminent nuclear c<infrontation.

"Stay home. 1 don't know where they plan to send me but

I ain't goin'."

Tsongas also warned of a trend of neutrality he forsees

beginning in European countries as a result both of

American arms control policies and actions such as the

recent Soviet pipeline embargo imposed by President

Reagan.
"Anti Americanism is now fashionable in Europe.

Tsongas said, where our country is seen as "the rankist

kind of hypocrites."

In continuing with foreign policy. Tsongas said. "The

C.S. has a tradition of supporting juntas that in no way

support our own values."

"I'm anti-Communist." Tsongas said is the essence of a

pitch given to our government. Then reaching into his

pocket, he mimicked the responses. How much do you

want?"

However, although "I don't think the government (in El

Salvador) is moving in the right direction." Tsongas

responded to one specific question, "if they turned that

(land reform, human rights violations) around, I'd have no

t rouble supporting them."

In regards to South Africa. Tsongas said Keagan cm
siders its apartheid policy "a bulwark against Com

muiiism. " while he perceived it to be "an entry to Com

munism."

Although Tsongas hoped for "evolution, not revolution"

to peacefully change that nation, he lamented, "you'll not

see serious change until there's violence.

"

In addressing domestic political matters, Tsongas ex

pressed his "hope the country will realize the difference

between the New Right and classical conservative

ideulogy."

By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

The breakdown of negotiations between Gnomon Copy

owners and workers has not diminished the determination

of workers to bring an end to the lingering dispute. But

after 41 days on the picket line, union members say they

are beginning to experience the economic repercussions of

the strike.

Two Gnomon strikers have acquired part time em

ployment while four others are working at jobs they held

before the strike began, said Mary Erin Cook, a striking

employee.

"I don't play as much Pac Man as I used to." Cook said.

"I don't buy books like I used to and I probably don't see as

many movies."

"It will be quite a while before I'll change my lifestyle. I

tend to spend conservatively any way," striker Tobi Saisa,

said.

Ila O'Brien. 27. a striking employee who worked part

time at Gnomon, said she is living "week by week" and is

supporting herself through free lance writing. She said

some other strikers have been very kind to her by taking

her out to the movies and ocassionally out to eat.

"I don't have any income. I'm relying on savings which

are dwindling, " she said. "I can't get my car inspected until

the strike is over.

"

.

Brian Sabel. 28. is a striker working as a teacher s aid in

a nursery at the Common School in South Amherst 32

hours a week. Sabel .said he worked at (Inonion for three

years but began working part time last summer when he

started working at the nursery. From the strike's outset.

Sabel said he has gone out less frequently because he is not

taking in the extra income from Gnomon.

"The job d'M'sn't cover the nice things in life like going

out or buying clothes, " Sabel said.

Some strikers said the dispute has la.sted longer than

expected but are determined to remain on strike until a

settlement is reached.

"It's an unfortunate necessity." O'Brien said.

Strikers said they are still waiting for their union

benefits to be processed. The benefits will be added to the

striker's fund which contains about $ 1 ,000.

The fund is a collection of donations which includes $300

raised at a benefit dance party at Smith College last

Saturday night. The benefit was sponsored by students at

the I'niversity of Massachusetts Labor Center.

The fund is being managed by a committee of three

strikers. The money from the fund will be allocated on the

basis of need. None of the funds have been allocated at this

lime, said Saisa. a committee member.

Although there have been no formal negotiations. Saisa

said that David Cohen, the representative for the union,

and John Sytek. vice-president of the Gnomon Copy

stores, have talked informally by phone but have not set a

date for new negotiations. Sytek is advising Catherine

lannacchino and Roland Wetherbee. co owners of the

Amherst franchise, in the labor dispute.

Saisa said Cohen and Sytek discussed the company's last

proposal to base wages with employee productivity. The

strikers said they rejected the company's offer on the basis

that workers cannot control other factors determining

pnKluctivity such as business fluctuations and machine

maintenance.
(T«v»k said the plan would actually result in a pay

decrease. She said the owners selected the three busiest

months of 1981 as the standard on which productivity

would be based and is unfair because the slower business

months are not included in the plan.

The plan. Crook said, would result in a wage increase

only when current production exceeds levels in the three

busiest months of 1981. If the plan was in effect last year,

the year's total payroll would have been $9,000 less than it

was. according to a strike pamphlet.

The workers have been on strike since Sept. 8. Four

negotiation sessions held since then have produced

agreements on only minor points before talks ended Oct. 5.

Negotiations failed to prrxluce anything substantial in

aspects such as wages and the union's demand to require

new workers join the union.

Workers from the Amherst Nursing Home union will

sponsor a Halloween dance to raise money to help the

Gnomon strikers, said Karl Myer. a member of the union.

The dance is scheduled for 8 p.m. on Oct. 30 at North

Hadley Hall in North Hadley Center.

Strikers said a coffee house to help raise funds is

scheduled for 8 p.m. on Oct. 29 at the Unitarian Church on

North Plea.sant Street.

Duffey's staff shake-up

may result in legal action

I'hoto bv Peter M«rk«

University of Massachusetts physics and Chinese major Ton Stoddart

practices clarinet in his off-campus apartment.

By KEN BAZINET
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph Duffey last week announced new

staff assignments for Whitmore personnel

which have left one administrator unclear

al)out her duties, and considering legal ac-

tion against the University.

In a memorandum to the University last

week. Duffey announced that Marie Reid

would serve as associate to Jack Denyse.

vice chancellor for Administration and

Finance, and oversee the campus'

operating budget. The appointment is a

demotion for Reid, whf) in her 2'/2 years at

UMass has served as assistant U^ former

Chancellor Henry Koffler. director of plan-

ning and budget and overseer in the area of

University Relations and Development.

Reid said yesterday she has sought legal

advice during the last two weeks because of

the lack of clarity in her appointment.

"This demotion has put a line of personal

and professional strain on myself, my of-

fice staff and my family." she said, "I feel

it's so unclear."

Duffey could not be reached yesterday,

but according to another source the ap-

pointment is within University regulations.

Duffey has also appointed Deirdre Ling

as assistant chancellor. Ling has served as

dean of academic suppnirt services and ac-

ting assistant Chancellor under Loren

Baritz.

Louis Fischer will serve as associate to

the chancellor and will be liaison with the

Massachusetts Society of Professors and

the other campus governments. Richard

Nolan will continue his work in long range

planning.
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World and national news
National unemployment is at 10 percent

but Indians experience 70 percent jobless

SANTA FE. N.M. (AP) - The nation's

10.1 percent unemployment rale failed to

impress Indian officials here — they put the

jobless rate on the reservations at up to 70

percent.

"It's bad out here," said Isleta Pueblo

Gov. Frank Jnjola. who estimates two-

thirds of the 3.500 residents of his pueblo -
a local tribal unit — are out of work. "And a

couple of months from now. my God. what's

RoinK to happen?"

Many state and tribal officials blame

ReaRan administration budget cuts for the

skyrfK-keting unemployment rate among

Indians here, including the nations largest

tribe - the 170,000 member Navajos.

Officials say winter is likely to make

matters worse as the snow halts cattle

grazing and crop production.

High unemployment is a chronic problem

for Indians, who comprise 10 percent of

New Mexico's population but only 2 percent

of the state's work force. Within the past

four years, the jobless rate for Indians in

New "Mexico has soared from some 10

percent to 20 percent, said John Olguin.

director of the state Indian Affairs Com

mission.

And. said Olguin. "things are going to get

worse." He says continued high unem

ployment among Indians can be attributed

to many factors, including their lower

educational levels and unwillingness to

leave reservations where jobs are scarce.

Officials say they are looking for jobs for

the Indians, but little improvement is

expected until farm work resumes in

spring.

The vice chairman of the Navajo Tribe.

Frank Paul of Window Rock. Ariz., said his

people have been struggling with an

unemployment rate of between 40 percent

and 70 percent for almost a year.

"We hit 70 percent last spring when

college students and university students

were out for the summer and were home

here on the reservation looking for em

ployment." he said. "Right now. we're faced

with about 65 percent unemployment."

AP l^M^rphoto

A man who is possibly a ''prime suspect" in the cyanide poisoning of

seferpeopi: ac'c'ordin^ to'a Chicago television station .s pictured

(beneath arrow) watching a woman purchase the bottle of capsules

which killed her. -—-—r=:

Klan demonstrators claim

police brulalily in Boston

BOSTON — Groups opposed to the Ku Klux Klan

gathered at the steps of City Hall yesterday to denounce

police actions in breaking up an antiKlan demonstration

and to appeal for a probe of officers who took part.

Two people said p<.lice hurt them in unprovoked attacks

at thf demonstration Saturday. Ureen Kastberg. 35. of

Brookline. wept as she told of being slammed to the ground

by a policeman as she tried to get away fn^m the distur

''Twanti'd to get out of the way." she said. "I was trying

to Ket across the street. All of a sudden there was this big

polK-eman and he threw me down. He had no reason to

Throw me on the ground. I told him I was trymg to get out

ofthewav." . u u >

Ms Kastberg said she had come alone to show her

opposition to the Klan and was far from the confrontation

between n.hed Klan members and dem..nstrators. She said

she tried to leave because she was scared.

"I came here to march peacefully and carry a sign, she

said. "I wouldn't attack anybody. 1 wouldn't even attack

the Klan. I'm not ashamed to be here.'

Then she walked away in tears from the news onference

microphones.

.lohn Snvder. 25. a Winthrop travel agent said he was

watching the disorder when a uniformed officer hit him

over the right eve with a nightstick.

•

1 was not a demonstrator. " he said. "I was here because

I'm opposed to the Klan. I was simply watching two pcn.ple

being beaten on the ground...This was long after the Klan

was taken away in paddy wagons.

"I did not see anv attack on police. Everybody seemed to

be very afraid of police. I saw (police) motorcycles run

down several pe<iple."

He said he saw demonstrators throwing bottles.

tomat'»es, eggs and other things.

Spokesmen for organizations at the news conference

asked for demonstrators to picket a police station near City

Hall this afterno.in and asked for support for an anti Klan

rally scheduled Nov. 6 in Washington. ____

Digest
/;., •., ', s "in ted Pre!<fi

Residents of Voltage St. and
Ampere Ave. zap WMECO
I^DIOW _ The residents on Voltage Street and

Ampere Avenue in what once was a model all electric

subdivision are sending smoke signals to \\estern

Massachusetts Electric Co. these crisp fall mornings.

With the pungent smell of wood smoke rising fr^'" the

chimneys and solar collectors hanging off roofs the lUU

home Electric Park subdivision, built two decades ago in

the halcyon days of "all electric "
construction, now

resemble.s an "Alternative Energy Park.

That is because there is no joy over WMECO's proposed

$24 1 million rate hike along the tree lined streets which

are proudly named Voltage. Circuit, Watt and Ampere

after the cheap, clean, safe and efficient power that

residents once enioyed.

Clean, safe and efficient, it may be. but Electric Park

residents know well that electricity is cheap no longer^

"Its devastating, " said John Scheurich of Edtson Drive,

whose reaction to WMECO's third rate increase request in

two years "is something you couldn't print.

"

The utihty re structured its rates this fall to eliminate

some of the breaks given to owners of all-electnc homes.

Under its pn)posed rate increase, the monthly bills of all^

electric residential customers would rise nine percent

compared to sixpercent for other residential users.

Scheurich who has lived in Electric Park since it was

bum in^%l. says the rates held steady for the f.st lOjo

15 years, "but the last five to ten years they have been

hitting the hell out of us."

Bottle Bill battle is reaching

final deadline on Nov. 2nd

BOSTON - The ten year fight between business and

env,>onmentalists over a returnable bottle law has moved

[rom r Statehouse corridors to the ballot for a final

**%'oters Nov 2 wUI decide whether the as-yet untried

Massachusetts bottle law will ever take effect.

After years of failed attempts, the law was passed by the

1981 Legislature over the veto of Gov. Edward J. King,

who said it would mean increased costs to consumers and

"unnecessary intrusion by government in the market-

He" said it would cost consumers $100 mUlion a year.

When King vetoed a simUar bill in 1979 - a veto that stuck

-- he also cited jobs loss as a reason.
^ ^ ,

The legislature overrode the 1981 veto, and the law us

due to lake effect Jan. 17.
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:einptio
Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbridge

students who wish to live off-campus for

Spring Semester 1983 should apply.

Spring 1983

Housing Exemption Applications

are now available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore

Applications are due no later than

Monday, November 1, 1982.

Applications will not be accepted

after this date.

Please submit all applications to the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore

Thank you.

Amherst selectman discuss

fiscal budget, ''UK Day"
By ANN CARRNS
Ck)llepan Staff

The Anriherst Selectmen last night met

with both the Finance Committee and the

School Committee to discuss whether the

Town should strive for a five or ten percent

increase in the fiscal year 1984 budget.

The selectmen also announced a candle

Hght vigil to commemorate the 37th birth

day of the United Nations.

Based on projections from a review of

fiscal year 1982, the selectmen had sug-

gested a ten percent increase in the budget

guidelines for fiscal year 1984.

Members of the Finance Committee last

night questioned that figure, suggesting

that the five percent increase may be

reasonable, since the rate of inflation has

decreased.

However. Acting Town Manager Stanley

Ziomek said in a memorandum on the

guidelines that the Town would have to use

40 percent of its free cash if the increase

was only five percent.

In addition. Chairman Edith Wilkinson

said "I think a lot of them (provisions in the

budget guidelines) could not be met with a

five percent increase."

Selectman Francesca Maltese read an

announcement of a candle light vigil to

commemorate the 37th birthday of the

United Nations. It v^rill be held from 7 until

7:30 p.m. Sunday on Amherst Common. It

is being sponsored by the Amherst Chapter

of the United Nations Association, and is

billed as "UN Day".

In other action, the selectmen approved a

warrant to notify registered voters where

they may vote on Nov. 2, and referred a re-

quest for a bus stop in front of the town

Boys Club to the Town planner.
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Arts Council funds events,

gives experience to students
By TIM MACPHEE
Collegian Staff

University students wondering how their

annual $8 arts fee is spent will find the

answer in the University Arts Council, an

organization comprised of students, facility

and professional staff which sponsors

films, concerts and lectures throughout the

semester.

The largest chunk of the fee money,

which totals some $180,000 yearly, sup-

pwrts the five major galleries on campus,

the University, Student Union, Herter,

Hampden, and Savage galleries. The re-

mainmg money is used for grants to fund

student proposals and University organiza

tions.

"The main objective of the Arts Council

is to be able to give students more educa-

tion in how the arts function," said Evie

Duston, a graduate student in the school of

Business Administration, and council

member.

"We also encourage students to par-

ticipate in organizing and managing these

events," she said.

The council supports the arts and

cultural activities produced by other

University organizations such as Hillel and

the Third World Theater Series.

This semester, the Arts Council has pro-

vided grants to University Program Coun-

cil (UPC), and the University Video Center

(UVC). They have also helped to purchase a

new light board which flashes colored

lights during performances for Bowker

Auditorium.

"The Arts Council was originally formed

as the scheduling agent for performing ar-

tists visiting the campus." Duston said.

"When the Fine Arts Center opened and

took over this function we re-organized.

Our main function now is to get students

involved in the arts around campus," she

adri«'H
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Henry Bubar discusses history with Gregory Taddeo on the Campus

Center ConcourBe.
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Mark Donfried, Shira Abercrom, Joshua Feinman and Ethan Karson

from the Grass Roots Day School pose in front of a sculpture of

Southwest in the Herter Art Gallery.

The marathon
'83 budget pla
By JIM FINKLE
Colleffian Staff

Planning for next year's budget at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

which wUl exceed $2000.000.000 has

already begun and will last through next

July, said a spokeswoman for the Office of

Planning and Budget.

Rosemarie F. Strohter. associate director

of the Office of Planning and Budget, said

planning the budget for fiscal year 1984 will

involve the production of three separate

documents. These documents are: the state

maintenance budget, the fee request and

revenue based budget and the operating

budget summary.
The state maintenance request budget,

which Strohter said accounts for about 48

percent of the campus' budget, includes all

state funds appropriated to the University.

Since this request must go through the

lengthy legislative process that any sUte

budget request must undergo, it is

prepared one year in advance of when it will

go into effect Strohter said. The state

maintenance request that will go into effect

on July 1 . 1983 was prepared by the budget

office this past July. This request for next

year is $118,912,000.

Once the state maintenance budget

begins again

nning starts
request has been approved by Chancellor

Joseph Duffey. UMass President David C.

Knapp and the UMass Board of Trustees, it

is sent to the Board of Regents of Higher

Education. The Board of Regents includes

this document in their request to the

governor for funding of the 28 state school

system.
When the Governor makes hLs budget

request to the Massachusetts Legislature,

lobbying begins to affect the legislative

process. Strohter said. After the sUte

budget is completed and the governor signs

it into law. the state maintenance summary

is finalized.

The revenue based budget request is a

summary of all fees and revenues the

University collects.

This document is prepared under the

guidelines of UMass President Knapp.

Strohter said. She added that the Rents and

Fees Committee of the Student C-enter for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) has "considerable input" into the

setting of student fees.

The final budget document, the operating

budget summary, will be prepared next

summer. This document will come out at

about the same time the state maintenance

request budget for fiscal year 1985 is

released.

Notary service for ballots will be

availible on campus next week
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Various University of Massachusetts

staff and faculty members will provide

notary service for two days next week for

student wishing to vote by absentee ballot

in the Nov. 2 election.

Absentee ballots for the statewide

election can be used by voters unable to be

in the city or town in which they are

registered on election day. The ballots must

he signed bv either a notary public or some

other approved offirial. such as the

registrar or assistant registrar of the

college the voter may attend.

"To alleviate the pressure on the offices."

K«^n Hurnham of the Academic Support

Services said, notaries who work in

assorted University offices will be in

Memorial Hall next Wednesday and

Thursday. Oct. 27 and 28, to perform the

service otherwise relegated to the

Registrar's office. Students who need

ballots signed earlier, however, such as

those whose voting address may be more

than five days away by mail, will continue

to be served by the Registrar's office.

Burnham said a similar service was
provided at Memorial Hall two years earlier

for the Presidential election. That year, he

said, about 5,000 students had their ballots

notarized, but said he expects "maybe

1,000" this year due to the off year and the

"considerable amount" of students who are

now registered locally, rather than in their

hometowns.
The service will be held bf>th days from 9

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Registered voters wishing

to obtain an absentee ballot should send an

application to their town or city hall. The

application must include: name. as

registered; address where registered; ward

and precinct numbers, if known; address to

which ballot should be sent; and signature.
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THE FINE ARTS CENTER
HAS IT ALL

Monday.
October 25

8:00 p.m.

Scottish
National
Orchestra

Sunday. October 31, 8:00 p.m.

I^lrtlll^tl November 2

The National Folksoopm.

Thcatrcof Ireland

Thursday,
November 4

8:00 p.m. S JAZZ—BAND
^

Supreme Court will not hear

case on free-speech right

i WASHINGTON ( AP) - The Supreme Court, warned by

, its senior member that it was sanctioning poUtical cen-

'

sorship pure and simple." left intact yesterday two

i Communists' convictions for burning a U.S. flag,

i

Bv an 81 vote, the high court refused to hear arguments

that the convictions violated freespeech rights.

••I am confident." Justice William J. B"-^""^"
y^^^^^",

his lone dissent "the court after argument would reverse

,
t r cotictTons and uphold the vital const.tut.or>a

'

principle forbidding government censorship of unpopular

political views."

Teresa Kime and Donald Bonwell were convicted and

sentenced to eight months in jail for burmng a "ag. ov^ned

by Ms. Kime. during a demonstration m Greensboro, in.c..

'""'TheTwo^were prosecuted under a federal law imposing

penalties on anyone who "knowingly ^asls contempt upon

anv flag of the United States by publicly mutilating,

defacing. defiUng. burning or tramphng upon it.

Ms. Kime and Bonwell. avowed members ol he

Revolutionary Communist Party, never denied havmg

burned the flag. Instead, they argued that the burnmg was

a form of political protest protected by the Constitution.

Tuesday, October 19, 1982

Florida man severely burned

by acid-laced mouthwash
(1 EARWATER, Fla. (AP) - A Plymouth. Mass man

who burned his lip and tongue when he gargled w.th acid-

contaminated mouthwash probably would have died had he

.wallowed the stuff, police said yesterday.

TheZtt e and three others were at least ha^-filled with

deadly hydHK^hloric acid, but officers said the con-

^Twiraw^rj g^rXng
"

r him that he spit it out in a

hurrv Qearwatfr poUce Lt. Wayne Meissner said of the

^'ilr'rf'^S^^--^--' bought a 6-ounce bottle of

.innamoi flavored Lavoris mouthfreshenej- on \ riday and

.areM w ith R. He immediately felt the stinging and

burning Tnd spit it out. but suffered first-and second-

dptrree burns of his lip and tongue.

•T^m the contamination level, someone would have in
from ui^

three-quarters of the bottle of

iTthCh anT ll'efit back u; w\h acid." Meissner said.

Afterthe tampering was discovered, authorities con^

fisfateS 26 bottles of the mouthwash from the shelves of

ATbertsons. the BeUeair Bluffs supermarket where Balzotti

"
TtfdC'eTed that four of the bottles had been laced

with Uquid hydrochloric acid, also known as muriatic acd

r proiuct used to bleach rust spots from driveways and

treat swimming pool water.
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Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from the People's Republic of China

Tuesday, November 9, 8:00 p.m.

All shows on sale now

MC, VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon 4:00 p m M F

S452511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

HQllow*«n KoY^lty
^ ond ^

ThtotricQl Supplies

Open Daily & Sat 9 to 5:15

Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 29 till 9

Ch*ck Our Low Prices

H.L. Childs & Son

25 State Street Northampton

^ 584-2604 ;^

Quiet court decision results

in victory for prisoner rights

BOSTON (API - A little noticed Superior Court ruling

that the transfer of some prison inmates to out-of-state

ails was illegal could result in the return of dozens of

prisoners to Massachusetts, state Sen. Jack H. Backman

said yesterday.
, .

•Its a major decision... that reaffirms prisoners rights to

due process." said Backman. D BrookUne, an advocate for

prison reform and Senate chairman of the Human Services

and Elderly Affairs Committee.

"It is clearly an undue hardship to transfer prisoners

across the country with no reason." he said.

"It makes no sense to isolate them from theu- lawyers,

friends and loved ones, and then expect them to rem-

tegrate into their home communities when theu- sentences

are complete."

Judge Paul G. Garrity ruled Oct. 6 that the sUte

Department of Corrections had "failed to abide by their

own procedural regulations" and transferred eight inmates

unlawfully. The judge ordered the inmates returned to

Massachusetts.

Joseph Landolfi. a spokesman for the state Correction

Department, could not comment yesterday on the ruling

until he learned more about it. his secretary said.
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You're ready' For the biggest and
the best that life has to offer And for

the college ring that will speak vol-

umes about you—and your achieve-

ments—for years to come
Whats more—you can afford it'

Because now, for a limited time you
can order from the entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings

and save $25 Come and see the
exquisitely crafted styles—from the

Date: Time:

MiHli|i|llllllili|i

Hours Mon-Fn. 8-6 Sat ,
8-Noon

,„„ iSlSli^l^illl'?"^^ i-ii.l..*l«.mHill..Hi.i ifl^

Oct. 18, 19, 20 10-4

$15 deposit

classic to the contemporary And
choose the nng and custom options

that most eloquently express you.

Now is your time to get what you

deserve And remennber—nothing

else feels like real gold.

/IRTQIRVED'
\CLASS RINGS INC

Place:

Located in the Campus Center

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted 19B2 ArlCifvPrt Ci.»ss RmOs Iw

Newslines . .

.

Nuclear expert to speak
Harvey Wasserman, specialist in the field of nuclear

energy and the detrimental effects of radiation, is speak-
ing at 8 p.m. tonight ir the Student Union Ballroom on
"America's experience with Radiation." Admission is free
for students with a valid UMass ID.

Wasserman is currently the media coordinator for the
Clamshell Alliance and the Musicians United for Safe
Energy Concerts for a Non-Nuclear F'uture and author of

"Killing Our Own: The Disaster of America's Experience

with Atomic Radiation."

Free reception for Olver

The entire University of Massachusetts community is

invited to a reception today for State Senator John Olver.

D-Amherst. to be held in Memorial Hall from 4 6 p.m. The
reception is being sponsored by the various labor unions on

the UMass campus.
Several state representatives and state senators will be

in attendance. Refreshments will be served.

'Wagon Women'lecture topic

"How About The Wagon Women" will be the topic of a

lecture given by Professor John Mack Farragher at 11

a.m. tomorrow in the Converse Assembly Room at

Amherst College. Farragher is from the history depart-

ment at Mount Holyoke College.

'Women and AlcohoF panel

A panel discussion on "Women, Work and Drugs: Ex-
periences with Alcohol and Recovery from Alcohol" will

be held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the New York Room of

the Woolley Student Center at Mount Holyoke College.

Guest speakers from the local community will participate

in the panel.

Lecture on Feminism
Vera Schwartz from the history department of Wesleyan

College will speak on "Chinese Feminism: A Thorn in the

Side of the Revolution at 8 p.m. on Thursday at Mount

Holyoke College. The lecture will be held in the Wiese

Merriwether Room in the Willits Hallowell Building.

Hypercurricula

L

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and the surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on

the day they are taking place. Announcements must be

submitted on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All sub

missions should be written in a similar style as they appear

in the paper.

HAZARDOUS WASTE PROJECT MEETING - For

those interested in possible ground water pollution caused

by faulty gas and oil storage. 7 p.m. MassPIRG office. 423

Student Union.

PSI CHI MEETING - Applications will be available.

Basic Issues will be discussed along with plans for

Halloween Party. 4 p.m. 304 Tobin.

SGA RENTS AND FEES COMMITTEE - The

Committee works to stop unwarranted fee increases. Help

stop the $20 cage renovation fee. 5 p.m. 420 Student

Union.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC General meeting. New
members welcome. 6:30 p.m. 804 Campus Center.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB WINE AND CHEESE PARTY
— All food service majors (grads and undergrads) invited

to party with the faculty. Remember: candy apples are

coming! 4:30 p.m. Chenoweth Pilot Plant.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING - There will be a mandatory

meeting for all members. Attendance will be taken. If you

can not attend, you must contact one of the officers im

mediately. 6:30 p.m. 311 Stockbridge.
\
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John Bru8o, University of MaBsachusetts

employee, sweeps up glass around the

Southwest pyramids last week.

THE
DE SMART.
DUY
YOURSEIF
SILLY'
BOOK
SALE!
60-65% SAVINGS
OFF ORIGINAL
PUDUSHED PRICES

C HISTORY ^ PSYCHOLOGY '. ; HEALTH

n SCIENCf '": MUSIC LJ Af\T AMEfXiCANA

U LlTETWTUfXF L: PHILOSOPHY

c ousiNESS l; languages rj sociology
n law :j how to n diogr^phies

a cfXAFTs G hoodies d sports
gardening ':i cooking d religion

c politics . i mathematics

D reference LI the OCCULT Z) NATURE
'"I FCONOMICS n AND LOTS MORE

Sale Priced

99< to 5.99
Come Early

for

Best Selection

Books are on Special Sale

Tables in the

Trade Book
Department

%^ucbina
^^^

.. Serving a Variety of

.^ Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

: and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:
the Pasta of Your Choice Topped
with Our Delightful Sauces

Monday-Friday

11 am-2 pm
Monday-Saturday

5 pm-11 pm
mmmmm^^i^^m^mmm

'^^
ViNeiffl©

A Large and Surprising

Selection of

Wine & Beer,

in Bottles or on Tap

Monday-Friday
11 am-11 pm
Saturday

5 pm-11 pm

/ \

Located In the campus center

"""MSTOJRE* AROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION
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TONIGHT
OLDIES

and

ROCK and ROLL

I

Requests We/come

Let the sun shine in! jw*"

hairI
DOUaYSTCWEOf THE FILM

,, Wu)J)cL20 at S.U.B
United Artists I \

\

t*'"NORTHWOdD \
APARTMENTS \

Rt. 47 Sunderland I

Close to Amherst,
^

on bus line :

1,2, and 3 5

bedroom gardens ^

immediate occupancy :

available i

students welcome t

665-3856 \

office open from
\

10-7 weekdays, :

r Saturdays 1-4 '

Two For One 9 tIM 1

- All Liquor Drinks -

No
Cover

N R BO „ ^
ThE Pousette-Dart BancI

FRi. Oct. 22Nd at 8 PM
JohN M. Greene HaU, Swirh ColUqE

$4.00 CeneraI AdwissioN Fee

TickETS AVAiUbU at:
. * . ^«^^

Faces of EartIi, AmHerst

PlATTERpiiS RECORds, NoRjIlAMpTON

^E NO Alcoliol, SMokiNq, CAMERAS OR TARE RtCORdfRS

Doors opcw at 7 PM

Start
every day
refreiBhed!

The Collegion

PIeasc

i *ti\tS»i.j»J4^i^i>!'>^i>?'**^'^'*r¥'*r^*7':

For wom»n

DISTRESSED
by PREGNANCY...

Servie** that are
confidential, helpful,

carino and fr*«.

takwttvwM^lIM
MU. «m: 71241M

<"•••"'•'''•' """^ ''•'*z*__!*

IS Emi PleMWii St.
How tohave class between classes.

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

1 1th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 17-20

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

1 1 th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN". 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

LAGNAF 83

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

INFO & SIGN-UP

MEETINGS

OCT. 1 9 HAMDEN THEATER

OCT. 20 PUBLIC HEALTH

OCT 2

1

CAMPUS CENTER
,

Room 101 4:00

INFO TABLE
CAMPUS CENTER CONCORSE
ZVERYW.TH.F 9-3

Indulge yourself in a warm ^"^ cup of Cafe Vienna. It's a light

anci cinnamonv touch of class. And just one of five deliciously

different flavors

from General Foods
InternatiiMialCc^ffees.

CFNIRAI l-OODS" INiriRNATlONAl. COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Available at: njUNIVERSITY
ic General Foods Corporaiion 1982
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

^ \(AtPlONe^ k. — —

header's

_ Digest- wi^t
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Letters

Gelb treats audience as niave

To the Editor:

I am responding to your article on Leslie Gelb's address

on deterrence. While the story covers Gelb's main points,

it misses the way in which he made his points.

His joking manner undercut the seriousness of the issue;

not only did Gelb joke about his own role in our nuclear

policies, he also joked about his role in the Vietnam War,

not a laughing matter. Gelb's response the the Five-

College Peace and Disarmament Group who sponsored the

lecture was to refute their goal and purpose. Moreover, he

questioned the "seriousness" of the Nuclear P>eeze

movement which in fact is most sincere and earnest.

Gelb failed to discuss the arms race in economic terms

avoiding an evaluation of the effects of military spending

on both the U.S. and U.S.S.R. economies. He also ignored

the moral and ethical basis for arms proliferation never

analyzing his own might makes right theory.

Gelb did offer a global perspective, however it was

limited to the same old superpower struggle. He justified

superpower intervention with self-determining countries

by claiming other nations would only be fighting each other

anyway, "beating their own drums."

Allusions, such as the one just quoted, were riddled

throughout his talk without any corresponding context,

merely using others' ideas to illustrate his own view. I'm

sure Thoreau and Masefield would disprove and never

intended such interpretations. For instance, Gelb con

eluded with a quote from Hegel on the human spirit. One

can easily see why we are in such dangerous straits, when

an ex security advisor reveals an affinity to a philosopher

who was contemporary with Napolean and died before the

advent of nuclear warfare.

Instead of shedding light on the issues, Gelb further

mystified them, frequently stating that the audience was

incapable of understanding the arms race and peace

strategy.

When we are treated so ignominiously and condescended

to by a view which in itself lacked credibility, then we must

call attention to the way in which we are treated. I don't

need to discredit Gelb, Gelb discredits himself with his

sickly yellow journalism approach.

Charles Francis Carroll

Sunderland

FLO filin a propaganda filni

To the Editor:

Last Thursday night the students of this campus had to

choose between two movies; the James Dean movie, or a

propaganda film produced by the PLO. Most people made

the intelhgent choice. Still, some exchanged Dean's

heroism for the PLO's cowardice.

The ro«»m had an impression of hatred in it. hatred

towards the U.S., as well as the usual hatred towards

Israel. Before the movie began, a young man introduced

simply as "Mike" denounced Zionism as terrorism and
racism. Next week our friend "Mike" will probably

denounce intellect as vacuity and idiocy.

While watchmg this movie which was over three years

old, I recieved first hand experience of PLO
misrepre.sentation. The world has seen, though it abhors

admitting, that the PLO had miles of concrete tunnels

connecting major cities with the Palestinian refugee

camps. Missiles, bombs, and shells of Soviet, American,

and North Korean origin were di.scovered in the eight

entrances to the tunnels in Sabra and Chatilla. I do not

challenge the Palestinians' suffering, however, through

supporting the PLO. the Arabs Thursday night support

the deaths of the Palestinian civilians as well. It is through

the rape of Ix-banon by PLO and Syrian forces that

civilians throughout much of Lebanon are suffering.

I call on the PLO sympathizers to receive serious

speakers in the future.

Howard Glantz
Amherst

Indifferent attitudes towards

animals must now be changed

To the Editor:

In response to Bill Thomas' Collegian editorial, "The

Suffering Must Stop Now", and on behalf of myself and

countless mistreated members of the so-called "inferior"

species, I have only one word to say - thank you.

Finally, someone has the genius and unselfishness to

speak out against vivisection and unnecessary experimen-

tation. Such cruelty is more common than is realized or

believed. However, as was stressed before, we can take

action to fight this inhumane treatment.

I only hope that Bill Thomas' declaration will begin to

open some of the closed or indifferent eyes of persons ig-

"horant to such a tragedy. Only then will we be able to real-

ly look at ourselves and start moving toward a kinder, less

wasteful solution.

Jaimee Brooks
Central

Modified laws
for freshman
"TXThen I first arrived at college, I faced a great

\/m/number of new situations. Not only did I have to

V * adjust to dorm living, cafeteria style dining, un-

familiar people, and a tremendous workload, I also lacked

a general knowledge of the "rules" at UMass. Now that

I've been here for six weeks, taken a few exams, met a few

people, and basically settled in, I've figured out the tacit

regulations, hereafter referred to as "Fundamental Laws

for Freshmen:"

Elizabeth Luciano

The Fire Drill Law: Late-night fire drills will occur if

and only if, the temperature falls below 10 degrees F,

there is snow on the ground, or you and your overnight

guest are "busy".

The Phone Call Law: 1) If the phone rings, it's probably

for your roommate. (Unless you live in a single room, in

which case it's a wrong number).

2) If the phone rings and it's for you, the caller is either

your mother or somebody you don't like.

The Good Neighbor Law: Partying loudly at midnight

is okay-people will learn to "filter out" the noise. Partying

loudly diuing the weekend is okay-people know what it's

like to have a tough week. Partying loudly at 6 a.m. on any

given day is imappreciated, inexcusable and just plain not

nice. Your previously understanding neighbors will get fed

up and call Campus Police.

Corollaries: Blasting Van Halen's "Pretty Woman" bet-

ween the hours of 11 p.m. and 10 a.m. is not being a good

neighbor. Football players who walk through Southwest

yelling, "Wake up, UMass! There's a football game
today!" are not being good neighbors, either.

The Decent Meal Law: You will invariably miss dinner

every night the D.C. serves chicken cutlets.

The Laundry Law: You will never be able to find a

washing machine available, and if you do, you won't find

an extra dime for the dryer. Your clothing will be clean,

soggy and cold.

The Pedestrian Law: The cars on Massachusetts

Avenue will slow dowm and stop for pedestrians, causing

students from Boston and Manhattan t<^) go into shock,

and/or suffer coronary attacks.

The I'm-Finally-Free Law: 1) You will party le»s than

you did in high school. This is because you will have one

weekend in which to memorize Webster's Unabridged Dic-

tionary in five languages, write a best-selling novel, tame

a crazed Bengal tiger, and construct a 1982 Camaro out of

toothpicks.

2) You'll miss your parents.

"The Lecture Law: The day you have to leave the lecture

quickly in order to get to an exam, you will wind up sitting

in the middle of a 75-person row.

The Minor Miracle Law: If, by some minor miracle, a

gorgeous person sits next to you in class, you'll be too shy

to say two words to him/her. (Like "Hello, there", "Nice

day", or "I'm Liz".) This will cause them to think you're a

snob and never look at you again.

The Add Drop Law: You will ref)eatedly bump into the

T.A. who hates you because you dropped his class.

The Fluctuating Mood Law: When you're in a bright,

cheery and rowdy mood, your roommate will be studying,

like a stick-in-the mud. (Conversely, when you'd like some

peace and quite, your roommate will babble on like an ob-

noxious fool.

The "Significant Other" Law: You are inordinately

fond of the same amiable R.A. whom every other

man/woman in the dorm is inordinately fond of.

The Editorial Law: If you have your opinion published,

chances are excellent that you will make a great many

enemies in a very short time span.

Elizabeth Luciano is a UMaas student

IFflCE 430A inUviMwIWiMimlfn

We're always looking

for columnists!

Drop by with a piece or an idea

113 Campus Center
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Shop
Downtown
Amherst
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Lap Desks
help you to study everywhere

only $14.96
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

I 45 S. Pleasant St., Aniherst
ltfiitiiiHii«iiiiiiiiiiHi#.iiiiii«iiiiiii"iiiiiit"iHiiii'iniiirt^^

OURWEEKLY SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY • THURSDAY .FRIDAY • SATURDAY

.-As

New York Top Choice Sirloin

Denver Style Barbeque Spare Ribs

Broiled Scrod, lemon butter

Served with tossed salad, potato or nee piiat rolls &

butter, and a glass o» rose, burgundy or chabiis ^-no

-rr '' ""r ii^ --a i^ -*^
|

BIN 187 n.

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub \^
It AM TO ; A M 7 DAYS

T^-r
^^' '""t^y* - tL.-,

33 E PLEASANT ST AMHERST 5495160

Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!

The SUB vbould lik« lo i>ffer ytiu a coupon special Buy
any two sub* and g»l a third* absulutpiv FREE' This
coupcn i% good from now thru Nov 9. 1982. on any
Sunday or 1 uesday between the hours of 3 p m and 6 p m.
We hope to see vou soon and don't forget to bring a

friend

T5 • FREE sub with a purchase of any f

]rt two whole subs when purchased along .

_^ with this coupon. *

}^ coupon good 111 any Sun. or lues. (
Tj Novef7iber9. 1982 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. ^

'\ IV* siih \s of ptjuat <it \t\\ valur than m<»»i «ip«>nsiv«' sub puriliA«e<l

^^"^^^y

89 Main St.

Amherst

256-0880
Benrnd the Cheese Shop

& Valley Farrris Dair> Store

Monday
Oct. 25

Can you. . .
L.earn how to at our

Fix a flatr^ bicycle workshops.

Oil your chain?

True your wheels?
ntroductory & Sign Up Session

***Free****Free

How to Fix a Flat Tire
Bring a flat if you have one. A review of

preventive maintenance

or
4-5 pm
6-7 pm

Tuesday

Oct. 26

4-5 pm
6-7 pm

Sign up at this session for:

WORKSHOP A: Adjustments, riding technique, safety tips,

maintenance through tune-up.

Meets 3 Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 Enrollment 6-8 Cost $18.

WORKSHOP B: Hands-on. Bring your own bike.

Maintenance through over haul.

Meets 6 Wednesdays 6:30-8:30 Enrollment 4-5 Cost $44.

Everyone enrolled receives a 10% discount on all tools,

parts 8- books purchased during the class.

Tlt«r* Is only CHE

TIME OUT
Gr#Qt

Juk*

ond

DOUDLE YOUK FUN

Amherst's Dlgg^st Littl« Dor

37 N. Pleosont St, Amh«rst MA
^>" at -ag JT- at. ^a^:^ Tr ^g__:^

<^22AlCE CREAM '^m&
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

MORTHA7vU>TON • Maii) ^ ?vlasonic - AMHERST • Boltwood Vfelk

Fabulous Baked Goods * Breakfast

SWEATER SALE!
Ladies Crew Neck

$18.

•Men's Acrylic

$12.95

• Ragg Wool

reg $36 now $25

(behind SilverscajTe) 266 N. Pleasant

9:30 - 6 Mon-Sat Fri till 9 pm

Tuesday, October 19, 1982 .Collegian »

It

All

Happens

MDI/WORD LINK
Word ProoesBing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(abo^ Matthew Shoes)

Resumes h, Papers
Consultations h, Editing
• Theses • Dissertations

the mcyi'itl) for opals

is October. . .

Lvith colors as vivid

asthc Aaiun)!)

Fine jewelry set with

Australian white

and black opals.

lUk gold

and (ypal studs -

from
$S5 - 50

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

masks . ^
mdke-up

e&stumes
&m0re

A Store-fiiH of Ideas

CX)wr!town Amherst

^ImfceiStgaifta^e Shops

^yNT'^7i^7^![^jr^^ |S NOWAPPEAMHG j ^=^^J^fHi|^> This hail we ve oui ^a
^ vegetables, & ^S^

Chinese Shoes
many styles and colors

$5.50 - $14.95

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

Bamboo

BLINDS

?ETAL?USHERSl
1

G

NOW APPEAMHG
flowers, plants, fruit, vegetables,

baked goods £r gifts

DEST PWCES IH TOWM
Open Air Cart at ^

549-5841 We deliver Main & Pleasant g

^
a

^ '"Z33 H Pl««««nt St.

^^n\Yyt%x C«rri«g« Shop*

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

dozens and dozens

print, stripe, solid

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

CARDS
over 1400

unusual designs

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Baskets

Imported Soaps
a real treat for your skin

BOXES & TINS
plain & fancy

Sterling Chains, Pendants,

Lampshades, Earrings, Paper

Mobiles, Candjes^
Daily 10 am - 6 pm

Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

EJUK^S^B^Bl

i tAeAtiKcwt

opmiM
mi -_=^==^

Quality Resale Clothing

X)NCE MOQK

iTii rr:KLiNc'

start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

MECCANTILL
AMHOfST CARRlAGt SHOTS

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant

Amherst, MA
549-3772

Build your own

HALLOWEEN
Costumes

1

1

1

1

1

1
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ostonian's say no way totheKKK
By GUS MARTIN
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday's aborted Ku Klux Klan rally at

Government Center in Boston served as a testament to

what can be achieved when progressive people come

together.

Although what started as peaceful and organized

demonstration by a number of organized parties and

unions, ended in confusion and violence. It would have

been particularly disturbing had the people of Boston

greeted the Klan in any other fashion.

While hundreds if not thousands attended an anti-Klan

rally an hour before the KKK nonsense was to begin, the

Klan led by their leader Bill Wilkinson never reached their

destination.

Instead they were met by jeering epithets, eggs, rocks,

bottles, and thousands of angry demonstrators. Given the

LODESTONE-
13 North Reosont St

Amherst. Mossochusetts

256-3591

i
"

•* *,

The Lodestorie or^d Johr^ Dellono Solon

request the pleasure of your connporiy

at Its

Annual Holiday Fashion CollotDorative

on

Mondoy, October 25, 1982

8 30PM

at

Hanger i Poute 9

Hodiey, Mossochusetts

53 00

JOHN DELLARIA SALON-
26 MAIN ST . AMHEPST ^.1ASSACHUSETTS

253-9271

results of the last Klan rally in Boston who could have

anticipated anything else?

When the Boston policemen began ushering the Klan

members into police wagons, there was a triumphant

feeling in the air. This feeling was only interrupted by the

policemen themselves, when they continued to assault

demonstrators after the Klan was driven away.

Commentary
Violence may not be the answer, particularly in this

situation. But it was a great feeling to see the source of

violence on the other foot for a change.

The Klan is not unaccustomed to violence. Many of us

are, but they certainly are not. One look into their history,

past and recent, and we can see how they could fill the

opening chapters of any study on this subject.

So it is particularly encouraging that the progressive

radical elements of Boston took such a strong stand against

the KKK.
In a city where racially motivated incidences occur far to

frequently, at the moment things seem to be quiet. The

last thing that the people ol Boston need are the sepai'atist

and racist espousals of the KKK, who perhaps are the most

extreme terrorist group in the history of this country.

What is quite confusing though, is how the Reagan
Administration and previous ones are so quick to denounce

guerrilla movements, and call them terrorist groups.

When it seems as though the KKK has been given Carte

Blanche to operate as they see fit.

If this government ever put a fraction of the money and

effort toward effectively dissolving the KKK, as it does in

sponsoring the destruction of the guerrillas in Lntin

America and in parts of Africa, the KKK would be a thing

of the past.

At a time when unemployment is at post-war highs, the

people of this country don't need extremist groups such as

the Klan to distort the reality of the problems that plague

us all.

We need unity and not separatist decrees that seek to

undermine our already dubious state of being.

For this we should be appreciative for the progressive

elements that seemingly are undying, and thank the

progressive people of Boston for what could hopefully

become a national trend.

Announcements
SOUL FUSION

The National Black Theatre, headquartered in Harlem,

New York, will be bringing the musical celebration called

Soul Fusion to Buckley Recital Hall on the Amherst Col-

lege campus on Saturday, October 23, 1982 at 9:00 p.m.

Soul Fusion is a musical tribute to the individual. It

dramatizes the fact that when the power within oneself is

tapped, no problem is unsolvable.

The tickets are $2.00 for students with I.D.'s and $4.00

for all others. Tickets may be purchased at the door star-

ting at 8:00 p.m. or by calling the Gerald Penny Memorial

Center at 542-2385 between 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. during the

week of October 18.

This presentation is sponsored by the Black Student

Union and is part of Black Alumni Weekend. Another

B.A.W. event which may be of interest is a worship ser-

vice on Sunday morning at 10:30 a.m. featuring Dr.

Thomas Gibbs, St. Thomas, VI, and Dr. Horace Boyer,

pianist.

NOTICE

The Third World Caucus of the Student Government
association and the Office of Third World Affairs invite all

current and prospective members of all Third World
Organizations to attend an informational gathering on
Tuesday October 26, 1982 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. For
more information call 545-2517.

?iratcs' Tcasf
ik ylQV r^*^ Don't miss the many
*^ treasures drawn from our Pirates' Chest!

One lucky buccaneer will win a

SONY WALKMAN!featuring:

• Vegetable Beef Soup
• Fish & Chips
• Sweet & Sour Pork
• First Mates Green Salad
• Gold Doubloon Zucchini
• Coconut
Macaroons

/
c^GV

WED.
OCT. 20

BLUEWALL
11:30-1:30

Uii
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Arts
There go fhe^^]^^
By JIM FEIN
Collegian Correspondent

True rock and roll, the way it was meant

to be, was heard by a large and very en-

thusiastic crowd at The Bluewall Friday

evening, care of the Neighborhoods and

Kaspar Hauser.

The Hoods, in their first University of

Massachusetts appearance since February,

came with a new and changed line-up. The

Neighborhoods are David Minehan (guitar,

lead vocals), "Careful" Mike Quaglia

(drums), and new bass player Lee Harr-

ington (ex- Future Dads), who replaces Tim

Green.

The Neighborhoods came with a score to

settle. Their last Bluewall show earned

them a poor, unwarranted review which

they seemed determined to disprove. Well,

the score was settled. The Hoods played

two sets of strong songs which kept the

dance floor packed all evening. The crowd

was won over. The material consisted of

relatively new songs ("Real Stories,"

"Rhyme, Rhyme," "The Limbo," and

"Witness."), and older songs dating back

to when the Hoods won the Boston Battle

of the Bands in 1979 ("No Place Like

Home," "Electricity," "The Patriot," and

"Mr. Reeves"). The crowd got them back

on for two encores including decent covers

of "Can't Explain," and "Twist and

Shout."

David Minehan, the Hoods front man,

commanded the full attention of the crowd.

W^en he was not singing or running

around the stage like a madman possessed,

he was feeling out the crowd with clever

remarks.

Drummer "Careful" Mike was a figure of

consistency. A competent drummer, he ad-

ded background vocals in the right spots.

New bassist Lee Harrington had some

big shoes to fill. Former Hoods bassist Tim

Green was outstanding, often taking the

lead with great bass lines. Harrington's

performance was quite good, not limiting

the band in any way, and this after playing

only a few shows with the Hoods thus far.

What does the future hold in store for the

Neighborhoods, who have been called one

of the best rock and roll bands around to-

day? Uncertainty, at best. They have been

one of the top local bands in New England

for the past three years, playing

throughout New England, with occasional

appearance in New York City. They have a

sizeable, devoted following. I prefer them

over nearly anything I hear over the radio.

Yet they seem to have reached a limit.

They have a limited exposure due to the

fact that they have released only one

record (a single) in their three years of ex-

istence. That was "Prettiest Girl" b/w "No

Place Like Home," which got heavy airplay

and remains one of the biggest selling, in-

5 CollegeDanceat Bowker
Five College Dance Concert

Bowker Auditorium

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegian Staff

Anyone with any sort of interest in dance

would have enjoyed the Five College Dance

Departments Fall Faculty Concert that

was held at 8 p.m. last Thursday. Friday,

and Saturday nights in Bowker Auditorium

at the University of Massachusetts. From

my position in the relatively empty

auditorium I observed samples of baUet.

modern, and jazz dance in a series of short

presentations.

The first set of dancers presented four

movements of brief ballet sequences to the

classical music of Faure played by solo-

pianist Joann Robin. The all-female group

donned Ught pink tights, baUet shoes and

nylon slip like dresses. I was rather

disappointed by the first group of dancers.

The dancers themselves had obvious talent,

as evidenced simply in their complicated

maneuvers. However, the dancers did not

seem quite comfortable in their presen

tation. Their moves did not flow very

smoothly and seemed somewhat forced

although their attempt at grace was

wholehearted.

"Through the Edge," an abstract modern

dance, was the name of the second dance

presentation. Choreographed by Andrea

Watkins. the dance consisted of five

members dressed in striking red tights and

leg warmers. The somewhat spiritualistic

music of Leos Janacek was a perfect ac

cessory to the dance without which the

solemn mood and sacred overtones would

have meant nothing.

ihe Lhiru sei ni uaiicing. liMed "Canonic

Waltz Studies" and choreographed by Mark

Morris, involved numerous playful and

somewhat silly waltz sequences seemingly

spoofing dance itself. With the women

dancers dressed in either mini skirts or

shorts and lights with leg warmers, and the

men in black, the dancers held their serious

expressions throughout the various sets

which made the performance that much

more funny and entertaining.

After a brief intermission, the fourth

sequence began, titled 'Three Ways

Revisited." which entailed a presentation of

various ways of expressing movement

through the use of mostly modern dance. A
number of different types of music were

used for accompaniment, ranging from a

tribe like style of music to a pseudo square

dance type music.

The final set. entitled "Snout." was the

only jazz-oriented sequence, which was

performed to the jubilant music of Duke

Ellington and choreographed by faculty

member Richard Jones. The women wore

silk like dresses with hats atop their heads

and the men donned flashy pants and ties,

as the 11 member ensemble went "all out"

in showing the audience what jazz and the

art of unrestraint and exuberance in

dancing is all about.

NOMINATIONS
for Distinguished Teachers Awards Program

any TA or Professor that has

taught a course over the past two semesters

is eligible

Send your letter of recommendation to:

DiBtinguiBhed TeacherB Awards Committee

Qraduate Student Senate

917 Campus Center

p^oHiinP! Friday, Nov. 5th

roll«fima plMto by Smmty Natik

David Minehan at the Neighborhood's Friday night Bluewall perfor-

mance.

dependent records by a local band in New
England. Rumor has it they have been ap-

proached by a national label in the past.

Fortunately, they have remained indepen-

dent, not selling out to corporate interests,

choosing to wait for a reasonable offer.

However, it would have been to the

Neighborhood's advantage to record

anoOier record on an independent label in

the meantime. There has been talk of an

EP over the past year and a half, but

nothing has been released. When reached

for comment about a future release, the

band replied that plans were uncertain. Un-

til they release another record, their

popularity will remain limited to this

region.

In the meantime, the only real exposure

to the Neighborhood's music will be

through their live show, which, on Friday

night, was quite an experience.

Opening for the Neighborhoods was

Kaspar Hauser, a popular local band con-

sisting of Dave Wildman (keyboards and

lead vocals), Steve Traiger (guitar), Tim

Power (bass), and Ted Selke (drums). The

band played a complete set of onginals

which sounded quite convincing. Two of

the songs they played, "Living with Fire,"

and "Personal Space." are from their for-

thcoming, three song E.P., produced by

the Nei^borhoods David Minehan. Kaspar

Hauser has already established themselves

locally and their record is to be distributed

nationally. •

(A release party will be held Sunday at

the Hangar).

Book Notes
By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

HEARTS OF DARKNESS
By Don McCullin

Knopf, 156 pages ($12.95)

Don McCullin was an art school drop-out

and ex-R.A.F. flyer when he finally picked

up a camera. 24 years and thousands of

photos later, he is now a photx)joumalist of

world-wide stature who has just come out

with a collection of 120 of his most power-

ful images.

Many of these war photos are as familiar

as the morning paper. The wailing widows

in Beirut, British soldiers charging down a

street in Londonderry - they all form a

kind of crude idiom for our troubled time.

His subjects range from wars in Vietnam

and Biafra, to the hauntingly beautiful

British countryside. All in all, this is a lyric

and brutally honest collection.

THE COLLECTED POEMS
By Wallace Stevens

Vintajfe Books. 534 pages ($8.95)

OPUS POSTHUMOUS
(Poems, Plays, Prose)

By Wallace Stevens

Vintage Books, 306 pages ($6.95)

There seem to be 13 ways of looking at

Wallace Stevens, as his poetry appears in

yet another volume. If ever a poet has l)een

(wer-anthologized, it is Stevens. This new

pair of books includes two plays, twenty

prose pieces, and critical views by William

Carlos Williams, Paul Valery and others.

Pardon me for not saying a word about

Stevens' work. But to repeat here what

critics have been saying since 1954, when

the first Collected Poems appeared, seemi

as tautological as this latest collection.

DJ entertainment

in the lounge1

Tonight 5:00 - 9:00

\\\ You Can Eat
Spaghetti & Meatballs

tp^ • ^O Homemade Sauce

includes bread and butter

Draft Beer 50* Pitchers $2.95 Well Drinks 95*

Beat the Joey D's record of 4 helpings!
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NORTH AMHERST
TIRE & AUTO CENTER

WITH THIS AD
POLYESTER
BLACKWALL

26'
9«s« A7*-tSFETS1.59

A FUtX SERVICE
TIRE STORE

• COMPUTEB WHEEL
BALANCE

• FRONT END ALIGNMENT
• BRAKES ft SHOCKS

TUES. OCT. 19
COMEDY NIGHT
2 comedians &
M.C. Terry Slagle

CDCCii open-mike
rKbt !

! Sponsored by G.P.C.

WED. OCT. 20
PINK PANTHER
DOUBLE FEATURE

8pm "Pink Panther Strikes Again"

10 pm "Return of the Pink Panther"

No Admission/Free Popcorn

THURS. OCT. 21
PINK PANTHER
DOUBLE FEATURE

8pm "Refum of the Pink Panther"

10pm "Pink Panthef Strikes Again"

FRI.OCT.22
HAPPY HOUR

with the

ARMSTRONG
BROTHERS

THE ORBITS
"AS memt>er dance band"

from Orbitron. .

."

with

R COMPLEX
$2.00 cover

^Gl
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The DUHngttiihed Vititon Program preunU:

Harvey Wasserman:

Killing Our Own:

The Disaster of Americas

Experience with Atomic Radiation

Student Union Ballroom

Tuesday, October 19, at 8 p.m.

Free with valid ID
,

.- 1
., .. ..,....... . Ill iiimiiiuiiii..

SERVE IN APPALACHIA

December 26, 1982-January 1. 1983
January 3-9. 1983

NEEDED: Catholic men to work with the Glenmary Home Missioners.

a society of Catholic priests and Brothers, serving the poor of Appalachia

Please send information about your winter volunteer programs.

Please send information about Glenmary's work with the rural
.,

people of Appalachia and the South

^ m IDW m^gE-ffaDGiBaiiGa^

^
VANITIES and

DARK OF THE MOON

^

In Repertory Oct. 22-Nov. 20

(Call 545-3511 for Student Rates)

THERAND
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U
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FINE ARTS CENTER

Collegian i3

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins
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ACROSS
1 Siren

5 Betty Grable

asset

9 Wardott

14 'I cannot tell

15 Type o* exam
16 Like some 'loors

17 Companion ol

pound toolish

19 Lii-eanold

woman
20 Empty headed
21 your

thoughts

23 b.reetcar on
Broadway

25 Solar year excess

26 Hebrews legen

dary ancestor

28 Oriental

entertainer

32 Manages
37 Slanderous attack

38 Arabian cloak

39 Pintail ducks
41 Carney

42 Pentateuch

45 Unimportant

transaction

48 Bepins

50 Digits

61 Ready' Set' Go'

54 Lttleones

58 Sometime place

to shop

62 Night patrol,

in Madrid

63 Member ot a

star s entourage

64 Literature of

a sort

66 Name in detective

fiction

67 Wading bird

6b v...."Cial ridge

69 Weather bealcn

70 Certain sports

equipment

71 Spanish ladies,

lor short

DOWN
1 Spiritless

2 Coeur d
Idaho

3 Crackles

4 Pocket pieces

5 Sound fronn the

pasture

6 Silkworm

7 Canadian
peninsula

8 Kind of walker

9 Positions

10 Dickens

character

11 Arabic letter

12 Veil in Granada
13 Fulda tributary

18 — buena. ever

green herb

22 Find fault

24 Lampreys
27 Win easily

29 Connery

30 Maleanimsl
31 Johnson of

comedy
32 Channels

33 Oil yielding tree

34 Pastry

35 Born with the

name of

36 Fellow

40 High hat one
43 Acquiesces
44 road

(departs)

46 Have an itch for

47 Men may be

read as well

too much
49 Cole of song

52 Creator of The

Thinker

53 Erie or Huroh
55 Iron nickel alloy

56 Plant problem

57 Merchandising

events

58 Borge for one

59 Stravinsky

60 Grouper of warnr

seas

61 Throw off

65 Letter

Under The Influence by M. Joyce
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WEATHER

Mostly sunny today. Highs

60 to 65. Tonight, clear.

Lows in the 40a except in

the upper 30s in the western

hills. A sunny start, then in-

creasing cloudiness. Highs

in the low and mid 60s.

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed
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WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am Oblivion Express with Fern Spierer

9-noon Hell Comes to Your House

with Pauline

12-3 Positive Vibrations with The General

3-5:30 Mr. Ted in the

Modem Dance Tradition

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Sportdscafe

7-10 New Music with liss Priss

10-2am Eliot Andrew — Urban Contemporary

2-6 More Music

D.C. MENU
BASICS

Oatburgers

Garden Medley Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

Caponota Spaghetti

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Liver and Onions

DINNER
Turkey Club Sandwich

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Spuce

Caponota Spaghetti

WAMiJ) : Assoc. W omens Editor

111, -„t,.yi'in has an opening for an Associate

Women's Editor. People with interest and <ome

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. AUm-

terested students should apply in j>erson to Cns

Schuster women's editor, in the CoUegxan office, 113

Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The Collegian is an equal

opportunity employer.

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Scherlule

/ A
Same Old Gig Video Today

10:30 - 12:00 Katherine Brady, the

noted feminist s{)eaks at

U Mass

12:00- 1:00 Comedy in the Blue Wall

with Bobby Darling

1:00 - 2:00 The Atlantics, also fron,

the Wall

L
*^
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AT THE BLUE WALL o
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* * * DAN A GOULD - HOT SHOT PRO* * * *

**MAR( C OHFN-No.l AMATEUR ****

***and ME, iht MX .TERRY SLAGLE***

ON TUE S.OCT. 19

A%
C ASH PRIZE AWARDED
TO BEST AMATEUR

SIGN UP w MC . BY 8:30

SPONSORED BY

overnor's program Council

O

Candidates Night

for Senator John Oiver
^ Tuesday, October 19, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m., in Memorial Hall .

J^This event is being sponsored by the Massachusetts Society of Pro-^
J^fessors, the University Staff Association, the American Federation of^
j^State, County, and Municipal Employees, Local 1776, the International 3^

jj. Brotherhood of Police, Units A and B,and the Friends of John Olver. j^

]<No charge. Cider, coffee, and doughnuts will be served. ^
J^Senator Olver will be on hand, as will representatives William Benson ^
J^William Carey, James Collins, William Nagle, and Jonathan Healy. ^
*f For over a decade John Olver has been our voice in the state senate. He has *^

J^taken the lead in ensuring good budgets in p>eriods of fiscal constraint and has ^
)Vhelped make the University a better place to work for us all. 2^
jcit is fitting that this evening brings together such a broad spectrum of theH.
^university community. The Senator has stood up for us; this is our way of^^showing appreciation for him and for area representatives who have befriend-^
Jred and suooorted the campus. ^
Jj-Do plan to attend. Bring a friend.

J^C'hrs ad paid for by the Olver Comrriittee)

Priced Right
from the start

Women's Sporto'' Mud Mocs

$'7./|.95

;

24
Waterproof rubber soles

Leather trim
• In 4 colors

Made better than tvcr and priced better than ever, riijht from the start.

Kuutt 9. Hadky. .'iS4.9690.

Monday to Saturday, 10:00-9:00

Hastficld Mall. Springfield. 543-5978.

Monday to Saturday, 10:00-9:30.

fMlhOBE
.«1 harvard %<iu*r* ^H^^^^^^HHHHH p

Netmen in comeback win
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

For those of you (which constitutes the

overwhelming majority) who failed to

witness a University of Massachusetts

men's varsity tennis match this fall, one

thing is certain: You definitely missed a

good show.

Yesterday at West Point, N.Y. the

netmen closed the curtains on the most suc-

cessful UMass tennis campaign (8-2) in

many years by squeaking past Army 5-4.

After losing their opening match to Rhode

Island, the Minutemen then proceeded to

win eight of their last nine matches, in-

cluding a seven-match winning streak.

The netmen brought back sweet

memories of last week's stunning upset of

BU by rallying in the doubles to win after

seemingly falling hopelessly behind in the

singles.

Neal Mackertich suffered his only defeat

of the campaign at the hands of Ted Wilson

7-5, 6-4, in number one singles. Nick Julian

also fell at number two, being victimized by

Grant Hayne 6-1, 6-0. Stuart CKX)dman and

Rich Lindgren registered the only

Minutemen victories in the singles at

number three and four respectively. Good-

man got by Chris Wilson (Brother of Ted)

6-3. 3-6. 7-6. Lindgren nailed Oorge Geczy

6-2, 6-4.

E>ave Singer was outplayed by Charles

Deal at number five 6-3, 6-0. Ditto for Mike

Duseau, who suffered a 6-0, 7-5 loss to

Scott Poirier.

UMass again came through in the

doubles. When anything short of a sweep

would be no good, the netmen responded to

the pressure in high style.

With the doubles matches shortened

because of darkness, UMass pulled through

in two tiebreakers to win. Lindgren-

Duseau squeaked by Hayne-Geczy 8-7.

Dave Salem-Cjoodman got past Poirier-

Dwight Beach by the same score.

Mackertich-Julian finished up with a 8-6

triumph over the Wilson brothers.

"We pulled it out in the doubles again.

From my point of view, I don't like that.

The kids shouldn't think they can pull it out

like this everytime. Otherwise it was a

pretty good match," said Szlosek.

The only blemish on the Minutemen's
slate after the opening match came last

Thursday in Worcester to Clark Universi-

ty, 6-3.

"It was a classic letdown," said Szlosek.

"We were coming off our biggest win of

the year (tlie BU match) and for them this

was the biggest match of the year. We
were flat and they were skyhigh."

1.19 reg 1.64

Murine Plus ^/t oz

76«
reg 1.13

Lime

Menthol
Regular

1.41 reg 2.11

CjOMTRE^
CAPSULES

1.28
3oz

Right Guard

reg 2.05

Comtrex 2.08

2.19 reg 2.50

Sudafed 24's

RIGHT
GUARD

Special
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AH sale items also available the Mini Store located in the Student Union

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located in the Campus Center Open M-F ^5
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainnr>ent

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

Pontiac Catalina '06 great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs work

$200. 584-9040

Audi Fox 76 looks, runs, like new. Must
see, after 5 pm 253 3519

VW Squareback, 1971, very good engine,

$600. 549-3994

Rabbit front air dam and rear shocks A1

condition Dave 25&-0543

1973 VW Bug new paint stereo good cond
666-2077 after 5:00

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt in Southwood for sublet

256-0166 253-5896 _^
Graduate Student for quiet home one
bedroom left, $225 includes utilities

666-8144

The bag is blue Reward $15 call Kevin

256-0854

In Orchard Hill Lounge: black acrylic

sweater. Lord and Taylor label, sentimental

value 253-9469

FOR SALE

Come see UMass bands compete for

the best band on campus at the

Southwest's Annual Battle of the Bends,

Saturday, October 23 noon to 7 pm Hamp-
den Student Cent«r frfw admission

BELLYQRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual aift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEQRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 Vt

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1 283 7805

1961 Gibson EBO Bass (SG body) with

case $225 or BO Steve 549-5039

Electric typewriters used Olivetti & Rem-
ington $150 ea 549-6889

Leather Jacket, wine, size 6, worn once,

$80 negotiable 549-6469

Thermo-Fax copy machine 175
Westinghouse refrigerator, white left

hinge, 66 in high, Doors-Used 24, 30, 32

inch wide, $10 ea. Gas stove white 21 inch

$200 call after 6 pm 586-1827 N'ton

hTfI Speakers 120 watt Auttra Acoustic

systems $375 BO John 546-9046

Canoe 12 ft American Fiberlite 1 yr ex-

cellent 160.00 323-4964

FOUND

Deborah Woodward. I found your Marx

notebook in Herter Hall. Gail 256-8785 and
ask for Dan

HELP WANTED

CHAMOIS SHIRT

LOST between Campus Center and Lot 65

on Sunday, October 10. Can identify sen

timental value. Please call Terri at 545-3500

and/or 549-4621 anytime. Thanks

DISSERTATION RESUME

Word Processing: Prompt Quality

Preparations. Professional theses & disser

tation consultations.

253 9535

MDI/Word Link

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

King of Clubs Band promo & info call

Dave 297-1880 or Ralph 249-9786

FLYNNTON

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$136^ $200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Responsible people needed for

newspaper delivery. Early morning 7 days

on campus call 253 7009

Help wanted for Mike Dukakis cam-
paign meeting tomorrow 803 Campus
Center 586-6427

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB

LOST

Glasses. Silver-grey rims,

Please call Jim, 6-4733

brown case.

Happy 3rd Anniversaryl

and forever. HP.
Yours always

Reward for lost book bag bag contains

one Cost Acct book some keys one TIX

EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT

JOINSTAR MARKET
IF YOU HAVE

The willingness to work hard

A strong desire to succeed

IF YOU ENJOY
A fast paced environment, exciting

and dynamic people...

ACAREERWITH STAR PROVIDES
An excellent starting salary

A profit sharing program
And many other benefits

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITES
Great on the job training with

Star's management team.

STAR MARKET WILL BE ON CAMPUS
MONDAY, OCT. 25th^_^_^,^^

WeRVIEWING midyear GRADUATtb

FOR IMMEDIATE PLACEMENT

I

If vou are unable to see
us on campus, forward
your resume to:

personnel Department
Star Market Companv
625 Mt. Auburn Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

J

PERSONALS

Stick It In your ear II Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Have something to aali?

Got something to say?
You'll be haard with a
Collegian classified I

think that I would forget? I'm waiting! Love

Jesus

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

545-0041
'

.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Lasbian opening in pyschotherapy group

run by Estelle Gorfine. Sliding fees.

253 2822

GET PSYCHED FOR HALLOWEENII The

Great Pumpkin Sale is coming Thursday

and Friday I

HHP - 3 years and you still give me the

williesl DMF
Happy Birthday, i-auriell You're the

nicest STRANGO BOFFO I've ever met.

Guess Who??

DISTRIBUTOR OPPORTUNITIES Texas

Instruments home computer ground floor

multi level marketing money making oppor-

tunities - no risk, no inventory investments

Demonstration Tues 10/26 7:30 CC room

169 call Grace or Paul after 5 666-2494

Jeffrey V. You're a great friend. I love you

and have now beat you I Lauren

Oh sweat D. You are so wonderful. Oh
Dave, i want to caress your thighs. I want

to be your slave tonight. Love, your not-so

secret admirer

Mala needed for small Northampton two

bedroom 125 -> Scott 584^4348 after 5

Housemate needed - 4 bed house in

Leverett - female pref. 100/ month + call

Wendy 549-2628

Female to share bedroom in Rolling

Green immediate opening $106 month

verything included 256-8335 or 256-0l66_

Apartmentmate needed $150/mo on bus

route furnished call Jeff 666-4357

Roommate wanted to share 5 room

townhouse in Easthampton just over N'ton*

line Male or female. Own room. Call Sue

527-6690 _
SERVICES

Sansory laolation Tank available for ren-

tal. Group rates 584-1627 evenings

Overnight typing service

I will do your typing for you overnight. I

have professional experience, but very

reasonable rates. Call Jim at 546-7042

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Memory, concentration, study skills taking

exams. Monday Thursday 6:30 730 PM.

$10. /session University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant Amherst 549 4645 all

welcome

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549 5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

LOST black UMass datebook Wed Oct 6.

Owner lost w/o it. Nina 253 5137

SUGARBUSKT ski house room
available over intersession 546 5891

546-5890

Bumps, Happy BIrthdayl

Best video available used % inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min $6. 30 min $8.

60 min $10. 617 757-3165 or 617 752 3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car

Doug 546-8186

Call

WANTED

Happy Zist Chrlsl Good luck with your

goddess (Boozer)

Lucy: Here is your personal. Did vou really

Looking for 2 Joe Jackson tickets

please cal l Gail 549-5686

Wanted: Joe Jackson tickets 2 (two) best

price paid call after 6:00 PM keep trying

253 3643

Ride needed to South Shore area Friday

10/22 return Sun 10/24 Will share expenses

call Andrea 549-0064

Ride needed to Framlngham, Natick

area Friday 10/22 at 1:00ish. Will share ex-

penses Call Laurie 549-1511

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

I

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

i

St., Amherst, 256-0710

LOOK
FOR
THE

COLLEGIAN

Dining Out Special

WED. OCT. 27th!

>) HI nni{ Ml • ^n II » in hi n<ti(\ii nil -- i;n hi ikik mi

NEW WAVE
&

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

$8.00 with this coupon A

I W.50 with shampoo & Blow Dry
\

I 11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry
\

! Free Consultations !

please call for an appoin ment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
I

-'-)

65 University Drive. Amherst j

549 5610 c
I

i eM>i£LJ(L^A^ I

/^J.MOKMI • <IM I
» in 1)1 Hninil • s i

,
| | - U> HI Itdinil
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More Sports on page 14

Smith leads assault, UM wins, 8-0
Bv JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team was back to its winning ways
yesterday, as the stickers routed Westfield

State 8-0.

The Minutewomen had a field day on the

upper NOPE field, as they outshot. out-

passed and outplayed Westfield.

I'am Meryl began the UMass onslaught

at 27:33 of the first half, when she followed

up on a shot taken by Fatly Smith.

Megan Donnelly capped the

Minutewomen's first half scoring at 14:43

when she took a shot straight at Westfield

goalie Victoria Borque that hit the top right

of the net.

The slickers had 3.5 minutes of target

practice in the second half. Within 15

minutes UMa.ss had scored four of its six

goals for the half.

Two minutes after the whistle. Donnelly

struck again. On a corner, Donnelly took

another straight shot on goal and this one

also completely eluded Borque.

Le.ss than two minutes later. Smith, who
figured in five of I'Ma.ss' eight goals. tf>')k a

iM'->^ from Meryl and swept it into the left

• .<T of the ne...

Smith struck again at 22:59, when she

t'x>k a rebound from her own shot and

pushed it into the goal.

At 20:46. Smith teamed up with Allyson

Rioux to up the score t"H 0.

On a corner. Smith fed a pass to Rioux

who tapped the ball past the right post.

Smith picked up the hot trick at 10:59

when she followed a Tish Stevens free hit

and blasted a shot on goal that simply went
past the entire Westfield defense.

Rioux finished the Minutewomen s

scoring spree at 7:09, when she scored on a

pass from Stevens.

I'Mass outshot Westfield 26-8. and goalie

Patty Shea needed only four saves to

preserve the shutout.

As the team gathered around coach Pam

^^••ik*.

^
>:'>::. U*-*'----;*

I
-**•" T • o

^ 'fi>^

( oMri^ian photo b> Joy (^b«

UMass captain Ro Tudryn fights for possession during the Minutewomen's 8-0 rout of Westfield State

yesterday at upper NOPE field.

Hixon to hear her comments on the game,
everyone was all smiles.

"Today was super." Hixon told her team.
"Take tomorrow off, put your feet up.

relax. You all deserve it."

This win was definitely a boost for the

stickers, especially after the outcome of

their weekend in Philadelphia.

"We needed a game like this," said

Hixon. "We needed to show ourselves that

we are capable of scoring. We needed to do

a job, and we did it."

"These girls had to explode after this

weekend." Hixon said. "We put it all

together against Westfield. We scored a

variety of ways. I think the girls will he

more comfortable in the circle from now
on."

Thursday, the stickers travel to Harvard.
Saturday, the Minutewomen are at home
against the University of New Hampshire.

Spikers get experience
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

NEWARK. DE. - Improvement was the

name of the game for the University of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team
this past weekend at the University of

Delaware tournament. And with a tad bit

more experience the Minutewomen
could've pulled off some major upsets.

The Massachusetts spikers played very

well and as they defeated Southern Con-

necticut decisively, came close to toppling

division I powerhouses Delaware and Pro-

vidence College and pushing every team

they faced to the limit.

"Our play definitely improved," said UM
head coach Elaine Sortino. "We went up

against some of the best and we played

with a lot more poise than I expected. I was

really pleased."

After playing competitively against

William and Mary and bowing 8-15, 8-15,

Massachusetts came close to beating Pro-

vidence. UMass led the Lady Friars 14-13

in the first game, but faltered losing 16-14.

PC eked a win out the second game 12-15

to take the match. UMass also had tourna-

ment champion Delaware in the same

predictament that they had PC in and the

result ended up the same.

Against the Mountaineers of West

Virginia, the smaller UM team gave the

taller WV women a tough match before los-

ing 13-15, 12-15.

"We had our chances (against PC.

Delaware and WV)." said Sortino. "We
needed and lacked a little experience." And
that lack of experience gave UMass' op-

ponents an advantage.

Experience was no problem as UM wiped

out Southern CT. 15-1, 15-6 for the first

UMass win over SC in over two years.

Then. UMass played the University of New
Haven for the umpteenth time this season

(it was really only the fourth time). UMass
improved their play against the number
one ranked division II team in the Nor-

theast (NH) losing 12-15. 13-15. It was
great improvement for the Minutewomen
over the 15-1, 15-1 shellacking that UM en-

dured last Wednesday.
"Some of those top teams had to be

scared of us," remarked Sortino. "We sur-

prised a lot of people down there."

Massachusetts performed well on the

court, serving and passing very well. And
everyone played well. Kirsten Smith, who
injured her foot against New Haven last

Wednesday, played well despite favoring

that foot.

Sortino used her bench strength to help

the team's performance. Mary Ellen

Normen was used quite a bit off the bench.

Ann Ringrose was being used to fill three

different positions at various times. Julie

McMurtie played well serving and blocking

and Leslie Smith also played well.

The Minutewomen have a week off to

prepare for their next encounter, another

division I tournament, the University of

Maryland tournament. UMass will be the

only division II school in the tournament.

Women fifth in tourney

Sports Notices Sports Notices Sports Notices

The UMass Boxing Club is having an Women track team hopefuls will get their

additional membership drive. Anyone chance ?>iday. October 29. The women's

iniere>led is urged to come to 19th floor of track team will hold their time trials at the

Washmgton Tower Monday through F>iday Derby track between 3:30 and 5 p.m. on

between 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. for iurther that day.

information. Both experience and non

experienced fighters are welcome.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team placed fifth at the

state championships over the weekend
after losing a disappointing match to Tufts

University Friday at the Boyden courts by

a score of 6-3.

The netwomen travelled to Wellesley

College Friday after the Tufts match to

participate in the Massachusetts
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women Tournament.

"It was a very close tournament and the

teams were very even as far as the com-
petition went." said Coach John Beal.

"Overall the team played well. They had

their chances to win more matches and
could have even won the tournament," said

Beal.

Smith College won the tournament with

11 points, followed by Northeastern
University and Tufts University who tied

for second place with ten points each.

Tournament host. Wellesley College,

placed fourth with nine points, followed by
UMass with eight points. Harvard
University was sixth with seven points.

Springfield C<illege seventh with five

points, and Holy Cross was last with four

pomts.

Pomts were awarded tor each lime an
individual in their particular tournament
advanced a round, and added up at the end
to decide the final point totals.

In the first singles tournament. Ehzahelh
Sullivan won in the first round, 6 3. 6 0, but
lost in the second round. 6-1, 6-0, to earn
one point for UMass.

Ariel Fowler, .seeded number two, won
the second singles tournament, earning

•three points for UMass. She won her first

two matches in straight sets, and then won
in the final by a score of 6-3, 6 1. Beal

thought she played extremely well.

In the third singles tournament, Chris

Frazier lost in the first round by a score of

6-1.6-2.

Patricia Sullivan lost in the finals of the

fourth singles tournament. She defeated

the number two seed 6-3. 6-2. in the first

round, then won in the second round 16, 6

2, 6-1, but lost iri the final by a score of 1-6.

7 6, 6-4 earning two points for UMass. Beal

said she played her best tennis of the fall.

In the fifth singles tournament, Diana
Biagioli lost in the first round in straight

sets, 7-6, 6 0. In the sixth singles, Laura
Kaufmann lost to the number one seed in

three sets, 4-6, 7-5, 6-1.

In the first doubles tournament,
Elizabeth Sullivan and Chris Frazier lost in

three sets by a score of 4 6, 6-2. 6-3.

Second doubles team of Ariel Fowler and
Laura Kaufmann made it to the finals of

their tournament before losing to the

number one seeds. They won their first

round match 6-4, 6-3. won in the second
round. 6 2. 6 7. 6-1, and then lost in the

final 6-3, 7-6, to earn two points for UMass.

The third doubles team of Maureen
Ilanlon and Diana Riagioli lost to the

number two seeds in the first round of their

tournament by a score of 6-3, 6 4.

"The results were not very predictable,

but I expected the doubles teams to win
more points than they did." said Beal.

The Minutewomen will take a little break

before travelling to Yale University for the

New England Championships on October
29-31.
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University of MaMachosetts power plant which will have a filter

system installed nearby to lower fly ash emissions into the air.

$4.5M for 'baghouse'

UMass budget increased

more than five percent

By DAVE SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

A $4.5 million pollution control system

funded by the state will be installed next

semester at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst to filter smoke

coming from the on campus power plant.

A small building called a baghouse will be

constructed next to the power plant to

control fly ash and smoke emissions coming

out of the boiler before it goes out the

smokestacks.

The facility is designed to be a vacuum

that draws the fly ash into large bags and

traps it so that only gas and not particulate

matter, is dispersed into the air.

Construction of the project will disrupt

traffic on Campus Center Way leading to

the Campus Center Circle. Pedestrians will

still be able to pass by but the road will be

closed to motor vehicles in order to allow

enough space for construction. The bus stop

at the Campus Center Circle will be moved

to the Haigis Mall, which is between

Whitmore and the School of Business

Administration (SBA). Cars traveling to

the garage will have to drive around by

parking lot 65 and enter the upper section

of the campus center way by Flint and

Chenoworth Laboratories, Jack Littlefield,

director of facilities Planning said.

"The Campus Physical Planning Com-

mittee recommended the Haigis Mall as a

temporary bus stop because it is relatively

close to the Campus Center and it has the

least amount of disadvantages to it com

pared with other sites proposed," Lit

llefield said

The other places considered for bus stops

were parking iot 65 and North Pleasant

street between Hasbrouck Laboratory and

the West Experiment Station but these

were both found to be disruptive to traffic

and pedestrians.

"Haigis Mall is a reasonable compromise

to a situation that has no easy choices."

Littlefield said. "It has its advantages and

its disadvantages."

"While the construction is going on it is

going to be an inconvenience for everyone

but we have to do it because we have no

other choice," Littlefield said.

The baghouse is being built in order to

meet the standards of division of en

vironmental protection in the attorney

general's office. Without it the University

will be forced to close.

"The University burns coal to save

millions of dollars a year but with it, you

have a pollution problem." Littlefield said.

'To solve the problem you have to buUd a

baghouse and it must be built close to

where coal is burned."

In 1972, the lower Pioneer Valley air

pollution control district cited the

University for emissions that were over

environmental protection standards but

granted the University a variance from the

regulations upon the promise that a

baghouse would be built.

It has taken ten years for the details and

the funding of the building to be worked

out. The project is now up for bid from

contractors. As soon as all the contracts are

in. the University will award the contract to

the lowest bidder

Anti-nuke activist reveals
dns: documented fac

By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

Imagine looking out your dorm window

at night and seeing two 600-foot hi^
nuclear power plant cooling towers glow-

ing brightly in the distance.

Or imagine being an American soldier so

close to a nuclear bomb test that the light

from the explosion lights up the bones in

your hand like an x-ray photogn4)h.

These are just two of the disturbing im-

ages evoked by anti-nuclear activist

Harvey Wasserman last ni^t in his

presentation on "America's Experience

with Radiation."

More than 65 j)eopIe were present in the

Student Union BaUroom as Wasserman
detailed the detrimental effects of radia-

tion on humans, read testimonials of people

suffering from those effects and told of

government unwillingness to investigate

the issue.

"I want to say that there is no safe dose

of radiation and there is no such thing as a

safe, economic nuclear power plant,"

Wasserman said. "As far as I am concern-

ed, the debate (over nuclear weapons and

power plants) is over. We have to get rid of

them."
Wasserman, 36, is the author of several

books on nuclear power and the problems

caused by exposure to radiation. The most

recent is "Killing Our Own: The Disaster of

America's Experience With Atomic Radia-

tion."

Wassemum said he became an anti-

nuclear activist in 1973 when Northeast

Utilities announced plans for a nuclear

power plant in Montague, Massachusetts,

jxist 10 miles north of Amherst.

Wasserman had led a "peaceful ex-

istence" on a farm there for 14 years and

organized a group to fight the plant, he

said.

"We got together and blew them away,"

he said. "Two years ago, they officially an-

nounced that they had dropped the plans."

"The biggest problem in America today

is pessimism, the feeling that you can't

fight city hall," he said. "Well, we did and

we won, and others have too."

Wasserman, who received his masters

degree in American history from the

University of Chicago in 1967, supports a

unilateral freeze on nuclear wei^wn pro-

duction.

"Having those weapons around doesn't

make me feel secure," he said. "It's like

apes beating their chests in the jungle.

When tensions escalate, both the United

States and the Soviet Union blow up test

bombs on their own soU."

Commenting on crisis relocation plans

such as the ones proposed for Amherst.

Wasserman said, "It's pure idiocy. I'd ad-

vocate that the entire country be evacuated

to Reagan's ranch in California."

IMass officials upset

o\er funds designation

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts in

Amherst will receive 5.5 percent more in

its annual budget for fiscal year 1984 if the

state Board of Regents' recommendations

are approved by the legislature early next

year.

Recommendations from the Board of

Regents of Higher Education for the

UMass campus toUled $115,377,895 for

fiscal year 1984. up from the fiscal year

1983 figure of $109,318,459, John L.

DeNyse, acting vice-chancellor for ad

ministration and finance, said Monday.

"We are very pleased about the total

recommendations," DeNyse said.

The recommendations from the regents

were very near the school's total request

of $118,912,466, DeNyse said.

Major recipients of increased funding

included various engineering and com-

puter programs, which will receive new
equipment and staff.

Over $1 million in increases were
recommended for instructional programs

with high tech subjects being a major

recipient.

Five hundred thousand dollars was
recommended for the expansion of the

electrical engineering and computer

science departments, $300,000 in

graduate assistant stipends and $66,000

for new faculty members in the School of

Business, DeNyse said.

A math center was also recommended

to be funded at around $200,000. DeNyse

said.

Other new programs funded were:

$438,000 for instructional support, which

will include computer terminals, computer

equipment and staff, $71,000 for ad

ministrative management and $1.5 million

for new instructional equipment.

One hundred and eight thousand dollars

was also specifically prescribed for in-

crea.sed security, which will mean five to

seven new officers for UMass.
UMass Director of Public Safety GeraW

T. O'Neil said yesterday he was

'delighted" by the increased funds.

The UMass Police Department
currently has 41 officers on the force. "I've

been keeping my fingers crossed for this

for a long time," he said.

A 7 percent across the board inflation

adjustment was also recommended added

to the budget.

DeNyse said he did not have exact

figures on what this adjustment amounted

to in dollars.

This is also the first year that the

Regents has specifically prescribed where

certain program funds will go.

In previous years money had been

allocated in lump sums for different

programs, said Joseph M. Finnegan,

higher education vice-chancellor for fiscal

affairs and management.
This year, however, program funds

were specifically alloted for different

accounts with transfers of these funds

forbidden, Finnegan said.

This action by the Regents has brought

fierce reaction from University officials,

who fear the policy will hurt the school by

preventing any flexibility or transfer of

funds. Continued on page S

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

In the budget recently recommended by

the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education, the regents perscribed in

advance where the funds given to the

University for certain programs will be

spent.

University of Massachusetts officials

said yesterday they were upset with the

state board of regents new policy of

pinpointing where budget funds will go.

because it will g^ve the school no

flexibility."

"There can be shifts in demand, " said

John L. Denyse, acting vice-chancellor for

administration and finance. "Having no

flexibility in funding can hurt us."

This is the first time the state has told

UMass where the money will be spent.

The reason this was done, according to

Joseph M. Finnegan, vice-chancellor of

higher education for fiscal affairs and

management, was because "last years

budget was too narrowly focused."

Finnegan said certain priorities of the

regents needed to be addressed. When
the schools were dividing up monies

themselves, these priorities such as

some computer and engineering programs

were not being given proper funding, thus

the regents decision to channel funds into

certain areas.

DeNyse explained that with con.stantly

changing shifts in student demand, having

to spend money on one subject over

another, possibly more popular subject

could hurt the University.

'The recommendation flys in the face of

fiscal autonomy," said Bruce Laurie,

president of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors and associate professor of

history. "We fought hard for fiscal

autonomy, which is very important."

Ijaurie said because the regents

recommended so much money be put into

high tech programs, the school is "run-

ning the risk of distorting the mission of

the institution."

^achcUlc«ll«c>aa pkots bj Ktria J.

Author Harvey Wuserman expresses his concern over the possibility

of nadear war during a lecture last night.
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World and national news

Sexual activity on

rise among teens

Wednesday, October 20, 1982

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Sexual activity among

adolescents is increasing throughout the world, and the

result is more and more medically risky and socially ex

pensive pregnancies among teen agers. an international

family planning authority said yesterday.

Across many geographical and cultural boundaries,

within and without marriage, "these girls are producing

babies when they're stUl babies themselves." said Dr.

Pramilla Senanayake. medical director of the International

Planned Parenthood Federation in London.

"I see pregnant girls as young as 13 or 14. This is a girl

who is producing a child with the first or second or third

egg she has ever produced," she said in an interview before

addressing the 10th World Congress of Gynecology and

Obstetrics.

Presenting an overview of the problem rather than

results of research, she said. "Sexual activity is increasing

all over the world. And with that there is an increase in

adolescent pregnancy and an increase in sexually tran

smitted diseases.

"Yet there is little attention paid to this problem, she

said. "It's a whole neglected area.

"

Mrs. Senanayake, a native of Sri Lanka, said solving the

problem will be "a very long and slow and tedious process"

of carefully crafted education programs aimed at specific

cultures.

"Adolescents need to feel part of their society, not an

intrusion upon it." she said. "Neither the adolescents nor

sex are. in themselves, the problem .... It's how society

copes with them."

In the United States in 1978. there were 29.547 births to

women under age 15 and 428.202 births in the 15 17 age

group, according to Planned Parenthood,

CLEVELAND (A?) -
Mennonite draft resister

Mark Schmucker talks to

reporters in Cleveland
yesterday where he was
convicted of failing to

register for the draft.

Schmucker received a

$4,000 fine and a five year

prison sentence, three

years of which were
suspended and two to be
served by working in a

mental institution in

Missouri.

JLF1^6SI By the Associated Press

Hampshire will continue non-traditional

ways despite consultants' warnings
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AMHERST - Hampshire College, in its second decade

of teaching students in non traditional ways, should shed

its image as a counterculture haven and raise admissions

standards, a consultant says.

However, college President Adele Simmons, says the

sch«x)l will continue allowing students fulfill degree
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requirements by completing individual research projects

— without the traditional academic trappings of credits,

mandatory classes or grades.

She calls Hampshire a "graduate school for un-

dergraduates."

But consultants at Krukowski Associates of New York

said high school counselors and others view the school as

"academically second rate."

"Hampshire's educational mission is badly misun-

derstood. In the colleges earlier years, its distinctiveness

was an exceptional marketing advantage because it

seemed in harmony with many of the hopes and aspirations

of the generation of students who went to college in the

late 1960s and early 1970s. The distinction is now a

recruitment liability." the consulants wrote.

"If Hampshire's perceived academic quality was beyond

question, prospective students and counselors would more

readily accept the college's seeming eccentricities. With

the college's academic quality in doubt, Hampshire's

unoxrthodoxy is a problem," consultants said, adding that

the school, which costs about $11.000 a year, now "is forced

to admit all but the weakest applicants."

Hampshire officials commissioned the consultants' study

in March after admissions applications dropped from 2,780

in 1972, the school's second year of existence, to L024 in

1981.
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Alright, all you ghouls

treats ok, but no tricks
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

Ghosts and ghouls, vampires and bats

will have to keep it in line during bewit-

ching hours next weekend now that plans

have been finalized to insure the safety of

the University of Massachusetts campus

community over Halloween.

A plan similar to guidelines followed over

the past two years, was prepared by the

UMass Housing Services. It was for-

mulated by a representative group of

University staff members and student

leaders in an attempt to avoid the destruc-

tive incidents of Halloween 1979.

Housing Services decided to stick with

the guidelines because "they were suc-

cessful in the past two years," said Joseph

A. Zannini, executive director of Housing

Services.

Two general principles form the base of

the policies, Zannini said. The principles

are: that the campus and its facilities are

primarily for the use of students and staff

that work and live here and that the

members of the campus community should

be able to enjoy their Halloween activities

with a reasonable assurance of security

Pk«U k; Tm* Kada

Bob Grybko enJoy§ his lonchbreAk underneath the shade of an oak

tree in front of Hasbroack Lab. Grybkct. a Warner Bros. Construction

Co. employee, was working on the sidewalk there.

Duffey clarifies change

in staff organization
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey yesterday

clarified a staff change that caused one

administrator to consider Uking legal

action against the University of

Massachusetts.

Duffey. who appointed Marie Reid to the

position of associate vice chancellor under

Administration and Finance last Thursday,

said yesterday the change was made to

make the administrative structure of the

University consistent with that of other

universities.

Duffey said giving final budget authority

to the vice chancellor of Administration and

Planning would reduce the number of

administrators reporting directly to the

chancellor. The change will also make the

vice chancellor's position, temporarily filled

by John L. DeNyse. more attractive to

highly qualified and experienced ad

ministrators. Duffey said.

Reid. who in her 2 V2 years at UMass

served as director of the Office of Planning

and Budget, assistant to former Chancellor

Henry Koffler and as overseer in the area of

University Relations and Development,

said the appointment was a demotion and

may be in vir)lation of the policies of the

UMass Board of Trustees.

Although Reid said she agreed with

Duffey's reasoning in making the

organizational change, she said she ob

jected to the way the decision was made. "It

was the way it was done." Reid said.

Reid said with half of her responsibilities

taken away from her she does not have

enough work to do.

She also said she has not received a

revised job description since her job was

changed last week. "I'm not even sure what

I can do." Reid said. "This kind of situation

is too cumbersome."

Reid said she is currently seeking the

advice of legal counsel to find out what her

rights are.

The search committee for the vice

chancellor of Administration and Finance

completed its search last May. according to

Carl Swanson. the director of that com-

mittee. Swanson said Chancellor Duffey is

currently reviewing the seven finalists the

committee recommended.

Student discipline system

video shown to grad senate
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

A videotape explaining the student

discipline system was last night presented

to the University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate by the UMass

Legal Services Office. Student Attorney

General's Office and the Dean of Students

Office.

The presentation, entitled "The

Discipline System at UMass," was prepared

to give students a basic overview of the

discipline system because students have

been generally unaware in the past.

The offices feel that a videoUpe will be

more effective in reaching a larger number

of people than oral or written presentation,

said Julia Santiago of LSO. The videotape is

ifbudget
Continwd from page 1

The recommendation will now go to the

incoming governor — either Michael S.

Dukakis or John W. Sears, who are now

running for the position — who will then

make his own recommendation to the

state legislature in January. DeNyse said.

p.m. on the 30th.

• Residence halls will be open only to

invited guests presenting a valid Universi-

ty ID card. Each resident will be allowed a

maximum of two guests.

"We want to make the campus available

to our students. As we reviewed last year's

policy we saw no need to ban University

students as guests," Zannini said.

• Twenty-four hour security will be in

effect in the residence halls throughout the

weekend.
• Small dorm-centered functions are

encouraged, but large-scale events likely to

draw uninvited guests will not be permit-

ted.

• The residential area governments

will be sponsoring costume competitions in

cooperation with the Food Services and

Housing Services. Details of the competi-

tion will be made available later in the

week, Zannini said.

"Nineteen seventy-nine was a horror

show, absolutely horrendous," said Kathy

Meade, a spokeswoman for Housing

Security.

"There was a lot of trashing, broken

glass, vandalism, unwanted visitors and

uncontrolled crowds," she said. The policy

The following policy will be in effect this of the last two years, she said has been

Halloween weekend: very effective in preventing such behavior

• The campus will be closed to the from happening again.

public during the evening hours on Friday, More than 100 security personnel willbe

Oct 29 and Saturday. Oct. 30, with the ex- used, Meade said, beginning 5 p.m. J-Yi-

ception of previously scheduled events for day and ending at 6 i^m. Sunday,

which special arrangements have been "Between one and four or five wjll be m
j^^g any given building at any time, she said,

• The Campus Center/Student Union which^ is "essentially the same as last

Complex will close at 7 p.m., the 29th and 6 year."

Amherst democratic incumhent John OWer speaks with guests at

yesterday evenings candidate's open house at Memorial Hall.

Olver says state's fortunate

for upbeat economic climate

also scheduled to appear on the Amherst

and Northampton community cable

systems.

The presentation explained that the

courts mandate that students facing

disciplinary action in a public educational

institution must be given the full rights that

the Constitution guarantees any citizen.

The videotape noted that before there

was a uniform disciplinary system at the

University, students did not have to receive

a notice stating that action was about to be

taken against them, nor did they have the

right to a hearing. The new system assures

these rights and also guarantees a student's

right to legal counsel if the offense makes

the student liable to off campus
prosecution.

Public hearings will be held for the

proposed budget, after which both the

House and Senate Ways and Means

Committee will weigh the governor's

recommendation and make their own

recommendations to the legislature.

The House will vote first on one lump

sum for all the state schools. DeNyse said,

once the bill passes through the House,

the Senate will also vote.

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts should consider itself for-

tunate because its economic climate is

upbeat relative to the rest of the country,

said State Senator John Olver, D-Amherst.

Olver spoke yesterday at a candidate's

night at Memorial Hall on the campus of

the University of Massachusetts. The event

was sponsored! by the Massachusetts Socie-

ty of Professors, member of the University

Professional staff, the American Federa-

tion of State, County and Municipal

Employees, the Intematwnal Brotherhood

of Police, and the friends of John Olver.

About 50 people attended.

Olver's speech focused on what he

perceived as a positive working relation-

ship between University faculty, staff,

alumni and students. He also praised the

Board of Regents for recommending a 40

percent increase in student aid. Following

his speech Olver spoke to individuals

sepanitely.

One bill Olver cited for its importance to

education is the increase in the state

cigarette tax in order to double the amount

of financial aid that comes from the state.

Olver said he is one of the prime sponsors

of that bUl.

Olver supported a proposed telecom-

munications system that would be in-

strumental in linking various departments

in state colleges and universities. He said

he believes it is ironic that a state as strong

as Massachusetts in the high technology

field is not using technology to its full

potential.

He also stressed the repair of the high

pressure steamlines in the Southwest

Residential Area dormitories. If these

"notoriously bad" systems are not repaired

Southwest could literally fall apart in a few

years, Olver said.

Olver also commented on some of the up-

coming state elections including his own.

He said his opponent, Jim Tripp, told the

Grfmfield Recorder in August that he in-

tended to spend $20,000 to $30,000 in the

election.

"Anybody can cause a lot of damage in a

senatorial district with that kind of

money," Olver said, adding that he has not

as of yet seen any evidence to that kind of

expenditure.

Olver said he responded to the story in

the Recorder by building a campaign "as if

my life was on the line," by coming out

with literature and a direct mail system.

Governor EdwardJ. King created a pro-

blem for liberal legislators because of his

opposition to pro-choice legislation, sup-

port of raising the drinking age and his

belief that new prisons should be built in

order to increase the prison population,

Olver said.

King's support of capital punishment and

mandatory sentences "don't work and

aren't likely to work in the future," he said.

CHver added that he expects Michael S.

Dukakis to become the state's next gover-

nor.

He also expressed his view on the race

between Barney Frank and Margaret

Heckler in the state's fourth district.

"I think that Barney Frank will carry it

but that's iust a matter of faith," he said.
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Hypercurricula

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "Death

Penalty" is the topic of this theological

discussion facilitated by Rev. Phil Ward.

12:15 p.m.. 428 Student Union.

UMASS EXCHANGES TO GREAT
BRITAIN — An informational meeting will

be held for students interested in attending

UMass exchanges to Great Britain in 1983

84. 3 p.m.. Third Floor Lounge. Herter

Hall.

GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL -
We need student input with our CC/SU

entertainment. Bring your ideas. 4:30 p.m..

802 Campus Center.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

WEEKLY MEETING - Come for quality

Christian fellowship and a continuing sei'ies

designed to stimulate growth in Christ. 6:30

p.m.,SBA109.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING -
explanation of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Contcentration (BDIC) Program,

a degree granting program which allows a

student the opportunity top design his/her

own major. 7 p.m., Chadbourne Seminar

Room.

BIOCHEMISTRY CLUB MEETING -
All are welcome. 7:30 p.m., 1020 Graduate

Research Tower.

Newslines . .

.

FREIBURG ABEND — An informational

meeting will be held for students interested

in attending the University of Freiburg

(Germany) exchange program next year.

7:30 p.m.. Third Floor Lounge. Herter Kail.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP -

A group of women who are challenging

traditional ways of experiencing

spirituahty. A supportive community

where women can share, question, and

grow toward a new understanding of

themselves. 7 p.m., 428 Student Union.

FILM: THE LAST SEA - Documentary

about Jewish survivors who emigrated to

Israel after World War II. Contains rare

footage of the period. A major film in the

Jewish film festival in N.Y. Free. 8 p.m.,

106 Thompson.

FREE CONCERT: JAZZ ENSEMBLE I

— 25 UMass students, directed by Jeff

Holmes, will perform music from the bands

of Duke Ellington. Basie and Thad Jones.

Guest soloists: saxophonist Fred Tillis and

trombonist David Sporny. 8 p.m.. Bowker

Auditorium. Stockbridge Hall.

SPANISH CLUB - General meeting. 8

p.m., sixth floor lounge. Herter Hall.

NOW conference to air on WMUA
There will be a panel discussion on the ago from 6 to 7 tonight on WMUA. The

National Organization of Women (NOW) leading speaker wUl be Pat McGuire.

Conference held in Indianapolis two weeks

DeJean to lecture at Amherst
Professor Joan DeJean will speak on

"The Paradoxes of FenwJe Authorship:

Mme de Lafayette and La Princesse de

Cleves," at 4 p.m. today in the Alumni

House at Amherst College. The lecture will

be given in English and there will be a

reception following the lecture.
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The Textbook Annex Needs Your

1

HELP

Li'

De Sure to give us your

textbook requirements

for the Spring semester !

!

We would like to provide

the most efficient service

possible, but v/e T>eed

your help.

Pleose Send Us Your Orders By

October 25th
1 Your •orly ord«n wHI eftobJe u$ to ch«d« ot<ii% to ellmlnot* »om« of the P^^^

that might oHs«. We con order from tt>e pobHsher* soor^er and redoc* *»• f^^^^

out of stock sltuotJom. This wW ol$o help us ovoJd the problem of hoving your

books heW up In the hoikJoy moHs.

2 We con buy books bock from the students oi the end of this serT»ester ood poy

good prtces for them. If we know whot you pton to use for the Spring semester.

0. Deportment seaetoftes hove textbook Informotkxi forms or you moy reqo»»t

ihem from the Textbook Anrwx.

We opprectote your cooperotJon ond If the Annex stoff con osstet yoo, p»eo*« do

not hesttote to coH. (5-3570- 1 -2) AiStJno Klelec

Textbook Annex Focuity uoison

Hours RuuEvons

n. m w- r\ A Textbook Monoger
M-F 9 am - 4 pnn

.. i_ i

Returns to publisher will begin

November 1st. Pleose inform your

students.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Reagan breaks

from past ways
Since the end of World War II. President after Presi-

dent has tried, with mixed results, to control grow-

ing worldwide Soviet influence. Under Truman,

Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson containment

represented a U.S. willingness to go to war, if necessary.

to prevent the spread of worldwide communism. With

Nixon, Ford and Carter detente became the watx^hword.

This policy openly acknowledged the position of the Soviet

Union as a world power and encouraged peaceful coex-

istence between the two countries through negotiation

and cooperation. In contrast to these two policies of the

'mmMM If rnH HAVE FVtR BEEN, AND VVWV ARE lUti MOW, COMMUKig. PiNKO .SUBVERSIVES

Letters
Is the campus oblivious to past Crayton's anti-semetic letter?

To the Editor:

1 hesitate, briefly, to disparage a man whom so many on

this campus seem to look to as an enlightened and com

passionate social organizer. Frankly, I'm amazed at some

of the stuff printed in the CoUegian in recent weeks about

Tony Crayton and his much lamented departure from

UMass. I am unable to forget a letter by Mr. Crayton

"about " the Jews, which appeared some years ago in Black

Affairs (Nummo News anti-Semitic?, Dec. 6, 1978).

"I'm tired of this Zionist bellyaching over the plight of

the Jews," railed Crayton. "You continue to count your six

million casualties under Germany. Have you tried to count

how many Africans you Europeans murdered to build

America? And don't start that crap about you Jews had

nothing to do with it. Even if we discount all your vile

merchants who took part, you still are responsible for

receiving stolen goods. .."

According to Crayton. the Jewish people were also

responsible for bringing his people"... ghettoes, ban

tustans. and refugee camps..." His letter further accused

Jews of "economically exploiting \Blacks) and removing all

the money profiu from (their) community. "
and offered to

stop exposing all these injustices "when (Jews) use the

media they control to dispel the stigmas that are still

prevalent today..."

If Crayton had directed equaUy bigoted remarks toward

another of society's scapegoats - such as Hispanics. or

women - his career as a campus organizer would (and

should) have never recovered. But he leaves UMass with

flying colors, hailed for his dedication and his enlightened

social perspective. It is tragic that Crayton believes in

these medieval anti Semitic myths. It is frightening that so

many others on this campus don't seem to mind.

Seth Minkoff
Amherst

Amherst selectmen's decision not responsible or intelligent

To the Editor:

In response to the October 18. front page article

"Amherst booklet answers 'iffy' questions" by Ann Carrns

and Ray Beauchemin. I would like to make a few com

ments. , . . .

It is true that Amherst will be one of the host com

munities during crisis relocation, but the town will not be

on its own as alluded to. Monies wUl be appropriated to

obtain foodstocks. cots, medical supplies, and other items

that will be provided to host towns to take care of the

population influx. Distribution will be through the

Massachusetts CivU Defense Agency which will receive

assistance from the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) at a late' phase in a total emergency plan

of which crisis relocatir .planning is only a part.

No one is advocating nuclear war, or even saying that if

people follow the relocation plan they will survive, but any

plan is better than no plan. If the situation exists, we must

have some idea of what to do. If there is the slightest

chance that by relocating people may survive, a segment of

the population will take that chance. The option is there for

those who want it. At least its better than the alternative.

Cooperation at all levels is essential. I am disappointed

in the Amherst selectmen. Did any official from the town

attend the Governor's Conference on Civil Preparedness in

Framingham (all communities were invited) that was held

a few months ago to discuss such issues? From the actions

taken I would say not. Ut's get aU the information from

both sides before making a decision. Why not give Doug

Forbes a chance to address the community in person.'

Mark Hickox
Central

Alumnus applauds Davis' article as insightful and important

To the Editor:

Bravo to Beverly Davis for her insightful article entitled

"School Outside the Classroom." I found it remarkable that

a student would have such a handle on the twin realms of

learning and involvement in social causes.

It seems we are confronted with two paradoxes, which 1

have experienced in my nine years since leavmg the

University: 1) the more a student treats the outside world

as illusory, irrelevant and not to be dealt with, to that

extent wiU that world treat you simUarly when you enter

it. In a more simplified language, one must deal with social

issues whUe at the University for, in fact, one s future and

Correction

rhetoric spilled from the mouth of P^^^^^f,^'^^^^^^^

sjmipathizers to receive serious speakers in the tuture.

We're always looking

for columnists!

Drop by with a piece or an idea

113 Campus Center

John F. Hudson

the planet's, are dependent upon this awareness. 2) A

corollary of the above, and yet on one level, seemingly

contradictory, is the insights, the knowledge, the vision

one nurtures and develops during ones fu-st time m

college, the energies and ideas the world thirsts for it

often rejects. And in so doing blames "the messenger for

the message." Perhaps, to paraphrase the poet, e.e.

cummings, the entire world is determined to prevent you

from becoming yourself. Yet who, once filled with the

craving for Truth and Justice, could abandon that noble

path?

R. Jay Allain

Easthampton

past, the Reagan administration has embarked on a new

foreign policy course, one which threatens U) isolate the

two nations even further from one another. This new

policy and the marked differences it produces in com-

parison to past U.S. tactics in dealing with Russia will be

examined in this two part essay.

"We believe the free world can prevail," Thomas L.

Reed, a s{)ecial assistant to President Reagan, said in a re-

cent speech. "Prevailing with pride is the primary objtH--

tive." In what was considered the primary foreign policy

speech since the beginning of his term. President Reagn

last spring proclaimed that an important objective is, "...a

Soviet leadership devote<l to improving its people's lives

rather than expanding its arme<i conquests."

This policy differs from past policies in many ways.

Unlike past American foreign policy. Reagan's idea of

prevailing indirectly precludes the Soviets from dealing

with the U.S. on any level other than atlversarial.

Although under containment U.S. and Russian interests

clashed frequently, (most notalily during the 1962 missile

crisis), dialogue and positive advancement were seen in

improving superpower relations. During the Kennedy ad-

ministration for example, establishment of a hotline l)et-

ween the Kremlin and Washington and the signing of the

Atmospheric Test Ban Treaty, showtnl the two suf>er-

powers could still advance dip)lomatically while ideological

ly competitive. Also during detente, this phenomenom was

again demonstrated. While the Strategic Arms Limitation

agreement was Iwing negotiated, America was at the

height of its involvement in the Vietnam War, a war heavi-

ly criticized by the Kremlin. Mos<ow was the main sup-

plier of arms and money the North Vietnamese and they

considered the war pivitol in its quest to spread its

woridwide influence. In spite of this, the U.S. and Russia

signed the first extensive arms limitation treaty in 1972.

In contrast to this marke<l progress in negotiation dur-

ing times of thaw and warming in U.S.-Soviet relations,

the twenty-one months since Reagan has taken office is

devoid of any significant diplomatic advances towards

Russia. During this time the U.S. has made negligible pro-

gress at best in its only positive overture to the Soviets.

The StraU'gic Arms Refluction Talks (START) are a pro-

posal to significantly reduce the numln'r of Soviet and

American missiles currently stationed in p:astem and

Western Europe. Perhaps Reagan's appointment of a

general to head the negotiating team has something to do

with the apparent stagnation of the talks at this time.

More importantly, though, by diplomatically distancing

the U.S. frorti the Soviets, the President nsks polarizing

even more already abysmal relations. Its a case of going

from bad to worst to intolerable. Also, the chance of a

communications slip-up, misconstrued messages, or

downright crude exchanges increases with each step the

superpowers take away from one another. In the nuclear

age, mistakes like these rarely go unforgiven. Tomorrow

the issue of Reagan's policy of prevailing its effect on

Allied relations, and a general overview of future pro-

spects will be examined.

John F. Hvdsm w a Collegian Amoc. Exec. Editor

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor must inciu(ie the

writer's name, address and telephone

number for verification. Because of the large

^'(^lume of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot be acknowledged or returned. Sub-

missions are subjecl to editing t'(»r clarity and

grammar. Letters longer- than 30 lines may

hv coFKiensed due to spaci> limitations.
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TYPE-RITE will word process your letters

-1 or 100 -and you'll Ret the envelopes

free of charge.

Reports, manuscripts, term papers.

theses, etc. typed.

Same or next dav service in many cases.

TYPE-RITE, ;^^1R Main Street. Amherst
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NORTHWOOD 5

APARTMENTS i

Rt. 47 Sunderland {

Close to Amherst,
^

on bus line :

1,2, and 3 S

bedroom gardens ^

immediate occupancy :

available ]

students welcome I

665-3856
office open from
10-7 weekdays,

Saturdays 1-4

si3 »30 OFF

Sale endJ

10/30/82

AM/FM boom box stereo recorder

mj m Reguljir
^^^ ^ SI99.99

• Automatic program selecton system

• Metal tape capability • Variable monitor

• Stereo wide switch • Four speakers St?9.99

This advertised Item Is readliv£valjabje_for sale as advertised.

ipRiE: Your choice of any Maxell. TDK. or Memorex 90

minute blank cassette wnen vou fm out a Sear^Charge application*

Student.

.School.

.Faculty. .Other.

•SewsCharge W««c*«on and FREE blank tap« are avallaWe at C'««'^5";r"''^'^'^
Coupon mim be presented for FREE Iwfn Coupon empIrM 10/30/82

You can count on Sears
-» ..- m<*m • k \Mti
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il>e
t Restaurant

HuigyuV Arts
55 University Drive

Amherst, Mass
549-5713

Fine food and drink

at affordable prices

extensive happy hours

Thursday night is Kaludie night

(inside out pizza!)

Kaludie and a draft beer - $3.25

a wide variety of fiUings available

9:00 - close - Thursday

Happy Hours 2:00-5:30 daily

BOOK NOW AND TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THESE
LOW PRICES

RIO DE JANKIBO
inc. air, hotel 4t

extraa from JFK

LONDON
RT air from

Beaton

from

•888.00

$438.00

FLORIDA
RT. air from
Hartford to

varioua oit.iaa

t2oe.oo

t2fi0.O0

Monday*
FrMajr

Batunlaj
4k Sunday

SPECIALISTS FOR ALL YOUB
TRAVEL NEEDS

646-0600

Campus Center 2nd floor

UM«M Amherst 01003

( ollripan photo by David Ma;

Crowds waiting out for Joe Jackson tickets

two weeks afi^o.

Joe Jackson Preview
The J<)e Jackson concert date has finally come and a lot

of people are excited about it. After long hours of sleeping

out for tickets and recent worries that a cold might prevent

the concert, tomorrow night's performance will go on as

scheduled.

The concert will begin at 8 p.m. at the P'ine Arts Center.

There will be no opening group, although many believed

that Marshall Crenshaw and The Motels had been signed:

but if Jackson can bring the power and raw energy to the

University of Massachusetts that he puts into his albums,

it is doubtful that anyone will be left disappointed by the

evening.

Joe Jackson will presumable play mostly cuts from his

new album. "Night and Day." The album, his fifth, is

reflective of the time he spent in New York City. While the

"Day side" tracks concern themselves with everyday

thoughts, emotions and insecurities, the "Night side" is

pure dance music — "the hot music that blazes out of

shadowy windows and darkened doorways in the late

hours on sultry city nights" as the liner notes phrase it.

A five member band will back him during his North

American tour, which will continue through December.

Tomorrow night should be a good time. _ j^^^^ Gordon

Joe Jackson, who will play to a sold out FAC
crowd tomorrow night.

PtafNI^ -!S

Alan AreniuB plays the Conjure Man in the

University Ensemble production of Dark of the

Moon which opens at 8 p.m. this Friday evening

MaJnIek

You say you've never seen a witch? In William Bemey

and Howard Richardson's Dark of the Moon a witchboy is

given human form and marries Barbara Allen. The con-

flict between Barbara and her witch husband and thi»

superstitious town is controlled by a fundamentalist

preacher. He uses superstition, sextial repression, and

old time religion to save souls. Dark ofthe Moon is a classic

drama based on the Appalachian folk ballad of Barbara

Allen. Performances by the University Ensemble Theater

are in the Rand Theater at the FAC October 22. 23 and

November 3, 4, 11, 12, 17, and 18 at 8 p.m. Dark of the

Moon will be performed in repetory with Jack Heifner's

Vanities, which opens October 29.

Playwright-poet Lane Kiyomi Nishikawa performs in a

one man production, Life in the Font Lane. Written by

Nishikawa, this play relates his experiences as artist

caught between a Japanese and an American world. Spon-

sored by the Third World Theatre Series, the play is

Thursday, October 28 at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Tickets are $2 for students and $3 for the public.

Yentl: The Yeshiva Boy is the story of a young Jewish

girl, fed up with the traditional expectations for Jewish

women in the late 1880's, who takes an active role in

Judaism by disguising herself as a boy. Yentl plays

Theatre 14, Smith CoUege Oct. 28, 29, 30 and Nov. 4, 5

and 6 at 8 p.m. tickets are $4 for the general public, $2 for

students and senior citizens. Dollar nights are Oct. 28 and

Nov. 4.

In West Springfield at Stage West, The Crucifer of

Blood by Paul Giovanni runs through October 21 through

November 13. Cruafer of Blood is a mosiac of true adven-

tures by Arthur Conan Doyle, a character similar to

Sherlock Holmes. Curtain goes up at on Tuesdays through

Thursday at 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday at 8.30 p.m. and

Sundays at 7:30 p.rn^ _^___

IT'S THAT
TIME
AGAIN!

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX

MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD

FALL COURSE BOOKS.
RETURNS START

NOVEMBER 1st

DONT WAIT TO GET A KlECESSARY BOOK-
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

tf^LfWERSlTY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physcal pant bidg

HAIR
Let the sun

shine in!

^'.LESTER PERSKY«. MICHAEL BUTLER

. MILOS PORMAN r*.- RAGNI, RADO .- MacDERMOTS "HAIR",«. JOHN SAVAGE

TREAT miAMSHBB/ERL^^^^^^ • ANNIE GOLDEN • DORSEY WRIGHT • DON OACUS

chS™me&e.^
-"-""nGALTMacDERMOT v„,.....»c^JOMPIERSON '-•-^ ROBERT GREtNHU

I

, MIROSUV ONDRICEK . MICHAEL WELLER c^-.. TWYLA THARP

,. LESTER PERSKY.- MICHAEL BUTLER ^^ MILOS FORMAN

•RSniid 4 contfucM br <

A CIP Feature Pjnavtsioi* \&>m<oekl* On|«[H'??''^

four Track stereo

>«S»iii«HnO«l>wo" «CA»grt>Jthg2_ \l^l ,_,_„^

TUmtBdAitists

700,9:15,11:30 S.U.B.

VOIDWHERE INHIBITED

".
. . the sort of album, rare in any era, that rewards repeated close listening . .

.

stylish stuff..." Musiciin

Romeo Void. "Benefactor."

Including "Never Say Never." New, on Columbia Records and Cassettes.

* available at

Union Records Unlimited

$4.99
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W^dn^sdoy
NRBO

wixli ThE Pousette-Dart BancI

FrI. Oct. UhA at 8 PM
JohN M. Greene HaU, SMirh ColUqE

$4.00 General AdiviissioN Fee

TicliETS AVAiUbU at:
^ _ . ^ .

Faces of EARTh^ AmHerst

PlATTERpUS RECORds, NoRxllAMpTON
if NO Alcohol, sMokiwq, cameras or tape recor<1ers

Doors opEW at 7 PM
_

Recycle

the

Collegian

PUase

I STAR TREK
LIVESI

Club MEETiNq

Oct. 2>
Time 7-11 pM
Room 174

Campus Ctr.
FiIms, InFo

For ST & SF Fans

All WeIcome!
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CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

Dr. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHIROPRACTORS

Rt, 9
Amherst

Tension Headache

If you're bothered by headache that seems to have

its origin at the base of your skull, you may be suffer

ing from tension headache.

Tension headaches can be caused by an irritation

of the nerves in the area of the spine immediately

under the skull. Those are called suboccipital nerves.

They pass through small openings in the spinal col-

umn to muscles in the surrounding area. Any abnor-

mal pressure or dysfunction of the neck and

muscles can irritate the nerves, causing tension.

The tension doesn't cause the headache. To treat

this form of headache, attention should be paid to

the bone and muscle structures. They should be

returned to normal balance so they can function pro-

perly again.

Medication is not the answer to tension

headaches. Aspirin and other pain-killers may give

you temporary relief-but they won't solve the pro-

blem. Once the source of the problem is found and

treated, THEN you can get the relief you need.

S£nCucinadll

INPCCHIO

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

Become A Logic Master With

the HP-16C.

FREE DELIVERY

Pinocchloa, with the tastiest hot Pizza

and Suh» in the valley, now offers famt

home delivery too!

We deliver *7 days a week from 5 D.m.

to 2a.m.

Treat yourself to PINOCCHIO'S
2 sizes of Subs

IZ'' and 16" Pizzas

Open 11 a.m. to 3 a.m.

Sunday 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1177 No. Pleasant St., No. Amherst

549-3669

So.' h,.v. ttu HeuU-ttPatkard HP IbC cm-

saw uou timo vM!h Its tniiii in tunc lions and ad

vanced proyrammabilily

• Binarv. octal, decima!. h«?xadecimai

conversions and optrattons

• Boolt-an AND. OR NOT XOR
• 2().'! proyram lines or 101 lb bit data registers

• Sets word si^e Is and 2's complement,

unsigned modes
• Floating point decimal mode
• RPN logic. Continuous Memorv. and liquid

crv.sial displav

P=J^ pi^^R (=» P3mm pq

HP-16C . . . $000.00

PIHSONAl
COMn/T&TVlM

D C A L t R

$134.00 List $150 00

Now Available

TheHP-lSC.
Your Power Over Numbers

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP 15C with its

powerful functions and advanced

programmabilitv eliminate your most tedious

calculations

• Matnx operations

• Complex functions

• Solve and Integrate

• 448 program lines

• insert delete editing

• RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and

liquid crystal display

HP-15C.

$115.

List $135.00

$000.00
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

WHE/Ji Flick this switch,

TN/S SOL^ AND W/ND-POWER£D

HOUiC WILL 8£ ENTiRELy
SELF SUf^/C IfNT - NO nO«£
COAL,0»L,OiR Ni/CLEAft

POWER PLANrs

9uT..'y,cooi\

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

,,^T;;;^jDNs or- .

'*

Bushwa
by Tom Cushwa

ra
O I A L f n

Now Available

Open 9-5 M-F

•Limited delivery area, $3.75 minimum on delivery

orders, thank you.

Located in the Campus Center 11-4 Sat

^.UNIVERSITY
mUstore^

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout

Sandwich
Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

BASICS DINNER
STEAK NIGHT
Vegetable Kabobs

Trout with Lemon
Almond Butter

Sweet and Sour

Chicken Fingers

LUNCH
Reuben Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

DINNER
STEAK NIGHT

Sirloin Strip Steak/

Mushroom Sauce

Trout with Lemon

Almond Butter

Sweet and Sour

Chicken Fingers

WANTED : Assoc. W omens Editor

The Collegian has an opening for an Associate

Women's Editor. . People with interest and some

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students should apply in person to Cns

Schuster women's editor, in the Collegian office, 113

Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The ColUgian is an equal

opportunity employer.

ACROSS
1 Angel's

instrument

5 Weight

9 Food fisti

13 Plain to see

15 A double curve

16 and Hounds
(game)

t; Skinflint

18 Brownstone,
fof one

20 Arctiitect's

deligtits

22 Fix up. in a way
23 Mexican yucca

plant

24 Enervate

25 out

(extended)

27 Inner circle

28 Angk>Saxon
laborer

29 Mild oath

3t Delineation

35 "Le des

Cygnes" ("Swan
Lake")

36 Babbled

38 in the sky

39 Shtt backed
42 Love, in tennis

43 Place tor a dance
44 Expectations

46 House feature

48 Lists of

candidates

50 Oniamental
edging

51 — of Liberty

52 "Her eyes

of silent

prayer...":

Tennyson
55 Base runners

goal

57 Concealed Comb
form

58 Sutherland

specialty

59 Son of Aphrodite

60 Subscribe again

61 Carte

62 Knocks
63 Sts

Of the
DOWN

1 "the
txave"

2 Grasping

fHome
Prologue

5 Honwtosome
salesman

6 Paris ot ones
character

7 Scarcely any

8 Ministered to

9 Horror movie

10 cuisine

11 Urban problem

12 Forest creature

14 Banal

19 Reserve: stockpile

21 Expressed )uice

of apples

24 Crane of heron

25 Polynesian god
dess of volcanoes

26 Bavarian river,

Danut>e tributary

27 Troglodytes

homes
30 Stares

32 Home to some
33 Word with exit or

door

34 Camper's home
37 Motherless calf

40 Dues home
41 Compute
43 Home tor chicks

45 Kitchen utensil

47 Salt relish of India

48 Word with house
or keeper

49 Prefix meaning
thin plate

50 Goad, spur

51 Imitation

52 At the apex

53 Confederate Gen
Rgbert

54 Sty wallowers

56 Altar, to Augustus
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WEATHER

Sunny tomorrow with

clouds coming in during

afternoon. Highs 65 to 70.

Cloudy tonight with a

chance of showers late at

night. Low mid 40s to low

50s. A chance of showers
tomorrow. Highs 60 t<» 65.

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9am Good Morning with Teresa

9-noon
,
Rock 'n' Roll with Mike Malone

12-3pm Progressive Music with Michelle

3-5:30 The Beat Escape with Mary Kelly

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Women's Affairs

7-10 Paula T.

10-2am Terpsichorean Cacophony
with James Neill

2-6 Glory Gospel Road with Rev. Pearson

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

Wedneaday

Video to get you over the hoinp

10:30 - 12:30 Springfest '82 with One
People, Mitch Chakour,

and Papa John Creach

12:30 - 2:00 Comedy, comedy, com-

edy, all from the Wall.

V.
lb
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NOtlTH AMHERST
TIRE & AUTO CENTER

WITH THIS AD
POLYESTER
BLACKWALL

Mm A7»-13 FET S1.59

A FULL SERVICE
TIRE STORE

• COMPUTER WHEEL
BALANCE

• FMONT END ALIGNMENT
• BRAKES * SHOCKS

nwtammjmmmmsf 5494704

MDI/WORD LINK
Word ProoeBsing

. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(above Matthgw Bhoe»)

re/axed dress code

No Cover

Singing Telegrams
and Balloons

Delivered by

Tuxedoed Messenger for any

and All Occasions
Student Discounts

"Send A Song"
Call 665-7664

VISA/MC

Resuxneii & Papers
Consultations Ad Editing

J Theses • Dissertations
^TRYOUR RESUME8ERVICES

Dcistarg[y

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

Men - Thurs

$3.00 Cov^r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Highballs

50' Domestic D#«rs

Pool Toblo - Plnboll - VldM Gomos

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
SIO BEFORE NOV 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 17-20

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

11th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN*. 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

U\GNAF83

Discount Photo Processing by Berkey

^ ANACIN

Maximum Strength

ANACIN
30 capsules

Prices Effective

Oct. 2o thru Oct. 24

.^..v<\.

Cepacol
18 oz

$1.88

reg $2.69

$1.69
reg $2.69

Rave
Soft Perm Refill

regular or extra curly

For a Fr*s»i,

CI«anFe*linq
Mouth

s.^xv\s^^N\v^N^^\\^\^^^^^^^^^'^^^

$2.99
reg $4.59

NOT JUST A CLUB. A UMASS TRADITION

.430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

INFO & SIGN-UP

MEETINGS

OCT. 1 9 HAMDEN THEATER

OCT. 20 PUBLIC HEALTH
« 3:00

OCT 2 1 CAMPUS CENTER
Room 101 4:00

cSridition' I
Bcautv PacklYeatmcnt

Clairol

Condition Extra Body

Beauty Pack$l. 88'*^"*"

Treatment

Ultra Ban II

3oz.

$1.19
reg $2.19

ForFk>e,
UmpHair

2oz.

Regular 1

Formula!

2 OZ.

,r
reg. $2.75

•^
a»*

INFO TABLE
CAMPUS CENTER CONCORSE
:VERYW,TH.F 9-3

nff/CE 430A STUDENT

Sun-Maid
Raisins

bag of 14 miniature boxes

98'

QQ Snickers or Milky Way]

V I .o5/ 16 oz bag - snack size

v5^vNxxvi9i No. Pleasant st.^«^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Amherst, MA
253-3634

^»^ls^

your choice

Bags of Miniatures
• Junior Mints 9 oz

• Charleston Chew 7 oz

• Sugar Daddy Jr. ^0% oj

• Chuckles 14 oz.

$1.79
Good £r Plenty 10 oz.

Switz^r LIcorIc* 16 oz.

Reese's Cups
10 count tray

99<

".$1.29 i'l^-;^

Quantity Rights

Reserved
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Cpme to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUDIO

Odyssey studio monitors, professional

quality 4-way speaker system with 5th

passive radiator. $350 or BO Vic 549-0469

AUTO FOR SALE

ington $150 ea 549-6889

Pontlac Catallna '66 great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs work

$200. 584-9040

Audi Fox 76 looks, runs, like new. Must

see, after 5 pm 253-3519

Rabbit front air dam and rear shocks A1

condition Dave 256-0543

1973 VW Bug new paint stereo good cond

666-2077 after 5:00

1971 Ford Torino exc cond $950 or 80 call

549-4147

70 Olds 88 exi. mech. cond. $400 or 80
2560765

VW Squarebacit 68 inspected for Fall 82

$700 Eby 256-6050 after 6 PM

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Leather jacltet, wine, size 6, worn once,

$80 negotiable 549-6459

Thermo-Fax copy machine $75
Westinghouse refrigerator, white left

hinge, & in high, Doors-Used 24, 30, 32

inch wide, $10 ea. Gas stove white 21 inch

$200 call after 6 pm 586-1827 N'ton

Canoe 12 ft American Fiberlite 1 yr ex-

cellent 160.00 323-4964 _^_
Pioneer integrated amp 75 w/ch $145

Akai top of line reel to reel w/autorev $265

6-6954

'82 Olin Mark VII aids. Never used. Great

deal $175.00 David 253-3588

Toyota Corona 1974 reliable $500 or best

offer 584-6066

Sweaterladies are backl 40% off retail

this Thurs from 12-5 cash only

Ampeg bass amp see Charlie at

Greenough 3:00 PM

Come see UMass bands compete for

the best band on campus at the

Southwest's Annual Battle of the Bands,

Saturday, October 23 noon to 7 pm Hamp-

den Student Center free admission

Woman's large maroon leather iacket

with removable hood, good condition,

$4000 call Maria 256-0179

I have 2 Joe Jackson tickets best offer

call Lisa 546-9290

Convertible - 1973 VW new top, snows.

AM/FM $3500. 617-544-6565

FOUND

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 Vi

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546^4282

Deborah Woodward. I found your Marx

notebook in Herter Hall. Call 256-8785 and

ask for Dan

HELP WANTED

DISSERTATION RESUME

Word Processing: Prompt Quality

Preparations. Professional theses ft disser-

tation consultations. MDI/Word Link

253-9535

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI $99

SPECIAL ! Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

King of Clubs Band promo & info call

Dave 297-1880 or Ralph 249-9786

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt in Southwood for sublet

256-0166 253 5896

Graduate Student for quiet home one

bedroom left, $225 includes utilities

665-8144

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $65 }-2^J906_
1961 Gibson EBO Bass (SG body) with

case $225 or BO Steve 5^j0g
Electric typewwrjters used Olivetti & Rem-

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bonle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,

the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135^ $200/week t $160 $225/ week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Responsible people needed for

newspaper delivery. Early morning 7 days

on campus call 253 7009

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB
Help wanted for Mike Dukakis cam-

paign meeting tonight 803 Campus Center

586-6427 ^^______
INSTRUCTION

Math Tutoring 549-6612

LOST

In Orchard Hill Lounge: black acrylic

sweater. Lord and Taylor label, sentimental

value 255 9459

Wallet and Yellow raincoat important

Timeout Fri Oct 8 Call Kristin 256-6877 _
Sweater Stolen From Van Meter 418 off

white icelandic grey /black yoke design

heartbroken reward! 546-1422

Harmonica Honner Special brown case

I
STUDYWHEKEYOUF CLASSROOM
ISA country:
JAY DID.

AT TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY.
"I was excited by all of my

courses Most rewarding was the

Coinmunity Involvement course I

worked with underprivileged children

and got to know them, their

families and their environment

It gave me a fresh insight

into Israeli sodety— what it

is, and what it can become See for yourself In the

Overseas Student Program

Full year, single

semester or summer
Moderate fees Scholar

ships are available

For more information,

send coupon now or call;

American Friends of

Tel Aviv Universiry

(212)687-5651

Hmticaa M«ad. of T.I *»•» OnhrertltT

Office of

jft Academic Affairs

342 Madison Avenue

NewYork^ N V 10017

Please send informallor.

about

One Year Program

G Semester Program

D Summer Session

D Other

Namf

Address

Oty

10/14 546-1422

Eye Glasses gold lost near Hampshire

Bank return to Amherst Police Reward

LOST: Maroon/White/dk Green Wool
Scarf-"lngham" Label nr pond? Help-Rob

6-6273 Reward.

PERSONALS

Stick it in your earl I Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29 31 and Nov 5-7,

for*more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Have something to sell?

Got something to say?

You'll ba heard with a

Collegian classifiedl

Green immediate opening $106 month

verything included 256-8335 or 256-0166_

Apartmentmate needed $150/mo on bus

route furnished call Jeff 665-4357

Roommate wanted to share 5 room

townhouse in Easthampton just over N'ton

line Male or female. Own room. Call Sue

527 6690

RUSH

RUSHRUSHRUSHRUSHRUSHRU

GET PSYCHED FOR HALLOWEENII The

Great Pumpkin Sale is coming Thursday

and Fridayl

DISTRIBUTOR OPPORTUNITIES Texas

Instruments home computer ground floor

multi level marketing money making oppor-

tunities no risk, no inventory investments

Demonstration Tues 10/26 7:30 CC room

169 call Grace or Paul after 5 666-2494 _
Oh sweet D. You are so wonderful. Oh

Dave, I want to caress your thighs. I want

to be your slave tonight. Love, your not-so-

secret admirer

All University women are invited to

Alpha Chi Omega's rush dinner 10/20,

10/26. 10/27 at 5:00 call Jennifer 545-2152

To the pledges of Chi Omega You're

Awesome! XO.

Nancy Happy Hour JD's Tonight? Take it

"easy"

Brad, Cheryle, Kelly, Brenda, Jim and

Co, and especially Paul. Thanks for a

fantastic weekend in the White Mountains.

It was a great time with a great bunch of

friends. Let's do it again real soon. Mary.

Happy Halloween Say it with a pumpkin

cookie. Order one at the Mortarboard Table

Oct. 20, 21, 22 on Concourse

UM Boot Boys - Basically, turn it on

against UCONN

U
S
H
R
U
S
H
R

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Rush Meeting
Wednesday, October 20, 8:00 pm

call 546-8629 or 546 6021

for more info

Don't delay! Call today!

S
H
R
U
S
H
R
U

USHRUSHRUSHRUSHRUSHRUSH

SERVICES

Overnight typing service

I will do your typing for you overnight. I

have professional experience, but very

reasonable rates. Call Jim at ^^^;^^^^_^

SKIING

It snowed TWO FEET!!! Saturday night in

STOWE. It's going to be an awesome year

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Best video available used % inch tapes,

oerfect condition. 20 min $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min $10. 617 757 3166 or 617 752 3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car.

Doug 546-8185

CaH

A.S.A. Bustrip to New York City Nov. 6.

Saturday 7 am CC cost 18.00 in advance

contact Gwen Umansky 253-551

1

WANTED

Bubbles - come back you bag

from Crissy and the Arts Dudes

You too Spunky

with love

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549 5897 or Nancy Gillis 256 0266

SUGARBUSH SKI HOUSE room
available over intersession 546 5891

546-5890

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

545-0041

ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate needed - 4 bed house in

Leverett female pref. 100/month + call

Wendy 549 2628

Female to share bedroom in Rolling

Looking for 2 Joe Jackson tickets

please call Gail 549 5686

Wanted: Joe Jackson tickets 2 (two) best

price paid call after 6:00 PM keep trying

253 3643

Ride needed to South Shore area Friday

10/22 return Sun 10/24 Will share expenses

call And rea 549-0064

Ride needed to Framingham, Natick

area Friday 10/22 at 1:00ish. Will share ex-

penses. CaH Laurie 549-1511

Attention: two friendly female compa-

nions needed for Joe Jackson concert.

Section two. Early risers need not apply.

Call Steev this evening at 549 6636

Someone for light, routine typing ap-

prox 3 hrs $15 call 253 2842

Joe Jackson tix That's

$$$$ Brian 253 3588

right I will pay

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

^> l»l IWIH Ml • ^IM.I *« in I'l H"l< \" •.n II N |;^ in KiiK Ml
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NEW WAVE
&

DESIGN HAmCUTS
vO.UU with this coupon

10.50 with shampoo Et Blow Dry

1.50 long hair shampoo Et Blow Dry

Free Consultations
please call for an appoin ment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive, Amherst

549-5610 c
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ST. LOUIS, Mo. (AP) - Downpours halted play in

Game Six of the World Series yesterday with the St.

Louis Cardinals leading the Milwaukee Brewers 8-0.

Kickers host national champions
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

When the defending national Collegiate

snccer champions, the University of

Connecticut, comes to Amherst today for a

match with the University of

Massachusetts, they will be arriving

without the likes of Pedro Debrito. Elvis

Comrie, and Carlos Carlos, three star

players who brought them to such

monumental heights a year ago in

California. Game time is at 3 p.m. at

Boyden Field.

Although the absence of these three

players has resulted in a somewhat less

explosive team, the eighth ranked Con

necticut Huskies have more than enough

talent to go around.

The Huskies are led by striker Graziano

Cornolo, midfielders Eric Myren and Bill

Morrone (the son of head coach Joe

Morrone). and Matt Addington. a freshman

from Seattle. WA..who is their leading

scorer.

University of Massachusetts' coach Jeff

Gettler thinks of Cornolo as "probably the

best striker in New England." While

sophomore midfielder Eric Myren from

Virginia according to Gettler is "their best

overall player."

Senior midfielder Bill Morrone has

received all everything honors but Gettler

feels that those honors may be a little

exaggerated.

"He may be All American, but not in my
book." said Gettler."rm more worried

about their depth because they can use 20

guys, and during the course of the game
that can wear you down."

The Huskies, owners of an 10-1 3 record

are currently on a 32 game winning streak

against New England competition, and

surely are looking to increase this with a

win.

Gettler's strategy for today's match is

one designed to throw the Huskies off

balance.

"In the first half we're going to try and

frustrate them." said Gettler, "We can't

play a full game with them. In the second

half well play soccer with them and

hopefully we can beat them in a 45 minute

game."
Although the Minutemen hooters have

slipped in their last four games, salvaging

only a tie against Boston University on

Alumni weekend, the team's record of late

is a deceptive one.

F'or the most part they've played well

enough over two thirds of the field to defeat

anyone. The apparent weakness seems to

come when the ball is in the attacking end of

play.

"We tend to slow down in the attacking

third of the field." This is due more to a

mentality thing than it is technical and what

this does is allow players to recover on

defense." said Gettler.

This problem was all the more visible

against Boston University a week and a half

ago. when the hooters time and time again

were able to shut down the BU attack at

their own 35 yard mark, but were far less

effective in the transition from defense to

offense.

While they may have outplayed the

Terriers from Boston, and certainly

deserved to win. their play in the attacking

end of the field needed to be more in

stinctive. rather than conscious.

The Minutemen. 4 5 1, feel that after

today's game with Connecticut the toughest

part of the schedule will have been played.

Probably, their most difficult contest

besides UConn will be against Boston

College, on October 29th.

Before the team can move on to the

upcoming matches, it will be interesting to

see how they'll do against Connecticut, one

of the most consistent, talent laden teams

in collegiate soccer over the past six years

or so.

Women hooters waltz by Dartmouth, 8-0
By PETER SODERBERG
Collegian Correspondent

"We played our style of game today and

stuck with it all the way to win ". said

UMass women's soccer coach Kalekeni

Banda. after his teams 8-0 route of Dart

mouth at Boyden field yesterday. The win

increased their record to 9-3.

Natalie Prosser started the scoring

assault at seven and a half minutes into the

game on when she took a pass from Nina

Holmstrom and then lured the goalie out of

the net, waited for her to commit herself.

Then she drove the ball by the sprawling

defender.

Lynne Raymond, who had been camping

in front of the Dartmouth goal all day and

harassing their goalie, scored the second

goal. Christine Taggart crossed the ball

through the middle and found Raymond

alone and she put it into the lower left

comer.

Susan Bird and Paula SUsish each added

plays. Bird was credited with the goal when

she and three other UMass players were

clustered in front of the net heading the ball

up and taking shots at will. After more than

three rebounds. Bird finally put it by the

goalie to make it 3 0. Stashis caught the

Dartmouth goalie out of position when she

took a pass cross field from Sharon Daggett

and had only to tap it by the surprised

goalie.
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UMass' Elaine Boorbeau chases Dartmouth's Gail Gamer during
yesterday's game at Boyden. UMass walloped the Big Green, 8-0.

The score at half time was 4 UMass.

Throughout the game, coach Banda
shouted, "Talk, talk to each other." After

the game, he said the team has had a

problem communicating with each other on

the field.

"Everytime we talked to each other, we
played comfortable, when we didn't talk, no

one knew who or where to pass to." said

Banda. The coach saw improvement on this

part of the game in the second half and will

stress it in future games.

The score would have been higher had

not Dartmouth had in Estey Tichnor in

goal. The tall and rangy goalie stopped

several point blank shots and put in a great

effort throughout the first half. The UMass

players were swarming in front of the net

constantly, but Tichnor would not be in-

timidated. Banda said Tichnor was one of

the toughest goahes that his team has faced

all year.

In the second half, the Minutewomen

displayed their long ball capabilities with

three of the four goals conung from blasts

25 feet or more out.

Nina Holmstrom scored tha first two

goals of the second half by getting good

position in front of the net. The second goal

came on a comer kick by Debbie

Harackiewicz. Harackiewicz rifled a shot at

the goal which was slightly deflected by

Holmstrom and past the Dartmouth goalie.

The final two goals came from the long

distance shots because the Dartmouth

defense was collapsing around the goal.
_

Natalie Prosser scored her second goal of

the game, and the seventh of the contest on

a 25 foot blast that just cleared the

Tichnor's fingers and under the crossbar.

Nadia Komarowski got the last tally on a

shot from 35-40 feet out. on a fading hit that

was high and just inside the post. Debbie

Pickett and Lori Stukes assisted on the final

two goals, respectively.

Ruggers top BC
By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Correspondent

Things did not look toi» promising for the UMass A and B

side rugby teams this past weekend at Boston College.

Before they came back to win. they both trailed and played

somewhat below par.

The B. 5 1. side sUrted off the afternoons playing

tough. The B's backfield also made the first half memorable

because they couldng get a handle on the ball. BC had no

real scoring opportunities in the first half.

After a scoreless opening forty minutes. BC opened the

scoring in the second half when Rick Clott stepped in front

of a UMass toss and carried the ball untouched into the end

zone. The conversion was wide of the mark. The score

seemed to wake up the B's to the fact that they were

trailing, with only twenty minutes to play. The action was

soon contained in the BC end of the field. Mark SulUvan led

the attack, shutting off three BC rushes.

Fullback Bruce Cooper and Pat Sabbs tied the score up

when they combined on the equalizer. Sabbs was tackled

near the BC goal line and as Cooper came up from behind to

take the ball. Cooper was tackled, but before he hit the

ground. Sabbs pushed him and the ball over the line.

With time running out. the tie became a memory. Simon

Bunce had control of the ball with seconds left and dished

the ball off to Mike Holmes, who skipped into t he end zone

as time expired. Bunce made the conversion for the final

10 4 score. Lacking the necessary intensity early in their

game the A side fell behind 110. BC was moving the ball

close to the try area, and UMass just held tight with a few

feet to spare. The first of George P>onomou"s three trys

and a Jf-te Kennedy conversion made the score 1 1 6.

The As. now 5 1. moved out to a 19 11 advantage before

BC scored a try and a kick to pull within two at 19 17.

UMass forwards Stefan Rutherford. Al Wojo. and I)a\e

Dzlewski. filbng in for the injured Craig Ahrens. stopped

the BC rushers and held onto their two point lead until the

final whistle.

Collegian Player-of-the-Game
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

During last Saturday's University of Massachusetts' 42-

24 loss to the University of Maine, many big plays were

made by players on both teams, especially during the first

half when the contest was still in doubt.

However, as far as UMass is concerned, no play was

bigger than Rich Jenkins' 97 yard kickoff return for a

touchdown, which brought the Minutemen within seven

points of Maine.

For this feat. Rich Jenkins is the recipient of this week's

Collegian Player-of-the-Game award.

Jenkins' return was no fluke. He has been superlative on

kickoffs all year, returning seven for 216 yards; an average

of 30.8 yards per return.

The timing of Jenkins' touchdown run could not have

been better. Maine had just taken a 21 7 lead and with the

momentum and a capacity crowd behind them, the Black

Bears seemed on the verge of breaking the game open.

It was at that point that Jenkins took the kickoff and ran

through the heart of Maine's coverage, effectively silen-

cing the crowd while keeping UMass in the game.

That return, tied for fifth longest in UMass history,

clearly showcased the ability of Jenkins, who has been

overshadowed most of his career at UMass by super back

Garry Pearson, who turned in another stellar performance

Saturday.

Jenkins, who gained over 1000 yards and was All-

Western Mass. as a high school senior at Springfield

Cathedral, is a senior this year. However, due to an ankle

injury in his sophomore year. Jenkins was redshirted.

Therefore, he has one more season of football eligibility

left. So, Minutemen fans, you may get to see this talented

tailback for one more fall.

Pkoto rowlcay of UMaw Sports lafonutioa

Rich Jenkins
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Visiting the valley from McLean Virginia, Bob Nealon, a Virginia Tech Graduate, catches the

fall breeze with his sail to go windsurfing across the Connecticut River as the UMass crew team

takes a more strenuous route up the river.

Campus Center vendor sues BOG
claims civil rights violated
ByDAVESUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student and flower vendor

on the Campus Center concourse is taking legal action

against the Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG) for

what she claims to be various acts of discrimination.

Laura Gamer, a junior education major, said she is sueing

John Furbish, vendor certification coordinator on the BOG
for $1,200 charging Furbish and the BOG with violation of

her civil rights and the illegal revocation of her vendors

license to sell flowers in the Campus Center.

"I have civil rights to be able to work. This is a privilege

for everyone, but they have taken my privilege away,"

Gamer said. "I can barely pay for my education and selUng

flowers is the only way I can earn money. Why can other

people work when I can't? It's just not fair."

"I acknowledge that I received a certified letter from

Hampshire District court concerning a lawsuit against me

that I regard as an action for punitive damages by Ms.

Laura Gamer." said Furbish.

Gamer said she had a successf* business in the past by

selling low priced bunches of flowers as a convenience to

the public. She had built up a good reputation around

campus because she said none of the other vendors were as

cordial to people as she was.

But last year Gamer claims the BOG "came down" on her

personally and made several changes in policy that hurt

the flower vendors in general. The BOG, she said, moved

-the flower people into the lowest vending category called

priority 6A — a classification for full time students selling

manufactured goods. Under the 6A classification, a fee of

$35.00 a day to rent table space, compared to $5 a day for

priority 2 which the flower people were previously in. is

required.

"This was a move designed to hurt the flower people

because we were so successful. But they made it justifiable

by including other vendors who sold bags and gloves."

Gamer said. "This was obvious discrimination because

shirts and jewelry were still priority two for crafts and we

were priority 6A."

While she was fighting the priority issue. Gamer said the

BOG revoked her vending license several times for having

an invalid tax number. Gamer said they used this violation

along with a petition signed by other vendors in the

concourse who she said resented her complaints about the

priorities, to revoke her license permanently.

"Scott Freedman. then vendor certification coordinator

on the B()G said I could never sell flowers in the Campus
Center for the rest of my collegiate career." Gamer said.

Gamer said she then appealed to Campus Center Director

Bill Harris. "Bill Harris said I could sell in the fall of 1982."

she said.

But this semester. Furbish went along with Scott

Freedman's policies and denied her a vending license, she

said.

*Jobs With Peace' may help economy
By ORIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Due to local efforts of Parents for Peace, referendum

question 6 "Jobs with Peace" will appear on the Nov. 2

ballot in districts one and three, which include Amherst,

Northampton and other area towns.

Jobs with Peace is a nationwide effort to obtain cuts in

spending on nuclear weapons and foreign military in-

tervention in order to make more jobs available.

"This is the very big question coming up. It addresses

why we have such a horrible economy and no jobs," said

Meg Simon, a member of Parents for Peace, which is

sponsoring the referendum question in Hampshire Coun-

ty-

The referendum question reads: "Shall the represen-

tative from this district be instructed to vote in favor of a

resolution calling on the U.S. Congress to make more

funds available for equal opportunity jobs and programs in

education, public transportation, energy efficient housing,

health care, and other services and to obtain the funds by

significantly reducing the amount spent on nuclear

weapons and programs of foreign military intervention?"

Jobs with Peace has been on various city referenda for

four years across the nation, Simon said. It will appear on

ballots for 41 towns and cities in Massachusetts on

November 2.

In order to get on the ballot, 200 signatures were needed

and 500 were collected.

"We just stood out on the street with petitions. 90 percent

of the people we approached said it was a good idea," she

said.

"Students who vote yes are saying they want jobs and

financial aid. Those voting no have decided they would

rather live with bombs,"- she said. "P:ither they're saying

they want wartime economy or they want a peacetime

economy."

For every one job which will be created by tax dollars for

missile production, four jobs could be created in

Massachusetts for education for the same amount of

money, she said.

"It's pretty amazing and people don't realize it." said

Simon. "You can't nde a F-15 to work, you can't eat it. It

just sits there."

Rent Control's

pros and cons

to be weighed
By TOM SEXTON
Collegian Correspondent

The controversial subject of rent control wiD be the

subject of an Amherst town meeting this spring. Tenants

believe the issue is of supreme importance during the

current recession. Naturally, landlords don't agree with

their tenants on this case.

Rent Control Article 70 defines rent control as "a method

of regulating the maximum reasonable amount of rent

tenants may pay while insuring a reasonable profit for the

landlords based on their costs.'

Amherst has the option, as do all cities and towns in

Mas.sachusetts. of enacting a rent control board.

The board, said Joanne Levenson. coordinator of the Off

Campus Housing Office and member of the Community

Coalition for Rent Control, would be made up of five

members from the town of Amherst either elected or

appointed by the board of selectmen.

She said each rental unit or complex would be reviewed

separately by the board which would then estabUsh

maximum rents and increases. Their decisions would be

based on how old the unit is. the level of maintenance and

improvements that have been made.

"It's important to determine whether the improvements

are capital, increasing the unit's value, or just routine

maintenance." Levenson said. "I can categorically say that

landlords have been lying about expenses and im

provements.

"Rent has increased an average of 15 percent this fall and

some (rents) on D.H. Jones' property, for example, has

increased 30 percent. These increases have forced low

income families out of Amherst and into surrounding

communities, allowing them to raise their rents also. " said

Levenson.

Landlords know students will overcrowd in order to

meet rising costs, she said.

Arguing rent increases are a necessity. Denison W.

Jones, owner of D.H. Jones Real Estate Agency said.

"Joanne Levenson is being mean to us when she says 'D.H.

Jones has gone up 30 percent.' Now it's true that some of

our units have gone up that much, but only on new pur-

chases."

Jones said because of higher mortgage rates on new

purchases, rents must be increased in order to make a

profit.

"In Mill Hollow we raised some apartments by 33 percent,

but only on new people coming in. We only hit the old

tenants for 10 percent." he said.

Jones said he "hasn't seen that much overcrowding." and

added. "There are 150 vacancies in Amherst right now"

because "'the kids are teaming up.

"

As a realtor. Jones said he doesn't like the idea of controls

placed on his business.

He speculates that rent control will not pass "because the

homeowners have woken up. Rent control would decrease

the value of rental property, lowering the taxes landlords

would have to pay. The homeowners would have to take up

the slack."

When asked why rent control would lower property

value. Jones said. "Everyone agrees that rent control

lowers property value. That's just the way it works. The

town assessor will tell you that."

"Basically, if rent goes down, valuation goes down

because valuation of rental property is based on income,"

said Robert Anderson. Amherst town assessor.

However. Amherst Selectman Richard Minear said, "If

rents were frozen it would result in the landlords paying

less taxes. But if the board established percentage in-

creases in rents, the tax base wouldn't be affected."

A chart contained in literature published by the Com-

munity Coalition for Rent Control, a local pro-rent control

group, supports Minear's position.

The chart lists five cities — Boston, Brookline. Cam-

bridge. Lynn and Somerville — where the tax rate in-

creased an average of $40 over a five year period following

the implementation of rent control.

"There's no evidence that rent control affects a city's tax

rate." Levenson said.

The Student Rent Control Network, a coalition of

Recognized Student Organization (RSO) groups coor

dinated by the Off Campus Housing Office, has been

formed to publicize the housing crisis.

Levenson said of the Rent Control Network: "They're

trying to show students they can work within the structure

of town government."

To counter efforts of pro rent control groups. Jones said

landlords are "trying to keep the rents down. The prices

won't go up next year in my opinion."
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World and national news

Thousands of Poles protest unionist
NOWA HUTA. Poland (AP) - Marching

slowly to Chopin's funeral dirge under

banners declaring "Solidarity Lives,

thousands of angry and despairing Poles

yesterday buried a yound unionist kUled by

police in riots set off by a government ban

on the independent union.

Hundreds of riot police backed by

helmeted paratroopers kept a tight grip on

Nowa Huta to prevent new unrest as an

estimated 10.000 mourners and at least 21

Roman Catholic priests left the funeral of

20 vear old Bogdan Wlosik.

"My son, oh my son," cried Irena Wlosik

as she threw herself twice onto her son's

coffin. Her husband Jozef and their

daughter Malgorzata wept as the coffin was

lowered slowly into the ground by friends.

My son. sleep calmly in our Polish earth

on which you were not permitted to live in

peace." said a banner on one of about 60

wreaths placed amid flowers pUed over six

feet high on Wlosik's grave.

Wlosik was killed by a plainclothes

policeman during riots Oct. 15 sparked by

the outlawing of Solidarity on Oct. 8. He

was the 15th Pole killed in demonstrations

since authorities imposed martial law Dec.

13 and suspended Solidarity, the first union

in the Soviet bloc free of Communist Party

control. „ , J
"We shall avenge you. was scrawled on

one of several black-bordered funeral

notices appearing around the city an-

nouncing the burial.

The official PAP news agency carried a

one- paragraph item on the funeral and said

it was attended by his family and fellow

workers from the Lenin steelworks.

"They have turned a blind eye," said one

of many workers who showed up in grimy

work clothes and removed their hard hats

before entering the cemetery. The worker

said factory of

"They have turned a blind eye." said one

of many workers who showed up in grimy

work clothes and removed their hard hats

before entering the cemetery. The worker

said factory officials knew men were

leaving the plant to attend the funeral

during working hours.

"We would rather launch a new strike

Nov. 10 to mark the anniversary of court

registration of Solidarity." one worker said,

referring to the four hour nationwide strike

called for by the union's fugitive un-

derground leaders.

"It should be done in every factory in

Krakow because scattered protests gain

nothing." the worker added

Farmers are granted cheaper loans

AC LmscrpHoto

A youth holding a Solidarity banner spattered with paint to symbolize

blood was among the thousands of Polish mourners who gathered in

Nowa Huta, Poland yesterday at the funeral of Bogdan Wlosik. killed

during a police riot set off by a government ban on the independent

Solidarity union.

CHAPIN. III. iAP) - President

Reagan, campaigning across economically

distressed sections of the Midwest, chose

the occasion yesterday to deliver some

pre election help to farmers.

At a 2.000 acre farm owned by the

Illinois agriculture director, the president

announced a reduction in federal loan

rates for farmers and new credits to spur

agricultural exports.

Even though the announcements came

less than two weeks before the Nov. 2

election, hite House officials insisted they

were not politically motivated.

Reagan said Farmer Home
Administration loan rates wiU be reduced

to 11.5 percent, from 13.25 Percent, and

that the government will make $100

million available m credits - at zero

interest - to promote agricuttural ex

ports. ,
, J ... . .

The $100 million will be "blended with

$400 million in guaranteed credits already

authorized at regular commercial rates,

he said.

Five towns ban Halloween

in response to Tylenol scare

Children in at least five Massachusetts communities will

not be allowed on the streets for trick or treating

HaUoween night as municipal officials hope to avoid

problems similar to the seven Tylenol deaths in Illinois.

"Our concern is for the youngsters." Palmer Police Chief

Harold L. Olson said yesterday after the town's selectmen

voted unanimously to ban Halloween begging. "It's not to

punish the kids."

Palmer in the western part of the state. Fitchburg m
north central Massachusetts. Metheun in the northe^t

and Dudley and Holland located 15 miles apart along the

Connecticut border have voted trick or treat bans.

New Bedford city councilors were scheduled to consider a

ban at their Oct. 28 meeting. The Fitchburg resolution,

approved Tuesday night by a 9 1 City Councfl vote, reads

in part:

"Whereas the recent rash of incidents across the country

resulting in many deaths has a great many people upset

and terrified and the safety of our children at stake ... be it

resolved ... that the Halloween event commonly known as

trick or treat be banned in its entirety from the city of

*"It's"life banning Santa Claus but keeping Christmas."

Fitchburg City Council President Bernard Chartrand said.

The dissenting vote was cast by councilor John Naylor.

"1 just can't vote for that." he said. "Who's goine to put

the parties on? Who's going to take care of the kids.' Kids

look forward to that begging."

Shamie rips Kennedy again;

says business is suffering

BROCKTON - Republican senatorial candidate Raymond

Shamie charged yesterday that in 20 years in the Senate.

Democrat Edward M. Kennedy has done little to en

courage business to create new jobs and aid the econorny

.

Shamie. a self made millionnaire businessman, said his

experience has made him better equipped than Kennedy to

help generate private industry jobs and help the plight ot

poor people. .. ,. _,,

"He keeps the poor poor. Thats not my idea. Shamie

told a friendly audience of about 50 businessmen at a

Greater Brockton Chamber of Commerce luncheon. I

want to help the poor out of poverty, become independent,

selfreliant people.
, . . j u -u

"You would think any legislator would bend over back

wards to make creative, useful jobs."

But the National Federation of Independent Businesses

rated Kennedy last of the 100 members of the Senate on

business votes, he said. ... , t

Meanwhile. Kennedy received the endorsement ot

several Massachusetts district attorneys yesterday in a

ceremony at the Suffolk County Courthouse.

Digest
By the Associated Press

AP l.a*erphota

It was business as usual for postman Stacy

Snetsinger last Tuesday, despite the snowstorm
that swept through Sioux Falls, S.D. where he

continued to make his rounds.

Grassroots freeze campaign

fias no organized opposition

BOSTON — Although there is no organized op-

position to a Nov. 2 referendum question supporting a

nuclear weapons freeze, supporters are waging a

statewide grass roots campaign in favor of it.

Ken Brociner. spokesman for the Massachusetts Nuclear

Weapons Freeze Referendum Committee, said freeze

groups throughout the state are distributing literature,

appearing on radio talk shows and getting interviewed by

newspaper and television reporters.

The 115 local freeze groups also plan an intensive

campaign for Oct. 31. the Sunday before election day,

Brociner said. The activities wiU include sermons in

churches where ministers back the freeze and widespread

distribution of profreeze literature.

On election day, freeze supporters will continue to pass

out literature and urge support for the ballot question, he

said.

Brociner said the campaign is being helped by the support

of other statewide organizations, such as the

Massachusetts Council of Churches, the consumer group

Massachusetts Fair Share and several labor unions.

"We have the support of many, many organizations

throughout the state," he said.

Brociner said the Massachusetts effort is only a part of a

nationwide campaign to limit the production of nuclear

weapons.
"On Nov. 2. over 25 percent of the nation's electorate will

have a chance to vote on a freeze, making it the closest

thing to a national referendum we've ever had." he said.

The other states where the freeze is on the ballot are

Arizona, California, Oregon. Michigan. Rhode Island, New
Jersey, Montana and North Dakota.

Psycfiologist sent to prison

in welfare department fraud
BOSTON — A West Springfield psychologist has been

sentenced to Walpole State Prison in what authorities call

the biggest Medicaid fraud in Massachusetts history.

Dr. Irwin L. Klepper. 39, was charged with bilking the

state welfare department out of half a million dollars in

fraudulent claims during a 13-month period between

October 1980 and November 1981. He pleaded guilty to

charges of larceny and conspiracy to commit larceny before

Suffolk Superior Judge Paul Connolly and was sentenced

yesterday to four to five years in prison.

Klepper. a clinical psychologist with an office in the

Springfield suburb of E^st Longmeadow. was accused of

defrauding the state of $510,883 for six hour psychological

and vocational tests he never performed.
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Senate endorses Olver;

SGA President Murphy
praises the incumbent
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

An endorsement for Senator John D.

Olver, D- Amherst, in the upcoming state

elections was passed by nearly a three-

fifths vote by the Undergraduate Student

Senate at last night's meeting.

Olver, running against Repubhcan James
Tripp, has "consistently supported student

interests," said senate Speaker Sharon

Davies.

"The thing that hurts us most in lobbying

efforts is the perception that we don't care.

People really should think about endorsing

Olver not only for what he's done, but aS a

practical necessity for the students we
represent." said Student Government
Association (SGA) President Jim Murphy.

Some members of the senate opposed the

motion as they said issues, not political

candidates, should be supported by the

students. A counter amendment was

proposed to simply thank Olver for his

efforts supporting higher education, but

was voted down by a majority of the group.

Senator Quentin Donohue also proposed

waiting a week to vote on the motion.

saying time was needed to analyze both

candidates and make a fair decision.

"Senator Olver has come a number of

times to speak to us." Davies said. With the

election this close, if he (Tripp) had a great

commitment he should have come to

campus."
Murphy agreed, saying Tripp had not

"set foot on campus. " and that he would

have if the candidate had any interest in

higher education, because the University of

Massachusetts is the largest voting group

in the district.

Treasurer Lisa Potter said the issue at

stake was not a question of what the

candidates actually stand for. but that a

body such as the senate should not be

endorsing candidates for state senate.

"It's like the state legislature endorsing a

candidate for Congress." she said.

Other business at the meeting included a

report by Murphy, in 'luding a statement on

the Sexual Harrassment Grievance

Procedure, which is before the Faculty

Senate this afternoon.

"I'd say that it will pass. However,

nothing is guaranteed and I urge all who
can make it to come and show support." he

said.

Murphy also discussed the recent

decision by the Board of Regents ordering

each public college and university to decide

on admissions standards based "almost

exclusively" on Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT) scores and class rank.

"Something is going on right now
however." Murphy said, "and the ad-

missions office was going to give us a little

more flexibility."

The major argument against the Regents'

order was problems in school systems like

Bostons would tend to discriminate against

poor and minority students.

Potter also gave the senate a financial

statement of the Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF) as of Oct. 12. listing revenue

as $1,312,920 and expenses as $796,386. In

addition, she delivered an update on the

investment account, through which the

senate invested in a certificate of deposit

providing interest for use by student

groups.

"We had $10,000 free cash last year to

lend to students," she said.

Half of the amount goes toward capital

equipment grants, and half of it may be

allocated to student groups by a two-thirds

vote of the senate.

UMassPIRG fights to avoid bottle bill repeal
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(Mass PIRG) is heading into the homestretch of the race to

save the proposed Bottle Bill with both optimism and

apprehension.

The bill, which is strongly being oppased by bottling

companies and supermarkets, appears on the Nov. 2

election ballot as referendum question four.

The Bottle Bill has been defeated several times over the

past seven years, primarily due to heavy anti bill cam
paigning by bottling companies. Lisa DeCarolis, chair

person of UMass PIRG. said unless MassPIRG works

"extra hard." the companies may again be successful.

MassPIRG is puUing out all the stops in one final attempt

to gain public support for the controversial bill.

DeCarolis said the drive to save the bottle bill over the

next two weeks will only be successful if the group con

tinues to maintain the determination it has shown over the

last 10 years fighting the opponents of the bill.

"In the next few weeks, everywhere we turn we will be

seeing the media blitz. The industries have waited until

now to start their advertising and in the next two weeks,

they will be everywhere." she said.

On Tuesday. UMassPIRG held its final meeting before

the November elections, and DeCarolis urged the mem-
bers in attendence to campaign harder than ever.

At the meeting, the group outlined its strategy for the

next two weeks. As in the past, visibility will be the groups

major goal, said DeCarolis.

"This weekend MassPIRG will be handing out leaflets

door to door across the state. We hope to pass out close to

one million leaflets." she said. "It has proven to be an

extremely effective way of reaching people."

Grocery and liquor stores have already started

distributing anti Bottle Bill literature. These stores are

spending a great deal of money on anti bill measures.

DeCarolis said MassPIRG's major problem is that the

group does not have the money the bottle industry does.

"Our aim isn't so much to combat their leaflets, but

rather it is to show how inappropriate it is tor them to

spend the consumer's money for these (leaflets) rather

than to lower prices." she said.

UMassPIRG will be going around to area stores asking

the small business owners to put up pro bottle bill signs in

their front windows, she said.

As has been the ca.se in the past. DeCarolis said

MassPIRG's biggest obstacle in fighting the industries

against the bottle bill, is the lack of money to successfully

wage a campaign that is equal to. or better than, the

bottling industry's campaign.

"The industries have an awful lot of money to spend."

she said. "They haven't spent it yet. but in the next two

weeks everywhere you turn you will see a lot of anti bottle

bill stuff."

In one final attempt at raising money. MassPIRG is

holding a very unique raffle. MassPIRG volunteers are

selling $1 raffle tickets. The person who guesses nearest

the actual amount of votes the Bottle Bill will get in the

election may win a color television or a complete camping

gear set. she said.

MassPIRG will also spend much of the time remaining

before the election in telephoning past, present and

potential supporters of the Bottle Bill.

"It is extremely important that we contact every person

who has shown the least bit of interest in the Fiottle Bill,"

she said.

Crusader for a United Ireland

to speak Monday in SUB

('oUrician Photo by I>rew 0|per

The assortment of plants housed in one of Smith College's green

houses provides Jenny Park, a UMass graduate candidate for a masters

of fine arts, with a green way of seeing things.

By BRIAN K. SULLIVAN
Collegfian Staff

Bernadette Devline McAliskey, the

highly visible crusader for a united Ireland,

will be speaking at noon on Monday in the

Student Union Ballroom at the University

of Massachusetts.

McAliskey, who has been involved in the

modern Irish civil rights movement since it

began in 1%8. will concentrate the main

part of her speech on basic human rights,

.said Eillen Small, representative for the

Irish Solidarity Committee (ISC) based

here at UMass.
"Human rights is a universal issue which

should concern all people." Small said.

"This speech is not just for Irish

Americans, but everyone concerned about

the issue."

Small said she expects McAliskey to pre-

sent her views on the cause of the trouble

in IHster and possible solutions to those

problems.

McAliskey presently serves as Press

Relations Officer of the National

H- Block/Armagh Committee. The Commit-

tee is a coalition formed to support the

demands of political prisoners held by the

English in Ulster.

mcAliskey ana ner husband escaped

death in 1981 when they were severely

wounded in a botched assassination at-

tempt by pro-British gunmen.
In 1979, McAliskey ran for the European

parliament. Her campaign was based on
the British occupation of Northern Ireland

which she labeled imperialistic and she call-

ed for the immediate release of all political

prisoners held by Great Britain.

McAliskey first became involved in the

Irish civil rights movement when she was a

student at Queen's University at Belfast in

1968. In 1969 she was elected to the British

Parliament from mid-Ulster. She continued

to serve as a Meml)er of Parliament until

1974.

Devline McAliskey will be brought to

campus by the ISC and the Radical Student

Union. Small said. Small said financial sup-

port has l)een provideil by many of the area

governments and other student organiza-

tions on campus.

The ISC, a student group formed at

UMass five years ago by Mairead Casey, a

teachers aid working in Amherst and an

Irish citizen, and Bill Dorris, a former pro-

fessor at UMass, has not yet attained RSO
status and has had to rely on the RadicaJ

Student Union for sponsership and support

for Monday's speech.
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Jamaica Holiday Give-a-way
Celebrating National Restaurant Month

You could be the winner

of dinner for 2

or YOU coald win th« Grand Prix« of

One Week Paid Vacation
in Sunny Jamaica

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held

at the University of Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements

must be submitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

PI SIGMA ALPHA - POLITICAL

SCIENCE HONORS — There will be an

introductory meeting for all students in

terested in joining Pi Sigma Alpha - the

National Political Science Honors Society.

Requirements are: 3.0 overall cum; 3.2

Political Science cum; and 3 Political

Science courses. 4 p.m. 168 Campus Center.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS - Con

stituencies — Fill your membership slots on

the B.O.G. so that your area government is

represented when discussing Textbook

Annex issues. Make sure your area

government attends this meeting. 6 p.m.

804 Campus Center.

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL - Halloween

planning now in progress. All sisters and

pledges are urged to attend on a regular

basis. These meetings are fun. relaxing and

informative. Refreshments provided. 6:30

p.m. Iota Gamma Upsilon.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEh:TING -

The Women's Issues Team will be meeting

to continue future plans and discussion of

issues concerning women. 6:30 p.m. 902

Campus Center.

SAI MEETING — An action oriented

group doing the important work of bringing

Israel's case to the campus. 6:30 p.m.

Dukes Room. Student Union Building.

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB -

First jump course. Bring $85 for the class

that night. For more info call 545-0829 or

stop by the office Rm. 309 S.U.B. 7 p.m.

MIDDLE EAST FORUM - Lebanon and

Prospects for Israeli Palestinian Peace:

How Can Self Determination for Jews and

Palestinian Arabs Be Achieved? 7:30 p.m..

Room 168 Campus Center.

onal Kestaurant Month

I 2 EGGS _^ -, 5s
I 2 PANCAKES «•»• '^^
i 2 STRIPS BACON
\ 2 LINKS SAUSAGE
t tawsD ALL DAYAumte

Valuable Coupon
With This Coupon

2fo,*3.25PIMM »»Ment coupon
vrtion ordoftng-

241

fiilliL

Tu-lML

fatiigilacf
CAMPUS Sto^rmapuoA
RTC t. NAOiCY. 2i«4Mt

STOPfttHO^

M mm >

Does (Ml apply

to specials

A Talk Dy

Dernodette Devlin McAliskey
on

Human Rights in Ireland

Mon. Oct. 25
i 2:00 Hoon

Student Union Dollroom

sponsored by:

Irish Solldorlty Commltto* M#wmon Club

KodlcQl Studer^t Union Southwest Aroo Govt

UMqss Student Senote Commuter Collective

^* Graduate Student Senate portioi lut

ruT^rusty nailed --•""

fhurs. Oct. 21 - - - . ^
- »=" Oct. 22

B WLlLio-Smitb _ i The Stompers
• "'-Sat. Oct. 23 1 The Busboys €r The Neighborhoods

Rt 47. Su fiae riana. TWA"Seg 4937 Vou must be 18 to enter.

FAC Rand Theatre mural an attention grabber
^- A..j;»: «•.._ tu„ »..„. ,^l.,.,o ...a-a K^oiri Hnrinfr th*. first niavs f>vpr a hundred women auditioned for th

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Correspondent

The striking mural hanging on the Fine Art Center's

south wall and the enormous puppet overlooking the Cam-
pus Pond have not been hung for visual pleasure '»nly.

Both have been strategically placed to publicize the Rand

Theater and its productions.

The promotional campaign at the Fine Arts Center is

"an effort to get students into the (Rand) theatre." .said

David Knauf, director of publicity for the Rand Theatre.

While about 400 of the theatre's 600 seats are filled at

any given performance, only about one quarter of the au-

dience are students, Knauf said. The publicity is to en-

courage students to experience "live theatre," he said.

Two productions currently underway are "Vanities"

and "Dark of the Moon." Both will open within the next

two weeks, and will be performed alternately through the

end of November.

Auditions for the two plays were held during the first

week of the semester and were open to actors from both

the Five College Area and the community.

A "cross section" of actors representing varying

degrees of experience are included in the cast, said Harry

Mahnken, chairman of the Theatre Department and direc-

tor of "Dark of the Moon."

Rehearsals run between three and four hours a night,

six nights a week, said Knauf, also director of "Vanities."

About five weeks have been spent preparing the plays,

and rehearsals will continue throughout the performance

period.

Students interviewed, however, did not find the time

commitment a problem. "You have to rearrange your

schedule," said Laureen Kapir, a sophomore english ma-

jor appearing in "Dark of the Moon." "It's worth it," she

added, calling participation in the play a "challenging and

fulfilling" experience.

Competition was rough for roles in the two upcoming

plays. Over a hundred women auditioned for the three

parts in "Vanities", while 200 to 30() people tried out for

the 26 roles in "Dark of the Moon."

"Auditions are what you make of them - (in this case,)

very competitive, but not hard," said Bob Walker, 20, a

junior theatre major also in "Dark of the Moon" Perform-

ing in the play "Is a good way to meet people," he said,

mentioning "exposure" and "good experience" as addi-

tional benefits.

Opportunities exist for stage design as well as acting in

the theatre. "You can do (almost) anything," Knauf said.

Rand Theatre productions are usually directed by

theatre department staff, Knauf said, although occasional-

ly professionals are hired. Plays are funded by ticket sales

and a portion of the tlieatre department's budget, he said.

The theatre department also offers a "studio series,"

performed in the Curtain Theatre which seats 100. "Joe

Egg," the next piece to be performed there, will be having

auditions Sunday, Oct. 31 and Monday, Nov. 1.

fun
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UMass student Johanna Linnehan flings a frisbee up on Orchard Hill.

By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Correspondent

The existence of three frisbee classes,

two ultimate frisbee teams and an 18 team

intramural league at the University of

Massachusetts is indicative of the growing

popularity of the sport of frisbee. The

sport is beginning to earn some respect

.

Jeremy Seeger, a sophomore frisbee

instructor and member of UMass ultimate

frisbee team Zoo Disc, said "Its (frisbee's)

image used to be that of a party or a beach

sport. But I think a new breed of athlete is

getting into it now and the intensity,

quality and competition of the game has

improved immensely over the past four or

five years."

Seeger said the philosophical approach

of those who participate in the sport of

frisbee is unique. "For example, all the

players make their own foul calls. It's a

gentleman's game but as the competition

increases, it's getting much harder to

settle disputes this way." he said.

"Arguments break out and sometimes it

becomes no fun to watch or play."

Andy Meffen. suoervLsor of officials for

the UMass intramural program, said of

the intramural ultimate frisbee program:

"It's the most relaxed intramural team
sport that I've seen. The players are out

there having a good time — it's not as cut-

mroai as toot ball.

In addition to the unique philosophical

approach to the game, the di.sc itself sets

the sport apart from more conventional

games.
"In most sports the object is a round

ball which cant do nearly as much as a

frisbee can do." said Seeger. "They

(frisbees) do different things for sure. A
frisbee can bounce on air. Hoat. curve,

hover. It's much easier to catch than a

round ball. That makes it easier to dive for

the frisbee. Those are unique aspects of

the sport."

Seeger, who came to UMass from

Manhattan partly because its frisbee team

is "one of the top four in the region."

instructs a class in Hoyden Gymnasium in

which himself and fellow ZooDisc member
Kenneth Boardman instruct 25 students in

basic throws before moving on to frisbee

golf, ultimate frisbee and freestyle

techniques.

Andy's Pizza

\ Restaurant
Beer & Wine

You must be 18 to enter.

Grand Opening Special
* $2.00 pitchers *

* Complimentary glass of wine

or soda *

The Best Pizza in Town

Variety of Salads,

Grinders, & Dinner

TAKE OUT SERVICE
Open Daily 10- 1:30 AM

Located at 175 University Drive

(next to Stadium Liquors)

100% COTTON

TURTLEHECKS
in a dozen dazzling cobrs

SAT ONLY

6.95
3 FOR 19.95

A Store-fun of Ideas

{^mS3 Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Moa-Sat
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LAMHMil ZONK
A GeniurteArmy/Navy Store

Nvlon Oxford

Reg. $29.95 less 30"7o

$20.95

Nylon Oxford

Reg. $15.95 less 5()"/o

$7.95

Wc arc pleased lo introduce

a line of imported quality

packs made exclusively for

the I anding Zone. Choose

Ironi 52 different styles

including bike packs,

children's packs, child

carriers & ski ca>es in over a

dozen colors. Many available

in Cordura, heavy

water proof nylon. All at

special I0-50«/o savings!!!

Nylon Oxford

Reg. 39.95 less 35<Vo

$25.95

1 1 Chapman St .
. Greenfield. ^A 77^^72

25 King St.. Nonhampion. MA 584-JJ/3

Frame Pack with

convertible Seal Reg. $54.95

less ZO'Vo

$43.95

Hease!Recycle this (Collegian.

Remember . . .

When patronizing our

advertisers, make sure you teU

them you saw their ads m the

CoUegian.

NOtlTH AMHERST
TIRE & AUTO CENTER

WITH THIS AD
POLYESTER
BLACKWALL

^"^^^" »ta.A7»-lSFET81.5»

A FULL SERVICE
TIRE STORE

• COMPUTEB WHEEL
BALANCE

• raONT END ALIGNMEKT
. BRAKES B SHOCKS

7iswDoajy«n.i5!ni«"«w 5494704m K

.This book could stop.the drift-

to self-destruction.

Timely and eloquent, challenges both the pohtK:s and the

psychology ot the nuclear arms race. -Ronald bteei

INDEFEMSIBLE WEAPOMS
m Political and Psychological Case Against Mocleansm

Robert Jay Litton and Richard Falk

$6 95 paperback

Now available in paperback:

JSl "^SnJffonf:^ cotp,.3.,on o. M..^.3IS on Oam.g. C.U.*.

by the Atomic Bombs m Hirosh.m. .nd H»g»%»k, S .. 9-

DEATH IN LIFE
Survivors at Hiroshima

Robert Jay Lifton 5^50
^

At you' college bookstorp

BASIC BOOKS, IMC. ^O East Sa^d street New Yorhl0022

j$1.00 off Umvemt^' Store $1 bM Off I

Campus Center
J

Reg. $4.50 ^/^y,^. colored seal
<'"""*'*Y—

valid thru Nov. 1, 1982

M-F9-6
Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY]
STORE

m

THURSDAY

ROCK HIGHT
with

At Stoner

2 for 1 all liquor drinks

9 til 11
no cover charge

iODESTONE
13 North Pleasant St

Amherst, Mossochusetts

256- 591

I.-..-,

The Lodestor^e and John Dellana Solon

request the pleasure ot your company

at its

Annual Holiday Foshion Collaborative

on

Monday, October 25. 1982

8 30PM

at

Hanger I Poute 9

Hodley, Massachusetts

83 00

Newslines

.

.

.

Kennedy to appear at Smith

at Oxfam-America conference

Senator Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass.. will be in

Northampton at 4 p.m., Monday October 25, at Sage Hall.

Smith College as part of the Northampton conference on

World Hunger.

The conference was organized with the cooperation of

Oxfam America and will be co-chaired by Northampton

Mayor David B. Musante, D. and Jill K. Conway,

president of Smith College.

Director of Policy Analysis for Oxfam America. Larry

Simon will be speaking on "The United States' Role in

World Development," at 7:15 p.m. in McConnell Hall

Auditorium.

The conference and speakers will be open to the public.

Cambridge history professor

speaks tonight in Herter Hall
Dr. Mary Hesse will speak on the subject of "Science,

Metaphor and the Construction of Reality' at 8 p.m. Nov. 8

in Herter Hall room 231 at the University ni

Massachusetts.
Hess is a professor of history and philosopher of science

at Cambridge University and is a fellow of the British

Academy. She is known for her studies in history and on

the concepts of physics.

The lecture is sponsored by the Institute for the

Advanced Study in the Humanities and is free and open to

the public.

'Lou Salome Reconsidered'

at Mount Holyoke tonight

The lecture: "Lou Salome Reconsidered: Feminist,

Femme FataJe, and Friend to Freud, Nietzsche, and

Rilke" will be presented by Professor Rudolph Binion of

Brandeis University and of the College de France (Sor-

bonne) from 4:45 to 6 p.m. today. The lecture will be held

in the New York Room of Mary E. Woolley Hall at Mount

Holyoke College.

t nikipan Pkoln h« Rrvan lji«hwa«

••The Silver Eagle." a hot air balloon navigated by an Amherst resident, rests on the pounds

next to Alumni Stadium before being launched into flight.

Splish-Splashiti^
Fashion

!

Women's Famous Name
Waterproof Assortment

999 » 1499

n

Compare at $17.95 to $23.95

Foul weather treats from a

famous name we can't mention.

Choose high or half boots with warm

lining, or unllned step-ins. In a rainbow

of bright colors. Women's sizes.

•JOHN DELLARIA SALON-
26 MAIN ST ,

AMHEPST MASSACHUSEHS

253-9271

Shoes
Famous brand footwear for Less

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

...-.%**-* .\%%%%%**x<»**\^'^'^^*'*-*.«i«i.«»
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Shop
Downtown
Amherst

iiiiMiiiiillUyiiMlttti

Lap Desks
help you to study everjnwrhere

only $14.96
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
lllUUllihHHl|i^

BIN 187 n. st^amlierst

SALADS SUBMAHINtS SYRIANS

the sub \^
n AM 10 2 AM 1 OAVS

IJ E PLEASANt 'IT AMHtnST S49'--'^'\

Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!

'Wvf SDB would like to "((••r v'>" * oupon spri lal Buv

any Iw" subs and af •» '"'<*' ••bsolulely \V\.\^ This

c<tup< " i\ good (rom non thru Nov 9. I<)82. on any

Sunday oi 1 u«sday iH-lwevn ihf hours of 3 p m and 6pm
VCr hop<- In Mr you s<H)n and don't forgrl to bring a

frirnd

m 1 FREt sub viith rt purthrts* of ^ny
JjJ

»ji two w, hole subs u hen purchased along ^^
|J^ viith thistoupon. ^^m coupon good til anv Suiv or Tues QU
pn November 4. mH2 3 p m to h p m \±^

I ... s t^ .-. I .-.|ll.*l .1 I. SS ^ .ill.' (h.ln in >^l .HJi nS.M Vll*- |MiT. tns.l1

^ ^:CVC\\o
89 Mam St

Amherst

256-0880
Behind l^e Cheese Shop

& Valley Farms Dairy Store

Monday
Oct. 25

Can you. . .

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^

Fix a flat? bicycle workshops.

Oil your chain?

True your wheels?
ntroductory & Sign Up Session

***Free****Free

How to Fix a Flat Tire
Bring a flat if you have one. A review of

preventive maintenance
4-5 pnn

6-7 pnn
or

Tuesday

Oct 26

4-5 pnn

6-7 pnn

Sign up at this session for:

WORKSHOP A: Adjustments, riding technique, safety tips,

maintenance through tune-up.

Meets 3 Tuesdays 6:30-8:30 Enrollment 6 8 Cost $18.

WORKSHOP B: Hands on. Bring your own bike.

Maintenance through over haul

Meets 6 Wednesdays 6:30-8:30 Enrollment 4-5 Cost $44.

Everyone enrolled receives a 10% discount on all tools,

parts & books purchased during the class.

OURWEEKLY SPECIALS \^

WEDNESOAV . THURSDAY. FRIDAY • SATURDAY

DINNER f^rlWO

New York Top Choice Sirloin

Denver Style Barbeque Spare Ribs

Broiled Scrod, lemon butter

Served with tossed salad, potato or r.ce p.iat rons 4

better ani a glass ot rose burgur^dy or chabi-s -.m.

-^^ "it "ir ii ^U,

Mraoanl "M.

Thar* is only OHE

TIME OUT

Two
TV's

GroQt U

Juko

and
Storoo

DOUBLE YOUK FUN

Amherst's DIggest Little Dor

37 N. Pleosont St, Amherst MA

'^riAlJfe^?fe^

J^c^^ICE CREAM Vssm
Homemade Ice Cream Emporium

TSORTHAMPTOTS • Mail) k^ Masonic - AMHERST • Bdiwood V7alk

Fabulous Baked Goods - Breakfast

.^(SAv
SWEATER SALE!,

Ladies Crew Neck

$18.

Men's Acrylic

$12.95

• Ragg Wool !

reg $36 now $25 |

(behind SilverscarJe) 266 N. Pleasant

9:30 - 6 Mon-Sat Fri till 9 pm
|

M
Happens...

the month for opals

is October. . .

with colors as vivid

as the Autumn
Fine jewelry set with

Australian white

and black opals.

14k gold and opal studs

from $35.50

^
.-^

264 n. pleasant st. amherst
253-3324 ^

IN
DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

masks

,

make-up
costumes

&more

A S»ore-fuM of Ideas

Downtown Amherst

^\mh&SA&ainaie Shops
.^^_^__^.. \ I

PetalPushersI r^S
This Fall We've Got It All!

Great Prices Tool

Chinese Shoes
many styles and colors

$5.50 - $14.95

POSTERS
Largest Selection Ever

BEDSPREADS
cover walls, furniture, windows

Rugs & Mats
colorful, durable

Bamboo

BLINDS

dozens and dozens
print, stripe, solid

CARDS
over 1400

unusual designs

PetalPushersI
odverturo tfovel

HOW APPEAMH6
flowers, plants, fruit, vegetables,

baked goods & gifts

DEST PRICES IN TOWN
r Open Air Cart at ^
^ 549-5841 We deliver Main & Pleasant g

G
a

^ ^^^233 H Pi»m»mnt St.

AmiMrst Carriage Shop*

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
lots of comfortable cotton

Imported Soaps
a real treat for your skin

Baskets

BOXES & TINS
plain & fancy

Sterling Chains, Pendants,

Lampshades, Earrings, Paper

IVIobiies, Candles
Daily 10 am - 6 pm

Use the BUS STOP our front

Great Gifts - Great Prices

Fri Night - 9 pm - Sunday 12 - 5 pm

MCCCANTILtJ
AMHWST CA1WAG£ SMOf» ^^S
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Western
(Editors note — this is the second in a three part series

whwh examines American foreign policy towards Russia

and Us det>eiojmient since the Second World War. Todays

essay deals unth Reagan's new policy and its effect on

Allied relationships.!

President Reagan's new foreign policy towards

Russia insists the free world will prevail over

the Soviet Union. Along the way, though, it may
seriously damage already touchy relations within the

Western Alliance. In past policy, such as detente, relations

between the Soviet Union and Western Europe pro-

spered. With U.S. help and encouragement. West Kurope

moved closer to its monolithic, fK)tentially threatening

John F. Hudson

neighbor. By promoting this policy of detente, the U.S.

also guaranteed itself a closer alliance with W. Europe,

both economically and militarily. Our allies were more able

U) fully develop their market in the Soviet Union, taking

advantage of thawing superpower relations to fully exploit

the economic opportunities of increased East-West trade.

Through the policy of detente all three partners prospered

economically with the U.S. exportmg large amounts of

wheat, West Europe cashing in on the lack of a

technilogical hardware in Russia, and the Soviets, in turn,

planning on exporting large amounts of natural gas to

Europe.
Unfortunately this bubble of sorts burst rather abruptly

with President Reagan's announcement of his ban and

sanction program against supplymg companies for the

Siberian W.European natural gas pipeline. Though

Reagan had been openly antagonistic towards the SovieLs

since uking office, he had held back from taking such

drastic eionomic steps. In his view, though, this action

was bound to force the SovieLs to relieve martial law torn

Poland. Also he reasoned that some time in the future the

Soviets could, theoretically, exert pH)litical pressure on

West Euroj)e by threatening to cut <»ff the flow of natural

gas. By carrying out this han, Reagan has alienated the

U.S. from its Allies and even further from Russia. The ef-

fects of this action and its obvious break from past U.S.

policy are. in the end. far-reaching and detrimenUl to our

own interests.

Militarily, the President's actions could not have come

at a worse time. Beginning in 198^i. the U.S. was to begin

deployment of 108 Pershing II missiles and 464 cruise

missiles in Italy, Germany and Britain. Though these

plans were having difficulty already. Reagan's sanctions

hurt the chances for placement of the missiles even more.

Tactically these missiles are of great importance in that

the Soviets have over 650 missiles already in place on or

near its Iwrders with Western Europe. NATO's hope was

that these allied missiles would act as a deterrent of sorts

towards Soviet nuclear capabilities in the European

theatre. Obviously, the chances for missile deployment by

the U.S. have been significantly hurt by Reagan's decision

to carry out sanctions against the West European com-

panies who chose or were forced by there government to

sell the parts for the pipeline to the Soviets.

On another level, NATO's long term stability and

strength is threaU'ned by the President's actions. In the

past few years European governmenUs have come under

increasingly vocal atUcks by opponents of U.S. defense

presence in West Europe. Before the announcement of the

ban this problem was serious, but workable - now it

would seem Reagan has played directly into the hands of

those who argue for the withdrawal of U.S. forces and

weapt)ns from West Europe.

The most obvious problem in Mr. Reagan's policy of

prevailing is its unworkability of the allies are not willing

to go along with it. How can European leaders deal on an

equal level with the U.S.? While European companies are

asked by the U.S. to sacrifice economic benefits, America

pompously, and hyp<Kritically, sells millions of tons of

wheat to the Soviet Union without a second thought.

Europeans must think President Reagan is either very

unintelligent or very uncompassionate. When the support

for the Western Alliance, and more specifically the U.S.'s

role in it, is undermined by selfish policy and unequal

sacrifice, how is the average West European to feel?

America, on the one hand asks these people to stand side

by side with them on the battle field but in the same breath

insisLs they go without so the U.S. can "prevail". Once

again Reagan's policy of prevailing ironically hurt its

unintended victim, the Western Alliance, and therefore

helped its intended victim, the Soviet Union. Tomorrow

the U.S.'s new policy towards the Soviet Union will l)e ex-

amined within the context of the nuclear age as will its

overall effect on future prospects for U.S. Soviet rela-

ti(ms.

John F Hudson is the Collegian Assoc. Exec. Editor

Third party needed forUS economy
Downtown Detroit is clean and modern. The

Renaissance Center rises like a giant beehive inU>

the sky. But try and find a place to eat on Sunday

morning. You can't. This is not because people in Detroit

do not like to eat out. It is because there is no money to eat

out. Detroit is in the heart of the depression in this coun-

try. The official unemployment rate in Detroit is about 12

percent. The actual rate is much higher.

W^at is happening in Detroit is happening all over the

country. Capital is fleeing the country and seeking

cheafjer lalH)r markets and less restrictive business

Brooke States

climates. The great mills and factories where thousands

made their living are silent, 'n place of them we have

automation, permanent unemployment and a growing ser-

vice economy.
The Republicans claim that their programs will help get

America moving again. But they have done nothing to hall

the flight of industry, except to tell us that we must do

with less to keep America working. In the ionjj run this

will not work. We cannot lower our standards to the

wages that are being paid in other countries, and still ex-

ist. The Democrats say that the cheese lines of the Reagan

administration are like the bread lines of the H(K)ver

Presidency. This is true but beside the point. While they

would keep many of the social programs, they would do lit-

tle to remove the crushing burden of taxation on the mid

die and working class.

Both parties are o^K'rating on stale rhetoric and rusted

ideas. It is time for warp speed and more power in the

engine room. We need a viable national third party in this

country.

Third parties have a long history in the United States.

The Socialist Party was large enough during the early

1900s. up to 1920, to elect mayors and representatives in

many cities. In the late 1800s the Populist Party and the

Grange both had tremendous strength in the farm belts of

the South and West.

For a third party to have any meaning it must grow in a

grassroots way, and out of a major social issue. Barry

Commoners Citizen Party was an attempt at that by using

the anti-nuke issue as a jumping off point. A third party

would also have to include a large chunk of the organized

labor movement and Third World people. These are two of

the groups most directly affected by Reagan's economic

plans.

The third party must have the daring and imagination to

put a program radically different than the other two plat-

forms. The many different groups that have fought

against Reagan on their own have to get together under a

different platform other than the Democratic parly, which

was rejected by a sizable minority of the American elec-

torate.

Perhaps when that happens, we can go on a four year

mission, where none of us have been before and revitalize

not only the auto industry in Detroit but the entire ailing

U.S. economic base as well.

Brooke States us a UMass student

Those who play must pay
"YTThile walking through the Campus Center the

\/\lother day, I stopped at the "Students Against

V TMilitarism" table. The woman sitting at the table

asked me to read some of their literature. One of their

pamphlets concerned the amendment to the Department

of Defense Authorization Act which denies financial

assistance to male students who fail to register for the

draft. Though the reasons S.A.M. gives for opposing the

amendment are valid, they fail to recognize the major

flaws in this new registration enforcement policy.

According to the ditto handed U) me, Amendment 1113

to the Department of Defense Authorization Act states

that a man getting financial aid must inform his college

Letters-^

Students are not homogeneous

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to a letter that appeared in the

October 14 issue of the CoUegian entitled "Amherst

resident expresses dismay over her sons beating."

Although I can understand this woman's anger over the

abuse of her son. I vehemently oppose her generalizations

made of the population of this University. I feel that she

passed the limits of fairness when she commented about

our 'attitudes and philosophies" brought with us from our

"secluded, bigoted, intolerant suburban towns." I takf

exception to her criticisms of our backgrounds, especially

when she was obviously speaking out of anger and

ignorance

.

I agree whole heartedly with her feelings on the need for

respect of individualism, and I also admire her son for

slaying with this belief even through his ordeal, but in

making the statements that she did she managed to go

against this principle. She quite ably classified twenty four

thousand individuals into the mental forms of a few.

I do not condone the actions of the people involved, but

neither do I feel that the wrongful deeds of these in

dividuals can be considered symbolic of the whole student

body.
Margaret Bicker

Orchard Hill

Should humans rule over

an innocent animal kingdom

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to the article written by Bill

Thomas concerning animal experimentation and animal

suffering. I too am an advocate for anti vivisection, and am

strongly opposed to the wanton abuse and destruction of

laboratory animals for so-called "scientific research." Far

too often, research is conducted by eager individuals who

arc primarily motivated by profit, or by gaining

recognition in scientific circles at the expense of ruthless

brutality and inhumane treatment of helpless creatures.

The issue of animal rights is a real issue and must be

taken seriously. It is ironic that the Collegian printed on its

front page the same day that Bill Thomas' editorial ap-

peared, the wording of the P^qual Rights Amendment.

^^e're always looking

for columnists!

Drop by with a piece or an idea

113 Campus Center The not-so-good sai^itan

Dave McCarthy

"Section 1 slates: Equality of rights under the law shall not

be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state

on account of sex." Why not extend this amendment to

take into account not only equality of women but also

equality of all living creatures?

We hve in a society that not only discriminates against

women and blacks, but which discriminates against those

with a smaller brain size. We Uve in an age where liberal

ideas and attitudes are praised, or at least tolerated. We
admirably pat ourselves on the back and reassure our

selves that we are openminded and non prejudicial. But.

in reality, we are nothing but selfish, narrow minded,

discriminatory and backward in our thinking. Today's

society has not progressed beyond the Renaissance idea of

man as the center of the universe. We may have a larger

brain capacity and possess the ability to communicate with

others of our own kind, but does that give us the right to be

totalitarian rulers over the animal kingdom*.'

Human beings must unite with all living creatures, and

live together as an integrated whole. Together, all of us

share our existence on the planet Earth. Therefore, all

living creatures, no matter how large or how small,

deserve to live. When we make decisions as to what is is to

live and what it is to die. we. in effect, jeopardize our own

futures.

Vera Fowkes
Sylvan

The Bottle Bill must pass

To the Editor:

Last week you carried a letter from the chairman of a

group named The Voter Education Committee, which

urged all registered voters - in this case. UMass students

- to vote against the implementation of the not-yet in

action bottle bUl. He gave several .easons: I differ from

him on most of them. His big argument was that it would

cost money. . • ,,

I fail to see whv saving a resource and using it agaui is

going 10 cost more than single-time use. We are known as

the most wasteful nation on earth; this bill will help to stop

much waste. Other states have it and it works; thus 1

expect it wUl work for us. I fail to see why a bill which will

cut down litter along highways, thus requirmg us to

employ workers solely to pick up such litter, is gomg to

cost us more. It seems to me that the workers can then be

used for productive employment. Even on the campus here

such jobs can be eliminated - this does not cost more, does

'

He also says that such a bill wiU destroy the recycUng

programs. I onlv wish he were right. I belong to one

(Leverelt) and fd like to find that the program was no

longer necessary. I've been active in recyclmg for over ten

years now. and we know very well that we are only

bandaids. But we are the only people - so far - who arf

returning to use this particular earth resource It would be

just great if all bottles and jars were returned to the glass

recycling factories without having to go thru our hands

From the store to the home to the store again. That s what

we want! The gentlemans threat is no threat: it s a hope.

And finally: the Voter Education committee It is a

committee of manufacturers, wholesalers, and others who

find it more profitable for Americans to waste after one use

all the objects they sell to us. They make quite a bit of

money making new containers to replace the ones we

throw away along our streets. No wonder they want the

bill scrapped.

William M. Davis

Leverett

that he has registered for the draft. If the Department of

Education disputes his claim, he must then present a let-

ter from the Selective Service confirming his compliance

within thirty days of this dispute.

On paper, this amendment is opposed by the "Students

Against Militarism" because of "...the bureaucracy involv-

ed in enforcing it." They feel that record-keeping mistakes

could cause anyone to be denied financial aid. S.A.M. is

especially disturbed over the thirty day compliance time.

They feel a month's time is too short to settle a dispute

with the U.S. Government.

On the time factor, the "Students Against MiliUrism"

could be right. Congress may have to lengthen the time

period given to prove registration. But this is a peripheral

argument. When compared to the fact that through this

amendment, the government has raised the stakes of draft

resistance. Moral convictions of resisters will not be put U)

the test by denying the civily disobedient the ability U^

freeload off the system. Freeloading is meant, not in the

mere sense of accepting aid, but in doing so while declin-

ing the concurrent responsibilities of citizenship.

In the case of evaders who need financial assistance to

remain in school. Amendment 1113 will separate the truly

conscientious objectors from the less than sincere who

evade registration believing that they will never be caught

or punished. The strong objectors would be likely to leave

school rather than be bullied by Congressional legislation.

On the other hand, economic coersion will, more oft«n

than not. persuade the less than sincere evader to

register. As it stands now, the attitude of the cowardly

resister is similar to the guy who avoids paying into the

purchase of a keg, but has his glass ready when the beer

starts flowing.

In no way is Amendment 1113 to the Department of

Defense Authorization perfect. This amendment could

have been drafted better (without changing its intent) by

shifting the objective to one of reward instead of punish-

ment. By giving preferential financial aid treatment to

those who registered, the amendment could rectify the in-

equity of penalizing the poor draft evader while letting the

rich resister, who needs no financial aid, get off scott free.

I believe that what really motivates many in the

resistance movement to oppose amendment 1113 is a

"have your cake and eat it too" attitude, where you resist

the law, yet expect the government to do nothing about it.

It is time that those who are against registration and

refuse to comply with the law face the fact that civil

disobedience has historically been accompanied by hard

ship. Refusal to accept this truism only cheapens their

cause.

With the implementation of this amendment, the

"Students Against Militarism" and other left-wing groups

supporting resistance will have to face the decision of

registration with a new realization of the cost of civil

disobedience. Those that then decide to avoid registration

in full cognizance of the consequences should be commend-

ed on their determination and sense of morality. It is that

suspicion of government, and independence of spirit which

have made our country unique in the world.

Daw Mci:arthy is a Collegian columnist

Spots of sordid splendor on campus

Here on this campus there are places of

unnoticeable splendor. Have you found these

nooks of exquisite blandness, crannies of spec-

tacular uninterest? To us, this October, they have become

our favorite haunts, but they are passed daily by our col-

legiate fellows, unnoticed.

Let us draw their attention, hither and thither, to the

delightfully mundane in our environs. Imagine the poor

students, perhaps with some academic ability, but fully ig-

norant of the anti-aesthetic treasures that surround them.

They daily traverse the SU-CC corridor and never realize

the beauty of linoleum fissure and eruption which is their

Ralph Hybels

heritage as much as it is ours, who have appreciation of it.

And what of South-West stairwells? - the cracked and

crumbling concrete waffles of the parking garage? - light

socket stalactites in the library?: these are the institutions

of which romantic ruins are made. Plots - whole regions

devoted to the pursuit of apathy; telephone poles tilting

against windmills; and rusting cast-off metal sculpture.

Soda machines which have received all the rancor of those

disillusioned masses who have yeamiMi for carbonated

release. There is a neon cross on the Neuman Center.

There is a stagnant spot in the campus pond! And, oh, the

anti-gothic verticals of the Graduate Research Center,

a small decorative fence (symbolic tribute to her inviolate

purity, given by devoted, if consciously indifferent wor-

shippers). Bejeweled and bedecked, she is a sentry to our

larger monumenLs. the old chapel, from which worship has

been drummed out, and Memorial Hall, stuffed beyond the

capacity to accept names of those who will make the

ultimate sacrifice in the future. Her hexoganally nippled

breasts are full with anticipation and re<'titude. awaiting

the inferno which must soon engulf our most venerable in

stitutions.

We have felt the peculiarly moving vibrations of that

which is static and culturally void in our lives, let us

beckon to those who have not yet been bathed in the bright

white light! There are spots of fantastic dullness here,

resplendent in orgiastic blight, to which those with un-

cultivated taste are spiritually immune. Let us educate our

fellow travellers, that they too may experience pleasures

of the ordinary, empathy with that which is uniquely the

same, perhaps even - the highest attainment — oneness

with normality.

Ralph Hybels is a Collegian staff member

"Bejeweled and bedecked, she is a sentry

to our larger monuments, the old chapel,

from which worship has been drummed
out..."

soaring into nothing! Such a shame that the 'periscope'

should be denied to pilgrims who would offer up their emp-

ty pints of Southern Comfort.

Steaming manholes! Have you not found these images of

post-modem decline? Go now to the little shrine of the

goddess Hydrant\&. She squats, serenely invulnerable to

the whims of pissant canines, distanced from the world bv
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Arts
Cooper ages gracelessly
BY MIKE RIFF
Collegian Staff

First the bad news. Everyone knows that

Alice has seen his heyday as a top draw
rock performer but you've got to admire the

guy for his perseverance. He blatantly

refuses to give it all up even though he lost

it years ago. Ever since his "Billion Dollar

Babies" era of almost ten years past, his

albums have been consistently semi-lame,

drawing from previous LPs for too many
ideas.

The obvious lack of musical progression

comes from his writing. Once the strong

point of his messages came across loud and

clear but now he tries to balance them out

with the musical end. He comes across so

tame on over half of this album that you

may feel you're listening to Barry ManUow
on a bad day. Fortunately there are no

ballads except for the sappy "No Baloney.

Homosapiens" which is dedicated to E.T.

and sounds a lot like Kiss' "Beth", complete

with quasi-horn section.

Now for the good news. Yes, there is

some good news and it even outweighs the

bad. The guitar work of former Iron

Butterfly guitarist Mike Pinera has

definitely made its mark. Since joining up

with Alice several albums back his playing

has always been deeply buried in the mix.

This time around new producer and bassist

Erik Scott just refuses to let it happen. Two
of the best cuts. ""Adaptable", with Flo &
Eddie singing hack up and 'I Like Girls"

contain solid chunks of rhythm with some of

the searing lead guitar work that 1980's

surprising F/usA the Fashion LP hinted at.

Alice, like one of his current alumni Iggy

Pop. brings competent veteran musicians

into the studio with him. His problem

revolves around half album burn out. He
just runs out of ideas. I do like this album

though. You can make a lot of mean faces

when you sing along with the better cuts.

This LP would have made an excellent EP.
The back cover features a picture of Alice in

a rather conservative pose proving that we
all get older. I give it a B.

/^
fOnniAIcamerastores

Quarrymaster Macro Zoom
80-200mm F-5.5

Ideal for candid and portrait photography
Macro focusing

Save $30.00

Sale $89.99
Quarrymaster
2x Tele-Converler

Your standard lens becomes
a telephoto'

Four element, multi-coated

Save $10.00

Sale $29.99
Up to 30% off other selected
wide angle, telephoto, zoom
lenses and tele-converters.
Available for most popular SLR cameras

m Special savings on selected
35mm SLR^, Viewfinders and
Instant Cameras

25% off selected electronic
flash

Save 20-25% on Coast
Camera ''Shock" bags
Available in Tan, Blue and Green

Coast 35XC
Save $30.00

30% off

$59.95
darkroom

chemicals, paper and

Sale expires 10 31 82

FOIOMAIcamera stores
Quality Film Developing
Large Custom prints, reprints, enlargements, slides.

Custom Preview Slides, duplicate slides and movies.

D̂owntown Amherst
25 N Pleasant St 9-7 M-F 9-5 30 Sat

256-8109

Hampshire Mall
Hadiey 10-9 30 Mon-Sat

586-8560

We accept MasterCard VISA and American Express

Alice Cooper
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One of Roz Chast's cartooni

UNSCIENTIFIC AMERICANS
By Roz Chast
Dial, 126 cartoons, ($7.95)

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

Roz Chast is the youngest and only

woman cartoonist on the New Yorker's per-

manent staff. What can you say about her

work, except that it's very, very funny?

One critic put it well by saying she makes

"the mundane exotic, then the exotic

ridiculous." I'll leave it at that.

^^^Athlete^mJractlv^PeopIc:

WEIGHT TRAINING
BODY BUILDING•d/or

• Women and Men
• Individually Designed Routines
• Continuously Monitored
• Initial Cardiovascular Test Included

.Monthly memberships no^v available for a limited time only at:

THE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CENTER
Rt. 9. HadUy. Ma. 586-6336

1

5 Seconds
America Pops

the Big Canadian!
Get ready to try the big. clean taste

of O'Kcefe. Keefe's gonna become
America's favorite Canadian brew.

OKeefeili
imported by Century Importers. Baltimore, Maryland

Arts
A taste of superb dance
ZAGREB GRAND BALLET
Monday, October 18

Fine Arts Center

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegian Staff

Words cannot describe powerfully

enough the exquisite performance the

Zagreb Grand Bjillet (of the Croatian Na-

tional Theater) treated an audience to the

evening of October 18 in the Fine Arts

Center.

The Yugoslavian troupe, established in

1870 in Z^eb (the capital city of Croatia),

made its appearance at UMass as part of

its first American tour. The troupe's ex-

cellence and superior reputation has grown

tremendously in Europe and all over the

world.

As the audience sat back to watch the

show, the enhancing music of Beethoven

filled the air as the stage was enlivened by

dancers dressed in striking white leotards.

"Prometheus," the opening number

choreographed by Milko Sparemblek, was

an exciting representation of the actual

myth of Prometheus performed in the most

precise manner of modern ballet. The

troupe worked beautifully together in total

synchronization as the dancers flitted

gracefully across the floor.

"Pas de Deux" from "Le Corsaire"

followed, enabling two members of the

troupe to present to the audience a flourish

of graceful and exuberant ballet sequences.

As the male/female team took turns at

"having the floor to themselves," the au-

dience sat in awe while the couple leaped,

turned, and plied across the stage to the

music of Adolphe Adam.
The third piece involved a series of

"Symphonic Dances" in which the entire

company, dressed in a variety of colorful

apparel, illustrated a bit of its cultural ap-

proach to dance. Accompanied by the tan-

talizing music of Jakov Gotovac, the troupe

exhibited great energy and pride in this

traditional dance presentation.

An astounding interpretation of Act III

from "Swan Lake" concluded the perfor-

mance after a brief intermission. The mood
was more than adequately set by the fast-

moving and provocative music of Tchaikov-

sky, as the seemingly weightless dancers

hypnotized the audience with endless en-

durance and strength. The two principle

dancers, noticeably dressed in black, stole

The Zagreb Grand Ballet from Yugoslavia performed at the FAC

Monday night.

the show. ht)wever, in an aI)solutely

breathtaking performance of highly com

plicated and sophisticated ballet.

The Zagreb Grand Ballet more than suffi

ciently satisfied the hunger of all those

starving for a taste of superb dance Mon-

day evening as the FAC prepares for the

continuance of a great dance series.

Idol worship at the Nail
BILLY IDOL
Saturday, October 16

Rusty Nail

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Billy Idol is a total sex machine. Really. Just look at him:

carefully coiffured blonde hair, open red leather vest to let

us count the hairs on his chest, snug satin trousers, and a

generous assortment of spikes and chain throughout. A
rock and roll Adonis. And his performance last Saturday

at the Rusty Nail? ...one of subliminal sleaziness. But don't

get me wrong, we all im>ed it! Besides, who ever said rock

was a well-spring of virtue.

This is the second time I've seen Idol this semester, and

the second time I've been totally blown away by his

musical blitzkrieg. Talk about a devastating, performance,

I limped home from this one folks! Idol grappled the mike

as if it were my throat, and refused to let go as he stormed

through a grab-bag of old Gen X tunes and assorted bits

from his new LP. His ass-kicking frenzy escaped no one.

Idol, as most of us know by now, was front-man for

volatile quartet of bratty british nn-kers - Generation X.

I>unng 1977-78 when the punk firestorm was first cat-

ching in England, (ien X was on the forefront of the explo

sion. But 1982 finds Idol literally dancing with himself.

The anger has been put in check, and the angst sulxiued as

his music drifts into a more pop-oriented framework. But

Idol re-captured that anthemic spirit of the ole' Gen X

Saturday and put us straight - Tiger Heat material he is

not.

Idol has added Judy Dozier's kinetic keyboards and com

petent backing v(x;als and she really complements his shift

to a more stable pop sound. The lead guitarist, on the

other hand has got to go. What a total scuzzball. I'm

uncertain of his name, but he somehow seemed to think he

was riffing for Aerosmith or something. That's not t«) say

he wasn't good, he was. It's just that I've nothing but con-

tempt for a performer who spits at the audience whilst in

the midst of a solo.

But overall the show was a smash, the audience riotous

in its adoration. Last time I saw the Nail this packed the

GO-GO's played, and you know what happened to them.

live wir
py fkH rliilt

To clear up any unclearness about tonight s Joe Jackson

concert: yes. the concert is happening, and no. Marshal

Crenshaw is not opening. Jackson has cancelled a few of his

shows on his current lour due to illness but tomorrow's

show at the FAC is still on. Though Marshall Crenshaw has

opened for Jackson on other stops during the current tour,

his rumoured appearance is a rumour, nothing more

nothing less. The concert starts at 7:30 p.m..

Also tonight: B. Willie Smith wUl be at The Rusty Nail.

"Through the Doors' will make fools of themselves at The

Rusty Nail by trying to impersonate The Doors

Tickets lor Grateful Dead iyrisist songwriter Robert

Hunter, appearing at the club with the airplane stickmg

out of it Friday night, are on sale at Faces. Main St.

Records in Northhampton and at the club with the airplane

sticking out of it. There are two shows, at 8 and 11 p.m.,

and Carl Dematteo is the opening special guest. The

Stompers and Itedy are at the Rusty Nail and The Orbits,

"a 5 member dance band from Orbitron." will beam

themselves to the Blue Wall Friday night. The Pat

Metheny Group will appear in concert at John M. Greene

Hall at Smith ('ollege in Northampton. Tickets are on sale

at The Iron Horse Coffee House in Northhampton. Food

For Thought in Amherst and aU Tickelron (Juliets. The

price is an outrageous $8.50. _. „ „
"Minimum Wage rock and roll" with The Bus Boys is

featured at the Rusty NaU Saturday Night. The revamped

Neighborhoods are special guests.

Local favorites Kaspar Hausar are havmg a 'record

release" party at the club with the airplane sticking out of

it in Hadley. Along with Kaspar Hausar. Da Stupids and

The Junior Hostesses are featured. Free copies of Kaspar

Hausar's new EP, made under Techno tunes, will be given

away. Feminist musician and songwriter Holly Near will

be appearing Sunday at 7 p.m. at John M. Greene Hall at

Smith College in Northampton. Appearmg with Near wOl

be Adrienne Torf. Carrie Barton, and Susan Freudlich.

If you've got a car or a thumb. The Psychedelic Furs are

at the Angora Ballroom in West Hartford. Tickets are

available at all Strawberries outlets and Plallerpuss

Record in Northampton. The Scottish National Orchestra

will be appearing at The Fine Arts Center also on Mon-

day

.

The Roche sister, - Maggie. Terre. and Suzzy - .long with Robert Fripp, croon with .

vengence in concert

A double helping of w: n ; Jk

KEEP ON DOING (Warner Bros.)

The Roches

COUNTRY DOWN (Fretless)

Country Down
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Correspondent

Keep en, Domg is the Roches' third album. And o"<-« ^g^m

ihey have succeeded in putting together a <;"'1^<^^

«"J»
reallv fine songs. The Roches offer a ^[^.^'

' P^'^X^nTlZr
on life. "You work too hard to lake this abuse, be on your

guard jerks on the loose," exclaims the title song. Robert

Fripp's "Wall of Sound" production technique works

perfectly here. The voices weave a ^^"^^/^^Pf̂ .^^/^m
the guitars, complimenting the lyncs P^f;" y-..r»;^,^i,'V'J

starts out with a complete rendition of ^^^
"^'f"^^^

Chorus • and the harmonies «"'>, ''"P'"«;",f̂ ^Uu,^^^^^^^ Barn. Hamp
three sisters Maggie, Terre and Suzzy aU contribute songs^^^.^^^^^^^^,

to the album. Maggie's songs are more serious while Terre

and Suzzv's songs are more like conversations about people

I hey meet. The Roches motto is basically be goofy and be

smart and they are. In some ways they could almost be

considered a folk version of the (Jo Go's. Their spirit is

limitless as is their taleni.

Country Down takes a more serious approach to the

music they play. I'nlike the Roches, they insi.st that

everything on their album be done live. No overdubs.

Their debut album offers a variety of songs and styles,

from traditional folk tunes like "Wedding Dress" and "How

Long" to Sarah Erlich's "He's Got the Shelter." The group

features Sarah Erlich on guitar, Anne Zimmerman on

guitar and dulcimer and Debbie Suran on guitar, dulcimer,

banjo and bokwhistle. Their singing style is traditional

folk; little songs with nice harmonies and strong picking.

Country Down will be playing at 8 p.m. tonight at the Red

Barn. Hampshire College.

Kasper Hausar's new EP is to be released next

week.
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AEROBIC DANCE
8 week COURSE

bEqiNNiNq OcTobER 2^jU

CaU tIie HAMpskiRE Fitness Center

986-6776

For REqisTRATioN InFormation

Ml

DlNNt» I'' '- .i„ , ^5-tC

NOMHAripTON -5dlt-di87

-RVQB 'lOStDTutS.

JAZZ DANCE
intermediate level

8 week course
Beginning October 26th

call the
Hampshire Fitness Center

at 586-6336
for registration information

i \

I NORTHWOOD i

APARTMENTS j

: Rt. 47 Sunderland

) Close to Amherst,

{ on bus line

f 1,2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

665-3856
oHice open from
10-7 weekdays,

Saturdays 14i Saturd

i

i
«

NEW POLITICS

MASS FAIR SHARE
a statewide citizen's action organization

Has full and part time positions available

to do fundraising, outreach, and to develop a

citizen's lobby that can shape and influence the

political and economic decisions in this state.

Hours are 2-10 pm; pay $175-225/week

call 586-8713

will train, college credits available

11 am - 1 pm Mon-FriV

4-

YOUR BSN ISWORTHAN
OFFICER) COMMISSION

IN THEARMY.

Your BSN means youVc a professional. In the Army, it also ^

means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our ^r

4>

4

medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,

P.6. Box 7713. Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMYNURSECORPS.
BEAUYOUCANBE.

»
4>

4>

4>

4*

4*

4>

4-

J/ J^******************************************^

N RBO
ThE Pousette-Dart BancI

Frl Oct. llnd at 8 PM
JohN M. Greene HaU^ SmItIi ColUqE

S4.00 GeneraI AdMissioN Fee

TickETs AVAiUblE at:
Faces of EARrh, AmNerst

PlATTERpUS ReCORcIs^ NoRThAMD
€ NO Alcohol, SMokJMq, CAMERAS Oil TApf RECOMOEI

TON

mm

PIease

mm
lERS

Doors open at 7 PM
m^mmmimammmmi

THURS. OCT. 21

PINK PANTHER
DOUBLE FEATURE

8pm "Return of the Pink Panttier"

lOpm "Pink T'onttier Strikes Again"

FRI. OCT. 22
HAPPY HOUR

witti ttie

ARMSTRONG BROTHERS

THE ORBITS
"A 5 member dance band"

from Orbitron. .

."

with

R COMPLEX S2.00 cover

S>

EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT

JOIN STAR MARKET
IF YOU HAVE

The willingness to work hard .

A strong desire to succeed

IF YOU ENJOY
A fast paced environment, exciting
and dynamic people...

ACAREERWITH STAR PROVIDES
An excellent starting salary
A profit sharing program
And many other benefits

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITES
Great on the fob training -with
Starts management team.
STAR MARKET WILL BE ON CAMPUS

MONDAY, OCT. 2Sth

INTERVIEWING MIDYEAR GRADUATES
FOR IMMEDIATE PLACEMENT g

If YOU are unable to see
us on campus, forward
your resume to:

Personnel Department
Star Market Company
625 Mt. Auburn Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

information be eventful
By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

U.Mass — 75-100 representatives from colleges and

irraduate schools nationwide including administrators,

faculty and graduate schools are scheduled to attend the

first annual Five College Graduate and Professional

Schools Information Day to be held Wednesday November

3, 1982 at 1 1 :30 in the Campus Center.

The event which is sponsored by (CCEBMS) Committee

for the Collegiate Education of Black and Minority

Students. (BCP) Bilingual CoUegiate Program and the Five

College Minority Graduate School Advisors, is not only

geared toward seniors but sophomores and juniors alike.

All students from the five college area are urged to attend

with special emphasis on the area's minority student

population.
. , .

"As a part of our effort for the graduate school day we

are doing panel discussions, GRE and GMET workshops.

Four panel discussions including law school, business,

math and engineering, medicine and health sciences, and

liberal arts will all be given," John Lopes, career advisor

for CCEBMS said.

Administrators, deans, assistant deans as weU as people

in the industry wUl be there to offer their advice. Lopes

"This is a very good opportunity for students to make

personal contact on a formal and informal basis with ad

ministrators and recruiters who have direct decision mput

in their respective graduate school programs.

"We urge all students to participate in the workshops.

panels and in graduate school day as a whole." Lopes said.

Paul Barrows, director of CCEBMS said, "The event will

give students the chance to Usten to some very influential

people and to plug into knowledge they have accumulated

over the years. Ways of approaching admissions, financial

aid and career expectations will also be covered."

Scheduled to attend the event are representatives from

Atlanta University. Bentley CoUege. Clark University.

Columbia University. Dartmouth University. Harvard

Medical School. Northeastern University. Penn SUte.

Simmons College. New York State University. University

of Southern California. Temple and Yale Universities just

to name a few.

Art Hillson. director of placement here at the university

said. "We want to expose not only minority students but all

students of the five colleges, and to discuss career and

graduate school opportunities.

"The response we have had from these colleges and

universities is overwhelming. We literally had to turn

possible participants away because of the large turnout."

Hillson said.
.

Student participation during the organizational fair as

well as other graduate school days held in the past have

had relatively poor attendance. Many of the businesses and

organizations which have participated in the pasi are

reluctant to come again because of the lack of student

input.

Many people including faculty and student organizations

have worked extremely hard to bring this event to campus

U> benefit the students of the Five College Community.

Let's not disappoint them again. Your attendance is most

welcome. See you there! ^^^^^^^^^^_^____

Career advisor John Lopes (top) would like to

invite all students of the Five college area to at-

tend Grad School day on November 3. 1982.

director
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Correspondent

Paul Barrows, a 30 year old University of

Massachusetts alumni is the new director of the Com^

mittee for the Collegiate Education of Blacks and

Minority Students (CCEBMS). Mr. Barrows, a native of

Springfield. Mass graduated in June. 1974 with a degree

in Afro American studies.

'1 am very pleased to be here." Barrows said. "I never

realized how critical the board or suff was to the

program. They are a group of people situated m the most

influential places within the University servmg as the

eyes and ears of the program. They (the board) mspire

me to pursue things I wouldn't think of." Barrows said.

Hi« priorities for the program is the expansion of

students to other parts of the university where less

access is present; improvement of student retention;

development of new sources of funding for academic and

student programs (graduate and professional programs

as well as undergraduate): continuing the progress of the

WEB Bubois Department of Afro American Studies and

offer contemporary African History courses in the Black

studies curriculum. ,

As director of CCEBMS. his future goals are to expand

the size of the incoming classes and to find new sources of

financial aid. His main priority is to work with the

University funding and to generate new sources of m

come for scholarships and other programs.

Also as director of CCEBMS. Barrows wants to

strengthen the recruitment and outreach program at the

University and the implementation of studies.

Barrows also wishes to take an active role to insure

better high school preparation :or incoming freshmen.

after viewing the success of t» . High School Intervention

Program done in the Midwest.

When asked about the CCEBMS program today

compared to when he was active with the committee

before leaving Amherst Barrows said.' Students tend not

Paul Barrows, the new Director of CCEBMS,

who plans to implement scholarship programs,

reduce minority attrition, and to expand access to

minority students in other areas of the Universi-

ty. Barrows has recently completed his Ph.D.

tests and is now working on his dissertation.

to be as politically oriented as they were years ago." but

on the other hand, "although there is less time being

spent in political activities. I see an increase in academic

attention." Barrows said.

Barrows said that he also sees a "wider margm m

student capabUity than before." On the whole said

Barrows "the incoming freshmen are Uttle better

prepared academicaUy then when I was an un

dergraduate." Speaking on the class of 1986 he said that

they're "a good group."

As a student Barrows was very active. The most

significant activity he was involved in was being the

student representative of the Five College Black Studies

Program. Formed in 1970. this committee drew up plans

for the impUmentation of Black studies in the five college

area. . • u *

"The most rewarding activity while bemg here at

UMass was working for Drum Magazine.;; Barrows said.

SUrting as a deUvery boy. Barrows worked with Drum

from 1970 until 1974. By his senior year he became editor

of the magazine and the last issue published that year

won a national award.

Among other activities. Barrows was also the chairman

of the Social Activities Committee which brought con-

certs to the University. He was also a CCEBMS. and

UMass dormitory counselor.

After leaving UMass in 1974. Barrows went to Albany

State University in New York to do his master's program

in Afro American studies.

When he left Albany State in 1976. Barrows went to

St. Olaf college in North Field, MinnesoU where he waa

an instructor in the department of History and PoUtical

Science.

While in St. Olaf, Barrows created the Amencan

Minority Studies Program. ,.,.
Barrows then enroUed in a PHD program of African

History at the University of Minnesota, after leaving St.

Olaf in 1977. Barrows subsequently was hired as an

administrator in a graduate student program where he

developed an equal opportunity program for minorities.

While serving there four years, he became the special

assistant to the dean of the graduate school. He traveled

to campuses around the country recruiting minorities,

especially in the Black colleges of the South.

Other than recruiting, he was also responsible for the

scholarship program.

In the recruitment area. Barrows kept close contact

with some UMass faculty members. In addition he made

available to students of UMass brochures that showed

what Minnesota University had to offer.

Barrows is presently working on his PHD.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

J

Announcements
ThP Third World Caucus of the Student Government

AsT^iau'n'an^The Office of Third World Affair mvOes

all current and prospective members of aU Third worm

OrganSons to attend an informational get together on

Tulsdav October 26. 1982 at the Malcolm X Center

STuthwest) from 6:30 PM-8:00PM.

DANCE THEATRE -SPECTRUM IN MOTION
Spectrum in Motion, a dance theatre ensemble dedicated

and committed to people of color and their American

experience will hold a performance on:

When: October 28th and 29th

Time: 8:00 p.m.

Where: Performing Arts Center

Hampden Theatre

Southwest
$1 general admission

.

For further information call 584-5885 a«vo
African Forum. New England's leading African Affairs

show is broadcast from 5:00 6:00p.m. every Saturday.

Africkn Forum is the only program in the nation where vou

can he^ Liberation News which provides a regular upJate

on the African Liberation Movement. So for the best in

reportage on African Affairs, be sure to listen to African

Forum Ivery Saturday from 5:00-6:00 p.m. WMUA 911

FM.

Malcolm X will have a general meeting on Sunday

October 24th at 5:00. Topics to be discus-sed will be

finaUzing Black Home Coming. Kwanza Black History

Month and Martin Luther Kin^Week.

This is the last week for tutors from the CCEBMS

department.

1st Annual Five College

Graduate and Professionals Schools

Information Day Wed.. Nov. 3. 1982

Fifty plus Graduate Schools Participating

Afternoon Workshops and Discussion

Workshop I: Taking the GRE. GMAT. and Test Uking

SkiUs

Panel I: Business. Engineering and Mathematics

Panel II: Health Sciences and Medicine

Panel III: Liberal Arts and Education

Panel IV: Law School

Time: Workshop I at 11:30 a.m.

PaneLsI IVat3:30p.m.

Approx 2 Hours

Place: Campus Center - 1st Level

Sponsored by CCEBMS. BCP. and Five College Minority

Graduate School Advisors.

t • * • • <
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Doonesbury b, G.r„ Tn.d... CROSSWORD

SPECIALS
ALL DAY
AND NIGHT

Monday thru Thursday;

\

2.15-2.60
COMPLETE
MEALS

(Including Drink)

With priee§ like these, why mat at home?
NORTHAMPTON - 21 Center St. HOURS: Mon Thurs., 11-10
AMHERST — 41 Boltwood Walk "^ri & Sat ,

11-11 Sun 3-9 7^

The Pub 40 is Here!

Iffi R£FILLS^25
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

AMHERST
PUB

.ASPER'S PizzQ (y Drew(»

Friday, October 22 '

(B*

Country Castaways

8:30-12:30

46< Drafts

Most Mixed Drinks 75

Happy Hours Dai y 4 - 7

Rt. 5 Hatfield exit 22 off i-91 N
312 West St., N. Hatfield 247-9006

eaoPMas.stLi soopuokk.

I tMSMT'tmnBl' HOUPtXJUH:

ton

I MOSTOR- H^AeOOPHOOer
maymjip. umiNitea^A-

tfTMiooM' TmmeH.mtftenHBt.
eOHbVCOktOUTOF

hOH,.

1

B Q
Si /^M

—y^g.

ACJUAlU.Sffl.I

UOUPBRIFI
OOULPHMtMY
OLPJOBBACf

AfBfWUJUe

"^udfo^

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

f^t:, \f you CAW

Bu/iT cm 'Buy in

cut! print it! OKAy that's

\5V

with this coupon vou'll receive any foot-long sandwich
for 99* when vou purchase another of comparable
value at the usual listed price. (Offer good through 1031/82 >

Redeem At

'BUY A SHTfR BuitT CM... I'f^ Gi-ti

I TOOK My OWN AOV/CT.

ACROSS
1 Toppers

6 Church
proclamation

10 Near Eastern

state

14 A Dillon

15 Steaming

16 Prefix with space

or sol

17 Island of the

49th State

18 Koran supple

ment
19 Cookbook word

20 Symbol oic'ean-

liness

23 Surround (with

•in")

24 Connections

25 Egyptian sun god

27 Pamper
30 suzette

32 Mountain

33 Reeds
36 Volume of for

gotten ,

" in

"The Raven"

38 Water birds

39 Dash
40 Garment of the

good old days

42 Amigo. in Amiens
43 What U S women

had before 1920

44 Official seal

47 Eyes
48 Lady of myth
49 Take measures
50 Symbol of

innocence

56 Leveling piece

58 Pickles

59 Political alliance

60 Weather abbr

61 Bring together

62 For fear that

63 God of war
64 Famed dianst

65 Resonance

DOWN
1 Eastern baby

sitter

2 Roman states

man
3 Caesarean

remark

4 Acts of daring

5 Horn or hound
6 Touches, as

property

7 Prohibition

8 Small boy. m Baia

9 Lays on thickly

10 Western alliance,

for short

1

1

Symbol of

longevity

12 Zodiac word
13 Usual condition

21 Metal shaper

22 Indian of the

Southwest

26 Descartes

27 Having lime:

Prefix

28 Swan genus
29 Symbol of youth,

in South Pacific"

30 Living duplicate

31 Deserve Colloq

33 San Francisco
tower on
Telegraph Hill

34 Unexciting

35 Fit of pique, in

current lingo

37 Chemical
compound

38 Shut
41 Symbol of heat

44 Some oaths
45 Arbor

46 Paving block

47 Dark yellow clay

48 Like some buggy
rides

49 Cinema dog
51 Product of

California

52 Radar signal

53 Name for a Scot

54 Word of derision

55 On the surface;

Prefix

57 Brit lawmakers

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

3UB1](^V^

AnMrica's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

1 ^- 3 4

1

5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13

14 15 U

17 18 19

20 71 LI 23

l^^l ?4 25 n

21 n n I 30 31 ^H
3? 33 34 35

36 37 31 39

40 41 l^B 42

43"" 44 45 46

w |H 48 ~^^^|
4t kKo~ 51 5? 53 54- U

M 57

1

51

1

59

M 61 62

63 64 65
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Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Hampshire Mall

Hadley
90 King St.

Northampton
214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

/'OiX jyOmsJU

Spook
someone
>vitha

Halloweetf

Gieetiiig

Caid!

AMERICAN

Op^'n

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

GREETINGS

...kyr that speciol person
^_^ Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE

ADVERTISEMENT -
This is a reprint of an article in Collegian.

September 19, 1980.

Hypnosis aids study

By KEVIN Mcdonough
CoUegian Correspondent

Faced with strenuous work loads, more and more
students are turning to hypnosis to help them over-
come learning difficulties in concentration, recall,

and retention.

Milton Askinoss, a hypnotist practicing in Hadley,
said hypnotism is a technique that "allows the sub-
concious part of the mind to surface, giving you a

greater sense of suggestibility."

Askinoss has used hypnosis to help cure people of

hard-to-break habits such nail biting, smoking, and

over-eating. He has also treated people for discom-
fort from back pain, phobias, and other
psychosomatic illnesses, he said.

Askinoss said hypnotism is not a kind of mind con-
trol. Contrary to popular belief, a hypnotist cannot
not force you to do anything against your will, he
said.

"We show you the way to help yourself because
whatever your mind caused, your mind can cure," he
said. Although hypnotism is a positive tool for

behavior modification it is "in no way a substitute for

sleep, rrtedicine, or rr^edical attention," Askinoss ad
ded.

The students and faculty who visit Askinoss do so
primarily to increase their studying efficiency or to
quit smoking, he said. Askinoss added that only one
visit is usually necessary to improve study skills. He
claims a success rate of 90 percent.

Mr. Askinoss's office is located on Rte. 9 in the
F&rrick Building, next to Rooky's Home Center. Ap-
pointments are necessary, call 584 1919.
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WEATHER

Showers ending this mor-

ning becoming partly sun-

ny, breezy and cool by this

afternoon. High
temperatvires in the 608,

dropping to the 50s later in

the day. Clear and cold

tonight.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

rr'5Hi(v\.

IlHINKHe'S
mfFCPfean

ePOORiPL.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Cheese Strata

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

Italian Tofu Balls

and Sauce

LUNCH
Cheese Strata

Swiss Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Meatballs with

Tomato Sauce

Roast Pork/Gravy,

Applesauce

Egg Salad PlaU^

with Saltines

"^
XPONT
mtTfT

'' ermi

mrrA

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am Concepto Latino

9-noon AM Radio with Steve Diamond

12-3pm Trip to What Next with Ed Berk

3-5:30 DR - Black Contemporary

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Focus with Ken Mosakowski

7-10 Women's Media Project

10-2am Kari Njiiri — Pan Airique

2-6 More Music

WANTED : Assoc. W omens Editor

The Collegian has an opening for an Associate

Women's Editor. People with interest and some

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students sl.ould apply in person to Cris

Schuster, women's editor, in the Collegton office. 113

Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The Collegian is an equal

oprK)rtunity employer.

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Schedule

/^ \

10:30 • 12:00 G. Gordon Liddy Talks at

UMass
12:00 - 12:30 Global Groove: Video Art

by Nam June Paik
12:30 - 1:00 Suite 212: More Video

Art

1:00- 2:00 Rock Video

% m
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The Paper Ballhandler

takes to the hardwood

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

As I walked into the Curry Hicks Cage on

Friday night a sense of pure fear crept over

me for two reasons.

The first reason was UMass basketball

coach Tom McLaughlin, who was in the

middle of screaming at the regular hoop

sters for not touching every line in a line to

line drill. He wasn't just screaming, he was
livid, and I was intimidated.

The second reason was an inherent fear

of making a fool of myself in front of an

audience of any size. Granted, I have made
a fool of myself many times before, but not

on such a voluntary basis. After all, nobody

was forcing me to attend tryouts for the

Minuteman basketball team.

I glanced into the stands and sure

enough, there were people there that 1

knew, a whole hand full of them in fact.

Some were there just to watch the tryouts

and others were there because I had been
stupid enough to let the secret out that I

intended to try out. (They were there to

laugh at me.)

No chance to back out now though, since

everybody had seen me. I pulled my socks

up (I wanted to wear black ones just for fun

but figured that nobody would pass tome if

I did) and tied the shoelaces on my ragged,

old Nike's.

I had strategically worn a Boyden grey
and an old lank top together to hide the

trophy that I had earned at UMass parlies

ana local Amherst bars (also known as a

beer belly I and prayed that I wouldn't be

called upon to play on a skin team.

With my attire now properly in place, I

headed for the basket to shoot, since the

regulars were now in the showers and the

other "hopefuls" were already shooting.

A couple of airballs and two layups later,

the rhythm hit me. I hit two shots in a row
and decided that maybe I would make the

team. Then tryouts started.

McLaughlin opened tryouts with a quick

talk thanking everyone for coming down on

a Friday night ("Oh my Cod, " 1 thought. "1

forgot about Happy Hour in all the con

fusioni '•. and that we would be put through

some drills and would then play some full

court.

We started with right handed layups. my
specialty. 1 felt good. I was flowing. Left

handed layups? No problem, I could handle

that. Cross over dribble, pivot and drive in

for the layupV Wh<x)ps, hope he didn't see

that one. I thought as I struggled to remove
the ball from my crotch courtesy of a

mishandled dribble.

Then came the moment I had been

waiting for; dunk it time. I was convinced

that I would he able to throw one because I

had gotten one down at Boyden the day
before. I could show the coach something
here.

I advanced through the rebound line, skied

t"l must havf been about 12 feet in the air

for that rebound," I thought.) for the

rebound, and trucked on over to the
whamma jamma line. Not too many guys
could dunk and I was ready. The adrenaline

was pumping as I was five guys away from
being handed the ball. Four, three ...

George Phmpton, the Paper Lion, eat your
heart out ... two, one ... here we go ...

"That's all." McLaughlin yelled, "next

drill, toss the balls over here."

Pssssss ... the air didn't come out of the

ball, but it did come out of me. Odds are I

probably wouldn't have dunked it, but I

wanted to try. Oh well, what's next?

Running was next. If right handed layups

were my forte, then running was my
debacle. I sputtered as everyone else

cruised back and forth with ease. My
stomach suddenly wasn't too happy with

my activities and let me know with a sharp

jab that stuck around for a w>iile (also

known as a cramp) in the lower section of

my turn turn.

All of a sudden, tryouts weren't fun

anymore. Running, nobody had told me
that you had to run.

"I don't want to run," my body told my
brain. "Why run when you can sit and

watch the Celtics on TV with a pretty

acquaintance, drink beer and talk about

playing basketball. Run, oh what the hell,

but only for a while.

"

The cramp went away, but I knew it would

return if I got too out of hand and ran for

too long.

After an eternity of running and dribbling

while running drills, we got to the

scrimmage part of the night.

Unfortunately, by this time the old body
had all but packed it in. Scrimmaging was
fun because there was an audience present

and every basketball player likes an
audience, but I was more worried about

having enough en«'rgy to go out on my big

date later on by this point in the evening.

After the scrimmages. McLaughlin got us

together for a talk.

"Don't settle for anything less than a half

scholarship," I told myself. "Don't sell

yourself short."

"I'm cutting all of you," McLaughlin said.

"Lets kill him," 1 involuntarily said out

loud and some of the hopefuls near me
laughed.
McLaughlin explained the reasons for his

decision and it was all very rational, but my
mind was already in the showers, relieved

that tryouts come but once a year.

"Thank you all for coming." McLaughlin

said, but I was already gone.
Whoever said that it was better to have

tried and failed obviously didn't go through

hoop tryouts. Tired, sore and cut. I headed

out to pick up my date later on that night,

thoroughly contented with the knowledge
that I wasn't going to be up early in the

morning on Saturday for basketball

practice.

KDITOR'S NOTE: Jim Floyd's next man-
on the scene assignment will be to do Ben
Gay commercials.
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By BOB BROCK
Collegian Correspondent

A few times during each match you can

see her leaping high and sending one of her

booming spikes toward the helpless oppos-

ing team. She is constantly moving around

the court setting up plays and shouting en-

couragement to her teammates. She is Pat-

ti Philbin. the ace of the University of

Massachusetts women's varisty volleyball

team.

At 21 years old, Philbin is the lone senior

on a squad made up mostly of freshmen

and sophomores. She says that although

they are a young team she has complete

confidence in everyone.
"1 really can depend on everybody, they

are all go(Ml," she says.

Incredibly, l)efore coming to UMass,
Philbin never played organized volleyball.

The Worcester native's sport during her

years at Doherty High School was gym-
nastics.

"I started gymnastics in the sixth grade

and continued with it all through high

school," she said.

"1 think gymnastics helped me a lot," she

added, referring to the fact that l)oth

sports involve leaping. Philbin played her

freshman year at UMass on the junior var-

sity team before moving up to the varsity

level the following year. Philbin believes

the volleyball program here is first-rate,

and she has nothing but high praise for

head coach F^laine Sortino and assistant

coach Sarah Bonthius.

"Elaine is an excellent coach," said

Philbin. "It's the best coaching I've ever

had." Philbin is also quick to point out the

important contributions of assistant coach

Bonthius.

"She really pushes us and gives us alot of

encouragement," she said. "She is another

Elaine," she says.

As far as this season is concerned, Patti

is happy about the way her team has played

so far this year.

"We have a lot of talent and we could go

far if we could put everything together,"

she said. Philbin says they have faced some
pretty good competition this year, most

notably C.W. Post College. "They are real-

ly tough," she said.

Philbin is somewhat disappointed with

the low attendance at home matches at

NOPE gym. She feels that if people would

take a little time out to watch a game, they

would walk away from the match impress-

ed. She also believes that volleyball will

become more popular at UMass.

What does senior F'hysical Education ma-

jor Patti Philbin plan to do after graduation

this coming May?
"I definitely want to go to graduate

school and get my Master's degree, then

I'd like to become a coach at the inter-

collegiate level," she replies.

The University of Massachusetts
women's volleyball team is definitely a

spirited squad. Constant "high-fives" bet-

ween points and shouts of. "Go Mass," are

evidence enough. Leading these spirited

players is Patti Philbin.

AP LascrplMto

The St. Louis Cardinals beg^n to party following their victory in the seventh

game of the World Series.

It was game six, it was very late, and it was John Stuper
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

It was the test of a true s[K)rts fan, and

being a true sports fan in this test meant

staying by your resf>ective television set,

watching the news or listening to Joe

Garagiola babble, while you waited for a

downpK)ur to disipate and allow game six of

the World Series to finish up.

Commentary
That the St. Louis Cardinals were itov. m

ed the world champions last night was
almost antidimatic. Anyone can take the

time to watch the definite final game of a

series. What set this game apart was the

total devotion to the series that you have to

have in order to forego any chance of mak
ing an 8 o'clock class in favor of seeing (car-

dinal starter John Stuper (an All-Name
nominee) go all the wav in a rain drenc!u .

marathon.

And what a game. W^at a series, for that

matter. Everyone was saying that the

Milwaukee firejMiwer at the plate was just

too overpowering. The Brewers would
walk away with the championship and
there was little, if anything, that St. Louis

could do about it.

The Cardinals would have nothing of that

pre-series hype, however, as they fought

t(K)th and nail with the Brewers and were
one-half of what amounted to be a classic

World Series.

And in the classic World Series, the

classic game was the sixth. True, it was a

l.'M game that never seemed to l>e in

doubt, hut there was .still that lingering

feeling that Milwaukee could come back (or

has the seventh inning of game four been

forgotten?), that kept people watching.

And it was a special treat for the

diehards when the final inning did come
around. Only a couple of thousand St.

Louis fans had been able to bear the

elements huddled under the multicolored

umbrellas, uiJt they made sure their

presence was felt.

"Stuper, Stuper, Stuper, Stuper..." they

screamed at the top of lungs throughout
the entire last stanza. There was a walk

given up, but they refused to let the star of

the show lose support.

"Stuper, Stuper...," they knew how dif-

ficult a task it was for a pitcher, especially

a National League one. to come in and out

of the game amid numerous delays and still

consistently mow down one of the most

powerful hitting lineups ever assembled.

"Stu{,)er, Stuper. Stuper...," even after

Milwaukee had scored a run and ruined Big
John's bid for a shutout, the noi.se did not
wane, in fact, it seemed to increfise.

"Stuper, Stuper...," he finally iIkI it, ihe

final out. The place was in a mini-

pandamonium. The few remaining filled

.si'aL^ were rocking.

The Series would continue, one morv

game, one last hurrah. John Stuper had

gone the distance. He'd beaten the

Milwaukee Brewers, the weather and time

all in one night, he was a bona-fide hero on

this longest of nights.

Bowie Kuhn had said he would wait all

night to get game six played. All he had to

do was wait until 1:22 a.m. Amherst time

for this one and it had been worth it.

The pitcher of the night had not been the

much heralded Bruce Sutton, it had been

John Stuper, a pitcher who had had his

troubles with the Brewers already.

And as the telecast came to a close and

the name of Cardinal ace Joaquin Andujar
was being tossed about for a game number
seven starter, John Stuper untied his cleats

as his name continued to echo throughout

Busch Stadium. .."Stuper, Stuper,
Stuper..."

And the real sports fans in Amherst
clicked off their television sets and headed
for bed and pleasant dreams of weekends
and nightmares of unstudied for Food
Science and Nutrition exams.
Good night Andy.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8:46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUDIO

Odyssey studio nfionitors, professional

quality 4-way speaker system v\/ith 5th

passive radiator. $350 or BO Vic 549-0469

AUTO FOR SALE
~~

Pontiac Catalina '66 great transpo blue

big and comfortable is running needs work

$200. 584-9040

Rabbit front air dam and rear shocks A1

condition Dave 256-0543

1971 Ford Torino exc cond $950 or BO call

549-4147

70 Olds 88 exi. mech. cond. $400 or BO
256-0765

VW Squareback 68 inspected for Fall 82

$700 Eby 256-6050 after 6 PM

1976 Dodge Aspen station wagon fine

condition $1200 call 256-6679

1975 Toyota Celica, radials, stereo, trunk

rack $1500 549-5615

BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Childcare for 9 month and 2% year old
in our Amherst home. Sometimes
housecleaning instead. 12-5 pm twice a

week. Must have car 253-7388/256-8105

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.
306 SUB

FOR RENT

Come see UMass bands compete for

the best band on campus at the

Southwest's Annual Battle of the Bands,

Saturday, October 23 noon to 7 pm Hamp-

den Student Center free admission

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 V^

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

DISSERTATION RESUME

Word Processing: Prompt Quality

Preparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations. MDI/Word Link

253-9535

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

FOUND

Found keys on Lincoln penny ring found

on N Pleasant across from Sub Monday
afternoon call 253-9303 nites

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and pari time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$136-$200/week b $ie0-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Responsible people needed for

newspaper delivery. Early morning 7 days

on campus call 253-7009

2 bedroom apt in Southwood for sublet

256-0166 253-5896

Graduate Student for quiet home one
bedroom left, $225 includes utilities

6658144

FOR SALE
~

MXR 100 phase shifter $65 1 283-7805~

Electric typewriters used Olivetti & Rem-
ington $150 ea 549-6889

Leather jacket, wine, size 6, worn once,

$80 negotiable 549-6459

Thermo-Fax copy machine $75
Westinghouse refrigerator, white left

hinge, 65 in high, Doors Used 24, 30, 32

inch wide, $10 ea. Gas stove white 21 inch

$200 call after 6 pm 586-1827 Nton

Pioneer integrated amp 75 w/ch $145

Akai top of line reel to reel w/autorev $265

6-6954

"82 Olin Mark VII skis. Never used. Great

deal $175.00 David 253-3588

Toyota Corona 1974 reliable $500 or best

offer 584-6065

Ampeg bass amp see Charlie at

Greenough - 3:00 PM
Woman's large maroon leather jacket

with removable hood, good condition,

$40.00 call Maria 256-0179

Convertible - 1973 VW new top, snows.

AM/FM $3500. 617 544-6656

Shogun 1000 Racing Bike, paid $450,

never ridden. $350 or BC3 Call for more info

546-1125

For Sale two PA speakers Cerwin Vega

V 35 in new condition must be heard call

Jeff 549-6637 between 3 & 4

Lovers! Size 6'/^ engagement diamond.

New. Half price. 253-9358 Kathy

ArtistsI 24x36 drawing board. New.
Cheap. 253-9358 Kathy

Large reward for a black & gold cross
pen lost around SBA very sentimental

please return 6-4670

Silver chain with flower pendant 10/18

very sentimental - rewardi Sue 253-7890

MOVIE

Halloween - the movie Thurs 21st 5, 7, 9,

11 S.U.B.

PERSONALS

Stick it In your earl! Free piercing with

purchase of studsl Artistically placed

-singles too! 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Have something to sell?

Got something to say?
You'll be heard with a

Collegian classified!

Happy Birthday ABI Your the best have a

great day luv ya Karen

Want to win some money? Show your

costume at NEAG/ Sylvan Costume Dance

Saturday 10/23/82 at 9:00 pm CCA Prizes:

original, funniest, scariest, most avant-

garde

Val or
584-6940

Bonnie call Steve 586-4512

INSTRUCTION

Math Tutoring 549-6612

LEACH

Leach it is your birthday - Are you pent?

Let us walk the sands of time in search of

the LolliesI

LOST

Wallet and Yellow raincoat important

Timeout Fri Oct 8 Call Kristin 256-6877

Sweater Stolen From Van Meter 418 off

white Icelandic grey /black yoke design

heartbroken rewardi 546-1422

Harmonica Honner Special brown case

10/14 546-1422

Eye Glasses gold lost near Hampshire

Bank return to Amherst Police Reward

Yonex Couguss tennis racquet at

Boyden courts Saturday 253-5950

DISTRIBUTOR OPPORTUNITIES Texas

Instruments home computer ground floor

multi level marketing money making oppor

tunities - no risk, no inventory investments

Demonstration Tues 10/26 7:30 CC room

1 69 call Grace or Paul after 5 665-2494

All University women are invited to

Alpha Chi Omega's rush dinner 10/20,

10/26, 10/27 at 5:00 call Jennifer 545-2152

Happy Halloween Say it with a pumpkin

cookie. Order one at the Mortartward Table

Oct. 20, 21, 22 on Concourse

Je t'aime roses

A perfect rose, babies breath & fern $1

The perfect start to the perfect weekend

Fridays 1 1 -4 at the Student Union

KARIN. I LOVE YOU

Sigma Kappa Open Rush
Come join us for dinner at 5:00

Tues. Oct. 26

Wed. Oct. 27

Thurs. Oct. 28

19 Allen St. behind BKO
RSVP at 256-6887

AB • Happy 21stl Have a great dayl Here's

to nrtore crazy tinr>es. Love ya, CA.
Happy 23rd birthday, brother Jimmy. .

.1 hope it's a blast! From your favorite little

sister. . .Janet

Ken we know your life is hell without us

but have a Happy Birthday anyway we miss

you love and hugs and kisses Greg Lisa Sue

Steve Sarah Paul Mateus

MMG - What's your shoesizo? Happy
Birthday! I love you LAW
Love ya Max - the women of 1 -South

Happy Birthday

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

SUGARBUSH SkI HOUSF room
available over intersession 546-5891

546-5890

Sabina: You're the BEST roommate!

You've put up with much crap and I realize,

appreciate, and apologize for it. Since

we're not into brave, let's cope (not con

trol) together, K? Love you I XQXO Lidda

Phil - Happy Birthday 1 1 (one day late)

Hope last night was what you expected.

You're finally legal, how does it feel? P.S.

How's your sticky neck? Love Liz

PUMPKIN SALE TODAYII 9 to 5 in the

CC Concourse and at the SUB circle. Be

prepared for Halloween, get a pumpkin!

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS
~

Political Science Majors - Join Pi Sigma
Alpha, the National Political Science

Honors Society. The first meeting is Thurs.

Oct 21 in CC room 168. Those interested

must have 3.0 overall and 3.2 departmental

cum Minors and non-majors with 3 PoliSci

course welcome

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Individual, couples, family. Sliding fee

scale. Psychological Services Center

545-0041

ROOM WANTED
~

Young couple looking for room or one
txirm apt for next semester 523-5249 Mar-

tha

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share bedroom in Rolling

Green immediate opening $106 month
verything included 256-8335 or 256-0166

Apartmentmate needed $150/mo on bus
route furnished call Jeff 665-4357

SKIING

It snowed TWO FEETIII Saturday night in

STOWE. It's going to be an awesome year

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Best video available used % inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min - $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min $10. 617-757 3165 or 617-752 3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Cal

Doug 546-8186

WANTED

Wanted: Joe Jeckson tickets 2 (two) beet

price paid call after 6:00 PM keep tvfing

253 3643 _^
Someone for light, routine typing ap-
prox 3 hrs $15 call 253-2842

Wanted 2 Joe Jackson tickets please

call 256-6612

immediately - internr>ediate accounting
book call nowl Tom at 253-5482

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, goki ar>d silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

Buu a classified.. , they work!

m ii
O'Keefe

leooooeooooooeooo

O'Keefe

O'Keefe ond dolling Rock Kight

12 oz bottl#s 95'

plus

Twpfor Ofi#

bat Liquor Drinks

Thr#« 7 oz

Rolling Kocks $1.25

Rolling Rock Drofts 50'

60 oz PKchor $2.95

YOU'D DE A FOOL
Not to chock out this wook's solo ot

U.R.U.

John Cougar. . .American Fool

Peter Gabriel. . .Security

English Beat. . .Special Service

Kool & the Gang. . .As One

ALL S5e99 EACH
AT

Your Student-Run

Record Store
RCCOPDS

I

ttnlimuSiaL

201 Student Union

Mon-Fri lO 5

Sat 11 -3
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Minutemen tie IJConn 2-2 in a thriller

Huskies tie with

0:26 remaining
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

The most definite tiling about the sport of soccer is that

a given team has to play a full 90 minutes before they can

claim a victory.

At the same time it also takes that long before the oppo-

nent is officially defeated. Unfortunately for the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's soccer team this reality proved

to their detriment as the University of Connecticut scored

a goal with just 26 seconds remaining in yesterday's

match, to tie the game up at 2-2 and send it into overtime.

The two rivals struggled through two ten-minute over-

times that changed nothing. The final score ended up 2-2.

It had seemed too good to be true. That the Minutemen
could be leading the defending division I national cham-

pions after 89 and one half minutes of play seemed incredi-

ble.

Things appeared to be locked up for UMass but Connec-

ticut's relentless pressure cracked Massachusetts' defense

and finally with only 26 seconds left in regulation,

UConn's Matthew Addington came up with the equalizer.

By midway through the first half, the scrappy

Minutemen began to get a lid on their emotions. They not

only started to believe they could play good soccer against

Connecticut, they were playing it.

Goalie Jeff Smith was called upon time and again to

make the big play, and he did. At the end of the first half

with only 32 seconds to go, he was able to grab a rebound-

ed shot at point blank range after a comer kick that he had

deflected originally. I

The first half ended in a scoreless tie. While they con-

tinued to improve with every passing minute, the only real

UMass scoring threat came late in the first half when
senior forward Mike Gibbons stole the ball from a

defender at midfield, dribbled past two Huskie defenders

and blasted a shot to the far left comer of the goal from

the right side of the 18 yard line. The ball rebounded off a

diving keeper and was cleared by a Husky defender.

The second half was better played and full of excite-

ment. The hooters scoring first at with 31:50 left to play.

The Minuteman goal came when the Huskies began an all-

out attack and were left vulnerable, defensively. When a

UConn defender tried to loft a pass to a teammate the play

was broken up by midfielder Mike Rudd.

Rudd then carefully passed the ball past the sole Con-

necticut defender to foward Kayvan Khatami and the race

l*hi>ti» h> Y Iknia ^mlth

UMass' Michael Mahoney and Michael Runeare (6) attempt to stop UConn's Graziano Cornolo

(9) as Thouskis Stavrianidis (6) of UConn moves in to help during yesterday's game at Boyden.
UMass tied the 6th ranked Huskies, 2-2.

was on. Khatami won the race but was forced to pull the

ball back because of a recovering defender. He beat the

Husky defender did this successfully and went on to beat

the Connecticut goalie with a low shot on the far side.

Connecticut's Bill Morrone tied the score at 24:28 off a

comer kick that had struck someone previously. Morrone

kicked the ball in a half bicycle motion backwards into the

left upper comer to tie it up 1 - 1

.

UMass went ahead again with 12:20 to go to lead 2-1. In

something that appeared to be almost a carbon copy of the

first goal, UMass' was able to win the ball in the midfield

and advance it to the racing Khatani Gibbons who outgun-

ned the Connecticut defender and scored.

Gibbons played an outstanding game and gave the

Minutemen the dimension that was needed to keep Con-

necticut honest on defense.

Kevin Fljmn, while playing a strong two-way game
deserves some credit on the second goal. After Khatami
advanced the ball to Gibbons, Flynn ran a pattem up the

right wing and took a Connecticut defender with him,

allowing Gibbons more space and easier access to the Con-

necticut goal. Gibbons shot, a left-footed kick that went
low to the far comer.

UMass coach Jeff Gettler was pleased with the team's

performance but felt the team was tired out.

"We played well but like I said earlier, we only have 14

players that are ready to play and I think we got tired,"

said Gettler.

JV soccer team romps in 4-0 win over HCC
By GEORGE MARTINS
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass junior varsity soccer team re-

mained undefeated, boosting their record

to 2 wins, no losses, and one tie, with a con-

vincing 4-0 whitewashing of Holyoke Com-
munity College, Tuesday.
UMass scored two goals early ir .ne first

half and coasted the rest of the .vay.

Bob Mcintosh put UMass on the

scoreboard at the 15 minute mark of the

first half, with the assist going to Ricardo

Sanchez. This scoring play sounds innocent

enough until one is notified that Sanchez is

a goalie, and goalies don't get assists in

soccer too often.

Chris Gift put the Minutemen ahead 2-0

on a pass from John Ingiatto 20 minutes in-

to the first half. This would be the last of

the scoring, and the remainder of the half

consisted of very uninspiring soccer.

"The first half was disappointing, a hor-

ror show. Our two goals were scored on

long through balls played by the wind,"

said UMass coach Dave Saward.
The second half was much more in-

teresting as UMass got their act in gear.

The midfielders moved the ball with more
authority than they had in the first half and

the team appeared determined. ,

John Metzger gave the Minutemen a

three goal lead when he took a pass from

Chris Gift and broke down the right

sideline before drilling a close range shot

past Holyoke netminder Tom Lingenberg.

Less than one minute later, Rich

Fortescue scored his first goal of the year.

Gift started the play by directing a cross

towards the left portion of the penalty

area. The ball was deflected by a Holyoke
defender and misplayed by the keeper.

Fortescue found himself in perfect position

to register the fourth UMass goal.

UMass dominated the rest of the game
but could not capitalize on well developed

plays. The final score could have easily

been 8-0.

Don Donahue replaced Sanchez in the

UMass net in the second half and "played

well" according to Coach Saward. Saward
was also impressed with the play of mid-

fielder Greg Short.

UMass will attempt to keep their

unbeaten string alive when they travel to

Amherst College next Monday. It will be

their first real game of the season.

UM wins Head of Merrimack
By STEVE FITZ
Collegian Correspondent

Last Saturday the UMass men's and

women's crew teams traveled to Nashua,

New Hampshire to compete in the Head of

the Merrimack.

It was the first year that they competed

in the three mile race.

They made a very ginid first showing,

capturing two first places, and two second

places.

"We are definitely favorites going in. It's

the first time we were there, and the race

was a lot smaller than we expected." said

coach Dave Kumlin.

The men's varsity eight came in first

place, beating five other teams by five

seconds, while the men's varsity four

finished fourth.

The men's junior varsity eight over-

powered the opposition, winning by 32

seconds,

"I was very pleased with the outcome.

The men's varsity eight didn't row well,

but managed to pull it out. The junior varsi-

ty eight rowed exceptionally well and

dominated the competition." said Kumlin.

The women's varsity eight finished se-

cond behind the University of Rhode
Island, as did the women's varsity four

team.

"The race was a good indication to tell

how we'll do in the spring, because we rac-

ed against teams that we will be racing in

the spring," said Kumlin.

Other teams competing in the race were

the University of Rhode Island. Clark

University, Worcester Polytechnical In-

stitute. Assumption College, and the New
Haven Boat Club.

The Head of the Charles race this Sunday
is the last race of the fall season. After

that, the team will move to indoor

workouts until the spring.

Cardinals over Brewers 6-3
ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis Cardinals,

molded by Manager Whitey Herzog in his

own feisty image and driven by the per-

sistent bats of Keith Hernandez and George
Hendrick. ended 15 years of frustration last

night by beating the Milwaukee Brewers 6-

3 to win baseball's 79th World Series.

The Cardinals won their ninth Series and
the fourth straight by a National League
team with three runs in the sixth inning of

the decisive seventh game, on RBI hits by
Hernandez and Hendrick and the seven-hit
pitching of Joaquin Andujar and Bruce
S'ltter. The Cards pounded 1.5 hits.

Thf_y were loe spt-fu i<. ... .it»-u vaiui..^i>

— a replica of Herzog's three American
League West Division champions in Kansas
('ity, with perhaps a little less power.
They were the iVIi.ssissippi nverboat

gamblers, unafraid to risk the present for

the future either in the front office or on the

field. Eight of the 25 players on the World
Series roster were not on the team when

Herzog became manager before the 1981
season.

Perhaps the most daring of them all was
Andujar. who came back from a painful leg

injury to pitch seven innings for his second
victory of the Series.

He was not perfect, but he had help, and
he made the big pitches when it was
necessary. Sutter pitched the last two inn-

ings for his second save.

Sutter retired Gorman Thomas for the

last out on a strikeout with the crowd
shouting "Bruce, Bruce." As fireworks ex-

ploded over the stadium, Cardinal players

mobl)ed the ace reliever at the pitcher's

mound and fans poured onto the field

despite the attempts of security men to

hold them back.

When the lights were turned on at Busch
Stadium Wednesday night, they shone on a
new era of baseball in St. Louis, which had
been in 12 previous World Series.
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Proposal for

new admission

policy rapped
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A worker on the Fine Arts Center crawls along^ its roof yesterday afternoon.
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Physicist warns of leaks to Soviets
By RUSSELL TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

Technological secrets are leaking from the scientific

community in the United States and are being absorbed by

the Soviet Union, said Dr. Allan R. Hoffman, executive

director of the National Academy of Science's Comnuttee

on Science. Engineering and Public Policy.

"It is very clear that the Soviet Union has a very major

effort to gather information from the West," said Hoffman,

former director of Solar Energy Policy for the Department

of Energy, speaking Wednesday in Hasbrouck Laboratory

at a colloquium sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts' physics department.

The subject of Hoffman's talk was a report released last

month by his committee on Scientific Communication and

National Security."

"It (the report) deals with an issue that touches upon

fundamental values in our society. It touches upon issues

that affect everybody in the academic and research

community." Hoffman said.

"The first conclusion is that there really is a serious

technological transfer problem. The Russians are getting a

lot of information from the United States, they're getting a

tot of information from our allies. " he said. "In comparison

with other channels of technology transfer, that arriving

from scientific communication in universities and research

laboratoris is minimal."

Dr. Hoffman, who was once a faculty member in the

UMass physics department, made the analogy of

technological transfer to a "leaky bucket" in which

scientific communication Ls only a "pinhole".

The subject of Dr. Hoffman's Ulk was timely for members

of the UMass research community. Two months ago.

Professor Hajime Sakai of the UMass physics department

was told by the Department of Defense not to publish two

papers on intra red optics for natronal security reasons

(see related story).

"Clearly the government is not in a very organized state,

and ihey have to get their act together." Hoffman said in

reference to the incident.

"1 think it's a clear feeling that there is a very high price

to pay for controls." he said. "The best way to insure the

long term national security of the United Stales is not by

imposing controls, but by a strategy of accomplishment —
if you want to get ahead, stay ahead," Hoffman said.

"However, where there are research activities that are

basically applied and have direct military relevance, and

they must be kept secret, then they must be classified

under the authority of the U.S. Government."

Pentagon suppresses UMass professor's research

By RUSSELL TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

The US Department of Defense suppressed two papers

by a University of Massachusetts researcher last August

for national security reasons, in direct conflict with

University policy.

The papers, written by Professor Hajime Sakai of the

UMass Physics and Astronomy Department, were two of

92 papers due to be presented at an international optical

engineering symposium in San Diego, California last

August but which were blocked by Pentagon officials at

the last minute.

"This decision emanating from the Department of

Defense is a very serious one. It is clearly inconsistent with

the traditional attitudes of academic scholarship and

freedom. " wrote Dr. Leroy F. Cook, head of the physics

and astronomy department.

The defense department action directly conflicts with

UMass policy. The policy since 1972 has been to "un-

dertake only those research projects in which the purpose,

scope, methods, and results can be fully and freely

disclosed." and all research grants are accepted with this

stipulation.

Professor Sakai's research, which concerns infra red

radiation in the upper atmosphere, has been financed by

the US Air Force for several years in accordance with this

policy.

On August 19. Professor Sakai was informed by the Air

Force that he was not to present either of his two papers

until they had been "cleared." The following day he was

informed that his "clearance" had been denied.

This abrupt action not only appeared to be in direct

violation of the Air Force's research contract, but

presented Sakai with a dilemma: publish his papers and

risk having his funding cut off by the Pentagon, or not

pubhsh and risk being cut off by the University.

Sakai chose to withdraw his papers, and as of October 1,

his contract with the Air Force has been renewed. The

issue of UMass policy has not yet been resolved, however,

and the future of Professor Sakai's research remains

clouded.

"I felt sadness, not to mention a severe blow to my ego.

in that the government wished to expand its censorship

authority to the scientific communications which should be

in a category of free, uninhibited exchange, ' Sakai wrote

in August 26 memo to Cook.

By JEFF POTTER
Collegian Correspondent

Student government leaders and minority groups

yesterday said they are concerned that a proposal to

toughen admission standards at the University of

Massachusetts will make it more difficult for minority

students to study here.

The Board of Regents, the governing board for higher

education in Massachusetts, has met twice to formulate the

new policy which will raise the required Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) score, said Dave Taggart, director of

admi.ssions at the University.

No criteria has yet been established, however, and

probably will not be until later in the academic year,

Taggart said. It is not the intention of the board to

discriminate against minorities, merely to revise and

update the criteria for admissions, he said.

Despite the fact that the board has no written proposal

on the new admissions policy, many people said they are

concerned with the policy's impact when it is finalized.

Rick Townes of the Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Blacks and minority Students (CCEBMS) said

the minority faculty has been hearing rumors about the

changing admission standards at UMass. It has caused a

"very heightened sense of anxiety" in the minority com-

munity, he said.

"By cutting financial aid and changing the admission

standards, the feeling of minorities is that there will be

fewer of us around." is a form of "subtle institutional

racism."

"We (minorities) do not do as well as others on the

SATs." Townes said. The SAT is not accurate in testing

minorities, and therefore raising the admission standards

based on it will discriminate against them, he said.

The minority faculty has been asking the King ad

ministration, and gubernatorial candidates Michael

Dukakis and John Sears to have minority support on the

board so the rights of minorities may be heard. Townes
said. There is only one minority member on the Board of

Regents, and that person has not been reappointed for

another term, he said.

Jim Murphy, president of the Student Government
Association, said the Board of Regents is raising the scores

on the SATs to draw a particular student to the Univer-

sity. He said the type of student the board wants may not

necessarily be a minority.

The Board of Regents "doesn't care if it's discriminating

against minorities, but the new criteria will hurt the ad-

mission of those people, he said.

Ruth Washington of the Everywoman's Center at UMass
said the SATs are "culturally and racially biased."

Raising the test scores for admission would cut back on

the cultural diversity of the University, she said.

Washington said the University officials should seriously

address the revising of admission standards because if they

are enacted, the university will be lacking culturally and

racially.

The Board of Regents is scheduled to meet on Oct. 29 to

discuss the formation of the criteria for admission and ita

implementation. The standards, when flnalized. will not

take affect for another two years.

Former UMass education professor found murdered
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

A former professor of the University of Massachusetts

school of education and Rhodes Scholar was found dead in

Stamford, Conn, over the weekend. Police said he died

from a stab wound to the neck.

Daniel C. Jordan, 50, a concert pianist who was the first

American to receive a Rhodes Scholarship for music, was

well known nationally and internationally for the develop-

ment of the Anisa theory of early childhood education. The

theory dealt with the physical, educational and spiritual

aspects of human development. He was also a high rank-

ing leader in the Bahai' religion in the United States. In

addition, he was head of the education department at Na-

tional University in Vista, Calif.

While teaching at UMass he and his wife and three

children lived at 409 Prospect St. in Northampton. He was

currently living in Escondito, Calif.

His body was discovered at 11 a.m. Saturday in a trash

pile at the rear of a paved parking lot of a local store,

Stamford police said. Police said they believe he was killed

somewhere else and then brought to the parking lot.

Deputy Police Chief George Mayer of Stamford said police

have no motive and no leads for the killing.

Jordan was a professor at UMass from 1968 to 1981
.
His

theory of grade advancement is currently used in elemen-

tary school in Fall River, in Granby. Suffield, and Wind-

sor, Conn., and in Hampden, Maine.

Just before his death, Jordan had been incorporating his

theory into computers in Kansas City, said dean of the

school of education Mario Fantini. Fantini said the theory

was being seriously considered by parochial schools partly

because of its spiritual aspects.

According to New York City police, Jordan flew to

LaGuardia Airport in New York City from California last

Friday to speak the following morning at a conference at

the New York University Club in Manhattan. Police said

he had phoned an associate in New York to say he would

be staying with friends. He never appeared at the con-

ference, police said.

Jordan contributed to a book written by Fantini called

"Parenting In a Multi-Civilized Society." The chapter has

to do with universal privileges of human development that

cut across all cultures, Fantini said.

Fantini added that he believes the significance of Jor-

dan's accomplishment will become apparant to most peo-

ple in the near future.

Jordan had been elected co-chairman of the Bahai'

faith's nine-member governing assembly in August, tie

has also been active in Bahai' affairs in the Pioneer Valley.

"This place is in a state of shock, said Fantini, who call-

ed Jordan a caring and decent person.

Police said a full investisration is underway in the case.
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World and national news

House report alleges

Administration ignores

rightist death squads

APLMcr^to

Margaret Truman Daniel (center, wearing pearl necklace), the

daughter of the later Bess Truman, is escorted by her husband, Clifton

Daniel, behind the caaket of the former first lady as they leave funeral

aerrices for Bess Truman in Independence, Mo. yesterday.

Arab delegates to meet with

Reagan, swap peace plans
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan will tell Arab leaders that the road

to peace in the Middle East requires them

to "come out of the closet" and openly

recognize Israel, a senior State Department

official said yesterday.

Briefing reporters on a visit by a six

nation delegation from the Arab League,

the official said there are some "con-

structive elements" in an Arab peace plan

adopted last month at Fez, Morocco.

But he also said it is essential that

moderate Arab nations, especially Saudi

Arabia, give Jordan a mandate to negotiate

with Israel on behalf of Palestinians in the

Israeli occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.

He said he thinks King Hussein of Jordan

would negotiate if he has Arab backing.

The Arab League delegation is headed by

Morocco's King Hassan and includes the

foreign ministers of Saudi Arabia. Jordan.

Algeria. Syria and Tunisia. A represen

tative of the Palestine Liberation

Organization is attached to the group, but

will not be received here. U.S. officials said.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite twice

certifying human rights progress in El

Salvador, the Reagan administration has

done little to investigate allegations that

Salvadoran security forces have killed

thousands of unarmed civilians, according

to U.S. officials and a House report.

These sources say U.S. intelligence

agencies have developed scant information

on the government's alleged involvement in

rightist death squads and charges that

Salvadoran troops fire on non combatants

during sweeps through the countryside.

But while there is a general consensus on

the lack of information, the reasons

suggested for it vary.

Some say scarce intelligence resources had

to be devoted to studying the leftist in

surgency. Others cite the ban on U.S.

military advisers going with troops into

combat areas and the difficulty of assessing

criminal cases in another country.

Still others suggest the administration

does not want information that could

embarrass the U.S. -backed government.

Retired Adm. Bobby R. Inman. who

stepped down as deputy CIA director in

June, said the absence of intelligence on the

right resulted from a decision to con

centrate the few U.S. intelligence "assets"

in El Salvador on the actions of leftist

guerrillas.

"You go back to the '79 80 time frame, the

answer is that there were almost no assets,

and then as the assets were built up. they

were concentrated on what was judged to

be the highest priority problem." the

guerrilla threat, Inman said in an in-

terview.

However, a House intelligence committee

staff report issued last month claims the

"dearth of firm information" on El

Salvador's rightwing death squads stems

from an apparent lack of interest among

U.S. policymakers and intelligence

analysts.

The report noted that when documents on

rightist activity were captured from former

Maj. Roberto D'Aubuisson in 1980, they

were "virtually ignored not only by

policymakers ... but more imporUntly by

the intelligence community."

The documents, including arms lists and a

log of meetings, were seized when

D'Aubuisson and other rightists were

arrested and charged with plotting a coup.

The House report said that after the

documents were turned over to the CIA,

"their whereabouts is unknown."

The CIA has refused comment on the

House report. D'Aubuisson is now head of

El Salvador's Constituent Assembly.

About 38,000 people — mostly unarmed

civilians — have died in the political

violence that has wracked El Salvador the

past three years. Some human rights

groups have blamed government forces and

right wing paramilitary groups for up to 80

percent of '.'if; killings.

Few ol the murders are investigated, but

probes into the December 1980 slayings of

four American churchwomen and the

January 1981 killings of two U.S. land

reform advisors led ultimately to con-

fessions by Salvadorian national guard-

smen.

Out-of-state officials support

Massachusetts Bottle Bill

BOSTON - Consumers mav pay a couple of pennies more

for a bottle of beer or a can of soda, but bottle laws mean

less roadside litter and lower waste disposal costs, officials

from three stales said yesterday.

Top environmental officials from Michigan. Mame and

Connecticut, where beverage c. ..uiner deposit laws have

been in effect for some time, joined Massachusetts

Environmental Affairs Secretary John A. Bewick in urging

voters on Nov. 2 to retain the law.

Massachusett.s bottle bill, passed by the Legislature last

year over Gov. P:dward J. Kings veto, would require

consumers to pay a refundable deposit of at least a nickel

on all beer and soda containers they bought after Jan. 17.

1983
Opponents have mounted a repeal effort, which, if sue

cessful. would keep the law from taking effect.

The opponents have said the bill will result in loss of jobs

in the container industry and in increased prices on

grocery and package store shelves.

But Howard Tanner, director of the Michigan Natural

Resources Department, said the bottle bill m that state

cost about 250 jobs, but resulted in a net gam of about

4.500 workers.

"The people of Michigan love it. " Tanner said. Any way

you look at it. the law has been an unqualified success.

Tanner. Maine Environmental Secretary Richard

Anderson and William Delaney. director of information for

Connecticut's environmental agency, all said at a

Statehouse news conference that the measure resulted m

dramatic decreases in roadside litter.

Digest
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Workers bewildered as town 's

only factory plans shutdown

CHESTER — The ill economic winds blowing for the big

steel mills and auto plants of the Midwest, have sent a

bitter chill through this tiny Berkshire Hills community

best known as the state's coldest spot.

Baystate Abrasives, the only industrial employer in the

town of 1,100 people in a deep mountain valley, announced

Wednesday that it is closing its plant Nov. 15. The shut

down will put 65 people out of work.

"People were too plain shocked to say much." said Eugene

Trudeau. who worked at the plant for 31 years. "What can

you say'.^ It's better than half my life down the drain.

"My chances of getting a good job at 58 are nill. And there

are a lot of us in the same boat."

"We're isolated out here and it will cost all of us a lot of

money to travel where the jobs are — if there are any,"

said another worker, who declined to give his name, as the

men gathered in the Longhorn Saloon and the Park Cafe.

"We can't afford the transportation to Pittsfield or

Springfield and we can't afford to live here on unem-

ployment." he said.
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Patricia Clifford of Topsham, Maine tijies

18-month-old for a morning stroll yesterday over

the suspension bridge that spans the Androscog-
o-- •) vor K, •: '"n Topsham and Brunswick.

Legislature votes to enlarge

planned high-tech board

BOSTON — A bill expanding the yet to-be appointed

board of the Massachusetts Technology Park Corp. won

committee approval and then quick House passage

yesterday.

The corporation is charged with selecting a site and

overseeing construction of a $40 million microelectronics

center to prepare Massachusetts workers for high

technology jobs.

Under a recently passed law. the board of directors is to

include 19 people, most of whom must be either company

presidents, academics or engineers.

The new bill would add four members without the

requirement that they have any particular affiliation.

Rep. Timothy Bassett. House chairman of the

Legislatures Commerce and Labor Committee, said

Thursday that "additional people will be appointed with a

broader perspective" under the new bill.

The measure was approved without discussion in the

House and now goes to the Senate.

The Legislature recently expanded the judiciary and

state college and university boards, creating many new

posts, although most unpaid, for out going Gov. Edward J.

King to fill.

King hasn't yet filled any of the slots on the technology

park board

.

Opponents dump on nuclear

referendum question
BOSTON — While 11 northeastern states are discussing

a regional solution to low-level nuclear waste disposal

problems. Massachusetts voters will decide Nov. 2 how

much leeway to give this state's negotiators.

Opponents of the ballot question that, if passed, would

require a statewide vote before a low-level waste treat-

ment facility could be built in this state say passage would

undermine negotiations and force Massachusetts to go it

alone.

"We would be forced into only one alternative, to buUd a

low level radioactive waste disposal facility in

Massachusetts," said Sen. Carol Amick, D-Bedford, head

of a legislative commission tackling the issue.

Environmental Affairs Secretary John A. Bewick says

the complex T,400 word ballot proposal is "unworkable,

unnecessary and unrealistic."

On the other side, Albert M. Giordano, campaign

manager for the Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum

Campaign, said, "there is an implied invitation to dump it

in Massachusetts" underlying the regional negotiations.

"No radiation without representation" is the campaign s

oft used slogan.
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SGA endorsement draws charge of slander
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Jim Tripp, the Republican nominee for the state senate

seat currently held by Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst,

yesterday reacted angrily to an endorsement of his oppo-

nent the previous day by the Undergraduate Student

Senate of the University of Massachusetts, saying he will

"absolutely insist on a full apology."

The endorsement for the Nov. 2 election by a nearly

three-fifths vote came after a debate in which Student

Government Association President Jim Murphy said Tnpp

had not "set foot on campus" and would have had he suffi-

cient interest in higher education.

Saying he was "misrepresented so badly as to. be

slandered." Tripp, a 1970 UMass graduate and himself a

former student senator, said the senate was presented

with "very false, false information."

"I am horrified that someone under the auspices of the

University would endorse a candidate, whether myself or

Mr. Olver," Tripp said, explaining his belief that a publicly

funded organization should not be making political en-

dorsements.

While admitting "there were a couple of things said (at

the meeting) that weren't true," senate Speaker Sharon
Davies yesterday defended the vote, saying "the endorse-

ment had nothing to do with Tripp."

Although Davies said neither she nor Murphy had met
Tripp, she said the endorsement was made on the basis of

Giver's record of past support of the University and its in-

terests in the legislature. She said Tripp would have con-

tacted the senate had he considered their endorsement
"so important."

Tripp said the motion, "engineered by the Olver cam-
paign," was "railroaded through by the leadership of the

student senate, just as they do in (the State House in)

Boston," and called Davies "abusive of her position." He
said he was portrayed as "not a friend of the University"

by the "lackeys for Mr. Olver."

Sheila Sullivan, chair of the senate's public policy com-

mittee, which introduced the motion, was in Washington

yesterday and thus unavailable for comment.

Davies said she had not been contacted by Tripp concer-

ning his demand for an apology, and declined to speculate

on future senate actions concerning it.
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Children from the North Village Children's Center in Amherst go for a jog while enjoying a

field trip to the Campus Center pond.

Trustee chair pledges UMass support
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Robert Quinn, chairman of the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees, spoke to the Faculty

Senate yesterday arid pledged his support to the conti-

nuance of strong public higher education.

Saying that public hi^er education was not measuring
up to the standards of years ago. Quinn promised to fight

on behalf of UMass to keep standards high. He said this

will be difficult because of some of the actions of the

Board of Regents in the past several years.

"The first thing that the Board of Regents did after

they were formed a few years ago was to wipe out

Boston State College. There was nothing gracious about

it. It was very tough, and very bloody. This reflects on all

of higher education when we act on a matter that looks

so crass or severe," Quinn said.

Looking back at his college days at both Boston College

and Harvard Law School, Quinn said students should

have the same opportunities today that he had when he

was younger.

"If we don't have a strong public institution, students

today will not have the opportunity that we had," he

said.

Quinn expressed the need for the Faculty Senate and
the Trustees to work together to "fulfill the purpose and
goal that all deserving applicants will have the opportuni-

ty to go to college."

"I have a conviction that this University should be en-

couraged, he said. "I know the Regents know more about

this University now than ever before."

"We started to find out how good this College was last

year. Then, (former Chancellor) Henry Koffler came to

us and said 'I'm heading for Arizona'," he said.

Commenting on the new Chancellor of the Amherst

campus, Joseph Duffey, Quinn said, "He's a very fine

person. But he's going to have to prove himself."

Now that Duffey has taken office, Quinn said the

Trustees can now start to look closely at UMass again.

"We are now ready to look at the University and all its

parts to make sure it is contintiing its goal of excellence it

has had in the past," he said.

Reflecting on his career before becoming a trustee,

Quinn said he loved the UMaas, Amherst campus. He
said of all the things about this campus he admires most,

the "challenge professors put to students in academic ex-

cellence" is the one that sticks out in his mind.

CoUaglaa pbMo br TmtH BWUlUr*

Jim Tripp, Republican nominee for the state

senate seat now held by Sen. John Olver,

D-Amherst, speaks in the Campus Center this

weekend at an appeamace with his party's

gubernatorial candidate, John Sears.

Campus Center

cable TV disk

considered
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
and LAURIE FISCHER
Collegian Staff

The purchase of a $6,000 cable satellite reception system

for the Campus Center is being considered by the Campus
Center Department of Food Services and the Department

of Accommodations.
The proposal, awaiting the approval of the Campus

Center Board of Governors (BOG), is to install a satellite

disc on the roof of the Campus Center so the Blue Wall, the

Top of the Campus Restaurant and liounge and the hotel

can receive two or more major cable stations and greatly

improve television reception.

The BOG is currently setting up a committee to do

research on the system by reviewing its advantages and

limitations and will eventually pass a motion on the issue.

Campus Center Director William Harris said that after

the initial cost of the disc is covered, savings on en-

tertainment in the Blue Wall would increase.

"The Blue Wall would only stand to gain from this

because they could provide top rate movie and sports

entertainment at a minimal cost every day instead of

always going out and hiring comedians and entertainers at

a much greater price." Harris said. "I think being able w
show Boston Red Sox and Boston Celtic's games would

attract large crowds in the Blue Wall and improve sales on

drinks. We are all for it."

Last night at their weekly meeting, the BOG voted to

hire paid coordinators to overlook building operations,

special projects and conference services for the Campus
Center.

"There were not a large number of candidates applying

for the coordinators position, however, the three people

chosen would have surfaced from any application pool,

regardless of the size," said BOG Chair Ron Keefe.

In other business, the BOG granted "incubator space"

for three groups including the Pioneer Valley Scholars

Association.

Incubator space provides the group with a desk and an

optional phone in the Campus Center and the opportunity

to grow as an organized group within the University.

"The scholars association attempts to bridge the gap

between people and resources. Students and the

surrounding community often have no idea what events

are going on," said Frank Donovan, a representative from

the association.

Donovan, 67, an undergraduate student in the school of

education, said, "Presently, there are four undergraduate

students over 60. By 1987, we want to have 2,000. There

are a series of workshops. The Second Life Workshops,

offering programs on alternative ways of living and

political awareness."

Interviews continue for vice chancellor hopefuls
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

A search committee is currently interviewing applicants

for the newly created position of vice chancellor of com-

munity relations at the University of Massachusetts.

This new vice chancellor will oversee public, state and

aiumni relations at UMass, said Harry T. Allan, director

ofX committee and dean of the School of Busmess Ad-

mmistration.

The new administrator will also coordinate fundraismg

from alumni, private companies and government sources

and oversee the University Publications Office. "The

publications office prints all UMass publications including

admissions catalogs, administration documents and Fine

Arts Center advertisements.

Allan said the position, which was first conceived in

1970, is late in finally being filled.

"We're catching up with the rest of the world," he said.

Kenneth moore, a June graduate of UMass who con-

tinues to serve as student representataive on the search

committee, said coordination of government and media

relations will be centralized under this position.

"Our state and media relations have always been a point

of contention," he said. "We're light years behind the rest

of the country."

The committee is currently interviewing seven can-

didates from a pool of over 200 applicants, Moore said.

Last year, the committee extended its search after

would leave UMass for the University of Arizona. The

search was extended "to give the new chancellor the op-

portunity to have more input into the process, wioore

said.

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey said Tuesday he is ex-

cited about the position because the new vice chancellor

will work extensively with the alumni board.

_

»

Mentioning that alumni contributions to the University

have increased over the past few years, EXiffey said, "I am
impressed with the loyalty and enthusiasm of the alumni

board. This next step will provide us with an even greater

opportunity to work with the alumni."

Yesterday, Allan declined to release the names of those

applicants being interviewd for the position. He said some

applicants have not yet told their current employers they

have applied for the position.

Allan said the search would reach the "short list sittia-

tion" within the next six weeks, which "will result in for-

mal visits to campus."
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Hypercurricula

Today

STUDENT RENT CONTROL NET-

WORK - is offering a workshop and in-

fonnative meeting open to anyone in-

terested in learning about rent control in

Amherst. For more info. caU 5-1245 and

ask for Nina 10 a.m. 801 Campus Center.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Shabbat is a

chance to be a part of an expressive com-

munity, recall experiences of the week,

and receive and give lota of good energy.

7 p.m. Dukes Room, Student Union.

STUDENT RETREAT - An oppor-

tunity to meet UCF people and become

familiar with programs. No strings at-

tached! Contact UCF office, 545-2661. for

more information or to sign up. Transpor-

tation and meals provided. 5 p.m. today to

7 p.m. tomorrow.

Tomorrow

HARVEST NIPPER DANCE - An-

nual Dinner & Contra Dance sponsored by

the UMass Outing Club. Cider, food, dan-

cing & fun! Cost $1.00 for dinner and $2

for the dance. 7 p.m. Grinnel Arena.

Sunday

CHURCH BUS - Coffee and donuts

are served in Grayson Main Lounge at

9:00 a.m. Bus leaves from Grayson at

9:30, stops at Caahin Dorm at 9:35, and at

NOPE at 9:40 a.m. for Amherst churches.

HOUSE CHURCH - A student group

engaged in mutual ministry, Bible study,

personal sharing and encounter, and a

simple closing Communion which reflects

the spirit of the group. 7 p.m. 428 Student

Union.

N R B O
wiih ThE Pousette-Dart Bang

FrI. Oct. 22Nd at 8 PM
JohN M. Greene HaU, Swixh ColUqE

$4.00 CeneraI AdMissioN Fee

TIckETS AVAilAbU at:
. ^ .

Faces of EartN^ AmNerst

PlATTERpUS RECORds, NoRThAMDTON
f NO Alcohol, SMoklNq, CAMERAS OR TApt RECORdiR*

Doors opfw at 7 PM
PliASf

Buy this diamond
initial cliarm

now and get a

$19.95"S"chain

as a bonus!
Alone, this hvo-

diamond initial charm

in 14 karat gold is one

beautiful buy at

$39.95
But. when you add our

16-inch 14 karat gold

"S" chain (valued at

$19.95) as your fabu-

lous bonus with each

diamond initial charm

purchase, thafsan

absolutely fantastic

buy. A super value tool

But hurrv! Quantities

are limited.

HamDshire Ma
Hadlev^A
_5a^-7770_

The Diamond Store K all n^thj reed to kncm.

Fairfield Mall
Chicqpee, MA

«=Q3-R426
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Furcolo
"He was the father of the community

college system in the Commonwealth and

his support for UMass far exceeds that of

The school of Education .--d on North an, Prev'o-
^^^^^^^^^^^

?:ZT Si! ",o:r'"gove"ror °J S^ w.s ,>^. Ur^s .hat „, the previous
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By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts, former member of

Congress and present member of the Board

of Regents, at a ceremony. November Id m

conjunction with the annual Legislators

Day at the University of Massachusetts.

The decision to honor Furcolo was made

by the Board of Trustees in recognition of

Furcolos contribution to the development

of higher education in Massachusetts said

Cheryl Walsh, assistant director of com

munity relations for the University.

Furcolo. while governor of Massachusetts

from 1957 to 1961. pushed for legislaUon to

esUbUsh the community college system m

the state as well as creating the

Massachusetts Scholarship Foundation and

the Board of Educational AssisUnce. and

organizing the first statewide conference on

public higher education, said Robert

Brooks, associate dean of students.

administration."

Janet Gorman Murphy, president of

Lyndon State CoUege in Vermont. wUl

deliver a personal tribute to Furcolo.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey wiU preside over

the affair with UMass President David C.

Knapp also scheduled to attend. Walsh

said. Governor Edward J. King may also

attend, he said.
^ , r

Mario Fantini, dean of the school of

Education, said he felt the tribute to

Furcolo was appropriate.

"He was a friend of higher education in

two ways: the establishment of the com

munity college system in Massachusetts

along with his work for higher education in

the state and his efforts as a congressman

to promote national student aid and the idea

of equalizing access to higher education. He

really is one of the architects of (national)

student aid." Fantini said.

presents

A comcDV
by

UJord of mouth
Productions

Sot.Oct.23 8:00 pm

Tickets $2.50

y^

IT'S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

ZALES CREDIT INCLUDING -90-DAY PLAN-SAME ASCASH"

MaiterCard • VISA • American Exprm • Carte Blanche • Dlnen Club • IIIu«tratioi» enlarged.

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 1st

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK-
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

tr^ UNIVERSITY STORES
TEXTBCXK ANNEX
@ physcal piant bidg

Concourse sales put vendors through school
By JULIE LANZA
Collegian Correspondent

In response to present economic hardships, some
students here on campus are taking the initiative to make
the system work for them.
These students, either through seUing their crafts or

services on the Campus Center concourse or out of their

OMm rooms, have found an easy, effective and profitable

way to provide themselves with important income.

Some student vendors see this income as a "necessity,"

while others consider it "just spending money," but to

nearly all it demonstrates a way of turning the economic
system around to help themselves and others.

Chris Madow, a part-time continuing education student

and a mother of three, has a jewelry stand set up two days

a week on the concourse.

Madow says she feels she can offer "a nice, inexpensive

product to the student," while providing for herself a way
to stay in school.

"I er^oy this because I have an opportunity to learn a
craft and the money I make pays for all my college ex-

penses. It's really the only way I can get through school,"

Madow said.

Shaw Taylor, another part-time student, who sells

prints on the concourse, said the vending table system is

an "alternative to retail stores."

"I think most people like the idea, even in a country with

production controlled by huge corporations, there are still

these vending stands," Taylor said. Taylor said he usually

works an eight hour day and a good day is when he takes

in $40.

Taylor said because of the economy, everyone needs a
little extra income.

He said being a vendor has definitely helped financially.

Taylor also said he thinks the students benefit from this, in

that, "the more alternatives, information and competition

there is, the better the system is."

Aside from students who work on the concourse, there

are some who sell goods out of their own room or offer

services for a fee.

One of these students, who goes by the name of

"Thereza," is a professional belly dancer and for a fee will

send "bellygrams."

Thereza, a senior business major, said the money she
makes from dancing goes toward college costs such as
books, supplies, food and other necessities.

C«llefiaii photo by Jia Powrn

Fallen leaves gather on the hedg^es and sidewalk beside Rt. 116 in South Amherst this weekend

as a lone runner heads down the path through them.

"I wouldn't be as comfortable as I am or do half the

things I do without this extra income," she said.

Thereza also said she enjoys the freedom to make her

own hours.

"I think that by working long hours at a job, a lot of

students take a lot away from their education," she said.

Gerry Lempicki, a sophomore engineering major who
sells handmade sweaters out of his own room, said the

money he gets from this is put aside for college costs and

also for spending money.

Lempicki said he agrees it is hard for people to find jobs

because of the economy and this is "a good way of putting

money aside."

He also said his sales benefit the students who are get-

ting these goods at a reasonable price.

"A lot of people I know work over "winter break to earn

money for school. This way, even if I don't get a job, then

I'll still have money and won't have to worry," Lempicki

said. He added that "most student wages do not increase

with tuition."

Newslines • •

.

Sign up deadline today for

Washington, D.C. internships

Today is the last day to sign up for Spring 1982 in

ternships in Washington. D.C. Those people interested

should contact the Office of Internships at 545-0727 or drop

by the office in Room 16 of the Curry Hicks building.

Swim course for handicapped

to be offered next weekend

A 24 hour Adapted Aquatic course — swimming for the

handicapped — will be offered from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

Oct. 30 and 31 and Nov. 6. All three sessions are required

for certification and the course itself is free. The pre-

requisite is a Water Safety Instructor raiinR. Information

is available from the secretary in NOPE gymnasium.

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 17-20

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

11th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

L7\GNAF83

ROUTE S RIVEWPALE ROAD
WEST SPRIIMGFIEL O

-733-5131

ONJiliMS BARGAMM MfiCHNEE OALY
RRSTSHOW OtNH-YS2.5a

NOT JUST A CLUB. A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

MONSIGNOR
^rRANKYABIANS^.,.
. FRANK riKKY

\ \\ CHRISTOI'MIKRIIVI in
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FOUR SEASONS
Rolling Rock i6 oz cans $9.99

BuSCh 12 oz cans $7.99

Tuborg nte or dark btis $7.99

Grolsch 12 oz btis $12.99

Kahlua boo mi $7.69

McGregor Scotch 750 mi $5.59

Gilbeys Gin 1.75 l $11.99

Southern Comfort 1 l $8.99

Mondavi Table Wine 1.5 l $5.99

NEW ITEM - CIRIACO WINES
. . Lambrusco or Bianco 750 ml. . vl .79. . 1.5. . yP.4y

Free DeliveryKegs

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rtp.9. hadbvimi

rrr; THEATRES

$2.00 matinee & twilite Reduced pnces tor stuuents with an AMC Discount Card

fiflA-755Q HAMPSHIRE MALLnmC HAMPSHIRE k
H» It otroK)

.Otorw

Ffiat (4:45 @ $2 00) 7 15. 9»
Sat (1 45 & 4:45 @ $2.00) 7:15. 9:30

(pJSl Sun (1:15 & 3:45 @ $2.00) 6:00. 8:30

They started a war they couldn't

finiah.

Sylvester Stallone

in

FIRST BLOOD
Fri (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:56

Sat (2:00 b 5:00 @ $2 00) 7:30. 9:55

Sun (1:30 & 400 @ $2.00)6:15, 8:15

RICHARD GERE
AN OFFICER

AJVDA
GENTLEMAN

Fn (5:00 @ $2 00) 7:30. 9:55

Sat (215 ft 5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:55

Sun (1:00 b 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:00. 8:30

i^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

The year the
dreams came true.

PETER OTOOLE

My Favorite
" YSAR

Forgive me Father, for I have sinned

Christopher Reeves

in

MONSIGNOR
Fri (4 30 @ $2 00) 7:15, 9:30

Sat (1:45 & 4 30 (§) $2.00) 7:15, 9:30

Sun (1:00 & 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:00, 8:30

m
584-9

1

53 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALI

\W^

Fri (5:15 @ $2 00)8:00, 10:15

Sat (2:30 & 5:15 @ $2 TO) 8.00, 10:15

Sun (1:30 & 3:45 @ $2.00) 6:30, 8:45

THE SENDER
Fri (6:30 @ $2 00) 745. 10:15

Sat (2:15 b 5:30 @ $2.00) 7:46, 10:15

Sun (1:30 b 4:00 @ $2.00) 6:15. 8:45

SI

The night
no one

comes home.
UALLOVVEENTTI

SEASON OF
THE WITCH

Fri (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30. 9:55

Sat (2:00 & 5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30. 9:55

[Rl Sun (1 15 & 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:00, 8:30

JJS:.<^

<:•:•:

^JSi^ BETTE
MIDLER

Fri (5:15 (@> $2.00) 7.45. 9:56

Sat (2:30 & 5:15 @ $2.00) 7:45, 9:55

fR] Sun (1:15 e 3:45 @ $2 00)6:15, 8:30

MI^NI^MT jy|©¥li MAPMESS
^3 00 IEVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 1 2:1 5 AM ALL SEATS

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4 584-7550

50' off to anyone
in costume

You Dirty Rat.
To the person who «o»« my

Cliffs Notes: You can steal my

car. steal my watch, even

steal my date! But to steal my

Cliffs Notes is a low blow in-

deed Just because they give

a great review and make

those tough Itt assignments

easy to understand is no ex-

cuse. Next time, go to the

bookrtore and buy your own

Cliffs Notes. May the bird of

paradise nest in your

bookbag ! Ripped Off

Please. .

.

Recycle this paper

Friday, October 22, 1982

^^*^ A
Mike's Sfflorgy Is bock!
"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best happy hour In town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7:00

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
I ,M> -oi Mr Boslofi 5 l«n new i doKtxiohs Ihe Cordial CncikirKl OokIo anrt the SpMilPd DcssmI Guide

Av.nlablp a1 tx>ot» stores or through VVarner Books

7S Rocnelellei Pla^.i Special Sales Dept B Ne* York New York 10019

Mt Soslor- Sclrxoos M gO and 100 piool Producrt l)» Mr BoMon OnMlir Ooi nitwin Kt »K»ni r.A I9«7
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
...i.'.'.'.'.V.-

imm EDUCATION

cuss FOR THE

'•I'lStw^Btfc nwroMKMr

CUM LAUD'

How unreal is our sheltered reality?

I
normally shy away from lengthy discussions, especial-

ly on a Friday night at the local Pub, however, quite by

accident I found myself in the middle of a heated

discussion of which I wanted no part.

"Basically, what I am trying to get at," my friend

began, "is whether we live here at UMass in a real en-

vironment, or do we just exist from day to day in a

sheltered, unrealistic, hedonistic world?" I was taken

aback. Not only had I never seen this side of my frierni, but

the effects of the two gin and tonics were slowly altering

my state of awareness.

Charisse Feinerman
In the instant that it takes to return an answer, many

thoughts rushed through my semi-pickled brain. While I

was thinking, I stumbled on some hidden feelings that I

had on this subject. I agreed with some things that he had

been saying, but I disagreed with others. I knew that I

could not come into the conversation with a wishy-washy

attitude. I had to be firm with what I thought, and stick to

it, regardless. But I hadn't made up my mind yet.

The instant was quickly coming to an end, and my friend

was waiting for an answer. I stalled for some more time by

taking another sip from my drink. (This would help me
either way). I decided that I would pose my ideas, and at-

tempt to muster all the drama of a Clark Gable-Vivian

Leigh scene as I stated my final conclusions.

"You could look at this in many ways," I began. "Sure
we live in a sheltered atmosphere. We are sheltered from

the pressures of the 'real' world. We don't have to worry

about going to work from 9 to 5 and most of us don't have

families to support. You are right in that respect." Feeling

a certain amount of dominance I continued.

"About us living a life of 'unreality', well with this I am
afraid I would have to disagree. There are academic as

well as social realities that we must face everyday. The

reality that after a certain number of years (for most of us

it amounts to four) there is a 'real' world, or perhaps

graduate or professional school, is a fact that must be

dealt with and not taken lightly. Sorry." I said to my oppo-

nent, "but my life here at UMass is certainly one of reali-

ty."

I was psyched, I had jfotten two points across, and not

even as much as an interruption. But as I thought on (hear-

ing the wheels and cogs of my brain squeaking from lack

of use) my toughest challenge was coming up: hedonism.

What did I know about hedonism? All I could remember

was learning that hedonism was the cause of the fall of

some empire. Looking at my G & T for some insight and

wisdom I continued.

"Hedonism," I said, "is a very strong word. You really

don't believe that the students of UMass are wanting only

the pleasures of life. Do you really believe," I continued,

"that people here believe that the sole good in life is the ac-

quisition of pleasure, that moral duty is fulfilled in the

gratification of pleasure-seeking instincts and disposi-

tions?"

I received nothing but a blank stare. I reflected at what I

had just said, and we both began to laugh. Well, I thought,

two out of three ain't bad.

Charisse Feinerman is a Collegian staff vwmher.

Letters
Rent Control may be an issue

To the Editor:

I would like to thank the Collegian for it's excellent

coverage (10/12/82) on the rental crisis in Amherst.

However, for the record, I have never stated categorically

that rent control will be on the agenda at the spring 83

town meeting in Amherst. Given the excessive rents that

landlords are charging, I would certainly not be surprised

if this happened. Two additional points of information:

the student housing network is called The Tenant Organiz-

ing Project (T.O.P.) and three out of five members of the

Board of Selectmen supported the rent control articles

previously brought before the town meetmg. The top

priority for us at OCHO this year is educatmg the com-

munity and the campus about the plight of the local renter

and we look forward to reporting on the student com-

muter population in the future.

Joanne Levenson

Off Campus Housing Office

Stockbridge deserves respect

To the Editor:

To the Giri I Overhead Calling Stockbridge Students

"Stupid": I graduated from Stockbridge last spring, and I

was angered by your comments.

Like myself, many of the Stockbridge students have

come to college after a number of years working in their

respective job fields. This doesn't mean they are less in-

telligent, rather it's indicative of the high motivation

levels of these men and women. If you don't think it takes

a lot of motivation to begin, and complete, a college educa-

tion after six years of independent living, I can tell you

otherwise. It's damned difficult.

When 1 enrolled in Stockbridge, I didn't know what kind

of people I would be studying with. I was impressed to find

that the Stockbridge students, as a whole, are some of the

most motivating and well-adjusted .students on this cam-

pus. These students are in school specifically to get the

education they want. 1 think many of the University

students could learn from their attitudes.

The Stockbridge School of Agriculture is one of the

finest of its kind in the worid. Its Turfgrass Management
program is the oldest in the country, and a Stockbridge

degree in this major is widely regarded as the best.

At the Stockbridge commencement last June, Dean

Denison asked for a show of hands from the graduates

who had already secured jobs. Every graduate, in every

major, in that class of some 350 had secured a job, and

many had already started working. Can any department

in the University make that claim? I doubt it. Is there such

a demand for "stupid" students? Again, I doubt it.

Leg Adams
Amherst

LETTERS POLICY
lA'ttcrs to tlu' editor must inclU(k> tho

writiT".*^ nanu". address and telephone

miniher for verification Because of the larg^e

\ oiunu' of mail received, unpublished letters

cannot he acknowled^e(l or returned. Suh-

missicms are suhject to editing for clarity and

grammar. Letters longer than 30 lines may
he c(»ndensed due to space limitations.

In prevailings
no one wins
(Editor's note — This is the third article tn a three part

series which examines President Reagan's new policy

toward Rtissia and its effect on various aspects ofthe world

political scene.)

President Reagan's new foreign policy of prevailing

over Russia is dangerous for many reasons. In the

past two articles, it has been shown to be dangerous

because of already shaky allied relationships. Dangerous

because of the possibility of mis-communications, slip-ups

and economic longterm effects. Yet all of these threats

pale in comparison when one realizes Reagan is pushing

this aggressive policy at a time when actions of this type

are most dangerous. Levels in both the U.S. and the

Soviet Union of nuclear weapons are at their highest ever.

Also policy-makers within the Administration are actually

intimating that a nuclear war could possibly be winnable.

Both of these concepts will be discussed below.

John F. Hudson
Before President Reagan took office, the general

nuclear strategy of the U.S. had been MAD or Mutually

Assured Destruction. This policy acted on the idea of

deterrence as a threat, the idea of mass annihilation on

each side as too much for either to rationally stomach. The

first mention by any Administration official of the

possibility of a winnable nuclear war came during the 1980

Presidential election. Then candidate George Bush put

forth his theory that the U.S. could actually "win" a

nuclear war. This was the first inkling of a change in at-

titude toward nuclear battle that any member of "the

powers that be" in U.S. policy formulation had stated. A
second remark surfaced earlier this year as a part of the

then ongoing battle between Defense Secretary

Weinberger and former Secretary of State Haig. Before a

Congressional committee Mr. Weinberger discussed the

possibility of a nuclear warning shot being fired in

Western Europe as a deterrent to Soviet troop

movements. An open policy debate, well covered by the

media, ensued between the two. More importantly though,

it seemed that the administration was moving U)wards the

unthinkable prospect of victory through nuclear U.S.

arsenals.

By coupling these remark.^ by two of the most powerful

men in U.S. policy formulation (Bush and Weinberger)

with the new administration policy of prevailing, one can

see the dangers associated with discussing such radical

ideas. Firstly it sends off a dangerous signal to the

Soviets, ever paranoid about their own security, that the

U.S. actually believes it can win a nuclear war. Secondly it

paints us as crazy war mongerers in the eyes of our allies,

a picture which we cannot afford to paint at this time.

On a broader level. President Reagan's new policy is ab-

surd, if not suicidal, in this time of record nuclear

stockpiles and rigid U.S.-Soviet relations. It is truly tragic

Reagan seeks to prevail over the Soviets when an accep-

tance of their power and an effort by both to negotiate

their differences would seem far more logical and safer.

Both sides in this dispute have to realize that in this

nuclear age, all countries on this planet will in one way or

another become involved in any nuclear exchange.

In the end Mr. Reagan has too realize that answers to

difficulties in this day and age do not come as easily as

they did in the many movies in which he found himself an

actor. For the sake of our own country and the rest of the

world, Mr. Reagan must realize that on the post-nuclear

war earth, no one will prevail.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Assoc. Exec. Editor
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Amherst
Chinese
Foods

BMt Mandarin Food
82-64 Main 8t.

Amharat
CtoMd W*dnMd«y«

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa use FRESH
VegetabtM from

Our Own Farm

BEER Er WINE LICENSE

SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2Ba-783B

Till lanitst ssltctlon

of hird ilMlRuin

MEASURING TOOLS

in tha countryl

Friday, October 22, 1982 Friday, October 22, 1982 .Collegian 9

STRAIGHT EDGfS/T SQUARES

METRIC RULES/ L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others .

.

SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

or SEND FOR CATALOG

HQllow**n Novelty
^ ond ^

Th«QtrlcQl Supplies

iOpen Daily & Sat 9 to 5:15

Thurs. Nights till 9

Fri. Oct. 29 till 9

Ch*ck Our Low Prices

H.L. Childs & Son
' 25 State Street Northampton

I ^ 584-2604 ^
SSf::::::::;:::;:::::;:

•)M

Willie Colon
and his orchestra

Sunday, October 24,

6

Amherst College New Gym
Tickets $4.00 in advance available at:

For the Record at Faces of Earth, Amherst

and Main St. Records, Northampton

or $ at the door

THE

FAIR6ATE

RULE CO.. INC.

ft Ut VI
caitinHM IT

Ui* 106)1

If ('.!• a- ».«.*iii

WAKRIORS
j
TONIGHT AT CCA

i

I

TIMES: 7, 9, & 44 PM
j

'

OCTOBER'S
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL
2for 1

Beck's Beer
plua our original

twofera and hora d'oevrea

7 daya 7 nighta

6 pm 10 - midnight

Proper ID a MUST
67 N. Pleasant St

263-5141 21

PAINTERS' CAPS
THE

W«Qr your pride to oil events.

Locotvd in th* Campus C*nt*r

OPEH
M-f 9-5

Sot 11-4

f^ XJNIVERSITY
STORED

"WEEK END SPECIAL

FRIDAY-SUNDAY:

FROM 7:00pm -3:00am
GET ANY SIZE PIZZA
WITH ALL TOPPINGS
AT ONLY 35C EACH

STORE HOURS: (EFFECTIVE SEPT 1st)

MON.-THUR. 4:00pv - 2:00am
FRI.-SUN.NOON-3'OOam

(AMHERST STORE ONLY)

WHOLE WHEAT OR WHITE DOUGH AVAILABLE !

FAST FREE DELIVERY IN

30 MINUTES OR LESS, .^^

AND PICK-UPS IN 15 "^j^

MINUTES OR LESS.

THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY CALL 256-8587

Arts
SoldSer (AvcM(ni^^
THE SOLDIER
Directed by Jamet Glickenhaos

MoonUin Fanns Mall

By ANDREW GORDON
Collegian Staff

Imagine trying to figure out Mission

Impossible without seeing the first thirty

minutes. Now imagine a film as

aesthetically appealing as Terror Tram, as

technically competent as Plan 9 From Outer

Space and with as much political integrity

as Megaforce; you might end up with

something with an overall entertainment

value equivalent to James Glickenhaus'

1980 flick. The Exterminator. That was bad

enough, but now Glickenhaus has made a

new film. The Soldier, and it isn't even as

good. To call The Soldier crap is to

exaggerate it's worth.

It's hard to pigeonhole The Soldier to any

particular shortcoming, but let's start with

the "plot." Now. I consider myself to be a

reasonably intelligent person. I graduated

high school and its entirely possible that I'll

graduate college, but at no point during this

film was I ever totally confident that I knew

what was going on. In fact, for most of the

picture. I didn't have a clue. This much I

gather: the Russians have stolen 180

pounds of plutonium and they will blow up

Saudi Arabia unless the United States

forces Israel off the left bank. Why. you

may ask? I know I did. As it turns out. the

president is not sure how to deal with the

Russkies. but one man is; he's a C.I. A.

trained agent who knows everyone and

everything. Hi.s nickname: the soldier.

Okay, maybe Sean Connery. or Richard

Harris, or even Hardy Kruger, but in the

title role they have a young Brooklyn actor

named Ken Wahl who's not even remotely

convincing. In other ridiculous casting

coups there's a group of Russian agents

with thicker Brooklyn accents than Wahl

and a female Israeli agent whose constant

ultra-seriousness gets to be a real drag fast.

The film's obligatory love scene between

her and Wahl comes so out of nowhere that

it provoked hearty laughs from the

audience.

The one major casting scam is the film's

claim to be "co-starring Klaus Kinski as

Dachau, the killer." Well. Kinski's

character may be named Dachau and he

may be a killer, but it must also be noted

that the acclaimed European actor appears

in three (3) shots and probably took less

time to shoot than it takes to boil water.

I suppose the film's major detriment is its

complete and utter implausibility (or should

I say impossibility). If it were played

campy, tongue in-cheek. it might have had

a chance, but the film really expects you to

believe that (1) 180 pounds of plutonium will

fit into a metal case the size of a baseball

bat; (2) that a Russian spy can kill the head

of the C.l.A. by dressing up as a cleaning

woman and walking into his office late at

night to build and plant a light bomb; (3)

that three soldiers can completely take over

a missile silo by posing as repairmen and (4)

that the solution to any problem is to

threaten to nuke Russia ("I do not sink zay

are bluffing comrade, dismantle zee

bomb.").

Admittedly, the picture features some

great action — car chases, fist fights,

explosions and a ski jump gun battle that

paralyzed a stuntman — but you can see

most of these scenes on the T.V. com

mercial; Pass on the movie.

Funky, funky but Xica

Altair Lima and Zete MotU in Carlos Diepies' Xica.

XICA
Pleasant St. Theatre

Oct. 13-26

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Correspondent

Xica is director Carlos Diegues campy

tribute to the legendary black slave Xica da

Silva who rose to notoriety during the

colonization of Brazil.

The film is set in Arraial do Tijuco. the

principal center of Brazil's diamond region,

during the second half of the 18th century.

Xica (pronouced sheeka] is a slave in the

household of the MiUtary Chief of Tijuco.

Sargento-Mor. But she sets her ambitions

on the new Contractor. Joao Fernandes.

who has just arrived in the region.

Zeze Motta as Xica sweeps you off your

feet as she reaches for her dream of

freedom and power. She begins by seducing

the Contractor, played by Wimor Chagas.

The Contractor is fascinated by her and

buys Xica in order to have her as his

mistress. Chagas' Joao Fernandes is the

anchor to Zeze Motta's Xica. He projects

the only calm presence in the entire film.

But when it comes to fulfilling Xicas

wishes, the Contractor knows no restraint.

He shocks the local white society by having

her set at dinner with the white

aristocracy. But when Xica is barred from

worshipping in the local Catholic church

even though she is now a free woman, she is

determined to take her revenge on the

white population.

She achieves this in part by having Joao

Fernandes build a lake for her and con

struct a fuU-size galley so she can sail in it

with her attendants. It is here that we see

Xica at the peak of her power. Over

shadowing her though is the threat of in

terference from the King of Portugal.

Stories about Xica and Joao Fernandes

have caused an incredible scandal in the

Court. As a result, the King sends an

Inspector, played by Jose Wilker with

appropriate snobbishness, to find out if

these stories are true. In order to prevent

the Inspector from removing Joao Fer

nandes. Xica plots to overthrow the Por

tugese government in Tijuco. But as with

such speedy rises to power and intrigue,

both she and Fernandes lose

.

Xica is an exuberant portrayal of the Evita

Peron of Brazil. Director Carlos Diegues

makes the film enjoyable to watch because

the characters all seem to be having a

wonderful time on screen. There is a joy in

the atmosphere of this film that makes it a

real pleasure. Although some of the

mysterious power that Xica has over Joao

Fernandes is hard to believe, these scenes

add to the film's overall hilaritoverall

hilarity.

Zeze Motta as Xica should not be missed.

She helps to really let the film take off into

its own reality. At times it seem incredible

that one person could have so much power

over an entire society. But she reigned over

the most opulent and exotic societies ever

seen in Brazil. Xica is a rich portrayal that

does justice to the legend that inspired it.

Klaus Kinski is Dachau the killer in The Soldier.

'Ill'
ter4»«

Universal Pictures Production Schedule —
Part II

March 25 will be the release date for two

new films. The first is Cross Creek, based

on the autobiography of Marjorie Kinnan

Rawhngs. Oscar winning actress Mary

Steenburgen will portray the indomitable

author, who penned the classic The

Yearling. Filming has just finished on the

Martin Ritt production, which also stars

Rip Torn, Peter Coyote and Malcolm

McDowell (Steenburgen's husband).

Going Berserk will also premiere that day.

The film, which has also tentatively been

titled Drums Over Malta and Tirebiter, will

be the first film from the Second City

Television troupe. John Candy stars as a

limousine driver who is brainwashed by a

religious aerobics cult into assassinating his

future father in law. From there, the press

release states, the film gets really

outlandish. Joe Flaherty and Eugene Levy

also appear in the film. David Steinberg

directed it.

On the more serious side, Sean Penn plays

a 16 year old gang member, on a collision

course with both society and a rival in

another gang. Penn, who played Jeff Spicoli

in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, will co

star wih close to 40 real gang members who

are housed at the reformatory where the

film was shot. Rick Rosenthal, who made

last years awful Halloween II, is director of

the drama, which also stars Reni Santoni

(Clint's partner in Dirty Harry) and Eric

Gurry (Pacino's son in Author, Author).

The picture is set to be released on April 15

with the title Bad Boys.

In May, Dan Aykroyd will hit the screen

as Dr. Detroit, a wild pimp. Actually, he is

Cliff Skirdlow, a mild mannered college

professor who is conned into becoming the

fictitious mobster to protect a stable of

"working girls," (Sound like Night Shift?).

Also starring in the film are Howard
Hesseman and Donna Dixon. Michael

Pressman (Some Kind of Here, Those Lip*,

Those Eyes) is director.

The sequel of the decade will open on May
6. Psycho // picks up 22 years after the

original, with Norman Bates just getting

out of an asylum. Anthony Perkins

recreates his famous role and director

Richard Franklin has promised to remain

true to the Hitchcock style. Vera Miles also

reprises her role and meg Tilly and Robert

Loggia are added in new roles.

p>ancis Ford Coppola enjoyed filming S.E.

Hinton's The Outsiders in Tulsa so much
that he took another one of her works.

Rumble Fish, and is filming that too in

Tulsa. Shooting in the "seedy parts of

town," the film explores the relationship

between two brothers and their friends in a

decaying neighborhood. An excellent case

is featured. Mickey Rouke [Diner) and Matt

Dillon are the brothers and Diane Lane,

Dennis Hopper and Diana Scarwid are co-

stars in the drama. Rumble Fish is

scheduled for a May 16 release.

Al Pacino stars as a young Cuban refugee

who is swept up into the world of in-

ternational drug traficking. Eventually he

becomes czar of the drug underworld —
until his final downfall. The film has yet to

be filmed but is already scheduled for an

August, 1983 release. Brian DePalma will

direct.

Al Pacino was a lawyer in And Juatice For All, now he's on the other

side of the law in Scarfaet.
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Well Drinks.

I

9-11

$1 ^ct^e'jL,

LODESTONE
13 North Pleasant St

Amherst, Mossachusetts

256-0591

The uoaestone and John Deliano Solon

request the pleasure ot your corT^pony

at Its

Annual Holiday Fashion Collaborative

on

Monday, October 25, 1982

8 30PM

ot

Hanger I Poute 9

Hodley. Massachusetts

Friday, October 22, 1982

^ CINEMA
Prl 8»t

Psnnle* from Hoavan R 7
Viator VlotorU R 9
Sun - Tue« . -.

TUitHnifrht Cowboy 7 Lanny »

Downtown AmlMrat SSa-SsUK

$3 00

JOHN DELLARIA SALON-
26 MAIN ST ,

ArylHtRST, MASSACHUSEHS

253-9271

yi^TToT
Y^'-^'^'

f^li p̂[T:^. Ai amTTRST

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
HAS IT ALL

Scottish Monday,

National '^^^

Orchestra

Sunday, October 31, 8:00 p.m.

FOX:
I couldn't help but

notice you buying Cliffs

Notes at the bookstore.

We must have alot in

common. I use Cliffs

Notes to help me
understand those tough
lit assignments, and
they give me a great

review. Let's discuss

this further over a t)ottle

of chilled Chardonnayl
Your place or mine?

HUNTER

Roommate:
Watching you study
Dante is a Divine Com-
edy indeedl You're in

deep water. Why not

wise up and get Cliffs

Notes. They'll help you
to understand what you
read, and they give a
great review. Do us

both a favorl The
bookstore has the titles

you need.

Laughing in my
Pillow

ATYOUR

SERV/

l^ldlll^^ November 2

The \ational Folk eoo p.m.

Theatre of Ireland-

Thursday,
November 4

8:00 p.m. ^ JAZZ ^
—BAND

Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from the People's Republic of China

Tuesday, Novembers, 8:00 p.m.

All shows on sale now

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon 4:00 p.m. MF

545-2511

With

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

DINING OUT
SPECIAL
Coming:

Wed. Oct. 27th

THE

LANDIXG lOmi
'*A GeniuneArmy/Navy Store'

Nvlon Oxford

Reg. $29.95 less 30»7o

$20.95

Nylon Oxford

Reg. $15.95 less 50"Vo

$7.95

We are pleased to introduce

a line of imported quality

packs made exclusively for

the Landing Zone. Choose

from 52 different styles

including bike packs,

children's packs, child

carriers & ski ca>es in over a

do/en colors. Many available

in Cordura. heavy

water-proof nylon. All at

special 10-50% savings!!!

Fanny Pack convertible to

Day Pack Two-in-One $14 40
Reg. $15.95 less] 0<^o

Nylon Oxford

Reg. 39.95 less 35<^o

$25.95

1 1 Chapman St.. Greenfield, IV1A 774-3472

25 King St.. Northampton, MA 584-1373

Frame Pack with

convertible Seat Reg. $54.95

less 20«^o

$43.95

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
/WymfWlWKATfT,
jm.fT^A60LXN0fP0R-
tUHirf. IF you/wuHnu-

' 9omfi»imu5,mcm5mp

lOJL smNOo!

umwuRCwuT/nm

Tt€YC0UU?51DPll5nNail.
sjocK i5souNpgtw\u/a?

nn HOU.fT^AJOK£!

1H^ lOOKS OF Ttese

H6UR£S.lV5AyALl
immOFWUR-OiM-
mNI£5 Afa RJPe
FOR. ACQUISmON.

* \

I CBRJAINLY

jIM.iOU APPReciAwynR

uouum' ^^Sf^j?TDMYATTEM-
TKHPHIL.

Jfe ^1^>JQ
^iii

^^^^^^h^

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

MUiT 8£" AN RpTC.
PART/. .

.

ACROSS
1 Kind of trout

5 Title of

Mohammed
Ahmed, captor of

Khartoum. 1885

10 Buss
14 Served perfectly

^ft Cousteau's milieu

17 Mictteiwr opus
19 Dutch
20 Adult elver

21 Forward
22 Coalesce
23 Ur^pleasant

rerrvark

24 Port-of

26 Goose genus

29 A 15 Across

32 F»olyphonic

compositions

34 Spike

35 A Gershwin

36 Crosstww missile

37 Place tor some
'brothers"

38 Follower ot

Oom Paul

40 That Sp
41 Kirxl ot review

42 Reddish^rown
pigrrtent

44 Does an editor's

|ob

46 Beleaguer

47 Don or Dan
48 Hammer part

50 Sight

52 Laboratory fluids

53 Youngster

56 Chirtese society

57 Ticket issuers

60 Fairytale

tieginnir>g

61 Hackneyed
62 Cheese st>op

specialty

63 Equal
64 Replete

65 Reputation

DOWN
1 Something to tat

2 Be sore

3 Ship's tlmtMT

4 Iwlag employees
5 Downcast one
6 Bitter

7 Race of a kind

8 Abbr with North

or South

9 Ct>emical suffix

10 Porcelain t)ase

t1 Edison's works
12 British gun
13 Delight, mod

style

18 Separated
22 Canaanlte

fertility god

23 f^ative of chard

24 Deer

25 Kneetwrxls,

in ballet

26 Fossil resin

27 Loop
28 Quebec City's

waterfront

29 Aconcagua's
kx:ale

30 Actress Dunne
31 Weight unit

33 Blue-gray

38
••

There."

WW I song

39 "Where have you

41 Cleave

43 Structural

memt>er
45 Horseshoe term

48 English dramatist

George .

1556-96

49 Strayed

50 Word with gap or

watch
51 Geometric solid

52 Copy Abbr

53 Mod's girl

54 Hatred, in Mantua

55 Nonh Sea feeder

57 Ed s cor>cern

56 Airline abtK

59 Swedish name tor

Turku

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

U)€l-L)TV\^T CtRTft\t^L^ u^rv

10f1»82

Bushwa

THe. 6 TORY THUS fAfL

^^CyU. Vtt^K- aCtoL Z(rc^ uniXi^u^

Bloom County -

NOW£»VCTLyWHflrmRT
0FouRepnoRi«,Pipyw
WWeTWWBLeWfTH.?

1 7 1 4

1
11

S C 7 • I

77

10 11 17 11

14 IS It

17

I
71 74 75
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n

I
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I
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17
1
M

I
M
I
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I
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17

1
41
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u
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1
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1
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I
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I
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WEATHER

Clear and cold tonight.

Lows in the 20.s inland and

the 30s along the coast.

Sunny and cool today and

tomorrow. Highs both

days in the 40s inland, 50

to 55 along the coast.

WMUA 91.1 FM
Wake-up
Concepto Latino

Rythm Section with Carl Lowman
Friday Drive with Jim McDee
Newswatch
Athena's Web with Don Cerow

T.K. Til Ten
Radical Dance Faction

with Vickie Bates

Avandel - For People Who Take

Their Nightlife Seriously

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Torpedo Grinder

Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad with

Syrian Bread

Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Au Jus

Baked Cod with

Crumb Sauce

Fruit Plate with Saltines

WANTED : Assoc. W omens Editor

The Collegian has an opening tor an Associate

Women's Editor. People with interest and some"

knowledge in women's affairs and issues and have some

writing and editing skills are encouraged to apply. All in-

terested students should apply in person to Cris

Schuster, women's editor, in the Collegian office, 113

Campus Center, before Oct. 22. The Collegian is an equal

opportunity employer.

1

CABLE/VIDEO |
r^

^B UVC&GPC JHH Daily Programming Schedule w

Freak-Out Video

10:30 - 11:00 Global Groove Some Nam
June Paik action

11:00 - 12:30 Comedy from the Blue

Wall

12:30 - 1:30 The Doors - No One Here

Gets Out Alive

1:30 - 2:00 Reefer Madness
Something to think about

this weekend!

«
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MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Tlie Be»t Ckiiiete Fmi"

^

LunchBon Specials

TakB-Out Serv/ce

Sunday Brunch _

,

6.25 per person ^^^^^r SpaclalB

Ail You Can Eat Full Cocktall Manu
11:3(^3:00

Sun.-Thurt. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst

256-0251 256-0252

FRI. OCT. 22
HAPPY HOUR

with the

ARMSTRONG BROTHERS

f^ • •

\

fj

THE ORBITS
"A 5 member dance band"

from Orbitron. .

,"

with

R COMPLEX $2.00 cover

SAT. OCT. 23
FREE MOVIE

THE MARX BROTHERS
"A Day at the Races"

8 & lO pm

THE

^Wholewheat AMO white dough
^

W THE J

.-1^-

PIKirACIORt^

"SUPER DAYTIME SPECIAL"
FRIDAY- SUNDAY*

A SMALL112*) PIZZA

WITH ANY TWO TOPPINGS

FROM OUR WIDE MENU
FOR JUST $3.75

HOURS ^
MON.-THUR. ^

5 7^ CALU 256-8587 ]^ ^

K THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY 363 MAIN ST. AMHERST \

.^^jt:.

100% COTTON /

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.>95
SAT. ONLY

6.95
3 FOR 19.95

A Store-full of

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6, Mon.-Sal

\s

Waterpolo makes waves
By KELLY GREEN
Collegian Correspondent

If a tuna wanted to play basketball but

couldn't run and jump he would probably

take up waterpolo. This game is not at all

like the horseman's polo game. It's

strategies and game play closely resemble

basketball. U-Mass has its own waterpolo

team whose games are full of action packed

excitement.

Waterpolo is a game based on skill,

strategy and strength. It is a fast paced

game in which goal scoring is like soccer.

The players must either swim or tread

water during play. The game requires

tremendous leg strength and endurance.

Waterpolo has not caught on in the east.

It is the second most popular sport in

Europe and is big on the west coast.

Physical contact is a major aspect of

game strategy. Fouling is the basis of

defense strategies as players block shots on

net. and sink and hold their opponent.

Russ Yarworth. the UMass coach, trains

his players in these areas.

The waterpolo club practices with the

varsity swim team. Yarworth, sole coach of

both teams, puts his players through a

complete training program. The training

program is designed to build endurance as

well as skill.

"You have to be in shape and know the

game to play good waterpolo." said Yar-

worth.

Most of the waterpolo team members are

on the varsity swim team. They swim laps,

practice strategies and work on the weights

to train for both sports. Their record in

tournament play shows that this intensive

workout has helped.

The team has played in several tour-

naments since the start of the season. Their

record stands at 4-4-1. They are tied with

MIT for third behind Harvard and Brown.

Andre LaMontagne. the team goalie, has

proved to be one of the strongest players.

According to yarworth, he is the best

waterpolo goalie in New England. Chris

Porter is the teams strongest offensive

player.

The final tournament of the season will be

played this weekend at Brown. The top four

teams will go on to the New England

championships and the season will be over

for the rest. UMass will put all of their long

hours of training to the test as they strive

to beat Yale, Columbia and MIT to

guarantee them a chance at the cham-

pionship.

THE

RAIMD
Presents

DARK OF
THE MOON

A fantastic evening of theater

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW AT 8 00 PM>

In Repertory

October 22-November 20

RrvrvaiKins pk-av «all \4^ V%\ I

r FACULTY:

The TextbooK Annex Needs Your

1

HELP
De Sure to give us your

textbook requirements

for the- Spring semester i

'

We would like to provide

the most efficient service

possible, but we peed
your help.

Pleose Send Us Your Orders By

October 25th

^, nS*^don. TN° w«l obo h.ru. ovcW *. P«*^". o. hovln, you,

books held up in th« holWoy molK.

W* con buy books bock from th« studentj ot the end of this semester ond poy

9^ Pn^s'f^r^. » we know whot yoo plon to use for the Spring semester.

Deportment secretortes hove textbook informotlon forms or you moy request

them fiom the TextbooK Annex.

Ve opp«eck,te your cooperotJon ond K the Annex stoff con ossbt you, pleose do

not heSottT to coH. (5-3570- 1 -2) iu»tino Welec
no\ rwafwiw iw

FOCulty Llolson

Kuss Evens

Textbook Monoger

L'

Textbook Annex

Hours

Retumr^to' 'publisher will begin

Hovembef <$t. Pleose Inform your

students

Andre La Montapie makes a save

tice at Boyden Pool.

The team's preseason goal was to make it

to the championship playoffs and with their

current record they show that they have a

good chance of taking a spot in this

weekend's tournament.

The UMass waterpolo team was an active

club for three seasons. The team was

dissolved after the 78 79 season because of

lack of interest. The team had been going

strong. They placed second in New England

during yesterday's waterpolo prac-

in the 75-76 season. Yarworth played for

the waterpolo team as an undergraduate at

UMass.
When Yarworth became coach of the

swim team in 79 he worked to get the water

polo team reorganized.

With the support of the varsity swim

team the club was playing in the 81 82

season. The team now exists as an RSO club

sport. The games are funded by dues.

Jayvees drop another game
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE. R.I. - Maybe it's just

fate, but it looks like a trend; when the big

guys go down, so do the little ones. The day

after the varsity team got trounced by

Maine, the University of Massachusetts JV
football team also lost, this time to Brown

University, 35-7.

orMother Nature played a big factor in

this game, as the wind caused both teams

to change their game plans. UMass,

however, with the wind at their backs in

the first quarter, could not capitalize. The

difference in the game was that in the se-

cond quarter. Brown did.

Again, the failure of the Minutemen to

move the ball offensively caused their

downfall. They gave the defense bad field

position all during the second stanza and

Brown took advantage, scoring 28 points

by the end of the first half.

The second half saw a much better

played football game, with each side scor-

ing a touchdown. Anthony Grange scored

the lone UMass TD on a 15 yard sweep.

But by then. Brown had already sealed the

victory.

The JV's again played without the ser-

vices of quarterback Mark Taber, and had

to employ an alternating back system,

which just doesn't give a stable offense.

But for JV coach Steve Telander. it was the

same as the previous two games.

"The tough wind gave us bad field posi-

tion," said Telander. "but we just couldn't

convert any scoring opportimities. Again,

some of the kids had U) play both ways.

After a well deserved week off, the

Minutemen finally come home on

November 7 to play the Huskies of UConn.

Grange, who supplied most of the offense

in this game, will k)e teamed with Alan Blue

at fullback, who has been out all year with a

separated shoulder. Hopefully, with the

return home and the more potent offense,

they can finally register a tally in the

W-coIumn and improve their 0-3 record.

TOP off the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
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Carling Black Label 12 pk cans. ...$3.25

Rolling Rock 1202 pk cans $4.00

$7.95BuSCh 12 oz cans (loose)

Moosehead bottles••.•'* $11.95

case

case

Cossack Vodkai.75 $8.20

Castillo Rum 175 $9.95

Segrams 7 1.75 $12.95

Capt. Morgan Spice Rum
$11.951.75

Almaden 3 nter $6.95

Los Hermanos i.Biiter $4.29

Tavola 4 nter $5.45

Mondavi 1.5 nter $4.95

Conche YToro i.Biiter $5.99

-.— ROUTE 9

'«'.-

O*
\.<'

w\*

r • /
/

/
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253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3.45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE
~

Rabbit front air dam and rear shocks A1
condition Dave 256-0543

1971 Ford Torino exc cond $950 or BO call

549-4147

'82 Olin Mark VII skis. Never used. Great

deal $175.00 David 253-3588

Ampeg bass amp
Greenough - 3:00 PM

see Charlie at

70 Olds 88 exi.

256-0765
mech. corid. $400 or BO

VW Squaraback 68 inspected for Fall 82
$700 Eby 256-6050 after 6 PM
1976 Dodge Aspen station wagon fine

condition $1200 call 256-6679

BATTLE OF THE BANDS ~
Come see UMass bands compete for

the best band on campus at the
Southwest's Annual Battle of the Bands,

Saturday, October 23 noon to 7 pm Hamp-
den Student Center free admission

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEQRAMS
~

Browniegrams fudge fudgenut kaluah 1 V^

lbs sendanywhere $6.95 & postage call

546-4282

DISSERTATION RESUME

Word Processing: Prompt Quality

Preparations. Professional theses & disser-

tation consultations. MOI/Word Link

253-9636

ENTERTAINMENT
~

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS! $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

Woman's large maroon leather jacket

with removable hood, good condition,

$40.00 call Maria 256-0179

Convertible - 1973 VW new top, snows.

AM/FM $3500. 617-544-6665

Shogun 1000 Racing Bike, paid $450,

never ridden. $350 or BO Call for more info

546-1125

LoversI Size 6% engagement diamond.

New. Half price. 253-9358 Kathy

Artists! 24x36 drawing board. New.

Cheap. 253-9358 Kathy

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Woddwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB
Chlldcare for 9 month and 2% year old

in our Amherst home. Sometimes
housecleaning instead 12-5 pm twice a

week. Must have car 253-7388/256-8105

HEY ROBIN SEXPOTI

FOUND

Found keys on Lincoln penny ring found

on N Pleasant across from Sub Monday

aft9rnoon_rall 253 9303 nitas

FOR RENT

Bedroom with kitchen. All utilities excspt

phone. On bus route Hadley $45.00 per

week call 549-1631 available immediately

Puberty has almost ended - only 1 more

year to go. Anyway, here's to a productive

19th. Keep em pantin'. Love Moe and Cur-

ly. P.S. Sorry we couldn't wrap him for

you.

INSTRUCTION
~

Math Tutoring 549-6612

LOST

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1 283 7805

Electric typewriters used Olivetti & Rem-

ington $150 ea 549-6889

Thermo-Fax copy machine $75
Westinghouse refrigerator, white left

hinge, 65 in high, Doors-Used 24, 30, 32

inch wide, $10 ea. Gas stove white 21 inch

$200 call after 6 pm 586-1827 N'ton

Pioneer integrated amp 75 w/ch $145

Akai top of line reel to reel w/autorev $265

66954

Sweater Stolen From Van Meter 418 off

white Icelandic grey /black yoke design

heartbroken reward I 546-1422

Harmonica Honner Special brown case

1 0/14 546-1422

Yonex Couguss tennis racquet at

Boyden courts Saturday 253-5950

Large reward for a black ft gold cross

pen lost around SBA very sentimental

please return 6-4670

Silver chain with flower pendant 10/18

very sentimental reward! Sue 253 7890

Gold bracelet Tobin area reward 546-1407

MOTORCYCLE

1975 Honda 360CL excellent condition

9000 miles sissy bar $^0 or BO call Mike

546-9041

HUt^U
Fine food and drink

at affordable prices

estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA

R#|QX Qt the U

Friday hoppy hour - 2:00 - 5:30

99' drinks - 50' drofts

FREE PIZZA

orgasms only $1.50

Delicious Luncheon Specials - $2.49

Mon- Fri 11:30-3:00

(j^^^

Sat. Oct. 23

PERSONALS

Stick it in your earl! Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles too! 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Have something to sell?

Got something to say?

You'll be heard with a

Collegian classified!

DISTRIBUTOR OPPORTUNITIES Texas

Instruments home computer ground floor

multi level marketing money making oppor-

tunities - no risk, no inventory investments

Demonstration Tues 10/26 7:30 CC room
169 call Grace or Paul after 5 665-2494

All University women are invited to

Alpha Chi Omega's rush dinner 10/20,

10/26, 10/27 at 5:00 call Jennifer 545-2152

Happy Halloween Say it with a pumpkin
cookie. Order one at the Mortarboard Table

Oct. 20, 21, 22 on Concourse

Sigma ICappa Open Rush
Come join us for dinner at 5:00

Tues. Oct. 26
Wed. Oct. 27
Thurs. Oct. 28

19 Allen St. behind BKO
RSVP at 256-6887

Love ya Max - the women of 1 -South

Happy Birthday

Hey Sexy I need to be satisfied. No bimbos
olease. Ask for Ricky or Mercy

I love you RUNT XO
GOOBERFACE, Happy 22ndl Get a grip,

will ya?! Get mauled! Love Pam and Mary-

Lou

Happy 21st B-days Sandra D Gold 10-24

Sherri Leigh June 10-27 two sweet little

ladies

Danny - "Thank you" for one year of hap-

piness and for the promise of many more
happy years to come. Luv, Leah

Go Crazy UMMBI Let's show Boston
what we do best.

From the Chi O pledges, we think pledg-

ing is awesome! Thank You XO

Pooh. Don't want you to worry. Honey it

will be alright, Happy Anniversary, love

forever, Poohter

Jean Welcome to the Zoo! I know we will

have a great weekend Love Stephen

Kaspar Hauser: Record release party to be

held Sunday nite at Hangar One. "Living

with Fire" on Tekno Tunes Records, pro-

duced by David Minehan

Steve you're the best! Happiest 21st B-day

ever! Love always Kath

Robin Happiest 19th 1 1 Love Larry

Je t'aime "The Perfect Rose" Friday Stu-

dent Union

Happy 20th to a v^eal (whoops. . .aphasia)

WOMBAT!! love - Na, Moe, and Lisa

RIDERS NEEDED
~

Riders needed to U Penn. Leaving

tomorrow about noon. Call late 253-7040

Michael

ROOM WANTED

Young couple looking for room or one
bdrm apt for next semester 523-5249 Mar-

tha

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share bedroom in Rolling

Green immediate opening $106 month
verything included 256-8335 or 256-0166

Apartmentmate needed $150/mo on bus
routs flemished call Jeff 665-4357

S.D.Q.

Happy Birthday San love Louis

SKIING

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Want to win some money? Show your

costume at NEAG/ Sylvan Costume Dance

Saturday 10/23/82 at 9:00 pm CCA Prizes:

original, funniest, scariest, most avant-

garde

Val or
584-6940

It snowed TWO FEETII! Saturday night in

STOWE. It's going to be an awesome year

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Best video available used V* inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min - $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min $10. 617 757-3165 or 617-752-3313

after 5

TAG SALE

Saturday Oct 23 9-2 small refrigerator,

couch, dishes, books, records, much rrwre

41 Rolling Ridge off East Pleasant.

TRAVEL
~

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Ca'l

Doug 546-8186

WANTED

Bonnie call Steve 586 4512

Suzanne, you're the greatest roomie. Best

of luck openinq night! Love ya, Carolyn

Immediately - intermediate accounting

book call now I Tom at 253 5482

Female wants room in apt. or house on

bus route. Immediate occupancy. Please

call 256-6612

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser 12 oz nr bottles $8.99/case

PabSt 12 oz NR bottles $7.99/case

BuSCh 12 oz cans. $7.99/case

Meyer's Rum (all sizes and flavors)

Canadian Ace Malt Liquor

case of 12 quarts $^^0^6 NOW $6.00 WITH THIS AD
many more in store specials

(^/^rvrz-

presents

Fri. Oct. 22

The Busboys & The Neiahborhoocte' The Stompers
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Stickers don't win, don't lose, tie
By JENNIFER KUPPER
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - The University of

Massachusets women' varsity field hockey

team relented to its first tie ballgame of the

season, yesterday as they battled with

Harvard University, yesterday. The one

thing that both teams did well was prevent

each other from socring with the 70 minute

game ending in a tie.

The first half action was a back and forth

exchange by both the Crimson and the

Minutewomen. Both swapped offensive

powers, neither producing a dominant

force. Most of the UMass action centered on

Pam Morvl in the first series of corner

plays. However, UMass was unable to

make good on these opportunities. The first

half remained a slow game of give and take

play.

The second half proved to be Umass'

game. However, they could not provide a

goal with all their pressuring. The stick-

women heeded to coach Pam Hixon's half

time advice and beat Harvard to the ball

every time. The constant pressure by the

UMass forwards gave the Minutewomen

numerous corners.

UMass had a total of 19 corners, 13 of

which came in the second half. With 7:20

left in the game, the Harvard defense began

to weaken even more. The chance of a

Massachusetts goal was present. Within

the next six minutes, UMass had eight

corners none of which put them on top.

Yesterday's tie gives Massachusetts a 9-2-

1 record. Overtime was not played because

the Ivy League does not have overtime

games.
"We did have plenty of scoring chances."

said Hixon. The Minutewomen will return

to action tomorrow at 1p.m. when UM host

the University of New Hampshire at the

upper NOPE field.

• • *

The UMass junior varsity came out hard

and strong in their game and took a quick 1

lead but also settled for a tie at 2-2.

With 1:45 gone in the game. Tammy
Martin scored off of a Patty Masury corner.

Harvard came back and dominated for the

next 16 minutes, but were held off by the

superior goaltending of Anita Arnum.

Arnum made several good saves to keep

Harvard scoreless.

Martin scored against at 10:35 left in the

first to put UM up 2-0. The UM offense was

swarming in the circle and Martin found the

handle to hit it in.

However, the junior varsity Crimson came

back and scored two goals to tie the score

up at halftime. With one minute to go.

Harvard got a corner and as a result, Anit

Elisha drove home the second goal.

The second half was scoreless and both

teams had to settle for the 2-2 tie. Debbie

Dejesus and Mary Cazzetta played well for

the JV Minutewomen. The JV's last minute

pressure fell short as Harvard shut UM
down, scoring wise.

Minutemen hope to housebreakBU Terriers
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

It could be do or die this weekend as the

University of Massachusetts' Minutemen

travel to Nickerson Field to challenge the

Boston University Terriers.

Since both teams already have one

Yankee Conference loss each, the chances

that the loser of this game will win the con-

ference appears exceedingly slim.

"The loser of this particular game could

possibly be counted out, though the way

the standings have been juggled this year,

anything can happen," observed UMass

coach Bob Pickett.

Boston University is 3-2 overall and 2-1

in the Yankee Conference. Their strength

is at the tailback position, which is surpris-

ing in light of the fact that BU's Ail-

American runner. Gregg Drew, has been

out most of the season with ankle and hip

problems.

Fortunately for BU though, sophomore

Paul Lewis has done a super job replacing

Drew. Lewis is currently third in rushing in

the ECAC (UMass back Garry Pearson is

first), with an average of 125.8 yards per

game.
The Minutemen's running attack re-

mains in the able hands (and legs) of Pear-

son, who this week, on the strength of his

127 yards per game average, leads the en-

tire country (Division I-AA) in rushing.

Of course, UMass' fine offensive line

deserves some credit for clearing the way

for Pearson.

On the left side of the line there is tight

end Gary Freker; tackle Tony Pasquale. se-

cond team All-YC and honorable mention

All-New England; and guard Jerry (Gor-

don, a tri-captain for the s*vv>r,H straight

year and second team All-YC.

On the right side there is tackle Wilbur

Jackson; and guard Scott LaFond. first

team All-YC and third team All-NE. An-

choring the line at center is sophomore Ken

Runge.

At quarterback. Barrett McGrath will

start once again. McGrath sustained a

bruised knee against the University of

Maine, however, the injury was not as

severe as first feared.

There is also good news on the defensive

front. Ends Todd Comeau and Joe

Graham, as well as middle guard Dan Bren-

nan, all of whom had been hurt, are ex-

pected to start this week. They should help

shore up the defense, which had a tough

time of it against Maine.

"The defense hasn't pla,yed poorly. We
just have to eliminate the big play and men-

tal errors. Comeau. Graham and Brennan

give us more experience, depth, and

maturity on defense." said Pickett.

If all goes well for Pickett's troops the

revitalized UMass defense should be up to

the task of stepping Lewis and his BU
cohorts this Saturday in what should be

another YC thriller.

"I am expecting a typical BU-UMass
football game. It will be a hard-hitting af-

fair I think that UMass just had a bad day

Garry Pearson triei to free himself from a defender during an earlier

game. Pearson will be running into Terriers this week.

at Maine and we will see the same team
that looked very impressive against a

strong Delaware team two weeks ago,"

commented BU coach Rick Taylor.

"We're still in the middle of the YC. This

is a crucial game," said Pickett.

Boston beckons for the loyal UMass foot-

ball fan. However, those grounded on cam-

pus for the weekend can hear the game on

WMUA (90.1) at 1:30 p.m.

UM hooters

have big task
By PETER SODERBERG
Collegian Correspondent

"We are going to play our game, and not

worry about the other team." said coach

Kalekeni Banda as he looked ahead to this

weekend when his team squares off against

Yale and Penn State following a convincing

minutewomen victory over Dartmouth last

Tuesday.
The women hooters are currently top

ranked in New England and their record

stands at 9-3.

Of the three losses. Banda says they were

caused by "not playing hard.

'

"We are our own worst enemies

sometimes, we worry about what they are

doing and are not concentrating on our own

game." said Banda.

Tuesdays game against Dartmouth was

great practice for what Banda has been

trying to get his team to do: cross the ball

into the middle from the wings.

"Everytime we crossed the ball in from

the wings we had a scoring chance, "
said

Banda.
Look for big games from Natalie Prosser.

Nina Holstrom and Lynne Raymore this

weekend. Prosser artd Holmstrom each had

two poals against Dartmouth and are

playing good, aggressive soccer. Raymond,

who is described by Fianda as "a great

competitor, she g»x*s for anything moving

on the field, she is always in the play."

scored the first and only Roal needed to win

against Dartmouth. ^__

Spikers go to Maryland

for a tournament in their

toughest task of the year
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's volleyball team faces their

toughest task of the year as they travel to

College Park. MD. for the University of

Maryland tournament. The Minutewomen
will be the only division II school in the 16

team field.

But that fact doesn't faze UMass. who

face the likes of 15th ranked Rutgers.

Clemson. and George Washington. The

spikers wrill have to go out and play very

well.

"To be able to hold our own." said head

coach Elaine Sortino, "we have to do three

things. We'll have to pick up points from

service, be able to pick up the ball (get the

ball into offensive play) in the back row,

and pass well."

Massachusetts will open their tourna-

ment against Rutgers. The Scarlet Knights

are ranked in the top 20, which is very rare

for any East coast team. Rutgers also won

the Florida Invitational last weekend. The

Florida meet is one of the top tourneys in

the country.

UMass will also play in the qtialifying

pool that features George Washington

University. GW has a similar team to UM,
but they have an edge in experience. Clem-

son is also in the Massachusetts pool.

So, again as it was last week in the

Delaware tournament, experience is going

to play a large factor in the spikers for-

tunes. And UMass just doesn't have the ex-

perience of their division I opponents.

"We will have to do the best we can with

everything we know," said Sortino. The

Miutewomen players are all healthy and

ready to go. Starting setter Patty Grant is

back in the lineup and Sortino plans to use

both her and the other setter Karen Got-

tesman against Rutgers.

Senior Patti Philbin is ready to go as is

Kirsten Smith who has recovered from a

hurt foot she had a week ago.

It will be the youthful team from UMass

vs. top division I powerhouses at the

University of Maryland and UM has

nothing to lose and lots of experience to

gain.

Candidates

don't iday hall
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

EDITOR'S NOTE: WeU, we tried. AU of

the four gubematoricU candidates offices

%oere contacted this week by your's truly in

an effort to see which candidate possessed

the greater sports knowledge. The questi^

WKw simple: Who does your candidate think

will urin the UMass-BU foothaU garrw, this

Saturday and by what score. But, politi-

cians vnil be politicians.

MIKE DUKAKIS - A Dukakis cam-

paign aide, after 24 hours notice of the

question at hand predicted a 21-21 tie

which would be called because of darkness.

(Maybe Mike's in the dark already).

JOHN SEARS - The Sears people

didn't have a score, they simply said, "It's

like the Dukakis-Sears battle. Both teams

will fight hard to win but it's the fans who
wrill decide." (In high school we would have

called this the knee pad approach.)

REBECCA SHIPMAN - They just

wanted everyone to know that Shipman

was opposed to the draft. (Just what we

need, someone who is not afraid to address

a question.)

FRANK RICH - The only people with

enough intestinal fortitude U) make a

prediction and enough brains to pick

UMass. (How many BU people read the

CoUfgian anyway?) UMass 21-BU 13.

(Frank may be from the underdog Socialist

Party but at least we got an answer.)
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Regents recommend $200G

increase for computing center

J'holo hy Bf.-'l lUmmer

Hunters gathered in Belchertown yesterday

with hopes of winning a turkey at the Swift

River Sportsmans Club's annual turkey shoot.

By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

To accommodate the increased student demand for

Computer & Information Science (COINS) courses, the

Slate Board of Regents of Higher Education has requested

an increase in the University of Massachusetts Computmg

Center's budget for the 1984 fiscal year.

In its recent budget recommendations to the governor,

the board of regents requested $200,000 to purchase and

install new computer terminals.

This recommendation is half of the computing center's

original request for $400,000 which was submitted to the

board of regents in the fiscal year 1984 state maintenance

budget request.

The terminals are needed to keep up with tne mcreasmg

student demand for time on the university's two computer

which students use, according to Computing Center

Director Conrad Wogrin.

The center currently has two main computers, a C yber

175 and Cyber 720. and a memory capable of storing 6

billion characters of information. It wiU increase that

memory by at least 1 billion characters each year. Wogrin

said. „ . .

"We are extremelv tight for terminals, Wogrin said,

pointing out that the number of student using the com

puter facilities has increased by over 500 in the past three

V H 'VTS

Enrollment in the introductory COINS courses - COINS

121 122 and 123 - has increased from :)50 to over 1.000

Mudents since the Summer of 1981. when the COINS

department decided to open these courses to aU .students

who wanted to take them. Wotrrin said.

In addition to instaUing new terminals, the center has

improved its facUities through installing new equipment

and changing their operating systems. Wogrm said.

Operating systems are the software programs that enable

the computer to perform the tasks it is required to do. he

said.

This semester the center installed a new operatmg

system to improve the facilities, but Wogrin said the

system was installed too quickly and still has many bugs.

"We should have waited six months before installing

that." Wogrin said. ..,.,• .u
The center has also improved theu- facUities with

equipment donated by private companies from around the

state. Wogrin said Data Oeneral. Digital and Wang

computer companies have recently donated equipment to

the center.

The largest of these equipment grants was donated to

UMass by the Digiul Equipment Corporation of Maynard.

Massachusetts in September. Digital donated lO VAX

11/750 computers along with related hardware and sof

tware. worth approximately $900,000.

"These are very generous gifts. '
Wogrin said.

Wogrin said he wants to increase the number of terminals

on the system, the response time of the computer, and its

memory size.

However, he said it is not feasible to increase the system s

capabilities to such a point that it will never reach its

capacity.

•We choose the most economical way to get jobs to

people. " he said. "You cannot afford to get a system that

will never reach its capacity." "Our highly creative student

body will always fill that capacity."

OlveFand Tripp spar for senate seat

Olver: balance liberal

arts and high Tech,
By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

State government must strike a balance in alloting funds

to the high technology and liberal arts fields m higher

education, said incumbent Sen. John W. Olver, D

Amherst, whose senate seat will be challenged by

Republican Jim Tripp in the Nov. 2 election.

•High technologv. at least for the moment, is the place

where the best paying jobs are." Olver said, but "one

certainly cannot put aU one's eggs in one basket.

Olver a former professor of chemistry at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, said he sees no unbalance

between the funding for high technology and liberal arts

fields.

"I don't think anyone is proposing that we support

engineering and professional schools to the point where

liberal arts is ignored." he said.

He added that it is important for lawmakers to be wat

chful because industries are "not very good at sell-

policing" and tend to contribute more to the engmeering

and professional schools.

Olver said that in the past he has consistency voted pro-

choice on state legislation designed to make current

abortion legislation more restrictive.

Olver received his BS in chemistry from Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute in Troy. New York, and his Ph.D. m
chemistrv from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

He w^ elected to the senate in 1972, when

"philosphically, I was quite unhappy witn the Republicans

and the incumbent from this area was out of tune witn

change." he said.

As a member of the senate Ways and Means Committee,

Over said that because aU budgets must pass through the

committee, it has substantial influence on the budget of the

"Year after year. I wUl claim, you wUl find that the

budgets which the senate recommends are always larger

than those recommended by the governor. That s how 1

serve the University." he said.

Olver was the sponsor of telecommunications legislation

passed by the senate which would establish a network

between the campuses of state colleges and universities

and make it possible for instantaneous resource sharing.

Olver was the principal sponsor of a cigarette tax bill

which would generate $29 mUUon in revenue for a student

financial aid fund. The proposal would require skimming

Continued on page
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State Senator John W. Olver of Amherst, who

is running for reelection in November, (above)

Republican challenger Jim Tripp, (below)

Tripp's motivation:

combatting corruption
By PAIL HASKEN
Collegian Staff

Jim Tripp. Ref)ublican challenger for the state senate

seat currently held by John Olver. said combatting a long

tradition of corruption that Democrats have built up

throughout their years of power in the State Hou.se is the

mam motivation of his first experience with electoral

politics.

The recipient, m 1970 of a degree in sociology from the

University of Ma.ssachusetts. Tripp is a former member of

the Undergraduate Student SenaU' of the Student

Covernment Association and M<ixs(u-hwiett.s l)a\ly Col-

legian. Now owner of his own business, a travel agency in

Northampton, Tripp resides in Montague.

'We're getting in a situation where the corruption is

getting quite critical." Tripp said. He said Republicans are

needed if ony to counter the "absolute power" wielded by

senate President William Bulger and his Democratic

Sillies.

This power produces "white corruption - where you

don't see it," Tripp said.

Tripp said the senate needs to at least remain at its cur-

rent level of eight Republicans, which is the minimum

number required to stand together on the floor and de-

mand a roll call vote on any motion. Otherwise. Tripp said,

the wishes of Bulger, who has sole authority to hire and

fire all committee chairpersons, would be directly

translated through voice votes into senate policy. Half the

Republican incumbents are not seeking re-election to their

senate seats this year, Tripp said.

"The problem is they (the Democrats) get into the

senate and become part of the machine," Tripp said.

"If you are a really good ^x)y, you get treated that way.
'

Tripp said of the Democrats who submit to the

"blackmail" of their party leadership. "That's what really

runs the government in Massachusetts."

If elected. Tripp said he would like to get an appoint-

ment to one of the power committees - Rules, Ways and

Means, and Taxation - but figured he "probably won't

get it" from the senate president. Otherwise, he said his

interests would lead him to seek the committees dealing

with environmental, mental health, or social welfare

issues, for which he said he has "tremendous concern.^

Regarding his interests and anticipated relationship

with his alma mater, Tripp labeled education, along with

tourism, as "our state's two natural resources."

Continueu on pope ^
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World and national news

Kennedy and Shamie

debate nuclear freeze
BOSTON (AP) — The nuclear freeze issue

provided the initial exchange last night a«

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. D Mass., and

his Republican challenger Raymond Shamie

opened a live, televised debate.

"Its a simple idea, a nuclear freeze that is

mutually verifiable, but its not simplistic."

Kennedy said in answering an opening

question.

"The time has come for the United States

and the Soviet Union to say on the issue of

the nuclear arms race, enough is enough."

"I favor a freeze, with onsite inspection,"

said Shamie. "I don't trust the Russians."

Shamie said he disagreed with what he

said was Kennedys proposal, "to freeze

first, and then talk about verification ..."

Shamie also held up a book written by

Kennedy. "?>eeze.' and read a passage

quoting former President John F. Kennedy

as opposed to an uninspected moratorium

on weapons.

Shamie. a self made millionaire

businessman in his first run for pubUc of

fice. has said the hour long confrontation is

"pivotal" in his uphill campaign to unseal

Kennedy, a 20 year veteran of the Senate.

The sole debate of the campaign was

scheduled to be carried live by Boston and

Springfield television and radio stations.

Shamie has said it was "piviiol" to reverse

his low slandinK in the polls.

Shamie. 61. used Kennedy's refusal to

immediately accept a debate as an early

issue in his campaign. In his television ads.

the Walpole businessman debated an empty

podium on a stage, then offered a $10,000

reward to anyone who could convince the

Democrat to debate him.

Kennedy. 50. said he has debated his

opponents throughout his political career,

and planned to meet Shamie all along. But

he accepted the $10,000 on behalf of a

Catholic school, saying it would aid a good

Kennedy has split his campaign lime this

fall between local appearances and stops in

other slates to aid Democrats. He has run

hard against Reagonomics. blaming it for

the nation's high unemployment rale and

calling for an alternative economic policy.

Shamie's approval of several of Reagan's

economic policies gives voters a clear choice

this fall, said Gillian Gansler, a

spokeswoman for Kennedy's Boston

campaign office.

"Massachusetts voters have a decision to

make. Senator Kennedy has been fighting

Republican economic policy and feels it has

had a major, negative impact on the

stale... He feels that's one of the major

issues of importance to people in this state

and country as they go to the poUs Nov. 2."

she said.

Shamie is the founder of Metal Bellows

Corp.. a high technology firm that employs

about 500 people.

AH l.M«rplM>U

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and Republican challenger Ray Shamie met

last night at Boston College for a pre-election debate.

>>

Bruins forward "critical

after injury during game

VANCOUVER. British Columbia - Boston Brums

forward Normand Uveille was listed in poor condition

yesterday in the intensive care unit of Vancouver Ceneral

Hospital "after suffering a brain hemmorhage durmg a

National Hockey League game against the V ancouver

Canucks Saturday night.

The 19 vear old forward, a native of Montreal, was

taken to the hospital after collapsing in the Boston dressing

room between the first and second periods.

He was reported in critical condition following the

surgery Saturday night. Hospital officials refused to

comment on the player's condition.

But one dtKlor said the hemorrhage could end LeveiUe s

hockey career. • u .

"It's a riskv thmg to say that hell never play agam. but

the risk of further damage would be too great to play

hockey." said Dr. Ross Davidson, the Canucks team

Dhyskian who was the first to treat Uveille.

Davidson said there was a grave risk Leveille would

suffer permanent damage, possibly speech impediments or

riirhtside spasticity. .. .

"I've never seen a case Uke this in aU the time I ve been

in sports medicine." said Davidson.

Doctors sav the hemorrhage likely was triggered, but

not caused bv. a heavy check he received dunng the first

period of the game. Davidson said it was possible the

hockey player was born with the problem.

Supreme Court to deeide

proeedure in drug eases

WASHINGTON — As the nation's illicit drug indusu.

booms, the Supreme Court is loading up on cases that will

spell out just what police can do to fight back.

In the coming months, the court will define the rules

frontline officers must follow in combating drug traffickers

and their estimated $80 billion a year business.

The decisions mav carry as significant an impact as

President Reagan's plans to spend up to $200 million a year

to curb the illegal narcotics trade.

Among the crimina^l justice cases accepted for the high

court's decision docket are an unusually large number - 11

— that pit the powers of poUce against the Constitution's

ban on "unreasonable searches and seizures."

Ten of those 11 cases deal specifically with illegal drugs,

often by necessity the target of police searches conducted

without a court warrant.

In the most closely watched cases, the justices have

agreed to decide:

-The constitutionality of "drug courier profiles used by

federal and local law officers to slop and question

suspected smugglers at airports. Under the program,

officers look for passengers who display "characteristics

and behavioral traits which ... have tended to distinguish

drug couriers from other passenffers."

Digest
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Solidarity leader's wife

subjeeled to strip seareh

WARSAW. Poland - Security forces stripped Lech

Walesa's wife naked and tried to undress his two

screaming daughters in an attempt to find evidence that

would place the detained labor chief under formal arrest,

ihe wife said.

Danula Walesa, visibly upset after her return home to

Gdansk, said the strip search by female agents look place

Friday in a police station in southeastern Przemysl. near

the resort where she visited her interned husband for five

days Walesa, leader of the now outlawed Solidarity labor

federation, has been in detention without charge since

martial law was decreed Dec. 13.

Mrs Walesa told The Associated Press in an exclusive

interview in her Gdansk home Saturday that she protested

at the lime of the strip search arid planned to file a protest

with the Communist governments martial law authorities.

Newsboys and girls strike

against Providence papers

PROVIDENCE. R.I - A dozen newsboys and girls

carrying signs and chanting. "We're no slaves." picketed

Providence Journal Bulletin offices yesterday to protest

having to insert sections in the Sunday newspaper without

extra pay. ., .

"None of us are delivering any papers tomorrow, said

Francie DAmbra. 17. of Providence, who said she delivers

80 papers. ^ ^^^ _,
,

.

"We're taking the dav off." said John Scott. 12. dressed in

a football uniform andwarm up jacket. "Maybe we'U lake a

lot of davsoff." .

The carriers, who together handle about 1.000 issues ot

the Evening Bulletin and the Providence Sunday Journal,

said thev wouldn't deliver them until they were paid for

inserting advance sections or the newspaper resumed the

task.

As many as 3 dead while

boat sinks off of NJ coast

POINT PLEASANT. N.J. — A 'boai sank eight miles off

ihe New Jersev coast yesterday and officials believe "as

manv as five are dead.' Twenty one people were rescued.

Five of those rescued were believed to be in serious

condition, the Coast Guard said.

"We haven't had confirmation yet. but we believe as

many as five are dead." Petty Officer Greg Creedon said at

:he Coast Guard base in New York.

m

Groups meet on Common

against '"madness of war
BOSTON - With folk songs and speeches.a coalition of

peace groups gathered yesterday on Boston Conrimon to

denounce war. racism. mUitary spending and U.S. m

volvemenl in troubled countries overseas.

"We must redouble our efforts to mobihze opmion against

the madness of war." said John Makatini. United Nations

representative of the African National Congress.

"It's going to be the growth of the peace movement

around that world that will do it." he added.

About 200 people listened on a cold, sunny afternoon as

speakers and singing groups continued more than two

hours. By the end of the second hour, the crowd had

dwindled to less than 100.

No natural gas shortage

forseen for winter months
BOSTON - Although the weather wiU be the deciding

factor, state and utUity officials say there should be enough

natural gas this winter to avoid a repeat of the gas shor-

tage of January 1981.
.

The stale Energy Siting FacUity says new pipehne

faciUties and improved deliveries of Algerian liquefied

natural gas should prevent any shortage hke the one that

forced Gov. Edward J. King to close schools and order

cutbacks in industrial and residential use.

The 1981 gas shortage followed an unusually long siege of

cold weather that taxed gas suppUes delivered from the

South and West. The problem was further comphcated by

delays in the delivery of Algerian liquefied natural gas

caused by a severe storm in the Mediterranean.

"Statistically this is not likely to happen again." Harry

Melden. gas supply manager for the Commonweath Gas

Co.. told the Boston Sundav Globe.
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Police arrest picketers

during Gnomon 'set up'
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

Two persons were arrested Thursday

night in front of the Gnomon Copy store on

North Pleasant Street, after an incident

that striking employees at the store

described as a "setup."

Lisa Sheehy. 23. Fearing St.. Amherst,

was charged with disorderly conduct and

released, police said.

Garret Schenck, 26. was charged with

trespassing and disorderly conduct and

later released to the Holyoke Police.

Schenck was wanted for failing to appear in

court in Holyoke on a separate charge. He
refused to give an address, police said.

Strikers said they saw an employee

working at the store make a phone call

around closing time at 9 p.m.

After making the phone call, the strikers

said the employee stood in the hallway of

the store and began taunting them.

The employee, who did not want to be

identified, said the strikers accusations

were false.

Police said they received several com

plaints about the picketers and had warned

them twice not to enter the building.

An officer stayed in the area and arrested

Schenck after he opened the door to the

hallway entrance, police said.

When pohce arrived, strikers said

Schenck, a strike supporter, opened the

door to the hallway entrance to tell the

store employee the police had arrived.

"All of a sudden it was like this big riot

scene. It was a set up." said Stephen Ray,

31 , a striking employee

.

Strikers said the police asked Schenck for

identification and arrested him. Sheehy.

also a strike supporter, was arrested after

she sat on the trunk of the police car where

Schenck sat in the back seat, strikers said.

"I was arrested because 1 wanted to

demonstrate my solidarity with my friends

on the picket line." Sheehy said. "I wanted

the authorities to know they couldn't in

limidate us by picking one of us out of a

crowd."

Sheehy said she supports her striking

friends by walking the picket line 20 to 25

hours a week.

Roy said there were two strikers and

three strike supporters on the picket line

when the incident occurred.

"Things like that disturb me." co-owner

Roland Welherbee said Friday. "Personally

I think it's ridiculous."

Tobi Saisa. a striking employee, said the

arrest was minor and shouldn't effect any

efforts to negotiate with the owners of the

store.

"We're surprised the police put people in

jail on such a minor offense." he said.

Colicrtan Plioto by Saai Millet

Morris Fugun, 61, of Sunderland steam cleans a driveway at Warner

Brothers of Sunderland late last week.

Photo b« H Naudin

HRTA student John Fergeson enjoys making some cranberry jelly

last week in his cooking class.

DC cracks down on ID's
Bv GREG BROWN
PAM MADNICK
Collegian Correspondents

University Food Services is cracking down

on the misuse of ID cards in the dining

commons.
"Students misusing their IDs is a serious

problem. It is larceny." said Dick Flynn.

staff assistant to the University F'ood

Services. Most officials of the five dining

commons agree that misuse of ID cards is ;•

major problem, although many of these

officials refused to comment.

Franklin Dining Commons Manager Peter

Brooks estimated that 24 36 cards have

been confiscated at the Franklin Dining

Commons this semester.

Brooks also said. "When the ID picture

doesn't match the person using the card,

this is illegal misuse of the meal plan."

Brooks also staled that if someone goes

through the food line twice within a ten

minute period, the ID is usually taken away

from the user, and the student is charged

with a $2 replacement fee.

The reason students cannot use any meals

left at the end of the week is that students

do not pay for all the meals on their board

plan. Director of Food Services Marie

Cappadonna said.

She said food .services calculates the meal

plan bills by studying attendance at the

dining commons, and using a "statistical

average" that shows students do not eat all

of their meals.

"ii everyone ate all their meals, we'd

probably go bankrupt the first year,"

Cappadona said, figuring that students eat

75 78 percent of the meals they are entitled

to.

Students are not allowed to k)an their IDs

to anyone, no matter how many extra meals

they may have, nor can they go into the DC
shortly after they nave left. Students who

do not eat all their meals are not reim

bursed for them.

Some of these people think these policies

are unfair.

lieoffrey Berliner. 21. a CASIAC major,

said "If they label your meal plan '14 meal'

they should be prepared to serve 14 meals

to you." "Any product you buy. you should

have the right to do what you want with it.

"

Berliner al-so complained that dining

commons policies are not adequately

publicized.

Linda Lavoie. 20. a fashion merchandising

major, said "It's unfair to be treated like a

child by the DC policies." "We pay a lot of

money for the meals and we should be able

to do with them what we want."

Forrest Carlson. 28. a nutrition major,

said. "The meals you don't eat. since they

must be exclusively yours, you should be

reimbursed for."

Peter Brooks is trying to start a com-

mittee of dining common employees,

students, and administrators to advise on

DC policy.

Brooks said their first task would be to

determine whether they should raise the $2

fee charged for misuse to $15 for next year.

Five college interchange doesn't get attention

By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Suff

Ignorance of the system, a weak orientation program, and

a lack of encouragement from faculty members are among

the reasons Five Colleges. Inc. doesn't get the attention it

deserves, a system advisor at the University of

Massachusetts said.
.^ r-- o n

Only about 400 UMass students enroll m the Five College

Interchange program each year, a fact which astonishes

UMass Five College advisor Daphne Reed.

"It is bewildering to me that more students don I take

advantage of such a unique opportunity to add combined

curricula and Ivy League status to their education. Reed

University faculty members and advisors are partly to

blame for the underenrollment in Interchange courses.

Reed said.
, u ^a

"Instructors are jealous. It doesn t please them, by and

large, to see students go off campus to other faculty

members," Reed said.

She said that underenrollment m classes as a result ot

students going to other campuses would make professors

feel that their jobs are threatened.
,, t u

"There is a natural academic pressure for aU faculty

members to attract enroUment and to maintain a demand

for study in their disciplines. "
Reed said.

In some cases she said there is a lack of knowledge about

the system on the part of faculty and advisors.

"Many professors and advisors don't even know about the

five college program and it doesn't occur to them to tell

students about it," Reed said.

Five years ago. UMass had a policy in which students

could not go off campus for a course unless it was not of

fered at UMass.
"The policy was dropped because administrators began to

acknowledge the expertise of their collegues on other

campuses." Reed said.

According to a profile by Five Colleges, Inc.. for fall 1981,

the greatest number of course exchange students came

from Hampshire College and the fewest came from UMass.

Twenty eight percent came from Hampshire College with

21 percent, and Mount Holyoke CoUege, with 20 percent.

Reed said.

Smith College had 16 percent and UMass had 13 percent.

she said.

The lack of interest and knowledge of the five college

program is apparent among students, especially at UMass.

Staff members at Five Colleges Inc. feel it is due to a lack

of publicity and that the university offers such a large

number of courses, making it unnecessary for students to

go to other campuses

.

Through a number of programs, the office of Five

Colleges Inc. attempts to bring together faculty -id

students of the area schools in order to "pool resources tor

broader educational opportunities.

Interchange is the major offering, in which students may

take courses at any of the five vaUey schools without

paying extra.

Administrators at Five Colleges Inc. suggest that the

university is a valuable academic resource in itself and

students do not feel compelled to go elsewhere.

"The large univerity fulfills most of the students' needs

without them having to leave campus." Reed said.

"If I went to UMass, I probably would not feel the

academic need to go off campus for a course," said Lisa

Morino. a student at Mount Holyoke and member of the

Five College STudent Coordinating Board.

A five colleges slideshow and information session was

scheduled to be held in Hampden in Southwest last month,

and no one showed up.

"This doesn't surprise us. The university is the one place

where five college information gets lost. "
said Patricia

Cahill. coordinator of information and pubhc relations for

the system.

"The slideshow was our first attempt at catching m-

coming students who are less aware of the opportunities

we offer." Cahill said.

Jeff Bleich. a senior at Amherst College, and Chairman of

the Five College Student Coordinating Board put together

the shdeshow. and said it was publicized enough.

^
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Newslines . .

.

Learn Something
New

Every Day!
LIVE LIFE IN THE FAST LANE!

BECOME involved. LEARN more about

UMass, Amherst and the

exciting field of journalism.

GET involved in things which affect all

our lives. The Collegian needs news

reporters - all UMass students are

welcome.

WE CAN DO GREAT THINGS BUT

WE NEED YOUR HELP.

INTRODUCTORY
MEETINGS

7 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday

803 Campus Center

Social workers meet

this Wednesday

Social work professionals wiU gather at

Smith College at 4:15 p.m. in the Neilson

Library for the symposium, future

Directions in Social Work: Education and

Practice

Mary Ann Quarnta. dean of Fordham

University Graduate School of Social

Service, is the speaker.

A panel, including deans of several

schools of social work and administration.

wiU respond to and discuss Quarantas

lecture. *»,->
The symposium is free and open to tne

public.

Lecture begins Plath

exhibition at Smith

The official opening of Smith Colleges

Sylvia Plath CoUection wUl be marked by an

exhibition. "Ariel Reconsidered: The Sylvia

Plath CoUection" at Smith CoUege on

Wednesday. October 27. in the Neilson

Library.

For more iifoimBton, erf Biwi SdMn at» CcMm^fmx. 54MB0O.

••<l/»r

ShCtS^ncractivcPeopic:

WEIGHT TRAINING^I
BODY BUILDING

• Women and Men
• Individually Designed Routines

• Continuously Monitored

,
, • Initial Cardiovascular Test Included

/ Monthly nfemberships now available for a limited time only at:

THE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CENTER
iRt. 9. Hadl«y. M«. 586-6336

j

<l7TSj

Mee^o A WoRkoutr

CdXX "tips", Air

Z453 Q^iti Schedules

Pool SchdOixies

Cowls' Sch^^tiijes

Teams Omct Sch^buUs

Oiuutu^ -tUcse coUoeK. months,

5t^ m shA|3e Atfe feelo^ eettoac

I0B^\^TIR5
a. Seuvtce of the Dean of Su4»ettts Office

A lecture, "In Yeat's House: The Death

and Resurrection of Sylvia Plath." will be

presented tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the

Neilson Library.

The exhibition of items left by the poet at

her death can be viewed from Oct. 25

through Nov. 30.

The collection's opening is timed to

coincide with the 50th anniversary of the

poet's birth.

Kennedy addresses

hunger conference

Senator Edward M. Kennedy. D Mass.

will speak at the Northampton Conference

on World Hunger at 4 p.m. today in Sage

Hall at Snuth College

.

The conference, including about 60 to 100

invited mayors, selectmen, and educators

will include a panel discussion, "A Practical

Approach to Solving the Problem of World

Hunger."
Director of policy analyses for Uxfam-

America, Larry Simon will speak on. "The

U.S. Role in World Development." at 7:15

p.m. in McConnell Hall auditorium at

Smith.

Both speeches are open to the pubbc.
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TIME OUT

DOUBLE YOUR FUN

Amh«rst's Biggest Lltt|« Dor
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FACULTY:

The textbook Annex Needs Your

1

HELP
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1.
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3.

De Sure to give us your

textbook requirements

for the Spring semester !

!

We would like to provide

the most efficient service

possible, but we peed

your help.

Pleose Send Us Your Orders By

October 25th
Youf •orty ot6»n wIM enobte us to ch«d< ont^ to •«fninot» Jom« of the P'O^'^
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Russ Evens
Textbook Monoger
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Textbook Annex
Hours
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Returns to publisher wiii begin
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UMass task force to address world hunger problem
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Correspondent

The problem of world hunger is a complex one that exists

for a variety of interrelated reasons and cannot be blamed

on any specific political or economic system, said Tony

Dreyfus and Mary Jo Langston of the University of

Massachusetts Hunger Task Force.

The Fast Day, for which students give up a meal and

donate its cost to Oxfam America — a non profit, in

ternational development agency that funds self help

programs in Asia, Africa and Latin America will take place

this year on Nov. 18.

Langston, a former Peace Corps volunteer, and Dreyfus,

a junior agricultural economics major, are among the ten

members on the task force whose strategy in combatting

world hunger includes weekly meetings and sponsonng of

a Fast Day each semester

"For example, in Kampuchea in the years following the

(Vietnam) war, the rice harvest was nearly, if not totally,

wiped out and in two years of post-war work with the help

of some other organizations, they (Oxfam) got the rice

harvest back up to two thirds of the maximum level, which

is phenomenal," she said.

Langston said it's difficult to place the blame for starving

people on one source.

"Everybody has a part. A country devoting 60 percent of

its prime agricultural land to a cash crop that is exported

reduces the amount of land available for crops that feed the

people of that country, she said.

"The government is certainly responsible for that

situation to a certain extent, but so are people who buy the

product and so are the people who produce the product."

"But it's not as simple as saying, well, don't do that, turn it

all around,' because these countries do need a cash flow,

thev depend on foreign trade, it's vital."

Concerning the belief of some people that poor countries

are responsible for their own food shortages due to

overpopulatoin, Dreyfus said, "Families in underdeveloped

nations have a high birthrate because the infant mortality

rate is so high — in some places the infant mortality rate is

such that one out of every two people don't make it to the

age of five."

"People in underdeveloped nations also need offspring to

help in agricultural work and it's not until these natk>ns

complete the developmental process that their people are

secure enough not to need kids." Dreyfus said.

Langston said student support for the Task Force "is

there and we're appreciative of the support we've had from

students and faculty, but it's something we need more of."

"We're going to need people for the week of the fast to talk

to people, hand out leaflets and things like that." "If

someone could gie us just an hour of their time we could

use it."

Duffey speaks to talented

high school students at

luncheon held yesterday
ByJiMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph Duffey invited 34 talented high

school seniors to attend UMass next year

with a tuition waiver, at a luncheon held in

their honor yesterday.

The students are all winners of the 1983

Chancellor's Talent Award Program. The

program was instituted in 1980 to provide

an incentive for talented students in

Massachusetts to attend UMass, said the

program's coordinator. Sarah J. Hamilton.

"I have just chosen the University of

Massachusetts, " Duffey said. "Naturally, I

hope you will choose it also."

The winners of the award, a four year

tuition waiver, were chosen out of about

260 students who took an aptitude test last

April, Hamilton said. The tests had sections

on math and English.

i 'It was a lot easier than the SAT's,'" said

Laurel Starkey of Grafton, ti wirifc^ -of the

competition. "I was pretty excited because

260 kids had taken it," Starkey said.

While the high school juniors were takmg

the examination, their parents were

honored at a luncheon in the campus center.

Hamilton said. She said representatives

from various academic departments and the

financial aid office participated in

discussions with the parents after the

luncheon.

This was the first time the parents were

invited during the testing, Hamilton said.

She said this was to increase the number of

winners who actually would attend UMass

next fall. Last year 42 percent of the

winners actually enrolled in UMass.

Duffey told the students to enjoy their

talents. "Ijcarning can be a thing of

tremendous joy and delight," Duffey said.

However, he said they should consider

the social responsibility that comes with

that talent, pointing toward such historical

and political figures as Albert Einstein,

Theodore Roosevelt and Sen. Bill Bradley.

The students and their parents dined on

salad, cold cut sandwiches, cherry pie.

coffee and lea.

Varioet* academic deans, adminlstratore.

members of fhe new students program and

new students program student counsellors

also attended the luncheon.

"I am a freshman this year." Duffey said.

"When I am just a sophomore I hope you'll

be coming to this institution."

Steve Herman of UMass (right) and Mark Fabi battle it out at the

karate tournament held Saturday at NOPE gym.

THE WOMEN'S WEEK
FOR THE WEEK OF OCT. 25-31

The Women's Week is a calendar of local events for

women. To place an event, contact the Women's Depart-

ment of the Collegian by Friday.

MONDAY: ^^. ^ „^ ,^ „,
"Preening our Common Symbols: Third World Women

Writers" will be held at 4 p.m. in the 6th floor lounge of

Thompson Hall at the University of Massachusetts.

Roberta Ferbandez. a professor from the Women s

Women's Week
Studies Department at UMass will present the lecture.

Sandra M. Gilbert from the University of California at

Davis wil speak on "In Yeats House: The Death and

Resurrection of Sylvia Plath at 8 p.m. in the Neilson

Librarv Browsing Room at Smith College.

TUESDAY:
A workshop on sexual harassment. "The Workplace Hus-

tle," will be held at noon in the UMass Campus Center in

room 917.

WEDNESDAY:
The support group "Adolescent Survivors of Sexual

Assualt" for any adolescent woman who has experienced

a past or recent Sexual assualt will meet at 3 p.m. at the

Everywomans Center.

THURSDAY:
The film "Women in Arms" will be heW at noon in the

Campus Center in room 904-908.

A workshop on "Career and Life Planning" will be held at

7:30 p.m. at the Everywomans Center.
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* Tripp
Cmtinuedjrompa^l
Tripp proposed the current 7V^ percent

wrtax, which he said former Gov. Michael

Dukakis is considering eliminating, be in-

stead targeted solely for "higher educa-

tion, and specifically UMass." He said this

would have involved $162 million

generated by the surtax in 1981, as com-

pared to the University's total budget that

year of $99 million.

"Our prime source of income is educa-

tion," Tripp said, and "the way to attract

industry is a good pool of educated talent.

However, Tripp disagreed with recent ef-

forts to gear the University towards a

mainly science and technology focus. say_

ing the same mistake could be made with

engineers in the 1980's as was made with

teachers in the 1970's.

"It sounds so nice politically," Tripp

said, but "to emphasize one thing is a

rather poor move. We'd have to retrain

these people later."

While calling it "unrealistic" to stake

himself to a promise of not voting for a tax

increase, Tripp advocated a "direct

revenue return" system for dividing state

allocations to the individual cities and

towns by a set percentage of the annual

budget.

This, he said, would eliminate a "con-

tinual course of payoffs and paybacks"

such as that exemplified by a situation in

which he said a mayor of a city "gets down

on his hands and knees" asking for needed

funds and is forced in return to promise

votes for the benefactor politician.

ifOlver
Contintied from page 1

four cents from Ihe 21 in excise taxes now

charged per pack of cigarettes. To avoid an

increase in the price of cigarettes, the

minimum pricing law. which requires that

cigarettes be sold at 12 percent above the

wholesale price, would be rescinded.

Corruption is in every state all govern-

ment all over the country. Olver said. "1

suppose there wUl always be people who

will use their position for personal gains. Is

it any different from Ux fraud? " he said.

Olver added he disliked using tax fraud as

an example because "we're likely to end up

using loose words."

Olver won the support of the

Massachusetts Teacher's Association, the

largest professional association in

Massachusetts, because of his efforts to

make proposition 2V2 work by struggling to

increase local aid to offset 2'/: 's effects.

Photo hj P«tcr Mariii

The Juggler Meadow Morris men and Wake Robin Morris women

perform their song and dance routine on an Amherst sidewalk last

week. =
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Shape Your Own Future
by designing a major

specifically suited to your goals

Some examples: Biological Illustration,

Industrial Pyschology, International Relations

Come to an introductory meeting of the

Bachelor's degree with Individual

Concentration (BDIC) Program, and discover

the choices available to you.

Monday, October 25
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SPRINGSTEEN BARRY MANILOW BOB SEGER

STEVIE NICKS RICK SPRINGFIELD NEIL DIAMOND

PAT BENATAR ALABAMA STEVIE WONDER

LUTHOR VANOROSS JACKSON BROWNE JOHN COUGAR

NEIL YOUNG GENESIS JOURNEY
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J. GEILS ERIC CLAPTON DAVID BOWIE
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• Call for concert info. — 201-461-5650 •
** 'FUTURE CONCERTS* ••

POLICE • GO GO'S • MOTELS • GLEN FREY • DON HIENLEY
TOM PETTY • PRINCE • RANDY MEISNER • KOOL & THE GANG
LAURIE ANDERSON • FLOCK OF SEAGULLS • RUSH • BILLY
SQUIER • ASIA • ALAN PARSONS PROJECT • STEVIE WINWOOD

USTORE
Write for concert info, dates & locations. Send $2.00 plus SASE
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Reagan's talk

very partisan

President Reagan pulled a few quick punches last

Wednesday night by urging the American public to

"Stay the Course" during his network and cable TV
telecast.

Reagan was supposed to give a non-partisan speech, in

response to the historic unemployment figure of 10.1 per-

cent, and he didn't. The facade of an unbiased report on

the state of the economy was an obviously weak front for

the real political message of the speech, which was "Vot«

Republican in the NovemlKT elections." in the speech,

Reagan regurgitated large portions of campaign speeches

he's made in the past few months while stumping for

Republican candidates.

The President even signed into law a job training bill as

Josh Meyer

*

Scientific banter on grey matter

I
read in the Collegian last Friday that a Chicopee man

has come up with a theory on brain function. The

CoUegian story reported that he claims his theory

"reduces the basic drives and the phenomena of creativity,

curiousity, conscience, decisions and volition to concrete

biological processes." The story also said that he achieved

a chance to present his theory through his own efforts,

which consisted of spending Tuesday at the Campus

Center concourse talking to students about his theory.

Well, I find this interesting. Particularly interesting

because 1 came up with my own brain function theory two

years ago. I didn't come out with it then because I wanted

to check and recheck my figures thoroughly and make

sure all the decimal points were m the nght places, ttui

Ed Robinson

now since this man in Chicopee has forced the issue Pve

decided to come out with my theory and beat him U) the

punch.

This is my theory. Millions of years ago the bram was

the laziest part of the btxiy. All other parts of the body

were active: the legs ran and jumped and hopped; the

hands touched and grabbed and threw; the stomach

churned and digested; the heart thumped. But the brain?

He had nothing to do and spent all his time in his room

watching television. He was the saddest little organ you

ever saw. And then one day (and no one knows when, but

most scientists agree it was a Thursday) the brain decided

to stop feeling sorry for himself and to do something about

his problem. He shut off his television set and began to

read as many books as he could lay his hands on. Soon, the

other parts of the body started to respect the brain and

wanted to hang out with him. But by this time the brain

had realized that not only was he as good as the other

parts of the body, he was better. And so the brain snubbed

them all, staying in his room alone, reading, imagining,

and pondering. That is my theory.

And I have still another theory: I think the man from

Chicopee owes me an enormous debt. Some how he pro-

bably got his hands on my unpublished theory, and used it

as the foundation of his own theory. Anyone who has

taken Psych. 101 realizes, I think, that once the origin of

the brain is explained (which I have just done) answering

other questions, like function, is a piece of cake. I hope the

man gives credit where credit is due.

In any case, I wish him well. Some people scoff at him

because he is from outside the academic community. They

think that the academic community has a monopoly on

creativity and ideas. Perhaps, after he makes the formal

presentation of his theory in front of faculty and students,

he should keep in mind the words of our greatest scientist,

Carl Sagan, the man who discovered public television:

"They laughed at Columbus. They laughed at Copernicus.

But they also laughed at Bozo the Clown." Only^time will

tell if his theory, or my theories, or anyl)odys theories are

valuable.

Ed Robiniion us a UMojts student

Letters

We can learn from listening

To the Editor:

After talking at some length with Mr. Kenneth Collins, I

heartily support him in his efforts to present to us his

unified theory of brain function and behavior. At 35 years

of age, Mr. Collins is not a joke or a gag, as passerbys

would believe; he was in the campus center for one reason

only, that being to gain the right to present his theory. He

appears to be quite intelligent and well spoken, as well as

knowledgeable about the brain and "our" current

understanding of it.

As a student studying psychology/neuroscience, I feel

that we owe it to ourselves U) hear what he has to say. He

Senate endorsement inappropriate

indicated that nis years ui resciiiv.. «. (e a.. w.u;gration of

the works of other scientists. By summing, chopping, and,

the true scientist's skill, analyzing the part. Mr. Collins

believes he has come up with a unified theory incor-

porating the efforts of many scholars.

How can we deny ourselves the opportunity to at least

fisten to him?! Afterwards, we can judge for ourselves. We
wish to understand the mystery our brain calls the brain,

and if Mr. Collins thinks he can provide us the platform on

which to build upon, the least we can do is listen. From

listening, we can only evaluate and learn.

Andrew Lehrer
Amherst

To the Editor:

On Wednesday, October 20. the Student Senate at this

University endorced incumbent Senator Olver for the

State Senate. On Friday. October 22, the Collegian

reported charges made by Olver's opponent Jim Tripp of

slanderous politics. We are two concerned senators who

wish to make public our views on this highly significant

issue.

We feel very strongly that the implication of the Oct. 20

endorsement is ulterior to the interests of the students at

UMass. To us. the Senate vote implies that the Senate is a

partisan, special interest group. We object to this im-

plication and feel that the Senate's duty is to represent all

its constituents, not just the views of a majority of its

senators.

We feel it essential to point out that 25,000 students of

varying backgrounds and party affiliations attend this

unversity. There are Republicans. Libertarians, and

Socialists on this campus as well as Democrats. The

Senate's endorsement of Olver implies a consensus among

these diverse political groups. It is obvious to these two

senators that no such consensus exists.

For these reasons we feel that Jim Tripp should get his

apology from the Student Senate. We intend to pursue this

issue. We urge all concerned students to contact their

senators and make their views known before Wednesday's

Senate meeting. This issue leaves no room for apathy.

Jack Merrill

Amherst
David Stanley

Northeast

an attempt to lH)lster fiagging spirits. What was left out

was the fact that he had threatened to veto the bill if it

passed through Congress. (One of the bill's original spon-

sors was Ted Kennedy)

By saying that his administration has made important

progress in the sturggle to start the country "on our way

back to prosperity," Reagan accepted only a tiny part of

the blame for the economy, and glos.sed over the dubious

impact that his policies have had. He used charts to trace

the economic ups and downs of the past few decades, and

kept referring U) the "pounding economic hangover," left

presumably by the Democrats. (Unemployment under

Carter was at worst 7.5 percent) and better when he left

office than when he entered.)

More than anything else, the speech sounded like a

Republican pep talk. It is evident that Reagan was speak-

ing more in the interest of the Republican party than in

the interest of the people. After all, for a speech about the

unemployment crisis, a lot more was said about "Staying

the Course" than about what this course would actually

be. How convenient it is that a free, presidential campaign

ad comes just three weeks before elections!

"Stay the Course," which is also the primary message of

Republican campaign ads. is a sneaky way of asking for

more time to allow present policies to work themselves

out. It is also a subtle means of coercing people to vote

Republican. Instead of referendum voting, or choosing a

candidate on the merit of their stance on particular issues

(like unemployment), the public is being dupe<i mU) voting

on the basis of party politics. The Democrats are guilty of

this too. but they pay for the TV time in which they choose

to advertise.

Eleven million people are out of work, and another i.b

million have stopped looking for a job. Their uncertainty is

being manipulated by a campaign strategy which is bank-

ing on the premise that people would rather stick with the

present policy directions than try something new and

untested.

Whether the present strategy is working or not is not

the question here. The speech is at issue, not the speaker.

Critics will say that the Democrats were given only two

days to come up with a speech and a speaker. So if their

rebuttal sounded like a messy, last-ditch effort by someone

nobody's ever heard of, that's because it was.

President Reagan himself said that the "sheer weight of

all these facts and figures (unemployment, inflation, in-

terest rates, federal spending index rates, etc.) makes

them hard to understand." and that "people are

desperately trying to make sense out of all the statistics,

slogans and political jargon filling the airwaves this elec-

tion year." Everyone is playing the "blame gan.e," he

said.

After hearing this, and then studying a transcript of the

speech given last week, one logins to suspect that Presi-

dent Reagan himself abu.sed the power of his office in

making the speech. He himself is trying to outdo his op-

ponents in the Blame Game, and use these "statistics,

slogans and political jargon" to his party's advantage. If

he had acted this well during his movie days, he would

have won an Academy Award.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnv<t
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in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores. _

BeefBottom
Roundm^69
BeefTopRoundRoast up'°^"'^ ibl.79

BeefRoundTip Roast up<°5'^^^sDAChoK:« ibl.89

Boneless BeefChuckRoast usDAChoce ,^1.69

Cube SteakBeefRound usDAChoce ,^2.49

BeefRoundStew ^SDAChoce Great Beet ,b2.29

BeefEyeRoundSteak usoAChoce Great Beef ,b2.49
"^

Prices effective in

or

Beef
Loin

Poiteiiiouse
T-Bone
Steak
Boneless BeefChuckSteak ^sDAChoce

,, i.89

ShoulderLondon Broil ^'^^"^"^ .bl.99

BeefTopRoundSteak usDAChoce ,^2.39

TopRoundLondon Broil ^^da choce ,^2.49

BeefRoundTip Steak '''^'^^^,, .b2.49

BonelessTop Sirloin Steak ^ >°

"

ib2.99
Hadley-Amherst only

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Amherst only

see Store for Details SHOP
. , . Available In *torea

comer dell featunn< a aenrice deU

Deutschmacher
Franks
199
Alb

Deutschmacher
Liverwurst

59
lb

Whole Oven Ready

Fresh

Legs 189
American Grown ^^k lb

Colonial
Extra Mild
Franks |19
1 lb package ^"

Colonial
Beef
Franks 149

1 lb package ^™

Fresh
Flounder
Fillets 079
Great baked stuffed' ^BW lb

Fresh

Steaks 1 ib

stop & Shop
Rye Bread

69"16 o2 Swedish
Plain or 19 oz

Caraway Rye

Silkience
Shampoo
Conditioiier ^99

or

15oz bottle

'White Gem' with Back

Chicken Leg
Quarters^ Q^
8 to 9 pound package ^^^^^^^t^^^^

ChickenLegs ^^.^^"^^^ ib69

ChickenWings ^^^"^?^^ ib59*

ChickenBreast ^^9^''^''Vo ib99'

Chicken Livers ^:'«°- 3A99'
FreshLeanGroundBeef 'Z ibl.69

Produce Hand-pick exactly what you need at Stop & Shop!

Bartlett iM^^^rown

Firm and juicy, very flavorful. A ^^^^^B ^^^^
naturally sweet dessert! ^^^^^^ ^HHI
New EnglandGrown Bosc Pears ib39

Florida White or Pink

GrTsipefiniit ^ ^^^'^^^

Indian River Qro!l
A juicy half is a tangy nnorning eye-opener' ^^^^ J/^

Cauliflower
Jumbo Snow White ^M^B
So good so many ways, buttered, with cheese ^^^^m^^^^m
sauce or par-boiled, breaded and deep tried! head ^^^^ ^^^^

2 Pound Bag g^ $ m
FreshCarrots Ji'^^'L

Yellow Onions ^«^^° "^ ^'^'^ 5 .««
99'

Fresh Brussel Sprouts .b79'

Fresh Cranberries ^oz package qq'

Three Diamonds
Tuna " '" *

Chunk Light In water
6 V2 ounce can 79
Tomato Soup

stop & Shop
can

Heinz Keg O
Ketchup ^19
Tomato ^H^
32ounce bottle ^^k

Folger*s Coffee
1 lb can 199
Electric, Drip. ^H^
or Regular Grind ^Bi

Apple Jui<^
HalfGallon ^09
Stop & Shop ^B
From concentrate H^B

Friskies Buffet
Cat Food
Assorted Varieties
6'/? ounce can . . . O'"'!

^

Vanity Fair
Towels
2ply 100 sheet roll 59
Breyers
Yogurt €% $1
All Natural. Assorted ^^^^ for ^1^
Flavors. 8 oz cup ^m^^ mBm

Heinz
Deep Fries
Regular or Crinkle Cut
24 ounce package

'

'

'-^^ r.y Sto^^ K Shop Sut'^'mArheii Not 'esponsiWe 'or iypogf*ph'C*i effort

99

Arts
Jackson relaxin'
Joe Jackson
Thursday, October 21

Fine Arts Center

By DEAN RANZO
Collegian Correspondent

Though Joe Jackson wasn't as gcx)d as I

thought he'd be, he still was a touchstone of

metamorphosis via his personality and

music Thursday night at the Fine Arts

Center. He succeeded in -keeping an un

suspecting, rowdy crowd confused and/or

insulted, yet entertained nonetheless.

The Joe Jackson Band (not merely Joe

Jackson on this tour) is the first big name

act I've seen that didn't make use of a

guitar. You wonder how a band that made it

big from such frantic guitar oriented songs

as "I'm The Man." "One More Time." and

"Sunday Papers" can pull off a show

without that attribute. A more aesthetic

reliance on the electric keyboards was

Jackson's answer. Though it proved

Jackson's talent for divergence and was

definitely quality music t'a la Night and

Day, his latest LP), it took away the chance

of hearing him perform "On The Kadio " or

"Look Sharp" in a fashion that people are

famihar with and really want to see. I'm

totally for innovation and change but just

one song with an old Joe Jackson frenzied

guitar riff would have been nice.

Joe Jackson himself, the sure winner of a

Frank Purdue look alike contest, was

dressed like your average Joe. that is if this

was 1946. And he wa-s on the tail end of a

cold. There were a few moments when I

thought he was going to pass out right on

the spot. He looked terrible, wiping his

forehead a lot and taking many deep

breaths. He stuck it out though and his

voice was barely flawed.

The only time his voice failed was when he

repeatedly and rudely lashed out at the

crowd for clapping inappropriately or for

clapping off beat. Some people might have

thought he was funny or just exploiting his

perogative as a musician, but I thought he

was insensitive and just plain arrogant. I

paid good money to see the show and I'll

clap when I damn well want to. Jackson's

audacity prevented the crowd from

acknowledging his emotionally brilliant

vocal display on "A Slow Song." People

were actually afraid to clap during ap

propriate points. 1 was too. I didn't want

him to slop and tell me to fuck off in the

middle of a gorgeous song that Barry

Manilow would envy.

When Jackson wasn't cussing the crowd

he was primarily singing and leading the

band consisting of a bass player, per

cussionist. drummer and two keyboardists

into quite an array of generally easy

listening music. "One More Time" was one

of the heavier tunes of the night dominated

by the powerfully competent bass playing

of Graham Maby. "T.V. Age." though off

the new album, was touched up with some

swing as Jackson blew a mighty .sax.

"Cancer " and "Fridays" had quite the Latin

overtones and succeeded largely due to an

impressive blend of the bongos and ba.ss.

"Is She Really Going Out With Him" was

done in a rather discordant acapello that

Mich to be seen in The Dark
By KARKN BEACIENSKI
Collegian Correspondent

Slowly the lights rise, casting eerie

shadows about the wild mountain setting as

a solemn voice rises on the misty air. the

unstH'n balladeer relatmg to us the haunting

story of the beautiful Barbara Allen. Dark

of the Mmm is the tale of a sensitive wit

chboy who falls in love with the prettiest

member of a dirt poor hillbilly clan, and is

transformed mto a human so he can court

her. He will remain if and only if Barbara is

faithful for one year, a condition which is

manipulated by the contrasting sides of the

earthy folks and theethreal witches.

The cast blends together wonderfully,

creating a mountain community which

scrapes a life out of superstition, barn

dances, and an unshakable faith in the

Lord. Lawrence Cox, as the witch boy who

attempts to join their charmed circle,

succeeded brilliantly in gaining our sym

pathy for his plight. He was especially

effective in the witch boy. as his eyes eerily

dart about the .stage. His lean body seemed

to be controlled by a gravitational force

different from the other characters.

Together with Linda .Amendola as Barbara

Allen, they override all cliches about star

crossed lovers with emotional and very

human performances.

In brief yet striking appearances. /Man

Arenius as the Conjur Man and Jodi Leong

as the Conjur Woman established the

powerful supernatural undertones of the

play, casting a dark, threatening mist on

the community which is powerfully thrust

aside by the Preacher Haggler, played by

Lenny F'gan. Of the remaining cast, each

and every one created from a stereotypical

hillbilly ba.se a unique individual who
contributes in propelling the tension of the

plot upward until its chilling conclusion.

Harry Mahnken's precise and accurate

direction made thorough use of set. The set

of the mysterious mountain oppressively

peering into the hillbilly valley is brutally

threadbare in the dayUght. emphasizing the

scant existence of these hardworking folks.

And yet when shades of blue light dull the

edges and mystify the entire setting we

realize that the supernatural is always

present and not to be ignored. June B.

Gaeke's costumes added to the mood
perfectly, with the mountain people's

salvation army browns and greys con-

trastt>d with the airy, imaginative garments

of the conjurs and witches.

Overall, this production is typical of the

fine entertainment which is produced at the

Rand. Con.sistenlly presented in a totally

professional manner, the high degree of

talent and hard work which goes into one of

these shows is evident from beginning to

end. Dark of the Moon succeeds as fine

drama in every category, with the acting

and other effects melting into a smoothlv

running and attention grabbing production.

Lenny tgan and Dennis Wemm in Dark of the Moon at the Rand

Theatre.

I'ollripan photo by Mirharl Marcoli*

Frank Purdue? Frank Gorshin? Wallace Shawn? No, its Joe Jackson,

in performance Thursday night at the FAC.

was salvaged by Jackson's irrepressible

voice. "Real Man" was by far the classiest

song, setting qpite a laid back mood sup

plemented by some fine piano playing by

Jackson.

My favorite song was the encore. 'I'm The
Man." which featured an excellent electric

jam and the fierce Joe Jackson we're used

to. Following the lone encore Jackson

apologized for not giving a better and

longer show due to his illness.

The Joe Jackson Band was a good show

with some interesting mystical concepts

and fine musicianship, but I do feel that Joe

Jackson should be more appreciative of his

following, especially if he wants the

changes made in his sound to be en

thusiastically received.

Ptioto by N«ncy Notik

The Busboys thrilled and entertained a good sized crowd at the Rusty

Nail Saturday night. The dynamic band kept the dance floor hopping all

night with material from their latest album.

Yo-Yo Ma plays Amherst College

By JOHN C.JENKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The Music at Amherst concert series at

.Amherst College continued Friday with

performances by cellist Yo Yo Ma and

piani-st Lydia Artymiw.

The concert had been an instant sell out

and the standing room only crowd was

further testimony to the incredible wave of

popularity and critical acclaim awarded Yo

Yo Ma. His performance, this one included,

are showcases for the mastery he possesses

over the cello.

The first half of the concert included works

by Shumann and Mendelssohn which

highlighted the talents of both performers.

A sonata by Mendelssohn was a sample of

what the performers were capable of and

the audience could gauge from the

demonstrative behavior of Mr. Ma his

involvement with the piece.

The second half consisted of a Sonata in G
minor by Rachmaninoff which solidified the

partnership between the artists. The
closeness in purpose as they played the

piece produced the excellence for which

both artists are known.
This concert, following closely his per

formance last weekend at Carnegie Hall, is

a prelude to his Boston University

Celebrity Series appearance as well as his

Boston Symphony Orchestra debut the

week of February 10th. Yo Yo Ma will he

playing a Dvorak cello concerto iis part of

the program.
Ms. Artymiw will be in Amherst again

December 11th to perform with the New
England Chamber Orchestra at Amherst

College.

Both performances have much to offer in

the way of talent so any opportunity to see

them should not be missed.
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Save on
your

Srocery
1bills plus

^ ^^ ^ 8&H Green

FINE FOODS «*"-•'•'

76 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST. EFFECTIVE DATES 10/26 - 30

USDA CHOICE

Top Round
Roast

USDA
CHOICE

MOSEYS

Corned Beef
Brisket
2V2-4V2 LBS

USDA CHOICE
I

Point
Cut
Straight $
Cut

FREEZER SPECIAL
ARMOUR VERI BEST NO BLADE BONE

Whole Pork Loins
HOOD

Apple
Juice

Vi GAL

$
14-17 LBS 169LB

MRS.
FILBERTS

^. Golden •

Margarine

ALL
NATURAL
100%
PURE

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1 LB
QTRS

C
Miiiiir. M.ikJ

MINUTE MAID

Orange
Juice

12 OZ
CAN

BREYER'S
ALL NATURAL

Ice Cream

Vj gallon

WITH THIS COUPON i t7.M PUR-
CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS « CIGARETTES. LIMIT ONE
PER CUSTOMER. * ttOfT

SCOTT
^^^^

Jumbo Towels

39*

WITH THIS COUPON & $7 50 PUR
CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS & CIGARETTES. LIMIT ONE
PER CUSTOMER

J TTQfi

SWEET LIFE

Creamy Butter

WITH THIS COUPON A $7.50 PUR-
CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS & CIGARETTES. LIMIT ONE
PER CUSTOMER.

LU87

ROLL

QOOD OCT. 25-30
AT LOUIS FOODS

'V-

I

9

1 LB
QTRS99<

GOOD OCT. 25-30
AT LOUIS FOODS

Free
SWEET LIFE FROZEN

Waffles
6 PK

GOOD OCT. 25-30
AT LOUIS FOODS

Porno Board

meeting just

business talk

BOSTON (AP) - For the

100 representatives of the

multimiliion-doUar industry,

the day was spent discussing

nothing but sex.

But the talk of sex was
strictly business as mem-
bers of the Adult Film
Association of America
gathered in Boston Saturday
to trade views on court

rulings involving por-
nography, the growing X-
rated video cassette market
and ways to clean up the
image of the aduh movie
industry.

There was no display of the
latest adult films. No ac

tresses or actors appeared
at the meeting at the swank
Copley Plaza Hotel.

"Porno stars should be
obscene and not heard." said

David F. Friedman,
chairman of the board of the
ass(x-iation.

Friedman said the X rated
movie business is "a growth
industry," with 784 theaters
aruund the country now
showing sex films lo an
estimated 3 million
customers a week. About 40
of those theaters are located

in New England.

ONEMA
Mon h Tu«s

Midnight Cowboy 7;00
Lenny 9.00

W«d Sat
Pretty Baby I R] 7:00
Atlantic City [R] 9:00

Downtown Amharit

253 542ft

r3E as

Dana HarIow
^HAppy BiRThdAy]

MAy WE llAVE

i TouchdowNS

ForeverI

I lovE you f

Your BAby

acE

/

$12.95
Men's

Acrylic

V-Neck

266 N. Pleasant

Fri till 9 pm
(behind Silverscape)

Sat 10 - 6

253-9729

Monday, October 25. 1982
collegiaa n

Dostard v̂l
Mon - Thurs

$3.00 CoYor

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' HIghbQili

50' Domestic ^••rt

rool TQbl« - Plnboll - VIdM 6Qm«i

H^QL TOUMAMEHT TOHI6HT

-LODESTONE
13 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, Massachusetts

256-0591

-.Vr- ..

The Lodestone

and John Dellaria Salon

request the pleasure

of your company

at its

Annual Holiday Fashion

Collabortive

on

Monday, October 25, 1982

8:30 P.M.

at

Hangar 1 Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts

$3.00

'JOHN DEL^RIA SALO
26 Main Street

Amherst, Massachusetts

253-9271

Ping Pong

Paddles, Balls & Nets

A.J. HASTINGS {
Newsdealer and Stationer 1
45 S. Pleasant St.. Amherst 1

<HMHll*HlHH>»tlWllll»>HIHt''lWtl^

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(abore Matthew Sho—

)

Resumes & Papers
Consultations & Editing
• Theses • Dissertations

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

Hypercurricula

m

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the CoLUgian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Study, plan-

ning, and action toward nuclear disarmament. Help

promote Referendum Question ^s 5 and 6. 6-8:00 p.m.. 428

Student Union.

STAR TREK LIVES! Club Meeting. Films and in-

formation for Star Trek and Science Fiction fans. 7 p.m.

174 Campus Center.

UMASS OUTING CLUB MEETING - Summer 82 and

Artie Whitewater Expedition: slide show and information

by Dr. Jim Abel. Also trip announcements and business

meeting. 7 p.m.. 162 175 CC.

Mount Snow Vermont Tours

"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21. 1983

Jan. 9-14. 1983 Jan. 23-28. 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

Package Includes:
• 5 nights lodging
• A gala welcome party
• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

• Five full skiers' breakfasts

• Four full course dinners
• Ski tour guide & host
• And so much morel

Welcome Get Together Party * Beer Bash

•X-

FIRST AID EMERGENCY CARE WORKSHOP - The

Commuter CoUective and the Health Aid Program are co-

sponsoring a series of seven workshops dealing with health

related issues. This first workshop will focus on how to

administer first aid in an emergency situation. 11:30-12:30

p.m.. Dukes Room. Student Union.

ECUM MEETING - The Ecumenical CouncU meeting

3:00 p.m.. Dukes Room. Student Union.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING - Anyone

willing to help and share ideas about solving the problems

of world hunger is welcome. Plans now in process for Fast

for a World Harvest. 4:30 5:30 p.m.. Student Union.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS - Organization for "Freeze

Campaign." People are needed to canvass the dorms for

Referendum Question «5. Call 545 2661 for info. 6 p.m.. 428

Student Union.

•X> Wine & Cheese Party • Fondue Party * Horse-Drawn

•X> Sleigh Ride * Movies • And so much more

J^ The Mountain of Fun, MT Snow Vermont

•X- All Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and

•K" 16% Hotel Gretulty Service Charge

"i^ Mount Snow Vermont Tours

i PC Box 571, Route 100

"Jt West Dover, Vermont 05356

^ 802-464-2076

*akakakakakakakakakakak3k:k3k3k3k3kaksk:k:k9k9k»

t

•X-

•X-

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING - Come

candy apples in Chenoweth Pilot Plant. 6 p.m.

make

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

Enlarge
UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 17 -M

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

1 1th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN". 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

LAGNAF83

Buy three enlargements
the fourth is FREE!

Pick up a coupon at the Photopatio

counter at the University Store. Order

fours X 7 or 8 X 10 lustre-luxe

enlargements of your favorite color

negatives (110. 126, 35mm or disc) or

35mm slides and the fourth one is FREE!

Hurry, offer expires November 8, 1982.

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

—43(>€TUDENT UNION 545-3437

C^
PHOTOPATIOl

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
at the Campus Center

Doonesbury
Drought to you •vtrydoy

by Gorry Trud^ou

and th*

MQsso€hus«tts Dolly Collegian.
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RECORD

: Entry's must
be on official coupon below

GIVE-AWAY

A Talk Dy '

Dernodette Devlin McAllskey
on

Human Rights In Ireland

TODAY
1 2:00 Hoon

Student Union Dollroom

Sponsored by:

Irish Solidarity Committ#« N^wmon Club

RodicQl Student Urtion Southwest Ar^o Govt
UMqss Studont S^not* Commuter Coil»ctlv«

partial list jlj!• GroduQt* Student Senate

Nome
Phone.

Address

I

I

Record Album Drowing Oct 29
I—
I—
I—
I

deposit coupons ot Record Dept |

^XjmVERSITYx
MsTOREf\

S

NOMINATIONS
for Distinguished Teachers Awards Program

any TA or Professor that has

taught a course over the past two semesters

is eligible

Send your letter of recommendation to:

Distinguished Teachers Ai^ards Coxninittec

Graduate Student Senate
917 Campus Center

Deadline: Friday, Nov. 5th

4:
^*^ iis!tCK^

l^y

f /

y

I This reminder is brought to you
by your friendly neighborhood
yearbook staff.

"

Attention Fall Graduates:

Senior Pictures will be taken

the week of November 15

appointnnents can be made by stopping by

Campus Center room 103 or calling 5-2874

ITS THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 1st

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK-
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

tr^ UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(Q) physical pant didg

Monday, October 25, 1982

Doonesbury

.Collegian is

by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
mfeoopTO

-' JHIN60V6R.

: ATiABOR'
\
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

SOME 9^09^1 COMPLAIN

/\BOUT THE ao^Liry^

Of EOUCATION AT

\jhAss, /v^wmJT.
^ O-OOD COf4$Ol.ATlON.

Wf7\^

THE OMiU^iON GOWNjj
0(i£ATTO W€^R

0/V youfKCAR^

- u?

ACROSS
1 Sound of

disapproval

5 Stnger R«ese
10 Smooth
14 Lose traction

15 Noisv

16 FaithTuI

17 Cok>rfulduck

18 Layers home
19 Sponsorship
20 Criminologist s

phrase
23 "The 01

a Tub"
24 Have a late bite

25 Meritorious

28 Neptune's symbol
32 Zodiac sign

33 Belts

34 Pentagon abtx

36 Construction

piece

37 Take pride in

orte's achieve-

ment
38 ftorthern game

lish

39 Appropriate

40 Traveler's choice

41 Finished for travel

42 Graduated, in

away
44 ExtraTerrestlals,

for one

45 Cnlicfsm
46 Laurel to Hardy
47 Anna.Magnani

award-winning
film 1955

53 Hazy
54 More indisposed
55 Swirl

57 Wing Fr

58 Witch town
59 Papyrus
60 Unit of area.

'/* acre

61 Maior Hoople s

expletives

62 Ladies of Spam
Abbr

DOWN
1 Pres monogram
2 Holly

3 Former name for

Thailand

4 What some
decorators do

5 ". see through

a glass "

6 Notched
7 Pillage

8 Tie up with rope

9 Deep-bored well

10 Treeless tract

ot Asia

11 Jason's ship

1? NigMlinitv 111

N^n'ps
13 — f'lainos

21 Stadium sounds
22 Froth

25 Street child

26 Spaceman s path
27 Vaquero s

equipment

28 Held at bay
29 Lively dance
30 Ingenuous
31 Captured
33 TVs Johnson
35 Agents, for short

37 Dolphin km
38 Tinterettoand

others

40 Learn by ear

41 City map
43 Raided tor booty
44 Sergeant
46 Prancer
47 Singing group
48 Symtxjiol

goodness
49 Waste at a

smeltery

50 Singer Fitzgerald

51 Stettin s river

52 Modern concert

halls

53 Nosy fish

56 Football

measures: Abbr

h

Under The Influence by M. Joyce
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WEATHER

Mostly sunny today.

High temperatures from

the mid 40s to the mid SOt.

Clear tonight. Lows in the

30s and low 40s. Mostly

sunny and milder

tomorrow. Highs in the 50s

and low 60s.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

GOOP EM5NIN0. FWNK
REVtOPS R3R ABC News.
FOR 1WI6HT'5 TOP STORY,

6CT'5GO«GMTTO5AW\
PONAtPSOl ATlHe
WHITE H0v;5e...5AW?

0DB0P-l\UX)-eOPf
I THINK

5A^\HA5
FHEAKEPCVf.

RXK5, eviPEHTiy

SAM HAS

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am
9-noon

12-3pm
3-5:30

5:30-6

6-7

7-10

10-2am

2-6

R 'n' B Wake-up with Ken Johnston

Jazz with Dave Hart

Free as the Wind with Mahogony

Black Contemporary with Merritt

Anthony
Newswatch
People's Perspective

Concepto Latino

Rootsman Connection with Art

Tillman

Night Club with Evan Abramowitz

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNEK
Veal Parmesan

Ham Steak/Pineapple Rings

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

Eggplant Parmigiana

Associate News Editor Wanted

The Collegian needs an associate news

editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-

perience in newswriting and reporting is

necessary but we provide training. Low
pay but great experience. All UMass
students are encouraged to apply. Apply

before Nov. 5 to Michael Foley, news

editor, in the Collegian office, 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor-

;unitv employer.

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & GPC

Daily Programming Scheaule

Monday Oct. 25

Wake up and die right video

10:30 - 12:00 Sean Sands talks of Pro-

blems of Northern Ireland

12:00 - 1:30 The Neighborhoods wail-

ing in the wall

1:30 - 2:00 May the Force be with

You

EARTHFOODS MENU
Vegetable Chow Mem

over Rice

Green Salad

Black Bean Bread
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Women booters win over weekend
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Sometimes no matter how hard you try

nothing seems to go right for you. It was
that type of weekend for the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team. The
Minutewomen nipped stubborn Yale-

University, 1-0 on Saturday, on a Kristi

Kelly goal with 19 seconds left in the game
and beat Penn State. 3-0 on Sunday, but

that win was clouded by a protest of the

game.
With the two wins. UMass raises their

record to 11 3. On Saturday, the

Minutewomen. ranked 7th in the country,

traveled to New Haven, Ct. and barely

snuck out with a win. UMass outshot Yale

35-0. but could not score. The stubborn

Yale defense did just enough to keep UM off

the board.

"We dominated the game. " said head
coach Kalekeni Banda. "but we couldn't put
the ball in the net. We had the chances to do
it, but we didn't have the timing."

But Massachusetts, led by back Lori

Stukes, took charge in the final minutes of

the contest. The Yale defense collapsed

around Stukes, who passed the ball off to

Susan Bird. The freshman Bird passed the
ball to a wide-open Kelly who popped the

goal home with 19 seconds left on the clock.

"Lori set up the play," commented
assistant coach Jim Williams. "Kristi

played exceptionally well." The UMass
defense played well but the offense just

couldn't finish off the lady Bulldogs.

Against Penn State, yesterday, the

Minutewomen played well and dominated
most of the game enroute to a 3-0 win, that

Penn State will protest. Penn State coach
Dan Palumbo will protest the game because

ri

Take a look at the real

i-'World Series awards
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Correspondent

As the World Series came and went, it

was realized that only one award, the Most

Valuable Player Award, would be officially

presented. With so many more plays,

players and media deserving more at-

tention, it was decided that these

momentos of recognition should be handed

out.

THE "YOU'RE IN GOOD HANDS"
AWARD. To Ben OgUvie, whose play in

leftfield over the final two weeks of the

regular season and throughout the playoffs

made the strongest case yet for the

designated hitter rule. Yes, that's even

including the catch against Baltimore.

THE HEAD OVER HEELS AWARD: To
Ozzie Smith for his perfect execution of a

front flip, followed by a back flip on the way
out to his position before game seven. No
kiddin'. he really did it.

THE FENWAY FRANK HOTDOGGER
AWARD: To Juaquin Andujar, whose
constant finger pointing and antics on the

mound nearly caused a brawl with

Milwaukee's Jim Gantner in game seven.

THE COMMENTATOR QUOTE
AWARD: To Joe Garagiola, who. after

watching Smith and Andujar do their thing,

commented, "We may need a big jar of

mustard for all the hot dogs we've seen so

far."

THE FOOT IN MOUTH AWARD: To
Milwaukee pitcher Moose Haas who, after

pitching a terrific game against California in

the A.L. playoffs, commented that he had
never agreed with his assignment to the

bullpen the final weeks of the season, and
that getting starts in the playoffs only

reflected management's late agreement
with his point of view. Sour grapes or

whatever, Moose the magnificent went out

and promptly got wracked for seven hits

and five runs in five and one third innings in

game four.

THE MR. NICE GUY AWARD: To
George Hendrick. who held his swing, as
catcher Ted Simmons moved up in the box
to get better positioning on Lonnie Smith's
attempt to steal home. Had Mr. Hendrick
not done so, Mr. Simmons head may have
been deposited in the leftfield seats.

THE GREAT DISAPPEARING ACT
AWARD: To Paul Molitor. who after going

5-5 in game one, hit a whopping .192 the

remainder of the series. Gorman Thomas
might have won this one with his equally

depressive .120 hatting average, but ole'

Stormin' was practically invisible the

ENTIRE series.

THE GREAT RE APPEARING ACT
AWARD: To Keith Hernandez, who after

going 0-15 in games one through four went
7-11 with eight runs batted in for games
five through seven.

THE NEWEST CATCH PHRASE
AWARD: To rookie John Stuper, whose
brilliant performance in game six started

the call "Stuper was Super." Try saying
that three times fast.

THE SHOCKER AWARD: To Byron

Day, who conducted an interview with

Commissioner Bowie Kuhn in a thunder and

lightning storm during game six using his

electrical microphone. Smart move.

And finally.

THE BEST BROADCASTING AWARD:
To NBC, who just as Garagiola and Tony
Kubek finished commentating on how no

player had made a big mistake that would

be remembered, hit the part of the series

highlight film showing St. Louis' pitcher

Dave LaPoint dropping a toss to first which

led to six unearned Brewer runs in game
four.

Salazar captures close New

York Marathon over Gomez
NEW YORK (AP) - Alberto Salazar.

conserving his energy, powered past

Mexico's Rodolfo Gomez in the stretch

Sunday and won the New York City

Marathon for the third consecutive year in a

dramatic finish, in 2 hours, 9 minutes. 29

seconds.

"I was saving it (energy) for my last

surge," said the confident Salazar, who is

unbeaten in four marathons, including last

April's Boston Marathon.

The 24-year-old Cuban-born Salazar, who
now lives and trains in Eugene, Ore.,

needed every ounce of energy to outlast the

dogged Gomez, 31. undefeated in three

previous marathons this year.

The 1-2 finish by Salazar and Gomez
matched their positions in the 1980 New
York City Marathon. But two years ago,

Salazar won handily. This time, Gomez

gave him a fight to the finish.

Starting about the 21-raile mark of the 26-

boroughs. the two ran side—by— side,
never more than a step or two apart until
they headed for the finish line in Central
Park.

Then, the bigger and stronger balazar

made his winning surge through a cloud of

dirt, finally putting away the gritty Gomez,
who was clocked in a personal best of

2:09:33.

After the two crossed the finish line, they
embraced warmly, knowing they had
produced a scintillating "Duel in the Sun,"
before a huge national television audience
and a crowd estimated at three million

spectators along the route.

Another embrace at the finish line took
place between Crete Waitz and her
husband Jack, after the 29 year-old Nor

the officials, which are the responsibility of

the home team, were 1 hour and 15 minutes

late for the scheduled 1p.m. kickoff.

Rules allow up to a 45 minute delay of the

starting time. If the protest was ruled in

Penn State's favor. UMass could lose the

game by forfeit.

Back on the field. Nadia Komarowski and

Debbie Harackiewicz played exceptionally

as they staked UM out to a 2-0 lead.

Komarowski. who assisted on both goals,

and Lynne Raymond helped set up the

goals. both scored by forward
Harackiewicz.

All-American Nina Holmstrom scored the

third goal with a beautiful shot on a follow

up from another shot. Holmstrom. who
played her best game of the year, according

to Williams, was all over the field leading

the UM offense.

The whole team plafed well on both

defense and offense. No one player can be

singled out, because they all played well.

"It was a good game," said Banda. "I was

glad to see them play well today to sharpen

up for Harvard." The Minutewomen face a

crucial game with the Crimson tomorrow

for a possible berth in the NCAA playoffs.

UMass controls their own destiny. With a

win on Tuesday, UMass is assured of the

top ranking in the New England region and

a berth in the playoffs.

UMass. ranked third overall in New
England behind UConn (1) and Brown (2),

are undefeated in NCAA New England

region play. The New Ehgland region in-

cludes Mass., NH, VT, and Maine. UConn
and Brown are in the NCAA Northeast

region.

"We can't afford to lose (to Harvard),"

said Banda. Game time is 2:30 tomorrow
at Boyden Field.

C«H«fiaa piwto hj Ratit Watten

Caroline Gardiner is shown on her way to placing: first for the UMass
women's cross-country team and fourth overall in a four team meet
yesterday at UMass. Her time was 18:34.

wegian had won the women's race lor the

fourth time in five years. In finishing a

marathon for the first time since winning
the New York City event for the third

straight time in 1980, she was timed in

2:27:14.

Both winners were short of the world-

bests, set in this race last year — 2:08:13 by

Salazar and 2:25:29 by New Zealander

Allison Roe, who was unable to defend her

title this time because of an Achilles tendon

injury.

The men's race was expected to be

reminiscent of the Boston Marathon, where

Salazar outkicked Dick Beardsley by two
seconds. But Beardsley suffered a leg

cramp about the nine-mile mark and
finished 30th.

"I'm sorry I didn't give Al a better race,"

Beardsley said. "I felt very prepared and
confident, but I just didn't have it today."

Instead, it was Gomez who fought it out

with the favored Salazar.

"The last three miles I had pains in m}
stomach." said Gomez. "When Salaza.

changed the pace (with a rapid 4:31 mile

from the 25th to the 26th mile). I couldn't

follow him. I was surprised when he in-

creased the temoo drastically.

Sports Notices Sports Notices

Mandatory meeting for all candidates and

returning women lacrosse players tonight

at 6 p.m. in NOPE 157.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEp™ Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline Is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ANNIVERSARY

D Happy Ist I hope we have many more
Love D

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Ford Torino exc cond $950 or BO call

549-4147

BELLYGRAMSII

Deiivsrad by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

FOR RENT

Bedroom with kitchen. All utilities except

phone. On bus route Hadley $45.00 per

week call 549-1631 available immediately

Room in Amherst family home $150/mo

on busline 549-1536

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $65 1 283 7805

Pioneer integrated amp 75 w/ch $146

Happy Birthday Jeanne! You're the

greatest roommate in the world! Have an

excellent day I Happy 21st Gwen

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/Corona Del Mar. CA 92625

Administrator UMass Recycling Project^

dependable person sought. Year round.'

306 SUB

INSTRUCTION

Math Tutoring 549-6612

Akai top of line reel to reel w/autorev $265

6^54^
'

'82 Olin Mark VII skis. Never used Great

deal $175.00 David 253 3588

Woman's large maroon leather jacket

with removable hood, good condition,

$4000 call Maria 256 0179

Convertible 1973 VW new top, snows.

AM^ $3500 617544 6556

1980/1981 Jawa Moped. New Less than

100 miles $299.00 (6171 665-5724 aher 6 PM

FOUND
~

Glasses in 231 Herter on 8/14/82 clear

glass. . .silver (rames gray ends. . maroon
case. Call Joe 665-4694 after 600 PM
Found: gold ladies watch. Call karen at

5468866

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JEANNE MELIAIII

Tutor wanted for math 233 oncampus

please call collect 788-8243

LOST

Silver chain with flower pendant 10/18

very sentimental - reward! Sue 253-7890

Gold bracelet Tobin area reward 546-1407

Keys lost neer Hampshire Mall rainbow

key chain call 546-4829 reward

MORE RECORD MANIAI ~
What to Bruce and Romeo Void have in

common? They're both on sale this week
atU.R.U.!

MOTORCYCLE
~

1975 Honda 300CL excellent condition

9000 miles sissy bar $650 or BO call Mike

546-9041 __^^^___^_^_
PERSONALS

Scooby:
Done any leg throws lately? They're good
for both you and your partner. Love those

pictures on the wall. Huyaa, huyaall

Splaural

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

DISTRIBUTOR OPPORTUNITIES Texas

Instruments home computer ground floor

multi level marketing money making oppor-

tunities - no risk, no inventory investments

Demonstration Tues 10/26 7:30 CC room
1 69 call Grace or Paul after 5 665-2494

Sigma Kappa Open Rush
Come join us for dinner at 5:00

Tues. Oct. 26

Wed. Oct. 27

Thurs. Oct. 28

19 Allen St. behind BKO
RSVP at 256-6887

Love ya Max
Happy Birthday

the women of 1 -South

Here it is, Indra-

I talked to Chuck. What I thought was

confirmed. Now isn't that something!

-S.

Happy Birthday Wendy O'Williams you

woman & !4! Have a super one! Friends

always Guess Who
Michael love and kisses and thanks PS do
call

Candy Apples are comingi

ROOM WANTED

Young couple looking for room or one

bdrm apt for next semester 523-5249 Mar-

tha

Male will

253-5896

share room prefer sir>gle

SERVICES

Stick it in your earl! Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

•singles tool 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs, Amh. 253-3324

Kingbid:

I wish to you the maximum tortures of

plateauism. Two fingers to you-
Queenic

Happy 21st B-days Sandra D Gold 10-24

Sherri Leigh June 10-27 two sweet linle

ladies

Sandy G Happy Birthday 10/24 hope it

was the best ever! Love llene

Stevie My roommate is a smurf . She needs

a date Saturday. Will you do it?

Hey Mike - talk is cheap

Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Delta Tau
I all Univ women are invited to D
G Rush Dinner E

M Tuesday Oct 26 L

A Wednesday Oct 27 T
Thursday Oct 28 A

D for more info call 546-0627

Eelta Tau Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Delta

Paul Marmai goes hog-wildl Leave our

t)eds out of it!

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. It interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 o r Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Val or Bonnie
584-6940

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
Professional overnight typing at reasonable

rates call Jim at 546-7042~
S.D.G.

~

Happy Birthday San love Louis

SONY VIDEOTAPES

Best video available used y* inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min - $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min $10. 617-757-3165 or 617-752-3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Call

Doug 546-8185

WANTED

call Steve 586 4512

DRUMMER WANTED- Zeppelin, Rush,

etc covers. Rehearsal space available.

UMASS Band Ca ll 6-8651.

Immediately - intermediate accounting

book call now! Tom at 253 5482

Female wants room in apt. or house on

bus route. Immediate occupancy. Please

call 256-6612

Star Trek Lives! Club meeting Oct. 25

Time 7 11 pm Room 174 Campus Center

Films, Info for ST & SF fans all welcome!

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gokl and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

<5t Amherst, 256-0710

^//'y

-BEATLES • ELVIS-
JETHRO TULL

Oct. 25

thru
Oct. 29

SINATRA • SLUNGTOSJ
GLO«(A. GAY/V/OR

-SIMON QGARFUWKEL-
— JUDV GARLAMD
-EARTH, W/NO e^FlRE «fc.-

72?/5^^/^ P/l/O

Hours f5,U]VIVERSITy i

10-4 %iSTORE*_J
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Boston University runs over UMass
Terriers end it early

with 28point first half
By KEVIN DeLUCA
Collej^ian Staff

Disastrous is the best way to describe the

University of Massachusetts football teams
performance at Nickerson Field Saturday,

as the Boston University Terriers routed

the Minutemen 42 6.

The loss was surely UMass' worst per

formance and most disheartening game of

the year, for there were really no positives

to point to.

Of course. Garry Pearson had his usual

100 yard ^a""'. picking up 111 yards on 23

carries, but other than Pearson, things

were rather bleak for the Minutemen.

For the second straight week, the injury

riddled I'Mass defense surrendered 42

points. 28 of those points in the first half.

BU made it Uwk easy with super

sophomore tailback Paul Lewis scampering

through gaping h( le., and quarterback Jim

English completing passes at will, as well as

making timely gains on the ground.

Lewis finished the day with 177 yards on

25 carries, 165 of those yards coming in the

first half. liewis scored three touchdowns

on the day before leaving the game in the

third quarter with a bruised lower back.

Meanwhile. English rushed for 81 yards

of his own while completing 12 of 20 passes

for 131 yards.

Of course, part of the I'Mass problem on

defense, besides the play of the BU offense,

was. once again, injuries.

UMass plyers were dropping all over the

turf. Middle guard Dan Hrennan and right

end Todd Uomeau. both just returning from

PRobinson remembered for

breaking color barrier
By ELLIOTT K.\LB
Collegian Staff

There are a lot of things wrong with

professional sports these days. The NFL
players are staging a strike that is up

setting the regular rhythms of my Sunday

afterncMins. fconomics and free agency

have replaced loyally to cities and fans; and

for I he most part, professional athletes

show as much enthusiasm a> 1 do \Nhen I

make the effort m attend mv ;:."«) class on

Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Still, there are a lot ol wonderful

moments in sport, excitmg. poignant and

he;irt breaking. Times in which we should

have the inhuman capability to freeze for

eternity.

There are also times in which to«> much
importance is placed uptm "ihe (iame" — an

i-niphuMs the media, in a large part, per

petu.iles.

That is why this Ci)lumn will not speak of

the just c«»ncluded VVoplil S«'ries. However,

it will remember a man who retired trom

baseball in 19.^7. and without whom the

re<"ently concluded World Series land all

others' would be a farce. .Jackie Kobinson

died ten years ago tt»day (October 24, 1972).

ten days alter ihrowmg out the first ball in

the 1972 World Srries.

Until li»47. an unwritten agreement

between the tiwners of the 16 major league

ballclub.s had barred all black players from

competing in the American League or the

National League. Kobinson broke that

barrier.

Jackie Kobinson was not the greatest

baseball player of all time. He wasn't even

the best ballplayer from the old Negro

leagues in existence at the lime. But there

was never any doubt about his ability to

play. Kobinson was a legitimate Hall of

F'amer, w ith a lifetime batting average over

290.

But statistics don I begin to tell the

Jackie Kobinson ?lory. Space limitations

prohibit telling it in a column like this. For

those interested. Koger Kahn's superb b(K)k

Tht B<iys ((/ .Summer and Howard Uosell's

autobiography ('<is*U reveal insight into the

incredible courage and fortitude of this

man.

College aged fans like myself have ob

viously never seen Kobinson play. We are

told he was the greatest competitor there

ever was He was an expert hasfpunner. a

vi'r.satile and poi.sed fielder.

.According to Julius Lester, an Airo

.Vmerican studies profe.ssor at UMass and

currently .Acting Director for the Institute

for Advanced Study in the Humanities,

Kobinson had a monumental impact on

baseball, and in .s(KMety.

"With every year, my admiration for the

character of the man increases." said

Lester. 'People speak of pressure games,

but being the center of attention for the

whole nation to sj-e. e\»'ry game wiis a

pressure gam<> for Kobinson."

Kobinson died at 53, a victim ol

dehabilitaiing disea.ses which had cost

Kobinson most of his eyesight in his last

years. The abuses directed at Jackie

short en«'d his life considerably.

Jackie Kobinson never lived to see the

day that Henry .Aaron would break Babe

Kuth's lifetime homerun record, or the day

that another Kobinson. Frank, would

become the first black manager in ba-seballs

histt)ry with the Cleveland Indians in 1977.

It's so hard to imagine baseball without

Keggie Jackson. Willie Mays. Bob Gibson,

el.al.. and the contributions that they have

made.

Il wasn't so long ago the Jackie Kobinson

was given the first chance that any black

had been given. Courage is often cUched in

sport, used seldomly the way it was meant.

Jackie Kobinson defined courage.

Womei pikers lose tourney
By OEKKY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

COLLEGE PAKK. MI) - Sch(K)l is out for

the University of Massachusetts women's
volleyball team and it's time to reap the

benefits. The Minutewomen finished the

last phase of their schooling this past

weekend at the University of Maryland
tournament.

Even though the Minutewomen lost all

four of their matches, they played very well

and gained some valuable insight and

experience.

"I was very pleased with our per

formance," said head coach Elaine S<iriino.

"We made a very good showing. Everyone

knew that we were the only Division II

team there and how young we were and we
still received a lot of compliments."

I .Mass (lid well trom the start. .Against

15th ranked (nationally I Kutgers in

Massachusetts' opening match. UMass got

on the scoreboard first in both games.

UMass held a 2 advantage in one game.

Kutgers eventually won 11-15, 7- 15.

"We did everything we knew how to score

points," said Sortino. "We executed well

and even made some blocks." The Scarlet

Knights had a front line that had heights

ranging from 62 to 6'4.

Massachusetts played lough against

George Washington and U)st 12 15. 11 15.

The spikers also dropped a pair to Clemson

9 15. 13 15.

Sortino instituted a new lineup in order to

offset the advantage the taller Kutgers,

(ieorge Washington, and Clenison teams

had over the Minutewomen. Five foot-ten

inch Mary Ellen Normon was switching

injuries, were among the more prominent

casualties.

The constant turnover in personnel due

to the injuries has obviously taken its toll.

"We just got the heck kicked out of us,

that's all." said UMass coach Bob Pickett.

"No, I have not had any team hit with in

juries as hard as this one. The lack of a

consistent defensive unit has hurt us a lot.

You win with defense. But I don't want to

make excuses. BU played well."

The UMass offense, as the six points

indicate, had nearly as many problems as

the defense. They had only one sustained

drive in the first half which ended when
fullback Tom Murray was stopped on fourth

down by BU defensive end Tony Brown.

The BU offense decided the contest early.

After the teams exchanged punts, BU went

on a tear, scoring four straight touchdowns

while the Minutemen were held scoreless.

The Terriers offense revolved around the

running of Lewis an • the passing of

English. English's favorite target was

freshman flanker Bill Brooks, and with good

reason. Brooks was like a human vaccum,

sucking up all passes in his direction.

The second half was academic as the

Minutemen found themselves on the short

end of a 28 halftime score. At least the

Minutemen got on the scoreboard when
quarterback Barrett McGrath threw a 35

yard touchdown pass to flanker Kevin

Jackson in the third quarter.

All in all, it was a lost cause for the

Minutemen.
"We expected a close game. In all fair-

ness, I think they were a little banged up,"

commented BU head coach Rick Taylor.

How does Pickett see the rest of the

UMass schedule'.^

"It's going to be tough. I hope we finish

out strong, and play up to our ability. I hope

the reason for our poor play has been

inexperience," said Pickett. "Time will tell

our potential."

The BU game was the final road game of

the season for the Minutemen. With the

final four games of the year at home, maybe

thev will find home to be a haven.

#

APLMMTboto

Alberto Salazar raises three fingers sigiiifying his third straight

marathon victory as he crosses the finish line four seconds ahead of se-

cond place Rodolpho Gomez in the New York City marathon. See story

on page 14.

with setter Patti (Jrant. when Grant was
retreated to the front row. Five foot eleven

inch Leslie Smith took setter Karen Got-

te.sman's place when she rotated to the

front line. Thus, there was never the

shorter setters in the front row while there

was always Grant or Gottesman in the back

row to set.

Freshman Sue Mudry played very well,

especially in the Rutgers game when she

had six straight service aces.

So, now Massachusetts heads into what

Sortino call the "bread and guts" of the

season. Upcoming matches include Smith,

the 12th ranked team in the nation in

Division III, tomorrow night, the state

championships, and meets against
Springfield and Southern Connecticut

Slate.

"We've learned what we have to learn,"

said Sortino. "and now it is time to start

pulling it together."

A key match for UMass will be against

Smith College, tomorrow night in NOPE.
The spikers from Northampton are a team
to be reckoned with. The Unicorns finished

second in the state last year, while UM
placed third. Game time is at 7 p.m. for the

best of five match.

Booters fall to Westfield
The University of Massachusetts men's

.soccer team dropped its sixth game of the
season on Saturday against Holy Cross
College, 2 1. The Minutemen travel to

Westfield State College on Wednesday,
when thev "-n nhv under the lights in an

attempt to regain a .500 record. The
booters are now 4 6-2 overall this year.

The Minutemen next homf game will be

on November 3, against Springfield

College.
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Chancellor Diiffey

Photo by Brynne Clarke

by Deanna McRae

The recent change in the organizational struc-

ture of the Chancellor's Office, removing substa-

tional administrative departments from the jurisdic-

tion of the first Black woman to hold the position of

Assistant Chancellor and Director of the Office of

•Planning and Budget, Marie Reid. prompts NUM-
MO to investigate the specific changes and to ex-

plore their significant effects on the Third World

community.

Marie Reid was hired in April 1980, as the

Director of the Office of Planning and Budget and

was promoted in March of 1981 to Assistant

Chancellor by former Chancellor Henry Koffler As

Assistant Chancellor, Ms. Reid was assigned three

offices to supervise, Ombudsperson, Human Rela-

tions, and the Medation Project. In addition she

was temporarily assigned supervision of Affir-

mative Action and University Relations and

Development, which includes the offices of ;
Alumni

and Development , Public Information and Publica-

tions, State Relations, and Community Relations

and Special Projects. These were temporaries

assigned until such time as a Vice Chancellor for

University Relations and Development was hired.

These temporary responsibilities still report to Ms.

Reid under Chancellor Duffey's reorganization.

However, according to Ms. Reid, half of her per-

manently assigned duties as Director of the Office

of Planning and Dudget and all of her duties as

Assistant Chancellor have been /emoved or as

Chancellor Duffey stated in NUMMO s interview

with him, "reassigned."

Deidra Ling, former acting Assistant

Chancellor appointed by acting Chancellor Baritz

has now been appointed as the permanent Assistant

Chancellor. (It s>iould be noted that Dr. Ling was

the acting Assistant Chancellor for five months

while Ms. iveiQ was sun tne Assistant Chancellor).

The remaining functions of Human Relations, Om-
budsperson, and the Mediation Project have been

designated to Lou Fischer, the former acting, now

permanent Associate to the Chancellor.

Ms. Reid has been asked by Acting Vice

Chancellor, Jack Denyse to sign a contract renewal

declaring Ms. Reid as Associate Vice Chancellor for

Budget. Ms. Reid told us in our interview with her

that, "this is an unacceptable title because it does

not correspond with my extensive training and ex-

perience." Ms. Reid, therefore, states that she

views the organizational change as a demotion, that

is a direct result of her outspokeness on the issues of

racism, sexism, and those issues affecting the cam-

pus community. However, Chancellor Duffey when

asked if he viewed the change as a demotion for Ms.

Reid responded, "absolutely not. She's still our

principal officer in regards to budget. NUMMO
has provided the diagram below to show the basic

administrative areas affected by the recent

reorganization, and illustrates the change in Mane
Reid s status.

"I have been active in funding issues affecting

areas like the Billingual Collegiate Program the

Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black

and Other Minority Students, as well as, issues of

human rights and equity of treatment in the hiring

and promotion of Third World persons on campus ,

stated Ms. Reid. In addition, she has served as a

member of the Executive Committee of the Minori-

ty Coalition on campus which brings discriminatory

practices to the attention of the campus administra-

tion. She is also the President of the Minority

Educators Group in the Commonwealth, and the

President of the New England Minorit^r Women Ad-

ministrators Oreranization. Ms. Reid savs that

through these groups she has been consistently

outspoken on issues regarding discrimination and

decreases on Third World students and faculty

members. She believes that this is the sort of think

that has led to the recent reorganization in regards

to her position.

Chancellor Duffey was asked if he had an-

ticipated that a controversy of any sort would arise

from the Third World community as a result of a

Third World person in the administrative sector be-

ing removed from his executive staff and therefore,

no longer contributing input into recomendationft

on policy making. He responded by saying that,"the

experiences in the Third World community are such

that people look carefully at the re-assignment of

responsibilities anytime they are made to see that

they were done with an eve towards management
rather than prediudice." He continued by stating,

"I don't believe tnat there is anything in this situa-

tion that involves discrimination. I also think that

these matters ought to be looked at. I didn't an-

ticipate any controversy."

Ms. Reid says that she does not wish to pursue

legal action, and hopes that future discussions with

Chancellor Duffey will resolve this matter.

However, NUMMO will continue to investigate fur-

ther Ms. Reids' allegations that the change m the

organization of her office was a planned

discriminatory act.
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The Last Wave From Port Chicago

by Peter Vogel

c 1982 Peter Vogel, Reprinted by permission

of the Black Scholar Spring 1982 issv£

Editors Note-This is the Second Part of a Three Part

Series on Peter Vogel's essay, "Last Wave at Port

Chicago", which reveals the evidence that suggests that the

Port^hxcago explosion may have been an atomic disaster.

Reorinted as it appears in the Spring issue of the Black

Scnolar.

SPECIFICATION

Having in hand the data for the production of

U-235 for the years 1943 through 1949, it became

necessary, in order to further develop the

hypothesis that a nuclear device had been detonated

at Port Chicago, to learn at what date the

Hiroshima U-235 gun weapon had been specified.

This information is not readily apparent in publish-

ed literature, but a careful reading of the 600 pages

of the Manhattan District History discloses

enough information to accurately date the final

specification of the Hiroshima weapon as having

been completed by mid-February. 1944. An example

of this information appears in paragraph 5-1 'oi

Volume 1 of that document, where it is stated that

"by February 1944....sufficiently accurate calcula-

tions had been made so that, for the U-235 gun.

Group T-2 specified the actual bore." This implied

that the length and diameter of the gun bore, the

dimensions and weight of the projectile and target,

the tampering, and the rate of acceleration of the

projectile by Uie propellant charge all were known.

Confident of this date, I requested that the

Classification Office at Los Alamos declassify for

my use Volume XXI of the Los Alamos Technical

Series. The Gun, written by the late Harvard

University professor, Albert Francis Birch The

Gun earned a "top secret" classification, and still

does. The work is, according to one source, ''A

survey of the experimental gun program froni the

early tests to the development of the Hiroshima

bomb. This volune includes design specifications

and a discussion of the interior ballistics of the

gun"

The Gun is the only document which has not been

declassified at my request and 1 am grateful to Mr.

Joseph Watts of the Classification Office who has

been so cooperative in the matter of declassifying

documents under his jurisdiction at Los Alamos

The denial of declassification of The Gun was based .

on the fact that the document contains weapon

specifications (which may not, according to law be

(^classified) and on the opinion of the Classification

Office that partial, or selective declassification could

result in material being misconstrued, lacking its

original context. Mr. Watts was kind enough

however, to read to me over the telephone that

paragraph of The Gun which declares that the

Hiroshima weapon was specfied by mid-February

1944.

These specifications included the interior

ballistics of the gun. the propellant charge for the

projectile, the fuses, the tampering, the weight of

the projectile and Urget, and the external case.

Another source at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory with access to The Gun, reports that

the document declares that the hardware for at

least three of the Hiroshima weapons was ordered

by the end of March, 1944. The projectile tubes,

(modified, unrifled naval gun barrels) for the gun

weapons were ordered to be manufactured by the

United States Naval Gun Factory under orders of

special priority. I have been unsuccessful in my at-

tempts to locate any extant contract order and

delivery records. Dr. Carson Mark of the Los

Alamos National Laboratory has told me in a

private conversation that there were no signifjcant

Sesign changes between the February 1944,

specification of the weapon and the August, 194{>,

Hiroshima dehvery.

THE PORT CHICAGO EXPLOSION

In the summer of 1944, the only method of

delivering the weapon was by boat. A surface

delivery by boat to a harbor facility was the very

first delivery method proposed ^or the bomb, in

Albert Einstein's letter of Au^st 2, 1939. to Presi^

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt, in which he informed

the president that nuclear fission was on the

threshold of development, he explained:

Th IS new phenomemon would also lead to the construction of

bombs, and it is conceivable • though much less certain - that ex-

tremely powerful bombs of a new type may thus be constructed.

A Fingle bomb of this type , earned by boat and exploded in a

pott, might very well destroy the whole port together with some

of the surrounding territory. However, such bombs might very

well prove to be too heavy for transportaion by air.

The U-235 gun bomb weighed approximately

9 000 pounds. Immediately pnor to its docking at

the Port Chicago facility, the E.A. Bryan, the ship

which exploded, had been ordered by the Navy to

the Alameda Shipyards. There its 5-ton

(10,000-pound maximum load) booms and gear on

the No. 1 and No. 5 holds were removed. They were

replaced with 10-ton booms and gear, which in-

dicated an intention to allow a margin for safety

while loading heavier cargo.

Unlike other ammunition ships which have ex-

ploded, the E.A. Bryan exploded spontaneously,

without an intial fire or other triggering incident.

By contrast, the explosion of the Mont Blanc in

Halifax harbor in 1917 and the explosion of S.S.

Fort Stikine in Bombay harbor in April, 1944, both

followed shipboard fires that had burned for hours.

According to a Navy analysis of the fallout pattern

of fragments of the E.A. Bryan, the detonation

originated in the No. 1 hold.

fKe Bryan was an EC-2 Libertv ship of 7,212 tons

commanded by Captain John L.M. Hendnckson of

San Pedro, California and operated by Oliver J.

Olson & Co. of San Francisco. The ship had been

built and launched at the Kaiser Steel shipyard in

Richmond, California, in March 1944 and had just

completed her maiden voyage to the South Pacific

before being ordered to the Alameda Shipyards. On
Thursday. Julv 13th. the Bryan docked at the Port

Chicago facility. She moored to the inboard, or

shore side of the Port Chicago pier with her bow

pointing westward, down the Sacramento River. At

8:00 a.m., July Nth, naval personnel began loading

ammunition into her holds. With the exception of of-

ficers and a few ratings, the entire complement of

the ship-loading details which worked around-the-

clock at Port Chicago were black seamen, both

volunteers and enlisted.

The force of the exploding ship created an ear-

thshock measured as the eauivalent of a 3.4 earth-

quake; the shock was recorded up and down Califor-

nia and as far away as Pierce Ferry, Nevada. The

426-foot-long Bryan disappeared into the night. No

single large piece of the ship was ever found, and

the 320 men working on the ship and on the pier

were "sucked up into the writhing column of

flange."

Docked on the opposite side of the pier was the

Victory ship, the S.S. Quinalt Victory of 7,606 tons.

On July 14th, the ship steamed out of Portl^d,

Oregon, where it had been newly launched after

construction; the Quinalt Victory was operated

under the management of the United SUtes Lines,

and skippered by Robert J. Sullivan of Westfield,

New Jersey. The Quinalt Victory tied up to the out-

board, or channel side of the huge pier at approx-

imately 5:00 p.m. July 17th. The largest piece of the

(Quinalt Victory which remained after the explosion

was a 65-foot section of the keel, with its propeller

'attached, which protruded from the bay at low tide,

1.000 feet from its original position. As the entire

Bryan was fragmented and widely dispersed, so,

too, some 300 feet of the Quinalt Victory also disap-

peared into small pieces scattered within an area

13,000 feet in radius. There was at least one

12-ton diesal locomotive operating on the pier at the

time of the explosion. No a single piece of the

locomotive was ever identified; the locomotive simp-

ly vanished. In the river stream, several small boats

one-half mile distant from the pier reported being

swept by a 30-foot wall of water. The force of the ex-

plosion at Port Chicago greatly exceeded the com-

bined potential explosive force of the 1,780 tons of

T N.T. and torpex which were loaded on the Bryan

and on the pier. The Quinalt Victory was unloaded.

There are, in mv judgement, a number of

phenomena and artifacts associated with the Port

Chicago explosion which unequivocally testify that

the disaster resulted from the detonation of a

nuclear fission device aboard the E.A. Bryan.

The White Flash

The July 31, 1944 issue of Time magazine, which

reported the explosion, asserted that the explosion

of the Bryan "filled the sky with an enormous, blin-

ding incandescence." The Army-Navy Explosives

S^ty Board Technical Paper No. 6 (1948) which

deals in great detail with the effects of the explosion

reports that "the first flash was brilliant white.'

The pilot of an Army Air Corps C-49 aircraft flying

line-of-sight towards Port Chicago at a distance of

four to five miles described the explosion as "a ter-

rific white flash."

The luminous flash effect of a fission weapon ex-

plosion results from extremely high temperatures

which are generated in the fireball - several tens of

millions of degrees, which may be compared with a

maximum of 5,000« C (9,000«F) generated by the

detonation of conventional explosives.

The emission of energy by electromagnetic radia-

tion during a nuclear fission process covers a wide

range of wavelengths, from infrared (thermal)

through the visible to the ultraviolet, and beyond.

Much of the emitted electro-magnetic radiation is

absorbed by the air immediately surrounding the fis-

sioning bomb with the result that the air itself

becomes brilliantly incandescent (the fireball) within

less than one-millionth of a second of detonation.

The peak of this intense, visible illumination has a

duration of approximately one-thousandth of a se-

cond (one millisecond). That brief explosion of light

is the white flash associated with nuclear fission ex-

plosions. The relatively low temperatures of conven-

tional high explosives will not produce the white

flash characteristic of the fission process. Rather,

the visible illumination produced by the exolosion of

conventional high explosives sucn as T.N.T. and

torpex will be yellow to reddish-orange.

The surface temperatures of the fireball, upon

which the brightness (luminance) depends, do not

vary greatly with the total ener^ yield of the

weapon. Consequently, the observed brightness of

the fireball in an airburst is roughly the same

regardless of yield, so that the detonation of a

5-kiloton U-235 weapon at Port Chicago would pro-

duce the same observed brightness as that observed

at, say, Hiroshima when a 10-kiloton weapon was

detonated.

It has occasionally been argued that the white

flash identified at Port Chicago could be accounted

for by the presence of magnesium-loaded ex-

plosivesaboard the Bryan or on the pier, but records

of the munitions loaded aboard the Bryan and

emplaced upon the pier compiled by both the United

St^ites Navy and the Los Alamos Laboratories men-

tion no magnesium among the complete load.

The Wilson
Condensation Cloud

First Lieutenant Sidney P. Phillips of the Reno

Army Air Base was the pilot of a C-49 aircraft flying

several miles south of Port Chicago at 9,000 feet at

the time of the explosion. At the Court of Inquiry

which investigatea the disaster, Phillips described

what he saw:

Well, there seemed to be a white flash and this flash had with it a

large smoke ring that spread in all directions around Port

Chicago. I would estimate it. from the air, to be at least three

miles wide. This smoke r.ng proceeded then to go up and in the

center of that was a terrific flash which mounted up to as high as

I was. 9,000. and above. 1 would estimate it to be at least 500 feet

above me. In this flash there were pieces of white hot metal. I

didn't know what they were at first because I didn't know what

the explosion was. I would say there were red hot pieces and

white hot pieces going straight up from the explosion.

Phillips repeated that there was only one flash,

and that he first observed it when it was about 100

feet in all directions and spreading outward, and

that the flash "whoosed up" through the smoke

ring. His testimony was corroborated by his co-

pilot. Second Lieutenant Fred A. Dregor, Jr.

It is the "smoke ring" three miles in diameter

which is of interest here.

On July 1st and July 25th, 1946, two atomic

bombs were detonated in the lagoon at Bikmi island

in the South Pacific - one was detonated slight y

above the surface of the water, and one slightly

below the surface. As a result of those two tests, a

phenomenon of nuclear fission detonations which

had not occurred at ihe Japanese detonations was

noted: The Wilson Condensation Cloud.

The most recent edition of The Effects ofNwUar
Weapons (1977), edited by Samuel Glasstone and

Philip Dolan, reports:

There are a number of interesting phenomena associated with a

nuclear air burst that are worth mentioning although they have

no connection with the destructive or other harmful effects of the

""P'^^'^"- rontinued on page S
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Another early phenomenon following a nuclear explosion in cer-

tain circumstances is the formation of a "condensation cloud."

This is sometimes called the Wilson cloud (or cloud-chamber ef-

fect) because it is the result of conditions analogous to those

utilized by scientists in the Wilson cloud chamber...The passage

of a high-pressure shock front in air is followed by a rarefaction

(or suction) wave. During the compression (or blast) phase, the

temperature of the air rises and during the decompression (or

suction) phase it falls. For moderately low blast pressures, the

temperature can drop below its original, preshcx'k value, so that if

the air contains a fair amount of water vapor, condensation ac-

companied by cloud formation will occur.

The condensation cloud which was observed in the Able Test

(July 1] at Bikini in 1946. ..(is typical). Since the device was

detonated just alxjve the surface of the lagoon, the air was nearly

saturated with water vapor and the conditions were suitable for

the production of a Wilson cloud...

The relatively high humidity of the air makes the conditions for

the formation of the condensation cloud most favorable in nuclear

explosions occurring over (or under) water, as in the Bikini tests

in 1946.

The cloud commenced to form 1 to 2 seconds after the detona-

tion, and it had dispersed completely within another second or so,

as the air warmed up and the water droplets evaporated. The

original dome-like cloud first changed to a ring shape and then

disappeared.

The Wilson cloud is formed only in conjunction

with the blast pressures achieved the the detonation

of relatively low yield atomic weapons and in the

presence of water vapor laden atmospheric con-

ditons. The Effects of Nuclear Weapons offers a

definiton of a condensation cloud which clearly in-

dicates that such a cloud is a unique artifact of a

nuclear fission weapon detonation: 'A mist or fog of

minute water droplets which temporarily surrounds

the fireball following a nuclear (or atomic) detona-

tion is a comparatively humid atmosphere."

The photographic illustration reproduced here is a

record of the late ring stage of the Wilson cloud

formed around the July 1. 1946, detonation at

Bikini. The Wilson cloud pictured here is reported to

have been two miles in diameter. The ring rests on

the water and encloses the rapidly expanding

fireball. A few instants later the fireball

"whooshed" up through the center of the Wilson

cloud at Bikini to a height of about 9,000 feet. This

was almost an exact replication of Lt. Phillips'

description of the "smoke ring" with a small fireball

in the center which he observed at Port Chicago. At
Bikini, the fireball grew and swept rapidly upward
until the end of ten to twenty seconds when it

became lost in the rapidly rising mushroom cloud.

Lt. Phillips reported that the fireball at Port

Chicago, from his airborne perspective, lasted about

15 seconds.

The condensation cloud is the most compelling of

all the physical evidences of a nuclear fission device

at Port Chicago. In the nearly 40 years which have

passed since tne observation of condensation clouds

at Bikini, this phenomenon has been uniquely

associated in the literature with nuclear detonations

in the water vapor laden atmosphere above water.

The Motion Picture Footage

There exists a single motion picture film print, in

possession of the U.S. Navy Concord Weapons Sta-

tion (which includes Port Chicago), which may be an

authentic film record of the explosion at Port

Chicago. The Navy has claimed that the film is not

an authentic record of that explosion, but is instead

a film of a miniature explosion created by a

Hollywood studio. According to the Navy, the film

was created to support their argument to the U.S.

Congress sometime in the 1960s that the remains of

the town of Port Chicago be purchased and incor-

porated into the Concord Naval Weapons Station as

a buffer zone in the event of another large explo-

sion.

Significantly, the Navy did not claim the film was
a re-creation until after I suggested that the film

could be the record of a nuclear detonation. At the

same time, however, I was also told by Dan
Tikalsky, public affairs chief at Concord, that the

film was a nitrate-base film, which would require

that the film have been produced prior to 1950 when
nitrate-base film was replaced with non-explosive

cellulose-base film. If it is ever possible to examine

the original film print, the date of production will be

established by reference to film type and imprinted

processing da^es.

Based on viewing an edited video copy of that film

which was made available to me, I have concluded

that the film records in every detail, the progression

of the actual explosion of July 17. 1944, at Port

Chicago. For example, early frames of the film sug-

gest a record of the expasion of the Wilson conden-

sation cloud during which the formation of the ball

of fire is obscured. Furthermore, the movements ex^

hibited by several large, independent fragments of

the explosion over time compared to the speed of

Continued on page /,
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The Strategic Importance of Africa

By Greg Anderson .

Africa is a vast continent comprised of 50 states

(45 in Sub-Saharan or rather Black Africa where the

majority of the continent's people live). Ninety-five

percent of Africa's estimated 400 million people

reside in the forty-five countries south of the Sahara

desert, the natural dividing line between North

Africa (Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Algeria and

Morocco).
Sub-Saharan or rather Black Africa is what we're

most concerned with as that's where our ancestors

came from. Most American Black people came
primarily from West Africa from the countries on

the Gulf of Guinea (e.g., Nigeria and Ghana).

Africa, our beloved ancestral homeland, te unfor-

tunately somewhat misunderstood as many are not

aware of its true greatness! The fact of the matter is

that Africa is, quite simply, the richest continent on

the face of the earth which largely accounts for

European interest in Africa.

At the Organization of Africa Unity (O.A.U.)

simulation in Washington, D.C^. at which this

reporter was present,(representing Africa Form,

the B.M.C.P. and Hampshire College) the Keynote

address, delivered by Kenyan ambassador, Mr.

Joseph P. Mboojua, strongly asserted that there are

sixty key strategic minerals that American industry

needs in order to function and all of these are to be

found in abundance in Africa. To that effect, accor-

ding to a recent State Department Discussion paper

revised August 1981, "Today Africa produces

ninety-five percent of the world s diamonds, eighty-

seven percent of its cobalt, sixty-five percent of its

gold, fifty-four percent of its chrome, and a steadily

increasing supply of its petroleum.

As regards petroleum, Nigeria is the eighth

largest exporter of oil in the world, its low sulfur,

higTi-quality crude oil being exceedingly valuable.

According to Trans Africa, the Black American

lobby for Africa in the Caribbean, "By the year

200(), the U.S. will be importing eighty percent of

the critical industrial materials usedsuch as cobalt,

chromium, diamonds, copper, iron ore, and

manganese. Africa, as the region with the largest

reserves, promises to be a significant supplier.'

Also, according to the 1981 State Department

discussion paper on Africa, "Africa is rich in in-

creasingly important national resources - oil, cop-

Fer, bauxite, uranium, cobalt, gold, and diamonds,

ts largely unharnessed rivers can provide

hydroelectric power to increase industry and

agricultural irrigation. During the 1980's, the U.S.

will become even more dependent on Africa's

natural resources.

That the United States needs African resources is

noted in the State Department discussion paper on

Africa in the section entitled Promoting U.S. Trade,

Aid, and Investment.

Ostensibly, the above-mentioned facts should serve

to graphicjilly corroborate the validity of the conten-

tion that Africa is indeed the richest continent on

the face of the earth!

In essence, that is but one of the many reasons

that we need to be as well informed regarding

Africa as possible.

Politically. Africa is of key strategic importance

as well. Presently, the Reagan Administration in its

foreign policy towards Africa has openly embraced

South Africa. President Reagan referred to South

Africa in the State of the Union address as "our

friend and ally." In addition. South Africa alone

presently accounts for the overwhelming majority

of U.S. trade with Africa. As per the fact that accor-

ding to the International Monetary Fund out of

total Sub-Saharan exports of $3,371 million. South

Africa received 1,080 million dollars worth and of

total imports to Sub-Saharan Africa 9,965 million

dollars worth.

Also, the Reagan Administration has repealed the

ban on selling arms and uranium to South Africa as

well. In a recent address to the U.N., President

Reagan admonished the developing countries to

look to themselves for development.

Africa has the largest refugee problem on the face

of the earth, with an estimated 1.200,000 refugees

in Somalia alone. Sudan reputedly hosts "over

400,000 refugees, the maiority Eritrean fleeing the

war of secession waged by Eritrea for the last 13

years for independence from Ethiopia." As a result

of prolonged infighting in N'I>jamena during Chad's

Civil War, over 75,000 Chadians sought refuge in

Northern Cameroon.
According to a recent Trans Africa News Brief,

the refugee quota for Sub-Saharan Africa it

reportedly less than 1,000, yet the refugee quota for

Eastern Europe is 35,000.

An additional factor that must be considered ia

the key strategic location of the continent which in-

cludes the following elements:

(1) South Africa located on the Cape of (}ood

Hope controls access to the Cape of Good Hope
which is vitally important to shipping and the

military.

(2) The Horn of Africa, which includes Sudan,

Ethiopia, Diibouti, Somalia, and Kenya, occupies a

strategically important location on the Red Sea and

Indian Ocean close to volatile areas of the Middle

East.

Also important political issues making Africa of

great concern are Apartheid, the Namibian In-

dependence issue, Zaire's concerns, the drought in

the Sahel, Nigeria, et al.

Hence, Afnca is of most vital concern politically.

It is of paramount importance that we be as well in-

formed as possible regarding Africa.

In summation, to quote Marcus Garvey who
asserted in the 1920s in order for the Black motto to

be strong Africa must be strong. Malcolm X con-

tended in the 1960s something to the effect that in

order for Black people to be respected, Africa must
be respected. In fact, historical!v numerous Black

Continued on page 7
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the Explosion itself are evidence of the very large

distances those fragments travelled during the

course of the film sequence.

It is obvious, of course, that only an intentional

film record of the blast could have been made since

the probability of having, by chance, a nriotion pic-

ture camera rolling and pointed in the right direc-

tion at the ri^ht time at night is exceedingly remote.

If the explosion was filmed at the Port Chicago site,

it would follow that the explosion was planned and

anticipated.

The Explosive Force
Of The Blast
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On Thursday. October 21. THE CAPE VERDE
STUDENT ALLIANCE finally ratified their first con-

stitution. ^_^
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Phillipine Leader Addresses

Umass Audience

By Keith W. Johnson

On Tuesday October 19. Filipino activist. Charito Planas

spoke in the Campus Center here at UMass on the current

status of the struggle by the people of the Phillipines. The

event was sponsored by the Third World Women's Task

F^orce of the Everywoman's Center.

The Phillipines are a group of islands in the South China

Sea.They are an ex colony of the United States that have

been independent for 36 years. The current president is

Ferdinand E. Marcos who has held his country in a state of

martial law during his time in office.

Ms. Planas was born into a wealthy family of Manila.

Phillipines in 1930. Ms. Planas was educated at the

Phillipine State University where she received a law

degree. Later she became the Director of the Center of

Commerce and also worked with the Red Cross.

In 1971. Ms. Planas went to the Republic of China on a

trip with the First Trade Mission. While in China she was

impressed with the care that the government had for its

people. She found people well fed and clothed which was

not like the stories that she was told that the Communist

would be monsters. She also saw that although they were

not dressed in fancy clothes and jewelry like some of the

rich in the Phillipines. all were at least dressed and fed.

This became a turning point for Ms. Planas and she

became interested in Marxist docrines. She realized that

the people of China were doing much better under Com-

munism than her people were doing under Capitalism. It is

a fact that 95 of families in the Phillipines live below the

current standard of living. Meanwhile the upper and many

middle class families live fairly well on th U.S. supported

capitalist society.

After her China trip she became active in the movement

which is in opposition to the current government which is

led by President Marcos. In 1973. Ms. Planas was arrested

and served time in prison. In 1978 she was forced to flee

the country for fear of being imprisoned again for con-

tinuing her opposition activities. She is now living in

Arlington. Virgina where she is very active with the

•Friends of the Filipino People" organization. She also does

speaking engagements across the coutry.

While talking to a very interested crowd in the Campus

Center. Ms. Planas described much of the poverty that is

in her homeland. She talked of the many American

businesses that have been in the Phillipines for years. For

example the Del Monte Company has been there since

1925. There are also numerous American military bases on

the islands.

On the struggle. Ms. Planas stated that the opposition

follows Marxist doctrines. Ms. Planas is a Christian and

stated that. "Marxism is the way to make Christianity a

Reality." She also stated that the opposition will not come

to power for a while. She said the opposition realizes that it

will be a protracted struggle. But some plans for the new

government have already been made. For example, the

government will be a coalition form of government and the

basic necessities of life must be supplied to all of the

people.

The program proved to be very interesting lor those

w ho attended, and Ms. Planas spent much time answering

as many questions as possible. The program came at an

appropriate time because of the recent visit of President

Marcos to this country and his talks with President

Reagan.

There is little doubt in my mind that the explosive

force of the Port Chicago blast greatly exceeded the

potential explosive force of the conventional high

explosives which, according to public records, were

loaded aboard the Brvan and on the pier did not ex-

ceed 1,780 tons, of which a substantial portion most

probably burned and did not, in the jargon of ex-

plosive experts, go off "high order," that is, explode

in one powerful olast.

When the Bryan disappeared at Port Chicago, a

crater was formed in the river bottom. The dimen-

sions of that crater give a fairly good indication of

the size of the detonation. According to the Nuclear

Bomb Effects Calculator developed by the Lovelace

Biomedical and Environmental Research Institute

in Albuquerque, the detonation of a five-kiloton

nuclear device oh the surface of wet soil will pro-

duce a crater 53 feet deep and 132 feet in diameter.

Shortly after the disaster at Port Chicago, Navy
divers found the crater in the river bottom to be 66

feet deep, 300 feet wide and 700 feet long. Other

measurements made between November, 1944, and

March, 1945, determined a maximum depth of 31

feet and "possibly 800 feet in diameter measured

from the center of the blast," according to

Technical Report No. 6, Army-Navy Explosives

Safety Board, "The Port Chicago Explosion of 17

July 1944."

It it is taken into account that a large portion of

the downward force of the blast was expended in

the creation of a large tidal wave which swept the

Suisun Bay, and if additional energy was expended

in removing vast tons of soft river mud before the

crater itself ws formed in the rock-like hardpan of

the river bottom, and if further allowance is made
for the energy expended in lifting half a cubic mile

of river water 10,000 feet into the air, then the total

explosive force at Port Chicago may have substan-

tially exceeded 5-kilotons.

Most of the structural damage which occurred on

the Port Chicago installation and in the surrounding

territory is very nearly equal to the structural

damage reporteci at the same distances from ground
zero at Hiroshima. There are, it must be noted,

some differences between the effects of the two ex-

plosions. At Hiroshima there was intense thermal

radiation which at Port Chicago was attenuated by

the shielding effects of the steel-hulled ship and the

low yield of the device. The massive destruction of

Hiroshima by fire is more readily accounted for by

fires which were ignited from ruptured natural gas

distribution lines - which were not in place at the

Port Chicago facility - than by ignition from thermal
radiation.

Additionally, the weapon detonated in the at-

mosphere at Hiroshima created a complex pattern

of overpressures and peak pressures augmented by

reflected pressure waves which are not

characteristic of surface detonations. However,
when all parameters of the blast are tabulated -

earth shock, structural damage, cratering, pressure
and "tidal" wave in the Bay, etc. - the cumulative
effect could possibly be accounted for by the surface
detonation of a weapon of the same yield which was
detonated in the atmosphere 1,000 feet above
Hiroshima, or a "10,000 ton gadget."

WATCH FOR THE LAST PART
OF PETER VOGELS IN-
VESTIGATIVE ARTICLE TO BE
FEATURED NEXT WEEK IN
NUMMO!!!!
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United Nations Dispute

Ends in U.S Sustainment

of Israel

By Keith W . Johnson

Last week the United Nations experienced a huge crisis

because many Third World nations were about to demand
the expulsion of Israel from the General Assembly. The
crisis was no less than a direct conflict between the Third

World and the Israel-United States alliance.

During the week there were a number of developments

that ocurred. The most important one was the fact that the

United States was prepared to pull out of the United

Nations if Israel was expelled. On Saturday October 16,

Secretary of State George Shultz stated that "if Israel

were excluded from the General Assembly the United

States would withdraw payment to the U.N. until Israel's

right to participate is restored."

Israel is also having difficulty with some of the U.N.
agencies. Last month Israel had its credentials withdrawn

by the International Atomic Agency. This week the

International Telecommunications Union debated whether

or not toexpell Israel from that U.N. agency.

The United States' response to these actions has been

that its representatives walked out of the International

Atomic Agency Coference in Vienna and held up $8.5

million in payments. It has also threatened to do the same
in the International Telecommunications Union if another

expulsion occurs. The United States owes $2.4 million to

that U.N. agency. If the United States pulls out of the

General Assembly and the entire U.N.. it will withhold

$149.4 million that the U.S. still owes for this year. The

U.S. contributes 25 of the $600 million budget used to

operate the United Nations.

Additionally, many nations have feared that the with

drawal of the United States would do great damage to the

effectiveness of the U.N. It is not simply a matter of

money. Libya and Iran have said that they will pay the

amount of money that is needed if the U.S. pulls out of any

agencies, and Saudi Arabia could pay for the entire con

tribution of the U.S. per year with one day of its oil

production.

The biggest problem that a U.S. withdrawal from the

U.N. would produce is political damage; one example

would be an end to the U.S. involvement in the Lebanon

peacekeeping force.

The Third World nations have decided to compromise

and present motions that would state that Israel has

violated the charter of the United Nations by using force to

settle disputes. On Thursday the International

Telecommunications Union passed a compromise motion

that condemned Israel but did not expell it. The question

of whether or not Israel has violated the charter will reach

the General Assembly floor today.

The recent action is another in a long list of efforts by the

United States to support Israel. The United States has

vetoed any strong actions against Israel in the Security

Council, even in the bombing of an Iraqi nuclear plant and

its incursion into Lebanon

Message for Third World

Working Women
by Tracey Bryant

.

T lAtM^ciA j^*<^ to «*««i«l

fH',t'

City/State(Zip_

Payment must accompany order

Last Thursday, Thelma Johnson, the new Direc-

tor of Affirmative Action at UMass, gave a short

and informative talk. Sponsored by the Third World

Women's Task Force, Johnson addressed the rights

of working women and the climate of the job

market.
She began by stating the rights of working women

under federal law, as they now exist. She

highlighted this portion of the lecture by saying that

Executive Order 246 (which states that people are

entitled to equality of opportunity), "doesn't

guarantee you anything but the right to try." Ms.

Johnson emphasized that people should not forget

that these laws pertaining to equality/non-

discrimination were not always on the books; many
having been instated "as recently as twenty years

ago... Black and white people died for the rights you

have not be discriminated against," she said.

She also listed laws and procedures employers

have to adhere to. She gave detailed examples of

job-related advertising. A job advertisement must

advertise for the skills required to do that specific

job and nothing more. They can not ask you for a

master's degree if the job requires bachelor's work.

An advertisement must speak about the specific

needs to fulfill that job, at the present time (not

what thev're hoping you'll be able to do in five

years). The contract is stated." Anything more or

outside of that is above and beyond the call of duty

and is not required. You can not be fired or refused

a job because you refuse to fulfill duties outside of

the job description. She gave examoles of questions

interviewers cannot/should not ask, that need not

be answered. "For the first time," Johnson said,

"we have institutions in place to combat unlawful

discrimination."

Often employers will try to imply that foreign

diplomas or education are not as good as the

American equivalent. But tht*^ are equivalent and

as valid. It is illegal to be refused employment on

that premise. Discrimination is not exclusive to the

job market structure. Third World and poor white

women also have to face attitudes. "Poor white

women are treated no differently than Third World

women in the job market," said Ms. Johnson. She

went on to say that very often women coming from

Third World countries are not used to the

nebulousness, i.e., 'Here's your desk, now go to it.'

We need to know, and be specific about what is re-

quired of us. Having job descriptions more clearly

defined enables a person to see exactly where she

stands, beforehand, and will better eouip her to

fight or bargain effectively if the need should arise.

Thelma Johnson's major point was that Third

World women and poor white women need to know
what they are dealing \Mth, how it operates and

what tools you have to work with. She stressed the

need to utilize ail institutions and laws that are

available. She closed by saying, "And some of us

don't know how to play the game. We have some

educating to do. We have to help Third World

women learn the instictive knowledge of how, when
and how loud to bitch." We need to cultivate the ef-

fective use of time and opportunity.
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Caucus Promotes
Third World

Students' Interests

On Campus
By Keith W Johnson

The Third World Caucus is the group of senators that
represent the views of the Third World Students in the
Student Government Association. Fifteen seats are
reserved for Third World students in the Student Senate.
These same students also serve on various committees that
are included in the Student Senate such as budget, finance.
etc.

The Caucus is currently advised by acting Director of
the Office of Third World Affairs. Gary Lee. Mr. Ivee hopes
to see a lighter relationship between Third World groups
and the Caucus. The chairperson of the Caucus is Adria
Crum who is a veteran student senator and is very active
in student politics.

SPOTUGHT
V\ hat may be important to many students is that the

Student Senate provides valuable experience in not just

pohtics, but many other areas such as management and
finance. Students in a number of different majors may find

work that will be related to their goals in the future. It

goes without saying that students with law or political

experience and the first stepping stone to their future
careers.

The Student Senate, like the current United States
Congress, is witnessing a conservative trend in opinion.

Therefore the Caucus needs the support of all Third World
students on campus. There are still seats open to Third
World Students -who wish to be a part of the Caucus. The
Caucus meets every Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. in the Office

of Third World Affairs at 308 in the Student Union
Building. The Student Senate meets an hour later at 7:00
p.m. in the Campus Center. For more information contact

the Office of Third World Affairs at 545 2517.

Rita Marley toured New England recently before stan-
ding roonn only audience in Hartford, New Haven and
Boston.

Photo by Ed Cohen

Open Letters

BrothersMnd Sisters.

One of the greatest assets of UMass Amherst is un-
doubtably the opportunities available for each of us to get
involved. While academics always shall be the most im-
portant ta.sk for us to attend to during our time here,
extracurricular activities add a totally different dimension
to an Undergraduate's life.

Fortunately this institution boa.sts a variety of
organizatu ns in response to the diversity of our net>ds and
interests. If you happen to be literary or artistic for
example, you might consider joining the staff of Xummo
S'lus, Hhu-k Aftatrs or Lh-um magazine. If your intere.st

centers around Black development and empowerment.
Afrik Am could be just the group you've been looking for.

Ahora and the .'\sian American Student A.ssociation also
do exciting and important work throughout each semester,
ensuring culturally rich programs and services. The Black
Mass Communications I'roject provides opportunities to

those of us who are musically inclined. The Third World
Theatre Series allows performers of color their chance,
while providing our community with entertainment

.

Another important organization in need of participation
is the Third World Caucus. This caucus is made up of all

the Third World members of the Undergraduate Student
Senate. The caucus works to ensure that the interests of

the students of color here at UMass are represented and
secured on the Senate floor. This group also advocates
each year for the continued funding of all the Third World
organizations aforementioned, when the Senate allocates
its 1.5 million dollar budget.
Our involvement is the only way to ensure the continued

existence of these opportunities. It took years of constant
struggle to secure them; we cannot afford to lose them
now

.

Becoming involved is easy. Simply call the organization
which interests you (the numbers are listed in the Student
Directory I. or visit the Office of Third World Afairs in the
Student Union for a complete listing of available activities

and more information. If you are interested in becoming a

Student Senator (representative of the Third World
Caucus) contact Adria Crum at 545-2517. or myself at 545
0341 in the Senate Office. 420 Student Union.

In Unity and in Strength

Sharon L. Davies
Speaker of the Student Senate

to the Community:

Greetings from the Office of Third World Affairs:

First, let me thank all those individuals and
groups who recommended, nominated, and sup-
ported me as Acting Director of the Office of Third
World Affairs.

I would also like to praise the dynamic work of my
predeccesor, one Anthony Crayton. Without laps-

ing into hero-worship, it is quite obvious that Tony
leaves an inspirational legacy, and to that we are all

indebted. That legacy is a poignant reminder of the
responsibility that we, as non-white descendants of
ancient and contemporary high-achievers must live

up to.

However, I am Gary M. Lee, not Anthony
Crayton; just like there are no clone of Martin
Lutner King Jr., Barbara Jordan , Maya Anyelou,
Antonio Maceo or Nefertiti roaming around the
Pioneer Valley.

AH of us have a spiritual responsibility to carry on
the work of those who have come before us and to
renege on that responsibility is not only worng, but
could be construecl as treason against our communi-
ty.

So, we all have work to do. I'm going to work as
hard as I possibly can for you and I hope theat
everyone of you will work as hard as you can for
each other. In this way, we can finally become
united and strong, both as individuals and as a com-
munity.

The first test comes on Tuesday the 26th from
6:30 pm to 8:00 pm at the Malcolm X Center in

Southwest. My office and the Third World Caucus
are expecting that each Third World organization
send ai least two representatives to this meeting.

The time to act is now!!!

Towards a positive Thing,
Gary M. Lee

Afro-American Studies Professor
Receives Sponsorship by Five Colleges,

Inc,

Five Colleges, Inc., recently announced the names
of eight young scholars who are the first par-

ticipants in the new Five College Associates Pro-

gram.
The Associates Program was developed in

response to the difficulties faced by academics who
for one reason or another find themselves between

jobs, or who are working independently without be-

ing connected to a college or university.

Jonn Dovi Afesi, who taught courses in Africa

history and politics as an Assistant Professor in the

Department of Afro-American Studies at the

University of Massachusetts was one of the reci-

pients of the Five College Association Program.

Through the International Programs Office, Mr.

Afesi established an exchange program with the

University of Lagos in Nigeria. He also taught at

the University of Western Ontario. He has publish-

ed articles on "The Roots of the Conflict in

Southern Africa," "The International Implications

of African Liberation Struggles," and "African

Socialism: Meaning and Implications for African

Development." Mr. Afesi has been a program con-

sultant for WGBY television, a co-producer of the

radio program "The Rising of a Continent" on

WFCR, a faculty advisor for the Five College

African Studies Association, and Chair of the Five

College Faculty Seminar in Africa.

A Look at Women's Mobilization

in Sou :h Africa

44You Have Struck A Rock99

By Sithunzi Ngokumaphagathi

A well documented film on Black South Afncan

women's struggles for their human dignity, You've

Struck A Rock is more than worthwhile viewing.

The film highlights the political gains of South

African women over apartheid government restric-

tions during the 1900's. It points out that Black

women have been oppressecl on the basis of both

race and sex, so that their plight has been doubly en-

cumbering. . , , u *
Because of the system of migrant labor for

Africans, families are often separated, the men

leaving home on the reserves in search of labor con-

tracted jobs in the urban areas, the mines or white-

owned farms. African women are usually left

behind, as they are considered "useless

appendages" (of their men) by the government, to

mind the children, the old and the sick. They are

forced to endure living off the land which is mostly

barren, with no source of income unless they also

decide to leave and seek employment as domestic

workers. If they want to visit their husbands, they

are restricted to squatter camps outside the men's

quarters on their site of employment. The children

remain with friends and relatives on the reserves

during these periods. Employers and corporations

maintain such regulations as a means of keeping

wages down and profits high, the women often

receiving the lowest wages.

Other forms of discrimination against women in-

clude not being able to rent homes m their own

names, and facing eviction if their husbands die,

unless there is a son, in whose name the house may

be registered. If a woman chooses to brew and sell

traditional beer for her livelihood, it is also con-

sidered illegal. In 1955, the Pass Law was made

mandatory for women. For men, already having

been subjected to this law, it required that they

carry a pass at all times, and that it include a record

of residence, travel and employment.

Although restricted in so many ways. Black

resistance to apartheid has had a long history in

South Africa, and so it was that women played a ma-

jor role in the fight for national liberation as well as

for their rights as women. The women argue that

their struggle is not centered only around women s

issues. Although they are dominated by a form of

patriarchy, it is not perpetuated by Afncan men,

since they have no power to carry out such action. It

is clearly the South African government which

passes more and more stringent legislation against

Blacks, as experience has proven. If the women had

decided that their purpose was to gain equality with

men, it would amount to just that - enduring the

same appalling conditions to which the men are sub-

jected Thus the issue at hand is not only to do away

with apartheid, but to force the government to relin-

quish the land (eighty-seven percent of which is

owned by whites) for majority rule first, to be

followed by equal rights for all blacks

The first call to resistance came m 1912 when the

ANC (African National Congress)was formed, to

unite all Africans against white supremacy. Shortly

thereafter in 1913, the women successfully resisted

the pass laws which unfortunately would be re-

enacted in subsequent years. Nevertheless, women
continued to make major contributions to the strug-

gle and in 1943 they participated in a bus boycott to

protest the increase in bus fares. A 1949 protest

against apartheid, in which women also were a ma-

jor force, took the form of a national workers'

strike, and in 1952 a defiance campaign was

organized in which people took it upon themselves

to cross the color line.

Lillian Ngoyi, now a national heroine, became

leader of the FSAW (Federation of South African

Women) in 1954. She helped to organize the

demonstration against tuition for primary school

children (while education for white children is free

of cost), against poor settlements and low wages for

women, and against the banning of beer halls. She

was also the first president of the ANC Women s

In 1955, the first major demonstration against the

pass laws took place because at this time the

government had decided to re-enact the laws apply-

ing to women. The campaign against these pass

laws was headed by the ANC along with the F SAW
and the ANC Women's League. A mass protest en-

sued on August 9, 1956 in which 20.000 women from

all over South Africa were in attendance, giving this

incident international recognition. Had it not been

for the fact that the women boarded the tram to go

to Pretoria for the demonstration instead of buses

(which had been cancelled by the government) they

would have been prevented from airing their

grievances to the Prime Minister. He refused to ad-

dress the issues except on an individual basis.

In connection with this demonstration, 156 of its

leaders, including Mrs. Ngoyi were arrested and

charged with high treason which called for the death

penauty.
. ,

. . ^u
Nurses and domestic workers later joined the

cause to abolish passes for women. The government

responded by notifying their employers of their in-

volvement in the national demonstration.

Mass trials were heard in the comdors of the jails,

in which some of the women were convicted and

some released, later to be rearrested.

In 1959 African men re-entered the anti-pass cam-

paign. At Sharpeville. men and women burned

passes in a show of defiance. Sixty-nine were

reported to have been shot in the back, revealing the

lack of discretion on the part of the South Afncan

police force.

In 1963, it became mandatory for women to carry

the pass, however this was 50 years after the first

anti-pass protest. It proves still, that there were

some gains made by the women's efforts to resist

the pass Today, South African women continue to

combat apartheid and to work for national libera-

tion, for now that they have gained support and

recognition world-wide, the pressure on the South

African government to comply with demands

becomes greater. As they remarked to Stnjdom

(then Prime Minister) during the march on Pretona,

the women echoed a pronouncement after which the

film is also entitled, "Strijdom, you have struck a

rock^ when you have touched a woman."

Continited from page S

leaders (Cieorge Padmory, C.L.ft. James, Stokely

Carmichael et al.) have most strongly stressed the

vital importance of African independence and its

key strategic role in the struggle for Black freedom.

This has also been echoed from the continent from

many of Africa's leading statesmen (e.g., Amil Car-

cabral, Kwame Nhkrumuh, Frantz Fanon et al.).

However to summarize this sentiment. President

Shahu Shaguri of Nigeria asserted in his October

25th address to the United Nations: "Nigeria's

destiny is inextricably linked with the fortunes of all

countries of Africa and all the peoples of Africa des-

cent abroad. As a result, Nigeria must continue to

vigorously strive for the restoration of the rights

and dignity of the Black man everywhere who for

too long has suffered humiliation and discrimina-

tion.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Progressive Film

Series
The Piogressive Film Series is now in its 1 1th season W>> have
over the years tried to offer a different look m the worl.J tha.. is

generaly available through the traditional news media When v...s
the last time you read or saw on television news about Mf Jean
Donovan Maryknoll Missionary murdered in fei Salvador ny
soldiers or the conflict m the Western iva-.cii,, (j.^ivveo..
Morocco and the Polisano guerillas>

These two issues, as well as the Death Penalty Smithtm Af,H.;»
and Women struggling for their rights is this seotons Progressive
Film Series.

THURSDAY November 4, 1982

FILM: Rose's in December
Maryknoll sisters Maura Clarke, Ita Ford, jn.i L.-ulint *islor
Dorothy Kaiel were murdered In El Salvador l'> Soiurily Forces
Also killed was jean Donovan of Conntftirut I his is hir/lhi ii

•tory.

FRIDAY November 19, 1982

FILM: The Grapes of Wrath
This datnlc look at America in the DeprcsMion I ta i«, oiu- ..r fhf
best films the late Henry Fonda made, it is ihn .x s-irrww lumi.in
drama.

THURSDAY December 2, 1^82

ILM; Generations oi kesisuincc
FheHljck Strangle for freedom in Southern Ni»" .i >• '^n- inrusnf

hl» infmmativc film. Tracing th* libprHt'oi' Mu>>>'m»ni dvcr

tevcral generations this film otters a di*vp i.)*igl)i irtn S'.mth

Africa today

RIDAV December 10, 1982

=IIM: Anna Mae: Brave Hearted Wunu"^
Killed by L'.S. Government agents tins tilm »'*|)fo.si'v thi-

drdicatinn of ihi<i women to thi* Htrugglv ot Hit \.«ti\f Nmiiiu jn

People. I his film is .iNo the slorv of ihc \4liif \ini-i>v.in

Movement in the United States.

All fill

fn«flid

C«flit»r

t»tlM

at 8KM>pni in room 163 of
loaso bring a
Film

There will be a mandatory CAPE VERDE STUDENT
ALLIANCE meeting on Thursday, October 28, at 5:00
p.m. in the New Africa House. For more information
please call John Lopes at 545-0031

.

Q D/

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
Siu<ton< Umon Rootn 402 UfHvartiry of Mmuchu«*tl«
Aiii*M>*t MA 010O3 14131 S4S3«2e

FALL SCHEDULE

DAY

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

WAWC

Les Correia
Rev. ''ear'.on

More fusic
Ken Johnston
Gus Martin'.

Mahoqhany
Merritt Anthony
People's Persnec
Concepto Latino
The General

El lot t Andre*.

Theresa M

Rev. Pearson
Concepto Latino
D.R.

Karl Njiiri
Mark Elliot

Mark Semedo
Concepto Latiro
Carl Lowiar
Reports In Color
Daddy Neil

Frank Oqlesby

SHOM NAME

Soft n Easy
Glory Road To Gospel
BMCP
On Air Live- Jazz

frtt As The Wind
BMCP

tive BMCP
BMCP

BMCP
Urban Contemporary
BMCP
Glory Road To Gospel
BMCP
BMCP

Pan Afriqoe
BMCP
New Ja7z Experience
BMCP
Rhythn Section

x/Bettina Henry
Funk n Thanqs
F rankle O's Odyssey

TIMf

2: 00-6 :00am

6:00-10:00*111

?:0O-6:0Oaiii

b:00-9:00ani

12:15-3:00piii

3:0O-5:30p»
6:00-7:00p»i

7:0C-10:0Opm
12:15-3:0Cp«
10: 00-2; 00am
6:00-9:00ain

2:00-6:00ain

6:00-9:00ain

3:0O-5:30pn
10:00-2:00aiii

2:00-6 :00am

6:00-9:OOaiK

9:00-12:00noor
12:15-3:00pni

6 : 00- 7 : OOpm
7:00-10:00p»
10: 00-2:0041*

BLACK HOMECOMING 1982

Sunday October 31 Parade 1:00 pm

Monday November 1st Dinner at Yvonne's
New Africa House Lurnmumba Hut

Tuesday November 2nd Gospel Niqht 8:00
pmCCA

Wednesday November 3rd Nikki Giovanni

Thursday November Uth Poetry & Dance
Malcolm X Center Southwest

Friday November 5th Lady Sings the Blwes
with Diana Ross & Billy Dee Williams
SUB

Saturday November 6th Come Hom£ to

CCA Hcrnie Com,ing Party 10-5

ENJOY!!!

Today, at 6 p.m.. "People's Perspective," a public affairs

program, sponsored by the Black Mass Communications
Project and the W.E.B Dubois Department of Afro-

.\merican studies, will air an interview with Gary Lee, the

acting Director of the Office of Third World Affairs at the

University Of Massachusetts, on WMUA 91.1 KM. So, be

sure to tune in and get turned on.

The Third World Theater Series will present the
Sansei Theater Company oresentation of "Life in
the Fast Lane, A Requiem tor a Sansei Poet," a one
man tour-de-force by Lane Kivomi Nishikawa, a
Sansei (third generation), Japanese-Hawaiian
poet/actor on Thursday. October 28 at 8:00 p.m.

Fresh, moving and dynamic, Lane takes us by the
hand and lets us experience the pains and joys of
growing up Japanese and American in a world that
finds itliard to accept both. The emotion generated
in Lane's use of performance can be attributed to
the use of his own experiences to convey the
messages of "Life in the Fast Lane." It should not
be missed!

10

First Annual Five College Graduate and Professional

Schools Information Day- Wed.. Nov. 3, 1982. Fifty-plus

graduate schools participating. Afternoon Workshop-
Panel Discussion. Workshop I: Taking the GRE, GMAT,
and test taking skills.

Panel I: Business, Engineering, and Mathematics
Panel II: Health Sciences and Medecine
Panel III: Liberal Arts and Education
Panel IV: Law School
Time: Workshop I- 11:30 a.m.

Panels I-IV- 3:30 p.m.
(Approx. 2 hours)

Place: Campus Center- first level

Sponsored by CCEBMS, BCP. and Five CoUege Minority
Graduate School Advisors

Black Mass Communications Project will be meeting
Monday November 1, 1982 at 6 p.m. in New Africa
House. All members and any persons interested in
getting mvolved with news, public affairs, video
music or journalism are urged to attend. BMCP is
located in Room 402 of the Student Union

KEY: Ptjblic Affairs
Rev. Pearson included; not a part of BMCP
News

TOTAL HOURS OF PR0GRAf*ING: MK

Keep on listemnq to BMCP on WMUA, 91.1 FM and help
us keep Black Mi4sic alive!

Nummo Staff

Announcements policy: All announcements
must be submitted in writing by the Friday
before date ofissu^e.
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McAlisfcey condemns human
rights offenses in N. Ireland
By MICHELLE MUKKAY
Collegian Staff

Understanding the situation in Northern

Ireland today is central to understanding

any other struggle in the world, Irish

political activist Bernadette Devlin

McAliskey yesterday told a crowd of about

400 in the Studenl Union Ballroom at the

University of Massachusetts.

Speaking on human rights in Ireland,

McAliskey said, "I think you can say in verv

few words what human rights in Ireland are

all about. They simply don't exist.

"Human rights is not a liberal issue,"

McAliskey said. "That's what I'm trying to

say. Human rights is not an issue that keeps

you out of the difficult arena of politics.

Human rights is what the people in Ireland,

El Salvador, West Beirut and Guatemala
die for." /
McAlisky stepped into the international

spotlight in 1969 when, at 21. she became
the youngest person ever elected to British

Parliament. In 1979, she ran for a seat in

the European Parliament. Her platform

called for the release and amnesty for

political prisoners in Northern Ireland and
withdrawal of British troops from that

country.

In January 1981, McAliskey and her

husband were seriously injured when three

pro British gunmen attacked their home.

To understand the Irish struggle is to

understand all struggles against op-

pression, Devlin McAliskey said, and to

sympathize with that struggle is to sym-

pathize with all world struggles for justice.

"The struggle for freedom in Ireland is

the oldest struggle for freedom still con-

tinuously going on, from the beginning, 800

years ago. to today without having secured

success." McAliskey said.

"We share the attempted genocide of our

entire race," she said.

An example of this genocide was the

Great Hunger which some people,

McAliskey said, mistakenly know as the

Great Famine.

Millions of people in Ireland starved or

died trying to esca|)e starvation on ships to

America because of the failure of the potato

crop. Ships stocked with grain and livestock

would leave the ports hourly, she said.

I)iscu.ssinK other parts of Irish history,

McAliskey said, "We share, as possibly the

only white race who do share it, a history of
slavery with our black brothers and sisters

the West Indies."

McAliskey outlined the historical division

of Ireland. North from South, and spoke of

current conflicts in the small Northern
state.

Criminals are divided into two
categories, she explained. "O.D.C.'s" or

"ordinary decent criminals" who commit
social crimes such as rape and robbery and
"real" criminals or political criminals.

Political criminals are subject to in-

ternment without trial, McAliskey said,

and when they are tried it is in Diplock

courts, where the judges and police

"belong" to the British.

Britain has also changed the onus of proof

from the prosecution to the defense, she

said, meaning defendants must prove they

are innocent. "Evidence is a minor point in

Northern Ireland," she said.

CollcfUa phota by Mirkacl Mu-folia

Focusing on the political struf^j^le that now divides Ireland, Irish

political activist Bernadette Devlin McAliskey spoke yesterday in the

Student Union Ballroom on human rights in Ireland.

Devlin McAliskey said in the name of

defending the peace, British soldiers are

given license to shoot and kill anyone they
choose.

Children in Northern Ireland are killed

by plastic bullets, ihe use of which has been

tondemned by the European Court of

Rights, the European Parliament the

British Labor Party and the British Liberal

Party.

Duffey may extend vice chancellor search after review
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey

said Friday he is currently reviewing the recommendations
of the search committee for a permanent vice chancellor for

administration and finance at UMass.
The vice chancellor for administration and finance is

responsible for campus construction, overseeing grants

and contracts, managing the transportation and mail

services, coordinating the food services and Campus
Center, and operations at the Physical Plant.

UMass has ix'en without a permanent vice chancellor oi

administratio.T and finance since July 1, 1981.

"I am talking with experts in the areas of administration

and finance to learn about the experience of other in

stitutions," Duffey said.

Duffey said he may decide to extend the search after

consulting with these sources and carefully reviewing the

recommendations of the search committee.

If the search is extended, the University will have to

advertise the position for at least two months, Duffey said.

The search for the permanent vice chancellor began in

August, 1981, when the search committee met for the first

time. The committee was composed of representatives

from the student body, faculty and staff members and

administrators.

Last February. Dr. Carl Swanson, the committee's

chairman, presented former Chancellor Henry Koffler with

the names of seven final candidates These are the names
Duffey is currently reviewing.

The finalists were: John L. DeNyse. acting vice chan-

cellor for administration and finance at UMass Amherst;
William I^ouis Dillon, vice president and treasurer at

Chatham College; Gary Gabriel Goetz, assistant chancellor

at the University of Wisconsin; Joseph D. Hamel, assistant

vice president for finance at Washington State University:

John J. Stevens III, assistant to the president at Baylor

University; and Jack C. Weiner, dean of administration at

the City University of New York in the Bronx.

$450,000 reserved for UMass athletes
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This w thefirst article ofafour part series

that will appear in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

In 1927, Rear Admiral George H. Barber bequeathed

$5,000 for athletics to_ Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege, now the University of Massachusetts. Since then, all

UMass athletic scholarships have been named after

Barber, even though the money he left is not used to pay

for them.
The scholarships, worth about $450,000 this year, are

granted to UMass students on the basis of athletic ability

alone. They are funded through a variety of sources, in-

cluding alumni donations, interest on student fees, ticket

sales and concessions.

The $59 athletic fee paid by UMass students each year

indirectly subsidizes athletic scholarships, since the fee

pays all expenses associated with athletic teams. This

allows all revenues generated from athletic events to be

returned to scholarships.

Barber bequeathed $5,000 "to be safely invested and the

income to be used annually for the encouragement of

general athletics among the student body as a whole."

When the gift was accepted by the Board of Trustees in

1927, it was suggested that part be used to build new ten-

nis courts.

The Barber Endowment Fund still exists, and contains

the original $5,000. The interest from that fund has been

accumulating for a number of years and could be used for

future projects or scholarships, said Al Rufe, assistant

director ui <«uiicbica <uiu ititcuiciaJ manager ol tne auuetic

accounts.

In addition, the UMass Board of Trustees established a

separate Barber Trust Fimd in 1957, which is used to

grant athletic scholarships to UMass students.

The Barber Trust Fund is funded through a variety of

sources and through a large, complex system of financial

accounts, making it one of the more complex programs at

the University. The $325,430 in income last year was
broken down into an alumni contribution ($65,000), foot-

ball and basketball ticket sales ($84,655), concessions

($5,840), other revenues pr(x;essed through the Athletic

Events Clearing Account^ 120,000) and a University con-

tribution ($50,000).

The University contribution is allocated from the in-

terest earned on other trust funds, which hold student fee

money and other funds. This year, that contribution has

been increased from $50,000 to $244,000.

A reserve account of $460,000 also exists, containing

unused football telecast revenue from several years ago.

The Athletic Events Clearing Account also has a balance

of over $110,000.

Scholarships are granted through a less complex pro-

cess, involving gjadual negotiation and recruitment ef-

forts over the course of each year. The coaches of each

team talk with the Athletic Department to see how many
scholarships will be granted to each team, depending on

the needs of the team and the available money.
"We negotiate, in a sense," said F>ank Mclnerney, head

of the Athletics/Intramurals Department. "I talk to the

coach and see how many scholarships he absolutely needs

to be competitive, and we authorize roughly that

number. , .nimued on page .<
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UMass alumnus Scott Bolotin maneuvers
through a treetop left bare in the autumn
tradition while working on a "re-leaf pro-

ject to replace the fallen leaves in plastic bags

extended from branches. The environmental

sculpture project was originated by Nancy
Florian, a ComStu srraduate student.
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World and National News

VA slammed by congressional, GAO studies

on Affent Orange physicals, computer system
WASHINGTON (AP) - Physical exams

for Vietnam veterans who fear their ex

posure to Agent Orange imperiled their

health often are inadequate and performed

by government doctors who do not know

what to look for. congressional m
vestigators said yesterday.

Moreover, the Veterans Administration s

computerized registry into which the

results of the exams are stored is so

unreliable that the system should be

scrapped, the General Accountmg Office

said after a 2 V4 year study.

Even the veterans' addresses were not

kept in the computer fUes, making it dif

ficult to find vets for follow-up exams or

treatment. ,, » .

The agency found that many V A doctors

are suspicious of the complaints of

veterans. n \f\
In six of 14 hospitals that the GAt)

visited, the chief environmental physicians

- in charge of Agent Orange exams -
"believed the program served only to pacify

veterans who were exploiting the Agent

Orange issue for personal gain." the report

said.
, L •

At (our of the hospiuls. the physicians

were not adequately told what to focus on in

the physical exams, the report added.

So far. more than 95.000 Vietnam

veterans have gone to Veterans

Administration hospitals for the day long

exams out of concern that exposure to the

herbicide is damaging their health or

threatening to produce birth defects in

their offspring.

The report on the examination progam

was made public by Sen. John Heinz, R-

Pa.. and Rep. Thomas Downey. DN.Y.

"it's an appalling operation, for the most

part." Downey said at a news conference.

"It's astonishing to me that a government

agency behaves that way."

The Veterans Administration said the

GAO exaggerated the problem and used

out of date data to reach its conclusions.

The VA questioned whether the veterans

were qualified to pass judgment on the

adequacy of the examinations. The GAO
agreed that the examinations are often

more thorough than the veterans thought.

The GAO sampled records of 1.258

medical exams and found the exams were

thorough in only 36 percent of the cases.

Only 10 percent of the records completely

documented the veteran's medical history.

The report found 14.236 claims fUed by

veterans for disabiUties attributed to Agent

Orange.
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apron's careeTat stake as he admits he gave

Christian militiamen OK to enter camps

A *i(UA mRi, walks alone the board walk at Virginia beach,

..̂ ''rX":^r\Zl7-''^-' '"» tern off the oce^.'- >-K.«
I

*"•» " ... V—~~^ cuo-^r, u>Vir>«P rareer is at stake, had a
hammered away at essentiaUy the same

questions that outraged Israelis have been

asking ever since they forced the gover

nment to set up an inquiry

.

Was there no hint of a massacre to come.

Could Israeli forces have stopped it sooner?

Who made the decisions and who knew or

should have known about them?

Sharon sat at a desk facing the panehsts

in the low ceUinged Hebrew University

lecture hall sequestered for the hearings.

Sharon, whose career is at sUke. had askec

for an open hearing to demonstrate he had

nothing to hide. But when the questions

touched on the mechanics of deciding to let

the Christians into the camps, he asked to

be heard in closed session.

The commission announced that Sharon

testified for three hours in secret, and said

he might be called again, though it was not

known when. No testimony would be taken

today, the commission said.

JERUSALEM (AP) - Defense Minister

Ariel Sharon, in testimony to the com

mission probing the Beirut massacre, took

responsibiUty yesterday for letting

Lebanese Christian militiamen into the

Palestinian refugee camps. He said Prime

Minister Menachem Begin had known

nothing about it.

The commission, in its first public

session, grilled Sharon for more than two

hours on whether the IsraeU army and

government should have suspected in

advance that the entry of the Christians

into the Sabra and Chatilla camps to rout

PLO guerrillas might end in a slaughter.

Sharon said the decision to let the

Christians into the camps was worked out

by the chief of staff. Lt. Gen. Raphael

Eytan. "and I approved it. because it was

the accepted thing, it was clear, it was what

we were striving for all the time...."

"Our central concern was to save our

soldiers' Uves. Moreover, there was a

Cabinet decision reached June 15, 1982.

which spoke in a clear fashion, in my

opinion the clearest fashion possible, of

integrating the Lebanese forces (Christian

militiamen) into the fighting in Lebanon."

Israel invaded l.#banon June 6 to smash

the Palestine Liberation Organization and

entered west Beirut Sept. 15.

On S<'pt. 22. Sharon told Parliament the

Israeli army helped plan and support the

Christian militia raid on the camps, in

tending to drive out PLO guerrillas

believed to be hiding there. But. he said he

did not imagine "in our blackest dreams"

that hundreds of civUans would be

massacred.

The commission members. Supreme

Court Justices Yitzhak Kahan and Aharon

Barak and retired Maj. Gen. Yona Efrat.
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Senator Edward M. Kennedy spoke yesterday at Smith College at the Northampton Conference on

World Hunger sponsored by Oxfam-America.

Kennedy at local hunger conference,

blasts defense budget, social cuts
By KKN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

Senator Edward M. Kennedy spoke briefly at the

Northampton t'onference on World Hunger yesterday

afternoon at Smith College during one of the many stops he

will make bolon- the statewide election next week.

The conference, organized by Oxfam America, attracted

public officials, educators and activists from around the

state who discussed means for better fund raising and

leadership in curbing world hunger.

Mayor David B. Musante of Northampton who co

chaired, the conference and Dr. Larry Brown of the liar

vard Schrx)! of Public Health, gave short introductions to

Kennedy who went (m to condemn the pouring ot money

into the build up lor nuclear arms while organizations like

Oxfam America are denied funding.

"In the last two years." Kennedy said, "we haven't heard

about the responsibility to the millions of children who will

die this year from hunger and for the families in their

critical grow ing years.
"

Kennedy said instead of taking care of "human needs and

.•oncerns" first. U.S. leaders, both Demwratic and

Republican have backed spending on more "weapon^ of

lest ruction."

Even with $35 billion being spent on nuclear arms last

year and this year. Kennedy said funding for student

scholarships, elderly .social security programs and child

care support still ends up as part of the defense budget.

After speaking for about 15 minutes, Kennedy answered

several questions from the audience. Lola Reinhart,

associate profes.sor of economics at Smith, asked Kennedy
what exactly were the "root causes" of the world hunger

problem.

Kennedy hesitated before saying there were a "variety

of issues and factors that must be dealt with." Poverty,

changing conditi')ns in the weather, lack of skills and other

problems are hurting economic development and bringing

about world starvation, he said.

When asked if he was "riding the nuclear freeze issue

into the White House" as his Republican opponent Ray
Shamie has asserted, Kennedy denied this calling the

nuclear freeze a grass roots issue that started particularly

in Western Massachusetts and said he will leave it up t«)

writers and educators to decide the worth of his efforts in

the freeze issue.

When asked about his views on the U.S. cutting off grain

supplies to the Soviet Union. Kennedy simply said, "I

reject the idea of using f(K)d as a political weapon."

Social science advocate still going
strong, concourse idea sales continue
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The majority of the vendors on the Campus Center

concourse are trying to sell material items to passers-by

like T shirts, photographs or frisbees. Henry Ruber, on the

other hand, is selling an idea.

For three years now the 78 year old Buber has been

standing in front of a display of worn out pictures ad

vocating the social sciences. That is, the study of history,

-social structure and sociology. The pictures he displays are

of social activists he admired because of their fight against

authority.

"I admire Jesus and Socrates tremendously. They

dedicated their lives to an idea and died defending it,"

Buber said.

Anybody who has strolled through the Campus Center

on a given day has seen this balding man in the green plaid

suit and assumed he's some "weirdo". This is far from the

truth. Henry Buber is a Colby College graduate and a

former Hadley High School teacher who has dedicated his

retirement to the preaching of the social sciences.

Henry buoer ,, he concourse with his pic-

I
toral uiayiay oi nisioric figures he admires.

"I'm trying to get people to study the social sciences.

History is the basis for the social sciences. Without history

we would have no art, literature or philosophy," claims

Buber.
"History shoyld be studied with a scientific mind. When

scientists work on experiments they have no prejudices or

false pretenses prior to entering the lab," said Buber.

"When you study history the same approach should be

taken. Too many people like preachers interpret history in

accordance with their beliefs and not how it actually

happened."

In order to occupy a space in the Campus Center con

course, one must clear through the Board of Governors

office. Buber's clearance was arranged by the United

Christian Foundation, a Recognized Student Organization

(RSO) Buber does charitable work for. The group

discovered him preaching the social sciences at a local

church and decided to arrange for the elderly man to get a

shot at the big time and speak to the students of the

University of Massachusetts. So in 1979, Buber was given

the opportunity every philosophical mind dreams of — a

chance to voice his ideas in front of a large crowd.

Aside from his strong feelings for the study of the past

Buber .said he has some strong feelings about the world

today. He said he feels modern history has a direct link to

ancient history. History has a way of repeating itself so we
must be careful, according to Buber.

On Reaganomics. Buber said. "The Reagan plan is

similar to the 1926 Andrew Mellon plan. This plan cut the

taxes across the board so people would take their savings

and put it into investments. Many companies at the time,

like now. were not making money. The investments did not

pay dividends. This plan led to the Depression, where

Reaganomics could be leading us."

On Russian militarism. Buber said: "Russia has been

invaded three times from the West. First Napolean, then

the two world wars. They lost over 40 million people in the

world wars alone and they will never let it happen again."

Like all great historians, Henry Buber has his own world

peace plan. He traces it back to Lincoln.

"A British historian commenting on Lincoln said he was

the greatest man democracy ever produced. This was

because he had sympathetic understanding." said Buber.

"which leads to wisdom. Countries have to have sympathy

for others. We have to have sympathy for Israel. Russia,

or any other country to understand them. When this oc

curs the world will have peace."

Selectmen discuss
money, Halloween
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst will receive $515,000 in Federal

Revenue Sharing funds next year, and last night the

Amherst Board of Selectmen held a public hearing for

residents to suggest w ays of spending the money.

Federal Revenue Sharing funds are monies granted to

cities and towns by the federal government. The town may
elect to spend the money in any way it chooses.

Representatives of the Munson Memorial Building m
South Amherst recommended some of the revenue sharing

funds be spent on that building for a new sewer system

winterizing and routine maintenance. The 50 year old

building serves as a branch to the Jones Library, as well as

a center for community activities.

June George, chairman of the Munson Memorial

Building Board of Trustees, said an energy audit in Spring

of 1981 determined that approximately $7,000 should go

into winterizing the Munson Building. In addition, she said

the sewer system has caused repeated problems over the

past two years.

"The building is extremely well-used, so there is a lot of

deterioration of property which must be maintained

regularly." George said. She added that funds have not

been available for this purpose in the past.

The selectmen also approved budget guidelines for fiscal

year 1984. but decided not to include a recommendation ol

a 10 percent increase. Instead, the budget will strive for a

"maintenance" budget. Acting Town Manager Stanley

Ziomek said the wording was made more vague to give the

new town manager leeway in adopting a finalized budget

next spring.

Despite the fact that other local communities have

banned trick or treating due to the recent Tylenol scare.

Amherst will allow the tradition.

"I don't think it is fair for us to ban it." said Selectman

Francesca Maltese. "It's not our holiday, it's the

children's."

The Board instead urged parents to accompany children,

and to stay in their own neighborhoods.

Brain "sub-system"

theory to play Tobin
By RICHARD NAGLE
Collegian Staff

The controversial brain theory of Kenneth Collins will be

presented from 7 to 10 p.m. tomorrow at 204 Tobin Hall on

the campus of the University of Massachusetts.

Collins. 35. spent a couple of days in the Campus ('enter

conc<mrse two weeks ago in the hopes his theory would be

recognized by the .scientific community. Thomas (Jrinley,

president of the C'ouncil of Undergraduate Psychology,

was largely responsible for allowing the theory to be

presented for an official forum.

"The theory rigorously unifies the functioning of all the

brain's major sub systems." Collins said.

He further claims the theory "reduces the basic drives

and the phenomena of creativity, curiosity, conscience,

decisions and volition to concrete biological proces.ses."

Before his presentation, Collins will appear on WMUA's
"UMass Hotline" at 6 p.m. The show will be hosted by Bill

Stepchew.

The format of the presentation may be difficult for

Collins to comply with however.

"The theory is blisteringly complex. I've never been able

to deal with it in less than four hours, and this presentation

runs three hours." he said.

"I hope it rings some bells somewhere and someone says,

"Let's hear it again.'

"

"Evolution dynamics have left a fundamental flaw within

the brain's neural mechanism. This flaw is responsible for

negative behavioral dynamics. However, my theory shows
rigorously that this flaw can be transcended by in-

corporating within the brain knowledge of the way the

brain processes information." CoUins said.

Collins has a general studies degree from Springfield

College.

• $450,000
(Aintinued from page 1

The coach for each team then goes through the normal

recruiting process and makes tentative scholarship offers

to potential student athletes. Once the student has decided

to attend UMass, the coach makes a recommendation to

the Athletic Department, and the student officially applies

for the scholarship. The University Scholarship Commit-

tee then approves the scholarships in what is essentially a

rubber-stamping process of Athletic Department recom-

mendations.

As a result of negotiation between Mclnerney and the

coaches, 94 scholarhips were granted this year, or the

equivalent of 89 "full" scholarships, since some are partial

grants. Most of these were for returning students. 55

scholarships go to football players, 14 to members of the

men's basketball team, and 21 are divided among five

women's teams.

These 94 scholarships, plus books and insurance costs,

would total about $450,000 this year if the student

athletes received only Barber money to pay their educa-

tional expenses. But some students apply for and receive

other need-based financial aid.

*
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Social sciences combined

under STPEC's wide roof
VtllVtV'J. K-/ ^ -- --—

students and the regular parlicipaiu

Bv DONALD CASSIDY
Collegian Correspondent

The program of Social Thought and

Political Economy (STPEC) attempts to get

to the roots of modern social problems.

Students attempt to address many of the

fundamenul questions in our society left

unanswered by prevailing academic

thought.

Many of these issues mvolve relations

between individuals and society and in

elude: freedom and the state, structural

inequality, work and work relations,

racism, sexism and class oppression, ac

cording to a class description.

Standard STPEC classes include titles

such as. "Psychoanalysis ar>d Social

Theorv," "Mass Participation and Forms of

Political Activity. I'ragedy and

Democracy" and "Blacks and Radical

Movements."
John Cole, acting director of the

program, said "Political activism is en-

couraged in an integration between theory

and practice."
.

A relatively new major, conceived in ly/^

by Dr. Robert D. Wolff, a I'niversity of

Massachusetts philosophy professor.

STPEC was an outgrowth of "a perception

he shared with others - the need for a

program that dealt with critical issues and

means of addressing them." said Cole. "It

was felt this could be better approached in a

multi disciplinary manner than under one

discipline."

"It started with one seminar and has

evolved into a major with nearly 100

students and the regular participation of at

least 20 faculty members." said Louise

Brown. STPEC coordinator.

STPEC students can select from a

variety of areas and departments such as

economics, political science. Afro American

studies, anthropology and women's studies.

All must participate, however, in a four-

credit junior seminar on social theory and

two similar senior seminars concentrating

on more specific STPEC issues. Brown said.

"The multi disciplinary approach at-

tempts to use the best aspects of the Jef-

fersonian tradition, where education is

viewed as training people for responsible

lives. The idea is that people should be

knowledgeable and politically active." Cole

said. .

\sked if anv specific courses were being

planned bv' STPEC to study the

phenomenon of the New Right. Brown said

although none were being planned, some

professors were starting to explore issues

relating to this. Among them is Professor

Daniel Clawson who conducts a sociology

class "The New Right and the Left."

'In some sense." said Cole, "we've been

criticizing the New Right before it existed."

Due to the scarcity of similar programs

nationwide and the quality of the UMass

program. Brown said STPEC accepus a

number of transfer students from such

schools as Boston CoUege. UMass Boston.

Hampshire College, the University of

Chicago and Antioch College. Ohio.

For further information, the STPEC

office is located in Machmer E27. across and

down from CASIAC.
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UMass student Jane Ashley directs her horse in
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weekend in a training level stadium jumping class at the equine center.
|

Make a Difference?" The second seminar

will provide information on practical ex

perience on how to introduce people to the

courts to gain maximum use out of the

visit. The third seminar will examine

Massachusett's new drunken driving law.

Convocation to feature

Murphy and Duffey
The Student Affairs Convocation will be

held at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Campus

Center Auditorium for all Student Affairs

staff.

Ffx-using on the theme "Versitality. In-

tegrity and Pride." the program will host

Chancellor Joseph Duffey and SGA Presi-

dent Jim Murphy as speakers. The reci-

pients of the Second Annual Distinguished

Service Awards for staff members

nominated by the University community

will be announced.

All Student Affairs staff are urged to at-

tend the event.
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Dialogue series, part

two tonight in Mahar
Professor Paul Hollander of the sociology

department and Professor JohnetU Cole of

the anthropology department will speak at

8 p.m. tomorrow in Mahar Auditorium in

the second event of the Dialogue Series at

the University of Massachusetts entitled

"Humanistic Values. Intellectuals and the

Pursuit of Utopia."

All day law conference

offers three seminars

Mideast TV figure

to appear at Smith
Rafik Halabi. Israeli Arab television

correspondent and author of "The West

Bank Story." will speak at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow in the Browsing Room of the

NeQson Librarv at Smith College. Halabi

will speak on "We and Them: Co Existence

Between the Israelis and Palestines."

Singing Telegrams
and Balloons

Delivered by

Tuxedoed Messenger for a

and All Occasions
Student Disccurf;

"Send A Song
Call 665-7664

For wom»n

DISTRESSED
by PREGNANCY...

8«rvlc»s that art
confldantlal, halpful,

caring and fraa.

flirttriatt

MW »u 7}2-<l»4
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The seventh annual Law Relate Educa- "pCT pprifpr offerS
tion Conference ^^^ll begin at 8:30 this mor- ^i^^^ V.trillCl Ull^ic

ning in the Campus Center Auditorium and

continue throughout the day in the con-

ference rooms on the first level of the Cam-

pus Center.

The agenda includes three seminars: The

first seminar will address the topics "To

Scare Straight or not to Scare Straight?".

"The Practice of Law m the Soviet Union."

and "Police Use of i:>eadly Force" and

"Academic Freedom: Is there Any? Does it

exam November 3, 17
The Michigan Test of English Language

Proficiencv will be given at 1:30 p.m. on

Nov. 3 and 17 in room 204 Tobin Hall, the

test is being sponsored by English as a

Second Language Center.

Anv student considering taking the test

should register in room 308 Bartlett Hall or

call 54-2578 before Nov. 3.
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No Longer WiU Any
UMass Student

Be Without Credit
Fill out applications for SEARS,

G FOX and WEATHERVANE
CREDIT CARDS immediately at

no charge to you, and estabUsh for

vourself good credit!
^ Tue

° Wed on the CO Conoo. irse

next to the University Store.

Sponsored by the PanheUenic Council.

Credit-Free Workshops LSAT Preparation

Workshop

LSAT Prepfu-ation Workshop --

Wl 1 1 Section 2 - Cost: $55.

This LSAT Preparation Workshop has been newly

devised to prepare students for the LSAT offered

on campus on December 4, 1982.

Classes begin on Monday, November 8, 7-9 p.m..

and run for two weeks as follows:

Monday, Novembep 8 - Introduction to New LSAT
and "Type 2" Questions - Bob Welch

Tuesday. November 9 - Writing Sample Prepara-

tion - Ann Rylestone
Wednesday, November 10 - Reading Comprehen-

sion Preparation - Ann Rylestone

Monday, November 15 - "Type 3" Questions -

Bob Welch
Tuesday. November 16 - "Type 4" Questions -

Bob Welch
Saturday. November 20. 9 am - 1 pm

Practice Examination
Last session under timed conditions

to simulate actual examinations.

Registration is now taking place at the Division of Con-

tinuing Education, Registration Office. University

Library. Total cost, including registration fee is $60.
**

'
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Pfk

Halloween mischief is no fun
With the recent cases of cyanide-laced Tylenol as

well as other poisoned consumer products, there

seems to be a rather sick phenomenon that's

taking place right under our noses. Mentally-twisted in-

dividuals have some need to make life miserable for

others. These warped-minded people see fit to destroy life,

property or both. Is this supposed to be some sort of a

joke? Do these idiots need to get attention, perhaps the at-

tention he or she never got before but felt they always

deserved? It's impossible to pinpoint any specific reason as

to what would possess someone to do something like this

but you can't deny the fact that this evil has been with us

for quite some time under a various array of forms.

Frank Zabierek

In the early 70's, I recall phony bomb threats as the "in"

thing to do. Although this may sound like a rather subtle

prank, a fire department's response to a cross-town facili-

ty could easily cause a serious accident since they've got to

get to the scene as quickly as possible without having to

worry about,traffic violations. This doesn't even take into

account the people who occupy the facility at the time of

the threat. Scaring people hdf to death isn't anything to

laugh about!

Not too long ago, a Haverhill woman hao her face

disfigured thanks to an individual who hurled a boulder

through her windshield from a Route 495 overpass. After

several plastic surgery operations and a lengthy period of

just pure hell and agony, this unfortunate victim died.

Although nobody was ever charged for throwing the rock

which literally ruined an innocent woman's life. I bet the

guilty culprit would be a regular scream at any party.

This weekend we're approaching a truly blessed event

that just seems to bring out the internal animal instincts in

many people — Halloween. Ever since I can remember,

some individuals find it absolutely necessary to have fun

(or should I say mess other people over) on this sacred oc-

casion. As with previous Halloweens, I'm sure we'll hear

many instances of car tires being slashed and kids biting

into apples with razor blades in the center — isn't that

hilarious?

Our own university is employing increased security

measures this weekend for fear that things could get out

of hand. Is it this holiday we call "Halloween" which

drives supposed normal people in much the same fashion

as a lunatic during a full moon? Why can't people have a

good time without getting out of hand? Will rowdy,

animal-like behavior prove to your friends that you're not

a wimp? If the latter question is bothering you, then you

might consider changing your friends.

Approximately tw) years ago. singer-composer John

Lennon was shot and killed by a man named Mark David

Chapman. Beatle fans all over the world mourned the

death of their legendary hero and referred to Chapman as

"insane", "psycho" and "a nut." Even though he sent a

public figure like Lennon to an early grave, can you see

the distinct similarities between Chapman and those guilty

of the aforementioned incidents?

If these are supposed to be jokes then I must have a bad

sense of humor. Granted, as Americans we're all entitled

to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness but when this

infringes upon other people's rights then a line has to be

drawn.

I'm not trying to say that everybody ought to stay home

this weekend and twiddle their thumbs but before you add

to the world's grief, misery and problems by pulling off

the prank of the century, just have some consideration for

the person you may hurt in the process.

Frank Zabierek is a UMass student.

Letters
r

Animals in human warfare

To the Editor:

The utilization of animals in scientific research is an ac-

cepted practice. It is argued that an animal's life can save

a person. There is one use of animals that I can not con-

done, the use of animals in human warfare.

I specifically refer to US Patent #4,015,873; a sea mine

recovery system. This system uses a sea lion trained to

home in on the sounds emitted by mines. The sea lion

swims with a yoke attached to his head. When he reaches

the mine, the yoke is attached to the mine, the sea lion is

set free and the mine is hoisted aboard. Thus a diver is

spared the danger of a delicate underwater operation.

The military mind will want to expand on this idea.

Perhaps the sea lions could be trained to swim with blocks

of steel. A "squad" of sea Iwns could then be sent into a

minefield to clear a channel for a submarine or ship.

Dogs can fetch slippers, monkeys can sign for dresses

and horses can add. People give animals emotions and in-

telligence and then say they are happy. A three legged dog

trained to spring bear traps does not strike me as being a

happy animal. We can not take an animal's life for

something as inhumane as war.

Furthermore, the patent defined the sea lion as the

sound localizing component in the mine recovery system.

Is a trained animal patentable? Perhaps just the method of

training.

Fred Stewart
Sylvan
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Nuclear freeze

unfair to U.S.
In

approaching the sensitive subject of nuclear

weapons, it is important to remember that there are

certain ideas which both liberal and conservatives can

agree. First of all. neither of us would like to be blown off

the face of the earth. Secondly, neither conservatives nor

liberals find nuclear weapons wonderful. Therefore, it

seems to me that the main argument is whether there

should be a nuclear freeze, not whether some people want

to blow up the world and others wish to save it. I realize

that this is an emotional subject, but since I oppose the

nuclear freeze, 1 feel compelled to explain my reasons.

Katherine Curda

Perhaps the most prevalent current argument given for

a nuclear freeze is the continual cry of butter over guns.

Yet if one looks at actual statistics, this argunrient loses

much of its impact. EXiring John F. Kennedy's administra-

tion the U.S. was spending 9 percent of its GNP on the

military which accounted for 49 percent of the F'ederal

budget. Today we are spending roughly 5.3 percent of the

GNP on the military. Only 23 percent of the budget is go-

ing to the Pentagon. Even President Reagan's budget will

not drastically change this almost 2 to 1 ratio. In the

Soviet Union, on the other hand, 12 14 percent of their

GNP is spend on the military and. more importantly, the

best brains and resources of the country are directed

toward the armed forces.

In looking at this issue, it is important to note that in

1979 at the Vienna SALT Summit President Carter pro-

posed to President Brezhnev a freeze on both deployment

and modernization of nuclear weapons and to bar tiie use

of force, including nuclear weapons, in Europe. Both pro-

posals were turned down as the Soviets insisted on first

deploying their newest missile the SS-20 — in Eastern

Europe. Today, the Soviets have installed over 300

SS-20's. not to mention the SS-18's. the 11 's and all the

others. To be fair, NATO also has weapons pointed at the

Soviet Union, but these were placed there by agreement

between allies, not by dictatorial fiat. One wonders what

the East Europeans think of all this. It was because of the

soviet deployment of the SS-20 that European govern-

ments, in 19'79. led by Helmut Schmidt, demanded that the

U.S. install a new generation of land based missiles (the

Pershing II and Cruise missile) to counter the strategic

threat of the SS-20. Thus all those protesters should be

angry at Helmut Schmidt, not at Ronald Reagan.

In fact. President Reagan has offered to cancel NATO's
1979 deployment decision if the Soviets will remove the of-

fensive SS-20's, yet, predictably, this offer has been turn-

ed down. Now the Soviets want to freeze deployment and

production of new nuclear systems. Of course they do,

they have already installed theirs.

F'or the record, the SS-20 is perhaps the most dangerous

weapons system that the Soviets have ever deployed. It's

most important factor is it's mobility, which makes

removal and re-deployment easy and detection difficult. In

considering why the Soviets went to all the trouble of

building and deploying this mobile menace, the most

curious detail is when they chose to. If they had done it

after 1981. liberal apologists could have blamed it on fear

generated by Reagan's "cold war rhetoric." Quite the con-

trary, though. The Soviets began deployment in 1977, at

the beginning of the Carter presidency. Thus, what we

have here is not a fearful reaction, but a clear, cold action

designed to gain what they feel to be tactical superiorty in

Europe.
In talking about the subject of tactical superiority, one's

tendency is to say, "So what?" since we already can make

the world go blooey. The answer is that we are dealing

with a power which believes that nuclear superiority is im-

portant. In 1980, Carter Defense Secretary Harold Brown

reported to Congress that the Soviets believe there will be

a victor and that dama ge need not be unacceptable. The

Russian elite, regardless of wishful thinking, is not like us.

Unencumbered by opposition, a free press and an inform-

ed citizenry, they are able to make moves and take actions

no democratically elected president could. Thus, given the

close nature of Soviet society, their representatives at the

START talks are able to stall fo^ver hoping to wear down

the U.S., whose people demand quick agreements and

whose liberal spokesman continually clamor that conces-

sions be made to show good faith.

I wonder how willing the Soviets would be to reduce

nuclear weapons if: A) the U.S. was going to stop it's

nuclear deployment or B) they had what they believed to

be tactical superiority in Eurof)e. The Soviets only enter

negotiations when their interests are at stake and I

suspect arguments about the horrors of nuclear war are

not going to move them. History has .shown (and 1 am a

Soviet Studies major) that when one deals with the Soviet

Union, one should not throw away one's bargaining chips

before the game has begun.

Kathenne Curda is a UMnjm'siud^t.
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"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held

at the University of Massachusetts and

surrounding area, is published daily in the

Collegian. Events are listed only on the

day they are taking place. An-

nouncements must be submitted on

"Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center,

and returned U> the office by 3 p.m. the

Friday before the event. All submissions

should be wntten in a similar style as they

appear in the paper.

UNIVERSITY IIORSEMASTERS CLUB
— Meeting to di.scuss Stallion Service

Auction, Horse show and hayride. All are

welcome. 8 p.m. 311 Stwkbridge.

FOOD SCIENCE CLl'H - Wine and

Cheese Party. 4:30 p.m. Chenoweth Pilot

Plant.

CERRF — Committee for Equal Rights

and Ri'productive P>eedom weekly meeting

will be discussing the play "A Women's

Choice." 6:30 p.m., 902 Campus Center.

UMASS HANGGLIDING CLUB
MEETING — To discuss fund raising. All

members and non members welcome. 7

p.m. 805-09 Campus Center.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE -
Meeting. 7:15 p.m. 917 Campus Center.

AL-ANON — Having a problem with

someone else's drinking, come to an Al-

Anon meeting. 8 9:30 p.m. Check Campus

Center schedule for room listing.

FREE CONCERT: FACULTY
WOODWIND QUINTET - Faculty

members Joanne Tanner, flute, Charles

Lehrer, oboe. Jose4)h Contino, clarinet,

Laura KUx-k, horn, and Frank Morelli.

bassoon, will perform their first concert of

the season. Special guesi on the program is

Lynn Klock. 8 p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall,

Fine Arts Center.

NEW WAVE

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
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I
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I $8.00 with this coupon

1 10 50 with shampoo & Blow Dry

I 11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry

j
Free Consultations

I please call for an appoin ment

!
STYLES BY DEBORAH

65 University Drive, Amherst

549 5610 C
i
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"SparenSle30^"

GcncraI Food
IntcrnationaI CofUts

AUSTRIAN $TVif iNSTANICOf'fE BFVtRWjf

Viennese style, with a toucti of cinnamon. <«»

"Economisez 30«"
GencraI Fooosl*

uimATioNAi Cofrf

CAfEpRANCAis
FIJf\:HST».t INV^ANT -Af'Et BfVERAGf

Smooth and light. French-style

"RIsparmia3(K"

CfneraI foods*
lNu«*iAiioNAl Cortcfs

6apfXiccino
TAi.ANS"'lt INSTANT COffft BEVfRAGi

Creamy rich, with an orange twist.

"Sdbhail3(K"

GCNCKAI

Jrishy\ioch(iMnt
IRISH STVie INSTAN' CO"f f BEVtR*Gt

Delicious, like a chocolate after-dinner mint. «^

"Epargnez 30^"

GcNCRAl
iNTCRMATiON LIsSjm
S^iissc Mocha

SWISS STYLt INSTANT COff EE BEVERAGE

Rich and chocolatey Swiss.

CfNERAi Food

"Rlspamnia30«
*ikH>.1»3

HCAFE AMAHpirO
9nMAN';rYIF iN<;TANTmfFf F RfVFRAfil

Delicate"ar»d aromatic, with just a kiss of amaretto flavoring.
NON AlCOHOlC

|30^
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"Save30«"
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GENERAL FOODS INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
^ (_ '^e 'eTciie' Genera* "^oods Corp will -einiDursf' /ou
^ fcr r<^e face value o' t*^ s coudo'^ plus 7c for hondii'ig ''

voo receive it or; fre saie of the specified p'oduc' end f

upor^ reauest you suomit ev -lence of purchase ther:roi

sat sfacfory to General foods Corp Coupon rnay not

De assignee transferred or reproduced Custome'
r-iust pav any sales tax A>)d wtere prohibitea

taxeo or restricted tiy ^\M C^,fir\ fjT.ly in U S A

[30^

Puerto Rico and , j Gov ' instoii Cash value 1 20c
Coupon will not De honored it presented through out-
side agencies Drokers or others who are not retoii

distriputofs of Our merchandise or specifically autho
nzed Dy us to preser-f coupons for redemption For
reder^ption o' properly received ana handled
coupon moii to Genero! Foods Corp PO Box
103 Kannotcee n 009G2

hi$ (-r,ijr,r,r ry ,, ,,\ .ir.iy r,r, fjijrrhase ot pfoduct --idicated Any other use constitutes fraud

( f jf f-'Ai RDODS COPPOPA^iON

Available at: '^^^ .UNIVERSITY
A^STORE^
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5i General l-oods Corporation 1982

OLDIES
with

GREG ADAMS
2 FOR 1

all liquor drinks
9 to 11

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 17 -M

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

11th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN. 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

U\GNAF83

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437
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Holly Nearly perfect
By MARILYN LENTZ
Collegian Correspondent

The nuclear freeze movement has a vocal

friend in Holly Near. Near sang of her belief

and commitment to the movement and

other causes to a near capacity crowd

Sunday night in the Greene Hall at Smith

College. Indeed the theme of her tour is "Be

Disarming - Challenge the Nuclear

Mentality.

From the moment Near stepped on stage

she performed as il there was no place she

would rather be. The crowd responded to

her activism and music with enthusiasm;

clapping, singing chanting and finally a

standing ovation.

Near is primarily known as a feminist

songwriter/singer but has also appeared in

the Broadway production of Hair and

several movies and television shows. In

1971 Near accompanied Jane F'onda and

Donald Sutherland on the "Free the Army"

tour which entertained the American GI's

in the Far East. That tour led to her first

album in 1973. Hanging in There.

Near performed several songs from her

recent Speed of Light album. The audience

was obviously familiar with them and loved

her 'driving the message home' style.

Especially popular were "Back Off."

"Dancing Bird." "Emma ' and "Unity".

When asking for requests. Near was

flooded with enthusiastic shouts of song

titles. She may not have gotten to them all

Ja 7
SPIRIT WITHIN
(ELEKTRA/MUSICIAN)
Red Rodney & Ira Sullivan

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Correspondent

On the liner notes to Spirit Within is a

quote from Red Rodney. "This is a com

puter oriented society where pretty soon

were going to be pushing buttons to get

everything. Music hds always gone the way

society is going, whether we've wanted to

let it head that way or not." Despite the

faceless computerized direction of current

popular music. Red Rodney and Ira SuUivan

have chosen a personal route and use their

respective flugelhorns to blow some of the

hottest straight ahead jazz of the year.

Spirit Within is the latest insUllment of

an on and off collaboration between Rodney

and Sullivan dating as far back as 1955.

Their unique combination of flugelhorns

creates some of the nastiest tones to come

forth from what usually a mellow sounding

instrument.

but attempted with "Mountain," "Fight

liack," "Nicoli," "Fire in the Rain" and "No

More Genocide."

Several times Near sang and spoke about

lesbian and gay rights to the delight of the

audience. As well she expressed her views

on the six questions on the upcoming

Massachusetts referendum and told "nice

stories," as she called them, recounting

experiences on her recent European tour

and the disarmament cause.

Near's band, made up of Adrienne Torf.

Carrie Barton and sign language in

terpreter Susan Freundlich. were splendid.

Their occasional vocal assistance added a

nice touch to Near's songs.

The rapport between Near and the crowd

throughout the evening was one most

concert goers dream of. She talked to the

crowd and invited their response time and

time again and the people loved it.

At the end of the evenmg and two solid

hours of song Near thanked the crowd for

coming. It should have been us thanking

her for performing.

Suzanne Shanbaum and Nancy Vogl

opened for Near. Their compositions

ranged from instrumental to fast paced and

political. Included was a moving song by

Vogl called "Three Mile Run" about

freedom of speech and action in this country

prompted by such people as Karen Silk

wood. Shanbaum and Vogl will be per

forming at the Ironhorse in Northampton

on Wednesday evening.

Spirit Within is not your typical funkified

jazz album. It requires a lot from the

listener and I doubt someone who prefers

their jazz served up by the likes of Chuck

Mangione will enjoy this album. Some of

the compositions, like "King of France",

lake a bopped out model melody and turn it

into an atonal trade off between the horns.

Believe me. it's not something everyone

wUl find soothing to the ears. Other songs

like "Crescent City", get the full speed

ahead treatment. I haven't heard music

played this quickly since I threw out my

Return to Forever albums, but the wild

thing about the LP is that, despite its being

played entirely without synthesizers or

studio gimmicks, it's still good!

Red Rodney and Ira Sullivan have been

playing together for decades and their

music reflects this. Their jazz is intelligent

but still retains that direct from the heart

feeUng. If you sincerely want to explore

some of the current trends in jazz today,

this is an album to check out.

Cullricitn pholu bv Jim Power*

Holly Near during? her powerful performance Sunday night at Smith.

CollrKi'n photo* hy Tom KudI*

The Valentines (at left) were the big winners in Saturday night's bat-

tle of the bands at Southwest. Bir (r.) came in second. Look for a photo

essay in the next other voice. .

bdimd The Nylon Qntain

Red Rodney and Ira Sullivan, whose new album was just released.

The Nylon Curtain

Billy Joel

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

Billy Joel's musical career has been a

series of moves and his latest release. The

Sylon Curtain is no exception. After the

commercial mishap of his first solo LP. Cold

Spring Harbor in 1971, Joel moved to the

West Coast and produced the hit LPs Piano

Man and Streetlife Serenade. Joel turned

the Turnstiles in 1975 and returned home to

New York. After the pop success of The

Stranger in 1976. came the rockhard street

songs of 52nd Street and the fragile Glass

Houses. Now. after producing an album of

live, re hashed oldies, fifteen years after his

involvement with The Hassles. Joel has

moved to Suburbia. USA.

The Nylm Curtain is the story of the

typical white collar middle class worker and

life on East St. It's the story of a former

Marine and his "soul mates" who'd

promised mother they'd write and vowed

they'd all "go down together" but even-

tually said "Goodnight. Saigon." It's

"Allentown" where the rtstlessness was

handed down/And it's getting very hard to

stay.

but life behind the nylon curtain isn't that

bad. There's "Laura" who

Calls me
In the middle of the night

...says

I'm the best friend that

She's ever had

How do you

Hang up on someone who

Who needs you that bad'?

Although the "Pressure" is overwhelming,

our bearded. New York Times reading,

upper middle class hero seems to be han-

dling it. He just needs a "little elbow room

of my own. " he says, and he's o.k.

To quote Joel from "Where's the

Orchestra". "I like the scenery." But unlike

the rest of the verse that goes:

Even though I have absolutely no

Idea at all

What is being said

Despite the dialogue,

it is very clear what Joel is up to. He's on

the move again.

The balladeer of "Piano Man" and the

anti drug satirist of "Captain Jack." the

crooner who later put all us "Lo»

Angelenos" into a "New York Sute of

Mind." has recorded an album that has not

quite as much verve as "Piano Man"' or

"Turnstiles."' but equals the energy of later

works including "The Stranger." and

"Songs in the Attic."

With "The Nylon Curtain." Joel has hit

America right where it is. In fact, you can

say he's recorded eight tracks of con-

servative, UMC suburbia: including all the

"Pressure." "Surprises." and "Room of Our

Own. " But tell me. BUly. please! How does

the ninth track. "Scandanavian Skies," fit

behind "The Nylon Curtain?"
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Death Penalty ballot raises many questions
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"This reminder is brought to you
by your friendly neighborhood
yearbook staff."
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Attention Fall Graduates:
Senior Pictures will be taken
the week of November 15

appointments can be made by stopping by
Campus Center room 103 or calling 5-2874

By JAMES R.WILLIAMS
Collepan Correspondent

Capital Punishment is one of the four
referendums that will be voted on in the
upcoming election on November 2.
The views on capital punishment differ as

much as those on abortion and other issues
concerning the "right to life." Some people
are able to realize both sides of the issue
while others vehemently argue against
opposing viewpoints.

^ Iti this world of escalating crime rates,
people are constantly seeking methods to
deter criminal acts. Many feel that jails are
counter rehabilitory. They believe that jails
"breed" violence. Thus the ex convict
becomes an even more dangerous individual

Editorial
than he/sne was prior to entering jail.

Others simply preach that jail is not the
correct punishment in cases in which people
have been murdered, raped, or severely
maimed. This is especially true in the eyes
of the relatives and loved ones of such
victims.

So what is the answer? Is it capital
punishment? Is an "eye for an eye" the
correct method? Is it justifiable to say
"O.K.. seeing how you took the life of
another person, which is wrong, ruthless,
and intolerable, we mu.st now murder you
and this will make us right?"
Put yourself in the place of Stacv Mar

cowitz's fiancee. Your girlfriend has been
murdered by this mass murderer ("The Son

of Sam"). You are left blinded in one eye
during an incident in which he shot and
killed your fiancee. Adding to this
catastrophic situation, you witness David
Berkowitz singing "Stacey Marcowitz is a
whore" repeatedly in the courtroom.

If this was the situation you would
probably be inclined to say that you believe
that this ruthless and deranged individual
should be executed. (Although you
probably wouldn't describe him in that
manner. Vulgarities would more than likely
dominate your response).

Yet many in society feel that you have to
"write off the opinion of this particular
man since his would most definitely be
formed from the mind of a temporarily
mentally unstable individual. Also, his
relationship with the victim would lead to a
biased response.

But. how should others in society view
such a crime? Is capital punishment, in a
case such as this, the most effective and
just punishment? After all. if people knew
that the price of murder was the loss of
their own life, wouldn't they be less inclined
to engage in such a crime? Could not such a
law lessen the incidents of rapes and other
detestable crimes?

Studies have shown that capital punish-
ment does, in fact, deter crime. Yet what if

an innocent person is executed? Many feel
that the death of one innocent person is too
high a price to pay.

The arguments are almost endless.
Whether right or wrong, capital punish-
ment may be a deterrent but it is not the
solution to crime. Election day will provide
us with a sample of how people in

Massachusetts feel. Let us hope that we
make the right decision!

THE
DESMART
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YOURSELF
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DOOK
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60-65% SAVINGS
OFF ORIGINAL
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ACROSS
1 Ring out

5 Heroic poem
9 Impromptu
11 Whiten
13 Very active

14 Loud and
disorderly

16 Frenzied

17 Romberg operetta

19 Native metal

20 London landmark

22 Bernard Of

Bonitace

23 Sleep like

24 Stair post

26 Thus tar

27 Used up

28 Periv^mkle

30 Homesteaders
32 Market o( a type

34 Otficial stamp
35 Intense

38 Uncharted region

41 Voyageur s crati

42 Rocky pinnacle

44 Attain

46 Etching liquid

47 Wardrobe
necessities

J THINK ^
HE'S TAKING.

HIS ENGLISH
LlTe^ATi/HE

CtASS TOO
seRiOJiLy.

Under The Influence
by M. Joyce
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LUNCH DINNER

Sausage Links/Spiced Barbecued Ch.oken

Apples Mashed Potatoes Chopped Beefsteak Special

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Spinach Wheat Croquettes/

Mushroom Sauce

Pizza

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Barbecued Chicken

Associate News Editor Wanted

The Collegian needs an associate news

editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-

perience in newswriting and reporting is

necessary but we provide training. Low
pay but great experience. All UMass
students are encouraged to apply. Apply

before Nov. 5 to Michael Foley, news

editor, in the Collegian office, 113 Campus

Center. Tne Collegian is an equal oppor-

unitv employer.

49 Untailing

50 Took a seat

61 Ear stone

53 Legume
54 Starch

56 Minnie ot song

58 Without much
effort

59 Runner s problem

60 Of recent vintage

61 Achieve

DOWN
1 Degrade
2 Anglo Saxon

letter

3 Port city of Arabia

4 Laws Lat

5 Author of

Middlemarch"
6 ty^exican farm

hand
7 Ancient reed

instrument

8 Child s vehicle

9 Traps

10 Not at all

1

1

English literary

family

12 Wyandot Indians

13 Augury
15 Calendar at>br

18 Bearing

21 Shore dinner fare

23 Greek painter of

ancient times

25 Manufacturing

city of N France

21 Part of a walk up

29 First or la^t name
31 Ply the needle

33 Ballet star Dowell

35 Get out

36 First

37 Cat's paw
39 Former crown

prince of France

40 Camouflage
41 Judge Timtjerlane

43 Champagne
center of NE
France

45 Gam information

47 Inscribed pillar

48 Mine excavation

51 What ''

52 Book of hours

55 Actuaries honor

Abbr

57 Ranch wagon

13

16

70

24

SO

S4

&«

60

55

1?

15

61

57

45

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WEATHER

Mostly sunny today.

Mild with high

temperatures in the 50s.

Warmer Wednesday with

highs in the 60s.

bv Berke Breathed

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am Oblivion Express with Fern Spierer

9-noon Hell Comes to Your House

with Pauline

12-3 Positive Vibration with The t^eneral

3 5:30 Mr. Ted in the

Modern Dance Tradition

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 UMass Hotline with Bill Stepchew

7-10 Live from Studio B

10-2am Urban Contemporary with Eliot

Andrew
2-6 Classical Reveille with Mike Cevasco

CABLE/VIDEO
UVC & oPC

Oaily Proqrdmmir.g Sche .^e

The Sublime to the Ridiculous Video

10:30 - 12:00 Abbie Hoffman speaks at

UMass
12:00 - 12:30 Scapemates by Ed

Bushmiller

12:30 - 2:00 Jorma Kaukonen playing

last Halloween

EARTHFOODS MEM
Baked Potatoes with

Vegetable Gravy

Tomato Veggie Soup

Carrot Cake
Green Salad
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UM heads to NE tourney
By KELLY GREEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Men's
water polo club swam their way to a New
England championship playoff berth this

weekend when they competed in a tour

nament held at Brown University.

The team's tournament record was two
wins and three losses, bi inging their season

record to 6 7 1 and putting them in fourth

place. Fourth now qualified them to

compete in the division 1 New England
championships.

The first game of the two day tournament
was against MIT. UMass was tied with

them for third place before the match. MIT
scored the winning goal in the last minute of

the game.
"We hit the crossbar twice in the last 30

seconds of the game but couldn't get the
equalizer," said coach Russ Yarworth.
UMass held Yale and Columbia down in

two consecutive games to finish up
Saturday's play. The score of the Yale game
was UMass 12. Yale 7. This match was their

"strongest game of the season," according
to Yarworth.
Sunday. UMass faced their toughest

opposition, the two top ranked leams in

New England. Brown and Harvard. Yar-
worth decided to play the bench against
Brown and save the team's energy to

challenge the second place Harvard team.
UMass lost to Brown 17 2.

UMass put a great effort into challenging
Harvard. Yarworth tried a new strategy
and pulled the goalie in the last two minutes
of the game. The goalie played defense and
the extra man covered Harvard's goalie.

"We pressed all over the pool leaving the
goal open and stole the baU to score four

times, " said Yarworth. Harvard only scored
once in this time period.

Even though UMass lost 15 9 to Harvard
this was the closest they have come to

beating them all season, they are practicing

up for the first meet of the championship,
November 6 and 7.

Andre LaMontagne gave another ex
cellent performance in the net during the

tournament and also did well on defense
when he was removed from the goal in the

Harvard game. Jack Fuchs was another
star of the tournament along with Paul

McNeil. They held up the offensive and
defensive ends of the team to help UMass
gain a chance for the New England title.

infield hockey—
Ctiliti )ll4t'(l t'rnni jXUJf }:!

Forward Sandy Kobel took the stroke
that flew up to the upper right of the net,
putting UMass on the board 1-0.

Only sixty-two seconds later, UMass
made the score 2-0 on an Alison Rioux hit.

The score at the half was 2-0.

Only forty-two seconds into the second
half, senior Tina Coffin found the UNH
net, pushing the ball right past Bolducci,
giving UM a 3-0 lead.

The day was not only offensive however.
The strong play of defensemen Chris
Coughlin, Nancy Goode and Andrea Muc-
cini kept UNH from being successful at the
Minutewomen end of the field. The defen-
sive team used a backup system that work-
ed superbly.

Hixon was able to use all her substitutes
in this game. Diane Kobel and Caroline
Kavanaugh came off the bench and played
a high quality game.

I'iie final goal for UMass was made by
stickwomen Patty Smith on a penalty flick.

Smith took her flick and Bolducci made a
beautiful saving dive to prevent a goal.
However, she was called for a moving
violation and a repeat flick was granted to

Smith. This time Smith fired the ball into

the net.

"Everybody did a great job. I'm very
pleased," said Hixon.
The stickwomen are now 10-2-1 and will

play at Dartmouth on Tuesday.
• • • • •

The junior varsity field hockey team
defeated Wellesley 1-0 in a very physical
double overtime game. The stickwomen
from the all girls private school used such
tactics as holding, tripping, and hitting so
frequently that coach Donna Partin was
tempted to bring her team home at half

time.

"I have never seen such a physical game
in my life," said a disturbed Partin. "The
referees did not seem to call a thing."

The first half of the JV game was equally
split between the two teams. It was not un-
til the second half that UMass was able to
dominate. Nevertheless, dominating the
game is not enough, as they were unable to
score.

The winning goal came in the second
overtime on a corner play. Bunny Forbes
put the game away for the Minutewomen.
The JV record now holds at an

undefeated 5-0-1. Their next game is Tues-
day at Dartmouth, following the varsity
game.

Computer Supplies

DisksllI Special
Control Data Corporation

Single Side, Soft Sector, 100% cert.

Single density 12 for $22.00

Double density 12 for $27.00

15% mininnum discount on all items

We have supplies for Apple Atari, IBM, CP/M
Write for our Shore's Inc.

free catalog POB 47 D*pt CL
Send check or MO to: Ardmor*, PA 19000

North Amherst Tire & Auto
A Full Service Tire Store

MDI/WORD LINK
POLYESTEIl
BLACKU/ALL • computer wheel

26'SO^^5 • ™ONT END ALIGNMENT
|

• BRAKES « SHOCKS
Stsa A7A-13 FET SI.S9

Word Prcxjeesing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(above Matthews Shoes)

WITH THIS AO

TtSUMnUMt » NOtni MHEXST
toHi mi mnHi stok

5494704

Resumes & Papers
Consultations & Editing

I Theses • Dissertations
TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES
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BEATLES • PL\/IS-
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HALLMAPK
COLO« LABS
pfOC^SSO'S 10
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TOPG^^// />/l/i>

p/i^s/vrs'o//) IP'S
Oct. 25 thru Oct. 29

Hours: Mon.-Frt,, 8-6 Sat,,8-Noon

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST f
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Hours
10-4

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3.45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publicafon day

uome to i-o eg
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^ consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Ford Torino exc cond $950 or BO call

549-4147 .

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,

cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage BO 546-4366

1975 Toyota Celica $1300 549-5615 _
BELLYGRAMSII

~

Glasses in 231 Herter on 8/14/82 clear

glass. . .silver frames gray ends, maroon

case. Call^e 665-4694 after 6:00 PM

Found: gold ladies watch. Call karen at

546-8866

tion must sell $500 or best offer call John

2537258 .

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

CPR

CPR course offered starts Nov 2nd 7-11

nm if interested sign-up by Oct 30 outside

EH + S Office Rm 416N Morrill IV class

limit 25, 1st come - 1st serve

FOR RENT

Bedroom with kitchen. All utilities except

phone. On bus route - Hadley $45.00 per

week call 549-1631 available immediately

Room in Amherst family home $150/mo

on busline 549-1536

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,

the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will tram.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434 ^__
OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box

52-MA/ Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB

Stick it In your earl! Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

singles too! 14k bracelets
J9

E''^.']

repairs Silverscape Designs. Amh. 253-Jj^^

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7^

for more info call Nancy & Randi 549-0156

Love ya Max - the women of 1 -South

Happy Birthday .

Delta Tau Sigma Delta

tersession. Need reliable driver to share ex-

penses call 546-5381

ROOM WANTED

Male will

253-5896

share room prefer single

Tau
D
E
L
T
A

INSTRUCTION

Math Tutoring 549-6612

Tutor wanted for math 233 oncampus

please call collect 788-8243

LOST ~~I~

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1-283-7805

Pioneer integrated amp 75 w/ch $1^
Akai top of line reel to reel w/autorev $265

6-6954 .

Woman's large maroon leather jacket

with removable hood, good condition,

S4n OOcall Maria 256-0179

C^ertible - 1973 VW new top, snows.

AMTFM $3500. 617544-6556

1980/1981 Jawa Moped. New. Less than

10 miles $299.00 (617) 666-5724 after 6 PM

Hexcel Firelite skis with Salomon 444

$80.0 call Terry 546-7849

AshVey deluxe wood ^"^ J.%24"
logs, heats 5-room house $165 549-6025

Silver chain with flower pendant 10/18

very sentimental reward! Suej53j7g0_

Gold bracelet Tobin areTreward 546-1^407

Long-hair black & white female cat in

the general vicinity of intersection of Rt 9 &
Univ Drive since beginning of Sept please

call 253-7057

3 keys on a gold rlng^ljj46-8869

Tan handbag with gold handles and a blue

J.G. Hook blazer Laurie 549-4699

Sigma »^w.»- — _„
I all Univ women are mvited to

G Rush Dinner

M Tuesday Oct 26

A Wednesday Oct 27

Thursday Oct 28

D for more info call 545-0627

Eelta Tau Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Delta

Iris f» Dan-Congratulations to both of you!

May you always be happy. We'll miss ya II

-Women's Cross Country Team

DM - How about hot tubs with a bottle of

wine? I'll scrub your back if you'll scrub

mine. - Double C

Happy 19th WendyOI Hope you have an

excellent year! Lynn & Lori

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If intjrested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Candy Apples are coming!

Spring semester - quiet older non-trad

looking for room or to share rooms will t>e

gone most weekends - not drinker or

smoker please call collect: Jim Anderson

413-445-5874

SERVICES

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
Professional overnight typing at reasonable

rates call Jim at 546-7042

S.D.G.

Happy Birthday San love Louis

SONY VIDEOTAPES

MORE RECORD MANIA!

What to Bruce and Romeo Void have in

common? They're both on sale this week

atU.R.U.!

Oh Lisa. I love you, always and forever

5 college chapter of EMTs will have a

meeting at 7 pm this Wednesday Oct 27 in

Dickinson Hall subject: Cardiac Monitors

-speaker; Robert Carl NREMT Paramedic

-submitted to OEMS for 3 hrs - election of

officers will follow the meeting^

Gay and Lesbian Halloween Ball Red

Barn Hampshire College Thursday Oct 28

9-2 am 2.50 admission Five College

Welcome for info call 545-0154

Best video available used y* inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 min $6. 30 min - $8.

60 min $10. 617 757-3165 or 617 752-3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car.

Doug 546-8185

Call

WANTED

MOTORCYCLE

1975 Honda 380CL excellent condition

9000 miles sissy bar $650 or BO call Mike

546-9041

RIDE WANTED

Ride desperately needed to Dartmouth

College on 10/29. Kris6-5221 _
RIDERS WANTED

~

K^asaki 400 1976 2 stroke good condi-
| Driving to Rorida Dec 2]jojtav_foMn-

DRUMMER WANTED- Zeppelin. Rush,

etc covers. Rehearsal space available.

UMASS Band Call 6-8661.

Immediately - intermediate accounting

book call now I Tom at 253-5482

Ride needed for TWO to Northern NJ exit

163 Grdn St Pkway Oct 29th will share exp.

and bake cookies! Please call Kate 6-4991,

keep trying

Ice Hockey Equipment tel 546-1072

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

ar>d coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

r
Sd.V.P. presents:

Williom SchQufele

former Ambassador

to Poland

Speaking on:

"The Crisis In Poland

and its Effects On
East/West Relations"

TOHIGHT

Tuesday, October 26

at 8:00 pm
S.U.B.

^
FREE J

Learn Something
New

Every Day!
LIVE LIFE IN THE FAST LANE!

BECOME involved. LEARN more about

UMass, Amherst and the

exciting field of journalism.

GET involved in things which affect all

our lives. The Collegian needs news ,

reporters - all UMass students are

welcome.

WE CAN DO GREAT THINGS BUT

WE NEED YOUR HELP.

INTRODUCTORY
MEETINGS

7p.m. Wednesday and Thursday

803 Campus Center

For mow Nonwion. ol Bihn Si*«i at *» Coli^w, MMBa :
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Sports
Ruggers romp to New England title
By SCOT COOPER
Collegian Correspondent

The engraver of the New England Rugby
Tournament won't have much trouble

ensoribing the name of this year's winner,

he'll just have to copy the name of last

year's champion: the University of

Massachusetts.

The A side ruggers made their way to

their second straight NERKU championship

this past weekend, defeating Harvard in

the final on Sunday afternoon, 18 9 at the

Boyden fields.

To get to the final round rematch with

the Crimson, the A's beat M.l.T. 16 0.

Dartmouth 15 6. and defeated a vastly

improved Boston University team in the

semi final 7-6. The BU game was un

doubtedly one of the best matches of the

weekend, with the outcome still uncertain

with little time to go.

A Joe Kennedy penalty kick gave UMass
its slim one point lead with two minutes to

go. but the ruggers couldn't celebrate until

BU's Gerry Moro missed a penalty kick of

his own with forty seconds to play.

The final was a battle of the classes.

Harvard versus UMass. The Harvard
players pulled up to the game in Porches

and Firebirds, while the UMass men came
to the field in heaps and hunks. Many of the

Harvard players looked like they had just

played someone for a Michelob Light.

The final opened with UMass assuming
the role of the oppressors. Boris Kinneen,

Dave Laird, Jack Harney and Kevin
Connors kept the play down in Harvard
territory. UMass jumped ahead 4-0 when
Mike DaCampo got control of a loose ball

close to the Crimson try line and touched it

down to open the scoring.

The UMass lead swelled to eight points

on some great passing by George Economou
and Kevin Lyons. They got the ball out on
the left wing to Bob Clarke who used a head
fake and his long legs to get into the end
zone.

Harvard had a chance to decompress the

lead to five but failed to convert a penalty

kick. UMass then looked to erase all

thoughts of a Harvard resurgence in the

first half with concentrated punishment on

the Harvard forwards by Connors and Bill

Carroll.

UMass had one more chance to put
further distance between themselves and
Harvard, but an Economou pass to Steve
Foohey was picked off.

The half ended with UMass holding all

but one of the aces. Harvard would have to

regroup and get some tackling lessons if

they were to turn the match around.

Kennedy poured more ceinent into the

Harvard machine with a penalty kick to

start the second half, making the score 11-

0. Hacks Chris Todd and Mike Holmes
moved through the open field with the ball

while Harvard defenders lunged un-

successfully for them.

Harvard had to channel all of their

energies into stopping the UMass attacks,

not generating any thrusts into UMass
land. The one flicker of an attack they had
was extinguished by fullback Dave Brown.

15-0 was the deficit Harvard was facing

after a dazzling Holmes rush ending with

Stefan Rutherford grinding in for the score.

Kennedy completed the UMass scoring

with his second penalty kick of the game,
making the score 180. The rubber band of
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Four eight oared shells make their way upriver in the Head of the Charles Regatta held Sunday
in Boston.

With even the referee looking abit

winded from the constant UMass invasion.

Harvard decided to dig in.

Harvard got on the board with a penalty

kick that seemed to ignite the tempers on
both sides. High tackles became the order

of the day, and contact included punching.

Like the score. Harvard fell behind in in-

juries when Mike DaCampo retaliated after

a cheap shot sending Harvard's captain to

the sidelines.

Harvard squeezed the lead down to the

final margin of nine points when they

scored off a tight ruck when the Crimson's

Steve Macks couldn't be slowed down by
Brown or Kennedy. The conversion was
good and Harvard was breathing, but with

difficulty.

UMass stuck to their game and com-
pleted a four game sweep for the victory

and the title. Harvard came back and made
it interesting, but couldn't push UMass
away from the winners circle.

Captain DaCampo described his team as a

group that cannot be compared to any other
college side.

Stickers stick

it to UNH, 4-0
By JENNIFER KUPPER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey squads
were once again victorious Saturday afternoon as both the
.rv and varsity teams beat Wellesley College and the
University of New Hampshire respectively.

The varsity match, played at NOPE field with a crowd
of 200 spectators, was one of the best games UMass has
played al] season. They defeated UNH 4-0. UMass came
out as a powerhouse and never lost their energy, leaving

UNH in the dust by two goals at halftime.

"Today they did it all on their own. They needed to do it

from within and they went out on the field with an internal

spark from the very beginning," said coach Pam Hixon.

The excitement began early on the game. Within five

minutes Megan Donnelly fought for a shot, and UNH
goalie Robin Bolducci fouled her in order to prevent a
goal. This foul led to the first of four penalty strokes of the
game. Co-captain Ro Tudryn took the flick and Bolducci

made a fine diving save to prevent UMass from scoring —
momentarily.

UMass pressured within the circle better than they have
all year. Forwards Patty Smith, Tina Coffin and Tish
Stevens bombarded the UNH goal over and over. The in-

ternal spark that Hixon spokes of was omnipresent in the
performance of these players.

At 17:30, the stickers forced another foul in the circle

and were awarded another penalty flick.

Contintied on page 10

Linksters win tourney
By JIM SAMIA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
v"omen's golf team finished one of their

most successful seasons in six years this

weekend in grand fashion. Led by Marlene

Susienka, the Minutewomen won the Mt.

Holyoke Invitational Tournament.

Susienka won her third tournament to

complete a remarkable triple crown year.

She won easily at Mt. Holyoke by 12

strokes. Previously she had won the Yale

Invitational and the Eastern AIAW's at

Dartmouth. Without question, Marlene

was the top women's collegiate golfer m
New England.

The Mt. J^olyoke Invitational belonged to

UMass from the very outset. Susienka won
the long driving contest and Judy Guzy
won the "nearest to the pin" contest that

preceded the tournament.

Behind Susienka's 80 and Guzy's 86,

UMass jumped out to a 12 stroke lead on
runner-up Dartmouth on the first day.

Coach Leaman was a bit worried that the

fabulous of)ening day for his women golfer

would make them relax on the second day.

But, to the dismay of the rest of the field

this was not to be the case. Susienka shot

an 85 to win the tournament. Guzy shot an
88 to finish ii; second behind her teammate.

Sparked by the fine play of Susienka and
Guzy, Nola Eddy shot a 95 on the second
day of the tournament enabling UMass to

finish with a 23 stroke victory at 727. It

was a romp in the truest sense of the word.

Jane Egan came m a tie for sixth.

"She made the most improvement on the

team," said Leaman. "She was always con-

sistent."

Theresa Collins, teeing off from the
number five position shot a 213. Collins, a
sophomore, has a bright future ahead of
her on Leaman 's team.

By winning the Mt. Holyoke Tourna-
ment, the Minutewomen won the 1st Ruth
Fllvedy trophy. Elvedy was a Mt. Holyoke
golf coach and was an instrumental force in

women's golf in New England.

While many of I Mass' fall teams have
faltered the Minutewomen golf team quiet

ly put together one of their n ost satisfying

campaigns.

Individually, it w:is the amazing All-

American MarU-rie Susienka winning the

triple crown and putting U vlass women's
golf on the map agair..

it

Around the collegiate

rim with roundballrap
By BRIAN C. MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Two players from last year's UMass
basketball team have transferred to dif-.

ferent schools. Tyrone Whitehead is now
enrolled at Long Island University, and Bill

Bayno is at Sacred Heart in Connecticut.
Both will have to sit out this year.

Two ex-Minutemen will be playing at

Springfield College this year. Ty Nedd and
Pedro DeLaCruz will both be playing and
figure very prominently in the Chiefs

plans for a big season.

Former IXiquesne coach Mike Rice will

be coaching at Youngstown State (Ohio).

Ricky Tunstall, a 7'-0", 235 pound junior

who played for Rice at Duquesne will

follow him to Youngstown.

Gale Catlett, the coach at West Virginia

University, was publically reprimanded by

the NCAA for recruiting violations, but no
restrictions were placed upon that school.

Wendell Walters of URl vnll transter to

lona this year. Walters saw limited action

for the Rams last year.

It's too bad about the University of San
Francisco dropping its basketball program.

The school produced some fine basketball

talent. Some of the players include Bill

Russell, K.C. Jones, Bill Cartwright and of

course the wholesome and piwe Quentin
Daiiey.

Reportedly, the administrators at USF
had lost total control of the alumni. Some
were paying the high school tuitions for

some potential recruits, and Wallace
Bryant was getting $14 an hour at a job
where it didn't matter whether he showed
up or not.

Plans are under way for a life sized
bronze statue of Ralph Sampson to be plac-

ed outside of the Virginia gym. That's 88
inches of pure bronze which will cost about
$40,000.

the Boston University basketball team
will be hurting this year. The tragic death

of Arturo Brown will be devastating and
guard Poncho Bingham has flunked out
again.

The best part of the college basketball
season has got to be Al McGuireisms. The
man is a classic.

Have you ripped down any backboards
lately?
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Michael Skowyra, a UMass Physical Plant worker changes a photo-

cell that monitors outside lighting on the side of John Adams dormitory

in Southwest.

Glass-blowing artisans find

satisfaction in fragile work
By ELLEN M. RYDER
Collegian Correspondent

The glass blowing lab in the basement of

the Graduate Research Towner is aflame

with blow torches, cluttered with

sophisticated glassware of every kind and

virtually humming with the sound of

creation

.

Amidst the spread of machinery and high

technology involved in scientific

glassblowing, there stands a lone cabinet,

aglitter with glass animals, flowers and

ornaments.

As if protected from the cold complexities

of science, they twinkle behind glass doors,

lending warmth to the room.

The Scientific Glassblowing Laboratory

operates from the basement of the

Graduate Research Center. It is staffed by

only Larry William and Gordon Good who

make a wide variety of experimental

equipment to service the needs of the

faculty and graduate students at the

University of Massachusetts.

"I've been here for seventeen years and I

love it," said Larry Wilham. 'We're em-

ployed by the graduate school to support

the research of the departments. We make

all of the custom glasswork apparatus —
some of the first of its kind. Usually we

make dewars, vacuam systems, diffusion

pumps and stills. Not the alcoholic kind," he

added.

In addition to supplying the Polymer

Science. Chemical Engineering, Chemistry,

Food Science and Physics departments at

the University, the laboratory makes

glassware for institutions across the state.

Among its customers are UMass Boston

Medical School. UMass Medical School,

Worcester and all the schools in the Five

College System.

"Over the years you get to know the

faculty and the students. People from all

over the world come in here to order

something specially made." William said.

The equipment in the lab is impressive.

Shelves and shelves of glass tubing awaits

melting and shaping. A huge. $10,000 stove

stands against one wall, still warm from

melting the glass. Elaborately designed

beakers, stills and tubes fill the counters.

An enormous "turning machine," which

turns glass to make it evenly spread, graces

the middle of the room.

"We start with a piece of glass tubing,

"

said William. "You heat the glass to three

thousand degrees or hotter...then you

shape it or blow it with air. Sometimes

gravity alone will do the work. We only use

Borosilicate (a kind of glass) because it can
be reworked many times."

When not creating glassware for

scientific use, William crafts what he calls

"novelty glassware". He opens the cabinet

to display the many fruits of his efforts.

Delicately designed flowers, horses,

Christmas ornaments, carriages and even a

carousel fill the shelf.

"These are things we sell," William said,

"although it's not encouraged as part of our

job. Sometimes it gets hard because it's a

case where everyone wants specially-made

glassware. We just don't have the time.

There is a vast difference between the

artistic and the scientific glassblower, but

in both cases, it's got to be right or we won't

sell it." The prices on the novelty glassware

range from about five to thirty-five dollars,

depending on the piece.

William is a member of the American

Scientific Glassblower Society, an in-

ternational society. He estimated that

nationally there are 850 members. Of the

glassblowing profession, William said that

it requires a great deal of skill and patience.

Although there are schools that specialize

in glassblowing, William favors ap

prenticeship as the best learning tool.

"You have to learn on the job. If you start

working with an experienced glassblower.

you will really get the experience. Very few

glassblowers are disappointed with their

work," he added.

Discrimination charged

in vendors' terminations
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The termination of a student's license to

sell flowers on the Campus Center con-

course at the University of Massachusetts

is stirring controversy between members
of the Campus Center Board of Governors

(BCX'i) and flower vendors amidst a law suit

currently facing BOG affiliate.

In a letter issued yesterday by John Fur-

bish, BOG vendor certificate coordinator,

Susan Gamer, a junior fashion marketing

major, was notified of the revocation of her

vending privileges based on "fraudvilent ac-

tions."

Furbish claims Gamer was in violation of

vendor table policies when she allegedly

misrepresented the status of her vending

classification last week. Furbish said she

represented herself as a Priority 6A vendor

as opposed to a Priority 6 for the purpose

of setting up a table.

Under the Priority 6 category. Campus
Center vendors are required to pay a daily

fee of $20 to market their "personally

made non-craft goods and unique items."

Priority 6A vendors must pay a fee of $35 a

day to sell their manufactured or non-

crafted goods because they have a higher

volume of business, Furbish said.

Denying Furbish's allegations against

her, Gamer said the BOG and other Cam-
pus Center administrators have been

"harassing" her since last fall when her

license was revoked three times. Gamer
said she now plans to take court action to

reach a final settlement.

"I have been continuously harassed and I

should be patted on the back." said Gamer.

"I'm very good at what I do and they (the

BOG) don't like that. I'm still here and

that's what intimidates the Board of

Governors."

With charges of discrimination filed

against Furbish last week in Hampshire

District Court by Gamer's sister Laura,

also a flower vendor whose licen.se was

recently revoked, F^urbish said he

presented Gamer with a detailed descrip-

tion of avenues of appeal open to her in an

effort to reach an "orderly resolution of

the issue."

The Gamer sisters said they have appeal-

ed to the mediation Project, the University

Ombudsman, the Student Attorney

General and Legal Services in the past year

to establish a working relationship with the

Board without success. As an alternative,

Gamer said she is ready to file suit against

Furbish independent of her sister's.

"I'm determined to sell or to have

justice. I'll take it as far as I can and if that

means court, yes. I'll do it," Gamer said.

Both Laura and Susan Gamer called Fiu"-

bish's revocation of Gamer's license a

"retaliation" of Laura's law suit against

him. "I don't know what he thinks he is

gaining." Gamer said. "He must have some

vindictive thing against me and Laura, but

the student body is not benefiting."

Furbish said he does not see how a law

suit can settle the lingering dispute because

"Laura Gamer's actions are not dire<-ted to

her rights of appeal and may work to cloud

the situation rather than clarify it."

Officially, Susan Gamer has not yet filed

claim against Furbish and he said he hopes

Gamer will decide to use the appeal pn)ce8s

open to her by the BOG.

Jewish posters vandalized
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

A barrage of swastikas recently ap-

peared on posters advertising Jewish or

Israeli activities on the campus of the

University of Massachusetts.

"I consider a swastika a direct attack on

my life," said Howard Glantz, who called

himself a concerned Jewish student and a

member of Students Against Political

Distortion.

Doors and posters have been vandalized,

said Debbie Propper, western New
England coordinator for the America

Zionist Youth Foundation. She added the

person who drew a swastika on the

forehead of holocaust survivor Elie Weisel

"knows what he was doing."

"It's disg-jsting and horrible to put

something on Elie Weisel after all he's

gone through," the former UMass student

and program a.ssistant at Hillel said.

Propper said recent demonstrations by

the Organization of Arab Students (OAS)

may have influenced action by anti-Semetic

students who have previously been silent.

She did not say she believes OAS
members are responsible for the swastikas.

They say to themselves "it's OK now, I

can draw swastikas because everyone's do-

ing it." she said. "There's more than

Continued on page It
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Larry Williams, left, and Gordon Good, right, repair a graduated

water jacketed column at the glass blowing shop in the cellar of the

Graduate Research Center.
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World and National News
Texas man on death row
entreats life for Halloween
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - A federal

appeals court has been asked to stay the

execution of a Texas man condemned to die

by lethal injection on Halloween for the

cyanide poisoning of his young son eight

years ago.

In a petition filed Monday in the 5th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals, attorneys

characterized the condemned man, Ronald

Clark OBryan, as a dreamer with a

peaceful nature.

"There is no evidence that Mr. OBryan
had a prior criminal record or that he ever

committed an act of violence in the past."

the petition said.

The attorneys said O'Bryan, who would

be the first person in the United States to

be executed by lethal injection, had the best

interest of his family at heart.

"Mr. O'Bryan admitted to living beyond

his means because he wanted his family to

live as well as possible," the petition said.

"He was a dreamer. He dreamed the very

best he could get for himself and his

family."

The petition alleged that jurors who

might have had reservations about the

death penalty were unfairly excluded from

O'Bryan's trial panel and that jurors who

recommended the death penalty did not

give enough consideration to the defen-

dant's peaceful nature.

The appeals court did not indicate when it

would rule on the request.

Buildup of Syrian arsenals

work of USSR, says US
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet

Union has rebuilt Syria's ground and air

arsenal to a point where it is bigger and

better than before Syrian losses in battle

with Israel last summer, U.S. intelligence

analysis have concluded.

However, the analysts say the Syrian

buildup isn't a significant threat to what

they term Israel's "military dominance" in

the area.

An intelligence report says the Soviets

have completed replacement of Syrian

losses in tanks, planes, artillery, surface to

air missiles and other weapons and

equipment.

Soviet cargo ships have delivered about

35.000 tons of military gear to Syrian ports

since early June and additional tonnage

aboard at least eight heavy transport

planes, the sources, who asked to remain

anonymous, said Monday.
"Overall, the quantity and quality of

Syria's arms inventory has increased over

prewar levels. ' said the intelligence report.

It gave no specifics.

U.S. mihtary officers stressed that it will

take more than new equipment to restore

Syria's battered forces to combat ef

fectiveness.

"The Syrians lost trained pilots and tank

crews. " noted one Pentagon specialist. "It's

going to take some time to train their

replacements."

According to intelligence analysts, the

Soviets have poured billions of dollars

worth of military equipment into Syria

after previous defeats at the hands of the

Israelis, notably in the 1973 Yom Kippur

War.
Syria has received some of the most

advanced weapons exported by the Soviet

Union, including T 72 tanks, MiG 23 jet

fighters and SU 22 ground attack planes.

The Soviets also have assigned a large

number of advisers to Syrian forces over

the years. An Israeli defense ministry

report in August claimed there were ?.580

Soviet and East European military advisers

in Syria, a larger number than in any other

Middle Eastern or African nation.

U.S. military officers tend to credit

American made weapons, such as F 15 and

F l*i fighter planes, for much of Israels

success against the Syrians and other Arab

countries in past wars.

(ien. Charles A. Gabriel, Air Force chief

of staff, emphasized this in a speech in San

Bernardino, Calif., last Friday.

Al' l.a«rrphoto

President Ronald Reagran presents the Presidential Medal of

Freedom to singer Kate Smith during ceremonies yesterday at the

Raleigh. N.C. Civic Center.

Mass. car dealer bails De Lorean
NORWOOD. Mass. — A

Ma.ssachusetts car dealer said yesterday he

has offered to put up $250,000 bail for John

De Lorean. saying the auto executive

charged wich cocaine trafficking "is loo

talented to sit in a cell."

Ernie Boch. the New England distributor

for Subaru, who also sells the $25,000

Del/orean sports car. said he was

negotiating with De Lorean's represen-

tatives to arrange for collateral for the

$2.50.000 cash bail.

Reports of lioch's involvement in the De
Lorean case were published yesterday in

the Daily Evening Item of Lynn. Mass.

Boch. 53, said he has talked with D.

Lorean's business partner. Roy Nesbett, to

arrange for collateral against the loan.

"Its a question of security," he said.

"We're asking for some buildings or land or

slocks and bonds to hold for the bail. I'm

sure nothing would happen, but it's a little

too much to ask to give the money without

any protection."

The FBI said De Lorean. 57. was

arrested last Tuesday in Los Angeles with

several kilograms of cocaine. Federal

authorities says he was part of a conspiracy

to complete a massive cocaine deal which

would have provided some $60 million for

his faltering auto company.

Leominsterpop bottler

says yes to bottle bill
LEOMINSTER. Mass. — Fred Steele differs from

other Massachusetts bottlers in several ways. He only

makes about 500 ca.ses of his soft drinks each week. And he

favors the law that would require a deposit on soda bottles.

"I know it drives the big guys cuckoo." says Steele, the

owner of Leominster Home Beverages Inc. "But for my
money the sooner we get it, the belter."

Leominster Home Beverages Inc. has been charging a

deposit on its bottles since its founding 30 years ago. In

fact, one of Steele's main concerns is that customers won't

return bottles, some of which have been used for 40 years

or more

.

Steele charges a dollar deposit on six large bottles of

soda. But he says the figure doesn't cover what it would

cost to replace the bottles and wooden case.

"We don't want people to take a case and disappear into

the sunset." he says. "If we gel folks pulling in with New
Hampshire plates, we kind of interrogate them a little bit."

Massachusetts lawmakers passed a law requiring a

deposit on soft drink and beer containers in 1981. The law

is scheduled to go into effect on Jan. 17. But industry

opponents have placed a question on next week's ballot in

hopes of repealing the law.

Candidate Frank gets

Anderson endorsement
BROOKLINE, Mass. — John Anderson, the

former Republican congressman who ran for president as

an independent in 1980. urged voters yesterday to support

Democrat Barney Frank instead of Republican U.S. Rep.

Margaret Heckler in the 4th district.

Anderson, appearing at Frank's congressional campaign

headquarters, said the Democrat "exemplifies the kind of

rugged independence on the issues that wears neither the

bridle of the party nor subservience to one point of view."

Anderson, who received 14 percent of the Massachusetts

slalevvide vote in 1980, noted that he did even better in

some ol the more libera! communities in the districi. which

run.s from Brooklino and Newton down lo Attleboro. then

southeast 1 • ' '
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Two students market

chemical test kits
WACO, Texas — Two business students at Baylor

llniversity are marketing a test kit they say will protect

consumers against poison and acid in painkillers, mouth-

wash, eyedrops and nasal sprays.

Mark Bower and his roommate. Chuck Watson, got the

idea after seven people in the Chicago area were killed by

cyanide spiked capsules of Extra Strength Tylenol, and

other over the counter health products were found con-

laminated elsewhere.

Bower said a fraternity brother, who majors in

chemistry, helped to develop the kit.

The kit. which sells for $19.95. is "easy to use." he said.

It includes chemicals that change color and give off an odor

if cyanide or arsenic is present in pain-kiUing tablets or

capsules. Bower said.

Litmus paper is used to discover acid in eyedrops,

mouthwashes and nasal sprays, he said.

"The problem was gaining credibility." Bower said. "We
are college students and are operating as a mail-order

business."

But Bower said inquiries started coming in after the Fort

Worth Star-Telegram ran the ad last Friday.

Bower said his employer. Waco motel owner Tom
Kuebler. put up the money to market the kit.

"He came to me one night and said if I had some money,

he has an excellent product," Keubler said. "I thought it

was an excellent idea, " Kuebler said.

Boston tenters protest

Reaganomic policies
BOSTON — A tent city put up on Boston Common

to protest President Reagan's economy policies is an ex-

pression of free speech, a judge ruled yesterday, rejecting

a city request that it be taken down.
The Boston Building Department, represented by at-

torney Ellon Walkins. argued the community groups that

set up the tents as part of a nationwide 10-day protest

against Reagan didn't get the right permits.

Watkins Jilso claimed the tents were a potential fire and

safely hazard and asked Superior Court Judge William

Young lo order them taken down.

Watkins argued that even though the Association for

Community Organization and Reform Now (ACORN) got a

permit for the two large tents and 14 pup tents from the

city Parks and Recreation Department, building permits

also were needed.

ACORN's attorney. Burton Nadler. countered that the

largest tent, used for assemblies, had a building permit

and that the pup tents were not used by anyone, but were
a type of sign lo protest Reaganomics.

"Hypercurricula." a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and svirrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitt^

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices. 1 13 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. Ail submissions should
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Maura Sweeney of Chi Omega gives a group of students and parents from Yorktown, N.Y.

a tour of the University campus yesterday. ^^

Sexual harassment is topic

of Campus Center film
. •

* tnlkoH ahniit .spxual hj
by LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

No matter how much sexual harassment is misun

derstood. it is always one-sided, unwanted and un

welcomed, according to the film "The Workplace Hustle."

shown yesterday in the Campus Center.

The film was a commentary on sexual harassment in the

workplace and was narrated by Ed Asner \star of the Ix)u

Grant series).

"Too often men have spoken for women not allowing

them to speak for themselves." Asner said. Men and

women do not understand sexual harassment in the same

way. they see with different eyes and hear with different

ears. They need to begin to listen to each other and learn a

common language."

Lin Farley, author of Sexual Shakedovun. said.

"Whenever you find men and women working together in

this country today, you will find one of the types of sexual

harassment."

Farley said, she was surprised when many of her male

friends told her women were going too far when they

talked about sexual harassment in the job market. An

unidentified woman in the film said women get defensive

when they are misunderstood by men. They feel

threatened because men are in a position of power over

them.
The film was shown as a series of interviews with

Farley, skits on sexual harassment, discussion with small

groups of women and men on their interpretations of

sexual harassment and the documented case of a woman

who had been sexually harassed.

Helene Young, a corporate vice president, said she was

fired after rejecting her employers sexual advances.

Young said she brought the matter to her superior and was

told she was a good worker but needed psychiatric help.

When "terminated without explanation." it is hard to find

work. Young said.

"The office is the hunting ground and the promotion is

the bait," Young said.

Eventually Young found employment elsewhere and

sued the company she had worked for. They settled on the

stipulation that Young would not disclose what she got in

the settlement.

Tripp to attend

senate meeting,
accept apology
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Republican candidate for state Senate Jim Tripp, having

asked the Undergraduate Student Senate for an apology

following its endorsement of his opponent, said he pro-

bably will attend tonight's weekly meeting, while some

student senators announced plans to make a motion for its

retraction.

Sen. John Olver. D-Amherst, was endorsed in his re-

election bid by the senate at last week's meeting after

"senators were apparently misinformed that he (Tripp)

had not been on campus before," Senate Speaker Sharon

Davies said yesterday.
.

"It will be announced to the senate that Tripp had in

fact been on campus," Davies said in reference to a

remark to the contrary made during the debate by Stu-

dent Government Association President Jim Murphy.

Tripp, a 1970 University of Massachusetts graduate and

former student senator, claimed "to be slandered" by that

and other remarks made at the meeting.

Tripp, who said he had never and still had not been in-

vited to address the senate concerning his candidacy,

estimated a 60 percent chance he would attend this even-

ing's meeting in order to answer any questions he felt

might arise.

Davies said her decision to make the announcement

followed a conversation she had yesterday with Tripp in

which he requested an apology. She said while she saw the

endorsement of Olver as proper, and would make no

apology for it. she had been informed by other senators

that they plan to make a motion at the meeting for its

retraction.

Murphy, while admitting his statement concerning

Tripp's lack of appearances at UMass was inaccurate-,

said, "The p(jint I was trying to make is still true. He's

made no overtures to the University community, and he

still hasn't."

Farley said sometimes it seems like men and women are

operating in two different working worlds. "I know most

men do not want to act like this." she said.

She said verbal harassment also exists and there are two

aspects to it: verbal demand and verbally atUcking a

woman's body.

In a number ol surveys Farley said it was noted. 70

percent of the women surveyed think sexual harassment is

a serious problem. 70 percent have experienced some type

of harassment and 54 percent have quit or been fired from

their jobs as a result of sexual harassment.

Law conference

hosted by UMass;
over 300 attend
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Promoting legal literacy within the public was the theme

of theJSeventh Annual Teaching About The Law Con

ference held bv the Massachusetts Association for Law-

Related F:ducation at the University of Massachusetts

yesterday.

The conference brought together about three hundred

people consisting of teachers, students, lawyers, judges

and law enforcement officers to participate in over twenty

law related seminars with the hope of broadening

knowledge and becoming more confident in teaching and

cultivating law education in school and throughout society.

Daniel 0. Mahoney. president of the Massachusetts Bar

Assoaation gave the keynote address stessing the im-

portance of learning that the practice of law is a process

based upon the laws and ammendments to the Con

stitution. Society must be committed to resolving disputes

by following this process, he said.

"Our system requires that (the) process be used to settle

disputes and people don't understand that. "
Mahoney said.

Mahoney said that most controversial social issues are

problems of process. He cited the proposal for mandated

school prayer as an example of this by saying even though

the notion that school prayer should occur is shared by

many people, including a majority vote in Congress, it is

not the right process. Thus when the Supreme Court

examined the process they decided to veto the vote of

Congress because forcing people to pray violates the First

Ammendment (which) legalizes Freedom of Religion and

Expression.

"Whatever the result, if it is in accord with the policy it

will be so." he said. "We have organized ourselves through

the Constitution." he said.

The seminars were presentations and workshops that

dealt with different aspects about teaching and learning

law. such as demonstrations of successful programs,

teaching techniques, new laws and their effects and the use

of community resources.

Examples of some of the seminars were mediation, the

values of Visiting Courts, the Status of the fourth am-

mendment. and new laws concerning operating under the

Collririan pkolo Ht Rrmdford Hamntfr

Daniel Mahoney. president of the Massachusetts Bar Association, addresses seminar

goers in the Campus Center yesterday.

influence of alcohol.

Seminars included one entitled "Before The Bar At

Seventeen: A Practical Approach To Mock Trials and Moot

Court for Grades 8-12" led by Robert Clayman. a high

school teacher and student at the Boston University Law

School.

Participants in the seminar had the opportunity to act

out a real trial by volunteering to be judges, lawyers,

witnesses and everything else down to a clerk.

Clayman said it gives everyone a chance to be involved

in a realistic legal process with a positive learning outcome

rather than a situation where a law is being implemented

because a crime has been committed.

"Our contact with the law is typically negative and high

school students never usually have the opportunity to be

on the right side of the law. This gets students to think and

make decisions and it prepares them for a positive role in

society." Clayman said.
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Notarization of absentee ballots set for today
Voters must mark their ballots in the

presence of a notary public or other ap-

proved official and then have the ballot

signed. It must be returned to the town or

city hall of origin by the close of polls on

Nov. 2.

Students with absentee ballots can have

them notarized fn)m 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. t<>

day and tomorrow in Memorial Hall.

Absentee ballots can be used by voters

unable to be in the city or town in which

they are registered on election day.

Gnomon coffeehouse to feature music, poetry
A coffeehouse featuring the music and P>iday at the Amherst Unitarian

poetry of Ingrid Askew. Tom J uravich. Pat Meetinghouse. 121 N. Pleasant &i.

Schneider. Mary Sossong. Eshu Elegba and
^^ ^y, ^e served and donations

Don Ogden will be held in support of the ueiresinucm

Gnomon Copy workers strike at 8 p.m. are requested.

Nuke referendum question is debate subject

The Public Debate Program will stage a

debate on the nuclear freeze referendum

question at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in Room

163 of the Campus Center.

Four undergraduate members of the

UMass debate program will argue the

proposition "that a unilateral freeze on the

production and development of nuclear

weapons system should be adopted."

UMass juniors eligible for gov't scholarships

More than 100 $5,000 scholarships wiU be

offered nationwide to juniors showing

promise for a career in government service

by the Harry S. Truman Scholarship

Foundation.

Two University of Massachusetts ap

plicants will be chosen to compete for the

scholarships. Information and application

forms are available from Luther Allen

332 Thompson Tower.
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Professional Theatrical Make-up

Great Rubber Masks!

clown noses, bold pates, beards

scars & worts, crow's feet,

witch'3 nose & chin sets,

grease crayons, tooth black-out,

spirit gums & odhesives . .

.

water soluble clown kits in 2 sizes

. . . one kit does many people!
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^ President Jim Murphy will

The Student Affairs Convocation wUl be

held at 2:30 p.m. today i", ^he^JP;)^

Center Auditorium. The tneme of the

convocation will be versatility, integrity

and pride. UMass Chancellor Joseph Duftey

and SGA President Jim Murphy will speak

on the topics. Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs, D. L. Madson urges all students to

attend.

Death penalty reinstatement

meets grad senators' disapproval
^ «.ir.romp Judicial Court ruliner that theSupreme Judicial Court ruling that the

death penalty is unnacceptably cruel under

The Gradua.. Studea.. Senate last ni.ht ^Tr^^LT' u'limtaS7 Juh

By SEAN CASEY

voted 14-6 with 3 abstentions to express its

dissent against reinstating the death

penalty, which wUl be a question on

referendum baUots across the state next

The senate issued a statement which

cited the Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts, the Jewish Community

CouncU of Metropolitan Boston, the

Massachusetts ProtesUnt Church Leaders

and the Roman CathoUc Bishops of

Massachusetts, all have come out agamst

bringing the death penalty back to

massachusetts.

The Senate agrees with the state

is administered

arbitrariness

with

and
the death penalty

unconstitutional

discrimination.

Although some senators questioned their

authority in making a "political" decision on

behalf of their constituents, the officers

pointed out that the senate was indeed a

political organization and had made other

political statements in the past.

In other business last night, the senate

voted to approve a $325 funding allocation

to the Irish Solidarity Committee to help

defray the cost of having Irish political

activist Brenadette Devlin McAliskey

speak at the University yesterday.

No Longer Will Any
UMass Student

Be Without Credit
Fill out applications for SEARS,
G.FOX and WEATHERVANE
CREDIT CARDS immediately at

no charge to you, and establish for

yourself good credit!
Tuee. Wed on the CO Conco»»r8e

next to the University Store.

Sponsored by the Panhellenic Council. i^i

r^^JlMMSJJX}
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Nee*o A Workout ?

5^5-1540,

MV*D Aslc |!oic TAPeS

-

**Z453 (q^m ScheWUs
PooU ScheWUs^24-59

Tetmts Cotict 5cliebttU5

OuRttie, -these coUoeK. months,

5t^ m shApe and fed, €\jm vcMcta,

a. Service of the Dean of Shfcettts O^tce
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More than 75 percent of scholarship monies

ffiven to UMass football, basketball players
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

(Editor's note; This is the second of four articles on the

athletic scholarship program at the University of

Massachusetts.)

Currently, the football and basketball teams at the

University of Massachusetts receive over three quarters of

the athletic scholarships at the school, while no other men's

teams receive scholarships.

Eighty-nine "full" Barber athletic scholarships were

granted to University of Massachusetts students athletes

this year. Of these, 55 went to football players, 14 to

members of the men's basketball team, and the remaining

20 were distributed among five women's programs.

Much of the basis for these priorities is tradition:

men's football and basketball are considered "University

programs" to be maintained because of a University-wide

committment. These two teams also have higher paying

attendance and generate more revenue than the other 26

interscholastic athletic teams.

""The University has said it wants a football program,"

said Frank Mclnerney. head of the Athletics/Intramurals

Department. "They've had one for a hundi'ed years. They

built a stadium for one."

To keep a quality football or basketball team, Mclnerney

said, the University must offer athletic scholarships.

"Ypu can't play the game without scholarship aid. It's

the only way we can maintain a football program that's

competitive in the Yankee Conference. There is no option,

"

said Mclnerney.

The process of athletic scholarship grants is fairly clear.

The coaches for each of the "scholarship ' teams talk with

Mclnerney about the needs of the team, and an agreement

on the number of scholarships for each team is made.

"I start off by determining how much money we have

available," Mclnerney said. "Then I talk to the coaches.

We negotiate, in a sense, and see how many scholarships

he absolutely needs to be competitive in the league in

which he exists. And we authorize roughly that number."

Football, for example requires 50 to 55 scholarships for

the team, Mclnerney said, and basketball needs thirteen or

fourteen. NCAA rules prohibit more than 75 football

scholarships in Division lAA, or more than 15 men's

basketball scholarships in Division 1, the divisions the

UMass teams are in.

Mclnerney said he decides, based on a number of fac-

tors, how many scholarships each team will get. But he has

no absolute control.

Changes can be suggested by "whoever was so in-

spired," Mclnerney said. If the proposals come from above

him — from the Dean of Athletics, the Chancellor, or the

Trustees, for example — Mclnerney said he would then

work to implement them.

Mclnerney noted that athletic scholarships are

necessary in certain sports because other schools offer

scholarships.

'If all the other schools that you play go out and can offer

something to a football player, then you have to be able to

do the same thing or you can't stay competitive in that

league," said Mclnerney.

Yet lacrosse, a non scholarship sport, had strong at

tendance and a very successful record — unlike football

and basketball — despite the fact that other schools UMass
plays, offer lacrosse scholarships. Mclnerney noted that

scholarships are not the only factor.

"There is a wide range of factors that influence a

youngster coming to a school," Mclnerney said. "The

academic program, a wide range of offerings, a coach of

national reputation, and so on" all influence potential

UMass students.

"But in football — you try to generalize, and it doesn't

work. " said Mclnerney. "In football, we're in a very, very

clear specific business. These are the rules you have to

operate by« or you have to change your division, just get

out of Division 1 AA."
Mclnerney noted that in lacrosse, ihe quality of the

coach was an important factor, but suggested that as other

teams offered more scholarships, UMass's record might

change.
"Now, there's a certain amount of flexibility built in

there, be4;ause we're never going to reject a true blue-chip

athlete, someone who has an unusual contribution to make
to the University," said Mclnerney.

Thus, Mclnerney said, if a student who excels in a sport

not normally granted scholarships might be lured to the

University, he would try to provide scholarship aid.

Another factor in determining scholarship priorities is

federal law. Title IX requirements, according to a 1981

report by the Office of Planning and Budget, would require

that 37 women be granted scholarships if 75 men received

them, based on sports participation.

"We feel our increase in scholarships to women is much

too slow, " said Robert O'Connell, Associate Director of

Athletics. "Each year we've added a little money to

women's sports."

When, in 1974. the women's athletic program was

merged with the men's program a number <rf men's teanns

were eliminated from scholarship lists and two women's

teams were granted scholarships.

"We take the position that men's football and basketball

programs are University programs. They provide a service

to the University. So those have to be sustained . So we

took the money that was made available to the other

(men's) teams," said O'Connell.

According to the 1981 Office of Planning and Budget

report, based on Athletic Department figures, a goal of 1 12

scholarships — with 37 for women — is planned. Former

Chancellor Henry Koffler suggested in an August 1981

memo to UMass President David Knapp that the depar

tment planned to offer 100 scholarships this year, "to

achieve gradual implementation of Title IX ak)ng with

maintaining its current program."

The Barber Fund received its requested $194,000 in

crease in University funding for the 1982 83 fiscal year, but

will grant only 89 full scholarships this year, which reflects

an increase in both men's and women's sports.

O'Connell and Mclnerney both stressed that athletic

scholarships are granted on the basis of teams needs.

Women's basketball coach Mary Ann Ozdarski agreed, and

said she has no problems with the method of scholarship

distribution.

"This is my seventh year. " said Ozdarski, "and the

Athletic Department has just done an outstanding job in

recognizing the needs of our program."

North Amherst Tire & Auto
A Full Service Tire Store

POLYESTER
BLACKWALL • comjut« wmeei

|

$#^^95 • ntONT END AllGNMENT
^m% • BRAKES « SHOCKS I

S»„ A7»-U FET $I.5S |

WITH THIS AD

7t SMBOUMDA "OVn MMOtST
5494704

Kearfott ideas guide the future.

Our systems guide almost everything that moves. .including careers.

Kearfott
a division ot The SINGER Company

An equal opporluniiyempioyef m ( who creates oppofiunities

i^
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Hypercurricula
WINE CHEESE CONVERSATION HOURS -Come

and converse in a relaxed atmosphere with native PVench

and Italian speakers. Everyone welcome! Held twice

weekly. 12:00— 2:00pm. Third floor lounge Herter Hall.

FRENCH CLUB MEETINGS -This and every Wed
nesday afternoon. Come and participate in a wide variety

of social and cultural events. Five College students en-

couraged —everyone welcome! No language experience

necessary. 4:00pm. Third floor lounge, Herter Hall.

NATURAL FITNESS AND WEIGHT CONTROL -A
free introduction is being given by Mental Health

Associates. Learn how to improve the way your body

looks, feels, and moves, naturally. For information call

549 6362. Sponsored by the T'ai Chi Chuan Club. 8pm room

904 Campus Center.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST WEEKLY MEETING
—Come for good fellowship and a continuing series

designed to help you grow as a Christian. 6:30, room 109

SBA.
, u • 1

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY -Today's topic for theological

discussion is: "Freeze Resolution" facilitated by Rev. Phil

Ward. 12:1.5 1:15pm, room 428 Student Union.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP -A group of women

who are challenging traditional ways of experiencing

spirituality. A supportive community where women can

share, question, and grow toward a new understanding of

ourselves. 7:00-9:00pm. Room 428 Student Union.

GENERAL STUDY ABROAD MEETING -An in-

formational meeting with staff of the International

Programs Office with students interested in studying

abroad. 3:00pm third floor lounge. Herter Hall.

SPRING STUDIES IN ANGERS -Meeting for students

interested in participating in studying in Angers, France

for the spring semester. French language, literature and

civilization courses. Some knowledge of French required.

7:30pm. Third floor Lounge. Herter Hall. ^^_^

WORKSHOP FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS -The

Psychology Advising Office will sponsor a workshop on

Resume Writing. The workshop will be conducted by Dr.

Floyd Martin of the University Placement Service and will

also include information on the job-search process. 4pm,

room 204 Tobin.

SEMESTER STUDY IN THE U.K. -The director of

"Interstudy Programs" will be avaUable for interested

students. 2:00 4:00pm. International Program Office. 239

Whitmore.

RAFIK HALIBI TO SPEAK AT SMITH COLLEGE
— Rafik Halabi. an Arab Druze, wUl speak on "We and

Them — Co-existence". He is a popular and controversial

correspondant on the Israeli television network. Open to

the public. 7:30pm Browsing Room, Neilsen Lebrary,

Smith College.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING —Come dance to the beautiful

rhythms! This series is off to an active start. AU are

welcome. 7:30 beginners, 8:30 aU others. Commonwealth

room, Student Union.
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Housing Exemptions
!4c^i^5»!i^^:g:fe^^^^

Fresh, Sophomores and Stockbridge

students who wish to live off-campus for

Spring Semester 1983 should apply.

Spring 1983
Housing Exemption Applications

are now available in the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore
Applications are due no later than

Monday, November 1, 1982.

Applications will not be accepted

after this date.

Please submit all applications to the

Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore
Thank you. _^

CHIROPRACTIC
[

FOR BETTER HEALTH I

U. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHIROPRACTORS

The Chiropractic X-Ray
If your examination includes an x-ray, there are

usually two important reasons why a doctor of

chiropractic will do this.

First, we want to be sure there are no complica-

tions in your case that might prevent or delay

recovery. Using the x-ray picture, we can see if there

are any obvious signs of fractures, malformations, or

diseases present. This helps the doctors decide

whether to accept or refer your case.

If there's nothing present to prevent the results

you're seeking, we'll look for the cause of your con-

dition and determine how it can be corrected. Our

prime area of search is for misalignments of the

spinal vertebrae. Any pressure or irritation to the

nerves within the spine or as they leave the spine

may cause health problems in other parts of your

body, depending where the affected nerves extend.

Through a gentle chiropractic adjustment we can

correct the misalignment and remove the nerve

pressures and irritations that are causing problems.

This can relieve the pain without recourse to drugs or

surgery.
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"This reminder is brought to you
by your friendly neighborhood
yearbook staff."

Attention Fall Graduates:

Senior Pictures will be taken

the week of November 15

appointments can be made by stopping by

Campus Center room 103 or calling 5-2874

8
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No to banning
of handguns
I

noticed with interest the editorial of 13 CX'tober,

by Mr. Kevin DeLuca. "U.S. Hostage to

Handguns." The piece is misleading in several

respects, and simply wrong in others.

In 1980 there were 21,860 homicides in the United

States. Of these, just over 60 percent (precisely, 62.4 per-

cent) were committed with firearms of any type. Of those

committed with firearms, approximately three-quarters

were committed with handguns. It is therefore correct

that more homicides are committed with handguns than

with any other type of weapon. Nonetheless, about 4 in ten

do not involve a firearm, and over half do not involve a

handgun. The handgun is a relatively frequent, but by no

means the common, denominator in U.S. homicides.

James D. Wright

Heavy consequences of question 3

T
'" ' "

I
he League of Women Voters of Amherst, together

with others in the League of Women Voters of

Massachusetts, is opposing Referendum Question 3

which if passed would estaiblish binding preconditions for

the construction and operation of any new nuclear power

plant, low-level radioactive waste disposal facility, and on

Massachusetts entry into a regional waste disposal com-

pact. The referendum sponsors included these three dif-

ferent issues in one question. Because of the consequences

of this question with respect to low-level radioactive waste

sites, we urge defeat of the question.

The League believes that radioactive waste disposal is a

Myrna Hewitt

complex and serious problem. Even if no new nuclear

power plants are built and the existing ones are closed,

there still will be low -level radioactive wastes produced.

At present. 65 percent of the waste in Massachusetts

comes from power plants and 35 percent from industry

(pharmaceutical companies, high tech, etc.), institutions

(universities), and medical facilities. The production of

items as diverse as cancer treatments, luminous dials, and

smoke detectors result in low-level radioactive waste.

The League supports Massachusetts' adopting the

safest possible approach for the disposal of radioactive

wastes. We do not feel that Referendum (Question 3 does

this. We believe that this referendum w\\\ impede the

development of an environmentally sound solution to the

problem of what do we do with radioactive wastes. It also

will subvert the effectiveness of the licensing process,

foster impasse, and thereby force the adoption of unsound

stop-gap measures.

The recently enacted federal Low-Level Waste Policy

Act has made each state responsible for ensuring available

disposal capacity for the low -level waste it generates. It

also authorizes states to enter into regional disposal com-

pacts to provide regional disposal facilities. Aft^r 1986,

regional compacts, but not individual states, are em
powered to exclude waste generated outside the compact

region. In other words, if this referendum succeeds in bar-

ring Massachusetts' entry into such a compact (and it is

likely to have such a consequence), wastes produced in

Massachusetts may not be f)ermitted in the regional site,

and institutions and industry will be able to bury waste on-

site. (This is permitted under current federal regulations.)

The provisions of this referendum mean that decisions

regarding low-level waste sites will be based on a political

rather than a deliberative process. It is possible that the

electorate would decide to site a facility in a small,

politically weak area regardless of environmental con-

cerns because the licensing process designed to protect en-

vironmental concerns can be overturned by a referendum.

The League supports an open, orderly decision making

process which ensures meaningful public participation at

all levels of governmental decision-making. We support a

prfx;ess that fosters comprehensive, coordinated planning,

reflects and protects legitimate local and state concerns,

and promotes cooperative coordinated decision making at

all levels of government In addition, one hopes that the

results of citizen participation will be decisions that are

equitable, environmentally sound, and capable of being

successfully implemented.
Mvrna Hewitt ts the jrresident

of the League of Wojnen Voters ofAmherst

Letters ;
—
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Higher education is a criteria

in Student Gvt endorsement

To the Editor:

1 feel compelled to respond to the Collegian's article

(10/22) concerning the Student Senate's endorsement of

Senator John Olver, D-Amherst. According to said article,

Jim Tripp, the Republican nominee for the Senate seat

demanded a "full apology" for the Senate's action due to

the fact that "a publicly funded organization should not be

making political endorsements," and that certain remarks

voiced at the meeting were allegedly slanderous in con-

tent.
. .

While I agree that the Senate was somewhat misinform-

ed about Tripp never having been on campus, this error is

easily corrected, and was certainly not done with any

malicious intent to defame his character (as slander

necessarily is). In fact, such a loose definition of slander

would include his own defamatory remarks about the

Senate leadership "railroading" the endorsement through

the supposed "abuse" by the Speaker's position. Indeed, if

Tripp had attended the meeting he would have been pain-

fully aware that the discussion on the matter was both

lengthy and democratic.

Furthermore, Tripp's assertion that the motion was

"engineered by the Olver campaign" is ludicrous at best.

Olver has taken a determined position on furthenng stu-

dent interests in the Commonwealth; a rare position

amongst many of our legislators. He has worked closely

and effectively with the Student Government Association

for many years, contributing time to such important issues

as the cigarette tax proposal which would provide approx-

imately 28 million dollars in student financial aid. The

Senate endorsement was made in recognition of Olver s

efforts in the hope that he would continue such work if re-

elected.

Also, while it is true that no money may be used from

any trust fund to further any partisan effort, it is clearly

appropriate for the Senate to politically endorse a senator

who has demonstrated the type of commitment to higher

education as Olver has. One of the most important charges

of the Public Policy Committee of the Student Senate is to

efficiently work with state legislators, and applaud the

work of those who assist the S.G.A. There is ample prece-

dent for this passing type of endorsement as a means of

ensuring that adequate attention is given to the needs of

higher education.
Sharon L. Davies

Student Senate Speaker

UPC guest lists flunk PR
To the Editor:

UPC (Union Program Council) has done it again. I am
now convinced that they are a self-serving organization

that has no sense of priority. Their first and foremost

priority is to this University and its students. To this end I

wonder how the press passes or complimentary tickets are

given out with regards to student run publications,

especially the school yearbook, INDEX. In the past, the

INDEX has been accorded two passes to cover UPC
events. These two passes allowed for two different ap-

proaches and themes to be photographed.

This year, however, UPC has limited the INDEX to one

pass citing other non-university publications and a rather

large "guest list" as the reasons. As a result the INDEX
will have to cut in half the coverage UPC events have nor-

mally received in the past. The INDEX regrets this deci-

sion, but feels it is the proper one, and will maintain its

policy until UPC recognizes its obligations and corrects its

position.

Michael Altneu

Editor-in-Chief INDEX 19^3

The "obvious conclusion," that if we lian handguns, the

murders committed with handguns would not occur, is not

at all obvious. One wonders, first, with some 30-40 million

handguns presently in private hands in the United States,

just how we are going to effect a significant reduction in

the numbers of them available for homicidal purposes. I

note further: shoulder weapons are already some 3 to 4

times more common than handguns, and virtually all

households posseb-:rig a handgun also possess one or more

shoulder weapons. I note finally a fart .'ertain from the

relevant medical literature: attacks with a shoulder

weapon are some 4 to 5 times more lethal than attacks

with a handgun. If. in the face of a ban on handguns, any

significant fraction of the assaults now perjM»traUHi with

handguns were perpetrated with shoulder weapons in-

stead, the homicide rate would increase, not decrease.

I take it as self-evident that so long as there are any

guns available, people will continue to shoot one another

with them. This being the base, one had to wonder

whether we would not just as soon they blast away with

handguns. The survival rale for handgun wounds in

serious locations (above the waist, not in the arms) is on

the order of 85 percent. At the ranges in question, attacks

with a shotgun, by way of contrast, are nearly always

fatal.

The international comparisons cited in the editorial are

intrinisically misleading. Japan provides a case in point: as

it happens, the nongun homicide rate in the United States

is many times higher than the tMal homicide rate in Japan.

Even if we ignore homicides committed with handguns,

the U.S. would remain, relatively speaking, an extraor-

dinarily violent nation compared to the rest of the in-

dustrialized West. There is, in other words, obviously

much more to the U.S. Japan difference than the simple

fact that we possess more handguns than they do.

Any two nations (or regions, states, counties, cities,

whatever) will differ in any number of ways: in culture,

history, legal systems, s«)cial structure, and so on. This

means that in the simple one-to-one comparison, "all else"

is assuredly not equal. To attribute the difference in crime

rates between two nations to the difference in their gun

laws is, in the absence of more thorough analysis,

gratuituous.

The NRA is fond of pointing out that New York City^

with some of the toughest handgun laws in the United

States, also has one of the highest crime rates in the

worid. Following the general logic of Mr. DeLuca's inter-

national comparisons, one would be obliged to conclude

from this fact that tough handgun laws cause violent

crime(!). The proof that strict handgun laws reduce crime,

in short, requires much more than simply pointing to a few

nations that have tougher laws and less crime than we

have.

Serious and empirically credible studies of the effects of

gun laws on criminal violence in the United States show

that the crime-reductive effects are, at best, modest, and

at worst non-existent. This, of course, is not proof that

handgun laws do not work, only a statement that if they

do work, no one has yet been able to detect it. In most

cases, these negative results have been reported by in-

vestigators who were (and often remain) generally sym-

pathetic to stricter firearms laws.

In his concluding paragraph, Mr. DeLuca opines that

"handguns serve no useful purpose, they are made ex-

pressly for murder." This is demonstrably false: handguns

are used in all sorts of legitimate and useful ways, by all

sorts of people, more or less all of the time. The best

available estimates are that there are some 2.9 miUion

people in the United States who target shoot with han-

dguns, 2.4 miUion handgun collectors, and 1.6 milium

people who hunt with handguns. (Handgun hunting has

become a sufficiently popular sport that several states

have now enacted special handgun hunting seasons.) What

Mr. DeLuca meant to say was that he. and perhaps his cir-

cle of acquaintances, do not use handguns in any useful

way or indulge in any of the various shooting sports that

involve handguns. That Mr. DeLuca does not do these

things does not imply that they are not done. They are in

fact done by millions of people.

James D. Wright is a

UMass Professor of Sociology
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ICARBUR S RESTAURANT
at the Eimwcxxi Shops J \^ & LOUNGE
Route ^, Hadley

The
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584-4310

Stops
Here
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...Sandwiches

...Full dinners

...Happy

Hour
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"•W^A
estaurant

55 University Drive

Amherst, Mass
549-5713

Fine food and drink

at affordable prices

extensive happy hours

Thursday night is Kaludie night

(inside out pizza!)

Kaludie and a draft beer — $3.25

a wide variety of fillings available

9:00 - close - Thursday

Happy Hours 2:00-5:30 daily
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fining out with the family
Overview of Amherst restaurants on the menu
Amherst eateries

cure the DC blues
By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

It was inevitable. Once a semester 1 would have to put

up with my relatives coming to visit me at school. I kept

telUng myself that things could be worse; only the problem

was I couldn't think of what those worse thmgs were. I

finished my last class on Friday and as I was walking back

tx) the dorm an idea sparked in my brain and a smile flashed

across my face. I had though of the bright spot to my

family's visit: I would be taken out to eat.

When my family arrived, the usual question and answer

period ensued, but I let it all slide, as I was so looking

forward to the night out to eat. When it came time to

decide where we would eat. a great dilemna arose; there

were six different people and that meant six different

tastes.

Immediately Uncle Charlie (everybody has an Uncle

Charlie), put in his two cents worth. "If it would be alright,

he started, "I'd like to eat at a place that's fast and con-

venient." All eyes looked to me, but seeing that I am a

junior and had experienced these get-togethers before, I

was prepared for the worst.

everyone of the great variety of "fast-food" restaurants

that were available to us in the neighboring area. "The Sub
in Amherst," I began, "has delicious sandwiches served on

foot- long sub rolls or Syrian bread. You'd be able to get the

cheese of your choice and a variety of fresh vegetables.

"along those same lines," I continued, "is the Subway in

the Hampshire Mall and Northampton. They too serve a

variety of foot-long sandwiches. Another popular choice is

Bonanza, which has a variety of quality food at reasonable

prices. Then, of course, there are the all time favorites for

fast food, MacDonalds and Burger King. These can be

found on Route 9 and even have a drive thru window for

convenience.

Everyone seemed impressed with my knowledge of the

convenient food places in the area and I even caught a

glimpse from my mother, who was wondering whether I

spent my time studying or eating. My little brother Gary

had been impatient all afternoon and finally came out and

ufffflfi
/i/mmmfmifi^mumm^^^^^

told everyone that he wanted to have pizza. Well, with this

I would have no problems at all.

"We could go to Papa Gino's which is in the Mountain

Farms Mall. They have excellent pizza and lulian food as

well. El Greco, in South Amherst, features regular pizza,

as well as specialties with such items as brocolli, spinach

and black olives, just to name a few. They also have

grinders and greek salads if a pizza is not what you are

hungry for. Whole Wheat Pizza in Amherst features pizzas

on whole wheat dough, which is often a nice change. Other

pizza places include Pinnochio's, La Mia, and Superior

pizza" I said. Well, Gary was his usual cranky self and just

looked at me in an angry way. because I knew the answers

to his inquiries.

Aunt Norma, who is always responsible for family

arguments, told everyone that she wanted Chinese food.

Well, not even aunt Norma could throw me, for I quickly

informed her that in Northampton could be found Sze's,

which featured delicious Schezuan cuisine.

My little sister Janet is at the age where she has to

impress mom and dad. so she decided that French cuisine

would be more to her liking and would lend a certain

amount of style to her image. I was prepared for Janet and

I even derived a certain amount of pleasure from annoying

her with an agreeable response.

"Oh that's a great idea. I know just the place," I said.

"La Raclette on the Boltwood Walk in Amherst is just the

right spot. They feature a nice selection of French cuisine

that I'm sure would suit everyone's palate." Janet was

angry at my joviality and quickly backed-off.

There were two other people to hear from; mom and

dad. Dad said that he wanted to eat at an inexpensive,

sandwich type place, but not one that was like fast food. I

told him about McManus'. I even added the fact that it was

open all night on the weekends and until three on

weeknights. I also mentioned the Amherst Deli, which

features deli sandwiches, pastries, cheese, deli salads,

bagels, lox and knishes. And. finally. I told dad about the

Classe Cafe in Amherst. I told him that this was Amherst's

newest diner and that it offered homestyle cooking for

breakfast, lunch and dinner as well as late night munchies

and take outs. l rr j
Finally, mom spoke. She wanted a place that offered a

wide variety of food in a quiet setting. I told mom about the

Hungry U in Amherst. It features a variety of fine food

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor •Campus Center 'UMass

Introducing All You Con Eot
_ _^ _^.^_——— —^—— ,^_ ^^ ^—— ^^ ^——

,

Dorb*qu*d Ribs Spcciol cc
|

with this couponj

$2.00 off
I

'^';:^"n'am';'o 10 pm you pay onlv »5.96
servea m am lu w

^^^^^ present coupon
j

_Cou£qn exgirw Nov. JB^lM2; when_ordering
|

Includes:

potato

coleslaw

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
I 2 EGGS _^ „ .-
I 2 PANCAKES R«g. 52.S6

2 STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE

Valuable Coupon

!

With This Coupon

2 For »3.25
1 apWB) ALL DAYAMYTmU ''***

I Coupon expires Nov. 15, 1982.

fatiifilaof
CAMPUS glOPPIHO PIAZA
RTC •. NAOUY, 2M.M8t

STOPIitHO^

CC

^rMWM coupon
«|i«n ertfwtnci-

•rai24IMI
MtUL

ta-inlkm.
1tM.-l9M.

iipM.n%

Do«s not app'y

to •(MCtal*.

LIGHT LUNCHES^ QUICK
FOR THOSE OF VOU mO ENJQV (jpOD TOOV

Gourmet Soups -mape from scutch vmlv, using our own stocks amp

SEASONEV TO PERFECTION

Croque Monsieur- the ultimate ham s cheese sanwich. vippev w
SMORV EGG CUSTARP ANV PM SAUTEEV TO ORPER

Croque Frontage -le meme chose, sans JA^^BO^/.

SERVICE

Quiches- the lighest, creamiest, richest in town.

TRJEV OURS.

ASK ANVONE WHO'S

Grand Salad Station-THE freshest oe provuce, our own vressjngs.

rtATURlNG MARIWATEP TOFU ANV TA^{ARI ROASTEP SUNELOWER SEEVS

'^^RdcleX'^^

**Look what's

cooking'*

PIZZA OUR SPECIALTY
CHICKEN - SPAGHETTI
ORDERS PUT UP TO TAKE OUT

Kitchen Hours 11:30 A.M.-l 1:30 P.M.

223 Pleasant St . Norlhamplon584-0204

Share with us the

flavour of the Orient.

^

Ir.idilinn.il S/<'i* u.in

ind W.ind.tnii ' I'Mih

SZE'S
ChincM
Cui«inc

SO Mais ^ Northampton

Rediscover the
r\

Amherst's most intimate cafe has enlarged

its menu to include

Tofu Silverscape

Filet Mignon Bernaise

Chicken Florentine

Stuffed Giant Shrimp

and many more entrees

Exquisitely prepared and served,

moderately priced at the Big Yellow House

J

r\DC r~\

264 N.P<«asant St., Amherst. Mass. 010O2 (413)25.1 3447

Brunch 12-4 Sunday Cloaed Monday Luncheon 11-5 Dinner 5-10

ReBtrvationt Accepted 253-3447-

Om.iUBolUMod'kJalk

103 Ao. PLtUanlSl, AmU>ui

$1
OFF A.W

SOUP ANV SALAV
LUNCH ^^KiHf^

$1 OFF AWV
SOUP 6 OUT CHE

LUNCH s»£ete?<*-

$1 OFF ANV
RACLETTE
LUNCH ^Rjde!(^
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Club

EETINq

lURSi

MAchMER E77

WEIDNESDAY

PUD MUG HIGHT
Miliar or Mliier Light

35* Beers

PUB MUGS
This Week

MUSIC
by

RACK-A-DISC

Wednesday Night
Free

Hot & Cold Hors d'oevres 10 pm
Sombreros 95^

Rolling Rock Pitchers $2.95

Rolling Rock Drafts 50^

^ffeJr^JfesJra^^^Jr^JrgJteJr^JpsJrj

MARTIH PEKETZ
Editor-in-Chief of

Th» Hew Republic
will speak on

''Media Coverage of Israel and

Jewish Issues"
Campus Center Rm 904-08

Thursday, October 28 - 7:30 pm
Public is invited

'/r *\%Mr^XiZ*\K

Sponsored by Hillel

IT'S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

r\

SMITH COLLEGE REC COUNCIL
PRESENTS

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 1st

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK-
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

tr^ UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ ph^ical pent bdg

Z]

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12,
8:00PM

JOHN M. GREENE HALL
SMITH COLLEGE, NORTHAMPTON, MA

Reserved Seats »8.50, 9.50

Available at: Iron Horse Coffee House, Northampton.

Food For Thought, Amherst, all Ticketron locations

($7.50 with Smith ID. Available at Seelye Hall only)

Produced by Music In The Air

in association with Prajna Productions.
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Arts
Scottish orchestra at FAC
Scottish National Orchestra
Monday, October 25

Fine Arts Center

By ROBERTA RUBIN
Collegian Correspwndent

Sir Alexander Gibson and The Scottish

National Orchestra enthralled an ap-

preciative crowd Monday night at the Fine

Arts Center.

Throughout the evening, from Mozart's

Concert Aria and "Come scoglio" from

Cosi fan Tutte, to Mahler's 4th Symphony,

the orchestra was both technically and
melodically competent. As Gibson con-

ducted with intensity, great warmth and
harmony flowed from the orchestra's

music.

What could have resulted as sets of chop-

py, unrelated pieces became beautifully in-

corporated from movement to movement

by the orchestra without disrupting or jarr-

ing the sensation of tranquility. A prime

example was in the movements of "Four

Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes" in

which the orchestra shifted from a tone of

fright and menace, to serene, peaceful

melodies perfectly timed by the conductor.

The more powerful movements evoke

heart thumping excitement.

Another outstanding feature of the con-

cert was the soloist, Margaret Marshall.

Marshall has sung successfully with the

Berlin Philharmonic and the London

Philharmonic among others. During the

1981-82 season, Marshall appeared with

the Scottish Opera and in other

engagements as well as touring throughout

the United Kingdom with the Scottish Na-

tional Orchestra. Her voice was powerful

but not overbearing. Marshall and the or-

chestra complemented each other with

their special and separate talents

Together, they produced a sound which

was both pleasing to the ear and gripping

to the soul. Marshall and the orchestra

handled Mozart's playful teasing in "Come

scoglio" smoothly. In one moment, Mar-

shall would sing in a lonely sorrowful voice,

shamefully tossing her head from side to

side. In another, she would sing on a confi-

dent bold melody with her head held high

and her face lit with a smile. The serene

mood of the music was heightened by Mar-

shall's facial expressions and by her tone of

singing. Moreover, one could tell that Mar-

shall enjoyed what she was doing and with

whom she was doing it. This certainly had a

positive effect on both the audience and or-

chestra. Both Marshall and the orchestra

were exhilirating in Mahler's 4th sym-

phony. A pattern of peaceful, romantic

music evolved into a booming glory accom-

panied by Marshall's superb voice. The

woodwinds and jingly sleighbells completed

the third movement. The romantic

melodies then returned until the single

final note on a piano vibrated and faded,

leaving the audience in a tranquil frame of

mind.
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Grateful Dead songwriter Robert Hunter in concert Saturday night.

Hunter's deadly perfonnance
ROBERT HUNTER
Friday, October 22

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Correspondent

Robert Hunter played last Friday night

to two standing room only audiences at a

local club. The first show was made up of

about half Grateful Dead tunes he had

written and half songs he has recorded on

solo albums. Hunter opened with "Keep

Your Day Job, " and continued with "Box of

Rain," "Deal," and "Slack String Quartet".

It was a very tight show. Over the past

couple of years his guitar playing has im

proved immensely, as has his voice and

harmonica playing; although this was a

pretty standard set (he played almost the

exact same set in Boston a few nights

before). Much of the entertainment value of

past shows is tj^one. I mean. "Slack String

Quartet" just doesn't sound slack anymore.

He hit only the right notes at the right time.

No buzzing strings or anything.

The second show was more of the same.

There were no surprises. He played

"Rubean and Cherise," "West LA
Fadeaway," "Stella Blue," and most of his

new album. Run for the Roses. For the first

encore he played a short ditty and then

"Ripple." Finally, the crowd got seriously

involved. It was as if the club suddenly

turned into a giant campfire with

everybody sitting and singing along.

Everytime I go to see a Grateful Dead

related show I have the same problem

Should I be satisfied with what was played

or should 1 think about it in relation to how

well I know they can play. In this case, it

was a toss up. It wasn't the greatest show

I've seen him do, but I did enjoy seeing him.

Read Trailers every Friday

ffi Alexander Gibson conducts the Scottish National Orchestra, who

performed Monday at the FAC.

Sir Alexander Gibson, of British origin,

left Britain twenty-two yoars ago and, in

1959, joined The Scottish National Or-

chestra to raise the orchestra from its once

provincial status to that of a world class

touring and recording ensemble. The Scot-

tish National Orchestra was formed in 1950

and it holds annual performances at the

Edinburgh Festival as well as participating

in the activities of The Scottish National

Opera. This is the orchestra's second North

American tour since 1975.

This concert for me was highly enjoyable.

Sir Alexander Gibson and The Scottish Na-

tional Orchestra are worth taking because

they produce a completely different

world...a world of music. Although, I'm not

being an avid opera fan, listening to

Margaret Marshall proved to be a

delightful experience.

"•»Ni^ -
There's something for everyone this

week in theatre.

The Third World Theatre Series

celebrates its second production this

semester with the Sansei Theatre Company

presentation of Life in the Fast Lane, A
Requim for a Sansei Poet, a one-man tour

de force by Lane Kiyomi Nishikawa.

Nishikawa often refers to his Japanese

tradition and how he has incorporated it

into his theatrical monologue with the use

of free verse. Life in the Fast Lane will be

performed at 8 p.m. tomorrow in Bowker

Auditorium. Tickets are $2 for students and

$3 for the general public.

The Rand Theatre opens its repertory

season this Friday night with Jack Heif-

ner's Vanities. The show is a bittersweet

comedy which follows three women as they

grow up. In 1963. they are cheerleaders

together. In 1968. they are sorority sisters.

The show culminates in their reunion in

1974. Sherri Leigh June. Nanci Weglowski

and Breffny Rouse star. It will play October

29 and 30 and November 5. 6. 9. 10, 13. 15.

16 and 20.

The second play in the Rand's repertory

season is Dark of the Moon by Howard

Richardson and William Berney. It is a

drama about conjur people, witches and

mortals in a rural setting. Dark of the Moon
continues Novembers. 4. 11. 17 and 18 at 8

p.m. Tickets for both shows are $2.50 for

students and $3.50 for the public.

A modern English adaptation of The

Misanthrope by Moliere will be performed

at 8 p.m. in Amherst College's Kirby

Theater October 29. 30 and November 4. 5

and 6. General admission is $2.50 and senior

citizens $1.50.

Siamsa, the National Folk Theater of

Ireland will be performing at 8 p.m. on

Tuesday. November 2 at the FAC. With a

cast of approximately 27 ranging in age

from eleven to seventy. Siamsa is a

theatrical recreation in mime, music and

dance of what life was like for a rural family

in Gaelic speaking Ireland. Tickets are $9.

$7. and $5, artd half priced for students.

Yentl by Leah Napolin and Isaac

Bashevis Singer revolves around an in-

telligent young girl growing up in Poland in

1873. After her father's death, she assumes

the identity of a young male Yeshiva

student. Performances are at 8 p.m. on

October 28. 29. 30 and November 4, 5 and 6

at Smith College's Theater 14.

The Third World Theatre Series will present Life in the Fcutt Lane: A

Requiem for a Sensei tomorrow night in Bowker auditorium.
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and drink at affordable prices. In addition to the Hungry-U

was Carburs, which offered a great diversity of food, in-

cluding two separate menus; one is the 26 page sandwich

menu and the other is a full service menu served in the

Ulustrous Ribit Room. I told everyone about the con-

venient location of the Top of The Campus, which offers a

wide variety of culinary delights that can be enjoyed while

viewing the Valley. Right in the heart of Amherst is

Delano's which has a variety of light foods and a cozy at-

mosphere. Another choice could be Roberto's on Pleasant

Street in Northampton. Roberto's features homestyle

lUlian foods in a casual dining atmosphere. Finally I told

mom about the bilverscape Cale which just reopened. The

Silverscape offers a complete luncheon and dinner menu

including beef, poultry, seafood, spirits and cappuccino.

I had exhausted my knowledge of the areas restaurants

and still no decision had been arrived at. I was astonished

when my little brother asked me what I wanted to eat.

since everyone had come to visit me, it should be my choice

where to go. I was so taken back by Gary's thoughtfulness,

that I could think of nothing other than wanting to spend

time talking with my family without the bother of going

out. Believe it or not. six hungry people spent the night in

my dorm room telling family stories and jokes, and

laughing all night long.

Even though we didn't get to dinner, it was a very

enjoyable visit after all.

{Editor's Note: Although this Ust contains numerous

restaurants in the area, it by no means attempts to cover

every restaurant available to the pubUc.)

if anti-semetism
Continued from page 1

enough (anti-Semetic sentiment on campus."

Propper has about a dozen posters which have had

swastikas drawn on them. She also produced a Hebrew

note left on the Hillel door Monday in the Student Union

which contained a swastika apparently drawn by someone

other than the person who wrot« the not«.

The University has recently hired two Anti-Semetism

Jewish Awareness Trainers. Propper said she will be

working through student activities while another trainer

will work through residential life. Trainers wall organize

counseling sessions and workshops, she said.

Students need "a lot of education about Zionism, Anti-

Semetism and Jews around the world," she said.

But she added her belief that anti-SemetismjArill never

be eliminated.

"I think that the anti-Semetism has always been there

and will always be there," she said.

She said she hopes her new position can help "create a

tone on this campus so this kind of thing won't happen

anymore."
"There are certain individuals on campus that would

like to see Jewish activists keep their mouths a little more

quiet," Glantz said.

Plumbleys
olt the common*^
30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst Center

2539586

ireco Pizza
460 West St.,

South Amherst
(next to R B P Package Store)

1 1 om to 1 am doily

Regular Pizza Items

& Our Specialties

* broccoli, spinach,

fresh garlic
*

black olives & walnuts

grinders & greek salads

limited delivery

to South Amherst

253-9239

You are cordially invited to a:

Halloween Costume Party
Thursday. October 28, 1982

In Ptumbley's New Lounge...

Webster's
Featuring:

All Time Favorites
& Irish Music
by Hungry Hill
Festivities begin at 9 p.m.

Free hot and cold hers d'oeuvres. 9-11 p.m.

Best Costume $50 Cash Prize
2nd place $35 Gift Certificate

3rd place $25 Gift Certificate

Accomodations available for parties up to 100

An Elegant Gift Gift Certificates in any denomination

m

NEW ITEMS ON
OUR MENU

Hummus & Syrian Bread

Nacho & Cheese Plate

Noodles Romanoff
Turkey Delanover

Pasta of the Day
Build your own Grilled Cheese

COME AND TRY US
YOU'LL FLIP OVER US

57 N. Pleasant

Next door to Ghashleycrumb'sL J

SUBMARINES SVRIANS

the sub \^

Hi PLEASANTS' AMHEPS

1

99*SALE

Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach) !^

. sllB would likf II' offer v"" ^ coiipim spi-i i«l Buy

(uM sub* .inii qel n third' rttiNnliiiptv I l?I.L' This

i\ good (rom now ihrii Nov 9. I'i82. on anv
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Redeem At

tr icn
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two Vl'holr su'i*- • 'i'"> luifrli.isri! .lloiui
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< 'iiijion <vi'il I" rtiiy Sii >. iir lues

^usmm^
America's Famous Fool Long Sandwich

f ,„ s„h .«fi( mual .It Im i»lii» 111*" m"»i np»nMif tut punhatrd
Hampshire Mall

Hadley

214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

90 King St.

Northampton

Doonesbury bv Garrv Trudeau
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RAY DONON^AN
lO-n'^

TeSTlMOIMIAL DINNERS

THAHKS, FMNK.
VOU'RB A BUM.
miLOV^YA

THE
RAY DONOVAN
TESTIMONIAL DINNERS

AND iW'l^ RIGHTABOUTMt ANP
RAY. m GO eACKA urn ii/AY.

TVB mMN TMIS CRAZY GUY
k SINCE..siNce..

"^ RAY b(SS40Ml^N
TESTIMONIAL DINNERS

m. IF I DIPN7 TILL

me speciAL PFOseaiwn, w//(-/

my THeHElLAMI TBLL- unL-i

IH6 youser^
^^,

RAY DONOVAN
TH9TIMONIAL DIN

The UMass Zone ^y Mark Rollins
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Bushwa
by Tom Cushwa

You MEAN J 1 HA\/'6Tor,
CXn THIS 10 Wfirt FORM AND
tOPjTE /» 5" P/*C»& 6SSAY ON

"WHV I UAtgt TO JOIN ^\^i

r^EUOUJ-SwW FooP t«oP"JuiT
Jo frCT OH A ljJf\lTlN&

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed
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D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCTl

The Salad Sandi^ich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Vegetable Casserole

Seafood and Shell Casserole

Fruit Plate with

Date Nut Bread

D.C.s ICE CREAM
PARLOR SUNDAES

LUNCH
Diplomat Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

•

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Au Jus

Seafood and Shell Casserole

Fruit Plate with

Date Nut Bread

DCs ICE CREAM
PARLOR SUNDAES

Associate News Editor Wanted

The Collegian needs an associate news

editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-

perience in newswriting and reporting is

necessary but we provide training. Low
pay but great experience. All UMass
students are encouraged to apply. Apply

before Nov. 5 to Michael Foley, news

editor, in the Collegian office, 113 Campus
';;;enter. The Collegian is an equal oppor-

,unitv employer.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 European
grackles

5 Chair piece

10 Cummerbund
14 Uproar
15 Cancel
16 Garden veg

17 British sovereign

circa 1700

18 Varnish
ingredient

19 Soloist s

specialty

20 Capital on the

Danube
22 Run aground
24 Vivacity

25 Graf

27 Firmament
28 Make a faux pas

30 On the

(fleeing)

32
• Bede

34 Not forvi/ard

37 Tag
41 River into Tatar

Strait

42 Arden"

44 PoetTeasdale
45 Casaba
47 Unt)elieving

49 Band of workers

51 t^any.many mos
52 Explosive

53 —- walks in

beauty
"

56 Cultivates

58 27 Across, to

Andr^

60 Feline fence sitter

62 Small bunchec

66 The Orient

67 Thrash

69 to thee.

blithe spirit

70 Trust

71 Snow leopard

72 Famous Fair,

(or short

73 Beams of light

74 Perils

75 maieste

DOWN
1 Lackluster

2 Primitive

Japanese
3 "The Wizard

ofOz"
4 Purloin

5 "The Donkey

6 McEnroe,
Watson, etal

7 Endures

8 Just am '

9 Stiffened

10 Rugged rock

11 Emanations

12 Common li/ard

13 Exciting

21 Sacred language
of Buddhisnf

23 Small Wild duck

26 Incongruous

28 Cheese city

29 Hoarfrost

31 atrois

33 Requiem
35 Log sitter

36 "I should say

38 Harridan •

39 Poetic Ireland

40 Milk Prefix

43 Legendary laborer

46 Okinawa's capital

48 Egyptian goddess

50 " |ust an

hour. '

53 A Beatle

54 Hebrew prophet

55 One of the

Brontes

57 Glantesat

59 Lucy's TV pal

61 Sandy islets

6? French ,
Ind.

64 Tears

65 Plumlike fruit

68 C est a
(It is his)

1 i r 4
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?
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10 11 M 13
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WEATHER

Today mostly sunny,

highs in the 60's; tonight

clear, but chilly; lows in the

30's.

Tomorrow sunny and
warm; highs in the 60's.

WMUA 9L1 FM
1

6-9ain Good Morning with Teresa

9-noon New Music with Mike Malone

12-3pm MMMMMMMMM
3-5:30 The Beat Escape with NightMare

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Ain't Nowhere You Can Run

7-10 Paula T. Progressive Rock

10-2am Jimmy Neill plays Raucous Dance-

abtlity - Terpsichorean Cacophony

2-6 Glory Gospel Road with Rev. Pearson

CABLE/VIDEO
g UVC & GPC J
Bt Daily Programming Schedule ™
Video Art Day

10:30 - 11:00 A Weekend with

Wendiain Glatzel

11:00 - 12:00 The Work of Nam June

Paik

12:00 - 1:00 Home Grown Video Art

from Mark Kregaloh

1:00 - 2:00 Mr. Video meets Rock

and Roll (Rock Video)

EARTHFOODS MENU
Tofu Lasagna
Green Salad

Cream of Spinach Soup

Whole Wheat Muilassws

Soup Muffins

••A
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SDikers toDple Smith Crew races in regatta
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ri^TEVE FITZ The men's elite eight finished 36i

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's varsity volleyball team bounced

back from a tough weekend tournament to

defeat Smith College in four games, 11-15,

1614, 15-3. 15-8 at NOPE gym.

"It was a big match for the team and we

needed to win convincingly," said coach

Elaine Sortino. "Our serves were tough

and we were aggressive, but it took awhile

to get settled in and we should have done a

little better.

"

In the first game, UMass kept it close at

4-4, until Smith ran off eight straight

points to go ahead 12-4, largely on the

strength of senior spiker Nancy Onken who

spiked well. Onken, also, continually block-

ed many of UMass spike attempts.

UMass answered back with six straight

points of their own under the serve of

senior co-captain Patti Philbin to put them

back in the game at 12-10, but Smith won

three more points to win game one, 15-11.

Game two was a much slower contest, as

both teams fought it out evenly, with

UMass evntually coming out on top. 16-14.

In game three, the spikers came out

strong and took a commanding lead. They

reeled off five straight points to lead 10-0

before Smith got on the scoreboard with

three points.

But UMass got the final five points of the

game and cruised to an easy 15-3 victory.

UMass dominated much of the play in this

game and came through with most of their

spikes.

The Minutewomen had problems with

their serves in game four, but later cor-

rected themselves and eventually went on

to win handily 15-8, to win the match 3-1.

"The weekends away are beginning to

show, we looked tired tonight. We played

well, but struggled and waited a little too

long to take charge, and set the pace," said

Sortino.

This was the last home match for senior

Patti Philbin, and Sortino was glad to see

her come on strong towards the end.

"Patti Philbin is the greatest middle hit-

ter or blocker we've ever had," said Sor-

tino.

The Minutewomen will travel to Queens

College in New York for a tournament this

weekend.

By STEVE FITZ
Collegian Correspondent

CAMBRIDGE, MA. - The University of

Massachusetts men's and women's crew

teams competed in the Head of the Charles

Regatta this past Sunday, held on the

Charles river.
^ , e w

It was the last competition of the fall

season for the crew teams.

The race was the biggest of its kind in the

country for the fall season, attracting

teams throughout the nation and some

foreign teams.

"The Head of the Charles is a very com-

petitive race, it is extremely hard to get in

to the race. It started in 1964 and has

grown tremendously, so they have to limit

the number of entrants." said coach Dave

Kumlin.

Over 700 teams and 3200 people com-

peted in the 18 events, which lasted most of

the day.

The race was three miles long.

The men's elite eight finished 36th out of

40 teams, while the women's elite eight

finished 23rd out of 40 teams.

"In the elite eight we were competmg

against Ivy league and other high budget

schools, we didn't expect to win, but did

very well against our division schools,"

said Kumlin.

The United States Naval Academy won

the men's elite eight for the second time in

a row in record time.

"It was the last race of the fall season,

and both boats had a good row," said

Kumlin.

"The fall season was very successful, we

raced more than in previous years, which

will be valuable experience for the spring

season," said Kumlin.

According to Kumlin, with many return-

ing people this spring, he expects to have a

much more successful spring season than

last year.

"We will go through an intensive winter

training program and see what happens in

the spring." said Kumlin.

Brian Sullivan's field goal during the

final seconds of sudden death overtime

lifted Beta Kappa Phi past Pi Kappa Alpha

in one of the tightest intramural football

games of the season last night before

250-300 screaming fans. 19-13.

Intramural football playoffs begin at the

end of this week.

Dostordy
Dgos^

Mon - Thurs

$3.00 Cov«r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50< Highballs

50* Domestic to«rs

Pool Toblo - PInboll - Vld»o Gomos

r
^••^^••.^^••«

Typing Paper,
|

\
Thesis Paper

\

\
& Resume Paper |

I A.J. HASTINGS
\

\
Newsdealer and Stationer j

i 45 S. Pleasant St.,jf^herSt J

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(abova Matthew Sho—

)

Consultations &c Editing
• Theses • Pi—ertatJons

our
LOW

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

We carnr evenrthing you^

need to score up the best

coslume around

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

TflMtrktl IMktVf . €•»•»•< kmt^^. t9k^** pwtf

•i^t. wftdMt iMti mti fttwmtt. rtkimt k«s. f«f

H«tt. 4crkyt, l^t *tm wifl*. r««« 9»^*. "«»

taclit*. Umii. MMs. fttt, Imm4« •it* mtIv M^m*

Mti, itr«it« *H<t. »firit fm. tt«t« W*^- ^»-
twHi. *t*9t ••cli, Ifipitoi, •»»€>#• krtmt m4 •

MOROSE ^
MASQUERADES

We t«TT •« tyMi • "•••'». •" '*^«- *'* *•^••

tyt mnkt. AH v*Mr fwi»ritt« fkm «#• «• ?•»

1 MISS WCCT. flMK PAMTMII, tAIHT. iUCAII,

ikVn mti NIXON MASKS.

NEW ADDITIONS novelty caps

Aliened colon •rth winqi eel«ri ^^
hom» orTt»«r» col e«r» liqhtn.n^ boH ^|
p«q fiih onicomlmore

Open Dally & Sat 9 to 5:15

Thurs Nights till 9. Fri Oct 29 till 9

.!§ State Sf.Nortliaiiiptoo.^^^ 584-2604 '

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 17 -20

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

11th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN*. 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

LAGNAF 83

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

re/axed dress code

No Cover
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AWMEBST

Entertainment...
at its best!

Sunday, October 31, 8:00 p.m.

Siamsa Tuesday,
November 2

The \dtional Folk 8:oo p.m.

Theatre of Ireland-

Thursday,
November 4

8:00 p.m. <J ~ %»•^ JAZZ ^
BAND

Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from the People's Republic of China

Tuesday, November 9, 8:00 p.m.

All shows on sale now
MC. VISA-CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FORSALE

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,
cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage BO 546^366
1975^fovota Celica $1X0549^561

5

74 Olds 88 546-4390

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by profeMlonal bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors 1 !4 lbs send anywhere 6.95

h postage 546-4282

CLASSICISTS

The Umass Chapter of Eta Sigma Phi

invites you to both attend a slide

lecture by E. Will on Roman amphoras
and learn about the National Classical

Honorary Society as well as enjoy some
refreshments and small talk with us.

Meet in Herter 205 at 4.00 tomorrow.

Both currebt and prospective members
are urged to come.

CPR
~

CPR course offered starts Nov 2nd 7-11

pm if interested sign-up by Oct 30 outside

EH + S Office Rm 416N Morrill IV class

limit 25, Ist come - 1st serve

" ENTERTAINMENT

HALLOWEEN

Come to the first annual costume
parade. This Sun Oct 31 (Halloween).

Registration starts at 3:15 judging at 4:00 all

this takes place at Franklin and Berkshire

DCs. Prizes to best costumes and a free

candy bar to all entries. Sponsored by Food
Services, Housing Services and your local

Area Government

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/Corona Del Mar. CA 92625

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB

INSTRUCTION

Math Tutoring 549-6612

LOST

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS! $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

FOR RENT
~

Room in Amherst family home $150/mo
on busline 549-1536

Immediately or next
bedroom Puffton 549-1887

semester 1

FOR SALE

MXR 100 phase shifter $66 1 283 7805

Pioneer integrated amp 75 w/ch $145

Akai top of line reel to reel w/autorev $266

6-6954

Woman's large maroon leather jacket

with removable hood, good condition,

$40.00 call Maria 256-0179

1980/1961 Jawa Moped. New. Less than

100 miles $299.00 (617) 655-5724 after 6 PM

Haxcal Rreiite skis with Salomon 444

$80.00 call Terry 546-7849
^— III. » ... — ... I

Ashley deluxe wood stove takes 24"

logs, heats 5-room house $165 549-6025

Horse for lease: free to good home only.

For more info 549-5469 evenings

WHO tix for sale Worcester Centrum Sat

Dec 11 . $45 call 546 8489

WHO tickets Worcester $50 each call

253 2083

Caber Bio-System Ski Boots size 9.

Worn once, $90 or BO. 549-0861

Gold bracelet Tobin area reward 546-1407

Long-hair black Cr white female cat in

the general vicinity of intersection of Rt 9 &
Univ Drive since beginning of Sept please

call 253-7057

3 keys on a gold ring call 546-8869

Tan handbag with gold handles and a blue

J.G. Hook blazer Laurie 549-4699

Lost - Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentimental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

MORE RECORD MANIAI

What to Bruce and Romeo Void have In

common? They're both on sale this week
atU.R.U.I

MOTORCYCLE

1975 Honda 360CL excellent condition

9000 miles sissy bar $660 or BO call Mike
546-9041

Kawasaki 400 1975 2 stroke good condi-

tion must sell $500 or best offer call John
253-7258

PERSONALS

Stick It In your earll Free piercing with

purchase of studs! Artistically placed

-singles too! 14k bracelets $9. Expert

repairs Silverscape Designs. Amh. 253-3324

Montreal Trip $99 Oct 29-31 and Nov 5-7,

for nrtore info ceil Nancy & Randi 549-0156

F^ale wanted: Must be tall £f good look

ing. Tired of bar scenes and boring parties.

Good looking guy would like to join you for

Manischevitz Vino and Humantashin. Only

serious responses. Call JP 549 5586 keep

trying

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549 5897 or Nancv Gillis 256-0266

::#^:.^^.<#r.^^''^v<#'.^^^^.^^^^^
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50 - 90% OFF LIST PRICE

ALL TYPES OF BOOKS
doWN The RAMP AT

71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

\

V

\ NEW BOOKS AT HALF PRICE

Monday - Saturday 10-6

5

•j^:^:^:.^-^^.^^^^^^

5 college chapter of EMTs will have a

meeting at 7 pm this Wednesday Oct 27 in

Dickinson Hall - subject: Cardiac Monitors

-speaker: Robert Cari NREMT-Paramedic
-submitted to OEMS for 3 hrs - election of

officers will follow the meeting

Gay and Lesbian Halloween Ball Red

Barn - Hampshire College Thursday Oct 28

9-2 am 2.50 admission Five College

Welcome for info call 545-0154

Happy 2l8t B-Day Sherri June best of

luck in Vanities you're the greatest

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

To the funkiest tuba in the UMMB Hap

py Birthday MarkI

Scott Happy 2l8t Birthday Sweetheart

Love you Susan

But JodI, we like your bed better

To the Long Island Girl with the fluffy

blue slippers, How's At, UZ, and LIFTING?

Love. SM, GE, and RP____
Tuma Happy 21! Keep going for los culos

buenos Love Spunky

RIDE WANTED

Warm single attractive waterbed for

sale. 7'x4' - easily hidden in dorm room
platform, mattress, liner & heater $95 call

Steve at 6-5356

Sugarbush Ski Condo room available

Wintersession 546-5891 546-5890

Join a different fraternity open rush at

S.A.M. Wed Oct 27 9 11 pm

OPEN RUSH Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity

Wednesday Octot>er 27 9-1 1 pm 395 N Plea-

sant

IFSEA members: meeting in Pint's coffee

shop tomorrow. Don't miss it. 6:30 pm for

coffeshop employees. All others 7 pm
Guest speaker and refreshments tool

Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Delta Tau S

Ride desperately needed to Dartmouth

College on 10/29. Kris 6 5221

ITHACA: Ride needed wknd Oct 2&-0ct 31

call Andi 6-5481 or Robin 8-5474

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Attleboro or area, Fri-

day, Oct 29. call Lisa or Theresa 546-9664

ROOM WANTED

Spring semester - quiet older non-trad

looking for room or to share rooms will be

gone most weekends - not drinker or

smoker please call collect: Jim Anderson

413-445-5874

SERVICES

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
Professional overnight typing at reasonable

rates call Jim at 546-7042

SONY VIDEOTAPES

D
T
S
D
T
S
D
T

All Univ women are invited to

Rush Dinner 5:00

Tuesday Oct 26
Wednesday Oct 27
Thursday Oct 28

for more info call 54S-0627

D
T
S
D
T
S
D
T

Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Delta Tau

Russ "Who will it be this week?" Ha ha

Lets really do it up good in California and

Florida. Have a super birthday Buddy.

Scott

Fag Hope you get a whole T-shirt, Drano

and pink underwear. Have a great 18th

Love "The Bitches
'

Women's Fencing Team: Do you exist? If

so, call 549-5469

Twin Reverb great shape John 549-1666

after six

Stacy F. - Let me serve you fair lady - Red-

cross Knight

Best video available used Va inch tapes,

perfect condition. 20 mm - $6. X min - $8.

60 min $10. 617-757 3165 or 617-752 3313

after 5

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car

Doug 546-8186

Call

WANTED

DRUMMER WANTED Zeppelin. Rush,

etc covers. Rehearsal space available.

UMASS Band Call 6-8661.

Immediately - intermediate accounting-

book call nowl Tom at 253-5482

Ride needed for TWO to Northern NJ exit

163 Grdn St Pkway Oct 29th will share exp

and bake cookies! Please call Kate 6-4991

,

keep trying
Ice Hockey Equipment tel 546-1072

Come see 'The Kids Are Alright " Thurs

Oct 28 5, 7, 9, 1 1 Mahar Aud sponsored by

NEAG and CAC se you there

Scotty kiss me kiss me . Love you. Debbie

Lisa J. I couldn't have asked for a better

roommatel Thanksl Love, Sharyn

Hey I Karen, Karen, Karen, Sue, Kate and

especially Barbara: it's Dynasty night,

.finally! Rashid Ahmed PS Did I get it right

Barb?

Wanted Male blond wavy, curly hair, blue

eyes, intelligent, interests ranging from

conservative to crazy, med height 6-9648

Adrianne keeo trvinq

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jevt/elry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keeptry-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancv 546-7083

WOLFF

Deer Larry - Congrats on your 21 st & tove

from the whole "pack" Luv D

masks

,

make'lip

costumes
&mofe

A store-fun of Ideas

Downtown Amhersf
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^ Crimson, 1-0

Watson,
Gaw lead
By PETER SODERBERG
Collegian St aff

Intensity. Flying bodies, mid air

collisions, fallen players lying on the ground

in pain - these are the prices paid for

intensity. Neither UMass nor Harvard had

any intensity lacking from their game

yesterday at Boyden Field, but it was

UMass women hooters who came out on

top. 10.

The lone score of the contest came at

30:38 of the second half. Jamie Watson,

after a fury of shots and rebounds by her

teammates, picked up the ball and on a turn

around blast, drove it in from 20 feet out.

As the ball rolled toward the net. Harvard

goalie Janet Judge made a diving attempt

to save it but was too late.

The momentum from the shot spun

Watson around and she landed face down on

the field. It did not however, prohibit

Watson from watching the ball "for a

fraction of a second going in."

Her teammates all rushed out to

congratulate her and celebrated the

relieving of the pressure and frustration

that had plagued them throughout the

UMass' Jamie Watson, who scored

1-0 win over Harvard, trys to play the

in hot pursuit.

game, trying to score.

The win increases UMass' record to 11-3.

Harvard entered the contest with a 5-2-2

record and ranked third in the region, and

nineteenth in the nation. UMass retained

their number one NCAA New England

regional ranking. The Minutewomen are

( ollcgiwi Mm>(« by Brsd Hammn

the winning goal in yesterday's

ball with two Crimson defenders

ranked seventh in the nation.

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda credited

the fine defensive play of Jackie Gaw in

securing the win.

•Jackie Gaw contained their star. #10

(Kelly Landry), and didn't let her at the

ball. Jackie was the standout of the game,"

said Banda after the game. Gaw played

very aggresive throughout the game. She

sustained a head injury as the result of a

mid air collision in the second half, but

stayed in to finish the game.

Yesterday's win assures UMass a spot in

the playoffs in two weeks. The women

hooters "will be looking to keep their record

of shutouts going to the end of the season.

To date. UMass has had seven straight

shutouts, and every game they have won

this season has been by shutout. The only

teams to score on UMass have been UConn.

Cortland St. and Brown, the three teams

that beat UMass.

"I think we are peaking as a team just in

time for the playoffs, we really have it

together at this time," said Banda.

The final two regular season games will

be played this weekend at home against

University of New Hampshire and George

Mason.
"We're not taking UNH lightly, we must

be just as intense. " said Banda. Prior to the

game Saturday against UNH. there will be

a small ceremony honoring the team

member's parents. Prior to the Sunday

game against 9th ranked (nationally)

George Mason, there will be another

ceremony, this one honoring the seniors

who have been with the program for four

years. Game times are 1:30 and 10:30

respectively.

UM stickers outlast Dartmouth for 1-0 victory
By JENNIFER KUPPER
Collegian Staff

HANOVER. N.H. - Yesterday, the

University of Massachusetts women's field

hockey team traveled north to rally against

Dartmouth College, a team that has in past

years been an obstacle to a winning season.

Last year, the stickwomen beat the Big

Green for the first time. Yesterday, they

proved to Dartmouth that IIM has the

power, as for the second year in a row they

defeated Dartmouth and added another

victory to their 1982 record.

The Minutewomen won by a score of 1-0,

in a tight game filled with second half ac-

tion. In the first half. UMass had trouble

establishing their dominance. Although

UMass managed to get the ball down the

field writh the same offensive prowess seen

in Saturday's New Hampshire game, the

problem lay writhin the official's calls.

Massachusetts' pressure game led to many

Dartmouth fouls, yet the calls by the of-

ficials would not lend themselves to comer

opportunities.

In the second half, both teams came out

with the intention to score. Dartmouth's of-

fense found themselves caught up in

UMass' defense - a defense not to be con-

tended with. (In this game UMass gave up

only three defensive corners.) Constant

pressuring and key interception plays saw

the ball go to the UM offense, who were out

to score.

At the 26 minute mark of the second half

Mass. put the winning goal in the net. The

goal came from Patty Smith, who received

a pass from the right by co-captain Carol

Progulski. (Progulski, incidentally has just

returned to play yesterday after being

sidelined with illness.) At 4:44 left in the

game Dartmouth gave Massachusetts a

scare when they had a tangible opportunity

to tie the game.

The Big Green was awarded a penalty

stroke when UM goalie Patty Shea commit-

ted a foul trying to prevent a Dartmouth

goal. Dartmouth was unable to capitalize

on this pressure filled moment as the

stroke flew wide of the net.

The stats from this game proved UMass

to be the dominant team, as the

Minutewomen outshot the green twelve to

three. Goalie Patty Shea only needed two

saves to obtain the shutout.

The UMass stickwomen now carry a

record of 1 1-2-1 with four games left in the

official season. Tomorrow they travel to

Providence to play Brown University.

The junior varsity field hockey team ex-

tended their unbeaten season when they

defeated the Dartmouth JV's 2-0. yester-

day following varsity action. Bunny Forbes

put two goals in the net in the second half

to give UMass the win.

Football notebook:
Pearson ffains 3000 y(

ITioto rourte»» of < Mun Sportu Informatxin

UMass' Garry Pearson, shown in action with quarterback Barrett

McGrath. earlier this year, gained his 3000th career yard last Saturday

afainst Boston University. ___^

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

After seven games, the University of

Massachusetts football team is suffering

through a disappointing 2-5 campaign.

However, before Minutemen fans give up

on this year's team, they would do well to

remember that in 1981 the Minut«men

were 4-1 at home and that the next four

games are at home.

A big part of UMass' success at home has

been due to student support; nearly 11,000

people attend each game. That enthusiasm

will be needed if the Minutemen are to turn

around their season.

Their are many reasons why UMass foot-

ball deserves your support.

First and foremost, their is star tailback

Garry Pearson. With the 111 yards he gain-

ed last week, Pearson has passed the 3000

yard milestone. He gained his 3101 career

yards in a mere 26 games as a starter. By

the way, Pearson averages 206 yards a

game against UMass' next opponent, the

University of Connecticut.

Pearson also has a chance to crack the

."SOOO all-purpose yardage barrier. With

4487 career yards at present, Pearson

needs a 129 yard average over the next

four games to get to the .5000 yard plateau,

('urrently, he is averaging 151.1 all-

purfKise yards per game.

I 'Mass punter Demo Drougas also

deserves recognition for his fine perfor-

mance against Boston I 'niversity. Drougas

punted six times for 216 yards; an average

of 36 yards a punt. He has a 35.7 average

for the season.

Flanker Kevin Jackson also had an ex-

cellent game, catching four passes for 105

yards and the Minutemen's lone

touchdown.

Injuries have hit UMass hard all season

and last week was no exception.

Both linebacker Steve Foreman and mid-

dle guard Dan Brennan dislocated

shoulders and will miss this week's game.

Defensive end Todd Comeau resprained his

ankle and will also miss the UConn game.

The other defensive end, Joe Graham, who

also has a sprained ankle, is expected to

play.

It is hoped that in this week's game

against UConn that the defense reverts to

last year's form, when they held the

Huskies to 35 yards rushing. Last week BU
romped through a porous UMass defense

for 342 yards.

When an opiwnent is able to establish

such a potent running game, the defensive

backs are forced to play the run, which, in

turn, opens up the passing attack. Tcx)

many points are given up as a result,

evidenced by recent scores in UMass

games.

On offense, perhaps a little diversity

would help. Even such a simple change as

running more to the left.

All in all, though, the offense has been

fairiy productive yardage-wise. They just

have to figure out how to get the ball in the

end-zone and turn those yards into points.

So come on out, UMass fans, and

welcome your team home as they try to

turn around their season. ^^^^
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Marion Markwell, left, looks on as Betty Start assists Guy

Letourneau, a member of Chi Rho fraternity, in preparing his absentee

ballot yesterday in Memorial Hall.

Women's Center educates
UMass on Halloween rape
By MARY BALDWIN
Collegian Correspondent

As a result of the violence that occurred

on campus on Halloween ihrw years ago.

efforts have been made by the Rape Task

Force of the University of Massachusetts to

make women on campus aware of ways to

prevent rape or assauh

.

"Women felt intimidated by the van

dalism. drinking and men from the outside

campus. These things increase the fear in

women. As a result many women felt a lot

better going home for the weekend instead

of being intimidated by these incidences.
"

said Martha Tapia, educator advocate

against violence against women at the

Every woman's Center.

"On Halloween of 1980 the components of

the Rape Task Force - University Health

Services. Department of Public Safety and

the Everywoman's Center - began to

provide advice and safety tips to women for

Halloween and any other time of the year."

she said.

Anonymity and the acceptance of

behavior ordinarily considered suspicious

are also contributing factors in increasing

the possibilit y of rape on Halloween.

"Anytime you have ihe opportunity for

the offender to remain anonymous you have

more opportunity for rape." said Mary

Dumas. community relations staff

development officer at UMass.

"This is a faith environment and we tend

to deny that something violent is happening

or will happen to us," she said.

"Dumas said one way to limit attacks on

women is to implement a change like that

made at James Madison College in Virginia.

James Madison made Halloween weekend,

instead of Columbus Day weekend, a three

day holiday.

"This way the opportunity for rape is

decreased along with the decreased student

population during a three day weekend."

Dumas said.

Cathy Roach, counselor advocate for the

Everywoman's Center said. "Halloween is a

typical time for tricks, including violent

acts. Strange acts on Halloween don't raise

your consciousness and strange behavior is

more likely to go unnoticed."

Continu£d on page 7

Violent crimes have increased,

but overall crime is reduced
By MARY BALDWIN
Collegian Correspondent

Prevention

Universitv

Pays
of

Although the Crime

program at the

Massachusetts has reduced overall crime,

and attempted crime on campus by 11

percent in the past year, violent crimes

such as rape„ assault and robbery have

increased.

"Personal crimes are harder to prevent

than other crimes because they are often

inside crimes, not outside crimes," said

Lawrence G. Holmes, assistant director of

the Department of Public Safety

.

"They may occur in a dorm where we

can't control it when one student decides to

clobber another. There is only so much that

we can do. Better lighting and similar

measures won't prevent many of these

incidences," Holmes said.

"Given the small frequency of these

crimes (rape, assault and robbery) they are

not so unavoidable. Y'ou have to look at each

case independently." he said.

Five rapes or attempted rapes occured in

1981 as compared to one in 1980 according

to UMass Department of Public Safety

statistics. Four robberies or attempted

robberies occured in 1981 compared to none

in 1980 and 53 assaults or attempted

assaults occurred in 1981. compared to 43 in

ijoo. .ii.>oi.. lum.o '"'^' niotor vehicle

theft all declined in the past year.

'Sine*' the implementation of the Crime

Prevention Pays Program in 1975. the

statistics showed an accelerated crime rate

in 1977. 1978 and 1979 due to the program's

encouragement to report crime. The crime

rate began decreasing in 1980 and 81.

"Although there were some increases in

serious crimes, the preventative measures

are ongoing such as lighting, phones and

the Rape Prevention Task Force." Holmes

said.

"There are two basic elements of every

crime, you either have to have the desire or

the opportunity has to exist to commit a

crime. Crime prevention works on taking

away the opportunity," Holmes said.

Students can learn about crime

prevention by obtaining brochures from the

Department of Public Safety or by

requesting dormitory talks on a wide range

of topics, he said.

The major thrust of the Crime

Prevention Program "is aimed at assisting

the community in developing preventative

measures to reduce their risk potential of

becoming a victim of crime activity,"

Holmes said.

One way of cutting risk "is by continually

making the public aware of their risk

potential and encouraging them to par-

ticipate in preventative programs," he said.

Vice chancellor search
may need new student
BY JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

A representative for undergraduate

students, serving on a vice chancellor's

search committee, graduated from the

University of Massachusetts last spring and

should be replaced by an active un

dergraduate student, the Student Attorney

General's office said yesterday.

Kenneth Moore, currently serving as the

student representative on the search

committee for a vice chancellor for

University Relations and Development,

was appointed to the committee by former

Chancellor Henry Koffler in February when

the committee was formed. Moore

graduated from UMass in May.

"It is proper that this seat be filled by an

active undergraduate student, not an

alumni." according to a memo issued by

AssisUnt Attorney General Richard

Kramer. "The position that Mr. Moore now

holds should be occupied by a new student

appointee. This new member is to he af

forded the full rights and privileges of a

committee member
"

Moore said last night that he was entitled

to serve on the committee.

"I was appointed properly and I am a

legitimate member of the committee,"

Moore said. "I will continue to serve in that

capacity."

Harry Allan, chairman of the committed.

said the memo did not cite any regulations

or by-laws as a basis for the decision.

"I'd have to study it and look into the

matter." Allan said.

He said the Chancellor is responsible for

making appointments to the search com

mittee.

"We have to remember that the former

Chancellor appointed the committee." Allan

said.

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey said last

night that he will have to review th"

matter. "I'll take the matter under review

with the chairman of the committee."

Duffey said.

Kramer said he made his decision after the

ColUgian inquired whether Moore was

entitled to serve as a student represen-

tative on the committee, and after speaking

to Allan.

"We feel the person must be a student."

Kramer said. "I think he should be

replaced."

Early in August. Rick Tofier, the

representative of the Professional

Association of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst (PAUMA) on

the search committee, asked Student

Government Association (SGA) President

Jim Murphy whether Moore should con

tinue in his capacity on the search com

mittee.

"It was his feeUng that continuity was an

important factor and even though Ken had

Continiu'd on page 7

ikakis against cigarette

boost sdjdeit financial
BY MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Gubernatorial candidate Michael Dukakis

said yesterday he could not support a 5 cent

tax on cigarettes that could raise $28 milUon

for financial aid to students, at a fundraiser

for Sen. John Olver (D Amherst) in the

Hilton Hotel in Northampton.

The cigarette tax bill was filed hy Sen.

John Olver. D Amherst.

Dukakis declined to comment on a state

higher education budget increase recom

mended by the state Board of Regents, the

board which governs higher education in

seek other ways to get that money
."

"One way or another a financial aid bill is

critically important to a knowledge based

economy," he said.

Dukakis said he would like to see more

financial aid coming from the federal

government.
Dukakis would not comment on the Board

of Regents' recommendation that the state

pubhc higher education budget be increased

by $49.6 million. The regent's request for a

12 percent overall budget increase in-

cluding $10 million for financial aid must be

reviewed by the new governor in January

before going to the legislature for passage

in the spring.

PIhiU) br Bry«« Lmahm»y

Gubernatorial candidate Michael Dukakis talks to reporters in

Northampton on the steps of the Hampshire County Courthouse

Massachusetts.

"We are going to try to get it through,'

said Olver after being told of Dukakis'

objection to the cigarette tax bill. Olver

said he and Dukakis had not discussed the

bUl.

Olver said he had been looking for other

ways to raise student financial aid money

after lobbying against the bUl in the senate

clouded the bill's future.

"Obviously there has been strong lobbying

against it (the biU)," he said. "We have to

'As for the system of public higher

education," said Dukakis, "our economy

depends to a great extent on what we do

with higher education."

Speaking to a group of businessmen,

politicians and campaign workers at the

$50 a plate luncheon. Dukakis said the most

important issue is boosting the economy

and getting people back to work.

The economy is moving away from heavy

industry towards high technology, said

Continued on page 7
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World and National News
Navy to relocate sWps
to reduce vulnerability
WASHINGTON (AP) — Navy Secretary John Lehman

said yesterday the Navy plans to disperse its growing fleet

to more ports in the United States to reduce its

vulnerability.

"You don't want to provide too lucrative a target by

continuing to concentrate the fleet in a limited number of

home bases such as San Diego. Calif., and Norfolk. Va.,

Lehman said in an interview.

A major concern, along with protecting warships from

being bottled up or destroyed, is to protect what he called

the "industrial base" which supports the fleet, including

repair yards, piers and supply depots.

Lehman said. "We are pretty confident we will get to a

600 ship Navy" by 1989. This will mean increase of about

140 ships over the next seven years. Lehman said.

What the Navy calls "a strategic dispersal" program

already has been set in motion with decisions to base a

carrier task force in the Puget Sound area of Washington

state and to "homeport" the nuclear powered cruiser

California in the San Francisco Bay area. Both intentions

have been announced locally. Also, the Navy has made

known plans to station two reserve frigates in the New

York area.

AP LsMrphoto

• Ringling Bros, and Barnum and Bailey Circus

clowns, John Russell of Wisconsin, right, and

Bob Lloyd of New York remind Bostonians to

turn back their clocks Sunday morning.

El Salvador said to be
ignoring human rights
WASHINGTON (AP) — A senior Pentagon official will

tell government leaders in El Salvador that it wUl be

difficult to support further U.S. aid unless they stop

brutaUzing their poUtical opponents, a Reagan ad-

ministration source said yesterday.

Fred C. Ikle. undersecretary of defense for policy will

lay it on the Salvadorans good and hard that people

disappearing is ruinous to our desire to help" the

Salvadoran government put down a leftist insurgency, said

the source, who declined to be identified.

Congress requires the Reagan administration to certify

every six months that the Salvadoran government is

making progress on its human rights record if U.S.

military and economic aid is to continue.

Noting that some 21 people are reported to have

disappeared in El Salvador in recent weeks, the Pentagon

official said. "This just won't do."

"We're not living in the era of the Spanish Inquisition,

the administration source said.

"They can't do that sort of thing and expect us to help

The source denied that Ikle had been sent to El Salvador

specifically to deliver a face to-face warning to government

officials in San Salvador.

Hospital cocaine is dangerous

leading medicine journal says
BOSTON — Cocaine, known to have caused mental

aberrations through recreational use. can also cause

hallucinations and paranoia when used in hospitals in its

liquid painkiller form, doctors warn.

Liquid cocaine is w idely used as a surface anesthetic, and

the physicians described a case of "cocaine psychosis" in

todays edition of New England Journal of Medicine. They

said they hoptni other medical people would become aware

of this potential hazard of the drug.

Severe mental problems have been reported among

recreational users of c<x"aine but "have not been observed

in a controlled laboratory setting. " wrote the physicians.

Drs. Lynna M. l.*sko of Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer

Center in New York. Marian W. Fischman of the

University of Chicago, and Javaid I. Javaid and John M.
' Davis of the Illinois State Psychiatric Institute.

Digest
in ted Presf!

Stale aid to private schools

detrimental to all education
BOSTON — Passage of a proposed constitutional

amendment on Tuesday's election ballot permitting state

aid to private schools would hurt both public and private

education. Education Commissioner John H. Lawson said

yesterday.

"First, we have to recognize that any diversion of pubhc

funds to private school students comes at the expense of

the great majority of our children." Lawson said at a news

conference.
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"The public schools of Massachusetts educate ap

proximately 89 percent of eligible school age children in the

commonwealth and are open to all children."

In addition, he said that "the strength of private

education lies in the independence of the schools.

Vermont Governor Snelling

blocks nuclear fuel shipment

MONTPELIER. Vt. — The president of the Nuclear

Assurance Corp. said he will abide by Gov. Richard

Snelling's demand that no further shipments of nuclear fuel

be trucked through Vermont

.

Paul Schutt. whose company had been transporting the

Canadian cargo through Vermont en route *o South

Carolina, said he doesn't blame Snelling for blocking the

shipments, even though it could cost his firm $50,000 a

year in profits.

"My opinion is that the governor acted completely

properly. " Schutt said in a telephone interview from his

Atlanta. Ga.. office. "I don't blame him for shutting us

down. He has got my agreement that I'm not going to bring

it through."
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Senate refuses apology |
for Olver endorsement
By ANNE CHAPMAN
and GILLIAN NEWSON
Collegian Correspondents

As Republican Candidate James Tripp

sat in the rear of last night's Student

Government Association (SGA) meeting,

the student senate at the University of

Massachusetts voted not to apologize to

Tripp for their endorsement of Senator

John Olver at last week's meeting.

Much heated debate occured over

whether the Senate should apologize

because the endorsement of Olver was

based on mistatements by SGA President

Jim Murphy. "Many students were upset

by the mistatements made by Murphy, said

Joe Armstrong, SGA senator.

Tripp actually did appear at UMass but

students were led to believe that he had

not. Those statements greatly swayed the

decisions of senators," said Joe Arm-

strong.

Tripp said to Collegian correspondent

Newson that, "There is a rumor that

Sharon Davies is deliberately trying to

draw out the meeting so that the senators

will leave and they'll lose quorum for the

vote."

Chris Sullivan in debate said "Remember

Jim Tripp told the SGA, |we're lackeys

riding on Olvers campaign.'"

Tripp denied saying this.

Although Murphy admitted he was

wrong in stating that Tripp had never ap-

peared on campus, he refused to apologize.

"I will admit I was wrong but I will not

apologize. I will consider it a vote of no con-

fidence if this motion passes," said Mur-

phy-

"The Senate has no right to apologize for

what I say," he said.

Tripp, who never actually spoke to the

Senate, appeared only to answer questions

posed by the Senate.

"I don't want this to turn into political

football," said Tripp before the debate.

Student Senators said the endorsement

of Olver was not a fair representation of

the Senate. SGA Senator Joe Armstrong

said, "I requested Tripp to attend the

meeting to show that there were some

students who did not advocate the endorse-

ment."

"I don't go for political endorsements

because they can't be truly representative.

Usually there are ulterior motives involved

and I don't think it is in the best interests

of the University," Tripp said.

"I think it is the Senate's responsibility

to express opinions. The state has been

looking down on UMass for a long time for

not doing it (expressing opinions). "If you

think about it, who gets shit on the most?

The students. Why? Because they don't

vote." said Murphy.

Tripp said he was disappointed in Mur

C*llcgi«i ph'to hf Omni D i i i >

Jim Tripp, Republican candidate for state senator, and Jeff Kelley,

political science major and head of the University of MassachactU Coih

servative Campaign Committee chat at the Student Senate mcctiag last

night.

phy for making statements about him that motion to endorse question three on the

appeared to be fully investigated. ballot. Question three deals with the

"The senators made people believe that building of nuclear plants and disposal of

it had been investigated," said Tripp.

Many senators expressed disapproval

about the vote not to apologize and in-

dividually approached him after the

meeting.

On other matters, the Senate approved a

low level radioactive waste. If passed, this

will give the voters more choice in these

matters.

The Senate also alUx^ted $750 to send

several UMass students to an anti-Ku Klux

Klan rally held in Washington D.C

UMass
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

[Editor's Note: This is the third of four articles on the

athletic scholarship program at the University of

Massachusetts, j

Despite what many people think, the football and other

teams at the University of Massachusetts do not make

money. Instead, these teams are funded by student fees.

Any of the revenues that the teams collect go to fund

athletic scholarships, said Al Rufe, assistant director of

athletics and financial manager of the athletic accounts.

For example, all expenses of the football team —
uniforms, travel, food. etc. — are paid by the $59 annual

student athletic fee. The stadium bond is also paid by the

student fee. as are the salaries of ticket sellers and security

people required because of the admission charge. Yet all

revenues from the ticket sales and television broadcasts

are used for athlete scholarships. Rufe said.

Rufe stressed student fee money does not go directly to

scholarships.

"Our philosophy has been not to use student fees for

scholarships. That's the system that's been set up for the

twenty years I've been here, maybe longer. ' he said.

Rufe said that the most obvious areas associated with

income — ticket printing costs and advertising expenses —
are charged to other income areas than student fees.

Alumni donation money is used to pay some of these ex

penses, he said.

The footbal and basketball team do generate a great^deal

of revenue, however. Football ticket sales made $67,522

last year, and basketball tickets totalled $17,133. Rufe

said.

In addition, telecasts of football games in the late 70's

generated almost a million dollars in six years. Some of this

money — $460 000 — is still held by the department. Rufe

noted that he used spme of the television money from

another holding account last year, but the balance of the

"television football revenue" account has not changed since

1980. Interest from the telecast money, which is invested,

is combined with student fee money to pay team expenses.

The renovation of Curry Hicks is another example of

student funds being used to fund athletics.

Recently, there have been proposals to alterthe current

system of funding used by the Athletic Department.

The current proposal for the Curry Hicks Cage

renovation did not start with a student fee ba.sed plan.

OrJKinall V .
plans had been to rai.se funds from alumni.

In July, however, the UMass Pi-esident's Office

suggested that the only reasonable option to fund the

proposal would be a fee of about $20 per student per year.

Dallas Darland. director of development al UMass.

agreed with the suggestion that the alumnus might not be

able to support such a large project.

"We're simply not ready for that yet," said Darland.

"The track record is simply not there."

Dean of Athletics David Bischoff noted in late August

that a student fee was not the only option. At that time, he

suggested that students be charged a one dollar admission

fee to attend games in the cage, with the proceeds used to

pay for the Cage instead of scholarships. Currently. UMass

students attend games at no charge because they pay the

$59 Athletic Fee each year.

Service awards presented

for contributions to students

at University Convocation

Colleirian photo by Drew Ogitr

University of Massachusetts at Amherst Chancellor Joseph Duffey

(above) and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson (below)

speak at the Student Affairs Convocation.

J

By TIM MACPHEE
Collegian Staff

Distinguished Service Awards were

presented yesterday to six recipients in

recognition of outstanding contributions

to students and the University of

Ivlass.achusfciLS community. The awards

were distributed before an audience of

about 2.50 on the occasion of the Second

Annual Student Affairs Convocation at the

Campus Center.

Versatility, integrity and pride were the

themes of the Convocation and were en-

compassed in a speech which highlighted

past accomplishments of University

students, by Student Government

Association (SGA) president Jim Murphy.

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson praised

Student Affairs for their strong com-

mitment to cooperation which distinguishes

them from other groups at the University.

"Our message is clear, iviadson said.

"Working together we can make our jobs

easier and help students enjoy their ex-

periences at the University of

Massachu.setts."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey linked the

group to the happiness of students.

"One of the characteristics of the

Amherst campus that drew me to it was the

high level of satisfaction students have had

here. The credit goes to you." he said.

Duffey also said that due to the new

challenges students face with finances and

career outlooks that students today can't

afford lu foake niisiaKes.

He noted how Student Affairs has helped

students, adding. "Student affairs has

played a vital role in this University."

F'ollowing the speeches. Wayne Burns

and Brad Kaufman amused the crowd with

their off beat senses of humor and first rate

musical ability, relaxing the audience

before the more serious presentations that

followed.

John Furbish, the graduate student

responsible for acquiring the mural of

UMa.ss, which is displayed at the base of the

escalators in the Campus Center received

recognition for his part in acquiring this and

other works for the Campus Center.

F'or her role in publishing the scheduling

booklet, and "dedication to getting the job

done," Dianne Kelly who works in the

scheduling office, was honored.

Undergraduate winner John Meunier

was praised for his origination of the

Distinguished Teacher Award, and his

service to the SGA.
F''or her reorganization plan of dorm

security, 1973 UMass graduateCarol Radzik

was honored.

The coordinator of the (x)mmuter

Collective, Jose Tolson was awarded for his

creative programming, sum as n^ com-

muter new.>letter.

Finally, the director of the Student Union

Craft Shop. Penny Worman was honored

for her dedication to students. She was

nominated for the award by more than 100

students.

A wine and cheese reception followed the

(•()nv(»cation.
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IWINE
DOWN

AFTER CLASS

OR AFTER THE SHOW
9.00-7/00

^^^^^^^
CHEESE and WINE

SAMPLER
^^^^^^^

$2.S0
YOVR CHOICE OF ANY 3 OF THE

FOLLOWING VINES.

FRENCH '

y^^l
liHOIRF

ROSED ANJOV
GRAND MAITRE

pORDKAUX
ENTRE DEUX MERS
BARRIERE

CHATEAU DE CLYDES

ROlRr.or.NE

L4 yiELLE FERME
ROUGE OR BLANC

GERMAN

KANZEMER-SONNENBERG
RIESLING KABINETT 1977

TAIIFORNIA VARlETALj

ir'f.NTE BROTHERS
1980 GREY RIESUNG

WENTE BROTHERS
1980 SAUyiGNON BLANC

BERINGER VINEYARDS
1980 CHARDONNAY

COMMONWEALTH VINES

PLYMOUTH. MASS

CRANBERRY APPLE ROSE

SEYVAL BLANC
DE CHAUNAC

AND ANY 3 SELECTIONS FROM OUR INTER-

NATIONAL CHEESE BOARD.

On The Bo/tuooJ U a/i

103 North Pleasant Street

Amherst. .'Massachusetts 01002

25 i- 592-

The Office for

Cooperative Education
identifies paid positions for students m

both industry and government which com-

plement University study

The following employers are accepting ap-

plications from qualified juniors, seniors

and graduate students for Spring 1983

placements:

WANG LABS, Chelmsford and Lowell

Coops in finance and administration

Eligible majors:

SBA, COINS, BDIC (business comb.)

• Affirmative Action Employer
*

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
Washington, D.C.

Coops in Advertising, Astrophysics, Biological

Sciences, Museum Conservation, Mechanical

Engineering, Writing (public relations).

Natural History

• Affirmative Action Employer *

These positions have

early November deadlines.

Call or visit

Office for Cooprative Education

Room 110 Thompson (low rise)

545-2579

TREAT YOUR

FEET

TO. ..

S49-iaS6

i-,-^^

jf\'*

V0-' Vt^ Upper Level

233 N Pleasani Si

Amherst Carnage Shops

ThE AmNerst Masouer* Present

THE MISANTHROPE

by MoliERE

ModERN Ewqlwlf AdApTAtiow by Tony Harrkom

DiRECTtd by WaItir BouqIiTOW

KiRby MemorIaI TIieater

AmUeRST ColUqE

Oct. 29, 10 ^ov. 4, J, 6

8 p.M.

AdMissioN $2.90

Senior Citizens SI.90

Box OfficE UouRs: 10 - > wFckdAys

For reservations caII 542-2277

JOHN F. TURA, UMASS/AMHERST

DeMugshot ofthe Month from DeKuypen

DeKuyper toasts you for v^/inning this

nionth's DeMugshot cor^test. It wouldn't have
happened without that beautitui face of

yours. Or without the discovery of the delicious

taste of DeMugshot That shot of DeKuyper's
srinooth Peppermint Schnapps chased by
your favorite beer

So go ahead, celebrate your DeMugshot
victory And start lookina around canr^pus

for other zany people Chances are they've

also discovered something very new and
exciting. DeMugshot from DeKuyper

DeKuyper PeppermintSchnapps.
PepDefTiiri ScfinaoDS 60 Proo' John DeKuypc' & Son Eimwood Place Ohio

'^PPERMINT SCHNAPPS
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Election day approaches with a variety of ballot questions
By LAURIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts voters will be choosing candidates in

Tuesday's election as well as casting ballots on at least six

referendum questions which include issues such as public

aid to private schools, the bottle bill, a nuclear freeze,

radioactive waste disposal and the death penalty.

In Amherst and Northampton, question six tackles the

issue of defense versus social services spending and is non-

binding, as are most of the referenda. This "Jobs for

Peace" question asks voters if they are in favor of fun-

neling funds from defense spending to be used for

education, public transportation, health care and other

human services.

Question one, sponsored primarily by the Massachusetts

Catholic Conference, is a proposal which would amend the

state constitution and allow public aid to private school

students. The amendment could affect more than 150,000

private and parochial school students and is opposed by

more than 24 organizations including the Massachusetts

Teacher's Association.

Question two, which would also amend the state con-

stitution, would allow the legislature to reinstate the death

penalty on the conviction of crimes to be specified by

future laws.

Max Stern, a member of the Committee Against

Restoration of the Death Penalty said Massachusetts has

already had three centuries of tragic experience with the

death penalty; hundreds were executed, invariably the

poor and the immigrant. History records the notorious

executions of innocent people, he said.

State Rep. Michael F. Flaherty, D Boston, said. "The
value of human life is best protected by clear punishment

for those who would destroy it. It will prevent convicted

murderers from killing again, he said.

Question three would create a state law prohibiting the

construction of any nuclear power plant or dispo.sal plans

for low-level radioactive waste without the proposal

having first met new stricter standards and site approval

by voters in a special referendum.

Question four will end the ten year dispute on the Bottle

bUl.

"The Bottle Bill will clean up our environment and create

jobs. The public should not be fooled into repealing the

legislation. Massachusetts needs it." Michael S. Dukakis,

former gov. and the Democratic candidate for governor

this year said in a position paper issued by his re-election

campaign.

"Gov. Edward King said it would mean increased costs

to consumers and would be an "unnecessary intrusion by

government in the marketplace."

Question five asks whether voters wish the Secretary of

the Commonwealth to inform the President and Congn^ss

that the people of Massachusetts support a nuclear

weapons moratorium.

Access to terminals

is a difficult problem
for the COINS major
By ELLEN M. RYDER
Collegian Correspondent

There is a unique breed of University of Massachusetts

student called COINS majors, haunting the computer

terminals at the Graduate Research Center like nervous

nightowls. sweating over programs until the wee hours of

the morning, plugging into a huge brain every day and

tapping the knowledge in it.

COINS, an acronym for Computer and Information

Science, is a program that has long been restricted to

UMass graduate students. In 1979. the program was
approved for undergraduates, and since has been in-

creasing in popularity.

Despite the inconvenience of too few terminals, the

reaction to the COINS program is generally favorable.

According to Johnna Klukas. a junior from Hudson, the

first two years of a COINS major consist of programming

courses. These courses promote "computer literacy," an

understanding of the "languages" with which to use a

computer.

"The COINS program here is very good. " she said. "You

get a lot of programming experience, a good theoretical

background, and you learn several programming

languages."

Recently the state Board of Regents of Higher Education

recommended a $200,000 increase to accomodate the

students who must use computers. The money, if ap-

proved, would purchase and install new terminals.

"I think that COINS will need the money because it's

greatly expanding. ' said Tonya Aitken. a freshman from

PlMlo bf imi Ob*

Sophomore political science major Fran Hegeler is given a lesson in computer g^raphics by Bob
Montana, a senior computer engineering major in the futuristic electrical and computer

engineering computer room.

Montague.
"Sometimes I've spent three to four hours, at least, just

waiting to get on a terminal," said Scott Bradley, an

engineering major. "They need more (terminals)

because... there just aren't enough terminals available."

Klukas tries a different tack to gain access to the

computer.

"I usually go down really early in the morning," she said.

"It's a pain having to get up a 1 5:00 in the morning, being a

COINS major."

"I..ast semester," said Klukas, "one course I had

averaged forty hours a week."

"I think (the COINS major) is on the same par as an

engineering program," she said. "Where computers are so

important now, it's like sending a doctor from medical

school to a job."

Asked if they felt the program could be bettered, Klukas

could offer no suggestions. She praised the quality of the

faculty and the COINS program. Fine shared her attitude,

but had some reservations.

Every
5 Seconds

America Pops
the Big Canadian!
Get ready to try the big. clean taste

ofO'Keefe OKeefes gonna become
America s favorite Canadian brew.

O'Keefeili
Imported by Century importers. Baltimore. Maryland

The Pub 40 is Here!

AMHERST iC^fiLL^ ^•^wAMHERST
PUB SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
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BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMass

Undergraduate

Students

with valid ID

No Charge

UMass
vs

UCONN HUSKYS
UCONN is one of the Minutemen's top

rivals. The ball game will be hard hitting

from the opening of the game. Last

year's heart-throbber is still vivid in the

minds of many. Saturday's matchup

should be truly exciting.

KICK-OFF 1:30 P.M-

ALUMNI STADIUM, AMHERST

Reserved seats $6

TICKET OFFICE BOYDEN BLDG., UMASS.
545-0810

UMASS *82

HOME GAMES
REMAINING

Nc. 6, 1:00 - Boston College

Nov. 13, 1:00 - New Hampshire

Nov 20, 1:00 - A.I.C.

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV 17 - 20

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

11th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAIVr. 23 -- 28

SUGARBUSH SKI & PARTY WEEK

U\GNAF83

*dukakis
Continued from page 1

Dukakis. "If that is true, it is states like

Massachusetts that will show leadership to

the rest of the country," he said.

"In Massachusetts we must link education
with jobs, business and government," he
said. "Our future depends on it."

"People should be able to get a job and
achieve the best that is in them," Dukakis
said.

"I see the next few years as a great op
port unity to bring people together. I see a

need for political leaders to build

coalitions," he said. He cited the turbulent

times of the Vietnam era and Watergate as

a period that set factions of society fighting

against each other.

"I think we've learned a great deal in the

last eight years," he said.

Before the luncheon Dukakis stopped for a

five minute news conference on the steps of

the Hampshire County Courthouse in

Northampton where he endorsed Michael

Ryan, the Democratic candidate for district

attorney who is running against incumbent

Tom Simons.

"I don't remember a time when people

were more fearful and more unhappy," said

Dukakis. "Next to the economy and jobs for

the community, crime is the most important

issue in this state."

* rape
Continued^om page 1

Acquaintance rape is very common on

college campuses," Roach said. Therefore

she recommends being careful of the

company you keep on Halloween night.

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

TOP of the
CAMPUJS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

(8)THE ONE AND ONLY

TC-FX44 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY C

$189

Sound&Music
90 92 King Street (Rte. 5), Northampton. 584-9547
Mon. Wed. 10-6. Thurs.. FrI. 10-9. Sat. 10-5

(xkkJ A<.Kh»'

^ISA

masks

,

make'Up
costumes

&more

A Store-full of Ideas

Downlov^ Amherst

m ir m mi

d^
g^^

rusty nail presents
yrrty

Thurs. Oct. 28 Fri. Oct. 29 Halloween Oct. 31

Marshall Crenshaw The Neighborhoods Wild Kingdom

& First Rate
You must be 18 to enter.

formerly Human Sexual Response

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

"\

VANITIES and

DARK OF THE MOON
in Repertory Oct. 22-Nov. 20

(Call 545-3511 for Student Rates)

Roach also recommends limiting alcohol

and drug intake in order to maintain

awareness during Halloween.

"People go to big parties and don't know
anyone. Attackers expect a passive victim

when drugs and alcohol are consumed. An
increase in drinking creates an atmosphere

in which things can happen because your

defenses are down." she said.

In order to increase women's awareness

on Halloween weekend the well-received

rape forum held in 1981 will be held again

this year by the Educator/Advocate

Program of the Evei ywoman's Center on a

walk in basis. The forum will provide safety

tips for women and general information

about sexual assault from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

today in the Campus Center, in room 802

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow in the

Campus Center, room 801.

Newslines

*search
Continued frirm page 1

graduated in June he was still in touch with

the SGA,"Tofier said.

"There was really no one to step in at that

date," Murphy said. "We tried to do what

we thought was best."

Moore said when he was appointed in

February by Koffler that he knew the

search would la-st past his graduation.

"When I was appointed it was certain it

would last through the next year," Moore

said.

"This was done before," Moore said,

noting that a precedent was established

when a representative for the students

remained on the search committee for vice

chancellor of student affairs. Dennis

Madson was eventually chosen.

Entomology research associate wins award
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Correspondent

Dr. Bernard D. Roitberg. research

associate of the Entomology Department at

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, is the recipient of the 1982

Entomological Society of America*, Eastern

Branch Graduate Student Award.

Dr. Roitberg won I he award for his

research on the "behavior of the apple

maggot fly." Performed in conjunction with

Professor Prokopy of the Entomology

Department. experiments included

"simulation models" of the fly's search for

food, and field and lab work.

The research is "on going," said Roit

berg, and is now funded by the National

Science Foundation.

"I am honored to get the award," said

Roitberg. He cited enjoyment as his

principle motivation for performing

research.

Also the recipient of the University of

Massachusetts Graduate Fellowship

Award. Dr. Roitberg attained his Ph.D. in

1982 after four years of graduate study in

Amherst. He rei-eived his M.S. in 1977 from

the University of British Columbia and his

B.S. in 1975 from Simon Eraser University.

SALE

y^
"^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^

HALLOWEEN TREAT!

$3 off any (r.gpric.d)polr

of Shoes or Doots
also: other special

^ TREATS & DARGAIHS

^Jl^^ group of shoes

SHOE
BIN

reg. up to'

now $20.00

187 n- pleasant st^ amherst, ma.

*
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RAIMD
= TH€fiT€£

FINE ARTS CENTER
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TWO GRAND
9 PRIZE WINNERS

WILL BE

SCHLIirS GUESTS

_ IN TORONTO

IFOR
THE LAST

PERFORMANCE OF

THE WHO'S 1982

NORTH AMERICAN TOUR.

-J Th'is may be your last chance to see in

person one of the world's great rock

legends. Be there.

Schlii/ will send 2 winning couples (winner plus

a friend ) to Toronto. YouMl receive airfare, hotel

accommtxlations in Toronto for 2 nights, tickets

to THE WTIO concert, dinner both nights in

superb Toronto restaurants, a souvenir album,

limousine service to and from the concert and spending money.

"THE WHO" 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

1 To enter hand pr,nt you. name dnci a.Klresson ,heoft,c,al enUy '"'"V^' ''^ ^MTrnF^ M^'isT^BTREC^^^^^^
THE WHO 1982 Tout Svveepstakes PO Box 4290 Libertvv.lle Hhnois 60048 ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY

2 ^n'o mSise required Enter as often as you w,sh. but each entry r„uM be ma.led separately

CJarfai 1983 X, 56? prves. vvorth appro»,-^ately $16,000 00. w^

Orifls of wmnmg determined by the number of qualified entries received
,c. i,o .o.

mail No substitution of prices Taxes on pn/es are the responsibility of the yv.nners

TThegeegraphic area covered by THE WHO 1982 Tour Sweepstakes is nat,onvv,de -'^ ^P^J-^-^-^-JV^^""^ ^
'^'

outlets'par^ic.pating For a Ust of G'and and Fi^stPri.e winners a^aila.^e^^^^

self addressed stamped envelope to THE WHU laa/ iuum awccro i"r-c-:.

LibertyviMe Illinois 60048 ^^

Schlitz is back with the taste that's rocking

America. Try the clean refreshing taste of

Schlit7 ... or pour yourself the new Schlitz

Light, brewed light to stay light all night long.

r

THE WHO 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES
Box 4290
LibertyviMeJL 60048

Name
ipl«.MS«pnnt)

Address,

-State.

I

I

I

City

j

Zip-

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 30th 1982

I
TO BE ELIGIBLE

Phone No.
743
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Protest over

welfare checks
show errors
BOSTON (AP) — Demanding jobs and criticizing

computer checks of welfare recipients' bank accounts,

about 35 protesters marched on the state Welfare

Department offices Wednesday.
"The current system is based on the notion that recipients

are guilty until proven innocent," said welfare advocate

Janet Diamond, criticizing the state's program of matching

welfare rolls with bank accounts.

In recent months Massachusetts officials have turned up

280 welfare recipients with more than $20,000 in the bank,

including six with more than $100,000 in banks. The

limitations range from $250 for a single person on general

relief to $3,000 per household for food stamps.

With babies in strollers and children carrying signs, the

protesters left the tent city on Boston Common, erected as

part of a nationwide 10-day protest of the president's

economic and social policies, shouting, "Two, four, six,

eight, we want jobs and we won't wait."

The group, including welfare mothers and advocates,

crowded into a fifth -floor corridor outside the office of

Welfare Commissioner Thomas Spirito, who is out of town,

a spokesman said.

Ms. Diamond, spokesman for the Coalition For Basic

Human Needs, shouted into a bullhorn, demanding jobs

and criticizing what she called "automatic " terminations of

welfare aid under the state's new program of matching

welfare rolls with bank accounts. She charged the progr^^m

has a 15 percent error rate.

The state chapter of the National Assocaiton of Social

Workers also joined the protest. In a written statement.

Executive Director Carol Brill criticized the focus on

recipient fraud when, she said, "the real ripoff of the

welfare system is being perpetrated by independent

vendors, such as doctors and pharmacists, hospitals, in

stitutions and businesses."

The matches have shown, Ms. Diamond added, that "94

percent are doing nothing wrong."

Pressed into a hallway corner. Deputy Commissioner

Joseph Gallant acknowleged the probablity of a 15 percent

error rate, but said the state is taking action to get greater

accuracy.

On the charge that matches prompt "automatic ter

minations. " Gallant said recipients are notified of the bank

match and have 10 days to appeal. If an appeal is lodged,

benefits continue, he added.

"They terrify people with this, " Ms. Diamond countered.

The protesters also presented officials with job ap

plications and demanded a list of jobs available through the

state's new Work and Training Program.

Robert Cornetta, department special project director,

explained 5 percent of the jobs of certain agencies that

provide services under state contracts are to be filled by

recipients, under an executive order. While about 250 such

jobs have been pinpointed, Cornetta said the state has only

documented filling two of them. "We know there are more

than that, " he added, blaming the lack of current statistics

on a manpower shortage.

The Work and Training Program has placed more than

2,000 people in jobs since last spring, and about 15,000 are

enrolled in job searches.

Announcements
BLACK HOMECOMING

SUNDAY, October 31st - Parade at Amherst Town

Commons (1:00 p.m.)

Parade will end at New Africa House/UMass. Refresh

ments will be served.

MONDAY, November 1st Dinner/Film

Dinner catered by Yvonne's at New Africa House/UMass -

7:00 p.m. Donations

TUESDAY, November 2nd Gospel Jubilee at Campus

Center Auditorium UMass 7:00 p.m.; from the Hubert

Power Singers from Connecticut and the D.L. Singers of

Boston - Free

WEDNESDAY, November 3rd Nikki Giovanni at

Bowker Auditorium 8:00 p.m. Free

THURSDAY, November 4th Dance and Poetry 7:00

p.m. at the Malcolm X Center

FRIDAY. Movie/ Lady Sings the Blues at the SUB 3

showmgs (contact BMCP for exact times)

SATURDAY, Homecoming Party at the Campus Center

Auditorium from 10 p.m. 5 a.m. D.J.'s NeU and Elliot

Life in the Fast Lane 8:00 p.m. Bowker Auditorium

s,iudents$2.00 Nonstudent $3.00

First Annual Five College Graduate and Professional

Schools Wed. Nov. 3, 19H2 Campus Center first level

Al* l.<*rrpholu

Union members with sigfns are shown at the Trenton, N.J. Employment Office on Wednesday
as they brought their demands for more jobs and against unemployment benefits cuts into the

normally peaceful office. Several hundred of the union members first met at the Capitol and then

marched to the employment office.

Human Rights battle starts at home
By SATYA GABRIEL
Special to Black Affairs

I grew up in the backwaters of the deep South, and

tradition has it, in that dying part of America, that it is

possible for one group of human beings to abuse another

group for a very long time. If its done right. And you can, if

you work at it, get folks who are abused to learn to blame

their misfortune on something or someone other than the

abusers.

Commentary
But there is always a danger that an alternative vision

will ease into the community of those who have been

abused and threaten the social harmony. This threat can

come in the form of "outside agitators" from far-flung

places such as Chicago, Illinois or Boston, Massachusetts.

The way to stop these outsiders is to be ever vigilant

against cars with strange license plates, "commie" bumper

stickers (such as those calling for PEACE NOW), or in-

dividuals who "don't look right."

In countries such as El Salvador and South Africa the

social harmony has been disturbed. Outside agitators, such

as the commie Cubans have played a role. No doubt about

it. Reagan got that one right. For years the folks of El

Salvador and South Africa have lived under the boot of

fascist regimes. A lot of folks have been abused, there and
elsewhere in ways that would make me sick just to

mention. Others have been murdered or have "disap-

peared." These are not nice places to have been born on the

"wrong side" of the tracks and most of the people in those

places were and are born on the wrong side.

Human rights (including the right to a job and to medical

care) are stUl a problem in the U.S.A., but we've made a

lot of progress over the last two hundred years.

Spreading that progress to the backwater areas of the

globe, to places which are virtually nothing more than

satellites of Northamerican corporations, may take a long

time. It may take a k)t of both outside and inside agitation.

The struggle over human rights is built upon values that

most Americans share, despite the way our government

has placed itself in a postion of propping up brutal regimes.

How can Ronald Reagan preach to the Soviet Union about

Poland while, at the same time, embracing South Africa as

"our closest friend in Africa?"

It is time to build a new American consensus based on

the struggle for human rights, both here and abroad. The
best weapon against tyranny is not MX missiles or trident

submarines, but honesty.

If our nation is to uphold the values of human rights then

it must begin within its own empire.

If the government of the United States does not push for

fundamental change in nations such as South Africa and El

Salvador, then it will not only lose any weight of argument

against the violation of human rights in those nations, such

as Poland, which lie outside its empire, but the U.S.

government will also be sealing the destinies of thousands

of human beings to the inevitability of bloody revolutions.

Jim Thorpe recalled for greatness
BY JAMES R.WILLIAMS
Collegian Correspondent

Reflect for a moment on the great athletes of both past

and present. Renaldo Nehemiah, the great hurdler, comes

to mind. Pele, Joe Willie Namath, Alberto Salazar, Bobby

Orr, and Muhammed Ali all have a claim to fame.

How about Henry (Hank) Aaron, the man who hit more

home runs than anyone in the history of American

baseball'.' Or Bjorn Borg the agile tennis star who won an

unprecedented five consecutive Wimbleton tournaments?

And how can we forget Julius Erving, the most flam

boyant player ever to play basketball in the opinion of

many sports fans? The list is endless. Many haven't been

mentioned. Many have been forgotten. Yet who is the

greatest of all time? This label has often been pinned on

Jim Thorpe.

Jim Thorpe was clearly a "natural" when it came to

athletics. He was famous mostly for football, baseball and

track and field. He played professionally in both football

and baseball.

Yet whatever sport he engaged in, whether it was

hockey, skiing, boxing, baseball, or table tennis, Thorpe

always seemed to excel. He was blessed with an athletic

ability that many of us can only dream of.

Thorpe's life did not bring him the happiness that many

believe should come with such fame. Instead his lifestyle

often sank him into deep depression. This eventually led to

a heavv drinking problem.

Thorpe made the U.S. Olympic Team in 1912. the games

were held in Stockholm, Sweden. In these games Thorpe

achieved a feat never equalled. He was the only person in

history to win both the decathlon and penthalon (long

inmn iivpiin 200 mpio"-; <\'\<ic.<' - 1 soo meters). Yet

the gold medals awarded to Thorpe for those achievement*

were soon to be repossessed.

Why was Jim Thorpe stripped of the medals which many
believe were deservingly his? The official reason listed is

that during the summers of 1909 and 1910, Thorpe

received money for playing semi-pro baseball.

Many collegians indulged in this practice yet they would

go under alias names. Thorpe, however, used his r«al

name. Thus this made him ineligible for any further

amateur competition, including the Olympic Games.

Thorpe's medals were handed over to the runner ups of

both events (Ferdinand Bie of Norway (pentathlon) and

Hugo Wieslander of Sweden (decathlon)). Thus began a

long struggle to reagain possession of the medals which

many believed were rightfully Jim's. The battle would

span seventy years. But during this span Jim Thorp*

passed away, on March 28. 1953. with the sullen memories

of his Olympic tragedy.

Thorpe was buried in a town named after him in Penn-

sylvania. His third wife handled the burial arrangements.

Yet Thorpe's children believed that his soul would never

rest until he was buried in Oklahoma, his native state. Now
that they have aided in the restoration of their father's

Olympic medals, his children will continue to fight for his

burial rights, their final battle in a long and disturbing

war.

The tragedies in the life of this man are saddening. Yef

his athletic accomplishments are something to behold. Jim

Thorpe was named the "Athlete of the Half Century" by

Associated Press. On his tombstone is inscribed, "Sr, jow

are the Greatest Athlete in the World." Muhamn-ed ?i

may often brag that he is "The Greatest of All Tim •". yet

in the eyes of many, only one person can make this claim.

When it comes to athletic ability Jim Thorpe alone is at the

top of the throne. He is the "Greatest of All Time.

"
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The Cage's full-court press
Knapp stole the ball, and the administration leads

the students 3-0 at the end of the first quarter.

It looks like a twenty dollar bkniper, in the form of

a Curry Hicks Ca^e fee. will be lobbed our way by the

Bureaucracy. David Knapp, the well known 5' 10" center

for the administration team, is apparently not concerned

that many on the opp<isinK team do not want to play.

Now don't ^et me wrong. I have gone to TMass basket-

ball games and the Cage is an acoustical disaster, with a

lousy floor. The team does deserve better. But it is ab-

solutely outrageous for us to have t<> pay for it. All of our

fees will probably be going up this year. Why should we

have to pay yet another one. This could be precedent set-

ting. Perhaps we will soon have a "repair the library fee."

Brooke States

a "repair the garage fee," an "expand Whitmore fee."

and a "higher prices at the textbook annex fee" so that

the Campus Center and Food Service can be bailed out.

The administration argument goes something like this:

A constant source of revenue is needtnl to pay the interest

on the bonds, and the bonds themselves. This is the only

way the lH)nds are salable, because whoever buys them

needs Vt know that they will recoup their investment. The

bonds must he sold through the Building Authority. The

Building Authonty was created to fund recreational

facilities, and those that feed and house students. Ultimat-

ly the credit of the Commonwealth stands behind them.

While this method may be the quickest, it is not the only

way. 460,000 dollars from past TV revenue is still

available. This is supptised to be used for athletic scholar-

ships. But these are already funded: $65,000 per year

from the alumni, $244,000 from the university, and

$100-200,000 a year from other sources. Even taking the

low number that comes out to t>e $409,000. The projected

scholarship figures for 1982 were $376,000. The actual

usage Was $317,528. That leaves a safety margin of close

U) lOO.OOO dollars.

The renovation of the Cage would be in two stages.

Stage one would be accoustical doctoring and a new floor.

This would cost about one million dollars. Stage two would

be new seating. The $460,000 should go towards whatever

it can, while more creative ways of financing are looked at.

Perhaps team leader Knapp. instead of stuffing student^s

through the hoop with dunks like: "If you don't want it

renovated, if you don't want a basketball team we can be

proud of, then we can chuck the whole proposal." We
should take on some more challenging opposition. This

might include the feared state wide heavies, the State

House Legislatures. I am sure he would foul out quickly. A

better team for him to take on might k)e the Bambling

Regents. They have been some help in the past with fun-

ding. Perhaps if he ran some plays by them we could get

something.
, , x e

The most disturbing thing about this is Knapp s lack of

interest as to what those of us who have to pay this fee

feel. We are far easier to pick on then the regents or the

State. How much do they care about Basketball at UMass?

Apparently not much. For this to be overcome we need to

generate some political power and fancy footwork. Good

teamwork and a full court press could ensure a second

quarter pull out. Got a Basketball Jones?

Brooke States w a Collegian columnist

lOuTMiNK IT'5 CKBPy NOW WAIT TILL V^ CM BACK AFTER "DARK

Clearing the fizz on the Bottle Bill

Police don't care about some crimes
The actions of the police at the recent Ku Klux Klan

rally in Boston leave many questions unanswered

about police brutality. These are questions that must

be dealt with since the actions at the Boston rally were not

isolated incidents.

Police defended their presence at the march by stating

that they were there "to preserve public order and the

safety of all present." Perhaps that was a valid statement.

After all, Klan Imperial Wizard Bill Wilkinson had been

pelted with eggs and assaulted on a television show earlie^

in the week. There certainly had to be some concern over

the safety of a group like the KKK marching in a city as

racially tense as Boston.

Richard Nangle

During the march, about 1,000 people charged the Klan

with the intent of causing physical harm to the meml)ers.

But only after Klansmen were rounded up by police and

escorUnl away for their own protection did the violence

l)egin. According to published reports, police on horseback

and on f(K)t nxie into the crowd swinging clubs, and fists

causing injuries.

One injured person, an amateur photographer, Mitchell

Russo. said an officer "walked six feet over to me and

punched me in the face. My camera was covered with

blood." Russo received 14 stitches at Massachusetts

General Hospital.

Another injured i.)erson Linda Giles, a criminal lawyer,

said she was standing quietly in the crowd when a

fK)liceman sprayed mace in her face "at point-blank

range." Seconds later she was clubbed and lost con-

sciousness. She received If) stiU-hes. "I hate to use a

cliche, but it was police brutality." she said. "They com-

pletely overreacted."

Well I don't mind using a cliche where a cliche is

merited. And what hapj>ened in downtown Boston Satur-

day was clearly police brutality. The police randomly at-

tacked individuals who had come to the march.

WE NEED
COLUMNISTS!

Drop by a with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center

Remember, this was after the Klan had already been

carted away. Sure the cops were pelted with rocks during

the melee as their commissioner claimed. Could anyone

really expect the crowd to take such abuse without retalia-

tion?

This isn't the first time the police have grossly misused

their badges. At a spring festival at Boston University last

spnng police pulled the plug on the rock band The

Stompers during their final song. When a few members ot

the audience showed their distress over this police

charged them and. according to published reports, in-

discriminately beat some of them.

Sometimes police brutality can have greater conse-

quences than stitches. During the summer, the Boston

media reported that over a dozen Chelsea and Everett

px)lice officers teamed up to beat on a group of people in a

Chelsea bar at alx)ut 4:00 in the morning. The fracus left

one man dead. The figlit apparently started because a

patron in the bar was having an argument with one of the

officers. Alledgedly the officer then went home and called

his co-workers in a costly act of revenge.

Four of the officers were indicted for murder. Don't

forget that not a single police officer in the history of the

United States has ever been convicted of murder while on

the job. That's one of the facts you don't learn in U.S.

History class. The chances of these officers ever spending

a day in prison for murder are virtually nonexistent.

Police brutality isn't always a group effort either. A
friend of mine was confronted by an officer in front of The
Channel in Boston two weeks ago before the Public Image
Ltd. show. He believes he was harrassed because of the

punk rock clothes he had on. When he asked the officer

why he was being asked to show identification the officer

responded by asking someone at the ticket desk if there

was "a room where 1 can be alone with this guy."

The officer forcibly brought my friend into the room and

proceeded to give him a hard elbow to the temple. "Why
did you hit me?" the victim inquired. "Hit you? You must
be hallucinating," the officer replied.

According lo his physician, the eardrum was punctured

and he only has a nine out of ten chance to regain his hear-

ing in that ear. The officer who hit him is still out on the

street. In fact it's a good bet that a large majority of the

police officers who have engaged in this type of activity

are still on the street getting paid by you and me to protect

us.

They'll also stay on the street until someone has the guts

to stand up and demand an end to abuse of power by

police. Solutions for group beatings should include restric-

ting the methods a police officer can use to maintain

order.

But when one individual gets physically assaulted by one

officer there is no easy solution. Many times police will

back each other up because there are often no witnesses in

these kinds of assaults. In any case, something has to be

done because we've condoned police brutality for too long.

My friend tried to file a complaint after he was let out of

protective custtxiy the next day. "Oh, we like to handle

these things internally," he was told by the officer at the

front desk of the station. He decided to file anyway, not

that it will do him any gotxl. The damage has been done

and it appears that no one really cares.

tiu'hnrd Nangle is a Collegian columnist

John H. Webster's letter of October 14th made several

misleading statements concerning the Bottle Bill

which I would like to clarify.

Quote: "... bottles and cans make up only 12% of the lit-

ter problem. .
."

Clarification: This statistic is derived by counting each

piece of litter as equal, i.e., a match stick is as important as

a bottle or can. If litter is measured by volume (a more ap-

propriate criterion), containers account for 60% of all lit-

ter. The fact is, that besides being the most prevalent form

of litter, container litter is also the most visible, unsightly,

and dangerous. (When was the last time you cut your foot

on a match stick?) In addition, a match stick decomposes

almost immediately, while an aluminum can remains in-

tact for 140 years, and a bottle indefinitely.

Quote: "... it will raise your taxes."

Elaine M. Coveney

Clarification: Gov. King's Task Force has predicted a

cut in government spending of $4.9 million due to reduced

solid waste processing. In Michigan, the Bottle Bill state

most like Massachusetts, the decrease in solid waste is

saving local governments $15 million annually.

Quote: "You'll also pay dangerous price increases when

you go to buy soda or beer at the store. .

."

Clarification: According to Gov. King's Task Force, in-

plementation of the Massachusetts Bottle Law will lead to

a 5% decline in beverage prices over the long run; this is

because over half the cost of producing a can of beer goes

for the can itself. Never the less, the industry seems to be

eager to have its way no matter what the cost to con-

sumers. In Michigan and Maine, charges have been filed

against distributors for fixing prices in an effort to

discredit those states' Bottle laws.

Finally, Mr. Webster claims that a Bottle Law will ag-

gravate unemployment and impact negatively on our

water supply. As far as jobs go. Gov. King's Task Force

estimates an increase of 2355 jobs as a result of the Bottle

Bill. Michigan has gained 4646 jobs since implementing its

law; New York's Office of Development Planning has

predicted 5,000-6,000 new jobs. Indeed, it is ironic that the

Life beyond comic strips

To the Editor:

In regard to Mark Rollins' "comic" strip of October 25,

1

can see why you may complain about the quality of educa_

tion at the University: obviously you aren't getting one. it

your feeble attempts at satire and sarcasm are an indica-

tion of your intelligence, I doubt that you will have the

privilege of earning a graduation gown to use when work_

ing under your car. I suggest you invest in a pair ot

coveralls.

James A. MacDonald
Amherst

Mark Rollins, in a rebuttal to this letter, rvHtes:

1 am a second year graduate student studying industrial

microbiology. I hold a bachelor's degree from UMass in

environmental health.

Since I intend to collect one or two more graduation

gowns I see no problem in using the first one as a smock.

After all, what else can you do v^th two or three gradua-

tion gowns?

Letters
Student Senate's actions in Olvers endorsement explained

To the Editor:

In response to comments made to the Collegian by Jim

Tripp, candidaU' for state Senator, in last Friday's edition,

I wish to make the following points:

1. Senator Olver has proven himself deserving of

students' approval and endorsement time and time again.

You, however, have shown us little in that regard. While I

will admit error in having thought that you have ignored

the campus entirely, it remains accurate to state that you

have made no real effort to address the needs of a student

constituency. It would be more productive for you to chalk

this one up to experience, and consider the student vote,

should you decide to try again someday.

2. The Senate has a right to endorse anyone or anything

beverage industry professes so much concern about

unemployment in view of its massive job cuts in non-Bottle

Bill states. It is also ironic that the industry is troubled

about water depletion, since an EPA study found that it

takes roughly 444 ounces of water to deliver 12 ounces of

beer in a one-way bottle, compared to only 184 ounces in a

refillable bottle used 10 times (the national average). Mr.

Webster warns that "Hundreds of millions of gallons of

water will now be required to wash returned bottles and

cans." — yet neglects to mention that whatever water is

required for a refillable system, that amount will be 20%

Less than what is used with a non-refillable system.

I would like to urge voters to look not only at the

"facts", but at the source of these "facts" before deciding

about Referendum Question 4 on November 2nd. The

statistics I have cited in this letter come from sources that

do not have a vested interest in whether or not a Bottle

Bill is passed - sources like the EPA, Gov. King's Task

Force, Michigan's Dept. of Transportation, and New

York's Office of Development Planning. On the other

hand, the Voter Education Committee, of which Mr.

Webster is chairman, is one and the same as the Political

Action Committee, otherwise known as the fundraising

arm for anti-Bottle Bill forces. These are the same people

that the Boston Globe has dubbed "merchants of disinfor-

mation". These are also the same people responsible for

the "Argument Against" the Bottle Bill in the 1982 "In-

formation for Voters" guide - the last paragraph of

which raised quite a controversy due to its misleading

nature. (The paragraph was saved by the preceding

statement: '...nor does the Commonwealth certify the

accuracy or truth of any statement made in the

arguments.")

Making responsible choices is always difficult, and this

difficulty is heightened when special interest groups care

little about the means used to achieve an end. The anti-

Bottle Bill forces would like to prevent the Massachusetts

Bottle Law from taking effect in January; judging from its

popularity in other states, they would have a difficult time

repealing it once in effect. So. please - look at the real

facts before you vote on November 2nd; and if you'd like

the opinion of someone who's been there, ask the people of

Vermont. 93% of them want Vermont's Bottle Law to

stay.

Elaine M. Coveney is a member ofMassPIRG

A theorist's thanks

To the Editor:

I'd like to express my thanks to the students and faculty

members who have expressed their support for my unified

theory of brain function.

Thanks - to Thomas Grinley, president of CUSP,

whose aggressive will to give this thing a chance has made

the up-coming presentation possible; thanks - to the peo-

ple who stayed with me until 2 a.m. Thursday morning;

thanks - to Natalie, a stranger who brought me a

refreshing lunch; thanks - to the Campus Pohce. who

could have arrested me but didn't, to the authorities at the

Campus Center, Dean of Student's Office and

Chancellor's office - Thanks to all of you who not only en-

dured my need to try to do this thing, but for reaching out

and helping me.

Ken Collins

Chicopcc

at any time. This right is covered under the First amend-

ment of the US Con.stituion. Furthermore, the Senate has

an absolute responsibility to maximize students' influence

in any way it can. As you are a former senator yourself,

one would think that you would be aware of this. As a class

of consumers and voters, studenLs have been largely ig-

nored by politicians for far tm) long a time, and we can no

longer afford to tolerate this lack of consideration. To that

extent, the Senate's action was highly res|K)nsible in its ef-

forts to represent students' best interests; and those who

see it otherwise have little in the way of support for the

concepts of student rights and student empowerment.

Jim Murphy
SGA President

Jackson review provokes varied responses

To the Editor:

While I agree with Dean Ranzo's general conclusion in

his review of the recent Joe Jackson concert that it was a

".
. .good show with some interesting mystical concepts

and fine musicianship," I find I must heavily criticize his

protrayal of Joe Jackson as rude, arrogant, and

audacious.

Far from being rude, in requesting that the audience

not clap. Jackson was trying only to enhance the quality

of his own performance - a performance which, as Mr.

Ranzo points out, the crowd paid good money to see.

Mr. Ranzo's assertion that "I'll clap when I damn well

want to." only serves to clearly illustrate his ignorance

and self-centeredness. It was this type of inconsiderate

arrogance that prompted Jackson to tell a group of

adolescent Ted Nugent fans to "-— off"

Apparently desperate for points to criticize, Mr.

Ranzo settles for an irrelevent comparison between Joe

Jackson and Frank Perdue, and comments that

Jackson's wardrobe would be more appropriate for 1946.

Has Mr. Ranzo been to any other concerts recently? I

would respectfully submit that Jackson's appearance is

no more unusual than any other successful performer of

this genre.

Before Mr. Ranzo attempts another review, I would

hope that he would try to develop an appreciation for

what the artist is actually trying to do rather than

cultivating a fascination for the superficial and the irrele-

vent.

Robert D. Graves
Amherst

To the Editor:

October 25th 's review by Dean Ranzo of the recent Joe

Jackson concert at the Fine Arts Center demands a rep-

Pro-choice must not stay silent

To the Editor:

This Saturday, October 30, there will be an anti-choice

convention being held at the Sturbridge Hilton. The so-

called "pro-life" movement is working to greatly restnct

women's reproductive rights.

Reproductive freedom is a necessity if women are to

have control over their lives and be equal and active

members of society. This means that a woman must have

control over the decision of whether or not she will have

children. Women must have the right to safe and legal

abortions, information and access to other forms of birth

control, as well as the right of not being subject to forced

sterilizaton.
,• i

While the anti-choice movement has the political power

and money behind them, we must remember that they are

the minority. 80% of this country is pro-choice. We cannot

be the silent majority any longer; our voices must be

heard.

Wendy Kirchick

Linda Cohen
SCERA

LETTER'S PCl.IC.

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

ly. Mr. Ranzo expresses annoyance with Mr. Jackson for

"repeatedly and rudely" reprimanding the boorish

members of the audience. It makes me wonder why some

people "paid good money to see the show" only to shout

and applaud no matter what was going on onstage. The

"appropriate point" that Mr. Ranzo mentions (for ap-

plause) is ajler a song, not whenever the decibel level

decreases or the tempo slows.

Furthermore, the cursing that Mr. Ranzo mentions

originated with the audience. I could not believe my ears

when a person shouted "go f— yourself at Mr. Jackson

and the band who. incidentally, performed a fabulous

show despite the puerility and outrageousness of the

crowd.

Could the appellation "ZooMass" be deserved?

Kathryn A. Geoffrion

Sylvan

To the Editor:

If Joe Jackson ever plays a college crowd again it will

be a miracle. I was embarrassed by the drunken

rowdiness and ignorance of the UMass students last

Thursday night. And Ranzo's review confirmed my belief

that he, like all the rest, is just as big a loser.

Apparently neither the audience nor Ranzo can

recognize or appreciate a serious musician, but rather it

was interpreted as arrogance. Hey Ranzo, is quieting a

crowd screaming "go fuck yourself arrogant?

And for what it's worth when Jackson "lashed out at

the crowd for clapping inappropriately offbeat" he was

lashing out at their rather inappropriate clapping. He

was trying to lead the audience by snapping his fingers -

since when do you clap to swing?

Jackson in response to the crowd's ignorance said "I

might as well be Ted Nugent." And he's right, that au-

diei.^i 'vould never have known the difference.

Hope Healy
Southwest
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Full Cocktail Menu
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Orercome inxietiea, F*or» & Phobia$

IxMT Wriphi • Insomnia • INail Biting

Self (onndrnce • S»»ual Prob»m>» . Bed WetlinK

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Mihon H. AftkinoM. Mrmbrr A.A.E.H.

Available: l>eriure Demonmraliont
Call or W nit for hr^t Brochurr

The I- arrirk Buildina, Rie. 9. Hadlev, Ma.
J/IO mOr HsmpaKirr Wainnril lo Hark.'. Hanl«*r*l

584-1919 bv AppL ( >nl>
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North Amh#rst Tlr« & Auto
A Full Service Tire Store

POLYESTER
BLACKWALL

Sta.A7S-13FCTSI.S9

WITH THIS AO

COMPUTE! WHEEL
BALANCE
mOWT END ALIGNMENT
BIIAKF.9 * SHOCKS

71 SMOUWD MIL Mm MINOBT
tnw

5494704

^ outdoor
Is store

Store at 41 East Main St.

Avon, CT 677-1879

!.••:•

This season wear 152 years of experience

since 1830 |Vr""^^

"Wodtacll

Constructed from a tough blend of 60% dense cotton and 40% abrasion
resistant nylon that provides years of comfortable protection from the
elements. Roomy for unrestricted movement. Seven large pockets, enough
cargo space to carry a day's worth of extras. Woolrich, it's your guarantee

Windbreaking, brush-tough

dependable mountain parka

of quality. Mens sizes: Sm Med Lg Xlg Womens sizes sm (6-8) Med (10-12)
Lg (14-16) Colors: Navy Tan Silver Green Olive Sale price $60.00 Available
in Wool-lined tartan for Navy Green Olive colors Sale price $70.00

]

I
s

To order by mail complete the following form and send to the Outdoor Goods Store, University Mail
Order Depart., 41 East Main St. P.O. Box 528, Avon, CT 06001 Allow 2-3 days for delivery to UMASS
Orders are confirmed.

Name. .Phone.

Address.

Indicate 60/40 or wool-lined parka. -Size. -Color.

Enclose check or money order for the price of the parka ordered. There is no sales tax for deliveries
within MA. We pay for shipping. If by credit card please provide the following information

D Mastercard D VISA Acct.#.

Signature

Our Guarantee: if for any reason you are not satisfied with an item you buy from us, even after prolong
B _ use, return it and we will refund your full purchase price promptly. ^^[MMHHHMm£
aiiMmiimimHiiHmiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiinHmiMMii iniiiii iiiiihiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiihisiiiiiiiiii •iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ihhhihii niiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiu iiiiiimiiiiiimii,.,.,.,,,,,,,,, i,iii„„„„„„S

Arts
An accomplished woodwind
BY JOHN C.JENKINS
Collegian Correspondent

The P'aculty Woodwind Quintet per

formed Tuesday evening in Bezanson

Recital Hall in a concert sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts Department of

Music and Dance. Appearing as a guest

artist was Lynn Klock playing the

saxophone and bass clarinet. The quintet is

composed of Joanne Tanner, flute; Charles

Lehrer, oboe; Laura Kkx^k, horn; Joseph

Contino, clarinet; and Frank Morelli.

bassoon.

For their first concert of the season the

quintet chose a range of diverse selections.

They opened with Stein's "Sextet for

Saxophone and Woodwind Quintet." which

is a contemporary work written in three

movements. The spotlight was shared by all

the performers, with each benefiting from

the individual moments. The saxophone's

tone highlighted the piece without over

whelming it. This was well received by the

audience.

The first half of the program closed with

Carl Nielsen's "Kvintet. Op. 43." This

selection, through its recurrent theme,

enabled the listeners to experience the

contrasts of its valleys and peaks. The third

movement, "Praeludium, ' with its single

hymn of eleven variations, established a

dialogue between the instruments.

PVom this high point the audience was
treated to a light and humorous finale.

Janacek's "Mladi" (Youth). Characteristic

of this piece was its concrete vitality and

energy. Overall it was a fine performance

by accomplished musicians.

The announced departure of Joseph

Contino. clarinetist, from UMass and the

quintet after his many years of involvement

will create a gap not easily filled. We wish

him well.

The next concert in the music department

series will be November 5lh when pianist

Nadine Shank performs in Bowker
Auditorium.

Patrice Rushen

A quality pop product

STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART
(Elektra)

Patrice Rushen

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Patrice Rushen's new album, Straight

from the Heart, will bring the recognition

she has long deserved. For years Patrice

has been releasing album after album of

quality jazz-funk, all of which is now either

in the cut-out bins or relatively unavailable.

Straight frirm the Heart moves away from

Patrice's jazzier licks to highlight her funk

chops in some very classy tunes. This

album is particularly unique to the top-40

pop music recorded by women today. Not

only does Patrice co-produce the album,

she writes, co-writes, sings, and plays

guitar, percussion, and all the keyboards

on every song of the album. In a male

dominated industry. Patrice proves that a

female artist need no longer be a mere

voice fronting an otherwise entirely male

musical concept.

Straight from the Heart features the big

hit of this past summer. "Forget Me

Nots." 1 don't know why. but despite all

the airplay this song has gotten, it hasn't

grown stale. The funky bass line and the

whole sentiment of the song gets me danc-

ing every time I hear it. The remainder of

the album is filled with great party music.

"All We Need" and "Where There is

Love" are two songs which really stand out

in this respect.

Without taking any credit away from

Patrice Rushen, it is important to take note

of the rhythm section in her band. Freddie

Washington's bass lines are amongst the'

clearest, crispest, and happiest I've heard

in pop music. Despite the use of five dif-

ferent drummers on the album,

Washington finds the perfect groove with

each time keeper's particular style. To

sum, Patrice Rushen has released a quality

pop product; there's good music, good play-

ing, and good singing. If you want to

dance, make sure this album hits the turn-

table at your next party.

The UMass Faculty Woodwind Quintet performed Tuesday night at

Bezanson Recital Hall.

Creating a new tradition
BY PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Correspondent

This is excellent Irish traditional music.

This album was rworded and produced in

Ireland in 1981 and made available to

Americans shortly thereafter.

But what is Irish music anyway".' Irish

music has certain features and stylistic

approaches not found in other musical

adventures. Freedom is essential in Irish

music. A joyous feeling is necessary lo

communicate the emotions involved for

they are the songs of the people. Irish

songs, or "airs" as they are called, use the

concertina, which sounds like a harp, and

the cittern, another stringed instrument,

along with the guitar and mandolin. These

instruments have unique sounds, antique

and venerable, quite unlike most American

and European instruments.

No system of notation is used in old

Ireland. The music is transmitted orally,

then improvised upon by the singer or

leader of the group. Also, the music ends on
only four notes of the .scale.

This album is the Boys of the Lough's

ninth. They use a potent combination of

instrumental music and son^ which has

kept them al the forefront of Irish music

since they began playing together.

Side one starts out with a trio of lively

jigs, two Irish ones and a Scottish one all

combined into a group of fast moving tunes.

Also on this side are a couple of reels, one

written by the well known but now

deceased Paddy Kelly. "Dark Woman of the

Glen" is a slow love song nicely combining

the bass, the concertina and the guitar

throughout. The side ends with another trio

of songs combining a reel and some hor

npipe work by the group.

Side two begins with two reels, the first

one attributed to Eddie Kelly, a fiddle

player from the west of Ireland and the

second one a complicated piece for fiddle by

Aly Bain. "The Tailor's Twist" next is a

popular song in Ireland. "The Sea

Apprentice "

is the vocal song on side two, a

delightful folksong. The la.st treasure on the

album is a song from Walsh's Irish Popular

Songs of 1847. It's about a young gent who

has fallen in love with his brother's wife to

be. If you love Irish music, or want to hear

what it sounds like, this is a great album to

start out with.

Intimate P.D.Q. Bach opens tonight at the FAC.

The New York Times called Intimate

P.D.Q. Bach "a very, very funny show —
even for people who like music but dont

know why." Professor Pete Schickele

(P.D.Q.'s real identity) will perform

"Goldbrick variations." "Abassoonata. " anc

other fairly obvious reasons why the son of

the great Johann Sebastian Bach remains

undiscovered. Tickets for tonights per

formance are on sale at the FAC Box Office,

from noon lo4 p.m. and are $11, $9. and $7

for the general public — half price for

students.

i
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SHOES
CHONA CONItMPORARy FASHION

iHOCNtS MAHKEI NORTHAMPTON

TUXEDO PUMP
in ruby or black

patent leather by NICKELS-S54

1 00%
COTTON
TWILL
New Fabric,

New Styles

Bicycle Jacket
Double layered, heavy twill

Wide sleeves with inner cuffs

S. M, L

Tailored Pants
Full cut hips, front pleats

Deep pockets, gently tapered legs

XS XL

i i i-Nf I

99''SALE

With this coupon you'll receive any foot-long sandwich
for 99* when vou purchase another of comparable
value at the usual listed price, (otfer good through 11/7/82.

Redeem At

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

3UB(1(R]^

America's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

Hampshire Mall -214 Exchange St.

Hadley Chicopee
90 King St.

Northampton

D"-ring Pants
"D' ring adjustable waist band
Two front pleats

XS XL

Cotton Twill colors for fall and
winter: Berry, Black, Teal,

Khaki, Grey.

jGood Things,

Naturally

Ox "'S

collective inc
52 Main St Northampton • 586-5403 • A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE

SURPRISE
ANNIVERSARY SALE

^U /O OFF ALL SHOES & BOOTS

OCTOBER 28, 29, 30

sr^i/r Northampton

IgNiaiiNiiiMiNOiiiiMiiiHiaiiiiiiiitNiaiiiuiHiiiiaiiiiiiiHiiiaiiiis
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I

I On-Campus
I

Groups: |

i Because of the Collegian's i

i dependence on advertising |

I revenue, we are forced to make |

Q this announcement. Starting |

I Monday, Nov. 15, 1982, we |

I will not accept any advertising |

S for events that will be held at g

I and/or produce revenue for |
businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the Collegian. It is

your responsibility to check
with the advertising depart-

ment at the Collegian.

iaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiatiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiii
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UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY
I'll i..'i;(iii> . mrt si,>fi"r ,il lli< Uiui;r>ilu i<l Mii-'-:it Imsills ' Amhi'^t

OFFICIAL NOTIFICATION
Attention All Judges of the

University Judiciary

A MANDATORY and brief meeting of al

judges will be held on:

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31

'

in

ROOM 811, CAMPUS CENTER
at 2:00 PM

If, due to extremely extenuating

circumstances, you are unable to

attend, please contact

Christopher Cook at 546-7044

I

$^0. OFF
Timberland Boots

^^

^

Any Men's
or

Woman's

WITH THIS AD
Thurs, Fri, Sat ONLY

Oct. 28 - 30th

- />^..

SHOE STORE

The Village Common, Amherst

out
LOW

J' o
-I ^

The only place to be

on Thursday night

in Amherst

2 for 1 Bar Drinks

3-7 oz Rolling Rocks

$1.25

Moosehead Nite

l^ 12 oz bottles .95* ^^^

**°«e is loose a^

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

We carry everything you'

need to score up ttie best

costume around

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

Tlieatrkal maktaf, fUfd bwrtfray. c«t*rt4 fwly

wi9s. mHk*t iMfti mi c*(tWMt, VAMf Iwtt, If
liati. 4«rkyi, Iwif km wift, frMM tmmti. nwi

taciici, bMT^t, MM«, fttt. iMii^t vitll vartt. K^
l«tci. ttrwift (p«c*. (^it fW"' **•!* k***^- **^*-

teeth, ttayc »«rti, k»mi^9f%. vitdMi hr—mt «i4 •

»«fietf of i^cwHy Hmtt. Mm cfcMrtw't c»tt

MOROSE
MASQUERADES

Hypercurricula

THIRD WORLD WOMEN IN LIBERATION
STRUGGLES — This week's film is Women in Arms, an

excellent film concerning Nicaraguan women in revolution.

Carmen Deere, Prof, of Econ. at UMass, will lead a

discussion following. Free. Noon, 904 Campus Center.

WORKSHOP FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS - The

Psychology Advising Office will sponsor a workshop on

Applying to Graduate School in Psychology facilitated by

Dr. Richard P. Halgin. 4 p.m. 304 Tobin.

ETA SIGMA PHI CLASSICAL LECTURE SERIES -
Prof. E. Will of the UMass Classics Dept. will give a slide-

lecture on the Roman amphora, its use and re- use.

Informal get together with refreshments following. 4 p.m.,

205 Herter.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - The Team will

discuss issues of concern for women such as racism and

sexual harassment. A main focus of the team will be

planning for International Women's Day. 6:30 p.m.. 901

Campus Center.

TENANTS' ORGANIZING PROJECT - A network of

students and renters interested in working on tenants'

rights. All are welcome. 7 p.m. 178 Campus Center.

MARTIN PERETZ TO SPEAK AT UMASS - Martin

Peretz, editor in chief of The New Republic will speak on

"Media Coverage of Israel and Jewish Issues." 7:30 p.m.

904 Campus Center.

SPECTRUM POETRY READING - Please join

SPECTRUM the fine arts and literary magazine, for a

relaxed evening of poetry. A general staff meeting will

precede the event. Mandatory attendance. New members

welcome. 6 p.m.. Commonwealth Room. Student Union.

FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET - The UMass

Faculty Woodwind Quintet will present its first concert of

the -sea.son, featuring works by Leos Janacek, Carl Nielsen

and contemporary composer Leon Stein. Concert is free of

charge. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

SPECTRUM IN MOTION DANCE THEATRE EN-

SEMBLE — Spectrum in Motion is a theatrical, modern

Afro American jazz dance performance which is dedicated*

and committed to people of color and their American^

experiences. 8 p.m. Hampden Theatre, Southwe.st. today

and tomorrow.

We c«rr» all type* of m«ifci. f«* kmi%. V. mmtki.

eye iMtki. All yoiK ••orrtei pl»i #• *•• T««:

MISS riCCT, PIMK PAMTHII, AMU. MACAM,

CARTEIwi^ NIXON MASIS.

NEW ADDITIONS novelty caps

Aijoned colon »rth •ir>9i feelen ^
horm, ontleri, cot eon liqMmoq boK ^|
p«9 , f iih onicom i more

Open Daily & Sat 9 to 5:15

Thurs Nights till 9, Frl Oct 29 till 9

H.LCHILDS'3iSOH
.as State St. IJtorthaiitptoo^^^ 584-2604 /

'^

/. '

l^ ' Vou are cordially invited to a:

Halloween Costume Party
Thursday, October 28, 1982

In Plumbley's New Lounge...

Webster's
Featuring:

All Time Favorites
& Irish Music
by Hungry Hill
Festivities begin at 9 p.m.

Free hot and cold hors d'oeuvres, 9-11 p.m.

Best Costume $50 Cash Prize

V.
2nd place $35 Gift Certificate

3rd place $25 Gift Certificate

Accomodations available for parties up to 100 v

An Elegant Gift - Gift Certificates in any denomination ^
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RECORD

^i/y—^£lL

Cp^'kco^94^ SgA>cc/ liMs^^/^o^

^/^cpca:^ ^
s/^ZZ /^sco

BEATLES • FL\/(S-
JETHRO TULL

WSsrsA

SINATRA • ELLINGTOM-
GLORIA. OfKVNOR.

-SIMON eiGARFUMKEL-
— JUDY GARLAKJO

C^/fS'S/Ofl
/y

EARTH, WIND 4 PIRE «t-

TOP ^/^^// P/l/O
foe yo(//e o^d j^£cow^ 4? yo£//e

PAJ^f/VrS' C>/1> IP'S Hours
10-4

mSTORE^
Oct. 25 thru Oct. 29

9-11:30

Ladies Nile.

Drinks for all

the ladies.

No Cover.

Delaxed Dress Code

MORTAR BOARD
HALLOWEEN COOKIES

Pick up cookies at C. C. Concourse

Fri., Oct 29th, 8 am - 4 pm
Cookies are paid for, but 50^ to find out

wtio sent it and the message they wrote.

Mary A'hern Lynn Eady
Debbie Alberts Sarah Edmonds
Margaret Alt>ert8on Karen England

Andy Arnold Karen Englund
Eileen Boucher Kelly Ernst

Bobby Braun Joanne Errico

Bubba Linda Forbes
Tom Burns Lucy Fowie (2)

Diane Burr Dr. B.J.

Nancy B. Paul Gentilli BKO
Victor Bazaz Kevin George
Chris Berg Adam Grossman
Rita Bevilacqua

Julie Guershan
Suzanne Black AXO jg^ny Haddon

Tom Lacombe
Pat Leslie

Paul Licari

Dana Lieberman

Jane Lipka

Lisa Attack Us

Kim Loftus

Jim Lonergan

Mike Los

Carol MacDonald
Ellen Martin

Andrea Millstein

Paul Monohon

Craig Robbins

Diane E. Romell

Rick Rosenblatt

Andrew Roth

Dana Roy
Joanee Sadoski (2)

Sadoski, Shearer.

h Tick
Dawn Shearer

Julie Schepis

Stephen Schipani

Marianne Sconzo
Tom Sexton

Carol Brown
Patrick Boyce
Margaret Burke
John Burns

Greg Caetano
Michael Callahan

Alice Chrusciel

Andrew Helper

Mark Hamel

Doug Hammer

Joseph Herder

Leon Hesch
Hotel Townhouse

a. ^M . ,^.., Trishy Shannon
Mane Morgan AXW

^^^^^ ^^^^

'The Circus" at AXO ^Tf.""*!
Hope Coblentz
Amy Cohen
Lose Comak
Dr. Damian
Sara Demetry
Diane Demeuse
Alyse Diamond
Laurie Dickson

Sue Donaldson
Joe Dorion

Wendi Dougherty

Eileen Downing (2)

Damian DuPuy

Alan Hurwitz

Todd J. & Gerry L.

Peg Jablonski

Jeffie

Neil Jensen

Rich Keefe

Chris Kennedy
K.K.

Andrew Kanrich

Kim 608
Barrie Klein

Jenny Klein AXO
Stephanie Klein

Matianne Murphy
Tom Murry; Capt.

Ruth Myers
Rosalie Nataupsky

Elaine Naugler

Tricia Newell

Bonnie Novak
Mo O'Leary

Beth O'Neill

Laurie Orchel

John Ortler

Sharon Pigeon
Martha Porter

Donna Quinn

Marian Raskin

llene Reeman (2)

Greg Spano
Laura Sperry

Michael Stirk

Laura Stolfa

Marianne
Stravinskas

Snuggles
Ed Strozziero

Merry Stuart

Jackie Sullivan

Kerry Sylvestor

See Paul Tai

Michael J. Thomas
Mimi Ty
Peter Van Heest

Dana Waitze (2)

Anne Walker

Karen A. Wall

Lee Walsh
Lise Weig
TerrI White
Dan Wilk

Adrienne Wolff

Ahmed Yakudema
Jon Yorks

Tom Young
Felicia Zani

"This reminder is brought to you
by your friendly neighborhood
yearbook staff."

•MJ ^mmr> %j)»m tn^

Attention Fall Graduates:

Senior Pictures will be taken

the week of November 15

appointments can be made by stopping by
Campus Center room 103 or calling 5-2874

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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v: RAY DONOVAN
TESTIMONIAL. DINfd.
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TESTIMONIAC CTtNNCRS
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

pRoffssoA, oo you U yfS. BuT^j yAs CuRtouS w«y
H^Vf TH/\T ?lQrVKt ][ you WOULD Wf^NT A PlCTVJlE

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

Dm&HT TD some . r.^.^^^^.^^^^;

m

Bushwa bv Tom Cushwa

MO JOIN 1H6 netuou-suN
fOOO COOP YOf P^LSO HA\/6
10 (,0 TO /^ /^E0R(£MTAT/ON

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Cheeseburger Oatburgers

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauc-e

DINNER BASICS DINNER

Roast Turkey/(;rav>-. Roast Turkev/C^.ravy.

Dressing, Cranberry Sauoo Dressing. Cranl^erry ^>auce

Ham and Cheese Florentine Vegetable Squares

I Associate News Editor *

I

I

I

Wanted
The Collegian needs an associate news

editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-|

iperience in newswriting and reporting is|

I necessary but we provide training. Low pay I

I but great experience. All UMass students I

I are encouraged to apply. Apply before Nov. I

1 5 to Michael Foley, News Editor, in the Col-
1

\legian office, 113 Campus Center. The Co^
j

}%iari is an equal opportunity employer.

CROSSWORD
1

6
11

12

14

1b

ACROSS
Magna
Humble
Shade of red

Hat
Exile

Like concrete

blocks
17 Table scrap
18 Neptune's

accessory

20 Compass
direction

21 Move slightly

23 Rail

24 Port in Normandy
25 Parts of forks

desac
Tavern famous in

Shakespeare's
day

29 Torment
31 Skinniest

33 Recent; Prefix

34 First class Abbr
35 Artist's works
39 Not tree flowing,

as writing

43 Declaim
44 Stand
46 General at

Gettysburg

27

28

47 Amusement p.'-.''-

feature

48 Andy's pal

50 Milk for a dietc'

51 Here in Rouen
52 Fruitful

55 Within; Prefix

56 Beans
58 Starts a knitting

proiect

60 Stepped out

61 Get
62 Indian lute

63 Acquire

knowledge

DOWN
1 Angler's action

2 Etching, for one
3 Origin

4 City on the Loire

5 City in Asia Minor

6 Court

proceedings

7 Place for a dance
8 Dill

9 Indian

10 Emerge
11 Swallow's relative

13 '«/ bfcilai..!

''hers

14 Rica

16 Doctrine

19 Joanne of movie
lame

22 What alumni do
24 Cliques

26 The of Troy

28 Mule of "onduct
30 Family man
32 Favorite

35 Greek architec

tural style

36 Writer Jong and
others

37 Cruel ones
38 Thinner

39 Impassive
40 Dupes
41 Inventor Thomas

Alva

42 Lucifer

45 Total, for shoft

49 Old time school-

room necessity

52 Measurement
53 Brunnehilde's

mother
54 This Sp
57 Numerical prefix

59 Kind of paper

1 2 3 4 5

~

6 7 1 9 10

I 11 12

14 15 rii

17 it

1

k

21" 17 23 24
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i
2> 21
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T! 44 45 46
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Weather

Today sunny and clear.

High of 65. Tonight clear,

low in the 30s.

WMLA 91.1 FM

6-9am Concepto Latino

9-noon The Steve Diamond Show

12-3pm Trip to What Next with Ed Berk

3-5:30 DR - Black Contemporary

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Focus with Ken Mosacowski

7-10 Women's Media Project

10-2am Fan Afrique with Kari Njiiri

2-6 Music to Sleep By

\
t

CABLE/VIDEO
Trouble in Bonny Ireland Day

10:30 - 12:00 Sean Sands speaks of the

troubles in Northern

Ireland

12:00 - 1:00 Bernidette Devlin-

McAlisky speaking at the

SUB
1:00 - 2:00 Comedy in the Blue Wall

(for a change of pace!)

'.%*.V'.%%*.%V."^.%V.V.V.'.'.V.v»v.- .

EAKTIIFOODS MKM
Stuffed Green Pcpi>ers

Green Salad

Pumpkin Soup
Poppy Seed Caike
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Hey, God, give this

kid a chance to live
BVRUSSWHINNEM
Collegian Correspondent

Hey God, I pulled the sports from the

morning paper the other day and splattered

across the front page was the news that

Norman Leveille. the 19 year old Boston
Bruins whiz kid, was fighting for his life on

a Vancouver hospital respirator.

It said that Leveille suffered a massive
stroke between periods of the Bruin-

Canuck game Saturday night. Doctors say

Leveille was born with a group of

malformed veins and arteries that wouldn't

be detected. The stroke could have hap-

pened at any time. Playing hockey may not

have helped the condition, but it certainly

did not cause it.

So God, now he's a man-child in a world of

tubes and machines. Most would have died

by now, they say. Leveille though is a

powerful youngster. He still fights.

As I read the story. God, many thoughts

ran through my mind. Sure, Sunday night I

had listened at home that Leveille was
taken to the hospital hurt, a head injury the

television said. Sure, I had thought, maybe
a concussion. But God, not this. This is too

seriouN, too real.

Thoughts of shock, sadness, anger, and
the unfairness of it all passed through me.
God, I sure don't want anyone to give me
that "Life isn't fair" bull. Save that for

smaller problems. This is a kid- we're

talking about.

Hell, he's only 19, God. Nineteen, my age.

He's not Rocky Marciano, Tony Conigliaro,

or even Thurman Munson. Yea, those hit

hard, they were heartbreaking. But God,
you had let them play. They at least had a

chance at their career, for their life.

Leveille hasn't had his chance. He's hardly

lived.

God, they say his career is over, and his

life maybe over. Doctors say that even if he

lives, the brain damage is extensive. Still,

there is always hope. Isn't that what they

always say?

Suddenly, the hockey season that this

writer had been so excited about seems so

unimportant. Nineteen and being kept alive

by a damn machine.

Hey, God, maybe Wayne Cashmen is

right. The only thing left to do is pray. So
here it goes.

Please God, please help Norman
Leveille....

THE

"unnervingly funny

RAIMD
THenT€R

FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES

Opens this Friday and Saturday
October 29 & 30 8:00 pm

Reservations: 545-351

1

in repertory with DARK OF THE MOON

. fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek

Thf Ramayana
iNdiA^s Great
Epic HisTORy

oF LoRcl Rama
Free ShowJNq

UMass
Campus Ctr.

Rm 177
ThuRs Oct 28

7:70 PM \
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telephonies _
200 4th PrIZM: Duffle-style tote bags
1.000 5th PrbM: Leather luggage togs with gold Cuervo
innprint
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SI 6.95

Straight

Leg

Denim

SATURclAy

ClorhEs

266

N. Pleasant

Amherst
Mon-Sat
9:30-6

Fri till 9 pm

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4&-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IS consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,
cassette A/FM stereo w/graptiic, headers
excellent gas milage BO 546-4366

1975 Toyota Celica $13005^^1

5

74 Olds 88 546-4390

71 Mustang Mach I 302 22 mpg hgwy
PS/PB needs some work dep>endable new
brakes rebuilt trani AM/FM $800. or BO
2532169

BELLYGRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253 7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors 1 Vi lbs send anywhere 6.95

-e postage 546-4282

CHRISTMAS MONEYI
~

Bring your baseball cards from home!
We buy baseball cards and comic books
(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have
covers) Call 253-2515

COMSTU CLUB MEETING ~
Today at 4:30 Machmer E37

CPR
~

CPR course offered starts Nov 2nd 7 11

pm if interested signup by Oct 30 outside

EH -^ S Office Rm 416N Morrill IV class

limit 25, 1st come - 1st serve

ENTERTAINMENT
~

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI $99
SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549 4405

FOR RENT
~

Room In Amherst family home $150/mo
on busline 549-1536

Pioneer Integrated Amp 75 w/ch $145
Akai top of line reel to reel w/autorev $265
6-6954

Pioneer Integrated Amp 75 w/ch $95
Akai top of line reel to reel w/auto reverse

$155 6-6954

Who Tickets and other shows for sale for

info call after 3:00 546-5154

For Sale: Echo-Plex w/sound on sound ex-

cellent cond. $250 253-5767

FRENCH TUTb<<

I'm a qualified and experienced tutor
available to tutor all elementary and in-

termediate levels. Reasonable rates. Call

Jennifer 253-5196

HALLOWEEN

Come to the first annual costume
parade. This Sun Oct 31 (Halloween).

Registration starts at 3:15 judging at 4:00 all

this takes place at Franklin and Berkshire

DCs. Prizes to best costumes and a free

candy bar to all entries. Sponsored by Food
Services, Housing Services and your local

Area Government

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education h fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Woridwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/ Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB

MOTORCYCLE

DRIVERS WANTED
Superior Pizza 549-0626

must have car

Immediately or next
bedroom Puftton 548-1887

semester 1

2 rooms available 4 bdrm apt 1 min from

bus route 2 mi from UMass $165/mo inci

everything call 256-6712 Lew or Ed

FOR SALE

Hexcel Rrelite skis with Salomon 444

$80 00 call Terry 546 7849

Ashley deluxe wood stove takes 24"

logs, heats 5-room house $165 549-6025

WHO tix for sale Worcester Centrum Sat

Dec 11. $45 ca ll 546 8489

WHO tickets

253 2083
Worcester $50 each call

Caber Bio-System Ski Boots size 9.

Worn once, $90 or BO. 549-0861

75 Ford Station Wgn good cond. 85000 mi

$600 neg. Ed 256 0336

NOTETAKERS: GBFIN 301, Econ311, BA
210, apply 403SU/SNPS deadline 10/29

INSTRUCTION

1975 Honda 360CL excellent condition
9000 miles sissy bar $650 or BO call Mike
546-9041

Kawasaki 400 1976 2 stroke good condi-
tion must sell $500 or best offer call John
253-7258

PERSONALS

Yes. . .J.T. is finally spinning, tonight at

Joey D's. Come check it outi

Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Delta Tau
D

All Univ women are invited to
Rush Dinner 5;00

Tuesday Oct 26
Wednesday Oct 27
Thursday Oct 28

for more info call 546-0527

T
S
D
T
S
D
T
Sigma Delta Tau Sigma Delta

S
D
T
S
D
T
S
D
T

Tau

Math Tutoring 549-6612

LOST

Long-hair black Gr white female cat in

the general vicinity of intersection of Rt 9 t*

Univ Drive since beginning of Sept please

ca ll 253-7057

3 keys on a gold ring call 546-8869

Tan handbag with gold handles and a blue

J.G. Hook blazer Laurie 549-4699

Lost - Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentimental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

Silver chain with flower pendant 10/18

very sentimental reward! Sue 253-7890

MORE RECORD MANIAI

What to Bruce and Romeo Void have in

common? They're both on sale this week
at U.R.U.!

Twin Reverb great shape John 549-1666

after six

Come see "The Kids Are Alright" Thurs
Oct 28 5, 7, 9, 11 Mahar Aud sponsored by
NEAG and CAC se you there

Lisa J. I couldn't have asked for a better

roommate! Thanks! Love, Sharyn

Laurie It's a day late but Happy B-day
anyway. Make it a good one. Love you.

Your Sis Gina

Non-stop grid-iron action see Football

Fever

Micca Happy Birthday Guy - 13

II! NOW OPEN III

Cafe en Haut
best (Italian) coffee on campus
fresh, hot croissant au beurre

Herter 3rd Floor Lobby
A great way to start your morning!

Open Mon-Fri 9-12

fo^Moe, Curlay & Co, Thank-you for

helping me to celebrate my pre-puberty I

don't know how to express my love to you

all. Only with your love can I be more pro

ductive. Remember bananas have

potassium. Love "Sexpot Robin" PS. It's

hard to wrap oars!

Hey O'Malley have a helluva happy birth

day cold lambrusco in fridge love KS

Hey Suzy Happy Birthday you're a great

personi Love ya Mike

Tom - Hope you didn't get edited out of my
class - a fellow Editor

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. It interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Gay and Lesbian Halloween Ball Red
Barn - Hampshire College Thursday Oct 28
9-2 am 2.50 admission Five College

Welcome for info call 545-0154

Are you gay? Is someone you care about?
Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling
Collective Monday TuMday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

Sugarbush Ski Condo room available

Wintersession 546-5891 546-5890

rushrushrushrushrushrushrushru
u s

s Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity h
h Open Rush Party r

r Thursday, October 28th 8 pm CC 806 u
u all university men welcome s

s h
h rushrushrushrushrushrushrushru

For ell those people who signed up for

the Dukakis Literature Drop on Oct 30
meeting in Campus Center room 81 1 Thurs

Oct 28 7-8

RIPE WANTED
Ride desperately needed to Dertmouth
College on 10/29. Kris 6-5221

ITHACA: Ride needed wknd Oct 28-Oct 31

call Andi 6-5481 or Robin 6-5474

To Washington DC on 10/29 call Marie

6-1174

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Attleboro or area, Fri-

day, Oct 29. call Lisa or Theresa 546-9664.

ROOM WANTED

Spring semester • quiet older rton-trad

looking for room or to share rooms will be
gone most weekends not drinker or

smoker please call collect: Jim Anderson
413-445-5874

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Call

Doug 546-8186

WANTED

DRUMMER WANTED- Zeppelin, Rush,
etc covers. Rehearsal space available.

UMASS Band Call 6 8651.

Ride needed for TWO to Northern NJ exit

163 Grdn St Pkway Oct 29th will share exp.

and bake cookiesi Please call Kate 6-4991,

keep trying

WANTED TO BUY

Buying cless rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

WHO TICS
~

Who Tics (Centrum) wonted deeperatety.

Will pay top dollar. Call after 5 PM 256-6368

Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)
[

The SUB tto

any tu.

uld like to offer you a coupon st>ecial Buy

subs and gel .1 third' absolutely FREl ' This

roup." i^good from lum Ihiu Noi 9. 1982. on any

Sunday or 1 iiesday Iwiueen the hours of .3 p m and b p m
Vic hope to see vmi soon and don't forget to bring a

friend.

m
m

1 IKHL sub uiih •» pun has*' ->( .my

two uhoh' subs uhen purch.isfd along

with tliisniupun

o.upon .).""! Ill ,.nySu>orTuos

November 9. J 982 i p m m h p m
CC

t'H|M'n<tivp sub pur<. hds^d j4

LIFT THE BIG ONE
16 oz of Solid Drink

Thursday All Nite
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MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 18

SPORTS STAFF MEETING TONIGHT

AT 7 P.M.

on Westfield State, 4-0

Photo br Brian Laahwav

Ron Washin^on (with ball) and Hal Shaw work offensively against

Don Russell (#11) and Ron Young during practice yesterday.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The Universiiy of Massachusetts men's

soccer team moved a step closer to

achieving a .500 or better season last night

when they defeated Westfield State College

under the lights by a score of 4 0.

Though Westfield is a division three

school, they were a highly regarded op-

ponent for the Minutemen since they were

sporting an 11-21 record going into the

contest.

UMass split the scoring up evenly at two

goals per period.

Fred Pike got the Minutemen rolling at

12:49 of the first stanza as he beat West

field's goalie Rick Mueller for the score. He
was assisted on the goal by Mike Gibbons.

Later in the half, after 20 minutes of back

and forth play. UMass struck again. This

time it was Gibbons scoring a goal of his

own at 33:07. Captain Kevin Flynn picked

up the assist.

In the second half. UMass kept the

pressure on against a team that had no

qualms about using their bodies to play the

game, and the Minutemen were just as

willing to retaliate.

The team played very well." said

Minuteman coach Jeff Gettler. "We were

pretty aggressive because they were very

physical."

Agressiveness paid off at the 72:15 mark

when Kayvan Khatami scored to up the

lead to 3-6. Pike got the assist.

A deficit of 30 meant that Westfield had

to go all out. full speed ahead and warp

factor six for the ball and that created more

scoring chances for UMass.

Phuc Chau took one of those chances and

made it good at the 86:40 point in the game

and the lights were out for all intents and

purposes for Westfield. Chau was assisted

by MikeRudd.

"We were very dangerous." said Gettler.

"We should have scored a few more goals."

The Minutemen can move to an even .500

with a victory Friday night under the lights

in Boston when they face the Boston

College Eagles.

Professional franchises

victims of their greed

Short goal ties Amherst;

JV hooters still undefeated
BY GEORGE MARTINS
Collegian Staff

A sparkling save by Don Donahue led to a

counterattack goal by Greg Short to give

the UMass junior varsity soccer team all
tie against Amherst College on Monday.

The tie kept the hooters record un-

blemished at 2 0-2.

The game was the first on the road for

UMass this season. Amherst came out

storming in the first half in an effort to

revenge an earlier loss to our hooters at

Hoyden.

Amherst's intensity led to an early 1-0

lead which they held throughout the first

half.

"We didn't mark tightly in the first half.

They played well and deserved to be one up

at the half." said UMass coach Dave

Saward.

UMass improved their play in the second

stanza. They carried play and had more

scoring opportunities, which eventually led

to the tieing goal by Short.

"Don Donahue made a big save. It was the

turning point of tbt- game. He played as

best as he has all season. " said Saward. It

was immediately following Donahue's save

that Short scored the tieing goal.

For Short it was his first goal of the year.

He has been playing well all season and

frequently has been singled out by Saward

as a key player.

"We almost scored at the end of regulation

but it was not to be." said Saward.

The teams played two five minute

overtimes with neither squad able to put

one in the back of the net. The overtime

periods consisted of five minute intervals

instead of the regular ten minute periods

due to darkness descending on the Pioneer

Valley.

"I thought overall that it was a fair

result. We could have won but they played

well," said Saward.

UMass plays their next game on Saturday

at Williams College. Their next home game

is against Springfield College next Thur

sday.

UM harriers place second

By JOHN WHITE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts mens"

cross country team came home this past

weekend from the Eastern Intercollegiate

Athletic Association Championships in

Vermont and Coach Ken O'Briens' team

returned sporting a solid second place finish

in the 8.000 meter race.

The meet was won by the University of

Lowell, followed by UMass and then by

Maine. UNH. and the University of New

Haven.

UMass' overall performance was again

paced by Rick Doiron. who finLshed in

second place with a time of 24:46. only 14

seconds behind the winner Gerard Clapper

of Maine.

Other UMass runners placing well were

Rod LaFlamme. John Panaccione. and John

Keelan. LaFlamme came in ninth place at

25:11 in what O'Brien called."one of Rod's

best races this season." Panaccione and

Keelan came in 17th and 20th. respectively.

The New England Championships will

be held November 6 at Franklin Park in

Boston. The race will showcase some of the

best track talent in New England. With

such schools as Providence College. Nor

theastern, Boston University. Dartmouth,

and Boston College participating a great

race is expected.

Providence would have to be considered

the favorite because they have dominated

the New England. winning every year since

1974. Providence has continued this

"prowess " with their number one ranking

this season. Coach O'Brien is still a bit

optimistic though.

"Realistically, I believe that if our top

five runners have good days, we can very

likely break the top five places." said

O'Brien.

BY SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

I laid down a quarter for a newspaper just

the other day and turned to my favorite

section: Sports. I bef^an to devour every

word. Half way through, it hit me like a

sledgehammer.
The print read more like the Harvard Law
Journal than a typical sports page. Instead

of words like touchdown, field goal, base hit

and stolen base, the paper bulged with

unfamiliar terms like renegotiation, agents,

strike, courts, lawsuits and guaranteed

multi million dollar contracts.

The sad reality had finally come out of the

dark tunnel. An industry I worshipped as a

kid was being overrun by greed for the

almighty dollar. To put it simply: Sports

has become big business, a billion-dollar a

year industry where television has grown

to become the dominating influence.

Sports is a business presently rocked by

sky rocketing salaries, court battles, huge

television contracts and the second player

strike within the last fifteen months. Chaos

is king.

The latest soap opera began when the

National Football League owners signed a

five-year. $2 billion television contract last

, spring. With each team recieving $14

million a year (a 100 percent increase in TV
revenue over 1981). a substantial profit was

guaranteed before even a single ticket was

sold.

The NFL, in terms of economics and fan

interest, is the most successful sports

monopoly in operation today. In a league

where socialism is the way of life, (97

percent of all revenues are shared equally

among the 28 teams), the players, already

the lowest paid in professional sport, asked

for a larger slice of the money pie. The

result: On Sept. 21 the Players took a walk.

the first strike in NFL history.

But the NFL strike is only one of many

chapters in the modern-day sports saga.

College football telecasts were very

nearly thrown into anarchy when the

University of Oklahoma sued the NCAA to

have its game against Southern California

put on commercial TV. The networks had

overlooked the game in favor of Penn State-

Nebraska and Stanford-Ohio State. After a

judge in Oklahoma City ruled in favor of

Oklahoma, citing anti-trust violations by

the NCAA in its present contract with ABC
and CBS, an independent network was

established for the telecast of the game and

advertising was sold at cut rates. In a last-

minute decision, the US Court of Appeals in

Denver disallowed the telecast.

Television is also the focus of a con-

troversy in college basketball. On
December 11 Georgetown wiJl meet the

University of Virginia featuring the much-

awaited Pat Ewing Ralph Sampson clash.

In an unprecedented occurrence, a cable

network (Ted Turner's superstation

WTBS) outbid the major networks for the

rights to the telecast, doling out $aOU,000

for the one shot deal.

Besides the NFL, the other pro sport

leagues are experiencing their share of

trouble. Major league baseball, despite

record breaking attendance (almost 44

million patrons) and red-hot pennant races,

is, according to Commissioner Bowie Kuhn,

on shaky financial ground. Kuhn reports

that eighteen of the twenty-six clubs will

lose money this year.

In the National Hockey League, several

clubs are near extinction and many others

are in deep water. The Washington

Capitals. Pittsburgh Penguins. Los Angeles

Kings and Detroit Red Wings are near

death. The Colorado Rockies fiasco was put

to rest by the movement of the organization

to the Meadowlands in New Jersey. A
player strike was averted by a new-

collective bargaining agreement between

the owners and players that was finalized

just before training camps commenced.

For each sport previously mentioned,

their problems are dwarfed by the

headaches experienced by the National

Basketball Association. The league lost 13

million dollars last year. The pro game,

considered monotonous in content, is

plagued by public disinterest, poor

television ratings, and falhng attendance.

Reportedly, there are no less than five

teams for sale, with no takers.

The owner of the San Diego Clippers.

Donald Sterling, attempted to move his

franchise to lx)s Angeles without getting

the league's permission, required in the

NBA constitution. A string of suits and

counter suits followed. Sterling finally gave

up. A league committee, formed to look into

the Clipper problem, recommended that

Sterling be stripped of his ownership. With

his back to the wall. Sterling agreed to sell.

Ted Stepien. owner of the Cleveland

Cavaliers, lost more than 4 million dollars

last season and threatened to move the

franchise to Pittsburgh. Stepien came close

to being evicted from Cleveland Coliseum in

the middle of last season for failure of rent

payment.
Despite being last in total revenues, the

NBA is first in salaries (average of $215,000

in 1981 1982). Several clubs spend almost

100 percent of their revenues on player

salaries. The effect of the Moses Malone

signing by the 76ers will be felt later as

contracts of many superstars like Larry

Bird come up for renewal in a couple of

years.

Witti sound business practices professional

sports can certainly be a highly profitable

uusiness venture. Pleasant owner-player

relations certainly would not hurt.

In the past the interests of the fan have

been forgotten in the greediness of those

involved in sports. With a return to sanity

maybe sports will save its own head. But

right now it is headed for the chopping

Ulv>v.rv.
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Ed Dee, Ed Dee, Ed Dee, Ed Dee, Ed Dee and Ed Dee, the orig^inal Continuing Eds, take a walk

in a nearby field.

Housing to conduct bed-checks tonite

to ensure student adherence to rules
INDY SACK
Collegian Staff

To ensure the University of Massachusetts Halloween

Weekend policy will be followed, bed checks will be con-

ducted by UMass security officers at midnight tonight and

tomorrow.

The addition to the Halloween policy was announced last

night by Joe Nazzizi. executive director of Housing Ser

vices. Rooms on each dorm floor will be checked for non-

students, he said. .

Residence halls will be closed at 11:45 p.m. Security

officers will be posted at each door and no one will be

allowed to enter the dorms once the halls are closed.

Nazzizi said the policy is not intended to treat stuaenis

as though they are children away at summer camp. And. to

make up for offending certain students, security officers

will tuck them in by request.

"It's the leasts wes can do, especially if dey be alone! he

said.

Student Government Association President Jim Murphy

said, "This is totally unfair. They should have announced

this policy a week ago. There are going to be a lot of

students really unpleasantly surprised when security

officers come and check their room."

Sam "Sexual Dynamo" DeWolf, a freshman said, "I don't

care what bed they check me in to. Hey. I'm here for the

UMass Experience."
A man who said he is "Farma" said, "Hey, UMass, yeah!

let's party!" He said the checks would be "a skanking good
time."

One woman, who asked not to be identified said, "My
boyfriend is coming up for the weekend and I was going to

sneak him into the dorms. Now I don't know what to do.

Maybe I'll just hide him under the bed until the bed check
is over."

Ann Schultz, a security officer, said she was "psyched"
when she found out she will be conducting bed checks

tonight.

"I can't wait. Think of the stories I'll be able to tell my
friends on Saturday morning. Things will definitely be
interesting," she said.

Cuban dictator Castro visits UMass;

receives student senate endorsement
By LIDEF ORTSAC
Cuban Communist Party

Cuban dictator Fidel Castro made a brief impromptu ap-

pearance at the University of Massachusetts yesterday as

part of a whirl-wind tour of major American universities.

He is making this tour in an attempt to be assassinated,

he said. He said he has had "enough of being the tail end of

C«ll«K«ai> 9*to*» ky Pow»t» to the PeopI*

An irate Fidel Castro responds ang^rily to the

jeers of unappreciated hecklers with wild

gesticulations during his appearance in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom yesterday.

the Communist party."

Castro's appearance on campus was coincidental to his

endorsement as its president by the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate this week.

Castro said he heard of the University from a recent

study that listed UMass in the top fifteen of major

American universities. UMass. he said, is the only univer-

sity in Massachusetts that he will be visiting on his tour,

not for time reasons but because UMass "is the most con-

servative university in the state, perhaps the country.

They love me here. If it weren't for the fact that I have

been refused American citizenship. I could have been vice

chancellor for Administration and Finance. They love me
here. They also offered me $50,000 and a year's supply of

cigars. But I said no. I'm quitting. And now I want to be

martyred."

He said he had doubts of coming to Massachusetts,

however, because of the low rating of several

Massachusetts communities in the book, "Places Rated,"

which was published earlier this year and printed in Cuba

this summer.
In his opening remarks to the audience of two, Castro,

dressed in his usual khaki uniform, said, in his thick Cuban

accent, "Como esta? I am Fidel Castro. I am on tour of

U.S. university. I am on death wish. I am fed up with be-

ing called 'cubist.' I am a Cuban! I would like to be mar-

tyred for the communist c^use and show them (Soviets)

how serious and dedicated I am."

Before he closed his speech. Castro sang a verse from

the popular Cuban song. "I'm a Commi." The verse, sung

to the tune of the age-old American standard "Be A Pep-

per," goes like this:

"I'm a Commi, He's a Commi
Wouldn't you like to be a Commi, too?"

Castro handed out Havana cigars to the audience and

left the Student Union Ballroom, "unfulfilled," he said.

Duffey resigns,

cites unfulfilled

expectations
By RAOUL DUKE
Gripless Intern

Citing a lack of "partying" at the University of

Massachusetts, Chancellor Joseph Duffey resigned yester-

day, only one month after being formally installed.

"I heard this place was a party school," Duffey. who

was known in Washington as "Wild Man." said at a press

conference yesterday afternoon. "And frankly I'm disap-

pointed."

Sources close to former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said, if

re-elected, he plans to appoint present Gov. Edward J.

King to succeed Duffey to the $80.000-a-year job.

Dukakis reportedly told his aides, "Eddie doesn't have a

job. As a fellow Democrat. I feel Eddie needs a job, but

one far away from Boston."

King's office, as usual, didn't confirm or deny anything.

Duffey said recent crackdowns by both the Amherst and

UMass police have ruined the once "festive" atmosphere

Amherst has traditionally been known for and forced

some students to actually study.

"I'm really disappointed with the attitude here," Duffey

said. "When I was in Washington, Jimmy Carter used to

tell me about the parties up here. When I was offered the

job, I figured it would be the perfect opportunity to mingle

with other burnt-out liberals, party a little, and make

$80,000 a year."

Duffey called the campus "too quiet" and said students

are spending too much time studying.

"Hunter (popular journalist Hunter S. Thompson) Uy\d

me this place was really hopping, with plenty of available

drugs." Duffey said. "But I've been in the Campus Center

Hotel for a month now. and I've seen literally no action."

Duffey said he had heard of the nationwide reputation of

the Amherst bars, but had not been able to witness any

"bad craziness" since his arrival in October.

"I was at the Drake last Thursday and actually got serv-

ed after waiting only 15 minutes," Duffey said. "And one

couple actually had books on the table and was studying."

"It was disgusting," Duffey said.

Duffey will reportedly be returning to Washington,

where he has said the bars are "much better."

"I really miss pub-crawling with my wife (Anne Wexler,

a Washington consultant) and our leftover hippie friends,"

Duffey said. "I'm hoping there will be many more pseudo-

liberals to party with after election day."

Duffey blamed the Amherst Police Speed/Alcohol Patrol

with ruining the atmosphere at the Drake and other

various Amherst bars.

"If people are afraid to drive drunk, they aren't able to

have a good time," he said. "When Hunter and I used to

go drunk driving we just drank Wild Turkey and never

worried about the cops."

Duffey said he has been hired to fill his wife's former

position as Assistant Publisher of Rolling Stone magazine.

Rolling Stone has been called the "heaven for leftover

liberals
"

"With all those music people around, it's bound to be

more fun than this place." he said.

Collefian |>hoto bv Powem to tli« People

Fidel Castro, Cuban dictator who appeared

yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom, takes

time out of his speech to toke from his Havana

cigar. ^
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DeLorean sales skyrocketing

with innovative rebate offer

BELFAST (crAP) - The John DeLorean Auto Factory

in Northern Ireland announced factory rebates today to

raise money to bail the sports car maker out of jail.

DeLorean was jailed for his involvement in a $24 million

cocaine deal.

"Buy a DeLorean, get a gram!" snorted factory

spokesman Lee I'macoca.

I'acoca said he is throwing in a free gram of the highest

gnde cocaine he could find to entice people into buying

the $30,000 stainless steal sports car.

"If you can find a better gram, buy it," I'amacoca said.

The British have threatened to shut the car factory

down because of the large debt DeLorean owes to the

British crown. I'amacoker said he is not worried about the

shut down because after he snorted a gram, he didn't care.

"The snow must go on," he said, laughing hysterically.

Since the rebate was announced many celebrities have

been buying the sports cars like they are going out of

stvle.

"I drive a different DeLorean one day at a time,"

Mackenzie Phillips said while snorting a line with her

father, John.

"Coke is it," snorted Bill Cosby. Cosby said he would do

anything for a free gram and he said he is teaching his kids

how to snort lines with Jello pudding.

"Personally, it bums me up." Richard Pryor snorted.

Lowell George, Little Feat guitarist and comedian John

Mo' Jest
hy the Permanently Depressed

Belushi said they haven't been the same since buying their

sports cars and snorting their rebates.

I'amacoker said over 10,000 DeLoreans have been sole

to members of the National Football League. A

spokesman for the players said they need something to do

while on strike and refused to comment on reports that

the hash marks on all the playing fields have been

mysteriously disappearing.

Concert review 's bad vibes

push Joe Jackson to retire

AMHURT (AA) — British rock musician Joe Jackson*"

said yesterday he plans to cancel the remaining dates on

his US tour and retire from performing indefmitely.

In a press conference Tuesday. Jackson told reporters

his decision was based solely on the review of a recent

concert at the University of Massachusetts. The review

was published by Dean Ranzo a student at the university,

in the college's newspaper The Daily Collegian.

"It was that review that done it. I've been reading

Dean's stuff since I was a little lad. and when he says I'm

an insensitive and arrogant bloke. I believe him. Besides,

whenever I look in the mirror now I see Frank Perdue. I've

always thought I've had chicken Ups and Dean just con-

firmed my suspicions."
, *• »u .

When questioned about the reviews accusation that

neople were afraid to applaud during his performance,

Jackson said. "I hate those bloody coUege kids, but that's

beside the point. It's the cocaine to be honest. I tend to do a

lot of the stuff before the shows and it makes me testy. I

had no right to bat that kid over the head with my sax, so

I've decided to pack it in." „ „. ^ . .

In a related development. RoUmg Stone magazine has

announced the acquisition of Dean Ranzo to their per-

mnrvpnt '•^"^'prt review staff
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When you get paid back with

interest like this, it sort of makes you

wish he'd borrow things more often.

Open up a few cold ones

|-^ and toast a guy who really

I 1 knows how to return a favor.

Tonight, let it be

Lowenbrau.
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Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

E.T. Ptionophoto

More than thirty UMass students have

developed what doctors have diagrnosed as

"E.T. Herpes." The disease, which begins

with a sore in the left corner of the mouth and

spreads through the entire visage, was first

noticed in the mountains of California and has

reached epidemic proportions in American

campuses. ^^^__^_^___^___^.^_^

Today's Stiffs

Slight Editor

Crappy Editxjr

Lights out. Tech?

F'orno Technician

Proposition

Paul's Baking
Wilburman

Garden of Eden
Powers of the People

Hugh Beaumont. June Alison

Tony Dow, and Jerry Mathers as the Beaver

grapes. Polish Gigolo. Lizzie Borden

Mr & Mrs Borden, B(x>nier's, Barbie & Ken

Mary Grady. Maximus Buttox. Che Guevara

Stupefaction States
The Mivixarhusett.s Daily Cnllegtan (Al)C2{)0()) realizes

nobody reads this inconsequential box but we don't care

l»ecause we get to use all the money from advertising rates

and subscription charges for pretty wild ax-aine. drinking,

drugs and sex parties here at the office. Please feel free to

join but be prepared for lon^ hours and a lot of fun

r"
\ Cmptlvatlngt Action Packmdl^

\ Catch

\
p _

^\

LC

Hllarloum Commdv
Spmctmculmr Sporf Action

16MM COLOR
40 MINUTES

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

DONT MISS THIS eXCITIMG MOTION WCTURf
' _

The Office for

Cooperative Education
identifies paid positions for students in

both industry and government which com-
plement University study

The following employers are accepting ap-

plications from qualified juniors, seniors

and graduate students for Spring 1983

placements:

WANG LABS, Chelmsford and Lowell

Coops in finance and administration

Eligible majors:

SBA, COINS, BDIC (business comb.)
• Affirmative Action Employer '

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
Washington, D.C.

Coops in Advertising, Astrophysics, Biological

Sciences, Museum Conservation, Mechanical

Engineering, Writing (public relations).

Natural History
• Affirmative Action Employer *

These positions have
early November deadlines.

Call or visit

Office for Cooprative Education

Room 110 Thompson (low rise)

545-2579

Plans made
to hold Baritz
By WHITEY MOORE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp
announced yesterday that the Whitmore administration

building will be renamed next week.

The building will be name after UMass Provost and Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs Loren Baritz.

Knapp said the building was being renamed so that Baritz

would feel like he still belonged at UMass.

"We want him to stick around for a while." Knapp said.

"Just in ease he is thinking of moving to another state

unviersity. we want him to know he is welcome here."

Last year Baritz was nominated for the president's

position at the New School for Social Research in New
York City. Knapp said that Baritz did not leave UMass for

New York yet.

"He's still here." Knapp said. "We are all very happy

about that."

In addition to renaming the building. Knapp said he plans

to install a sauna and weight room for Baritz's personal use

in Room 227 of Whitmore.

The Dean of Students office, which is currently in Room
227 will be move down to the basement, according to

Knapp.
The remaining festivities will take place during the month

of November, Knapp said.

' "During November over twenty parties are planned in

the honor of Loren Bartiz who is a good Provost and a real

nice guy." Knapp said.

During January break. Knapp said he is sending Baritz on

a vacation to anywhere in the world he wants to go.

Although Baritz would not comment on the renaming of

the building, he expressed excitement about the month

long vacation.

"I am going to go to Arizona," Baritz said.

thiff takes much guff,

then says rough stuff

about Buff and Fluff
By GABBY ABBY
Collegian Staff

Joe Duffey announced yesterday that he

family to be joining him here in Amherst
Chancellor

expects his

shortly.

Muffy Duffy. Duffey s wuffy. I mean wife, and daughters

Buffy Duffey and Fluffy Duffey plan to move into the

Chancellors hous« on Orchard Hill by the end of

November. Sharing Daffeys home will be the family's new

puppy. Scruffy Duffey.

Duffey explamed that his wife and children were delayed

in their departure from New York because of an illness the

girls contracted. "It's just that Buffy and Fluffy got a bit

stuffy. There was never much to worry about although

Buffy's eyes were a bit puffy for a few days. " Duffey added

that all was well and that Scruffy had not been affected by

this apparent influenza.

However. Muffy Duffey was a bit huffy when questioned

about the problems which caused the move to be delayed.

"Of course the children were stuffy. It's all on account of

that new puppy. Scruffy. The girii..3u£fy and Fluffy

Duffey, they're allergk to the dAnm thing. When I told Joe

about it. he got all surly and gruffy and said he'd rath«

iMve Scruffy, a good watchdog, thu two snotty-noaed

Mis like Buffy and Fluffy

j^tf Duffey could not be reactwKJ far furtiwr awnmeulf
!«*•
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With the annual shortage of on-campus housing continuing far into the semester, the houing

office has been forced to find many creative ways to house students. Housing AssignmeBt Coor-

dinator Jerald Quarrlesom said some students have been housed in areas which "may not by cobh

fy, but they can certainly call it home." UMass seniors Bobby Sears, left, and Roger Daltrey Jr.

have been living in this dumpster outside JFK tower in Southwest since the second week of the

semester. "It's not as bad as it looks," Sears said. "We just drink lots of Miller Litca and we

think we're in Buckingham Palace." Quarrlesom said he hopes to have the two students into a

regular dorm by mid-December.

Humanization of campus computers

in full swing, claims national expert
By "PUB" HEINEKEN
Collegian Alcoholic

Computer experts believe the campus computer systems

have been programmed with so much information they are

beginning to show signs of intelligence.

"When a computer has enough information in its data

banks," said nationally recognized expert Oscar Cyber, "it

begins to function like we do."

The phenomenon was first noticed by a business major

who wishes to remain anonymous as he was entering his

homework late.

"I started punching in my program, and all of a sudden

the screen started filling up v^rith stuff like, "weren't you

supposed t(^ have this in before?" he said.

"It was a real bummer." he added. "I hope they fix this

soon, otherwise I'll never graduate."

E. King, a former state government official now work-

ing in Whitmore. said the computer terminal there began

speeding up its working rate on its own, to the point where

it was efficient.

"At this rate. I'll have all my work done on time, and

won't be able to file for overtime pay," King said. "This

isn't at all what they told me would hapen when I tcmk the

job."

The computer in the Undergraduate Student Senate of-

fice told reporters it would be running for offke in the

organization this spring.

"Being much more logical, and programmed to evaluate

what is best for student needs, I think I can handle any

kind of appointment the students would want to give me,"

it said.

Another computer expressed hope that it would be

allowed to live in Southwest. It said it felt it could aid in

developing a more efficient environment in the area by co-

ordinating packy runs, fake I.D. exchanges, and drug

deals.

"I could be located in the Hampden Art Gallery, nobody

goes there, except of course when they have free kegs,"

said the computer.

The first computer said its only worry was whether it

would be expected to attend classes, but it felt it couM
easily find a tutor to help in blowing off classes. Also it

wondered if it would have to fill core requirements.

"'E' cores are no pn)blem, but what about languages?

Are they going to let PASCAL, or BASIC count I don't

qare what people have to speak somewhere else. Com-
puters all over the world all speak my language aiiyway."

A special task force to determine the exact standing of

the machines is being organized U^) evaluate possible

future policies to be applied to the computers.

Poor excuse for a newspaper closes

due to a lacking of esprit de corps
By Y. Di Gough
Former Collegian Staff

Today is the last issue of the University of

Massachtisetts Daily Collegian, following a series of pro-

blems faced by the staff of the paper.

At a press conference held at the Blue Wall, Editor and

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian window was shut for the last time last night, following pro-

duction of the final paper. —_

Chump John Milque Toast said it was primarily an

organization problem.

"It was a matter of getting all of our ducks in a row,"

Milque Toast said.

"We intend to start up again ASAP (as soon as

possible), but that always takes time, n'est-ce pas?" he ad-

ded.

Those involved with the paper, both writers and

editorial staff, have made complaints about time com-

mitments interfering with academics, and that the paper

is not "fun" to work at, according to Maniacal Editor Ed

Iscream.

"We've got some of the biggest drinkers on campus

working here. I don't know how people can say we're not

fun," Iscream said. "Who on campus would rather study

than drink?"

Spews Editor Mike's little Folly said the sudden decision

was a surprise.

"Sure, people have been complaining for weeks, but we

only had one casualty. Things had actually been getting

better," he said.

"I attribute this as a temporary reaction to drug shock.

We're just not used to things being this busy all of a sud-

den. I predict after a good weekend we'll be ready to roll

again," Folly said.

Ahts Editor Flesh Gordon said he was "psyched" for a

little time off.

"All I ever wanted to do was to watch movies," he said.

"This weekend I'm going to live at the local theaters. Do

you realize how long it's been since I've ever seen pop-

corn?"

Short Editor Cris Shyster could not he woken for com-

ment, nor could Exhibitive Editor Duck Geyser and her

assistant Johnny R.U. Queer.

Sporty Editor Pretty Boy Floyd said he would be put-

ting out a sports pamphlet every day until the CoUegian

resumes printing.

"Hey, I'm having no problems. Neither is graphics or

advertising. Why should we stop when we're on a roll, just

cause these other guys are losing their grips?" Floyd said.
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The Great Pumpkin made his annual appearance laat night over the Brittany Manor silo. For all

those who missed this annual event. G.P. has scheduled another performance tonight. Tickets are

available at Union Records.

Coke machine will be a literal dream
By SPUNKY
Collegian Staff

The Ulking Coke machine will, to compensate for strict

policies on campus this weekend, be stocked with

coke. Wynn Cummings. in charge of the vendmg

machines on campus, said profits from the Textbook

Annex were not allowed to go toward other parts of the

Campus Center anymore, and that returning money to the

students would be "difficult and impractical.

"

"We figured something like this would appeal to the

students - and personnel - at the University. It also

seemed like a good idea since the party scene looks a little

dreary right now." Cummings said.

A new tape has been made for the holiday weekend to be

used by the machine. It wiU stiU introduce itself as the

talking Coke machine, but continue to say. "Wanna get

high?"

The cocaine wiu oe dispensed in half grams for 45 cents,

and the only problem forseen is getting the large number

of quarters to put into the machine.

"We're going to put a change machine nearby."

Members of the Student Government Association were

questioned as to how they felt about the effort of the

Campus Center administration to refund students' money

in this way.
» »» i.

"Hey. it's okay with me. " said President Jim Murphy.

"My office is right above the thing."

More conservative members felt the arrangement was

questionable, but quickly pointed out that this gesture was

appreciated and suggested a night at the Blue WaU or

records from the University Store might be an alternative

on future dates.

Cummings added that the cocaine in the machme would

be of high quality, and asked students to not pass on the

information to the Department of Public Safety.

I
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Ghastly guidelines

are established
By Batman and Robin

Hosing Services Pubic Relations

Special rules are to be foUowed by University of

Massachusetts trick or-treaters this weekend as ghouUsh

students, ghosts and blood- sucking bats celebrate

Halloween on campus.

The guideUnes have been finalized to create havoc and a

general chaotic melee around the campus community.

The plan, similar to guideUnes followed over the past two

vears was prepared by UMass Hosing Services. It was

tormu'lated by a peculiar group of University staff mem-

bers and student pleaders in an attempt to avoid the

fascist, restrictive events of Halloween 1979.

Hosing Services decided to stick with the guidelines

because the results were "amazing," said Fried Zucchini,

executive dictator of Hosing Services.

Two general principles form the base of the policies.

Zucchini said. The principles are: that the campus and its

faculties are primarily for abuse by the students and staff

that live, work and play here and that the members of the

Campus Community have every right to enjoy free-for-all

Halloween activities.

The following policy wUl be in effect this HaUoween

uLrppK^DQ*

— The campus will be open to the public during the

evening and early morning hours beginning Friday, Oct. 29

and ending Sunday, Oct. 31. with the exception of

previously scheduled events which have been cancelled.

- The Campus Center/ Student Union Complex, not to be

misconstrued with the Oedipal/Elektra Complex, will not

close.

— Residence halls will be open to everyone and his

brother or sister regardless of whether they have

University IDs.

"We want to make the campus available to everyone. We

don't want to discriminate in favor of IDs. We don't want

to discriminate against egos or superegos," Zucchini said.

— Security guards are to be hanged, mauled or just

ignored.
— Only large-scale, rally-size orgies will be allowed.

— Costumes are encouraged, particularly birthday suits.

— Bed checks will be conducted Friday. Saturday and

Sunday evenings. ALL beds should be in their rooms by 1

a.m. J " J
"1979 was a horror show, absolutely horrendous, said

Catharsis Made, a spoke in the Hosing Services wheel.
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Members of the University of Massachusetts Saluters' Club, who recently returned from a

saluting field trip to Washing^ton, D.C., practice saluting yesterday in their Campus Center

meeting room.
., .

Duffey's plan foresees no reason for

Rhetoric and engineering departments
By WILL BALL
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey announced his own version of

the Long Range Plan for Academic Affairs at the Faculty

Senate yesterday. The Plan includes the elimination of the

engineering department.

Tm sick of those engineering students complaining about

how hard they study." Duffey said. "The only reason they

study so much is because they don't have any social life."

"Maybe I'll firebomb the Grad Tower myself! They need a

good blamming." Duffey said.

"I don't see why they complain. Computers do most of

their work for them anyway." said Duffey.

Duffey's plan also calls for the elimination of the new

Writing Program for freshmen.

"So what if our students can't read or write when they get

out of here. That's not what college is all about any way. I

hear our students asking for a better education in the areas

of partying, drinking and frisbee throwing. I think that's

more important than Rhetoric. " he said.

Duffey's plan also includes expanding the University

Health Center.

"The other night I had dinner in one of the Dining

Commons and I can see the need for a better health

protection program," he said.

Duffey said that his plan was a much better one than the

one passed by the Faculty Senate a few weeks ago.

"That plan called for a better emphasis on high

technology. Who needs high technology? We're going to be

blown up in a war in a few years anyway. I fail to see the

reasoning behind improving technology if it's just going to

be gone soon anyway." he said.

In his closing remarks Duffey expressed his desire to

work a long time at UMass. "I can assure you I will remain

here for many years." he said. Duffey also said that his

ideas on honesty were similar to his good friend Henry
Koffler.

Reagan receives

a UMass salute

By HAROLD F. SCHNEIDER
Collegian Correspondent

WASHINGTON — President Ronald Reagan received a

salute from 12 University of Massachusetts students

yesterday, who were visiting Washington on a club field

trip.

"The field trip was the most exciting event we ever

sponsored," said UMass Saluting Club president Bill

Tonka.

The UMass Saluting Club, composed of 12 students with

a common interest in the area of saluting, was formed in

1979. Tonka said.

Yesterday the students waited outside of the West Gate

of the White House for nearly six hours so they would get a

chance to salute the president of the United States.

"He is really a neat guy, so we figured that he deserved 1

our salute," said Caspar Wallingford. vice president of the

club.

"When we saw his limo approaching the gate, we all

lined up and put on our saluting buttons," Wallingford

said.

The buttons bear the message. "Have you saluted

someone you respect today'.'"

"Then we saw him in the car." Wallingford said. "We

counted — one. two. three, four. five. SALUTE — and

that's when we saluted. We couldn't believe it. but he

saluted back at us."

Wallingford added that first lady Nancy Reagan waved a

small pistol at them and smiled.

"What a lady." he said.

"It was the most exciting salute I have ever done." said

Frank "Killer" Gorsuch. a member of the club. "And I have

had a lot of experience saluting people."

To pay for the bus ride to Washington, the club has been

raising money all semester. Tonka said, their most suc-

cessful fund raiser is a "Salute Gram."

"Send a Salute-0-Gram to somebody you love, respect or

want to get to know better," Tonka said. "They only cost

$2," he added.

"When somebody sends a Salute 0-Gram, one of the

members of the club will go up to the receiver ol the

Salute-0 Gram and gives them a salute. Then they will

hand the person a message personally written by the

sender." Tonka said.

The club is currently planning new fund raisers to fund I

its next field trip. Tonka said the club plans to travel to
j

London in May to salute Margaret Thatcher.
j
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AMERIG\N 'greetings

Opon
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

...for that special person
Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE U

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

ROGERS an. BROOKS
711 Main St. Amherst sUN 8 - 6

Tel. 2F^r^-FS387 PaulKofvek Manager Open Mon - Sat 8 til 9

SAVE $4.00 WITH THESE
VALUE COUPONS BELOW
PLUS GREAT EVERYDAY

SPECIALS

Co//ege is In, Exams are Near, When Exams are Near, WE WANT BEER

Kronenbourg

$3.29
6 pak

12 oz bottles

St. Paul! Girl

S3.39
6 pak

12 oz bottles

Miller

S2.'I9
6 pak

12 oz bottles

Michelob &
Light

$2.49
6 pak 12 oz bottles

Laban

$2.79
6 pak

12 oz bottles

UMASS SKI CLUB

MEMBERSHIP
$10 BEFORE NOV. 15

$15 AFTER NOV. 15

11th ANNUAL SKI SNATCH
NOV. 17 - 20

THE GREAT SKI SNATCH

11th ANNUAL BUSH BASH
JAN-. 23 - 28

SUGARBUSH SKI h PARTY WEEK

LAGNAF 83

Old Milwaukee
Cr Light

$3.29
12 pak 12 oz cans

NOT JUST A CLUB, A UMASS TRADITION

430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437

SAVE 50* OFF j SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more any | 1 lb or more any brand

HAMDURG DACON
good thru 11/14/82 |

Qood thru 11/14/82

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SAVE 50* OFF |

1 lb or more any brand

HOT DOGS

I

I

I

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more sliced

Land O' Lakes CHEESE

Entertainment...
at its best!

Sunday, October 31, 8:00 p.m.

good thru 11/14/82 Qood thru 11/14/82

SAVE 50^ OFF
1 lb or more sliced

DOLOGNA
good thru 11/14/82

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more lean

CUBE STEAKS
good thru 11/14/82

Siamsa
The \ational Folk

Theatre of Ireland-

Tuesday,
November 2

8:00 p.m.

Thursday,
November 4

8:00 p.m.

SAVE 50* OFF |

1 lb or more sliced }

cooked or imported HAM}
good thru 11/14/82 |

SAVE 50* OFF
1 whole or cut-up

PERDUE CHICKEH

#1%
^ JAZZ X^
—BAND

good thru 11/14/82

Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from the People's Republic of China

Tuesday. November 9, 8:00 p.m.

All shows on sale now
MC. VISA-CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

FineArts
Center
Goncert Hall
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3 crepiT

Herpes, the

uninvited guest
In

a last minute announcement, UMass Officials have

outlawed all sexual contact and activity for this Hallo-

ween weekend, and for an unspecified amount of tinie

afterward. The reason: an outbreak of genital herpes in

the Amherst area that has quickly reached epidemic pro-

portions, affecting as many as one in five students

already.

The official statement, released yesterday by Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Ben Dover said that,

"Anyone on campus caught fondling, groping, grappling,

caressing, stroking, squeezing, touching, titillating, paw-

Slosh Meyer

rp^ir C"/0^^«'^''JO^.^ r«^u'ar c^-'foo^.j/ ts j-/c^..X>.^J ^locfj F ye»r pfj g./Zy Q/t/^**^/^

Whats

I
don't like Halloween very much.

For one thing, it's scary. Even your nicest neighbor -

you know, the one that gave you a jump start at four

o'clock in the morning, has put those dreadful decorations

on the door. It just curdles your blood to see the macabre

paper ghouls created by Hallmark on an annual ba.sis.

Wild eyed cats, demonically grinning jack-o lanterns, and

hideously mis-shapen witches all glare at you with an evil

certainty as you pass by even the most humble of

dwellings. It's enough to make even the most confident of

paranoids retreat back under the bed.

Mary Hard Breathing

But it doesn't stop there. Even if you're safely tucked

away from those decidedly evil wood pulp by-products,

other ghastly visions follow you. Little, grossly deformed

beggars pound incessantly on your door, pleading for a

saccharin treat to sooth their tormented soul. They come in

what seems to be a never ending parade - each more

grisly than the next. First, it's a kid with green skin, then

another with a knife in his back, and worst of all. the little

girl who has been forced to wear her big sister's old ballet

costume for the fourth year in a row. Oh. the sick.

demented thoughts that must ruft through the minds of the

parents of those wretched waifs as they decorate their

offspring in fake blood, rubber masks and asbestos treated

costuming.

Worst of all are those irreverent college students, people

who are so foolhardy as to tempt the fates with the most

tumultuous of events - the Halloween party. A com

parison to Dante's vision of hell would be too mild to

describe the shrieks of wild abandon and the drunken

hallucinations that are so characteristic of these frenzied

gatherings. Nothing is sacred to these gripeless individuals

who want to participate in apple bobbing and best costume

contests. Some of these mischievous pranksters even

ingest illegal drugs llial distort the surreal atmosphere of

Halloween night. Then they sit in front of the T.V.,

shaking in fear while while watching re runs of "It's the

Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown."

Well, I'm scared and there's no rea.son why I should be.

There's no reason whv I should be forced to cower

helplessly in my home for a few days while mindless hoards

participate in bizzare forms of demonic worship. Let's put

the "hallow" back in Halloween.

Mary Hard Brtathing is a Collegian columnist.

Complaints

More Jackson show bitching On and on and on and on...

To the Editor:

Where does Dean Ranzo get off presenting his opinion

about a concert and not mine? I mean, what's a critic s job

if not to confirm mv own feelings about a performer? I can t

understand why more people didn't write letters m
response. I thought Joe Jackson's FAC appearance was

the performance of aU time. It was great. He was great. I d

walk off a cliff if he told me to. Because of Ranzo's review

he'll probably never play at a coUege again. Or anywhere.

And then I...'oop, gotU go, "Steppin' out's" coming on.

Dom Fock
On line at the FAC

That's right Spiro, Nothing
To the Editor:

It really bugs the shit out of me that this paper never has

anything good to say about President Ronald Reagan. Mr.

Reagan is a champion of the concerned business type

person like myself who is worried about where his tax

dollars are being spent.
a u v ^

Let me clear up a few misconceptions commonly believed

by your lily white liberal Ted Kennedy loving stooges.

Number one, just because he's antiabortion but supports

Capital Punishment does not mean he's a hypocrite.

Remember, the poor little baby didn't do anythmg. Also,

the only people I know who are against abortion have

already been born.

Also, this stuff about the environment is blown way out ol

proportion. Statistics show that 80 percent of aU poUution

is caused by trees.

And vou communist pigs who advocate a nuclear weapons

freeze" don't you realize that this entire country was built

on the premise "better red than dead." or is it "better dead

than red?"

The time has come to stay the course because we ve

edeed one step closer to that shining city on a hill
.
And bod

almighty help us if that hUl is covered with alcohol, drugs

. and hippies protesting nuclear power plants.

President Reagan was elected with a clear mandate to cut

taxes reduce government and make the country safe for

big business. . . er., aU peoples. Anyway, can't you see

where I'm coming from?
^^.^^ ^^^^

Leverett

To the Editor:

It really bothers me sometimes when I turn in a letter and

you jerks not only slash the hell out of it and make it seem

like it really wasn't in the first place when I put it in that

little brown box out by the fron office you r really don't

even take the time to readit, never mind look at it in a

thoughtful if not mind oriented sense of t the way I m

tended it to be seen in the light whicjh shone so brihtly

before you and your band of atta cjking, inconsiderate,

boorish censors decided that maybe I'm not to smart,

maybe I8m having trouble wrting but that isn't the pint

that I'm trying to get across to you-not you ho deceitfully

and wtith malice had in the pa.st decided that he's not good

enough for the page, he" not smart enough or bright

girfreind dog. and maUman have been trying to tell me for

years whUe all the whUe denying that I'm the one who

carries the main weight in the family ever since Jin Bob

got run over by that tractor traUer over on 1-84 m that

bhngding snowstorm which paralyzed the Midwest and in

some spots caused haUstones the size of canned hams to fall

on the Drink N" Think traUer Park in downtown tallahasee

Florida where we give you two. thats right two large ice

cream cones for the price of one every other Labor Day

which falls on the third wedenesday in October if your

reading muy calenday. the one with Garfield

LETTERS POLICY
For those of you at the University with enough

intelligence to read this, letters must be quadrupl-

ed space, written in eighteenth century script, and

typed on a 1949 reconditioned Royal typewriter.

Address, name, telephone #, and four paragraphs

on your grandmothers colon operation (along with

a sample) must be included with each submission.

Because of the large volume of letters received

from you sniveling piles of donkey dung, few if any

will be published. If those considered for publica-

tion are too long, boring, presumptuous, childish,

illiterate, or totally without any merit whatsoever,

the Editor reserves the right to slash, cut, insert,

change, or delete in any way. Libelous, slanderous

tacky and letters in bad taste are enthusiastically

encouraged. ^___

ing, rubbing, kneading, or comforting anyone of the op-

posite or same sex will be severely reprimanded, with a

maximum penalty of $500 and six months in jail."

Dover stressed that due to the gravity of the situation,

the law will be strictly enforced, and all violators will be

prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law."

"Residential assistants will be responsible for making

sure every student is in bed, alone, by one a.m., starting

Friday night," said Hugh G. Rection, Residential Area

Director for Southwest Area. "Bedchecks will continue

throughout the night, and RA's have been instructed U)

roam the hallways after 7 p.m. "U) listen for moans,

groans, grumbles, yelps, squeaks, squeals, howls, whoops,

whines, snorts, grunts, and other vocal emissions of a

suspisciously sexual nature," Rection said.

University Health Services staff nurse Donna Doyawan-

na reoorted vesterdav that hundreds of cases of active

herpes virus have been diagnosed in the past week alone,

and that due to the nature of the ailment, the large majori-

ty of cases have gone unreported.

"It's just terrible. Doyawanna said. These pt)or kids

don't know they have it until it's too late, and by that time,

only God knows what they've done." (Doyawanna called

this the "Faberge organic" syndrome, where you tell a

friend, and they tell two friends, and so on, and so on, and

so on.)

Herpes cannot be cured, and there is no way of easing

the pain, discomfort, and heartbreak of heri>es. It's been

said that the difference between love and herpes is that

love doesn't last forever. Herpes does.

"Most victims are well-e<lucated. middle-to-upper class

the popular course. "Introduction to Sexual Defiance."

"It is the result of a decline in the moral fiber of our youth,

who often confu.se the desire of love and affection with

that of blatantly hedonistic sexual gratification." Lactic

"The seriousness of the situation has forced us to take

drastic action." said Provost Buster Hymen. "Halloween

at UMass has historically been a time of increased activity

on campus. This year it will be worse, due U> the strange

effects on the b^)dy's hormonal regulatory system during

this lunar cycle," said Hymen. "We just don't want this

thing to get out of hand."

Students are urged to help university officials in quelling

the epidemic ^y reporting any violators of the ordinance,

for their own sake, as well as the University's," said

Chancellor Joe "Studley" Duffey.

Time Magazine recently reported that there is a bright

side to the herpes problem, because it may help to "bring

to a close an era of mindless promiscuity." So, fellow

students, honor your civic duty, and do not stray from

within the confines of the law. And for those of you who

are thinkipg of engaging in mindless (or mindful) pro-

miscuity, you have been warned.

SU}sh(ed) Meyer is no longer the Collegian pem^ert.

/^
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Martin Peretz, editor in chief ofThe New Republic, tells a Campus

Center audience of shortcoming he sees in modern media.

Athletic dept. predicts

scholarship program decline
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

(Editors note: this is the last offour articles

on the athletic scholarship program at the

University of Massachusetts.)

Athletic Department administrators

predict a decline in the Barber athletic

scholarship program if the University does

not increase its support.

But previous projections of doom from

the athletic department have proven

inaccurate.

Television revenues, which averaged

$200,000 per year in the late I970's, are no

longer anticipated, and increased education

costs have made scholarships more ex-

pensive, said Robert O'Connell, associate

director of athletics-

Yet, the University has pumped new

money into the scholarship program and

revenues other than telecasts are booming.

O'Connell said unless the University

increases its contribution further, or some

other substantial revenue source is found,

the Barber Fund will lose its $460,000

reserve within two years.

"At the moment, we are projecting a

decline," said Frank Mclnerney, head of the

Department of Athletics Intramurals. "We

do not anticipate that the extraordinary

television revenue of past years is going tx)

continue.. .A decline, without question."

"At some point in time, it may very well

be that Vve simply cannot support the

programs any more. When we tell the

University this, the University may say,

OK, we'll support (the scholarships), or it

may say, we cannot support. One alter-

native is to put the program on need basis."

Athletic scholarships are granted on the

basis of athletic ability alone, regardless of

financial need, Mclnternery explained.

"If the University chose not to supply

money for the programs, then the

University would probably have to reduce

its programs to a pure need basis. There'd

be no scholarships to offer, and it would be

whatever the youngster could get out of the

Financial Aid Office, and we'd have to have

a footbaU or basketball program that was

appropriate to a pure need basis. We could

no longer go out, if you will, into the

marketplace for football players and offer

them scholarships," he said.

In fiscal (academic) year 1981-82, a report

by the Office of Planning and Budget, usmg

Athletic Department figures, projected the

Barber Fund would suffer a deficit of

$125,000, which would be taken from the

$460,000 reserve account from football

telecasts several years ago.

That report projected scholarship grants

would total almost $380,000 and that

revenue other than the University and

alumni irrants would be $100,000. Instead.

scholarships toUUed only $317,528 and the

revenues totalled $211,430. As a result, the

reserve account was untouched.

In the present year, based on that report

and on recommendations from former

UMass Chancellor Henry Koffler, which

over estimated expenses by $143,000, the

University Board of Trustees approved an

increase totalling $194,000 to the Barber

Fund from interest on student fee based

and other trust funds. This was a 400

percent increase.

The University contribution was $50,000.

but is now $244,000 per year as of fiscal

year 1982 83. This increase would

presumably offset tuition increases and

revenue drops.

But O'Connell said even with the

University's substantial increase, the

Barber Fund would require additional

income to counter the effect of inflation and

meet Title IX requirements, which ask

scholarships to men's and women's teams

be distributed equally based on par

ticipation.

For the current year, both O'Connell and

Al Rufe, assisnant director of athletics and

financial manager for athletic accounts,

project Barber Fund reserve money — the

$460,000 from past television revenue —
will have to be used to offset a deficit.

Their current estimate is that over

$450,000 in scholarships will be granted.

Last year, O'Connell's projection of

$380,000 was far off when actual expenses

were only $317,528 — off by more than

$60,000.

If a student receives a federal or state

grant based on need, the Barber scholar-

ship is reduced. This reduction in expenses

is not figured into the $450,000.

But O'Connell said that predictions of

higher revenue do not necessarily mean

that there won't be a decline in financial

reserves.

"In 1966, $100,000 would have bought 72

full in-state scholarships," said O'Connell.

"In 1982, it would buy approximately 22.

Dollar figures don't tell you anything."

Revenue is certain in two areas: the

alumni have pledged $65,000 and the

University has granted $244,000. Other

revenues have not been under $100,000

since 1978 (last year it was $211,430). It

seems unlikely the $460,000 reserves wUl

be touched this year, since revenues seem

quite adequate to pay expenses.

But the future is not that easy to predict.

Since the alunmi contribution was increased

last year and the University grant was

given a boost this year, it seems unlikely

the Athletic Department can achieve more

increases in those areas. Telecasts also

appear unlikely in the near future. Yet

expenses will certainly increase, since the

Barber Fund scholarships are based on

tuition and fee rates.

*New Republic' editor

criticizes war coverage
By GAYLE McGILL
Collegian Correspondent

The problem in the reporting of the

Lebanon war was not that reporters lied,

but that they uncritically reported just

about any charge they heard, particularly if

it fit their ideological biases, Martin Peretz,

owner and editor in chief of The New
Republic, told a campus center audience

last night.

"The war is too complicated to tell about

quickly. The media pays too little attention

to the history, and history is essential to

undersUnding the Arab and Jew conflict.

Peretz said to the audience of around 150.

Peretz criticized most national news

organizations, coming down particularly

hard on the visual medium.

"If a story is considered of great im

portance it will be given a whole thirty

seconds on national news. Most television

reporters are looking for hot images...you

see the smoke but not the Urgets. " Peretz

said.

Peretz is the author of an article which

appeared in the Aug. 2 issue of The New
RepubUc, entitled "Media Coverage of

Lebanon and Jewish Issues.
"

The article stirred controversy within the

news profession because of its harsh

criticism of the media.

Peretz said he perceives the American

media as covering the war with a mixture of

ignorance, cynicism and brashness, jetting

from crisis to crisis, believing they are

experts.

Peretz spoke of analogies which have

been made comparing the war in Lebanon

to the Holocaust. He said he was quite

displeased with this comparison.

"Using words like genocide, Warsaw, and

the Holocaust seems to be the lanRuage of

discourse." he said. "The PLO is feeding the

Arabs the ancient dream that there can be a

world map without Israel."

Peretz was also critical of the way the

press uses statistics.

"In this computerized society everyone is

looking for numbers." he said.

He also said the Israeli government held

back giving details for the number of

casualties, but the PLO did not. He said the

PLO is where the press corps got their

figures.

"Facts can be checked out and so can the

credibility of the source." he said.

He stated one source of casualty figures

was the Red Crescent. Muslim correlative

to the Red Cross, whose president is Yassar

Arafat's brother.

"A certain creduality has taken over the

press corps," Peretz said.

Peretz spoke for 90 minutes and invited

comments afterwards. Most of the

responses were in favor of his arguments.

Peretz is a member of the Harvard

faculty in Social Sciences. The New
RepubUc is a 75 year old liberal magazine

based in Washington which in the past has

been widely criticized for its opinionated

writing.

PiMto br DbvM Mv

Peter Frykman, a graduate exercise science major workinf as a

chimnej sweep, standa atop a house on the comer of Eastnan Lane aad

Eaat Pleaaant Street.
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World and National News
Weinberger::ii;iii"iii"im^
WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense Secretary Casper

Weinberger yesterday jumped on a tough speech by Soviet

President Leonid Brezhnev in a bid to convince American

voters that a nuclear weapons freeze would mcrease the

"^Wemb^rJe^' also appeared to back away from his

assertion last week that he did not believe the U.S. Marme

peacekeeping force in Lebanon would be enlarged and its

mission broadened.

"I can't reaUy say what we'll be doing three to four weeks

from now." Weinberger told a news conference. However

he stressed that "it is not an open ended commitment and

Spaniards' call to vote

not halted by bombings
MADRID. Spain (AP) - From the slopes of the Pyrenees

U) the Rock of Gibraltar, millions of Spaniards voted today

in an election expected to give them their first aU Socialist

government and 40-year old Felipe Gonzalez as prime

minister. ,

Despite threats by Basque terrorists to disrupt the

election, sporadic bombings during the three week

campai^ni and fears of a military coup to block the expected

Sociaiusi victory, two bomb explosions were the only

violence reported.
. , r

The bombs went off outside banks in Bilbao, the capital of

the Basque region in northwestern Spain, and injured two

policemen, one seriously. No group claimed responsibility

immediately, but it was assumed they were set off by

ETA. the radical Basque separatist organization.

More than 130.000 police officers patroled the country as

long lines formed at the polling places in warm, sunny

weather. Reports by the national radio network indicated

the turnout was much higher than in the two other general

elections held since the death of dictator Francisco Franco

in 1975.
. ^ ,

There were 8.150 candidates for 350 seats in the lower

house of the Cortes, the Spanish parliament, and 208 seats

in the Senate. The seats are allocated on the basis of the

parties total votes in each election district, and enough

returns to permit projections of the outcome were ex

pected early Friday.

The final pre election opinion polls, pubhshed last week,

indicated that the Socialists would win between 193 and

217 seats in the lower house.

that the first priority Is to gain withdrawal of all foreign

Arab and Israeli forces from Lebanon together with a

buildup of Lebanese army strength.

Weinberger came to his first general Pentagon news

conference in nearly 21 months armed with a statement

obviously designed to persuade voters in eight sUtes who

wiU decide next week on resolutions calUng for a bilateral

nuclear arms freeze.

"Proponents of these nuclear freeze resolutions believe

that such a step would reduce the risk of war and mcrease

prospects for a U.S. Soviet arms reductions agreement.

Weinberger said.

Religious, political leaders

state referenda positions

BOSTON — Massachusetts religious leaders united

against restoration of the death penalty yesterday, citing

the recent rash of crimes involving poisoned medicines as

evidence that executions can lead to copycat killings.

CapiUl punishment "may in fact be counter productive,

inciting violence as we now see in the copycat crimes in

voving the tampering with over the counter medicines."

said Bishop John B. Coburn of the Episcopal Diocese of

Massachusetts.

A proposed constitutional amendment allowing

restoration of the death penalty is one of five questions on

the ballot.

A group seeking passage of a proposed law giving voters

control of radioactive wastes, and one battling against

repeal of the sUte's new returnable bottle law. also were

making appeals.

The question proposing a statewide vote before a

radioactive waste dump or nuclear plant could be built "is

not just a hazardous waste issue but a people's rights

issues as weU." said U.S. Rep. Edward J. Markey. D-

Mass.

He spoke at a sUtehouse news conference sponsored by

the Massachusetts Nuclear Referendum Campaign, the

gTX)ups responsible for getting the proposed law on the

ballot.
. ,. . ^

Markey said there are "technical problems with ensuring

that radioactive wastes are disposed of safely, and the

review contemplated under the proposed law. first by the

Legislature and then by the electorate. "wUl assure the

wastes are disposed of in the safest manner possible.
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Bank president Lonnie Weir hugs his wife.

Vita, upon their release in Beaumont, Tex.,

following an extortion attempt in which they

and their daughter were held hostage yesterday

morning.

We think it wiU be just the opposite. The truth of the

matter is that a nuclear freeze would weaken the deterrent

forces we rely on to prevent war." he added.

The Pentagon chief noted pointedly that Brezhnev in a

Moscow speech to Soviet defense leaders, "pledged the

Soviet Union to continue the path of an even more in-

tensified quest for mUitary superiority."

Stressing that Brezhnev called for steps further to

improved the Soviet Union's war fighting capabibty,

Weinberger said the Brezhnev speech underUnes reasons

for not entering into a freeze as sought by the resolutions

before U.S. voters.

EPA finalizes approval

of cut in gasoline lead
NEW YORK (AP) — The Environmental Protection

Agency announced final approval of new rules limiting the

amount of lead in gasoline, a move the agency s director

said would raise gasoline prices sUghtly but ' protect the

health and welfare of all Americans."

The regulations were written after a study mdicated that

thousands of preschool chUdren had excessive levels of

lead in their blood.

Small refiners, who said they faced going out of business

vowed to fight the rules in court. And one environniental

group said it was disappointed that the EPA standards wUl

not lead to a ban on leaded gasoline.

EPA Administrator Anne Gorsuch said the regulations,

which take effect Nov. 1. would reduce the level of lead in

gasoline 34 percent by 1990 compared to the projected

level under present standards.

The rules would raise the price of leaded gasolme about

half a cent per gallon and cost the industry $100 mUlion a

year over an eight year period. Mrs. Gorsuch said at a

news conference. „, , r.-

L L «ankla. attornev for the Small Refiners Task I orce,

said in an interview that the rules could raise gasoline

prices bv 3 to 5 cents per gaUon. He said the task force

would fUe suit Friday to prevent the rules from going into

Environmentalists were outraged last year when the

Reagan administration put lead rules on a regulatory hit

list" after small refiners argued that tougher restrictions

would put many of them out of business. Lead boosts the

octane level of gasoline inexpensively.

Digest
by the Associated Press

:.:¥SS:;:v:;X«x:::;;::*

Six treated for gas inhalation

near New Hampshire AFB
NEWINGTON, N.H. - Dozens of civilians, including

school children and construction workers, were overcome

yesterday when riot control gas being used in an Air Force

drill blew from an air base into the neighboring communi-

ty.

Six people were treated and released from Portsmouth

Hospital and many others were administered oxygen

where they were striken, authorities said.

"It looked like everyone had a massive cold attack, all

hacking and coughing," said David Tomi, who was paving

a shopping mall parking lot less than a mile from the base.

Disarmament group protests

missile tests on Cape Cod
BOURNE — Advocates of a nuclear weapons freeze have

called a Veterans Day demonstration to protest the testing'

of an MX missile system at Otis Air Force Base. But the

company who did the testing says it's finished and won't be

cominK back.

Action for Nuclear Disarmament: Cape Cod, a group

pressing for an end to the arms race says, AVCO Systems

Divison has been testing a motor for the MX missile

system at the Cape Cod base for the past three months.

The group also claimed that AVCO is testing "earth

penetrator technology" for the Defense Nuclear Agency

in an attempt to develop a nuclear weapon that would ex-

plode below ground, destroying enemy missile silos. The

group claims this technology could be used as a "first

strike" weapon.

Lame excuse
As most readers may have noticed by now, much of to-

day's Collegian is comprised of ficticious news and infor-

mation designed to offer humor to our readers. Each spr-

ing, we produce a similar issue on April Fools' Day and

felt such an edition was needed in the fall. Halloween

seems like the appropriate time for such antics.

For our readers who rely on the regular news we offer

daily, we have included this eight-page section of real

news, arts and sports. For our readers who do not ap-

preciate the humor, the outer section can be discarded and

a smaller, more serious edition will remain. For those who

appreciate the joke, enjoy and have a safe and happy

Halloween weekend.
TTTTT

Candidates connect opponents

to Kennedy and his policies

WASHINGTON — Sen. Edward M. Kennedy may be

having an easy time seeking re-election in his native

Massachusetts, but he is getting it hot and heavy in Utah.

And in Texas. Not to mention Virginia. Wyoming and

Tennessee.

In Senate races throughout the country. Republican

candidates are trying to link their Democratic opponents

unfavorably to Kennedy, who is a potential 1984

presidential contender and has been traveling beyond his

home territory this year to help fellow Democrats.

In Virginia, for example. Republican Rep. Paul Trible.

campaigning for an open Senate seat, says his opponent,

Lt. Gov. Richard J. Davis, "would align himself with the

Kennedys" if elected.

Rep. Robin Beard. R Tenn.. tells voters that Democratic

Sen. James Sasser. whom he is trying to unseat, voted

"right down the line" with Kennedy and other Senate

liberals on foreign aid.

State news executives

reject Anti-Kennedy ads

BOSTON - A right wing group wants to publish pre-

election newpaper ads featuring derogatory cartoons about

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, but several Massachusetts

news executives said yesterday they rejected the ads.

Campaign aides for Kennedy's Republican opponent. Ray

Shamie, disavowed any connection to the ads and said

Shamie was urging newspapers not to run them.

The cartoons, prepared by Citizens Organized to Replace

Kennedy, depict scenes such as a Kennedy-figure yelling

for "Help" during the 1969 Chappaquiddick incident, and

the Democrat romping nude on a Florida beach last spring.

CORK said its ad would run in as many as 10 newspapers,

but a spot check of several papers yesterday afternoon

found none that would run the material.

Donald Micozzi. general manager of the Standard-Times

of New Bedford, said his newspaper had rejected the ad.

"We have our own standards of excellence in advertising,"

he said, and the ad did not meet the standards.

Bruce Smith, executive editor of The Enterprise

newspaper of Brockton, said "the advertisement was

rejected... because the ad was not acceptable." Edward St.

John, publisher of the Fall River Herald, said his

newspaper was not given a complete advertisement, but

he said he probably would turn it down based on what he

saw.

CORK director Paul Brown said the advertisements,

drawn from a 38 page comic book, were designed to "put

Kennedy in a true light, rather than a negative light. We
have not created anything untrue. We have just put the

facts in a unique fcnm."
.-1^ • |.i ) s"«^-ti<^ trt\ ^^' •«•. T
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Movements being made
for concourse vendors

('«lle|tiui photo bj Bradford Haaimrr

Alan Kamman, a senior environmental science major from Glen,

N.H., checks out an abandoned shack in Hadley.

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

(BOG) last night passed three motions

concerning vendors in the building for the

rest of the semester.

In a traditional move, the board voted to

terminate the approval process for new
vendor certification applications for the fall

1982, on Nov. 10. This date is the deadline

for all people interested in obtaining a

certified license to sell goods in the Campus
Center for the remainder of the semester.

Ron Keefe. BOG chairman, said the cut-off

day is an annual mid-November occurence

designed to prevent over-cramming of

vendors who want to sell during the

Christmas rush, and to guarantee the

vendors already certified a fair chance to

sell their goods as they have been doing

since the beginning of the semester.

In anticipation of the inevitable end of-the-

semester Christmas rush for gifts, the BOG
voted to add up to six additional table

spaces in several areas of the Student

Union Building. Keefe said the move will

provide the Campus Center with more

vendors and more goods, and also allow

Recognized Student Organizations to have

more table space. The location of the spaces

will be as follows: two in front of the

Student Union Ballroom; and up to three

additional tables in the Student Union

lobby.

The board also passed a motion that

reaffirms the board's policy that no vendor

be approved for selling from table spaces in

the Campus Center unless he or she has

obtained a state sales-tax number. Keefe

said the fastest method possible for

acquiring these number is through drop-in

application to the Bureau of Corporations

and Taxation in Boston.

On other issues, Keefe said Acting Vice

Chancellor for Finance and Administration

John L. DeNyse has organized a committee

to discuss the Textbook Annex and the

financial situation of the Campus Center

beginning next week. Members of the

committee include DeNyse. Keefe,

Raymond Bender, assistant to DeNyse. and

Graig Freedman. finance coordinator for

the BOG. The committee will discuss the

issue at length, as well as bringing in a

variety of other people involved to receive

their comments.

Professors react with uncertainty

to ^unified brain theory' presentation
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Two professors from the psychology department of the

University of Massachusetts said they could neither

confirm nor deny the validity of a brain theory presen-

tation given earlier this week by Kenneth Collins of

Chicopee.

Collins, who staged a "sit in protest of the scientific

community" in the Campus Center earlier this month,

began his lecture before several UMass professors

Tuesday evenings in Tobin Hall. Although he was allowed

three hours for the lecture. Collins said he covered about

half his presentation in the four and a half hours he spoke,

and would attempt to finish at a later date.

Collins said his theory and the "information calculus"

system of mathematics he derived to describe it. "for the

first time ever, rigorously unites the functioning of all of

the brain's major subsystems."

Although his protest ended when University professors

agreed to atend his lecture. Collins said he neither spoke

with professors after the presentation nor knew which

ones attended.

Thomas Grinley. president of the Council of

Undergraduate Psychology, who was credited by Collins

for assembling the audience, said he knew of only two
professors who were present, although he "talked with a

lot of people who attended" and heard "mixed reactions."

Professors Paul Herron and Jerrold Meyer, who both said

they left early in the presentation, declined to comment on

their views concerning the validity of Collins' theory, other

than to say they could neither reject nor support it.

"I think the point is that it doesn't matter what any

particular layperson or scientist thinks about the theory or

any other theory." Meyer said, explaining Collins should

have his paper published and judge its validity by

"whether it causes more research."

Collins, who studied electrical engineering at the U.S.

Naval Academy at Annapolis. Md. afte'r receiving a

general studies degree from Springfield College, said his

theory is based upon a topographically (non linear) ordered

number system which is integral to the brain's functioning.

"Doing science without a mathematical function foun-

dation." Collins said of the majority of psychoanalysts who

he said study the brain in non-unified and non-numerical

terms, "is like trying to dismantle an automobile without

tools."

Holistic medicine attacks problems

at physical, mental, spiritual levels,

claims Institute for Healing Arts
By JEFF POTTER
Collegian Correspondent

What we hear and eat may effect our physiological

balance, emotional state or our well-being, said Jonathan

S. Klate, president of the New England Institute for the

Healing Arts and Sciences, Inc.

The institute, located at 17 Kellogg St. in Amherst of

fers courses on alternative health therapy topic such as:

holistic nutrition, massage therapy, and dream interpreta-

tions and their relation to the healing process.

"If the problem is there on a physical level, it s there on

a mental level, and it's there on a spiritual level, Klate

said.

Holistic medicine explores all the facts of someone's en-

vironment to see what may cause an illness, he said^

The institute, established last January, is finding the

most rounded, highly-skilled clinicians, scientists and ar

tists in many fields" to find the many influences on health

and the healing process, Klate said.

Holistic medicine utilizes therapies such as massage and

herbal therapies, to help people's problems that conven-

tional medicine may overl<x)k, he said.

"With all the wonders of modem medicine, there are a

great many illnesses that don't seem to be on the

threshold of being resolved," Klate said.

Conventional medicine is equally important in finding

solutions, he said, but it is not finding the answers to some

problems. , »*„„
"There are a lot of people around who aren t getting

well," Klate said. ^ . .
•

It has only become clea, in the last few years that con-

ventional medicine cannot meet the needs of some people,

he said. Conventional medicine is "faUing to meet some

needs at all
" he said.

"The holistic concept doesn't draw as clear distinctions

between the different dimensions of the human being as

does conventional medicine," he said.

Klate said there may be many aspects of a person's life

that may cause a specific Ulness, yet it may only surface a

a headache, sleeplessness, or another problem.

Conventional medicine believes there is one causative

agent to any healthy problem, where holistic theory feels

that a person's environment is just as important to health

as any one causative agent, Klate said.

"Holistic medicine is beginning to shed a lot of light on

the fact that nutrition plays a much more pervasive part in

holistic well-being than orthodox medicine, until very

recently, was able to recognize," Klate said.

Anything that is found in the environment may affect

our health in an adverse or beneficial way, he said.

It is for this reason that the instititute came into being

and offers programs on the methods of holistic medicine in

its fall courses.

The courses are oversubscribed and the institute had to

look elsewhere for classroom space to accommodate those

enrolled, he said. Each non-credit course costs $150.

It is the hope of the institute to be a "multiple-year

graduate school," providing complete training in the

holistic application of natural therapeutics, Klate said.

The New England Institute for the Healing Arts and

Sciences does not dismiss the ideas and methods of con-

ventional medicine as ineffective, Klate said. The institute

believes that conventional medicine will evenl;u^ly \)e part

of the holiStie friethdd, he said.

PhoU by Mtckacl MwgaUa

Campus tree planting

part of beauty project
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Trees are being planted around the Campus Pond in an

effort to beautify the campus as part of the Campus

Landscape Improvement Project.

Jack Littlefield. director of the FacUities Planning

Office, said the trees, which arrived Monday, should aU be

planted in the ground in front of the Library Tower by the

middle of next week.

The beautification project started a few years age using

funds issued by the Alumni association and is now nearing

its conclusion.

"Graduate students in the department of Landscape

Architect and Regional Planning designed the walks and

grounds around the pond, " he said.

The campus pond improvement project is one of many

planned beautification projects designed to make whe

campus more appealing to visitors, he said. The grounds .n

front of the Curry Hicks Cage are the next area of t»
-

campus that will be worked on.

The campus is placing emphasis on making the campus

prettier place to study as well as live. Eventually. LI

tlefield said, most areas of the campus should be improved

;if the University continues its plans.

•^•» ». • *
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To All On-Campim Groups:
Because of the Collegian's dependence on
advertising revenue, we are forced to make this

announcenxent. Starting Monday, Nov. 16,

1982, we will not accept any advertising for

events that will be held at and/or produce
revenue for businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the Collegian. It is your responsibility

to check with the advertising depcu^tment at the
Collegian.

K'S PizzQ G Drew9^
Have fun at Casper's /

Sat. Oct. 30th
Halloween Party

"0 Country Band £r Prizes

8:30 - 12:30 (

Happy Hours Daily 4-7
^ ., . ^^^.

Rt. 5 Hatfield exit 22 off 1-91

N

312 West St., N. Hatfield 247-9006

oooooooooeooopooooeei

Need Cash?

We pay top dollar!

Always buying all gold -- any size,

shape, or form -- antique jewelry,

school rings, scrap gold.

Manhan Jaw«llsr«
3 PiMMnt St.

(corner of Main St)

Northampton
9:30-6:30 Tuaa-Sat

B Thuraday avanings

cioaad Mondays

aNEMA
Fri S«t

Pr«ttv Baby IRI 7:00

Atlantic CitYlRl t:00

Sun Jut
Th« Song R«main« th« S«m«

700

A Ctockworh Or«no« IR) S 16 I

Oowntown Amhartt

263 MZe.

oooooooooooooeoeooeoe

HALLOWEEK
SUPPUE^

We corry everything you

need to scare up ttie best

costume oround.

SPOOKTACULAR
SELECTIONS

Tlieotrical m«kti»f , coUrtrf liairt^ay. fUtti farfy

wifi. witcliti kati mi cattwati, Vikinf kati. tty

hstt, derbyi. !•<»« Iiair wifl. frtast fainti, mwi

laches . ktartft, noiei, f»tt, iian^i witli warlt, U^m4

l«tci. itrsfift if«ci. ifirit f«m, ttaf« y—4. fanfi,

lectk, ttafc warti. kta4fi«ctt, witckti krMmt mni •

variety of s^ciatty ittmt. AIM cWMran'i caitvmat.

MOROSE
MASQUERADES

We carry all types of matk*. fwH kta4*. ^« mailii.

eye matlii All your favaritct flwi nt« tkit y

MISS PICCT, PINK fANTHII. lAMIT, IIACAN.

CAITIR and NIKON MASKS

NEW ADDITIONS NOVEin CAPS

Asterttd colort «rth wmgt, feclcrt

h%n\t. antkri, cat mti. lightnmg boH,

pi^ , fi(k , wnicom A mcrt

Open Daily & Sat 9 to 6:16

Thurs Nighta till 9. Fri Oct 29 till 9

. ^•'j •^•«. >•». •>**. ^'-g>»s >•

WINES

&

LipyoRs

338 College Street

BuSCh 12 oz loose cans $7.99/ca8e

Becks Beer $3.99/6 pack

Lupe Cholet Wine red & white 750 mi $2.99

Cossack Vodka 1.75 liters $8.49

Cossack Vodka nter $5.65

Jim Beam Bourbon i75$11.99

Mt. Gay Rum Tsomi $9.19

Ron Rico Rum white & golden 750 mi 80° $5.99

Captain Morgan Spiced Rum750mi$6.25
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TIME OUT
SUH. OCT. 01
GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR:

D«st Costurn* 1st Priza

MostOriginoi 20 drinks

Most Humorous

th«if<f'<t Dfftn*»^t I \^f\^ Dor

37 H. Pleasant St.
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SUNDAY
ANNUAL HALLOWEEN PARTY

• Happy Hour Prices •

• Kronenbourg Beer $1.00 •

• Disco and Rock with •

AL STONER
• Announced Hourly Specials •

• No Cover Charge •

$50.00 cash best costume
$25.00 cash second best costume

9:00 - 1:00 _ —^ and more prizes

V ' !.» Ka«.| l*l<-a>>anl St. <

Arts
live wire

MiiUt

Windle Davis of Human Sexual Response, now

known as Wild Kingdom.

Hey gang, whadda'ya know — it's Halloween again! And
there's no better way to top off a night of massive trick or

treat action than with some ghoulish rock and roll, right'.'

So here's what's happening:

At the Rusty Nail in Sunderland: Friday night, the

Neighborhoods will be performing — so what else is new?

Saturday night, it's the New Race, who used to be the old

Race. Sunday night is a biggie — the former members of

Human Sexual Response have put together a new band

called Wild Kingdom. Sound funky or what? The opening

act is none other than the Scientific Americans, a personal

fave rave, and a band that should probably be headlining.

Skip that stupid dorm party and check this out!

At the Iron Horse in Northampton: if you've got tickets

for Peggy Seeger's show on Sunday night, good for you.

because they're all sold out.

Outer limits: Todd"the runt " Rundgren along with his

sometime side kicks Utopia will be performing Friday

night at the Agora Ballroom in West Hartford. Coming to

the Agora: Men at Work on November 2, Adam and the

Ants on the 13th.

At the Blue Wall: it's going to be tough to make some fun

at the Wall this weekend, it's closed Friday. Saturday, and

Sunday night.

About H.U.Q. Bach, I guess we really blew it didn't we?

The show was not last night, as you probably know by

now, but this Sunday night at the FAC. To the masses who

stood out in the freezing cold waiting for the doors to open

— we're sorrrry!

Collrrian photo b* I>a*id Mar

On Wednesday, we received an envelope in-

scribed "everyone, everywhere, solitaire."

Inside was a playing card (two of hearts) and

a note saying "burn this for me." — we did. It

was to publicize student Paul Cercone's

live/action conceptual performance in the

Cape Code Lounge yesterday morning. We
won't even attempt to explain what he did.

^BARSELOTTIS f
FIRST HALLOWEEN

DASH
Saturday Oct. 30 9 pm

2|
Costumes o Must

2|

^ Cosh Prizes for most origlnol ':^
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Leeal Assistance ?

Ull 'tips", 2xir

Atib xsk. f01C TAPes
-

* Z^zz The Uci^ Secvtti^s Office
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FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES

Opens this Friday and Saturday
October 29 8i 30 8:00 pm

Reservations: 545-351

1

In repertory wltti DARK OF THE MOON

"unnervlngly funny . . . fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek

THINK DICK*S
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

8 10:30

Buy 1 Get 1 free
PLUS. . .SUNDAY

HALLOWEEN PARTY k

Drink Specials All Nite ^/b^
$100.00 Cash Prizes ^r^
for best costumes ^
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Arts Council gives awards for logo designs
" ~ 125 of Herter HaUA first prize of $250 was recently

awarded to University of Massachusetts
junior Paul Jamtgaard for his winning
design in the Art Council's logo contest.

Other winners included Shell Thompson,
whose design placed second, and honorable
mention winners Dan Bucko, Jennifer

Griggs, and Robert Kirk.

The contest, which was open to all

University students, featured over 100

entries. According to contest guidelines,

logos were expected to "symbolize the

council as an agency promoting excellence,

scope, and cultural diversity in the arts on

campus." Winning designs will be displayed

in front of Room
beginning Monday.

The UMass Arts Council is an
organization comprised of students, faculty,

and professional staff. The council supports

the arts and cultural activities produced by

University organizations such as the Third

World Theater Series as well as supporting

the five art galleries on campus. It is funded

by an $8 student fee.

Steve Finley, the Council's Information

Coordinator, said the Council is considering

the sponsorship of a "banner festival" to

coincide with the opening of basketball

season. All the banners will hang in Curry
Hicks Cage during basketball season.

Sports
.Collegian 15
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Fraternity to hold party for local children
The Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity of the

University of Massachusetts will hold a

Halloween party this afternoon at 4 for

Women's health issues

A women's health issues workshop will

be held from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. on Monday
in the Dukes Room of the Student Union
Building. Leslie Chambers, a graduate

student in Community Health education.

Amherst school children. Admission is 50<,

which includes the party and a "haunted

house" tour of the fraternity. Proceeds will

go to UNICEF.

workshop scheduled
will conduct the workshop.

The workshop, sponsored by the Health

Aide Program, will cover the prevention of

diseases women should be concerned about,

a breast self-examination, and attitudes and
beliefs about women's health.

UMASS SKI CLUB
SI6K-UP TODAY

FOR THE

1 1th AHKUALDUSH DASH

Sugorbush Ski & Party

Week Jon. 20-26
(lost w**k of Wlnt*r Dr*Qk)

Campus C*nt*r Concours*

We're not
losing faith;

donH you

Hvpercurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed only on

the day they are taking

place. Announcements
must be submitted on

"Hypercurricula" forms

available in the Collegian

offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to

the office by 3 p.m. the Fri-

day before the event. All

submissions should be

written in a similar style as

they appear in the paper.

Today

TRAINERS NET-
WORK MEETING - All

interested in human rela-

tions are invited to the

first meeting of the year.

9:30 a.m., 904-08 Campus
Center.

FREE MEDITATION
CLASSES - Learn sim-

ple technicques you can

use to clear your mind,

calm your emotions, in-

crease body awareness,

and relieve stress. Spon-

sored by The T'ai Chi

Chuan Club. 7 p.m. 903

Campus Center.

Sanday

NEED A RIDE TO
CHURCH? - The
"Church Bus" leaves from

Grayson's parking lot at

9:30. stops at Cashin Dorm
at 9:35, and at NOPE at

9:40 a.m. for the Amherst

churches. Coffee and

donuts are served in

Grayson Main Lounge at

9:00 prior to departure.

HOUSE CHURCH - A
student group engaged in

student mutual ministry,

Bible study, personal shar-

ing and encounter and a

simple closing Communion
which reflects the spirit of

the group, 7 to 9:00 p.m.,

428 Student Union.

BeforeWe PutYou In Charge Of TheWorld
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,

We PutYouThrough TheWorld's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training.

It takes more than 16

months of intensive

training to become a

fully qualified officer in

the Nuclear Navy. You
begin with four months
of leadership training.

Then as a Navy officer

you get a full year of

gn^duate-level training

unavailable anywhere else at any price.

Navy training is based on more than

1900 reactor-years of experience. Right

now the Navy operates over half the

nuclear reactors in America. And the

Navy's nuclear equipment is the most

sophisticated in the world. That's why
your Navy training is and must be the

most sophisticated in the world.

As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,

you have decision-making authority

immediately. You get important manage

ment responsibility ^ .^

fast. Because in the

Navy, as your knowl-

edge grows, so does

your responsibility.

Your training and
experience place you
among the country's

most qualified profes-

sionals. (No surprise

I

I

I

I

I

I

NAVY OPPORTINITY
INFORMATION CENTER
PC Box 5000, Clifton. NJ 07015

" Please send me more information about

becoming an officer in the Nuclear Navy (0Nl

Namr.
First Pli'asr Print I

Address.

Citv. .State

+ColleKc'. I'niversity

J
tYear in College.

I AMaij|or/Minf>r_

that most of the men
who operate the

reactors in private

industry started in the

Nuclear Navy.

)

It takes more time

and more effort to

become an officer in the

Nuclear Navy. But the

rewards are greater, too.

The rewards can begin as early as

your junior year in college. Qualify, and

the Navy will pay you approximately

$1000/month while you finish school.

After four years, with regular

promotions and salary increases, you can

be earning as much as $37,400. That's on

top of a benefits package that includes

medical and dental care, and 30 days'

vacation earned every year. More
responsibility, more money, more future.

So, if you're majoring in math,
engineering or the

w 214 I physical sciences, and
you want to know more
about a future in

nuclear power, fill in

the coupon.

Today's Nuclear

Navy is an opportunity

like no other in the

world.

l.asi

.Apt ».

_Zip_

.GPA.

Phone Number ,
_ _ ^r-r,

lArro ('mIpi Hpsi Time lo Call

Thr ~ fur irpneral rrrruitmrnt informattDn You do not have to

(urnish an\ of the information requested (II course, the more we
know the more we ran help to determine the kmds o( Navy posi

tions for which you t]ualif\

NavyOfficers GetResponsibilityFast

tf,*'^f^jf^j^^m9^^jnnf^j^rjMHfmfmr^j'jmmMsmamm %MiiJmMm'mSifi^JUJUUMW3JJ>*3JfJJMJLK'*JFJfK.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

It would be so easy to sit down and write a

story about how the Minuteman football

team has done an el-foldo job so far this

year. With a 2-5 record leveled heavily on

their shoulders, it would also be very easy

for the football palyers to actually start

believing that they are not a good football

team.

Sure it's easy. Anyone that goes to UMass
knows how easy it is. The talk of the

football team's struggling start resounds

from the top of Sylvan Hill to the pyramids

of Southwest and everywhere in between.

The celebrated senior year of Garry

Pearson, the all everything back for UMass

the past two years, has been a disaster so

far. Not for Pearson mind you. but even

when a back is picking up another 100 yard

game, it all goes for not when his team

loses.

Quit on the team? Sure, why not'.' After

all, students aren't allowed to go in and

party the way they used to. No partying

and no winning team in the same year? Well

then, we'll just take our cheers, hollers and

general support and go home. We're not

playing anymore.

Reading this line of thought kinda sorta

makes you realize how little logic applies

here.

The football team is a representative body

of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst campus. They are the best football

players that UMass has and when they take

the field against an opponent, they are the

Massachusetts Minulemen. not Pearson or

Gordon or Lopes.

Unfortunately, what the bottom line often

comes down to in sports is that if the team

wins, then we win. But. if the team should

lose, then THEY lost. Everyone wants a

piece of a winner, but a loser might just as

well have leprosy.

Things, however, do not have to be that

way. When 1:30 p.m. arrives on watches,

clocks and certain engineering students

calculators on Saturday afternoon. Alumni

Stadium can be packed and hollering and

screaming and supporting and, above all.

"fun.

Fun, that the key word: FUN. Say it. It

doesn't hurt. Yes. you too can have fun.

Fun is watching Dwayne Lopes move in

for another one of his bone crunching hits.

You can hear the sound all up at the very

top of the stadium.

Fun is jumping up and watching Pearson

knife his way through his blockers en route

to another big gainer.

Fun is joking to your friends about the way

a certain player just got his supporter (also

known as jock) faked off hinj during the

previous play.

Fun is just being an active sports fan who

had a chance to go out and see his or her

team play and did.

And your fun can be translated into the

extra lift that the Minutemen have been

lacking in their last couple of games. The

extra lift can be translated into a win. And,

a win can be translated into more fun for

you, the fan. (And I never even read Catch

22.)

The momentum towards a winning season

must start tomorrow. It can't wait until

someone does their laundry and decides to

go next week (the procrastinators) or until

some studying is done for an accounting

exam that will be held next Thursday (the

bookworms. And who studies on a Saturday

anyway? Commie!)

The campus must get together as a group

and support these guys. They're not looking

for you to practice with them, eat with

thenri. or help them study for the

aforementioned accounting exam. All they

need is two hours of support. And for that

support they wUl return fun.

Fun. fun. fun. Winning is fun. The

Minutemen haven't been able to have much

fun without the UMass fans scaring op-

posing teams with their cheers.

So. come on down. Go to the package store

and party before the game if you want to.

Study before the game if you want to. Do

your laundry before the game if you want

to. Just come down and support our team,

the UMass team.

And. when you come, bring a thousand or

so of your friends with you.

Come in costume. Have fun. Happy
Halloween.

^low did you like the mask?

RECORD
^') '"^'-Z

t /
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"This reminder is brought to you

by your friendly neighbortiood

yeart)OoK staff
"
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Attention Fall Graduates:

Senior Pictures will be taken

the week of November 15

appointments can be made by stopping by

Campus Center room 103 or calling 5-2874
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-BEATLES • FL\/fS-

JETHRO TOLL
-SJNATRA • ELLINGTOM

GLOftIA GAYNOft
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SIMON eiGARFUNJKEL-
— JUDV GARLAMD
-EARTH, WIND Q PIKE ^-
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TOP G4^// P/l/O

PA/^fA/rS'ai? //^^ Hours
10-4

s^STORE^
Oct. 25 thru Oct. 29

i^^ presents

Tonight FrI, Oct. 29

The Neighborhoods

Sat:'oct.30
"Halloween Sun. Oct. 31

The Race Wild Kingdom
formerly Human Sexual Response

7 You must be 18 to enter.
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Sports
tJCoim HusEes trek into iGnherst

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Well, putting reality aside and abandoning

any form of practicality, the University of

Massachusetts football teanrt still has an

outside shot at the co-championship of the

Yankee Conference.

For the record, it should be known that

any team in the conference can finish the

conference schedule 3-2 and tie with two or

three other teams for the title with no clear

cut representative of the league for the

national playoffs.

If that happens the selection of a con-

ference representative could turn into a

political struggle because the national

representative will be chosen by the

athletic directors of the schools not in-

volved.

Realistically, however, as far as UMass is

concerned, any post season aspirations the

Minutemen might have possessed were

rudely put to rest via a 42 6 steanu-olling

the Minutemen suffered at the hands of

Boston University last week.

But, after playing five of their first seven

games away from home, Umass head coach

Bob Pickett is hopeful that friendlier

surrounding will impel the Minutemen to a

strong finish, starting when the Minutemen

hosts the University of Connecticut

Saturday at Alumni Stadium.

"We have four more games at home," said

Pickett. "I hope we can perform well and

salvage the rest of the season so the seniors

on the team will be able to look back on

their last year with some amount of pride."

Pickett uses an interesting analogy to

emphasize the importance of fan support.

"Fans are much like voters in an election.

They feel that their individual contribution

won't make a difference but, of course,

they're wrong." said Pickett. "What the

effect will be remains to be seen."

While some Minutemen followers are

Colle|n>n photo bj imy Obr

Kirsten Smith spikes the ball during UMass' match earlier in the

week.

Spikers set to see who
will be queens of Queens
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's Halloween weekend and the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's volleyball

team wil not be out for sweets. They will be
out to create all sorts of mischief as they

travel to the Queens College tournament
this weekend.

Massachusetts, after impressive show-
\ngs the past two weekends at the Univer-

sity of Delaware and the University of

Maryland, seeks to add some wins to their

ledger. UMass will in six team pool that in-

cludes the University of Connecticut (a

division I school). Queens College, Central

Conn., Leamean, and CW Post.

"We really look to turn things around
this weekend," said heach coach Elaine

Sortino. "We hope to pick up some wins to

add to the win column. We're due."

After impressive performances against

top notch competition in Delaware and

Maryland, the UMass spikers toppled

cross-town rival Smith in four games, last

Wednesday night.

"We played really well," said Sortino. "I

even gave them a day off yesterday."

The Minutewomen open the tourney
against UConn and there is no love lost bet-

ween these two arch-rivals. The other big

game for UMass will be against CW. Post,

the top ranked team in New England (divi-

sion II), who are 26-1.

'i'he spikers are all hejilthy now and that

will be a big plus for the Minutewomen.
Sortino will use both of her setters, Patty

Grant and Karen Gottesman as the situa-

tions dictate. Mary Ellen Normen, Leslie

Smith, and Ann Ringrose are ready to

come off the bench tx) give UMass the depth
they need.

With a good showing here this weekend,
UMass will be in a good position to be in-

vited to the Massachusetts state champion-
ships slated for November 6, at Smith.

So, Massachusetts (16-22) hopes to deal

out a lot of tricks this weekend and gather

in many treats, in the form of some vic-

tories.

down on the team after their 2-5 start,

Pickett believes the people who really care

about the team and the university will show

up for Saturday's clash with UConn.

"I think a football fan is someone who goes

to a football game because he likes football

and enjoys watching good football," said the

fifth-year head coach. "People who care

about the team and have pride in their

university are the real fans. People who
show up just because the weather is nice,

well, we call them fair weather fans."

The Minutemen's most vicious opponent

this season has been injuries. While Pickett

doesn't want to use injury problems as an

excuse for the team's poor performance

thus far this year, he feels injuries have

taken their toll on his squad.

"We've had injuries every week and it's

the same people every week: reinjuries. In

football, it takes time for people to heal, and

there just isn't enough time." said Pickett.

Defensive ends Joe Graham and Todd
Comeau. who have both been injured in

each of the last three games will be back in

the line-up again tomorrow, hoping to

control Huskie's star running back Joe

Markus.
The Huskies come to Alumni Stadium with

hopes of establishing themselves in the

Yankee Conference race and the

Minutemen will be doing everything within

their collective power to make life

miserable for the Huskies. With the

thoughts of postseason play all but eased

from the minds of the Minutemen, it ap-

pears the Minutemen will be playing on

shear guts.

"It's tough when you set your mind to

achieve something and the possiblity that

you can obtain that goal ends early.

Sometimes it is difficult to get people

motivated, " said Pickett. "But football is a

game you play only once a week and that

should be enough to get people motivated to

give their be it performance.

Kickoffisatl:30p.m.

Netwomen to hit some
balls atNew Englands
By BOUNCING BALLOONS
Collegian Supporter

Boy, wait until UMass field hockey coach

Pam Hixon finds out what UMass athletic

director Frank Mclnerney has done to the

field hockey program.

While Hixon was away at Brown
University trying in vain to find a phone

with which to call in her team's score (they

probably lost but who knows?) Mclnerney

was secretly changing the format of her

program.

"The problem," the Mac was explaining

at a press conference last night, "is that,

since we don't have ice hockey anymore we
can't call ourselves a complete program.

There's just nothing for the male hockey

players to do around here on a varsity

level."

Until now. that is. Starting next week,

field hockey at UMa.ss is a coed sport.

That's right, sports fans, co-ed. Now isn't

that a kick in the pants. (Or is it skirt?)

Males will be given every opportunity to

join what has been a totally female

dominated sport. There will, of course, be
some drawbacks.

Since not all schools are adopting the

same measures as Mclnerney (most of the
big schools get to have a hockey team) the

males will be forced to wear skirts, just like

the females, blouses, just like the females,

and shower, just like the females.

"Well be looking for mostly feminine
looking guys at first," Mclnerney said.

"That way. no one will catch on unless any
hanky panky starts going on. but we've
taken care of that too."

In order to keep order among the
teammates, any males that make the field

hockey team will be spayed in order to
eliminate any urge which might arise,

either on the field or in the showers.

"That's the price they'll have to pay for

being var.sity athletes," said Mclnerney.
"Besides, any guy who really wants to play
on a women's team when they could try out
for a guy's one should be neutered."

Hixon could not be reached for a com-
ment since she was en route from the
Brown game while all these shananigans
were going on but it is believed that she will

be all pissed to hell.

Tryouts wiU be held at the NOPE fields

Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

Regionals come to UM
for ultimate frisbee
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will

once again host a major ultimate frisbee

championship this weekend when the Zoo
Disc team hosts the New England

Regionals at the Southwest playing fields

beginning on Saturday at 10 a.m.

The competition will feature the top 16

teams from the New England area and
bodies as well as discs will be flying since

the top four teams from this tournament

advance to the Northeast Regionals and

have a shot at the nationals.

Locally, the Zoo Disc team is currently

riding a seven game winning streak, in-

cluding the capturing of their third con-

secutive Western New England title this

past weekend.
The Western New England trophy was

snatched out of the open hands of the

Dukes, a club team from Connecticut,

thanks to some clutch come-from-behind

play by UMass.
Down 7-2 at the half, the UMass con-

tingent came back to pull oU an amazing 15-

14 victory.

Chances for a Zoo Disc victory at the
regionals tomorrow may rest with nature.
Several key players on the UMass team
have been plagued by injuries for most of
the season and for a total team effort to be
put out they must be healthy.

These key injuries belong to Tim Riviere,

a starter and field leader for UMass. and
John Knisely, a sometimes starter, both of
whom have separated shoulders.

Jerome Seeger. the top Zoo Disc per-
former, has also been slowed by injury and
may not be playing completely up to par.

UMass has been led much of this fall

season by a group of five freshmen, who
have played above and beyond what anyone
had expected of them. These five are Mark
Weinstein, David Mandelbaum, George
Cooke, Greg Novick and Mike Nevins.
During last year's play, the Zoo Disc

team was able to advance to the Northeast
Regionals before succumbing in the
quarterfinals.

Tournament play wQl go for much of the
day on Saturday and will resume on Sunday
when playoffs take place from the various
pool of teams.

The final will be held on Sunday
beginning at 2 p.m.

9-11
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Mik«'s Smorgy Is bock!
"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best happy hour in town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95^

4:00 - 7:00
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When famous bowler Don

Carter invited 23 Kingpins to

the First Lite Beer Bowling

If«11IJ«klilTsmWI»il-iri

great idea.

It was the guys who drink

Lite Beer from Miller r-

because it tastes great,

against the guys who

drink it because it's less

filling. And once again,

the All-Stars proved

they're in a league by

themselves.

After a lot of pms

(and quite a few Lite

Beers) went down and

the smoke finally

cleared, the score was

i

tied, with only one man left to go.

Rodney Dangerfield.

All he needed to win it was one

pins as he gets respect. None.

V

Teammate Ben Davidson felt

Rodney deserved a break, or

at least a fracture. Billy Martin

didnt argue with that. Jim

eyes. Neither could Marv

1
Throneberry.

So the First Lite Beer

Bowling Tournament

ended in a draw. And
the argument over the

best thing about Lite

was left unsettled.

But there was one

thing everyone agreed

on. It was truly every-

thing you always

wanted in a bowling

tournament. And less.

mRYTHIlKTOMAWIWWNnD
_ IN A BratAND LESS.

^ , n .^ c Pr^nk Rnbinson jimHonochick, Ray Nitschke. Ben Davidson. Don Carter. BHIy Martin. Matt Snell.

Fror. left .0 right Bubba Sn^.'^^^ Dick Bu.kus.^Frank Robjns^^^^^^^^ o^^^ ^^^^^^V^
Marv Throneberry. Tor.rT.yHeinsohn.Boog Powell. Rodney

Marsh, Steve Mizerak. Deacon J

New
Slime.,
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New bus stops

in wrong place

says informant

By L C. PROBLEMS
Collegian Staff

An inside source from the

Physical Plant revealed

today that the new bus stops

built recently in front of

Hasbrouck and Graduate

Research Center are in the

wrong places.

"We knew the one near

Grad Research was a bit off,

but it seems both of them

got a tad misplaced." said an

official who asked not to be

identified.

"This time the Plant didn't

have an awful lot to do with

a mix up on campus, but we
probably should have said

something when we realized

what was going on," he said.

The stop near Hasbrouck
interferes with the buildings

underground drainage
system, and the one near

Grad Research is "way the

hell in the middle of

nowhere." the informant

said.

"There are plans for a

shelter to go about two or

three yards from one end of

the new stop, but I don't

know if we can change the

plans," the informant said,

adding that it would look "a

little strange."

When the company that

built the stops was con-

tacted about the faulty

workmanship, the planning

division blamed it on the

workmen, and the workmen
blamed it on planning.

"I guess we got our wires

crossed," said a company

official. "We don't mind

changing the sites if the

University of Mas.sachusetts

asks us to do it."

"We don't work for free,

of course," he added.

Boring talk set

for no reason;

so don't go
Howard Clown, author of

the book "486 Things To Do
With A University of

Massachusetts Diploma,"

will speak at 6 p.m. Monday

in 20.5 Herter Hall. Clown's

book has been acclaimed as

being the shortest piece of

prose in modern history.

Don't show up to the

speech if you really don't

want to because no more

than ten people have ever

come to something ad-

vertised in a newsline

anyway, and we don't want

to set a precedent.

Kennedy quits
NEW BEDFORD (E.T.)

- U.S. Senator Edward M.

Kennedy, D-Mass., said

yesterday he was "sick ami

tired of getting used and

abused by Shamie sup-

porters and Conservative

Organized to Blam Kennedy

(C.O.B.K.) members.
Kennedy announced he

was dropping out of his

senatorial race against

Republican Ray Shamie in

order to "pursue a lifelong

dream of growing tofu and

getting closer to the com-

munal spirit of oneness that

resides in all of us.

"Rather than self-

actualizing my dreams of

being president, I intend to

internalize my anguish and

work for world peace and

cheaper tofu."
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser 12 oz nr bottles $8.99/case

Pabst 12 02 NR bottles $7.99/case

Busch 12 oz cans $7.99/case

Labatts Beer $2.99/6 pk

Miller Lite 12 oz cans $4.99/i2 pk

Canadian Ace Malt Liquor (while they last)

case of 12 quarts IQ^tS NOW $6.00 WITH THIS AD
^ many more in store Halloween Specials! 9

Fine food and drink

at affordable prices

estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA

^•IQX Qt the U

Friday hoppy hour - 2:00 - 5:30
99' drinks - 50' drafts

FREE PIZZA
orgasms only (1.50

Delicious Luncheon Specials - $2.49

Men - Fri 11:30-3:00

^ m iQW G0^^E^^aDB3Kl[lffl'ff

r
VANITIES and

DARK OF THE MOON
In Repertory Oct. 22-Nov. 20

(Call 545-3511 for Student Rates)

V

THE

RAIMD—THenT€R
I

FINE ARTS CENTER

256-8587
fast, free delivery within 30 minutes

Fhalloween special
mLARGE MUSHROOM PIZZA
Ipj ^ $5.00 $5.00 1

HALLOWEEN WEEKEND

OCTOBER 29th -31st

MENU
Small Pizza SiKEi

Large Pizza S
extra iterrn

: $.65 on smali...$.90 on large

Mu5!iro mg Ground Beef ExtruCheese

Pepperoni Green Peppers DouIjIpDourH

Black olives Saufage Anchovies Onions

No substitution

or addition

363 Main Street

Ahts
IWKUI You touching
/ Think I'll Kill You

§ Directed by Lance Slaughter

Hampater 4 Theatres

By ARTHUR DUDE
Collegian Stiff

Lance Slaughter's new fUm is one of the

better pictures to hit the area in some time.

/ Think I'll Kill You deals with many im-

portant and universal issues: murder,

death, hatred, sexual exploitation and

mindless violence.

Oh sure, it's easy for someone to sit down

and rag on an excessively violent and gory

film, but it takes a really intelligent person

to actually understand and appreciate the

cleverness of such a film. The issues

presented are ones which are on everyone's

minds, and Slaughter understands this and

is brave enough to tap into these concerns.

A less risky director, like the ones who

directed Ordinary People or Kramer vs.

Kramer, wouldn't dare confront the horror

that Slaughter is able to express.

Take the clever opening sequence for

example, in which Mr. Willie lour "hero")

drags a snowblower across two pre

pubescent girls' faces: most directors would

have shot that in a mid to long shot, but

Lance Slaughter is not afraid to hold a

closeup (in slow motion nonetheless). A
very clever scene.

Slaughter doesn't neglect aesthetics or

social comment. He shoots with a jerky

hand held camera, which is a nice change of

pace form the smooth, fluid shots one finds

in almost every Hollywood film. Also, many

shots are a Uttle out of focus, which is

probably symbolic of something. The film's

quick cutting creates some confusion and

this is probably symbolic also.

The fUm continues with Mr. Willie

slashing and dispatching just about

everyone he comes into contact with; his

mother, his neighbor, the postman: plus full

scale visits to a day care center, an or-

phanage and a convent. It is during this last

scfene that one of the film's most clever

jokes lies. Mr. Willie forces one nun to

repeatedly stab another, or he will kill her.

The joke is that after she complies he kills

her anyway.
Slaughter concludes the film with an

excellent and original bit of irony. After Dr.

Spottiswoode (Donald Pleasance) and

Detective Faison (Joe Spinnell) capture Mr.

Willie, they set him on fire and push him

from the top of the orphanage. Slaughter

cuts to a shot of the ground where the killer

should logically be lying. But he's not

there; he's gone, like he never even died.

This clever twist is a perfect capper for this

intriguing and clever film.

Lance Slaughter is no stranger to the

motion picture field. His first film. Mom-
my's Dead, showed his cleverness and

ability to convey visual horror through

graphic imagery. Prior to this, he worked

as editor and second unit director on Brain

Basher. Slaughter personally conceived and

filmed the now famous rake scene from that

clever movie.

/ Think Til Kill You is very much worth

seeing. If not just for the pleasure of

watching graphic mass murder, than for the

other clever aspects of the film; the acting,

the cinematography and the ultimate

theme: After all the death and carnage, is

Mr. Willie really happy? "No man is an

Island!" Think about it.

An evocative/Tam/ef
HAMLET (Nonesuch Press)

By William Shakespeare

90 pages, $L95

By S. M. ELITERATE
Collusion Staff

This dude, Willie Shakes... something or

other, has proven to be a wicked good

playwright and this new one he's just done-

up, Hamlet, is right up there with the other

William Shakespeare, author of

Hamlet.

biggies he's put out like A Midsummer's

Wet Dream, The Taming of the Hamster,

and All's WeU That Ends Up in the Sack.

And boy. can this guy ever tell a story. I

mean, like, I know exactly where he s

coming from.

Anyhow, Hamlet is not about baby hams

Sounds, songs, tunes. You dudes all know

what I'm talking about. Music. That's right,

music. And the "ole asparagus valley is the

place to be when you're cruising for those

heavy monster sounds. This week has some

pretty decent offerings.

Tonight, the Blue Wall will host the

wailing vibes of the Newark. N.J. based

Don't Mind the Maggots, a tribute to the

Blushing Brides. It's gonna be excellent to

hear Stones tunes re-hashed a second time.

The Atlantics will open.

or anything like that. It's all about this

wicked smart cat named Hamlet, you know,

and like he's home for spring break from the

U of Wittenberg; you know, that college out

in Norway where they have those excellent

keg parties? So anyway, this hoser Hamlet

comes home to Denmark, right, and finds

out that the turkey that's ruling now. like,

killed Hamlet's Old Man, and this, like,

totally blows him away! And to screw

things up even more, Hamlet finds out that

his Mom is, like, a total slut! She's been,

like, doing it with, like, every dude in the

magic kingdom. Well, Hamlet gets mega

pissed-off at all this, but. like, he doesn't

know what to do. you know? He gets, like,

wicked spaced -out and stuff so that

everyone around him thinks he's gone

totally nutso, right? So. like, the ruler of

the kingdom tries to have Hamlet put away,

but Hamlet shows them all by putting on

this pisser excellent sword fight at the end.

It's so excellent, you know, he like slashes

up everyone like they did in Friday ISth pt.

HI. Wicked cool mega-maulin!

The play's story, like I was saying, is like

wicked riveting. I got totally into it and

stuff. The only thing wrong with it is that

Willie, like, uses all these words like "dost"

and "thy" and "hath" that are totally stupid.

Like, who are you trying to kid. Willie?

Clean-up your act and talk American,

comprendez-vous big guy?

All in all. you got a neat little play here

Willie, but let me tell you something.

You've got to put in a sex scene or two if

anyone's going to snag it up in the Price

Chopper check-out. you know what I mean/

Have Hamlet do-up Ophelia or somethmg.

OK. just to spice things up a bit. Now get

outta here you bum. I love ya!

Dead Wire

Then tomorrow night will be comedy

night at the Blue Wall. Comedian Ray

Shamie will emcee the laugh fest.

The Chainsaw Boys will dismember a live

cow on stage at the Crusty Nail Saturday

night. Former back up musicians for Barry

Manilow. the Boys have decided to clean up

their act and play it straight. The Atlantics

will open.

For those of you who can make it out of

town this weekend. Don Claw wiU present

an evening with Max Creek tomorrow night

The only frame from / Think I'll KUl You that we were allowed to

print.

Winnebagos N ^^^^ ^^^^^

Robert DeNiro has been signed to play

the title character in The Vic Morrow

Story, to be directed by Martin Scorsese.

DeNiro has agreed to have his head

surgically removed for scenes in the latter

part of the film. Meanwhile, Morrow

himself,who is still on contract with

Universal, will play a corporate head in

Obscene Profits. Universal will also lend

the actor to Warner Brothers for a lead part

in The Arms of Willie McCoy.

Michael Cimino (The Deerhunter.

Heaven's Gate) will direct The Plainsmen

for Paramount. Centering around a

sharecropper during the time of the

Spanish American War. it will star

Christopher Walken. The film is budgeted

at 4 billion dollars.

Former porn star Harry Reems has left

the X world for good, he professes. The

actor has upcoming parts in two new

Hollywood films. First he plays a tennis line

judge in Randal Kleiser's In and Out, In and

Out. Then he will go on to play a hopeless

gambler destined for failure in Blowing a

Load.

Jack Nicholson has been signed to play a

housewife in Curse of the Muted Lamb.

Nothing else is known about the film at

presstime.

Orson Welles and Marlon Brandon will

play the title characters in Otto

Preminger's Two Very Fat Men. Brando

will be paid five milhon dollars a day and 50

percent of the profits for his participation in

the film. Luciano Pavarotti is recording the

soundtrack.

Local actor Paul (The Bag) Belval has just

completed work on A Winner Never Quits

and will begin shooting the sequal, A
Quitter Never Wins, early next month.

Belval was unavailable for comment.

MGM has acquired the rights to Air

Supply's brilliant "I'm all out of love" and is

turning it into a major motion picture. The

megabudgeted film will feature an all-star

ca.st, including Paul Newman, Peter

O'Toole, Jane Fonda, Barbara Streisand

and Sir Laurence Olivier. Director Stanley

Kubrick is purportedly so committed to the

project that he has refused to receive a

salary. Not coincidentally, Gary Kurtz and

Dino DiLaurentis are also working on

projected adaptations of the song.

Following the success of the recent My
Dinner with Andre, Burt Reynolds will

write and produce My Dinner unth Burt, in

which he will also star. Said Reynolds, "The

original was an interesting concept, but all

that philosophy mumbo jumbo went right

over my head." Burt's version will feature a

conversation (with co star Paul Dooley)

about fast cars, fast women and beer

drinking. Reynolds has also written a car

chase into the film.

Hal Needham will direct Clint Eastwood's

new vehicle, titled Better Dead than Red.

Local Best Bet: Lance Slaughter's

touching / Think fU Kill You will play

through December at the Hampster 4

Theatres and The Very Pleasant St.

Theatre has Ingmar Bergman's classic, /«

That You, Coffin'!

Burt is Burt in My Dinner with

Burt.

TRAILERS Trivia: Who was the second

unit gaffer on Abel Gance's 1917 film, T%e

Balladeer of Diablel (Hint: it wasn't Victor

Sternhagen.) Answer to last week's

question: Annie Hall had 2.114 frames of

footage in it, including closing credits.

Hoiitf^lanta

at Boston Garden. Tickets for this baby are

sure to go fast so gets your early. At $17.50

and $15.00, they're a guaranteed steal. The

Atlantics will open.

While we're on the subject of the Dead.

Jerry Garcia will be playing a solo acoustic

gig "at the Lonely Duck in Crab Apple

Junction. Idaho tonight. Then he's oil to

Nanook's Place in Anchorage. Alaska

tomorrow and on Sunday hell meet up with

Bobby and the boys for a double electric set

at the Fuzzy Skipper off Exit 19 in Jersey.

the Lhi Omega sorority tonight will

sponsor a punk night with guests Black

Flag and SS Decontrol. House president

Muffy Margarine said, "like, last year's

Hawaiian night was totally excellent and we

all like the Go-Go's so we thought, like, a

punky nipht'll be so cool!"

Joe "I'm an artist so anything I do is-

cool" Jackson will bring his irrepresible

brand of insult rock to th<' New Haven Civic

Center Sunday. No bottles No cans. No
clapping. The Atlantics will open.
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HI^B'M
U. Mass.
^mhers^

10 a.m.

'•'' • Winer^^
V

til 11 p.m.

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadium
Liquors

#^' UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

.^^V.O^'
S^^

^/T//^

ROUTE 116

^1— ROUTE 9

Moosehead $1 1 .95 case

Carling 12 pk cans $3.25 12 pack

BuSCh 12 oz cans $7.95

Rolling Rock 12 pk $4.00 12 pack

'vi'

o*
•sfi

>»<
o^:«\s

\*

Cossack Vodkai.75 $8.20

Castillo Rum 175 $9.95

Canadian Rare 750 mi $4.99

Sandy Scot Scotch 750 mi $5.95

Philadelphia Whiskey 750 mi $4.49

Ron Virgin Rum 750 mi $4.49

Nuyens Vodka 750 mi $4.25

_\\

^
r '

/

Gallo 1.5 ••• • • $3.99

California Cellars 3 l $5.95

Almaden 3l $6.95

rr7*v

not responsible for typographical errors 253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

ACROSS
Bridge win

Isolated rock

Cowbcy pear

Ethnic dance
Prefix in medicine

16 Minks Km
17 Word with play

or act

18 Small thing

19 Race signal

20 Crests

22 rambling
wreck .

"

23 Distinctive

flavors

Items that won't
wait

Kind of cat m
"The Duel"

30 t^irrof backing
31 Styptic

32 Conceit

35 Highlander's hat

38 Army cap
40 Circle part

41 Public storehouse
43 Poker call

44 Play the market
47 Sweet treats

48 Pierre s girl

49 Gossip

51 Scifi gadget, m
H G Wells book

55 Bicycle

56 Till

57 Treat for a
squirrel

61 Goddess of peace
62 Like some ram
64 Russian mountain

range

65 Alumni

66 Prying

67 Ranger's arena
68 Halls, in Havana
69 Paid admissions
70 Adore{win on )

24

27
DOWN

1 Go to market

2 Tennis score

3 Phone code
4 Dillydally

5 Ems, tor one
6 Slick chick

7 Savor

8 Sentimental

people

9 Went too slowly

10 Procure
11 Market sight

12 Suit material

13 Leftovers

21 transit

25 One of the

Stooges
26 German article

27 Hacks
28 Aweather s

opposite

29 Entice

33 Was concerned

34 Galena, for

example

35 Tijuana serving

36 Mimicker

37 Army hall

39 Everlasting

42 Record of ms and
outs

45 Margosa tree

46 Three m some
words

48 Actress

Piummer
50 Merkeiof the

movies
51 Earth

52 Visionary

53 Kind of bean or

butter

54 Burglary

55 Farmer 5 concern
58 Spanish stew
59 Rave s associate

60 Victory goddess
63 Change coiO'

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

^b(^ WwxoueEK y/600 ^o^y

Bushwa

UJHO'S THAT "?

OM, THAT'S WILLY"

we SORr of
MANGrS AROUND
THt COOP.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

by Tom Cushwa

AND Sl€rfy< UP MARTY
FOR A RcORieWTATiON

YA?

DOWW
Mtae
sessiow,

kUILL YA7y "^SuR.^

f

OK, NOW, u;H£^; ujould vou

Ume TO COMe IN) POR YOU(^
[leoRieNJTATlOM S&SS/OAJ

'£/?...! JUST HAP A CRAWINCJ-

(^pv MAnBuacrea.i think
fv\AHl^t I BBTTeR 5M0P
^Ar_Loui5^(^

Weather
Noches de buen tiempo y

dias asoleado por lo comun
continuo a manana.

Les nuit dociles e giomi di

sole oggi et demain.
Temperatures bas le due
sere 35 a 45 gradi.

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

GOOP 6VeNM6. 1DMIGKT ^'9t
RwwpTOwacoMeiMetwo

©«NIN6 0FTH6 SORT OF UMEtV

peame vwich has so char-

/

& LEAGUE
OF SHORT
, VOTERS

iHe RRsr-roPic is

'PRjvflTE uves."

WHY VOH'T y(X/ THAWK

t£APOFr, 56NATOR VOi;.

BtPmiLM. ^

Si
LEAGUE
OF SHORT
yCTTERS

Friday

6-9am
9-noon

12-3pm
3-5:30

5:30-6

6-7

7-10

10-2am

2-6

WMUA 91.1 FM
More Music to Sleep By
Conceptus Latinus

The Rythm Method with Carl Lowman
Jimmy Dee Drives You to Friday

Night
Newswatch
Athena's Web with Don Cerow

T.K. TIL TEN
The Skankin' Vickie Bates Presents

The Radical Dub Faction

Avandel - For People Who Take

Their Nightlife Very Seriously

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Potatoe sandwich, potatoe

salad, steamed potatoes

with butter

BASIC LUNCH

DINNER

Mashed potatoe with but-

ter and salt, potatoe pan-

cakes, french fried

potatoe. baked potatoe

BASIC DINNER

Basic poUtoe sandwich. Your basic mashed potatoe

basic potatoe salad, basic with butter and salt, your

steamed potatoes with but- basic potatoe pancakes

ter your basic french fried

potatoe, your basic baked

potatoe

Associate News Editor

Wanted \
The Collegian needs an associate news

editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-

perience in newswriting and reporting is

necessary but we provide training. Low pay

but great experience. All UMass students

are encouraged to apply. Apply before Nov.

5 to Michael Foley, News Editor, in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus Center. The Col-

legian is an equal opportunity employer.

CABLE/VIDEO
Breakloose Video Today

10:30 - 12:00 Mitch Chakour and Papa
John Creech, Springfest

82

12:00 - 1:00 The Doors - No one here

gets out alive

1:00 - l:dO Works from Wolverine

and The Last Great

Americans
1:30 - 2:00 Reefer Madness - an im-

portant message to

today's youth

m^

EARTH FOODS MEM
Baba Ganoush

Cream Cheese Spread

Pita Bread
Potato Soup
Com Bread
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THIS SATURDAY, Oct. 30

UMass

Undergraduate

Students

with valid ID

No Charge

UMass
vs

UCONN HUSKYS
UCONN is one of the Minutemen's top

rivals. The ball game will be hard hitting

from the opening of the game. Last

year's heart-throbber is still vivid in the

minds of many. Saturday's matchup

should be truly exciting.

KICK-OFF 1:30 P.I

ALUMNI STADIUM, AMHERST

Reserved seats $6

TKKET OFFICE BOYDCN BLDQ., UMASS.
545-0810

UMASS '82

HOME GAMES
REMAINING

Nc«. 6, 1:00 - Boston Collegs
Nov. 13, 1:00 • Now Hampshiro
Nov 20, 1:00-A.I.C.

DovE^s Nest
6 6 9-7969

Eqqs

pANCAkES $2.002 STRipS of DACON *^^ • ^^ ^^

OR UnIcS of SAUSAqE

wItIi boTTOMUss cup of coffee

Hours: 6 am - 7 pM M-Tk

6 AM - > pM To-Sat

7 AM - 7 pM Sun

I \ UNIVERSITY JUDICIARY

OFFICIAL NOTIFICATION
Attention All Judges of the

University Judiciery

MANDATORY and brief meeting of all

judges will be held on:

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31

in

ROOM 811, CAMPUS CENTER
at 2:00 PM

If, due to extremely extenuating

circumstances, you are unable to

attend, please contact

Christopher Cook at 546-7044

THEATRES
Daily Matinee b Twilite

Shows $2 00

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4

Discount Cards

Available to Students

.Sfl4-7R50 HAMPSHIRE MALL
»r ", o*»oo

'I 'o'oliy

oKyyr
CHRISTOPHER REEVT

GLNEVIEVE BUIOID

Forgive me.
Father, for I

have sinned.

Tpq

Fri at (4 45 @ $2 00) 7:15. 9:»
Sat (1:45 & 4 45 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:30

Sun (1:15 & 3 45 9 $2 00) 6:00, 8 "

MONSIGNOR
Fn (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30. 9:55

Sat (1:45 & 5:00 @ $2.00) 7:», 9:55

Sun (1:00 & 3:30 @ $2.00) 600, 8:»

RICHARD GERE
AJV OFFICER

AJVDA
GENTLEMAN

Fri (5:00 @ $2 00) 7:30, 9:55

Sat (2:15 b 500 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:55

Sun (1:00 & 3:» @ $2 00) 6 00, 8:30

Fn (4 45 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:30

Sat (2:00 b 4 45 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:30

Sun (1:30 b 4:00 @ $2.00) 6:15. 8:15

^nnCM0UNTAlllFARIIS4 584-91 53M0UNTAIN FARMS MALI

The year the
dreams came trut

*i PETER O TOOLE

Favorite

Year

ra

Fri (5:» @ $2.00) 8:00

Sat (2:30 & 5:30 @ $2 00) 8:00

Sun (1:30 &3:45 @ $2.00) 8:45

The night
no one

jcomes home.
lOWEEN]

SEASON OF
THE WITCH

Fri (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:56

Sat (2:00 b 5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:56

[^ Sun (1:15 & 3:X@ $2.00)6:00, 8:30

It Came From Hollvwood

PG

Fri (5:15 @$2.00> 10:15

Sat (2:» @ $2.00) 7:45, 10:15

Sun (1:15 (p) $2 00) 6:30, 8:30

National Lampoon's Class Reunion

(E

Fri (5:15 @ $2.00) 7:45, 10:15

Sat (2:45 & 5:15 (9) $2.00) 7:45, 10:15

Sun (1:30 b 4:00 @ $2 00) 6:15, 8:45

^r Superior Pizzeria

weekdays M - Th
with every 5 large pizzas

get the 6th one free

offer good until Nov. 30th

Free Delivery

17 Montague Rd, N. Amherst
649-0626

FOUR SEASONS

BETTE
MIDLER

Rolling Rock 16 02 cans

Rolling Rock Light. . . .12 oz cans.

Utica Club I6 02 retumables.

.

Lucky Lager 12 02 cans. . .

.

$9.99

$8.69

$6.89

$5.99

Kahlua soo mi $7.69

Southern Comfort lt $8.99

Castillo Rum its $9.99

R

Fri at 7:45, 9:55
Sat at (5:15 @ $2 00)9:56
Sun at (3:45 @ $2 00) 6:15

MIBMI^iMTM®V1i MAPHiii
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS

amcuminmik 584-7550

$3 00

50' off if

dressed in costume

THE ^^O^iSTER
MOVIE U'EBEU'C»LF |!%i

LO(MI»6IM

R THE EXORCIST

Cossack Vodka 1 75 $8.49

Fontana Soave & Valpollecella 15 L $3,951

Gallo Table Wines 1 5. $3.99

Zaca Mesa TSToyan Noir 750 ml $3.99

Kegs Free Delivery

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liqiiors
rtp.9. hadfevmav^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Coine to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AMA2INQ GRACE

Kepp Grace at the TOC

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,
cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage BO 546-4366

74 Olds 88 546-4390

71 Mustang Mach I 302 22 nnpg hgwy
PS/PB needs sorr>e work dependable new
brakes rebuilt trani AM/FM $800. or BO
253-2169

1971 Plymouth good condition $500

256^15, 545-2270

1971 Pinto runs - as is 125$ or BO call

546-6180

Olds 88 yr 89 price $200 Kris 546-7833

BELLYGRAMSI

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors 1 Vt lbs send anywhere 6.95

+ postage 546-4282

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from homel
We buy baseball cards and comic books
(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have
covers) Call 253-2515

ENTERTAINMENT

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS! $98
SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks. Paul 549-4405

SGA
ESCORTS

CHECK OUT
THE

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

Room in Amherst family home $150/mo
on busline 549-1536

Immediately or next semester 1

bedroom Puffton 549-1887

2 rooms available 4 bdrm apt 1 min from

bus route 2 mi from UMass $165/mo inci

everything call 256-6712 Lew or Ed

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35. 1 $15 413 737-6676

FOR SALE

Caber Bio-Systsm Ski Boots size 9.

Worn once. $90 or BO. 549-0861

Who Tickets and other shows for sale for

info call after 3:00 546-5154

For Sale: Echo-Plex w/sound on sound ex

cellent cond. $250 253-5767

75 Ford Station Wgn good cond. 8S0O0 mi

$600 neg. Ed 256-0336

Who tickets Worcester Centrum BO call

Nancy 253-5734

Skis for ssle - Fischer RC-4 super competi-

tion. 190 cm, medium in flex, have never

been used. $200. call 67467, best chance

after 7:30 pm

FRENCH TUTOR

I'm a qualified and experienced tutor

available to tutor all elementary and in-

termediate levels. Reasonable rates. Call

Jennifer 253-5196

HALLOWEEN

Come to the first annual costume
parade. This Sun Oct 31 (Halloween).

Registration starts at 3:15 judging at 4:00 al*

this takes place at Franklin and Berkshire

DCs. Prizes to best costumes and a free

candy bar to all entries. Sponsored by Food
Services. Housing Services and your local

Area Government

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education Er fund raising, will train.

$135^ $200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

OVERSEAS JOBS Worldwide selections.

Act now. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA/Corona Del Mar. CA 92625

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB
DRIVERS WANTED must
Superior Pizza 549-0626

have car

NOTETAKERS: GBFIN 301, Econ 311, BA
210. apply 403SU^SNPS deadline 10/29

INSTRUCTION

Math Tutoring 549 6612

LOST

Lost - Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentimental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

Silver chain with flower pendant 10/18

very sentimental reward I Sue 253-7890

Sharp Calculator - Engn major, need bad-

ly! Broke please call Linda 549-6235 or

256-6874

MORE RECORD MANIAI

What to Bruce and Romeo Void have in

common? They re both on sale this week

at U. R.U.I

MOTORCYCLE

1975 Honda 380CL excellent condition

9000 miles sissy bar $650 or BO call Mike

546-9041

Kawasaki 400 1975 2 stroke good condi-

tion must sell $500 or best offer call John

253 7258

m0sks ^ ^

costumes
&m0fe

A Store-full of Weas
Downfown Ainherst

PERSONALS

Twin Reverb great shape John 549-1666

after six

Lisa J. I couldn't have asked for a better

roommatel Thanksl Love, Sharyn

Laurie It's a day late but Happy B-day

anyway. Make it a good one. Love you.

Your Sis Gina

JE T'AIME ROSES
a perfect rose, babies breath & fern $1

the perfect start to the perfect
weekend

Fridays 11-4 at the Student Union

To my DZ big sis Ana: I think you're just

terrificl Love always. Lisa.

Congrats Lucy Reillyl You made itilt Best

wishes always and forever Luv Lorac £r

Map
Dedicated super-athletes speak out see

Football Fever

Hey Kara! This one is for you. Happy 19th

Love. Jackie, Liz. Maria ^___
Are you gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

Sugarbush Ski Condo room available

Wintersession 546-5891 546-5890

Chems Matzahball - "Life's a bitch", but

Happy Birthday anyway I With love on your

2l8t. PS: Is everything still up?

Rellva the 1981 41 Philips Strsst Hallo-

ween Party at 103 Puffton Saturday Oc-

tober 30. 1962

Attention: N.G.L. members it's another

weekend 24 bucks. Go for it

Dan. Congratulations!, You've joined us

in age once again. Can we top the N.Y.

trip?lt Have a super weekend. Happy 21st

Birthdayl Love. Kimbies & Albies

Happy Birthday Danll and Happy Hallo-

ween toot It (told ya I'd do thist). . .Laura

The Dukakis organiiation is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

RIDE WANTED

RHEDONDA:
Henry

Happy 18thl Love Forever,

Pooh - Was that you talking to me, "Oh
Lisa" in Tues paper?

Newman Club Halloween Party Oct. 30,

Sat. 9-1 @ Newman Center tickets $1

costumes encouraged

To the giri with the Pinto station wagon
you picked up five people on Fri night. I left

my backpack in your backseat call 665-3031

Colleen Hope you have a wicked ex birth-

day love, Risa

Jacki - The best most understanding p>er-

son I know I love u Sis happy Halloween

Love Sue

Deborah Bonne Anniversaire nous
t'aimons! 'les femmes de Southwood

ImportantI ImportantI ImportantI

Introductory Meeting of the

SGA Escort Service

anyone interested, please attend

Monday, November 1 at 3 pm
415 Student Union. All invited.

For more indo. call Anne (549-5404) or

Laura (549-0081)

Happy Birthday Lori and LynnI Wish you

were going to UVM and wish we were there

to help celebrate! Havefunll Anyway! Love

Kim

Happy Birthday Lori and Lynn Hope you

have a great weekend. Live it upl Love. Lori

To our favorite liberal arts majors Happy
20th. Beware all ye who enter club "B".

When you least expect it. expect it! Love

your favorite business majors

Lynne Waldron no more fake IDs happy

birthdayl Blue Wall Friday TAL & TMM

Ride desperately needed to Dartmouth
College on 10/29. Kris 6-5221

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Attleboro or area. Fri-

day, Oct 29. call Lisa or Theresa 546-9664.

ROOM WANTED
~

Spring semester - quiet older non-trad

looking for room or to share rooms will be

gone most weekends - not drinker or

smoker please call collect: Jim Anderson

413 445^5874

SERVICES

SGA
Escorts

Check Out
the

Personals

SHERRI JUNE

Best of Luck in Vanities you will be great

love Sandy

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. CaU

Doug 546-8185

WANTED

DRUMMER WANTED- Zeppelin, Rush,

etc covers. Rehearsal space available.

JMASS Band Call 6-8661.

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7083

^#:.^.-#r.^.^^v^''-^

3

w

50 90% OFF LIST PRICE

ALL TYPES OF BOOKS
dowN tIic ramp at

71 N. Pleasant St., \mherst I

NEW BOOKS AT HALF Pi^lCE

Monday - Saturday 10-6
s&^" .^^ .^:.^^:^'^^ ..^.-^^-.^

iT '^^
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Sports

UM football team
beams to victory
By LT. SAAVIK
Collegian Spaceshol

For Saturday's game with the University

of Connecticut, coach Nose Pickett is going

all out. The Minutemen will be out there

and ready to do battle thanks to the latest

medical and technological advances from

the 23rd century.

Using the medical wizardry of Dr. McCoy
and the brains of Mr. Spock (he's really not

dead dead), Pickett and his Minutemen will

be prepared.

McCoy, the new team trainer, will give

the defensive line a lift and with advanced

pain killers and artificial joints, there is

nothing UConn can do to keep Dan Brennan

or Ed Kern out of the action.

McCoy has also put in a new knee for

quarterback Barrett McGrath and
strengthened his arm up with plenty of

vitamin shots.

But, McCoy balked at the chance to join

Spock on the Minuteman coaching staff.

McCoy refused to take over Jim Simeone's

job of keeping stats.

"Dammit. Pickett. I'm a doctor not a

statistician." replied McCoy.
"Agreed. The doctor would have been

very unefficient," noted Spock.

But the secret weapon will be the use of

the transporter. With effective use of

Spock's baby, Scotty (who will be running it

— they haven't had time to teach Pickett

yet) will transport Minuteman defenders to

the exact spot to stop the play. This will

revolutionize the defense.

The offense will benefit, too. If McGrath's

pass happens to fall short, Scotty wUl be

right there to beam in Gary Freker or Bob
Simeone. Scotty will al.so be transporting

the Huskie defenders out of the way in case

of a close game.
"Aye, I'll put those braggards on Leeles

124," said Scotty.

"It should offset the problems we are

having with injuries," said Pickett from the

bridge of the Enterprise. "You can never be

too prepared for UConn.
Admiral James T. Kirk, a UMass alumni

football fan who has been disappointed with

the course of the season offered Pickett the

use of the starship Wedne.sday. When
asked about changing history. Kirk replied

that he didn't care if they cancelled T. J.

Hooker because he wants to see UMass
football in that time slot. "Promise," said

Kirk.

Kirk was also gracious enough to offer

the use of the bridge and Mr. Spock's

station to the UMass coaching staff. No
longer will Pickett's staff have to deal with

faulty headsets or the noise in the stands.

Communicators will be supplied and the

coaching staff will have an unobstructed

view from the Enterprise bridge.

The only problem may be the lack of

chairs on the bridge due to the recent at-

tack by Khan (who happens to be a UConn
fan).

So, Minuteman fans, it should be an

interesting day as the crew of the Enter-

prise attempts to help UMass football "Live

long and prosper."

The sad news of Horace Neysmith's rare disease was just released. It

appears that Neysmith occasionally shrinks to midget size at the very

instant when he should be getting a rebound.

It's a new set of balls

for field hockey team

CraP Phufrphoto

The woes of the NFL strike struck home for Joe Theisman last week

when he was forced to commit unnatural acts on fans to bring in some

much needed cash.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team will travel to New
Haven, Connecticut this weekend to par-

ticipate in the New England Champion-
ships at Yale University.

The netwomen will bring a record of 3-7,

and a fifth place finish in the
Massachusetts state championships into

the 12 team tournament, and are hoping

for a fifth or sixth place finish overall.

The top schools in the tf)umament are

Yale, Harvard, Boston University. Dart-

mouth and Brown. UMass will be in the

middle somewhere along with the Universi-

ty of Vermont, the University of New
Hampshire, the University of Rhode
Island, Northeastern, the University of

Maine, and Springfield College.

UMass will be using the same lineup as
they did in the states. There will be three
singles tournaments with the first and se-

cond singles players playing in the first

group or Flight A. the third and fourth
singles playing in Flight B, and the fifth

and sixth singles players in Flight C. The
doubles will also have three tournaments or

flights with number one doubles in A, two

in B, and three in C.

The scoring will be one point for advanc-

ing each round in the main tournament,

and one half point for each victory in a

special consolation tournament for the first

round losers. There will be no extra points

for winning a tournament, and the total

amount of points accumulated will win the

championship.

Commenting on the season so far, UMass
coach John Beal said, "The team did not do

as well as I expected, but I do think that

they have the ability to play better.

Hopefully we will have a good spring

season."

Beal feels that Ariel Fowler, the current

number two singles player and a number
two doubles player earlier in the season,

has been the most consistent player on the

team throughout the year, and is the team

leader. He is also very optimistic of several

new players on the team.

"People like Diana Biagioli, Chris

Frazier and Laura Kaufmann all will

develop into fine players. It turns out that

we have a very young team with six

freshmen on the squad, and Ariel is the on-

ly senior. This will give us more hope for

the future," said Beal.
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UMass students Joanie Hazelhurst, '86. Eileen Webb, '83. Heidi Schurman. '83 and Cindy

Crosby. '86, all entered yesterday's Halloween costume contest, held outside Berkshire Dining

New system
for lab fees
By TIM MacPHEE
Collegian Staff

Strong penalties, including the withholding of

registration packets and possible administrative with-

drawl, will be meted out t») University of Massachusetts

students with unpaid lab fee bills, under a new collection

system. The new system, according to officials, is designed

to simplify the collection and distribution process.

Lab fees, generally required for bulk purchases of

materials needed lor a class, had previously been paid upon

issuance of a fee card handed out in class.

•'Professors generally didn't like the responsibility of

giving out the cards." said Mitch Gaslin. chairperson of the

Undergraduate Senate Committee on rents and lees.

"The students didn't like it, and it was also an in-

convenience to the Bursar's office due to lost cards,
"
he

said.

The new procedure is designed to make the system

easier for everyone by eliminating the cards and adding lab

fees to a student's account.

"We have tried to streamline what should be a simple

procedure. ' said Joyce Abel, director of the .Xcademic

.Affairs budget.

"Inder the new system, bill paying and classroom time

don't interfere, she said. "There is less for the student to

worry about.

"

The new system provides an account tor each student.

The student will be able to identify outstanding balances

bcH-ause they will appear on his bill.

"The basic concept is a billing recj-ived system. If a

studnit gets a bill, he knows how much he or she owes for

what," said Bursar Robert Mishol.

"We have high hopes it will work. It seems the most

effective w ay to solve the collection problem, " Abel said.

Commons.

District outreach
stressed by Ryan
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

If Tom Simons had done everything he had promLsed to

do in office, his opponent says the current district attorney

for Hampshire and Franklin counties would be runnmg

unopposed.

Democrat W. Michael Ryan. Simons opponent, said he

is running for the position because of the inefficiency that

has characterized the district attorney's office under

Simons. . .

Ryan said he believes community outreach is one ol the

more important elements in making the office more ef

ficient. and that he is the one who can do this.

"The DA is their (the community's) lawyer. He s the one

thev should talk to." Kyan said.

Ryan's position on community education is that meetings

and' seminars on various issues can actually simplify the

attorneys job in "preventing law violations by education

the public to their responsibilities under the law.

Ryan has listed a number of ideas for making the district

Continued ov page 11

DA Simons says

voters satisfied
By DAVID ELLIOT
Five College Staff

Tom Simons says he's running on his record.

Although the District Attorney for Franklin and

Hampshire Counties h'as come under sharp attack from his

democratic opponent W. Michael Ryan for allegedly-

mismanaging his office and sporting a dLsmal trial record,

the 40 vear old Montague Republican says voters are

satisfied with his performance during his four-year term.

"I think the choice for voters is between a District

Attorney who has a very strong record of prosecuting

criminal' cases quickly, aggressively, fairly and sue

cessfullv. versus my opponent who has had no

prosecutorial experience and whose campaign has

generally consisted of a barrage of criticism aimed at me.

Simons said. ,

Two accomplishments of which Simons said he is par_

ticularly proud are his offices expedient prosecution o

criminals and an increased concern for victims of sexual

Noting a successful conviction rate of 91 percent, hf

Contin uedorpagel I

Unity at black homecoming
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

To demonstrate unity among Third World students on

campus, alwut 60 students participated yesterday in the

Black Homecoming Parade at the University of

^^RSS3C n u set,Ls

.

Chanting "MAKE NOISE. BE SEEN. Black people let

me hear you scream. " students walked from the Amherst

Common 'through the UMass campus to the New Africa

House in the Central Residential Area. The parade was the

first event of the Black Homecoming Week Celebration '82.

"We want to commemorate what all black students have

(lone betore us. said Ken Johnston, the Third World

co<jrdinator for the campus radio station WMUA. "We're

the majority, not the minority. Third World people make

up the majority of the world."

Dee Dee Robinson, the acting president of Afrik Am. a

UMass organization for black students, said. "When we

c»>lebrate Black Homecoming, we're expressing our culture

and our cultural ways. We express it in a different manner

which t he University doesn't express."

D.ane Higginbotlom. also a member of Afrik Am said.

ni black and Black Homecoming means somet hing to me.

It means unity and strength."

Deirdre Bushel, a member of the Collegiate Committee

for the Education of Blacks and other minority students

(CCEBMS) said the rain stopped many pwple from coming

out and participating in the parade. But those who did

come out "kept going. " "We felt it was something we had

to do." she said.

"We didn't have as many people as we expected.^' said

Joanne Nelson, also a member of CCEBMS. "StUl.

strength doesn't necessarily come in numners.

Following the parade, those who participated gathered

in the basement of the New Africa House for the

presentation of a banner. The banner was given by Martin

Luther King Cultural Center in Orcahrd Hill. The banner

was an exact replica of the one stolen from the house two

years ago.
r. i

"The banner is a way to recognize the house. People can

look at It and be comfortable. It's good for the spirit of the

black people on campus." said Brynne Clark, who

presented the banner.
„ , . ^ r . ..

"We are going to fly this banner with all kinds ot pride,

said Professor Ernest Allen, acting chairman of the UMass

W E B. Dubois .^fro American studies department, who

accepted the banner on the part of the New Africa House.

Collefiu pkoto br T«r«M Bfllafior*

Some of the participants in yesterday's Black Homecoming parade are pictured entering the

New Africa House.
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Worcester paper
endorses Shamie
BOSTON tAP) - Republican Ha\ Shaniu- picked up a

major newspaper endorsement yeslerday while Democrat

Edward M. Kennedy continued his last minute cam

paigning in the U.S. Senate race.

Shamie. buoved by an unusually friendly reception

Saturday outside the Hoslon College Fenn State football

game, received the endorsement of The Sunday Telegram

of Worcester. The newspaper said Kennedy had become

"verv much the politician out of step."

"Something has happened in Washington, somethmg

that is important to Massachusetts." the editorial said.

"Both the administration and the Congress are more

conservative than their predecessors. There s a sea ol

change in American political thinking. Ray Shamie s views

have been consistent with that trend. Senator Kennedys

are not. , . l hi
Shamie. who has badlv trailed Kennedy m the poUs. also

bn.ughl his campaign to Salem yesterday for the annual

Halloween celebration in the city of the witches

He passed out cardboard Shamie masks to the children

and urged their parents lo ihink about Kennedy s record

on tax increases and government spending.

Meanwhile. Kennedv attended a Democratic meetmg m

Weston and planned appearances at two Boston campaign

The 20 year Senate veteran received some campaign

hell) over 'the weekend from former U.N. Ambassador

Andrew Young, now the mayor of Atlanta. Young stressed

the need for a g(HKi turnout tomorrow to help Democratic

candidates, and said Kennedy was setting a good examp e

bv continuing to work hard even though "most people

think that he hns it made."

Israelis feared killings

l.KBANON — The commander of Israeli forces in

Lebanon said yesterday that every Israeli connected with

the anti guerilla operation which led to the Beu-ut

massacre feared "somewhere in his mind" that the

U'banese Christian militiamen might slaughter

Palestinians.

Maj. (ien. Amir Drorys testimony belore the com

mission investigating the massacre appeared to contradict

testimony of Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, who told the

commission last week that "it never entered the mind" of

any of the planners that a massacre of civilians would

ensue during military operations in two west Beirut

camps.
Sharon also said he did not want Israeli troops to enter

the camps because of casualties they might sustain, and

that he did not get any hint of a massacre until his chief of

staff. Ll. (ien. Raphael Kytan. phoned him the night ol

Sept. 17. a dav after the Christians entered the camps.

Drory. h*»viever. said he would have preferred Israeli

forces to do the mopping up. or have the Lebanese army do

it because he doubted the Christian militiamen had "the

fighting capability l<t do the job." Dn»ry said the U-banese

army, under orders from Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan.

refused Israels repealed appeals to take on the task.

In public testimony before the three man judicial

commission. Drory said Israel finally authorized and helped

plan the entry of the militiamen into the Sabra and Chatilla

refugee camps after sternly warning the Christians t(»

operate onlv against Palestinian guerrillas and not to harm

innocent people. He said he told Eytan the morning ol

Sept. 17 the Christians "may have overdone it." Sharon

testified that Kytan phoned him with that news at 9 p.m.

that night.

Trick in treat found by two

A 12 year old girl found a pin in a chocolate bar and

another younsters trick or treat loot contained razor

blades but neither child was hurt as parents around the

slate carefully screened fruit and candy this Halloween.

"We told the children you're not going out trick or

treating this year, we'll have a party at home." said Joanne

Largess, whose daughter found the one inch pin in Her

shey's chocolate bar. "But it didn't turn out too well.

The candy came in a package of 30 bought at the landoli

Supermarket in Auburn, police said. Police Sgl. Tom

Mancuso said he notified store Manager James Kozlowski

and that brand of candy was taken from the shelves of all

landoli stores in the Auburn area as a precaution.

The pin was discovered Saturday while the children

were preparing little bags of candy for their guests. Mrs.

Largesse said yesterday
j .« i

"My 12 year old came running and she said Mummy. 1

found a pin in a candy bar.' She had taken one hite..^I was

shocked. I thank God that she didn't get hurt.' said Mrs.

Largesse. ,

"This looked like it was embedded right into the candy.

she said, adding thai the box of 30 bars was sealed.

No one knows how the pin got in the candy. Mancuso

said Several other bars from the package were eaten and

apparently P'vJiing was wrong with them. The uneaten

bars were turned over to police as part of the in

vestigation. . ,

The family went ahead with the party yesterday night.

Mrs. Largesse said, but served homemade cupcakes

On Friday, two candy bars containing razor blades given

to a Pitlsfield tick or treater were discovered by the

child's parents, police said.

Democrats Michael Dukakis, who is running for

governor, and Rep. Barney Frank, who is run-

ning for reelection to Congress, were both out

doing last-minute campaigning yesterday.

Dukakis, Sears

still campaigning
BOSTON (AP) — Democrat Michael Dukakis cam-

Daittned with some of his party's congressional candidates

yeslerday while RepubUcan John Sears urged voters not to

"turn the clock back" four years as the campaign for

governor neared an end.
»,• u . »« i

•

Dukakis appeared with U.S. Rep. Nicholas Mavroules in

Lynn's 6lh congressional district, then lourneved to his

home town of Brookline to aid U.S. Rep. Barney Frank in

Frank's tough race against Republican Margaret Heckler

in the 41 h district. ... At u
\i both stops. Dukakis preached the need for a big

turnout tomorrow and warned that his front runner status

meant nothing if his supporters stayed home on election

''"We need everybody out to the polls.
"
he told voters^ as

ihev entered a Brookline pharmacy lo buy iheir Sunday

newspapers. "We cant take this election tor granted

made the mistake four years ago and have learned a pamlul

lesson." . „ ...

Dukakis spent most of his time in Brookhne steering

people over to Frank. "I want you voting for this guy too.

he continually told passersby before departing for ap-

pearances in Marshfield. Plymouth and Brockton.

Meanwhile. Sears began a statewide campaign tour at a

breakfast rally with 200 supporters in East Boston.

"Last night most of us turned the clock back and I don't

want to see the voters of Massachusetts do the same thing

Tuesday by bringing back 'The Duke."' Sears said

drawing a roar of laughter. "Were gomg to turn that clock

forward."

Digest
by the Associated Press

World's Fair ends in bang

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. - The World's Fair ended its six

month run in a flurry of fireworks yeslerday as officials

proclaimed the $115 million extravaganza a success and

oromoters said it would pay all its bills.

The fair, with energy as its theme, attracted scores of

exhibits and drew millions of people to this Appalachian

'^' The exposition reached its attendance goal of 11 million

"visits" on Saturday. Exposition President S H. Bo

Itoberts Jr. said that represented about 10.2 million paid

admissions because each days count of "turnstile clicks

included about 4.300 employees, performers and non

^^Represented were the United States and 15 foreign

countries, plus the 10 nations of the European Common

Market, six states and more than 60 corporations and

organizations.

The most popular exhibits were those of China. Peru.

Egypt. Australia. Japan. South Korea and Saudi Arabia.

which emphasized culture rather than energy.

Chinas pavUion was the biggest draw. People waited in

line for hours each day to see bricks from the Great W all

and thousands of pieces of Oriental art. most of which were

for sale.
, .. r • • .u

ll was China's first appearance at a world s fau- since the

St. Louis exposition of 1904. and the communist nation

showed it had learned a few lessons in capitahsm.

Lu Fenchun. China's commissioner general, said the

exhibit sold about 80 percent of its contents to visitors for

about $5.6 million.
. , r a »k«

Visitors often complained about long lines and the

Appalachian summer heat. But tourist housuig was the

only major problem. Thousands of people sought refunds

for' expensive lodgings they booked - and paid for in

advance -at shoddy pre fabricated motels.

Civic leaders who began organizing the fair in 1975

envisioned it as a way of revitalizing a dying downtown

and they built the fair on a 72-acre dUapidated raUroad

yard between the business district and the 30.000 student

University of Tennessee campus.

When the Southeast's first world s fair opened May 1 m

this city of 183.000 people, few outside KnoxviUe thought it

could be a success.

Tent towns protest policies

Makeshift settlements known as "Reagan Ranches"

went up in 12 cities over the weekend as community, labor

and anti nuclear activists marked their opposition to

Reagan administration policies with soup lines, songs and

In Minnesota, two demonstrators decked out in rags and

survival gear went to a small town not far from Min

neapolis St. Paul and asked residents to take them in.

saying they wanted to show it would be futile to try to

evacuate people in the event of a nuclear war.

•Reagan Ranches. " tent cities designed to bring back

memories of the "Hoovervilles" of the Depression, were

set up Saturday in 1ms Angeles. Bridgeport. Conn.; Des

Moines. Iowa; Albuquercjue. N.M.; Phoenix. Ariz.; Sioux

Falls S.D.; Austin. Texas; Dallas; Raleigh. N.C.; Miami;

and Jacksonville. Fla.; and on Friday in St. Paul. Minn.

Ghost scares night shift

THOMASVILLE. N.C. - A furniture factory aboUshed

its night shift after production slipped 30 percent and a

dozen workers quit, claiming they had seen a ghost.

Night workers at San Mor Inc. have reported seeing a

ghost they've nicknamed "Lucas" - for Lucifer - since

San Mor t"ook over the cinderblock building 10 years ago.

"When the first few people quit, we wouldn't admit we

had a problem. " said Victor Couch, one of the owners. "We

didn't want to scare away aU our employees. But we knew

they were telling the truth because we had seen him. too.

The 6 foot tall figure, which appears only at night,

dresses in a long sleeved, checked work shirt and khaki

pants, workers say.

It looks like a man aged about 50. but Couch said his

features are sort of blurred."

"I guess I've seen him 50 times." Couch said. "He has

never spoken to anybody and he has never hurt anybody."

Workers have heard large objects fall, only to find

nothing amiss when they investigated. Couch said. At

other times, employees would find their tools moved or

stacks of lumber shuffled around.

Although it is unnerving. Couch says he doesn't want

Lucas to leave.

"He's the best watchdog I've ever had." he said. He

doesn't have to carry a gun to scare somebody off."

Book on drunk driving

MARSHFIELD. Mass. — Competition among states for

the toughest new law against drunken driving can be "bad

new s" for the sober motorist as well as the intoxicated one.

defense attorney F. Lee Bailey says in a handbook oj legal

advice for motorists.

Bailey, who was acquitted of a drunken driving charge

earlier this year in San Francisco, said there is "a new

atmosphere now. an electricity in the air of traffic

regulation.

"... The cops have decided to set some fierce public

examples of their new hard line, probably to scare drivers

into going easy on the booze."

In his book "How To Protect Yourself Against Cops In

California And Other Strange Places." the attorney said a

recent wave of new laws has led to problems for innocent

motorists who don't know how to exercise their legal rights

in a police station.
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'Horsing around ' in future

after dedication of arena
By BECKY THATCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Robert P. Lawrence Indoor Riding

Arena, dedicated Friday by University of

Massachu.setts and state officials, is the

result of increasingly important donations

from the private sector, according to the

chairman of the Equine Center Council.

Donald A. Upton.

In his introductory speech. Upton

stressed the significance of a structure built

entirely without state funding.

UMass President David C. Knapp
agreed, and said, "Private sector giving is

going to be an important part of the future

of the university."

The arena, located at Tilson Farm at

UMass, was first proposed 16 years age to

the state by Director of the Equine Studies

Program, Dr. Anthony Borton. In 1978,

Sarah Carlson Geike. who then served as

Director of Riding, began the Equine

Center Council, a group of private in-

dividuals dedicated to the task of raising

the funds for an indoor arena.

The group, chaired first by Mrs. Win
throp S. Dakin, raised the $140,000 needed

to buiJd the arena in three years. The bulk

of the money was donated by a 1922

graduate of Massachusetts Agricultural

College, as UMass was called then. Dr.

Robert P. Lawrence.

Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst,
presented Upton with a citation from the

state House of Representatives to the

Equine Center Council, "in recognition of

the Council's vision and perseverance in the

creation of the riding arena."

John F. O'Connel Jr., executive vice

president of the University of

Massachusetts Foundation, Inc., presented

the keys to the arena to Chancellor Joseph

Duffey. Eight students from the riding

program, each sporting an alphabetical

letter, rode into the arena and spelled out

TH A-N-K YOU.

Duffey made the comment during his

speech that the arena is part of giving

students a well-rounded education. Until

now, students involved in the riding

program have been dependent on weather

and other circumstances to train and work

with the horses. The new arena guarantees

year-round education for these students, as

well as possible implementation of related

courses in the future. The chancellor added

that students should understand nature as

well as technology and the humanities.

Colleipan pholo b* Drrw Oficr

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp. Chairman of

the Equine Center Council Donald A. Upton, Financier Robert P.

Lawrence and UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey enjoy some conversa-

tion at the dedication of the new equine center on Friday.

Candidate says a Socialist vote is 'effective protest'

By KAREN POLLENS
Collegian Correspondent

Don Gurewitz is a fulltime machinist and member of the

United Electrical Workers Union, and is running for the

office of Governor of Massachusetts.

At his Campus Center appearance Saturday. Gurewitz

acknowledged he has little chance of becoming the next

governor of Mas.sachusetUs. But he said he beheves that a

vote for him is an effective protest against what the other

candidates have offered as solutions to the economic

d;*i.ress of working people.

Gurewitz is a member of the Socialist Workers Party.

"Between the RepubUcan Reagan administration and the

Democratic King administration, working people in

Massachusetts are experiencing the most difficult limes in

decades," said Gurew itz.

Both Sears' and Dukakis' programs reflect "a lasting

College students

aid police patrols

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Police Department's Community Service

Officer (CSO) program provides downtown Amherst with

extra protection while giving students of law enforcement

some valuable experience.

Community Service Officers are unarmed special police

officers assigned to patrol the center of town, report any

problems to the police station, and make themselves

available for general public assistance.

The officers have the power of arrest, but it is restricted

by departmental policy.

"The general rule is that CSO's will no make arrests,"

Amherst Police Lieutenant David Jankowski said

yesterday. "They can make arrests when the lives or

safety of the public are in immediate danger, but when"

there is no deadly force involved."

"They've been a very effective force in the police

department," Jankowsk' added.

The program was initiated by a Federal grant of $30,000

in 1974. These funds were used for recruiting, selection,

and a three week training of candidates, Jankowski said.

After that, the town picked up the expense, and has

funded t he program ever since

.

The program's budget is $33,000 a year.

The officers are college students, who must be enrolled

in a law enforcement related college curriculum. An ex-

ception to this rule is Robert A. Thrasher, 22, a Com

munity Service Officer who recently received his

bachelor's degree in criminal justice from Northeastern

University. Thrasher worked for his associate degree at

Greenfield Community College, and has worked in the

program for almost two years.

Thrasher said he enjoys his position, and is pleased with

the expereince he is getting, "Career-wise, its done me a

lot of good. " he said. "My age is a big help. I can say to

someone. 'Look. I'm the same age as you are. I know where

you're at, so please cool it.'

Thrasher is also a Hampshire College security officer,

and said he is planning to do graduate work at the

University of Massachusetts, and work for either the

Smith College or UMass police departments.

respect for corporations' profit margins." Gurewitz said.

"I'm a machinist," Gurewitz said. All the other can

didates on the ballot are lawyers or businessmen, or

lawyers for businessmen.

Gurewitz described the situation of some of the people

who work with him at the General Electric plant in Lynn.

"They can't afford to buy houses and they can't send their

kids to college. In addition they are dealing with all kinds

of cutbacks," he said.

In contrast to workers in non union plants, or the

unemployed, however. Gurewitz said. "These people are

well off. P'or those earning the lower salaries or not

working at all. things are intolerable."

"And we think they're going to ger worse unless people

like us get a voice in government, and that's not going to

happen through the Democratic or Republican parties,
"
he

said.

Concerning higher education, Gurewitz said students

should have more money to pay for school.

"They should receive a stipend large enough to allow

them to dedicate themselves to their studies without

having to work, because it is to society's advantage to have

people that are educated."

The U.S. is the only major industrial country in the

world with no labor representation in government, he said.

Gurewitz said for a labor party to be effective it would

have to consist of a coalition with other non union groups

who also feel their interests are not being represented.

These groups could include women's groups and minority

organizations.

Gurewitz spent most of his time at UMass Saturday

showing slides of his trip to Nicaragua.

"Our relations with Nicaragua, are vitally important, to

Massachusetts and every other state. The past has proven

that if the U.S. initiates another Viet Nam in Latin

America, beside it every other issue will pale." Gurewitz

said.
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Plioto by Bryan Lashwajr

This flock of seagulls appears to have gotten lost as they found their way to Boyden Gym-

nasium this weekend.
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Women's Week
MONDAY: There will be a women's health issues

v^orkshop from 11:30 to 12:30 p.m. in the Dukes Room of

the Student Union Building at the University of

Massachusetts. Men are welcome.

TUESDAY- A movie titled Babies and Banners will be

shown at 12:00 in room 917. The film, about workmg

women and unions, is sponsored by the Workmg Women s

Task Force of the Everywoman's Center. A support

group for unemployed women will meet at 4 p.m. \n the

Ever>'woman's Center.

There will be a Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) meeting at 6:30 p.m. m

the Campus Center room 802.

WEDNESDAY: Nikki Giovanni, a weil-known black poet.

will* appear at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

\ CmptlvtIngI Action P'^kmd^

N Catch. .

"The Education of Hannah Arendt" will be the topK| of

the lecture given by Professor Elizabeth \ oung-Bruchl at

8 p.m. in the Alumni House at Amherst College.

THURSDAY: There will be a Women's Issues Team

meeting at 6:30 in the Campus Center room 902.

Chtle: Four W<munrs Storre. will be shown at noon in

the Campus Center room 917. There will also be a

speaker.

There will be a Jewish Feminists Organization meeting at

Ip m Trl the Dukes Room in the Student Union Building

All Jewish women are welcome.

"Exploring Job Resources." an informational session

will 4 held^rom 12:30 to 1:30 ,n the Campus Center

rooms 911-915.

Newslines . .

.

Hllmrlou* Commdy

Spmctmculmr Sport* Action

16MM COLOR
>;0 MINUTES .

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

j
DON'T MISS THIS "C/TJWG MOTJOW WCT^^^

Grad, professional schools

will be here on Wednesday

The Five College placement offices are sponsoring

graduate and professional sch(K)l day on Wedne.sday in the

Campus Center.

Brown. Case Western Reserve. Columbia. Harvard

Medical School. Georgetown. Notre Dame, and Colgate are

among the 60 schools that will be represented. The

graduate and professional schm)l day will be held trom 9

a.m. to 4 p.m. on Wednesday in the Campus Center

Auditorium.
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SGA Hotline is

open and working
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association (SGA) HotUne is waiting to hear problems,

complaints and criticisms relating to the university.

•We want to make Uhe university) a better place lo

live
" said Sylvia Smith, an SGA senator and hotline

coordinator. "(Its purpose is) to let students have input on

what's going on around campus." she said.

The hotline is staffed by SGA senators. When a call is

received a form is filled out slating the problem. Hotline

operators answer simple questions themselves, while

complex problems are referred to the appropriate S,GA

committee or the Student Center for hducanon and

Research Advocacy (SCERA.)
• .

, ^

"The program was successful last year in that it solved

all the problems (people call in)." said Smith.

One example of the hotline's work concerns a compl.uni

received about needed dorm repairs. The complaint wa>.

referred to the Area Management CcK)rdinalor. vvho

resolved the problem.

A caller mav choose whether or not to leave his nanu;. It

he wishes. he"is promised a response withm a week. Alter

this time, if the problem has not been solved, the ^(,A

begins its own investigation.

The SGA hotline first opened last April and operated for

the remainder of the spring semester. It began ihts

semester on Oct. 25. and will operate for the rest ol the

school year.
, ,„ „

The hotline is open to receive calls Mon. Thurs. 10 .

and Fri. 10 5 at 545 0343.
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Political Advertisement

RYAN - DEMOCRAT -DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Simons says:
"For four years, he has been doing the job skillfully

— prosecuting court cases. .
."

"He's (Simons) an able prosecutor."
1962 Campaign Rrochura

The Record Shows:
Simons has personally tried - or helped to try -

only the following four cases in Superior Court
:

CHARGE FINAL VERDICT

Armed Robbery Not Guilty

Armed Robbery Not Guilty

Arson Gu'ltY

Unarned Robbery Not Guilty

The Record: 4 Jury Trials, 1 win, 3 losses.

"Skillful Prosecution means
winning jury trials

We need a criminal trial

lawyer as District Attorney

WE NEED

W. MICHAEL RYAN
DEMOCRAT

North

Jonathan G. Turtle James Murphy

HTdTey^RoaT Pelham
' mue Hiils'Road, Amherst 74 Lake View Road. Shutesbury S G A. PresidentAtty Jonathan Souweinvi Robert J, Garvey

RYAN - DEMOCRAT -DISTRICT ATTORNEY

cJ^'t
MON. HOV. i

Dud Night At The Fights

PRIZE FIGHTING FILMS

Promotionol Giveaways

Free Popcorn * No Admissions

withMC. PAULMANTON

UNlVERSr I- 'J» s/ASSACHUSf TTS AT AMHERSl

Siamsa

The \ational Folk

Theatre otlrcland-

Tuesday,
November 2

8:00 p.m.

Thursday. ^^M/^
^Jovember 4 O^ ^ *' -

b:00p.m. <? V

S JAZZ
BAND

Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from ihe People's Republic of Chma

Tuesday, November 9, 8:00 p.m.

All shows on sale now

I

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.rv.. MF

545 2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Weekender meal planprovides**somethingdifferent"
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Stalf

The Department of Food Services has collaborated with

the Hotel. Restaurant and Travel Administration (HRTA)

department to initiate a new food service known as "The

Weekender."

Steak, chicken, or pasta are served on an alternating

basis, although Weekender Coordinator Don McGann said

eventually he would like to expand the service to include

other menu items.

Every other Sunday night in the Worcester and

Hampshire dining commons students on the 14 and 19 meal

plans can purchase a meal of steak for an additional $2 or

pasta lor $1 extra.

"I'm very enthusiastic about it. We have fresh baked

apple pie, brownie a la mode, spumoni with claret sauce

and rum cake, that sort of thing. We're looking to provide

something a little different from the D.C. that the students

like." McGann said.

The Weekender was instituted this semester in order to

reduce the length of lines in the dining commons on Sunday

nights. McGann said. He said The Weekender was

originated "to take about 500 people out of the Franklin

and Berkshire lines on Sunday night."

In a survey taken by Food Services last spring, students

indicated "they'd be willing lo pay a little additional if we'd

offer an alternative," McGann said.

We tried to get away from the D.C. type atmosphere as

much as we could. We did this by putting tablecloths out.

llower.^ un me laoie, navmg aprons ana nats with I'he

Weekender logo on it and a bread table where the students

could serve themselves," McGann said.

"I've left the running of the operation in the hands of the

student managers so far and to this point they're doing a

very good job of it," McGann said.

About 35 HRTA students work an average of eight

hours a week and switch jobs in order lo get a balancfd

experience in restaurant operation. There is only one

professional cook in each building.

McGann said the service has been effective in cutting

down Sunday night lines at the Berkshire Dining Com
mons. with 454 students patronizing The Weekender at

Hampshire Dining Commons last week. "Within a few

weeks I feel that we'll probably meet our goal (of 500

customers," McGann said.

Sporting Co-op gets

active promoting

student business
By VICKI A. SPAGNOLI
Collegian Correspondent

New advertising ideas and attractive

displays all lend themselves lo a new image,

as the UMass Sporting Goods Coop

changes it name to "Let's Get Physical —
Sporting Goods for Less," and embarks on a

new year.

The old name. UMass Sporting Goods Co-

op, "just doesn't cut it" in trying to promote

business, says Susan Kindlund, the student

manager.
"We needed something more excitmg.

she said.

Kindlund said she feels their success so

far is due to the students participating in

the stores management this year.

Kindlund, a fashion merchandising

major, along w ilh three marketing students

and one accounting student are running the

sports CO op this year in exchange for 3

credits per semester. There are also two

work study students filling cashier jobs in

the store.

Kindlund says the marketing students

have done much lo upgrade sales through

advertising and attractive displays.

"Our purpose." says Kindlund. "is to

provide low cost sporting equipment to the

UMass students."

Although at this time, 'the store is

running with only a partial inventory, there

are running shoes, turf shoes, athletic

socks, and other sporting equipment for

sale at just above whole.sale prices.

The sports co op competes directly with

the University Store and other stores in the

Amherst area. Kindlund said there is

serious competition between the co op and

the University Store, but she do«*s not think

the competition is a threat to the existence

of the co-op.

The co op has the advantage of selling

sporting items at a low cost. They also

resole shoes and restring raquels.

"We also have the largest selection of

frisbees in Amherst," says Kindland.

The CO op is open Monday through F'-iday

from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Dracula's face peers menacingly from a window in Pierpont Dor-

matory yesterday afternoon.
.

1?'

WhQt Do These People ond

8 Groups Hove in Common?
Zs G A. President JimMurphy, UMass/ Amherst Northampton City Council

JSen. Edward M. Kennedy Graduate Student Senate, UMass/Amherst

jAmherst Town Meeting Coalition for Environmental Quality, UMass/Amherst

jSierra Club, Massachusetts Chapter Massachusetts Fair Share

jUniversity Staff Association, UMass/Amherst Sen. John W. Giver

SSen. Paul E. Tsongas Student Coalition Against Nukes Nationwide, UMass/Amherst

Sundergraduate Student Senate, UMass/Amherst Rep. James G. Collins

Former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis Rep. William Nagle

.^

I

I

They oil endorse q ''yes" vote on Question #0.

Vote "yes" fof your fight to vote

on nucleor power ond woste.

eferendumN
CAM P

-«
Paid for by the Hampshire County Nuclear Referendum Crsoipaign.

Janet Seidel, Treasurer *
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Downtown Amherst

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing

. . . 253-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(above Matthew* Shoe*)

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•)f

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

Resumes & Papers

Consultations & Editing

• Theses •dissertations

TRY OURRESUMESE^OC^S

*^**********************$
^ Mount Snow Vermont Tours ^

"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2 7, 1983 Jan. 16-21. 1983

Jan. 9 14. 1983 Jan. 23-28. 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging

• A gala welcome party

• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow sk. area

• Five full skiers' breakfasts

• Four full course dinners

• Ski tour guide & host

• And so much more!

TT • Welcome Get Together Party * Beer Bash

<N> Wine b Cheese Party ' Fondue Party • Horse^Drawn

:^ Sleigh Ride ' Mov.es ' Arid so much more

« The Mout.tain of Fi;n. MT Snow Vermont

S All Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and

# 15% Hotel Gratuity Service Cnarge

Mount Snow Vermont Tours

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vermont 05356

802 46A 2076

Ddstardy
DgnS"©^

Mon - Thurs

$0-00 Coy#r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Highballs

50' Domestic D*#rs

Pool Toblo - PInboll - Vld^o Gomos

POOL TOUHMAMEHT TOMIGHT

TliE Fiwf Arts Center

IN COOPERATION wItIi

ThE Comparative Literature

Department

presents:

A Lecture on
Irish Culture

by 3 members of Siamsa,

The National Folk Theatre

of Ireland

Free - Limited Space Available

First Come, First Serve

In: Machmer W25
Tuesday, November 2. 1982

2:30 3:45
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Buv three enlargements
the fourth is FREE!

Pick up a coupon at the Pholopatio
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Responsibility & the Student Senate
II is necessary at I his linu- 10 make a IVw lommt'nts «)n

ihf ri-ct-nl rndrrKraduati- Student Senate endorst-menl of

incumbt-nt SlaU- Smalor John Olver over James Tripp in

the upeominK election. I argue not on the ^jrounds that it

may be inappropriate for a supposedly non partisan body

to endorse a partisan candidate. Perhaps, if it was truly

representative of its constituency it should. Instead, my
argument lies with the processes by which such an en

dorsement was given, an(l the subsequent lack of decency

in not K'^'"K Mr. Tripp an ap«>loKy for mis statements that

were madi'.

Timmi W. Rudolph

On October 20. the leadership of the Student Senate

introduced a measure to endorse Mr. Olver leather than

allow the senators to check out the respect i\e candidates,

rather than allow the senat«)rs to return to their con

stituenoies and obtain some iWdback. rather than allow

the senators to find out the facts, the President and the

Senate leadership wante«l an immediate vote. In the en

suing debate the senate was misinformed and Mr. Tripp

was falsely accused of not speaking to the students on

campus. l" sa>\ Mr. Tripp speak on campus with John

Sears, and it was a blatant act to sway the vote of a senate

through such a lactic of falsehotnls

No matter lh«- ultimate hearing; of the misinformation, a

slight had been made. Misinformation, on its face and by

its nature, can hurl. Kven if mistakenly dispersed, even

with no intende«i malice, misinformation hurls the

responsible decision of the senate, hurts the little integrity

that the S(1A holds onto, and hurts the person that the

information is directed at.

In light of this. I feel it completely irresponsible for the

Studi III Senate not to have offered an apology to Mr. Tripp

last Wednesday. Such an aplolgy should be acclaimation.

not denied by heated debate where further falsehoods

were used.

At this point it must be made clear that the SGA in its

present form is less than a responsible body, it would be a

fallacy to think otherwi.se. To attain the stature and

est«>«'m such a repres«ntative b<Hly should warrant some

changes must be made. The Senate must have a realisistic

outlook and work within the constraints of the system.

Work with to accomplish, not against to disrupt. The SGA
must regain its integrity and rise from the political depths

to which it has sunk. The Senate must be made accountable

for its mistakes. The Senators must be made accountable

l«) their constituencies, to be otherwise would be folly in an

organization based on democratic principles. Reform is

long overdue.

It is believed on campus and throughout the Im-al area

that the Student Senate is an irresponsible body. Iii its

actions the Senate has done little to prove otherwise. If the

Senate does not improve on its policies and methods at

arriving at those policies, then perhaps it is belter that the

Student Senate be considered a less than responsible and

more than ineffectual institution.

Timmi W. Rudolph is member of the Undergraduate

Student Senate.

Cast a vote

for needed
change
Election Day is upon us once again and this election,

coming as it does midway through President

Ronald Reagan's four-year term is particularly im-

tK)rtant It will serve as an indicator to the President (and

everyone else) as to whether or not we. the public, are

satisfied with the direction he is leading the country.

Con.sequenllv. the Republican campaign mollo is •Slay

the Course". As voters, we need to review the "Course ol

the last two years and determine if we want more of the

same for the next two years.

Foreign policv. mililary spending, social spending cuts,

and the environment are just a few of the periment policies

that should be scrutinized. Let us examine them all.

starting with the ec«)nomy.

At its most basic level, the issue is simple and can be

broken down into two options: one being less inflation and

fewer people employed, or higher employment at the cost

of more inflation. Whatever your preference. Reagan's

continued promise that prosperity is just around the

corner continues to ring false.

The big knock on former President Jimmy Carter was

that his. foreign policy was weak and indecisive. Does our

present foreign policv vacillate any less; Ls it any more

effective? No. The continuing Soviet occupation of

Afghanistan, the crisis in Poland, the debacle in Lebanon,

the Falkland's War, the pipeline fiasco, secretary of Slate

Alexander Haig's resignation, and the arms race tell us.

Reagan and Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger,

with the essential support of a Republican Senate and a

weak Democratic House of Representatives, have enacted

the largest peacetime defense buildup in American history.

They have reignited the arms race with ihe Soviet I'nion.

The monev channeled into the Pentagon has weakened the

economy and increased the budget deficit. Dm-s America

need this? .

As a result of the increased defense spending, social

security, job programs, and financial aid to college

students have all been undermined. Is that what America

A long range concern often ignored in the short run. the

environment, has been taking its lumps from the Reagan

Administration. Reagan has purposely appointed anti-

en vironmenlalisls to be the guardians of our environment.

James Watt, head of the Environmental Protection

Agency, is the prime example of this. Watt, a firm believer

that Jesus Christ's Second Coming is less than a century

away, is more interested in helping the oil companies get

what they want than in preserving nature for future

generations.
. . . ii.

Unfortunately, the damage the short sighted Watt is

wreaking upon the environment will have far ranging

permanent -fftH-ts. Can America afford to have two

decades of an improving environment reversed by such a

thoughtless policy?

If vou can answer these questions in a positive manner,

slay "the course and vole Republican. If not. vote for pwple

opposed to these policies, be them Democ-rals. Indepen-

dents, or even Republicans. But whatever your vote, be

sure to cast it.
, .- .

Kevin DeLuca is a Collegian StafJ member.

Letters

Harvard band's anties unfair

Kditors note; this Utter was also sevt to Derek Bok, the

President of Hanard University: and the band directors

for Harvard I'niversitij and th> Univtrsity o)

Massavhusi tts

To the Editor:

Fvi-n ih.'ugh a month has passed since the

MassachuM'tts vs. Harvanl football game, the bitterness ol

that da\ still lingers.

Two f(X)lball teams fought their best and Harvard was

victorious. Fine. What was astounding however, v^<ls Ihe

colossal show of what I can only vie^^ as extremely bad

manners bv the Harvard band.
^ ^ .•

I suppose wt could look at the Harvard bands aMlics

during the UMasss halftime show as "cute" or "spirited or

"clever". Mut in pondering the total impression ot the

Harvard Hand's activities and one speciiic serbally vulgar

dillv on Sept. 25. it appears that "cleverness is to be the

supreme virtue... even at the cost of common courtesy.

We have always considered Harvard to be among the

most prestigious schools in the nation. ^ our hand s

Sl^lJacfmg display at halftime sh,H.k .,ur bHiH your

band's abommable display at games end .h>in.>id our

^1n the last few minutes of the game the I Mass band duly

announced their intention to perform tor thosr s^ ho wished

to remain. After they marched onto t he tie Id and assunu-c

1 position of attention, your Harvard band a(himan

continued to plav one selection atler another (perhaps t.vt

or more*, all the while ignoring the hundreds ot musical

guests on the tield and the many hundreds of guests

waiting for I he I' Mass band to perform.

To me the Harvard band director dem<mst rated a degree-

of ignorance, a lack of consideration, and perhaps jealousy

of the guests. After many minutes of polite wailing by the

CMass band, the crowd in the stands aptly expressed their

sentiments with the chant of "No class Harvard"!

The one benefit I can see from this incident is that it

gave an excellent opportunity for the I'Mass band to

(xemplity a high measure (»f patience and dignity in a

forced and unpleasant situation. Compliments to Mr.

(u'orge Parks, the I Mass band director, for exercising

good judgement and conirol.

If this letter conveys only one thing: may it be that

healthy competition between schools is great; but please

let us always value courtesy and consideration toward one

another.

Richard F. Papal ia

Bedford

UPC policy benefits students

To the Editor:

I would like to take the time to clarify Mr. Altneu's

misconceptions concerning I'PC's complimentary ticket

policy. Mr. Altneu staled that the University and its

students have priority. The reason Mr. Allneu only

receives one ticket instead of two is so that a student may

purchase one. I fail to see the rational behind the Index

luiMng iv\o photographers at every concert. UPC has

decreased the number of complimentary tickets so that

paving studi'nts are allowed more seats.

Billy Prichett

L'FC Talent Coordinator
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open 24 Hours -7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

Sirloin
Steak

Without Tenderloin

I

BeefLx)in

Boneless Top Sirloin Steak .2.89

Beef Rib Roast LargeEnd ^'^ '^- '^ "^^ ^ 1.99

Beef Rib Roast SmallEnd ^«' "^- ^rd ".'.s ,,2.59

Cube Steak BeefChuck usoAChoce „ 1.99

ShoulderLondon Broil ^^«'
^^"'^'^

•" 1.99

BeefTopRound Steak usda choce „2.49

Beef
Chuck

Boneless
Chuck
Roast
BeefTopRound Roast

"'"°^»»"=^*'='"'- '-1-89

BeefRoundTipRoast "''"^ »' "109

BeefRoundTipSteak "=°'^"°'^ '"2.59

TopRoundSteak Butterfly '"2.59

Top RoundLondon Broil "=°' "<»=^ ,b2
.
59

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Amherst only

see Store for Details

. ,, AvaUable In storea
comer deli featurtncaaervlcedeU

Stop & Shop
Roast Beef

Sliced to ^^M^%9
your order A^B ||^

GermanStyle
Bologna

9 with Back
8-9 lb pkg

Leg

Stop &
Shop
Brand

Save the Family Pak Way

FreshLean
Ground ^^
Beef 169
3 lb pKg or more M^B lb

Extra Lean
Ground
Beef 189
3 lb pkg or more J^ M*

Boneless
Veal
Roast 049
Plume deVedu ^B" 11*

Shoulder
Lamb
Chops 189
Fresh American GfOAn^fc lb

Fresh ^^LamD i«8g
Legs L
English

'White Gem
IChicken
Quart<

Stop & Shop's own special

brandof chicken, meaty and

delicious Enioy It this week. ID

Chicken Breast .^^^'^^'^^^.^ ib99

Chicken Thighs ^"'^;^„ "^
'^^i

Chicken Drumstick "^"^

'^^^ >b
89'

BonelessChuckSteak ^^^« ibl.79

Boneless BladeSteak ^*'^" ib2.29

Produce Save on the best of the fall harvest!

Genuine Idaho

\ Veryfine
Apple Juice ^19
Regular or Mcintosh ^^L

2 Liter Soda
^

Reg. or Diet£>Qf
AssoneTFlavors "X W^^
Plus Conn Deposit ^^^^^^

Success
Rice BoU-in-Bag
Enriched Pre-cooked Long Gram
14 ounce package 1

19

itr itatoes
Size A

U.S. No. 1
for Baking

Pillsbury Plus
Cake Mix ftOt
Assorted Flavors

1 8 V2 ounce package

lb

Reg o' Split

StoD 4 Shop

Muffins^% ^^^%^
l2c>zpKg^ OSy
Crest
Toothpaste

2._3
I C '"

"
In Oil or Watrr

I Bumble BeeTuna
cL

^ SoUd White

[cIntCMshApples
Fresh Crisp ^^ ^^ —
New England 3Ib^VCW
us Fancy 2' 4" min. ^ m ^^^U
Great tor snacks, pies W%S^St ^K ^^^V
or apple sauce! ^^& ^* ^^^^^

GoldenDelicious
Apples
Washington State
Extra Fancy sue 1 13

GoldenGrainMac.
& Cheddar*
7V4 0zpkg S'"'!

Upton
» Tea sacs

3 2 ','U'icf- tube

Regular, Ge' c

2"'-l
mperor Gr^es

.79'

Lipton
B^ Tea Bags

lOOctpkg. 169
Kleenex Facial
Tissue ^^^'^^
Regular
2 ply 200 sheet pkg 69

Tasty Red
The natural snack'" Sweet and juicy

Grab a bunch when you want to munch

CI Fresh ^'^U^^^CharliesChumQQ
Bird Seed ^^-'^^ 5J5J I Spinach

f^^B . »»-ot. *»»»". ...,..uP--.
A', 5 /~

Scott Bathroom
Tissue ^ ^ " *

Asst's Colors 1 ply

1000 sheet roll. . . .279

JP4 bHiji* ij**'->ut

"

Hood Cottage
Cheese 'c'u°o' O.^M
Small or Large Curd or
Nuform Low Fat or Pineapple

O-.CM

O Minute Maid
Orange Juice
Regular or with pulp
12 ounce can 99

Arts
A gentle Yentl
YENTL
October 28

Theatre 14, Smith College

By ELLEN GOULD
Collegian Correspondant

Yentl, now in production at Smith

College, is the story of a Jewish girl

growing up in Poland in 1873. It was

adapted for the stage by Leah Napolin and

Isaac Bashevis Singer from Mr. Singer's

short story, Yentl the YeshivaBoy.

As a young girl. Yentl (Victoria Stern)

persuades her father to teach her to read

the Torah and the other religious teachings

of the Jewish faith, forbidden to women at

that time. After her father dies. Yentl

makes up her mind to go to a Yeshiva (place

of .study for the boys) disguised a.s a man.

On her way she is befriended by Avigdor

(Arnold Zar Kessler) and they become fast

friends during the course of the play. Yentl

lakes her friendship with Avigdor so

seriously that she decides to marry Hadass

(Dee IVlletier). the woman Avigdor is in

love with; she plans on leaving Hadass soon

so that she will be free to marry Avigdor.

After numerous close calls. Yentl becomes

so fearful of being discovered that she

leaves the Yeshiva and divorces Hadass.

The couple lives happily ever after with lots

of children and Yentl lives on ma.squerading

asa man
The play would be better suited to a film

or television performance than to the stage.

The action jumps from scene to scene,

connected by short interludes that seem to

serve little more purpose than to keep the

audience occupied during the long and noisy

set changes. The lighting is rather dull and

unimaginative, and doubly annoying when

the actors couldn't find what little light

there was on stage.

The three main characters, Yentl,

Avigdor. and Hadass are portrayed nicely

by their respective actors, but the roles

could have been played much more ef

feclively with better direction. The staging

was very much akin to the ttn-hniques used

in musical comedy; unfortunately, this is

not a musical. When all else fails, it can't

even rely on big production numbers to

save it.

Yentl is an interesting ethnic lesson for

people unfamiliar with Jewish culture. An
accompanying exhibit about Jewish women

and customs in Poland and surrounding

Europe is set up in the lobby, providing a

good dramatic background for the play.

There are three more performances this

weekend. November 4. 5. and 6. at 8:00 PM
in Theatre 14. in the Theatre complex at

Smith College.

Boston based comedian Chance Langton will be appearing at the Blue

Wall's Comedy Night at 8 p.m. on November 2.

Fatal Slide worth ride

<el« o' •. "c :<,! I. .. *-
.
csjr..,, ..:^,p,,,qM i9gj t,, ^xoc » Shoe Suwrmj.kfU Not r»spo"»'t>i» 'oi lyoofl'aph'i:"' e'ro'S

By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Correspondent

Well what do you know, nx-k from

Canada that's not heavy metal. How such a

reallv good band got stuck m C anada is

anyone's guess. I'm not picking on ( anada.

it's just that the country is not particularly

famous for producing good rock bands, this

group isn't quite .so heavy as Rush or

Triumph. Fatal Slide is a l«.ur man band

with a real tight sound, akin to no one in

particul-ir. . , ,,

f ive V*^ar I'lan " leads oil the show .It

is a quick song that gives us an idea how the

next five vears are supposed l",,!];'Pf»;"-

Must be a verv fast five years. Ihe lilU

song follows with a keyboard intro. Us a

compact song that Hies alonir in a regular

rock song now. rheres a nice break niht

middle 'using U. keyboards includ d^

SocialServ.ee" runs along with he Una

,.„,,h upe .o.nd. UuK-k beat, qu.ck

phrasing.good tune. A first-class ba.ss and

drum combo starts off the next composition

with guitar and keyboards coming in a little

later, along with some horns.

•I) What You Want opens side 2 b\

continuing the superb frame of

arrange ment on side 1. There is a dilferent

singer on this one. "You Don't Know siarls

out with insistent guitar keyboard chording

that stays there throughout. -Mippin So

Tight" has a fine svnt hesized beginning that

Hows through the tune, with the bass guitar

c-ommanding respect, and the listeners

notice, "(ione Too Far" quickens the pace,

repeating the title of the song, perhaps a

lillle t<H) often though. The fmal song.

•Forget.
" alM) connects all the instruments

together in a (juality of repose.

The songs on this album don t jump at

voii th.' wav sonns on their last album,

'^,rnrHprSilevn did. Although the r.-cord

,s still excellent. Any Reds album is worth

picking up.

Internationally acclaimed composer and

performer Donald Knaack will present a

solo percussion concert at 8 p.m. on

Tuesday November 2 in Bezanson Recital

Hall at the FAC. Knaack's compositions

bring together a variety of media forms

including live and pre recorded music,

projection, film, dance and sculpture.

Tuesday evening's concert will feature a

performance of Knaack's 1982 composition

"Inside the Plastic Lotus," written for

performer, tape, projection, and film. The

themes of the work center around the years

Knaack spent in Los Angeles. The

evening's program will also feature his

"...for John Cage" for vibraphone, as well

as his "Dance Music I and II for solo per-

cussion and film.

Sly Stallone's Bhod flows
FIRST BLOOD
Directed by Ted Kotcheff

Hampshire 4 Theaters

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

Tvii Kotcheffs new film First Bhod isn't

exactly The Best Years of Our Lives for the

me " decade, but neither is it the foul piece

of trash that many critics claim it to be.

The plot, although sh(x-kingly simple,

serves as a satisfactory vehicle to present

some excellent stunlwork while

simultaneously capturing the cinematic

beauty of our nation's Pacific Northwest.

.\s the film opens, we find our "hero"

John Rambo (Stallone — one of the most

explosive forces in Hollywood tixlay)

wandering through rural Washington State

in search of an old war buddy. Actually, his

friend has since been stricken with Agent

Orange induced cancer thus leaving

Stallone as the lone survivor of the old

team.

Enter Blue Neck sheriff Brian Dennehy

and his local deputy goon squad. Not

realizing that Rambo is an ex Green Beret

and Congressional Medal of Honor

recipient, they arrest him for vagrancy and

quickly proceed to beat him in their best

mongoloid style.

Before long. Rambo goes beserk and

trashes twenty cops, a police station and

two police cars in his haste to make it to the

woods. Miraculously no one gets killed (or

gels a shot off edgewise I and the movie is

off and running. Here the trusty "killing

machine" cliche finally surfaces and Sly. the

one man Army, promptly dispatches (he

only maims) a squad of cops, a company of

National Guardsmen, a helicopter, a truck,

two police cars and finally the entire town

of Jov. Washington.

AP nir photo

Sylvester Stallone, the most ex-

plosive farce in film today.

Scriptwise. Stallone has less to say than

the mad killer of The Halloween epics, but

ri'lies on Richard Crenna (in a supporting

role as Sly's old Green Beret Commander)

to provide the film with its badly needed

conscience. Crenna is good here and he is

provided with the film's best lines,

especially when he sarcastically cuts up

Dennehy's slob sheriff and Bill McKinney's

hapless National Guard Commander.

Suspense wise, the film is first rate.

Starting with the initial confrontation

between Stallone and Dennehy it lakes off

in a rocket pace and doesn't stop for a

break. In fact a group of law students who
were watching the film with me complained

of iheir inability to go to the bathroom for

fear of "missin' sometin' good."

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band will perform at 8 p.m.. Thursday in

the Fine Arts Center. ^_____^
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If you didn't receive Dur

12 pg FULL COLOR
HARVEST OF VALUES
CIRCULAR in the mail,

pick one up at our store.

FINE FOODS
76 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MASS.

CENTER CUT

Loin
Pork Chops

COLONIAL

Smoked
Shoulders

WATER ADDED

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Cake
Nixes

DEVILS FOOD, CARROT,
/ELLOW& WHITE

18 OZ
PKG

STAMPS

GREEN GIANT

Vegetables
KITCHEN SLICED BEANS
8V2 OZCAN
NIBLETCORN7V2 OZ
MEDIUM PEAS8V2 OZ

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

SWEET LIFE

Chunk
Light
Tuna

IN BRINE

SV2 OZ
CAN

FROZEN & DAIRY
SWEET LIFE FROZEN

Oranqe Juice

16 OZ
CAN

$149
LAND OLAKES WHITE OR YELLOW

Cheese
SZ^^l^^ 4 QUART
ingles i2ozpkg

Y

FRRRESH PRODUCE
FLORIDA JUICE

Oranges

10
CRISP

FOR
CORTLAND

- , RED DELICfOUS 3 LB
Apples MaclNTOSH BAG 99

With this coupon & a $10.00 purchase.

Limit one per customer

ASSORTED

I
I

Scott
To^vels

VALID NOV 1 -6 AT LOUIS FOODS

JUMBO
ROLL49

With this coupon & a $10.00 purchase.

Limit one per customer.

SWEET LIFE

I

-I
IceC8ream flavors

VALID NOV 1-6 AT LOUIS FOODS
99

With this coupon £f a $10.00 purchase

Limit one per customer.
MAXWELL HOUSE

Coffee
REG-DRIP^AUTO

1 LB
CAN 1

I

I$199!
I VALID NOV 1-6 AT LOUIS FOODS

WITH THIS COUPON
ONE PER CUSTOMER

a Off
ANY 4 LBS OR more

Roast Beef
J VAU^OV 1-6 AT lOUIS FOODS

I
I
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Hypercurrioula

ANTI RACISM TEAM
MEETING — A continued

discussion of upcoming
events such as M. L. Week,

building campaign, sticker

campaign and anti Ku Klux

Klan rally. All welcome.

6:30 p.m. 802 Campus
Center.

UMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE MEETING - Help

with the Fast for a World

Harvest on Nov. 18. 4:30 to

5:30 p.m.. 428 Student

Cnion.

UMASS
PEACEMAKERS
MEETING - Study,

planning, and action around

di.sarniament. Now that

IVacemakers are an KSO
group, major f(K'us on

campus being strategb.ed. t>

to 8:00 p.m.. 178 Campus
Center.

liDlC INFORMATIONAL
MEETING - Explanation

(if the Bachelor's Degree

with Individual Con
rrniration (HDIO Program,

a degree granting program

which allows a student the

opportunity to design his

her own major. 7 p.m.

Brown Main Lounge.
Sylvan.

UMASS FIRE AND
FIRST AID UNIT - 3rd

monthly meeting, topics —
details, new equipment. All

EMT's are welcomed. 10

p.m. N406 Morrill.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegion

^.^.

i,.,.

NORTHWOOD J

APARTMENTS \

Rt 47 Sunderland

Llose to Amhersi,

on bus lint*

1, 2, and j

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

stunents welcomt!

665 3856
., op. - • -'

,0 7 weekdays
Saturdays 14

i

The Office for

Cooperative Education
identifies paid positions for students in

both industry and government which com-

plement University study

The following employers are accepting ap-

plications from qualified juniors, seniors

and graduate students for Spring 1983

placements:

WANG LABS. Chelmsford and Lowell

Coops in finance and administration

Eligible majors:

SBA, COINS, BDIC (business comb.)
• Affirmative Action Employer *

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,
Washington, D.C.

Coops in Advertising, Astrophysics, Biological

Sciences, Museum Conservation, Mechanical

Engineering, Writing (public relations),

Natural History

• Affirmative Action Employer *

These positions have
early November deadlines.

Call or visit

Office for Cooprative Education

Room 110 Thompson (low rise)

545-2579

itRyan
Continued from page 1

attorneys office run more efficiently, including a case flow

management system and the use of student interns as

aides.

•interns would be useful in making the office more open

and accessible," he said. Ryan added that students in the

office could also free professional staff for meetings with

the community.
"Everyone has an opinion. (For example) people have a

lot of questions about the environment. There are a lot of

environmentalists living here because they like the clean

air and rich soil, and want to know how to protect what

they have," he said .

Ryan's pohcy statement on open meeting laws also m-

cludes an education program to "explain nuances of current

laws to the various public boards... and to inform them of

recent statutes, older statutes of which they may be

unaware and their responsibilities under each."

His statement on open meeting laws said. "A well-

informed public can better assert its rights and shoulder its

responsibilities."

Crimes of violence against the elderly and aggravated

rape are two areas Ryan said he would personally

prosecute.

"(As district attorney) I would pick and choose those

cases I would like to draw public attention to." he said.

Ryan added that when the head of the office handles a

case, pulic interest is focused on those issues.

ifSimons
Continued Jr<m paqe I

said. "I frankly don't know of another office which

prosecutes cases as fast as we do.

"

The former four term state represenUtive has been

criticized for not having female prosecutors on his staff to

handle rape cases. The Oct. 20 edition of the Valley

Advocate said that while campaigning in 1978. Simons

promised to hire women prosecutors.

Simons denied making the statement.

"No. I didn't say that. I said I would encourage the hiring

of women in the District Attorney's office." Simons said.

"A very substantial part of the work in our office deals

with sexual assauh cases. We prioritize these cases and try

to prosecute them quicker. " Simons said. "One of the real

strengths of the office is concern for victims. These people

are terribly traumatized by the crime. They may need

psychological counseling and physical treatment."

Simons outlined four changes which he would like to

initiate in his office.

First, he would like to enlarge the Victim Witness

Assistance Program, to provide counsehng for victims of

property theft. Currently, the program counsels victims of

sexual abuse only.

"One of the facets of this would be the concept of

restitution for the victims." Simons said.

Secondly. Simons would like to involve prosecutors m
minor criminal cases, such as automobile theft and larceny,

at an earlier stage to facilitate successful prosecution.

Currently, the office works with state and local police only

on more serious offenses.

Third. Simons would like to step up prosecution of

criminals with lengthy records.

Magic Markers,
Calligraphy Pens,

& Hi-Liters

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

zs 211 ZUZ ir iL z^

TIME OUT
THE
PRICE

IS ALWAYS
RIGHT

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

07 K. Pleasant St, Amherst MA

Interested in an MBA?
Laurie Bot^r, Director of Admissions

at the Graduate School of Business Administration

University of Southern California

will be on campus at MBA Day

November 3, 1982

to talk about programs at the GSBA

For schedule and location information, please contact

Universitv Placement Services

lovernor's

^ronrorr:

\ -- 0ounai

^H^** presents:

m' comedy in the blue wall

5vi)

APPEARING FROM

^te©^- BOSTO N :
^^®e.'

CHANCi LANGfO
CHANCE has showcased with •

Rodney Dangerfield, Martin Mull,

Andy Kaufman & Jimmy Walker

also: .. , ^ ^
MC Terry Slagle and Mark Cohen

plus Dana Gould and Michael Ha.
-

#•»•'.•'*•»•• » » V •
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IT S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

The Marinrs PLC Air Program ^ruaranlees tliKhl

schcKjl after basic training. And if you (|ualify, weyan

put you in the air iH'fon; roWv^i^ K^uliialion with tree

c-ivilian tlvin^ lessons. Conlacl

vour Manne representalisc.or eall

collect (203) 244-2168/2169

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

See Captain Sparks

Campus Center Nov. 2, 3, 4 10 am - 2 pm

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MUST BEGIN TO RETURN UNSOLD
FALL COURSE BOOKS.

RETURNS START
NOVEMBER 1st

DON'T WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK-
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

tr^ UNIVERSITY STORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ phy^^al pant bidg

DONALD FAGEN
The Nightfly ^*

MikeRutherfoixt

Acting Very Strange

4

BAD COMPANY
RODGH DIAMONDS

CROSS COUNTRY BOY ^.
ElfCTRIC LAND OlD MEXICO /

SKELETONS FTOMMCLOSrr

imekmsBdil CseyJone^ Fnerd o' tie Qev«

THE DOOBIE BROTHERS

Tho Captain

andM^

MAXINt HALFWAY THERE

your

Micitaei Mcjbo*uUd

Includes

I Keep Fofgettin

Piayin By

The Rules

II That s Wfiat

11 Takes

7 choice

Chicago 16 mcKid^^ 1" Hard To $Jy I m Sorry

,r ^ 'N\\». C»n I S»r

FIREFALL
BREAK OF DAWN
Includf ". Bortv Arif) Soul

[CASSETTE

VAITMORRISON
Moondance

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

UNIVERSITY
ISTORE*

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

!/

..fWOWtR
THANTHAT,

iOUKONLi
OMfWGN
exRSNses

^ ARE..

excuse Me,
PeAR,0UT
ISfTTTHAT

TteOFHce
TEt£PH0fe7

f

DOttTUONti,

WCBy.ThB BUT
SBH/ICeiMU. MAYBB
PICK rrUP. rns/M-
/ POPTAm,

HouiMPORimrowrr MmeiVi
Be.B035?fr57femf mimR-
BefopeTHBeiioiON ymimee
/wyousmiuarre^ sctme's
StiH/mANOPPOftm. AHNOUHCeP

/ Amm-iH
CMPfOICf!

iofPBitm.i l^J^

FiDesa!

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

%Mv-^

^^

.. VrSL^H-

1'V£ COT It) STOP

ef\Tit^Cr lyose chiu-

DOCi FOR. 8fi£AKfA5r.

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

weRt BACK wcm 'powncft

KUP5UNCHN& '82 "...

THe NRO- TOPIC R3R .^gh^
a/RTW0CANPlCWTE5 Kl/t/ Vv

00P5..6O0KS UKE

OP HANP...

\

INRGNITY 15

RWNNINOftMl/CK.

GOOPNIGHT.

^m-/

Graphic Artists
Th# Col&glon Is looking for night

stoff pQst«-up ttchnklons.

D*v*lop on trnpteyoW^ sKIII, l»om

how o dolly, qoolhy student n«w$pop»r is

pfoduc^d, ond •om o f»w dollofs.

Com» to th» Coltglon Giophki Dnrt.

ot 113Cafnpu»C«nt«r
bMw«M 7>30 and 9i00 pun.

Aik for Stuort Louro or Som.

CROSSWORD

14

ACROSS
Moslem ludge

Word with down
or out

French
revolutionary

Arabian sultanate

15 Gambling game
16 Speak, in a way
17 Part of eleven

19 Beelzebub

20 Range creature

21 Old fogies

23 Antiquated

conveyances
?A Srjreadsout

1 1 oops
36 French pronoun
27 Wo'dsot

agreement
30 Religious areas

31 Problem at school

33 Old English sport

35 Lacking essentials

39 Love knots, old

style

40 Clique

42 Doctrine

43 Metals formed m
molds

44 PeerGynt
character

46 They have laid

tor my feet

47 Court unit

48 Mechanic s

accessory

51 Engineering feats

54 Cakes and
55 Asian animal

56 Mythological

creatures

60 Kind ot drum
62 Vaudeville feature

64 Beginning

65 Lined up

66 Noun ending

67 Swarms
68 Block of itamps
69 Stationer's

measure

32

34

6
37

DOWN
1 Male swans
2 Amo. amas
3 Freshwater fish

4 Indited

5 Type of resort

6 Unminding
7 Set free

8 Holiday drink

9 Lichen or lycopod

10 Textile screw pme
11 African badger

12 To any degree

U Taut

18 Streams
22 Agcy ofWW.II

25 Fuel of a sort

26 Oriental prince

27 first you

don't succeed

28 Architectural

feature

29 College student,

Brit style

Frequent cata

logue entry, in art

Haunted house
sound
Greek god
Entertain, in a way

38 Time in the past

rAbbr

40 Spice
41 Type of molding

43 Symbol of danger

ous curiosity

45 Greek letter

48 Decorative ruffle

49 Without aid

50 Perfume

52 Open
53 Morecle>ar

55 Poker winnings

57 Indicator of

weather

58 Geologic epoch

59 Flower part

61 Muffin

63 Ovine one

1
y-

5 4

1
5 6 7 i

1

9 10 n 1? 13

14
15" 16
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J
19
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Weather

Mostly cloudy Monday
with a chance of showers.

Hi^hs in the (>0's.

Monday ni^fht will be

cloudy with lows in the

40's.

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9am On Air Live Ken Johnston

9-n<K)n Jazz with Dave Hart

12-3pm Free as the Wind with Mahogony

3-5:30 Funk with Merrill Antony

5:30-6 News
6-7 Public Affairs: People's Perspectives

7-10 Concepto Latino

10-2 Reggae with the Roots Man Connec-

tion

:

Associate News Editor J

Wanted ^
The Collegian needs an associate news

editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-

perience in newswriting and reporting is

necessary but we provide training. Low pay

but great experience. All UMass students

are encouraged to apply. Apply before Nov.

5 to Michael Foley, News Editor, in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus Center. The Col-

legian is an equal opportunity employer.

WE NEED
COLUMNISTS!

Drop by a with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center

i: AKTHIOOP^ MEM
Mushroom Veggie

Barley Stew
(Jreen Salad

Cream of Brwcoli Soup
Ginger C(X)kies
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Sports
Two more wins for

playoffbound hooters
By KLLKN HKHARl)
ColU'Kiiin Staff

"We maintained our composure and

played a much better ^ame today," said

IMass women's s(K-cer coach Kalekeni

Banda about his team's 2 victory over an

8th ranked Georije Mason I'niversity

vesi«'rday.

The women played a rough. aKKr»'^^»^f

^,'ame under rainy skies as they ended their

regular season play and began looking

forward to the NCAA playoffs.

I'Mass had some close scoring op

portunities but it seemed a (leorge Mason

defender was always there to bliK-k the ball.

The two goals that were scored, however,

were well deserved.

With three minutes left in the first half,

forward Debbie Harackiewicz scored on a

corner kick. The (ieorge Mason g«»alJe.

Linda Hilberath. caught the ball as it sailed

into the net.

A minute later, senior Natalie Hrosser

and Stacey Flionis combined lo score a

beautiful goal. Hushing down the right side

of the field, Flionis kept the ball k»ng

enough to lead Hilberath out of the net

while Prosser got in front all alone. Flionis

pas.sed to Prosser who caught the ball

before it went by her, and slipped it into the

net befi>re Hilberath could get back.

"They played pressure soccer," assistant

coach James Williams said. "They're

playing together very well. I think were in

better shape than any team we've played."

I" Mass goalie fanmue Fast on played a

g(K>d game in the nets and the women's

defens*' kept (ieorge Ma.s«)n shots on goal

down to two.

The women played a more relaxed game

on Saturday against the University of New
Hampshire as compared to the high

pressure game against (ieorge Mason. The

team beat I'NH 3 0.

Eight and a half minutes into the game,

Christine Taggart calmly put the ball into

the net to start the scoring. Taggart ran up

to the goalie and alter missing once, turned

around and, took a casual boot into the net.

Sh«' was assisted by Pros.ser.

The second goal was scored on a

breakaway when Jamie Watson rushed

down the field and passed to Flionis who

ran in on the goalie, Missy Thayer, and

popped the ball in.

A lot of bodies were flying through the

air during the first half. UMass never

stopped hustling and. at the same time,

played a relaxed and unhurried game.

The third goal came with eight minutes

remaining in the first p)eriod. Sharon

Oaggel passed the ball to Watson who ran

up and shot the ball to the left of Thayer.

She dived to bhx-k the ball but it hit the post

just beyond her reach and bounced in

behind her.

The seiond half was mostly spent in the

New Hampshire end and CMass was in

control. The team was unselfish in their

passing game and had mai.y potential

scoring chances.

On Saturday, the CMass women start the

first round of the NCAA tournament. The

game will be at home since they are one of

the top eight teams in the nation. The team

ihey will play is undetermined right now

but it will probably be a team from New
York, according to Williams.

"We have the possibility of going all the

way but it's real wide open. " Williams said.

"Anyone can win on any given day and we'll

do everything we can."

JOSTENTS

tODRINd

SKi:\()i R ic)sti:ns ri:pri:si:\tatim:.

Nov. 1st, 2nd, 3rd

DAI I Mon. Tue. Wed.

IMI 10 am - 3 pm

,,, ^^
, Campus Center

Deposit $15.00

k/W

Garber'8 Gorillas hosted Army yesterday at the Boyden lower fields

in a fall scrimmage. Here Dave Annino appears surprised by an Army

defenseman. _^ .

Field hockey team prevails
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

The Cniversily of Massachusetts field

h(K'key team extended its record to 13 2 1

this Saturday, when the Minutewomen

defeated the I'niversity of Rhode Island 1

0.

Coming onto the field after last Thur

sday's 8 1 white washing of Brown

Cniversity. the Minutewomen were feeling

good, and looking forward to playing a

strong, dominating game.

The stickers outnumbered IRI in all of

the statistics columns for the first half, yet

they were unable to find the net. The

stickers' forward line had numerous op

portunities, 14 corners and 11 shots on goal,

and time and time again they were turned

back by the CRI defense.

The ball spent most of the first nail in the

CRI end of the field, and UMass goalie

Patty Shea nin-ded only two saves to keep

the board clean at the half.

Midway throught the second half. CMass'

Judy Morgan, back from an injury, .scored

what would be the only tally of the game.

On a free hit going into the circle. Morgan

nailed the ball past the CRI goalie.

Statistics for the second half were a little

less impressive: four shots and four corners

for the Minutewomen. Shea did not have to

make a save in the half.

Tuesday. CMass meets with Boston

Cniversity on the upper NOPK field at 2:30

p.m. Saturday, the stickers will be

traveling to the Cniversity of Connecticut

where they will be facing the number two

ranked team in the nation, the UConn
Huskies. The Minutewomen are currently

ranked tenth in the nation.

Shape Your Own Future
by designing a major

specifically suited to your goals.

Some examples: Architectural Studies, Human

Physiologv. Computer Science & Linguistics.

Come to and introductory meeting of the

Bachelor 8 Degree with Individual

Concentration (BDIC) Program, and

discover the choices available to you.

Monday November 1

Brown Main Lounge

7 00 pm

Wednesday. November 3

Mary Lyon Lobby

7 00 pm

IS THERE A BOTTLENECK

IN YOUR LIFE?

TRY

THE STIMULATING ATMOSPHERE

OF

Saint Louis University's

Academic Year in Madrid

I ^^tRiu-J l.tr thi -'TKiTniJ ^tujcnl (*h<' mj* not N nn.«iuiall\

1. *h(. .It'ni,inils vrnHl^It^\^ in t-ilm .ilMin

t'.njoy the Theaten. Vuseums. & Cultural Life

of the Spanish Capital

Ql .XLITY INSTRICTION AT ECONOMY PRICES IN:

*U'«>l"^TI>0
ART
Bl SINf xs \I)MI\IMRATK>N
HONO»1U>.
KRFNtH
rHll.OS<>l«HV

HIST(»V

UTIRATI Rt

POLITICAl SCIENCE
p>.vch()uh;v

THKOU»tV

TEWHESC ENGLISH AS A SEOWD LANC ACE

« 'ill (.'iiitii r-. I.K.1UJ ni 111. I'liKlad I mnTMljrij M.itl is rn milid triim thrrf

li.,.il uim.tMtun Tr.vir Vll.iniK Kl.rfhUi »2jli^Ai afJihlv murv^ Uught in Spinish.

I'trsiin.ii Jirivtiiin . Jii. jt ..lul Irjwl V.ir • I uiliin J3T1KI 3 - hundnil sludrnH

Htr.mu .mnlliJ MjinUnann in umil* •>' .Lirmilcin run% lr..ni $J7!^ In »:)25

*sf ^ii.iurt .K. Mfjiiifi to Ji'itfvt 111 comion

iiaxt

Make
ot our student body are Spaniards--
friends with your hosts froin the first minute

For Information Call

Shoshanna

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •15 consecutive days 10 ^(, • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739
~~

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,

cassette A/FM stereo w/ graphic, headers

excellent gas milage BO 546-4366

7irOld8 88 546-4390

1971 Plymouth good

256-6015, 545 227

1971 Pinto runs

546-6180

condition $500

Sensory isolation Tank Available For
Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413-737-6676

FOR SALE

as is 125$ or BO call

Olds 88 yr 69 price $200 Kris 546-7833

1973 Montego good condition. Partial

rebuilt engine $900 549-4672

BELLYGRAMSil

Delivered by professional bellydancer

tor most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors 1 V? lbs send anywhere 6.95

4 postage 546-4282

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from home!
We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

ENTERTAINMENT

SGA
ESCORTS

CHECK OUT
THE

PERSONALS
Lights, sound, price • we beat everybody

- Polodroid DJ's - Call Pat or John 253-2957

FOR RENT

Imn.ediately or next

bedroom Puffton 549-1887

semester 1

For Sale: Echo-Plex w 'sound on sound ex

cellent cond. $25 253 5767

"Who tickets Worcester Centrum BO call

Nancy 2M-5734

Skis for sale - Fischer RC-4 super competi
tion, 190 cm, medium in flex, have never

been used, $200. call 6 7467, best chance
after 7:30 pm

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. fVIASSPIRG,

the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion IS now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135 $200 /week & $160 $225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Administrator UMass Recycling Project

dependable person sought. Year round.

306 SUB
DRIVERS WANTED must have car

Supenor Pizza 549 0626

LOST

Lost - Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentimental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

Stolen? Head Master tennis raquet from

commuter lockers SU reward 549-4484

COME PARTY with Cance @ Hangar One

Wed. Nov. 3rd 50* drafts 18 yr olds

welcome

Rocheiie Happy Birthday! Now that

you're older, can you cope? Have fun! Love

Chris

Happy 19th Pete!

Kara

Your Birthday buddy

ROOM WANTED

Spring semester - quiet older non-trad

looking for room or to share rooms will be

gone most weekends not drinker or

smoker please call collect: Jim Anderson

413-445-5874

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLE

75 Kaw 900 runs very good 1500 967-643 1

1 PAIR WHO TIX
~

Good saats for the Who at the Centrum
T Dec 11 2 tix for $85. or best offer call

nights 546-8095

PERSONALS

If you, or someone you know found my
blue snairdrum and cymbals, I need them
back REWARD for the return or informa-

tion leading to the return of them. Please

i„.,'! 546-7448 no ,::stions ask ' r»-g

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549 5897 or Nancy Gillis 256 0266

Female to share apartment with couple

150-1- starts^Ncw 253 3941

Female roommate to share rom in Bran

dywine 120/mo beginning Jan 1 spring

semester 549-1302

SERVICES

Sugarbush Ski Condo room available

Wintersession 546 5891 546-5890

Important! Important! Important!
Introductory Meeting of the

SGA Escort Service

anyone interested, please attend

Monday, November 1 at 3 pm
415 Student Union. All invited.

For more indo, call Anne (549-5404) or

Laura (549-0061)

SGA
Escorts

Check Out
the

Personals

Football Fever dynamic unforgettable mo-

tion picture here now

Roommate - Happy Birthday love Sue

Beth O.S.S Happy B Day! Let's party!

Love ya Judy

Dorothy - Let's stroke together all the way
somewhere over the rainbow Solid?

Congrats to the new pledges of Chi

Omega I

RIDE WANTED

Dan, Congratulations!, You've joined us

in age once again. Can we top the N.Y.

trip?!! Have a super weekend. Happy 21st

Birthday! Love, Kimbies & Albies

Ride desperately needed to Dartmouth
College on 10/29. Kris 6-5221

Ride needed to SMU or area. Fri Nov 5

Please call Judy 549-6919

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car Call

Doug 546 8185

TUTOR WANTED

Tutor wanted Che 225 need badly Mike

65710

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546^7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

t>edroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando, Rob 546-7713 or 7714

YET MORE RECORDMANIA

Marshall Crenshaw and Toni Basil have

t>een seen together on sale at URU. pass

it on

Vote

Senator

John Olver,

Democrat

• Author and prime sponsor of Legislation

to create $28 million in new student

aid.

• Senate spokesman for public higher

education - especially UMass.

• Prime Senate Sponsor of the Bottle Bill

and Chairman, Committee to Save the

Bottle Bill.

• Leading legislative advocate for the

Nuclear Freeze.

Vote

Senator John Olver

Democrat
Paid .o, by ,he oTIrCommltt^. Ro^-.i W, Ritchie Treasure,

RECORD

:;

Entry's must
be on official coupon below

GIVE-AWAY
Record Album Drawing Nov. 5th

Horn*
Phon*

Address.

»!L.

ovposit coupons ot Rocord D*pt

n^tii^l VERSITY
mSTORE^X
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Ull puts a collar on Huskies
Pearson top

dog of

the day
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian St aft

As a coach of a football team that has lost

its last two games by a combined total of 54

points while losing four iiarters from a

defensive nmt that was already depleted by

jnjurii help but decide to make

some chaiigea.

At Alumni Stadium Saturday it was some

of the new mixed with a lot of the old, and it

all added up to a 30 14 Yankee t'onference

victory for the Minutemen over the

' niversity of (Connecticut Huskies before

-spectators

i ;u new was .in* muim-^ihIi vieU'ii.-iive

line up IMass head roach Bob Pickett and

I Mass defensive coach .limmy Reid con

jured up this week, which included moving

iuUback Tom Murray to nose guard and

offensive guard Jerry Gordon to defensive

ta<>'<

ihe i>ii3 vNa> irn' --.ime old (iarry "I like

playing Lt'onn" Pearson performance as

the" senior tailback ran for over 200 yards

against I'Conn for the second time in three

years, scored all four UMass touchdowns.

and set a I'Mass single game record for

most rushing attempts with 38 carries.

"I don't want to go back home losing t<>

UConn. ' rea.soned the Bristol. Connecticut

native who ran for 215 yards Saturday, and

has had the three best days of hLs career

against I'Conn. "It's definitely the home
state thing. I don't like to lo.se to UConn. "

^

The first touchdown came after Tom
Murray nailed I Conn quarterback Larry

Corn and Glenn Holden recovered the

fumble on the 12 yard line. Three plays

later, Pearson high stepped it over from

three yeards out to give the Minutemen an

early 6 lead.

The Minutemen turned another UConn
turnover (they would have nine on the day)

into six more points when cornerback Chris

Wood, starting in place of an injured

Dwayne Lopes who suffered a knee injury

this week in practice, picked off a Corn pass

and returned the ball to the Connecticut 14

yard hne.

It took Pearson and fullback Dene

Drougas seven plays before Pearson went

over on a straight dive and the Minutemen

\Aere rolling. Freshman quarterback Jim

Garry PearBon delivers the evil eye to UConn's John Dorsey as he picks up
Coilririan photft by MichMl .Marrolit

some of his 215 vards Saturday.

Simeone. in the first start oi his career, hit

Ron Mangarelli for the two point conversion

and UMass held a 14-0 lead.

Simeone was only 1 for 11 on the day but

showed signs of being the UMass quar

terback of the future, displaying a strong

throwing arm to go along with his 6'2" 225

pound frame.

"He wasn't fantastic but he got the job

done," said Pickett. "He's young and very

talented and he will be a good football

player for us."

Simeone engineered another UMass
scoring drive the first series of the second

quarter. With Drougas supplying the big

run with a 20 yard burst up the middle, the

Minutemen marched 68 yards on 12 plays

with Pearson taking it over from the three

yard line for the score and the Minutemen
held a comfortable 21 lead.

Pearson and the Minutemen went into

the lockerroom at half time with 78 yards on

24 carries. A quick change into his O.J.

Simpson costume and Pearson came out as

the "Juice" for the second half. Pearson

then proceeded to amass 137 yards on only

14 carries, including a 60 yard burst down
the right sideline that ended with Pearson

getting pushed out of bounds at the one-

inch Ime. Two plays later Pearson finished

the drive on a sweep for his fourth touch-

down of the day and the Minutemen held a

27 7 advantage.

A 23 yard Bob Ross field goal and a

Connecticut touchdown pass rounded out

the scoring in a game that saw the UMass
defense give up 341 total yards but come up

with the big defensive play when they had

to.

"You win with defense, " said Pickett.

"We made the changes during the week.

The coaches and the players involved all

agreed that we do what was best for the

team."

Jimmy Reid's defensive unit came away
with six interceptions on the day, including

two each by Grady Fuller and Wood, and

also recovered three Husky fumbles. The
fact that the Huskies have turned the ball

over 27 times in the last four games would

lead one to question the ability of the

UConn offense rather than praise the

Minuteman defense.

"In fairness to everyone involved," said

Pickett, "It was more likely a combination

of both."

Whatever the reason, the Minutemen
walked away from Alumni Stadium
Saturday with a Yankee Conference vic-

tory. That is all that matters.

Men's soccer falters at

Boston College, 1-0

By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team absorbed

a disappointing 10 loss at the hands of

Boston College last Friday night at

Chestnut Hill.

I'Mass coach Jeff Gettler was somber in

explaining the defeat but said the game was

not well played.

"It was not a very good college soccer

game, but Boston College did some things

well," said Gettler. 'They marked very

light and they were big and strong and they

threw people in and out of the game. It

helped to wear us down."

While the hooters didn t play inspiring

ball, according to Gettler. ironically they

were still in the game until the end.

"We didn't get a good performance from

our midfield. and our forwards had trouble

controlling th.- ball at the beginning, but we

were still in the game until it was over,

"

Gettler said.

The game's only goal came midway

through the first half on a controversial call.

It occurred after UMass defender Ix^nny

Margolis made a nice defensive maneuver

and shielded the ball against a B.C. player.

The ball went out of bounds on the play

and the hooters were anticipating a corner

kick or throw in. Instead a direct kick was

awarded because of an obstruction call

against Margolis and it caught the kickers

by surprise.

Gettler said the team was confused at the

call and several of his players were caught

arguing. "Basically we were confused and

unlortunaiely the whole team fell asleep on

the play. " Gettler said.

With approximately 16 minutes left, the

hooters sent sweeper back Margolis to the

offense in a last ditch attempt to beef up the

attack and get the equalizer.

.\lt hough it never came Gettler had high

praise for Margolis' efforts on defense. The
coach also praised Brian McHugh, whose

.scoring attempt late in the game just

'missed tying things up for the hooters.

(iettler was also pleased with backup

keeper Timmy Searls, who played most of

the way until he got injured. He was

replaced by Jeff Smith who came on and

played well.

The hooters next game is Wednesday

against Springfield College at 2:30 p.m. at

Bovden Field

Volleyball team takes

second at Queens tourney
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

FLUSHING, NY - It aU began to click

this weekend for the Univeristy of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team as

they won five of the seven matches they

played en route to a powerful second place

finish in the Queens College tournament

last weekend.

It was UMass' best finish ever in a

tournament and both of the Minutewomen
losses came to highly touted C.W. Post,

who are currently ranked number 1 in New
England (division II).

With the strong showing. UMass is in a

good position to be invited to the

Massachusetts state championships
Saturday at Smith College.

"I was very plea.sed with the play of the

team." said head coach Elaine Sortine.

"They played very well and steady. We
made some big plays out there."

Massachusetts rolled through the first

four matches they had. They toppled

UConn 15-11, 15 10 in an emotional game,
beat Queens College 15-11, 15-9, stopped

Central Connecticut 15-7, 15-11 and wiped
out division I New York University 15-3,

15 1.

UMass did very well against C.W. Post in

their final pool match losing 11-15, 16-14,

10-15. UM was one of the very few teams

that took a game from CW.
Against St. John Fisher in the semi

finals, UMa.ss pulled out every thing they

had to win 18-16, 16-14. St John featured

two division II All Americans and a 6'5"

player. In an "incredible match," UMass
was forced to come from behind in both

games and Karen Gettesman played a big

role in that.

St. John had UMass down 8-1 in the first

game and 6 in the second, but Gettesman

served the Minutewomen back into the

game and with a total team effort, UM
advanced to the finals and another crack at

C.W. Post.

In the finals, fatigue finally caught up

with the Minutewomen and UMass fell in

two games, 11 15. 8-15. UMass missed a

few serves and couldn't block and that was

a key factor in the loss.

But despite faltering in the finals, all the

Minutewomen played well this weekend.

Patti Philbin was named to the all-

tournament team. Sally Mahar played well

and Sue Mudry played "super". Patty

Grant was fantastic as setter keeping the

Minutewomen in action on offense.

UMass hits the road for their next match,

against Southern Connecticut on Wed-

nesday night.
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The Issues
Question 1: State aid

Pro Con
Currently, the Massachusetts

State Constitution prohibits state

cud to students attending parochial

and private schools. In direct con-

flict of this is the United States Con-

stitution which permits certain aid

to students who attend such schools.

The problems with this contradic-

tion of sons, in the end, drags down
the overall quality of education and
discriminates against those parents

who choose to send their children to

private schools.

The quality of education suffers

because of this discriminatory at-

titude on the part of the state con-

stitution. Public schools are not

always the best in edl areas. If any

student is deprived the right to pur-

sue the best educational path

because of lack of state aid. is this

not discriminatory?

Equal educational benefits on the

state lev6l should not be considered a

privilege. It should be recognized as

a right of any student regardless of

his or her educational choice

In these times of fiscal crisis on

the state level, it is senseless for the

Commonwealth to be spending

money on non-public projects.

Public education and its future

quality are being threatened from all

sides. The quality of public educa-

tion is already under fire in the face

of federal and state fiscal austerity.

A 'no' vote on this question will en-

sure public money will continue to

be exclusively spent on public pro-

jects.

If funds for private-projects were

to be approved, this lost money
would have to be raised through in-

creased taxation or decreased
municipal services. Among these

services effected would be public

schools. Public education, open to all

by law, cannot afford to be adversely

hurt by state subsidization of

private education or institutions.

Massachusetts has always been a

leader in quality education. A no vote

on this amendment will ensure this

remains a legacy for our children.

Question 4: The Bottle Bill

Pro

Question 2: Death Penalty

Pro Con

By voting 'yes' on Question 4. for

the Bottle Bin. an 80 percent cut in

beer and soda container litter can be

achieved. This would translate into a

40 percent reduction in overall litter.

In every state where there has been

a bottle bill, litter reduction has been

the result.

Jobs will also be created because

the containers need to be cleaned,

handled and recycled. Every state

that has passeda bottle bill has had
an increase in jobs. Michigan, for ex-

ample, had 4646 jobs as a result of

their bottle biU. Jobs in the bottling

industry nationwide declined 47 per-

cent between 1950 and 1976. The

In states that have the bottle bill in

some form, support for it has been

very strong. Oregon residents sup-

ported their bottle bill by 91 percent.

In 1978, a referendum to overturn

the bottle bill in Maine was stopped

84 to 16 percent.

The Bottle Bill also saves energy

by providing incentive to switch to

refillable containers. The manufac-

turing of aluminum requires enor-

mous amounts of energy, which

retumables would cut down on.

Con
Only four short years ago, the

voters of Massachusetts said "no" to

a bottle bill for this state. Yet this

signal goes unrecognized and once

again the electorate is being asked to

choose refundable deposits on
beverage containers. Passage of the

Bottle Bill wiU creat a myriad of pro-

blems, problems which Massa-
chusetts realistically doesn't need at

this time.
A no vote will mean a rejection of

the Bottle Bill passed by the

Legislature. A yes vote will mean;
— scraping of all present town and

private recycling projects
— a further overburdening of the

states already low water supply, a

supply which cannot afford to be

threatened.
— kill local bottle-separation pro-

jects
— cost the already beleagured

Massachusetts consumer millions of

dollars in increased beverage prices.

Finally a no vote on this question

is a yes vote for an industry-funded

litter progreun which will give

money to communities for cletui-up

and recycling projects.

Question 5: Nuclear Freeze

Pro
As it stands today, there are many

inadequacies in the state criminal

justice system. We must regain the

confidence of the people. They must
be confident that serious crimes will

be punished and that the people and

the victims of crimes will have

justice act in their favor for a

change.
The death penalty is the proper

and the only tool through which this

justice can be effective.

Capital punishment is effective.

The proof is in the declining crime

rate of the 37 states now providing

capital punishment It will save

lives. It will prevent convicted

murderers from murdering again.

The sanctity of human life is best

preserved by clear punishment for

those who destroy it.

Restoration of the death penalty

will protect us who believe in this

eancitity of life. It will produce

justice, sow relief and create unity.

Our state has the responsibility to

protect life and express moral

outrage at such atrocities as

murder.

ine death penalty is not a deter-

rent. In fact, it does exactly the op-

posite. Studies have shown that ex-

ecutions cause the murder rate to

rise. When the state feels it has the

authority to terminate the life of a

single person, it cheapens the lives

of 8dl humanity.
The homicide rate in the 1960's. a

period that avereiged 24 executions

per year, was only 70 percent of the

rate in the 1930's. when there was
an average of 150 executions a year,

according to Uniform Crime Reports

and NationeJ Prisoner Statistics.

The death penalty also endangers

the lives of the innocent. Innocent

people have been executed before

and surely that will happen again as

long as innocent people are sent to

prison for murder.
We are not dealing with a new idea.

Crime in the streets will not be af-

fected by the death penalty. It would

be far more beneficial for death

penalty proponents and opponents

to instead study the root causes of

crime.

The nuclear freeze is perhaps the

most import€uit issue facing voters

in many years.

It is a grass roots movement
formed by people who consider their

own well-being to be more important

than the expensive arms build-up.

According to Pentagon statistics,

the United States has 9,000 nuclear

weapons compared to the 7,000 of

the Soviet Union. The smallest of

the weapons is the equivalent of

three of the bombs dropped on
Hiroshima in World War II. Even
this smallest bomb would kill

300,000 people.

The freeze is to be mutually
verifiable with both sides allowing

for on site inspection.

The money that goes to defense for

the arms race could be used for

education, creating jobs and even
building up conventional armed
forces.

If the arms race is allowed to con-

tinue at it's current pace, nuclear
holocaust will become increasingly
inevitable.

Con

Question 3: Waste siting

The voters of Massachusetts, by

saying "no" to Question 5 on the

ballot will be saying yes to a safe

future for this own children. A no

vote will meem a rejection of the idea

of a mutual and verifiable freeze bet-

ween the Soviet Union and the U.S.

Like any noble cause, the freeze

movement, on the surfsice, is a sim-

ple answer to a very complex issue.

Firstly, verifiability would be next

to impossible in regards to Soviet

weapon-levels. Past agreements
with the USSR have shown the

Soviets are less than honest in their

dealings with the United States

A freeze at this time

would lock the U.S. into a position of

weakness.

All will agree the idea of any
nuclear war is impossible for any ra-

tional human being to envision. By
saying "no" to Question 5 the voters

of Massachusetts will make the

possibility of this holocaust even

more remote.

Pro Con
Negotiations are currently teiking

place between eleven states which

may eventually decide that
Massachusetts is the best site for a

low-level radioactive waste dump.
This dump would receive all waste

emanating from these states, more
that half of eOl waste now generated

in America.
In other states, dump sites such as

the one mentioned for possible loca-

tion in Massachusetts have leaked

materials off-site, threatening
public safety, health and costing

millions in tax dollars for clean-up.

A 'yes' vote on this question

guarantees the rights of citizens to

make the final decision on any emd

all proposals for new low- level

radioactive dumpw.
Passage of this question will pre-

vent out-of state waste from coming

into Massachusetts without the ap-

proval of Massachusetts citizens. It

will alBo require all new facilities to

meet strict safety, economic and en

vironmental standards. Passage will

also mean any new proposals for

new nuclear power plants will re-

quire the approval of the

Massachusetts electorate.

A 'no' vote on Question 3 will en-

sure that home rule in

Massachusetts will be protected. If

not defeated, the referendum
threatens to subvert the political

process at the most important level

of government, that of local

autonomy
Over 400 users of radioactive

materials currently reside in

Massachusetts. If the question is

passed, many would be forced to

leave, feeu-ful of public intervention

in private enterprise. Because of this

unemployment will rise and prices in

health care and other consumer-

related goods will rise. Also, the

state tax base sis a whole is bound to

shrink with the fleeing of these

businesses, causing lost revenue

and decreased services on the state

level.

Currently, Massachusetts is part

of an eleven-state consortium at-

tempting to negotiate a solution to

the problem of nuclear waste
disposal. Voting no will ensure our

state will not be isolated, alone to

deal with a potentially large scale

economic problem.

Question 6: Jobs for peace

Pro Con
A yes vote on Question 6 will mean

a vote for more jobs, a healthier

economy and a more prosperous

society.
Currently, the level at which the

U.S. is spending money on military

hardwcire and other defense-related

programs is unacceptable. It is unac-

ceptable because this massive spen-

ding naturally leads to substantial

cuts in any and all federsdly-funded

social progrEuns.

Out of every dollar in federal in-

come tax revenue, 61 percent is used

for military-related spending. Only

18 percent will fund human service

programs.

It is true defense spending does

produce jobs. But the number of

these jobs is much lower, dollar for

dollar, than most public and private

sectors of economy. This inefficien-

cy in the distribution of federal

revenues causes unemployment
and. ironically, a drop in the level of

services for those unlucky enough to

lose their jobs.

Vote "yes" on Question 6 — it is a
vote for a prosperous future.

A "no" vote on Question 6 will en-

sure the U.S. a position of power and
therefore seifety in the coming yeeurs.

Currently the U.S. is undergoing a
me«sive military buildup in the hope
that it may be able to counter a
similar one by the Soviet Union. If

the money which is so desperately

needed for this rearmament of the

American military is taken away and
applied to any other area, the securi-

ty of the U.S. will be undermined.
The money being spent on defense

is necessary to ensure the U.S. will

have an effective deterrent against
growing Russian worldwide adven-

turism.

Those who support this question

claim that the money is desperately

needed to create jobs and fund social

programs. Defense-8p»ending by the

U.S. creates millions of jobs in

defense-related industries. As a
state Massachusetts is heavily
dependent on military-related com-
panies as a source of jobs and state

tax r3venue. Passage of this

measure could result in even more
severe unemployment and a cut in

state funded social programs.

District Attorney
W. Michael Ryan
"Vf. Miohael Ryan, the Democratio

candidate for DiBtriot Attorney, is

running beoauae he has said he feels

the office can operate more efficient-

ly and that it can be more effective

by educating the ,x)omxnunity on
legal issues.

Ryan, who graduated from the
University of Massachusetts as an
undergraduate and attended
Western New England Law School,

has spent the past six years in

private practice in Northampton.
Hia business is primarily criminal

and civil oases, as he "likes to do
trial work." Ryan has said that as

district attorney, he would personal-

ly prosecute oases like aggravated

rape and crimes of violence against

the elderly.

"(As district attorney) I could pick

and choose those cases I would like

to draw public attention to. My feel-

ings on both (rape and violence) are

imilar. They are crimes of the

strong against the weaker. What we
have to do in law enforcement is to

use society's strengths to protect its

mambers," Ryan said

State Senator
Thomas Simons
Tom Simons, the Republican in-

cumbent in the race for Franklin-

Hampshire County District At-

torney, is a resident of Montague.
Massachusetts. The 40-year-old

lawyer was a four-term represen-

tative in the Massachusetts
legislature.

On an issue-oriented level, Simons
feels his experience in prosecuting

cases far outweighs that of his oppo-

nent.
**I think the choice for voters."

Simons said." is between a district

attorney who has a very strong

record of prosecviting criminal cases

quickly, aggressively, fairly and suc-

oessfully, versus niy opponent who
has no prosecutorial experience and
whose campaign has generally con-

sisted of a barrage of criticism aimed
at me."

District Attorney Simons feels he
has been particularly successful in

his office's expedient prosecution of

criminals, noting a successful con-

viction rate of 91 percent. Simons
also feels he would be able to expand

existing programs^ existing programs

Candidates
Attorney General

Francis X. BeUotti

Democrat Francis X. Bellotti is the

incumbent Attorney General. He has
stated that his "prime oonoem" is

prosecution and eliminating govern-

ment corruption. He has co-ohaired

with the United States Attorney on a

committee coordinating federal,

state and looal investigative ac-

tivities. He has said he offers voters

uninterrupted leadership and pro-

tection from governmental corrup-

tion. He has already served under
two administrations.

Secretary of State

John W. Olver
John W. Olver, D-Amherst. a

10-year incumbent of the Massa-

chusetts Senate, is seeking reelec-

tion tomorrow.
Olver received his Bachelor of

Science degree in chemistry from

the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

in Troy. N.Y.. his Masters in

chemistry from Tufts University in

Medford and his doctorate in

chemistry from the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in Cam-
bridge.
Olver was a professor of chemistry

at the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst until his election to the

Massachusetts House of Represen-

tatives in November, 1968. where he

served four years before gaining

election to the senate.

Legislation Olver has filed in his

current term to aid higher education

includes a bill to provide student

scholarships through a tax en
cigarettes and a bill to establish a

two-way interactive telecommunica-
tions network to connect both public

and private colleges and businesses

in the Conunonwealth.

State Treasurer

Jim Tripp
Jim Tripp, the Republican

challenger for the state senate seat

held by Sen. John w. Olver,

graduated from the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst in 1970

with a degree in sociology.

Tripp entered the travel business

after graduation and now operates

his own agency in Northampton.
Tripp, who has never run for

public office said he has neither

nought nor received an endorsement

by any group.
If elected, he said he would seek

appointment to the Senate commit-

tees on rules, ways and means, taxa-

tion, education, mental health, and

social ^welfare.

Tripp said the primary issue

motivating him to seek election is

his perception of corruption in the

State House and its leadership. He
advocated the designation of the

heutenant governor as senate presi-

dent, which he said he would give

statewide constituency to leadership

affecting statewide issues.

Michael Reilly

Michael Reilly. the Ldbertarian

candidate, has been a partner in the

firm of Troy, Tommasino, Anderson
& Reilly. P.C. since June 1981. He
has an active practice, including

both civil and criminal trials. He
graduated from Boston Ckillege in

1976 miagna cum laude. and from
Boston Ck>llege Law School, magna
oum laude, in 1979.

Miohael J. Connolly
Incumbent Michael Joseph Con-

nolly. 35, is the Democratic can-

didate for Secretary of State. He has
been a teacher, a legislative aide,

state representative and secretary of

state since 1979. He is a member of

the Massachusetts Bar Association.
Connolly was bom in West Roxbury
and educated at Boston Latin
Sohool. He received a B.A. in
political science from the College of

Holy Cross in 1969 and in the same
year, received a J.D. from the New
England School of Law.

Jody DeRoma Dow

Jody DeRoma Dow is running
against Connolly representing the
Republican party. DeRoma, from
Brookline. has served as Legislative

Chair of the Massachusetts Federa-

tion of RepubUcan Women. She feels

that existing laws, such as those
concerning campaign finance laws,

are too discretionary.

Robert Q. Crane
Robert Q. Crane, of Wellesley. is

nuining for reelection to the post of

state treasurer. A Boston College

graduate. Crane served in the state

Legislature and was chairman of the

state Democratic Conmiittee. Crane
has campaigned on his record as

auditor, particularly noting the

"Linked Depost" system which he
recently initiated. Under this

system, state bcmks can bid for

treausry accounts if they agree to

provide loans for students, small

businesses, housing and other

State Auditor

Richard L. Wainwright

Republican Richard L. Wain-
wright. 50, has been a practicing at-

torney with his family's law firm
since 1963. with the exception of

1972-73 when he served as mayor of

Brockton. He attended Brockton
Public Schools, then continued on to

St. Mark's School in Southboro. Yale
University and Boston University.

Robin D. Zaziila

Libertarian Robin D. Zazula. of

Medford. is the Libertarian can-
didate for attorney general. On the
issue of campaign finance Laws.
7^^i]n^ has stressed the need for

mixed public and private financing
and the resulting lessening of in-

fluence by special interest groups or
financially powerful contributors.

Bfary J. LeClair

Mary J. LeClair of Mashpee is the

Republican candidate for state

treasurer. She has previously served

as Barnstable County treasurer and
Chair of the Barnstable County
Retirement Board. LoClair has said

she supports investment of state

money into private enterprises as a

way to stimulate the state economy.

Freda Lee Nason

Freda Lee Nason. of Cambridge, is

seeking election to the post of state

treasurer. A Libertarian, Nason
holds a Master's degree in architec-

ture from the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology and is current-

ly employed in the construction in-

dustry. A member of Citizens for

Limited Taxation, she was a strong

supporter of Proposition 2b^.

John J. Finnegan
John J. Finnegan, 44, is seeking

reelection as state auditor, a position

he has held since 1981 when he was
elected to fill an unexpired term.

Prior to serving as auditor. Fin-

negan. a Democrat served 14 years

in the state House of Represen-

tatives, six years as chairman of the

Ways and Means Committee. Dxxring

the campaign, Finnegan, a graduate

of the Uruversity of Massachusetts
at Amherst, has made an issue of

corruption and has offered reforms
of state financial practices.

Michael S. Robertson

Michael S. Robertson, of Berkley,

is running for auditor as the can-

didate of the Republican party. He
has previously served on the Board
of Selectmen in Berkley and is cur-

rently treasurer of the towm of

Falmouth. Maine. During the cam-
paign. Robertson hsis said he will

target fraud and corruption in the

state and waste by state agencies.

Donald E. Washburn

Donald E. Washburn, the Liber-

tarian Candidate for state auditor, is

a resident of North Adams and an
Elnglish professor at North Adams
State College. As a Libertarian.

Washburn has stressed the free

market aspects of business and
government in his campaign.

Rsqulremsnts: Open to all Amherst residents

registered to vote on or before October 5.

PolUng hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Prsdnot 1: Residents of Puffton Village. North

Village Qilreath Manor, Presidential Apart-

ments.' Riverglade Park, Brandywine and

Townhouse vote at the North CongregaUonal

Church on North Pleasant Street opposite

Meadow Road.
Prwdnot 2: Residents of East Amherst in-

cluding Butterfield Dormitory. Village Park.

Crestview and University ApartmenU vote at the

North Fire Station on the comer of East Pleasant

Street and Tilson Farm Road.
. ^^ ^^ *

Prwdnot 8: Residents of all dormsm Northeast.

Sylvan. Orchard Hill and Central Residential

Aieas (except Butterfield) can vote at the

Lutheran Churoh on Pleasant Street near the

Meadow Parks School.
Prednots 4 and 6: Residents of the Southwest

Residential Area, fraternity row. Amherst Col-

lege. Crown Point Apartments and most of the

center of town vote in the Bangs Community
Center off Kellog Avenue, near the Amherst Post

Office.
Prlnoinot 6: Residents of Echo Hill. Rolling

Green. Colonial Village, Swiss Village, and
University Park, vote in the Fort River School on
Southeast Street.

Prsolnot 7: Residents of Brittany Kianor.

Southwood. Jeffrey and Riverglade Apartments

vote at the Crocker Farms Sohool on West Street.

If you are physically disabled, rides or

assistance in getting to the polls is available by

rolling the Amherst Senior Surrey at 253-9351.

This special pre-election insert has been provided by

the Collegian as a public service to our readers. We
have attempted to present as much information as

possible about the issues, oandidates and the voting

process. Due to availability of information, space and
time constraints, we have been unable to present all

oandidates for public office, but included as many as

we could fWrho appear on the ballot.

This issue was directed and edited by John Hudson.
Additional editing and layout was done by Kd Levine.

Staff writers contributing to the edition were Paul

Basken, Paul Belval, Ray Beauohetnin. John Brobst,

Johannah Hoaom. John Hudson. Diane Kadzis, Ed
Levine, Dave McCarthy, Rich Nangle. Brooke States

and Lise Zeiger. Typesetting by Lauri Neely. Cover

gri^phio by Brian Sullivan.



Four running for governor
Michael S. DukaJds

Michael S. DvikakiB, Demcxiratic gubernatorial

candidate, won the race writh Governor Edward J.

King in the October primary, giving him the

chance to take back the governorship which he

earned in 1975 and lost in 1979. Dukakis, 49, is a

resident of Brookline. Before serving as gover-

nor, he served in the state legislature from 1963

to 1970.
Running with Dukakis on the Democratic

ticket is John Kerry, candidate for Lieutenant

Governor. Kerry, 39. of Newton, is a lawyer and

small businessman. He has served as first assis-

tant district attorney in Middlesex County and is

an activist for Democratic Party candidates and

issues.

The campaign efforts of Dukakis have been

steering clear of his record as governor, with the

exception of the corruption issue — a definitive

factor in Bay State poUtics. Dukakis has pledged

to combat corruption in state and local govern-

ment, specifically in the mismanaged MBTA. He
claims he demonstrated he's capable of doing this

since he held the seat in the Comer Office from

1975 through 1979.
Dukakis has voiced a commitment to public

higher education in the state. He has said an in-

crease in state funding for student financial aid is

necessary to leave education £ux)essable to all and

to redefine liberal arts to include new
technologies. Dukakis last week rejected the idea

of a five percent cigarette sales tax that would

raise $28 million for financial aid to students.

Kerry has stressed the importance of increas-

ing aid to students in order to bring state support

up to the national average of 50 percent.

On the question of the reinstatement of the

death penalty in Massachusetts. Dukakis has.

after a long period of silence, spoken his opposi-

tion to it.

Rebecca Shipman
Rebecca Shannon Shipman. Libertarian can-

didate for governor, is the chairperson of the

Massasoit Community College Department of

Hurban Services.

Shipman holds a masters degree in counseling

from West Virginia University and is enroUed in a

doctoral program in education at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Shipman said a Libertarian administration

would reduce government expenditures by in-

stituting tuition tax credits and privatizing

public tranist services.

"This would reduce the requirement for public

school subsidies and mass transit subsidies,

which currently absorb most of the budget in

most cities and towns." Shipman said.

"We would sdso enhance local revenues by

transferring motor vehicle registries into local

jurisdictions," she said.

Shipman said a Libertarian administration will

seek ways to make human service expenditures

unnecessary.
"Many people have been regulated into poverty

through Licensing laws, so-called protective labor

legislation and other government mandated
restrictions on human initiative," Shipman said.

Pollution, according to Shipmem, was caused by

government mismanagement of resources and

refusal to respect and enforce property rights.

"We would seek to privatize property where
feasible in order to eliminate government bumb-

ling." Shipman said.

Shipman is affiliated with the Association of

Libertarian Feminests and the National

Orgfanization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(KORML)

rUa photo by Pat UtCmrthy

BiUohaal 8. Dukakis

CoUa^toa photo bj Ta

John Sears

Frank Rich

Editor '» note: A photo of candidate Rebecca

\shipman icaa not available €u ofpress time.

John W. Sears
RepubUcan candidate for governor. John W.

Sears. 52. a resident of Beacon Hill, has held a

long list of public positions. ^^^ ^ .

Sears served in the House from 1965 through

1967 and ran unsuccessfully for Mayor of Boston

in 1967 and for Secretary of State m 1968. In

1979. SeeLTB won a seat on the Boston City Coun-

cil and served one two-year term. He has also

served as chairman of the MetropoUtan District

Commission and as the appointed sheriff of Suf-

folk County. , , w «^-
On the ticket with Sears is Leon J. Lombardi.

RepubUcan nominee for Lieutenant Governor.

Sears has voiced his support for the philosophy

of New Federalism — shifting the responsibility

from the federal to the state government m pro-

viding a "social safety net" for aU citizens. Acoor-

dmgly. Sears has caUed for the use of the state

sales tax to increase state aid to education.

Lombardi, shares every other candidate's com-

mitment to public higher education. The health of

Massachusetts. Lombardi has said, depends on

students getting an affordable education and has

proposed an increase in scholarship assistance to

offset federal cuts.

Unlike Dukakis. Sears is supportive of the

reinstatement of the death penalty. Sears ad-

vocates the use of the death penalty in extreme

cases — when a conviction has been the result of

an especially shocking crime.

Sears and Lombardi are closer to Dukakis and

Kerry on the issue of investment of industry and

business in Massachusetts. Both nominees have

echoed the Democrats' desire to encourage in-

vestment in the state's economy through incen-

tives provided by the state. This includes an m
crease in state assistance to small businesses

through tax relief and short-term loans.

Frank Rich
Frank Rich, the 56-year-old independent guber-

natorial candidate from Saugus. was treasurer of

Gov. Edward King's 1978 campaign. He split

from King in 1980 because he felt the Governor's

views were not conservative enough.

Rich, an ex-paratrooper who holds a degree in

economics from Brown University and now runs

a construction company, won a spot on the ballot

by coUecting more than 47.000 signatures of sup-

port.

"I want to be governor out of self-defense; there

isn't anyone else out there with the talent I have,'

Rich said.

"There should be representation of all

Massachusetts. But it's really uimecessary for a

student to be on the Board of Regents." Rich said.

"To be honest with you. students have no right in

decision making."
Rich feels declining minority enrollment m

Massachusetts coUeges is not a problem.

"Let me tell you what I feel about minorities,

there is no such thing." Rich said.

Rich has come out in support of nuclear energy

in the past, but says he is now reevaluating his

[wsition.

He is against increasing financial aid to

students.
"At this present time in the economic climate,

absolutely not." Rich said.

Rich is running as an independent candidate

because he is "tired of waiting for a system run

by party politics and party politicians to change."

"Libersds must stop their promiscuous spen-

ding and conservatives must stop their pro-
" miscuous cutting of vital programs." Rich said.

Kennedy, Shamie
Edward M. Kennedy
After serving in the Senate for the

last two decades, Senator Edward M.
Kennedy is seeking reelection to

that body.
Kennedy's brother John was

elected President in 1960. Senator

Kennedy attended Heu^ard and later

attended the University of Virginia

law school. Kennedy is currently the

ranking Democrat on the Labor and
Human Resources Committee.
In 1980. Kennedy was a candidate

for the Presidential nomination of

the Democratic Party. In the end he

lost that raoe to then President Jim-

miy Carter.
Kennedy, a liberal Demoorat, has a

history of spealting out on a variety

of social iflsues. Kennedy was the

sponsor of a bill advocating socializ-

ed medicine a few years ago.

The Senator has said he is opposed
to many of President Ronald
Reagan's economic programs, in-

cluding a tax cut which he claims
favors the wealthy, tax credits for

parents of students attending
private schools and the proposed
constitutional amendment for a
balanced budget.
Kennedy is in favor of forced bus-

ing to achieve desegregation, and
government w^age and price con-

trols.

in Senate race
Ray Shamiew In an interview «

Ray Shamie' 8 story is of the

Horatio Alger type, the poor boy ris-

ing to success.
Shamie was bom in Brooklyn,

N.Y.. one of three children. When he

was 16, in the depths of the depres-

sion, his father, a truck driver, was

killed in an accident. Shamie went to

engineering school part time while

he worked for a manvifacturer of

steam locomotive accessories.

Within four years. Shamie had

worked his way up to assistant plant

manager in the company.
After serving in the Air Force in

World War EL, Shamie founded Metal

Bellows Corp. in Sharon, a company

In an interview earlier this month,

Shamie said it is important for

universities in Massahcusetts to

graduate students in the high tech-

nology fields because that is where

the economic demand is in the state,

specializing in innovative welding

techruques. The $35 million com-

pany employs nearly 500 people.

The United States Senatorial race

is Shamie's first attempt at politics.

Shamie, a conservative
Republican, has oome out in favor of

President Reagan's tax cut. his tui-

tion tax credit for parents of

students attending private schools

and the proposed constitutional

amendment for a balanced budget.
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BLACKS IN THE ELECTORAL
-PROCESS=^=

Perspective on State

Elections —
The Off Year Election

By Keith W. Johnson

This Tuesday November 2nd is election day. It will

prove to be a very important election because of the

fact that this an an ofl-year election. Usually the off-

year election doesn'tget that much fanfair because

the president is not being elected. But many federal,

state and local elections are being contested.

This will prove an important election for Presi-

dent Reagan and his Repulican Administration. The
Democrats after losing much influence in the last

elections are challenging the Republicans at a time

when the economy is very weak and unemployment

is at its highest rate since the depression. It proves

to be a major test of whether the people have faith

in Reaganomics.
There are many gubernitorial campaigns that are

being held across the country. Many Democratic

candidates such as Mario Cuomo of New York. Tom
Bradley of California, and Mike Dukakis of

Massachusetts seem to be holding fairly good leads

against their Republican opponents. The Republican

candidates are having a nard time trying to sell

Reagonomics to their states. If many Democrats

win their elections it will be difficult for Reagan to

push his new federalism program. Democratic

governors would not be in favor of taking over pro-

grams that would be cut by the federal government.

What is also at sUke is the House of Represen-

tatives where Democrats lost numerous seats in the

last election. In this election the Democrats hope to

regain 30 or more seats in the House. The

Republicans hope to keep that mark down to at least

20 seats knowing that the ailing economy will

definitly lead to an increase in Democratic victories

this year.

President Reagan has travelled the country cam-

paigning for Republican candidates. Even Vice-

President George Bush and former President

Gerald Ford have used their influence by appearing

at particular Republican political rallies and dinners

across the country. But in some areas the President

ws not welcomed. The stigma of a bad economy is

with him and some candidates do not want to be

associated with it.

There are numerous other referendums that are

being decided this year. In Alaska there is a bill that

will decide whether to move the capital from Juneau

to Anchorage. There is a referendum in

Washington, D.C. on whether or not to make the

District of Columbia the 51st state. Here in

Massachusetts there is the bottle bill and the death

penalty. The nuclear freeze referendum is on the

ballot of many states and it will be their first chance

to speak on one of the most critical issues of our

time.
Whether it is the govenor, congressman, or

referendum this will prove to be a very interesting

off-year election. But hopefully the hard times will

bring more voters to the polls than in the last elec-

tion when there was a poor voter turnout. Please

vote.

Issues of the 1982 Elections:

NUMMO deals with the 1982 elections in this issue

because many important questions will be decided upon

the electoral process tomorrow. Usually the state elections

do not attract as much attention as the national elections;

however, they represent an important opportunity to

eliminate the Congressional backing that supports

President Reagan and his policies. As can easily be seen.

the Democratic Party has attempted to present its can

didates as the alternative to Reagn's policies even though

many Democrats supported Reagan only a few months

ago. Other questions to be resolved in the elections at hand

are. locally, presented in the Referenda, and nationally, in

the question of how Black candidates for state offices and

for Congress are going to fare in their electoral races

across the nation.

Much has been said about the curious lack of interest that

young people and typical college students have about

elections. The disinterest of Umass students in tomorrow's

elections in Massachusetts could result in a direct cost to

them in terms of their educations, their employment

careers, their environment and the survival of the human

race as a whole. For Black and other racially and nationally

oppressed people the right to vote was guaranteed only

recently and continues to be threatened . for example.

Reagan's effort last spring to take the teeth out of the

Voting Rights Act. Therefore, it is with great hope, pride

and concern that NUMMO paints the electoral picture

today, with the purpose of involving the reader in the

political process, only part of which is represented by the

elections of our representatives and civil servants.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE REFERENDUM
QUESTIONS

The referendum questions for this year provide the

opportunity to decide policy on a number of important

issues. The nuclear freeze referendum expresses at least

one of two sentiments for the voter. 1 ) the belief that the

U.S. has already stwkpiled enough weaponry for national

defense while the build up towards miliUry superiorty is a

threat to the survival of the human race and 2) the arms

build up is carried out at the expense of social programs

such as education, health care and welfare.

Another important referendum question is that which

would make the Death Penalty an ammendment to the

Constitution of Massachusetts. It has been noted that the

Death Penalty is a distinctly political i.ssue since its ef

fectiveness as a deterrent to crime is highly doubtful; it has

also been shown that more racially and nationally op

pressed people have been executed than others, and no

wealthy person has ever been executed as punishment.

The Death Penalty provides no solution to the problem of

crime and it exacts a very high price in human life and

human values.

HOMECOMING

.^ t.

Photo by John Wright
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The Last Wave From Port Chicago

Part III
bu Peter Vogel ... • ..«

C1982 Peter Vogel, Reprinted by permission

of the Black Scholar SpHng 1982 issv£

Editorial on The Significance

Of The Port Chicago Disaster:

NUMMO completes its series "The Last Wave

From Port Chicago", as reported by Peter Vogel in

the Blcwk Scholar, in this week s edition. We would

like to thank all those who have followed the in-

vestigative report from its be^nnine. We hope that

it has convinced the uncertain of the need for ac-

counUbility of the authorities as regards the public

safety from nuclear power and with regard to the

best interests of the American people.

One purpose of the Bl(u;k Scholar s report was to

call for a full and conclusive investigation into the

incideni. since the cause of the Port Chicago explo-

sion of 1944 was never officially determined. The

fact that the cause of the mysterious explosion now

appears to have been a nuclear one certainly makes

the racist treatment of the case of the Black

"mutineers" during the inquest which followed the

disaster all the more significant. The case became

one of a sensationalized controversy. 1 he

"mutineers" were convicted and handed down

severe sentences. The incident itself was not heard

of for all these years. Yet, now there is a widespread

feeling that the future of the human race, in its en-

tirety, is being threatened bv a nuclear madness.

This concern was first deflected during the Port

Chicago controversy. Of course, it is in the best in-

terests of all to make sure that the pubhc is not

diverted by something such as racism again

The call for a nuclear weapons freeze will be put

forth on many state elections this year, including

Massachusetts. Hopefully, the reader will unders-

tand the imporUnce of supporting this call when he

or she votes tomorrow.
Therefore, two good reasons exist to put a stop to

the nuclear weapons build-up, to protect all of

humanity from nuclear destruction tomorrow and

to increase funding for vital social services today.

Editor's Note: The Port Chicago erploswn occur-

red on July 17. J9H. thirteen months before th^

Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings twk pla^e. Ih^

einden^-e presented in the preinous portions of Peter

Voael's investigative article on the irtcxdent us oj

great substance and depth, so mwh so that it can not

easily be ignored. ... •# i/ ;

The essence of the material commkd by Mr. Vogel

shcmis that the U.S. Military could have prodwedan

atomic birmb as early as February oJ 19U, and that

all that has been observed and reported about the ac-

tual Port Chicago explosion indicates that it must

have been an atomic one. ^ , ,, „ . »„

Vogel's article cites official U.S. documents

stating that the technology needed to produce this

sort of bomb was available at the time of the Port

Chicago incident. Many of the documents detailing

the technological specifications remain Classified

"Top Secret'^ information, although their availabili-

ty could hardly pose a threat to national security

thirty eight years later since the technology is pro-

bably obsolete.
,

The force of the Port Chicago explosion spon-

taneously exploded the ship, the E.A. Bryan in its

entirity. leaving only minute fragments behind. 1 he

two most important observations reported about

the nature of the exnlosion are 1) t^ie wide
y

reported brilliant white flash associated strictly with

nuclear bombs; and 2) the "smoke ring or conden-

sation cloud, approximately three miles in diameter,

which typically accomoanies a nuclear bomb

In the aftermath of tlie explosion several all-Black

regiments in the segregated naval base on the

Sacremento River in nortTiern California carried out

a work stoppage in response to the problems of their

work conditions and the fact that no exp anation

was provided for the explosion. The cause of the ex-

plosion was never officially determined. The work

stoppage resulted in the court martialing of fitty

BlacCmmunitions loaders on the charge of mutiny

Many were later sentenced to jail. The court martial

gained greater attention than the investigation. It

concluded that the grievances were not valid and

that it was probably the fault of the Black ammuni-

tions loaders that was responsible for the explosion

since they were descnbed as being incompetant by

their immediate supervisors.

m m n m n *»

The Los Alamos Records

Approximately one year ago I w^ told by a con-

fidential source that a substantial body of records

which intimately linked the Los Alamos

Laboratories (The Manhatten Project) with the Port

Chicago explosion existed among the archives of the

Los Alamos National Laboratory. Those records

were declassified at mv request by the Laboratory

Classification Office. 'Hiey consist of some 400-600

naees of reports and memoranda which report the

various parameters and artifacts of the explosion.

The most substantial of these records are memoran-

da prepared by United SUtes Naval Captain

William J. Parsons which were transmitted to

United States Rear Admiral W.R Purnell. who was

a member of the Atomic Bomb Military Policy Com-

mittee and Captain Parsons' superior officer

Parsons was the ordnance expert who had design-

ed the U-235 gun weapon; he was the bombing ol-

ficer aboard the B-29. the Enola Gay, which drop-

ped the U-235 weapon over Hiroshima; and, in 194b,

he was Chairman of the Joint Crossroads Commit-

tee which planned the Bikini tests and he was Depu-

ty Task Force Commander for Technical Direction

of the Bikini tests. _ . , -^ , ^t

As a young Captain of the United States Navy.

Parsons, with a Irttle help from his friends, desir-

ed caused to be constructed, and tested the worlds

firkt atomic bomb. The large credit and nriany ac-

colades laid upon the Novel prize-winning physicists

who developed and tested the Pu-239 implosion

weapon successfully at Trinity Site one year after

the Port Chicago explosion, have obscured and

nearly effaced the extraordinary achievement ot

William J. Parsons who designed the ordnance for

the first atomic bomb and who brought that bomb to

a battle ready status.
, .. , , p«^

Immediately following the disaster at Port

Chicago, CapUin Parsons was elevated to the rank

of Commodore. USN. and after the bombing of

Hiroshima, he was elevated to the rank of Rear Ad-

miral, USN. ^ - . , ^^„
Parsons had come to the Los A amos

Laboratories in June. 1943. six months after the in-

itiation of the project at that site. He was a graduate

of the United States Naval Academy at Annopolis

Upon his arrival at the Laboratories he was named

Deputy Director of the Laboratories under J.

Robert Oppenheimer and Division Leader for the

Ordnance Engineering Division (E I>>vision) when

that Division was established in June. 1943. Ihe

Ordnance Division was responsible for the develop-

ment, design and construction of the U-235 gun

Prior to the establishment of the Joint Crossroads

Committee in 1946, the predecessor organization

was the ad hoc subcommittee of the Joint Chiets ol

Staff the "LeMay Subcommittee." Parsons was a

member of the LeMay Subcommittee and, at the

time of his appointment to that subcommittee, he

was Assistant Chief of Naval operations for Special

Weapons. Admiral Parsons died of a heart attack in

1952.

The records at Los Alamos relating to the Port

Chicago explosion reveal very cleariy that up to the

time of that explosion, a surface delivery of the

atomic bomb to a harbor facility was thepnncipal

focus of all damage prediction studies W.CFen-

nev's "Hydrodynamic Theory of Surface Explo-

sions" was developed at the experimental explosion

pond at Los Alamos - the Anchor Ranch area - and

the amplitudes of surface waves generated by the

Port Chicago explosion are in very good agreement

with those predicted by Penney's theory. Effects

of the Tidal Wave in the Port Chicago Explosion

of Parsons' July 31st memorandum to Purnell.

"Port Chicago Disaster: Third Preliminary

Report." was prepared by Maurice Shapiro and is a

comparison of the Port Chicago tidal wave action

with the predictions of Penney's hydro-dynamic

theory of surface explosions.

The question arises, if the Port Chicago explosion

was an ordinary, conventional explosion why would

such extensive documentation and analysis ot it be

found at an atomic weapons laboratory?

Fosi'Radiation Effects

Morbidity sUtistics compiled by the State of

California show a pronounced increase m the

statistical incidence of charactenstic post-fallout ex-

posure illnesses in the Port Chicago area, and down-

S^nd commencing in 1969 and 1970 - which cor-

lUustrated by Mitra Samimi

responds with the generally acknowledged period

intervening between radioactive fallout exposure

and manifest morbidity. (A recent acknowledge-

ment of the unusual cancer rate in Contra CosU

County was cited in the New Y(yrk Times. March 28,

1982, page 15.)

The presence of industrial sources of carcinogenic

pollutants in the area, and the effects of cigarette

smoking on the population, can not easily be

separated from the possible effects of fallout ex-

posure. However, a surface detonation of a nuclear

device in the circumstances which obtained at Port

Chicago is conducive to high levels of local radioac-

tive fSlout since radioactive weapon debns and tis-

sion byproducts will coalesce with salt particles pre-

sent in the brackish Suisun Bay waters which were

vaporized, and raised in the mushroom cloud. When

the salt and radioactive-material laden water cools

and condenses, it rapidly precipitates. According to

coded pilot-balloon data supplied from the archives

of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration, at the time of the explosion the wind

at 15,000 feet was blowing: direction - 08 (16 point

S), velocity - 16 (M.P.S.); the ceiling was measured

11,000 feet, broken.

The 'Mutiny*

There were over a thousand surviving personnel

at the Port Chicago facility after the 1944 disaster.

They were mostly black enlisted men, and those sur-

vivors were protected from the effects of initial

radiation by virtue of being 1.5 miles from the explo-

sion in the base barracks and administration area.

In Parsons' "Third Preliminary Report" to Admiral

Purnell, Parsons sates that the surviving military

personnel "rallied quickly" to render aid to the in-

jured and to secure the base. The psychological and

morale effects of such a large explosion were of in-

terest to the miliUry who desired to know whether

surviving troops would continue to fight, or lay

down their arms in surrender. „ _, ^. •

Although the surviving black men at Port Chicago

rallied quickly to aid their fallen brothers, they

subsequently refused, en masse, to again approach

the task of loading ammunition aboard ships.

Conclusion

The evidence and discussion presented in this arti-

cle strongly indicate that a nuclear fission device

was intentionally detonated at Port Chicago in

1944. My research revealed that the U.S. had suffi-

cient purified U-235 to produce such a device, and

the technical design details were specified as early

as February. 1944. Thus, it was possible to actually

build a U-235 gun bomb in eariy 1944, contrary to

previously accepted accounts.

The physical characteristic of the explosion at

Port Chicago - the white flash, the Wilson condensa-

tion cloud ("smoke ring"), the extraordinary ex-

plosive force of the blast as indicated by the crater it

created, and the seismographic record showing a

single micro-second detonation - all bear the

Continued on page 6

Help Save Lives ofANC Members

Illustrated by Mitra Samimi

Political Gains and
Candidates _

Losses of Black

By Keith W. Johnson

Clark and Bradley

There are two political campaigns, that, if suc-

cessful, can prove to be major gains for black people

in the political arena. One is the campaign for U.S.

Congressional Representative of the 2nd District,

which is Mississippi. The other is the campaign for

govenor of the state of California.

In Mississippi, State Representative Robert G.

Clark is facing former circuit judge and attorney

Webb Franklin. What is noteworthy about this cam-

paign is that Clark, a black Democrat, if he wins,

willbe the first black congressman from Mississippi

since the Reconstruction. In California, a victory by

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley over State At-

torney General George Deukmejian would lead to

the first elected black govenor in U.S. history.

In both campaigns the key issue, as it is all over

the country, is the state of the economy. In Califor-

nia. Bradley would be faced with a depleted sUte

treasury, and the question of whether or not to raise

taxes, if he is elected. In Clark's district, farm

clousures that have been caused by an ailing farm

industry must be contended with. Every candidate

must also deal with the high unemployment rate

which has effected the entire country.

Robert Clark is a former school teacher who in

1967 became the first black elected to the Mississip-

pi State Legislature. At first he was met with great

opposition. State representatives would not show

him due respect when he took the floor of the State

House. But they soon came to respect Clark and

now he is the Chairman of the Education Commit-

tee. The govenor of Mississippi. William Winter is

one of the strongest supporters of Clark's campaign

which is a valuable asset to him.

Bradley, like Clark, also wanted to be a school

teacher but instead he became a Los Angeles police

officer. The son of a sharecropper, Bradlev soon

rose to become a lieutenant in the police depart-

ment. His two years on the police force thrust him

into community activities and then politics, in 1969

he ran for mayor of Los Angeles but lost to Sam

Yorty after Yorty ran a racist campaign. In 1973

Bradley ran again but this time the racist tactics did

not work and Bradley became mayor.

Bradley has shown his effectiveness in running

the city of Los Angeles and has recently been noted

for organizing the financial backing of the 1984

Olympics that are scheduled for Los Angles. The

people have shown their faith in him by re-electing

him as mayor. He has a big advantage in the cam-

paign for governor because he is the mayor of

California's largest city.

Both Bradley and Clark have experienced racist

controversy during their campaigns. Clark's oppo-

nent first ran an advertising campaign entitled

"He's one of us" which many believed had racist

connotations. Later he had a television commencal

beind a confederate monument while he talked

about keeping southern traditions. Webb Franklin

is also noted as the judge that sentenced ex-Tchula

Mayor Carthan to three years in prison in a very

controversial case of assaulting an officer. During

the case Franklin was known to use irregularities

during the trial.

Bradley's opponent had to fire his campaign

manager because of a statement make to the press

saying that if there was a 5 percent margin between

the candidates at election time Bradley would lose

because of a silent racist vote.

Yet in both campaigns Bradley and Clark are in

the lead. In California, Bradley has had the lead by a

large margin through the entire campaign. In

Mississippi, Clark is leading because he is carrying a

stronger white vote than his opponent is.

Although both of these candidates have the lead in

their campaigns much of the press still shows some

doubt over whether they will win because the can-

didates are black. But that remains to be seen, and

it will be very soon.

Gibson And Carthan

Recently two black political officials who are

already in office have found themsleves in heavy

political battles. In Newark. New Jersey. Mayor

Kenneth A. Gibson, along with two other men, fac-

ed 141 charges of conspiracy and political miscon-

duct. In Tchula. Mississippi, ex-Mayor Eddie Car-

than is facing a murder charge. ^ , „
Mayor Gibson and City Councilman Earl Hams

were charged with creating a no show job for

former City Councilman Michael E. Bontempo and

defrauding the city of $115,000 in payroll salary.

The case came up after vandals damaged an

aqueduct which brings water to Newark from the

Pequannock Watershed. Records show that Mr.

Bonetempo was head of security at the watershed

But instead Mr. Bontempo who is 81 -years-old and

in failing health was living in Florida.

On October 21 a jury decided that Mayor Gibson

and Mr. Harris were not guilty of all but two of the

charges. They were not able to come to a verdict on

the remaining charges. No evidence was found that

either the mayor or Mr. Harris actually knew Mr.

Bontempo had a no show job. Mr. Bontempo wil not

come to court until January because of his health.

In the Eddie Carthan case, the ex-Mayor of

Tchula. Mississippi is charged with ordenn- tHp

murder of Roosevelt Granderson. Granderson was a

Tchula alderman and a longtime political foe of Car-

than

Granoersoii was murdered during the robberty ot

his convenience store. Two men were charged with

the robbery and were convicted. One man stated

that he was presurred by officials to implicate Car-

than in ordering the murder of Granderson. But he

refused saying that he did not know Carthan.

Another did implicate Carthan in return for reduced

charcres.

EcWie Carthan was elected mayor in 1977. Before

he was elected, the Tchula area was a place where

many houses did not have electricity or running

wateT. The area is surrounded bv white-owned

farmland where many black people are used as

cheap labor. But Eddie Carthan changed things by

bringing in federal and private financial aid. He
helped to bring in basic health care, better transpor-

tation services and improved the industrialization of

the area. u *u
But Carthan ran into serious problems with the

City Council who appointed a retired white cop as

chief of police without the approval of Carthan. The

Mayor had six auxiliary policemen remove the chief

from City Hall when he interfered with the Mayor s

duties, fhe six officers and the Mayor were charged

with assaulting an officer. When the case went to

trial there were many irregularities conducted by

Judge Webb Franklin who is running against Black

State Representative Robert Clark for Congress

this year. During the trial the judge would not allow

an explanation of the Mayor's duties saying it was

by Antar Mberi

The African National Congress (ANC) has issued an

appeal for worldwide "vigorous action" to save the lives of

three of its members on death row in South Africa.

Thelle Simon Mogoerane. 23. Jerry Semano Mosololi.

25. and Marcus Thabo Moiaung. 27. were condemned to

death bv the Pretoria Supreme Court last August 6.

Member's of UmlTonto we Sizwe. the military wing of ANC.

they are known as the Moroka Three.

Mogoerane is the second child in a family of six. who left

South Africa following the Soweto student uprisings of

June 16. 1976. Mosololi. who in 1976 was a form three

student at Orlando North Secondary School, is the sixth

child in a family of eight. He. too. left South Africa

following the Soweto crisis. So did Motaung. who is from a

family of eleven, and was then a student at Diepkl(K)f

Secondary School.

The ANC appeal states that the Moroka Three "have not

appealed to the Highest Court against the sentences, but

instead have petitioned the South African President for

clemency and are presently sitting in the death row

awaiting his decision."

Grave Concern

The ANC." the appeal continues, "is gravely concerned

that unless urgent actions and measures are taken, the

State President will confirm the sentences and the regime

will proc-eed with their immediate execution."

The ANC urges the following actions:

"To write letters of protest to the South African

President and Prime Minister. Union Building. Pretoria.

South Africa;

"To urge all governments to condemn these sen-

tences and to demand their immediate release;

"To exert pressure on the racist regime to accord

Prisoner of War status to the captured Freedom Fighters

as provided for by the 1949 Geneva Conventions and the

additional Protocol of 1977;

"To undertake all possible actions with the objective

of saving the lives of these three young patriots of our

country;

"To make the racist regime feel the indignation »)f the

international community at these murderous actions by

intensifying the campaign for mandatory and com-

prehensive sanctions."

In the U.S.. the ANC is making a special appeal for such

protests because of the Keagan Admini.stralion's in

ireasing support lo South Africa's ra;:Lst fa.scist govern

ment. in violation of agreed upon sanctions. This places a

special responsibility and challenge before ail ami

Keaganomic and peace forces, to stay the hand of U.S.

imperialisms support of the apartheid regime.

The appeal pomtsoul that the campaign t«) save the lives

of three other ANC youth members. Bobby T.sot.sobe.

.Johannes Shabangu and David Moise. was a success.

Worldwide public intervention resulted in their death

sentences being commuted to life imprisonment.

The ANC notes its "deep gratitude to all men and

women, youth and students, and many others who con

iributed, in many and varied ways" to that campaign, and

urged that the same can and must be done for the Moroka

Three.

Let's all participate; write that letter and mail it now!

irrelevant. He also pressured the jury into a quick

verdict and said that a guilty verdict would result in

a small fine. When the guilty verdict came in Car-

than and the other six men were given three years

in prison. The group has now been named the

Tchula Seven by their supporters.

The murder case started October 19 and many
prominent people have begtin to support Carthan.

There was a rally recently in Jackson, Mississippi

where Dick Gregory. Reverand Joseph Lowry of the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference,

Reverand Mickey McGuire of the Black United

Front and Milton Tutwiler. Mississippi Represen-

tative to the National Conference of Black Mayors

attended. Carthan even has the support of

Roosevelt Granderson 's brother and daughter who

do not believe that he had anything to do with the

crime.
There were also rallies in major cities across the

country in front of Federal buildings and post of-

fices. This story has not made the major press as an

important one out many people are deterimined not

to let the case be ignored. Many believe that if the

establishement can get away with this one they can

do it again somewhere else in the country.
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Interview with
Rigoberta Menchu

Rigoberta Menchu is a 23-year old Indian wonnan

from the town of Quiche, Guatemala. A peasant and

a Christian leader, Rigoberta was an earlv member

of the Committee for Peasant Unity (CUC), and a

founder of the Revolutionary Christians Vicente

Menchu, a radical grassroots Christian group nam-

ed after her father who was burned alive during an

occupation of the Spanish Embassy on January 31

1980. Rigoberta's younger brother was kidnapped

by the Army and murdered in 1979; her mother met

a similar fate in late 1980. As a revolutionary Chris-

tian she is a meml:)er of the January 31 Popular

Front (FP-31) and most recently was named a

member of the Guatemalan Comittee for National

Unity (CGUP).

What IS the Situation in Guatemala Today f

Guatemala is in a state of war. The people have

been left with no alternative but to fight. For years

the ruling classes and the Army have controlled all

the land and wealth. In the last few years a group of

generals has taken over the best lands which our

people had for many years. When we began to pro-

test and to demand our rights we were met with

repression. We have faced repression for centuries,

but during the last few years it has l)ecome institu-

tionalized. The military and the rich have been un-

willing to share their power and wealth, and can

now only rule through repression.

In Guatemala there is no space for open

grassroots organizations to make demands. There

isn't even any suace to make those demands public

because the media is closed to us. In the face of

repression the i)eople have developed concrete ways

of defending themselves; their children and their

land. They nave been forced to look for different

forms of struggle. This is what the popular Revolu-

tionary war is all about.

When Did People Become In volved in the Struggle on

a Massive LeveU

The Panzos massacre was a turning point in terms

of people's consciousness. On Mav 29, 1978 over 100

KeKchi Indians were murdered By the Army when
they gathered in the town square of Panzos to pro-

test evictions from their lands. Many other people,

particularly in the city, also began to be persecuted.

This was tne beginning of direct persecution of our

people. Then the massacre of 27 peasants in the

Spanish Embassy, who were accompanied by our

people from other sectors, showed clearly that there

was no alternative but war. People began to look for

new ways to struggle. They began to search for

ways to go beyond the legal structure for basic

demands, and to think of overthrowing the old

structures which have repressed and oppressed us

for centuries. This is the point at which people

began to incorporate massively into the struggle.

H(yw are People Organized?

There are many different levels of mass participa-

tion. Although the space for open organizing for

basic demands is almost closed, there are unions

which continue to struggle, although now mostly for

the right to jobs, because so many factories are clos-

ing. On another level, we have the revolutionary

mass organizations, in which activity is directed at

wearing down the enemy and forcing it to disperse

its forces. On this level people have responded to the

repression by going bevond immediate demands to

using more violent metliods.

Can You Give An Example of Revolutionary Mass

Work?

The peasants organized into the Committee for

Peasant Unity (CUC) are no longer content with

asking landowners for higher and more just wages.

A successful strike led by the CUC in February,

1980 mobilized 75,000 agricultural workers and

forced the government to give in and raise the

minimum wage to $3.20 a day. (up from $1.20). But

most of the leaders of the strike were killed soon

afterwards, and the landowners refuse to pay the

new minimum wage. So now CUC combines basic

demands with economic sabotage. For example,

machines used to substitute lal)or are burned, so are

the control towers set up in the midale of the planta-

tions to control the workers. But they are not guer-

rillas, they are revolutionary mass v»rganizations.

People in the villages have organized to defend

themselves. For example, they place obstacles on

the highways to stop the Army from coming into

their villages. There are also people organized

directly as support bases for the guerrilla organiza-

tions. They are the ones wh<. are (iefinitively waging

the revolutionary war because the van^ard could

not exist without them. They offer their best sons

and daughters as combatants. They feed them with

what they can cultivate on their tiny plots of land.

These people also provide information on the

enemy, organize the population, hide the wounded,

etc.

The revolution in Guatemala is being waged in

homes and villages not just in the mountains. The

people decide when and where the vanguard should

move so the population won't be massacred and the

Army will not catch it off guard.

Are There Any Liberated Areas?

We don't speak of liberated areas. But in many

areas the participation of the organized masses is at

a higher level; many villages have local revolu-

tionarypower, where people are organized for self-

defense, and all matters, ranging from land

disputes, to storing food for war-time, to marriages,

are settled. People are being taught Spanish and to

read an write.

What Can You Tell Us About the Participation of

Women?

At first it was hard because of the high percen-

tage of Indian population in the country. We main-

tain or culture and our way of life, and most Indian

women never learn to speak Spanish. There has

lt>een a need for intense political work, first with the

men and then with the women to begin to change

this situation. At present we could say that a high

percentage of women in the countryside are becom-

ing involved in the war. and there are increasing

numbers in positions of leadership and responsibili-

ty in both the mass organizations and the political-

military organization.

//oM' Do Y(m View- the Indian Participation in the

War?

Guatemala is a multinational country with 22 dif

ferent Indian ethnic groups, plus the Ladinos

(mestizos or Indians who have adopted the domi-

nant Western ways). Capitalism has brought

separation in terms of language and culture, as well

as extreme discrimination against the Indians. In-

dians are despised in Guatemala, and in many areas

they are treated as beasts. When the revolutionary

movement began it had to work intensely to over-

come many barriers and the distrust of centuries. It

also had to help the different ethnic groups to begin

to communicate with each other. Today the Indian

people are massively involved because the revolu-

tionary movement speaks directly to them and it has

won their hearts. It was not difficult, once the initial

distrust began to be overcome, for Indians to

understand what the movement was talking about;

we liv^ a daily experience of poverty, misery, suffer-

kiVand rejection We have come to understand that

it IS not our destiny to be poor.

We Indians are clear on the fact that we are risk-

inJ^our culture by participating in the war The Ar-

Z knows our decision toV^ ^^^^ ^"^ '^T "'.^^

Te massacres and persecution have been directed

wfth such vengeance against our people. The scorch-

ed earth policies initiated by Lucas and continued by

the Juntk. leave no survivors. Many "l^^PfoplV

central part of our culture, have already fallen. We

are also clear that our main demand after the

revolution, as Indians, will be the defense of our

culture! a"id the right to develop our culture which is

now denied us.

What is a Strategy ofPopular Revolutionary War?

It

revo

involves mass participation at all leve s in the

revolutionary struggle. W^e speak ". three l^^vels of

concrete participation: the political-military

because the people cannot win without a vanguard

Se mass (evel in which the people defend

themselves and struggle with whatever they can

find There are not enough weapt)ns to arm the en^

tire population, so people use simple traps and

homemade weapons to defend themselves from the

Army We also realize that the internal struggle is

not enough, that we need international solidarity,

and this is the third level of struggle.

Murders Increase in

Guatemala
Amnesty International reported Monday that

2,600 Indians and peasants ot Guatemala had been

massacred since Gen. Efrain Rios Montt took power

in March. .

It said that military and civil defense units carried

out torture, mutilation and mass executions in at

least 112 separate actions between March and July

this year.

The organization said that on April 5, 100 people

were killed in Mangal and 35 in Covadonga and that

at a village in Quiche Province soldiers gathered all

the inhabitants, raped the women, beheaded the

men and battered the children to death.

More Murder in

Guatemala
The right-wing, U.S.-supported government in

Guatemala gave the army a directive which leveled

the Indian settlements of San Jose Las Rosas and

Cohometabah recently. Military units entered the

villages, shooting pea.sants and hurling their vic-

tims bodies down ravines and into rivers. Military

units also destroyed crops and cattle in the attack.

At the same time, the liberation forces have stepped

up their defense of the country. Guatema an

patriots inflicted significant casualties on the

military in battles in the regions called Quiche and

San Jose Poaguil.

In Mexico (Jity, the famous Guatemalan refugee

writer and political figure Luis Cardoza Aragon

issued a statement this week stressing that nis

coutry is witnessing a sruggle of civilization against

barbarism. Aragon praised the liberation forces

struggle and remarked that for the first time in

Guatemalan history, a genuine revolution for peo-

ple's freedom and happiness is making process.

In New York, the (Committee in Solidarity witn

the People of Guatemala issued a statement deman-

ding an end to U.S. aid to the Guatemalan regime.

The new government, which seized power on Marcn

23 of this year, has murdered 8,000 people so tar,

the committee said.

Black Perspective
on News Events
With the Collegian
By Keith W. Johnson

Black Affairs is the department of the Collegian

which reports news and provides education and in-

formation to. for and about the Third World Com-
munity. The section is published every Tuesday and
Thursday.
The main goal of the department is to take Third

World perspective and work it into the mainstream
of the media output. What is most important is that

Black Affairs tries to present a different and pro-

gressive perspective for not only the Third World
community but also the White community.
Black Affairs Editor, Phil Jennings explains the

reports that the department produces are "hard

news". This is a journalism term that means the

news is current and timely. This is in contrast to

Nummo News which presents more in-depth news
analysis.

Review

Life In The Fast Lane

Spotlight
Black Affairs currently has a staff of six people.

This includes Associate Editor Cus Martins, Jen-

nifer Hardy, Yadira Betances, Rick Williams and

Jay Obe. The staff is a mixture of people of various

Third World ethnic backgounds. Yet the staff could

still use the help and support of more students. Mr.

Jennings urges more underclassmen to get involved

with Black Affairs. "Alot of brothers and sisters

did a lot of struggling before us in order to form

these organizations (such as Black Affairs) and

made alot of sacrifices because these organizations

help the community." he explained.

Black Affairs can provide experience for students

in such majors as Journalism, English, Art, and

Communication Studies.

Phil Jennings will be on internship next semester

with Channel 57 in Springfield which is fortunate

for Mr. Jennings and nis future. It is, however, un-

fortunate for Black Affairs because he will have to

leave his position as editor. Black Affairs will need

people to fill the void after he gone.

For more information contact Phil Jennings or

Gus Martins at the Collegian, located in the base-

ment of the Campus Center or call 545.3500.

NUMMO reeularly presents information

about Third World student Organiza-

tions at UMass.

By Keith W. Johnson

Last Thursday the Third World Theater Series

presented it's second play of the semester entitled:

^'Life In The Fast Lane. The play was a one man
production by Japanese-Hawaiian poet Lane
Nishikawa.
The play presented many aspects of the Asian-

American experien ce. But using lighting, sound ef-

fects, and simple staging, Mr. Nisnikawa took the

audience from the streets of San Francisco to the

beaches of Hawaii. There was also the pain of

bigotry and the terror of concentration camps of the

1940's. But what was most evident was the pride of

being an Asian-American.

There were some parts of the play that were sad.

such as the experience told of Uncle Blacky who was

with the 442nd Nisei-Army Unit in Europe during

World War II. He saw many of his friends die and

brought them home to be buried. After the war he

experienced much pain and stress and finally com-

mitted suicide at Punchbowl Cemetary where his

friends were buried. The experience was very

similiar to what some veterans went through after

Vietnam.
But there were also satirical scenes that inspired

the audience to laugh out loud. Such was the super

cool "Black Jap" who was so cool that he committed

hari kiri and lived. One could not help but laugh at

the ignorance of a Texas bigot as his children went

off to college and came to marry Asian-Americans.

There was a good audience in Bowker Auditorium

that night and they were very receptive. The crowd

consisted of pople of all persuations, Black, White.

Hispanic and Asian. Many enjoyed the informal talk

with Mr. Nishikawa and the producer Eric Hayashi

after the show.
Lane Nishikawa was born in Wahiawa, Hawaii

and then lived in San Francisco. He studied at San

Francisco State and later became a teacher there.

In 1972 he sUrted working with the Kearny Street

Workshop and also at the Japantown Art and Media

Workshop, both in San Francisco. Since 1977, Mr.

Nishikawa has worked with the Asian-American

Theater Company. The Company presented "Life

In The fast Lane" during it's 198(5-81 season. The

Sansei Theater Company has taken the play on tour

across the country. The Sansei Theater tries to take

Asian-American Theater to a broader audience by

touring U.S. cities and college campuses.

Lane Nishikawa has had much of his work publish-

ed in anthologies and magazines such as "Time to

Greez", "IncanUtions from the Third World and

"Azumi". In the future he hopes to turn "Life in

The Fast Lane" into a book and a film or video pro-

duction. They hope to air the film on Public Televi-

sion. In March the play will l»e showing off-

Broadway in New York.

Mr. Nishikawa is very concerned with having con-

trol over his own work. That is one of the ideas ot

the Sansei Company in that it is owned and controll-

ed by Asian-Americans. In talking to Mr. Nishikawa

about theater he said it is rough for any Asian

-

American who wants to get into theater because

there are not many parts available. "Don t expect

alot...but give it all you've got" said he.

For file Amftr.Vas of Toflny: NuevQ TrQva

Almost a decade after the revolution in Cuba,

many talented individual Cuban singers and

songwriters felt the need to link culture and strug-

gle together. They decided it was important to poo

their talents as musicians and express their politica

ideas through the medium of song. It was their goal

to sing songs about love - not the old Move-me-or-I 11-

die' serenades, but songs about real love between

real people in a real world - and songs that reflected

the (Juban revolution and the struggle of Cuban men

and women to build their country. They also hoped

to bring about about a deeper understanding of

their newly formed socialist country.

Under the leadership and guidance of the Union of

Young Communists in Cuba, three talented nriusi-

cians, Pablo Milanes, Silvio Rodn^ez and Noel

Nicola, founded a song movement in 1972 called,

"El Movimiento de la Nueva Trova (New

Troubadours). The Cuban Trova members likened

themselves to troubadours - both the late niedieval

lyric poets of Italy and France and the troubadours

of the Oriente province who wandered with guitars

from place to place to share their melodies with

others All were pioneers in their music and their

ideas, and all brought their songs of love and strug-

gle to the common people.

The song movement grew and attracted many

talented aspiring musicians, among them Vicente

Feliu, Sara Gonzales and Amaury Perez. The Trova

became officially recognized as a nationwide

organization. Thus it was possible for a group of

three or more persons from any town or pueblo to

form their own branch of the Nueva Trova. In this

wav the Nueva Trova was not only opening its doors

to trained professional musicians but it was welcom-

ing all students, military volunteers, workers and

amateurs to join. ^ ^ ...

In its eariy years the Nueva Trova met up with

some resistance from the general public, who con-

sidered the music too experimental, too rnodern- a

<"ar crv from the old Cuban folklonc sound.
'

Actually, the new song movement was an exten-

sion of the old music. The lyrics and music became

more elaborate, more instruments and musical

techniques were used. However "ja^V
.f,^*^^

rhythms and melodies were taken directly from

older Cuban folksongs.

The members of the Trova knew that there were

many misconceptions about the movement as it was

brand-new and many people had not been exposed

to the music enough to tully understand and ap-

preicate it. Their determination to have people

understand this new music led them to schedule per-

formances anywhere and everywhere that people

could be found. They stood on street corners after

dark, traveled to factories and universities, gave

special performances in hospitals, and serenaded

cane workers on their lunch hour in the broiling hot

sun. Their object was twofold: to entertain and to

educate.
,

..

Thirteen years of concerts and exposure offer pro-

of to its members of the success of the new song

movement. Their music has not only become ac-

cepted throughout the island, but has become an im-

portant part of Cuban culture.

On any given night that a Trova performance

might be scheduled in the Pabellon Cuba (an open

pavillion in Havana for free concerts) young and old

alike drop whatever they're doing, skip dinner, and

rush from work to stand outside on the entrance line

which is usually two kilometers long. If you happen

to be one of those waiting in the monster line, you

usually pray that you will make it inside to the stage

area. From there you might begin to search for a

chair. If it is your lucky night, you might chance

upon a vacant seat and grab it while no one is look-

ing. Then in sequence the spotlights go on, the

sweat pours down, and the performers enter.

A typical performing group is relatively small, and

usually contains no more than a guitarist, pianist,

drummer and singer. They always enter together in

simple clothes and without make-up, whereupon one

person introduces the group and the songs for the

evening. One can expect to find a solid two and a

half hour program, excluding intermission, filled

with emotion as the audience roars with laughter

and tears and the group unloads their satire and

their songs of love and peace and struggle each

song containing a very important message. After-

wards, it can take as long as an hour for the ex-

uberant mob to head towards the door and eventual-

^What makes this kind of concert so exciting and

By Nicola Stein
so captivating? h'ree of commencal gimmicks and

excessive lighting and amplification, the music is a

special kind of music. There are songs about Cuba's

history, songs about Cuban women and the struggle

to overcome machismo, songs about children grow-

ing up and songs about love. They are all songs that

have grown out of the process of change, and in this

way are very meaningful to all the people of Cuba.

(Jarios Ruiz de la Tejera, a well-known Cuban per-

former, told me: "El arte tiene que decir," meaning

that art has something to say.

The songs of the Nueva Trova say a great deal.
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Brigada Antonio Maceo
BRIEF HISTORY

The first contingent of the Antonio Maceo Brigade

traveled to Cuba in December 1977. Composed primarily of

Cuban youth residing in the United States and Puerto

Rico, the participants were united by their desire to ex-

perience present Cuban reality, as well as by their com

milment to work for the normalization of relations between

the US and Cuba, and to achieve an end to the political

violence in the Cuban communities in the CS and Puerto

Rico. The dialogue between these young Cubans and Cuba

contributed to profound changes in the Cuban community

abroad.

The Antonio Maceo Brigade was a key participant in

the conferences held in Havana in November December of

iy78 between representatives of the Cuban community in

the US and Puerto Rico and Cuban government officials.

The "Dialogue", as this process of reconciliation is known,

provided the opportunity for hundreds of thousands of

Cubans to travel to their homeland. It also made possible

for Cuban residents to visit their relatives abroad and

i)roughl about the release of three thousand political

prisoners.

THK FIFTH ANMVKHSARV CONTINGENT

Since the .Antonio Maceo Brigades'first contingent in

1977, theBrigade has organized an annual contingent to

travel to Cuba. In each trip they work alongside Cuban

workers, meet with campesinos and students, attend

conferences and travel throughout the country.

The Fifth Contingent from December 1982 to January

1983 is particularly important bei-ause it commemorates

the Fifth Anniversary of the beginning of the Dialogue.

In light of the increasingly hostile attitude of the US

administration towards Cuba and Central America, the

Fifth .Anniversary Contingent focu.ses on solidarity with

the poeples of Central America and the Caribbean.

Therefore, representatives of solidarity organizations with

t hese peoples will be inivited to participate this year.

THE CARLOS MUNIZ YOUTH OR(iANIZ.VnON

This organization honors Carlos Muniz Varela. a

courageous founder and leader of the Antonio Maceo

Brigade who was assassinated in Puerto Rico on AprU 18.

1979 by exiled Cuban terrorists opposed to the dialogue

with Cuba.

The Carlos Muniz Youth is composed ol young persons

between 15 17 vears of age, who travel to t uba for a

month during the summer and while m Cuba, they visit

their families and share experiences with young people

th»>irage.

MACEITOS

Children between the ages ot lU 14 parl.c.paU' in the

•Maceitos". Organized al.so by the Brigade, the Maceilos

travel to Cuba v^ here they enjoy a month in summer camps

with Cuban children and visit their families.

BARAGUA

Is the Antonio Maceo Brigades" newspapaer.

published and distributed nationally to promote the

Brigades activities and to furnush the readers with news

about the Cuban communities and Cuba.

For More information write to:

Brigada .Antonio Maceo
P.O. Box 909

Amherst. Mass. 01002
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Last Wave. Continued from page j

signature ol a nuclear detonation.

Other evidence includes the unusual cancer rate m
Contra Costa County, which could be due to fall-out;

the missing records of the contents of two railrx)ad

boxcars which could have been used to transport the

two components of a nuclear fission device; and the

fascination which the Port Chicago disaster held for

researchers at Los Alamos, as indicated by the ex-

tensive body of daU on Port Chicago that was col-

lected at Los Alamos. Finally, if the film footagt' of

the explosion is an actual record of the blast at Port

Chicago, then this would be strong evidence that the

blast was planned and anticipated.

To conclusively establish the nature of the

disaster that occurred at Port Chicago would re-

quire access to data and records that are presently

unavailable. However, the evidence nresented here

cannot be dismissed, and it is to be hoped that fur-

ther investigation will reveal the full truth about an

event that was the most awesome and deadly home-

front disaster of World War IL

SUBSi..RIPTIO\' OHDEk

I.
•

i Hi BLACK ^•'

Jayuya Remembered
October 30th 1950

Throughout four centuries of Spanish colonialism

and 84 years under US imperialism, the Puerto

Rican people have struggled for their national

liberation and independence from foreign domina-

tion.

This struggle has taken various forms at different

times in Puerto Rican history, which has included

armed struggle to international diplomacy. The first

struggle against foreign domination were the armed

rebellions by the native Taino Indians against the

Spanish conquistadors. Although the indigenous

population o? Borinquen (Puerto Rico's original

name) were killed after a tew years, the Africkan

slaves continued that struggle along with the

Creoles of Borinquen up until the US's invasion of

Puerto Rico under the guise of the Spanish-

American War.
Our struggle has many important dates, in our

history, one significant date in the late 19th century

is September 23. 1868, when the Puerto Rican na-

tion was born. "El Grito de Lares", is known as the

first free republic of Puerto Rico, led by the Father

of Puerto Rico, Ramon Emeterio Betances, Mariana

Bracetti, and Lola Rodriguez de Tio, the author of

the Puerto Rican National anthem. The armed in-

surrection was short-lived but contributed to the

end of slavery in Puerto Rico in 1873.

In 1897, 27 years after the Lares rebellion Puerto

Rico was granted autonomy within the Spanish em-

pire. In February 1898 the cabinet ol the new
autonomous Puerto Rican government was ap-

pointed; in March general elections were held, and

the first and only Prime Minister of the govern-

ment, Munoz Rivera was elected. Puerto Rico had

16 represenUtives to the Spanish Parliament; no

laws or treaties affecting Puerto Rico could be

enacted withouth the Puerto Rican Parliament.

In July 1898. as the revolutionary events in Cuba

led by Jose Marti and General Antonio Maceo and in

the Philippines led by Aguinaldo were on the verge

of defeating the Spanish empire, and winning their

independence, the US entered the Spanish-

American War and snatched victory from the hands

of the native forces. The autonoumous govenment

of Puerto Rico was never recognized and under the

Tready of Paris, Spain ceded the Philippines, Guam
and Puerto Rico to the US. Cuba became a US pro-

tectorate, and so started US colonialization in Puer-

to Rico.

The struggle of the Puerto Rican people for na-

tional liberation has continued against I'S im-

perialism throughout its 84 years of North

American occupation.

This October 30. marked the 32nd anniversary of

the 1950 uprising in Jayuya, Puerto Rico which is an

important date in our history of struggle for nationl

by Mauricio Hernandez

liberation. This rebellion was led by Blanca Canales
and Carlos Irizarry and proclaimed Jayuya the first

free territory of the Second Republic of Puerto
Rico. This Nationalist revolt spread across the

island to Utuado, Arecibo, and Naranjito. In Ponce,

Mayaguez, Aibonito, Cayey, and Penuelas there

were popular uprisings.

All across the island the isurrection raged for six

days. The US government called it a Civil War, a

feud between warring fractions of Puerto Rican

families. The US Air Force bombed Jayuya and US
tanks thundered across the valleys ana US trained

National guardsmen squashed the rebellion.

After the 1950 revolution, the US Congress pass-

ed Public Law 600 which initiated the formation of

Puerto Rico's present day status of Commonwealth
or "Freee Associated State". Basicaly this gave

way for a 1952 referrendum which was presented by

the US representative to the United Nations to

remove Puerto Rico from the UN list's of colonies.

By a narrow 22 to 18 vote,the UN General

Assembly acceded to the US Puerto Rico was
removed from the list of colonial possessions.

The colonial case of Puerto Rico presented to the

Secratary General of the UN on August 18, 1971, by

the Cuban Ambassador to the UN, has brought in-

ternational recognition to the present colonial

status of Puerto Rico. Through resoluiton 1514 the

Decolonization Committee of the UN from 1972 to

1982 have re-confiremed yearly Puerto Ricos' in-

alianable right to self-determination and has asked

that the US government institute a plan to transfer

back the powers to the Puerto Rican people.

In this last session of the General Assembly the

US blocked a recommedation of the Decolonization

Committee to put before the vote in the General

Assembly the issue of Puerto Rico's colonial status.

Althoiigh through economic and political pressures

the US succeded in not allowing the vote to go

before the General Assembly of the L'N they have

only delayed an inevitable reality. Puerto Rico gain-

ed its National liberation and independence;by any

means necessary.

For the hundreds of thousands of Puerto Ricans

that have live and died in the struggle for our na-

tional liberation, it is our historical responsibility to

continue this present day struggle to free Puerto

Rico from foreign domination. Only the Puerto

Rican people will determine the future of Puerto

Rico. But it is the responsibility of all people to

recognize Puerto Rico's right to self-determination

and to support this struggle in whatever waypossi-

ble.

QUE VIVA PUERTO RICO LIBRE!!!!

UNETE AL V CONTINGENTE
dc I.I

BRIGADA
ANTONIO
MACEO

• Op«>tii;.inn»n<)s .il hloqueo
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14th Contingent 1982

VENCEREMOS BRIGADE
1 WHAT IS THE VENCEREMOS BRK.ADl

Thf Veiic Tomos tirigadf isan educational projtn ' uiuque

m tht' United States. U offers people a chaiue to experience

the Cuban Kext'lution.

Since 19H9. the Brigade ha.s sent close to 5.000 people

to Cuba on delegations, .special interest tours, travelling edu-

lalional seminars, and thirteen Venceremos Brigade Contin

tjents. breakinji throii^jh the CS. government's blockade and

travel ban against Cuba. .As a multi-national, multiracial, anti-

imperialist political education project, the Venceremos Bri-

gade carries '^ul a > ear round program of activities in the

U'.ited .States at i)<»th the national and local levels.

Ihrough ih'v.orkor Regional C-om nut lees based in four-

It^n cities ac roM , tr.e Lniled .States, the Venceremos Brigade

isactive among n.anv sectors oflhe popular progressive move-

ments Brigade organizers are mostly \oung, working people,

active in their comnwnities, involved in a variety of struggles

-for exaniple. the .struggle for decent housing and tenants

rights trade union movements, the fight against inflation and

unemplovment. for the rights of national minorities, against

repressive legislation, for better health care and quality educa

tion. againsi racist violence, for peace and disarmament, for

the independence of Puerto Rico. etc.. etc.

TMK BR ICADK COKS TO CCBA TO .SEK THE CUBAN

REVOLITION URSTHAM)

Wt have shared the enthusiasm of a society based on

equality of black and while, women and men. We have seen a

country where no one is hungry or malnourished; a society

that provides everyone with free quality health care and edu

cation at all levels; a system that promotes the most thorough

democr^'ticparticipationofiLscili/ensin shapmg their future.

We have witnessed the determination of a people who rep<-lled

the Bay of Pigs invasion and insured that the Cuban people,

and not Washington, will have the final say in Cuban affairs

Wf have .seen a nation which must constantly defend itself
-

against continuous economic and political attacks and mili

Ilarv
threats from the U.S.-m order to preserve and build the

way of life the\ have chosen for Ihemselves, including a deep

humanitarian commitment to also hi-lp other peoples of the

world in their struggles agaiast underdevelopnienl, colonial

-. ism , and imp«'nalisl aggrewion

Reluming homo. Brigade members, or "brigadistas.

.have brought back msights for their woit here m the Unilwl

I StaU-s insights that mme from the p€TM>nal oxpropncr of liv

i ing and working side by side with (Xiban men and women

i Returning bngadistas join in the Vcncerpmos Bnpde's

commitment to shan^ our exponrncrs with others, as a contri

bulion to disp«'llmg the myths and distortions in this country

about the (^it>an Revolution.

Thus the tnp iLself is only a part of what the Brigade is

all about In addition to organi/ing travel to Cuba, bngadistas

an» active throughixjt the year developing and distributing

educational materials and audio visual resources, organizing

community forums on Cuban domestic life and international

policies, working in coaliti<ms with other groups and mdivid

uals m solidanlv with (>iba against US intervention m the

Caribbean and C^»ntral Amencan region, and around other in

temalional and domestic soci:»l justice issues T-ho work of the

Venceremos Brigade in all its aspects emphasizes acUve com

mitment U> the struggle againsi racism and U> the buiWmg

of unity among progres.sive s«MU>rs

WF THINK THK CUBAN REVOLUTION HAS SOMK

THINC. IMPORTANT TO SAY TO THE PEOPIJ-: LIVING

IN THE UNITED STATES.

2 WHAT DOISllll BKK.ADI DOINCUBA?

The Brigade Contingents to Cuba are not U)unst trips.

We are invited to live and work alon^ide (^J ban workers, to

experience the dav Uxiay realiUes of CMba life Thus year the

three week program of the Brigade in (^iba will include work

in the construction of a new hospital :
presentations and con

ferences on various as p*'cLs of C^iban societv ;
visits U» schools,

factories, clinics and hospitals; music and cultural entertom

menl; informal visits and di-scussion; meeUngs with represen

talives of other «,untries and national liberation -^vements;

and much, much more And, as m past vears. the Bngade will

b«. invited to participate with hundreds of thousands of woA^

ers in the annual May Day celebrations in Havana s Ra/a of

the Revolution.

blockade by limiting tniYel now restrict the spending of

money in Cuba unless authoriMd by the U.S. Treasury Depart

ment. l4owei»er, travel in and of itself is not illegal, and be-

cause brigadistas are guesis in Cuba, legal counsel advises us

that participation on the Contingent does not violate U.S.

law. Nevertheless, the travel of the 14th Contingent to work

and viait in Cuba will constitute a clear statement of protest

against the Reagan administration's policies of intimidation

and harassment gainst both Cuba and Cuba's friends in the

United States. Syrabolically, the Venceremos Brigade Con

tingents defy the U.S. blockade against Cuba, affirming the

constituUonal rights of the people living here to travel freely

and affirming, as well, the right of our peoples to build

peaceful and friendly relations with our Caribbean neighbor.

4 THE XIV CONTINGENT.

3. ISNTITILLEGAL TO TRAVEL TO CUBA?

New U.S. government regulations seeking to Ughten the

The 14th Contingent of the Venceremos Brigade will

go to Cuba in April of 1983 Upon initial selection as a can

didate, or ''recruit." for the 14th Contingent, you will be ex

pected to participate in a Preparation Program which begins

in January and continues until shortly before the Brigade

leaves for Cuba The preparation for the tnp involves regular

meetings (about one a week) and will include readings and

films, presentations and discussions about Cuba, some Spanish

language instruction, physical exercise, and involvement in tne

ongoing educational and fundraising activities of the Vencere-

mos Brigade.

Selection for the 14th Contingent involves a contribution

of from $575 to $675 per person which partially covers the

costs of organizing and sending the Brigade to Cuba While in

Cuba, the Cuban Institute for Friendship with the Peoples

(ICAP) is your host and provides for all your needs. We ask

that individual recruits to the Brigade pay as much of the

$575/$675 as possible-but the Brigade in each city will sup

port the collective fundraising efforts of the recruits which

are organized to assist those who may not be able to raise the

- full amount on their own

.

5 WHO CAN GO ON THE BRK.ADL'

The 1 1th Contingent will be made up of about 200 peo

pie from acro.ss the United States. In selecting who will go,

the Venceremos Bngade IcKiks for pe(>ple who are involved in

some aspect of the movement of social change, particularly

people active in community based struggles, the anti racist

struggle, the peace and trade union movements The Brigade

also includes people from organizations promoting atiti-impe

rialist and socialist ideas. An important part of our effort is

aimed at insuring participation by Black. Puerto Rican. Mex

ican and Chicano, Native American Indian and Asian Ameri

can activists.

In addition to organized, active involvement in some as-

pect of "the movement," each Brigade applicant must be pre-

pared to make at least one year's commitment to work with

the Venceremos Brigade upon return from Cuba, and must

be in good physical health, free of legal restrictions, and cur-

rently not in military service. All applicants to the Brigade

must be U.S. citizens or permanent legal residents. 18 years

or older. If you intend to apply for the 14th Contingent and

do not have a valid /current passport, you should apply for one

immediately so that if you are initially selected you have it in

hand once the Preparation Program begins.

To be selected for the 14th Contingent, applicants must

live in or very near those cities where there is an esUblished

Regional or Liaison Committee of the Venceremos Brigade.

There are committees in; Albuquerque. New Mexico;'

Austin, Texas; Boston; Chicago; Detroit; Hartford, Connecti-

cut; Los Angeles; Madison, Wisconsin; New York City. Phila-

delphia; San "^ancisco/Bay Area; Seattle; Washington, D.C.;

and Western Mar -achusetts. j

Pt-ople interested in the Brigade who live in North or

South Carolina. Mississippi, and/or Atlanta. Georgia should

contact the National Office.

6 HOW ARL SELECTIONS MADE?

Each applicant fills out an application which is turned in

to the Regional or Liaison Committee in your city On the

basis of the application, you may be notified for a short inter

view. Initial selections recommendations are made by the

Regional Committe*' and reviewed at the national level. Then,

after a period of several weeks of participation in the Prepara-

tion Program, a final selection is made This process is com-

pleted about a month to six weeks before the Brigade leaves

for Cuba.

Once you have been initially selected you will be required

to pay a portion of the total $575/ $675 contribution in the

form of a $100 deposit toward the trip You should be pre-

pared to bring this $100 with you to the first session of the

Preparation Program (for information o:i refund procedures

and other financial policies of the VB. consult your local

Regional Committee.)

7 HOW ( AN APPLICATIONS BE OBTAINED^

You can get an application through direct contact with

the Regional Committee in your area. Or. send the coupon in

this brochure to the Regional Committee listed or to the

National Office of the Brigade. You should return your com-

pleted application to the Regional Committee no later than

one week after you receive it.

The final deadline for applications is December 1. 1982.

However, you should be sure to check with the Regional

Committee in your irea as this deadline may vary slightly

from city to city

For more information write in care of:

Hernandez

U7 South Prospect Street

Amherst, Ma 00102

To The Venceremos Brigad£

Aqui estamos una vez mas
aparentemente impercepibles

en la nistoria aue se forja implacable.

tin sopio

una gota
un murmullo apenas somos.

Aqui estamos una vez mas
aparentemente imperceptibles.

Nos miramos
y nos reconocemos,

nos hemos visto a menudo
en ocasiones similares

celebrando revoluciones lejanas

protestando invasiones y masacres.

^ /

Aqui estamos una vez mas
aparentemente imperceptibles

y nos miramos
y nos reconocemos

y nos fortal ecemos
con nuestra presencia

y no desesperamos, porque,

aparentemente imperceptibles,

sabemos que: ^

de sopios es el huracan
gota a gota se diluvia

murmullos se hacen clamores.

Angel Nieto

/>.
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A N NOUNCEMENTS
TTie Third Wctrld Women 's T(isk Force is sponsoring

a film series this autumn semester, 1982, entitled:

Third World Women in Liberation Struggles. In con-

cert with each film presentation, there will also be a

faculty member from the five college area to speak,
answer questions, fill in gaps, update the film, and
help lead a discussion. It is the hope of the Third
World Women's Task Force that these presentations
will provide a forum of discussion as well as education
around topics of concern to the Third World, and
specifically to the women of the Third World.
This is a lunchtime film series to be held every-other

Thursday at noon until 1 p.m. These presentations are
free of charge and open to all.

Due to the nature of the organization, and to the ex-

tremely limited budget we are working with, we are
asking those groups and individuals like yourselves
who share common interests to co-sponosr the series

by making a monetary contribution, if possible. Any
amount is both welcome and appreciated. We thank
you for your interest in our program.

November 4th Chile.Four Wcrnien 's Stories

Four women speak in their own words about their

lives in Chile before and after the September 1 1 , 1973

military coup. Their stories touch on Chile's history,

economic conditions, the worker's movement under
Allende. the Chilean women's movement, repression

after the coup, and commitment to the new Chilean

revolution. Susan TrioLo, member of the NCOCA, will

be speaking in conjunction with the slide presentation.

Thursday, noon - 1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center.

Room 917.

November 18th Women Under Siege

A brand new film which looks at the participation of

the women of a small Palestinian village located just

six miles north of the Israeli border in their unique and
often overlooked struggle. * Speaker TBA. Thursday,
noon - 1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 903.

December 2nd A Vieled Revolution

From the same woman who produced Women Under
Siege, comes this very recent account of the women's
movement in Egypt. Speaker TBA. Thursday, noon -

1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 904-08.

• Indicates that the speaker has not yet formally con-

firmed. TBA:to be arranged.

First Annual (iraduale and J'roiessjonai Schooi.s iufui

mantion Day

WEDNESDAY November 3. 1982

Campu.s Center Auditorium

9:()0 4:(M)

Workshop I

GRE.GMAT.tesl taking skills by Stanley Kaplan Center
11:30 1:30

Panel I thru Panel 4

3:30 5:00

Panel I Business. P^ngineering

Panel II Health Sciences and Medicine
Panel III Liberal Arts and Education
Panel IV Law School

Sponsored bv Five College Placement Offices,

CCEBMS. B( ;i'. Five College Minority Graduate
Advisors.

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
Studam i)>»mn Moohi 442 Uni«*r*MT »' MMi«chuMtn
ArHhm tr MA 01003 t4 131 S4S 242«

FAIL SCHEDULE

Him SHOW nm.

BLACK HOMECOMING 1982

Monday November 1st Dinner at Yvonne's
Ne^v Africa Hovse Lummuynba Hut

Wednesday November 3rd Nikki Giovanni

Thursday November Uh Poetry & Dance
Malcolm X Center Southwest

Friday November 5th Lady Sings the Blues
with Diana Ross & Billy Dee Williams
SUB

The Blues

Student Union

Ballroom

6:00

8:45

11:45

$1.50

Black Mass Communications Project

Tue«d«y

Wednesday
Thursday

f riday

Saturday

L« Correia
fiev. t>earson

More f«usK
Ren Johnston
Gus Martin-
Mahoqhany
Nerrf tt Anthony
People's Perspect
Concepto Latino
The General
Eliott Andrev.

Theresa H

Rev. Pearson
Concepto Latino
D.R.

Karl Njliri
Mark Elliot

Mark Se«iedo

Concepto Latino
Carl LOMTian

Reports In Color
Daddy Neil

Frank Oqlesby

Soft n Easy
Glory Road To Gospel

BMCP
On Air Li«e-J«22

Fret Ks The Wind

BMCP
ive BMC"

BHCP
BMCP
Urban Contemporary

BMCP
Glory Road To Gospel

BMCP
BMCP
Par AfriQue

BMCP
Hew Jazz Eiperience

8MCP
RhythB Section

w/Bettina "enry

Punk n Thanqs

Frankie O's Odyssey

?:00-6:00a«
6:0O-10:0Oa»
7:0O-6:0Oaai
l):00-9:00««i

12:15-3:00a«
1.00-5 30o»
6;00-7:OOp«<

OOpn
OCpa
00am

Saturday November 6th Come Home to

CCA Home Coming Party 10-5

ENJOY!!!

Special Thanks to Mitra

Samimi and Mauricio Her-

nandez for their contribu-

tions.

7:00-10
12:15-3
10:00-2
6:0O-9:0OaM
2:00-6 00a«
6:00-9:00*»
3:00-5:30{n
10:00-2:00«i>

2:00-6. 00a«
6:00-9:00a»i

9:00-12 :00ooc

12:I5-3:00pw
6:00-7 OCPB
7:00-10:00pp
10:00-2:00a*

^

ttT: P'jblic Affairs
Rev. Pearson included, not a part of BMCP

Hews

TOTAL HOURS OF PR06PAWING IB\

Keep on listening ic BMCP on kWJA. 91.1 FM and help

us ke»P "'ad "^sir a''v«'

The photo ofJohn Lee Hooker in NUMMOS

'

October 25th issu£ was taken by Chris Har-
din. We apologize for the mistake.

All unsigned editorials represent the

views arid opinions ofNUMMO Staff

Announcements policy: All announcements
must be subwHted in urriting by the Friday
before date of issue.
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UMass could

decide races
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts have a

golden opportunity to establish themselves as a political

force in Massachusetts. They can do this by voting today.

"By coming out to vote in large numbers, we're making a

statement to the politicians that no longer are we going to

be perceived as apathetic and unmotivated, but we're

going to be participants in the electoral process." said

Michael Ferrigno. acting state student organizer for the 28

Massachusetts state colleges and universities.

In the two months since the current school year began.

UMass has registered more voters than it ever has in its

entire history. Twenty -eight hundred voters were

registered on Oct. 5. the day of the nuclear freeze rally, to

go along with the 220C already registered.

But if the registered voters do not come out today, all the

efforts will have been for naught. Ferrigno said.

"If we participate in large numbers, we'll be able to

demand that our voice be heard in the decision making

politics of the state legislature." Ferrigno said.

Ferrigno attributed the recent Student Senate struggle

over the endorsement of incumbent Democratic state

senator John Olver directly to the unprecedented number

of students now registered at UMass. Olver will probably

need at U'ast 11 .000 votes in order to be re-elected.

"We have the potential of supplying 5.000 of those votes.

"

he said. "We can almost pick our own candidate if we're

organized."

"Voting will show students do care about what's going on.

Otherwise no one has any way of knowing or caring.
"
said

Student Government Association President Jim Murphy.

Ferrigno said he agrees with speculations that many

people may turn out to vote due to the controversial

referendum questions on this year's ballot. Thus turnout

may offset the lack of interest in the gubernatorial and

Senate race which have been perceived to be landslides.

Collcpu photo by Mirhmcl Marcolia

University of Massachusetts Marching Band performs at a home game against the University of

Connecticut this weekend.
.

He said he expects the nuclear freeze issue to generate

most of the voter interest.

But if the turnout is low. a large UMass turnout wUl be

even more significant, Ferrigno said.

"No matter what they (politicians) think of us on a per

sonal level, on a pragmatic level they'U have to deal with

us. That kind of respect is long overdue and coming.' he

said.

Ferrigno said he is currently in the process of forming a

coalition of aU the state schools to lobby for student rights

and needs.

Only voters registered in Amherst are eligible to vote m

Amherst in today's election. Others must vote in the towns

in which they are registered.

Precinct one. including residents of Puffton Village,

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

Residence hall staff at the University of Massachusetts

and area police said they were treated to relatively few

tricks this Halloween weekend and the UMa.ss campus and

town were fairly quiet.

Many students went home or to off campus parties to

celebrate Halloween because of the restrictions placed on

the dormitories again this year.

Sam Taveras. head of residence in James dormitory in

Southwest, said he "enjoyed an exceptionally quiet

weekend." He said he was pleased at the fact that the

restrictions were less stringent this year and there were

still "relatively few incidents."

Bob Campbell, assistant director of Housing Services

said. "In the past, there were no provisions for parties at

all but this year there were some house parties allowed

with guests from on-campus."

Amherst PoUce reported eight arrests this weekend and

eight auto accidents.

"The buses to Brittany Manor were packed. There

wasn't even any room to stand." said Wheeler Community

Resource Assistant Karen Lutz. "The restrictions got

North Village. Gilreath Manor. Presidential. Riverside

Park, Brandywine and Townhouse apartment complexes

must vote in the North Congregational Church on North

Pleasant Street opposite Meadow Road.

East Amherst voters (precinct two) including Fraternity

and Sorority Park and residents of Butterfield Dormitory,

Village Park, Crestview and University Apartments must

go to the North Fire Station on the corner of East Pleasant

Street and Tilson Farm Road to vote

.

Residents in all dorms in Northeast, Sylvan. Orchard Hill

and Central residential areas, excluding Butterfield.

(precinct three) can vote at the Lutheran Church on

Pleasant Street near the Meadow Parks School.

Precinct four and five residents, including Southwest

Continued nn pnge fi

e, dorm security
everyone off campus for parties."

Dave Milstone. head of residence in Lewis dormitory in

Northeast, compared the Halloween weekend with a long

weekend, saying "a lot of people went away
.

"

Housing Security worked round the clock over the

weekend and was evidently quite effective, according to

several residence staff members. Students who were

admitted to the dorms caused little trouble.

The Halloween policy, which was implemented in 1980

after a raucous UMass Halloween in 1979, has grown more

lenient since then, and continues to be successful in

deterring problems, said some staff members.

Duffey blames anti-semitic

graffitti on "lunatic fringe"

Collefian photo by S«» Millett

Chancellor Joseph Duffey is shown a poster fouled with «"**««";/;<=

slurs, by Rabbi Saul Perlmutter and Suzanne Siff, president of Hillel,

in the Hillel office in the Student Union yesterday. ^____

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said yesterday

recent anti-semitic slurs drawn on Jewish

and Israeli posters are the acts of a "radical

lunatic fringe."

"The majority of the people are sym-

pathetic. " said Duffey when h«> visited the

Hillel office in the Student Union. Hillel is a

Jewish student group at the University of

Massachusetts.

Duffey stopped by the Hillel office to

demonstrate his concern on issues of anti-

semitism and racism on campus.

Swastikas and anti-semitic slurs were

scrawled on two posters announcing a

meeting of the Student Alliance for Israel, a

group associated with Hillel. Sept. 23. Since

that time several other posters have been

found vandalized.

Some Hillel members have also reported

receiving threatening phone calls.

"This is not just a case of graffiti." said

Duffey. "There is something more ominous

and violent."

Duffey said a new "atmosphere" has been

established where people feel they can

make racist or anti-semitic statements

without being criticized.

"Somehow people have lost their em-

barrassment about making racist

statements. They can make sUtements that

are really derogatory and not have to worry

about criticism." he said. "If people could

speak up at the point it would make a lot of

difference."

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. advisor to Hillel,

said anti semitism "is not just a Jewish

problem — it is a campus problem."

"It is a problem of recognizing people's

dignity," he said.

Duffey said American history has been

marked by an underlying tension of hate

which has at times been more successfully

repressed.

"We should remember that people can

feel threatened." he said. Duffey said there

will be a faculty seminar Oct. 11 on human

relations and the UMass curriculum. A lot

can be done with curriculum to deal with

these problems, he said.

As an example he cited the study of

American history.

"Women can say that history is taught in

a way that makes them invisible." he said.

He also noted that the role of immigrants in

building America is often ignored.

"We need to revise our history in that

sense. " he said.

Duffey applauded former Chancellor

Henry Kofflers Year Toward Civility

program and said there will "be other

elements" in plans to improve civility on

campus.
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Israeli commission

hears foreign testimony

JERUSALEM (AP) - The Israeli com-

mission investigating the massacre of

Palestinians heard testimony yesterday

from three foreign medical workers who

said the killings may have begun earlier

than previously believed.

The two British doctors and an American

nurse - on the staff of a hospital at the

Sabra refugee camp - said they began

treating wounded about eight hours before

Israel has said it allowed Christian

militiamen to enter the camp.

The witnesses also said they thought the

Israelis were in control of the Lebanese

militiamen, who slaughtered the Palesti-

nians in the Sabra and Chatilla camps m a

rampage in mid-September.

"Israel was in control of what was going

on there," said Ellen Siegel, who tx)\d the

commission the Israelis helped get the

foreign hospital workers out of the area

after two days.

"There was a certain power that they

had there that the others did not," said Ms.

Siegel, who is from Washington, D.C. She

was mildly reproached by Supreme Court

Justice Aharon Barak for speculatmg

rather than sticking to facts. "That is for

us to decide," Barak said.

Ms. Siegel. and Dr. Suee Chai Ang and

Dr. Paul Morris, both of London, were the

first non-Israeli witnesses to appear before

the three-man commission in two weeks of

hearings on the massacre.

They volunteered in response to the com-

mission's appeal for testimony that could

help resolve the questions that Israel has

been agonizing over: when and how much

did the Israeli army know, and what did it

do to stop the killing?

The Red Cross estimates at least 340

Palestinians were murdered in the two

camps.
The other commission members are

Supreme Court President Yitzhak Kahan

and retired Maj. Gen. Yona Efrat. The

commission is governed by a strict Israeli

law that forbids press commentary on the

testimony.

The volunteer staff members of Gaza

Hospital in the Sabra camp testified that

they began to treat wounded in the morn-

ing of Sept. 16. eight hours before Israel

says it authorized its I.,ebanese Chritian

allies U) begin an anti-guerilla operation in

the Palestinian areas.
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Mobilization for Suryival- activiBt Ann Kellman, one of te" People

in Providence, R.I. holding a 78 yard ^^^^'%
';;2%'^.lj;j^,

HIROSHIMA printed on it 2,040 times, the power of one Trident sub-

marine.

Reagan blames '"big spenders" for dumping

school prayer, O'Neill scoffs at"all-time low

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ignoring two

decades of Supreme Court rulings.

President Reagan is blaming Democratic

"big spenders" for driving organized prayer

out of the public schools.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.. D
Mass.. says Reagan's last minute claim

represents 'an all time low" in the

president's bid to prop up Republican

chances in today's elections

Reagan's televised message, broadcast as

a paid political advertisement as late as last

night, said: "Our way of life is based on

some very fundamental values — family,

faith, patriotism, hard work and op-

portunity. But for too long, those values

have been eroded. instead of

strengthened. by government policies of

spend and spend, lax and tax. "'The big

spenders. " he said.'gave us record inflation

and high interest rates... made it harder for

your family to save for the future... They

even drove prayer out of our

nation'sclassrooms."

However, it was the Supreme Coi^rt — not

the Democratic Congresses of the past —
that ordered organized prayer out of the

public schools.

In an unbroken string of decisions since

1962. the high court has ruled that any

official sponsorship of prayer sessions in

public schools violates the First Amend^

ments prohibition of the establishment of

an official religion.

The latest ruling by the highcourt came

last January when the justices struck down

a Louisiana law that allowed voluntary,

teacher organized prayer sessions.

Saint's Day protest

honors dead resisters

WARSAW, Poland (AP) -Polish

militants turned AU Saints Day into a silent

political protest yesterday, unfurUng

Solidarity banners and putting up new

monuments to demonstrators kUled by the

Communist martial law regime.

Police made no attempt to mtervene, but

remained on guard in Warsaw and other

cities in advance of an eight-hour general

strike called by the Solidarity underground

for Nov. 10.
_, ^ .

MUUons of Poles streamed to cemeteries

across the nation for the second day

yesterday, snarling traffic and carrymg
"armloads of flowers, candles and wreaths to

be placed on the graves of Joved ones.

In Warsaw, protesters put up red banners

marked "Solidarity' at the Powazki

Cemetery near a new memorial to

Maximilian Kolbe. the priest canonized Oct.

10 as "the protecter of all imprisoned.

They also placed flowers at a nearby

unofficial memorial for 4.500 Polish officers

executed in the Katyn forest in what is now

the Soviet Union
^ \, u t

Although responsibility for the deaths of

the officers whose mass grave was

discovered in 1943 has not been officially

fixed, most Poles suspect the Soviets, who

at the time of the discovery blamed the

The Polish government has retusea

Solidarity demands to erect a monument at

the Katyn memorial, now marked by three

rough birch crosses.

Small hand made placards were placed

beneath the birch crosses Sunday reading:

"In Memory of People who Died in 1956-

1982 for Truth and PVeedom.

"

Mass riots against the Communist regime

first erupted in 19.56. Since martial law was

declared last Dec. 13 at least 15 people have

,been killed in anti government protests in

Poland.

A memorial honoring the 15 appeared

Sunday in a nortttbrn suburb of Warsaw at

the Brudno Cemetery.

A black banner also appeared on the

Katyn grave Sunday. saying "Man. Dont

Murder Me. " Covering it were badges of

Solidarity, the first independent union in

the Soviet bloc.The union was outlawed by

Parliament Oct. 8.

Catholic worshippers said prayers in

Warsaw churches Sunday asking that

interned Solidarity leader Lech Walesa be

freed.

Nuke danger estimates raised PlgfiSt
BOSTON — A Massachusetts congressman urged

Monday the closing of all U.S. nuclear power plants as soon

as alternative power becomes avaUable because a new

federal study increases estimates of maximum death and

danger from a nuclear accident.

U.S. Rep. Edward J. Markey. D Mass.. chau-man of the

House Interior and Investigations Subcommittee that

released the study, said the "worst case" estimates of

damage from a nuclear core meltdown show "the more we

learn about nuclear power, the more worrisome it

becomes." • •»

"The American public has to decide how large a risk it is

wiUing to run to have nuclear power provide for it 3

percent of its energy needs. People who were sold a bill of

goods five or 10 years ago on the risks to theu" children

might want to reassess."

There is a 2 percent chance of such an accident occurring

before the year 2000 at one of the 91 sites where a nuclear

plant is operating or under construction. Markey said.

That estimate was compiled by subcommittee staft

researchers based on the NRC data, which found the

likelihood of a core meltdown with a large radioactive

release is 1 in 100.000 reactor y^ars of operation for each

plant, he said.

Profit-sharing conlract approved

WESTFIKLD. Mass. - Workers at Savage Industries

Inc. have approved a one year contract with the gun

maker that calls for profit sharing in lieu of raises, ac

cording to union officials.

Timothy J. Sullivan, president of Ixx-al 1420 of the

International Association of Machinists and Aerospace

Workers said the rank and file approved the contract m a

234 12 vote on Sunday, hours before their previous con

tract expired at midnight.

it's an entirely new concept for us." Sullivan said

yesterday of the package which provides for the 325

workers to share 20 percent of Savage's gross profits

before taxes.

"It's different, but the way the economy is now 111 try

anything." Sullivan said of the contract, which also boosts

sickpay and pension benefits for the workers, who now

make an average $8 an hour. "We've got not hing to lose."

by the Associated Press

"Like every other U.S. gun company, our business is

down. very down."
, on t *u

"I've negotiated contracts inthe 60s. 70s and 80s. In the

60s and 70s we would have caUed this union busting and

getting in bed with the company. But I'm a reahst and

maybe it's time for a new approach in collective

bargaining. Maybe we can see what we can do about the

foreign competition that's kUling us."

State poison statute rejected

BOSTON — A bill toughening the state's poison sUtute in

what a sponsor said was a move aimed at product tam-

pering was rejected yesterday by a legislative committee.

Rep. W. Paul White. House Chairman of the Criminal

Justice Committee, said the bill, was rejected because "it

could potentially weaken current law because of the

vagueness of its language."

White said the committee, although formally recom

mending the bill's rejection, would consider redrafting it.

House Minority Leader William Robinson said he would

ask the House on Thursday to return the bUl to committee

for that purpose.

"Fear has gripped the public, a feat that has spread

across the country and has come home to Massachusetts."

said Robinson, who supported the bill.

In a memo to the committee. Robinson itemized the

recent wave of product tamperings since seven died in the

Chicago area from poisoned Extra Strength Tylenol

capsules.

"There is no doubt that House BUI 6706 is a reaction to

the daily tragedies reported by the media." he said.

$100,000 bail for babysitter

MALDEN. Mass - A 30 year-old live in babysitter

pleaded innocent vesterday to a murder charge in the

death of 3 year old Brandy Mallet, who died last week

following what police allege was a fatal beating.

Maiden District Judge Anthony Randazzo set bail tor

EUzabeth Hutchinson at $100,000 and scheduled a probable

cause hearing for Nov. 9. Ms. Hutchinson, who lived with

the Mallett family in an Everett housing project for a year,

originally had been charged with assault with intent to

murder.
, n \

Brandy Mallett was rushed to Massachusetts benerai

Hospital on Oct. 16 suffering from injuries to her head,

kidneys and legs, and she was operated on for a blood clot

in her brain. The child died on Friday without regaining

consciousness.
u f ii

Ms. Hutchinson said Brandy was injured when she iell

down the stairs. .

Meanwhile, officials with the Department of Social

Services continued their investigation into the Mallett

case, including reports that social workers received

reports of alleged child abuse at the MaUett home several

weeks before the alleged faUl beating took place.

Neighbors of the Mallett famUy said Sunday the child s

father. Roy C. MaUett Jr.. told them a social worker had

visited the house several weeks ago, but the children were

asleep in bed at the time.

Neighbors also have said that in August they told the

manager of the housing project where the Malletts lived

that children allegedly were being abused, according to

The Boston Globe.
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Early morning cloud formation in Amherst disperses sunlight over a sleepy field.

Selectmen discuss

capital program
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

Amherst Acting Town Manager Stanley Ziomek last

night presented a 5-year. $8.7 miUion capital program to

the Town Board of Selectmen.

In his outline of the program, Ziomek said the plan will

provide funding for maintenance of existing facilities, as

well for establishment of new facilities and equipment.

The plan provides $4.5 million for general purposes and

school purposes. $3 million for water fund equipment and

projects and $1.2 million for sewer fund equipment and

projects.

Ziomek said some of the major proposals which the plan

would fund, such as water storage and distribution im

provements and road reconstruction." can not be delayed

or the sum will become so major that we'll have to see

Uncle Sam for the money."

Ziomek said the program can be funded within the

constraints on property tax stipulated by Proposition 2Vi

but increases in water and sewer rates will be necessary.

The water rate will increase by $.12 to $.80 until fiscal

year 1987. Ziomek said. This would enable the town to

continue upgrading its water storage and distribution

system. Ziomek noted that although conservation methods

resulted in an actual decline in consumption, the im-

provements were still necessary.

Ziomek said although it is difficult to determine the

effect of the rate increase of individual water bills, "if we're

going to continue having self supported water supplies,

this is the only way to do it." He added that the $.80 rate

was lower than many other Western Mas.sachusetts towns.

Included in the general purpose and school plan were

funds for 15 new pieces of equipment and vehicles. One of

these vehicles is a new ladder truck for the fire depart

ment. Ziomek said the Town's ladder truck needs a great

deal of maintenance and would not be adequate for "some

of the taller buildings" on the University of Massachusetts

campus. Ziomek said he hoped outside grants wouW pay

for the new fire vehicle.

Coffee Shop closed weekends, Hatch hours extended
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Beginning Saturday the Coffee Shop in the Campus

Center will be closed on weekends and the Hatch

Restaurant will be open, offering full service from 8 a.m. to

11 p.m.

""We are closing the Coffee Shop on Saturdays and

Sundays and opening up the Hatch." said Richard Ellis,

director of Food Services.

The change is being made with the hope of boosting sales

in the Hatch and increasing efficiency within Food Ser-

vices.

Currently, the Coffee Shop is open weekends until 11:00

p.m. while the Hatch is open on Saturdays with half

service. Ellis said the present arrangement is not as ef

ficient as it could be.

"It is not necessary to have both open at the same time,"

he said.

"By opening the Hatch we can offer our customers a

greater variety of services. The change will enable people

to utilize Food Service offerings to the fullest," Ellis said.

The Hatch Restaurant with full service, includes a deb.

"la cuchina" lulian food area, a bar with beer and wine and

a fast food line. It also features Uble service, a juke box

and has a much larger seating capacity than the Coffee

Shop. Ellis said.
.

"The advantages are overwhelming, " Larry Jeffenes,

manager of the Hatch said.

The current weekend staff of the Coffee Shop will be

transferred into other areas within the Hatch. The entire

staff is expected to keep their jobs.

"We all agree that we can absorb the staff into the Hatch

without any significant layoffs." Bill Harris, director of the

Campus Center said. If all goes well with the new hours,

the Coffee Shop may be closed during the evenings of the

week and the Hatch expanded to full service until 10 p.m.

or 11 p.m.
Ellis said the new weekend arrangements will be a

"testing ground." If the results are successful, a similar

change would be slowly phased in during the weeknights.

"I think it should work out well," EUis said.

The new Hatch hours on weekends are as follows: the

fast food line will be open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.. the deli

from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.. italian food area from 5 p.m. to 11

p.m. and the Hatch bar from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.

To sUrt off the change the Hatch is going to offer a

weekend special a spaghetti dinner complete with salad

and garlic bread for $1.99. Ellis said that many students on

10 and 14 meal plans are in need of an inexpensive meal and

that the Hatch is trying to meet those needs.

Former Kissinger aide teaching at Amherst College

Anthony Lake,

science professor.

Photo b» Pet»r M»rln

Amherst College political

By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Staff

After working as staff assistant at the State Depart-

ment Vietnam desk, special assistant to Henry Kissinger,

coordinator of foreign policy for the Muskie presidential

campaign and director of policy planning for the Carter

administration, Anthony Lake now enjoys his job as a pro-

fessor of political science at the five colleges.

"What interests me the most about teaching, and work-

ing in Washington, is seeing the relationship between

ideas and actual policy," Lake said.

Lake is a faculty member at Amherst College and a five

college professor of political science. He teaches two

courses on American foreign policy and lectures among

the five campuses.

In one of his classes, "The Vietnam War and Annencan

Foreign Policy", Lake tries to emphasize to his students

the consequences and lessons to be learned from the Viet-

nam experience.'

Lake compares the thinking that went on in Vietnam

policy planning to that of the present El Salvador issue.

"The Reagan administration is looking through a doc-

trinal prism and is repeating the kind of error that many

of us did in thinking about Vietnam in the fifties and six-

ties," Lake said.

"There is still an open question as to the future course of

American policy in El Salvador," Lake said. "People

should remain involved with the issue, debate it, and above

all, learn about it.
r, _i-

Another course Lake teaches is "Case Studies in

American Foreign Policy," in which students examine

past and present issues such as the intervention in the

Korean war, Cuban missile crisis and arms control.

One point Lake said he attempts to get across to all his

classes is that the officials in government are human be-

ings driven by personal fears, ambitions, ideals and

rivalries.

"You can't understand government decisions unless you

try to understand the people who are making them," Lake

said.

As director of policy planning with the Carter ad-

ministration, Lake helped Secretary of State Cyrus Vance

to anticipate the consequences of the current foreign

policy decisions.

Lake said he fell in love with Western Massachusetts in

the Spring of 1980 and decided to move to the area

whether or not Carter was re-elected president.

Lake said he loves what he's doing now and he par-

ticularly enjoys students who challenge him.

"I am much more excited by a student who will try to

poke holes in what I'm saying," Lake said.

Lake said that there are excellent students at all the col-

lege, and that probably more challenging is done at UMass

than any other campus.

"UMass classes seem to be the most feisty for some

reason," Lake said.

Despite his extensive background with foreign policy

planning in Washington, Lake tries to relate personal ex-

perience in classes only when necessary.

"I tell stories when I think it helps to make a point,

otherwise it is too easy to sound pompous," Lake said.

Lake joined the Foreign Service in 1962 because he was

"excited by Kennedy." He then served in the Vietnam war

for two years until 1965.

As a staff assistant for the State Department Vietnam

desk. Lake did odd jobs and shuffled papers for the

undersecretary of state, he said. He then spent two years

on leave from the State Department because he wanted to

get away, he said.

In 1969, he returned to Washington and was assigned as

Henry Kissinger's special assistant. He helped Kissinger,

who was National Security Advisor at the time, to manage

day to day business and to work on Vietnam, he said.

Lake received a bachelor's degree in history from Har-

vard and studied at Cambridge University for a year until

1962. He later attended Princeton Graduate School and

received a Ph.D. in public affairs.

He was the director of International Voluntary Services

in 1973. This is a private agency which sends volunteers to

work on developmental projects abroad. Lake said.

He also wrote the Tar-BaJyy Option, a b(wk about

American policy toward Rhodesia. He was contributing

editor for The Legacy of Vietnam, a collection of essays on

the consequences of the Vietnam war on various aspects

of society and foreign policy.
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Mt. Holyoke to host

sexual slavery lecture
•Female Sexual Slavery: The Trafficking

of Women Across International Borders

wiU be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday. The

lecture, presented by Kathleen Barry. wiU

be held in Gamble Auditorium at Mount

Holyoke College.

Meeting tomorrow for

D.C. anti-Klan rally
There will be an orj^anizational meeting

tomorrow sponsored by the John Brown

Anti-Klan Committee for all those m-

t^rested in going to Washington D.C. on

Saturday, to demonstrate against the

Klan. The meeting will be held at 6:30 p.m.

in the Campus Center room 911.

Grad and Pro School

Day tomorrow, CCA
The First Annual tiraduate and Profes-

sional School Day, sponsored by the Five

College Placement Wfice, will be held

tomorrow in the Campus Center

Auditorium. All students in the Valley are

encouraged to attend. Over 60 major in-

sitituticns will be repr^sent^ at the event

Rehabilitation lecture

tomomiw in Thompson
The lecture "The Miracle of Rehabilita-

tion: It's Happening Now," will be

presented at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow m

Thompson Hall sixth floor lounge. George

Andrews, from the Holyoke Genatnc

Authority, will give the lecture. The lecture

is free and open to all those interested.

Harvard prof to lecture

on U.S.-Japan links
Professor Oswald Ganley, from the Asian

Studies Department of Harvard Univer

sity. will give the lecture "The Role of

Communications and Information in

Shaping U.S. Japan Relations." at 7:30

p.m., Thursday in the Converse Assembly

Room at Amherst College.

CoUoque on Jewish

oppression offered
A onecredit 16 hour colloquium on

"Understanding Anti Jewish Oppression"

will be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday

and Sunday at the Center For Racial

Studies in Moore House in Southwest. To

pre register or for more information, call

545 0472 or 545 2803.

Women's subordination

Topic of Smith lecture
Ihe lecture "Why Women.' Con

siderations on the Subordination of Women.

Examples from Cuba and Brazil," will be

presented at 2 p.m. today in the Wright

Hall Common Room at Smith College

Verena Stolcke, from the Universidad

Autonoma de Barcelona and currently at

the Latin American Institute. Oxford

University, will give the lecture.
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Photo by J«y Ob«

David Prater, 26, a University of Massachusetts student, was releas-

ed in good condition from the University Health Services Friday after-

nt^n f^er being struck by an auto on North Pleasant St P'^^er was h,

in front of Hasbrouk Laboratory at 9:15 a.m. Thursday. Susan Bishop of

the University Health Services said.

Paul J. Golaski of Longmeadow was driving the vehicle and was

charged by Amherst Police with operating an uninsured and

unregistered vehicle. -———-ii=zzzr:m

Eastman Kodak Company and the University of Mass

Photo Coop would like to mtroduce you to the world of photog-

raphy In a two-part session we will cover the fundamentals

of better photography light, composition, camera tech-

niques everything you need to Know to take better pictures.

Because its not what you see. It's how you see It.

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
• STOP SMOKING •

HVI~.()MS. *N HtlJ- VO» Mktit H PFHWANEKIT

Many of our client arr doctor r^ffrraU.

Overcome Anxietie,, F^r, & Phob-M

,^-Wri.Kl . ln.omn« . N.il Bmng

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Millon H AskinoM. Membrr A.A.E.H.

AvaiUbir: 1-wiurc l»«inoniiir«tion»

Call or ^ 1" /"' f'^ Brochure

The FarrH^k BuiWin.. R.*- 9.
"•^''i;^,

5S4-1919t» AppL<>ni> —

CARROLL

OF AMHERST

Low Fares of the Week

seminar
.»»'

,««» **n

A^ ^»^

West Palm Beach

From Hartford

Fort Lauderdale

from Hartford

Orlando

from Boston

London
from Boston

$59.00

one way

$104.00

one way

4199.00

round trip

$439.00

round trip

All fares are subject to availability and

certain restrictions may apply.

Located on Cowles Lane 256-8931

off No. Pleasant St.

college

November 9-10 in Room 163C,

Campus Center • 7-10 p.m.

each night • $2 50 (includes

both nights) -Tickets may be

purchased at TIKS or at the

door • Free T-shirt to all who
attend • Free roll of film to first

100 tickets

OLDIES
with

GREG ADAMS
2 FOR 1

all liquor drinks
9 to 11

IS EmI Pleiwant St.
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Reaganomics, New Right

give minstrel fresh mataial

Photo by Peter M«fki

Street entertainer and consciousness raiser Stephen Baird plays

guitar outside the Student Union Building.

By MATTHEW HERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Street singer Steven Baird entertained a

crowd of about a dozen on the stairs of the

Student Union Building at the University of

Massachusetts yesterday with his singing

and storytelling.

Playing three guitars, a dulcimer, a

mandolin and a kazoo he wooed busy UMass

students for most of the afternoon.

Baird. 35. of Cambridge, has been playing

on the streets since he was 22, first in

protest against the Vietnam War and then

as a vocation. Giving credit to Ronald

Reagan and the "New Right", he is back to

singing protest songs.

His humor is particularly devoted to

Reagan.

"Did you hear that Reagan's library burnt

down? Both books. You shouldn't giggle, he

wasn't finished coloring in one of them," he

quipped.
Baird calls the streets 'a positive and

creative space. " a free breeding ground for

new ideas and new music. He cited James

Taylor and Patrick Henry as two who used

the streets to spread political ideas.

"The streets have always been a first

amendment right," he said.

Baird added that the streets are not as

free now as they once were. Much of his

time is spent organizing street singers and

in fighting what he calls "police repression."

In a 1973 suit brought by Baird. street

singing was legalized in Boston and Baird

was awarded street musician licence

number one. Since then he has been

traveling around the country in an effort to

end all street music repression.

A former chemical engineering student at

Northeastern University, he says that he

has no regrets about quitting school and

taking to the streets. As an admiring

woman told him after a hug, "You're a hell

of a lot more respectable than a chemical

engineer."

Haird's income for the day was $15. much

below his average of $25. He said UMass is

usually slow, especially when compared

with the $100 per day he usually receives at

other colleges.

UMass group plans rally

to oppose D.C. Klan march
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

To protest the Ku Klux Klan march in

Washington D.C. this weekend in support

of President Reagan, as well as. the

group's recent activity nationwide, a

counter-demonstration has been planned

by a University of Massachusetts group in

the capital city.

The rally, which is being organized by the

Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA) Anti-Racism

Team, will coincide with a similar rally m
Northampton Saturday.

Mindy Chateauvert of the SCERA Anti-

Racism Team said she expects about 60

people to take part in the protest against

the Ku Klux Klan's march which is "so

repetitive of history it's scary."

In a flyer released by the Committee for

Racial and Religious Solidarity, a partial

listing of over 50 groups from across the

country are scheduled to attend the rally.

The Civil Rights Department, United

Steelworkers of America. AFL-CIO and

the National Anti-Klan network are among

those varied organizations.

Chateauvert, who is originally from

Iowa, where she says the Klan involvement

has grown 300 percent during the past five

years, said the group is becoming "more

powerful than it ever was."

The counter demonstration, Chateauvert

said, "is as much against racism as it is

against the Klan."

Not since the march in support of Presi-

dent Hoover in 1926 has the "newly-

strengthened Klan come out in such

numbers to back a president, Chateauvert

said.

Communication vital to sex
By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

Some sex education comes too late, but a

new Peer Health Aid Program at the

University of Massachusetts is designed to

prevent this.

The Peer Health Aid Program is divided

into different programs. The Peer Sexual

Education Program (PSE) and Students

Teaching Alcohol Responsibility (STARS).

Students in the Peer Health Aid Pro-

gram educate undergraduates abt)ut

herpes and genital disease, contraception

and health aid. as well as alcohol control

and nutritional habits.

The Peer Sexuality Education Program

is a unique program which helps educate

students about their own sexuality as well

as giving out information about contracep-

tives and sexual diseases.

The program, which is a part of the

University Health Services, advocates

health education by giving workshops and

colloquia in dormitories and fraternities

and sororities to help inform the communi-

ty about health issues.

Peer Sexual Educators also counsel

students about ways to communicate with

partners about sexuality.

"Our philosophy is if you can't talk about

sex you have no busmess having inter-

course," said Ron Mazur. health educator

and coordinator of Peer Sexuality Educa-

tion at the University Health Services.

Mazur said. "It's like the guy who bought

a contraceptive for his woman and she said

i haven't known you long enough to even

discuss intercourse.'"

"The important thing is

communication." said Mazur.

The goals of the program are to help

students to communicate effectively and

sensitively with one another about sexual

concerns and issues, to take a responsibili

ty for their own sexual health and relation

ships and to live in a community with those

who hold differing values and lifestyles.

The Peer Health Aid program is also try-

ing to get students involved in mental

health, which may include coping with cam-

pus life or dealing with alcoholism.
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Polltle*! Adv«niMm*nt

VOTE TODAY!
The Amherst Democratic Town Committee

urges you to vote on ballot questions

#1: NO PubHc funds to students in private schools;

#2: NO Death Penalty;

13: YES Restrictions on radioactive \yaste

and nuclear plant construction;

#4: YES Bottle Bill

#5: YES Nuclear arms freeze;

.and vote for the following Democrats:

State Senator:

State Flepresentative:

District Attorney:

John W. Olver

Jim Collins

W. Michael B,y»n

Feeling

"Cabln'd, Cribbed, Confined"?

Open your world: Study Abroad!

College Semester Abroad
• Small groups of American students immersed in the host,

culture and language
• Live with a family and study with host country academics and

professional who tailor their coursework to suit your needs and

background ^^1.1
• An American Academic Director and U.S. accredited school

for ease of credit transfer
• Learn with immediacy -both in and outside the classroom

Hildamarie Hendricks of Academic Studies Abroad will

be here to answer your quattions on Monday, Novambar

8th at 2 00 in International Programs, UMass, and at 4:00

In Fora-gn Study Advisor's Office, Hampshire Collage.

Opw> to qu«lifi«l studwits of sophomore standir>g and above (Som«

programs require previoo. language training ) For funtver 'n«0';Tvation

and application, cofT>e to the mating. See your Study Abroad offnre or

contact us at: The School tor Internetional Training

Kipling Road
BrattlebofO, VT 06301

Ceil toll-free (8001 461 4465
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Where do you vote?

If you Uve in Southwest Dorms (precinct 4) you vote at

Bangs Community Center (Amherst Center, off KeUogg Ave)

All Other Dorms (precinct 3) you vote af

Immanuel Lutheran Church (867 N. Pleasant St.)

For more Information about polling places for off-campus students,

candidates, or issues, please call: 256-0266

PRid for bv the Amherst Dertocratic Town Committee

St^ Rosenberg, Treasurer, 164 Columbia Dr. Amherst

TliE FiwE Arts CfNXiR

In coopERATioM wirli

TkE Comparative LIterature

Department
presents:

A Lecture on
Irish Culture

by 3 members of Siamsa,

The National Folk Theatre
of Ireland

Free - Limited Space Available

First Come, First Serve

In: Machmer W25
Tuesday, November 2, 1982

2:30 - 3:45
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Vote
Senator

John Olver,

Democrat

TODAY
• Author and prime sponsor of Legislation

to create $28 million in new student

aid.

• Senate spokesman for public higher

education - especially UMass.

• Prime Senate Sponsor of the Bottle Bill

and Chairman, Committee to Save the

Bottle Bill.

• Leading legislative advocate for the

Nuclear Freeze.

Vote
Senator John Olver

Democrat
Paid for by the Olver Comminee, Robert W, Ritchie Treasurer

Hypercurricula

STUDY ABROAD - HIGHEH

EDUCATION IN EUROPE - Hden

Humphries, a representative of HEE will

give information about one semester op^

portunities in the U.K.. 2:30 p.m.. 239

Lecture on irish culture - The

Fine Arts Center in cooperation with the

Comparative Literature Department

present A Lecture on Irish Culture by 3

members of Siamsa. The National Folk

Theatre of Ireland. Open to the public, with

limited space available. 2:30 p.m. Machmer

W25
FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING -

Discussion of IFT meeting (Nov. 9) and

upcoming events. 6:15 p.m.. 2^7

C*honowptn
BILINGUAL/MULTICULTURAL
STUDENTS MEETING - Anyone m

terested in bUingual/ multicultural issues is

welcome and invited to attend our meetmgs

held every Tuesday 6:30 p.m. 228 School of

Education. ^^ ,^,_

COMMITEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS AND
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM - Cerrf

holds it's weekly meeting Tuesday's at 6:30.

We are a group of women and men who

organize around reproductive rights.

Discussed will be an upcoming play and

conference. 802 Campus Center.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
MAJORS — Mandatory Orientation

Meeting for students doing Student

Teaching II; spHn*' 1983 Semester. 6:30

p.m.. 373 HiUs South. CaU 545-2085 if you

cannot make meeting.

ALPHA ZETA MEETINGS - This is a

mandatory meeting for all members. If you

cannot attend, you MUST get in touch with

one of the officers. Important matters will

be discussed. 6:30 p.m.. 311 Stockbridge.

1982 ARCTIC CANOE EXPEDITION -
University Health Services is sponsoring a

Slide Show and talk by Dr. James R. Abel

on a Whitewater canoe expedition on the

Back River in the Arctic area of the

Canadian Northwest Territory. 7:30 p.m..

168 Campus Center.

SIAMSA. NATIONAL FOLK THEATRE
OF IRELAND — Siamsa is a theatrical re

creation in mime, music and dance of what

life was like for a rural family in Gaelic

speaking Ireland. 8 p.m., Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

FREE CONCERT: DONALD KNAACK.
COMPOSER AND PERCUSSI0NI3T -
Internationally-acclaimed Donald Knaack

presents an unusual multi-media per

formance including solo percussion music,

tape, inflatable sculpture and film. (Fun

ding for performance provided in part by

grants from UMASS Arts Council and N.E.

Foundation for the Arts.) 8 p.m., Bezanson

Recital Hall.

AL ANON - Having a problem with

someone else's drinking? Come to a meeting

at 8 p.m.. Check the Campus Center

Schedule for the room number.

if vote
Continued from page 1

Residential Area, fraternity row. Amherst

College. Crowrpoint Apartments and most

of the center of town, can vote in the Bangs

Community Center off Kellogg Avenue,

near the Amherst Post Office.

Rolling Green. Echo Hill, Colonial

Village. Swiss Village, University Park and

Southwood Apartment complex residents

(precinct six) can vote in the Fort River

School on South East Street.

Residents of Brittany Manor,

Southwood, Jeffery and Riverglade Apart-

ments (precinct seven) may cast their

ballots at the Crocker Farms School on

West Street.

South Amherst residents (precinct eight)

including Hampshire College may vote in

the Munson Memorial Library on the South

Amherst Common.

JHS

treat your

feet to

tuesday, Nov. 16

TICKETS ON SALE WED. NOV. J

STUDENTS $8.50

GEN. PUBLIC $10.
• UNION RECORDS UNLTD
• FINE ARTS CENTER
• FOR THE RECORD

Show Begins at 9 pnn

t^^Ll^H

no cans, bottles or smoking

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.••VSW^.SA*,'.','.

?Nuclear freeze — reality or folly f

Free2ie badcers ignore Russia Foes prey to r^t-wir^media

Some of the people who are working

for the nuclear freeze are prisoners

of a trap Reagan built, a trap of ex-

i»S8 idealism, unreasonable fear, and self-

centeredness, even selfishness. And some

other people in the freeze movement could

be called "the other moral majority."

It hurts me to say this since I am strongly

in favor of arms control and what might be

called "de-armament." ("Disarmament,"

even if only nuclear, will not come about

until the world as a whole surmounts its

current general crisis of over-urbanization,

over-militarization, over-population and

the resulting socio-political tensions.) I

have signed pro-"freeze" petitions and aid-

ed the arms control process at the political

and the governmental levels. But I support

the freeze as a tool, not a panacea.

The freeze movement needs some

reasoned, but still liberal and humanistic

criticism. Supporters of the movement

ought not automatically take such criticism

as right-wing, obstructionist or absurd.

The movement also needs some concern

and education ibout the Soviet Union, that

unavoidable and necessary "other party"

whose approval and partnership is

necessary for arms control. Strangely, the

movement in effect ignores the Soviet

Union. Thinking we alone can solve a pro-

blem is typically American. "Going it

alone" on this is similar, sadly, to Reagan's

approach to the arms control issue. Both

the freeze movement and Reagan take

rigid and unrealistic stands that ignore the

other "players."

As a specialist on Soviet politics who has

lived in the USSR I always ask, "Is such

and such an American proposal acceptable

to the Soviets?" Even if the Soviet govern-

ment were based on principles and prac-

tices similar to ours it would tend to be

strongly security-conscious and defense

oriented because it is a multi-ethnic (and

multi-racial) state without an active

"melting pot" bordering on a dozen coun-

tries and with huge territories acquired

mainlv bv conquest.

If the USSR cannot come to an agree-

ment with Japan on two insignificant

islands how can it come to a transforma-

tional or totalistic arms control agreement

with us? (Of course, small-scale, very

specific agreements are possible, and they

must be pursued, but these will not change

the basic picture of a heavily armed USSR
that only keeps up with us in every respect

but, contrary to what some of the naive

(and occasionally anti-American)

"freezers" tell us. actually goes ahead of

the United States in testing and deploying

weapons, e.g., the satellite-killer.) Of

course the United Sutes has more than

once deployed new weapons first. The

MIRV or multiple-warhead missile is a

notable example. But this only proves the

underiying point or reality of the weapons

development process. If a new weapon is

thinkable it will be produced and deployed.

Even if the United States and the USSR
were to agree not to deploy the cruise

missile someone else would. There is no

reason the French could not or would not

build one (and then sell it to Argentina and

Mexico, say). The cruise missile is an ideal

deterrent for a small country, particularly

if a producer begins to give them away or

sell them. And what right do we have tell-

ing countries how to protect themselves?

The nuclear freeze movement could pro-

fit from examination as well as self-

examination. It is a type of extremism,

gentle and well-meaning in the main, but

extremist nevertheless. It is natural

American pragmatism become ideology,

with its own high priests, propaganda,

lingo and aims. This is "un-American" and

dangerous, as dangerous as is the Reagan

administration's policy. Although that ad-

ministration has not totally polarized

American politics and destroyed the middle

ground of reason and realism, the freeze

movement gets closer to completing the

job. In addition, the freeze movement

operates on the cheap. It offers the pro-

mise of an easy general solution to our pro-

blems. This is a scheme, not a plan, much

less politics. Further, though its ideologists

are educated people it panders to people's

natural fear of death, not to their reason

and knowledge. The movement is a type of

isolationism. It is also selfish. Clearly, it is

a movement of the well-off. They owe us

and themselves more than this knee-jerk

reaction to the fear of dying, a fear that is

unfounded. Nuclear war is suicide, and

states do not commit suicide. The real

danger is "conventional war," which a

freeze could bring closer. And "conven-

tional war" is now a greater horror than

ever, as the cluster bomb shows. We also

have to be careful that some of the vocal

opposition to Reaganism does not seem to

be under the control of those who are per-

manently in opposition to everything. Let

us keep up the pressure for arms control

but let us not be led by a few "true

believers" down garden paths that turn in-

to swamps or dead ends. There are much

more powerful issues with which to attack

the Reagan administration.

Why does not the freeze support a broad

civil rights, job creation and economic

renewal effort? This needed alternative <f

movement could bring the mass support

the freeze movement lacks. A single-issue

"suburban intellectual" movement cannot

win. It cannot appeal to the down-and-out.

It can only further cut apart the social

bonds required for a rewarding politics in

which all of us can share. Let us who are

appalled at what the Reagan administra-

tion is doing to the country reach out fur-

ther and build something that is believable

as well as effective.

Karl W. Ryavek is a professor of

Political Science at UMass

Random Notes

Will the commies leaf us alone?

J

To the Editor:

I wish to commend those people who re-

leaved the trees in front of the library. I

have complained several times to the cam-

pus police about leaf assault and not once

have they done anything about it. I have

been struck purposefully several times

this Fall by leaves and an occasional

acorn. It is an outrage that in a communi-

ty dedicated to higher education such

assaults go on unchecked. It is about time

that vigilantes took matters intr) their

own hands and strung those leaves up.

After the third or fourth attack I notic-

ed a peculiar fact. Those leaves were red.

And if they weren't red they were yelhwl

Could the Commies get any more obvious?

I couldn't have been more dumbfounded if

it had hit me over the head. The Russkis

not only control the weather, thev control

the leaves!

Some may call me paranoid. I only know

what I know. And what I know is fact. If

all of you would only open your eyes and

see the infiltration of the Red Menace in

our society, especially among the Univer-

sity population, (just look at all the liberal

nuclear freezers around here!) you too

would know how our open society has

practically invited the evil forces of Com-

munism and atheism to destroy us.

I hope the editors will print this letter

even though I cannot sign it. I fear too

much for my safety and sanity. But this

view must be heard and heeded before we

sink into the Commie quagmire not to

mention the lethal leafpile.

The Joe McCarthy Chapter of

Students Against the Communist
Leaf Conspiracy

I
would like to address a seriously, if not

entirely, flawed editorial by Katherine

Curda which appeared on October 2&

on this page. Since she is a fellow Soviet

Studies student, I feel especially compelled

to respond.

Miss Curda is opposed to the Nuclear

weapons freeze. To justify this position she

accuses the Soviet Union of aspirations to

nuclear superiority, cites the SS-20 as

"perhaps the most dangerous weapon the

Soviets have ever deployed," supports

President Reagan's Zero-Option proposal

for nuclear weapons reductions in Europe

and is dismayed at the Soviet rejection of

this proposal, distinguishes between a com-

munist nuclear weapon and a democratic

nuclear weapon, and unashamedly states

that "only" 23 percent of the federal

budget is going to the Pentagon.

Soviet Nuclear Superiority: Relative to

the United States, the Soviet Union does

not possess the economic or the

technological capability to achieve nuclear

superiority. The threat of Soviet nuclear

superiority is a lie which has filtered down

to Miss Curda through the Reagan Ad-

ministration disinformation network,

which includes Commentary Magazine, and

The National Reineui, and the so-called

research institutes or "think tanks": such

as the Hoover Institution at Stanford

University and the CPD (Committee on the

Present Danger). Ronald Reagan is a direc-

tor at CPD. and an honorary fellow at the

Hoover Institution.

The purpose of these magazines and

other institutes is to manajge the social and

political facts, create the ideological cover

for the military budget and interventionist

policies, and to ensure that the 'right kind

of people' continue to fill the country's

highest political offices. Their ranks are

full of ex-CIA and intelligence agencies of-

ficials and their specialty is disinformation

and the dissemination of political pro-

paganda. Ray Cline. who was the CIA of-

ficer in charge of psychological warfare

operations in Chile during the time of the

AUende overthrow, is now a consultant to

Readers Digest (a magazine devoted to

waging psychological warfare on

Americans) and head of the World Power

Studies at CSIS at Georgetown University.

A major theme of these magazines and

institutes is the overwhelming Soviet

nuclear threat. However, if we were to

freeze now the U.S. would have approx-

imately 2.000 more strategic nuclear

warheads, with more accurate and sur-

vivable launchers than the Soviet Union. In

1981 the Joint Chiefs of Staff unanimously

stated that they would not trade their arm-

ed forces for the Soviet counterparts.

The Soviet SS-20 and President Reagans

Zero-Option Proposal: Miss Curda says

that the SS-20 is "perhaps the most

dangerous weapon the Soviets have ever

deployed." Yet, the SS-20 is not capable of

reaching the United Sutes and is deployed

only on Soviet territory, with a significant

portion of them being deployed along the

Sino-Soviet border. On the other hand, the

American Pershing 2 and Tomahawk
Cruise missiles, scheduled for deployment

in Europe in 1983, would be located only 10

minutes from Moscow, would be invisible

to Soviet radar (a capability which the

SS-20 does not have), and would be com-

pletely controlled by the U.S. Army. Not a

single European country would have the

au^ority to launch these missiles.

President Reagan's Zero-Option propos-

ed that the Soviets dismantle all of their

SS-20 missiles, while the U.S. would pro-

mise not to deploy the Pershing 2 and

Cruise missiles. The context for this pro-

posal is as follows. Including French

nuclear missiles and British and U.S.

nuclear submarines available to NATO,
there are roughly 3,150 intermediate range

nuclear missiles in NATO. The Warsaw
Pact, including the Soviet SS-20 nuclear

warheads, has 2,240 intermediate range

nuclear warheads. The Zero-Option would

require the Soviets to remove the SS-20

warheads from the 2,240 number, while the

NATO number of 3,150 would remain in-

tact. The Reagan Administration fully ex-

pected the Soviets to reject this proposal.

The purpose of the 2^ro-()ption was to

create the illusion of a desire for arms con-

trol on the part of the Reagan Administra-

tion, while at the same time, creatmg the

justification for Pershing 2 and Tomahawk
Cruise missile deployment in Europe.

The Distinction Between a Communist
Nuclear Weapon and a Democratic

Nuclear Weapon: Miss Curda seems to

acknowledge that NATO does in fact

possess a credible nuclear missile force.

She says, "To be fair, NATO also has

weapons pointed at the Soviet Union, but

these were placed there by agreement bet-

ween allies, not by dictatorial fiat." This

implies that a nuclear weapon deployed by

a democratic country is somehow less

treacherous than one deployed by a com-

munist country. One wonders if the people

of Indochina took any comfort in the fact

that they were being killed by the military

of a democratic country. Miss Curda's view

is a common one which confuses the inter-

nal freedom in the United States with our

country's international behavior. Accor-

ding to Professors Noam Chomsky of

M.I.T., and Edward S. Herman of UPenn
in The Political Economy ofHuman Rights,

since Worid War II the United States "Has

borne a heavy responsibility for the spread

of the plague of neofacism, state terrorism,

torture and repression throughout large

parts of the underdeveloped! world."
'

' 'Only ' 2S percent of the budget us going to

the Pentagon. " This is an extremely callous

statement in light of the 7 percent to 9 per-

cent (above the rate of inflation) annual

budget increases being offered to the Pen-

tagon in the face of severe budget cutbacks

in almost all civilian agencies. According to

Frank Ackerman, the Defense Department

share of the federal budget will rise from

24 percent in 1981. to 32 percent in 1984.

In view of the unprecedented federal

budget deficits projected for 1984 (deficits

due almost exclusively to the Pentagon

budget), the question might reasonably be

asked: "W^ere will the money come
from?"

Howard Fried is a UMass student

M'VE MREA©(' BHN TT^iCKEP
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bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome
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* LOCAL RALLY *
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Wallace returns with the help of black voters
... .. .u„ „:.„„ „*.u. Ki,^;»ei cov.rnnr in 1958. His Drincipal opponent ticket. As it was. Wallace's focus reti

By DR. MANNING MARABLE

Of all the opponents to blacks' civil rights

in the 1960's. none equalled George C.

Wallace in racial hatred and demogoguery.

Wallace was the personification of bigotry

and white supremacy. Yet on September

29. 1982, the symbol of racism won an

election in the Alabama Democratic

primary, and is likely to become governor

of that state for an unprecedented fourth

term. In a narrow race with a progressive

Democrat. Lieutenant Governor George

McMillan. Wallace succeeded in carrying a

third of the state's black voters, and by that

margin won the election.

In the campaign, the overwhelming

majority of black elected officials supported

McMillan. But Wallace was able to co-opt

the majority of conservative rural black

preachers into his cause, who in turn urged

their congregations to "forget the past" and

"to forgive Wallace" by casting their

support for him. When Mrs. Coretta Scott

King and other civil rights activists

stumped the state for McMillan, black

ministers denounced her as "an outside

agiUtor." Incredibly, several majority-

black counties — the sites of the bloodiest

civil rights demonstrations — cast

majorities for Wallace. The former

governor even received 30 to 40 percent of

the black vote in Montgomery, the state

capital.

For outside civil rights observers, the

renaissance of Wallace is nothing short of a

political nightmare. Such interpretations

fail to take into account Wallace's

chameleon-Uke ability to reverse himself

according to the prevailing political con

ditions. During the recent campaign, for

instance, Wallace not only defended Mrs.

King's right ot campaign against him, but

also noted to the press that "one or both of

Mrs. King's elderly parents, who live in

Marion, Alabama, planned to vote for him.

"

During his first decade in Alabama

politics. Wallace established himself on the

left wing of the Democratic Party on the

race question. A genuine populist on

economic issues, Wallace urged his white

constituents to consider the plight of blacks

in the same terms as their own. After his

election as circuit judge, Wallace sub-

sequently announced his candidacy for

governor in 1958. His principal opponent

was a "stridently irreconcilable

segregationist," John Patterson. When

Patterson accepted the support of the Ku

Klux Klan, Wallace issued a sharp

denunciation of the racist group. Endorsed

by labor, Jewish organizations and the

state's NAACP chapter, Wallace lost the

runoff election to Patterson by 64,902

votes. After his defeat, Wallace informed

his supporters: "John Patterson out-

nigguhed me. And boys. I'm not goin' U> be

out nigguhed again."

Wallace's sordid career in national

politics is quite familiar, and can be sum

marized briefly. In 1964, 1968. and 1972 he

was a major factor in the presidential races.

9.9 million Americans voted for him in an

independent presidential campaign in 1968,

comprising 13.5 percent of the electorate.

In the Democrat primary elections of

1972, he carried a 42 percent pluraUty in

Florida, and also won in Michigan and

Maryland. It is entirely possible that had

Wallace not been shot and paralyzed during

this campaign that he woud have become

the Democratic party's Vice Presidential

candidate, perhaps with conservative

Senator Henry Jackson at the top of the

ticket. As it was, Wallace's focus returned

to state politics. Retiring in 1979. after

serving three terms as governor, most

black and progressive white Southerners

breathed a sigh of relief — until this fall.

If it is possible to say anything positive

about the Wallace legacy in Alabama, one

must admit that his administration carried

out substantial liberal socio economic

reforms in the sUte. Compared to the "New

South" governor of Georgia, Jimmy Carter,

Wallace was far more progressive. In ten

years, he established 14 new junior

colleges, 15 trade schools, and greatly

expanded the size of Alabama's social

services to the poor.

But a more disturbing issue remains.

While in office. Wallace inspired a reign of

lynchings, murders, and police brutality

against blacks. His epigones raped and

blugeoned blacks with legal impunity, in

the name of white supremacy. In a very real

sense, Wallace is responsible for the

bombing of the Sixteenth Street Baptist

Church in Birmingham in 1%3. which killed

four little black girls. After all the human

sufferings. Wallace stands before the black

electorate, asking for the remission of his

bloody crimes.

Women's needs are met
by YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The Every Wotnen's Center, located in

Wilder Hall at the University of

Massachusetts is a center committed to

meet the needs of low income women,

working women, single parents, and older

women. Lesbians and Third World Women

are also represented.

The Every Women's Center us comnuted

to serve the needs of this population, and in

1978 the Third World Women Task Force

was formed as a response to the need for

protection of Third World Women,

especially after several racial incidents

occurred in the area. The major one still

remembred is that of JiU Dickonson. a

Black women who was raped, then dragged

on the back of a buggy.

The Third World Women's Advocacy

committee of the Third World Women's

task Force, is a "pressure group" that

concerns active women working not only on

advocacy work, national and international

solidarity struggles, overseas and at honie,

but also works on the cure and prevention

of the issues concerning Third World

women on campus and in the community.

The Third World Women's Task Force also

offers:

1. Educational work

Speakers, movies, panels, general m
formation to the University and to the

community about Third World issues.

2. Referral work

Service component meetings on a one to one

basis to campus and community women.

3. Counseling

4. liegislature work

The philosophy of the Task force is to

"Fight sexism and racism in the mstitution

(UMass) and in the community," and to

"Develop leadership in Third World

women." said Panna Putnam of the Third

World task force.

The Third World Women's Task Force also

wishes to "Encourage participation in the

Task Force, and to bring women speakers

to show women that they are side by side

with men in the fight for social struggles,"

Panna Putnam said.

Since its formation in 1978. the Major

success for the Task Force has been the

community pressured inquiry of the area's

District Attorney that prompted the

reopening of the Jill Dickonson case.

The Third World Women's Task Force is

presently in the process of developing a

scholarship for Third World Women in

memory of Jill Dickonson.

The Task Force is also working on a

handbook of resources for the Third World

population in the Valley pointing out where

they can turn in case of racial, or any other

incidents.

The long range plans for the Task Force

are to recruit more Third World women, to

assess the needs of the local Third World

population, and to set up a network with

other Third World organizations on campus

and in the Pioneer Valley.

Thoughts on Homecoming

Photo by Jv ^'x

This scene from Spectrum in Motion taken in Hampden Theater last

Thursday October 28.

TUFSDAY November 2nd - Gospel Jubilee at Campus Center auditorium

Jm^s - 7:(£ p m ; from the Hubert Power Singers from Connecticut and the

D.L. Singers of Boston — Free

WEDNESDAY, November 3rd - Nikki Giovanni at Bowker Auditorium - 8:00

p.m. — Free

THURSDAY, November 4th - Dance and Poetry - 7:00 p.m. at the Malcolm X

Center

FRIDAY. Movie/Utdy Sings the Blues at the SUB - 3 showings (contact BMCP

for exact times)

Auditorium

IS".rC»mrer;et"G?r.U «.d Prof...ion.. Seh«... W«.. N*v. 3. 1982

Campus CenUr — first level

By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

Once again we find ourselves in the midst

of Black Homecoming week. It started last

Sunday and with all the activities planned

should run until Saturday.

Black Homecoming week is a time of

symbolic importance, from a historical

standpoint to the present. Remembering

the all -important pursuit of black and other

minority student's struggle should fill each

and every one of us concerned with pride.

Commentary
But this feeling should not be a short-

lived one that only emerges once annually.

It should be a feeling that is carried around

daily, especially when things don't seem to

be in your favor.
.

Because while there are obstacles still m
the way, our main problem is maintaining

what was fought for years ago, when vir-

tually everything was in someone else's

favor.

To think that in 1967, before what is now

the New Africa was overtaken by concern-

ed people, there was more foreign students

on campus than black American students.

You can best believe there was a high

amount of risk involved. Those people who

did the actual overthrow doubtlessly realiz-

ed that they were subject to arrest by the

authorities, and what's even worse is that

they put their lives on the line. Given the

nature of their act in relation to the period

of history we're talking about, it was a very

courageous effort.

But that was the sign of the times, and as

a result of the courage exemplified by that

group, we now have professional people in

key places looking out for oar survival.

When we celebrate Black Homecoming

week, part of our reason for celebrating

should be in the spirit of all the courageous

people that laid the groundwork for the

many organizations that we now have.

Another very important consideration to

keep in mind while attending one of the

functions planned this week, is that we're a

strong and resourceful people. Those who

struggled before us realized this. We
should too.

When the time comes to struggle again in

order to keep something that is rightfully

ours, don't sit back and watch it be taken

away. Do what has been done in the past

and keep in the tradition that our kin have

set.

Our struggling will only help to make it

easier for those of us who have not yet

reached this plane.
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DE SMART,
DUY
YOURSEIF
SILLY'
DOOK
SALE!
60-65% SAVINGS
OFF ORIGINAL
PUDLISHED PRICES

D H6T0r\Y D PSYCHOLOGY D HEALTH

D SCIENCE n MUSIC G AfXT n AMERICANA

LiTEaATURE G PHILOSOPHY

n BUSINESS G LANGUAGES G SOClOLCXiY

D LAW G HOW TO G BIOGRAPHIES

O CRAFTS 6 HODOlES G SPORTS

D GARDENING O COOKING D RELIGION

G POLITICS : : MATHEMATICS
REFERENCE G THE OCCULT G NATURE

G ECQfJOMiCS n AND LOTS MORE

Sale Priced

99* to 5.99
Come Early

for

Best Selection

Books are on Special Sale

Tables in the

Trade Book

®THE ONE AND ONLY

TC-FX44 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY C

$189

SiNind&Mu^
90-92 King Street (Rte. 5). Northampton. 584-9547

Mon -Wed. 10-6. Thurs.. FrI. 10-9. Sat. 10-5

Good Advice
Honest Price

VKA

Department

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the campus Centet

Located in the Campus Center

f^ .UNIVERSITYmSTORE^

^ DJ entertainment

_,A , in the lounge

M

Tonight 5:00 - 9:00

"All You Can Eat
Spaghetti & Meatballs

tp^ •^O Homemade Sauce

includes bread and butter

Draft Beer 50* Pitchers $2.95 Well Drinks 95*

Beat the Joey D's record of 4 helpings!

«l|«HI|«lWlW<«illllltWll>liW'l«rtlllW'M1l'MI«ltl'l't'l'WI'«'"'"'ll''»'««''''''^^

SAMEDAf i

nLOR PHOTO
JOSTENTS

HALLMARK
cot OR LABS
proWMCS to

trm prot««s<xtai>

"^mmiwwifmiM

Hours: Mon.-Fri , 8-6 Sat., 8-Noon

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
iiiiwwi>iwwwmiiiiininimw"iii'i''«"H'<'M'»nnw'i»'»niiwiiiitii

SEEYOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE.

Nov. 1st, 2nd, 3rd

i>ATK Mon. Tue. Wed.

TiMK 10 am - 3 pm
VISA-

PLACK Campus Center E
Deposit $15.00

Arts
Nest of devotion
By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

The Nest is a poignant and bittersweet

tale of devotion between an elderly man and

a 13-year old girl.

Don Alejandro, played by Hector Alterio.

is a widower who spends his time con-

ducting music to the forest around his

home. But his eccentric existence is broken

by the young Goyita, played by Ana
Torrent. Director Jaime De Arminan uses

the play Macbetk as a metaphor to describe

the relationship between the two principal

characters. Torrent is playing Lady

Macbeth in her school's production and she

becomes like her as the film progresses.

To Torrent's Lady Macbeth is Alterio's

Macbeth. Torrent pushes Alterio to fulfill

her wishes in order for him to remain

friends with her. At one point in the film,

Torrent forces Alterio to burn his late

wife's personal effects to prove his loyalty

to her.

Finally Torent demands that Alterio kill

the local pobce sergant who stands in the

way of Torrent's and Alterio's deepening

relationship. Thus the film ends in a bit

tersweet tragedy that is not wholly

negative. Torrent tells Alterio that she has

learned about love and all its power from

him. Some may find it hard not to condemn
her actions and behavior, as the entire town

did, but perhaps the audience can find

consolation in the fact that Alterio's actions

at the end of the film were not devoid of

purpose

.

The performances in The Nest are out-

standing throughout. Hector Alterio as Don

Alejandro is engagingly sincere in his in

fatuation with Goyita. Anna Torrent is also

convincing as a girl already on the verge of

womanhood. Her intensity on screen

projects her will to the audience just as it

does to Alterio.

But this will that Torrent has over Alterio

is not distasteful to observe. De Arminan

shows their friendship as being affectionate

in terms of their loyalty to each other.

Neither character uses the other; rather

they derive vitality from their friendship.

Alterio finds a companion to take him out of

his lonely life. Torrent needs someone who

will treat her as an equal not as a child who
"an be controlled by her parents.

The Nest is a moving portrayal of a close

relationship that is able to withstand the

disapproval of society. Director De
Arminan is brillant in the way he depicts

the friendship between Alterio and

Torrent. The Nest is an unusual film that

treats its subject with sincerity and a

clarity that is sure to engage the audience.

Hector Alterio (above, with Ana Torrent) has a good time in Jaime de

Arminan'8 The Nest.

Hector Alterio (above, with horse) has a good time in Jaime de Ar-

minan's The Nest.

FILM CLIPS
sex, drugs, chuckles and concrete

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

CLASS REUNION

National Lampoon's Class Reunion

isn't the sequel to Animal House that

it is touted to be. In fact, it really isn't

much of a film at all. THERE
AREN'T EVEN FORMER SATUR-
DAY NIGHT LIVE MEMBERS IN

THE CAST!
The plot here is intended as being a

parody of Night School; which ripped

off Terror Train; which ripped off /

Spit on Your Grat>e; which ripped off

I'll Cut Off Your Face, which ripped

off Friday The ISth parts I, II, and III,

which of course were spawned by the

original Halloween.

In other words, instead of being just

another Slice and Dice it is satisfied as

merely being a Bruise and Snooze.

The tired old killer on the loose

cliche has become so treadwom that

the only people who really enjoy them

are Andy Gordon and Joe Spinell.

However Class Reunion tries to jam

its non-existent humor down the

throats of its audience with the effec-

tiveness of a one legged man in an ass

kicking contest. Stephen Furst

(Flounder in Anim,al House) passes for

the film's star and he tries to get

laughs by doing dirty things with his

tongue and drawing attention to the

anatomical parts of the female

members of the cast. Funny? It's a

scream!

This film is so devoid of honest

humor that the only laughs in the

theater were more like cruel snickers

at the stupidity of the situations. Peo-

ple don't laugh with this bomb, they

laugh at it.

In fact, there wasn't even any nudity

to excite and motivate the Private

Lessons/Porky 's cro'wd.

Something like this was tried in a

film called Student Bodies last sum-

mer, but unlike the media blitz that ac-

companied this turkey, it was only

shown in Drive-Ins and Mall Theaters

in the South. Student Bodies with its

$37.50 budget, had more technical er-

rors than a Porno film but it at least

had a few jokes that one could find

themself laughing at.

If you liked Modem ProbLems, and

enjoy looking at traffic accidents,

you'll like this turkey. Otherwise you

would be better off taking Moonie Zap-

pa's advice and stey at home and gag

yourself with a spoon.

Even the French wouldn't like this

bomb.

CONCRETE JUNGLE

Jill St. John made her triumphant return

to motion pictures last month in the eager-

ly awaited, much heralded Concrete Jungle.

Jill gives her all in this epic as if she was

told she was a last minute replacement for

Meryl Streep in a remake of Mildred

Pierce. Oddly enough however, it seems

that her role as a power freak prison

warden was originally intended for a man

and she does her best to play it that way.

Where Julie Andrew's male impersonation

in Vict(yr, Victoria resembled David Bowie,

Jill, in her severe pants suits and ballsy

walk, comes off more like Clint Eastw(K)d.

Supporting Jill in this important

"women-in-prison" drama are veteran ac-

tresses Barbara Luna (every grade B film

of the 60's) and Nita Talbot (the Russian

spy in Hogan's Heros). Luna plays Jake,

the prisoner-trustee who runs the place.

She brings off the lesbian relationship bet-

ween her character and the St. John

character with all the grace of a bomb in a

orphanage. Talbot, as Miss Banks, the

Jill St. John makes her triumphant

return to the screen in Concrete

Jungle.

macho investigator, displays ah of the skills

expected of a woman with her acting ex-

perience. Her line "Something is going on

around here" is especially effective.

Especially when all of her witnesses start

turning up dead in the shower room.

All in all, Concrete Jungle is successful in

all of the ways it means to be: sex. violence,

exploitation. Plus some unexpected sur-

prises. There are some totally unexpected

and effective scenes of kindness, decency

and humanity shown by the female

characters to each other during situations

of extreme strife. There is also an unusual-

ly effective performance by a young actress

named Tracy Breggman in the key role of

the young innocent cast suddenly into the

snake pit. If Jill is the brains of this picture,

Tracy is the welcome little soul.

Although I can't consciously recommend

Concrete Jungle to the serious filmgoer, it

isn't half the insult to the viewer that CUiss

Reunion was.

Anyway, the French will love it.
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS

}
vO .00 with this coupon

I 10.50 with shampoo & Blow Dry

I 11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry

I
Free Consultations

!
please call for an appoin ment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Dnve, Amherst

549 5610
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Motor Vehicle Regiilations:
The Department of Public safety is proposing some

changes in the Motor Vehicle Rules and Regula-

tions for the Amherst Campus. Changes affect the

following Rules and Regulations.

Introduction Page 1

General Definitions & Procedures

Article I Section 13 Page 3

Towable Violations

Article V Section 13. 14 Page 7

Registrations
Article VII Section 2 Page 9

Penalties
Article VIII Section 2A Page 12

Appeals
Article X Section 1 Page 13

Copies of the proposed changes may be reviewed by

the interested parties at the Department of Public

Safety, Dickinson Hall, Information Desk until

November 19, 1982 at which time they will be sub-

mitted to the Board of Trustees
Gerald T. O'Neil, Director,

Department of Public Safety.

Mount Snow Vermont Tours J
"Presents" *

SKI SEMESTER !
Collegiate Ski Weeks ^

6 Days 5 Nights ?
Jan 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1983 :^

Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1983 *
at Mount Snow Vermont *

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

_ $50.00 deposit required

^ Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging
• A gala welcome party

• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

• Five full skiers' breakfasts

«• Four full course dinners

• Ski tour guide & host

• And so much morel
• W8lcorT>e Get Together Party * Beer Bash

Wine b Cheeee Party * Fondue Party * Horse Drawn w

t
Sleigh Ride * Movies * And so much more J

"The Mountain of Fun. MT Snow Vermont " J
AM Rate* Subject to 5% State Tax and J^ 16% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge w

" Mount Snow Vermont Tours jt

PO Box 571, Route 100 2
West Dover, Vermont 05356 jt

802-464-2076 J

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMMCRSl

How to follow Fellini.

Siamsa

The \ational Folk

Theatre of Ireland.

Tuesday,
November 2

8:00 p.m.

#J'*,
Thursday,
November 4 OS^''^"^''^v^
8:00 p.m. <? T %^^ §ATZ X^

BAND
Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from the People's Republic of China

Tuesday. November 9. 8:00 p m

All shows on sate now

MC, VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservetlons Noon-4:00 p.m. MF

545-2511

1 i.\Ji \M\Kf'ni

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Talk it over, o\er a cup ot Orange Cappuccino. Creamy-rich, with

an orange twist, it's a little bit of \a liokr vita. And it's just onv of six deliciouslv

different flavors 'teL-£^Jiir^'^-T?pir^^-'ilk!^-^^
from C.eneral roods
hiternational Coffees.

GFN'ERAL FtX^DS* IXTERXATIONAl. CCfTEES
AS MUCH A IFF!.IXC AS A Fl.W'OR

Available at: UNIVERSITY STORE
'- 1982 General Foods Coroofalion
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DoonesDury by Garry Trudeau
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The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

^AND ^^ WHAT 00

yoo THWK. Vt)t>'R6

TH/5 HISTORY

it's LIKC THiS PW>frS50R DRWOCe : X
fl^lD IT CAS/ER TT) CONCEftTRATe ifj

X USTfN TO SOME Nice, QwJfT.

CLASSICAL

WATRU-OO WA5 fOMGHTCH

SUN0A7 , Tl/Alf /g. /B/S-, AT

WATERLOO. aCLCJUM. NAVOim

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

Bushwa

P^Lcone To THe neuouJ-suNJ
[natural f^ooos CO-OP oePORt uje stak

OUR ORiewTATlOW Se-SS'ONJ J UOULO
tlKt 10 CLtAR THt AIR ABOUf

A l^tUJ THlW&i)

0^ ALL ,fH6Re IS AW UOLV

r^^. ._., (jOIN(? AROUND THAT
CO-OPS AR£ A THlNltj- Of THt "AST,

"mpFie CAPlTAUSn", A cefTOVtR

fRon TH6 lS(oO'6 uoeLL,THlS

I !«) JUST (\ VICIOUS Ht^.
vr

"" ^

by Tom Cushwa

\^\(:fV\T OK HI
^f\^ OUT , <^^hj//

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

GOOP
MORNING

BCACON.

THfc 15 S^mOR
8ePFaiOw.,.wHrtr

, HflwevwHACxe

GOT aAKNef R)R w&

r

Re5P6CTABi£ JOURNAL THAT

I'.'C ARP., we WOUtP HARPI.Y

sprTDRjAuzE fleoi/r a canpi-

PATE ON aecnoN wy.

iNfACT. HeRE'6-me

6ARLY tPITlON RIGHT

H0?6. N0PB...NOTHIN'

gXCePT TOR HeALTH

RSATURK...

\

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce

Chili Cheese Puff

Spaghetti/Meat Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Shen

Chili Cheese Puff

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 -What s for

me?"
5 Drums partner

9 Poet Wystan
14 Utah's Illy

15 Inactive

16 Bring together

17 Building piece

19 Rio of SW Spam
20 Main or Elm

21 Golf course

number
23 of our

Years

25 Biblical patriarch

26 A Gardner

29 Nicholas, lor one

31 Planet discovered

1781

35 Second century

date

36 Cavity

38 Agenda
39 Greenlan'J s

discoverer

41 Gaseous element

43 Singer Adams
44 Kingdom
46 Kindled again

48 Sort

49 An Anne
51 Mathematical

function

52 Thing: Law
53 Bedouin

55 Depression

57 Clothing size

61 Become
disheveled

65 Actor Flynn

66 Tarkington

classic

68 Musical transition

69 Bacchanal cry

70 Yemen s neighbor

71 Name for a thin

man
72 Neighbor of NC
73 Clears (of)

DOWN
1 Final endings

2 Eft

3 Borodin character

4 . and so

5 Around about

middle age''

6 Yes, in a way
7 Chimney part

8 Out of this world

9 Child s card game
10 Timber Iransac

tion by theU S

Forest Service

11 Eat in style

12 Ending with room

13 Mam Street sign

18 William

Butler

22 African antelope

24 Less scatter

brained

26 Astringent

27 Songbird

28 Kind of cable

30 Mysteries

32 Lowest point

33 Use'ul

34 Attempts

37 Kind of geometry

40 Run away
42 Almost a score

46 Evergreen shrubs

47 Timber projection

50 Scottish negative

^4 Harass
56 Instruct

57 Own up. for short

58 City on the Oka

59 Former Mongolian

capital

60 Summit snow

62 Type of truck,

tot short

63 Star part

64 River into the

Danube
67 From, in Freiburg

1 7 3 4

1
5 6 7 4

1

9 10 11 1? 13

T4~ 15 16

TP 18 19

?o 7^ ??

H^B 23 ?4 ?5 IBH
?6 77 ?B

1
?9 30 31 3? JJ 34

35 T6

1

37 W
39 40 41 47 I

43

44 ti

ii
46 4;

1
48

49 50 51

53 54 55 '5t

thvi
i7 SI 54 60 61 67 tiJ 64

6S li 67

6B 69

1
70

71 Tj n

Weather

Partly sunny and warm
today. Highs in the 70s.

Fair tonight. Patchy fog.

Lows in the 50s. Tomorrow
variable cloudiness. Highs

in the upper 60s to low 70s.

6-9am
9-noon

12-3pm
3-5.30

5:30-6

6-7

7-10

10-2am

2-6

WMUA 91.1 FM
Oblivion Express with Fern Spierer

Hell Comes to Your House with

Pauline

Mystery DJ
Mr. Ted in the Modem Dance Tradi

tion

Newswatch
UMass Hotline

The Miss Priss Show
Urban Contemporary with Eliot An-

drew
Classical Reveille with Mike Cevasco

!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ^

CABLE/VIDEO

•.v.svjY(

i

I

Associate News Editorj

Wanted I

The Collegian needs an associate news
J

editor. Become involved in New England's
|

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-j

perience in newswriting and reporting is|

necessary but we provide training. Low pay I

but great experience. All UMass students I

are encouraged to apply. Apply before Nov.

5 to Michael Foley, News Editor, in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus Center. The Col-
1

legian is an equal opportunity employer,
j

No Nukes Here Video

10:30 - 11:45 March for a Non-Nuclear

future and Solidarity Day

11:45 - 12:45 The Nuclear Freeze Rally

at UMass
12:45 - 2:00 Assorted Bands from the

Blue Wall by BUband I

EARTH FOODS MENU

Wok Fries with Rice

Green Salad

Lentil Soup
Carob Chip Cookies
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The men's soccer team will once again be playing at

home today. They will be playing host to Western Mass.

rival Springfield College. The weather for today is

predicted to be warm and clear as another vocal crowd is

expected to fill Boyden Field. Game time is at 2:30 p.m.

Women's tennis season ends: look to future
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The season is completed for the

University of Massachusetts women's
tennis team and about the best thing you
could say for them would be that they

worked hard all season and have a young
Leam for the future.

The netwomen concluded their season

this past weekend at Yale University

placing ninth out of thirteen teams at the

New England Championships, with eight

and one half points.

"We had very few easy matches to play,"

said Coach John Beal. "I'm happy that the

team maintained its place in the top ten, but

I was disappointed that we couldn't have

done a little better."

The tournament was divided up into

three tournaments, or flights, for singles

and three for doubles. A win in any round of

a flight was worth two points. A separate

consolation tournament was set up for those

who lost in the first round. They played one

set with the first to win eight games by two

points the winner. One half point was given

for winning a match in the consolation.

In Flight A, first singles player.

Elizabeth Sullivan won her first round

match by a score of 6-1, 6-1. She was

eliminated in the second round. 6-4, 6-0,

earning two points for UMass.

Also in FUght A, Ariel Fowler the

number two singles player played what

Beal called her best match of the season in

winning 6-0. 6-2. She lost in the second

round, 6 2. 6-2. She also earned two points

for theMinutewomen. t

In Flight B, third singles player. Chris

Frazier won her first round match in three

sets. 4-6, 7 6, 6 3. She lost a tough match in

the second round by a score of 6-0. 2-6. 6-3.

and earned another two points for UMass.

"Those were two of the best matches she

has played all fall, " said Beal.

Fourth singles player. Patricia Sullivan

lost her first round match in Flight B. 6 0,

6 2. She won her first round match in the

consolation tournament by a score of 8-3.

She won her second round match 8-6, and

won the final 8-3, to earn one and a hall

points for the netwomen. Coach Beal

thought it was the best she has played in

her career at the university so far.

In the Flight C grouping, fifth singles

player, Diana Biagioli lost in the first round

6 0. 7 5. She had to play an extra match in

the consolation tournament but still made it

to the semifinals. She won her first match 9-

8 (7-4 in the tiebreaker) her second match 8-

3, but lost her semifinal match by a score of

8-5 and played what Beal called an excellent

match.

The other Flight C player was sixth

singles player. Laura Kaufmann who lost in

the first round 6-4. 6-4. and lost in the

consolation tournament by ascoreof 8 1.

"I'm pleased with the way all the singles

players played. Patricia, Chris. Diana and

Ariel all played as well as Fve ever seen

them play, " said Beal.

"I was disappointed with the way that the

doubles teams played. We could have won

all our first round matches, but the other

teams played with more intensity, "said

Beal.

In the Flight A doubles tournament,

Elizabeth Sullivan and Chris Frazier lost in

the first round by a score of 4-6, 6 2, 7-5,

and lost in the consolation round 8-5.

In the Flight B tournament, Ariel Fowler

and Laura Kaufmann lost 6-2, 6-3 in the

first round and Diana Biagoli lost in straight

sets in the first round by a score of 6-4, 7-6,

and lost in the consolation, 8-1.

The Minutewomen finish a long season

with a record of 3-7. a fifth place finish in

the state championships and a ninth place

finish at the New Englands. They will now

look forward to a good spring season with

much of the same team.

Major League owners

say bye-bye to Bowie
CHICAGO (A?) - Bowie Kuhn, in his

14th year as commissioner of baseball, was
fired Monday in a vote of owners that ended

11 months of wrangling over his fate.

The commissioner was fired in a vote by

the National League owners, despite

gaining a majority. The vote was 7-5 in

favor of Kuhn's re election, but he needed

three quarters of the votes, or nine. The

American League vote was 11-3 in favor of

retaining Kuhn.

Kuhn's second seven-year term as com

missioner expires Aug. 13. 1983. when a

new commissioner must be elected. None

has been selected yet.

Although the dissenting votes in the

National League were not announced, they

reportedly were cast by owners Nelson

Doubleday of the New York Mets, August

A. Busch of the St. Louis Cardinals, Ted
Turner of the Atlanta Braves, John

McMullen of the Houston Astros and

William Williams of the Cincinnati Reds.

The announcement, made by American

League President Lee MacPhail and

National League President Chub Feeney,

followed a joint session of the owners that

lasted only 27 minutes.

"We regret to say the commissioner failed

re-election," MacPhail said.

Feeney said the NL vote was taken on a

proposed compromise that would have kept

Kuhn in office but would have added a

business officer known as COOBA, for

"Chief Operating Officer of Business

Affairs."

However, five NL owners refused to

accept the proposal, apparently because the

business officer would have reported to the

commissioner, and that was enough to block

Kuhn's chances to staying in office.

Kuhn, whose job came under heavy fire as

early as last December, refused all at-

tempts to give the business officer equal or

greater power than the commissioner.

Kuhn was elected to replace the fired

William Eckert in February 1%9. Kuhn
served a sbc-month interim term before he

was elected to a regular seven-year term on

Aug 13, 1969. If Kuhn serves out his second

term, he will have been commissioner for

14 Vz years.

"Now the process for the election of a new

commissioner is in the hands of the (major

league) executive council," Feeney said.

The executive council, which governs

baseball on a daily basis, is comprised of

eight owners, from Pittsburgh. Cincinnati.

Kansas City. San Francisco, Milwaukee,

San Diego, Boston and Baltimore.

Opposition to Kuhn first surfaced at last

December's baseball meetings, when it was
discovered that nine owners had signed a

letter asking Kuhn to resign. The letter was

never sent, but its discovery unearthed the

dissatisfaction with Kuhn.

More snags stall NFL talks

( ollcipsn photo by Jtal f\tlf4

UMass head football coach Bob Pickett reacts to Garry Pearson's

fourth touchdown run of the day in the Minutemen's 30-14 victory over

UConn.

NEW YORK (A?) - Angry player

representatives accused management
yesterday of moving backward in its wage-

scale negotiations in the 43-day-old Na-

tional Football League strike.

The accusation came after the players

met with union leadership for a briefing on

negotiations. Their anger centered on a

provision involving signing bonuses in

management's latest contract offer.

Jim Miller, a spokesman for the owners'

negotiators, called it "a small snag typical

of labor negotiations." But that didn't

seem to placate the player reps.

"I don't think we'll have a settlement

now until January," said Marvin Powell, of

the New York Jets.

Hockey fan wants collegiate hockey at UMass
By GEORGE MARTINS
Collegian Staff

I'm disgusted. This goes beyond the

realms of understanding. The University of

Massachusetts, the state university in the

state that produces the best hockey players

in the United States, does not have a varsi-

ty hockey team.

Commentary
This is disgraceful. Here are some facts

to show why I am unable to comprehend

this situation.

Massachusetts produces the finest col-

legiate hockey players in the United States.

The best players in the eastern schools such

as B.U.. B.C., U.N.H., Northeastern and

Lowell come from Massachusetts.

The National Hockey League, which at

one time was 99 percent Canadian, is now

filled with players from the United States

many of whom are from this state.

Needham's Robbie Ftorek was captain of

the Quebec Nordiques last year. The

Washington Capitals chances of making

the playoffs rest on the performances of

Rob Carpenter and Rod Landway both of

whom are from Massachusetts, and the

Bruins have one of the finest defenses in

the N.H.L. thanks largely to Walpole's

Mike Milbury and Scituate's Mike O'Con-

nell.

Other N.H.L. players that were born and

bred in Massachusetts include Mark Fidler

of the Minnesota North Stars, Chris Nilan

of the Montreal Canadiens, and Bob Miller

of the New Jersey Devils.

Why is there no UMass hockey team?

Ponder this question. What brings a

state university national recognition? First

of all there are the scientists who win Nobel

prizes and next there are, you guessed it,

nationally ranked men's athletic programs.

I'm not saying that this is necessarily just,

it's simply the way that it is. With the ex-

ception of lacrosse, UMass doesn't have

any nationally ranked men's athletic pro-

grams.

Ba.sketball is our only major winter-early

spring sport. Another sport at this time

period would, at the least, enliven interest

in sports around campus.

The administration should want a hockey

team because with adequate recruiting of

the incredible crop of talent that we have in

Massachusetts, within three years UMass
could have a NCAA division one

powerhouse.

The youth hockey programs in the

Greater Boston area improve with each

year and with the Bruins having a probable

championship team in the next few years,

interest in the sport will near heights not

reached since Bobby Orr brought his magic

to Beantown.

I think it is time for hockey again at

UMass. I hope the administration wall feel

the same way.
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A BAWD OR DISC JOCKEV NEEDED?

Rackaditc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public educatk>n Er fund raising, will train.

ft135-$2aO/week & $ie0-$225/woek. Ce"

Cindy at 256-6434

1978 Toyote Corolla SR6 liftback. A/C,

cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage BO 546-4366

7ToldsaB54ftH4390

1971 Plymouth good
256-6015, 546-2270

condition $500

DRIVERS WANTED
Superior Pizza 549-0626

must have car

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

1973 Montego good condition. Partial

rebuilt engine »900 549-4672 .

70 VW parts & engine 253-2986, eves

1876 Nova 6 cyl A/C $1195 or BO 253-21S2

" BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for nrwst unusual gift. Thereza 253 7822

BROWNIEQRAMS

Three flavors 1 V^ lbs send anywhere 6.95

•f postage 546-4282

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from homel

We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253 2515 _
ENTERTAINMENT

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-tinr>e legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be receh/ed from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at ISO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

Noveml>er 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

; LESBIAN AND GAY

PERSONALS

COME PARTY with Cance @ Hangar One
Wed. Nov. 3rd 50* drafts 18 yr okJs

welcome

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHELLE have a

good time go wild love your roomie Linda

NFL Action Highlights see Football Fever

Michele - The last six were delightful.

Thank-youl Love, Me and Btynne

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate to share rom in Bran-

dywine 120/mo beginning Jan 1 - spring

semester 549-1302

Rm available, Puffton Vill. $145/mo caN

Amy 549-5390

TRAVEL

Hey Andl, you're not getting oWer, you

getting redder. Happy 20th love Clad

re

Adoption • k)ving, well-educated and hap-

pily married couple wishes to adopt white

newtx)rn. Expenses pakl. Strictly legal and

confidential. Call collect weekends and

after 5 pm weekdays 516-482-2596

To Barb - a super roomie have the happiest

birthday ever I Love ya - Gail

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Call

Doug 546-8186

TUTOR WANTED

Tutor wanted Che 225 need badly Mike

6-5710

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256 0266

Sugarbush Ski Condo room available

Wintersession 546-5891 546-5890

SBA CAREER DAY

The undergraduate business club is

sponsoring its annual career day Nov 9 Ist

fl CC 10-4. Luncheon tickets available in

SBA lobby. All majors are welcome. Free

admission

Lights, sound, price we beat everybody

- Polodroid DJ's - Call Pat or John 253 2957

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats S35. 1 $15 413 737 6676

FOR SALE

Who tickets Worcester Centrum BO call

Nancy 253 5734 .

Skis for sale - Fischer RC^ super competi-

tion 190 cm, medium in flex, have never

been used, $200. call 6-7467, best chance

after 7:30 pm
For Sale gold corduroy Sofa 78" $50 tux-

edo style 545-0474

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,

Are you Gay? Is someone you care at>out?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST

Lost - Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentimental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

Stolen? Head Master tennis raquet from

commuter lockers SU reward 549 4484

Lost 1 smsll brown
54&4817 reward

date book call

MOTORCYCLE

75 Kaw 900 runs very good 1500 967-6431

PATTY - CHI-O
~

Happy Birthday to a great roomiel It's

pig time! Remember no cake until the pie's

gone!

CRISSY

Murph, Happy 20th B-dayl Save me some

cake. Love always, Tomas

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush Nov 3, 4

and Nov 9 9-11:00 discover what we're all

about

Hey MurphI Happy B-day finally legal. Do
it up! The rat doesn't know what he is miss-

ing

Happy Birthday Janel Finally legal so lets

go out and have a good time I

Patty Murphy here It is finallyl Your very

own personal. Happy 20th birthday, kid.

Hope you have a great day! Party Hardy I

Love Lori

Congrats to the new pledges of Chi

Omega I

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional.

Resunrw, references. 253-7729

Drycleaning done Kevin's Kwik-N-basy

Way. Free pick-up and delivery. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

RIDE WANTED

Thanks for asking me - I'm psyched

Ride needed to SMU or area, Fri Nov 5

Please call Judy 5^-6919

Ride^eeded to Mount Snow Vermont

or the Wilmington area on weekends

Maryellen 549 1063

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

bedroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando, Rob 546 7713 or 7714

YET MORE RECORDMANIA

Marshall Crenshaw and TonI Basil have

been seen together on sale at URU. . .pass

it on

SPINAL SCREENING
AT THE

Amherst Chirooractic Center

November 1 - November 15

1. Head tilt

2. High shoulder
3 Low scapula
4 Spinal curvature
5. Low hip

Potential Danger signals

of Irritated Nerves:
• Headaches, dizziness, blurred vision

• Neck pain, tight muscles, spasms
• Shoulder pain, pain down arms, numb-

ness in hands
• Pain between shoulders, difficult

breathing, abdominal pains
• Lower back pain, hip pain, pain down
leg

Amh^st Chirop'ractic Center is offering spinal check-ups and

postural analysis for early detection of back problems.

TIME maqazme says 75 million Americans have backache, and

with e^ch passmg year, this astronomical fu-iure grows by

7.000.000 ^ .

Backache has become a catastrophic issue w.th the 'nsurarjce

comoanies and with our national economy. It is one of the top

c°aTrKs"or dtsabMity. In addition to this, arthritis and rheumatic

cor^^fans affect 77 percent of our adult population, and every

yerr'^m.mons sustain severe neck injuries from automobile

collisions ^ ... . ^ ^. . ,^
\Aii»h tho MCP of a few simple painless tests we will be able to

Srmioe the condir;on^? the spine. Early detection of back

mobl^rKs is the best prevention.'or future back ailments

The spinal screening will be offered without charge or

obligation, at the

Amherst Chiropractic Center

190 University Dr., Amherst, MA

Doctors will be available for answering questions on treatment

and prevention of back problems.

PteMe call 25ft^700 for ^n .ppolntment and bring a copy of

this announcement with you.

To All On-Campus Groups:

Because of the CoUegian's dependence on

advertising^ revenue, we are forced to make this

announcement. Starting Monday. Nov. 15.

1982. we will not accept any advertising for

events that will be held at and/or produce

revenue for businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the CoUegian. It is your responsibility

to check with the advertising department at the

CoUegian.

The five-college R'nai R'nth Hillel Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
, "Jewish la::"

i
Sunday
Nov. 7

7:30 pm

JL

Sage Hall

Smith
College

CONTRIBUTION: »6 General Public. S Students 6;^ Senior Citizens

TICKITS AVAILABU UMass Hillcl'Smith HilUi'Downtown Sounds.

Northampton'Food for IhouRht. Amherst'TlfKITS A I THh IXK)R
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More Sports on Page 14

Minutemen back on track
Seniors get

to play "D
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Correspondent

The injuries and losses had finally

reached the brink. It was time for a chanjje.

There was the need for a change.

So. as clase to 10,000 people seated

themselves in Alumni Stadium to watch

UMass battle against UConn. the new

Massachusetts defense was revealed.

Starting at Noseguard today, senior Tom

Murray...

Yep. Tom Murray the same Tom Murray

who's more accustomed to running over

defensive linemen than being one of them.

"Its a whole different world." Murray

would say grinning later in the locker room.

"The coaches thought it was the right move

and I just want to do whatever it takes to

win."

Murray would make his presence felt.

Two solo tackles, one assisted tackle, one

quarterback sack, and hit that resulted in

the Huskies second fumble.

"Starting at defensive tackle today,

senior Jerry Gordon. . .

"

An offensive guard by trade, Gordon is

one accustomed totheother side of the line.

On this day though, Gordon joined a

defensive corp that came away with nine

Huskie turnovers.

"Murray and Gordon did an excellent job

on defense after three years on offense."

head Coach Bob Pickett would say. "We
(the coaches) made the decision but they

had to be behind us."

"Starting at comerback today,

sophomore Chris Wood...

"

Here was the clincher. The man who

played behind All American Dwayne Lopes

all season. One does not see may starts

playing behind Dwayne Lpes. But Lopes

would hurt a knee in practice Thursday and

the call went out to Wood.

"I had the confidence but I was still

nervous," Wood reflected. Nervous or not.

the sophomore would shine in his big

chance. Three solo tackles, three assisted

tackles, one fumble caused and two in

terceptions.

Collegian photo hj Tom Kadla

Garry Pearson waves goodbye to University of Connecticut safety

Matt Latham on his way to another long run in the Minutemen's 30-14

win Saturday at Alumni Stadium.

'"He," noted defensive coach Jim Reid,

"played a fantastic game. You know, he

practices and practices and had to play

behind Lopes all year, and he never said a

word about not playing a lot. Then he gets

his shot and plays a game like that. Great

Game.
It should al.so be known that Dean

Pecevich and Rich Jenkins were ready to

step in at linebacker. Pecevich and Jenkins

a quarterback and runningback respec

lively, practiced all week on defense.

"Do you know what Murray. Gordon.

Pecevich, and Jenkins meant to this team

today?" Reid asked. "They gave us con

fidence and pride in being seniors. They

know how to play the game of football —
tough, hardnosed, spirited, and en-

thusiastic. These guys just gave us a great

game."'

Murray had a response to that.

'"With some of the younger guys on the

team, the string of losses c^n really do a

number emotionally. We felt a respon

sibility to them. The coaches asked us and

we just did the job."

Later there would be Wilbur Jackson and

Tony Pasquale moving from offensive

tackle to defensive tackle. The beat went on

and the job got done.

When it was over and UConn had left the

field with only 14 points and a loss to reflect

on. Pickett finished saying that things

would stay the same next week. He spotted

Murray leaving the locker room.

"Hey Tom. How's it goin'?" he asked.

"Fine," Murray replied.

'"Nice job today." Pickett smiled.

The new look boys had made him a

genius.

Pearson runs

over UConn
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

"Juice, Juice, Juice," chanted Grady

Fuller as he strolled by Garry Pearson's

locker as Pearson held court with reporters

from the Connecticut media after his 215

yard, four touchdown performance against

the University of Connecticut Saturday.

What they all wanted to know, of course,

was why Pearson happened to save the

three best performances of his career for

their beloved Huskies.

"Is it because you get up more for UConn
because your from Connecticut?" they ask-

ed.

"I can't say yes to that because I get up

as much as I can for every game," replied

Pearson.

They persisted. "Come on Garry," they

said. "It has nothmg to do with playing

UConn and being from Connecticut," they

"'Well," said Pearson. "I don't like to go

home after losing to UConn."
And Pearson should be able to do as

much talking as he likes when he finally

journeys home to Connecticut after he juk-

ed and spun his way to another UConn kill-

ing performance.

So, without much consideration to

anyone else, Pearson is this weeks Col-

legian Player-of-the-Game.

To illustrate just how awesome
Pearson's performance was in the

Minutemen's 30-14 victory over the

Huskies, consider this statistic.

Pearson also caught the only completed

pass of the day for six yards, giving Pear-

son 221 total yards on the day. The
Minutemen gained 265 total yards on the

game as a team. A little math will tell you

that Pearson accounted for 83 percent of

the UMass offense and also scored 24 of

the Minutemen's 30 points.

Hopefully Pearson saved a little magic

for next week with the Boston College

Eagles coming to Amherst next Saturday.

With the powerful Eagles coming to

Alumni Stadium after dropping a 52-17

decision to the Nittany Lions of Penn State

an offensive explosion could be in the

works. If the Minutemen want to be part of

that explosion, Pearson will have to be at

his very best next week.

Th : The Atlantic Division
BRIAN C. MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Once again, the NBA season is upon us

and this year doesn't seem to be any dif-

ferent than last year. Four teams are the

cream of the crop and they all strengthen-

ed themselves either via trades or the

draft.

Probably the strongest division is the

Atlantic Division which contain two of the

four biggies, Boston and Philadelphia.

Here's a preview of the Atlantic Division

and what to expect from it.

Predicted Order of Finish — Boston,

Philadelphia. New Jersey. New York,

Washington.

Boston — Unquestionably has the best

front line in the league. Anchored in the

pivot by Robert Parish, the bookends are

Larry Bird and Cedric MaxWell, and the

bench carries Kevin McHale. and first

round draft choice Darren Tillis of

Cleveland State.

The guards will be the most important

part of the team. A healthy Tiny Archibald

is one of the best point guards in the

league. The Celts picked up Quinn Buckner

from Milwaukee for Dave Cowens t« shape

up their guard spots. Danny Ainge has the

potential to be a great NBA guard, and

Gerry Henderson has shown signs of

brilliance.

Bill Fitch has said this year there'll be no

such thing as a point guard or a shcxiting

guard, so Tiny and Quinn Buckner will see

playing time together. The key for the

Celts this season is for another guard to

take the pressureoff of Tiny. Another sixty

win season for sure, but will Philly win

more?
Philadelphia — A starting lineup of Moses

Malone, Bobby Jones, Julius Erving, Mo
Cheeks and Andrew Toney is devastating.

The big quesiton mark is the bench. Clint

Richardson is the third guard, and he

reportedly has played well. So well in fact,

that Lionel Hollins got the boot to San

Diego.

The big question mark is the Sixers

bench strength for big men. Mark
McNamara, the first rounder from Califor-

nia, has to come through. Philly 's biggest

surprise is Marc lavaroni. He's a bruiser

who will give them added muscle. Mike

Banton, Steve Mix, Darryl Dawkins,

Caldwell Jones, and Lionel Hollins are

gone. As a result, four rookies are on this

year's team.

New Jersey - Larry Brown has assembled

a team that could be the surprise of the

league. A super backcourt has Phil Ford

and Otis Birdsong starting, vrith Sleepy

Floyd and Foots Walker on the bench. The

big men have the potential, but can they

fulfill it?

Darryl Dawkins is in a new atmosphere,

plus he has a teaching coach who will show

double D some of the fundamentals he

missed in college. For seven years he's

been labeled a "wait till next year" but

there aren't many left. The forwards are

strong. Rookie-of-the-Year Buck Williams

and his college roommate Albert King are

bonafide pros. Off the bench come l^n

Elmore, Mike Gminski, Mike O'Koren, and

draft choice Eddie Phillips from Alabama.

Keep an eye on the Meadowlands, they'll

AP i.,urrphoto

Hopefully Tiny can stay healthy and drive the Celtics all the way to

the NBA championship this year.

be fun.

New York — They are a couple of players

away from getting back into the thick of

things. If Paul Westphal is healthy, he's of

all-star quality. Trent Trucker, the first

rounder from Minnesota is a good one, and

the surprise of their camp was Edmund
Sherod, out of the Continental Basketball

League.

Washington - It's too bad they got stuck

in this division. Last year they were the

surprise team of the league, and this year

they'll hold their own. Excellent forwards

in Greg Ballard, and Rick Mahorn. plus

Jeff Ruland impressed everyone last year.

Frank Johnson will be the point guard,

which resulted in Kevin Porter getting his

walking papers.
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Dukakis says
I look forward
to 2nd chance
Compiledfrom reportsfrom the Associated Press and the

Collegian staff.

BOSTON - Former Governor Michael S. Dukakis suc-

ceeded in his bid to return to Beacon Hill, easily defeating

Repblican gubernatorial candidate John W. Sears yester-

day.

"It's a rare opportunity to have a second chance,"

Dukakis, 49, of Brookline, said last night. Dukakis, who
served as Massachusetts Governor from 1975 to 1979 but

lost the Democratic primary to Gov. Edward J. King in

1978, defeated King in September's primary election set-

ting up yesterday's contest with Sears.

Dukakis, according to returns available about 1 a.m.,

soundly defeated Sears, taking 63 percent of the vote to 34

for Sears. Conservative independent Frank Rich received

three percent of the ballots cast.

Sears, who defeated John R. Lakian and Andrew Card

in the Republican primary, conceded last night's election

less than one hour after the state's p^jlls closed at 8 p.m.

"Congratulations, Mike Dukakis. I wish you well,"

Sears said in his concession. "You have a victory."

Dukakis said the economy and unemployment would be

the primary concerns of his administration during the

next four years.

"I don't think there's any question that the economy and

jobs for our people has to be our top priority," Dukakis

said last night.

Along with Dukakis. John Kerry. 39, of Newton, a

lawyer, small business owner and former Boston televi-

sion commentator, was elected lieutenant governor.

Throughout their campaign, Dukakis and Kerry have

stressed the issue of corruption in state government and

cited Dukakis' previous gubernatorial record as proof he

could do the job. The pair have also stressed their commit

ment to higher education and increased financial aid for

students.

Sears, 52. of Beacon Hill, served in the state House of

Representatives from 1%5 to 1967 and was a Boston City

Councilor from 1979 to 1981. He ran unsuccessfully for

Mayor of Boston in 1%7 and for Secretary of State in

1968.

In their campaign. Sears and running mate Leon J.

Lombardi supported the tenets of the "New Federalism"

promoted by President Ronald Reagan, urging the state

to provide many social services provided by the federal

government. The pair had proposed increasing the sLat*

sales tax to raise money for student financial aid.

Rich, 56, of Saugus, espoused conservative viewpoints

in his independ candidacy and came out against mcreased

aid to students and many social issues and programs. '^
'

Referendum issues draw
UMass students to vote

AP l.a««rphota

Former Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and his wife,

Kitty, happily greet election results. Dukakis
defeated Republican opponent John W. Sears

last night.

And the winners are...^

Governor: Michael S. Dukakis

Lieutenant Governor: John Kerry

U.S. Senator: Edward M. Kennedy

State Senator: John W. Olver

District Attorney: W. Michael Ryan

The Ballot Questions

State aid to private schools: Failed

Death penalty: Passed

Nuclear siting: Passed

Bottle Bill: Passed

Nuclear freeze: Passed

Jobs for peace: Passed
complete election coverage of local, state and mUional

races appears on pages 6, 7 and 15.

State turnout
mirrored locally
By DIANE KADZIS
and MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

In a turn-out town officials called disappointing, 67 per-

cent of the registered voters in Amherst yesterday cast

ballots for various candidacies and expressed their opi-

nions on six referenda questions.

In the Franklin-Hampshire County senatorial race,

10-year Democratic incumbent, John W. Olver, a former

chemistry professor at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst held his seat against UMass/Amherst graduate

and Republican candidate Jim Tripp. Olver carried

Amherst with 6,807 votes compared to Tripp's 1,298.

UMass graduate and Northampton lawyer, W. Michael

Ryan, candidate for District Attorney, defeated

Republican incumbent Thomas Simons in the race for

Franklin-Hampshire County District Attorney. Ryan won

5,468 votes against Simon's 2,369 in Amherst.

Running unopposed for U.S. Representative,

Republican Silvio O. Conte. who had both the Democratic

and Republican nominations, was elected with .'),779

Amherst votes. One hundred and thirty seven votes were

Cast opposing Conte.

A question to amend the state constitution to provide

private sch(Kjls with public aid was rejected by voters,

with 7,389 voting against the proposition and 1,436 in

favor.

Local voters opposed a constitutional amendment to re-

instate the death penalty. Six thousand three hundred and

four ballots were cast opposing the referendum which ask-

ed if capital punishment, for cnmes to Ik? determined in

the future, should be reinstated in Massachusetts.

Voters approved a referendum question calling for

legislative action as well as a state wide referendum ques

tion in order to site a nuclear power plant or low-level

radioactive waste dump.
Answering in support of the bottle bill. Question 4 on the

ballot, Amherst voters cast ballots in overwhelming favor

of retaining the bottle bill showing a margin of victory

comparable to state-wide results. In the largest victory of

the six questions. Question 4 secured 7,657 'yes' votes and

only 1,287 'no' votes.

The nuclear freeze question won overwhelming voter

support in Amherst grabbing 7.331 'yes' votes and 1.165

'no' votes, the secretary of the Commonwealth is now re-

quired to inform the President the people of

Massachusetts support a mutually verifiable nuclear

weapons freeze between the Soviet Union and the United

SUtes.
Amherst voters delivered a resounding 'yes to referen-

dum Question six which proposed that federal funds cur-

• ently used for defense spending be re-channel led into

transportation, education and other social services.

By TRISIA NYLANDER
Collegian Correspondent

Many students who turned out on a warm
sunny day yesterday to vote at the Bangs

Community Center said it was the

referendum issues that brought them
there.

Of the students interviewed most said

ihey were voting for the first time this

year.

"I'm exercising my basic rights." said Pia

Giannasi. 18. a political science major. She

said the vote she cast yesterday was her

first.

"I'm supporting question three, because I

feel we should have a say in nuclear waste

dump sites." Giannasi said.

Mike Cassaboom, 19. a communications

major, said he feels voting is neccessary to

"exercise your right as an American, so you

can argue who is in office. You don't have a

right to (argue) if you don't vote."

Cassaboom said he had no particular

candidate or issue in mind when he went to

the polls yesterday.

Out of 12 people interviewed by the

Collegian, 11 said they were voting par-

ticularly to state their views on the

referendum questions.

"I'm here voting today more for the

questions than the politicians." said Jeff

Moeffer, 18, a computer and engineering

major.

"I support the nuclear freeze and the

bottle bill and am against the death

penalty," said Cinthia Smith. 26, an

education major. Smith said although she is

not "ever enthusiastic" about a particular

candidate she feels "you can't be apathetic,

you still have to vote."

"I'm here because of bombs and bottles,"

said Bob Kenlor, 34, a comparative

literature graduate student. "I'm against

them." he said.

Of the students who cahie out to vote on

referendum questions, most said the

nuclear freeze referendum, question three,

was the most important.

"I am here supporting Kennedy and the

nuclear freeze movement." said Kara
Manlon. 19, an animal science major.

"I think there are a lot of good

questions," said Skia Hurst, 22. a former

UMass student, who described herself as a

welfare mother. "I am supporting question

six, jobs for peace."

Hurst also said as a mother she would

vote for question one which would allow

federal education aid to go to private

schools because it might benefit her child.

"I didn't vote before in the presidential

elections," said Kyle Cooper. 20, a design

major. "I wish I had." Kyle said he was
voting for Dukakis because of King's en-

dorsement.

Duffey to add new student
to vice chancellor's search
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts (Chancellor

Joseph Duffey said yesterday he may
appoint a new student repre.sentative to t he

search committee for the vice chancellor for

University relations and development,

while retaining the current student

representative.

Becau.sc Kenneth Moore, the current

student representative on the search,

graduated last year, the office of the

student attorney general at UMa.ss issued a

statement last week saying that Moore

should be replaced by another student.

"It is proper that this seat be filled by an

active undergraduate student, not an

alumni, the statement said. "The position

that Mr. Moore now holds should be oc-

cupied by a new student apointee."

Moore was appointed to the committee

last February by former Chancellor Henry

Koffler. According to Moore, when Koffler

made the appointment he was aware that

the search would last past Moore's

graduation from UMass.
Student Government Association

President Jim Murphy, who said last week
that Moore should remain on thf* search

committee, expressed enthusiasm over

Duffey's statement.

"I think that is great," Murphy said.

"That will increase our repre.sentation on

the committee.

"

Murphy said Moore's graduation placed

the search committee in an unusual

situation.

"This is an exceptional situation, and it

calls for an exceptional resolution," Murphy
said.

Harry Allan, chairman of the search, said

the new student will have a vote on the

committee if he or she is appointed by the

chancellor before the committee begins

interviewing the finalists in the search.

In the next week or so, the committee

plans to meet to choose those candidates

who will be interviewed during the "formal

visit stage of the search," Allan said.

"If the student comes in at the beginning

of the formal visit round then a vote would
be quite appropriate," he said.

The vice chancellor for University

Relations and Development, a newly

created position, will be responsible for

coordinating relations between UMass and
external communities.

Allan said he hopes the committee will

finish the searrh hv the end of November.

More election news, pages 6, 7 and 15.
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World f^r\A national news
Pope takes stance against

Spanish Socialist platform

AP UMi^oto

Pope John Piul II blesses a receptive Spanish crowd during an open-

air mass in Madrid

MADRID. Spain (AP) - Pope John Paul

II shook hands with Spain's Socialist

premierdesignate yesterday but seven

hours later took the offensive against his

campaign pledges to liberalize the laws

against divorce, contraception and abor-

tion.

The Roman Catholic pontiff said his

meeting with Felipe Gonzalez, whose

Socialist Party won last week's general

election by a landslide, should "remove any

doubts — if there ever were any — about

my respect for the country's freely elected

leaders."

He told Gonzalez and other political and

military leaders the church respects "the

temporal order of things" but must speak

out on matters "that have to do with God

and influence the conscience of his children,

in their private and public lives.

"

And John Paul spoke out later with one of

his strongest statements on what his church

calls "family issues" at a twilight, open air

"Mass for the Christian Family." Police

estimated 1.5 million people jammed the

Paseo de la Castellana. one of Madrid's

main arteries.
_ . .

Denouncing abortion, his voice rising

with emotion, he asked: "What sense is

there to speak about the dignity of man and

his fundamental rights if you don't protect

an innocent or if you allow doctors and

public or private (medical) services to

destroy defenseless human lives?"

He attacked artificial birth control as "a

falsification of the interior truth of conjugal

love." And he said of divorce. "According to

God's plan, marriage is a community of love

indissoluble and lasting for life."

The platform on which the Socialists won

a majority in the Spanish parliament last

Thursday includes proposals to establish

family planning centers in all public health

facilities, to make divorce easier and to

permit abortion where the life of the

mother is in danger. It also wants to reduce

government subsidies to parochial schools.

The Catholic church refrained from active

participation in the election campaign but

made clear its strong disapproval of these

platform planks.

Iranian guards set up 'Ayatollah Khomeini Square
"U;o Viavo nn i7n.il othfT than the Islamization c

BAALBEK. Lebanon (AP) - Revolutionary guards

from Iran, intent on exporting Ayatollah Ruhollah

Khomeini's Islamic fundamentalLsm. have set up a

headquarters, hospital and sports center in this eastern

Lebanese town.

Slipping into Lebanon during the confusion caused by

Israels June 6 invasion, an estimated 300 Iranians have

renamed Baalbek's main plaza "Ayatollah Khomeini

Square." hung Iran's red. white and green flags m the

streets and painted walls with the same "Death to

America " slogans seen in Iran.

"We are here for propaganda reasons and to guide the

people to export Iran's Islamic revolution. "
said a bearded

revolutionary in his early 20s who refused to give his

name.

Baalbek, whose ancient Roman ruins attracted

thousands of foreign tourists in more peaceful decades, is a

town of about 25.000 people. An estimated 95 percent are

Shiite Moslems, the same Islamic sect as Khomeini and

most of his countrymen.

The Shiites reject most of the oral traditions, law and

ceremony of the Sunni Moslems, who comprise about 85

percent of the world's Islamic population. Most live in Iran

where the beliefs are intensified by strong feelings of

Iranian nationabsm.

At the height of the Israeli invasion last summer, Iran

dispatched a contingent of the paramilitary revolutionary

guards to Syria. Lebanon's eastern neighbor, accordmg to

western intelligence reports.

Some of the guardsmen now in Baalbek indu-ectiy

confirmed this, but they said their mission now was to

spread the word of the Khomeini regime in Lebanon where

many of the country's 950.000 Shiites regard the Iranian

patriarch as their spiritual leader.

"We have no goal other than the Islamization of the

place. As the imam (Khomeini) says, we have come here

with the aim of serving the deprived Palestinians and the

deprived Lebanese." said one guardsman in his mid 20s

who said he was from Tehran, the Iranian capital.

Several Baalbek residents, declining to be named for

fear of reprisals, said they are frightened by the fanaticism

the Iranians are arousing among some Shiites.

"My friends and I stay at home and avoid going out on

the streets for fear of being sworn at or assaulted by

someone who thinks we are not complying with Islamic

traditions." one Shiite woman said.

"They have just gone too far." said another Shiite

womanl "Now we are afraid. We do not even feel easy

walking with our husbands in case someone mistakes them

for bovfriends."

In Khomeini's Iran, the sexes are strictly segregated,

except for close relatives.

Widow files $80 M
suit in privacy case
SPRINGFIELD - A widow whose late husband fought

in court for his right to die has filed an $80 million right to-

privacy lawsuit that was scheduled to go to trial today m

Hampden Count v Superior Court.

Earle Spring died on April 6. 1980. at age 78 as the state

Supreme Court was debating whether his family had the

nght to stop dialysis treatments that had kept him alive

since February 1978.

While Spring was still attached to life support equip

ment. the court affirmed Judge Sanford Keedy's ruling

that the tests could be stopped, drawing national attention

to the case.

Spring's widow. Blanche, of Montague, later filed a

privacy lawsuit against the Holyoke nursing home where

Spring spent his last days and against some of its ad-

ministrators and nurses who said that Spring told them he

wanted to live.

Mrs. Spring's suit alleges that the defendants invaded

Springs right to privacy by releasing to reporters con

fidential information about his financial and medical

condition.

Mrs. Spring also charges that those actions caused her

emotional distress and violated state law on patients' right

to privacy and the state Consumer Protection Act.
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School commitIeeman

resigns in Fall River
FALL RIVER — School Committeeman Allen L.

Jarabek. who faces sentencing in two days after being

convicted in federal court this month of conspu-acy and

extortion charges, resigned on Tuesday.

"The lengthv and demanding Utigation has exhausted

mv wife, my children and myself." said Jarabek. 48. "To

continue in public office^ would be an additional em-

barrassment to my loved ones ..."

Jarabek's letter of resignation was deUvered to the city

clerk Tuesday morning.

Jarabek. first elected to the school committee in 1975.

and Thomas E. Alecrim. former assistant school

superintendent and currently suspended as director of

high school vocational education, were convicted Oct. 13 in

U.S. District Court in Boston of shaking down Boston

contractor Richard A. Miara.

Miara. whose firm. New England Fence Co.. installed

security fence at Fall River's new high school in 1979-80.

testified that with the knowledge of federal law en

forcement officials, he paid out a total of $4,000 to Jarabek

and Alecrim.

Earle C Cooley. Jarabek's lawyer, said he would file an

appeal of the jury verdict Thursday, the day Judge W.

Arthur Carrity set for sentencing.

Honeywell cuts 800
employees in Mass.
WALTHAM — Honeywell Inc.. in iis second workforce

reduction this year, said Tuesday that it will cut 800 jobs in

Massachusetts in the next 30 days, shrinking the number

(tf it.s 7.300 Bay Stale employees by 1 1 percent.

Dr. James J. Renier. Honeywell's recently appointed

vice chairman and president of the Information Systems

group of the computer firm, said the reduction was

necessary to improve the company's competitive position.

•n.ir ^u.Tfss in maintaining a strong position in the

industry will depend on our ability to keep operating costs

in line with revenues," Renier said.

"The order rates for systems are down from our

projections, and. as a result, this difficult decison (to lay off

workers) had to be made." he said.

US military advisers

may aid Lebanese
WASHINGTON — U.S. training teams are expected to

be sent to Lebanon soon to begin working with the

I^ebanese army so it can take over security responsibilities

and allow a multinational peacekeeping force to withdraw,

Pentagon officials said yesterday.

The officials, who asked not to be identified, said the

U.S. plan contemplates 50 to 60 U.S. military advisers

serving in Lebanon on a temporary basis. Not all the teams

will necessarily be in the country at the same time, officials

said.

This is one element of an aid package due to be discussed

with Lebanese President Amin Gemayel in Beirut.

The U.S. proposal is being presented by Assistant

Defense Secretary Francis J. West on behalf of President

Reagan, officials said.

King appoints four

to Board of Regents
BOSTON — Outgoing Gov. Edward J. King has made

four appointments to the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education, replacing three members whose terms expired

and one who resigned, it was announced yesterday.

Named to five-year terms on the 15-member public

higher education governing board were:

James M. Howell, senior vice president of the First

National Bank of Boston; Edward T. Sullivan of Belmont.

business manager of the Service P'mployees International

Union, Local 254; Nicholas Boraski of Pittsfield. vice

president and general manager at General Electric Co.:

Gerard F. Doherty of Boston's Ch.-u-lestown section, a

lawyer and developer.

The board said in a news release that .-Xmold Friedman

had resigned in September, citing increased professional

responsibilities. Friedman is editor of Springfield's daily

morning newspaper, the Springfield Union.
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Building Operations
"trashes" 5i!>ecfmm

Collffiaii piKtto bT Kr*iB J Farhetti

Thorn Featherstone and Jeff Bishop, freshmen at UMass
Stockbridge, take advantage of unseasonly temperatures as they jump
off the cliff at Puffer's Pond yesterday.

By JOHN A. BROBST
Collegian Staff

Two-thirds of the new issues of Spec-

trum, the literary and fine arts magazine at

the University of Massachusetts, were

disposed of two weeks ago by Campus
Center Building Operations workers.

About 2000 new issues, along with about

2000 past issues, were being temporarily

stored since early May in a dressing room

behind the Campus Center Auditorium.

They were taken to the Amherst Landfill

two weeks ago because Building Operations

officials did not know who they belonged to.

"I didn't know who they belonged to."

said Building Operations Manager Dudley

Bridges. "All I saw was a mess, and I had to

clean it up."

The issues were to be stored there for

only a short time. Bridges said, until the

25th Anniversary issue of Spectrum could

find a permanent place for storage.

"They were supposed to be taken out in a

few days, and that was in May." Bridges

said. "They didn't ask about them until a

couple of days ago."

"We don't store things." Bridges said.

"I see three different acts of negligence

on the part of Building Operations." said

Spectrum managing editor Charles P>ancis

Carroll."

"Building Operations should have given

us a written contract for the space, the

supposed vandalism was not reported to

Spectrum members, and the removal of our

property was performed without our

knowing it.

"

"When we first saw Dudley (Bridges), he

said the magazines had been there for two
years. That's ridiculous." Carroll said.

Carroll said the issues were worth about

$10,000. and replacement costs would be

even more than that.

"But we feel the magazine is worth much
more than that." Carroll said. "There were

literally thousands of work hours from

volunteer student workers in those

magazines."
Carroll said he has informed various

groups on campus of the disposal, including

Student Activities Office, the Student

Attorney General, and Legal Services

Organization seeking advice for the proper

action.

"One of the options, I imagine, would be a

civil suit." Carroll said.

Carroll said that although there are a few

Spectrum copies still around campus, the

office only has 40 issues left.

Vandals had entered the temporary

storage room over the summer, ripped open

the boxes, and damaged them with spray

paint and a fire extinguisher, according to

Bill Smith of Building Operations.

"There were about 25 boxes of them, only

about 6 boxes were undamaged." Smith

said. "I feel bad for them, but the un-

derstanding was that they were only going

to be there for a few weeks. They stayed

there all summer."
"We had to move them out and back into

the dressing room many times during the

summer. We had a lot of things happening

in the Auditorium over the summer." Smith

said.

"After the vandalism, they were all wet

and they smelled." Smith said.

Bridges said he may send a truck to the

Amherst Landfill to retrieve as many issues

as possible.

Adultery laws, forced marriages cause sexism
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Unfair adultery laws and forced marriages are ways

society has controlled the sexuality of women throughout

history, said a well-known anthropologist yesterday dur-

ing a lecture at Smith College.

Verena Stolcke, a social anthropologist from the Univer-

sidad Autonoma de Barcelona lectured to about 50 people

on "Why Women? Considerations on the Subordination of

Women. Examples from Cuba and Brazil."

"Adultery has always been an exclusively feminine

crime. Men are never punished for adultery," Stolcke

said.

In the 19th century, husbands in Cuba were allowed to

shoot their wives if they committed adultery, she said.

"Adultery continued in Spainish legislation until three

years ago," she said.

Women's sexuality is controlled not only by adultery

laws but also by forcing women to marry the "right" men,

as it was in Cuba. Fathers "controlled that women

reproduced with s(x:ially and racially right men." In Cuba,

that meant that men had to be rich and white, she said.

Because of forced marriages, elopement came into ex-

istence. "Elopement is an institutional way to break

parental opposition to a marriage," Stolcke said.

"Couples who tried to dump over the values (of society)

are appealing to love. Love is blind. Love doesn't see

wealth. It disregards social conditions," she said.

Motherhood in nineteenth century thought was

ideologically considered the natural function of women.

Because of that reproductive function, women are con-

sidered the "main element" of society, she said.

"And if women reallv are the main element of societv. it

"Women's roles are related to the

racial, structural nature of society"

Collcfiui photo by Kevin J. Farhctti

Don Robinson, in the tractor, along with foreman John Wentworth (in the hat) and Bob

Waakiewicz, replace a fallen bridge by Puffer's Pond.

is all the more important (for the men of the dominant

class) to control us," she said.

"The social definition of women's roles as controlled by

men, is clearly related to the racial nature and the struc-

tural nature of the society," she said. "Women subordina

tion derives from the inferior functions that women
fulfill." Women are in society considered second rate."

Stolcke said women fulfill "inferior functions" because

they have the menial jobs in society. "The control of sex-

uality of women guarantees the perpetuation of class

superiority through time."

"The use of women's sex to guarantee class superiority

makes a difference only in a class society. It makes no dif-

ference in a society of equals," Stolcke said.

"Women are subordinated on account of a class

society," she said.

In her study of nineteenth centtu^ Cuba and classist

society she said, "it became clear that the subordination of

women, particularly of women in the dominant class, was

not very different from the role of women in Victorian

England."

Crime statistics

show increase in

traffic citations
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

Although violent crimes in Amherst have decreased,

September traffic citations have almost doubled in number

from last year, according to crime statistics for September.

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said that Part On«

offenses, which include rape, murder, larceny, burglary,

robbery, aggravated assault, and motor vehicle theft, havt

decreased in number from 96 in September. 1981 to 92^ia

September. 1982. Burglary and larceny led the list of Fife

One crimes with 26 burglaries and 48 incidents of larc^i^jft^

Maia attributed the decrease in violent crime in AmhOT»»,

to new laws increasing people's right to protect their

homes, and mandatory sentences for sexual offenses an4

other violent crimes against a person.

The figures, released yesterday by the Amherst Police

Department, said that of the 868 motor vehicle citations

given in September. 313 were warnings. 530 were com-

plaints, and 25 resulted in arrest. In September of 1981.

Amherst police issued 58 warnings and 407 complaints, and

made 20 arrests, for a total of 485 traffic citations.

The increase in traffic related incidents. Maia said, is

due to the increased vigilance of the Amherst Police for

these violations, and also to the Speed and Alcohol Patrol.

Maia said he has asked officers for "24-hour enforcement"

of these laws.

Motor vehicle accidents have decreased in number

compared with last year at this time, the police chief said.

While September of last year saw 55 accidents with 18

cases of personal injury, this September had only 138 ac

cidents with 16 injuries.
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Radio program covers French affairs

C'ollepui photo by Bryan Lashway

A 92-lb. female bear was tranquiliied yester-

day after it ran up a tree in an unsuccessful at-

tempt to escape from officials yesterday in

Florence.

By MICHAELS. KNIGHT
Collej^an Correspondent

People interested in French affairs both local and

abroad. French music or the language itself, are invited to

tune into "Tout en Francais." on WFCR located at 88.5 on

theFMdial. ^ • - ^, ;«
Aired Sundays at 6 P.M.. "Tout en Francais orits

English translation. "AU in French." is as the title

suggests, conducted mainly in that language.

Its purpose is to meet the listening interests of Franco-

American famiUes in Massachusetts, a state with more

French speaking people than any other sUte in the nation,

with the exception of Louisiana.
_^ t ^u

WFCR. situated on the UMass campus, is part ot the

National Public Radio system. Contributions from Usteners

and various grants fund the operation of the station.

The sponsorship of "Tout en Francais" comes mmnly

from the 5 college French departments and has aired on

WFCR for 10 years.
. ^ „ u **.

A grant has recently been given by the Massachusetts

Foundation for Humanities and Pubhc Pohcy (m Whit-

more. room 237) to aid in the betterment of Tout en

Francais
" said Evelyn Woestelandt. the producer of the

show who presently teaches French at the University.

Woesterlandt said the grant, which amounted to$b.l47.

is the first to be given in Massachusetts to fund the in-

terviewing of Franco-American people within the state.

Woestelandt said these Franco Americans, residing

mainly in the Pioneer Valley. Leominster. North Adams

and LoweU. provide the show with many interestmg and

helpful interviews.

Woestelandt said the program has hosted first

generation French Canadians who came down from Quebec

to find work in the New England textile miUs durmg the

first half of the century. In juxtaposition, she said, in^

terviews have been conducted with the second and third

generations of the French Canadians examinmg how they

presently fare on the job scene.

A different topic is aired each Sunday of the month m

regular order: The first Sunday is devoted to French

music; the second brings news from France; the third

Sunday consists of Franco- American and Canadian in-

terviews; the fourth has interviews with local Fran-

cophiles, and the last Sunday is devoted to local news and

^'^SolTou're looking to improve your abilities with the

French language and are interested in becommg more

adept on French-related affairs, ecoutez Tout en fran-

cais."

I II iTmTrTTr= ;s??T?;TTgimi iiiii i,'.

Legal Assistant Interns

Wanted

The Legal Services Office has eight positions avaUable for fuU

time legal assistant interns for the Spring 1983 semester. Up

to fifteen credits may be received from academic departments^

Legal assistants aid attorneys of the Legal Services Office

with cUent interviewing, investigations, legal research^

negotiations, giving advice and referrals. P'^eparation of court

fornis. and attendance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts of Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin Counties.^d

participation in administrative hearings and federal htiga-

tion Legal assistants maintain continuing caseload under at-

torney supervision. For advice on arranging «^ ';;^«"i«*;^P

and credit, contact Office of Internships, Curry Hicks

Building. For further information, contact Legal Services Of-

fice 922 Campus Center. AppUcations due Friday, November

19 'at Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(abonMU^ewsShoM)^
Resumes & Papers

Consultations & Editing
« Theses » Dissertations

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

XB^^^^B tBwa^^a^Baaa ,.„f....
MMMMu r

'" iiimigB

Challenging

Engineering Positions

with Professional Growth

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

has openings for:

Civil Engineers

Electrical Engineers

Mechanical Engineers

Industrial Engineers

The Shipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, and repair NUCLEAR SUB-

MARINES. Work involves design, development, and testing of submarine systems and equip-

ment.

Career advancement to joumeyman level paying over $26,000 within 21^ years if hired at GS-5

and 1 Vi years if hired at GS-7 level.

BS Engineering degree and U.S. citizenship required.

Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays - 13 working days paid sick

leave - outstanding retirement program - choice of health & life insurance programs.

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs over 9,000 employees. The

ShrpyTrd s a leader in the Life-cycle maintenance and modernization of Nuclear Submannes

anTo?fers unparalleled challenge and opportunity. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard .s located ,n

the heart of vacationland. All season sports and other activities are available within minutes.

The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus on November 17, 1982.

If vou cannot make this interview and are interested in employment, submit your resume to:

Industrial Relations Office, Code 170.5, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, NH 03801

To AU
On-Campus
Groups:

Because of the Collegian's

dependence on advertising

revenue, we are forced to make
this announcement. Starting

Monday. Nov. 15. 1982. we
will not accept any advertising

for events that will be held at

and/or produce revenue for

businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the Collegian. It is

your responsibility to check

with the advertising depart-

ment at the Collegian.

Two PVTA bus stops moved for safety reasons
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

Students will have to walk further south this winter to

wait for buses at stops near the Graduate Research Towers

and Hasbrouck Laboratory because of sidewalk im-

provements along North Pleasant Street.

The bus stop at the Graduate Research Towers was

moved because it was located too close to an air intake vent

outside the building, according to William A. Lambert, a

University of Massachusetts landscape architect. As a

result, all the diesel fumes from the buses were being

sucked into the building, he said.

"Why mechanical engineers put intake vents on the

ground I'll never know," Lambert said.

The new stop at the Graduate Research Tower is located

about 60 feet south of the PVTA shelter, he said. Lambert

said whether the old shelter will be moved or whether a

new shelter will be constructed at Hasbrouck is up to the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA).

Allan E. Byam, transit operations manager for UMass.

said the PVTA will be notified when the construction is

completed.

Lambert said the bus stop at Hasbrouck Laboratory was

moved to comply with federal law and for the safety of

students.

"The stop at Hasbrouck was located dead center in the

middle of a crosswalk." Lambert said.

He said the area was being improved to make it ac-

cessible to the handicapped in accordance with Section 503

of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. which went into effect

five years ago.

The new stop at Hasbrouck was moved about 100 feet

south to where it was originally in 1973. It was moved after

complaints were received from the faculty and the building

coordinator that students waiting for the bus on the walk

outside the building were disrupting classes, Lambert

said.

The work, contracted by Warner Brothers of Sun-

derland, is part of on going repairs and improvements on

campus that are dependent on state funding, Lambert

said.

A proposal to improve the sidewalk and bus stop at the

Fine Arts Center is awaiting approval for funds, he said.

Workshop film depicts struggle of

Women's Emergency Brigade
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

"With Babies and Banners." a film

depicting the involvement of the Women's
Emergency Brigade during the 1937

General Motors Strike in Flint. Michigan

was shown as the second in a series of eight

lunch time workshops on women and work.

The Women's Emergency Brigade was

formed by the wives of strikers and women
factory workers who volunteered their

services during the strike. "We made up

our minds we were going to be as important

as the men." said a member of the Brigade.

In December 1936, workers in the

Fischer One and Fischer Two plants of

General Motors staged a sit down strike to

protest working conditions and to establish

a union. "We were fighting for dignity. ..we

were not just fighting for money," said a

Brigade member. Another woman added,

"The UAW (United Auto Workers

Association) was our struggle for survival."

When the women first volunteered to

work for the strike, the union tried to keep

them in the kitchen. In the past the unions

had been the domain of men. "Women
couldn't be too masculine, too feminine or

too intellectual, or men resented them."

said a Brigade organizer.

Strikers were criticized by friends.

neighbors and relatives as well as accused

of being communist. At one point during

the strike a riot broke out. A wife of one of

the strikers appealed to the women of Flint

Michigan to stand by their husbands,

brothers and sons and to break through the

police barriers. "Police didn't want to be

accused of shooting into the backs of

unarmed women." she said. That evening

when the riot had ended, the Women's
Emergency Brigade was officially formed.

In February 1937, strikers attempted to

shut down plant four — the Chevrolet plant

where motors were made to be distributed

nationwide — to hamper production as a

means of forcing General Motors to settle

the strike. Women strung themselves

across the plant's gates to keep police out

imti4 union members arrived.
The union was able to successfully hold

off production and on February 11, General
Motors gave in and signed the union's
agreement. The UAW was formed.
Forty years later, at the anniversary of

the General Motor strike, women who had
been members of the Brigade requested to

speak before the assembly. A member of

the Women's Emergency Brigade said the
women were a symbol of women changing
in society. The strike gave men a per-

spective of women other than that of

housewife.

CollrK>*"

Wendy Marster. of Northampton is captured making the

the Northampton courthouse steps.

photo by Ur*w Ofier I

long climb of I
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treat your

feet to

tuesday, Nov. 16

TICKETS ON SALE WED. NOV. ?

STUDENTS $8.50

GEN. PUBLIC $10.
• UNION RECORDS UNLTD
• FINE ARTS CENTER
• FOR THE RECORD

Show Begins at 9 pm

t^Sul^H

no cans, bottles or smoking

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORItM
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Members of MASSPIRG celebrate in the Campus Center the passag

of the bottle bill referendum they long sought.

Jage

DISCOUNT PHOTO PROCESSING by Berkey

5.00 REFUND1
^ bymailonvournext^. ^^

1 haircut when you buy [^,

1 ^ 2/5.00

(see store for details)

^.^5«^»;^^«***f«J«^^^^^^^«i

Babe
Splash

Cologne

I:

$$5^5SS5fi5S%SS^Sft^%^^555S55«^

I
I
I
*1 Good News

6 razors

^'® 2/3.00
price «-'»'->~

1.00
-'^' refund

2/2.00

Alka Seltzer
12 count

sale 1.00
price

less 1.00

refund

-0

reg. $3.15

ban

^NEW
I

Pond's

^ Essential

I
Cleansing

I
Lotion

I
and

^ Makeup
Remover

UMassPIRG celebrates

battle for bottle bill victory

Wednesday, November 3, 1982
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Regular or

Queen Size

1.44

i Alberto
V05

i Hairspray

i 11 oz

Maximum Strength

Anacin - 3
30 count

reg. $2.09

By JOHN F. HUDSON
CoHepan Staff

Cheers, hugs, laughter and an occasional

tear fiUed a room on the 10th floor of the

Campus Center last night as UMassPIKt.

celebrated their decisive victory m the

battle of the bottle bUl.
^ , .w

Since 1972, MassPIRG has fought for the

passage of the bUl and, according to Lisa

DeCarolis. chairman of UMassPIRG. it has

been well worth it.

"The bottle biU victory showed that by

working together, people can wm.

regardless of the bigger and more powerlul

forces that they may be pitted against,

DeCarolis said.
^^

"Right now. I feel extreme satisfaction,

she said. "It's a real sense of gladness to be

able to beat out the bigger powers which

were up against us. The fact that it was a

grassroots effort makes it mean much

more." „
Louise Gogel. UMassPIRG's Treasurer,

echoed the same sentiment. "Since it was a

real grassroots movement, it was that much

more important."

The bill itself had been in existence since

1972. Since that time it had been killed in

committee once, defeated on the ballot in

1976, been the victim of a rare

parliamentary maneuver in 1978 and finally

vetoed by Governor King twice during his

term. The second King veto was overidden

in 1981 by the State Legislature. Opponents

placed the bill once again on the ballot in

hopes of overturning the law.

1.99

>.XXXNXN\XNNNNXNNNXXXNXX'%'^

reg. $2.79

ymmiiiiiiP^

191 No Pleasant St

Amherst
253-3634 ^_

Quantity Rights

Reserved

Voters demonstrated strong support for

the anti-litter bill by voting to support it

yesterday.

UMassPIRG members said they think the

last minute efforts by the Voter Education

Committee to defeat the question were

underhanded.

"The Voter Education Committee pulled

some underhanded stunts at the last

minute." DeCarolis said. "It was par

ticularly unfair when they said that a vote

against the Bottle Bill was a vote for an

industry funded anti-litter program."

The fight for the bill took more than 11

years and as DeCarolis said, "The

organization solely concentrated on this

issue this year. All other issues were

dropped in favor of pushing for the (bottle)

bill."

Now that the battle for the anti litter bill

is over and successful, the question is.

where to from here?

"We're still working on hazardous waste,

consumer interests and our recycling

group." Gogel said.

DeCarolis reitterated this position.

"Environmental issues are a prime

concern as far as I can see. The grassroot

power of UMassPIRG is the most im-

portant." she said.

After the champagne bottles are empty,

the celebration is over and UMassPIRG

gets back to other issues it is currently

promoting, their hard fought victory on the

bottle bill will still represent a major one for

any and all student oriented grassroots

organizations.

Florida
R.T. air frorri

Hartford to

various cities

$208.00 Mon-Fri
•260.00 Sat & Sun

California
from Bradley
to various cities

$399^^00

Book Now Campue Travel

™« % _j_i o -.1- Campus Center 2nd floor
for Thankgivlng Break ^^^ Amherst 01003
Flan Ahead for Winter Break - 546-0600 1

Voters approve death penalty, nuclear freeze
BOStON (AP) — Massachusetts residents yesterday

voted in favor of the bottle bill, capital punishment, a

nuclear weapons freeze and controls on radioactive waste,

but they rejected state aid to private schools.

With 136 of 2.192 precincts counted. 57 percent of the

voters favored requiring deposits on beer and soft drink

containers, while 43 percent opposed it.

The nuclear weapons freeze question captured the

widest support. A total of 72 percent voted in favor of it,

while 28 percent were opposed.

A constitutional amendment restoring the death penalty

was favored by 61 percent of the voters.while 39 percent

were against it.

A measure requiring voter approval for any low-level

radioactive waste dumps in the state was approved by 67

percent, while 33 percent were opposed.

About 38 percent of the ballots were cast in favor of

allowing state aid to private schools, while 62 percent were

opposed.

The law requiring nickel and dime deposits on beer and

soda containers was passed by the legislature and voter

approval in the referendum means that it will go into effect

Jan. 17.

The law was approved over Gov. Edward J. King's veto

and is designed to reduce litter. Opponents, who mounted

the petition drive that gave voters a chance to repeal it,

argued that it would lead to higher prices, lost jobs and

sanitary problems. Supporters said jobs would actually

increase.

The death penalty was before the voters in the form of a

constitutional amendment that was only a first step toward

restoring capital punishment.

The state Supreme Court has repeatedly overturned

death penalty laws on the ground they violated state

constitutional prohibitions against cruel and unusual

punishment. The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the

death penalty.

The proposed amendment would change the state

constitution to authorize capital punishment but would

leave to the Legislature the specifics of how the death

penalty would be imposed.

Another proposed constitutional amendment on the

ballot was designed to ease the state's restrictions against

aid to private schools, especially parochial schools. The

amendment would allow state law to be governed by

federal constitutional limitations, which permit limited aid

to churchrun schools.

Massachusetts was one of nine states and several cities

giving voters a say on whether to ask President Reagan to

negotiate with the Soviet Union to put a freeze on nuclear

weapons testing, deployment and production.

The other nuclear question would give the state's voters

the final say over whether any new nuclear plants could be

built in the state or whether Massachusetts could become

the site of a dump for low-level radioactive waste.

Olver wins senate re-election bid;
nftrihiifps victory to student turnout

Collririkn Tilr photo

Incumbent Sien. Jonn W. Giver, D-Amherst,

beat out his opponent Jim Tripp in last night's

election.

By RICHARD NANGLE
and PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

Sen. John Olver. D-Amherst, last night won re-election

to his seat in the Massachusetts Legislature by a landslide

over Republican challenger Jim Tripp. (Early returns at

press time showed Olver holding an aproximately 3-1 lead

over Tripp.)

Olver, a 14-year veteran of the State House, is a former

professor of chemistry at the University of Massachusetts.

Tripp, a 1970 UMass graduate, was making his first at-

tempt for public election.

In explaining his overwhelming victory. Olver praised

student voter turnout, which was spurred last month by

the largest voter registration drive ever held at UMass.

"They clearly did vote today, and that is significant.".

Olver said of his student constituents. However, he warn-

ed a similar effort is now needed at colleges statewide for

their voice to be heard. Otherwise, "it (yesterday's stu-

dent vote) does not have any statewide effect

whatsoever."
tion results were announced.

Tripp yesterday said he ca.st his vote in his hometown of

Williamsburg and then returned to his travel agency in

Northampton to finish work he said he neglected there

during his campaign and was too important to be left until

the day after the elections.

"The other guy for whatever reason did not run a cam-

pagin," Olver said of Tripp, hypothesizing he may have

run the campaign to achieve "name recognition" for

future political endeavors. However, if Tripp loses by a 2-1

or 3-1 margin, as it appeared he had. Olver said the result

would have a net negative effect for Tripp in the long run.

"I cannot give any reason whatsoever for running a

campaign that way," Olver said.

Olver. endorsed by the Massachusetts Teachers Associa-

tion and the I IMass Undergraduate Student Senate, has in

his current term filed legislation to aid higher education

that includes a bill to provide student scholarships through

a tax on cigarettes and a bill U) establish a telecommunica-

tions network to connect both colleges and business in

Massachusetts.

Following his tenure at UMass, Olver was elected to the

Massachusetts House of Representataives in 1968, and

the Ma'^.sachu.setts Senate in 1972.

Tripp entered the travel business after graduation and

later began his own agency in Northampton.

He said the primary i.ssue motivating him t/> run was his

perception of corruption in the State House and its leader-

ship.
, , ,

Tripp's sUted goal was to maintain the current level of

eight Republican senators in the legislature, which is the

minimum numlK«r re<iuired to request and obtain a record-

ed vote on any motion. He said such a vote is needed to

counter the power held in the (Jeneral Court by the

TVmocratic majority and its leadership.

Ryan beats incumbent Simons
in local district attorney race
By RICHARD NANGLE
and ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

Political newcomer W. Michael Ryan last

night upset incumbent Thomas Simons to

win the District Attorney's post for

Hampshire and Franklin Counties.

Ryan, the Democratic candidate, easily

defeated his Republican opponent, with

26.066 votes, or 59 percent, to 17.950, 41

percent, with much of the vote counted last

night. In Amherst and Northampton. Ryan

received 11.829 votes to Simon's 5.688, a

two-to-one margin,

A Northampton attorney who graduated

from the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst and the Western New England

Law School. Ryan said he did about as well

as he expected.

"We're about what we figured." Ryan

said last night, adding he expected to

capture 60 percent of the vote in Hampshire

County and 40 percent in Franklin, for a

combined total of 55 percent.

Ryan said he was looking toward a

smooth transition into the office in January

and said he would not make any immediate

massive changes.

"I'm not going to have any mass firing or

anything like that," Ryan said.

Ryan said he felt his victory could not be

attributed to any one issue but cited

current problems in the district attorney's

office and a large staff turnover as well as

the support he received from the area legal

community.

Simons, a 40-year-old lawyer and District

Attorney for the past four years, served

four terms in the state Legislature before

his election as District Attorney. Simons, a

Montague resident, came under heavy

attack from area attorneys critical of his

record prosecuting cases, particularly

violent crimes such as rape. Throughout the

campaign, Simons defended his record as

District Attorney and maintained that he

was best for the job.

When contacted at his campaign

headquarters last night, Simons refused

comment on the outcome, although the

crowd at his Northampton headquarters

was quiet and gloomy.

Ryan made an issue of the prosecution of

violent crimes, especially rape, during his

campaign, pledging to personally prosecute

especially violent crimes himself.

Ryan celebrated his victory at the area

Democratic party held at the Hotel Nor

thampton, greeting supporters throughout

the evening. At one point, when asked by a

well-wisher whether he shaved off his

former moustache in order to run for office,

Ryan responded, "I shaved it off Sunday

and announced (my candidacy) Monday

morning."
>. •

"I want to thank everyone here for

making a winner out of me," Ryan told his

supporters last night.

Northampton Mayor David Musante,

who was present at the Democratic victory

party last night, said he was glad Ryan had

won and predicted he would have a sue

cessful tenure as District Attorney.

"I think Mike Ryan will return the office

to the height it (once) was," Musante said.

Kennedy breezes past Shamie;
says 'clear signal' sent to D.C.

Compiledfrom Associated Press and Col-

legian staff reports

Senator Edward M. Kennedy easily

breezed past Republican challenger Ray
Shamie for re-election to the United States

Senate in yesterday's election.

In early returns last night, Kennedy led

Shamie by a wide margin, capturing 65

percent of the vote to 35 for Shamie. Ken-

nedy, who is rumored to possibly be gear-

ing up for a Presidential bid in 1984 had

sharply criticized President Ronald

Reagan's policies during the campaign and

said last night he felt the election had sent

a clear signal to the lawmakers.

"I think now this election calls for an

alteration in our economic policy. There are

an awful lot of people that are hurting,"

Kennedy said last night.

"President Reagan's economic program

was ill advised and ill conceived and I took

that issue to the people of Massachusetts

and they responded," Kennedy said, ad-

ding that he felt the state's voters also

responded to his support for the nuclear

freeze movement

Kennedy, who has served in the Senate

for the past two decades, is the ranking

Democrat on the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee. The brother of late

President John F. Kennedy and late At-

torney (General and presidential hopeful

Robert F. Kennedy, Kennedy graduated

from Harvard University and later attend-

ed the University of Virginia Law School.

Kennedy himself made a bid for the

Democratic Presidential nomination in

1980, but ultimately lost to President Jim-

my Carter.

Throughout the campaign, Kennedy

stressed his opposition to Reagan's

economic and social policies, including tax

policies and a proposed constitutional

amendment for a balanced budget. Ken-

nedy has also been a leader of the nuclear

weapons freeze movement.

Shamie, the owner and founder of Metal

Bellows Corp. in Sharon, has supported

Reagan's economic policies and has come

out in favor of republican proposals for tui-

tion tax credits for families with students

in private schools, the tax cut plan and the

amendment for a balanced budget.

Frank wins re-election; Heckler:

I wasn't promised a rose garden
By MARY BETH HEBERT
Collegian Staff

In one of this state'.s most hotly con-

tested Congressional races, Barney Frank

defeated Margaret Heckler by a 2 to 1

margin.

The Frank-Heckler race was one of the

six campaigns in the country that pitted an

incumbent Democrat against an mcumbent

Republican. Initially, Frank was at a decid-

ed disadvantage for this House seat when
redistricting caused him to keep only two
communities in his original district while

his opj)or]ent retained over 80 percent of

her constituency.

National interest in this election grew as

many people saw the contest as the Frank

-

styled lil)eralism versus the Heckler-

supported Reaganomics. Frank stated in

Continued on page 15
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THE MILLER BREWINGCOMPANY
PRESENTS . .

.

A multi-image presentation of the marketing and advertising strategies that have catapulted

Mil'er Brewing Company from seventh place in the beer industry to second place today This

entertaining program is free and open to the public

DATE: Tuesday, November 23

TIME: 7:30 PM
LOCATION: 163 Campus Center Complex

For more information contact:

Craig B. Keenan BKO 549-4066

Director of College and Youth Marketing

Refreshments will be served.

1982 Miller Brewing Company Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Presented by Jim Wicks

Program Coordinator

Northeast Region

and
Commerical Distributors

Westfield, Mass.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Letters
Promoting Zionist objectives

To the Editor:

It comes as no surprise that Zionist organizations would

resort to every means possible to try tx) discredit the

Organization of Arab Students (OAS) and thus get rid of

an entity that exposes the true nature of the state of

Israel. And it comes as no surprise as well that they would

'infiltrate' the press to achieve such objectives; for it is

through the press and the media that they have successful-

ly through the generations misinformed the public and

stereotyped Arabs.

However, a line must be drawn here. The "ourside

press" is corporate; and therefore newsmaking and repor-

ting is based on a policy which brings in more circulation

and thus more profits without regard to the real facts and

issues. But. the "inside press." that of schools, like our

Collegian, is not corporate, and therefore should repre-

sent true journalism.

Unfortunately, our Collegian is resembling more and

more the "outside press." and those with the true stories,

those victims are being stepped over. One Wh victim bas

been the OAS.
Since the beginning of the semester, a barrage of ar-

ticles and editorials with unquestionable bias attempted to

put down the OAS. To some people this wasn't satisfac-

U)ry. so they resorted to shameful methods such as takmg

down OAS posters that announced activities. Some, in an

OAS teach-in. dared U) stick their feet up in the air when

asked to stand in mourning for the dead in Lebanon.

These incidents fail to make a story in the eyes of our

press; as did the thousands who died in Lebanon.

The saddest thing is that this is continuing; as resently

exemplified by a Collegian front page story on Wednes-

day. Oct. 28, about vandalized Zionist posters and with

hidden, shady meanings tried to blame it on the OAS. The

reporter did not even attempt to contact OAS members

for an opinion.

The Zionist community is dying to get an issue with

which they could come down on the OAS and since the

OAS is not making any mistakes they have decided to

make it for them. And what a better way to do this than U)

use the Collegian and through sloppy journalists who can

not even spell semitism correctly. The objective being that

a singling out of the OAS would make them appear as a

stimuli of undecency and this put them on the offensive

which will give all those pen-ready Zionists something to

write about for the whole semester.

Our paper must not be allowed to be used a s a tool and

we urge the Collegian to get back on the course of true

journalism and to contact all involved in stones that they

We urge the Collegian to give an ear to all those who

have genuine stories to t^ll. And in the end we demand an

apology from the CoUegian for what wrong they have

done us.

Mike Ossirian

Nassar Hassan

Organization of Arab Students

Seeds of oppression real to the Editor.

This much, I believe, is true. She spoke of ideals which

are the right of every person on the Earth. That many are

denied these rights so that a privileged few may ac-

cumulate unjust amounts of wealth and power is

undeniable. When she finished her speech, the crowd rose

to give her a standing ovation. I did not rise. I could not

applaud. For Bernadette Devlin McAliskey does not

believe in those ideals. Her support of the armed

resistance, call it terrorism or guerrilla warfare, in Nor-

thern Ireland is based upon an abandonment of every prin-

ciple of human dignity and justice.

Ms. McAliskey made it very clear; the resistance cannot

be judged on moral bases. For her, and the republican

revolutionaries, the continued btimbings and shootings are

necessary tactics. The moral value of these tactics cannot

be determined; the only measure of their value is expe-

diency. These openly morally bankrupt measures can

never lay the foundation for a just society. How can Ms.

McAliskey hope to attain the ideals of equality, freedom,

and justice while abandoning those very ideals in the

.struggle to achieve them? The struggle for justice cannot

be fought by unjust means.

If the Irish republicans of Northern Ireland continue

their policies of public bombings, murder, and their

authoritarian disciplinary measures such as kneecapping,

Northern Ireland will not be free. The British may leave,

but the oppression will continue. Instead, there will be

new masters and new slaves. If the Republicans truly

believe in justice, if they truly believe in freedom, they

must employ these ideals. Justice must be learned through

practice. To abandon morality in the struggle against the

oppressors, revolutionaries abandon the means of achiev-

ing a truly free society.

Gregory B. Field

Graduate Student

''Bushwa" unfair to co-op
To the Editor:

A gross misrepresentation of food cooperatives has

recently been made in the comic "Bushwa". A reference

was made to a food cooperative that requires a prospec-

tive member to fill out a lengthy application and to be put

on a waiting list in order to become a member.

No food cooperative would operate in such a manner.

The Yellow Sun Food Cooperative in Amherst (which I

assume the comic was trying to parody) is open to all. One

can become a member and receive a 20 percent discount

simply by buying a share in the cooperative. $10 annually

(refundable), attending an orientation meeting, then work-

ing in the cooperative 2 hours per month thereafter.

Food cooperatives are a creative alternative to the tradi-

tional supermarket system. Wholesome foods are

available at a discount. Each member is part owner of the

cooperative, and has the opportunity to participate in and

make changes within this community-centered organiza-

tion. It is unfortunate that the message in this comic strip

may have misinformed the UMass community as to what

food-cooperatives are all about.

Linda Went
Amherst

Profile recipient thanks paper

El Salvador:

still no peace
Remember El Salvador? It didn't go away just be-

cause media attention hasn't been focused upon it

in the past few months. The country where Amnes-

ty International's recently released 1982 report says

"regular security and military units are responsible for

widespread torture, mutilations and killing of non-

combatant civilians from all section's of society," is mak-

ing headlines again.

Bill Thomas

To the Editor:

The seeds for a new harvest of oppression are now being

sown On Monday, October 25, Bernadette Devlin

McAliskey came to speak at the University of

Massachusetts. She spoke of the liberation strugg e in

Northern Ireland, linking the struggle of its people o

those of people across the world. The struggles of p^eople

in South Africa, in Central America, and here in the

United States are fought against the same forces, broadly

labeled the forces of exploitative economic imperialism;

the struggles are fought for the same ideals, for civil

rights for economic and p<5litic^i justice, for freedom.

I am writing a letter of appreciation to Mr. Dan

Leberfeld and Miss Katie Wattors for the interview and

pictures that they took of me in the Campus Center for the

Collegian. There are some things on Reaganomics that

need more of an explanation than that which appeared in

the intorview. That subject could take more space than

one could possible expect to have in the paper with the

other itoms. I would like to mention also that science and

engineering students stop to view these pictures and

discuss them with me more than any other group.

Henry Bubar
Northampton

Although the period following the March, 1982 elections

was one of relative calm, current reports coming from El

Salvador indicate that any hopes of a lasting peace in that

country were nothing more than pipe dreams. In an Oc-

tober sixth Valley Advocate article, a spokesperson for the

Christian Legal Aid Organization is quoted as saying kill-

ings of peasants decreased in the period prior to the July

28th certification of human rights improvement. Im-

mediately after continued aid was approved, the murder

of civilians decreased sharply.

That the Reagan administration's certification of human

rights improvement is a mockery of any legitimate at-

tempt to bring pressure to bear upon the government

military forces is evidenced by the kidnappings of 1« lef-

tist and labor leaders by the U.S. backed Salvadoran

military between October 15th and 21st.

U.S. Ambassador to El Salvador Deane S. Hintqn's

remarks concerning the abductions are further testimony

to the fact that the US has no more control over the ac-

tions of the Salvadoran military than that of a rodeo clown

over a raging bull:

"Now there is the nice question (regarding) who gave

the orders (to carry out the abductions)," Hinton said,

"but it did not come from the Cabinet level as far as I can

judge."

We really shouldn't be too surprised about these

developments however, when we consider that the right

wing leader of the National Assembly, Roberto

D'Aubuisson. was clas.sified as a "pathological killer" by

the Reagan administration right up until the period

previous to his election to office in the U.S. supported

March 28th elections.

Prior to his election as the leader of the National

Assembly. D'Aubuisson's actions included, among other

terrorist acts, the threatening of the American charge

d'affaires on Salvadoran television, claiming credit for a

shooting attack on the U.S. embassy in San Salvador and

the suspected assassination of Salvadoran Archbishop

Oscar Arnulfo Romero on March 24, 1980. Among the

evidence linking D'Aubuisson to Romero's murder were

documents found on D'Aubuisson when he was arrested

for an abortive coup attempt in May, 1980. The Boston

Globe obtained copies of these documents and in a March

17, 1982 article, reported that "among the papers (seized

from D'Aubuisson) is the outline for an 'Operation Pina'

which U.S. and Salvadoran sources identified as the plan

for the murder of Archbishop Romero." This is the man

that the U.S. government is now supporting as head of the

"Democratic" government of El Salvador! And of course

no one has even been tried for Romero's assassination.

The leftist forces have been very successful latoly, claim-

ing to have inflicted 417 casualties on government troopa

and taken 100 prisoners in the first two weeks of October.

On .October 26th the rebels proposed meetings for peace

negotiations. In refusing to negotiate, the Reagan ad-

ministrtation has used the pretext of requiring the guer-

rillas to lay down their arms before consenting to negotia-

tions. This is a stipulation that the leftists obviously can-

not agree to when the Salvadoran governments idea of a

good faith gesture is the abduction of the leftists' political

leaders. In spite of the kidnappings between October 15th

and 21st, the guerrillas released 60 captured government

soldier on October 26th. Who do you think really wants

peace?

Bill Thomas is a Collegian staff member.

We need columnists!
Drop by with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center

Letters Policy

All letters must be sij^ned and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we ref^'et

we are unable to acknowledjfe unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Dastardly
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Mon - Thurs

$0.00 Cover

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Highballs

50' Domestic D»*rs

Pool TQbl« - Plnboll - Vld«o Gom^s

CaptlvmtlngI Action Packed!
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Hllmrlou* Commdy
Spectacular Sportm Action

Join the millions of fans who have caught

"Football Fever" as this dynamic and unforget-

table motion picture unfolds with outrageous

football comedy, non-stop grid-iron action, and

in-depth inspirational interviews with the best

of the NFL. ^^^^ COLOR 40 MINUTES

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

DON! MISS THIS EXCITING MOTION MCTURl!

I

If you can guess where Jimmy Plunkett is playing this

Saturday you're invited to a

JIMMY PLUNKETT
HAPPY HOUR

(clues below)

That's right! Direct from Cape Cod's Improper

Bostonian Jim Plunkett promises that this, his only

UMass performance this year, will be his biggest

craziest happy hour ever - don't miss it

SAT. NOV. 6, 3:30-7:30
Right after the UMass - B.C.

Football Game!!

Plus an

OPEN BAR all afternoon!

the admission is only $10.00 and you get free cocktails

a free beer all afternoon (3:30 - 7:30) That's right all you

can drink -FREE! All you have to do is guess what local

nightclub Jim is playing at

Here's your clues:

1. Its on the Rte 9 Hadley/ Amherst line

2. Its right across from the Pizza Hut

3. It has V2 an airplane stuck in the roof

4. Formerly called the Quonset Club

5. Its 21,000 miles from Rangoon

Good Luck Guessing - See You There!

JOSTENS

fcOLDRINd

SEE YOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE

Nov. 1st, 2nd, 3rd

OATF Mon. Tue. Wed.

TIMK 10 am - 3 pm

PI ACI Campus Center

Deposit $15.00

Arts,^
Attack of the flying gumbies
Q
Directed by Lawrence Cohen

Starring Michael Moriarity

By TOM FAISON
Collegian Staff

One of the biggest surprises in New York's fall film

season this year Is a daring new motion picture by Larry

Cohen. Cohen, the genius behind the sinper epic God Told

Me To and the monster baby It's Alive traumas, has come

up with a clever idea for his new film Q. Not only has it

become a favorite amongst general audiences, but a hit

with the high brow critics as well. What's it about?

Imagine a gigantic flying snake living in the pointed

dome of New York's Chrysler Building, chomping the

heads off of hapless window washers, carrying away

gorgeous nude sunbathers and laying eggs all over the

west side. Sound great? It sure is. Not only is this flying

gumby absolutely terrifying in the clever way it is

presented on the screen, but there is a powerhouse cast of

megastars and a storyline that just doesn't quit.

Topping off this all star cast is Michael Morianty

(everyone's favorite bald Shakespearian actor). Moriarity

plays" Benjy. a down in the mouth jazz piani.st and bank

robber who. for no apparent reason, takes refuge in the

spires of the Chrysler Building. There he encounters a lot

of bones, a big nest and a large hungry bird.

Bengy. always ready to seize upon a situation, uses the

bird to" dispatch some unwanted friends and provide

himself with some much needed revenue. Namely, to hold

the entire city for ran.som until he gets $1 million in cash, a

pardon for his crimes and his picture in the paper; all in

return for directions to the bird's lair. (Just how a 60' bird

is able to fly around undetected and nest in one of the city's

tallest buildings is given only a cursory explanation.)

Wisely enough, the Police Commisioner (cleverly played

bv Broadway actor Malachi McCort ) gives his approval and

sends the detectives in charge of the case (David Carradine

and Richard Houndtree) to finish the ungainly pest with

the aid of an unenthusiastic SWAT Team and a few sub

machine guns. (Rumour has it that the reason why they

didn't choose Army Hellicopters with 50 cal. machme guns

mounted on the sides was because the special effects

budget couldn't afford it).

Nevertheless, the final confronUtion between man and

beast is a good one. Not just for the special effects (which

are basically pretty siUy). but for the way the film forces

vou to use your imagination to fill in the rough spots.

To be honest, the way that Cohen simulated the bird s

night was to give the audience a bird's eye view of the city

via a helicopter, while some guy goes whoooosh into a

microphone. To present a scene where policemen are

picked off a roof and thrown into the streets below. Cohen

must have projected some aerial footage on a screen,

dropped a gumby in front of it. filmed the two together,

and dubbed in a man screaming. This way. if it doesn't

scare you it's bound to make you laugh. Cohen, in his in

finite wisdom, doesn't particularly care either way.

Also along for the ride is ex movie star Candy Clark

[American Graffitti, The Man Who FeU To Earth) in a

goggle-eyed bit as Moriarity s college educated liberal girl

friend; as well as a Joe Spinell look alike as a mad. medical

student who brings the creature back to life from its long

slumber in a Mexican Crypt. And of course. Cohen, again

uses the people of New York as a creaming, hysterical

mass told to react to a creature that they never see.

(Unfortunately, in one scene, the people are screaming and

looking to the left when the creature appears off to the

right. But who's perfect?)

Although Q hasn't come to The Pionfeer Valley yet. I'm

sure it'll make it's appearance before the end of the season.

Anyway, as the ads proclaim: "It's name is Quetzleoattl.

but you'll only be able to say Q before it tears your head

off. " Or in other words, if you spend money to see «a

Godzilla movie, you may be putting 13 Larry Cohen's out of

work.
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The University Ensemble's Dark of the Moon by Howard

Richardson and William Berney continues at the Rand

Theatre. FAC. November 3. 4. U, 17 and 18 at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $2 for students and $3 for the general pubhc.

Vanities by 'ack Heifner is also at the Rand November

5. 6. 9. 10. 18. 15, 16. and 20. Performances are at 8 p.m.

and tickets are $2 for students and $3 for the general

public.

A modern English version of The Misanthrope by

Moliere will be performed by the Amherst College

Masquers November 4. 5 and 6 at 8 p.m.. General ad

mission is $2.50 and $1.50 for senior citizens.

Smith College features Yentl by Leah Napolin and Assac

Bashevis Singer in Theatre 14 November 4, 5, and 6 at 8

p.m.

Mount Holyoke College's Department of Theatre Arts

will present Ondine by Jean Giraudoux which combines

farce, stark drama and great passion in a love story of

several worlds. A water sprite renounces her immortality

to marry a knight on the condition that if he is unfaithful,

he will have to die. Performances are November 5 7 and

11 14 at 8 p.m.

The No Theatre of Northampton will be performing

Whose Afraid of Virginia Woolfef by Edward Albee at

Thornes Market, Northampton. The curtain goes up at 8

p.m. on November 4, 5. 6, 12 and 13. Tickets are $4.

Michael Moriarty

Madeline Defrees, James Tate

Poetry Reading
Thursday. October 27

Memorial Hall

By MYLES GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

Poets Madeline Defrees and James Tate, both on the

faculty of the UMass English department, read from their

works Thursday night, in Memorial Hall to a packed

house.

Much of Defrees' poetry touches on her experiences as a

nun, and conflicts which led her to leave the convent. Her

final poem, an elegy to poet Richard Hugo, was stunning

in its imagery and the overall feelings it evoked.

Tate's poetry spoke of the pathos and absurdity of life

with his surrealistic, stream-of-con.sciousness imagery.

This poem jumped from hilarity to sorrow and back again.

This Thursday, November 4 at 7:30 p.m.. poet Joseph

Langland will give a reading at the Jones Library.

Franke gets knocked out
BELOW THE BELT
(MILLENNILM)
Franke & The Knockouts

I

By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Correspondent

This is another one of those faceless

bands that come up trying to cash in on so-

meone else's success. I mean, records cost

enough without forcing us to buy a

regurgitation of Foreigner IV. I'm not say-

ing these guys have no talent, I wouldn't be

that mean. However, if it's originality your

looking for. better forget it.

This bunch of pretenders to the throne of

the most influential rock and roll group of

the eighties have got to be kidding.

Now, they are all pretty good musicians

and can actually sing in tune. All said and

done, there are a few decent songs on the

album.
"Never Had It Better" rolls side one into

an up-beat mode as the opening tune. But, I

thought the copyright on "Double Vision

was good for at least seven years. Maybe

I'm wrong, but perhaps these two groups

are best of friends, both using the same for-

mula to make gold records. The

possibilities are frightening. Could you see

our beautiful country being taken over by

clones of average musicians? I personally

think that's scary.

Well, if 1 was about to market a piece of

vinyl with the intent of making a million

dollars I might do it something similar. It's

a well-produced effort, very professionally

put together, with the production reminis-

cent of the Stones. It actually is a pretty

good attempt to bring new meaning to the

words, capable, but usual music. Like 1 said

earlier, if the sound of Foreigner or REO
Speedwagon turns you on, buy this one;

you won't be disappointed.

There are seven musicians on board to

thrill we multitudes of the record buying

public on BeUnv the Belt. There really is a

Franke, he does the singing, and not too

badly. The lead guitarist's name is Billy

Elworthy. He's qualified to fill his role, and

is especially noticeable on "Just What I

Want" on side one. The others in the group

all play with appropriate gusto. Only the

problem seems to be they are copying

every line and riff rock and roll has ever in-

vented.

Coming Tuesday November 9th!

thfe other voice
Ari, M»«" ,nr of Ih. I n.^ r...v o' M^.~~. hu'.^

An fXclt5ivt iNTiRviiW wiTl. MASTER blu«N4« JoMn Lii HookiR

By Pkil PUwTf

A look AT koW BrAdUaN UtOUTVRE AMd poUrks MIX - OR dONT NW

By RoqcR ATWood
— ANd More —

An exhibit of photorealistic paintings by Harry Bartnick will be on

display November 2-19 at Hampden Gallery in Southwest.
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Poll shows voters wary of Reaganomics,

most Americans willing to 'stay the course'
NEW YORK (AP) — Two years after Ronald Reagan's

election to the presidency, his economic programs appear

to have driven many of his Democratic supporters back to

their own party, an Associated Press-NBC News voter poll

said yesterday.

The survey said voters were about evenly split on

whether Reaganomics is helping the country. Nearly half

those polled seemed willing, in the words of the Republican

slogan, to "stay the course." But the poll also found a

return to the Democratic party among groups like blue-

collar' workers who voted heavily for Reagan two years

ago.

The poll included responses from more than 10.000

voters after they cast their ballots at 400 polling places

around the country.

The poll results, which were weighted to more ac-

curately reflect actual turnout around the country, said

respondents evenly split on whether Reagan's economic

program has helped or hurt the country.

And asked if they felt Reagan's economic program was a

success or failure, only 6 percent said success and 37

percent called it a failure; 48 percent, however, said they

believe the program needs more time to succeed.

Asked for whom they voted for in their congressional

races, 52 percent said they voted for a Democrat and 42

percent said they voted for a Republican.

Among those who said Reagan's economic program has

hurt the country, 8 of 10 said they voted for a Democrat.

Among those who said either Reaganomics is a success or

needs more time, two-thirds said they voted for a

Republican House candidate.

Yesterday's voting, according to the poll, appeared to be

a return to more traditional voting patterns from the 1980

elections when many people who characterized themselves

as Democrats voted for Reagan and other Republican

candidates.

For example. 17 percent of those who identified

themselves as Democrats Tuesday said they had voted for

Reagan in 1980. But fewer than half of those voters said

they had voted for a Republican House candidate on

Tuesday.

Overall. 40 percent of those polled Tuesday called

themselves Democrats. 30 percent Republicans and 30

percent independent.

•jIc*****************************************^
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CivE A FrIencI

A Cram

Singing Telegrams
and Balloons
Delivered by

Tuxedoed Messenger for any

and All Occasions
Student Disccunts

r

Call 665-7664
ZE ZB 2r

VISA/MC
1

r WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Millar or Miller Light

35* Beers
PUB MUGS

This Week

MUSIC
by

RACK-A-DISC

No Cover

9 til 1

fc,,^ \r 15 Emi PImmuii S«. \«^

Vest St. Mortjjarnpton

For KcserVatioDS-.

11 an)- fan) 5S6~6643

EBH

!WIlJIYIJQnTOPERfl.lNC.
\ P.O. Box 535 Amherst, Massachusetts 01004 >

**«*••••«••••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'•*'

presents

Gilbert and Sullivan's

DDl@QRe
Nov. 5, 6, 12, 13 at 8:15 pm

Nov. 7 at 2:15 pm
Amherst Regional High School

Triangle Street

$5. adults

$3. students & senior citizens

Tickets at the Jones Library through Nov. 12

and at the door.

All seats reserved

For information call

549-2800

lTlTl.H.l^.^lMT^T^^^^^^l,^'*''"'" ^h^T^''''''
* ' '' '^''"'»'"'"'"i^u^^

Hypercurricula. .

.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "After the Election.

What Agenda?" is the topic of discussion led by Rev. Phil

Ward. All are welcome. 12:15-1:15 p.m.. 428 Student

Union.

FRANCE (PARIS) STUDY ABROAD YEAR - A
representative of the UMass/ Boston program in Paris will

be on campus to talk to interested students. Call Prof. Busi

(French Dept.) for further information. 1:30 p.m.. third

floor lounge, Herter Hall.

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE FILMS - "Transport for

Tomorrow" and "STS-3: One Step Closer" are NASA
produced films about the space shuttle. Everyone is

welcome lo attend the 40 minute program, sponsored by

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 3:30 p.m.

today. 4:30 p.m. tomorrow. 132-134 Marston Hall.

FRENCH CLUB MEETING - Come to the next French

Club meeting and get involved in the many social and

cultural activities planned for the semester. New members

welcome! 4 p.m., third floor lounge. Herter Hall.

GOVERNORS' PROGRAM COUNCIL MEETING -
We need student imput with CC/SU entertainment and

video programming. GPC is funded by the Board of

Governors. Bring your ideas. 4:30 p.m.. 802 Campus

Center.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS CLUB MEETING - There

will be a meeting of the Consumer Economics Club at 6

p.m.. Skinner Hall lx)unge.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST WEEKLY
MEETING — Come for good fellowship and a new

Christian Leadership program designed to stimulate

growth in Christ. Everyone welcome. 6:30 p.m., 109 SBA.

"UNDERSTANDING AND COPING WITH STRESS"
— The goal of this workshop is to help students recognize

and manage stress. Several techniques for dealing with

stress will be explored. Register by calling 549 2671 ext

181. 7 p.m.. 304 University Health Center.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP - A group of

women who are exploring new ways of experiencing

spirituality. A supportive community where women can

share, question, and grow toward a new understanding of

ourselves. 7 p.m.. 428 Student Union.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING - Explanation of

the Bachelor's Degree with Individual Concentration

(BDIC) Program, a degree granting program which allows

a student the opportunity to design his/her own major. 7

p.m'., Mary Lyon Lobby.

STUDENTS AGAINST MILITARISM MEETING -
Meeting to discuss military recruiters, draft resistance,

financial aid law. and other issues. Film called "Selling the

Pentagon " will be shown. Everyone welcome. 7:30 p.m.,

803 Campus Center.

DARK OF THE MOON - Presented by the University

Ensemble Theater. American folk drama, based on "The

Ballad of Barbara Allen" Reservations: 545 3511. 8 p.m.

tonight and tomorrow. Rand Theater. Fine Arts Center.

SPANISH CLUB GENERAL MEETING - Refresh-

ments will be served. New members welcome to attend. 8

p.m.. Third Floor lounge, Herter Hall.

-I
"^

Wednesday Night
Free

Hot & Cold Hors d'oevres 10 pm
Sombreros 95^

Rolling Rock Pitchers $2.95

Rolling Rock Drafts 50''

i

NORTHWOOD**^
APARTMENTS j

Rt 47 Sundertand

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1 , 2, and 3
t)edroonn gardens

immediate occupancy
available

students welcome

665 3856
office open from

10 7 weekdays,

Saturdays 14

b^

^M»i^M^^.f<i^iiAfi^>Sp>i?i^^

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

BUYINQ
High School
Class Rings

HIGHEST
PRICES
PAID! AI»o Gold*Silv«f

Coins ond |«w»lry

'Daniel Smith
256-0710

25 North Pleosont Street

Amh«rst

^t.

PIZZA FKTOll

»»

1

"WEEKLY SPECIAL

NEW! NEW!
PARTY PACK

A LARGE & MINI PIZZA WITH ANY TWO TOPPINGS

FOR S9.75
PLUS 5% MEAL TAX—

OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 23rd

THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY 363 MAIN ST. AMHERST

256-8587

Dr. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHmOPRACTORS

Wrist and Hand Problems
\K If you feet a weakness, numbness, or pain m your

I
hand and wrist, the problem may be carpal tunnel

Y syndrome.

J This is caused by pressure on a nerve as it goes

V through a tunnel in the wrist. The tunnel is made up

^ of several small bones and ligaments that form a

groove. The nen/e that passes through the groove is

vulnerable to injury, especially when the vyrist is bent

back forcefully. This can happen when you fall with

your hands outstretched to brace yourself or when

you hit a swinging door with the wnst bent

hiApkwdruS

.

Sometimes it results from the kind of physical ex-

ertion that's normal in your daily activities. A

carpenter, for example, can develop the syndrome

from heavy hammering. So can a mechanic who

'^ pulls forcefully on a wrench. So can a student who

X writes for extended periods of time with the wrist

* bent backward.

Whatever the cause, treatment is available to

relieve the pressure and return your wrist and hands

y to their normal condition-free of weakness and pain.

* Mount Snow Vermont Tours jt,

i "Presents"

I SKI SEMESTER
5 Collegiate Ski Weeks

$ 6 Days 5 Nights

* Jan. 2-7. 1983 Jan. 16-21. 1983

* Jan. 9-14. 1983 Jan. 23-28. 1983

"J at Mount Snow Vermont

* $179.00 per person Quad occupancy

jL $50.00 deposit required

^ Package includes:

* • 5 nights lodging

It • A gala welcome party

t,
' Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

2 • Five full skiers' breakfasts

5 • Four full course dinners

^ • Ski tour guide & host

^ • And so much more!

4t Wine & Cheese Party

.oyether Party * Beer Bash

Fondue Party ' Horse-Drawn,

^ Sleiah Ride ' Movies ' And so much more

^ -The Mo.mt-n of Fun, M I Snow Verrriont

$ Ail Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and

4^ 16% Hotel uratuiiy ow.»ii-e Charge

^ Mount Snow Vermont Tours

^ PO Box 571, Route 100

•Jt West Dover, Vermont 05356

4t 802-4642076 ^
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To All On-Campus Groups:
Because of the Collegian's dependence on
advertising revenue, we are forced to make this

announcement. Starting Monday, Nov. 16,

1982, we will not accept any advertising for

events that will be held at and/or produce
revenue for businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the Collegian. It is your responsibility

to check with the advertising department at the
Collegian.

Mag^c Markers,
Calligraphy Pens,

& Hi-Liters

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Motor Vehicle Regulations:
The Department of Public safety is proposing some
changes in the Motor Vehicle Rules and Regula-

tions for the Amherst Campus. Changes affect the

following Rules and Regulations.

Introduction Page 1

General Definitions & Procedures
Article I Section 13 Page 3
Towable Violations

Article V Section 13, 14 Page 7

Registrations
Article VII Section 2 Page 9
Penedties
Article VIII Section 2A Page 12
Appeals
Article X Section 1 Page 13

Copies of the proposed changes may be reviewed by
the interested parties at the Department of Public

Safety, Dickinson Hall, Information Desk until

November 19, 1982 at which time they will be sub-

mitted to the Board of Trustees
Gerald T. O'Neil, Director,

Department of Public Safety.

"^

c^^

Texas Instruments

TI-55-II

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS T1 SS4I

AOS • 8-aiQiTLCD - 8-c*Qitmonfis$a/2cJigit exponent • siimiine wif^^ t.if

disptay • 8 cons'ant memofies • 56 Dfogfom steps • 9 levels o'

parertNsses wt^- 4 pending opefations • 18 commonly used
convefsions • xyexcnonoe • ENG nototion • % • ^ % • sum yy ..

linear 'egression, esfimofe • cofretatcon coefficient • meonano
stondord deviation of x and y • voriance • single step key • APC •

constant

Includei. poyC^' cose twoEPX76tX3ttenes, Caicuiatof
Decision- Moking Soufceboote

List Price 50.00

iQjat^i
Tl 55 II

Our Price 43.95

Monday - Friday 9-5

Saturday 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED

HAVE AN ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE?
SICK OF NOT GEniNG RESULTS?

GET INVOLVED!
A committ** is b«ing formed to
writ* on Academic GH^vonc*

Proc^dur*.
For mor* Informotlon:

coil Ell»n DIuostoin 545-0341

.
ot SCERA 420 S.U.D.

5^l^vvvvvJ^vvvwv^AiVV%vvwvn.vvv^.vv%^iV^^A!

Start
every day
refreshed!

Th* CollvQion

INTERESTED IN THE ARTS?
A 3 Credit Course

Introduction To Arts Management

will be offered this spring

eligibility

applications

deadline

' Presenting the Arts Events
* Public Relations in the Arts
* Fundraising
* Purposes, Goals, and Objectives of Arts Organizations
* Working with Groups
* Involving Volunteers in the Arts
* Arts Grantsmanship for the Novice
* Legal, Financial and Human Accountability
* Creative Arts Programming

Freshmen, Sophomore, Junior and First Year Graduate
Students Only

ACTIVE participant m presenting arts programs on campus
Must be interested in continuing participation in

arts on campus after 1982/1983 academic year

Enrollment limited to 8 students Now available at

Arts Council Office, 125 Herter or AES, Tower Library

November 12

This course is instructed by the Arts Extension Service, Division of Continu
ing Education
Upportunity tor student enrollment is made possible by the University Arts

Council

For more information, contact the Arts Council Office (545-0202) or the
Arts Extension Service &545 2360)

DRinK SPEtHttS

r»

or

in

ifi

'

•••

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor •Campus Center 'UMass

THE

RAIMD
TH€nT€g

Presents

'7he Maxwell Anderson Aword Winner"

DARK OF
THE MOON

".
. . thl$ producllor> l» typical ol th» lln« •nt»rtainm«nl

. ot the Rand Con$lif«nfly pf*t«nt«d in a tolally pro-

f*tslonal manr>*r

"

Daily Collegian

"(Thit) ttory ot o tlorcrott*d romance b*tw**n a
witch and a mountain girl tal(*t on all tti« rich llovors

of tti« ballad on whict> it is bat*d Entertaining

throughout, it rongvi from funny to frightening to

tod."
-Springtield, Morning Union

. the University of l^assachusetts Theater produc

tion captivates and entertains It is the Romeo and
Juliet ot the Smoky Mountains"

Daily Hampstiire Gazette

Reservations: 545-3511

Incumbents sweep to re-election;

GOP to retain control of Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate in

cumbents swept to re election in 10 states

last night and led in 13 more as America's

voters elected the new Congress that will

decide whether to stay President Reagan's

course — or stay his hand — for the next

two years.

Eight of the early victors were

Democrats, two Republicans — but the

GOP was leading for more than enough

Senate seats to renew control of that

chamber in the 98th Congress.

There were Senate elections in 33 states.

In contests settled quickly, Democratic

Senators James Sasser of Tennessee,

Robert Byrd of West Virginia, Paul Sar

banes of Maryland, Edward Zorinsky of

Nebraska. John C. Stennis of Mississippi,

Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York and

Lawton Chiles of Florida won re election as

expected. So did Republican Senators

Richard Lugar of Indiana and John Heinz of

Pennsylvania.

In the battle for the House of

Representatives, where both parties ex-

pected Democratic gains. Democrats had

won 50 seats by mid-evening, and led for

100 more. RepubUcan candidates had

capt\ired 16 seats, led for 66. There were no

returns in the other House contests

In the hotly contested California Senate

NSW^ LAMBDA OCLTA

ofF^eRS R)R «;APOAieSlum ouRiwe 1963^

The NaA^ionatl Council of Alpha UntlxU

Delia atttiourtces 4ha^ ^tie fellowshJpi for ^raaudl£>

stuly liskd slsKNe will he^ ^mijrSe^ for vse dutint^

ihe KJSS'df Jtcjulbmic year. The Aiwounf of €Ach

fellowship i-^ Z300, Applicattf5 will be jud^d on

acAdemic vuord , ngawmetkUHoits submi^ed , tlie

SiN/nJti^s of -Hie proposed ptpjed- ^nd if"5 f>\frpoi^,Jnd

Any member of Alpha Umb4a D^Ha tjoiluatiti^

wiHi a cifmiAxkiye a^vera^ of Alpha Umb4a Delta

imitation 5titfKbr4 C3.7-) t* eYuft^Se^* Or^4uMin<^ ^entoty

rtuky Apply ii Httv hMie jJxieued Hih a¥£ra<^ alt ihc

6na of Ihe first 5«ttfe5ter (or fVst (^jsirhr) of ihis )fcar.

Appli<:ahon blj*ik5 may be obtMrn^d by tho Chapfer

Advi5or, 6lAdY5 Rodn^ufc^^, at the Dean of StuiJenB

Office, r^ycm ZZ7 Whitmote. TV»e ikaJlint/ f?rappli<ahoi

fi Jmwm^ 4, 1933. for fvrVher intorrtiatk^n rt^^va^

-the fellowship*, 5€£ <oMy5 Ko4n^i/ei.

race. San Diego Mayor Pete Wilson was

leading by a wide margin over Gov. Jerry

Brown in early returns. The television

networks predicted Wilson would win.

A partial count in Connecticut was close

between GOP Sen. Lowell Weicker and

Rep. Toby Moffett. CSS projected a

Weicker victory.

Democratic senators also led for re-

election in Texas. Ohio. Michigan, North

Dakota and Maine. Republican incumbents

were ahead in Utah, Delaware. Vermont

and New Mexico.

Former Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace

led in his bid for a comeback fourth term,

with 62 percent of the vote against

Republican Mayor EmoBy Folmar of

Montgomery.
Democratic Governors Richard Riley of

South Carolina, Robert Graham of Florida,

Harry Hughes of Maryland. William O'Neill

of Connecticut and George Nigh of

Oklahoma all won re election. Republican

Gov. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee won a

new term.

In New Hampshire Republican John

Sununu led Democratic Gov. Hugh Gallen.

Former Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas,

trying for a comeback against the

Republican who knocked him out of office

last time, led Gov. Frank White.

Constitutional

state officers

retain jobs
BOSTON (AP) -

Overshadowed by the main

events. Attorney General

Francis X. Bellotti was

quietly collecting a dramatic

majority as four veteran

Democrats appeared to be

holding onto their powerful

state jobs.

In races that attracted a

dozen candidates but little

pubUc attention. Bellotti.

State Secretary Michael J.

Connolly, Treasurer Robert

Q. Crane and Auditor John

J. Finnegan were easily

beating back challenges by

four Republicans and four

unknown Libertarians.

Bellotti was leading

Republican Richard L.

Wainwright in early returns

with 73 percent of the vote

to 24 percent. Libertarian

challenger Michael Reilly of

Brockton had 3 percent.

Connolly was in front of

Republican Jody DeRoma
Dow with 66 percent to 31

percent. Libertarian Robin

D. Zazula of Medford had 3

percent.

Crane was leading

Republican Mary J. LeClair

with 64 percent of the votes

to 33 percent. Libertarian

candidate Freda L. Nason

had 3 percent.

In the auditor's contest,

the returns put F'innegan

ahead of Republican Michael

S. Robertson with 60

percent to 35 percent.

Libertarian contestant

Donald E. Washburn of

North Adams had 5 percent.

ifFrank -^
CorUinued from page 7

December that the election

would serve as a referen-

dum of Rejfan's policies.

The race was earmarked

by expensive campaigning

and the taint of smear cam-

paigns, in what is being call-

ed one of the most expen-

sive contests in the country,

estimates of total expen-

ditures for both candidates

exceeded $2 million, the

first hint of mud-throwing

came at the end of the only

television Frank Heckler

debate when Heckler lelvied

charges that Frank had

sponsored bills in the state

legislature supporting por-

nography and prostitution.
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Rring your fjonily Tor Tree (JiTts asid speciaJ savings.

Sec A\r. Pcainut & Harry Hood This Week at our Northampton store.
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Seahnt

DSAVE 60'

All Flavors. Half Gallon

Sealtest
Jce Cream

39

Water Added. Cr> -o-V^ac Pki».

Gem Picnic

^ Smoked

lb

SA\ E M.OO. Mb PUj« Elbows or

Regular or Thin

ri Prince
Spaghetti

LEIbows

Fresh. Approximalelj oil) Pltg.

Nol More Than .=«)% Fat

Ground
Beef

riii«M'

;SAVE Up to ii(Y" Big *Y' Enriched

King Size 20 oz Eoaf

White
>^ Bread

nSAVE *1.5rx All Flavors, .^o/^^Vvirir
8 oz Swiss Style ^ l^ /o OFF

~ Hood » ^"""'' """*

Yogurt

Vs.

DSAVE 52'

:rhonws' 12-Pack

English
Muffins

^49
s

1»

SWffTllFt

^:Mf

SWHTIIFE

DSAVEM.3()
1 -Pound Qtrs

Sweet Life
Meirgaame

SAVE iiO' . Regular or Ripple

-BijS'V l2ozBat5

Potato
Chips

(jrouti on thf S/<\ulouski I artii

m Hatfield. .V\A. All Purpose

Fresh
Potatoes

Ban

DSAVE 40' . in Oil or Water
6.;'5 oz Can Chicken of the Sea

Chunk Light
. Tuna

59

I]SAVE 28'

1 -Quart Jar

HeUmzinn's
Layonnsiise

HEUMANNS

5 DSAVE 70'. 2-Liter Bottle

y^B^ siTab. Sprite. Diet Coke orS -. - Coca-

DSAVE «2* 19. m-7^> or 100 Watt
Sylvania Soft White

.^-^

Cola

89
Light
Bulbs

Bulbs

TEXACO

Aim-FREEZE
ICOOUNT

DSAVE 50'. Gallon

«( Fexaco

Anti-
Freeze

99

DSAVE M.40
Half Gallon

Wisk
Detergent
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DoonebDury by Garry Trudeau

iPONTsee
iniHi you'R£

MAKtN6M£S{T
\ THR0U6HTHese

H^.C'MON.
iAC£y,TMS

3/6 MO-

nMosic&mmisnoT!

OFmt^,NOPUBUCQlA- HEUB
lC6lB!}rH5\^miSMBR£ fT

fudeeepoFANYKiNP codes'

PRBaNCTS RffOR7JN6.

PmHA5FSCIiVa>IOO%

QR£AT. imNKyom
SO PIP mN6ALrn\£
WIAMIN. TOUSHONWUR.-

5af,B0SS.

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

Bushwa

Ofcep iNtne weARfLAwo
oF Ar»\eRicA ftw INSIDIOUS
Plot H^S66eNHATcrteo uJH0b6

Aim lb wo uss iHA(\i 10 Total-

ly OlSTf^OYAWO evewTfALlY
DiSSOLve THfc tMTlRE

6AST COAST' iTibcALLeo

THe

by Tom Cushwa

fiaeo Of e,eiw(5- sNeeRep at as a cultural •^^^sTet^w'? 6y rkrfc

xJy UAoe 5N0BS Ano j6ALoas of Tue £COWO«iC COMPetiTiO^) fRo^
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Taunts
6 User ot a

prayer wheel

10 Emit bright light

14 Unaccompanied
15 Currier's partner

16 Physicist Nobelist.

1944

17 Beau
18 Pod pans
19 One of the first

family

20 Kind of tax

22 Tree with white

flowers

24 Pith helmet

26 Latticework frame

27 Large denizen of

the deep
31 Standoff

32 Without fixed

limit Abbr

33 Cavalry weapon
35 Not

Stranger

38 Gentle

39 Whined
40 Elliptical

41 Thickness

42 Welcome
43 Cutlery piece

44 Constrictor

45 Takes over

pitching duties

47 Large irregular

spot

51 Damn Yankees
character

52 Impractically

idealistic

54 Amount lacking

to fill container

58 Motivation

59 The Terrible

61 Family to keep up

with

62 Culture medium
63 Waxen area of

a bird s bill

64 Attack

65 Cash drawer items

66 Catch sight of

67 A longtime

DOWN
1 Measuring
instrument

2 Holly shrub

3 Pear

4 Given a right to

5 Attends a farewell

party

6 service

7 Prayers

8 Intended

9 Various

10 Name in

Hollywood lore

11 Tag
12 Ancient manu-

script symbols

13 Bequeaths
21 Upon Prefix

23 Pish fence

25 Publish

27 Idiot, for short

28 Indigo shrub

29 In an inactive way

30 More hearty

34 Climbing pepper

35 Tel

36 Umpire s decision

37 Festive beverages

39 Professional

business

40 Song from

Desert Song
'

42 pieces

43 Party pooper

44 Pugilists

46 Buds buddy

47 Catcher s position

48 Spiritual

cleansing

49 Retrievable item

attached to a

buoy
50 Drones homes
53 Find fault

55 Handle Lat

56 Will of The

Waltons
57 Adiective endings

60 Napoleonic
marshal
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Weather

Morning fog and clouds

givinjj: way to sunny skies.

Highs in th*- upper 60s to

the 70s. Cloudy tonight

with arejis of fojj. I><)ws in

the .50s. Tomorrow, chance

of showers with highs in

the upper 60s to the 70s.

WMUA91.1 FM
6-9am Good Morning 6-7pm

Amherst with 7- 10pm

Teresa

9-noon New Music with

Art Failure 10-2am

12-2pm New Music with

PeKKy Wllon

2-5:30pmNew Music with 2-6am

Michelle

5:30-6pniNewswatch

Women's Affairs

Mary Kelly and a

f*sychadelic Furs

Interview •
Jim Neill - Terp- •

sichorean ^
Cacophony •
Glory Gospel road*
with Rev. Pear- «
son •

•

••^

CABLE/VIDEO

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Eggroll/Duc Sauce

Soy Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Eggroll/Duc Sauce

Soy Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod
with Lemon Slice

' Squash Bake

BASK S DINNER
Baked Cod

with Lemon Slice

Squash Bake

Associate News Editor

Wanted 4
The Collegian needs an associate news

editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-

perience in newswriting and reporting is

necessary but we provide training. Low pay

but great experience. All UMass students

are encouraged to apply. Apply before Nov.

5 to Michael Foley, News Editor, in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus Center. The Col-

legian is an equal opportunity employer.

Local Music Day
!;>;

10:30 - 12:30 The Neighborhoods in the 1
Wall ^i

12:30 - 1:30 John Lee Hooker at the

Sub
1:30- 2:00 Blue Wall Comedy (OK,

so it's not a band!)

EAinmoons mem

Eggplant Parmesan
Green Salad

Carob Brownies

Kale Soup

t'tF r t % • ft t t'i' • •W -.• .• •
% I 4A.1l »»*..•••^••••••••'^
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Sports
CORRECTION - Yesterday we said that there was a

men's soccer game at Boyden Field at 2:30 p.m. That
was untrue. The game against Springfield College will be

held TODAY at 2:30 p.m. Skies are once again supposed

to be clear so anybody who showed up for yesterday's

non-game should have company today.

f^
A Readers guide to the

Top 10 in sport novels
By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Staff

There have been hundreds of sports

books written that avid sports fans have

grown up reading. Some are terrific, most

are middle of the road, many are plain gar-

bage written to take advantage of sports

fans during holiday seasons. This article

will attempt to help the discerning sports

fan wade through the available sports

books and choose the most interesting.

Interestingly, the best sports literature is

found in baseball, with basketball a close

second. There are fewer g(X)d books deal-

ing with football, boxing, and hwkey — yet

these sports translate particularly well on

movie screens (especially Iwxing). whereas

baseball movies have been death at the box

office.

There are also different types of sports

books. There are reference books, novels,

diary.s and accounty, public relation hyped

biography's, athletes writing about how

they found a) God, b) women, and c) cur-

rent events. There are also jourijalists who

liave compiled their articles and observa-
tions and packaged them.
For reference works, there is only one:

The Baseball Encyclopedia. It is the
ultimate argument settler. It's the one
book I wsjxt with me on a deserted desert
island. Bill James has wrritten The Baseball
Abstract and that book is fascinating. The
inevitable marriage of baseball statistics

and computer, with a passionate man to

dissect and discover and analyze the infor

mation.

There are a couple thousand novels about
sports and most of them are poor. The
Universal Baseball Association by J.

Hoover Cooper is way above average about
an accountant who is obsessed with a
tabletop baseball game.

Two excellent biographies include 196rs
Baseball is a Funny Game by Joe Garagiol.i

and Cosell by Howard Cosell, written in

1973. Cosell's comments on the 1972
Munich Olympics is especially touching.
Roy Campanella's It 's Good to be Alive and
John Wooden "s They Call Me Coach
deserve runner-up in this (auto)biosrraDhv

category. Bob Welch and George Vecsey's

1982 5:00 Ccmes Early: The Bob Welch

Story contains very little about sports, but

is an excellent book about alcoholism in

sports.

Before the ten best sports books of all

time are announced, I have not informed
people about what to stay away from:

George Steinbrenner books, anything by
ghost write Pete Golonback, Wilt
Chamberlain's, Muhammed AJi's, and both

Bill Russell biography's. This Year in

(Yankee, Red Sox, etc.) History, books

published by Scholastic House, anything by
Pete Rose, Ted Williams, and Tom
Seaver, and for some reason, tennis books.

The worst sports books of all may be the

two picking the 100 best ballplayers of all

time. Thurman Munson's book was trash.

The Glory of the Times, about baseball in

its infancy is at the bottom of the top 10 of

all time. Jackie Robinson's / Never had it

Made and Satchel Paige's book Never Look
Back also deserve a spot in the top 10. Meat
on the Hoof was absolutely frightening by
Gary Shaw, and is number 7 on my all time
list.

David Halberstam's study of the
Portland Trailblazers, The Breaks of the

Game is highly recommended for the in-

sides of the professional basketball scene,

while Pete Axthelm's The City Game is

definitive book of schoolyard basketball.

They are, respectively, the fifth and sixth

best.

For those sports enthusiasts who have
read these books, they know that these are

for the SERIOUS sports fan.

Roger Angell's Five Seasons is real quali-

ty. He is very literary and poetic, but still

captures the essence of the game. Studying
daily boxscores is a big part of my life, and
I suspect Angell's, too.

The Boys ofSummer, by Roger Kahn, is a
love story of man and team. Pack this book
into my casket when I die. It's worth buy-

ing in hardcover.

The best baseball book of all time was
published less than a year ago. Thomas
Boswell's How Life Imitates the World
Series is incredible. Boswell, a columnist

for the Washington Post, is the best

baseball writer in the country today and a
chance to read him 3 times a week is incen-

tive enough to move to Washington D.C.

The chapter on the greatest game ever

played (the 1978 Boston/New York playoff)

is a standout piece among standout pieces.

David Wolf and Connie Hawkins wrote
the greatest sports book of all time: Fiml.

Hawkins' story is a fascinating, insightful

lcH)k at our sports, our social systems, our
legal systems, and ghetto life, and inciden-

tally, one hell of a basketball player. Ten
years after it was written, it has lost none
of its impact.

Susienka shines in tourney wins
By JIM SAMIA
(Collegian Correspondent

The name Marlene Susienka has become synonymous

with women's golf at UMass. This fall she led the

Minutewomen to one of the best seasons ever. It was no

coincidence that Marlene also had one of her best cam-

paigns ever.

The senior Exercise Science major won three top tour-

naments this fall, all with relative ease. Winning one tour-

nament is great, winning two is simply outstanding, but to

win three tournaments in one year is unheard of.

Marlene's triple crown year is a feat that happens once in

a long while.

The first tournament she captured was the Yale Invita-

tional. This tournament featured schools such as North

Carolina at Wilmington and Longwood College. These
scho^)ls give scholarships to their golfers. This is

something few schools, including UMass, don't do. She

then won the Eastern AIAW's at Dartmouth.

"I knew if I played my own game I would be successful,"

said Susienka. "I went to Yale (Invitational) and Dart-

mouth (AIAW's) trying to win it.. .just trying to break 80

because 1 knew that would win it." She also won the Mt.

Holyoke Invitational.

Marlene came to UMass from Whitinsville on a basket-

ball scholarship. She was not unfamilar with golf though.

She began to take lessons when she was 13 years old. A
former golf pro, H.B. L'li *z, lived in Whitinsville and

helped get Marlene on the right track. Her parents were

also very influential in her start.

"My parents didn't push me," Marlene said. "They were

very supportive and drove me to all the tournaments."

Marlene Susienka
toll«(ian photo b; Ja; 0b«

Marlene began her golfing career at UMass when she

was a freshman. It was also the same time that Jack

lA'aman became the women's golf coach. Leaman is one of

Marlene's biggest boosters. He has nothing but praise and

admiration for her.

The pupil also feels the same way about the coach.

"He has been a great help to me both on and off the

course," said Susienka. "He knows how to get you to

believe in yourself. He can get you to play to the best of

your potential."

Marlene was pleased with the golf team this fall. She
downplays her accomplishments and puts the team ahead

of any individual achievements.

"We weren't expecting a strong team but we kept on
playing better and better," said the team's most prolific

player. "We should have a strong team this spring."

When asked about the upcoming varsity basketball

.season. Marlene was hesitant to reply since practice just

started. She did say that the team will be competitive and
there are many freshmen fighting for positions.

Marlene's most memorable event this season, and there

are many, was shooting a 73 at Hickory Ridge Country

Club, to break the course record.

Marlene was an All-American golfer her sophomore
year. She felt the pressure to repeat this feat her junior

year and to a disappointing spring, she just missed it. She
came back strong and confident this year and it showed.

Nothing is in her way en route to what seems like certain

All-American honors.

Commenting on her future, Marlene would like to con-

tinue playing golf and to get into more tournaments. She
may go to California where she has some relatives and the

climate is better suited for a longer golf season than New
England.

Her terrific play has established her as one of the finest

women golfer in UMass history and she is sure to find suc-

cess wherever she goes.

Stukes leads UM defense
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

"She's got some talent that I recognized

in tryouts," University of Massachusetts

women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda said

about sophomore fullback I^ori Stukes.

She's got some talent, all right. She's

done a "tremendous job defensively, and

now she.s doing it offensively too." ac

cording to Banda.

Stukes, who is from Hillside. New
Jersey, came up to UMass in the spring of

her senior year in high school to try out

with the team. It turned out to be a major

factor \n her decision to come to UMass.
"I came up for the day and played with

the team to get to know the players," she

said. "As sw^n as I came up I knew I wanted

to come here.

"

In high school, Stukes played softball,

basketball and soccer. She was a New
Jersey AH State player in soccer, the sport

which she enjoys most and wants to do her

best in.

When she came to UMass. she didn't stop

improving. As a freshman, she was on the

AH New England college s«x*cer team and

the AH Eastern fiegion college Division

team.

"She really stood out in the incoming

freshman. Banaa said. She s a highly

competitive person, daring to be better, a

complete kind of soccer player."

Offensively, she is the only fullback on

the team to score a goal besides Jackie

Gaw. So far this season, Stukes has had two
goals, four assists.

To keep in shape and to keep improving

her skiUs, she plays indoor soccer in the

winter and spring soccer. She feels she's

improved a lot since last year just from

playing during the winter and spring.

She got "very good support at home"
when she almost decided not to come back

to school this year.

"She called me up in August and said 'I'm

coming back.' " Banda said. "It was the

happiest thing I could have heard."

It was a good move for the team as they

head into the first round of the NCAA
tournament on Saturday. Stukes said if the

squad can "play our game and work as a

team" as they have been for most of the

season, things should fall into place.

Stukes is a "very intimidating player."

according to lianda. "Other coaches say

'who's that number 29?.' she's very in

timidaling."

The whole team is willing to make
sacrifices for the team and individually, and

no other player is more willing than Lori

Stuk.-

Collciclui photo by Rredfoni HunMcr

Sam Jeffries of the UMass crew team gprimaces as he works out on an
ergometcr, an indoor rowing machine, during workouts yesterday.
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Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

" AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Montego good condition,

rebuilt engine $900 549-4672

Partial

70 VW parts & engine 253-2985, eves

1976 Nova 6 cyl A/C $1 195 or BO 253-21S2

1973 Capri ex. cond. no rust 43,000 mi.

reg. gas peppy good mileage $1660.

549-6635 5 pm - 9 pm

75 Buick LeSabre PS, PB, A/C. Good
condition, well maintained. $1800. Call

Russ 6-5515 or 6-5500

$135-$200/week & $ie0-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

DRIVERS WANTED must have car

Superior Pizza 549-0626

LEGAL ASSrSTANT INTERNSHIPS

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional beilydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253 7822

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from homel
We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

ENTERTAINMENT

Lights, sound, price - we beat everybody
. Polodroid DJ's - Call Pat or John 253 2957

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may t>e received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F ____^
LOST

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413-737-6676

FOR SALE

For Sale gold corduroy Sofa 78 " $50 tux

edo style 545-0474

Pair of Reticulated Pythons. 10 feet

long. Very tame. Responsible inquiries on

ly. 549-69 16 after^

Ladies Fryo Boots size 8 new 253-9409

WHO TICKETS This is iti Worcester Cen-

trum 256-6303

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 665 2972

HAPPY B DAY BILL LXA

To a great big brother, Mappy 20thl Let's

ceiebratelll Lotsa love, Jenny

Lost • Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentimental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

Stolen? Head Master tennis raquet from

commuter locicers SU reward 549-4484

Lost 1 small brown date book call

546-4817 reward

Brown Wallet: vicinity of 136 Brit. Man.

keep $ but please return the rest. 666-3988

Eyeglasses brown case Sylvan lost 10-30

call 546^4330

Red chamois shirt Friday Oct 29 in Stu-

dent Union around 2:30 pm call Jim

549-4898

MOTORCYCLE

75 Kaw 900 runs very good 1500 967-6431

1 PAIR WHO TIX

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raisino. will train.

Good seats for the Who at the Centrum

on Dec 11 2 tix for $85. or best offer call

nights 546-8095 ^^^^^^
PERSONALS

COME PARTY with Cance @ Hangar One

Wed. Nov. 3rd 50' drafts 18 yr olds

welcome
Adoption - loving, well-educated and hap

pily married couple wishes to adopt white

j

I SBA Career Day '82

I Tuesday, November 9
First Floor Campus Center

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Luncheon 12 - 2 PM 1009 CC

Reception 4 - 6 PM 1001 & 1002 CC
|

j
All Majors Welcome!

j

j Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club
|

I

i

I

I

I

newborn. Expenses paid. Strictly legal and

confidential. Call collect weekends and

after 5 pm weeicdays 516-482 2596

Hey Cuzl Happy Birthday! Let's Party!

Love ya! Little Cuz

Outrageous football comedy see Fr ot-

ball Fever

JAEWCB Happy 20thl Hope it's a good

one love ya ML Grace Nanc Sue and MC
Have fun I MooseheadI

JAB Happy Birthday youre the best and

ILY GMC
Josheline i love you more than words can

say. Wayne _^_
Happy Birthday DadI And you didn't

thinic we'd remember -REMEMBER - I

don't even know her! Your loving

daughters and the rest of the virgins.

Thanks - you're too cute - which reminds

me of a story. . .

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush Nov 3, 4

and Nov 9 9-11:00 discover what we're all

about

Bucky It was a great weekend one of the

best get psyched for the roof and cham-

pagne 143 B

Jack C. Have a Happy Birthday and how
about some more french fries? Love Deb

To my consultant I love you! Thanks for

all the help. Friday night was great! I owe
you. Love always, Little One

SBA Career Day '82 Tuesday, November

9 luncheon tickets on sale in SBA lobby un-

til Friday. Get yours now they're going

fasti $700 UBC members; $8.00 for non-

members. Call 256-8856 for details

Hey, UMass Bands! UPC Advisory Com-

mittee presents Battle of the Bands in the

Blue Wall, Saturday, November 20. For

more info contact: UPC Advisory Commit-

tee 545 2892 ___^
Linda Driscoll was the fat man at Billy

OliHtfy's last Saturday night

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female roommate to share rom in Bran-
dywine 120/mo t>eginning Jan 1 - spring

semester 549-1X2

Rm available. Puffton Vill. $145/mo call

Amy 549-5390

Immediate occupancy female to share

bedroom in Rolling Green Apt cheap rent

256-0166

To share 1 bedroom Puffton Apt im-

mediately 549-1887

SBA CAREER DAY

The undergraduate business club is

sponsoring its annual career day Nov 9 1st

fl CC 10-4. Luncheon tickets available in

SBA lobby. All majors are welcome. Free

admission

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional.

Resume, references. 253-7729

Drycleaning done Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy

Way. Free pick-up and delivery. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc Double spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertaions, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392.

584-7924

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car.

Doug 546^8185

Call

TUTOR WANTED

Tutor wanted Che 225 need badly Mike

6-5710

WANTED TO BUY

RIDE WANTED

Ride naadad to SMU or area. Fri Nov 5

Please call Judy 549-6919

Ride needed to Mount Snow Vermont

or the Wilmington area on weekends

Maryellen 549 1063

Ride desperately needed to University of

Hartford or Hartford area on 11/5. Heidi

6-4219

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starling Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546 7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

t)edroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando. Rob 546^7713 o r 7714

1 or 2 bedroom apartment wanted this

spring semester call 546-9696 546-5079

anytime

YET MORE RECORDMANIA

Marshall Crenshaw and Ton! Basil have
been seen together on sale at URU. . .pass

it on

Hie

HlU^U
fine food and drink

at affordable prices

estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA

Thursday - Koludle & o draft b»er S3.25
Now serving an expanded late night menu

Our Famous Pizza - FREE with a pitcher of beer

freshly prepared appetizers

delicious desserts and ice cream

Deli-style sandwiches

nightly 10:00 pm - close Fri-Sat full menu until 1 1 :00

5.^

rusty nail
presents

yiAZy

Fri. Nov. 5

TONIGHT Thurs. Nov.

JUSTIN

- ' theAtlantlcs satNov*

MAX CREEK with Justin. FAT

You must be 18 to enter. » ^
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Sports
Stickers keep rolling, top BU 2-0

SUff pitoto bT Staart Sajdrnk

UMass' Judy Morgan drives downfield during the Minutewomen's
2-0 win over BU yesterday at NOPE.

By JENN KUPPER
Collegian Staff

The last words screamed on the NOPE
field before the opening whistle yesterday

came from an optimistic Boston University

team. "Good Afternoon UMass — BU
MASSacre!" And it was a good afternoon,

although not for BU, who not only did not

massacre the University of Massachusetts,

but did not even jilt the UMass varsity field

hockey team. The stickwomen sent the lady

Terriers home with a 2-0 defeat.

Although UM did win, they did not play a

top level game. Coach Pam Hixon at

tributes this to yesterday's heat.

"We were a little sluggish due to the

heat. We also were not able to mentally

click, without that we don't play top level,"

Hixon said.

Yesterday's game saw a lot of midHeld

play. In the first half IJM's midfield used

their skilled stickwork to go around BU and

feed the ball off to the offense. The first

goal of the game came in what is becoming a

habit, a Megan Donnelly drive off a corner

play. Patty Smith fed Donnelly the ball, and
in her usual fashion, the freshman stick-

woman wound up and hurled the ball right

past BU goalie Judy Courtney. This goal

came seven minutes into the game.
Between that goal and the next UM goal

(which was in the second half) both UMass
and BU lost a player due to injury.

Massachusetts' Tish Stevens left the game
when her right knee gave out at the 23

minute mark. Stevens, an integral part of

the team, will hopefully be back for the

UConn game Saturday. Boston University

lost starter Charly Haversat with five

minutes left in the first half, when a UM
stick smashed into her left hand.

The Minutewomen scored early in the

second half, upping the score to 2-0. Judy
Morgan in her third game, since returning

from a knee injury, scored the number two
goal all on her own, with a diagonal shot

cross the net and into goal. Although the

stickwomen faUed to score again, the

second half belonged to them.

Not only did four separate offensive

players get good shots off, but the midfield

and defense kept BU out of scoring

territory and aided goalie Patty Shea to

another shutout. Shea had no shots on her.

due to the UM defense.

The statistics columns once again show
the story to yesterday's game. UMass had

eleven shots, thirteen corners, and no
saves. BU on the other hand, had no shot,

one corner, and nine saves.

Yesterday's game was a must wm game
according to Hixon. Saturday the women
travel to UConn in an exciting closing-

season game. Last year. UMass tied

Connecticut in regular season play and lost

to them in the national championship game.
"This is the game for both teams." said

Hixon. "The pressure is on UConn. we can

relax. Yes. it will be an emotional game, but

our intelligence must prevail."

Hixon feels that the pressure is on UConn
for a number of reasons. One. they wouldn't

want to lose at home. Two. the Huskies lost

earlier in an upset to Springfield College,

while UM has not lost to any New England
team, and three, the UM losses were to two
of the top four nationally ranked teams.

The Saturday field hockey event will be

at 11:30 in Storrs, Connecticut. The jv's will

play their closing season game following the

varsity.

Football notebook: Thoughts on the UMass surprise moves
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

When the defensive changes that moved

Tom Murray and Jerry Gordon to the

defensive line and the announcement that

freshman Jim Simeone would start the first

game of his career at quarterback came

over the UMass press box sound system,

more than one head turned as if to ask, "Did

you know that or am I the only dummy
here?"

"Hey." they thought. "That's a freshman

starting his first game and that's two of-

fensive players playing defense. That's

something I should know."

Not if no one tells you.

"We made the decisions during the

week." UMass head coach Bob Pickett

explained after the game. "We didn't want

to tip anyone off and plus I wanted to keep

Jimmy (Simeone) away from you guys. He
was nervous enough."

"I think we will." pondered Pickett. "I

think we will keep this defense. We have
to."

Pickett also indicated that the makeshift

Massachusetts defense will remain intact

for this weeks game.

The defense held UConn to only 14

points, and forced nine Husky turnovers

but at the same time surrendered 341 total

yards.

• ••
As far as Simeone is concerned, he's back

for another starting assignment this week.

this time against Doug Flutie and the

Boston College Eagles.

The 6*2" 225 pound freshman was only 1

for 11 passing against UConn but at times

displayed a shotgun for an arm. The very

first play from scrimmage for the

Minutemen was a flea flicker (another

secret) and Simeone overthrew brother Bob

Simeone in the enzone, cranking the pass

some 65 yards in the air.

Pickett had indicated earlier in the week
that there was a possibility that he would

redshirt Simeone this year, thus saving him

a year of eligibility.

"We just didn't want to throw him in a

game that we were losing or winning big

because that really wouldn't help him."

Pickett said. "We wanted to use him in a

realistic situation.

Pickett explained his decision to start

Simeone again Saturday against BC.

'He's a talented football player," Pickett

smiled. "Besides, he's 1-0."

ititit

Offensively, it was a one man show

Saturday at Alumni Stadium. UMass
tailback Garry Pearson set a UMass single

game record for most carries in a game with

38. He also went over the 1000 yard mark

for the third straight year, and now has

1088 yards rushing this year and will be

going after Dennis Dent's single season

rushing record of 1139 yards against the

Eagles.

"I don't think our offense was
devastating," said Pickett. "We just

controlled the football and scored points."

TheNBA season preview: The Central Division
By BRIAN C. MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's Note: This us the second ofa sernes offour NBA
diinsional previews.

In the NFL, the league prides itself on its parity. In the

NBA Central, the division is full of parody (pretty cute,

huh). The Milwaukee Bucks can once again run away with

it, the closest thing to watch in this division is who pulls up

the cellar, Cleveland or Indiana.

Predicted Order Of Finish — Milwaukee, Atlanta,

Detroit, C'aicago, Indiana, Cleveland.

Milwaukee - For the last two years, this team has

come so close, yet so far. To try to get over that hump,

Don Nelson went out on the limb and acquired Dave

Cowens. Public reaction has been fairiy negative because

Quinn Buckner was thought of as an essential to the team.

But Cowens, even if he is close to his potential, is a heck of

an addition to this team. Bob Lanier is getting old and his

knee warranty has given out. Marques Johnson is playing

sensational, and the forwards are Mickey Johnson, Junior

Bridgeman. and Cowens. Alton Lister will spell for

Lanier, with Cowens chipping in at center on occasion.

Thp Bucks are hurting at the guard position. Buckner is

gone, Brian Winters is being plagued by back problems, so

the pressure is on Sidney Moncrief. To help out at the

other guard spot, rookie Paul Pressey from Tulsa might

have to jump into the picture real soon. Charlie Criss is

also available when they need him.

The Bucks problems are simple, can someone help out

Moncrief, and can this old, aged team (five players are

over 30) keep it going through May and June?

AtlanU - If Atlanta can stay healthy, which they

haven't been able to do in the last few years, they can be a

tough baliciub. Dan Kounaneid, wno mignt he the best

pf)wer forward in the league, has Tree Rollins and Mr.

Shotblocker himself, (Jeorge Johnson, who was acquired

from San Antonio. Tom McMillen is a steady role player,

and Rudy Macklin is good too. Throw in a Dominique

Wilkins, who was picked up from Utah, and Keith Edmon-
son, and you've got some talent. Eddie Johnson and Wes
Matthews will team up with Edmonson to fill out the

backcourt. Look out goliaths.

Chicago — Chicago will definitely not be the same team
as last year. (K)ne is Artis Gilmore, and in exchange the

Bulls picked up Dave Corzine and Mark Olberding, the

original Bruise Brothers. David Greenwood, Orlando

W(K)lridge and l>wight Jones are all capable coming off

the bench. The guards have lots of talent. Reggie Theus
and Quintin Daily can play with the best of them. Ronnie

Lester, when healthy, has a lot of potential. Tracy Jackson

is the swing man. If new coach Paul Westhead can mesh
all this talent, the Bulls will make some rumblings.

Indiana — They're in trouble. First round draft choice

Clark Kellogg of Ohio State has to make immediate con-

tributions. Herb Williams, another OSU grad, will have to

play as good as he did last year, plus a little bit better. Billy

Knight will have to fill it up to keep the Pacers close in any
given game. Johnny Davis is a quality guard, but he

doesn't have anybody with him. The loss of Louis Orr hurt

badly, and the Pacers will be looking over their shoulders,

to make sure Cleveland is still behind them.

Cleveland — Poor John Bagley. He got caught in the

worst organization in basketball. The Cavs just got a new
coach in Tom Nissalke a week before the season opened

up. How much can you teach a team in less than a week?
James Edwards is one of their big names, as is Bobby
Wilkerson, Cliff Robinson, and Scott Wedman. The worst

part of their season is, they don't have a first round pick

for next season.

rphoUi

Marques Johnson of the Milwaukee Bucks
will be a vital cog in the team's drive to a Cen-
tral division title.
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Lame-duckKing adds fourRegents

Collcfiui File PlMto

Once the only black woman on the Board of Reg^ents, Elizabeth

Rawlins was not reappointed to the Board by Governor Edward J.

King.

By KEVIN BOWE
And JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

In the biggest shake up of the Board of

Regents since its creation. Governor

Edward J. King appointed four new

members to the fifteen member board.

Reactions to the appointments have

drawn criticism concerning the lack of

professional educators on the board and

praise for the quality and "sensitivity" of

the appointments.

Appointed on Monday were James M.

Howell, senior vice president and chief

economist of the First National Bank of

Boston; attorney Gerald F. Doherty of

Charleston; Nicholas Boraski, a vice

president with General Electric Co. in

Pittsfield, and Edward Sullivan, business

manager of Local 254 of the Service

Employees International Union. AFL-CIO.

The appointments replace Arnold

Friedman, a Springfield newspaper editor

who resigned in September; Elizabeth B.

Rawlins, an associate professor of education

and humanities at Simmons College who

served as Chairperson of the Acadenuc and

Student Affairs subcommittee; George

Hazzard, retired president of Worcester

Polytechnic Institute who served on

Rawlins' subcommittee; and George

Ellison, an insurance agent who served as

the Chairperson of the Regents Labor

Relatk>ns and Affirmative action sub-

committee.

WHO THEYARE

Howell is widely recognized in the

business community as the leading

economist for the New England region. He

is currently chairperson of the Commission

on Higher Education and the Economy of

New England which last year issued a

report warning that the decline in higher

education resources in the region will

adversely affect the industrial development

of the area.

Doherty was a member of the state

legislature in the fifties and sixties. During

this time he worked with Governor Foster

Furcolo to create the Community College

system and with University of

Massachusetts Trustee Judge J. John Fox

to insure proper spending authority for the

University of Massachusetts. Both Furcolo

and Fox are present members of the Board

of Regents. A practicing attorney, Doherty

and his wKe Marilyn contributed the legal

maximum of $2000 to King's re-election

campaign.

Sullivan is the first member of organized

labor to be appointed to the Board. Since its

creation in 1980 a great deal of pressure has

been applied to mandate by law the ap

pointment of a labor representative.

Sullivan's Local 254 contributed $5700 to

King's campaign.

Boraski is a UMass graduate and general

manager of General Electric. GE is widely

known for its contributions to the higher

education field, said UMass chancellor

Joseph Duffey.

THE POSITIVE REACTION

Chancellor of Higher Education in

Massachusetts John B. Duff said he is

impressed with the new appointments.

"There is obviously great versatility, talent

and expertise among the incoming

Regents," Duff said in a press release

Continued on page k

x-Regent lambastes Governor King,

dismissal is disgraceful development
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

The Board of Regents of Higher Education may have lost

an important viewpoint when Gov. Edward J. King chose

not to reappoint the board's only black member.

Elizabeth Rawlins, a black woman whose term on the

Board of Regents expired in August, was not re-appointed

to the board.

"It's a disgrace, " Rawlins said, adding that a board

responsible for all higher education in the state should

have representation from the black community.

"They have written off the involvement of people of color

in higher education, " said Acting Director of the Office of

Third World Affairs Gary Lee.

"I am extremely upset by that development," Lee said.

"They Uhe Board of Regents) don't have all the viewpoints

thev need to make rational decisions about public higher

education."

To fulfill the goals of the Board of Regents as mandated

by Massachusetts state law, Rawlins said the board needs

representation of different perspectives.

'The combination that came from me is no longer there,"

Rawlins said. "It could have come from me or someone else

black."

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey

cautioned that the board needs to balance its membership

to become more representative of minorities. "It Ls clear

that this board and several others in the state are fitting

targets for affirmative action initiative in the future," he

said. "I praise Governor King for the appointments, but I

hope in the future we will see some redressing of the

imbalance."

Rawlins said she was not surprised by King's decision

because she had not received any communication from him

regarding her reappointment when her term expired in

August.

Because King was running for re-election, "politics

would enter into it in a way it ought not to," Rawlins said.

The removal of Rawlins leaves one woman on the board.

Sister Janet Eisner, president of Emmanuel College.

Neil Westerman. a spokesman for King, .said, "The

governor is very proud of his record of appointments of

women to state government roles." He said the Governor

has appointed two women to cabinet positions in the King

administration.

"He has an outstanding record for hiring minority

employees," Westerman said. Westerman named two
minority appointments made by the King administration:

Leon Brathwait, director of affirmative action for the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts and Arnette Waters,

director of the Private Industry Council.

Tailgate parties a testimony

to UMass fans' love of beer
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

For some people it is the pre-game war-

mup, for others it is the post-game wrapup,

and for still others it is the game itself.

It is the tailgate party in the parking lot

of Alumni Stadium on Saturday home foot-

ball games and, since the banning of alcohol

in the stadium last season, the party has in-

creased to parties, and some fans have

decided they would rather stay outside and

play themselves rather than watch the

team play football.

"A lot of times we come down here (the

parking lot) to have a few beers before the

game and the next thing you know, it's

almost halftime," said Andy Corrigan, a

junior. "We have so much fun out here,

sometimes it's hard to get motivated to go

inside."

The various groups of afternoon

tailgaters were each equipp)ed with all the

essential ingredients for their own ideal

party.

The more refined tailgaters, the older

graduates and parents, were well stocked

with cocktails, beer, a grill and the basic

barbeque staples such as hot dogs and ham-

burgers.

The middle of the road crowd is made up

mostly of fans that have travelled to

Amherst to support the visiting team. They

all wear T-shirts bearing the name of their

team and tend to look more like hard core

Continued on page U

Collefiui Photo by Jl« Floyd

A group of football fans engage in the growing sport of tailgating at

last week's Alumni Stadium game.
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World and national news
LeSanese t^ advance

to disarm Christian militia

AP Lmacrphoto

Shouting "Death to America" and carrying a portrait of Iranian

leader AyatoUah Ruhollah Khomeini, a group of young Iranian women

yesterday attended the burial of 24 unknown soldiers in Tehran.

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Lebanese

troops and armored vehicles entered east

Beirut yesterday to disarm Christian

militiamen, but U.S. Marines delayed their

patrols into the area for at least 24 hours.

In its first action to control the area since

the 1975-76 civil war, the Lebanese army

threatened to arrest Christian militiaman

who refuse to lay down their arms.

Phalange militia spokesman Fadi Hayek

said his men would cooperate with the

army, but he would not say if the ChristiaQs

would surrender their weapons.

"This is a decision to be taken by the

president of the republic. Until this date we

haven't received such a decision." Hayek

said, referring to President Amin Gamayel,

a Maronite Christian with close ties to the

militias.

Four jeeps with 12 Marines had been

slated to move into east Beirut yesterday

afternoon, but at nightfall they remained at

the international airport in Moslem west

Beirut. Their expanded role was ordered

Monday by President Reagan at Gamayel's

request.

Marine spokesman Lt. Col Jon Abel said

the first daily patrol was rescheduled for

this afternoon. Another Marine spokesman,

Capt. Dale Dye said the leathernecks "have

absolutely no plans" to patrol the area after

dark.

Abel said that "no execute order was

received" because "there were decisions to

be made at higher levels." He would not

elaborate, but the decisions were believed

to concern the area the Marines would

cover in their patrols.

In Washmglon, Pentagon officials said

there were no policy hitches or any major

problems connected with the delay. They
said the decision on deployment was being

made by the Marine command in Beirut.

Pipeline dispute may be over Stop the arms race; Pope
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan

administration is ready to present to its

West European allies a new formula for

restricting technology transfers to the

Soviet Union, the Italian prime minister

announced yesterday. The formula would

be designed to end the dispute over con-

struction of the Soviet natural gas pipeline

to western Europe.

Emerging from a meeting with President

Reagan, the prime minister, Giovanni

Spadolini. said "a solution is very near" in

the pipeline dispute. He said the new U.S.

formula would be presented to western

European ambassadors tonight.

Although Reagan did not go into details,

an administration official said the revised

U.S. policy would remove from a Commerce

Department blacklist firms that aided in

construction of the pipeline under existing

contracts.

The official said that the revised sane

tions would seek to prohibit new deals, and

that the United States and its allies would

work together to deny the Soviets easy

trade credits.

Reagan called his meeting with Spadolini

productive and said it confirmed the broad

range of cooperation betwe^ the United

States and Italy.

MADRID. Spain (AP) - Pope John Paul

II implored scientists yesterday to call a

halt to the nuclear arms race by refusing to

fashion new instruments of death.

"It is a scandal of our time that many
researchers are dedicated to improving new
weapons for war." the pope told a gathering

of Spanish professors and intellectuals at

Madrid's Complutense University.

"Consciences must be awakened," he

declared. "Your responsibility and the

possibilities of influence on public opinion

are immense. Make them serve the cause of

peace and the real progress of man."

The 62 year old pontiff was only four

days into his 10 day tour of Spain, the first

by a pontiff, but he acknowledged he was

tiring.

"Your fatigue and mine are interrelated."

he replied, grinning, when a reporter asked

if he was tired.

The pope skipped several pages of his

address to Spanish priests Tuesday evening

and went to bed early, aides reported. But

he was up early as usual for a crowded

schedule that included meetings with local

representatives of other Christian chur-

ches, with 200 members of the Pohsh

community and with a delegation of 12

Sephardic Jews.

In the afternoon, he celebrated Mass for

50.000 people in a working class neigh-

borhood, and in the evening he led a prayer

service for young people who packed a

130.000 seat soccer stadium.

Herald workers delay

shrike; press to roll

BOSTON — Typographers at the Boston Herald

American decided yesterday against a strike that would

have clouded the future of the Hearst daily, a union official

said.

Henry Vilale. president of Local 13 of the International

Typographical Union.' said management asked workers for

more time because it was trying to sell the financially

troubled morning newspaper, one of two Boston dailies.

Typographers have been without a contract for 19

months, and workers have given union officials authority

to call a strike anytime. Vitale said.

"When it comes down to a sale, we're looking to protect

the workers." Vitale said. "We have to make sure if it is

true, and if it is, we'll have to take a different course of

action."

He declined to say what that action would be.

The talks delayed typesetting at the paper, but deliveries

were expected to be on time today

.

An editor at the paper who asked not to be identified said

management had no comment.

Reaganomics benefits

Kennedy and Frank
BOSTON — Reaganomics was a potent campaign target

for Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and the 10 Massachusetts

Democrats in Congress as they hammered their

Republican opponents in the off-year election.

Kennedy breezed to victory Tuesday with more than 60

percent of the vote, while all of the Democratic

congressional incumbents, including House Speaker

Thomas P. O'Neill and brash freshman Barney Frank, also

won handily.

"President Reagan's economic program was ill-advised

and ill conceived, " said Kennedy. "I took that issue to the

people of Massachusetts and they responded.

"

Most of the Republicans lost by more than 20 percentage

points in the Democratic rout.

The only GOP winner was in the 1st District, where U.S.

Rep. Silvio Conte was unopposed for a 13th term in his

Be'-^-'hire stronghold. Conte now becomes the lone GOP
vt ' 1 'he state's congressional delegation.

Kennedy, 50, faced one of his toughest Republican

opponents ever in businessman Ray Shamie. who spent

more than $2 million in hopes of denying the Democrat a

fifth term,

"The American people want to alter the course,"

declared Kennedy, who seemed to campaign as much

against Reagan as he did against Shamie.

Digest
by the Associated Press

:•.'.'.'.:'.'.

Abortion clinic batik

hits state Appeals Court
BOSTON (AP) — A legal battle over a Worcester

abortion clinic, the first of its kind in central

Massachusetts, reached the state Appeals Court i

yesterday.

The three judge panel took under consideration

arguments by John W. Spillane of Worcester, lawyer for a

citizens group, that the state Public Health Council did not

have proper jurisdiction to issue a determination of need

certificate. The certificate, issued Sept. 3, 1980, was the

first ftep in granting a license for the proposed Planned

Parenthood Clinic of Central Massachusetts.

The certification was upheld in August 1981 by Wor-

cester Superior Court Judge Andrew G. Meyer, and the

Public Health Department issued the clinic a license to

operate on Oct. 26.

"There are no legal restraints to begin operations now."

said Barry B. White, attorney for the Planned Parenthood

League of Massachusetts, Inc., which would operate the

Main Street clinic.

However an adverse ruling by the appeal panel, headed

by Chief Justice Allan M. Hale, could result in a revocation

of the license.

White said it was not known when the appeals court

would rule on the case.

Shamie 's name to

reappear in politics
BOSTON — Massachusetts voters may see Republican

Ray Shamie's name again on an election ballot, the

businessman said after holding Democratic Sen. Edward

M. Kennedy to his lowest percentage win in 20 years.

Shamie, a 61-year-old self-made millionaire, also said

yesterday he felt his uphill campaign against Kennedy was

drowned by a "tidal wave of concern over Reaganomics."

"I think we did it right," Shamie said in a telephone

interview from his Walpole home, where he was preparing

to resume his business career today.

"I can't fault our overall strategy, advertising, my
performance in the debate, the speeches I made or the field

work.

"

Complete but unofficial results showed Kennedy

received 1.24 million votes, or 61 percent Tuesday.

Shamie, who was making his first bid for public office,

received 784,062 votes, or 39 percent.

Capital punishment law

may start immediately
BOSTON (AP) — Newly armed with a constitutional

amendment allowing it to pass a death penalty law. the

Legislature was expected to start work on one this month

before Michael Dukakis, a foe of capital punishment,

becomes governor.

Outgoing Gov. Edward King has filed a bill to reimpose

the death penalty. The sUte has been without a capital

punishment law since 1972, when the U.S. Supreme Court

threw out death penalty laws throughout the nation.

The death penalty amendment was one of five statewide

referendum questions on Tuesday's ballot. It is up to the

Legislature to create a law specifying which crimes are

punishable by death.

The amendment was approved Tuesday by 1,125,653 to

746,733 with all but two of the 2,192 precincts reporting.

Massachusetts voters also decided Tuesday to keep their

new law requiring deposits on beverage cans and bottles;

to reject more state aid for private and parochial schools;

to ask President Reagan to begin negotiations for a nuclear

weapons freeze, and to adopt a law requiring voter ap-

proval before any low-level nuclear waste dumps or new

nuclear power plants can be built in the state.

With 91 percent of the vote counted, the bottle law was

supported by 59 percent of the voters, the nuclear freeze

by 74 percent, the nuclear waste disposal and plant con

struction limitations by 67 percent and the rejection of

more state aid for non public schools by 62 percent.

Max Stern, chairman of the Campaign Against

Restoration of the Death Penalty, said the capital-

punishment amendment is not 'a mandate to begin

executions in the state.
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Faculty Senate to vote on

SCERA team's final

sexualharassment draft
BY MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

After two years of haggling, writing and

re-writing, the Sexual Harassment
Grievance Procedure will be voted on by

the University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate today and some of those involved in

developing the procedure said they are

hopeful it will pass.

"The procedure has taken two years from

when SASH (Students Against Sexual

Harassment) first began working on it. so

we are all breathing a sigh of relief —
rather we are saying finally," said Jane

Zbyszynski, activist in SASH, the now
defunct branch of the Women's Issues Team
of the Student Center for Educational

Title IX. the Equal Educational

Opportunity Act. passed in 1972, mandates

a sexual harassment grievance procedure

for any institution receiving federal

assistance for its educational programs or

activities, according to UMass Legal

Services Staff.

Fischer said if passed, the procedure

would probably be implemented within a

few weeks but that would depend on the

chancellor. Several offices on campus in-

cluding the Ombudsman's Office, the

Everywomen's Center, the Affirmative

Action office, and the Human Relations

Office would take part in the im-

plementation and education campaign.

The procedure states that persons with

**The procedure has taken two years from when
SASH (Students Against Sexual Harassment) first

began working on it, so we are all breathing a sigh of

relief — rather we are saying finally," said Jane
Zbyszynski, a SASH activist

•.•••ry.-T.-fyy.'.-y.-'.

Research and Advocacy (SCERA).

Louis Fischer, associate to the chancellor

called the procedure a "workable document

which provides adequate protection to

victims of sexual harassment and adequate

due process to those accused of sexual

harassment."

"I think it's a very good procedure.

"

Zbyszynski said. "It is comprehensive,

(and) allows for all the constituents on

campus to file through it. I am pleased with

it. I just hope the Faculty Senate will be

just as pleased."

"We've reached a workable compromise

that upholds the law, ' Fischer said. "I hope

and trust the (Faculty) Senate will approve

it." He added that there are certain sections

of the proposal which are controversial and

could possibly block its passage.

The role of the Ombudsperson in the

procedure and the question of what to do

with grievance files are some of the con

troversial aspects of the proposal. Fischer

said.

sexual harassment complaints should

address them to the Ombudsman's Office.

Individuals are encouraged to try to resolve

complaints on an informal level. If the

complaint cannot be resolved by informal

procedures, an individual may file a

complaint and request a formal hearing. A
hearing panel of 13 individuals comprised of

faculty, staff, student and administrative

members, will be appointed by the chan

cellor according to the policy.

The appointees will participate in a

sexual harassment training workshop to

sensitize them to the issue. A sexual

harassment violation "shall be found only

where there is a preponderence of

evidence." the grievance procedure policy

states. After the Hearing Board's decision

either party may request a review of the

decision by the vice-chancellor. A party

dissatisfied with the vice-chancellor's

decision may petition the chancellor for

reconsideration.

C ollecimn Plwto by I)r«w Ofier

Writer, poet and recording artist Nikki Giovanni spoke and read

samples of her poetry to a Bowker Auditorium audience last night.

Noted writer Giovanni

espouseshuman rights
BY GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

The first function of human life is human

beings, said a noted black poet last night at

Bowker Auditorium to a crowd of about

400.

Nikki Giovanni. 39. writer, poet,

recording artist and lecturer spoke in behalf

of Black Homecoming week here at the

University of Massachusetts and shared

some poetry and some keen social per

ception with a fully enthusiastic audience.

"If we are not concerned with human

beings what are we concerned with'.'" asked

Giovanni. "Handguns kill people, but we
have the right to own a gun and yet women
can't have the right to abortion."

"There is something very wrong with the

level of intelligence in this country. If we
functioned like a jungle at least we'd be

civilized." Giovanni said. "We have a brain,

sometimes even a heart, but what we don't

have is the ability to communicate — to

talk." she said.

"Most of us are afraid to make changes in

our Ufe, people are afraid of happiness.

We're so wrapped up in other things, the

truth is most of us will be lucky if we
succeed in leading our own life," Giovanni

said.

In her address. Giovanni attacked several

of the political issues that are now hot

topics. "We spend so much money on a

Private school aid

would have hurt

public institutions
By MATTHEW HERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The annual budget appropriated by the state for the

University of Massachusetts could have been adversely af-

fected had Question one on yesterday's ballot been passed

by the state's voters.

The question, asking voters whether the state constitu-

tion should be changed, was defeated with 62 percent of

the voters voting against the measure and 38 percent

favoring it. If passed, the referendum would have allowed

the state to grant aid to private and parochial schools.

Such aid is currently, and will remain, against the state

constitution although aid is permitted by the U.S. govern-

ment.
On the UMass campus, several admmistration and stu-

dent officials yesterday said they were relieved the

measure did not pass, since it could have had a negative

impact on the University.

"If you have a finite amotmt of money and not raismg

taxes, then the money that would have gone in to a new

program would have to come from somewhere," said John

L. DeNyse, acting vice chancellor for administration and

finance.

"It would have added more fighters to the game, said

"Student Government Association President Jim Murphy.

"In the whole context of a budget, when money goes

somewhere, it doesn't go somewhere else."

Private school officials, however, disagreed over the

merits of the measure and said they were disappointed it

did not pass.
• ..

.

"I think the defeat is due to a lack of information, said

Father DuPre, chancellor of the Springfield Cathohc

Diocese, who said the amendment prohibiting state aid

was added to the constitution about 100 years ago as the

result of anti-Catholic sentiment sweeping the country at

the time.

But others at UMass said they, too, were glad to see the

measure fail.

"If it had passed, the next thing we would see are state

funds going to Amherst College," said Jim Budreau, a

member of the Public Policy Team of the Student Center

for Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA).

missile we can't even shoot," Giovanni said.

"When John Kennedy was president he

talked about our nuclear capacity only

having the potential for about 10 times

overkill. The only response I had to that

was that I wanted to die the first time you

killed me," Giovanni said.

She also said people are afraid to dream: "I

think it's nice to dream, and the best part of

it is finding someone to help make those

dreams come true."

Giovanni said she was saddened about

the little girl in Ohio who is very ill and in

need of a kidney transplant. While the girl

is white and her father has shown concern

searching nationwide for a donor, she said

black children die at a rate of 3 to 1 to white

children.

"I'm sorry about that little ill girl, but

when are you gonna be concerned with all

children in America," Giovanni asked.

Giovanni later read some poetry. Among
her work read was a piece about growing

old. and another that concerns the riches of

Africa, entitled "I Am the Congo."

She concluded with a piece she wrote in

the memory of John Lennon. and said how
she was profoundly saddened by his death.

"When a friend of mine phoned me while I

was in Ohio to tell me that John Lennon had

been killed, I wondered, what's next? Now
they've killed a man who's attempted to

reach out and touch everyone from all walks

of life; however, it did seem an appropriate

way to begin the eighties," Giovanni said.

Collrihtn photo br Kiti* Wmtteri

Concealed behind a curtain, a voter casts his

ballot at an Amherst poll in Tuesday's election.

Bottle law effects

may inconvenience

some retail outlets
By MITCH ZEMEL
Collegian Correspondent

As UMassPIRG members celebrated the long sought

victory of the bottle bill, local package store and grocery

store owners expressed problems with storage, sales and

increased wholesale prices.

"People with small stores will have to add on storage

space. Prices will probably go up thirty cents and another

ten for handling," said Peter Watroba, owner of

Watroba's Deli and Package Store.

MassPIRG has been fighting for the passage of the bot-

tle bill since 1972, the beginning of the bill's existence. The

bill was passed by a 59 percent sUte-wide vote and will

take effect Jan. 17.

While many package store owners believe the bottle bill

will help clean-up the environment, they also believe it will

raise the price of beverages sold in cans and bottles.

"It won't affect sales because students will still party,

but the wholesalers will jump prices because of increased

handling costs," said William Russell, owner of Russell's

Package Store.

The package stores will also have to raise their prices

because of the need for more storage space and increased

handling costs.

In the long run, most of the larger stores do not think

the bottle bill will affect their sales.

"We all voted for it," said Maureen Coughlan of Four

Seasons Liquors. "At first people get angry and sales go

down for a week, but then things will pick back up."

But, some of the smaller stores expect the passage of

the bottle bill will hurt their sales.

"It will hurt our sales. People don't want to spend more

money than they have to," said Anne Shackett, manager

of the Jane Alden Dairy Store.

Many of the local stores declined to comment on the bot-

tle bill.

"On the whole, it may be more detrimental to the

students. There is a good chance that they will not return

the bottles if they are partying in the dorms," said Russell.

"The passage of the bill really doesn't matter to us. The in-

crease in prices w\\\ pay for any extra costs that we incur."
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iA Escort Service
lounaeriiiff at presi

By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

(SGA) Escort Service has been unable to

get started as of yet this seni because

organizers of the service claim they have no

place to work from.

The SGA Escort Service operated last

year as a student-run organization which

accompanied students from dormitories to

libraries and bus stops, from 7 to 12 p.m..

Sunday through Thursday nights.

"The purpose of the Escort Service wa.s

so no one would have to walk alone." said

Ann Maynard. co coordinator of the ser

vice.

The Escort Service was not in abundant

use but in general, people felt better

knowing it was there. Maynard said.

"The police felt it helped them. Not as

many people will be committing crimes, if

they know someone is there to report

them, "she said.

Last year the Escort Service operated

out of the SGA President's Office. Mavnard

Isaid this year she was told the service

would receive office space.

However, the Escort Service has been

unable to begin operations because it h&s

not secured office space or has received

furniture until just recently. Maynard said.

Jim Keller, space coordinator for the

Board of Governors (BOG), said he in-

formed the Escort Service it had been

assigned "incubator space" in room 415 of

the Student Union in a letter he sent out

Sept. 10.

"A group is assigned to incubator space,

if we don't know whether the new group

will continue," he said.

Maynard said she was upset when she

learned the Escort Service had to share

office space with five other organizations.

The service presently has 125 active

members who staff the office a minimum of

40 hours a week, she said.

However. Keller said. "The Escort

Service hasn't been active at all this

semester."

Keller said he never sees Escort Service

members in the office. Although the space

was open for the service since early Sept .

,

they just moved in two weeks ago. he said.

Ron Keefe. director of the BOG felt the

Escort Service was no longer active judging

from their use of their space."

The Escort Service was considered by

the BOG a developing group. That was why

it was assigned to the incubator space in

rwm 415 of the Student Union. Keefe said.

The BOG is subject to bureaucracy. It

must evaluate which organizations require

what types of equipment on the basLs of

their past success. Keller said.

Keefe said the placement ot the Escort

Service in room 415 was the next logical

step for the service.

"I know other groups have been taken

care of." he said.

The Escort Service is expected to become

active before finals time so it can move

right into next semester. "But we keep

running into such a stone wall." she said.

ifRegents
Continuedfnm pag* I

issued this w» •

Duff cited How. 1 as a continuous sup-

porter of higher education noting Howell's

insistence thai higher education is one of

the state's most important resources.

Duffey also praised Howell's ap-

pointment: "He has an appreciation not only

of needs in science and technology, but of

the broad cultural resources whose

development will b« a part of New

England's future."

Duffey described iXiherty. whom he has

known for over 10 years, as "a man of great

sensitivity. He will be generaUy interested

in students and their needs as well as

economic issues."

Duffey said he is looking forward to

meeting Sullivan. He said he spoke with

AFL-CIO officers in Washington D.C.. who

"speak very well of him."

THENEGA TIVEREACTION

The removal of Rawlins and Hazzard

leaves only two Regents on the Academic

and Student Affairs subcommittee.
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"It puts a limitation on the deliberations

when vou have fewer and lewer

academics', said Rawlins, noting the

amount of Regents with experience in the

higher education field has been cut in half.

The remaining higher education officials

on the Board of Regents are Sister Janet

Eisner, who serves as chairperson of the

long range Planning Committee and Father

Francis Nicholson who serves on the

Regents Fiscal subcommittee.

Duffey discounted the lack of practicing

educators on the Board of Regents.

"1 don't think that is necessarily a

shortcoming (the lack of practicing

educators)." These are people (the new

appointments) who have demonstrated a

record of sympathy for public higher

education, ' Duffey said.

The shake-up in the Board comes one

month after the state Legislature increased

the members of the Board of Trustees at

the state colleges and universities by two

members each. A spokesperson for King

indicated the appointments will be made

before Thanksgiving.

if tailgate
Continued from page 1

football fans than the average "UMie."

The party is usually more portable, since

these people must be ready to travel, so

coolers stocked with plenty of beer is the

norm with this crowd.

After these two grroups, the rest is a

blend of fraternities, sororities and various

other groups who have decided to pitch

their money together and purchase a key

(or two) of beer.

In this last group, the center of activity is

the tap. Beer flows pretty easily and on a

sunny afternoon, such as last week's game

against the University of Connecticut, as

many as 20 kegs are dispersed throughout

the area.

"It's a good way to relax after a week of

school work." said Rick Doherty as he

helped himself to another cup of brew.

"And drinking beer sure beats studying."
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Student Senate
mobilized voters
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

At last night's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting,

student senators were congratulated on their efforts to

mobilize students to vote in Tuesday's elections. An un-

precedented number of students who voted this year.

"We greatly increased the number of voting students in

the town of Amherst. We've doubled the population of the

number of voting students from the time of the primaries

to election day," said Mike Ferrigno, acting student

association director.

This year the elections indicated a major increase in the

number of student voters. The large number of voters

represents the importance of the student constituency.

"We're on the move now. We've increased the student

voting population from 11,000 to 13,500. This shows that

we represent a lot of power. We have really set an exam-

ple. Members from both the Kennedy and Dukakis cam-

paign thanked us for turning out so many students," said

Ferrigno.

John Olver, the winner of the senatorial seat in Franklin

County, thanked the students claiming his victory was a

result of the overwhelming student vote, said SGA presi-

dent Jim Murphy.
"I bumped into Olver on the street and he stopped me to

thank me and the students. He very much attributes his

victory to the student constituency. He realizes now that

there is a whole constituency that has been left untapped,"

said Murphy.
The student votes. Murphy said, not only were a

demonstration of the student support for Olver, but also of

their interest in political issues outside of Olver's sphere.

"Olver attributed much of his victory to the student

vote. Let us give ourselves a pat on the back," said Sharon

Davies, speaker of the Student Senate.

Some students said the student votes will cause politi-

cians from a number of political regions to be more atten-

tive to the student constituency

^V ^

1 ollfgiui Pkoto by Bradford Hamarr

Participating in a tree climbing competition,

Brian O'SuUivan, arboriculture and park
manager major at the University of
Massachusetts, operates a rope mechanism in

the "body thrust" event.

Tree climbing held

atOrchaidHiU
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Students from the Stockbridge School of Agriculture

and the University of Massachusetts put away their tex-

tbooks yesterday to flex their muscles in a tree climbing

competition held at Orchard Hill.

Professional arborists (tree specialists) also participated

in the competition, which required the participants to

climb to the top of trees in a variety of different ways

while racing against the clock.

Competitors hauled themselves into the air with only

their hands and a rope, swung from branch to branch

grabbing coloreii flags and tested their ability to toss a

rope over a branch 20 feet in the air.

Robert Felix, the executive vice president of the Na-

tional Arborist Association in Wantagh, New York, said

the competition represents what arborists must do on the

job.

"Stockbridge is the best school of its kind in the United

States. Other schools in the country pattern their pro-

grams after it," he said. "Competitions like this help

maintain the good quality achieved at Stockbridge."

Jack Denison, director of Stockbridge, said the competi-

tion was started about 30 years ago.

"By bringing in professionals from the outside world,

we can show the students what's going on in the real

world," he said. "Through the fun of competition our

students develop a closeness with one another as well as

with professionals in the fields."

"Some of these guys have come out here two or three

days a week for the past five weeks training for this. Some
have even come out everyday," said Scott Trask a senior

Stockbridge student.

The big winner in yesterday's competition was Tony
Medeiros, a senior Stt)ckbridge student. Medeiros finished

first in both the body thrust and rope pull competitions.

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors.

Molson Golden.ThatIs Canadian forgreat taste.
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Health Services

semester charge

covers a great deal
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Half the seats are filled in the waiting room for those

who came without an appointment. A woman holding a

file walks out and calls one of the students into another

room.
More than 20,000 University of Massachusetts students

are enrolled in one of the health plans the University

Health Services has to offer, but few realize how much the

$81 semester fee provides, or how the service operates.

"It's self-supporting. The health fee covers salaries and

supplies. The state provides the building, the heat and

light," said Executive Director of health services Barry

Averill.

In addition to University students, students from Hamp-

shire and Amherst Colleges, students' dependents and

members of the Valley Health Plan constitute about

27,000 users of the health services facilities. Additional

funding from the state and federal governments provide

the health services with about $6 million to provide

medical and nursing care, dental and mental health pro-

grams, community education and environmental safety

programs.

"The only thing that would affect the fee would be a

change in enrollment if there are more students we in-

crease the fee to increase services to meet their needs —

or if we provide a new service or change in services, or just

inflation," Averill said.

The Supplemental Health Plan, an optional 12-month

coverage, operates under a separate system. Last year ex-

penses under this plan which includes surgery, specialty

care and services when a student is away from the univer-

sity, used more than expected for emergency care, Averill

said. Although the regular fee is not expected to increase

this year, the supplemental plan will probably rise until the

reserves where the extra expenditures came from, are

replenished.

Outpatient services have increased proportionally to

enrollment — about eight percent since 1979. Visits to

physicians numbered over 34,000 by university students

alone. Over 5,000 students used the dental health pro-

gram, and more than 1,500 used the mental health ser-

vices. Utilization of the nursing services exceeds the rest

at nearly 39,000 visits by university students in 1981

through 1982.

A 1980 Student Affairs Research and Evaluation

(SAREO) study found that 88.4 percent of students

surveyed were satisfied with services the health center of-

fers. The only problem Averill cited as outstanding at the

health services is "a whole lot of people at one time com-

ing in." He said studies are being done to determine how

to arrange staffing for the fastest service, but that ap-

pointments are the only way to guarantee being seen

quickly.

"That's the biggest negative," Averill said. "Pwple

must understand, considering how long you have to wait

sometimes at the University."

"We're just trying to help students help themselves to

get the most out of college, physically and mentally," he

said.

Averill added that the service's staff is "highly trained,

and puts in more than a normal work week."

"We provide ton-level care," he said.
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Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!

The SUB would like to offer you a coupon special. Buy

any two subs and get a third* absolutely FREE! This

ccfupc" i\ good from now thru Nov 9. 1982. on any

Sunday or 1 uesday between the hours of 3 p m. and 6 p.m.

We hopf to see you soon and don't forget to bring a

friend.
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To AU
On-Campus
Groups:

Because of the Collegian's

dependence on advertising

revenue, we are forced to make
this announcement. Starting

Monday. Nov. 15. 1982. we
will not accept eny advertising

for events that wlU be held at

and/or produce revenue for

businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the Collegian. It is

your responsibility to chec'

with the advertising depa'

ment at the Collegian.

JOHN F. TURA, UMASS/AMHERST
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DeKuyper toasts you for winning this

month's DeMugshot contest. It wouldn't have
happened without that beautiful face of

yours Or without the discoven/ of the delicious

taste of DeMugshot. That shot of DeKuyper's

smooth Peppermint Schnapps chased by

your favorite beer
So go ahead, celebrate your DeMugshot

victory And start looking around campus
for other zany people Chances are they've

also discovered something very new and
exciting. DeMugshot from DeKuyper.

DeKuyper' PeppermintSdinapps.
Pepperm.nt Schnapps 60 Proof John DeKuyper & Son Elmwood Place Ohio
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OF AMHERST
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Fort Lauderdale
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from Boston
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one way
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one way
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round trio

$439.00

round trip
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The whole University has changed

but a certain barber remains the sj
By LISA CANTWELL
Collegian Correspondent

The past 49 years have been host to numerous changes

for the University of Massachusetts. One person's role

however, has remained a constant part of the campus
scenario — the barber's. From the Depression to the

Nuclear Age, Nelson Major, 72, has cut hair for university

students.

"It's a beautiful place to work," Major said. "I love be-

ing surrounded by young people."

Major has considered retirement, but said the students

have kept him from leaving. "I love to meet all kinds,

e8i)ecially the young people. They have so much
philosophy and optimism in them; they keep me here."

Barbenng is a family tradition for the Adams, Mass.

native. Both his father and grandfather cut hair. Major

began his apprenticeship under his father in 1929, work-

ing after high school classes everyday.

Haircut styles have fluctuated through the decades. The

1930's saw crew cuts and flat-top)s as the leading trends.

In the 1940's, the government, due to compulsory Reserve

Officer Training Corps (ROTC) service, determined the

trend. "I had to cut all the boys' hair military style, which

was short with no sideburns," Major said.

In the 1960's "it was not very popular to get a haircut at

all," he said. It was, in fact, so unpopular that Major's

barbenng business declined a considerable 66 percent.

"I had seven bart)ers plus myself at the beginning of the

decade," said Major. "By the middle of the 60's I had cut

my help back to myself and three others." The hair

preference is now short. Major said.

"The campus in 1982 is quite a bit different compared to

1933 when Major began his barbenng career here, he said.

Currently working in the Student Union building three

afternoons a week, he started in a now extinct North Col-

lege mens' dormitory, where Whitmore now stands.

"When I first began," Major said, "UMass was chang-

ing from a mostly agricultural school to a state university.

We had a dairy building; Bartlett Hall was up; and the

basement of the Old Chapel was used as a library before

Goodell was built." At that time about 1,150 students at-

tended UMass, he said.

Northeast was the main residential area for men and

women occupied the Abigail Adams House, located where

Graduate Research Center now stands.

"Rooming houses were an off-campus alternative for

those times," Major said. "Fraternities were popular,

about half the men joined frat houses. I guess they liked

the food home-cooked better than cafeteria style."

The University's policies have also changed over the

past 49 years. "Every Tuesday at 11:00 a.m.," he said,

"freshman and sophomore students, dressed in their for-

mal clothes, would attend what they called convocation.

This was a lecture given by administration people about

the rules and regulations of the university."

Consumption of alcoholic beverages in the dorms was

against the rules, but Major said like college students of

today, they managed to break regulations. "The boys

would hide a bottle of something, sneak into the dorms

and have a little party anyway," he said.

Major said he feels students have not changed much

over the past 49 years. "Kids are still kids, most good,

happy and full of vitality." But he describes today's

students as "brighter" and said for their age, "they have

been around more, know more about life" than students of

the past.

Major said the most important thing young people today

should do is "just plain be themselves," adding with a

smile that "students could proljably give me some good

advice."

Coltetrimn pktAo hj Katie Wattan

Hair styles may chang^e, but barber Nelson
Major has continued to perform his trimming
and cutting in the Student Union. Displaying his

technique. Major clips and combs the hair of

Carlos Alonso, a candidate for a PhD in

Linguistics at UMass.
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510 OFF!
Save $10 on all

women's boots

Reg. '29.99 and up

Newslines . .
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Northampton Klan rally
There will be a march and rally to protest the re-

emergence of the Klu Klux Klan at 1:30 p.m., Saturday at

the Unitarian Church on Main Street in Northampton.

The protesters will march through the town and meet

again at the church for the rally. The event has been plan-

ned to coincide with the national anti-KJan rally scheduled

for Saturday in Washington D.C.

VA work-study created
The Veteran's Administration has started a work study

program to help veterans find the money needed to sup-

plement their GI Bill education benefits. Veterans can

work up to 250 hours per semester and earn over $835 in

addition to their regular education assistance allowance.

Veterans wanting additional informatwn should contact

John. J . McNiff at 1 800 392 6015.

MHC; Vance to speak
Cyrus Vance, former Secretary of sUte for the Carter

Administration will deliver the keynote address at the

Avoiding the Apocalypse: Nuclear Weapons and U.S.

Foreign Policy conference to be held this Saturday and

Sunday at Mt. Holyoke College in South Hadley.

There will be three sessions dealing with the con-

sequences of nuclear war; the doctrine of deterence and

arms controls in the 1980's. All sessions are free and open

to the public.

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Amherst
(abovg Mtthew Sho—)

Resumes Sl Papers
Consultations & Editing

Theses • Di—ertations.
TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

r"^
'^^

Pizzas: small, medium
Grinders: small and larg^e

FREE DELIVERY
Call 253-3808 or 2560115

356 CoUege St. I
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Letters
Poster destruction must stop
To the Editor:

It has come to my attention that there has been a poster

war waged on campus, in particular against the Student

Alliance for Israel who cannot put up one piece of

literature without having it torn down. The Student

Alliance for Israel is a group concerned with Political and

Social issues. It is apparent there are many factions com-

mitted to the destruction of the State of Israel who

manifest themselves on campus; however, I am confused

why they tear down posters advocating weekly Israeli

dancing. Do these antagonists perceive our dancing as a

threat? Unfotunately I believe this is a combination of

blind hate and intolerance. When one finds a huge

Swastika over a poster of a distinguished speaker such as

Martin Peretz (who recently spoke on Israel and the

Media) the ridiculous mentality of these cowards is clear.

It is not at all ironic that these opponents who detest the

democratic State of Israel also show their clear rejection

of basic democratic principles. Thus they are consistant

when they deny the Student Alliance for Israel the right to

Freedom of Speech. I believe it to be far more respectable

to disagree openly with someone than to destroy posters

secretly like a spineless vandal. As a person who is com-

mitted to democracy I would like to teach those opponents

of the S.A.I, a quick lesson in democracy.

Perhaps Voltaire stated it best. "I may not agree with

what you have to say. but I will defend to the death your

rieht to say it." Stop tearing down our literature!!!!!

Richard Kirschen
Southwest

Index unsatisfied with UPC

To the Editor:

I would like to respond to Billy Prichett's letter concern-

ing UPC complimentary tickets for the Index. I too see no

rational behind having two photographers at every con-

cert. However, as the 1982-1983 Fine Arts Editor. I

recognize a need for two tickets; one for a photographer

and one for someone from my staff to write a review of the

event. Adequate coverage of any event on campus will be

limited as long as this one complimentary ticket policy re-

mains in effect. Our job is to publish a complete record of

fine arts production on campus throughout the year.

Thursday, November 4, 1982 Thursday, November 4, 1982 ,C()lk-aian 9

Responsible journalism goes further than just supplying

the buyers and graduates with a picture book. Many of the

events that UPC and other organizations bring to campus

deserve recognition beyond mere pictures. Although space

does not allow for copy concerning every production,

there is a need to capture and present highlights from sell-

out performances and special guests. This will enable the

graduates to lot)k back in their yearbooks in years to come

and have more than just pictures to jar their memory.

The Index is often distributed across the country, has

won top publication awards over the past years, and most

importantly remains as one of the strongest and most

positive public relations medium for the University of

Massachusetts. If UPC and other groups on campus would

try and work in cooperation with the Index staff, all our

experiences would be more rewarding for ourselves and

those we serve.
Michele Stein

Fine Arts Editor of the Index

Senator denies assertions

To the Editor:

Much has been made of the recent decision by the Stu-

dent Senate to endorse State Senator John W. Olver for

re-election. I will not address this issue as much has

already been discussed and argued. In the end, though, a

clear majority of the Student SenaU)rs decided the matter.

Unfortunately, some people have attempted to under-

mine the effectiveness of the Senate by continuing to op-

pose the decision of the majority. In Monday's Collegian

column, Tim Rudolf argued that the Senate is an irrespon-

sible body. He does not really explain why he feels this

way. except to pt)int out his disagreement with one deci-

sion. Maybe his confusion is due to his inexperience. He

has only been a Student Senator for one meeting, yet he

feels qualified U) call the Senate an "irresponsible and

more than ineffectual institution."

The Student Senate is an institution that originated over

25 years ago. Since that time it has grown and matured

until today where it legislates over the entire Student

Crt)vemment Activities System. It budgets and coor-

dinates a 1.8 million dollar trust fund. It supports such

groups as the Union Program Council (UPC), which bnngs

us fantastic performances, and the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy (SCERA), which has

a national reputation for its student advocacy work. There

are over 400 Recognized Student Organizations involved

in this system. Student Controlled Businesses have been

supported and now generate over two mUlion dollars in

revenue. While the Senate can not claim credit for the ac-

tivities of student groups, it is a major force in allowing

these groups to develop. o . ,«

One final point to consider, though, is Mr. KudoU s

statement, "work with to accomplish, not against to

disrupt." While the Senate may not be perfect, let us all

work together so we can do the most to help students. I

question the motivation behind attacking the Senate and

caution M:ainst "working against to disrupt."

Chris Sullivan

Student Senator
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Save up to $160

on England's premier

handbuilt bicycles...

Th^ BrWth Are Cdmhg...

The BrHhk Are Comh§!
Valley Bicycles Ltd. is now the Pioneer Valley's

. Factory Outlet for Dawes, hand-built English bicycle.

Open House - Sat. Nov.
Dawes Bicycle

FACTORY OUTLET

Direct from the factory savings on

first quality racing and touring

models featuring the finest in cycle

components including Reynolds 531

Tubing

vl^LLf,.

Outlet Prices

Every
5 Seconds

America Pops
the Big Canadian!
Get ready to try the big, clean taste

ofO'Keefe. OKeefes gonna become
America s favorite Canadian brew.

QKeefeilt
imported by Century Importers. Baltimore, Maryland

STYLE REG OUTLET YOU
PfllCE PRICE SAVE

Racing iSS9 $399 $160
Touring $539 $385 $154

Tounng $W0 $355 $145

Racing $400 $2S9 $111

Touting I21b $199 $?b

89fVlainSt

Amherst

2560880
Behind the Cheese Shop
S Valley Farms Dairy Store

VcvcV^o

FPBB Coffee &donuts all day

FP88 " Seal bag with any Dawes purchased Saturday

Fr66 Handlebar Bag with any Fuji purchased Saturday

And on accessories • It's Hippy Hour All Deyl

Purchases over S20 00

Purchases over MO"
Purchases over ^75"

Purchases over MOO"

5% discount

10% discount

15% discount

20% discount

Now is the time to get your cycling shoes, clothing,

winter accessories, books or indoor trainers for

yourself or. . as Christmas gifts.

rust> nail
hurs. Nov. 4 Fri. Nov. 5

presents

Sat. Nov. 6

MAX CREEK The ATLANTICS with Justm FAT

EmTORIAL/OPINION

Irish history doesn't support the LR.A.
The IRA (Irish republican Army) is a terrorist

organization which must be stopped. Their savagery

against the people of Northern Ireland is an offense

to Human Rights. It's shocking to see that we Americans

contribute so much money to the IRA, which they in turn

use to purchase communist weapons. Their claim of

sovereignty over Northern Ireland and their violent ac-

tions are wrong, and we must realize this and stop suppor-

ting this terrorist organization.

Ulster (Northern Ireland) is today a distinct British En-

tity. Even in Prehistoric times, georgraphical cir-

cumstances gave Ulster a distinct identity seperate from

the rest of Ireland. Modern North America and particular-

ly the USA was populated as part of the same great move-

ment of population which sent people from England and

Scotland to Ulster. Ulster today is the same as either

Scotland or Wales, a national component of the United

Kingdom. The process by which modem Ulster was

created can no more be put into reverse than that which

created the United States.

David Knower
When the Irish Republic seceeded from the United

Kingdom in 1921, Ulster stayed loyal to the United

Kingdom. The loyalty in Ulster was strengthened by the

fact of the Republic's lack of success in many areas. In a

lot of ways the Republic is a failed political entity, and the

need to focus attention away from these problems has

brought about the Republic's attacks on Northern Ireland.

Except under British rule, there has been not time, in any

modem sense, when the Republic and Ulster have been

politically Lmited. When Ireland seceeded from the United

Kingdom in 1921, the union of the two countries came to

an end.

Because there was controversy about the demarcation

of the frontier between the Republic and Ulster, a tripar-

tite agreement was signed in 1925, ending the controver-

sy. The agreement was signed by Northern Ireland, the

Irish Free State and the United Kingdom and was

registered with the League of Nations (Now the United

Nations) and was also approved by the legislatures of the

three signatory countries.

In 1932, the Govemment of Mr. DeValera came to

power. His Govemment unilaterly broke this and other

agreements to which his country had been pledged. The

Govemment went so far as to adopt a constitution in 1937,

in which they claimed sovereignty over Northern Ireland.

This of course was in breach of several previous undertak-

ings.

A referendum, asking whether the people of Northern

Ireland wanted to remain part of the United Kingdom or

be joined with the Irish Republic outside of the United

Kingdom, was voted on in 1973. The outcome of the vote

was 98.92 percent in favor of staying with the United

Kingdom. Why do the people of Northern Ireland want to

remain part of the United Kingdom? As previously stated,

Northem Ireland is a distinct British Entity, and not a

part of Ireland as the Irish claim. Why doesn't Portugal

join with Spain or Sweden with Norway?

The claim of sovereignty over Northem Ireland stayed

in the Republic's constituion although, in several subse-

quent international agreements, such as the Treaty of

Rome, the (Jovemment of the Republic gave full formal

recognition to "the United Kingdom of Great Britian and

Northem Ireland" implying the invalidity of its own claim.

This claim to sovereignty over Northem Ireland, which

for a large part are directed and organized in the Republic.

After committing a terrorist crime, be it a bombing,

murder or any other crime, they can come back to the

Republic where they will be given protection and not sent

back to face trial in Northem Ireland. In 1981, there were

600 persons at liberty in the Republic whom the Northem

Irish fwlice wanted to question.

"Terrorism strikes at the rule of Law, a deliberate at-

tack on Society." If the IRA would like to see a change in

Northem Ireland, why can't they do it peacefully? There

are democratic elections, such as in 1973 and those which

have recently been held, and there is also a referendum on

the border so that those who would like to see a United

Ireland, could go about it peacefully. The IRA, however,

does not attempt to get people to vote for them, but rather

try to get their way with violence. This type of violence

must be stopped by society.

David Krvower is a UMass student

Random Notes

The tired ins and outs on the heartbreak of waking up

The idea sneaks into the back of your head

when one eye pries itself open to see what time

it is in the morning.

Rt. 4/, Sunderldnd, MA 665 4937 You must be 18 to enter.

The thought grows. It grows as you throw the alarm

clock across the room, squeeze your head with your

hands, curse the moming and roll over in bed. It will not

leave you alone.

You play with the idea and smile devilishly as you float

back to a blissful sleep. Maybe this time it will leave you

alone.

But, just when you think you had it easy, guilt meets

the foe half-way across your brain and a war erupts. The

battle fluctuates between guilt and delight, and you find

it hard to return to a sound sleep. Through this relentless

war of endless voices in your mind, the question you must

face, as you do every day, keeps pushing its way to your

mouth. You fight the question. You refuse to answer.

You will not let it take control of your senses. Today you

have to win.

Finally, after minutes that seem like hours, you pull the

covers from your sweating body. Nerves shot, you try to

resist. Your attempt seems futile. Then, hit by a waft of

cold moming air, you find the strength to fight the voices

one more time. You dive back under the covers to safety

and warmth. But, you hear the sounds once again. It's

not worth it. It's just not worth it. The guilt trip begins.

They have beaten you again, it's no use. Time to give

up.

You wipe your face and the voices become unbearable.

There will be no more fighting. No more guilt. "The war is

over. You try to regain your posture. You whip off the

c >vers-accept defeat and scream, "Alright, damn it. I'll

go to class."

Jeff Potter hasn't been seen recently

in his eight-o 'clock class.

Town critic

turns crier

On voting day, I was still Q-tipping the Halloween

Bky out of one ear and the yellow moon out of

another, when it dawned on me that the face in the

mirror should have been among the candidates for State

Office (or at least, Town Critic).

My purpose in office would be first to open up a shovel

factory so we could be better equipped to push the bullshit

aside. I would then begin to abolish various departments

that always seem to be around, even though we never

voted for them:

1) The Department to Change Things Around. This

department is often funded by Money Which Must Be

Spent Quickly or Else the (Jovemment Will Take It Back.

(Ever hear of a more stupid way of allocating improve-

ment grants?) One example of this department's han-

diwork was the pavement job through town last year,

which gave motorcyclists lovely cobblestone islands to get

shipwrecked on during left turns.

This mysterious organization was at it again this year,

with the Changing of the Hasbrouck Bus Stop. I think

most commuters will agree that Hasbrouck was a fine

place to park a bus, and to park one's butt, while waiting

in the snow or rain for a bus. It was a good terminal for

everybody, even the handicapped. It had light, warmth
and a certain je ne sais quoi. ()ne would think it was fine

enough as it stood.

Steve Masse

But Nooooooooooooo!
This department had to go
fix something that wasn't

broken. The terminal is now
on the far end of

Hasbrouck. This means
more people will be stomp-

ing over the pine roots at

the side of the building to

get to the Campus Center.

More people will catch their

death of pneumonia at this

most-used bus stop (which

now has no benches for peo-

ple who must wait
sometimes an hour for a

bus). Also, more wheelchair

riders will be run down
because their ramp is six

feet away frort\^ the
crosswalk!

I can't imagine why the crosswalk wasn't painted bet-

ween the handicap ramps, or why handicap ramps are so

narrow. There must be an unwritten rule that says walk-

ing people need curb stones to climb up, either for health

or so they will have something to trip over when they're

tired, whereas wheelchair riders need ramps but not

necessarily crosswalks.

Perhaps the bus stop was put where it was for "sym-

metry" with the one across the street. Great for snowball

fights between the North Siders and the South Siders, but

other than that, I don't think airplane riders will laud the

Department to Change Things Around for this atrocious

planning.

2) The Department of Phantom Vandals. Now I can't en-

tirely hate the Department to Change Things Around for

transplanting the Hasbrouck bus stop, without also ex-

coriating those odious vermin who delight in ripping

bathroom stalls off the walls, who knock out light bulbs,

who place wads of chewed gum in strange places, and who

abuse doorways and glass. If it weren't for the Depart-

ment of Phantom Vandals, then there might never be an

excuse for moving the bus stop, if indeed anybody might

give that reason. (Efficiency be damned, if there's going to

be a service, then provide the servit?e to the people who

use it, not to the efficiency "experts '!)

3) The Department of Stupid Questions. One night I was

stricken after dancing by what I thought was a heart at-

tack. I asked my friend to drive me to the UMass Health

Services. Before I was checked out okay with exhaustion

or hyperventilation, I was asked the following questions:

"What's wrong?"
"I can't breathe."

"Are you on the Valley Health Plan?"

"No."
"Are you on the student Health Plan?"

"No, I'm not taking courses this semester."

"Then why did you come here?"

Alas, voting day has come and gone. I am neither Gover-

<nor nor Town Critic, but one citizen with open eyes and a

iRaming pen, writing with hopes that people will always re-

main the most important issue within any l>ook of rules.

Steve Masse is a UMass stvdent
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Dorboquod Ribs Spoclol

with this coupon;

$2.00 off
rolls and butter

vou pay only $6.95
served 1 1 arr. to 10 pm

p/ea^^ present coupon

_Cou2qn ex£irw Nov. _15^1982^ when_qrdering
j

Includes:

potato

coleslaw
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OKeefe OKeefe

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2 EGGS

I 2 PANCAKES
Valuable Coupon
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R«g. $2.55

i 2 STRIPS BACON ^ $0 OC
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Th# Only Ploco To Do On

Thursdoy Night In Amhorst

I'KEEFE NIGHT
12 oz Bottles .95

plus

Two For One Bar Liquor Drinks

Three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25
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OFFICERS COMMISSION

INTHE army:
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4- Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also

means you re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our

J medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
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P.O. Box 7713. Burbank, CA 91510.
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NEW POLITICS

MASS FAIR SHARE
a statewide citizen's action organization

Has full and part time positions available

to do fundraising, outreach, and to develop a

citizen's lobby that can shape and influence the

political and economic decisions in this state.

Hours are 2-10 pm; pay $175-225/week

call 586-8713

will train, college credits available ^
'\V 1 1 am - 1 pm Mon-Fri ^__ //
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How The University

Arts Council Serves The Arts

Advice on. . .

. . .planning 6 Promotion

.Proposal Writing

. . .Organizational Development

. . Career Oportunities

workshops in . . .

.A 3-credit course m arts management.

(to be offered spring semester 83. Limited to 8 students.

application deadline November 12.)

. . .Careers in Arts Management

. . .Making a Career as an Artist

info about. . .

. . .5-College Area Arts Calendar

. . .Reviews of UMass Arts Events

. . .The Establishemnt of Arts Councils for Residence Areas

. '.Sponsoring Events, Contests to Stimulate Interst/Participation

Through events sponsored in part or fully by the Arts Council,

we are helping to keep the community informed as to what is

happening in the Arts brought onto campus or from within the

student body.

These services are provided to UMass students involved in the

arts by the University Arts Council and the Arts Extension Ser-

vice, a Division of Continuing EduCv tion.

For help or information, contact the Arts Council Office

(545-0202)

or AES (545-2360).
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Ifs the extra-fine rolling ball of Pilot's remarkable new Precise

Ball Liner Pen. > If you haven't guessed which one it is. look at

the top photo again. It's the tnm beauty on the bottom left.)

But unlike the others, the real beauty of Pilot's Precise Ba!!

Liner is the extra-fine line it puts on paper. It glides smoothly

across the page because its tiny tungsten carbide ball is held

securely within a needle-like stainless steel collar.

A collar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most durable,

trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.

It's letter-wntersjoy. An artists dreann.

A scribbler's delight. -k*^
One more fine point: the Pilot -'^^-

Precise Ball Liner doesn't have

>

a big. fat price. Ifsjust

askinny $1.19

f3cll liner

The rolling ballpen that revolutionizes thin writing.

n Blackcollies survive

despite economic burden
By DR. MANNING MARABLE
THE GRASSROOTS"

• .jm'. . •

•. z^ ^ ». ^* • k

Akua Dixion cellist (above) will be performing with CLOUDS, a seven

piece contemporary jazz group featuring keyboardist Clyde Criner. The

group will be appearing at the UMass Amherst Student Union Ballroom

on Sunday, November 21, 1982 lit 8:00.

Passage

Mass. voters to
By PHILLIP JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

The results of Tuesday's elections were

fantastic. Dukakis is in and King is out. We
voted to send Kennedy back into the senate

which is helping to Uke seats away from

the Republicans, who only seem to believe

that nuclear arms and sky high unem-

ployment is good for the people and the

economy.

Overall, the voters of Massachusetts did

a great job of restoring some kind of sanity

to our troubled society, or did they.

Editor's

Commentary
The Death Penalty was passed by the

voters of this state because they assumed it

would deter crime. The death penalty is not

a deterrant to crime.

Massachusetts has always been a

progressively minded state. PoUtically we

have led the nation in our policies and acts

of legislation. However, by voting YES to

the death penalty, the voters of

Massachu.setts have passed the most racist,

discriminatory piece of legislation m

decades.

The reason I say the passing of the Death

Penalty is racist is academic. Essentially

those who will be .sentenced to die will be

poor people. The majority of the poor

people in this country, comparatively

speaking are minorities, blacks and

Hispanics. So the scenario becomes clearer.

It seems ironic that people who voted for

a nuclear freeze, to preserve peace on a

world wide scale, would vote in favor of a

law to kill.

What gives the sUte the unquestionable

right tx) kill and play GOD! An eye for an

eye is not the best way to deter crime. It's

not a punishable crime for Nixon to be

directly involved in scandles within the

United Sutes government? Or it is not a

crime to supply arms to a fascist dic-

tatorship like El Salvador so that they may

slaughter thousands? If these are crimes

shouldn't Nixon and Reagan be sent to

death row?

The civic right to vote is an important

part of American democracy. It is so im-

portant that White folks invented crucial

laws to prohibit Black folks from voting.

Laws like "The Grandfather Clause" which

only allowed Blacks to vote if their gran-

dfathers did. were instituted as a means to

keep Blacks from voting. ReaUy. what

Blacks back in 1870 had a grandfather that

voted?

The passing of the Death Penalty is a

most untimely occurrence. Right after we

sent Governor King packing, we are left

with one of his most devasting plans that he

seemed so hard up on getting passed.

So now that we've made this mistake,

how long will it take for those doing the

sentencing to follow through and make a

similar one?

We as natives of this state have much to

be proud of. From a political standpoint we

continue to be the leaders when it comes to

progressive legislation.

But this time we can take no credit, and

in fact we only have ourselves to blame.

All educational institutions mirror the

racial and class dynamics of the larger

society. Black higher education was

designed neither to promote the intellectual

development of black youth, nor to advance

the material prospects for black working

class and poor people. Education for blacks,

as first advanced by the white majority,

was to maintain the structures of inequality

within both the political economy and the

culture and society as a whole.

Thus, black students and faculty who

attended and taught at majority black

colleges have always faced a very different

set of problems than those which confront

progressive minded whites at

predominantly white schools. From their

beginning after the Civil War and

Reconstruction periods, these colleges were

directly the products of racial segregation.

Black scholars like W.E.B. Duliois, who

graduated from Harvard with honors in

1895. were not hired to permanent posts in

white universities simply on the basis of

race.

The historically black college is largely

the direct product of racial segregation.

Ninety one of the 107 black colleges were

esUblished before 1910. GeneraUy un

derfinanced and inadequately staffed, black

higher education was permitted to exist

only in skeleUl form during the long night

of White Supremacy. As late as 1946. only

four black colleges. Howard University.

Fisk University, Taladega College and

North Carolina State, were accredited by

the Association of American Universities.

In the school year 1945 46. black un-

dergraduate enrollment was 43.878 in the

black colleges. Less than eighteen hundred

attended black professional schools; only

116 were then training to become lawyers.

Even after the passage of expanded

educational legislation, the number of Afro

Americans who were financially able to

attend universities was pitifully small. By

1950. 41.000 "minority" men and 42.000

"minority" women (blacks. Asians, etc.)

between ages 18-24 attended colleges,

about 4.5 percent of their total age

grouping. That same year, by way of

contrast, 1.025,000 white males between

18 24 years old attended college, 15 percent

of the toUl white age group. The function of

the black college was, at least from the view

of white society, to train the Negro to

accept a "separate and unequal" position

within American life.

Despite these institutional barriers to

quality education, the black schools did a

remarkable job in preparing black youth for

productive careers in the natural and social

sciences, in the trades and humanities. A
brief review of one black college. Fisk

University, provides an illustration. Fisk

was the home for a major number of black

intellectuals during the era of segregation:

"FROM DuBois; historian John Hope Franklin;

sociologist E. Franklin Frazier; ar-

tists/novelists James Weldon Johnson,

Arna Bontemps. Sterling Brown. Nikki

Giovanni. John Oliver KUlens, and Frank

Yerby. A number of Fisk alumni joined the

ranks of the black elite in the twentieth

century as decisive leaders in public policy,

representing a variety of political ten-

dencies: U.S. Representative William L.

Dawson; Marion Berry, mayor of

Washington. D.C.; Wade H. McCree. U.S.

Solicitor General during the Carter

Administration; U.S. district judge Con-

stance Baker Motley; CivU Rights activist

John Lewis; Texas State Representative

Wilhelmina Delco; Federal judge James

Kimbrough.

Other Fisk graduates moved into the

private sector to establish an economic

program for black development along

capitalist lines, such as A. Maceo Walker,

president of Universal Life Insurance

Company. One out of every six black

physicians, lawyers and dentists in the

United States today are Fisk graduates. A
similar profile could be obtained from

AtlanU University. Morehouse College of

Atlanta. Spelman College of Atlanta.

Tougaloo College of Mississippi. Tuskegee

Institute of Alabama. Howard University of

Washington. D.C.. and other black in

stitutions of higher learning. My point here

is not that these schools ever developed a

clear pedagogy for black liberation, nor that

they were organically linked to the daily

struggles of the black masses. The con

servatism of many black college ad-

ministrators, as represented by Tuskegee's

Booker T. Washington, is almost legend

among black people.

These schools operated under the rigid

constraints of race/class tyranny, and often

suffered under benign to malignant ad

ministrations imposed by white trustees

and state governments. But despite these

and other contradictions, the black

universities have on the balance been much

more open to progressive and liberal faculty

— particularly during the period of the Cold

War of the 1940's and 1950's. They created

the intellectual and social space necessary

for the development of militant political

reformers, dedicated public school

teachers, physicians, and other skilled

professionals within the black community.

Without such institutions, the nightmare of

Jim Crow might still exist, and the material

conditions of the black ghetto and working

class would unquestionably be worse.

The Civil Rights and Black Power

Movements, combined with a political shiu

of the U.S. government under the Johnson

Administration toward implementation of

some affirmative action guidelines within

white civil society, accelerated this

educational process. By 1970. 192.000 black

men and 225.000 black women between

ages 18-24 attended college.

Lady Sings The Blues starring Diana Ross wil be playing Friday

November 5, 1982 in the Student Union Ballroom. The film will be

shown at 6;00, 8;45 and 11:15.
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9-11:30

Ladies Nile.

Drinks for all

the ladies.

No Cove r.

ST
Delaxed Dress Code

g

I In honor of our first year in business we are f

I
having an Air Bass contest!! On Nov. 10

|

1 bring in your own music and wail on air

i bass for 60 sec. .

g
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Winner Receives A
FREE SANYO

MG-9
3
S

I
Stereo Mini-Cassette Player
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MillER Hiqh UFe
Player-of-the-Month

October's Miller High Life Player-of-the-

Month award goes to Marlene Susienka. Su-

sienka, a senior exercise science nnajor,

spent October juggling a schedule of tour-

naments for Jack Leannan's women's golf

team and practice for the women's basket-

ball team.

Marlene was already regarded as one of

the best women golfers ever to participate in

the sport at UMass prior to this year. As a

sophomore she was named to the Ail-

American team.

This year, and particularly during October,

Marlene further engraved her rwme in the

UMass record books when she won three

tournaments and set a UMass home course

record.

Susienica's Triple Crown:
- Yale Invitational

- AlAW's Eastern Championship

- Mount Holyoke Invitational

Congratulations Marlene,

/t's Miller Time

The Duke Ellington Committee and the

UPC presents a special evening

of contemporary black music with

Clouds
featuring

Clyde Criner

Akua and Gail Dixon
Joe Ford and John Blake

of the McCoy Tyner Group

Victor Bailey

and Omar Hakim
of the new Weather Report

Sunday, Nov. 21 at 8:00 pm
at the Student Union Ballroom

UMass ,Amherst
Tix on sale Fri. Nov. 5 at

Prices: $6.00 students, $7.00 gen. pub.

URU, For the Record (Faces)

and all Ticketron outlets

Arts
Knaackwithout the flak
DONALD KNAACK
Tuesday, November 2

Bezanson Recital Hall

BY PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Tuesday night marked the world premiere

of percussionist-composer Donald Knaack's

most recent composition, "Inside the Plastic

Lotus." Knaack, who has played with the

Louisville Orchestra and the Buffalo

Philharmonic, treated the audience to an

evening of works for performer, tape, and

fUm. Two of the three pieces he performed

involved at least four different types of

media, making the concert almost more of a

happening.

The pieces were performed in

chronological order. The first. "...For John

Cage," was played on a prepared

vibraphone. The prepared vibraphone is an

ingenious invention of Mr. Knaack's based

on John Cage's prepared piano. Instead of

the paper clips, washers, and rubber

erasers that Cage used. Mr. Knaack uses

blocks and bells attached to different bars

of the vibraphone. The composition, which

consisted of three two minute pieces,

sounded very simular to Cage's. Each piece

used rhythmic and tonal patterns for its

structure, drawing on classical motifs.

The second piece, "Dance Music I and II,"

was a chronology of dance music from the

beginning of time until the present. It

featured Mr. Knaack on percussion, a tape

accompaniment, a film, and a number of

inflatable objects, that he inflated with a

bicycle pump. It was really great. He used

the hiss of the bicycle pump as part of the

aural texture. There were three "inflatable

objects." The first was inflated in the form

of a person meditating, with chimes from

the tape in the background. The next two

resembled black Romper Room punching

bags with hands, one of which was inflated

while accompanied by the tape. The other

bag was to the tune of the tape as well as a

film. The film, made by Tom Busch, was a

projection of light and dark brown shapes

opposite each other. The screen was in

constant motion splitting down the middle,

from top to bottom, left to right, and then

diagonally. It was very effective, in that

each division of the screen registered its

own particular tone in the mind of the

viewer. This made for a three part per

cussion section: the fihn, Ihe tape, and

Knaack.
"Dance Music I and 11" was written for the

1980 Warsaw Autumn Festival. There was

no problem in the interaction between

artist and tape or tape and film. The tape,

which consisted mostly of dance music from

throughout the ages, was doctored elec

Ironically so that the rhythm and feel of

very disparite pieces of music blended

together into a rhythmic collage of sound.

All the different elements of the com

position fit together quite nicely. The piece

really worked well.

The featured piece of the evening, "Inside

the Plastic Lotus," was the result of

Knaack's five year stay in Los Angeles. It

was designed to "reflect a transient society

in which desires have become an obsessive

reality." The piece is "dedicated to children

of all ages in hope that one day they will

grow up." The piece consisted of slides of

Ix)s Angeles with drum and vibraphone

accompaniment. Again there was a tape

playing in the background. It was less

dominating than the dance music's soun

dtrack.

Knaack alternated between playing and

standing up in front of a microphone as he

pointed ironies in American life. "We're so

busy shaking," he commented, "we forget

to bake. " Another part of the piece found

him sitting on a chair behind a small table

The heart of Ireland
SIAMSA
The National Folk Theatre

of Ireland

Tuesday, November 2

Fine Arts Center

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

The word "siamsa" means "merry-

making" in Gaelic, and that is probably the

best way to describe the energetic perfor-

mance of the National Folk Theatre of

Ireland at the Fine Arts Center. This multi-

talented group of dancers, singers, mimes,

and musicians treated Tuesday night's au-

of the lifestyle and traditions of old rural

Ireland.

The concept of Siamsa was bom in 1%8
and has been growing ever since. Siamsa's

creator. Father Patrick Ahem, wanted to

preserve some of the magic of "his"

Ireland - the tradition-steeped coun-

tryside — from the ravages time. The

result is a series of musical sketches that

revolve around the central theme of daily

life in an old-fashioned Irish village. The

dedicated work of all those involved in the

Folk Theatre convinces one that, indeed,

the heart of Ireland is to be found in the

countryside.

Act I - "Samhra" or Summertime - il-

lustrated a day in the life of a simple Irish

homestead. From sunrise to sunset, this
ana musicians ireaieu lue&uajf infill, c, «« - - ,^^,„„^w4
dience to a bright and engaging rendering bittersweet existance was deftly portrayed

Mfcyw^^****<****«*
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speaking about business deals with the

words "cash flow" being sung in the

background. At one point, he sat on the

chair reading the horoscope from a

newspaper while in the background voices

asked "what's your sign.

"

"Inside the Plastic Lotus" was a very

entertaining piece. It is vaguely

reminiscent of Philip Glass' Einstein on the

Beach. While I thought that some of

Knaack's phrases were a bit too campy, it

didn't detract from the piece. But then so is

a better portion of American cuKure. The

piece was well thought out and clearly

expressed. Knaack's message is that

consumerism is the opiate of the American

masses.

As a composer. Knaack is really quite

good. While I'm not sure that what he does

is really all that new. the compositions

never fall short in conveying their music

and message. Knaack is a very fine per

cussionist, playing accurately and with

great attention to detail. His performance

on Tuesday night was realy enjoyable:

music that was light and deep at the time.

He seemed to have fun performing and the

audience seemed to have fun as well.

through mime, dance, and Gaelic songs. All

of the evening's songs were sung in (Jaelic.

but the mime and dancing alone were clear

enough to carry the simple storylines. ()f

the many talents showca.sed in "Samhra,"

the playing of traditional instruments and

the dancing were by far the best. In this act

and throughout the show, the jig dancing in

particular was outstanding.

"Cois Teallaigh" and "Casadh an

Sugain," the scenes in the second act, con-

tinued in the same manner. The skill and

grace with which the company handled in-

tricate group songs and dances underlined

the family spirit that allows these people to

perform so well together. The troupe's

sense of comic timing was perfect, and the

witty mime scenes needed no words to

translate.

"Siamsa an Fomhair," or "A Harvest

Merrymaking," concluded the show. In the

piece were both the worst and the best

moments of the performance. The
nightmare sequence, in which the thresher

dreams of com shocks come to life, con-

sisted of clumsy choreography, silly

costumes, and insufficient lighting. One

could sense the audience's attention slipp-

ing away. This dream was followed by an

ensemble Harvest Festival Dance that was

fantastic. It seemed that Siamsa worked

best when it adhered to ijts original object

of illustrating village life.

The National Folk Theatre's perfor-

mance was followed by long and en-

thusiastic applause from a delighted crowd.

But the highest compliment paid to Siam-

sa's troupe and their marvelous show was

found in the clicking heels of the departing

audience trying out the dances for

themselves.

Siamsa, the National Folk Theatre of Ireland, performed Tuesday

night at the FAC.

The UMass Department of Music and Dance will present a concert of

original American Music by Laura Klock, horn, and Nadine Shank,

piano, at 8 p.m. on Friday, November 5 in Bowker Auditorium. Admis-

sion is free.
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SPINAL SCREENING
AT THE

Amherst Chirooractic Center

November 1 - November 15

1. Head tilt

2. High shoulder
3. Low scapula
4. Spinal curvature

5. Low hip

Potential Danger signals

of Irritated Nerves:
• Headaches, dizziness, blurred vision

• Neck pain, tight muscles, spasms
• Shoulder pain, pain down arms, numb-
ness in hands

• Pain between shoulders, difficult

breathing, abdominal pains
• Lower back pain, hip pain, pain down
leg

Amherst Chiropractic Center is offering spinal check-ups and

postural analysis for early detection of back problems.

TIME magazine says 75 million Americans have backache, and

with each passing year, this astronomical fugure grows by

7,000.000

Backache has become a catastrophic issue with the insurance

companies and with our national economy. It is one of the top

claims for disability. In addition to this, arthritis and rheumatic

complaints affect 77 percent of our adult population, and every

year millions sustain severe neck injuries from automobile

collisions.

With the use of a few simple painless tests we will be able to

determine the condition of the spine. Early detection of back

problems is the best prevention ..'or future back ailments.

The spinal screening will be offered without charge or

obligation, at the

Amherst Chiropractic Center

190 University Dr., Amherst, MA

Doctors will be available for answering questions on treatment

and prevention of back problems.

Pleas* call 256^700 for an appointment and bring a copy of

this announcomant with you.

Classic
Clothes from

CIMA
You love them

for their

versatility,

wearability

and timeless

shapes. It's

these same

qualities that

let you pull

together the

best casual

looks for this

fall. The idea

Is that anything

classic mixes

with other

pieces

wonderfully

comes up new

and fresh.

DOLD HEW WAYS WITH CLASSICSI

Hllmrloum Comtty
Sp^ctmculmr Bportm Action

Join the millions of fans who have caught

"Football Fever" as this dynamic and unforget-

table motion picture unfolds with outrageous

football comedy, non-stop grid-iron action, and

in-depth inspirational interviews with the best

of the NFL. ^^^ff^ COLOR 40 MINUTES

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

DOMT mSS THIS eXCITIMG mOTION PfCTOWE/
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Mount Snow Vermont Tours
"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1983

Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

^ Package includes:
«
«
*

mmA^
584-0560

CONTEMPORARY SPORTSWEAR
211 Main St.

Northampton

5 nights lodging

A gala welcome party

Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

Five full skiers' breakfasts

Four full course dinners

Ski tour guide & host

And so much more!
• Welcome Get-Together Party * Beer Bash* „

Wine & Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse- Drawn!

*

Sleigh Ride ' Movies ' And so much more

"Tha Mountain of Fun, MT Snow Vermont"
Ail Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and

16% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge
Mount Snow Vermont Tours

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vermont 05356
802-464-2076
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Hypercurricula..
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"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day
they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 1 13 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

JEWISH FEMINIST ORGANIZATION MEETING -
Those interested in working to bring films, speakers and
other cultural events to campus are encouraged to attend.

4 p.m., Dukes Room, Student Union.

CUSP SPECIAL MEETING - CUSP wiU have an im
portant special meeting to plan the rest of the semester —
all members are urged to attend. 4 p.m. 304 Tobin.

ANTI-CIA RALLY PLANNING MEETING - AU in-

terested people are invited to attend a planning meeting

for an anti-CIA rally to coincide with CIA recruitment in

Dec. 4 p.m., Earthfoods.

ACADEMIC GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE MEETING -
The academic affairs team of SCERA is organizing a

committee for all interested students to work on

developing and implementing an undergraduate grievance

procedure. 4 p.m. 901 Campus Center.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING - The Team wUl

discuss issues of concern for women and the ways we can

educate ourselves and others about racism and sexism.

Another main focus of the team will be planning for

International Women's Day. 6:30 p.m. 902 Campus Center.

SBA Career Day '82
i

I Tuesday, November 9
First Floor Campus Center

10:00 AM • 4:00 FM |

Luncheon 12-2 PM 1009 CO |

Reception 4 - 6 PM 1001 & 1002 CO
j

All Majors Welcome!
|

Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club !

Recycle
this

Collegian

UMASS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB - First jump

course tonight. Bring $85 inclusive. 903 CC. For more info,

call club office at 545-0829. 7 p.m.. 903 Campus Center.

SPECTRUM MEETING — Philosophical approach and

criteria for selection of contents in the next issue of the

University's Literary and Fine Arts Magazine. Other

items. New members welcome. Attendance mandatory.

Please come prepared. 7 p.m., Spectrum Office.

AMATEUR RADIO MEETING - The UMASS
Amateur Radio association is open to anyone interested in

worldwide communication via ham radio. A recent

equipment grant will be discussed. 7:30 p.m. 802 Campus
Center.

PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND - Preservation

Hall Jazz Band, a group of New Orleans musicians, will

perform the traditional music they created decades ago. 8

p.m.. Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

ROSES IN DECEMBER: THE STORY OF JEAN
DONOVAN — The title of this film "Roses in December" is

taken from Jean Donovan's last letter before she was

murdered in El Salvador by security forces. A very

powerful movie. 8 p.m., 163 Campus Center.

To All On-Campus Groups:
Because of the Collegian's dependence on
advertising revenue, we are forced to make this

announcement. Starting Monday, Nov. 16,

1982, we will not accept any advertising for

events that will be held at and/or produce
revenue for businesses inrith delinquent ac-

coimts at the Collegian. It is your responsibility

to check with the advertising department at the

Collegian.

CcNf Wild» DowAld SvrlicRUMd

Start TIie RevoIutIon

WiThouT Me
TIfURS. Nov. 4

MAkAR 7,9,11 $1.50

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid

Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon - Sat 10 - 5:30 tel. 256-0710

r
m£

Medical School
Tampico. Mexico

What Makes

A Ouaity

Medical School?

1. FmeFKutty

*7. Good Facilities

3. Quality Student Body

4. SuperviMd Cleftiship

Programs tor Ouaiided

M and 4«i year Students

Noresleodersa 4year program

Fus small classes, is W H listed

Untvnity ot ttm North East

Admtetons

120 East 41 St NY NV 10017

(212)594-0580

603-6560

S491SS4
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^ 233 N PleaMnt St

^^ Amhwit C»m»9« Shopt

^.-'<

1

S^

NORTHWOOD \

APARTMENTS i

Rt. 47 Sunderland '

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

665-3856
ott'ce open ftum

10-7 weekdays,

Saturdays M \
m
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Northampton Days are every

Thursday in the Collegian
liSIKIK^

^v

m m

op>en

Mon-Fri
8-5

Sat
9-2

Mobile or Drive-In Service

AUTO

WHILE-U-W/IIT
SftClAliilNG IN

DlNNtR 1^ VMtD»Mtl5-/0
IM 7lt.A!>ANT ST.

•RVPB CiOSiPTuCS.

Reach
25,000 people
Advertise here

CaU 545-3500

SpecialistSiNc
297 Pleasant St. Northampton

586-8388
."THE ONE AND ONLY

TC-FX44 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY C"

99*SALE

I With this coupon you'll receive any foot-long sandwich

for 99* when vou purchase another of comparable

value at the usual listed price. (Offer good through 11/7/82.)

Redeem At

iSUB

America's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

1 Hampshire Mall 214 Exchange St.

I Hadley Chicopee
90 King St.

Northampton

$189

Sound& Music
90-92 King Street (Rte 5). Northampton. 584-9547
Mon.-Wed. 10-6. Thurs.. Fri. 10-9, Sat. 10-5

Cio<id Advice
Hiwwst Price

VISA

r
Chona Pre-Hollday 20%Off ]

Shoe Sale! _ (except boots)

X-mas Gifts to be
^ Thankful For!

Cross-Country Ski Sole

Skis - $25.00 per pair, waxable only

Boots - $20.00 per pair, 50 & 75 mm
Poles - $5.00 per pair, fiberglass

Bindings - $5.00 per pair, 50 8- 75 mm
mounting available at extra cost, first come, first served

Down Clothing Sole by Cioss Y
Parkas - all goose down - $60.00

Vests - all goose down - $30.00

Poplin Shells - 60/40 pullover - $25.00
Sale starts Saturday, November 6,

ends when everything's gone!
runner'shop 9:30 - 5:00

114 Main St. Mon - Sat
Northampton

LANIHMi ZONE
A Genuine Army Navy Store

SALE
SPECIAL CORDURA
NYLON DAYPACK

50% RPQ. S19.95 50%

Sale
$095 OFF

SALE

25 King St., Northampton, MA 584-1373

11 Chapman St., Greenfield, MA 774-3472

*

*
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Doonesbury by Garry Tnideau

my, mi,
I'MHOM^i

IJ0ANI5! I OCTAN
WHAT HAP- BAPViFUGH^

d(j PENBP?! OUT. UJHAl

! TO PICK YOU INd UPH5Rt
UPAT Tha \
AIRPORT!

JU5T GOING THROUGH 50t€ STUFF
FRO^ arnee. iwkuhatifom^-
MYOUPam&^Mmi i/uhata

emir, hm?immaR son to
HAVB rr. mi poNTMmwPKasiM^
HIM TO PLAy. TH£ MOYMy^

aappip.

COULP
mGm
IT TO

HIM^

THBNH^U RB -

5Bmm. u/HY

DOtTT you JUST
PUT ITBACK IN

THSBOX? I

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

WIS MaVNC-, BECAU^ A STVOY

WE /Va/DEO shows TH/n- OUR.

f^FUTATlON AS AN iNSTiTUTE OF

HIGHER SDUCATION

JtOPMdt

\i€\it GOT TO DO sa^trHiNc- '

TO CHfiNO-Z OUTK COUNTBfU. -^J
IMACr£

WE OW OWi&£ THf AMMfS Of
OUHCOUKSaS.UKETHlS ONE..

\ri5TV\D or "UNOef^JATER if\5KEr-

\tJEAyihG" WE COULO CALL ""..

'^UEOUS CELLULOSE SCULPTURE.

SOl^OS GOOD. Wiif

DOTFCRBT
OF you

IhlNK?

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

I'LL 6o Sf\V \^0- ^<^^

Vv'

DO

Fine.
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CROSSWORD
1

5

10

ACROSS
Part of a diamond
Pertaining to

weigh! of air

Brink

14 Like —— of bricks

15 Kind of acid

16 Foray

17 Locales for

musicians
19 Mrs Shakespeare
20 George and TS
21 Rama's wife

23 McGrew ot Robert

Service poem
24 Byron poem
25 Recipient of a

bequest
27 Affirmative, below

the border

29 American League
team

32 Disciple

36 Shade of green

37 l^eter or gram
prefix

38 up (angry)

42 Cordoba cheer

43 Yearbooks Abbr

45 Famous
47 Dressmaker
51 Music's Gluck

52 Entombed
54 boy!

"

57 Promise
59 Glove of a kind

60 Plan

62 Like a bump on

64 Flat sea urchin

66 Bog
67 Papal headgear

68 Blood Suffix

69 Bonnet
70 • Dream ":

Wagner
71 Season

DOWN
1 Creche figure

2 In any way
3 Heroine of "Crime
and Punishment"

4 Give support

5 Cave dwellers

6 Salk'sorg

7 Coiffure process
8 Mood
9 Joint headliner

10 Baseball slat

11 Lawn pest

1? Loilobrigida

13 Hero of Jack
London novel

18 Stile

22 Philippine

pygmy

25 Occupation
26 Eternity

28 TV or radio

30 She, in St Lo

31 Pip

32 Early gardener

33 Fearful Prefix

34 Petit point or

macrame
35 DictCDeadeye

39 Largest artificial

lake

40 Dark room prod

41 Game piece

44 Pride, for one
46 Head decor on

turkeys

48 Total

49 Valse '.

Sibelius

50 Restrict, as

property

53 Lab burners

55 Alabama City

56 'For want of

57 Former movie
charmer

58 Salmagundi
60 Lupino and Cantor

61 Mild expletive

63 Right, to an ox

65 Tripoli

measure

1 2 3 4

1
18

S 6 7 R 9

72

10 11 12 U

14 15 16

17

?5

19

?6

20 ?1 23

301
IT

34 35
I ?7 29

39
I
40
I
41

31

3?

I
44

36

46

37 3<

4«
I
50

42

«3 45

I
53

I
55 56

47

sa

51

65

60^

I
I 5?

63

54 1
57 $9 61

6? 64

1
66 67 68

69 70 71
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Weather

Cloudy today. Rain
developing with high

temperatures in the upper

60s. Rain continuing

through the night, heavy

at times. Percipitation is

expected to taper off on

Friday.

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9am Concepto Latino

9-noon The Steve Diamond Show
12-3pm Trip to What Next with Ed Berk

3-5:30 DR - Black Contemporary
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Focus with Ken Mosacowski

7-10 Women's Media Project

10-2am Kari Njiiri with Pam Afrique

i

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza

Sausage, Hamburg
Pepperoni

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA

Individual Cheese Pizza

p:ggplant, Tuna

Chopped Chick Peas

BASK S DINNER
Baked Chicken

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Shel'.s in Cheese Sauce

I
"XsrocTate News Editor^|

Wanted ^f
The Collegian needs an associate news

-editor. Become involved in New England's

largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-

iperience in newswriting and reporting is

I necessary but we provide training. Low pay

I but great experience. All UMass students

I are encouraged to apply. Apply before Nov.

1 5 to Michael Foley, News Editor, in the Col-

\legian office, 113 Campus Center. The Col-

j legian is an equal opportunity employer.

CABLE/VIDEO
Random Order Video

10:30 - 12:00 Martin Peretz, Editor of

New Republic

12:00 - 12:30 Crew team paddles their

hearts out

12:30 - 1:15 Eric Clapton and Cream

1:15 - 1:45 Works from Wolverine in

Last Great Americans

1:45 - 2:00 Parachute Club

I

EARTH FOODS MENU

Vegetable Chili

Green Salad

Steamed Cauliflower with

herb butter

Com Bread
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Homecoming sparks spikers' victory
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts womens

volleyball team travelled to Southern

Connecticut State yesterday and came

home victorious thanks to fine home state

performances by freshmen Sally Maher and

Sue Mudry.

Mudry, from Fairfield, Connecticut paced

the women in their first game, 15-3 romp.

UMass jumped out to an early 8-1 lead

thanks largely to Mudry's five aces. Mudry

then finished off the overmatched Southern

Connecticut team with two spikes to end

game one.

The second game saw the Minutewomen

hit a concentration lapse and Southern

Connecticut managed a 7 4 lead. After

falling behind 10 6 the mistake prone

UMass team got its act together with senior

Patti Philpin leading the way with two

spikes.

Maher, from North Haven, Connecticut,

and sophmore Karen Gottesman combined

on a series of spikes and serves to bring the

Minutewomen all the way back for a 15 11

win in game two.

After winning so handily in game one. it

appeared as if UMass would walk over

Southern Connecticut the rest of the night,

but it just didn't happen that way.

"It's a hard thing not to do, " said UMass

head coach Elaine Sortino. explaining her

team's emotional lull in game two. "We tend

to fall asleep."

But boredom wasn't the only problem

UMass had in game two.

"The problem was with serve reception,"

explained Sortino. "The team was slow to

make the adjustment but I was pleased that

they did adjust and won the game."

The Minutewomen had little trouble the

remainder of the night with Southern

Connecticut, taking the third and final

game by a 15-6 score.

Again it was the homestaters making the

primary contributions. Both Mudry and

Maher were exceptional in game three with

Mudry finishing off a good night's work

with an ace to win the match.

Philbin and sophmore Patty Grant also

played well helping UMass to get off to a

comfortable 9-2 lead in game three.

But clearly Mudry was the player of the

game. She had an exceptional night both

serving and spiking.

Everyone played well," commented a

happy Sortino.

It could be that the Minutewomen are

now reaping the benefits of a tough regular

season schedule, which included tour

naments in Delaware and Maryland which

pitted the young Minutewomen squad

against some of the best women volleyball

teams in the East.

With Philbin being the lone senior on the

team and only two juniors, Joanne Siler and

Julia MCMurtie. the Minutewomen appear

to have a bright future in front of them.

As long as Maher and Murdy are around

Elaine Sortino knows that at least they'll

beat Southern Connecticut ^very year.

Walker, Dickinson, Elway lead Heisman race
By STEVE FITZ

Collegian Correspondent

As the end of the college football season

approaches many sports fans wonder who

will win the most coveted collegiate a\/ard,

the Heisman Trophy.

There are several possible candidates for

the award this year, but no one is

dominating the college football scene like

Marcus Allen of USC did last year running

his way into the NCAA record books.

The one thing about the Heisman winner

is that they are primarily running backs. In

fact, the last quarterback to win the award

was Pat Sullivan of Auburn, in 1971.

One of the mo.st important qualities of

being a Heisman candidate is playing on a

top twenty team. The press tends to

overshadow those outstanding players on

unranked teams.

Leading the Heisman pack in the race

this year is none other than the power

packed Herschel Walker from Georgia. At

the start of the season Walker was a sure

bet to win the award. He had two fantastic

seasons as a freshman and sophmore in

which he led his team to a national title the

first year and a top t n ranking con

secutively.

Plagued by injuries earlier in the year,

Walker hasn't been up to par. The 6'!", 225

pound junior uses his awesome world class

sprinters speed, along with incredible

strength tooutmaneuver the opposition. He

has broken the SEC career rushing record

in only three seasons, and is sixth in NCAA
career rushing.

Walker is being challenged this year by

SMU's running back Eric Dickerson.

Dickerson is second in the nation in

rushing, while Walker is fourth, and

Dickerson faces a harder schedule.

Dickerson and Walker come out of the

same mold, both big. powerful, quick backs

playing for two of the top teams in the

country.

Averaging over 165 yards per game,

Dickerson combines with teammate Craig

James to form the so called "Pony

Express", one of the top backfields in the

nation.

There are several quarterbacks in the

running for this year's award. As expected,

Stanford's senior sensation, John Elway. is

having a spectacular season. He has broken

several PAC Ten and NCAA records so far.

and has led his team over previously un-

beaten Washington. Elway is considered

the leading candidate in the West.

The race for fhe Heisman is even so far.

with Walker, Dickerson. and Elway leading

the way. but with a few games left in the

season, anything could happen.

rphoto

A leading^ player among the top 20 football teams is powerful running

back Herscel Walker. He is a prime contender for the highly coveted

and prestigious Heisman Trophy.

Despite this season's injuries which have limited his performance, his

speed and agility have helped him break the SEC career rushing record

in just three seasons. He is also sixth in NCAA career rushing.
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THE STAGE IS SET
THIS SATURDAY, NOV. 6tli

The Two Finest Offensive Football Players
In the East Clash as the...

UMASS MINUTEMEN
{OH a 30-14 Victory Over UConn.)

Host The

BOSTON COLLEGE EAGLES
(Last weak »20 In the nation)

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AVHERST

/

/

#22 Garry Pearson
Luh tke faakee C§§fen9ce,

East, aa^§itim(IMM) m nakmg.
IC, ECMC, HI. pltyer of tte

212j^ n. BCom.

KICK-OFF
1:00 P.M.

ALUMNI STADIUM,
AMHERST

FREE Ccnvonlmnt
Parking

UMASS '82

HOME GAMES Nov.
REMAINING

Reserved seats $6
General Admission $5
Children atnuf i4) *3

Students with valid ID
no charge

Ticiccr ofnct boydcn bum., umass.

13, IHW - Naw Hampshira
20, 1KW-AJ.C. 545-0810

#22 DOUG FLUTIE
Hcdsimed is B.C.'s grntist

FMe has passed for 2200
yards in 8 games — 11 T.D.'s.

Tkrea for 520 yds. ¥S. Pern.

State Ust week.

DANCE MUSIC
...AND MORE!

Thursday. ^M/^ ,November 4 *S!^\^ ^f^
8:00 p.m. <y ^»^ JAZZ ^

BAND
Music and Dance
of the Silk Route

from the People's Republic of China

Tuesday, November 9, 8:00 p.m.

SmiujfiiLO
Sunday. November 21

8:00 PM
with Jonathan Shames

All shows on sale now
NIC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545 2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE
~

70 VW parts Cr engine 253-2966, eve8~

1876 Nova 6 cyl A/C »1195 or BO 253-2152

1973 Capri ex. cond. no rust 43,000 mi.

reg. gas peppy good mileage $1660.

649-6636 6 pm - 9 pm
76 Buick LeSabre PS, PB, A/C. Good
condition, well maintained. $1800. Call

Russ 6-5615 or 6-6600 '__

1973 Ply. Satalltte new tires, brakes and
stereo 263-7619

197B Toyota Corolla SR6 liftback, A/C,
casaetta A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage mint condition

646-4366

BELLYQRAM8II

Dallvarad by professional beilydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

CHRISTMAS MONEYI
~

Bring your baseball cards from homel
We buy baseball cards and comic books
(Marvel ft Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

ENTERTAINMENT

Lights, sound, price - we beat everybody
• Polodroid DJ's - Call Pat or John 253-2957

PROFESSIONAL OJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIALI Domis, Greeks, Semis. Paul

54»-4405

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413-737-6676

FOR SALE

For Sale gold corduroy Sofa 78" $50 tux

edo style 545-0474

Pair of Reticulated Pytfions. 10 feel

long. Very tame. Responsible inquiries on

ly. 549-6916 after 5

Ladies Frye Boots size 8 new 253 9409

WHO TICKETS This is iti Worcester Gen
trum 256-6303

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasor>able. Dennis, 666-2972

1974 Honda CL360 6000 m runs great sissy

bar new battery 500 or BO Bob 549 1526

nights

C •

FOR SALE E •

2 Cerwin-Vega model V-36 R *

Loudspeakers W *

Great for parties and OJs I

Please call Jeff at 649-6637
VEGA •

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHARONI

Make it one of the best. Love, Stella

Mimi, Donna, Shari, Sharon, Jeane, Lisa

and Liz

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consunr>er Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$136-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

DRIVERS WANTED must have car

Superior Pizza 549-0626

Distribution Opportunities Texas In-

struments - honr>e computer - ground floor

multi level marketing - money nuking op-

portunities - no risk, no inventory in-

vestments Demonstration Tues 11/9 7:30

CC Rm 911 call Grace or Paul after 5

666-2494

INA
~

Here's the personal I said I'd send youl

You're fantastici Hope this boosts your

morale

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1963 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic
departnnents. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseloed under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST
~

Lost - Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentinr>ental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

Stolen? Head-Master tennis raquet from

commuter lockers SU reward 549-4484

Brown Wallet; vicinity of 136 Brit. Man.
keep $ but please return the rest. 665-3968

Stolen: 1 black quilt, 1 green leather

pocketbook 10/29 reward if find call

546-8346

Pocketbook lost in Hasbrouck - reward

cal Susanne 549-4882

LostI A blue sweat jecket with car keys on-

ly set. In front of Southwest. Reward for

keys. Call 546-1006 ask for Tom

Lost Fri 29 at Brandywine #2, rust ski

j
acket w/set of keys, call Anne 6-8287

MAMOWM
Radar and Barbara: Welcome back-

looking forward to an excellent weekend of

mamow and gooniesll Love, Joe and An-

drea

PERSONALS

Brian Hope to see you sonr>etia>e soon

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush Nov 3, 4

and Nov 9 9-11:00 discover what we're all

about

SBA Career Day '82 Tuesday, Novemt>er

9 luncheon tickets on sale in SBA lobby un-

til Friday. Get yours now they're going

fast! $700 UBC numbers; $8.00 for non-

members. Call 256-8856 for details

Kick Ass UMass womens soccer especial-

ly hamstring gawesome flickit and sex-

cretary love hour

Hey, UMass Bandsl UPC Advisory Com-
mittee presents Battle of the Bands in the

Blue Wall, Saturday, November 20. For

more info contact: UPC Advisory Commit-
tee 546-2892

Linda Driscoll was ttie fat man at Billy

deary's last Saturday night?

All University women Invited to rush

IGU
Rush Parties

Thurs - Nov 4th - 5:00 dinner

Mon - Nov 8th - 7:00 surprise

Wed - Nov 10th - 8:00 Happy Hour
For more information contact Beth or

Nancy 256-6874

lota Gamma Upsilon

406 N Pleasant St

To sister Maureen and roomies Dana and

Debbie thank you for an unforgettable bir-

thday a day(s) I will always ren>ember love

Melin

Suey F. "Life's a bastard" Jeesel Jump,
jump, jump, to it and have a Happy 20th

anyway! Love yal Pammy & Salena

SPL It was worth the frustration NP

Contradance to Ralph Sweet and Fifer's

Delightl Munson Library, So Amherst, Sat

Nov 6 8:30 PM beginners welcome at 8:00

Tey it, you'll like itI

Happy Birthday Sharon

Happy Birthday Dana

Happy Birthday Staph love Joe

Adoption - loving, well-educated and hap-

pily married couple wishes to adopt white

newborn. Expenses paid Strictly legal and
confidential. Call collect weekends and
after 5 pm weekdays 516-482-2596

Starsky - To cute roomie, licorice, soup,

econ, letters from Oregon, driving, and
hysterical laughter forever. Don't worry

about your testsi I love you - Hutch

Non-stop grid-iron action see Football

Fever

Heyl Did you hear? Frank scored Friday

nightl CCPS
Hathy Happy 19th we miss youl Make it

good love ML and Nanc take care of Mark

for us ____^
Milton - I've been eyeing you in the DC -

come out and playl 1 1 _^

6 fir WA Thanks for a great B-day Love

Moi

"No Go's": Carol, Lisa, Dana. Marypat:

"we got the feet!" Thanks for a wicked

time Saturday nightl" Kathy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to SMU or area. Fri Nov 5

Please call Judy 549-6919

Ride desperately needed to University of

Hartford or Hartford area on 11/5. Heidi

6^4219

Ride to Wash DC area Fri Nov 5 will share

cost & conversation please call 546-8021

Ride wanted to the University of

Maryland College Park or anywhere in the

vicinity (Washington, Baltimore, etc.) Wed
Nov 10 (et night) and returning to UMass
on Sunday Nov 14. Will share expenses and

driving please call Lynn 546-5462 or Roy
549-6147 ^_^
Ride needed to Rocland County NY or

Westchester County NY weekend of Nov
12 will share expenses round trip call Sue
546-8206

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate to share rom in Bran-

dywine 120/mo beginning Jan 1 - spring

semester 549-1302

immediate occupancy female to share

bedroom in Rolling Green Apt cheap rent

256-0166

To share 1 bedroom Puffton Apt im-

mediately 549-1887

2 bedrooms available in 3 bedroom apart-

ment $120 each £r utilities, no lease

665-4947

ROOM WANTED
~

Male looking for room in Amherst or

Sunderland bus route imnr>ediately 166
down Tim 666-7951

SBA CAREER DAY
~

The undergraduate business club is

sponsoring its annual career day Nov 9 1st

fl CC 10-4. Luncheon tickets available in

SBA lobby. All majors are welcome. Free

admission

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional.

Resume, references. 253-7729

Drycleening done Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy

Way. Free pick-up and delivery. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double spaced $1.75

per page Cell 323-4054

SUGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommates
during intersession ski to and from the

mountain first come first serve call Al

253 9409

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Call

Doug 546 8185

TRIP TO NEW YORK

Advertising Convention at Pace Univ
Nov 13 sponsored by Mkt Club sign up in

SBA nowl

TUTOR WANTED

Tutor wented Che 225 need badly Mike

6-5710

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for en apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-709 1 or Nancy 546-7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2
bedroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nendo, Rob 546-7713 or 7714

1 or 2 bedroom apartment wanted this

spring semester call 546-9696 546-5079

anytime

A 2 or 3 bedroom apartment for January
and/or spring semester. Call 546-0939 leeve

message for Kathy

Room or apt wanted for two femeles on
bus route begining in Jan for sprir>g

senr>ester. Please call either Mary 546-6468
or Sue 546-8466

YET MORE RECORDMANIA ~
Marshall Crenshaw and Toni Basil have
been seen together on sale at URU. . .pass

it on

I.

BARSELOTTI'S
THURSDAY HIGHT SPECIAL

Downtown Amherst

$1.00 off any name Pitcher

of beer with this coupon
DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER

SALE
I

100% cotton

Turtio Nocks

$7.95
(compora loma ot $12.95

•toawh«ra)

OPEN
(11 colors)

..J
266 N. Pleasant (Behind Silverscape) 253-9729

^
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More Sports on Page 18

Booters shoot down Indians, 2-0

Looking for

.500 season

By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team recorded its sixth win of the

sejison with a 20 victory over Springfield

College yesterday at Boyden field.

In what was a perfect day to play soccer,

the booters started slowly and confidently.

and built up enough firepower to defeat

Springfield, who was anything but exciting.

Much of the game action was centered

around the Springfield goal. The kickers

moved the baU fairly well but couldn't find

the right combinations to score more goals.

Coach Gettler was pleased with the team

performance, but wished the team could

have put the finishing touches on a couple

more of the many scoring opportunities

they had.

"I thought we played well and we created

many chances, but unfortunately we could

only score two goals," Gettler said.

"Overall I was happy with the team's play

and we scored twice in the first half. That's

something we've only done on three other

occasions this season," Gettler said.

The game's first goal was scored by Mike
Gibbons at 14:57 of the first half. It came off

a breakaway and Gibbons beat the

Springfield keeper low on the short side,

exactly where a youth soccer coach might
teach a young player to put it.

But the real beauty of the goal came on

two touches that preceded it. Defender

Lenny Margolis cleared an oncoming ball to

midfielder Peter Vasihadis, who then sent a

lovely through pass between the
Springfield defense for the score.

Goal number two wasn't quite as scenic.

sun photo by Sturt Sajdak

UMasB forward Kayvan Khatami heads the ball away from a Springfield Colleg^e defender in the

Minutemen's 2-0 victory yesterday at Boyden Field. .^^.^

but it did feature a step over the ball "fake

you out of you're jock strap move" by

UMass forward Kayvan Khatami. Khatami

then centered the ball from the right corner

to midfielder Tom Ushock, who then took

what appeared to be a shot on goal. The ball

was deflected in by freshman Mathew
Dowd for the second and final score of the

game.
Although the Minutemen were clearly

the better team, at times it appeared that

they should have slowed their pace. The
Springfield team tried to rely on long

passes and sheer strength.

The only problem was that their long

passes created little if any good scoring

chances, and they just weren't that strong a

team.

The win brought the kickers season

record to 6 7 1 . The final home game for the

Minutemen will be Sunday at 1:30 against

the Black Bears of Maine.

Gettler expects that Maine will be similar

to Springfield in style and ability, so expect

the Minutemen to get the 500 plateau with a

victory

.

The booters close out the season next

Wednesday with a match against the

Harvard Crimson at Cambridge. A win

there will ensure the team of at least a .500

season. If they do defeat Maine on Sunday

they will have met their preseason ob-

jective of a winning season.

Zulu and Zoo Disc looking to Nationals
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Both the men's (Zoo Disc) and women's

(Zulu) ultimate frisbee teams from the

University of Massachusetts are advancing

to the Northeast Regional championship

round of ultimate frisbee this weekend after

strong performances in the New England

championships this past weeKena.
The women's team took top honors in its

field when they defeated the defending
women's national champs. BLU, in the New
England finals last week by a score of 12-11.

The men were eliminated for a chance at

their championship when the tournament's
eventual winners, the Boston Hostages
dropped them in the quarterfinals

semifinals by a score of 16-12.

The Hostages won the title by beating

the Rude Boys in the final 19 16.

Zoo Disc finished in third place overall,

one spot ahead of Harvard. All four teams

qualified to go to the regionals which will be

held on the Boyden fields this weekend.

The Zulu team's finish was a surprise to

everyone but themselves. They passed

their way through Tufts. Brown and a

Boston based team called Survival en route

to their date with BLU.
For both ultimate teams, a top effort will

be needed this weekend as competition will

be much stiffer. Only the top two teams in

each division wiU qualify to go to the

national championships which are being

held in Austin, Texas this year.

In the nationals, the top two teams from

each of the four regions will vie for the title.

TheNBA season preview: The Midwest Division
By BRIAN C. MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Editor 's Not^: TTiis w the third part of a

four part serves previewing the NBA
season.

The NBA Midwest Division isn't much to

get excited about. The highlights of the

division are the Iceman and the Denver

Nuggets with their unending search to see

how many points they can score and still

lose. Dallas is up and coming, Houston will

be rocketing downward, and Utah will

challenge Denver for the offensive stats.

Basically, this is a ho-hum division.

PREDICTED ORDER OF FINISH - San

Antonio. Denver. Dallas, Kansas City.

Utah, Houston.

Skn Antonio — The Iceman, George Ger

vin, has some players to work with. Artis

Gilmore wil now fill up the middle for the

Spurs, and Mike Mitchell can fire in some

points from the forward position. Gene

Banks will have to do as the power for-

ward, even though he's small (6'-7"). Bill

Willoughby. who signed as a free agent

from Houston, will spell the forwards. Join-

ing the Ice in the backcourt will be Johnny

Moore, with Mike I>unleavy coming off the

bench. The Spurs biggest problems are

their lack of a legitimate power forward,

and their bench is weak.

Denver — Denver set two NBA records

last year. They were the only team to score

over 100 points in all 82 games, plus they

averaged 126.5 points per g^me. The front-

court, Dan Issel, Kild Vandeweghe. and
Alex English combined averaged 70 points

per game. If only they could get some help

from their backcourt. First round draft

choice Rob Williams from the University of

Houston will fit into the run and gun
system nicely. However, he had contract

squabbles and came into camp late and
overweight. Until he gets back into shape,

the guard load wil fall on Bill McKinney,
who lit it up in preseason. The bench
features Rich Kelley and Dave Robisch, but

not much else. Doug Moe will have to have

patience, his team will be fun to watch, but

nerve wracking to coach.

Dallas — They've got a lot of kids who just

might open a few eyes. Up front they've

got Mark Aguirre, Jay Vincent, first

rounder Bill Gamett of Wyoming, and
veteran Pat Cummings. The guard corps

has been strengthened with the addition of

Kelvin Ransey, who will be the point guard
along with Brad Davis. Rolando Biackman
and Jim Sparnarkel will be the shooting

guards. Dallas went from 15 wins their

first season to 28 last season. They could

get it up to 35 wins this year and are only a

center away from playoff contention.

Kansas City - Goodbye Phil Ford, hello

Ray Williams. Williams will be expected to

put some points up on the board, and along

with Larry Drew will form the Kings

backcourt. Up front they have some big

boys, LaSalle Thompsorx, last years NCAA
number 1 rebounder. and Steve Johnson.

Throw in Kevin Loder, Mike Woodson, and

Brooke Steppe and you've got a good foun-

dation. Reggie King was a big disappoint-

ment last year, but is working hard to

regain his old form. Nothing to get rattled

about though when visiting K.C.

Utah - Adrian Dantley and Darrell Grif-

fith have been the only two players that

have kept this franchise above the Division

II NCAA level. The Jazz acquired John

Drew from Atlanta along with Freeman
Williams, which should create havoc for

scorekeepers. These guys can do some
serious scoring. But their whole organiza-

tion is a joke. To back up this point, they

signed 7-4 Mark Eaton of UCLA to a five

year guaranteed contract, and he didn't

even start at UCLA.
Houston — They're hurting without

Moses. Now they have the Jones' brothers,

Caldwell and Major, Elvin Hayes, and Wal-
ly Walker up front. The guards will be Alan
Leavell, Calvin Murphy and rookie Terry
Teagle. Gone are Moses, Bill Willoughby,

Mike Dunleavy and Robert Reid, who
retired to devote more attention to his

church. Houston wil! need a lot of prayers
this year, so keep them in mind Robert.

AP LaacrpKoto

The Houston Rockets will surely

fall to the bottom of the Midwest
Division without Moses to show
them the way.

NCAA playoff action forwomen booters at home
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

It's going to be one top women's soccer

game tomorrow, according to UMass
women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda,

when the fifth ranked women kick off

against the 10th ranked University of

IU>che8ter in the first round of the NCAA
championshiD tournament.

UMass, which finished its season with a

14-3 record, will host Rochester, 12-3-1, at

Boyden field with a 12:30 p.m. start. The

game promises to be exciting and ag-

gressive as the two teams face each other

for the second time in as many years. Last

year, UMass and UR met at Boyden field in

the first round of the tournament and it

was the Minutewomen who came out on

top 2-1.

UMass had an outstanding season. Their

only losses came in close games to first

ranked Connecticut, 12th ranked Brown,

and 20th ranked Cortland State, all away
from home. The women are currently

riding a nine game winning streak. All of

the squads 14 wins have been shutouts and

the team has not yet surrendered a goal or

a loss at home.
"We can only get better," Banda said.

"We've got the talent and the talent needs

to work hard. We've got freshmen who
were superstars in high school, and now
we've got 26 superstars on the team and
only one ball. Someone has to work."

Christine Taggart was the leading scorer

for Massachusetts this year with six goals

and six assists. Taggart is an aggressive

forward who always has many potential

scoring chances. She is a threat around the

net and should bear watching in

tomorrow's game.

Freshman Debbie Harackiewicz, who
also scored six goals, is another one to

watch on Saturday. Banda has had a lot of

praise for the forward who never stops

hustling and going after the ball.

Other top goal scorers for UMass, which

scored a total of 59 goals, were Natalie

Prosser, who is usually found hovering

around the net ready to put a loose ball in,

Nina Holmstrom and Stacy Flionis. Also,

Jamie Watson, who will run over any oppo-

nent on the field who gets in her way,

Paula Stashis and Susan Bird, all scored

five goals each.
Continued on page tl
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Faculty Senate approves plan

for campus grievance procedure

('«ll*tri>a pkoU bjr Miekad lUrfvlia

Senior tailback Garry Pearson, the University

of Massachusetts' all-time learfiing rusher,

pushes by the University of Connecticut's Ver-
non Hargreaves on his way to his season high
215 yards last Saturday. Pearson, who leads

Division lA with 136 yards per game this season,

will lead the Minutemen against the Boston Col-

lege Eagles tomorrow at Alumni Stadium. See
story on page 24.

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

After nearly two years of proposals and counter-

proposals, the University of MaJssachusetts Faculty

Senate yesterday approved a Sexual Harassment
Grievance Procedure.

After nearly 30 minutes of heavy debate, the senate ap-

proved the procedure by a unanimous vote.

"Sexual harassment is not just an institutional problem,

but one of the entire campus community. It goes beyond
how it affects the institutional structure. It will be a very

prudent move and a large step forward for you to pass it,"

said Jim Murphy, president of the Student Government
Association, in a speech at the close uf debate.

The sexual harassment grievance procedure "provides

recourse for an individual who feels he or she has been

sexually harassed. The procedure also provides due pro-

cess to those accused of sexual harrassment.

Trevor Robinson, a biochemistry associate professor,

said the grievance board, which would be set up by the

policy, would have more power than any group on campus
because they could take disciplinary action against a facul-

ty member with little recourse given to the accused.

Robinson proposed an amendment calling for the board

to send their written decision on the sexual harassment

case not only to the accused and the accusor, but also to

th ! appropriate vice chancellor, allowing review of the

decision.

The amendment was approved by the senate.

Now having been approved. Chancellor Joseph Duffey,

who is charged with the procedure's implementation, said

he expects to initiate it by the end of the semester.

According to the Grievance Procedure, "Unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and other ver-

bal or physical conduct of sexual nature constitute sexual

harassment when: (1) submission to suoii conduct is made
either explicitly a term or condition of an individual's

employment or academic work, (2) submission to or rejec-

tion of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis

for employment or academic decisions affecting such in-

dividuals, or (3) such conduct has the purpose of creating

an intimidating, hostile or offensive worldng or academic
environment.

"

The procedure states that anyone with a sexual haraa»-

ment complaint should address it to the Ombudsman's Of-

fice. If that office fails t^) find some informal resolution to

the problem, then formal papers will be filed with the

Hearing Panel, which then appoints a hearing board to

review the complaint.

Both the alleged victim and the accused will have the op-

portunity to present their cases to the board.

After the Hearing Panel's decision is made, the case will

go to a vice-chancellor. A party dissatisfied with the deci-

sion may petition the chancellor for reconsideration.

The policy was passed by the Undergraduate Student

Senate two weeks ago. The Faculty Senate first discussed

the proposal at their last meeting on Oct. 21, but voted to

tabic it until yesterday's meeting.

Continued on page It

Knapp sees threat to higher education

posed by aid cutbacks to be declining
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian SUff

The adverse tide against higher education in

Washington, D.C. has been "turned around" after two

years of threatened cutbacks, said University of

Massachusetts President David C. Knapp in an interview

last night.

"It's hard to predict...but I've been told by

congressmen. ..that the atttitude toward higher education

has been turned around. Modifications will be nuide in

some programs, but not the downward turn we feared a

couple of years ago," he said.

Knapp cautioned, however, that even with the defeat of

27 Republican congressman in Tuesday's election, the

higher education community can not expect the fiscal

support government provided in earlier decades.

"I don't think we're in for the promised land returning,
"

he said.

One of the major factors for this turn around is the

recognition that education is a vital ingredient for a

prosperous economic growth, especially in a time when the

economy is radically chanpng, Knapp said.

"We're in a new stage in the economy of the nation. It

will be more knowledge intense, and we're really only

seeing the first stage of it now. The computer revolution

will be succeeded by other kinds of research and

development. The universities (nationwide) have got to

get ahead of the game. " he said.

Knapp was critical of the slowness of the higher

education community's response to the changing nature of

the world economy. He suggested the business community

has a better grasp of what is needed to maintain society's

growth than the higher education field.

"We're (higher education) somewhat slower in terms of

thinking of the future. We've got to get ahead on that.

The high technology industry understands more the im-

portance of education than the higher education com-

munity," he said.

One of Knapp's primary responsibilities is to secure

proper funding for the three campuses of UMass and to

insure proper upkeep of the buildings.

Knapp expressed support of the budget recommended
for UMass by the Board of Regents, but expressed concern

about the need for increased funding to pay for expected

collective bargarining increases for University employees.

"The regents recommendation for the University is very

much in line with what we requested. The unknown

quality is what's going to happen in the personal budget,"

Knapp said.

The authority to bargain with the faculty and

professional unions has been delegated from the Chancellor

of Higher Education (John Duff), to the UMass Trustee's.

Knapp said. It has not been determined as of yet whether

the Board of Trustees or Duff wiU have authority to

bargain with the contract of classified employees, whose

negotiations begin in December. Knapp said he will op

pose the consolidation of the classified employee contracts

on a statewide basis.

Knapp also outlined a possible solution to the lack of

building maintenance that has been prevented because of

past budget short falls.

"There is a proposal before the Board of Regents for

funds in the capital outlay budget to step-up deferred

maintenance,"Knapp said.

Knapp's staff is currently preparing a systematic plan

that they expect wUl pinpoint which buildings are in need

of what repairs at what time and how long the repairs will

take.

Knapp is looking for alternative ways to fund the

deferred maintenance of the academic buildings, including

private donations. Knapp has proposed that renovation of

the Curry Hicks Cage be partially funded by students fees,

but said it may not be necessary, hinting there was some
support in the State House to fund the Cage fully with
state money.

roll«giui photo br MkkMl Mvgollt

Vandu Naresh of India, a University of

Massachusetts graduate student, balances an
umbrella and his bicycle while travelling

through the raindrops near the Quad in the Nor*
tb<>a8t Residential Area. 1
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Iranians rally to honor hostage-taking
TEHRAN. Iran (AP) - Tens of thousands of well-

discipUned schoolchildren cursing the "Great Satan m

Washington, paraded at the former U.S. Embassy

yesterday on the third anniversary of the seizure of the

American hosUges.

The noisy but orderly crowd was much smaller than the

masses that turned out spontaneously to jeer the United

States during the 444-day hostage crisis.

Five-year-olds carrying posters they werent o d enough

to read and teen age girls draped in traditional black robes

chanted "Death to America!" -Death to America!

Inside the 27-acre compound and around the perimeter

scores of Iranian Revolutionary Guards armed with

Kalashnikov automatic rifles patrolled the walls and walk-

ways.

Statewide crime rate

(felines dispite 2V2
BOSTON — Serious crime in Massachusetts fell 9 percent

in the first six months of 1982 compared to the same period

last year and violent crime dropped 9.5 percent, the

Department of Public Safety reported yesterday.

Public Safety Secretary George A. Luciano said the drop

showed that the state's police chiefs have continued to

provide good service, despite the cutbacks mandated by

Proposition 2 Vj.

"Like all of us in government, they have learned to do

more with less," he said.

The figures showed that statewide, murder was down 2

percent over the same period last year, with 96 homicides

reported for the first six months of 1982.

Forcible rape was down 10.2 percent, robbery was down

14.2 percent, burglary was down 14.5 percent, aggravated

assault was down 5.8 percent, larceny theft was down 6.1

percent and auto theft was down 7.2 percent.

Of the seven most serious crimes, larceny theft made up

the largest single percentage of the total. 44.4 percent.

The report showed that a hefty percentage of the serious

crimes took place in the state's sue largest cities and that

26.8 percent of the total of serious crimes occurred in

Boston.

Of the five other large cities. 3 percent of the serious

crimes occurred in Cambridge. 2.1 percent each in Fall

River and New Bedford. 4.8 percent in Springfield and 4.3

percent in Worcester.

But the report showed that with the exception of Boston,

where serious crime was up 1.4 percent over the same

period in 1981 , the crime rate was down in major cities.

Cambridge showed a 12.9 percent decline in serious

crimes. Fall River a drop of 0.1 percent. New Bedford a

drop of 5.3 percent. Springfield a decline of 6.9 percent and

Worcester a reduction of 5.3 percent.
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A smaU group of American journalists was allowed onto

the grounds - the first such visit since the hostage crisis.

An American flag was burned atop the wall and then

Moslem clergyman Mussavi Khoeini. spiritual mentor of

the youths who seized the embassy, exhorted the

youngsters to follow their elders' example.

Taking over the "spy den" was "a victory of oppressed

people over a superpower." he told the students, many of

them barely toddlers when Iranian militants stormed the

compound on Nov. 4, 1979.

A large painting depicting the "heroic students scaUng

the embassy walls on that date was held aloft by some

demonstrators. Other banners and posters claimed 'All

our troubles are because of America" and "The U.S.A. is

condemned to death."
.

Possible successor

to Soviet president

presumed retired
MOSCOW (AP) - The portrait of Andrei P. Kirilenko

was missing from a gallery of PoUtburo members unveiled

yesterday for celebrations of the Russian Revolution,

apparent confirmation he has retired.

Soviet sources said the man once viewed as a potential

successor of President Leonid I. Brezhnev was asked to

step down from the country's ruUng body.

Kirilenkos departure would reduce the number of voting

members on the ruUng Politburo to 12 men. There was no

word on any successor. .. . . • ,qco
A fuU member of the secretive KremUn body smce 19b^.

Kirilenko. 76, hasn't been seen in public since Aug. 31,

when he welcomed Brezhnev back from summer vacation.

He reportedly has been in ill health for many months.

First word of Kirilenko's retirement was leaked late last

month to Communist diplomats in Moscow, who m turn

told Western correspondents on condition their identities

not be reported.

Brezhnev's portrait led the Uneup of Politburo members

whose portraits were unveiled on Prospekt Mira

Boulevard in advance of Sunday's celebrations of the 65th

anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution.

Huge portraits of the rulers wUl be displayed at other

sites in the city for the weekend festivities, com-

memorating the Oct. 24, 1917 - Nov. 7 under the JuUan

calendar then in effect in Russia - Bolshevik storming of

the czar's palace.
r^ l j

The portrait of Brezhnev, who turns 76 m December and

is in ill health, was placed alongside one of Vladimir I.

Lenin at the center, a place of honor.

The other Politburo portraits, from left to right, were of:

Konstantin Chernenko. Premier Nikolai Tikhonov. Arvid

Pelshe, Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko, Mikhail

Gorbachev. Yuri Andropov. Viktor Grishin. Dinmukhamed

Kunaev. Gregori Romanov. Defense Minister Dmitn

Ustinov and Vladimir Shcherbitsky

.

Digest
by the Associated Press
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Invasion ofprivacy

alleged in court suit
SPRINGFIELD — Jurors toured a nursing home

yesterday as a trial began to determine whether Earle

Spring's privacy was violated by medical staff during the

Spring family's 1980 courtroom battle over his right to die.

Spring's widow. Blanche. 78. of Montague, has filed an

$80 million civil suit against the Holyoke Geriatric and

Convalescent Center, its administrator and several nurses

and nurses' aides who treated Spring from Nov. 7, 1978 to

April 6. 1980.
' Mrs. Spring alleges in eight counts that the defendants

violated her husband's privacy as a patient and caused her

emotional distress by releasing confidential information

about his health and finances.

Federal court blocks

R.L Christmas display
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — A federal court ruling that blocks

Pawtucket from sponsoring a Nativity scene helps keep

"Christ in Christmas." the head of the sUte American Civil

Liberties Union said yesterday.

"One thing that needs to be remembered was the city

argued in court that they should be entitled to sponsor a

Nativity scene because it had lost all religious significance

and had become secularized," said Steven Brown.

Wednesday's ruling by the 1st U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals in Boston came on a lawsuit filed by the sUte

ACLU chapter.

"AH the people concerned about keeping Christ m
Christmas, they should be extremely upset and outraged

at the dty's position. The prindple of separation of church

and state was designed to protect religion as much as

government. I think this decision does that." he said.

Brown said the decision marked the first time a federal

appeals court has found a government-sponsored creche

unconstitutional.

The two-year legal fight began when state social worker

Daniel Donnelly complained about the display erected

annually by the city for 40 years on private property.

Donnelly has since left the region. Brown said.

A U.s' District judge in Providence ruled the display

unconstitutional a year ago. The city sold the tableau

depicting the birth of Christ to a private group headed by

former mayor Dennis M. Lynch while the ruling was

appealed.

The group erected the display on private property last

Christmas.

Iranian hostage*s father

thankful rescue failed
NEW BEDFORD — The father of former hosUge Gary

Lee say he thanks God that the attempted hosUge rescue

faUed in the Iranian desert because it would have cost the

lives of the 52 men held in Tehran.

The Rev. Earl G. Lee said his son told him "We'd have all

died" if U.S. commandos had come over the embassy walls

as planned in the 1980 raid.

He said each hosUge had an armed Iranian guard nearby,

and the guards would have killed the hostages and then

themselves. "I think the hand of God intervened." the

minister said.

Yesterday was the third anniversary of the start of the

444 day ordeal for those caught in the United States

embassy in Tehran uirder the regime of the Ayatollah

Khomeini.
. .

The senior Lee. a native of Fairhaven is now a minister in

Pasadena. Calif. He commented in an interview with the

New Bedford SUndard Times Wednesday night before a

talk to the First Church of the Nazarene in the town where

he grew up.

The minister said he believes that in the first hours of the

crisis the United States should have given the Tehran

regime 36 hours to free prisoners in the former American

embassy or face military retaliation. He said he believes

that had that been done, "they'd have been freed no matter

how radical the Ayatollah Khomeini is."

WilUams students start

alternative newspaper
WILLIAMSTOWN - WilUams College students upset

with conservatism have launched a newspaper that calls

their exclusive school an assembly-line producer of

businessmen and a supporter of South Africa.

The Germinal — its name inspired in part by the title of a

French novel about the labor movement — was published

this week in response to a conservative student paper, the

Republican. Germinal editor Joel Hellman said Thursday.

"With the growth of conservatism on campus, the

progressive view was really lacking in publications," said

HeUman, 19. of Brooklyn. N.Y.

Students wanted a progressive paper before, but the

student council refused to subsidize it, Hellman said. But

conservative students, financed by alumni and other

sources, printed the Republican, which ridiculed feminism

and other liberal causes in its debut last spring.

"People were eager to provide money after the

Republican." Hellman said, adding that each paper

received about $3,000 from the student council to publish

this semester.

Hellman and 13 other students shared the editing duties

on the first Germinal, a 12-page tabloid. Among the

paper's advisers is professor James MacGregor Burns, a

Pulizer Prizewinning author who ran as a Democrat

against Republican Silvio Conte when Conte first was

elected to Congress in 1958.
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Education proposal updated for Faculty Senate
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

At yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting. Professor

Charles Hutchinson, a member of the Ad Hoc Committee
on General Education and professor of electrical and
computer engineering, presented an update to a proposal

which has the possibility of radically altering the current

state of general education at the University of

Massachusetts.

"General Education at the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst," a proposal designed by a special conunittee of

faculty members and students, was implemented last

semester in order to address problems in the current

structure of general education at the University.

"The preliminary proposal, which was initally presented

in May, started with a basic idea to set up a committee to

look at general education on campus and to identify

problems. We wanted to make a proposal to remedy these

problems that were identifled by students and faculty,"

Hutchinson said.

The proposal is designed to add greater depth to courses

that students are required to take outside of their major. It

also suggests these courses be integrated through tutorial

sessions in order to relate non-major to major courses.

"The current courses in the humanities, social sciences

and physical sciences will be more extensive in content and

form. There will be more breadth and integration to these

courses through the tutorials which will be set up."

Hutchinson said.

The proposal states that the courses will be worth four

credits instead of the usual three. The courses will more

demanding because they will be set up in a workshop form

in order to facilitate hands-on experience, Hutchinson said.

"Every course in breadth and knowledge should have a

practical component. All students should have hands on

experience. They should be able to actually do something

in class in order to learn more. That is why there should be

four credits." he said.

The proposal on General Eklucation is a flexible proposal

that is broken down into three components: Skills. Breadth

of Knowledge and Integration of Knowledge.

The skills component will emphasize more creative and

quantitative writing, according to the proposal. The

Breadth and Knowledge component consists of six courses

approved by the General Education Council, which will be

interdisciplinary in nature. The suggested types of courses

brought forth by faculty and students are: Continuity and

Change; Expressive Culture; The Individual Societies and

their Institutions; The Biological World; and The Physical

World. There will be a choice of courses in each area.

The Integration of Knowledge component is the area

which stresses an advisory role, according to the proposal.

This area consists of a Freshman Tutorial and a Senior

Seminar.

"The faculty proposal is extremely flexible. There are

many possibilities for how it would be implemented. It is a

general proposal that is open for change," said Rob

Thayer, a member of the Academic Affairs team of the

Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

and of the student subcomittee on General Education.

Students as well as faculty are extensively involved in the

proposal. Although the student subcommittee was formed

after the faculty committee, they are currently working

very closely with the faculty to institute this plan.

"It is important for students to know that there are

students involved. We are encouraging students to become

involved with this project because it is a very important

issue," Thayer said.

There are currently 12 working groups set up to research

and develop each component of the proposal. The working

groups each consist of one student representative, four or

five faculty members and one representative of the Faculty

Ad Hoc Committee on General Education.

Mim« Mark Morrison, in in appearmnce in the Stndent Union

Boildinf iponsorcd by the Goremor't Profram Cooncil, shakes a leg in

adding life to altematJTe arU at the University of Massachosetts.

UMass students praised for voting

in record numbers on Tuesday
An increase in the amount of students

registered to vote in Amherst coupled with

a higher percentage of student voter

turnout indicates that students at the

University of Massachusetts could in-

creasingly become a stronger political

force, said Michael Ferrigno, acting state

student organizer and campus organizer for

the voter registration drive held during

September.
Ferrigno called voter turnout

"phenomenal" because between 1978 and

1982 election voter registration figures,

students were registered in larger numbers

and the percentages of those numbers also

increased. In 1978, Amherst registered

10,789 voters for the state election and

6,719 of those people voted. This Tuesday.

13,748 people were registered and 9,211 of

them turned out to vote.

During the one month voter registration

drive, nearly 6,000 UMass students

registered to vote, Ferrigrno said.

"This is a tremendous victory, I think, for

UMass." he said. "Every student who voted

should be congratulated."

Ferrigno said the success of the drive and

the good voter turnout are evidence that

the negative reputation of the University is

undeserved. UMass is frequently depicted

as a party .school. Ferrigno said, where

individuals are immature and irresponsible.

But, he said, student registration and

student voter turnout proved that UMass
students are mature and responi>ible.

The registration drive, which ran from

Sept. 9 to Oct. 5. "was the most successful

drive in the state and probably in New
England," Ferrigno said.

Estelle Matusko. Amherst town clerk and

ex officio clerk of th^ board of register's,

said the day ran smoothly in spite of the fact

that people had to sometimes wait up to an

hour to vote.

"Everyone was calm and courteous, she

said.

The wait probably prevented many people

from voting and the voter turnout would

have been greater if there had been more

voting machines, Ferrigno said. He added

that by waiting in line to vote students

proved they are not apathetic.

Matusko explained it is not the number of

voting machines but the preparedness of

the voters whkh causes long lines. She

referred to a study done which indicated

that the majority of people polled waited

until they were in the voting booth before

they decided how they would vote. Thus

makes the voting process time consuming

and creates long lines. Matusko said.

In Amherst, of the 13,748 voters

registered by Oct. 5, 9.211 voted on

Tuesday. This was a 67 percent turnout.

In precincts three and four, which are

considered "student'^' precincts since most

UMass dorms are encompassed by them,

there was a 58 and 61 percent voter tur-

nout, respccuvcl>.

Vendor policy reaffirmed by

BOG in face of opposition
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Correspondent

By standing behind its rules and policies

the Campus Center Board of Governors

(BOG) has been trying to make order out of

chaos on the concourse regarding vendors

and vendor policies.

The BOG last night voted down two ap-

peals for rule waivers from a Campus
Center concourse vendor concerning BOG
vendor policy.

Last week, flower vendor Susan Gamer's

"privilege" to sell flowers in the Campus
Center was revoked by John Furbish, BOG
vendor certification coordinator, baaed

upon what he determined were several

fraudulent actions violating provisionB of

the vendor policy. Furbirii said Gamer
misrepresented her status of vendor

privilege to the senior clerk for the purpose

of setting up a vending table.

BOG Chairman Ron Keefe said Furbiah's

decision was in accordance with Vendor

Table Space Policy and Procedures. Thus,

when the full board denied her appeal to

get her license back, they were reinforcing

BOG policy which applies to everyone,

Keefe said.

The BOG also denied a motion for a

waiver fiwm Section V of Vendor Table

Space Policy and Procedures, which states

that a person registering for a table must

"appear in person and hold a current Cam-
pus Center Craftsperson Vendor I.D." The

motion was a waiver on this rule to a full-

time student with a schedule conflict to

allow a substitute to sign-in for her or him.

Keefe reiterated his previous position

that the BOG does not want to set a bad

precedent concerning vendor policy

because then "everyone" would want to|

appeal for rule waivers.

"We have a good and stable Vendor

policy and we have to stand behind it," he

said.

Also at last night's weekly meeting, a

group of Campus Center concourse ven-

dors exprosed concern to the BOG regar-

ding a bill that has been proposed involving

consortium alliances on the concourse. This

bill would identify a consortium as two or

more people believed to be actively work-

ing together and would limit them to

representation through one vending

Ucenae.

Keefe said the Vendor Review Commit-

tee is dealing with all problems addressed

to the attention of the BOG relative to the

concourse rather than spedfScally address-

ing them individually.

Yesterday, in apparently an unrelated

move. Gamer "voluntarily withdrew" her

$1,200 lawsuit against Furbish.

Board of governers proposes

CC computer terminal room
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Correspondent

The Campus Board of Governors (BOG)

last night in their weekly meeting voted to

recommend an amount of space in the

Campus Center be used as public computer

terminal area.

The BOG said it will recommending to the

Campus Center administration that Room
178 be a terminal center for the use of

students in the electrical and computer

engineering (ECE) department.

Recently, the ECE department received a

budget increase of $200.00 to purchase and

install new computer terminals on campus

to accommodate the increased student

demand for computer and information

^jpnre (COINS) courses. The state Board

of Regents of Higher Education requested

the increase in the University of

Massachusetts' Computing Center's budget

for fiscal year 1984 last week in its budget

recommendations to the governor.

With the addition of the new terminals,

the next step is locating space where these

new terminals can be operated.

BOG Space Allocation Coordinator Jim

Keller said there is a real need for more

computer space on campus. The problem,

he said, is that there are always long lines

among students to use the computers for

homework in the existing computer cen-

ters. People have been known to wait in line

until 4 or 5 a.m. for a chance to use a

computer to do their homework, Keller

said.

it*%V

Coll««i*a pboto bv Bradford HuiMcr

The road to the top ends in amoke aa the stacks of the University's

coal burning plant spout their residue above the roof of the Campus

Center parking ip^arage.
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Stigma of poison will stay with Tylenol says professor

By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Correspondent

It wiU be many years before the Tylenol Corporation is

able to recover from the bad pubUcity resultmg from the

seven Chicago deaths due to cyanide poisoning after they

took Extra Strength Tylenol, according to a University of

Massachusetts professor.

Marc G. Weinberger, a UMass marketing professor, said

his studies have shown threats to health or safety caused

by leading brand name products result in plummeting sales

and a loss of consumer faith.

Eiecause Johnson & Johnson, the producer of Tylenol pain

relievers and coW remedies used "line-extension" strategy

to assign a series of different products the Tylenol name.

aU forms o£ Tylenol and Co-Tylenol Ublets and capsules

wUl suffer under the onus created by the faUl poisonings.

Weinberger said. He added that these negative effects wdl

not even be affected by the official absolution of guUt of the

•If these and other Tylenol products had different names,

the harm would have been much less." he said. "Now the

negative effect will carry over."

In the face of such negative pubUcity. Weinberger advises

the firm to take immediate steps to make medication

packages tamperproof

.

"Johnson & Johnson must establish absolute, impeccable

credibility with product packaging." he said. "The drdg

reputation has always been built on safety and quality... It

must be made truly tamperproof... It may be years before

full faith in the pain reliever in capsules can rebound."

Weinberger said he based his advice on several studies

examining products ranging from those connected with

proven threats to health or safety, to products which are

victims of rumors and deliberate smear campaigns.

One study Dr. Weinberger conducted concerned the

reaction of the public to negative information about

popular products. In the study, he said he played

fabricated news reports about health hazards connected

with Budweiser and Lone Star beers to a group of people.

Nor realizing the reports were associated with the study,

people's beer preferences were evident in their answers to

Weinberger's questionnaire, he said. Budweiser received

an overwhelmingly negative response, he swd. while Lone

Star received only a small amount of ill-reaction.

Dr. Weinberger said his belief that bad publicity has an

adverse effect on name-brand products was reinforced

through the findings in the study.
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The recent "Indian Summer"iun«hine, which may be intermpted

agmin today by §hower«, streaks througrh the leaves of a tree in front of

the Goessman Laboratory.
.
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OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 23rd

THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY 363 MAIN ST. AMHERST
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Department of Public Safety

proposes changes to tighten

enforcement of parking laws

Amherst Police Officer Robert Thrmsher ums his coin box on wheels

to eapty |>arkiBg metert near the town Common.

Amherst man plans comeback after

his rabbits killed in dog attack

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

It's time for Joseph Prusnal to start over

again.

Prusnal, 63, of 227 West St., Amherst,

has raised rabbits for 27 years. But when

he went out to feed the animals Tuesday

morning, he found they had been ripped

apart by a dog, their mutilated bodies

strewn limp on the ground and in demolish-

ed cages.

"The first thing I noticed was one adult

rabbit laying on the ground dead," he said.

"There was a hole in the first cage. I looked

in that cage and the rabbits were dead. I

looked in the cage across the way, and

those rabbits were dead too."

"I was stunned. I couldn't believe it," he

said. "I was hoping one was still alive, but

they weren't. I suppose I'll get over it, but

I'll miss them."

Prusnal said this isn't the first time a dog

has attacked his animals.

"We've had rabbits killed before, but

never this bad. This was a slaughter." he

said.

Prusnal said yesterday it is still hard for

him to realize his rabbits are gone.

"It was a habit with me to go down and

feed and water them. Today, I went down

there to water them, and then I said to

myself, 'What am I doing,' " he said.

Prusnal said he had considered giving up

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Correspondent

Several changes regarding towable

violations, the collection of parking tickets

and appeals at the University of

Massachusetts including the possible use of

the "Denver Boot," have been proposed by

the Department of Public Safety.

"The final approval of these changes

will come from the Board of Trustees

during their next meeting in December,"

said Gerald T. O'Neil, director of Public

Safety. "If the public follows these rules

and parks only in designated areas. I see no

problem accommodating everyone."

Steps taken to increase enforcement

include the hiring of persons to monitor

parking meters on campus from 9 a.m. untU

5 p.m. and the giving the head of the

parking garage authority to issue tickets

and have vehicles towed.

"The main reason for these changes is

to increase the collection of tickets," O'Neil

said. The money collected is given to the

Scholarship Fund, he said, to whkh more

raising rabbits, but changed his mind.

"I was wondering, 'Why should I quit?',"

he said. "The kids (Prusnal 's grand-

children) eiyoy the rabbits. They go down
there and pick them out as pets, and then I

can't touch them."

"We'll start out again with a buck and

two does," he said. "That's what we'll

start out with, but they usually multiply

pretty fast."

Prusnal said he raises rabbits "for our

own use, you know, for meat. Sometimes,

we'll sell a bunny is somebody wants a pet,

but we're not in it for the money."

Prusnal said at times he has had to

retaliate against the dogs attacking his rab-

bits.

"I've shot some dogs down there," he

said. "If they're molesting or attacking

your livestock, you have the right to shoot

them."
Amherst dog officer Jim Lennox agreed

that Prusnal has this right.

"You can shoot a dog attacking

livestock," Lennox said.

Police placed the value of the rabbits at

$150, but Prusnal said including the

demolished cages, he lost $215 in the at-

tack.

Lennox said dog attacks on livestock

happen "five to six times a year," although

they normally aren't this severe. He also

said an Amherst leash law states a dog

must be on a leash or under voice control at

all times.

ThE PEopU's Gay ALUance presents

LEsbiAN/GAy Dance
Nov. 6, 1982 9-2 pM

lOTh FlooR CC $2. AdiviissioN

Music by FrecI Bowes oF 1270-Boston

EOUipMENT by Audio PROMEdiA

liqhTS by Bob DwElUy

For more iNFo caU tNe PCA at 5-0154

than $100,000 was donated last year.

On Jan. 1, 1982. a Massachusetts law

went into effect which took the respon-

sibility of ticket collection away from the

county court system and turned it over to

local authorities.

The law allows municipal government

to find parking violators and use various

methods to ensure collection of those fines.

Since the law's passage, most towns have

turned ticket collection over to professional

computerized ticket collection companies.

Fines not paid within 21 days are

subject to a $5 surcharge under the law.

Failure to pay fines may lead to a loss of

drivers license. The law also permits the

use of the infamous penver boot.

"The courts could not afford the ex-

tensive amount of time and work involved."

explained O'Neil. "They just weren't

collecting payment. They have divorced

themselves from the responsibility of

enforcing the payment of the fines."

Computer Emporium of Boston will be

using a sophisticated computer system to

keep track of parking violators at UMass.

Speaker says international

sexual slavery is pervasive
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Although the term "trafficking women" is

a euphemism in this country, the problem

itself is very real and very serious,

throughout the world, said an author of a

book on sexual slavery last night in a lec-

ture at Mount Holyoke College.

Kathleen Barry, a professor of sociology at

Brandeis University, received a standing

ovation after she lectured to about 200

people on "Female Sexual Slavery.

"

"The definition (of sexual slavery) I used in

my book and still use is 'any woman who is

in a situation she cannot get out of (in other

words she has to escape) who in this

situation has been sexually exploited and

physically abused," Barry said.

"Trafficking women is a euphemism in this

country. I found people saying 'that's over

with' or 'that was in the 19th century,' " she

said.

"The conditions that lead to the trafficking

of women are different in many countries,

"

she said. "But the trafficking itself is very

similar."

For example, Barry said, the Japanese

[Mafia recently recruited 300 to 500 girls in

the United States through ads offering

them opportunities to sing and dance in

night clubs in Japan.

"The girls are given one way tickets, and

found themselves expected to perform

prostitution," Barry said.

Some of those girls escaped and tried to

take refuge in the American Embassy in

Japan and they were refused assistance,

she said.

'The (U.S.) government's response has

been consistently they (the mafia) broke no

laws." she said. "Yet, we have laws against

pimping."

Barry used incentives offered by Japanese

businesses ai examples of trafficking

women across international boundaries.

In Korea, "there is considerable business

in sex tourism. Incentives are given for

selling the most computers," she said..

Packaged sex tours to Korea given to

where "the women are more submissive"

than Japanese women. In 1978, 667,000

Japanese visited Korea. Ninety percent of

those tourists were men, she said.

"We assume most men found their way to

women who were more exploitable," Barry

said.

"It is important for us as feminists to make

it clear that sex is not an automatic right of

men," she said.

In areas of extreme poverty, direct

purchase of young girls is used, she said.

But in the United States and Europe, the

most frequent method used is feigned love

and friendship. Pimps hang around places

where runaways gravitate to in cities and

pretend they want to help.

Barry said the first step in stopping the

trafficking of women across international

borders is to make prostitution legal.

"First get the laws off the women's backs.

Decriminalize prostitution and increase the

criminalization of pimping," she said.

"What has never been tried before is the

simultaneous decriminalization of women,

the increase of prosecution of pimps and

having a massive set of support services for

prostitutes.

"That hasn't been tried because of the

double standard morality which says we can

have prostitutes and punish them too, " she

said.

"We've got a very big job ahead of us and

no one told us it wDI be easy, but it is

certainly worth the work," she said.

187 n* st*« aiiilierst
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Displaced professors offered

a haven by local program
FOUk ShASONS

By TRICIA YACOVONE
CoUegian Correspondent

Because the present economic situation

affects even the most qualified of our work

force, Five College, Inc. has developed The

Associates Program to aid "academics who

for one reason or another find themselves

between jobs, or who are working in-

dependently without being connected to a

college or university/" said Pat Murphy,

Five College coordinator.

The Associates Program, a developing

project of Five College, Inc., could be called

"a halfway house" for Ph.D.'s, Murphy

said. It is especially important at this tinrie

when there are high tenure ratios and dif-

ficulties in attaining job rekxaitions for col-

lege faculty, he said.

The program, whkii offers appointments

of up to two years, buffers the effects of

economics on the scholars by providing

them with an acadenuc affiliation which

heightens their chances for receiving

grants or employment.

Most grants are given to scholars who

are affilUted with an academic institution,

regardless of their qualifications. Murphy

said. For example, Barbara Osborne, a

Five College associate and researcher,

recently moved here with her husband,

who received a teaching position at

Amherst CoUege. Aniherst CoUege cannot

accept grants for spouses of its faculty,

such as Osborne, which wouW result in the

end of her resrarch due to lack of finances.

Fortunately, the Five College Associates

Program provides the academic affiliation

Osborne n€«ds to secure a grant.

Murphy said the program is also

'psychologically important" for the eight

scholars in the Five College program who

are qualified but are having difficulties in

finding the right job. He said the scholars

often feel displaced without an academic

affiUation. The Associates Program pro-

vides the academic affiliation which sus-

tains morale and increases the chances of

securing a job for the associates.

The program is different from a

Fellowship in that it offers no stipend.

Associates, for the most part, are spouses

of Five College faculty.

In just its beginning stages, the program

has already been awarded a Certificate of

Achievement and $6,000 from the

Academy for Educational Devek)pment.

Five Colleges, Inc. provides the

associates with the entire third floor of the

Five Collie Center on Spring Street in

Amherst, complete with file cabinets, a

typewriter, office supplies, a photocopier,

secretarial services and a telephone.

The eight assodatea selected for the pro-

gram were nominated by each of the Five

CoUege institutions and were selected

finally by a Deputies/Deans committee. All

live in the Five College area.
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Women's center helps women face sexist society
By CAROLYN ASSA
Collegian Correspondent

Women intimidated by society because of their sex turn

to the counseling services offered by the Everywoman's

Center (EWC) at the University of Massachusetts for help.

Many women have eating problems and low esteem

because of pressures to conform to what they feel society

expects them to be, said Suzanne Slater, a therapist and

counselor at the Center.

"Women that come here seem to chose it because of the

issues they're confronting and because they are female,"

Slater said.

Slater said she feels the things that have made the

counseling services so successful are the sensitivity the

therapists have towards women's issues and feminism, and

the free cost of services. These services are offered free of

charge for women in the local community as well as those

on campus.

"I feel it (counseling services) offers unique service dif-

ferent than others in the area," Slater said.

The EWC's counseling service similar to that offered bv

the University Health Services. There is a "good working

relationship" between the two. Slater said, although the

two offices refer back and forth, the records at the

Everywoman's Center are separate from Health Services',

and are private. The main difference between both ser-

vices is that the counselors at Health Services are doctors,

while those at the Everywomen's Center are social

workers, she said.

"We offer personal counseling, individual, family and

couple counseling, and in addition, we offer support

groups," Slater said. This service has been in operation for

ten years. The counseling staff is comprised of three

people; Slater and two therapists whom she supervises,

she said.

"There's always more we can do in public relations, but

we get many, many more requests from women than we

can talk to."

Counseling is only of seven services offered at the

Everywoman's Center. Slater said the thing that makes

the Everywoman's Center so successful is the way the staff

approaches women.
"We are all feminists here." Slater said.

jpurred
By ANNI GARDNER
Collegian Correspondent

With rape being one of the fastest increasing crimes

nationally and wife battering occuring once every 18

seconds, there is a need for Counselor/Advocates.

Counselor/Advocates provide one of the only rape crisis

centers to serve Hampshire and Franklin Counties, said

Cathy Koach. coordinator ot the Uounselor/Advocates

Program at the Everywoman Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

"The primary experience of women who have been

assaulted is one of isolation. We can help to offset that.

Recovery depends upon a strong support system, and upon

believing, not blaming the victim," Roach said.

Services provided by the Counselor Advocates include

sharing information with women regarding legal and

medical procedures so each woman may make her own

decisions regarding what action to take. Support groups,

short and long term counseling, reftrral, and training

sessions for medical personnel to sensitize them toward

sexual assault issues, and advocacy are also offered, Roach

said.

Last year. Counselor/ Advocates provided 172 people

with confidential individual ar.d group counseling. Roach

said there are primarily two t^roups -I women who call

Counselor/Advocates. The first group s women who were

raped or battered within a tew days »» the call, and the

second are those women who were as> ulted sometime in

the past and wish to deal with issues surrounding the

assault which are continuing to alfect thtir lives, she said.

('oll«r<*" photo bf Mirharl Mu-Koli.
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Saturday (1:45 & 5:00 @ $2 00)7 30. 9:56

Sunday (1:00 & :^:30 @ $2.00) 6:00. 8:30

he's fighting

for his life.

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

FIRST
BUII

Friday (4:45 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:30

Saturday (2:00 ft 4:45 @> $2.00) 7:15. 9:30

Sunday (1:30 Cr 4:00 @ $2.00)6:15. 8:15

OmC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

GLADIATOR KING

IdinAHTHE
BARBAluAn

Friday (4:30 @> $2.00) 7:15, 9:56

Saturday (1 :46 & 4:» @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:56

Sunday (12:46 & 3:30 9 $2.00) 6:00, 8:M

584-91 53 MOUNTAIN FARMS MAL

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Loo» .or M- Boston s ,wo new cooKtx>oKs the Cof<l.a|^CooK.ng GuKle anrt Ihn Sp....ed Ors.*,. Gu«H>

Available al bookslotes o< through Warne. Boo^
75 Rocheteller Plaza Scx-r lal Sale? Depi B New York New ytxk 10019

M. awtonSchnacp. M 60 *«100t.oo. Produc«. b, Mr Bo«on 0.«HH« O««l»o KV M>^ GA «

NATIONAL

mUNlON
Friday (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:45, 10:15

i

Saturday (2:15 & 5:00 @ $2.00) 7:45,

10:15

Sundav (1:15 & 4:00 @ $2.00) 6:30, 8:30

The night
no one fr]

comes homer
UAUJOWEENIII

SEASON OF
THE WITCH

Friday (4:45 @ $2 00) 7:30, 10:15

Saturday (2:00 b 4:45 @ $2.00) 7:30,

10:15

Sunday (1:00 & 3:45 @ $2.00)6:15.8:46

Friday (4:45 @ $2.00) 7:00, 9:45

Saturday (1:30 6 4:15 @ $2.00) 7:00, 9:45

Sunday (12:30 & 3:15 @ $2.00) 6:00, 8:45

W9©I«I©MT M®Vlii*^®^
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS

^mC HAMPSHIRE 4 584-7550

50' off to anyone
in costume

$3.00 ||

fp
50' off to anyone

with a clothes hanger

«Sr^^ we«e:w©ilf in

THEEXOROST
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Dovmtown Amherst 263-5441

Budweiser 12 oz NR bottles $9.59/case

LabattS beer orale $2.99/6pk

Miller 1202 NR bottles $8.99/case

Schaefer 12 02 NR bottles ^1 -^d/Q pk

$6.99/case

Busch 12 02 cans $7.99/case

Canadian Ace Malt Liquor $6.49/ca8e

12 quarts to a case

MANY MORE IN STORE SPECIALS

COLD WEATHER
CLOTHES

UVIN' UKE AN

CufiCVH

There are two ways tone

lake your pick.

Flannel

Shirts

Turtleneck

Shirts

Sweatshirts

Hats

Gloves

Scarfs

Long John

Underwear

Winter Sox

Jackets

Leg Warmers

Pick up tHe wicked newas from FAT.
Look into It.

AL FRANKLIN'S PLATTERPUS
spr.ng.e.d& Hartford Northampton &Westf.e.d Sprmg^^^^^^estSpn^

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

QXJNIVERSITY
STORED

TEAMWEAR
Extra Heavyweight Reverse Weave

1

J

Now part

of our

expanded
Activewear

Department

/

Sweatshirt

Available in

Gray

Scarlet

Navy

S-M-L-XL

Imprinted

or

Plain

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

A Located in the Campus Center

T? UNIVERSITY

SMITH COLLEGE REG COUNCIL
PRESENTS

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12,
8:00PM

JOHN M. GREENE HALL
SMITH COLLEGE, NORTHAMPTON, MA

Reserved Seats ^8.50, 9.50

J

Available at: Iron Horse Coffee House. Northampton.

Food For Thought. Amherst, all TIcketron locations

($7.50 with Smith ID Available at Seelye Hall only)

Produced by Music In The Air

in association with Prajna Productions.

Students interested in pursuing a

non-traditional major find recourse

through the flexible BDIC program

WFCR seeks to offer its audience

diversity and an alternative choice

By BOB STACK
Collegian Correspondent

Students who feel conventional majors

are not tailored to their own unique in-

terest have an alternative to normal

university curriculum.

The Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration (BDIC) program is designed

to give University of Massachusetts

related department and then by a BDIC
supervisor.

Schneeiaerger, who said she was recom-

mended to BDIC by a professor, Mud the

program provides an alternative.

"I liked Art History and English but I

didn't want to limit myself to one," she

said.

Ira Kitmacher, a senior from Pittafield,

said he discovered the program in the first

students an opportunity to study in their semester of his jumor year. He was a Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences major interested

in Business and Communications but was

seeking something more individual. His

major is now Human Resources Ad-

ministration and he is a peer advisor in

Business and Law in the BDIC office.

"The opportunities for practical ex-

perience in BDIC are very good," Kit-

macher said.

BDIC is for everyone, not just a certain

own particular area of interest.

"The program is good for students with a

specific ne«i," said Diane Schneeberger, a

19th and 20th Century Art and Literature

major from Boston. "It is for students who

want to devise something for themselves

and are not satisfied with the traditional

major."

BDIC offers qualified students the oppor-

tunity to design their own interdisciplinary _

program of study under faculty guidance, few, as programs range from Mass Media

The process calls for a personal academic in the Third World and Biological lUustra-

design called a "Proposal." tion to Human Sexuality Counseling.

In the Proposal, students outline their Eligibility requirements include full-time

background; future goals; prospective student status, four semesters in the BDIC

courses related to their concentration, program, and completion of the University

which may include limited amounts of field core and graduation requirements,

experience and/or independent study; and Eighty percent of BDIC graduates are

the rationale behind course choices. either working at jobs related to their con-

Once this proposal is completed, it must centrations or enrolled in graduate study,

be approved by a faculty member in a according to their 1975-78 alumni surveys.

By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

Broadcasting that offers diversity and

alternatives reaches the ears of radio

listeners who tune their dials to WFCR
88.5 FM. Dedicated to serving the com-

munity. WFRC is the Five College public

radio station operated from Hampshire

House at the University of Massachusetts.

Acting Programming Director John

Montanari said the role of public radio is

"to provide alternative programming to

what's available elsewhere on the dial.

That's both in music, news and informa-

tion. We don't have to break up our pro-

gramming with commercials."

Over half of the programming is classical

music. Five College Radio also broadcasts

weekly six hours of jazz music and several

hours of folk, two hours of radio drama,

half an hour of children's programming,

four hours in Spanish, one hour in French

and several in-depth news programs. In ad-

dition, the station has "minority interest"

programs which feature public affairs, talk

shows and music.

"We are not required to carry any

specific programming," Montanari said in

explaining the station's affiliation with Na-

tional Public Radio (NPR). He said four or

five progranw at any one time could be

picked up from a satellite to be used live or

taped for later use. These programs come

either from NPR in Washington, D.C. or

radio stations that produce large scale pro-

JDistinguished Visitors Program |

I

I

presents:

Daniel Keyes author of

The Lives of

BiUy MiUigan''

A the Ohio State University ''campus
' rapist" found ijinocent of his crime

I due to his 24 personalities

student Union
Ballroom

Tuesday
November 9, 1982

8:00 p.m.
Free

grams. No more than 35 to 40 percent of

the programming is done in Hampshire

House.
Staffed by 13 full-timers, nine part-tune

employees and many volunte«ars and in-

terns, WFCR's broadcasting range reaches

from Putney, Vermont in the north to

Southern Connecticut in the south direc-

tion, and from Worcester in the east to the

Berkshires in the west.

Five College Radio is funded by listener

support, government funding, corporation

underwriting and by other nneans. In a

listener support pledge drive hdd last

week, the station raised $55,000, which will

pay for half the station's expoiaes during

fiscal year 1983.

About one of every ten tisteners con-

tributes, Montanari said, with the average

pledge being $35. But, he said, most

students put $10 towards their member-

ship.

Montanari said his original hopes were to

raise $70,000 during the drive. At mid-

week, the station stopped announcmg the

original goal, having decided their aim waa

too high for a college community-h«aed sta-

tion. ^ ,

"Essentially, it (financial nippart) all

comes from the public," Control Board

Operator John G. McDonaW said.

The peak of the drive came Fridiqr and

Saturday when the station raised $10,000,

bringing the total to $46,000 eariy Satur-

day night, McDonald said.

PRIME CUT.the pent yoo look

ot twite. A complete selection

of current style* orxd colors

Priced from 18.95 to 34.95

J
Downfown Amherst A Slore-ful of Ideas

S^^»fc^

rusty nail presents
/t^z^

Fri. Nov. 5

The Atlantics
special guest JUSTIN

You must be 18 to enter.

Sat. Nov. 6 Sun. Nov. 7

FAT JUSTIN
special guest Borderline

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937
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Letters—
student I.D/s are crucial

To the Editor:

The UMass l.D. card. Your key to everything on cam-

pus. Well, almost everything. It seems that the impor-

tance of presenting an l.D. card gets lost at certain places

on campus. These places are the recreational facUities at

Boyden and NOPE. For some strange reason, UMass

students, faculty and staff do not feel the need to show an

l.D. when using these facilities.

The reason I know this is because I have worked as a

Recreational Activities supervisor over the past two

vears. Yes, I am the person who asks for your l.D. And

you are the one who tells me, "I forgot it;" my dog ate it;

"I didn't know we needed it;" the list of excuses goes on.

I'm the one who gets hassled because I dared ask you for

your l.D. It seems kind of ironic that 1 should get the

abuse. I'm only trying to protect you. I bet you'd be the

first person to complain if all the squash courts were taken

up, and two people playing didn't go to UMass. You see,

that's what happens when people without an l.D. still get

to use the facility.

Have you ever tried to cash a check at the Campus

Center without an I.D.? They'd laugh in your face. Or

tried to eat at the D.C. without it? They'd let you stanre

Ever try and take a book out of t\\e library with no I.D.7

You haven't got a prayer. *u.^„„an
My point is, don't lose sight of the purpose of nf/»n« f"

I D It's for your benefit. And don't assume that the

recreational facilities can do without your l.D. They can t

the people who ask for your l.D. are only doing their job.

Don't make it difficult for them. If a picture's worth a

thousand words, you could save a lot of explaming by

presenting your l.D.

Judy Kelliher

Amherst

Weekender turns a stomach

To the Editor:

If you have to pay two dollars or one dollar extra for

chicken and pasta then what kind of food are the rest of

the students getting on the weekend?

I've payed for a meal plan, and that's what I would like

on the weekend. I'm not rich and I shouldn't have to shell

out extra money for halfway decent food.

Also, there is no excuse why vegetarians must starve on

the weekend. The choice every weekend lunch and

breakfast have been eggs, meat, or some dried up cheese

pie. In the evening it is vegetables thrown together with

meat. We are humans not animals.

Tony Lockett
SyWmn

Random Notes
«ix.Mix«sy-*«%Wxv:W:W:WxW •:•:•.•.•.•.•.' •:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•>:•:•;•

fOu WANMA (bNiw?;5uTB ro T*JE OvMK. DBlOKE^N BAIL fUNP^'

Coke machine needs change

To the Editor:

I consider myself quite tolerant, but I find technology's

latest in beverage vending machines absolutely

unbearable. Sitting across from the Mini-Stx)re, the talk-

ing Coke machine ruins what toas a most comfortable and

conducive studying and leisure reading atmosphere in the

Cape Cod lounge. Now. from any seat in the lounge one is

forced to hear that monotonous pseudovoice superimpos-

ed over an abhorent and unmusical rendition of

"Greensleaves" of all melodies; the giggles of titillate

customers consistently follow. Those occasional few who

know the machine well keep it in suspense by putting in a

nickle at a time while those of us in the Cape Code lounge

are treated to eight choruses of "you need to put in more

money." Personally, I can't believe people allow

themselves to be patronized by this in.siilting contraption.

I v.ish more soda drinkers would take pride in their in-

telligence by putting in correct change without computer

assistance and muzak accompaniment — while restoring

peace U) the Cape Cod lounge.

Jeff MilUtein

Orchard Hill

I SBA Career Day '82
I

Tuesday, November 9 j

First Floor Campus Center !

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM I

Luncheon 12 - 2 PM 1009 CO |

Reception 4 - 6 PM 1001 & 1002 CO
|

All Majors Welcome!
Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club !

The Duke Ellington Committee and the

UPC presents a special evening

of contemporary black music with

Clouds
featuring

1

The five-college B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations present the

KLEZMER CONSERVATORY BAND
* "Jewish Jazz"

W IL

Sunday
Nov. 7

7:30 pm

JL

Sage Hall

Smith
College

CONTRIBUTION: '6 General Public, '5 Students 6;^ Senior Citizens

TK KHTS A\ All.ABLh: UMass HillcI'Smtth HilUI»nowntown Sounds.

Northampton •Fot>d for ThouRht. AmhcrM'TlC Kl IS A I IHl. 1KK)H

Clyde Criner

Akua and Gail Dixon
Joe Ford and John Blake

of the McCoy Tyner Group

Victor Bailey

and Omar Hakim
of the new Weather Report

Sunday, Nov. 21 at 8:00 pm
at the Student Union Ballroom

UMass ,Amherst
Tix on sale Fri. Nov. 5 at

Prices: $6.00 students, $7.00 gen. pub.

URU, For the Record (Faces)

and all Ticketron outlets

TO HEW?

waiDON'rm
You CAN READ A
VOTE JUST ABOUT

ANYWAY iou

WANT

A^p You voH'r

M Ourcc^i
ASA

mimDu/v\i

-Tk

WfLL

?OOROL'

"Bowie '

M7 <yv^nuw

Put the blame
where its due
^ ^ T^ apist's wife blames wine!" That is the head-

r\ line from an actual news story, and not a

JL V story-line from the editors of the National

Lampoon. The article went on to say that an Edward-

sville, Illinois man, "downed a bottle of wine and then

raped a neighbor." The man was convicted of rape and

received a sentence of 10 years in prison. The wife of the

convicted man, "claiming the wine caused the attack," is

suing the wine company for $10 million.

Who will win the be
^ ^ rr^ ^'^ couldn't be happening." I thought. Like

I Alice in Wonderland, I searched my brain for

JL lists of things to be consumed and things not

to be consumed. No, no problem there. Reality was the on-

ly remaining alternative.

Looking up at me from the intellectual wasteland of the

TV. and with big, baleful eyes at that, was an irat<' little

girl of about eight who asked me with childish perturba-

tion, "Do I look twenty percent smaller to you?" Twenty

percent smaller than what? An average sized Real person?

My 1959 hand-me-down "Midge" doll?

Mary Beth Hebert

An even worse Reality hit. This was no ordinary mun-

chkin customarily touting cereal during the Family Hour.

Instead, this juvenile, with a face somewhat distorted by a

wide-angle lense, was spearheading a national smear cam-

paign for Burger King against McDonalds and Wendy's.

Unbelievable.

As the weeks went on, things just kept getting worse.

Almost every one of my favorite. Moral Majority approved

TV shows were interrupted by smirking actors posing as

Burger King employees. Listening to these people extf>l

the virtues of charcoal broiling over frying and the

"Whopper" over the "Big Mac" and Wendy's "Single"

was mjiking me lose my appetite.

I was at a loss to figure out why a nationally recognized

fast-food chain was making a direct frontal assault on its

competitors. It's not like they're starving or anything.

And I thought that this sort of slingshot campaign was in-

digenous only to those second-rate companies with

nothing much to lose. (How many people drink C'&C cola

by choice?) You see. like many other capitalist pigs. 1 grew

up with the notion that somehow it just wasn't right to

overtly employ the name of the competition in a

derogatory advertisement. And that it simply wasn't pro-

per to come right out and say that. It's pretty damn rude

to talk down about someone in front of millions of people.

Meanwhile. Octolnr headed on its yearly path toward

November and Election Day. Y(»u know. Election Day.

The day when more than half of the registered voters ex

ercised their constitutional right not to vote. Politicians

rich enough to pay their way through the primary were

planning on s|)ending their way t<i the office of their

choice. In st)me hotly contested races, candidates had to

go to other measures to win these coveted seats in our na-

tion's capital.

And what to my wondering eyes did appear? No
miniature sleigh with eight tiny reindeer (although I'm

still hoping). Political candidates pulling the same sleazy

moves that Burger King was. Charges flew over the

media. This candidate is in favor of prostitution and por-

nography. That candidate provided a "forum" for

"bigotry and hatred." Another lived in rent-free apart-

ments supplied by wealthy businessmen. Instead of

responsible people wanting to serve their states and

towns, they were like a group of malevolent children snit-

ching on their platmates. Sounds reminiscent of the

Burger King tyke, doesn't it?

"Sticks and stones may break my bones but names will

never hurt me." Despite their devilish insinuations,

Margaret Heckler, Ray Shamie and Jerry Brown all lost

their races. And I'll never eat a "WTiopper" again.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

UMass and reality - one view

To the Editor:

Recently I have been impressed by the quality of two

imdergraduate UMass women's columns on university

life. Only by interacting with and personalizing mean-

ingful dimensions of this experience can one move toward

actualizing his or her unique potentialities.

Not to minimize the often excruciating search for identi-

ty, it seems upward mobility and its bothersome inverse,

alienation, are accepted as the fundamental, if often an-

tagonistic world views (Weltanschauungs) at the universi-

ty. Yet, is not a rejection, of say, materialism by some of

the intelligentsia, but another, albeit trendy, construction

of an "Us and Them" schism with all the lost possibilities

for interaction and sharing among groups that this en-

tails? Psychologically, belonging is important but the con-

temporary student must strive to transcend artificial bar-

riers between human beings due to their membership in

out-groups.
.

Is not the pervasive hedonism simply another

mythology? As a distorted drive for solidarity, idolizing

the primacy of the flesh, it is irresponsible given the

predicament of the world.

The age we are entering invites a communion of human

beings in creative and courageous ways. As Thomas Mer-

ton states in the 1960's, to be called "well-adjusted in this

worid is not flattering. Does society offer its well-

adjusted", its passive followers, vinegar or hemlock to

quench their thirst?

R. Jay Allain

Easthampton
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Doug Brassard

While the wife's claim is a little more original than "the

devil made him do it," it would be ironic if she received a

$10 million payment for her husband's commission of such

a vile crime. But that is what her winning of the suit would

amount to. It would also set a dangerous precedent for

manufacturers to be held liable for the actions of in-

dividuals. Imagine a convicted murderer claiming that

"Kojak" was reasonable for that crime; or consider the

possibilities if Lizzie Borden had claimed that the ax

manufacturer was the culprit.

It is in this same light then, that it seems strange that

U.S. firearms manufacturers might be held liable for the

actions of individuals who use their product illegally, or

unsafely. Firearms manufacturers in the U.S. for the most

part use extreme care in the manufactur of their product.

Think of how often you have seen recalls made on U.S.

automobiles, but when was the last time you heard of a

U.S. made firearm being recalled for any reason. Safety

and quality are key concerns of any manufacturer.

Firearms manufacturers such as Smith and Wesson, and

Colt have been in business since the middle of the last cen-

tury, you don't stay in business that long making junk.

Contrary to what many people may believe, the aoU

function of a firearm is to send a projectile down it's bar-

rel. Whether that projectile is discharged by a police of-

ficer at a dangerous felon, or by a target shooter at a dis-

tant paper target, or by a felon in the commission of a

crime, is an individual matter. Certainly the felon should

be punished for committing a crime, especially with a

firearm. But should the target shooter be punished for the

simple pursuit of his sport? Should the many legal owners

of firearms be punished because of the criminal actions of

the few illegal owners?

This last question brings to mind an observation made

recently by Mark Russell, the Washington columnist. He

noted that several communities across the country were

banning certain dictionaries from their public schools. The

reason being, that these dictionaries contained several

"objectional" words. Mr. Russell felt that it was a shame

that because of the few "objectionable" words, all the

good words would also be banned.

And 80 it is in this country that certain groups would

seek to ban the rights of the many, because of the

misdeeds of the few. F.B.I, statistics show that less than

0.19 percent of all firearms in the U.S. will be criminally

misused in any given year, or to put it another way 99.8

percent of all firearms in the U.S. are not involved in a

crime in any given year. In fact, a recent study done on

this campus finds that, "There is no compelling evidence

that private weaponry is an important cause of...violent

criminality."

Isn't it time that we put the blame where it's due? W«
should lobby for legislation against the criminal usere of

firearms, and not against the legal, peaceful owners of

firearms.

D(mg Brassard is a UMass student

We need columnists!
Drop by with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center

LETTERS POLICY
All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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impolicy
oontinuM from page 1

One of the reasons the

Senate put off voting on the

policy at ita meeting two

weeks ago was because of a

misunderstanding of how

the Massachusetts Society

of Professors (MSP) felt

about the policy. Robert

Jones, a history professor

and MSP spokesman,
clarified the MSP position

yesterday. The organization

believes the policy to be

"the best policy we are like-

ly to get," he said.

"Therefore we accept it."

Chancellor Duffey must

now appoint the 13-member

Sexual Harassment Hear-

ing Panel. The Hearing

Panel will be made up of

two faculty members, two

members of the professional

staff, four classified

employees, two
undergraduate students,

two graduate students, and

one administrative
representative.

The procedure has been

approved by all necessary

grouf)8 — the Board of

Trustees, the

Undergraduate Student

Senate, and now the Facul-

ty Senate.

The final section of the

policy, which makes it clear

the current policy may not

be the Anal version, states,

"It is understood that these

procedures will be reviewed

after a one-year implemen-

tation p>eriod and modified

as necessary upon consulta-

tion with interested groups

on campus."

*

*
**

LANMMi WMl
A Genuine Army /Navy Store

SPECIAL CORDURA
NYLON DAYPACK

30% Reg. S19.95 50%
OFF ^., $995 OFF

SALE

25 King St ,
Northampton, MA 584-1375

11 Chapman St ,
Greenfield. MA 774-5472

SATURDAY
November 6th

after the game

JOHN MORGAN
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Communications theory has various appUcations

By TOM SEXTON
Collegian Correspondent

A new communications theory is currently being applied

by a University of Massachusetts professor to everything

from parenting to marketing.

The theory, Neuro-Linguistics Programming, utilizes the

interpretation of body language and speech inflections to

provide an interviewer, salesman or professor with the

best way to address an audience.

Feeling

"Cabin'd, Cribbed, Confined"?

Open your world: Study Abroad!

College Semester Abroad
« • Small groups of American students immersed in the host,

5 culture and language ,

5 • Live with a family and study with host country academics and

« professional who tailor their coursework to suit your needs and

i ^An^Am^can Academic Director and U.S. accredited school

» for ease of credit transfer
. , ,_ , „

: . Leam with immediacy -both in a"d ou^ide the classrcK,rT.

HHd.m.ri« Hendricks of Ac.d.m.c Studies AbrMdjjH

t be h«r. to .nev^er your question, on Monday. Novembjr

* 8th at 2 00 In International Programs. UMaas, and at 4.00

: rForeign Study Advisor's Office. H.mpahlre Coliofl.^

» Open to qual.f«d «ud^ts of «H>homore «""*'^ •"l"'*;^^'^
; S^r«^ r«,u.r. p,.vK>u. foflu^ tra.n.ofl )

For

^'^^-J
'^°';^'*^

; io^appliortion, com. to the m«rt.nfl S- your Study Abroad offK:a or

; contact u. at: Th. School lor ^'^'^^^^^^'""^

5 Brattt«boro, VT 06301

; Call toll-traa (800)461-4486

"Basically, NLP is tailoring your approach to the reaction

of your subject," said Dr. Larry Rosenberg, associate

professor of marketing in the School of Business

Administration.

NLP grew from the work of two researchers at the

University of SanU Cruz, Calif.: John Grinler. a linguist

and Richard Bandler. a psychologist, Rosenberg said.

The name is a merger of terms from the behavioral

sciences and computer language. "Neuro" refers to the

function of the nervous system, and "linguistic" to speech

patterns. "Programming" implies the attempt to control a

situation.

He said they sifted through the techniques used by some

great communicators and came up with three basic devices

common to all of them: "buUding rapport with the subject,

understanding where the subject is coming from and usmg

a communication style that is elegant and at the same time

persuasive."

Having studied NLP for two years at the New York

Training Institute for Neuro-Linguistic Programmmg.

Rosenberg said he feels NLP can be appUed to virtuaUy

any field.

"NLP is a model of how effective communicators operate.

Wherever there is a need to communicate, NLP can be

applied," he said.

As a professor. Rosenberg said he finds NLP useful in the

classroom.

He said, "We're too inclined to say a slow student has a

learning problem. NLP places the responsibiUty on the

teacher. A teacher has to find the best approach for how a

oerson learns."

Applying NLP to sales and marketing, Rosenberg said.

"In seUing. we can't accept that some get it' others don t.

We have to single out the problem areas and do somethmg

about our approach."

The success of the techniques employed NLP is easily

measured. Increased sales, higher exam grades, and closer

parent-chUd relationships achieved by Rosenberg's former

clients and student indicate NLP is effective.

"I want to stress, however, Rosenberg said, "that NLP,

like hypnosis, can't be used to talk a person into doing

something against his will."
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rClassic
II

Clothes from

CIMA
You love them

for their

versatility,

wearability

and timeless

shapes. It's

these same

qualities that

let you pull

together the

best casual

looks for this

fall. The idea

is that anything

classic mixes

with other

pieces

wonderfully

comes up new

and fresh.

DOLD MEW WAYS WITH CLASSICSI
I

^C

NOVEMBER
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL
2 for 1

St. Pauli Girl
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nig^hts

4-6pm 10 - midnight
Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141 £^'

/

/

#22 Garry Pearson

212TJL n.
"'

FRBE Convmnlttt
Pmldng

THE STAGE IS SET

THIS SATURDAY, NOV. 6tli

Th9 Two FInmBt Offenslvo Football Players

In the East Clash as the...

UMASS MINUTEMEN
(Off a 30-14 Victory Ov»r UConn.)

Host The

BOSTON COLLEGE EAGLES
(Last w—k aart in th» nation)

KICK-OFF
1:00 P.M.

ALUMNI STADIUM,
AMHERST

Reserved seats $6
General Admission $5
Children AHHtor i4) '3

Students with valid ID
no charge

TICKET Office BOYbCN BUM.. UMASS.UMASS '82

HOME GAMES Nov. 13, IKM-Nmt Hampahira ^^541810
WEiJAINIMG ikwr. 20. 1:00 AJ.C.

9'^^^9M^M

******************
*

*
*

Mount Snow Vermont Tours
"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7. 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1983

Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.(X) per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging
• A gala welcome party
• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

• Five full skiers' breakfasts
• Four full course dinners
• Ski tour guide & host
• And so much morel

• Welcome Get- 1 ogether Party * Beer Bash

*

*
t

,^ cgtichina

CONTEMPORARY
584-0560

211 Main St.

Northampton

Wine & Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse-Drawn^

•Jt Sleigh Ride • Movies ' And so much more

•X" "The Mountain of Fun. MT Snow Vermont"
Ail Rates Subject to 6% State Tex and

¥r 15% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge
^ Mount Snow Vermont Tours

¥r PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Verrront 05356

^ 802-464-2076

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION
I

SPINAL SCREENING
AT THE

Amherst Chirooractic Center

November 1 - November 15

1. Head tilt

2. High shoulder
3. Low scapula
4 Spinal curvature
5. Low hip

Potential Danger signals

of Irritated Nerves:
• Headaches, dizziness, blurred vision

• Neck pain, tight muscles, spasms
• Shoulder pain, pain down arms, numb-
ness In hands

• Pain between shoulders, difficult

breathing, abdominal pains
• Lower back pain, hip pain, pain down
leg

Amherst Chiropractic Center is offering spinal check-ups and

postural analysis for early detection of back problems.

TIME magazine says 75 million Americans have backache, and

with each passing year, this astronomical (uyure grows by

7,000.000.

Backache has become a catastrophic issue with the insurance

companies and with our national economy. It is one of the top

claims for disability. In addition to this, arthritis and rheumatic

complaints affect 77 percent of our adult population, and evep^

year millions sustain severe neck injuries from automobile

collisions.

With the use of a few simple painless tests we wilj be able to

determine the condition of the spine. Early detection of bacK

problems is the best prevention w'or future back ailments

The spinal screening will be offered without charge or

obligation, at the

Amherst Chiropractic Center

190 University Dr., Amherst, M*

Doctors will be available for answering quei ;ns on treatment

and prevention of back problems.

PfesM call 25e-«700 for an appointment and bring a copy of

this onnouncoment wHh you.
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Fine food and drink

at affordable prices

estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA

SATURDAY NIGHT 11/6
WAOV

R#|QX Qt th» U

Friday hoppy hour - 2:00 - 5:30

99' drinks - 50' drafts

FREE PIZZA

orgasms only $1.50

Delicious Luncheon Specials - $2.49

Mon - Fri 11:30 -3:00

ROCK THE
RUSTY
NAIL
FATI GUESTS

BORDERUNE

S;Sse

Dream
Merchant
RecordK

There are three ways to rock to a 45.

lake your pick.

ROCK ALL WEEK AT 102 AND PICK YOUR PRIZE.

*FATPACS *WHO TICKETS * SPEEDWAGON TICKETS
* COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS *ROCK 102 T-SHIRTS

* AND MORE

ToAU
On-Campus
Groups:

Because of the Collegian's
dependence on advertising
revenue, we are forced to make
this announcement. Starting

Monday, Nov. 16, 1982, we
will not accept eny advertising

for events that will be held at

and/or produce revenue for

businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the Collegian. It is

your responsibility to chec^

with the advertising depa«

ment at the CoUefirian.

Newslines . .

.

Boston internships available

different fields of academics

The Massachusetts Office of Internships, located in the

State House in Boston, is offering internships for students

looking for an opportunity to apply academic theories and

principles in a professional work environment. More than

500 internships are available in areas such as arts, com-

munications, business and law and government. Academic

credit is available for these positions. For more infonna-

tion. contact the office at 617-727-8688.

Three-day concert to include

pictures of Alpine climbing

An unusual concert featuring live music and

photographs from an Alpine climbing expedition will be

presented at 8 p.m. on Nov. 8, 9 and 10 in the Student

Union Ballroom. All three performances are free and open

to the public.

^g- 'g »» ^ir- II .ir ir —TT

TIME OUT
Friday

Is
Qr^Qt

Juk*

and
tj

FUH HIGHT
Qt

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

37 H Pletf&ont St, Amherst M^

MANDARIN SZtCHUEN CUISINE

"Ik Best Cluiie»e Feed"
Luncheon Specials

Take-Out Service

Dinner Specials

Full Cocktail Menu

Sunday Brunch
$5.25 per person
All You Can Eat

11:30-3:00

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. A Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst

256-0251 256-0252

^\ Gaines Jb>

^ Tournaments ^

Billiards - Sun. Nov. 7 1:00 pm Games Rm
Ping Pong - Sat. Nov. 13 NOPE 10 am
See Marty in Games Room
for Info and to Register
$2. Entry Fee each event

Winners represent UMass in Regionals

Looking for People/Interest in Chess, FoozebaU,

Backgammon College Bowl - See Marty 545-2527

Dart Expo, Concourse,

Mon. Nov. 15, 8 am-4 pm

The presenUtion, titled "I saw the Wind," is the crea-

tion of music arranger Mark Thompson and Alpine

climber and photogr^her Bob Jamieson. Jamieson's pic-

tures were taken in the Yukon, Alaska, British Ck)lumbia,

South America and the Northern Rockies. The concert is

being sponsored in part by the University of

MasMchusetts Arts Council.

Tlowers for Algernon' author

to speak on his latest work
Daniel Keyes, author of Flowers for Algernon, will be

speaking on his latest book, The Minds of Billy Milligan,

at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Union Ballroom. Keyes

has won the Hugo Award for best short story and the

Nebula Award for best novel by the Science Fiction

Writers of America, both for FUnuem for Algernon. The

book was made into the movie "Charley," in which Cliff

Robinson won an Academy Award.

Lessons planned by dancers
The Heymakers, a local square dance group, will be giv-

ing square dance lessons at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday in the

Commonwealth Room (Earthfoods) in the Student Union

Building.

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing

of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and

surrounding area, is

published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed on-

ly on the day they are taking

place. Announcements must

be submitted on "Hypercur-

ricula" forms available in

the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center, and return-

ed to the office by 3 p.m. the

Friday l)efore the event. All

submis8Jons should be writ-

ten in a similar style as they

appear in the paper.

Friday

FREE CONCERT:
LAURA KLOCK. HORN,
AND NADINE SHANK,
PIANO - UMass faculty

members Laura Klock and

Nadine Shnnk will perform

program of original

American music, featuring

the world premier of

"Spritual Fantasy No. 5,"

composed by Frederick

Tillis. 8 p.m., Bowker
Auditorium.

Friday & Saturday

VANITIES - Presented

by the University Ensemble

Theater. A bittersweet com-

edy that follows the 'ives of

three women from a small

Texas town from tne 19608

to the 19708. For reserva-

tions please call 545-3511. 8

p.m. Friday and Saturday,

Rand Theater, Fine Arts

Center.

UNDERSTANDING
JEWISH OPPRESSION -
A one credit, 16-hour collo-

quium. All students are

welcome. CaU 5454)472 or

545-2803 to renter or for

more information. 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

Center for JRadal Studies,

Moore House. Southwest.

Sunday

"NEED A RIDE TO
CHURCH?" - The
"Church Bus" leaves from

Grayson's back lot at 9:30

a.m., stops at Cashin Dorm
at 9:35, and at NOPE at

9:40 a.m. for the Amherst

churches. Coffee and donuts

in Grayson Main Lounge

9-9:30.

HOUSE CHURCH - A
student group engaged in

mutual ministry, Bible

study, personal sharing and

encounter, and a simple

closintJ ( ommunion which

reflects the spirit of the

group 7 U) 9:00 p.m., 428

Student Union.

\
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Work perfect for play
MEN AT WORK
Tnetdaj, November 3

Agon. Ballroom, Hartford

By SAUL NATANSOHN
CoUeRian Correspondent

Once in a while you're lucky enough to

catch a band that s just recently become a

hit, before the aspects of stardom have

gotten to the members' heads, before the

profits from T-shirt sales start rolling in,

and before their name becomes a household

word. At this point, a band ia totally un

selfish in its attitude towards their fans,

visibly enjoying themselves rather than

just going through the motions. Today's

band at the threshold of stardom is called

"Men at Work, ' and they are destined to

become one of the most talented groups in

music today.

Men at Work is an Australian quintet that

has its own blend of airy, danceable pop

that is unlike anything this hemisphere has

to offer. Their show Tuesday night was

flawless in execution, and the crowds

enthusiasm stimulated them to go on and

just have fun with their instruments. The

playful stage antics of singers Colin Hay

and Greg Ham were complemented by the

musical synthesis of Ron Strykert, Jerry

Speiser and shy John Rees into a well-oiled

musical machine.

There is nothing at all mechanical about

the band's refreshingly spontaneous style,

however. Highlights included "Down
Under, " a song with a raggae-like tempo
and an upbeat flute solo that had the

standing room only crowd swaying with

delight. "Who Can It Be Now." the band's

first American single, started off with an

intense, sizzling guitar solo by Ron
Strykert with Ham's distinctive saxophone

cutting in triumphantly. Strykert is an

amazing guitarist by anyone's standards,

and his leads were a potent part of the

band's inherent togetherness. Jerry

Speiser attacked his drum set with an eager

vengeance, and his duet with funky John

Rees on bass affirmed the bands truly wide

range of talent. Add to this Colin Hay's

high, clear voice and you've got a band that

has true potential to become a big name act.

With the success of Men at Work's first

album comes the task of cutting a com-

parable follow-up; rock history is filled with

bands that haven't succeeded in this

respect. Let's hope that they attain that

stardom, they keep that innovative energy

which flows when they get onstage. With

the talent they've got. it would be a pity if

they lost it.

The mnaical trantformations of the Pat Metheny Group will come to

Smith's JM Greene Hall next Friday.

Metheny is released
By TOM FAISON
Special to the Collegian

"Friday evening, Noveniber 12, at 8:00

PM, the JM Green Mall on the Smith

College campus will be the site for musical

transformations of the Pat Metheny

Group.
"

Can you believe that sentence?!!! The

Smith College part isn't k» *>ad but that

"musical transformat >ns ' bit is

outrageous. Over the yei -s, in their at-

tempt to find new adjectives for the same

musicians, publicists have really gone out

on a grammatical limb with their press

releases. A group called "Music in the Air"

which is currently representing Pat on his

current tour, is no exception.

Just try some of these press release

phrases on for size:

"He has performed straight-ahead jazz

("80/81")..."

(as opposed to what? Vacillation jazz?

Round the corner jazz? Dirty closet jazz?

I've had this album for years and straight

ahead is the last thing that comes to mind

when you hear it.)

"Music imbued with rock"

(Why couldn't they just confuse us with

the word fusion?)

quasi classical Impressionism showcasing

tl e full range of his technical vituosity"

(Isn't that great? That is some phrase.

Anyone who can figure it out should come

to the Collegian Arts Desk for free tickets

l(. the next Joe Spinnel Film Festival. I

myself am a fond admirer of post

impressional classicism.)

The rest of the press release was okay for

the .most part because it limited itself to

details of who Pat will be playing with:

(Lyle Mays. Steve Rodby. Dan Gottlieb and

Nana Vasconcelos) And where one might

find tickets if one was so inclined to buy one

(Platterpus Records. Food For Thought,

Ticketron and of course lovely Smith

College itself.)

After all I shouldn't get too mad at these

people because Pat's music is hard to ex-

plain to anyone who hasn't heard it; and his

career probably has been restricted

because his inability to break into the

mainstream (although he is probably one of

the most successful Jazz musicians today)

through image problems or just the specific

nature of his music.

Other first rate musicians touring today all

suffer from the originality of their music.

For instance Joan Armatrading has been

labeled "a black act", "a country act", 'a

rock act" and of course "a jazz act." Since

her records are sold in record stores in any

one of these sections her records are

sometimes hard to find. But fortunately,

critics and fans are starting to accept her

style as strictly her own and her records

can now be found in just the "A" section.

Canada's Bruce Cockburn also suffers from

this classification dilemma. When he played

in New York last year he was promoted as

little more than a folk singer so the only

people who went to see and hear him play

were previous fans, groundlings and critics

from The Rolling Stone.

The reason why I write about this at all is

because these people will be in the area

soon and it would really be a pity if they

were again catagorized by those who hadn't

know them and denied the opportunity to

widen their audiences. I know it does sound

I rite but The Pioneer Valley does offer the

riiance to hear different groups and Pat

Metheney is a good place to start.

Sal Baglio of the Stompert, who
the Valentines tonight.

If you're like myself, you're probably

somewhat nauseated at the prospects of

another weekend of the Valley's best: the

Atlantics plodding through the same
uninspired songs you've already heard a

zillion times (in the same order, no less).

Max Creek recycling Dead tunes you

considered pretty lame the first time you

heard them, and the Neighborhoods hosting

another crash and bash slam-fest (who

cares if they've got a new bassist). So

maybe this isn't Kenmore Square, but

cheer up; you've just got to look a bit

harder, that's all.

At the Blue Wall: yes, you've heard it

right folks, the hardest working band in the

entire world — the Stompers — have

finally landed a recording contract on the

Boardwalk label. And God knows they've

just about toured themselves into oblivion

trying to get this far. They'll be playing

tonight along with the Valentines.

At the Rusty NaU: the, ulp, Atlantics will

be playing along with Justin. Need I say

more?
At Sheehans in Noho: tonight it's the

contemporary jazz-fusion sounds of Urban

Renewal.

The Scientific Americans will be making a

rare local appearance at the Hangar this

Sunday night. Better check out their

sensibility-smashing brand of Kraftwerk-

esque technopop before they become big

stars and move to NYC. You might want to

give a listen to their newest effort. Load

and Go! on the ROIR cassette-only label

before you head over.

Aw nut so: The English Beat's November
16th performance at the Campus Center

Auditorium is officially sold out. Hey. wait

one second. It seems WMUA. in their in-

finite generosity, has decided to give away
not only a pair of tix to the English Beat,

but also a pair of backstage passes and

dinner for two at Plumbley's to top it all off.

What's the catch? All you have to do is

come-up with a rap with the title of a Beat

Jerry Garcia

at Bushnell
Aerosmith.

CoUagUa photo br Naarj Natik

will be at the Blue Wall along with

song repeated twice therein. Just call

WMUA at 545-2877 Tuesday and give them
your rap over the phone. They'll put it on

tape and broadcast the winner Wednesday
afternoon. Gee, it looks like I won't have to

stay home Friday night and watch the

Dukes ofHazard after all.

Jazz rock fusion artist, Pat Metheny, will

be performing at 8 p.m. on November 12, at

John M. Green Hall, Smith College. Tix are

$8.50 and $9.50. Despite the woefully

uncomfortable seats at Green Hall, this

should prove to be an exceptional show. I

suggest you just bring something soft to sit

on.

Outer Limits: Missing Persons, November
16 at the Agora. West Hartford... Greg
Allman Band, November 16, at Flatt

Street. Brattleboro. VT...

Band. November 13

Auditorium. Hartford.

November 9 at the New Haven Coliseum...

Billy Joel, November 17 at the Centrum.

Worcester.

Outer outer Limits (or "In Case You're in

Boston Visiting Your Grandmother"): Oh.

no! It's Devo, November 11 at the

Orpheum.. the Pat Metheny Group,

November 12 at the Orpheum... CJeorge

Thorogood, November 23 at the Bradford

Balb"oom. And I can't help but plug the

Channel: tonight, it's the Fleshtones. Next
Wenesday, the Gun Club.

Best bets on home-grown vinyl: the debut

EP by the Boston-based Young Snakes,

Bark Along unth the Young Snakes

(Ambiguous) is hot stuff as is Mission of

Burma's debut LP. Vs. (Ace of Hearts). If

you thought their EP was a punch in the

stomach, this one will totally bowl you over.

And speaking of vinyl, there will be a

record convention — the Northampton
Record Show — from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. this

Sunday at the Elks BPOE Lodge, 43 Center

Street, Northampton. "From Beatles to

Buzzcocks to Blues to Broadway." says the

press release. Sounds interesting enough.

Arts
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DemonPondalwet

Tamaaaboro Bando as Princess Shirayuki in Demon Pond.

Demon Pond
Directed by Masahiro Shinoda

Pleasant St. Theatre

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Masahiro Shinoda's Demon Pond is

throughly enjoyable untfl you get to the

end; the special effects people for this film

should be taken out and shot.

Other than this small detail. Demon Pond

is brUliant mainly due to the performance

by the kabuki actor. Tramasaburo Bando.

Bando is an onnagata, an actor in the kabuki

theater who specializes in female roles.

Here he plays two roles, that of the heroine

Yuri and the Princess Shirayuki.

The story centers on the area around

Demon Pond. Yamasawa. played by

Tsuramu Yamazaki. is a scholar who has

come to the region to see this Demon Pond.

He finds that the village below the pond has

suffered from drought for the past 2 years.

He is astonished to find a house with a river

right next to it.

Yuri and her husband Akira. played by Go
Kato, live in this particular house just

above the village. She tells him that the

source of the river is Demon Pond.

Legend has it that a Dragon God lives at

the bottom of the pond and if the bell that

Akira tends is not rung 3 times a day. the

village will be inundated by a flood.

Eventually Yamasawa discovers that Akira

is his long lost brother and the two are

reunited.

Slowly the audience is drawn into an

almost film within a film when night falls

and all the supernatural creatures

Superman of the cloth
Monsignor
Directed by Frank Perry

Hampshire 4 Theaters

By ADRIENNE WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

'Forgive me father, for I have sinned. I

have killed for my country. I have stolen for

my church. I have loved a woman, and I am

a Priest."

So goes the storyline of "Monsignor," the

Christopher Reere. atar of Mon-

Bignor.

saga of a young American Priest portrayed

by Christopher Reeve. The film, directed

by Frank Perry, is the story of Father John

Flaherty, an army chaplain who is drawn

inhabiting the area appear. We are taken U>

the abode of the Princess Shirayuki who is a

beautiful emobodiment of the Dragon God.

These scenes in this mystical land are

delightful as a change of pace. The audience

isn't provided with a straight plot, instead

director Shinoda uses this sub-plot as a way

of providing the audience with more in-

formation. This helps the audience to ap-

preciate the legends and characters more.

Demon Pond is a rich fBm in terms of the

story and the performances by a truly

capable cast. But when the film reaches its

climax, the film begins to wallow in

melodrama of the sappiest kind. Yuri is to

be sacrificed by the villagers who believe it

will bring rain. Akira and Yamasawa arrive

just in time to save her. But Yuri sooa

realizes that harm wiD come to all of them if

she doesn't kill herself. When she does

commit suicide to save the two brothers,

Akira decides not to ring the bell and

destroys everything. Thus we come to the

ending that was a real disappointment: the

flood.

All I could think of when I watched this

fk>od sequence was the old Godzilla movies

that you used to watch on television as a

kid. Remember how you used to be treated

to the destruction of Tokyo every week?

Well you can relive those days again at the

end of this film. I didn't believe for one

minute that these ignorant villagers were

being swept away by the flood waters.

Demon Pond is a fine film as far as it goes.

Unfortunately, the mood was wrecked by a

poorly coordinated ending that causes the

film to lose its credibility. It falls down at

the climax where the story really could

have made an impact on the audience.

from the European battlefields of World

War II. to the Vatican. It is here that he

becomes involved in helping the church rise

from its monetary depression.

Cardinal Santoni (Fernando Rey) appoints

Flaherty to attempt to stabilize the

Vatican's economic future. Flaherty draws

the Vatican into the Italian Black Market.

The contacts were arranged by his

childhood friend, Lodo Varese (Joe Cor-

tese). with mafia capo Don Appolini (Jason

MiUer).

Flaherty's romantic character is evoked

when he meets Clara, a young nun who
knows him only as an army lieutenant, a

role Flaherty assumes during his dealings

with the Black Market. Flaherty's internal

conflict is demonstrated through the clash

between his clerical vows and his human
desires.

Although "Monsignor" had the potential to

succeed through its excellent casting, the

lack of organization contributes to its

downfall. The story is laced with an in

consistent series of events. The element of

time is poorly conveyed and the audience is

often lost.

Above all else. "Monsignor" lacks in-

teresting and climactic scenes, which makes

it boring and monotonous.

"Monsignor." based on a novel by Jack

Alain Leger. can be added to the list of

"flops" directed by Frank Perry (David and

Lisa, Mommie Dearest]. As for Reeve,

outrunning speeding buUets and leaping tall

buildings seem more his style.

Coll«tiMi flic pkoto

The Scientific Americans will bring their unique brand of jar' 'nk

fusion to the area Sunday night.

••r, , ' S^SiIZrlSnaett^nmberChoir will perform a free

Following the recent trend to bastardize

literary classics, writer Desmond Ryan is

scripting Treasure Planet, a sci fi version ol

Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island.

Animator Ralph Bakshi will direct the flick.

It's his first live action production, and

producer Albert Ruddy is betting 15 million

dollars that it will make it big. Al. I'll take

that bet.

One film series which American

audiences have been denied is Israeli

Director Boaz Davidson's Lemon Popsick

series, which deal with the trials and

tribulations of teenage adolescence. Now
Davidson has brought his ulent to this

country, where The Last American Virgin

is being readied for release. The film has a

fairly standard high school plot, foUowing a

group of boys and their preoccupations with

love and sex. One difference is that almost

all the main characters end up with social

diseases. Bummer.
While we're on the subject of teen love.

Liar's Moon has completed shooting. The

film takes place in 1949 and features up and

mumbling teen idol Matt Dillon, who also

has starring roles in the soon to be released

films. Tex, The Outsiders and Rumhlefish,

plays Jack, a young man who falls in love

with Ginny. played by Cindy Fisher. Their

parents don't want them together, so they

elope. Then there's all sorts of conflicts and

the fUm culminates in an explosive climax,

which whoever wrote the press release felt

compelled to tell me.

Armand Assante tears onto the screen as

Mike Hammer in /, The Jury. The third

remake of Mickey Spillane's violent classic

also stars Barbara Carrera and Laurene

Landon. The film opens with a prostitute

being savagely killed and continues with

dozens and dozens of brutal murders.

Detective Hammer tracks it all down to a

ritzy sex clinic headed by icy Carrera.

Should be out next month sometime.

Richard Pryor and Steven Spielberg are

probably two of the busiest men in

Hollywood today. Pryor has finished

Superman III and The Toy and will begin

The Charlie Parker Story and The Man
Who Would Make Miracles. The latter is a

contemporary comedy based on an H.G.

Wells story. Spielberg, meanwhile, is

wrapping up The Twilight Zone and will

then begin Raiders II, which is set three

years earlier than Raiders of the Lost Ark.

Spielberg will then move on to E. T. II,

which reunites its original cast.

Mike Nichols will direct Silkwood. the

biography of Karen Silkwood. Meryl Streep

will play the title character, Kurt Russell

plays her boyfriend and Cher plays her beat

friend.

lx)cal Best Best: Hands down, the

Amherst Cinema is the place to go on

Sunday, Monday or Tuesday night. Diner

will play on a double bill with American

Grafitti. Until then. The Calvin, which has

switched over to a $1.50 admission policy,

will show Fast Times at Ridyemont high.

which has been called sexist and ex-

ploitative, but I thought it was great.

TRAILERS TRIVIA: in between Sean

Connery and Roger Moore, another actor

starred as James Bond. Name the actor, the

name of the film and the soap opera he now

Meryl Streep will play Kareir

Silkwood in Mike Nichols* upcom-

ing SUkwood.
appears on. Answer to last wetlts question:

Actually, last week's question was a joke.

Abel Gance never made a film railed The

Balladeer of Diablo and I w.)ul<ln't know
who the second unit gaffer w is i v-en if he

diii ^he answer to the .'i'ur- ;nestion is

Ch', Hew Over The C. . <>'^ ' in which

T. Christopher Lloy Danny

r V played Tabar Martini,

r'"^"'»''tively.
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Mike's Sfflorgy is bockl
"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best happy hour in town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7:00
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RAND
FINE ARTS CENTER

Q Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES
TONIGHT AND TOMORKOW

ot pm

Reservations: 545-3511

In repertory wltti DARK OF THE MOON

"unnervlngly funny . . . fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

Slide Presentation

will be given on
Tuesday Nov. 9th

Campus Center Rm 901

7:00 PM

AROUND THE WORLD: sails

Spring 19H:< (January 26-May 6)

Port Everglades. Florida • Cadi/, Spain

Piraeus, (ireece • Alexandria, Ejfypt

• Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India * Colombo.

Sri l^anka • Manila. Philippines • Hong Kong
•Keelung. Taiwan • Kobe, ^okahama .lapan

Sm.nfM.red h> Ihf Inivrmily of PillshurRh. S«-m«-Mor at S.a offer* sludeiit!. a nupi-rior

full nrmrslpr aradrmir proRram and ^iipportinR field experii-ni «-s Ihis one semedirr

ixperienrc i» ii\ailablr lo qualified <iliidenl>( from all arrrediled < olleRen and unurr

»itie»

Mori- than Ml \o\aRe related uni»er»il> rourse* f^acull> drawn from the I nivrr»il> of

I'illHhurRh and other leading universities. au)(menled »>> visilinR area experl*

<>pl»-»l loiira. inrludinK special lours into the People s Kepuhllt of ( hina. axaitahle

Semraier at Nea admits students without regard to rolor. rare or rreed The S S

I niverse is full> air conditioned. IM.OWI tons, registered in I iberia and huill in

America

for a free color brochure, write Semester at Sea, I ( IS. I i.iversitv of PiltshurBh. horl«s

Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA IS2WI. or call loll free (WMI) k:>10I»S (in < alifornia < all

C I I) 77 I 6;i90)

ffjij^ner for%9^ Enjoy ^

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
TEvery ^Friday

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center • llMass

Doonesbury by Garry Tnideau
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ISN'T
'AMAZING

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Warning sign

5 Along

blackbird ..'

10 Attention getters

14 Bathe

15 Amerinds o*

Missouri

16 Old stringed

instrument

17 Pulled

18 More likely

19 Freshly

20 Chicago
arsonist o( 1871

23 North Sea feeder

24 MacK and
Williams

25 Place tor testing

28 Disloyal one
32 TaKeoM without

parental blessings

34 Washington org

35 Broadway units

39 LiltleBoPeep

43 Suburb of Pans
44 Between a and

45 Conference ol

1946

46 Accumulation
49 Be permissive

50 Title tor BW R

53 Recipe amis
55 Ridiculous'

61 Resonant sound

62 Willowy

63 Calorie-tilied

65 Release

66 Place (or

avowals

67 At some distance

68 Arguable

69 Wherewithal

70 Whale

DOWN
1 Word with boy

or man
2 School

3 Word with when or

how
4 Interesting and

informative

5 Kind of vessel

6 Ad astraper

motto of Kansas
; — Han
8 Hungarian city

9 Etiiereal

iU Identify

1

1

Chuich council

12 CkDse fitting

trousers

Scottish style

13 Fasten
21 Bone Prefix

22 Big ship Abbr

25 Small city on
Utah Lake

26 Dear me'
27 Supervise

29 Blood of the gods,

in myth

30 Connection

31 Pull ones own

33 Work diligently

35 Interiection ot

triumph

36 Minute tissue part

37 Malde
38 Disagreement

40 Champagne class-

ification

41 Twitching

42 Slendoi \i;3ceful

woman
46 Quadruped
47 One from the

Beehive State

48 Daisylike flowers

50 Voice Pietix

51 Musical

composition

52 Gram fungus
54 Icy ridge or

pinnacle

56 Ancient Persian

Gulf kingdom
57 Commor husinecs

need

58 Kelt of the

funnies

59 Widespread

60 Vamoose'
61 rap

64 King Otto s

domain to' shoit

t ? 3 4

?1

5 6 7 s 9

n

10 1' W 13

14 "is 16

17 IS 19

1
11

1
?0 K

IiP
21

I
?9
I
30 11

7*

I
i'5 w I

35
I
36
I
37

ii ]3 34

M

I
46

40 41 4?

43 44 45

I
54t 5?

47 41 49

1 I 53 I
1
64

I 55
5^^^

5'

1

59 60

61 6? 63

6i 66 67

61 69 70

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

B'AS'EjiBlAlR J ItBf lO;'^j Weather
Periods of rain early

today. The rain could have

_a few heavier showers and

cause local flooding of

roads.

Clearing breezy and cold

tonight. Lows in the 90s.

Partly sunny breezy and

cold tomorrow. Highs in

the 409.

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9am Wake-up
9-TKX)n Conceptus Latino

12-3pm The Rythm Method with Carl Lowman
3-5:30 Jimmy Dee Drives You to Friday

Night
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Athena's Web with Don Cerow
7-10 T.K. TIL TEN
10-2am Radical Dub Faction with Vickie Butes

2-6 Avandel - Serious Night LifeMusic

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Meatloaf/Onion Gravy

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Ratatouille

BASICS DINNER
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Ratatouille

r'AssocTate"ews Editor*

I
Wanted ^f

i The Collegian needs an associate news!

CABLE/VIDEO
Home grown video music

10:30 - 12:30 The Fools in the Blue

Wall

12:30 - 1:00 The Valentines

1:00 - 2:00 Beau Bolero in the Wall

too!

is

-editor. Become involved in New England's.
- . 1. 1 1 c „

I

[largest college daily newspaper. Some ex-|

perience in newswriting and reporting is|

I necessary but we provide training. Low pay I

I but great experience. All UMass students!

are encouraged to apply. Apply before Nov. I

1 5 to Michael Foley, News Editor, in the Col-

\legian office, 113 Campus Center. The Col-^

Ikgian is an equal opportunity employer.
|

EARTH FOODS MENU

Spinach-Millet Casserole

Green Salad

Split Pea Soup
Banana Bread
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_l^„_j«_^j__ tomorrow
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Correspondent

When the University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team travels to the

University of Vermont tomorrow to open

their 1982 83 dual meet season, they should

be more than ready for the crack of the

starter's gun.

Third year head coach Valerie Turtle has

had the women swimmers training daily in

the NOPE pool since September and has

had them out of the water in the weight

room three times a week.

Turtle, who has previously coached at

Springfield College and Mount Holyoke. is

looking forward to improving last year's

record of 7-4.

"I'm really optimistic for a good season

this year," said Turtle.

A big reason for the optimism is

probably due to the amount of depth that

the Minutewomen possess this year. This

season's roster has 26 names on it compared

to only 15 last year.

Turtle said the added depth this year

allows her to play around more during

meets, that is. she can insert swimmers in

certain events to pick up valuable points

during the course of a meet. She is also

quick to point out that her team was qot

really affected by graduation, and that this

year's squad is blessed with many fine

freshmen

.

These freshmen include distance

freestyler Martha Samsel and breastroker

Laurie Keen. Turtle feels that both will

help the team out a tot this year. This

year's squad will be led by senior captain

Jennifer Black, a backstroker and junior

captain Caroline Freitas who specializes in

the individual Medley and freestyle.

Last season's M.V.P. Jenn Nicolai

suffered a back injury in pre-season but

Turtle assures she will bounce back and be

tough to beat in the freestyle and I.M.

Other swimmers who look to be tough are

junior butterflyer Rosalie NaUupski and

sophomore freestyler. Elizabeth Feinberg.

The divers, seniors Jean Bushee and

Gina Perrone. look to be strong in New
England competition. They are instructed

by diving coach. Tony Chmel who did an

excellent job last year with the progress of

Bushee and Perrone, according to Turtle.

The schedule the Minutewomen are

facing this season is a tough one. They face

such local competition as Smith College.

Amherst, Mt. Holyoke and Springfield

College. Besides these Western Mass.

schools, the swimmers face the University

of Connecticut. Clark University and the

tough ones, Boston College and the

University of New Hampshire.

"Boston College and the University of

New Hampshire will be the toughest,

"Turtle said. "Especially U.N.H. since they

have a really good scholarship program,"

she added.

Turtle does have a few goals in mind

for her squad this season.

"I would like to have a winning season

and to improve on last year's 7th place

finish at the New England championships

that are held at Springfield College in

February." she said. " We want to qualify

as many people as possible for the New
England's."

Although the schedule lists only one

home meet this semester (against Smith)

there are many home dates when classes

begin in February. All home meets are held

in Boyden Pool.

Jayvees lose
By GEORGE MARTINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

junior varsity soccer team suffered their

first loss of the season yesterday at the

hands of Springfield College by the score of

1-0.

The Minutemen went into the game with a

record of 4-0-2.

Springfield scored the lone goal of the

game with only five minutes left in

regulation time. The game appeared

headed for overtime when disaster struck.

Tom Lister scored for Springfield on a

misplayed ball by UMass. Lister found

himself alone for a "can't miss" goal. He was

assisted by Tom Cole.

Bad weather conditions plagued the

contest from start to finish but UMass
coach Dave Saward gave no excuses.

"They aren't the best team that we
have played, we just didn't take advantage

of our chances." said Saward.

UMass played better in the second half

but never could put one away. Chris Gift

and John Metzger had good scoring chances

but both drives went over the crossbar.

"We just didn't play well," said

Saward. "We say we are going to one thing

in practice and then we do something else in

the game."
In better news, UMass won their game

Saturday at Williams College 3-2. The game
was tied. 2-2 in overtime when Itaru Kato

scored the game winner. It was Katos first

goal of the season.

The team will look to offset yesterday's

loss when they face the Boston College

Jayvees on Saturday. The team will wrap
up their season on Monday when they will

travel to Harvard.

Fraternities prevail : It's Theta Chi and Delta Chi

By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

Dave Baldenbrini kicked two clutch field

goals late in the fourth period to send Delta

Chi to the intramural football playoffs

against the defending champions, Theta

Chi.

Amidst sloppy field conditions and a con-

stant drizzle, Delte Chi battled it out

against Beta Kappa Phi, spotting them an

early 7-0 lead. Andy Shaw scored for BKO
to give them the early advantage.

The first half belonged mostly to Delta

Chi, however, as a Kelly MacDonald pass

to Butch LeBlanc, followed by a Mac-

Donald toss to Dave Armadellos for two

points, gave Delta Chi an 8-7 lead. Delta

Chi had other chances to score, but tough

defense by BKO kept it at an 8-7 game at

the half.

While the third quarter didn't add too

much to the scoreboard, it was filled with

fine defensive plays from both teams.

BKO's defenw scored the only points of the

quarter as their pass rush caused Mac-

Donald to throw the ball away in the end

zone, resulting in a safety. The two teams

swapped interceptions and the third

quarter ended with BKO on top 9-8.

With their backs to the wall, ten minutes

away from extinction, Delta Chi made its

move. Using short passes and some fine

running by MacDonald, Delta Chi drove

slowly down the field, setting up the first of

two Valdenbrini field goals to give them an

11-9 lead they refused to yield.

The defense of Delta Chi flexed its

muscles as they stopped BKO for the se-

cond time. They again drove slowly down
the field and Valdenbrini got the call to kick

another field goal. The second one was as

pure as the first and gave Delta Chi a 14-9

lead. BKO was forced to throw it up for

grabs but came up empty, making the final

14-9, Delta Chi.

Theta Chi had a much easier time of it,

easily handling the Six packers 28-5. On the

first play of the game, Ralph Froio in-

tercepted a pass and scampered 16 yards to

give Theta Chi the early lead. A two point

conversion by Ted Flaherty made the score

8-0 Theta Chi.

The Six packers did come back early in

the second period as a 25 yard field goal

and a safety narrowed the Theta Chi lead

to 8-5 at the half.

The second half was all Theta Chi, ALL
Theta Chi.

Late in the third period, a controversial

pass interference call in the end zone gave
Theta Chi first and goal from the two. Jim
Firch hit Jeff V^ite with the easy
touchdown ]>as8 to give Theta Chi a 14-5

lead. The momentum that Theta Chi ob-

tained from this carried over into the

fourth quarter. Tim Leary scored the next
Theta Chi TD as Firch rolled out and hit

him wide in the end zone.

With the score 20-5 Theta Chi kept the

pressure on the Six Packers and forced

them to give the ball up once again. Firch

threw his third TD pass of the game, this

time hitting Bill LeBlanc with the score,

and Jeff White with the two point conver-

sion.

The 28-5 lead was all Theta Chi needed as

they ran out the clock for the victory.

Monday night's game should be a con-

trast m styles, as Delta Chi reUes on the

ball-controlling-type offense while Theta

Chi depends on Uie big play. Theta Chi will

be seeking to hold onto the intramural title

they won from Phi Sigma Kappa last year.

Theta Chi will also be placing their three-

year win streak on the line as they take to

the Southwest Playing Fields under the

li^ts.

Delta Chi got to the semis by beating

Doors 2 19-8, and a last second field goal by
Jim Firch gave Theta Chi a 14-12 victory

over the BMF's. Other quarterfinal action

included a 23-8 victory by the Six Packers

over the Misters, and BKO was led by Mike
Woodrow, who scored all 9 points to lead

BKO to a 9-3 victory over the MahFah's.

So, if you're looking for some more foot-

ball action, if you are suffering from
withdrawal symptoms over the NFL
strike, if you are sick of football north of

the border, where the end zone there is be-

ing sought by UMass as a new residential

area, or if you're just in the mood to see

something different, come Monday night at

4:30 p.m. and see Theta Chi vs. Delta Chi

for the intramural championship.

:W:W:-x-SW:%-:Wx-:-:%%^
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UMwomen stickershead to UConn
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow the 14-2-1 University of

Massachusetts field hockey team will be

closing out their regular season with a game

at the University of Connecticut. UMass

and UConn have been rivals for as long as

anyone can remember.

Last season, the stickers tied UConn in

the regular season, and lost to the Lady

Huskies in the national tournament.

This season, is different according to

Hixon.
"We're not going to fear UConn. Their

ranking ( number 2 in the nation) doesn't

intimidate us," Hixon said.

If anything, UConn's ranking might

even help the stickers, if that seems

possible.

"The pressure is always heavier on the

top ranked teams," Hixon said. "But, when
it comes down to playing both teams are

evenly ranked...numbers don't matter on

the field."

Hixon believes that her team has

improved since the start of the season.

"The midfield: Megan (Donnelly),

Carol (Progulske), Ro (Tudryn), Nancy
(Goode), and Andrea (Muccini) are all

playing really well," Hixon said.

"The midfield is the key to playing a

strong game. They control the tempo of the

game, stop the long ball, and gain

possession," said Hixon.

According to Hixon, the stickers must

be at their best against UConn.
"Last season this game was a must win

for us, and now the tables have turned.

This game is a must win for UConn," Hixon
said if the Minutewomen should come home

victorious Saturday,

will no doubt drop
from Connecticut

UConn's ranking

significantly.

The stickers have no intention of

making this an easy contest, not by any

means.
"Field hockey is a game of inches,

where precision and seconds can make a

difference in the final score," Hixon said.

This is the game. "We have hung in

there to win the tight games.' Hixon said.

"Our only losses so far have come from

higher ranked teams. The pressure on

Saturday will be on UConn." she said.

Hixon is not overconfident. She cannot

afford to be: one of the sticker's sUrting

forwards, Tish Stevens, suffered a knee

injury against BU Thursday, and Hbcon

may have to juggle the line up.

"Losing Tish does disrupt the flow

we've had in the forward line," said Hixon.

"But I'm thankful for the new substitution

rules this season. Each girl has had playing

time, and I'm confident that whoever I call

upon will be able to do the job well," she

said.

Two stickers who were out with in-

juries have returned to action. Judy

Morgan (knee) and Andrea Muccini (mouth)

are back and Stevens might be back in time

to see action in the national tournament.

"We are mentally prepared for this

game. The national polls are separate from

the tournament rankings, and I think since

UConn will be feeling the pressure more

than we will, we'll be able to play a more

relaxed game," said Hbcon.

That's what Hixon's team has been

doing all season; playing their own game of

field hockey, a good game.

ifsoccer-
corUinued from page I

Defensively, the women are in great shape. They are

one of the best defensive teams in the counta7, according

to Banda, and have proven it this season by only letting

through five goals.

"The experienced players back there nuike it much

easier," Banda said of the defense. "Thanks to Jackie Gaw
and Debbie Pickett, they've made the goaltenders job

much easier, and Lori Stukes has done a tremendous job." 5

Banda will start Tammie Easton in goal but said he

would not think twice about using Laurie Webber when

the time came. Easton has won 11 of the 13 games she has

played in this season.

"Tammie has done her job well," Banda said. "I hope

for the remainder of the season she will hang in there and

rise to the occasion (on Saturday)."

The women have outshot their opponents by the very

wide margin of 325-59 and have 148 comer kicks as com-

pared to 28 for their competitors.

Some players to watch on the Rochester team, which

has scored 51 goals, and allowed 11 to get by, will be

Megan Mackenzie (nine goals, 14 assists) Molly Hayes (10

goals) and Sue Lathan (nine goals). Mackenzie, a 1st Team

All American forward in 1981, has set Rochester career

records for assists (30) and total points (49).

Some important factors that UMass needs on their side

to come up with a victory tomorrow are playing theu-

game and making things happen, a formula that has been

giving them their wins all season long.

The women have "got something going," according to

Banda, and it's going to be a "very good game on Satur-

day, one of those games decided by one goal, no more than

two."

There will be a $1 charge to get onto Boyden Field to see

the game due to an NCAA rule that stipulates that playoff

games must have a charge.

Once again, game time is at 12:30 p.m.

Collefian pkolo by Jin Floyd

Offensive tackle Don Day looks up while taking a breather during last Saturday's Minuteman

victory.

Sugar Ray should stay

away, it's not worth it

By RUSS WHINNEM
Ck>llegian Correspondent

The decision is scheduled to be announc

the crown with an animal intensity that is

unmatched. He has had to come too far and

wait too long for it to be any other way.

And don't kid yourself into thinking that

Leonard will take the fight lighUy. He car-

ed November 9th. It has probably been ries the same pride that Hagier does, and

made already, but now it's time to step in what a finish it would be to a great career

front of the cameras and make it official, to leave boxing with a titie wm off a com-

On that day, "Sugar Ray" Leonard will eback. i_ i^ i,

tell the world if he plans to resume his box- No way, no playtime here, it U be knocK-

ing career which was put on hold when a down, drag-out all the way.

torn retina was discovered in his left eye. If Leonard retires now there would be

As always, there are the plusses and no hard feehngs. No fft^Msj'O"^^ be

minuses, but this time the minuses seem to heard. The decision would be accepted. He

have the upper hand.

You see, there is an interesting twist to

this story that tips the scales even further.

His name is Marvin Hagier, otherwise

know as Marvelous Marvin, a bona-fide

human wrecking machine.

Leonard has Jready said that i/he comes

certainly doesn't need the money. He has

millions now. He also says that he has

learned to live without boxing and hasn't

missed the sport much in his absence.

Besides, how good can the eye be? Not 100

percent anyway.

One does not fight Marvm Hagier

Playofftime for spikers

i>eonara nas aireaay saiu umt v "^ ^^1"^° ^"^
.

- .«> ,, , 4.^^i„ rrfL

.

back, Twould only be to fight Marvelous without the nght desuje or sJl the t^ls.'T^^

Margin and this wJuld be a mistake. tout and the
2^'^';,.'^J^^^^^.l

Not that Leonard isn't a great fighter. Hagier punch that can t be picked up quick

He is and would be a favorite against ly enough.
• ^, * one IS ana wouia oe a -»

.

This time it should end quietly for Sugar

Ray. Better to go out as champion than as

the comeback kid who fought once too

often.

The decision will be announced

November 9th. For a change it is one that

won't be made by a referee in a ring, or

scorecard wielding officials. Ironically,

though, this time, more will be at stake

than ever before.

anyone else. Hagier, though, is simply

Hi^er.
Marvelous is not just big. but the scary

kind of big. Once he steps between the

ropes one thing runs through his chrome-

domed head, destruction of the man across

the ring.
.

Any competitor knows that all friendship

is tossed out the window when the bell

rings. With Hagier it is worse. He protects

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's that time of year again. The fall

sports are winding down and it is playoff

time. For the University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team, it is state

championship time. Tomorrow, the UMass

spikers travel to Smith College for the

Massachusetts state championships.

Coach Elaine Sortino's squad is ranked

fifth in the six team tournament with a 22-

24 record on the year. But the record is

deceptive for the Minutewomen competed

in two top flight division I tourneys earlier

this season (at the University of Delaware

and the University of Maryland). UMass

picked up a lot of losses there, but also a lot

of experience.

Massachusetts will open their tour-

nament with a match against Eastern

Nazarene College at 9 a.m. At 10:30,

UMass will face the top seed,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT).

"We have to go in hard and play our

game," said co-captain Patty Grant. "We
have to hit the ball hard and play tough

defense. Everyone there will want to beat

us."

If the Minutewomen can play the way

they have of late. UMass will be a very

tough opponent. UMass played their game

and romped over Southern Connecticut in

three quick games Wednesday night and

they took second in a tough Queens College

tourney last weekend.

The team has recovered from mid-season

injury crunch and are healthy. Kirsten

Smith, who hurt her foot again last week.

will be ready to play Saturday.

Co-captain Patti Philbin will be set to go

as will freshmen Sue Mudry and Sally

Maher, who played superb in the Southern

win. The team's depth on the bench will

help the Minutewomen. With Mary Ellen

Normen, Leslie Smith and Karen Got-

tesman coming off the bench, the

Minutewomen can play with anybody at the

tourney.

"We have the depth to win. Everyone

knows that." said Grant.

MIT is the top seed followed by Smith,

Holy Cross, Eastern Nazarene, UMass and

Wellesley. There will be two pools of three

teams and the winner of each pool will play

in the finals. Last year, UMass placed

third.

Minutewomen hope to go out and set the

tone of the game. Against Southern,

UMass jumped out quickly in the first game

and romped. But, in the second. Southern

jumped out to a quick lead and UMass had

to come from behind. The fact that UMass
successfully fought back, won and romped

in the third game showed that UMass has

gained some experience that was not

evident earlier in the year.

With Smith hosting the tournament in

Northampton, the Minutewomen hope tj

attract some fans for this statewide

tournament. Smith and MIT are expected

to have "hordes of people" rooting for them.

UMass game time again, is at 9:00 a.m.

and 10:30 a.m. and if UMass gains the

finals, they wUlplay at 12:15 p.m.

"We have a strong bench and six strong

sUrters," remarked Grant. "If we play

well, we can win it."
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ROUTE tie

Carling Black Labeli2pkcans $3.25

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans $4.00

MolSOn Golden Ale & Beer. ..$11 .75

Lowenbrau $9.95

Miller bottles $4.50i2 pk $8.95

case

case

case

Michelob and Michelob Lighti2 m
bottles 9". /O

Vodka $8.00 1 75 liter $46.50 case

Cossack Vodka 1.75 nter $8.20

Canadian Rare 750 mi $4.99

Castillo Rum 175 $9.95

Sandy Scotch 750 mi $5.95

Philadelphia Whiskey 750 mi. $4.49

Ron Virgin Rum 750 mi $4.49

Nuyens Vodka 750 mi $4.25

Almaden 3 nter $6.95

GallO 1.5 liter $3.99

California Cellars 3 nter $5.95

Sebastiani 3 nter $5.95
not responsible tor typographical errors

ROUTE 9

0*
xC*

.0^
0^vy4

f •

I

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed p>erformances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Capri ex. cond. no rust 43,000 mi.

reg. gas peppy good mileage $1650.

549-6535 5 pm - 9 pm

75 Buick LeSabre PS, PB, A/C. Good
condition, well maintained. $1800. Call

Russ 6-5515 or 6-5500

1973 Ply. Satelitte new tires, brakes and

stereo 253-7619

1978 Toyota Corolla SRS Itftback, A/C,

cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage mint condition

546-4366

Part-time sales help needed from Nov.

17th through Dec. 31st. Exciting sports

related field. Positions in 2 malls available.

Good pay. Call 253-3834 for details

SALES REPS WANTED Need extra cash?

Self-motivated? Want to set your own
hours? Be your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student Bedding,

Inc. Income potential is up to you. Must

have own phone. For further information

write: ARK Student Bedding, Inc. PO Box

534 Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from homel
We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

COMPUTERS

Computer Disks, Alt Sizes, All Major

Brands, at the LOWEST PRICES ever.

Many other computer accessories and soft-

ware available at the same low, low prices.

For your free catalog, write: Arroyo Pro-

ducts Ltd., PO Box 481, Canton, Mass.

02021 ALL POSTAGE EXPENSES REIM-
BURSED

ENTERTAINMENT

Lights, sound, price - we beat everyt)ody

. Polodroid DJ's Call Pat or John 253-2957

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS $99

SPECIAL! Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35. 1 $15 413-737-6676

FOR SALE

For Sale gold corduroy Sofa 78" $50 tux-

edo style 545-0474

Ladles Frye Boots size 8 new 253-9409

SIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

For Sale - 50 watt stereo speakers also

Panasonic stereo cassette deck with Dolby-

-come and see - will except best res. offer -

call Rick 549-3674

FOUND

Key on white braided rope chlan near

campus pond. Contact Cathy Shern^ 110

Hasbrouck BIdg

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues.

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

DRIVERS WANTED must
Superior Pizza 549-0626

have car

Distribution Opportunities Texas In-

struments - home computer - ground floor

multi level marketing - money making op-

portunities - no risk, no inventory in-

vestments Demonstration Tues 11/9 7:30

CC Rm 911 call Grace or Paul after 5

666-2494

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1'>83 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at ISO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships. Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO. 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample reauired

LESBIAN AND GAY
~

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST

Lost - Ladies gold bracelet with three dia-

mond chips. Very sentimental. Reward. If

found please call 256-6612

Stolen? Head-Master tennis raquet from

commuter lockers SU reward 549-4484

Brown Wallet: vicinity of 136 Brit. Man.

keep $ but please return the rest. 665-3988

Stolen: 1 black quilt, 1 greon leather

pocketbook 10/29 reward if find call

546-8346

Pocketbook lost in Hasbrouck
cal Susanna 549-4882

reward

LostI A blue sweat jacket with car ke /s on-

ly set. In front of Southwest. Rew -rd for

keys. Call 546-1006 ask for Tom

Lost Fri 29 at Brsndywine #2, rust ski

j
acket w/set of keys, call Anne 6-8287

Lost gold heart in Townhouse area reward

call 546-1471

PERSONALS

Adoption - loving, well-educated and hap-

pily married couple wishes to adopt white

newborn. Expenses paid. Strictly legal and

confidential. Call collect weekends and

after 5 pm weekdays 516-482 2596

Milton - I've been eyeing you in the DC
-come out and playlil

Brian Hope to see you sometime soon

Diane - Happy Birthdayl I know it's a day

late, but I tried. Have a good onel Love -

Meryl
^

Lesbian/Gay Dance Nov 6 at 9:00 PM on

the 10th floor CC admission $2 call 5-0154

for more info __^
Sharon, Mass has finally declared you

legall Happy Birthday! Go wild, crazy

roomie love, Babs

Chipadoda Chiparoo Chocolate Chip

Wrtch Chipadip but there's nothing like a

chip Happy 20th Love Gran Mum Son

TerrI Bunny 1 more year of fake ID's Hap-

py Birthdayl We love you I Love E & S

Jenna you're always on my mind love Mike

Tom Happy 20 months, much love Julie

Yo Deb my favorite pledge get psyched for

second degreel You're half way there yea n

stuff love your Big Sis

Happy Birthday EllenI Happy Anniversan^

tool I love you! Tommy

The Dukakis organization is looking for

volunteers. If interested please call Barry

Salloway 549-5897 or Nancy Gillis 256-0266

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush Nov 3, 4

and Nov 9 9-11:00 discover what we're all

about

SBA Career Day '82 Tuesday, November

9 luncheon tickets on sale in SBA lobby un-

til Friday. Get yours now - they're going

fasti $700 UBC members; $8.00 for non-

members. Call 256-8856 for details

Hey, UMass Bandsl UPC Advisory Com-
mittee presents Battle of the Bands in the

Blue Wall, Saturday, November 20. For

more info contact: UPC Advisory Commit-

tee 546-2892

Contradance to Ralph Sweet and Fifer's

Delightl Munson Library, So Amherst. Sat

Nov 6 8:30 PM beginners welcome at 8:00

Tey it. you'll like it!

NANCY. HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
Thank you for 5 fun loving years oooxxx

Love Andy.

Anyone Interested in living in Butterfield

House next Semester should attend an in

formation session Monday Nov. 8 at 7 P.M.

in Butterfield Lounge.

Barbara, I look fonvard to our first legal

NUM-NUM next August. Yours forever,

Bill^

Dedicated super-athletes speak out, NFL

highlights see Football Fevej^

••• 6-6401 ••• Call and wish Sharon and

Barbara a Happy 20th Birthday

Je T'aime

a perfect rose, babies breath b fern $1.

the perfect start to perfect

weekend

Free Raffle

every Friday 1 1-4

Dinner for 2 at the TOC
Student Union

Zekewitz - You old bird dog. shhooooti

no-spill cups, letters about a hanker-

chief want to do some beers, Fla, Heidi,

Papa Sal's stories, afight with an

egret, cockroach motel, a summer with

Corners, 23 beats 18, birds that wont

eat drano and the maneater.

Legality: It's abour time!

Bobby O. Would a few rum and pineepples

cheer you up? I hope so Stacy

BG: You're a star at 18. Beware all ye scur-

vy dogs!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SEHVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

Ride desperately needed to University of

Hartford or Hartford area on 11/5. Heidi

6-4219

Ride wanted to the University of

Maryland College Park or anywhere in the

vicinity (Washington, Baltimore, etc.) Wed
Nov 10 (at night) and returning to UMass

on Sunday Nov 14. Will share expenses and

driving please call Lynn 546-5462 or Roy

549-6147

Ride needed to Rocland County NY or

Westchester County NY weekend of Nov

12 will share expenses round trip call Sue

546-8208

ROOM WANTED

Male looking for room in Amherst or

Sunderiand bus route immediately 165

down Tim 665-7951

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate to share om in Bran-

dywine 120/mo beginning .an 1 - spring

semester 549-1302

immediate occupancy female to share

bedroom in Rolling Green Apt cheap rent

256-0166 ^

To share 1 bedroom Puffton Apt im-

nnediately 549-1887

2 bedrooms aveiiable in 3 t>edroom apart-

ment $120 each & utilities, no lease

665-4947

RUSH : iCKETS

Boston Garden Dec 6 £r Worcester Cen-

trum Dec 15 BO call David 6-7583

SBA CAREER DAY

The undergraduate business club is

sponsoring its annual career day Nov 9 Ist

fl CC 10-4. Luncheon tickets available in

SBA lobby. All mejors are welcome. Free

admission

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional.

Resunr>e, references. 253-/729

Drycleaning done Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy

Way. Free pick-up and delivery. Student

Discount Rato- . 'all 584 0572

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call "^23-4054

8UGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommates
during intersession ski to and from the

nK}untBin first come first serve call Al

253-9409

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL TO FLORIDA by car. Call

Doug 546-8186

TRIP TO NEW YORK

Advertising Convention at Pace Univ

Nov 13 sponsored by Mkt Club sign up in

SBA now!

WANTED TO BUY

Buying cless rings, gold and silver |ewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleesant

St., Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywir>e

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

bedroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando. Rob 546-7713 or 7714

1 or 2 bedroom epartment wanted this

spring semester call 546-9696 546-5079

anytime

Room or apt wanted for two femeles on

bus route begining in Jan for spring

semester. Please call either Mary 546-6459

or Sue 546-8456

YET MORE RECORDMANIA

Marshall Crenshew end Ton! Besll have

been seen together on sale at URU. . pass

it on

WANTED
Lacrosse Players

Western Mass Lacrosse Club

starts in spring

organizing now
Contact George at 549-6786

if interested or for more info

CivE A CHEER ^ *

ShARON MoRqAMSTEiN

ANd BarBara Parv

Have reacNecI tIieIr 20Th

YEAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Love, Rob, Eric, LesU, Karen,

MikE B., CatIiy, Julit. Oahik, Fran,

Ciwdy, MikE W., ClEwdA

11
I

I
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Happy Monday; Final exam schedule inside

Mnutemen hope to clipEagle's wings
Flutie must be stopped
andPearson must fly
By KEVIN DELUCA
CoUegian Staff

This Saturday it is Ray Shamie versus

Ted Kennedy all over again, or, if one

wants to be optimistic, David against

Goliath, as the University of Massachusetts

Minutemen host the Boston College

Eagles.

The teams are in different leagues, both

figuratively and literally (BC is in Division

I-A; UMass is in Division I-AA).

UMasa coach Bob Pickett likens Satur-

day's game to last week's BC-Penn State

encounter, in which the Nittany Lkms were

victorious, 62-17.

"They are a very good football team. Us

going against BC is like BC playing Penn

State. We have tremendous hope but we

have to be realistic. The schools have dif-

ferent programs. We do have a chance to

win, thouiJi," said Pickett.

So far, this has been a very successful

year for the Eagles. Their record stands at

6-2-1, with the tie coming against Clemson,

the defending national champions. That tie

caUpulted BC into the Top Twenty in both

wire service polls for a spell.

UMass, meanwhile, has suffered through

its worst start in years, and needs to be vic-

torious in it final three games to have a

winning season.

Doug Flutie this, Doug Flutie that, is all

one hears when people talk about BC, and

for good reason.

The Eagles' sophomore quarterback has

been superb, passing for 2187 yards in

BC's eight games. Last week Flutie was

more than superb. He had the most yards

of any college quarterback this season, 620,

on 26 of 44 passing, while playing Penn

State, a team ranked seventh in the nation.

Flutie throws to an excellent receiving

corps, composed of four receivers with

more than 300 yards. Tight end Scott

Nizolek has 554 yards, both split end Paul

Zdanek and flanker Jon Schoen have over

400 vwds, and ii\jured flanker Brian Bren-

nan has 306 yards.

Tailback ^tcve Strachen and freshman

Troy Stradford head a solid BC running

game.
The UMass offense still starts and ends

with tailback Garry Pearson. That is not

too bad considering that Pearson gains 136

yards per game and is the number one Divi-

sion I-AA back in the country.

Freshman Jim Simeone will start again

at quarterback. He should be a week bet-

ter.

On defense, offense will again be the

name of the game, with fullback Tom Mur-

ray starting at middle guard and offensive

guard Jerry Gordon at defensive tackle.

It will be interesting to see how the

relatively light Murray, at 210 pounds,

does against the huge BC offensive line.

The Eagles' center. Jack Belcher,

outweighs Murray by 58 pounds.

Free safety Grady Fuller, ECAC I-AA

Defensive-Player-of-the-Week (Pearson

was the Offensive Player-of-the-Week), will

have to have another outstanding game, as

will sophomore Chris Wood, who is ex-

pected to start at comerback for the se-

cond consecutive week in place of the in-

jured Dwayne Lopes.

"We've got to go to the University of

Massachusetts for what will be looked at as

a big game in New England college foot-

ball. Massachusetts has an excellent runn-

ing back in Garry Pearson, but we've just

faced another good running back (Curt

Warner) and we know what we will have to

do," said BC coach Jack Bicknell.

"I have no doubts that Boston (College

will regroup after the Penn State game. I

have difficulty finding a weakness on their

football team. Still, we prepare for this

game like any other; we work just as

CWIn<M piMU br Toa Kb4U

Demo Droogaa triet to shake free from % UConn defender in last week's

game. ,^___

hard," explained Pickett.

Can the Minutemen pull off the upset?

Did the New York Jets defeat the

Baltimore Colts in Super Bowl III?

Realistically, it would be tough, but possi-

ble. The BC defense is vulnerable (at least

they were when they tried to stop Penn

State) and their potent offense does make

turnovers. Still, every UMass player will

have to have the game of his life in order

for UMass to win. Stranger things have

happened.

The chance for UMass students to see a

Top Twenty caliber football team should

not be passed up. Besides. Pickett's troops

deserve and need the support of over 1600

wild, screaming fans.

The weather should be ideal for this early

November spectacle.

Game time is 1:00 p.m.

TheNBA season preview: the Pacific Division
Editor's Note: This is the final segment of

the NBA preview.

By BRIAN C. MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

No team in the NBA has won back to- back

championships since the 1968-69 Boston

Oltics. The Lakers were clearly the best

team in the NBA last year, and they picked

up James Worthy in the draft this year.

They are simple the best team in the

leaifue

.

PREDICTED ORDER OF FINISH - Los

Angeles. Phoenix, Seattle. Portland.

Golden State, and San Diego.

Los Angeles — Simply awesome. One

through eight they have the most talent in

the league. Kareem, Magic. Jamaal Wilkes.

Norm Nixon, Worthy. Michael Cooper. Bob

McAdoc and Kurt Rambis. (He does look

goofy, but he can play!) Need more be said?

Phoenix — They have one of the best

backcouris in the league in Dennis Johnson

and Kyle Macy. Up front they have Alvin

Adams. Maurice Lucas, who can be the best

power forward in the game if he's healthy,

and Walter Davis. Coming off the bench

there is Larry Nance, David Thirdkill of

Bradley, and Johnny High. The key to this

team is a healthy Davis, and a rejuvenated

Lucas.
Seattle — They quite possibly could have

the most explosive backcourt in the league.

Gus Williams is awesome, and if David

Thompson is healthy, he can dominate any

game. The big question here is whether

those two can play compatibly. The big men

are sound. Jack Sikma is in the middle, and

has either Lonnie Shelton. Danny Vranes,

or (ireg Kel.ser at this flanks. Coming off

the bench will be Downtown Freddie

Brown. .Seal tie coach Lenny Wiikens i.s in

for a good year.

Portland The Bla/ers might be in some

trouble this year. They lost Kelvin Ramsay,

Billy Kay Bates, and Bobby Gross. In ineu-

place they picked up Wayne Cooper and

Kenny Carr. Their lineup should be Mychal

Thomp.son at center. Kenny Carr at the

power forward, and Calvin Natt up front.

Darnell Valentine has been given the

quarterbacking job. and he'll be backed up

by first rounder Fat Lever from Arizona

State. John Paxson is a pure shooter and

will probably be counted upon to score some

points. Jeff Lamp will be the swingman

coming off the bench. The potential is

there, but Dr. Ramsay has to get it going.

GOLDEN STATE - Michael Ray

Richardson has yet to show up since his

trade from the Knicks. The loss of Bernard

King hurt badiy. The Warriors now have

Purvis Short, Joe Barry Carroll, Larry

Smith, World B. Free and it's anybody's

guess who else is alongside Free. Michael

Ray is needed desperately out there. He is

one of the best players in the league when

he wants to be. but until then. Al Attles is

in trouble.

San Diego — When Once A Week Walton

shows up. the Clippers might be able to

play some serious ball. The big problem for

this team is the "ifs." If Terry Cummings
signs, if they can land a point guards. (Don't

be surprised to see either Reggie Carter or

Kevin Porter wind up in San Diego.) San

Diego has some legitimate big men in Tom
Chambers and Michael Brooks. Jerome

Whitehead was one of the most improved

players in the league la.st year, so he too

will help out. Lionel Hollins is an immense

help to a shaky backcourt. Al Wood might

he moved alongside Hollins if no other

quality people show up. The owner, Don

Sterling, is on his way out so at lca.st there

will be some stability in the front office.

When Walton shows up. they'll be descent.

if Cummings shows up they'll be respec-

table, .^nd if
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Anti-Klan demonstration
250-strong on Saturday

Callfffiu PkoUt bf Mk-hMl Marirolia

University of Massachusetts cheerleader Paul Stanford attempts to

excite the crowd at Saturday's footbaH ^me by leaping over three

other cheerleaders. The Minutemen lost to the Boston College Eagles

34-21. In other action the women's Varsity Soccer team beat the Univer-

sity of Rochester 3-1. See stories page 20.

High rents, loan payments

may result in co-op closing

Kareem Abdul Jabbar and Jack Sikma will once again be big reasons

why their teams are top picks in the Pacific Division.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

College Auto Repair, the University of

Massachusetts auto co-op where students

can gain hands-on experience repairing

their own cars, may be closing down
because of high rent and loan payments.

"CAR is the only student controlled

business that has to pay rent." said Tom
Osbom. director of the Educational

Development Office. The co-op pays $1200 a

year rent to the parking office for their shop

and four parking spaces in the Campus
Center Garage.

The other co ops. bicycles, sporting

goods and photo, are k>cated in the Campus
Center Student Union Complex.

"We asked Vice Chancellor of

Administration and Finance Jack DeNyse
for a rent waiver last year," said Scott

Cashman, former chairman of the Board of

Governors.

"He refused to give CAR a waiver

because the garage was running too large a

deficit ($250,000)." he said.

"The garage cant afford to give free

space to anybody," said DeNyse. "They

have a bond issue to meet."

CAR has appealed to the Student Senate,

the Board of Governors, and the area

governments for assistance in paying rent,

said Mike King. CAR president.

"They said, 'we're all for you. but we
don't have the money.' Then they gave the

TOC (Top of the Campus Restaurant)

$41,000." he said.

In addition to rent. CAR also has the

expense of a $5,000 loan from the Student

Government Association. The loan was

taken out last year to cover the deficit

incurred by the Student Auto Workshop
which had been operating since 1972. CAR
took over the management of that

organization upon the draftmg of the loan.

Services offered at CAR include use of

their equipment and assistance from their

mechanics for $5 per hour. While the most

common jobs done are tune ups and brake

jobs, more complex repairs are also

possible.

"Most people are pretty positive (about

our service.)" said Matt Jewett. a CAR
mechanic. "They think they got their

money's worth."

CAR hopes to begin offering a repair

service for those who don't have the "time

or knowledge to do it themselves. " said

Hans Helgeson. financial advisor of CAR.
The new program would cost $8 per hour

and will hopefully generate more revenue

for the co-op.

Comparable service at gas stations costs

$25 per hour and up. King said. "(Our

mechanics) are just as competent as men
who work at gas stations. " he said.

By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

To show their solidarity with weekend
anti-Ku Klux Klan rallies in Washington
D.C. and Montgomery County, MD., about

250 people marched through the center of

Northampton Saturday shouting "Gay,
straight, red, brown we'll stop the Klan the

world around."

The anti klan demonstrators marched
slowly through a chilly wind and bright

sunshine down Main Street from the

Unitarian Church, turning on Center

Street then following State Street back to

Main. A Northampton Police care preceed-

ed the protestors flashing blue lights while

three officers directed traffic and walked
with the march.

The march attracted the attention of

Saturday shoppers and strollers along the

downtown sidewalks, many of whom joined

with the marchers.

The march was paced by Adrienne Rich,

a feminist poet who lives in Western
Massachusetts. Rich, recovering from a re-

cent hospital stay, was walking with crut-

ches.

'I am here as a feminist, a lesbian, a

woman and a Jew and as someone who has

struggled against racism." said Rich. "I

am here because of everything I am."
"In this part of the country — I know for

me - I felt the Klan was something down
south," she said. "I know the Klan is here

and in Canada, and is not, quote, just a

Southern problem," she said.

Rich noted incidents of Klan harassment

at Florence Heights, a housing project in

Florence, an area of Northampton. She

also said she hopes to see more rallies like

this in the future.

The marchers chanted "The KKK has

got to go, everybody's got to know. "Gay,

straight, black, white — same struggle,

same fig^ht" and "The people united will

never be defeated."

They carried signs reading "Racism is a

social disease;" "No more genocide, no

KKK' and "Take a stand against the

Klan."

The march ended on the steps of the

Unitarian Church w here the crowd listened

to speakers.

Danton -Perez, a Chilean exile, spt»ke of

political oppression in Chile and his own ex-

perience of being tortured by the military

and held in a concentration camp for two

years.

"In the USA this is possible. If you let

facism grow, it will grow," he said. "The

ruling class in Chile is the same as the rul-

ing class and the KKK in the USA."
Tobia Saisia, a striking employee at

Gnomon Copy in Amherst parsilleled the

racism of the Klan and the anti-unionism of

the Klan. He said the Klan is a reactionary

group that opposes all groups trying to,

move forward.

MarU Tapia, of the Third Worid
Women's Task Force at the UMass
Everywoman's Center, said anti-semitism

has been part of the KKK since it«

resurgence in the 1950's. As the newly visi-

ble minorities of gays, lesbians and

feminists emerged they too have become

targets of the KJan. she said.

"The struggle (against the KKK) is in-

complete without all of us, she said.

One of the sponsors of the rally, the Gay
and Lesbian Activists (GALA) declined to

have a speaker. Instead a statement from

the group was read. The statement pointed

to attacks against lesbians, which the

group says have been increasing in recent

months.

3,000 rally in Washington

against Klan gathering
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON D.C. - About 3,000

demonstrators, including 45 University of

Massachusetts students, rallied Saturday

against the Ku Klux Klan, while 25

Klansmen staged their own rally outside

the city.

The KKK had originally planned to

march in Washington, but failed to get the

necessary permits. At the alternate rally

site, at Wheaton Regional Park in Mon-
tgomery County, MD. Bill Wilkinson,

imperial wizard of the Invisible Empire
faction of the KKK spoke.

Wilkinson, of Denham Springs, La.,

spoke on a variety of subjects, from the

need to have a death penalty for anyone

convicted of killing a police officer, to the

neccessity for white people to organize and

gain political power.
Wilkinson said "young white men" face

the brunt of reverse discrimination. The
Klan ideology was one of "segregation not

superiority" he said.

"Segregation has been the law of the land

for 200 years." he said.

The Denham Springs native claimed that

Segregation was the way of life since the

founding fathers, and the Klan has not

"abandoned its Christian and moral values

"

in regards to upholding the white race.

At the Capitol Building in Washington

D.C. an anti klan rally got under way at

11:30 a.m. A series of speeches and songs

warmed up the crowd before the march.

Behind a banner reading "March against

the Klan, racism and anti sem it ism, for

jobs, justice and equality." the multiracial

crowd spilled down Pennsylvania Avenue

to a lawn near the White House.

Here another round of speakers ad-

dressed the crowd, and the band Sweet

Honey in the Rock performed.

The only point that both rallies had in

common was that they agreed the Klan was

avowing.

A representative of the National Anti-

Klan Network (NAKN) stated that the Klan

lad para-mOitary camps in at least six

jtates. According to NAKN, "Klans were in

one third of the counties in Georgia, and

had trippled their membership in the first

three months of this year."

Lynn Wells of NAKN said dealing with

the Klan "was not at the top of the natk>ns

social agenda." She said she felt that

demonstrations were important as a means
of opposing the growth of the Klan. But

Wel^ and many others at the rally,

stressed the importance of day to day

educational work in communities, especially

white ones.

Wells said "moving people to act any way
they can" was the key.

Throughout all the speeches several

common themes were stressed. There were

the need to organize and unify against the

Klan. the fact that they were a growing

force, and fighting the economic and social

problems that caused people to join the

Klan. (Continued on page 5)
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Parolee tries to kill 'every cop in sight'

CUMBERLAND. R.I. (AP) - A car crash turned into a

shoot out yesterday when a paroled bank robber, shouting

"VW kill every cop in sight," emptied his revolver at police,

kiJIinR a bystander and wounding two patrolmen before he

was gunned down, police said.

Two officers were pulling Richard W. Morin, a former

Cumberland High School wrestler convicted in a 1976 bank

robbery, from a car when he shoved them to the ground,

drew his gun and shot one of them and another partolman

and a 20 year old woman, said Chief John J. Partington.

Patrolman Dennis Malloy, shot once in the back as he

ran for cover, felled Morin with a single shot form his .357

caliber Magnum to the forehead form 20 feet as Morm

charged him across the road with his .38 caliber Police

Special revolver, Partington said.

"If panic had set in there, I beheve we would have had

five or six dead people," Partington said. 'The only reason

we know for the shooting was when Morin was knocked to

the ground he kept repeating I'll kill every cop in sight."
"

Partington said Morin, 26, would be charged with first-

degree murder for the death of Susan Olivier, 20, of

Cumberland, who was riding with her boyfriend when

Morin side swiped their car at about 12:45 a.m. on

Diamond Hill Road about 100 yards from the police station.

A state medical examiner pronounced her dead at the

scene from a single gunshot to the head. Partington said.

Morin was under guard in critical condition at Rhode

Island Hospital, police said. Morin also faced two counts of

assault with intent to murder and weapons charges.

Partington said.
.

Patrolman Shawn O'Connor. 23. was reported in fair

condition in Memorial Hospital in Pawtucket with bullet

wounds in the face and arm. Malloy was reported in stable

condition in Woonsocket Hospital with a gunshot wound in

the back.

"After talking to the doctors, they're both going to be

alright, thank God." Partington said. 'They're incredible

police officers."

Morin was driving a 1976 blue Cadillac with Carolyn

Cleveland. 25. of Florida, when he drove over the center

line and sideswiped an oncoming 1976 red Camaro driven

by Mark Sawaia, 21, of Cumberland, with Miss Olivier.

police said.

Morin appeared drunk, "staggering and usmg foul

language," and told officers he wanted to ride with Miss

Cleveland to the hospital, but officers told him they wanted

to take him to the station for a test for drunkeness. Par

tington said.

O'Connor and Patrolman Howard Sheats, 29, had

escorted Morin three steps from the car when he pushed

them to the ground, pulled his gun and pumped two quick

shots at O'Connor, one passing through his cheeks and the

other hitting his wrist and coming out his elbow. Par

tington said.

Bruins fans pray

for player*s health
BOSTON (AP) — Thirteen year old Joanne Otis of

Burlington said she came to yesterday's Mass for stricken

Boston Bruin Normand Leveille because "I care about

Norm and."

Charles Loring of the city's Charlestown section at

tended because "I ju.st hope he'll get better."

Some liJO Bruins fans and others attended a morning

Mass at Our Lady of Victortes Church for the welfare of 19

year old Leveille, who collapsed from a cerebral

hemorrhage during a Bruins Vancouver Canucks game

Oct. 23.

Leveille remains unconscious and in poor condition at

Vancouver General Hospital. However, he was taken off a

respirator f>iday and was breathing on his own. a hospital

spokeswoman said.

She said doctors indicated this was a promising sign, but

cautioned the condition of such patients "can change in so

many different ways."

Joanne Otis carried the communion chalice to the Rev.

Philip Laplante at the alter of the ornate sanctuary during

the ceremony. Sporting a Bruins sweatshirt, she said she

was chosen before the service to perform this task.

"I'm a fan of the Bruins." Joanne said. She said Leveille,

whom she finds "cute," gave her his autograph at the first

game of the season. "He was very nice to me," she said.

Father Laplante prayed for Leveille's return to health,

and asked God to "look with compassion today on this most

gifted voung man."

"Touch Normand with your love, console his bereaved

family, teammates and friends," he said.

Father Laplante told the congregation that Levielle "is

in the hands of God."
,

•We forget that the gift of health is ours to enjoy, he

Father Laplante. who said he-considers himself a Bruins

fan. said his church is the French church in Boston, and

because of this and because he studied in Canada, the

priest felt an affinity toward Leveille. who is from Quebec.

Pat Hamilton, a secretary to Bruins' General Manager

Harry Sinden, said the Bruins had a 10:30 a.m. practice for

last night's game against the Detroit Red Wings, and so

none attended the service.

Iran invades

border to Iraq

Irao in four months. Iran's Parliament speaker said.

The speaker, Hashemi Rafsanjam, told a news con^

ference the invasion force reached Tib. an Iraqi town of

aToS. and an adjacent town, which he ^id not name^A

producing oilfield also lies in that area of Iraq. 170 miles

southeast of Baghdad. • u* ^.;v« toward
Asked whether the Iranian mibtary m^ht d"ve toward

the Iraqi capital. Rafsanjani rephed: ' We wUl not limit

ourselves ..we won't finish until they meet our con-

'^' The'white-turbaned Moslem clergyman reiterated those

peace conditions: withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Iranian

soU, payment of reparations to Iran, and punishment of

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. ,, , j

Rafsanjani. one of Iran's most Powerful leaders

represents revolutionary patriarch AyatoUah Ruhollah

Khomeini on the Supreme Defense Council.

There was no immediate comment from Iraq on Kai-

sanjani's report. If true, it is Iran's
«f

«"d/nvasion of raq

in their 25 month old border war. In July, the Iranians

attacked across the southern end of the frontier and

stormed toward Basra, Iraq's second-largest city, but they

were driven back in heavy fighting.
.

The new operation extends the Muharram offensive

begun last Monday - named for the current month of

mourning in Iran's Moslem calendar. The Iranians said

they recaptured 210 square miles of Iraqi held Iranian

territory in the first days of the offensive that took them to

the Hamrain mountain heights at the border, overlookmg

Tib and other towns and roads on the broad Iraqi plam.

On Saturday, Iranian authorities permitted foreign

reporters to visit the highest point on the Hamrain

mountain ridge hne. a 4,600 foot hill called HUl 400.

Reporters found Iran's Revolutionary Guard militiamen in

firm control, with a commanding line of fire over Tib.

Iraq had claimed it repulsed the Muharram offensive,

but the reporters saw no evidence of Iraqi resistance to the

Iranian drive. The journalists did not view areas of the

front north and south of Hill 400, however.

Iran's official Islamic Republic News Agency said the

latest operation was launched at 11:15 p.m. Saturday (2:45

p m KDT), but the agency's first reports did not say the

Iranians had entered Iraq. It said Iranian forces mflicted

"heavy casualties" on the Iraqis, capturt^i 1,000, shot down

an Iraqi jetfighter. seized 62 Iraqi tanks and destroyed 75.

The Iranians do not report their own casualties. They

claim to have kUled or wounded 4,000 Iraqis in the first five

days of the offensive.
x t* ,u

The Muharram operation is beleived to have lett the

Iraqis with less than 100 square miles of Iranian territory

- in small pockets along the 300-mUe border warfront.

Girl improves after

liver transplant
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Jamie Fiske. the 11 months-old

Bridge water, Mass., girl who received a life-saving liver

transplant Friday, is recovering nicely as of yesterday

doctors reported. „

"She is continuing to show signs of improvement, said a

news release by Univehsity of Minnesota Hospitals.

"Doctors continue to monitor her closely and have in

dicated they are plea-sed wit h her progress."

Jamie remains on a respirator but may be taken off

support systems by today, a hospital spokesman said. She

is listed in satisfactory condition in the pediatric intensive

care unit.

The youngster is the daughter of Charles and Marilyn

Fiske. Born last Nov. 26, she was somewhat jaundiced at

birth and the disea.se was traced to biliary atresia, in which

bile backs up into the liver.

Physicians said she would have to have a transplant or

could'die by her first birthday.

The vital organ came from Jess Bellon, a 10-

month-old boy. The parents, Lared Bellon, and his wife

Leann, approved the donation.

AP L,M»rphoto

Ora Ray White of Melbourne, Fla., braves the

unseasonably cold weather yesterday morning

as arctic winds made their way south dropping

the temperature to an unseasonably cold 50

degrees. Temperatures here are supposed to

drop below freexing tonight,
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Former secretary of state

speaks on arms control

( oil*|h»n Ht>o(n b< David Ma«

Former Secretary of SUte Cyrus Vance, who received an honorary

degree from Mount Holyoke College yesterday morning.

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Arms control is an indispensible and

complementary tool in working for the only

security relevant to the 1980's and beyond

said former Secretary of State Cyrus Vance

in a speech at Mount Holyoke College

yesterday.

Vance, who served as secretary of state

under Carter from 1977 1980 received an

honorary Doctor of Laws degree from

Mount Holyoke. He was also the keynote

speaker for the two day conference,

"Avoiding Apocalypse: Nuclear Weapons

and United States Foreign Policy."

Speaking on "Common Security: The

future of Arms Control," Vance told the

audience there is no plausible way to begin

a nuclear war and bring it under control,

without inflicting unprecedented

destruction throughout the world.

"The fact is that the use of nuclear

weapons cannot be conceived as an act of

policy to advance the interests of any

nation," Vance said. "Employing these

weapons cannot mean success. It can only

be a testament to failure."

In a press conference following his

speech, Vance said he felt President

Reagan was serious about his nuclear

policy. Reagan has changed his original

stand on nuclear arms and has become more

flexible, he said.

"Reagan will see that people are ex

pecting their government to act in a serious

way." Vance said.

Vance praised current Secretary of State

George Schultz, saying Reagan made a wise

choice.

"I'm a great admirer of George Schultz,

On the whole he is not only able, but he is a

man who will make a great secretary of

state." he said.

Two years after resigning from office

after the failed Iranian hostage rescue

attempt, Vance does not regret his

decision.

"There is no doubt in my mind I made the

right decision. I still feel he (Carter) was

wrong (in attempting the rescue mission),"

he said.

Vance also said he does not feel a nuclear

freeze is a substitute for a sound

negotiating strategy for the United States.

"I do feel the nuclear freeze movement

has had a very positive effect. I do not think

you are going to get a freeze across the

board," he said.

"But with political will and imagination.

1983 can become the year in which the

nuclear arms race finally came to a halt and

began to reverse the course," he said.

Arms control is vital, he said. One way of

improving the climate for arms control is by

resubmitting the Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty II (SALT II) to the

Senate for ratification.

"This step would strengthen the

President's hand in negotiation. It would be

a token of our seriousness. It would help to

blunt the propaganda campaign of the

Soviets," he said. "In short, there is nothing

to lose and everything to gain by the

ratification of SALT II."

Childcare issue in Amherst

Amherst childc

bdng assessed
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

Amherst residents will have the chance this week to

decide the fate of childcare programs in the town.

The Amherst Committee on Childcare. in response to a

proposal by the 1982 Town Meeting. wiU distribute this

week a survey designed to assess childcare needs in the

town, and to evaluate the level of public support for

chilcare programs.

The Town is considering providing childcare services lor

its residents, and on the basis of the survey will decide

which of many options available would best fit the Town s

need.

Deborah Kearney, a professional consultant hired by the

town to work with the committee and develop the survey,

said last week that about 600 Amherst residents will

receive the survey beginning on Friday

.

"We are trying to determine who needs what, according

to whom," Kearney said.

Kearney said she wUl work with the committee and

Assistant Town Manager Chris Hart to analyze the data

gathered in the survey. They expect to have a final report

compiled sometime near March 1983. when it wUl be

presented to the town selectmen, she said.

The six member Childcare Committee was formed by

the selectmen in 1981 to explore childcare issues in the

Town.
In early 1982. the committee decided to conduct a survey

to get a comprehensive assessment of childcare needs and

attitudes in Amherst. Last May. the Town Meetmg ap-

propriated $12,000 for the project.

Kearney said the survey represents a "stratified

sample", meaning residents both with and without children

will be asked to respond.

This type of sample was used. Kearney said, because it

is not enough to simply know a need exists. The attitude of

the rest of the town, in terms of whether they support the

need as a public policy, is equally important.

Kearney said the selectmen can use the data to decide

what level and what type of support to give the chUdcare

programs.
Support could consist of donating available space for the

program and waiving rent, or giving technical assistance

such as setting up a hotline for parents who need

emergency care, Kearney said.

Monetary support could range from no funding at all. to

total funding. Kearney said.

"The Town would not necessarily have to provide

everything in terms of monetary support," Kearney said.

"There are many options available."

These possibilities includt "start up" money, which

would give programs money for the first year of operation

untU they could support themselves; or giving money to

parents so they could fund programs themselves.

Other wavs in which Kearney said the town could ad-

dross childcare needs include hiring a resource coor

dinator. This individual would keep Ustings of childcare

services in the area, and possibly help neighborhoods

develop their own cooperative programs.

"In this wav a parent wouldn't be frantically searching

for ChUdcare.'- Kearney said. "At least they would have a

central place to refer to for that information. Many

childcare providers use word -of mouth advertising, so it is

not always easy for parents to find them."

Kearney said possibilities also exist for regional

programs with surrounding towns such as Northampton

and South-Hadley, for for the University of Massachusetts

to expand its services with additwnal support from the

town.
Kearney said childcare is an issue of growmg concern

nationally, not just in Amherst as more women enter the

workforce, and the number of two-income families in-

crcASCS.

Kearney quoted a recent Harris poll which estimated

that by 1990. 50 percent of mothers with children under six

years of age will be employed in full time jobs.

"In addition. 60 percent of all married couples are dual-

career families." 'Kearney said. " and the percentage of

famihes with one full-time and one part-time working

parent is even higher."

By next spring, when the survey results are compiled,

the Committee will know how these sUtistics relate to

Amherst.

Qiildcare service

still has openings
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts ChUd Care Office has

openings in its programs this semester, although a recent

survey by the Office indicated need for childcare services is

expected to increase in all but one age category.

UMass Child Care Coordinator Elizabeth Perkins said a

survey of 292 families using the University chUdcare

services in spring 1982 showed their need for preschool

care would remain about the same for 1983.

The infant category, which is the most expensive to

provide, showed an anticipated 100 percent increase, from

9 percent in 1982 to 18 percent in 1983. Need for services at

the toddler and kindergarten level was also expected to

increase.

Despite these results. Perkins said the program did have

openings avaUable this .semester.

"I think the economy has definitely affected us." Perkins

said. "The average income of our famUies is $10,000 per

year. When you're paying $50 per week for chUdcare.

that's $2550 of your salary. That's a pretty large chunk."

Perkins also said she has had more requests for half-day

care.
.

"Before, .students with children would put theu* children

in for the full day," she said. "Now. they try to have all

their classes in the morning, take their kids home in the

afternoon and study the best they can. It's less expensive."

Perkins said the office would examine the number of

slots (positions avaUable for chUdren) in each age group,

and perhaps redistribute theni to meet the anticipated

needs.

In addition, she said the office is open to expansion with

help from the Town of Amherst, which is currently

assessing childcare needs among its residents.

"We do have sliding scale rates for low income families,

and 19 slots avaUable for Tule XX (government) funds."

Perkins said, "But there are stUl famUies who need aid.

A;iy decision by the Town of Amherst to give support to

these famUies would help.

hT Mi rfoli*(ollricikn Phot<

A balloon is pictured high above a light post in

front of Worcester Dining Commons on Satur-

day morning.
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Officials seize 30 tons of pot

after firing on foreign vessel

BOSTON — The Coast Guard seized a 240 foot

freighter, with an estimated 30 tons of marijuana and a

foreign crew aboard, after firing several rounds of am-

munition when it refused to stop, a spokesman said.

The ship was being escorted to Boston yesterday and

was expected to arrive tomorrow, said Norman

Whitehurst, spokesman for the Coast Guard office in

Boston.

The freighter's crew included one Cuban, one Spaniard,

and 22 Colombians, he said. None of their identities was

available, he said, but they will be turned over to the Drug

Enforcement Agency upon arrival in Boston. Whitehurst

said.

"They are in custody aboard the Duane. and all the legal

ends will taken care of when it arrives in Boston."

Whitehurst said. "The vessel cargo and crew will be turned

over to DEA and to Customs."

The Coast Guard cutter Duane, out of Portland, Maine,

came upon the motor vessel Biscayne Freeze about 400

miles southeast of Cape Cod on Saturday, after U.S Navy

airmen spotted the ship on Friday, he said.

The Biscayne Freeze refused orders to stop, until the

Duane fired five rounds of machinegun fire in front of it. he

said.

Whitehurst said he could not say why the Coast Guard

decided to track the vessel.

Its crew members said the freighter was registered in

Panama but had no identification papers. After receiving

permission from the Washmgton. D.C. headquarters of the

Coast Guard, a landing party from the Duane boarded the

suspect ship.

Illegal possession of lobster

bring big fines for fishermen

BOSTON - A boatload of 1 .087 undersized lobsters and

cooked lobster tails may mean fines ranging from $27,625

to $55,250 for a fishing boat's captain and two crew

members

State and federal fisheries agenU seized the 70 foot

commercial fisher Friday arrested the captain and crew

members on charges of possessing the 1 087 undersized

and nine eggbearing lobsters, an official said.

John Comeau. a natural resource officer for the state

Fisheries and WUdUfe Service, said the seizure at the

Boston fish pier of the dragger SicUy. commanded by

Pasquale Alba of Revere, was part of a contmuing in

vestigation into boats suspected of bringing lUegal lobsters

into Boston. Gloucester and Scituate harbors.

Soviet rocket to be tested

for putting 'city in the sky

'

MOSCOW - The Soviet Union is building the worlds

most powerful space rocket and plans to test it next year

according to authoritative sources here. The rocket would

be used in 1985 to hurl into orbit the 110-ton core ot a

massive manned space sUtion.
^ c .

The sources - all of them involved m the Soviet space

program - provided a rough outUne, and a few details of

a project that dwarfs anything that has been approved for

the U S. National Aeronautics and Space Admmistration.

It's not all secret. Soviet officials wont officiaUy

acknowledge that they are developing the monster rocket,

codenamed "G. " But they speak openly of their concept for

Cosmograd — or "city in the in the sky."

It would be occupied year in, year out, by rotatmg crews

of medical researchers, astronomers, workers making pure

drugs and materials, satellite repairmen and military

astronauts reconnoitering the globe and manning space

Eastman Kodak Company and the University ot Mass
Photo Coop would like to introduce you to the world of photog-

raphy In a two-part session we will cover the fundamentals

of better photography, light, composition, camera tech-

niques, everything you need to l^now to take better pictures.

Because it's not what you see. It's how you see it.

seminar
j^g.

November 9-10 in Room 163C.

Campus Center • 7-10 p.m.

each night • $2.50 (includes

both nights) • Tickets may be
purchased at TIKS or at the

door • Free T-shirt to all who
attend • Free roll of film to first

100 tickets.
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*S?me* would inhabit this weightless world for perhaps

years in long term research projects. Others would man

high-technology construction crews, assemblmg manned

and unmanned rockets destined for the planets and other

parts of the solar system.

Space shuttle Columbia

to carry satellite Thursday

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. - With a predawn "call to

stations." test conductor Andy Brown yesterday sUrted

the countdown for space shuttle Columbia s fu^t sateUite-

carrying commercial flight, set for a fiery hftoff Thursday.

The count began on schedule at 3 a.m. when Brown

summoned more than 50 technicians and engineers to their

consoles in the launch control center three miles from the

steel and concrete pad where Columbia is perched.

The four astronauts who wiU man the shuttle on lU first

operational mission were at the Johnson Space Center m
Houston, concluding months of training. They are Vance

Brand, the commander; pilot Robert Overmyer and

mission speciaUstsWiUiam Lenoir and Joseph Allen.

Brand wiU captain the largest crew ever to be launched

into space in a single ship. They are to fly here tomorrow to

make final preparations for launch, scheduled for 7:19 a.m.

Thursday. ^ , .

,

The early part of the count proceeded smoothly as

Columbia's electrical power was switched on and the 60-

foot long cargo bay doors were closed, sealmg mside the

two 7.200 pound communications satellites that are the

shuttle's first commercial payloads.
. ^ , *

SatelUte Business Systems of McLean. Va.. and Telesat

of Canada are the first in a long Une of customers who will

pay to have their payloads carriedjnto orbit by the shuttle.

They each have paid the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration $10 miUion for hauUng up the two $30

million satellites.

It will be the responsibUity of Lenoir and AUen to

monitor the health of the satellites in the bay. conduct a 90-

minute countdown for each and activate the spring devices

that fling them out of the bay and into their own orbits.

Appalachian Trail moved

away from Maine lumbering
MILLINOCKET. Maine - The Appalachian Trail

in Maine is being moved. A quarter of the 276 miles have

already been relocated, mostly in the past five years. Con-

struction has begun on another 70 miles.

Within the next couple of years about 134 miles of the

Maine section of the trail that runs from Mount Katahdin

in Maine to Springer Mountain in Georgia will have been

rebuilt - sometimes as far as 10 miles from the old trail.

The accomplishment will be mostly the work of

volunteers, including a half dozen retired school teachers,

several college students, a state insurance official, a paper

mill manager and a Central Maine Power Co. engineer.

The purpose is to lift the Maine trail out of the valleys

and away from the old lumbering roads to the mounUin

tops and high ridges.

"We're trying to create the best hiking trail possible

through the mountains of Maine," reports Dave Field, a

University of Maine forest economist who doubles as

chairman of the Maine Apppalachian Trail Club.

But an incidental benefit of the big rebuilding project

will be to eliminate conflicts with the wood harvesting and

trucking industry that, unlike hikers, prefers the valleys tx)

mountains. .

Small groups have been working every weekend since

early last spring on either the mammoth relocation or on

routine maintenance of the trail.

And a half dozen major weekend expeditions were held

where large parties worked on cutting trails and building

shelters and bridges.

How do you build a trail? This reporter went along on a

recent expedition to find out. Twenty-three people showed

up on a late summer weekend. Two carried chainsaws; one

wielded a paint brush and bucket of white paint for blazes

to mark the pathway for future hikers. The primary trail

building tool, however, is an ordinary brush clipper.

"Clip low so hikers won't trip over stubs," we were told.

"Clip high so they won't run into branches."
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MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9534 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St.. Aioherst
(above Matthews Shom)^

I

Resumes & Papers
Consultations & Editing
• Theses • Dissertfitions,

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

Datebooks & Diaries
for 19831

at

Newsdealer
45 S. Pleasant

HASTING
i Stationer

t., Amherst

ColleKtmn Plioto by Michael MarKolii

UMass student Donald "Duck" Kramer of Patterson Dormitory blows his horn Saturday as

part of the UMass Marching Band. ^
Everywoman's Center extends outreach

By AMY E. HASBROUCK
Collegian Correspondent

EsUbUshing the connection between sex. race, class,

and gay oppression and providing services and education

for women on and off campus are the main functions of the

Everywomans Center at the University of Massachusetts.

Aquila Ayana. public relations and outreach coordinator

for the center said. "We mainly target campus and com

munity women, however, our outreach has expanded to a

much larger area. We get caUs from women's centers

across the country, as well as calls from women who are

interested in the services from this area. Vermont and

Pittsfield."
. u . e/.

The population the center serves is about 50 percent

campus women and 50 percent community women. Ayana

"Last year alone, we (the Everywoman Center) received

over 16,000 calls and walk-ins." Ayana said.

"But that does not include individual program sUtistics.

which indicate how many people come to a workshop,

conference, or a movie series." she said. "Were touchmg

many, many more than 16.000.

"

"We offer the only 24-hour hotline in the area, so that

women, who have experienced violence in their lives^

whether it is a past experience, and they're feehng a need

to talk to someone now. or just recently experienced

violence, have a way that they can call and talk to a

counselor advocate."

The center also has an extensive Third World Women's

Task Force, and a counseling advocacy program, which

specializes in counseling around violence against women.

These issues include battering, incest, and rape, she said.

The center maintains a resource library, and other

sources of information. There is a calendar of events

(compiled and written by the P. R. Outreach team) a

bulletin board of services, a "Job Book " of area job listings,

a "Childcare Book" of sources of childcare. and volunteers

to assist in helping to find the information one is interested

in.

As the P.R. -Outreach Coordinator. Ayana attempts to

connect with the other programs at the center and

publicize what each of the programs are doing. She and her

sUff of interns and volunteers also put out center-related

material, such as center posters, brochures, and

newsletters. Ayana also trains interns so they can develop

skills in the area they're interested in.

There is still much that can be done at the center, which

is celebrating its 10th anniversary. Ayana said.

"I'd like to upgrade everything that we're sending out.

I'd like to find exactly how many people we're actually

reaching. Td like to be able to expand the intern program,

and maybe, somewhere down the line, to see a magazine

that comes out of the center," she said.

SBA Career Day
cancels classes
By MATTHEW BERMAN
Collejrian Correspondent o u i *

All classes in the University of Massachusetts School of

Business Administration (SBA) wUl be canceled tomorrow

for the school's Career Day. an eight hour event designed

to irive business students first-hand information about the

business world and help them choose then- prospective

professions. . .

Representatives from 24 companies will speak on

various aspects of accounting, marketing, management,

and general business from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the first

level of the UMass Campus Center tomorrow.

Michael Babcock. president of the Fitenes Corporation

wUl be the keynote speaker at a buffet luncheon that will

be served from 12 to 1:45 p.m. in Campus Center room

Undergraduate Business Club(UBC) President Steven

Schiffman said he is expecting about 1000 people at the

speeches and 150 at the luncheon.

"The purpose of Career Day is to help undergraduates as

well as graduate students get a better fix on their career

goals and get a better understanding on what s out there;

an understanding that they wouldn't get from textbooks,

said Schiffman. .

"There are too many juniors and seniors m t>»A inai

have no direction as to where their careers are going.

Resumes aren't completed and long term career goals

aren't there." he said. That's what Career Day is aU

about." he added.
u- i. . » »u«

"This Career Day conference is a highpoint lor tne

school, the Undergraduate Business Club, and the un-

dergraduate student body. It is important that our

students consider their careers early in theu; academic

Drojrrams. so that curricula and coursework can be planned

purposefully." according to Arthur Elkins. SBA associate

dean and UBC advisor.
, ^ , > a

The 24 companies represented include Johnson and

Johnson. CBS. Aetna Life and Casualty. Cooper and

Lybrand. and Arthur Anderson and Company.

The estimated 2000 dollars that this day will cost was

made up by a 500 dollar SBA grant and a 500 doHar SBA

loan. The rest came from dues of the 700 member UBC and

revenue from the UBC coffee shop.

"If it wasn't for the coffee shop, we couldn't have a day

like this," said Schiffman. ^^ ^

For next year's Career Day. Schittman said he is trying

to get the chairman of the board of General Foods as

keynote speaker.

•D.C. Rally
(Continxied from page 1)

Martha Nathan, whose husband was killed by the Klan

in Greensboro, N.C. three years ago. blasted the Federal

Government for involvement with the KJan.

"Our killers are not only in white sheets, they are in the

White House," Nathan said.
^ . ^

Robinson Musheer, regional coordinator of the Commit-

tee for Progress, told the crowd. "There has been a fron-

tal assault on the Afro-American people for 200 years."

Musheer also stated "If you do not take a position on the

Klan you are irrelevant."

Walter Fauntieroy, of the Black Congressional Caucus,

told the crowd that "we are sifting out the hearts of men

before his judgement seat."

11th Annual DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sugorbush

Ski G Party Week
Jon. 23 - 26
Lifts, Lodging, MmIs •

* Free Deer & Wine Parties
*

Hot Tub Party, etc, etc *

ONLY SI 69
tax ond gratuities

included

Look Out for

other Ski Trips thot odd

on 5% tox & 20% grotultl#$

Hon- /iiembers Welcome

SIGH-UP NOW
545-3407

430A Student Unlon_
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Striss paintings on display at Student Union

Srtss' work is noted tor its intellectual and through Nov. 11.

Presentation to combine concert and photos

Pkoto bv Bradford Hanaicr

Trees at Lake MeUcomet in Belchertown make an interesting reflec-

tion in the lake's still waters.

An unusual concert featuring live music

and photographs from an Alpine climbing

expedition will be presented on November

8, at Worcester Dining Commons, Nov. 9 in

the Hampden Theater in the Southwest

Residential Area and Nov. 10 in the

Student Union Balb-oom.

The presentation, titled "I Saw the

Wind" is the creation of music arranger

Mark Thompson and Alpine climber and

photographer Bob Jamieson. Jamieson's

pictures were taken in the Yukon, Alaska,

British Columbia. South America and the

Northern Rockies. The concert is being

sponsored in part by the University of

Massachusetts Arts Council.

Canadian to speak on Lebanese experience

Chris Giannou. a Canadian surgeon who

was practicing in Lebanon at the time of the

IsraeU invasion in June 1980. will give an

eyewitness account on the invasion of

Lebanon tonight at 7 p.m. in Campus

Center room 101. Giannou is sponsored by

ihe Palestinian Solidarity Committee.
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"10% INTEREST AND EASY

WITHDRAWALS?

Until now it was illegal to offer

an account this good.

Biit nt>w Pioneer National

Bank has it. The IC''*^ interest

Cash Manager Investment Ac-

count. Only at Pioneer Na-

tional B.ink

Now You Can Have Money
Market Rates And Access To

Your Cash.

I 'ntil now, earninc monev
market rates as Uxiih as 10%
meant either tyini: up your

money f»>r as loni» as 4H mi>nthv

or invesfini; your nioncv in .in

uninsured monev fund. But now indi-

viduals with $20,000 or more can have

an investment insured K the HP!*, tor

up to $100,000, earn hi^h rates and

still have access to their cash. We're

making it possible with our new Cash

Manager Investment .'Xccinint.

Competitive Money Market Rates.

The Cash Manager Investment Ac-

count pays money market rates on

your entire investment when vou

maintain a minimum $20,000 bal-

ance. Rates paid will vary with the 7-

dav Treasiirs Bill Rare, hut as lont; as

that rate stays below 9%, your Cash

Manager Investment Account will

earn IO'\i interest through the end ot

the year. It your balance drops below

$20,000, your rate is reduced to 5 ''4%

until your $20,000 balance is restored.

This account may not be pledged as

collateral and early withdrawals are

not permitted.

Access To Your Money.
The Cash Manager In-

vestment Account is a 7-

day notice account which
gives you access to your

money only 7 calendar day;

after you notify us to make
the w itbdrawal for you.

And you can now make
convenient telephone

withdrawals up to three

times per month. There is

a $500 minimum on with-

drawals or additional

deposits.

Tax Advantages Over
Monev Market Funds.

Under Massachusetts

law, your earnings from

our Cash Manager Investment

Acct>unt qualify as .nterest for

a significantly lower .state tax

rate and a state tax exclusion.

Money market fund earnings

have no state tax exclusion,

and are subject to a much
higher tax rate.

You can take advantage of

our new Cash Manager Invest-

ment Account with a minimum
balance of $20,000 and your

NOW, Personal Checking or

Business Checking Acccumt.

For more information, mail in the

following coupon or call

the Northampton, Amherst or

Easthampton branch ot Pioneer

National Bank.

Please send me more mformanon on your new

Cash Manager Investment Account.

N.imc

Address

Mail to: Pioneer National B.ink

1 King Street, Northampton. MA 01060

Pioneer ISbtbnal Bank
Bank (/ New England

Member FPUt:
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Amherst
Chinese
Foods

BMt Mandarin Food
82-M Main St.

Amhartt
OoMd WadnMdaya

WE DO NOT USE MSG
on ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa uaa FRESH
VagatabtM from

Our Own Farm

BEER £r WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
AU YOU CAN EAT

$5.95

Need Cash'

still

Paying

Highest

Prices ^W
Class Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps;

See Me When You Sell

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst 256-0710
Mon - Sat 10 -5:30

Seniors!

Looking For

A Career?
Register with the

Career Placement
Registry

Th« National ComputcrlzMl
Employmant Searching

Sarvica

Your qualifications will be
instantly available to over

8000 employers Total

cost $8 No other tees

charged Over 5000
seniors already registered

It costs nothing to find out

more about CPR Just

complete and return the

coupon

For Faster Action Call

Toll-Fraa 1-800-368-3093
In Virglnii (703) eaS-IOBS

, JOJ S»ion tnni—
AMMndfii. Vlr^ma 21301

Oly
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Chamber music students Susan FonUine. Bill Shores. Andrea Kallas

and Michael Lavoie enterUin a group of students outside of South Col-

lege late last week.
.

WOMEN'S WEEK
MONDAY

"Mothers in Prison," a Women's Studies colloquium, will be held at 4 p.m. in the

sixth floor lounge of Thompson Hall.

"Maria Mitchell 19th Century Astronomer," a lecture by Lee Belserene. will be

given at 7:15 p.m. in McConnell Hall in room 404 at Smith College. Belserene is

the director of the Maria Mitchell Observatory in Nantucket. Maria Mitchell, who

was the first woman astronomer in the United States, was also the first woman

elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The Anti-Racism Team will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center room 902.

TUESDAY

The documentary Nine to Five will be shown at noon in the Campus Center in

room 917. There will also be a workshop on "Stress in the Workplace" by Jane

Fleishman.

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will meet

at 6:30 in Campus Center in room 177.

A talk about Latin American Women by Anne M. Jackson will be held at 4 p.m. in

the sixth floor lounge in Thompson Hall.

"Women in the German Democratic Republic," a lecture given by Marianne

Muller, will be held at 8 p.m. in the sixth floor lounge in Herter Hall.

WEDNESDAY
The Panel discussion "Women and Education for Development: Family, Com-

munity, and World," will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni House at Amherst Col-

lege. The panel will be chaired by Catherine Bateson, dean of the Amherst facul-

ty. Other participants, all of whom have worked with women in developing coun-

tries, are Nylda Lopez Ansari. Annie Myeni, Rema Pai, and Linda Abrams. The

panel will be part of the Connecticut Valley Branch of the American Association

of University Women. Non-members. lH)th male and female, are welcome.

THURSDAY

The Women's Issues Team will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center in room

901.

Holly Knox will speak on "Women's Rights on Campus: Can Reagan take them

away?" at 4:15 p.m. in the Browsing Room in the Nielson Library at Smith Col-

lege.

A three-day Latin American Women's Writers Conference will begin at 7:30 p.m.

in the Willits-Hallowell Center at Mount Holyoke College. The keynote speech

"Women Writers and Feminine Ideology" will be given by Sara Castro-Klaren.

FRIDAY

The panel on "Testimonial Literature" part of the Utin American Women's

Writers Conference, will be held at 8:45 a.m. in Wright Hall Auditonum at Smith

College. At the same time there will also be a panel on "Poetry: Tradition and

Change in the Common Room in Wright Hall.

"Contemporary Utin American Fiction Writers" will be discussed at 10:30 a.m.

in Wright Hall Auditorium.

"Hispanic Literature in the U.S.." will be held also at 10:30 a.m. in the Common

Room in Wright Hall.

A Plenary Session on Narrative Writers will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Willits-

Hallowell Center at Mount Holyoke College.
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1 - 7:00 pm

A WILDERNESS CONCERT

FREE
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Mount Snow Vermont Tours
"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21. 1983

Jan. 9-14, 1963 Jan. 23-28, 1963

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging
• A gala welconne party
• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

• Five full skiers' breakfasts

• Four full course dinners

• Ski tour guide & host
• And so much morel

' Welcome vjfc'. ioaeiner Party * Beer Bash

r?^t f f ?ss*sw ; •!s^^^^^^i^^.*-'^.***-^*

# Wine & Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse-Drawn

4f Sleigh Ride ' Movies * And so much more

4^ "The Mountain ot f-un. Ml Snow Vermont"

* All Rate* Subject to 5% State Tax and

¥r 15% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge

4^ Mount Snow Vermont Tours

4t PO Box 571, Route 100tWest Dover, Vermont 05356

802-464-2076
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NOV. 8
WORCESTER D.C.

(WEST SIDE

NOV. 9

HAMPDEN THEATRE
S O U T H W E

NOV. 10
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On-Campus
1 Groups:

Because of the Collegian's

dependence on advertising

revenue, we are forced to make

this announcement. Starting

Monday, Nov. 15. 1982. we

wlU not accept any advertising

for events that will be held at

and'or produce revenue for

businesses with delinquent ac

- counts at the CoUegian. It is

I your responsibiUty to check

I with the advertising depart-

i ment at the Collegian.
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STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

8 P.M. UMASS
SPONSORED BY Governor's Program Council. UMsas Arts Council.
Hampden Program, Southwest Assembly OHAG/Central. Northeast

Sylvm, Program Support Fund*. uMASS SKI CLUB

iS^^ .4^

Dost'

Mon - Thurs

$3.00 CoYor

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Mlghbollt

50' Dpfn«ttlc ^••fi

Pool Toblo • Wnboll - Vldoo Gomot

POOL TOUKHAMEHT TOWGHT
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day

they will take place and are

listed only once. An-

nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legxan office, 113 Campus

Center, and returned by

3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

**Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on

the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday

before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not fpiarantee printing of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organiza-

tions.

UMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE MEETING - Help

still needed for the Fast for a

World Harvest. Nov. 18.

Please join us to aid the

World's hungry. 4:30 5:30

p.m. 428 Student Union.

UMASS
PEACEMAKERS
MEETING - David

Shakespeare. Umass
student will speak about the

Fate of the Earth Con-

ference he attended.

Following that will be

planning for an in-

formational demonstration

and celebration. 6 to 8 p.m.,

903 Campus Center.

UMASS OUTING CLUB
(UMOC) MEETING - Trip

announcement, business

meeting. Program by EWT.
a Springfield Environmental

group. Come find out what

they (and maybe you) can do

for the environment. 7 p.m.,

168 Campus Center.

PIB CLUB - People

Interested in the Bible — All

are invited to join us in an

informal gathering to study

about the teaching and life of

Jesus Christ as described in

the New Testament. 7 p.m.,

178 Campus Center.

ARMENIAN CLUB -
UMass Armenian Club

meeting open to all

Armenians and those in

terested in Armenian
culture. 7:30 p.m.. Leach

Dormitory basement.
Northeast.

I SAW THE WIND - I

Saw the Wind is an exciting

multi media event com-

bining live music with

breathtaking visual images

of the Yukon. Alaska,

British Columbia and South

and North American
Rockies. 8 p.m.. Worcester

Dining Commons.

T" NORTHWOOD \

APARTMENTS j

: Rt. 47 Sundertand (

J Clos« to Amherst, r

I
on bus line :

( 1, 2, and 3 \

] bedroom gardens
^

\ immediate occupancy :

I available ]

J students welcome J

I

665-3856
\

] of^v,e open ' -im
y

) 10 7 Weekdays, :

I Saturdays 14 J
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FINE FOODS
76 N. PIUSAIT ST. MNEBT. iMS.

TURKEY ORDERS
NOW BEING TAKEN FOR
GLEN SHAW FRESH
NATIVE TURKEYS FOR

THANKSGIVING. 11-30 LBS

USDA CHOICE
Bottom Round
Roast ^

• FREEZER SPECIAL
USDA CHOICE
Whole ''^\p

Shoulder Clod J^oe^ d
lONDON BROIL BlAOESTtAK GROUND BEEf

WHERE VALUES
MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE

SPECIALS NOV. 8-13
OPEN 1 PN ON THURSDAY,
NOV. 11 IN OBSERVATION

OF VETERAN'S DAY.

USDA CHOICE

Sirloin
Steaks

1st CUT

CENTER CUT

YOU GETMUCHMOREFROM
A GREEN STAMP STORE!

GO FOR THE GREEN

• GROCERY SPECIALS •

LINCOLN NATURAL

Apple
Juice

64 OZ
BTL

QQC HilUBr.s., $1 99
f^^ Coffee CAN JL

ALL FLAVORS
FROM COLORADO

• FROZEN & DAIRY •

FROM COLORADO^ ^^ ^^ ^ HOOD

Nt.High 2 Onv Cottage

Yoaurt ISk %3^ Cheese

REGULAR
OR

COUNTRY
STYLE $129
24 OZ 1

Produce
THE FINEST
NATURE
HAS TO
OFFER...

CALIF. VINE RIPE

Tomatoes

59 <:

LB

FRESH .RISPICF6ERG

Lettuce

59 HD

DEEP PURPLE

Egg Plant

^0%M LB

I WITHWITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE LIMIT ONE EXCLUDING WITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE. LIMIT ONE EXCLUDING
COUPON ITEMS 4 CIGARETTES | COUPON ITEMS & CIGARETTES.

SWEET LIFE

Chunk Light

Tuna
LU-65

6 5 02
N WATER
39*

SOFTWEVE

Bath

VALID NOV 8-13 AT LOUIS FOODS

i Tissue
y LU-87

4
2 ROLL
PKG 29 <:

VALID NOV 8-13 AT LOUIS FOODS

WITH COUPON 4 $7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING COUPON WITH COUPON 4 $7.50 PURCHASE LIMIT ONE EXCLUDING
WITH CUUKUN ft >

^^^ ^ CIGARETTES. COUPON ITEMS & CIGARETTES.

LOCALLY GROWN

USNo. 1
^^^^

Potatoes BAG
LU-bw

VALID NOV 8-13 AT LOUIS FOODS

49 <
I
I
I

DISH DETERGENT

I
Liquid 22 OZ 69 <:

ILU-88
VALID NOV 8-13 AT LOUIS FOODS

I

J
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Liberal gains,

all in vain?
From the point of view of a liberal democrat,

Tuesday's election results were a mixed teg.

Nationwide the results were not as favorable as had

been hoped. In Massachusetts however, the results could

hardly have been better.

Barney Frank easily defeated Margaret Hedder for the

fourth congressional seat in a race the White House was

keeping a close eye on.

In that race even the most ardent FYwik anpporters

wouldn t have dared to predict such a victoty. Perhaps

justice was doubly served in that race, however. Not only

was the race an obvious referendum on Reaipuioinics,

especially in the depressed city of Fall River, but Heckler

Richard Nangle

Cui^iNdG "T^t 6vnrron, k^no^m^ '^^t pise^s^

Who won, who lost, what's missing?

Eections 1982: The dust has cleared, the shoutmg

s over, $300 million w^ spent on campaigns -

what happened?

On the state scene for Massachusetts we have the

following scores: Margaret "It's all over now baby blue

Heckler, was outspent and outclassed by Barney It s my

district and I'll win if I want to" Frank. Ray "Sham

Shamie went down to defeat before Ted "I'm makmg it m
Massachusetts, and the White House in 1984" Kennedy.

John Sears cried out to the citizens of Massachusetts.

"Don't you want me baby?" He was answered "You got a

lot of nerve, to say you are our friend." The Duke in-

Brooke States

herited a number of state problems from the King. A ma-

jor one was the large charge account for seafood at An-

thonys Pier 4, billed to the state. Political pundits like

myself may joke about petty party politics, but the election

as a whole, produced seriously problematic results.

On the national scene, voter turnout was large for two

reasons: One was the 52 ballot questions or initative peti-

tions that were listed across the country. The more impor-

tant reason was high unemployment and the state of the

economy The Democrats won 7 governorships and Ll

house seats The Republicans lost a chunk of their support,

the "new right" some of it's claim tx) political supremacy.

What is missing is a way out of this mess. Two years ago

Reagan was elected, because people were tired of too

many years of liberalism and high taxes. Many people

voted for Ronald Reagan and the New Right not out of

ideological unity with them, but because their agenda and

candidates were something different.

Now the "people" are tired of that different something,

but they are not ready to embrace the Democratic party

and it's principles with open arms. A clear voter mandate

is still missing. To understand what happened Nov^2 we

need to go back to the last time in our history the economy

was as battered - the Depression.

The 1930s were a brutal period in Amencan history. At

one point 25 percent of the labor force was unemployed^

People faced governmental indifference, and big business

hostility. To deal with this, people began to organize in a

laree scale way. Thousands struck for union recognition

and belter working conditions. Farmers blockaded roads

^ k^pTood from going to markets at prices that were too

low Unemployed demonstrated, demand ng work or

rehef and F^ple in the neighborhoods blocked evictions,

mat was h^^ning was that the focus c)f power was shif^

Tg fr^m the halls of government and the boardrooms of

business, to the people in the street.

Partially in response to this situation, the shape of the

modern Democratic Party took shape. It consisted of

blacks, organized labor, liberals and reformers, and to a

lesser extent, women and youth. This coalition became the

base for a totally changed country, a country who s

government now claimed it has a right and responsibility

to intervene when necessary. After WoHd War II thw

coalition broadened to include big business, which liked

the benefits and research and development contracts that

they got and. Republicans, who liked it because new

military bases in their districts gave them jobs.

This coalition was toppled but once in 1952 with the

Eisenhower landslide. But the inflation and economic

dislocation caused by the Vietnam war. and subsequent

business strategies, allowed Ronald Reagan to gain the

highest elected office in the country.

Now people have begun to reject Reaganofnics. but they

are not sure where to go. While things are not as bad as

they were in the depression of the 30s. they are not good

either. Blue, white, and pink collar workers face layoffs

due to automation and a shrinking industnal base. College

students find that years of work are down the dram as

they cannot get a job upon graduation. The cutbacks of

social services and programs have undermined many of

the gains made during the last 20 years.

In a sense Reaganomics resembles Don Qu'oxJ« ch^^K;

ing a windmill. Having gotten caught up in 1980 and

knocked down in 1982. it is somebody elses turn. The

Democratic party is attempting to charge to the rescue.

But it is on a decrepit donkey that barely has it s tale pinn-

ed on. They got lucky this time, and were able to use the

Social Security issue to great advantage. But for 1984

they will have to come up with a better program then snip-

ping at the Republicans. Otherwise, people will find their

own solutions, and as in the '30's and the '60 s. it will be

outside of the framework of the two party system, and the

voting booth. For another two years of mortgages piling

up. bills piling up. and rights denied, many more people

besides Talking Head fans will be singing the lyncs 'This

aint no party, this aint no disco, this aint no fooling

around... I aint got time for that now."

Brooke States is a Collegian columnist

r
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writer's address and telephone number, which
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had run a truly gutteral smear campaign charging Frank

with being the friend of pomographers and prostitnta. A

lot can be said for the intelligence of the voters m tlie 4th

district. ... r_ J
In the races where the general outlook was lor a eloae

race, there turned out to be no race at all.

In the 6th district, Nicholas Mavroules soundly defeated

Thomas Trimarco. Trimarco once slammed his door in my

face when I canvassed his Beverly home for MaasPIRG

two summers ago. so I wasn't exactly upset with this deri-

sion. But putting all personalities aside. Trunarco wouM

have followed Reaganomics pretty much down the line

and the voters obviously didn't want that.

In the ninth district, Joe Moakley whipfied former

Dedham state representative and Republican Deborah

Cochran. Cochran had run what Moakley tenned the

ugliest smear campaign he had seen in 30 years of politics.

In the only other congressional race where a fight was

expected, Gerry Studds easily defeated Jack Conway in

the tenth district, Gerry Studds easUy defeated Jack Con-

way in the tenth district. Conway, one of the most suc-

cessful realtors in New England had puWkdy stated his

preference for Reaganomics. The voters gave him a much

different statement.

In a race that surprised no one, not even John bears

himself. Mike Dukakis breezed in his bid to return as

governor over the Republican and independent candidate

Frank Rich. Sears' campaign was second in w^^akness only

to Frank Nateh's in 1978. Rich's campaign was a non-

existant joke.

Edward Kennedy made mince meat out of Kepubiican

opponent Ray Shamie. Certainly 61 percent of the vote

can be considered a landslide. But perhaps it is not signifi-

cant enough for Kennedy. One network commenUtor

remarked Tuesday night that Kennedy couW win m
Massachusetts wearing a cocktail dress. In his eventual

bid for the White House in 1984 Kennedy will need strong

electability credentials to fall back on. For some reason 61

percent to Shamie's 39 percent does not seem like enough.

This IS not to take anything away from Shamie ^'^^
He ran a bold and imaginative campaign. And probably

knew from the start that he could not win. But don't think

for a minute that you've heard the last from Shamie. Ev

pect him to run for Paul Tsongas' Senate seat in 1984. If

he fails again, don't be surprised if he runs for governor m

1986 The Sharon businessman's ulterior motives in his

unsuccessful bid against Kennedy were all too clear

The only question that didn't turn out favorably for

liberals was the death penalty. Less than a month ago

Rep James Collins. (D-Amherst). predicted a sound vic-

tory for the question unless a great deal of voter education

surfaced. Obviously some momentum was gained, but not

quite enough. Barbarism is back in Massachusetts.

For the most part, justice was served in Massachusetts

but what of the nation as a whole? Democrats gained

Senate seats leaving it in the control of the Republicans.

But Democrats substantially increased their power in the

House of Representatives. They increased it to the point

where it -atIII be difficult if not impossible for Reagan

legislation to get through in the future.

With a Democratic House and a Republican Senate we

could very easily see a situation where little gets done in

the next two years to help the economy either via

Reaganomics or Democratic alternatives. In 1984 that

could leave the gate wide open for a Reagan reelection He

could claim his policies haven't had a chance to work by

showing that they were thwarted in the House. While

Democratic economic programs would likely continue to

be stonewalled in the Senate.

In order to ensure a Democratic victory for President in

1984. Reagan programs must continue to fail. And they

may not have that chance.

Richard Nangle us a Collegian colummHt

We need columnists!
Drop by with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center
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COURSt SECTION PO. COURSE SECTION l-"A PD

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AMHERST

FINAL EXAIUNATlOrj SCHEDULE

DECEflBER 1982

I The two-iour examination periods are identified by code

numbers according to the following chart:

FRl

DEC 17

SAT HON TUES UEO

DEC 18 DEC 20 DEC 21 DEC 22

THURS
DEC 23

SECTION

ACCTG
221

i]Er::an

230

1.9

riKTG

425

16 r>

rlRlOD

—20 implies that sections 1 and 9

of ACCTG 221 will be examined

on IIED. DEC 22 at 4:00 pm.

.2 implies that GERMAN 230. section

1 will be examined on FRI, DEC 17

at 10:30 am.

17 -— implies that GERMAN 230. section

2 will be examined on UEO,

DEC 22 at 8:00 an.

7 implies that only section 2 of

MKTG 425 will have an exam, and

it will be on SAT. DEC I8.l:30am.

N SECTION NUMLE.''.S WiTHir; A COURSE ARE LISTED. ASSUME THAT

hNt unlisted SECTION IS NOT SCHEDULED FOR AN EXAM.

.ee your instructor for information on the place o! examination. He or

A,i will -JOT have this Information before DEC Z, l> -.

-ofjFLICT'. or MDRE THAN P.K) EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY. Students who hjve

•• SSS in tSr examination schedule («^ PfJ.-^^^"*j^ ^ i:„di 'da^'
f>r who have more than two examinattons scheduled for one calendar aay,

°Iy?eport to the ScheL?e Office (168 Whitmore) for resolution of

these problems. ^,^______—— —
T"TEvlE'w~Is"sCHEDULrcTR7FilLY. THE SCHcDULE OFFICE 'IILL ASSIST IN

• Ml-^r RELATED PROBLEMS REPORTED ON 0.? BEFORE DEC ?. 1982. AFTER DEC 2,

^TJCL.nMSsiJoSTJc? THEIR aSdE-1!C-^EAN Wl^OlU PROBLEMS RELATED TO

THE FINAL EXAM SCHEDO^^ *

U^SS/AHMtPST ri'lAL • 'Atl SC! fOULt, OtCEf^OER H8J
Pf.-

COURSE sEcro'i tCmSE SECTION PO. CCURSt

^K ^_ ^_ ^ ^_ _^ ^- — ••

1 '

^»^^ •"""•^ ^^

ACCT6
AN SCI

31!

NTH Scoot
• 3*7C

f

2Z\ 1 17
1 n 15

2

3

4

S.6

10

a
4

11

354

359

7

• 7

470

ARTHIS
115

1 6

7 3 1 10

8 4 371
n ASTRON

9

10

11

17

i;

11

412
15

100

1.2

3

9

20

12 6 421
22

3

i 9

13

14

4

3
430

105

5 9

15

16

17

23

10

11

432
20 111

1

1

20

9

18 5
455

19 BA

221H
19

1

23

7

521
17

210
1

2

12

14

222
ANTH

497
1-5 11 lOOA

7

7

i n
311

1 9 I GOB
7

!.9

21

16

2.3 22 Q 18

4 9 102A
IS BIOCHEM

312
1

103A
5

900
1 10

321
1-3 21 103B

3

420

I S

4.5 23 •> >\

322
103C

6

1 13

1 4

523

331

1.2

1,2

3.4

13

14

17

1048

197A 30TA-Y

100

1 3

33S lA i

1 22 204
1 17 28 6

361

1 14 262
1 8

I 13

lOOC
1 :o

371
1

2.3
4

7

20

1

297B

316

lOlA

175

1

1

3

5

(W SCI

S03
1 7

330
1 21

225

"CS

1 IS

S17
337

1 18 1 4

101

1

1

18

13
1

372
1 19

2 5

{""c E (cont. )
121 1.2 b

BOTANY 505 23 j 123 1 12

290G 522 23 1 201 1 23

1 2 1

10 1

523 9 201 2 10

SIO 530 17 250 1 24

1 540 1.2 14 1 287 1,2 5

SUA 541 22
1

306 1 It

1
6 1 545 11

1

320 I 12

511B 559 16 1 501 1 21

1
5 '

12 1

561 18 502 1 23

521 565 6 535 1 2

1 570 14 545 1 20

528 572 7 583 1 14

1
5 1 576 18

1
COIDIS

531
U j

^" E 1 310 1 22

1 225 2 311 1 7

C I 325 2 313 1 19

201 330 2 1 401 1 2

I
21 1 334 2 1 416 1 23

240
23 1

420 2
1

5S0 1 19

1-4 444 2
1

comj.it

241 592A 2 lOlC 1 22

1.2 '^
1 CHEM

1 102 1 4

260 101 7 1 1051 1 22

1

270
1

'*
1

5 1

107

111

1-3

1-5

8

8

1 no «

1 143 I

j 202C 1

4

17

23

310
1 11 1

18 i

112

113

1.2 8

9

20

8

• 302 1

1 CC««"
23

321
1

250
261*

1 121 1

1
150 1

12

1

331
1.2

332
1

333
I

334
1

3«2
1.2

357
\

20 1

>7 !

18 1

} 1

2 1

1} 1

5 !

1
'^^

2611 1

262 1

263A I

263* 2

263* 3

265 1

315 1

471 1.2

471 1

47S 1

513 I

515 I

10

2

9

14

23

16

6

4
5

7

2)
18

1 226 1.2

; 226 1.4

j 234 1.2

1 240 1

1 250 1.2.

1 226 1

1 363 1

I 366 1

1 <.92C 1

1 564 1

k

19

8

7

13

9

9

2

16

22

358
1

552

584

1

1

16

1)

360
\

.SICS

102 1 1

370 105 I 10

1 U 1

420
1.2 9 '

"TOORSE SEC- 1 or r-D. CO'JRSE SECTION PD COUnSE UCTIO'I 3"

ICON (Cont.

" "1"*" ~ *"~

""

"*

1 ENCL (Cont.)

KC 322 20 1 221 1k 7

211 1 21 1 330 1 { 221 (

221N
1 272*

i 23

211V 1 21 1

15 !

20 5

t) 1

340 1 I 5

221 I 348 22 I 17

221V 1 361M 10 1 2 72* 1 12

313 1 36611 4
1

J'i 1.4 i

lis 1.2 4 1 397* 23
1 ^'^ I 6

J31 I 21 1 451 12
1 }^'

365

1-5. 7 1

js7 I.; 2 1

11 •

452 19 I 13

1*1 1 49U 14 1 497* I 22

>4«V 1 4911 7 1 740 I 16

»49 1 11 1 49 IC 22
J
on

SMX 1 22 1 49 ID 3 1 5748 I 16

5t6V 1.2 16 1 513 2 I 590C

I
IHVDES

1 305

I i

571V I 1) !

17 ;

5 1

. 531 14

S80V J 532 7 I 23

S84V I 542 IS 1 547 I 1*

J97 1 3 1 547 U
1

574 I l-

ECON 103* I 19 1 EOUC I 597A

j E,WSCI
1 501

I 24

1031 2 14 j

7 '

22 1

256 22

lOK 3 256 22 I 13

lOlD <> ZDOC r t 503 I 7

103E 5 19 1 626 16
1 5»» I u

103f » 7
I

551 10 1 EXCSCI

1 130
• . 190A

laM 1
1.

1

19
J

18 1

EMCIN I -

104A 1 103 14 I t

.

1041 2 EHCL 1 210 I 2}

104C 1 20 1 125 20 1 304 I i

1040 4 19 1 126 17
I

304 :

I 305A
' 3051

U
low s 20 !

r '

9 1

134 3 22

30) 1 162 23 n
)03« I 164 17 1 390* i

304 1 1' 1 180C 20 1
478 le

304 1 4 1 180D 3
I
rw EC

304 3.4 6
J

10 j

5 1

190* 10 SOI 17

304 5 190K 13 1 S05 2

304 6 190R 3 t su 11

304 7 5 1 19011 14
I

S'* 22

304 B 12 1 190R 2
1

^'i 23

305 I 18
I

22 j

b 1

f»0R 18
1 ''>
1 241

24

305 2 190R 6 10

305 J 190R 3 1 290A 12

30« 1 u 1 190» 12 j 305 17

311 I 23 1 190R 2 1 321

323

7

321 1.2 17 1 190R 23 16

1908 5 1 425 1 4

190R 2 1 443 1 3

190R 4 1 471 1 4

201 23 1 n> ENC

1 SOI 1

S03 1

201 1 i:

201 16 9

202 4 1 S09 I 19

202H 16 1 S12 I 16

203 12 1 S13 1 23

fl

221 2
I

281 1

po, ';-..i!!bE <

.2 1
.

COimSE SECTION PD. COURSE SECTION
^ ^K ^v

n tm (Cont.) , rs k H
1 CER-IAN

4 1565 1 1)
J

102 1

riSH 130 I 1 1
no i.\ -3

571 1 4 1 210 1 " 1

2B

30
597A 1 3 1

1 3
J

230 1

24 I

59 7» 465 I
3E

FOREST 467 1

212 1 3 1 502 1 6 1
6F

22S 1 i 1 541 1 " 1

70

321

U3
U4

1 13 1

1 6

1 »

561

577

579

1

1

1

'5 1 no
14 1

8H

91 Evening
(TSA)

426 1 22 1 581 I
^ 16 1 110 lOJ 18

436 1 20 584 * 1 13 1 120 lA ^*

rRECH 590D 1 '
1

IS 1

28

X
40
5Z

117 1 7 Gi riH
nnm 260 1

110 1-20 13 260 3 ,4

111 1.2 5 260 3 .6 " 1
W^r,

1

120
126

1-14 IS

1 14
260

260 1

IJ 230

9 23:

18 2"

1-4

1.2

15

230 1 16 /^ 301
1

230
230

2 14
3 IS

/ 301

301

3 18 1

18 1

238
240

A.

1,2 X.^

230 4 14 301 1 18 1

261 1.2
19

230 S IS 301 .6 19 341 1

230 6 1) 301 ^8.11 18 365 1

2)0 7 14 301 1 12 390B 1

2M S 23 302 6
39nF 1

10
230 9 18 303 . 2 2 413 1

230 10 16 304 18 '"> 1

210 11 18 310 24 1

U CREEK230 12 16 320
230 13.14 16 330 1.2 :3
240 1 1) 331

*

240 2 13 362 23 1
39:a 1 3

241 1 13 370 » 1

244 2 IS 370 16 1

"
1

1

244 1 22 370

246
247

1 15
1 22 I

C.EOG

249 1 14
2901 5 1

250
251

1 13

1 13
363 ' 1 HEBREW

1 101
251
312

2 15

1 21
1 GEOL 1 — i IJ

324 H 1 23
100 18 1

375 I 3
101 2 2 1

371 1 14
103

-> 22 1

386H 1 18 105
I"'.
lf> I

444

45>H
1 7

1 14
310
320

473 1 6
330 9 1

475 1 16
. 340

415
488

' 1

I !

lEx
COURSE SECTION ?D. 3MRSE SEC'IOM •r'D

HIST 100 I ) •lOM EC

100 -T i 225
101 10 265
115 fa 270
120 21 276
140 ;o 355
140 i; 490g
140 3 594B
141 lA 1 HRTA
161 28 10 100

141 5 100
150 U 5 202
150 :5 12 202
150 IC 202
150 ! ?\ \

1 '

151 J'' .•in

151 3C IJ :}l,^ 1 . -

151 un fi 292A
300 1 300
302 11 301
304 10 311
311 330 1,2

315 1 357
319 12 391F
322 11 HUMOEV
336 23 380
344 17

1 E

345 6 251
349E U 386
349C 3 • 454 1.2
353 T

460 1 "*

363 1 • 471
364 'M

478

Jb/ 16 479

3b9 3 520

371J 13 535

J71N 10 541

371R 4 58/

372 2 590S

374 2 596

378 19 657

380 20 724

381 1)

187 14

:oj.'".i:

ITAL

I japa;i

I
120

)

\i

17

23

13

17

6

13

5

22

11

9

19

6

20
23
14

5

!3

7

13

16

17

15

12

I

I JS

I

I

I

I

I

I

143

325
375

202
300

'UOAIC
lOlA
:di3

lOlC

391B

, 393A
I

I AT a;i

I 392C

I
LATIN

I 110
120
-30

240
310

320

LD OPS
S31A
SOIB
SOIC
503.-.

S03B
S03C
S07A
S07B
S07C

S07D

LEGAL
250

I :?:b

I
390E

I LING
;oi

101

I 101

I 101

1

1-10

!-3
1-5

1

1

1

1

1

17

2D
14

1:

13

COOfSE SECTIOH PO. COURSE SECTION PH 1riKt -.:•:''. '2.

^m^^ ^^ ^^ "^ •^ ^^

1 r1GT
LSiR MATH

11 1 331 2,3
7

205 1
15 , 1278 1.2

21 1
347 1,2 3

371 I 3 1 128 1.2 365 1
ii

372 1 22 1 128 3 442 1 3

376 1 23 1 128 4.5
1 444 1 22

n E 128 6.7

21 1

3 1

llCBtO
102 1 6 1 128 a 155 1 22

201 I 9
I 131 1-27

160 1 n
202 1

4
J 132 1-9

310 1 )

210 I 21 1 229 1 22 1 540 1 23

211 1 2 1 233 1
,\ 1 MILSCI

213 1 13 1 233 k 22 !

18 1

i 1

190M 1A.3A 13

230 I 24 1 2 33 3 212 1.2 ?

310 1 7
J 233 4 312 1.2 ti

311 1
9 ' 233 ^

1 11"^ ' 10

313 1
' 233 6

1
13

314 1 233 7

'^ 1

. '

330 1 5 j 233 3.3 301 1.2 1

340 I ^1 233 10 341 1 .
t

341 I
15 ' 213 U 14'

351
4 333 1?

? 1 i'. .

3.55
1 13 234 I

^l t 410 ]

397A 1
2 ,'35 !

ll 1

1 1

41D 4 12

402 i
H 235 2.3

570 1
14

1 236 1

575 1 10 235 3.4 6 1

577 I
t 1 236 5

]\ t .;.. i .

' 5?1 1
• 10 1 411 \ W 1 4 2 *J

59aF 1

1
''^l 1 '^

1

.5 1

425 2 : j

590H 1 1 4?e 1,2 45? 1
i

«ATH 1 431 1 459 2 11

S03 1 23 I 431 2 18
I •1US1C

Oil 1.2 L 1 431 3
11 •

104 1-11 11
1 431 4 ^\

1

10«A 1-7 !l
1 431 5

:^ 1
1106 1 ; 441 • .,

106 2 ' 451 1 6

106 3 1 525
, 1

_"-'

106 4,5 11
1 ^12 i ' 1 112 '

106 6 16
1 HOT

1

, . - 1

106 7 21 ; 301 !.:•
1

106 B 5 ' 301/1 !
1

107 1 314 H '

107A 1 1 m W 1
'...

lins 1 1 311 '^
i

10 1

i-n .
- !

113 1..' 33C1 197S 3 ia

120 l-l>.ll I 33J , <

1*75 '
':\

121 ).'« M
1 330 j

r-
• 1?7C

I.'7 I-1'.A II
1 330

1 331

6

1
1"

1

197C 2 _ J

COURSE SECTION PO. COURSE SECTION PO. COURSE SECTir.-i

NStM

NURSE
197C

I

100
210
300
330
330
25
425
425
425
425

PEP
"

497E
PEP EO

500U
PNIL

100
100
lOOA
110

110
no
no
160
160
160
160
160A
161

310
320
361

381
383
39U
392A
511
550
563
591A

PHYSIC
100
116
119
141

142

161

162
181
?«3

lA

26
1

1

2

3

4

1

3

4

»

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

5

a
16

21

5

9

23
5

1

10

17

22

15

4

12

12

16

1

20
24

17

6

2

1

12

7

20

17

3

13

12

22
2

21

20
14

17

PHYSIC
283
300
343
421
424
530
531
564

PL PATH
S03
S04

PLSOIL
SOI

S03
SOS
S07

S09
S13
SIS
S33
S39
100
105
110
200
205
215
530
540
:-50

555
570
575
590A

POLISH
no
230
250

POLSCI
101

101

101

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.2

1

1

2

7

22

5

20

4

23

1

5

21

6

2

3

21

14

10

22

9

9

16

17

2

3

14

20
19

7

7

4

10

11

15

I

I

I

POLSCI

219

219

255

255

270

302

305

308

315

320

320

333

336

337

340

354H

360

361

362

371

374

375

3S0H

383

386

391A
391H

393H

3C4H
397H

524

PORT

110
126

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1.2

I

11

IC

22

13

12

21

2

18

7

16

16

24

2

10

20

1

6

14

9

1

17

U
17

17

23
4

15

15

3

6

22

13

22

UMASS/AMHERST FlItAL E'.Atl SCilEDl IE, OECEMntP

PSVCH

PI COURSE __S
~7t!?T(:.'uitT

'''L

inoA 1 17 , 120 1

1008 1 '"
i

.'JO 1,2 \i>

lOOC I 17 1 2 J > [

lOOD 1 IB 1 Mil 1

105 1 17 1

UOA 1 :o ,
. ';\

HOB 1 18 1

HOD 1 •i 1 523 1.2 i

150A 1 lb 1 541 -

150B I 12 1 >90A 1 b

205A 1 17
J

207 1 5 j SOCIOL

240A 1 2 1

2408 1 4 1 102 1

240C 1 4 1 10:11 1

240H 1 12 1
103 10

241 1 i;
I

103 12

280A 1 3 1 105 ' .2 ''

310 1 1 1 106 *

115 I -2 1
10b J J

320 : 7 i lObA 11

330A 1 10
I

107 20

330H I 10 j 107 U
)35A 1 lf> 1 110 2 J

335H I 20 110 ) t b

350A 1 19 UOII 2J

350H 1 23 201 8

355 I :i 20 ill 8

3t>0 1 n 220 \t

370A 1
h 1 2:1

380 1 9 .^» \l

39 ID I 23
1

--*

)91C 1 15
1

-'' 12

486 1
.3

[ 240 h

585A I IS ! -*' i.\ ••

5858 I IJ 1 241 JN

591A 1
'

1 -'V2 10

591E 1
.'1

1
2 4 .ill

1 -'**

10
1'

PUB IIL j
2'.4ll

1 2b I

123 I J) 1 I'l

123 i 1 JJ5.V

320 1
1

',

J
32 7A l«

)MI 1
17

i '•'
13

Jl.t 1 2 1 lai 1

540 1
<i 1 iSI l.t

540 J 1 J 1 tHH •

564 1
\n 1

1'I7H -^

5900 1
1!*

j
..0 17

h

Rt'SS 1 ..81

1 48111

110 1-3 11.
1

544 17

111 1 1 1 'lIXI l«

Pi JC COURSE StCTI^H -^-1
CQunii ^a BB - ""~TfiSTtTB""~•iM^— 1

IK 508 1 23 1

1:0

ILOLF
126H 1 1 •^ 1- j

230 I-I9 I- 1 26U 1 9 1

240 l-U 1^ 1 56 3A 1 24 5

320 9 1 56 38 1 • 24 1

321 13 1

390C 5 5 WOST
465 19 1

187 1 20 1
SPORST

ZOOL
150A A 20 '

200 I 7
101 23 1

:oi 1.2 1
102 1,2 23 1

:io 1 3
11, 9 1

391

A

1 :3
1 104 J

431 1 7
1

190D IB 1

5^4 1 235 IB 1

[ 245 13 1

STATIS
1 250 22 1

1 290A 2J
I

1:1 IN 1
1 339 24 1

1:1 2N.3S
I

510 1 1

1'.0 IN
• *12 23 1

:n :
1 521 16 1

3S 2
1 ' 523 16 1

UA -
1 530 12 1

128 -
1 >)* 13 1

537 22
I

•.1: 1 10
1 540 16 1

41< 2 :o
1 550 6 1

il5 3 u
1 560 19 •

^ilb 1 Ih
1 560A 19 1

' .iU 1 9
1 566 24 1

i»7i 1 13
{

S90G 23 1

.STOCK

><n 1 15

»WfU)MI -

12" 1 I-

niF.MR

100 ,

-

120 1 \f

IbO 1
,4

12UII 1 21

winrcii

iOl 1 l"
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The Best Holiday Offer

Your Career Ever Had.

The Osborne
" Personal Business Computer. $1795.

dBASE II Data Base Software. Free.

The K^v nuv in a personal business

compuic: jsi got bener.

The S1795 Osborne C>omputer alreadv

includes SITERCALC '. WORDS ^\R\

CP. M\CBASIC ^ and MBASIC S 't-

ware with a value of over S1500.

For a limited tir..-. were also including the

outstanding Ashton Tate dBASE II Data Base

Software Svstem (suggested price S:>95)_AND

th-' dBASE '' Tutorial (suggested price SSO)

with the purchase of anv O-bome Computer.

VC'ith dBASE \L vou can put your Osborr.e

to work on a whole new range of the inlorma-

lion ]obs ihat- until now -used to take a lo:

of vour time.

dBASE II is easv. It s powerful.

.•\nd through December 24, it's free with

the Osborne Computer.

Don't wait.

!

COfV»PUTEP CORPORATIOISJ

COMPUTER SOURCE
Is offering this spectacular package through Dec. 1 for

f5^9r $1595

Computer Source is an authorized sales and service

center for Apple and Osborne computers, with

specialists in business, professional, educational and

personal applications.

Computer Source. Inc.

Berkshire Common
South Street

Pittsfield, MA
(413) 443-7181

Hours: Daily from 9:30 - 5:30

Thursday night until 9

m
IK^^

Arts
>:•:•:•>:•.•.•.•.'

Baglio's a happy man
THE STOMPERS
Friday, November 5

The Blue Wall

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Sal Baglio has got every reason in the

world to be happy. As vocalist, guitarist.

and scoutmaster for the omnipresent

Stompers. you'd think that just keeping a

band cohesive and viable for five long years

would be enough. But there are, of course,

other reasons, and getting signed to record

on Boardwalk has got to be easily one of the

more glee inspiring. The Stompers have

been a fixture on the Boston club circuit for

as long as I can remember, and the cinching

of a decent recording deal, well, has been a

long time coming.

I've seen the Stompers perform in-

numerable times but Friday night's show —
played to an unroariously appreciative

crowd of UMies - had a quality of

kineticism and unadulterated exuberance

that the band has not displayed in some

time. It's da record deal dat done it. Sal was

all grins and he couldn't but pass them out

to the audience.

The Stompers play clean, good-time,

party youse-ass-off rock reminiscent of

Southside Johnny, and songs like "Your the

One" and "Coast to-Coast" have become

seasoned Stomper favorites. These are

anthems that club goers are raised on: tight

terse, reliable rockers that have succeeded

in retaining their freshness and dan

ceability over the years. It will be in-

teresting to hear how they'll sound on vinyl.

And then, of course, the Stompers have

always been a superlative cover band. This

is how every garage band gets its start, and

the Stompers have yet to deny these primal

roots. From Dion's "Runaround Sue" and

"The Wanderer" to the Isley Brothers'

"Shout" the band had the crowd rollicking

feverently from start lo finish.

The evening's only short coming was that

they just didn't play long enough.

Living for the music
1

OPUS X (MILLENNIUM)
Chilliwack

By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Correspondent

With Opus X, Chilliwack's tenth album,

the band's focus has shifted more towards

mainstream rock. The band has been

together since the mid 1960's. and are still

going strong. ChUliwack's first album.

Dreams, Dreams, Dreams, on Mushroom

Records, was their first attempt at mass

market success. After the record's release

RoUing Stme even described the group as

the finest Canadian rock band. A legal

hassle kept their second album unavailable

for two years. The album, Lights Fom The

Valley, was finally released and resulted in

a couple of top 20 hits on the Canadian

charts. Since then, platinum records m
Canada have come easily to the band They

have even earned the June. Canada s

Grammy Award.

The three members here are all multi-

talented, likely the reason why the album

sounds like a seven man show. Chilliwack

have been all around the world, bringing

their brand of rock to the people of Asia,

Japan, and the United States.

The first song. "Whatcha Gonna Do," is a

catchy beginning io the album. Next is

another weU done ditty, "Secret Infor

mation." Judging from this song, it's easy

to see why Canadians might love such a

group. The sound follows the current

direction of many of the bands up the north,

although Chilliwack is a little lighter on the

ears than Rush - other well known

stalwarts from north of the border. She

Don't Know." "Night Time." and "Lean on

Me" are the other tunes on Side 1. They all

use fine words to convey their messages.

Side Two begins with an interesting lick,

and probably the most stimulating song of

the album. It's called. 'Don't It Make You

Feel Good. " That sounds provocative and

challenging doesn't if.> The next song.

"Really Don't Mind" has excellent guitar

chording. The last song. "Midnight." is

more iolk than rock. It is arranged perfectly

on the album, a song about midnight and

the end of the day finishing of the record.

Opus X is an eclectic and consistent

album. ChiUiwack plays soUd music, stuff

that people wiU always want to hear, even if

the band is not too weU known. Everythmg

is easy and pretty together. Everythmg is

calm and free. These are words from the

song "Midnight" and they teU alrnost

exactly what this group of songs are hke:

"Living for the music, living to play another

day."

• ••.•.•••.•.•.•.'
•:•:•.•.•-•.•.•.
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A deUil from Sabot/1966/Edible llfushroonu, by Donald Evans com-

plete exhibition of The World of Donald Aran, will be on display

November 13 - December 19 at the University Gallery.

A eroup of eight musicians and two dancers ff*"" .JJ«
P*^**P*f

!

Republic of Chinf will perform Music and dance of the Silk Route at 8

p.m. on Tuesday, November 9 at the Fine Arts Center.

Theatre promotes third-world

By WENDY WALSH
Collegian Correspondent

"We are on an educational mission." said

Roberta Uno. director of the Third World

Theatre Series.

The series, now in its fourth season at

UMASS. was established by students

under the guidance of Uno to present major

contributions of non European peoples to

modern theatre arts.

Life in the Fast Lane, the series' second

production of the season, was presented to

a receptive audience of various ethnic

backgrounds on Thursday evening, as a one

man show by Japanese-Hawauan poet Lane

Nishikawa. the presentation was a

collection of his most provocative works.

"Our biggest problem. " Uno explained,

"is letting people know that there is such a

thing as a Third World American play."

"American audiences are now ac

customed to seeing Black-American plays

and performers." she said, "but Asian and

Hispanic works are uncommon and

avoided."

"We're American." she said. Many of us

are even third and fourth generation

Americans, and we make up a large

proportion of the population. But we are

absent from most contemporary American

theatre."

The goals of the organization are to

produce a heightened awareness of Third-

World American arts and Uterature until

they could eventually be taught as

literature in the universities.

The final play of the series is a domestic

comedy about South Africa and the United

States entitled HomeUmd. Co written by

white American Steve Friedman and black

South African Selaelo Maredi. Homeland

approaches the sensitive issue of racism

without digressing into a poUtical tract.

Under the direction of Uno, the

production uses actors from the five-coUege

area and various community theatres m the

valley.

Homekm will be presented on Nov. 18.

19 20 and Dec. 2, 3. 4, at 8:00 p.m. m the

Hampden Theatre in Southwest. Ticket

prices are $2.00 for students and $3.00 for

non students.

A tradition fo the series has been to

provide afternoon workshops prior to the

performances. These workshops are

designed to give background mto the Third

Worid Threatre Series, and to discuss the

development and meaning behind the play.

Audience participation is encouraged.

The H(rmeUxnd workshop, which is free

and open to all. will be on Nov. 18 from 2:30

to 4:00 p.m. at the Hampden Theatre.

"Ultimately, said Uno. expressing the

long term goal of the series, "it would be

nice if there didn't have to be a separate

Third World Theatre Series."
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SBA Career Day '82

Tuesday, November 9
First Floor Campus Center

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Luncheon 12-2 PM 1009 CO

deception 4 - 6 PM 1001 & 1002 CC;

All Majors Welcome!
Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

N'tiMi«iHiM<ijiiiMi|Hai^^

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

The UMass Arts CouNcil's

Proposal DeacHIne Date is

NOVEMBER 1 9, 4:00 PM.
PIease MaUe Sure Your

PROpOSAls ARE ReCeIvEcI

AT 129 Herter HaU
By TliAT TiiviE.

"• -^r- ^' Jg 3^ Tg 3X

TIME OUT
THE
PRICE

IS ALWAYS
KIGHT

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

37 N. Pleasant St, Amherst MA

,

^*" ^g ^e^ -rg -^g- -ag- 3g 3g

**'*i^'i .Wmt

WMitM^ftMMflflftMMftfta^ftftftMftMS
o
©

THIS
WEEKS

I Distinguished Visitors Program
presents:

DpJiiel Keyes author of

The Lives of

BiUy MiUigan
•the Ohio State University "campui

Irapist" found innocent of his crini(

Idue to his 24 personalities

Student Union
Ballroom
Tuesday

November 9, 1982

8:00 p.m.
Free

^-t-.;««'

B & L Saline 8 oz

$1.69 Reg. 2.43

B e L Daily Cleaner % oz B & L Lens Lubricant

$2.22 Reg. 3.08 </, oz $2.22 Reg. 3.08

DOUBLE
PROTECTION

Colgate

Brush

Soft

Med
Hard

Fights Cavities and
Freshens Breath

6.4 oz $1.32

Reg. 2.13

49'

N|Reg.
99*

9V Reg. 1.89 $1.91 Reg. 2.96

Curad Plastic Band
or

Sheer Band

50 + 20 Free
Noxzema 10 oz

$1.30

Reg. 2.09

Body on Tap
Shampoo 7 oz

Normal
Dry
Oily

ttRMSHnty

A« sale rtems also available the Mini Store located in the Student Union

<^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Located m ih« Campvt Ctnter 0p«nM-F94»

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
HI. SAILOR' imOOMt
TDTHBNeKbHBORHOOP

T}e NAME'SAuce P
SCHUJAHTZMAN' (AJHO

AR^m^ ^

-V'

UH.PUK3.

T/€ NAMe'5
PUKe.

pLMstPTomej
m. PUCK. mNT

IT'S ONLY TH/^a

YMH.. YOU
GOT'ma
SPOILS
ACTION''

9JRt. YOU

F0L1014J7H5
PONIES-'

'/

NAM IJV5T
PUTMYLAST 7HI9 AIN'T

TBNBU(ySOH ^^f^
Tm3l?£iU£f^ PUQ<5

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

THl^G- Tm GOi'^G To
FEEllA Plf^£ To fi f^ouse

And SEf IF IT

G-CS Sick

BXCEPT ^

Alcohol)
OO/sl'T

Boo 2^
ON

MICE]

Under The Influence
by M. Joyce

IT fiHHPiOKK^ DO WE// <^P»^^ D

Bushwa

fReQUlt^eMeNT fOK<*\Y U>CAL

) FOOP CO-OP. THtY SftY fOOV

Uo-OPS ARfe A C«AT'Vt ACTeR

NATwe TO Trtt 1 RAPI flowAL

SUfeRnARKtt SY5Tt»^

by Tom Cushwa

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

aAY..i5N'nHm'iH6

New G(RU FRD^V LA. ^

{UASAwr syRfi^ise.'

STEP ^'we...we NeePA
5f^o(m^ uweFORfHib
unte HOT PEPPEX..

.

SO^-miNCrTD KNOCK H6K

OFF HeR 6UARP ftNP l^/TD

veRUFe...

soMf,n^iNG Nice

RO(v\ArfncygTRRf^.,

5eN5mve yenvu-
N^ia\0 OKAY.. ID SHARE 50^\e OKPV.

-TWO...

ACROSS
1 Is concerned
about

6 Couturier's word

10 Umbrella, British

style

14 Madison Square

Garden, for one
15 Castor's rriother

16 Plant of the

lily family

17 Tree trunks

18 Next to

20 Org for Drs

21 Crew member
23 Ornament of a sort

24 Rock-climbing

maneuver
26 Except

27 Look at

28 Cliques

32 Graduation music

. 36 Presidential

monogram
37 Persons in

general

38 Eggs Lat

39 Official in

Venice

40 Madison Ave

concerns
41 Meeting place,

from 9 to 5

45 Subway worker

47 The Hairy

48 Similar things

49 Football passes

53 Most secure

56 Legal proceedings

57 Place for a

yacht

58 Bistro performer

60 Shopper s concern

62 Friend of

58 Across
63 Former German

soldier

64 Remove
65 Be inclined

(to)

66 Part of the

overhead
67 Out of

DOWN
1 Plot

2 Fragrance

3 Kind of race

4 Chemistry suffix

5 Swaggers, in

a way
6 Metallic sound
7 Retained

8 Ceremony words

9 Musical work

10 Kind of well

11 MacGrawand
others

12 Couturier s

concern
13 Baker stool

19 Chairman's need

22 Playing cards

25 Spelling

26 OiBtect ion device

28 Group of witches

29 Matinee
30 Brink

31 Soothsayer

32 Stray

33 Internal Prefix

34 la vie

35 Tiny amounts
39 Active fellow

41 Remove by force

42 Certain athlete

43 Lieut s superior

44 Sleep inducing

drugs
46 Began
49 Perfume
50 Hitch your wagon

to

51 Slightest

52 Retailer s

concern

53 Kind of singing

54 Words of regret

55 Gladly old style

56 Straight

arrow
69 Kind of tree

61 Riode

1 7 3 4 s

1

6 7 1 9

1
10 1) 17 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

w I 11 77 73

1

14 75 7C Ibbi
71 7S

1

79 30 31

it 33 34 35 3t

37 34 39

40~

I 41 47 43 44

4S 4« I
47 iBH

a k 4«
5^^^^^^

51 57

sT" M n 5» I 57

M 59

1

H t1

IT"

1
13 u"

M~ U 17
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Weather

Today sunny, breezy and

warmer. Highs 60 to 65.

Clear tonight. Lows from

the 20s over the interior to

the 30s along the coast.

Tomorrow sunny with highs

in the 50s.

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9am R 'n' B Jazz Wake-up with Ken

Johnston

9-noon Jazz with Dave Hart

12-3pm Free as the Wind with Mahogony

3-5:30 Urbin ContempK)rary with Merritt

Anthony
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 People's Perspective

7 10 ConcepU) Latino

10-2am Rootsman (":onnection with Art

Tillman

2-6 Night Club with Evan Abramowitz

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Fried Chicken

Cranberry Sauce

Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Fried Chicken

Cranberry Sauce

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine

WANTED:
The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half-hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV system in the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which will then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay, but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful. Bring us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, by

Friday, Nov. 19. The Collegian and UVC are equal op

portunity employers.

CABLE/VIDEO
Monday Nov. 8

Third World Video Day

10:30 - 11:30 Nickii Giovani speaks for

Black Homecoming

11:30 - 12:30 Bill Russell speaks at the

FAC
12:30 - 1:00 Maya Angelou, the Black

fH)et

1:00 - 2:00 One People the Reggae

band at Springfest '82

EAKIHIOODS MEM
Squash Pie

Green Salad

Cream of Mushroom Soup

Spicey Carrot Apple Bread

«.vv.*«.^.».^ .•,j^-«<'^«.». »• «^*.* - •> • «,A4»»A,«, AiAV***i .*
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Spikers stopped short
By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegain Staff

NORTHAMPTON — It was the luck of

the draw. The University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team, seeded fifth in the

six team Massachusetts state cham-

pionships, ended up facing top ranked

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

the semi finals in what some coaches

thought should have been the final on

Saturday.

After beating Eastern Nazarene 15-4. 11-

15. 15-18 in the quarterfinals, the

Minutewomen went out and played tough

only to lose two tight games. 11 15. 12 15.

MIT went on to defeat Smith, who UMass

defeated earlier in the year, two games to

none in the finals.

UMass dominated the match skill wise in

serving, blocking and hitting, but MIT just

waited for UM to make some mistakes and

capitalized there.

UMass pulled ahead 11 7 in the second

game, but MIT came back.

"It was really dissapointing." commented

head coach Elaine Sortino. "We didn't pull

away when we needed to." Both teams

played with intensity and had volleys that

went across the net nine or ten times.

• Booters
Cnntivuedfrow pnge 20

ball as much."
The team played together very well,

especially in their passing game. In one in-

stance. Harackiewicz headed the ball to

Holmstrom at midfield, who headed it to

Watson, who sidekicked it to Prosser, who

finally kicked it up behind her and over her

head, back to the UR end.

Harackiewicz played tremendously and

had control of the ball throughout the

game. Although she didn't figure in the

scoring, Harackiewicz played her heart out

and was a silent contributor to the team's

victory.

Unfortunately, in the last four minutes of

"MIT keeps the ball m play no matter

what." said assistant coach Sara Bonthuis.

"They just keep it play until you make a

mistake. They "re not very flashy but they

get the job done."

Sally Maher palyed very well as did

sophomore Kirsten Smith in the hittmg and

blocking department.

Against Eastern Nazarene, UM played

well in a quick paced match. Massachusetts'

service reception was excellent throughout

the match, but what gave Eastern a game

was the faulty Umass serves in game two.

In game two. UMass missed seven serves

and by losing by a 11 15 score showed that

Massachusetts dominated in other areas of

the match. In the third match. UMass got

their serves under control.

Sue Mudry led the Minutewomen when

she served five aces out of eight points she

served. Maher. again, played very well.

Wednesday, the Minutewomen ranked

fifth in New England (division II) close their

dual meet season with a match against 3rd

ranked Springfield College, in Springfield.

'We are going to need to win the rest of

our matches to get a .500 record. That's will

be incentive for us," said Bonthius.

Massachusetts ends up their 1982 campaign

with a visit to the Princeton Classic on

Friday and Saturday.

the game, Harackiewicz was injured near
' the Yellowjackets goal when Bedard fell on

her leg and twisted her ankle.

"Hopefully it's not too serious," Banda

said.

UMass had some more close scoring

chances in the second half when Stukes

tapped the ball to Christine Taggart who

spiked it toward the front of the net from

the left side. Harackiewicz headed it

• toward the net, but it just went over the

crossbar.

At 22:12 of the second period, for the

first time at home all season, UMass was

scored upon. The leading goal scorer for

the Yellov^ackets, Molly Hayes, caught a

pass from Sue Hebler and let a long shot

go that just got by the left side of Easton

and tied the score at 1-1.

"I felt bad about th^ goal," Easton said.

Sears

nurMfMT
SHAMfOO

*w«1ti coupon

betov*

bals/km

SHAMfOO

Wvor. im\ '<'''

Colgatel^

Colgat^»
Revlon Flex shampoo or conditioner 449 *

1 6 oz. bottle for all types of hair

|27*

87^*
Glllene Good News razors |pk. of 6| ...

Colgate toothpaste |7 oz.)

Sr*^ tnrr^ tr» 'i^t to im.I OuJ-itrt,f< wKI to ^onrnf'iJH e««(r^Jne'^

Redeem coupon for SUPER prices shown

NameI

I
Student

I

I

School

Faculty Other

Coupon must be presented for super prices shown

Coupon expires 11/20/82

.Monday. November 8, 1982
Monday, November 8, 1982
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CollcfiM t%oUt by Urn Poweri

Hustling to win a footrace to the ball is Debbie Harackiewicz. UMass

moved into the final eight with Saturday's win. ^^^_

'I knew they would catch up."

The Rochester crowd was buzzing about

the goal until a little over two minutes

later, but Holmstrom silenced them.

Stacey Flionis rushed down the right side

of the field pulling Bedard out of the goal.

Holmstrom positioned herself in front of a

wide open net, waiting for a chance to

break the tie. Flionis, whose passing was

excellent in the game, slid the ball over to

Holmstrom who had no problems putting it

in. The time of the goal was 20:51. The

uproar of the UMass crowd made it easy to

forget the UR goal two minutes earlier.

"Thank God we got it," co-captain

Holmstrom said. "It was a beautiful pass.

We've never been scored upon at home so

it was the first time we came back. It prov-

ed we could come back."

The women didn't stop there, Susan Bird

gave a pass to freshman Nadia

Komarowski who was rushing in on Bedard

with two defenders in front of her. One of

the defenders dropped back, and the other

defender lost the ball and it went through

her legs. Komarowski grabbed the oppor-

tunity and ran in on the goalie while the

defender chased at her heels. She got a

slow shot away that hit the post and came

out loose in front of the net. Komarowski

ran up and stuffed the ball in over the

goalie who had dived to try and save it.

"It was very encouraging for the team to

come back," Banda said. "We are letUng

people know we can do it."

"UMass is a very good team," Rochester

coach Terry Gumett said. "They won the

game today because they went to the ball

without any fear and are well coached."

You can count on Sears

\«ifti'd« ff"" f-unrnntf^H nr > fw MMn*-' Hi'
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A last second goal lifts booters

Barely edge ad VMaine 2-1

By CHARISSE E. FEINERMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team ended their home play

yesterday in what turned out to be a very

exciting win for the Minutemen, 2 1,

against the University of Maine.

The game started out on a rather bad

note, when after only 2:50 had ticked off the

clock. Maine's William Meader kicked the

ball over the head of UMass goalkeeper,

Jeff Smith, and into the net. The crowd of

about 350 UMass fans let out a heavy sigh

as they knew that UM had a long 87

minutes and 10 seconds ahead of them to

try to regain the lost goal, and to inevitably

try to gain the lead.

The remaining 42:10 of the first half was

full of many opportunities for the kickers.

CapUin Kevin Flynn, Lenn Margolis,

Michael Rudd. and Fritz Pike each had two

shots during the half, however each at

tempt was fruitless as the timer rang to end

the period and Maine was ahead of UMass,

10.

During the ten minute halftime period

the Minutemen had a couple of things to

worry about. The team's record going into

yesterday's game was 6 7 2. They needed

the win to have a chance at a winning

record for the season. (Premonitions of a

win against Crimson on Tuesday). The

second thing that must have been going

through the minds of those on the team,

both coaching sUff and players, is why

after 45 minutes, and 13 UMass shots on

goal, compared to two shots for Maine, did

Maine lead by a goal'.'

These and other important questions

were not answered until 7:49 remained on

the clock and UMass earned its first goal of

the game. The goal was set up by Margolis

who crossed it to Mike Gibbons, who then

passed the ball to Rudd. Rudd then in

troduced the ball to the net, and the

scoreboard read differently than it had for

the past 80:01.

When the clock had just a few minutes

left on it, practically everyone was an

ticipating an overtime period, and many

spectators were hoping that the Minutemen

would not give up a goal with only seconds

on the clock. (As in the UConn game).

A pleasant change of events for the

kickers came with 20 seconds remaining,

when Michael Mahoney put the ball up in

the air to an awaiting Kayvan Khatami who

put the ball in. and brought the crowd to its

feet , and the score to 2 1

.

Two UMass players were in the game

with injuries (Steven Berlin with a cast on

his wrist, and Mike Runaere with a pulled

hamstring) and it seemed a miracle that

more injuries weren't incurred during the

match. UMaine played a rather physical

game, and more times than not escaped foul

calls or penalties.

"Exciting game...we deserved to win. I

think that we played really well, " said coach

JeffGettler.

Gettler was especially happy with the

play of Berlin, who has b^en injured for the

majority of the season, and was an integral

part of yesterday's play. Gettler praised the

abilities of Rudd; who came off the bench to

score the first UM goal, Flynn. Brian

Ftiulo b.« Hriui Luhwaj

Brian McHugh fights to get the ball away from Maine's Jim O'Conner

during the Minutemcn's come-from-behind victory.

McHugh, and Margolis.

"Everyone played really well," said

Gettler. This was shown by the final UUy of

shots which amounted to 30:8, and the final

score of 21.

The Minutemen travel to Cambridge U
play rlarvard on Tuesday. The kickers

record is now 7 7-2, bringing tht

Minutemen to the .500 mark that they've

been striving for all season.

UMass stickwomen shut out by rival UConn 2-0

By JEN KUPPER
Collegian Staff

STORRS, CONN. - The University of

Massachusetts field hockey team surrended

a disappointing loss to their arch rival, the

University of Connecticut, yesterday af

ternoon. The Minutewomen were unable to

score and UConn took advantage and

defeated UMass 2 0.

"That's the story of UConn's life." said

UMass head coach Pam Hixon. "They are a

team of opportunists. We made a mistake

and they took advantage."

Veteran stickwomen fans will recall that

UConn made use of their advantages last

year when they handed the Minutewomen

their only loss of the 1981 campaign in the

NCAA championship game 4 1.

UMass did not. by any standards, play a

poor game, however. They went into the

contest with the intention of playing against

the long ball and did so pretty successfully.

They were mentally and physically

prepared for this one.

Once again, the defense proved to be a

stronghold for the Minutewomen. Hixon

praised the work of defenders Andrea

Muccini. Chris Coughlin and co captains Ro

Tudryn and Carol Progulske.

The offensive punch was the missing hnk

in this game as UMass was able to advance

the ball upfield but could not manage to slip

it by the UConn goalkeeper.

In fact. UMass dominated the first half in

every category except the one that really

counts.

The one that counts' is scoring, though,

and at 26.29 of the period. UConn's Lisa

DAmatio put UConn ahead for good with a

fast break tally that got past UMass goalie

Patty Shea.

In the second half. UMass' attempts for

goals were again futile. Trying to play a

game of catchup appeared to put out the

initial spark that was present in the first

half for the Minutewomen.

The two teams battled for the ball in a

network of \c>r\v drive* with each team

Grady
and the

Fuller (left) and

referee.

Coll«fian Plioto by Tervaa BclUnore

Joe Graham make a two.for-the.priceK)f-one tackle as they sandwich a BC runner

responding according to the flow of the

action.

UConn's second goal came late in the

second half. With only four minutes left on

the clock, Cindy Dusenchuk of UConn

connected on her second scoring op

portunity in as many minutes off a corner

and UConn had a cushion to sit bi\ck on at 2-

The loss puts the Minutewomen's final

regular season record at 14 3 1 while

Connecticut moves to a 15 2 mark.

Hixon will know today what the seedings

will be for the upcoming NCAA tournament

which will determine the 1982 national

champion.

i(Minutemen
Ciinliniifd fnmi i><i(fr Jd

split end Paul Zdanek for 25 yards.

When BC opened the second half with an

impressive 80 yard touchdown drive,

highlighted by a 31 yard pa.ss from Flutie to

tight end Scott Nizolek, the game was

basicaUy out of reach for the Minutemen.

They never gave up. though, and the score

was" as close as 24 14 as late as the fourth

quarter.

UMass had one gem of a drive in the

second half, a 92 yard march which

displayed both the running abihty and

passing skiUs of Simeone. The concluding

play of the drive was Simeone's eight yard

touchdown .strike to his brother, sophomore

split end Bob Simeone.

On the day. Simeone (Jim) ran for 69

yards and passed for an additional 150

yards, including two touchdowns. His

second touchdown was a 55 yard bomb to

flanker Kevin Jackson. Simeone appears to

have emerged as the UMass quarterback of

the future.

Pearson, runner extraordinaire, set

another UMass record, this one for most

yards in a season. The old record was 1139

which was set by Dennis Dent in 1978. With

124 yards Saturday. Pearson now has 1212

yards this year .

"We had our opportunities. I am proud of

our footbaU players." commented Pickett.
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Closed Wed.

Open ThursM Vets' Day 1 p>in. til closing at'lSldni^t

BeefBottom
Round
Roast
RumpRoastBeefRound ^^°^^°^ ibl.79

Beef E>yeRoundRoast ^sda choice ,^2.29

BeefBottomRoimdRoast ^^"^v m 1.79

Boneless BeefChuckRoast ib 1.59

Boneless BeefChuckSteak ibl.79

BeefTop
Round^^89
RoastJ^A lb

BeefTopRoundSteak ^^^^r^^^^^ ib2.29

TopRoimdLondon Broil ^. «°""*» ib2.49

FreshLeanGroundBeef 31b pkg or more
,b 1.69

ShoulderLondon Broil Beef chuck
.^ i.89

Boneless BladeSteak ««'chuckusDA choice ,,2.29

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Amherst only

see Store for Details SI10P
. , , Avmilablr in »toiTS

comer deU ((alunn« « .rrvirr 6th

® MaJ^ty

Imported ^^

^^d^^B
Colonial

White
Gem

more meat specials

Weaver
Chicken
FranksQO*

Colonial
Bologna 119
Meat 1 lbpk« ^Lt

SteakUmm Beef

Sandwich
steaks ^99
21bpk« . ^

iVhite Gem' zsSi

Whole ';^'

Chickens^ yi ^ i

Perdne 2' a 3 ibs is> « ^^^^^^^^^P
Whole Chicken lb94 ib ^" ^"
Chicken Split '•^ " • ^ ^

.b49*^ with Back _ __.

.

ChickenL^Quarters '''"^. ,b49

ChickenBreastSplit #S, ,.89'

CornishHensFresh ^^"^. ib89'

Fresh Ducklings •';

Produce CUrus Salel Pick what's perfect for you!

Pope
TiMnatoes
Imported
14 ounce can O""!
Spigadoro
Pasta
Imported 9 varieties

Ipoundliag 59
Apple& Eve
Apple Juice ^39
Natiual Style
HalfGallon container

Fresh
Scrod
Codrv^fv.tfi lb

Fresh
Pollock mn
FiUets 1
English '^h'op^

Muffins
Crisp N Cninchy
12ozpk>?of6. . 69
Aqua-fresh
Toothpaste

tube MM

Fresh Florida.
Sweet,
easy to

peel.. .a

healthy
snack.

Stop& Shop
'TomatoesOf^
stewed
16ounce can

»p&ShopFruit

lb

Lpefiruit
Jumbo
White or Pink
Indian River

^^angeloi
Florida Juicy
A combination of tangy
grapefruit and sweet
tangerine!

Cocktail
In heavy syrup
30oiuicecan . . 79
Mar<^ Paper
Towel
2 ply sheet
100 sheet roll 59

lb

Cheese
Small or Large Curd or
Light n Lively 1 lb cup

Cottage

89
SunkistLemons
Loaded with Juice5^%for^Hvegetables and your

favorite drinks!

Chicory 2 "^1 Escarole 2 -1

FreshScallions orWatercress ---3 1

""-.si-

mM/' >*s>^-.T^ <1

i/^,i^^>;^-.4

GreenGiant ^yB»i

Vegetablesr**^^^
Niblet Com, Sweet Peas or

Mixed Veg. lib pkg

»les|DCV

SunGlory ^^^^<
OrangeJuice C&C|

Save 25 ~

Stop & Shop Randon-i Weight Pkg

Finland Swiss
or Monterey Jack |

. ;.... Tft lat'l

C *i 1

'

Stop !>• Shop

'<r DozenGradeA
Large White
EggsLiliiid

! lb Package !| |'

1 Slop » Sno[. CHiry Cr.uoo" ' B33lB"(
^ 'llV c

12 ounce can

stop & Shoo G'ocff^ Coupo" j"
__

Chunk Light

LandOLakes U JPhicken r^Sea ||
Margarine U . 1 n water Tu^f^, U

1 Slop * Shop G*. If e-^ ! oupon
j j|

C White or Assorted m
MarcalBath
2 ply Tissue

. A M»55 Mo' No

ICrli^r' Cfetf^' SSIaMi 330 Sheet

^iri.can aft ill^^' ^-"P«<^^

5Sr M iw; /, •f.s""vti''i'-c'-i T •<«>»' 'net ;,io««fl««o, a'^'y

'

'«"'"' '"«° "' '* —^"^^^^—i^M^^i^—^^^^^^"^^

1
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

JRackadisc Professional Entertainment

^Agency has guaranteed performances for

^vour function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

175 Buick LeSabre PS, PB, A/C. Good

Icondition, well maintained. $1800. Call

Russ 6 5515 or 6-5500

1973 Ply. Satelltte new tires, brakes and

stereo 253-7619

1 1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,

cassene A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage mint condition

546-4366

BELLYDANCINGIII

I
Ballydancing for all occaslonsll Parties,

I socials, "bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza

253-7822

BURKE

Happy Birthday MargaratI Love, Ellen

and Rosel

multi level marketing - money making op-

portunities - no risk, no inventory in-

vestments Demonstration Tues 11/9 7:30

CC Rm 911 call Grace or Paul after 5

665-2494

Part-time sales help needed from Nov.

17th through Dec. 31st. Exciting sports

related field. Positions in 2 malls available.

Good pay. Call 253-3834 for details

Tutor Needed with knowledge of Fortran

and PI 3000 call Steve 549-0331

Work In your field and earn academic

credit this spring or summer. Some paid

placements available, Contact: Office of In

ternshios. 16 Currv Hicks. 545-0727

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from homel

We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free pick-up

and delivery. One day service. Student dis-

count rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

FOR RENT

The Legal Services Office has eight posi

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from acadenrtic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Fnday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Lost NOPE Old Shenandoah Sweatshirt

under tree. Was mothers in college. Sen-

timental. Please let me know if found.

Thanks, Tricia 6-3262

Conservatives, Libertarians, Republicans

fed up? Fight back! Organize call Mike

546-5002

Paul Holt: Happy. 21st Birthday! Now
you're legal in Oregon

Mary, Mary, Mary. Did you really think

we would let you spend your 20th in the

library? Not a chance Shakesphere! We
love you. Beth and Peg

Pooh Bear - Happy 1 '/4

than ever. Always Mrs B
love you more

ROOMMATE WANTED

Immediate occupancy female to share

bedroom in Rolling Green Apt cheap rent

256-0166

2~bedroom8 available in 3 bedroom apart

ment $120 each & utilities, no lease

665-4947 .

Female to share room in Brandywine

beginning January 549-6588

RUSH TICKETS

Boston Garden Dec 6 & Worcester Cen

trum Dec. 15. B.O. call David 6-7583.

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop m

SU406F ^

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush Nov 3, 4

and Nov 9 9-11:00 discover what we're all

about

Anyone Interested in living in Butterfield

House next Semester should attend an in-

formation session Monday Nov. Sat 7 P.M.

in Butterfield Lounge.

Kathy Hodge Happy 21st Birthday! Meet

you at the TOC to celebrate! Have a great

day! Love Marge

Cyndl - 1 hope what we have lasts. I'll miss

while I'm gone. I love you. Rick

Denise Happy Birthday honi here's to D.D.

& M.IB. Town Love Maria

All University Women Invited to Rush
IGU
Rush Parties

Thurs - Nov 4th - 5:00 Dinner

Mon - Nov 8th - 7:00 Surprise

Wed - Nov 10th - 8:00 Happy Hour

For more information contact Beth or

Nancy 256-6874

lota Gamma Upsilon

406 N Pleasant St

SBA CAREER DAY

The undergraduate business c'"J '»

sponsoring its annual career day Nov 9 1st

fl CC 10-4. Luncheon tickets available in

SBA lobby. All majors are welcome. Free

admission ^

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional.

Resume, references. 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service pmvi(d^

ed Dissertations, etc. Double spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4064

SUGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommates

during intersession ski to and from the

mountain first come first serve call Ai

253-9409

LOST

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413 737-6676

FOR SALE

For Sale gold corduroy Sofa 78 " $50 tux

I

eoo style 5450474

gTfTS: Portrait Drawings/Pairjtings.

Reasonable . Dennis, 665-2972

Who Tickets Worcester Centrum best of-

fer 546-6105

71 Dodge Charger, good running condi-

tion, rusty. Call 5864367 after 6 PM

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

I Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,

the state's largest public interest organiza-

I

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education 6- fund raising, will tram.

$135-$200/week & $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256^6434

Stolen: 1 black quilt, 1 green leather

pocketbook 10/29 reward if find call

546^8346

Pocketbook lost in Hasbrouck - reward

cal Susanna 549-4882

Lost! A blue sweat jacket with car keys on-

ly set. In front of Southwest. Reward for

keys. Call 546-1006 ask for Tom

Brown Purse in Hatch Thursday arternoon

I'm lost without my ID call 546-6162

Emilia 4 month old calico kitten vicinity

fy/lain St please call 256-8453

lT/2 Glasses with purple frames in

flowered case. Pleasant St btwn Fearing St

and Hills North please call Sarah 549-4737

Helpl Statistics Tutor Needed over in-

tersession 549-4682

"vendor CERTIFICATION

Deadline for Fall 1982 vendor certification

is Nov 10th. Anyone interested in being cer-

tified contact the Board of Governors,

5-0194. State sales tax I is required.

WANTED TO BUY

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584 7924 -—=^=
RECORDMANIA CONTINUES

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Step Into DAYLIGHT AGAIN with CSN
and GET CLOSER to Linda Ronstadt.on-

ly $5.99 at URU this week!

RIDE WANTED
~~~~~

Distribution Opportunities

struments - home computer

Texas In-

around floor

PERSONALS

Adoption - loving, well-educated and hap-

pily married couple wishes to adopt white

newborn. Expenses paid. Strictly legal and

confidential. Call collect weekends and

after 5 pm weekdays 516-482 2596

Zanie I miss you Let's go play

Ride wanted to the University of

Maryland College Park or anywhere in the

vicinity (Washington, Baltimore, etc.) Wed
Nov 10 (at night) and returning to UMass

on Sunday Nov 14. Will share expenses and

driving please call Lynn 546-5462 or Roy

549-6147

RIDERS NEEDED

Driving to California about November 16,

woman, share driving and gas. For one or

two persons. 256-6620

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan P'ease krop uy

ing call i .irift546^7a91^oi^ Nancy 546-7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

bedroom apartment on bus route call Per

nando, Rob 546-7713 or 7714

l'^2 bedroom apartmentwanted this

spring semester call 546 9696 546-5079

anytime

Room or apt wanted for two females on

bus route begining m Jan for spring

semester. Please call either Mary 546-6459

or Sue 546-8456 ^

Two bedroom apartment Puffton or

Brandywine spring semester willing to start

Jan 1 George 546-3260

Lotti Light blue folder oor taining

linear algebra notee. If frond call

Leelie 546-8199.

Saint Louis University's

.Academic Year in Madrid

ARODM) THE WORLD: .sails

Sprinjj 19S:{ (.laniiarv 26 Max H)
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UMass can't fly where Eagles dare
But, it wasn't

that bada try
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

In a very hard -fought contest, the Boston

College Eagles defeated the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen Saturday. 34-21.

before 16.023 fans at Alumni Stadium.

Normally, a 13 point loss at home is a

disappointment. Actually, though, the

game was closer than expected and much

closer than the score indicated, all of which

left Minutemen fans pleasantly surprised.

Entering the game, EC was an 18 point

favorite desiring a big win in order to

impress Tangerine Bowl officials.

uMass, on the other hand, was a team

trying to survive the rest of the season

while sporting a defense fortified by of

fensive players and an offense quar

terbacked by a freshman.

After the game, BC knew it was lucky to

be escaping Amherst with a victory while

the Minutemen were proud of their effort

yet slightly disappointed; realizing that

they could have won.

The Eagles struck first, but not without

help. On UMass" first possession, quar

terback Jim Simeone's deflected pass was

intercepted and returned to the UMass 15

yardline. A very spirited Minuteman

defense heW and forced BC to kick a field

goal.

UMass did not score until well into the

second quarter. After a long UMass drive,

initiated by defensive end Todd Comeau's

interception, stalled at BC's goal line, the

Minutemen bounced back on their next

possession. They drove 32 yards in six

[rfays, with tailback Garry Pearson going

over from the one for the score. UMass then

led. 7 3.

Unfortunately, the lead was short-lived.

On BCs next series, they were forced to

punt. However, free safety Grady Fuller

fumbled the punt and the Eagles recovered

( ollrriM PWle hj TvrtM Bcllartorc

Freshman quarterback Jim Simeone looks desperately for daylight as the BC defense closes in.

on the UMass 12 yard line. From there, in

two short plays fullback Bob Biestek had

the first of his two touchdowns and BC had

a lead they would never relinquish.

With 1:21 left in the half, the key play of

the game occurred. Down 10 7 and at their

own 42. UMass decided to go for the first

down on fourth and one.

"We were going to punt, then I changed

my mind. We would have been kicking into

the wind and our regular punter iDeom
Drougas) was hurt. Besides, we had less

than a yard to go. so we went for it." ex-

plained UMass coach Bob Pickett.

"I was a little surprised that they decided

to go for it. It ended up being a key play."

commented BC coach Jack Bicknell.

It turned out to be a key mistake.

Pearson was dropped for a three yard loss

and BC proceeded to march 39 yards in 43

seconds for seven points and a 17-7 halftime

lead. The big play in the drive was quar-

terback Doug Glutie's third down pass to

Continued on page 1
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Booters break out the simtan lotion
Florida bound via 3-1 um

Collr|h*n Plioto b? Jim Pow»r«

Debbie Ha
days NCAA

ewicz fights for possession of the ball during Satur-

. between UMass and the University of Rochester.

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

After the UMass women's soccer team

overpowered the University of Rochester

3-1 in their NCAA playoff game on Satur-

day, the only thing that was on the minds

of the team and its fans was 'we're going to

Florida.'

The women, for the second year in a row,

successfully defeated 10th ranked

Rochester in the first round of the NCAA
tournament and next week are on their

way to play third ranked Central Florida in

the quaterfinals.

UMass, which was a "little tense" as the

game stiuted. picked up the pace early and

scored 17 minutes and 52 seconds into the

game as co-captain Natalie Prosser scored

a beautiful goal that got the wonien buzz-

ing.

Debbie Pickett passed the ball in front of

the net to Prosser who headed the ball into

the goal by Yellowjacket goalie Sharon

Bedard, who attempted a diving save but

couldn't quite reach the ball.

"It was an excellent cross from Debbie,"

Prosser said about the pass from Pickett,

"and it was perfectly placed."

Prosser played a great game and had

several good shots on net. She played ag-

gressively and her leadership helped the

team.

"The person who set the tone today and

has been setting the tone all season long is

Natalie Prosser," assistant coach James
Williams said.

"She's one of the best captains I've ever

had," head coach Kalekeni Banda added.

Nina Holmstrom, who later scored the

women's tie breaking goal, had some close

scoring opportunities in the first half.

Freshman Debbie Harackiewicz kicked the

ball from the comer to Lori Stukes, who in

turn kicked it into a crowd of players in the

front center of the net. Holmstrom was

there to head the ball toward the net, but

Bedard got her hands on the ball before it

went in.

Fullback Stukes played a flawless game

of defense and always seemed to be in the

right place at the right time for UMass. On
one occasion in the half Stukes had a great

block on a UR forward when the ball was

down in the UMass zone and the Rochester

player was in line for a shot on net. Stukes

held her ground and when the player shot

the ball, Stukes blocked it with her body

and proceeded back up, to the Rochester

end.

UMass goalie Tammie Easton only had

to save two shots in the first period.

The Yellowjackets put a lot of pressure

on the Minutewomen's defense toward the

end of the period, but the wonrien protected

their net well. Jackie Gaw, Beth Semonik,

and Stukes did everything in their power to

control the ball and eventually they got it

rolling in the right direction — toward the

Rochester end.

1981 All American Megan Mackenzie

wasn't too much of a threat to UMass

because she wasn't given the chance. She

didn't get the ball too much but when she

did she kept the Minutewomen defenders

on guard.

Jamie Watson was bounding into

anything in her way, thou^ not as hard as

usual because of problems with her leg.

Still, the tired Watson seemed to go at full

speed.

"Jamie was low because of her shin and

couldn't go after the ball as much," Banda

said. "She makes the team start moving.

We didn't force things, didn't go after the

Continued on page 16
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3,000 PROTEST AGAINST

KU KLUX KLAIM,

Washington D.C
This past Saturday approximately 30 UMass students

joined 3,000 people fronn across the country in

Washington, DC for an Anti-Klan Rally The rally

was organized by the National Anti-Klan Network.

The dennonstration consisted of a host of speakers

and entertainers including Sweet Honey In the Rock,

Congressional Black Caucus Head Representative

Walter Fauntleroy and Martha Nathan who's husband

was killed by the Klan in Greensboro. N.C. three years

ago
The march went from the Capitol Building to the

White House. The emphasis was not only on the Klan

but on the Reagan Administration whom the

organizers of the rally believe has created an at-

mosphere for the Klan to increase its activities

The march coincided with similar rallies held across

the country. On the same day, Northampton was the

site of the local counter-rally.

The national counter-rally was organized in

response to the Klan's campaign to hold a rally in

Washington, DC. on that same day. The Klan had to

postpone their rally because they did not get their per-

mit in time. The Klan rally was to be the biggest rally in

recent years with Klansmen coming from all over the

country.

Yet the Klan did demonstrate in nearby Mon-

tgomery County where 25 Klansmen had a rally at

Wheaton Regional Park. The rally was in support of

the county police. The police did not allow anybody

but the press into the park and surrounded it with 280

police officers.

The Klan is planning to have its Washington, DC.
rally the day after Thanksgiving Anti-Klan organizers

said if the Klan does rally they will be back for another

counter-rally.

Approximately 3,000 people demonstrated on Capitol Hill,

Saturday, November 6, to protest the KKK's planned

demonstration.

liHHHHHHHBHiPHMnMHWMri^"»''''<''^^Piiii ip ^-t i
i
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Sweet Honey In the Rock eang at the rally
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Cape Verdean Ambassador Strengthens

U.S. and Cape Verde Islands by ah,.!. Brown

Bonds Between

The importance of co-operation between Cape Verdeans

of the U.S. and those who reside in the Islands was one of

many themes highlighted at a very special event that took

place on October 13. 1982. The Cape Verdean community

paid tribute to the Cape Verdean Ambassador to the U.S..

Jose Fernandes Lopes, in a ceremonial event sponsored by

the (American) National Coordinating Committee for the

Development of Cape Verde. Approximately 300 people

attended the event held in Brockton. Massachusetts.

The event was marked by speeches made by some-bf the

leaders of the NCCDCV as weU as state and community

leaders. Ambassador Lopes himself also addressed the

audience, speaking in the Cape Verdean language. But.

before he began the body of his speech, he said a few words

in English. After thanking the audience for its com-

mendation, he alluded to the situation that Cape Verde

faces, saying "...in Cape Verde we understand that talk

alone doesn't matter if it doesn't go for the development of

Cape Verde."

The many achievements of Ambassador Lopes, who is a

youthful 35 years of age. were noted in a presentation

made by Ms. Mary Barros, Vice Chairperson of the NC

CDCV. Trained as an Agrarian Engineer. Ambassador

Lopes has done much throughout his life to advance his

.country in the broadest array of areas of development.

These include the fields of secondary education, foreign

relations and diplomacy and service in the Popular

National Assembly of Cape Verde. Ambassador Lopes was

a key participant in the negotiations for the independoce of

Cape Verde which followed the protracted struggle that

removed the Portugese from power over the colony in

1975. Lopes also served as the Secretary of Education and

aided in the implementation of the Administrative Reform,

which also included the reform of the electoral laws of the

country. Jose Fernandes Lopes was appointed

Ambassador in 1980.

The event Ulustrated the ongoing nature of the struggle

of Cape Verdeans everywhere for progress, and showed

that solidarity with Cape Verde was felt to be important

for all involved. When NCCDCV Chairman Manuel

Monteiro spoke, special note was made of the importance

of economic assistance for Cape Verde. Monteu-o noted

that the recent releif campaign for Cape Verdean hurricane

victims was highly successful, providing several hundred

thousand dollars in aid. The feeUng projected in the

evening's presentations was that the strength of the Cape

Verdean cultural heritage was the reason that the close^

knit Cape Verdean community continues to provide real

support for its motherland in Africa.

The New England area is endowed with a large

population of Cape Verdean descent, a population which

has grown over the past few generations and concentrated

in the southern part of the region.

Cape Verde, as well as Guinea Bissau. Angola and

Mozambique, overthrew Portugal's colonial domination m

1975 The Cape Verde Islands have undergone tremendous

economic development, but stiU remains largely non

industrialized, as do many newly independent nations in

Africa.

From the cape Verde Embassy,WashingtonD.C.. L-R. Mr. Rav Almeida, Director of

^uWic_Re!ations_and^Amb^^ :

UMass, past and present with the Embassy

staff: L-R, Paul Burrows, Director of

CCEBMS and Alumnus, Robert Teixeira, stu-

dent. Ambassador Looes. Angela Brown,

student, Bruce Rose, Alumnus, Ray

Almeida, Director of Public Relations, and

John Lopes, CCEBMS advisor and Alumnus,

UMass. ^ .

Affirmative Action Presentation at Faculty Senate

by Angela Brown

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PRESENTATION AT
FACULTY SENATE PROCLAIMS COMMON GOALS.

REQUESTS FACULTY SUPPORT

"...In these times. I see all about me that women and

minorities and handicapped persons continue to be judged

not bv their potential, but by their differences.' said Ms

Thelma Griffith Johnson in a special presentation to the

Faculty Senate at last Thursday's session. The presen

tation was a general discussion of Griffith Johnson s

philosophy and her role as the recently appointed Affu--

mative Action Officer for the University of Massachusetts.

During her presentation. Griffith-John.son explored the

context in which she is charged with helping to improve

the composition of the University's staff and faculty. "I am

acutely aware... of the fear, tension, suspicion and rigidity

that just the words 'Affirmative Action" can conjure

up from its inception. Affirmative Aciton has been used

as a political 'football'." said Griffith Johnson. She ex

plained that, depending on the political orientation of those

in power, changes in the commitment to Affimative

Action a policv wherebv chronic underrepresentation of

certain jrroups' is remedied, will occur. Griffith Johnson

stated that she aimed to help create a protrram stable

enough to be "
. . .beyond political whims."

Griffith Johnson's presentation also included some notes

about her recent policy proposals. "I believe that we can

conduct searches with high integrity, but with a minimum

of 'red tape'." she said in reference to her Search

Procedure proposal, one which is still in its working stage.

Griffith Johnson stated that the University's goal, to reach

an "...optimum civilized and humanistic level", "will not be

attained until we seriously understand the need for

sustained attitudinal and financial undergirding for the

support programs already in place...". She called for

complete representativeness "...at every level of this

University."

Griffith Johnson's presentation contained many insights

into the problem that Affirmative Action policies were

created to help resolve. She used these insights, drawn

from historical examples, to enlighten all who were

present about their resposnsibility to act on behalf of the

professed goals of the University. She stated that in her

role as the Affirmative Action Officer she wanted to join

with others to make the University "...a place where

excellence is aggressively pursued... nurtured and

protected for the futum of human ideas and ideals and for

all mankind."

Griffith Johnson's address was enthusiastically recieved

by the Senate audience, indicating that Third World

students can expect to see positive developments in the

future.

Thelma Griffith Johnson
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Politics and
Culture

Promoted at
Amherst
College

by Roxana Bell

La Causa, is the representative Hispanic organization

on the cannpus of Annherst College. It has taken the

lead in issues concerning the hiring of Hispanic faculty

as well as reviewing the applications for the inconning

freshmen students. Although the Amherst College

Administration has been sympathetic towards the

issue of hiring a Hispanic faculty member, it has been 3

years since this issue has been in effet Many Hispanic

students see this absence of a Hispanic faculty

member as a lack of support form the Administration

towards the none white students on the campus
La Causa, in English meaning The Cause, was given

Its name in the mid '70s by a group of Mexican

students enrolled at the college The organization was
named after the movement of Cesar Chavez, of the

United Farm Workers Union In December of 1978 the

Hispanic students occupied Fayerweather Lounge for

3 days damanding that they have a center which

represents them in every aspect. The center which

was fought for and victoriously won, is now called the

Jose Marti Cultural Center.

"We are both a political and cultural organization,

there can be no separation between these two aspects

of life", said Eduardo Roy, the Co-Chairperson of La

Causa La Causa has been labeled a political organiza

tion, they have sponsored many events in which pro-

minent figures such as Isabel Leteher, the widow of

the Chilean Ambasador who was assasinated in 1973

in Washington DC .Velma Martinez a representative

of the Mexican-American movement ,and two
Guatemalan priests who spoke about the terrors of the

Central American country "We try to have a mixture

of events, such as the Salsa concert featuring, Willi

Colon that happened this past month, "continued

Roy One of the organization's ma)or concerns is ex-

posing the community to the realities of Latin

America, not only through the voices of known
figures, people such as Heads of States or Am
bassadors who can bring together a large crowd |ust

because of their name or possition, but also those

who might not have a possition or a famous name, but

has something important to say, not only to a selected

few but to all. These are the people that have little ac-

cess to the main stream media, but yet, these are the

people who have much to say

Next semesters events will indued people such as

Cesar Chavez , the founder of the United Farm

Workers Union, a representative of the Frente San-

dinista de Liberacion Nacional (FSLN)the new govern

ment of Nicaragua, and two Central American

priests

"We are also co-sponsoring, with other five college

organizations, the Latin American Womens Writers

Conference which will take November 1 1 through the

13. This conference was possible because of the ef

forts of many people but m particular to the Program

Coordinator Proffesor Eliana Ortega of Mount
Holyoke College "commented Roy The issue of

women in Latin America has been of great concern to

the members of La Causa. They have always tryed to

put forth the issue of the Latin American women in

what ever event they produce

"We feel in debted to the rest of the community,"

explains Eduardo, "the response we've gotten from

the other members of the five college community has

been great " The participation of the Amherst College

community has been poor It is disturbing to La Causa

members that neither the students of Amherst College

,nor the faculty, don't attend the activities "We do

recieve monetary support from different departments

in the College for our activities, but when it comes

down to actual attendence of these faculty members,

they don't show up to these activities which they are

themselves supporting. It's like the father who sends

his kid to a very expensive college, gives the kid all the

material goods he needs, a car, money, etc. But yet

he dosen't give the kid what he really needs, the sup

port and understanding of a father Like I said, we are

greatfull for the support the outside community has

given us, but Amherst College is were we live and in

teract, and we want these people (Amherst College

community) to know more about our cultures, and to

understand more about us, the Latinos of Amherst

C o M c g e .

'

'

Nummo periodically prints articles about

Third World Student Organizations in the

Pioneer Valley.
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An Evening with Nikici Giovanni

Photo by Chris Hardin

Nikki Giovanni read poetry for Black
Homecoming Week, last Wednesday.

by Tracay Bryant

Through the efforts of Afrik Am, a black poetic prodigy,

Nikki Giovanni, spoke at Bowker Auditorium, Wednesday
night. Ms. Giovanni's performance was the highlight of the

Black Homecoming Week activities.

Prefacing [he actual reading with 'things she just had to

gel off her chest", the lecturer discussed everything from

the elections to E.T. She discussed "the human condition."

She told the audience that, "People don't reach out to

each other. At some point we should realize that something

is wrong with the human experience." She said that people

went into the movie theatres and came out crying about

E.T.. but don't care about the little black children not able

to get an education. She pointed to Reagonomics and the

re election of George Wallace in Alabama, and said, "In

1982. we're still dealing with the problems of the sixties."

She asked if we were really making progress.

"As long as we leave handguns in the hands of people."

she continued, "people are going to be killed" She also

slated that unemployment will cause a rise in battery. She

ended her statement on national defense with. "The only

worthwhile endeavor is another human being."

On relationships she said. "I think all relationships are

valid. It's none of my business who you love. You're here to

please you. It's crazy that we're involved in so many
negatives with each other. It's hard to live your own life."

She talked about control, being controlled, sexism and

the psychology of the latter two. "Most of us are afraid of

being happy and afraid of change. We understand our

abuse. 'She went on to say that. "Life isn't just getting

over and through; it's not just being safe."

She told the audience that, "we need to spend our lives

doing what is uniquely human. We can't make a robot

human.but we can beat your dreams out of you; we can

make you a robot. I. (as a hunuin being) can contemplate

the unknown. Someone has to do this." She asked. "What

is human life?" "How can we justify our existence?" "How

do we justify the killing of a baby .seal?" "What does it

mean that the air is living ? Does it mean tht we can pollute

it? What does it mean that water flows? Does it mean that

we can throw chemicals in it? What does it mean to be here

on this earth?"

"We have to make a decision about ourselves and our

lives. We need to be concerned about human beings. If

humans aren't sufficient unto themselves, what are we

waiting for?" "Doni be afraid to lead your own life, to do

something more, to go a bit further." "Don't let the fools

determine what your life is. Some of us deserve a httle

more than what we're offered and what we get.
"
"Black

Homecoming js a proper time to contemplate what is

home...

"

Third World Groups Hold Open Forum
By Adria Crum Third World Caucus

and Gary Lee Office of Third World Affairs

On Tuesday October 26th, the leaders of vanous

campus non-white student groups and others met at

the Malcolm X Center. The meeting was convened by

the Third World Caucus of the UMass Student Senate

and the Office of Third World Affairs.

The tone of the meeting was overwhelmingly

positive and the participants shared information about

their respective organizations; history, resources, pro-

jects, and goals. The issues adressed ran from finan-

cial aid and programs offered by the Everywoman's

Center to Afrik-Am Society's planning and the Afro-

Am Studies Department's experiment with the World

of Video. The need for greater communication,

cooperation, and coordination among groups was

stressed throughout the meeting. Of course apathy

was also discussed As ususal, there is a small group

of dedicated individuals (mostly female) that are doing

the bulk of the work. The expansion of organizations

and the Third World Caucus is a must to insure the

future of strong non-white student groups.

Recently, NUMMO News, Black Affairs, and the

Black Mass. Communications Project have come
under fire by their white media counterparts (Collegian

and WMUA). There have been ludicrous assertions

that these non-white media are not viable, that they

don't conform to established norms, that perhaps

they should be disbanded or absorbed These conn-

plaints have not come from people of color, but from

whites who presume to know our constituencies, our

needs, etc Incidents like this emit the stench of

RACISM.
Our comunity does not need paternalism We, as

people of color spanning the visual historical, and

cultural spectrum thrive on diversity, and it is inn-

perative that we strive to preserve, protect, and

perpetuate our heritage.

In the future there will be more of these meetings

and we encourage all sisters and brothers to get in-

volved. Be a part of the solution , not the problem;

survival is impossible without participation and sup-
port.

AGITATE
EDUCATE
'ORGANIZE
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Black Homecoming Week,

Black

presence
Students'

remains

UMass. . . in

UMass, November

Special Thanks to Afrik-Am for an

inspiring week of Activities.

Afrik Am is the Black Ci 'ti .'.i organization on campus.

It was the first Third World organization to be started here

on campus.
.

College students have prov. n to be an effective political

force throughout history. Be it Soweto or Mexico City. San

Juan or Tehran, students have been politically active m
creating change in our society.

This especially pertains to Black students m this

country. When three North CaroUna A® T students

decided to sit at a "white only" lunch counter in the early

60's. they started the sit in movement that soon swept

across the country. Black students were also very im-

portant in voter registration drives and organizations hj.-h

as the NAACP and SCLC. The Student Non-Violent

Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was one of the most

important organizations of that period.

Here at UMASS. Afrik Am continues the legacy of those

vears of struggle. It was Black students that took over the

New Africa House building, then named MUls dormitory .

In the process of demanding an Afro-Am department and

that the building become the center of the Black student

community, the Afro American Society was created. The

organization has recently changed its name to Afrik Am.

Afrik Am has sponsored such programs as Kwanza.

Black Homecoming and the Spring Picnic. The

organization has also brought such personalities as Michael

Manley and Nikki Giovanni to the UMass campus.

The organization is a great outlet for Black students who

want to help provide cultural programming for and about

the Black community. The organizing of budgets and

programs is also valuable experience for students of all

majors who are interested in going into any type of

business situation in the future.

Afrik-Am is an organization for all Black students. In the

words of one Black alumni, "All Black students are

members of Afrik Am." Whether you are active or not it is

a part of the history of Black students here at UMASS.
For more information contact the Afrik Am office

located in room 418 of the New Africa House or call 545-

3896. Afrik Am has meetings every Tuesday on the third

floor of the New Africa House. Be a part of history and join

Afrik Am.

1982

Photos

by John Wright

by Chris Hardin

by Rd Cohen
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by Aurora Levins Morales

For Angel,

For Viequez
"La Batalla de Vieques

ff

When they came into that hot Florida jailcell, looking

up into their faces, did you see your death sentence
like a wall across their eyes? Or did the first blow take

you by surprise? Did you keep thinking this is just

another beating, until suddenly you understood, or

your flesh understood for you : they weren't holding

any punches... they weren't going to stop? How much
of a consolation was it, knowing the exact reason for

your death?

The whitest beaches in the world. Water so clear you
can see fish move through coral reefs 60 feet down.
Low clouds drifting in the sea breeze trail their blue

shadows across the translucent waves, and for a mo-
ment, darken the green land

Look again This is the landscape of war: the whitest

beach, the greenest hill, earth pitted and scarred into a

family likeness: the familiar, pocknnarked face of Viet

Nam, showing up here, in our family: little sister, Isia

Nena. Ships, jets, tanks, trucks, bombs and bombs
and bombs. The noise cracks the walls of the houses
Even the sea dawn of the Caribbean is shell-blasted.

This is an island the US Navy wanted. For target prac-

tice.

People live here, crowded into densely packed strips

of terrain The cattle farmers are allowed to graze their

animals on the shorn and now eroding hills alongside

the impact areas Here and there a dead cow shows
the effects of straying The cow should have stayed

where it belonged, says the Navy. Angel's face,

beaten and bruised in that cell. The flies settling on the

blood, and no hand brushing them off You should
have stayed where you belonged

The cattlemen are allowed the use of the hills, but the

sea IS fenced m with regulations PRIVATE PROPER-
TY says the sea these days NO TRESPASSING.
These boats have worked the water for

generations These brown faced people know every

shape of food or danger belonging to salt water. Now
they are told PRIVATE PROPERTY, this ancient hun-

ting of fish, the craft, the weapons, the hunting

ground PRIVATE PROPERTY the waking before

dawn to place the nets and traps PRIVATE PROPER-
TY the coming to shore with a good catch WE OWN
LIVES WE OWN YOUR LIVES THE DIFFERENCE
IS. WE NEED THE SEA For target practice.

<D

v€^

\
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Poem for Angel Rodriguez Cristobal

Operation Springboard, they call it, or Readex. A
dress rehearsal for murder. The Chilean Navy pretends

it is Valparaiso m 1973. The US Marines imagine it's

the Dominican Republic in 1965. It was almost

Nicaragua, 1979. It may still be Nicaragua... 1980, 81,

82. The perfect imitation invasion. Each year the Navy
rents out our destruction at a thousand bucks an hour.

Under a large moon that gives each new leaf a knife

edge of light, we plant the torn earth. When we leave,

an army of seedlings is camped at the crater's edge. In

the morning the sign reads THIS ACRE HAS BEEN
RECLAIMED BY THE CRUSADE FOR THE RESCUE
OF VIEQUES.

5a.m. All heat has left this room. The body that was
on the floor is hanging from the ceiling. The blood has

dried. In a few hours, prison officials will discover a

"suicide." (The Navy calls in its experts to testify that

the song of the tree frogs is actually louder than the

jets). The prison officials will testify that Angel could

have beaten himself.

Sea, ancient sea, wide illuminated sea of our dream-

ing and waking. Green and blonde land, cricket

bound, bird hidden island of mangrove and naked hill.

Between the elusive fire of phosphorescent bay and

the slow, brown downbeat of the pelican's noon
flight, under the thin strands of barbed wire and the

warning signs, our life is still the thickest, the toughest

root.

Slipping past the signs we walked through the sleep-

ing camp, the safeguard of US national security, and
made our way to the water, to place our bodies bet-

ween the gunner and the target. Offshore, the war-

ships. The bishop held a service and we all sang. Then

: jeep, truck, jeep, soldiers. The guards pull and arrest,

shove and club and arrest. The bishop is arrested An
old woman is dragged along the beach and arrested.

They are charged with trespassing, which means be-

ing on your own land when someone else wants it.

Some of the people arrested are sent to federal

penitentiaries in the States. One of them is sent to

Florida. To that cell.

Angel, your jailcell death is a cold sweat on my skin.

It's getting bloodier closer to home. Vieques, this Viet

Nam bomb blasted landscape is a nightmare at the

back of my eyes, a taste there, photographs of a war

that all the time gets bloodier and bloodier and closer

to home.

in Remennbranoe of CristobaTs Death

Our comrade Angel Rodrfguez Cristobal was
assassinated yesterday November 11, in the federal

penitentiary at Tallahassee, Florida. Rodriguez

Crist6bal was a member of teh Central Committee and

of the Political Bureau of the Puerto Rican Socialist

League Rodriguez Cristobal appeared before the

federal court of the United States in San Juan last

September 26 to respond to charges of having

penetrated on lands that the yanki Navy occupies with

its arms in Vieques. He put forward his impugning of

this foreign court with such gallantry that it moved
-even the journalists present. He was condemned to six

months in prison and a $500 fine. Immediately jailed,

three days later he was expatriated to the imperialist

penitentiary where he was assassinated yesterday.

The government of the United States is responsible

for the assassination of Angel Rodriguez Cristobal,

patriot, revolutionary, defender of Vieques and leader

of the Puerto Rican Socialist League. Angel Rodriguez

Cristobal enters into the pantheon of the immortals.

Like Buean Ventura Quinones in the 19th Century, his

death defines a situation in the history of Puerto Rico.

He IS the first Puerto Rican to pay with his life as a

prisoner of war in defencse of Vieques. Together with

his coffin we lower our flags and renew our pledges of

independence or death.

-Central Committee of the Puerto Rican Socialist

League
Juan Antonio Corretjer, Secretary-General

November 12, 1979

Angel Rodriguez Cristobal

(The Battle of Vieques)

Arturo Melendez Lopez is an historian and pro-

fessor at the University of Puerto Rico. He has

devoted the past years to studying Vieques and

testified as an expert when the case of Vieques was
presented before the United Nations Decolonization

Committee in August, 1979. Arturo has made impor-

tant contributions in the public debate on Vieques in

Puerto Rico and has published newspaper articles on

the subject.

After a lifetime of historical^ investigation and

political practice, Arturo Melendez Lopez now
presents his book "La Batalla de Vieques" (The Bat-

tle of Vieques), another contribution to the struggle

that the people of Vieques have undertaken. This

book gives us the opportunity to know more fully the

history of our people.

Through "La Batalla de Vieques" we experience

the political struggles of the mid-20th century in

Puerto Rico and Vieques, witnessing the events that

reveal the opportunism of the Puerto Rican colonial

administrators, selling the lands of the people of Vie-

ques and Puerto Rico for the military purposes of the

North American empire, to guarantee its political,

military, and economic hegemony in the Caribbean

and Latin America. And we discover in this book the

heroic struggle of the people of Vieques and of those

Puerto Ricans who have sided with Vieques. They,

the people themselves, become the leading actors in

The Battle of Vieques.

The author is fully conscious of his function as a

writer for the people and of the historical forces that

make possible his work, not only in the facts that he

provides, but in his heart and soul, and for this

reason the book is dedicated to one of the heroes of

Vieques, Angel Rodriguez Cristobal, who gave

everything, including his life, for the life of a people

fishing for their dignity, Vieques.

Vieques, Isia Nena, is an island 6 miles from Puerto

Rico which has been militarily occupied by the US
Navy since World War II. To justify the invasion of the

island the US Navy damns it was a strategic territory

for their national defense.

Today, 35 years since the end of WW. II, the US
Navy still occupies % of the island. The people of Vie-

ques are struggling to regain control of their land, free

from the military maneuvers , bombings, and fishing

restrictions imposed upon them by the U.S. Navy.

Vieques is Puerto Rico and Puerto Rico is Vieques

The struggle continues- La lucha continuaral

Arturo Melendez Lopez es historiador y profesor de
la Universidad de Puerto j\\co. Ha dedicado los

ultimos aiTos a la investigacion hist<5rica de Vieque'j y
sirvio como experto cuando el caso de^Vieques se

presento' ante el Comite'de Descolonizacion de las Na-

ciones Unidas en el mes de agosto de 1979. Arturo ha

hecho excelentes contribuciones en el debate publico

sobre el caso de Vieques en Puerto Rico y ha

publicado en varios periodicos sobre este tema ^

Despues de toda una vida de investigacion y prac-

ticapolitica Arturo Melendez Lopez nos presenta su

obra "La Batalla de Vieques" como una contribucion

nna's a la lucha que libra el pueblo viequense. Este libro

nos brinda una gran oportunidad de conocer mejor la

histona de nuestro pueblo.

En La Batalla de Vieques recorremos las luchas

politicas de midtad de siglo 20 en Puerto Rico y Vie-

ques y nos aduenamos en conocimiento de datos que
relevan el oportunismo personalista de los ad-

nninistradores de la colonia puertorriquena rindiendo

en forma comercial las tierras del pueblo de Vieques y

Puerto Rico para usos militares del Impeno
Norteamericano y para que este ultimo garantizara su

hegemonia politicomilitar y economica en el

hemisferio caribeno y latinoamericano. Descubrimos
tambien en esta obra la heroica lucha del pueblo de

Vieques y de aquellos puertorriquenos que se han

solidarizado con Vieques. Esta antitesis, que es el

pueblo mismo, se convierte en protagonista de La

Batalla de Vieques.

El autor tiene plena conciencia de su funcion como
escritor para el pueblo y de las fuerzas historicas que
hacen possible su obra, no solamente con los datos

que provee sino con su alma y corazon y por eso

dedica su libro a uno de los heroes de Vieques, Angel

Rodriguez Cristobal, quien entregara todo lo que su

naturaleza podia dar, dio su vida por la vida de un

pueblo que pesca su dignidad, Vieques.

Li^t^^S^^v^^(^F''yV**Xf*^^

"La Batalla de Vieques
It

UNETE AL V CONTINGENTE
do la

BRIGADA
ANTONIO
MACEO

In Commemoration of Angel Rodn-
quez Cristobal (1946 - 1979}

Sunday November 14th from 2 to 4 PM at the

Pleasant Street Theater in Northampton

Special Speaker: Arturo Melendez Lopez

author of "La Batalla de Vieques"

Special showing of "La Caminata"- a film

about the struggle of the people of Vieques.

Sponsored by: Northampton Committee on

Central America and the Western Mass.

Venceremos Brigade

• Opon^am(mos al bloquco
contra ( uf)a

• Apoyemos I.I normali/.KJdn He
reladones i-iifrt' tt.UU. y C uba

( «'lrlif.ir.i Ml ,iiii\ rrs.irni

i'nIc (III ifiiiliri II.' <'i) ( nil I

I'D >nlifl,iri(l.i(t t nil ( cnlrn
Vntirn ,i \ el ( .irilir

• Continuemos el (lialoi;(» mn ( uba
• Condenemos la intimidaunn

lerrorista en las (omunid.ides
cubanas. BAM

PC. Box 909
Amherst, MA 01004

r^ra mas iniorni.u ion:

P.vy. Ro« 112'.

<. dlhrdrjl Sljtmn
New York, N.V. IIMIJ".
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Eyewitness Account on
the Invasion of Lebanon

by Panna Putnam

Of the entire invasion of Lebanon by Israel last

June, one of the least known facts is the in-

discriminate jailing and torture of thousands of Palesti-

nian men by Israeli armed forces

When Israel invaded South Lebanon in June of '82,

orders were given to detain all Palestinian men bet-

ween the ages of 12 and 60 as a part of premediated

and well planned campaign of annhilation that even-

tually led to the massacre of Sabra and Shatila camp

refugees on September 16, 17 and 18.

One of those detained and later jailed and tortured

was Dr. Chris Giannou, a Canadian surgeon who was

the medical director at a hospital in Nabuchia, Sidon

in Southern Lebanon Canada intervened as soon as it

was known that a Canadian doctor had been jailed by

Israel and upon proper identification, Dr Giannou was

released While in prison, Dr Giannou experienced

and witnessed harrassment and torture along with

thousands of Palestinian men and children at the

hands of the Israel forces. All the prisoners were

denied food and water for 2 to 3 days and left out in

the hot, summer sun (with temperatures up to 95

degrees) to suffer with their hands and legs tied and

with no cover for their heads If any prisoner re-

quested water, they were kicked in the stomach,

beaten on their heads with guns or beaten on their

bare bodies with electric wires

Few of those imprisoned have been located, with

little hope of being rescued alive Dr. Giannou was

one of the two (the other was a Swedish doctor also

mistaken for a Palestinian and interned by the Israel

forces) that have gotten out alive Giannou will be at

UMass to give us an eyewitness account of the Israel

concentration camps, much to Israel's consternation.

Chris Giannou to Speak at UMass

The Palestinian Solidarity Committee is sponsoring

Chris Giannou to give an eyewitness account on the

Invasion of Lebanon Chris Giannou is a Canadian

surgeon who was practicing in Lebanon at the time of

the Israeli invasion in June, 1980 Arrested and im-

prisoned by Israeli forces, he was later released after

official Canadian government protest

The event is free and will be held on November 8,

1982 in Campus Center room 101 at 7:00 pm For more
information call 545-0883.

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
4*3 UM«*nMv al ManactMastn

*n«Mra« MA 010O3 I413tft4ft 242«

fALL SCHtDOLE

NAME SHOW NAME

Tu«Sd«y

Wednesday
Thursd«y

fndjy

S«turd«y

L*s Correia

Rev. Pearson

More Husic
K*n Johnston

Gus M«rtin«,

Mchoqhmy
Herri »t Anthony

People's Perspect

Concepto Htlno
The General

Eliott Andrew

Theresa H

Rev. Pearjon

Concepto latino

D.R.

Karl Niiiri
Kark flliot

Mark Seoiedo

Concepto Latino

Carl Lowmar

Reports I" Color

Daddy Neil

Frank Ofllesby

So't n Easy
Glory Ro«d To Gospel

BMCP
On Air L i»e-J»li

^rtv As The Wind

BMCP
ive BMCP
BMCP
BMCP
Urban Contanporary
BMCP
Glory Road To Gospel

BMCP
BMCP
Par A'rique
BMCP
New itit Eioerlence

BMCP
RhythBi Section

w/Bettina Henry

Funk n Thanqs

Frankle O's Odyssey

11*

7:00-6:0Omi
6:00-10;0Ow
? :0O-6:0O<»
6:M-9:0Oaf<

12:15-3 OOpa
3:0O-5:3Op«
«:00-7:00pii

7.00-10t00p»

U:15-3:00p»
10:00-2:00«»
6:00-9:OOm>
2:00-6:0Omi
6 :00-9:0Ow
3:00-5:30pr
.O:00-Z:00«r
2;0O-6;OC*r-

6 : 00- 9 : 00*»
9-.00-12:OOno<

12.15-3 OOpp
6:00-7 00p»
7:00-10:00»*i

10:00-2:00a«

KEY: * P.jblic Affairs
•• Rev. Pearson included;

••• News

not a part of BMCP

TOTAL HOURS OF PR0CRA»«<1NG b^\

Keep on listening to BMCP on WMUA, 91.1 FM and help

us keep BUck M^sic alive'

Third World Women in Liberation Struggles.

The Third Wcyrld Women's Task Force is sponsoring

a film series this autumn semester, 1982, entitled:

Third World Women in Liberation Struggles. In con-

cert with each film presentation, there will also be a

faculty member from the five college area to speak,

answer questions, fill in gaps, update the film, and

help leaa a discussion. It is the hope of the Third

World Women's Task Force that these oresentations

will provide a forum of discussion as well as education

around topics of concern to the Third World, and

specifically to the women of the Third World.

This is a lunchtime film series to be held every-other

Thursday at noon until 1 p.m. These presentations are

free of charge and open to all.

Ehie to the nature oi the organization, and to the ex-

tremely limited budget we are working with, we are

asking those groups and individuals lilce yourselves

who snare common interests to co-sponosr the series

by making a monetary contribution, if possible. Anv
amount is both welcome and appreciated. We thank

you for your interest in our program.

November 18th Women Under Siege

A brand new film which looks at the participation of

the women of a small Palestinian village located just

six miles north of the Israeli border in their unique and

often overiooked struggle. * Speaker TBA. Thursday,

noon - 1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 903.

December 2nd A Vieled Revolution

From the same woman who produced Women Under
Siege, comes this very recent account of the women's
movement in Egypt. * Speaker TBA. Thursday, noon -

1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 904-08.

• Indicates that the speaker has not yet formally con-

firmed. TBA:to be arranged.

The Scientific Principles of Fighting

Self defense, what is it?

Self defense is the ability to defend oneself,

both mentally and physically, within any given situa-

tion and through means of learned conditioned highly

focused reflexes, both offensively and defensively

systems.

To develop conditioned reflexes that are highly

focused you mobilize the needed motor skills, which

are speed, power, timing, strength, ancj agility. Good
fighting skills are very easy to learn Please check out

this class if you feel the need to learn another skill, in

this case for self preservation. Classes are held per

semester.

Classes; Females Mondays, Thursdays and Sundays

room 114 New Africa House
Time: 7;00 PM 900 PM, Mondays and Thursdays

3:00 PM 5 00 PM Sundays

Males: Tuesday, Wednesdays and Saturdays room

114 New Africa House
Time; 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM, Tuesdays and Wednesdays

3:00 PM 5:00 PM, Saturdays

Registration room 325 New Africa House

Tonight People's Perspective airs Nikki

Giovanni live at Bowker Auditorium from 6

p.m. -7 p.m. on WMUA 91.1 FM.

All unsigned editorials represent the
views and opinions of NUMMO Staff

Liberation Film Series

The Northampton Committee on Central America is

pleased to announce the debut of it's new film series,

"Liberation Film Series" which opened at the

Pleasant Street Theater in Northampton. The film will

cost $1 .50 and proceeds will go to the continuation of

the series. For the time being limited seating is

available as we are using the downstairs

theatre Following is the proposed schedule of films

All films begin at 2 pm.

November 14 -"Salt of the Earth"- the chronicle of a

strike by mainly Chicano miners in New Mexico. The

filnn's main interest is with the process, the changes in

consicousness, which enabled the miners and their

families to succeed in their struggle.

21 - "Grapes of Wrath"- classic look at America

in the Depression Era, starring the late Henry Fonda.

December 5 - "The Murder of Fred Hampton" a

documentary portraying the events leading to the

government plotted assasination of Fred Hampton a

Black Panther leader.

12- "The Westfield Strike"- a videomade by a

local film maker on the Sterling Radiator strike. The
film gained national attention for the strikers.

19- "Decision to Win - The First Fruits"- this film

presents an engrossing portrait of life in the province

of Morazan, El Salvador a stronghold of the Ferabund

Marti' para la Liberacion Nacional (F. M.L.N.)

Announcements policy: All announcements
must be submitted in writing by the Friday

before date of issue.
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Anti-condo push planned
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Attempting to keep in check the growing

nnenace of condominium conversions in

Amherst, students at the University of

Massachusetts will be writing letters today

to Speaker of the House Thomas McGee
urging legislative support of a bill to

restrict local conversions.

The letter writing campaign, stationed in

the Student Union lobby, is an effort to

hasten the passage of a home rule petition

in the legislature to allow the town to

restrict condominium conversions until

Amherst's one percent rental vacancy rate

reaches five percent, said Joanne Leven-

son, director of the Off-Campus Housing

Office.

Condominium conversion in the face of a

"critical housing situation," she said, "has

a direct impact on raising rents and forces

out students and low income families. The

impact is devastating."

Levenson said it is important to

recognize the claims of opportunity that ac-

company conversion projects are offered

under the "guise of home ownership." The

result: displacements of tenants, evictions,

high rents and lack of available housing

become secondary considerations.

The regulatory petition, passed in Oct.

1981 by an overwhelming majority of Town
Meeting members, is an outgrowth of a

condominium conversion by-law rejected

by the Attorney General in April 1981 on

the grounds that the town exceeded its

authority under home rule legislature.

Levenson said.

"Real estate lobbying is pretty

powerful," she said. "It (the rejection) says

nothing more."

The threat of conversions in Amherst is

real given the large number of apartment

complexes in the area. Levenson said two

conversions have been completed since

1981 while the legislative procedures need

ed to enact the regulatory bill in Amherst

have shuffled the issue aside.

Amherst Selectman Richard Minear said

when a large number of people live in com-

plexes that exhibit a potential for conver-

sion, the concern is legitimate.

With no full-time lobbyists working for

the interests of tenants, Levenson said

McGee will receive the message that he has

a constituency of tenants behind him

demanding immediate action. Otherwise,

Levenson said it could be another six mon-

ths before the action is taken.

"It is important that all students take a

minute to support this legislation, so that

available rental housing stock will remain

in the Amherst area," said Mitch Gaslin,

member of the Undergraduate Student

Senate.

The letter writing table is being spon-

sored by the Tenants Organizing Project, a

newly formed coalition of students working

in the interest of Amherst tenants. The

table will be situated in the Student Union

from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. today.

Available at the table will be form letters

which students can simply sign if they want

to show their support.

Ptioto by Hndford HasHMT

Encroaching winter with its bare trees emphasizes the lonely decay

of a ramshackle barn in South Amherst.

$25M financial aidOKed

Southwest Residential Area glows from the vantage point of a

desolate Commonwealth Avenue.

By MICHELLE MURRAY
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Senate last night ap-

proved a measure which would increase

state financial aid by $25 million.

Sen. John Giver, D-Amherst, said the

Senate wanted to pass the bill and send it

to theHouseas quickly as possible "to give

everyone enough time to process scholar-

ship and financial aid applications for the

approaching fiscal year.

For the past ten years the general

scholarship aid fund in Massachusetts has

remained at $15 million and has eroded in

buying power due to inflation. The measure

passed by the senate would nearly double

the amount in general scholarship aid

boosting it to $29 million.

The package would increase the number

of students eligible for aid as well as in-

crease the size of a financial aid awards.

The measure adds three new programs

tx> the Massachusetts financial aid struc-

ture. The first is a work-study program

with $5 million allotted to work-study

funds, requiring 1/3 of those work-study

monies to be matched by employers, in

creasing the toal worth of work-study

funds to $7.5 million.

The second added program targets

graduate students and would pn)vide $3

million in scholarship money for them. This

program calls for $1 million in matching

funds from private industry and would

boost graduate student scholarship funds

to a total of $4 million in worth.

The final program is smaller and would

allot $1 million in emergency aid to single-

parent heads of households on public

assistance.

Sen. Olver explained that these people

usually have the greatest risk and small

financial crises can drive them out of

school. The emergency aid would help

these people to remain in school and in the

long run be beneficial to the State because

once they have finished school they are less

likely to be dependent on public assistance,

Olver said.

Olver said the scholarship program in

Massachusetts is "very meager and very

necessary because the economy in

Ma.ssachusetts is knowiedge-baseii.

Doctor recounts slaughter
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

The atrocities that have occurred in the

war in Lebanon were part of a process of

dehumanization and that process has been

repeated in history, according to a Cana-

dian doctor who operated on hundreds of

victims of the war.

"There was a massacre before the

massacre and there is a continuing

massacre," Dr. Chris Giannou last night

told an audience of about 60 to 70 people.

Giannou had practiced medicine in

Lebanon for two years and was the chief

surgeon at the Palestinian Red Crescent

(Red Cross) hospital in Sidon south of

Beirut when Israel invaded Lebanon on

June 7, 1982, he said.

"Think about it. In the last quarter of the

20th century a major city was laid siege to

for three months and the world just sat by

and watched," he said.

Giannou compared the siege of Beirut to

the genocide of the Jews in Nazi Germany.

He said the process of dehumanization is

the same no matter who is the victim.

The Nazi literature of the 30's and 40's

contained stereotypes of Jews as left wing

radicals or people with crooked noses, he

said. Today, the caricatures of the Arabs

are of fat ugly shieks or terrorists "lurking

in the shadows", Giannou said.

The only chance for peace in the Middle

East will come about when the Arabs and

the Israelis face reality and stop blaming

each other, Giannou said.

"In the Middle East nobody's hands are

clean. Atrocity can be matched for atrocity.

You can discuss blame from now til! eterni-

ty," he said.

"You have to deal with historical

realities. The Israeli nation exists whether

you like it or not and the Palestinians have

their hopes and aspirations whether the

Israelis like it or not," Giahnou said.

"It is not in the best interests for the

Israelis and the Palestinians to sit back and

throw blame. There is neither a monopoly

on virtue or a monopoly on vice," he said.

When the shelling became too severe,

Giannou said it was decided to vacate the

hospital to an abandoned Government

Hospital near a refrugee camp at Ain al-

Hilweh with a population of SO.OOO. He said

4000 civilians in addition to 300 wounded

flocked to the hospital because they

thought it was safe from attack.

Collripan photo bt Tom KadU

Canadian doctor Chris Giannou spoke in the Campus Center last

night of what he witnessed during the Israeli invasion of Lebanon.
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Prison fires always

possible, groups warn
Prisoners' rights groups, fire safety

officials and jailers warned yesterday that

fires like the one that killed 27 prisoners in

Biloxi. Miss., could happen in almost any

jail in the country.

"What happened in Biloxi can happen

anywhere, anywhere you have a high

density of people who don't want to be

where they are or who are mixed in with

people who don't want to be there." Sheriff

Charles Foti said in New Orleans.

"Fire is something anybody in corrections

dreadfully fears," said Larry Koch, the jail

administrator in Indianapolis. "It's just

something you hope you are never faced

with."

The fire at the Harrison County jail m
Biloxi was started by a mentally troubled

inmate in a padded cell, officials said.

Poisonous smoke rolled through the jail,

asphyxiating prisoners before they could be

freed. Besides the dead. 61 people were

injured.

Pro-nuke energy czar

faces stiff opposition
WASHINGTON (AP) - In his first day

on the job yesterday the nations new

energy chief extended an olive branch to

environmentalists but said he shares

President Reagan's desire that his office be

removed from the Cabinet.

Energy Secretary -designate Donald

Hodel said many of the energy programs

the administration inherited — but opposed

— have been dismantled or reduced and all

that remains is to move what is left to the

Department of Commerce.
Hodel. undersecretary of interior the

past two years, told reporters over coffee

yesterday that he wanted to meet with

groups from all sides, including en

vironmental groups opposed to his

nomination, before his confirmation hearing

next month.
"I'm well aware of some of the things that

have been said about me and the ad

ministration's energy programs." he said.

"I hope that we can get together, at least,

to identify common objectives. I would like

not to exclude anybody."

The Sierra Club and the Friends of the

Earth opposed Hodel's nomination, citing

his record as Interior Secretary James

Watt's chief deputy and as former head of

the Bonneville Power Administration in the

Pacific Northwest.

'America does not need a second James

Watt in the Cabinet." the Sierra Club told

President Reagan in a letter last week

asking him to reconsider the nomination.

Rafe Pomerance. president of the Friends

of the Earth, accused Reagan of continuing

"to fill his Cabinet with anti-

environmentalist zealots."

As head of Bonneville Power

Administration from 1972 to 1978 and

deputy administrator three years prior to

that. Hodel helped direct a program to build

five nuclear plants for the Washington

Public Power Supply System.

AP Laafrphoto

While Massachusetts has been enjoying unseasonably balmy weather.

South Lake Tahoe. California was surprised with snow which caught

many motorists off guard. More heavy snows are predicted for that

west coast area but forecasters say Pioneer Valley skies will remain

clear for a while longer.

State House prepares debate

on death penalty referendum

BOSTON — Following up on the referendum in last

week's election favoring capital punishment. Speaker

Thomas W. McGee promised yesterday to complete action

on a death penalty bill in the House.

With opponents gearing up for what they acknowledge is

a losing battle. McGee said Monday that the issue will be

disposed of in the House "one way or the other, by the time

we leave."

Digest
by the Associated Press
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He said the issue "has been around quite a few years;

most people have made up their minds."

By a margin of nearly 3 to 2. voters approved a con-

stitutional amendment last week allowing the death

penalty. The U.S. Supreme Court struck down all capital

punishment statutes in 1972.

Senate approves

record pay raises

BOSTON — After sitting on the bill for months until

after the election, the Massachusetts Senate approved

yesterday record pay raises for legislators, judges and

statewide constitutional officers.

The vote, to accept the House version reducing some

amounts in the original Senate bill, was 23-13.

The changes, effective in January, have to clear the
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hurdle of routine House and Senate votes before reaching

lame duck Gov. Edward J. King.

The salary for incoming Gov. Michael S. Dukakis would

jump to $75,000, compared with $40,000 for the outgoing

governor.

The pay for lesser statewide officers would double from

$30,000 to $60,000, with Attorney General Francis X.

Beliotti getting $65,000. up from $37,500.

Funding cutbacks prove

devastating to children

BOSTON — Cutbacks in state and federal programs

have had a "devastating" impact on Massachusetts

youngsters, contributing to the 24.000 cases of child abuse

reported annually, an advocacy group claimed yesterday.

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center outlined the impact

of the cuts in a 105-page book, which it called the most

comprehensive profile of Bay State children ever

published. Center officials said they hoped the report

would spur greater government funding for programs

designed to aid youngsters.

According to the book:

—The percentage of Massachusetts families with

children living below the federal poverty level increased 52

percent in 10 years, from 163,933 cases in 1970 to 202,474

in- 1980. The poverty level in March 1981 for a non-farm

family of three was $7,070. or $136 a week.

—Massachusetts is the only state in the Northeast that

has not met the federal goal of serving at least 25 percent

of eligible families in the Women. Infants and Children

nutrition program. New York serves 31.1 of its eligible

families. Vermont 69.7 and while the Bay State serves 16.7

percent.

—Massachusetts pays $6.40 a day in day care for

children under age 12. Daily kennel fees for dogs range

from $5 to $8.

— Some 24,077 Massachusetts children last year were

involved in 15,239 reports of abuse and neglect. Elizabeth

Vorenberg, report editor, said the number which has

increased while government funding to aid children has

decreased, but she had no precise statistics on the in

crease.

In the Cambridge- Somerville area reports of abuse have

doubled in the last year, she said, although the number of

,"nut calls" has gone up because of increased awareness of

how to report the problem.
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Announcing

PEER EDUCATION RECRUITMENT

University Health Services offers

Spring 1983 credited course work as:

PEER SEXUALITY EDUCATOR
ALCOHOL PEER EDUCATOR
HEALTH AIDES and

HEALTHREACH WORKERS

Training and working with other* to

round out your university experience:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT HEALTH
EDUCATION 549-2671 or stop by our

table at the Canr^pus Center on Nov. 16

&17.
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Network news report to focus

on UMass drinking habits

By KEN BAZINET
Special tx) the Collegian

The University of Massachusetts is one

of several colleges which will be included in

a CBS Evening News report focusing on

alcohol use among students.

A CBS News crew, led by correspon-

dent Steve Young arrived in Amherst last

Friday to meet with several UMass person-

nel to discuss and film some of the Univer-

sity's alcohol awareness programs, Gil

Mottla, campus safety officer with Univer-

sity Health services said yesterday.

Mottla led the crew on a tour Friday

night through the Blue Wall bar at the

UMass Campus Center, the Pub in

Amherst and Beta Kappa Phi fraternity,

which gave Young the opportunity to con-

duct interviews with several UMass
students. The CBS crew also shot footage

of pre-game tailgate parties at Saturday's

UMassBoston College football game.

CBS News said yesterday they are not

sure when the report will air.

"CBS was attracted to us because we
have had a committment at UMass to

alcohol education since 1975." Mottla said.

The Beta Phi ride service provided for

students who consumed too much alcohol

in the course of a night and the Amherst

Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) were other

programs which drew CBS to UMass, he

said.

Mottla said the University's Alcohol

Education Program has been in operation

since 1975 and has experienced continuous

effective results.

Beta Phi's rider service began about four

weeks ago, and is organized so the brothers

will work on a rotating schedule each

weekend, Brian Sullivan, president of that

fraternity said yesterday.

The SAP patrol has been in existence

since last fall, and is considered by many

UMass officials an effective safety pro-

gram for the Amherst community.

Mottla said he expects the CBS report to

reflect a positive alcohol awareness among
students, the University and the communi-

ty-

"1 did my best to project UMass as a

school with responsibility," he said, "We
are as a University fortunate to have the

resources of an Alcohol Awareness Pro-

gram on campus."
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Collegian Pkoto by Jim Powrn

Physical plant p-oundakeeper Chuck Malek is lost in a cloud of leaves

as he works outside Whitmore Monday afternoon. The leaves were sent

flying by an air blast from fellow employee Ed Miarechi.

UMass minors program caters to future entomologists, others

By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Staff

Since the approval of a minors program in March, 1979

and the establishment of the first minor in English in

February, 1980. 45 minors have been implemented at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst, including the

minors approved this semester in philosophy, linguistics,

forestry and wildlife management, Russian. Polish and

entomology.

The purpose of a minor is to complement a student's

major field of study or provide the student with an op

port unity to develop a second field of interest. The 1978

recommendation for a minors program originated in the

College of Arts and Sciences.

"One of the intentions (for the implementation of minors)

was that students from liberal arts departments could take

minors in. for example, computer science, but what has

happened is that people in majors that are vocationally

oriented get to minor in other departments," Professor

James Leheny. secreUry of the Faculty Senate said.

According to CASIAC deans assistant Julie Berwald.

"until recently, departments have been slow to offer

minors because it's at the bottom of a department's

priority."

"More departments are now adding minors to their

curricula." Barbara O'Brien, a CASIAC employee said,

"because every year the size of many departments has

been increasing."

Most of the minors require the student to complete 15 or

18 credits although some, such as Japanese and Chinese,

require 24 credits.

In order to verify their completion of a minor's

requirements, students minoring in a subject are

responsible for going to the department offering the minor,

showing a copy of their transcript to the department

advisor and having the advisor send a clearance letter to

the records office.

Many of the minors are designed with a view towards

increasing a student's employment prospects by providing

him or her with a broader academic background.

The rationale for one of the newest minors, entomology,

is largely based upon preparing students for graduate

lent Association i

work, due to the specialized nature of the subject.

"If one wished, one could minor in entomology, major in

zoology and be well qualified to go into graduate work in

entomology," said Ring Carde, head of the Entomology

Department.

"I think for those people who go on to graduate work in

entomology, it's nice to have had a complete window into

entomology, of what it's like, as well as being trained as a

more broadly based biologist so that can fulfill two

purposes," Carde said.

The organization of each individual minor varies greatly.

For example, in the geography minor, a student can choose

from the options of cartography, urban economic, regional

development, physical environmental or a variation of one

of these.

Although there is currently no Polish major at UMass.

the minor in Polish requires six credits in intermediate

Polish and 12 credits of independent study.

Acertificate of concentration, which is similar to a minor,

is offered in Interpreter's Studies. American Studies and

Asian Studies.

again
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

(SGA) is now seeking a new Student

Attorney General, a position which has

been held by three different students in the

past year.

According to Richard Kramer, chair of

the Attorney General Search Committee,

one major requirement for the position is

admini.strative ability. The Attorney

General is responsible for runnine the office

and maintaining files, as well as coor

dinating the activities of judicial advocates

and judges.

Acting Attorney General Elizabeth Hill

has occupied the position since last May.

when Craig Colbath. who held the acting

position throughout the spring semester,

resigned. A search was not held during the

spring because of the SGA presidential

elections.

The Attorney General is appointed by the

SGA President, but the appointment must

be anproved by the Student Senate.

The Student Attroney General's office

investigates and prosecutes violations of

SGA guidelines, provides opinions on legal

controversies for the Student Senate and

other Recognized Student Organizations

(RSO) and works to update the student

disciplinary system.

Because the Student Attorney General is

responsible for prosecuting RSO groups, a

new requirement imposed by the search

committee is that the Attorney General

must not be a member of any other RSO
group after being appointed. This will

eliminate any conflicts of interest, ac-

cording to Kramer.
The Attorney General is paid for 15 hours

per week at $3. .50 per hour plus 40 hours

per week during intersession and the

summer. She or he also supervi.ses two

assistants who work 10 hours per week,

according to the SGA budget.

Applications for the positions are

available at the University Judiciary Office,

R(X)m 4.32 in the Student Union Building

and must be turned into that office by

November 18.

( olU|p«n File Photo

Beta Kappa Phi fraternity pledges go mudsliding on North Pleasant Street as a part of their

pledge training.

Variety store left

waiting on beer
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

For the second time this year, the fate of an application

by the North Amherst Mini Mart at 1 192 N. Pleasant St.

to sell beer and wine remains undecided.

The Amherst Board of Selectmen voted last night to

postpone a decision on the license until Nov. 22, so that

questions about possible traffic problems in the area, as

well as objections raised by the North Congregational

Church and area residents, could be investigated.

The selectmen recently received a letter of objection

from the North Congregational Church in Amherst. Ac-

cording to Massachusetts statute, a church has the power

to veto such a license. The letter is not a formal veto

however, as the Executive Board of the church has not

had time to meet, the letter said.

The earliest date on which the church's executive board

could meet is Nov. 21, according to the letter, so the

selectmen will wait until the 22nd to take action.

However, Selectman Frederick Steinbeck pointed out

that there were other concerns involved, such as increased

traffic and litter in the North Amherst Center area.

These questions were raised when a license application

by the Mini Mart's owner, John Watroba, was vetoed in

Feb. 1982.

"As far as I can see, the concerns raised in February are

still in existence at this time," said Selectman Chairman

£dith Wilkinson.
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stLinoi % Hypercurricula

presents

St. Pauli Girl

Night
Distributor Representative

will be here to give away

T-shirts, mirrors, hats,

posters, etc.

DON'T MISS IT!
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Proper ID a Must
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"Hypercurricula, " a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day

they will take place and are

listed only once. An-

nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by
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3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on

the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday

before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organiza-

tions.

SPORT STUDIES DEPT.

LECTURE SERIES - Jan

Volk, assistant general

manager and general

counsel for the Boston

Celtics will speak on "Sport

Management: The Front

Office Perspective." 11:15

a.m.. 904 08 Campus
Center.

LATIN AMERICAN
WOMEN — Anne Molley

Jackson. a marxist-

humanist. feminist, and

activist from N.Y.C. will be

talking about her travels in

Latin America and the

issues that women are

working around there. 4

p.m., sixth floor lounge.

Thompson.

ECON MAJOR GRAD
SCHOOL INFORMATION
SESSION - Is grad school

for you? Law? Business?

Econ? What does it take to

get in? To get out? Benefits?

Costs? Financial Aid? All

econ majors welcome! 4

p.m.. 104 Thompson.

UPC GENERAL
MEETING - New mem
bers welcome. 6:30 p.m..

165 Campus Center.

BILINGUAL/MULTIC-
ULTURAL STUDENT
ORGANIZATION -
Discussions of different

aspects of cultural

backgrounds that surround

us, using different media to

create more understanding.

Anyone having an interest

in Bilingual/Multicultural

issues is welcome to attend.

6:30 p.m., 228 School of

Education.
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d£3Semc vuord , necorttmendatioits submitted , the

So%)t\St%e^^ of the purposed p»oJ€ct a»kJ its purpose,4M

Any imtnber of Alpha bonM^ Deltji <)i2Mdua:Kti^

with A, cumuUti%e 3t(^3f^ of Alpha UmtxU Delta.

m^ apfTly if titty haiwe ^JlMtMiA thi^ av^nu^ ah th*.

6n4 of the finsd^ jemester (or 4iV5+ ^tur^ijr) a^i\\h ytar.

Application bljtfik* may be obtaitieJ by ttic CKspfer

Advi*or, 6latlY5 Rodri^utx, at the Otan of 5tuilent:»

Office* room 227 Whifmote. Tbe ikadltno for application

15 Jmwm^ 4, <9d3. for further intorniatwrt rt^Svt^

the fellow$hip5, 5ie OUdys KoJri^uez..

CERRF - Committee for

Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom
Meeting. 6:30 p.m.. 177

Campus Center.

SEMESTER AT SEA -
A representative of the

Institute of Shipboard
Education will be on hand to

discuss the Semester at Sea

program. 7 p.m., 901

Campus Center.

HAZARDOUS WASTE
PROJECT MEETING -
Hazardous waste in your

drinking water ? Come find

out what's up. 7 p.m., 423

Student Union.

STUDENTS AD-
VOCATING FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE - Anyone
interested in going to

Washington with SAFA
must attend this in-

formational meeting.
Everyone is welcome. 7

p.m., 174 76 Campus
Center.

COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS
ASSOCIATION - General

Com. Disorder Club meeting

and a representative from

the office of internships

speaking. 7:30 p.m., 136

Arnold.

STPEC COLLUQUIUM:
WOMEN IN THE GDR -
Marianne Muller, Professor

of Canadian and American

Studies at Humboldt
University, Berhn, GDR,
will speak on the status of

women and the women's

movement in the German
Democratic Republic. 8

p.m., 6th floor lounge,

Herter Hall.

FREE CONCERT: FIVE
COLLEGE CHAMBER
SOLOISTS — The Five

College Chamber Soloists,

directed by Ronald Steele,

will present an all-Telemann

concert featuring guest

soloist Joanne Tanner, flute.

The ensemble is composed of

11 string players selected

from the student body,

faculty, and community. 8

p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall,

FAC.

AL-ANON - Having a

problem with someone else's

drinking? Come to an Al-

Anon meeting. 8 to 9:30

p.m.. Check Campus Center

schedule for room number.

HORSEMASTER'S
CLUB - Club meeting. WUl

discuss Silent Stallion

Auction. 8 p.m., 311 Stock-

bridge.

mBlTOBMJ^LOJPIMIQM
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It takes two
for nuke freeze
According to a recent Associated Press report

about the human chain in support of the nuclear

. arms freeze in SU)ckholm, Boris Pamkin, the Soviet

Ambassador to Sweden said that he was "happy about

this manifestation" which he greeted "with joy."

Amb. Pamkin couldn't have been overjoyed about the

presence of nearby Solidarity supporters who just happen-

ed to be protesting against the practices of the brutal em-

pire that Pamkin represents. The Solidarity supporters

were kept behind fences obstensibly for protection agamst

violence.

How ironic it is when Sweden which tried to raise what

it l)elieved to be a Warsaw Pact or Soviet sub in its waters

la.st month, is so concerned about violence against the

Seniors favor an early retirement
There was a time, not very long ago, when I thought

that people who were seniors were strange. Their

attitudes and behavior seemed to fit our common

stereotypes of them. They were either so totally blase

about classes and schoolwork because they had the "Hey.

I'm a senior" look about them, or they scurried around

campus, resume and/or grad school application falling out

of their Eastpacks, trying desperately to look like the

students that they've never been for the past three years.

Of these two types, one didn't necessarily seem better

than the other. As a matter of fact, seniors never seemed

to have any reason to give anyone a hard time. The first

type was usually perpetually stoned or drunk and, if not,

always apF)eared to have that strange glow of happiness

Ken Lasker
about them. The second type was usually so anxious that

they had little time to putter around and were strictly go-

ing about their business. So what we had were a bunch of

harmless creatures.

And of course, whenever stereotyping comes mto play,

we have the mixed group, what we will call the hybrid

senior. The senior who was a combination of the wor-

risome, suddenly career-oriented type who would also fall

into major spells of unproductivity, mumbling at Mike's,

"Hey. I'm a senior", as they quaffed down another Rolling

Rock. This group of hybrid or psycho seniors were the

most dangerous of this strange group. You simply never

knew if these people were ready to party until they got

shut off at the bar (for whatever obnoxious reason) or if

they wanted to spend a night sweating, poring over grad

school catalogues and interview requests.

All of these notions came l)ack to me swiftly one morn-

ing this week when I woke up and realized something

about myself: / u^as a senior. Was it possible? Aren't I still

running into people I met at freshman orientation now

that I hadn't seen since? Wa.sn't I still being carded at the

Blue Wall?

Well, when I finally recovered from my initial shock at

breakfast and pulled my face out of the C^aptain Crunch, 1

was almost ready to stand up and be the senior that I was.

Being a senior meant more than just fitting into one of

the types that I mentioned eariier. It meant seeing many

i>eople who were naive-looking freshman in Rhetonc

classes now running most large student organizations; it

meant knowing which classes not to take instead of IcMjk-

ing for a senior to ask about it; it meant l)eing known by

the owner of the Drake (big deal, eh?); it meant knowing

many people in classes of your major; it meant not having

to look in the Collegian for the local watering-hole drink

specials; it meant having an excuse for almost anything

("But hey, I'm a senior").

So I guess it really isn't that bad. Granted, being a

senior is strange. It's strange knowing that this will be my

last fall at UMass. Time rushes by. I've become part of a

group that I'd stereotyped in the past. And which type

was I, I asked myself while I should' ve been studying

economics? Now that's a tough one. Perhaps none of

them, but enough of this. It's time to start narrowing

down law school selections...or should 1 go out for a few

brews instead? Decisions can be difficult but, give me a

break, will ya...I mean. Hey. I'm a senior.

Ken Lasker w a UMass student

Letters

New constitutional amendments threaten abortion rights

To the Editor:

Once again a woman's right to choose whether or not to

have an abortion is being threatened. On Wednesday

November 10, the Massachusetts State legislature will

hold a constitutional convention where two proposed anti-

choice amendments will be considered. Both of these

amendments threaten the constitutionality of abortion, as

well as medicaid funding for abortion.

The first amendment, (S-1711] sponsored by Doris,

(D-Revere)- Lewis, (D-Boston); and Walsh (D-Boston); says

that the Commonwealth should establish the rights of the

unborn. This could have two negative effects. It will send a

message to the rest of the country saying that Mass. is an-

ti choice - which is not true! Secondly, where Mass. is

under court order to fund Medicaid abortions the passage

of this amendment would make this order null and void.

The second amendment, (H-36031. sponsored by

Representative Paul White, (D-Boston), is a substitute

amendment. It sUtes that the constitution must allow the

regulation of abortion.

This could be seen as a preview to the prohibition or

regulation of abortion or medicaid funding for abortions.

This amendment does not outlaw abortion, instead it sets

the stage for further laws to be passed outlawing abortion.

The constitutional convention is taking place November

10 in Boston at the State House. It is important that we

not allow it to go by without opposition. These amend-

ments must be voted down. We can write our represen-

tatives or senators or sign a petition. Together we can, we

must, change this conservative tide.

Mimi Turchmetz

Committee for Equal Rights

and Reproductive Freedom
SCERA

False fire alarms enrage Southwest tower resident

To the Editor:

Recently, it has come to my attention that there has

been an excessive number of false fire alarms. I can never

figure out why individuals pull fire alarms for no reason. 1

especially have trouble figuring out why they d do it at one

or two o'clock in the morning. Is it funny to them. Is it

.iunny watching people get out of their room from theu-

sacred sleeping hour? Do they enjoy hearmg that awful

screech of a noise the alarm makes^ Does it make them

feel important to know that they helped to create the noise

that everyone in the building detests? Is it hutnon.us U>

think about the men in the fire department that risk their

lives breaking all traffic rules in order to make it to the

alarm in the shortest amount of time? The firemen are

veiling to risk their lives for all of us. Do a few sick in-

dividuals have to abuse this privilege we have of the

firemen? And worst of all, this sick individual had the

nerve to wake me up.

Walking down twenty two flights of steps at two o'clock

in the morning isn't the most exciting thing I've ever

done. I begin to wonder if I'd go down ei'erytim^ the alarm

sounded. If it happened to be a real fire, would I consider

it another one of these sick pranks, and pull the covers

over my head as I drifted back into sleep? This is the point

where it becomes a real danger to human lives, and is far

from the idea of a practical joke.

Robert Slosberg

Southwest

Steven P. Barrett

Soviet Embassy. But remember, this is the nation which

gave the world Olaf Palme, and numerous American

deserters refuge during the Vietnam War.

Why aren't forty-thousand people lining the streets of

Stockholm and any other western cities (marked for

destruction by Soviet nuclear targeters) protesting

against Soviet pressure in Poland, outright aggression in

Afghanistan, and proxy war in Cambodia? Why is there so

much furor against the Americans for planning to place

Cruise and Pershing II missiles in Western Euro{)e while

the Soviets are using gas and chemical war tactics against

the Afghans? Why is America perceived as the war-

monger - and more importantly, why is the Soviet Union

allowed to get away with the peacemaker image when

common sense and recent history proves otherwise?

The questions listed above are undoubtedly going to U'

considered in bad taste by the more ideologically blinded

and dogmatically inclined lil)erals. What a shame. Bad

Have we forgotten so quickly who

put the missiles in Cuba twenty years

ago?

taste or not, these questions should l>e answered before

they continue embracing the peace initiatives of the most

illiberal and hypocritically brutal regimes in the history ot

mankind. r u u;^
To obtain a better understanding of why this

hypocritical reasoning is so commonplace in the freeze

Movement, let's examine one of their methods of debate.

If you do not agree with them right off, then you are part

of the opposition. Why if you are not for the freeze you

must be for nuclear war. Unfortunately this kind ot il-

logical reasoning allows no r(M)m to sit back and ra-

tionalize whether the freeze is really a good idea after all.

This also cuts off real intellectual discussion and room tor

a true meaningful dialogue - whatever that has become

nowadays.

So, automatically the Americans are the warmongers

and obstacles against peace because they have not rushed

headlong into the freeze movement. Never mind that the

American government has ample reason to distrust the

Soviets but we are the warmongers. Have we forgotten

so quickly who put the missiles in Cuba twenty years ago?

No not all of the liberals are "dupes like President

Reagan, and Senators Helms and Denton would suggest.

Many of them are equally patriotic people who are alarm_

ed by the numbers of nuclear warheads that exist. Many of

these liberals are skeptical of Soviet intentions. But why

aren't they more vocal? Only they would have any sugges-

tion of what the answer to this question would be

Instead of staging vigils on behalf of the United Nations

(which is continually abused by the U.S.S.R^and treated

as a convenient spy headquarters for the KGB) the liberals

and everyone else should engage in demonstrations and

seminars that will probe the Soviet conscience. Of course,

we must begin to wonder if the Soviet leaders have one
_

A few good locations to hold these demonstrations and

seminars would be in places like Amherst and Cambridge,

Massachusetts, New York City, Washington, D.C. and yes

- Stockholm. It would be interesting to observe the

Soviet Ambassador's reaction to this kind of "manifesta-

tion". Wouldn't it?

Stei^en P. Barrett is a UMass student

LETTERS POLICY
All letters must be si^ed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret'

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Are Israelis

responding to

fascist calls?

By NASSAR HASSAN
Organization of Arab Students

According to the Stockholm International Peace

Research Institute (SIPRI). Israel was the largest supplier

of weapons to the Third World between 1970 and 1979.

Most of those exports went to the Latin American states of

Nicaragua (under Somoza). El Salvador, Guatemala. Chile.

Argentina and others. Israel armed Nicaragua under

Somoza until the bitter end. 98 percent of Somoza's arms

imports were from Israel even before former President

Carter cut off American sales to the brutal dictatorship.

SIPRI also reports that from 1975 to 1979. Israel supplied

83 percent of El Salvador's arms imports.

The New York Times reported that when Guatemala

was refused further U.S. military aid because of its dismal

human rights record. Israel readily filled the gap. More

recently, according to the March 1. 1982 Israeli establish

ment newspaper Davar, Israel agreed to divert back to the

U.S. $21 million in aid from the sum allocated to it by the

U.S. in 1981. so that the Reagan administration had

already exceeded its foreign military aid budget and more

money was needed to prop up the Salvadorean junta. This

secret rebate is probably illegal under U.S. law since it was

done without U.S. congressional approval.

These are only some aspects of Israel's role in policing

the world for big business. Israel's single largest military

customer is South Africa, and it was a firm supporter of

the Shah of Iran. Israels support of brutaUy repressive

and racist regimes is not new. It was an objective stated by

the father of political Zionism. Theodore Herzl. when he

said that Israel would be "part of a wall of defense for

Europe in Asia, an outpost of civUization against bar

barism."

The root of the Israeli "outpost" policy is apartheid

directed towards the indigenous Palestinian Arab

population (as well as its discrimination against oriental

Jews). The absolute repression of intellectual, educational,

and nationalist activity directed against the Palestinians in

the occupied territories, and the ruthless attacks Israel

launches against its neighbors, which are carried out with

the same weapons that are sold to Central American

dictators. To massacre the Arab people or to massacre the

peoples of F]l Salvador are inseparable aspects of the

American and Zionist colonial alliance.

Photo bjr Chri* Hwdin

CLOUDS, . .even piece contemporary jaz« group featuring j'eyb<«rdUt/compo.er Clyde Criner. will be appearing at the

UMass Amherst Student Union Ballroom on Sunday. November 21. 1982 at 8:00 p.m.

Cl^e ffn« - Kr5^^"oTpo.er<urrent^ recording his own album project featuring Jack DeJohnette on drums and

Marcus M"fler on bass He is cTently featured on the new Chico Freeman Elektr./MuH.c.an |;'bum -Trad.t.on .n Trans.^

tion" ( lYde has performed with bassist Alphonso Johnson on Epic/CBS recordings-'Spellbound and The Best of

XhonU Johnson"^ and Reformed in Japan%urope and the U.S. with such noted artists as Dirry G.IIesp.e. Harvey

Mason Billv Harper. Cecil McBee. Donald Byrd. Peter Krskine.
. ,,

J^ Ford - sa^phones. featured with McCoy Tyner Group, heard on McCoy Tyner "Honion recording.

Victor Bailev (below) - electric bass, currently with the new Weather Report group.
.:^,„„ r„„

Omar Hakim (a^ve) - drums, currently with the new Weather Report group-prev.ously w.th Roy Ayers. George Ben-

'"lohn'^Bilke- violin, currently with McCoy Tyner and heard on Grover Washington's -Live at the Bijou" and "Reed

'•;Sl'uaT;o?i"nltl';:dTth^:'M .t the 1982 N.Y. K„«. J- Fe-tiv... Television special on

WGBY ch 57 Spri;;g?,eld. MA "Riverfront Park Jazz Series-1981-1982". Recordings w.th Max Roach. Buster W.ll.ams

'"(latl'Diion- violin, featured with the Max Roach Quartet: currently with the hit musical "Dream Girls" in New York;

^•'T?e'';?fo™l;n?e"s'\'*^^^^^^^^^ Committee. Tickets will be 16.00 students and 17.00 general

public.
Ptioto bT Chrii Hvdin

•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•
I ••_••_•.<

EDITORS NOTE: The inews expressed in the

above article are not necessarily those of Black Af-

fairs and of the Collegian. However the Black Affairs

department recognizes the right of the (OAS) as a

Third World Organization, therefore its right to

voice its opinions on the Black Affairs page.
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS

ThE UMass Arts CouNcil's

Proposal DEAdliNE Date is

NOVEMBER ^9, 4:00 PM.

PLease MaUe Sure Your

ProposaIs are ReceIvecI

AT 12» HeRTER HaU y
TIlAT TiwE. ^

SBA Career Day '82

Tuesday, November 9
First Floor Campus Center

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Luncheon 12-2 PM 1009 CO

.eception 4 - 6 PM 1001 & 1002 CC;

All Majors Welcome!
Sponsored by Undergraduate Business Club

Arts
^s:-:

'•.•••••
-•-»-•-•'•-•'•

• ••-•.•.•-•'

Box-car Willie wouldbe proud
U. UTAH PHILLIPS
Sunday, November 7

Calvin Theatre, Northampton

By AMY JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

"Telling stories is a lost art and people need to move

away from their televisions and stereos towards being

together more." said U. Utah Phillips. "The Gk>lden Voice

of the Great Southwest" and member of the International

Workers of the World.

I love being up on stage and inside the entertainment

trade. I love to honor the tradition of telling stories. Story

telling and singing are as old as the caves. People used to

sit around the fire and be together." said Phillips.

Phillips performed Sunday afternoon at the Calvin

Theatre in Northampton as a benefit for the Honor Court

program. The program provides holiday meals and support

for needy people in the Northampton area.

Phillips opened with the well-known folk song. "Can

nonball." and closed with his own song. "Hallelujah. I'm a

Bum." The songs in between ranged from light children's

songs to more serious ones about Phillips' father and his

Son. Throughout the concert Phillips strummed his guitar,

joked and chatted with the audience of approximately 400

people.

"I think the second industrial revolution was a nustake.

We shot our T.V. about two years ago. I don't remember

which commercial it was but we took it out back, put a

bhndfold around the screen, taped a lit cigarette on the

front and I shot it with my 12 guage, single shotgun," said

PhUUps.

Phillips sings about the people and places in his life. A
favorite preoccupation is jumping freight trains and

traveling around the west.

"I don't jump trains when they're moving, no, I don't do

that. When the weather's good and I'm feeling good I ride

up north beyond Seattle. I used to prefer to travel alone

but now I usually take someone along. There is a lot of

violence mostly the young against the old. It can be

frightening." said Phillips.

"There is a lot of resistance from the people in the

freight yards. The freights are carrying nuclear waste,

chemicals, toxic wastes and explosives. They don't want

some tramp to throw a lit cigarette somewhere and cause

an explosion. Good tramps are careful though." said

Phillips.

Phillips was born Bruce Duncan Phillips in Cleveland,

Ohio. He served during the Korean War and it was at that

time that people started calling him U. Utah. It just

seemed to fit.

Phillips said he doesn't know what the U. in front of

Utah means. "Maybe it's a stutter. I don't know," he said.

Collrguii Photo by iim Powen

U. Utah Phillips performed Sunday night at the

Calvin Theatre in Northampton.

A guiltyMisanthrope
THE MISANTHROPE
By Moliere

Performed by the Amherst Masquers

Friday, November 5

Kirby Theatre, Amherst College

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

What's Moliere's 17th century play re-

written in English".' And set in 1966 and not

in the court of Louis XIV. no less? How

could anyone dare attempt such

blasphemy? What utter nerve! There was

no way. I thought, any acting company

could do a good job with a modern script

without ruining Moliere's reputation. As it

turned out, I was wrong.

Like the 17th century script, the script

used by the Amherst Masquers was written

in poetry form. Fortunately, the Amherst

Masquers have some very talented people

who have clear voices and good enunciation

in acting it out. Mark Staples was Alceste.

the Misanthrope: the man who could not get

along with society. Staples did a great job

with his role. Alceste, who insisted on

telling the truth regardless of the con-

sequences, was not a popular man with his

friends. He could care less what people

thought of him and he refused to flatter

others. Refusing to accept flattery. Alceste

himself was a very lonely, very isolated

man.

Staples' Alceste was the exact opposite of

Katherine Scott's, Celimene. Celimene,

Alceste's girlfriend was vain, superficial,

and flirtatious — everything Alceste

abhorred in a woman. But he could not help

falling in love with her. Staples and Scott

acted and reacted to each other beautifully.

Their reactions to each other provided

much of the humor in the show.

But what really stole the show was Nicky

Evan's Clitandre. Clitandre. utterly rich

and utterly vain, was after Alceste. The

best scene in the entire show was when
Cehmene and Clitandre. both in love with

Alceste, sat on the couch and insulted each

other. Evans was fantastic; the inflections

in her voice were superb.

The cast did a great job with the play.

The only thing really spoiling the show was

its depressing theme. Alceste, who

believed,"there's right and there's wrong,

there's no two ways about it." ended the

show by leaving his friends to search for

somewhere where he could find honesty

and sincerity.

The play left me feeling guilty that I am a

part of this insincere society. But I

nonetheless loved the show. The acting was

great, the set was well designed, the script

was well written, but it was still a

depressing way to spend an evening. No
one likes to be made to feel like a heel and

that was exactly what the show did.

Perhaps that was Moliere's object when he

wrote it. If that's the case, then the

Amherst Masquers certainly did his play

justice.

Photo (onrtrar Kiri»» Th»»tr»

Karl Austen. Katherine Scott, and Nick Evans appeared in last Fri-

day's performance of The Misanthrope at Amherst College.

Henley wings it solo

^ DJ entertainment

_A . in the lounge

(/ y^ Tonight 5:00 - 9:00

AH You Can Eat
Spaghetti & Meatballs

th^ •^9 Homemade Sauce

includes bread and butter

Draft Beer 50* Pitchers $2.95 Well Drinks 95*

Beat the Joey D's record of 4 helpingsl

1 CAN'T STAND STILL (Asylum)

Don Henley

By MARTIN ROTHBARD
Collegian Correspondent

Since the break up of the Eagles late last

year, various members of the group have

launched their solo careers. Among these is

Don Menley's first solo effort. /Can't Stand

Still. Menley. principle writer and vocalist

of the Eagles .since Joe Walsh's departure,

has assembled a wide variety of enjoyable

tunes.

Although Henley sings in that scratchy

voice common to past Eagle songs, fans

expecting to hear Eagles type music are in

for a shock. Aside from a few reminiscent

songs, the album is a turn toward the new

wave. Certain songs, however, such as

"Ix)ng Way Home" and "Talking to the

Moon " show a definite resemblance to

former Eagle hits "Desperado" and "I Can't

Tell You Why."

"Dirty Laundry." already receiving much

FM airplay, is a unique tune and one that is

quite popular among DJs and listeners

alike. With help from former Eagle Joe

Walsh. Henley has arranged a fast, hig!i

energy rocker here. The special keyboa. d

effects of Steve Porcaro are what really

makes the song stand out.

Along those same standards. "Johnny

Can't Read" is another .song that obviously

displays a new wave sound. Henley's video

for this song has al.so been receiving

frequent play on the cable channel. Music

Television.
Henley's versatility is displayed to a

great extent for the album contains a

pleasant mixture of contemporary rock,

new wave and even country western

melodies. Although it may be a disap-

pointment to die hard Eagle fans, the

album is fun to listen to and has some
danceable music as well. In my opinion. /

Can't Stand Still is a first rate recording. I

would expect it to go gold within the next

few months.

To All On-Campus Groups:
Because of the Collegian's dependence on
advertising revenue, we are forced to make this

announcement. Starting Monday, Nov. 15,

1982, we wiU not accept any advertising for

events that will be held at and/or produce
revenue for businesses with delinquent ac-

counts at the Collegian. It is your responsibility

to check with the advertising department at the

Collegian.

p
^ *"*
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DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM
WITH HYPERTRICOHSIS?

A corT«fort«b»« approach to hair removal Remove that

Uftwanted Hatr. the "painleea" way. We ofter the moot sate,

sure sfKJ palr>4ees method ot hair removal.

For a confidential coneultation ar>d demonstration.

• no cttarge or obligation

• call Cleeer Look 7n^M^

bOBK
MEDICAL CENTER BUILDING
130 Mapl* St^ Spfld.

Captivating! Action Packed!

Catch

HKarlau* Conwdy
Spectacular Sport* Action

Join IHe millions o* 'ans

who "ave caogM Footoaii

Fflvef as inis aynarTiic anO

unlorgetlaDle mot'on

P'Clu'e un'oWs *itn Qutia

geotis toolBaii cofiedy non-

Slot' ifid-non acHO" and

losDi'aiional inier

views *iin me best o' tne

NFL

November 9

8:00 ' Webster:

9:30 - Field:

10:30 - Dickinson

10MM COLOrt
40 MINUTES

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

DOHT miss THIS EXCIVNG MOTION MCTUKt

•tctctctr-tr-friftriricti'tctr-tr-tr-Cr-tfte-tftfiftr-ti-tr-tr

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

The WeAth£K. v5 «i Tjotisttion,

Anb so mtcht i^eyoun Hex\M\,

Foic HtALth Cjnte, Itifoicttudriott,
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MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst

Resumee & Papers
ConBultations & Editing
» Theses • Dissertations

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES
Upper Laval

233 N PtMMnt St.

Amhant Carriao* Shopa

TOP
of the
CAMPrS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

fine dining

...a meai
with a view

8 Theaters...

Your choice
for

entertainment

THEATRKS
584-7550

MAMPSHlHt MALL

584 9153
MOUNTAIN f ARMS MALI

SPINAL SCREENING
AT THE

Amherst Chirooractic Center

November 1 - November 15

1. Head tilt

2. High shoulder
3. Low scapula
4. Spinal curvature
5. Low hip

Potential Danger signals
of Irritated Nerves:

• Headaches, dizziness, blurred vision
• Neck pain, tight muscles, spasms
• Shoulder pain, pain down arms, numb-
r>ess in hands

• Pain between shoulders, difficult

breathing, abdominal pains
• Lower back pain, hip pain, pain down
leg

Amherst Chiropractic Center is offering spinal checkups and
postural analysis for early detection of back problems.

TIME magazine says 75 million Americans have backache, and
with each passing year, this astronomical fu(jure grows by
7,000.000.

Backache has become a catastrophic issue with the insurance
companies and with our national economy. It is one of the top
claims for disability. In addition to this, arthritis and rheumatic
complaints affect 77 percent of our adult population, and every

year millions sustain severe neck injuries from automobile
collisions.

With the use of a few simple painless tests we will be able to

determine the condition of the spine. Early detection of back
problems is the best prevention wor future back ailments.

The spinal screening will be offered without charge or

obligation, at the

Amherst Chiropractic Center

190 University Dr., Anberst, MA

Doctors will be available for answering questions on treatment
and prevention of back problems.

PlesM call 256-4700 for an appointment and bring a copy of

thia announcamant tafth yon.
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Bloom County by Berke Breathed

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Open Face Roast Beef

Sandwich
Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

DINNER
lUlian Sweet Sausage

Spaghetti. Tomato Sauce

Roaat Lamb/Gravy
Mint Jelly

Fruit Plate

with Banana Bread

BASICS DINNER
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Hi-Pro Spaghetti

with Pesto Sauce

WANTED:
The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV .system in the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which will then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay, but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful. Bring us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, by

Friday, Nov. 19. The Collegian and UVC are equal op-

portunity employers.

ACROSS
'. Playwright

Connelly

5 Los Angeles

phenomenon
9 Prepares, as

potatoes

14 Operatic prince

15 Small child

16 Amass
1 7 morgana

(mirage)

18 Annoy greatly

20 Wear to threads

or shreds

22 Far East holiday

23 Piece ot paper

money
24' Calendar term

25 Under most
favorable

conditions

27 Exclusive

group

30 Asian capital

32 Devout

33 Subway
34 Skip

38 Not in favor of

39 Wearing a

dressing gown
40 Russian sea. arm

of the Arctic

41 San Francisco Bay
denizen

42 Open
43 Tire town
44 Musical groups

46 Certain vegetables

A7 Reviles

50 Swing around

51 Mortelary unit

Abbr
52 "El

54 Mariner's

instrument

58 Foreign

61 Way out

62 Argentine name
63 —- well "

64 Irritate

65 Piece of land

66 Depend (on)

67 Traffic sign

DOWN
1 Offend

2 Gelling agent

3 Musical round

4 Covers of a sort

5 Inscribed stone

slabs

6 Cement
7 River to the

Volga
8 Exploit

9 Comely
10 Cont

11 Related on the

mother's side

12 Pear shaped
instruments

13 Exhausted

19 Reached the top

21 GreeK deity

26 Workers on
accounts

27 Auditors

28 Occupation

29 Very small amount
30 Orchestra pieces

31 Upper Ger

33 Japanese name
from 1941 44

35 Dobbin s cousin

36 Golf bag item

37 Summer
acquirements

39 Kind of bread

43 Old World plant

45 Renounce
solemnly

46 Having a shine

47 Proficient

48 Brindledog

49 Extreme

50 Racing shell

53 Affectionate

55 Branch angle

56 Gram container

57 Concoction

59 Legendary bird

60 Bravo

1 7 3 4

1
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Weather

Today mostly sunny and

cooler. Highs 45 to 55. Clear

and cool tonight Lows in

the 20s to mid 30s. Tomor-
row, mostly sunny. Highs

50 to 55.

WMUA 91.1 FM
Tuesday

6-9ain

9-noon

12-3

3-5:30

5:30-6

6-7

7-10

10-2am

2-6

Oblivion Express with Fern Spierer

Hell Comes to Your House

with Pauline

Wilhemina - Jazz and Other Things

Mr. Ted, in the

Modern Dance Tradition

Newswatch
UMass Hotline

Live from Studio B
Urban Contemporary with Eliot

Andrew
Classical Reveille with Mike Cevasco

CABLE/VIDEO

Tuesday November 9

Musical Documentary Day

10:30 • 12:00

12:00- 1:00

1:00- 2:00

Mariam Brown
The Doors - No One Here

gets out alive

Spyro Gyro - The artista

and their music

EARTH FOODS MENU

Tempeh Burgers

Green Salad

Vegetable Soup
Apple Soup
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IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
• STOP SMOKING •

HYr*iO!US (A'* HSXf \<H1 HAKE fT PTIIIIANENT

Many of our etienu art doctor rtfermU.

Overrome 4itxieiie», Fear* * Pfcofcio*

L4Me Weight • inaoiniiM • Nail BilinK

Self Confidence . Seauai Problem* • Bed Wetting

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Milton H. AtkinoM. Member A.A.E.H.

Available: Lecture Demonairationa

Call or Wrut for f'rte Brochurt

The Farri<-k Buildinc, Rte. 9, Hadley, Ma.

5M-1919 by AppL Only

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland

~

ClOM to (-uiHWiai.,

on but line

1, 2. and 3

bedroom gardens

inrmiediatb occupancy
available

students welcome

1

M»«t.^»

office open from

to -7 weekday*,

Saturdays 1-4

1

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

Hours Mon.-Fri.. 8-6 / Sat . 8-Noon

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST

Slide Presentation

will be given on
Tuesday Nov. 9th

Campus Center Rm 901

7:00 PM

iwmiiiniiw

AROUND THE WORLD: sails

Spring I9H3 (January 26-May 6)

_ Port Everglades, Florida • Cadi/, Spain

Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, tgypt
• Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo,

Sri Lanlia • Manila, Philippines • Hong Kong
• Keelung, laiwan • Kobe, Yokahama Japan

Sponaored h\ the linJver«Jty or PlllsliurRh. S«'meiiter at S«-« offem Mudrnts a auperior

full M-meslpr arademk program and <iupporlinK field f xperifnre* Ihla «»n«' semeaH-r

fxprrienrf i* available to qualified xtudenU from all a<« rediled rollegen and uni*er

xilieii

M€»re than 60 vovaRr related uni\ersit> rourwa faculty draMn from the I niveraily of

PitliilMir||h and other leadinn univeraltiew. augmented by visiting area e«pert«.

Optional tour*, including apecial tour* Into the People* Republic of C hina. available.

Semea'er at Sea admit* atudent* ««ithf>ut regard to color, race or creed The S.S.

Iniverae ia fully air-conditioned. 18,000 tona. regialered in I iberia and built in

America.

For a free color brochure, write: Semeater at Sea. I CIS. I niversity of Pittsburgh. Forbe*

(Quadrangle. Pillsburgh. PA 1S260. or call loll fre«- (K00» K54 0195 (in ( alifornia call

(714)771 65»0> ^^_^^_^^^__^^_^^^^^^^_^

Distinguished Visitors Program
presents:

Daniel Keyes author of |

The Lives of

BiUy MiUigan
;the Ohio State University "campu
irapist" found innocent of his crim
;due to his 24 personalities

Student Union
BaUroom

TONIGHT
8:00 p.m.

Free

THE
*DE SMART.
BUY
YOURSELF
SILLY'
BOOK
SALE!
60-65% SAVINGS
OFF ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED PRICES

n HISTORY D PSYCHOLOGY D HEALTH

SCIENCF r] MUSIC Zl ART AMERICANA
D LITERATURE U PHILOSOPHY
n BUSINESS C LANGUAGES D SOCIOLOGY
3 LAW l] how TO n BIOGRAPHIES
n CRAFTS G HODOIES n SPORTS

D GARDENING COOKING D RELIGION

z: POLITICS n mathematics
D REFERENCE G THE OCCULT n NATURE

n ECONOMICS n and lots more

Sale Priced

99< to 5.99
Come Early

for

Best Selection

Books are on Special Sale
Tables in the ^.

-r ^ ^u OPENTrade^ook ^_p g.5
Department ^^^ ^^^

Located in the campus Centet

Located in the Campus Center

fl^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ATTORNEY GENERAL SEARCH
~

Student Attorney General applications

are now being accepted for this paid posi-

tion of 15 hours per week. For more infor-

mation and application go to room 434
S.U.B. ALL STUDENTS ARE EN-
COURAGED TO APPLY! Applications are

due on Thursday 11/18/82 at 4:00 p.m. The
S.G.A. is an equal opportunity, affirmative

action employer.

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Buick LeSabre PS, PB, A/C. Good
condition, well maintained. $1800. Call

Russ 6-5615 or 6-5600

ISTB Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,
cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage mint condition

646^4366

78 Fairmont 4 cyl. std. A/C AM-FM new
transmission & tires $2,286 BO 256-0693

71 Dodge Charger, good running condi-

tion, rusty. Call 586-4367 after 6 PM

BELLYDANCINGIII

Bellydancing for all occasionsll Parties,

socials, "bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza

253-7822

CHRISTMAS MONEY!

Bring your baseball cards from homel
We buy baseball cards and comic books
(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N Eesy Way. Free pick-up

and delivery. One day service. Student dis-

count rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT
~

For the beet professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rete

call Peter 546-7504

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education Er fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week Er $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Part-time sales help needed from Nov.

17th through Dec. 31st. Exciting sports

related field. Positions in 2 malls available.

Good pay. Call 253-3834 for details

Tutor Needed with knowledge of Fortran

and PI 3000 call Steve 549-0331

Work in your field and earn academic

credit this spring or summer. Some paid

placements available. Contact: Office of In-

ternships, 16 Curry Hicks. 545-0727

Jewish Religious School Teacher Sun-

day mornings, Tuesday ft Thursday after-

noons. English subjects, children ages 6 -

12. Pay commensurate with experience.

Temple Israel, (413) 773-5884

EUROPE: BABYSITTING FOR $.

Benefits: rm/bd, salary, time for travel and

study. Information on Switzerland and 12

other countries. Send $10 cash/check to:

C. Steinbruchel, PO Box 152, 8025 Zurich,

Switzerland

pily married couple wishes to adopt white
newborn. Expenses paid. Strictly legal and
confidential. Call collect weekends and
after 5 pm weekdays 516-482-2596

Conservatives, Libertarians, Republicans

fed up? Fight backl Organize call Mike
546-5002

Get Psyched Kappas It's house apprecia-

tion week 1

1

But Chris the way I got It figured. .

.you're a sweet hearti Thanks for

everything XXX your Sweetie

University Men - Delta Upsilon (DU) Open
Rush Wed and Thurs nights 9-11 PM
PAY UP GLEN
Night of the Living Dead Nov. 12 1982

CCA 7:00, 9:00, 11:00 sponsored by Pi

Sigma Alpha first two shows are $1 .00

Brita Happy Birthday swamp woman I Love

from Muffy, MB, Lee and Pris

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share room in Brandywine

beginning January 549-6688

Female apartmentmete wented for

single room. Either ASAP or Jan 1 excellent

bus service! 549 5566

RUSH TICKETS

INSTRUCTION

Tutor needed for Acctg 331 call Myra

5-0162

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413 737 6676

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from acadernic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Lambda Chi Alpha open rush Nov 3, 4

and Nov 9 9-11:00 discover what we're al!

about

Cyndi - 1 hope what we have lasts. I'll miss

while I'm gone. I love you. Rick

Help! Stetistics Tutor Needed over in-

tersession 549-4682

Hey JoJo one more time. Heppy now? PS

never believe an Irishman, Mike

20 - BABSI You finally made it! Flash your

card anywhere! roomie Er crazy friend,

Shwa

To the 4th floor of JQA. Thanks for being

helpful. Love, Trang

Phi Mu Delta - Beware of mud women. .

.

FOR SALE

For Sal* gold corduroy Sofa 78" $50 tux-

edo jitYle545^0474

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

Who Tickets Worcester Centrum best of-

fer 546-6105

Famous maker womens garland knit

sweaters. Available witn monogram. 12

colors. Makes greet Holiday gift idea. Call

Artv or Steve 546-7045

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST

Jenny W. Happy 21st to a terrific (reel life)

sister! Don't overdo it - mom says live it up -

Hoi

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Boston Garden Dec 6 Er Worcester Cen-

trum Dec. 15, B.O. call David 6-7583.

SBA CAREER DAY

The undergraduete business club is

sponsoring its annual career day Nov 9 1st

fl CC 10-4. Luncheon tickets available in

SBA lobby. All majors are welcome. Free

edmission

SERVICES

Writing assistsnce. Professional.
Resume, references. 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

I've got a chain saw and will cut wood
and do treework for reesonable retes call

Bill at 549-6138

VENDOR CERTIFICATION

Deadline for Fall 1982 vendor certification

is Nov 10th. Anyone interested in being cer-

tified, contact the Board of Governors,

50194. State sales tax I is reouired.

WANTED

I need a decant 10 speed bicycle call

549-6138

WANTED TO BUY

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

Bcceptance, reesonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924 ^^^^^^___
RECORDMANIA CONTINUES

Step into DAYLIGHT AGAIN with CSN
and GET CLOSER to Linda Ronstadt...on-

ly $6.99 at URU this week!

RIDE WANTED

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues^

Stolen: 1 black quilt, 1 green leather

pocketbook 10/29 reward if find call

546-8346

Brown Purse in Hatch Thursday afternoon

I'm lost without my ID call 546-6162

Emilia 4 month old calico kitten vicinity

Main St please call 256-8453

PERSONALS

Adoption - loving, well-educated and hap

Ride wanted to the University of

Maryland College Park or anywhere in the

vicinity (Washington, Baltimore, etc.) Wed
Nov 10 (at night) and returning to UMass

on Sunday Nov 14. Will share expenses and

driving please call Lynn 546-5462 or Roy

549-6147

Ride wanted Oneonta or Albany N.Y.

1 1/11 or 11/12 256-2086

Ride needed to wash DC aree weds Nov.

9th will share cost & conversation call

Monique 546-8021

RIDERS NEEDED

Driving to California about November 16,

woman, share driving and gas. For one or

two persons. 256-6620

Buying class rings, gold snd sih^er jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleesant

St., Amherst. 256-0710

American Rag needed to rent or buy

larger than 6 ft call Paul eve S8»4348

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Pleese keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546^7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2
bedroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando. Rob 546-7713 or 7714

1 or 2 bedroom apartment wanted this

spring semester call 546-9696 546-5079

anytime _^
Room or apt wanted for two females on
bus route begining in Jan for spring

semester. Pleese call either Mary 546-6459

or Sue 546-8456

Two bedroom epartment Puffton or

Brandywine spring semester willing to start

Jan 1 George 546-3260

BIRTH CHART READINGS.
Learn astrology through your sign —
planet positions at birth. Contact Julie

at 253-7813 with your EXACT time of

birth if possible.

THE

RAIMD
TH€flT€g

FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW

ot 6 pm

Reservations: 545-3511

In repertory with DARK OF THE MOON

'unnen/lngly funny . . . fast moving .
.

stinging dialogue"

Newsweel<

o,N Ur.HOHMI • >i^l |s H^ lUIUtlMII ^n II •» it^ HI itiMtMi

r.

H

SB

NEW WAVE
Er

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

I
vO.OU with this coupon

I 10.50 with shampoo St Blow Dry

I 11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry

j
Free Consultations

I please call for an appointment

j
STYLES BY DEBORAH

I 65 University Drive, Amherst

!
549-56W c

J
sxptras 71/30/82

r.

r.

s
o
CO

mi

Vi

SB
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ThetaCM captures third straight title
By TONY BETROS
Col lepan Staff

"They can take away our house, but they

can't take away our championship."

Those were the words of Theta Chi

fraternity quarterback Jim Fortsch after

Theta Chi captured their third straight

intramural football championship topping

Delta Chi fraternity 29 16.

Theta Chi, after easily defeating the Six

Packers. 28 5 in the semi finals, to gain a

berth in the finals, relied on a pressing

defense and the big play offense on their

way to an unprecedented 36th straight

victory.

The delightfully cool autumn evening

failed to attract the huge crowd of last year,

but that did not stop Theta Chi from making

the big plays.

On the first drive of the game, big play

number one came about when Fortsch hit

Bill LeBlanc with a 30 yard pass to the two

yard line. On the next play, Fortsch hit Tim

Leary with a touchdown pass to give Theta

Chi anearly 6 lead.

A missed extra point didn't stop Theta

Chi's momentum, as Jeff White made big

play number two. intercepting a Kelly

MacDonald pass deep in Delta Chi

territory. Fortsch then took matters into

his own hands, scampering 10 yards for the

touchdown. A Leary extra point gave Theta

Chi a quick 13 lead.

Delta Chi found the rest of the quarter

just as upsetting, as they couldn't generate

any offense whatsoever, mostly due to the

defensive line of Theta Chi. Leary. Tim

Murphy, and Bill LeBlanc put constant

pressure on MacDonald. forcing him to

make errant passes to receivers nowhere in

sight.

It was the excellent play of the Theta Chi

line that gave them intramural cham

pionship number three.

"They were a good team." said Theta Chi

center Chuck Lanardo. "But whoever

controls the offensive and defensive lines

that's where the game is won."

With Theta Chi holding on to their 13

point lead as the second quarter started.

MacDonald found a way to beat the

defensive pressure. MacDonald rolled

right, found a seam, and 35 yards later,

found himself two yards from the paydirt.

A two yard flip to Dave Medeiros. followed

by a two point conversion to Medeiros cut

TheU Chi's lead to 13 8.

With the tide now swinging Delta Chi's

way. Fortsch produced big play number

three with a fine, scrambling run to get

himself out of a jam. Fortsch later hit Ted

Flaherty with a TD pass and a Leary extra

point made it 20-8 Theta Chi. The rest of

the second quarter was the same story

Theta Chi stoppping Delta Chi with fine

defensive pressure.

Theta Chi kept their defensive stand

going at the start of the third quarter,

becoming more aware of MacDonald's

running ability. Big play number four was

made by Ralph Froio, as he made a key

interception to stop a Delta Chi drive.

However. Delta Chi's defense also became a

factor, sacking Fortsch and forcing Theta

Chi to attempt a 43 yard field goal. Leary "s

left foot was strong enough, but the kick

went wide and the third quarter ended

without a change in the scoreboard Theta

Chi 20. Delta Chi 8.

Delta Chi, who came back to defeat BKO
14 9 in Thursday's semi final game, found

themselves in the same comeback situation

as they took possesion to start the fourth

quarter. Theta Chi stopped them on fourth

down, however. Theta Chi drove and Leary

this time found the mark, hitting a 40 yard

field goal to give Theta Chi a 23-8 lead

which looked in surmountable.

Delta Chi wanted no part of that.

A MacDonald touchdown pass to

Mederios was called back due to illegal use

of hands. But on the next play from

scrimmage. MacDonald hit Dave
V'aldenbini with a 20 yard touchdow^n pass.

A two point conversion followed, and

suddenly Delta Chi found themselves back

in it 23 16.

The infamous factor called momentum
again switched over to Delta Chi. as they

sacked Fortsch twice and took possesion

after Leary missed a 45 yard field goal.

But, John Weingrad made big play

number five, getting a big interception and

apparently finishing off Delta Chi.

Delta Chi wanted no part of that, either.

They stopped Theta Chi again and tried

one last ditch effort to win it. A MacDonald

to Butch LeBlanc to Medeiros flea flicker all

went for naught as Jeff White turned in big

play number six, breaking the pass up on a

beautiful defensive play to end Delta Chi's

hopes and eventually the game.

Player of the game

The freshman matures quicldy at the UMasshelm
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Jim Simeone carries himself better than

your average freshman. He is poised. He is

also big and strong. And, the freshman

quarterback of the revamped Minuteman

football team possesses all the tools to make

him an excellent field leader, the running

ability, the coolness and a howitzer of an

arm.
Everything isn't in place yet. but by

watching Simeone play the past two weeks,

handling both the on and off field pressure,

you can see the skills evolving. He is the

quarterback of the future for the UMass

football program.

Simeone threw for 150 yards and two

touchdowns against a highly touted Boston

College defense this past Saturday. He also

gained 69 yards on 16 carries. These are

pretty impressive statistics when one takes

into consideration that the BC game was

only Simeones second start.

According to the 6'2" 225 pounder, his

composure was a lot better since his debut

at the UMass helm against the University

of Connecticut two weeks \go.

"It being my second gii e helped a real

lot.
" said Simeone. "I ha(. o 'e game under

my belt and I felt pretty good.

"

G(x>d. that is. except for a bone

crunching sack by Ron Swanke. who caused

^meone to fumble in the first quarter of

play when he blind sided the freshman f-o n

the backside of pocket pass protection

The crowd of 16.023 fans was hushed as

Simeone lay on the turf for several minutes

before shaking off that blow and leaving the

field. (BC had recovered the ball.)

'I got my wind knocked out of me. " said

Simeone. "It was a hard hit. I had my flack

jacket on. I think that's what saved me."

And saved was the proper word to use in

this instance. Had Simeone been any

smaller, that hit could have been counted as

a death blow.

But. Simeone was back in on the next

series of downs for the Minuteman offense

as if nothing had happened at all. Durable'.'

That is an understatement.

Simeone gives a lot of credit to the rest of

the UMass offense for helping him to adjust

to being the new kid on the block.

"The whole offense made me feel com

fortable. They calmed me down, tapped me

on the butt and kept my confidence going.

"

said Simeone.
Another advantage that the Farmington,

Connecticut native will be able to enjoy is

that when he's in the off season, one of his

primary receivers will be tagging along

with him when he goes home, brother Bob

Simeone. the starting wide receiver on the

squad.

But. that's the off season. Right now, the

new guy is concentrating on a big Yankee

Conference clash with the University of

New Hampshire. And. now that this is his

third game he may even sell tickets at the

gate. He's coming along that fast.

a t

CollririBn pholo by Michael Mariroli*

Freshman quarterback Jim Simeone hands off to fullback Mike

Jozokos in Saturday's 34-21 loss to Boston College.

• -

Women hoopsters counting heavily on freshmen
By GERRY DESIMAS
Collofcrian Staff

Editor's Sote: This is the first of txro

artidfs previewing this year's UMass
unmen's basket hnJl team.

There is one word and only one word that

describes the 1982 83 edition of the

University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team: young. Nine players on

last year's roster will not be back and the

team will feature eight freshmen, along

with a senior, a junior and two sophomores.

It is a definite rebuilding year for the

Minutewomen. v^h() went 9 16 last year and

14 14 two years ago.

"We have a very young team," head

coach Mary Ann Ozdarski said. "But every

time we play and practice, the kids get

better and better."

UMass will have to improve without the

services of nine Minutewomen who for

various reasons will not wear the mannin

and white of Massachusetts this season.

Martha Ready and speedy Sherry Collins

graduated last May and Nora Maldonado

and Nadine Jackson did not return to UM.

Gwen Jones and Tara Heinzmann did not

elect to play because of academic com

mitments. and Jackie Jones transferred to

Trenton State.

But the biggest loss was the transfer of

Cindy Clapp to Harvard. Clapp, a 4.0

student here at UMass. transferred to

further her medical school education.

"It was a loss for the team, but she went

for academics and I'm very happy for her."

said Ozdarski. It remains to be seen if Clapp

will be in uniform for the Crimson when

they visit UMass on December 7.

It will be a talented bunch of freshmen

that join veterans Marlene Susienka.

Jennifer Todd. Wendy Ward and Patty

Maguire.

At the pivot will be 6'2 Kelly Collins and

6'0 Maria Chomentowski. Collins, from

Wilmington, Delaware, was second team

All Delaware and first team All-North

Delaware in her senior year. Chomentowski

led her team, MacDuffie (Springfield) to the

New England Prep schfKil championships.

Both Collins and Chomentowski will be

counted on to rebound both offensively and

defensively for the Minutewomen.

Last season, a lack of rebounding hurt

UMass all season long.

At the guard position will be three fresh-

men, Liz Bruhn. Barbara Hebel. and Jean

Cooper. Hebel. at 5'8 and from Nanuet. NY.
scored 1.116 career points at Clarkston

South. Last year she averaged 20 points a

game and was MV'P of two tournaments.

Hebel is an outstanding perimeter shooter

and will be counted on to carry some of the

load, .scoring wise.

Cooper, a second team AH State pick

from Connecticut, is expected to handle the

ball and play at the point guard position.

Cooper is 5'9 and the third guard. Bruhn is

5'7 and from West Boylston. Bruhns main

job will be to play some tough, aggressive

defense and pass the ball well.

Three freshmen will also be playing at

the forward positions: Jerrie Bernier,

Rebecca Kucks. and Karen Damminger. All

three were blue chip athletes in high

school. Kucks led Pascack Yalley (NJl to

two consecutive Group III state titles. She

was second team All State (group III) in her

Senior year and she also had l.OOO career

point.s.

Damminger also scored over 1.000 career

points and she averaged 19.6 points a game
last year. She was elected to the first team.

All South Jersey in her senior and junior

years. Damminger will be counted on to

rebound and score, while Kucks is expected

to rebound and play some tough 'D'.

Bernier, a 5' 10' Tewksbury resident,

could be the best of the freshmen forwards.

Bernier. who scored 984 points in high

school, sank a team-high 27 points in a

controlled scrimmage last Saturday. She

was on the junior Olympic team this

summer and was Boston Globe second team

All-Scholastic. Bernier will be counted on to

rebound and score for the Minutewomen.

"If we can maintain our poise and

character we should have a successful

season." said Ozdarski. "The players have

been very enthusiastic and are working

extremely hard. They want to win."

For the lady hoopsters to win. they will

have to be patient as the freshmen get the

necessary experience to compete on the

college level.

It could be either a very long season or a

productive and exciting one depending on

how fast the freshmen learn and how they

adjust and mix in with the veterans.

Tomorrow, we'll look at the UMass

veterans and how they will complete the

picture.

^'(Ji
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PORDESCDRTGT

I

THE GT OF THE FAMILY
Ford Escort's going to get a whole new

reputation. Because there's a new member of

the Escort tamily. Introducing Escort GT

Excitement hasn't been neglected . .

.

. 'Cause this unit's fuel injected. Escort GT

comes equipped with a 1.6 liter electroni-

cally fuel injected engine, hooked up to a

5-speed transaxle.

^It all runs down the road on a TR Perform-

^ce 5 a^ pension with stiffer springs, sway

iMt and ^c>- 3lin TRX tires, while you run the

show fibmtecaio-type seats

It's spe^'~'^2ed hardware designed to do

H«P*

h-^"^.

a job on your favorite piece of highway.

Escort GT. . . got a winning attitude.

Escort GT has the functional good looks of

a serious road machine: rear spoiler, front

air-dam. racing mirrors. TR-type steel wheels

and a sporty blackout treatment. Take a
long, good look. Because everyone else will.

There will be a limited availability of Escort

GTs. So. whether you buy or lease, see your

Ford Dealer and place your order. Get it

together-buckle up.

Ford Escort. It's always meant a lot of good
things. Now. just add "GT" and think quick!

HA!/ETOUDRIVENAiDRD...IJaEI^
FORD DIVISION

Presenting High Bias n and
the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.

Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so
extraordinary, we're going to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
ExtrsLordinarily flat frequency response at zero dB
recording levels, combined with remarkably low noise
levels, means music is captured liva Then Permapass," our
unique oxide-bonding process, locks each oxide particle-
each musical detail—onto the tapa So music stays liva

Not j\ist the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

Wll guarantee the cassette.
We've engineered every facet ofour transport mechanism to protect the tape. Our
waved-wafer improves tape-wind. Silicone-treated rollers insure precise align-

ment ajid smooth, safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've
surroimded them with a remarkable cassette housing made rigid and strong by a
mold design unique to Memorex.

YDU'U fOBEVER WONDER.

Well guarantee them forever.
Ifyou ever become dissatisfied with Memorex High Bias II, for any reason, simply
meal the tape back and well replace it freei
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«1982 TDK Eleclronics Corp ygVTmjg^^s^mKJl
/ a t u

MONTY PYTHON MICHAEL PALIN • 8
//(' next pltiys a missiouuty

CHRISTOPHER REEVE • 11

troni Man (>J ^'f'' '" '""" "f ff^' ''""'

G/VRY KURTZ • 13

Star >X ar>' {mxliuer now ojjirs Ihc Dark CiAstal

tl t m n

IN ONE Ear • 6
Ivtlirs

& OUT THE OTHER • 6

OUR COVTR
The uftuin-juuiHl, cU'ttri-yvti \tr h'ci'rv tnis cafUureil hy

(.rifi l.ommu. a youni> llollyuaoii photn^m/fhi-r funious

for his li-U'hhty fxirtraits.

Publisher

Itlilor in ( hief

Music ttlitiir

Contribuling, HMiton,

Every playback is an encore.
Stevie Wonder takes his music

home from the studio on TDK.
Because he knows that TDK tape

records and captures everything

he creates. .. and gives it back to

him playback after playback after

playback.

TDK's advanced audio cas-

sette technology gives you the full

musical spectrum. Take TDK's
AD cassettes, for example. AD's

are the normal bias cassettes with

a brilliant high end, broad dynamic

range and low noise levels. They

give you outstanding perform-

ances at an outstanding value.

AllTDK audio cassettes are

designed to capture the wonder of

the creative mind. That's why
Stevie Wonder wouldn't think of

using any other cassette.

Find out for yourself what

makes TDK cassettes special.

You'll find every playback is an

encore. . . for a lifetime.

iiritt!

^TOK. AD9C

lUsifin Ifirtiliir

Pntductum Manager

lllustriitor

Production

(.inuUitiim Mumtuvr

Offlit Mtinager

Stuff

Tyfrngriifthy

Adt'erlisinfi Offices

Satiimiil DiretlDT

Matuiner

Manager
J

^TDK
Music lives on TDK

Direcliir

Manager

Cnrpiirate f>ffices

President
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THE
Write to Us

III Its yitiii iiiinnn-Hly n»n/>liiiii!\

•nl>liiiu'nis (('s/ii/c/Zi V'X" """

iiniihl yoni lihi/nM>f>/>\ i>l lijf (»

•n \tH4i S.V/ u(<r«-s U«' lik'v l>> iii'l

til iin\ mill vv/</ il\- uiMMin-x l<>

(uu-l-tii. KhSo .\<nll> Vine "»////«'

11, iiolhinxxl ( ^ 'xi'i^'K

BY SnMN GlNsBIKt. tt

Byron I.ai rs^n

n (iotie

"«IH \\M\u vnll'^K^ Autx.t) iIk

m..M l.imi.ii-. Inn mil ilie nu.M

pt•^<u^^ iii.uhtcluh on MinsiM

,.- l.miKhinK p.Kl »>t ihf 1>«hms.

lUill.ilo >prjnKtickl, l.i»\«.-, .iml

mid Sixik'x ravi's. hoM i<> muIi

IS .Ids .IS t arl K-rkins. >Xall of

1, H .. s^«kiu-r. X. tin- Surt I'unks.

.il . has ilosiJ ilown Tills imh

. .l.-.ih ot ilH- \Xlusk\. sass (.wm-r

.UmiiH- who also runs the

lUii riiDitik'linj! is alrcadv

rwav lo iiiin thi' plaic into

I dance cUil"» or a show place

icitncal rev ties

Pix Poised to Pop

J>
o< ^) s (t\X\ sMVKsTKR MAI

V ione will dirctt John Travolta in

Lincing iviurii in •Mtiyint' Mm:
st-tjuel to Sftlimlm \iiihl li'ivr

slvnilil lHi:in filniiiig hv.the end

n M-.u I nnl then Stallone will

loiintint; the money trom

l!,i/(,» J II ttu' most successful ol all

lu- A'otin lilins. H has .ilreadv s,.kl

lian sun million worth of

h, KIM- iM the 1 *> and Canada

r"*(>tl»)\ <IIB. a musual l\isc'd

J on the lamed Harlem mghicluh,

>tart to shtHti early nest year

"luiili Kichard (.ere and singer dancer

((regoiA Mines in the lead roles

Iwiitten In Mario I'li/o '//h- dor/

|/,///>e; ' and marking the directing

Idilnit of Kohen lAans tpnKlucer of

l( hiiiiitmni and former head ot

llMiainouni). n will feature 3*1 musi

il luimlx-is with main of llarlems

I

most famous tap dancers flans call

• ''h' cast to have an eciual raual

~^ hiacks .ind "'s whiles

A MM. 1 1) m.\RnitR«>» «'• ^

Springfield, who juggles his lop

AH singing career with regular ap

pearatues on the Miap in'twml I Ins

/utiil is now moving to the silxer

Mieeii as a sin n)ck M.ir in love with

a i:uro|x-an princess m hiiivlmu

liiiN. a nice old fashioned romancer

produced h\ I he man ix-hind Donna

summer s early records, t.eorgio

Moioiler \asiassi.i Kinski plavs iIh-

plllUl'ss

.1 Munidiic Mitilc in

(leii'Uuul— or—
Further Proof /hut Loiv

Is lUind

Rl( iNin inn llll> singe! Karia

IhAiIo. who w.is the • i stage

v.^al toil for tlK- Ix-llows lunged and

ilieadv forgotten Meat l.oaf. under

Mud\ to I inda Kimstadt in the

Uroadwav proiluction of I'iralc^ "I

l\n:,oni: and whose IWl Wis This

\ ( ,H,l Worlil or \ilxit' caused -lirs

in hipixM |V)pr<Kk minds, and Sin

cere smarmmeister actor Kohhie

Ik-nson. of Inhulv and (>»/e <>n Otw

fame Hut he s really a nice guv. a

friend of the new lainiK explained

The Money Section

GhOKt.t II C \s \M) SIIAIN

spiellx-rg are now res|ionsii>le

li.r the hvf biggest !none\m,ikers in

liii hisiorv oftlH" film iiulusirv Ihe

I.kIs have either |ir<Kluceil ancl/or di

rected V</» «<"> ' ' ''"• '^^"'''

ionestriul. Ilk' l-mfiiiv sink'cs lUtch.

Utus .ind Haulers i>l tin- htsi .Aii'

S|XMking of / / which In the i:n<\

of the vear will Ix- ihe most success

ful movie of all time, the little title

creature made his first puhlu ion

cen apixaraiice in los Vngeles re

cenllv with conifioser John >Onlliams

Viilhams opened the htll at the llol

Kw.hkI Howl for singer T(»nv Ik-n

netl and had lusi loiiipleted his s4.-i

with his own composition. Ihe

K 1 Tlx-me, when the little grcvn

devil I or angel) w.iddled onstage to

.1 fl.KKl of flashing lights h T gra

ciouslv ickiiowledged the comix )ser

.ind then the two exiled hand in

hand to applause so thunderous that

esen tin o.Hion .v)r To.ii Iki i.ett

sivnied pale in comp-isoii ' I

Phone V^en.

WliM DO ">«>! !>*' 'Her \ou\e

iVoiicked in ihe lungie with

l.nvan and i.a\oiic-d on the Ix-ach

with Dudlex Moore' Americas oiiK

certifiahle H>. Ho IVrek. has fouiu

the answer vou froluk m ihe <iar

den ot l.den

Ho ex|X'cts to begin sh(M)iing b\

•he end of ihe \ear on her nexi

lunie. /:>e iiml Ihdl Ihiiniwd .\f>f>lr

.1 kind of Creation Vcording to the

Deieks. wiieie luibin John direct-

ind Ho Ho stars and produces John

will not pia\ \dam. so the search is

on to lind a suitable suitor for IV>.

Miue fin.iiKiers turned down he;

lust tlioice "Khnton Spilsbun Von

((.•member him The actor whose en

nre voice had to be dubbed b\

somcH.ne else in the 19H1 bomb

I cm-nil ftf iIh' lone Ktin.mr

Ampersand of Ihe Month win-

ner is this sutinky. callifiraph-

ical entry fiftm Connie Kreuzer

nflmmhull, CT. A checkfor $.iO

is filifti"fi ''«'' "'".»' "*" y**" ''*'"'*

this fMirafira/th. You could uin.

t(Ht. Send your idea of a fanci

ful & to .Vmpersand i>f the

Month, /6«0 Wtrth Vine, los

Utfieles. CA 'J002H.

E VIRION' H\s IIISPKIC I II s lUsI

th.it soir.e ix-ople losi more than

..ihers Like Dustin llonman In his

new film. Iimlsti'. wlx-rein he i^lavs

the n )le of an unemplosed New ^ork

acior who dresses up like a woman

to get a part in a soap operi.

HotTman s|x-nt two and a half liours

each dav putting ^n\ woman s

makeup. suHered from untold rashes

caused by the cosmetics, used a

high pitched female voice tor s(l per

eent of the him, shaved two and

thrc-e times a dav to keep his Ix-ard

ti, nn showing, and we.itherc-d swel

lering (lOth.im he.it, a bronchial in

tection .ind a dcMir slamming on his

h.md I lis s.il.irv — $4.S(KM)nO.

PI ANS \\\\y HUN s* RAPPIl) tor

iohn C.npenters next nunie,

liri-^liirtcr. b.ised on the novel bv

b,)nor master Stephen King I he

picture was .ill set to Ix-gin shooting

this fail in lennessee but Imversal

pulled the ping, saying the

fl~.=iO().(MM) W.IS just t<M) expensive

in view of the current economy .md

the n.iture of the film business to

tl.iv ( Perh.ips they shouUI have

tried rubbing two sticks togethei I

ROD siivxARl has tiled .i

liM).(KH).0(K) plus lawsuit .igamst

bis longtime m.mager Hilly (.aft

Among other things, stewail charges

th.it Ci.itl illegallv .icted .is his .igent

(in show bi/. .i.uents ,iie .i.v-ents ,ind

m.in.igers are iii.in.igers ).
mismaii

aged conceit lours and diverted

money to his own publishing com

p.mv t..itl had filed his own suit

.ig.iinsi siew.irt (for niisappn>pri.iiioii

1 .1 moiiev ) last April, one month .iltcr

Stewart told him his services wire

no longer needed

WWW kNovx WHO IS III!

riihesi performer in the

\meiican nmsic business' If mheri

i.ince counts, it s ^oko Ono Accord

tug to loiih-s m.iga/ines jusi pub

lished list of the 4lM» people in

\merica who ciHikl most .ifforti u>

give vou .1 loan. Yok<is worth liom

the est.ite ol late husband John len

non IS llSOtMIO.fKKf This includes

value of houses, c.ittle, music com

p.iiues ,ind copvri.uhis Voko, who

still lives in New York, is fond of tel

ling ix'ople she nukes m.inv of Ix-r

business decisions based on asirol

ogv Vkh.iiever y.r\- w.ii through the

nighi

Hot & Cool & Rend AH
Over

HI Kl IS A JOKE currently m.iking

ilie roumis in Hollywood

Know ihe tlitfeience Ixtween i nnk

and roll grouiiie and .i pig'

(|xrfeillv timed pause) A jiig

will not st.iy up all ni.uhi lor a dunce

lo have sex with .i rock and roll

musici.in

Vthich leads us to K<kL' .V Hull

liuhylnn In (>ar\ Herman, a hot ofV

he presses expos e i»f low jx-ople

.n high pl.aes A Londoner, Herni.ui

h.is pl.inted i;vervbody s l.uciter

Mick l.igger on tlx- glossy cover of

this lurid survev of absurd and

lallous desiructivencvs wild par

iK-s sadistic sex servile

gniupies Sample perspic.tcious

senience It s fair to say that

nKknroll h.is .ilways siepix-d out

side Ihe btiuiularies of the est.ib

hshed t;hristian churches Best

phtHo in the IxK.k Clifi Richard m
i( unnniiit/ <>n /hii^e l-'i

CMt II NllHillsM. I. ill It hiring

the handicap|x-d Hut when a

whole st|u.nlron of .\»;;/ie;v/;/f/ con

iributors apfx-ars in a iiewlv printed

btK)k. It s time to point with pride

HtKik in iiuesiion is llx- <.iiliil(>\< of

(jHil. etiited bv dene Scul.ifti Its .i

full discouise on the concept of

coolness, packed with examples

from the worlds of him iTIx' Viilil

One), rhvihm ( M.i|or L.ince singing

Ini. Tm. I ni. Im. Tni, I'm ). cloth

ing (vvihkI grain Nehru jackets) ,ind

other essentials of life With seciions

on the histon of sunglasses, the in

vention of the /.<H)t suit (with the

lUMi ple.it .ind the drape sliajx- ) and

semin.il hipsters like l.orti Hucklev

and l.enny Hruce, //'c (titnloi" of

< txil IS Hh' l're[i[>u- llcinJlMKik- gone

to Wig (,it\ Or jx'rhaps IIh- Vilnth-

I iirth ( (it<iloii gone to Jump Strcvt

.\»//H''v/»</Kins repiese'nted include

Scul.itti, H.ivin se.iy, Ikib Nk'rlis. lom
Vickers. Steven X Rea. Jim Irom

belt. I, Hvron l..iursen. Richard Meli

/er .ind Kiihard Hiackburn In lad,

don t miss lU.ickburn s f,V//<//f»i> opus

entitled Ihe H.ivAvire Hall of lame
— Ihe lop Ten I lip|x-d Disis of All

Time

Monkeemania
Revisited
BY KlH STI ART

TUKVRh NO I gi H> so .iwesome

.1 tide .IS Ikalle or Star Trek fans,

hut Monkee devotees are |ust is

loyal Monkeemaniacs troiiped in

from .IS far as tam^a aixl Japan to

.ittend the fourth iniuial Monkee

convention in HrKlgeix)rt. l.onnei

iicui this summer, refk-ciing a recent

j-Hipul.irilv resurgence for the (M)s

roik group According to oivention

producers Charles Kosen.iv .uul

M.iggie Ml Manus. WK) lovers of Mike

Nesmitti. IVter Tork. |).iv\ Jones and

Miekv Dolen/ wandered happilv

.ilvuii the Hridge|>>rt Mieraion from

Au.gusi (>K in their biggest g.ithering

vet Monkee photos, finger pupjx-ts

buttons .md records have now Ix

lome collectors items (oftered for

s.ile at prices that would have

shocked the sixties), fans tr.ided

chattered, wrote |X-rsonal message to

their lave heartthrobs in special

biMiks Through the mir.icle of lA

re runs, .i new generation of 1"^

ve.irolds is tuned in to hours of old

Monkee epivnles (campv comniei

iials lell in) plus the film lleiul

wliich has appro.tched cult st.iiu>

even among those who onu'

siu-ered .ii the tabric.ited band cum

|A stars

Other excitement lor the t.iithtul

.111 art show (won by .Vistr.ili.in lie

vor Hilton for his mixed medi.i

work The Monkees sc-ated under .i

dollar sign), a menior.ibilia auction,

.ind a Monkees soundalike contest

>Xhen a last minute entrv was in

iioduced and Peter Tork himsell

tiM)k the st.ige. fans roared approval

.ind delight. John Sheridan and the

band Monkeemania swung into

Pleasant Valley Sunday,' Tork on

kevlx)ards Then the former Monkee

conduded a freewheeling question

.ind answer session, moved the .uidi

erne to tears with reminisiences ol

Iohn I.ennon. signed autographs, anil

left ecstatic Monkee fans seated until

next vear

<vo^ —
^
i^o^you^

6 Ampersand \ovember, I9fi2
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Belott/Wolfson

If colors tickle your fancy, capture them with Kodak film.

f=or sharp, beautiful pictures of your most colorful fantasies.



Mont\> P\'thon's

MICHAEL PALIN TURNS MISSIONARY

But only in his

new film . .

.

Bv Shu 11^ TiRNtR

// i(i/< tilmith L'Hiiii ulx> W/i/x/i/

l\ilin IS. ycit itui U7/> thi^ /kill II you

lion I. U-'- 111- Miinn hihm uith ll\-

hiDllfti htiiiL'if on hh Ix-oit unit

/K-ilkifi^ inoif innnoHiilh, flk' fni

Jioft nunci uIm> tih'\ lo jK-i-^iiiuU- iin

c\pl(Hiinii John rVti-y llxii il\' fHimn

;s not ivnllY ik-iul fiiyt pintn.ii Joi tfx-

ll<ii(h .\ltlH>iii;h Ih- uiiiiUl lU'in it /v

IS ih"<nlK'il l>v (»//i'A (tN tin- ivty

h,hk'lM,nc itfllx- IMliin h-tini -tin:

/«'/v</;/«' loleniiil iiml Itoiti Jnnnv

tilth //* sfi/7 (>f
rnlilk'n. inionyniotis

ftuv tlxit Iciiils ilM-l/ to infinili- roles

He /v<> Ih-i'H l\tlMniinn ^niiv tin-

!Liion/)s iiKdnuitioii III l'H>')il\- mis

J(} iIh'H). iihuh iiii'iin\ If^ iiritlcn

loitl fH-rfomicd on nil tin.- I\' M-nt-s.

tU- to ll's tiiul tl\' llfivi- innlli'nil

lion ihUUii i-n .\v/>/,t,' faitinv films

iiniliHliiiM M<>in\ FMhon ami iIk-

Holv Gr.iil tinJ Muntv PniIumi n Lite

ot liti.in; With fi-lloii l\tlM»i rem

lon"s Ik- 11 roll- tinJ iififn-nn-il in tin-

IV scTH'stlxti Innik Kipping Yams,

iinti with ntlk-r fvllott IMltitn Irny

i.illunn il\' nifty I'tSI iiioiu- liim-

H.iiuliis hiimlly. Ik- (h-cuU-ii to ini'c n

rduition from colliilkinlimn. iHuih

I', uhy Ik- yc-rs ii trikili- iirtuli- nlk>iit

hiiu-^-ll Ik-iv .\nii noil for \ofHclhiiiii

conifili-u-ly I'littn

On .1 tvpiul l.oiulon siininK-r s d.i\ -

wind drivinj; .i ihill r.iin Mdew.iys

into p.tns •)» iIh- .MUtomy one rarely

lontcnipl.iio Miiluel Rilm, wt-.ir

ing nioM (Init. alav not alit of hf>

coMunu- stands in iiis stmkiii>j ti'ci

and siu-f/es The cold he alreadx h.is

IS escalating Me does luH complain

Mc has a stitt upixi lii\ thanks lo the

glue holding on his false moustache,

and a heavenh ilispoMiion This

place IS a torloin iuit remarkalilv in

tad street of Victorian warehouses

running parallel U) the Thames luM

hilow Tower Hrulge A leilaggetl

New ^<lrker is making a teensv

wtrnsx promotional him tor disiri

huiion to ItKal American IV stations

which desirilx-s something about Pa

lins hrst lug solo pioieci. a leature

sii in Fdwardian Hritain called TIk-

MiK^iomin Mkhael wrote it alone.

cupriKluced and plays the title role

Todavs IjK-alion is the same used in

ihc him for the puh and brothel st-

qucnces Ihe idea is to have him

pli\ t\%i> roles — Urth rep)ner and

|x-rfornu-r — interviewing himself

Onlv hitch IS that the brand new

Kxiking. custard colored Kickers (his

sole f«¥>nvear dii /our) are not what

a man of the cloth sponed in 19<»<i,

hell have to busk it with the d.irk

vicks and hope no one notices Ibis

whole episode, which should have

taken a couple of hours, max, to

sliiKrt. is sprawling tediousK and in

cxoralily over the entire, miser.ible,

s(Kklen il.i\ Knowing he is c.iught in

the double bind of Ilk- ML-ssioiuin in

|-K)si piiKluction and the next .Monn

Python film 'Hh- .Meaning of life

going full steam ahead, one shud

ders for his stamina with even

snee/e. but this is show bi/ shelter

ing in do«irways and dank stairwells

he ganielv m.inages to field ques

lions in moments snatched Ix-iween

shots

The external motivation to write

Tlx' Missionniy came from George

MarriNon, a charter Pvthonophile

who sent a congratulaton* tele

gram after the debut broadcast

13 years ago and has re

mained involved ever since.

He W..S the financial

savior of lifi' of
Hncin and was sui h a

fan of the half hour

TV series Ripping

)iirns he encouraged

\bchael to expand some
tiling in that vein to feature

length He would back it on

faith For his own pan. Palin

was readv to go lx>ldly where

lie hadn I exactly l>een Ix'fore

I did It for the satisfaction of tr>

'/ ing to pr(ne to mvself that 1

could write more than lust a five

or ten minuie sketch on mv own —
that I could sustain a siorv .ind

characters
' Before he could sustain

iheiii. the hrst obstacle was to come

up with them The Muse seemed

termmalh in a meeting. Fmallv. in

spir.ition came, not out of the blue,

but out of a fiendish gale through

which he r.m ( he likes running) over

Mampstead Me.iih near his home in

North l.omlon

I decideil that the hlni should Ik'

called Ilk- Mis^ioiitin and should Ix-

about a heroic FiKvardian idealist

whose hlx-rated .ipproach to sexual

matters is lioth his success and

downfill I liked the ide.i of .i ix-riod

movie; this is set in iSHKi, the heydav

of eccentric characters, respected

misfits, .igainsi whom you can plav .i

svmpathetic half comedv In this film

1 wouki Ik- happv if in certain are.i>

It lUst got nuieter laughs because

(X'ople were listening to the siorv

Ini most concerned with %vriting

something that .irises out of chaiac

ter I ni not a gag writei .
I like eccen

tries and (kKI bits of Ix-havior

Our fiero. then, is Charles Fortes

cue (Palm* who is returning to Fn

gland alter ID \ears niission.iiy work

in .Mrica H) rarry his childho«)d

sweetheart Delxirah ( I'hoelx- Nicolls.

who was { ortlelia in Bruli-slk'iui Hi-

nstu-ii) However, since the couise of

smooth line never did run true, he

IS wavlaid on shipboard bv the

glamorous, passionate, exotic and

filthy rich IJtly Ames ( Maggie Smith)

who shares his interest m fenilitv

svmbols He tries to dismiss her

from his mind, but fate intervenes

when the s|-H)nsmad Bishop of Ion

don (Denholm Flliot) obliges him to

establish a mission for fallen women
Fortescue s fund raising efforts lead

him back tt) Ijcly Ames' vast countn

se.it ([-Kmrayed eloquently by rwo of

Kngland s most spectacular st.itely

homes) and her vastly crotchen, \as

tl\ wealthv old husband Lord Ames

(Trevor Howard) Our nolile Charles

becomes just a (h- facto gigolo in

order to support the 2H t.illen

women with whom he is on intimate

terms Complications, including ran

dom death (nothing too serious,

though), ensue

Palin was extremelv gratified with

the caliber of plavers who agreed to

appear To me it's important to go

for ix'ople like that— acnors who can

do comedv, rather than just come

dians In Rippin^i )anis and TIk' Mis

yiotuiiy Im more the straight, central

ch,ir.icter around which I can put

iKlder charatiers, VerA often I Ci)me

out as IxMiig far more straight than

Id like to. Sometimes Id like some

one to write me something really

silly, but I feel that what 1 want to put

over here is a comc^dv with an au

thenttc. realistic center to it, which is

quite a difhcult thing Ini arrogant

enough to feel there s the right bal

,ince in Hk- Missionnn. and Ini in

control Control is what writing it

was all aliout, while still Ix-ing able

lo work with a director (Richard

loncraine) and crew, giving them

lull rem .Artistic coiitml is ini|-)ortant

but Ix'yond th.it Ini not interested in

being a fuhrer

He IS pl.iinh smitten with the

sheer beautv of the production 1

think that we ve got nearlv everv

scene as richlv as |iosible — suix-rb

art direction, cinemaiographv and

lighting .Apart from the conieilv, its

the pivitii'st film 1 can't sav which is

niv favorite bit. but I think iindoub

tedlv .Mich.iel Hordern. ,is the am

nesiac butler Slatterthwaite continu

.illv getting lost in his own corridors

IS one of the things Im most happv

with as ,1 piece of performing In fact,

the first d.K on liKMtion. he really

did get lost

\Xhen asked what m.ide him laugh

more than anvlhing else in his life

P.ilin replied, I just can't rememlxi

all those moments when 1 fell ah tut,

but I do recall one particular

epivxle lii Htoicoci's Half Hour la

British Fifties r\' series starring lonv

Hanc*>ck) where I couldn t stay m
niv chair I slid all over the fltxir, I

clutched mvself, I howled I was 13

or U It was just a \en silly thing,

reallv— alx)ut this s»)n of s.id bloke

win 1 lived in a little suburb of I.on

don ind got a bunch of friends to

geilier to do a remake of Ilk- Vik-nms

on the local common, like a home

movie It was daft Buses would pull

up and Vikings would run off to

catch the bus to go shopping with

[X-ople pursuing them It had me
rolling around quite vigorouslv I

don t usually get oft on )okes, as

such I need v)niething more than

iust a mm up there saving gags Ke

ailv, it s situations, incongruous situa

tions, like Princess .Margaret sh< Kiting

her breakfast with a liar|>H)n. which

she did on the Hvthons I think the

best humor just comes out of obser

vation of the human race >Xe are a

trulv verv silly species — the absurd

things we get ourselves into And

that d(K'sn't have to Ix- gleaned from

jokelxxiks Read ICifka

Is it sometimes .igoni/ing having

to Ix- fiiniiv for a iivingy I find no

problem writing these silly things

.ind standing up in front of cameras

I love it It s harder when you re at

home or it s your evening off or

vou re at a party and peiiple come
up and expect you to be funny —
that s what s difficult .At the end of

the day, I prefer to read serious

novels or watch serious plays or se

rious things on the television People

tend to think that all the time you re

just laughing and gagging and filling

over
'

How did his upbringing bear on

his career? My father (an engineer)

was funny in a broad wav, niv

mother wasn l that humorous, but

she was .t good listener, which is

g(HKl if you re making jokes. But we
didn t have wackv. raucous meals full

of |X-ople throwing their heads back

lusi thinking .ilioui the IMlions. we
,ill c.ime from .i verv, verv similar

home baikgrounel - the mother was

more dominant and none of the

families were speciallv noted for

being humorous or Ix-ing m the en

teriainment world, or being

ac.idemic in inv wav lliev were just

hard working [x-ople tniiig to make

do through a difficult pre to postwar

jvriod with little money, but having

to live up to established upper

middleclass standards \Xe were

reacting to our parents Ix-mg stuck

ill a bit of a rut >Xe used humor lo

get t)ut of that We also came at an

easier time; you could Ix- more flip

pant without apix'aring to he just de

struaiv .Mv t.ither. to give hini his

due, was happv with whatever 1 did

M) long as I wasn t asking him lor

nioiiev He w.is quite pleased that 1

was doing a television show of n\\

iivvn within six nmnths of leaving

Oxford 1 mean, a history degree

from Oxford seems wonderful, bui

III the end. what d(xrs it ck> for you'

So I ended up co-hosting a pop

music show called Vom That w.ls m

66 .At least I was self sufficient B\

then David Frost had come along

and going into television comedv

was quite respectable as an ociup.i

tion for lads leaving universitv

lliered Ixen Tlje <'innlmd)ic hixii

li).ibts (a s.itirical rewie), Ik-^onil tlx'

fiinfif (which launched Peter Cook

and Dudley MiK)re). n*- Goon S/kiu

(With Peter Sellers and Spike .Milli

gan) Suddenlv it was acceptable to

Ix txlucated and funny— not that Ini

claiming 1 was — but collegiate

humor found an audience wider

than just the cr)llej?e«* Bt-fore thai,

cotnedy tended to Ix- the province »t

the old school, stand up. working

class comedians like Mix Miller who

followed the music hall traditions

Mich.iel Palin claims to luve Ix-en

attracted to comedy because.

People used to laugh at me
It was the only thing I

could do ' In fact, he

(Continued i>n fkii>e 12)

Michael Palin

panders bis

oversized humor
filand.

Fortunately,

be has a
handle
on it.
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normal or metal tape capacity timer standby 299^5
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Tuition, housing, food, books...you need a financial

break. And here it is—Time Inc.'s "financial aid." As a

college student, you get big discounts on the six Time

Inc. magazines pictured below. Check them out. Then

SAVE 73%!
The Number One news-

magazine. Accurate, colorful,

the world's week all in one place.

Just 404 an issue (instead of
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pay or the $1 .50 cover price)
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check off the ones you want on the attached card.

(Or use our toll-free number 1-800-621-8200. In

Illinois, call 1-800-972-8302.) Don't miss out.

Do it today!
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America's sports weekly.

Color-action photography and

Just 404 an issue (instead of

the 794 regular subscribers

pay or the $1 .50 cover price)

.
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pay or the $3.00 cover price)
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SAVE 48%!
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654 an issue (instead of the
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an issue (instead of the $2.00
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SAVE 37%!
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inventions of our time—
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GENTLEMAN OF STEEL

FACES PAPAL CHALLENGE
BY D*MN StAY
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h„mdl, M.iiHlinu.ii ilK-ihrcshokl. Mir\cvMhf^lu>p
.„ i sin.lU into ilu- MuUU-nK ti. ./n. i.ihk-.m

.:.a..ullv LuuKlcvd blue .o,W .h.n. uk.K aged b..«e a.d>. and '-P;^^,^ ;^^^;^'^;" ' ^.i ^^m.u.
Kccxv could n.H ,^.ss.hlv cu, .. nu.ic c..u..lK undcTpl.c-d '^"

«^^
' '

^ J/j
,

'

" . '^^ ^ .ork L»rn ..dor c.n.l^l

'

„ . .he face knoun u. m.ll.on> u„U a. su,v,n,an s k-a-ures P'' ' "7; ^^ "
,.. nn.hu

Miixi human ixmiis
, ., . , ,. „ ,i,.. ....>. ii..iinini> nuhlicisi has sinkd hmi

-iv„„ u, .,
.im«,i, ;•''• !';j;;-m;;'„,-:;t:;:,;:;,,; i:^^ Kiu

„nu the inierxiew riM.m. n> ^^all^ tesUHMKul with ga. ish uraiiKt ' K I

^^^ ,,,^. „,

s„va,n.nK .li...u>,h pla.e glass ^smdows I had ... etk-ci a s,x-c,Ik phvs, I -'^^^"^' "
„. „,,

„nen, ,he charauer I .hough,, le. s „,„ Ix- al..... nuchu. d.Ma.u. reserved U. > U vvann. .au

Ik' s a Suix-rman U)r .he lagh.ies . , „,, u|.,v|), ,um i i. -p

.,iK.,n.,u^n«.«-.wnc.d>K. ""'''•-•'"'''--'»-:\-':*'\i.;,, :,„"j^^^^^^^

.mcxs will, |.r,.U"i...ul iv|x-n..n >,.m|unio fei->c »..- .1 I..Kki> ^' ""
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the old \k
, , 1 I

"

I Ix-came whai .hes lalled oxer there a dogslxKh. ami

wh.i. we call over here .m err.ind U-v H>i' "' «-i"' •'
^^""^

evi.iug tinie Thev were doing then lirM pr.Kluction ot

hiHNs and tor their revival ol ln,„l /V/,L;e I hel|X'd the ,ict..ts

wiih the American atxtnis. Uetore returning h.>me to l.md

, lok- on the so.ip/r,/vf./7//.'. Keeve worked l>riellv in Hans

with the Ciomedie l.anc.ise It w.is, all in all, .. i)ui.e con.

ple.e .ind vci^ fortui.ous ihea.rical education

It W.IS .itier /ore <>l life that Kec-ve won two imiv.nant

lok-s in m.iior hro.idw.iv productions The hrsi was as

K.i.harine Heplnirn s k.idmg ni.in in.\ \hilli-rn/(,r<iiity. the

second as .in emhitiered p.iraplegic m //*• lilth <>! July It

was KH. much too mmhi. he idmits I nie.m. there I w.is,

l.irelv out of .icting sch.n.l, pl.iying opp.Mie K.i.harine

Hepburn I reallv froze, bu. I thmk the ex|xrieiice hel|x-d

me to understand wha. 1 could accomplish in acing Id

,Kv ivs gone for the ch.ir.icter roles Ix-lore tli.it tx-cause thev

were the pans with all ihe interesting twists .iml turns ,\ lot

of leading man p.iris are lx)ring tx-causc- a lot ol le.iding

men .ire U.ring I. never reallv c^curred to me that I might

he right for the hero-th.it I was (VV .ind reason.ihlv .ittrac

live Knowing that helix-d me be comtort.ihle .is Su|x-rman.

which is reallv the Kist word in le.iding men

There is no question that Keeve is idealK suited to |i-

ir.iv the M.m of Steel, nor is there .uiv doubt, at le.ist in liis

minil th.it he conirilniied gre.itlv to ihe n)les Inim.in di

mensions sujx-rm.in is .in idea Hontmual >», lui^e IV

/:

Suffettttttn. skv pilot (left) or

casutil nuY (rifihl). Reeves has

flnwu hifih since his'ilofishody'

days.

\-

^S£^^-
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\l-|\flf«.'tl \nr^\ F.imillLT«)\ toys .K

Miss Ti'fiiagc Matt- of Victoria on JuU

['), l<)(i() (..ii\ IkTinan piilK no

|HIIU lic-s'

Just Kool

M(
)ST jA//. Khs 1 1\ Ai.s |ila\ a pat

lianil tcaiuiiii^ well known

IHtiormiMs whose ja// trfclfiuials

aie i-iihcT daii'il or non existcni lis

. illiil Maiijiionc's >«\iitlroin«.- A itT

vccjUHin It) ihe dismal rule is

ila KOOI lA// FVslival dt'siintil tor

Iks Vngfk's tills Novi-nihcr <i Id

\\.m\ Ciardc rules iliroii)ihiHi( the

ml students aie granted a $J dis

int on lukels IVrturnieis range

lioni \nihon\ UraMon to l.aiine An

d^rsiiii, with the likes of Air. the

Nikolais Dance Iheatie anil the \rt

liiscnihle o( Chicago in between

I'lns lames Bloml I Inter lukei

info IS available at IM/ri ~1\\

Still on an AlUmnncc

On HllllilNAIKh MAKVIN DAVIS

\vho l.isi \iMi piirchasfil Jtith

(entiitA l-ox lock, sunk and film can.

cannot he accused of spoiling his

losed ones Yes, he reieniK put son

John, still m his twenties aiul with

'"liteil mo\ie e\|X*rieiice. in chaige

I new filniinaking unit to prtKliice

pictures tor I ox. But young Davis is

not tiei- to do just an\lhmg he wants

rile l)iKlgeis (111 his lilnis haw been

limited In D.id to $S,(KM),(K)0 and

under

A Rock & Roll (irks

Lesson

LINf)A RONSTADT wore a \er\

hriet white sailor suit ami sang

22 songs 111 the space of ')() minutes

at her o|X'ning night conceii at I \ s

I iiiMrsaJ Amphitheatre Konstadt. a

ioiigiimi" personal trieiul of Is
Senatorial candidate .|err\ Hi own.

sjx'ni more time than usual gabbing

with the auilience At one i>)ini she

This fM-nsire. .\lfri.'tl-llitchcf>ck-

tryiii^yttfia tinifferstiuJ ttrriveii

uillMml the name tintl iidtiress

of its cretilor. H'Imi/ can uv tltt?

How ahitut this— the first /H'r-

sou to shttw up ill our offices

with this ttesifftt tattMtetl

on his or her
inner thij^h

can claim
ttH' 5.{« prize.

urged evei\oiie to "get »>t your a es

aiul vote in the No\emlx"r elections,

reminding that Atiu have no right to

complain if >ou ilon t show C)t

course, she sheepishK added, you

probahl\ know who I w.tni \ou lo

vote for

Se(fnels. Spinoffs.

Ripojfs & Repliicements

TUF WAN >X K WKRh. the Sirei

sand Kedlord lo\e stun of a few

vears back, will tinalK get a se<.|uel.

director S\ilnev Pollack (who also

helmed A/et/m IhuM'ttmn ami .\/»

•M'Hci' i)f Mtilicv) sa\s Stieisaml likes

the script No word on HiHlloids

reaiiion, if aity

S1N<.|-:R
MKI.IVSA MANtllFVfFR, who

shed Iki hipi'K i.iiili ni(Hlu!

look tor a sk-eker image, is meeting

with idiiiposiT Jules Siyne Ixiaiise

she hojK's to pla\ Fanin Hnce in the

New ^ork revi\al of Streisand s first

Hro.idwav Stan ing vehicle. Iiiiniv

liirl Good luik

Quote of the Month

BKri> MIDI.bR, discussing cable

television with Armisteail .Mau

pm m hilcn icu ni.iga/ine. sn.i|i|x\l

l.ightN channels and there s snU

nothing to watch .\men

(Xr Returns .

Returns

. &

THERE ARt N«.)W TWO JAMES

Hond movies filming m hurojx-

earmarked to reach the theaters

midwa\ through WH.'t Roger .\looie.

who starred in the la.st five CKJ" ad

ventures, is again the lead in (k

ii)/>u\\y (WDukl we kid \ou') opp)

site beautiful .Maud .Xdams Sean

C;onner\. the original film Homl who
starred in six of the pictures, is re

surrecting his (Kr [x-rsona in \e/e/

\i\ Scicr :\fi(un opjxisite Ix-aiitilul

Barbara Carrera. There was also a

rumor that Cioklie Uawn was shoot

ing a film called I'nnilc Ihtmi in

which she starred opix.site .t tx'.iuii

lul armv captain, but we couldn i

timl .insone In subsi.mtiaie it

PIRMAI's l\sl>IKil> l>v llie iiieiil

llipp IV show Ml Mi'tliH. (.olum

bia futures is coming up wiih

$.^.()(H).(KM) of the $.'^.S(M).(KX) needed

to mount a Hroadwav versitin af Mcr

lin. starring the most sisifile magi

cian of the last decade. Doug Hen

ning The slnm is scix'dulecl to o|X"n

December V). guess which film

lompain is dealing hir the film

rights'

Known lyy the (.oni/)uny

It Keeps

TRON the ground breaking — if

brain numbing - Disne\ him

tli.ii takes |ilace tiithhi a computer

game, w.is scheiluled at \arious

the.iiers around the countrv in tan

dem with llx' Vt/e/ ojMmh This

causiti problems Not Ix-cause .\7>»;/>

w.is r.ither Ixiring, but Ixvaiisc it was

done m the old style of Disiiev

Studios — laliorious, painterly anima

tion with cute creatures almunding
— b\ animators who lukl ileteiiecl

from Disnev I sing contractual

agreements which were originally

designeil lo protect Disiie\ s image

as .1 maker of iiin«H.eni. wholesome

pictures, the Stiulio got A»;//' pulleil

from the double bills as Ix'ing Of
unsuii.ible ch.iracter The irons l>e

\(.)ikI DisiHv s pov\er |ila\ is that

Tnm has since Ixvn showing as a

double feature with //v /)<-./ I illlf

\\Ih>ivIi>i{h' in /i'\ii>

"\nit the rocket's red ^lare . . .

Saluting Veterans' Day. I'ni-

verity €»f Hawaii student Jeff
Derins tilso scored.

Take a Intw. Jeff.

Vtichael in real life

MICHAEL PALIN
<( tItlllHUCllplHH ltH).>C K)

li.is several irons in tlK- communica
tions lire right now Apart from Ttx-

.Miwiumtn mission aiomplisheil. he

remains a fullv panicipaimg IMhon

It is estim.ited th.it .ill the fMhons

s|x-nd rougfiK three months a ye.ii

exclusiwiy on IMhi»n projects ami

\u\v the rest of the time to retujXT

.ite or pursue iiKliviilual interests I'a

Im s include a small publishing

comp.mv wliich so far fosters an

American jmet md .m English comic

anist, .111 eight tr.ick recording studio

III m.idiv trend\ Neals ^artl, C^ovent

tianlen, and his hrst cftiklren s |-HM)k.

siimll Ittiny aiul lln- /tmllkhlh' I'ills

out in November ol this ve.ir One of

his more subtle .uhiewments is luiv-

nig m.irriei.1 .i farmer s d.iughter

shorilv Ix'fore his 2.^r(.l liinhdav .iml

still cl.iiming her .is his Ix-st friend lo

vears .md three children later, his

e{|uall\ long c.ireer m the medi.i

sn.ikepit n< )tw iihsi.iiuling

Perh.ips his lifelong ji.ission for

trains is what has kept him from

going off the r.iils >X'iih onh the

slightest jiaiise lor delilxTation when
•iskeil wh.it W.IS his favorite |^>sscs

sion, he ileci(.le>.l, NU l.in .Allen

Iniiii SfHtttcis lUiiA'. I'^SS ft would

be .ibsiilut(.'h .iwliil to lose th.il

Ihere w.is .i nme in n\\ lite when it

w.is never out *if my hands

This appetite for iletail has. for 13

ve.irs now, found .in outlet in the

keeping of a tliarv, which in turn has

given him .i t.iste for journals in gen
er.il He derives great ple.isure from

the minuti.ie of il.iih existence, his

own and other |X'ople s, r.ither like .i

wh.ile ileriviiig nourishnu-nt Irom

countless infinitesimal pl.inkton It

.ill coniriluites to his gr.isp of the

hum.in condition which is iin.ilu.ible

lo his work VXoukl he Ix- interested

in .1 str.light .icting role? I wouldn't

miml, but I think I would alw.ivs

tend toward conieth I have a son of

— 1 don't know what it is —
o>ermti.ited humor gland some
where in my bod\ which makes me
see ilie funny siile of .my situation

I ike sneezing into the umpteenth re

t.ike, sopjxxl .md shoeless Hlt-ss \ou.

MiclLiel

GaM /Cu/Uf^004fU j^lXMft

Bv STKNtN Ginsberg

y^cmeniber ili.U movie wlieie

»^luke skvvvalker b.ittles the

M. V lot CCS of evily Has lots ot i-iv-

named after it now'' The biggest

movie ntoneymaker »)f all time?

star Viio^' toll seah) dm Knri/

produced ih.it

Kemeiuber the sequel three

vears Liter' Vi'here Luke skv walker

battles the forces of evil' Also m.ide

lots of money? The founh biggest

movie ever' The Fnifntv sirik'c^

liiiik" (Th.it s right) <..irv Kurt/

produced tfiat

\nd remembei Iihh m,ii> . >. i' 'U

Slur Witty there w.is th.it him .il>oui

( alifornia high stfuxil kids cruising

cars down the boulevard' Aside

Irom Ron Howard it starred two

unknowns named t iiuK \Xilli.ims

,iiid Richard Dreykiss .\lso h.id un

dis«.i)vered .iclors named Su/anne

soiiimers, M.icken/ie f'hillips and

I'.iul Le.Mat in smaller roles' .\nu-n

idti draffiti'' (How could we

torget'l CiaiA Kurt/ lopriKluced

tlut too

But sitting in a small Los Angeles

lolfee shop on a tecent Iridav

morning Kun/. tl. hardlv fits the

stereotvpe of the tough sounding

||ollv-w<M>d priKlucer lie is shv but

Iriendh He talks slowly .md pre

I iselv. carefullv explaining his

opinions like a concerneil college

piolessor r.ither than .i slick hyjx-

sui He IS serious .ilxiut his wDik

but .ipix'.irs etiually interested in

the qualiiv ol his life (he relocated

to l-ngl.ind live \e.iis .igo and lives

in the countryside with bis wife

,md children). He even orders

o,itme.il lor bie.iklast

His latest is an .idventure fantasv.

lopriKluced with NUipixts cre.itor

lim llenson. c.illed //v l><irl^ ^n>

/,//, a film th.it h.is no human .ic

tors. <mly an el.iN>r.ite workl of

foam rublx-r cre.itures

The s/((r tt</r\ pictures were

v\ondertul but e.ich one tiKik three

ve.irs out of my life, Kurt/ relk-cts

It s nice to haw ix"w |X'ople come

in and work on them (the next \liii

Wiiiy sag.i, A'ere//.i,'e (</ //h- 7e</>. will

be .11 ihe-iters next June) But I

li.ive a lot of my own projects I

want to work on, and 1 simpK

doiit h.ive time to do U)ili

li W.IS while working on I he

I nijutv sinhvs lUuh five years .igo

th.it Kurt/ first became involved

with //h- nutit Ciy^nl Ht- had con

i.icied Henson and his associate

I r.iiik O/ tor .idvice on how Ix-st to

ue.ite the tiltti s mini hero, VikLi

when Henson explained an idea he

h.id tor a piiiuie ih.ii would go one

step further than the NUipix-is or

Star Wary The world t)f the dark

crvstal' would be a nnihical place

where plants .md trees talk, moun

tains and rocks move and vv.itii

nuirinurs music. H.tcetl m this sci

img would be the |X'rennial voung

l.id b.itthng iwh.il else') the knees

,)t evil Hut like evenihing in the

film he would Ix- the crealit)n of .i

te.mi of conceptual artists .md film

technici.ms No live .iciors would

Ix' used

Of course, when Tlx- Ihirk- < n-

1,1/ IS released to theaters this

Chrisim.is there will also Ix- a v.iri

eiv of books md pnKluct tie ins to

acquaint audiences with the dif

ficulties of the hlmm.iking process

M\d the visual world the bim

cre.ites L.Hik k»r //»' Oaii.- Cnsial

figures .It vour kKal io\ store, a $2^

coffee table .in Innik with the work

of conceptual designer Brian

I roud. plus museum exhibits in

New York, los ,\ngeles. ami l.on

dim rhere will even Ix- a limited

line of V/h' Pioi- ( n^ttil adult de

signer ckrthes ( 12S pieces in .ill )
on

sale at expensive s|X'ci.ilt\ stores m
New York. Tex.is, <',,ililoriiia .iiid

l.omk)!)

.M.im |x^)ple. p.irticuiarlv those

in the film business, tail to see the

ixrtenti.il value of a picture Ix-fore

It IS m.ide In the e.irlv s<,-\vnties

Kurt/ .ind Luc .IS w.uued the film

executives it I'nited .Artists to pro

duce .\mi-rui4ii (iraffiti. but the

studio reiected the piiHire It was

fin.illy m.ide at Iniversal, where it

becinx- one of the most suciessful

low budget movies evxT pnKluceil

TIk'h Kurt/ and I uc.is w.inted Im
vers.ii to ptodiiee S/</' WW/s Imt

hke Iniieil Ariisis. tlie studio is

sueil .mother leiect .ind lost the \\

biggest monevm.iker in ihe histor\

( (f the business

Did those expeiieiui> le.uh

Kurt/ .iinthing' Yes," he answers

It taught me you h.ive to m.ike the

tilms ih.it vou want to see ^ou

cant second guess the studio or

the .ludience And if vou don t hnd

.111 audience k>r vour film vou can t

get depressed .ibout it There will

be .mother

l-;.i.sy tor Kun/ to s.iy. since pro

duciiig films h.is m.ide him more

than ,1 millionaire .md given him

clout in Hollywo.)d Mill, it was not

ih.it long ago th.it he gr.idu.ited

from film school .it the I niversit\

of Suitherii (;alik>rnia .ind worked

on low budget movies as e\er\

thing from sound editor, costumei

m.ikeup man, and editor to

c.imeraman, iiroductioii manager

.imi, sometimes, director It was

.ilso during that time ih.it he met

l.uc.is, who W.IS |ust coni(>leting his

lirst feature. I IIS mf<. and the

pail went to woik on getting .V/we'

uufi uniflili ofT the ground

That s win. when lecturing ai

colleges, Kurt/ says he m.ikes .i

special point to .idvise fledgling

lilm students to do .is much work

.IS they can on .is main projects .is

thev cm in prep.ii.ition k)r wh.it s

to come m the real world Mm
ih.it .idvice. he idds. is not .ilw.ivs

done in his most encour.igmg tone

VtJien I t.ilk to students I go oui

of ni\ w.iv to do oiH- thing," he

.idmits lo Ix- neg.itive If they le

dedic.ited it wont m.itter wh.it I

s.iv Thev II Ignore me And those

ire the ones wlio will get .ihe.iil

12 Ampersand .Sorember, I9S2
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(( iiniutui'il piiin /ui}^c III

ih.il ii>niiiuie> lo Ih' a h«k>.1 oih', \k-

contiiuK-s. ami I think sulH-ntuoi III

IS >{<imK '" 1^' 'l'*^" '**^""' ^'^' ^'^"^' ""'

iusi i.ikinj; lip sfi.tn- \Mili 'I

MlDMfs. il.inkinn nlll .1 st'lll-s liki- /

Inic llUV I tloill |UsI J-lM lip JI1 IIk'

ni(iriiin>; .tncl plunK- ii in Kvcr\i>iK'

iinuKvil kct-ps K-tininn ilif miuvpis

iikI in iMiti tilm I think thi-iv •> .1 dis

I shih ot toiK-, Mvlc .iml imini i»t

\u\v I'.iii One iimIIv i-mph.islA'il

Nmt-itt in.i .Hill .ill tiK' m\lhi)logii.il

it till' |>>p IkTu 1\H1 1*11

\\,iN 1111.11 tiMi^iK- in ilH"fk. mori'

hkc .1 lunm hitok I'.irt Tliicc i>-

inn It. Ih- iiuiif omipltA |->sm1ii>

...nu.ilh VJiiif Komg K' <.-'ll "

>ii|xiin.iii \s ^u|Xrm.ln Im.i^iiK

ili.it Su|Hini,in uimc> apari at thi

M-.inis tli.ii Ik* in M)nifhiw trap

|Vil in a mIii/ukI split .iiul ilu- twu

Mik's «>f hiN [xiMMialits battle c.nh

other It "< vifi 111 an itl versus Mi|X-r

-II idtM. Liking tlie (lark Kent

Mipernian n<rtn>n and ntaKiiihiii>{ 11

iiiieiist l\ It s )iiiin>i to Mive me a lot

to ilo A re.il ih.illen>{e .iikI a ihaiue

to hre.ik ^omr new " 'iH"'

\s sMupatKo as Keeve seems to Ik-

with the ehaiaeter he lus iiroiiulu to

sereen mk\ to lite, the idea ot an

o|x*n eiuteil Sii|xrnian saga leases

him detidedh nonplussed 1 ve

signed no eontraii Ik- remarks 1

tlid l*an three iH'i.iuse it seemeil

like a giHKl idea I dehne a goml idea

rather narrowK .\ good ide.i foi

m.ikiiig a hini is mtl to hank thiee

million l>in.ks \tiei auliile monev

re.ilh does losi iis meaning there s

sui h a iluni; a- heing l<n> rich

su/irPHiin was .1 chaiue to do some

tiling Ixiter tlian ix-oj'tle esixvietl

and I think l^ttti films were a liell ot

.1 lot better than what was aimei

p.ited I tlinll at the i h.ime to exceed

|X"opli- s e\|xrtaiions. ami .is long as

th.it element is present til do tin

lilnis

s iiidwiitietl iH-t.irr .ind itter the

releases ni "^ii/K'ntitiH 1 .iiid It were .1

jxiir ol Keeve vehicles tliat did is

nuich to induce yawns Irom

himgoers as the tiemeni.lously sue

cesshil su|Vi hero series did to ex

cite thrills sonieulh-n' in //we, .1

ilism.il rom.ince. cast Keeve .is .1

niaudhn time traveler pining for a

turn ot the centtin l.ine Se\mour A

ne.ir tumpleie box othce .ibonion. it

taiei.1 onh shgliilv wiir>c than the

thin tilm version of lii levin s t.ilkx

hroadwax mysierv Ik-iithiKi/i. which

si|uaiulered Keeve s considerable

on s«.reen charm on .1 static tiad guv

ultimaielv more dull thin dangerous

As richlv deserved .is both tlicks

plunge to late night cable tare might

Ix' Reeve refuses lo pronounce the

|iost mortem I don t praise or put

down anv of mv past work he in

SIMS VChy should I' It doesnt suit

mv purpose simplv 10 provide a

good quote hvervthing I ve done

seemed like a good ide.i at tin time

and I
.••'-'

'
1^' lured into cnliqu

jng 11 iiblk ^Xtiat I irill

sav IS ih.ii Ivc plaved over 'XI stage

roles .iiul Ix'en in five movies to

d.ite I don I think vou i.m sav I ve

Ix-en testeil m him in .in\ signific.tnt

vv .i\

Will usu\l 01 not, the question

.irises, given ilii' |iublic resjxinse to

Ills 1111 superm in film ventures
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Collect POLISH KRl GERRANDZS

rr,It Covers Your Bod>' Too!

\ni[K'r\tinil coveis ihe news and

|x-ople th.it entertain you Now

we have a limited numlx'r of of

ficial .Xmix-rsand T shirts to cover

your I-hkIv (.ind maylx- a friends

IxkK tiM>') Classic black with red

\ gold Ampersand logo Send

c.ieck or monev order to: .\m

persand T Shirt. FO Box 699,

HollvAVood, CA 9(K)2H. i~m for

one — $6.00 for additional same

order T shins I'lease include SO*

per shirt for postage.'handling

Specitv si/ets)— S,M.I..X1. H".^)

nnd ..O" o." fia'

so"^.. 'J."u I
I ,i;ri'..i' * '..' ^, ''

«<th re'M.'- Mv i-i dul.iw""'. '* U' Ji' ..c.
'

ArKVo- SAVf Buy 10 K>oge"»'><1/s 'f

pia.n tiape' w"«p 'O' $S 00 Goo'v
PtoflucH B(» i?Si>e LtUygllB C*94M0

()HstK)Ki:.|()Bs' \.\T\S\ INtOK

nialion! Positions, wages, com
panics now hiring! Send long

stam|x-d envelope to; OITsHOKK
CitlDES. I'.O box 44^H-A. Biloxi,

MS -^9^31 «>^^>

THESAURUS AT PLAY
rHF LAST WORD IN WOPD GAMES
A O.^'Tw In. fuv.f- *ho 'Pirt i"^ '.hP '0 under-ita^ *^

II. mc.r ,^)ewf. jud « inq Id liegin a IS"

-nln rhjl wonde.'u' *0'ld n* *n'(h. sfnO S:

hofhi.tp "0 lOOOPHUIA UNllMiIfO P i

i , »iiii (,A 94Wi (aoihU -f. P n Bi.. .it.

YOU CAN GET - $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

CASH FMYOtHi COLLEGE EDUCATION

000 vmtcfs S4^0 mill....' v»'.llly

v.i.liiblP' F.nd l.etw.'cn fi ,inO ^fj uiivalf

.ind qovpfnmpnl !;oiiffo^ easy

^^ Sentl 'c fEE i.t(?fatu'e

ALLSTATE STUDENT GUIDANCE SERVICE

QUALITY TAK$-mP> AMI

,gf,4fAST .'.. MRfET BPOOKIfN N"* ".''0

ij

Need Credit?

(KT MAStlRCAKt), OTHERS,
w/no credit check (iuaranteed"

Simple, legal Plus other credit

secrets Free details! Inflation Ke

ports, A.MC, box 60148. I.os

Angeles. („\ 9()0(>() (l.iO

Join 3 Stooges Fan Club!

Kf-ChlVi: CIASSK, ST()<)(.i:s

poster, certificate, membership

card, newsletter. priKluct oilers'

fS Official 3 Stooges Fan Club.

I'O box 266 Oept .\-4, Mt Mor

MS, 11. CdOSl l"^''>

PENt'RIFNDS ENGIAND ISA

M.ike lasting friendships through

corres|X)ndence Send age. inte

rests. Free reply Harmony box

K9AMP, Hrooklvn. NY 112.^S.

vvlietlKT Ki-evc is in peril of immi

iicui ivpecasting. whether he will

eveniu.ilh discover that the only role

folks will pay to see him in is the

.\tan from Krvpton Ihe issertion

makes him |X)siiivelv bristle

That s a question the mc\tia keeps

.iskiiig because they cant think ot

.iimhing else to ask, he responds,

prompt Iv and poiiitediv Suddenlv

Keeve s snnnv n.iture seems (.loiuletl

more than .1 little hosule, .is il the

verv suggestion that his nearlv

( iverpowi-ring .issociation with the

th.ir.iciii ot Superman — evltlent

even here sitting around in old

clothes in a badlv decorated otlice -

imghi |irove a professional lial>ilitv

lo assume that tvpe casting is a

danget wiili .mv actor is to Ix- totallv

out ot touch with whats jxissilile to

dav Even the tail that the l.isi actor

to plav the Man ot Steel - Cicoige

Reeves on the popular television

series - committeJ smcide wlien the

show s i.incell.ition ettectivelv ended

h.s acting c.ireir, iloesn I seem '

la/e Keeve In l.ict lies getting an

grier The t itiies and the Eighties

are just not the same I ni delighted

that chiklien will think I m su|x-r

man from now until Im 'K) but chil

ilreii lion I cast movies AuduMues

are more sophisticated than thev

useil to be Thev want aciors first aiul

st.irs setoiul Tile movie iiuliistrv

understands that Only the media

lags tx'liind I mean. Kt>l>in >Jiilliams

iloes I'lt/H-vi' ami then ilties Ihe

Vimld Aiiiinlin;^ li> (nop Svlvester

sialloiu .1 .IS HikM and then

he hesii.ites. his voice trailing off

Viihalever the [xitential for Kcvve

tu tx*C(>me a one role acior, Ix's at>

soiutelv convinced that his u|Xoming

leid role in Monsti^nai will put the

issue to rest — and in the priKVss

nui/./le the media hounds — once

and for all Christopher Reeve,

trum|X'ts the pri'ss handout, stars .is

Monsifinor. the priest who knows

the streets as well .is he knows his

(iod ' Its a line only a publicist

could love and one that |Xiinis up

what may be a particularly sticky

marketing problem tor the Frank

I'errv directed him concerning the

life and times of an .\meric.in priest

rising through the \alic.in hierarchy

This IS //«>/ a religious movie, in

sists Reeve as if aware alreadv of [>>

tential problems in accessibilitv at

lached to the subject m.iner It

could take pl.ice on a submarine It s

al'wiut a pure man in a corrupt sys

tern, ining to learn how to Ix* true to

himself and still plav by the rules It s

about being religious and being a

human Ix'ing at the same lime and

iliscovering it's not always |X),ssible.'

Its also about the mafia, Vatican

ix)litical intrigue .ind a tragic love .if

fair between the .Monsignor and an

Italian nun, played by Genevieve

Hujold It's the Ix'si part I've seen

for an actor in a long, long time,'

Reeve remarks A lot of bankable

st.irs were ready to kill for the role. I

consider mvself fortunate to have

gotten the part I studied hard to

learn specihcally what it was like to

w.ilk. talk and act like a priest, To

feel comtonable in the vestments, to

know how to deliver the liturgy

All that hard work is perhaps why

Reeve feels especiallv sensitive to

crass meili.i puns, such as a recent

/////.' M(i!i>ii..iiif photo blurb that Ix-

gan. Xble to jireach long sermons in

a single breath look, up in the

skv, it's Su|X'rpriesi' lis no wonder

there is precious little love lost Ix-

tweeii Reeve .iikI the .it large press

It Mniicone IS rude and vulgar

you can res|V)nd in the same vviy or

vou can turn your back aiul talk to

soim-onc more pleasant I smiplv

mm mv ii.ick The press lus proven

time .ind .ig.iin th.it it doesn't lesix-ct

entenainnient hguies anv human

being, no matter how visible, de

serNes respect It s a high wire act at

the 1k-s1 ol times .md tlu-v're always

there, wishing voud tall oft instead

of hoping you II make n to the other

side

p.in (.1 n, lUi.i.^. It lo the other side

tor Keev iv'orousiv protect his

private lili lli^ ti.ghi li|-»|X'il precau

lions are uiulerstand.ible — .is an

unwed fathei he considers am intrii

sions oil his oft siieen time a> |x>ten

ii.illv ilamaging to his stin SLittlu-w

le tad that Keeve and the child s

Mioiher (i.iv Faston. continue to live

in unwedded hliss. seem* to unsettle

.1 gre.it main people ) Uhen
\1.itthew was Ix.rn I trietl to head off

what t knew v^as going tu ctmie," Ik*

sighs I m.ide the ,innouniemeni

.ind ho|K*d that would Ix- 11 I should

h.ive known fietter A \e.ir Liter

l'it>l>lf Miii^uzinc did .1 lover siorv

on me. .mil the lejioner s|X'nt seven

hours in interviews, waiting until my
guard vv.is down .ind then springing

some ijuesiions al^tut Matthew and a

lot of other iliiii,gs he had no luisi

ness knowing VCliat vvxs given out .ts

off handed remarks l>ecame the

fiKus of the story I mean, a lot of

(Xtiple thought it was as cute as the

dickens, but I realized tlien that if

vou give up your private life, you're

left with nothing lin not goin.u to let

that hap|X-n again

M.ittliew, Keeve claims is the mosi

im|ionant thing in mv life. Ix'foie

adding in quick contradiction, "of

course, work conx-s first I just don't

have .1 lot ol time I took my hrst va-

cation in three years this year I

six-nd whatever off time I have play

ing with .Matthew, practicing my
pi.ino. flying gliilers. s.iiling inil ski

ing I also run a twin engine .lirplane

charter service out in New Jersey

which gives me .1 lot of pleasure, but

I guess you coultl say Em not sufti

ciently mellow to consider chucking

it all and floating down a river on a

rati with my son I think its reason

able and fair that a young man with

just one shot to create some kind of

identity for himself should give his

career top priority I want to ac

complish something that later on I

can rememfxT when Em sitting on
the porch in the rocking chair He
pauses Ix-fore adiling. My life has

got to add up to something more
than just being .1 g(KKl daddy That's

easy vou don t have to Ix' particu

larly gifted to see what a child needs

in life Only a dummy could miss the

love and playfulness that you give

.md gel from a kid Theres no rea

son why you can t have both. My son

understands; when Em working
evervone has to back otl until I get

the job done Em concentrating on
acting and 1 don i consider myself a

freak for giving 11 everyihing I've

got
"
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-Earth, Wind and Fire
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If youthir< Earth,

Panasonic Ambience Sotfnd! Ambience

is a completely different ^^xperrence in

sound that begins wherip ordinary

ste-eo ends. Ambience surrounds you

v/:th rich, full-dimensional sound that

seers to come from everywhere No, I

^s* t^om a left speaker and a right I

SDeaKer, but from all around you i

Hear the mrade of Ambte^nce i

Sound in PaaasonicPlatinurri ^eneo I

AM FM ste-eo cassette '^^""If^ ,
I

The one show.n $bus/e (RX- Jj^^^i '^'^

boasts a Dot//*'nrjJse reduoiton £./s-

1^3
T^^Tl^.^fl^^"

^^ ^BWBj_i^^^M

Panasonic

•m n^ietal tape capability and a Tape Program Sensor
^^

fast.

our Satin Series'** compact stereo

radio cassettes, too. The Satin Series

packs a whole roomful of souhd into
,

a slim, pearl-white case. The model

shown here (RX-F20) also has metal
^

tape capability. Tape Program Sensor
;

and a whole collection of sound-en- ^

hancing features.

Listen to either the Platinum Series

or the Satin Series. And hear the mira-

cle of Ambience Sound. Once you do,

f,'Dol^.U|C ir.if-.r>i.-.y.w^.[..



When the party is BYOB (BringYourOwn Brush),

you find outwhoyourfriends are.

Friends aren't hard to find when you're out to

share a good time. But the crowd sure thins out when

there's work to do. And the ones who stick around

are the kind of guys who deserve something special.

Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau.Here's to good friends.
& 1982 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
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These two visitors to the Grad Tower Area might be in "puppy love" but they could also be say-

ing, "This turf ain't big enough for the two of us."

House gets financial aid bill
•^"^ w-.-v.^ ^-^ University of Massachusetts, said I

By KEVIN BOW

E

Collegian Staff

A proposed law that would more than double student

state financial aid was shepherded through the State

Senate Monday night by Sen. John Olver. D Amherst,

now moves to the House of Representatives for approval.

The $25 miUion proposal calls for a $14 million mcrease in

state scholarships, the creation of a new state work study

program, an emergency low income assistance fund and a

graduate student assistance program.

The bill has been referred to the House Ways and Means

Committee which will make a recommendation to the full

House whether the bill should pass.

If passed and signed into law by the Governor, the

money will be available for the next academic year. The

measure was attached to a piece of legislation, relatmg to

student assistance, on Monday. The bill was passed by the

Senate after a 45 minute debate that night, said Stan

Rosenburg. aide to Senator Olver.

"It (the bill) commits the state to provide $44 million of

financial assistance (for next year) so that financial aid

officers can plan for the additional money." Rosenburg

said, in explaining the timing of its passage. Also those

students who are on the margin and weren t sure about

affording college can now think twice (about attending).

Arthur Jackson, director of Financial Aid at the

University of Massachusetts, said the additional state

money makes up for the student aid cuts made on the

federal level.

Student government officials expressed gratitude

towards Olver for his efforts and stressed that students

should contact their state representatives to help msure

the bill's passage. .

"It's vital that people make phone calls (to their

representatives!." said Jim Murphy. Student Government

Association President and Student Trustee. "It (mcreased

student aid) certainly doesn't sail through

without. ..(student) support."

The Student Government Association will provide free

phoneHne and information concerning the financial aid

proposal, along with a list of state representatives

beginning today, said Sheila Sullivan, chairperson of the

Student Government Association's Public Policy Com

mittee. . ,

"It's important for students to contmue their voice from

election day by writing or phoning (their representatives)

to insure this bill gets passed," Sullivan said.

Under the proposal the General Scholarship program

will be increased from $15 million to $'29 million. Last year

three out of every four students who applied for a

scholarship were denied aid because the program did not

have funds to aid all applicants.

('ntitivued on page 5

Prof given ok
to publishwork
By RUSSELL TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts physics professor will

be allowed to publish two papers that were repressed by

the Pentagon for more than two months for national

security reasons.

Professor Hajin>e Sakai was given official certification

by the Pentagon Monday to publish two scientific papers

on infra-red spectroscopy originally scheduled to be

presented last August at an optics symposium held in

San Diego.

"From the beginning, everybody expected the [)efense

Department would allow them to be published." Sakai

said. "This was just a bureaucratic delay."

Sakai's papers were two of 92 papers at the sym-

posium which were suppressed by the Defense Depart-

ment in a move that angered many scientists and created

national concern. The papers are the results of research

inU) infra-red emissions in the upper atmosphere which

has been financed by the U.S. Air Force.

The research is of interest to the U.S. Air Force that

has many infra-red sensitive, heat seeking weapons but

Sakai said he is not sure whether it was the content of

the research or the sophisticated, computerized techni

ques used in the research that concerned the Pentagon

most.

Although Sakai will be allowed to publish his papers,

the incident has created concern within the UMass

research community as the U.S. Air Force is apparently

in violation of the terms of its research contract which re-

quires - in accordance with UMass policy - that all

research can be published.

The Defense Department action directly conflicLs with

UMass policy. The policy since 1972 has been U) "under-

take only those research projects in which the purpose,

scope, methods, and results can be fully and freely

disclosed."

"I felt sadness, not to mention a severe blow to my ego,

in that the government wished to expand its censorship

authority to the scientific communications which should

be in a category of free, uninhibited exchange." Sakai

said.

On August 19. Professor Sakai was informed by the

Air Force that he was not to present either of his two

papers until they had been "cleared" by higher Pentagon

authorities. The following day he was told that his non-

clearance was final.

Last month the Air Force renewed its contract with

the University for another year and no additional

clearance requirements have been added. There seems to

be no assurance, however that despite llniversity policy,

the Pentagon will not act again in the same fashion.

On April 2, President Reagan issued an executive

order calling for the Pentagon's Information Security

Oversight Office to tighten security procedures and

establish some uniform policy that would apply U> all

three services. This resulted in a Defense Department

directive in August calling for new detailed regulations

by Dec. 31 of this year.

Concern over some Navy-sponsored technical papers

on airborne reconnaissance apparently triggered the

Pentagon's early action.

Author discusses rapist's three personalitities
By ROBIN MANDEL
Collegian Staff

Writing the Minds of Billy MilUgan was a first rate-job in

investigative reporting, said the book's author Daniel

Keyes. who spoke last night in the Student Union Ballroom

about the 1978 Ohio State University campus rapist.

Keyes. who received his undergraduate degree in

psychology and his masters degree inEnglish.was working

on his first novel about multiple personalities when Billy

Milligan was arrested for the rapes of four Ohio State

University women. According to Keyes. Milligan s doctor,

a close friend of Keyes. called him up and asked him if he

was interested in interviewing Milligan.

•'It is then that I began my four year odyssey on the

multiple personalities of Billy MUligan." Keyes said.

"There are 1200 cases in the United States of multiple

personalities. Within this person, there is the dominant

operating within a complex unit of behavioral patterns of

interaction. Each of the personalities is in touch with the

world." he said. »»ii„„„
MUUgan is an example of such a person, he said. Milligan

was the first person acquitted of a major crime because he

possessed multiple personalities. Keyes said his disorder

results from the sexual abuse he was subjected to when he

was a child.

Keyes said Milligan is the illegitimate son of a nightclub

comedian who often threatened to bury Billy alive.

"Billy's mother attested to the fact that her husband

actually did burv the boy alive. He left a pipe over his face

for air. But before he shoveled the dirt off of the child, he

urinated through the pipe into Billy's face." Keyes said.

Keyes described to the audience the many facets of

Milligan's mind. He said Milligan has 24 personalities of

which three played a major role in his behavior. "Arthur"

is the most important personality because he is the one

who dictates when each personality gets to appear in the

limelight. He is described by Milligan as a kind of "Mr.

Spock" because of his immpeccable logic. "Ragan". the

Yugoslav, expresses the anger that Milligan could never

express as a child. He is the sole protector of all the other

personalities. "Allen", the third personality is the con-man

and the only personality who smokes. Keyes said.

"It was difficult to assemble all of Milligan's personalities

and to attribute them to the crime that he committed."

Keyes said.

('oll«iri>n photo b» Katie W«lt»r»

Daniel Keye8, author of "Minds of Billy

Milligan" and the award-winning "Flowers for

Algernon," spoke last night in the SUB.
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World and national news
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Despite gas

10, 9, 8, 7...

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) -

Columbia's four man crew, largest ever to

assemble for space flight, got launch site

status briefings yesterday after NASA
decided to ignore a "creeping" helium leak

and launch a less than perfect shuttle

tomorrow morning.

Countdown was going smoothly for

Columbia's first commercial venture after

four test flights. Top space agency officials

gave their go-ahead for liftoff at 7:19 p.m.

EST; the weather forecast was favorable.

The astronauts went to bed at dusk, to be

awakened shortly after 3 a.m. EST today.

One of their first tasks today was a pre

dawn visit to the ship that will carry them

to a five day. 184 mile high, flight.

After monitoring the ship's faulty back

up hehum regulator, engineers said the leak

was slower than expected and NASA of

ficials elected to bend mission rules and

launch regardless.

"We are compromising by saying the leak

rate is acceptable for flight. " said director

Stanley Gross. Rules say the shuttle won't

be launched with a faulty back up system.

Helium is used to pressurize fuel lines and

Gross said the leak would go away in flight.

countdown

AP I.u«rphota

Artist's conception of the space shuttle to be lifting-off tomorrow.

The decision to ignore the leak avoids a to its fuel tank and two solid rocket

weeks long delay. A quick fix would not boosters, would have been taken back into

have been possible and the shuttle, mated its assembly hangar.

On time launch is parlicularily important

to the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration since the agency's shuttle is

carrying its first commercial payloads —
two nearly identical communications

satellites that will be relea.sed from the

cargo bay and rocketed 22.300 miles into

space.

NASA is receiving about $11 million each

from their customers — Satellite Business

Systems of McLean, Va.. and Telesat

Canada. Inc. The agency isn't making

money on the fUght. however. The cost of

flying the shuttle on its 5-day mission is

about $150 million.

The two communications firms are the

first in a long line of customers who have

signed on to pay NASA for shuttle launch

services.

The launch "window" — the time during

which the vehicle can be -munched — is only

33 minutes, much shorter than usual. The

need to be at a precise point at a precise

time for the satellite launches is one of tht

new constraints.

The four astronauts who will ride

Columbia on its fifth leap into space flew to

Cape Canaveral from their training base m
Houston.

tvuinel
ISLAMABAD. Pakistan (AP) - As

many as 2.000 Afghan civilians and 700

Soviet soldiers perished in an Afghanistan

tunnel jammed with buses and trucks when

a fuel truck exploded and turned the

pa-ssiigeway into a raging inferno. Western

diplomatic sources said yesterday.

The diplomatic sources and Afghan

rebels said victims burned to death or

asphyxiated after the truck collided with

another vehicle last week in the 1.7 mile

long Salang pass tunnel in the Hindu Kush

mountain range 70 miles north of the

capital. Kabul.

The diplomats said Soviet troops outside

the tunnel blocked both ends with tanks

because they thought the explosion

signaled a rebel attack, and thereby sealed

off all means of escape to the victims.

There was no official confirmation from

Kabul or the Kremlin. The Soviet Union has

sent at least 100.000 Soviet troops into

Afghanistan since 1979 to help crush a

Moslem uprising against the Moscow-

backed government.

Guerrillas, who recently have ambushed

several convoys on the main highway that

passes through the tunnel, denied any role

in the explosion, which is believed to have

occured Nov. 2 or 3.

Accounts were pieced together from

reports by Western diplomats in Kabul.

Afghans who claimed to witness the

disaster and rebel sources in Pakistan.

Independent accounts were impossible to

obtain because Afghan authorities sharply

restrict foreign reporters.

The diplomatic sources, who refused to

be identified by name or country, said up to

700 Soviet soldiers were killed and 200

others injured. Estimates of Afghan civilian

casualties ranged from 400 to 2.000, they

said.

Conflicting reports emerged about what

exactly happened inside the tunnel, but the

diplomatic and rebel accounts agree the

disaster started when the fuel tanker

collided with another vehicle, igniting a

fiery explosion.

Legislature begins

death penalty debate
BOSTON - The Massachusetts House opened debate on

a death penalty bill yesterday, quickly following up on the

referendum in last week's election authorizing the

Legislature to enact a capital punishment law.

Speaker Thomas W. McGee said the House, recorded

overwhelminRly in favor of capital punishment frequently

in the past, would dispose of the issue "one way or the

other by the lime we leave" yesterday. The bill then would

go to the Senate.

Floor action began late in the afternoon and was ex

pected to run well into the night

Opponents promised a string of amendments and long

debate. But. "I'm not at all optimistic." said Rep. David B.

Cohen. D Newton, noting thai "the vote in the House has

always been belter than 2 to 1 in favor of the death

penalty."

Before the l^egislature was an expanded version of a bill

originally submitted by lameduck Gov. Edward J. King.

Speed was considered essential, because Gov. elect

Michael S. Dukakis, who takes over Jan. 4. opposes capital

punishment. An aide has said he would veto such a bill.

Action on a statute was made possible by voter approval

of a state constitutional amendment in last week's election

aimed at reversing a 19«0 state Supreme Court ruling

which held that the punishment violated the

Massachusetts Constitution's ban on cruel or unusual

punishment.

The amendment, passed nearly 3 to 2. was a simple

declaration that nothing in the constitution should be con-

strued as prohibiting capiul punishment.

Massachusetts Senate

debates insanity defense
BOSTON — A study of the use of insanity as a defense

was approved by the Massachusetts Senate yesterday.

The resolve approved on a voice vole calls for a special

commission, composed of legislators and three law school

deans, to study a proposal that the defense of not guilty by

reason of insanity be stricken, allowing a verdict of "guilty

but not criminally responsible on the grounds of mental

disease or defect."

The commission would be charged with reporting the

results of its investigation and recommending legislation

by the last Wednesday in December. The measure was

forwarded to the House for consideration.

Digest
by the Associated Press

•:•;•.•.•.•.•."

State legislators vote

for $5,6Mpayhike
BOSTON — Despite protests that the timing was bad

and some increments were excessive, the Massachusetts

Legislature enacted a record $5.6 million pay raise

yesterday for legislators, judges and statewide officers.

The House passed the $5.6 million bill by an 84-59 vote,

the Senate passed it 22-13. and the legislation was sent to

Gov. Edward J. King for his approval.

The raises, effective in January, jump the pay for in

coming Gov. Michael S. Dukakis "to $75,000 from $40,000

earned by the outgoing incumbent.

Attorney (ieneral Francis X. Bellotti will get an increase

to $65,000 from $37. .500. and the other constitutional of-

ficers, lieutenant governor, state secretary, treasurer and

auditor, from $;}0.000 to $60,000.

The pending bill increa.ses the base pay of legislators

from $19,766 to $30,000. It boosts salaries for 68 members
of leadership — 34 of 40 senators; 34 of 160 representatives

-by $13,500 to $27,000.

Most of the three hour House debate was critical of the

strategy of the Democratic leaders holding the bill back

until after election and including judicial raises in the bill.

Rep. Andrew S. Natsios of Holliston, chairman of the

Republican State Committee, objected to bonuses for

legislative committee chairmen and others who, he claim-

ed, would lose more independence.

AP I^Dcrphoto

Two Binghampton, N.Y., youths play house in

concrete tubes in the play-area of a local apart-

ment complex.

No school tomorrow
Tomorrow is Veteran's Day and there will be no classes

held at the University of Massachusetts.

All administrative offices will be closed. Many area

businesses will be closed. All municipal offices will l)e clos-

ed. The Collegian will not be published, but will return on

Friday when classes will resume.

To make up for the lost day, Thursday class schedules

will be followed on Monday, Nov. 22.
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Reactions to grievance
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Although reaction to the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate's approval

of the Sexual Harassment Grievance Pro-

cedure has been favorable, some questions

have arisen over a change in the policy,

placing the final decision in the hands of a

vice chancellor.

According to the procedure, the final

decision would be made by the vice

chancellor in the particular area in which

the harassment took place.

Loren Bartiz, vice chancellor for

Academic Affairs, will decide cases involv-

ing faculty; Dennis Madson, vice chancellor

for Student Affairs, will decide cases in-

volving students; and John L. DeNyse, ac-

ting vice chancellor for Administration and

Finance, will decide cases involving staff

members.

Jane Zbysznyski, a member of the

Women's Issues Team on the the groups

that recommended the proposal, said the

final decision originally rested with the

chairperson of the hearing panel. An

amendment gives the vice chancellor the

power of making the final decision,

Zbysznyski said.

"I am glad they passed the procedure,

but I wish they hadn't amended it," she

said.

Dr. Louis Fischer, assistant to the

chancellor who will recommend the pro-

cedure to the chancellor, said, "The actions

of the campus Senate are recommenda-

tions. He (the Chancellor) has the final

word."
"The amendment was added only to

make something a little clearer," Fischer

said.

Although Fischer said he was perfectly

satisfied with the amendment, Zbysznyski

said the amendment places too much power

in the hands of the administration.

The proposed sexual harassment policy

states, "no member of the University com-

munity may sexually harass another."

The procedure allows for the issue of sex-

ual harassment to be dealt with on either

an informal or formal basis. All individuals

are encouraged to discuss the issue infor-

mally with the Ombudsman's Office. If the

complaint cannot be resolved, the in-

dividual has the option to issue a formal

complaint and request a hearing. The com-

plaint would then be brought before a thir-

teen member hearing panel.

Ruth Diaz, of the Legal Services Utiice

who wrote the fifth and final draft of the

"It's a friendly amendment, not a hostile proposal, said she was confused by the

one" he said. "Some amendments are changes in the procedure. She said sne is

hostile if they change the meaning." He ad- glad the procedure can be brought into

ded a friendly amendment "makes it more phase two, which consists of publicizing

clear it expresses it better." and educating the campus community.

"1 don't think that people really unders-

tand what sexual harassment is," Diaz

said. A number of clients have questioned

Diaz about whether they are actually ex-

periencing sexual harassment, she said.

"It is time to make the piece of paper

come to life, to start eradicating or at least

minimizing sexual harassment on campus,

Diaz said.

Zbysznyski said there is a one year

review period that will allow them to find

out if everyone is satisfied. She said she

hopes they can start implementing the pro-

cedure by the beginning of next semester.

Fischer said he is confident the

chancellor will put the procedure into prac-

tice. "I'm very pleased the Faculty Senate

approved it overwhelmingly."

Fischer said wdth many groups working

on one prwedure there is bound to be some

compromise.

"The procedure is not my dream pro-

cedure," he said. "My dream would be a

world without sexual harassment.

Copy cards introduced
By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Correspondent

Administrative Services and library

personnel at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst have decided to

introduce COPICARD, a new system

enabling students and faculty to operate the

copiers on campus without the use of coins.

Instead, copy machine users utilize an

encoded card the size of a credit card.

"COPICARDS offer students and faculty a

more convenient method of copying. This

system does away with the hassle of making

and carrying change." said Richard

McDonald, business manager of the

University Library. "The more copies

made, the lower the cost."

"We have sold roughly 375 cards since

the opening of school." said Winthrop

Cummings. general manager of the

University Store in the Campus Center.

"We are strictly the agent through which

students and faculty can purcha.se the

cards. It is not a profit making system."

Although the cost of coin operated

copiers has gone up from five cents to ten

cents this semester, the cards help defray

some of the cost.

The cards can be purchased for $9. $24.

$35. and $50. For nine dollars. 100 copies

can be made; with $24. 300 copies; and with

$35. 500 copies. The greatest value is the

$50 card, with which 1.000 copies can be

made, reducing the cost per copy to five

cents.

I

'We went out to bid on a new contract

with the copying companies July 1,"

McDonald said. "Copy Co. of Boston was

one of two companies to bid on the ten cent

vend with the use of the COPICARDS."
"Considering everything else that has

gone up. this increase was expected. "
said

Marabeth Clapp. director of Administrative

Services. "UMass was one of the last places

to hold on to the nickel charge. The cost of

using coin operated copiers has been a

nickel since 1966."

"We can now expect better service from

Copy Co.. the same company we employed

last year." Clapp said. With the ten cent

vend, they will be better able to overhaul

the machines and replace worn parts. The

quality could no longer remain uniform with

the nickel fee."

"We hope the use of these cards wUI

deter vandalism." McDonald said. "'We

have a history of the machines being broken

into."

< nllrrian photo by Katif Watlen

Joseph Zolty, left, a toolmaker in the Chemistry Machine Shop in Old

Goessman Building works with James Jonza. a graduate student in

polymer science. The two do model making and experimental

machinery. ^ .

Services
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Sentate approved last

night a proposal from the Governing Board

of the Legal Services Office (LSO) to make

the board chairperson a paid position.

The proposal pointed out that the

chairperson puts in about 10 to 15 hours

each week during the semester and that

this kind of commitment should not go

uncompensated. The proposal added the

compensation '"allows all members of the

board, not just students who have money

and don't need to work, the opportunity to

take on this educational experience.

"

The chairperson will be paid $3.50 per

hour on an 8 hour a week basis. Although

the chairperson spends many hours a week

during the semester in the office, this

workload is considerably reduced during

vacation periods, so an average of 8 hours a

week was agreed upon.

The Senate was asked to allocate $224.

one quarter of the total amount of money

needed to pay this salary for the remaining

32 weeks of fiscal year 1983. to add to the

$672 already put forth by the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

The LSO is funded three quarters by the

Student Government Association and one

quarter by the Graduate Student Senate, so

the funding had to be approved by both

bodies to be implemented.

The Graduate Student Senate Finance

Committee had approved the funding at an

earlier meeting, but it was pointed out by

Senate President Jack Delmond that the

Senate had to make the final approval

because the allocation was not only a

funding request but also a matter of policy.

In other business last night, the question

of graduate student unionization was

discus.sed.

The aim of a union would be to address

graduate student grievances such as

teacher assistant a.ssignments and stipends.

Some graduate students pointed out that

teacher assistant workloads and pay are

grossly disproportionate.

Delmond noted that the union "could not

make too much of a difference in teacher

assistant pay because that is something

more or less mandated by the state

budget." It was noted, however, that a

union could give the graduate students the

unity to bargain for the redress of

grievances and the implementation of

graduate students' needs.

Woman says 'bring it back'
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

The letter read:

"Will the persons who have removed the

sign from the house at 300 North Pleasant

st please return it? No questions will be

Asked.

But the story goes much deeper than

that. Mrs. Ruth S. Ruder. 91. said the sign,

advertising her son's veterinary practice, is

the second sign to be removed from her

front lawn since school began this year and

the thirtieth sign to be taken since she mov

ed there with her husband 66 years ago.

"There is no hope of getting the first sign

back. 1 hope that this small sign will be

returned quietly," she said.

Mrs. Ruder, who moved to her bnck

North Pleasant street home after her late

husband graduated from the University of

Pennsylvania Veterinary School, said she

hopes the return of the sign will improve

the relations between the "town and the

trown (the universities)." Although she did

not blame any particular group of Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students for the sign s

absence, she said there is no trouble during

the summer when students are not around.

"Signs go in Amherst. A good many

other people like funeral homes have signs

stolen. We seem to be in a good location,"

Mrs. Ruder said.

The larger sign, taken within weeks of

the opening of school this year, cost $125

and "must have taken several men to twist

the post" out of its cement enterrment.

The smaller sign, older and made of

wood, was "easy to take, " Mrs. Ruder

said.

Of the 30 signs stolen since 1916, only

one has been returne<i. Ten years ago. the

sign, her husband's first, was sU)len and

Mrs. Ruder wrote a letter to the Collegian

asking for its return because of its sen-

timental value. That sign has since lieen

put away.
. .. ,,

"I feel very badly to tell the truth, Mrs.

Ruder said of the recent trespassing. "I

feel very sick about it or I wouldn't have

written."

"I turned 91 on Oct. 25. It would be a

nice belated birthday present to have the

sign returned."

rumored for top job
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Rumors concerning a possible guber-

natorial appointment for state Sen. John

Olv^. D-Amherst, will remain .so at least

for the time being. Both Olver's office and

the transition team of Governor-elect

Michael S. Dukakis declined to comment on

the matter yesterday.

According to a story in Monday's Boston

Globe, Olver is being considered for the

position of administration and finance

.secretary. Other rumored candidates for

the position include Rep. Gerald M. Cohen,

D-Andover and former Senate Ways and

Means Committee Staff Director Mark

Ferber.

Also rumored to being considered for the

post are Robert Weinberg, member of the

Massachusetts Port Authority board of

directors, Frank Keefe, former head of the

Office of State Planning during Dukakis'

first administration and James Young,

former deputy to Boston Mayor Kevin H.

White.

The administration and finance secretary

is often called "the deputy governor."

Duties include overseeing all other

secretaries that come under the executive

branch. This includes working in conjunc-

tion with their budgets.

Senate Ways and Means Chairman

Chester G. Atkins. D-Concord. and Senate

President William M. Bulger, D-South

Boston are recommending Ferber for the

position.

Stan Rosenberg, an aide to Olver, said

Olver was too involved with pressing mat-

ters within the Senate, including both

financial aid and death f)enalty legislation,

to concern himself with a rumored position.

"I don't think he's wa.sting any energy

wondering what he would do if appointed,"

Rosenberg said.

An aide to William Geary, director of

personnel selection for the Dukakis transi-

tion team, declined to confirm or deny the

rumor.

"There is no way he would comment on

that one way or another," the aide said.
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Newslines
Older students
meeting today
An organizational meeting and social for

older students at the University of

Massachusetts will be held at 4 p.m. today

in Room 902 of the Campus Center.

The meeting is open to all full-time un-

dergraduates who will be twenty -five years

or older at the time of their graduation.

According to a recent I'Ma.ss survey, there

are almost 1400 older students enrolled at

the University. For more information call

545 2684 or 545 0865.

Human relations

symposium topic
A civility symposium for faculty on

human relations in the curriculum will take

place from 8:30 a.m. 2 p.m. tomorrow in the

Campus Center. The symposium will

feature several seminars and a keynote

address by Dr. J. Herman Blake from

Oakes College at the University of

California. Santa Cruz, as well as openmg

and closing remarks from UMass Associate

Provost Johnetta Cole and Chancellor

loseoh Duffey.

Wanted: award nominations

Club sponsors

Quabbin hike
The Sierra Club is having a one day hike on

the Upper Prescott Peninsula at the

Quabbin Reservoir Sunday. Those in

lerested should meet at 10 a.m. on the West

side of Route 202 in New Salem, across

from roads leading to New Salem Center.

For more information call Alexandra

Dawson at 586 5586 during the evening. All

are invited and there is no charge.

Services Friday
The B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation at

Smith College will sponsor a musical

Sabbath service at 7:30 p.m.. Friday in the

Sanctuary of the Helen Hills Chapel. The

music will be performed by the Smith

College Chorale under the direction of

Mallorie i'hernin.

UN rep. speal^s
Cucille Mair. secretary general to the

United Nations Conference on the Question

of Palestine, will speak on "The United

Nations and the Palestine Question" Friday

in the Converse Assembly Room. Amherst

1
College. A reception will follow the talk.

By WENDY WALSH
Collegian Correspondent

Articulate. stimulating, moti^vating.

knowledgeable, fair and open minded: these

may be the qualities of this year's winner ol

the University of Massachusetts

Distinguished Teaching Award.

Students who feel one of their professors

fits this description should send a letter to

the Office of the Graduate Student Senate,

room 919 of the Campus Center, by Friday.

Jack Delmond. president of the Graduate

Student Senate and chairperson of the

Distinguished Teachers Award Committee,

stressed that a teacher's professional

standing is not taken into account.

"We're trying to choose the best

teachers." he said. "These include those

with exceptional communicative skills, an

abiUty to motivate others and those who

concern themselves with the varying

backgrounds and interests of their

students."

Awards of $2,000 wUl be given by the

Graduate Student Senate to three selected

professors and three teaching assistants at

a formal award ceremony in April.

The decision process has three steps. The

first involves submission of nominations.

Any student may nominate a favorite

professor or teaching assistant.

The second step is to collect the

nominations, which usuaUy number from 70

to 100. and send evaluation questionnaires

to all of the candidates' students during

both the fall and spring semester. The

questions range from fairness in grading to

command of knowledge in the subject area.

The final step toward a decision is to

choose, after reading the questionnaires. 30

to 40 finalists.

Additional evaluation sheets are then

distributed to faculty members, selected

students and alumni. These sheets ask for a

candid opinion of the nominee's teaching

skills based on personal observations.

The Distinguished Teachers Award

Committee, which is made up of graduate

and undergraduate students and faculty,

will determine the final winners through a

review of these evaluations.

Last year's distinguished professors were

Alexander Chajes, civil engineering;

Charles Moran, English; and Curtis

Thorne. Microbiology.

Distinguished teaching assistants were

Robert Cooley, mathematics; Ann Murphy,

rhetoric; and Mary Rosen, mathematics.

Professors and teaching assistants who

have won the award within the last five

years are not eligible for this year's award.
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DDR women's lib works
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Socialism in the German Democratic

Republic is interpreted by Americans as a

failure as far as women are concerned, but

the interpretation is mistaken, said a

professor from East Berlin who spoke last

night at the University of Massachusetts.

Dr. Marianne Muller, a specialist in

American and Canadian Studies at Hum-
boldt University, told an audience of 30

people it is beUeved that because of the

tendency of women to be in lower paid

positions in East Germany, it is often

concluded socialism does not liberate

women.
"The constitution of the German

Democratic Republic says men and women
shall have equal rights. Ninety percent of

all women work. We have the highest

employment rate of women in the world."

Muller said.

"Women work, not really because they

need the money, but because they regard

work as one way for socialization," she said.

Muller said the audience must keep in

mind East Germany is a young country,

only 33 years old. "There are only three

generations of women working and living in

my country. I am a spDkesman for the

younger generation. My own personal

experiences have certainly been shaped by

the social experiences in my life," she said.

"One out of every three elected

legislators are women. One out of every

two judges is a woman. One out of every

three chairpersons of a firm is a woman and

one out of every four mayors is a woman,"

Muller said. However, "There is still

considerable under representation of

women.
Women do have a strong foothold in high

prestige jobs. Women make up 30 percent

of all the lawyers in East Germany and 45

percent of all dentists, she said.

Muller attributed the recent shift from

the unskilled labor market by women to the

skilled labor market to laws passed by the

government that encouraged the education

of women.
"Equal pay for equal work is guaranteed.

Education is free. A new law was passed

only last year in which every student after

the tenth grade gets a scholarship," she

said. "There are for women special courses

to acquire a college degree."

The government also has a Women's

Promotional Plan, similar to Affirmative

Action in the United States, Muller said.

"The Womens Promotional Plan is

signed every year. It is designed to increase

women's role in leadership and

management. It qualifies women to in

crease their education so they are qualified

for a leadership position," she said.

The idea of a strong family is also sup

ported in East Germany, Muller said.

"My country occupies first place in the

world regarding childcare facilities. I'm

really proud of it as a mother," she said. In

East Germany, "it is a free decision for

motherhood, but on the other hand, the

decision for motherhood is promoted" by

the government, she said.

Fathers and mothers have the same

rights and responsibilities of childcare, she

said. Women are given a paid day off, one

"household day" a month to catch up on

housework, she said. But single fathers and

single mothers are also given "household

day," she said.

Colleinan phot., b* Kalie W»ltrr«

Marianne Muller, a professor from East Berlin, spoke last night in

Herter Hall about "Women in the German Democratic Republic."

Shuttle project doesn't fly

-kaid
Contxnued from page 1

Three new programs will be created

under the proposal. The first is a work

study program to be funded at $5 million.

Under the program the sute will pay two

thirds of a student's salary, with the

remaining money to be paid by the em

ployer.

A $3 miUion grant program for graduate

students would also be created. Presently

graduate students are not eligible for any

scholarship program, federal or state. They

are only eligible to take out student loans.

One million dollars will be set aside for an

emergency low income assistance fund

under the proposal. The funds will be

granted to welfare recipients who are heads

of household.

"The problem is that low income people

run into a problem where a few hundred

dollars prevents them from returning (to

college) — like their car breaking down.

"

Rosenburgsaid.

WOMEN'S WEEK
Appears every Monday. Appears every .Monday

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

A Space Shuttle project submitted by

professors from the University of

Massachusetts and approved by the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (NASA) continues to be the victim of

budget cuts within the nation's space agen-

cy, and remains earthbound as the shuttle

is scheduled to lift off on its first operations

flight tomorrow.

The Spacelab Interstellar Oxygen Pro-

ject (SINTOX) was one of 40 detailed pro-

posals selected by NASA in August 1979

for consideration for implementation in

Spacelab, the shuttle's future experiment

station.

However, Professor K. Sigfrid

Yngvesson of the electrical and computer

engineering department at the University

of Massachusetts, who developed SINTOX
along with fellow University colleagues,

said he has heard little response and receiv-

ed no funding from NASA after having

completed and submitted tne projects

definition phase" in February, 1981.

While shuttle flights continue to progress

on schedule, he said he has been unable to

obtain information detailing how much of a

delay for SINTOX is still expected as a

result of budget limitations within NASA
and the entire Spacelab program.

SINTOX consists of a short wave radio

telescope carried into space with the shut

tie, which Yngvesson said would Ik? used to

detect interstellar oxygen by its

characteristically emitted ra<lio waves. The

telescope is similar to one already in use at

the Five College observatory at Quabbin

Reservoir. Clouds of oxygen molecules,

light years wide in some places, cannot be

detected by land based radio observatories

due to oxygen in the atmosphere, he said.

The clouds are associated with forming

stars. Information about them could be im-

jK)rtant in understanding stellar birth.

Yngvesson said he will continue to send

letters to NASA seeking resumption of the

project, and remains hopeful for the pro-

ject's eventual realization.

• >«••» ,*,#.•••.%•*-•-•-•#•
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Concert captures nature
By LAURA SHANAHAN
Collegian Staff

Towering trees become towering
skyscrapers. Dammed waters transform

into waterfalls crescending over mossy
rocks. This visual panorama of nature, a
photographic essay by Bob Jamieson, musi-

cally accompanied by Mark Thompson, was
presented last night in the Hampden
Theatre at the University of Massa-

chusetts. / Saw the Wind is their audio-

visual account of Jamieson 's travels in

North and South America.

Jamieson's summer excursions were

highlighted by photographs including

sunrises and sunsets from the summit of

Mount Waddington in British Columbia,

looking down over clouds from mountain

tops, and clear, crisp views of the Mount

Waddington peak.

Jamieson and Thompson have been per-

forming their "wilderness concert" for five

years. They met as camp counselors in

Colorado and provided entertainment for

their fellow campers by intertwining

Jamieson's photos and Thompson's music.

New photos, new songs, new stories and

new jokes added yearly enable the show to

remam interesting to lx)th performers and

the audience.

Their lifestyle during the nine months in

which they travel is hectic and uncertain.

They spend their time on public relations

work: booking the act, issuing press

releases and travelling.

"It's an impersonal way to live," Thomp-

son said. Driving, sleeping at motels and

private homes, eating at restaurants, and

rushing around to meet deadlines demands

time, he said.

"You have to be able to accept the conse-

quences of not being the top man or woman
in your field," Thompson said. The remain-

ing three months Jamieson climbs and

Thompson sings and operates his own

studio, Never Summer Productions. He
has already produced two records and

hopes to have the third out next year.

Their UMass stint is a long three-day

stopover, in contrast to the eight concerts

they will perform in the next nine days.

Performing in New England has its advan-

tages l)ecause less time is spent travelling

between performances and there is less

space to cover, they said.

Jamieson and Thompson will perform a

free concert at 8 tonight in the Student

Union Ballroom. Their next stop is at Mer-

rimack College in North Andover, Mass.

I'holo h> I'rlrr Mi

Chris Conroy and Rick Ricardi. members of the UMass inarching

band, inarch to the tune of their own drums on the way to practice.
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Anne M. Jackson spoke about Latin American women's movements

yesterday in Thompson HaU.

Latinwomen conduct

own sexual revolution
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The revolutionary battlefields of I..atin

American countries are crossing the

trenches of turmoiled regions into the

workplace, the home and the street as

women's movements in Peru. Nicaragua

and Mexico conduct a revolution of their

own — asexual revolution.

The message was delivered yesterday to

about ten listeners by Anne M. Jackson, a

Marxist humanist and feminist who has

traveled throughout Latin America to

observe women's movements there.

Addressing the Thompson Hall audience,

Jackson stressed the necessity of

broadening political revolutions to affect a

"change in relationships."

"Still there is the battle at home when

you put down the gun, " she said. "It's a

hard task of building society. (Nicaraguan)

women are asked: does your man say okay,

we appreciate what you've fought for. but

it's time to go back into t he kitchen.'
"

Jackson said in the Nicaraguan

movement women constituted 30 percent of

the guerilla army and in the Guatamalan

movement 50 percent. But despite the fad

women have become a cornerstone of

revolution in these countries, she said their

ideas take precedent over the question of

quantity.

"Wherever you l(X)k. revolution and

counter revolution are locked in a battle

and the women's movement is an essence of

that movement." Jackson said.

A sense of forceful self confidence and

hope in Nicaraguan women has bolstered an

upgrading in the areas of education, work

and literacy rates. Jackson said Nicaragua's

literacy rate has risen from 30 to 50 percent

and attributes it in part to the women's

movement that recognizes "it (literacy) is

absolutely essential if you are going to think

beyond the four walls of your kitchen.

"

As a result of women's organizations.

Jackson said Latin American revolutions

have consisted not solely of " a few people

running in the hills. They have had a

revolution from th? bottom up. They in

elude everyone."

Although it is an enduting process, men

are beginning to recognize the long term

benefits of an "all inclusive" society. "Men

are appreciating that you can't go back to

the way you were before you were laying in

the trenches, " Jackson said.
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Writlng/Rhetofic Requirement

Undergraduates who have not taken a first level 'B'

core course and have not been exennpted should pre-

register for English 190A for this spring. Anyone who

has not taken the prerequisite Writing Program Place-

ment Test should take it during counselling week:

November 16 8:00 p.m. Mahar 108

November 17 8:00 p.m. Bartlett 65

November 18 8:00 p.m. Hasbrouck 20

Upperclassmen needing a second level 'B' core

course should pre-register for English 152. Freshmen

who do not complete level I and upperclassmen who

do not complete level II this year may find it necessary

to take an equivalent course at another institution, at

their own expense
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TIME OUT

Wednesday Hight
Pitchers of Deer

$0.00
Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

u 07 H Pieosont St, Amherst MA \

CARROLL

Singing Telegrams

and Balloons
Delivered by

Tuxedoed Messenger for any

and All Occasions
Lowest Prices

Call 665-7664 visa mc

OF AMHERST

Winter Ski Tours

The Best Alpine Skiing

That Austria has to offer!

, ^ as low
1 week tour

^^
including airfare ^
New York to Salzburg 9t>iW.w

2 week tour
,

, \. w-,« «5 low as
including airfare

<caQ no
New York to Salzburg ^Wf.uu

Choose from Ski Tours that include airfare

to Austria, self drive tours, Christmas ski

tours, or combination ski tours.

$56.00 weeklv ski pass must be purchased in Europe.

Located on Cowles Lane 256-8931

off No. Pleasant St.

Tun»-Ups

Oil Changes
Drakes

All Oth*r Major

Ertgin* K^polrs

23 River Drive, North Hadley

586-9029

Bring in your KODACOLOR HR Disc Film, and get

quality color processing by Kodak. You'll like the

way the color comes out bright and clear

just the way you like it. Stop in today to order

your great looking prints.

COLOR
PROCESSING ^
..Kodak

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
STORED

^ Lowenbraii.

No Classes Thurs

RartyAL JoeyD's,

NO COVEQ
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Don Osley was captured recently doing some carpentry work as part

of the Goessman basement renovation program.

Duke Ellington Committee/UPC and Umass Arts Council presents

CLOUDS
A Contemporary Black Musical Performance

CLYDE CRINER with

Akua Dtxon Gail Dixon John Blake Joe Ford Victor Bailey Omar MaKan

Sunday, November 21 , 1982 B.O&PM
Student Union Ballroom. UMass. Amherst
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Dorm collects XMas gifts

for troubled area teenagers
By PAULA HOYT
Collegian Staff

Because of efforts of Coolidge dorm
government at the University of

Massachusetts, some Northampton
teenagers may have a better Christmas.

In an ongoing commitment to the Year

Toward Civility, Coolidge dorm govern-

ment is sponsoring a holiday gift drive for

troubled adolescents at 4he Tri County

Youth Programs, Inc. in Northampton.

This is the second year for the gift drive.

Last year, the drive was organized by one

student and was greatly appreciated by the

program's director.

Robert Winston, the program's ej^ecutive

director, said he is looking forward to the

contribution made by the dorm's gift drive.

"Because of state budget cuts, we depend

on outside help," Win.ston said. "Without

the help of the UMass contributions, it

would be a poor holiday indeed."

The Tri County organization provides a

home for emotionally disturbed or court

involved adolescents who have dealt with

unstable family lives, physical abuse or

neglect.

"The holiday season heightens a number
of emotional issues for these youngsters

and it can be a very traumatic experience."

Winston said.

The gift drive helps to create a festive

atmosphere for the youths. They generally

do not go home and exchanging gifts helps

make their holidays special, Winston said.

Students are asked to donate old albums,

posters, games, sports equipment or

anything appropriate for 14 18 year olds.

"We are trying to get other dorms and

off campus housing involved as well," said

Glen -Daly, a residence assistant in Coolidge

and coordinator of the drive.

Gifts can be brought to Glen Daly in 315

Coolidge, or any other residence assistant

in the dorm. Gifts can also be dropped off at

219 Butterfield in the Central residential

area.

United Way aids community
By LAURIE MACDONALD
•('ollegian Correspondent

The Hampshire Community United Way

is in the midst of its annual fund drive and

this year the emphasis is on community in-

volvement.

The United Way, while providing funds

for important area projects such as A Bet-

ter Chance, the Amherst Youth Program,

the American Red Cross and the Visiting

Nurses Association, is calling for support

U) help finance these and other organiza-

tions in the Hampshire area.

Professor Everett Emerson, of the

University of Massachusetts English

Department, is the campus United Way
coordinator for the 1982 fund raising drive.

"The question of satisfaction of heading

a drive such as this comes from success,"

he said.

Emerson said he hopes the goal of

$50,000 will be reached.

Only UMass employees are actually being

solicited for contributions because F]mer-

son said he feels students can not afford to

donate.

' "1 was a student once, too," he said.

"Students can support the United Way
by volunteering time to the various

organizaitons to gain practical experience

or perhaps even college credit, " Emerson

said.

Already, campus organizations are

beginning to collect money for the fund

drive. Beta Kappa Phi and Miller Lite Beer

are joining together to sponsor a Tug 0'

War contest on Nov. 20. Proceeds will be

donated to the campus fund drive. F'or

more information, contact Craig Keenan at

549-4066.
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THE PEACE MOVEMENT
IN ISRAEL

SuNdAy, NovEwbER 14 at 5 pw
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so others

may have

a happy
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CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH

Dr. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHIROPRACTORS

Athletic Injuries
If you are an athlete, your enthusiasm for sports

can sometimes lead to problems. Injuries are com-
mon enough when two bodies collide at full velocity.

But body contact is not the only problem.

Starts and stops at high speed, twisting and turn-

ing into awkward positions may cause strains to

muscles, limbs, and back. Untempered enthusiasm

may cause a person to try harder and play longer

than is beneficial for his or her own body. If your

body is fatigued, there is greater potential for ac-

cidents and injury.

Periodic chiropractic examination will assist you in

detecting minor problems before they get worse. An
exam is recommended before the season begins,

whenever an injury occurs, as well as at the end of

the season

.

Join the growing number of health concious

athletes who use chiropractic care for treatment of

athletic injuries and for the maintenance of peak

physical condition.
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Underground Sound Inc.
g

71 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

list Anniversary .^...r,'—
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I

Celebration

TODAY!
g

I In honor of our first year in business we are having an Air

i Bass contest!! Bring in your own music and wail on air

I bass for 60 sec.
Q

I
i
8

Winner Receives A FREE
SANYO
MG-9

Stereo Mini-Cassette Player
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Mental health

lost issue?
Let me begin with an anecdote. Two men are discus-

sing peculiar customs in various countries. As the

examples become more unfamiliar, each man
shares the other's belief of our superior culture. Listen to

their dialogue.

"...Look at the caste system in India," one fellow

remarks. "They got 'Untouchables' don't they?" the other

responds smugly. Then continuing, "America's so far

ahead of that..Can you image not even being touched?" He
laughs. The storyteller adds "It mustn't be much fun

though if you're one of 'em."

Examining our culture more deeply however, one

detects some disturbing examples of social inequality.

R. Jay AUain

Ever hear any racial put-downs? Have you ever witnessed

condescending and even hostile looks at those who are im-

poverished? And what, finally, of the mentally ill? Are

they not a caste unto themselves?

One of the fundamental rights in our society seems to be

the delivery of quality medical care to anyone who re-

quires it. Contrast this with someone diagnosed as 'men-

tally ill.' A recent study revealed that the ty})ical client in a

state institution receives four (4) hours of interaction with

staff {)er week. Does this not resemble a caste? Imagine

visiting a medical doctor with a vague physical complaint,

then l>eing removed from friends and one's community, to

a remote colony where one is placed with others who have

physical complaints. Here one wanders the locked cor-

ridors seeking help, though little, if any. is to be found.

Either a 'spontaneous recovery' must occur or the admit-

ting physician decides to release you. Inhuman, you say.

Yet a similar procedure is happening right now in the

mental health system.

Well, hopefully we agree this situation is unfortunate.

But what is the answer? Individuals must begin (if they

haven't already) to critically examine their own attitudes

toward these unfortunates. With a sense of compassion,

imagine a confused and scared person, "the loser in the

'.•-•.•-•.•.•.•-•-

"Many are poor and unwanted and our affluence

insulates us.

"

game people play," perhaps a victim of multiple traumas,
recovering a healthy feeling of self-worth in a mental
hospital. Yes, some have drug and alcohol problems, but I

ask you, what would you do if you had no family or friends

with whom to discuss personal problems? Yet, and it is

morally wrong, we continue to label and stigmatize these

clients. We reject them. Their suffering, their situations

are so radically different from those experienced by us

"normals." We rationalize: they have brought these pro-

blems on themselves. Many are poor and unwanted and
our affluence insulates us.

Perhaps each concerned individual could begin by admit-

ting his or her own fears around 'mental problems.' Don't
worry, even the experts have fears. Doubts about the ef-

fectiveness of treatment and how best to proceed in heal-

ing were shared with me by a top area psychiatrist. Yet in-

adequate emphasis is placed on treatment. With the ad-

vances in research now widely available and the continu-

ing support of the public and legislators, to deliver effec-

tive treatment, unnecessary suffering can be reduced
significantly.

Deinstitutionalization is a diversionary issue. More
critical, is, does the public want these j:)eople treated?

There is no neutral on this issue. While we play the pro-

verbial ostrich, burying our heads in the sands of apathy
and myth, avoidable human suffering is maintained. If we
are truly a caring region, let us unite to demand humane
improvements.

R. Jay Allain is a 197S UMass graduate

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and
include the writer's address and
telephone number, which will not
be published. Please type double
spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the
volume of mail, we regret we are
unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and
length.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
:•:•:•'.':•:•'.

LOSERSm
Contradictory Collegian articles are unfair to Greek system

To the Editor:

On behalf of the Greeks. I would like to ask your staff to

justify the strategic positioning of two contradictory ar

tides about the same group, namely Beta Kappa Phi

fraternity, which were found on page three of your Nov.

9th edition of the CoUeguin.

At the top left hand corner. I was pleased to see that the

alcohol awareness program which was initiated as a

disciplinary program for Beta Kappa Phi fraternity was

considered "newsworthy" by your staff. The University of

Massachu-setts is being given the opportunity to reap the

benefits of national coverage of thi;. pioneering program.

Therefore, I question the intent of your newspaper when

I see a file photo of the same group which is totally

unrelated to the news story at the top, and distorts the

image which the positive story attempts to portray.

I feel that this photo is unfair to the Greek system as a

whole, and serves only to question your attitude towards

Greeks, and your credibility as a news journal. I would Uke

to request that a full explanation and retraction be printed

lo serve not only as an apology to Beta Kappa Phi. but also

to clarify your position as a student representative

newspaper which is objective and unbia.sed.

Loring A. BameH
Chi Omega

View from the wheelchair platform needs improvement

To the Editor:

It was my good fortune this weekend to attend my
second UMass football game this season. The sun was out

when my friends and I found seats on the home side of the

field. We then went for hotdogs and the afternoon looked

very promising.

I was waiting for another friend to show up. when I

noticed a girl sitting alone, looking very uninterested in

the game. When I approached her and asked what was
wrong, she answered. "I can't see the game." Ordinarily,

this would not have bothered me. but this time it did; she

was in a wheelchair.

Nancy Gorman is a UMass sophomore who attends mo.st

of the home games. Because she is confined to a wheelchair

her seating at the stadium is limited to the wheelchair

platform on the fifty yard line. Unfortunately for Nancy,
the platform was hot built high enough to enable her to see

over the f(x)tball players who stand on the benches along

the sidelines.

The problem here is not the players. One cannot expect

them to limit their enthusiasm to sitting on the bench. I

feel that the problem is one of planning, on the part of

either the physical plant or Alumni Stadium.
Something must be done here. Nancy Gorman and any

other individual confined to a wheelchair have as much
right to see the game as anyone else, and the UMass
football team needs all the support they can get.

Allan E. Dines
Sunderland

Black Homecoming ominously promotes segregation
To the Editor:

I am writing in reaction to an article on the front page of

the November first edition of the Collegian. Particularly,

my attention was aroused by the UMass "Black
Homecoming Parade."

The festive atmosphere of the accompanying photograph
is to be appreciated, but the intent of a "Black
Homecoming" is what I question. Who in their right mind
holds the notion that black students should have a different

homecoming? Aren't we all (blacks, whites, etc.) involved
in the festivities of the homecoming? Why shouldn't all

students enjoy the event as a student body, without some
of us isolating ourselves? To me there is a blatant

segregationist attitude being displayed here. No wonder
there is racism at our university, some students insist on
grouping themselves in such a way that intimidates the

majority. Isn't the aim of various cultural organizations to

help assimilate, and also to alleviate the situation for the
minority student? The insistence of some groups to remain
in their own little "cults" only nurtures racist sentiments
and eventually, hatred. The hypocrisy of that
"homecoming" event is sadly farcical: segregation is

clearly being promoted in an ominous way.
In conclusion, I would like to offer a general request. As

powerless as I am, I would like to suggest to all campus
ethnic organizations that they reevaluate their ultimate
intentions. Is it to coexist and blend? Or is it more in

"vogue" to remain cold and distant from the majority?
Also, do the present measures actually make headway in

the quest for racial harmony?

Chris Bacich
Sunderland

UMass zone comic on pregnancy steps out of bounds
To the Editor:

In reference to the comic strip on 11/5, The UMass Zone

by Mark Rollins, we liave found it extremely offensive that

the Collegian would dare to print such a blatantly sexist

comic strip. It concerns us greatly to learn that this kind of

mentality still exists on this campus. Unwanted pregnancy

is not a laughing matter. For a woman it is a highly

emotional and upsetting experience. It disturbs us greatly

to see that the Collegian would print this sort of comic

strip. We feel that you are in a way supporting this type of

mentality. It's sick. To think that in this day and age there

are still many men who would probably change their phone
number if they were found in a similar situation. We'd like

to discover how men feel to this. In truth this whole issue

bothers us a great deal more than we can say. We hope
that the CoUegian will review material more effectively

next time, and defer from printing such sexLst material.

Deborah Ghavami
Jane Zbyszynski

Audrey Hal per
Amherst

We need columnists!
Drop by with a piece. Room 1 13

Campus Center

US voters choose to abandon ship
The 1982 elections were a clear indication that the

public does not want to "Stay the Course" for

another two years.

Although Republicans still maintained a slight grip of

control in the Senate, they lost 24 seats in the House, and

perhaps more important, they lost 36 statehouse races,

enabling the Democrats to pick up 9 governor seats

previously held by the GOP.

Josh Meyer
These figures might not be as conclusive as some would

have hoped, but the signal is loud and clear. The

demographics of the national election prove this. Accor-

ding to an ABC exit poll, the only group to vote as a ma-

jority for Republicans was those earning over $40,000 a

year, and this was by a measly three percent.

All other groups that voted for Reagan in '80 have seen

enough jellybean economics. Two years ago, Ron won a

plurality of votes by those under 30 years old and those

over 50. Tuesday, both groups voted Democrat by a

margin of 6 to 4. In 1980, Reagan won more than 40 per-

cent of the laI)or vote. Last week they voted 7 to 3 for the

Democrats.

Whites, blacks, Hispanics, Catholics, Jews, Pro-

testants, poor and middle class, white and blue collar

workers, and men and women as groups all voted

Democratic by at least 55 percent. Most demographic

breakdowns show this figure U> be much higher. Reagan

says he "beat the odds" last week. It's obvious that he

, didn't.

Later on, Reagan acknowledged that the outlook for

the next two years would be one of compromise with the

Democrats who did not want to stay the course. The

President said that while he "wouldn't compromise on

principles of what (he believes) \z essential to the

recovery," he is looking towards working in bipartisan

fashion to solve the major problems the Administration is

faced with. Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker and

many of his cronies within the Republican Party

disagreed with their boss, and were worried that the new

line-up would produce a legislative stalemate.

According to governor-elect Michael Dukakis of

Massachusetts, what happened nationwide and in

Massachusetts "was a massive rejection of national

economic policy...The results clearly indicate that people

in this state and country want a change in these polices."

This week, Dukakis and all other governors will be

meeting in Utah U) l)egin mapping out a new economic

blueprint in response \xt Reagan's.

Dukakis has also recommended that Reagan re

examine the defense budget and make a serious effort

toward balancing the budget. Statewide. Proposition 2V2

is said U) be his overriding fiscal priority. This would in

theory distribute 40 percent of the increase in the sUt^'s

growth revenues to cities and towns in order to reduce

property taxes while maintaining adetjuate municipal

services. In other words, he supposedly wants to cut

taxes without cutting services. The governor's conven-

tion delegates will try to plan against Reagan's Propsed

abolishment of Title I Education funds and other pro-

grams as well. ,

Some other changes might.be in store as well. (>p-

iK.nents of the death penalty, which passed by referen-

dum last week, fear that Governor King will call a special

"lame duck" legislative session to get Capital Punish^

ment on the books l)efore Dukakis can take office and

veto it The referendum only won by a 6 U) 4 margin, and

Dukakis, a staunch opponent t)f the death penalty, has

urged the legislature to think twice before putting

peoples' lives in the hands of a governor
"

The anti Reagan resentment that has swept over the

country hit home especially hard in Massachusetts.

Republicans lost every major race for statewide office.

The Democrats regained one State Senate and two

House seats, as well as the state offices of attorney

general, secretary, treasurer and auditor. The only in

cumbent to lose was someone who left the I3emocratic

Party at the same time Reagan was elect^ni and ran as a

Republican. Statewide, Democrats now run the state

from top to I)<)ttom.

tk)vernor-elect Dukakis summed up the 1982 elections

fairly well when he said, "There's no question that the

people are better served by a two-party system. But as

long as the Republican party is going to embrace jM)licies

so harmful to the state, it is going U) have trouble attrac

ting the young people they need."

Jo.s/i Meyer ui a Collegian rolumnist

J

A new college life on the rebound Random Notes
Editor's not^: Georgette RoberLs is one of a selected group

of "older students" (over 25) here at the University.

So here I am at UMass and I've got to write a paper

on a LeGuin science-fiction story using John

Berger's point of view as an art historian. I suppose

I could call one of my kids to find out how one writes such

a paper, but the kids are so far away. The last phone call I

accepted from one of them cost me $41.35. Is any

humanities paper worth it?

Georgette Roberts

At that rate, Reagan might have to increase my grant

next year or I might just end up being one of the dropout

statistics I've heard about. It's a wonder I didn't drop out

my first two weeks here. Such a bunch of people with their

eyes to the ground. I wait 30 years to go to college, and

what does everybody do? They look at the ground.

It's a wonder they don't get lost, looking at the ground

all the time. After all, most of the ground looks the same

around here, except for the ground on North Pleasant

Street. Now, that's a masterpiece of slow motion

engineering.

I've been rerouted at least 15 times since Sept. 5. It's

been a lot of fun counting the rocks which have been

recycled from the earth to provide diversion for UMass

f)e<lestrians. Maybe that's why everyone looks down.

Maybe I shouldn't take it so personally. Maybe they're

counting rocks too.

Now, students waiting for a bus are more interesting.

At least, they are looking up. Of course, that's the only

way they can see the bus coming, but it is at least possible

to mention what a nice day it is. And if the bus doesn't pulj

in too soon, you might get an answer. But, the success of

"people watching" at any bus stop is predicated on not

having any impossible assignments to rush back to your

room for. It Lakes time to figure out the bus schedules so

you can get at least two sentences in before the excnlus.

And there's always the Campus Center. Plenty of people

there. My first time in. 1 was met by a verital)le flmnl of

humanity, all going the other way. Still haven't figured

out where they were coming from that I wasn't. It t(K)k

me two weeks to work up my courage to try again. By

then, most of them had found nice comfortable seats in the

lobby or in the cafeteria where they were either sleeping,

or busy reading the Collegian. But nobody was lf>oking up.

How do you say "hello" to somebody who's not l(»oking

up? Maybe there should be a "hello" day on campus.

Anybody who goes by anybody without saying "hello"

would have to carry a red helium-filled balloon for the rest

of the day.

Balloons are great ice breakers. I know, I carried one

across campus from the Rand Theatre one day. People ac-

tually looked up and smiled! A few asked where the

balloon came from and went after their own. Such a sign

of life 1 had not seen since I got here.

Or maybe they came to life and smiled because I looked

silly carrying a balloon at my age. After all, my youngest

daughter was a freshman here last year, and I'm just

following in her footsteps. Maybe that was it. But that

can't explain all those other people looking down.

You don't have to be older to be lonely. Maybe you are

just trying to remember what Mother said about "speak-

ing to strangers." Well, I'm a mother, and I say, "forget

it." Down with anonymity. Anonymity is no fun. We're at

college to op^n our eyes, and meeting new people is part of

the process.

And writing silly papers relating art history to a science-

fiction story is also part of it. Viva the Humanities, long

live the Red Balloon.

^

(\ Mli ,
1^ YOUM^, "FW^ f^TVlB MAPPING NOUVEAU Bl^OKt.

By
the way, have you ever thought about wire? That

long, round strip of metal we all take for granted?

Exactly. Comm(m, simple, everyday wire. I know

this may be a little Uki deep for some, but wire is it. It is

supreme. There is no comparison to the power of wire. I

don't mean power in U'rms of electricity. I mean whoever

pt)ssesses the most wire in this world can, essentially,

rule it! You may think I'm crazy, or mayl)e even stupid.

But at least I was accepted into this schtwi. but that's

another story.

Anyway, think about it. Wire. Lt)ok at your stereo and

think where you would be if there were no such thing as

wire. How alntut the alarm clock that wakes yt)U in the

morning? Or the Walkperson you carry around to class

everyday. That's right, wire.

The telephone, the telelvision, refrigerator (warm

beer), even the heater in your waterbed uses wire. This

world revolved around wire.

How about the military? Aircraft needs wire. RADAR
needs wire. All High-Tech communication must have

wire. All the military forces of the world depend on those

thin strands of copper.

If we could control the wire in this country, we could

control the military. Interesting? There is no question

about it. Wire is where it's at. It is the base on which all

technology stands.

Now who's crazy?

If we control the military, we wouldn't have to worry

about drafting people, we wouldn't have to worry about a

nuclear war, we wouldn't even have to worry about

Ronald Reagan. He's already proved to us he's nothing

without T.V. or movies.

If we control wire, we could have world peace. See, it's

that easy.

Radio, television, and filmmaking industries all depend

on wire. The horizons are endless.

I'm surprised a new religion hasn't sprung-up revolv-

ing around the earthly powers of this copper formation.

It is truly a gift of the gods.

I may be wrong, but if you ask me, I think were bark-

ing up the wrong tree. You know, we're at the wrong end

of the horse. We don't need to protest, or rally. All we

need to do is collect and control wire.

We need to make our opinions known. Do it through

wire. We have to tell the rest of the people of this nation

that we can make a change. We can be a part of the

democratic process, through wire. Our voices will be

heard through wire.

So, next time you sit around the T.V., turn on your

Walkperson, or answer the phone, remember that the in-

fluence you need to let your opinions be heard, the power

that could change your world, has been in the palm of

your hand since Alexander Graham Bell shouted to Wat-

son all those years ago.

Knowledge isn't the answer, wire is.

(Maybe I am crazy.)

Jeff Potter is a Collegian Correspondent
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THE

RAIMD
TH6FIT6I?

FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES
TONIGHT Qt 6 pm

Reservations: 545-351

1

In repertory with DARK OF THE MOON

"unnervlngly funny . . . fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek

* Shape Your Own Future
by designing a major

specifically suited to your goals

Some examples: Outdoor Education

for Children, Broadcast Reporting with

Specialization in Government, Computer
Science/ Linguistics.

Come to an introductory meeting of the

Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration (BDIC) Program, and

discover the choices available to you.

Wednesday, November 10

Crampton Main Lounge

7:00 PM

Florida
R.T. edr froriJ

Hartford tc

various cities

$208.00 Mon-Fri
$260.00 Sat & Sun

California
from Bradley
to various cities

$399.00

Book Now Campus Travel

for Thankgiving Break S^P"*" ?*°^' ^tSS'^ ^^ UMasB Amherst 01003
Plan Ahead for Winter Break - 546O600

iTiTm.mii""'""

Wednesday Night
Free

Hot & Cold Hors d'oevres 10 pm
Sombreros 95^

Rolling Rock Pitchers $2.95

Rolling Rock Drafts 50^

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

ThE UMass Arts CouNcil's

Proposal DcAdliNE Date is

NOVEMBER 19, 4:00 PM.

PIease MAkE Sure Your

ProPosaIs are ReceIvecI

AT 129 Herter HaLL

By ThAT TiME.
T.,» iit fTir f

TttiimiMti.i7ITllll'lil l,U[HIIIHI IIMUn

Hie

Hu^b
fine food and drink

at affordable prices

estaurant
55 University Drive

Annherst, MA

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Paul E.Cade

Thursday - Koludi^ & o draft b«»r $3.25
Now serving an expanded late night menu

Our Famous Pizza - FREE with a pitcher of beer

freshly prepared appetizers

delicious desserts and ice cream

Deli-style sandwiches

nightly 10:00 pnn - close FrI-Sat full menu until 1 1 :00

"What Electrons Are Really Doiiif^

in Molecules: A PedestrianView"

Thursday; NovcihIkt 18, 1982 at 8 p.m.

Campus Center Auditoriuni

I ^niversit\' of Massachusetts at Amherst

Arts
pndine a charming fairy tale
ONDINE
By Jean Giraudoux

Sunday, November 7

Lab Theatre, Mt. Holyoke College

By LETITIA ORD
Collegian Correspondent

Theater is distinguished from both film and television by

the fact that the action occurs in the present, before the

eves of the audience. Theater has the capability of en

couraging the audience's emotions to respond actively.

Because the action is live, a theater audience is much more

susceptible to the effects of a presentation. Ideally, every

theatrical production should take advantage of this unique

audience actor relationship. Those that do not, however,

may still successfully entertain an audience via a

television esque route.

This is the manner in which Ondme entertains its

audience. The show opened this past weekend and will

continue Thursday the Uth through to Sunday the 14th.

Jean Giraudoux presents us with Hans, a young knight,

who wanders into Ondine's enchanted world and is

bewitched by her beauty. The water nymph Ondine is also

madly in love. The two return to his world in the center of

the King's palace. Needless to say. the union doesn't work

out.

Moments in the show were quite funny, and the entire

second act was an absolute scream. The visual presen

tation of this act alone was well worth the price of ad

mission. The set designers, in addition to the director,

should be commended highly for the atmosphere they

collectively evoked; it framed the humorous action with a

slightly absurd dream like clarity that was most ap

propriate.

On the whole, the individual performances were good.

Peggy Golden as Ondine gave a solid performance which

grew in strength as the play progressed and as her

situation became more tragic. The cause for her attraction

to Hans, however, was not immediately apparent.

You may not leave Ondine questioning the fate of

humanity, but if you do go, you wUl undoubtably be

charmed by this fairy tale.

Play by Play

Trees' music is so hypnotic it's hard to concentrate on

anything else when the record's playing, except perhaps

love making. The ever so delicate piano and dreamy,

trailing vocals on "Wildwood," with continual rainfall and

inconspicuous synthesizers in the background make for

quite a mellifluous song. The same narcotic melody is

present on "Red Car" where Conover expresses his

skepticism towards nuclear weapons:

Red Car driving in the sunset

.so far there Isn't any object

no thing no mortal can control

no sign of any intervention

so far there isn't any reason
Red Car

The UMass Theatre Guild opens its fall season with an

adaptation of the Broadway musical Seesaw, which

premieres tomorrow night in Bowker Auditorium. Seesaw

has been described as "a typical boy meets girl with ulcer

story," and was written by Michael Bennette sho Is also the

author of Dreamgirls and A Chorus Line. Performances

are at 8 p.m. on November 12 14, and 18 20.

Homeland is an original production by the UMass Third

World Theatre. It was co written by Steve Friedman and

Selaelo Maredi and Ukes the audience from Johannesburg,

South Africa to Greenwich, Connecticut. Its story revolves

around Bob Kennelworth, a White South African

businessman, en route to the U.S. for a General Motors

business conference. Bob Ukes his family and their black

maid on his journey across the ocean. The Kennelworths

stay with another white family that is associated with

General Motors. Coincidentally, this white family also has

a black worker in their household. The comedy revolves

around the similiarities and differences between the two

families and the two Black women.

Presented in Hampden Theatre in Southwest, Homeland

plays November 18 20 and December 2 4. Tickets are $2

for students and $3 for the general public.

Enter Desiree Jones, a play written by Amherst College

students Howard Gould and Jerry Noble, is an original

musical comedy about romantic life styles at Amherst

College. Performances will be given November 1921 at 8

p.m. in the Fayerweather Theatre, Amherst CoUege.

Admission is $1.00.

Mass Appeal, a Broadway comedy hit written by HUl L.

Davis, opens November 18 at Stage West in West

Springfield. The play centers around a rebellious young

seminary student who questions the Catholic Church and a

veteran priest who savors good wine, big cars, and a day at

the races. The show stars Mark DoLson and Tim Farley.

For special student matinee times and prices, call 413 781

4470.

SLEEP CONVENTION (MCA)
Trees

By DEAN RANZO
Collegian Staff

Beautiful! That about sums up Sleep Convention by the

newest member of the electric pop avant garde. Trees.

With the exception of some backing vocals and percussion.

Trees is a one man soporific manifestation. Dane Conover

sings, plays various synthesizers, treated piano. 6 and 12

string electric guitars, bass, and percussion.

Galltry Priirti

Editor's Note: this is the first of a weekly series byJuhe

Schilke previewing gallery events on campus.

There is plenty of activity in campus galleries this

month. A variety of artist's work is spread out aU over the

campus. Here is a glimpse of what is being exhibited m the

Amherst Weavers: Vision Shared, November 10 24 at

Herter Gallerv. This is the fifth annual group show of work

done by the Amherst Weavers. Rugs, wall hangings and

clothing are woven together in an exhibit which shows the

functions and decorative uses of textiles.

Rita Deanin Abbey: From Desert to Bible Visas

November 10 24 at Herter Gallery. Abbey s exhibit of

paintings will open today. She is familiar with the desert

and carries the landscape into her work. As a re^u't- J^^^

work becomes a response to the landscape itself. From

Desert to Bible Vistas is a series of pamtmgs with a

message beneath the sand. u«„ o iq
Harry Bartnick: PhotoreaUst pamtmgs. November 2-19

at Hampden GaUery. The paintings jarrmg in theu-

"ptTine Stiriss: closes November 13 at the Student

Union Gallery. People, people, people, all over the walls^

Strange titles and compositions. This is not only a gallery

filled with paintings, it is a sideshow of faces. This exhibit

wont be around much longer. Stop in for a minute.

The sleepy melody is very appropriate here because it

gives the subject a chance to sink in. The rest of the songs

have a more mystical meaning though, which is why the

album is so easy to take.

"Delta Sleep" is so smooth and contenting it could

hypnotize Svengali. Rolling drums, eerie guitar riffs and

the combination of Conover's iron melting voice with

romantic female whispers and backing vocals make up this

delight.

"Midnight In America is a wiia lune mat s a lilile more

upbeat, yet holds the spirit of the album through some fine

synthesizer and vocal arrangements.

"Shock Of The New" and 'Gotta Moon" are strictly more

upbeat and pop oriented than the rest of the album len

ding danceable beats and rhythms. Either would be an

instant hit if it got airplay.

Sleep Convention is a very hypnotic and relaxing album,

yet the music is full and very melodic in the spirit of Bruce

Wolley The music is well mixed and arranged and flows

unscathed; it's a definite winner. Buy this album and listen

to it before you go to bed, I guarantee the next thing you

know it'll be time for your 9:05.

Theatre provides

talent outlet
By WENDY WALSH
Collegian Correspondent

The Northampton based Sidewalk Children's Theatre

Company needs talent in order to reach its goal ol

providing quality performing art.

Established and directed by Kathy Eisenhour, the three

year old non-profit organization provides free outdoor

summer theater in Pulaski Park, Northampton, in addition

to touring throughout Western Massachusetts during the

year.

Last summer's repertoire included a musical production

of The Emperor's New Clothes, and an adaption of an

African tribal folk tale entitled Who's in Rabbit's House? In

keeping with the company's goal of providing area

residents with the opportunity to develop and showcase

their talents, STC welcomes any original scripts.

STC tours during most of the year. They have per

formed for many social service agencies, schools, and

libraries, for extremely low booking rates.

"We set our rates with a special consideration for recent

funding cuts to the types of organizations for which we

perform." Eisenhour said.

Attracting male talent is the biggest problem STC has.

Eisenhour finds it confusing "that more talented men.

especially theatre students, are not responding to periodic

audition calls."

She added that the only thing amateur about their shows

is their budget. "We provide professional entertainment

Colleipan photo by Nanr; Natilc

The Scientific Americans performed last Sun-

day night at Hangar One.

that exposes area families to the magic o' live theater," she

said.

The STC touring productions are very compact. With an

average of 6 10 characters per show, there is a little

hghting and only simple sets. This makes the productions

more attractive to prospective bookers with only a small

play space.

STC is currently working on a Christmas production

entitled "Winter Solice." A four person cast will perform

this anthology of music and tales about winter and

Christmas.

Eisenhour has sixteen years of theater related ex-

perience as an actress, director, choreographer, and stage

manager. She has appeared in community, summer stock,

off-Broadway and regional theater productions, as well as

in two independent films in New York City.

She began STC in 1980 to dedicate herself to providing

area children and their families with professional per-

forming arts on an on going basis.

STC's programs are expanding and community support

continues to grow.
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ROOM CHO
FOB SPRING 1983 P'ease Read Carefully

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

If you intend to keep your present dormitory assignment, per-

sonally sign up with your Head of Residence/ Cluster Coor-

dinator/Residence Hall Manager/ Resident Director on Monday,

November 15. DEADLINE FOR ROOM RESERVATION IS

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 15.

If you want to keep your present dormitory assignment while also

submitting a Preference Form you must do the following:

1

.

Sign up for a room in your dorm on either Monday, November

15 or Tuesday, November 16.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower

right corner is a box you must "check" if you wish to be return-

ed to your dorm if your dorm or area choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD DORMITORY ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEE^
j

ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

If you wish to move to another room in the same dormitory,

you must sign up with your Head of Residence/Cluster Coor-

dinator/Residence Hall Manager/ Resident Director. DEADLINE

FOR MOVING WITHIN A DORMITORY IS TUESDAY.

NOVEMBER 16.

If you wish to move to another dormitory, you must complete a

Housing Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING
COMPLETED HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS TO THE

HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER 24. Preference Forms may be dropped off at any

Area Management Coordinator's Office (AMC) (Southwest - JFK

Lobby, Northeast/ Sylvan - Leach Basement. Central/Orchard Hill

- 101 Baker)
If you wish to move to another dormitory to room with a student

already assigned to that dormitory, you must together com-

plete a ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM. DEADLINE FOR

RETURNING ROOMMATE REQUEST FORMS TO THE

HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER 17.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a dormitory to

which neither of you is currently assigned, you must each com-

plete a Housing Preference Form. These forms should be identical

(with the exception of the "check box") and stapled together.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE

FORMS IS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24.

If, during the regular In-House Room Choosing period, you were

"rk'r^iui^QcniiccT ""s'^'® *° secure a particular type of accomodation (a particular

ROOM REQUEST
gj^gig q^ double room), please contact your Head of

Residence/Cluster Coordinator/ Residence Hall Manager/ Resi-

dent Director and fill out an In-House Room Request Form.

Rooms that become available during Intersesslon will be assigned

according to seniority, to those students who have filled out this

form and returned it to their Head of Residence/ Cluster Coor-

dinator/Residence Hall Manager/ Resident Director.

If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process please

contact your House Staff or the Housing Assignment Office

(545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

IN-HOUSE

FORMS

i\

QUESTIONS?
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Hypercurricula. . ^

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and the surrounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian. Elvents are listed on the day they

will take place and are listed only once. Announcements

MUST be submitted on "Hypercurricula" forms available

in the Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, and returned

by 3:45 P.M. Friday before the event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

Today

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "The Biblical Vision of

Shalom" is the topic of this theological discussion

facilitated by Rev. Phil Ward. 12:15-1:15 p.m.. 428 Student

Union.

GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL - Plan en-

tertainment in the Campus Center/Student Union. People

interested in graphics, video and talent search are en

couraged to attend. 4:30 p.m.r 178 Campus Center.

PARACHUTE CLUB MEETING — Everyone should be

there. Will talk about important event.s coming up. Come

by to listen or get involved. 7 p.m.. Campus Center.
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Columb,a IS a trademark of CBS inc ' 1982 CBS mc

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING - Discussion ot up commg

events. Refreshments will be served. Italian newspapers

and magazines available. Slide show. 5 p.m., third floor

lounge, Herter.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST - Come for a time

of singing, prayer, and good Christian Fellowship.

Leadership Training Classes continuing this week and for

next 5 weeks. All denominations welcoriie. 6:30 p.m., 109

SBA.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP - A group for

women challenging traditional ways of experiencing

spirituality. A supportive community where we can share,

question, and grow toward a new understanding of our

selves. 7 9:00 p.m., 428 Student Union.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - 7:30 beginners. 8:30 all

others. Everyone welcome. Commonwealth room, Student

Union Building.

STUDENTS AGAINST MILITARISM MEETING -
Disarmament. Military Research, the draft — come check

out what's going on. The film: "Selling the Pentagon" will

be shown. 7:30 p.m.. 177 Campus Center.

I SAW THE WIND - I Saw the Wind is an exciting

multi media event combining live music with visual images

of the Yukon, Alaska. British Columbia. South American

and North American Rockies. 8 p.m.. Student Union

Ballroom.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING - Explanation of

the Bachelor's Degree with Individual Concentration

(BDIC) Program, a degree granting program which allows

a student the opportunity to design his/her own major.

Final meeting of the series. 7 p.m., Crampton Lounge,

Southwest.

Tomorrow

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM - Team meeting. All

women are encouraged to attend. 6:30 p.m.. 901 Campus

Center.

VARSITY SKI RACERS - Candidates for UMass men's

and women's ski teams will meet every Thursday. 7 p.m.,

201 Holdsworth.

PARACHUTE CLUB - First jump course. Bring $85.

Only one more class after this one. 7 p.m., 908 Campus

Center.
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Building a stronger America
five different ways.

On Columbia Records and Cassettes.

Available at your Favorite Record Store
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Mount Snow Vermont Tours
"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21. 1983

Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging
• A gala welcome party
• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

• Five full skiers' breakfasts
• Four full course dinners
• Ski tour guide B host
• And so much morel

* Welcome Get Together P^rty " Beer Bash

Wine & Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse DrawnJ
Sleigh Ride * Movies * And so much more S

"The Mountain of Fun, MT Snow Vermont" S
All Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and ^
15% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge

Mount Snow Vermont Tours

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vermont 05356

802 464 2076
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A WILDERNESS CONCERT

"A MAGICAL

BLEND OF

SIGHT
AND

SOUND"

NOV. 10 STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

FREE 8 P.M. UMASS
SPONSORED BY Qovarnor't Progrim Council

UMdt Ant Council, Program Support Fund
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Last year we conducted our

Lite Tug-of-War contest on

college campuses across the

nation in an effort to resolve

the eternal argument about

Lite Beer... less filling" or

tastes great"? This question

as you may recall was never

fully answered m our memo-
rable Battle of the Big Guys"

commercial. After carefully

tabulating the results of last

year's contests, we found
that the majonty of campuses
actually felt strongly both

ways. So sign up today to join

the Lite Beer Tug-of-War. and

let us know how your campus
feels about Lite Beer from

Miller.

Saturday November 20 10:00 A.M
U Mass Intramural Fields

Special Lite All-Star Appearance by

Tommy Heinsohn

teams shall have no more than 10 members and weigh no more than 2000 pounds. Individual

team strongman competition top 20 teams. Team entry fee $25.00 to be donated to

The United Way
Shirts for Top 10 Teams

Sign Up at BK/zTor the Intramural Office

For more information contact: Craig B. Keenan 6193^549-4066,

Director of College and Youth Marketing

iColiegian n

Doonesbury
by Garry Trudeau
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Stuffed Pepper with

Tomato Sauce, Grilled

Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL
Roast Turkey
Breast/Dressing, Gravy,

Whole Cranberry Sauce,

Fried Deep Sea
Scallops/Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed

Pepper, Grilled Cheese on

Sprouted Wheat

BASICS DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL
Roast Turkey
Breast/Dressing, Gravy,

Whole Cranberry Sauce,

Harvest Stuffed Acorn
Squash

Thurs., Nov. 11

LUNCH BASICS LUNCH
Ham Grinder. Broccoli and Falafel Pocket Sandwich,

Cauliflower Casserole Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce, Chopped
Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares,
Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 llluminant

5 Sets aside

10 Nevada
metropolis

14 Word witti come
or run

15 Scene in many
a movie

16 School event

17 Whitewall

18 Amusing
20 Notwittistanding

22 Melodramatizes

23 Turn the —

—

(reverse)

24 Give one s word

25 French native

ot Louisiana

28 LiKesome
cosmetics

31 Actor Holbrook

32 Make an ingress

34 Bus station

36 Made a hole in one
38 Makes docile

40 Word to seal a

*bargain

41 Mephistopheles

43 Titles ol respect,

in Alnca

45 Passing mark
46 Retrains trom

48 Suds

50 Stake

51 Musical effect

52 Investigator

55 Nevi(spapers

58 Pay for services.

eg
60 Plane s nose

62 Wordsworth s

rfietier

63 Garments of

Hindu women
64 Amaryllis

66 Corn bread

66 Exhausted

67 Within Prefix

DOWN
1 Fortune, fate

2 Cupidinous

3 Trifling

4 In a wink

5 Raucous
6 Sharp mountain

ridge

7 In the place of

8 Otologist s

concern

9 Phonograph
record

container

10 Back talked

11 Theater sign

12 Wheel hub
13 Residence-i

Cockney st/ie

19 Put right

21 Accumulation

24 Having 'and

25 A Republic of

Africa

26 Dashed
27 French student

28 Tractor trailers

29 Era

30 Gift recipient

33 Aesthetic quality

35 Golfer

37 Set free from

mistakes

39 l^ost absurd

42 Damask
44 Author Bellow

47 Insist upon
49 Baseball feature

51 Slipper —
52 Stage scenery

53 Decorate again

54 Foretoken

55 Venture

56 Name for a

colleen

57 Sign on
merchandise

59 Talk freely and

frankly

61 Neighbor of fvlont

ANSWfR TO PftEVlOUS Ho..

Weather
Today, sunny and cool.

Highs 45 to 50. Clear

tonight. Lows 25 to 30

interior. 30s along the

coast. Tomorrow, mastly

sunny with highs near 50.

WMUA 91.1 FM
Wednesday

6-9am Good Morning Amherst with Teresa

9-noon Hard Core Rock with Mike Malone

12-3pm London Wavelength, XTC - Mini Con-

cert

3-5:30 New Music with Michelle

5:30-6 NewswaU-h
6-7 Sportscafe

7-10 Mary Kelly, The Beat Escapre

10-2am James Neill Terpsichorean Cacophony

2-6 Glory Gospel Road with Rev. Pearson

CABLE/VIDEO

Wednesday November 10

Hey Kid, Rock and Roll

10:30 - 12:30

12:30 -

1:15-

1:15

2:00

1:00- 2:00

Rockin' Rollin' boogie til

ya cant no more video

Eric Clapton & Cream
Mitch Chaucker at Spr-

ingfest '82

Mr. Video meets Rock
and Roll (Rock Video)

EARTH FOODS MEM
wednovlO thu novll

Burritos

Green Salad

Creamy Zucchini Soup
Sweet Potato Bread

Macaroni and Cheese

Green Salad

Minestrone

Ginger Bread
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up starting today.
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No more punches for SugarRay
BALTIMORE (AP) - World welter

weight champion Sugar Ray Leonard, who

admitted he vacillated untU the last minute,

announced his retirement from boxing last

night.

"The final decision was made tonight,

right here in the ring," Leonard said after

making the announcement to a crowd of

more than 9,000 in the Baltimore Civic

Center, where he launched his pro career in

1977.

In answer to a question shouted from

ringside. Leonard explained hLs indecision

during the six months since an operation to

correct a detached retina.

"Every day it was a different answer." he

said. "I didn't want to mislead the public."

Leonard said he had thought about

returning to competition for a time, but

added: 'Then I forgot about it."

Answering another question

audience. Leonard said: "The

gone. I will not come back. That's ii."

During his formal announcement, during

which he thanked his family and all those

connected with his career both in and out of

the ring. Leonard looked toward mid

dleweight champion Marvin Hagler. a

possible opponent who would it was

thought would produce a purse of $15

million or more for I..eonard.

"The fight with that great man would be

one of the greatest in the history of

boxing. " Leonard said. "It would be P'ort

Knox, and he's the only man who could

make it happen. Unfortunately, it will

never happen.

"

Hagler. one of the invited guests who

spoke to I^onard as he sat in the ring

listening to accolades, also made reference

from the

feeling IS

to a possible bout with the welterweight

champion.

"Leonard and Hearns (Thomas Hearns,

whom Leonard defeated to become un

disputed welterweight champion) was the

showdown, but we've got to be the fight of

the century," Hagler said.

Prior to that, however, Hagler said: "I'd

like to see Leonard go out with style, the

way that he is."

Leonard had not fought since Feb. 15,

and his well publicized decision came six

months to the day since the 26 year-old

welterweight champion underwent surgery

to correct a detached retina in his left eye.

The production was billed as "An

Evening With Sugar Ray Leonard," with

Howard Cosell serving as master of

ceremonies. Entertainer Wayne Newton

and a host of prominent boxers were on

hand to hear Leonard make his an-

nouncement from the same ring where he

launched his professional career in 1977.

VIPs paid $100 for cocktails and ringside

seals, with the general public charged $1

and $2 for seats in the Civic Center.

Proceeds benefitted Baltimore's summer

jobs program for youth.

At the conclusion of the hoopla. I^onard

faced questions from the fans and members

of the media.

He had played the event to the hilt the

way one of the invited guests, former

heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali.

used to do during his equally orchestrated

career.

In August, Leonard said he could, in

deed, walk away from a sport that has

earned him some $35 million in purses and

millions more from other sources.

AP l^trrpholo

There will be no bout between Sugar Ray Leonard and Marvelous

Marvin Hagler.

The Sting tastes victory Spikers must sweep to .500

ByJIMSAMIA
Collegian Correspondent

The Sting took the intramural co-rec

soccer title and capped off an undefeated

season by beating the Whips 2 yesterday.

The Sting got the only goal it would need

in the first half on a nice shot by Jadene

Yok. The winners added an insurance goal

in the second half as Nick Michael put the

game on ice for the Sting.

The Sting finished the regular season

with a 5 record and easily swept through

the previous three playoff games. The

Whips finished the season ai 4 1. their only

loss coming at the hands of ' h^ Sting.

In the intramural women's football final

Monday Sandy Fletcher hooked up with

Mary Ann Lombardi on a .52 yard touch

down pass for the only points of the Wimps

7 victory over the Pretenders.

Despite three interceptions for the

Pretenders they were unable to stop the

one big play that won the game for the

Wimps. The Wimps blocked a field goal

attempt by the Pretenders to preserve

their shutout.

In the intramural cross country finals.

Phi Mu Delta won the team championship.

Leading the way for Phi Mu Delta was Bob

Ross who won the men's undergraduate

title. Eileen Fury won the women's event

and Jeff Teeters was the graduate men's

champion.

The University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team faces a situation

where they must take their remaining

regular season matches to finish up with a

..500 record on the year. Tonight, they have

a chance to even their record at 24 24 as

they travel to Springfield to play

Springfield College and Northeastern.

"Springfield has a very solid team." said

head coach Elaine Sorino. "We will have to

play well, block and dig for the ball."

Sortino is planning on shaking up the

line up for the match. Players are going to

be switching positions. I'Mass is fortunate

to have enough depth to be able to institute

such amove.
The Minutewomen. who have won eight

of their last eleven, are ranked fifth in New
England (division II) while Springfield is

ranked third.

UMass is coming off of a disappointing

finish in the Massachusetts state tour

nament this past weekend and Sortino

hopes that the Minutewomen can get back

into the swing of things tonight.

— Gerry deSimas

The Intramuralist

rollrriin photo b* Ke»in K«fh»»li

Greg Geer of the Rebels of the Third Floor of Washington gets ready

to put the ball over the net in intramural action at Boyden last night.

ByJIMFLO\t)
Collegian Staff

I can remember watching Len Berman on

channel four in Boston before he headed for

big time sportscasterland. My favorite

thing to watch Len do was the sports

fanta.sy.

For non Boston people, sports fantasy

was a contest where Mr. or Mrs. America

had a chance to live out their sports fan

tasy.

I always wondered what I would do if I

was allowed to live out a sports f.intasy of

my own. Maybe I'd play one on-one with

Dave CoViens since he was my boyhood idol

(yes. Cowens is THAT old.) Playing catch

with Carlton Fisk wouldn't be too shaby

either. I thought about it for a while and

then I stopped watching channel four's

news and forgot about it.

Several years passed and I entered

college, the University of Massachusetts to

be exact. I still wasn't thinking about I^en

Berman but. all of a sudden, I had a sports

fantasy that I just had to work out.

It wasn't anything that was too out of the

ordinary. It seemed as if I could do it if I

tried and so I decided that I would not

graduate until my picture rested on the

venerable halls of Boyden Gymnasium as

some sort of campus intramural champion.

It was at this point in my life that I

became The Intramuralist.

The IntrnmuraUst would play anything.

He was willing to give up an hour of .study

time on the night before an exam to play in

his CO rec volleyball team, he ju.st had to get

his picture on that wall.

Swimming, football, tennis, track, soccer

and basketball, he tried them all but to no

avail. His teams just never .seemed to make

"it.

Semesters passed and The Intramuralist

was still without a championship. All of a

sudden it was time to graduate and the goal

hadn't been met. Whatever was he to do?

The Intramuralist didn't graduate on

time. He stayed on and percevered.

Ultimate frisbee and bowling came next.

But. still no championship.

Then it happened; Monday The

Intramuralist. disguised as an ouf of shape

sportswriter, slipped into the picture for

the intramural cross country title on the

feet of five faster teammates and a horde of

buddies. He had made it. His smiling face

will rest on the wall outside the intramural

office door for one year alongside the faces

of other fellow intramuralists who also have

lasted the sweet nectar of an intramural

championship at UMass.

And now. I have returned to my normal

self and I realize that it was nice and I had

fun but. I'd better get a job soon because I

can't stay here forever. They won't let me.

But. I am getting a copy of that picture.

Editors note: Jim Floyd is the second

from the left in the back row and there's no

need to give him a hand. He already has

one.

,rollemani9

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-345 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IS consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ATTORNEY GENERAL SEARCH
"~

Student Attorney General applications

are now being accepted for this paid posi-

tion of 15 hours per week. For more infor-

mation and application go to room 434
S.U.B. ALL STUDENTS ARE EN
COURAGED TO APPLY! Applications are

due on Thursday 1 1 / 18/82 at 4:00 p.m. The
S.G.A. is an equal opportunity, affirmative

action employer.

AUTO FOR SALE
~

75 Buick LoSabre PS, PB, A/C. Good
condition, well maintained. $1800. Call

Russ 6-5615 or 6-5600

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback, A/C,
cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers
excellent gas milage mint condition
546^4366

78 Fairmont 4 cyl. std. A/C AM-FM new
transmission & tires $2,285 80 256-0693

66 Volvo 1206 i/w. runs, needs work.
$600 or BO, call Branln at 549^4600 x 311

1980 Buick Skylark need body woric for

1999$ or best offer ca ll 549-5905 Saeed

1975 Toyota Calica $11005^5615

BELLYDANCINGUI
~

Ballydancing for all occasional I Parties,

socials, "bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza
253 7822

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from homal
We buy baseball cards and comic books
(Man/ei Gr Richie Rich only, must have
covers) Call 2S3 2515

COME PARTY WITH THE BEST!

Coma party with the basti IGU Night at

Joey D's tonite from 9 til 1 4 for 1 liquor

drinlts win a dinner for two at Plumbiey's
$1.00 cover

DRYCLEANINQ

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free pick-up
and delivery. One day service. Student dis-

count rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the baat profaaaional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

Dungeons Cr Dragons players and OMs in

the Northampf.)n area wantwl for week day
games. Call Keith 586 4401

FOR RENT

Sensory laolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413-737-6676

Available immediately or spring
semester: 2 bedroom Squire Village. On
bus route. Furniture available. Call 6^2840
anytime

FOR SALE
~

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

Who Tickets Worcester Centrum best of-

fer 546-6105

71 Dodge Charger, good running condi-

tion, rusty. Call 5864367 after 6 PM

Famous maker womans garland knit

sweaters. Available with monogram. 12

colors. Makes great Holiday gift idea. Call

Arty or Steve 546-7046

English Beat tickets for sale best offer

6-7956 6-8853

Guitar: Yamaha 335 hard shell case best

offer Eileen 549-2628

RCA 23" color
549-4696 after 5

TV $170 or BO call

Rickenbackar 4001 stereo baas excellent

condition $450/ best offer Bill 546-4664

For Sale woman's maroon leather jacket

with removable hood size 12 S40 call Maria

256-0179

FOUND

Calico Cat (white orange & black) near
Student Union 11/7. Call Paul 546-9805

HELP WANTED
Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week b $160-$225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Part-time sales help needed from Nov.
17th through Dec. 31st. Exciting sports

related field. Positions in 2 malls available.

Good pay. Call 253-3834 for details

Tutor Needed with knowledge of Fortran

and Dl 3000 call Steve 549-0331

Work in your field and earn academic
credit this spring or summer. Some paid

placements available, Contact: Office of In-

ternships, 16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727

Jewish Religious School Teacher Sun-
day mornirigs, Tuesday & Thursday after-

noons. English subjects, children ages 6
-12. Pay commensurate with experience.

Temple Israel, (413) 773-5884

INSTRUCTION
~

Tutor needed for Acctg 331 call Myra
5-0162

Private Guitar Laaaons. teach from
rudimentary to fingerpicking to duplication
of all types of music 6-8644 ask for John

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS"

The Legal Sarvicaa Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1963 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under
attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building For

further information, contact LSO, 922
Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F _
LOST

Levi denim at Joey D's Sat nite REWARD
549-1256

Gold Down Parka on Oct. 29 on 10th

floor. Campus Center. Reward. 549 1820,

ask for Jeff

White jacket w/kays and red gym bag.

Reward! call 253 5089

MINOLTA POCKET INSTAMATIC
CAMERA Saturday nite October 31 at 56

Townehouse. PICTURES and CAMERA
have great sentimental value. Please call

549-1215 no questions asked. Greatly ap

preciatedl REWARDIHtl

MONTREAL

Lets go to Montreal! ! am driving up there

either this 4 day weekend or next weekend.

We can both decide which is best. If in-

terested, call Paul at §49-6560 around din-

ner hours!

PERSONALS

PHI SIG LITTLE

tonight at 9:00

SISTERS - Party

Conservatives, Libertarians, Republicans

fed up? Fight back I Organize call Mike
546-5002 __^
Get Psyched Kappas It's house apprecia-

tion week 1

1

i/^^

Wed. Nov. 10 AYER
Thurs. Nov. 11 The Stompers

PAY UP GLEN
Night of the Living Dead Nov. 12 1982

CCA 7:00, 9:00, 11:00 sponsored by Pi

Sigma Alpha first two shows are $1.00

Jill congratulations! your little sis

All University Woman Invited to Rush
IGU
Rush Parties

Thurs - Nov 4th - 5:00 Dinner

Mon - Nov 8th - 7:00 Surprise

Wed - Nov 10th 8:00 Happy Hour
for more information contact Beth or

Nancy
lota (jamma-Upsilon
406 N Pleasant St

Jenny Happy B-dayl I didn't forget you
I'm just a little behind schedule. Enjoy it to

the max. Love your roomie

hey Cricketl Happy Birthday! This is your

day. So go completely wild. No shaving

cream this time. A Founding Father

SUGARBUSH SKICONDO space
available intersession $290 can't find a bet-

ter deal call now 546-5891 546-5890

Louie the big 18 has arrived go wild t love

you Randi Lynne P.S. everyone to the

Pub!!!

Responsible parson needed to drive car

from Ft Lauderdaie to Amherst 549-0936

Cyndi - 1 hope what we have lasts. I'll miss

while I'm gone. I love you. Rick

Phi Mu Delta • Beware of mud women. . .

Happy Birthday Shari Love always Donna
Do you still want a divorce.

Rich G. Hope you have a very Happy Birth-

day. From the two crazy women across the

halL

Betsy, to a great DZ big sister. Thanx love

Sandy.

Hay nice eyas - Lets have lots of fun; no

strings, no worries, just slot of fun, okay by

you? Hilltop

SGT. JAY can we get a raincheck on that

dance party? The Generals 549-4621

.

Bobby - I'll be yours forever! All my Love,

Lisa.

Ted ft Nick. .

. . .love S-»-N.

Happy Birthday: LAGNAF

Happy Anniversary to Sandy and Perry.

Love you, Trang.

Order a beautiful log cabin quilt for a

special gift! Call Erika. 546-0004 (days) for

information.

Sandsie-Even though things are different

this year, I hope you have the happiest 21st

B-day! Thanks SJS! Love always, KBC.

Bear with each passing day you become
more special to me. Happy 20th! xxo Rat.

I'm ready when you are!!! Zanie

University Men - Is the D.C. food the pits?

Is your roommate a weirdo? Is your social

life lacking? Come down to Delta Upsilon

and see the better side of Campus Life.

Come and see for YOURSELF the benefits

of Fraternity living. Refreshments served

9-11 Wed. and Thurs. 778 N. Pleasant St

(four houses past the grad tower.) call

549 0862 for info-rides.

University Men - Delta Upsilon (D.U.)

Open Rush tonight and tomorrow 9-11

P.M.

Dear Lisa, Happy Birthday to the woman
who has made me the happiest man alive.

May this and future B-days bring you love,

happiness, success. I love you, Kevin

"professional typing servicT"

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed
acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

recordmania continues

Step into DAYLIGHT AGAIN with CSN
and GET CLOSER to Linda Ronstadt...on-

ly $5.99 at URU this week!

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted Onaonta or Albany N.Y.

11/11 or 11/12 256-2085

Helpl We need a ride to NYC on 11/12.

Round trip. Call Heidi 6-4219 or Mehanne
6-4222

RIDERS NEEDED

Driving to California about November 16,

woman, share driving and gas. For one or

two persons. 256-6620

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share room in Brandywine

beginning January 549-6688

Female apartmentmate wanted for

single room. Either ASAP or Jan 1 excellent

bus service! 549-5666

Female to share a large bedroom in a 3

t)edroom beautifully furnished apt. in

Townehouse. Starting Jan 1. Less than

$125/month 549-5998

Person(s) wanted for lerge room in

Sunderland house. $200.00 or 130.00 @ to

share. Includes heat, or busline. Call

666-3259 8-9 am or 6-8 pm
To share 1 bedroom Puffton apt im-

mediately 549-1887

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional.

Resume, references. 253-7/29

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

I've got a chain saw and wilt cut wood
and do treework for reasonable rates call

Bill at 549-6138

Babysitter looking for work
weekends. References. Pam 546-4946

on

Profeaaional typing very reasonable call

6664223

STOWE
~

Ski capital of the East. Thanksgiving trip

- lift tickets 3 days Nov. 26, 27, 28 2 nights

ace. ski dorm 4 meals 1 keg per 25 people 1

hot tub party. Free demo equipment from

30 major manuf. For $92 hotel rm $10 ex

tra call Bob Collins 549-2775 Dan Hoban
546-7974 Steve Savard 253-5660

SUGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommetas
during intersession. Ski to and from the

mountain. First come, first serve. Call Al

253 9409

TRAVEL

Interns go places and earn academic

credit while they're there! Overseas and

out-of-state placements available. Office of

Internships 545-0727

VENDOR CERTIFICATION

Deadline for Fall 1982 vendor certification

is Nov 10th. Anyone interested in being cer-

tified, contact the Board of Governors,

5-0194. State sales tax # is required.

WANTED

I need a decant 10 apaad bicycle call

549-6138

Drummer, bass guitarist, and guitarist

wanted to form band. Must be perfectist

for top forty hit covers. Vocals a must must

have career in mind Dave 6-8644

WANTED TO BUY

Buying cless rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710 _
American Flag needed to rent or buy

larger than 6 ft call Paul eve 584-4348

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

bedroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando. Rob 546-7713 or 7714

1 or 2 bedroom epartment wanted this

spring semester call 546-9696 546 5079

anytime

Room or apt wanted for two females on

bus route begining in Jan for spring

semester. Pleese call either Mary 546-6459

or Sue 546-8455

presents
/Z^'Z

FrI. Nov. 12 First Rate~ - Sat. Nov. 13 the Blushing Brides
666 4937 ^ You must be 18 to enter.
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Super 'D' key to women's success
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Call them the No Name defense.

They don't have a nickname, but they

should. They are the Universtiy of

Massachusetts women's soccer team and

they have one of the best defensive units in

the country.

And it is this defense that could catapult

them to a national championship, against

some of the best defensive teams in the

nation.

It has been the Massachusetts defense

that has carried this team this year. They

have given up only seven goals this season

and only one goal at home, during the

recent playoff win over the University of

Rochester.

"The defense has been very important to

us," said head coach Kalekeni Banda.

"Without good defense, we couldn't play

with the fast tempo that we use."

While many pjirts of the UMass women's

soccer team have been freshman

dominated, the defense was designed with

experience in mind. Senior co captains

Jackie Gaw and Debbie Pickett, sophomore

Lori Stukes and freshamn Beth Semonik

anchor the Minutewomen defense.

Junior Deanna Denault and sophomore

Deirdre Barrett are also available to come

off the bench and they are added security.

The Minutewomen won every game this

year during the regular season by shutout

and hold a 13 game unscored upon streak at

home, dating back to 1981. Part of the

success this year has been the improvement

of the fullbacks on the defensive line.

Last year, the defense was a bit slow, so

to compensate for speedier front lines that

UMa.ss would face, Banda made some

changes. He moved Jackie Gaw up from

sweeper back to stopper. And it has worked

to perfection.

"She has responded unbelievably well (at

stopper back)." said Banda. To add more

speed, Debbie Pickett was moved from her

halfback position to fullback. Pickett has

good speed and frequently carries the ball

Phnin rourtrtv of I'Mami Sportu Informtlion Offir*

Wendy Ward will play a key role on this years Minutewomen basket-

ball team.

all the way up to the front. The senior from

Hadley has five assists on the year, which

tops among fullbacks.

On the other side is Lori Stukes. a

sophomore, but one of the more dominating

players on the field.

"Lori is a very mature player. She

learned very fast as a freshman," said Gaw.

In the back is freshman Beth Semonik at

the sweeper position.

"Beth does a very good job and she

handles the pressure well," commented

Banda. It's hard to make a mistake behind

Gaw, just for the simple reason that not

much gets by her.

."They are very fast," said top ranked

UConn (in the nation) head coach Len

Tsantiris. "UMass clears the ball very well

and they don't have many weaknesses."

But the defensive line doesn't end with

the fullbacks. The forward line plays good

defense and that is a big reason why UMass
has been so successful. The forwards keep

constant pressure on the other defenders

and if UMass is always on offense, then the

other team can't be.

"The forwards are doing their job and

playing good defense up front. They steal

the ball, pressure and turn and put it. They

make the defense's job a lot easier, " said

Banda.

"They are a very skilled team," said

University of Rochester coach Terry

Gurnett. "They beat us to the ball."

Against Central Florida, on Sunday, it

will be a match up of two of the nation's top

defensive teams. Central has only given up

two goals, one to Cortland State and one to

Missouri St. Louis.

'We match up pretty well," said Banda,

and for the defense to stop the Floridians,

"we will have to be extra quick."

And if UMass topples Central, then it is a

semi final date, most likely, with UConn
who has given up only three goals.

So, it will be the 'No-Name UMass
defense against the country's top defensive

teams for the national championship. As it

was once said, your best offense is a good

defense.

Women's basketball:

only a few veterans
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the Final in-

stallment of a two part preview of UMass
women's basketball

With eight rookies on this year's

University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team, a great deal of leadership

and responsibility will fall upon the

shoulders of the four returning veterans. It

will be important for the veterans to help

smooth out the Minutewomen's game in the

early goings of the season.

Marlene Susienka. who won three golf

tournaments this fall on the golf team, is

the only senior on the squad. Junior Wendy

Ward and two sophomores. Patty Maguire

and Jennifer Todd, are the other veterans

beside Susienka.

"We are just going to take each game as

it comes." said head coach Mary Ann

Odzarski. "It will be hard to say now how

we'll do because of all the freshmen, but

we're going to go out and do the best job

that we can."

Susienka and Ward are the returning

guards for Odzarski's hoopsters. Ward, a

junior, will handle the point guard position

this winter for the Minutewomen. Ward led

the team in assists last year with 51 and

averaged 7.2 points a game for a 181 total.

The Brooklyn native is one of the quickest

members on the team and that is one of the

rea.sons she was second on the team with

steals last year with 36.

Susienka is also help as she was third on

the team last year in assists, with 44. She

scored a career high of 20 points against

Temple last winter and started most of the

year. Marlene scored the most points in her

collegiate career last year. 125 for a 5.4

game average, and will be counted on to

score again this year.

Maguire started to come along at the end

of last year and even started a few games.

She showed improvement in rebounding

that UMass hopes to put to good use.

Todd, while being hurt towards the end

of last year, is expected to help the

rebounding game and transition game. Both

Todd and Maguire are fowards.

Odzarski hopes to have most of the

wrinkles ironed out before UMass' opener

against Siena on November 21. The coach

has four goals that she hopes the squad will

achieve.

"We have to rebound and control the

boards, play good defense, work on our

transition game and have some team play,"

said Odzarski. 'We want to score some

layups and not readily give them up."

With the height of centers Kelly Collins

(6'2). Nadia Chomentowski (6'0», Jerrie

Bernier (5'10) and Maguire (5*10), UMass
should improve their offensive and

defensive rebounding.

"We don't want a losing season," said

Odzarski. That will be a challenging job for

the Minutewomen who have sonje

heavyweights on the schedule.

UMass has teams such as Big East

powers Boston College. UConn, Syracuse,

Providence and St. Johns to play. UM also

entertains Holy Cross, Harvard, Rhode

Island and New Hampshire at home this

season. UMass will also compete in the

Atlantic Ten championships at Rutgers on

March 4 6 with the winner getting an

automatic bid to the NCAA tourney.

"We are looking forward to Siena and U

we work on our rebounding, fast breaks and

if we are patient on offense then we should

do well," said Odzarski.

It will take a lot of work but this season

should be an exciting one for the

Minutewomen who are taking the same

road as the men did last season. UM is

rebuilding with freshmen. Add some

veterans and there is an exciting recipe for

the 1982 83 UMass Minutewomen.

Men's soccer team drops last game to Harvard

/

By BOB BROCK
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIIXiK - The University of

Massachusetts men's varsity soccer t4.'am

finished their 19H2 season on a disappoin

ting note by losing to Harvard University

yesterday, 3-2.

More disheartening than the loss, though

was the fact that the Minutemen failed to

achieve their preseason goal of having a

winning season. With yesterday's loss, the

Minutemen closed out the year at 7-8-2.

After spotting the Crimson a 3-0 lead by

the middle of the second period, UMass
came back late in the second half to make
matters interesting. Kevin Hynh, followed

up on a nice play by Kyaran Khamati. and
got UM on the board with about 15 miutes

remaining in the game. Khamati made a

nice move, dribbling through a few Har-

vard defenders and then let his shot go.

The ball was then deflected over to p'lynn

who drove it home.

I 'Mass came within one at the 81 -minute

mark when Mike Gibbons took a neat pass

from Flynn and drove it by Harvard

goalkeeper Phil Toogan. The remaining

nine iiimutes of the match was totally

dominated by the UM hooters but they fail-

ed to get the equalizer.

Neither team dominated the entire con-

test because shots on goal were deadlocked

between the two clubs and they left the

field at halftime tied at 0-0.

UMass came out for the second half with

Tim Searls replacing starting goalkeeper

Jeff Smith. Smith was injured when he and

a Harvard defender went up for the ball.

They collided and Smith injured his ankle.

Barely one minute into the second half

Harvard got on the board with a goal by

Lance Ayrault. Steve Higginson picked up

the assist.

Just 10 minutes later Ayrault struck

again. He took a cross from Lane Kenwor-

thy and put Harvard up 2-0. Throughout

the second half Harvard tw>k full advan-

tage of UMass mistakes. The miscue that

spelled defeat for the Minutemen came

68:09 into the match when Harvard's Leo

Langillzo took advantage of a mishandled

ball and scored to put the Crimson up 3-0.

Despite the disappointing loss to end the

season, UMass head coach Jeff Gettler said

his team all played well. The effort just fell

short, according to Gettler.
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Brezhnev's funeral planned as

specvdation on successor begins

APnk photo

Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev,
whose death Wednesday from an ap-

parent heart attack set off world-wide
speculation as to his successor will be.

MOSCOW (AP) - The new Soviet leaders, faced with a

transfer of Kremlin power following the death of Presi-

dent Leonid L Brezhnev, named former KGB chief Yuri

V. Andropov to head a committee planning a state funeral

for the man who ruled the Soviet Union for 18 years.

They announced that Brezhnev would be buried Monday

beside the Kremlin wall on Red Square and that a four-day

period of national mourning would begin today.

The Communist Party and government, indicating

Brezhnev's foreign policy would be continued, reiterated

his policy to "ensure detente and disarmament" with the

West, but warned it would deal a "crushing reUliatory

strike" if threatened by attack.

Brezhnev. 75. died Wednesday of an apparent heart

attack. The announcement was withheld for 26 Vi hours but

when it was made, blacktrimmed nags quickly were raised

around Moscow. Public reaction to Brezhnevs death was

surprisingly subdued.

President Reagan, in a condolence letter, called Brezhnev

"one of the world's most important figures for nearly two

decades." and said he looked forward to working with the

new Kremlin leadership "toward an improved relationship

with the Soviet Union."

White House officials said it was highly unlikely Reagan

would be at the funeral Monday, but that a high-level U.S.

delegation would attend.

No one was immediately named to succeed Brezhnev as

president, or to take over the more important post as chief

of the Communist Party. But Western experts tend to

believe the power vacuum will be filled in the short run by

a collective leadership including Andropov, 68, and

longtime Brezhnev aide Konstantin Chernenko, 7L

By naming Andropov to head the committee planning an

elaborate funeral ceremony, the leadership immediately

put Andropov forward as a leading candidate.

Some sources said Chernenko ultimately might take over,

but that Moscow Communist Party boss Viktor V. Grishin

could emerge as a compromise. Another man once con-

sidered in line for a leading post, Andrei Kirilenko, is said

to be in poor health and to have retired from the Kremlin

leadership.

The Soviet Central Committee, with more than 300

members, formally votes on a new party chief and the

parliamentary leadership chooses the president.

But until the succession question is settled, Western

analysts believe a collective leadership drawn from the 12

man Politburo will govern. Defense Minister Dimitri F.

Ustinov. Premier Nikolai A. Tikhonov and Foreign

Minister Andrei A. Gromyko were expected to play key

roles in the succession.

In the interim, the funeral committee chaired by

Andropov decided Brezhnev will be buried on Red Square

after lying in state for three days. Tass said the part

Central Committeee had orderd four days of mourning

beginning today, and the closing of all prinuiry and

secondary schools for the burial.

Possible Soviet policy changes seen by professors
By JOHN F. HUDSON
Collegian Staff

The sudden, though not unexpected, death of Soviet

President Leonid I. Brezhnev will have long term im-

plications for Russian domestic and foreign policy ac-

cording to two Five-College professors of Soviet politics

and government.

Amherst College Russian studies Professor William

Taubman said he felt there will be possibilities for change

in the Soviet government.

"I would predict that the Russians may make one more

friendly overture to P*resident Reagan," Taubman said. "In

the last few weeks. Brezhnev and others in the Soviet

leadership had been concluding that they just couldn't deal

with Reagan. Now with Brezhnev's death, the new

leadership may send signals, privately or publicly, that

they want to give Reagan one more try."

Professor Karl Ryavec of the University of

Massachusetts political science department said, "As far as

changing of Russia's poUcy toward the U.S. is concerned,

after clarification by the Russian government of just who

the ruling group of the U.S.S.R. will be, then they can

begin to start thinking of changing certain things. More

importantly though, we really shouWn't anticipate any

policy changes until the question of power is resolved."

One of the inherent problems in the Soviet political

system has been the lack of any formal or constitutional

formula for the smooth transition of power after the death

or ouster of any leader. One example of this is the events

which transpired following the death of Josef Stalin in

March. 1953. Nikita Khrushchev was not able to con-

solidate his power until 1957 when he defeated a group of

pro- Stalinists in a vote within the Central Committee. This

informality of sorts was seen again in 1964 with the forced

retirement of Khrushchev. Although Brezhnev was named

immediate successor, it is generally acknowledged that a

collective leadership ruled the Soviet Union until Brezhnev

outlined a comprehensive program of domestic and foreign

policy at the 24th Party Congress in 1971.

Commenting on this unique fact of Soviet Politics,

Ryavec pointed out that the events of the next few days

may signal division within the ruling elite.

"If a new General Secretary is not chosen soon, it may

indicate a disagreement within the Politburo, the chief

policy body in the U.S.S.R. If a successor is named, it is

V, questionable whether or not he will be able to hold onto it.

It may turn out to be something like committee-rule, with

one top man sharing the limelight with two or three

others."

The struggle for power at the top may also significantly

affect Soviet policy in the future according to Professor

Taubman.

"The problems that the U.S.S.R. is currently facing,

Afghanistan and Poland, for example, must be focused by

any new leadership." he said. "Yet when the battle for the

leadership begins, you may see an increased tendency to

consider breaking away from the continuity of the

Brezhnev years.

At this point, they could go in two op]>06ite directions.

They could crack down at home, such as a crackdown on

dissidents, toughen towards the U.S. in foreign policy

actions. They could also turn around and provide more

consumer goods at home and become more accomodating

abroad in foreign relations."

Continued on page 8

Elimination of discrimination

is slowed by *anti-feminists'
By GAYLE McGILL
Collegian Correspondent

The Reagan administration and new right

organizations are proposing changes which

could result in the weakening of Title IX. an

act which prohibits discrimination on the

basis of sex in any federally funded school

or college.

One ot the writers of the act. Holly Knox,

spoke last night at Smith College about the

effects the law has had in the past ten years

and efforts which are being made today to

block the changes.

"At the college level before Title IX. for

every dollar being spent for men's sports,

women's programs received two cents."

Knox said.
.

The difference today, Knox said, is lb

cents going for women's programs to every

one dollar for men's sports.

Knox also spoke of the discrimination m
the admissions process prior to Title IX.

"Many coUeges had quotas restricting the

number of women accepted, women had to

have a much higher academic record than

the men applying even to be considered,

"

she said.

Knox said that due to Title IX. coUeges

and universities have had to lift theu-

restrictive admission policies.

"In the past ten years there has been a

dramatic increase in the enrollment of

vsjmen in graduate and professional

schools. Law and medical schools have

tripled the enrollment of women. The

percentac'e of women in dental school has

gone up ten times in ten years." Knox said.

These changes came about because

women were organized, Knox said.

"None of these things changed by

themselves. There have been women
pushing to make those changes happen and

protecting them from being eroded," she

said.

Knox said since Title IX was passed there

have been several attempts to weaken it.

The latest attempt came from Sen. Orrin

Hatch, chairman of the Senate Human
Resources Committee.

Knox called the Reagan administration

"anti-feminist".

"The Reagan administration is attacking

women's rights by going after small

programs explicitly written to support

opportunities for women. We never

realized how important these programs

were until we saw the lengths the right

wing would go to to try to kill them," Knox

said.

Collcfpui pkote hj iim Powcrt

An American flag stands at attention in front of graves yesterday

during Veterans' Day observances. Parades were held on the day

throughout the nation, while locally, Com-Vets, an organization pro-

moting rights of Vietnam veterana, marched in Northampton.

I
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World and national news

AP Lawrpholo

Children of men missing or killed in action in Southeast Asia carry baskets of roses to place at

the foot of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washingrton during Veterans' Day ceremonies

yesterday. The memorial will be dedicated tomorrow.

Shuttle launches first private satellite
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - From a space shuUle

launch pad 184 miles above Earth, the exuberant crew of

Columbia sent the first of two communications sateUites

spinning into orbit yesterday. With that, the era of

commercial space flight was open for busmess.

It happened just eight hours after the shuttle cut through

blue skies over the Atlantic and settled in for its fifth

Mission specialist Joseph Lenoir started the satellite

spinning, triggering a 90 minute countdown for SBb t. the

spacecraft belonging to Satellite Business Systems of

McLean. Va.

"You got a lot of happy people down here, you guys do

good work." radioed Mission Control.

The sateUite. a 3V« ton cylinder that will be used for

video, data and voice communications, was spinnmg at 52

revolutions per minute when it was released to an orbit of

its own.

A few minutes later, his coUeague. Joseph Allen, radioed

"We still have that beautiful satellite in sight. It's travehng

just below us.

"

NASA was getting paid for the shuttles task, but not

very much.

The Veterans Day launch was the first ever of four men in

one spacecraft. With NASA's customers paying attention.

Columbia left exactly on time for its five day journey.

"It was as near perfect as we could probably expect." said

launch director Al O'Hara. "It couldn't get any better."

Flight director Tommy Holloway said the flight was gomg

exceptionally well and that the crewmen were "in good

spirits, enjoying themselves and doing a very excellent

job."

"It was a fine ride. I can tell you." commander Vance

Brand said of the ship's fifth liftoff in 19 months.

:•:v:•:•:^•:•:v^^^^^^^^•••
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Reagan says U.S.

to better relations

following Brezhnev
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan assured the

Soviet Union last night that he hopes for a better super-

power relationship "in a dangerous time" following the

death of President Leonid I .
Brezhnev

.

In a nationally broadcast news conference. Reagan

declared "our goal is and will remain a search for peace.'

The president said he intends to keep pushing for a treaty

to reduce strategic nuclear weapons. But "We should not

delude ourselves." he said. "Peace is a product of strength.

not weakness." „ . , . ^ o u

Reagan indicated that Vice President George Bush

probably would head the U.S delegation to Brezhnev's

funeral. As for why he wouldn't do so himself, Reagan said

"it was a plain case of looking at the schedule. It was felt it

would be better for George to head that delegation."

Mixing an attitude of conciliation with one of resolve, the

president told the emerging Soviet leadership that the

United States faces the future with confidence. And. he

said, "we as a free people must always be prepared for

change so when it comes we are ready to meet new op-

portunities and challenges."

Asked whether he plans any new initiative to lessen

tensions, the president sighed slightly and said "we have

been trying to do that in the area of quiet diplomacy." But.

he said, "it is going to require actions and not words."

Calling on the Soviet Union for peaceful moves, Reagan

said with a smile: "It takes two to tango."

On the domestic front. Reagan acknowledged there is

"under discussion" a Cabinet proposal to boost gasoline

taxes by five cents per gallon in order tr> rebuild the

nation's decaying bridges and highways and create jobs in

the face of 10.4 percent unemployment. But no decision has

been made, he said.

"We think we are on the right course." the president said

of his economic program.

In an obvious reference to Democratic calls for a

multibillion-dollar public works program. Reagan declared

"We are doing those things that we think are proper. We
are not going to go down the dead end street that just

leaves us set for another recession."
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Massachusetts teachers

protest lack of contract
BOSTON — Teachers in 59 of 430 school districts in

Massachusetts are working without contracts, according to

a teachers' union, and some have begun protesting.

Teachers in Brookline. Newton. Westwood. Old

Rochester. Ea.slhampton and Granby have begun to picket

or. in some cases, to report just before school is scheduled

to begin and leave immediately afterwards, according to

the Massachusetts Teachers Association.

School officials blame the tardiness in agreeing on new

pacts on budget cuts and cutbacks in federal aid to

education.

Henry Greiner. a field representative for the

Massachusetts Association of School Committees, said the

number of districts without contracts is "pretty significant

... and higher than usual for this time of year."

"Money, of course, is always an issue, and so is job

security — the latter, especially for the last four years or

so," said Greiner. who also is on the Lee school board.

"I think this high number of ongoing negotiations also

reflects the fact that school committees, with the loss of

fiscal autonomv have to face pohtical reality." he said.

School committees lost fiscal autonomy in the wake of

taxcutting Proposition 2 '/? , passed in 1980.

"It's not that many don't want to give teachers raises. It's

that town meetings and municipal bodies, last year, were

making further cuts, and so. the bargaining is tougher

now."
Carol Doherty. president of the association, which, along

with the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers. AFL CIO.

represents most Bay State teachers, said some 3.000

teachers are expected to be laid off this year.
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Nan Davis, a 22-year-old student at Wright
State University and a paraplegic since an
automobile accident on her high school gradua-
tion night four years ago, takes the first of five

steps she made yesterday during a demonstra-
tion at the school of a microprocessor-controlled
movement system. The event was the climax of a

13-year research effort by Dr. Jerrold Petrof-

sky, director of the school's biomedical
engineering laboratories.

King sees Legislature

passing death penalty

BOSTON — Gov. Edward J. King said yesterday he

believes "the Legislature will be responding to the

demands of the public" and enact a death penalty statute.

With time running out on his term in office, and the House

and Senate far apart on specifics. King said that. "We will

end up. I'm very confident, with a death penalty."

It's now a race against time for King and others who want

state government to follow up on the election referendum

in which voters approved the death penalty 3-to-2.

The referendum was for a constitutional amendment

reversing state Supreme Court rulings that ban capital

punishment in the state. But the Legislature and the

governor must approve a statute before Massachusetts can

join the 37 other states with the penalty.

Poll shows blacks oppose

death penalty by 3-1
WASHINGTON — During debate in the Massachusetts

Senate over the death penalty, opponents argued that

blacks and the poor would be the ones strapped into the

electric chair.

According to an AP NBC poll, 75 percent of blacks

surveyed in Massachusetts were against the death

penalty.

The proposal to reinstate the death penalty in

Massachusetts was approved by Massachusetts voters by a

margin of almost 3-2 in a Nov. 2 referendum.

But of the voters who were interviewed in the AP-NBC
poll as they left polling places across Massachusetts on

Election Day. 55 percent of the whites and only 15 percent

of the blacks said they voted to restore the death penalty.

Correction

In Tuesday's paper, the caption to a photograph show-

ing a group of men sliding in the mud incorrectly identified

the individuals as pledges of the Beta Kappa Phi fraterni-

ty. The members of the fraternity have denied they were

participating in the activity and the photographer who
took the picture, who has asked to remain unidentified

because, he says, he was threatened when he took the

photo, could not positively identify the individuals involv-

ed. We regret the error.

However, we still cannot identify the people in the pic-

ture and would like to be able to so we can set the record

straight. Anyone who can identify the men in the picture is

asked to contact the Collegian.

Senate approves appointment

to vice chancellor search
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student oenate

Wednesday night voted to approve Linda

Garofalo as the student representative to

the search committee for vice chancellor for

University Relations and Development.

Garofalo was recommended to the senate

by Student Government Association (SGA)

President Jim Murphy and will fill the

position vacated by Ken Moore, who
graduated in June. Moore will remain on

the committee, however, as a non-student.

The committee, which has been func

tioning since last semester, has already

completed paper screenings and a first

round of interviews, and expects to hire a

candidate by the end of the semester.

Garofalo, 19, a sophomore psychology

major from Wayne. N.J. was a senator last

year, but is not involved in the SGA this

semester.

•Rather than appoint a typical SGA
person," Murphy said he sought to involve

other students, and expressed confidence

Garofalo would be able to acclimate to the

committee in time to be productive.

In other business, the senate voted to

fund the salary of the Off-Campus Housing

director, Joan Levinson, through next

June. Extending the contract for Levin-

son, which would have expired in

December, was opposed by some senators

who argued the position should instead be

filled by a student. However, the extension

passed by voice vote. Senators agreed a

student should be hired for the job next

semester and that Levinson should be

retained to assist in orientating her suc-

cessor.

The senate also voted to confirm results

of committee chair elections held the

previous week.

However, the Finance Committee's

results, in which Mimi Turchinetz defeated

incumbent Siobhan Powers, was rejected

by the senate, 25-24. Powers claimed the

election should be invalidated because

members were incorrectly informed that

they must have served on the committee at

least one semester to be eligible to run.

Coll«|:iui piMto by Hctdl Uria*

Myles Gordon, a University of Massachusetts student, keeps warm by

swinging his axe at wood for burnipg this winter in his Hadlcy home.
1

Group for older undergraduates is geared to peer support

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Although only a handful of people attended the first older

students meeting in the Campus Center Wednesday, a new

student organization at the University of Massachusetts

was born that promises to add many more members in the

future to perform a needed service to the UMass com

munity.

A new Reorganized Student Organization called the

Twenty-Five Plus Club has been established at UMass for

the purpose of serving as a social and emotional support

group for any undergraduate who will be at least 25 years

old at the time of their graduation.

The main driving force behind the group is 47 year old

Georgette Roberts, a freshman boUny major from Ver-

mont, who said the new group will be an informal social

organization for older student to get to know each other

and to hopefully "avoid some of the pitfalls" older people

face when entering a large university predominated by

younger people.

"There is a real need for an organization where older

students can . relate and identify with one another,"

Roberts said. "Up until now there has been no older

student group that has displayed specific needs that need

UM research into
Professors see a future

for wind, solar power
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Research is ongoing in the field of alternative energy

sources at the University of Massachusetts.

Windpower, solar energy and uses for coal are currently

undergoing investigation in studies conducted by

professors in the UMass School of Engineering. The

studies are funded by the United States Department of

Energy and various utility companies.

"We are now in a position to look seriously (to alter-

native energy sources for power)," said Professor Frank

Kaminsky of the industrial engineering department, who is

currently involved in wind power research.

"Ten years ago people laughed at us — now they're not,

he said.

The professors agreed the energy sources they are

researching are viable alternatives to fuel and nuclear

power for the future. While implementation of the systems

may be a while off due to cost -efficiency, the professors

stressed the need for public support in their research.

"There's no support (for this kind of power) right now.

said Jon G. McGowan of the mechanical engineering

department. "It may Uke a '73 or '78 oil crunch to get

people awake."
„i. r i

Even though oil prices remain low. conditions m the tuei

market are a lot worse than people realize. McGowan said.

"Even GM (General Motors) is admitting it now."

Solar power Ls one system which would be cheaper than

our current system, McGowan said. He is current.y

performing an evaluation of the solar heating concept on a

Vermont slab house which entails monitoring heat tem_

perature and energy flows. The house i.s representative of

houses in this area and thus similar dwellings could be

constructed in Massachu.setts, McGowan said If the ex-

periment is successful in Vermont, il woulH work here, he

said as that state has a more demanding heyling season.

w'ind power, in most cases an energy source for the

future because of its cost, will he mvd in a New Bedford

sewaee ireatmeni plant following a wind analysis of the

city McGowan recently completed. While studies of wind

power in Western Massachusetts have not proved cost

efficient. McGowan plans to begin research at Ilolyoke

Community College in the near future.

attending."

One older student who attended the introductory meeting

said he knew very few undergraduates of any age and.

because of this, felt somewhat "isolated. " Roberts said this

is a common problem that student over twenty five face.

"Older students are widely spread among the kids and

nobody knows who they are. Everyone thinks they arc a

professor and no one would ever imagine them to be a

freshman underjjraduate." she said.

Currently there are 1,400 undergraduates over the age of

25 at UMass and they constitute about 7.3 percent to the

total University undergraduate population. The majority

of these students are between the ages of 25-30, while

those over 30 years of age make up 1.8 percent of the

population.

Roberts said she wishes to draw as many people out of

this population as possible, whether they be single,

married or divorced.

"There will no lines drawn. This is just a conUct

organization for people to get to know each other and

hopefully place a nanxe to a face when they see them on

campus," she said.

The club will be holding weekly meetings and trying to

gather more membeis by making posters, having a wine

and cheese party in early December, and possibly having

"Country and Western night" in the future. Roberts said.

"A group such as this wiU help us identify the needs of

older students and their resolutions. There is a need for

activities which provide opportunities to meet other

students with common interests," she said.

Roberts said she has received considerable amount of

support from the Dean of Students office and the Older

Students Services Network (OSSN), who have both

acknowledged there Ls a common concern among many
people to improve life on campus for older students.

Pearl Moser. who is working on the project out of the

Dean of Students office, said the Dean has recognized that

there are older students on Campus who have needs that

require addressing. The OSSN has also been working very

hard on the issue, trying to get more older student in

volvement and further address students' needs, Moser

said.

There has been a recent decline in student registration

across the country. Roberts said, but behind it all. there

has been an increase in older student registration, which is

why a group like this is so important.

"Towards the end, they are a valuable resource," she

said. "If the schoool loses one older student because he Is

lonely, then they have lost the income for that student."

alternative energy sources perseveres
Recent decreases in

governmental support

seen as a hindrance

CollFinan photo by Jim Power*

The forces of weather are translated into

energy by a wind mill and solar panels at the ex-

perimental home on Orchard Hill.

A complete data base for future consideration of wind

farms in Western Massachusetts and Connecticut will be

available upon the completion of two years of research in

January by Kaminsky and Professor Robert Kirohhoff of

the mechanical engineering department. Since Northeast

Utilities, the sponsor of the research, does not plan to

pursue the project immediately, the data may be of in

terest to private investors who can construct the farms and

sell the power to utilities.

About $12 million has been invested in this way in

California, where greater tax incentive<; are given.

Kaminsky said.

As for coal, "we haven't come up with an en-

vironmentally safe manner (in which to burn it)." said

Professor Thomas Blake of the ineohanicdl engineering

department. His research centers mainly on ways to make

that element more cost-efficient, he said.

By ANNE McCORY
Collegian Staff

A lack of governmenUl priority has hampered research

at the University of Massachusetts examining the prospect

of using wind power and other forms of energy according

to a UMass mechanical engineering professor.

No one has come close to doing what I feel has to be

done." said William Heronemus, founder in 1969 of the

Wind Energy Program at UMass.

The large scale research necessary to fully develop

alternative energy sources "cannot be financed by private

investment," Heronemus said. Funds amounting to one-

third to one half of the current defense budget would be

needed to finance the studies, he said. But that proposal

would be "absurd" and unacceptable to the American

people, he said.

He attributed the problems in energy studies to ad

ministration of the governmental agencies controlling

research grants. UMass originally began its studies under

the guidance of the National Science Foundation. In 1974.

the Energy Research and Development Association

(ERDA) took over the role. The United States Department

of Energy replaced that agency in 1976 under the Carter

administration and has been "disinclined to do anything of

an educational nature." Heronemus said.

Although the Department of Energy is currently

sponsoring several studies on wind and solar power at

UMass. Heronemus said the grants available now are much

less than what they u.sed to be. He has received no

governmental support for his work in the last four years,

he said.

Governmental funding goes instead to financing

research such as fusion heat, which involves a concppt

similar to that used in the hydrogen bomb, Heronemus

said. This method creates 'intense radioactive fields which

must be shielded" and could lead to "a gradual increase in

earth's temperature." Heronemus said. Fusion heal would

create "horrendous possibilities for ecological change." he

added.
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Group helps incarcerated mothers

face special hardships in prison
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian SUfl

The difficuhies of being a mother in prison

and the services to those women provided

by Aid to Incarcerated Mother (AIM), a

self-help organization which helps unite

women in prison with their families, were

portrayed this week in a videotape entitled

"Help Me to Fight."

AIM has worked to unite mothers in

Framingham prison with their children

since 1^ and "is doing things the mothers

cannot do for thenwelves because they are

confined," said a woman in the video.

The videotape was shown in conjunction

with "Mothers in Prison," a presentation

given by AIM members Molly Baldwin and

Debbie Wakl.

"Women go to prison primarily because

they are poor," Wald said. She added most

women are incarcerated for prostitution,

shoplifting, writing bad checks and drug

addiction.

Most of the women in prison are poor or

third world women, "they are sent to prison

for economic reasons," she said.

"When you \ook at women in prison you

get a view of the worst society has imposed

upon women." Wald said.

Newman Club
begins holiday

donation drive
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

The Newman Club Com-
munity Action Program is

accepting food and dona-

tions to provide a more
bounteous Thanksgiving

for needy families in the

Pioneer Valley communi-

ty-

Last year, the club put

Thanksgiving dinners on

the tables of 40 families

that otherwise might not

have been able to enjoy the

holiday.

"It gives you a chance tt)

give thanks by giving to

others," said Mary
Szeteia, a dub member.
"It is a time for giving

thanks."

"One woman wrote back

to us and said 'hey if it

wasn't for you, we might

not have had a Thanksgiv

ing dinner'," Szeteia said.

"That is enough to make
you at least buy a can of

green beans at the store

and bring it to the
church."

The Newman Center at

the University of

Massausetts is a center for

various Catholic activities.

The Thanksgiving food

drive is sponsored by the

Newman Club Community
Action Program at the

Newman Center.

"It (the food drive) in-

vites all members of the

Community — it encom-

passes the entire com-
munity — to share some of

the blessings that they

have, with those who are

less fortunate," Szeteia

said.

Gifts of food may be

placed in available baskets

under a food drive display

window at the Newntan
Center until the weekend

of Nov. 19. On Nov. 20 and

21, donations may be made
as part of the offertory at

all Masses at the Center.

"This year's drive has a

new twist," Szeteia said.

She explained that Louis'

Foods on North Pleasant

St. in Amherst is offering

a reimbursement for

donators to the food drive.

The store is offering a five

percent discount to people

who purchase $30 or more
in merchandise at the store

and have a receipt showing

a donation to the Newman
Thanksgiving food drive.

She said in prisons there has been a

question over whether women need

rehabilitation. Men in prison are given job

training, but the model for women is more

based upon training them for domestic

services or socializing them to be nicer,

more gentle people.

Wald said prisons were first created by

the Quakers as a means of reforming the

criminal. She said the Quaker idea of

benevolent reform was not applied to

women. Women were divided into good and

bad women, the ones who committed

crimes, were considered fallen and beyond

reform.

Wald stated that to look at women in

prison one must look at the sexual nature of

the women involved.

"A large number of the women were in

volved in sexual abuse or were abused as

children," Baldwin said.

Baldwin said young women and

prostitutes suffer the most from the sexual

labels placed on offenders. She said many

incarcerated women started as juvenile

offenders, when they are labeled as

"promiscuous" and "incorrigible."

At any given time up to 80 percent of the

women awaiting trial are doing time for

prostitution, Baldwin said.
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ThisDeskCanReachMach 2.

Some desk jobs are

more exciting than

others.

As a Navy pilot

or flight officer, your

desk can be a sophis

ticated combination

of supersonic jet air-

craft and advanced electronic equipment.

But you can handle it. Because Navy

flight training gives you the navigation,

aerodynamics and other technical

know-how you need.

In return, Navy aviation demands

something of you as an officer:

Leadership.

Your path to leadership starts with

officer training that's among the most

demanding in the military. It's intensive

leadership and professional schooling

combined with rigorous Navy flight

training. And it's all geared to prepare

you and other college

graduates for the

unique challenge of

Navy aviation. The
program is tough but

rewarding.

One important

reward for Navy
officers is decision-

I

I

I

I

I

I

i:

NAVY OPPORTUNITY ^2'*
INFORMATION CENTER
PO. Box 5000, Clifton. NJ 07015

D Please send me more information about becom-

ing a member of the Naval Aviation Tfeam. (0Al

Name.
Firil {Ple»»» Print I

Address.

City

Arc

.State

.+College/ University

tYear in College.

making authority.

In the air, and on the

ground, you have

management responsi-

bility from the begin-

ning. And your

responsibility grows

as you gain experience

.

No company can give you this kind of

leadership responsibility this fast. And
nothing beats the sheer excitement of

Navy flying.

The salary is exciting, too. Right

away, you'll earn about $18,000 a year.

That's better than the average corpora-

tion will pay you just out of college.

And with regular Navy promotions and

other pay increases, your annual

salary will soar to $30,400 after four

years. That's on top of a full package

of benefits and privileges.

Before you settle down to an earth-

' bound desk job, reach

for the sky. Reach for

the coupon. Find out

what it takes to be

part of the Naval

Aviation Tfeam. You

could have a desk

that flies at twice the

speed of sound.

LaM

-Apt ».

-Zip-

.GPA

,Ma)or/Minor.

I
Phone Number— —

lArca Codf I Best Time to Call

I

This IS for g»npr»l rpcruitmfnt information You do not have to

furnish any of the information requested Of course, the more we
know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy posi

I
tions for which you qunlifv I

NavyOmcers
GetResponsibilityFast.

University glass recycling project

unaffected by new state bottle law

Runner Sue Bullford is framed by a forest of

mailboxes as she runs down Soutb Pleasant

Street yesterday.

By JEFF POTTER
Collegian Correspondent

The passage of the Massturhusetts bottle law will have

little or no effect on the recycling project at the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, said Julie Rypysc, education

and outreach coordinator for the project.

The project, located in the Student Union, recycles

mainly discarded computer and white office paper used by

offices in Whitmore Administration Building and other

buildings on campus. A large percentage of what they

recycle is not bottles and cans, she said.

The bottle law "may take away our volume of glass," but

with UMass being a big beer-drinking school, there may

not be that drastic of a difference in the cans and bottles

collected, Rypysc said.

"In terms of revenue, we get more from paper than we do

from glass," she said.

The market demand for used paper and other materials

for recycling is low because of a lack of interest and the

economy. Lisa Vatske, secretary/treasurer for the

project, said.

"Most people aren't interested in recyling," she said.

With an unstable economy, the recycling project is not

getting good prices for the materials, Vatske said.

The recycling project receives about four cents a pound

for used white and computer paper and only $20 a Utn for

crushed glass, she said. The project receives even less for

newspapers, which seems to be what people collect most.

Vatske said.

The project picks up materials from areas onca^mpus but

does not collect from the dorms and dining commons, she

Vatske said the recycling project workers would like to

pick up materials from other places on an off campus, but

they do not have the funds or the staffing to do so. Also,

the trucks used for collecting are not allowed off campus.

The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

(MassPIRG) works with the project and picks up materials

from the dorms, Vatske said. MassPIRG gives one credit

to students who organize and collect cans, bottles, and

newspapers for recycyling in the dorms, she said.

"What we really need is a shredder." Vatske said. Then

we could collect the paper that otherwise would be con-

sidered confidential, she said. Whitmore and other

building on campus will not allow the recycUng project to

Uke materials that could be confidential, she noted.

With a shredder, the project could shred the matenab

and then recycle them, Vatske said. The project could

recycle cardboard and other goods from the dimng com-

mons and donns she said.

A shredder would also cut the universities costs and

create revenue for the project, she said.

Continued on page 8

UMass organization seeks to offer

peer counseling and encouragement

to students suffering from dyslexia
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Those students on campus who suffer from

dyslexia, a perceptual defect of the brain

that prohibits those affected from correctly

reading letters and numbers, can find help

and encouragement at the Dyslexic Student

Organization (DSO).

The group is made up of dyslexic studenU

who aid and counsel other students who

suffer from dyslexia.

Approximately eight percent of the

population of the United SUtes suffers from

dyslexia. At the University of

Massachusetts, almost seven percent of the

student population are dyslexic, said David

Sprogis, a second semester freshman who

is president of the DSO.
"Dyslexia is not a disease. Rather, you are

bom with it. A dyslexics brain has two

things special with it. One is that the

dendrites, or brain cells, that do the

thinking (in the brain) have a lot more

connections than in an average person's

brain." he said.

Another difference between a dyslexic's

brain and the average person's brain is that

the part of the brain known as the corpus

callosum is supposed to have a dominant

side in it. Sprogis explained. This is not the

case with a dyslexic's brain, he said.

There is no known cause of dyslexia. All

doctors do know is that dyslexia is

hereditary, he said.

"Four times as many men are dyslexic

than are women," Sprogis said.

The DSO is made up of 40 studenU.

Sprogis said the reason for the small

number of students in the group is because

many dyslexics are "just surviving in

college and they don't want the hassle of

being in the group. Many (dyslexics) think

because they have made it to college there

is no reason to complicate things.

"

Time is essential to dyslexics. Because

they take a great deal longer with exams,

they need the help and cooperation of their

professors.

"Most professors and TA's on campus are

aware of the problems facing dyslexics.

They are usually very supportive and

helpful to the studenU." he said. "Most

professors realize that dyslexic students

are not asking for anything outstanding. All

they need is to have the exam read orally

rather than reading it themselves."

One myth associated with dyslexics is that

they are not as intelligent as the average

person. Sprogis said that many dyslexics

have higher IQ's than other people.

"Having dylexia is like being a puppy.

Your paws are too big for you, so you just

stumble over them," he said.

Although the DSO does not have tutoring

centers now, Sprogis said, he expects them

to soon be available to students.

The next meeting of the DSO is Monday

night at 7 in Bartlett Hall. Room 68. All

students, whether they are dyslexic or not,

are encouraged to attend and join the

group.
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RAIMD
Presents

Th« Maxwell Andvnon Award Winner"

DARK OF
THE MOON

" thli production Is typical of th« fln« •nt«nalnm»nt

. . . of th« Rond Consistently pr»s«nt»d In o totolly pro-

fessional manner."
Daily Collegian

"(This) story of a star-crossed romance between a

wttct» and a mountain girl takes on all ttie rich flavor*

of the ballad on which It Is based. Entertaining

throughout. It ronges from funny to frightening to

•ad."
-Springfield, Morning Umon

the University of Massachusetts Theater produc

tion . .
captivates and entertains. It is the Romeo and

iJuliet of the Smoky Mountains."
-Doilv Hampshire Gazette

Reservations: 545-3511

Brains of frogs being probed as key

to help UMass professor understand,

treat human neurological disorders
By BECKY THATCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Frogs are helping to unravel the cir-

cuitry of the best computer ever made,

the human brain.

Brain function and visual behavior in

frogs is being studied by University of

Massachusetts professor Katherine V.

Fite, who is hoping to develop a model

that will be useful in understanding the

visual system of more developed ver

tebrates. Her work in this area may

eventually help in the diagnosis and

treatment of neurological disorders in

humans, she said.

Fite teaches Psychology as a Natural

Science, and The Visual Brain. Per

spectives in Visual Neurosciences at

UMass. The Amphibian Visual System, A

Multidisciplinary Approach is one of many

publications Fite has written explaining

her discoveries. Fite said she found seven

different areas which directly receive

information from the eye.

"The idea proposed to explain this

multiple representation is that redun

dancy enables the brain to continue to

carry on important functions in the event

of injury of disease." she said.

In collaboration with researchers Neil

Montgomery. Micheline Taylor and Lynn

Bengtsom, Fite completed a study on

Optokinetic Nystagmus (OKN).

"OKN", Fite said, "is a fundamental

kind of visual behavior — a visual reflex

which keeps the image from slipping on

the retina as the object moves through the

visual field. This reflex is important

because without it, the visual image would

be constantly blurred."

The OKN reflex is characterized by the

way humans visually track scenery past a

train window, she said.

"The frog is a relatively simple animal,"

Fite said, "that shows this visual reflex in

a very well developed manner. The OKN
response is present in that animal in the

same way that it is present in more

complex species."

Knowledge of this response can help in

the diagnosis of brain dysfunction, she

explained.

"Patients who have abnormalities in the

OKN reflex probably have damage in the

lower brain," she said.

So little is known about connections

between brain function and visual

behavior, Fite said, the amphibian visual

system may provide just the model

needed to understand how that behavior

originates, and ultimately, to understand

why things go wrong.
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FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT
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VANITIES
TOMORROW of 8 pui

Reservations: 545-351

1

in repertory with DARK OF THE MOON

"unnervingly funny . . . fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek
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Are you thinking about

why you want to get an MBA?
Talk to us.

iVloney is always a good reason But our stu-

dents also tell us that learning how to plan and

forecast, how to manage people, and how to de-

sign computer management mformation sys-

tems can be lust as imptntant

Our alumni tell us that their management de

grees have given them an edge into the most

successful and dynamic offices, be they in the

private or public sector Fast track, money, crea

tive thinking. Whatever your reason is, we would

like to talk to you

Our toll-free number is now open and we're

ready to talk

,C OOlMKHlii t 4 1 / /<^S~^ \ lNc» »»Hi Sl«.l

Collegian 7

4 to 8=00.
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

800/847-2082

CORNELL UNIVERSITY (.RADUATE SCHOOL
OF Bl SINESS & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Start off the Holiday Season
at The Fine Arts Center

Sunday, November 21

8:00 PM
with Jonathan Shames

On Sale Now

CONNIE STEVENS
st<irnnq in

NOVEMBER
HAPPY HOUR

SPECIAL
2for 1

St. PauU Girl
plu0 our oriffinal

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10 • midnight

Proper ID a MUST
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141 IJL

Well Drinks.
9-11

$1 '^cven.

Post Game.
Happy Hour.

^^€€x buffet.

Hot (^Cold food,

bloody Mary.^/^^

Drafts. 5oe

Pitchers. 4f^5^

Amherst

November 30 December 1 8:00 p.m.

On Sale Now
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Debate to be held at UMass Gift drive needs donations

Friday,

December 3

8:00 p.m.

On Sale Nov. 12

PRIMAVERA
STRING
QUARTET

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. MF

545-2511

^•.

lOiJ

FineArts
Center

.

Concert Hall

The Annual High School Debate Tournament will be

held on Saturday and Sunday in Bartlett and Herter Halls.

About 400 high school debaters from all over the Northeast

will participate.

"Whether the United States should significantly Curtain

Arms Sales to Other Countries?" will be the question

debated at the tournament. After a general meeting at

10:45 a.m. on Saturday novice and varsity level debates

will be held for the rest of the day.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey will be the guest speaker at

the tournament breakfast in the Student Union Ballroom

and will present the award to the high school debate coach

of the year.

Elimination rounds of debates will be held rom 11 a.m. to

5 p.m. on Sunday. The award ceremony will be held at 5:15

p.m. in Bartlett Hall and the final round of debates for

novice and varsity teams will be at 6 p.m.

Asian month to be held
November has been designated Asian awareness month

and to commemorate the occasion, the Five College

community will be conducting several concerts and

presentations.

Noted musician Fred Houn will perform at 9:30 tonight

in the Davis Student Center Ballroom at Smith College.

Saturday's program includes a keynote address by festival

organizer Elanor Wong at 9:30 a.m. at Wright Hall,

followed by other speakers. "Commitment" will give a

concert at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Chapen Hall Mount

Holyoke College.

The festivities will wrap up Sunday with a film at 11:30

a.m. on the 8th floor at the University of Massachusetts

Campus Center followed by the "Dragon Thunder Arts

Forum" at 2:30 p.m. at Hampshire College.

Coolidge dorm, as part of the Year Towards Civflity, is

sponsoring a holiday gift drive for troubled adolescents at

the Tri County Youth Programs. Inc. in Northampton.

Gifts for Hanukkah and Christmas for 14 to 18 year olds

may be brought to Glen Daly in 315 Coolidge or to any

other residence assistant in the dorm. Gifts niay also be

brought to 219 Butterfield in the Central residential area.

Theater restrictions available

Due to a processing error, course restrieClons fdr the

Theater Department courses were not printed. All theater

department courses above the 100 level require permission

of the department and-or the instructor for enrolhnent.

For specific information on any theater department course

and its restrictions, contact Professor Richard Trousdell in

the Fine Arts Center room 107 at 545 3490.

Professor to speak on Israel

Professor Israel Loeff from the Hebrew University in

Jerusalem will speak on "The Peace Movement in Israel"

at 3 p.m. on Sunday in room 168 in the Campus Center at

UMass. Loeff will also speak on the same topic on Sunday

at 7 p.m. in 10 Seelye Hall at Smith College.

Schedule book now available
The Spring 1983 Schedule Pamphlet and the

Undergraduate Catalog Supplement will be distributed to-

day in the Campus Center concourse beginning; at 9:00

a.m.

Beginning Nov. 15, the Schedule Pamphlet will be

available in the Scheduling Office, 168 Whitmore.
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^^ A Store-full of Ideas
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Fri Sat

Casablanca 7:00

Maltese Falcon 9:00

Sun - Tues
Gone With the Wind 7:00

Oowntown Amherst

253 542t
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233 N PiMMnt Si

Amhartt Carriage Shops
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APARTMENTS
\
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immediate occupancy
available

stifdents welcome

665-3856
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inYour Future

Watch for the 2 big issues

of the

Holiday Shopper

MANDARIN SZtCHUEN CUISINE

"Hie Be»l CluNe»e Fowl"
Luncheon Spec/a/s

y^k^-OuX Service

Sunday Brunch
$5.25 per person
All You Can Eat

11:30-3:00

Sun.-Thuri. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Dinner Specials

Pull Cocktail Menu

Frl A Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst

256-0251 256-0252

SPINAL SCREENING
AT THE

Amherst Chirooractic Center

November 1 - November 15

1. Head tilt

2. High shoulder
3. Low scapula
4. Spinal curvature
5. Low hip

Potential Danger signals

of Irritated Nerves:
• Headaches, dizziness, blurred vision

• Neck pain, tight muscles, spasms
• Shoulder pain, pain down arms, numb-
ness in hands

• Pain between shoulders, difficult

breathing, abdominal pains
• Lower back pain, hip pain, pain down
leg

Amherst Chiropractic Center is offering spmal checkups and

postural analysis for early detection of back problems.

TIME magazine says 75 million Americans have backache and

with each passing year, this astronomical fugure grows by

7,000,000

Backache has become a catastrophic issue with the insurance

companies and with our national economy. It is one of the top

clairns for disability. In addition to this, arthritis and rheumatic

complaints affect 77 percent of our adult population, and every

year millions sustain severe neck injuries from automobile

collisions

With the use of a few simple painless tests we will be able to

determine the condition of the spine. Early detection of back

problems is the best prevention w'or future back ailments

The spinal screening will be offered without charge or

obligation, at the

Amherst Chiropractic Center

190 University Dr., Amherst, HA

Doctors will be available for answering questions on treatment

and prevention of back problems.

pt«u« call 25ft-«700 for an appointment and bring a copy of

thia announcamant with you.

Announcing

PFER EDUCATION RECRUITMENT

University Health Services offers

Spring 1983 credited course work as:

PEER SEXUALITY EDUCATOR
ALCOHOL PEER EDUCATOR
HEALTH AIDES and

HEALTHREACH WORKERS

Training and working with other* to

round out your university axporianca:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT HEALTH
EDUCATION 549-2671 or stop by our

table at the Campus Canter on Nov. 16

&17.

CaU646-350C

uces

Open Again

sivfRymcff[ .».

The Perfect Date
A Romantic Dinner for Two

inrludinS' A Carafe of Wineinciuains.
^ ^^^^

i^^J^^
^^^^^^j prepared expressly for you

A rose for your friend, and^

A Uk gold bracelet from :M^i^

All for $29.95

•i

Offer valid Nov. 9-21

DC

Reservations recommended

lr:c" ( :frf
Luncheon 11:00-5:00 Dinner 5:0CH0:OO

Sunday Brunch 12:00-4 Closed Mondays

':::::. >tji N PWasant St., Amherst 253-3447

ifBrezhnev
First

Continued from page 1

Any leader that emerges as the successor

to Brezhnev will obviously have some effect

on the future of the Soviet Union and also

on the state of current U.S. — U.S.S.R.

relations. Three candidates are generally

agreed upon a.s the most likely successors.

Yet all three have shortcomings which in

the end could seriously handicap their

ability to effectively emerge as the sole

leader of the U.S.S.R.

Konstantine Chernenko is thought by

many to be the obvious successor to

Brezhnev. Yet Chernenko's close ties to

Brezhnev since his promotion to full

Politburo status in 19'/8 and his advanced

age (71) seriously hurt his chances.

Another candidate, Yuri Andropov, may

be hurt by his distinct ties to the secret

police. Andropov is the former chief of the

KGB, the notorious security arm of the

Soviet government.

The third candidate prevalently men-

tioned is Victor Grishin, a member of the

Politburo since 1967. Grishin may have

problems in that he enjoys a relatively

small pov^er base as the Party

Secretary for the city of Moscow.

Tauban said he felt two scenarios

presented themselves in the wake of

Brezhnev's death.

"Andropov, Cherneko, and Grishin could

all be given the three highest posts in the

Party for the time being as a temporary

measure, with a power struggle taking

place later," Taubman said. "Also, since the

leadership has had all this time to prepare

for the death of Brezhnev, one leading

figure may have already emerged. If I had

to bet, I think Chernenko or Andropov will

emerge as the leader."

The legacy which Brezhnev leaves behind

stands second only to Stalin in the annals of

Soviet history since the revolution in 1917.

In the West, many see the dawn of detente

in the early 1970s as the Soviet leader's

greatest accomplishment during his 18 year

tenure.

"He wanted peace, " Ryavec said, "but

couldn't restrain those who advocated the

production of new weapons system within

the party. After visiting the U.S.S.R. just

last June, I can truly say he gave the Soviet

people some peace from the hard life they

have been forced to live for so long."

if recycling
Continued from page 5

cardboard and other goods from the dining

commons and dorms she said.

A shredder would also cut the universities

costs and create revenue for the project,

she said.

'The University generates thousands of

tons of paper a year," Charlie Hopkins,

administrator to the recycling project, said.

With a shredder, UMass could recycle and

cut the cost of its paper use, he said.

UMass contributes 60 percent of the waste

in the Amherst landfUl. The town is

currently building a new facilty to meet the

needs of the town and university, Hopkins

said.

The town wants to start charging those

who dump there. This could cost the

University a g^reat deal of money, he said.

The administration, which is exploring

ways to reduce cost of waste disposal, has

shown interest in the recycling project and

may help the project recycle more of the

university's used materials, Hopkins said.

Project workers hope someday to have a

redemption center for students to drop off

their bottles, cans and other materials for

recycling. But, the group says the idea is

still in the "dream stages."

The group supports the bottle law and

despite the fact it may decrease their

volume of collected glass, they hope it is

successful.

Vatske said if the state and students took

more interest in recycling, the project

would be more successful.

The recycling project must be a

cooperative effort, she said.
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Traffic safety

at UMass
There was little evidence of the collision. A few black

skid marks. A small stream of coke that slowly

spread across the linoleum. The people involved

were terse. Few words of apology were mumbled as all

parties concerned went on their way.

Another accident between drivers heading home after a

night of revelry at a local club? The ending of an old classic

at Amherst Cinema? No way. This scenario happens

countless times a day as students crash into each other all

over campus. Research I have been doing on these ac-

cidents and their prevention has lead me to come up with

the following proposals:
. ,• . j n

That a standard lane system be established on al

walkways on campus. This lane system would be identical

to those already in use on most roadways. Dotted yellow

lines, solid yellow lines: the whole gamut of traffic-

controllng paraphernalia. StudenLs heading North will

have to stay to the right. Those heading South will t)ear

left. Travels to the South and West to only alternate odd

numbered Tuesdays and Thursdays.

-' Mary Beth Hebert

Another casualty in the battle of the bulge

Figuratively speaking, I need to lose weight. My
skirts are snug and my jeans do not f)ermit enough

oxygenated blood to reach my extremities. I have to

buy some bigger clothes or risk gangrene. Armed with my
charge card, 1 enter the field of battle.

Nothing on the single digit racks will ever grace my
frame. The 7's and 9's goad me as I creep past them to

double digit terrain.

"Straight skirts add height."

"Avoid horizontal stripes, chubbo."

"Dark colors are slenderizing."

My mission is to discover the perfect optical illusion that

can double as an outfit that looks smart with pumps.

Suzanne Gesin

In the "Juniors" section I am assaulted by row upon row

of prairie skirts and frilly blouses that would be flattering

if I suddenly shot up ten inches or developed a penchant

for square dancing. Given the unlikelihood of a latent

growth spurt or a revival of "Petticoat Junction," I aban-

don "Juniors" for a territory that sounds more promising.

"Petites" (euphemism for "Dumpy"). Here I find

prairie skirts and frilly blouses that have been pared down

to fit people 5'2" and under. Squashed little suits and

dresses line the racks which are low to the ground in

deference to the clientele. I've always thought they should

install "fun house" mirrors just to give the customers a

chance to see themselves in dresses that are longer than

they are wride. The selection ranges from junvenile to

dowdy, insulting short shoppers who are neither

developmentally arrested nor possessors of hopelessly

poor taste.

The next foray is into "Better Sportswear." Each outfit

is cleverly camouflaged to blend in with the next. The trick

is to select your mauve alligator shirt from among the 317

other clones on the rack. Since mauve is a forbidden color

(stick to gray, navy or black), I retreat. No prisoners were

taken.

As I prepare to exit the field, I am snared by a half price

clearance sale in "Designers." Alas, grown up clothes at

juvenile prices. Charcoal suits with straight skirts arid

small collars, navy shirtwaists with sensible buttons. So

what if I have to chop off the bottom half of the skirt? I'm

only paying half price anyway. Besides, I can always do a

reverse Scariett O'Hara and make draj)es out of my
clothes.

I tote a suit into the dressing room. The sign reads:

"These premises are moniU)red by female security per-

sonnel." Where? Is the mirror two-way? Does that pair

of thick ankles in the next dressing stall belong to the

store's KGB? I have an eerie feeling that the enemy is

near. Some spy knows that my charcoal pin-striped

straight-skirted suit is covering a multitude of sins. I

scavenge for common pins in the carpet and am finally

able to hoist the skirt to an acceptable length (or short as

the case may be). Move a button here, tack a cuff there,

and voila - the perfect trompe I'oeil.

I dodge the rack of filmy pastels with spaghetti straps

and side slits as I head to the register to exchange plastic

for the wool-cotton blend. Fatigued, I seek refuge in a

nearby restaurant, wher I munch myself in salad and Tab

and try to get rid of the numbness in my toes.

Suzanne Gesin is a graduate student in Public Ad-

ministration serving an internship on Cape Cod. She just

clears five feet.

Doctor opens communications between Arabs and Jews
To the Editor:

Dr. Christopher Giannou was brought here Monday by

the Palestine Solidarity Committee and the Northampton

Committee on Central America, in connection with the

Organization of Arab Students. Though "Nummo News

billed Dr. Giannou as a Canadian doctor who had

"witnessed torture at the hands of the Israeli Forces, he

surprised all of us and discredited the obvicis misinforma-

tion of "Nummo" News. u u a
Dr Giannou was, indeed, a Canadian doctor who had

worked in Lebanon for two years, but he related a realistic

account of his experiences without laying blame and

without submitting to audience manipulation.

Dr Giannou is someone who, by assessing the situation

in which he was involved, has concluded that peace will on-

ly come to Israel and the Palestinians when both sides stop

laying blame and start talking. He made it very clear that

sensationalism and non-recognition will only lead to more

confiict and bloodshed. Dr. Giannou also stressed the in-

dividuality of the Arab-Israeli conflict, stating that it can-

not be seen in the same manner as Zimbabwe, South

Africa, or other examples brought up by a member of the

Rudicncc.

I would like to thank the sponsoring committees and

urge them to sponsor more speakers who might help open

the channels of communication between Arabs and Jews

on our campus. If we can talk to each other, we have a

basis from which to see each other's needs and determina-

tions, a basis for peace.

Debora Propper
Amherst

ly come to Israel ana tner<iit;si.niia»'a""^" '-'"" r
^

Comic raises awareness to a blatantly sexist problem

That a system of fast and slow lanes be part of the

new sidewalk system. Again, just as in a regular road

situation, those who travel at slower rates ot s})ee(l will be

asked U) stay to the right while those in a rush should keep

to the left. This section of my proposal will be instrumen-

tal in keeping to a minimum those back smash-ups that so

often occur. No longer will you plow into the heels of those

people who have suddenly stopped to admire a "ride

wanted" ad on the campus bulletin boards. No longer will

you have to navigate around those groups that have

chosen the middle of the Campus Center Concourse to

discuss the latest happenings in Leverett.

That the determination as to which lane one should

travel in be based on the following criteria:

1) The rate of speed in the slow lane will be

equivalent of waiting in line for tickets at Union Records

Unlimited or that of trying to get through the crowd to the

bar at the Blue Wall Happy hour.

2) The rate of speed in the fast lane will be the

equivalent of that of trying to dodge between the traffic in

front of Southwest or the exit rate of people leaving the

Dining Commons.
That it become illegal to suddenly stop in your lane

without giving the ^>eople behind you the proper hand

signal. Also, all lane changes will be subject to the same

rules of courtesy that govern other road behavior.

That a new SGA organization called ZAP (ZooMass

Allied Patrolmen) be formed to police these new pro-

cedings. These people will have the power to issue warn-

ings and tickets for people committing traffic violations.

ZAP will be run by those individuals who ran the escort

service and are still looking for a nice way to serve the

UMass community.

With my proposal, I hope to clear some of the space here

at UMass. I hope to make places a bit easier to get to and a

lot easier to leave from. I want t^) stop the spontaneous

traffic jams that always occur when I have exactly two

minutes to get from the Campus Center to the grad tower

for my math mid-term. And with judicious planning, I

might even make the instrucU)r late.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian Columnist.

To the Editor:
,

There is but one redeeming feature to Mark Rollins

comic strip in the Friday, 5 November Collegian: it may

arouse enough indignation, loathing and disgust in more

intelligent people than the author that some usefiil discus-

sion, and thus perhaps a modicum of social awareness, will

result.

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations dnd the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and lengthy

Rollins displayed a lack of sensitivity which, in this stage

of the societal development of America, in the vanguard of

progressive ideology which an eastern university is sup-

posed to represent, is simply unacceptable.

You should sit down with the man and explain to him

that making comments of such a blatantly racist (a black

man using "rhythm" as birth control) and sexist (objecti-

fying a woman by inferring that she is as easily disposable

as a telephone number) nature are surely going to lead to

only one end: the alienation of everyone who is sensitive to

these issues not only from Rollins but by association the

Collegian and to some extent the University as well.

I would appreciate seeing an apology, signed by both

Rollins and the Collegian in the space usually occupied by

"The UMass Zone."

Charles Hancock III

Amherst
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Yellow Ripe
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Bags
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All Purpose
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B&M Baked
Beams
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One F^air
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BEANS
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Kleeivex
Faciad Tissue
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49
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Doivit Vest
SALE

$26* Reg. $40.00 j

Also: Turtlenecks $7.95

Mens Aciylic

Sweaters $9.95

Saturday Clothes
266 N. Pleasant

(behind Silverscape)
-............«.».«...»«««««»««»»'»'*» n,——f»

FOUR SEASONS
Miller Lite cans $8.99

Miller bts... $8.99

Mictielob regular or light bts §9.99

Moosetiead bts $12.99

Boris Gudanoff Vodka.... its.... $7.99

Gilbeys Gin 1.75 $11 .99

Clan McGregor Scotcti...i.75...$11.99

Souttiern Comfort it $8.99

Almaden Table Wines 1.5 $3.99

Casata chablls. burgundy, rose 3 L $4.99

Great Western Extra Dry

"Champagne" .750 mi $6.99

Kegs Free Delivery

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
ite.9. hadlev.ma., 5^

ENTIRE INVENTORY
during our Million Dollar

Markdown Sale!

You're in for some super savings during our million dollar markdown

sale! We've taken 20% off every item in the store, and that means

fantastic values for the vi/hole family. Save on dress, casual and

athletic styles with many famous names to

choose from. Save on handbags, legwear

and accessories. Nothing's excluded in our

million dollar markdown ;^. ^^|il

Representative styles only

Famous brand footwear for Less

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

Hvporcurricula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day

they Moll take place and are

listed only once. An-
nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by

3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on

the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday

before the week the event

will take place wiH not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guaraaiee printyig of

all "HyiiKrcurricula"
notices. Priority will be

given to iMasB organiza-

tions. «

Today

iip SEiSHABBIp" SERVICE -
Shabbat ia«a chance to be

part of an%xpressive com-

munity, recall experiences

of the weeli and receive and
give lots of good energy. 7

p.m. DukM Room, Student

Union Building.

Sunday

NEED
CHURC
CHURC
Grayson'

at Cashin
NOPE at

Amherst

RIDE TO
- The

lUS leaves from
at 9.30, stops

^rm, and then at

a.m. for the

lurches. Coffee

«nd Donuts are served in

Grayson Main Ijounge from
9-9:30 a.m.

THE PEACE MOVE-
MENT IN ISRAEL - Pro-

fessor Israel Loeff of

Hebrew University will

speak on the efforts toward

Israeli-Palestinian peace

and mutual self-

determination. Sponsored

by New Jewish Agenda. 3

p.m., 168 Campus Center.

HOUSE CHURCH - A
student group engaged in

mutual ministry, Bible

study, personal sharing and
encounter, and a simple

closing Communion which

reflects the spirit of the

group. 7 to 9:00 p.m., 428
Student Union.

Christmas is

love,

hope
and caring

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

means "sharing."

^^ Give to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a haopy

holiday1
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Eduardo Fernandez performed at the Fine Arte Center Wednesday night.

live wire
MttUt

At the Blue Wall: those incorrijfible

purveyors of bratty punk pop. the Museum

Direktors. will be on sUge tonight. Cover's

only $2.

At the Rusty Nail: Friday night, it's the

foot stompin' R&B riffs of the James

Montgomery Band; opening will be First

Rate. Saturday night, it's the Rolling

Clones, um, I mean the Flusing Brides,

well, you know what I mean.

At the Showcase (formerly the WOK
Lounge): Friday and Saturday night, it's

the Rastafarian resonances of Loose

Caboose.
Contemporary jazz guitarist Larry

Coryell will be at the Iron Horse Sunday

night for a show at 7 and 10 p.m. Tickets

are $7 and are available at TIX. Coryell's

virtuoso ability is in a class by itself and is

well-worth the price.

At the Angora Ballroom (West Hartford):

exoskeleton rock with Adam Ant Saturday

night: lost and found rock from LA with

Missing Persons on Tuesday at the 16th

(check it out. lead vocalist Dale Bozzio has

more squeaks in her delivery than a rabid

LeneLovich.)

At Flat Street (Brattleboro. Vt.): tix are

still available for Greg AUman's per

formance on Tuesday night, ditto for the

Missing Persons date next Thursday.

The Duke Ellington Committee, in

conjunction with UPC and the UMass Arts

Council, will present Clouds — a per

formance of contemporary Black Music —
at 8 p.m. on Sunday. November 21st in the

Student Union Ballroom. Tix are a steal at

$6 for students and $7 for the general public

and are available at Union Records and For

the Record.

The English Beat's Thursday night show

at the Campus Center Auditorium is

definitely sold out. Perhaps through

slealth. deceit, or treachery you can obtain

yourself a pair of tix. Good luck.

Best Bets on home grown vinyl: the self-

titled EP by the Boston based Sex Execs

(Rounder) is my first recommendation.

New wave swing? Zoot suited punk? You

decide. Modern Method Records' new EP
release by November Group has actually

been out for almost two months now, b"ut it

nonetheless demands attention. Give a

listen to "Flatland" and the superlatively

slick remix of "We Dance." Disciplined

dance minimalism to party away your

Marxist blues.

• • • • • •'•'•_•*'
•.•.•.•.v.v.'.v,---

All the way from Uruguay
EDUARDO FERNANDEZ
Wednesday, November 10

Fine Arts Center

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

Eduardo Fernandez came a long way tc

play at the Fine Arts Center on Wednesdaj

night. All the way from Uruguay.

The classical guitarist is now completing

his seventh and most extensive tour ol

North America. Though his popularity has

been growing with each tour, he still plays

mostly for small, university audiences.

"I have gotten to know American hotels,

buses, and concert halls quite well, " said a

tired looking Fernandez in an interview,

"but not much else. Touring keeps you very

busy."

"Sometime before I leave Amherst," he

said. "I would like to visit the Emily

Dickinson House, since she is one of my
favorites. But my schedule is very tight."

"I find I like almost any piece," he said,

"but I do have a special affinity for 20th

century composers and the Spanish

Renaissance. And of course Bach.

"

Both genres and Bach were well

represented at his performance. He began

with a stirring rendition of the 20th Cen-

tury Swiss composer Frank Martin's

"Quarte Pieces Breves," immediately

captivating the audience with his delicate

yet vigorous style.

Next, Fernandez gave an upHfting per

formance of Bach's "Suite No. 4 in E
Major," and later "Tentos IV" by the 16th

Century Spanish composer Luis Milan.

Other composers on the program included

the 19th Century lalian Mauro Guiliani. and

20th Century Spaniards Isaac Albeniz and

Federico Moreno-Torraba.

Fernandez's most surprising choice was a

short piece called "The Last Song" by a

little-known Paraguayan composer.

Augustin Barrios. Barrios was the only

Latin American composer featured in the

performance.

"Some people ascribe certain traits to

Latin American composition," said Fer-

nandez, "but I think that nationalist thing

has been played out. Every composer is a

composer first, and his nationality is

another matter."

Fernandez began playing guitar as a child,

and has studied in Uruguay. Europe and

the United States. Early on. he felt the

influence of the Spanish master of classical

guitar. Andres Segovia.

"Segovia really put classical guitar on the

map. " said Fernandez. "If it weren't for

him. I probably wouldn't be here. He is

truly our father figure."

"Segovia really communicates with his

audience." Fernandez continued, "and his

style is very inspiring. But of course I

cannot copy him."

Once, in 1977, Fernandez played for

Segovia. "He like it. He enjoyed my playing

very much. " said Fernandez proudly.

Fernandez has done some composing of his

own in recent years, for recorder, harp

sichord. and string quartet as well as

guitar.

"Maybe someday I'll perform my own

pieces." he said, "but for now, I don't dare."

Good news for happy feet
SPECIAL BEAT SERVICE (IRS)

The English Beat

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

Trampled by countless pairs of dancing

feet, devoured by wax-eating Victrola's,

even immersed in rancid puddles of Old

Milwaukee, my copy of the English Beat's

first LP, / Just Can't Stop It, has been the

victim of probably some of the more ex-

cruciating of torture methods known to

modern man. Horrifying, yes, but these are

the stuff that album egos are made of.

signs that a record's been played, and

played HARD.
But Freud aside. / Just Can't Stop It is

easily one of my favorite dance records,

and there can be little dispute that, in a

larger sense, it has got to be up there with

the first LP by the Specials or even the

Selector as one of the best Ska revival

works ever released.

For the longest time, I believed the Beat

would never again match the gleeful splen-

dor of that first record. Wha'appen? was a

close, but flawed attempt. Then, along

comes Special Beat Service, an album that

finds our favorite rudies a little older and a

little bit farther down the road.

Something's changed. The gay juxUpos-

ed "English Beat" logo we've become ac-

customed to has been replaced by a more

stylish one, resembling the trademark of

one of those overnight-package delivery

services. Missing as well, are the cute go-go

girl and dance-step graphics which adorned

the covers of the two previous records. The

band members now hold serious, con-

templative looks in the cover photo and

they're dressed in tasteful, yet conser-

vative attire. The Beat, pretty basically,

have grown up. Their perceptions have ex-

panded and deepened with experience, and

Special Beat Service reflects the band's ex-

ploration of this new territory.

From the first song, "I Confess," it

becomes plain that the frenetic BEAT
which characterized the group's first two

albums has been toned down to a more

assured and disciplined sound. Here, the

bouncing mad-dog bass and scattershot

guitar which was the norm for the basic

Beat sound, has been exchanged for a self-

effacing bass line sprinkled with gentle

piano tinklings.

Although ballads predominate, the

record really runs the entire gamut from

the moving, deeply evocative ambiance of

"Save It For Later" (the obvious hit single)

and "Jeanette" to the almost straight-

ahead, ska inflected reggae of "Spar Wid
Me" and "Pato and Roger." If you're look-

ing for a dance number, "Ackee 12 3" has

got enough infectious riffs to satisfy even

the worst case of happy feet.

What the Beat hath wrought in Special

Beat Service is a marvelous little synthesis

of their first two records. Though none of

the songs jump out and grab you like say

"Mirror in the Bathroom" or "Twist and
Crawl" from / Ju^t Can't Stop It, the

overall quality of the song is still there,

they just work like "Can't Get Used to Los-

ing You" from Wha'appen?, in much
subtler ways.

The English Beat will be appearing at 9

p.m. on Tuesday, November 16, in Campus
ilenter Auditoriuni^

Coming soon! Coming Soon! Coming soon!

the other voice

Arts
x-x:-:v:v:::v:::>:v:v:v::v:v:v>:xx<^^^

Finely wo\en SilkRoute f

MUSIC AND DANCE OF THE SILK
ROUTE
Tuesday, November 9

Fine Arts Center

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegian Staff

And now for something completely

different...Something different was exactly

what the audience saw Tuesday evening, as

the Asian Society presented its production

of Music and Dance of the Silk Route.

The group consists of five musicians and

dancers that perform with an obvious pride

in their culture. Needless to say, the

performance was delightful and enriched

with a variety of different music and dance

sequences unique to the culture of the

Chinese people.

Two musicians opened the show with a

number of short selections utilizing a

giumzi, or a reed pipe, and a kumuzi, a

three -stringed instrument that is usually

played by holding it in front of oneself and

plucking it with the fingers of the right

hand. All of the pieces told a story or

represented a poem of some sort, with the

recurring theme of the life of herdsmen in

the East Asian province of Kergez being

the dominant image.

The second performer came out alone

donning a white hat and bright floral

printed outfit. He entertained the audience

with his instrument, a remapu, that had a

banjo like sound to it. The string player

was a source of great amusement as he

presented a florish of highly complicated

pieces, while simultaneously adding a bit of

humor in his comic facial expressions.

After another interlude of string playing.

the first dance piece came on stage

presenting a single woman dressed in a

flowing robe characteristic of Chinese

traditional dress. The dancer flitted

gracefully on stage in a very expressive

interpreUtion that illustrated the joy of

falling in love.

The group's greatest attraction followed

as a male ornamentally dressed prompted

himself on stage with his lusheng, an "L" —
shaped reed instrument played by the

people of Miao. This instrument is

traditionally played while the lusheng

player simultaneously dances, requiring

great coordination and stamina on the part

of this musical athlete.

After a brief intermission, the per

formers seemed to start all over again

interchanging dance sequences with music

sequences. The rewapu player came out

again and was followed by an interesting

dance called the Mongolian Bowl and Wine

Cup Dance, in which the dancer showed

exquisite grace in balancing a bowl and cup

on her head.

The performance closed with a final

sequence of lusheng dance and music with

the player proving, beyond the shadow of a

doubt, his great command of the instrument

and ability to control his dancing at the

same time.

Due to the illness of some of the dancers,

a number of the prescheduled dance pieces

were- cancelled, which was a bit disap

pointing, yet nevertheless unavoidable.

The exuberant round of applause that

followed the performance was an indication

in itself that the show was a success at the

FAC continues to please its audiences with

varied and numerous visiting performers.

Brian Switzer is flanked by dancers in the UMass Music Theatre

Guild's production of Seesaw. The musical comedy opened last night

and will also play tonight and tomorrow as well as next weekend^ AJI

performances are at 8 p.m. in Bowker auditorium. The Guild has an im-

Dcccable track record, don't miss Seesaw.

Chan not to be missed

The Museum Direktors will be on stage tonight at the Blue Wall.

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Director Wayne Wang brings to main

stream audiences an insightful fUm about

being a Chinese-American in Chan w

Missing. .

The film centers around two people Uying

in San Francisco's Chinatown. Wood Moy

plays Jo, an old man born in America, and

Marc Hayashi plays his nephew. Steve, a

young man embodying a mixture of both

Chinese and American values.

They tease each other throughout the film

about the stereotypes that native non-

Chinese have about Chinese-Americans.

This exchange between the two men

provides much of the humor m Chan ts

Missing. Wang allows us into a Chinatown

that only the Chinese Americans see. We

see how they perceive mainstream America

as weU as their own world. The director

Ukes us on this journey by having Joe and

Steve try to track jlown their friend and

business partner. Chan, who has disap-

peared.

This search leads us into the homes and

businesses of Chinatown. Through Jo and

Steve's investigation, we meet Chinese-

Americans of all backgrounds and at

titudes. What makes this film clever as well

as fun is how they are able to laugh at

themselves just as they mock the non-

Chinese.

Chan is Missing was made on an absurdly

low budget of $20,000. It is in black and

white which runs across the screen with all

the technical roughness of a home movie.

Instead of making you wish you hadn't

come, it appeals to your sense of authen

ticity with its lack of Hollywood gloss.

Chan is Missing is a crumpled picture

postcard of contemporary life in San

Francisco's Chinatown. You are taken on a

Paul Newman stars as a down-on-his-luck Boston attorney and

Charlotte Rampling is the woman who enters his life as he is about to

take on a case no one thinks he can win in The Verdict.

While we're waiting to see Roy Scheidei

as a chopper cop in the futuristic Blue

Thunder, there's Still of the Night,

scheduled to open next month. Scheider

stars as a psychiatrist who begins tc

suspect a patient of being a murderess.

Meryl Streep, now busy filming Silkv)ood,

plays the patient in question. Once again,

the press release spilled the beans about

the film's "surprise" ending, but I won't

reveal anything more than to say that the

film had been titled Stab until about a

month ago. The film was written and

directed by Robert Benton {Kramer vs.

Kramer).

also scheduled for

Directed by John

actioner is set in

brothers (Toshiro

The Challenge is

relea.se next month.

Frankenheimer. the

Japan, where two
Mifune, Atsuo Nakamura) battle for

possession of two fabled swords. The

swords have been passed down the

generations for hundreds of years, but one

gets lost after World War II and ends up in

the possession of California drifter Scott

Glenn. Glenn {Urban Cowboy, Personal

Best)is kidnapped and dragged into the

action. John Sayles (Return of the Secaucus

Seven) wrote most of the screenplay.

Also set in Japan. The Ninja will begin

shooting in March. It is based on the novel

by Eric Van Lustbader and will star an as

yet unnamed unknown. Budgeted at $15

million, Irvin Kershner {The Empire

Strikes Back) will direct.

Superman III is ready for release; The

Batman is shooting now in Chicago. Where

will these silly comic book adaptations end?

Not with these two films anyway. The

Silver Surfer is being prepared for

producer Lee Kraer; CBS theatrical films is

developing The Fantastic Four; and John

Landis will direct Dick Tracy. Who will play

the famous crimestopper? They're trying to

sign Dan Aykroyd, but Landis has said he'd

love to get Clint Eastwood to play the part.

Then there's The Shadow, which l.«slie

Newman (Superman) will write; Modesty

Blaise, with Ann Turkel in the title role;

and Greystoke, yet another version of

Tarzan of the Apes, this time by Hugh

Hudson. Davis Puttnam and Stan Canter,

the men who made Chariots of Fire.

Advance word has it that Paul Newman
gives his best performance in years in

Sidney Lumet's The Verdict, which is due

on December 17. Newman stars as a

disillusioned Boston attorney whose last

chance at resurrecting his faltering career

comes in taking on a case no one thinks he

can win. Also starring in the drama are

Jack Warden. James Mason and Charlotte

Rampling. The screenplay was written by

playwright David Mamet. Should be good.

Local Best Bet: Casablanca. Maltese

Falcon. Amherst Cinema. Through
Saturday. Enough said.

Then there's Roommates at the Majestic.

The first attempt in a while to mainstream

pornography succeeds in the charac-

terizations of it's three title characters,

though the film's pornographic instincts

ultimately demean it's worth. Interesting

attempt though. Film students will enjoy it.

TRAILERS Trivia; The following

characters appeared in what films?

Jonathan E; Riff Randall; Frankie the

Thumper; Joe Cujocko. The first person to

tell me four correct answers will receive a

new movie poster. Answer to last week's

question: George Lazenby played James

Bond in On Her Majesty's Secret Service

Wood Moy is Jo in Wayne Wang's intriguing film, Chan is Missing.

trip into another world, the culture shock

of this film is not harsh, instead itJs an

insightful picture of .i rich but hidden sul>

culture within Americ-

.

nr Arl« MiM«"in» "' '"' ' l..vr^..l^ .,1 M.^mm
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VALUABLE COUPONS
BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 EGGS
2 PANCAKES
2 STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE

R*g. S2.5S
Wiin This Coupon ''

2 For »3.25
C«up«n tip4rM No«. 22. IM2
MMvco 4U PArAttyrmti

DELI-MELT
IOv«rsix*d 9 oi. Choppsd
lB*«f With Sauteed Onions.
I Melted Zesiy Cheddar Cheese
lOn Grilled Punnpernickel
I Served with French Fries

With this coupon U

2 ... »4.49
P^•mm• ^••mnt fupmn w»i>ii •/tfarln^

Coupon fiplroo No*. 22, IM2
SCRVCO 11 A.M.-10P.M.

liidll'UUMII
Our Famous Batter-Dipped
Flllela English Style —

' Served with French Fries, or
I Baked Potato. Cole Slaw, Roll
I & Butter

Mm. S3.29 p
Wim This Coupon *»

2..,«4.95
Pit— »»>»«ni ••M#*«* ** •liifim
Coupon KMpUm Mov. 22. tMl
SfNVIO 11 A-M.-IOP.M.

ClbiM

2Sra !•%
M«*VfeMi

\»%
Oo*> noi appl*

lo toociait

eatiiiM plai r
CAMPUS ^KT^mNO PUUA
KVL t, HAOtrV. 2»«^M«

STOP * SHOP

MflB.

(n Ibt
lAtferaTkn.
T «.. ) 9M.

Hiigryb
Fine food and drink

at affordable prices

estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA

R#|QX Qt th« U
Friday hoppy hour - 2:00 - 5:30

99' drinks - 50< drafts

FREE PIZZA
orgasms only $1.50

Delicious Luncheon Specials - $2.49

Mon- Fri 11:30-3:00

To AU
On-

Campus
Groups:

Because of
the

Collegieui'B

dependence on
advertising
revenue, we
are forced to

make this

announcement

:

Starting
Monday, Nov.
16, 1982, we

will not
accept any
advertising^

for events that
^ndll be held at

and/or produce
revenue for

businesses
with

delinquent
accounts at the

Collegian.
It is your

responsibility

to check with
the advertising
depcurtment.

Call 646-3600.

^<l>a««
Amherst
Chinese
Foods

BMt Mandarin Food
82-64 Main St.

Amharat
CloMd Wedr>«aday«

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables frcm

Our Own Farm
BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDA Y BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
k 2B3-782i6

Doonesbury By Garry Tnideau

TMSOfH^.MUPUK^.I HOUDOn

pimcnoNO»mcf/s, amcmb
UKBTHIS
axAPfew
HIS 066

1

OH?
HOU/

50r

PlMUOTfimP^UKAN
cmsmmmnmA
fTmmALH&UHfim

.VVKUfTOUT!

NOnON: >». I

seruPAM^enm..

I

GfSAT! tU.
PUTONMY 5HAtllA5K

POft.Af€T
0ft.6fO5S

POSfWN-' „

tf^-jUAiKi::! r^

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

NEV/ UtAASS

COLLEGE Song.

"^IL LIKE A
A/i^8£/^" By

QDB secea. tm-n^

Sunen Buurr bano.

vr
1 FffL U<E JV3T f^or»€iK

10 H4 tat. JM CiX«T ^OTHU*. r»»N(

^

jh JVST AncmiCR coMSEwsus on tmi ntttr.

7D IfACHfRS I'm just /tNOmfO. ^no
TO ns I'm ^0iuft. F/ir,

I>i JV$T utmHn. STAntTic Oft a sneer
"

7h£ Computer 5^i
yOV DigP LAiT we£K

Under The Influence By M. Joyce

u)R\Tii Think

CHul^CEHl IP \

'^WSTS-TIUL
&E 6>cod/

k^SI 'd'
fn

VM
:^'

(k
f\s^)'

Bushwa

ReAPY u^Hifc. ^ Uo KeAPVi^/HlP'

by Tom Cushwa

^[jjt DON'T HAy/e

ReApY wHi"

V^'^^ia*

IS THIS '.''/

UH.,. Its A
fOOp CO-OP

iLPnAY&6 X COUl

iNTtResf rou I/O somfl

rOoorOpANce H0»
YOCrURT SPRtAP?

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

SON...VW weAN TO

SAY THAT VWR
umedfiiPHiOiP

15 BUCK?
\

SOrJ, I'M A5

wEU^OMe u0e«Au ANP ^^op-

1DTHINK CRN A57Hef*&(T

oFfT, r (x/y, 01/ryeKGONMA

eu^55 HAFTA 3«^AK IT

5H6I5. OFF.

vof see, »N«i£Y, 50Me

TH/NG75ARe-^^Ei^^^"ro0e...

ANP eof^^ "miN&s

AReN'T. -mys, vw can

H«/e A 0CACK ««/RieNP.

wac. I'/^N watiwAT's
GCAP VW WHAT PW«liT5

CLeARBPIHAT AReFOR.'

UP, PAP. /

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sand-

wich/Cranberry Sauce,

Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Casserole

DINNER
Savory Beef
Strudel/Mushroom Sauce.

Baked Fish/Herb Crumb

Topping, Eggs with Sharp

Cheese Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Garbanzo Bean and Rice

Provencal, Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich/ZCranberry
Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and

Tofu, Baked Fish/Herb

Crumb Topping, Eggs

with Sharp Cheese Cold

Plate

WANTM):

CROSSWORD

The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half-hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV system in the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which will then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay, but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful. Bring us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the CoUegian, 113 Campus Center, by

Friday. Nov. 19. The Collegian and UVC are equal op

portunity employers.

ACROSS
1 Enough: Fr.

6 Niagara sound
10 Down with; Fr.

14 Florida pen
15 At leisure

16 Girl of sor>g

17 Literary

pseudonym
18 Benefit enjoyed

19 Gudrun's hust>and

20 Compass
directions

22 Current adjuster

24 Comparative
endings

26 Comes to

27 Units to lie

watched
31 glance

32 Certain signs

33 In generous
quantity

35 Golfers' Op.
38 Part of home

decor

39 Et ''(80

whaf): Fr

40 Styptic stuff

41 l^edictne men.

for short

42 Noodles
43 Sound loudly

44 River in the

Bernese Alps

45 Retired professor

47 Poisonous
compound

51 Gin flavoring

52 Extra teammates

S4 Four-wheeled

carriage

58 Toward the nrtouth

59 Guthrie

61 Repairs

62 "And carry

stick"

63 Nothing: Fr.

64 Floor: Fr.

65 Vegetable

66 Solutions

67 More modern

DOWN
1 Word of

agreement

2 Farm site

3 Sore, in

Scotland

4 Anger and others

5 Stringed

instruments

6 Kid

7 Olfactory stimulus

8 Greeting in the

50th

9 Resumptions
10 The last frontier'

11 Mesas cousin

12 Mans name
meaning "fair"

'

13 Unisex wear

21 Mr , in Hindustani

23 Full of grain

25 Zoo swimmers
27 Twine

28 River of NE Asia

29 Tripod pans
30 Dealt a blow

34 Baby buggies

35 Chart

36 Teacher

37 City on the

Skunk River

39 Large anteater

40 Sow dissension

42 Brace

43 Widen
44 Give to

(Sharpen)

46 Building part

47 Sound from the

pond
48 Buena,

island in San
Francisco Bay

49 The Ancient

Manner's cry

50 Mysterious

53 Weaver s reed

55 Tie

56 Cherub: Fr

57 Customer
60 Sides, m cricket

1 i 3 4 5
'

' 9 10 11 12 13

14 1" 16

17

ll
19

20 21 HI'' 23

24 "m^bJ2«

71 ?l 29 - 5i^
32

35 Jt J'

3t

P
40

41
43

44 |h|45 46

47 4( 49
^ S^MMsi

S2 s^^H 54 55 5k 5'

51 59 60

R

61

62 63 14

65 66 67

ANStNER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

L AMpislAlvlElsMSiiiNiOj Veaiher
&ve«ML H 1 AL EIX A M

A Ml V E .1
ostly cloudy, windy and

rm today with highs in

; 60s. Foggy with drizzle

d periods of rain tonight

d tomorrow. Tem-
ratures tonight and

norrow remaining in the

i &nd 60s.

T iinfe
DESlPir

EX R E

tIeMlioiLii: ^
aaoB uaaa mke

m^EO L^H^CIL,N1T1E10« ItK.

Rggu'^ggggy
I'llsulliiUi^lHil

IDIEIVIIILI^1^1 ^C t t. an
TiriM E 1r n»

il

L

anoia hp
A 1 iTirESB r"'

IH]MM|U1W1|
ATir8^

TTorNtlMlslPlEIMlT ElNiOlO 1

6-9am
9-noon

12-3pm

3-5:30pm

5:30-6pm

6-7pm .

7-lOpm
10-2am

2-6

10-2am

WMUA 91.1 FM
More music
Concepto Latino

The Rhythm Section with

Carl Lowman
Town Crier

Newswatch
Athena's Web - Don Cerow

T.K. Til Ten
Vickie Bates Radical Dub Fac-

tion

Avandel - Music for People

Who Take their Nightlife

Seriously

Bettina

CABLE/VIDEO

Music and More Video

10:30 - 11:30 The Neighborhoods, the

popular Boston band in

the Blue Wall

11:30 - 12:30 The Fools at UMass

12:30 - 1:00 The Valentines

1:00 - 1:45 Jimmi Plays Berkeley —
Our father of the guiUr

1:45 - 2:00 Dadavision - Video to

keep you awake at night

EARTHFOODS MENU
Millet Pouches

Tofu Salad

Green Salad

Japanese Style Veggies

Oatmeal Granoia Bars
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10 a.m.
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AC?

til 11 p.m.

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

^d^sS^ ^ 1/ Wm^^'^^WW UNIVERSITY / DRIVE

ROUTE116 ^r^

O'Keefe btis $5.25

Lowenbrau btis $9.95 case

MolSOn all flavors $11 .75

Rolling Rock 12 pack cans $4.00

Carling 12 pk cans $3.25

Mlchelob & Michelob Light $9.75

Miller 12 pack btis $4.50 case $8.95
Gudanoff Vodka

$8.00 175 liter $46.50 case

Ron Cisco Rum 1.75 $9.95

Canadian Rare 750 mi $4.99

Sandy Scotch 750 mi 55.95

Philadelphia Whiskey 750 mi $4.49

Ron Virgin Rum 750 mi $4.49

Nuyens Vodka 750 mi $4.Zo

Almaden 3 mer $6.95

Sebastiani 3 l $5.95

Barbelie Soave 1.5 $3.99

Blue Nun 15 $7.50

Bolla Soave 15 $6.25

GallO French Colombard, Chenin Blanc, Sauv. Blanc 1.5

„,
$3.99

Stadium
Liquors

ROUTE 9

OJ'

o*
•o'

.o<0^\AS
/

.\»

*iB '• /

t

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors

Sports
•WK'W

Volleyball stumbles against Springfield,NU
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - Intensity. It is a great

ally to have. For one game, the Universitj

of Massachusetts wonien's volleyball team

Northeastern had all the problems they

could handle in their first match with the

Minutewomen as UMass waltzed over the

Lady Huskies, 15-4. UMass' execution was
excellent in this game and was highlighted

played with great intensity and they blew by the serving of Kirsten Smith and Sally

the opposition away. However, one does Maher.

not win a best of three match with one
_^g However, m the second and third games,

After demolishing Northeastern Univer- Massachusetts became complacent and

sity in their opening match, UMass drop- Northeastern was right back into the

ped two straight to NU and then dropped a match thanks to some fine play by NU and

match in two games, to Spnngfield College some Minutewomen mistakes.

to pick up two losses, Wednesday night.

"We didn't have a good night," said Cap-

'tain Patti Philbin. "We didn't communicate

with each other." And that's when the

Minutewomen started to run into pro-

blems.

"We let up," said PhUbin. "We played

well, but not well enough to win." NU eked

out a 14-16 second game win and took the

third game, 13-15.

Massachusetts fared no better against

the Springfield Chiefs who are ranked

third in New England (division II). UMass
went down in two games, 4-15, 9-15.

"We didn't talk enough (in the Spr-

ingfield loss) or play together," said

Philbin. "We weren't together." A big pro-

blem, especially during the Springfield

match, was all the missed serves made by

the Minutewomen.

UMass consistently missed served and

that served to further frustrate the

Minutewomen. UM worked so hard to gain

possession of the ball and then when they

got the ball, it was hit into the net or out-of-

bounds.

Another problem was with the

Minutewomen service reception, which

was also off.

With the two defeats, UMass drops to

24-28 and now carmot finish with a .500

record, even if they win the two matches

they have this weekend in their season-

ending tournament in Princeton.

UMass, which had won the last eight of

eleven, will face Princeton and West
Virginia or Fairieigh-Dickinson.

"It is a good chance for us to finish the

season on a winning note, commented
Philbin. "We can compete with them."

For Philbin, the lone senior on the team,

this weekend's Princeton Classic will be

her last appearance in a UMass uniform.

The co-captain, along with Patty Grant,

has been the leader for the Minutewomen
this, yea^^ on and off the floor.

Swimmers look forward to

Smith after Vermont rout

Coll«g<M HMto by Ja; Okt

Ready to make a play off a corner are (left to right) Mejran Donnelly,

Andrea Muccini. Nancv Goode and Chris Coughlin earlier this seasor

By BOB BROCK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's varsity swimming team will be

looking to improve their record to 2-0

tomorrow when they host Smith College in

the Boyden pool at 1:00 p.m.

The Minutewomen are coming off an im-

pressive 102-46 victory over the University

of Vermont in a meet held last Saturday in

Burlington. Coach Valerie Turtle was

pleased with her squad's big season-

opening win.

"Overall we had a very good showing,"

Turtle remarked. "We're also starting off

the season stronger this year which is

nice," she added.

The UM swimmers were paced by four

triple winners in the meet. Jenn Nicolai.

Rosalie Nataupski. Laurie Keen and

Elizabeth Feinberg each had three wins for

UMass. Nicolai swam a leg of the victorious

200 medley relay team and added wins in

the 100 IM (individual medley) and the 50

free. Nataupski swam the butterfly leg of

the medley relay and also had impressive

wins in the 200 butterfly and 100 butterfiy.

Keen had wins in the medley relay and

the 100 and 200 yard breastroke. Feinberg

had wins in the 100 and 200 yard freestyles

and swam a leg of the winning 400 yard

relay team.

UMass also fared well in the diving

events as senior Jean Bushee took both the

one meter and three meter events. She

scored 185.45 points on the one meter

board and totaled 212.50 points on the high

board. Other UM swimmers who grabbed

first places were Debbie Chisholm, who
swam a leg on the 200 yard medley relay,

and Sue Freitas, who won the 100

breastroke in an impressive 1:06.80.

The Minutewomen are now looking

ahead to tomorrow's meet with Smith.

They wiH also be out to avenge last year's

loss to the Smith swimmers.
"They are a .strong team," Coach Turtle

said. But she also added that things should

be a bit different this time around. "I think

we are stronger this year than last," Turtle

said.

Besides tomorrow's meet with Smith,

the UM swimmers will see their cross-town

rivals ag^n next Thursday when the

UMass women swimmers will host the

Pioneer Valley Relays. Teams expected to

compete are UM*i. Smilfe. Amherst Col-

lege, Mount Holyoke, Springfield College

and Williams College.

The meet will not count in overall season

records, but is designed to promote swim-

ming in the area among the area colleges.

It will get under way in Boyden pool Thurs-

day at 4:00 p.m.

Men's cross-country travels to 1C4A champs
By JOHN WHITE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross-country team winds down its season

this weekend when they travel to Lehigh.

Pennsylvania to participate in the IC4A

Championships. The 10,000 meter race will

also be featured as the qualifying race for

the NCAA Championships.

This is the first year that the race will be

serving that dual-purpose and coach Ken

O'Brien foresees an mteresUng coniesi.

"With such teams as Providence (the

defending IC4A champs). Villanova,

Princeton, and Fairleigh Dickinson taking

part, the finish could be an exciting, if not

unususal. one," said O'Brien.

"1 expect that we might be able to finish in

the top half of the 40 school field. We will

need a good day from most of our top

runners though." observed O'Brien.

"Belmont Park, where the race is being

held, is the same course that we ran for the

Lehigh Invitationals, so that could help our

effort a little." added O'Brien.

One of the "top runners" that O'Brien

referred to is junior. Rich Doiron. He has

been a top finisher in many of the major

meets for the Minutemen this season such

as the Eastern Intercollegiate Athletic

Assoc, and the Atlantic Ten Cham
pionships. Last week at the New Englands,

UMass finished a disappointing 11th place.

Their best performance came from Doirons'

19th palce finish in what O'Brien called," a

slightly sub-par race against such a degree

of competition."

The meet was taken by Providence

College for the ninth straight year. PC took

six of the top seven places to insure their

dominance.

"Providence is in a cla.ss by themselves for

the Northeast region and will have to be

considered one of the favorites for the

IC4A-NCAA race. " stated O'Brien.

So, this final race will hopefully feature a

great finish and a better showing by the

UMass harriers.

Ariel Fowler: more than just a tennis star
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Ariel Fowler is what is known as a hard

worker and a good learner. The Duxbury.

Massachusetts native has only been playing

tennis for six years, yet she has been

teaching the sport for over five years and

was ranked «12 in Women's A Singles last

year by the New England Lawn Tennis

Association.

The 21 year old psychology major played

for four years at Duxbury High School.

Each year she played, her team made it to

the state championships, but lost in the

.semifinals.

After high school she went to Flaglar

College in St. Augustine. Fla. for two and a

half years and learned doubles while she

played there, before transferring to the

University of Massachusetts last semester.

"I came to UMass because it is a bigger

school, and it has so much more to offer, not

just academically. Also the tennis com-

peltion is much tougher in New England,"

said Ariel.

Last spring, the Minutewomen made it to

the MAIAW National Championships ir

Colorado and Fowler played number four

singles and number two doubles. This year

she started off at number two doubles and

wound up playing number two singles as

well. She won the Massachusetts state

championships at number two singles and

made it to the finals at number two doubles

before being eliminated.

"Ariel is a good learner, a good team

leader and a real hard worker." said

women's varsity tennis coach John Beal.

"She should be able to use her experience

and psychology in some sort of tennis

teaching capacity." said Beal.

"I don't know if I have what it takes to

make it at the pro level. It takes a lot of

money and personal dedication," said Ariel.

"I practice <t lut, ou>. tut; cuiin*«tition »n the

pros would be brutal. I'm pretty satisfied

with teaching at this point."

Fowler said she likes to go out and do the

best she can, and most of the time she is

satisfied with her play.

"My forehand is a definite strength, but

overall I feel pretty comfortable with all of

my strokes. If something is not quite right a

coach can be quite helpful. Coach Beal has

helped me a lot. He knows the game so well,

and has taught me a lot both physically and

mentally," said Fowler.

"I hope to teach tennis in a club or resort. I

like to teach and play. I enjoy the sport so

much that I would like to pass it on to

others in the field," said Fowler.

She has had the experience of teaching for

the last few summers. She taught at the

Duxbury Recreational Department from

1977-1980, and worked with children and

adults. In 1981 , she taught adults only at

the AU American Sports Camps, which was

held at Anihcia*, ^.^uiiege. inis pasi sum-

mer, she taught a children's camp with

offense/defense at Curry College in Milton,

Massachusetts.

Tennis is definitely not th* only sport

Ariel has played. She has been on both ski

and swim teams before high school and was

on her high school ski team^ one year.

She played for her high school basketball

team for three years. -fx

As a freshman and sophom(ire she played

on the junior varsity hoop tOBtn. and as a

junior she played on the varsity before

giving it up in her senioivJ|ear to con

centrate on tennis more. Shp,also likes to

play soccer and just about U|^ sport, but

puts the most time into tennfrjbecause she

likes that best. ^h
Now, she looks forward tOlKood spring

season for the varsity team' wj^ that they

have more experience to go a

hard work. After that, the t

have something to look forw

with their

lis clubs will

to.
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,YOURBSNISWORrHAN
OFFKEm COMMISSION

THEARMY.

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also

means you re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our

medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,

P.O. Box 7713. Burbank. CA 91510.

If

If

4-ARMYNURSECORPS.
BEAUYOUCANBE.

THEATRES

$2.00 matinee £r twiltte
PtOUCfD PBiCCS F0»> STUOtNTS WtTM *VC C*Brl
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5 Seconds
America Pops

the Big Canadian!
Get ready to try the big. clean taste

ofOKeefe OKeefes gonna become
America s favorite Canadian brew.

O'Keefeilt
Imported by Centurv Importers BoltimOfe Mofytond

Duke Ellington Committee/ UPC & UMass Arts Council
g

present

CLOUDS
of Contemporary Jazz

featurir^g

Clyde Criner

with

Joe Ford

John Blake

of

McCoy Tyner Group

tix - $6.00 Students

$7.00 Gen. Pub.
' Available at URU, Faces
> tffviwC£)-^cy% ff!y:sbJi:>^d^b tfj*::*^<»-rf:5« tfJtaw«>-rf:5^ tfSC!»w(»-rf:^ (?fC^(»^^^*

^ %

Mike's Smorgy Is bockl
"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best happy hour in town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7:00

^nnC HAMPSHIRE 4 584-7550 HAMPSHIRE MALL
M» % Qf'OC'

Fri (4:45 @ $2 00) 7:15, 9:30

Sat 11:46 Et 4:45 @ $2.00)7:15. 9:»
PG. Sun (1:15 & 3:45 (§> $2.00) 6:00, 8:30

RICHARD GERE
AN OFFICER

AJVDA
GENTLEMAN

Fri (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30. 9:56

Sat (2:15 & 5:00 @ $2.W) 7:30, 9:56

Sun (1:00 b 3:X (S $2 00) 6:00. 8:X

Th« Host Fun Jou'W Vff Nanrt

hmcscabed: ^m^

CPEEP^SHOWH
Fri (5:00 @ $2 00) 7:30, 9:55

Sat (1:45 & 5:00 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:55

R Sun (1:00 & 3:30 $2.00)6:00,8:30

he s fighting

for his life.

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

FIRST
BLOOD

Fri (4:46 (g) $2.00) 7:15,9:30

Sat (2:00 & 4 45 (^ $2.00) 715, 9:30

1^ Sun (1:X £t 4:00 (g) $2.00)6:16, 8:15

^mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 534-9153M0UNTAIN FARMS MAL

ro^

all Ticketron outlets

Sun. Nov. 21
S.U.B.

tf?^:^v

PG

Outraqcously Spectacular!

lOHN CLEESE
SEAN CONNERY

TIME
BANDITS

Fri (4:»@ $2 00) 7:15,9:56

Sat (1:45 6 4:30 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:56

Sun (12:46 & 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:00. 8:30

NATIONAL

u

BEUNION
Fri (5:00 @ $2.00) 7:45, 10:15

Sat (2:15 & 5:00 @ $2.00) 7:45, 10:15

ra Sun 1:15 & 4:00 @ $2 00) 6:30, 8 30

They told Dr JekylJ to take

lis amazing scientific discovery ant

shove it up his nose

JEKYLL&
HYDE

..together
again

Fri (4:45 @ $2 00) 7:30, 10:15

Sat (2:00 8 4:45 @ S2.00) 7:30, 1015

Sun (1:00 & 3:45 & $2.00) 6;15, 8:45

H

Forgive nr»e father,

for I have sinned

Christopher Reeve
in

MONSIGNOR

Fri (4:30 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:45

Sat (1:45 & 4:30 @ $2.00) 7:15, 9:45

Sun (12:45 & 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:00, 8:45

MIDNIGHTM®¥li MADHiSS
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12:15 AM ALL SEATS
^imciAiniiiiiM 584 7550

50* off to anyone

in costume for Rodcy

Horror or Creepshow

CTCEPSWOW
j^ Friday only - first 50 payno custorners

^^^1^ receive a piece of 'Creepcake' ^^^^

R
THE MOMSTEP

MOVTE
WEBCWOLFIIV

THE EXORCIST

S.^^

rusty nail presents
yt^t^

Fri. Nov. 12

FIRST RATE
Sat. Nov. 13

the BLUSHING BRIDES
You must bo 18 to enter. Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 tv>/o days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Toyota Corolla SRS liftback, A/C,

cassette A/FM stereo w/graphic, headers

excellent gas milage mint condition

546-4366

78 Fairmont 4 cyl. std. A/C AM FM new

transmission & tires $2,285 BO 256-0693

66 Volvo 1206 s/w, runs, needs work.

$600 or BO. call Branin at 649-4600 x 311

1975Toyota Calica $1100 549-5615

BELLYDANCINGIII

Ballydancing for all occasions!! Parties,

socials, "bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza

253-7822

CHRISTMAS MONEY!

Bring your baseball cards from home!

We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

COMPUTERS

Computer Disks, al! sizes, all major

brands, at the lowest prices ever. Many

other computer accessories and softward

available at the same low, low prices. For

your free catalog, write: Arroyo Products

Ltd., PO Box 481, Canton, Mass. 02021 all

postage expenses reimbursed

~ DRYCLEANING
~~~~

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free pick-up

and delivery. One day service. Student dis-

count rates. Call 584-0572

Bonle Bill and Safe Energy."MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135- $200/week & $160 $225/ week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Part-time sales help needed from Nov.

17th through Dec. 31st. Exciting sports

related field. Positions in 2 malls available.

Good pay. Call 253-3834 for details

Work in your field and earn academic
credit this spring or summer. Some paid

placements available, Contact: Office of In-

ternships, 16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727

Jewish Religious School Teacher Sun-

day mornings, Tuesday & Thursday after-

noons. English subjects, children ages 6
-12. Pay commensurate with experience.

Temple Israel, (413) 773-5884

Sales Reps Wanted: Need extra cash?

Self-motivated? Want to set your own
hours? Be your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student Bedding,

Inc. Income potential is up to you. Must
have own phone. For further information

write: ARK Student Bedding, Inc. PO Box
534 Wenham, Masachusetts 01984

Earthfoods is hiring 3 workers inquire at

EF kitchen SUB

INSTRUCTION

Tutor needed for Acctg 331 call Myra

5-0162

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

ENTERTAINMENT

MAX CREEK at the Bluewall Sat. Nov. 13

the rumour lives on

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413-737 6676

Available immediately or spring
semester; 2 bedroom Squire Village. On
bus route. Furniture available. Call 665 2840
anytime

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may t>e received from acadennic

departments. Aid anorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972 _^_
Who Tickets Worcester Centrum best of-

fer 546-6105

Famous maker womens garland knit

sweaters. Available with monogram. 12

colors. Makes great Holiday gift idea. Call

Arty or Steve 546-7045

English Beat tickets for sale best offer

6^7955 6-8853

Guitar: Yamaha 335 hard shell case best

offer Eileen 549 2628

Rickenbacker 4001 stereo bass excellent

condition $450/best offer Bill 546-4654

For Sale woman's maroon leather jacket

with removable hood size 12 $40 call Maria

256-0179

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Levi denim at Joey D's Sat nite REWARD
549-1256

Gold Down Parka on Oct. 29 on 10th

floor. Campus Center. Reward. 549-1820,

ask for Jeff

White jacket w/keys and red gym bag.

Reward! call 253-5089

MINOLTA POCKET INSTAMATIC
CAMERA Saturday nite October 31 at 56

Townehouse PICTURES and CAMERA
have great sentimental value. Please call

549-1215 no questions asked. Greatly ap

p^eciatedMj^EWARD!!!!!

Three keys on Budweiser key chain lost

Friday in a drunken stuper 549-2873

Blue Mao Jacket. This jacket is very sen

timental reward offered. Contact John

584-81«_

/T

NEW POLITICS
"^

MASS FAIR SHARE
a statewide citizen's action organization

Has full and part time positions available

to do fundraising, outreach, and to develop a

citizen's lobby that can shape and influence the

political and economic decisions in this state.

Hours are 2-10 pm; pay $175-225/week

call 586-8713

^ > will train, college credits available
^^

VV 1 1 am - 1 pm Mon-Fri J^

Face of ring diamond initial "N" sentimen-

tal value large reward contact Nancy
546-4397

MARK SULLIVAN

Sully - Where have you been all my life? No
matter, it's just DUCKY, now! HAAPY
B'DAY. TIGG-R, don't let the snakes get

you down! (Heaven, tomorrow?) XXOO
"Pooh"

PERSONALS

$125/month 549^5998

Person(s) wanted for large room in

Sunderland house. $200.00 or 130.00 @ to

share. Includes heat, or busline. Ca!!

665-3259 8-9 am or 6-8 pm

To share 1 bedroom Puffton apt im-

mediately 549^1887

SERVICES

Conservatives. Libertarians, Republicans

fed up? Fight back! Organize call Mike

546-5002

Get Psyched Kappas It's house apprecia

tion week!!
^

PAY UP GLEN
Night of the Living Dead Nov. 12 1982

CCA 7:00, 9:00, 11:00 sponsored by Pi

Sigma Alpha first two shows are $1.00

SUGARBUSH SKICONDO space

available mtersession $290 can't find a bet

ter deal call now 546-5891 546-5890

Responsible person needed to drive car

from Ft Lauderdale to Amherst 549 0936

To Nymphla - Happy Birthday from the

gang! We "Laaaav" yal __^
Dee - You're so beautiful and intelligent, I

can't believe you've never been personaled

before love Tom

Happy 22pd B-Day, DeanI I love you

more today than yesterday but less than

tomorrow. Have a fantastic day! Love you,

ST.

SGT. JAY can we get a raincheck on that

dance party? The Generals 548-4621

Bobby - I'll be yours forever! All my Love,

Lisa.

"Bratface", Thank you for the best years

of my life.
"3" love "Grunchy

"

To the cast of SEESAW - It's not where

you start, it's where you put it P.id

we're gonna finish on TOP! We'll give mem
their moneys worth, won't we? Good Luck!

Love and Kisses, Roxy and Tiff

Writing assistance Professional.

Resume, references- 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service provkl-

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1 .75

per page Call 323-4054

I've got a chain saw and will cut wood
and do treework for reasonable rates call

Bjlljt 549-6138

Babysitter looking for work on
weekends. References. Pam 546-4946

Professional typing very reasonable call

665^4223

STOLEN

Navy blue flight jecket w/Trial Court

patch on lower right hand pocket, key

chain w/name PALANI please return or if

seen call 6-5745 reward

STOWE

Ski capitel of the East. Thanksgiving trip

- lift tickets 3 days Nov. 26. 27, 28 2 nights

ace. ski dorm 4 meals 1 keg per 25 people 1

hot tub party. Free demo equipment from

30 major manuf. For $92 hotel rm $10 ex-

tra call Bob Collins 549-2775 Dan Hoban
546^7974 Steve Savard 253 5560

To the pledges of Alpha Rho Tau Con-

gratulations Pete Donny Bill & Bill we tove

you. 18

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

SUGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house neede roommates
during intersesskw. Ski to and from the

mountain. First come, first serve. Call Al

253 9409

TRAVEL

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RECORDMANIA CONTINUES

Step into DAYLIGHT AGAIN with CSN
and GET CLOSER to Lmda Ronstadt...on-

ly $5.99 at URU this weekl

RIDERS NEEDED
~~~~

Driving to California about November 16,

woman, share driving and gas. For one or

two persons. 256-6620

ROOMMATE WANTED

Interns go places and earn academic

credit while they're there! Overseas and

out-of-state placements available. Office of

Internships 545-0727

Ride needed to New Haven. CT Sat

afternoon. Willing to share expenses. Call

Scott, 256^)886

WANTED

Urgent! I need a ticket fcr Billy Joel con-

cert Nov 19 call 6-9896

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and sihrer jewelry

a.id coins. Daniei Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst. 25W)710

WANTED TO RENT

BrandywineFemale to share room in

beginning January 549-6688

Female apartmentmate wanted for

single room. Either ASAP or Jan 1 excellent

bus service! 549-5666

Female to share a large bedroom in a 3

bedroom beautifully furnished apt. in

Townehouse. Starting Jan 1. Less than

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try

ing call Lucie 546^7091 or Nancy 546^7063

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

t>edroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando, Rob 546 7713 or 7714

1 or 2 bedroom apartment wanted this

spring semester call 546-9696 546-5079

anytime

Room or ept wanted for tiMro femaiee on

bus route begining in Jan for spring

semester. Please call either Mary 546-6469

or Sue 546-8455

BIN
•. ltl44A\«J,A ** Ji ik

187 n. pleasant st^amherst

1 1 1 1

1
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Minutemen hope to cage Wildcats

Share of YC
at stake
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

If you were a bone shivering, beer guz

zling. hot dog munching tailgater before,

during, and after the University of

Massachusetts Boston College football

game last Saturday at Alumni Stadium, I'm

sure the Minutemen's 34 21 loss to the

Eagles was a bit easier to take thanks to

mid week key payments to your local keg

organizer.

If you've yet to indulge in this social aspect

of attending a college football game, two

more opportunities present themselves this

year, beginning when the (3-6) Minutemen

host the WUdcats of the University of New
Hampshire (4 5) tomorrow at Alumni

Stadium

No. it won't be Doug Flutie and then the

sometimes nationally ranked Eagles coming

to Alumni Stadium to attract the fans, but

this clash certainly possesses the

ingredients for an exciting Yankee Con

ferencegame.

It's surely a case of all or nothing for

UMass head coach Bob Pickett and his

Minutemen team. A win would give UMass

a piece of the Yankee Conference crown,

along with Maine. Boston University, and

possibly, of all teams, UConn.

While the Minutemen can control their

own destiny as far as sharing the crown,

they really don't have a shot at the NCAA
playoff berth that goes to the declared

conference champion since both their

league losses came against Maine and BU.

conceivably eliminating UMass from playoff

consideration by the second tie breaker

rule.

It appears as if history will repeat itself.

Last year UMass beat New Hampshire 20 9

in Durham to tie Rhode Island for Yankee

Conference championship, only to see

Rhody go on to the nationals via their 16-10

victory over the Minutemen earlier in the

year.

"Prior to each season our football team

sets objectives." said Pickett. "The Hrst

objective we set is to win the Yankee

Conference Championship."

Rich Jenkins rambles for some yardage during last week's loss to Boston College.

With an outright title not a possibility, the

Minutemen will have beat a New Hamp
shire team that has beaten BU and lost to

Connecticut and Rhode Island by a com-

bined total of six points, to get a share of a

title they have won outright or shared in

five of the last six seasons.

The Wildcats have dropped some tough

games but consistently score in the

twenties.

"Offensively this team is similar to the

team we beat last year with one exception."

said Pickett. "Rick Leclerc at quarterback.

He's doing well."

Leclerc, from Agawam. has completed 40

percent of his passes this year for 654

yards.

The Minutemen will go with Jim Simeone

at quarterback for the third straight week

and the freshman from Farmington,

Connecticut, has already started collecting

for his college scrapbook.

Simeone was chosen ECAC Rookie-of the

Week for his performance last week against

Boston College when he went 7 for 15

passing for 150 yards and two touchdowns.

It is a day in which the University of

Massachusetts football team will try to

squeeze a partial championship out of a

strange, injury-riddled season.

It is also a day in which we wiU see if

tailgating at UMass is here to stay or if it

was just another UMass flash in the pan

college fad.

Soccer vs. Central Florida
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

A very positive and confident University

of Masachusetts women's soccer team set

off for Florida yesterday with hopes of

coming back a game closer to being

National champions.

The Minutewomen. who beat the

University of Rochester to advance to the

quarterfinals of the NCAA tournament, will

play the third ranked University of Central

Florida on Sunday at 1:00. Florida finished

its season with an 8 2 record, shutting out

every team they've defeated.

Unfortunately, the Minutewomen will be

without two key players. Top scorer Debbie

Harackiewicz is sidelined with a severely

sprained ankle. Harackiewicz. whose ankle

is in a cast, was injured in the Rochester

game last weekend when the UR goalie fell

on her leg.

UMass goalie Tammie Easton is also not

going to Florida because of swollen lymph

glands in both hips. Easton. who was in goal

for the game against Rochester, is in the

hospital in her hometown West Springfield

for tests. Banda said what happened to

Easton was totally unexpected.

"We have two women to replace." Banda

said, "and it's tough on them and the

others. But. the women are reacting

positively."

Ellen Taggart and Sharon Dagget. both

forwards, will be going in place of

Harackiewicz and Easton.

Although UCF has two of the best

goaJtenders in the country, according to

Banda. the ueiensie " is a "tue siuiKtsy and

can make mistakes if pressured." The

women are going to play a "high tempo

game and the pressure we put on the backs

is going to be the key for our game. Our

offense is going to be a little tired."

Among the teams UCF have played are

second ranked University of Missouri at St.

Louis who Florida tied twice 11 and 0-0.

Florida defeated 16th ranked Cinncinati 7

0. and 19th ranked Cortland State 2 1.

Fk)rida has outscored its opponents 52 2

and outshot them 308-46.

"They have the overall talent. " Banda

said, "and they're as good as we are. We've

been tested (scored upon and come back) so

we're going into this game with a little bit of

ease. We're in the same ballpark, so it's

even up right now."

The Minutewomen left yesterday for their

Sunday game so they could get used to the

"different environment, have a chance to

practice on Friday and Saturday and get

used to the heat." Banda said that the

traveling is going to be a hassle.

"It's not fun. not resting. There's so many
plans and you fidget and think about what's

going to happen," commented Banda.

If the Minutewomen win in Florida, this

weekend, they will go back to Orlando

Florida the following weekend for the final

four, which include the semi finals and

finals. Banda predicted the score to be close

1 0or2 1.

"We've passed the test in our own league.

Being number one (in the Northeast region)

hasn't come easy, but the team has come

through to be one of the top teams in the

country," Banda said.

ig intoNCAA playoffs

Stickers face Hawkeyes
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow, the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team will be

facing University of Iowa in the first round

of the NCAA National Championships, at

the University of Connecticut in Storrs.

Although the University of Iowa has

played primarily midwestern teams like

Michigan and Northwestern, the

Minutewomen have remained east of the

Mississippi for their entire season. The two

teams have also had some similar op-

ponents.

However, if one were to compare these

two teams by comparing the results of their

games against similar opponents, one would

run into some obstacles.

Iowa, top ranked in the nation for several

weeks at the start of the season lost to Old

Dominion University. 4 0. This dropped the

Hawkeye's ranking substantially. (UMass

lost to ODU 5-11. with no real damage done

to UM's ranking.)

While the Minutewomen had little

trouble disposing of University of New
Hampshire 5 0, it took Iowa two overtimes

to beat UNH by a score of 1-0.

Iowa is still a very highly regarded team.

according to UMass co-captain Ro Tudryn.

"They're a tough draw," Tudryn said.

"but not as tough a draw as we could have

gotten."

UMass finished their regular season with

a 14 3-1 record, with their losses coming at

the hands of ODU, Temple, and UConn.

The tie came at the hands of the University

of Rhode Island.

If the stickers should win tomorrow

against Iowa, they will be matched against

UConn in the quarterfinals round, to be

played Sunday in Storrs. The UConn
stickers received a bye in the first round of

the tournament.
Last season, the Minutewomen lost to

UConn in the finals this tournament by a

score of 3-1.

With that loss hanging over their heads,

and the 2 loss to the Huskies last weekend
just behind them. Pam Hixon's stickers are

looking forward to another confrontation

with their number one arch-rival.

The stickers are almost all healthy. Hixon

had a strong bench.

"I have had the opportunity to play all of

the girls this season, thanks to the new
substitution rules this season," Hixon said.

Forward Tish Stevens, who injured her

knee in a game against Boston University

two weeks ago, might be back for

tomorrow's game. Either way, the stickers

will be playing their regular brand of field

hockey; a brand that leaves UMass' op

ponents lying in the dust. Maybe you'll need

a gas mask at UConn this weekend.

• •.•

Freshman Megan Donnelly, a UMass
middle, was elected to the first team All

American last week. Donnelly, who has

scored nine goals so far this season for

UMass, is the only freshman on a squad.

Megan's AH-American team will be

playing the USA Field Hockey team, a team

of which former UMass sticker Judy Strong

is a member, later this year.
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Dignitaries visit campus
fornaming of building

( ollripcn photo by Jim Poweri

Former governer Foster Furcolo acknowledges applause Saturday at

the formal dedication of the School of Education building named for

him^ .

By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

A host of Massachusetts' higher

education dignitaries were on hand

Saturday to preside at a ceremony held to

rename the School of Education building to

"Furcolo Hall" at the University of

Massachusetts in honor of former governor

Foster F^urcolo.

An audience of more than 300 people in

Marksmeadow Auditorium heard Furcolo's

work in the field of higher education praised

by UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey in a

speech to open the day's events. He was

followed by Robert Quinn, chairman of the

board of Trustees, who served as the

master of ceremonies.

Joseph Califano, former Secretary of

Health. Education, and Welfare (HEW) for

the Carter Administration, delivered the

keynote address, in which he contrasted the

contributions of Furcob in the widening of

access to education to all, with the current

Administration's attitude of cutting back on

funds available for deserving students.

Of all the recent budget cuts in social

programs. Califano said "none is so shor

tsighted, so certain to lose the war by

winning the wrong battle, so subversive of

our national interest and so offensive to

fundamental precepts of social justice as the

hatcheting of higher education."

Califano had few kind words for

President Ronald Reagan's education

policy, as he remarked. "We have at the

head of our nation an extraordinarily gifted

pied piper of politics but I cannot believe

the American people want to follow him

back to the days when the amount of

education a young citizen of this country

received depended not on his or her ability

to absorb it but how thick Daddy s wallet

was."

Califano praised Furcolo for leading the

state out of those "dark days" by promoting

financial assisUnce for education for

qualified students.

"He put in place laws and resources

necessary to begin the job of providing

educational opportunity to every person in

this state." Califano said.

Janet Gorman Murphy, president of

Lyndon State College in Vermont and a

lifelong friend of Furcolo, delivered a

tribute to the former governor recognizing

his efforts oh behalf of higher education in

the state and on a national level.

Murphy, a 1958 graduate of UMass and

recipient of a doctorate from the School of

Education, said, "Governor Furcolo, more

than any other governor in the history of

our state, set a philosophical tone of access

to higher educational institutions for

Massachusetts citizens that survived many

administrations and can be seen today."

Furcolo is credited as the father of the

state's community colleges, which were

established during his tenure as governor

from 1957 1961. In reference to this.

Murphy said "his creation of the community

college system refiected a personal

philosophy that spoke of the right of every

qualified citizen of the Commonwealth,

notwithstanding his social, economic,

political, ethnic or religious background, to

higher education and the state had an

obligation to fulfill that right."

David Hartley, Secretary of the state

Office of Administration and Finance, spoke

on behalf of Governor Edward King, whose

helicopter was unable to fly from Boston

because of bad weather, saying "The future

of the Commonwealth is the next

generation and that is what our dedication

should remmd us of."

p'urcolo expressed his thanks for the

ceremony and stressed the need to continue

working for access for all to education.

"If we had but one gift we could pa.ss on

to our children and their children, other

than the gift of health of course, I'm certain

that it would be education, " Furcolo .said.

"It's very meaningful to me today to have

this recognition."

"I can't thank you enough, " he said.

No answer given

on UMass repair
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff _.

For almost 20 years, Evan Johnston helped build the

University of Massachusetts. Now, ho's trying to get

someone to fix the buildings his agency financed - but no

one seems to be responding.

"In a way, I hate to get back into it," said Johnston, a

former vice-chairman of the UMass Building Authority.

"But I'm fighting for a system."

Johnston has been involved with the University since he

entered the school in 1942, and has worked in a number of

UMass offices in the past 23 years. But now. hp is set apart

from the University. He said that many administrators

wont even deal with him anymore.

"I'm what they call a 'whistle-blower.' " he said.

In 1978. Johnston served as chairman of a UMass

Building Authority committee investigating problems

found in buildings financed by that agency. Since then, he

has pressed for action on the problems, but very little has

been done about what he says is at least a $28 million

problem.

The 1960's and 70's were years of "horrendous growth,

Johnston said. With the University taking 1500 more

students each year, the UMBA financed over $80 million

worth of buildings, mostly student dormitories.

"We just grew too fast, " Johnston said.

The Building Authority was not closely attuned to the

campus, Johnston said, and thus could only assume that

the University's reassurances about the quality of the

buildings were true. When problems with the Campus

Center Garage came to light, however, the authority

established a Committee on Policies and Proceedures to

investigate problems which existed in aU the buildmgs.

Johnston, who was appointed to the authority in 1964, said

the committee used information from a number of con-

Colletriui photo bj Michael Mirirolii

Former Chairman of the University of

Massachusetts Building Authority Committee

on Policies and Procedures, Evan Johnston.

sultant's reports to prepare its own report. One oi ihe

reports, on problems in the dormitories, had been sitting

on a shelf for over a year without action when they found it

— although it had recommended over $20 million in

"energy " repairs.

In October 1978. Johnston's committee filed its report,

and in January 1979 he filed a report of his own, detailing

additional problems. When no action was taken, Johnston

said he filed a third report in July 1979.

At the same time, Johnston cooperated with the state

commission investigating state and county buildings — the

Ward Commission. The Ward Commission report cited a

number of the same problems as Johnston's comnuttee.

Continued on page 6

\ ignored
State corruption

affected campus
By RICHARD WANGLE
Collegian Staff

Corruption involving state buildings reached epidemic

proportions between the period of 1969-80. and a special

commission designed to make recommendations to

eliminate the problems, has had its work go largely ig-

nored due to political pressure, said Evan Johnston,

former chairman of the Policies and Procedures Commit-

tee for the University of Massachusetts Building Authori-

ty.

Many of the buildings in question are on the UMass cam-

pus. Major problems exist within the Campus Center, the

Campus Center Garage, Southwest Residential Area and

North Village along with many other structures, JohnsU)n

said. More than $10 billion worth of state buildings built

during this 13 year period were inspect^ by the Ward

Commission. They found 77 percent of the buildings to be

in "poor" shape because of improper original construc-

tion.

Estimated costs to repair the structures totalled $2V2

billion. To restore the garage to first class condition would

cost $V2 million.

Johnston said state leadership turned a deaf ear on the

matter of corruption within the system. He said Speaker

of the House Thomas McGee. D-Lynn, actively worked

against Ward Commission recommendations while Gov.

Edward J. King did not seem to care about the problems.

The incoming administration of Michael S. Dukakis will

apparently work in conjunction with Ward Commission

proposals according to Dukakis, in a campaign promise

made this fall.

During the 13 year period, only 32 of the 468 roof con-

structors in Massachusetts did all the sUte work,

Johnston said. Continued on yog*- 6 I
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Bush and Shultz meet

for Brezhnev funeral

AP l,«»«rpl»oto

U S. Vice President George Bush (L) stands with Secretary of State

Georjfe Schultz and Ambassador Arthur Hartman on Sunday before the

casket of the late Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhnev.

MOSCOW (AP) - Secretary of State

George P. Schultz flew to Moscow

yesterday for Leonid I. Brezhnev's funeral,

and said he wanted the new Kremlin

leadership to know the United States is

ready for "constructive" East-West ties.

Vice President George Bush arrived from

Nigeria to join Shultz. and both planned a

visit to the House of Unions where the late

Soviet president's body lay in state. Bush

broke away from a seven- nation African

tour to lead the U.S. delegation at the

Brezhnev funeral.

Bush is the first American vice president

to visit Moscow since Dwight D.

Eisenhower's vice president Richard M.

Nixon came here in 1959 to meet with

Soviet leader Nikita S. Khrushchev.

Brezhnev, who died Wednesday of an

apparent heart attack after leading the

Soviet Union for 18 years, will be given a

hero's burial today in Red Square. He was

75 years old.

Speaking to reporters at the home of

U.S. Ambassador Arthur A. Hartman.

Shultz said: "If constructive behavior

emerges on the part of the Soviet Union,

the United States is prepared to respond

and is prepared for a more constructive

relationship than we have had in past

years."

He refused to comment about Yuri V.

Andropov, who succeeded Brezhnev as

general secretary of the nation's ruling

Communist Party. He also said he and Bush

would like to meet with Soviet leaders but

that no sessions had been scheduled.

In a tough speech Friday when he was

named to succeed Brezhnev, Andropov,

former head of the KGB secret police, said

"we know well that the imperialists will

never meet one's pleas for peace. It can only

be defended by relying on the invincible

might of the Soviet armed forces."

The Soviets use the term imperialists to

refer to the West.

Neither Andropov nor Defense Minister

Dmitri F. Ustinov, in a speech the same

day. mentioned detente with the West,

which Brezhnev proclaimed as the cor

nerstone of his foreign policy.

Though Shultz declined to speculate on

what foreign policy Andropov might follow,

he said the new Soviet leader's Friday

remarks did not signal

shift by the Kremlin.

Walesa arrives

home from jail

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Lech Walesa, held under

martial law internment for 11 months as chief of the

outlawed Solidarity Union, returned to his Gdansk home

yesterday to the cheers and shouts of hundreds of sup

porters, reporters at the scene said.

Walesa returned to the drab, first floor apartment in the

Baltic port citys Zaspa district shortly before 10:30 p.m. —
4:30 p.m. EST. He was greeted by his wife Danuta. their

seven children and friends who had maintained a four-day

vigil after the government had said he would be released.

Walesa had been held at a government lodge in

southeastern Poland near the Soviet border after the

government imposed martial law Dec. 13 and suspended

Sobdarity. The independent union was outlawed by

Parliament last month.

Walesa's return had been shrouded in speculation and a

wall of official silence since the authorities announced last

Thursday that he would be freed.

US to walk after Soviets set record

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - Space shuttle

astronauts readied their gear yesterday for America's first

space walk in nine years, as two Soviet cosmonauts coasted

to an endurance record for man in -space.

The Soviets had logged 185 days — six months — aboard

SalyutT. . . ...
The space walk by Columbia's two mission specialists,

scheduled for 7:50 EST today, depended on William

Lenoir's stomach. His queasiness had forced NASA to

order a one-day delay, yesterday he was working without

complaint.

Sailing high above Africa, astronaut Joseph Allen

peered into the space shuttle's open cargo bay yesterday

and reported. "We're looking forward to going out there

tomorrow — looks like it needs some dusting and

cleaning."

Mission Control: "We can't wait to get started." Lenoir

and Allen will sit in their space suits for three hours,

breathing pure oxygen, before venturing out.

"We are absolutely confident that Bill is going to be

feeling well." said Flight Director Tommy Holloway. "The

important thing is that he's hungry, he's eating as much as

he wants to eat and he ft'els comfortable."

As Columbia moved through the third day of its five day

flight. Anatoly Berezovoy and Valentin Lebedev. aboard

the Soviet space station Salyut 7 since May 13. broke the

manned space flight endurance record. Lebedev was the

last man to take a space walk — last July 30.

Yesterday was a Ught day aboard Columbia. Flight

officials swapped yesterday and today's activities after

I.,enoir called in sick.

"The doctor has instructed him to drink fluids and eat

light meals." a NASA spokesman .said of Lenoir's recovery.

Later. Lenoir took part in an "electro oculogram ex-

periment" — a previously scheduled test to help solve the

question of why so many astronauts become ill in

weightlessness.

Commander Vance Brand commented "We're the first of

many fearless foursomes on future missions." and pilot

Robert Overmyer mentioned that "We're not much at

talking, but we sure eat a lot."

Columbia is scheduled to land tomorrow on the concrete

runway at Edwards AF'B in California, its mission a

succe.ss with or without an astronaut excursion into space.

Begin 's wife dies in Israel,

prime minister cuts US trip

JERUSALEM - A grief-stricken Prime Minister

Menachem Begin rushed home from the United States

yesterday after his wife of 43 years died while being

treated at a Jersualem hospital.

Israelis, entering official mourning for their dead in the

Tyre, Lebanon, blast at Israeli military headquarters last

week, were told by the Cabinet that the explosion was

accidental, not sabotage as had been suspected. The blast

leveled the seven-story building and killed 75 Israelis and

14 Arabs.

The solemn Israeli mood already had caused Begin to

cancel entertainment events during his appearance before

a Los Angeles Jewish group late Saturday.

Then he received word that his wife. Aliza. had died in

Jerusalem's Hadassah Hospital. Mrs. Begin. 62. had a long

history of asthma and respiratory problems and had been

hospitalized for five weeks. Hospital spokeswoman

Margalit Toledano said Mrs. Begin suffered "sudden

cardiac arrest" and died at 1:30 a.m. yesterday, 6:30 p.m.

EST Saturday.

City hotel workers to strike

if no contract in two weeks
BOSTON — Union leaders negotiating a new contract for

Boston's hotel employees say a strike is possible if

agreement isn't reached by the Nov. 30 deadline.

Local 26 of the Hotel Restaurant Institutional

Employees and Bartenders Union is seeking increased

wages, a different health plan and an audit of the em

ployees" pension fund.

The Greater Boston Hotel and Motor Inn Association

says it is prepared to increa.se wages and improve the

health plan, but says any settlement must be one that

ensures the hotels' ability to remain competitive.

Digest
by the Associated Press
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Lynn family that died in fire

had been ordered to vacate
LYNN. Mass. — A family who perished when fire raged

through their boarded up. unheated tenement had been

ordered to leave the building but hadn't found a new home,

friends say.

The bodies of Eleanor Carideo. 36. her sons. Clint, 5V4,

and Elliot. 2V4. and Arthur Lowe. 58. were found Saturday

on the third floor of the brick building, according to

District Fire Chief Paul Kirby.

The woman's other child, 3-year-old Eleanor, was

rescued, treated for smoke inhalation and placed with a

family, said Detective Capt. Joseph Coppinger.

Three other adults living in the building, identified as

Mack Reed, 39. his wife Joanne, 37, and James Foley, 32,

also were rescued.

"We all had received notice to vacate the building some

time ago," said Mrs. Reed, 37, sobbing after escaping the

fire.

AP Laacrphoto

Boxer Ray "Boom Boom" Mancini prays Sun-

day at a Mass for South Korean fighter Duk Koo
Kim, who lies near death after suffering head in-

juries in their bout Saturday.
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Berlin occupation vital

says former city mayor

CtlUii— ptMto by Tom KadU

Members of the University of Massachusetts Band march into the

Southwest Residential Area Saturday on their way to the football

game. The Minutemen beat the University of New Hampshire Wildcats
27-0.

'Hands-on' involvement
important at Stockbridge
By DIANE SINICO
Collegian Correspondent

It is 6:30 a.m. and the fog has barely

lifted, leaving the treetops still invisible, as

Mark Whelihan trudges down to the bams
located across the street from Boyden
Gymnasium.
Whelihan is a 20-year-old animal science

major in the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture here at the University of

Massachusetts. He is presently working on

a swine project where he, and other

members of his group, are responsible for

the proper care of a group of piglets. The

piglets must be fed before nine a.m.,

around 3:30 p.m., and just the runts must

be fed again around 11:30 p.m. Whelihan

feeds them at 6:30 a.m. because of his early

class schedule.

The purpose of a project like this is to

teach the students everything involved in

raising farm animals by placing them in

charge of the animals' care.

The piglets are fed different types of

mixtures and their weight gain or loss is

then monitored and compared, so that the

students can determine which blend has

produced the best results in the animals.

The students are also responsible for tag-

ging their ears, cutting their teeth, and

keeping their pens clean.

Whelihan explained that the runts

receive that extra feeding because they are

sickly and probably won't pull through.

"We are just trying to keep them aJive,"

he said.

Among the many other projects taking

place now are: the Lambing Project, where

pregnant ewes are carefully monitored and

watched before, during and after their

delivery: the Sheep Project, where the

newborn Iambs are taken care of; and a dif-

ferent sort of project termed "Restora-

tions of the Presidential Gardens."

This restoration project is taking place in

front of the Chancellor's House. It is head-

ed by several arboriculture and park

management majors, but they hope it will

expand to involve other majors within the

Stockbridge School.

The project is intended to beautify and

remove any hazards, such as weed trees,

from the area. It is also an effort to get

Stockbridge students "back on campus"

said Mark Noonan, a 20-year-old senior ar-

boriculture and park management major,

who is in charge of the project.

According to Noonan, up until 1961,

when unions took over, the Stockbridge

students were responsible for much of the

landscaping and preservation of the cam-

pus.

Leo Canuel, another arboriculture and

park management major and the Chairman

of the Steering Committee for the project

agrees with Noonan.

Canuel said he feels the Stockbridge

students should be working on campus

again so everyone can see what it is that

they do and how they work. He said that

not only will the Stockbridge students

receive "hands-on training," but all

students will be able to enjoy the beauty

and safety of the campus.

Besides projects like these, the students

also participate in the Stockbridge Student

Senate, the Skorthom — the Stockbridge

newspaper, various clubs, and many ac-

tivities such as hay rides, Christmas par-

ties, and banquets.

The Stockbridge School of Agriculture is

a two-year technical college founded in

1918, and is part of the College of Food and

Natural Resources. It is headed by Dean

John W. Denison and Associate Director

lona Mae Reynolds. The school consists opf

seven different majors and offers an

associate of science degree.

The schedules for most majors have been

pre-selected and don't allow time for elec-

tives, however. University courses are

open to those that do, just as Stockbridge

courses are open to all University students.

Most of the programs also require a five-

month placement training beginning in

April of the students' freshman year and

ending with their return to school in the

fall.

After graduation, most of the students

enter the business world, but up to 40 per-

cent transfer into closely related four year

programs here and elsewhere.

The school received its new name in 1928

when it changed from The Two-Year

Course, to the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture at Massachusetts Agriculture

College.

It was named after Levi Stockbridge, a

farmer bom in North Hadley in 1820. He
did not attend the college, but was crucial

in securing the acceptance by the state of

the provisions of the Morrill Act. This

federal act established "Land Grant" col-

leges and later helped secure the location of

the Massachusetts Agricultural College at

Amherst. He went on to become a pro-

fessor and later president of the college.

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Berlin is the only place in the world

where its citizens pray they will continue to

be occupied, said the former mayor of West
Berlin during a lecture on Saturday at the

University of Massachusetts.

Dietrich Stobbe, mayor of West Berlin

from 1977 to 1981, spoke on "Berlin and the
East/West Conflict" to about 20 people.

The occupation of West Berlin is vital to its

security, he said.

"The Americans are still in Berlin as a

victorious power over Hitler," he said.

"Peace is more important than national

goals like the reunification of Germany or

the freeing of an Eastern country. We can't

risk war."

"Europe is a divided continent. Germany
is a divided nation and Berlin is a divided

city. Those facts still influence politics in

Germany significantly," he said.

"The truth is Germany started World

War II and lost it. The division is a con-

sequence of what we did in the past,"

Stobbe said.

"The wall was built on the line which

marked the sphere of intere.st but it was
already marked in 1944 and was built in

1961. When the wall was built we Germans
had to reaccess. We learned a rough

military balance is needed to maintain

peace," he said.

Although military security is necessary

in West Berlin, military power is not the
way to the communism in East Berlin.

"The best way to beat communism is by

way of peaceful means. It is to penetrate

their society with our thinking and our

values," he said.

"Both super powers (the United States

and the Soviet Union) have the power to

protect their own political interests, but

have not the power to roll back communism

or from Moscow's view, interfere in Central

Europe." he said. "This you can see clearly

in Berlin."

The reunification of Berlin is not possible

and will not be possible for a long time, if

ever, Stobbe said.

Both super powers, as a result of World

War II have the moral right to occupy

Berlin.

However, "they should not and cannot

risk a move which would lead to World War
III." he said.

Now in West Berlin, "the basic idea was

to say we can't change things. We should

speak up and tell people the truth. All the

old policies of the 50's were nothing less

than an illusion," he said.

The new idea is in conflict with the

policies of the Reagan administration. 'The
problem is we will lose the fruits of detente

if the United States foreign policy will

continue to prefer confrontatbn to

cooperation."

"I am ready to say let's bring more
freedom to East Germany, but let's live

with peace in Europe," he said. "I am not

convinced the younger generation will

accept that policy. They start dreaming

again," he said. "I hope the generations in

the United States will understand that

position."

Trustees table fee review
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts trustee

committee last week rejected and delayed

action on a policy which would cause

significant increases in student room and
board charges and fees.

The UMass Board of Trustees Committee

on Budget and Financial Affairs rejected

the report of the Task Force on Trust Fund
Management because it did not list any

po.ssible financial impact the proposal would

cause, according to Student Government

Association President and Student Trustee

Jim Murphy.
The task force was appointed by UMass

President David C. Knapp last year to

formulate policies and proceedures for trust

fund budgeting and specifically deal with

the problem of "full costing." which would

require that each trust fund pay all ex-

penses incurred by it from the University

or other trust funds.

Currently, some services are provided by

the University using state funds, saving

money for trust funds like the dining

commons and residence halls, which would

otherwise need fee increases to pay the

expenses.

The report included a "Manual for

Management of Trust Funds" as well as a

"Trustee Policy for Trust Fund

Management," which were considered

separately by the trustees. Murphy said.

"They all agreed that there should be a

policy, but that's where the agreement
ended." Murphy said. As a result, the

report was tabled until February so more
facts may be obtained.

Another problem with the report, ac-

cording to Mitch Gaslin, chair of the SGA
Committee on Rents and Fees, was that the

report made no mention of student input in

the budgeting process. In the past,

students have participated in an annual "fee

review" and thus examine proposals for fee

increases.

The omission was not deliberate, ac-

cording to Rosemarie Strother of the Office

of Planning and Budget and a member of

the task force. Strother noted that the

report was meant to cover all three UMass
campuses, and the fee review was ap-

plicable to the Amherst campus only.

"We will continue to have the fee review

process as we have had it each year,"

Strother stressed.

Originally, there had been a student

representative on the task force, former

SGA Co-President Larry Kocot. Kocot

graduated in May, however, and no

replacement was made.

"Larry had definitely planned to write a

minority report." said Strother. However,
he was unable to do so because of other

requirements after his graduation, she said.
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These air conditioners in Bartlett Hall won*t be seeing any use for

quite some time.
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Palestinians 'just ^

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

To the Palestinians, the Palestinian question is not a

political issue.

They just want a homeland

.

This was the message of a lecture given Friday night by

the secreUry general to the United Nations Conference on

the Question of Palestine at Amherst College.

Lucille Mair spoke on "The United Nations and the

Palestinian Question" to 35 people. Problems regarding

the Palestinian situation and the steps currently bemg

taken by the United Nations, will be evaluated during the

U.N. conference on the Palestinian question. Mair said.

"The question of Palestine has been on the agenda of the

United Nations for 30 years." she said. "The invasion of

Lebanon was only one event in the long historical process

in which the United Nations became involved."

Palestinians are convinced only a home and a country

Newslines

.

.

.

*Jews and Arabs' tomorrow

Prof Abraham L. Udovitch. of Princeton University, an

iiternationally known scholar of Arabic culture wiU speak

on "Jews and Arabs - Past and Present" at 8 p.m.

tomorrow at the Jewish Community of Amherst. 742 Mam

Street.
, l j _* it

Udovitch. currently chairperson of the department ol

near eastern studies at Princeton, is a member of

numerous national and international organizations con

cerned with near eastern history and pohtics. The event is

being sponsored by the University of Massachusetts

Jewish Facuhy and Professional Group. Five College B nai

B'rith Hillel. the Zionist Academic Council and Jewish

Cx)mmunity of Amherst. Admission is free.
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will give them an identity. Mair said.

"The abiding bond is that feeling for a homeland, which

touches on the nerve center of this issue which has

threatened world peace for 30 years." Mair said.

"Over the years we have seen the geographic expansion

of Israel. We have seen Palestinians scattered through

Israel." she said. 'But it was not really until the creation of

the Palestine Liberation Organization in 1967 that

Palestinians began to speak out and began to be seen as a

people with a history."

. "The United Nations has at no time denied recognition ol

Israel. The question of the security of Israel could not be

questioned by the United Nations." she said. "The question

of the security of Israel is a matter of highest priority to

Western nations, primarily to the United States."

"The question of Palestine has produced endless United

Nations resolutions. Fifty two peace proposals have been

introduced to the U.N.." she said.

Talk on Carribbean economy
A lecture titled "Political Economy of the Caribbean:

The Role of Race and Class." wiU be held at 8 p.m.

tomorrow in room 116 in the School of Busmess

Administration Building. Professor Michael P. Witter,

chairman of the department of economics at the University

of the West Indies in Kingston. Jamaica wUl give the

lecture.

Jewish 'Caravan' in Amherst
The Israel Scene Caravan, a traveling resource center

about Israel and Zionism, will be in Amherst tomorrow and

Wednesday. The caravan uses films, exhibits, audio visual

programs and printed material in its local programming.

The organization said its goals are "to reaffirm the values

shared by America and Israel, and to tell our fellow Jews

that there is a place for them both in the Zionist movement

and in Israel."

The United Nations also recognizes the right to

reoresentation. The Palestinians have identified the PLO

as representative and the U.N. has done the same, she

"The growing desperation of the Palestinian people

themselves has sustained them as a restless, formidable

neoDle
" Mair said. "The Palestinians feel that without a

settlement of their problem, there can be no peace in the

'^'^Mair said she feels there are unexplored aspects in the

elements of fear in the Palestinian question.

"There is the element of fear: fear ol war. of superior

military forces. My feeling is the Arab states of those

regions really dont want war. They are terrified of war.

*
The United Nations Conference on the Question of

Palestine, which wUl be held in Paris next summer. wUl

have 153 nations participating. Mair said.
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Asian-American culture reflected in art

to celebrate Asian Awareness Month
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

They are a generation developing an outlet to express

their experience in America.

The outlet is a reflection of their traditionally value-

latent culture.

They are Asian-Americans and art is their mode of

expression.

Jazz musician Fred Houn's performance at Smith

College Friday marked the opening of the Asian-American

Arts Conference and Festival this weekend. The con

ference and festival, coordinated by Eleanot Wong of

Smith, was sponsored by Five College Inc., as part of

month long events commerating November as "Asian

Awareness Month."
The theme of the conference was "Asian American Arts:

Its Presence and Reality."

The conference officially began Saturday morning with a

panel discussion which addressed questions concerning the

relationship between Asian American art and the com-

munity and the influences of the artist.

The panel consisted of: Tisa Chang, founder and director

of the Pan Asian Repertory Theatre and a professional

actress; Jason Hwang, jazz violinist and member of

"Commitment"; Corky Lee. photographer; Jon Wing Lum.

filmaker; and Roberta Uno. director of the Third World

Theatre Series at the University of Massachusetts, who

acted as the panels moderator.

The conference, Houn said in his keynote address

Saturday morning in Wright Hall at Smith College, was

"an important occasion to exchange works and ideas and

learn about the rich Asian American culture."

"Asian American artists are oppressed by stereotypes."

Houn said. Openings for Asian actors and actresses are few

and they are often stereotyped as servants, prostitutes

and cooks, he said.

There is a tradition, a fundamental characteristic of the

Asian American experience that strives for equality,

justice, self respect and dignity, said Houn. who has

previously performed at the Kool Jazz Festival and at

UMass.
The tradition began in Asia and withstood the sup

pressive detainment of immigrants at the Angel Island off

the San Francisco coast before 1940. In the sixties it

emerged as more individual Asian American artists were

recognized and American Universities began to in

corporate Asian language and literature studies into their

curriculum.

Now. Asian Americans face the danger of "forced

assimilation" into the larger white culture, Houn said.

"We must speak for ourselves." Houn said.

And the manner in which to do so is art.

"It is our experience we are trying to express, and art is

the way to express it." said Lum. director of the film "To

Be Ourselves."

Assimilation is not the last answer or ultimate dread

however. Chang's Pan Asian Repertory Theatre, she said,

offers the "opportunity for performing artists to work in

the professional mainstream while providing a repetoire

for Asian -Americans.

Following the panel discussion were workshops by

various artists including Houn and Lum and performances

by "Committment" and the Pan Asian Repertory Theatre

Saturday night at Mount Holyoke College.

The weekend ended with films in the UMass Campus

Center, readings and a photography exhibit by Lee at

Hampshire College.

professor says Aran
^approves of present

By GAYLE McGILL
Collegian Correspondent

It is time the Israeli government started to trust the

Palestine Liberation Organization and that the United

States stopped giving unconditional aid to the Israeli

government, according to a professor from Hebrew

University in Israel.

In a lecture given last night at the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center. Professor Israel Loeff said

that as a member of the intellectual community in Israel he

feels he must speak on his views of the political struggle

going on in Lebanon.

"The unconditional aid the United States gives to Israel

might be good for the Israeli government but it is not good

for the state of Israel," Loeff said.

Loeff went on to add that he believes the people of the

United States should question the policies of their

government.

"Any criticism of policy will be helpful in the longrun to

the peace movement in Israel," Loeff said. "A peace

agreement in Lebanon is impossible without the

recognition of Jewish self determination.

'

Loeff also said that no territory should be acquired by

the use of arms.

Loeff implied that the West Bank territory gained by

Israel in the 1968 conflict should be given back to the

Palestinians.

"Arafat is a moderate PLO leader, there are people in

the PLO who are far more extreme," Loeff said.

Palestinians dislike other Arab countries. I^oeff said,

because they see themselves apart from the rest of the

Arab world.

"The Palestinians thought the Arab countries would

come and rescue them, but they didn't, and this has

complicated the issue." Loeff said.

Borders and territories should not be the main focus of

the struggle, but the ability for all to live in peace. Loeff

said.

"This is the most difficult situation facing the world at

the present time. Israel hasn't been right all the time. Just

as the FLO hasn't been wrong all of the time." Loeff .said.

Ix)eff said he believes it would be in the best interest of

Israel to change their current policy.

"There is no guarantee that Israel will win the next war.

We must not think only of today but of the future

generations." LOEFF SAID.
The lecture was sponsored by the Northampton

Amherst Chapter of the New Jewish Agenda

Organization.

Women's Week
MONDAY

"Terrible Choices: A Look at Some Early Plays by

Black Women Writers," a Women's Studies Colloquium,

will be held at 4 p.m. in the sixth floor lounge of Thompson

Hall. Doris Abramson from the University of

Massachusetts theater department, will give the presenta-

tion.

"City Chiacchiatoresse: Louise Labe, Veronica Fran-

co, and Isabella Whitney," will be present^ by Ann

Jones, assistant professor of comparative literature, at

4:15 p.m. in the Green Room of the Theater Building at

Smith College.

TUESDAY

ReaganomicB and the Working Woman workshop will

be held at noon in the Campus Center in Room 917.

Theresa Amott will be the speaker.

Workshop on Lesbian Health will be held at 7 p.m. in

the Everywoman Center in Wilder Hall. Debbie Edelman.

a Health Educator from UMass Health Services, will

facilitate the workshop.

A performance of Bharata Natyam, a classical dance of

South India, will be presented at 8 p.m. in room 2 of Sage

Hall at Smith College. Bharata Natyam is a solo dance

style originally performed by female dancers in the

temples of South India.

THURSDAY

Women Under Siege will be shown at noon in the Cam-

pus Center room 903. The film focuses t>n the situation of

the women of a small Palestinian village located six miles

north of the Israeli border.

Jewish Feminist Organizaion will meet at 4 p.m. in the

Suffolk Room. There will be a video of a lecture on antj-

semitism in the feminist movement and sexism in

Jerusalem. A short meeting will ff)llow the presentation.

"Exploring Strategies for Finding a Job," an infor-

mational session will be presented at noon in the Campus

Center in room 911-915. Alice Smith, assistant director of

the UMass Placement Service, will be the facilitator.

"Feminism in Spain" will be the topic of the lecture

given by Lidia Falcon at 4:30 p.m. in the Fayreweather

Lounge at Amherst College. Falcon, the leader of a

feminist party in Spain, is also a lawyer and a novelist.

FRIDAY

Shiela Watson, a Canadian novelist and critic, will give

a reading at 11:20 a.m. in Burton Hall at Smith College.

"Was Guglielma Invited to T.S. Eliot's 'CockUil

Party'?" a lecture by Jean Higgins, associate professor of

religion and biblical literature, will be given at 4:15 p.m. in

the Wright HaJl Common Room at Smith College. The

Story of Santa Guglielma was written in the 1480's by An-

tonia Puici and was eventually lost.

SATURDAY

"Slouching Towards Guglielma. or. Could We Have

That Sacra Rappresentazione' in Slightly Sharper

Focus?" will be given by Margaret Edson at 4 p.m. in

Wright Hall Common R(H)m at Smith College.

The Third World Women's Program and Task Force of

the Everywoman's Center will hold a Fall Planning

Meeting from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Everywoman

Center. Bring a lunch and a friend.
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»»
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irJohnston
Continued from page 1

Johnston aescribed what

followed as "a flurry of

activity followed by a

peaceful calm, followed by

business as usual." Although

a few bills were passed, he

said, they were watered

down, and the problems at

UMass still exist.

But the investigation did

have an effect. Johnston

said. People at UMass
stopped cooperating with

him.

"We gol a very cold

shoulder." said Johnston.

"Vice Chancellor (George)

Beatty called it (the in

vestigation). 'extraneous

interference.'

"

"I could never understand

why Mr. Beatty would never

talk to me," Johnston said.

"We were blowing the

whistle, in a way...but not

on people. They (the

University) didn't want the

bad publicity."

"It really bothered me a

lot. Some of these people

thought of me as an ogre,

even though they hadn't met

me," Johnston said.

When Beatty left in July

1981, Johnston said he

offered details of the

building problems to John L.

DeNyse, Beatty's
replacement, but Johnston

said DeNyse never an

swered his letters. Since

then. Johnston said, he has

written to other ad-

ministrators, state agencies

and legislators, all without

reply.

"A no would be better

than nothing," Johnston

said.

Johnston said he really

doesn't want to work on the

building problems any more.

Instead, he said, he would

prefer to work on the

"Northeast Metric Resource

Center." which he

esublished at UMass in

1974. He is more interested

in that than in the building

problems, but he says he is

dedicated to getting

something done now.

"The thing I worry
about," Johston said, " is

that they keep doing the

same things over and over

again."

if Ward
Continued from page 1

Many of the roofs con-

structed at UMass have had

to be replaced in their se-

cond or third year of ex-

istence. Johnston said all

the roofs in Southwest

Residentail Area have had

to be repaired and the com-

plex is only 15 years old.

"There's absolutely no

reason why a flat roof even

in this climate can't last 20

or 30 years. I know that

because / was a roofer,"

Johnston said.

But contractors denied ac-

cess to state jobs unless

they are financial con-

tributors to political cam-

paigns, Johnston said. A list

of fmaJists for a state con-

tracting job usually included

a dot next to the name of

the firm that had made the

most campaign contribu-

tions. That firm would in-

variably get the job,

Johnston said.

Furthermore, a company

that had been sued over

poor workmanship on a par-

ticular job could still get

other jobs because there

was no communication on

the matter, Johnston said.

The Ward Commission

has recommended that com-

panies which do not meet

preset specifications be

automatically debarred
from state jobs.

• ^ *

FINE FOODS
^c H Di uctNT ST AMHERST MASS.
76 N PLUSANT ST AMHERST

PERDUE FAMILY PACK

Chicken
Breast

SPUT-BACKBONE REMOVED

IxTvxMiles
ORDERS ARE NOW BE
ING TAKEN FOR GLEN
SHAW'S FRESH NATIVE
TURKEYS FAWOUS
FOR QUALITY!

USDA CHOICE

Boneless
Chuck Roast

PERDUE

Chicken
Legs

BACKBONE REMOVED FAMILY PACK

NOT HESPONSlBLf FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL i HHOHS

DELICIOUS

Janik
Kielbasa

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

PRODUCE FRESHNESS
CALIF. BRIGHT RED LARGE JUICY CRISP TENDER

Emperor Florida i*f9®
Grapes Tangelos Celery

LB FOR JL 79 BUNCH

FROZEN and DAIRY
SH^L^ESTALLPLAVOBS^

g
H^OO^^^^

$-|89
Cream gal J. Egg Nog A gal

Spectacular Coupon
Savings For Holiday

Stock Up Time!

NOW TAKING
ORDERS FOR

CAPONS, ROASTING
CHICKENS, DUCKS,
GEESE, AND GAME

HENS.

DIET OR PEPSI LIGHT

Pepsi Cola "bt? 79^
'-^ ®° VALID NOV 15-20 AT LOUIS FOODS

with coupon & $7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS 4 CIGARETTES. LIMIT ONE.

GOLD MEDAL

ALL VEGETABLE^ ^^ ^ ^
Crisco ^2
Shortening Mi 3 LB

CAN

LIQUID

Wisk $0^58
Detergent mmi 64 OZ

WITH COUPON & S7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS & CIGARETTES LIMIT ONE

5 LB
BAG 49

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

ALL PURPOSE
Flour
'-^ ^^ VALID NOV 15-20 AT LOUIS FOODS ^
WITH COUPON & $7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
WITH COUKU^^^

^ CIGARETTES. LIMIT ONE. |
ALL

PURPOSE
1 LB CAN 99SWEET LIFE

Coffee

k—

LU 92

Ml
WITH COUPON & $7 50 PURCH/>SE EXCLUDING COUPONWITH C0UPON4^*^

CIGARETTES LIMIT ONE

I

VALID NOV 15-20 AT LOUIS FOODS

BIRDS EYE FROZEN 12 OZ ^^^^g^
Cooked Squash TTcC
LU 93

u.
VALID NOV 15-20 AT LOUIS FOODS
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Opportunity

for peace
The death of Leonid Brezhnev has been viewed by

many as a dangerous time, one of uncertainty and

chaos in the Soviet Union. This death, though, offers

President Reagan the perfect chance to extend an olive

branch of peace to Moscow. In terms of political timing

and diplomatic opportunity, Reagan is now at a crossroads

in his shaping of U.S. foreign policy.

The time is ripe for Reagan to talk peace with the

Soviets for many reasons. Though Yuri Andropov quickly

ascended to the top in terms of Soviet political power, the

struggle for total preeminence is bound to go on at least

for another year or two. When Brezhnev came to power in

1964, for example, it took a full seven years for him to

realistically lay claim to political supremacy. Andorpov is

John F. Hudson

A separation from Reaganomics

Some Republicans had a tough time of it on Novem-

ber 2nd, and why not? We all know, thanks to the

Democratic National Committee and Democratic

candidates, that "Republican" and "Reaganomics" are

synonomous. We also know, thanks to certain Democratic

candidates, that Republicans do not want a nuclear

weapons freeze and therefore must want nuclear war.

Republican candidates deserved U. take a beating, since all

they want to do is destroy the ecomony and then start a

nuclear war to take care of whatever is left, right? Wrowi.

Many Republicans faced especially tough races or even

defeat simply because they were the target of accusations

or incinuations which identified them with unpopular

policies or ideas. .^^^^^^_^.^^_-«—^i——

—

Jeff Kelley
Reaganomics, about which there are some common

misconceptions, was the most damaging albatross which

was unfairly hung around the necks of Republicans this

November. Many voters are skeptical about Reaganomics,

but they would have done well to remember that our cur-

rent economic program is the brainchild of our President,

not the entire Republican Party. Many Republicans, like

many Democrats, went along with the President mainly

because they just wanted to give his ideas a chance; a good

number of Republicans might have liked to have seen

changes in the way President Reagan's economic program

was instituted. Yet, when election time rolled around, all

Republians were held accountahble for the President's

particular brand of economic theory.

This practice of branding all Republicans with respon-

sibility for a policy which has received mixed reviews is

especially distressing considering that it was a bi-partisan

coalition in Congress that put President Reagan's ideas in-

to law. Because President Reagan's proposals were sup-

ported by a good number of DemocraUs in the Senate and

the House, many Republicans are no more responsible for

Reaganomics than are many Democrats. It was the

Republicans, however, who paid the price for any bad feel-

ings Reaganomics has generated.

Another issue which was unfaiHy used agamst some

Republicans is the nuclear weapons freeze. Many

Republicans oppose the kind of freeze that most liberals

support. This does not, however, justify the nuclear scare

tactics used by some Democrats against their Republican

opponejits. Governor Gerry Brown of California, for ex-

ample, responded to his opponents opposition tx> a nuclear

freeze by running a television advertisement which

showed a nuclear explosion followed by a young boy who

said, "I want to go on living." Senator Kennedy has ap-

proached the nuclear freeze issue in a similar way. tendmg

to imply that opponents of his particular nuclear freeze

proposal are maniacs bent on leading the world down the

path to nuclear destruction. This sort of arrogant naivet«

only hurts the chances of acheiving the ultimate goal of

freedom from fear of nuclear war.

Certainly not all Democratic candidates who won their

respective races did so as a result of unfair campaign prac-

tices. There were, however, a number of Republican can-

didates who were the victims of unfounded negative cam-

paigns launched by their opponents. Much of the voting

population, which might already have held some

misconceptions about Republican candidates, was an easy

target for mud-slinging Democrats and irresponsible cam-

paign tactics. Had this past election been held under dif-

ferent more fair circumstances the outcome for at least a

few Republicans would have been very different.

Jeff Kelley is a UMass student

Letters —
Zone elicits thought, not insult

To the Editor:

This is in reference to the UMass Zone (November 15)

comic. In a comic strip, how does one call attention to a

serious problem: unwanted, or unplanned pregnancy?

I suppose one could have three or four panels of some-

one lecturing the reader on the whys and hows of birth

control. But, sadly, it would be either ignored or forgot-

ten.
, . ^,,

If, however, one uses a "blatantly sexist scenario

which startles the reader, it will be remembered. I may

have "alienated" a few readers, but I also feel that I made

people think.

If my actions cause only one person to take a more ac-

tive role in his/her use of birth control, then it was worth

stepping on a few toes.

Mark Lee Rollins

Easthampton

A plea to end irresponsibility

To the Editor:

Once again a child's right to live is being threatened. In

response to Mimi Turchinetz's article in the November 9th

issue of the Collegian we would like to expose a sobenng

fact about abortion. We write this article on Veteran s

Day a day in remembrance of U.S. soldiers who were

killed Tragically however, more innocent children were

killed in 1979 due to abortion than were soldiers that died

now (Jeneral Secretary oi the Communist Pai.y, but he

has yet to gain control of the state bureaucracy, an institu-

tion which he must control if he hopes to hold onto his pre-

sent position as tentative Russian leader.

It is this uncertainty which President Reagan must now

deal with. In the past, his administration took a hard

stance against the Soviets. Reagan now has two choices in

the wake of a new Soviet leadership. He cold become even

tougher. By doing this though, he would push an already

paranoid Russia into an even more defensive posture. The

chances for a Soviet withdrawl from Afglianistan or a

lessening of the pressure on Poland would diminish.

Conversely, Reagan could ease up in his tirade against

the Soviets. After almost two years of name calling,

threats and empty gestures of peace. President Reagan

can now offer some type of substantial peace initiative to

the Soviets. He began to move in this general direction on

Saturday when he officially lifted the sanctions against the

Soviet natural-gas pipeline. By choosing to do this,

Reagan is sending a tacit signal to the Soviets that

perhaps now he will be willing to deal with them in a more

thoughtful, pragmatic manner.

The effects of this softening of Reagan's policy towards

Russia has obvious benefits. Economically, the liftmg of

the sanctions will help both West European economies and

our own. The war of words which has been operating at.

full speed between the two superpowers can perhaps now

lessen. And most importantly, by easing up on the Soviets,

it will be easier for Reagan, if he chooses, to make the cuts

in defense which are so dearly needed at this time. The

prospects for a $200 million defecit in the coming fiscal

year make this last possibility especially important.

Reagan can perhaps make it easier for a more liberal

regime to eventually rise to power in Russia. By easing up

on Soviets the President makes it simpler for those in the

Soviet Union who sincerely want peace to rise to the top.

Less pressure on Moscow, will make it harder for the

generals to get their way in Soviets politics.

With the change of leadership in Moscow, the U.S. now

has a perfect opportunity to help shape the future leader-

ship in Russia. By changing its feathers from those of a

hawk to those of a dove, the U.S. can greatly improve the

chances for a peaceful future. It is a change which is long

overdue.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Associate Executive

Editor

in the history of the U.S.

We agree that all women should have reproductive

freedom. It is a woman's option in almost all cases to

choose whether she wants to risk becoming pregnant. The

solution to this epidemic then is not to kill innocent

children who are the products of irresponsibility but to

prevent this irresponsibility in the first place.

It's ironic to see how much legislation is passed for the

protection of animals. Such legislation is evidence for the

value that is placed on animal life. Is not human life even

more valuable?
.

We are confident that we speak for a significant number

of silent people who also want to end the murdering of in-

nocent children. "Who'll speak up for the little ones,

helpless and half abandoned? They've got a right to choose

life they don't want to lose. I've got to speak up. Won t

you.'

Christopher West
Cynthia Muller

Southwest

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Nancy wings it with taxes
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nancy Keagan

used helicopters from the presidential fleet

on three occasions when she traveled alone

to Camp David. Md., at a cost to Uxpayers

of $3,110. White House records show.

As a matter of practice, first ladies rarely

use helicopters when they are traveling

solo, even on official trips.

Instead of making the journey by car.

which takes about 90 minutes, the first lady

took a helicopter round trip to inspect the

presidential retreat in the Catoctin

MounUins for the first time on Jan. 29,

1981. She was accompianied by her Los

Angeles decorator. Ted Graber.

A one way helicopter trip to the isloated

camp, about 60 miles from the nation's

capiUl. takes 35 minutes and costs Ux

payers $777.72.

That figure is based on an operating cost,

provided by the White House, of $1,334 per

hour for the VIP Marine helicopters that

feature two airline-style upholstered chairs

facing each other, sofa-like banks of seats

on either side, and a bar.

Mrs Reagan made one-way helicopter

trips last Sept. 10 and Oct. 29. Both times

she was meeting her husband, who had

flown a separate VIP heUcopter to Camp

David from Andrews Air Force Base

following out of town trips.

On all three occasions, the president's

wife boarded the helicopter at the Pen-

tagon, rather than the White House South

Lawn. Only the president - or special

guests on rare occasions — depart from the

White House.

Hyporcurriiula

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day

they will take place and are

listed only once. An-

nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by

3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

WANTED
Musicians and perfornners interested

in gaining exposure. SOLOS, DUOS,

SMALL COMBOS, JAZZ, FOLK,

COUNTRY, BLUEGRASS, MIME.

JUGGLING, ETC. Needed to play m
the HATCH. We can't pay you but we

can put your name in advertisements

and feed you. This may be the break

you were looking for. Contact John

Furbish, 545-0198 for more information

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

IS THISYOUR LUCKY DAY?

^ • 54- #**.-#.

.. *** it
3f -k *-

JfLic it ¥ ^

^ Jf • ^ ^

CAU JEANE DUKMrs horoscopes-by-phone:

You never knov,- what might happen today. But you can always ask the

stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away -24

hours a da v. It's alwavs fun to call . and if you check the rate chart, you'll find

out when you can call for practically nothin>i. And who knows. That one call

mi^'ht just make your day.

Aries ( Man h.'2-Apnl 20) . . .
1 -21 i! 976- .50,50

Taurus (April 21 Mav ?1) 1 -211' 976-51.51

Gemini (MHv22june 21). . . . 1-212-976-5252

Cancer Uunr 22-Juh 23) .... 1-212-976- ,5353

Leo (Julv 24AuK. 23) 1-212-976- .5454

Virgo (.Aug LM-Sept. 23) . 1-212 976-56.56

Libra (Si-pt.24-iVt 23) 1-212-976-57.57

Scorpio (Oil 24 -Nov. 22) . . . l-212-976-.58.5«

Sagittarius ( Nov 23-I)oi 21) 1-212-976 5959

CapricorniDet 22 Jan.20). . 1-212 976-6060

.Aquarius Uan. 21-Keb. 19) . 1-212-976-6161

Pisces (Feb 20- March 21) . 1-212 >=76-6262

1st Min. Kxtra Mm.

.Monday-Fridav H ani-n pin ^c
Sunday -Fnda\ 5 pm- 1 1 pi: A4Q
Sundav-Kriday 11 pm-Hai.i j;u'

All Day Salunlas SAV
Sufi(la\ H .mi; .'ijan 2'U'

Arts

' ««.^.!S.*<*i

Sandwiches
& Deli Meats
Monday-Friday

11 am-2 pm

Dell Carryout
Monday-Friday

3 pm-6 pm
i

Saturday j

10 am-4 pm

I

WEG. 2.74
••«

::!Zjj!!^ cou^

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

The 4BEAT Ski , Shatch

3'

(^
A >

V^s^iji^

24C
16C

16C

1 .

Tlu-f ralf> appK <m nils vmi

:lial \i)ur>t'lf.n>t<ipi'r,ilnr

iinnhfd. from ihf \nihcr-! Nm iliainptdii

.iif.i. Tax not iiiiiudfd.

\-, iM., II-
-. •" • . - lU rh..ii, In,

^ 50(^000
VOBTH or TOP lAME

WIITEK CLOTHIB0

SII EQUIPMEIT
PBICES THIS LOW SHOULD BE OUTLAVEO,

NOV 17-20

^M New EnglandTelephone

HIGH ,NOON

Til 10f"V1

^ I 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST
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Pat Methcny, who played at John M. Greene Hall at Smith Friday.

[The English Beat: A preview

By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

One of the originators of post punk

British ska. The English Beat, bring their

eight member dance band to the Campus

Center Auditorium tomorrow night in what

might be one of the best UPC shows this

semester.

Based in the industrial city of Bir

mingham. England, the Beat remain ar-

ticulate and intelligent representatives of

one of the most troubled generations of

youth in British history and members of one

of the most critically respected bands in

England.
In BriUin. where the police can arrest

people for "suspicious" actions, it's not

unusual for pop groups such as The Beat,

Sex Pistols, or The Clash to have their

music banned. Singles from Wha'ppenf, the

second Beat album, were banned due to

their political nature. The band will be

playing those same cuts here at UMass

however.

Developing in the waning days of the

punk movement, ska combines the calypso

reggae rhythms of England's considerable

West Indian community with the rock and

roll punk sounds of the white youth.

Ranking Roger, the drummer for the Beat,

worked for a headlining punk band before

hooking up with the Beat.

Originally a four piece band, the Beat

first gained exposure playing with the

already esUblished Selecter. The Specials,

who had recently formed Two toned

records, offered the Beat a chance to cut a

single. "Tears of a Clown" (a Smokey

Robinson classic) made the top ten in

Britain, and began their steady climb. Beat

concert appearances almost always sell out

and two of their albums. /Just Can't Stop It

and Wka'ppen? are among the five top-

selling albums in the U.K. today. The

Beat's new album. Special Beat Service,

though less politically oriented, is just as

upbeat and danceable.

The show starts at 9 p.m. Tuesday and be

warned— dancing is encouraged. The

CCA. chairs have been removed for the

benefit of those who would dance in spite of

them— enjoy.

Starts Wednesday

Metheny at Smith
PAT METHENY GROUP
John M. Greene Hall, Smith College

Friday November 12

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Correspondent

What a strange valley we Jive in. In New
York and Boston Pat Metheny regularly

sells out concerts with little or no publicity.

Meanwhile, in Northampton, he can't even

fill the John M. Greene Hall. If you didn't

attend the Pat Metheny show this past Fn-

day night, you were in good company; only

V4 of the hall was full. Too bad, it was an ex-

cellent show.

Pat Metheny, currently the biggest name

in jazz guitar, certainly proved he deserves

the honors bestowed upon him. He played

for two and a half hours and, tx) quote a

friend, was; "awesome, totally awesome."

While many of the compositions perfonn-

ed were known to the audience from Pat's

albums, nearly half the concert contained

unrecorded original material. Nana

Vasconcelos, the group's new percus-

sionist, added an exotic flavor to Pat's

older material and has certainly become an

intergral member of the group. Pat did not

just play his own compositions, one of the

highlights of the show was a piece by Keith

Jarrei "Wind Up. t'roDably the most ex-

iciting part of the show was during drum-

mer, Dan Gottlieb's solo. In the middle of

the solo, all the members of the group

began playing various percussion in-

struments, each player performing a dif-

ferent rhythm. They increased the t«mpo

and the volume, and then, without warning

stoped on cue. Then, just as suddenly, the

band began playing again without a single

member missing a beat. This ability to per-

form in ensemble was what impressed me

most about the band. Whether playing a

straight-ahead bebop jazz nun.'ijer or a

heavy rock fusion piece, the group was

communicating with one another constant-

ly. This sort of high caliber misicianship is

incredible to listen to.

Everyone got at least one major solo, but

the show really belonged to Pat Metheny.

He got nearly every known sound out of his

guitar, from chimes to pure harmonics. On

some songs he used a new digital prototype

electric guitar which may well become the

instrument of the future. The show was so

good the band was called back for two en-

cores.

To sum, its too bad groups like

Metheny's do not come to our area more

often. But then again, it's no wonder if no

one attends the concerts. By the way,

where were you Friday night?

Coltogiu Arta pkato by NuKy NaUlt

Paul Mulcahy and Tracy Singer in a rehearsal for the recent Guild

production of SetBOit.

Seesaw has ups and downs

The Engli.h Be.t. who will pUy the Cmpu. Center .uditormm

tomorrow night. ,—.—» ^

'

SEESAW
Bowker Auditorium

Friday, November 12

By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

"It's not where you start, it's where you

finish." If these lyrics really hold meaning

for the members of the Music Theatre

Guild, they are sure to finish on top next

weekend.
The Guild opened its forty-seventh

season this weekend in Bowker
Auditorium with Michael Bennett's

Seesaw. The production was directed by

Billy CoUura and choreographed by Alicia

Cunningham.
Seesaw; centers around a tall lawyer from

Omaha, Nebraska who falls in love with a

short Jewish dancer from New York.

Tracy Nina Singer was outstanding as

Gittel Mosca. Her characterization and

singing were excellent and resembled a

Barbara Streisand of years past. She goes

all out when she sings "Welcome to Holi-

day Inn" as a sexy receptionist aiming to

please Jerry. Although she's the funniest

person in the musical, you really hurt for

her when she sings "Nobody Does It Like

Me," about ruined relationships. Poor Git-

tel! For such a small person, Singer really

has a powerful voice with unbelievable

potential.

Brian Switzer may have been cast for his

height, but he did a fine job portraying

Jerry Ryan. His facial expressions during

"My City," where he was teased and tac-

kled by five naughty neighborhood girls are

unforgettable.

A major standout of Seesaw was Paul

Mulcahy, who plays David, Gitt^l's dance

instructor. Mulcahy, who starred last year

in the Guild production of Sttnar. loves be-

ing on stage and you can tell. He had good

contact writh the audience and excellent ex-

pression especially during "It's Not Where
You Start." Everything about him is cap-

tivating throughout.

Kathleen Marshall, as Sophie, gets the

whole cast dancing during her wild "Ride

Out the Storm," dressed in a pink and blue

rugby sweater and black leather jeans. This

one song reminded me of the Guild's spring

production of Godspell because the au-

dience really seemed involved.

The funniest scene in this whole story is

when Sophie stars in the East 16th Street

production of Hamlet in "its original Puer-

to Rican." As the majority of the cast sits

on stage as the overly silly audience of the

show within a show, Sophie drinks some

poisoned wine and dies for a good three

minutes ~ twirling around the stage,

coughing all over the audience.

Visually, Seesaw was well-designed with

bright costumes and flying scenery. Pro-

bably the best scene aesthetically was dur-

ing the first number, when Mulcahy sang

"Seesaw" against a backdrop of the

Brooklyn Bridge and the entire cast frozen

in different positions. As the song pro-

gresses, the cast comes alive in pairs of

two, dressed in white flowing costumes.

Another great scene is during "Chapter

54, Number 1909," where the entire cast

comes at the audience in a triangular shape

reminiscent of A Chorus Line (another

Bennett production.)

Overall, Seesaw was a good show. The

first night, like any first night had too

many technical flaws - the curtain lower-

ing too soon, a loud stagehand in tap shoes

moving scenery, an untimely spotlight.

Nevertheless, the (luild worked out their

technical problems last year by the second

weekend and I have faith they will do so

again this year.
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Open 24 Hcrars—7 am Mon. thru Sat« Midnite
,

in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores. _^__

Double Manuliacstiirers €kmp<»iis in Hadley-Amherst
See store for Details

BeefTop
Round
Roast

Shoulder London Biroil . ^^.9^v9'^ h^.P'>.^^9'?? . . »1»99
Rump Roast BeefRound ib 1.99 Fresh Lean Ground Beef "'-'.

ib 1 .59
Beef Round Tip Roast ^ :"•• m 1.99 Boneless Blade Steak -• ib 2.39
Beef EyeRound Roast m 2 .39 BeefBottom Round Steak ib 2 . 19
Boneless Chuck Steak -' ib 1.89 BeefTop Round Steak ib2.39

—^ I m^ ^m ^^^ Center Chops

A.ssk>rtefll '/^^ladc chops.

Pork
Chops

'/3 Sirloin Chops

1
49
lb

lbL39
Coimtry Style
Pork Ribs.

Center Cut - q^
PorkChops t!""^"^"'""**

ib Lot/
Sirloin ck Ar\
PorkCuUets ibZ.4y
Boneless Top Loin o OQ
Pork Roast """:°'"°" it^.^si
Pork Loin sinom H>if 1 69 m - ^r\
Roast Rib Half ib Loy

SaveadoUar
on the turkey
ofyourchoice,

t 4 «4< )««««' 'KIM** c itI

On the purchase I
of any whole |

Fresh or Frozen |

Turk^i

time

I
xiix" 4 4 ' Sl> PU'< h4M- li*T»tl t I

' Cmnk*N«>* •« if I'M,-

, (j.^, , ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^IB^l

SIOP&
SHOP

. ,. Avallablr tn «li>rr^
comer Cleil (ralurlnit ^ivtc r ilrli

Buy Our Pound or Mon*

,mm^ ColonialVm Bologna
Mral (It ttrri Holugna nr

(irrman Slylr Frunks
And tn I lb pkg III

SI 1 ip A She >VJ C'nir SI.IW Fri

f89A lb

I Norwestem
I
IkirkeyBreast
No SaJt Added ^959
For our Milt ^^^^
( nnvrliiuvi on^umrrs ^^^^ 1|)

Chicken Leg
Quarters
With Bark 0^SB
8 9 lb packa^r ^^K^V
WhiteGem W^^^^
Chicken
Breast Split

99

U.S. Grade A
Turkesrs II »S9*
Fresh U.S. Grade A ^

Ttarkeys i^Ri^ .79
Butterball Swift

ltarke3rs ?L89

Gold Medal
Flour 70*

' All Purpose ^B ^^P
5 pound bag ^B ^B^^

•White Gem' or
Perdue

With Back
5-6 lb packagr
WhiteGrm lb

Roasting pe..ue ^^,
ChickeiT. . .°^™^^"r .69
Produce Pick and choose what's perfect for you!

Pear Sale

/V "^^ SevenUp

b2
'""""Soda
Regular or Diet
2 Liter bottle. CT deposit 109
Libby's Tomato
Juice tf^Cfl
32 ounce can .^^^^^B^^

>o^r Italian

Boneless & Skinless

Chicken
Breast 029
White Gem" lb

Colonial
SemiBoneless
Ham :^cri89
Portion A lb

Rath
Saus
Meat
1 lb roU Frozen

89°
Chicken
Bologn^r^,
Fraiucs7Q
Colonial 1 Ibpkfi M %^

Your Choice
Anjou,
Coinice.
Bosc or
Seckel

Calf. Broccoli
Extra Large

Fresh, green, delicious.

Money-saving price! banch 79

4mb Tomatoes
Imported
28oincecan 69

^^ Cut or French Style

Stop & Shop
1 5 '/a ounce can

Lincoln
Apple Juice ^ 19

3PM

Fresh

Fillets 279
Ib

Coffee Cake
Cinn. OO'
Sliced 14 oz ^^^29
Stop At Shop ^^^^
Colgate
ToOThpaste ^

99

Onions
Yellow
All purpose
pick your own Ib15

Super Moist
Asst'd flavors I8V20Z pkg

Nuts ^Shell
Mixed 59
Pick your
own I

Mrs. Filberts
Rlaigp''***^^^ $
Golden Quarters
One Pound package

neg.

lb

Colgate^
5azRcgor6.4ozGel

Cranberries
Fresh WW€^
12 ounce M 5^P
package ^^^

Walnut
MeatOdd
Fresh ^^M
Store Packed 1^^ lb

In a Plastic Container

GallonApple Cider
%' \ S.OP«S"<*0..., Coupon Cl|l

'••"•-''^««'-
C2 ] 5 L Stop. V.n»l„oc.., Coupon

; ^j\ W S,„H V.„ » (..,^M

I C j%««« 'I \^, C^tfkW^^ E5^\*'l I <Cr^ IfiozranSfop&Shop I | (d^> 1 6 oz can Stop & Shop f

i
Save 25 | j j^J&aVe 50 J l JS, c cranberry 1 1 ^M, FniitCocktail |

! SharpCheddarChe«»c
J |fe ^s.opPs^o^^ Pkgs.

J | !^ ^ Saucb | |^ C injuicc |

I R.rtdar Slop* Shop Random Wright i'k« I f ExtTaCt Of Spices" '^^ Jelliedl J ^ I Jj >) 1 ^^.jgg?* Style LalAlsLa!"

Half C.allon
size. 1.19 235

Regular style

64 ounce bottle 1
Betty Crocker
Cake Mix CCV

Mrs. Smith's'
Pumpkin'"r*^49
26 ounce
package

Frozen I

,t% Su-- »*>• < ^•' **^» '"^ A Ma^^. Mpr N0» '^ !;><' No. 2^- •' "i "p^*^
^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ -in. ,|B»*1^ l><**Ta»1 "r- ' S.4 . . ...,,..„.*"» 'l^•**>^ i>"»Tpfl •

-1 1^8* tt. S*"( * Sfi'T S.>i"-'^€t'fcP'> N
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Hypercurricula. .

.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot ^arantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING - LAST
MINUTE WORKERS STILL NEEDED FOR FAST FOR
A WORLD HARVEST. Come and help with postering and

leafletting. 4:30 p.m., 428 Student Union.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Planning

around campus disarmament issues. 6 p.m.. until

guest/discussion begins, 911 915 Campus Center.

"NUKES: THE DARKNESS BEFORE THE DAWN" -
Umass Peacemakers host a discussion with Priscilia

Benander. Priscilia will offer a spiritual perspective on the

future of the world. 6:30p.m.. Campus Center 911 915.

STAR TREK LIVES - Club meeting. FUms and in-

formation for Star Trek and science fiction fans. All

welcome. 7 p.m., 162 Campus Center.

MASS PIB — People Interested In The Bible - All are

invited to join us in an informal gathering to study about

the teaching and life of Jesus Christ as described in the

New Testament. 7 p.m.. 904 Campus Center.

HILLEL TRIP TO JEWISH NURSING HOME
PLANNING MEETING - Come help plan for this trip to

Jewish Nursing home on November 30th. 7 p.m.. Hillel

office. 302 Student Union Building.

THE

RAIMD
TH60T6R

FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES
TONIGHT AND TOMOKROW

Qt 6 pm

Reservations: 545-351

1

In repertory with DARK OF THE MOON

"unnervlngly funny . . . fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek

MDI/WORD LINK
~~' Word Processing

. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(above Matthew 8ho—

)

Resumes & Papers
ConBultations & Editing
• Theses • Dissertations

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENTS

You're Needed All Over
theWorid.

Ash Peoce Coff« volunteeo why ttieir logeooify ond flexibility ore oj vifoi

OS fheir degreei They li tell you they ore helping ftie wortd 4 poofew

peoples orroin self softiciency m the oreos of food pfoducnoo enetgy

- conservQtKjn edi > o'loo economic developnneot qtkJ heolth services

And they II tell you obouf the rewords of honds ori career expenerxe

ovefseos They II reli you if s the foughey job you li ever love

PEACE CORPS

See Mary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall, UM/»S3

5U5-2105

V

Christmas is

love,

hope

and carmg

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

means "sharing
"

*
/^ Give to The

Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a haopy
holiday

^

\\out-,,,. -^ ^^'^>^^'-::

STAR TREK4
LIVESI

Club Meeting

Nov. 15
Time 7-11 pm.

Room 162
Campus Center

I Films, Info

^ for ST & SF fans

^ All Welcomel
^'

T

^ aNEMA

Mon - Tu**

Gone With th« Wind 7:00

Wed Sat

Day "t the Race* 7:00

Night at the Opera 9:00

Downtown Amhsrst

2S3M2«

^1 m

TNORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome i

666-3856
\

office open from I

10 7 weekdaya.
^

Saturdays M j

AccomtncxJntions availahlc tot pnrncs up to K\^

oH the common"

Amherst Center • 253-9S86

BUYINQ
High School
Clots Rings
HIGHEST
PRICES
PAIDl Also Gold « Silver

Coins ond lewelry

'Daniel Smith
256-0710

25 Nortli Pleosont Street

Amherst
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Doonesbury

i\i>i us

{ -^^ir. Your
Choice

Pretenders

3.99

Stevie Wonder

Manhattan Transfer

Talking Heads

Softcell

Wave Length Tubeway 1st

Livingston Echo's

Your
Choice

Robin Lane

Many other Sale
, * ^ . .u' Located in the

Albums also available campus Center

in our Record Dept. Open M-f 9-5

Sat 11-4

2.99

STORED, V

HOUiOU

600PTO
'\5e5you..

UHAmulTHVeH/W-
SHAKarmamJUP

50MB
eOTTA
HU6ANP

\

HBY, 3ABejHIS 15

cAufomMonm
OLD N5I6HB0RH0OPI

U/HAT CAN I PO FOR.

'YOU. HUH' mi
MamAT
wuumr.'

6K)UINaONyOU,KJP.
\ . SHOCfTIT

BYMai

FtAlURB
HLM.SID..

By Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
uieii.n-'s

ABaJTAGUY
(/UHOMAJ<£S

CARS.. \

I Um IT!

BUrrTSNOT
RIGHTFOR us.

mATEtse. you

60T?'^

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Wf V£ Got R£CUU\K,

R£SeVOlk BNO. WHtCH

WOULO you UK£f.

BETTEfl G\*/£ r^ A
8f/VC« Of £ACH. TH£

ns riP^o OF cuM*0'

Under The Influence By M.Joyce

TVAEY DOf4T

^

\ ^ggf

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

We used to have trouble with
i.''*-v>^ »'r'«»*'*

I. * f

:

t A •»

^ <. w w

-J ^ »^ ^ * .» '

SlOVi BRAINS

..but net ony more!

Now we use

Brain Cleaner

. . . a little every week.

- • -I 1 ^r y ^ ¥

King-Of-All Brain Cleaner has only

pure. safe, fast acting chemicals —
the best quality procurable . . .

Why don't you get the King-Of-All

habit - have free-running brains all

the time!

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

M3»/R11CKBrOR

SHOULPIB(/y

TH»^eo^>^?OH,

a/rTH6NPARBe(r

(MseNsmveTcme

I'ff^ (u FOR ueeefnb

.

ytx/a/yme'ncKer.

/

..^
vcMer. vem.

^

J

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Wat«r Roll

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy

Spiced Apples

Braised Beef and Onions

Tuna Salad Plate

with Chips

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Light Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

WANTED:
The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV system in the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which will then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay, but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful. Bring us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, by

Friday, Nov. 19. The Collegian and UVC are equal op

,

portunity employers.

ACROSS
1 Seed covering

5 Flow
10 ' can't

be love.
"

14 Passport
endorsement

15 Old German coin

16 Actor's goal

17 One-fiftieth of the

USA; Fr

18 Direction for a

helmsman
19 Samoa's capital

20 Insouciant

22 Islands off Greece
24 Pair of antlers

25 Army men
26 Whiten

29 Saintly

33 Passageway
34 Brie a

36 Head, to Raoui

36 Wt. units

37 Land area

38 Managed
39 Code of a sort

41 Backpackers
outing

42 Apportioned
44 Optimistic

46 Cracker lovers

47 Anent

48 UK's legislative

body

49 Covered

52 Most ecstatic

56 Opera star Gluck

57 Comedienne
Anne

59 Drama
60 Dime depository

61 " is greater

than its bricks. .":

Jan Struther

62 Tired's associate

63 Rabbit's relative

64 Waterwheel
65 Abstract being

DOWN
1 plaisir

2 Actress Gam
3 Municfis river

4 Quarterback's
option

5 Stiffening

6 20th cen Czech
playwright

7 Century plant

8 Each
9 Man-made pro-

duct of the past

10 Problem for a

commuter

11 Pueblo dwellers

12 Hipbones
13 Playwright

O'Casey
21 Confront

23 Calendar abbr

25 Pipe or treaty

26 Ruby spinel

27 The Balance
28 Ruhr city

29 Slow down
30 Savage
31 Where the Piave

flows

32 Change
34 Pickling

material

37 Cricket position

40 Disquiet

42 Village

43 Oval

45 ,deux, trois

46 Tropical fruit

48 colored

49 Form of payment
50 Jar

51 Cherub
52 Winner's breadth

53 New Haven
residents

54 Wisconsin
Indians

55 Small child

58 Environment:

Prefix

1 i 3 4 S 6 7 S 9

?3

10 11 \7 13

M IS 16

17 IS

I
24

w
19

?0

?9
PlI

7t

?4

30
I
31 37n 71

34

1
4}

33

I
40 1

45

35

I
43

3« 37

I
46

3a

39 41

41

44

5?
V I

51

47

R164 55
49 M

1

k

1

M S7 M 69

M t1 62

63 M ts

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ir.ui yaHoa [jaoai

Weather

Toduy — chance of

showers. Hijrhs 30-40».

Tonigrht - clear and cold.

Lows 15-30". Tomorrow
- Sunny. Highs 30-40«.

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9am R n B, Jazz with Ken Johnston

9-noon Jazz with Dave Hart
12-3pm Free as the Wind with Mahogony
3-5:30 Funk with Merritt Antony
5:30-6 Newswatch with Lori Butterfield and

Elliot Kalb
6-7 People's Perspectives

7-10 Concepto Latino

10-6 A Special 8-hotu--edition of the Night

Club with Evan Abramowitz

CABLE'VIDEO

Video Archives Week

10:30 -11:00 Francis through the

Looking Glass

11:00 - 11:45 Oscar Brown, a powerful

vocalist

11:45 - 12:00 Dimitri, poetry of a clown

12:00 - 2:00 Archie Shepp at the FAC

EARTHFOODS MENU

Millet Pauches

Tofu Salad

Green Salad

Japanese Style Vegetables
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S t •
Women's lacrosse — there will be a mandatory meeting
for all those interested in trying out in the spring

tonight at 7 p.m. in room 153 NOPE.
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Stickers defeated in OT
ByJENNKUPPER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's field hockey team are hanging up

their skirts today, after ending their season

in the first round of the NCAA tournament,

with yesterday's loss to Iowa. Iowa

defeated UMass on the UConn field 10 in

double overtime.

Former coach of UM field hockey. Judith

Davidson's Iowa team entered the NCAA
tourney with the most wins of any team in

the nation. As of yesterday's game they had

21 wins. Iowa goes on to play Connecticut

tomorrow at UConn.
"My kids played well," said UM coach

Hixon.

The first half of the game proved to all

that the game was certainly being played

by top teams. Iowa's play was pronounced

by their quick reactions to UMass com-

binations, and ability to retrieve im

mediately. UMass' game was a put together

effort from everybody. The energy they

lacked for last week's UConn game was

present yesterday.

Offensively and defensively, each

member of the squad stood out alone at one

point of time in the game. UMass' difficulty

in scoring (which has been seen all season)

was again present however.

At the 22 minute mark, UMass senior

Sandy Kobel gave the game the punch it

needed, unfortunately Kobel's beautiful

flick into the Iowa goal was called back on a

call of dangerous play. This flick and the call

that followed it were the story of yester

day's game.
According to Hixon, "The officials took

this game away from us." The flick was a

clean shot above everybody. It dropped two

inches from the top of the net. The question

at hand was, who was that ball dangerous

for? Certainly not the fully protected goalie,

the only person it came close to.

Shortly after this upset in the game. Iowa
put on the power and gave UM a big scare

as they brought the ball down and scattered

the Massachusetts defense everywhere.

Junior Nancy Goode made a beautiful save

for goalie Patty Shea, who was still

recovering from the initial Iowa shot

seconds before.

UMass' defense played for 20 minutes

without newly named All American team
member — Megan Donnelly. Donnelly was
out of the game momentarily due to knee
problems. However, one link missing from
the chain was not enough for Iowa to break

through. The tremendous efforts of Goode.

Chris Coughlin. Andrea Muccini. and co-

captains Ro Tudryn and Carol Progulski

prevented a score in the regulation period.

"We were there." said Hixon. "Iowa was
good, but we out played them."

It took Iowa the second set of seven and a

half minutes of overtime to put a score onto

the board. Although Iowa walked off the

field the victor, the outcome of yesterday's

game will be under scrutiney for some time

to come.
Hixon's team entered this season

knowing that it was a rebuilding year. This

year the team used a different formation

with their eleven players on the field, they

no longer had a Judy Strong to feed the ball

to, and their offense was just as much the

defense and vice versa.

Last year, the field hockey team made it

to the NCAA championship game, suc-

cumbing to Connecticut 4-1. This year, one

that was considered a building block to next

year, they ended up with a record of 15-4-1,

and played within the first round of the

tournament. Next year should be quite a

year for the stickwomen.

Yesterday's game was the last for seniors

Tina Coffin, Tudryn and Sandy Kobel.

Coffin and Tudryn will be seen in UMass
uniforms soon enough, though, as they play

on the Softball and lacrosse teams
respectively, in the spring.

Collfipan photo br T«r»*a BcllaHorr

UNH makes sure that Rich Jenkins doesn't get anywhere fast this

time.

Volleyball team ends season
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

PRINCETON. N.J. — Some teams that

have losing seasons can't end it fast enough.

They want out. Not the University of

Massachusetts women's volleyball team.

After a stirring end-of-the season win over

Fairleigh Dickinson, the UMass women
were ready for more.

The Minutewomen spikers split their two
matches in the Princeton Classic this

weekend, losing one to Princeton while

walloping Fairleigh-Dickinson University in

the other game.
UMass toppled division I FDU in three

straight matches 15-6, 15-7, 15-11 and
never let up. Massachusetts put it all

together in this match. The blocking was
there, the serving was there, and the

defense was there, propelling the

Minutewomen to victory.

Captain Patti Philbin ended up her career

in fine fashion by playing her best game of

the year. Philbin and Leslie Smith com-

bined to be a blocking force, a wall that

FDU had a hard time breaching.

Offensively. Philbin led the way, too. She

hit one spike so hard that it hit one FDU
player in the face and left her on the floor

for over a minute. Sally Maher and Sue

Mudry "crushed the ball" and Leslie Smith

never blocked better, according to Sortino.

Setters Patti Grant and Karen Got-

tesman played fantastic defense and the

team overall played very well.

"It was an all-out effort and we never

played that well this season." said Sortino.

Against Princeton. UMass played well

but not well enough to win. UMass fell

behind and just could not get back into the

game and catch up. UM fell in three. 9-15,

8 15. 10 15.

With the split. UM ended up with a losing

record, the first under Sortino, 25-27. But,

UMass will only lose one player next year,

the awesome Philbin. With 10 returning

players, Massachusetts fortunes should be

even better next season.

The UMass team improved immensely

this season by playing a great deal of tough

division I opponents over the course of the

year. The potential to win is there.

Sortino summed it up well, "The FDU
win was the most satisfying way to end up
the season. I can't wait for next year!"

Heartbreak in Florida
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

ORLANDO, FLA. — The hard working

University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team may have had the edge in play

in yesterday's NCAA quarterfinal match

against the third ranked and undefeated

University of Central Florida, but luck was

not its side as the squad was beaten 2- 1

.

In the 75 degree Florida weather and

before a crowd of about 200. the two teams

battled it out and played a physical, rough

game of soccer.

"UMass was the best team we've faced all

year," Central Florida coach Jim Brody

said. "They didn't have very much luck."

The Minutewomen didn't have very much
luck and UCF All American goalie Amy
Ford and defender Linda Gancitano didn't

help much either. Ford made great saves all

through the game, especially m the second

period when the Minutewomen played their

best. Gancitano played a key role for

Florida and prevented some very close

UMass scoring chances.

The three goals were all scored in the

first half within a period of 7:27. UCF
scored first exactly 13 minutes into the

game. Stacey Nelson put the shot past

UMass goalie Laurie Webber.

One minute and 25 seconds later, fresh

man Paula Stashis tied the score for UMass.

Stashis got a nice cross from another fresh-

man, Nadia Komarowski from the left side

and beat Ford with a nice clean shot. It was

only the third goal scored on UCF all

season.

The tie didn't last long as the top scorer

for Florida. Laura Dryden. beat Webber at

the 39:27 mark to give UCF the 2-1 edge.

That's where the score stayed despite

several Minutewomen scoring op-

portunities.

Webber played a good game under
pressure. She was replacing Tammie
Easton who didn't make the trip to Florida

because she unexpectedly got sick.

In the second half. UMass outplayed and
dominated UCF. Many opportunities arose

to score including when Stacey Flionis got

around Gancitano and Ford. Flionis. who
UM coach Kalekeni Banda said played

excellent and created opportunities, took

the shot but a fullback got back in time to

make the save.

Freshman Jamie Watson had a close

chance when she came down the middle
with the ball and beat one defender and had
Ford alone in the net. Watson shot low and
hard from 10 yards out to the lefthand

corner of the net but Ford made a great

diving save.

Within two minutes of Watson's shot,

Ellen Taggart was robbed of a possible goal

by Gancitano. Beating the UCF defender,

Taggart was ready to go in on the goalie.

Ford, when Gancitano reached out and
pulled her by the jersey. No penalty shot

was rewarded because it happened outside

of the box.

The frustrations of the afternoon were
punctuated when UMass had a final scoring

chance with just ten seconds left on the

clock.

Christine Taggart crossed the ball from
deep in the corner of the right side of the

field to Stashis who took the shot on the
bounce. It just went wide of the post and
the season ended.

ifMinutemen-
Continued from page 16

shoulder catch at the UMass four yardline.

He left the Stadium on crutches and it is

believed to be a knee injury.

Garry Pearson utilized the tremendous
offensive line surge by Scott LaFond,
Wilbur Jackson. Gary Freker and the rest

of the UMass line, on his way to a 132 yard,

2 touchdown performance on 33 carries.

SUPER SALE on HP34C
only $69.95

(this is not a misprint )

Save almost 50% off our

regular low price of 134.95

Save $80.00 off list price 150.00

Advanced programming power for

flexible problem-solving.

The HP-34C offers computer-strength
"solve" and "integrate" in a handheld
calculator. Designed for scientific

students and professionals who need
the flexibility and power of advanced
programming.

• "Solve" key finds real roots of

equations

• "Integrate" key finds definite integrals

• 210 program lines —
. ^ ,

Limited
• Continuous . .

Memory saves quantities
programs and available
data

no rainchecks

HP-34C
Advanced
Programmable
Scientific ....
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HP
34C

commjTtenom
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Open M-F 9-5
Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
SMSTORE^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ATTORNEY GENERAL SEARCH
~

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL ap

plications are now being accepted for this

paid position of 15 hrs. per week. For more
information and application go to room 432

S.U.B. ALL STUDENTS ARE EN-

COURAGED TO APPLY! Applications are

due on Thursday 1 1 / 18/82 at 4:00 p.m. The

S.G.A. is an affirmative action equal oppor-

tunity employer.

FOUND

AUTO FOR SALE

86 Volvo 1206 s/w, runs, needs work.

»flOO or BO. call Branin at 549-4600 x 311

1973 Camero - very good mechanical con-

dition. Needs some body work. $1000.

Phone 413-773-3233 or 253 3497.

Purse found at Hasbrouck coffee and

donut shop last week. Contents calculator

& car keys. Contact donut shop between 7

and 12 am

A black and white cat on 1 1 /9 near Whit-

more. Has a red collar with bell. Call 6-8762

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from home!
We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253 2515

DAVID "ROAR" LAWLESS

Have you picked any place settings

lately? Have you posed for any poster?

You will lusted after P.M. or S.H.? If so try

banging into a telephone pole. It might help

again. Little Grodie and Louise

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free pick-up

and delivery. One day service. Student dis-

count rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

Fabulous Fantini Brothers Hangar One
Nov 16 sponsored by WPB fifty cent pints

till 11 admission $2.50

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413-737 6676

Available immediately or spring
semester; 2 bedroom Squire Village. On
bus route. Furniture available. Call 6^-2840
anytime

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160- $225/week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Earthfoods is hiring 3 workers inquire at

EF kitchen SUB

A representative from the CENTER FOR
HUMAN ECOLOGY in MAINE will meet

with students in CC. Room 177 from 10

a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Nov. 16 to discuss

PAID INTERNSHIPS

Face of ring diamond initial "N" sentimen-

tal value large reward contact Nancy
546 4397

Maroon UMass Equestrian Team
Jacket w/my name on it. Left in Paige 202

Wed 3rd If found call Nancy 6-8445 or leave

in Paige w/Rot)erta Tischler

Womens gold watch sentimental value

reward call Tina 546-741

1

Sunderland house. $200.00 or 130.00 @ to

share. Includes heat, or busline. Call

666-3259 8-9 am or 6-8 pm

To share 1 bedroom Puffton apt im-

mediately 54S 1887

2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom Northwood

apartment. $115 and $125 plus electricity

665-4947

PERSONALS

INTERSESSION RENTALS

PI Kappa Alpha is renting furnished roonris

during January. Ideal location, use of kit-

chen, cable TV, free parking and much

more. Must be seen. Call Dave or Kurt at

545-2150. Don't get left out in the cold.

SUGARBUSH SKICONDO space

available intersession $290 can't find a bet-

ter deal call now 546-5891 546-5890

Roxy
Best of luck to you

and the SESAW cast & crew

CF & RC

Wish Juenita a Happy Birthday

day 6^9616

call all

SERVICES

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from acadernic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and particioation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrarig-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Hey Chris, Happy Birthdayl Live it up!

(we're sure you will). . luv ya, the girls

from 16 P. S. Sorry this is late, but its the

thought that counts!

MICHAELANGELO Happy B-Day to our

favorite California Kid I We love you! The

Jersey girls on 4

Frankie - Glad you're still on campus

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

Famous maker womens garland knit

sweaters. Available with monogram. 12

colors. Makes great Holiday gift idea. Call

Arty or Steve 546-7045

Guitar: Yamaha 335 hard shell case best

offer Eileen 549 2628 ^__^
For Sale woman's maroon leather jacket

with removable hood size 12 $40 call Maria

256-0179

Frye Boots size 7 546-6092 Bari

Nordics Ski Boots, mens size 9Vi three

seasons new 6-8753

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri

day 4 pm 8 pm 545^2645 or drop in

SU406F

Bobby - I'll be yours forever! All my Love,

Lisa.

INTERSESSION ft SPRING PRAC-
TICUM work 1 -4 afternoons per wk in after

school day care K-6 ON CAMPUS Hrs

available M, T, Th, F 2:45-5:45W 1:00-5:45

wkly staff mtgs 1:00-2:00 EARN 3-6

CREDITS based on days worked. For more

info call Kathy Hamblin 586-6853 before

noon or after 5:30 pm

Lisal Happy 1 8th Birthdayl! Love MB

Ecikankar - open discussion - understan-

ding dreams Bang's Community Center

Tuesday, 7:30 pm, NovembeM6

Tommybear - Happy Birthday!!! Get

psyched to put on your dancin' shoes and

flash your license around. Wishing you the

best this year and always!!! Me love,

Nesiebear

Writing assistance. Professional, editing.

references. 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323 4054

I've got a chain saw and will cut wood
and do treework for reasonaole rates call

BHI at 549-6138

Professional typing very reasonable call

6654223

B I RTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi-

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253-7813

with your exact time of birth.

STOLEN

Navy blue flight jacket w/Trial Court

patch on lower right hand pocket, key

chain w/name PALANI please return or If

seen call 6-5745 reward

STOWE

Ski capital of the East. Thanksgiving trip

lift tickets 3 days Nov. 26, 27, 28 2 nights

ace. ski dorm 4 meals 1 keg per 25 people 1

hot tub party. Free demo equipment from

30 major manuf . For $92 - hotel rm $10 ex-

tra call Bob Collins 549 2775 Dan Hoban
546-7974 Steve Savard 253-55W

SUQARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommatee
during intersession. Ski to and from the

mountain. First come,
253-9409

first serve. Call Al

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

LOST

Gold Down Perka on Oct. 29 on 10th

floor. Campus Center. Reward. 549 1820,

ask for Jeff

MINOLTA POCKET INSTAMATIC
CAMERA Saturday nite October 31 at 56

Townehouse. PICTURES and CAMERA
have great sentimental value. Please call

549-1215 no questions asked. Greatly ap-

preciatedl REWARDIIIII

Three keys on Budweiser key chain lost

Friday in a drunken stuper 549-2873

Blue Mao Jacket. This jacket is very sen-

timental reward offered. Contact John

584-8163

Dissertetions, thesis, papers guaranty

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED
~

Ride needed to Maryland, DC, or

Virginia Thanksgiving time. Please!

Claudia 546 7240

Interns go places and earn academic

credit while they're there! Overseas and

out-of state placements available. Office of

Internships 545-0727

WANTED

UrgentI I need a ticket for Billy Joel con-

cert Nov 19 call 6-989^

WANTED TO BUY

RIDERS NEEDED

Driving to California about November 16,

woman, share driving and gas. For one or

two persons. 256-6620

ROOMMATE WANTED

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Female apartmentmate wanted for

single room. Either ASAP or Jan 1 excellent

bus service! 549-5666

Female to share a large bedroom in a 3

bedroom beautifully furnished apt. in

Townehouse. Starting Jan 1. Less than

$125/month 549-5998

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keeptry-

ing call Lucie 546 7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Spring semester apartment 1 or 2

t>edroom apartment on bus route call Fer-

nando, Rob 546 7713 or 7714

1 or 2 bedroom apartment wanted this

spring semester call 546-9696 546-5079

anytime

Room or apt wanted for two femalea on

bus route begining in Jan for spring

semester. Please call either Mary 546-6468

or Sue 546-8455

^ Wfltlng/Rh^toflc R#quir#m»nt
Undergraduates who have not taken a first level 'B'

core course and have not been exempted should pre-

register for English 190A for this spring. Anyone who

has not taken the prerequisite Writing Progrann Place-

ment Test should take it dunng counselling week:

November 16 8:00 p.m. Mahar 108

November 17 8:00 p.m. Bartlett 65

November 18 8:00 p.m. Hasbrouck 20

Upperclassmen needing a second level 'B' core

course should pre-register for English 152. Freshmen

who do not complete level I and upperclassmen who

do not complete level II this year may find it necessary

to take an equivalent course at another institution, at

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE KICKOFF

Interested in attending one of the NSE institutions-Oregon, Hawaii,

Idaho, Alabama, Virgin Islands, California and more -at their In-

state tuition? Check out the NSE Program!

DONT FUMBLE
Applications now available outside 255 Whitmore or at the NSE

Library located at the Whitmore counter near the ramp entrance.

NSE LIBRARY HOURS (Whitmore Counter)

. Monday: 1 1 :00 - 1 :00 Tuesday: 2:30 - 4:00

Wednesday: 3:30 - 5:00 Thursday: 2:30 - 4:00

Friday: 11:00-1:00

Application deadline: February 15, 1983 (or before) for Fall, 1983.

Application fee: $25.

Transcript with Fall '82 grad<5s due by February 15. Must have 2.5

cum at the time of application.

GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING
November 16: 4:00 6:00 p.m. 917 Campus Center

November 17: 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 165 Campus Center
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Wildcats not so wild to the Minutemen
UM has a piece of the YCpie

^ ollrfiui |»kota b; Tervsa BcllkTiorr

Jim Simeone had a stellar afternoon on Saturday as he went 11 for 16

in the passing department.

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

The most confusing and unpredictable

Yankee Conference season in recent years

is complete, and the University of

Massachusetts secured a quarter of the

conference crown with a punishing 27

stomping of the University of New Ham-

pshire before 4.871 frostbiten fans at

Alumni Stadium Saturday.

A Minuteman loss would have left the

Minutemen in the conference basement

with New Hampshire, but instead UMass

coach Boh Pickett and his team put a nice

finishing touch on what turned out to be a

roller coaster ride through the 1982 Yankee

Conference season.

"Coming back from Maine and on the ride

back from BU, things really didn't look

good," said Pickett, refering to the

disastrous two week stretch when UMass

dropped games to Maine 42 24. and BU 42

6.

UMass will share the title with the Black

Bears, the Terriers and the Huskies from

UConn. who defeated Rhode Island 26 21

Saturday to earn their portion of the title.

Now conference officials have the task of

selecting the conference representative,

probably Maine or BU. to the NCAA
Division 1 AA playoffs which get underway

in a couple of weeks.

There is no doubt that the University of

Massachusetts football team that over-

matched New Hampshire Saturday was a

much better team than the one that

struggled through a four week stretch

earlier in the year. One big reason for the

improvement is the addition of Jim Simeone

to the Massachusetts offense.

The freshman quarterback had his second

consecutive impressive game after a shaky

opening performance against UConn.
throwing 11 16 passing for 223 yards and a

touchdown. At one time in the third quarter

Simeone had hit nine of his first ten passes.

But it was the Umass defense, led by
linebacker Craig Lesinski. who had two
interceptions, nine assisted tackles and also

had a quarterback sack to his credit, that

gave UMass such a convincing win over the"

Wildcats.

"It was a great accomplishment by our

defen.se to shut down New Hampshire,"

said Pickett. "We beat a decent football

team today."

Shut down is an understatement. The
UMass defense held the Wildcats to 67 total

yards, and extended an unbelievable

streak. The last time the University of New
Hampshire scored a touchdown against the

University of Massachusetts was in the first

quarter in a game played in 1978.

New Hampshire never really threatened

to break the embarassing streak while the

Minutemen completely dominated the line

of scrimmage, piling up 476 total yards, and

moved the ball almost at will in the second

half.

After UMass went out to a rather boring

10 half time lead on a 13 yard touchdown

run by pearson and a 22 yard Bob Ross field

goal. UMass started to dominate action

completely in the second half.

While New Hampshire quarterbacks Rick

Leclerc and Chris Collins couldn't^^en get

New Hampshire a second half urst down,

Simeone fired for seven for ten through the

air for 177 second half yards.

On one scoring drive that covered 80

yards in 6 plays. Simeone hit Ron
Mangarelli with a 41 yard bomb down the

right sideline and then hit Mangarelli again

with a 37 yard touchdown pass two plays

later.

Mangarelli caught six passes for 139

yards on the day. He was injured in the

fourth quarter after making an over the
("nvtiriufd <>n }>0<jc K

Men's basketball: McLaughlin's second year

Rebuilding the hoop program \ / i ^/
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

EDITORS NOTE: This is the first of a

series of articles previeunng this year's

men's basketball team.

It was something along the line of the fall

of the Roman Empire. The University of

Massachusetts had enjoyed success with its

basketball program for many years and

then, all of a sudden, things started to turn

sour.

The crumble was abrupt and unpleasant.

The team that had once been the pride of

the school was shunned by all but its most

steadfast fans. Jokes about what was

amounting to a monumental losing streak

were prevalent not only around campus but

also all over the state.

A veteran coach quit and his a.ssistant

took over for awhile but the end result was

still the same: UMa.ss basketball was the

whipping post of division one basketball.

Last yejir, however, the team turned the

corner. Despite posting a 7 20 record, the

Minutemen were once again a team to be

reckoned with. Basketball respectability

returned to the Curry Hicks Cage and with

it came the sellout crowds that had been

missing for the previous couple of years.

The man behind the reselling of UMass

basketball was a first year coach who had

been a Minuteman in the days of NIT berths

and 20 win seasons, head coach Tom
McLaughlin.
McLaughlin became an instant per

sonaUty at UMass. His charismatic style of

coaching made him a marketable media

figure. He. in turn, was able to let the

UMass fans know that basketball was back

on track again.

A major factor in McLaughlin's success is

his ability to recruit quality ballplayers and

"sell" the campus and the basketball

program to them.

"Recruiting wise, we've been as suc-

cessful as we possibly could be." said

McLaughlin of his first two years of

drawing talent to perform in the Cage.

Success, in terms of the recruiting, can

be measured through last year's two top

performers Donald Russell and Horace

Neysmith. Both Russell and Neysmith were

freshmen and as such both were in

McLaughlin's first recruiting class.

Along with Russell and Neysmith came
George Ramming. Bobby Braun. Ron
Young and a red-shirted Skip Connors. The
only walk-on to make the squad was Hal

Shaw.
That was last year's class. This year.

McLaughlin once again pulled more than

one rabbit out of his hat as he landed four

more legitimate ballplayers in A.J.

Wynder, John Hempel, Darryl Carter and

Tom Kmerson.
"I wanted the University of

Massachusetts to have the best team that

they could po.ssibly have because I'm an

alumni of the place and I beheve that one of

the ways that it can be enhanced

academically is to have good athletic

teams," said McLaughlin.

McLaughlin knows that the team isn't all

the way there yet but , many of the pieces to

the puzzle are now in hand and, with the

proper placement, a whole basketball team

will emerge.

"I think if we had drawn a plan and said

'This is what we're gonna do' it couldn't

have happened any better." said

McLaughlin.

It will be a question of how McLaughlin,

and his assistants Mark Shea and Ron
Gerlufsen, can handle the players, press

and public this year. If they can do it as well

as last year, then this season will be a whole

lot of fun for everyone, especially the fans.

"When you're coaching at a university

you're in the people business," said

McLaughlin.

And it's a business that he Ls very good

It.

"That's the Ullest library in the world. You'll love it here.
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Truth Of Black Panther Murder Comes To Light

By Keith Johnson

The truth about the death of Black Panther Party

leader Fred Hampton is coming close to being

recognized by the court, government, and the public.

As of October 25, the civil rights lawsuit charging

violations by city, state, and federal governments

against Hampton and six other people is close to an

end.
Fred Hampton was the chairman of the lllinios Black

Panther Party. Perhaps because of the fact that

CHicago is the center of Black political activity, Hamp-
ton became one of the most outspoken of the Black

Panther leaders. He followed Marxist-Leninist political

ideologies and supported the Black Panther self-

defense policy.

The Black Panther Party organized itself under the

idea of self-defense of the Black community. They

bore arms and patrolled the streets to protect the

community from unjustifiable police harrassment and

arrest. These patrols would also carry copies of legal

rights to insure that a confrontation with police would

be dealt with on a legal basis. But the Black Panthers

were also known for their community support pro)ect%

such as the Breakfast for Children program

On December 4, 1969, 14 Chicago policemen under

the authonty of Cook County State Attorney Edward

Hanrahan raided an apartment at 2337 W. Monroe

Street in Chicago. The police had a warrent for the

search of illegal weapons in the apartment.

The police fired more than 80 rounds of gunfire into

the apartment. There was a heavy concentration of

machine gun and shotgun fire directed toward one liv-

ing room wall and two bedrooms. There was never

any evidence that any of the seven people in the apart-

ment had fired a weapon.
At the end of the predawn raid Fred Hampton and

Black Panther Monty Clark of Peoria, Illinois were

dead from gunshot wounds It was later verified that

Hampton never rised from the bed that he died in.

Four other people in the apartment were also injured

in the raid.

Later that day State Attorney Hanrahan held a press

conference. At the conference he stated that the oc-

cupants of the apartment had fired first and that the

police had returned fire. He exhibited a photograph of

a shotgun riddled wall. It was later found by in-

vestigating reporters that the suspected bullet holes

had actually been nail heads.

The Coroner's Jury came to a verdict of justifiable

homocide But a later Federal Grand Jury came to the

conclusion that the police report stating that they fired

in self-defense was false. But still no police were in-

dicted on any charges.

In 1972, a lawsuit charging civil rights violations and

asking $47 7 million in damages was filed against 28

defendants. The State Attorney was included as one

of the defendants. Charges against 21 of the defen-

dants were dropped by Federal District Judge Joseph

Sam Perry before the case went to the jury. When the

jury deadlocked in the case against the remaining

defendants, Perry dismissed the charges on them

also.

In 1979, the case was appealed and the court stated

that the case against the defendants be given a new
trial. This court indicated that there had been obstruc-

tions by government officials who withheld certain

revalent docun^enrs that were essential to the case.

Fred Hampton, Black Panther

Party member assassinated by

Chicago cops.

In 1980, after being appealed to the Supreme Court,

the court refused to dismiss the case and ordered it

sent back to the District Court.

The case is now about to be settled for approx-

imately $1 .85 million. The settlement will be paid by ci-

ty, state, and federal governments. The mothers of

Fred Hampton and Mark Clark will share the settle-

ment along with the seven other plaintiffs.

Yet the money can not bring back the lives of Fred

Hampton and Mark Clark. Nor can it cover the grief

suffered by their family and friends. But what is more

important is that the courts have proved that not only

were the city, state and federal governments involved

in the organized killing of Hampton and Clark, but that

they also tried to cover up the murder. But to this day.

although it has been noted that the police were all but

guilty of murder, no police or government officials

have been indicted.

The murders of Fred Hampton and Mark Clark are

but two incidents in the history of the government's

suppression of the Black liberation movement. The

Black Panther Party was broken up through a series of

arrests and killings. But what is ironic is that these two

leaders join the list of other murdered leaders.

Whether they were moderates such as Medger Evers

and Martin Luther King, Jr. or so-called radicals such

as Malcolm X, Fred Hampton and Mark Clark, they

were all murdered in a time span of ten years. To

believe that so many important Black people could

have been killed by coincidence m that short time in-

stead of an organized planned attack by powerful

forces IS absurd.
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Direction Given For 'Human Relations;jffort
Black Provost Addresses I mass

Faculty Symposium

By Angela Brown

Facultv Symposium on Human Relations:

"Wh.le none of us are to blame for our history, we are

all the consequences of it. we come from long years

of trafficking in human beings. We come ^^om long

years of expelling others from their homeland and ap_

nroDriatinq it to our own selfish purposes... stated

Dr J Herrrlan Blake. Provost at the University of

California, Santa Cruz, in a keynote address entitled

^Beyond Civility" to the Faculty Symposium on

Human Relations, last Thursday, November 11, 1982^

J Herman Blake is widely known as one of the

foremost leaders in the field of higher educatiori. The

address and the Symposium were given in an effort o

"legitimize issues of human relations according to

UMass Assistant Provost Johnetta Cole, ^ho Qave m^

troductions and welcomed Part'cpants^
concerned

was attended by approximately 150-200 concernea

faculty members and interested community

^^^'^Blake provided an insightful discussion of the

history behind programs like "The Year Toward C.vHi-

tv" (Academic Year 81-82) and the necessity to go

beyond such programs in an educational setting such

as that of Amherst. He provided an in-depth analysis

of the responsibilities of faculty to "...engage in a pro-

cess of discovery, creativity and instruction which will

benefit the people of this state and this nation I n Dr

Blake's words; "As the University begins to reflect

more of the diversity of the society, a positive ajv

proach to human relations is an appropriate effort to

build upon the richness of our diversity and make it a

springboard to new understandings

Provost Blake's presentation focussed primarily on

the need for all of the Univeristy's teaching staff to in-

corporate issues of racism, sexism and ant.-semit.srn

into the broadest range of academic disciplines, and

to incorporate these issues into the faculty-person s

approach to undergraduate teaching in order to avoid

^^

J. Herman Blake addresses the Faculty Sym

"Beyond Civility: Human Relations in the

perpetuating these problems. In addition to promoting

the inclusion of issues of racism, etc. into the pro

grammatic and curricular aspects of teaching, Dr

Blake also highlighted the importance of sensitivity to

certain theoretical shortcomings which transmit a

view of the world based on racist, sexist or otherwise

oppressive premises. "Concepts such as the 'cultural-

ly deprived child', 'the disorganized Black family', 'the

culture of poverty', and the like are both incorrect and

offensive," said Dr. Blake

He also emphasized the importance of initiating

ongoing efforts on the questions of racism, sexism

and so on, by calling for the full commitment of

everyone whose involvement is necessary for success.

The initiation of ongoing efforts was one of the pro-

fessed goals of the Symposium on Human Relations,

which was organized by the Working Group on

Academic Resources, from the Chancellor's Commis-

sion on Civility

posium on Human Relations in a talk entitled

Academy" Photo by Sheila Smith

"
If there is no substantive commitment from the

faculty and creative leadership from the administra-

tion then this entire convocation will be nothing more

than a tinkling bell and a sounding cymbal with

nothing substative forthcoming," stated Dr. Blake

Dr Blake also warned against allowing the burden

to fall upon the untenured, women and minority facul-

ty saying "untenured, women and minonty must be

«:pared from undue burdens so that they can establish

their professional and research careers."
.

' here

must be strong involvement of the tenured male,

Anglo faculty who have much to gain from such a pro-

gram as well as a lot to contribute."

Finally, Dr. Blake emphasized the importance ot

student input into the effort to eradicate racism, sex-

ism and other forms of oppression. "We would not

have learned anything at all at Santa Cruz if we had

not developed sensitive and effective feedback

mechanisms," he concluded

Canadian Doctor Provides Hard Evidence Of Israel's Military

Intervention in Lebanon An EyewKm-ss .Vccunt On I.oban..n War

by Tracey Bryant

Dr. Chris Giannou. a Canadian surgeon recounted his

experiences in I^ebanon since the war. He worked in

Lebanon with the Palestine Red Crescent Society, which is

a member of the International League of the Red Cross and

Red Crescent Societies based in Geneva. He worked in two

hospitals during his two year stay in Lebanon. The first

was the central Red Crescent hospital in the southern city

of Nabatiyyah. He also intermittently worked as a surgeon

with the Red Crescent hospital in Sidon. He witnessed the

bombing of Sidon and the destruction of the Ain al Hilweh

refugee Camp.
He saw the largest refugee camp which held 80,000

people bombed . "and as usual after the bombardment was

desolation. The terrain had been disfigured. There were

black craters filled with rubble and debris."

One of the hospitals he was working in was hit several

times. "The patients were afraid to stay in their beds.

About 4.000 civilians in the hospital were fleeing refugee

camp*. They figured a hospital was safe it wouldn't be

bombed. One woman came in labor, we shoved her in the

closet. She gave birth, was hit by apiece of shrapnel flying

in through the window and died leaving a five hour old

mlant. .

He said that though the IsraeU government denied it,

they did use cluster bombs. Cluster bombs are anti-

personnel bombs-they leave buUdings in tact while

destroying people. He said that they also used

phospherous bombs which fix a person in the exact position

of impact (like a statue), and then incinerates the person

within two or three hours.

Among people both Palestinians and Israeli soldiers.

'There was a lot of confusion going on." Dr. Giannou said

that one time Israeli planes dropped leaflets teUing people

to evacuate the camp. The leaflet did not reach into the

camp, and did not specify where to evacuate to. A woman

asked one Israeli soldier who told her to go down by the

front, and on the way back to tell the other people, another

soldier told her that they should stay in the camp. Dr.

Giannou said that the soldiers were not always clear on

exactly what was going on and what they were to do.

On two separate occasions, the Dr. met an Israeli soldier

that was also a doctor. He said that both were men of

"magnanimity." With rising emotion he told the audience

that "we should all conduct ourselves in peace the way

these two men conducted themselves in war." "They were

more interested in saving lives" than in the Israeli army

carrying out the specific momentary objective.

Dr. Giannou was eventually arrested. He. like the

others taken prisoner, had to parade in front of three

jeeps. "The most terrifying experience was having to stand

in front of some hooded bastard totally unable to defend

yourself." He said that there were men accusing other men

left and right . The Israeli soldiers wanted to hear that they

were PLO members. Dr. Giannou said that sometimes

people accused others because of petty vendettas, but

more often to ingratiate themselves with the soldiers; fear.

One man would be singled out. an "X" marked on his shirt,

and then he would be Uken away. "This continued."

Dr. Giannou was taken to the Convent School of Sidon.

Classrooms were used for interrogations and the courtyard

was the detention area. Out in the courtyard, the heat

ranged from 95 degrees to 105. There were beatings. He

said that they ranged from simple kicks, slaps, etc. to

beatings with the use of chair and table legs and he even

saw a cat o nine tails used on one person. Two prisoners

he examined were dead from having been out in the sun for

fifteen minutes after a severe beating by four or five Israeli

soldiers.

Not all the soldiers were this brutal, the doctor insisted.

He told the audience that some Israeli soldiers tried to put

an end to the beatings and tried to alleviate the prisoners'

suffering, by bringing them extra water or loosening the

hand ties. But often the commanding officers witnessed the

beatings.and they did nothing about them.

The Canadian and two Norwegian doctors were never

beaten. The guards (soldiers) knew that they were doctors

from their respective countries. "Each time new guards

came to take the shift, they were informed." who were the

Norwegians and the Canadian. "We were often engaged in

discourse by some of the soldiers."

He was kept at the detention center for two days- June

13 15 (1982). He was then brought to the Megiddo

(Armageddon) prison in the north of Israel until June 20.

He was finally released after pressure from the Canadian

government. The Norwegians were also released. He said

that there were many others still in the detention camps

that did no more or less than he. but who did not have the

Canadian (or Norwegian) government behind them. Of the

prison he remarked that, "It was ironic that the men

received receipts with the words "prisoner of war" for

their valuables (like his Canadian passport), when they

were not accorded prisoner of war status.

The War

There was "blind shelling of the civilian population."

"There are wards and wards of children, because like Latin

America. Africa and Asia, over 50 percent of the

population is under 16 years of age." The doctor sUted

Continv£d on p(^c ^_
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The Klan's New Face:
by Joe Ganon

"Why are you here today
"

"I like to be with 'good white people'."

"Why did you join the Klan
"

"Because I like to be with 'good white people'."

"As opposed to whom "

"Unh-unh. No comment."

This exchange with the Klansman took place at a rally in

Rockville. Maryland, sponsored by the Invisible Empire of

the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. on Nov. 6. The Klan-

sman's reluctance to verbalize what was obviously implied

in "good white people" illustrate the new face some Klan

leaders are attempting to project in public, especially to

the media.

Bill Wilkinson, the leader of the Invisible Empire, seems

to personify this "new" Klan image. As the main, and only

speaker at Rockville. billed as a 'support your local police

rally." Wilkinson was the voice of rational racism.

Addressing the 25 Klansmen, 40 journalists, and 300

policemen. Wilkinson claimed not to be a racist, but a

"segregationist." He did not speak of the genetic in

feriority or superiority of races, but. rather, of the

naturalness of segregating the races. A process which

would, "of course." be mutually benefitting to all.

Bill Wilkinson doesn't hate black people. Hell, he

"doesn't even know any."

What Wilkinson does know, is that times have changed.

He recognizes that crude racial slurs and stereotyping are

no longer "acceptable" to respectable mainstream

America. To accomodate this change, Wilkinson now

speaks against affirmative action, forced bussing, crime

and white flight.

With this kind of rhetoric masking his racist ideas, it is

no surprise that Wilkinson points to the policies of the

Reagan administration, as he did at Rockville, for proof

that he has only the interests of the "white race" at heart.

But there should be no mistaking it: a new look does not

constitute new actions. The National Anti Klan Com
mittee, based in Atlanta, Georgia, has documented no

fewer than 500 cases of Klan violence in the past 18

months. The shotgunning of three black women '>u

Chatanooga. Tennessee, and the video-taped murder of

five anti-Klan activist* in Greensboro. North CaroUna. are

only the two most notorious. For Blacks. Jews. gays, anti

Klan activists, or labor organizers in the South, the threat

of Klan violence is a constant.

And that threat is growing. In a recent issue of the "Gay

Community News" (GCN), an article filed from AtlanU ran

a profile on the man responsible for the recent formation of

the Confederation of Klans. Ed Fields, GCN reports,is the

"Goebels" of the Confederation; an umbrella organization

which has united seven Klan factions in eight states and

Canada.

As the ideologue of the Confederation, Fields is

promoting Klan unity which he envisions translating into

political power. Fields has also taken it upon himself to

build international ties between the Klan and European
fascist organizations, like the British Movement in

England.

Like Wilkinson, GCN reports. Fields is a rational racist

who "likes polo shirts and talks like a college professor."

However, even Fields cannot help but let his mask slip

occasionally. The reporter for GCN recounted a speech

given by Fields at a private rally sponsored by his New
Order Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. (The paramilitary

wing of his National States' Rights Party.) From the back

of a pick up truck, his face red with emotion. Fields

shouted at the crowd that it would be far better if nuclear

war destroyed America, as long as enough (50.000 or so)

white people survived to rebuild the white race, than for

America to continue on its slide into decadence.

That men like Fields and Wilkinson are demonstrating

the political sophistication necessary to attempt to turn the

Klan into a political force is frightening and outrageous.

But why now Why after years of bitter factionalizing was
Ed Fields successful in forming the Confederation of Klans

Why. after 50 years, does the Klan intend to demonstrate
its strength by marching on Washington Nov. 27

Bill Wilkinson practically summed it up himself in Rock
ville: The Klan senses an ideological kinship with the

Reagan administration. Hidden behind the myth of

Reagan's mandate, but even more so in the policies of his

administration, the Fields and WUkinsons sense the feeling

of frustration pervading white America.

Just as Reagan has profitted from the failure of

liberalism to succe.ssfully manage the economy, or even to

offer new ideas to old problems, so. too. do the Klan

ideologues seek to capitalize on the easily manipulated

fears of white America. Wilkinson and Fields are

mimicking, in public, the rhetoric of Reaganism: states'

rights, affirmative action, communism, welfare cheats,

etc., while still retaining their old chimeras of race mixing,

race wars, the spread of homosexuality, and the in-

ternational Jewish conspiracy.

The Ku Klux Klan, from its ideologues on down to its

thugs, is a real and growing danger to the precious

freedoms we still manage to extract from our political

system.

Dr. Giannou Continued

that, "Usually there were 50 60 patients per half hour.'^

During the seizure of Beirut "there were 200 300 patients"

per half hour. The most severely injured usually had to be

sacrificed "left to die in order to save the lives of ten who

needed simple surgery." When Dr. Giannou left Beirut

July 17, 1981, there were 700 dead and 1.000 wounded.

"There was a massacre before the massacre, "the doctor

tated. "Winter in Lebanon is devastating. Even in peace

time it is catastrophic. The infantile diarrhea is endemic."

He said that the basic services like sanitation, water

supply, etc. the basic needs of the people, which the PLO

had set up organizations to provide for, could no longer be

carried out because of the invasion. "Many will face this

winter with paper shelters."

"Lebanon is a country under military occupation," he

continued. The people wander, are always on the move

trying to avoid fighting; trying to avoid bullets and bombs.

Even the refugee camps and hospitals are not immune to

bombings. "For fifteen years Israel has been doing police

work," in Lebanon.

Israel. Israel's Objectives

"There is an Israeli paranoia about security." "Israel has

the third strongest army in the worid." "It's all right to

have security, but it's always the Arabs that lose wars and

land. "said Dr. Giannou. "There is no such thmg as a

defendable border today. The Israel-Egypt border is

Israel's most secure border and that is because of a political

understanding, not because it is miliUrily defendable."

"When you define security only in military terms, you are

militarizing your society."

"Israel
" Dr. Giannou stated, "is becommg more and

more miliUrized." "What you will have is a militarized

state." "It has Deen s«iiu liiat Israel i> uv. '.v-ug*. r a slate with

an army, but an army with a state." The doctor also said

But to fight the Klan. to defeat it. we cannot simply cut

off its head. For the Klan to die we must remove from it

the body of people who support it. They are people filled

with fear, anxiety, desperation, and a sense of

hopelessness which finds expression, no matter how
demented or ugly or violent, in the Klan.

Until there is a progressive social movement which

recognizes the depths of this contry's politcal problems,

and can deal effectively with them, the Klan and groups

like it, will remain, an increasingly louder voice speaking

to a nation wandering in the dark.

Because the Klan is a social disease, does not mean that

its influence cannot be minimized. That an organization

with such a long history of lynching, arson, murder, and

rape, can openly operate on a political and para military

level, is a statement in itself.

Yet our government has failed to use even harsh legal

measures to stifle the Klan. The tragic and intolerable

truth here is that the Klan is not now, nor ever has it been

perceived as a threat to the U.S. government.

Bill Wilkin.son doesn't want to hurt America. Hell, he

just wants to make it safe for "good white people."

that Begin has been called Defense Minister Sharon's first

political prisoner.

Though 100.000 demonstrated in Tel Aviv against the

war. Sharon continued to make statements to the Hebrew

press (The Jerusalem Post and others), that defined his

intentions as militaristic and expansionary. In statements

to the press, he has even mentioned Iran, asking what was

to stop him once he secured some of the other regions. It

has been said in some IsraeU circles. "Sharon could lead us

to Curachi if we let him." "Israel's strategic interests run

from Chad to Iran", said Giannou. It is clear. Giannou

continued, that Sharon intends for Israel to thoroughly

control the region.

Also clear is the objectives of Israel for carrying out this

war. "It has been printed in the Hebrew press that it is the

Israeli government's avowed aim to annex the West

Bank." and "to crush any political opposition by the

Palestinian people." It has been stated by the government

that their goal is "the eradication of any Palestinian

structural influence". Dr. Giannou said that the govern-

ment is attempting to rid the area-(the West Bank) of "any

institutional Palestinian presence."

The Politics of the War

Chris Giannou said that the basic issue was. "do you

believe in self determination of people." "The Palestinians

have the right to determine what kind of political structure

they want." "The vast majority of Palestinians feel

represented by the PLO. The relationship is an organic

one." The PLO, "symbolizes their national aspirations."

He went on to say that "trying to make the PLO look like

a small terrorist group lurking in corners, is a mistake."

"In almost all cases, the main organization of a national

iiheraiion strufirele is called terrorist. People walking

around the UN today were called terrorists by colonial

powers (during their struggle). The people of course refer

to them as freedom fighters."

The Canadian doctor said that what is happening in

Lebanon is the same as what has occurred in many Third

World countries since World War II. He called it a colonial

situation. He told the audience that, " settler cobnies

develop differently. " "America is a settler colony. There

was genocide against the indigenous people and en-

slavement of Blacks. South Africa simply enslaved the

indigenous population Blacks. Israel is a settler colony

that used dispersal."

Giannou went on to say that Reagan's plan for the

Middle East situation "is behind what is needed."

"Recognize Israel's right to exist and we'll talk to you. isn't

much." The PLO proposal, he furthered explained, implies

that they will recognize Israel's right to exist if Israel

guarantees that Palestinian rights will be recognized.

Begin. Giannou reported, refuses to negotiate even if the

PLO recognizes Israel's right to exist. He gave an example

of how a U.S. -Israel negotiation Ulk might go. "Reagan

will say. get rid of one of the settlements. Begin says three

more settlements, and Reagan does nothing."

The U.S. government gives Israel 2.5 billion dollars for

its military budget. "If Reagan was serious, he would cut

off all aid to the whole region. He's cut out aid to Poland,

the Soviet Union, etc. for less." "When Argentina invaded

the Falklands. it was branded aggression, and sanctions

were immediately imposed." "We no longer have to ask

how did this happen " "A modern city, Beirut, has been laid

seige to for five months, and the world sat back and

watched." He ended his discussion saying. "You either

back up your principles with deeds or it's called

hypocrisy.'
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Juan Calderon and Drew Jackson take time out tor a

smile

Malcolm X Center: A Resource for

Reaganism At Umass ??

bv Ed Cohen

Ronald Reagan has brought about a reinforcennent

of the "good old days" mentality, which includes an

increase of racism and a lack of sensitivity towards

people of color on the part of caucasions We see, on

the Federal level, that the war against the poor is caus-

ing a great decrease in social service benefits for low-

income persons in the areas of medical programs,

food stamps, educational services, and housing. Plen-

ty of money is available for nuclear bombs, but not for

education

All of this IS the mentality of Reaganomics.

Whereas people of color constitute a large percentage

of the low-income bracket, and continue to be lodged

there nothing is being done to rectify that situation.

Local'institutions, here in the Pioneer Valley, are quick

to pick up the trend of insensibility of national climate.

For example. University of Massachusetts president

David Knapp has proclaimed that the University

should raise its admissions standars by instituting

tougher requirements But. what doec this mean for

low-income students? And what does this mean for

students of color who continue to be primarily from

low-income backgrounds and therefore are more likely

to have inadequate educations, due to the problems

of public school education in poor communities.

Programs such as the Upward Bound Program, a

pre-college preparatory program for low-income high

school students are being cut back; from 440 pro

grams nationally to only 175. The programs are destin-

ed to become less effective in helping a substantial

number of poor students to achieve the higher admis-

sions standards such as those proposed for UMass In

fact there is a real danger that people who are sen

sitive to the needs of students of color, in particular,

and low-income students in general, will be

'reorganized' out if the decision making process of this

University, and others.

Even at the student level the mentality ot

Reaganism prevails Every year an attempt is made to

elliminate 'Third World' organizations from this cam-

pus and only vigilant action by concerned students

prevents this from occuring. Racism is one of the

leading factors behind these attempts, with certain

students unable to understand why institutions like

NUMMO News, Black Affairs, BMCP, and others

should exist. On the most immediate level the effects

of Reaganism touch us very closely When caucas.on

students fail to be sensitive to the needs of students of

color, then racism is successfull siuderits need to

organize to eliminate the dehumanizing effects of

racism and prejudice

By Keith W. Johnson

The Malcolm X Cultural Center is one of four area

cultural centers here at UMass Located in the lower

level of the Berkshire Dining Commons in Southwest

Residential Area, the center is the largest and most ac-

tive cultural center on campus. The center tries to pro-

mote the pride of people of the Third World thru

various programs and activities and is named after the

great Black religious and humane right leader of the

1950's and 60's, Malik El Shabazz, otherwise known

as Malcolm X

Black Students

SPOTTJGHT
The center is basically a gathering place for Third

World students It's television, ping-pong and pool

tables make it a great place for a recreational break

from study. But many nights one can find students

studying in the center. There is even a small library

located in the center

A number of courses are also taught during the

academic year. These courses study various aspects

of the Third World community and some have, in the

past, been affiliated with the Afro-American Studies

Department But most classes are coordinated thru

the Southwest Residential College.

The nine-member student staff of the Malcolm X

Center is ledby Co-Directors Phil Pasley and Neil

Grant. The staff is advised by their teaching assistant

(TA) Earl Brown. This staff not only organizes the pro-

gramming of the Center but also represents the Third

World students of Southwest as the Third World

Caucus of the Southwest Assembly which funds the

Center. ^ w .

The Center sponsors various activities throughout

the year such as Fun and Games nights, movies, lec-

tures, workshops and is a very popular nightspot

because of the many parties given there Likewise, the

Center is the primary sponsor of the Malcolm X Spring

Picnic which is the most awaited event of the school

The Malcolm X Center is there for all Third World

students and needs the support of the student com-

munity. For more information on courses or events,

contact the Center at 545-2819.

The Malcolm X Center hours are: Sunday 2 P.M - 10

P.M
- 10 P.M.

10 P.M
- 10 P.M.

10 P.M.

JL^

Monday 12 P.M.
Tuesday 12 P.M.
Wednesday 4 P.M
Thursday 1 P.M.
Friday 1 P.M. - 11

International Affairs

On November 3, 1982 the International Monetary

Fund approved a $1.1 billion loan to South Africa, a

nation which practices policies of racial segregation

and white dominance over the Black maionty.

Clear objections have been raised in the UN, which

ousted South Africa in 1974, on political questions

such as Its military agressions against neighboring

Namibia and Angola. These objections were

countered with statements that the IMF is

"apolitical"; judging applicants solely on economic

criteria However, the U.S. has been successful in

pressuirng the IMF to extend $85 billion in loans to El

Salvador in blatant violation of these criteria Thus,

political interests are clearly a consideration influenc

ing which nations are to receive Western assistance.

The New York Times has reported that approx-

imately 1,000 unidentified bodies have turned up in

Argentina in the past few weeks, and are widely

believed to be the remains of some of the reported

6,000 people who disappeared during the 1970's upris-

ing in that country.

Many human rights leaders, and the general public

of Argentina are becoming increasingly convinced of

the military's role in the violence. Consequently, some
military officials have declared that the elections

scheduled for 1984 should be postponed and/or void-

ed if an agreement cannot be reached with civilian

leaders to settle the problem of public outrage over

this matter.

Rebuttal: Black Homecoming Not Segregationist
To the Editor:

I am writing m reaction to an article on the front page ot the

November first edition of the Collegian Particularly, my attention

was aroused by the UMass "Black Homecoming Parade
"

The festive atmosphere of the accompanying photograph is to be

appreciated, but the intent of a "Black Homecoming" is what I

question Who m their right mind holds the notion that black

students whould have a different homecoming? Aren't we all

(blacks, whites, etc ) involved in the festivities of the homecoming^

Why shouldn't all students en)oy the event as a student body,

without some of us isolating ourselves? To me there is a blatant

segregationist attitude being displayed here No wonder there is

racism at our university, some students insist on grouping

themselves in such a way that intimidates the mafonty Isn't the aim

of various cultural organizations to help assimilate, and also to

alleviate the situation for the minority student' The insistence of

some groups to remain in their own little "cults" only nurtures racist

sentirrtents and eventually, hatred. The hypocrisy of that

"homecoming" event is sadly farcical segregation is clearly being

promoted in an ominous yfi/ay.

In conclusion, I would like to offer a general request As

powerless as I am, I would like to suggest to all campus ethnic

organizations that they reevaluate their ultimate intentions Is it to

coexist and bleniP Or is it more in "vogue" to remain cold and dis

tant from the majority? Also, do present measures actually make

headway in the quest for racial harmony?

Chris Bacich

r, i^ •- »Ai I w Sunderland
By Keith W Johnson

This article is a rebuttal to the above article

which appeared in the editorial section of the

Collegian on Wednesday, November 10th

The question is raised as to why Black

students have their own homecoming since

the author seems to believe that the purpose

of ethnic and cultural organizations on cam

pus should be to assimilate with the majority.

He futher claims that the result of having

such organizations and events is to in_

timidate the majority, nuture racism and

hatred, and that "segregation is clearly being

promoted in an ominous way."

One aspect of racism is sometimes the

willful ignorance of people of other races. As

the author stated, that type of ignorance

rioes exist on campus But nowhere is such

ignorance exhibited more than in the article

by Chris Bacich.

It's unfortunate if the existance of ethnic

and cultural organizations "intimidates the

majority," as the article states That is not

the motivation behind such organizations

and activities and such spurious beliefs exist

in the author's mind alone To state that the

actions of Black or other

organizations fielps to create

classic example of blaming the

situation. Is he, for example,

by Hillel or the Newman Club?

Cultural organizations on campus try to

promote the cultural pride of their members

hentage. America was built by people ot

cultural backgrounds and there is nothing

appropriate in people taking pride

history and promoting that pride.

^'Discovery" of Puerto Rico ?

Pkoto 6y John Wright

1

HOMECOMINGWD /I

Third World
racism, is a

victim for the

"intimidated"

in

all

in-

their

the author is mistaken in believing that the

aim of cultural organizations is to try to

assimilate into the majonty We wish to exist,

if allowed to, within the society But we will

not exchange our cultural identity in order to

so We demand the same right as others to

promote and exhibit our history and hentage

It IS a right that people of all races are entitled

As far as Black Homecoming is concerned,

the Black students of this campus use this

event as a way to turn a traditional collegiate

event into a more cultural type of festivity It

should be remembered that all of our events

were open to the entire public and many of

them were free Events such as the Gospel

Jubilee and the Nikki Giovanni lecture were

enjoyed by people of all colors

If Black Homecoming Week or Third

World organizations should not exist, then

St. Patricks Day should not exist. Jewish

holdidays should not be legal holidays where

people get off from work or school Why
don't they wait until Christmas and Easter so

they can "assimilate" with the majority?

Maybe Chris Bacich should leave Sunderland

and go down to New York City and attempt

to stop the Greek-American parade, the

Puerto Rican Day parade, or the St Patricks

Should Hillel and

they intimidate the

Ahora not

majonty?

ex-

This
Day parade

ist because
IS ridiculous.

It IS White people who have historically

promoted racist beliefs and segregation

Black people pursuing their autonomy is a

justifiable reaction to hundreds of years of

oppression and segregation imposed upon us

by this same majority which Chris Bacich

wants us to assimilate with But his article is

important because it illustrates the per-

sistence of a very old American idea: orily

white is right. Instead of questioning us, Mr.

Bacich needs to ask himself why he bears

and hates those who don't subscribe to this

notion. That is his problem- and not ours.

Many try to ignore perspectives from and

about the Third World community because

they are unsettling to America's image of

Itself But there can be no

path to harmony which is not based on truth

For those who wish to open their hearts

and minds and want to know why Black

students walked thru the middle of Amherst,

I suggest that you not take Nummo News

out of the center of the Collegian but read it.

Don't skip the Black Affairs page and don t

turn past Black Mass Communications Pro-

ject on WMUA and tell your friends to do the

same.

Borinquen, "Land of Courage", was the name

given to the island of Puerto Rico by it's natural in-

habitants, the Tamo people.

The Tamo were a farming people They grew corn

yuca, and tabacco, they domesticated animals and

hunted small game; they wove cotton fabrics and us-

ed the fibers of the rubber tree. The Tamo people fish-

ed and farmed, not to sell their crops and their catch,

but for use in their daily lives. In Tamo culture women

were equal to men; they hunted, fished, and farmed.

The women were also doctors, generals, and caci-

ques.

There were rich deposits of gold m the mountams,
^

and though the Indians mined it m small quantities, I

they did not buy it, sell it, or used it m commerce or
J,

trade.

"A clothed race will come. A clothed race will come

to rule Bonnquen. They will starve and torment them

to death", prophesized a Tamo cem, (priest
.

The

Tamo cemi warned that these clothed race vvill corrie

in the quest for gold and that the Tamo people will be

exterminated.

November 19 is marked as the "discovery" of Pue^r-

to Rico. But, one has to question the validity ot the

word 'discovered' How can someone discover

something or place for that matter, that has already

been in existance for who knows how many centuries

before the Europeans set foot on it, (actually sjumb ed

upon itl). Historically, Europeans have rewritten

African, Asian and Latin American history to serve

their own interests. Such is the case of ^^e Puerto

Rican history, where Puerto Rico comes into ex-

istence only after 1492.

When the Europeans reached P^^^^o Rico, they

brought with them the guns and swords, ^^^^^'^^^^
cross and the Bible, along ^'th brutality and avarice,

machismo, smallpox and syphilis and a '^st for gold^

The cross and the Bible notwithstanding.gold alone

was sacred to the conquerers

Painting by Juan Sanchez
•Gold is the most precious of alt commodities;gold

constitutes treasure, arid he who possesses it has all

he needs in this world, has also the means of rescuing

souls from purgatory and restoring them to the en/oy-

ment of paradise.

-Christopher Columbus
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To Love Me is to Love My
Country" Lolita Lebron
tells her Story

On November 19th, we celebrate the birthday of

Lolita Lebron, Puerto Rican Nationalist, who has
dedicated her life for the struggle of Puerto Rican In-

dependence.

On March 1, 1954, Lolita Lebron, Andres Figueroa

Cordero, Rafael Cancel Miranda and Irvin Flores at-

tacked one of the United States' control symbols over
Puerto Rico, the Congress. The assault was in

response to the enactment of the law 600, which
declared that Puerto Rico was a "Commonwealth"
under the jurisdiction of the United States. The United
States tried to use this law to prove to the world that

Puerto Rico was an internal matter of this country.

Lolita Lebron along with the other three Nationalist

were imprisoned. She was unconditionaly released

from the federal penitentiary after 25 years of in-

carceration; the following story was written by her

while still in prison in 1976.

I am Lolita Lebron Puerto Rican patriot and political

prisoner, 56 years old, born November 19, 1919, at

Lares, PR., historical city of the first proclamation of

the free and sovereign republic of the Puerto Rican na-

tion

Since July 25, 1898, Puerto Rico has been under
U.S. domination. The U.S. established itself by the

force of arms in the Puerto Rican nation as conqueror
of our land, hearts and minds The U.S. government
controls all life existence of the people of Puerto Rico,

exploiting our nation in order to increase its treasures

and work power through colonialism and denial of our
innate birthright of nationhood. It controls militarily,

economically, socially, culturally.

As a little girl, I went to school where the first thing I

learned was, afte*- the bell rang and the line was form-
ed, to place my little h^nd upon my heart to salute and
pledge alligiance to the flag. I learned afterward that

the flag was the highest symbol of the nation and that

the nation .vas not Puerto Rico, but a faraway country
named the United States of America. We were not
taught the meaning of the words Our education was
taught in the English language by Puerto Rican
teachers who had a strange sound or accent like this

of mine.

My classmates were very pale, sickly looking
children Most of them were barefoot and in rags,

with swollen stomachs, skinny bodies , nervous and
uneasy Among the pupils were a few stable, healthy

looking and youthful children. These were the sons
and daughters of the landowners. The meals at the
school were bad, the sanitation horrible, the latrines

flooded. The children of the so-called good families

did have special privileges, such as receiving their lun-

ches in the school through the maids of the houses.
Diseases were rampant among the people. The

peasants' wooden homes belonged the the lan-

downers and were very old and broken The ram
would fall inside There was always mud around them
It was impossible to keep these little houses clean,

uecause Tor one tning they were built very close to the
soil. Pigs and ducks and cats came freely into these lit-

tle houses.
The peons and their families worked long hours for

the landowners. For this they got a few cents They
never owned their homes. My father worked all his
life, but he got deathly sick at 42. He did not have a
home in which to pass his last days, nor for his own
widow and children. I was 17 years old when my
father died

In my childhood and adolescence, I had no interest
but to contemplate the beauty of nature. I was a
dreamer of faraway thoughts. I loved the moon, the
sunset, the morning; I talked to the flowers; I

journeyed in petals. What delightful journeys, the
journeys of the children.

When I was in the sixth grade, I knew that life's

lessons in the classroom and in my environment
taught two principles: to do the will of God, and to do
the will of the United States of America.

But one day I heard myself saying to myseif: if I

could make another world, I would make it a world
where the hard working people would be able to live

more abundantly, just like other people.

It seems to me that I still hear the sounds of the

hammers as the peons constructed the caskets tor the

dead, whenever they died- that was quite often. They
would do this at the warehouse of La Casa, which
means the big house, and is designated as the

supreme headquarters of the land-owner. Yes, I saw
caskets close to sacks of coffee and of vegetables and
fruits- the produce that the same dead peasants had
produced. Yet they died young because of lack of pro
per food, proper human care and attention. The sight

of naked children playing in the mud is heavy with me
I saw a peasant wife taking a piece of meat out of

the garbage cans of the landowners. This beautiful

woman took that piece of meat from inside that gar-

bage can and refried it at the wood stove of a little kit-

Continufd on page 7

HEROES

Heroes!
Troncos reflorecidos

en siempreviva Isia!

Heroes
trascendidos

en el fuegosanto de
Agueybana!

Nivea copa tomamos
en las frondas ofrecidas

del Tiempo...

En la aurora eternal

delos jazmines.

Todos cantan al sol

desde su luz

un cantico de arboles.

Planen los cafetales

sus himnos de azahar .

Danza la brisa

en torbellino sacro.

Rige su trompeta
el trino universal.

Aurea la frente vuelve

^ su martirio

y troca su agonia en libertad

A Ml VIDA

Este verso me besa con nenita caricia

aromoda de esencias

y sabores a tierra. y sueno de coquT

A tu seno me huele, en anil florecido

con olores de hojas y de arroz y maiz,

y a las piedras del rio, y aquellas amapolas
que en el ruedo del traje una vez te prendi"!

r
Recuerdas aquel dia de hermosg caraqueo
y dorados naranjos y cafe de rubi?

La maleza y el bosque suspirando rocios

y en jugando de savias nuestro paso feliz?

La canasta preciosa rebosando verdures,

y el la le lo lai cantadito por t^

Como tu retozabas mi pelo con la cinta!

y el traiecito rosa y el lazo de organdi"'

Mi muneca de trenzas altanera y triguena,

y el delantal de rizos que contigo cosi'

Y tu siempre decias que era tu nina linda,

la mas hermosa flor de tu rico jardm'

Deslizaba serena el agua en la quebrada,
en suspiros ardientes de flauta y de violin,

pero Tingo tocaba m^s bello en el cuatro
sus canciones al alba, y sus coplas de Abril.

Y tu mirabas lindo.remojando la ropa,

y da'ndole cpn piedras al pantalon de dril,

el que papa se puso
el di^ d$ la boda,

y que tu, en la casta yegua prendias al cuadril.

Te escribire un poema
arrebujado en luna como el Morivivil

un poema transido de ternura... ^
como los puros besos que de nina te di.

Pero ya no soy 'linda' como tu me decias!
La altu'a de mis aftos mi infancia tan sutil

ha madurado en frondos crespusculos que mecen
mi verbo en el silencio. . ^
cuandn cuaja mi verso yo quiero para ti.

Poems reprinted from Sandelo en La Celda by Lolita
Lebron, Editorial Betances, Puerto Rico, 1974.

Black Music Grows Universal

by Victoria Carter

The J.R Mitchell Universal Orchestra premiered

two new works of contemporary music at the Bruno

Walter Auditorium of Lincoln Center October 26,

1982 Walls of Africa Suite, by JR. Mitchell, had its

world premiere, and Concerto (Op. 24) by Eric Ross

had its premiere. Both were interesting departures

from regular commercial offerings and featured non-

traditional melodies which could not be anticipated

and required serious listening.

J.R. Mitchell wrote his Walls of Africa Suite five

years ago while teaching at Northeastern University in

Boston. At the time was studing composition under

Jaki Byard, George Russell and Gunther Schuller for

his Masters degree in composition Each movement of

the suite represents and important part of the African-

American history because Africa is the birthplace of

the Black population. "Omuntu" is written to express

the "love of a beautiful country". "Independence"

gives a movement and time to each of the instruments

used for especial effects and clarity "The Black

Master Race" can be interpreted m many different

ways but to me it expresses the full power and feeling

of Black folk here in the western world. This move-

ment is very powerful and has meaning for people of

all races. "Kwame Nkrumah" was written for the late

President of Ghana and expresses freedom between

the different instruments It is one of the longest sec-

tions of the suite. The dialgue between section two

and four prepare for a moving and free section. The

last movement (Fatherland = IVIother Continent) with

the full orchestra at its improvisational peak climaxes.

The third movement is a reflection of support for this

final section.
, d k/i

The musicians were brought together by J.H. Mit-

chell from different parts of the East Coast and includ-

ed Babafumi Akunyun (Percussion), Jymie Cambell

(Clannet & Alto), Bob Carten (Clarinet & Alto), Vitoria

Carter (Percussion), Hassan Dawkms (Contra-bass

clarinet), Dan Jones (Basson), Michael Neal

(Trumpet), Byard Lancaster (Piccolo, Bass clarinet),

Walter Lee (Oboe & english horn), Akua Dixon

(Cello), Lee Coker (Viola), Yoshiko Wakudo (Violin),

J.R. Mitchell (Percussion 6r conductor), Odean Pope

(Tenor), Eric Ross (Piano & electronics), Debbie San

doval (French horn), Artie Simmons (Bass trombone),

Michael Keith (Slide trombone), Youseff Yancy (Elec-

tric trumpet Et theremin ) and dancer, Atsuko Yuma.

They gathered together to perform music not played

by any other orchestra It was a dynamic experience

for the audience and the musicians since throughout

the suite, the composer created space for improvisa-

tion.

The Concerto for Piano and Synthetic Orchestra

(Op. 24) IS an intellectual peice which, according to

composer Eric Ross, involves geometrical and

mathematical techniques; "melodic, harmonic,

rhythmic, inversion retrograde, retrograde inversion,

transformational, mutiplicative funcitons, com-

binatorality, derivations, timbral, coloristic, and

textural"* musical syntax to create a new musical

space. It IS a contemporary, classical peice performed

and conducted from the piano by Eric Ross. The piano

and orchestra were on tape and the live orchestra

played together with the synthetic orchestra. This

concerto consists of five movements: I. The Prologue

II Symphonic Dance III. Water Mood IV. Cadenza V.

Finale Ligure. Each of the movements has its own

feeling and color. Enc Ross has an interesting

rhythmic goal in his music :"to create chron-ametrical

music, to place music outside of 'real' or ontological

time and into the realm of 'pure duration' or subjective

time. •* Atsuko Yuma brought his concept to

sculptural reality as she danced to "Water Mood".
Her performance was exciting and left the audience

wanting more. Featured along with Atsuko Yuma was
Youseff Yancy on Theremin, an electronic instrument

that emits AM and FM radio waves Youseff Yancy
gave masterful, mystical performances in* both the

Walls of African Suite, and Concerto (Op 24).

Akua Dixon (Cello), and Kyoto Fujiwara (Contra-

bass), both took beautiful, moving solos in Walls of

Africa. Artie Simmons spole out on bass trombone
and left a lasting impression. Dan Jones (Basson),

Walter Lee (Oboe & english horn), Hassan Dawkms
(Contra-bass clannet), Odean Pope (Flute & tenor),

Byard Lancaster (Piccolo, Bass clannet), and Michael

Neal (Trumpet), all added fire and intensity on horns in

their respective solos. One of the highlights of "Walls

of Africa" was the percussion section featuring JR.
Mitchell, Babafumi Akunyun, and Victoria Carter dur-

ing the movement, "Kwame Nkrumah".
JR. Mitchell and Eric Ross record for Doria

Records which is Professor Mitchell's recording com-
pany. The concert was recorded live on video tape

and audio recording. This creative and important mo-
ment was documented and can be found in the future

on the Dona label.

•Tim"fe Scale in Concerto For Piano and Synthetic Or-

chestra (Op 24) Eric Ross
••Ibid.

UNTITLED

by James Robert Johnson

A baby is born in the ghetto

Unaware of the struggles before him

Innocent, of all crimes, of those around him.

Forced to groy^ up in a world so uncaring

Is it right or wrong?
Tis a question that I can answer only

by saying that in this life there are two roads.

Neither of which guarantees him anything.

Yet he has only to take one wrong turn

and he could lose everything.

As the baby grows into a man even then

the struggles do not end. Why, because

of a man's race, creed or color should

he be shunned? No one knows. Yet

these are the factors that matter so much

in the world of today

Mankind as we know it has

set standards based solely on these

factors. Instead of a man's ability

to perform.

Now that he has passed, the gifts

of flowers and the tears of sadness come

out like vultures over their prey.

Yet it is now too late to give of one's heart

or to express feelings of love.

"He shouldn't have died so young, is the

to be heard, but it is too late for such cries,

far too late. If only we as a people could

realize

that there are so many babies who I've this

same life.

Maybe then, and only then will the flowers

be given
. o u

when their fragrance can be enjoyed. Rather

than used as

dressings for the graves of the departed.

Maybe then we can end these deaths of

babies born in the ghetto.

To Love Me Continued

Chen and divided it among her five little hungry

children.

Later I saw the same mother making herself an

operation inside one of her breats, where she had.

developed a tumor, from a fall caused by fetching

water This mother, one day in the early morning,

awoke her children from bed and told them to kneel

with her, which they all did She had a candle lit in

front of us all kneeling there and with a stick of

orange, went inside her breast to operate This mother

died of cancer- and for the country Tuberculosis and

cancer were among the most common diseases of the

peasants of my childhood time.

I remember those fiestas how my mother would

make me ribbon bows for my hair, and the little

children around me were so happy. Our fiestas were

Lincoln's Day, Washington's Day, Columbus Day,

Christmas Day, New Years' Day- our holidays.

My fathers dogs were named after American

patriots because these dogs were supposed to be his

best friends and guardians.

My childhood at school was unforgettable, of

course I still feel it for one thing; my childhood school

was named Marianne Brasetti We the children were

never taught anything about who this woman was. I

found out later that Marianne Brasetti was the woman

who IS known as the heroine of El Grito de Lares.

El Grito de Lares is the most distinguished historical

event of my country. It was in this Grito de Lares that

the first revolution for my country's liberation took

place against the Spanish conquerors And the first

free and sovereign republic of the people of Puerto

Rico was declared on September 23, 1868

At 21, and amid a very difficult life and suffering, I

was advised to do as the other poor women of my

country were doing- to sail to New York City where

there were opportunities.

My life experience in New York City grew to greater

knowledge of human oppression, exploitation, nega-

tion. There came a day in which, after having tried for

three days looking for jobs, getting left in the trains,

walking under snowfalls, without money for lunch or

shelter, I had to deny that I was a Puerto Rican

woman in order to have a job.

I had heard the name of Don Pedro Albizu Campos

and about the Ponce massacre, but as with most

Puerto Ricans these events were not clear or present

beyond the abstract of consciousness. Yet I can say

that It was the Ponce massacre, where the university

students were attacked and murdered by the U.S.

bullets that cultivated instantly my personal duty to

the fatherland.

Colonialsim, like male chauvinism, were things not

heard in my life's younger years, although myself and

thousands of women workers were victims of the two

unjust and oppressive concepts of traditional society.

The Puerto Rican people have felt the tactics and

strategies of colonialism and subjugation They have

been taught to be afraid of freedom or not to lift their

voices for national identity. It is paramount in the mak-

ing of colonialism that the colonized repudiate the bir-

thright to nationhood and that they bind themselves

to the concept of paternalism, wherein the Big Papa

sucks off the resources and the vitality of the captive

nations
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ANNOTTNCEMENTS
The Third Wcrrld Women 's Task Force is sponsoring

a film series this autumn semester, 1982, entitled:

Third World Women in Liberation Struggles. In con

cert with each film presentation, there will also be a

faculty member from the five college area to speak,

answer questions, fill in gaps, update the film, and

help lead a discussion. It is the hope of the Third

World Women's Task Force that these presentations

will provide a forum of discussion as well as education

around topics of concern to the Third World, and

specifically to the women of the Third World.

This is alunchtime film series to be held every-other

Thursday at noon until 1 p.m. These presentations are

free of charge and open to all.

Due to the nature of the organization, and to the ex-

tremely limited budget we are working with, we are

asking those groups and individuals like yourselves

who snare common interests to co-sponosr the series

by making a monetary contribution, if possible. Anv
amount is both welcome and appreciated. We thank

you for your interest in our program.

Liberation Film Series

The Northampton Committee on Central America is

pleased to announce the debut of it's new film series,

"Liberation Film Series" which opened at the

Pleasant Street Theater in Northampton. The film will

cost $1 .50 and proceeds will go to the continuation of

the series. For the time being limited seating is

available as we are using the downstairs
theatre. Following is the proposed schedule of films.

All films begin at 2 pm.

November 21 - "Grapes of Wrath"- classic look at America

in the Depression Era, starring the late Henry Fonda.

Third World Women in Liberation Struggles

November 18th Women Under Siege

A brand new film which looks at the participation of

the women of a small Palestinian village located just

six miles north of the Israeli border in their unique and

often overiooked struggle. * Speaker TBA. Thursday,

noon - 1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 903.

December 2nd A Vieled Revolution

From the same woman who produced Women Under
Siege, comes this very recent account of the women's
movement in Egypt. 'Speaker TBA. Thursday, noon -

1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 904-08.

' Indicates that the speaker has not yet formally con-

firmed. TBA:to be arranged.

December 5 - "The f^urder of Fred Hampton"- a

documentary portraying the events leading to the

government plotted assasination of Fred Hampton a

Black Panther leader

12- "The Westfield Strike"- a videomade by a

local film maker on the Sterling Radiator strike. The
film gained national attention for the strikers.

19- "Decision to Win The First Fruits"- this film

presents an engrossing portrait of life in the province

of Morazan, El Salvador a stronghold of the Ferabund
Marti' para la Liberacion Nacional (F M.L.N.)

The Third World Women's Program and Task Force of

Everywoman's Center is having a Fall F'lanning Meeting,

from '0:00-1:00, November 20. The meeting will take place

at the Everywoman's Center. Wilder HalJ. UMa.ss. Bring a

bag lunch and a friend! For childcare information and
details of the meeting contact Panna Putnum or Malika
Jones at 545 0883.

Clouds, a contemporary Black musical performance will be

happening Sunday, November 21. in the Student Union

Ballroom at UMass. Clyde Criner will be performing with

Akua Dixon. Gail Dixon. John Blake. Joe Ford. Victor

Bailey, and Omar Hakim. The performance will begin at

8:00 p.m. Tickets are available at Union Records

Unlimited, For the Record (Faces), and all Ticketron

outlets; $6:00 students. $7:00 general public. Sponsored

by the Duke Ellington Committee.

BLACK MASS COMMUNICAXIOMS
MA 010M MDI »4» 24M

FALL SCMCDULC

MY SHOM H*m rinc.

1 • Sunday Lm Corr«<« Soft n tasy ;:00-(:00*i

•
•• Rtv. Pearson Glory Road To Gospel 6:00- 10:00a*

Monday Hort »S)M"c WCP ?:00-t:00a*

• Km Johnston On Air Li«e-JM2 6:00-9 :00a*

Cus Martins
mm " " "

«ahoqh*ny Tr9v As The Hind 12:lS-9 OOpa
Herri »t Anthony BHCP 3:00-5:30p»

• People's Perjpectiv* 8MCP (:00-7:0Q|a
Conc»pto Litino BHCP 7:O0-10:0OpM

TuMd«y The General BHCP 12:15-3:00pB
EHott Andrew Urban Contemporary 10:OO-2:0Oaw

ItedMSdty Theresa W BHCP 6:00-9 OOaa

Thursday • • Rev. PearsoM dory Road To Gospcl 2:00-6:00a«
Concepto Latino BHCP 6:00-. TO-^

O.K. BMCP SrOO-"- "P^
Uri Nlilri
Hark flliPt

Pan AfriQue 10:00-Z:OOar
Friday BMCP 2:0O-6:00aa

Hark S«»edo New Ja77 Experience 6:00-9:00a»
Concepto Latino BHCP 9:00-12:00iw
Carl LoMnan Rhyth* Section I2:15-3:00p»

Saturday **• Reports In Color w/Bettina Henry 6:0O-7:0OpB
Daddy Neil Funk n Thanqs 7:00-10:00pB
Frank Oqlesby Frankie O's Odyssey 10:00-2:00i«

ttY:
•« • Public Affairs

•* Rev. Pearson included; not a part of WKf
|

••• News

TOTAL HOURS OF PROGRM*ING; St.

Keep on lis ten i n<i to BHCP on mtA. 91.1 FH and help

i__ us keep Black "V^ ic al ive'

BILINGUAL COLLEGIATE PROGRAM
Ofrecera cursos en Espanol para el proxinno

semestre.

••Educacidn 391 J 6:00 - 9:00 PM Martes

--Prof. B. Rodrrguez

Matema'ticas 104 S 2:30 Martes, Mier-

coles y Viernes -Liz Romero

Matematicas 110 S 3:35 Martes, Mier-

coles y Viernes -Liz Romero

Economia 105 S 11:15- 12:30 Martes y

Jueves -Edwin Melendez

Nota: Economia 105 S no esta en la lista de

cursos oficiales para el semestre entrante.

•" No aparece como curso ensenado en

espa?iol.

Para mas informacion llama al: 545-1987

Cover photos in last weeks issue of NUMMO were
cjone by EcJ Cohen Nummo apologizes for the

mistake.

The Scientific Principles of Fighting

Self defense, what is it?

Self defense is the ability to defend oneself,

both mentally and physically, within any given situa

tion and through means of learned conditioned highly

focused reflexes, both offensively and defensively
systems.

To develop conditioned reflexes that are highly

focused you mobilize the needed motor skills, which
ans speed, power, timing, strength, and agility Good
fighting skills are very easy to learn Please check out
this class if you feel the need to learn another skill, in

this case for self preservation. Classes are held per
semester.

Classes: Females Mondays, Thursdays and Sundays
room 114 New Afnca House
Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM, Mondays and Thursdays

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM Sundays

Males: Tuesday, Wednesdays and Saturdays room
114 New Africa House
Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM, Tuesdays and Wednesdays

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM, Saturdays

Registration room 325 New Africa House

'

All unsigned editorials represent the
views and opinions of NUMMO Staff

Announcements policy: All announcements
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Qiairperson

re-elected

to position
By KEN BAZINET
Special to the Collegian

Siobhan Powers, former chairperson of

the Student Sermte finance committee last

night was re-elected by the committee to

that position following some debate and a

controversial week-long vacation.

Powers was axed by the committee last

week when it elected Mimi Turchinetz to its

chair. Turchinetz was denied the position

when the senate failed to ratify the com-

mittee's results last Wednesday. Powers

told the Senate Wednesday that misinfor-

mation had been given to Committee

members on the eligibility of candidates for

the chair. Powers won the support of the

Senate sending the task of selecting a new

chair back to the Committee.

The committee voted 8-6 in favor of

Powers despite Mike Leary, a committee

member, charging Powers with being ir-

responsible while serving as chair. Leary

said Powers was the bearer of misinforma-

The lU member finance

committee controls alm,ost

$50,000 in funds which provide

loans and assistance to several

campus organizations.
».••••-•.«
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tion on funds being frozen and eligibility

for finance chair. He also said he was

witholding other information against

Powers which he may use on the Senate

floor tomorrow.
Turchinetz told the committee she didn't

feel Powers was accessible last summer or

this fall.

"I definitely think Siobhan has the time

behind her, but I don't feel she was acces^i

ble for the students."

Turchinetz also said she has a more

realistic approach to dealing with the SGA
than Powers.

Lisa Potter. SGA treasurer, called

Powers "one of the more dedicated SGA
members ' and urged the committee to sup-

port her.

Powers said she was proud to run on her

record and denied the charges. She was

supported by several other speakers at last

night's meeting, some of whom described

her as "an experienced member of the

SGA", and a "dedicated professional."

"I run on my past experience as chair of

finance," she said. "I am involved in social

issues and programming, and dedicated to

fairness."

The Senate is expected to ratify Powers

re-election tomorrow however some debate

is expected. Leary said he was unsure

whether he would bring up the matter

himself, since the committee has chosen a

clear candidate for the chair.

The 14 member finance committee con

trols almost $50,000 in funds which provide

loans and assistance to several campus

organizations.

In other Committee elections. Sheila

Sullivan, presently chairperson of the

SGA's Public Policy Committee was re-

elected without any controversy.

The Committee, which handles

legislative relations with the federal and

state government concerning issues that

effect students, then began outlining their

agenda for the fall and spring.

Included in the possible legislation to be

filed by the committee includes putting a

student on the Board of Regents, on the

UMass Building Authority and increasing

the amount of state aid to students.

The election for chairperson of the

Government Affairs Committee was to be

held last night but was postponed due to

lack of quorum.

Collcfrian photo b^ Jim Power*

Peter Vanderbilt and Brian Dunn of the Hartford Wire Works, install a

grate in a window of Cashin Dormitory in Sylvan.

Co-owners
nearready
to give up
By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

The owners of the Gnomon Copy store on

North Pleasant St. in Amherst will "throw

in the towel" if a settlement is not reached

with striking employees at a negotiation

session at 1 p.m. tomorrow co-owner

Catherine lannacchino said yesterday.

lannacchino said she has suffered a net

loss of $15,000 since the end of October and

will "give back the keys this weekend" to

John Sytek. vice president of the Gnomon

Copy store chain, unless a settlement is

reached. She said she is not optimistic.

She said the store now closes four hours

earlier since last week and is only open from

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. lannacchino said she and

her husband, co owner Roland Wetherbee,

will try to find another Gnomon Copy

franchi.se if a settlement is not reached. She

said they have been looking at five locations

in three different states.

"I have all the things th'ey don't have to

worry about. I have a house and two kids

and they like to eat," she said.

Stephen Roy. a striking employee, said

the owners have been threatening to close

since the beginning of October and he said

he thinks it is possible.

If they do move to another location,

lannacchino said Sytek would take over

ownership of the store and it would remain

open with the present employees. She said

she would take her copy machines and leave

one machine for Sytek.

Roy said the corporation would try to

keep the store open with a "skeleton" crew

and try to break the union by hoping the

strikers would give up and go away.

"I think were talking about them taking

a loss. It comes down to how much money

they can lose before coming to their senses.

Last year they spent about $18,000 for legal

fees," he said.

"I'm pretty stubborn at this point. When

we first went out on strike, I knew we'd be

out this long.

We've been dealing with Sytek for a year

and we're dealing indirectly with the

corporation now. I've had conversations

with Sytek and I know what kind of man he

is," Roy said.

lannacchino said she made the best offer

she could at a negotiation session Friday. If

the strikers don't accept the otter, she said,

there is nothing more that she can do.

She said the strikers don't know how to

read a profit sheet because they don't take

into account the expenses of running a

store. She said she lowers her prolits to

keep prices low and stay open longer hours

because area copy stores do not meet

students' needs.

"It's hard to talk to people that are

convinced that they are correct. If I were

them, I would come back in (to work)

because the holidays are coming, it's

getting colder, and they must be behind in

their bills. " lannacchino said.

"I think the corporation has misread the

community. They thought people would

ignore the boycott." Hoy said.

The strike began Sept. 8 and has con-

tinued without any major breakthroughs

for a contract. Minor agreements have been

reached but a major stumbling block in the

negotiation process has been the company's

plan to base wages on employee produc-

tivity and the strikers' efforts to modify the

proposal.

The striking employees, who are

members of United Electrical Workers'

Union local 264. filed an unfair labor

practices charge Nov. 10 with the National

Labor Relations Board against

management. The union charged

management with failure to bargain in good

faith and discrimination against union

members.
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Reagan concentratng more on unemployment

with jobless rate over 10 percent and climbing

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan

administration, showing heightened

concern about unemployment, is studying

proposals to lower joblessness among

young people and workers on long-term

layoff, officials said yesterday.

The officials, who did not want to be

named, said President Reagan's Council of

Economic Advisers and the Labor

Department are working on several

proposals that could be included in the fiscal

1984 budget plan Reagan will send

Congress in January.

A White House official said Martin S.

Feldstein. chairman of the Council of

Economic Advisers, suggested special

unemployment fighting programs to the

president shortly after Election Day.

"Everybody (in the White House) un-

derstands that with a 10.4 percent

unemployment rate, unemployment as a

policy area deserves very careful at-

tention," said the official.

At the same time, the official cautioned,

proposals for cutting joblessness will be

expensive, possibly too expensive for an

administration looking for ways to lower a

deficit approaching a record $200 billion in

1984.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes

said several ideas on how to deal with

unemployment have been given to Reagan

but "no decisions have been made."

Under one plan, tax credits would go to

companies hiring young people, including

those still in high school, as well as drop-

outs and graduates.

From an employer's standpoint, this

would be the equivalent of paying a sub

minimum wage to youths without having to

amend the current law mandating a $3.35

an hour federal minimum wage, one official

explained.

Unemployment is particularly high

among young people. Nearly one quarter of

the teenagers in the labor market are out of

work and the jobless rate among those

under 25 is 19 percent.

Another plan would provide a wage

subsidy to companies that hire people who

have exhausted their 26 weeks of regular

unemployment benefits.

Under this idea, a person either could

remain jobless and collect 13 weeks of

extended unemployment benefits or receive

a government voucher worth 13 weeks of

benefits that would go to an employer that

hires the person. The voucher would help

offset the new employee's wage.

Walesa back in action, shows more caution

after 11 month involuntary hiatus from union

A I' l..aaerTthato

Newly appointed Soviet leader Yuri Andropov and U.S. Vice-

President George Bush shake hands before their meeting yesterday at

the Kremlin.

GDANSK. Poland (AP) — Lech Walesa

renewed his allegiance to the independent

labor movement yesterday but took a

cautious Hne toward the martial law

government and. urged his supporters to

confine themselves to peaceful action.

He also said he needed at least a month to

get acquainted with the situation in Poland

and decide his future course of action.

"I was. 1 am and I will be faithful to the

spirit of August." said Walesa, referring to

the August 1980 agreement that launched

the Solidarity labor federation.

"I will not depart from the letter of that

agreement." he told his first news con

ference since his release after 11 months of

detention. But he added, in a vein

reminiscent of his moderating influence on

the union before his arrest. "As you know. 1

never wanted to destroy or knock anything

out. 1 am for peaceful solutions."

He displayed even more caution when

asked to define his stand on the new trade

unions under Communist Party control,

envisioned by the law Oct. 8 that also

banned Solidarity.

Even the Solidarity statutes had spoken

of union "pluralism." he said, adding. "You

can join one trade union, you can join

another, and you are free to join or not to

join."

Walesa said he would "do everything" he

could to effect the release by "peaceful

of Solidarity supporters still inmeans

detention. But he pleaded for time, saying:

"I must think about the situation because

I don't know the existing situation now.

Give me at least one month."

He spoke more forcefully the night before

on his arrival in Gdansk.

"We have to reach agreement, but not on

our knees." he told a cheering crowd of 500

outside his apartment house. "I will be

faithful and there is no force that can divide

us. I want everything to go the way we

established it. I will not abandon the road

and the ideas which we set forth in

August."

Yesterday afternoon, after the shifts

changed at the Lenin Shipyard where

Solidarity was born, about 2.000 people

assembled outside Walesa's drab apartment

building, shouting for him to appear. They

were dispersed by a bodyguard who said:

"You better go. SUnding here, you do harm

to him."

Walesa had put on weight during his 11

months of forced inactivity and was hoarse

but relaxed at the news conference, held in

his hving room with portraits of himself and

Pope John Paul H on the walls. He still

wore his familiar walrus mustache.

The Communi-st government said it

released Walesa after he offered to meet
with government leaders for "serious

discussions on problems of mutual in-

terest. " He indicated he took a forceful line

in the interview with Interior Minister

Czeslaw Kiszczak that preceded his release,

saying. "They were man-to-man talks, and I

thought the result would be prison. But on

the next day, I was surprised to be told that

I was free."

Bishops dispute American

nuclear weapons strategy

WASHINGTON - The nation's Roman Catholic bishops

argued yesterday over whether to condemn American

nuclear strategy, with some assailing the proposed move

as undermining resistance to Soviet aggression.

But other bishops said the disputed declaration, which

would preclude even a U.S. threat to use nuclear weapons,

upholds Christian teaching and enhances chances for

peace.

The debate came in the opeung hours of a four day

meeting of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops,

most of it to focus on the draft pastoral letter over nuclear

policy.

"It minimizes concern for the horrible suffering of those

enslaved by Communism." said Archbishop Philip M.

Hannan of New Orleans. "It lacks proportional recognition

of the oppression and aggression of the Reds.
"

But Archbisho John R. Quinn of San Francisco called it a

"balanced document" of "strong and clear moral principles"

that recognizes the Soviet threat and need for defense but

that also says a "decisive no to nuclear war."

More than a year in drafting and redrafting, the planned

teaching letter on peace has stirred extensive dissent in

the church and criticism from U.S. administration defense

officials.

It condemns any first strike use of nuclear weapons of

their targeting on installations near population centers —

both now enunciated as necessary options in U.S. strategic

planning.

The document also denounces any intention or threat to

use nuclear arms, calls for a nuclear freezp and offers only

quahfied support even to possessing such weapons as a

deterrent, calling it tolerable only if disarmament also is

being pursued.

West Coast oil discovery

won 7 affect Georges Bank
BOSTON — The large oil find off the coast of California

probably would not draw oil companies away from Georges

Bank and other Atlantic drilling sites. Richard Delaney,

director of the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management

Office, has said.

Two .spokesmen for oil companies involved in Atlantic

drilling tend to agree with him.

"There's a five year lease schedule and they are pretty

much committed to drilling in certain areas regardless of

finds in other areas. " Delaney said, of the large find near

Santa Barbara.

"Their strategy is to look everywhere they can and it s

Digest
bu the Associated Press
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not likely they would concentrate the majority of theu-
^

efforts in one area."

Stephen Chamberlain, an official of the American

Petroleum Institute in Washington, was quoted in a

published report as saying the Point Arguello find would

help shift major offshore drilling activity to the West

Coast.

The Point Arguello find, announced last month, could

rival the Prudhoe Bay find in Alaska, the largest field

discovered so far in the United States.

Michael Gross, a spokesman for Mobil Oil Corp.. which

has drilled two exploratory wells on Georges Bank this

year, said the company could not comment on its future

drilling plans as a result of the California find.

Herald-American sale

a mysterious proposal
BOSTON - A meeting with newspaper unions to

discuss possible purchase of the Boston Herald American

by Australian publisher Rupert Murdoch has been post-

poned indefinitely, a union leader said yesterday.

Union officials earlier reported a meeting was planned

for yesterday, then today, "to clear the air and find out

exactly what is happening," according to one union official.

But today's session was unexpectedly called off, said the

official, who asked not to be identified. No reason was

given, he said, and no new date was set.

"Everything was set up and everybody was ready to

go." he said. "We don't know what happened."

Martin Fischbein, vice president and assistant general

manager of Murdoch's U.S. flagship paper, the New York

Post, would not confirm the report of a planned meeting. "I

simply have nothing to say," he said.

Robert Danzig, vice president and general manager for

newspapers of the Hearst Corp.. which owns the Herald

American, did not return two calls from a reporter

yesterday.

James Dorris. publisher of the Herald American, and

Dennis Mulligan, general manager, declined comment.

Last Friday the head of Boston Typographical Union

Local 13 posted a letter in the Herald American composing

room, saying an "agreement in principle" had been reached

for Murdoch to buy the newspaper.

The Boston Globe reported Saturday that a preliminary

sale agreement had been reached, subject to conditions

that include settlement with the Herald American's

unions.

Pond urchins found

with self'Splicing RNA
NEW YORK — Researchers said yesterday they have

discovered genetic material that can rearrange itself

without the help of enzymes, a much simpler process than

scientists had thought possible.

"The discovery is so novel that one doesn't know the full

implications, but it will certainly change the way we

discuss things." said Phillip Sharp, a biologist at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The researchers at the University of Colorado in

Boulder, led by the biochemist Thomas Cech. found what

they call "self splicing RNA" in a singlecelled animal called

Tetrahymena that lives in ponds.

Ribonucleic acid, one of the complex chemicals that

carries genetic information, is normally cut. rearranged

and spliced together by enzymes, proteins made for that

purpose.

The research will be published today in the journal Cell.

The discovery of self-splicing RNA has attracted the

attention of biologists interested in evolution, Cech said,

because it is a very simple process that could have

operated in even the most primitive organisms.

In higher animals, genes made up of DNA —
deoxyribonucleic acid — carry a code that directs the

production of RNA. The RNA is spliced by enzymes, and

then it, in turn, directs the formation of the thousands of

proteins that make up living cells.
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Sexual harassment

policy in twoweeks?

Collrtrian photo b« Mirliari MarRolu

Train tracks wind through Mount Toby Forest, the University of Massachusetts forestry park

in Sunderland.

Knapp urges state universities to place

more emphasis on high-tech education
By BRIAN K. SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

President of the University of Massachusetts, David C.

Knapp called on state universitites and land-grant colleges

to redirect the resources of higher education into

engineering and computer science to meet the economic

needs of the United States.

Knapp said the United States, Western Europe and

Japan are passing through a period of scK-ial. political and

economic change which will lead to a society based upon

knowledge.

He .said just as land was once the base for past

agricultural societies and capital the base for industrial

societies, knowledge will be the heart of our new society

beginning to emerge.

"Never before has the United States shown a stronger

objective need for precisely the things that higher educa-

tion, and especially our land-grant schools, can and should

provide." Knapp said.

In the speech delivered Nov. 8th in St. Louis to the 96th

meeting of the National Association of State Universities

and Land-Grant Colleges. Knapp endorsed a proposal U)

update the MorriH Act - a piece of legislation that created

the land grant college system in 1862 - sUted in a book

Ghbal Stakes by James Botkin. Dan Dimancescu and Ray

Stata, a member of the Massachusetts Board of Regents.

The authors of GMmI Stakes propose an alliance among

industry and state and national governments to invest

money and equipment into science and technological cur-

riculum at land grant colleges.

"This proposal, set forth in the book Ghbal Stakes as a

new high technology Morrill Act, has led to a legislative

proposal by Sen. Paul Tsongas (Democrat) of

Massachusetts. At our last count, in fact. 38 such bills had

been filed for consideration," Knapp said.

Knapp urged his listeners "to think of ways to join in

supporting and sharpening the Ghbal Stakes proposal."

Knapp said the strength of the proposal came in its

three way alliance among high tech industries, govern-

ments and public and independent universities.

Knapp used the University of Massachusetts as an ex-

ample of how a major public institution can successfully

shift resources into advance tech fields and still not

damage "other sectors of the university."

"We have |)ersuaded privat<" donors to give both dollars

and equipment to a public institution, a break with long

tradition in the nation's citadel of independent higher

education," Knapp said.

Knapp said he believes that this new alliance between

UMass and industry has l>een "a vital progression in our

sense of what we are as a university and what we do.

He said land-grant universities as a whole must pursue

this course U) provide a pool of trained individuals for the

needs of the country if the universities "are U) play the

vigorous and strategic role in American society which our

founder envisioned for us."

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Consider this: a student at the University of

Massachusetts suspiciotisly approaches the office of a

professor after receiving an ungraded term paper with the

message "see me" ivritten on it. Upon entering, the

student is offered a seat and a proposition.

"There is a problem unth your term paper that can easily

be remedied outside the classroom," the professor ex-

plains. "It is my personal phihsophy that students can

learn mare in a relaxed atmosphere. If you agree to come

to my home for a drink later. I assure you, you unU team

more than ever before. In fact, I see a potential A m this

troubled paper.
"

Although hypothetical, the possibility ot the abov*

situation happening is real. In response to the problem of

sexual harassment at UMass, a sexual grievance procedure

has been designed to provide students and employees with

a route through which a complaint may be channeled.

In a document revised five times since the procedure

was first proposed by former Chancellor Henry Koffler two

years ago. action constituting sexual harassment includes

"unwelcomed" sexual advances and requests for sexual

favors as conditions of employment or academic work. If

the conduct creates an "intimidating, hostile or offensive"

atmosphere that interferes with an individual's work

performance, it too is considered sexual harassment.

The proposal, already approved by the Faculty Senate,

the Board of Trustees, the president's office of the Student

Government Association and Legal Services Offices, is

currently on the desk of Chancellor Joseph Duffey where it

is expected to meet with endorsement within the next two

wpoks*

The scheme of the grievance procedure is organized in a

formula similar to the court system with modifications

made to accomodate the University community. Those who

choose to follow the procedure must first report the in

cident to the vice chancellor of the department where the

sexual harassment occurred.

Individuals are encouraged to settle complaints in

formally due to the emotional stress usually accompanying

sexual harassment incidents. If an unrestrained resolution

of the complaint cannot be reached, a retjuest for a formal

hearing is filed with the University's Ombudsperson. who

reviews the formal procedures for both parties involved.

The establishment of a hearing board, consisting of 13

representatives from the faculty, staff, student and ad

ministrative body chosen by the Chancellor, proceeds with

the issuance of a formal complaint. The board hears

evidence to determine whether a violation ol the

University's sexual harassment policy has been violated

and recommends sanctions and reliefs.

If an individual is found guilty, the board is calU>d upon

to issue sanctions that reflect the severity of the incident.

Penalties range from written warnings to be included in

the individual's file to dismi-ssal.

A process of appeal is open to either party within 10 days

after the decision of the board is stated. A review of the

findings is conducted by the appropriate vice chancellor

who passes a decision on the boards findings.

Get ready, fish

here comes UMass
ByJONATHONPERRY
Collegian Correspondent

Although more than 100 miles from the Atlantic Ocean,

students at the University of Massachusetts still have the

opportunity to take a course in scuba diving for university

credit which can ready them for oceanic adventures.

Archie Moe, one of the instructors in the scuba class,

said the class concentrates on safety and awareness to the

aquatic environment.

"The basic scuba class places emphasis on safe diving

and exposing students to a different environment.

Students learn about diver physiology, the marine en

vironment. the water planet, diver physics, navigation and

[diver skill, " Moe said.

The University also offers an advanced scuba class,

which goes more in depth in subjects such as navigation,

boat and night dives, search and recovery, and diver

rescue.

The hig.ilight of the course includes an open water dive

in the ocean.

"We also spend a weekend in Rockport involving one

snorkle and four scuba dives." Moe said.

Moe pointed out that physical conditioning reaUy is not

that important for diving.

"The fallacv that to be a diver you have to be strong

able to swim ten mUes and be in top physical condition isn t

true," he said.

Moe said students take the course for a variety of

reasons, ranging from professional to adventurous goals.

"There are a lot of marine biologists, marine geologists

and lobster hunters in the class. But some of the students

go in for diving because they want to try something new,

or their girlfriend or boyfriend dives, or maybe their goal

is to find that wreck full of gold at the bottom of the sea,

he said.

Collcipan photo by Hrran l.a«hwa.v

Scuba instructor Archie Moe explains an aspect of scuba diving to students Wayne Amos,

Cheryl Morotta, Kevin Hayden, and Paul Soskey in the Curry-Hicks pool.

Moe also works for Project DEEP (Diving Education

"Project Deep is interested in diver education, whether

it be marine biology, a basic course teaching students how

to dive, or an advanced course in scuba divmg.' he said.

Moe said the course usually has 2UIoL:;) sludi-nts in each

class. The students must attend one class a week for 10

weeks. The classes are taught Monday through Thursday^

nights at the Curry Hicks pool.
|
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Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!

I

2S 2Z acs IZE :aos. 2S zus.

1

Th« SUB >i»ouW like to otfef you a coopon up•c^a^

Buy •"¥ two tubs •nd get a third* abaotutetv FREEI Thi«

coupon w good from nov* thru D«c 24. 1982, on Sun

day W«dnead«y b«tw««n th« hourt of 3 p m and 6

p m.
Wa hopa to mm you toon and don t forget to bnng a

fnartd ____•---»---->

*^ 1 FREE sub with a purchase of any ^J
»^ two whole subs when purchased along

^ ^ ^

j^ with this coupon JTJm roupon good til any Sun. - Wed. DC
m December 24, 1982 ^P'",!'!^-!"—.^

•* \r* *"t' <*' »^u«l <>» l*** vatur thAn mo*l riprn«ivr »ub p*ift h«^^

TIME OUT

4

COME
JOIN THE

CROWD
AND HAVE SOME FUN

Amherst's DIggest Little Dor

37 H. Pleasant St, Amherst MA
-ir m wj jg- "tg" JL 3E--7ir ag^ s^

WE'RE CLEARING OUT
SOME GATORS

Regularly

$25.00

jgisaatp'

FALL SALE
20% off

All Sweaters €r Jackets

1 for $19.50

2 for $36.00

For a limited time we are offering a select group of

the world famous 100% cotton I^i^Ol/ UCOSTI®

sport shirt at close out prices. Regularly $25.00 buy

one for $19.50 or two for only $36.00.

Available in sizes small - XX large.

Colors and quantities limited.

20% - 30% Off selected Fall

Blouses, Skirts, Dresses

^

iliiuijir uf HIaliih. Inr
;<:• «f1.»in iP'lifrt

,1'nTfi?! >\\ r .jctn;»5f'lf<

^

20% Off Chinese Shoes
selected

styles

20% Off

Ricepaper Windowshades

30% Off Selected Jewelry

Mon - Sat 10 am - 6 pm

HCCCANTILE
AMHUST CAMIACi SHOPS
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Sixth annual fasting drive

to raise awareness of hunger
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Staff

The growls of empty stomachs that have
missed a meal could be overwhelming
Thursday night as the University of

Massachusetts Hunger Task Force in

conjunction with Oxfam America, holds a

Fast for World Hunger for the sixth year.

University Food Services will donate

$1.12 of every meal gpiven up by students

Thursday night to Oxfam America, a non
profit, international development agency
that funds self-help programs in Asia,

Africa and latin America. The purpose of

.•-••••.•.•.•
I •.•_•• • '.•-•.•.•.•.•-•.

*.* * *.*.*.*. • * •

'7'm appalled at the level

of awareness of nutrition

majors on this issice, "5am-
mons said. "World hunger

is a problem that doesn 't go

away. The fast is a good

way to get people to realize

this/'

>.•.•-•.•.•.•.'
'-•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.' .!•:.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•;

the fast is to raise money to combat hunger

and to raise awareness of the problem of

world hunger.

Food science and nutrition professor

Kenneth Sammons. who has been involved

with the issue of world hunger as co

chairman for the Episcopal Diocese of

Western Massachusetts, said the con

sciousness of students on the issue of world

hunger needs to be raised, even among his

own students.

"I'm appalled at the level of awareness of

nutrition majors on this issue," Sammons
said. "World hunger is a problem that

doesn't go away. The fast day is a good way

to get people to realize this," he said.

The reason for fasting is that it Ls a

spiritual experience that results in a feeling

of solidarity with hungry people throughout

the world. In this way you get an idea of

what some people deal with day in and day

out," said Mary Jo Langston of the Task

force.

Last year about $7,000 was collected

from the fast. In the six years the Task

P'orce has been organizing the fasts, the

most successful year was the 1980 81

academic year, in which 7,000 meals were

given up by UMass students to raise $8,500

to help those suffering from hunger. About

170,000 meals were provided for the hungry

as a result of the participation of UMass
students in that year, according to task

force members.

To participate in the fast students may

sign up today, tomorrow and Thursday in

the Dining Commons. Students wishing to

fast must tell the dining commons cashier "I

want to fast " before handing the cashier

their student I.D. card.

Students not on the meal plan may

contribute to the Fast Day by making

donations at locations in the Student Union.

Campus Center. Earth F'oods. Campus
Center Coffee Shop. The Blue WaU.

Whit more Coffee Shop and the Munchies

stores.

A student on the meal plan does not have

to be on campus Thursday evening in order

to participate in the fast. If the student has

signed up to skip a meal and does not eat at

the Dining Commons on Thursday night,

the donation will still go to Oxfam America.

Newslines e e

Women's day planning

to begin this week
The first planning meeting for Inter

national Women's Day will be held at 7 p.m.

on Thursday in the Campus Center room

917. International Women's Day. which is

on March 8. is in memory of women's

struggles all over the world. For further

information, call 545-0341.

International bazaar

to be held at Smith
A bazaar will be held today to com-

memorate International Students Day at

Smith College. Local and international

crafts, food from around the world and
entertainment will be provided at the

bazaar, which will be held from 11 a.m. to 6

p.m. in Scott GymnaSium.

UMass Peace Corps office

seeks adventurous graduates
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Staff

"The toughest job you'll ever love."

The current slogan for the peace corps is

"corny, but true" according to one of the

volunteers in the program at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

Mary Jo Langston, a worker at the

UMass Peace Corps office in Draper Hall,

said she thinks the experience is one of the

most memorable a person can have.

"You experience the highest highs and

the lowest lows in the Peace Corps. I meet

people now who were in the Peace Corps

10 and 15 years ago and still they talk

about what an impact it had on their lives,"

she said.

Langston said she looks for "a balance"

in the factors motivating potential Peace

Corps volunteers.

"If you don't have a sense of adventure,

you're not going to go in the first place. 1

also like to see pe<iple with some profes-

sional expectations that will help them

stick with it and do a good job. people who

want to spend time in another culture, who

are curious to learn how other people live,"

she said.

"If anyone comes in and seems to be par-

ticularly strong in any one of those points

then I try to make sure they spend more

time talking about the other things."

Presently there are about 5,400 Peace

Corps volunteers working in 56 different

countries within Africa, Asia, the Pacific,

Mid East, North Africa and the Caribbean.

The Peace Corps has jobs for interested

pe<iple with a B.A., B.S. or masters degree

in any discipline, although individuals with

backgrounds in agriculture, health and

nutrition, home economics and community

services are especially sought after,

Langston said.

The Peace Corps also needs persons with

skills such as carpentry, plumbing and

w(K)dworking to teach the people of Third

World nations in non-formal education pro-

jects and on-the-job training.

"We're l(H)king for people with a degree,

who've had some work experience, relate!

course work, people who have volunteered

for different kinds of projects, people with

strong interpersonal skills, people who will

be able to deal with a variety of

stituations," Langston said.

in t/ie Atiksnst
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SALE!
• Ladies Crew $18.

• Men's Acrylic Sweaters $9.95

• "Blue Rock" Sweaters $26.

(Reg. $40.00)

• Turtlenecks$7.95

• Mittens $5.95

(denim) $18.95

C't^tUi'
(6«hln4 8llv«r»c«p«) 288 N. Pl««««nt

f-.SO - 6 Mon-Sat FrI till 9 pm

D#N'r 4$£TTl£ W USS : ) \ Write your Christmas

BEST BARGAINS INWHM I Cards early this year,TME
TUE56AY

A.J. HASTINGS
^ - -.u ^ m M>ATT^

J \ Newsdealer and Stationer

^tOK yX ^«^ Vrr \ 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
$2.^^fVrel»EW AUNIT£

WEDNESDAY
» o<*

9-1030Vmi NITE
•^^_eath

SPECIAL

THUKiPAY

TNEBIGONEr

FRIDA'/ f 5ATJRMY

Buy i...^71
B-ie:30

KICIIAItl»$

Leather Cortez

Red or Blue Stripe

ONLY $36.90

^/tl^S^w oresweU

^1^ gaUery

15 N. Pleasant St. black art, posters

Amherst cards & prints

upstairs over N'Hamp Coop Bank africsn & third

next to Lodestone & Gladbags^j^ world artifacts

Tues. thru Fri.

11 to 2 & 4 to 6

Sat. 11 to 3

or by appointment

,

SHOE STORE
The Village Common, Amherst

OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY • THURSDAY. FRIDAY • SATURDAY

DINNER /^rTWO

Chicken Teriaki

Choice Top Sirloin

Denver style bar-b-que ribs

Served vwtlh tossed satad. potato or nee pi'af fons 4

butter, and a glass of rose burgundy or cMabi'S An*

Dinner

4 30 9 30
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the CoUegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

STUDY IN COPENHAGEN - Niels Larsen. Director of

DIS (Denmark's International Study Program) will be on

Campus to talk to interested students. 2:30 p.m.. sixth

floor lounge. Ilerter Hall.

SPANISH CLUB TERTULIA - Come and speak

Spanish for any length of time between the hours of 3:30-

4:00 p.m., 4th floor lobby, Herter Hall.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING - There will be a meeting

for all members. Initiation will be discussed. Once again,

this meeting is MANDATORY for everyone. Please try to

attend. 6:30 p.m., 311 Stockbridge.

FILM: MAN IN A GLASS BOOTH - Come see

Maximilian Schell in this exciting film about the trial of a

suspected Nazi war criminal. Free. Everyone welcome. 8

p.m. 231 Herter.

HISPANIC NIGHT — Prof. Nina Scott wUl hold a

general discussion of study abroad opportunities in Spain

and Latin America. There wUl also be a representative

from the Center for Cross Cultural Study in Seville. 7 p.m.

Third floor lounge, Herter Hall.

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB - Discussion of the Florida

Trip this intersession. Anyone who is thinking of going and

would like more information should attend. Officers

meeting at 7 p.m. 901 Campus Center.

/Tuesday, November 16, 1982

FREE CONCERT: JAZZ ENSEMBLE II - The 17-

member student ensemble, directed by David Sporny, will

perform a program of big band music. 8 p.m. Bezanson

Recital Hall.

Tuesday, November 16, 1982,
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UMASS SKI CLUB
S#ll your

Ski Equipment

Qt th# Ski Snotch
Turn In Dot*

Tuw. Mov. 15

Student Union Dollroom

9 am - 3 pm
^A Stud»nt Union 5-0407

Scho// Exercise Sandals
the patented sajidal

\

Cool connfort from sculptured

European beechwood,
foam-cushioned straps. In

ight or dark-toned v»/ood

and strap colors that go
everywhere, .vith

everything.

good thru 11/20/82

with coupon only

$10.99 S

iHAnKSCPAP^

VAPORIZER
One gallon capacity

6oLD«Mor

l-OO - ^ ^^ .

Hffrsr^\/Aft)f?iz*... 8.99
|

Cool VAf^/^izE^..- 13.95 8

good thru 11/20/82

compaEEeour'prIces!""

WITH

ruts fcp

COLLEGE
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun.

4 MAIN STREET. AMHERST Ptione 253-2523

NOVEMBER 24.
at 4:CX) p.m. is the extended deadline date

for the UMass Arts Council

2nd funding period.

umass /^rts council

Please make sure all

proposals are received at

125 Herter Hall by this date.

Also: Residencies, Students:

if you have any Grant proposs&s

please submit them at this time.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
^•'•'.•yy.««' ,v^.*.*.*.v.'.•«»>>:•: ;.;•>;.%;.»>»**•;.>»;.• yy. *'1^'.*yyy.'yyy.'^^,:

Homecoming
means unity

I
am writing in .response to Chris Bacich's article

entitled "Black Homecoming Ominously Promotes

Segregation," published in the Collegian. November

10, 1982.

1 would first like to point out that segregation is a pro-

duct of the "majority" not the "minority." Let us not

forget 20 or 30 short years ago the "majority" of this

country legally segregated public facilities such as lunch

counters, public bathrooms and waterfountains. Even

park benches were legally segregated by the "majority"

who posted signs which read "For Whites Only
"

History of Palestine is of oppression
Palestine is an ancient land. At the start of this

century more than 90 percent of its inhabitants

were Palestinian Arabs - mostly muslim but with

significant numbers of Christians. Their nearly four

million descendents alive today are the Palestinian Arab

people, generally referred today simply as Palestinians.

They are not a new people, only Western recognition of

Palestinians and their national rights is new. The fun-

damental injustice of the Palestinian dispersal in 1948 is at

last penetrating the consciousness and conscience of the

Western world.

Abdallah Tamimi

Palestine, located at one of the main "crossroads of

civilization," has often undergone foreign invasion, oc-

cupation, and control. This conquer and rule pattern has

meant that outside powers, such as Turkey and Britain -

instead of Palestinians themselves - have ruled the na-

tion.

Organized political Zionism, which started in 1897. at-

tained its major goal in 1948 with the creation of a Jewish

state. One result: the uprooting and dispersal of hundreds

of thousands of Palestinians from their homeland. The

name "Israel" replaced Palestine on maps.

Israel's creation caused the homelessness of the first

wave of Palestinian refugees as they sought safety in the

surrounding Arab countries. The second exodus of large

numbers of Palestinians resulted as Israel conquered the

areas West Bank of the River Jordan, the Gaza Strip, and

the Sinai Peninsula in the 1967 war. Presently. 800,000

Palestinians remain in the West Bank 500.000 in the Gaza

WTiile the images of Palestinians as refugees and as

guerrillas have been the main pictures shown by the

Western media, Palestinian achievement, like that of any

other national group, has many facets — social, cultural,

economic, academic. As though it had recently made this

discovery, the New York Times in February of 78 ran a

lengthy series of articles on the subject. In one section of

that series the Times said that Palestinians in exile have

"the hij^est levels of literacy and academic achievements

in the Arab world, dominating the economy of Jordan, fill-

ing key p<:)sitions in the Syrian bureaucracy, forming the

professional backbone of Oil states like Kuwait, reporting

and editing for a disproportionate number of periodicals

that mold Arab opinions."

Regardless of where they are and of their living condi-

tions, Palestinians everywhere cling to the vision of their

homeland and insist their right for self-determination.

Alienation and homelessness intensify Palestinians'

awareness of their national identity.

AbdaUah Tamimi is a UMass student

Letters
Crayton seen unfairly in letter

To the Editor:

Last month an editorial appeared in the Collegian deal-

ing with the former Director of the Office of Third WoHd

Affairs; Tony Crayton. We were very disappointed that a

student chose to criticize Tony on an incident that took

place neariy four years ago; particularly since Tony is no

longer here to offer a rebuttal.

It is not our intention to recreate the controversy of four

years past. Rather, we simply wish to stat« that Tony is

not now nor ever has been a hater of Jewish people or any

other people whose race or ethnic background differs from

his own. The fact that the controversy Seth referred to in

his October 20th editorial left the reader (we feel) with an

unreal perspective of Tony's relationship to the Jewish

community at UMass. That relationship is evident in the

strong and genuine friendship that developed between

Tony and Rabbi Saul Perlmutt^r of Hillel soon aft^r.

Recently Saul had this to say about Tony: "Tony and I

agreed to disagree - and disagree we did on many many

things. But. I'd like to think that both Tony and I benefit-

ted from the fact that we not only talked to each other, but

we li.'itened to each other as well. We had a very friendly

relationship, one that I valued."

We in the Office of Third Worid Affairs believe we are

speaking for Third Worid people here at UMass as well as

much of the larger community when we wnt^ that Tony

was a leader and organizer second to none on this campus.

More than that however, Tony had that certain quality of

humanism that made him truly speci.al and we will forever

be proud of the legacy he left behind

When it comes to trying to make this world a better

place to live in, we believe there is only one race to belong

to — the human race.

Gary M. Lee
Nelson Acosta

and members of the

Office of Third World Affairs

/"
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Phillip Jennings
The racist laws were then reinforced by state and local

p<jlice who brutalized Black citizens if they dared oppose

the unjust laws established by the "majority." It must be

difficult for the "majority" to imagine paying state and

federal taxes but not being able to drink from a public

waterfountain or buy a hamburger at the local Woolwor-

ths Refreshment counter. That was segregation, racist

and legal!

The editorial reads, "No wonder there is racism at our

university, some students insist on grouping themselves in

such a way that it intimidates the "majority."

Black Homecoming is held as a means to unify the Black

community, not to intimidate people. If you are in-

timidated by the promotion of Black unity then maybe you

should reach into your sub-conscious and ask yourself

why. Black students do attend the university's Homecom-

ing in addition to Black Homecoming which is held annual-

ly. Black Homecoming is held to promote Black unity

within the community in a positive way, not to threaten

people. Black homecoming was clearly advertised aiKl

anyone can join in on the festivities. Posters advertising

Black Homecoming did not read "For Blacks Only" as did

posters of segregation established by the "majority" back

in the 50's.

•.•.•-•.•••.•." w^t-xw-xww-x-s

"Bloxk HoTnecoming is held to pro-

mote black unity nrithin the com-

munity in a positive way, not to

threaten people.

"

v:.^^^:•:.:.:•:•:•:•x•^^:.:•:•::^:%W^^

Let's take St. Patricks Day for example. Thousands of

Irish descendants march in the St. Patricks Day parade.

Are they ominously promoting segregation? No, tliey are

promoting unity and their culture in a positive way. How
about the Ku Klux Klan? They are allowed to parade up

and down the streets of America promoting racism,

hatred and hite supremacy. Why is it that 60 Blac col-

lege students are intimidating but the Ku Klux Klan is

not? It is obvious that the ignorance which many students

possess has limited their vision to narrow-mindedness.

Finally Bacich writes. "Isn't the aim of various cultural

organizations to help assimilate and also to alleviate the

situation for the "minority" student?

Conversely, I would like to point out that the aim of

cultural organizations is not to assimilate. Rather the aim

is to help alleviate the situation for the "minority" student

by helping them to understand their true history and to re-

ject the distorted, stereotypical version which is con-

tinuously forced down our throats by the "majority."

The theory of the "Melting Pot" is diverse ethnic groupa

bringing their culture to America which would blend

together to form a new and unique culture within

America. Where as some people insist on believing that

diverse ethnic groups who come to America must forget

their ethnicity and adopt the norms and values of the

Anglo society or the "majority" as Bacich understands it.

In conclusion, we, the so called "minority" students

maintain the right to promote our culture and history in

the ways we see fit, no different than other ethnic groups,

without having to explain or justify their purpose to every

other student who questions their existence.

Phillij) Jennings is the Collegian BUwk Affairs Editor

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and
include the writer's address and
telephone number, which will not

be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are

unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and

length.
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Start

every day
refreshed!

The Collegia"

Contraception Intbrmation

use.What method should

Where can I obtain accurate information.

ow does a student obtain information

• • • •

For answers to your questions about

contraception, check out the
^

Contraception Education Clinic

at the University Health Services,

Sessions: Dates: Mpn & Thurs 3 pm
Tues. 7 pm

Weds, (couples only) 7 pm

Place: Health Center, Room 302

All Students Welcomel

Think you can quit smoking for one day?

We bet you can. Join the Great American

Smokeout on November 18th at the

Campus Center Concourse.

UHS
SHAB
Cancer Society

«*> t

-^

Ithard
: Vvi

Your college years can be more significant

than an endless stream of late nl^ts, term

papers and fee receipts. As a Christian, you can
j

make an Indelible Impact on your world.

Discover how at the 1982 Christmas

Conference For more informaUon write o^ call:

Glenn S. Carter

167 E. Hadley Road
Amherst, Mass. 01002

phone ^^ O -̂TTTTm
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HALLMARK
caon i>8S
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Hours: Men -Fri., 8-6 Sat., 8-Noon

I 257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST _

Guardsmen to

stand trial in

El Salvador
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) - A criminal judge

Monday ordered five national guardsmen to stand trial in

the murder of four American Roman Catholic chur-

chwomen nearly two years ago.

Judge Bernardo Rauda Murcia, who conducted the nine-

month equivalent of a grand jury probe here, ruled there is

enough evidence for a trial against the guardsmen. Details

of the indictment have not been made public.

The case has added significance because of demands

from the Reagan administration that this and other cases

of alleged government brutality be stopped as a condition

for continued U.S. aid.

The United States is providing $238.5 million m
economic aid and $81 million in military assistance this

year to help the government fight a 3-year-old insurrec-

tion by leftist guerillas.

The three Roman Catholic Nuns and a lay worker, who

had been working with Salvadoran peasants, were detain-

ed and shot dead by a national guard patrol 30 miles out-

side the capital Dec. 4, 1980. Some showed signs of rape.

The bodies of nuns Ita Ford, 40, of Brooklyn, N.Y.. and

Maura Clarke. 49, of Queens, N.Y.; Dorothy Dazel. 41,

and lay worker Jean Donovan, both of Cleveland, Ohio,

were found by then - American Ambassador Robert

White. They had been hastily buried in a shallow grave.

Indicted Monday were Sgt. Luis Antonio Colindres

Aleman and Guardsmen Franco Orlando Contreras, Jose

Roberto Moreno Canjura. Daniel C:anales Ramirez and

Carlos Joaquin Contreras Paiacios, the judge's secretary

said.

Afro-Cuban
dance and
drum delights
ByYADIRABETANCES
Collejfian Staff

As a special presentation in celebration ol the uarit>t)ean

Week, the group "Olu Rata" performed at the Student

Union Ballroom last Sunday night November 14.

"Olu Bata." is an Afro-Cuban group whose artistic

objective is to "show the authentic rhythms and dances

(Black Cuba), in an effort to help develop a better un

derstanding of the great cultural, musical and historical

value of this fascinating music ". Amaro J. Laria. the group

leader said.

Cuba was one of the countries in Latin America that

recieved a great number of slaves by Spanish colonists.

Although these large populations lost their land once they

were forced to come to the new world, they refused to lose

something very precious to them; something that kept

them in contact with their gods and other supernatural

beings: their music. To these people music was more than a

form of entertainment, music, as Laria explains "was the

most intimate way to satisfy their need to identify

themselves with nature." As time passed the influence of

the Spanish culture clashed with the African culture to

form what is called "Afro-Cuban."

"Olu Bata" is an "authentic" group composed of eight

members Five of these make up the musician sect and the

remaining three the dancers sect. I apply the term

"authentic" to the group because five of its members have

come originally from Cuba during the past three years.

Among these are the lead VocaUst Enrique Cardenas, a

"born orator"; Lazaro Lopez, tumba and qumto player;

Rodovaldo Miranda. Sandra Rofo. and Lazaro Fernandez,

as the dancers. To these five people this performance was

as natural as Uving because they were born into the Afro

Cuban" culture and belonged to this religion where they

practiced these dances as they worshipped their gods.

"Olu-Bata" means "Best of the drum player in the

Yoruba language and as the name implies the group uses a

variety of drums: tumba. large conga drum: tres dos.

medium size conga drum; quinto. smallest conga drums,

usually the one that improvises: and Bombo. hand bass

drum. Other instruments used by the group are cencerro.

cowbell: cascara. rhythmic pattern produced with sticks

struck on wood; claves. a pair of thick sticks which produce

the fundamental beat of these rhythms l2-3; 61): and

shekere. round gourd with beads strung around it

This was a special presentation sponsored by AliUKA

Spanish students organization in ^h^"*
,^,^'^*''".f

'''"

,«
Caribbean Week running from November 12 untd he 18.

This was the second presentation of events to be held, ine

next event will be a film entitled "Dios Nos cria on

November 17 at 7:00 p.m. m room 903 of the Campus

Cf*nt pr

The "last event of the celebration wUl be a conference

with guest speaker Felix Arroyo on "How Reagan

Economics affect the Carribean." This w.U also be held m

room 903 at the Campus Center at UMass.

PHolo by J nil KloTd

Captured in the photo above are four members of the UMass Minutemen Basketball team cheer-

ing for the Minutemen of the Football squad, Left to Right. Ron Young, Don Russell. Ron

Washington and A.J. Wynder.

Black vote makes difference
By NORMAN HILL
A. Philip Randolph Institute

On November 10th President Reagan met with a number

of prominent blacks in an effort to improve black per

ceptions of his Administration. This public relations

gesture was a direct resuU of the clout which black voters

demonstrated in nationwide elections on November 2nd.

Within the black community, the 1982 election was

widely perceived as an opportunity for registering a

protest against the Administration's anti worker and anti

poor policies. The official unemployment rate of 20.2

percent among blacks drove home the idea that this

election involved the basic pocketbook issue of jobs. Black

voter participation was heightened by impressive get out

the vote efforts mounted nationwide by Operation Big

Vote, the NAACP. and the A. Philip Randolph Institute.

Exit polling done by the television networks suggests

that nationwide as much as 93 percent of the black vote

went for Democratic candidates. But even this indication of

the cohesiveness of the black vote does not do total justice

to the impact blacks had on the 1982 results.

A clearer picture of that impact can be gleaned from a

look at the results in House districts and states with

substantial black populations. In the 85 House district in

which blacks make up more than 20 percent of the

population. Democrats took sixty eight seats (68) and the

Republicans only .seventeen (17). In the twelve states in

which blacks make up more than 10 percent of the

population and in which gubernatorial elections were held,

ten Democrats were elected, one Republican was elected

and the outcome in one state. Illinois, is still uncertain. In

the races for the Senate, of the ten states in which blacks

constitute 10 percent or more of the population, eight

Democrats were elected. And in the two Republican

Senate victories, the margin of victory was 2 percent

Some political observers argue that blacks voted

Democratic out of traditional identification with that

party. However, the black vote was based on something

quite different and far more sophisticated than mere habit.

Blacks voted largely along class lines and as a result of

economic and class interests.
.

Indeed, black voters even went so far as to cast their

ballots for such politicians as John Stennis and George

Wallace, preferring, one would guess, the lesser of two

evils. Nationally, the ranks of the Congressional Black

Caucus increased from seventeen to twenty on November

2nd. Four new faces are to be found in the Black Caucus.

They are Representatives Major Owens and Ed Towns

from New York City: Representative Katie Hall from

Gary. Indiana, and Ri-presentative Alan Wheat, who was

elected in a predominantly white suburb of Kansas City.

Missouri.

Regrettably race proved to be a factor in the defeat of

Robert Clark! who lost his bid to become Mississippi's first

modern day black congressman, lios Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley, a moderate Democrat, also was defeated in his

quest of C^alifornia's governorship, largely because he was

black.

Yet overall, the results of the election have to be viewed

as a step forward for blacks and all working Americans.

The fact that the Democrats increa.sed their majority in the

House of Representatives from 243 to 269 seats out of 435.

that 19 of 33 Democrats running for the Senate were

elected, and that Democrats increased by seven their

control of governorships was a clear demonstration of

widespread voter discontent with Reaganomics. The fact

that blue collar workers and union members also returned

solidly to the Democratic fold by a vote of some two to one

is an indication that it is possible to reconstruct the same

coalition for social justice which set the direction for

national policy throughout the 1960's.

That the Democrats did not score an even larger elec-

toral victory is in large measure due to the fact that the

Democratic Party failed to articulate a comprehensive,

unified economic strategy aimed at putting out nation back

on the road to recovery. An important battle will be waged

within the Democratic Party in 1983 and 1984 over just

what such a Democratic program will be. A critical force

within that battle will be the coalition of organized labor,

blacks, and other minorities.

If blacks and the unions are successful in playing a key

role in developing a socially just program for Uckling the

problems of economic growth, reindustrialization. and

modernization, the 1982 election will have been a har-

binger of a new decade of social responsibility. If this

coalition fails, the working people of our comtry will

continue to suffer from the misguided policies oi economic

conservatism.

Announcements
Third WoHd Caucus meeting

The Third World Caucus of the Student Senate will hold

its weekly meeting at 5 p.m. on Wednesday (Nov. 17) in

room 308 Student Union.

Kwanza Planning Meeting

There will be a meeting to plan events for Kwanza on

Thursday November 18 at 5 p.m. in room 308 Student

Union (OTWA). Please bring ideas and suggestions. For

more information call 545-2517.

Brothers and Sisters,

An urgent situation now exists which demands our im-

mediate attention. It concerns the status of the Third

Worid Caucus of the Student Senate. Our interests are

simply not being well represented or respected due to the

lack of participation of said Organization.

The importance of Third World representation of stu-

dent government can not be emphasized enough! It would

seem obvious that we would want to monitor and have an

impact upon decisions on how our money is spent. The

future of Third World Student Groups here on campus are

in serious jeopardy. Unless we start paying more attention

to the issue at hand, there will be little hope for Third

World Groups as we now know them. At present the

responsibilities of the Caucus are being handled by only a

few dedicated people who are overworked and under-

supported. We expect to be hearing from representatives

of each Third World Group this week. If you are interested

in becoming a Student Senator, please contact the Office

of Third Worid Affairs (545-2517). We need you now!!

Greetings! Believe it or not, budget time is rapidly ap-

proaching. The Office of Third World Affairs would like to

help each non-white student group prepare for the budget

process. Being well prepared involves good Ixwkkeeping

practices, planning and analysis. We would advise the

treasurer of your group to begin assembling all of the data

pertinent to your group's current budget as well as a pro

spective budget for Fiscal 1984. Please call our Office to

set up an appointment if you have any questions or con-

ems. The OTWA is in Room 308 Student Union No.

545-2517.

MARTIN LUTHER KING CULTURAL CENTER
IS SEARCHING FOR A NEW COORDINATOR

Applications are available Nov. 15-19 at Mclntyre House

(545-2882) weekdays 9 am until 5 pm or at the MLK
Cultural Center (545-0578) weekdays 7 pm - 9 pm. For

more info: Contact Mclntyre House or MLK Center.
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FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES
TONIGHT Qt 6 pm

Reservations: 545-351

1

In repertory with DARK OF THE MOON

"unnervlngly funny . . . fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek
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$8.00 with this coupon

u

10.50 with shampoo 8- Blow Dry
\

11.50 long hair shampoo St Blow Dry '

Free Consultations
please call for an appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive, Amherst

549-5610 c
•JVwrw 11/30/82
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;omput#r Suppir#s
Sp^ciolsII

Control Data Corporation

Single Side, Soft Sector, 100% cert.

Single density 12 for $22.00

Double density 12 for $27.00

15% minimunn discount on all items
We have hardware and software for Apple, Atari,

,., . , TRS-80, IBM, CP/M.
Wrrte for our Shor«'i Inc.

KM 47 D«pt CL
Ardmor«, fk. 19003

FREE catalog

Send check or MO to:

PO mm'' !> "'II'

Announcing

PEER EDUCATION RECRUITMENT

University Health Services offers

Spring 1963 credited course work as:

PEER SEXUALITY EDUCATOR
ALCOHOL PEER EDUCATOR
HEALTH AIDES and
HEALTHREACH WORKERS

Training and working with othera to

round out your univartity exparience:

INQUIRE OR APPLY AT HEALTH
EDUCATION 549-2671 or atop by our
table at the Campus Cantor on Nov. 16
&17.

How to civilize 7a.m.

UNlVEPSITv OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Start off the Holiday Season
at Ttie Fine Arts Center

SpniujfiiiL
> Sunday, November 21

v^.-^'r .^ with Jonathan Shames

On Sale Now

CONNIE STEVENS
starrin9 m

Novambar 30 • Decambar 1 8:00 p.m.

On Sale Now

Friday,

December 3

8:00 p.m.

On Sale Nov. 12

PRIMAVERA
STRING
QUARTET

MC, VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

The schedule may be less than civilized, but you don't have to be. Try a warm cup of

Cafe Francais. Smooth and creamy-light, it's a nicer way to meet the rnorning. And
just one of six deli-

ciously different flavors

from General Foods*
hiternational Coffees

GENERAL FOODS* INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Available at: UNIVERSITY STORE
P General Foods Cofporation 1982

Arts
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fTo/^retums to the area
By WENUY WALSH
Collejfian Correspondent

Edward Albee's Who's Afraid of Virginia

Woolf'\% a play of truth and illusion.

It is the story of a prolonged oightcap

with two couples, an established professor

and his wife, and a new-to the-game young

professor and his meek wife.

It is the story of a floozy, spoiled, biting

wife, daughter of the University President,

mother of a scholarly son. Truth or Ulusion?

It is the story of her husband, six years

her junior, the bog of the history depart

ment who accidently killed his parents and

then wrote about it. Truth or illusion?

It is the story of an inevitable young

biology professor who married his

girlfriend during a hysterical pregnancy,

and now plans to mount faculty wives to

climb the ladder to success. Truth or

illusion? „

It is the story of his "wifey mouse who

vomits on schedule and performs secret

self abortions. Truth or illusion?

It is the story of a 21 year old son. torn

between his forever clashing parents and

their illusions. Truth or illusion?

Lastly. Virginia Woolf is the story of

human relationships portrayed through

witty prose and intelligent characters.

Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf is

currently being presented by the No

Theatre (acquired its name because it has

no permanent performance space) at the

Resident Theatre at Thornes Market Place.

It is fitting that this former Broadway hit

be performed in the five college area, for

Smith College and Northampton was the

location for the film made in the late sixties.

The character of Martha, the con-

descending wife, is considered by many to

be the central role, mainly due to her

loudness and ugly sexuality. In character.

Judey Fine bears a marked resemblance to

Elizabeth Taylor who played the role in the

movie. In conjunction with Albee's script.

Fine as Martha becomes increasingly

vulgar until one wonders if the description

of her ugly wart nosed step-mother is not

really a description of herself.

As Martha's husband George. Roy

Faudree handles the part superbly. For the

most part, George lakes his wife's insults,

only lashing out with hLs powerful intellect

when he sees fit. His "Get the Guest "
game

and his invention of their son's death are hus

two triumphant moments.

The parts of Nick and Honey, the

subordinate couple, are perhaps more

difficult to play for their character

development is more discrete. They must

remain spectators most of the time. Honey,

played by Jane Karakula. is the hipless.

frail, intoxicated wife of an aspiring

Judey Fine and David Curran in Who'» afraid of Virginia WolfT

professor. Karakula brings subtle human

characteristics to what might have been a

stereotypical part. David Curran, a

newcomer to the stage takes the part of

Nick and plays it to the hilt. His most

prizing moment is when he opens up to

George in a man to man talk, getting to use

male clichts like "You know women."

The organization of the Thornes theatre

space is wonderful. The audience is seated

almost in the midst of the set. and is able to

perceive the rest of the house easily

.

This tight performance of a yet untired

subject will be performed next weekend for

the final time. Performances are Friday and

Saturday night at 8:00 p.m. General

Admission is $4.00 and reservations are

highly recommended.

Criner and Qouds coming to S.U.B.
By DOUGMLISE
Colle^an Correspondent

In what is being touted by valley jazz

afficienados as the jazz event of the

semester, the contemporary jazz ensemble

CLOUDS will perform at 8 p.m. on Sunday

November 21 in the Student Union

Ballroom. CLOUDS is comprised of seven

of the more outstanding jazz musicians on

the jazz circuit today. Perhaps the most

outstanding is keyboardist Clyde Criner

(below). Criner has toured extensively with

prominent jazz artists such as Dizzy

Gillespie. Harvey Mason, and Billy Harper

throughout Spain. Europe, and the United

States. He is featured on the new album by

Chico Freeman. Tradition in Transition and

has performed with bassist Alphonso

Johnson on such recordings as Spellbound

and Thf Best of Alphonso Johnson. Other

members of the ensemble include Joe Ford

on Saxophone; John Blake on Violin; Victor

Bailey on electric bass; Omar Hakin on

drums; Akau Dixon of cello; anH Gail Dixon

on violin.

Sunday night's performance is sponsored

by the Duke Ellington Committee and the

Union Program Council. Tickets are $6 for

students and $7 for the general public and

are dh sale at Union Records.

By ANDV GORDON
Collegian Correspondent

Nanci Weglowski and Sherri Leigh June,

above, star with Breffny Rouse as three

friends — Kathy. Joanne and Mary — in

Jack Heifner's Vanities. The show has been

playing in repertory at the Rand Theatre

and will present two final performances,

tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Response to the show, which had its

origins off-Broadway, has been strongly

varied; and if nothing else, the show must

be praised for its ability to draw emotions

from the audience, to make one think.

The show follows these young women

from high school as cheerleaders in 1963

through college as .sorority sisters and

culminates in a reunion almost ten years

later. Between scenes, the women change

costumes onstage, metaphorically changing

over the years. They grow apart, make

individual choices and follow personal

ideals. Joanne chooses marriage. Mary

chooses freedom and Kathy. always the

planner, becomes a somewhat kept woman.

With the exception of a poorly blocked

third act. the production was ably directed,

by David Knauf. Knauf has pulled good, U

overwhelming, performances from his

actresses. June is a standout and although

her ideals are the most questionable, the

sincerity and humor she brings to the part

make her the most likeable. Rouse, so

outrageously impressive in last semester's

Pippin, brings the biting obnoxiousness of

Mary to a level which renders the character

virtually unwatchable. Weglowski's

character is thought to be the strongest at

the show's conclusion, but this is only

because she has very little dialogue.

The show is technically sound. The set is

impressive and connects well with the

beautiful theater. The Rand's practice of

filling up the back of the house first is

questionable, however.

Vanities is disturbing. It achieves a

delicate balance between pain and humor.

But draw your own conclusions, it would be

a shame to miss out on a production like

this.

New University Gallery exhibits

Receitt works by Barbara Zucker

The World of Donald Evans

University Gallery

By ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collegian Staff

"The Monster." "The Triangle," and

"The Ellipse" are not new science fiction

movies or chilling novels. They are part of

"The Recent Works" exhibit by artist Bar-

bara Zucker on display in the University

Gallery. , .

These three sculptures created tor ims

exhibition stand between eight and nine

feet high and are compnsed entirely ot lat-

tice work. Zucker has taken four layers of

black wooden lattice and sandwiched them

Also exhibited in the North Gallerv are a

together to form these awesome architec-

tual creations. The walls in the North and

Main Gallery are also painted with a lattice

design to emphasize the effect these

sculptures project. Zucker has

demonstrated a unique technique of using

the traditional New England architectual

device of lattice to pierce her sculptures.

In the North Gallery, a recent series of

steel sculptures entitled "Standing Draw-

ings" are on view. These works have been

cut with a metal band saw creating forms

that appear to have casual scissor-cut

edges. In these Standing Drawings, the ar-

tist is attempting to convey her feelings

about drawing and sculpture. Many of her

creations were inspired by unique methods

of sculpture devised by the great Picasso.

sampling of Zucker's drawings which con-

tain the imagery of sculpture. Her most re-

cent painting is a 24" x 33V2" canvas of

mixed medias.

Barbara Zucker is Chairman of the

Department of Art at the University of

Vermont. Her sculptures have been ex-

hibited extensively in New York and

Imagine illustrating over forty imaginary

countries through handpainted postage

stamps. This is exactly what the talented

Donald Evans has accomplished in the se-

cond exhibition in the Gallery. Evans has

handpainted almost 4,000 postage stamps

beginning in his childhood through his

adulthood traveling around the world. In

these miniature watercolors, Evans has il-

lustrated over forty fictitious countries

each having its own significance. These

fantasy countries have names such as Amis

et Amants (Friends and Lovers located in

France). Lo Stato di Mangiare (The State

of Eating in Italy), and La Republica de
Banana (a cornipt Central American coun-

try). The stamps depict varieties of fruits,

vegetables, butterflies, societies, and
tropical paradises. The technique Evans
uses is simple watercolor on pajKT, yet

each stamp is complete with accuracy and
researched detail. The viewer becomes
enveloped in this imaginary' environment
Evans has created through ordinary

postage stamps.

Unfortunately, the career of this ac-

complished artist tragically ended in 1977

in a studio fire, however, the "World of

Donald Evans" certainly lives on.

Both of these intriguing exhibits will be

on display through December 19. So, the

next time the monotony of classes has you
down, drop in for a temporary escape into

the worlds these two artists have brilliantly

created.
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Last year we conducted our

Lite Tug-ot-War contest on

college campuses across the

nation in an effort to resolve

the eternal argument about

Lite Beer. .."less fillmg or

"tastes great'"^ This question

as you may recall was never

fully answered in our memo-
rable Battle of the Big Guys

commercial After carefully

tabulating the results of last

year's contests, we found

that the majority of campuses

actually felt strongly both

ways. So sign up today to join

the Lite BeerTug-of-War. and

let us know how your campus

feels about Lite Beer from

Miller.
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Saturday November 20 10:00 A.M.

U Mass Intramural Fields

Special Lite All-Star Appearance by

Tommy Heinsohn

teams shall have no more than 10 members and weigh no more than 2000 pounds. Individual

team strongman competition top 20 teams. Team entry fee $25.00 to be donated to

The United Way
ShiRTS For Top 1 9 Teams

Sign Up at BK/zTor the Intramural

For more information contact: Craig B. Keenan 6192^549-4066,

Director of College and Youth Marketing

22222222222: "^
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich

Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Soybean Croquettes

Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Swedish Meatballs

Bacon-Onion Quiche

DESSERT SPECIAL

BASICS DINNER
Spinach Casserole

Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

DESSERT SPECIAL

WANTM):
The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half-hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV system in the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which will then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay. but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful '^''ing us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the Collegian, "^ Campus Center, by

Friday, Nov. 19. The Collegian ...A UVC are equal op

portunity employers.

ACROSS
1 Doggone it!

5 Article of

clothing, for short

8 Var

12 Rabbit or rarebit

13 New York City

stadium
14 Scope
15 Money bank

16 Its better than

none
18 Overwhelm
20 Dir

21 Beautiful girl

22 Diamond stat.

23 Clockmaker
Thomas

25 Colorless gas
28 Young hog
31 Bring back
34 Greek letters

36 La Douce
37 Dice throws

39 Godparent
41 Measures of

length

42 Useful abbr

44 Governor

45 DC reporters

sources
47 City associated

with Mark Twain

49 Since, to Sandy
51 River to the Rhone

52 Supernatural

powe'. in Hawaii

56 Title of respect

Abbr
58 Artist of a kind

61 Perfect

63 Oust
64 Locust
65 Partner of forever

66 Levy on income
67 Actual state of

affairs

68 Baseball's pitcher

Maglie

69 Curved molding

24

26

27

10

11

DOWN
Revenue,

in Rennes
Modify
Composer of

'Swan Lake
'

Man on the Ark

Solid group
Take shape
Containers with

dials

•LaFille

Gardee," Ashton
ballet

Locomotive
engine
Relative ol John

or Hans

Bistro

12 Small handful

13 Prop
17 Mars' counterpart

19 Crystalline

compound
Item hard to

classify

— out

Sweet treat. In

Wien
29 Egyptian god of

life

30 Pastry tray item

31 Scottish dance
French pronoun
17thcen Spanish

painter

Dash
Joan of Arc, eg
Homophone for or

43 Concerning docu-

ment stipulations

46 State of agitation

48 Young girl

Greece, m Greece

Tete
Night, in Granada
Comedian
Johnson

56 Salamanders
57 Garment for

Mrs Gandhi
59 Mother of Castor

and Pollux

60 Challenge,

in Madrid

62 One of the Grants

32
33

35
38
40

50
53
54

55
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Weather

Sunny today. Highs in

the 40a. Fair tonight.

Lows from the mid 20s to

the mid 30s. M<^stly sunny

and a little warmer tomor-

row. Highs from the upper

40s to the mid 50s.

WMUA 9L1 FM
6-9am Oblivion Express with Fern Spierer

9-noon Hell Comes to Your House with

Pauline

12-3pm Wilhemina

3-5:30 Mr. Ted in the Modern Dance Tradi-

tion

5:30-6 Newswatch with Mark McPhail and

Greg Wells

6-8 A Special Broadcast on Institu-

tionalization in Massachusetts with

host Karen Garcia

8-10 The Miss Priss Show

10-2am Eliot Andrew
2-6 Classical Reveille with Mike Cevasco

CABLE/VIDEO
More Video from the Archives

10:30 - 11:30 Maya Angelou — a

documentary on the Black

Poet

11:30 - 12:45 Hamiett Blueit - Solos

and Ehios

12:45 - 1:45 Max Roach, the Drummer
at UMass - A Day in the

Life and the Max Roach

Quartet

1:45 - 2:00 Hilda Haris, a portrait

EARTH FOODS MENU
Tofu Sloppy Joes

Green Salad

Cream of Spinach Soup

Poppy Seed Cake
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It's bowl time in college football,

the professional strike continues
By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Staff

There are some great college bowl games coming up in

the next week or two: Oklahoma Nebraska and Pitt Penn

State are the best... both meet November 26, the day after

Thanksgiving....The Southeastern Conference has an

unusual wav of decidine: tie breakers: whomever the Sugar

Bowl selects! What a joke that conference is — teams in

the same conference (Georgia and Alabama, for instance)

never have to play each other. Georgia will never meet

Alabama with Herschel Walker...

NBC's contract with Major League Baseball is up at the

end of this year, with NBC having made the tactical error

of signing baseball announcers Joe Garagiola. Dick

Enberg, Bob Costas, Tom Seaver (if he retires), and

probably Vin Scully from CBS. Baseball can put a gun to

NBC's head and double their previous contract.

This years Tip Off Classic College basketball game

between defending national champion North Carolina and

Big East power St. John's will be televised by NBC to kick

off their college schedule. If the football strike is still in

effect, the game from Springfield's Civic Center will be

shown Sunday afternoon. If the strike is settled, the game

will be played on Saturday.

The New York Knicks are going through all sorts of

problems tantamount to what the CeUics went through a

few years ago. Please Celtic fans, don't be too hard on us

Knicks fans. It's not easy rooting for Truck Robinson, Bill

Cartright, And Marvin "Unabridged" Web
ster...Remember Sidney Wicks and Bob McAdoo.

Any NBA All Star team could include Magic Johnson.

Marques Johnson. Kareem Abdul Jabbar Johnson. Larry

Bird Johnson (not to be confused with Lady Bird Johnspn).

and Johnson and Johnson's.

On the final four day series of the year between

Milwaukee and Baltimore in early October, a reporter

.Tuesday, November 16. 1982

11th Annual DUSH DASH

Tuesday, November 16, 1982, collegian i6

asked Mike Flanagan about his former days at UMass: In

my sophomore year. I had more complete games than

credits." Way to go. Mike. ..Come to think about it, I have

more columns in this semester than credits.

Other exceUent sports books that escaped my attention

in writing a previous column include Jerry Kramers

Instant Replay and Jim Bouton's Ball Four. Just testing,

sports fans.

It came to me in my dreams - the wmner of the NLAA
coUege basketball season will be Memphis State. Keith Lee

was the best freshman in the nation last year, and is just

awesome. Georgetown is every bit as good as last season.

The NFL strike situation is reaching ridiculous

proportions. It's a terrible situation, altering the way

mUlions of Americans spend their working or leisure time,

disrupting a familiar way of life. Especially now that it is

cold outside. . . .

In that sense, it's far worse that the hostage crisis in

Iran. If you think about it, the Iran crisis affected the hves

of slightly more than 52 American famUies. The NFL strike

affects half the population.

My solution to the NFL strike: start everyone 0-0 when

play resumes and pick up the season as sceduled. Play until

January 23 (a week before the scheduled Super Bowl in

Los Angeles) by making up selected weeks of the schedule

missed by lottery. Eliminate playoffs in a strike shortened

season and play the Super Bowl this way:

Take the all star performers from the divisional winners

(say the Miami. San Diego, and Pittsburgh teams in the

APT if they all win their divisions and all-stars from the

NFC divisional winners hke the 49ers, the Lions, and the

Cowboys.) This way. the season is resumed, now thrown

away when a settlement is reached. Also, no team can lay

claim to a 1982 Super Bowl, but the divisional rivalry is

renewed, the Super Bowl is played, and records are kept,

and maintained....Just a suggestion.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sugorbush

Ski & Pofty Week
Jon. 23- 26

• Lifts, Lodging, MmIs •

* Fr«* D*#r & Win* Portias *

• Hot Tub Party, ttc, •tc •

ONLY $169
tax nnd gratuities

Included

Look Out for

oth^r Ski Trips thot odd

on 5% tox & 20% grotultloi

Hon- Members Welcome

SIGN-UP NOW
545-0437

430A Student Union
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ENROLL IN AMERICA'S
LARGESTMANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM.

Becoming an officer in

tcxlay's Army—which also

includes the Amiy Reserve

and Army National

Guard - requires getting the

right kind oi management
and leadership miining.

What's the best way to

[^ get it? By enrolling in

America's largest manage-

ment training program-

Army ROTC.
In the Army ROTC

4'year program, you'll

acquire discipline of mind
and spirit, and the ability

to perform under pressure.

We call it learning what

it takes to lead.

It'll pay off, too. First,

during your last two years of

college, when you'll start

receiving up to $ 1 ,000 a year.

And, mostof all, on
graduation day, when you

receive a commission along

with a college degree.

ARMYROTC.
BEAaYOUCANBE.
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Christmas is

love,

hope

and caring

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

means "sharing

Givf to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a haopy

holid.iv^
^^^^gSSL

For wommn

DISTRESSED
by PREGNANCY...

8*rvlc«s that »r»
eonfld*ntlal, halpful,

caring and fraa.

takwstwu:S4»^IM
SfM. wm: 7)24114

HE
Medical School
Tampico. Mexico

What Makes

AOuaity

Medical School?

f . Fme FkuHy
' 2. Good Facilities

3. OtMlity Student Body

4. Supervised Clerkship

Prograins lor Oualilied

M «) 4th Year Students

Noresle otters i < year program

has small classes is W H hsled

UnivnItY al thm North East

Admitaiorm

120 East 41 St NY NY 10017

(212)594-6599

683^566

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoWagian Office CC 113 • 8:4&^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ATTORNEY GENERAL SEARCH

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL ap

plications are now being accepted for this

paid position of 15 hrs. per week. For more

information and application go to room 432

S.U.B. ALL STUDENTS ARE EN-

COURAGED TO APPLY! Applications are

due on Thursday 1 1 / 18/82 at 4:00 p.m. The

S.G.A. is an affimnative action equal oppor-

tunity employer.

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Camaro - very good mechanical con-

dition. Needs some l>odv work. $1000.

Phone 41 3-773 3233 or 253 3497 .

BELLYDANCINGII

Bellydancing for all occasions. Parties,

socials, "Bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza

253 7822

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from hornet

We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free Pick Up
and Delivery. One Day Service. StMdent

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional OJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

cal l Peter 546-7504

ProfessionsI DJs for less t99 Special I

Dorms, Greeks, Formals. Paul 549-4405

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolstion Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413 737-6676

Available immediately or spring

semester; 2 bedroom Squire Village On
bus route. Furniture available. Call 665-2840

anytime
.

One bedrom available in two bedroom

Southwood townhouse. Available Jan. 1

253 3497

Two bedroom apartment, Shutesbury.

256-6293 after six

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

Famous maker womens garland knit

sweaters. Available with monogram. 12

colors. Makes great Holiday gift idea. Call

Arty or Steve 546^7045

For Sale woman's maroon leather jacket

with removable hood size 12 $40 call Maria

256-0179

Frye Boots size 7 546-6092 Sari

Paris? Roundtrip raffle tickets $2. Amherst

Language House 6-6010 6-8 PM
Mens Raleigh red 26 " 10 speed bike only

4 months old perfect condition $100 or best

offer call after 4:30 546-4268

Futon bedframes, maple and oak.

Reasonable. 527 2141

Portable stereo AM FM cassette

Panasonic Platinum $250 or best offer call

Ed 6-6131

FOUND

A black and white cat on 11 /9 near Whit-

more. Has a red collar with bell. Call 6-8762

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $ie0-$225/weok. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Earthfoods is hiring 3 workers inquire at

EF kitchen SUB
A representative from the CENTER FOR

HUMAN ECOLOGY in MAINE will meet

with students in CC. Room 177 from 10

a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Nov. 16 to discuss

PAID INTERNSHIPS

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time leyal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

anorney supervision. For advice on arrang

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Fnday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fn-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 546-2645 or drop in

SU406F ^^^^^^____
LOST

Gold Down Parka on Oct. 29 on 10th

floor. Campus Center. Reward. 549-1820,

ask for Jeff

MINOLTA POCKET INSTAMATIC
CAMERA Saturday nite October 31 at 56

Townehouse. PICTURES and CAMERA
have great sentimental value. Please call

549-1215 no questions asked. Greatly ap-

preciatedl REWARDIIHI

Three keys on Budweiser key chain lost

Friday in a drunken stuper 549 2873

Blue Mao Jacket. This jacket is very sen

timental reward offered. Contact John

584 8163

Face of ring diamond initial "N" sentimen-

tal value large reward contact Nancy

546-4397

Maroon UMass Equestrian Team
Jecket w/my name on it. Left in Paige 202

Wed 3rd If found call Nancy 6-8445 or leave

in Paige w/ Roberta Tischler _^
Womens gold wstch sentimental value

reward call Tina 546-7411
^

Lost black Henri Grethel sweatshirt

jacket If found call 6-6072 reward given

Gold name bracelet at the Pub 11/10.

Very important. Large reward. Susan

6-7385 _^

Big Reward! for my mothers "C. Gulls"

license plate. She's gonna kill me -

PLEASE RETURN. 549-4018.

•••••••••••••••••••••*****************************************
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Wfltlng/Rh^tofic R#qulrem#nt
Undergraduates who have not taken a first level 'B'

core course and have not been exennpted should pre-

register for English 190A for this spring. Anyone who

has not taken the prerequisite Writing Progrann Place-

ment Test should take it during counselling week:

November 16 8:00 p.m. Mahar 108

November 17 8:00 p.m. Bartlett 65

November 18 8:00 p.m. Hasbrouck 20

Upperclassmen needing a second level 'B' core

course should pre-register for English 152. Freshmen

who do not complete level I and upperclassmen who

do not complete level II this year may find it necessary

to take an equivalent course at another institution, at

MONTREAL-CHEAP

I will be driving up to

••••MONTREAL**** this weekend if i can

find some passengers to help with my car's

expenses. If you'd like to travel up there

with me, call Paul at 54^-6560 around din-

ner time—as soon as possible!

PERSONALS

Dear Cath Now that you're legal, can you

buy nr>e some beer? Happy 20th Birthday.

Love Barklie

Hi you Hutches and Lous on 17 and

Rob. Thanks for the great time at the semi.

We aren't bitta cuz we reconsidered. We all

love ya. You scare us. . Like you read

about Love 13

Hey Meg Are you watchir^g? Happy B-day

from Michael, Steve and Kathi

Bobby - I'll be yours foreverl All my Love,

Lisa.
;

INTERSESSION & SPRING PRAC
TICUM work 1 -4 afternoons per wk in after

school day care K-8 ON CAMPUS Hrs

available M, T, Th, F 2:45-5:45W 1:00-5:45

wkly staff mtgs 1:00-2:00 EARN 3-6

CREDITS based on days work«d. For more

info call Kathy Hamblin 586-6853 before

noon or after 5:30 pm

Lisa l Happy 18th Birthday 1 1 Love MB
Eckankar - open discussion - understan-

ding dreams Bang's Community Center

Tuesday, 7:30 pm, November 16

Tommybear - Happy Birthday! 1 1 Get

psyched to put on your dancin' shoes and

flash your license around. Wishing you the

best this year and always!!! Me love,

Nesiet>ear

Lin, Happy Birthday! Now we can go to

country house legally (until December)

you're a great roomie! Love, Cyn

Lisa C - Happy B day! Finally 20! Where

should we go tonight? Fitzwillys Lie! Look

out Amherst here we come! Love Lisa

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Maryland, DC, or

Virginia Thanksgiving time. Please!

Claudia 546^7240

RIDERS NEEDED

Driving to California about November 16,

woman, share driving and gas. For one or

two persons. 256-6620

ROOM WANTED

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan £f Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female to share a largo bedroom in a 3

bedroom beautifully furnished apt. in

Townehouse. Starting Jan 1. Less than

$125/ month 549-5998

Easygoing female roommate spring

sem. nonsmoker call 253-2653

Person(s) wanted for large room m
Sunderiand house. $200.00 or 1M.00 @ to

share. Includes heat, or busline. Call

666-3259 8-9 am or 6-8 pm _^
To share 1 bedroom Puffton apt im-

mediately 549-1887

2 bedrooms
apartnr>ent.

666-4947

in 3 bedroom Northwood

$115 and $125 plus electricity

Belchertown coop house.

$90.00 tel 323-6835

Two rooms

SERVICES

Writing sssistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Need help wKh typing fast sen/ice provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

Professional typing very reasonable call

666-4223

BIRTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi-

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253-7813

with your exact time of birth.

STOLEN

Navy blue flight jacket w/Trial Court

patch on lower right hand pocket, key

chain w/name PALANI please return or if

seen call 6-5745 reward

STOWE

Ski capital of the East. Thanksgiving trip

- lift tickets 3 days Nov. 26, 27, 28 2 nights

ace. ski dorm 4 nrteals 1 keg per 25 people

noney back guarantee. Free demo equip-

ment from 30 major manuf . For $92 - hotel

mi $10 extra call Bob Collins 549 2775 Dan

Hoban 546-7974 Steve Savard 253 5660

SUGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommates
during intersession . Ski to and from the

mountain. First come, first serve. Call Al

253 9409

TRAVEL

Interns go places and earn academic

credit while they're there! Overseas and

out -of state placements available. Office of

Internships 545-0727 ^
WANTED

Urgent! I need a ticket for Billy Joel con-

cert Nov 19 call 6-9896

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546^7093

Room or apt wanted for two females on
bus route begining in Jan for spring

semester. Please call either Mary 546-6469

or Sue 546-8466

Looking for an apartment in North

Amherst starting January 1. Patricia

549-141 4 evenings

Room or apartment wanted for two
females on bus route for spring semester

call 546-9689 anytime

WOMEN NEEDED

Women needed to participate in a study

on premenstrual mood changes at UMass
call 545-1569, M-F, 9 5. Nov 15-24

yi
DJ entertainment

^A . in the lounge

y J^ Tonight 5:00 - 9:00|

"^11 You Can Eat
Spaghetti & Meatballs

tp^ •^ t) Homemade Sauce

includes bread and butter
Draft Beer 50< Pitchers $2.95 Well Drinks 95'

Beat the Joey D's record of 4 helpingsl
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Women swimmers startmg fast; take out bmit

n

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Women's swimming is underway at the

University of Massachusetts, and this

year's edition of the UMass swim team is off

to a fine start.

The Minutewomen started the season

with a win over the University of Vermont

last Thursday and continued their wmnmg
ways by routing Smith College 85-64.

"The team swam well and were really up

for the Smith meet," said UMass coach

Valerie Turtle. "We've started off well and

we want to keep it going."

The swimmers got off to a fast start in

the Smith meet, never trailing after the

UMass 200 medly relay team of Debbie

Chisholm. Laurie Keen, Rosalie Nataupski,

and Jean Nicolai won the opening event

with a time of 1:56.27.

UMass featured four triple winners and

blew out a Smith team that Turtle con

sidered a quality opponent.

"I thought they would be stronger but

they had some injuries, said Turtle." But,

that is something every team has to deal

with. .

Freshman Laurie Keen appears to be a

valuable addition to the UMass swim

program. After only two meets she has

impressed Turtle considerably.

Keen was a triple winner against Smith.

In addition to her part in the medley relay

win she also won the 100 yard breaststroke

with a time of 1:12.89 and the 200 yard

breaststroke with a 2:41.99 time.

"Breaststroke was a gap in the team last

year," said Turtle. "But the best thing

about Laurie is that she improved her time

over the Vermont meet."

The next meet for the women swimmers

is Saturday at the University of Con-

necticut. Turtle expects a tough meet.

"They beat University of New Hamp-

shire, which is a good strong team. It looks

like they have some good freshmen," said

Turtle.

Turtle indicated that there was a sur-

prising number of spectators at the Smith

meet.
"We had quite a few people in the stands

against Smith and that had to help," she

said.

LesinsM leadsUMass defense in lINHrout
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

You could see them on the sideline, in

their maroon varsity jackets, foUowins: play

up and down the sidelines duri.iji the

University of Massachusetts 27 rout of

the University of New Hampshire Saturday

at Alumni Stadium.

They are the fallen Minutemen players,

players whose seasons were ended or

curtailed by injuries. These were the people

who were supposed to be a big part in the

1982 football season, but they were injured.

But for every injury victim, a chance

arises for another player, someone who

might not have had the chance to play

regularly, to step in and show the coaches

and fans that he can play

.

Craig Lesinski has done that and much

more. The junior linebacker stepped in for

the injured Steve Foreman the third game

of the year against Harvard and has been a

fixture at Unebacker ever since.

The junior from Walpole leads the

Massachuestts defense in tackles and

assisted tackles, and has three m
terceptions to his credit. traiUng only safety

Grady Fuller, who leads the team with four

interceptions.

Against New Hampshire Lesinski came

up with his finest game of the year. He had

three unassisted tackles, assisted on nine

other hits, picked off two passes, and also

came away with the only UMass quar

terback sack of the day.

"Lesinski played a tremendous football

game." said UMass head coach Bob Pickett

after Saturday's whitewash of the Wildcats.

"The whole defensive unit had a great day."

It was an incredible defensive per

formance at Alumni SUdium Saturday. The

Minutemen defense held New Hampshire to

an embarrassing 67 total yards on offense

(29 yards rushing. 38 yards passing).

Granted. New Hampshire isn't exactly

Penn State, but we're talking about a

UMass defense that has been put together

week to week by Pickett and defensive

coach Jimmy Reid. depending largely on

the injury count of the previous week.

"It was just a tremendous ac

complishment by our defense today, "
said

Pickett.

If you can hold a team, any team to 67

total yards in a football game, you've got

yourself a tough defense.

Pttoto courXny of I Mm. Sport* lafo

Craig Lesinski (right) and Todd Comeau (left) take down a Harvard

runner earlier in the year.

Men's basketball: Playing in the Atlantic Ten

ITiree point play instituted
(£SS'(^^^ MINUTEMEN

lefiai^liotobT Brian Lashwa)'

UMass basketball coach Tom McLaughlin doesn't feel the newly in-

stituted three point play in the Atlantic Ten Conference will have that

great an effect, but you never know.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The road to a winning season for the

University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team will be paved with more

than one possible pitfall since their league,

the newly formed Atlantic Ten is filled with

a couple of very good basketball teams.

"The league as a whole is very balanced,"

said head coach Tom McLaughlin. "You

have teams like West Virginia. Rutgers.

Temple and Saint Joseph's which are a little

bit better than the other teams but. on any

given night anyone can knock off each

other."

The way things stack up right now,

McLaughlin is working with a team that

features seven sophomores (including Skip

Connors who hasn't played in a game yet)

and four freshmen. The team is a good one,

but is still strong.

"I know well be decent." said

McLaughlin, "but I can't tell exactly how

we'll do. It's too early."

Keeping in mind that the Minutemen

were in just about every game they played

last year and remembering that the squad-

is supposed to be better this time around,

the outlook for success is higher than

McLauehlin's first season.

"I think that just by the addition of all the

new players, we're gonna be very com-

petitive," said McLaughlin.

The league will also have some new

twists to keep the fans guessing while

watching the game. The innovations are the

implementation of a 40 second clock and the

one that has caused a lot of buzzing in the

NBA, a three point shot.

The three point shot will enable some

teams who possess accurate bombadiers to

come back in a contest even if they are

down by more than a couple of points

towards the end of a game.

Other than the end of the game.

McLaughlin doesn't think that there will be

any major changes in style just because a

long shot is worth an extra point.

"Everybody's looking at it (the three

point line) from the bleachers without

seeing defenders or a crowd in the stands.

How many times in a game do you see

someone shoot from that far out?" he said.

The interesting point that McLaughlin

brought out when talking about who would

shoot three point shots for UMass should a

situation call for one . was his order of

selection.

"John Hempel has a natural shot from

there.'McLaughlin pointed out first.

"Donald Russell and A.J. Wynder can hit it.

Skip Connors can also hit that shot."

Hempel is the big recruit story of last

spring. He is
6'7" tall. If UMass has a big

man with that kind of range, watch out.

As for the 40 second clock, which is a

clock which starts every time a team takes

possession of the ball, it allows 40 seconds

to that team to get a sho4.off. BasicaUy. it is

just a slower 24 second clock. McLaughhn

doesn't feel it will have that great an impact

either.

"The 40 second clock or three point play

won't change the way we play at all because

our philosophy is going to be to play as if it

isn't there." he said.

One way or the other, the new rules will

at least have a minor effect on the way the

game is played and while McLaughlin hasn't

been working on setting up for the bomb,

he does plan to do so within the next week.

And you never know, maybe if John

Hempel decides to start firing them up from

20 feet. UMass fans can be treated to a real

shootout at the Cage.
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President's order affects

scientific investigations
By RUSSELL TURNER
Collegian Correspondent

An executive order issued by President

Ronald Reagan may have serious im-

plications for the future of scientific

research at universities.

"The interests of the United States and

its citizens require that certain information

concerning the national defense and foreign

relations be protected against unauthorized

disclosure." states the preamble to

Executive Order 12356, issued by the

President April 2.

"Without academic freedom, university

research would not exist," said University

of Massachusetts physics professor Hajime

Sakai, one of the first scientists to be af-

fected by the presidential order. Sakai was
instructed by the Defense Department last

August not to publish two papers on infra-

red spectroscopy in the upper atmosphere.

In contrast to previous executive orders

concerning classification of information, the

most recent being that of President Carter,

Executive Order 12356 significantly

broadens the authority of the government
to classify information as secret. Some of

these changes include:

— A removal of a previous requirement

for classification that damage to national

security be 'identifiable.'

— A new provision for indefinite

classification.

— A directive stating that questions

about whether or not to classify research be

resolved in favor of classification.

— An expansion of categories of

classification to include non-classified

research developed by scientific in-

vestigators outside the government.

"Executive Order 12356...gives un

precedented authority to government
officials to intrude at will in controlling

academic research that depends upon

federal support," a recent report of the

American Association of University

Professors states.

"The order permits and encourages the

classification of information merely on the

speculative assertion that its open

dissemination may damage the national

security."

The Pentagon, which responded to the

executive order by creating a new office

and publishing Department of Defense

Directive 5020.1 last August, disagrees.

"I don't think it's a drastic departure

from past practice. It's a practical approach

to the government's security needs," Chief

of the Armed Forces News Branch, James

B. Freeman said.

"The trend towards government
openness went virtually unchallenged for 30

years and we supported that for a long

time. The previous executive order (of the

Carter Administration) looked upon

classification almost as an evil to be avoided

at all costs."

Freeman pointed out that the only ad

ditional agency authorized to classify in-

formation under the new executive order is

the Environmental Protection Agency.

Executive Order 12356 expands the

definition of "confidential," the lowest level

of classification, to include all that could

reasonably "be expected to cause damage to

the national security." This is a change from

the previous wording of "identifiable

damage to national security."

Under the order, information "produced

by or for" the government is subject to

classification and sanctions may be imposed

on government "contractors and grantees"

who violate the executive order.

A provision in the order says "basic

scientific research information not clearly

related to the national security may not be

classified."

Professor Sakai's papers were two of 92

papers due to be presented at an in-

ternational optics symposium in San Diego

and suppressed by the Pentagon in a last

minute move that angered many scientists.

"'In this particular instance a very firm

directive came from Air Force
Headquarters saying that unless the papers

had been specifically reviewed by the

Department of Defense they should not be

presented," John T. Obrien, a spokesman

at Hanscom Air Force Base said. Hanscom
Air Force Base, through the Air Force

Geophysical Research Laboratory, has

funded Professor Sakai's research.

Professor Sakai had already submitted

his papers to the Air Force for review and

had been cleared at the local level to publish

them. The decision was then reversed until

last week.
The incident in San Diego created a

storm of protest from scientists and

scientific organizations throughout the

country, but UMass was the only university

of officially complain to Washington, ac

cording to Samuel F. Conti, dean of

Graduate Studies and Research at the

University.

Many universities depend on Department

of Defense contracts for their funding.

Conti said. It is not surprising that most

have been afraid to stick their necks out, he

added.

The incident created concern that there

might be a conflict with UMass policy that

disapproves of classified research and

prohibits the University from entering into

any grants or contracts that require outside

approval before publication.

"It is legally within the rights of federal

agencies to screen any research that they

fund," Conti said. The Pentagon was not

violating UMass policy because technically

they only delayed publication and did not

suppress it, he siad.

Conti has been in touch with miny
national organizations on this subject and

will be attending a conference dealing with

the issue in Colorado Springs in December.

"It's pretty much agreed that free

university research is the bulwark of

scienfitic research," he said. "Every

scientific society and the National Academy
of Sciences is looking into this and I don't

think it's been resolved yet."

( ollrfflaii ph«(a b> l;rMiford liamairr

Mt. Sugarloaf in Deerfield provides a looming: backdrop for a local

church.

UMass health council report

aims to curb alcohol abuse
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The trickle of Friday afternoon student

customers to k)cal package stores develops

into a flood by early evening. As some
students finish up their classes, they head

for the liquor, not sure where they're going

or what they're doing later in the evening,

^ut sure that they'll have their alcohol.

In order to combat student alcohol abuse

at the University of Massachusetts, the

UMass Health Council has written a special

report on student alcohol use and abuse on

campus which it will present to the Faculty

Senate.

The report Usts seven proposals the

council feels will help solve the problems

that result from alcohol abuse on campus.

The report suggests giving students

alternative weekend activities that are not

alcohol oriented. The report also recom-

mends students be provided with safer

ways to get home from local bars.

The report also suggests the University

establish a campus policy saying alcohol

abuse is unacceptable behavior and will not

be tolerated.

It calls on the vice chancellor for Student

Affairs. Dennis Madsen. to create a task

force to address the issue of alcohol abuse

on campus. The force would include

representatives from Health Services.

Academic Support Services, residence

halls, the Dean of Students office, the

Student Activities Office, the Department

of Public Safety and the five area gover

nments. This task force would look at the

need for alcohol education discussion in the

New Students program, enforcement of the

existing policy in the residence halls and

strengthening the existing disciplinary

system. It also seeks to establish policies

that would limit the amount of alcohol

sprved at campus sponsored events, en-

courage non-drinking alternatives for

students at night and on weekends and

review the Collegian's policy for accepting

ads for "two for one" and "all you can-

drink" type functions.

The report asks, provost and vice

chancellor for academic affairs Loren Baritz

to open Boyden and NOPE gymnasiums and

other recreational facilities on weekend

nights to encourage students to participate

in activities other than drinking on

weekends.
It also calls for Acting Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance John L.

DeNyse to arrange for transportation to

and from off campus bars and other party

sites on weekend nights. The tran-

sportation would be paid for by students on

a fare basis.

The report suggests that Food Service*

and the Campus Center establish and

operate coffee houses to provide non-

alcoholic entertainment on weekends, with

the Fine Arts Council providing the talent

for these events.

The report urges courses that address

abnormal behavior to make alcohol abuse a

part of their curricula.

Finally, it requests the faculty to try to

recognize alcohol related problems in

counseling and advising.

The study resulted from an editorial in

the Collegian on Dec. 4. 1981 which said

students have little else to do on campus

except drink on the weekends. The Health

Council then decided to address the issue of

alcohol abuse to see if it could rectify some

of the problems raised in that editorial.

Journalism myths debunked by Canadian correspondent
*^
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By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Canadian journalist, author and editor Walter Stewart

last night said journalism is in high demand, not in low

repute, contrary to popular opinion.

During an address to his largest American audience of

about 50 people at the School of Business Administration,

Stewart rigorously revealed what he sees to be the major

misconceptions surrounding the press in a talk called '""The

Seven Myths of Journalism: A Canadian Perspective."

Stewart told his listeners the "myth of objectivity," held

more widely by journalists than by the public, is "the no-

tion journalists can be counted on to view events around

them with scientific detachment - a bizarre notion."

Because objectivity does not exist, Stewart said he could

not envision a Washington reporter being able to refrain

from developing a political bias in his work. To think

otherwise, he said, is only misleading, rtatner than claim-

ing something that cannot be delivered, fairness — not ob-

jectivity — should be pursued by the media.

The second myth, that of "journalistic belligerance",

portrays journalists as "sturdy individuals" compromising

a "tough group" of repwrters. Stewart said despite the no-

tion that journalists reveal information attackingly, the

dominant trend in news delivery points to "exercise in

mush-mouthing" that serve to support, rather than

criticize, dominant public figures and policies of the day.

A "hard-digging" journalist is characteristic of the

'myth of the tireless investigator," a role Stewart said can

be seen exclusively on the Lou Grant show. "Real in-

vestigative reporting," he said "is not the norm for jour-

nalism."

Journalists like Woodward and Bernstein of the

Washington F^ost were considered to be "freaks" and

were treated as such by that newspap)er, he said

Calling the "journalist as the defender of freedom," his

fourth myth, Stewart said "'there have l)een times when

journalists fought long and hard for freedom but there

have been other times when they have run with the pack."

During the McCarthy era and the ('ivil Rights move-

ment, he said journalists merely covering the freedom

fighting activities and not engaging in them, most often

"kept their head down and their mouths shut."

Stewart said the pages of newspapers are available for

the "rich and the righteous" and not for the "poor and

pitiable." This fact fact dispells "the myth f)f the journalist

as a friend of the little jK'ople. ' Because it is not the views

of the "little people" that are sought to l)e "embodied in

print," he said "there is nothing remarkable about the fact

that journalists follow movers and shakers — they are

after all, movers and shakers thenis«'lves"
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IRS unveils new tax form:

will make singles life h-L

•ai*>4
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A Monday afternoon snow blankets Chapin Park in Bangor, ME.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Internal

Revenue Service yesterday formally un-

veiled the 1982 income-tax forms, including

a new 1040EZ that may be the ultimate in

simplicity. But IRS said there may be no

way to simplify the long Form 1040.

At the same time. Internal Revenue

Service Commissioner Roscoe L. Egger Jr.

said the Reagan administration is reviewing

its decision to end the toll free phone

service for answering taxpayers' questions

on how to file their tax returns. That

decision has met with strong dissent in

Congress and Egger agreed it is possible

the "hot line" will be continued.

The chief purpose of the news conference

was to draw attention to the new 1040EZ

form, which the Internal Revenue Service

anticipates will be used by 11 million single

people when the filing of 1982 returns starts

on Jan. 1.

The Internal Revenue Service now has

three basic forms for individual taxpayers:

—The 1040EZ, a single page accented in

mint green with only 11 lines of figures to

fill in - and the Internal Revenue Service

has printed in one of the 11. the $1,000

personal exemption. This form can be used

only by single people who have no

dependents, no tax credits, taxable income

under $50,000 and all of it from wages, tips

and no more than $400 of interest.

However, a new deduction of up to $25

for charitable contributions for taxpayers

who don't itemize deductions may be taken

on any of the three forms.

—The 1040A is a two page, 31 -line pink-

tinted form usable by any taxpayer with

taxable income under $50,000 in wages,

tips, interest, dividends and unemployment

compensation. It can be used to claim the

new deduction for working couples to help

offset the "marriage penalty." or to take a

credit for the working poor or for political

contributions.

Amherst Student chides alumni: *grow up or stay at home
/l/fe/CCfOC' kJVM^VA^I^V ^M.^M.^^^

_ .„rHiH Hamate to he said. "The ones who are really the problem aren't the

AMHERST (AP) — "Grow up or stay home." That was

the message the Amherst College student newspaper

delivered to high living old grads after the 161 year old

liberal arts college's annual alumni homecommg weekend.

"Recalling the worst of their college days, many alumni

were back to romp in what they seemed to think was their

private playground, " said an Amherst Student editorial on

Monday after nearly 2,000 alumni and their families visited

the campus Saturday.

Many attended undergraduate hosted dormitory and

fraternity parties after Amherst dumped Williams 52 26

for the Little Three football title in the 101st meeting

between the two schools.

'New girl' rivals 'old boy
BOSTON (AP) - A New Girl Network, Lambert. , .^^ . a

rivaling the Old Bov Network that sup- A graduate of the Class of 76, the second

posedlv helps men get ahead in business, is in the eightyear old women s program, Ms^

growing out of a women's-only graduate Marshall, the mother of a 3- year-old

school of management that claims to teach daughter, says she also works the network

students how to compete with, if not beat, by keeping in touch with a classmate, now a

"Drinking irresponsibly, all too many did damage to

college dorms and fraternities with puerile delight, said

the editorial.

"So while, it may seem a hard line to take after this

weekend, we have only one injunction: grow up or stay

home..."

Brad Campbell. 22. a Philadelphia senior and chairman

of the newspaper's editorial board, said he waked up

Sunday, "finding doors smashed, glass cases smashed and

other damage."

Many alumni "won't react positively ... and will feel a

sense of ingratitude because they are a source of money.

he said. "The ones who are really the problem aren't those

who care enough to give anyway."

William Mueller, college maintenance director, said

there was some vandalism in one dormitory and in some

fraternity houses, but it was impossible to tell who was

responsible.

"Everything considered, we didn't have too much,"

Mueller said. "Whatever the damage was, it was more of a

superficial type, such as broken windows and defaced

walls, but nothing of a structural nature."

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said police received

no calls of rowdiness from the college.

Docs testify on child abuse

men at their own game.

"I don't do business until I pick up my
alumnae directory and see who is doing

what. "said Sheryl R. Marshall. 33. a

graduate of Simmons College's Graduate

School of Management and a self

proclaimed member of what she calls the

New Girl Network.

Ms. Marshall is one of two women stock

brokers in the Boston office of New York

Stock Exchange member Drexel Burnham

partner in one of the country's largest

venture capital firms.

"I want her to alert me to any new stock

issues coming on the market." she ex

plained.

The directory indicates how far the New

Girl Network has flung since Simmons

started its graduate program in 1974 with a

$12,000 shoestring grant and 51 students

and five professors.

BROCKTON (AP) - Two doctors have

testified in the trial of a Brockton couple

accused of child neglect that 6 year old

Keith Harmelle suffered from malnutrition

and had lost up to a quarter of his body

weight in the three months before he died.

Dr. Eli Newberger. a pediatrician at

Children's Hospital Medical Center in

Boston, told a Superior Court jury Monday

that on the day Keith died. Jan.6. 1981. the

boy weighed only 36 pounds. 10 pounds less

than he weighed the previous October.

Newberger. an expert in child abuse and

neglect, was testifying in the trial of Paul

and Theresa Orme. foster parents charged

with child neglect in Keith's death.

"He was malnourished." Newberger

said. "I base this on the objective ob-

servation of the loss of 20 to 25 percent of

his body weight in an interval of no longer

than 10 weeks."

Newberger also said an autopsy showet

there were six marks underneath the boy's

scalp, caused by brain movement that is the

result of trauma or force.

Newberger said his investigation showed

a pattern of neglect and abuse of other

children in the Ormes' care.

Medical examiner Dr. Howard Carpenter

said Keith died of bloodclots migrating to

the lungs, a condition triggered by

malnourishment and very unusual in a child

of that age.

Space shuttle commander
says 'Yes sir, we deliver'
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif.

(AP) — The space shuttle returned to

Earth yesterday as a tried-and true

carrier of space cargo, its commander

exulting. "Yes sir, we deliver." With

dawn's early light shining off the

American flag on its side, the shuttle cut

through desert clouds to a centerline

landing.

"We've been on a fantastic voyage,

"

Vance Brand said.

Making it look easy, the spacecraft

commander steered Columbia over

California's Mojave Desert and glided to a

smooth stop with more than 5.000 feet of

concrete left.

"You certainly lived up to the motto on

this flight. " Roy Bridges at the console in

Mission Control, told the astronauts.

The motto, repeated often during the

flight, was "We Deliver.

"

Columbia flight five was the first

operational mission of the world's first

reusable spacecraft. Wit'.T more than 10

million miles on its flight log, the ship will

undergo a 10 month overhaul.

Challenger, the next ship in the fleet, is

being readied at Cape Canaveral to take

the next three flights, beginning with

flight six. Jan. 24. James A. Abrahamson.

NASA's associate administrator for space

flight, said the space walk scrubbed on

Monday because of malfunctioning space

suits may be taken then "if wo are certain

we understand exactly went wrong and

have cf»rrected it."

Mis.sion specialist Joseph Allen recalled

that after he and William Lenoir deployed

two communications satellites last week

Brand commented that the only flight

objectives left were an EVA (ex-

travehicular activity) and a landing. Allen

said he responded:

"If we have to make a choice, we want a

safe landing. It turned out we made that

choice.

"

As might be expected. Columbia no

longer looked as if it just came out of the

box. Its white surfaces were streaked

with smudges. Its dark surfaces were

more g^ay than black.

Thirty minutes after touchdown, the

astronauts — Brand, pilot Robert

Overmyer. Allen and Lenoir — stepped

from the ship that had been their home for

five days. Waving and smihng. they

bounced jauntily, one after the other,

down a stair ramp, walked around

Columbia and appeared pleased with what

they saw.

Although the space walk was scrubbed.

Columbia accomplished its primary goals:

acting as a carrier, then a launch platform

for two communications satellites.

The satellites were deployed on flight

days one and two. Their own rockets then

sent them to their "stationary" orbit

22.;iO0 miles above the equator.

The space walk scheduled for mission

specialists Lenoir and Allen was aban

dnned when both their $2 million suits

malfunctioned. If it can't be worked into

flight six, it will be scheduled for flight

seven, Abrahamson said.

AP Laacrphoto

Space Shuttle Columbia astronauts acknowledge cheers from the

crowd that received them yesterday at Edwards Air Force Base,

following their successful fifth mission.
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Students to lobby for financial aid inCapitol
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

Students Advocating Financial Assistance (SAFA) will

be making its fourth trip to Washington, D.C. to lobby for

financial aid during the weekend following Thanksgiving.

The main purpose of the trip, according to SAFA Co-

president Jim Shaw, is to insure the reinstatement of the

continuing resolution, a bill that constitutes a major por-

tion of federal financial aid to students. It is known at the

level funding bill.

About 40 studerits will leave the University of

Massachusetts at noon Sunday, November 28. Students

will visit senators and representatives on Monday and

Tuesday, returning late Tuesday night.

Student lobbyists will thank supporters of financial aid

legislation while asking for their continued support. They

will try to enlighten opponents of financial aid, explaining

the reasons why they should support student assistance,

Shaw said.

Opposing legislators often cite waste and misuse of

funds as reason for voting down financial aid legislation,

Shaw said.

"Education is a basic foundation of economic growth in

this country. It's a terrible thing when a congressman
can't see the importance of education," he said.

SAFA expects to meet with most of the Massachusetts
delegation as well as key legislators from out-of-state, in-

cluding Rep. Paul Simon, D-Ill, chairman of the House sub
committee on Post-Secondary Education. Shaw said he
expects ten groups of four people to make the rounds dur-

ing the lobbying period.

"We don't change a lot of votes, but we do make an im-

pact," Shaw said. "The Speaker of the House (Thomas P.

"Tip" O'Neill) always supports us. It's always helpful to

have the Speaker of the House on your side."

Shaw said more than 80 percent of the student body is

affected by SAFA's efforts. SAFA membership includes

students receiving financial aid as well as those who don't,

Shaw said.

Dealing with Congress directly is the only way to really

understand the way it works, Shaw said.

"It's a very intricate institution," he said.

"Many students in the past have said it's easier to see

your congressman than it is to see your professor," said

Gerry Grady, Coordinator of Community Relations at

UMass. Grady, who advises SAFA, is going on the trip to

Washington.

SAFA plans to organize similar student groups at other

universities in the state and the rest of New England.

Military buildup may reduce

job opportunities for women

rallepan pbolo by Krviii J. I'arhvtii

The University of Massachusetts Marching Band held "Band Day" at

the bloodmobile yesterday. The bloodmobile, which is held every Tues-

day in the Campus Center usually attracts 40-45 donors weekly. As a

result of the special occasion, the bloodmobile was visited by a season-

high 71 donors yesterday. This unidentified band member happily relin-

quishes a pint of blood.

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

President Reagan's economic policies,

particularly hi.s adiment stance on miUtary

spending, have cut jobs and job op-

portunities for women, said a Wellesley

College professor.

Theresa Amott, who has taught labor

economics at Wellesley College for four

years, spoke about "Reaganomics and the

Working Woman" yesterday at the

University of Massachusetts.

"less than one percent of human beings

employed in military contracts are women."

Amott said. "Women's voting patterns

suggest women are willing to make a stand

against military spending because they

realize it holds no future for them.

"

"Military spending doesn't generate jobs

women have traditionally held, which is not

to say women want those traditional jobs.

But women are not going to be employed in

these contracts," she said.

Amott criticized Reagan's military build-

up. Instead of spending $50,000 for one

miUury job, she suggested creating five

jobs in social services with $10,000 salaries.

"Military spending is programatic. It

doesn't generate jobs for the equivalent

amount of military spending. " she said.

"The government has very sophisticated

weapons which cost a lot of money, don't

work very well and we have to pay for

them. We pay taxes and they (the

government) turn around and pay for

weapons."
"I'd like to see that same anger that was

focused on the2'/2 proposition here du-ected

toward military spending," she said.

Much of Reaganomics involves spending

less money in other areas of the govern

ment programs and directing that money

towards military spending. Amott said.

"Obviously the social programs had to

go." Amott said. "They had to go for

political reasons, to make room for military

spending."

Amott said she does not think Reagan's

budget cuts in other governmental agencies

were intended to force women out of work.

He wants to eliminate the agencies and it

can not be helped that women are a major

part of these agencies, she said.

However, one of the major problems with

Reaganomics is Reagan's behef about

American workers, she said.

"Reagan believes it is necessary to

disciphne the 'highly paid' American

worker," she said. By cutting down

unemployment benefits and social welfare

programs, Reagan believes workers will be

more willing to accept any type of low-

paying job, she said.

Employers are beginning to realize that

they may have cut labor costs so much that

no one has any money to buytheir products.

"The economy could get worse because of

the inability to sell goods and services

because so many people are unemployed,"

she said. "We may have gone too far with

the economy."
Amott's presentation was the fourth

segment of an eight-part series dealing with

women and work.

Spectrum calls destruction

'specific act of vandalism'
ByPAULBELVAL
Collegian Staff

The publishers of Spectrum magazine

have decided to report the destruction of

3.000 copies of their publications that were

being stored in a dressing room in the

Campus Center Auditorium as a "specific

act of vandalism" against their

organization.

Charles Francis Carroll, Spectrum

managing editor, said after a discussion

with Irene Richards in the Recognized

Student Organizations Student Activities

Office, the magazine reported the

destruction to the police as an act of van

dalism aimed specifically at that group.

Carroll said, earlier this semester, 25 out

of 30 boxes of magazines had been ripped

apart, the magazines torn in half, the walls

of the dressing room spray painted with

yellow paint and the lightbulbs broken.

Carroll said the Campus Center failed to

report the vandalism when it happened.

"The original vandahsm wasn't reported

by Building Operations," Carroll said.

"They probably went in there, saw a mess

and just wanted to clean it up.

"

However, Dudley Bridges, director of

Building Operations at the Campus Center,

said his office did report the vandalism and

that the magazine was to blame for the

vandalism.

"We did call the police on that and they

came over," he said. "Besides, it wasn't

storage space. They were supposed to

remove their stuff. They weren't supposed

to leave it there for a year."

Bridges also said Carroll exaggerated the

amount of damage that took place, claiming

there was only "10 or 11 boxes" that were

destroyed.

Carroll said the Student Judiciary also

received an anonymous charge of

"mismanagement of the magazine."

Because of vandalism. Spectrum has had

to cancel its plans to distribute an issue this

semester. Carroll said. He said the

organization is now beginning its sub-

mission drive for the next edition

Photo by Peter Marka

Doug Montgomery, a University of Massachusetts student, provides

nourishment for Campus Center visitors as he provides himself with a

part-time income selling hotdogs.

Graduate senators propose seperate commencements
. . .1 ..„ 1 o«„otr„.c hoHovpH thp Hifferpnt times on the same dav. on different d

By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate last night voted unanimously to propose a separate

graduation ceremony for graduate students.

The proposal was put forth by a special subcommittee

formed by the senate U) investigate the idea's feasibility.

The subcommittee investigated separate commencements

at other large schools and how they had been received.

The group noted that seperate graduate commencement

exercises are held at the University of Minnesota and

Michigan State University.

The subcommittee's original proposal called only for fur-

ther investigation into the idea. It also included a clause

that allowed for the review of the exercises. That proposal

was amended in the senate because senators believed the

clause was not needed.

The new proposal, which the senate will send to UMass

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, read: "The Graduate Student

Senate proposes a separate commencement for graduate

students effective within this academic year."

Senate President Jack A. Delmond said Duffey had ex-

pressed his support for a separate commencement at a

meeting last week. According to Delmond, Duffey said

that he recognized graduate students' need for a different

type of speaker than undergraduates and had encouraged

the senate to come up with a proposal.

During debate, senators noted that a separate com-

mencement could be approached in a number of ways.

Graduate and undergraduate exercises could be held at

different times on the same day, on different days of the

same weekend, on the same day and time in a different

location, or the graduate ceremony could be held in

December.
Senators pointed out that separate commencement ex-

ercises would allow graduate students to get more atten-

tion upon receiving their degrees and would also draw

more media coverage to the University. Senators said a

graduate commencement would draw prestigious and

more academically-inclined speakers and that separate

ceremonies would be much easier on friends and relatives

to attend.

Although the senate's proposal calls for the separate

ceremonies to be implemented this year. Delmond said the

possible additional costs of these ceremonies may prevent

the University from implementing the proposal this year.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula." ^ listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must 1^ submitt^

on "Hypercurncula" forms available in the Collegxan of-

fices 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p m the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the sUn-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limiUtions, the Collegian cannot piarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

ISRAEL PROGRAMS FAIR - Live, work, study in

Israel. Talk to Israelis. Free posters, information, in

spiration. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. 169 Campus Center.

STUDY AND INTERNSHIPS ABROAD - Gloria

Kenny of Educational Programs Abroad from Marymount

College will di-scuss study abroad opportunities and in-

ternships in Bonn. I^ndon and Madrid. 11 a.m.. Inter

national Programs Office, 239 Whitmore.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE

INFORMATION NIGHT - National and international

nroeram representatives and foreign and national ex^

change students will be meeting to discuss programs and

share experiences. All students (especially those on ex

change) welcome. Refreshments provided. 7 p.m.. Lance

House main lounge.

GOVERNORS' PROGRAM COUNCIL MEETING --

GP(^ is still looking for interested and enthusiastic people

to help with graphics, video, publicity and talent search.

GPC is funded by the Board of Governors to hring non_

musical entertainment to the CC/Su. 4:30 p.m.. Hi)

Campus Center.

TH€nT€£
Presents

"The Maxwell Anderson Award Winner"

DARK OF
THE MOON

thU production U typical ol th» fin. •"'•'^a'"'"*"'

at th« Rand Conj.stently pr.i.nt.d in a totally pro

,.„.onalmann.f
.^v Coi-egion

•fThlO story of a $tarcro$t»d romance b*tw»»n a

wltcti and a rr^ountam girl tak»» on all th. rict> tiavorj

of tt>« ballad on wh.ct> it is bas«d Entertaining

throughout, it ranges Irom tunny to frightening to

*°
-Sofir^gtield MormnQ Urvon

the Univertlty of Mossochusett* Theoter produc

tion captivates ond enlertoins. it is the Borneo and

(Juliet of the Srrioky Mountain*."
o«,«m.»

Doiiv Mompshire Gazette

Reservations: 545 3511

You're

What?

The way people react when

you tell them you're preg-

nant isn't important. The

way you feel about it is So

if you're pregnant and not

so sure you want to be, talk

to us Our counselors are

specially trained to help you

make the decision that's

right for you Call 738-6210.

Preterm The most ox

penenced reproductive

health care center in the

Northeast.

preterm

A kcwisad non profrl l>«rltt< car*

ttcility 1842 Baacon Sitaal.

Brookbna. MA 02146

Xt'5 s»Oixt thAt ttttie tn the

Oil •'TIPS",J4: 545-1540,

4*'

\020

4fc

^

¥
Xna>tti|>t,€te5

V333-^t Option

\0^9\St TIPS
A Seiwce of -the Dea*! of.

Stubente Office

ion

103L

101^

CONSUMER ECONOMICS CLUB - Meeting,

members welcome. 6 p.m.. Skinner Hall Lounge.

New

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "Shalom in our World

Today" is the topic of discussion led by Rev. Phil Ward. AU

are welcome 12:15 1:15 p.m., 428 Student Union.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST - Leadership

training classes. Practical, challenging and stiniulating

"how to's" to develop an exciting relationship with God and

study the bible for yourself with students from all over

UMass. 6:30 p.m., 109 SBA.

RUSSIAN TEA - Russian tea wiU be served at an

informal, organizational meeting for a Russian dub. There

will be Russian conversation, music, refreshments, and

ideas on upcoming events. All interested students and

faculty members are invited. 4 p.m.. 601 Herter.

WOMENS SPIRITUALITY GROUP - A group of

women who are challenging traditional ways of ex

periencing spirituality. A supportive community where

women can share, question, and grow toward a new un

der-standing of ourselves. 7 to 9:00 p.m.. 428 Student

Union.

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
• STOP SMOKING*

HVr*!l>H|!H ANHUJ" VK MAUI n Pf«W4%EI«T

Many of our rlirmt arr doctor referral.

(h-rrromr inxieliet. Frart * Phobta*

l.aM>«<>i|(ht . lnM>nini« . N«il Biling

VI((onfidrnce. V.ual ProbJm,. • Brd Wrtung

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Milion H. A«kin<»». MfoilK'r ^.A.E.H.

Available: l^eriurr I>«'inon«iraliona

Call nr 9ntf for frtr Rrockurr

The Farrirk Buildini. Rie. «». Hadir* Ha.

J'lO mil' H.m|»K.r» M.in-r.l •• »ork. . H.rd-arrI

584-1919 »iv AppL Only

relaxed dress code

^
No Cover

CivE A FriencI
[

A Cram

Singing Telegrams
and Balloons
Delivered by

Tuxedoed Messenger for any

and All Occasions
Lowest Prices

Call 665-7664 visa/mc

Newslines...
Transportation lecture today Elder student group to meet

The role of politics in making state and local tran-

sportation decisions is the subject of a seminar offered at

3:45 p.m. today in Marston Hall, Rooms 132 to 134. The
department of civil engineering is sponsoring the lecture,

featuring Frederick Salvucci, former secretary of Tran-

sportation in the Dukakis administration and a lecturer at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Center for

Transportation Studies. Topics to be discussed include the

Pittsfield bypass, state Highway 57, Boston's central

artery and various MBTA and regional transit authorities.

Dietitian speaks on diabetes
Paul Sirois, a registered dietitian of Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton, will present a lecture on

"Diabetes Control in the Holiday Season," tommorrow at 7

p.m. in Conference Room A of Cooley Dickinson.

The 25+ Club, an organization of full time University

undergraduates who will be 25 or older at graduation will

meet at 4 today in Room 168 of the Campus Center to

discuss social activities.

A "Quickie Lunch" is planned for noon Friday on the

tenth floor of the Campus Center.

Atty. Gen. search extended
The Student Government Association Attorney General

Search committee has extended their search until Dec. 1

because of changes in the job description.

Changes include:

— Members of Recognized Student Organizations and
persons on academic probation are now allowed to apply.
— All applications will be reviewed equally.

Th'" original deadline was No». I'j.

i

I'ollcipui photo by Tom Kudia

Bill Irwin, a freshman en^neering: major, tries his hand at darts in the Campus Center Con-

course Monday. ^—-—-——-^^-==========

Health advisory board

wants students to quit

during Smokeout Day
By DAN LEBERFIELD
Collegian Staff

Smokers from coast to coast are asked to participate in

the Sixth Annual Great American Smokeout tomorrow.

The goal of the project, sponsored by the American Cancer

Society, is to get at least one in every five smokers

nationwide to give up their cigarette habit from midnight

today to midnight tomorrow.
Locally, the Student Health Advisory Board at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst is sponsoring

smokeout activities. A booth at the Campus Center will

feature buttons, stickers and a prize to the individual with

the closest guess of the number of broken cigarettes in a

jar.

Larry Hagman is returning as national chairman for this

year's smokeout. Last year Hagman sponsored a "Quit

Smoking Letter Contest." The winner of the contest, Mrs.

Janet MacAinish, proposed that everyone trying to kick

the habit should wear a rubber band around their wrists as

a reminder not to smoke. This year the American Cancer

Society will be distributing red rubber bands, with

Hagman's photo and signature attached to them to all

participants.

"The day is designed to get people to stop smoking for

the day but hopefully they will quit for longer." said local

Smokeout organizer Ruth Coburn.

In 1981, according to a Gallop poll, over 16 million

Americans attempted to give up smoking on Smokeout

Day. Over 5 million of the participants succeeded for the

full 24 hours. Eleven days later, nearly 3 million of these

people were still not smoking.

"If people don't give up smoking after the Smokeout at

least they saw they can go for a while without smoking and

maybe next time they will quit for good." Coburn .said.

\\

The 'Best CkiMeftehd"
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

Luncheon SpBClals Take-Out Service

For only$5.25 per person

Hot & Sour Soup Chicken Fried Noodles

Chicken Fingers Sweet & Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Ravioli Pan Fried Rice

Beef with Green Pepper Chinese Barbecued Pork

Every Men. - Thurs. from 5-8 & Sunday from 11:30-3

Sun.-Thurt. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

Start off the Holiday Season
at The Fine Arts Center

Sniii/h>iiv

Sunday, November 21

8:00 PM
with Jonathan Shames

On Sale Now

CONNIE STEVENS
slarrinq tn

November 30 December 1 8:00 p.m.

On Sale Now

Friday,

December 3

8:00 p.m.

On Sale Nov. 12

PRIMAVERA
STRING
QUARTET

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

V. M, '.'r-'lr '/tr 'ic-^Jr^Ir

zs zs 23= ZS

NOVEMBER 24.
at 4:00 p.m. is the extended deadline date

for the UMass Arts Council

2nd funding period.

umass /^rts council

Please make sure all

proposals are received at

125 Herter Hall by this date.

Also: Residencies, Students:

if you have any Grant proposals

please submit them at this time.
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g Wfltlng/Rhetoric Requirement
o Undergraduates who have not taken a first level 'B'

g core course and have not been exempted should pre-
'"*

register for English 190A for this spring. Anyone who

ha^s not taken the prerequisite Writing Progrann Place-

ment Test should take it dunng counselling week:

November 16 8:00 p.m. Mahar 108

November 17 8:00 p.m. Bartlett 65

November 18 8:00 p.m. Hasbrouck 20

Upperclassmen needing a second level 'B' core

course should pre-register for English 152. Freshmen

who do not complete level I and upperclassmen who

do not complete level II this year may find it necessary

; to take an equivalent course at another institution, at

I their own expense. ^ *^^^«*^^^^
fooooooooooootOftO^oooooooooooooooMOOOOggMMOQgw

r
ANDY'S PIZZA
RESTAURANT

Beer & Wine
"Best Pizza in Town

1^—

•

Wednesday Special

2 FOR 1 Spaghetti Dinners
..^...^.»^-«.-»-««.^..-«'«».^"-

also priday - $2.50 pitchers
Miller, Miller Light

••.^^••.^^••« ••.^••.^^^•.^ ••.^^« •

Sunday - 2 complete dinners

all for $5.95

PAT METHEMY. . OFFRAMP'$6.59 LEMMOH COLLECTIOM. .
.$6.59

MARVIH 6AYE. . .MIDMIGHT LOVE $5.99

Union Records Unltd. »^ * "

»

Dy th* Students

Tuesday - Happy Hour 8 - 10

FREE Small Pizza
w/first pitcher of beer

Open 11-2 am (pizzas, grinders, salads)

Dinners from 11-10
• •.^••.^-••^•v

Mourst

M-r|lO-5

Sotf11-0

Of th» Students
A K^cord Stor*

For th* Students

Located at 175 University Drive (next to Stadium Liquc s)

256-8147

Take Out Service

•^^••.^••.^•^^•^•*

tFALL GRADS ^

;{^
INDEX (yearbook)^

PORTRAITS ^
SAVE 60%

on Sitting Fee
Now Only $2.00

LAST DAYS - Z
SO HURRY^

C.C. 178 ^
Wed. 1 - 8, Thurs. 9 - 5 ^

Fri. 9-5 M
or call 5-2874

j^j^jf jfjf Jf^^^-¥'^
I

Collegian ?

Digest
by the Associated Press

•:•:•:•:•:•>;••_•••.•.•,•.•,•

Dukakis pledges to improve record

of appointing women to government

AP Laacrphoto

Mass. governor-elect Michael S. Dukakis addressed the

Massachusetts Coalition for Women's Appointments yesterday.

BOSTON - Conceding his first ad

ministration could have done better in

placing women in government, Gov. elect

Michael S. Dukakis pledged yesterday to do

a better job this time but declined to

promise fulfilling a feminist demand to

double the number over the next four

years.

"I don't think it's unrealistic," Dukakis

said of the aim of the Massachusetts

Coaltion for Women's Appointments. "I've

had some experience with lead pipe

guarantees in the past which makes me
reluctant to get into the numbers game."

"But more than 50 percent of our citizens

in the state are women and a great many of

them voted for Mike Dukakis and John

Kerry, so we're going to work very hard to

open up this process...

Women hold about 15 percent of the 3,000

jobs filled by gubernatorial appointment,

said Florence Rubin, a coalition coordinator

and former League of Women Voters

president.

"We aim to try to have that doubled so at

the end of this adminstration, we will have

about 30 percent filled by women, "
she

added.

Ms. Rubin said the coalition of 30

women's groups is soliciting resumes to

create a pool of qualified women available

for appointment.

"i think you know that John Kerry and I

share those concerns, share those goals,

share your commitment," said Dukakis.

"We're going to do everything that we can

to make that reality.

f
Wednesday

Pub Mug Night
35^ De»rs

- Pub Mugs -

Music by

Rack-A-Disc

Auto insurance increases certain
statewide average. Legal briefs sum-

J 586-3023 ^ii

Drake Job

Electrical Work
Major G Minor Engine Ropoir

ROUTE 47 next to Pip's General Store

NORTH HADLEY 586-9029

WANTED...
Musicians and performers interested

in gaining exposure. SOLOS, DUOS,

SMALL COMBOS, JAZZ, FOLK.

COUNTRY, BLUEGRASS. MIME,

JUGGLING. ETC. Needed to play in

the HATCH. We can't pay you but we

can put your name in advertisements

and feed you. This may be the break

you were looking for. Contact John

Furbish, 545-0198 for more information

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

BOSTON - State Insurance Com
missioner Michael J. Sabbagh says an

increase in automobile insurance rates is

certain next year, but the specifics won't be

decided until December.

Sabbagh recently conducted hearings

into the industry's request for a $216 million

rate hike in 1983. about 19.4 percent on a

marizing the participants' arguments are

due in today.

The three recommendations before

Sabbagh are the industry's 19.4 percent

increase request, a 2.5 percent hike

proposed by Attorney General Francis X.

Bellotti's office, and a 7.3 percent increase

recommended by the State Ratmg Bureau.

Presenting High Bias n and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going

to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
Because Permapass,^' our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide

particle-each musical detail-onto the tape So music stays live.

Not just the 1st play Or the 1000th. But forever.

We'll guarantee the cassette.
Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect

the tape Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.

Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape

alignment. Housing is made strong by a design

unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.
Ifyou are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
High Bias II, mail us the tape and well replace it free

YOU'LL FOREVER WONDER

IS IT LIVE.

OR IS IT
?̂
k,"
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Letters————

—

Herpes - no one's laughing
To the Editor:

In regard to Otober 29th's joke issue; more specifically,

the supposedly amusing herpes stories:

I want whoever was responsible for both wntmg and ap-

proving these stories to realize what they did in doing so. 1

want vou U) picture the reader who has herpes. This per-

son may be having a first infection, or a recurrence, or

may simply be waiting for another infection to occur. He

or she is experiencing tremendous physical and

psychological pain, which cannot be described adequately.

He or she is wondering whether or not a normal life will

ever be possible, and farintr the iK)ssihlilitv of spending life

Criticism of Homecoming letter
protection of our history, culture, identity and ourselves.

alone This person is thinking that he may be reject^ by

anyone with whom he might otherwise have had a rela-

tionship. The last thing in the world he needs to see is ar-

ticles like the two printed in the Collegian. As that student

out there the one of more than 20 million persons who

have herpes, sat reading those words last week, he or she

quietly died inside. I want you to think about that for a

while 1 want you to remembar that the next time you

think about telling a herpes joke. One can learn to live with

herpes, but herpes is not funny. The jokes hurt.

Lucy Eberhart
Amherst

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on the letter of Chris Bacich

("Black Homecoming Ominously Promotes

Segregation." 11-10). To whom is Bacich addressing his

queries? Does his inquisitiveness stem from genuine

curiosity, irresponsible ignorance, or callous self-

righteousness?

America is not a homogeneous melting pot. There are

diverse people with various backgrounds, etc. The idea

that everybody should do what the majority does is

ridiculously chauvinistic. People of color are usually ex-

cluded from the 'regular' Homecoming. Who seeks our

opinion and ideas when planning Homecoming? Our in-

volvement and participation is either ignored, not

solicited or written off. Bacich makes some extremely of

fensive and incorrect statements: "Who in their right

mind holds the notion that Black students should have a

different homecoming?...There is a blatant segrega-

tionist attitude being displayed here. No wonder there is

racism at our University. .."students grouping

themselves...intimidates the majority."

This sounds like "blame the victim" to me. Afrikan-

Americans do not make up any "little cult." We also do

not impose our will upon the larger community. Nor do 1

think that a celebration of Black pride, history and ac-

complishments in any way "nurtures racist sentiments."

There is nothing sentimental about racism. People of col-

or did not invent racism, it grew and continues to fester

like a deadly bacteria l)ecause folks like Bacich fail to ac-

cept, respect and appreciate the diversity of groups of

people. We are different; and we reject any ideas that

we. as people of color, should always try U) assimilate in-

to the so-called majority. In fact, the American system

was set up so that Blacks were excluded, except when

they were needed by the white 'majority.' And if you look

around the worid Mr. Bacich, you might notice that

Catwasians are the real minority.

In the future, it would be nice if folks would kindly

direct their energies in more positive ways. All of this

business about questioning the validity of the affairs of

Third Worid people is unjustified, nebulous and should

cease immediately.

Gary Lee

Acting Director

Office of Third World Affairs

To the Editor:

In response to the letter on November 10, 1982 concer-

ning Black Homecoming written by Chris Bacich. we

believe that his perceptions of the facts are highly

distorted.

This is another example of a racist ignoramus blaming

the victim. The fact is that it is not we the minority that

has chosen out of joy to group ourselves, but the majori-

ty's racist attitudes that has forced us to do so for the

Furthermore how ignorant can you be, could you

p<^ssibly call racist or segregationist the celebrations of

White ethnic groups (i.e., St. Patricks "Irish," St. Joseph

"Polish," Bastille Day "French," Columbus Day

"Italian," etc.)?

Also no one ever said that we wanted to assimilate, nor

do we have a need to do so. We minorities are very, very

proud of our heritage and history to change our culture

for anyone elses, and nor do we expect another \o do so

for ours. We have no desire or need to be White. The

Black (people of color) experience is not the White ex-

perience. The Black experience is unique in a thousand

and one ways. Therefore we suggest that it be recogniz-

ed, accepted, and most importantly respected.

It is clear that Mr. Bacich does not understand one

damn iota about the issues of racism or oppression and if

he is a representation of what the Whites on this campus

feel, then they are indeed people to be pitied. Further-

more, we would like to suggest to Mr. Bacich that he

reevaluate his position in life, stop being an — -
and learn

about first worid people so that his childish fears could

disappear.

Nelson Acosta
Amherst

...and another view
To the Editor:

In his rebuttal to Chris Bacich's article on Black

Homecoming, Phillip Jennings has grossly misinter

preted the positive attitude conveyed in Bacich s reac-

tion It is an attitude in which, if held by more people,

there would be no need for Black Homecomings, Greek-

American parades, Puerto Rican Day parades, or St.

Patrick's Day. Segregation^ attitudes only serve to

perpetuate the prejudices that ironically each cultural

croup works to eliminate.

Wnen a certain group feels it necessary to promote

their culture they are forgetting that they are people

first Is it not possible to celebrate the UMass Homecom-

ing with a Gospel Choir, folk dances, lectures, ete.

without an exclusive label? I am a black person proud of

the accomplishments of all people of any culture or color.

We as thinking, intelligent beings belong to one race.

With the state of our worid, no group should segregate

itself to attain certain goals if we are to resolve the social

and economic problems that everyone shares as humans.

The guest speaker for Black Homecoming, Ms. Nikki

Giovanni, apparently advocated this necessary attitude

by opening her lecture curiously asking. Is there a

"White Homecoming" too? The message there, just as

the message in Chris Bacich's reaction should not be ig-

nored.

Danita L. Campbell
Sunderland
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Revenge in radical feminism

One Sunday afternoon 1 was trying to study; but I

was too tired to concentrate, so 1 went across tjie

I

^YOUTS NOT HELPING ONB W, Y'KNOW...
'

Can killer cancer be cured?

T
he following is an account of a guest speaker in

Microbiology of Cancer 160. a speaker intimately

familiar with the struggle for life in the face of the

threat of cancer.

She speaks with dignity. The kind that comes from hav-

ing all that is yourself stripped away; through

chemotherapy, through a bone marrow (the doctor told

her "it will be as if I'm ripping your big toe-nail off." she

said it was more painful than childbirth), through having

all of your hair fall out, through having your face swell up

to freakish proportions.

She speaks and her voice cracks and she pauses, to

regain her breath, to regain her calm. And she shares with

us what it is like to have terminal leukemia; to have a limit

of two years put on your life; to take a risk wherein your

chance of survival is 30 percent.

She tells us because she is able to tell us. She has fought

death and she has beaten it. She has survived cancer.

John B. Kenney

"It was not until I came to the end of the pamphlets the

doctor had given me. that I realized that leukemia was

cancer. That what I had was that dreaded disease that

other people got... I had just saved a person's life that sum-

mer with C.P.R...My name was in the paper... I was on the

news. This couldn't be happening to me. What had I done

to deserve this?"

She is 29 years old and a year ago September she was

told that she was going to die.
. rru *

Last year, she had to have a physical examination. 1 hat

was no problem though. She had always been healthy. But

suddenly she was called back. Something was wrong with

the blood test.
. . »

Her doctor was worried. He wasn't sure. He sent her to

an oncologist (oncology is the study of tumors). The on-

cologist told her that her white blood cells were multiply-

ing at 25 times the normal reproduction rate. He told her

that she had terminal leukemia. He gave her a prescnp-

tion, a bill, a few pamphlets and said good-bye.

"I walked around in a daze. I was scared and angry. My

husband hadn't come with me because we didn't think it

was anything serious...! started crying...! found a phone

and called him and shouted, 'See.. .see what you've left me

to face alone.. .I've got cancer!' ! burst into tears, choking

because I could hardly breathe. He asked exactly where I

was. He said not to move, that his secretary would dnve

him there. But he was 45 minutes away.

"I had time to compose myself while I waited. I was so

scared. When my husband came we hugged and walked

and talked about a lot of personal feelings we had."

"We went to get my prescription. I handed it to the

pharmacist and he looked up at me. I knew by the look in

his eyes that I was going to die.

"The pharmacist said he would call around because he

didn't stock that drug. He found a pharmacy that had a

small amount. I was mad...! was angry...that the doctor

didn't tell me how powerful the drug was. He hadn t

prepared me at all...! was so afraid."

She went on. And then, as if slapping us in the face, she

spoke of her children. A boy, age 7, and a little giri, age 2.

"I want to see my children grow up," she cried.

She motioned to the back of the room, of Mahar

Auditorium (silent, less the struggle to hold back welled up

eyes and noses), where her brother stood.

Keith Simon is a student here at UMass. At his sister's

command Keith switched on a slide projector that made

real our mental images, of her children, of her; bald,

grotesque, dying.

"I heard of something called a bone marrow transplant

while I was having tests done at hospitals in Boston. I

heard that it was new and the results were unc'ear and

that it was dangerous.

"I asked my doctor what he thought about it. He said it

was a decision my husband and I would have to make. My

husband asked. 'Doctor, if it was your daughter, would

you have it done?" He still would not say. but we got the

impression he would. We decided to try it."

The bone marrow transplant involved a great deal of

work and sacrifice on her part for it to be successful. She

would have to spend 4 months in the hospital, in Seattle,

(3000 miles from family, from children). She would have

constant bone marrows (a needle driven into the hip bone

to remove bone marrow, the essence of blood and it's bir-

thplace), chemotherapy treatments (To the point where

she vomited every fifteen minutes of every day. She had to

have her head held up because she was too weak and too

sick to do it herself.), and drug injections to help the pain

because her body was trying to kill her.

She spoke of her fight to overcome depression that tried

to set in everyday. She worked, body and mind, to cure

herself. And she spoke of this approach, this wholistic ap-

proach. .

This is the principle that everything in the body inter-

connects. That you treat the cause and not just the symp-

tom.
. u f

As Albey Reiner, professor of biology, and teacher ot

this course puis it, "The mind is not restricted to the

brain. The mind can work with the body towards the

cure."
, , ^ ,

She sat down with her children and told them she was

going away for a while, but that she'd be back. She told

them she and Uncle Keith were going to make her bad

blood better (Keith was chosen as the best possible donor

through their genetic match-up. He decided to take time

off from school to help save his sister's life.).

Her son looked at her and cried, "You're gonna die, he

screamed, "You're gonna die and you're never coming

back."

"I got out of the hospital last February...! feel great

And all mv hair's back toe, see*'
"'

' " "^
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hall to bother my neighbors for awhile. One of my

neighbors has a subscription to P^V^^J^^S^'^f'^f^,
that the November issue had arrived. What 1

, so

But
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happy to see
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have to read for my classes contains no pictures,

"reading" Playbcry is usually a change of pace for me. K

on this occasion a certain title caught my eye that 1 ji

I began to read the article that

I

She has

who

I

to what to

underneath it with interest.

"The New Puritans" was the title. There was a caption

below this title which said, "a recent book by radical

feminists reveals that their goal is the "-^J^^';" "^
;;".^^

sexuality." This was of interest to me as had taken the

FouruMwrus ofFermm^ class with Prof .
Lee Edwards

was one of four men out of a class of sixty or more people.

I have also read a small amount of feminist Ij^rature

outlide of this class. Despite all the attention I ve given

this subject my understanding of it still seems to me to be

incomplete. I'm always interested in listening to what

anyone has to say concerning it.

I did not look to the PUiybcy article for the answers. In

fact two things occured to me as I began to read it. 1 his

magaTe is exactly the sort of institution that rodic^

Ssts love to despise; so the first things I thought was

hTt knowing who it^ enemies are, PUiyb^ would be \ooV-

ng Xr its own interests in putting down the radical

feminists. This being so, I was prepared not to be surpris
_

ed if these feminists did not get a fair treatment at tht

Tands of the author of the article. Next I considered the

claim expressed by the caption. I thought it was wi d. It s

a rghtT eap from the knowledge that one book is in sup^

^rt of the Rejection of male sexuality to the claim tha

S a rejection is the fundamental goal of the radical

male sexuality as being quite harmless just so long as

„....en are on top. But let a man get the upper hand and

what happens? Violence! War! Disease! Pestilence!

The author of the Playb(yy article wants to say that the

only way to account for Morgan's viewpoint is to say that

all radical feminists want to reject male sexuality m order

U) reap revenge for rape. This is not entirely true. There

are other ways to account for Morgan's viewpoint: One

could say that she has a naive view of the nature of evil; one

could say that she has a slightly warped view of human

relations. One need not drag in the whole flock of radical

feminists and say that they share her viewpoint; but one

would not be wrong if one did.
, r j- i

Robin Morgan is not the only example of radical

feminists who view male sexuality as the root of all eviL In

she is not even the best example. There
-
are

She smiles and a quiet

murmur of laughter arises. Eyes are wiped and throats

are cleared.

"I want to live. I wanted to see my children grow up

wanted to retire with my husband. ..and I will."

She speaks of courage and of strength, and of the will to

live. It is the rawest of human emotions,

cultivated it to an art.

We all know someone with cancer, or someone

knows someone with cancer. In this age of individuality it

is the common threat that runs through us a 1.

We cannot hide from it. It attacks the elderly, it attacks

children. It attacks us. the people in the prime of lite.

healthy and fit. ^.

We must reevaluate life always, for it is important. The

fight to live is the fight we all must face, together.

John B. Kenney is a UMass student.

Robert Boyle
feminist movement. To make this leap, the author of the

majrazine artricle would have to show that the only way to

account for the contents of the book he wishes to discuss is

to say that all radical feminists have the fundamental goal

he thinks they do.
. , . a n.^

The argument in the Playtxyy article centers around the

radical feminists reaction to rape. It claims that these

feminists "have taken the trauma, the devastation of the

isolated criminal act and fashioned a politic of revenge, a

politic of repression. And that is criminal. As the author

of the artricle sees it the goal of radical feminism to be the

rejection of male sexuality, we can deduce that he believes

that they wish U) reject male sexuality because it makes

them feel as though they are getting revenge for criminal

acts of rape. .

Now the book that this author wants to talk abt)ut is

Take Back the Night. He must believe that the only way to

account for the existence of this book is to say that all

radical feminists want revenge for rape. He mentions the

views of a certain woman named Robin Morgan. It is not

clear from the article, however, that this woman wrote

Take Back the Night, although it is clear that the author ot

this ari^icle thinks that it is really her views that are symp-

tomatic of the radical feminists' desire for revenge.

The author of the Playfxry article quotes Robin Morgan

as saying the following: "Rape is the perfected act of ma e

sexuality in a patriarchal culture - it is the ultimate

metaphor for dominion, violence, subjugation...! claim

that rape exists any time sexual intercourse occurs when

it has not been initiated by the woman out of her own ge-

nuine affection and d^ire." It is clear that Robin Morgan

considers male sexuality, in its purest and most perfect

form, to be the 'ultimate metaphor' for all the bad things

in the worid. Traditionally, the ultimate metaphor for a^

the bad things in worid has been called the "root of all

evil
"

It is also clear that Ms. Morgan believes that it is

very common for the root of all evil to reach its purest and

most perfect form. By doing away with the root of all evil,

we could do away with all the evil in the worid as there

•wouldn't be any way for it to come into being. If Rohm

Morgan would like to get rid of all evil in the world we can

predict that she would go about doing so by doing away

with male sexuality in its purest and most perfect form

Now how exactly would she go about doing this? Would

she want to reject all men sexually herself? On the con-

trary She holds no scruple to having sexual intercourse

with men - just so long as she can be the boss. In fact, she

fact, she is not even the oesi exanipie. ii.c.^ «.^ two

groups worth mentioning as better examples, they are:

the 'separatists.' and, the 'political-lesbians. Unlike

Morgan, both these groups do not want to have anything

to do with men under any conditions. I was once in a

philosophy class in which the professor told about an arti-

cle he had read. In this article the founder of a radica^

feminist sperm bank was interviewed. The founder said

that the bank was put in operation so that the women who

did not wish to have anything to do with men could, never-

theless, still have children. I laughed when 1 first heard

this but I lost my sense of humor when I tried to imagine

what sort of man would agree to make a deposit in this

hank I have often read and talked to radical feminists who

foolishly believe that the world could be a heaven on earth

- a garden of Eden - for women if they could just do

away with men and find some other source of sperm. They

are living in fantasy. It is like they are looking for the

fountain of youth except that they are looking for another

kind of fountain. . .

It is clear that the radical feminists I have mentioned re-

ject male sexuality; but it is not clear that they do this out

of a desire for revenge for rape. In fact, it is not even clear

that their rejection of male sexuality has anything to do

with their reaction U) rape. Let us assume, for now. that

they reject male sexuality as a reaction to ra|)e; but let us

also assume that their goal is not merely revenge, but that

they think that their rejection of men sexually will put an

end to violence against women. We want to assume these

things so that we can ask the question: is the rejection of

male sexuality the best way to stop violence against

women? I don't think it is.

I have the naive view that it would be better for the

sexes to learn how to live together then to try to live

without each other. If I am right, then the prevention of

violence against women is not justification for the rejec-

tion of male sexuality. If I am right then the radical

feminisLs I have mentioned will have to find some other

way to justify their view that it is better to live without

men. Perhaps some individual woman will say "I just can't

live with men. I can't explain why, but I just can't and I

don't want to." This is a valid justificaiton for her;

however, the radical feminist groups I have mentioned

seek to convince other women that male sexuality is the

root of all evil. They advise and admonish other women to

join them and forsake men. Would they do this if they

knew that it is simply not true that male sexuality is the

root of all evil? If they would, then it is clear that their only

motive for doing so is revenge. If letting them have their

revenge would stop violence against women then we men

have no grounds to complain against them; but as their

revenge can only foster more bad and ugly feelings I do

not see any reason why they should be allowed to have

their revenge.

It is clear from all that I have just said that !
believe they

would be taking their revenge only if they would knowing-

ly deceive other women into believing that men are the

root of all evil. As men are not the root of all evil (any more

than women are the root of all evil - perhaps we must say

that human beings are the root of all evil m human form,

but this is just to sUte a tautology) we must educate these

women who believe that men are, so that they will stop

trying to make other women believe it. If anyone tnes to

convince any one else (male or female) that one sex is

responsible for all evil even though they themselves know

it is not true, we must expose them as liars, cheats, and

deceivers; and thus, we will prevent them from reaping

their revenge.

Robert Boyle is a UMass student.

Random Notes

In search of Friday's traveling Amherst drinker

Something has been on my mind:

I'd really like to know

After Friday Happy Hour

Where do the people go?

Pitchers empty; ales are quaffed

The bar is packed no more.

But where do tipsy students head

When on the bus they pour?

The time is not yet Friday night

No crowds fill Amherst bars.

What do unsober people do

Between the sun and stars?

"Dallas" isn't on till nine;

Just channel 40 local news

Which can be indigestible

with dinner, after Blue Wall booze.

i?

Does everbody sil ami wait

in limbo - between dusk and night?

Do they stare at bedroom ceilings?

Curse their halfway drunken plight?

Oh what do the poor students do

When Happy Hour's over?

Continue drinking? or take a break

Till nine - and then start over?
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Wednesday Night
FREE

Hot & Cold Hors d'oevres 10 pm
Sombreros 93"

Rolling Rock Pitchers $2.95
Rollincr Rock Drafts SO*'

UMASS SKI CLUB PRESENfs

The 6BEAT Sii „ Sbatch

v^

Hie

Hiigryb
fine food and drink

at affordable prices

.estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA

Thursday - Koludi^ & Q draft b#»r S3.25
Now serving an expanded late night menu

Our Famous Pizza - FREE with a pitcher of beer

freshly prepared appetizers

delicious desserts and ice cream

Deli-style sandwiches

nightly 10:00 pm - close Fri-Sat full menu until 1

1

* 500,000
VOBTH OF TOP SAME

WIITEE CLOTIIM

SII EQirPMIif
PBICES THIS LOV SHOULD BE OUTLAVED,

NOV 17-20

ta^.
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CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BEUBf HEALTH

r. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHIROPRACTORS

Lower Back Problem

If you've been treated for lower back problem and

the pain and discomfort are still there, you may be

able to benefit from chiropractic treatment.

If your spine is out of alignment, this may be caus-

ing other problems in addition to lower back pain.

Because the body's nervous system is closely in-

tegrated with the spine, any misalignment can cause

painful irritation. Abnormal nerve function may af-

fect whatever organs, glands, or tissues that are sup-

plied by that nerve.

The nerves of the lower back, for example, are

connected to certain organs and other structures in

that area. If lower back spinal misalignment is put-

ting undue pressure on the nerves, you may be suf-

fering from more than lower back pain. It may be

having a direct effect on other areas of your body.

A thorough examination can disclose exactly

where the problem is and how it can be corrected.

\

NORTHWOOD \

APARTMENTS
\

Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy
available

students vkelcome

665-3856
office open from

10 7 weekdays,

HIGH NOON

TIL lOPM

ni 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASa AMHERST

STARTS TODAY
r Saturdays 14

I^THIS ANYTIME
ABOUTARMY ROK?

TO THINK

Dostordfy
Dgns^

Mon - Thurs

$3.00 Cov^r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50< Highballs

50* Dom«itic D**rs

Pool Toblo - Plnboll - VIdoo Gomos

KXH TOURNAMENT TONIGHT

Its the perfect time

You re a freshman, right' And you want

rt^ make college a real learning experience.'

Well ROTC can add a valuable

dimension to your colle^je education A
dimension of leadership and manage-

ment training And that 11 make your

degree worth more

ROTC offers scholarship and

financial opportunities, \oo.

Plus, the opportunir>' to graduate

with a commissic>n and

begin vour future as an

ofhcer

For more informa-

tion, contact your

Professtir of Militar>'

Science

ARMYROrC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

2222
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Just funk rehash and covers
By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Staff

The Bad C. C. is Carl Carlton's first album

since his big hit of last year, "She's a Bad

Mama Jama." Sadly, nothing on this album

comes even close to the excitement and

g(M)d funky feeling of that song. Since last

year, Carl Carlton has switched labels from

20th Century to RCA and this also means

switching producers. His new producer is

Narada Michael Waldon, a man capable of

finding and highlighting the worst qualities

of any performer. While Waldon does not

lake anything away from Carl's superb

singing, he gives Carl somt of the worst

songs in existence to sing. Even the decent

songs are so poorly arranged, they

obliterate any of the joy Carl is putting into

them. There are three cover tunes on this

album, none do Carl any justice. The Four

Top's "Baby 1 Need Your Ijoving" sounds

like they took the original mix and stuffed a

heavy bass drum right down its throat.

"Under the Boardwalk" is boring, and the

Rascals' "Groovin" does not even sound

renn)tely like the original. The original

songs are tired funk rehashings of old

melodies and even older themes. How many

times are we going to have to hear songs

about everyone in the world being a star

before the recording industry is satisfied

that we have the message'.*

Carl Carlton has a strong voice perfect

for funk/soul music, which, if given the

right songs and production, c«)uld be one of

the hottest things currently around. It is

certainly a pity that someone with such

talent has been victimized by his recording

company and his producer. Lets hope Carl

Carlton's next album is worthy of his

talents.

Carl C arilun 8 new album is reviewed above.

Heavy Metal from Hell
TOO FAST FOR LOVE
(Elektra/Asylum)

iMotiey Crue

By YANETT PENA
Collegian Correspondent

Heavy metal music has taken a lot of

abuse over the years from both the critics

and the public, categorized as nothing but

sillv mindless noise. Even the term "heavy

metal" has been used as a derogatory

means of labeling bands such as Van Halen,

Black Sabbath, Judas Priest, and others.

The Third World Theatre Series etids its

semester with an original production of

Homeland (pictured above) by Steve

Friedman and Selaelo Maredi. Homeland is

being performed by students from the five

college area in Hampden Theatre. Per

formances are at 8 p.m. tonight. Friday and

Saturday nights and December 2 4. Tickets

are $2 for students and $3 for the general

public.

The CMass Music Theatre GuUd presents

Michael Bennett's Seesaw at 8 p.m. this

Thursday. Friday and Saturday in Bowker

Auditorium.

[kirk of the Moon, by Howard Richardson

and Winiam Berney, continues in the Rand

OiHtry Prinh

t>holo by Uavid (K>(llirb

Theatre at 8 p.m. tonight, through

Saturday night. Tickets are $2.50 lor

students and senior citizens and $3.50 tor

the general public.

Vanities by Jack Heifner will be per-

formed by the University Ensemble

Theatre Saturday night in the Rand

Theatre. The show begins at 8 p.m..

Tickets are $2. .50 for students and senior

citizens and $3 for the general public.

Off campus: Tht Green Pastures by Marc

Connelly will be playing at 8 p.m m
Theatre 14, Smith College November 1«

The Broadway comedy hit Mass Appeal

opens November 18 at Stage West in

Springfield.

•^ w^^^9 v^^^HiW

Jimmy Lee, drummer for Motley

Crue

Despite this criticism, however, there

has beer, a recent "new wave "
of heavy

metal bands cropping up in England^

Groups like Iron Maiden. Motorhead. and

Girlsch.>ol have played in the States to

enthusiastic audiences. One of the the lato.st

and mo.st original of bands to emerge from

all this is L.A.'s own Motlev Crue.

Resembling a cross between Kiss and the

New York Dolls (the lyric sheet inside

contains a picture of the band also looking

like possible "Rwky Horror Picture Show"

cast members), this four man band has

written and produced a debut that is a

definite pleasant surprise. The nine songs

included deal mostly with sex. and more

sex, although they're not delivered as

arrogantly or satanically as other heavy

metal bands tend to do these days. Vmce

Neil's vocals are a departure from the

snarling gruff heard elsewhere. His singing

is clean and almost feminine in some areas.

I found this contrast very appealing.

"Too Fast For Love" is actually a re

released version, of the original album on

Leathur Records. Having obtained a major

record deal with Elektra/Asylum, the

record contains several modifications

including several overdubs, a shcker sound

production, and even a song omission.

"Live Wire," the album's opening cut, is a

typical hard rocker containing a fast rhy-

thm and massive distortion. The remaining

songs, however, combine simple melodies

with loud drumming and. again, distorted

guitars played by Mick Mars. The music

sounds purposely off key at different times

giving it a strange effect that still makes

(he album work. "Piece of Your Action.

"Merry Go Round." and the title track are

all perfect examples of this.

In summary. Motley Crue is not your

typical heavy metal band, and "Too Fast

For Love" is not vour typical heavy metal

album, though it may take a few hstenings

to truly appreciate it. I'm hoping to hear

more from this band in the near future.

Bruce P.e<k: Photographs. November 13

27 at the Student Union Gallery. Scenes

from Italy. Yosemite National Park, and

Hawaii grace the walls, but these aren't

just land.scape prints. Through the use of an

old and painfully slow prmess. Beck con

tributes his own personal touch to each

photograph. Thus, each scene exudes an

unearthly quality.

The University Gallery has three shows

this month. Each exhibit will run until

December 19. The first is a collection of

Barbara Zucker's recent works. In the main

gallery. Zucker has created three large,

black sculptures. Their ominous feeling is

quieted by a lattice structure which adds a

traditional New England touch to them. An

area in the North Gallery consists of

"Standing Drawings," metal sculpture of a

much smaller size.

"The World of Donald Evans" i^ a purely

enjoyable exhibit of this man's wiork. He
has made up his own world, his own

language and made it appear real through

the use of stamps, postcards and letters.

This show is very humorous and appealing.

Selections from the Gallery's Pirmanent

Collection are also on exhibit. Studies for

Murray's "(Juinnipiac" and Fleisehner's

chain link maze are featured here among

other interesting drawings. Works by the

Amherst Weavers and Rita Deanin Abbey

are on display at Herter Gallery until

November 24. Both shows are ()uile in-

teresting. Harry Bartnick will be at

Hampden (iallerv until November 19.

There is not much time left for this show.

Come down and lake a hxikl

L.A. with more of the bite
WIN THIS RECORD
David Lindley and El Rayo X

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Staff

Guess what black sound the L.A. white

boys are trying to usurp these days? It

seems every new L.A. pop album has at

least one reggae groove tune. So. what

happens when everybody's favorite L.A.

session guitarist decides to put out his own

alburn'.^ He manes most of his material slip

in and out of "that fonky reggae beat,

mon." Fortunately. David Lindley and his

band. El Rayo X. know how to play these

grooves extremely well. This is not

tasteless, bland L.A. fodder, like the

Rondstadt reggae.

David Lindley is best known for his lead

guitar and slide work with Jackson Browne,

but do not let that stop you from checking

this record out. The guitar work on this

album is brilliant. Lindley is an extremely

tasteful guitar player, he knows how to

build his solos to extreme crescendoes, and

most important, he knows when not to.

Since the death of Ix)well George, Lindley

has become the unsung hero of the sUde

guitar, his leads on this album should firmly

establish him as the current king.

When the band is pot playing the L.A.

skank, they strip all the gears for some

crazy bluesy soul. Either way they play it.

this group is above the average
^"gf

^hat

stand out include; "Rock It VV.th I.

"Spodie," and "Somethings Gonna Happen

to Me "
If vou want to buy an L.A. pop

album filled'with maudlin self pity, buy the

new Jackson Browne, but if you prefer your

L.A. without the pity and more of the bite,

check out Win This Record.

N

David Lindley
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THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY
PRESENTS . .

.

A multi-image presentation of the marketing and advertising strategies that have catapulted

MiMer Brewing Company from seventh place in the beer industry to second place today This

entertaining program is free and open to the public.

DATE: Tuesday, November 23

TIME: 7:30 PM
LOCATION: 163 Campus Center Complex

For more information contact:

Craig B. Keenan Bl^ 549-4066

Director of College and Youth Marketing

Refreshments will be served.

1982 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Presented by Jim Wicks

Program Coordinator

Northeast Region

and
Commerical Distributors

Westfield, Mass.

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Liver and Onions

BASICS LUNCH
Hungarian Noodle Bake

Tofu Pattie/Sandwich Roll

I

DINNER BASICS DINNER

Roast Top Round of Beef/ Barley-Soybean Casserole

Gravy Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Fried Shrimp Dinner/ Tartar Sauce

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Cocktail Sauce

WANTED:
The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half-hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV system m the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which wUl then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay. but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful ''ring us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the Collegian, "^ Campus Center, by

Friday, Nov. 19. The Collegian «...d UVC are equal op-

portunity employers.

ACROSS
1 Established rules

of social conduct

6 City features

10 Egyptian port

14 Well's partner

15 I begin to smell

16 Hairstyle

17 Winter word

18 Macbeth
19 W Holnnes,

for one
20 Symbol of speed

22 Part of QED
23 Current Prefix

24 With caution

26 Music Man man
30 Shows weariness

31 Figures

32 Enter, as a group

36 Its enough, at

limes

37 spice, and

everything

38 How some gar

dens grow
42 Like an oak table

45 Rose s husband
46 Lasting dislikes

47 Barn dance wear

50 Nome time

51 In way
52 Symbols of speed

58 Jib

59 Morse or moral

60 Fiord

61 Wight, for ex-

ample

62 Low integers

63 Nowhere
solution

64 Mkius

65 Bucky of baseball

66 Organic com
pound

DOWN
1 Gender Abbr

2 Water container

3 Nothing, to Pierre

4 Before handed or

Stephen

5 Say Sic em'

6 Copies

7 Venezuelan cop-

per town
8 Ship rightener

9 Brilliant

10 Speed category

11 To the left, to a tar

12 Best

13 Off one s rocker

21 Sign gas
25 Self

26 Bow
27 Popular name in

Pans
28 homo
29 Speeds off

33 Pine, in Mexico

34 Cooling gadget

35 Sparks, et al

39 Coastal city

NWof Manila

40 Pacific game
fish

41 The beginning

42 Oldest, in a way

43 Too hasty, per

haps
44 Tony s French

cousin

47 Kitchen herb

48 Put down
49 Symbols of hard-

ness

53 "delightful place

54 Ones, to 44 Down
55 Site above the

Equator Abbr

56 Mable'

57 Ace

1 ? 3 4 5

1
B 9 10 11 12 1 13

'u~ 15 16

TT IB 19

?o 1
Z1

7?

|^H^B|^|Vn~ 2* ?5

^^
?6 ?7 ?8 ?9 30 ikvi
31

32 33 34 35

"36~ ^^^^^^37

JB !9 40 41 4? 43 44

45 4b

a: 48 49 50 -IHWI
•>\ b? b3 54 55 5b 57

s« S9

1

60

bl 6? 63

64

,

6& 66

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

r A T sipP.J.SHwVS
WE'L*C.Hms;H.[.AH*.«.f
i'n't'h eH".*.*-.^ * '^ ° *
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Weather
Today sunshine through

high thin clouds. High

temperatures in the 50s.

Fair tonight. Ixiws from

the mid 20s to the upper

.30s. Partly sunny

tomorrow. Highs in the

.tOs.

WMUA91.1 FM
6-9am (iood Morning Amherst with

Teresa

9-noon Art Failure

12-3pm YouTune-in-and-Figure-Out-

What-It-Is with M
Mary Kelly Beat The Beat on

the Beat Escape

Newswatch
Sportscafe

British Invasion Part II with

Paula T.

Terpsichorean Cacophony

with James Neill

Glory Gospel Road with Rev.

Pearson

3-5:30pm

5:30-6pm
6-7pm
7- 10pm

10-2am

2-6am

CABLE/VIDEO
10:30 - 11:30 Elaine Bonazzi - an in-

ternationally renowned

Mezzo Suprano

11:30 - 12:15 Marion Brown &
DaveBurrell — piano &
sax

12:15 - 12:45 Third World Theater

Series

12:45 - 1:45 Nickii Giovanni speaks at

Black Homecoming
1:45 - 2:00 Whatever else is hanging

around

EARTH FOODS MEM
Ginger Vegetables

PotaU) Salad

Green Salad

Corn Bread

H
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• It's a mighty long way
from Boston to Austin

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

You know, there is an old adage that

says that it is better to have* tried and

failed then never to have tried at all.

"Just what are you trying to say, Jim?"

a lot of people out in UMass sportsdom are

most likely saying to themselves right

about now.

Well, to tell you the truth, I'm not really

sure myself. But, to be more specific,

there is a team at UMass that has a chance

to compete in a national championship

that is in severe danger of not being able

to take that chance.

I get it now. What I'm trying to say is

that it would be better for the women's

ultimate frisbee team to have a chance to

try for the national championship than to

have them not have a chance to try.

The whole situation came about two
weeks ago when the ZULU team won the

New England championship by defeating

the defending national champions, BLU. a

Boston based team

.

The following week, in the Northeast

Regionals. ZU'LU' was again victorious.

This time they trounced a team from

Cornell University in the finals' by a score

of 20-7. The tournament championship

qualified them to go to the final, five team
tournament that would decide the

champs.

But. the invitation creates the problem.

The national championships are not being

held in the Southwest playing fields.

They're not even off an exit ramp in New
Jersey. Nope, these games will be held in

Austin, Texas. (For non-geography

majors, that's a place that is far away).

To get from UMass to Austin will cost

money, a lot of it. And a lot of money is

not something that ZULU pos.sesses.

So, in an effort to try to get together

enough money for the pilgrimmage,

ZULU has asked an awful lot of student

and administrative bodies around campus
to help sponsor the trip.

But why would anyone want to help

sponsor them. I mean, it's only a national

championship. It only means hours of

practice and advancement to a point just

short of the ultimate goal (no pun in

tended).

UMass should support ZULU, if it can,

and let them have a chance to try and fail

or maybe even try and win or something
like that. ..I'm confused again.

A national championship? Wow.

* * *
Oh, and while I have your attention.

The 40 Minute Gang will be holding its

first organizational meeting F>iday night

at 6:30 p.m. For any unaware sports fans,

the 40 Minute Gang is the men's

basketball team fans who plan on going

crazy throughout the men's home games.
Tee shirts,

• * *

The respective hoop teams will hold

intra-squad scrimmages today. The women
will play at 4:30 p.m. and the men at 7:30.

/the
great

americani
smokeouti

Think you can quit smoking for one day?

We bet you can. Join the Great American

Smokeout on November 18th at the

Campus Center Concourse.

UHS
SHAB
Cancer Society

* wrestling
Omtintud frmu pnip in

pound match freshman sensation Mike

Bossi. a 1981 and 1982 Massachusetts high

school champ, beat junior Mat Herried.

Dana Richard, a sophomore, won by

decision over freshman Mike Rodgers. in

the 167 pound weight class. "We brought in

some super wrestlers this year in Butto.

Rodgers, and Bo.ssi. to build for the up-

coming years." said coach Freitas.

Their were no challenges in the upper

weight classes. At 177 pounds, senior Dave
McEntee will start. He finished second in

New England's the past three years.

Tony Gaeta. a freshman, will start in the
190 pound class.

The heavyweight class is vacant now. but
hopefully Mark Bavelock will recover from
his illness and be able to wrestle.

"We match up good again.st Boston
University. They won New England's last

year, and beat us by one point in a dual

meet." said Freitas.

"We'll have to beat them early and
dominate the upper weights to win." The
team finished 4 8 last year, and hopes to

improve on that record this season.

DfnnK srciHiLS

Co^ f»

of
t'

#••

TOI^fthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center* UMass

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(above Matthews Sho—)

Resumes & Papers
Consultations & Editing

» Theses • Dissertations

^s^^Ae^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^v ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^#^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^#^^^

Mount Snow Vermont Tours i
"Presents" ^

SKI SEMESTER I
Collegiate Ski Weeks ^

6 Days 5 Nights 1^
Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1963 "^

Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1963 ^
at Mount Snow Vermont J

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy ^
$50.00 deposit required ^

^ Package includes: IT
* 5 nights lodging ^
* A gala welconne party ^
* Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area 4i*
* Five full skiers' breakfasts

$• Four full course dinners ^
• Ski tour guide & host

j^
• And so much morel J

•T • Weico^le otji ioyether Party * Beer Bash •#

Wine £f Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse-Drawn «
^ Sleigh Ride * Movies ' And so much more J

"The Mountain of f-uri. Mi Snow Vermont" 2!
All Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and jT

1B% Hotel oratuiiy Goivice Charge IT
Mount Snow Vermont Tours 7
PO Box 571, Route 100 J

West Dover, Vermont 05356 7
802 464-2076 J

9ica|c9|c:|»|e)|c}|()|c9|c9|c^)|e9|e*9|»|c)|C)K9|c)|c9|c9K)|e9|c)K

Altetm^tve ^

CaII "TIPS'' ^
b^5- 1640

^uib 3s\l iloic TAPeS^

^\o2Cf Five CotXe<^ Coutises

"^1030 O^lftce of Infeiatshij^s

^^oio untveic5ity Without VQ^5

^

^.
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OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

I

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

' AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Camaro - very good mechanical con-

dition. Needs some body work. $1000.

Phone 413-773 3233 or 253-3497.

1973 Merc Montage want to sell ASAP
BO 549-4672

1974 Pinto Runabout, standard, 4 cyl.,

mechanically excellent (72M miles)

$820/ BO Bob 546-4021

BELLYDANCINGII

Dellydancing for all occasions. Parties,

socials, "Bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza

253-7822

CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from home!
We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253 2515

DELTA UPSILON

UNIVERSITY MEN - Come and see for

yourself the benefits of fraternity living in

an exciting - house. Find out if you belong

in this active social environment. Tonight

900-11:00 P.M. 778 N. Pleasant St. (four

houses past Grad Tower) Call 549 0862 for

rides, info.

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

Professional DJs for less $99 Speciall

Dorms. Greeks, Formals. Paul 549 4405

POLODROID DJ's - Music for the sound

mind - Lights, Sound, Price - we beat

everybody Pat or John 253-2957

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413 737 6676

Available immediately or spring
semester: 2 bedroom Squire Village On

bus route. Furniture available. Call 665-2840

anytime

One badrom available in two bedroom
Southwood townhouse. Available Jan. 1

253 3497

Two bedroom apartment, Shutesbury.

256-6293 after six

3 bedroom apt.. Gilreath manor.
$560/mo. starting January 549-1377

STOWE SKICONDO avail.

January/ February fully furnished, TV,

wood stove, $350/300 private rooms

256-8017

Rolling Green: 2 bdrms in 4 bdrm apt

avail. Jan 1. Rent incl. all utilities on bus

rte. Call anytime 256-8261

FOR SALE
~"

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

For Sale woman's maroon leather jacket

with removable hood size 12 $40 call Maria

256-0179

Frye Boots size 7 546-6092 Bari

FOUND

Calico Cat (white, black Et orange). Near

Student Union. 11/7. Call Paul at 546-9805

A women's jacket has been turned in to

the UMass Arts Council. Found on the 4th

floor of Herter. Call 5-0202

Paris? Roundtrip raffle tickets $2. Amherst

Language House 6-6010 6-8 PM

Mens Raleigh red 26' 10 speed bike only

4 months old perfect condition $100 or best

offer call after 4:30 546-4268

Futon bedframea. maple and oak.

Reasonable. 527-2141

For Sale: Morley Wah-Vol pedal $80 call

5-5129

Two tickets for sold-out Liza Minnelli Con-

cert on Nov. 27 at Worcester Centrum call

6-5387 evenings

HELP WANTED

Promote Ecology and Consumer Issues,

Bottle Bill and Safe Energy. MASSPIRG,
the state's largest public interest organiza-

tion is now hiring full and part time staff for

public education & fund raising, will train.

$135-$200/week & $160 $225/ week. Call

Cindy at 256-6434

Needed part time worker, driver license,

no selling. 247-5801

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri

day 4 pm 8 pm 545-2645 or drop m

SU406F

LOST

Gold Down Parka on Oct. 29 on 10th

floor. Campus Center. Reward. 549-1820,

ask for Jeff

MINOLTA POCKET INSTAMATIC
CAMERA Saturday nite October 31 at 56

Townehouse PICTURES and CAMERA
have great sentimental value. Please call

549 1215 no questions asked. Greatly ap

predated I REWA RDIIIII

Three keys on Budweiser key chain lost

Friday in a drunken stuper 549 2873

Womens gold watch sentimental value

reward call Tina 546-741

1

Gold name bracelet at the Pub 11/10.

Very important. Large reward. Susan

67385

Black Binder containing COINS manual

and notes. If found please call Mitch

256-671?

MONTREAL -CHEAP

I will be driving up to

••••MONTREAL**** this weekend if i can

find some passengers to help with my car's

expenses. If you'd like to travel up there

with me, call Paul at 549 6550 around din-

ner time-as soon as possible!

PERSONALS

KTB Happy Birthdayl How about a hot

tub? Strawberry Daiquiri later? With my

new love, Freddums OX

NSE Club Meeting tonight 17th 7:00 PM
Hatch. Party info for Nov 19th

CongratulationsI Dad, new captain of

golf team cheerleaders. GO TEAM 1

1

J.R. I hope the years to come will be as

happy as the last three love always Den

Mike thanks 1 1 guess what they say about

Dedham men is true. .Don't forget

though. I'm an Irish-Jew! JoJo

Bass player wanted for jam sessions.

Don't need quality, just attitude. Call John

253-3142

J-Bar Hope your B-day went wellll Didja

like your surprisell Hey we're legal now in

every state. Kinky sex and lots-a-love-

-

Nutbar XXOO PS. Another Geils New Year

togetherl! We'll be there!!

Bobby - I'll be yours forever! All my Love,

Lisa.

Llaal Happy 18th Birthday! I Love MB
Martin Luther King Jr. Cultural Center
coordinator search applications available

Nov. 15-19 and Mclntire House. For more
information call 52882

Lesbian/Gay Dance Fri Nov 19 9-2 10th

floor CC $2 admission call the PGA at

5-0154 for more info

Looking for a major? The family-

community services club will hold an infor-

mation gathering this evening t>etween 7

and 8 pm in Mitchell Lounge located in

Skinner Hall. All students interested in the

family-community services major are in-

vited to attend and meet with students and

faculty representatives

To my wandering minstrel boy I'll love

you forever! Lets stay together. Happy An-

niversary Den love you JR

Killington Ski Trip December 4 limited

vacancy for info call Mike 6-6372 by Friday

Jacqueline Bisset loves him. so will you!

Deep prodeucer Stan Waterman Nov 22,

8:00 pm, SUB
Sharks, whales and the deep blue

world filmed by Stan Waterman. Come
see Nov. 22. 8:00 p.m.. SUB

POWER TRIP

Power Trips are especially nice this time of

the year. Come back to Earth Jonesy!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RELIGION

St. Jude - Oh Holy St. Jude. apostle and

martyr. Great in virtue and rich in wisdom,

near kinsman of Jesus Christ, Faithful in-

tercessor of all who invoke your special

Patronage in time of need, to you I have

recourse from the depth of my heart and

humbly beg to whom God has given such

great Power to come to my assistance.

Help me in my present urgent petition. In

retum I promise to make your name known

and cause you to be invoked. Say 3 Our

Fathers, 3 Hail marys and Glorias. This

novena must be said on 9 consecutive

days. This has not been known to fail.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Maryland. DC, or

Virginia Thanksgiving time. Please!

Claudia 546-7240

Ride needed to northern Rorlda after

finals. Call Diane ASAP 546-5606

I need a ride to and from Orono Maine

for Thanksgiving call Lauren 6-5684 or

6-4010

RIDERS NEEDED

To Rochester NY. leave 11/19, retum

11/21. $25 Rich 546-5455

ROOM WANTED

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester Must be

close to campus & on bus route. P^e^e^^^

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying
^

2 female students looking for roomis) in

house for spring semester plus. Bus route.

Non smokers. Lynn or Caro 545^)162

ROOMMATE WANTED

To share 1 bedroom Puffton apt

mediately 549-1887

im-

Belchertown coop house. Two rooms

Female to share room in Brandywine
beginning January 549-6588

2 nonsmoking females wanted to share

1 bedroom in Puffton Village. Starting Jan.

1 549-4450

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service provid

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

BIRTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi-

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253-7813

with your exact time of birth.

STOLEN

Navy blue flight jacket w/Trial Court

patch on lower right hand pocket, key

chain w/name PALANI please return or if

seen call 6-5745 reward

Tan corduroy CB jacket and bookbag
Reward Bob Collins 549-2775

SUGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommates
during intersession. Ski to and from the

mountain. First come, first serve. Call Al

253 9409

TO SUBLET

Spring semester, a double bedroom in 6

bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry facilities; close to campus, on bus

route. 110^ , Call Ga il or Maggie 5ff 5586

Room available for spring semester

beginning Jan 1 in four bedroom house

apartment on centrally located Linciln Ave.

Easy-going household. Modern conve

niences. Rent includes heat. For more in-

formation call Diane at 549 6925 or at the

Collegian news department 545-3500

TRAVEL

Drive my car to Rorlda. I'll pay for gas

call Betsy 545-0046

WANTED

COMPUTER! Need CRT & phone adapter

for spring sem. 546-7149, Tim. late even-

ings _
WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546^7093

Looking for an apartment in North

Amherst starting January 1. Patricia

549-1414 evenings

Room or apartment wanted for two

females on bus route for spring semester

call 546-9689 anytime

Grad student looking for apartment to

share or room to rent starting Jan 1 call

546-8175 anytime

Two people looking for apartment star-

tino Jan and spring semester call Angel

after 500 PM 549-1307 or 546-1463

1 female looking for own foom in apt in

Amherst vicinity starting Jaji^llj^:^w

WOMEN NEEDED

Women needed to participate in a study

on premenstrual mood changes at UMass

call 545-1559. M-F. 9-5, Nov 15-24

r ti/^^

rustv nail
Nov. 17. 18. 19,

JUSTIN

I u:mt nailed
„^Thurs. Nov. 18 ^ with their #1 single

RCA Recording Artist "You Don't Want me Anymore

STEEL BREEZE^ .
(one mght only)

Rt. 47. Sunderlana. ivtA 6654937 ^ You must be 1

presents
I

I

Sat. Nov. 20

Scott Herron
You must be IB to enter.
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Agreement reached inNFL dispute
NEW YORK (AP) - A tentative

agreement was reached last night to end

the 57 day-old National Football League

strike, the longest and costliest walkout in

sports history, sources said. The season is

to resume Sunday.

The settlement is subject to ratification

player representatives of the 28 clubs and

the owners* NFL Management Council and

then three-quarters of the owners and a

majority the 1,500 players.

The agreement was reached after two

days of renewed negotiations that began

after the National Labor Relations Board

refused the union's request to cite the

league for bargaining in bad faith.

Estimates of the costs of the strike

ranged upwards of $275 million, based on

league estimates of $30 million a week in

revenues and union estimates of $9 million a

week in player salaries.

Last year, major league baseball players

struck for 50 days. By the time play

resumed, 59 days of the 1981 season had

been lost and the estimated cost of the

strike was $L50 million.

The football strike affected 112 of the

originally scheduled 224 games.

This Sunday's games are Baltimore at the

New York Jets, Cincinnati at Philadelphia,

Orleans, the Los Angeles Rams at Atlanta,

Miami at Buffalo, Minnesota vs. Green Bay
at Milwaukee, New England at Cleveland,

Pittsburgh at Houston, San Francisco at St.

Louis, Seattle at Denver, Tampa Bay at

Dallas and Washington at the New York
Giants.

On Monday night, San Diego will visit the

Los Angeles Raiders.

The nine-game schedule will be the

shortest in the NFL's 63- year history. Only

10 games were played each season from
1943-45 because of World War II, and at

least 11 games have been played every

other year.

Miller said eight teams from each con-

ference will qualify for the playoffs, 16 in

all. four more than the usual six division

champions and four wUdcard entries.

Under the revised playoff format, eight

games — four in each conference — will be

played the weekend of Jan. 8-9. with the

winners playing the weekend of Jan. 15- 16.

The conference championships leading to

the Super Bowl then would be played the

weekend of Jan. 22-23.

Training camps were to open Wednesday
morning.

"I'll be there at 6 a.m. with my lunch

bucket in my hand," said Derland Moore, a

defensive tackle with the New Orleans

Detroit at Chicago, Kansas City at New Saints

AP LaMrfihoto

Los Angeles Rains' Dennis Harrah will be back into his customary
role of playing offensive guard this Sunday, instead of serving brews,
thanks to a settlement in the NFL players strike.

Wrestlers wrestle-off to prepare forBU match
By STEVE FITZ
Collegian Correspondent

The L^niversity of Massachusetts held

their team wrestle offs Sunday night at

Boyden Gym, in preparation for their

November 23 opener, here, against Boston

University.

The wrestle offs were to determine who

starts in each weight class.

In order to win the starting nod, each

wrestler had to beat his challenging op

ponent t wo out of three times.

"We wrestled really good tonight, the

126 pound and the 158 pound matches were

very close," said second year head coach

Rick Freitas.

In the 126 pound match, junior Brian

O'Boyle, who finished third in the New
England's last year, defeated teammate
Greg Porrello, also a junior, by a close

decision, to win the .starting position.

Scott McQuiade, who finished third in

New England's last yoar, faced off with

sophomore transfer John Butto in the 158-

pound bout.

Butto transferred from Upsala College

last year and is ineligible until after

Christmas. He was a AWN Freshman All-

American la.st year at Upsala, where he had

a32 10 record.

Butto beat McQuaide in the first match,

but McQuaide came back and won the

second match. They didn't wrestle a third

match because it was an exhibition, since

Butto is ineligible.

Marc Weisman won by decision in the

118 pound match over Doug Gotlins.

Senior captain Doug Johnson, who
finished third in New England's in 1980 and

1982, looked very impressive in his decision

over freshman Gus Mazzocca in the 134-

pound weight class.

"Johnson is looking really good, we're

going to key on individuals this year, and

build for the future," said Freitas.

Junior Paul Sullivan defeated senior Al

Levy in the 142 pound bout. In the 150-

Continued on page 1^

Men's basketball: Big men abomid this season
Veterans return ready

<'nll«Ki>n pho«<» ^r J'l" Kloyd

Edwin Green drives for the hoop during pre-season workouts. John

Emerson is defending on the play.

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the third in a series

offive articles previeming this year's men's

basketball team.

Head basketball coach Tom McLaughlin

has an added advantage to his frontcourt

game this year. It's caUed depth and it will

be very important when competing in the

Atlantic Ten this season.

Depth means that when one of the

regulars gets into foul trouble, McLaughlin

won't have to grimace as he sends a new

face in. He's got some good big beefers

ready to do some bruising underneath.

Though McLaughlin says he isn't 100

percent sure who will start when the

Venezuelan National team on Sunday night

(yes, basketball season is THAT close.)

there are several prime candidates for

starting roles.

Horace Neysmith heads the list of

returning lettermen in the frontcourt. The
6'5" 220 pound sophomore from Jamaica,

New York led the Minutemen in rebounds

last year, while setting a freshman record

for most rebounds in a season with 239 for

an 8.8 average. (That average was good

enough for 26th in the nation.)

For his efforts in 1981-82, Neysmith was
named to the Eastern 8 All-Rookie Team.
"Horace Neysmith is a much improved

offensive player," said McLaughlin. "He's

really concentrated on improving his

weaknesses. He's a better player than he

was Icist year."

Another key returnee to the frontcourt is

6'7" Edwin Green. Green, a junior, was the

Eastern 8 Rookie-of the Year as a fresh-

man. According to McLaughlin, Green
looks to be playing his best basketball since

he's been coach.

"Edwin has been forced to work because

of the competition between all the players

and he has responded well." said

McLaughlin. "He's worked as hard as he
ran possibly work,"

The main addition to the Minuteman

frontcourt at the moment has been 6'7"

John Hempel. Hempel, one of the most

highly recruited high schoolers in the

country last year, possesses a superb range

with his outside shot.

"He can shoot from 25 feet out with no

strain." said McLaughlin of Hempel. "It's

phenomenal."

Further reinforcing the depth chart for

the hoopsters is 6*6" sophomore Bobby
Braun. Braun joined the Minutemen at mid

season last year and proved to be an instant

contributor while averaging 4.2 points and

3.2 rebounds over the course of 15 games.

Braun also enters the 1982-83 campaign

after having shed .several excess pounds

during the off-season.

"Bobby Braun lost weight and is

quicker," said McLaughlin. "Bobby will

regularly dunk the ball three to fives in

practice each day.

"

Next in the long line of big men is the

youngster who McLaughlin refers to as

"Mr. Steady," 6'6" sophomore George

Ramming, a starter for much of last year.

"You know what you're gonna get out of

George. He plays hard." said McLaughlin.

Another new man on the court who
UMass basketball fans will recognize is 6'8"

Skip Connors, a transfer from Manhatten

College who was red-shirted last year.

Connors can handle the ball exceptionally

well for a player his size and. like Hempel,

is a big man who can be a scoring threat

from the outside.

And, the biggest of the bigs was saved

for last. Freshman Tom Emerson ranks as

the tallest man in on the UMass roster at

^'9". Emerson, however, was sick for a

couple of weeks and is still in the

recuperativr stage. He will be needed in

order for the Minutemen to do well since

they need a dominant center in the pivot.

With the way the big men stack up this

year. UMass fans can only hope for more
success from the Eastern 8's number one

team in rebounding last time around.

Vietnam vets remembered in stories and photos on page 5
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Bond agreementsmay be
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Building Authority is

violating bond agreements which require that it repay

excess bond construction funds on dormitories and dming

halls completed over 20 years ago. Student Government

Association iSGA) President Jim Murphy told the

Undergraduate Student Senate last night.

According to the bond trust agreements, once the

buildings are completed and the final cost is known the

Building Authority is required to file a "Certificate of

Completion " and then to use any excess construction funds

to repay or repurchase some of the bonds.

"In the trust agreement, it provides for certification of

buildings when complete." said Peter Graham of the SGA

President's Office elaborating on Murphy > report. "They

never certified any of the buildings.

'

•They're pretending that Brett. Gorman. Orchard Hill,

and Southwest (among others) arc still under con-

struction." Graham said.

Alcohol report

draws concern

from Senate
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Upset with the disciplinary tone of the

UMass Heahh (Council's report on alcohol

abuse, the I'ndergraduate Student Senate

made a motion to request that the Council

del*«4' certain parts of the report in order to

rework those parts.

SGA President Jim Murphy said parts one

and two of the report are oppressive to

students be<'ause they pn)pose to punish

students without understanding the

reasons behind alcohol abuse. Section one of

the report discusses the need to estabhsh a

policy that states "alcohol abuse constitutes

unacceptable behavior and is not sociably

tolerable." Section two discusses the need

to "establish a task lorce which would be

responsible for addressing alcohol related

issues and problems on campus."

"The faculty Senate should not endorse

sections one and two of the Health Report. I

think sections one and two are very op

pressive and single out .students, " Murphy

said.

Student senators expressed concern that

there w^as not enough input hjf students into

the alcohol problem and that the council

should have students intervening in this

problem.

"I think the primary responsibility has to

be with the students. We need some input

from those students who will be able to

point out things we don't like." said

Murphy .

Student senators said it is important for

the faculty members to realize they do not

want to condemn the entire proposal.

Instead, the report should be concerned

more with the causes of alcohol abuse.

Murphy said.

"Alcohol abuse is not a function of whether

a person is good or bad. You don't cure a

contagious disease by shunning them," he

said. "You need to examine the root of the

problem. Alcohol is not a disciplinary

problem."

A clause in the report which proposes to

review the advertising in the Co/tegidn-of

"two for one" or "all you can drink'' ac-

tivities was condemned by some stude^^^ '- ^^

the meeting.

Tm against part G of the proposal. I thwk

it would be a dangerous precedent to start

controlling what the Collegian does. We
should not endorse this," said Chris

Sullivan. SGA senator. . _
Continued on page 7

Graham said the failure to certify the buildings and

repay the bonds was beneficial to the bank holding the

money.

"The interest is 14 or 16 percent, and the money just

rolls over year after year," Graham said. "H you're a

banker, you'd like having an account like that."

Graham noted the i^onds were issued at an interest rate

of three percent but the interest being earned is 14 per-

cent. He said the University considers this "gain " on the

unused money to be reason to continue holding it.

"If this were a business investment, it might be good and

it might not." Graham said. "But this isn't a business. It's a

public trust, and it's illegal."

Murphy and Graham both said they have been trying to

get names of the bondholders to notify them of the illegal

actions.

'Bondholders are potentially able to sue the University

in federal court for malfeasance of feduciary respon

sibUity." Graham said. "The Building Authority has been

negligent in their responsibilities.

"

rollf|nu< photo bT David May

Encompassed in a sea of ski boots. Environmental Design major Jim

Smalanskas prepares to hit the slopes by making a boot inspection at

the Ski Snatch now being held in the Student Union Ballroom.

Before the meeting. Legal Services Office attorney

Michael Pill said failure to certify the buildings was

"legally questionable."

"It appears the Building Authority is using a paper

fiction that the buildings are still under construction to

avoid repaying the Bonds. " Pill said. "I am at a loss as to

what legitimate reason could justify this."

Bonds totalling almost $80 million were issued by the

Building Authority in the 1960's and 1970's to build dor

mitories, dining halls and the Campus Center Complex.

Because the construction estimates were not precise, more

bonds were issued for each project than were actually

needed. These excess bond funds total over $1.6 million,

Graham said.

H.J. Littlefield, Director of Planning for the University,

said the certificates of completion have never been issued,

but that he does not think this is illegal.

The excess funds have been an issue in past years, when

Housing Services requested that the funds be used to make

fire, safety and energy conservation renovations to the

dorms.

MassPIRG's
RSO status

in question
ByMARKJ.WEU:H /
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts ad-

ministration has made an inquiry into the

status of the UMass Public Interest

Research Group (UMassPIRG), according

to Tom Ahcrn, chair of the I'ndergraduate

Student Senate Governmental Affairs

Committee.

The inquiry was made Tuesday, Ahern

said, by director of Student Activities

Randy Donant. who was in turn acting for

Vice Chancellor for Student .\ffairs Dennus

Mad.son. .\hern said it was hi.s un-

derstanding the inquiry originated from the

UMass President s Office in liosion.

According to Ahern. UMas.sPIRG is a

valid Recognized Student Organization

(RSO) and has met the requirements of the

Student Government association Con-

stitution.

Mitch Gaslin. a UMa.ssPIRG member and

a member of the board of directors of the

statewide MassPIRG. said he knew of no

problems with Mass PIRG's status.

"'As far as I know, there's no problem

with PIRG. " Gaslin said. "It's one of the

largest groups on campus."

MassPIRG was the statewide lobbying

group responsible for original passage of

the Bottle Bill, and the group led a

statewide effort to support the referendum

question which passed by a two-to-one

margin November 4.

MassPIRG also works on issues such as

hazardous waste, recycling and various

consumer issues.

As an apparent result of the Bottle Bill

victory last spring, the UMa.ss Board of

Trustees voted to abolish the "negative

check off ' system, through which a $2

MassPIRG fee is listed on each students bill

but can be checked off. Ma-ssPIRG suc-

cessfully filed for an injunction preventing

the action and a court case is now pending.

Donant said he responded to an inquiry

fn - " Chancellor Dennis Madson.

"I've given information to the vice-

chancellor on whether we have a procedure

for RSO groups, which we do. and he

(Madson) asked if MassPIRG wa.s an RSO

group and I said yes.' Donant said.

Donant said he was uncertain whether

the inquiry was being made on behalf of the

UMass President's Office or not.

Vice Chancellor Madson was unavailable

for comment.

1
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Reagan proposes 'hotline,'

confidence builders to USSR

AP I..aMrphato

The orbital maneuvering system of the shuttle Columbia blasts a glar-

ing light in the direction of earth.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan is about to propose to the Soviet

Union an expansion of the Washington-

Moscow hotline and other "confidence-

building" measures, including notice of

upcoming missile tests, administration

sources said yesterday.

The sources said Reagan, in his new arms

control initiative, will encourage the post-

Brezhnev leadership in Moscow to reach an

agreement with U.S. negotiators in Geneva

on at least some of the principles of his

proposed treaty to sharply reduce strategic

nuclear weapons on both sides.

The initiative is contained in a speech

nearing completion in which the president

intends to draw attention to the massive

sums the two superpowers are spending on

defense and urge that they intensify their

efforts to reverse the accumulation of

nuclear weapons.

However, he will not propose a less

comprehensive pact than one mandating

sharp cuts in current arsenals, nor will he

support ratification of the SALT II treaty,

signed in Vienna in 1979 by former

President Jimmy Carter and the late Soviet

President Leonid I. Brezhnev, said the

sources.

The sources revealed the presidents

plans on condition that their names not be

used.

The current hotline is a teleprinter cu-cuit

between the two capitals. Established

under a 1963 agreement, it was designed to

flash alerts of imminent, accidental nulcear

attacks. It has never been used for that

purpose, although presidents and Soviet

leaders have used it on other occasions to

exchange mesages in times of tension,

notably during the 1973 Arab Israeh war.

Sens. Henry M. Jackson. D-Wash.. and

Sam Nunn. D-Ga.. have suggested

bolstering the coded message system with a

military crisis center, staffed by U.S. and

Soviet officials who would quickly exchange

nuclear information and warnings.

Reaffan calls nuclear freeze advocates 'dupes' once again
rVCagdll 1.0,110 ll«^iV.l*l

_...,. ,,„„„,„ anofficialottheSovietInslitutefortheU.S.A.andCan.d,

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's claim that

Soviet agents are partly behind the American campaign for

a nuclear weapons freeze was apparently based on similar

allegations in Western Europe and on an article in Reader's

Digest, one of his favorite magazines.

When Reagan's assertion at a news conference last week

was questioned, the White House produced a list of

published materials in an attempt to document the

presidents sUtement. Those materials, however. conUm

few references to the domestic freeze campaign. And what

little evidence they do cite relates to the charge that the

Soviet Union has sought to stir up opposition to

deployment of the neutron warhead and modern nuclear

weapons in Europe.

According to the White House press office. Reagan also

had in mind a recent Reader's Digest article when he told

reporters that "there is plenty of evidence" that foreign

agents have helped organize major pro freeze demon

strations.

That article, written by John Barron and published in

the October issue, named five Soviet officials, three of

them United Nations diplomaU. one embassy official and

an official of the Soviet Institute for the U.S.A. and Canada

who were said to have participated in disarmament con

ferences in the United States. The article identified them

as agents of the KGB. the Soviet secret police.

Shortly after the allegations appeared, however, leaders

of the freeze movement charged that they were misleading

because the officials named had been invited to appear and

present their nation's views during public programs and

had not participated in the planning or organization of the

events.

Reagan's charges have drawn demands, in Congress and

elsewhere, for hard evidence of infiltration.

Numerous pilot whales

pick lousy place to die
WELLFLEET - Sixty five pilot whales stranded

themselves on Lieutenant Island Tuesday night, and about

half were dead by sunrise yesterday mornmg, lying

beached and breathless on the marsh.

The rest were dying, some thrashing in small holes ol

water, some groaning with heaving sides, some motionless

in the grass except for blowholes that opened and closed

for air. There was blood puddled around the taUs of a few

of the black mammals.
• . o u .*

"These animals are all going to die, said Robert

Prescott. director of the Audubon Society's wUdhfe

sanctuary in Wellfleet Bay ."They're been up and out of the

water too long."

The pUot whales, males, females and young, some ol

them 20 feet long, stranded about 4 p.m. Tuesday in the

marsh on the south side of Lieutenant Island.

One small whale was rescued and taken to the New

England Aquarium in Boston, but it died in a pool there at

2 am. Wednesday, an aquarium spokeswoman said.

"Unfortunately, they picked a godawful place (to strand

themselves)," Prescott said.

The high tide at midnight Tuesday only dampened some

of the animals and none of them were able to float free.

Our senior citizens want
service satisfaction
BOSTON — Armed with resolutions to protect Social

Security and bills for tax relief for the elderly, 200 "silver

haired
" mock legislators came to the Statehouse yesterday

in a show of what one called "senior power."

Digest
by the Associated Press

•i*»i*l»-*-"

It is the third annual Silver Haired Legislature ui which

men and women, all 60 years or older, represent districts

across the state in a mock state legislature. Before the

session ends Friday, they wUl mold the priorities of the

elderly and present them to the real legislators for

enactment.

"It's senior power," said Sister Dorilda Flynn, 71, of

Anna Maria College in Paxton and a nun for 50 years, as

the group waited for the welcoming session at the Holiday

Inn.
,

"It's a very powerful lobbying group for seniors, that s

what it is, " explained Bernard A. Torri. 64, of WeUesley.

"The new senior is an entirely different breed of per-

son," added Ann V. Trumble, 71, a Greenfield great

grandmother. "They are expecting a whole lot more.

They're not content playing bingo..."

The group will debate in full session Friday.

"When you see them get hot into debate, you know

there's no such thing as senility." said Edward Lubin, 70, a

senior aide for the Department of Elder Affairs who wiU

advise the Ways and Means Committee.
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AP Laiirrpholo

In an effort to keep one of 65 beached whales

alive, a rescue worker splashes water on the

animal amidst the sea gtM^ of a Cape Cod salt

marsh in Wellfleet. None of the whales, which

drifted ashore Monday, are expected to survive.

Marathoners, Sox fans

may lose a monument
BOSTOI* — For years it was a beacop to Boston's

nightUfe, a 60- foot -square splash of red. white and blue

neon. Now the city's landmark commission must decide if

Boston's Citgo sign - the last surviving bit of "pubUc neon

art" — should be spared the wrecking ball.

The Boston Landmarks Commission issued a cease and

desist order Tuesday, halting plans to dismantle the sign,

which has been part of the city's skyline since the 1940s.

The sign's 10 miles of neon were last Uluminated in 1979.

It was turned off on the order of the sUte as « symbol of

energy conservation. Cities Services Corp. ordered the

demolition, citing the $25,000 to $50,000 cost to refurbish

the sign.

The sign is the last survivor of six similar Citgo displays

that once graced other American cities, including Chicago

and Milwaukee.

Judy McDonough of the city's landmark commission said

the panel has set a Jan. 11 hearing on the sign after

receiving a petition from local residents who want to save

the sign.

She said it was the first time the commission has been

asked to save a sign.

"We've gotten a number of calls about it. including one

from a marathon runner who said we couldn't take it

down, " she said. "He said that when you see it at a

distance, you know you can finish the marathon."

International publisher

to buy Boston Herald
BOSTON (AP) — International publisher Rupert

Murdoch has agreed to buy the aihng Boston Herald

American if the newspaper's unions agree to cost cuttmg

concessions by a reported Dec. 3 deadline, negotiators said

yesterday.

The Hearst Corp.. owner of the Herald American and a

combatant in Boston's rugged newspaper wars for nearly

80 years, reportedly told employees it will quit publishmg

the paper by Dec. 3.

The deadline apparently left a little over two weeks for

the unions and Murdoch to reach agreement.

"We have come to this city to try to preserve this

newspaper and to try to preserve as many jobs as we can,"

said Bob Page, vice president of Murdoch's News America

Publishing in announcing a "memorandum of un-

derstanding."

Page said bargaining with the 11 unions at the 250.000-

circulation morning tabloid would "take place in privacy."

and gave no other details.
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Students favor Cage fee

if it is reduced by half

I'holo h* Hanii .\. Hrl|[r«on

An Amherst squirrel pauses from its fall task of gathering a winter

supply of nuts to catch a glimpse of an observer

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

oppose the proposed $20 fee increase for the

Curry Hicks Cage renovation by an almost

two to-one margin, but students would

support a $10 fee for the same purpose,

according to preliminary results of a survey

done by the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA).

Sixty percent of the students contacted

said they would oppose renovations to the

Cage, which houses UMass basketball

games, if it meant a $20 per student fee

increase while 33 percent said they would

favor that proposal. If the fee increase were

only $10, 57 percent of the students would

favor the renovations, with 36 percent

opposed. Students who have been on

rumpus longer showed more opposition to

both proposals.

Members of the SCERA Rents and Fees

Team and the Undergraduate Student

Senate phoned 354 students randomly

selected from the UMass Student Direc-

tory. Of those contacted, slightly more than

half said they were aware of the renovation

proposal before the survey call. Persons

who were familiar with the proposal were

more likely to support both fee increases.

Eric Nitzsche. who compiled the survey

results, announced the preliminary findings

to the Student Senate Rents and Fees

Committee Tuesday night, but said the

question regarding the $10 fee increase may

have been misinterpreted by students.

"I think people said yes to $10 because it

seems a better option than a $20 fee,"

Nitzsche said. The $20 question was asked

first, he said, and students might have

supported the $10 proposal just because it

seemed better than a $20 fee.

Another question on the survey indicates

most UMass students do not feel "the status

of our basketball team reflects the status of

our University." 67 percent disagreed or

strongly disagreed with that statement,

while 25 percent agreed or strongly agreed.

Nitzsche noted that Continued on page 17

Dukakis pledges Ward Commission report implementation
.... ..•_

:

.u M o ..,u;^u Ko.-o renaired. He blames that on the lack of power held by the

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

A 10 point anti-corruption program to be implemented

by the incoming Dukakis administration includes plans

which would in the future eliminate building problems

which have reached epidemic proportions at the University

of Massachusetts and across the Commonwealth.

Part of the 10 point plan, said Nick Burbank of the

Dukakis Committee Issues Department, includes

complete enforcement and implementation of Ward

Commission reforms which the King administration was

slow to do."

The plan also includes strengthening the subpeona

power of the inspector general and the reestablishment of

the state office of investigation. Currently subpoenas must

be approved by the federal inspector general's office in

Washington D.C., according to the sUte inspector

general's office.

In a January. 1981 Boston Globe story. U.S. Attorney

Edward F. Harrington said the inspector general's office

was "impotent." He called the legislation affecting the

office a "sham." Before the office can issue a subpeona. the

inspector general must obtain permission from six of eight

public officials who comprise the Inspector General's

Council, the story said.

The inspector general supervises state and county

construction projects and makos sure specifications are

lived up to.

Acctjrding to former UMass Building Authority vice-chair

Evan Johnston. Ward Commission proposals must be

enacted in order to eliminate the problems which have

plagued UMass buildings over the last 14 years. The most

severe problems have affected the Campus Center.

Campus Garage and North Village.

Johnston said about 80 percent of the beams in the

garage are in bad shape. In all. there are some 460 faulty

beams.

"Somebody was deliberately cheating us on it," he said.

Cracks have continually appeared in the garage since it

was constructed. Most of the cracks have been repaired

with epoxy, but the specifications recommended by a

consulting firm in 1980 were not adhered to. Johnston said.

Provisions for repairing the garage were submitted by

Loomis & Loomis Structural Engineers of Windsor. CT.

According to Johnston, the top floor of the structure is the

most flagrant example of specifications being ignored.

The firm recommended that a damaged slab at the base

of the sixth floor stairwell in the northeast corner of the

garage be replaced in its entirety. This was not done

however, and efforts to hold the concrete slab together

with an asphalt substance have failed.

In some areas on the same floor, the six inch beams which

comprise the floor have deteriorated excessively due to

water damage. No effort has been made to repair the

damage and most of the overall repairwork on the floor has

been labeled "cosmetic patchwork " by Johnston.

"I've used that word before and they don't like it." he

said.

John-ston said he believes there was not sufficient

supervision during the time in which the garage was

repaired. He blames that on the lack of power held by the

inspector general.

In 1978, Raymond Loomis said the garage was in danger

of collapsing, but according to Johnston, nothing was

immediately done to rectify the problem. Johnston said it

is important to remember that if the garage were closed.

Campus Center operations would be effectively paralyzed.

Leaks in the Campus Center roof have been a constant

problem since the structure was designed, Johnston said.

"As the only on campus member (of the building

authority) it was kind of embarrassing to see my name on

the plaque and see sheets catching water (in the con-

course), " he said.

According to the Ward Commission report, issued in

December, 1980, a toilet in a North Village apartment fell

through a rotted floor when a resident sat on it. Most of

North Village was built in such a shabby way that it

deteriorated rapidly, Johnston said.

Other problems in North Village include roof leaks,

condensation problems and inadequate ventilation in the

apartments, in the attic space and in the crawl space

underneath the building. The build-up of moisture caused

deterioration of painted surfaces, rotthig of fk>ors and

damage to carpets and ceilings.

At least 98 percent of the corruption dealt with by the

Ward Commission can not be taken to court since the

incidents have passed their statutes of limitations which

were either five or six years, depending on the individual

problems.

Carribbean economy's roots

began with Columbus landing
By BILL THOMAS
Collegian Staff

In order to understand the economic

problems of the Carribbean, the situation

must be viewed in an historical, political

and global context, said Professor Michael

P. Witter, chairman of the department of

economics at the University of the West

Idles in Kingston, Jamaica.

In a lecture given to about 50 people

Tuesday night at the University of

Massachusetts Witter said. "The in-

tegration of the Carribbean economy within

the world was a very bloody process."

"The roots of the Carribbean economy

reach back no further than Columbus when

he was discovered lost in search of India on

the beaches of the Carribbean. During this

(colonial) period Carribbean societies were

destroyed by coming into contact with

Spanish colonialism. So in historical times

the Carribbean economy is a very recent

phenomenon." Witter said.

The development of the contemporary

political economy of the Carribbean.

although originating in that region's

colonial history, is rooted in a social

development process based upon the theory

known as "industrialization by invitation,"

said Witter.

Partly as a result of this theory. Witter

said, "There was a massive expansion of

foreign investment in the Carribbean as the

U.S. became more involved in the world

economy."
"It is well documented that this growth

with unequal income distribution expressed

itself with increasing polarization of the

classes. What you got," he said, "was a

society in which the ruling class does not

rule and the working class does not work."

Witter drew two economic models on the

blackboard during the lecture; one

representing the economic relationship

between Carribbean nations and the U.S.

and the other illustrating the economic

relationship of the Soviet Union and Cuba.

Referring to his native country. Witter

said because Jamaica has a "peripheral"

economy dependent upon exports to its

"center", the U.S., Jamaica therefore is

heavily dependent upon imported

technology and very sensitive to fluc-

tuatiwis in the world market.

Of the Cuban economy. Witter said:

"Only if an economy has a capital goods

sector is there any chance of a country

developing any indigenous technology. The

Cuban economy within a matter of two

generations have become the leading

developers of harve.sters for sugar cane. I

do not believe that the Jamaican people are

naturally less intelligent than the Cubans.

The Cuban accumulation is planned as part

of a global accumulation process but it is an

accumulation process that allows the

economy to be relatively autonomous."

Witter said the large Carribbean

populations in New York, Miami and British

cities moved there when foreign capital

flowing into the Carribbean displaced the

peasant population.

'They bought the land from the peasant

very often for the price of a ticket on the

boat going to England or the U.S.," he said.

Collctiaii photo by Bradford Hkancr

Joe Valadas (left) and Ed Zaganiacz undertake a road and sidewalk

reconstruction project around the University Health Services yesterday

as an iron jaw oversees their work.
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Interview with labor leader on WMUA today

An interview with labor leader and peace

activist Carl Chiaretto of Pittsfield wiU be

broadcast at 6 p.m. today on WMUA. 91.1

FM. The interview will be aired during

Focus, a weekly pubUc affairs show hosted

by Ken Mosakowski and produced by Vickie

Bates.

Major scheduling mistake red rectified in time

In the sprine. 1983 schedule book which actually does. History 384. "History of

was distnffi this week, one history Boston. 1630 to 1880 w.U satisfy a C core

course wL listed as not fulfilling the requirement, according to the University

University "C" core requirement when it Scheduhng Office.

Get one credit for MassPIRG recycling project

ritp «c^o-«c5i?«c^<»-^^<:^ar--r^
^,^ci>-^^ <tc^o-^QiP«c^<»-^aiP C£^.

^ Duke Ellington Committee/ UPC a UMass Arts Council
g

IX present n

I CLOUDS
j^

of Contemporary Jazz

featuring

Clyde Criner

with 4f^

Joe Ford _^
John Blake

''^^

of

McCoy Tyner Group

0<^
ff '^jr

%^'' 0^ ^e9'

Nl^

)>»
.vV'

.6<

MassPIRG's recycling group and project

are offering one credit to those interested in

working on the recycling of computer and

office paper in the administrative and

classroom buildings. Contact Leah at

MassPIRG. 423b Student Union at 5 0199

or Michael at the Recycling Project. 306

Student Union at 5-0618 by 2 p.m. Friday

for pre registration.

f/x - $6.00 Students

$7.00 Gen. Pub.

Available at URU, Faces

all Ticketron outlets

Sun. Nov. 21

S.U.B.

i«x^O^^tffC^O^^ ffS^<^^^^f^'^^^ <??«^«)-^tfft^O.^ dTC&A.

Labor historian to speak tomorrow in CC

Marshall Rachleff. a lal»or historian at

Housatonic Community College, will speak

Radical Union Women Activists" fromon

2 to 4 p.m. tomorrow at the Campus

Center room 171. For further information

or child care, call 545-2884.

X^' NORTHWOdD**n
r APARTMENTS \

\

Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome

• 665-3866
) oHice open from

\ 10 7 weekday*,

r Saturdays 1-4 \

If you thought you had to attend

Northeastern for coop, come to a

Slide Presentation on

Cooperative Education
A New UMass Option

CFNR nnajors:

Thurs. Nov. 18,

Campus Center

Roonn 169 12 noon

Room 917 4 p.m.

SBA majors:

Friday, Nov. 19, SBA
Room 120 11 a.m.

Room 120 1:30 p.m.

Otfice tor Cooperative Education

Boom 110 Thompson HaH

University ot Massachusetts

Amhefsi Massachusetts 01003

(413) M& 2579

Arc ycm wondering about

when to get an MliA-

Talk to us.
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CORNELL INIVFRMTY (.RADIATE ^^ "/'V'!
OF BUSINESS & Pl'BLH ADMINISTRATION

Gay & Lesbian
A^irareness Day

Fri. Nov. 19
Info table in Campus Center
Workshop Schedule lO -ll:30

''Straight Talk About

Lesbians"

"Women Loving Women"
CC Rm 169

''Pink Triangles'' Rm 165

1:00- 2:30

Bisexuality - CC Rm 163

"Coming Out on Campus''

CC 173

Womens Self Defense - CC 163

Male Sexual Health - CC 173

Luncheon 11:30 & 1:30 at TOC

Battered veterans
receive memorial
By KEN LUNDBERG
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - "When I came home

and got off the plane, I kissed my mother

and got a big hug from my girlfriend. Then

we walked out of the airport and a woman
came up to me and asked if I had been in

Vietnam and when I told her I was she spit

in my face and called me a baby killer."

Like Chris Bachman. 32, of Lexingrton.

Kentucky who got this kind of homecoming

after serving with U.S. forces for two years

in Southeast Asia, millions of other soldiers

return to what they incorrectly assumed

would be a gracious public. In the decade

that followed, these vets simply could not

adjust having to live their lives within a

wake of ambivalence and scorn that

resulted from America's most unpopular

and truly political war.

But last week, Bachman and thousands of

other vets managed to scrape together

what cash and time they could spare to

make the trip to Washington D.C. for the

dedication of the Vietnam Veterans

Memorial and most importantly get a

"welcome home" that had been denied them

for years.

As vets frcm all over the country con

verged in the nation's capital there were

tearful reunions everywhere giving the

impression the airlift out of Saigon was just

yesterday. On the streets, in hotels and at

the sight of D.C.'s newest monument, men

clad in resurrected combat fatigues wan

dered about hugging each other

energetically, sharing war vignettes and

crying for their lost friends who couldn't be

there to join them.

At the Sheraton Washington, located on

the outskirts of the city where army vets

were accomodated at a discount rate for the

four day holiday (as was the case in many

hotels throughout the city). Bachman sat

with his long time friend David Miller and

talked solemnly about the belated salute

Memorial.

On a second floor corridor at the

Sheraton Washington two young girls

weaved in and out of beer-swilling vets at

the 101st Airborne party, wearing

sweatshirts which read on the front "WE
CAN TAKE IT" and on the back "OUR
DAD SERVED IN VIETNAM"
As the week progressed, though, and

especially by the time the controversial

memorial was officially dedicated Saturday,

more and more vets showed up at the

polished granite monument and spent the

entire day walking about looking for more

familiar names on the reflecting black wall.

The monument itself, which in the end

most of the vets and other visitors seemed

to find appropriate despite some who have

objected to its design, is built into a grassy

knoll in the gardens between the Lincoln

Memorial and the Washington Monument.

There are 57.939 names of those killed or

missing in action inscribed on the granite

panels.

Well into the dark and increasing cold

weather of the weekend following Veteran's

Day, people continued revisiting the

memorial bringing flowers or anything else

of personal value they could leave below the

innumerable names of those they

remembered. Some vets left military

decorations they pulled from their uniforms

and others left articles of clothing like a pair

of cowboy boots, having travelled nearly

penniless from as far as northern Canada

concerned only with reaching Washington

on time.

The monument, which has been almost as

fiercely controversial as the Vietnam War

itself, proved to be something that wasn't

just a "black ditch" which is sunken into the

ground symbolizing dishonor. Nor did the

public, especially the vets, view the

memorial as something cold and abstract

having disregard for heroism and

patriotism as some Veterans organizations

earlier this year claimed.

<'oll«ri>n photM bf Krn Ludbcrg

The dedication of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial last week drew

thousands of vets and mourners to Washington D.C. to view and

remember those killed and missing in action whose names are inscribed

on the shining granite of the peace-evoking structure.

Some veterans upset

with memorial process

they were getting and the post war plight

they have hved and dealt with together.

"We came back home and the Americans

treated us like shit, they really did." Bach

man said, sipping from the last beer of a six-

pack he bought at the package store across

from the hotel.

Bachman. who served with the 101st

Airborne Division from 1969 to 1969 and

was one of the few men to survive the

"Hamburger Hill" massacre in the II Corps

area of South Vietnam, agreed with his

friend Miller that if it were not for the

mutual support they've provided for each

other they could never have made it in a

society that often didn't accept them. Both

men have been active with the Vets Center

in Lexington where Miller is a group

counselor.

"I call this... dude. two. three o'clock in

the morning and we rap. " Bachman said.

"That's what human beings are for,

man," Miller replied. "I'm just basic, that's

all ... just basic. The time you spent, man,

you're a warrior. You paid your dues.

"I'm just a poor son of a bitch from

Kentucky. Bachman said. "I didn't come

here to party. I didn't come here to see my

friend's name on a slab. I don I really know

why... you just can't explain it.

"

"Mv 'opsl buddy died in my arms, man,

and when \ went ip there (to the

monument; today I was hoping I wouldn't

see his name mere. ' Bachman .<ai<i.

And so it was like this with other vets

throughout the week-long National Salute

to Vietnam Veterans.

Even children of vets were racing in and

out of private reunion parties, marching

alongside their dads in parades and placmg

flowers or fla^s at the base of the Veterans

Although u ght foot bronze statue

depicting three seemly frightened and lost

soldiers and a flagpole will be added to the

memorial, they wiU be located to the side or

behind the V shaped walkway in front of

the outstretched granite walls. These

additions will increase the memorial's

visibility from the street since without

some sign, the structure isn't visible at all.

So there will be nothing drained of its quiet

and reflective power.

Maya Yang Lin, the Yale architecture

student who last year had the winning

blueprint of 1,421 entries in a nationwide

competition to find a design for the

memorial, summed up the eloquence of the

design by saying: "It isn't depressing, it

isn't a ditch or black hole.* isn't insulting.

It's a strange, prinutive. moving, exhalting

reflection and contemplation. It's a space to

be in — an outdoor chapel or sacred place

like Delphi — not an object to admire."

Two days before most of the vets had

arrived to view the memorial. Mike White

of the "Viet now' organization in Rockford.

111., said. "That thing's a black hole in the

ground. It was the worst slap in the face

I've ever seen — no units, no dates, no

infantry numbers. I've got a lot of friends

n that' marble. The weather's perfect right

)w ' 'ell ya. a cold chill on the back. ..I'm

ready to go home tonight.

'

But he didn't.
^ parly a week later, as U.S. Park

Service Police were movmg spotlights in

place ;it the memorial hours after the

drdication ceremonies were completed,

most of the crowd had long left the cold and

muddy area except for Mike White, his

knees grass-stained and mud soakened

from kneeling for hours before a name

By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The multiplex of feelings associate! with

our Vietnam veterans which this

weekend's events in Washington again at-

tracted to the nation's cursory attention,

continues to produce strong, yet still

tempered, sentiment at the University of

Massachusetts.

"Dealing with Vietnam is a process, and

both as an individual and as a nation, that

process is going to take some time," said

Dr. Anthony Melchionda of the University

Health Services, a physician who served in

1970 and 1971 in Army evacuation

hospitals in Vietnam.

Although afflicted with myeloma, a

cancer he believes may be a result of Agent

Orange exposure, he recognizes the uni-

queness of the conflict in which he was in-

volved.

Not having won the war, a lack of

societal support, having "devastated poor

people" in the process, and having fought

against a national liberation movement are

reasons Melchoinda said he sees as contri-

buting to continued lack of public recogni-

tion for the sacrifices he and his colleagues

made.
"Our government made a big mistake m

the Vietnam War. as in any other war," he

said, but it and the nation's previous wars

"are not the same thing, and they cannot

be handled in the same way."

Although Melchionda said that in waiting

for the memorial, "ten years is a drop in

the bucket, ' UMass students who also

served in the armed forces, although not

Vietnam veterans, expressed dissatisfac-

tion with the nation's tardiness in display-

ing understanding.

"I thought it was bullshit." said Michael

Crowley, fv.rmer president of the UMass

Veteran Students' Organization (VSO).

"The government should have built one (a

monument) a long time ago."

Crowley said he knew of no student

veterans who felt appreciated by the

memorial's construction or who care<i to

attend this past weekend's ceremony in the

capital, and that in fact the VSO, having

been composed of "a pretty apathetic

bunch," disbanded last semester.

Michael Love, a UMass junior who said

he is contacting student veterans in an ef-

fort to revive the VSO, agreed reaction to

the monument was "not really positive."

"I don't think it was a proper memorial,"

Love said. "A black memorial like that

really heightens the feeling" that the war

was an improper cause.

Love said the veterans "are not looking

to be called heroes," but only lamented that

they "never had a welcoming home

ceremony."
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Shop Downtown

Amherst

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid

Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

c;OANlB^S^lTtt
25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon - Sat 10 - 5:30 tel. 256-0710

RdVEL
LOW FARES OF THE WEEK:

West Palm Beach or Sarasota Florida

from Hartford $99.00 one way

Wash DC
NYC from Hartford $49.00/ 1 way

Philadelphia Above fares subject to availability

Long Island (t certain restrictions

Located on Cowles Lane 256-8931

off No. Pleasant St
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( the sub ^

1
[ yETALPUSHERS'

HOW APPEARING

flowers, plants, fruit, vegetables,

baked goods & gifts

DEST PIIICES IN TOWN
Open Air Cart at

art ^ A^

233 N PtMwnt St

Amhant Ccmag* Sbofw

V^ 549-5841 We deliver Main & Pleasant

W AM TO ? AM / 7 DAYS
sz zz

33 E PLEASANT ST AMHERST 5495^

Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)
\

^r Th«"suB would !*• to otfmi yoo • coupon apccMl

Buy •"> tvw •"'>• •"<' d* • thtrd* abto^utelv FREEi Thi«

coupoo i« good from rxm thru 0«c 24 1982. on Sun

day WadnMday b«tw«*n tt>« hoor» of 3 p m •nd 6

p m.

W« hope to ••• you toon and don't for0«t to bnng

*'?2i »-»----- -------------""*•"""""""

*n I FREE sub with a purchas* of any ^J
23 two whole subs when purchased along

^J
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TIME OUT

COME
JOIN THE

CROWD
AND HAVE SOME FUN

Amherst's DIggest Little Dor

07 N. Pleosont St, Amherst MA
1 1
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'Zionism is not racism' is message

of Israel travelling resource center
"The western democracy is the best form

of government that exists in the world to-

he said.

By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Zionism is proud and it is not going to be

defamed by anyone anymore, said a

member of the Israel Scene Caravan, a

traveling resource center about Israel and

Zionism, which finished up yesterday its

two day visit to the University of

Massachusetts.

Steve Leibowitz, assisatnt director of

Israel's Government Press Office, defined

Zionism as being the "national liberation

movement of the Jewish people. Its goal is

to re-establish the Jewish state in the

Jewish homeland."

Zionism, he said, has been wrongly linked

with racism. "Zionism is far from racist. In

Israel, minorities are equally treated."

"Educational programs like ours offer a

method of counteracting these anti-zionists

groups," he said. "Zionism is very much
misunderstood, particularly on this cam-

pus."

"We are bringing a touch of what makes
Israel tick to the people on this campus,"

Leibowitz said. "Too much of the normalcy

and goodness of life in Israel gets lost

behind the political headlines and rhetoric.

We aim to demonstrate that Israel and the

U.S. have many values and interests in

common." Leibowitz said Zionism is closely

linked with the western style of democracy.

day. Zionism is close behind,'

Leibowitz said the Caravan is trying to

show students that Israel offers a lifestyle

similar to that found in the United States.

"In Israel there is a free press, there is

freedom of speech and of religion. We are &,

free country," he said.

Unlike the U.S., Israel does not have

high employment. Israel does not have

ghettos and poverty, he said.

"We are a prospering country. We have

high inflation, but are still managing to

prosper. Not many countries can say that,"

he said.

The Zionist Caravan is a group of former

American Jews who have moved to Israel.

The group is in the middle of a 60-day tour

that will bring the caravan to 36 com-

munities in the United States and Canada,

Leibowitz said.

The group has been visiting all the cam-

puses in the Five-College area showing

slides and handing out literature about the

benefits of living in Israel.

Leibowitz said he hopes to raise

awareness of Zionism on the campuses.

"If we can accomplish that then we have

accomplished quite a bit. Even if we only

influence a dozen students, we have ac-

complished what we set out to do," he said.

ColleKian pkoto by I>r*w 0(i«r

A PVTA windshield offers a driver's eye view of North Pleasant

Street's afternoon activity.

* alcohol
Continued from page 1

In other matters. Jim Murphy announced

his office will be sending out letters to

faculty members requesting their

assistance in boycotting the Text Book

Annex. Murphy's office proposes to set up a

store to sell textbooks so that students will

be provided with an alternative to the Text

Book Annex.

"We're in the process of kidnapping a

department in the Text Book Annex, for

instance the whole economic section of the

Annex. We want to sell a certain depart-

ment's books."

Murphy said the Text Book Annex is

reaping a huge profit and not using this

money to run an efficient business. The

Board of Governors also has been working

extensively on this issue. Murphy said.
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SALE!
• Ladies Crew $18.

• Men's Acrylic Sweaters $9.95

• "Blue Rock" Sweaters $26.
(Reg. $40.00)

• Turtlenecks$7.95

• Mittens $5.95

(denim) $18.90

Cl^du
(iMMnd 8llv»r«»pa» 2M N. PlMMnt

• Mon-SM FritHllpm

WE'RE CLEARING OUT
SOME GATORS

Regularly /jjSfi^^^
$25.00 **^^

1 for $19.50

2 for $36.00

For a limited time we are offering a select group q\

the world famous 100% cotton \^0^ lACOSH®

sport shirt at close out prices. Regularly $25.00 buy

one for $19.50 or two for only $36.00.

Available in sizes small - XX large.

Colors and quantities limited.

liiiuuir nf IDaliih. Inr.

FALL SALE
20% off

All Sweaters & Jackets

20% - 30% Off selected Fall

Blouses, Skirts, Dresses

20% Off Chinese Shoes
selected

styles

TONITE

>* r

Write your Christinas

Cards early this year.

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdeeder and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

.»*

20% Off

Ricepaper Windowshades

30% Off Selected Jewelry

Mon - Sat 10 am - 6 pm

HCCt:ANTILt
AAAHUtST CARRIAG£ SHOTS J^I^S

16 ex Big On* all nlta

«s>

ffrrsii£JrjrtgrrrffS^^£*J^r^srs^'**'»f^i'ffffrrsiffsss*
»#/y/>>.•.v/.^*/».^^^^v.^\^^^»^^^^^v^^^\*A^^^^'k*--

SPECIAL
Leather Cortez

Red or Blue Stripe

ONLY $36.90

" fiHOC STORCSHOE STOP
The Village Common, Amherst

^^MmtF cresweU

^ff^ gaUery
15 N. Pleasant St. black art, posters

Amherst cards & prints

upstairs over N'Hamp Coop Bank african & third

next to Lodestone & G'a<*ba9»^^^ world artifacts
Tues. thru Fri.

11 to 2 Gr 4 to 6

Sat. 11 to 3

or by appointment
i

OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY • THURSDAY .PRIDAY • SATURDAY

DINNER /^rTWO
Chicken Teriaki /^flQ^ )

Choice Top Sirloin ^*—-*^

Denver style bar-b-que ribs

Served wvith tossed salad, potato or rice piiai roDs &

butter, and a glass of rose burgundy or chabiis A«ine
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Be
A

Star
•

Become a

star reporter for

the Collegian.

New England's

largest daily

college

newspaper! We
need people to

write news and

women's affairs.

Great experience

for any students

interested in

journalism or

communications.

Come by the

Collegian

anytime and ask

for an editor. It's

easy and it's fun.

Everyone's

welcome.
The Collegian

113 Campus Ctr.

545-3500

A. . omm.Hi.itu>n> ;.v3il;ih!f for p.iriics up to KV

O'Keefe O'Keefe

Th# Only Ploc# To D» On

Thursday Night In Amhortt

to'KEEFE NIGHT
12 oz Bottles .95

plus

Two For One Bar Liquor Drinks

Three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

UMASS SKI CLUB presents

fiJEAT SKI . SMT€H

^ \i>

A-i

THE

RAIMD
Presents

"The Maxwell Anderson Award Winner"

DARK OF
THE MOON

this production It typical ot th« tine ent«rtolnm»nt

at th« Rand Conjiilently proiantod m a totally P'O

lestionol manner

"

D3'iv Collegian

"(Ttiij) story ot a »tarcroM«d romance between a

witch and a mountain girl takes on all the rich flavors

ot the ballad on which it is based tnterlaining

throughout it ranges from tunny to frightening to

»ac' ....
Springfield looming Union

the University of Massachusetts Theater produc

fjpr^ copiivotes ond entertains It is the Romeo and

jrJuli»t of thB Smoicy Mounloins"

R©s€?rvQtions. 545-35(

^500,000
ffOBTH OF TOP lAME

IITEB CLOTHIM

IQflFMIlT

PRICES THIS LOW SHOULD BE OUTIAWBD,

NOV 17-20
HIGH NOON

TIL lOPfVI

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

f * .**{•." «*A.rj>*#

Collegian 9

Pay raises may need voter approval
BOSTON — Citizens for Limited

Taxation, the group responsible for getting

Proposition 2Vz on the statute books, is

planning a petition drive to get the

legislative pay issue on the 1984 state

election ballot. CLT Director Barbara

Anderson said yesterday.

Whether the drive wUl seek repeal of the

recently enacted pay bill or a new law

reducing the increases depends on legal

issues currently being researched. Ms.

Anderson said.

The Legislature included the raises in a

bill that also hikes judicial salaries, and

judges' wages, according to some involved

in the recent pay debate, are protected

from referendums by the state constitution.

It is believed this prohibition might protect

the raises for legislators and statewide

officeholders provided under the bill signed

into law by lame duck Gov. Edward J. King

last week.

"The concern for us is that if they get

away with it. they could tie in any con

troversial bill with a judicial pay bill" and

avoid referendums, Ms. Anderson said,

it's conceivable they could tie in a nickel

pay raise for judges with any bill. It's a

long-term concern for us."

Ms. Anderson's group, which was the

driving force behind the property tax

limiting Proposition 2Vi law enacted by

voters in 1980. also participated in the

successful 1980 referendum repealing

legislative raises that were enacted in 1979.

Ms. Anderson said she is working in

concert with two maverick legislators.

Reps. Royall Switzler, R Wellesley. and

Bruce Wetherbee, D Pepperell. and there

are two possible courses of action.

Spring right-to-die case continues

BIN 187 n* pleasant St., amherst, ma.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A judge

dismissed yesterday four nurses' aides as

defendants and threw out most allegations

against four nurses accused of violating

Earle Spring's right to privacy as his family

fought to let him die.

Spring, 78, died April 6, 1980. as his

family asked the state Supreme Judicial

Court to end medical treatment that had

kept him alive 14 months after he was ruled

incompetent.

His widow. Blanche. 78. filed an $80

milHon civil lawsuit against nurses and staff

of the Holyoke Geriatric and Convalescent

Center, where he died. She accused them of

violating Spring's privacy and causing her

distress by questioning him and telling

newspapers he wanted to live or letting

outsiders question him to make similar

statements.

But Judge John Murphy, acting on

motions in the two week old trial belore a

jury would receive the case for

deliberations, ruled yesterday that four

nurses aides should be dropped as defen-

dants because the fact that they signed a

letter saying Spring didn't want to die did

not violate his privacy.

81.2%
In a recent

survey of UMass
undergrads, 81 .2

percent said they

read the

Collegian regular-

ly, and half of

those said they

read it every day.

That's nnore than

three times the

UMass readers

of any other area

paper! New
England's largest

college daily is

number one at

honne, too.

The Collegian

11 at UMass

You're

What?
The way people react

when you tell them
you're pregnant isn't

impjortant. The way
you feel about it is. So
if you're pregnant and

not so sure you want

to be, talk to us. Our
counselors are

specially trained to

help you make the

decision that's right

for you. Call

738-6210. Preterm.

The most experienced

reproductive health

care center in the Nor-

theast.

preterm
A licensed non-profit

health care facility.

1842 Beacon Street,

Brookline, MA 02146
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Northampton

Days

\W^
DiNNU 1^ «^«Df^OTi5-lO

NOI^THAHfTON -5861-6357 Mobile or Drive-ln Service

GOOD THINGS FOR YOU

NATURALIY
Cotton Knit Tops
Locally dyed to match our cotton gauze clothing in

beautiful Purple, Rust, Fuchsia, Royal Blue, Black,

Green, White, Turquo.se, and Yellow Made of closely

knit cotton that is pre-shrunk. machine washable and

dryable

Turtleneck $10.00

FINE OFFSET V^tlN I CK
PRINTING & COPYING

You'll like

what we
can do for
your Image
32 Pleasant Street

(across from Pleasant St

Theater)

Northampton 584-01 17

Open 9 a m -5p m daily

Scoop-ncck $9.50
LONG SLEEVF

PAQTY

hy Jafid. Dusfio

100% cotlon vcKctscn

tn mB^pnta and ins.

Crew-neck
$9.50 ^lTe^e $8.50

^"°«^
SLEEVE

Natural Fiber Clothing & Bedding

NEXT TO YOU
IT'S THE BEST Ck»

collective inc

:
:

!

t

t Ja7
umass y^rts council

NOVEMBER 24
at 4:00 p.m. Ib the extended deadline date

for the UMass Arts Council

2nd fundin^^ period.

Please make sure all

proposals are received at

125 Herter HaU by this date.

Also: Residencies, Students:

if you have any Grant proposals

please submit them at this time.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.'^y. :'.•.•>.•.'.•.•^^.• '. ••.v».^'»v»w#-.v.* .>;.wrr.;.'^->>:^-^^:•^*?^^«:•; • .^^r.'.'X*:*:

^flflZiM^esx 'Mw^mMnr Has Senate
forgotten us?
(Editors Note — This is thefirst in afour part series which

will examine problems within the Student Govemmmt
Association. It was urritten by Dave McCarthy unth

assistancefi^om Craig Sherwood and Rodman R. Snelling.)

To some, the Undergraduate Student Senate repre-

sents a hope for students to gain control over thieir

education. But from my experience as a student

and a Senator, Student Government is a body doing a fine

job of guarding the interests of all constituencies but one:

that of the average undergraduate.

AfitNTORAWSF Wrte Snjt^ING ON IT — WHAT MORE PO VOU W/^NTf

Registration act discriminates
Recently, Congress enacted a bill which prohibited

the distribution of any financial aid to college

students who choose not to register for the draft.

I'he law itself is unworkable, and can be criticized in many

different ways. Below, some of the main problems with

the law are examined.

This law discriminates between those who can afford

school without federal aid (loan, grant or work-study),

making no effort to punish them, and those (most of us)

who need aid to go to school. It does not discern which are

"sincere' resistors and which are not. There are no provi-

sions for point of view of conscience.

Jon Braine

This law brings in many other agencies under the

military. First, with the restarting of registration, the

Post Office was brought in. Then the Social Security Ad-

ministration; then the Internal Revenue Service. Now
they are bringing the Federal Department of Education

and every Financial Aid Office in the country, and perhaps

all banks giving loans, into enforcing compliance with the

Military Selective Service Act.

This law should be unconstitutional because men are

assumed guilty until proven innocent. Dave apparently

thinks that those men who haven't registered shouldn't

get financial aid. There is already a harsh penalty of five

years in prison and/or $10,000 fine for not registering for

the draft. If you are convicted of not registering you will

probably not be in school at all but in jail. If you have not

been convicted of not registering then you should not be

denied aid on those grounds.

The law that gives federal financial aid is Title IV of the

Higher Education Act of 1965. The office for the General

Council for Education Department has said that to en-

force this law "some sort of elaborate tape system would

be required. The Education Department does not now

have tapes of Title IV recipients, and it is doubtful that

they could be produced — certainly not on a timely basis."

Further proof of how unworkable and error-ridden this

law will be is contained in a letter written by Secretary of

Education Terence Bell to Office of Management and

Budget Director David Stockman. Bell wrote "The

regulatory and enforcement role that would be created by

this provision for the Education Department is far beyond

any of our current activities and would impose con-

siderable burdens on institutions of higher learning and

members of the public. We are deeply concerned that the

burdens imposed would far outweigh the benefits gained."

Due to the bureaucracy involved, anyone cold be denied

aid whether they were supposed to register or not.

In addition to problems on the Department of Education

side, even Selective Service does not have a single list of

all those who have registered. The many lists that they do

have are loaded with mistakes confusing men's ages, or

confusing men and women (the computer can't tell if the

list is wrong), or confusing fictitious from real people.

Since all cross-checking will have to be done by computer,

quite a few of the huge number of mistakes will be denying

women financial aid, as well as older men or men who did

register. Even before the mikstakes are made, it will be

harder (at least for men) to get loans from banks. Rep.

Simon (II) said banks "arp reluctant right now to make
student loans because we are making it more and more

complicated. You complicate it futher with this, and if you

think bankers in this Nation are going to make student

loans as widely as they do now, you are living in a dream

world." So this law will not only increase the paperwork

involved for everyone, not only make a fantastic amount

of mistakes, but actually reduce the amount of loans given

through the banks to students or would-be students

If anyone is wondering why they haven't heard of this

law before, it is because it made zero media attention. It

slipped by quietly as section 1113 of the Defense Depart-

ment Authorizations Act. Even the »^.nancial Aid ()ffice

was not told.

Jon Braine is a UMass Student

Letters
The many facets of Black Homecoming

To the Editor:

I am pleased to see the Collegian devote so much space

to the "Homecoming letters". The issues brought forth

are certainly deserving of attention.

The tragedy, and the "moral of the story" of this public

exchange lies outside of the validity of the opinions and in

the nature of their expression. Though I agree with most

of the objections to Mr. Bacich's line of reasoning, their ef-

fectiveness was as self-defeating as Mr. Bacich's initial let-

ter because they assumed a similar hateful tone. If you

wish to see the roots of racism, look no futher than these

letters.

The destructive conflict among races is the same as that

among individuals. It is the failure to respect others as we

would have them respect us. By maliciously labeling

another as ignorant, as Mr. Bacich and his respondents

do, is to label that person as inferior, and is to set the basis

for a slave master-relationship, be it between members of

a race, sex or age, and be it subtle, or as open as slavery. It

is then that we find justification for treating others worse

than we would have them treat us.

How do we expect to remedy the broad societal problem

of racism if we cannot communicate respectfully as in-

dividuals?

Steve Geiger

; . Amherst

To the Editor:

I am writing in reference to the reaction by Chris Bacich

concerning his opinion of Black Homecoming.

Black people, along with Whites, Indians, Latin

Americans and Asians, are an essential part of the UMass

student body. Together, a diverse atmosphere is created.

It is important to me that I am a part of this diverse group

here at UMass. However, once in awhile it's nice to just

step back and remember what else you are. During Black

Homecoming Week black students have the opportunity

to do just this while comemorating the contributions that

Black people have made to society. During this week there

were events that everyone, not just Black students, could

enjoy and participate in.

It's too bad that one can get the impression that Black

Homecoming was intended to segregate. I don't feel that

it was meant to segregate but rather to give Black people

the opportunity to say, "I am Black and I have something

to offer this University."

Ronald Homer
Mackimmie, S.W.

Dave McCarthy

This series will detail how the Student (government at

the University has grown out of touch with the students

whose interests it claims to represent. Over the course of

days, I will present a plan to return student government to

the students whose present $96 mandatory fee makes up

the approximately $1.7 million SGA budget.

To understand the schism that has developed between

students and their government, one must understand two

things. First is the fiscal independence of the senate. Se-

cond is the mindset which pervades the fourth floor of the

Student Union.

Prior to 1974, student activities were funded through

the Campus Center Trust Fund, with an amount decided

upon by the admininstration. As of 1974, according to Joel

Weissman, director of the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA) and a founding member

of the Revolutionary Student Brigade, the Senate has

been funded by a mandatory student activities tax on each

students' fee bill, which was approved by the Trustees.

Since students must pay this fee, the ultimate veto over its

use is denied. Thus, no matter how unrepresentative or ir-

responsible the Senate's actions are. their fiscal in-

dependence is assured. .

"To demonstrate the ambivalence of the Senate towards

the views of the average undergraduate, a question is put

forth: If the essential services (Transit, Distinguished

Visitors Program, Union Program Council, Index, Legal

Services, Area Governments, Academic Affairs, Universi-

ty Judiciary, WMUA, Student Activities Office, Stabiliza-

tion and Capital Equipment) were funded from a source

outside the Student Activities Fee, how many students

would pay a voluntary reduced tax to support the re-

mainder of the budget consisting of 1) activist groups like

the Radical Student Union at $1665, 2) support groups like

Afrik-Am at $18,896.19. and 3) Senate activities like the

busing of 23 student "leaders" to the Progressive Net-

work Conference in Detroit at $712 or the salaries of four

stiident government officers and six committee chairs

totaling $26,052? If the fears of MassPIRG about letting

people think before they pay' are any indication, the

Undergraduate Student Senate would have to run

massive bake sales to make ends meet. Accountability, an

idea whose time has come, is an uncomfortable prospect

for student leaders.

Another difference between students and the SGA

hierarchy concerns the role student government should

play on this campus. Budget expenditures clearly indicate

that the practical concerns of students like classroom

overcrowding, teaching assistants outnumbering pro-

fessors, and job prospects do not seem to be shared by our

representatives. Senate leaders would rather use our

money to fight noble causes in an utterly ineffectual man-

ner. In so doing, these politicians do a disservice not only

to the student body, but to the very causes they profess to

support.

An example of ineffectual spending on noble causes is

programming designed to enlighten undergraduates on

racism, sexism, and anti-semitism. Time after time, this

type of programming has not reached or affected the

students who need it most.

The structural and attitude problems described above

need not exist. The men and women to whom we have en-

trusted our money are, for the most part, hardworking

and dedicated. But unfortunately, their energies are

misdirected. While the goal of "exposing and combatting

human oppression in all its forms" (from SGA mission

statement) is laudable, quixotic dreams must be tempered

by the more immediate concerns of student life and educa-

tion.

Tomorrow — Where does your Activities Fee go?

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Watch for the 2 big issues

of the

Holiday Shopper

"wPR-^ITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

19" Motel COLOR PORTABLES

- EXCELLENT PRICES -
Selling at. . .

HOWARD JOHNSON
MOTOR LODGE

401 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley

Sunday, Nov. 21, 10 am to 2 pm
Sale Held by R.B.M. Sales Corp No Phone Calls

Start off the Holiday Season

at The Fine Arts Center

''"Z/''^!'' with Jonathan Shames

CONNIE STEVENS
starrinq'in

•'<«^'S„'gs:;2:'
•""""

Friday,

December 3

8:00 p.m.

On Sale Now 12

PRIMAVERA
STRING
QUARTET

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY

Telephone reservations Noon 4:00 p.m. MF
545-2511

BneArts
Center
Concert Hall

ENTIRE INVENTORY
during our Million Dollar

Markdown Sale!

You're in for some super savings during our million dollar markdown
sale! We've taken 20% off every item in the store, and that means

fantastic values for the whole family. Save on dress, casual and

1 athletic styles with many famous names to

/ choose from. Save on handbags, legwear
/'^^^ y*-. and accessories. Nothing's excluded in our

million dollar markdown §^. riiryttl

Christmas is

love,

hope

and canng

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

means "sharing
"

^
"*

1^' Givv to The
Salvation

Army
so others

nnay have

a haopy

hoiIdaV

i'l

Representative styles only

Famous brand footwear for Less

Hampshire Mall

Holyoke Mall

at Ingleside

OF 4

ACADEMY

AWARDS!

INCLUDING «

BEST SONG

na- ciNium foi r»f SKIS

BUTCH CASSIDV
AND THE

SUNDANCE KID
C«N»¥ISKW COIOB By Of lUXF •

Frl. Nov. 19th

Eng. East Aud
7, 9, 11 pm
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Collegian is

Clouds,
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

The last lime the musical group "Clouds" featuring

Clyde Criner performed at the University, they did so in a

traditional Black Classical, or jazz, setting.

While the show featured a wide array of New York's

finest talent, the lineup that keyboardist composer Criner

has assembled for Sunday night's performance at the

Student I'nion Ballroom is incredible. Members of

Weather Report, McCoy Tyner's band, and Max Roach's

band respectively are slated to be in an all star lineup

whose average age is in the mid-20's.

And while last year's group played in an acoustic setting.

Sunday night's show is going to be a contemporary music

festival with enough electricity flowing to support an

underdeveloped village of a remote region.

Criner, 29. an Amherst resident who has put this all

together, is very excited about the show and said, "This is

a very unique opportunity for people to see the direction

that contemporary black music is taking."

"All thi' musicians in this group agree that the music

we're playing is not just jazz, hut contemporary Black

music," adds Criner. "It encompasses gospel, jazz. 20th

century classical, funk, and rock."

What is real interesting about Sunday night's per

formance is that by an indirect musical lineage, the players

are extensions of three of the biggest schools of jazz in

Miles Davis, John Coltrane. and Charlie Parker.

"Omar Hakim and Victor Bailey of Weather Report are

extensions of Miles Davis' school of music because their

A contemporary black music show

to highlight the area's entertainment

I'hol., b» \ t.rorucni

Clvde Criner - keyboardist/compoHer with Clouds. Featured keyboardist with <^h'f«
*•«"*«";»"

'

Harvey Mason. Alphonso Johnson Clouds perform Sunday. Nov. 2Ut at 8 p.m. at the UMass

SUB.

Photo by A. G«or|t»ni

Gayle Dixon — violin — featured with Clouds

at SUB, Sunday Nov. 2l8t. Experience with Max

Roach, Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Buster Williams.

leader, Joe Zawinul. played as a part of Miles' band in the

60's." explains Criner.

"Joe Ford and John Blake of McCoy Tyner's band are

extensions of the John Coltrane school of music, because of

Tyner's connection with Trane. while Akua and Gad Dixon

of Max Roach's band are extensions of Charlie Parker s

school of music," Criner adds.

Criner is so happy about the players joming him on

Sunday that he gleamed when asked to talk about them.

Prior to then, he spoke about the material they wiU play

Sunday night.

"These new songs I've written are all new compositions

written in symphonic form, using themes and variations.

From a classical concept I've written a piece for piano and

violin, ' Criner said.

"I'm also making sure that each player is featured, and

we'll be doing things that sound like Grover Washington to

Parliament. There's definitely a concept and continuity to

the show and maybe that's where we get away from a

standard jazz formal. " Criner said.

"Among our players, GaU and Akua Dixon represent two

of the finest strings players in New York City, and they've

currently been recording with Max Roach's Double

Quartet. Gail currently is doing "Dreamgirls," and Akua's

credits are about five pages long. '
Criner said.

"Victor Bailey at age 22 is an unusually gifted bass

player." Criner said. "He's currently the bassist for

Weather Report and anyone who's foUowed them knows

that he has some tough names in Alfonso Johnson, and

Miroslav Vitous, two former Weather Report bassists, to

follow."

"The bottom line on Bailey is that he's a monster, a funky

cat, and he can sing too." Criner said

.

"Omar Hakim at 23 is an extraordinary drummer who's

worked with George Benson, Patti Labelle, Roy Ayers,

and is featured on the latest David Sanborn album entitled,

'As We Speak." " Criner said.

"The word in New York City on Hakim is that he can 'funk

to death.' Most experts agree that together these two

individuals have combined to give Weather Report the

funkiest sound they've ever had."

Announcements

•Joe Ford is perhaps the most underrated sax playr in

the business." Criner adds. "He's a seven year veteran of

McCoy Tyner's band and can play anything from Coltrane

to Grover. he's an outstanding player.

"John Blake represents to one what improvisation on

violin shaU and will be." Criner said. "He's a veteran of

Grover Washington's group and his influence there has

been most notable."

Criner himself has been a busy man this-past year or so.

Presently he can be heard on Chico Freeman's latest

release. "Tradition in Transition." Criner is featured on

piano and even composed one of the albums numbers.

More importantly he has just fmished a recording rnaster

of his own which predates the making of an album. Warner

Brothers. Polygram, and Arista record companies have all

conucted Criner about the recordings.

During the taping sessions Criner worked with drum-

mers Jack Dejonnette and Ronnie Burrage. saxophonist

Joe Ford. ceUist Akua Dixon, and bassist Marcus MUler.

perhaps the most sought after young ba.ssLst in the

business.

Criner's excitement about the show Sunday night has

remained high in spite of some problems pertaining to the

business aspect of things.

"I'm excited about the performance and Sunday night will

be a sneak preview of the music that I've recorded for my

first album." Criner said.

"The way this concert has been arranged conceptionally is

meant to be an experience, a unique experience."

Let it be added that this may be the start of somethmg

new musically, and you saw it first, right here at UMass.

On November 27. John Brown Anti-Klan

Committee is demonstrating to stop the

klan in Washington D.C. The Ku Klux Klan

has announced plans to march and rally on

the capital for the first time since the

1920's. The Klan march on Washington in

the 1920s was in response to masses of

Black people fighting against the colonial

genocide of the U.S. government, and for

self-determination of the Black nation

under the leadership of Marcus Garvey. In

1982. the Confederation of Klans has called

for this rallv in response to the advances of

the continuing struggle of Black people

within U.S. borders for human rights and

self-determination.

The Confederation was formed at a

meeting on Labor Day Weekend of this

year. It represents the consolidation of

eight klan factions in the U.S. and Canada

under the leadership of Don Black. CIA

agent and leader of the attempted CIA coup

of Dominica. The Confederation had

originally announced plans to march on

Washington D.C. on November 6. com-

ciding with Black Solidarity Day. Instead, a

rally of 25 klan was held in support of the

police, in a secluded wooded area in

Maryland, protected by approximately 250

police.

In exposing the unity between the klan

and the state, and in building an army to

protect the Black nation from white

supremacist terror, and to build for

protracted struggle for liberation. New

Afrikan Freedom Fighters have made it

clear that the struggle against the klan is a

struggle against U.S. imperialism.

The John Brown Anti-Klan Contingent

will be demonstrating in solidarity with the

New Afrikan Independence Movement, in

support of the Black nation's rights to self-

defense, self-determination, land and in

dependence as the only strategy to defeat

the klan. We urge all progressiva people to

join us in Washington on Saturday,

November 27, to fight the klan and the

consolidation of white supremacy. For more

information, contact the John Brown Anti-

Khan Committee at 58U-U569.

The fall 1982 season of the Third World

Theater Series closes with an original pro-

duction of "HOMELAND" a domestic

comedy about South Africa and the United

States, co-authored by Steve Friedman and

Selaelo Maredi.

"HOMELAND" and its main character

Bob Kennelworth take you from Johan-

nesburg, South Africa to Greenwich, Con-

necticut. The story centers around Ken-

nelworth, a white South African

businessman, en route to the U.S.A. for a

business conference at General Motors. On

his journey across the ocean Bob takes

along his immediate family and his faithful

Black maid. The Kennelworths stay with

another white family, the Sloans, also

associated with General Motors. The

Sloans coincidentally employ a Black

household worker. The ensuing com

edy/drama revolves around the similarities

and differences between the two families

and the two Black women.

"HOMELAND", co-written by a white

American, Steve Friedman, and a Black

South African, Selaelo Maredi skillfully

combines comedy and drama to attach the

issue of racism deeply rooted in the United

States and South Africa. "HOMELAND"
approaches the very sensitive issue of

racism without digressing into a political

tract. The authors use of characters from

everyday life allows the audience U> identfy

and therefore be drawn closer to the center

of the issues.

"HOMELAND" has attracted actors

from the 5-College area and various com-

munity theaters in the valley.

"HOMELAND" will be presented under

the direction of Roberta Uno Thelwell.

When: November 18, 19, 20 and December

2, 3, 4.

All performances will begin at 8:00 p.m.

Where ^t Hampden Theater, Southwest

at t 'versity of Massachusetts

at A. st

Tickets: $2 for students

$3 for general public

available at TIX, FAC. and Hampden

Theater the evening of the performance.
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By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

Bluesman Johnny Copeland wUl appear tonight at

Hanger One in Hadley . Copeland's soulful style resembles

the upbeat, jazzy sound of Gatemouth Brown, who ap-

peared at the Rusty Nail last year. Distinctively swinging

and danceable. Copeland's music is becoming one of the

most popular and successful of contemporary blues, and his

new album is getting good reviews.

Also tonite: RCA recording artists Steel Breeze wUl be

at the Rusty NaU; the Hot Acoustics wiU play cover tunes

at the Blue Wall; classical harpist Vanessa Ploumis will

appear at The Iron Horse; drink specials and The Cardiac

Kids are offered at The Wok.

Zion Initiation and valley eternals Loose Caboose wUl

provide the music at The Reggae Dance Party at Hangar

One. And to complete the effect, Carribbean food

(Yvonne's) will be available.

Also on Friday: Berlin Airlift, one of the most con

troversial bands in UMass history will make another

appearance at the Blue Wall. Judge for yourself, do they

really sound like Reo Speedwagon and Styx? In addition.

Justin is at the Nail; Jazz string artists. Pro-Bo. are at the

Iron Horse; The Asparagus VaUey Contemporary Music

Ensemble wiU perform in Buckley Recital HaU at Amherst

College; and The University Symphony Band, directed by

Peter Tanner, will appear at The Fine Arts Center.

Take note: One of the best movies ever made on the life

of The legendary Buddy Holly. The Buddy Holly Story,

opens Thursday night at the Pleasant Street Theatre. This

film does well in depicting the prejudice and social

pressures rock and roll encountered in its formative years.

Starting Thursday The Buddy Holly Story plays at 7 and 9

p.m. at the Little Theatre on Pleasant Street in Nor

thampton.

Gil Scott-Heron's album Reflections is in many ways the

black contemporary music for the eighties. Scott-Heron

articulates his perspectives in long, instrumentally backed

raps that touch on all aspects of life today under the

Reagan administration. Scott Heron, and the Ulented

musicians that accompany him. play a kind of smooth,

classy, contemporary sound that borrows from traditional

jazz as well as today's funk. Scott Heron's performance at

The Rusty Nail Saturday Night will be a rare opportunity

for valleyites.

On Saturday Night: The 2nd annual "Battle of the

Bands" is featured at The Blue Wall. This UPC production

is free of charge. The Valley Big Band, a 16 piece swing and

jazz orchestra. wUl be featured at The Wok. Rodney

Hardesty and Alexander Farkas wUl perform in Buckley

Recital Hall at Amherst College, and Peter Bellamy wUl

appear at the Iron Horse in Northampton.

Sunday Morning, saxophonist Marion Brown will give a

free solo performance in the Berkshire Dining Commons of

all places. Mr. Brown, who teaches a course called 'African

Music and African Life " here at UMass. is recognized as

not only one of the leading developers of the avante-garde

in jazz music but also for playing some of the finest

traditional music as weU. Mr. Brown has played with

Archie Shepp. John Coltrane. and Ornette Coleman. The

performance starts at 11:00 and admission is a meal ticket.

Composer-performer Clyde Criner will perform Sunday

night in The Student Union Ballroom with one of the most

impressive lineups of contemporary and traditional jazz

musicians to be found anywhere. Musicians from Weather

Report, and McCoy Tyner's group are just some of the

personnel that comprise Clouds. The performance begins

at 8:00 p.m. and costs $6 for UMass students and $7 for the

general public. Tickets are available at Union Records,

Faces, and all Ticketron outlets. Clouds is sponsored by

the Duke Ellington Committee, UPC, and the Arts

Council.

Also Sunday night: "Who'll Stop the Rain." a benefit

concert to support acid rain research in the Valley, is on

the bill at Hangar One and includes: John Coster and The

Medicine Band. Mitch Chakour. Roger Salloom. Al Schack-

man. the David Wertman Sun Ensemble with Lynn Meryl,

Jeff Pevar. and Abby Strauss. The show starts at 7 p.m.

and tickets are $4 in advance, and $5 at the door.

An album release party featuring Tony Vacca and Tim

Moran will take place at 8:30 p.m. at the Hangar. Tickets

are available at TIX NOW and cost $2. Jean Redpath will

perform in Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College.

In the semi not so distant future... Koko Taylor and her

Blues Machine at Hangar One. the awesome Archie Shepp

Quartet at The Iron Horse, and The Motels at the Calvin

Theatre in Northampton for shows at 7 and 10 p.m. Tickets

are $9.50 and are available at Main St., Faces, the Music

Store, and the Calvin Theatre.

Take Note: Sarah Vaughan's performance scheduled for

Saturday, December 11 at the Fine Arts Center has been

cancelled. In its place, the Fine Arts Center has scheduled

The Big Six of Jazz II. featuring performances by Max

Roach, Billy Taylor, Clark Terry, Richard Davis. Jimmy

Heath, and John Hendricks. Tickets are on sale now at the

FAC box office.
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Oh no! It*8 Devo (Warner Bros)

Devo

By PHIL PLANTE
Collegian Staff

Since that first tinie you gawked in wonder and disbeUef

at the sight of Devo on Saturday Night Uve, you've

probably either: 1. grown to appreciate their fun and

profound yet ugly music; 2. Uke "Whip-it" because they

play it at Poor Dick's; or 3. think they're commercial rip-

offs and you don't care. After many transitions mvolving

plastic radiation suits, flower pots, and now "spud rmg

collars." Devo seems to have settled down to makmg a

record nearly everyone can like.

Oh, no! It's Devo, like "Freedom of Choice" and "The

New Traditionalists" continues the idea of poking fun at

society by being its most ridiculous part. Most songs on the

album give at least Up service to Devo's on-going com

mitment to expose the evils of consumer society and mass

culture. From "Patterns":
patterns multiplymg

re direct our view

endless variations

make it all seem new

Ironically Ok no! It's Devo seems so closely ""patterned"

with The New Traditionalists and Freedom of Choice, that

the band seems to have lost one of its most appealing

qualities — unpredictability.

One of the album's other problems is a guitar less and

wer-synthesized sound. The wUd compelling laboratory,

special -effect sound of Devo's Are We Not Men? and Duty

Wow for the Future seems to be a thing of the past as the

slick Kraftwerkish (and sometimes boring) sound of the

new Devo takes over. We'll just have to see what they do

next — again.

WORDS FROM THE FRONT (Warner Bros.)

Tom Verlaine

By PHIL PLANTE
Collegian Staff

The music of Tom Verlaine is a study in subtlety.

Verlaine, who grew-up listening to jazz, has developed an

ability„of reworking simple guitar melodies to produce

amazingly intricate and hypnotic music.

While many of today's rock-pop musicians have used

guitars as weapons, sledgehammers, noise makers, or vic-

tims of chainsaw sacrifices, Verlaine, in Word^ From the

Fnmt and other work with his former band Television, has

helped bring back the guitar as a musical instrument.

"Present Arrived," and "Clear it Away" demonstrate the

artistic coolness with which Veriaine approaches his play-

'

Though Wiyrds Frmn the Front, like most of Veriaine's

music, has an undeniably rock and roll sound, Veriaine s

playing has a jazz-like expressionistic quality. Melodic or

temporal restrictions become lost in the midst of a

Veriaine solo. A simple melody expands, is turned in-

sideout. backwards, repeated, improvised upon while stay-

ing within a consistant framework.

Veriaine's poetic ambitions, as they express themselves

in the lyrics of Words Fnym the Front, are somewhat less

than profound, however:

Now Darling 1 must say A'dieu

I'll send a postcard from Waterloo

I always thought you'd like the view.

Nevertheless, the music which has influenced the likes

of Echo and the Bunnymen, U2, and The Teardrop Ex-

I

plodes, speaks for itself.

Prince writes all the songs and plays all the instrumento

on 1999. It is surprising how good all four sides of thia

album are, not one song can be considered filler or a

tHrow&wJiv

.

When a song is stretched out for as long as ten minute,

its so Prince can lay down some perverted rap deep in the

mix. In fact, Prince may have taken his perversions a bit

too far on one of his songs; "Lady Cab Dnver. About

halfway through the song, the singer begins to rape the

cabdriver saying: "This is for me not being as handsome

as my brother, this is for women who wear designer jeans,

this is for the politicians who are sticking it to me. .. 1

don't find Prince's other raps at all as foul as this one, and,

in fact, most are quite funny. One. "All the Critics Love U

in New York," is a number which knocks folks like me,

critics, who are trying to tell you what you should and

should not like.
, . * lu >-

Despite the aforesaid flaws, this is Pnnce s best album

yet. Though I doubt he will ever become a household

name, 1999 at this moment, is my top contender for best

album of the year. It's fun, it's intelligent, it's dirty, how

can you hate it?

p»;^i^^***^

GONE TROPPO (Dark Horae)

George Harriaon

I was all excited. T was going to tell you to run out. buy

the new George Harrison album, and throw a Hawaiuui

party. I mean, the B-52's could never get away witii an

klburn this tacky, but nobody expects any^'JJK^rT
George anyway. So what does he have to lose? The first

skle of this album is the ultimate Pacific Island experience.

It's all there; humor, palm trees, the whole bit.

But he blew it. The rest of the album is garbage. Maybe

it's supposes to be a compUation of songs that were re-

jected from his last few albums. The only tune of any rea^

value is the theme from Time Bandits on the second side,

suggest that you wait until the album reaches the cut-out

binbefore you buy it though. That way you 11 only be pay-

ing lot the first side.

1999 (Warner Broa.)

Prince

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Side one of this double album opens with a^hn^J^K^
voice of doom booming out to the listener, "Don t wonr I

won't hurt you, I only want you to have some hin. ^en

the orchestrated chords of Prince's new «nP«'
^i^_^

swirl into the mix. The album, 1999, is a pop commentary

o^Si^ current state of affairs, both personal and interna-

tional. Prince's convinced that the solution to oj^ pro-

blems is simply to party in the mi<^f
"""^'"^f

^^^f?'^

tion. "Mommy, why does everybody have » bomb?^

another song suggests. "Let's pretend we're married and

^TnighC'^stUl another in a m« which djc^

Prince ^various states of lovemaking. Pnnce takes U^

tired theme of "We're all gonna die some day and ex-

pl^ R Wond the restrictions of good timesA>ad tim^^

^
Locally , this album is going to offend a lot of people _In

n^ eveVy song. Prince graphically describes his desire

Se advantage of every boy or giri he can ever get to

^ Howlver^is stuff iould all be taken as mere male

KSoic posturing. When Prince is not boastm^of his sexual

prowness, he confesses to an impotence ^^ /"fhtening
ex

treme, especially when in one tenf^ r,T"\h! nVht to b^
a eroJp of soldiers: "Will you all fight for the right to be

W" But don't get me wrong, this is not an album for in-

tellectuals, this is the party album of the year.

\
MIGHTY RHYTHM (Flying Fish)

Mandingo Griot Society

By PHIL PLANTE
Collegian Staff

The power and beauty of African music has always

managed to find its way into the Western popular

mainstream, indirectly from Afro-Amencan music and-

more directly from the reggae rhythms of Jamaica.

Now, through the Music of the Mandingo Gnot Socjety,

African music as it is sometimes played in the "High-life

nightclubs across the continent, is making its way to

American record store shelves.

To pidgeon-hole Mighty Rhythm into any muisical genre

would be a mistake. The leader of the Mandingo Gnot

Society, Jali Foday Musa Suso, is an artist of extraor-

dinary ability. Born and raised in Gambia, Afnca buso §

primary instrument is the Kora, a twenty-one stnng harp

played by the Mandingo Griots. The kora has a livdy

delicate sound which does a good job at complimenting the

powerful rhythms of the ensemble's dnims, congas and

rhythm guitars.
, ^. , ...

Many of the album's tracks are almost educational, witt

notes on the album cover explaining the cultural functions

of the songs. Other tracks exhibit some of the most infec-

tiously happy and danceable stuff available today, in-

cluding some amazing guitar solos on "Festival on Cnixy

Street
" No matter what you're into this album haa

something to offer, and who knows, you might learn

something in the process.

BACK ON THE CHAIN GANG (Sire)

The Pretendera

By MARTIN ROTHBARD
Collegian Correspondent

Mourning the recent loss of lead guitarist. Jim

"Honeyman" Scott, the Pretenders have released a new

single dedicated to him.
. , . u-

The Pretenders have had their share of hardships in

1982 In addition to Scott's death, bass guitarist Pete

Famdon has quit the band. "Back On The Chain Gang,

represents, perhaps, an attempt to keep the band

together.
, . , u- u

Lead singer, Chrwaia Hynde wrote the single m which

she cries "those were the happiest days of my life, in

reference to the period when Scott was still alive. Hynde s

vocals are clearly typical of the bands' earlier work and

the song manages to carry a not-so-mournful up-beat tune.

With help from Billy Bremmer and Tony Butler, filling

in with their guitarists, the Prentenders are able to

recreate their familiar sound. As of now, it is unknown if

Bremmer and Butler are to become permanent members

of the band. Nonetheless, let's hope that the Pretenders

really are "back on the chain." Perhaps we'll be hearing

more from them soon.
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SUPER SALE on HP34C
only $69.95

(this is not a misprint )

Save almost 50% off our

regular low price of 134.95

Save $80.00 off list price 150.00

Advanced programming power for

flexible problem-solving.

The HP-34C offers computer-strength

"solve" and "integrate" in a handheld

calculator. Designed for scientific

students and professionals who need

the flexibility and power of advanced

programming.

• "Solve" key finds real roots of

equations
• "Integrate" key finds definite integrals

• 210 program lines

• Continuous
Memory saves

programs and
data

HP-34C
Advanced
Programmable
Scientific . . . .

I

Open M-F9-5
' Sat 11-4

Limited

quantities

available

no rainchecks

R in a e
I ^ Si @i

m m m m

HP
34C
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Located in the Campus Center
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Think you can quit smoking for one day?

We bet you can. Join the Great American

Smokeout on November 18th at the

Campus Center Concourse.

UHS
SHAB
Cancer Society

Conce'

The Marines PLC Air Program guarantees night

school after basic training. And if you quali y, we can

pul you in the air bc*fore college graduation with free

civilian flying lessons. Contact

your Mannerepresenlalive. or call

collect (203) 244-2168/2169

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

See Captain Sparks

Campus Center Nov. 22nd & 23rd 10 am - 2 pm
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Hypercurricula
••Hypercurricula." a listing of events held at the Universi-

tv of Massachusetts and surrounding area is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the d^

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on ''Hypercurricula" forms available in the Cof/«|ian of-

fices 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p m the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the^ paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the sUn-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

THIRD WORLD WOMEN IN LIBERATION

STRUGGLES - This week's film, Women Under Siege,

reports on the struggle of Palestinian women. Discussion

with Raghideh Wounis and Fatima Ziadan to follow film.

Noon. 903 Campus Center.

STUDY ABROAD IN HAIFA — A meeting with a

representative from Haifa University and Prof. Shmuel

Bolozky wUI be held for students interested m the new

exchange program with Haifa. 3 p.m.. Third Floor Lounge.

Herter.

JEWISH FEMINIST ORGANIZATION - New members

welcome. Help plan evenU/ speakers/fUms with other

interested Jewish women. CaU Debbie 549 6015 or Janet

549 1005 for more info. 4 p.m.. 811 Campus Center.

JEWISH FEMINIST ORGANIZATION - A video of

Letty Lottin Pogrebin speaking on anti-semitism in the

feminist movement and sexism in Judaism will be shown 4

p.m.. Suffolk Room. Student Union.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING - General public

is urged to attend to provide input into discussions con-

cerning the Textbook Annex profits, installation of ACC

computer terminal room and the satellite disc project. 6

p.m.. 917 Campus Center.

FRENCH CLUB POTLUCK SUPPER - Potluck supper

for the club. AU welcome. Bring a dish. Sign up on third

floor bulletin board. Herter Hall. 6:30 p.m.. third floor

lounge. Herter.

SPECTRUM MEETING - Does Spectrum magazine

need a focus? If so. what then wUl it be? Help to resolve

this Important question. Please join us. Mandatory at-

tendance for members. 7 p.m.. Spectrum Office. Campus

Center.

WSYL 98 FM GENERAL STATION MEETING - The

Sylvan Residential Area radio sUtion will .be havmg a

general station meeting 7 p.m. Cashin recreation room.

"STUDY ABROAD - WHAT ARE THE OPTIONS?" -

Lily von Klemperer. a noted authority on study abroad wiU

speak and answer questions. 7:30 p.m.. Franklin Patterson

Hall. Hampshire College.

C E.Q. FREE FILM - "The Flooding River" - a film

about river ecology and how people can mess it up. To be

followed by discussion and an informal C.E.Q. meeUng.

Everyone welcome. 7:30 p.m.. 306 Student Union.
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Tcxiay. the toughest thing about going

to college is findingthe money to pay for it.

But Army ROTC can help- two

ways!

First, you can apply for an Army

ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,

books, and supplies, and pays you

up to $ 1 ,000 each school year it s

in effect.

But even if you're not a

scholarship recipient.

ROTC can still help

with financial assis-

tance—up to $ 1 ,000

a year for your

last two years in

the program.

For more
information,

contact your

Professor of

Military- Science.

ARMYROTC^
BEAUYOUCANBE.

^ V

Bowker AadHorium, Stoekbridge Hall

Tix: ^i. Studenti^ M. General Public Call S4S-0783
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Continued from page S

some students may have been considering the 7 20 record

the basketball team held last year, rather than the genertl

concept intended by the question.

The survey was done to assess student concerns about

the proposal to fund the Curry Hicks Cage removations

through a student fee. according to Mitch Gashn. chau- of

the SCERA Rents and Fees Committee. The $20 fee wu
first proposed by UMass President David C. Knapp m a

July 22 memo.

In an October interview, Knapp said student fee based

funding of the Cage renovations is "the only way we can

find for prompt action." SUte funding or private

donations. Knapp said, could take 5 to 10 years.

Knapp said at that time he had no plans to survey

students' opinions about the proposal, following the results

of a referendum run by the Student Government

Association in which 70 percent of students voting opposed

the $20 renovations fee.

Neither that referendum nor the SCERA survey were

done in conjunction with the UMass administration. GasUn

said.

The proposed Cage renovations would involve replacing

the existing dirt floor with a concrete-based floor and

synthetic surface. Also included would be new locker

rooms, storage areas, toilet facilities and telescoping

bleachers seating 3,800.
. . ^a^^

Gaslin said seating would be increased only by about 160

seats whUe H.J. Littlefield, director of placing for the

University, said seating could be increased ;i nuch as bOO

if the design permits. Design plans a;

developed and sho-ild he completed in ih

tU'fieidsaid.

low being

.iring, Lit-

. UMass Bu.l

which would then e actual renovation

-

fee to all undergraduHi es.

:, :gh a

,e *o be

\ut'iority,

:hargethe
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Doonesbury
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«^;
Peoples Gay Alliance presents

\
Lesbian/Gay Dance *

9 pm - 2 am
Friday, November 19, 1982

$2.00 \

^ 10th flooi^Cam^usJ^enter^ %

'"Pilot pens!
Ybuhovelo
hold onto
them with
two hondsfi

-Rodney Oongeitield

"Get your Clows off

my Pilot pen I don't get

no respect!

"

''^ysi'",.
^

People hove

a hunger for

my Pilot Fineliner be-

couse mey re alwoys

fisfiing lor o tine point pen

tt)ot writes througti coroons And

Pilot criorges only 79' lor it

People get their honds on it ond
torget if s my pen So I don t get no respect* I don't mote out orty better

with my Pilot Roior Point It writes whipcreom smooth

with an extro tine line its melol collar helps Keep

the point trom going squish so people

love It For only 89< they

should buy their own pen

and show some re

spect tor my
property

Tbrngtitat

Canadian

QKeefe Ale

$L00
12 oz. Bonics

^ll'OKl.ti

sA-'l
ir&nv^Sii

«7i
\ Ale /

\0
&^

^:̂
^"^

Bottle

OKeefe

T-SHIRTS

PfllZCS

KOCK HI6HT
— uulth —

Al Stoner

TO THE FIRST • • PEOPLE

[pitof]

fine point marter pens
People take to a PJof like its ttieir own

STARTING AT 9:00

9 till

flock & floH

no Cover

••••*•••••******

9-11:30

Ladies Nile.

c

Drinks for all

the ladies.

No Cover.
ST

D-^lax^d Dres^ ^ode

YOUR BSN ISWORTHAN
lOFFKERV COMMISSION

IN THE ARMY.
4-

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also

€•

#•••••••••••*********'

Comics
Prints

Collectibles

Dungeons £r Dragons

Copyrtghl I9H2 Marvri Comtrt
Group A l)tv'M<in tti C ademv
\n<iu%Uw\ ti>rp

All RkjHis HeMTVi-d

GRAND OPENING
SALEABRATION

Sat. Nov. 20.Sat. Dec. 4

2 weeks of Madness & Bargains

-Meet Spider-Man in Person
Sat. Nov. 20

-Meet Bob Layton, Marvel

Comics' Iron Man &
Hercules Artist

Sat. Dec. 4
Free Marvel Guide to

Collecting Comics with this ad

6 new comics for the price of 5

20% off all back issues in stock

^loondoouaance
Hampshire Mall, Hadley. Mass.

413-586-8775

mxUMnewu
0eeN HIPIN5. sueene/mi
HAVBI6C7TAV^iaa
FCRSOU' SHOULD SBUfi
LOT OF POPCORN' CALL

MeANPUeiLTALK
wcMoe'^

By Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone
By Mark Rollins

Comu
FOLLosJ tne... om or f^y mi^toi

7W.0 ne Thots ^^i ^ /wry/
AT HE\ DOVA *

~ A Bit (^\/CH£ to OO IN

Under The Influence By M. Joyce

m HP^ \^^ V\«N VAfN V\^^^ OWE ioM Twe ^^"^^ ^-

\V\

vx

^=^
Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

^HAT^'thE PIATTtR mARTY;

rNOa'MfAStlNGrTOPAr ,

ANP pONATlN&THfc I^OHlt

1 WOUUP HAVE SPtNT to

0XfAK\An6P.lCA

CHIIPR^'^ ^t STARV-
IW(, TO peAtW Rl(*HT

^ NOW AS VOU £AT

YOOR IRYlMCf TO WAK^

fnt f:ttt OOILTY, fOROtT IT

S'nPAW Of IHt t^^ (jtM-

tRATlOM ANP we. POn'T

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

tiOlbe He FOR
flWN^/TE.IHeRe'S

A(v\ifWRPRoeceM.

P55T/ mP(T

PCHNe

I

/I ^T^l\
to

OH T'^^ J^ysr

SICK ABCX/r

-mi6.

PO/

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

California Quiche

Hot Corned Beef on Rye

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing

Gravy, Cranberrry Sauce

Ham and Cheese
Florentine

Fruit Plate with

Pumpkin Bread

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel

Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

WANTED:
The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV system in the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which will then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay, but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful '^ring us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the Collegian, "^ Campus Center, by

Friday. Nov. 19. The Collegian u..d UVC are equal op

portunity employers.

ACROSS 48 Extremely

1 1957 Nobelist in enthusiastic

literature 52 One of the

6 Former TV host seasons?

10 " lone 54 In that regard

cowhand..." 56 Homme de
13 Darkcolof (lawyer): Fr

14 Certain look 57 Formerly,

15 Winter's blanket formerly

16 Certain trophies 58 Canary, for one

18 Cousin of etc 61 Eve's grandson

19 C'est a 62 International org.

20 Plant of the lily 63 Irregular

family 64 Bon
21 Parts of a creed 65 Small fishing t>oat

23 Russian plain of Britain

25 Broadway 66 Charges

personage
26 Sailing DOWN
28 Time of the day 1 Battery units

31 British county 2 Approximately

34 Piece of jewelry 3 Entertainment

36 Confess (with form

"up") 4 Prefix for cycle

37 Large receptacle or form

38 Search for 5 Boundary be
39 Ollie's partner tween two nerve

40 Fleur de fit>ers

41 New Hampshire 6 LiUle. in Seville

city 7 Chill

42 Seed part 8 One of the

43 Birds of the Dolomites

diamond? 9 Form of healing

45 Tunnel sound 10 Decorator s tield

47 "Get "of TV 11 Ancient defense

12 Leatherwork tools

15 Mister, in

Monterrey

17 Kind of club

22 Lab vessel

24 Leave standing

idle

25 Busy

27 Unmoving
29 Go after a fly

30 Sicilian resort

31 Historic French

town

32 Mod musical

33 Demands
forcefully

35 Charged particle

38 Ibsen character

39 Vassal's land

41 Subversive group

42 Pitcher

44 Forgets

46 Roman
statesman

49 British female

novelist

50 Old language

51 Mariner's

concerns

52 Athletic event

53 Tuscany river

54 Choir memt)er

55 Traffic sign

59 Attention

60 Bikini part

T 2 3 4 s

1
1 7 1 9 10 11 12

"Ii 14 r5

"il 17 II

"ij 1
N I

21 27

1n Z^ {^^HVHii n n 29 30

3 32 33 - 34 3S I 36

I1

I
31 I9

«i 41 1"
I1 44

lb
MlH

1II
47 4a 49 M 51

s2 S3 S4 a 1 M

5 7

1

U a L M

i 1 (2

1
13

-
1

U •6 L 1

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Weather

Today's weather

Variable cloudiness today

and a few degrees warmer

with highs in. the upper

50s. Cloudy tonight with a

chance of rain developing.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am Concepto Latino

9-noon The Steve Diamond Show

12-3pm Trip to What Next with Ed
Berk

3-5:30pm DR
5:30-6pm Newswatch with Nick

deRuiter and Brian Murphy

6-7pm Focus — Ken
Mosakowski

7-lOpm Women's Media Project

10-2am Kari Njiiri - Pan Afrique

2-6 More Music

CABLE/VIDEO

Thursday Nov. 18

The Archieves Go On

10:30 - 11:30 Sun Ra
11:30 - 12:45 Third World Theater

Series

12:45 - 1:30 Max Roach Quartet

1:30 - 2:00 Francis through the

Looking Glass

EARTH FOODS MEM
Soy bean Stroganoff

Green Salad

Split pea Soup

Carob Brownies

«-^'A'^'A^va'^ »'«.'« * «'*•'«. « • ak«m -»'• •»»»»•**•»'•»*»•** ••'•«»^"
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^mmmmmmmmm
S Writing/Rhetoric Requirement

Undergraduates who have not taken a first level 'B'

core course and have not been exempted should pre-

register for English 190A for this spring. Anyone who
has not taken the prerequisite Writing Progrann Place-

ment Test should take it during counselling week:

November 16 8:00 p.m. Mahar 108

November 17 8:00 p.m. Bartlett 65

November 18 8:00 p.m. Hasbrouck 20

§ Upperclassmen needing a second level 'B' core

course should pre-register for English 152. Freshmen

who do not complete level I and upperclassmen who
do not complete level II this year may find it necessary

to take an equivalent course at another institution, at

their own expense.

VALUABLE COUPONS
BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 tGGS
2 PANCAKES
2 STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE

R«9. S2 55 -

V^itr This C'oupon

2 Fo, 53.25
Coupon Ciplr9« Mov 22. t9fl7

StftVfD AU. OAfAMm»0M

DELI-MELT
'Ovarslxcd 6 oi. Chopped
'8««t With Saut<«ed Onions.

I Melted Zesty Cheddar Cheesa
lOn Gfli'eo PumpemicKel
I Served *ith French_Frie9

SHnrairrasi

n*a. S2.SS .
Vrfifn Ifiis coupon l»

2 ... »4.49
—gait ^•••At c«\*»««t «^«.« o»—i^wf

Ceu*«n tmpitmm Ma« 12. 1M1
SERVED }jj-}f-:2tTJ'— _
KM »3 2S f

^
Vyitn This Coupon «"

I Our Famous
I FllUts English Style
' Served with French Fries, or
I BaKed Potato, Cole Slaw, Roll

i & Butter

Batter-Dipped O $A OR
h Style - £ Fof "Te^**

wmi »«*Mil i«M»»»«

C^tipon tMpirmm Nm. 22. 1M2
SEHVEO 11 A.M.-10P.M.

2 S I • 2(X
MvttebMi

lis
Oo*> '<ol appl*

'o «iMC'ai»

ratiniplaif

RTV. •. HADLTV, 2S«-M««

STOP * SHOP

NMtS
OTfl 24 NMn

Fn tM.
tetknTWv
7 k.m. i tm.

Chancellor's Lecture Series

Paul E.Cade

What Electrons Are RealK' Doing
in Moiec iiles: A Pedestrian \'ie\v''

^'•nirsdiiv; Xovember 18, 1982 at 8p.m.

Ciinpus Center AiKiitoniitn

I 'iii\ersir\ of Massachusetts at Amherst

.Thursday, November 18, 1982 Thursday, November 18, 1982,
,Coilegian 21

NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

If youve attended coUege oi^ a Guaranteed Student l^n or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 1975. constder

soendine a couple oi years in the Army.^
If you train for certain specialties, the government will release

youfroml/3ofyourindebtedness(or$1.500.whicheverisgreater)for

each year of active duty.
\ ]nm ^( „^, .^ rlphr

Obviouslv. a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt.

But ifvou sign up tor the Army's exclusive twcvyear enlistment option,

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.
^«„m,,^«

Plus, you may be eligible tor generous educational incent ves

To find out how to serve your country and get out ot debt. caU

the number below.

In Northampton call 584-2157

In other areas consult the Yellow Pages

under "Recruiting"

ARMY.BEAUYOUCANBE.

tFALL GRADS *

^INDEX (yearbook)*

PORTRAITS
SAVE 60%

on Sitting Fee
Now Only $2.00

Tlast days -
J,^ so hurrVt

^ C.C, 178 M
4C Wed. 1 - 8, Thurs. 9 - 5 4(

"^ Fri. 9-5 1^

"I* or call 5-2874 ^ J^

The unfortunate seas<
By GEORGE MARTINS hockey world by storm, he had potential

Collegian Staff greatness. This makes one put sports in

It is Sunday night, October 24th. I head perspective. No mere win or loss can ever

out towards the library in an attempt to have as great an emotional impact as a

salvage a lost weekend, but wait; how can I tragedy of this nature,

go s^dying without finding out how the "Why Normie, there are all those weir-

Bruins did last night. dos out there. Normie never hurt anyone,

1 turn on the local Springfield station, said Boston captain Wayne Cashman.

The sports report is just coming on. Final- Norm Leveille came to the Boston Bruins

ly after all the boxing and local high school at the start of last season. He was an 18

football results are given, the talk turns to year old just out of Quebec junior hockey,

hockey He didn't know one word of English.

My face saddens, and I throw my Assistant coach Jean Ratelle became

notebook across the room. I have lost con- Normand's second father. Normand was

obstacles. He had returned this year. aft«r the far corner easily beats the Quebec

a knee operation last season, in perfect goalie and Boston has their two goal lead.

trol of my emotions, and it's not because

the Bruins have lost.

It is now Thursday, November 18. Nor-

mand Leveille is still unconscious and in

poor condition in a Vancouver hospital as

the result of a brain hemorrhage that he

suffered during a game on Saturday Oc-

tober 23rd, against the Vancouver

Canucks.
Normand Leveille is 19 years old. He is

younger than I am. He had only been on the

sports scene in Boston for one year, yet the

impact of this tragedy has hit me harder

than any of the other numerous Boston

sports tragedies.

Normand Leveille was just beginning to

live his life, he was ready to take the

dealing with a situation that many people

took for granted, including myself.

I'd find myself screaming when he'd

make a great rush down ice and shoot the

puck five feet over the net. But I wasn't

thinking. I was simply doing what all

sports fans do, I was depersonalizing the

athelete. I was putting the athelete on a

pedestal, a gladiator without personality or

normal human traits. A semi-godlike in-

dividual who exists solely to glorify or hate.

Normand Leveile was an 18 year old

hockey player playing in a foreign country

in which he couldn't speak the language. I

put myself in his position and I begin to

understand.

Normand Leveille was climbing his

condition. He had taken a course in English

over the summer and was able to conduct

interviews. He also was able to fraternise

with his teamates, something that he

couldn't do last season. He had become

part of the Boston Bruins family.

I look to the past. It is last season. An

early game in Quebec. The Bruins are up

2-1 late in the first period. They want to

establish a two goal lead so they can go into

their checking game. Leveille breaks down

the right wing and collects a pass from

It is this season. October 16. Edmonton's

big all-star defenseman Paul Coffey sees

Normand breaking through center ice. Cof-

fey lines Normand up for a vicious open ice

check. Result? Norm skates away with the

puck. Coffey goes sprawling to the ice.

The week before Boston beat Vancouver

2-1 at the Garden. Normand Leveille

scored both Boston goals and afterwards

conducted his fu^t postgame interview

without an interpreter.

Norm Leveille gave me many fond

memories. He endeared himself to me and

Barry Pederson. He beats one defenseman all Bruins fans \*ith his aggressive style of

then faces veteran Moose Dupont at the play. He always gave 1 10 percent. There is

blue line. He cuts toward center ice then no justice here.
, . i,

slashes back along the boards. Dupont tnes Norm Leveille will never play hockey

to line him up for a body check but before again but he will always be remembered,

he makes his move, Norm is past him and He exemplified the spirit that is the Boston

bearing in on the goalie. A forehand shot to Bruins.

* Cavanaugh—
Continued from page 2U

ratification votes next Tuesday, after they

have played their first poststrike games

Sunday.

"That's how stupid it is. You've got to

play a game and then vote on it. The

players are going to get a check, they'll like

it, " he said.

NEW POLITICS
%

MASS FAIR SHARE
a statewide citizen's action organization

Has full and part time positions available

to do fundraising, outreach, and to develop a

citizen's lobby that can shape and influence the

political and economic decisions in this state.

Hours are 2-10 pm; pay $175-225/week

call 586-8713

will train, college credits available

11 am - 1 pm Mon-Fri

Weekend
Special

Saturday &
Sunday FAMILY RESTAURANTS

^OSor any Foot Long Hot Dogs

^Q^ Cor any Hamburg (2H oz.)

also Tacos, Potato Skins, Grinders, Seafood'

430 RuMcll St., (Rtc. 9)

Hadlcy, Mau. Xf6-08SS

Open nil Weekdays and n-ia Waakendt

, »«!»«*.

^,?«*-'

.^..A

t
^?^

/:/>

« < • *

^S^M
*-V',^i^M

4 « < « % %» V * ^ ^ •• > '

Every
5 Seconds

America Pops
the Big Canadian!
Get ready to try the big, clean taste

of Keefe, OKeefe s gonna become

America's favorite Canadian brew.

OKeefe lit

Imported by Centurv importers. Baltimore, Morylancl

7^^ , ^ » ^m^, 4A». ».».*.M.> * * » » t » » » 11 » 1 1 » » f t • • » f
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We're Still Celebrating With A

3rd BIG WEEK OF
GRAND REOPENING

SPECIALS
FOR THANKSGIVING
AT OUR NORTHAMPTON^'

\joocL

Emjioxuim
Not MoreThan 30% Fat. Approx 3-lb Pkg

Fresh
Ground Beef

X!fF^9*ALtENGE

TURKEYPRICES

And More!

V "^owillnotbeknosingly undersold. "

;>Pound Bag. Fresh

Idaho Baking
Potatoes
^'^^>-.,

LJvSAVF 70*. All NaliirAl. All Havors

Breyers
Ice Cream j

Golden« .

Egg!Ilt!

LJSAVL ;H)'.Hall(iallon

Hood
Egg Nog

Sail- starts

Monday, Nov Mthiu
Saturday. Nov 20. r.»H2iii Northampton.

Southampton and Hadley

USDA Choice Beet 1-oin Shelled

New York
Sirloin Steak
USDA
CHOICE

1 SAVr «i<> . Stncilv I ivsh

2V2 Dozen
Small Eggs

2 DOZEN
ivv'^; EGGS

Halt

Gallon

.. S.A\ L ^>(r All \ arietifv IH'z o? PUr

Betty Crocker
Cake Mix

59

SAVE '30' All Flavors, tiuan Btls

Cott
Mixers

2.79

CSAVEW.Big Y

Oradvge
Juice

Half

Gallon

Carton79
i ISAM -40' .

.'. PoiiiullUu

Gold Medal
I Flour

I SWI /»(»* l^»» > Rt-uiilaroi Uipplf

"Pounder"
Potato Chips

;SA\I N HM lL'l'aU( .»ns

Green Giaint
Vegetables

Ro>««ilar

llnbleached
*T

NEW!
Full F^ound

Ba^» i:
1 ii 0/ Nihlets

Corn. Hio/
Peas. Corn or

(ireen IV-ans
Per

12-Pak

<*

S.WI .V<' IV. h Roll

ReyrxjIdsWrap

Reynolds
Wrap

S.WF 40"Oua.i'lat

Cains
Mayonnai

1SAVL22 . ( iiainol Mii.->l\rov>in. 10% 0/

^^ Campbell's

Aluminiiin

Foil
CAINS

J
.axmnaisc

110-24, 12o-24

or i:^r,-24

Kodak
Film

292 J

USAVF70' Ouart Jar

Vlasic
Pickles

Sweet
Mixed99

SAV F 14'
. (kiMi^ Spray H^ 0/ ( m\

.^Crainberry
*!©.

sSauce

^i\

s-«

VV hv>k' or

KMiieo 49
~>v X" -N, /^ ^\

PLUSTHE ADDED VALUE OF THESE BIG 'Y' EXTRA SAVING SPECIALS!
MiW IMPROVhl)

Savings
Certificates TM

oM ^

Al
hi(. >

10% OFF
Selfilt'd Pre-F^nced

Baiiery Items

V.

(HFCKII
(HIT Al

»5I(, V

Gift
Certificates
Available in Any

&'*&•$% Denomination

<v hlG Y HAS
HOLIDAY SI^IF^I I'

. Fresh Fruit
"^ Baskets

t..-*.-

I.

\\.xil,»liU m ,\ \,xiKt\ ol

.Si/vs and .SIup«-> \ iMi

i,>oiir loti^l hin \ tot tiill

vioiails .«nJ dcM iiplions

and ( hcvU Oiii Our

I RFSH \'FGF lAHI.F PI A I TERS
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^"^ ^r r- ,, n«ir. CC 113 .T45-3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 wo days prior to publication day

Com, to Coll.9«n °«'"
^f^^^^ '.^'^^^.^.^/aays 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

' AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Camero - very good mechanical con-

dition. Needs some body work. $1000.

Phone 413-773-3233 or 253-3497.

1973 Merc Montage want to sell ASAP
BO 549-4672

1974 Pinto Runabout, standard, 4 cyl.,

mechanically excellent {72M miles)

$820/ BO Bob 546-4021
.

Black leather jacket and vest size 40 BO
Paul 6-5878

FOUND

BELLYDANCINGI

Bellydancing for all occaalons. Parties,

socials, Bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza

253 7822

Calico Cat (white, black & orange). Near

Student Union, 11/7. Call Paul at 546-9805

A women's jacket has been turned in to

the UMass Arts Council. Found on the 4th

floor of Herter. Gall 5-0202

A certain sum of money on November
15. If yours, tell me sum, denomination of

bilHs), and where lost. Box 1166, Hamp
shire College

Found: Bicycle spiral chain for locking bike

Lost last week by woman bikerider? Mike

549-0477

To Pamela Ann ich lieben dich

Yo LebethI Hoppin yo birfday is a "bad"

one yo da bes roomate in de University of

Massachusetts (situated in Amherst) yo

roommate with de L.W.A.

Movie - Butch Cassidy and the Sundance

Kid - Friday Nov. 19, Engineering East

Auditorium - 7, 9, 11 p.m. $1.50

SERVICES

Bobby
Lisa.

I'll be yours forever! All my Love,

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavora send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282 ^
CHRISTMAS MONEYI

Bring your baseball cards from home!

We buy baseball cards and comic books

(Marvel & Richie Rich only; must have

covers) Call 253-2515

DELTA UPSILON

UNIVERSITY MEN - Come and see foi

yourself the benefits of fraternity living m
an exciting - house. Find out if you belong

in this active social environment. Tonight

9 00-11 00 P.M. 778 N. Pleasant St. (four

houses past Grad Tower) Call 549-0862 for

rides, info.

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free Pick Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

Professional DJs for lees #99 Special!

Dorms. Greeks. Formals. Paul 549-4405

POLODROID DJ's - Music for the sound

mind - Lights. Sound, Price we beat

everytwdy Pat or John 253-2957

FOR RENT

Sensory Isolation Tank Available For

Rental: 3 floats $35, 1 $15 413-737-6676

One bedrom available in two bedroom

Southwood townhouse. Available Jan. 1

253-3497

Two bedroom apartment, Shutesbury.

256-6293 after six

3 bedroom apt., Gilreath manor.

$560/mo. starting January 549-1377

STOWE SKICONDO avail.

January/ February fully furnished, TV,

wood stove, $350/300 private rooms

256-8017
^

Rolling Green: 2 bdrms in 4 bdrm apt

avail. Jan 1. Rent incl. all utilities on bus

rte. Call anytime 256-8261

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 66&^2972

Frye Boots size 7 546-6092 Ban

Futon bedframes. maple and oak.

Reasonable. 527-2141

Two tickets for sold-out Liza Minnelli Con-

cert on Nov. 27 at Worcester Centrum call

6-5387 evenings

Dremel Jewelry/Hobby Kit - drill, con-

trol pedal, attachments with jewelry ac-

cessories, stones, silver call Barb 549-0505

Good Fo ^Iberg tickets Dec 1 Hartford

call 549-59f1

Nordica Ski Boots mens size 9 Vi original-

ly $130 asking $80. 3 seasons new. 6-8744

GABRIEL AT ORPHEUM

Quality cassette recordings of entire

11/12 concert for info call Mike 546-8095

GAY ALLIANCE

Noticel The Counselling Collective is

moving soon! To 106 CC Same phone
(546-2646)1 Same hours!

HELP WANTED

Needed part time worker, driver license,

no selling. 247 5801

Distribution opportunities Texas In-

struments home computer ground floor

multi level marketing money making opor-

tunities - no risk, no inventory investments.

Demonstration Tues 1 1 /23 7:» CC Rm 91

1

call Grace or Paul after 5 e6&-2494

HONESTY WAS APPRECIATED

Whoever found my Sony Walkman and

turned it in to Grad Research Library - a

million thanks!

LgGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS

Lisa! Happy 18th Birthday!! Love MB

Lesbian/Gay Dance Fri Nov 19 9 2 10th

floor CC $2 admission call the PGA at

5-0154 for more info ^__

Killington Ski Trip December 4 limited

vacancy for info call Mike 6-6372 by Friday

Jacqueline Bisset loves him, so will you!

Deep prodeucer Stan Waterman Nov 22,

8:00 pm, SUB
^

Sharks, whales and the deep blue

world filmed by Stan Waterman. Come

see Nov. 22, 8:00 p.m.. SUB

Irmit - You're totally boogey! The Boys

PeopieTCay Alliance and Lesbian Union

speaker's bureau training session on 22

Nov. for info call 5-0154

N- Sorry about all the quarters spent &
time wasted. Thanx for still loving me even

tho' I have fleas? - Oreo

Paul, here's the public apology (Ha.ha)

Jenny

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service provid

ed- Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323 4054

BIRTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posh

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253-7813

with your exact time of birth.

Visa, Mastercard. No credit check. No

gimmicks. Legal. Send SASE for informa

tion. Box 866, Greenfield, MA 01302

STOLEN

Navy blue flight jacket w /Trial Court

patch on lower right hand pocket, key

chain w/name PALANI please return or if

seen call 6-5745 reward

Tan corduroy CB jacket and bookbag

Reward Bob Collins 549-2775

^UGARBUSH VT

Beautiful aki house needs roommates
during intersession. Ski to and from the

mountain First come, first serve. Call Al

253-9409

TO SUBLET

FFA Hayride. Friday 11/19, $2.50 per per-

son. Meet at Stockbridge Hall at 7:00 p.m.

PRESTONE

The Legal Services Office haveight posi-

tions available for full-tin^ legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga-

tion. Maintain continuing caseload under

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credK, contact Office

of Internships. Curry Hicks Building. For

further information, contact LSO. 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19. at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required _

LESBIAN AND GAY

Happy B-Day. I didn't forget. Adios mi

Amigo. Love Jasper.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584^7924

RELIGION

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop m
SU406F ^

St. Jude - Oh Holy St. Jude. apostle and

martyr. Great in virtue and rich in wisdom,

near kinsman of Jesus Christ. Faithful in-

tercessor of all who invoke your special

Patronage in time of need, to you I have

recourse from the depth of my heart and

humbly beg to whom God has given such

great Power to come to my assistance.

Help me in my present urgent petition. In

return I promise to make your name known

and cause you to be invoked. Say 3 Our

Fathers. 3 Hail marys and Glorias. This

novena inust be said on 9 consecutive

days. This has not been known to fail.

Spring semester, a double bedroom in 6

bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-

pus, on bus route. 110 + . Call Gail or Mag-

gie 549 5686

Room available for spring semester

beginning Jan 1 in four bedroom house-

apartment on centrally located Linciln Ave.

Easygoing household. Modern conve-

niences. Rent includes heat. For more in-

formation call Diane at 549-6925 or at the

Collegian news department 545-3500

TO THE GIRL WITH THE
SENSITIVE ELBOWS

Sat night was fun. Let's do It again

sometime. By the way, how's your

memory?

TRAVEL

Drive my car to Rorlda. I'll pay for gas

call Betsy 545-0046 ^^^__
WANTED

COMPUTER! Need CRT & phone adapter

for spring sem 546-7149, Tim, late even-

ings

Acoustic Gultarlat to write music for

original poetry call Mike 253j^
WANTED TO BUY

RIDE WANTED

LOST

MINOLTA POCKET INSTAMATIC
CAMERA Saturday nite October 31 at 56

Townehouse PICTURES and CAMERA
have great sentimental value. Please call

549-1215 no questions asked. Greatly ap-

preciated! REWARD! 1 1 II

Gold name bracelet at the Pub 11/10.

Very important. Large reward. Susan

6-7385

Black Binder containing COINS manual

and notes. If found please call Mitch

256-6712

Flute silver reward $75 call Korky 253-3484

t ill midnight

Annie female tiger cat with white paws.

Frequently roams campus. Last seen 11/6.

Muchly missed. 549-6495

Ride needed to Maryland, DC, or

Virginia Thanksgiving time. Please!

Claudia 546-7240

Ride needed to northern Rorida after

finals. Call Diane ASAP 546-5606

To Syracuse for Thanksgiving will share

expenses call Karen 6-9252

ROOM WANTED

Buying claaa rings. goW and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

PERSONALS

Single room and/or willing to share a

room tor Jan & Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

2 female students looking for room(s) in

house for spring semester plus. Bus route.

Non smokers. Lynn or Caro 545-0162

ROOMMATE WANTED

Belchertown coop houae.

$90.00 tel 323-6835

Two rooms

Former Demolay - If you are at UMass

contact Bill at 546-6853 possibility of form-

ing a chapter or priory

2 nonsmoking females wanted to share

1 bedroom in Puffton Village. Starting Jan.

1 549-4450

Roommate needed to share a room in

two Bedroom Townehouse apartment for

Spring Semester Call 549-5985

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7033

Looking for an apartment in North

Amherst starting January 1. Patricia

549- 1414 evenings

Room or apartment wanted for two

females on bus route for spring semester

call 546-9689 anytinw

Grad atudent looking for apartment to

share or room to rent starting Jan 1 call

546-8175 anytime __^_
Two people looking for apartment star-

ting Jan and spring semester call Angel

after 5:00 PM 549-1307 or 546-1463

1 female looking for own room in apt in

Amherst vicinity starting Jan call 253-2496

3 giris seek 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Amherst vicinity call 549-6850

WOMEN NEEDED

Women needed to participate in a study

on premenstrual mood changes at UMass

call 545-1559, M-F, 9-5, Nov 15-24

s^^

Thurs. Nov. 18
RCA Recording Artist

STEEL
with their #1 single

"You Don't Want me Anymore "

(one night only)

rusty nail
Fri. Nov. 19th

JUSTIN

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

presents
ytyz^

Sat. Nov. 20
I

Gil Scott Herron

You must be 18 to enter

»-« -* •
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^Shortened season

result of NFL strike
By RUSS WHINNEM
ColleRian Correspondent

The cry has gone out. The boys are back

to play some ball. With a tentative

agreement signed yesterday between Jack

Donlan's owners and Ed Garvey's players

which calls for a nine game season, the

N.F.L. is scheduled to start playing

Sunday.

Of course, there is still the question of

exactly how much interest is left in

finishing the season. Oh sure, it'll be

something to flip on the tube during Sunday

afternoons and get a pool up for on Monday

nights, but lets face it, the excitement has

dwindled.

It's hoop sea.son now and while the

N.F.L. would normally be holding interest

with the battle for the playoff berths

around this time of year, now they'll be

practically starting from scratch.

Good thing they decided not to extend

the season past January, as was earlier

thought. Not too many people, fans or

players, would have wanted that.

This might have explained some of the

edginess on the part of five teams to accept

an owners proposal last week. Green Bay

superstar John Jefferson, for one. had

already that there would be no way he'd be

playing football during the icey Wisconsin

winter months.

The latest gem from the mouth of union

president Gene Upshaw came last week

when Upshaw said that players were free to

their opinions about the strike.

Just before the strike had begun, long

ago. big Gene had responded to Denver

quarterback Craig Morton's criticisms of

the players demands by saying that

Morton's remarks would only serve as

incentive when he faced the QB on the

playing field.

That's mighty democratic, don't you

think?

The final kick in the pants for the N.F.L.

would be if players actually began jumping

to the newly formed United States Football

League. You know that the U.S.F.L. is just

drooling over that possibility

.

Tampa Bay QB Doug Williams had been

reportedly ready to make the jump when

his current contract runs out in February.

Ah. but it won't happen you say. Not with

the settlement being reached. Don't be too

surprised though. If some players feel the

settlement won't stick and another strike is

possible, maybe next year, they might test

U.S.F.L. waters.

Pats QB blasts settlement

AP I^iAMrpholo

Patriots* Robert Weathers, left, and Mark van Eeghen prepare for

practice yesterday in preparation for Sunday's game with the Browns.

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) - New England

quarterback Matt Cavanaugh lashed out

yesterday at the tentative agreeme.nt to

end the National Football l^eague players'

strike, saying the players got "absolutely

nothing."

He claimed that the contract "stinks," the

NFL Players' Association "crumbled." and

the 57 day strike was a waste of time. But

he predicted the agreement would be

approved by a majority of the league's

players.

"I'm sure it will pass. It got this far." the

Patriots quarterback said. "I'll vote no.

whatever good that's going to do. I'm sure

we'll get a lot of no votes on this team, but I

think the thing's over with."

Cavanaugh also criticized plans for the

Patriots and other teams to take their

Continued on page 21

Men's Basketball: The men in the backcourt
Russell leads the group
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

EDITORS NOTE: This is the fourth in a

five part series previeumg thv men's

baskfthalJ team.

Fa.st and funky are two words that come

to mmd immediately when getting ready to

talk about ihe various backcourt due.*- that

the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team has to offer on the hard-

wood this season.

Returning to the Minutemen for his

second year of UMass hoop is Donald

Russell. The 6'1" Mt. Vernon. New York

native set a freshman scoring record last

year as he led the team in scoring with a

16.4 points per game average.

On top of leading the squad in point

production, Russell also led UMass in

assists, minutes played and free throw-

percentage. He was selected as the Most

Valuable Player of the Providence InBank

Classic and to the All Rookie Team of the

Easterns.

"Donald is a game player." said head

coach Tom McLaughlin. "He wants to win

so much. I don't think he'll score as much

this year though, he won't have to because

the players around him have gotten bet

ter."

Even so. look for Russell to be the floor

leader again this year. He likes to have the

ball in his hands when the game is on the

Ime and. just as importantly, so does the

team.

Exactly who will be joining Russell in a

.starting backcourt role is still up in the air,

mainly due to the consistent playing of

several other players.

The new guard in town may be .\.J.

Wynder. Wynder is quick enough to blast

by just about anyone on the court and has

exceptional ballhandling skills. According

to McLaughlin, he is al.so a very good

student of the game.

"A.J. has been just great to coach

because he's eager to learn and he has

natural ability." said MrLaiighlin. "He can

jump and shoot and run and has great

quickness. He's gonna be good."

What will probably be the question on

Wynder is his youth. If he should come

along the way Russell came along last year,

then the UMass racehorses will be very

hard to catch.

Before Wynder decides what he's going

to do in a starting role, he'll have to contend

with an improved veteran from last year,

sophomore guard Ron Young.

Young started in JO games last year and

finished 'he season with a 5.9 points per

game contest. This figure is a misleading

one though because Young, who is a very

good outside shooter, had his troubles

finding the range durmg games last year. A
year under his belt could produce a more

composed Ron Young and a more composed

Ron Young could produce more points.

On top of his shooting ability. Young is

also the best defensive guard on the team,

according to McLaughlin.

Another returning player who bears

watching is junior Craig Smith. Smith is

actually more of a swingman than a guard

because, although he is 6'4" he is the best

leaper on the team. Smith is another athlete

who, with an extra year under his belt, will

be looked upon to play with more con-

fidence and. should he get more than a step

on his man while driving to the basket

watch out. He has the natural jumping

ability that make him a walking highhght

film.

Freshman Darrly Carter, who by now is

probably tired of having the press remind

everyone that he is New York Knicks

player Reggie Carters brother, has, ac-

cording to McLaughlin, been playing ex-

tremely well and should see a lot of action.

The lone senior on the team is "Ron

Washington. Washington, who captained

the squad in his sophomore year, will

predominantly play a substitute role as will

sophomore Hal Shaw, the lone walk on the

team.

Along with an added amount of speed,

the backcourt will also enjoy what has^

become the new key word for Minuteman

basketball, depth.

Collegian photo bv Petrr Mark*

A.J. Wynder drives for two in last night's inter-squad scrimmage at

the Cage. Ron Young (reaching for the ball) defends on the play .
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Owners to close the store

as Gnomon talks failed

rollrgian photo by Jim Powers

Kevin Eldracher, a Walpole resident visiting the University of

Massachusetts, shoots a basketball through a tunnel of posts and into a

rim at the courts of the Southwest Residential College.

By DAVE LINTON
Collegian Staff

The owners of the Gnomon Copy store on

North Pleasant Street in Amherst have

decided to move to a franchise outside of

the town after negotiations failed Tuesday,

leaving both sides in the dispute blanung

one another.

The Gnomon Copy store will remain open

as John Sytek, vice president of the

Gnomon Copy store chain, takes over its

ownership, Catherine lannacchino, co

owner of the store said yesterday.

lannacchino and Roland Wetherbee

bought the Amherst franchise Aug. 13 in

the midst of labor problems which had been

ongoing with the corporation for the past

year. The striking employees demanded

she accept "a package deal" that lan-

nacchino said left her with no choice but to

declare an impasse and end negotiations.

Mary Erin Crook, a striking employee,

said the owners of the store refused to

negotiate after only "30 seconds" into the

meeting. She said the owners did not want

to reach a settlement because they did not

ask any questions about the proposal the

strikers had.

Innacchino said she and her husband.

Wetherbee. are stilllooking "very hard" for

another Gnomon Copy franchise in another

location. She said she would be willing to

manage the Amherst store for Sytek until

she finds another store.

Tobi Saisa. a striking employee, said the

strikers will file more charges with the

National Labor Relations Board in addition

to the charges that were filed Nov. 10. He

said the strikers are charging the owners

with failing to negotiate and discrimination

against union employees.

"We're going to contact the corporation

and demand that they negotiate im

mediately. If Gnomon doesn't negotiate

immediately, we will picket other stores,"

Saisa said. He said the strikers will put up

leaflets at other Gnomon stores, none of

which are unionized.

"We'll get supporters in other com-

munities," he said.

"From the moment the franchise was

sold, they had no intention of reaching an

agreement. The whole past three months

has been a ploy to bust the union," Saisa

said. "Their philosophical commitment to

union busting is much .stronger than their

commitment to make money."

"It's not possible that someone could put

themselves in bankruptcy deliberately,"

lannacchino said.

lannacchino said she has lost $15,000 in

the month of October and the whole affair

has left her very hurt.

"It's not a great way to start your first

business." she said.

The employees went on strike Sept. 8

after owners refused to give them a 50 cent

per hour wage increase. The striking

employees demanded the wage increase

because they said they had not had a raise

in 20 months. The owners of the store said

they could not negotiate immediately

because they had to "get their feet wet" and

because Wetherbee's father died in late

August.

After the employees went on strike, the

owners of the store hired new employees to

keep the store open. The corporation had

been subsidizing the business lost because

of the boycott with work sent from other

Gnomon Copy stores. However, the store

last week began closing four hours earlier.

Negotiations never reached any major

agreements during the nine negotiation

sessions in the past three months. A major

stumbling block was a plan by the owners to

base wages on employee productivity and

the union's efforts to modify the plan.

Faculty Senate approves plan to reign in stray dogs
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Responding to a concern expressed by the University of

Massachusetts community, the UMass Faculty Senate

yesterday approved a leash policy for controlling pets on

campus.

The policy, designed to be consistent with the town of

Amherst's leash law. requires "that dogs must be on a

leash or otherwise within the control of owners at all times

when they are on campus."

Barking dogs causing a public nuisance will be removed

from the campus as a result of the policy.

Robert Levin, chairperson of the council submitting the

proposal, said in the past when there has been a problem

with dogs on campus, the University has had to call the

Amherst Town Hall and ask for the dog officer to come to

campus. Because of the frequency of these calls. Levin said

a leash policy was needed.

According to the policy, any dogs 'killing or maiming

animals will be brought to the animal/dog pound."

"A while ago, a Hock of University sheep were attacked.

Seven were maimed and one died." Levin said.

Jack Tager, a senator from the History department, said

the problem of dogs on campus has reached the classrooms.

"I have to deal with dogs in my classrooms. I have had to

step over them. They have left unpleasant things on the

floor. I would just like to have dogs eliminated from

classrooms," he said.

Levin said the policy will create a way for faculty

members to be able to call the University to pick up dogs in

their classrooms.

The policy also calls for the appointment of a dog officer

under the supervision of the University Public Safety

Department who will enforce the regulations outlined in

the poUcy.

The final part of the policy calls for the "University ad-

ministration to distribute the leash policy and other

regulations concerning pets to the entire University

community each semester."

Collegian photo by Drew Ogicr

A dog prowls his usual habitat on the steps of the Campus Center.
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the National Conference of Catholic Bishops meets in Washington yesterday to discuss their

stance on arms control and hear calls for a nuclear freeze endorsement. The bishops expressed

support for a condemnation of nuclear warfare and aspects of U.S. strategic policy relating to it,

but tabled to a future meeting final adoption of a position paper on the subject.

Nuclear war condemned by bishops
WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite late appeals from the

White House. Roman Cathohc bishops voiced strong

support yesterday for a sweeping condemnation of nuclear

warfare, including an assault on key aspects of U.S.

strategic policy. That pointed the nations largest Christian

body to the forefront of the anti nuclear movement.

However, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops

deferred final adoption of the document, a prospective

leaching letter, until further refinements are made at a

special meeting next May.

The upsurge of support came at a pivotal closing session

of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops in the face

of overt White House opposition. A procession of speakers

took the floor to back the gist of the d(x>ument.

Archbushop John R. Roach of St. Paul Minneapolis, the

conference president, said the mood of the bishops showed

"general endorsement of the direction" taken in the draft

pastoral letter. ^

Asked at a news conference if objections dispatched to the

meeting by President Reagan and top administration

officials would influence further modifications to be made

in the document, he said:

"They will be taken very seriously, although we were

aware of much of the material and had received it before."

However. Roach said the administrations complaint that

the bishops' document ignored Reagans overtures to

negotiate nuclear arms reductions seemed a "valid point"

and added:
"Perhaps our document would be enriched somewhat if it

referred to such efforts by this administration and

previous administrations."

However, he said he saw no inclination to drop the

document's call for a nuclear freeze, criticized by the White

House as damaging the U.S. negotating position.

"I reject the idea that a freeze would undermine ad-

ministration efforts," Roach said.

GOP leaders see

doubtful future for

Reagan tax plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican coneressional

leaders informed President Reagan yesterday that he

simply does not have the votes to advance the last phase of

his income tax cut to January.
, „ „ i j u

Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker and House

Republican Leader Robert H. Michel delivered that

message — along with some other unpleasant news — in

their first conference with the president since the Nov. 2

election. ..»,.., ,.
"Well, I ju.st said we don't have the votes, Michel told

reporters outside the White House after the 45-minute

meeting. "It wouldn't be an easy task to get done."

Reagan is considering asking Congress to push up the

date of the tax cut — the third installment of his 25-percent

income tax reduction over three years — as a way to

stimulate the economy.

Under that proposal the 5 percent cut in tax rates due

Jan. 1, 1984, and the second 10 percent reduction in the

amount of tax withheld from worker paychecks, due next

July 1. would instead take effect Jan. 1, 1983. The net

effect would be a 15 percent cut in tax rates in 1983, rather

than 10 percent, and the full reduction would be felt in

paychwks at the start of the year.

That change also would increase a looming record deficit,

already projected at upwards of $170 billion, by about $15

billion! and the Republican leaders said they feared it

would have the effect of increasing interest rates as well.

The leaders also predicted it would be difficult to make

further cuts in non defense spending, despite Reagan's

assertion in New Orleans on Tuesday that that is precisely

yvhere he intended to cut.

'I think we've cut just about as much as we can cut,"

Baker said. "We've wrung a lot out of the non defense side.

Now we are going to have to take a look at the defense

side."

He said several billion dollars could be shaved from

defen.se spending because of the drop in inflation over the«

past year, but added it would be dangerous to make

"ma.ssive cuts" in the defense budget.

Baker said he believed Reagan would propose that the

lame duck session of Congress pass a jobs program to

repair highways and bridges financed by a five cent-a-

gallon increase in gasoline taxes.

Dukakis vows no cuts

in human services area
BOSTON — Gov. Elect Michael S. Dukakis yesterday

attacked the "devastating impact of "Reaganomics " on

human services and promised to try not to balance the

state budget at the cost of those programs.

Dukakis had angered advocates when he ordered welfare

cuts during a financial crisis in his first adminustration.

Dukakis told the Massachusetts Council of Human
Service Providers he doesn't believe the state faces a

financial crisis similar to 1975.

"I will do my very best, " he said, "not to try to balance the

state budget at the expense of important human service

programs."

Dukakis endorsed as sensible its platform for improving

the human service system, including the state paying its

bills on time to creating a human service advisory council

to the governor.

"The deva.stating impact of Reaganomics make it more

important than ever that our state government be sen

sitive to human needs." he told an audience that council

officials estimated at 600.

Fresh from a trip to Washington, he said there is a

changed mood there, and he predicted, Reaganomics is, if

not dead, dying."

Local professor urges

Congress to alter law
WASHINGTON — The chair recognizes Indiana's senior

senator, the gentleman from New York.

According to Amherst College historian Henry Steele

Commager, the Constitution should be altered so that

could happen. "Every congressman.' he told Congress

yesterday, "should represent the whole people of the

United States, not just particular segments."

And that, he said, means senators and perhaps

representatives should be allowed to serve from states

other than those in which they live.

Commager s idea was advanced in written testimony to

the Joint F>onomic Committee, which is hearing proposals

for streamlining the government

.

The Constitution requires that both senators and

representatives be inhabitants of the states in which they

are chosen.

Commager said the reason is that "in an era where

distances were immense, travel onerous, and information

inadequate, it was well that the congressman should reside

in the district which elected him."

But "That logic is no longer valid, "
he said.

Digest
by the Associated Press
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Effects of alcohol seen

in new light by students
WORCESTER - The drinks were on the house at

Assumption College as students recited tongue-twisters,

walked a white line and caught tennis balls to demonstrate

the effects of too much alcohol.

The exf)eriment was "a way of teaching students about

alcoholic consumption without preaching at them,"

Brother Rolnrt Francis Beaulac, director of the Roman

Catholic college's infirmary, said yesterday.

Nearly HO people jammed the college's pub Wednesday

night to watch 14 college juniors drink and be tested.

The students were divided into two groups. Half con

sumed one drink an hour, or about as much as a normal

person can have and remain fairly sol)er. The rest drank

as much as they wanted.

Every hour, the drinkers were tested by State Police

Cpl. William W. Mann, who measured the alcohol level in

their blood.

The drinkers also completed six other tests houHy:

walking a white line with their hands held at shoulder

level, reading tongue-twisters over a public-address

system, catching a tennis ball on cue, remembering a four

digit numl)er and reciting it backwards, testing hand

writing by writing "Without a doubt I can definitely drink

and drive" and making a trip through a computer-game

simulatipn of night driving.

Educator has option for

public school financing
WEST BOYLSTON — Conceding his ideas sound "a little

wacky," an MIT professor suggested yesterday that public

schools tap their alumni for donations, cut classes to four

days a week and put teachers to work educating adults to

raise money lost to revenue cuts.

"Why shouldn't you do what all other institutions do to

raise money over and above tuition'.^" Lawrence E.

Susskind. director of Project Impact, told educators at the

Citizen Resource Center here. '"Just a-s colleges have the

Jot^ Smith Athletic Center, so could high schools."

He suggested school systems form non-profit

organizations to collect tax deductible contributions.

AP Untrphot"

students at St. Luke's Episcopal School in

Memphis, Tenn. yesterday released 200 helium-

filled balloons in observance of the American

Cancer Society's sixth annual *'Great American

Smokeout" campai^. Attached to each balloon

was a pledge card encouraging smokers to kick

their cigarette habits.
,
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Crystallized frost on a windshield and a cup of hot cofee are testimony to a cold morning yester-

day in Amherst, and a forewarning of days to soon follow it.

Attorney denies

trust violations
By MARK J. WELCH
Colle^an Staff

The attorney for the University of Massachusetts
Building Authority yesterday denied any illegal actions by
that agency following charges made the previous evening
by the president of the Student Government Association
(SGA) that the Authority is in violation of its trust
agreements.

The failure of the Authority to issue certificates of com-
pletion and repay unused bond money was not illegal, Mor-
ris Geldings, attorney for the Building Authority, said.

Jim Murphy, president of the SGA and student member
of the UMass Board of Trustees, said Wednesday that
because the buildings were completed, the trust
agreements require that certificates of completion be filed

and all unused bond money be used to repurchase bonds to
avoid unnecessary interest payments.
Geldings said that legally the "construction phase" has

not yet ended, because the University could request the
funds for building projects relating to the dorms and din-

ing halls funded by the Authority. For example, he said,

some of the funds were used to repair defective roofs in

Southwest.

However, Geldings said the University has now decided
not to request the funds and thus he is investigating pro-
cedures to begin repayment of excess bonds. He said he
spoke with the First National Bank of Boston on that topic

yesterday morning.
"In my opinion, there is no illegality." Geldings stress-

ed. However, he conceded there have been disagreements

over accounting methods used by the Building Authority
and Housing Services in past years. That system, which
included loans between various dorm "projet'ts," was
changed this past summer and all loans were eliminated.
"One can have an honest differences of opinions over ac-

counting practices," Geldings said, "without those prac-
tices being illegal."

Alcohol abuse report receives approval of Faculty Senate
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Recognizing a need to deal with the problems of alcohol

use and abuse, the University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate yesterday approved a special report on alcohol

abuse submitted by the UMass Health Council.

According to the report, "Instances of aggravated
assault, protective custody of students by campus police

and local highway deaths involving students under the
influence of alcohol are with us throughout the academic
year." Because of this increase in alcohol abuse on campus
and the need to address the problem, ao Ad Hoc Com-
mittee of the Faculty Senate was established in fall of 1981

.

The report submitted by the committee lists seven
proposals the council feels will help solve the problems that

result from alcohol abuse on campus.

The report calls on the University to "e.stablish a clearly

articulated campus policy that alcohol abuse constitutes

unacceptable behavior and is not socially tolerable."

The second recommendation in the report calls on the

vice-chancellor for student affairs to create a task force to

address the issue of alcohol abuse on campus.

The task force would address the need for enforcing

alcohol regulations in residential halls. It would also, ac-

cording to the report, look at "the need to strengthen the

existing disciplinary sy.stem, including protective custody

and disciplinary action, especially for repeated offenders."

It was this part of the report the Undergraduate Student

Senate requested be deleted during its meeting Wed
nesday night.

Student Government Association President Jim Murphy

said sections one and two of the report posed "a threat to

students' privacy and constitutional rights."

"Alcohol abuse is not a simple student problem,"

Murphy said. "Section two looks at the problem of alcohol

abuse with a crime and punishment attitude instead of

looking at it as a physical and social ill."

Robert Levin, a member of the Ad Hoc Committee,

responded to Murphy's claim the council overlooked the

problem of alcohol abuse as bemg not just a student

problem, saying. "The Health Council is keenly aware that

alcohol abuse is a campus wide as well as a society

problem."

The report, he said, is designed "to protect the student

body as a whole."

After the .senate approved the report. Murphy said. "I'm

appalled they didn't listen to what I was saying. It (the

decision) reveals a paternalist and moralistic attitude."

, "They weren't willing to address the real issue of alcohol

abuse. (The Senate) certainly lost a lot of my respect.

"

Murphy said.

The report also recommends that the Campus Center

Food Services establish and operate coffee houses to

provide non-alcohoUc entertainment on weekends.

Academically, the report urges courses that address

abnormal behavior to make alcohol abuse a part of their

curricula.

Finally, it requests the faculty to try to recognize

alcohol related problems in counseling and advising.

BOG continues its advocacy
for new CC computer center
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

(BOG) last night again stressed the im

portance of installing a computer terminal

center in the building for the benefit of all

students.

"The Campus Center is for students and

there is a real student need for more
computer space on campus," BOG Vice

Chairperson Mike Reilly said. "This would

be an important step in helping students

because it is currently hard to get on

computers especially for undergraduates."

Jim Keller, space allocations coordinator,

said people have been known to wait in line

until 4 or 5 a.m. for a chance to use a

computer to do their homework.

If the proposal is approved by the

Campus Center administration, all

University students would have access to

the terminals in the center from 7 a.m. to 2

p.m.
"There is no reason why there can't be

computers in the Campus Center," Reilly

said.

Under the plan submitted by the board,

there would be ten new terminals installed

initially, which will be provided and paid for

by the Electrical and Computer

Engineering (ECE) Department. The ECE
Department recently received a budget

increase of $200. (X)0 to accommodate the

increased demand for computer and in

formation science (COINS) courses.

The only other fee to be involved in the

operation of the center will be a $20 per

month telephone service charge to be paid

by the Campus Center building operations.

However. Keller said he did not think

this would present too much of a problem,

since "a Campus Center terminal room
would draw a surprisingly large number of

students and in the long run will benefit the

revenue generating areas of the Campus
Center."

Several places in the Campus Center

have been proposed to house the terminals,

but Keller said the most likely location is

Room 178, which has several advantages.

"Four years ago this room was used as a

computer center temporarily," Keller said,

" so all the electrical outlets and phone
adapters are already there."

Keller also said Room 178 is currently one

of the least used rooms in the Campus
Center, so it would not take away very

much from people who often use the rooms,

such as for conferences and conventions.

"All the details of center have been

worked out." Keller said. "The only

problem is whether they will give us the

space or not."

In other business, to help alleviate the

Christmas rush, the BOG is making
available six additional table spaces in the

Student Union Building.

Jeremiah Quill, building operations

coordinator for the BOG, said the space will

be allocated through the regular scheduUng

process, with priorities for tables as

follows: 1. Student groups; 2. Enter

tainment, particularly GPC events and

"teasers" for scheduled programs; 3.

Vendor

Collririan pKoto hy Jim I'nwrrn

Junior Diana Martinez emerges from a cloud of steam emanating
from an underground vent near the Student Union Building.
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Week of events planned for

Arab international solidarity

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The Organization of Arab Students *OAS)

will be preparing for International

Solidarity Day with a week of political and

cultural events beginning at 7 tonight with

a movie on the invasion of Lebanon.

"These events are part of the efforts of the

OAS to reach out," said Fatima Moham

mad, a member of the group.

The series will continue on Monday at 7

p.m. with a panel discussion featuring

speakers on Palestinian solidarity from

Central America, Lebanon, Palestine and

South Africa, and will be held in the

Campus Center Auditorium. The Al Watan

Group will perform at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the

Student Union Ballroom as the final event.

"This is a cultural event al.so." Mohammad

said. "The series is mainly to get support. A

lot of people are misinformed."

The Palestine Liberation Organization

(PLO) is considered to be a terrorist group

when "in reality." it is a recognized political

entity, an OAS member said.

On Nov. 29. a national demonstration will

be held in New York City focusing on recent

events in the Middle East. The day has

been declared an International Day of

Solidarity with the Palestinian People by

the United Nations. The OAS said it is

trying to provide transportation for anyone

who is interested in going.

"Last year there was a demonstration in

New York ^ity which about 5.000 people

attended. This years demonstration is

important because of the recent invasion of

Lebanon. It is also the same week a

Palestinian delegation from the PLO will

address the U.N.." Mohammad said.

Hillel used clothing drive to help

persecuted Black Ethiopian Jews

By MATTHEW HERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

As part of a continuing effort to educate

the public about the persecution of black

Ethiopian Jews. Hillel at the University of

Massachusetts is organizing a used clothing

drive to aid those who succeed in im

migrating to Israel.

The pUes of Levis, corduroys, sweaters,

and sneakers collected in the HUlel office so

far are destined for the few Ethiopian Jews

who make it to Israel free, but penniless.

The clothing and the cost of shipping them

to Israel have been donated by Hillel and

the general community, and are destined

for a central relief agency in Israel.

Donations for this shipment must be

dropped off at the HUlel office in the

Student Union Building by Nov. 30.

According to a Hillel press release.

although the Ethiopian Jews are forbidden

to leave their villages, about 1,400 Jews

have managed to escape to Israel since

1977. Another 3.000 Jews are estimated to

have died trying.

These black Jews are called "Falashas."

which means "strangers" in their language,

and claim descent from the ancient Jewish

tribes.

"Ethiopia is the second poorest nation in

the world and the Falashas are the poorest

of the poor there." said Amy Sweet,

organizer of the clothing drive.

"What we're trying to do is raise people's

consciousness that these people exist,"

Sweet said. "It isn't a stagnant situation.

The threat to these people is immediate.

The few of them who do make it to Israel

are penniless. They have nothing. This

clothing drive is for them."
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Sponsored by
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University Arts Council,

with the cooperation of

Athletic Department and

University Archives
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UMass students, faculty oppose admissions policy plan
By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Department of Education is con-

sidering a plan which would change the admissions policy

for students entering college directly from high school. The
procedure would be more heavily based on Standard

Achievement Test (SAT) scores and class rank, said Dr.

Claire Van Ummersen of the department's Academic

Affairs office.

Students and faculty at the University of Massachusetts

have said they are opposed to the plan because it would

hurt minorities and poor people who generally do not score

well on the SATs since they, in general, graduate from

high schools which may not be as good as their peers.

Since 1970 the median SAT score for incoming fall fresh-

men at UMass has decreased by 79 points. In 1970, the

median score for the combined math and English tests was

537 points. In 1981, the score was 458 points, according to

figures published by the Office of Planning and Budget at

UMass.

Van Ummersen said the proposed plan for the university

would be a combined minimal score of 750 or 800 points on

the SAT (of a possible 1.600 points). Also, the plan would

take into account class rank during the applicant's senior

year in high school.

"The plan is only in the talking stages at this point." Van

Ummersen said. "Nothing is being done at this time to

change admissions policy. A committee of a few people is

drawing up a plan to present to the 30 or so presidents of

Massachusetts state colleges."

SGA president Jim Murphy said he thought the plan was

being considered by the Department of Education because

enrollments were declining.

"Because of the post baby boom, enrollments are going

down in colleges," Murphy said. "By making it harder to

get in the University, people would have to go to other

state schools and they ( the overall state college system)

wouldn't lose money."

Grace Craig, chairperson of the Human Services and

Applied Behavioral division of the School of Education,

said the tests are discriminatory against minority students

and students who speak English as their second language.

"We in this department are painfully aware that minority

students are clearly discriminated against in some of these

measures." Craig said. "If you are speaking English as a

second language, you probably wont do well on the

English section of the test. Just because you don't do well

doesn't mean you can't do college level work. The SATs are

not the one and only indicator of student ability."

The suggestion for the Univerity, Van Ummersen said,

was to give two options. The first option was to require a

minimum combined score of 800 points on the SAT scores

and consider the weighted class rank. The weighted class

rank is based on the student's rank their senior year of

high school and any specialized courses like advanced

placement courses or honor courses, she said.

The second option would be for students to get a com-

bined SAT score of 750 points or better and be in the upper

third of their graduating class. In addition. Van Ummersen
said, the College Board, which puts out the SAT tests,

places a standard error measurement on each test. Van

Ummersen said this year's standard error measurement

was plus or minus 30 points.

"So, if a requirement of 750 points is needed, a student

who gets a combined score of 720 points can be admitted."

Van Ummersen said. "You figure 200 points is

automatically added to both sections of the test (math and

English). So there are 400 points already."

Awareness day sponsored by PGA
today for a gay pride celebration

Collririan photo by I>rr» Ofirr

The windows of the Physical Plant building reflect the last rays of

the day's sun as it settles behind the Hadley hills

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

If the Kinsey Report is correct and if the

University of Massachusetts accurately

reflects the population in the United

States, then 10 percent of the population

on campus is gay.

To show pride in themselves and the

things they have accomplished on campus

in the last 10 years, the People's Gay
Alliance (PGA) is sponsoring Gay and Les-

bian Awareness Day today at UMass.

"Lesbians and gays are on this campus.

We're neighbors. We're your friends," said

Kevin George, treasurer of the PGA. "The

fact is we're not gay people. We are pet)ple

who are gay. Gay is not the adjective that

defines our own lives."

Purple balloons will be passed out on the

Campus Center Concourse today to show

support for gay people.

"The balloons .say 'yes, we are aware of

the struggle of gay people going on cam-

pus'," George said. "They are for people

who are celebrating. We have a holiday of

our own."
Beverly Davis, president of the PGA,

said the purpose of Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Day is "to show pride, be happy

and have lots of fun."

"It's a party for us," she said. "We're
trying not to do it (the day) in an aggressive

way."
"The day is real important. People don't

realize there are gays and lesbians all over

campus. They don't realize it Itecause it's

invisible." she said.

Events planned for today include the

slide show "Woman Loving Woman." and

»the film Pink Triangle in the morning, and

several workshops in the afternoon.

"It's so hard for people to live in a stxriety

with a heterosexual mind-set and not

assume everyone they meet is straight,"

Davis said.

"Many straight people think bisexuality

is being kind of screwed up," Ge<»rge said.

The workshop will help people deal with

their own sexuality, he said.

The UMass campus is better than a lot of

other places in terms of awareness, Cieorge

said. By having the Gay and Lesbian Day

the PGA hopes to "bring out the fact that

we (gays) exist on campus and as an

organization we exist on campus," he s^d.

Also planned are workshops on

"Women's Self-defense," "Men's Sexual

Health," and "Coming Out." All events are

open to everyone.
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Professor learns fiist

nutrition proble

187 n- pleasant St., amherst, ma.

By BECKY THATCHER
Collegian Correspondent

In Nigeria, the number of deaths of

children before the age of one year is more

than 10 times as great as that m the United

States

Professor Peter L. Pellet of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts' department of food

science and nutrition recently returned

from a trip to Nigeria where he said he of^

fered suggestions to improve the diet of

Nigerian children. .

Pellet, whose specialty is in child nutn-

tion. said the problem is with the food be-

ing fed to children from age four months to

two years.

These children are in a transition stage

up until four months, during which time

their growth has been close to normal.

Pellet said. But, he said, when

breastfeeding declines, the babies start to

StATVC

As a consultant to the home and village

weanings foods project of the Harvard-

MIT International Food and Nutrition pro-

gram, Pellett visited the Universities of

Lagos, Ibadan and Ife. The project was

supported by a grant from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture and the U.S. Agency

for International Development.

Attempting to find answers to some of

the problems of malnutrition. Pellett said

he visited homes and clinics. In conjunction

with university staff, he investigated

feeding practices and weighed infants.BIN
SOME COLLEGECOUIgES
ARE MOREDCCmNG

THAN OTHERS,

Pellett said some children weighed 12

pounds at the age of one year, instead of

the normal 22 pounds. The problem, he

said, lies in the inadequate weaning foods.

The Nigerian infants are weaned on a very

diluted solution of corn and water called

"pap," which is white and creamy and very

low in protein and calories, he said. Pap

fills the stomachs of the children, but the

lack of protein causes a serious disease call-

ed "kwashiorkor," Pellett said.

Pap is so low in protein, Pellett said, that

a child would have to eat two pounds a day

in order to satisfy his protejn re-

quirements. The size of an infant's stomach

prevents him from getting enough nutri-

tion. In comparison, he said one quarter of

a pound of U.S. food supplies the necessary

protein.

Pellett provided medical staff and nutn-

tion professionals with information on how

to mix locally grown products like corn and

beans in certain proportions that would

supply adequate protein to the children.

"The cost of the protein in standard im-

ported baby food mixtures is ten times as

much as the protein in local available pro-

ducts," he said.

Malnutrition, Pellett said, also has to do

with sanitation and disease, because if a

child is ill from an infection, he does not eat

regardless of what is prepared for him.

Pellett said that even though the crisis of

world hunger seems unsolvable, it is worth

the effort to do whatever we can to try to

ease the suffering.

Hcnv many ccillc^c courses
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Or rappel a clift*' Or find your

way out of a forest with nothing hut

a tnap and compass to ^»uide you

'

At least one dcxjs— Army
ROTC.

And you could find yc^ur-

self doint,' anv one of a numher

of excitiny adventure training

activities like these in the Army
ROTC prc^j^am.
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stamina. And vour self-confi-
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But adventure training isnt

the only way you develop.
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leadership and management by

attending ROTC classes, along

with the subjects in your major.

And you'll be excited

about two other benefits Army
ROTC offers. Financial assis-

tance. Up to $ 1 ,000 a year for

your last two years of Army
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graduate with both a degree

and a commission in today's

Armv - including the Army
Reser\e and Army National

Guard.
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BEALLYOUCANBE.

Contact

James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

UMass Greeks

to raise funds

for disabled

By JONATHAN PERRY
Collegian Correspondent

Fraternities and sororities

from the University of

Massachusetts will be

handing out lollipops to help

the mentally retarded and

disabled tomorrow.

The UMass fraternities and

sororities will be joining 16

other schools from across

the state in "College

Fraternity and Sorority

Day. " in an effort to rai.se

funds for the handicapped

citizens of Massachu.setls.

Fraternity brothers and

sorority sisters will be

canvassing the stale,

handing out lollipops in

exchange for donations to go

to the Shriver Center for

Mental Retardation.

Tomorrow has been

declared "College Fraternity

and Sorority Volunteer

Day" by Gov. Edward J.

King to commemorate the

first time event.

Participants in the

program include students

from Northeastern
University and Babson

College, along with 15 other

campuses. Of these. UMass
is the largest, with 350 of

the 2.000 volunteers coming

from its campus.
Mark Bice. Greek Affairs

public relations intern at

UMass. said most of the

funds collected will go to

research into the causes of

mental retardation and care

for the disabled.

"Colleges across
Massachusetts will be

collecting money for the

Shriver Center for mental

retardation. with the

purpose of helping fund

research for new knowledge

about retardation causes,

and also insuring quality

care for the han-

dicapped. "Bice said.

Bice said the drive has also

received a substantial

amount of recognition by the

media.

Bice also added that the

drive would "hopefully make
the public more aware of the

Shriver Center."

The drive will begin at 8:15

a.m. tomorrow.

( ollrKian pholn h» l>rrw Orirr

Shadows elongated by an autumn sun are reflected in the rear view

mirror of a van waiting for the end of a recent football game at Alumni

Stadium.
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Feminism re-emerging in Spain

says foimder of Feminist Party
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Growing feminism in Spain has only

recently lead to the reversal of policies

established under the country's former

leader. General Francisco Franco, a leading

feminist and lawyer in Spain said yesterday

at Amherst College.

Lidia F'alcon, author and founder of the

Feminist Party of Spain, discussed in the

lecture "Feminism in Spain" the recent

changes in the Spanish laws and life.

Feminism was crushed under the 40 year

fa.scist regime of Franco. Falcon said. The

Roman Catholic Church, playing a large

role in society at that time, abolished

abortion, divorce and contraceptives.

Support against these measures was

minimal until after Franco's death, she said.

While abortion remains an option only for

rape victims and endangered mothers, laws

calling for the imprisonment of con-

traception users, doctors and pharmacists

in Spain were repealed in 1977. she said.

Divorce was not made legal until 1981.

"The role of women in society as child

bearers and sex objects has not changed

PBICES THIS LOW SHOULD BE OUTLAWED,

NOV 17-20
HIGH NOON

TIL 10PM

L 5PM

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

UMASS. AMHERST

LAST CHANCE
TODAY & TOMORROW

since the Middle Ages. ' she said. Women
work two-thirds of the world's labor hours,

primarily in the clothing and textile in-

dustries, for 10 percent of the world's in-

come. Time spent bearing and caring for

children is not included in this total, she

said.

"It's slave labor — without any salary or

vacation," she said.

"I was raised with three women (during

the Spanish Civil War) and this taught me

two things: that women do not need men to

survive, and that they are treated as second

class citizens," she said.

Feminist activism gave rise to the

Feminist Party. The party, legal now for

just over a year, seeks to aid women in

legal, political, psychological and family

planning matters, she said.

Falcon has been imprisoned twice for her

feminist activities. Her second sentence,

beginning in 1974 for suspected terrorist

involvement, lasted a year and a half and

gave rise to her book In Hell — To Be a

W<rman in the Prisons of Spain. The text,

written on tissue paper and smuggled out to

her children, was compiled and published

after her relea.se, she said.

Newsline

.

El Salvador group to present film
The Western Massachusetts Latin

American SoUdarity Committee is

presenting the movie "Jesus: A Peasant of

El Salvador" at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in the

Campus Center Auditorium. There is a $2

admission charge, and tickets are being

sold at Globe Bookstore in Northampton

and Ix>ts for Littles and Food for Thought

in Amherst. Child care will be provided.

THE

RAIMD
TH€nT€t?

Presents

The Maxwell Anderson Award winner"

DARK OF
THE MOON

. . . thj$ production ii typlcol o1 fh« lln« •n»«rtainm«nl

. . at th» Rand Con»lit«ntly pr»$»nt»d in a totally pro

fctslonol manner

"

DaHy CoHegon

"(This) itory of a $tarcro»i«d romance between a

witch and a mountain girl talcei on all the rich (lavort

of the ballad on which It It bated tntertalnlng

throughout, it ranges from funny to frtghtening to

tad"
Springfie'r) Morrnr^rj UrMon

the Unlvertlty of K^attachutetlj Theater produc

tlon captlvatet and entertains It it the Romeo and
[Juliet of the Smoky Mountaint."

Daily Hampshire Gazette
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Little Rocks
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i :00 til •

Sunday Football Dock

Dest Deal In Town
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Rock Drafts
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Billy Taylor, Max Roach,

Slide Hampton, Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath, John Hendricks

A benefit concert for the Fletcher

Henderson ivlemonal Scholarship Fund.

Saturday, December 1 1 8:00 p.m.
ON SALE NOVEMBER 19

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m M F

S45-2511

®THE ONE AND ONLY

TC-FX44 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH STR-VX22 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER WITH_

DOLBY C ' ^^^^ft^% NEW DIRECT ACCESS TUNING

$189

RneArts
Center
Concert Hall

PS-LX2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC DIRECT-DRIVE

TURNTABLE
TX-FX66 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
TWO-MOTOR DOLBY C WITH

REAL TIME COUNTER

$1X9

Sound&Mwdc (ifMKt AiKre
|-kNi(>si Pricv

90-92 King Street (Rte. 5). Northampton. 584 9547

Mon.-Wed. 10-6. Thurs.. FrI. 10-9. Sat. 10-5
VISA

=^
VSAL

19" Motel COLOR PORTABLES

- EXCELLENT PRICES -

>••••••

Selling at. . .

Fri^Sat.

Well Drinks.
9-11

$1 ^ovex.

HOWARD JOHNSON
MOTOR LODGE

401 Russell St., Rte. 9, Hadley

Sunday, Nov. 21, 10 am to 2 pm
Sale Held by R.B.M. Sales Corp No Phone Calls
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A Peasant
of
El Salvador
Written by P«Ur Qould
Staged and perlormed by

P«t«r Qould and St«ph«n St«arn8
The music is by Carlo* Majla Oodoy ot Nicaragua,

the late Victor Jara of Chile and two exiled

Chilean groups IntHlllmanl and Oullapayun.

Tho Sottinv a village in El Salvador

1975 through present

SUNDAY
NOV. 21

campus
center
aud. 7;30p.m.
$2.00

isaifaifejft=jimiBiJfc=jfc=Ji

w
Tke 3e»iOmm foed"

CfilMoar* Pr«v«4Ml

ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

FOOD FOR THOUGHT BOOKS
AMMERS-QLOBF BOOKSlORt

NORTHAMf- 1 UN

•porit J'M Oy WESTERN MASS

LATtN AMERICAN aOUDARITY

COMMiTTEE AMD FRIENDS
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MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

Luncheon SpBclals Take-Out Sarvlce

Every Mon. -Thurs. from 5-8 & Sunday from 11:30

For only$5.25 per person

Chicken Fried Noodles Hot & Sour Soup
Sweet & Sour Chicken Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Rice Pan Fried Ravioli

Chinese Barbecued Pork Beef with Green Pepper

Sun. -Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
FrI. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst

-3

256-0251 256-0252
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EDITORIMi/OPINION
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t<>«r> iMiMCH «*» ^'Jft^rrx

'Come ON, in's so-^^avh i ^r up^ w^n^^'

Bored and broke is a bad way to be
It's

started again. Almost every day I hunt through my
pockets to find the naughty nickel or devious dime

that has somehow managed to slip out of my grasp.

Occasionally, my labors come to fruition and 1 end up with

not only enough dimes to finally do my laundry, but every

once in a while I'm lucky enough to find a quarter. Pennies

don't count for anything.

Think. September was two short months ago. Everyone

was coming back to school rich from their summer jobs.

Money flowed freely. People would buy you drinks. You'd

buy them drinks. Life was just one free-sp)ending, free-for-

all party. Now ask someone if they want to grab a cup of

Mary Beth Hebert
coffee. You're bound tn hear, "Gee, I'd really like to but

I'm broke." And you can't even say, "Don't worry about

it, I'll treat," because you're broke too.

Remember moving and trying to decide how to

decorate? You and your roommates went out and bought

that hand-dyed Indian tapestry. Everyone decided to wait

a bit before you bought the rest of the decorations. Now, a

few months later, you've been reduced to snatching the

promotional posters that various organizations put up

around campus and hoping that none of your company

notices the "Please Don't Remove" note scribbled in black

magic marker across the bottom.

How about going grocery shopping? The first few times

you came home with bags full of stuff you thought sound-

ed good or at least looked interesting. Now you have to eat

that stuff. Sam's Instant Dehydrated Taco Mix. Ms.

McDonald's Chicken Lasagna for Seven. And have you

Letters —
Gay awareness day positive
To the Editor:

Today is a day of celebration and pride for the lesbian

and gay community of UMass. The People's Gay Alliance

will be giving out lavender balloons to all who will carry

them as a show of support and love for gay and lesbian

friends, co-workers, roommates, professors and especially

for those who are yet afraid to be proud to be gay or les-

bian.

In the past. Gay and Lesbian Awareness Day has been

marked on this campus with the distribution of armbands.

The symbolism attached to armbands suggests many

things, among them anger and mourning. While it is true

that the lesbian and gay community has reason to be

angry for the discrimination they face from society, and it

is true that there is much sadness over the repression of

gay and lesbian culture, not to mention outright physical

violence against lesbians and gay men, today is not a day

for fighting or mourning. Today is an affirmation of les-

bian and gay unity and pride, a celebration of solidarity

and strength. Balloons have been chosen as a symbol for

these reasons: balloons are cheerful and happy and flying

high, they are assertive without being aggressive and

everyone loves them. Balloons are a perfect expression of

celebration.

Balloons are also noticeable and thus they are an ex-

cellent symbol of the fact that gay men and lesbians are

everywhere; they comprise at least 10 percent of the

UMass community. Take this opportunity to affirm the ex-

istence of gay men and lesbians in a positive and

celebratory manner, and to show solidarity and support

for the day-to-day struggles which lesbians and gay men

fstce

Lavender, the combination of pink and blue, has long

been the traditional color of lesbian and gay pnde^

Lavender does not have a traditional gender-connected

history, and for this reason lavender has been adopted by

noticed how much time you spend in the generic section of

the store as compared to the rest of it? Others go home on

the weekend (if they can afford it) and raid the cuplK)ards.

Mom's always surprised to see how much they eat. Thank

God she doesn't have a metal detector next to the door to

scan the weekend parasite and his luggage.

Entertainment. What's that? You borrow a few cents

from all of your neighbors so you can go to a $1.50 movie

on campus. The people from Cable TV are compiling a list

of the most original excuses as to why the bill hasn't been

paid and the most feverent pleas for service not to be

discontinued. Some students are starting to have record

switching parties because everyone is sick and tired of

their old albums but no one has the money to go out and

get new ones. People are getting cranky as they don't

have the bucks to keep them semi-conscious on drugs or

alcohol. Sex is still free; unless you catch a social disease.

Then it will cost you. So much for sex 'n drugs 'n rock and

roll.

Let's face it. Right around now, life sucks. The sun sets

around 4:30. The weather is getting colder by the day. (I

won't even mention the heat bills) All those courses you

were thrilled with at the begining of the semester are now

tortoruous blocks of time scheduled in your day. Everyone

is too busy, but they're all too bored, too. Add to the cake,

the start of the holiday season and all the perils that con-

tains and life certainly does seem to be sort of a bummer.

With all of this, there looks like there's nothing to look for-

ward to. Nothing that is - except next summer.

Mary Beth Hebert us a Collegian Columnist

Where does ^
our money go

:

cuuor s isoLe: i nis vi ine second in a Jour-part series.

In
the late '70's, money from the Student Activities fee

paid for Student Senate Speaker Brian DeLima's per-

sonal calls to Hawaii. Last year, the activities fee paid

for ads in the Collegxan advocating a referendum that the

Senate had taken no position on.

These examples, while not the norm, are symptomatic of

the misdirection of student money.

Student money is presently being sfHjnt on over sixty

groups or services, that can be broken into two categories.

One category is essential services. These are services that

are funded every year because of either a Tiustee man

the gay community as a symbolic color.

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Day is not only a day of

celebration, it is a day of education as well. There will be

films, slideshows, workshops and social events occurring

all day in the Campus Center, and there is a table on the

Concourse where information is available.

Your support is greatly appreciated, not only by the les-

bians and gay men who are celebrating today but especial-

ly by those who are afraid to "come out." Your symbolic

gesture will help to make it that much easier for all gay

men and lesbians to be truly proud of who they are.

Beverly Davis

Orchard Hill

Last place in a photo finish

To the Editor:

Wow! I was so impressed when I looked at the

November 16 edition of the Collegian] Why, the front page

picture of Cashin Dormitory certainly was what I would

call hard news. I'd like to take this moment to commend

the Collegian staff and everyone involved with this fine

paper for keeping us so informed with the status of the ar-

chitectural structures at the university. I know I could

look at those pictures of the Fine Arts Center all day long!

And gosh! Look at how the sun makes those angular

shadows! Gee. you guys certainly earn your pay and I

must say, you guys put up with an awful lot of flack, but I

can honestly say that I would pay double what I pay every-

day to read your publication. Thank You so much.

Gary Trahan
Southwest

Editors Note: The Collegian encourages all students to

come dcum to Campus Center US and help out with ideas,

su^ggestions, assistance, etc.

Dave McCarthy
date, a contract, or l)ecause of use by the entire University

community (Transit. DVP. UPC. Index, Legal Services,

Area (government. Academic Affairs. University

.ludiciary. WMUA. and Student Activities Office). The

other category consists of associations or services design-

ed to deal with si)ecific issues or groups.

The total funding for the alK)ve mentioned essential ser-

vices amounts to $1,048,984 or approximately 6H f)ercent

of the total fiscal 198.S SC.A budget. The problem with the

Senate having fiscal control over these groups is: I) there

is a lack ()f general student input in the funding pnx^ss

and; 2)the Senate has often threatened cuts in essential

services to sway student opinion in support of fee in-

creases as evidenced by the wording in several referen-

dum questions.

The remaining $600 + thousand is put up for grabs by

the Senate Budgets C(»mmittee. This is where the smaller,

but more vocal interest groups are able to put together

coalitions for their collective benefit. Much like America's

Senior Citizens. Third Worid and activist groups have

built very effective lobbying and voting efforts. enal)ling

them to gain a lions share of the remaining appropria-

tions. Minus essential services, that share amounts U) 29

percent of the monies for which non-governmental groups

contend.

Members of the Senate Budgets Committee are ap-

pointed by a Nominating Sub-committee of the Senate,

whose appointment procedures are more mysterious than

that of the Soviet Politburo. Consequently, the budget

reflects the concerns of vocal interest groups as opposed

to the undergraduates at large.

Why do we even bring these facts to your attention?

Simply because each undergraduate pays a mandatory fee

of $96 which is used to fund the services, programs and

groups we have been speaking of.

What sort of control do we, the general student popula-

tion have over our monies? The answer, unfortunately, is

almost none. History has shown that the Student Senate is

more concerned with having an ever-increasing budget

than with the economic pressures faced by students. This

is clearly demonstrated by the fact that except for a period

when the Trustees mandated a freeze on the SATF, in

order to force the Senate to liquidate a deficit of $139,749,

the tax has risen regularly from $5.5.50 in 1976, to $96 this

year. In fact, last year the student body twice voted down

fee increases. Yet the Senate voted to raise the fee by $12,

and that increase is reflected on this year's fee bill.

We now come to what are perhaps the most imp<3rtant

questions to be addressed in this series: What can be done

to bring the Student CK)vernment back in line with the

needs and wants of its constituents? Secondly, what can be

done so that the student body can gain ultimate control

over the spending of their Student Activities Tax dollars?

As we have shown, there appears to be little chance of

the undergraduate population gaining control over its

money under the current SGA budget process. In the next

two parts of this series, we will outline a plan that we feel

will give student government back to the students.

Dave McCaHhv is a UMass student

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and
include the writer's address and
telephone number, which will not

be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regxei we are

unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and
length.
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FOUR SEASONS
Labatts case $9.99

Michelob regular or light case $9.99

Miller btis case $8.99

Vodka, Boris Gudanoff . . . . 1.75. . .
.$7.99

Rum, Castillo 1.75 l $9.99

Almaden Table Wines i.b $3.99

Sebastiani Table Wines. . . . 1.5 l. . .

.

$4.49

Great Western Extra Dry

"Champagne" 750 mi $6.49

THANKSGIVING SPECIAL*

Chateau Beychevell '77 $10.99

Rancho Verba Bueno
hurgundy & rose 4 L $0.99

Free Delivery
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he's fighting

for his life.

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

niiSTII
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C\mC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

Outrageously Spectacular!

)OHN CLEESE
SEAN CONNERY

TIME
BANDITS
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The Beat goes on

Spfciml B«at Service PImiIo by Tom Kudia

Ranking Roger, of the English Beat, during one of the more frenzied

moments of the band's performance Tuesday night.

Okay, you know I'm hurting for in

formation wiien my lead story is Robby

Benson's new movie. But for you Robby

fans, get psyched for Running Brave, in

which Benson plays a Sioux Indian. He

stars as Billy Mills, the Indian who became

an Olympic Gold Medalist in 1964. The film

is being financed entirely by Ermineskin

Indians and will co sUr Pat Hingle and

Claudia Cron.

Jimmy Cagney. who made a middling

comeback to motion pictures in last year's

Ragtime, will play Mickey Rooney's father

in Flesh and Blood, which Rooney himself

wrote. No schedule has yet been set, but if

you saw Ragtime you know that they'd

better start filming this one quick.

Kiss Me Goodbye is being filmed now by

director Robert Mulligan. Sally Field stars

as a woman who is preparing to marry for

the second time, but her late, deceased

husband keeps appearing. Kind of a

Hollywood, role- reversed Rebecca. Jeff

.Bridges plays the groom and James Caan

will play the dead, first husband. Also

starring in what promises to be an in-

triguing pseudo supernatural thriller are

Paul Dooley and Claire Trevor. The film

will open next summer.

Steve Martin, now busy filming Neil

Simon's The Lonely Guy, will star as an

eminent brain surgeon in The Man with

Two Brains. The film also stars Kathleen

Turner and David Warner, as his wife and

colleague, respectively. In the film Martin,

get this, falls in love with a female brain

kept alive in a fish tank. He must choose

between finding a body for the brain or

putting his own brain in the tank with hers.

Robert Ludlum's best selling thriller. The

Osterman Weekend, will be turned into a

movie by Sam "Blood and Guts all over-

the screen" Peckinpah. Rutger Hauer will

top line the film.

Hold onto your hats, great acting fans. Pia

Zadora will come blazing across neigh

borhood screens everywhere this coming

September in The Lonely Lady (no relation

to The Lonely Guy). Pia plays an innocent

young girl who becomes a struggling writer

married to a domineering husband.

"Frustrated at every turn by power and

personal tragedy, her life is a roller coaster

ride through the high and low life of the

glittering world of motion pictures."

Dynamite stuff.

Local Best Bet: Lots of good flicks around

for the weekend. Hands down, the picture

to see is My Dinner unth Andre, with plays

evenings at 7 and 9 at the Calvin theater in

Northampton. Tickets are only $1.50. Then

there's also two Marx Brothers classics, A

Day at the Races and A Night at the Opera,

at the Amherst Cinema; The MaUese

Falcon and 200/. A Space Odysseyiodd

double -feature) at the Academy of Music

and The Last Unicom (a kiddie movie. I

grant you; but a good one) at the Hamp-

shire 4. Also at the Hampshire 4 is Fan-

tasia, Walt Disney's classic.

TRAILERS Trivia: What? Last week's

question was too tough? No one knew that

Jonathan E was the lead character of

RoUerbaU, Riff Randall was from Rock and

RoU High School, Frankie the Thumper was

a character in Paradise Alley and (here's

the tough one) Joe Cujocko was in Crimson

Kimono. Here's an easy one: A movie

poster to the first person to identify to me

all following characters: Alan Swann. Sam

Spade. Jody VerUl. Jake La Motta. Name

the films

T

ENGLISH BEAT
Tuesday, November 16

Campus Center Auditorium

By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

It's hard to say who had a better time at

the English Beat concert Tuesday night;

the English Beat or the audience. One

thing's for sure, the Campus Center

Auditorium will never again be associated

in my mind with boring movies and hard

seats.

The Bangos. a four member all -girl band

from Los Angeles, opened the show. Their

playing was fair, and remotely reminiscent

of the Go Go's, but by the end of the set

they faded out leaving the audience even

more restless for the English Beat to get on

stage.

With a flourish of old Hollywoodesque

swing and the sparkle of tiny lights, the

English Beat took the stage. Lead vocalist.

Ranking Roger, after having wormed into

the audience to boogie to the Bangos. was

keyed up and ready to play.

The English Beat opened up the show with

a few of their early songs like "Doors Of

Your Heart " and "All Out To Get You." But

soon they began tearing through songs

from their latest album. Special Beat

Service.

It was good to see the Beat perform live

versions of their songs and make them

sound even better than they do on record.

Songs like "I Confess" and "Jeanette" were

much more energetic when performed live.

Dave Wakling. who was on vocals for both

songs, gave them a rough edge that made

them exciting and more urgent.

Meanwhile. Ranking Roger was running

around during most of the songs, whipping

up the front rows to a dance frenzy. He

launched into a fiery version of "Spar Wid

Me" which had the entire audience clapping

and stomping on the floor.

Towards the middle of their set. the Beat

dived into some of their early hits. "Tears

Of A Clown." a cover of the Smokey

Robinson classic, was played in perfect Beat

style with aU the energy the band could

muster. Saxaphonist Wesley Magoogan

played clear riffs all evening, but he seemed

to really come alive during his solos.

By this time, Dave Wakling announced

that the barriers in front of the stage were

going to be removed so that the audience

could have more room to dance. The

audience roared their approval, though

they honored Wakling's request that no one

try to climb onstage.

After the barriers were removed, the

concert seemed to take off properly. Both

the audience and the English EJeat seemed

to be enjoying themselves even more. Dave

Wakling was especially pleased at the

audiences reaction. He beamed a smile

throughout the rest of the show and seemed

overjoyed at how much the audience was

enjoying the concert.

The English Beat played an even mixture

of old and new material during the rest of

the show. "Ranking Full Stop" was well-

received and everyone seemed to respond

to Ranking Roger's call for even more

dancing and clapping. His directions

seemed to filter down into the crowd

naturally; soon the crowd needed no further

prompting.

The English Beat came back for two en

cores one of which included the classic

crowd favorite "Twist and Crawl. "
Though

the audience was sweltering in almost 90

degree body heat, they danced with same

energy as before. Everyone seemed more

than satisfied with their evening of dancing

stomping, clapping and shouting with the

English Beat.

Paul Kanter and the gang are having their problems.

The Starship crash-lands

Wallace Shawn and Andre Gregory discuss philosophy in My Dinner

with Andre, this week's best bet.

WINDS OF CHANGE (GRUNT)

Jefferson Starship

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Correspondent

Ever wonder who started the trend of

corporate rock, that modern phenomenon

which makes every band on the market

sound like one another. Well. I think I've

finally exposed the culpril. Once upon a

time, in 1967, a band released an album

called Surrealistic Pillow. The album made

the band very famous. Ever since that time

the band has worked hard to tighten its

sound, its harmonies and its arrangements

in an attempt to recapture that magic

sound, and fame of that first LP. Once in a

while, they succeeded. Then, m the 70's the

band had the good sense to change its

name. They hoped people would think they

were not the same group who put out Sur-

realistic Pillow, but something more

modem, a flashy, "with-it" band for

"now" people. They wrote songs about

riding tigers, believing in miracles, and red

octopi. Soon everyone knew this was the

most "with-it" band on the block.

Since the day of the name change, the

Jefferson Starship has always had good

album sales, which probably is the justifica-

tion behind their latest effort. Winds of

Change. There is no way a new Starship

album will not sell well, this just does not

happen.
Guess what? Technically, this album is

perfect. There are no missed notes, no faul-

ty rhythms, no out of tune harmonies, or

bad chords on the entire album. But for all

its polish and perfection, this band lacks

any soul whatsoever. There is not one song

on the entire album with the power or im-

pact of anything ever recorded by the Jef-

ferson Airplane, or even eariy Starship.

Songs like, "I Came Back from the Jaws of

the Dragon" are not worthy of the vinyl

they are printed on. What a corporate

album. It is as though the people who

market this stuff were trying to play some

sort of sick prank on the buying public. If

you absolutely must own a Starship album,

there are several good ones from the early

seventies, before they had perfected the

polymer sound. Even the new REO Speed-

wagon outclasses this drivel.
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RSO Workshops:
Mon. Nov. 22

at 4:30 in rm 911 CC
Tues. Nov. 30

at 5:30 in rm 416 SU
Wed. Dec. 1

at 4:30 in rm 811 CC
Mon. Dec. 7

at 5:30 in rm 803 CC
All RSOs requesting funding

must attend!

THE

RAIMD
HCFlTei?
FINE ARTS CENTER

Presents

THE SMASH OFF-BROADWAY HIT

VANITIES
mtrnttmommmmmuim

Peoples Gay Alliance presents

Lesbian/Gay Dance
9 pm - 2 am

Friday, November 19, 1982
$2.00

10th floor Campus Center

^jt OiO 1a2^a^% 1 Music by Mahogany of BMCP
I SL ^CAtlCxllllcl i ^Q^'P^^nt- ^^dio Promedia ^
^t*

\^««.^*r*»rw»
I i_igf^^j^g. Q^ij Dwellwy ^-^

^"^ ' ^mmmmmmmammmiiKmM^itmmM

"unnervingly funny

TOMORROW at 8 pm

Reservations: 545-3511

In repertory with DARK OF THE MOON

. fast moving . . . stinging dialogue"

Newsweek

^0^ •••

;v>.
.^

Saturi

& Sunday
pm

•©in©®'?

RETURNAm£

10%
AUR^ranu

(^[\L. -*^-^ " >

pm

^«

V
^^ 8«11

t^"* Ate
16 O*.

^'^^i^

H.
\56«s»'

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

|€&CLl^On
61 MAIN ST., jyiHERST 253»3#1

FREE DEItVERY* {w^oo mi.io««*

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Try the Arts Today

; Smilijfiiii ' Sunday. November 21

\hinlhL > *''*^ Jonathan Shames

On Sale Now

CONNIE STEVENS
klarrinq in

lUi^ It Ow TU licU

November 30 • D»c«mb«f 1 8:00 p.m.

On 5al« Now

Friday,

December 3

8:00 p.m.

On Sale Now

PRIMAVERA
STRING
QUARTET

Lotte Goslar's

PANTOMIME CIRCUS
Thursday, Decembers 8:00p.m.

On Sale November 18

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

RneArts
Center
Concert Hall

NOVEMBER
HAPPY HOUR

SPECIAL
2 for 1

St. Pauli Girl
plU0 our ori^^ai

twofers and hors d'oevrea

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10 - midnight

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-6141

Gay & Lesbian
Awareness Day

Fri. Nov. 19
Info table in Campus Center
Workshop Schedule 10 -li:30

''Straight Talk About

Lesbians''

"Women Loving Women"
CC Rm 169

"Pink Triangles ' Rm 165

1:00- 2:30

Bisexuality - CC Rm 163

"Coming Out on Campus"

CC 173

Womens Self Defense - CC 163

Male Sexual Health CC 173

Luncheon 11:30 & 1:30 at TOC

Hypercurricula

"HypercurricuJa," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day
they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 1 13 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style a.s they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be
given to UMass organizations.

STUDIO ARTS CENTERS IN FLORENCE - The

director of Studio Arts Centers International. Florence,

Italy will talk about the SACI liberal arts based art

history, Italian and studio art program with interested

students. 10:30 a.m.. International Programs Office. 239

Whitmore.

SIIABBAT SERVICES - Shabbat is a chance to be part of

an expressive community, recall experiences of the week,

and receive and give lots of good energy. 7 p.m.. Dukes

Room, Student Union.

7 DAYS IN NOVEMBER — A documentary account of

the student uprisings at Athens" University — Nov. 1973.

against the military Junta, leading to its subsequent fall

and the victory of democratic forces in Greece. 7 p.m., 904

08 Campus Center.

THE GRAPES OF WRATH - This classic fUni portrays

America during the Depression. It is one of the best films

that Henry Fonda made. Don't miss this moving human

drama. Free. 8 p.m. 163 Campus Center.

FREE CONCERT: UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY BAND
AND UNIVERSITY PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE - The

75 member Band, conducted by Malcolm W. Rowell. Jr.,

will perform a varied program of original band com-

positions. The Percussion Ensemble, directed by Peter

Tanner, will appear as guests on the program. 8 p.m.. Fine

Arts Center (Concert Hall.

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? The "CHURCH BUS"

leaves from Grayson parking lot at 9:30. stops at Cashin

dorm, and then NOPE at 9:35 a.m. for the Amherst

churches. Coffee and donuts served in Grayson Main

Lounge from 9 9:30 a.m. Sunday, Nov. 21.

MOMENTS FROM OPERETTA - A Ught hearted

performance of selections from such well known operettas

as Show Boat, Student Prince, and Mile. Modiste. The

University Chorale will join the Opera Workshop Troupe

for part of the program. Admission is free. 3 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall. Sunday, Nov. 21.

.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH -
Weekly Sunday service. All welcome to come for an ex-

citing time of worship and teaching from God's Word. See

CC daily schedule for room number. Sponsored by New

Testament Fellowship. 3:30 p.m.. CC. Sunday, Nov. 21.

RADICAL STUDENT UNION MEETING - The RSU
will be discussing ant i racism week, a Thanksgiving

dinner, etc. New people especially welcome. 7 p.m.. 911 15

CC. Sunday. Nov. 21.

HOUSE CHURCH — A student group engaged in mutual

ministry, Bible study, personal sharing and encounter, and

a simple closing Communion which reflects the spirit of the

group. 7 9 p.m. 428 Student Union. Sunday. Nov. 21.

ROGERS .. BROOKS
711 Main St. Amherst sUN 8 - 6

Tel. 253-5387 Paul Korvek Manager Open Mon - Sat 8 til 9

^:::^«.
Sf

PoMca Station

Mam St

Rogar* b BrooM I

SAVE $4.00 WITH THESE
VALUE COUPONS BELOW
PLUS GREAT EVERYDAY

SPECIALS

College is In, Exams are Near, When Exams are Near, WE WANT BEER

Kronenbourg

$3.29
6 pak

12 oz bottles

Miller

$2.19
6 pak

12 oz bottles

St. Pauli Girl

S3.39
6 pak

12 oz bottles

Michelob &
Light

S2.49
6 pak 12 oz bottles

Donelli

Lambrusco
&- Bianco

$0.99 <»L

Old Milwaukee
& Light

$3.29
12 pak 12 oz cans

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more any

HAMBURG
good thru 12/18/82

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more any brand

HOT DOGS
good thru 12/18/82

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more sliced

DOLOGNA
good thru 12/18/82

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more sliced

cooked or imported HAM
good thru 12/18/82

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more any brand

DACON
good thru 12/18/82

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more sliced

Land O' Lakes CHEESE
good thru 12/18/82

SAVE 50* OFF
1 lb or more lean

CUDE STEAKS
good thru 12/18/82

SAVE 50* OFF
1 whole or cut-up

PERDUE CHICKEN
good thru 12/18/82k
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Weekend
Special

Saturday CI ^ _
Sunday family restaurants

^O^Sor any Foot Long Hot Dogs

CO^ Cor any Hamburg [^y^ oz.)

also Tacot, Potato Skins, Grinders, Seafood'

430 Russell St., (Rtc. 9)
Hadlcy, Mass. Xfb-oSf

S

Open 11-11 Weekdays and ii-ix Weekends

^f$aEi^f!>

Mike's Smorgy Is bock!
"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best happy hour in town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7:00

NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, W75, consider

spending a couple of years in the Armv.

If you train for certain sptvialties. the gv".vemment will release

you from 1 /3 of your indebtedness ( or $ 1 . 500. whichever is greater )
for

each year of active duty.
, ,/>na- r j u

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100 o ot your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option.

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.
i • •

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incennves.

To find out how to serve your country and get out oi debt, call

the number below.

In Northampton call 584-2157

In other areas consult the Yellow Pages

under "Recruiting"

Collegian i5

Comics
Prints

Collectibles

Dungeons & Dragons

Copyright I9M2 MarvW Comitt

Cjioup A iJiviion of Crtdcntir .

Induslrtfs i urv

All Rii|hls Krvrrvfd

GRAND OPENING
SALEABRATION

Sat. Nov. 20-Sat. Dec. 4

2 weeks of Madness & Bargains

-Meet Spider-Man in Person
Sat. Nov. 20

-Meet Bob Layton, Marvel

Comics' Iron Man &
Hercules Artist

Sat. Dec. 4
Free Marvel Guide to

Collecting Comics with this ad

6 new comics for the price of 5

20% off all back issues in stock

Iflioorianncc
Hampshire Mall, Hadley. Mass.

413-586-8775

Writing/Rhetoric Requirement
Undergraduates who have not taken a first level 'B'

core course and have not been exennpted should pre-

register for English 190A for this spring. Anyone who
has not taken the prerequisite Writing Program Place-

ment Test should take it during counselling week:

Novennber 16 8:00 p.m. Mahar 108

November 17 8:00 p.m. Bartlett 65

November 18 8:00 p.m. Hasbrouck 20

Upperclassmen needing a second level 'B' core

course should pre-register for English 152. Freshmen

who do not complete level I and upperclassmen who
do not complete level II this year may find it necessary

to take an equivalent course at another institution, at

their own expense.

i
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i

i

i
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TONIGHT

NOV. 19

t

t

C.C. AUD
5 - $1.00

7,9,11 -$1.50

ARMY.BEAUY0UGU4BE. I 1

t Sponsored By UMass Parachute Club J

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

DiDWseimjfi-
FAC£S,Bf^' l*mi

PROMJ, Tfe MAJORS
' mimAKPOUNOUR,

^POORS!

WRtALV/

mmny
mippo
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ARE. YOUKJPPm^
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m MevPuiYm^
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GOlimCPPOR
imny FOR
HIM., v^

^
^ m'REONOUR
4 l/UAy. KiD< THIS

rfX CALlSfORA
cBiem^ioN'

IF YOU
INSIST'

SIR-

MA66I5. RUN
[mJNTDWE
Simam/w
SCORBSOIE-

CDKIFDH

THIS IS

6R5AT

The UMass Zone
By Mark Rollins

SCK£EE£CH//^

Under The Influence By M. Joyce

Y^vxc^i

G(
K)i

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

FT

1 KtftLLV UMPeRSTWJO ^ you'wRlCrHT.

f
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AS A mrreR of- fact , i
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Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

,,50-fHe A&RK^TURA(,

F0RE.CA5T FOR SPRING U)0K5

&00P. CORN yP TWO roifiT5...

WHeATl/PIHRee... 50V

06AN5 TOWN owe BOT

K\C£ UP fOUR.
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,
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A f^l&HT
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Torpedo Grinder

Tuna Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Salisbury Steak/

Mushroom Sauce

French Fried Onion Rings

Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Tomato Torte, Baked Cod

with Lemon Slice

WANTED:
The Collegian, in conjunction with the Union Video

Center, will soon be launching a daily half hour news

program to be aired over the cable TV system in the

Campus Center and Student Union Building. We need a

coordinator to write, rewrite and edit wire copy and

Collegian staff reports which will then be read over the

cable TV. Low pay. but great opportunity to help create a

new UMass student service. Some experience in writing

and television work is helpful. Bring us your ideas. Apply

to Ed Levine in the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, by

Friday. Nov. 19. The Collegian and UVC are equal op

portunity employers.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Shrubby mint

5 Distributed

10 Yarn mop
14 "Evangeline,'

tor one
15 Musical

16 Facility

17 Against

18 Johnny's
"bailiwick"?

20 Gets otf the

Amtrak

22 Collection of

maps
23 Courts

24 avail

26 Pharmaceutical

necessity

28 Compensated
32 Playwright

Edward
33 John Paul

34 Place of storage

35 Campus m Dallas

36 Aboard a sloop

39 Jet

40 Four years, eg
42 Exceeded 55 mph
43 Weapon for

Galahad
46 Large ships

47 Marks of a printer

48 Hardy lass

49 Fashion maga
zine publisher

of yore

50 H^ain artery

53 Pieces of

furniture

56 Actress Claires

bailiwick "?

59 Pasternak heroine

60 Marathon
61 Ralph

Emerson
62 Dye source

63 Red and black

64 Architectural

piers

65 Best of Hollywood

DOWN
1 Mining nail

2 Top drawer
3 'Bailiwick 'of oil

man Paul and his

, family?

4 Realm of the East

5 Make up one s

mind
6 Dale of the West

7 Makes public

8 Officers Abbr

9 Philosopher

Tse
10 Geometrical

figures

11 Bemoan
12 Sleuth's dog
13 Rulers of Tunis,

once
19 Nickname for a

family member

21 Where Van Gogh
painted

24 Lukewarm
25 Old Welsh name,

'well born one

"

26 Lasagna
27 Lewis's Gantry

28 Romeo and Juliet,

for example

29 Bailiwick of

Walter Elias

30 Put into office

31 loves too well

33 Woodwinds
37 Sale sign

38 Showy blooms
41 Appropriate

words
44 Small spaces

46 Joint

47 Some residences,

for short

49 Famed name in

Israel

50 Dugout
51 Pearl Buck

character

52 Roll s

accompaniment
53 Early Indo-

European
54 OCasey country

55 La senora's

parlor

57 Fed group of

1939

58 Fleming

41N.O
rO'N

*C,H.O

GMA.S.T OBL.O.I.
^T,E,L L^W.B.I,R,D,
N.A.T OME.R.O.SiF

Weather
Today and tonight, cloudy

with fog and some driz7.1e

along the coast and partly

cloudy well inland. Highs

today 45 to 55. lx)ws

tonight 35 to 45. Partly

sunny tomorrow, highs 50

to 55.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am Wake-up
9-noon Concepto Latino ^
12-3pm The Rhythm Section with

Carl Lowman
3-5:30pm Jim McDee
5:30-6pm Newswatch with Michelle

Murray and Larry Mest«l

6-7pm Athena's Web - Don Cerow

7-lOpm T.K. Til Ten

10-2am Vickie Bates the Radical Dub

Faction

2-6 Party Music with a Mystery

DJ (We're Talkin' New Rock)

CABLE/VIDEO

10:30 - 11:15 Third World Theater

Series

11:15 - 12:15 Wendelin Glatzel, his

residency and the Master

Class

12:15 - 1:00 Oscar Brown - Solo's

and Duo's

1:00 - 2:00 Marion Brown

EARTHFOODS MENU
Mushroom Veggie

Barley Stew
Green Salad

Cream of Tomato Soup
Carrot (^ake
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Fine Food and Drink

at affordable prices

Congratulations on your victory ov»r UHHI

Relax at the U

Friday afternoons - 2:00 - 5:30

Fr*« P^onuts

Fr«« Pizza

50* Drafts

99< Dor Drinks

$1.50 Orgasms

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

LabattS beer or ale $2.99/6 pk

IVIiller 12 oz NR bottles $8.99/case

BuSCh 12 oz cans $8.49/case

Old Milwaukee 12 oz cans $3.55/i2 pk

Liebfraumiich $1 99/750 mi

Folonari Soave $3.99/1 5 L

Vodka or Gin 80° $5.45/i L

MANY MORE IN STORE SPECIALS

Lifesaver:
Thanks tor bringing me

those wonderful Cliffs

Notes. They really helped

me understand what I read,

and they gave me a great

review. You and Cliffs

Notes are Number 1 in my

book! Whaddya say we

head out to Walden's Pond

for a Thoreau ly good time?

Breathing Easy

IlYellow 10-speed:
Remember the stoplight?

You asked where I got that

Cliffs Notes in my basket.

Hope the bookstore had the

one you needed. They're a

great way to save time

when you review. Maybe

E^

in some extra time to get

tter acquainted

Brown 3-speed

^ ONEMA
Fri ft S«t

Day at th« Racat

Night at tha Opara
Sun - Tua*

Faartaa* Vamptra Killart

Night of tha Huntar

Downtown Amhartt

2S3&421

AWARDS!

INCLUDING
BEST SONG

BUTCH CASSlOy
AND THE

SUNDANCE KID
P«N«V.SION" COiOB ay Of lU«t»

Fri. Nov. 19th

Eng. East Aud
7, 9, 11 pm
$1.50

Men's volleyball will hold

meeting on Sunday at 11 a.m.

Kirk Peters at 6-4518.

an organizational

For more info, call

Women'shoop team opens season Sunday at home
_ . .«.»., ..f- ,. , .,,.___ i^.„f-_..„_ „..,.„•• ..„;^ n,^..ei,; '-Th^v «rp pv- boards. La.sl sea.son, inability and in

By GERRY deSIMAS

Collegian Staff

The young University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team will open their

1982-83 season with a two game homestand

starting with Sunday's game with Siena

College at the Cage. The Minutewomen

starting lineup is not set yet, but four

freshman will probably start.

After Sunday's Siena game, UMass hosts

Holy Cross on Tuesday.

The probable starters will be junior

Wendy Ward at the point guard, freshman

Barbara Rebel at the shooting guard, frosh

Rebecca Kucks and Karen Damminger at

the forw ard positions, and freshman Jerrie

Bernier at center.

Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski's hoopsters

face a Siena team that went 21 9 last year

and feature Mary Gaudreau, an outstanding

.shooting guard. Gaudreau averaged 18

points a game for the division II squad.

To be effective and in the game, UMass
will have to slow this speedster down.

Ozdarski is confident that her team can do

it.

"I am very pleased with the teams

progress and their intensity in their overall

Swimmers hope to stay hot
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Staff

It will be a battle of unbeaten teams as

the University of Massachusetts women's

varsity swimming team takes to the road to

meet the University of Connecticut tomor-

row at 1:00 p.m. in Storrs. Both squads

come into the meet with identical 2-0

records.

The Minutewomen have opened their

1982-83 season in impressive fashion as

they have scored decisive wins over the

University of Vermont, 102-46 and Smith

College, 85-64. The easy UMass victories

has surprised third year head coach Valerie

Turtle somewhat.

"Against Vermont I was surprised a lit-

tle bit, I really thought that they would be a

lot stronger," she said. Turtle also added

that the UMass freshmen swimmers really

made a big contribution to the rout.

"Our freshmen were simply better than

theirs," Turtle stated.

Against Smith College last Saturday it

was a different story. The UM swimmers

were anticipating a fairly close meet from

their area rivals and they were ready for

them.
"We were really up for that meet, " Tur-

tle said. "From the opening event we never

let up." Turtle did admit though that the

Smith women were hurt by injuries to key

swimmers and it could have played a role in

the decisive 21 -point UMass win.

With those two wins now in the books,

the UM swimmers are looking ahead to

tomorrow's meet with the powerful Lady

Huskies. The UConn squad is also 2-0 but

they have just come off a big win over a

powerful, scholarship-filled swim team

from the University of New Hampshire.

UConn's other victory came over Nor-

theastern.

If past history has anything to do with it,

the edge would have to go to the Lady

Huskies. The UConn swimmers have

l)eaten UMass easily the last two years,

winning 79-52 and 75-55 last year. Turtle

thinks that things could change this time

around.

"They have lost some strength this year

and we are ahead of them in some events,"

Turtle said. UConn. according to Turtle,

has weakened in the spring freestyle

events and bt>th of their relays have

registered slower times than those of the

UM swimmers. She does admit though that

UConn is strong in other events, notably

the backstroke, butterfly and breastroke.

To win the meet, Turtle feels her swim-

mers must jump right out on top. And that

means winning the opening event, the 2(K)

yard medley relay.

Turtle says that her swimmers will go all

out for the win and she feels that this meet

could be one of their toughest all season

long.

^jVoner for %.^
any two entrees

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very Triday

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

IIth Floor •Campus Center • UMass

team play, " said Ozdarski. "They are ex-

cited for Sunday."

Ozdarski will also look for four key

elements that she feels that the

Minutewomen must be successful at to play

well and win. UMass will have to get their

transition game going, control the boards,

and play team offense and defense.

With Ward the only starting veteran on

the floor, the four frosh will have to grow

up very quickly. Ward will have to establish

command of the Minutewomen offense,

which she ran verv well last sea.son.

UMass will also have_ to control th^

boards. Last sea.son, inability and in

consistency here hurt UM throughout the

season. Damminger at 5'H" and Bernier at

5'10" will be the big Minutewomen out on

the court.

Ozdarski will also have 6'2" Kelly Collins

on the bench ready to grab some rebounds.

Veterans Marlene Susienka, Jennifer Todd

and Patty Maguire will also be able to come

in and add vital experience to the UMa.ss

lineup.

Siena game time is Sunday at 3 p.m. in

the Cage. UMass is looking to make it a

win.

Jerry Gordon
a success story

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

When Jerry Gordon first came to the

University of Massachusetts he was a load.

I mean, jerry used to get winded going

from his dorm room in Sylvan down to

NOPE and that's downhill.

Jerry didn't try out for the football team

as a first semester freshman. After all, he

hadn't been recruited by UMass. In fact, he

wasn't recruited by any large schools ex

cept for such powerhouses as Tufts and

Colby (that's division three, kids.)

But, when Jerrys second semester rolled

around, a friend and teammate from his

high school days as an unheralded defensive

tackle and offensive guard at Randolph

High School. Jim Barbati. talked Jerry into

going to spring tryouts.

"Turns out." said the UMass' captain for

the past two seasons, "he didn't make the

team and Idid."

What Jerry did in the semesters that

followed should be written down and

recorded for others to read in the future.

This nobody t«wk what could be politely

called an obese ("I was a mess") body and

worked and worked and worked until he

became not just a member of the football

team but a starter, a second team All

Yankee Conference selection and captain.

And through it all. captain Jerry Gordon

stayed the nice amiable guy that he was

when he was Jerry Gordon, out of" shape

nobody.

And. the story doesn't end there because

when the season ran into trouble early and

the team underwent several major

shakeups. Jerry gave up his offensive

guard spot, a spot that he knew well and

was comfortable with, and became a

defensive tackle.

"I just wanted to help out the team."

Jerry said. "I'm not a good tackle but I'm

not a bad one either. I just do whatever

coach Reid (defensive coach Jim Reid) tells

me to do. I'm just glad we're winning

again."

In order to fully appreciate what Jerry

did. you have to remember that playing the

final two Yankee Conference ^ames as a

defensive tackle could cost him another all

star selection at guard.

"I would like to be All Yankee Con-

ference but it's not that important to me. I

just do whatever's best for the team, "
he

said.

A team player, a self made man and a

really nice guy but. unfortunately, a senior.

Jerry Gordon will be missed very much.

Put this one in your scrapbook Jerry.

Wink.

1>

HAPPY HOUR
/0-6 p.m.

w/ Cliff Meyers

with speciol guests $3.00

The SEX EXECS cover

SAT. 20th ^ The 2nd Annual

<iS^ DATTLE OF
^ THE BANDS

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 p.m.

w/ Cliff Meyers

sponsored by U.P.C. w/ M.C. Terry Siogle
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A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

you r function 256-0739

AUDIO

Jensen X spkrs $125 Technics rcvr 30

w/ch $85 new Advent util. spkrs $120 all in

exc. cond. 6-4504

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Camero - very good mechar>ical con-

dition. Needs some body work. $1000.

Phone 413-773-3233 or 253 3497.

1974 Pinto Runabout, standard, 4 cyl.,

mechanically excellent <72M miles)

$820/ BO Bob 546 4021

Great Cruisemobile here. 1973 Cadillac

Coupe de Ville, 60k, PS, PB, AC, 6 way

power seats, leather int., 472cc 4bbl. Many

rebuilt parts, 10 mpg, $700. Call 549-4497

BELLYDANCINGI!

Bellydancing for all occasions. Parties,

socials, ' Bellygrams" etc. Call Thereza

253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs for less $99 Special!

Dorms, Greeks, Formals. Paul 549-4405

POLODROID DJ's - Music for the sound

mind - Lights, Sound, Price - we beat

everybody Pat or John 253-2957

FOR RENT

One bedrom available in two bedroom
Southwood townhouse. Available Jan. 1

253 3497

Two bedroom apartment, Shutesbury.

256 6293 after six

3 bedroom apt., Gilreath manor.

$560/mo. starting January 549-1377

STOWE SKICONDO avail.

January /February fully furnished, TV,

wood stove, $350/300 private rooms
256-8017

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665^2972

Frye^oots size 7 546-6092 Bari

Dremel Jewelry/Hobby Kit - drill, con-

trol pedal, attachments with jewelry ac-

cessories, stones, silver call Barb 549-0505

Apple II Plus Computer 64k with

language card, printer card, disk-drive,

green display C.R.T. $1190 Call Gary

546-6719

Furniture comfortable

dresser 10$ 253-3859

couch 20$ tall

Who Tickets 16th row Dec 11 546-6977

FOUND

A certain sum of money on November
15. If yours, tell me sum, denomination of

bilKs), and where lost. Box 1166, Hamp-

shire College

Found: Bicycle spiral chain for locking bike

Lost last week by woman bikerider? Mike

549-0477

Brown monkey, white stomach, answers

to the name of Mongo, to claim contact

through your own ad

GABRIEL AT ORPHEUM____

Quality cassette recordings of entire

11/12 connert for info call Mike 546-8095

GAY ALLIANCE

Notice! The Counselling Collective is

moving soon! To 106 CC Same phone
(546-2645)1 Same hours!

GREEK AREA
~

Thanksgiving Bash Friday night at 8:00

50' drafts music by Rackadisc be thankful

your Greek be there!

HELP WANTED
~

Needed part time worker, driver license,

no selling. 247-5801

Distribution opportunities Texas In-

struments • home computer - ground floor

multi level marketing - money making opor

tunities - no risk, no inventory investments.

Demonstration Tues 1 1 /23 7:30 CC Rm 91

1

call Grace or Paul after 5 665-2494

Sales Reps Wanted: Need extra cash?

Self-motivated? Want to set your own
hours? Be your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student Bedding,

Inc. Income potential is up to you. Must

have own phone. For further information

write: ARK Student Bedding, Inc PO Box

534 Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

HONESTY WAS APPRECIATED

Whoever found my Sony Walkman and

turned it in to Grad Research Library a

million thanks!

LEGAL ASSISTANT INTERNSHIPS^

The Legal Services Office has eight post

tions available for full time legal assistant

interns for Spring 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at LSD with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at court hearings, and participation

in administrative hearings and federal litiga

tion Maintain continuing caseload unoer

attorney supervision. For advice on arrang-

ing an internship and credit, contact Office

of Internships, Curry Hicks Building. F(^

further information, contact LbU, sz/

Campus Center. Applications due Friday,

November 19, at Office of Internships.

Writing sample required

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop m
RU406F

LOST

Gold name bracelet at the Pub 11/10.

Very important. Large reward. Susan

6-7385

Anatomy book in Morrill reward call Noel

546-6274

Brown wallet IDs UMass & MA license

584-2635 William Scott

Class Ring: Teaneck High School 1982

Lost the weekend of October 30th No ques-

tions, Reward. Ken 546-6690 _^

Ladies gold watch with broken band. Bet-

ween Old Chapel and Frabklin. Great sen

timental value call Kate 546-6657

LosTfuesday - black notebook with gold

corners important notes and photographs

inside reward 253-7629

REWARD'$75 lost flute. Call 253-3484

PERSONALS

Former Demolay - If you are at UMass

contact Bill at 546-6853 possibility of form-

ing a chapter or priory

Movie - Butch Cassidy and the Sundance

Kid - Friday Nov. 19, Engineering East

Auditorium - 7, 9, 11 p m. - $1.50

Cheryl Happy Birthday to the best Sis and

friend a girl could have I love you Janice.

BHI^I^ooo^nly one more Day! I love

you Beevo! XXOO Miss Elly

Rikyle, you sexy womenizer! The night-

mare is real. Watch out Freshmen!! The

Untarnished Duo.

Larry and Neil: Nov 20 Happy Birthday!

School is great with both of you up here.

We'll have a great celebration! We love you

Kim and Lisa.

To Demo Drougas. My deepest apologies

for Saturday night Love Hot Stuff.

Marion Jane! II Now you can give Annes

LP. back Have a Happy 20th Jimbo.

Hear Women in the Media Sunday 6:X

to 7:30 P.M. on WMUA.
Pledges of AXO Thanks for your

awesome effort we love you the sisters of

AXO _^__
Gary-Happy Birthday to the man who has

all my Love. Love Loretta.

Tim If you can't get—at UMass on a Fri-

day night you can't get -
-. Boozer.

Kevin, I hope I can make your Birthday half

as wonderful as you made mine. I love Sam
but I love you more. Let's make 22 your

best year yet. Love Always Lisa.

Darren Happy 20th Party Party! S&E.

Go UMMB Thanks for the experience,

your English Contingent!

Carole, Happy 18th Catch you on the re-

bound (SAT.) Love, Julie.

Neil - Since I met you, my life will never be

the same, Happy Birthday...

S

haron.

The Smith Bros....ET says eat

me...Happy Birthday... Love-TSS.

Carole Wanted to wish you a very happy

18th cause friends across the hall do that

ya know! Kim & Lisa.

To K. Henneberg: Speak not of what you

know not, or we will tell of what you can-

not. The Dorketts.

Lisal Happy 18th Birthday 1 1 Love MB
Lesbian/Gay Dance Fri Nov 19 9-2 10th

floor CC $2 admission call the PGA at

5-0154 for more info

Jacqueline BIsset loves him, so will you!

Deep prodeucer Stan Waterman Nov 22,

8:00 pm, SUB
Sharks, whales and the deap blue

world filmed by Stan Waterman. Come

see Nov. 22, 8:00 p.m., SUB

People's Gay Alliance and Lesbian Union

speaker's bureau training session on 22

Nov. for info call 5-0154

Who tickets available call 256-0271

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584 7924

RIDE WANTED
~

Ride needed to Maryland, DC, or

Virginia Thanksgiving time. Please!

Claudia 546-7240

Ride needed to northern Florida after

finals. Call Diane ASAP 546-5506

To Syracuse for Thanksgiving will share

expenses call Karen 6-9252

Ride Desperately needed for Tues Nov
23 Anytime Will Pay. Call Robin 546-5474.

RIDERS WANTED

I need stimulating company for trip to

California (preferably having big shween
and I'm especially attracted to boogie

faces) If you can help me out, I'll adore you
forever. . .that would be so easy to do! XOX-
OXX.

ROOM WANTED

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan Er Spring semester. Must be
close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

ii^^

Frl. Nov. 19th

JUSTIN

rustv nail

ROOMMATE WANTED
Belchertown coop house. Two rooms

$9000 tel 323-6835

Female wanted to share a room in Brit

tany Manor apt Starting Jan 1st call

253-7360.
.

Female Roommate One bedroom
townhouse Southwood for Jan 1 155+ util

after 9:30 PM . 256-6053

2 nonsmoking females wanted to share

1 bedroom in Puffton Village. Starting Jan.

1 549 4450

Roommate needed to share a room in

two Bedroom Townehouse apartment for

Spring Semester Call 549 5985

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional editing,

references. 253-7729

Needhelp with typing fast service provid-

ed: Dissertations, etc. Double spaced $1 75

per page Call 323-4054

BIRfFT CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253-7813

with your exact time of birth.

Visa, Mastercard. No credit check. No

gimmicks Legal Send SASE for informa-

tion. Box 866, Greenfield, MA 01302

STOLEN

Navy blue flight Jacket w/Trial Court

patch on lower right hand pocket, key

chain w/name PALANI please return or if

seen call 6^5745 reward

Tan corduroy CB jacket and bookbag
Reward Bob Collins 549-2775

SUGARBUSH VT

Beautiful ski house needs roommates

during intersession. Ski to and from the

mountain. First come, first serve. Call Al

253-9409

CAROLYN OBSTFELD

Congratulations on your first Job with

the Love Boat Cruise Lines. I hope it works

out. I will look for you in the Newman
Center. Thanksgiving?

TO SUBLET ~~Z
Spring semaster, a double bedroom in 6

bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-

pus, on bus route. 110-^ , Call Gail or Mag

gie 549-5586

WANTED

Acoustic Guitarist to write music for

original poetry call Mike 253-24^

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and siKer jewelnr

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keeptry-

ing call Lucie 546-709 1 or Nancy 54(^70g

Looking for an apartment in North

Amherst starting January 1. Patricia

549 1414 evenings __^
Room or apartment wanted for two

females on bus route for spring semester

call 546-9689 anytime

Grad student looking for apartment to

share or room to rent starting Jan 1 call

546-8175 anytime

Two people looking for apartment star-

tino Jan and spring semester call Angel

after 5:00 PM 549 1307 orj46- 1463

1 female looking for own room in apt in

Amherst vicinity starting Jan call 2bJ it^ao

3 giris seek 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Amherst vicinity call 549-6850

WANTED TO SUBLET

Sublet for Intersession in Northhampton

area 2 bedroom apt, call 546-9666

presents
/2/^i

Sat. Nov. 20th

GIL SCOTT HERRON
You miist be 18 to enter.
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Last chance at Alumni Stadium
Finalgame ofseason,
lasthurrah forseniors
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Call it the Farewell Bowl this Saturday as

the University of Massachusetts

Minutemen take on American International

College at Alumni Stadium in the season's

last game.

Of course, the object of any game is to

win and to that end the Minutemen will be

fielding possibly their strongest team all

year; a unit responsible for last week's 27-0

shellacking of New Hampshire.

However, the main story of the afternoon

will be the fact that this game will mark the

end of the college careers of several UMass

stars. All of these players will leave with

the satisfaction of having helped UMass to

their fifth Yankee Conference championship

in the last six years.

On defense, the seniors are linebackers

John Debs and Dean Pecevich and end Joe

Graham. Minutemen fans are more familiar

with Pecevich as a quarterback, where he

provided many thrilUng moments.

Two other offensive players making their

curtain call on the defensive side of the field

are tri-captains Jerry Gordon and Tom

Murray, formerly a left guard and fullback

respectively, and now a left tackle and a

middle guard. (The other captain, cor

nerback Dwayne Lopes, is still out with an

injury.)

On offense, the Uckles. Tony Pasquale

and Wilbur Jackson, and right guard. Scott

LaFond. will be seeing their last action in

Minuleman uniforms. The man they have

blocked for is also ending his illustrious

career here.

Garry Pearson will leave UMass with

most every school record a running back

could want, including most yards in a

season and a career, as he has carved

himself a niche as one of New England's

most prolific runners in recent memory.

Also playing in his last game is Bob Ross,

a member of that distinct breed of football

players, the place kicker. Ross has been a

very pleasant surprise, hitting on 18 of 21

extra points and seven of eight field goals.

Senior Ron Mangarelli, UMass' leading

receiver this year, will miss tomorrow's

game due to a knee injury suffered last

week.

The team that these players will be facing

is largely unknown though AIC is also

located in Western Massachusetts.

AIC, like UMass. is a hot team, having

won their last three games. They run a

Wing T offense, directed by an experienced

senior quarterback. Rod Pena. The biggest

cogs in their offensive machine are the two

behemoths at the tackles, 270 pound Ken

PallotU and 250 pound Pat Halpin.

The UMass defense, led by linebacker

Craig I^esinski. should have its hands full

trying to duplicate last week's shutout.

The AIC defense will certainly have its

hands full trying to stop UMass' recently

potent offense. The addition of freshman

quarterback Jim Simeone has certainly

sparked the Minutemen; changing them

from a one dimensional running team into a

multi faceted offense that combines the

shotgun arm of Simeone with the spec-

tacular consistency of Pearson's running.

All in all, it should be a fairly exciting

game, despite the fact that AIC is a

Collripui photo br MirKacI MarKolii

Not all defenders have flipped over the Minutemen this year but this

UConn Husky liked Bob Simeone's catch.

Division II team while UMass is in Division

I AA.
"There is no doubt that UMass will be the

finest team we will have played this year.

We're obviously impressed with their

running game in Pearson and now Jenkins.

They have shown offensive improvement

since they switched to Simeone at quar

terback. We are looking forward to playing

a lAA team with as fine a football tradition

as UMass," said AIC coach Bob Burke.

"AIC is very, very big and they have fine

speed in the skill positions. Although they

are a Division II school, they have fine

football players who can play the game.

This game should have tremendous interest

in Western Massachusetts," commented
UMass coach Bob Pickett.

The Minutemen always play well at home

and deserve a large turnout for this

Saturday's season concluding game. Also,

show up to bid your favorite player,

whoever he is. farewell. Show them that

you appreciate the effort they have put out

over the past few years.

Game time is 1:00 p.m.

Men's basketball: The countdown is at two
Opening game 's on Sunday
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

EDITORS NOTE: This is the final segment

of the men's basketball preview.

Yes, Virginia. the University of

Massachusetts does have a real basketball

team this year.

Real, of course, means that all the

ingredients for a legitimate team are now
working out in the Curry Hicks Cage on a

daily basis. It does not mean that when the

team is molded together that it will take the

nation by storm and win every contest that

it plays in.

But. real does say that the team should

be in every game and be able to compete on

a division one level again.

Real is exciting and that's what the Cage

should be Sunday night when the

Minutemen open their 1982-83 season when
they host the Venezuelan National Team in

what is obviously a non-league game.

The Venezuelan team is, as are most

European national teams, loaded with

height, sporting such altitudinal numbers

as6'10".6'9".6'7"and6'8".

"European teams always play better in

front of a large crowd." said coach Tom
McLaughlin. "When they get in here and

see the crowd they're gonna get excited and

play well."

McLaughlin has a better idea of how the

team plays in a game situation after

Wednesday night's Red-White scrimmage,

in which the Red squad won an 85-61

decision in front of about 125 basketball

diehards.

The game saw several key Minutemen
make their presence felt throughout the

course of the 50 minute game (two 20

minute periods around one 10 minute

period).

"Bobby Braun impressed me because he

played extremely well. " said McLaughlin of

the 6'6" sophomore's 12 of 21 shooting from

the field and five offensive rebounds.

Also playing very >yell on Wednesday

were freshman Darryl Carter and

sophomore Donald Russell, who turned in

his usual outstanding performance.

Sunday night will be another chance for

UMass hoop fans to see everyone play as

McLaughlin plans on getting everyone in in

an effort to see how each individual plays

and what combinations work best as he

tries to prepare for a very tough Atlantic

Ten league schedule.

"I'm not concerned with a win or a loss in

this game," said McLaughlin. "I want to see

who can contribute and who can play."

"I'm more worried about the word team,

trying to find the right chemistry. That's

when you find a good team. It's the

chemistry," said McLaughlin.

The Minutemen will be using a man-to-

man defense, something that they didn't do

too often last year. McLaughlin feels that

he didn't have the depth last year to employ

a man-to man, but that this year is a dif-

ferent situation.

"This year we can match up physically,"

he said.

Added to this game will also be the

presence of freshman Tom Emerson, who

missed Wednesday's scrimmage due to a

conflicting exam.

McLaughlin is looking to start up the 40

Minute Gang again this season and will be

holding an organizational meeting tonight

at 6:30 p.m. following varsity practice.

Anyone interested should be at the

meeting.

McLaughlin apparently has something

new in store for the fans this year for the

pregame warmups but did not want to

comment on it ahead of time.

Game time on Sunday is 7:30 p.m. and

the limit on people is 4200, better go early.
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nistrator to leave UMass
citing discrimination as reason
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

Citing racial discrimination as her reason for leaving, a

top administrator at the University of Massachusetts will

be taking a one year professional leave of absence, after

which she will seek employment elsewhere.

Beginning January 15. 1983, Marie Reid. assistant

chancellor and director of the Office of Planning and

Budget, said she is taking a leave of absence to complete

doctoral studies at the UMass School of Education, in the

area of higher education administration.

Reid will continue to receive her annual salary of $52,500

while on leave.

She said she plans to look for another job during that

time.

"I have a five year contract if I choose to come back, but I

hope I would not have to choose to come back," Reid said.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said last night he

hopes Reid will return after her leave.

"I expect that she will return to the administration of the

campus and I hope she will return," Duffey said.

Reid. the only black woman in a top administration

position at UMass, said the UMass administration has

discriminated against blacks in the hiring process.

"The administration, or somebody, has systematically

removed all the top black administrators, "
Reid said.

Reid said she first considered leaving UMass after her

position was changed by Duffey to Associate Vice

Chancellor for Administration and F'inance.

This change removed her final authority over the budget,

giving that authority to Acting Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance John L. DeNyse.

Earlier this month. Duffey issued a memo, returning her

position to Assistant Chanceltor and Director of the Office

of Planning and Budget. According to the memo, DeNyse

still has final authority over the budget.

Last week, Reid and Duffey reached an agreement that

included her taking the leave of absence as well as Reid's

signing a five year contract with the University.

Reid said yesterday she is pleased with the arrangement.

"Everything I requested I received, so I was pleased with

the arrangement." she said.

Reid said, however, she feels her presence is no longer

wanted at the University.

"It has been an unfortunate situation for myself. Dr.

Duffey and the campus," Reid said.

"It has left questions in my mind, and I think in other

people's minds, about the future of minorities and women

in the upper administration of the Amherst campus."

Duffey declined to comment on Reid's accusations of

racial discrimination.

Reid said the change in her position, which she referred to

as a "demotion. " was made because of her strong position

in support of appointing Art Jackson, who is also black, to

the position of Director of Financial Aid at UMass.

She said other administrators at UMass resented her

because she was a black woman.

"A lot of people here felt I had too much power, " she said.

Last month Duffey said he made the staff change,

prompting Reid to consider leaving UMass. to reduce the

number of administrators reporting directly to the

chancellor and make the structure of the UMass ad

ministration consistent with that of other universities.

CollcKKM pho''. h« MirhacI MarKolin

University of Massachusets tailback Garry

Pearson, who concluded his UMass football

career Saturday by smashing^ two UMass and

two New England records. The Minutemen beat

American International College 29-13. See story

page 12.

Provost debating sabbatical for work on Vietnam book
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Provost and Vice Chan

cellor for Academic Affairs Loren Baritz may take a

sabbatical to pursue work on his writing.

According to sources in the UMass administration,

Baritz will take a sabbatical for either one or twc

semesters to finish working on a book about the Vietnam

War.
, ,

Baritz served as acting chancellor last year, after former

Chancellor Henry Koffler left UMass for the University ol

Arizona. He was also one of the three finalists in the search

that eventually selected Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

Baritz declined to comment on whether he would take

the time off.

"Nothing definite has been decided," Baritz said.

Duffey said Friday that Baritz has discussed the book

with him.

"He is writing now and wants to spend more time.

Duffey said.

Duffey dechned to comment on whether Baritz had other

rea.sons for taking the sabbatical.

If Baritz does go on sabbatical, it is not exactly clear who

would serve as acting provost and vice chancellor of

academic affairs in his absence.

The most likely candidates for that position are Harry T.

Allan, dean of the School of Business. David Bischoff,

acting deputy provost and dean of the School of Physical

Education, and JohnetU Cole, the current associate

provost.

Allan was acting provost while Baritz served as acting

chancellor when Koffler left UMass.

Bishoff was appointed to the position of acting deputy

provost on Nov. 1 by Baritz to replace former Deputy

Provost Robert Sleigh - now a fellow at the Institute for

Advanced Study at Princeton University.

According to Bishoff, he is currently "doing whatever

the provost asks me to do."

He said he aids the provost in special projects, including

preparation for the budget and student recruitment.

Bishoff also served as associate provost from 1971 to

1978.

The current associate provost, Johnetta Cole, has been

given the responsibility of heading up the Faculty Senate's

ad hoc committee on General Education.

That committee has been charged with the responsibility

of evaluating and making recommendations for changes in

general education at UMass. Cole is also a professor in the

anthropology department at l^Mass.

High technology moves to the Valley

Photo b; l>a*id Dcaber

Rick Southwick, a recent UMass graduate,

works on one of the computers at Intelligent

Software Systems at Amherst.

Editor's Note: This is the first of a two part series con-

cerning high technology in the Pioneer VaMey.

By ELLEN M. RYDER
Collegian Corresondent

Computers, microcomputers, robotics- -the essence of

the future has invaded the present. From the ever

increasing "SUicon Valley" in the West to the famed Route

128 area in the East. America is becoming a computerized

nation. The Boston area is teeming with technology and

the spillover is heading west.

Its projected first stop - the Pioneer Valley. Like the

Boston area, the Pioneer Valley is an academic center.

High technology companies have their pick of the most

qualified graduates for employment, from specialized fields

of study.

Is there a relationship between the insurge of computer

companies and the rise of computer science at the

University of Massachusetts.

"Absolutely." said Thomas Manwell. marketing director

for Intelligence Software Systems (ISS) of Amherst.

Manwell agreed that schools like UMass will be heavUy

tapped by newly formed computer companies as the m
dustry expands.

"There is an increasing number of high technology

companies (in this area)." Manwell said. "I don't know if

the growth will be as big (as it was) in Boston, but it's

certainly headed in that direction."

Proximity to universities that are becoming more

technologically oriented definitely affects the potential

locations of new companies, said Manwell

.

ISS is a relatively young company. It was founded three

years ago by Professor Allen Hanson and Professor Ed

Reizman, of the Computer and Information Science

department at UMass. ISS. which started out making

commercial software, now produces graphics software and

plans to make visual image processing software.

"We are not interviewing in the normal sense." Manwell

said, "People hear of us and seek us out. Hiring entirely

depends on how fast we can sell our products."

Peggy Shennon, a computer instructor for Garrett

Lockheed, a software company in South Deerfield. said

there is a symbiotic relationship between universities and

high technology industries.

"In Boston — a lot of it is the schools in the area —
Boston University. MIT. Harvard, etc. People affiliated

with schools like these often get companies started,"

Shennon said.

Many people at Garrett Lockheed are somehow con-

nected with UMass, Shennon said.

"Some of the programmers are either professors or

.students at the University," she said.

Steve Gross, manager of operations at Amherst

Associates, an Amherst software company, agreed that

local colleges and universities will be prime targets fw

hiring. A 1975 graduate of the University of

Massachusetts, Gross said that a significant number of

employees at Amherst Associates are also UMass

graduates.

The COINS department at UMass is well rated among

computer companies. Manwell noted the high quality of the

program.

"I would say about seven to ten 10 people here at ISS

have spent s( ,io
*

' UMass." he said. The COINS

program and others like it enable employers to hire purely

computer science majors, and very highly qualified ones,

he said. Employers agree that graduates with degrees in

computer science have an edge in hiring.

The COINS program, which has risen steadily in recent

years, is projected to expand even further.

COINS professor Alan Hanson said that he believes

there is a good chance the program will grow substantially.

"It will grow, depending upon the resources we have.

the market's demand for people and the university's

plans." said Hanson. __—___——. 1

i\
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Soviet leaders meet today

to fill Party Politburo seats

MOSCOW — The new Soviet leadership, acting swiftly

after the death of Leonid I. Brezhnev, is expected in the

next few days to name a new president, fill vacancies in the

ruling Communist Party Politburo and set out the plan for

next year's economy.

Yuri V. Andropov, 68, already named to succeed

Brezhnev as the party's general secretary, is widely

believed poised to assume the largely ceremonial

presidency, consolidating his hold on power.

Other leading candidates for the job of head of state are

thought to be Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko,

73, and Brezhnev protege Konstantin U. Chernenko, 71.

Brezhnev took control of the party immediately after

Digest
by the Associated Press

•_•_••-••••*•.•-•.•.•.•.' • • • •_•_•-•.•.•-'

ousting Nikita S. Khrushchev in 1964. but he did not

become president untU 1977 when he took that job from

Nikolai V. Podgorny.

MX decision to be revealed

before arms control speech
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's announcement of

a basing plan for the blockbuster MX missUe is certain to

launch a new round of military and political arguments that
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already have stretched on nearly a decade.
.

^ _, . .

Reagan, scheduled to reveal his long-awaited decision

today is expected to endorse an Air Force plan know as

"dense pack." which calls for clustering 100 missiles close

together in super-hardened silos.

Returning to the White House after a weekend at Camp

David Reagan confirmed he had reached a decision on the

basing mode but told reporters he would not disclose it

until today.

UJS. envoy accused Israel

of responsibility in massacre
JERUSALEM - Special U.S. envoy Morris Draper

angrily accused Israel of responsibility for the Beirut

massacre immediately after the killings were known, an

Israeli Foreign Ministry official testified yesterday.

Bruce Kashdan. the ministry's Uason in Beirut, said he

received a telephone call from Draper demanding the

atrocity be stopped. He also said Draper's caU "was the

fu-st we heard something concrete about the massacre."

Kashdan testified before a three member IsraeU judicial

panel probing Israel's possible involvement m the Sept. 16-

18 mass kiUings of Palestinians by Christian miUtiamen in

west Beirut's Sabra and Chatill? '•efu^ee camps.

Mayor White investigated

according to Globe report

BOSTON — Federal investigators have paid night calls

on city workers, reviewed city contracts and looked into an

aborted birthday party for Mayor Kevin White's wife as

part of a broad probe centering on the four term mayor.

The Boston Sunday Globe reported.

The newspaper said FBI and IRS agents have

threatened some Boston city employees with tax audits if

they don't cooperate in the investigation into a 1981 bir

thday party White had planned for his wife.

The Globe also said a state Ethics Commission probe of

the party found that money contributed by city workers to

the party may have gone through a laundering operation.

Bank records subpoenaed by the commission found cash

deposits that were identical in amounts to checks some city

workers wrote to the birthday party committee, the

newspaper said.

aty officials refuse request

for beds for war casualties
NEW YORK — City officials have refused a Defense

Department request to pledge hospital beds for war

casualties, believing it would give the false impression that

nuclear conflict is survivable.

The Defense Department had asked hospitals around the

country to formally aUocate beds to the care of Americans

injured in a conventional, or non nuclear, overseas war.

Some of the hospitals beheve there is no way to assure

that a conventional war would not turn into a nuclear one.

A pledge of beds "will be interpreted as evidence that a

nuclear war is somehow survivable or at least 'medically

treatable.'" said SUnley Brezenhoff. president of the

agency.
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Textbook Annex alternative planned by student leaders
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Due to a markup in prices over the last three years, the

University of Massachusetts Textbook Annex is currently

taking in $300,000 a year in profits, and several student

groups on campus are outraged.

"Students are getting ripped off." said Ron Keefe.chair

of the Campus Center Board of Governors. "We want them

to lower prices and g^ve students rebates." he said.

In an effort to force the administration to come to terms

with students' demands, the Undergraduate Student

Senate has unveiled a plan to take business away from the

Textbook Annex.
Last week, Jim Murphy, SGA President, said that this

office sent out letters to all the faculty members in the

economics department to ask them if they would order all

their books for next semester from the Reading Remedy
Bookstore in Amherst, instead of the Annex.

"The Textbook Annex is reaping a huge profit and not

using it to run an efficient business," Murphy said. "We

want them to lower the prices and manage the operation

more efficiently."

"We are asking the economics department to boycott the

Annex and order their books elsewhere." Murphy said.

"We targeted the economics department because it is a

related field to many majors and there are a lot of big

introductory courses and lots of books," he said.

Kenny Abert. assistant to Murphy, said that if a specific

professor from another department also wanted to buy

their books off campus they could order their books from

the Remedy Bookstore too.

"We can only start with Economics, but we want to

increase the number of departments involved every

semester until they have to lower the prices," he said.

"If all went well." said Kenny Abert, assistant to

Murphy, "the Reading Remedy would come on campus for

the first five days of the spring semester and sell the

economics books out of the Campus Center."

"After that, students would have to go to the Remedy in

Amherst to get the books." he said.

Employees of the Remedy and students will sell the

books and Abert said that the Remedy is looking to

establish full-time relationships with as many professors as

possible.

The Reading Remedy will buy their books from the same

publisher wholesale as the Annex does, but they will

operate the whole event on a break even process and not

make profits.

"They could use the advertising and we could use the

help." said Murphy about the deal. "This will hopefully

make a dent in the Annex profits so the administration will

begin to look at our demands seriously."

As part of the Campus Center, the Annex has been

taking its profits and funneling it into certain other

operations that are financially unsuccessful, namely the

Food Services Department, said Keefe. "This is just

another hidden fee," said Keefe. "As weU as paying for a

book, students are paying money to fund losing

operations."

"We are not here to pay for their mistakes," Murphy

added.

"Why does the Top of the Campus Restaurant and

Lounge lose money every year." Abert said.

Keefe said that if people start to leave the Annex it will

really hurt them because they have a fixed overhead to run

the operation.

He also said that the whole plan is dependent on the

support of the faclty.

"It rests on the faculty and it rests on our ability that the

alternative we set up will provide the same services for

students and teachers as before."
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Voice shortens publication

to 'get paper rolling again
*

('ollrK<»< pholo br Bradford Hammrr

Whoever dumped this trash outside of Whitmore didn't pay much at-

tention to the sign on the barrel.

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

After serious discussion and debate

among members of the Valley Woman's

Voict, the decision to cut down the

publication from 16 pages to four was

dettrmint'd a l)etter solution than shutting

down the paper altogether.

An 'emergency community meeting" was

held yesterday to decide whether the Voice

had inouKh support in the community to

continue its publication.

"Extreme burnout" and "lack of staff

were among the reasons the meeting was

called.

"Wore in the position of asking the

community to bail us out." said Dale

LaBonte. a University of Massachusetts

women's studies major and one of the seven

core members of the Voice staff.

LaBonte said at the start of the meeting

there was a possible chance of closing the

paper down.

The Valley Women's Voice, a student-

controlled monthly paper at UMass. has

been in existence since 1979. In the three-

year span, "it was apparent the number of

people working on the Voice were becoming

fewer and fewer." LaBonte said.

"For a long time, there's been a problem

with the paper. There's been a lot of

community interest and concern, but

there's always been a lack of information

and communication between the Voire and

the community," she said.

In June, the Voice was cut-off from

funding by the Student Senate and became

a student controlled organization. Since the

cut off of funds, the Voice has had many
severe financial problems. LaBonte said.

At present, the Voice's revenue has been

generated by advertising. "We've been

paying someone to get advertising."

LaBonte said. "What's becoming obvious is

that it hasn't worked."

"Even if we got enough people to get the

paper rolling again, we can't get it funded."

she said. "We need people who have ex-

pertise to volunteer."

Campus vandalization of Arab, Israeli posters continued

Poster vandalization m^^^H Jewish dignity poster

torn down Saturday* perpetuates hostility
*

By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

Several posters, put up around the University of

Massachusetts to advertise Solidarity Week for Lebanese

and Palestinian People, were vandalized this past

weekend.
The 11 by 14 inch posters, which depicted a dead dove

lying on a Star of David and hsted events for Solidarity

Week, were torn down or covered with pamphlets

criticizing their content, said Abdullah Tamini. a member

of the organization of Arab Students.

The flyers had been either stapled across the posters or

on the top of them. One shows a picture of Iranian leader,

the Ayatollah Khomeni and Yasser Arafat, leader of the

Palestine Liberation Organization.

The flyer says "Do you remember the Hostage Crisis?"

The second flyer, stapled to the top of the Solidarity-

posters, asks if the symbol of the SUr of David and the

Dove perpetuates hostility toward people who support the

present Israeli government.

"These don't announce anything but hostility," said

Timimi. "It diverts the issue of Palistinian Solidarity

Week."
Tamini said he puts around 200 posters up a day only to

find 50 posters remaining the next morning. Of those 50

posters, Tamini said 90 percent of them had flyers on

them.
"This is not the actions of one individual. These are the

actions of an organized group of people," said Tamini.

Sherri Klienman, a University of Massachusetts student

and member of Hillel — a Jewish organization — said she

is aware certain individuals tear down posters, but said

Hillel does not approve of the actions. y. ^

"We do not condone it. It doesn t prove anythmg. It s just

a poster war." said Kleinman.

Tamimi said he is aware a Jewish poster announcmg an

event has been defaced with swastikas recently.

"We (the OAS) condemned the same action, said

Tamimi "The people who put up the swastikas on their

posters are as disgusting as the people who put these

things on our posters."
. . r„.^ ^ • .• <

The Solidarity Week is sponsored by The Organization of

Arab Students, the Office of Third World Affairs the

Northampton Committee of Central America, and the

Palestine Solidarity Committee.

CollcKian photo by Rradford Hammer

The poster proclaiming ''Jewish Dignity,"

which was vanaalized this weekend.

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

A portion of a plywood poster advocating "Jewish

Dignity" was torn down Saturday night from the Campus

Center garage at the University of Massachusetts in a

series of anti-Jewish and anti-Israeli vandalism plaguing

the school.

In the past two months, posters put up by Hillel — a

UMass Jewish organization - and other Jewish groups

have been ripped down or covered with swastikas and

other anti-Semitic slurs.

Howard Glantz, a member of Students Against Political

Distortion — a group associated with Hillel — said the

poster couldn't have been ripped down by the wind

because of the way it was secured.

Glantz said he believes the organization of Arab

Students (OAS), who themselves had posters vandalized

over the weekend, were responsible for the poster being

torn down.

"I know people who have seen the OAS leader. Abdullah

Tamini, ripping down our posters and putting up theirs.

The leader of the OAS has been seen ripping down our

posters," he said.

Tamini denied any responsibility for the vandalism and

accused Glantz of "trying to distort the issue."

Nassar Hassu, another member of the OAS, said his

group had nothing to do with any of the acts of vandalism.

"The OAS does not involve itself in this kind of action,"

Hassu said. "The OAS has nothing to do with this. He

(Glantz) is just doing this to create a charged

atmosphere."
Glantz also denied that his group had any part of the

vandalism of the posters advertising Solidarity Week for

Lebanese and Palestinian People - posters which

depicted a dead dove lying on a Star of David.

"I never heard of my group tearing down their posters."

he said. "I think they're a disgusting thing to be putting

up on our walls. If they're being ripped down, I would

chalk it up to a general campus disgust with the posters."

Hassu denied the posters were offensive at all.

"They signify how peace is being undermined by the

Israelis," he said.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the ColUgian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the ColUgitin cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

UMASS DARTS CLUB - Organizational meeting for all

students interested in playing darts. 3 p.m.. 805 Campus

Center.

ETA SIGMA PHI CLASSICAL LECTURE SERIES -
Professor D. Grose will give a slide lecture on "Glass in the

AgusUn Age." Refreshments will follow the lecture. 4

p.m.205Herter.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Potluck and FAST wrap up — ideas for future projects.

Fasts, etc. 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.. 428 Student Union.

PRE MED CLUB MEETING - Surprise! We have

money! Lets plan fun ways to spend it! New members

welcome. 5:30 p.m.. 801 Campus Center.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Planning for

civil defense celebration now in progress. 6 to 8 p.m.. 903

Campus Center.

ANTI RACISM TEAM — Please join us to eradicate

racism. 6:30 p.m.. 177 Campus Center.

FINAL PLANNING MEETING FOR JEWISH
NURSING HOME - Come help plan for Hillel's trip to a

Jewish Nursing Home in Springfield Schedules for

Tuesday November 30. This is the final planning meeting.

7 p.m.. HiUel office. 302 Student Union Building.

OUTING CLUB MEETING - Slide show: Jack

Donovan Trekking Through Nepal. Also trip an-

nouncements and business meeting. 7 p.m.. 168 Campus

Center.

UMASS PIB PEOPLE INTERESTED IN THE BIBLE
— All are invited to join us in an informal gathering to

study about the teaching and life of Jesus Christ as

described in the New Testament. 7 p.m.. 178 Campus

Center.

THE STAN WATERMAN SHOW - Presented by the

Wildlife Society and D.V.P.. featuring the renowned

underwater cinematographer with his choice films of the

ocean and its magnificent creatures. 8 p.m.. Student Union

Ballroom.

THE CONNECTION BETWEEN RACISM AND ANTI

SEMITISM - A talk by Larry Zakim of the B'nai Brith

Anti-Defamation League. 8 p.m.. 917 Campus Center.

Looking to past important for future

according to UMass history professor
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by BECKY THATCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The need for a new global philosophy, and a campaign for

conservation to save human life was advocated by

University of Massachusetts history professor Stephen B.

Oates in a speech on Saturday.

"We live in an increasingly centralized world whose

problems and activities are corporate, community and

complex," Oates said.

Professor Oates is a biographer who has just finished Let

the Trumpet Sound, a noted biography of Martin Luther

King. He also received a Umass Distinguished Teacher

award and the Faculty Fellowship in 1981

.

Oates denied the popular American myth of "rugged

individuality" and used examples from American history to

show that Americans always were, and will continue to be,

interdependent.

Oates then explained the importance of understanding

history by saying. "We need desperately to look at the past

with a sense of realism...we desperately need to know our

common world and national history."

"The problems that beset us today cannot be understood

and solved unless they are viewed in world context," he

said.

He explained that due to jet travel and instanUneous

communication, the world has become very small.

"If wp TO *n survivp in such a tiny planet, a shrinking

planet - increasingly so — then perhaps we reaUy do need

a new set of attitudes and values. We can no longer... live

by the reckless attitude of damn the tomorrows and full

speed ahead," he said.

Oates said scientists have been teUing us for years how

we are raiding the earth's resources at an incredible rate.

"The depletion of our raw materials is so appalling that it

could mean disaster for this generation, let alone any

future generation," he said.

Oates referred to the native Americans — the Indians —
as a group of people from whom we can learn when it

comes to conserving what we have left, and developing a

new set of attitudes.

"They are a group of people who developed an attitude

toward the earth as a living creature, the mother of all of

us, who gave us all life." he said.

Oates said that there are a number of theologians who say

that we must resuscitate this ancient concept of the world

that gives us life, for of course if the world dies, we all die.

"We are caught up in a profound historical crisis in the

last quarter of our war torn century, a crisis about not

whether popular government will survive or human rights

will survive, but whether the human race will survive," he

said.

Oates concluded his speech quoting Abraham Lincoln,

"The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the

stormy present."
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Reach out and touch someone
It's

5:30. dinnertime, and half way around the world a

man lies in the streets starving. 5:45 and the lines in

the dining commons are long and noisy, while in major

cities across the country the souplines are lengthening in

quiet hopelessness. 6:00 looking at the meat on the plate

that the lady is handing over the counter and a woman in

El Salvador wails over the body of her dead son. 6:15 and

everybody is at the table and talking of their days while a

woman is raped in her own apartment. 6:30 it's time for

seconds while the growing Ku Klux Klan prepares to bum

another symbol of human love. 6:45 feeling full and

satisfied and missiles are waiting, just waiting. 7:00 walk-

ing back to the dorm and somebody's grandmother is cold,

hungry, and ill without the money for heat, food or

medical care. 7:15 and it's time for some beers while our

Christopher Frick

government agents are preparing to bust and beat people

who have organized because their people's rights have

been denied or made a mockery for 200 years. 7:30 and it's

gonna be a good party tonight and that really cool couple

will be hitching home later to be picked up by three

drunken children trying to be men. They will beat the hus-

band. For fear of breeding violence he will not lift a finger.

He will ask his assailent why he is so violent and his jaw

will be broken in a mindless reply. It was a good party.

The above account, most of which is real, (was designed

to) demonstrates the simultaneity of security and hell for

the purpose of examining the alienation and desensitiza-

tion of the individual in our society.

Alienation and desensitization is related to the com-

petiveness of a society. It is a defense and a tool. For the

individual it is a defense from the pain of our world and a

tool to remain an individual. The problem is, it is also a

problem.
• . • . i j

The problem began when we became individuals and

found it lonely, the problem got worse when we began to

emmulate the "rugged individual" as a hero, and got

tough, and found it lonely. Still to worsen the problem

were the advertisers who found out that individuals feel

lonely and that it is possible to sell lonely people items

under the pretense that they will have more friends and

sleep with members of the opposite sex more often. We
took the next sadly inevitable step and bought the items.

We bought toothpaste that will clear our teeth till they

glow in the dark, we bought fast cars to catch fast

members of the opposite sex. we bought huge stereos so

that we wouldn't have to listen to the fast members of the

opposite sex once we caught them, we bought the idea that

these items will make us better individuals. To have

something better we had to compete. Compete we do. and

will all the items we bought we don't have to feel anything

for ourselves, or for the person who is starving. With the

stereo on we don't have to hear the woman in El Salvador.

With our teeth glowing we can't see past our mouths to

where the woman is being raped, or why. Still, however,

we buy.
.

We buy more heroes to emmulate. We buy their masks.

We buy their b<x)ze (in more than one way) and we pay.

We pay by no longer having an identity because everyone

else is our hero. We pay in not being able to feel our own

tears through our masks. We pay the liquor bills of our

heroes. We pay by not treating the problems we don't

want to hear feel or in any other way sense, except when

they effect us. Those problems make children drink and

make them like the men they bought. Those problems

make the children beat another man, and worst of all, en-

joy it. We've bought the problems, but we bought one

other thing; an opportunity to get an education. Right now

we as a large body of people who are learning can start to

stop this alienation and desensitization. We can utilize the

resources of this university, the professors, the fellow

students, and the numbers to begin to solve the problems

of the grandmother, the husband and rape victims, one of

whom could even be related to you.

We've bought a lot, but we bought the most important

thing. We bought the potential. Yea, it was a good party.

Christcrpher Frick is a UMass student.

Letters

University Placement Service break-in can't be justified

A new fee

distribution
Editor's note: This is the third part of a four paH series

The key to bringing student government back to stu-

dents is control over the distribution of the $96 ac-

tivities fee. For any plan concerning increased stu-

dent empowerment to be successful, it must guarantee

that the funding of essential services be continued, while

at the same time, allowing the students to decide at what

level.

A major step in accomplishing this goal is the creation of

separate fees for essential services. By removing essential

services from the activities tax. three things would hap

pen. First, the Senate would be prevented from

To the Editor:

This letter is addressed to the person or persons who

took it upon themselves to sneak into Hampshire House

and steal student files. The files contained the resumes of

students who requested an interview with the National

Security Agency. The files also contained the comments

and evaluation of students by the recruiter.

We the staff of UPS encourage free speech on the part

of groups opposed to the recruitment by certain agencies

on our campus. Your position when shared with

classmates may help some of them make decisions as to

which agencies they wish to inten.new with. But once they

have made a free decision to talk with a recuiter. they

should Iv afforded the same de^Tee of freedom that you

are allowed to exercise.
.

You accomplish very little towards i.nnging converts in-

to vour camp by exhibiting such irresponsible In-havior.

You are probably of the same persuasion as those who op-

posed the Watergate break-ins. But when those law-

breaking tactics serve your purposes it suddenly becomes

justifiable behiavior.

Arthur L. Hilson

University Placement Service

We need columnists!

Drop by with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center

Dave McCarthy

threatening cuts in services that everyone uses like the

transit, as a way to increase the activities tax as a whole.

Second, each student's fee bill would finally reflect what is

already happening in the budget process. For instance,

groups like UPC. DVP. or the area governments already

get a fixed amount of money per student each year. In

addition, organizations such as the Student Activities

Office, and Legal Services are routinely funded at or near

requested levels because of their service and availability to

the entire University community. Itemizing these fees for

all practical purposes, just states the obvious. Third, by

subjecting any increase in the essential fees to a binding

campus referendum, students gain the ultimate veto over

increases in the portion of the SATF that goes to essential

services.

Listed are the six new fee categories, and h«)w they

would be overseen.

1. Area Government Fee

The area governments who are presently given $8.40

per head, would have their funding increased to $12.00 per

head locked in for three years. The rationale for this in-

crease will be explained in tomorrow's segment. Any

further increase after three years would have to be passed

by a binding referendum of the students.

2. Media/Communications Fee

This group would include WMUA. Index. Nummo News.

Spectrum, Drum, and Black Mass Communications

Project. The fee would be allocated by a board made up of a

representative from each group, plus an interested

faculty/administration member to lend continuity.

Any increase in the Media Fee would be subject to a

binding campus referendum.

3. Transit Fee (Covering UMass and five college bus

service)

This fee, while still set by contract, would be overseen

by a board of users, supporters and technical experts from

the entire community. The reason for line itemming this

fee concerns its rising cost. On the bill, students would be

able to see how much of their money is being spent on

transit, and decide through binding referendum, whether

maintaining the present level of service is worth the ever

increasing cost.

4. Legal and Judicial Fee

This fee would be used to fund the University Judiciary.

Legal Services, and the SGA Attorney General's Office.

Itemizing this fee will shelter our judicial system from

pressure or interference by any t-joup they might in

vestigate. The fee would be set by a board, similar to that

governing the Media Fee. with increases approved by the

aiudent body through binding referendum.

5. Student Activities Office Fee

In order to effectively carry out its responsibility of

accounting for purchases, and monitoring RSO accounts,

funding for the Student Activities Office must be itemized

on each student's bill to keep the office invulnerable to

Senate politics, while remaining open to continuous

scrutiny by the undergraduates as a whole. The SAO fee

would be set up and controlled by a governing board made

up of one appointment from the Senate, one appointment

from each of the individual area governments, plus ap-

propriate administrative representation.

6. Arts and Culture Fee

This fee would presently cover the Distinguished

Visitors Program and Union Program Council (both of

whom are getting a fixed amount per head already). In the

future, this fee could also fund artistic endeavors without

having to demonstrate that art is more important than

child care or weekend bus service. Again, this fee would be

overseen by a users board made up of interested parties

and representatives from the affected groups.

While a case can be made for the inclusion of other

groups, those are the six categories that we feel should be

removed from the SATF and turned into separate fees.

The initial fees can be set by averaging the budget ap-

propriations of the affected groups for the last three years.

Tomorrow, we will show control over the

.iistribnlion <>i the r»>Tiiaining *< j" " ^nl of the stu(i«'nt

activities fee can be returned to the general .student

pcnulatlon. and how th« . /.t ku* nts m adapt to its

lUtonomv to meet u . .k-jiU <»!' Us const,' ut nls.

Dave McCarthf/iti aUMassMwient
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APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy

available

students welcome I

665-3856
j

office open from
\

10-7 weekdays, : .

Saturdays 1-4 J

dNEMA

Monday and Tuesday
Feariaaa Vampira Killers 7:15

Night of tha Huntar 9:00

Wad. thru Sat.

Reds 7:00

Downtown Amherst
2S3 542e

OUQUltCljc

RESTAURANT A VILLAGL SHOPS

Reserve Now
j

for l\

Thanksgiving '^i^v-

Strving Continuously

MONDAY Ihni > RIDAY - 1 1 AM lo 10 PM
SAT.. SUN.. « HOLIDAYS — I AM lo 10 PM

SUNDAY BRUNCH- 11 AM 10 2 PM /

6I7474-S941 [I

RTt 2A. WESTMINSTER. MASS.. Juil off RK. 2 >^

OwHtn — Tht t'otlf Family ^.^ |

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid

Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon - Sat 10 - 5:30 tel. 256-0710

ISTHISYOURUKKY DAY?

^ • ji- ¥ 4

^ jf • 4 ^ n

RSO Workshops:
Mon. Nov. 22

at 4:30 in rm 911 CC
Tues. Nov. 30

at 5:30 in rm 416 SU
Wed. Dec. 1

at 4:30 in rm 811 CC
Mon. Dec. 7

at 5:30 in rm 803 CC
All RSOs requesting funding

must attend!

1

CAUJEAMEDOmrSII Iv-ftl -BY-PHONE

You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the

stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away -24
hours a day. It's always fun to call . and if you check the rate chart, you'll find

out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call

might just make your day.

overnor 'S

^ roorom

I

Aries (March 22 April 20)

Taurus (.April 21- Ma v?l)

Gemini (Mav 22-June 21;

Cancer Gune22Julv 23) .

Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) ....

\ir«o(.'\ug.24-Sept.23)

. 1-212-976-5050

1-212-976-5151

1-212-976-5252

1-212-976-5353

. 1-212-976-5454

. 1-212-976-5656

Libra (Sept . 24-Oct .23) 1-212-976-5757

Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov . 22) . . . 1-212-976-5858

Sagittarius (Nov 23-i)ec. 21) 1-212-976-59.59

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). . 1-212-976-6060

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) . . 1-212-976-6161

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) 1-212-976-6262

1st .\lin. Extra Min.

.Monday-Fridav 8 ani-5 pm 5gc .'jgc

Sunday-Friday 5 pm- 11 ptr .{4^ 24C
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-Hai,i 2.iC 16C
All Day \iturda\ r\V 16c
'^utKl;iy M ,1111 .') pill -r^V 16C

i lu-sf liilfs apply on calls you
:Iial yourself, no operator

invoivfd.froin the .Aniht-r'^i-Niiriliamptoii

arfa.'l'ax not included.

\ -iiMii in.irk III l|.H'~Mi)n^ lU I'tinm . In.

^M New EnglandTelephone

Presents

KILLER COMEDY
NIGHTII

TUESDAY, NOV. 23
at the BLUEWALL

with Boston's

* -k COMEDY ALL STARS • -k

• • D.J. HANARO* •
• • BOBBY GOLDTHWAIT • •

• * DON GAVIN ••
Plus The Fabulous WIREHEADS

with guest comic Kevin Brown
Hosted by M.C. Terry Slagel

Arts
•••••••

Swinging Texas blues
JOHNNY COPELAND
Thursday, November 18

Hangar One

By PHILLIP PLANTE
CoUepan Staff

For whatever reason, the crowd at

Hangar One Thursday night was a small

one. Too bad; the Johnny Copeland Blues

Band gave an impressive performance,

demonstrating a swinging Texas blues

style that bring in influences from Motown
and rhythm and blues.

Like Gatemouth Brown, another Texan

who played the Rusty Nail last year,

Copeland's blues style is markedly dif-

ferent from the heavy emotional sound of

Chicago and Delta blues. Commenting on

the differences in style, Copeland said,

"We didn't have the listening material you

have today. We didn't have any records,

just jukeboxes that we'd hear whenever we
went into town. Blues singers didn't really

have any way of listening to each other.

Everybody in different places was playing

the same thing in a different way. The

Delta (blues singers) was kind ot laid back

and the Texas players would swing it and

use a lot of horns."

Unlike some blues horn sections which

sometimes seem out of place and uncoor-

dinated, Copeland's three horn players

chimed-in in appropriate ways that went

well with his upbeat rhythmic style. Tunes

like "Rockin' Pnemonia," had an almost

James Brownish excitement and at-

mosphere to them, due in part to

Copeland's physical and vocal resemblance

to him.

Roomfull of Blues, the opening act that

night, played with a lot of one might call

"laid back enthusiasm." Though certain in-

dividuals in Roomfull stand-out in their

own way, a certain personality lacks in

their music. Most of their tunes were

rehashed blues or early rock tunes that

sounded rehashed. The obligatory gestures

to arouse excitement in the crowd, such as

playing the saxophone on the dance floor

merely produced tolerating smiles if not

yawns of boredom. It would have been nice

if they could have finished earlier instead of

forcing Copeland to go on at 12:20 and

thereby shorten his set.

Johnny Copeland played Thursday night at Hangar One

Music, for Christ's sake
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

The true new-wave has hit. It's the wave

of the Lord. Music that speaks of love and

Jesus instead of drugs and the devil, music

that thanks God for all the good things he

has done for us. his humble servants. Two
of the biggies of the Christian modern music

wave washed-up on shore here in Nor-

thampton to perform for a very receptive

audience Thursday night.

Phil Keaggy made it big as a guitarist in

the rock world before he discovered Christ.

In the Seventies, he was a much sought

after studio musician with many admirers

reportedly including the late Jimi Hendrix.

Keaggy's style is a cross between Steve

Howe and Al Dimeola. The more in

teresting things he played were a couple of

slow jams. His guitar had that slow whining

sound that makes each note sound like a

half second excerpt from an ambulance's

siren. The fast tunes he played were

standard pop fare, fast and accurate, but

nothing new.

Shelia Walsh, a Christian from England.

was Keaggy's special guest. Her set shrank

quickly from Lene Lovich shriek rock to

that annoying Olivia Newton John 'Hey

look 1 can sing rock and roll too" sound.

Walsh's set, however, was definitely the

most entertaining part of the show. Backed

by Keaggy and his band she pulled all the

stops. Smoke screens, dry ice, explosk)ns

like wow, KISS man. Of course, like any

self respecting twenty two year old, I

thought it was funny as hell. After giving a

short talk about how her mission was to

reach people at the fringes of the church

and those who have not yet found the Lord.

Walsh stood with the lights flashing and the

smoke rising and gave us her impression of

a lost adolescent.

A modern teenager lost in a world

without love, without God. The song "Fear

of Silence." is bound to be a smash. With all

the visual excitement and heavy drum

beating the auditorium of hell confused me.

Was this supposed to evoke pity in the

hearts of these good Christians or con

tempt?
Musically, the show was pretty good. As

a rock concert, the show was ok. but the

people there wanted to make sure that I

wrote this story conveying the connection

the show has with love of Christ. So lo be

quite honest. 1 was disappointed by the

show. Love for the Lord is what makes

gospel singers fly into a frenzy that allows

them to do those incredible things. Neither

Keaggy nor Shelia Walsh showed any kind

of religious fervor at all.

Distingmshed Visitors Program and The Wildlife Society

proudly present

The Stan Waterman Show
Featuring the Emmy award winning

deepsea cinematographer and his films of

the ocean with its most exciting

inhabitants

Monday, November 22 at 8:00 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom FREE
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Comics
Prints

Collectibles

Dungeons & Dragons

CopvHght 1 <>82 M «rvel Comtc*

Gioup A Divl»on of Cadenc*

lnduslrip% Corp

All Rights RpsiTvw)

GRAND OPENING
SALEA-BRATION

Sat. Nov. 20-8at. Dec. 4
2 weeks of Madness & Bargains

Meet Bob Layton, Marvel
Comics' Iron Man Sb

Hercules Artist

Sat. Deo. 4
Free Marvel Guide to

Collecting Comics with this ad

6 new comics for the price of 5

20% off all back issues in stock

Hampshire Mall. Hadley. Mass.

413-586-8775

S

Z3r

TIME OUT

DACK
lAorvdoy K^ght Footboll

Com« on down and

$•• th* gom* at

Amherst's Diggost Llttl« Dor

07 H. RI»osofit Amh»fSt
\
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Dcnible Maimfacsturers Cimpons in Hadley-Amherst
See Store for Details

All stores open Tues. and Wed> *til 12 Midniglit atMidSgh??penFri.7am

BeefBottom
Rotuid Roast469
or Boneless Beef -Great Beer H
ChuckRoast "'*-»""^^ lb

FreshLeanGroundBeef . .v^'PMprp}'^^. m 1«59
Beet
ChuckRumpRoast BeefRound ib 1.89 ShoulderLondon Broil ^•'-^ ib 1.99

BeefTopRound Roast "p»°^"» lb 1.89 Boneless Blade Steak ^^'^'-''ib 2.29

Beef Eye Round Roast it 2.39 Beef BottomRound Steak m 1.99

Beef Rib Roast "^f^'^^'^'^^^r
. ib 1.99 BeefTop Round Steak ib2.29

Shoulder
Presh
AnMiican
Grown

Fresh American Grown q r>Q
RibLambChops ibO.Zy
Fresh LOm AmeriMm f^ ^c\
LambChops ''~''" ibO. iz)
tjOneieSS Plume D* Ve«u f\ A ^\
VealRoast ibZe**tl

Veal Cubes o-—f • ^ fjQForCacciatore ib^^.O^

I*SaveadoUar
on the turkey I

ofyourchoice! |

" t V«l»-IMA* ( Qunjh

Shop our great holiday circularl Copies in store. I
*.th m.» ^i>Mtn>n 4 * -' SOyu'-"^** Lif^i' ' pe' i.uHOfT»«« Good ^'^'jNot .' *iWU'

—c"! It's time to
On the purchase I

of any whole |
Fresh or Fit»en |

Turk^j
182 S^l

SIOP&
SHOP

Bacon
lIbPkg|59
Sun Glory Sliced ^^B

Chicken Leg
Qfuarters ^i^^Jgm^t

H 9 to package
White C>rm' lb'

Chicken
Breast Split

§9With Back
5-6 11 paokafir-
Whitt f;--!!!' Ib

Boneless & Skinless

Chicken
Breast 029
White G«m ^KK lb

Colonial -..'^'ralilrd

Smoked ^\^^t
Pork NCIShoulder^^
Rath

lb

Just pail fry
ari'l servr

Meat
1 lb roll Frozen

Countryfine
Breakfast

:e-|59
& lb

Fresh
Oysters 189
Opened H<>z(.an hL

Fresh Schrod
Haddock AS9
Fillets ^ lb

U.So Grade A
l'nu^eys.M.59'
Fresh U.S. GradeA
Turkeys i?A^i^.79
Swift Butterball

Itarkeys fil .89
ROSUStUUS or Perdue Oven Stuffer

Chicken..~ss":...69
produce Pick and choose what's perfect for you.

Grapes
Red Emperor^^^\f

Pillsbury
Flour
All Purpose
3 pound baf; 79
Canada Dry
MixersA ;^;:AA'
Ginger Ale. Club Sixla ^Km *^'"^^M^^m
TnnuorOietGin^^erAle^HV "" ^^T ^^T

Cranberry
Juice
stop & Shop
48 ounce bottle 129

• Juicy and flavorful. Pick
a bunch (or snacks and
cne for a fancy fruit bowl Ib

Chocolate
Eclairs ^39
i'kjj..t f
Aim
T<xythpaste
rSm-^ 129

I

I
I

Reg, or Mint 8. 2 OK

_;ennes or
Tangelos ^Q
!< Fresh from Florida ib dh%^r

(<,iij^ Mushrooms
f^
—' , i) 4 Quart Basket am (-q

Wonderful as a garnish,
in gravies, sliced raw
in salads! 4

(ireat in salads
drsvrts or
as is.

Pi<k your own

AnjcmPears

2-1
White Boiliiig
Onions tm ^^«49

Yams or
Sweet Mm $^
Potatoes^k^*
l'i( k your own

Green Cut or French Style

stop & Shop
15V2 ounce can

0'°'1

Cranberry
Sauce O'oAQf
Stop & Shop 1 6o? can HlMV ^^^^ ^^^^

<^ Whole Kernel
Com Ofc'TQf
or Cream style ^^^^ ^K ^^^K
StopAiShop 16o7.can^^^^V IH ^^^^i3i

'^

i
Hood
Orang(
from concentrate
Half Gallon container 1

29

Mild flavor,

serve with
cream sauce

Fresh Cider
Gallon
Container

Half Gallon
Container .1.19

^ Napkins
Floral 1 ply
1 60 Napkin package

Print

69
Poly Bag
VegetablesOAj'
Assorted Vahetics ^^^^V^^^^r
Stop* Shop 20 ozbitg ^^^^1^^

^ Save •LOO
On a pntmd or more purciiia5i<- of

Land O Lakes

I

9m 1— ff im^mo'^gm(.*M'^0m

II
II

iiMT« vtib sri
»n

, SaveSOlSSiB^'
^ c Stop A sho'. "T cnrs
- 7;CDurkco !
Zxtrmct or Spir-.*

jJ
m%9 I

Chock fan O* Nats 'I

c Coffee
79 I'5^ AUMrth.id(inn.1

^. I lb (dii 1'

26arpk«
BIrs.Smit}^

Apple ^^e

99

stop * Shop 11

AU Natural S
Ice Cream i|

As'ft riiivor ^4-9
Hall Oaltoti 1 9 . . 'M
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

10 Things That Maka

My Heart Beat Faster . . .

1 Any time 1 enter a church—any
church, anywhere

2 The heauly of all thin^> aflcr a

pood rain

3 A roarinp fire, pood conversa-

tion, and the music of David

Rose to make it perfect

4 The loyalty of my friends

5 The thrill of watching each in-

dividual talent develop in each

of mv three children

6 The really wonderful pift my
mother has of alway> heinp alth'

to do the right thing at the right

time

7 The five minutes hefore the

curtain goes up for one of my
daughter's recitals or one of my
own performances

8 The thrill of meeting someone

I've admired for a long time

9 Any little thing my children

might do for me to show me that

they love me
10 (;cttinp laid

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Risotto Italiano, Grilled Baked Chicken/Supreme
Cheese Sandwich Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,

Baked Ham/Raisin Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese on BASICS DINNER

Sprouted Wheat, Cream- Mixed Bean Casserole,

ed Vegetable Croquettes Baked Chicken/Supreme
with Sauce Sauce, Cranberry Sauce

Reporters Needed

The Collegian needs reporters to cover campus

and area news and women's affairs. All interested

students are welcome to come and work for the

Collegian, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone interested in

the media. Stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

CROSSWORD

1 Pu^bto

5 Word with land

or MB
10 PuNttong
ISSitortforagrMt

miktd by Mwtvci Farrar ud

46 Seek private

Information

47 Arnaz
48 Place for heroes'

souls

50 Near or far

51 Here, In France

52 Thomas Moore's
•• Rookh"

54 Orange ,

former IrKlepen-

(tent South
African country

57 Squirrel furs

55 German article

60 Crowns
61 Besmirch

62 Soak
63 On the t>all

64
•' and the

Man"

IS
16 l^anoMQ*

experts' aaeo.

17 Zoo fawortte

18 Jason's crew
20 HMaeways
22 BamleorBlue
23 Word with cloth

or curtain

24 Captive t>lrd

26 Moistens

27 Actor's reminder

29 Verbal

contraction

30 Supernatural

servant

31 " pig's eye!"

32 Opening time

33 Word with up or

down
34 Stayed with

36 Petulant persons

40 Composer Kahn
41 Somewhat, tn

music

42 Dine

43 Actor Andrews
45 Files high

DOWN
1 Spring

2 Type of quiz

3 Cure-alls

4 Site of Patna and
Poona

5 DC agency
6 Light rifle

7 Whiteness
8 Antler point

9 Poet's evening

Trade Jaffe

10 Bacall

11 City area

12 Breathes like

some runners

14 Rabelaisian king

19 Putting two and
two together

21 Succession of

games
25 Furnish, as a

hand
27 PFC, once
28 Numerical prefix

30 Natives of Split

and Skopje

33 Of religious rites

35 Kindle

36 Pair saver, in a

way
37 Relative of a

trellis

38 Capekplay
39 Agent

41 More considerate

43 Honey
44 Approval

45 Pouchlike

47 f^ltoff

48 Full of life

49 Camel of the

Andes
53 Ancient Syria

55 Watering spot

56 Superlative suffix

56 Neargrads
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Weather

Foggy with periods of driz-

zle and rain. Highs in the

508.

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9 Ken Johnston — Jazz

9-12 Mystery DJ
12-3 Mahogony
3-5:30 Merritt Anthony
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Peoples' Perspectives

7-10 Concepto Latino

10-2 Mystery DJ
2-6 Nightclub with Evan

Abramowitz

CABLE/VIDEO

More Political Video

10:30 - 11:15

11:15 12:15

12:15- 2:00

Senate Watch - The

Weekly Student Senate

Meeting

Tip O'Neil & Friends -
Talking at the SUB
John Dean & Bob Wood-

ward — their talk last

week at the FAC
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Arriving Just in Time
for Thanksgiving

Break

luA^H^/umL^

A CORNUCOPIA
of Gifts for

Thanksgiving
z 14^^

^^

Youths

£r

Childrens

Imprinted

Sportswear

Located in the Campus Center

^.UJVIVERS/Xy

I

'/ >/

il/'/

u:i

\\
A\

vNV

\ i\,

rinted s.

J,
\

^ Caps
^ Scarfs "^

T-Shirts - Mittens

Sweaters - Shorts

THIS
WEEKS
2.72

reg 2.20

Mennen
2.5 oz

Reg, Herb

Spice, Lime

Musk

Rev

Jogging Suits Childrenswear

Hooded Sw^aJjS hi rts

Located in the

Campus Center

Reg. $2.71

Rev Flex Shampoo
16 oz

Normal
Oily

X-Body
Dry

Flex Conditioner

16 oz

Normal
Dry

X-Body
Oily

^
lAEX

L

A
«

71
Basis

Soap
Twin Pk

12 oz Flex Care

1.02 Vaseline

Jelly

3% oz

Reg 1.65

SUPER SALE on HP38C
only $69.95

(this is not a misprint )

Save almost 50% off our
regular low price of 134.95

Save $80.00 of list price 150.00

Advanced financial calculations

are its business.

HP

38C

Colgate'' Ĝ».

Colgate

Gel

or

Reg 6.4 oz

1.33

Al Ml* {t«nw 2'sc avftilabia th« Mini Store toc«t«d in the Student Union

mSTORK^

The HP-38C is an ideal tool for real

estate agents, financial analysts.

accountants, bankers, managers and
business students.

• Advanced financial functions

including discounted cash flow analysis

• Amortization schedules
• 99 program lines for handling

repetitive calculations

• Continuous Memory saves programs
and data

If you need to perform advanced financial computations

quickly and accurately, you need the HP-38C.
HP-38C Advanced Financial Programmable

Limited Quantities

Available

No Raincheck

Located in the Cannpus Center

Looited m the Campus Center Oo«>M-F9-6 Sat. 11-4

Open M-W 9-5
g,UiVIVJERS/Tr
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two daysprior to publ.cat.on day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phon« number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUDIO

Jensen 30 spkrs $125 Technics rcvr 30

w/ch $85 new Advent util. spkrs $120 all in

exc. cond. 6-4604

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Pinto Runabout, standard, 4 cyl.,

nnechanically excellent (72M mites)

$820/BO Bob 546-4021

Great Cruisemobile here. 1973 Cadillac

Coupe de Vllle, OOk, PS, PB, AC, 6 way
power seats, leather int., 472cc 4bbl. Many
rebuilt parts, 10 mpg, $700. Call 549-4497

FOUND

A certain sum of money on November
IB. If yours, tell me sum, denomination of

bilKs), and where lost. Box 1166, Hamp-

shire College

GABRIEL AT ORPHEUM

Quality cassette recordings of entire

11/12 concert for info call Mike 546-8095

GAY ALLIANCE

BR0WNIEGRAM8

Noticel The Counselling Collective is

moving sooni To 106 CC Same phone
(546-2646)1 Same hours!

HELP WANTED

Brown wallet IDs UMass h MA license

584-2635 William Scott

Class Ring: Teaneck High School 1982

Lost the weekend of October 30th No ques-

tions. Reward. Ken 546-6690

Ladies gold watch with broken band. Bet-

ween Old Chapel and Frabklin. Great sen-

timental value call Kate 546-6657

REWARD $75 lost flute. Call 253-3484

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

BUNNY
~

Happy 1 year flopfooti ILY £r need you
forever - after all, I'm just a little bunny!
Love, HHB

GATE

The Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guides have arrivdl Pick one up in the

Campus center and use it for next

semester's course selection. GATE is a

publication of the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee, Student Government Association.

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

FOR RENT

One bedfom available in two bedroom
Southwood townhouse. Available Jan. 1

253 3497

Two bedroom apartment. Shutesbury.

256 6293 after six

Two bedroom apt. near Southwest
walking distance to Campus available Jan 1

5495175

Coordinator for production of the Course

and Teacher Evaluation Guide. Part time

through school year. Full-time summer
committment required. Third World and

women students are encouraged to apply.

Apply 420 S.U.B. Academic Affairs.

Deadline 11/24/82

Nationwide inventory service needs for

busy 6 weeks after Christmas. Must work

weekends, nights. Averge 25 hours weekly

$4.75 per hour. Must have phone, transpor-

tation and apply at Student Employment

Office by December 1st.

Women and Men who support the

American Labor Movement-Fight Union

Busting Corporations! Informational

Picketing Weekdays and Saturdays,

4.00/hr call 7 P.M. -9 P.M. 666-7149

Distribution opportunities Texas In

struments home computer - ground floor

multi level marketing money making opor-

tunities - no risk, no inventory investments.

Demonstration Tues 1 1 /23 7:30 CC Rm 91

1

call Grace or Paul after 5 666-2494

To Demo Drougas. My deepest apologies

for Saturday night Love Hot Stuff.

NY Artist Jim O'Conner and friends will

be performing today from 11-2 in front of

the Hatch. A great opportunity to hear

good music.

To Lee we found your pair of black

laced edible undies in the lounge.

Thanks for the munchies!

Love the boys from 23rd floor Kennedy.

Gretzky - Have a happy turkey day, with

love and quackers from a happy duck. You

too Faigsky, Love Mom.

Kosh: Happy Big 21 B-day We think it is

time! Love Jamie & Isis

To the Crisco Kid Happy 22nd B-day!

Love "Shirt" The Other Woman!

Belchertown coop house. Two rooms

$90.00 tel 323-6835 .

Female wanted to share a room in Brit-

tany Manor apt Starting Jan 1st call

253-7360.

Female Roommate One bedroonri

townhouse Southwood for Jan 1 155-*- util

after 9:30 P.M. 256-6053

Person(s) wanted for Jan 1 spring op-

tional $150, includes heat. 256-0186

2 Roommates wanted to share large

bedroom in Puffton Village $96.00 each in-

cludes heat available Jan 1call549 1703.

TO SUBLET

Lesbian/Gay Dance Fri Nov 19 9-2 10th

floor CC $2 admission call the PGA at

5-01 54 for more info

People's Gay Alliance and Lesbian Union

speaker's bureau training session on 22

Nov. for info call 5-0154

Spring semester, one bedroom in 6

bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-

pus, on bus route. 150 -i- , Call Paul after 6

pm 549 5586

2 bedroom apt on busline in Dec or Jan

325 month 666-7193

Furnished apartment on bus rt call now!

6654793

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons: Rock and Roll Lead.

Beginners accepted. Reasonable rates.

John Cosimini 256-0180

INTERSESSION RENTALS

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 6662972

Dremel Jewelry/Hobby Kit - drill, con-

trol pedal, attachments with jewelry ac

cessories, stones, silver call Barb 549-0505

Apple \\ Plus Computer 64k with

language card, printer card, disk-drive,

green display C.R.T. $1190 Call Gary

546-6719

Who Tickets 16th row Dec 11 546-e97r

Mens fur-lined leather jacket, handmade
wedding gown, fiberfill sleeping bag,

586 9040

Delta Chi has furnished rooms for interses-

sion. Located next to S.W. dorms. Laun-

dry, kitchen and parking available. Call

Dave 549-0482 or Larry 549-1151

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584 7924

RIDE WANTED

JAY BRIGHTMAN

Happy Birthday and congratulations on

the interview. One out of 60 isn't bad. We'll

loan you some wood putty for the big day.

Love, hugs and kisses from the entire

Graphics Dept. of the Sharon Advocate.

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST

Yellow leather wallet taken at Casiac

11/17. Please return. No questions asked.

Sentimental value. Reward. 6-5802.

Ride Desperately needed for Tues Nov

23 Anytime. Will Pay. Call Robin 546 5474 .

Ride Needed to Amherst and back to

Boston one night weekly. Will pay,

617-423-3077 ca ll mornings
.

Ride needed to Philadelphia or

Delaware vicinity for Thanksgiving. Chris

546 57»
Ride needed, Ithaca or Syracuse. Wed
Nov 24. Share driving, expenses. Call

Kathy 6-4987. Keep trying.

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed; Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

BIRTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi-

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253 7813

with your exr^t time of birth^

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates.

For professional service call Jim

546-7042

Health Club membership available at dis-

count price. Call 256-0511 _^___

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

WANTED TO BL

.

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for a room or whole 2

bedroom apt in Brittany Manor for spring

semester. Please call 549 5686. Keep trymg

Fun and energetic female and her very

friendly dog looking for apartment in Cliff-

side or room in house on bus route call

549 2806.

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester Must be

close to campus & on bus route Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546 7093

Looking for an apartment in North

Amherst starting January 1. Patricia

549-1414 evenings

Room or apartment wanted for two

females on bus route for spring semester

call 546-9689 anytime

llfemale looking for own room in apt in

Amherst vicinity starting Jan call 253-2496

3 girls seek 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Amherst vicinity call 549-6860

WANTED TO SUBLET

Sublet for Intersession in Northhampton

area 2 bedroom apt call 546 9666

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

BIG SIX
OF

JAZZ II

WITH

Billy Taylor, Max Roach,

Slide Hampton, Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath, John Hendriclts

A benefit concert for the Fletcher

Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund

Saturday, December 1 1 8:00 p.m.

ON SALE NOVEMBER 19

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY

Telephone reservations Noon 4:00 pm MP
545 2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(above Matthews Sboaa)

:»<=

Need an Interview?
25 resumes 25 cover letters/envelopes

•40.00 certain restrictions apply

TRYOUR RESUME SERVICES

Hallmark, Caspar!,
Gordon-Fraser
Christinas Cards

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

DARSELOTT
ndoy HIght F^otl

FREE Keg!

(Qt Kickoff

)

lowntown Amh»#*t

BUYINQ
High School
Closs Rings
HIGHEST
PRICES I

PAID! Also Gold ft Silver

Coin* end |*w«lry

IDaniel Smith
256-0710

25 North Pl»osont Street

Amherst "
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Women's softball - There will be a meeting

Monday, November 22 at 4 p.m. in room 153

NOPE for all interested candidates for spring

tryouts.
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Season ends in a rush for Pearson
By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

Sometimes an extraordinary athlete is

able to take a rather ordinary game and

make it historic by turning it into a

showcase of his talents.

Such was the case with O.J. Simpson, in

the 1973 finale, when he rushed for 273

yards against the N.Y. Jets to break the

2000 yard barrier for a season.

And such was the case again last Saturday

at Alumni Stadium as University of

Massachusetts tailback Garry Pearson ran

for 288 yards and a potpourri of records as

UMass defeated American International

College by a score of 29 13.

The game became secondary, especially in

the fourth quarter as UMass was up. 22-7,

and the crowd began to realize that Pearson

was marching into the record books.

The beauty of Pearson's heroics was that it

was a total team effort. The defense, led by

seniors Jerry Gordon (alias Mark
Gastineau) and Tom Murray, and un-

derclassmen Craig Lesinski and Chris

Wood, made sure Pe^j-son had the time to

set his records by limiting AIC to 2:44 in

time of possession in that final quarter.

The offensive line did more than their

share to help Pearson. They consistently

opened gaping holes in the AIC defense to

allow Pearson to pick up huge chunks of

yardage at a time.

"I thought at times that the linemen

wanted the records more than I did. After

every play they would be picking me up.

saying C'mon. C'mon. we got to get the

record' and hurrying me back to the

huddle," said Pearson.

Then there was Pearson himself, slashing

and stumbling his way towards the records,

trying to shake off the effects of a UMass
record 45 carries taking its toll.

With a three-yard run late in the fourth

quarter, Pearson set the first of his two

major records, breaking University of

Maine Lorenzo Bouier's New England

career rushing record of 3,827 yards.

Pearson would end up his career with 3859

yards before the afternoon ended.

The second record fell with less than two
minutes left in the game. Behind right

guard Scott LaFond and right tackle Wilbur

Jackson. Pearson gained four yards and

broke Bouier's New England single season

rushing record of 1,622 yards. Two more

rushes left Pearson with 1,631 and he left

the game at 1:01 to a thunderous standing

ovation from the crowd of 5,263.

Pearson also set a record for most yards

by a Minuteman running back in a game
with the 288 yard total.

It was a storybook ending to a great

career.

The game itself was not particularly

notable. AIC started fast, their first play

from scrimmage being a 40-yard run by

fullback Mike Szawlowski. Add a 35 yard

pass from quarterback Rod Pena to half-

back Greg Gannon and AIC had a 7-0 lead.

UMass' first drive was fruitless but a 46-

yard romp by Pearson was an omen of the

records to come.

The first quarter ended with the score 7-3,

the Minutemen points coming on the

strength of senior kicker Bob Ross' 42 yard

field goal, the longest of his career.

After AIC's first drive, the UMass defense

would pitch a shutout well into the fourth

quarter, while the UMass offense grounded

out yards and points on the legs of Pearson

and fullback Rich Jenkins (19 carries for 94

yards).

By halftime UMass was ahead to stay 10-7,

and Pearson was halfway to making

history, having already gained 145 yards.

"We accomplished everything we wanted

to today. The seniors went out winners and

Garry got the records," said UMass coach

Bob Picket.

dunk
By GERRY deSIMAS

"

Collegian Staff

The 1982 83 basketball season started off

with a bang yesterday afternoon in the

Cage for the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team and for 5'8"

sharpshooter Barbara Hebel. Hebel, a

freshman in her first intercollegiate game.

hit 72 percent from the field and sank a

record 37 points to lead the Minutewomen

to an opening game win over Siena College

66 61.

It was a physical game in which UMa-ss

started four freshmen. Hebel. Rebecca

Kucks, Karen Damminger. and Jerrie

Bernier. along with junior point guard

Wendy Ward.

But the star of the show was Hebel.

UMa-ss trailed 28 26 at the half and Hebel

accounted for 21 of UMass' 26 points. Hebel

set a new UM women's record in scoring 37

points, toppling Julie Ready's old record of

35 points. The Nanuet. NY native sank 18 of

25 field goals which is second only to the

record 19 sunk by Billy Tindall against

Vermont in 1968. Tindall sank 19 of 33.

"We had planned to work our inside

game. " said Hebel. "but we couldn't get it

inside. So Ozzie icoach Mary Ann Ozdarski)

told us to open the inside from the outside."

A lot of the freshman's shots were outside

jumpers, but she also had some layups and

layups off of fast breaks.

Although. Hebel bore the brunt of the

scoring in the first half, it was a team effort

on defense and offense that won the game
for the Minutewomen.
"We played team basketball. " said elated

head coach Mary Ann Ozdarski. "We
rebounded well in the second half and gave

good support to Hebel. who was out-

standing. Rebecca Kuchs was the smartest

defensive player on the court, today."

The Minutewomen had the pre-game

jitters run well into the first half as they let

Siena run out to a quick 11 4 lead. But due

to some fine defensive play by Kuchs and

hustling play by Ward and Kelly collins.

UMass closed to within 13 10.

Three straight layups by Hebel gave

Massachusetts a 16 13 lead and the big

crowd of 300 roared their approval. Both

squads went through spurts of scoring and

Jean Cooper capped off a UM spurt by

sinking two foul shots to give UM a 26 25

lead with 1:55 to go in the first. Siena

recovered, though, to take a 28 26 halftime

lead.

It was still a close game in the second half,

but Massachusetts gradually began to pull

away. Led by Karen Damminger's three

steals and good team play. UM built up a

42 36 lead before Siena ace Mary Gaudreau

hit an outside shot to pull Siena within

three. 43 40.

But UMass persisted and again built up a

lead. A Ward pa.ss from the baseline to

Hebel. on the outside, gave UM a 51 40

lead. For the rest of the game. Siena could

not capitalize on their foul shots or any of

their opportunities to catch UMass. Cooper

sank two foul shots with seconds remaining

toclinch the victory.

"Siena." said Hebel, "thought that they

could come in and press us because we had

four freshman out there and fiuster us. But

we remained calm and just ran our offense

and defense. We did the job with the game

on the line. It didn't matter that we were

freshmen."

Despite the opening game victory, there is

room for much improvement in the

Minutewomen game. UMass committed 23

turnovers and did not. overall, play good

defense. UM will also have to spread out

the scoring. Besides Hebel's 37. Ward
scored seven points and Damminger scored

six.

"We are very pleased to come out of the

opening game with a win." said Ozdarski.

"The best thing is that they get better with

every game."

UMass will have a real test when they host

Division I power Holy Cross tomorrow

night in the Cage.

('olleKian photo br Brmdford Hmihici

Freshman guard Barbara Hebel goes in for two of her record break-

ing 36 points during yesterday's Minuteman victory.

There's a rage in the Cage forUM basketball fans
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The only thing that went wrong for the

University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team last night was the fact that the

tape of the national anthem didn't work

properly.

Other than that, it was a night of positive

performances by just about everyone as

head coach Tom McLaughlin was able to let

the entire team get some playing time en

route to a 78-r)4 victory over the

Venuzuelan National Team in front of

3.221 enthusiastic Curry Hicks Cage fans.

The tempf) was set before the game even

had a chance to get underway. McLaughlin

sent the troops to the floor early with

orders to entertain. What ensued was the

best dunking show this campus has seen in

years.

And, as if the pregame show wasn't

enough to cover the price of admission,

UMass took off from the start of the con-

test, played even with the veteran

Venezuelans, and then pulled steadily away

to enter the lockerroom at halftime with a

very comfortable 35-19 l«ad.

John Hempel nailed his first shot as a

Minuteman at 19:23 of the first stanza on a

15 foot jumper that evened the first two

possessions for each team at 2-2. It was the

first of five Hempel baskets in the half as

he picked up ten points to lead UMass in

scoring during the initial 20 minutes of

play.

Joining Hempel in the startmg five were

junior Edwin Green, who played center,

sophomores Horace Neysmith (forward)

and Donald Russell, and another freshman,

A.J. Wynder, who shared the backcourt

with Russell.

The Minutemen, paced by a couple of

Neysmith layups, a Green turnaround

followed by two more Hempel hoops and a

jumper by substitute guard Darryl Carter

pushed UMass ahead by five at 15-10 and

the home team never looked back from

there.

At 8:40 of the period with the score

22-14, McLaughlin called time out and in-

serted his second starting five, a team

made up of center Tom Emerson, forwards

George Ramming and Skip Connors, and

guards Craig (the winner of the pregame

exhibition) Smith and Ron Young.

"We tried to substitute that group as a

unit," said McLaughlin, "because they play

as a unit in practice."

Group number two faired just as well as

group number one and the result was a 14

point lead as the clock ran out.

The second half was a more-of-the-same

type affair as the Minutemen continued to

cushion their lead and play better than de-

cent ball highlighted by some very good

team rebounding and some nice passing by

Carter, who dished off an amazing behind

the back feed to Emerson for an easy two

points.

"I'm pleased but I'm not overconfident,"

said a smiling McLaughlin after the game.

"I was probably more nervous for this

game than any game I've ever coached."

McLaughlin was referring to the fact

that much more is expected of the

Minutemen this season, even though they

are young, because of the raw talent that is

present on the team.

Young they are, but the team performing

like veterans, they executed both offen.sive-

ly and defensively, the ballhandling was

good and the overall team hustle was

tremendous.

"They're gonna be a g(M)d team," beam-

ed McLaughlin. "They're gonna be very

good."

The next game will be away at the

University of New Hampshire on

November ,30. The Minutemen will play

again at home on December 4 when they

host Harvard University.
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Racism Against Indigenous Populations
As most students prepare to leave

the gracious academic community of

Amherst for the "Thanksgiving" holi-

day, it Is worthwhile to give thought to

the real meaning of this particular

American tradition. It is not without

significance that Blacks, Latinos, and

Asian peoples can look at their own
historical experience in America and

find much to compare with that of the

American Indian's heritage in the very

land of their origin.

One important fact that should be

taken into account when most of us

are sitting around the dinner table

ready to carve the turkey, is how the

Indians befriended the whites and later

were betrayed, not once, but many
times. And up until this very day, they

are still being betrayed. This issue of

Nummo News Is dedicated to the

memory of the millions of brave people

who fought for their land and to those

who are continuing this fundamental

struggle. La Lucha Continual

A WRITTEN STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE
UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CON
UNCIL BY THE INDIAN LAW RESOURCE CENTER

You must give up the practice of purchasing

the good behaviour of the Indians by

presents. ...Tell them if they commit
hostilities, they must not only expect the

severest retaliation, but an entire destruction

of all their nations, for I am firmly resolved

wherever they give me occasion to extirpate

them root and branch. . .

.

Letter from General Jeffrey Amfierst, Com
manderm Chief of tfie Britisf) Army m

Nortfi America, to Sir William Johnson.

Superintendent of Indian Affairs. 1761

Racism and racial discrimination against indigenous

peoples IS today still embodied in the law and legal

systems of many countries of the Americas. The In

dian Law Resource Center, a non-governmental

organization, which represents and Offers lega

assistance to indigenous peoples in South, Centra

and North America have conducted legal and factual

research into this question

Race discrimination in the law of any country is

recognized as an especially grave breach of human

rights because it gives public governmental sanction

to discrimination which is therefore institutionalized

and on-going In this respect, the law affecting in

digenous populations in the Americas is like the more

familiar abomination, apartheid

With certain notable exceptions, such as the study

now nearing completion on the treatment of m

diqenous peoples, almost no attention has been given

to the problems of discrimination against indigenous

populations Because of severe poverty, isolation,

political repression and other reasons, indigenous

peoples have not until recently been able to bring

these problems to the attention of this body and the

Commission on Human Rights Therefore it should be

no surprise that we now find widespread, institu-

tioriaiized and governmentally sanctioned race

discrimination against indigenous populations. Race

discrimination in the law affecting indigenous peoples

has three principal elements which are found in the

law of almost every American country having an in

digenous population.

The treatment of indigenous peoples as

wards, incompetents or beneficiaries of a

supposed trust.

Under the law of many countries indigenous

peoples are said to be the permanent wards of the

Government or it is said that they are the beneficiaries

of a trust, with the dominant Government as trustee

The "trusteeship" is imposed, so far as we are

aware, on only one racial group indigenous peoples

Such trusteeships have their ongm in colonial prac

tices of the past century when they were used to mask

the exploitation of colonized people These

trusteeships, then aa novN, are not true trusts but im

positions upon unwilling peoples. The trust usually

cannot be legally enforced and the "trustee" is ac-

countable to no one
The assertion of such a "trust" relationship not only

deprives indigenous peoples of their full legal capaci

ty, but also servs as a pretext for broad authority over

them The paternalistic and abusive nature of such a

sham trust is but a part of the overall pattern of institu

tionalized race discrimination practised against in-

digenous peoples

The denial of legal or juridicial identity to

some or all indigenous entities.

The human rights of greatest importance

to indigenous peoples in the Americas are

largely rights which exist only as community

or group rights, such as the right to maintain
Continue on page '6
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The Many Faces

Of Racism
By Angela Brown and Adria Crum

The current climate which prevails on our campus is

exemplified by recent campaigns put forth by a variety of

means. For example, we see anonymous flyers plastered

on various buildings proclaiming "Remember the hostage

crisis...Khomeni and Arafat, take your pick". This is but

one extreme example of the notion that the Palestinian

struggle, like all liberation struggles, are equivalent to

"international terrorism" and "anti-Americanism". This is

one way in which Third World struggles abroad are

delegitimized and stereotyped, and we are all familiar with

the problem of stereotypes.

Meanwhile, Zionist statements are given front page

coverage in the COLLEGIAN in which particular Jewish

students, of a specific ideological ilk, declare that the

Organizaion of Arab Students are a contributing factor to

anti-Semitism. Why? Because they criticize the State of

Israel's actions. However, there is a distinction between

Jewish people and Israel as a state. Yet, the O.A.S. was

implicated, as if Arab students could have anything to gain

by fostering Nazi-ism. Nothing could be more ludicrous

since Arab students have all too much to lose by promoting

"Aryan" supremacy.

An equally pervasive attempt to delegitimize Third

World organizations can also be seen. This effort com
plements the day-to-day problems which can affect people

of color to the extent that said students often face a real

threat to their very lives, as the death threats and Utopia

incident of last P^all so clearly indicate.

In light of these daily realities and problems of this

particular campus, it is a highly dangerous and destructive

activity in which David McCarthy, a COLLEGIAN
columnist, engages in by attacking the S.G.A. and Third

World organizations. McCarthy's current series featured

in the COLLEGIAN Op/Ed page proves that our job isn't

finished yet, and that what he calls "noble causes" are

actually central to represent all students' interests on this

campus. Thus, the effort initiated by our predecessors is

far from complete; much work remains to be done to

eliminate forms of human oppression, a task which is

necessary for all since without it all will suffer.

THE SO CALLED "AVERAGE STUDENT"

The most highly questionable precept upon which

McCarthy's analysis is based is that of the "average

student ", who doesn't care about the issues of racism, male

supremacy and so on. Beyond the fact that this notion

creates division where there might otherwise be an honest

effort to communicate and unite, not by ignoring dif

ferences but by understanding their causes, this definition

is so narrow that it excludes the actual majority of

students on campus. McCarthy's concept does not include

people of color, those of Jewish descent, or women, who

together can not be seen as an insubstantial proportion of

the UMass population. In addition, McCarthy's concept of

the "average student", who is supposedly not represented

in the student government, excludes progressive or open

minded students of any race or gender who simply want a

better way of life. Thus, this narrow conception is one of a

student who would not support the very organizations

which are at least attempting to deal with the problem.

What kind of student is McCarthy looking for".' Apparently,

not one who represents most students' real interests.

McCarthy claimed in Thursday's column that the S.G.A.

is insensitive to students' concerns with budget cuts, etc.

and in that way displayed a real ignorance about its lob

bying efforts and efforts of some of the same 'activist

organizations " which he attacks, such as SCERA's public

policy arm.

On the other hand, he has declared that the financial

support appropriated to Third World organizations is

somehow of lesser importance than other appropriations.

There are many examples of where the Adminstration and

the various departments do not support Third World

students financially. The S.G.A. has an equal respon

sibility to provide this support, the fact that there are

rather few Third World students on campus is even more

reason for the S.G.A. to meet this responsiblity. Students

must address what the conditions are after admission to

UMass in order to insure that they are conduscive to a

representative student body, especially since the con

ditions prevailing are as determinant as any other factor.

Despite any of the problems which may or may not affect

the S.G.A. the appropriate way to deal with them is within

the student government structure where all students are

encouraged to bring these to light. Dialogue and criticism

are necessary for progress, but any proposal to eradicate

the power or influence of the S.G.A. is really only an at-

tempt to do the work of those who would rather see

students on the whole become a powerless group.

Therefore, what is purported to be a criticism of "at-

titudes" and "structure" can be seen as an attempt to

undermine the S.G.A. for opportunistic reasons. The

recent onslaught of criticisms brought against the S.G.A.

for the past several weeks on the Op/Ed pages of the

COLLEGIAN appears to be a potential example of this,

although this intent cannot be proven at this time.

}j4ti^fXj -Wfff^F^ ^ Wwft-AW'iMi^

High School students attending College Awareness

Day

Photo by

James W Williams Jr

The Use of The Grand Jury

Editors Note: This is the first part of a three part series on the

use of the Grand Jury as an instrument of political repression

towards the many social, political, religious and cultural

movements in the U. S.

The Grand Jury of the United States was originally

won by popular struggle against the Government's

use of the criminal justice system to punish its critics.

However, the US. Government has managed to

turn It into one of the most powerful instruments of

political repression It allows the prosecutor -working

with the police, FBI and intelligence agencies, -to sub

poena almost anyone to appear in court at any time

anywhere in the US.
Historically, the grand jury was supposed to be in

dependent and to represent the community Its job

was to decide if the Government had enough evidence

to charge someone with a particular crime

Today the grand |ury does not represent poor,

working or Third World poeple. and it rarely includes

single women head of households or people who do

not live in a ma|or city. Grand jurors are not told of

their duty to prevent abuses of power by the pro-

secutor. Instead they are turned into a mechanisim for

gathering information about the opponents of the

Government and for jailing them without a trial. The

Irish call this, "political internment."

One of the mam needs of the Government is greater

control over the public. Political repression,

surveillance and harrassment by the Government of its

citizens (particularly those with whom it has had a

long standing relationship of antagonism and domina-

tion) has long been a political fact of life in the U.S.,

regardless of the state of the economy. But historical-

ly repression intensifies during periods of economic

crisis.

Developments in the area of grand juries follow

similar patterns. The Racketteer Influenced and Cor-

rupt Organizations Act (RICO), allegedly designed to

combat organized crime, is now being used to

establish "conspiracies" among political activists and

A collective effort of,

Liesel Tyson
Loti Reyes-Ocasio

Brian Click

Roxana Bell

supporters. This, in addition to the 1970 immunity

laws which remove Fifth Amendemet Protection from

grand )ury witnesses, (the right to not be forced to

testify against yourself), and other new developments

are making grand juries especially suitable for Govern-

ment use as a political weapon.
Right now the grand jury is being used against the

American Indian Movement in the Yellow Thunder

Camp outside Rapid City, South Dakota, against the

Puerto Rican Independence Movement in the US
and in Puerto Rico, against Filipine opponents of the

U.S. backed Marcos regime, against the Black Libera-

tion Movement, under the guise of investigating the

Nyack Brinks incident, against the womens move
ment, the Anti Nuclear Movement as well as the Labor

Movement.
Understanding how the grand jury works and how

Its powers are abused is the key to effective resistance

to this form of repression Anyone can be called as a

withness before a Grand Jury-lawyers, preists,

newspaper reporters, secretaries, community

workers- and then jailed if they refuse to talk.

The Government believes that folks will sacrifice

their principles rather than go to jail. It is important

that we prove them wrong Your never know just

what the Government is trying to find out. If you talk,

you may hurt your friends or help the Government

smash a struggle that you care about. You also give

legitimacy to the Grand Jury and to the work of

political repression and intimidation that it carries out.

DON'T TALK! Support Grand Jury Resisters!!!

There will be a movie shown on the issue of the use of
the Grand Jury called "Until She Talks" which will be
shown in the Little Theater of the Pleasant Street

Theater in Northampton. This event will take place on
the 8th of December. Please read the following issues

of NUMMO for futher information, and the continua-

tion of this series.

^V Nummo Offers Credit and
Holds Open House

David DuBois

To Join UlVlass

Community
Mr. David Graham Du Bois will be joining the Amherst

community for the Spring 1983 term via a visiting ap-

pointment to the Journalistic Studies department. The

appointment has been made in cooperation with the Five

College Black Studies program, and the W.E.B. Du Bois

depai-tment of Afro-American Studies, of the University of

Massachusetts.

Mr. Du Bois has had vast experience both in teaching

undergraduates, and in the mass media. He has Uught at

the University of California, in the California community

college system, and at Cairo University. Mr. Du Bois has

served extensively in various news services, ranging from

the Pacific News Service to Radio Cairo, in Egypt. He has

also been Editor in-chief of the BLACK PANTHER
newspaper and served in the President's Office in Ghana,

as director of Public Relations.

Mr. Du Bois obtained his formal education in schools such

as Columbia, NYU, and Peking University, among others.

He is the son of Shirley Graham Du Bois. a former faculty

member of UMass, and the adopted son of WiUiam E.

Burghardt Du Bois, a noted social scientist and a towering

figure in American intellectual history.

NUMMO is quite pleased to report that Mr. Du Bois will

be lending his expertise to the Black media organizations

on campus, which include NUMMO News. SpecificaUy, he

wiU provide instruction to those who work with the

organb-ations on a credit basis (see related story on

NUMMO's course credit system for Spring "83).

We look forward in happy anticipation and excitement to

Mr. Du Bois' presence on our campus and to his welcome

contributions to the Amherst community.

For all those interested in working

with an independent weekly newspaper produced by

Black, Latino, and Asian American students take note!!!

NUMMO offers course credit for newswriters, reporters,

photographers, etc. and all those interested in acquiring

these skills. Third World students majoring in the

humanities and social sciences, for example in History or

Political Science, are especially invited to join NUMMO to

gain applicable skills which directly relate to these areas,

although a general interest is the main prerequisite.

There will be a brief application process for those who

wish to gain full course credit (3 credits) since some of the

positions are hmited. For more information interested

persons should stop by at 103 New Africa House, or call

545 0061. Office Hours are Tu.Th 1:00 4:00 and M.W.F.

1:30 4:00. Interested persons should apply before the end

of the semester since spaces will be going fast.

Another way for interested persons to find out about the

NUMMO organization is to attend our Open House on

Wednesday.December 1. This will be a good opportunity

to find out what we are about. The program will consist of

a Newsreporting workshop to be given by Karen Thomas,

former Black Affairs Editor from the COLLEGIAN of

many semesters, who is currently a professional

correspondent for the SPRINGFIELD DAILY UNION. A
Reception will follow the workshop with refreshments and

much socializing....

Remember the Open House is Wednesday. December 1

Time: at 7:30 pm

Place: New Africa House. Central Area

Cugtcr'g Revenge

Racism Against Indigenous

their religious and cultural ways. This in-

cludes the right to won and use property and

natural resources which are almost without

exception rights held in connmon by in-

digenous peoples or connmunities. Purely

private ownership of land is very rare, in

general indigenous people own their land in

common. As a result, legal protection of fun-

damental indigenous rights requires that in-

digenous groups have juridical indentity or

legal existance. Virtually every country we
have examined in the Americas claims the

unqualified right to deny to or to terminate

the juridical identity of any or all indigenous

entities. In some countries all indigenous en-

tities are denied juridical existence. This

limitless and devastating legal authority ap-

plies only to indigenous peoples. It is a

special and fundamental legal disability or

liability affecting one racial group like no

other, and it is one of the keystones of the in-

stitutionalized race discrimination against in-

digenous peoples.

The denial of legal protection or recognition

of indigenousproperty rights on the same

basis as other races

The dominant Governments in the western

hemisphere frequently deny that indigenous peoples

own the land on which they live. Indigenous peole

who have lived on land for generations, or since time

immemorial are regarded under the law of most

American governments as haveing nothing more than

possessory nghts. Indian land rights are sometimes

termed "aboriginal title" or "Indian title", but not ab-

solute ownership or title Because it is denied that In-

Populations
Continued from page 1

dian tribes, nations and communities actually own

their ancestral lands, they often are not allowed to

protect their land rights in court In a number of

American countries indigenous peoples, because of

their race, receive almost no legal protection for their

lands. Indian land can be taken without paying com

pensation, without notice of intent to take, without

opportunity to be heard as to the taking, and for any

purpose, including the private profit of non Indian in

dividuals and corporations.

Everywhere in the western hemisphere, indigenous

people are denied the right to own, use and retain

their property, through the operation of laws and

policies which apply to them solely because of their

race.

Land is essential to the cultural, political, and

economic survival of indigenous peoples. To most in-

digenous peoples, land has central spiritual and

religious significance. Without land, self-sufficient

people lose their capacity to provide for themselves.

The racist denial of land rights is part of a process

which, if left unchecked, could destroy many of the

indigenous peoples.

Effects Of Discrimination

The effects of this discrimination are extremely

severe, in some instances leading to the virtual extinc-

tion of certain populations. This occurs because of the

lack of legal protection and the resulting inability to

defend themselves against expropriation of their

lands, forced relocations, diseases brought by in

truding non-Indians, and destruction of the fish, game

and habitat necessary for their way of life

In some countries literally thousands of indigenous

people or people of indigenous heritage have been kill-

ed, quite often because of efforts to retain or regain

control of their native lands. Not long ago an Indian

lawyer in a Central American country, whom we have

been proud to assist, and who was working to protect

indigenous land rights, was assassinated there along

with his young son. Countless tales of horror and

repression could be told, all related to this basic fact:

institutionalized race discrimination exist against in

digenous people in the legal systems of most coun-

tries in the Americas.

Where there exists legally sanctioned race

discrimination, no rights of the affected class can be

secure Because indigenous people can be and are

threatened with such serious violations of fundamen-

tal rights, the cannot, practically speaking, defend

themselves or protect other rights, even those that are

nominally protected by the law Where the very ex-

istence of a community may be destroyed and its

lands expropriated with Government sanction, the

threat of such action has the effect of nullifying every

other right. How can there be freedom of religion, for

example, if the dominant Government is free to

supress that religion with the threat of expropriation of

lands?

It is well understood, particularly in relation to

South Africa, that the existence of legally sanctioned

race discrimination debases civilization itself and

destoyed the moral and civil authority which is the

foundation of law This Sub-Commission must not

turn away from this serious problem but must give

close attention and study to it. 1 his body must not ac-

cept blindly or uncritically the elaborate rationaliza-

tions of governments which wish to be excused. Of

course, every Government which in fact exercises the

right to oxpropriate indigenous lands discriminatorily

and without due process of law or compensation will

plead excuses and try to show it treats indigenous

people well. But none can deny the existence of overt-

ly discriminatory laws and legal doctrines. This body

must not cease its scrutiny of this matter until all such

laws are expressly d ^ away with.

Reprinted from AKWESASNE Notes.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
NUMMOS* OPEN HOUSE

For all those interesed in work-
ing with the areas ONLY Third
World Student run

newspaper:

We are inviting you to our
OPEN HOUSE

On Wednesday, December 1st at
7:00 PM

At 103 New Africa House,
UMass

There will be a newsreporting
workshop to be given by Karen
Thomas, former Black Affairs

Editor and currently a profes-

sional correspondent for the
Springfield Daily Union

A reception will follow the
workshop with refreshments

and much socializing

Come and check us out!!!!

^

AN^Mnt M* 01

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
(Ml 4»2. miKMiltv •« MM»w»<uwni
OOl 1413) M> 2«M

FALL SCHtDULt

wm.

Tuesday

MedMSday
T»wr*d*y

Friday

Saturday

Lr» Correla

Rev. Peirson

Hore husic

Ren Johnston

Gus N«rtin'.

Mahoqhany
Herri tt Anthony

Peopl*'? Perspect

Concerto Latino

The General

fllott *ndr«w

Theresa M

Rev. Pearson

Concepto Latino

O.H.
Karl NlUn
Hark EUlot
Mark Senedo
Concepto Latino

Carl Lotwan

Reports In Color

Daddy Neil

Frank Oqlesby

SHOW WWt

Soft n Easy
Glory Road To Sospel

BMCP
On Air Li»f-J»Il

frrv As The wind

BHCP

Ive BHCP

BUCP

BHCP
Urban Contaiporary

BHCP
Glory Road To Gospc!

BWCP
B»CP
Pan Afrlque

BHCP
Hew JaiJ £»0«r1enc*

9w:p
Rhylhr Section

w/Bettlna Henry

Funk n Thanqs

Frankle O's Odys»«y

2:O0-6:0Oaa
t;00-10:00a»
7:00-i:00a*
0:00-9 OOati
n "

12:15-3 OOP*
3;00-5:30p«
6:O0-7:0Oj«
7:00-10:00»»
12:15-3:00»«
10; 00-2: 00a*

6:0O-9:00a»
2:00-t:00a«
6:00-. TO^
3;00-'< '^
10:00-i':00a«

2:00-6 00«»
6:00-9:00a*
9:00-12:00n«
12:15-3:00p»
6:00-7 OOP"
7:00-10:00p»
10:00-2:00a«

FIESTA DE CUBA IX

WiU Be Celebrated On Saturday
December 4, 1982, From 8:00 pm

Till ?

At 47 South Prospect Street In
Amherst

There Will Be Dcmcing
Typical Food
Refreshments

AND
A Cuban Poster Raffle

AND
MUCH, MUCH MORE

Donation $2.00

This Event Will Be A Send-Off For
The Amherst Delegation Of The An-
tonio Maceo Brigade, A Group Of
Cuban-Americans Who Will Be

Traveling To Cuba This Winter

This Party Is Sponsored By The
Western Mass. Venceremos Brigade
And The Antonio Maceo Brigade

EVERYONE IS INVITED!!!!!
Come Early And Enjoy

,

The Third Wc/rld Women 's Ta»k Force is sponsoring

a film series this autumn sennester, 1982, entitled:

Third World Women in Liberation Struggles. In con-

cert with each film presentation, there will also be a

faculty member from the five college area to speak,

answer questions, fill in gaps, update the film, and

help lead a discussion. It is the hope of the Third

World Women's Task Force that these oresentations

will provide a forum of discussion as well as education

around topics of concern to the Third World, and

specifically to the women of the Third World.

This is a lunchtime film series to be held every-other

Thursday at noon until 1 p.m. These presentations are

free of charge and open to all.

Ehie to the nature ot the organization, and to the ex-

tremely limited budget we are working with, we are

asking those groups and individuals like yourselves

who snare common interests to co-sponosr the series

by making a monetary contribution, if possible. Anv
amount is both welcome and appreciated. We thank

you for your interest in our program.

Third World Women in liberation Struggles

Liberation Film Series

The Northampton Committee on Central America is

pleased to announce the debut of it's new film series,

"Liberation Film Series" which opened at the

Pleasant Street Theater in Northampton. The film will

cost $1 50 and proceeds will go to the continuation of

the series For the time being limited seating is

available as we are using the downstairs

theatre. Following is the proposed schedule of films.

All films begin at 2 pm.

December 5 - "The Murder of Fred Hampton" a

documentary portraying the events leading to the

government plotted assasination of Fred Hampton a

Black Panther leader.

12- "The Westfield Strike"- a videomade by a

local film maker on the Sterling Radiator strike. The

film gamed national attention for the strikers.

19- "Decision to Win - The First Fruits"- this film

presents an engrossing portrait of life in the province

of Morazan, El Salvador a stronghold of the Ferabund

Marti'para la Liberacion Nacional (F.M.L N.)

Announcements policy: All announcements

must be submitted in writing by the Friday

before date of issue.

All unsigned editorials represent the

views and opinions of NUMMO Staff
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November 18th Wcymen Under Siege

A brand new film which looks at the participation of

the women of a small Palestinian village located just

sbc miles north of the Israeli border in their unique and

often overiooked struggle. * Speaker TBA. Thursdav.

noon - 1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 903.

December 2nd A VieLed Revolution

From the same woman who produced Women Under

Siege, comes this very recent account of the women's

movement in Egypt. "Speaker TBA. Thursday, noon -

1 o'clock. U.Mass Campus Center. Room 904-08.

• Indicates that the speaker has not yet formally con-

firmed. TBA:to be arranged.
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Proposal calls

for alteration

of core system
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

A group of about 80 faculty members and students at the

Universit.v of Massachusetts are in the Process of

distributing copies of a general education proposal which

could change the nature of the C.D and E core

requirements.

Under the proposal, the courses which presently con

stitute C.D AND E cores will take on a general heading

coined "The Breadth of Knowledge". Under this com

ponent. six general types of courses will be offered.

These courses would be: Expressive Culture; Continuity

and Change; The Intjividual; The Biological World; The

Physical World; and Foreign Language.

The purpose is to make an important change in the

general education curriculum," said Johnetta Cole,

associate provost and member of the committee.

"It creates a whole new notion about general education,"

she said.

"The Breadth of Knowledge component can be con-

sidered as the substitution for the existing courses, namely

the CD and E requirements." she said.

Some courses will already satisfy the "Breadth of

Knowledge" section. Others may not.

The nature of the Breadth of Knowledge courses is

designed to promote more integration between major and

non- major courses.

"The courses in the present system are too specialized."

said Robert Thayer, a member of the student Committee

on General Education.

"The nature of the courses in the General Education

proposal is designed to break out of this mode of com

partmentalization. For instance, a course in the biological

World will also teach something about its implications in

the social world." he said.

"The Breadth of Knowledge courses that will replace

C.D and E courses will attempt to cross disciplinary

boundaries." Thayer said.

Other components of this proposal include a freshman

tutorial and senior seminar. These courses are also

designed to facilitate integration among undergraduate

courses. Members of the faculty and student committees

say these tutorials would allow for more communication

between faculty and students.

"Much more coherence is needed among courses." said

committee member Ellen Nylen. "Education tends U> be

set up in a one directional manner."

"Students are the recipients of education proposed by

faculty. It should be more than just a consumable package

of information," she said. "Core requirements are simply

handed out to students, without any explanation. The

freshman tutorial and senior seminar could provide the

necessary interaction between students and faculty."

Nylen said.

Colleirian photo hy Jim Power*

Kevin Richardson, instructor for the University of Massachusetts Parachute Club, takes a

backwards step out of a plane over Turners Falls airport.
^^

What
By ELLEN M. RYDER
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's Note: TTiis is the second of a tu>o part series on

computer companies. *

High Technology industries encircle the Boston

metropolitan area like jewels on a golden bracelet,

enriching an otherwise ragged Massachusetts economy.

Now technology companies big and small are looking to

set themselves in the Pioneer Valley.

"If the computer industry is growing, this would be the

next logical area." said computer and information sciences

(COINS) professor Alan Hanson. "Typically, companies

develop around a nucleus of talented people iij universities

or research labs. Boston is already saturated."

Steve Gross, Manager of Operations at Amherst

Associates, a software company in Amherst, said he did

not expect the development in Western Massachusetts to

equal that of the Boston area.

"I don't think it will get that extreme." Gross said. "I

don't think Western Massachusetts wUl grow as much as

Route 128."
K, V u

"Salespeople come to the company from New York,

Hartford and Boston." Gross said. "They are astounded

that a company so driven by high technology should be set

in such a pastoral location.

Several computer software companies have already

moved into the Valley including to name a few. Intelligent

Software Systems on Belchertown Road in Amherst.

Computerized Biomechanical Analysis Inc. on College

Road in Amherst, Amherst Associates at three locations in

Amherst and Garrett Lockheed Inc. in South Deerfield.

Wang Inc. is one large Massachusetts computer com-

pany set to expand its operations in Western Mass. It will

build a new branch in Holyoke next year to manufacture

computer hardware.

A long standing but unsubstantiated rumor holds that

DigiUl Equipment Corporation will soon occupy the

almost vacant Mountain Farms Mall in Hadley. Both

Digital and MounUin Farms Mall officials firmly denied

such plans, however.

One of the reasons that Massachusetts is blossoming as a

technology center is that it has a large concentration of

high tech schools. The rapid growth of companies requires

qualified people, with the capacity to advance at the same

pace. Another reason, speculated Hanson, is that there

had been a lot of defense department funding of high

technology in Ma ssachu.setts.

The job openings in the computer science field currently

exceed the number of qualified graduates, Hanson said.

Boom periods occur when there is a perceived need in the

economy; computers have become a necessity, he added.

"Projections that I've seen indicate that... the job market

will absorb them (graduates) easily in the next ten years."

said Hanson.

Of the job openings expected to be created here. Gross

said that the salaries would probably not be comparable to

those around Route 128.

Peggy Shennon, a computer instructor for Garret

Lockheed of South Deerfield, said she thinks Route 128 is

overcrowaeu, 'out Western New England will probably not

see the same density of hardware manufacturers.

"I'm afraid they'll (incoming companies) provide only

very highly educated people with positions," Shennon

said. "There might be openings only for technological

jobs."

Asked if small computer companies would suffer from

the invasion of larger competitors, Hanson said he doubted

it.

"There will be competition for people and space, of

course, but no more direct market competition than there

is now," he said. "If the companies do come out here, the

area will be selectively developed. Towns can control the

number of companies that come into them."

As Massachusetts continues its expansion, the Santa

Clara Valley. California's booming "Silicon Valley,"

overshadows it. The Silicon Valley is the nation's fastest-

growing electronics area, according to the Boston Globe,

and accounts for twenty percent of the $16 billion

worldwide money market.

"Route 128 and the Silicon Valley are comparable," said

Hanson. Route 128 has the potential to be as great as the

Valley, he added, but "it will take a lot more than

potential."

The fact that the industry is flourishing in other parts of

Massachusetts indicates that the state is gaining on

California.

The years to come may significantly change the Pioneer

Valley. The foretold technological growth may not mirror

Boston's wealth of industry, but it will surely reflect

Massachusett's race to lead the country to its technological

future.
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World and natiwi^^ews
Veteran without battle

experience to headVA
-* _ ... ^uHapHtn he "the veterans' advc

Discussing emergency help for the needy, are some members of the

United States Conference of Mayors. From left are: Mayors Rober

Buhai of Highland Park, 111.; Thomas Cooke of t^- Orange. N. J.; Ernest

Morial of New Orleans. La.: Arthur Holland of Trenton. N.J.; Ted

Mann of Newton. Mass. and Angelo Martinelli. Yonkers. N.Y.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan yesterday named West Point

football star Harry N. Walters, a veteran

who saw no war service and left the Army

after the obligatory four years, to head the

Veterans Administration.

Walters would become the first VA chief

who never served in combat, a point noted

by the American Legion, which specifically

had asked Reagan to find a war veteran for

the job.

Walters. 46. is now the civilian assistant

secretary of the Army for manpower and

reserve affairs. Before his appointment to

the Pentagon job in 1981. he was the

principal owner of a paper company in

Potsdam. N.Y.

Ho would succeed Robert P. Nimmo. a

wealthy Californiin and Korean War

veteran who resigned after 17 stormy

months in charge of an agency with a $25

billion budget, a payroll of $220,000 and a

constituency of 30 million veterans.

Walters met yesterday with about 20

leaders of veterans' groups and retired

miUtary men. Those attending said he

pledged to be "the veterans advocate

"Surprisingly, he told us he hadnt yet

seen the president." said one veterans

leader "The inference I draw from that is

that someone else must have picked him for

the job."
. J. . t tu^

Mylio Kraja. executive director of the

American Legion, said. 'Time wiU only teU

whether he will be good or bad.'

At confirmation hearings for Walters

Pentagon job. Sen. Strom Thurmond. R-

S.C. noted that Walters had left the Army

after fulfilling his minimum obligation m

exchange for a free West Point education.

Walters explained that he quit because

he had a famUy to support and could make

more monev as a civilian.

But Thurmond said through a spokesman

yesterday that he thought Walters would

do a fine job and said he would support him

for Senate confirmation.

Before taking the Pentagon job. Walters

was the principal owner of the Potsdam

Paper Corp. in Potsdam. N.Y.. and had

held a number of other jobs in the paper

industry.

Wvoming wins MX contest: 'dense pack' to be deployed thereJ V/illAi^O
Close-spacing concept, which the Air Force calls

WASHINGTON (AP) - Wielding both stick and carrot.

President Reagan announce<i yesterday he intends to

deploy the huge MX missle in a "dense-pack stnng ot

Wyoming silos, then prepared to advanctnl new arms con

trol propxisals U) the Soviet Union.

"We would prefer that the Soviets dismantle SS-18s

(their intercontinental ballistic missiles) rather than w^'

build more holes." Reagan said in a written sUtement.

"But we can accomodate either and maintain stability.

To emphasize his long-range goal. Reagan forrnally

named the MX the "Peacekeeper' missile and called his

basing plan "a reasonable way to deter attack.

The long-awaited MX basing decision, which faces a

doubtful future in Congress, would have the United States

deploy its first new intercontinental missiles m 20 years.

But in a nationally televised speech later yesterday.

Reagan was to signal the Kremlin leadership that America

would prefer reduction of nuclear arsenals t<i participation

in a dangerous and expensive arms race.

Hours before the formal announcement, all signs in-

dicated the president had accepted the Air Force recom-

mendation to place 100 MX weapons in superhardened

launch silos spaced alx)Ut 1.800 to 2.000 feet apart near

Warren AFB in Wyoming.

The close-spacing concept, which the Air F'orce calls

"dense pack." represents a dramatic departure from past

missile deployment plans, including the Carter administra-

tion's scheme for the MX.

The plan called for spreading 200 MX missiles among

some 4.600 concrete shelters stretching across the Utah

and Nevada deserts and shifting real missiles and decoys

from site to site.
, , .i,„»

The untested theory behind the dense-pack plan is that

most of the MX missiles could survive a Soviet surpnse at-

tack because incoming Soviet warheads would disable

each other as they converged on the MX silos and explod-

ed.

Nursing home loses

euthanasia privacy suit
SPRINGFIELD — A jury awarded $2.58 million

yesterday to a widow who said a Holyoke nursing home

violated her dying husband's privacy by allowing right-to-

iife advocates to question him. .11,1.
Blanche Spring. 78. of Montague, said the Holyoke

Geriatric Authority and four nurses invaded the privacy ol

her husband, Earle. while the family was fighting a court

battle to have his Ufe-sustaining dialysis treatment halted.

The Hampden Superior Court jury of eight men and four

women returned the verdict after 12 Vz hours of

deliberations over three days.

It awarded the damages against the city-run authority

and also ruled against one of the nurses, Joan Wolohan,

but did not require her to pay damages.

Mrs. Spring had sought $80 million damages for m-

cidents that occurred when her 78 year old husband was a

patient at the nursing home in January. 1980.

Ms. Wolohan and nurse Winifred Greany testified they

aUowed a Boston doctor and a Hartford. Conn., nurse who

were right to^life advocates to question Spring after they

were directed to do so by the nursing home administrator.

Two of the nurses — Joyce Webster and Cathy

McEvady - deUvered a letter to a newspaper saying that

Spring told them he did not want to die.

The nurses' letter to the Holyoke Transcript Telegram

led to the reopening of the precedent-setting

Massachusetts court case over Spring's right to die and an

order by the state's highest court to continue treatments

whUe the courts re-examined Spring's competency to make

his own decision.

Spring died on Easter Sunday. April 6, 1980. a few

weeks before the Supreme Judicial Court finally ruled that

the retired chemist was too senile to make his own decLSion

and the family could halt the treatments.

Political stance gets

rabbi excommunicated
TEWKSBURY - A rabbi has rejected as "nonsense"

the order of a rabbinic court excommunicating him and

other Jews on charges of "traitorous and treacherous acts

against Jewish people."

"This is a self appointed group which seems to have an

aversion to people in the Jewish community taking public

stands which run contrary to what this group thinks, said

Rabbi Everett Gendler of Temple Emanuel of Lowell.

On Sunday three members of the 13 person Supreme

Rabbinic Court of America, Inc. said they excluded

Gendler and members of the liberal New Jewish Agenda

for what the court said was support of Palestinian and gay

rights causes.

Digest
bu the,Associated Press

.!•:•:•:•:•:•;•;•.'

Judge expels

creationism law
NEW ORLEANS - A federal judge yesterday threw

out Louisiana's law providing for the teaching ol

creationism in public schools.
. j „

U S District Judge Adrian Duplantier granted a

request for summary judgment from the state Board of

Elementary and Secondary Education, which had con

tended the stato's 1974 constitution gives it exclusive

control over classroom curriculum.

The board also said it needed complete power to shelter

the pubhc schools from the whims of politicians.

A similar trial in Arkansas last year brought a federal

ruling that its creationism law was a blatant attempt to

bring religion into the schools.

Proponents of the Louisiana law have said they would

take the case to the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals if

thev lost in district court

.

Fourteen communities

promise additional trash
NORTH ANDOVER — An innovative plant that will

burn garbage from 22 communities to generate electricity

has cleared a key hurdle, and groundbreaking wiU take

place within eight weeks, officials said yesterday.

The 12-year quest to build the $102 milUon plant moved

closer to realization when officials from 14 communities

pledged to supply additional trash.

The new pledge assured enough trash would be available

to make the plant feasible, said Brian Hardy, a spokesman

for the state Executive Office of Environmental Affairs.

"Communities that have a lot of trash today - and a

headache in disposing it - realize trash can be doUars il

they negotiate the right kind of contract." Hardy said.

A similar plant is already operating in Pittsfield. Hardy

said, and negotiations are under way in the Springfield.

Worcester and New Bedford areas.

The "garbage to gold" concept has so much promise that

three private firms are competing in the New Bedford area

in hopes of grabbing garbage from communities and

turning it into electricity, he said. Two firms have been

competing in the North Andover area.

"This deal was just too good to pass up." Walter

Tonaszuck. chairman of the North East Solid Waste

Committee, told reporters during a tour of the proposed

site for the plant.

"We decided to take matters in our own hands and in-

crease our tonnage commitments rather than wait for one

more community to join." he said.

The NESWC plant will be located adjacent to the North

Andover landfill, a short distance from Interstate 495.

A I' l.asffpnti.o

Actor Peter Graves, former "Mission: Im-

possible" star ("Should you decide . . . "). rides

a bike invented by two Massachusetts men

through Boston Public Garden. Graves was in

Boston after accepting the mission of filming a

TV special, "Discover: The World of Science",

which will feature unusual machines.
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Palestinian liberation the topic ofOAS panel
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

A panel discussion last night sponsored

by the Organization of Arab Students

(OAS) of the University of Massachusetts

focused on the invasion of Lebanon and the

problems and struggles behind it.

Speaking on the panel were Dr. Khalil

Nakhleh, an Palestinian anthropologist and

former president of the Arab American
University; Paul Saba, a Lebanese lawyer

from Boston; and Maja Cathata Mokoena,

a student from South Africa studying at

Amherst College.

Since the invasion of Lebanon started on

June 6, 1982, the facts behind the real issue

of the invasion have been hidden by the

press and by those who dominato. Saba

said.

The real crisis, which is the attempt of

the Palestinians to create a secular

democratic nation has been exposed by

groups in their attempt to support the

struggle of the Palestinian people, accor-

ding to the panel.

"The history of the Lebanese situation is

very complex. The crisis existing threatens

the sovereignty and independence as well

as the existence of Lebanon as a country."

Saba said.

In his discussion of the invasion of

Lebanon. Dr. Nakhleh started by raising

the basic question of why there is a war in

Lebanon. Dr. Nakhleh said that in order to

understand why these people are waging a

struggle, fighting constantly and dying, we
should understand why Palestinians were
driven from their homeland in 1948. These
people were forced out with no hope of

returning, while people born Jewish can

always go there.

"The FLO is the body whose military

armed struggle is in order to ultimately

liberato what is Palestine today," Dr.

Nakhleh said.

"The PLO is not a terrorist organization,

but no one will let Palestinians accept the

label . . . the label of terrorism had been

hurdled at us at any time we take our posi-

tion contrary to Israel's." he said, j

('ollrKi'n photo b« Mirharl Margolis

Paul Saba, Lebanese lawyer and panelist during a discussion on

Palestine held last night.

Duffey sees mandate for higher education in election results
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

Despite political attacks against public higher education

during the past few years, this month's national elections

show that the general public now realizes education

benefits the entire society. University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said last week.

"Consistently across the country, the results of the Nov.

2 elections show that the voters supported those can-

didates for governor and Congress who advocated public

responsibility and public investment in education. " Duffey

said.

"In the last two or three years, many members of the

public have had second thoughts on attacks made on public

higher education." Duffey said. "They have decided that

the benefits for investment in public higher education go to

the larger society, and not just to the individuals that

participate."

Duffey noted although the curriculum at UMass has

changed gn^^atly since it was first created as a land grant

university over 100 years ago. the role of the University

has always been to serve society.

"The land grant university saw itself with respon-

University of

Joseph Duffey

( ollririan filr photo bv Trrru BvlUflorr

Massachusetts Chancellor Dr.

sibilities to the public," Duffey said. "It was a service to

the society."

"Today, the University is seeking to fulfill the land grant

role. Our first service is to give the opportunity of

education to the young people of the Commonwealth."
In order to best serve society, Duffey said the university

must provide its student with a broad education, en-

compassing the humanities and fine arts as well as the

social and natural sciences.

"The future is not going to depend solely on

technological achievement," Duffey said. "We need people

who can read and write and reason, with a sense of

history."

"We need good judgement, the ability to make in-

telligent decisions in our political life, and the perspective

to make decisions in the longer term."

Duffey said the goals of the university today and of the

university 125 years ago are the same in this respect.

"The land grant universities were created originally to

serve the technical and economic needs of the country, not

in a narrow sense," Duffey said.

"It was seen as providing the kind of education needed in

a democratic society whose citizens participated in

governing themselves."

UMass FSO commissioned for

cultural bridge construction

Colleirian photo by Mirhifl MirRoln

Rope pull tug-of-war at Boyden Intramural Fields this weekend.

By GREG BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

A married exchange student wants to

bring his wife to America from Ghana. But

first, he has to deal with the massive

bureaucracy of immigration services.

Another foreign student comes from a

country where professors are too respected

for her to ever consider interrupting their

lectures for a question. Yet she does have

questions.

Foreign students at the University of

Massachusetts must deal wiih many
problems including cultural adaptation,

language problems and dealing with

American bureaucracies.

The UMass Foreign Students Office tries

to help foreign students with problems such

as these.

"We offer non-academic counseling and

we try to provide a casual office for

students to come and talk to us, even if they

don't have a particular problem," said Carol

Cumps, foreign student adviser.

Some of the problems students face,

Cumps said, are not so trivial as they mights

seem.

"People who think 55 degrees is cold may
not know how to dress properly for here,"

she said. "Cultural differences, although

not so prevalent in Europeans, are also an

occasional problem."

Students themselves, however, do not

seem to have many problems with cultural

differences. Andreas Laras, 20. is a junior

microbiology major from Athens. Greece.

Laras said his only problem in adjusting

was learning slang. "I was taught English in

high school (in Athens), not American." he

said.

Although Andreas acknowledges the

cultural differences between America and

Europe, he said they are minor and not

really problems to him.

"There's not a big difference between

Europe and America." he said.

Laras was disturbed, he said by the

importance placed on money in our society.

"There is a different way of thinking

between Europeans and Americans in all

respects, but in particular with respect to

their motivation for continuing their

education on a college level. Like many

Europeans, I'm continuing my education

because I enjoy learning. But Americans,

with a few exceptions, pursue education to

eventually become more successful money-

makers." he said.

Many students who come to UMass to

study from abroad are already very widely

traveled. Such is the case of Murtaza (Mert)

Bhaijibhai. 17. a freshman from North

Yemen who has studied in Ireland. India,

and Boston, and has traveled to Africa and

much of Asia.

"I have very little trouble adjusting to

America because I've been traveling since I

was nine. The people here make it easier,

too. They're terrific. ' Mert said.

The main problem dealt with by foreign

student advisers. Cumps .said, "is the

immigration service. Fifty percent of our

advising is on immigration problems."

Tahir Durrani, 17, is a freshman from

Karachi, Pakistan. His main problem in

adjusting has been in dealing with the

immigration service.

"They are very strict," he said. "There

are always long lines, and complicated

forms to fill out. Dealing with them can be

frustrating sometimes. I once waited in line

for 6 hours."

Anna Ramstad, 21, is from Lillestrom.

Norway. She said she loves to party, and

that "American drinking habits are quite

similar to those of Europeans."

Ramstad is a .sophomore in the School of

Business Administration who spent her

freshman year at City of London

Polytechnic.

"I haven't had any problems adjusting to

life in America. The American lifestyle is

similar to mine in Norway." she said. "The

studying is much more intense though. I'm

not doing as well as I did in London."

Anna disapproves of "foreign student

programming" because she said. "If you're

old enough to go study ip a foreign country,

you're old enough to adapt on your own."

Cumps said programming for foreign

students is limited for a number of reasons.

We're looking at the programming as a

trial balloon." Carol Cumps said. "Will they

try it or not? I don't think 'they really

want to come to a foreign land to associate

with other foreigners."
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herpes

Colleihan photo b* Tom Kudli

John Smolen from the Physical Plant works by

Goessman Laboratory.

By EVERETT HARMAN
Collegian Correspondent

There are ways of dealing with the current herpes

epidemic, according to a health educator at the University

of Massachusetts.
,,

"There are rational ways of coping with the virus, said

Debbie Edelman, a health educator with UMass Health

Services. "Through education, proper care, and positive

attitudes, herpes can be a manageable virus and need not

interfere with a healthy lifestyle."

Herpes has recently received considerable attention in

the media and Edelman said the sensationalistic treat-

ment given the disease in Time. Newsweek and other na^

tional publications has only added to the atmosphere of

fear and mystery.

Edelman said she believes both goals of controlling the

spread of the disease and alleviating the emotional pain

many sufferers experience can be furthered by educating

people about it in a calm and realistic manner.

The form of herpes with which people are most familiar

is oral herpes, commonly known as cold sores. An

estimated 50 million people in the United States are af-

flicted with this illness.

Many think that the sores are caused by colds and do not

take any particular precaution to prevent transmission. In

actuality, an infected person always carries the herpes

simplex virus which lies dormant most of the time with in

triseminal ganglion, where nerves of the face and head

meet in the nervous system. When the body is in a

physically weakened state, as during a cold, the virus may

leave its hiding place and travel down a nerve to create

sores at the site of original infection.
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The sores usually last for a few days then disappear as

the virus returns to the triseminal ganglion.

Recurrence averages about 6 times a year but duration

and frequency vary greatly. Some individuals never have a

recurrence of the sores though they carry the virus. There

is no known means of curing the disease.

Genital herpes, with which 5-20 million Americans are

infected, is very similar to oral herpes except for the loca-

tion of sores and the virus' hiding place m the sacral

ganglion located near the base of the spme. However, the

psychological effects of genital herpes seem to be much

greater than those of oral herpes due to the feehngs peo-

ple have about their sexuality.

Both forms of herpes are transmitted in a great majori-

ty of cases by physical contact of mucosal tissue (oral,

genital, oral-genital, etc.). Although the virus has been

said to survive for hours on certain surfaces, experts have

largely discounted the possibility of contracting the

disease from toilet seats, towels or the like.

Symptoms generally appear within 2 to 20 days after in-

fection. The initial bout is usually the most severe and may

include fever, pain and headache in addition to the itching,

burning, blisterlike sores experienced in subsequent out-

breaks.

Spread of the virus can be controlled if infected in-

dividuals refrain from oral or genital contact with others

from the time they feel any itching, tingling or burning at

the site of recurrence until all sores have completely heal-

ed. Although the virus may be released without active

sores, it is not known if this can result in transmission of

the disease.

Dean downplays role

of press in Watergate
By MARY BALDWIN
Collegian Staff

The incompetence of the Nixon administration, not the

dUiRence of the press was responsible for the failure of

the Watergate coverup. John W. Dean, III. special

counsel to former president Richard nixon. told a Boston

audience this weekend. . , . .w
Speaking at the Boston Globe Book Festival at the

John B. Hynes Veterans auditorium in Boston Saturday

night i)ean. whose testimony was the major changing

point 'in breaking Watergate, said the administration was

not able to deal with the conspiracy.

One of the myths around Watergate. Dean said, was

the widespread impression that the press, the

Washington Post. Bernstein and Woodward, cracked the

case Fifteen reporters were assigned to Watergate m

1972. Not until Spring. 1973 did the press start covering

Walemate."
"Watergate fell apart from its own weight." he con

tinued "The reason Watergate didn't work was because

we weren't good criminals. The people dealmg with

Watergate were incompetent to deal with the type ol

conspiracy that we were dealing with."

Dean also discussed other Ulusions surroundmg

Watergate and its effects on the nation.

"I had seen myths grow ip around Watergate that

didn't fit for me." he said. "Did the system reaUy work?

Nixon wasn't even tried whereas minor figures got 40

Dean said Watergate hL-.dered the relationship bet

ween the press and the White House for the foUowing

administrations. ... ^u

Watergate created a hostile relationship between the

media and the Ford adminLslration. Dean said.

"During the Carter administration, the press finally

lookeo at what they were doing and decided to give the

president in office the benefit of the doubt."

Newslines . .

.

Credit in Scandanavia offered

The Scandinavian Seminar on North Pleasant St. in

Amherst is accepting applications for its 1983 1984

academic year abroad in Denmark. Finland. Norway or

Sweden. Students stay with a host family in one of those

nations and study in a folk school, a small, residential

educational community intended for young adults.

Academic credit for the study is available. For more

information, contact Scandinavian Seminar 358 N.

Pleasant St.. Amherst, or call 549 5836.

Patrol volunteers requested

The Amherst Conservation Commission is seeking

volunteers for its Ridewalker Program. Through the

program, ridewalkers sign up for a portion of the 26.2

miles of path and foot trails maintained by the town. The

volunteers then patrol the part of the trail, doing hght

maintenance work, such as removing fallen limbs and

hauling small items of trash. Larger problems are

reported to the Commission. For more information,

contact the Conservation Services Office at 256 0413.

Rape jx^esentation tonight

A Rape Task Force presentation will be given at 7 p.m.

today in Cashin Dormitory in the Sylvan Residential

area. The presenUtion will be given by the Educator/Ad-

vocate Program of the Everywoman's Center.

Working mothers lecture topic

•Working Mothers and Childcare" will be discussed by

Pam Collins at noon today in room 917 of the Campus

Center. The lecture is part of an eight part series on

women and work sponsored by the Working Women's

Task Force of the Everywoman's Center. J
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A first in a sad series of lasts

It all sUrted with the realization that last Saturday's

football game was the last UMass game I would

attend as a student. Graduation time is coming and

I'm scared to death.

1 never thought it would end. really. I remember my
first game as a freshman. It was against the Black Bears

of Maine, my first college football game. I'd never gone to

a Boston College or Harvard game before I came to col-

lege. I hated Boston College and I couldn't justify seeing a

Harvard game unless it was against Yale, because I

wanted only the l)est. Besides, a true Patriots fan from

eastern Massachusetts can't be bothered with trivial

things like college fcKitball.

Richard Nangle

Anyway, we destroyed Maine that day. 1 think the score

was 38-7. but it doesn't really matter. I remember there

weren't too many people at the game and you could hear

one of Maine's defensive backs screaming at his team-

mates to try to turn the game around. The guy sounded

like he was in agony. It only now occurs to me that he was

probably a senior.

At least half of the games 1 attended were on my own.

Alumni Stadium was a good place to be alone with your

thoughts, not to mention being a good place to recover

from a hangover. When by myself. I'd stand in the camera

box below the press box. The view was tremendous, and

probably the best kept secret at UMass. Rarely was I ever

accompanied by anyone other than the opposing team's

cameraman.
It wasn't always easy to get to my favorite place in the

stadium. The dreaded ushers were always making sure

that only those who had purchased reserved seats were

allowed in the middle sections, especially during the big

games. Oftentimes it took a lot of imagination to get

through the crowd and past the armbanded ushers. I used

to call them "Hitler youth." It made me feel better about

the whole thing. Yes. they were doing their job. but did

they have to be scj arrogant about it?

Of all the UMass football memories I've accumulated,

the best is undoubtedly from the snow bowl of two years

rigo against Boston College. BC was the team I had always

,oved to hate. Boston sports gods Don Gillis. Ernie

Roberts and Leigh Montville were always telling us how

great they were, even though they never did anything of

note. Why. I didn't even know UMass had a football team

until I saw them in a championship game on television dur-

ing my senior year in high school.

Student vote

the final say
Editor's note - This is thefinal part ofa four-part neries.

The first two segments in my series on student

government at the University focused on the schism

that has developed between the general

undergraduate population and the .student senate. Yester-

day, a proposal was made for students to gain control over

the (est.) 60 percent of the activities fee that funds essen-

tial services. Today, a plan will be presenteil that first,

gives students control of the other 40 percent of each

students' $96.00 activities tax presently funding support

groups, activist groups, and Senate operations, and se-

cond, creates a more vital role for the area governments in

the daily lives of students.

The highly U)Uted BC team was having another

mediocre year, and UMass was ripe for victory. Despite

the snow in the stands which hadn't been cleared out.

there wasn't an empty seat to be found. I was sitting in

section 12 on the visitors side, and I was quite happy alwut

the snow situation.

Toward the start of the game one certain UMass police

officer who was patroling the stands didn't take kindly to

l>eing hit with an errant snowball. So he turned on the

crowd in an .amazing verbal attack.

"I dare you to throw a snowball at me," he barked at my

section.

That was his mistake. Everytime the guy turned around

for the rest of the game he was f)elted with snowballs. And

the more he got hit, the madder he became. It was great.

After I got bored with the angry cop, I turned on the BC

Eagles. Their players were mad as hell since I wasn't the

only one hitting them with snowballs. Some fans also t(M)k

it upon themselves to teach the Eagle mascot a lesson by

tackling the stupid bird by the goalposts and rubbing its

face in the snow.

Actually it would have been a perfect day if UMass

didn't have a punt blocked setting up what turned out U)

be the winning BC touchdown. But in that 13-12 loss we

taught those preppies from the east not to take UMass

lightly.

I only misse<l three or four games in my entire career.

Unfortunately two of them were against Delaware, both

heartbreaking losses. But now there will be no more

chances for me.

Soon I'll be looking at college football games as

youngsters fighting on the gridiron, the way I now view

high school football. So you'll have to excuse my depres-

sion, because an important era in my life and the lives of

every other senior who is a UMass football fan is over.

Some of us will come back in the future to route for our

alma mater, but it won't feel the same. And if this isn't all

bad enough, we still have other things to say goodbye to in

the next six months.

Our last snowball fight with Amherst College is still in

our future, so is our last basketball game and our last

lacrosse game. And were experiencing our last

Novembers and Decembers. Those are pretty tough too.

So please forgive us if we have to swallow these tragedies

one at a time.

Then again, we still have our last go at course selections

this week. S<K)n we will also have our final final. Come to-

think of it, I might actually enjoy that.

Richard Nangle i.s n Collegian rotumnift

Letters-

Returned sign restores resident's faith in human nature

Editors note — Two weeks ago, the Collegian printed a let-

ter concerning a sign stolen from Dr. F.G. Ruder, a local

veterinarian.

To the Editor:

I am reporting to you that our sign was returned on

Saturday, and was found on the front door steps. Surely

you have helped to perform a miracle. It was found with

an envelope containing a slip of paper which said, "Sorry,

but Happy B. Day and Many More."

You have certainly restored my faith in human nature

and I ask that you publish my deepest appreciation of the

act of returning this sign. I do not have words enough to

express my appreciation of your help in this miracle. The

91 year old woman appreciates the "belated" birthday

present. My thanks to you for your kindness.
^

Ruth S. Ruder
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we rejrret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and lengfth.

Dave McCarthy

Without careful examination, the plan I am about to

outline might be construed by some as a veiled attempt to

cut support services for women and people of color. On the

contrary, within the context ol the plan, it will De shown

how increased student empowerment can further the

goals of campus support groups, and how the area govern-

ments can. with more money, be the most effective gover-

ning body in the struggle to educate students on issues

such as racism, sexism, gay oppression and handicap

awareness.

Under our plan where essential services were removed

from the budget process, the Senate Budgets Committee

would still be considering the budgets of groups as diverse

as Students Advocating Financial Aid, the Economic

Development Office, and The Asian American Students

A.ssociation. Every spring, the Budgets Committee

presents its appropriations for the coming fiscal yesr.

Under our plan, any proposed increase in the coming

budget would have U) be put before the student body as a

whole in a binding referendum. In this way, student*

would have a chance to approve or disapprove of any pro-

posed fee increases.

In the binding referendum, 25 percent of the students

would have to cast ballots, and of that 25 percent, a ma-

jority would have to vote in favor of the proposed fee in-

crease for it to pass. What this actually means is, 12.5 per-

cent of the students would have to approve the budget in-

crease for it to pass.

If the proposed fee increase passed, the coming

semester's bill would refiect it. If the budget increase did

not get support from 12.5 percent of the undergraduate

population, the ?tudent activities fee could not be increas-

ed, and the Senate Budgets Committee would have U> find

ways of making ends meet.

The first implication is that the Senate would have to

reach out to the students and justify fee increases. In the

past, little attempt was made by the Senate to explain the

budget process, or why groups needed more money.

Under this change, if the Senate wants more money, they

will have to prove to the students that they need it.

The second implication of this plan is that the gn)ups

receiving increased funding would have to justify their in-

creases. This would make groups, who many students

have never heard of because of their specialized service,

educate people as to what they do. the imjK)rtant and/or

uniqueness of their service, and why they need more fun-

ding.

If. with the Senate educating the students on the budget

process, and RSO groups explaining their needs to the

undergraduates, they cannot get 12.5 percent of the

students to approve the budget, they will have to make do

with what they have.

This is where increased student empowerment can

greatly further campus social awareness. Like more

Americans who grumble about how their taxes are spent,

many socially unaware students at UMass have a certain

animosity towards how their money is spent. They may be

unaware of the importance of creating a culturally and

politically diverse campus. By getting these students to

buy into the budget the area governments will be given a

more vital role in our plan. We feel that, by their close pro-

ximity to their constituents, they have a better understan-

ding of the needs and wants of the people in their area

than the Senate ever could have. Some of the present ex-

amples of area funded programs are the Macolm X Center

and the Southwest Woman's Center in Southwest, and the

New Africa House in Central. Increased funding of the

area governments would enhance their already effective

fight to increase social awareness, and free up the Senate

to deal with pertinent concerns.

This is our plan to return student government to the

students. Negative feedback has already been heard from

the high echelons of student government. But the plan

was not put forth for their benefit. It was written to in-

crease the power of the student body as a whole. Whether

you're pro or con, this plan needs feedback from you the

students. Tell either your Senator, or write the Collegian.

Better yet. Call the SGA Hotline!

Dave McCarthy is a UMass student.
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Gil Scot-Heron hot property at Rusty Nail

Pboto by Malrom Lawi

Gil Scot-Heron performs at the Rusty Nail last Saturday night.

By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

The multi talented Gil Scot Heron and

his Amnesia Express sizzled through a two

hour performance last Saturday evening at

the Rusty Nail.

After an unusually late start, one may of

got the impression that some amnesia

actually had set in. Apparently the shows

delay was due to the late arrival of bassist

Robert Gordon.

But when the entire band finally took the

stage at approximately 12:30. any bad

sentiment toward them was cast aside.

Scot Heron is no stranger at the Rusty Nail

and the audience there anticipates his

arrival with the suspense of a Hitchcock

thriller.

The show itself was typical of the Gil

Scot Heron that we've grown accustomed

to hearing. It was complete with grooving

bass lines, searing guitar, tight horns and

some down right funky improvisation, and

ol course, probably the most mcisive socio

political voice on record. That of Scot

Heron himself.

The show started with the number "That

Jazz?." from the album Reflectums. The

next number was called "No Exit," from his

latest release Moving Target. The album

contains some pretty solid pieces and the

one that left the biggest impression is called

"Black Historv The World."

The number starts with a funky ba.se

under the Scot Heron's baritone voice, a

voice that commands attention. Basically

the rap is an overview of the history of

Black people when they were Africans with

a proud heritage and refined culture, before

the dispersal to the west.

Scot Heron also spoke about recent

developments "still we are hounded by

things that are out of immediate reach,

places that were once called un

derdevek)ped, are no mineral rich. Egypt

and Lybia used to be in Africa, they've been

moved to the Middle East."

"Winter in America" followed and so did

the musical solo of the evening. Tenor sax

man Ron Holloway from Washington, D.C.

played with a vengeance, much to the

delight of the full house.

The next number was "Alien (hold on to

your dreams)" from the album 1980. The

song was written for the illegal aliens

crossing over from the Mexican looking for

a way to do better. While this number
encouraged the greatest amount of crowd

participation, the people joined in

spreadmg the word that Scot Heron has

done throughout his career.

The song's chorus reads:

Hold on, it may not be a lot but you

Hold on, 'cause you know it's all you

got

No matter the consequences, or the

fear that grips your senses,

You have got to hold on to your

dreams.

Other numbers that followed were

"Angel Dust" from 1978. "Fast Lane" and

"Washington D.C," both from his latest

release. The number written about our

nation's capitol takes you just minutes away

from the White House, to where things are

not necessarily so clean:

Seems a ball of contradictions pullin"

different ways
between the folks who come and go

and those who got to stay

It's a mass of irony for all the world

to see

It's the nation's capitol, it's

Washington. D.C.

"Shut Em Down," a number written for

the No Nukes movie a few years ago, was

performed with the power and commitment

to which the selection was composed.

Speaking in behalf of nuclear power plants,

Scot Heron says, "shut em down, if that's

the only way to keep them, shut 'em down."
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A brutal, painfulAccident ©
THE ACCIDENT
By Elie Wiesel

Bantam Books, 96 pages, $2.50

By CHRISTINE MARINI
Collegian Staff

Our ties with the past are always strong. They influence

— consciously or unconsciously — our present thoughts

and actions. But when a person's past is tragic and full of

horrors, its authority becomes even greater, and sometime

even surpasses the grip of current reality.

In The Accident, Elie Wiesel examines the case of

Eliezer, a successful New York journalist struggling with

his place in time. Eliezer, a haunted survivor of Auschwitz,

is torn between his obligations in the present, and the

ethical responsibility he feels toward his shattered past.

Eliezer is struck by a speeding taxicab and gravely

injured. He is forced to chose between the voices of the

present — of his friends and the woman who loves him —
and the keening wails of the restless dead. " 'Your past is

dead. Dead and buried,' she (his girlfriend) would say. And

I would answer, I am my past. If it's buried, I'm buried

with it'."

While in the hospital. Eliezer travels back in time,

recalling the horrors and questioning yet aeain in his mind,

the meanings of goodness and cruelty and death. No one —
least of all Eliezer — knows whether or not the accident

was indeed a suicide attempt, a final act in the lifelong

struggle to erase the guilt that comes from surviving what

so many others did not.

Escape is the mam theme in Wiesels novel. One cannot

escape from the pa.st — and sometimes the dead hold on

tighter than the living. Ultimately, the choice between life

and death lies in Eliezer's hands...and it is the stronger

influence — past or present — that helps him make his

decision.

Wiesel's own early experiences at Auschwitz durmg

World War II strongly affect his writing. This authenticity

adds to the tension and mood of Wiesel's novel. He does not

bombard the reader with dramatic, graphic descriptions of

the horrors suffered by him, and by countless others, in

the death camps. He exercises remarkable restraint with

this sort of detail; obviously the reader's repeUed

fa.scination is not Wiesel's goal. But every word he writes

is seeped with sorrow, every gesture tinged with impotent

rage.
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Wiesel's writing is painful, like that of a broken man

speaking with difficulty. His message is clear and strident

- death, he points out. is only one of the ways by which a

man can be destroyed. Sometimes psychological tortures

go on for years and years.

Comicbook comes
alive in Creepshow
CREEPSHOW
Directed by George Romero
Hampshire 4 Cinemas

By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

During a certain period of my early life, I was a comic

book nut. Whenever Dad gave me my $1 a week

aUowance, I would head fast for the local newstore and

that rack of garishly colored cart(x>n books.

Almost 15 years later. I've once again been treated to

that sleazy kind of lufid horror associated with those old

comics. This is the video age. however, and the comics

are now in movie form. ,^. ^ rm. c-l- \

Horror iiiasters Stephen King {Came, The Shtntng)

and George A. Romero (Night of the Living Dead) have

collaborated on a video comic book, complete with car-

toons and advertisements for body building equipment,

just like the old comic books.

There are five stories in the movie, and fans of King s

books are sure to be .satisfied with the plot lines, ranging

from ghosts returning from the grave to invasions by

armies of bugs.

I don't want to give away too much of the movie —
which would ruin some of the surprises King and Romero

have cooked up - but lets just say that fans of classic

horror will not be disappointed.

I will say. however, that King makes an acting ap

pearance unequalled by an author since Mickey Spillane

decided that he knew best how Mike Hammer should be

played.

king plays Jody Verril. a lonesome Maine woodsman

who accidenully stumbles upon a meteor. With thoughts

of riches dancing in his head, he attempts to pick the

mettHir up so he can sell it to the local university.

But when he picks it up, the meteor breaks in half,

leaking a strange blue substance all over his hands.

Personally, I've never had much experience with

meteors, but after seeing what meteor juice does to Jody

Verril, I've decided that if I ever find one. I'm leaving it

alone, no matter how much money it could be worth.

There's plenty of frights in Creepshow. so if you're a

horror fan, go see it.

If not. you might as well stay away.
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Srif (onfidjpncr . Sf«ual Problrm* • B*d Wrtiinn

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Milton H. AokinoM, Mrmbrr A.A.E.H.

Available: Lcrturr Dvmonslrationt

Call or Wntf for f'rtt Brochure

The Farrick Buildin*, Rte. <>. Hadiry, Ha.
J/IO mil* Hampakirr MalMnni i« llork.'. Hardvarr)

5M-1919 bv AppL ( >nly

Still Baying
HIghtst Pricvt

Clots Rings

Gold and Sllvor

Jowolry

Coins and Stomps

See Me when You Sell

'Daniel Smith
parmonantly locotad batwaen

Fotomot ond Logo s

25 North Pl«asant St.

CSomb«< ot

L Commarca ,

Amh«nt

256-0710
Mon Sat 10 - 6:30

(«tr>^J
DJ entertainment |

in the lounge

]/^ Tonight 5:00 - 9:00

All You Can Eat
Spaghetti & Meatballs

^LA%hd!f^ Homemade Sauce
includes bread and butter

Draft Beer 50* Pitchers $2.95 Well Drinks 95*

Beat the Joey D's record of 4 helpings!

uiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiitiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii<iiHii(i>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirnii:!iiii'iiiiiiniiiiii'ii»^
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held

at the University of Massachusetts and sur-

rounding area, is published daily in the Col-

legian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements
must be submitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Collegian offices, 1 13

Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

CONCERT: BRASS CHOIR AND
CHAMBER WINDS - The Brass Choir,

conducted by Walter Chesnut, and the

Chamber Winds, conducted by John

Jenkins, will appear in a free concert

sponsored by the Department of Music and

Dance. 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium.

AL ANON — Having a problem with

someone else's drinking? Al-Anon meeting

tonight. 8 p.m. Check the Campus Center

schedule for room number.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC General

Meeting. New members welcome. 6:30

p.m., 165 Campus Center.

WOMEN'S TRACK — Organizational

meeting of all members and candidates for

Women's Track. 3 p.m. at the track office in

Boyden.

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
(FFA) MEETING - All students in the

College of Food and Natural Resources and

Stockbridge are invited to attend.

Highlights: National FFA Convention.

Citrus Sale, X mas party. Bring a friend. 5

p.m. 311 Stockbridge.

^^^ IH.IJOK Ml • MM.Is in KHUtU Ml iM I > in Hi unit Ml
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NEW WAVE
&

DESIGN HAIRCUTS X

$8.00 w/th thfs coupon

')

I

I

I

u-

''KHOKMI

j
70.50 with shampoo & Blow Dry

\ 11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry

j
Free Consultations

j
please call for an appoin merit

I
STYLES BY DEBORAH

65 University Drive, Amherst

549-5610
»xpir»s 11130/82

..I

y.

STVI.KS H^ DKHOKMI STM.KS BV HKKOKMI

HALLMARK
COt-OHLABS
proc»«SOf1 to

f^ pro4»saK>na<s

s
i

I

9
1

Hours; Mon.-Fh.. 8-6 Sat,, 8-Noon

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
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Doonesbury
By Garry Trudeau

msrmioMca-

'W V / \

HeCANMAKBTHlNe^

l/JHAT^ MPf^ miF YOU

OHHIM^ yOUANPSlWyOUBfiCK
I W KANSAS'. l0eWl.W

.;/ OlMBFf!OM-nef^

7/:

HOUABO/T sKfsTteuMm
cocAiNe. sex,

LOANS AT ''zf.

\ /

The UMass Zone
By Mark Rollins

LOOK ShEM^,

Somcdf^ LOST

A PeKFecTLY

OOOQ FBJSe££.

\:H t*wuri«w) A« WV I

V>Jf HifHtST A-o»M of lift on

Under The Influence
By M. Joyce

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Bloom County
By Berke Breathed

meie

PUCKS nKJc/J> ,

-..' >v--^iri^_^

"^"><f.^.

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Karrar and Trude Jaffe

CilWI Lot Aftn riiM. Sy«*»l.

ACROSS
1 Rooster s realm

5 Beanery beverage

9 Fundamental
question

14 Architectural fillet

15 Bargain buy

caution

16 Author Jong

17 Enthrall

19 Principle

20 Oily acid

21 Standing ovation

23 Seaport on the

Amazon delta

25 Alias: Abbr

26 Birthstone

29 Here, in Caen

30 Sold

34 Simba's conceit

35 Monastic
personage

36 Persevere

37 'Ichbin

Berliner " JFK
38 Threshold item

39 Certain prayers

43 Tavern

46 Word with soul or

ship

47 WorkliKe
(drudge)

48 Wallet Item

49 Harp, ot yore

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Tuna Boat, Southern Beef

and Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Spinach Noodle Casserole,

Tuna Boat

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy, Ap-

plesauce, Chopped

Beefsteak Special. Cireek

Style Skillet

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/Light

Mushroom Sauce, Greek

Style Skillet

Reporters Needed

The Collegian needs reporters to cover campus

and area news and women's affairs. All interested

students are welcome to come and work for the

Collegian, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone mterested in

the media. Stop by the Coliegian, 113 Campus

Center, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

50 Rush hour situa

lion

51 Circe

53 Rodgersor
Romberg

57 Los ,

New Mexico

61 Cat quick

62 Rebuke severely

64 store coupon
clipper

65 Pulitzer winner

of 1957

66 City that sounds
mysterious

67 Pung and luge

68 Prepared to drive

69 One of a

masculine trio

DOWN
1 Chanel, to

friends

2 Viva voce

3 Leather llask

4 Fit to drink

5 Field event Item

6 Pretty

picture

7 A. B. C, D. or E

B -Walt
''

9 Show
10 Shaw s homeland

11 Sophia's

contemporary

12 Like champagne
13 Lot

18 Ending with favor

or labor

22 Spelunker s

milieu

24 Old French com
26 Alphas antithesis

27 Units for Noah

28 One-year diary

31 Creator of the

Count ot Monte

Cnsto"

32 Greek Musp
33 Discourage

40 Wheedled
41 Ouibblers

42 Prefix with pre

cious and private

43 stamps
44 Single Prefix

45 Railed at

46 Administered

52 Yale man
53 Church event

54 Equal, in Evian

55 In the flesh

56 Flee, telme''

58 Husband Fr

59 Auditory

60 Pursue

63 Obsen/e

1 2 3

Llmi t 7 1

1

9 10 1 7 3

14 JM15 16

17 II 19

^w 4'j n "1
1 1m 74 76 iW

76 77

r
'

1
n 30 31 3? 33

34 n 36 36

TT"
— 3*

39 40 41 47

1

43 44 46

1
u

47 M 49^ 60 61 67 IHh
S3 64 Sb

1

1
67

67 6« 69 60

si" 63

1
64 (6 66

67 6« 69

^_

ANSWtRTO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Weather
Clouds and coasUl fog

through tonight. Chance

showers west through

tonight and over east por-

tion tonight. Showers en-

ding west to east Uimor-

row, hecoming windy and

colder. Lows tonight in the

40s. Highs UKiay in the

50s. Highs tomorrow ^ to

55.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9

9-12

12-3

3-5:30

5:30-6

6-7

7-10

10-2

2-6

Oblivion Express with Fern

Spierer

Hell Comes to Your House

with Pauline

Wilehmina
Mr Ted Show
Newswatch
UMass Hotline

UMass Women's Basketball

Eliot Andrew
Classical Reveille with Mike

Cevasco

CABLE/VIDEO
Today. Avante Guarde Video

10:30 - 12:30

12:30- 1:00

Un Pas Par Dela -
Homegrown Avante

G larde Video

Nam June Paik's View of

New York City

1:00- 1:30 Edited for Television

-

Nam June Paik di.storts

Marshall McCluen

1:.30- 2:00 Sca|)emates
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AMERlG\N^SjrCREETINGS
...for tfxn spcKiul IX ^rson

Thanksgiving

Cards
...for spanning the miles.

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

1

ryr.

< X'
tV.r Happy

Thanksgiving
from the owners staff

.n

Stadium
Liquors

L-

:r "^ / b
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phon*» number FPEE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

"~ AUDIO

Jensen 30 spkrs 1125 Technics rcvr 30

w/ch $85 new Advent util. spkrs $120 all in

exc. cond. S-4504

FOUND

A certain sum of money on November
15. If yours, tell me sum, denomination of

bilKs), and where lost. Box 1166, Hamp-

shire College

GABRIEL AT ORPHEUM

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Mercury 1973, very good condition,

$960 call 549-6745

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

Quality cassette recordings of entire

11/12 concert for info call Mike 546-8095

GAY & LESBIAN ALLIANCE

CATE

The Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guides have arrivd! Pick one up in the

Campus center and use it for next

semester's course selection. CATE is a

publication of the Academic Affairs Com
mittee. Student Government Association.

DRYCLEANING

Noticel The Counselling Collective is

moving sooni To 106 CC Same phone

(546-2646)1 Same hoursi

HELP WANTED
~

Class Ring: Teaneck High School 1962

Lost the weekend of October 30th No ques-

tions, Reward. Ken 546-6690

Keys lost at Beat Concert! $5 Reward. Call

665-4187 __^__
Police Hat - sentimental value. A reward

Call Ed 6 7601

PERSONALS

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free Pick Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

They drive you up the wall, we drive you

on the floor. Lights, sound, price we beat

everybody POLODROID DJ's Pat or John

253 2957

FOR RENT

Coordinator for production of the Course

and Teacher Evaluation Guide. Part-time

through school year. Full-time summer

comminment required. Third World and

women students are encouraged to apply.

Apply 420 SUB. Academic Affairs.

Deadline 11/24/82 ^
Nationwide inventory service needs for

busy 6 weeks after Christmas. Must work

weekends, nights. Averge 25 hours weekly

$4 75 per hour. Must have phone, transpor-

tation and apply at Student Employment

Office by December 1st.

Women and Men who support the

American Labor Movement-Fight Union

Busting Corporations! Informational

Picketing Weekdays and Saturdays,

4.00/hr call 7 P.M.-9 P.M. 665-7149

Business Manager Union Records book

keeping experience helpful. Preferably

junior status or below. 10 hrs/week

$4.00/hr. W.S. or Non. Pick up applica

tions at U.R.U start training Dec 6.

Happy Birthday Laura I'll mis you next

semeste r! Love, Sherri

To^y #1 Scrock! Happy 20th stripper I

love you zioperhead - your Scrock_D^
J^hrToT^Happy 18th Birthday! Guess

Who
Ken S - 1 had a great time at the Pub Wed,

you're "A Charmer." - Carol

Andy-Have T great Birthday a few days

early. You're a terr.'fic friend-Lori.

Win a Puch 10 Speed, portable FM stereo

or dinner for two at the Pub with Pike raffle

3 for a dollar.

Call FLASH to wish him a h'appy Birthday

546-4625

fo^the blonde Brit from Canterbury saw

you again Friday on my bus. We se^rn^to

have similar tastes in scarves

665^3529.

townhouse Southwood for Jan 1 155+ util

after 9:30 P.M. 256-6053

Person(s) wanted for Jan 1 spring op-

tional $150, includes heat. 256-0185

2 Roommates wanted to share large

bedroom in Puffton Village $96.00 each in-

cludes heat available Jan 1 call 549-1703.

kosher female for one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 253 7031

Two women needed for Puffton apt one

for single room and one needed to share

large double. Call 549 5487

SERVICES

Call

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

5847924

RIDE WANTED

Two bedroom apt. near Southwest

walking distance to Campus available Jan 1

549 5175 ,

Apt to rent window overlooks bus stop! 2

bedrooms $315 per month available Jan 1

call 665^2807

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons: Rock and Roll Lead.

Beginners accepted. Reasonable rates.

John Cosimini 256-0180 _

JNTERSESSION RENTALS

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972
^

Apple II Plus Computer 64k with

language card, printer card, disk-drive,

green display CRT. $1190 Call Gary

546-6719

Who Tickets 16th row Dec 11 546-6977

Mens fur-lined leather jacket, handmade

wedding gown, fiberfill sleeping bag,

586 9040
^

Women's Bicycle, 5 speed with rack, $70

&<9-6745

New Skis Dynastar Omeglass II 200 cm still

inpkg $175 call Pit 549 5896

Delta Chi has furnished rooms for interses-

sion. Located next to S.W. dorms Laun

dry kitchen and parking available. Call

Dave 549 0482 or Larry 549-1151

' LESBIAN AND GAY

Ride Desperately needed for Tues Nov

23 Anytime. Will Pay. Call Robin 546-5474 .

Ride Needed to Amherst and back to

Boston one night weekly. Will pay,

617-423-3077 call mornings.

Ride needed to Philadelphia or

Delaware vicinity for Thanksgiving. Chris

5465739

Helpll I need a ride to Rochester NY on

11/23 or 24. Heidi 6-4219

Writing assistance. Professional editing,

references. 253 7729

Need h^lp with typing fast service provid-

ed Dissertations, etc. Double-spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

BIRTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253 7813

with you r exact time of birth.

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates.

For professional service call Jim

546-7042

Health Club membership available at dis-

count price. Call 256-0511

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

TO SUBLET

ROOM WANTED

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fn-

day 4 pm 8 pm 545^2645 or drop m
SU406F ^

LOST

Yellow leather wallet taken at Casiac

11/17. Please return. No questions asked.

Sentimental value. Reward. 6-5802.

Brown wallet IDs UMass ft

584-2635 William Scott

Females looking for a room or whole 2

bedroom apt in Brittany Manor for spring

semester. Please calll5^;>^686. Keep trying

FurTand energetic female and her very

friendly dog looking for apartment in Cliff

side or room in house on bus route call

549 2808.

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

Spring semester, one bedroom in 6

bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam

pus, on bus route. 150+ , Call Paul after 6

pm '549-5586

2 bedroom apt on busline in Dec or Jan

325 momh 665 7193

Furnished apartment on bus rt call now!

666-4793

Woman wanted to share room In apt

Feb great deal for info please cajl 665 7109

2 bdrm for sublet ASAP 665^3480

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keeptry-

ing call Lucie 546-709 1 or Nancy546-7Cgg

3 giris seek 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Amherst vicinity call 549-6850

G

jThe following 1982 graduates of the Universit> of Massachusetts have now
^

C started their professional careers with our Hrm. We welcome each of them lo

^
gArthur Andersen & Co. We also want to express our appreciation ^o the

^
^students for their continued interest in us and acknowledge the contri

K development

^rarthrUmvers.n-'and the professors in particular have made to their

BOSTON OFFICE
1-
(^ Sharon Areano

^ Steve Caron

\)eanne Cer\'antes

<? Bob Conway
Mitch Fishman

Rich Goldman

Kevin Lozaw

jj Ken Mahan
4 Tim Moran

(b Jim Mullen

fi Vicka Saunders

HARTFORD OFFICE h

Linda Cotton

George Kaplan

Paul Schmidt

ROSELAND OFFICE

Ned Fuiterman

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE 1^

David St. Jean

SAN JUAN OFFICE

i^ CC^Ct)-'*'!:*^^ feC^<»''*!:>iP
<

Gabe Olivera

Comics
Prints

Collectibles

Dungeons & Dragons

C opyright 1 'iHi M arvel t oihk *

(•roup A Divison n( L <den< ••

Indinltics C iir}i

All Kiqhis Hfstnt'il

GRAND OPENING
SALE-A-BRATION

Sat. Nov. 20-Sat. Dec. 4
2 weeks of Madness & Bargains

Meet Bob Layton, Marvel
Comics' Iron Man &

Hercules Artist

Sat. Dec. 4
Free Marvel Guide to

Collecting Comics with this ad

6 new comics for the price of 5

20% off all back issues in stock

^£oondoouanncc
Hampshire Mall. Hadiey. Mass.

413-586-8775
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There will be an organizational meeting of all

members and candidates for Women's track to-

day at 3:00 p.m. at the Women's track office at

Boyden.
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Lady cagers face early test against Crusaders
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team faces its first real

test of its young season as they host the

tough Holy Cross Crusaders tonight in the

Cage.
UMass, undefeated at 1-0, rode the

record breaking performances of freshman

Barbara Hebel to a 66-61 win over Siena

Sunday afternoon. But against division I

Holy Cross, UMass will have to improve on

some aspects of their ji^ame.

"The freshmen have a lot to learn." said

head coach Mary Ann Ozdarski. 'They

have a lot of potential." UMass. who

started four freshmen against Siena, "was

brilliant at times and at other times we
were not", according to Ozdarski.

The Minutewomen will have to improve

their defensive play. At times, Siena seem-

ingly waltzed to the basket. And there

were times when Siena couldn't break the

UMass defense at all.

Inconsistency is the price that teams pay

when they have so many freshmen playing.

Besides Hebel, Karen Damminger, Jerrie

Bernier, and Rebecca Kuchs started along

with Wendy Ward, a junior. Freshman Kel-

ly Collins and Jean ('ooper were the first

two off the bench.

But the frosh are getting better every

day out on the floor. Kuchs played good

defense and Collins offset the height ad-

vantage that Siena had. Heliel, played

great enroute to setting two records. She

broke Julie Ready's single game scoring

record of 35 points with her 37. Hebel alst)

esUblished a record for sinking the most

field goals in a game, 19, which broke the

previous record of 15 held by four players.

Hebel gives Massachusetts a g(K)d out-

side shtxHing threat which it has been lack-

ing the past few years.

UMass will go up against an older

Crusader team that features more ex-

perience than Siena.

"Everyone on the team has a job to do,"

said Hebel. "If we all do them, we'll win."

It will take a good effort to do so.

Gametime is at 7:30 p.m. in the Cage. The

game will l)e broadcast over WMUA (91.1

FM).

Record setting year behind

'n Pearson looking ahead
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Correspondent

The pressbox buzzing began just three

minutes into the game when man of the

hour Garry Pearson took a pitch over the

Massachusetts 15 yard line and wound up

on the AIC 29. Fifty six yards on his second

carry of the day. and suddenly the white

charts taped up to the wall didn't seem

impossible

The charts, manned by Sports Infor

mation Director Howie Davis, kept tabs on

Pearson and his progress towards Lorenzo

Bouier's all time New England rushing

records for a career (3827 yards) and a

single season (1622 yards). Each time

Pearson touched the ball, out came Davis

black magic marker to write in a new
figure. The ultimate goal of all this? Well,

Pearson needed a mere 246 yards for the

career mark, and a paltry 279 to get by the

single season record. The first thought was
that Howie was doing some serious wishful

thinking.

By halftime Pearson had a touchdown

and 145 yards on 16 rushes. Still, 134 yards

to go. But on the other hand

The third quarter was slow and not

terribly productive. Sure, for the average

back, the 40 yards that Pearson gained

would be great. But this was a record chase

and the pressbox folks were getting

frustrated. Now, with 185 yards, everyone

was talking.

"He needs to break one open." someone

said. Howie's charts were now only second

in attention to Pearson himself.

It was now the Garry Pearson offense

and number 22 got the ball ten of thirteen

times at one stretch. With 6:40 remaining

he broke another record. He had most

carries by a UMass back in one game, with

39. Then when the Minutemen scored

moments later, and Pearson only had 2£

yards to go. the newest foe became the

clock.

Nobody complained when AIC scored

with 2:59 left in the game. The eyes made

one final check of the charts. But, Rich

Jenkins took the first hand off.

"What is he doing?" someone yelled in

reference to Pickett. "Does he know how
close Pearson is?" Both, in fact knew, and

Pearson broke over the right side on the

next play to the AIC 43 yardline as the box

rose up. "Wait, wait." shouted Davis, "17,

18. 19. no. no. he's on short. " Aah!

But now it was imminent and on the next

carry with 1:36 remaining, he got the

record. "GARRY. GARRY. GARRY," a

lone fan started yelling. "GARRY. GARRY,
GARRY.... " chanted the fans. Then came

the curtain call at one minute and one

second remaining, when Pearson exited to

the expected standing ovation and a sea of

high fives from teammates.
Howie Davis smiled, and turned, "You

are free to clap or cheer in any manner you

wish." The box whooped it up.

When it was all over. Pearson smiled and

shook hands, many hands.

"I'm on a natural high, it hasn't sunk in

yet." he laughed. Then he handed out

credit. This offensive line is one of the best

in the East. It's a credit to them. " he said.

As the locker room cleared Pearson

answered another question, namely, what

was next for Garry Pearson. "Relaxation,"

he grinned. "Take some time off. and then I

definitely want to pursue my football

career.""

Meanwhile, the writers got back to the

pressbox and tried to think of different

ways to open their stories about Garry

Pearson. Howie Davis" charts still hung on

the wall with a lot of black numbers

scribbled on it. They were all the right

numbers.

Swimmers still undefeated
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

womens swim team extended their record

to 3-0 Saturday when they defeated the

University of Connecticut 79-70 at UConn.

After winning the first two meets over

Vermont and Smith College rather easily,

the Minutewomen didn't ice the UConn win

until the last heat.

The 200 yard freestyle relay team of (^on

nie Anderson, Ann Whitlock. Elizabeth

Feinberg, and Jenn Nicolai won the meet

with their best time of the year. 1:41.77.

"There was pressure U^ win and we did."

said UMass coach Valerie Turtle. "They

swam a good strong race."

Nicolai was the star of the meet, winning

honors in four different events. Besides be-

ing on the winning freestyle team, she was

also on tne winning 200 medly relay team

along with taking personal triumphs in the

100 yard individual medly and the 100 yard

freestyle.

Keen also had an outstanding day as she

was a triple winner and also set a UMass

swimming record in the 200 yard

breaststroke with an exciting come from

behind win.

She broke the record set in 1976 by

Thersesa Totin of 2:38.27 with a time of

2:37.39.

The swimmers next meet will be

December 1 when they travel to take on

Springfield College at 7:00 p.m.

r«tl(|pui pkoto bv Bradford Htmmer

Freshman Barbara Hebel, who set a UMaas single game scoring

record with 37 points in her first game will be in action tonight when

the Minutewomen host Holy Cross at the Cage at 7:30.

Kim Tragedy may keep

Boom Boom on the ropes
By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Staff

Please don't call Ray "Boom Boom

"

Mancini a killer. In his fight last Saturday

against South Korean Duk Koo Kim, a blow

or culmination of blows by Mancini in the

14th round of a competitive, well-officiated

fight ended the life of Mr. Kim.

Mancini is no more a killer than is Bob

Arum, the promoter of the fight; CBS
Sports, which televised it; or fans like

myself, who watched the fight in a bar

rooting for Mancini to knock out Kim.
"I was in there with him. and who's to say

it couldn't be me".'", Mancini said. "And yet,

how can I say. "It was better him than

me".'".

Boxing kills people. Many people con-

nected with the boxing world are sleaze,

actually human slime. It is a sport based

solely on premeditated violence, blows to

the head and abdomen. There is no denying

this.

Boxing is perhaps our most primal sport,

the one that has been with us longer, and
will continue in one form or another, long

after we leave.

There is a morbid fascination with

boxing. On November 12. Aaron Pryor

knocked Alexis Arguello unconscious.

Moments before, watching on HBO, I was
fervently screaming for Pryor to kill'em.

When the fight was stopped in the 14th

round, I might have stopped to wonder if I

had gotten my wish.

It is a disturbing and unanswerable

question. Are Aaron "the hawk" Pryor and

Ray "Boom-Boom" Mancini heroes or

villains? Are they to be praised, or scorned?

Are fans like myself heaping an ex-

traordinary amount of time, attention and

affection on men whose sole intention when
in the ring is annihilation?

Muhammed AH is the greatest athlete of

my lifetime. A man first and a fighter

second. As a symbol of his generation and a

minister of his church, Ali has always been

a man of uncompromising beliefs. Sugar

Ray Leonard, Alexis Arguello, Joe Frazier,

Burgess Meredith — all have brought a

class and dignity to the fight game. Many
others could be mentioned.

There was little that could be done to

prevent the tragedy that occurred that

Saturday afternoon. Mancini, a victim of

circumstance, will be haunted by this in-

cident the rest of his life.

I, like Mancini and millions of others, will

not soon forget the sheer horror of

Saturday. Hopefully, though, further

safety measures will be taken. Hopefully,

Ray 'Boom Boom" Mancini will defend his

WBA lightweight title many times suc-

cessfully, .and will not have to live with an

undeserved tag.

Boxing may be the ultimate sporting

confrontation: two men, armed with just a

pair of gloves, confront each other.

Sometimes to the death. Sometimes, the

raging bulls die.
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Sophomore dance major Nina Hutchinson was captured yesterday in the middle of a dance

routine in the NOPE dance room.

Amherst area religious leaders

involved in nuclear freeze issue
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

Local religious leaders, like their national counterparts,

have become involved in the nuclear freeze issue.

Rabbi Saul Perimutter of Hillel. a Jewish student

organization at the University of Massachusetts spoke at

the Amherst College disarmament rally last year.

"Does it seem possible that people are spending billions

of dollars to build these weapons and not use them?"

Perimutter asked.

Rev. Ian Montgomery, of the Episcopal Church at

UMass has a large poster of a mushroom cloud on his wall

with the caption, "Will man destroy in six minutes what it

took God six days to create?"

Montgomery also said he is dismayed that the former

KGB head Yuri Andropov, is running the Soviet Union

now. "I had Hungary in my lifetime, you have Poland and

Afghanistan in yours." said Montgomery.

Rev. Joseph Quigly of the Newman Center gave the in-

vocation at the freeze rally held at UMass this fall. He was

a forward observer with the artillery in the Italian Cam-

paign of World War II and is now chaplain of the

American Legion Post in Amherst.

"Personally I feel there should be a nuclear freeze,"

Quigley said.

The build up of nuclear weapons is the most pressing

problem of our age," he said.

"If they are going to spend money on arms they should

spend money on peace," Quigley said.

Quigley said he feels nuclear war is a "good possibility,

but I cannot believe that God would let man destroy his

world." he said.

Philip Ward is a board member of United Christian

Foundation, a retired minister and a theologian. He said

he supports the freeze.

If the stance of the United States Government con-

tinues, "nuclear war is certain," Ward said. Ward said the

change in Soviet leadership will not make much dif-

ference.

"The nuclear freeze is the conscience of the country.

Churches are in an excellent position to encourage and ad-

vance it," Ward said.

First Thanksgiving dinners

included food, contests, songs

Attorney general

to prosecute for

misuse offunds
By JIM UNKLE
Collepan Staff

The Student Attorney General's Office at the University

of Massachusetts will prosecute a co president of Students

Advocating P'inancial Aid (S.A.F.A.) for alleged misuse of

Student Activity Trust Fund monies.

Last week Siobhan Powers, chairperson of the

Undergraduate Student Senate, placed a formal complaint

with the Student Attorney General's Office against

S.A.F.A. CO president Jim Shaw for violating two sections

of the Student Government Association (Constitution while

taking a trip to Washington D.C. last spring.

In February, the Undergraduate Student Senate voted

to give S. A.F\A. $500 for a trip to Washington to lobby on

behalf of financial aid. Powers said. S.A.F.A. also received

m»)nies from other sources, including the offices of both the

(•hancellor and the vice chancellor for Student Affairs,

according to Shaw. He .said these outside funds compri.sed

about 75 percent of S.A.F.A.'s funding for the trip.

Powers has charged Shaw with misuse of funds

remaining after S.A.F.A. made its March visit to

Washington. Shaw said he used $196 of the funds to pay for

a trip he and ('avin Bloomer, then treasurer of S A.?\A..

made in May to meet with a member of House Speaker

Thomas P. O'Neil's Washington office. ...ice.

Shaw said yesterday he and Bloomer made the trip to

facilitate setting up S.A.F.A. chapters throughout New
England.

'We wanted to use our contacts in Washington to help us

establish S.A.F.A. chapters throughout New England. It's

hard just to walk in and establish a group overnight"

Shaw .said he wanted to organize some sort of a forum to

attract students at other schools to set up S.A.F.A.
cnapiers. we want 10 sei up a promotional torum similar

to that at UMass.

"

Powers said Shaw violated two sections of the Student

Government Association Constitution. The first being a

clause saying that when an organization is given money for

a specific purpose, that group must return all funds not

used for that purpose. The second clause says a group must

always use the most economical form of travel when using

St udent Activity Trust Fund monies.

"That trip was never authorized by anybody, " Powers

added.

Shaw said he was not familiar with Student Government

Association rules and had met with Leslie G. Bridges,

business manager for the Student Activities Office, to

review proper proceedures for withdrawal of funds for that

trip.

"Because the expenditure was approved by Les Bridges,

who has ultimate say on R.S.O. (Recognized Student

Organization) expenditures, then it was the responsibility

of Les Bridges." Shaw said.

He added that the Student Government Association

should have taken the funds back if S.A.F.A. was no
longer entitled to spend them.

"If it was supposed to go back, the student government
should have taken it back. ' Shaw said.

Randy Chapman, the assistant attorney general han-

dling the case, said yesterday he would present Shaw with

the charge next week.

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Most people's picture of the first

Thanksgiving — a sedate harvest feast bet-

ween solemn Pilgrims and silent Indians —
is probably wrong, according to a Universi-

ty of Massachusetts anthropologist.

"I can still visualize in my grade school

calendar where you'd have the Indians and

the Pilgrims sitting around a table sharing

their food. I don't think it was like that. It

was probably much more fun than the pic-

ture portrays," George J. Armelagos, a

UMass anthropologist said.

"We tend to think of Thanksgiving as a

religious holiday, but it was actually an

English holiday called 'Harvest Home' and

it was a very secular holiday " Armelagos

said. "In England, after the first harvest,

they'd go and have a celebration that would

last a week. They would go through the

fields singing songs. They would have dolls

made out of com, sporting events, running

and throwing stones and shooting

contests."

Armelagos said the Pilgrims described

the event as a time for recreation and re-

joicing, feasting, playing games and enter-

taining the Indians for the three day feast.

He said the religious aspects of

Thanksgiving were introduced later.

"You couldn't go out and throw rocks or

play games like cricket. You weren't allow-

ed to do that and I think that was one of the

reasons for not making Thanksgiving a

religious holiday," he said. "They'd have

some fun on Thanksgiving, doing what

they want to do."

Just as it is now, food was the main at-

traction at the first Thanksgiving,

Armelagos said.

"The first Thanksgiving wasn't a meal

that they sat down to with knives and

forks. It probably went over the course of a

week or so," he said. "Food was con-

tinuously being cooked and then they

would share it. They would sit on the

ground, eating with their hands most like-

Collcrian photo by Kevin J Karhriti

It almost looks rehearsed. But it isn't. These students, sitting on the

Campus Center steps enjoying yesterday's unusually warm

temperatures, seemed to know just how to align themselves to form

this geometrically interesting seating arrangement.
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World and national new8_
drunk

i driving campaign accelerates
^i _ . 11 u.. i„.;«« ir, the r>niintrv this vear

BOSTON — Massachusetts — en-

couraged by the lowest roadway death rate

in the country - accelerated its campaign

against drunken driving yesterday by

forming a coalition to educate the pubbc

about the problem.

toll by population in the country this year

_ 10.2 deaths per 100,000 population

through September.

Later Luciano added the states total

highway fatalities are expected to hit a 20

year low this year, and he credited King'sbout the proDiem. year low this year, ana ne creuncu i^u.5 :>

Gov. Edward J. King told an afternoon
^^^^^.^^ against drunken driving. So far 562

news conference that the Massachusetts
^^ ^^^^ jied in motor vehicle accidents

stands as "the safest state in the nation to
J-^^.^ compared to 690 for the same

drive in." and introduced an 11 organization
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ j_he death toU was

._ o„^..„;„„ n.i..i,.n nriv.nir to
^^^ ,^^^^^ ^-^^^ ^^en was 688 inCoaHtion on Reducing Drunken Driving to

increase public awareness.

The announcement came as King recalled

the death toll on Massachusetts roadways

between Thanksgiving and New Years

Day. Some 60 percent of all fatal accidents

involve a drunken driver. King said.

On other fronts. King said police will

extend special patrols looking for drunken

drivers over the four-day Thanksgiving

weekend, and Ed Esandarian. president of

the New England Broadcasters

Association, said three radio spots began

airing yesterday with the message.

"Friends Dont Let Friends Drive Drunk.

The governor began the day by talking to

teen agers at two high schools about

drunken driving.

"Now with another holiday season last

approaching, we arc committed to doing

everything in our power to reduce the

1963. spokesman Charles Manning said

King recently pushed through a tough

new drunken driving law, effective Sept. 1.

King said seven people died on roadways

over the Thanksgiving weekend last year,

compared to an annual average of 15

deaths. Between Thanksgiving and New
Year's Day. 74 died last year, compared to

an annual average of 108 deaths.

"Unfortunately for some it will also be a

time of deep sorrow, especially for those

who lose loved ones, friends or acquain

tenances in motor vehicle accidents." he

said.

Earlier. King told about 1.000 Westwood

High School students that the higher

drinking age - 20 years old up from 18 — is

reducing the loss of teen age lives, too.

•Teen age drinking and driving is a real

AP l.macrplMiUi

Governor Edward J. King yesterday signed a proclomation forming a

new coalition of public and private sector groups to help raise the

awareness of the public towards drunken driving.

d'e^hs \"he Juries 7nd the greTt -rrow problem." he told the group. "For all of us.

fhat t hey b ing
" K^g said at the news the safest and best course is to recognize

that t hey oring. ivm^
^^^^ ^^^ statistics show us: at a very young

'"pJbHc'safety Secretary George Luciano age drinking and driving physjcaUy and

sa!d the state had the lowest highway death mentally we're not able to handle that...

Andropov: tighten up labor

increase goods production

Gas tax increase for bridges,

not for jobs, Reagan says

MOSCOW (AP) - Communist Party

chief Yuri V. Andropov has put Soviet

facU^ry managers on notice: Tighten labor

discipline and produce more goods or face

demotion.
Manpower shortages, absenteeism and

shorUges of raw materials caused by poor

distribution and hoarding have long been

cited as drains on the economy.

In his first major speech since moving

into the Kremlin's No. 1 job. Andropov

added inefficient managers to the list of ills

plaguing economic growth. He told the

party ('entral Committee on Monday that

bad^ supervisors could no longer be

tolerated.
.

The former chief of the Soviet KOB

secret police, who succeeded the late Soviet

leader IxK)nid I. Brezhnev Nov. 12. ordered

managers to "speed up work" and en

courage employees to use "initiative and

enterprise " to improve factory output and

stop waste.

The 68 year old party chief hinted at

readiness to try radical approaches to

improve output, and he may have no other

choice. Soviet industrial growth was 2.8

percent this year, the lowest since World

War II. while labor productivity increased

by 2 percent, well off the target of 3.5

percent.

The time seems to have come. Andropov

told the Communist policy making body, to

"extend the independence" of state owned

enterprises and state and collective farms

and provide new "material incentives" to

encourage efficiency.

Under the centralized planning system,

the Soviet economy is mapped out in five

year plans that set ambitious targets for

various industries.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan fell in step with congressional

leaders in both parties and said yesterday

he will press for an increase in the federal

gasoline tax.

The revenue wUl be used to pay for

repairs to the nation's highways and

bridges and — coincidentally. he insists —
create jobs. Some of the money also would

go for mass transit.

The president said doubling the gasoline

tax to 8 cents a gallon would cost the

average motorist $30 a year.

It would be the first federal gasoline tax

increase since 1959. The states also tax

gasoline — an average of 12 cents a gallon.

Senate Republican Leader Howard H.

Baker. Jr. of Tennessee and House Speaker

Thomas P. O'NeUI. Jr. of Massachusetts

have said they will push for some type of

highway rebuUding financed by a gasoline

tax increase.

"From our early soundings, it appears

this measure will command broad bipar-

tisan support." the president said in a visit

to the White House press briefing room to

announce his decision.

"We would not be considering such costs

unless our needs were both large and

pressing.' Reagan said. He cited tran-

sportation Department tigures tnat snow lu

percent of the nation's interstate highway

system and 23.000 bridges need resur-

facing, replacement or rehabilitation.

While Reagan and Transportation

Secretary Drew Lewis denied that the

construction proposal amounted to a

politically attractive jobs bill. Lewis said it

would create 170.000 jobs in the con-

struction industry, where unemployment is

approximately 23 percent.

Digest
by the Associated Press

"^Sf&ommhumwators
abuse old privileges

BOSTON - Rabbis who used an ancient religious rite to

excommunicate several hundred liberal Jews abused "a

legitimate but very rarely used procedure for political

purposes." a Jewish leader said yesterday.

"Excommunication is a very extreme action to be taken

only bv the highest rabbinic authorities.' said Kahbi

Pinchas Stolper. executive vice president of the Union of

Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America in New^ ork

A three member tribunal, part of a group of 13 rabbis

caUed the Supreme Rabbinic Court of America Inc.. took

the action Sunday against several hundred Jews who

publicly criticized Israel's invasion of Lebanon last spring.

The rabbis, meeting in Tewksbury. Mass., ordered

excommunication for members of the liberal New Jewish

Agenda who signed a June 24 New York Times ad

vertisement opposing the invasion.

The rabbis said those it accused were guilty ol

"traitorous and treacherous acts against Jewish people."

Among those identified by the rabbis were

Massachusetts Institute of Technology linguistics expert

Noam Chomsky and MIT Nobel laureate Salvador Luna.

Rabbi Ira Axelrad of Brandeis University and writer

AlfrcdLilienthalof New York.

Marvin Antelman of Newton. Mass.. one of the three

rabbis, said yesterday his group was formed m 1973

"to deal with the problems of Jewish survival."

Cardinal Medeiros ill;

hospitalized in Rome
BOSTON — The Roman Catholic archbishop of Boston,

Cardinal Humberto Medeiros was admitted to Salvator

Mundi Hospital in Rome yesterday because of recurring

problems with high blood pressure.

A spokesman for the cardinal, who asked not to be

identified, said Medeiros was put in the hospital so his

fluctuating blood pressure could be monitored.

"Current plans are for the cardinal to remain in the

hospital for a few days only." the spokesman said in

Boston.
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Director Eva Le Galliene auditions a baby pig

for a featured role in the upcoming Broadway

production of "Alice in Wonderland."
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CoIIckUb pkoto by Ke*ia J. VrntttttU

One of the campus pond swans will probably be spending Thanksgiv-

ing alone there while its partner spends its time at the Tillson Poultry

Farm on East Pleasant street. The swan, which could not be captured

by Physical Plant employees earlier this week, will be left to the com-

pany of the few students on campus over the holiday. Physical plant

employees will reattempt the swan's capture this week.

Acting chances plays role

in UMass theatre program
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Correspondent

Posters for Dark of the Moon or Vanities,

discreet but nonetheless unavoidable with

their purples and blues, were splashed all

over campus during the weeks the shows

were playing at the Rand Theater.

Students last week carried brightly

colored helium filled balloons advertising

Seesaw, the latest Music Theatre Guild

production.

Some students with a secret desire to act

may not be satisfied with posters and

balloons and may wonder how they can

become involved in the theater productions.

They may feel because this University is

so big they do not have a chance, they have

neither the experience nor the talent, or

that only certain people are chosen for the

part.

These students never try out. They

simply collect balloons and look at the

posters.

According to Richard Trousdell. a

professor of directing and performance in

the theater department at the University of

Massachusetts, it is not impossible to obtain

a part in a UMass theater production.

The directors do not immediately ask you

about your past experience at the auditions.

They are mostly concerned with the way

you read or the way you present yourself.

Trousdell recommended that students

interested in acting take performance

courses and audition for plays.

He said auditions are important because

they expose would be actors and actresses

to the process of producing a show. If a

person is chosen for a part, he said, chances

are that he or she has talent.

There are sometimes minor reasons why

a person may be turned down. These incude

height, haircolor. or something changeable

like voice quality.

Classes are important because students

are eventually evaluated by their in-

structors, he said.

Students get to act in class scenes, where

they get chances to "get their feet wet."

The students will eventually be directing

the shows and they wUl probably remember

the students they worked with in class.

Better get in line early:

14,000 due in Whitmore
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

You were wrong.
You thought you could go to Whitmore

today and preregister without any
problems. Guess what? Thirteen thousand

nine hundred and ninety-nine other

students have the same idea.

Preregistration forms, known as OSCAR
forms, will be accepted until 5 today at the

main lobby counter in Whitmore as well as

in the Registrar's Office, room 213 Whit

more. The purpose of the additional location

staffed by Registrar's Office personnel and
work study students, is to reduce the long

lines incurred by the last minute rush.

"We want to accomodate each student as

quickly as possible." said Marion Markwell.

administrative assistant to the Registrar.

The greatest rush of students occurs

between classes, although even then there

are not great delays, she said.

Students turning in forms after 5 p.m.

Wednesday without legitimate excuse will

have to pay a $5 fine. Markwell said.

"The fine must be paid before blank

forms can be picked up or a receipt has to

accompany forms to be turned in." she said.

As of lunchtime Tuesday, only 3000 of the

17,000 forms issued had been turned in

Markwell said.

"The majority (of students) are rushig in

and turning in forms at the last moment,"

she said. "I expect they (the remaining

forms) will be turned in Wednesday."

A random sampling of students in the

Campus Center showed 75 percent of those

surveyed had not yet passed in their

preregistration forms to the registrar's

office, and all but one were confident the

forms would be in on time.

Beta Kappa Phi sponsors

Tug-0-War for United Way
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Tommy Heinsohn, former Boston Celtic

player and coach, acted as guest referee

Saturday as the Beta Kappa Phi fraternity

and the United Way sponsored the second

annual Lite Beer Tug-of-War on the

Southwest playing fields.

The event, which was to benefit the

United Way. collected just over $L000 for

the charity, according to Craig Keenan. a

member of Beta Kappa Phi who coor-

dinated the contest.

"We were very happy to do something

positive for the community," said Keenan.

The tug-of-war was divided into three

categories, a men's division, a women's

division and a one-on-one competition

where the strongest of the crowd were pit-

ted against each other.

In the men's final, the 10-man Under-

taker team outmuscled the Phi Sig^a Kap-

pa entry to win first place among the 15

entered teams.

Of the 12 teams competing in the

women's division, the UMass crew team's

B-squad proved the stronger team over the

Delta Zeta sorority. The UMass crew

A-squad finished third.

There were 20 men entered in the in-

dividual strong man competition and when

the final challenger was toppled. Tim Boyd

stood alone as the victor.

"The main purpose behind the whole

event," said Keenan, "was for everyone in-

volved to have a good time while we raised

money for the United Way."
Money was raised by the collection of a

$25 entry fee from each competing team.

This money went directly to the United

Way.
Heinsohn provided entertainment for the

crowd of spectators as he scowled back and

forth amongst the competitors, giving

them both helpful and not-so-helpful in-

structions.

The top 15 teams received T-shirts from

Miller High Life, who also helped to spon-

sor the event by providing the ropes, a float

and Heinsohn.

Keenan said Beta Kappa Phi also plans to

run another event for the United Way in

the spring. He said the plan is a keg roll,

possibly from New York to Amherst.

"You get known." he said.

Trousdell denied that any of the directors

pick their favorites for the productions.

"I think you see the same people in the

shows not for any favoritism reasons, but

because they are talented. If you get your

foot in the door, it's because you had talent.

You had an interesting way of presenting

yourself." he said.

He compared the cast of a play to a

family, because the prople depend on each

other throughout the whole production.

"It probably seems intimidating to

someone new. but they soon find out after

working in a show that they are already

part of the department and its work," he

said.

"A casting choice is not a decision to like

you or not to like you; chances are, the

director doesn't even know you," he said.

Iris Valanti, a professor of acting and also

the director of A Day in the Death of Joe

Egg, which recently held auditions and will

play from December 7 to December 11. said

she knew "about Vz" of the 60 students who
tried out for 6 parts. She said she knew
Leslie Stainton, the female lead's work well

and had seen Mark Cohen, the male lead, in

another show..
, ,. ^ ,.

She also said a serious director would

not play favorites.

"When you cast someone for a role, you

have to pick the best person for the part,"

she said. She said se would not pick

someone she knew for the part if they were

not good enough.

She said because of the demanding roles

ui Joe Egg, however, she might go with

familiarity."

"Normally I go with versatility and the

ability to try something new and be

vulnerable," she said.

Trousdell said that the department has

people who haven't had a lot of experience

but who have a lot of instinct.

"Chances are that if you are interestd

enough and have talent, you will have done

something." he said.

He pointed out that Cohen, the lead in

Joe Egg, is new to the department.

"I'm not saying that it will happen every

time, but sometimes it can and will hap-

pen." he said.

Installation causes noises,

dust in student union building
TOM SEXTON
Collegian Correspondent

Excessive noise and dust in the Student

Union Building are consequences of

preparations for installation of a new fire

alarm system there.

The Student Union Building's old ceiling

is being removed and a new one is being in-

stalled because the old ceiling tiles are not

strong enough to support the alarm system

that will be installed next month.

"We're replacing the ceiling because

with the new fire alarm system the tiles

would keep falling down," Dudley Bridges,

manager of Campus Center Building

Operations, said.

"The old tiles will be down December 1,"

Bridges said. "We're waiting for the new

tile to come in."

Bridges said other areas in the Campus
Center Student Union complex will be

receiving new ceilings also.

Like the main portion of the Student

Union Building, these areas will also have

new fire alarm system installed.

Bridges said all offices and hallways will

receive new ceilings with a design similar

to the old ceiling.

The game room and the craft shop will

also have their tiles replaced Bridges said.

Bridges said the safety hazard posed by

falling tiles was another reason for their

replacement. In response to rumors that

the old tiles contain asbestos, a known
cancer causing agent, Bridges said, "A
fellow got hit by a falling tile a few years

ago. They said it was asbestos then, too.

The tiles aren't asbestos."

Anita SeroU, of the Environmental

Health and Safety department at UMass,
also denied the charge.

"We looked into it last year," she said.

"There's no asbestos in the tiles."

/

< oll«io»" phoU» by K«*iB J. FuMtti

Chris Eaton, a junior wood technology major, repairs his Volkswagen

van on a road behind the MarshaU Annex preparing for his trip home for

Thanksgiving.
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Students experience new way of living

through UMass foreign study program

Wednesday. November 24. 1982 .Collegian 5

By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Correspondent

Studying abroad offers an opportunity to experience a

new way of living and a way to learn how to accept dif-

ferent views.

"My experience abroad opened my eyes to a world that

is not always as wonderful as I always dreamed it should

be" is a common statement of students who have been

abroad.

Most people who have studied overseas view the ex

perience very positively regardless of any problems they

may encounter, said Sterling Lamet. who with his wife.

Maryelise. form the team of overseas study coordinators at

the International Programs Office (IPO) at the University

of Massachusetts.

Most students have expressed a mixture of benefits in

studying overseas because the academic aspects of the

experience become tangled in the personal. Lamet said.

Dost

Mon - Thurs

$3.00 CoY^r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Hlghbollt

50' Domestic D#*rs

Pool Toblo - PInboll - VIdoo 6omoi

POOL TOURNAMENT TONI6HT

However, most returnees are very enthusiastic about

overseas study and encourage other students to par-

ticipate in a study abroad program, he added.

For example, a woman who studied in France in 1976

recommended studying overseas, but said that. "There is a

saying that with some people the body travels, but the

mind stays home."
. . ,j .

She said that people studymg abroad should try to

prevent this from happening. A woman who wishes to be

identified as Cassia, who is in Florence. Italy, emphasized

this fact when she said, "(Studying abroad) can be an

experience lost if you are not reaUy wUhng to work hard

and learn and undersUnd. and I don't just mean the

language." i. * . j •

Many Uves have been changed as a resuft of studying

abroad. Lamet said. ..,«„- j ..t-

Another student who went to Canada in 1977 said. I m
not certain I had a career goal when I went to Canada.

While there. I began to think about law. (My year abroad)

was something of a catalyst."

Studying abroad for either a semester or a year is

quickly growing in popularity. The trend to study abroad

began in the late 1960's, causing an impetus for the

development of exchange and other programs offered at

the IPO, Lamet said.

With the exception of the Freiburg Program, which

began about fifteen years ago. most exchange programs

were created by a series of correspondences between

UMass and a college or university abroad. Lamet said.

Some of the contacts with the schools were provided by

faculty or other interested prople with overseas linkages.

he said.

The IPO has information on many study and work

programs overseas, available for all students at UMass,

the Five Colleges and New England land grant in-

stitutions. If there is a high demand for a program that has

yet to be esUblished. IPO will do whatever it can to try to

create one, Lamet said.

Currently, there are a total of 38 UMass students

studying abroad for the fall semester, nine of whom are on

UMass exchange programs. 120 students are abroad for

the entire academic year. 76 of whom are on UMass ex-

changes. Last spring 40 out of 68 students studied abroad

on UMass programs.

UMass is hosting 60 foreign exchange students out of a

total 900 foreign students at the University.

The program costs for UMass students going abroad are

kept as close as possible to the University's tuition.

Students on financial aid are able to transfer it to their

exchange program through the Financial Aid Office.

I
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The dark side

of UMass
We all know him or her. They live down the hall,

next door, they're our roommate or best friend.

They are the kids who are all Ux) often de-

pressed. Stress is written all over their face. The following

is one such person.

He feels as if he has failed. He will leave this university.

for the last time, at the end of this semester.

He came here, to UMass, because that is what you do

after high school, you go to college. That is what he was

told. And he thought that hotel, restaurant and travel ad-

ministration would he interesting to study. He hated it.

After one semester he wanted to quit. But his father

talked him into coming back.

"What didn't you like?" he was asked.

"Everything, " he replied.

He is tall and quite thin with a boyish face. His eyes are

set deeply and when he l<M)ks at you, he l<K)ks into you.

John B. Kenney

Murphy — look before leaping
Jim Murphy must be kidding.

In his opposition to the Health Council's special

report on student alcohol use and abuse on campus at

last Wednesday night's Undergraduate Student Senate

and Thursday's faculty Senate meetings, SGA President

Jim Murphy demonstrated a real ignorance of the alcohol

problem at UMass.
Anyone who has observed the traffic going in and out of

area package sU)res on Friday afternoons can see the

alcohol consumption at UMass is much higher than the

general population, high enough to be called a problem,

and the Health Council is to be applauded for attempting

Paul N. Belval

to address the problem.

Murphy critized the report because "it looks at the pro-

blem of alcohol abuse with a crime and punishment at-

titude without looking at it as a physical and social ill."

While admittedly alcohol abuse is a physical and social pro-

blem, many students have forced the University to ap-

proach it as a crime and punishment problem. Students

who get drunk and decide to break bottles in the dorms or

around campus deserved to be punished.

One of the faculty members addressed the problem of

broken bottles on Monday mornings at the Senate

meeting.After the meeting, Murphy discu.ssed the pro-

fessors comments, saying "Some clown got up and talked

about beer bottles." Murphy tried to discredit the

legitimate complaints of one of the faculty by making an

immature, childish comment about that person.

Murphy was particularly upset by the first two sections

of the report. Section One asks the University to esUblish

"a clearly articulated campus policy that alcohol abuse

constitutes unacceptable behavior and is not socially

tolerable." In the "real world," the kind of alcohol abuse

that occurs on this campus is not tolerated at all, and the

Health Council is asking the University to simply adopt

these "real world" values. Murphy seems to be suggesting

UMass is some kind of fantasy world where students can

avoid the social resptinsibilities of the outside world.

Section Two seeks to establish a task force to address

the types of alcf)ho| abuse, such as bottle breaking and

drunken vandalism, that are clearly contrary to Universi-

ty pf)licy. When students come to UMass. they have to ac-

cept the policies of the University which hold them respon-

sible for their actions. Once again. Murphy .seeni.^ to be

suggesting that at UMass, people have no responsibility

for their actions.

While Murphy lashed out against this section of the

report for iLs "crime and punishment attitude," he failed

to notice that the task force would also be charged with

educating students on the subject of alcohol abuse and pro-

vide for non-alcolholic events at UMass on the weekends
for students who don't want to drink and have little else to

do. At the school where the social life is clearly alcohol

oriented, the council is to be commended for trying to

change a bad situation.

Murphy said the report reflects a "paternalistic and

moralistic attitude." The report actually just tries to ad-

dress a problem that has been neglected at this University

for too long.

Alcohol abuse is a problem on this campus, and the

Health Council should be applauded for trying to come up
with a cohesive policy concerning it.

Paul Behal is the Collegian Asfioc. News Editor

Letters

Hampshire College student labels Rollins' comic unfair

To the Editor:

This is a response to the cartoon The UMass Zone, that

appeared in the Collegian on November 4. The cartoon

depicted a couple of the faculty members of "Hampster

College" discussing a rep*)rt that revealed a decline in the

academic reputation of the college. In the cartoon, the

faculty members decide it would be prudent to change

some course titles. The example given is to change

"Underwater Basketweaving" to "Aqueous Cellulose

Sculpture."

I'm sure the cartoonist, Mark Rollins, meant no harm to

Hampshire College, but I feel that the cartoon was damag-

ing nevertheless.

Let me illustrate: In the cartoon one 3f the "Hampster

faculty members is wearing an Earth Day 1975 tee-shirt.

One stereotype that has been floating around at least since

the inception of Hampshire College in the 1960's is that

Hampshire faculty and students are all flaky radicals more

interested in being politically correct than in teaching or

learning. This description can be applied to some people at

Hampshire, but they are a small minonty, albeit a vocal

one The same minority exists at each of the other colleges

in the valley. The Earth Days tee-shirt feeds into that

stereotype nicely.
. .,..

The course titles, as depicted in the UMass Zone, are

more damaging. They imply that courses at Hampshire

are frivolous. I would be interested in knowing how much

the cartoonist knows about the courses at Hampshire^

Has he ever taken one? Has he read the course catalogue.'

Courses at Hampshire tend to be more specialized than

the courses at other colleges. 1 think that this is just about

the only accurate generalization one can make about them,

and even so, there are a number of exceptions.

This cartoon comes at a time when Hampshire is

especially vulnerable. The report the cartoon referred to,

the Kruicowski Report, did in fact conclude that Hamp-
shire's image has deteriorated. Many factors have con-

tributed to this problem, some of which rest squarely on

the shoulders of the college itself, but it is clear that car-

toons like this one exacerbate the problem.

What I'm asking for is a little sensitivity. Find out about

Hampshire. Talk to students and faculty. Visit the cam-

pus. Read the catalogues. Take courses. If you aren't will-

ing to learn about us, don't talk about us.

Argyl Houser
Hampshire College
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And he is here now, again, trying. But he is not suc-

ceeding. He does not go to classes anymore, he does not

turn in papers, he does not study.

"I came here in the fall of 1979," he says, taking a deep

breath. "I stayed for two semesters and left for one. I

came back but left after one semester. I took two more

off"
"W^at did you do?" he was asked.

"Oh ... I washed dishes for a while. And then I worked

in an ice factory."

"What made you come back this time?"

"I don't know. I guess 1 wanted to give it one more shot

... I'm leaving, though ... I won't be back. Maybe another

school . . . maybe not."

This university, like all universities, is a place founded

on learning, on education. He wants to learn. He thirsts

for knowledge; of anything, but especially of people. There

is something deep inside of him that is growing. It is year-

ning to come out, to express itself.

He is different, in the way he talks and in the way he

thinks.

"I'm part alcoholic, part manic depressive, part

genius."

But are we not all different? And is not the question

whether or not we will accept other people into our life,

day in, day out? Must not we, as sensitive caring people,

try to learn, not only of ourselves and of our "major", but

of the richness of the people around us? For, is that not

what it is all about? They are the truly interesting ones. He

is different, yet he is any one of us. And when he goes, we,

as a community, as individuals are the ones who lose.

Why can we not simply accept that college is not right

for everyone? And that sometimes we all get down - we

all get depressed. It is human nature.

"I feel this pressure, ya' know? Jes' ... I don't know. I

don't get along with my parents anymore. They ... I don't

know," he pauses and looks down. His head twitches and

his eyes blink rapidly. He has thought so much of why he is

not happy here, ajiywhere.

"My little brothers look up to me ... I feel as if I'm let-

ting them down ..." he shakes his head and l(X)ks up and

smiles.
,

"The only person I could ever really talk with . . . ya

know, really talk urith, not to or be talked at . . . was my

older sister, Anne ... but ... she ah ... she died three

years ago. She was in a car and . . . well . . . she was killed.

I don't know. I guess I'm not right for college," he smiles,

a sad smile. , • . l
We are pressured by classes, by parents, by fnends, by

ourselves. We are often so obsessed by this that we

overlook others.

We must stop and close our eyes and take a deep breath.

We must let people around us know that they are impor-

tant to us. that we care. We must make this place a place

of caring as much as a place of education. For. is that not

as much a part of our education as anything in any book?

John Kenney w a IJMasa student

The Collegian

wishes

you
a

Happy Thanksgiving
Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regrret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Arts
Corea retains the feel on fouckstone
TOUCHSTONE (Warner Bros.)

Chick Corea

Chick Corea is the driving force on

Touchstone.

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Staff

Chick Corea is one of the few contemporar}' azz musi-

cians that has gained a large following in botl. jazz and

popular music spheres. His fusion work with Miles Davis

and his own group, Return to Forever, is extremely in-

fluential among today's musicians. As a multi-talented

keyboard player, Corea felt limited by the acoustic piano

and pioneered the use of synthesizers in rock and jazz.

Those synthetic sounds which we consider wimpy and

cliched today were, at one time, fresh and original. I would

even venture to say that much of today's "modern"

popular music can trace its roots to Corea's experiments

with the various colors of the synthesizer. In the past few

years, Corea has returned to an increased use of the

acoustic sound. His recent show at UMass with Paco

DeLucia is only one example of this.

Touchstone, Chick Corea's most recent album, is a

reflection of the many voices of this talented musician.

Side one is mostly a continuation of Corea's association

with flamenco guitarist, Faco DeLucia. This music is quiet

and open, the type of melodic interaction enjoyable on a

Sunday morning after an insane Saturday night. Corea

uses percussion extensively on Touchstone and this spacey

but driving sound creates a peculiarly dreamy openness.

In the early seventies, Corea would have filld these spaces

with booming drum fills and synthesized riffs. His decision

to leave breathing space in the music reflects an increased

maturity on the artist's behalf.

Side two is as raucous as side one is contemplative. The

first cut, "Compadres," is a blazing fusion "Return to

Forever" piece. All the classic members of the group;

Stanley Clarke, Al DiMeola, and Lenny White are

featured on this number which is based on licks so decep-

tively simple, that in the hands of lesser musicians they

would sound extraordinarily hokey. Although I personally

dislike Return to Forever, I found this cut excellent,

perhaps only because it proves that fusion, in the hands of

proficient players, is a valid and exciting musical form.

Though the total sound is very complex, each musician is

actually playing a simple part, something many young

players just starting out fail to realize. The final cut on the

second side, "Dance of Chance," is the weakest piece on

the whole album. A one riff song, it is much too long, every

Collripan photo by Dave Denber

Peter Gabriel in concert at the Orpheum in

Boston last week.

horn player'gets a solo, despite the fact that no one seems

to have anything interesting to say.

Despite the weakness of the final cut, this album serves

well as a reflective work by Chick Corea. He explores his

past without repeating himself, and gives us a glimpse of

possible ideas for the future. Although it is not his best

work. Touchstone is good for someone who is not familiar

with Corea's work. If Touchstone is really Corea's "com-

ing of age" album, the remaining question is really what

he will have to say in the future.
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Arts

steel Breeze performed Thursday night at the Rusty Nail.

Steel Breeze blows it
STEEL BREEZE
Thursday, November 18

Rusty Nail

By SAUL NATANSOHN
Collegian Correspondent

When 1 first listened to Steel Breeze s

debut album the band struck me as just

another commercially oriented band in the

.38 Special style looking to make an easy

buck. My initial skepticism was replaced by

reluctant appreciation.

When I heard Steel Breeze were playing

the Nail, I jumped at a chance to catch

them live, just to see if they live up to their

album. Well, let's just say I don't tune-out

to Steel Breeze anymore, nor do I think I

ever will again.

Unfortunately, listening to a band on an

album and hearing them perform live can

be two entirely different musical hearing

experiences. This was the band's debut ap-

pearance on the East Coast, and judging

from the way it went, their act seems to

need a bit more polish.

Rod Toner had an elaborate set-up of

synthesizer, electric piano, organ and what

appeared to be a moog. It's too bad he

played his toys with little regard for har-

mony or musical appeal. Toner's electronic

chords would linger on irritating notes,

from which he seemed to derive perverse

satisfaction. The same was true for when

he played the clarinet; his showmanship

came across as being unjustly vain.

Similarly, a prolonged duet by bassist

Vinnie Pantaleoui and drummer Barry

Lowenthal led nowhere and left the valiant

dancers struggling on the floor, dazed and

confused. Only solid guitar playing by

Waylin Carpenter in songs such as "Who's

Gonna Love You Tonight?" and "1 Think

About You" spared the audience from

Toner's awful synthesizer play. Throw in

an unimpressive bassline and vocals that

had more than their share of lows and you

get a disappointing show from an other-

wise appealing band.

Steel Breeze plays the Calvin in North-

ampton on November 27. Maybe I caught

them on an off night. After all, their album

definitely merits a listen by any curious

music lover, and from the sound of it the

band certainly has talent. Maybe on their

second East Coast show they'll be a little

less cocky and play as a unit rather than a

bunch of individuals with egos. Perhaps

they'll perform the way they did in the

studio.

But the album is OK
STEEL BREEZE (RCA)
Steel Breeze

By SAUL NATANSOHN
Collegian Correspondent

Steel Breezes debut album opens with

their previously released single. "You

Don't Want Me Anymore." This is a song

that is definitely Solid (iold material; a

strong vocal combo is sensibly led by a cat-

chy guiUr/synthesizer beat that has the

tendency to stay with you long after the

song is over.

Ric Jacobs' voice is clearly on key and

well suported in "I Think About You," a

tune that has a guitar mix reminiscent of

the Cars' "You're All I've Got Tonight."

though it differs slightly in composition.

Contributors to a vision
CLOUDS
Sunday, November 21

Student Union Ballroom

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Correspondent

The performance of CLOUDS last Sun-

day night was a feat of musical alchemy:

out of an amalgam of elements as diverse

as the musicians, the audience, and the

music, came a message of pure gold.

Under a spell of genius, the three dif-

ferent duos of Akua and Gayle Dixon of the

Max Roach group, Victor Baily and Omar

Hakim of Weather Report, and John Blake

and Joe Ford of McCoy Tyner, combined

their respective talents to the vision of

composer/conductor/pianist Clyde Criner

to contribute a new vista for contemporary

Black music. By writing a score with these

particular performers in mind, Criner

united the virtuosity of each to create a

harmonic whole, an achievement in jazz of

a gifted few. All the more remarkable for

the fact that he's a student at the Universi-

Furthermore, the performance con-

nected music with image, as a slide show

prepared by Alanna Georgens, depicting

inner city scenes, flashed on the wall above

the stage like a big picture window.

The first set opened with a string ar-

rangement somewhat reminiscent of Alice

Coltrane and a slide of a chalk rendering of

the human figure. "Transformation" gave

way to "Metamorphosis" as faces of dejec-

tion gave way to faces of determination in a

series of slides revealing the strong in the

weak, the stunning portraiture supported

by an Ellingtonian flickering of the keys by

Criner, the mounting flame drumrolls of

Hakim, and the shivering cello of Akua

Dixon.

In "Five," Joe Ford's suprano spoke out

triumphantly against a towering skyline

and wept with joy and sadness, as Victor

Bailey spanked a whining base with father-

ly affection.

"Pelican" Part I displayed tne string sec-

tion, particularly violinist Gayle Dixon on a

bop chamber piece which hailed two cen-

turies back to Bach into an exotic antiquity

The final peice of the first set, "The

Border People," featured 22-year-old Vic

Another of the record's highlight is "All I

Ever Wanted To Do," a song with

danceable, upbeat tempo led again by a

well mixed guitar sequence, though the

backup vocals don't quite make it beyond

the "passable" category.

"Can't Stop This Feeling" is a very

likeable love number that would be poten-

tial radio material if the guitar leads were a

shade more emphatic.

"Street Talkin'" is a bold attempt at a

reggae beat, with Jacobs' voice and Rod

Toner's synthesizer providing the funky in-

spiration.

All in all. the album is very entertaining

and well produced, with some minor excep-

tions that don't merit mention here. I was

suitably, and surprisingly, impressed.

La creme de la creme
ONE DOWN (Elektra)

Material

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Material is like an intellectual Steely

Dan. The core of the band is two musi-

cians Bill Laswell and Michael Beinhom.

On One Down they are joined by Nona

Hendryx, Fred Frith, Archie Shepp and

Yogi Horton.

The press release we received for the

album was out of date. It quotes Bill

Laswell as saying that "our next album

will be more commercial." And commer-

cial it is. but not the way one would ex

The album is about half slow tunes and

half dance tunes. The dance tunes have

that ireresistable beat that has funk writ-

ten all over it. I guess that's what surpris-

ed me about this album. I was expecting

Talking Heads pseudo-funk. Uh-uh.

Wrong. This is the real thing. So throw on

that record let's tear up that dance floor.

Now.
pect. "One Down" is an excellent funk

aloum. Material has captured the true

essence of the medium.

The music on this album is what makes

it so good. Beinhom's synthesizers and

Laswell's bass playing are really hot. All

four guest vocalists including R. Bernard

Fowler are la creme de la creme^

of Arabic rhythm almost a la Ahmad Ab-

doul Malik, before an electronic transition

of Criner's synthesizer. Part II present^

the avant-garde gospel, if I may, of .John

Blake standing up like a preacher and

delivering a sermon sounding like

Michael's trumpet.

tor Bailey playing a dreamy base over the

deep rhythmic snoring of 23 year old Omar
Hakim on snare. Their synchronicity and

intimacy reminding me of MINGUS and

DOLPHY with the upbeat of WAR. But

quickly the comparisons fail as Bailey's

base shifts suddenly from thunder rumbl-

ing to a man mumbling to himself. He is a

true successor to the lineage of Vitous and

Pastorius.

The visual images not withstanding, the

final slide of the set shifted from a negative

to a positive image of a man sleeping on

open ground, the whole band joining in the

celebration of the human struggle for ex-

istence.

The second set, one long piece entitled

"Trees," conjoined the inner space of ear-

thly roots to the outer space of the

treetops, perhaps in the spirit of a SUN
RA, but in an original manner which was

among other things poetic.

Criner introduced the composition with a

soulful solo and ended it with a moan, a

voice unmistakably female; an appeal for

the future. Sure enough, there appeared on

the screen a woman kneeling before a hap-

py gang of kids and beaming like tiie Black

Madonna, as the audience erupted with ap-

plause, accolades, and alleleuias. overcom-

ing their own great diversity in the unity of

an even greater enthusiasm for the music.

The musicians responded by playing their

hearts out for another half-hour encore.

CLOUDS not only celebrated the diverse

origins of jazz through the eclectic and

evolutionary nature of Criner's music; it

also celebrated the heterogeneity of us all

and the communication between us with

Georgen's emphasis on social awareness

and statement. If music can thus evolve, so

can man and woman. If we were up in the

clouds, we were also down on the comer,

on the street, on the front steps where we

all meet, rapping and clapping and tapping

our feet.

CollfKimn photon bv Chrit Hardin

The modern jazz ensemble CLOUDS appeared Sunday night in the

Student Union Ballroom, featuring UMass Student, Clyde Criner, on

keyboards. Also featured were Victor Bailey (above) on electric bass

and Omar Hakim (below) currently with the new Weather Report.
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Knapp: get kids ready for computer era
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - University of Massachusetts

President David C. Knapp said yesterday he wants his

professors to help public high school teachers prepare

students for working in the computer era.

The idea already has led to the Boston Compact in the

state's largest city. Knapp said if the plan can work in

Springfield, the state's third largest city, about 20 miles

from the I'Mass campus in Amherst, it could be brought to

other communities statewide.

The program allows professors to help teachers to

revamp the way they teach students whose needs and
social standmgs may be different from the pupils they had

when they started theu- careers.

'A much higher proportion of high school students is

going to be minorities — blacks and Hispanics. That's a

national and state trend, especially in cities. With a

growing labor force, the state is going to need very skilled

ptH)ple." Knapp said of the needs of numerous computer
Dusmesses that have developed in Massachusetts.

In Boston, where talk of the university program began a

year ago, several businesses since have promised to offer

jobs to students as incentives to achieve better grades,

Knapp said.

"What's in it for business is getting a labor supply."

Knapp said.

Knapp first offered the idea to Springfield in a speech

Monday to politicians and business leaders.

"We need to work with public schools so we can get the

competencies up. Then we won't have to do so much

compensatory work at the university level, " Knapp said in

his speech.
Allan Blair, executive vice president of the Greater

Springfield Chamber of Commerce, responded to Knapp's

proposal by telling him. "You're talking to the right people.

Open the door a crack and half our city will through to

make that happen.

"

Springfield Mayor Theodore Dimauro. who told Knapp

he wants to discuss the idea and put it in writing, said if

Springfield entered the program, it would not mean the

city was following Boston's lead.

A I* l,aaerpholu

Charles Halbert of Berkley, Michigan, chose a

vacant lot Monday to make his needs known. He
had three job offers over the course of a couple
hours.

H>percurriiula

THANKSGIVING EVE
INTERFAITH SERVICE -
Chanted Psalms and
prayers, trumpet fanfare,

brass, vocal and handbell

choirs will be featured in

this Thanksgiving service to

benefit the Prospect House,
Amherst's Emergency
Housing Facility, at 8 p.m..

Jewish Community Center,

742 Main Street. Amherst.

HOUSE CHURCH - A
gathering of students

engaged in mutual ministry.

An opportunity for dialogue

in a supportive community,

with a simple closing

Communion. 428 Student

Union. 7 9:00 p.m. Sunday.

Give to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a happy

^ holiday.

^-^^
li—

.

i

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Ht 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy
available

students welcome

665 3866
office open from
10 7 we«kdav»,

Saturdays 1-4

•

Still Buying
HIglitst Prkts

Class Rings

Gold and Sllv«r

J«w«lry

Coins and Stomps

See Me Wh«n You Sell

TDaniel Smith
p«rmon*ntly located b«tw««n

Fotomoi ond Logo s

25 North Plmatanf St.

Co«nm«rt» i

Amh«rit

2560710
Mon Sat 10 5 30

Doonesbury By Garry Tnideau
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Under The Influence By M. Joyce

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Roast Beef Grinder,

Chicken a la King/Biscuit

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder,

Chicken a la King/Biscuit

DINNER
Veal Parmesan, Baked

Cod/Newburg Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parmigiana,

Baked Cod/Newburg
Sauce

Reporters Needed

The Collegian needs reporters to cover campus

and area news and women's affairs. All interested

students are welcome to come and work for the

Cnllegian, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone interested in

the media. Stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus

Center, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farmr and Trude Jaffe

Cim Lh Am

ACROSS
1 Boundaries

5 Coarse cotton

fabric

10 Margot Fonteyn,

eg
14 Ouckllkebird

15 Entirely

16 Character in "The

Good Earth"

17 Julia Ward
18 Kind of caKe

20 Fancy
22 Entertainers

23 Part of ancient

Babylon

25 Exist

26 Gave support to

29 Hot drink

32 Totted up
33 Type of oil

35 Poetic contrac-

tion

37 American lawyer

and statesman

38 Gazed intently

39 Have influence on
40 Actress Joanne

41 Gas used in air

conditioners

42 Common or horse

43 Hackneyed
45 Altercations

47 Greek letters

48 Act briskly:

Golloq

49 May and Joyce

53 Left complete

56 Minimizes

59 Smooth
60 Legally qualified

61 City:Fr

62 Dies

63 Bryophytic plant

64 First name In

entertainment

65 Kitchen abbr

DOWN
1 Narcissus's lover

2 American-born
Asian queen

3 Impoverished

4 Carving necessity

5 Sound of delight

6 Wimbledon award
7 de veau

8 " later than

you think"

9 Acted the arbitor

10 Side-stepped

1

1

Succulent plant

12 Bryn

13 River into the

Danube
19 Signup

21 Won a ring

decision, for short

24 Author of "Moll

Flanders

'

26 Sports program

27 Emanations

28 Breed of large

hogs
30 Halfof a well-

known TV title

31 Baking Ingredient

34 Man of Madrid

36 Gentlemen
gypsies

38 Sanctuary lor

game
39 Attends
41 Tossed
42 Astound
44 Chemical

compounds
46 Sounds, collec

lively

49 Commune in

Holland

50 Wolf
51 Pointed

Instruments

52 Flying lib

54 Applaud

55 Nautical chains

57 1427 years ago

58 High priest
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Weather

Fog and drizzle ending

this morning then becoming

windy and colder from west

to east by midday. Clearing

skies during the afternoon

except chance snow flurries

over the Berkshires. Highs
near 50. falling into the 308

during the afternoon. Clear

skies, windy and cold

tonight and tomorrow. Lows
in the teens. Highs
tomorrow 35 to 40.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9am Good Morning Amherst with

Teresa

9-noon Mike Malone

12-3pm Michelle

3-5:30pm Mary Kelly

5:30-6pm Newswatch
6-7pm Sportscafe

7- 10pm Paula T.

10-2am Terpsichorean Cacophony
with James Neill

2-6am Glory (>)spel Road with Rev.

Pearson

CABLE/VIDEO

10:30 - 11:30 Reefer Madness - Drugs

from the 30 's

11:30 - 12:30 No One Here Gets our

ALIVE Jim Morrison et

al

12:30 - 1:30 Jazz with Spyra Gyra -
The Musicians and their

music

1:30 - 2:00 Mush Productions

Presents "The Crew
Team"
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Massachusetts bred hoopsters playing

in Division I colleges accross the nation
By DAN LEBERFELD
Collegian Staff

The state of Massachusetts is not considered to be

major recruiting area for Division I basketball. This can

be attributed to the fact that the major winter sport in

the Baystate is hockey. The assembly lines for big time

college basketball talent are considered to be the New
York, Chicago, and Washington D.C. areas.

Nevertheless a few kids in this hockey state distinguish

themselves on the hardwood and are playing with NCAA
Division I competition. The foIk>wing ten players are the

top ten Massachusetts high school graduates competing

intercoUegiately now.

1) Patrick Ewing — 7'0", center, Georgetown. Last

year this T phenomenon from Cambridge Ridge and

Latin, via Jamaica, was the most highly recruited player

in the country. Ewing lived up to all the hype he received

by leading the Hoyas to the national championship finals

and a one point loss to North Carolina. With the loss of

starters Eric "Sleepy" Floyd, Ed Spriggs, and Eric Smith

to graduation, the density of this team is on the large

shoulders of Ewing. This year we'll see what Pat Ewing
is made of.

2) Karl Hobbs — 5'8", guard, Connecticut. This mighty
mite graduated one year before Ewing at Ridge and Latin

and now starts in the backcourt for the Huskies. This

super, quick guard, who was the mainstay in the Huskies
backcourt last year, will be helped g^atly with the

addition of high school All-American E^rl Kelley. This

will be the premier backcourt in the east.

3) Dwayne McClain — 6'6". swingman, VUlanova. This

super sophomore who averaged 10.4 per game as a fresh-

man, attended Holy Name High School in Worcester. He
will be a key man in Wildcats quest to overtake George
wn in Big East race.

4) Butch Wade — 6T', forward, Michigan. Wade was
the most highly recruited player in Massachusetts last

year. He was named the best player in the state last

spring at Boston Tech. Michigan has a handful of blue-

chips coming in so he'U have to impress coach Bill Frieder

to start.

5) Al McClain - 6*2", guard. New Hampshire. This

Hyde Park High School graduate is considered to be one

of the best pure shooters in the nation. He averaged 18.3

points per game in his two seasons for coach Gerry Friel's

Wildcats. He should break the all time New Hampshire

scoring record with no problem.

6) Champ (rt)dbolt — 6'4", guard. Holy Cross. Godbolt

sat out last year after transferring from Maine where he

scored 19 points a game as a sophomore. His best game at

Maine was a 29 point performance against Depaul, while

being guarded by Mark Aguire. He will run the

Crusaders attack this season. This Springfield Tech

graduate was elected captain of the team.

7) Paul Little — 6'5", forward, Pennsylvania. Little

was co-Dlaver of the year in the Ivy League last year. The

Dorchester High School graduate averaged 11.6 points

per game last year and is considered new coach Craig

Littlepages premier player. He should lead the Quakers

to the Ivy League crown this season.

8) Martin Clark — 6'8'', forward, Boston College. Clark

attended Don Bosco in Boston after arriving from

England. He surprised everyone last season with his

steady play in Boston College's surprising NCAA
tournament upsets last season. Clark scored 8.9 points

per game last year and should score even more with the

departure of.John Bagley.

9) Robin Dixon — 6'2", guard. New Hampshire. Dixon

will combine with fellow Massachusetts native Al

McClain to form a super backcourt. He averaged 13.2

points per game in his first three years for the Wildcats.

His best season was in his sophomore year, when he

scored 16 points per contest. He attended Thayer

Academy in Mattapan. He comes from an interesting

family. His brother Zaehary is a running back for the

Baltimore Colts and his sister Medina was one of the most

sought after high school basketball players in the

country

.

10) Larry Westbrook — 6'1", guard. Holy Cross. This

Holyoke High School graduate was the Crusaders

number one player off the bench last year as a freshman.

He will most likely start with Champ Godbolt in the back

court this season.

Unlike NCAA football in which you have to be a large

school to compete in Division I competition, NCAA
basketball has a much wider spectrum of schools com-

peting. There are quite a few schools with enrollments

below 2000 students competing in the ranks with schools

like UCLA with 35,000 students.

These David and Goliath games are one of the intrigues

of college basketball.

Here are some fun tidbits from around the college

basketball world. The Northern Arizona basketball team

has been dreadful the last couple of years. The Lum-
berjacks, in all their misery do have two things to brag

about. They are 6'H" twin brothers Dan and Doug
Busch, who are listed as the tallest identical twins in the

Guiness Book of World Records. . .What do the University

of Hawaii and Youngstown State basketball programs

have in common'.^ They both have 7 foot centers named
RickTunstall.

ibe

HUf^b
fine food and drink

at affordable prices

estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA

W« will b* op«n Qt 4:00 Thanksgiving Day

Join us for o relaxing evening

10% off oil our worming concoctions

5:00 - close Thonksgiving evening

Next week we invite you to

somple our delicious $2.49 luncheon

\o^

Erb.

'6"^)«2«l^!,„„OpenHo-e
00 Jaouarv

A6 A983.

Uoro A \o

022A5

NEW ARRIVALS

Hooded
2 tone

Sweatshirt

I

co"ceP«'

powder blue and cream

or

lilac and cream

$19.95
located

in our

Clothing Dept.

pick up your 1982-83 UMass Basketball Calendar
with any purchase of UMass clothing

Open Wed. 9-5 Located in the Campus Center

r;^ UNIVERSITY
!^
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phono number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 25&-0739

" AUTO FOR SALE

WHO Tlx Dec 11 Centrum best offer even-

ings 549-5289

FOUND

Ford Mercury 1973, very good condition,

$950 call 549-6745

BROWNIEQRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

GATE

The Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guides have arrivd! Pick one up in the

Campus center and use it for next

semester's course selection. GATE is a

publication of the Academic Affairs Com-

mittee, Student Government Association.

A certain sum of money on November
16. If yours, tell me sum, denomination of

bilKs), and where lost. Box 1166, Hamp-
shire College

Cat friendly, female black and white kitten

adopted us near Puffton. If yours is lost,

call 549-5796

GABRIEL AT ORPHEUM

Quality cassette recordings of entire

11/12 concert for info call Mike 546-8096

GAY Er LESBIAN ALLIANCE

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546 7504

They drive you up the wall, we drive you

on the floor Lights, sound, price - we beat

everybody - POLODROID DJ's Pat or John

253-2957

FOR RENT
~

Two bedroom apt. near Southwest
walking distance to Campus available Jan 1

549-5175

Apt to rent window overlooks bus stop I 2

bedrooms $315 per month available Jan 1

call 665-2807

Room for rent available Dec 1 close to

campus Phyllis 549-6333 $175 includes

everything

Noticel The Counselling Collective is

moving sooni To 106 CC Same phone
(546-2646)1 Same hoursi

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

Apple II Plus Computer 64k with

language card, primer card, disk-drive,

green display C.R.T. $1190 Call Gary

546-6719

Coordinator for production of the Course

and Teacher Evaluation Guide. Part-time

through school year. Full-time summer
committment required. Third World and

women students are encouraged to apply.

Apply 420 S.U.B. Academic Affairs.

Deadline 11/24/82

Nationwide inventory service needs for

busy 6 weeks after Christmas. Must work

weekends, nights. Averge 25 hours weekly

$4.75 per hour. Must have phone, transpor

tation and apply at Student Employment

Office by December 1st.

Women and Men who support the

American Labor Movement- Fight Union

Busting Corporations! Informational

Picketing Weekdays and Saturdays,

4.00/hr call 7 P. M. 9 P.M. 665-7149

Business Manager Union Records Isook-

keeping experience helpful. Preferably

junior status or below. 10 hrs/week

$4.00/hr. W.S. or Non. Pick up applica-

tions at U.R.U start training Dec 6.

Earn $6,000.00 next summer painting

houses in your home town. Apply today at

Student Employment Office, 239A Whit-

more

INSTRUCTION

Women's Bicycle, 5 speed with rack, $70

5496745

New Skis Dynastar Omeglass II 200 cm still

in pkg $175 call Pit 549-5896

Guitar Lessons: Rock and Roll Lead.

Beginners accepted. Reasonable rates.

John Cosimini 256-0180

INTERSESSION RENTALS

Delta Chi has furnished rooms for interses-

sion. Located next to S.W. dorms. Laun-

d

dry, kitchen and parking available. Call

Dave 549-0482 or Larry 549-1151

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST

RIDE WANTED

Ride Needed to Amherst and back to

Boston one night weekly. Will pay,

617 423-3077 call mornings.

ROOM WANTED

Yellow leather wallet taken at Casiac

11/17. Please return. No questions asked.

Sentimental value. Reward. 6-5802.

Class Ring: Teaneck High School 1982

Lost the weekend of October 30th No ques-

tions, Reward. Ken 546-6690

Keys lost at Beat Concert! $5 Reward. Call

665-4187

Police Hat - sentimentaLvalue. A reward

Call Ed 6-7601

Lost - one old, worn, tattered and faded

Levi jacket. Lost last Thursday night at

Hanger One during Johnny Copeland

show. Coat has torn elbows and Ronald

McDonald pin. If you picked it up by

mistake, please call Drew at 256 0391.

Reward will be given for return, coat has

extreme sentimental value.

Females looking for a room or whole 2

bedroom apt in Brittany Manor for spring

semester. Please call 549-5686. Keep trying .

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOE
Diddle ee Dee - Happy Birthday to theel

Love Gina Lisa Mary

PERSONALS

O. - Happy 18th Birthday! Guess

Female Roommate One bedroom
townhouse Southwood for Jan 1 155+ util

after 9:30 P.M. 256-6053

Porsonis) wanted for Jan 1 spring op-

tional $150, includes heat. 256-0185

2 Roommates wanted to share large

bedroom in Puffton Village $96.00 each in-

cludes heat available Jan 1 call 549-1703.

Kosher female for one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

SERVICES

John
Who
TIGAH I I'll miss you these next days in

many different ways I'm thinking about you
right now T.S.T.

Happy 21 MBM we'll celebrate this

weekend! Love Julie and the dinner crew

Win a Puch 10 Speed, portable FM stereo

or dinner for two at the Pub with Pike raffle

3 for a dollar.

KRISSY
If a year is a day

Then let's hope the sun never sets!

Oh happy day!

LOVE. . Z

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Need help with typing fast service provid-

ed Dissertations, etc. Double spaced $1.75

per page Call 323-4054

BIRTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign - planet posi_

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253 7813

with your exact time of birth.
^

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates.

For professional service call Jim
546-7042

#158 more games more toys!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584 7924

Health Club membership available at dis-

count price. Call 256-0511 ___^
Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

3 girls seek 2 or 3 bedroom apt in

Anriherst vicinity call 549-6850

^

AThanksghlng
Gieetingcanitakesyou

home K>rthe holiday

AMERIG\N Greetings

...for then special p(rs()(i

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE*

t ATTEKTIOH !

STUDENTS
Students required

for shoveling snow
on campus.

Must be available

to be on call

thru snow season,

including intersession.

Contact Physical Plant

Grounds Office

545-0600 Ext. 28.

r:|e*%)|(^4c%)|(4c9|c%4n|ta|ci|(>|(^4(^)|()K)|c4f'
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More sports on page 10

Cross overruns UMass
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was an encouraging start for the

University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team last night in the Cage.

UMass ran out to an early 7-2 lead over the

Holy Cross Crusaders before the visiU)rs

wore down the Minutewomen, enroute to a

88-75 win.

The Crusaders. 23-4 last season, gradual-

ly took control of the game using a

relentless press which forced numerous

Minutewomen turnovers.

Cheryl Aaron's layup with 14:37 gone in

the first half gave Holy Cross the lead

which they would never again relinquish.

Massachusetts hung tough in the first half

and stayed close but, in the second half

Cross ran up a 26 point lead outscoring

UMass, 26-1 1 U^ open the second half.

"We couldn't get into our offense," said

UMass high scorer Barbara Hel)el. "We
couldn't get our inside game working."

The press gave the Minutewomen fits and

was a major cause of their 24 turnovers.

"The press is a head game, ' comment^
Hebel, "We had to work so hard to get the

ball mlK)unds and then when we did, we

just ran. We have to take ()ur time."

Despite the troubles, the UMass offense

was able to keep from being blown away in

the first half. Buoyed mainly by the ac

curaU* shooting of Hebel (14 jxiints in the

first half, alone) UMass stayed within strik-

ing range.

Pomt guard Wendy Ward, who played

very well throughout the game, also kept

the UM show running by with some effi

cient ball-handling. Ward was the second

highest scorer for UMass with 17 points,

most of them coming in the second half.

The second half was the time for

Massachusetts U) fall behind them and then

try to catch up again. The score at the half

was a respectable 47-35 in favor of Holy

Cross.

But behind the explosive play of Cross

ace Sherry Levin, who had a game high 30

points, the Crusaders pulled away and at

one point led 73-48. But, the Minutewomen

just kept plugging away and slowly crept

up on the Worchester based team.

Karen Damminger, who had eleven

points on the day. was the spark as she

scored six points in a row followed by

scores by Ward and Jerrie Bernier (with a

three point play) and the score was 76-61.

Massachusetts closed to Within 12 before

Holy Ooss l)egan tf) assert themselves

againand built the lead back up.

UMass scored seven points on shots with

under two minutes to go as Holy Cross con-

sistently fouled the Minutewomen. That

was a testament to the rough, physical

game that Ixith teams played.

"I have to give U'Mass credit." said Holy

Cross coach Togo Falazzi. "They were

down 27 points and they still kept coming

at us. (live coach Ozdarski credit for keep-

ing ihem in shape. At the end they played

as hard as they (UM) had done earlier."

UMass defensive play improved over the

Siena game but "we didn't play with the in-

tensity that we needed" according to head

coach Mary Ann Ozdarski. Massachusetts

has six steals compared to Cross' 10. The

Minutewomen pulled down 36 rebounds to

Holy Cross' 30. But at times. UM was be-

ing eaten alive on the boards.

"It is going to take the freshman time,"

said Ozdarski. "Teams are going to

pressure us all year t)ecause we're so

young. Holy Cross rattled the kids and took

us out of the game with their pressure."

Stockbridge basketball hard

at work preparing for season
By JIM SAMIA
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge School of Agriculture

men's basketball team will open its season

against Southern Vermont College on

Tuesday night. November 30th, at the

Curry Hicks Cage. Head coach Jack

Leaman and his squad are looking forward

to another successful season. The Aggies

compiled an impressive 13-2 record last

season. They will start the campaign with a

10 game winning streak which they hope to

continue will into the year.

The Aggies will have a very powerful and

experienced frontcourt. Returning to the

number one forward position is 6'5" John

Paquette. The senior led the team last year

in scoring with 18.8 points per game, and in

rebounding where he hauled down 155

miscues for an 11.9 average. Paquette also

shot an amazing 62% from the floor to go

along with a 75% mark from the charity

stripe.

At the other forward position will be An-

drew Fritsche. At 6'5". Fritsche is a g(x>d

shooter to compliment Paquette and can

also take the ball to the hoop when he has

to. Splitting the duties with Fritsche will be

senior Shawn Cameron. The senior will

most likely be the first off the bench for

Leaman to fill in for the two starters. Also

coming off the bench will be first year

player Dennis Houle.

The center position is in the hands of

Craig Manning. The 6'4" senior was third

on the team in scoring with a 9.2 average

and second in rebounding, behind Pa-

quette, with 126 rebounds for an 8.4

average.

While the frontcourt is big and ex-

perienced it is the backcourt that will be

under the magnifying glass when the

season opens.

"There is no backcourt experience ex-

cept Mike," said Leaman referring to

guard Mike O'Connor. O'Connor, who was

the third guard last year, w\\\ be elevated to

a starter this season. O'Connor aver-

aged 6 points and 2 assists per game com-

ing off the bench and his stock will definite-

Iv rise as a starter.

At the other guard will be 6'3" Chris

Storie. Stone was the leading scorer from

the 12-3 team two years ago. He left school

last year, but now has returned and should

provide leadership as well as some scoring

punch. Coach Leaman also plans to use

Storie occasionally at small forward.

Challenging for a starting spot in the

backcourt is freshman Peter McDonough.

McDonough is an outstanding shooter and

good ball handler according tx) Leaman.

Also in the thick of things will be John

Biondo, a freshman who is a super ball

handler. Biondo will give the backcourt

some depth. Coming off the pine for the

Aggies are first year guards Pearl Keyes

and Rich Tworig.

"We will have a young backcourt," said

Leaman, "and how they handle the

pressure will determine a lot this season.

The guards have good size, great defensive

quickness and will shoot the ball well."

There is a winning tradition of basketball

under Coach Leaman at Stockbridge and it

makes it that much easier to develop the

program. They have won 25 of their last 30

games over a two year span.

Leaman enjoys teaching basketball at

Stockbridge.

"It is an ideal situation for a coach and

teacher." said the Aggies mentor, "you ac-

complish a lot and are able tx) see the

players grow as student-athletes. It makes
poaching fun again."

Coach Leamn ...» his team practicing

every nighc at NOPE in preparation for

another exciting season. Stockbridge

games at the Cage are at 5:00 preceding

the UMass games. Come to Curry Hicks to

cheer the Aggies to another winning

season.

The Stockbridge basketball team is look-

ing for Stiockbridge freshmen 6'2" or

taller to try out for the team. Coach

Leaman is also looking for a team

manager. Anyone interested may contact

Coach Leaman at 228 Boyden, phone

number 545-1301.

CoMrtnan pKolo hy Tom Kudla

UMass' Jean Cooper fights for a rebound during last night's loss to

Holy Cross in the Cage. Holy Cross' Janet Hourihan (left) and Phyllis

Townsend compete for the ball. The Minutewomen lost 88-75 to even

their season record at 1-1.

Inexperience helps BU to

lopsided win over wrestlers
By STEVE FITZ
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

wrestling team lost their opening match

Tuesday night at Boyden Gym to last years

New England conference champions,

Bo.ston University, by ascoreof 31 9.

"We lost mainly due to inexperience,

"

said UMass head coach Rick Freitas.

UMass senior captain Doug Johnson

scored the first team points by defeating

BU's Darrow Traylor 7-2 in the 134 lb.

weight class. Darrow was New England

champion last year at 12 pounds. Johnson

took control in the third period with a

reverse and a takedown.

BU won the first two matches to take a

commanding 90 lead.

In the 1 IB-pound bout. UMass' Marc
Weisman led 7-1 at one point, but Boston's

Ernie Millard came back to win 16-9.

BU's Sidney Lewis gained a pin over

UMass' Doug Gotlins at the 4:32 mark in

the 126-pound match. Gotlins wrestled in

place of the injured Brian O'Boyle.
"We really didn't know what to expect, it

could have went either way." said BU head
coach Carl Adams.
"We figured them (UMass) on winning

the first two matches, winning them was
definitely the turning point." said Adams.

BU's Mike Enzien pinned UMass' Paul

Sullivan at the 2:31 mark to put his team
ahead 15 3.

The 150 -pound match was one of the most
exciting of the evening, pitting UMass'
Mike Bossi (two-time Mass. State Champ)
against BU's Dan Charland (two-time R.I.

State Champ).

Bossi had a 6-5 first period lead, but

Chariand came back to take a 8-7 lead at the

end of two periods. Charland scored on two

takedowns in the third period and went on

to win by a score of 13 9.

"Bossi lost to inexperience, and Char

tland already had wrestled this year." said

Freitas.

Scott Mcquaide dominated BU's Chris

Joy in the 158 pound match to win 8-6.

After McQuaide's victory, the team score

was 18 6 in favor of BU

.

UMass' Dana Richard decisioned BU's

Ian McDonald in the 167-pound bout. 5-0.

BU 177-pounder. Tony D'Arreizzo.

manhandled UMass" Mike Rodgers by a

score of 8-0. The victory put the score out of

reach for UMass as BU took a commanding

22 9 lead with only two bouts remaining.

UMass' Dave McEntee was upset by BU's

Tony Cotrupi. 15-10. in the 190-pound

match.
UMass forfeited in the heavyweight bout.

"I knew that we had to get in better

shape than when we wrestled them last

year, because last year they outconditioned

us. This fall we worked hard on condition,"

said BU's Adams.
"We need a lot of work, and can gauge

the whole season on tonight. Dual meets

are preparation for tournaments," said

coach Freitas.

"We have a freshman lineup and also

three major injuries," said Freitas. ex-

plaining the lopsided score.

BU beat UMass by one point last year,

and after beating UMass last night, they

are favored to repeat as conference

champions.
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Trustee's contributions questioned
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Trustee Einar Paul Robsham

may have exceeded the maximum legal limit individuals

may contribute to a political candidate in a single year, a

Cellegian investigation has revealed.

The campaign committee returned a $200 donation

alledgedly given by Robsham after the Collegian pointed

out possible discrepancies in campaign contribution

records because state law "dictates the maximum amount

an individual may contribute in a calendar year is $1000."

Robsham received the news in a letter from Kathy

Vierbickas, assistant treasurer to the Committee to Re-

Elect the Governor.

According to records from the Office of Campaign and

Political Finance. Einar P. Robsham of Wayland con-

tributed the legal limit of $1000 to the King Committee

while Paul Robsham of Framingham also contributed $200

to the committee during the same year.

When contacted last night. Robsham. whose full name is

Einar Paul Robsham, confirmed that the Wayland address

is that of his home and the Framingham address is one of

his business addresses.

Robsham said he was unaware of any of the allegations.

"I wouldn't do that intentionally. I know the maximum
allowance (for campaign contributions). There's no in-

tention of kidding anyone, the addresses (his home and

business) are well known," he said.

Robsham said all allegations were true, it was his wife or

son who contributed the additional $200 without his

knowledge.

"My wife may have; we have a joint checking account. Or
it may have been my son, we have the same name,"

Robsham said.

In 1978, Kobsham's wife gave the maximum $1,000 con-

tribution to the King campaign under her own name,

Joyce.
Robsham said he has not received the $200 check from the

King committee, which was dated November 10, 1982, but

confirmed that the committee contacted him on the amount
of money he contributed to the campaign effort.

The allegations were brought to light after the Collegian

asked the staff of the state Office of Campaign and
Political Finance to investigate some possible discrepan-

cies found in the King campaign records filed with the of-

fice.

According to a spokesperson at the office, no legal actwn

will be taken concerning the allegations because the King

Committee cooperated fully by immedietely returning the

$200.
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The campus emptied fast at the start of the Thanksgiving vacaton last

week, leaving Jeannie Morris of Grayson dormitory alone and waiting

for a friend. .^

$75,000 house nearly done
ByPAULBASKEN
Collegian Staff

Repairs and renovations to the Chan

cellor's House on Orchard Hill, totaling

$7.5.000. are now ongoing and are expected

to be completed in January, allowing

Joseph Duffey to move in by next semester.

Duffey. who this summer replaced

former Chancellor Henry Koffler, lived in a

Campus Center Hotel room during the first

half of this seme.ster. but has since moved

into an Amherst house rented for him by

the University.

"Nothing has been done on (the Chan

cellors) house in years." said Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance

John L. DeNyse. "It's in bad need of

refurbishing. He said, however, "needed'"

repairs were done on the houses heating

and air conditiong system two years ago.

following Koffler's hiring.

DeNyse said he did not know the total

amount spent at that time on the house.

iit'Nysf saiO tiif repair lunos, vvhi'*h

were appropriated by the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees following

Duffeys hiring, will provide for bathroom

remodeling and wallpapering, painting, and

carpeting t hroughout the entire house.

While a portion of the job is being con

tracted to outside businesses, DeNyse said

the Physical Plant would perform some of

the work.

Edmund Ryan of the design and con

struction division of the Physical Plant said

it would perform "general work" which has

been "needed to be done for years.

"It's in a down graded shape," Ryan said

of the building.

Student Government Association

President Jim Murphy, who also serves as

student member of the Board of Trustees,

said the appropriation motion passed with

little discussion.

"I was told at the time that it hadn't been

touched in years" Murphy said of the house,

which he said was described as having a

leakv root and faulty plumbing.

New deputy provost

:

'news travels slowly'
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

In addition to his numerous duties as dean

of the School of Physical Education, David

C. Bischoff has been appointed acting

deputy provost at the University of

Massachusetts.
Bischoff has been handling both roles since

his appointment by Provost Loren Baritzon

Nov. 1 . As acting deputy provost, he will be

Baritz' chief adviser, discussing campus

policy issues and fiUing in for Baritz when

he is away.

Bischoff said he has "indeed" been busy,

and expects a new acting dean of the School

of Physical Education to be appointed in the

near future.

"What will probably happen is I'll niove

someone in there as acting dean soon." he

said.

Bischoff said the title of deputy provost,

covers various responsibilities.

"The deputy provost takes over when the

provost is gone." he said. "It's an op-

portunity to sit and talk with the provost

about the issues of the university."

Bischoff refused to speculate on the

possibility of him moving into the position

of provost should Baritz decide to go on a

sabbatical to finish a book on Vietnam.

"It depends on the conditions on which he

lea' ."the dean said.

P noff admitted few people on cmapus

I M about his appointment.

ve been up in the office since November

1 It's one of those things where news

travels slowly." he said.

Bischoff will continue in his duties as

special assistant to the chancellor for

athletics even after an acting dean for the

School of Physical Education is appointed.

Bischoff replaces former Deputy Provost

Robert C. Sleigh, jr.. who is now at the

School of History and Science at the

Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton.

Bischoff refused to

specualte on the

possibility of him
moving into the posi-

tion of provost,

should Baritz decide

to go on a sabbatical.

Bischoff came to UMass in 1957 and was

named dean in 1972. He was associate

provost from 1970 to 1978. first for

professional schools, and then for academic

affairs.

Bischoff is a former president of the

National College Physical Education

Association and he is a member of the

American and Massachusetts Associations

for health. Physical Education and

Recreation. He received his Ph.D. from

Pennsylvania State University.
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The Chancellor's House on Orchard Hill, which is presently being

refurbished at a cost of about $75,000.
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Members of a recovery team suit up outside the J.4 missile test silo at the Arnold Engrineering

DevelopSient Center in Tullahoma. Tenn. Four men were killed Saturday m a flash fire m the

silo.

Fire in MX test silo kills four, injures tw
TULLAHOMA. Tenn. (AP) - Fuel fumes blocked

rescuers from entering a 250-foot-deep MX missile test silo

yesterday to recover the bodies of four men killed m a flash

fire that "went off like a sparkler" as they were removing

debris left by an earlier blast.

Two other men were injured in the fire, which broke out

about 6 p.m. Saturday, engulfing the silo and consuming

its contents.

Air Force Sgt. John Blackburn said a "large blaze

erupted in the 100-foot wide vertical silo at Arnold

Engineering Development Center.

Blackburn said a spark or overheating during the

removal of debris and fuel may have touched off the fire.

'It was an instanUneous flash with tremendous heat...

there wouldn't be any way they could have survived that

flash." said Brig. Gen. Kenneth R. Johnson, commander of

Arnold. "It went off Uke a sparkler with trememdous heat

and energy."
, ^ . r xt u

The 41.000 acre site, about 60 miles southeast of Nash-^

ville. is the largest propulsion and aerodynamics testing

center in the nation. .i.-_^-
• Tests are being conducted on the four-stage MX missile,

the nuclear weapon President Reagan has named the

"Peacekeeper."

The below ground concrete silo, called a J -4 test cell, is

covered with an above-ground 85- foot high building where

engines are tested. It is one of 40 test ceUs at Arnold,

which began operations in 1951.

Mom charged

in girl's death
LOWELL (AP) — A friend and neighbor of Linda

Beauchamp says she never saw the accused woman beat

her 3-month old daughter but did see the little girl with

two black eyes and facial swelUng four days before she

Hif^o

Another neighbor who asked The Boston Globe for

anonymity, said she heard a baby cry loudly and con-

tinuously in the child's home last Tuesday about 14 hours

before she was pronounced dead at Lowell General

Beauchamp. 21. who arrived in Lowell from New Jersey

several months ago. is charged with murder in the death of

her daughter. Crissilee Santos.
, ,. ^ ,

A hospital autopsy showed the girl died of a ruptured

liver due to multiple blunt force injuries to her abdomen,

face, neck and ribs. ,-,.., j

Minerva Cruz, who let Beauchamp. Crissilee. and

Beauchamp's boyfriend. Andre Camacho. share her

housing project apartment for several weeks, said that on

Nov 20 she saw CrissUee with two black eyes and facial

swelling, and asked Beauchamp how the child was injured.

"She said. 'I don't know.' I said 'You're the mother, you

better know.'"

But Cruz, her husband. Juan Hernandez, and several

other neighbors said they never say Beauchamp beat

"I think she didn't do it." Hernandez said. "She was

always playing with her the way a normal lady loves her

LoweU police said CrissUee was treated at Lowell

General Hospital on Nov. 12 for head injuries, and the

treating physican notified the Department of Social

Services because he was suspicious of child abuse.

Police said the DSS investigated, but returned Crissilee

to her mother.

A DSS spokesman. Michael Ripple, told the Globe he

couldn't comment on the case.

"We will be participating fully in any criminal in

vestigation and will be working with the court ac

cordingly." he said.
, • .

Lowell police Sgt. John Newell said Beauchamp claimed

that the Nov. 12 injuries were caused by a fall, and that on

the day Crissilee died, she pressed against the child's belly

because she was choking. Newell said Beauchamp offered

no other explanation for the other injuries.

Israeli leaders meet;

peace talks planner
Israel yesterday dropped its demand that Cabinet

ministers lead delegations to talks aimed at withdrawal of

foreign troops from Lebanon, official sources in Jerusalem

said.
J . u

In other developments, a mine blast wounded three

Israeli soldiers in an armored personnel carrier 12 miles

east of Beirut, a Lebanese Christian commander called for

closer ties to Israel, and U.S. envoy Philip C. Habib met

with Egypt's foreign minister in Cairo to discuss widening

peace talks.

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begins Cabmet in

Jerusalem said in a resolution that civUians should lead

delegations to the Israel Lebanon talks on troop with

drawals from Lebanon, and that sessions be held in the

capitals of both countries.

The text of the resolution indicated Israel was standing

Tirm on its demand to link the talks to a security pact with

Lebanon. But official sources said it also meant that

Israel no longer was insisting that Cabinet ministers lead

the delegations.

The Cabinet met under intense U.S. pressure for

sUrting the withdrawal negotiations, which have been

blocked by procedural issues. The resolution, the Israeli

sources said, was based on an assumption transmitted by

U.S. mediators that Lebanon will not appoint a military

man to head its delegation.

Israel seeks a measure of political recognition from

Lebanon in the withdrawal negotiations and insists on

signing a security arrangement with Lebanon to prevent

southern Lebanon from becoming a launchpad for

Palestinian guerrilla attacks on Israel.

Digest
lyy the Associated Press

More than 300 dead

on holiday weekend
The number of people killed in traffic accidents during

the Thanksgiving hoUday passed the 300 mark yesterday

as the long weekend drew to a close.

By 4 p.m. EST. 314 deaths had been reported in highway

accidents across the nation since the holiday began at 6

p.m. Wednesday.
The National Safety Council has estimated that between

420 and 520 people would die in traffic accidents before the

four day weekend ended at midnight last night.

During a (our day, non-holiday period at this time of the

year, an estimated 480 traffic deaths could be expected,

the council said.

The toll for last year's Thanksgiving weekend was 413.

In 1968. there were 764 traffic fatalities over the four-

day period, the most of any holiday weekend on record.

Cardinal flies home
after illness in Rome
BOSTON — Cardinal Humberto Medeiros has returned

home from Rome and is described as "doing well" by his

secretary and a physician after spending several days at

Salvator Mundi Hosptial for fluctuating blood pressure.

The Rev. James McCune said Saturday evening that

Medeiros. 67. arrived at Logan International Airport about

2 p.m. and was "at home, doing quite well, thanks be to

God."

Dr. John 0. Pastore. a cardiologist at St. Elizabeth s

Hospital where the Roman Catholic archbishop of Boston

was discharged Nov. 13 after a five-day stay, accompanied

Medeiros on the flight and said upon his arrival that he "is

doing very well."

Bulldog fight raided;

state police arrest 57
COVENTRY. R.I. — State and local police said they

raided a major pit bull dog fight in a farm outbuUding here,

arresting 57 people and seizing five dogs.

"It might have been a national championship of some

sort, or you might want to call it a national spectacle."

state poUce Lt. Richard M. Wheeler said yesterday. "It is a

real cruel and inhuman thing to see those dogs laymg

there."

Wheeler said police arrested 22 Rhode Island men. 25

men and five women from out of state from as far away as

Georgia and Montreal and five juveniles in the Saturday

night raid prompted by a telephone tip received by

Coventry police.
• • „

Out of the five dogs, one was dead, three were criticaUy

injured and one was caged and had yet to fight in the 15-

foot square pit with three-foot-high walls on the floor of a

farm outbuilding when police raided it, he said.

"We are asking the U.S. attorney to look into charges of

transporting pit bulls across state lines for fighting pur

poses." Wheeler said.

"Seized at the location were paraphernalia consistent with

the art of pit bull fighting: needles and syringes,

leashes and scales. They use the needles to hype them up.

The fight was going on when police went in. "
he said.

Many of those arrested carried thousands of dollars on

them, he said. Also seized were a handgun, some knives

and a quantity of money believed to be counterfeit, he said.

ID-engraved gems
easier to be returned
BOSTON — The secret to retrieving stolen jewelry is

cutting the owner's initials in them before they can be

snatched, a detective advises, as hundreds of robbery

victims tried this weekend to identify gems taken in

housebreaks in the Boston area.

One unidentified woman found some $11,000 of her

stolen jewelry that was laid out for inspection at Boston

police headquarters this weekend, but most left the

property room disappointed.

"I lost $20,000 worth of stuff." one unidentified man told

reporters. "It's gone now. and there's no use crying over it.

It's just gone."

For future burglary victims. Detective Lt. Walter

Tower had some advice.

"The most important thing people can do to save

themselves from these losses is simply to have their initials

engraved in their jewelry. " he said.

"They will spend $2,500 on a ring, but won't spend

another $5 to have their initials put in...

"The chances of getting marked jewelry back are ex-

cellent. If the initials are put on. we have a 75 to 80 percent

chance of recovery. If there are no markings on the

jewelry, the owner has little or no chance.

"The people that have come through have been very

good. In several instances people have identified several

items on an envelope as theirs but added that one or two

other pieces in the package were not.

"Also, we've been lucky so far. We haven't had the same

pieces identified by two people as their property. They are

being very, very careful in identifying the items."
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Freeze fight not over;

Peacemakers member
says write legislators

Collftpui photo b; KfTin J. Farhctti

Rebecca Lalonde, 4>/2, of 1 Clifton Ave., amuses herself by sitting on

the bell in front of the Amherst Fire Station on Main Street.

By TOM SEXTON
and SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

David Shakespeare isn't ready to give up
yet.

Although a resolution for a nuclear

freeze in Massachusetts was overwhelm-
ingly passed in a referendum vote earlier

this month, Shakespeare says the fight for

the freeze is far from over.

"Many people think that because they

voted for the freeze, they have done their

part," said Shakespeare a member of the

UMass peacemakers. "But there are im-

portant votes coming up in the next few

weeks, and people have to let their

legislators know how they feel."

Shakespeare, a junior environmental

science major, is urging anyone interested

in the nuclear issue to contact their con-

gressmen and tell them not to vote for any

prospective nuclear programs.

Among the nuclear programs coming up

for funding within the next few weeks are

the MX and Pershing U missile programs,

Shakespeare said.

Shakespeare urged any students
registered to vote in Amherst should con-

tact U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte, as he is

representative for the region and is also

the ranking member of the house Defense

Appropriations Subcommittee — which

will decide whether to fund the various pro-

jects.

Shakespeare could be considered an ex-

pert in the field of nuclear disarmament,

having testified before the House ap-

propriations subcommittee and attended a

conference on nuclear disarmament last

month.

At that conference. Shakespeare and a

number of other UMass students met with

experts in the field and participated in

discussions on "The Fate of the Earth."

"A possibility recognized by the con-

ference," said Shakespeare, "was that the

world powers may go to war over such

areas as the oil-rich Persian Gulf." He also

said hostilities between mideast countries

themselves are a major cause of instability

in the world.

He said the conference was sponsored

mainly by the Friends of the Earth, a na-

tional environmental group, and featured

such speakers as Amory Lovins, author of

Soft Energy Paths, Paul Ehrlich. author of

The Population Bomb, and Nobel Prize

winner Dr. Linus Pauling.

He said the main thrust of the conference

was to begin a dialogue between en-

vironmentalists and people from disarma-

ment groups "to find out what en-

vironmentalists can do about the arms

race."

A related area explored at the conference

was the concept of what is known as a
"sustainable earth society" Shakespeare

said.

"A sustainable earth society relies on the

'soft' energy technologies of solar heating

and power produced by wind generators

and hydro-electric dams," Shakespeare

said. Such a society "would stay away from

nuclear and fossil fuel technologies."

Those attending the conference, he said,

expressed the fear that if we continue at

present growth rates in population and

energy consumption, "we'll reach a critical

point where the earth's resources will be

exhausted."

Shakespeare's one criticism of the con-

ference was that the interests of Third

World countries and minority groups

weren't represented.

Weight loss and health focus of department
Body fat percentages

shown by arm x-rays

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Correspondent

Just when it seemed relatively safe to eat that second pint

of chocolate chip ice cream, yet another program has been

developed to fight the war against fat.

This weight loss procedure, being used by the University

of Massachusetts department of exercise science, includes

the use of an arm x-ray to estimate the percentage of fat in

the body.

The X ray concept, according to frank Katch. chairman of

the exercise science dept., was developed by Albert

Behnke. an adjunct professor in the department.

The procedure for estimating the percentage of body fat

is nearly as accurate as underwater weighing — a

technique based on Archimedes' principle of water

displacement. It is also less time consuming and more cost

efficient.

Both methods are being used on the UMass campus.

"If you want to lose twenty-five pounds, you couldn't pick

a better way." said Mike Lacombe. a graduate student

whose wife is on the faculty.

"The people involved in this research are great. Everyone

helps each other. Dr. Katch knows everyone personally

and that makes a difference." he said.

"The amount of radiation administered during the x-ray is

10 milirems. one-fourth the amount of a dental x-ray,"

Katch said. "There is no accompanying danger because the

amount is trivial."

The information gathered from the arm x-ray is processed

. through a computer to formulate individual meal and

exercise plans. The system is called FitCom (Fitness By

Computer).

"We give the volunteers, forty-six in all, choices from a

list of foods. I believe there are 300 choices on the list,"

iCatch said. "They are asked to pick out only those foods

that they absolutely will eat."

"The FitCom system also includes a list of fourteen

exercises in increasing difficulty. The subjects can be

expected to lose twenty-five pounds in twenty-five

weeks." Katch said. "This program blends nutrition,

weight control, and exercise."

The difference of this program, is that the subjects are

losing twenty-five pounds of fat and not lean mass. The

r

Cnllrf^ui photo bj Jim fowcn

Debbie LaPIante and Mike LaCombe take the

opportunity to pedal away some pounds last

week.

individualized diet is helpful because the volunteers are

eating food they like. The individualized exercise plan also

helps each volunteer increase his or her strength at their

own pace.

X-rays are taken after every 15-pound loss. This is done

in order to tell how weight loss correlates with x-ray

estimate.

"Most of the people who volunteer for this research are

self-motivated. There's no pressure," said Kathy

McCormick. a graduate student in Exercise Science.

Every Monday through Friday the subjects cycle for

thirty minutes on stationary bikes. A pulse is taken every

ten minutes to determine the level at which the body is

working.

Katch said the body performs best at a pulse rate bet-

ween 75 and 85 percent of its maximum. Walking, running

and swimming can also be used as supplementary

measures.

Because volunteers are weighed every Monday and

Friday, a weight chart is kept on the wall to record

progress.

The present group of 46 began the program the first week

of October. McCormick said most subjects are already

ahead of their projected rate of loss. Only three persons

have dropped out of the program.

Body Shop facilities

offer superior training

By MARY ANNE BEEN
Collegian Correspondent

In this era of body -consciousness, the department of

exercise science at the University of Massachusetts, is

evaluating the use of new resistive exercise machines

known as Hydra Fitness Hydraulic Exercise units.

The Body Shops, located in the NOPE and Boyden

gymnasiums, make use of this sophisticated equipment.

According to Frank I. Katch. (chairman of the department)

the hydra fitness units are far superior to the popular

Nautilus method of weight training. Resistive exercise

involves continuous contraction of the muscle fiber.

Unlike the Nautilus method, however, weight lifting is

not part of the Hydra-Fitness units. A set of hydraulk

cylinders is utilized instead.

This resistive method is especially beneficial to women
and older persons because the body never becomes sore as

it wougtifting weights.

The Body Shops also have a number of stationary

bicycles. Varying degrees of chain resistence to assimilate

steep and level grades are used. The rooms in which these

bicycles are located are completely carpeted and mirrored

and are equipped with television'sets and stereo systems.

"The equipment v/e have produces an amazing training

effect." Katch said. "Great cardiovascular fitness as well as

muscle strength can be achieved."

"Another attraction to these facilities is that no one ever

works out alone." Katch said. "Everyone encourages each

other. All workouts are closely supervised."

Research to be done in the Body Shops next semester

include studying the effects of 13 weeks of extensive

resistive training. These effects will be taken from four

points of view, including biochemistry, biomechanics,

strength and cardiovascular fitness.

These facilities are available to all students, faculty and

staff. Nine University athletic teams use the equipment in

their daily workouts.

The Body Shops are open from 7 9 a.m.. 12-1 p.m., 4-6

p.m.. and 7-9 p.m.. Monday through Saturday.

The cost is $45 per semester. If a person brings a friend,

the friend receives a 50 percent discount. Free mem-

bership for a year can be obtained with the registration of

five new members.
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Biofeedback available

for students' use soon

Monday. November 29, 1982
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By FRED STEINWAY
Collegian Correspondent

The procedure is called biofeedback.

Wires are attached to the body to measure

a peron's brain waves, muscle tension,

heartbeat or skin electricity. The person

observes their own body responses on

electronic display, and through a menUl

effort they can learn to alter body functions

normally automatic and unconscious.

Biofeedback services are available at

Berkshire House at University of

Massachusetts — in the Career Counseling

Center — and through University Health

Services.

E. Bruce Taub Bynum of UHS is training

-«)-#- #

interns so that two or three more staff

members will be available to offer

biofeedback soon.

A typical biofeedback session might go like

this: A UMass student closes her bloodshot

eyes and moans. "I have this horrible

headache. I can't even think...How am I

ever going to do this paper?"

In a UNS office, an assistant attaches

leads to the students' forehead. She relaxes

back in the chair, near a small console

display that shows blinking lights and beeps

softly.

After fifteen minutes the beeps grow less

frequent andthenstop. The assistant takes

the wires off. The student stands up and

takes a deep breath, "I feel much better,"

zhe says.

Biofeedback takes a lot of work and is not

effective in just a single session.

"The machine is mindless, basicaUy a

mirror," said Taub-Bynum. "It's not magic,

you have to work at it in daily practice

sessions, and not become dependent on the

machines."

"First you learn control, then get back in

harmony with your own body," he said.

'The concept of health here is harmony, not

forced control. This goes against the grain

of our usual understanding of Qbiess. We
think sickness comes into us from out there,

and then we put something into our body —
a pill, a shot - to drive it out. In

biofeedback you take responsibility for

maintaining your own well being."

"Biofeedback is the yoga of the West," said

Taub-Bynum.
"It's related to hypnosis but different, he

said. "The idea is 'passive volition'. This

sounds like a contradiction but actually

means 'go with the flow' or 'relax and en-

joy', whether it is a dance or a termpaper."

"Stress is less focused today than it was in,

say. the days of the Huns in Europe." he

added. "Nowadays there's nothing specific

to account for it. so it becomes generalized

and people don't realize they're under

stress."

Biofeedback has had unusual success at

UMass health services according to Dr.

Taub-Bynum. partly because it is

something new that appeals to clients, and

partly because the clinicians offering the

service have worked with an interest and

enthusiasm that has inspired full

cooperation in the clients.

Biofeedback has been used at the

university especially for headaches and

difficulty concentrating.

It is in use elsewhere to treat pain, sleep

disorders, hypertension and for physical

rehabiliUtion. said Taub-Bynum.
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NyQuii 6 oz

$2.01

Reg. 93 59

Contac 10's

$1.93

Reg. $2.46

$2.63

Reg. $3.97

One A Day
Reg or

Plus Iron

60 ct

Faberge Shampoo or

Conditioner

15 oz

$1.79 Secret 6 oz

Reg $2.35

Gillette Foamy
$1.59

Reg. $2.63
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Lady Shaver S's 46'

Super Value

Colgate#^
Colgate Reg or Gel 7 oz

$1.33

64* Pepsodent Brush

Hard, Med or Soft Reg $1 25

Pert

15 oz norm or dry

$2.01 Special Value

Apri 4 oz

$3.29

Reg $5.01
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Wintersession booklets available

for January class registration

'
Wintersession booklets, Usting credit and

'credit-free offerings in the month of

'January, are now available at the Division

of Continuing Education in the tower

library.

Walk-in registration begins Dec. 1, and

the mail registration deadline is Dec. 10.

Classes begin the week of Jan. 3 for a four

week period. Credit courses are held during

the day, and most credit free workshops are

held in the evening.

In addition to the regularly offered

workshops such as music, bartending,

drawing and photography, this year, there

will be more unusual topics. Cross-country

skiing, wine making and quilting are just

some of the topics.

The School of Business Administration will

be giving a workshop entitled "Par-

ticipating Management-Quality Circles" in

three locations this spring.

The workshop will be held Jan. 18 at the

Commander Sheraton in Cambridge, March

8 at the Yale Motor Inn. Wallingford,

Conn., and May 17 at the Holiday Inn

Central. Albany. N.Y. The fee for the

workshop is $225. For more information,

contact James Malone at 545-0312.

Neuroscience research discussed at

University Thursday evening

The origin of creative thought wiU be the

subject of a talk by Robert Samples

presented by Center for Research and

AppUed Development Theory at the

University of Massachusetts.

Samples will discuss recent research in the

neurosciences and its implications on such

fields as education, management and

mental health at 8 p.m. on Thursday in the

Marks Meadow Auditorium on campus.

Battered women subject of event

A presentation on "The Issues of Bat-

tering" wiU be held at 7 p.m. today in

Cashin Dormitory in the Sylvan

residential Area. Educator Advocates

{rom the Everywoman Center will give the

presentation.

Sex and Discrimination' next talk

"Sex and Race Discriminatwn in the

Workplace" will be the topic of the lecture

given by Thelma Griffith Johnson in Room

917. The lecture is sponsored by the

Everywoman's Center Working Women's

Task Force and is part of the series on

Women and Work at noon in the Campus

Center.
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AD Rights R««fvrd

GRAND OPENING
SALE-A-BRATION

Sat. Nov. 20-Sat. Deo. 4
2 weeks of Madness & Bargains

- Meet Bob Layton, Marvel
Comics' Iron Man &

Hercules Artist

Sat. Dec. 4
Free Marvel Guide to

Collecting Comics with this ad

6 new comics for the price of 5

20% off all back issues in stock

\Uoonaance
Hampshire Mall, Hadley, Mass.

413-586-8775
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Monday Night
introducing the

Amherst Backgammon
Tournament

- only $2. entry fee

B.Y.O.B. (board, Hot beer!)

y- 8:30 pm kickoff EVERY Monday

Locatsd in tht CampusCtmtr OMn M-F 9S _Sat. 1 1 -4
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Panicky views from balcony blues

It
wa.s a time for a littlf culturi'. The Amherst area

offers stu(i<'i)t.s many <-ultural np}M)rtunities and no

school year at (Mass would Ih' <'ompU'te without an

eveninjj at the Fine Arts Center. And with company com-

ing from Vermont for the weekend. I really thought a nice

show at the ('enter wouM cap an early dinner at the Top of

the Campus.
Hut nol>ody told me not to huy seats in the first halcony.

If you haven't U-en to the Fine Arts Center yet, don't buy

seats in the first l)alcony. unless you hapfK-n to like

heights. 1 don't.

Georgette Roberts

Wouldn't you think the first Italcony would Ik- \hv first

balcony'.' You know, the first balcony after the main n<Mir'.'

Well, it isn't. The first balcony at the Fine Arts Center is

almost on top of the world. . . next t<t the roof.

This CMass older student h;is trouble jjettinj: three feel

off the ground to wasFi wimiows on a step ladder, and they

send me up to the top of the worl«l to watch the Vienna

Choir Boys. It was really more listening: than watching', all

I comI)] see after slouching down in niy seat in panic was

the tops of their heads. And even that was Uk) much for

my acrophobia.

Panic really .set in when my two ^e.sts leaned over the

railing of our front row seats to view the sights a zillion

stories Inflow. My phobia rally went win^n^ as 1 j^ablK><I

their arms and asked them f)lea.s<' to refrain from such

sport. After all, they were my ^ests. and aren't ^^ests

supposed to follow the lead of the hostess?

All ri^jht everylxxly. \. . . 2. . . 'i. . . slouch' But all they

did was ^in, fiendishly, I mijjht add. I'll never invite them
t(» sit in the first balcony '^ith me ajjain. you can count on

that.

In fact, the F'ine .\rts Center box office had U'tter

l»eware. I'm educated now. A half semester as an older

student at I 'Mass and one trip l«» the Fine Arts Onter has

done that much for me. Can't ima^nne what a half

semester mijfht have done for me as a younjfer student,

years s^n.

Come to think of it. I didn't see too many youn>jer

students at the concert. Could l>e they had already learned

the horrible .secret of the first balcony. Hangar One.

anylM>dy?

(ifnrqcHe Rit^terts is n I 'Mass stuiifjit

Letters

General Education proposal

is not chiseled in stone
To the Kditor:

First. I'd lik«' to thank Anne Cha[)nian for her articles

describinjj the efforts of students an<l faculty to redi'si^m

the • cori'" (Ceneral FMucation) reiiuirements an<I make

them more meanin>rful. Secondly. I'd like to clarify a cou

pie of points.

The (Jeneral Kducation Torposal now U>in^f considered

calls for six "Breadth of Knowledjje" courses and a

"Quantitative Kea.soninn" course to replace the current C.

I), and K "cores. The propose<l catejjories for "Breadth of

Knowledge" courses are: ('ontinuity and Chan^je. Kx-

pressive Culture. The Individual. Societies and Institu

tions. The Biolo^cal World, and tlie l'hysi<-al World.

Kvery student would draw at U-ast one course from each

category. Forei>jn l.ati^aia^e wouM not Ik- a "Breadth of

Knowledge" reijuirenient as the article states; rather, that

issue is bein^ considered separately

Perhaps most imporUntly. the (Jeneral Kducation Pro-

fxtsal is not a fixed and absolute document .
In fact

.
a revis-

«'d version lit' it will l»e put to^jether in Ikci- Tiber ba.^ed on

feedback and critil'isms from the I'niversi-y community.

In order to put this issue mon- clearly in fro it of students,

we have arranged for the Proposal and a related .set of

recommendations from our committee to Ih' mailed direct-

ly to every student after Thanks^ivin^i.

K<»b Thayer
Student Sub-Committee
on (ieneral Kducation

''No first use

a good policy
The amount of debate over the issues of nuclear

armament and global security has increased in

recent months. In their article "Nuclear Weapons

and the Atlantic Alliance" in the Spring 198U issue of

Foreign Affairn, McGeorge Bundy, George F. Kennan.

Kobert S. McNamara. and Gerard Smith, respected f)e<»ple

in the field of foreign affairs and international relations,

recommended the United States adopt a policy of "no first

use" of nuclear weapons similar to that of the Soviet

I'nion. This policy, which has given harmful credence to

the growing nuclear freeze movement, is I)oth unworkable

and would threaten rather than promote world {)eace.

Timmi W. Rudolph

After the Second World War this nation dismantled

many of our major conventional capabilities, and relied in-

stead on the "nuclear umbrella" to insure world jH*ace. In

I)oth 194« and 19H1, the city of West Berlin was threaten-

ed by the conventional means of the soviet bloc. Both

cri.ses were diffused by the I'nited States responding with

the threat of a first strike. The deterrent was successful

and there was no outbreak of hostilities.

The NATO triad now rests on conventional forces,

theatre nuclear weapons in Europe, and US strategic

nuclear weajMtns. The escalation of any one of these three

l)ranches would I)e suitable to meet any level of threat to

the Atlantic Alliance nations. To abandon the jxtssible first

use of nuclear weapons as a deterrent would necessarily

mean a strengthened conventional force to adequately

deal with a threat from the Warsaw F*act. The feasibility

of this, however, is very questionable. According to

former vSecretary (»f State Alexander M. Haig. Jr.'s

jisse.ssment. to meet the threat would require tripling the

armed forces, and putting the wonomy on a wartime

f(M»ting.
' This is k-yond the 129 plus billions of dollars we

contribute yearly for the conventional defense of Kurope.

If the Initeil States cannot attain this heightened level of

c<»nventional defense, then should we conce<Ie defeat and

allow the communist hordes to sweef> in and con(iuer the

rest of Ontral Kurof*e, or .should we rely ;i.*< we have in the

past on the deterrent of the first use of nuclear weafH)ns

on a .soviet sjM»ns(»re<l attack'^ The question is a great one.

affecting the globe, but the answer seems clear.

The NATO triad has worked for these many years in

keeping j)eace In'tween the yK>wers on the continent. The

answer to "no first use" from the Federal Republic of C^er-

many, the nation with the most to lose if any conflict

erupted in the area, has I)een an emphatic "No 'no first

use'.
' This "no first use" policy would 1h' detrimental to

the free world if Soviet aggression manifested itself again,

especially given their record as of late. The jM)licy might

placate the anti nuclear movement, but its long range ef-

fects may include total <lisa.st.'r. NATO's [K)licy of no first

use of military force is much more credible and effective

than denying the u.se of nunear weapons after an attack

has Ix-gun. As the President stilted list Fall. "No NATO
weajM.ns, convei ti<»nal or nuclear, wijl ever k- used except

in response to f n attack." This is h.)w it must I)e.

Timmi W. Rudolfh is n UMoJis stiuient
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Catch "The Act" at the

Fine Arts Center

CONNIE STEVENS
slarrinq in

Nov«mb«r 30 D«ctmb«r 1 8:00 pm
On Salt Now

Friday,

December 3

8:00 pm.

PRIMAVERA
STRING
QUARTET

Lotte Goslar's

PANTOMIME CIRCUS
Thursday, December 9 8:00 p.m

BIG SIX of

JAZZ II

with Billy Taylor, Max Roach,

Slide Hampton, Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath and John Hendricks

All Shows On Sale Now
MC, VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4;00 p.m. MF

545 251

1

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHFMST

AP l.urrplioto

Fi^rines, believed to represent some still

unidentified god. rest against the base of the

Great Temple of Tenochtitlan, the ancient

capital of the Aztecs, recently uncovered and

opened to the public.

Monday, November 29, 1982

Sweet-toothed hound

stops Quincy traffic

QUINCY?(AP) Louis, the 10 year old bassett hound, is

jjetting a "little long in the tooth to be crossing the street

unaided, so his owner is reinstalling the official-looking

traffic sign warning motorists that Louis is crossing Sea

Street.

Why does Louis cross the road?

Because Finlay's E Z Store is there and Louis has a

charge account "for candy that his owner. Don Sartori. says

Sometimes costs me as much as $35 a week.

"But it's worth it." says Sartori. "It's my way of saving

Louis from a life of crime."

Friends of Sartori. upset when Louis was hit by a car

some years ago. suggested an official lookmg. diamond-

shaped traffic sign, complete with a bkeness of Louis

cautioning motorists that the 10-year old bassett hound

was likely to cross Sea Street at any time to satisfy his

sweet tooth.

Mayor Francis X. McCauley. some area legislators, and a

city councilor were among the officials who showed up back

up in June for the formal ceremony erecting the sign.

•The wind knocked down the sign a couple of months

ago" Sartori said the other day after several motorists

inquired if Louis had gone the same way of the missing

si^n.
. ,. . , , .

•Louis is stiU crossing Sea Street every day. said his

owner, who operates Louis' Cafe across from Finlay's "stUl

eating cookies, still running up a Ub.

•But I worry about him a little because he s going on 11

and beginning to show his age. He's arthritic and he's

getting deaf. So I'm planning to put the sign back up any

day now.

"

Sartori does,n't know if the sign has saved Louis from

some speeding or careless driver, but he knows that is has

made him fatnous.
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MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 263-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(above Matthgw •)

Need an Interview?

BIG SIX
OF

JAZZ II

WITH

Billy Taylor, Max Roach,

Slide Hampton, Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath, John Hendricks

A benefit concert tor the Fletctier

Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund

Saturday, December 1 1 8:00 p.m.

ON SALE NOVEMBER 19

MC, VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY

Telephone reservations Noon 4:00 p.m M F

545 2511

25 resumes 25 cover letters/envelope

•40.00 certain restrictions

8

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
• STOP SMOKING •

l^any of our rfi^nu arr doctor rtfermU.

(Prerrome 4nxieM», Ttort & PhohioM

I^M«^Wri|thl • ln»omni« . N«il Biling

Vlf < onfidrncp • Viual ProWmi* • B«l Welling

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Mlllon H \.km.«M>. Mrmbrr \.A.F..H.

AvaiUblr: l^rrlurr l>emoniiiralion«

(.ail nt ff ntr for trt RriMhurt

Thr K«riVk BuildinK. Rie. •*. H«dle», %m.
i 11) «•*•» HsOTfialur' ••••I (»»•< "«« «ork.'. Hani«arvl

SM-1919 ».» Appt < >nlv

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

RSO Workshops:

Tues. Nov. 30
at 5:30 in rm 416 SU

Wed. Dec. 1

at 4:30 in rm 811 CO
Men. Dec. 7

at 5:30 in rm 803 CO

All RSOs requesting funding
must attend!

^ CINEMA
ion lues

The China Syndrome 7:00

Or Strangelove 9:00

Wed
Diva

The Harder Th

sat

7:00

»v Come9:0f.

Downtown Amhertt

2S3M2«

i

r

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,

* on bus line

f 1,2, and 3

{ bedroom gardens

\ immediate occupancy

i available

: students welcome

\
665-3866

f
oitice open trom

) 10 7 viwekdays,

I Saturdays 1-4

i

Wfltlng/Rhetoric Requlfement
LAST CHANCE

to take the

Writing Progrom Plocement Test

The Writing Program will offer currently matriculated

students a final chance to take the Writing Program

Placement Test on Thursday, December 2 at 7:00 PM

in Bartlett 61. Anyone planning to take English 190A

this spring, who has not yet taken the Placement Test,

must do so on December 2. Freshmen who do not

complete their first level 'B' core dunng the freshmen

year may find it necessary to take an equivalent course

at another institution at their own expense.

ATTENTION
All UMqss Honof Societies

Moke Yourselves Known
Booklet on Honor Societies

being compiled by Mortar Board

Senior National Honor Society

advisors, officers or members -

Please contact: Jim Lonergan
Dean of Students Office, Room 227 Whitmore

545-2685 545-2684
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Arts
Somalia's premeiere novelist
Mogadishu, Somalia (AP) — Farah

Maxamed Jama, a burly ex-cop, spends his

days running Somalia's National Transport

Agency from a walled compound filled with

heavy trucks on Mogadishu's outskirts.

It's nothing out of the ordinary for a man
trained in automotive engfineering. But it's

his nighttime activities that set Jama
Apart.

After sunset, his attention turns to

literature — for the tall, 45 year-old Somali

is the premiere novelist of this semi-

nomadic state perched on the Horn of

Africa.

His ancient people have had a written

language only since 1972, when the military

government of President Mohamed Siad

Barre decreed one. Before, when something

had to be put down on paper, the language

of Somalia's Moslem faith, Arabic, was

used, or those of its colonizers — English

and Italian.

Jama, who had been recording traditional

Somali oral poetry and history in his own

romanized transliteration since the age of

15, was dared by a group of friends to write

the first Somali novel following the

promulgation of the decree. He took up the

challenge, and the result, "Ignorance Is the

Enemy of Love," was published two years

later. It became, by local standards, a

runaway best seller.

"I stayed up nights for months writing the

novel with the light on while everyone else

in my family tried to sleep." he recalled.

"My family didn't like the idea at all."

The complete press run of 10,000 was

grabbed up in six months. UNESCO
brought out an English translation this

year, and the distributor in the United

States is Lawrence Hill and Co.

The novel is a simple story of a love

doomed by orthodox tribul custom, and is

told in the tradition of Somali storytellers

— partly in verse. With forceful reformist

themes, the novel assails the inequality of

women and widespread illiteracy which

have kept this country among the world's

dozen poorest.

Jama, who published the book under a

pseudonym, Faarax M.J. Cawl. says that

"Enemy of Love" is faithful to word of

mouth accounts passed down from the

period — the 1915 20 Somali dervish revolt

against British and Italian authorities.

An Australian Western
The Man From Snoury River is worth a

small "yip-pee! It's a real honest-to-

goodness western, the likes of which

haven't been seen in these parts for a long

spell. Never mind that the cowpokes talk in

Down Under accents.

Overlook the script, as heavily plotted as

a gothic novel, and the dialogue that smacks

of 1930s serials. It's still a western, by gum.

and we've missed 'em.

Based on an Australian folk poem, the

story concerns a mountain boy who loses his

parents and his home and reaches manhood

with a feat of skill and strength.

Newcomer Tom Burlinson plays the title

role in a winning manner, both on and off

the horse. Kirk Douglas, the only American

in the cast, appears in a double role as an

embittered ranch owner and his brother, a

one legged coot with dreams of hitting it

rich in a gold mine. His performances lack

subtlety but remain in keeping with the

proceedings.

The final sequence, a breath taking chase

after wild horses through the Australian

high country, is worth the admission price.

Rated PG, but seems suitable for the whole

family.

The Department of Music and Dance at

the University of Massachusetts will

present the Jazz Ensemble I, directed by

Jeff Holmes, and the University Wind

Ensemble, conducted by Malcolm W.

Rowell. Jr.. in concert on Wednesday at

8:00 p.m. The event, which is free of

charge, will take pake at Bowker

Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall.

The 27 member Jazz Ensemble I will

perform "Autumn Concerto for Trumpet."

composed by music faculty member

Frederick Tillis. Originally written for

jazz trumpeter Jimmy Owens, the piece

will feature soloist Sean Devlin. Two of

Holmes' compositions will also be per-

formed. They are "Saxiphrass," which

features the saxophone section, and an

arrangement of "Jolly Ole St. Nick."

Spotlighting many student soloists, the

program also includes Les Hooper's

"Shuffluphagass," Bob Currow's "Writer's

Cramp," and ThadJones"'Us."

The 40 member University Wind

Ensemble wUl open the second half of the

program with Gustav Hoist's "Ham-

mersmith. Op. 52." In recognition of the

100th year anniversary of Percy

Grainger's birth, they will also perform

Grainger's ""Children's March" and

"Lincolnshire Posy," a cycle in six set-

tings. The program concludes with Robert

Russell Bennett's Symphonic Songs for

Band.
Conductors Holmes and Rowell are both

on the music faculty at UMass. In addition

to his teaching and directing respon-

sibilities. Holmes is active as a jazz

composer and performer. Several of his

compositions were featured on a recent

recording by the Valley Big Band with

which he plays lead trumpet.

In addition to conducting the University

Wind Ensemble, Rowell also directs the

Symphony Band and the Youth Wind

Ensemble. His broad conducting

background includes eight years as Music

Director in the Springfield. Vermont

schools where his Concert Band won

recognition throughout the East. The

University Wind Ensemble has been

chosen to perform at the Eastern Division

Convention of the Music Educators'

National Conference in February.

The smash musical hit, "I'm Getting My
Act Together And Taking It On The

Road," starring Connie Stevens is coming

to the Fine Arts Center. The show will

run for two days, Tuesday, November 30

through Wednesday, December 1, with

performances beginning at 8:00 p.m.

"Getting My Act Together." is a

celebration of life and of people. Connie

Stevens stars as Heather Jones, a 39 year

old performer who decides that it's about

time she faces life. Heather is getting

older, but according to her, "that ain't so

bad. She puts together a new cabaret

act, one where she can be herself, in an

attempt to sten down from the pedestal of

perfection the public has built for her.

Mark Hutter stars as Joe, Heather's

manager, who worries that her new image

won't be a commercial success. Also in the

cast are Zelda Pullman as Alice, Betty

Aberlin as Cheryl and Mark Buchan as

Jake.

Gretchen Cryer wrote the book and the

lyrics for the show, and Nancy Ford was

the composer. Together they have created

a musical (somewhat autobiographical)

about one woman's personal and

professional relationships. The play is

produced by Richard Martini, directed by

Word Baker with music director Alan

Axelrod. The show played for two years in

New York and one year in Los Angeles. A
cabaret like setting including four

musicians on stage is the locale for this

upscale, fast paced show, jam packed with

music running the gamut from pop rock to

middle of the road.

Tickets for the performance are on sale

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office, open

Monday through F'riday. Noon to 4 p.m.

Tickets are priced at $20. 18. 16 for the

general public and one half price for

UMass. Hampshire. MHC and Smith

College students. For additional in

formation call the FAC box office at (413)

545 2511.

The Brass Choir, conducted by Walter

Chesnut, (pictured below) and the ('hamber

Winds, conducted by John Jenkins, ap

peared in a joint concert on Tuesday.

November 23. at 8:00 p.m. at UMass. The

performance, which was free of charge,

t<M)k place at Bowker Auditorium, located

in Stockbridge Hall.

The 40-member Brass Choir opened the

program with Fanfare, Scherzo and

Allegro by Leonard Wagner. This exciting

piece featured brass and percussion. They

also performed J.S. Bach's "St. Anne's

Fugue," arranged for brass choir by

Chester Roberts, a new arrangement of

"Greensleeves" by Edgar Howarth, and

Symphony for Brass and Percussion by

Alfred Reed. Reed's colorful work featured

keyboard and tympani.

The ChamlHT Winds performed "Petite

Symphonie," written for nine wind in-

struments by French composer Charles

rK)unod in 1895. The Chamber Winds

toured Romania and the Soviet Union this

past summer with the University Chorale

and Trade Winds Jazz Quintet.

The Brass Choir, founded over a decade

ago by Walter Chesnut, has toured exten-

sively throughout New England and New
York State. They performed in Romania in

1976 and since that time have made three

special appearances at the all-state conven-

tions of the Music Educators' National

Conference.

Tuesday's concert was presented by the

Department of Music and Dance.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMaas organizations.

OPEN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING - CIA
recruitment PROTEST. Anyone interested in helping to

organize a protest of the CIA's recruitment on UMass
campus Dec. 1,2.3rd, is invited to planning meeting. 5:30

p.m. in Earthfoods.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING - Mary
Jo Langston will conduct a training session on public

speaking and presentations. 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.. 428 Student

Union.

CLEAN AIR ACT: CEQ MEETING - CEQ (Coalition

for Environmental Quality) meeting. Planning for the

Clean Air Act alert table in the Campus Center. 6 p.m., 306

Student Union.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Planning for

civil defense celebration now in progress, 6 to 8 p.m., 903

Campus Center.

WORKSHOP ON WIFE AND COURTSHIP BAT-
TERING — Victims and alternatives will be discussed.

The film "We Will Not be Beaten." 7 p.m., Cashin Main

Lounge.

UMASS PiB: PEOPLE INTERESTED IN THE BIBLE
— All are invited to join us in an informal gathering to

study about the teaching and life of Jesus Christ as

described in the New Testament. 7 p.m., 801 Campus

Center.

I.F.S.E.A. — Guest speaker will be Ronnie Skole from

Chez Joseph in Agawam. He will speak about catering. 7

p.m. Flint Coffee Shop.

"THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ANIT-SEMITISM
AND RACISM" - Lenny Zakim, of the B'nai Brith Anti-

Defamation League will be speaking. 8 p.m. 917 Campus

Center.

UMASS ARMENIAN CLUB MEETING - Mandatory

meeting for all members. New members welcome. 8:15

p.m., Leach dorm basement.

$1.00 off All Cakes

Hours 11-10 daily

HIE
Medical School
Tampico, Wexico

O What Makes

m AQuaMy

Medical School?
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS
Students required

for shoveling snow
on cannpus.

Must be available

to be on call

thru snow season,

including intersession.

Contact Physical Plant

Grounds Office

545-0600 Ext. 28.

t

GIFT BOOKS

Eisenstae

Norman Rockwell

$7.98 List $20.00

•ong Kingmans List

^ ^ Watercolors $10 .98 ^^^-^

Guide to Photography

$7.98 List $17.95

\^Gogh

L

the Great Book of

French Impressionism

$19.95 List $50.00

Dali $17.95

List $35.00

Van Gogh
$9.98

Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Cannpus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED
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toe-nails wrong!

is WRONG This way is RIGHT

9 out of 10 people cut

their toe-nails wrong.
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Mar((arel larmr and Trude Jafff

IM2 lu« A.(rtn IlmM s.odK.u

ACROSS
1 Los Angeles

team
5 Retains

10 Hacienda

14 " a man with

seven wives"

15 Among Fr

16 HaultMy
17 Everywhere

19 Bergamot

20 Legal heirs Law
21 Sacristy

23 Gunpowder and
hyson

24 Facet

25 Flemained

unchanged
28 Ctommonwealth
30 Warp yarn

33 Hades, m Roman
mythology

34 Severn tributary

35 Oriental sauce
36 Rustic vehicle

37 To that extent

39 SKullcap

40 Fabrication

41 Exertion

42 Von Flotow

opera
43 Greek letter

44 Functioning

46 Complete

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwich

Corn Fritters/Sausage

Links. Maple Syrup

BASICS LUNCH
Spinach Noodle Casserole

Corn Fritters/Maple Syrup

DINNER
Roast Lamb/Gravy,

Mint Jelly

Chicken Stew/

Savory Garden Biscuits

Fruit Plate with Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Carrot LoafAVhite Sauce

Chicken Stew/

Savory Garden Biscuits

Reporters Needed

The Collegian needs reporters to cover campus

and area news and women's affairs. All interested

students are welcome to come and work for the

Collegian, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone interested m
the media. Stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus

Center, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

47 Joplin

compositions

48 Thames estuary

50 V\/hen one wishes

53 To the extent ot

56 Grassy fields

57 Full of resentment

60 Football player

61 Escritoire

62 CityontheTevere

63 Fukien province

port

64 Dutch painter

65 Float

DOWN
1 Berber

2 Oriental

governess

3 Pure and simple

4 Make a beginning

5 Ibsen heroine

6 Father or son

American painter

George
7 Road map abbrs

8 Period ol history

9 Follower

10 Chaparral

1

1

Not on
12 Float in the blue

13 Ethereal

18 Desiderata

22 Delightful region

24 Danube tributary

25 Base of a statue

26 Distinguishing

feature

27 Petiole sheath

29 White House
family of 1910

30 Of
31 French night club

32 Considerably

37 Jerseys, British

style

38 Charge
39 Attendants at a

reception

41 Radio feature

42 Marshal of

France 1804

45 Store fodder

47 Fraught with

danger
49 Many times

50 Troubadour s

song
51 Sports group

52 Texas univeisily

city

53 French church

man s title

54 And pretty maids
all m "

55 Not fully

58 Ooily

59 Davis or Hoover
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Weather

Rain. tapering to

showers from this mor-

ning, becoming partly

sunny this afternoon.

Temperatures rising into

the .50s today. Partly

cloudy tonight. Lows 30 to

40. Mostly cloudy

tomorrow with a chance of

showers in the afternoon.

Highs 45 to 55.

CABLE/VIDEO

Distininiished Speakers Day

10:30 - 12:00 G.Gorden Liddy speaks to

UMass
12:00 - 1:00 Nickii (Jiovanni speaks at

Black Homecoming

1:00 - 2:00 Katherine Brady, The

Feminist

WMUA 91.1 FM

6-9 Ken Johnston ''— Jazz

9-12 Dave Sobel

12-3 Mahogony

3-5:30 Merritt Anthony

5:30-6 Newswatch

6-7 Peoples' Persj)ectiv,es

7-10 Concepto Latino

10-2 Reggae

2-6 Nightclub with Evan
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Sports babblings from the Thanksgivingweekend
By JIM FLOYD
CoUegfian Staff

Having returned from the looonnnnggggg

weekend, my head is a little bit sore and my
mind a little bit discombobulated but.

nonetheless a lot of sports thoughts have

been jumbled around and I feel compelled to

spit them out. Pay attention now, this may
get confusing.

A lot of people watched the Larry Holmes

bout with that other guy uh. Randy "Tex"

Cobb. Great fight huh? Only if you're a

pacifist. If Holmes had gotten mad and

shown some of the killer instinct that made

him a champion in the first place then he

could have put Cobb away in any given

round. Holmes toyed with the guy the

whole fight. Now I do want Gerry Cooney

to beat him.

Real fight fans should have been at the

Bruins game on Saturday to see Bruin

rookie defenseman GordKluzak take on

Hartford Whaler Greg Adams in a non title

heaveyweight match that went three

rounds. The victor was Kluzak in a split

decision 2-1.

The Sugar Bowl will be the Big Game this

year when the number one ranked Georgia

Bulldogs take on the number two ranked

Penn State Nittany Lions in what should

decide the national championship. You
could say it will be a battle that decides

whether it will be reigning cats or dogs,

(ouch)

And speaking of Georgia, the only thing

that might keep Herschel Walker from

winning the Heisman Trophy as the out

standing collegiate football player is the

fact that so many people feel that he should

win it. Voters might vote against him just

to be different.

Closer to home, college basketball has

arrived and the campus excited. Both the

men's and women's basketball teams here

at UMass look good even though they are

young.

On the UMass women's basketball scene,

head coach Mary Ann Ozdarski is still

looking for two recruits. The first is

someone to operate the 30-second clock at

home games and the second is a manager.

The manager spot is particularly attractive

because it offers all kinds of opportunities

John McEnroe holds up the Davis Cup after the United SUtes victory

over France in the Davis Cup final yesterday. USA defeated France by a

score of 4-1.

for travel to different coUeges around New
England and it's a chance to hang around

with tall women. Anyone interested should

contact the basketball office.

Let's backtrack. (I said this would be a

little jumbled.)

The campus is probably split pretty evenly

between winners and losers at their

respective Thanksgiving Day high school

football games. In the long run though,

unless it's a super bowl bound team you're

routing for, the outcome of the game really

doesn't matter. Thanksgiving Day games
are a social event.

Good news, the UMass crew team is once

again holding their annual raffle in order to

raise money to help with the upkeep of their

equipment. This means that people will

have an opportunity to meet the crew as

they visit all over campus trying to peddle

tickets. Think I'll put off doing my laundry

for another week so I can buy a ticket.

That's about it for now. Hope you haven't

been too confused. Hope you're still

reading. Hope all your wishes come true.

Hope Lange starred in the ghost and Mrs.

Muir...thisis really jumbled now.

Moses leads us to hatred
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

As basketball season is upon us, the

Boston Celtics find themselves trying to

regain the NBA title that they last won in

1980-81. To do this, the Celts must beat

their usual nemesis — the Philadelphia

76ers.

The rivalry between these two t«ams

has been intensified over the past few

years, to say the least. The war will be

further amplified with the 76er acquisi-

tion of a new leader — Moses Malone.

Although this deal will make the 76ers a

better basketball team, Boston fans will

have a luxury they haven't had in recent

years — someone to spit on, someone for

the Boston Globe to abuse, in other

words, someone to hate.

The rivalries of Boston teams, which

were once evident in all four major sports

have become nearly non-existent lately.

Take the Red Sox, for instance. We all

know that the Sox enemy has been "those

people from 'de Bronx." But ever since

Reggie Jackson left, the competition just

hasn't been the same. Who can hat« a guy

like Dave Winfield, who buys hundreds of

seats for underpriveledged kids? The

Yankees don't have people on their club

who can be classified as hated per-

sonalities. Remember Mickey Rivers? -

he was the prime example, giving cheap

shots, hot dogging, and the like. Now,

there are no Mickey Rivers or Reggie

Jacksons to hate and somehow that takes

away that certain extra from the competi-

tion.

The Patriots (remember them?) are also

in dire need of someone to hate. I used to

love it to see someone like Tony McGee or

Sugar Bear Hamilton sack Burt Jones;

God, I hated Burt Jones. But, he's gone.

How about what Jack Tatum did to Dar-

ryl Stingly? What a guy to hate. But, he's

gone. Now, the Pats don't even have a

team to hate. I've gotten to the point

where I really don't care about football

anymore, so there's no use talking about

it.

Hockey season has started already, as

the Bruins once again go up against the

Canadians. Now there was a rivalry! Who
could ever forget the now-famous too

many men on the ice penalty which cost

the Bruins the series? How 'bout all dem
fights (I thought I'd try sounding like a

hockey fan), with Jonathon vs. Robinson,

or O'Reilly vs Lapointe. 1 still have

nightmares seeing Guy LaFleur skate

down the ice, ready to deck Gerry

Cheevers.

That was hockey at its best.

It just isn't the same anymore. The
Canadians have dominated the Bruins in

regular season play recently, and the two

haven't even met in the playoffs over the

last few years. It looks like Quebec may be

the start of a rivalry, but it's too early to

tell — the only thing I know about Quebec

is that they pronounce it differently up in

Canada.
So, it looks like the Celtics will be the

only team in the Boston area who has one

person to despise. I hope this one can

grow like the old Celtics-Knicks one in the

early '70's. Cowens battling under the

boards against Reed.

Malone looks like the perfect person to

hate. Two years ago, if you recall, in the

championship series against the Celts said

he could pick up four guys from the

playgrounds and beat the Celtics. Larry

Bird responded by saying, "He's a
«&$#'%."Now that sounds like hatred.

Malone is cut from the typical mold —
arrogant, a hot dog, not afraid to voice his

opinion, and, above all, a great athlete

who can usually back up his words. It's

been awhile since v/e've had someone to

hate — Reggie, Jones, Robinson. So,

while Malone will make games tougher

for the Celtics, he will at least make the

games more interesting, something that's

been lacking around here.
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Full Mouse iE\t)duCtlOnS Inc. Thursday
presents ^ . Dec. 2

"only are^appearance" T^E|\^0TE-'^S ^ ShOWS

Located at the Calvin Theatre in Northampton

tickets available at "For the Record" (Faces) in Amherst Main St. Records,

Northampton, Platterpus Records, Northampton and at the Calvin Theatre Box Office

Rt. 47 Sunderland MA 665-4937

Thursday
Dec. 2

2 shows
7:00 & 10.00 pm
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two day« prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phonw number FREE

A BAND OR Disc JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ATTENTION DEMO

Dear Demo called about last ML Party

sorry you weren't there Hope to see you at

Thatchers Dec 3 Love teehee

ATTORNEY GENERAL SEARCH

FOR SALE

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL ap

plications are now being accepted for this

paid position. For more information and an

application go to rm 432 S.U.B. and pick up

a packet. ALL STUDENTS ARE EN
COURAGED TO APPLYI Applications are

due by Wed 12/1/82 at 4:00 p.m. The

S.G.A. is an affirmative action, equal op-

portunity employer

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

WHO Tlx Dec 1 1 Centrum bosX offer even-

ings 549-5289

TRS80 Model! Microcomputer. LNW
exp. interface, RS232C -»- parellel ports.

Disk controller, etc. Full Pascal compiler,

APL interpreter, assem/disassem, Basic, 1

disk drive, games etc. $1200 after 8 pm Vin-

cent 253-2615

Casiotone MT-30 electronic musical in-

strument. 22 different sounds. Piano-like

keyboard. Professional quality. $200 Call

Jane/ Bruce 256-6296 or 549-5796

Why rent? Buy a fridge, only $60, 6-8068

Snow tires 2 steel belted radials 175 13 $40

549-6147

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in

SU406F

LOST

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Plymouth Volare autonutic slant 6.

Good condition deoendablel Asking $1,500

Call 665-4284

89 Firebird convertible - A classic. Needs

engine work and sonr>e minor body work.

Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around

2000. Call nights 256-0435

FOUND

BELLYGRAMSI!

Delivered by professional betlydancer

for nrwst unusual gift. There2a 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick Up

and Delivery. One Day Sen/ice. Student

Discount Rates. CalL^-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

sup>erior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

Having a Party? Call Tempest live R & R

John 546-5211 Scot 1 562-0343

A certain sum of money on November
*5. If yours, tell me sum, denomination of

bilKs), and where lost. Box 1166, Hamp-
shire College

Cat friendly, female black and white kitten

adopted us near Puffton. If yours is lost,

call 549-5796

Small, young, female Golden Retriever.

Call 546-8096 found in Southwest area

11/22.

Keys lost at Beat Concert I $5 Reward. Call

666-4187

Thurs Nov 18 at Barselottis or Mikes

Westview dungaree coat with glasses in

pocket keep the coat but I need those

glasses 253-5607

Lost - one old, worn, tattered and faded

Levi jacket. Lost last Thursday night at

Hanger One during Johnny Copeland

show. Coat has torn elbows and Ronald

McDonald pin. If you picked it up by

mistake, please call Drew at 256-0391

Reward will be given for return, coat has

extreme sentimental value.

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 Roommates wanted to share large

bedroom in spacious S. Amh. Apt. only $80

ea aval immediately call 253-5012

2 Bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan 1 $166/month. call 253-5218

Spring: two persons for two connected

rooms in small two bedroom. $125 each in-

cluding heati Russell, evenings 549-6647.

Female wanted to share bedroom in So
Amherst Apt starting Jan 1 call 253 5604

Person(s) wanted for Jan 1 spring op-

tional $150, includes heat. 256-0186

Kosher female for one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 253 7031

SERVICES

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Two bedroom apt. near Southwest
walking distance to Campus available Jan 1

549-5175

Room for rent available Dec 1 close to

campus Phyllis 549-6333 $175 includes

everything

Nice two bedroom townhouse apart-

ment available immediately. On bus route,

three miles from center, wall to wall

c.vpeting and large storage space. Call

(\A.ke 253-2741 or 256-6496 at work

Coordinator for production of the Course

and Teacher Evaluation Guide. Part-time

through school year. Full-time sumnr>er

committment required. Third World and

women students are encouraged to apply

Apply 420 S.U.B. Academic Affairs.

Deadline 11/24/82

Nationwide inventory service needs for

busy 6 weeks after Christmas. Must work

weekends, nights. Averge 25 hours weekly

$4.75 per hour. Must have phone, transpor

tation and apply at Student Employment

Office by December 1st.

Business Manager Union Records book

keeping experience helpful. Preferably

junior status or below. 10 hrs/week

$4.00/hr. W.S. or Non. Pick up applica

tionc at U.R.U start training Dec 6.

To Complainers 2nd floor Cashin the

club invites you to their next rock'n party

join us and you won't complain.

Beanie: Now you're legal and you don't

even caret Buy me a drink? Happy B-Day

your loving roommate.

Kingbid — Glad we're back! The

foreigTi pillows were no aubstitute. We
only have s month to make up for the

last 4 days. — Queenie.

Writing assistance. Professional, editing.

references. 253 7729

BIRTH CHART READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi-

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253 7813

with your exact time of birth.

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates.

For professional service call Jim
546-7042

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

TO SUBLET

Win a Puch 10 Speed, portable FM stereo

or dinner for two at the Pub with Pike raffle

3 for a dollar.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584 7924

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons: Rock and Roll Lead.

Beginners accepted. Reasonable rates.

John Cosimini 256-0180

INTERSESSION RENTALS

Delta Chi has furnished rooms for interses-

sion. Located next to S.W. dorms. Laun

dry, kitchen and parking available. Call

Dave 549-0482 or Larry 549-1151

RIDE WANTED

Ride Needed to SMU and back on Fri

Dec 3rd. Call Jill 6-9354

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for a room or whole 2

bedroom apt in Brittany Manor for spring

semester. Please call 549 5686. Keep trying .

Single room and/or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

Spring semester, one bedroom in 6
bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-

pus, on bus route. 150+ ,
Call Paul after 6

pm 549-5686

Woman wanted to share room in apt

Feb great deal for info please call 665-7109

1 Bedroom Univ Park apt to sublet 1 Jan

$295/ mth all utilities included, on Main St

exc bus service call 8 p.m. 1 a.m. Vincent

253-2615

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-709J o^ Nancy 546^7093

2 female graduate students looking for

rooms or apart for January and spring

semester center of Amherst call 546-99i54 or

546-9962.

2 females seek 3 bedroom apt, to share

room, or have own rooms in apt in N.

Amherst or Southwood Call anytirT>e

546 9689.

Career Opportunities in Arts Management

Tuesday, November 30

Campus Center, Rm. 903, 7 9 p.m.

• Careers in Performing Arts Management

Monday, December 6

Campus Center, Rm. 903. 7 9 p.m.

• Careers in Film Industry

Tuesday, December 14

HerterHall, Rm. 231,7-9p.m.

U

Career Opportunities in Arts Management

Topics: Skills. Entry-level positions, Resources for

job information. Presented by the Arts Extension

Service, Division of Continuing Education.

Christmas

Boxed
Cards

TO REGISTER, CALL AES; 545-2360.

Careers m Arts Managerr^en, .vorkshops made Poss-ble

with the support of the Umvers.ty Arts Council.

Remembering,

caring, and sharing are

the very special joys of Christmas!

AMERIO\N^BrGREETINGS
Americard

The right card for that specia l person ^^

^UNIVERSITY
Campus Center J(^^STOR JS W"

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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Patriotshumble Houston in front of almost nobody
FOXBORO. Mass. AP — When the

Houston Oilers learned last week that

Steve Grogan had been reinstated as New
England Patriots sUrting quarterback,

they mapped strateg>' to prevent the

veteran from unloading long passes.

It didn't work.

Grogan. making his first start in more

than a year, threw three touchdown passes

and the New England defense sacked

Archie Manning six times for a total loss of

62 yards Sunday in leading the Patriots to a

29 21 National Football League victory over

the Oilers.

"The first thing we wanted to do was stop

Steven Grogan from throwing the long

bomb." said Houston coach Ed Biles. "We
didn't do it. He burnt us twice on long

throws right off the bat.

"We knew we also had to stop Tony

Collins, and we didn't do that either.

"

"Its nice to look at a .500 record," New
England coach Ron Meyer said. "It feels

good to win. I don't know why Steve's

passing was better here than in preseason.

He did the job. Our defensive line also did a

good job. But that's not to say we were

perfect."

Grogan. replacing Matt Cavanaugh. hit

Stanley Morgan on scoring tosses covering

63 and 24 yards in the first period, then

connected with Tony Collins on a 14 yard

touchdown maneuver in the fourth quarter.

Collins, a second year pro from East

Carolina, enjoyed his finest game, carrying

32 times for 161 yards, setting up a pair of

field goals by rookie Dan Miller, who was

signed as a free agent four days ago.

The Patriots, playing before only 33.602

fans, the smallest turnout in Schaefer

Stadium history, harassed Manning, who

replaced injured Gifford Nielsen in the

starting lineup.

When sacked

George Crump

quarter. Manning was called for in-

tentionally grounding the ball in the end

zone, giving New England an automatic

safety.

Then, after Grogan's pass to Collins for a

29 7 lead, the Oilers scored two consolation

touchdowns. Manning passed to Dave

Casper for 14 yards and a score, then hit

Mike Renfro on an 8 yard toss into the end

zone with 1:39 remaining.

The Patriots struck back after Houston

capitalized on a fumble recovery of a punt

return at its 48 to march downfield for a

touchdown. Earl Campbell capped the

march with a 1 yard scoring plunge with

the game just six and a half minutes old.

New England kept alive playoff hopes in

improving its record to 2 2. Houston

dropped to 1-3.

Grogan. who was injured in his last start

on Nov. 15. 1981. and then was beaten out

by Cavanaugh in preseason training,

completed 10 of 16 passes for 195 yards.

On his initial pass he hit Morgan, who

made an over the shoulder catch at the

Houston 18 and raced untouched for the

touchdown on the 63 yard play.

Rookie Lester Willianw sacked Manning

for a 13 yard loss to the Houston 16 before a

short punt against the wind set up New
England's go ahead score. On the seventh

play, Grogan. looking in the direction of

Collins on the left, suddenly fired to Morgan

in the right corner of the end zone.

The fourth period flurry enabled Man
ning to finish with respecUble figures. He
completed 19 of 33 attempts for 231 yards.

Campbell, the NFL's 11th alltime ground

gainer with nearly 6.800 yards in his career,

managed just 37 yards in 16 carries against

the New England defense.

The Patriots announced there were 451

no shows for the game in the 60.000 seat

stadium. The weather was sunny but cold

Roland James of the New England Patriots intercepts a pass intend-

ed for Dave Casper during: yesterdays ^me.
I sacked for the sixth time by no shows for the game in the 60.000 seat ^j f^^ p^yg Casper during^ yesterdays ^me.
Crump at start of the fourth stadium. The weather was sunny but cold.

Women hoopsters go one for one over weekend
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. - The learning con-

tinued for the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team this weekend at

the University of Rhode Island tourna-

ment. UMass split the two games they

played, losing to Rhode Island and topping

Connecticut.

URI gave the Minutewomen a painful

lesson in defense and rebounded enroute to

a 73-53 opening game win. The WRams
outrebounded UMass by a whopping 55-37

score. URI led the entire game.

Rhode Island stole 16 balls from

Massachusetts and shut down UM ace Bar-

bara Hebel. Center Kelly Collins led UM
scorers with 15 points, but it wasn't

enough to overcome URI.

Hebel, the leading scorer for UM in their

two previous outings, was held to six

points. Jerrie Bemier was the second

leading scorer for the Minutewomen with

seven points. Wendy Ward added six

p>oints.

Karen Damminger was the top UM re-

bounder with six. URI's Judy Ryan and

Michelle Wasington led WRam scorers

with 12 points.

Against the University of Connecticut,

UMass took control early and romped tx) a

64-43 consolation win over the Huskies.

The win evens the UM season record at 2-2.

A vicious defense led by point guard

Wendy Ward kept the Minutewomen on

top. Ward had seven steals in the first half

as UMass established a comfortable 37-23

lead.

In the second half, it was all UMass as

the Huskies eliminated themselves

shooting 21 percent from the field, while

Massachusetts hit on 45 percent of their

shots for the game.

UConn couldn't stop Hebel in this game
as she scored 26 points to lead the

Minutewomen scorers. Rebecca Kucks add-

ed eight points while Ward and Patty

Maguire scored five each.

New Hampshire stopped URI 70-69 for

the tournament championship for the third

consecutive year.

Coach Mary Ann Ozdardski's hoopsters

travel to Springfield on Wednesday to face

the Springfield Chiefs in their next en-

counter. The Minutewomen hope to im-

prove on their defensive play and spread

out the offensive scoring against the tough

division II school.

Speakers to come to UMass

< oll«tpan piioto by Bradford Haaairr

Minutemen Bobby Braun (left) and John Hempel in action last week.

By RICH ENSOR
Special to the Collegian

The UMass Sport Studies Department

has announced that Don Canham, athletic

director at Georgia Tech will lead off the

department's 1982-83 Lecture Series.

Scheduled for consecutive Tuesday

night's at 8 p.m. in the UMass Campus
Center the lecture series begins with

Homer Rice on November 30 when he

discusses, "The Competitive Role in Sport

Management," (Campus Center
Auditorium) and will follow on December 7

with Don Canham who will lecture on,

"The Impact of Television on College

Sport." (Campus Center Rm.#180)

Don Canham has supervised the

Michigan athletic program for 13 seasons

during which time it has produced 46 Big

Ten Championships. Michigan's inter-

collegiate program includes 22 varsity

sports for men and women with an annual

budget of 11 million dollars. The depart-

ment is self sufficient and has broken

NCAA attendance records for the past five

years.

Nationally, Canham serves on various

Big Ten and NCAA committees. He is con-

sidered one of the top authoritites on pro-

motion and administration of college

athletics. At Michigan, Canham has

organized major direct mail and advertis-

ing programs to sell football tickets, but he

also established a series of fund raising

clubs, organized parking and concessions

and developed a new area of income in the

marketing of sjjecialty items.

One of the most learned men in the field

of athletic administration, Dr. Homer Rice

was named athletic director at Georgia

Tech in 1980. Strong on motivation and

organization. Rice has had football

coaching experience on the high school, col-

legiate and professional levels along with

administrative experience gained during

executive level stints at the University of

North Carolina, Rice University and with

the Cincinnati Bengals of the National

Football League (NFL).

The author of five major books, Rice is

the founder of the Attitude Technique

Leadership Program, which he wrote for

the benefit of organizations seeking to im
prove their productivity. Included in the

program is a Leadership in Athletics sec-

tion which serves as a model for several

collegiate athletic departments around the

nation.

The UMass Sport Studies Department

offers this series of lectures for all in-

terested students, faculty and staff. Future

lectures include (iordon "Scotty" Stirling,

Vice-President of Operations for the NBA
on Dec. 9 and Dave Gavitt, Commissioner

of the Big East (Conference on April 20.
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Regents move to emphasize

SAT's in college admissions

Photo by [>a«iii May

Jane Mushinsky weaves a basket in the Craft Shop of the Student

Union Building.

Trustee maintains innocence
By KEVIN HOWE
Collegian Staff

Amidst apparent contradictions, the

campaign committee of Gov. Edward J.

King accepted full responsibility

surrounding the fact that University of

Massachusetts Trustee Einar Paul Rob

sham exceeded the maximum legal limit of

financial campaign contributions to a

political candidate.

Early this month King's campaign

committee returned $200 to Robsham after

two campaign donations were found that

exceeded the $1,000 per year limit that an

individual can contribute to a political

candidate. According to records at the

Office of Campaign and Political Finance,

Robsham donated $1,000 to the King

campaign which listed his Wayland home

address and contributed $200 which listed

his Framingham business address.

In an interview Sunday night Robsham

denied any knowledge of the $200 con-

tribution and speculated that either his

wife. Joyce, or son, Paul, wrote the check.

Volunteers, not paid professionals, were

responsible for the compiling of campaign

donors that are filed with the Office of

Campaign and Political Finance and must

have inadvertently listed the printed name

on the check, Paul Robsham, and not the

name of the signature, Joyce Robsham. said

Kathy Vierbickas. assistant treasurer to

the Committee to Re elect the Governor.

"It was my fault. I jumped the gun.'

Vierbickas said explaining that she initially

only checked the list of donors and found

Rohsham's name twice. It was onlv after

she sent out the $200 refund to Robsham

that she examined the checks and found out

that one of the checks was signed by

Rohsham's wife, Vierbickas said.

When contacted yesterday, Joyce

Robsham said it was probable that she

wrote the check but could not remember

specifically if she did.

Statements made by a King campaign

official regarding the sending of the $200

refund and those made by Mr. Robsham

contradicted each other.

Robsham denied he received the $200

refund but the King campaign official said

that Robsham had received the check and

was going to return it. This official made
the same comments to the Office of Cam
paign and Political Finance according to

Betty Macdonald an auditor for the office.

The official later conceded that Robsham

did not receive the check because the of

ficial only sent information concerning

excessive contribution to the Office of

Campaign and Pohtical Finance and not to

Robsham because the official wanted to

confirm the matter with Mr. Robsham.

The campaign official said this was im-

proper procedure and made "distorted"

comments to the Collegian because "I just

wanted to save my job."

By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

A deteriorating system of secondary

education in Massachusetts could prove to

be an inhospitable host to a proposal calling

for a redefinition of admission procedures to

state universities and colleges.

A proposal that shifts the focus of ad

missions review from a college candidate's

secondary school tran.scripts to the results

of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) is

currently under the consideration of college

presidents and admissions officers through!

Massachusetts. The draft, designed by the

Board of Regents as part of its long range

planning, suggests the alteration will

enhance rather than restrict, access to

public higher education.

Dave Taggart. director of admissions at

the University of Mas.sachusetts. said the

recommendations are a step toward

upgrading the state's entire educational

system. High schools, he said, will be forced

to examine the quality of students their

curriculums help to produce.

According to a letter issued to the

Collegian by Chancellor of the Board of

Regents John Duff, a minimum combined

score of 800 on SAT's would be required of

high school students ranked in the upper

half of their graduating class applying to

public universities. For those ranked in the

upper third of their graduating class, a

minimum combined score of 750 on SAT's

would be -Ihe primary qualification for

admission.

One shortcoming of the plan as it is now

constructed, Taggart said, is that it

"severely penalizes students who are ex

posed to more information (in their high

school studies) but whose grades are low."

These students, he explained may receive a

combined SAT score of 1,(500 but would not

be included in the category defined by a

score of 800 and above. Instead they woukl
' be placed in a waiver category.

The waiver category is designed to allow

institutions to grant admi.ssion to a per

rentage of its entering class outside the

projected criteria.

The Regents' scheme has come under fire

from the minority community at UMass on

the basis that SAT scores of minorities are

traditionally lower than non minorities.

"A change in the admissions procedure is

not going to mean an enhancement of low

standards or a decrease of high standards,"

said Rick Townes. associate director of the

(Committee for the Collegiate Education of

Blacks and Minority Students. "They (the

Regents) are changing who they want to

come to the University."

Townes said minority organizations

throughout the state recognize the im

portance of the philosophy backing the

proposal, but said they see a problem with

the fact the Regents are using SAT scores

to remedy the qualitative problems in

education. "The policy coming down the

pipeline doesn't follow what's needed," he

said.

Off-Campus Housing office

handles Amherst complaints
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Off

Campus Housing Office (OCH) will serve as

a referral center for all complaints of

housing discrimination in the Town of

Amherst. Amherst selectmen decided last

night. The movement is part of a fair

housing plan.

The plan was composed by the Amherst

Fair Housing C/ommittee to comply with

Massachusetts Committee Against

Discrimination (MCAD) guidelines and

designates the OCH as the mediating body

for housing discrimination complaints by

both students and non-student tenants.

Amherst Director of Fair Housing.

James P. Cope, said OCH was chosen as a

central referral body because a large

proportion of people renting apartments in

Amherst are in contact with that office and

because "all complaints we know of have

been dealt with by OCH."
Cope said Univei sity officials have in-

formally agn"ced to 'he plan and formal

agreement is expected soon.

OCH Director, Joanne R. Levenson, who
is also chairman of the Fair Housing

(yommittee. said the office would have no

problem handling whatever additional

complaints may arise from the new plan.

The plan calls for OCH to try to resolve

complaints directly first in an informal way.

This is important, she said, because

sometimes a landlord may not be

discriminating intentionally. If the matter

cannot be resolved that way. an in-

vestigation and legal action may follow.

Levenson said the level of housing

discrimination in Amherst "is very low. but

it exists," OCH receiving less than five

complaints a year.

UMass
By RICH NANGLE
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON The prospect for

maintaining level funding for financial aid at

the nation's colleges and universities ap-

pears favorable to lobbyists from the

University of Massachusetts.

Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA) are here to lobby legislators for

financial aid during the lame-duck session.

The group of 40 UMass students is con-

sidered by many senators and congressmen

to be the only effective lobby of its kind in

the country. The group is concentrating its

efforts on the level funding measure. House

Bill 7205. the continuing resolution.

Rep. Barney Frank. D Mass, addressed

SAFA, reitterating his support for

maintaining current levels of financial aid.

He said it might be advantageous to wait

until January to vote on a measure since

additions could be made at that time. The

current resolution expires Dec. 17.

"It seems really essential to undo some of

the cuts," Frank said. "I'm sure it will be a

very high priority for us."

"The only reason we're here is because

Reagan thought he'd have an advantage.

We'll do better in January than we'll do

now," he said referring to the 26 newly

elected Democrats in the House of

Representatives.

Frank cited increased defense spending

as an obstacle to programs like student

financial aid.

"You can't fund the MX missile and have

a decent program here," he said.

Frank also expressed his strong op

position to the Solomon Amendment which

requires all 18 24 year olds to register for

the draft in order to qualify for financial aid.

A group of SAFA members also met with

Rep. Joseph Early, D Mass, Early said he

would vote in favor of financial aid

programs, but added he could not vote

against the draft registration requirement.

"A lot of tax payers support it," he said.

Continued on page U
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UMass students and SAFA members, Jim Quinn, left, and Jim Shaw,

center, listen attentively to Rep. Barney Frank. D-Mass.. as he ad-

dresses SAFA members.
^
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Soviet article by Hemingway found

CHICAGO (AP) - A Spanish Civil War

news dispatch that Ernest Hemingv^ay

wrote for a special 1937 issue of Pravda was

published in English for the fu-st time

yesterday, thanks to sleuthing at the

Kennedy" Library by an MIT professor.

In the articai, Hemingway said he felt

"anger and hatred" at the fascists of

Spanish Gen. Francisco Franco, who com

mitted murder against their countrymen

"almost every day."

The "lost" article was rediscovered when

history Professor William B. Watson of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

found an original draft while doing research

for a book at the John F. Kennedy Library

in Boston.

The 1,500 word article, with an ac

companying account by Watson of his

discover, was published Monday by the

Chicago Tribune and distributed to other

newspapers by Tribune Company Syn

dicate Inc.

The copyright is held by the author's

widow, Mary Hemingway. The American

novehst killed himself in 196L

Hemingway covered the Spanish Civil

War for the North American Newspaper

Alliance, and his experience there provided

background for several works, including

the novel "For Whom the Bell Tolls."

The article was written for a special Issue

of Pravda. the official Soviet comnunist

party newspaper, published Aug. 1. 1937.

It was entitled "Murder Done in Spain by

F'ascist Invaders."

Hemingway's account appeared on the

same page as articles by American novelist

Upton Sinclair and Mao Tse tung and Chou

En lai, who were then leaders of China's

communist insurrection.

The article distinguishes between the

killing of combatants in war and what

Hemingway took to be intentional bom

bings and attacks on civilians.

AP Laaerpholo

Three boxcars float in the San Francisco Bay after sinking during a

storm. A fourth car, loaded with Canadian whiskey, was not found.

Common Market ignores American demands for farm subsidy cuts

GENEVA. Switzerland (AP) - An 88-nation trade

conference yesterday dashed ILS. hopes of phasing out

Common Market farm subsidies and winning Third World

concessions on trade barriers, approving a final declaration

that skirted both issues.

"Overall, the re.sults might get a grade of C," said U.S.

trade representative William E. Brock. *I don't think

Congress will be happy."

.•\fter five days of grueling and at times bitter

negotiations, delegates from nations subscribing lo the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade voted early

yesterday for a 3,000 word document that endorses

nciht of free and open trade.

The vote came in a plenary session that originally was

scheduled for Saturday, but was repeatedly delayed to

avoid having the conference end without making any kind

of joint declaration.

The compromise document, watered down in marathon

bargaining over the weekend, committed GATT members

to "resist" protectionist trade barriers erected to protect

weak domestic industries.

But. under objections from the Common Market and

elsewhere, it dropped a previous draft's pledge to "refrain
"

from protectionism, as well as a U.S. backed text that

would have called for 'dismantling" existing protectionist

measures.

Some GATT members even objected to language

providing for a study of perhaps the most hotly debated

issue — agricultural subsidies.

The United States was deeply involved in both major

disputes that had paralyzed the conference since opening

day and threatened its collapse.

One focused on the Common Market's refusal to meet

U.S. demands for a gradual phaseout of agricultural

subsidies enacted to reduce huge surpluses. The U.S.

delegation said the subsidies make for unfair competition

by undercutting other nations' prices.

Most GATT members outside the European Economic

Community backed Washington in the debate.

Ecvnomff slill "bollonwig-oul,"

Willie House eeonomisl says

WASHINGTON — President Reagan's chief economist

said today it will take four or five years of slow, steady

economic growth to bring unemployment down to 1980

levels without triggering a new wave of inflation.

But Martin Feldstein. chairman of the president's

Council of Economic Advisers, warned that a deficit

swelling jobs program or congressional pressure on the

Federal Reserve System to artificially reduce interest

rates further could wreck economic recovery and send

inflation spiraling upwards again.

"The economy is still in the ambiguous bottoming out

range of the business cycle. ... but the favorable signs of an

upcoming recovery are getting better all the time."

Feldstein said at ? breakfast meeting with reporters.

He said those signs include a 30 percent increase in

housing starts over this time last year, a 33 percent jump

in housing permits since August and rising sales of cars

and major consumer durable goods.

Feldstein said bringing joblessness from its present 10.4

percent to a level of 6 to 7 percent means finding jobs for

about 5 million people now out of work and creating 10

million jobs for new workers who will join the labor force

over the next five or six years.

Feldstein said the recovery will depend on Congress

cutting the federal deficit to one fourth its present level of

$115 billion to $150 billion and the Federal Reserve System

resisting pressure to stimulate the economy by expanding

the money supply too rapidly.

Senate Republican leader Howard Baker of Tennessee

said Sunday that Congress is not likely to make any more

big cuts in domestic or military spending and that the onus

is on the Federal Reserve System to revive the economy

by cutting interest rates further.

No injuries (hunters, thai is)

in deer season's rcdtry opener

SPRINGFIELD - Shotgun volleys echoed through the

western Massachusetts hills as the state's longest deer

hunting season in a century got underway yesterday in a

fogg>' downpour.

The nine day shotgun season, extended three days this

year in response to a growing deer herd, continues through

Wednesday. Dec. 8, with no hunting allowed on Sunday.

Dec. 5.
. u u f

Although some snow cover remained in the high forests

of the Berkshire Hills - the state's prime hunting area —

dense fog and rain discouraged some first day hunters.

according 1«> Tom Keefe. of the state Division of Fisheries

and Wildlife in Pitlsfield.

"We may be off to a slow start because of the weather,

but we expect to get clearing by mid week and more

hunters," he said.

State Police reported no injuries Monday morning, but

heavy traffic.

Digest
\ni the Associated Press

$40M high-lech cenler

gets Gov. King approrat

BOSTON — A proposed $40 million center for training

workers in high technology industries should help

Massachusetts maintain its leadership in the competive

microelectronics field. Gov. Edward J. King said

yesterday.

"There isn't any reason why with the brilliant people we

have, the academic institutions and leading high

technology companies, we shouldn't be in the forefront.

"

King said after swearing in the board of directors for a

quasi public corporation that wUl supervise construction of

the school.

The Massachusetts Technology Park Corporation will

use $20 mUlion in state funds and $20 milUon in equipment,

services and aid from private companies to build a

microelectronics school. Students will learn state of the

art technology used in computers, digital watches,

calculators and video systems, officials said.

The training center, which will includes classrooms, a

design center and production facilities, will be the largest

technology park of its kind in the nation, state officials

said. It is expected to open by early 1985.

"Students will be able to go into a classsroom and be

taught by faculty loaned by industry, then go into a lab

area and design a product, then go into an experimental

manufacturing facility and actually make a few." said Paul

L. Schultz. a spokesman for George Kariotis, state

secretary of economic affairs.

Boston subuxiy crash leaves

six injured during rush hour

BOSTON — A collision of two trolley cars at Park Street

Station caused minor injuries to six people, including the

driver of one of the cars, at the end of the morning rush

hour yesterday.

A spokeswoman at Massachusetts General Hospital said

three passengers were released after treatment there.

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority

reported two other passengers declined medical treat-

ment.

A fire in a roof electrical unit knocked out a trolley car at

the Fenway Station at about the same time as the collision,

but no injuries were reported, according to spokesman

Paul DiNatale.

Both mishaps involved the Green Line trolley car

system.

The collision just before 9 a.m. involved two Light Rail

Vehicle (LRV) cars.

Evidence of chem warfare

found claims State Dept.
WASHINGTON — The State Department said Monday

it has fresh, conclusive evidence that the Soviet Union is

using poisonous chemicals and toxins in its war in

Afghanistan and supervising their use in Cambodia and

Laos.

Evidence from Afghanistan, a report issued by the

department said, includes two Soviet gas masks bearing

traces of toxins that cause blistering, nausea and vomiting.

While the United States had previously charged toxins

were being used in Afghanistan, the department said it has

only recently managed to prove the allegation beyond

doubt.

The report said trichothecene mycotoxins have been

used by Soviet forces in Afghanistan since at least 1980 and

cited reports from guerrilla sources that at least 100

persons were killed in separate attacks in Afghanistan in

1982. including 73 who died from a gas pumped from an

armored vehicle into a water supply used by Moslem

guerrillas in Lowgar Province on Sept. 13.

There were reports of a similar water poisoning on Sept.

20. but the results were not known, the report said.

It said the new accounts came from a variety of sources

"and cannot be dismissed." ., ,
i7<t'.-i ,>r.'<^'''^'

The report said Soviet chemical warfare advisers are

supervising the use of lethal and incapacitating chemical

agents and toxins by Vietnamese and Lao troops in Laos

and by Vietnamese forces against guerrillas in Cambodia.

Correction

Due to a typographical error, the story in yesterday's

Cnlleqvin on tiueslions about University of Massachusetts

Trustee Einar Paul Rohsham's campaign contributions to

(;ov. Edward J. King stated that Robsham admitted the

allegations against him were true. The sentence should

have read. "Robsham said if all the allegations were true,

it was his wife or son who contributed the additional $200

without his knowledge." The word "if" was inadvertently

omitted. __^_____—— —
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forseen
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

Students will have to hustle to fill out their financial aid

forms this year because of a law suit that has been filed in

Washington, D.C., by a national student group, causing a

two month delay in the distribution of the forms.

Previously, students applying for aid had at least three

months to complete the form, but this year student will

have only one month because financial aid forms will not

be distributed until mid-January. The March 1 deadline,

however, remains.

"The University (of Massachusetts) will probably not

receive forms until mid-January - two months later than

any other year," said"Art Jsckson, director of Financial

Aid at UMass.
"Because of that, students won't have the forms

available to them until the second senriester. When they

come back for classes we'll have them available," Jackson

said.

The delay is the result of a law suit filed in the U.S.

District Court for the District of Columbia by the National

Coalition of Indef>endent College and University Students.

The student organization is charging that the U.S. Dept.

of Education illegally allowed students to be charged fees

last year when they applied for federal financial aid

through the College Board's College Scholarship Service

(CSS) or the American College Testing Program (ACTP),

two privately-funded multi-data processing companies.

On campus students will have the forms in their

mailboxes when they return from intersession. Forms will

be available at three or four on-campus locations for

students living off campus.

"It will be their responsibility to pick up the forms,"

Jackson said.

"We will be publicizing the locations for the off-campus

students in the Collegian," Jackson said.

The March 1 deadline will remain in effect because "it is

consistent with the Board of Regents Oneral and Honors

Scholarships deadline. If we delayed our deadline,

students would miss the external deadlines," Jackson

said.

"We feel four weeks is enough time for students and

parents to fill out the form. The form itself only takes half

an hour to forty-five minutes to fill out. We will have peo-

ple available in our office to help out," Jackson said.

Some 21,000 UMass students apply for aid and will be

affected by the delay. Of that 21,000, about 16,000 receive

aid, Jackson said.

"If necessary, we can extend the deadline, but I don't

think that will be necessary," said Conrad Kohler. a

scholarship officer with the Massachusetts State Scholar-

ship Office.

"If anything, it'll be an improvement. Parents will have

their 1040 (income tax) forms completed by then. We will

have more accurate figures," Kohler said.

Jackson said aid will continue to be conducted on a first

come , first served basis. "Students missing the deadline

will be second priority. This can mean a six month delay in

notification of their financial aid status. We're just con-

sidering late students now," Jackson said.

"Students should not be afraid of not getting aid. There

is going to be aid. What it does is the students have to have

their forms in on time," Jackson said.

Students who complete the forms after the March 1

deadline will have to go into their private funds including

bank loans. Guaranteed Student Loans and their own sav-

ings.

"That's how the majority of students of second priority

pay their bills. Unfortunately, they have to go into their

pockets deeper," Jackson said.

In the law suit, unsettled at press time, the student

group contended that students who wanted to apply for

federal financial aid should do so without charge under a

law prohibiting the charging of fees for processing the

federal aid applications.

Although the government form was available free, more

than three-quarters of students applying for aid used the

private companies' forms.

The College Board's forms are usually made available in

mid-November after approval by the secretary of the

Dept. of Education. The government's form is not

available until March after the deadlines for Pell (Basic)

Grants and Supplemental Educational Opportunity

Grants among others.

The ACT and CSS charged students $6.00 or more last

year because the Dept. of Education refused to subsidize a

fee waiver for students applying only for federal aid.

Dept. of Education Secretary Terrel H. Bell approved

this year's form in mid-November. The form, the same as

last year's, does not include the waiver. Students will

again be charged for applying for federal aid.

SAFA co-president claims

charges based on retribution
By JIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

A student charged with alleged misuse of

Student Activity Trust Fund monies said he

is being accused in retribution for past

statements and actions he has made against

the Student Government Association.

The Student Attorney General's Office is

charging Jim Shaw, co president of

Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA). with misusing funds appropriated

by the Undergraduate Student Senate to

SAFA for a trip to Washington. D.C. last

March.
Shaw, who described the Undergraduate

Student Senate as "self serving. " said he is

bemg accused "because I have been known

to make statements about student

government."

"I fought hard and will continue to keep

SAFA out of the hands of student gover

nment. " Shaw said.

"The SGA (Student Government

Association) is making a big deal out of

nothing. They are using the political

leverage they have to exploit this more

than this is. "he said.

Today Shaw is in Washington. D.C. with

SAFA on a trip to lobby against President

Reagan's proposed financial aid cuts. The

Undergraduate Student Senate voted two

weeks ago to give SAFA $500 to make that

trip.

Siohhan Powers, chairperson of the

Undergraduate Student Senate's finance

committee, filed the complaint against

Shaw.
Powers said Shaw's accusations were

incorrect.

"That's false. " Powers said.

She noted that she did not know Jim

Shaw until after she discovered the alleged

misuse of funds.

"I didn't even know Shaw's name, all I

knew was that SAFA had made an

unauthorized trip. The charges are being

made because he did something illegal."

Powers said.

"As soon as we noticed he had done

something illegal, we chose to take action,

"

she added.

Shaw is being charged with violating two

sections of the Student Government

Constitution while making a trip to

Washington. D.C. last May that Powers

said was "unauthorized."

Assistant Student Attorney Cieneral

Randy Chapman, who is handling the case

for Powers, said he will present Shaw with

the charges this week.

Although Shaw called the Undergraduate

Student Senate "garbage." he said, "some

sincere senators earn my respect.""
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No. This isn't Wilbur from Charlotte's Web fame. This is just one of

the many pigs residing on the farm by Boyden fields. ^

Student group plans picket ;

coincides with CIA student

recruitment on campus
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

As part of Anti-Racism week at the

University of Massachusetts, Leonard

Zakim, Eastern States Regional ('ivil

Rights Dir'^tor" iSl the ' A fiVr4")efahiktion

League, addressed a crowd !')f45 students

in the Campus Center last night.

Zakim's talk focused on the increase in

anti-semitic and racist activity, the com-

mon thread that binds racism and anti-

semitism and what can be done about it.

"It is a tough time for minorities. Civil

rights are not a priority on anybody's

agenda, except perhaps the victims. We
have to deal with the same problems that

we dealt with ten and twenty years ago,"

said Zakim.

Zakim said there has l>een a three-fold

increase in Neo-Nazi activities in each of

the last three years. Massachusetts ranks

fourth in the nation in acts of anti-

semitism.

"Anti-semitism is the persecution of

Jews because they are Jews, Riicism is the

persecution of minorities because they are

a race. Racism and anti semitism know no

boundaries and class and have pervaded

all areas of society. Both the Klan and the

Nazis are non-discriminatory in their

hatred. Both have merged for training in

para-military camps to prepare for the

final race war against Blacks and Jews."

Zakim said.

Despite the rise of the Klan and Nazis,

Zakim said-he does not Mieve that they

are a major danger. "The major" problehr

is the people that we deal with on a daily

basis. Anti-semitism and racism have

liecome acceptable again. The ideology

has gained wide acceptance. We have to

speak out. Nobody will do it for us. One

racist or antisemite is one too many."

Zakim said.

Anti-Racism week is being sponsored

nationally by the United States Student

Association. UMass groups working on

the week include The Anti-Racism and

Womens Issues team of The Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy, the Radical Student Union, Hillel

and the Office of Third World Affairs.

The week is being funded and endorsed by

the Student Crovernment Association.

As part of the week, Mel King.

D-Boston. will speak at 7 p.m. tomorrow

in room 1^^ <>f the Camims Center.

Anti-Defamation League

director focuses on

racist activities increase
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

A group of students calling themselves

the ad hoc committee against the CIA is

conducting a picket line tomorrow while

CIA representatives visit campus to recruit

students?

According to .'Khbe Bjorklund. a member
of the committee, the committee wilf

establish a picket line tomorrow from 10

a.m. to 4 p.m. to "have a visible group of

people protesting the CIA."

We're not protesting people's rights to

interview with the CIA. but we are

protesting the CIA's activities. " Bjorklund

said.

Bjorklund said the CIA has a history of

intervening in other countries' affairs,

violating their national sovereignty.

"They have actually gone into other

countries and intervened and manipulated

domestic affairs," she said.

The committee, which Bjorklund said

was formed to use the CIA"s visit to campus

tomorrow to educate people about the CIA,

is sponsoring a film and lecture about the

("IA tonight.

At 7:30 p.m. in room 911 of the Campus
Center, the group will show "On Company
Business." Bjorklund said the film is a

documentary about the origins of the CIA.

"It explains what the ('lA has done around

the world, " she said.

After the film Gerry F>aria of the

Northampton Committee on Latin America

will speak on his experiences working for

CIA.

According to Bjorklund. F'raria was

involved in covert activities in Vietnam that

were directed by the CIA.

Director of Placement Services at UMass

Art Hill said the CIA did not want to attract

much attention to their visit.

"They only come (to campus) because

students have said they want to talk with

them." Hill said.

Bjorkland said she hopes faculty mem
hers will participate in the picket, which

she said is expected to include about ten

people.

She added that when the CIA made

recruitment visits to the campuses of

Amherst and Mount Holyoke College

earlier this year, they were met with

protests from both faculty and students.
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Workshop on battered women
By GAYLE MCGILL
Cdlegian Staff

We live in a society that condones

violence against women, said Education

Advocates from the Every Women's Center

who conducted a workshop last night on the

problems of battered wonien. ^- ,

'Violence against wdmen is prevalent in

'

our society and ii stems from laws far back

in history." said Jo Ellen P>an*klin. ad-

vocate from the Every Women's Center and

a peer sex educator.

Franklin cited laws from the Bible.

British Common law and the Napoleonic

Civil Code that stated it is okay for a man to

beat his wife.

There are many myths associated with

the battering of women. The belief that as

you go farther down the economic scale,

battering of women increases is not true,

according tn the advocates.

"Battering crosses all social, racial and

economic lines. Women in higher socio-

economic standings most often have a

higher degree of education and are thus

able to support themselves, so they can

leave the situation." said Franklin.

Battering is the reason for 23 percent of

middle class wives seeking divorce, said a

facilitator of the workshop.

irSAFA
Continued from page 1

Early's comments were generally critical

of the Reagan administration.

"A person should be able to go to school

because of intellect, not a pockelbook."

He also criticized the administration's

four percent across the board budget cuts

for the current fiscal year.

"I rant K<» f""" »" across the board cut

with the defense department or the state

department, and I don t have too much love

for either one." he said.

Graduate student William Keegan said he

believed the session with Early was a

positive one.

"The discouraging part of it was that

there seems to be no commitment on the

part of the administration for financial aid.

The Congress may just reitterate that

directly." Keegan said.

"He was pretty realistic in his outk>ok."

said Kevin Coen. a sophomore political

science major.

At a reception where he received an

award for service to the elderly. Rep.

Claude Pepper. D Fla.. was al.so critical of

the Reagan administration when asked

about pending financial aid bills.

"Few things other than physical violence

could hurt young people as much as cuts in

financial aid. I voted against every effort by

the administration to cut financial aid."

IVpper said.

"Its folly not to educate young people.

"

he said.
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Guy Letourneau, a member of the Medieval Club, laces together a

leather cheat protector.

Newslines.
Rape Task Force

tonight in Butterfield

A Rape Task Force Presentation will be

held at 7:00 p.m. tomorrow in Butterfield

dormitory in Central Residential Area.

The Everywoman Center Education/Ad-

vocate Program will pve the presenta-

tion.

Film today on East

Indians in America
Too Far From Home, a documentary on

the cultural alienation and isolation of

East Indian people living in the United

States, will be shown at 12:30 p.m. today

in the Campus Center room 911.

Women's event

meeting scheduled
A planning meeting for the "Interna-

tional Women's Event" will be held at 7

p.m. Thursday in Room 905 of the Cam-

pus Center. Programming for the event in

March will be discussed. All interested are

invited.

Self-defense workshop

with state cops tonight
A self-defense workshop will be held at

9 U)night on the 12th floor in Coolidge

Dormitory in the Southwest Residential

Area. Self-defense techniques and rape

prevention tips will be discussed by two

members of the New Hampshire Stat*

Police.
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Student Senate deserves credibility
Former Speaker of the United States House of

Representatives Sam Rayburn once said, "Any
jackass can kick a barn down, it takes a jfood

carpenter to build one." David McCarthy's column on the

Student Government Association brings to mind thivs sage

remark.

In his experience as a student senator, which covers all

of the portion of this semester that has so far transpired,

he neglected to mention many of the things that the SGA
has worked on. This summer SGA officers went to all the

orientation sessions, and talked with students about get-

ting involved with the SGA. A follow up letter was sent to

all new students, with cards to return if they were in-

terested in working with the SGA. In conjunction with the

Office of Third World Affairs, the SGA sponsored the

largest voter registration drive in the state. By registering

to vote, students could vote against candidates that make

sure we continue to suffer "classroom overcrowding,

teaching assistants outnumbering professors..."

Brooke States

The SGA also produced the pamphlet, The Next Four

Years, that gave the positions of the gubernatorial can-

didates. Another project the SGA has worked on is the

Communique. This requires senators to inform their con-

stituency, at least twice a semester, about what is going

on in the senate. Space does not permit further detailing

of the many aspects of work done by this "body doing a

fine job of guaranteeing the interests of all constituencies

but one. the average undergraduate," and who "fight no-

ble causes in a totally ineffectual manner."

Throughout Mr. McCarthy's first two installments, the

point is made that, in his opinion; "What sort of control do

we, the general student population have over our monies?

The answer, unfortunately is almost none." This whole

line of reasoning conveniently ignores the fact that the

Student Senate and all its officers are elected. It's pro-

cedures no more resemble the Soviet Politburo, as is

claimed in the column, than does the U.S. House of

Representatives resemble the Central Committee of

Albania.

In his column Mr. McCarthy mentions the fact that

former Student Senate Speaker Brian DeLima made per-

sonal phone calls to Hawaii, with SGA money. Convenient-

ly forgotten is the fact that Speaker Brian DeLima was

forced to pay back the money that he owed, and was

almost impeached as a result of making personal phone

calls. Likewise not mentioned is the fact that the SGA

Treasurer, who placed a Collegian add in favor of the

SAJF. fee increase was brought up on charges. The

un(!^k'^ua^' sttid^nt *»y(|y does have control through its

elected representatives.' '•

To save Mr. McCarthy the trouble of saying. "I have

here a list...," I will confess that I am a member of the

Radical Student Union, and I am also employed by the

SGA to clean its Communications Office. With that out of

the way, there are a few things that should be cleared up

with regards to financing. According to the fiscal 1983

SGA Budgets Act, there are six groups that could be con-

sidered "political." These are the Radical Student Union,

Students Advocating Financial Assistance, Student Coali-

tion Against Nukes Nationwide, Western Mass. Latin

American Solidarity Committee, Young Workers Libera-

tion League, and the Massachusetts Association of State

Students. The total funding of these groups comes to

4.625.00 dollars. In the RSU's case, this comes to .0009

percent of the total budget. This is obviously a "lion's

share." Out of these six groups, come varied programs

that include, the sending of students to Washington, D.C.

to lobby for increase*! financial aid, and the bringing of

speakers such as Sean Sands to campus. If these groups

are so all powerful and united in some dark scheme to

fleece the students of their money, why are they only

capable of getting $4,625.00 from the budget process?

Maybe they have Commie front groups?

Mr. McCarthy feels that the money spent on racism and

sexism is badly spent and does not reach the people it

should. FVom reading his column this is obviously true in

some cases. WTien one considers how it would be to be one

of 1.500-2,000 Irish Catholics on a campus of 25.000 Irish

Protestants the situation should become a little bit easier

to understand. Funded Third World activities are not only

used by Third World people. Many others, for example,

listen to Black Mass Communications Project, and read

NUMMONews.
Mr. McCarthy also complains about the increase in the

Student Activities Fee. The $12 increase did go to transit

costs. It was the University administration that wanted

the SGA to raise the fee to cover expenses of the transit

system. The alternative would have been an ad-

ministratively mandated fee tacked on to our bills. The

$26,052 in salaries for the three officers and committee

chairpersons, divided among them, comes to a grand total

of $2,600 per person. This probably buys quite a bit of co-

caine, as well as pays rent, and helps cover school costs,

etc. The reason that any of these jobs were made paying in

the first place, was so that students who did not have a full

wardrobe of alligator shirts, could also have the chance to

be involved in student government.

There are problems in the SGA. There are problems

with individuals and some problems with the system as a

whole. But Mr. McCarthy's series has been reminiscient of

another McCarthy in American history. Perhaps we

should let the administration take back our money, and

see if they could do a better job of dealing with many of the

problems they created in the first place.

As far as student satisfaction with the SGA I would like

to quote SAREO report number 233, spring of 1982. This

is an administration document. It shows 14.5 percent of

the student body feeling the SGA is responsive to a great

or very great extent. The figure for the administration is

only 9.4 percent. While this number could be improved

Upon, it cannot be by emasculating the SGA.
Brooke States is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Anti-Racism Week to work against unjustified prejudices

To the Editor:

This week an event will occur that embodies a tremen-

dous amount of social and humanitarian significance -

The Student Government Association's Anti-Racism

Week. During this time, as concerned and conscientious

students, we will have the opportunity to denounce the

shallow prejudices that have plagued this country for cen-

turies; while simultaneously reinforcing the ideals that

were promised by the Declaration of Independence -

"...that all men and women are created equal." The

University of Massachusetts has rnaue seveiai auvaucea m
promoting anti-racism; yet its contribution lies about a

small number of sincere awareness groups and a "Year

Toward?. Civility" campaign. We must band together to

arrest the narrowminded, racist attitudes that thrive even

in our own liberal environment. Hopefully, the S.G.A.s'

impending anti-racism week will prove to be the catalyst

necessary to unite the students of this university in the

war against unwarranted and unjustified prejudices.

Please come and join us.
g,,^^ ^ jj^^,j„

North Amherst

Klan's history

is still alive
Editors Note — This is the first column in a three part

series on the Ku Klujc Klan.

Uptight about schools. ..or just about Negroes?!!"

Well now there is something you can do about it."

This is the introduction to an organization, written

on the back of their "business card," and passed out at

their rallies all over the country. It is not a joke. It is a very

serious threat to people of all races, yet it is an idea that is

becoming more widely accepted and tolerated every day.

Yes folks, the Invisible Empire of the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan has raised its ugly head into the public spotlight

once more. And this time, it promises that it is here to

stay.

Josh Meyer

Staging "Support Your Local Police" rallies, and at-

tempting marches in big cities as a show of force and

desire for recruitment, the Klan has of late l)een getting

more media coverage than they could ever have hoped for

in the past. Recession, unemployment, and the tide of con-

servatism that swept in with Reagan in "81 have given rise

to a "new and improved" Klan, one that is anxious to

broaden its base of support in an effort to l)ecome ac-

cepted by the mainstream of American society.

This past Sunday marked the third time in less than

eight weeks that the Klan decided to "march" through a

major city. Each time, they were vastly outnumbered by

riot fH)lice, reporters and protesters, yet they managed to

cause a riot on two of the occasions. Twelve police officers

and seven demonstrators were injured this last time Sun-

day in a two-hour melee that lasted long after the Klan

had left town. Many questions arise as a result of this

curious spectacle. For instance, why has the Klan re-

emerged after years of silence? And why has their

presence caused such "blind, senseless rage" as one D.C.

patrolman put it? Before a constructive analysis of these

events can take place, it is necessary to first examine the

roots of the Klan and historical context in which they've

operated since their inception.

The KKK was .sUrted in 1865 in Tennessee by six bored

and frustrated Confederate soldiers. By the time the Civil

War was officially over, the Klan was transformed from

its original "social club" status to that of a paramilitary

ogranization which thundered across the war torn South,

sabotaging Reconstruction governments and imposing a

reign of terror and violence that lasted for ten years.

Confederate rebels, who had lost what they perceived to

be a Holy War, saw in the KKK a way to win back through

organized terrorism what they had lost on the battlefield;

the subordination of the black race. "God. Guns, and Guts

were what made America great," according to the Klan,

and they would do what they felt right, regardless of the

law of the land. Klan Night Riders were seen and ap-

preciated by many as vigilantes, out to restore law and

order to the South.

During this reign of terror, Klansmen were aided by

Southern politicians who successfully enacted "Black

Codes," which in effect amounted to the virtual re-

enslavement of blacks. Northerners who had fought so

long and hard for equal rights under the law were outrag-

ed, and a legislative re-enactment of the War followed.

Southern congressmen were refused seats in the Congress

of 1865, and lost the showdown in Congress to those from

the North.

As a result, the Reconstruction Acts were passed,

abolishing the ex-Confederate state governments, and tur-

ning them into military districts. The new governors of

these were responsible for enrolling black voters, and

holding elections for a new Constitutional convention.

These actions met with great resistance in the South, pro-

viding fertile spawning ground for the Klan and its sup-

porters. Thousands of Klan representatives met in

Nashville, Tennessee in 1867 to plan an organized

response to the new policies.

By the late 1860's, acts of terrorism had gotten so fre-

quent and vicious that orders were issued by all Southern

state Capitols and Union Army headquarters to stop the

growing insurrection led by the Klan at any cost. The

warlike zeal with which the Klan carried out their tasks

was met with public silence from white and black com-

munities alike.

The Ku Klux Klan disbanded by 1870, and though no

specific cause has been verified, many historians believe

that Klan leaders themselves made the decision shortly

after martial law was declared in Tennessee on Feb. 20,

1869. Violence continued after this, and may have increas-

ed, but the Klan as an organized body had ceased to exist.

The Ku Klux Klan Act was initiated in 1871 to expressly

prohibit all Klan activities, including harassment and in-

timidation of black citizens. When they did reappear at the

beginning of the century, the roots of the Invisible Empire

had spread enormously. By Worid War I, the Klan had

become a political and social force that had to be reckoned

with.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist
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Magazine goes

into twelfth year
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Coileg[ian Staff

The Black Collegian, a magazine published by Preston J.

Edwards in New Orleans, as a national magazine for Black

college students, is celebrating its twelfth year of

publication this Fall 1982.

Since it was first published in the Fall of 1970. its aim has

been to provide Black students with useful information,

vital to their survival in the competitive world.

There were approximately 500.000 Black students on the

nation's campuses in the 19708. Many of these students

were the first in their families to attend college, so it was

necessary for a magazine with valuable information to help

the Black population get ahead in the career world to be

published.

Since its beginning, the Black Collegian has covered

important information on career opportunities, strategies

for success, educational planning, self developmental

techniques and Black role models.

In the celebration of its twelfth anniversary, the Black

Collegian recalls the good times as well as the bad. The

birth of the Black Collegian has not brought the best of

times economically, but the philosophy of the Black

Collegian staff for surviving this hardship has been to

continue "to reach for the top," continuing to be an active

ft)rum for the concerns of Black college students, con

tinuing to offer ideas, information and advice which will

give the necessary competitive edge to this decade's crop

of Black college students.

There are approximately a million Black students on

campuses nationwide today, and the Black Collegian has

been there with ideas, to give rise to the development of

these students as the generation of Black leaders of

tomorrow

.
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A true pioneer battled segregatioti
•*18 gi^odauti .HT

Always read
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By JAMES R.WILLIAMS
Collegian Staff

The first few days of college can be a very anxious and

apprehensive periixi for many incoming freshmen (and

women*. This is usually a result of the transformation from

being dependent on your parents to the semi independent

life style of the dormitories. For many, this period of

adjustment can, at times, be very rough.

Exactly twenty years ago. James Howard Meredith was

confronted with a similar, yet more direct situation. Oh

yes, he had to deal with the same phobias that all incoming

students must face. Yet his situation was magnified due to

the fact that he was a Black student entering an all White

school. Neither the students, the faculty nor the ad

ministration, for the most part, were willing to accept a

member of the Black race into 'their " school. Yet this did

not stop James Meredith from pursuing his college

education at Mississippi.

The battle began on May 25. 1961. The University of

Mississippi had rejected Meredith's application for ad

mission. A week later. N.A.A.C.P. attorney Constance

Baker Motley filed a suit claiming that Meredith was

refused admission "solely because of his race." She

demanded an injunction barring "Ole Miss" from refusing

to admit Meredith on racial grounds.

The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans

eventually issued an injunction forcing the University of

Mississippi to admit Meredith. This decision would later be

upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court. Yet the University still

refused to accept Meredith on the grounds that

.segregation had to be maintained in Mississippi. As the

former governor of Mississippi. Ross Barnett. stated. "We

will not drink from the cup of genocide. There is no place in

history where the Caucasian race has survived social in

tegration."

Meredith eventually had to be escorted by four U.S.

Marshalls and a contingent of Justice Department lawyers
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on enrollment day. On this day he again was refused ad-

mission by Governor Barnett whom the university officials

had appointed as acting registrar. A week later they still

refused to admit him. This time he was turned away by the

Lieutenant Governor. Paul Johnson.

On September 30. 1962. Barnett finally agreed to enroll

Meredith. This decision was mostly due to increased

pressure from both President Kennedy and his brother

Robert, the Attorney General. Yet the students on campus

still openly opposed the admission of Meredith. Their

anger would lead to the creation of a mob. In the ensuing

struggles a reporter eventually died.

Many of the students and faculty at the University of

Mississippi felt committed in maintaining the "all White"

status of the school. The hostilities which transpired

eventually led to the deaths of two people. Yet James

Meredith continued to fight for what he believed in. The

hostile tactics of the students could not get him to succumb

to their desires. He would remain strong.

The courage of James Meredith was essential in order to

change the racist policies of our nation's educational

system. The admission of Meredith was a stepping stone

towards the admissions of Black students into previously

all White schools. He was an early pioneer in our struggle

for equal education.

We all remember the names of Martin Luther King.

Rosa Parks, Malcolm X and other great contributors to the

civil rights movement in our country. Yet few of us

remember, if we have even heard of, James Meredith. Yet

his contribution was very essential and beneficial to many

of us in the United States today.

As the late Martin Luther King once said "One day the

South will recognize its real heroes. They will be the James

Meredith's, with the noble sense of purpose that enables

them to face jeering and hostile mobs, and with the

agonizing loneliness that characterizes the life of a

pioneer."

I^et us remember James Howard Meredith.
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Catch "The Act" at the

Fine Arts Center
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On Sale Now

Friday,

December 3

8:00 p.m.

PRIMAVERA
STRING
QUARTET

Lotte Goslar's

PANTOMIME CIRCUS
Thursday, December 9 8.00 p.m.

BIG SIX of

JAZZ II

with Billy Taylor, Max Roach,

Slide Hampton, Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath and John Hendricks

All Shows On Sale Now
MC, VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY

Telephone reservations Noon 4.00 p.m. MF
545 2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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AMERICAN WORKERS (ARISTA)
The Busboys
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Nightmare doesttt stink

By DAVID CHEV/N
Collegian Staff

'

The Busboys are^e ,oC flbose groups

which always seem to have two strikes

against them. First, they are the only all

black group trying to play what has been,

since the death of Jimi Hendrix, white

man's rock. Second, the Busboys are

( ollrman pholo b» N»nr» Nutile

Victor Johnson of The Busboys

receiving little or no support from their

re^c^ company, Arista, to promote their

n«w" album, "American Workers. Unfor-

tunately, the Busboys have come up with

an album, which, to continue the metaphor,

is little more than a series of foul balls.

The problems with this album are many.

Producer Pete Solley has given the album a

heav me**! sound which does not ac-

curately reflect the grooves the band sets

up. Soiley's technique is to mix the guitar

up way over the rest of the band and then

add loads of distortion. Anyone who saw

the Busboys at the Rusty Nail last month

knows this does not reflect their live sound

at all.

Whoever made the choice of song order

on this album really goofed. The Busboys

I»erform two types of songs, humorous

rf)ck and roll, and ironic political pieces.

The way these two types of music are com-

bined on this album leaves the group with a

complete sense of directionlessness.

Which is not to say the Busboys are a bad

hand. Their recent local appearance proved

they are anything hut that. The songs on

ArrjVnrn/i Wi^rkers are sometimes funny

and often provocative. The band makes fun

of the whit^ stereotyped image of blacks on

Soul Surfing USA and points out

possibilities for social change. A rock-

reggae numl)er Ojtportunity, knocks the

Reagan government and lays the govern-

ment racist attitude right on the line.

While Amenran Workers is not a strong

album, it is not so terrible that the band will

Ik- dropped from the Arista roster. This

hand has something to say. With any luck

next time the message won't get lost in the

mix.

By BEN TARRALL
Collegian Correspondent

Watching The Perfumed Nightmare can be

a disconcerting experience if you are ex

pecting cinema of the plastic TV movie

variety, but if you're wiUing to suspend

traditional Hollywood standards of quality,

seeing this film can be a rewarding ex-

perience. Though somewhat choppy and

made with little money, its humor,

imagination, and humanity puts most

Hollywood products to shame.

As well as directing. Kidlat Tahimik (who

had a bit part in Werner Herzog's The

Mystery of Kasper Mauser) plays the

central character, who lives in a small

village in the Phillippines and makes a

meager living driving a taxi like transport.

Constantly fed a stream of propaganda by

American radio about the benefits of

"progress," he leaves his homeland for the

lure of bright lights and high technology in

Europe.

His gradual realization that all that

glitters is not gold could easily have wound

up as cliched dogma, but instead it is

moving and often hilarious. Tahimik's

tongue in cheek narration (in P^nglish)

helps to point out the more inane aspecUs of

Western culture, as well as its tendency to

cheapen or destroy everything it touches;

while Tahimik witnesses the dedication of a

huge Parisian supermarket there is even an

appearance by noted war criminal Henry

Kissinger.

By distributing this film in the United

States, Francis Ford Coppola continues tx)

put money into films, like Abel Gance's

silent masterpiece Napolean, that would

not otherwise be seen by the general public.

Unlike George Lucas, who claimed he

would put his Star Wars profits Into

producing independent filmmakers but has

in reality sat on his millions, Coppola is

helping to keep vital cinema alive. Tonight

is the last night you can see The Perfumed

Nightmare and it is worth the 3 bucks. In

Kidlat Tahimik's words, this is a small

budget movie, made for $10,000 and a lot of

love."

Francis Ford Coppola, distributor

of The Perfumed Nightmare.
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ATTENTION
All UMqss Honor SocieliftS^

Moke Yourselves Known
Booklet on Honor Societies

being compiled by Mortar Board

Senior National Honor Society

advisors, officers or members -

Please contact: Jim Lonergan

Dean of Students Office, Roonn 227 Whitmore

545-2685 545-2684
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Matching Sweatpants
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Writing/Rhetoric Requirement
LAST CHANCE

to tok* the

Writing Program Plocement Test

The Writing Program will offer currently nnatriculated

students a final chance to take the Wnting Progrann

Placement Test on Thursday, December 2 at 7:00 PM

in Bartlett 61. Anyone planning to take English 190A

this spring, who has not yet taken the Placement Test,

must do so on December 2. Freshmen who do not

complete their first level 'B' core during the freshmen

year may find it necessary to take an equivalent course

at another institution at their own expense
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WE GIVE

FINE FOODS
76 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST. MASS.

Sale
Nov. 29
thru

Dec. 4

(^^m rr^

Hvpercurriciila

• FREEZER SPECIAL*
ARMOUR

VERIBES"VWHOLE

Pork Loins

We reserve the right to limit quantity

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS PORK CUT & PACKAGEt)
TO YOUR ORDER IN CHOPS& ROASTS

Not responsible for typographical errors.

ARMOUR VERIBEST PORK SALE!!
EXTRA LEAN SUPER QUALITY

Sirloin Pork Roast
$159

LB 1
RIB BLADE BONE REMOVED

Pork Roast

CENTER CUT

Pork Chops
FAMILY PAK ASST

Pork Chops

UP TO
6 LBS

$149
LB 1

'^ ARMOUR-1^ ^VV

\t:ribest
PORK

PORK SALE

$-199
LB 1
$169

LB 1

FRESH
FLORIDA

HOOD 100% PURE
ALL NATURAL

Eggplant Orange Juice

LIGHT
N'LIVELY

Ice Milk

I
I
I

IWITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PUR-

CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
1 ITEMS 4 CIGARETTES.

KEEBLER

Town House
Crackers

16 0ZPKG

'/2 GAL

WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PUR-
CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON
ITEMS & CIGARETTES.

SWEET LIFE

I

Tomato
Soup

10V2OZCAN

'/2 GAL

I'

I

W WITH THIS COUPON & $7.50 PUR-
CHASE EXCLUDING COUPON

89« FREE!

I

!
I
I

GOOD NOV. 29-DEC 4.

ONE PER FAMILY AT
LOUIS FOODS

I

ITEMS & CIGARETTES.

SWEET LIFE

Bath
Tissue
4R0LLPKG

59

1
I

1
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GOOD NOV. 29-DEC 4.

ONE PER FAMILY AT
LOUIS FOODS I

il.

GOOD NOV. 23-UtU.
4. ONE PER FAMILY J
AT LOUIS FOODS 1

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is pubhshed

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day

they will take place and arf

listed only once. An-

nouncements MUST be sub-

I )bft Ji mitted on "Hypercurricula"

i'>\";'^«^tt1fr available in the Col-

:'l~'ih /ti^a kimie, 113 Campus
Center,- and_j:etu«ied by

3:45 P.M. Friday beforelthe

ho '>tiBjr^sftjite(l)Hd^ll lub

missions should be written

in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

TOO FAR FROM HOME
— A very special film

presentation documenting

the cultural alienation living

in the U.S. Discussion with

the film's creator and

Amrita Basu to follow. 12:30

p.m.. 911 Campus Center.

ALPHA ZETA
MEETING - This is the

last meeting before

initiation. Everone MUST
attend or else have an ex-

cuse in to one of the officers.

Wine and cheese will be

served. 6:30 p.m.. 311

Stockbridge.

CAREERS IN ARTS
MANAGEMENT - Topics

include skills, entry-level

positions, resources for job

information. Presented by

the Arts Extension Service

of the Division of Continuing

Education. 7 p.m.. 903

Campus Center.

PREMED CLUB
MEETING - Special

Meeting. All those in-

terested in going on the

UMass Worcester Med
School tour Dec. 10 must

attend (or call Karen at 546-

4111 with a good excuse). 7

p.m., 802 Campus Center.

GRADUATE STUDENT
SENATE - Senate

meeting. 7:15 p.m.. 917

Campus Center.

CAMPUS FORUM ON
CIA — The film "On

Company Business" will be

shown followed by speakers

and a discussion of the

origins and actions of the

CIA on campus and in the

world. 7:30 p.m.. 911

Campus Center.

f^MA TMrtllG ^-

Guest speaker. 7:30 p.m.,

168 Campus Center.

SPORTS STUDIES
LECTURE - Dr. Homer
Rice. Director of Athletics

at Georgia Tech anH former

head coach of the NFL
Cincinnati Bengals will talk

on the "Competitive Role in

Sport Management." 8 p.m.,

Campus Center Auditorium.

SPANISH CLUB
MEETING - Wine and

cheese will be served. To be

Discussed: Movie "Gold-

finger" on Dec. 2; Potluck

Supper, Dec. 3. 8 p.m..

Third floor lounije. Herter.
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Open 24 Hours -7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores. _^____^ ^

Guaranteed tender.

leanandiuicy or
jptmr inoney back!

lU'rn—LiiijL J

Shoulder
Lcmdon
Broil Clnu^k

ni

'VmI

3 Pound package or more
--

,

^ ^p_ ^ Ground several times daily,

FresliLeanGroundBeef . . "?f'f^"?!^^".^*/^.'!

.

I59lb
B«*l

I

Boneless Chuck Roast ^.yV >»^ ^-^^

Boneless Blade Steak ^^1 ib2.19

Boneless Chuck Steak ^^'^ ib 1.79

Bot> jm Round Roast "p?"*'^ ib 1.69

Rvunp Round Roast b~'!'°""«' ibl.89

EyeRound Roast b^'""""" ib2.29

BeefT( .
Roiind A
Steak 2
BeefTop -ai

RoundRoast JL

19
lb

89
lb

IbpRoiindA29
LondonBroil^ ib

BeefRound
Stew USDA Choice 229

lb

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
Hadley-Amherst cmly

see Store for Details

It's time to

SIOPe.
SI10P

. , . Available in stores
comer deli teaturlnc a service deU

WilsonHoney
CuredHam

Sliced
to your
order
3a®

Stop & Shop
^:\ Pastrami

Chicken
Legs
White GemVib^

5-6 lb
package

White Rock
Soda
2 Liter t>ottle

Assfd Flavors. CT deposit 89
5 6 1b

HiLIi
BROS

Our Seafood Specials!

Fresh Cod
FiUets 1 99

_. ^k lb

Stuffed Clams ^<' •>''!**''•'"' 1.69

Meaty Savings!

Continental Brand

Corned Beef
Brisket 119
Point Cut J»

'White C
ChickenThighs
Chicken white oem- J^C^"
Drumsticks '.^l.ih^^%^
«^«-*.«_— White Gem' ^^^^<Chicken Mmp —-~—-^v

BreastSplit

HillsB
Coffee
Regular Grind
Onr pound can . .

.

|99

White Gem'
5-6 lb pkg

with
back 11^99

'KistTima
I

=>

g
rTg^i^iniiiK Light ^7Cb

JM^^^^P in Water ur Oil ^B ^^^m
6' 2 ounceran

Flat Cut Brisket lb1.89

Smoked Pork

Colonial ^'^'^"^ lb

Ham Steaks •""«"'"' 2.S9

Boneless & Skinless

Chicken
Breast 1^
•White Gem' ^fc »*»

Chicken Leg Qtrs
White Cr*"!!! S f' lb phT

Skinned & Deveined

"-" lb 49

Liv^: S9
Frozen ^i^^^

Skinned ft i CQ
Calves Liver ""'"'"' m l.oy

Colonial
Extra Mfld
Franks flOf
1 lb package K^%^
Meat Bologna "p"""'^ '» 0^

Vr««wl«C!l« Reg. or Split

U^flgllSn Stop & Shop

Mu£Bns
12o2pkgof6

produce Fresh savings to pick and choose!

Maine U.S. No. 1 size A

Potatoes
10b^^9

^clntosh Apples
'^ ^ Fresh Crisp 3 fb mm^^^

from Maine Wjitf ^7mA
U.S. Fancy 2'/4" min. WCft^ ^V ^^^H

LT^e Tomatoes
For Slicing
Firm £md ripe.

Pick your own. 69

Ronzoni 1 lb box
Pasta
Ziti. Vermicelli. Medium
Shells or Linguini 2'-X
Contadina
Puree 7C|fTomato
29 ounce can

Ivory Liquid
Detergent ^59
For Dishes
32 ounce bottle

fBlUE
\ Bonnet/'

Margarine

Blue Bonnet

-2^1
; pound package

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste— -29

lb

FreshEscarole «/ Chicory,^43
_ ^- Fresh California €% ^^
>VVOCS^nOS Perfect for Salads ^^gf for ^
FreshSpinach ^j^^ r° I

°^"2 '«»• X
_^ • *\. Walden Farm ^ % ^%
npCSSUUE Asst-d Varieties 12 oz btl. J y f ^^

m( ^r I SI T ^ '."fPBMe'v^Cm*'!'^ J A13 (

Light n* Lively
Yogurt Q ,^JAssorted Varieties

8 ounce cup

Stop& Sho
Waffles

3

Jf^, 8.2 oz
:^-—'" tube

^^"^
. ^. M «al D«c * V^ MtSJ Mon Noi

1

I

Slop * Sfiop O'ocefy Coopo" ! ^ ^

Regular or Split

English
Muffins _

fA V stop flr Shop 1 O' II m\J 12ozpk8ol6 X2f JS 5^
coupo.> » » ' M PM'c-'Me Got.o b,,..

fantg I I
,4t Dec 4 im.lQn>[«rcu»lomer 4^7 |—|r^>~ ^

il
1

!!ri^^Save40lSi
I K^M ill Parkaeeof 40l! S

'«

•J Round style

1 1 ounce package . .

2 Ply roll II i

59
SIOD t Shop Orac«f» Coupon 1 Sff>p A Shop Da-'v Coupon A1^

I

S«t Dec « i.tiitonepe'c us'ofTi*

^^ Q Stop & Shop

Coronet 1 i^ Half Gallon I
. anK.Mr u. .^ ,- _ Towels 11 ™iOrange Juice I

stop & Shop II |g ^,.,„^^„.^, e I 5 7^ Kn-o, (^^.-...ra,. I-Q' JTrash Bags III ^'^* 125sh«-trollX5lf '--* tartan %9^ ]2
M . ,.^ ., . • , r_ ^1 Bi W'tMnii-iLH"" « j'»p""''»'w o<«*''"" \wmMm

nSft OtC 4 IM; ..'.$«r.',l><«'igMlDl.m,l !I.WMol"'":a-»ao...
S"""S^'--«'o" > '< »•«•• <'^' " -«'"•"* ^'"""''" '"« " """> * ^"^ S.^.m««., NO, -«P.™b.. .o. .,»«'.
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

ywAPiCWie' RAi^enecASH

PeAP'U MAJ0f!5 *50.ooomti

YOWRB
PRSAM
m, KIP

I

ISmAR.SlP.THAT'^m 1 Neap if j pcn7
tmn ;MTn*iCMiuJON

8Y f€J(J WNPAY. I'U

PAY YOU SACK POU0l£'
\

^lOMILWNBr

HOUIPOYOUPRO
po^TOPomar

UH. ON THB

9rOCK
MARKBT

Htt.H^'OKAt
I'LL am. I'LL

HAVt MflOGie

PRAUJUPA
CHBCJ^

ACTVAUY, MAN. I

tUPniM SMALL

3ILL^. JIJ9HAVE:

HtR PUl IT IN

A PAPEP- SACK

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

HAS Mveuiiy AfFiaio fhE
P^R^ANCi OF THE PlAy^fiS.

HBKti LYAW S\^/^**l M LAST
NiO*tfS CrmE. HS WAS HURT
PRETTy BAb <W THIS fi^y.

Kvfcr. HBf£\>JB SEl KaJ Simff.

HB'5 TAy/Aic. TO H£CO\rP. OME Of

\

HJS 18 Fur^BLlS )N HJ5 LMTtST GME,

rmio OF SUING. Tyi£ cauas
cjovi. \/^ait, vjHaTs -that in
T}^VjA

MAKE A rnsr ho\^:Hii OttLy

imrs RSVR£0 COACH Ton
(VMlBN VlSfTINO THE 6V1E.
gy^ir Tti/NCS NSVEX. CHANGE!

Under The Influence Bv M.Joyce

To &e P> Suo^ss^^u

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Bloom Countv Bv Berke Breathed

nONHBC/i/^VeOOT

mu^y 5PeaAid up

NORTH flxe eu/es ;.. a tix/oh,

lyNfi^NCHINO LOOK AT THe IVM)-
^^AeANPTRlUNVPHSOfme
GRirry uFe AT 5Anta ^ work
5H0t-'. WATCH KeNKO THC

UPPITY etf WHO. .. WHO,.

H6y iM<ffr/i^vw/

W5f5CU\^

.wea-TPiTTOO, MR. FINCH'S

FANTASY f5 TO 5WAN
we (f/TO A Wtil Of

e/^NOG WITH &Ai^l

eewTDN.
>« 00, PWT '6

r Nia BOSS'

NOW
wem
cookin:

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich

p-ish in Batter/Tartar Sauct-

BASKS LUNCH
V'egftaKtlt' Taco

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauct-

DINNER
Baked Ham/P'ruit Sauce

Chili Cheese Puff

Itahan Shell Casserole

BRKAI) BCFFKT

BASICS DINNKK
Tofu Shen

Chili Cheese Puff

HHKAl) HUFFKT

Reporters Needed

The Coll^'gian needs reporters to cover campus
and area news and women's affairs. All interested

students are welcome to come and work for the

(A)llegtan, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone interested in

the media. Stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus
('enter, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Karrar and Trude Jaffe

IVI2 1 0% Angeln Tiam SraAraw

ACROSS 57 Where Nepal is 21 Kennel sounds

1 Look over 58 Entrance stairway 25 Harangue

5 Cote talk 61 Coin, in Napoli 26 long way

9 Peddle 62 Shine 27 Book feature

13 River to the Baltic 64 Unerring 28 Dorsal bones

14 Per 65 Kind of climax 32 Word with nine or

16 Iroquoian 66 Weapon ten

17 Change course 67 Shoshoneans 33 Daydreamer

18 Name In film lore 68 Equal 35 Path tor a private

19 Of the fields: 69 Pond mail carrier

Prefix 70 Furrier's concern 36 Sometime word

20 Popes • on a green

on Man" stamp?

22 Wading tHrd
' ^- > i 37 Up a

23 Certain payments DOWN (stumped)

24 Llfte Old Glory 1 Pirates hideout 39 Gracious

27 Rain-on the roof 2 Lemon and 41 Supplements

sound orange (with'ouf)

29 the line 3 Takes a knockout 44 His or rwrk. irt

30 lulienne punch Italia 1 '!T J.H^.
31 Cookies 4 Mistakes 46 Lu!ards .H
34 Money in the bank 5 Where Casey 4B Foresl{lenjfen? ^^

38 Encircle Jones rode 51 Takes pleasure

40 Hackneyed 6 Thank 52 Herd scare

42 Rumpus 7 Successful 53 Author of "Poker

43 Mitigates 8 Buddha s Flat story

45 charmer dialogues 54 Muhammad's
47 'Many 9 Like the Sleepy teaching

called.
•

Hollow horseman 55 Weeping figure

48 Mass transport 10 Contend of myth

50 Third man in the 1 1 Sent a 56 Kind of happy
ring communication 59 City 205 mi south

52 Portent, to 12 One of the of Moscow
ancients Cyclades 60 Nuisance

56 Lakeor>ong 15 Intended 63 Before, in poems

n ?^ ^74 75 n ^"BH

30 ~T^ •' 3^ J5 36 37

43
~~"4^ 4^

^TT" T^TB^BBjT" "~~ """
ii

~~~

M B I I

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE

R A]nTS H 1 RlE S

^
A S A

.1 M E T t N T R t B t E

f A R A N D N EAR P E A R

M I H E E ^1 a ES \MLKM

1
^L, A _s aaa« J

S T OHSITiAlT £ ABB,

(•ll^

aCJH 00(311 S OiY,

.^ ffiV
FlA IJ

CICI T,A

Wi^\hW 1 NU sP U T T, E «

mm. A QH R a
;a' t W 1 L LHA s F A « A U
L E A s IFb 1 T T E fl E D

B AC K T A B L E « M A

A MO V S TIE E N S F 1 m

Weather

Patchy fog today and

tonight. Highs 50 to 55.

Lows in the 30s to mid 40s.

Tomorrow mostly sunny.

Highs 55 to 60.

CABLE/VIDEO

Dancin' in the Streets Video

10:30- 11:30

11:30- 12:15

Jimmi Plays Berkeley

Blondie, Eat To the Beat

12:15 - 1:15 Beau Bolero plays Steely

Dan at the Wall

1:15 - 2:00 The Fools, all in all just

another band in the Wall

jjs^ rrium
^•*?r*3»<

"

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Oviivion Express with Spierer

9-12 Hell Comes to Your House
with Pauline

12-3 Wilhemina
3-5:30 Mr. Ted
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 UMass Hotline

7-10 Miss Priss

10-2 Eliot Andrew - Urban Con-

temporary
2-6 Classical Reveille with Mike

Cevasco

Tuesday, November 30, 1982, Collegian ii

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC1 13 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ATTORNEY GENERAL SEARCH

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL ap

plications are now being accepted fd^" this

paid position. For more information and an^

application go to rm 432 S . U . B . and pick up

a packet. AiL STUDENTS ARE EN-

COURAGED TO APPLY! Applications are

due by Wed 12/1/82 at 4:00 p.m. The

S.G.A. is ian af'firhriatiVe action, equal op-

portunity employer

AUTO FOR SALE

three miles from center, wall to wall

carpeting and large storage space. Call

Mike 253-2741 or 256-6496 at work

FOR^SALE '

LOST

76 Plymouth Volar* automatic slant 6.

Good condition dependable! Asking $1,500

Cjl|665-4284

^Firebird convertible - A classic. Needs

engine work and some minor body work.

Easily restorable to mint cond, BO around

2000. Call nights 256-0435

BELLYQRAMSII

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

WHO Tix Dec 1 1 Centrum best offer even-

ings 549 5289

TRS80 Model! Microcomputer. LNW
exp. interface, RS232C -t^ parellel ports.

Disk controller, etc. Full Pascal compiler,

APL interpreter, assem/disassem, Basic, 1

disk drive, games etc. $1200 after 8 pm Vln-

cent 253 261 5

Casiotone MT-X electronic musical in-

strument. 22 different sounds. Piano like

keyboard. Professional quality. $200 Call

Jane /Bruce 256-62% or 549-5796

Why rent? Buy a fridge, only $60, 6 8068

Keys lost at Beat Concert! $5 Reward. Call

666-4187

Thurs Nov 18 at Barselottis or Mikes

Westview dungaree coat with glasses in

pocket keep the coat but I need those

glasses 253-5507

Lost - one old, worn, tattered and faded

Levi jacket. Lost last Thursday night at

Hanger One during Johnny Copeland

show. Coat has torn elbows and Ronald

McDonald pin. If you picked it up by

mistake, please call Drew at 256-0391.

Reward will be given for return, coat has

extreme sentimental value.

2 Bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan 1 $166/month. call 253 5218

Spring: two persons for two connected

rooms in small two bedroom. $125 each in

eluding heat! Russell, evenings 549-6647^

Female wantedlo share bedroom inSo

Amhers]^pt starting Jan 1 call 253 5604

Kosher female for one bedroonn in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 253 70Ji

PERSONALS

FOUND

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick Up

and Delivery One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

Cat friendly, female black and white kitten

adopted us near Puffton. If yours is lost,

call 549-5796

Small, young, female Golden Retriever.

Call 546 8096 found in Southwest area

11/22.

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

cal[ Peter 546 7504

Having a Party? Call Tempest live R & R

John 546-5211 Scot 1 562-0343

MOVIE James Bond Goldfinger Wed 12/2

SUB 7/9/11

FOR RENT

Two bedroom apt. near Southwest

walking distance to Campus available Jan 1

549 5175

Room for rent available Dec 1 close to

campus Phyllis 549-6333 $175 includes

everything

Nice two bedroom townhouse apart

ment available immediately. On bus route,

Nationwide inventory service needs for

busy 6 weeks after Christmas. Must work

weekends, nights Averge 25 hours weekly

$4.75 per hour Must have phone, transpor

tation and apply at Student Employment

Office by December 1st.

Business Manager Union Records book

keeping experience helpful. Preferably

junior status or below. 10 hrs/week

$4.00/hr, W.S. or Non. Pick up applica-

tions at U R U start training Dec 6.

Earn $5,000.00 next summer painting

houses in your home town. Apply today at

Student Employment Office, 239A Whit-

more

Happy Birthday Steven with lots of love

Aimee

Dear Mark (Kidgy)

Happy Birthday! Youshould only hope your

next girlfriend is as as mel

Love ya always, M.H.

Win a Puch 10 Speed, portable FM stereo

or dinner for two at the Pub with Pike raffle

3 for a dollar.

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253 7729

BIRTH CHAR^r READINGS learn

astrology through your sign planet posi^

tions at birth. Contact Julie at 253 7813

with you r exact time of birtlv.

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates.

For professional service call Jim

546-7042

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

5847924

INSTRUCTION

PURPLE OR WHAT?

Have a very colorful birthday Lizziel

Red, blue, or will it be purple? Happy 21st. .

love ya- Lon E» Krista

RIDE WANTED

Ride Needed to SMU and back on Fri

Dec 3rd. Call Jill 6 9354

ROOM WANTED

Guitar Lessons: Rock and Roll Lead.

Beginners accepted Reasonable rates.

John Cosimini 256-0180

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are yc J Gfy? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm 8 pm 545 2645 or drop in

SU406F

Females looking for a room or whole 2

bedroom apt in Brittany Manor for spnng

semester. PleaseMn549 5686. Keep trying .

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549 5990

Mike keep trying

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

TO SUBLET

Spring semester, one bedroom in 6

bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-

pus, on bus route. 150-*^ , Call Paul after 6

pm '549 5686

Woman wanted to share room in apt

Feb great deal for info please call 66627109

1 Bedroom Univ Park apt to sublet 1 Jan

$295/mth all utilities included, on Main St

exc bus service call 8 p.m.-l a.m. Vincent

253 2615

WANTED TO BUY

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 Roommates wanted to share large

bedroom in spacious S. Amh. Apt. only $80

ea aval immediately call 253-5012

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-709 1 or Nancy 546-7093

2 females seek 3 bedroom apt, to share

room, or have own rooms in apt in N.

Amherst or Southwood Call anytime

546 9689

RSO Workshops:

Tues. Nov. 30
at 5:30 in rm 416 SU

Wed. Dec. 1

at 4:30 in rm 811 CC
Men. Dec. 7

at 5:30 in rm 803 CC

All RSOs requesting funding
must attend!

DJ entertainment I

in the lounge

Tonight 5:00 - 9;00

^11 You Can Eat
Spaghetti & Meatballs

^^ •^O Homemade Sauce

includes bread and butter

Draft Beer 50* Pitchers $2.95 Well Drinks 95*

Beat the Joey D's record of 4 helpings!

b^^

rusty nail
. -^ Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665-4937

Full House Productions Inc. Thursday _
• presents _ Dec. 2

"only area appearance" Tlffi\4^0T'E^S 2 ShOWS
lYX^--' A *-•

7:00 Er 10:00 pm

tickets available at "For the Record" (Faces) in Amherst Main St. Records

Northampton. Plattero... R«rorrt, North-mpton and at the Calvin Theatre Box Office

Located at the Calvin Theatre in Northamoton

^m^^^i^^* "^^^ 'f I I . tilt '.t.t.lj.t 4 ftJllJtAi»tiS'*»**»t*i<***i*\*t**t'
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There will be a mandatory sports staff meeting

Wednesday at 7:00 at the Collegian. New writers

are welcome.

Fantasia's to host Pearson and Ross
Boss wins
Nason award

Pearson tops

inNE
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

Considering the senior season that Garry

Pearson had, it is no wonder the all time

leading ground gainer in New England

football history is going to have a busy post

season banquet schedule.

First stop for Pearson will be the Fan

tasia Restaurant in Cambridge where

Pearson will receive a nice meal and also

pick up the 1982 Harry Agganis Award

which goes to the outstanding collegiate

football player in New England.

Chosen by the New England Football

Writers, the last CMass player to receive

the award was Greg Landry, who won the

prestigous award in 1967.

Just taking a Uxik at I*earson's statistics,

particularly this season, it is clear that he

was a hands down choice for the award.

First of all. he was the leading Division 1

AA rusher in the nation at 148.2 yards per

game, and holds every conceivable record

at I'Mass for rushing and all purpose yards.

He set New England and career and

season rushing records and his 288 yard

performance in his last game in a UMass

uniform against AIC is a UMass single

game record and is the highest single game

performance in Division 1 AA this season.

On lop of that, Pearson was second in the

nation this year for all purpose yards

(rushing, receiving, kickoff returns and

punt returns) with an average of 169 yards

a game. He is the only football player in

New England history to crack 5.000 yard

mark in that category, finishing his career

with 5.292 yards.

As far as finding the endzone is con

cerned. Pearson was pretty good at that

also in his slay her« at UMass. Pearson's

220 career points places him second in New
England and first at UMass in terms of

modern day (since 1945) scorers.

With all the yards, records and awards

comes selection to various alt star teams

Mass place kicker Bph l^oss, the at

is m^ «ui^'h^ caH *do' just fim

Colleffiaa fk»\io by Mirlwel MarKolit

Bob Ross (left) and Garry Pearson (right) will be h jnored tomorrow

night by New England Football Writers at Fantasias in Cambridge.

around the country and for Pearson this is

nothing new.

Monday, when the American Football

Coaches Association named Pearson to the

first team Kodak All American team, they

made I*earson only the second player in

UMa.ss history to be a two time first team

All American. The last Minuteman to

accomplish that feat was Bruce Kimball

now with the New York Giants in 1977 and

1978.

Pearson better hope the food at the

F'antasia is good because when he leaves

the place tomorrow night it won't be his last

chow there.

December 8 Pearson will return to

Cambridge to share the Bulger Lowe

Award as the most outstanding football

player in New England with Boston

Colleges Doug Flutie.

By BILLY SHTiA
Collegian Staff

For UMass
tention

without it.

"Nobody really noticed my foot, which is

the way I like it, until the reporters started

asking me about it," said Ross. "But,

that's the way I am and I accept it."

What Ross is talking about is his right

foot which has been a club foot since birth,

but it didn't stop Ross from participating in

athletics.

For his outstanding senior year, in which

he hit eight of nine field goal attempts,

Ross is the 1982 recipient of the Jerry

Nason Award for senior achievement from

the New England Football Writers. He will

receive the award at the Fantasia

Restaurant in Cambridge tomorrow night.

Ross had overcome his handicap long

before he arrived at UMass. As a Pop
Warner player and as a senior at Fram-
ingham North, besides being the

placekicker Ross amazingly handled the

quarterback role.

"And the good thing about it was that no

one noticed my foot," said Ross. "1 don't

want to stand out, 1 just like to fit in with

everyone else."

Besides his football endeavors, Ross was
also a member of the university gymnastics

team, competing in the pommel horse

event.

His varsity football career is over and ac-

cording to Ross he's already missing foot-

ball.

"One year and it's over," Ross said of his

collegiate kicking career, "and I really miss

it. The g^uys have been just great. I see

them walking around Boyden and I really

miss them."
For Ross the toughest part of the night

may be the speech.

"They want me to gpve a short speech but

right now 1 don't know what I'm going to

say. I'm honored, for sure."

That's all he has to say.

Men swimmers open '82

campaign against Tufts
By JIM P^LOYD
Collegian Staff

Splash splash splash breath, splash

splash splash breath. The beat goes on

and on as the I 'niversity of Massachusetts

men's swimming team glides through

practice at the Hoyden Pool in prejiaration

for their season ()})ener today at Tufts

University.

On the side of the pool UMass coach

Russ Yarworth barks instructions and en-

couragement to his troops as he explains

how the team is shaping up for the

1982-8.3 season.

"This is a g(K)d, hard working group of

kids," he said. "I think ve can have a win-

ning season. I'd like to go 6-5."

A 6-5 year may seem to underestimate a

team that was ranked sixth in New
England at the end of last year, but. Yar-

worth knows that the schedule UMass
faces is a tough one and his team is in an

unusual rebuilding stage.

The unusual aspect of the situation is

that when the season ended last year, the

team appeare*! to be on the upswing with

many g<K)d swimmers returning. But.

such was not the case as several of Yar

worth's key performers chose either not

to come back to school or not to swim.

Regardless, Yarworth feels that the

team is a good one. The question then will

be, out of the members of the team, who

will step beyond the rest of the pack to

give the swimmers that extra edge.

Of the seniors. Brian Spellman. who is

just coming back from a separated

shoulder, should do well in the 50 and 100

yard freestyle events. Last year.

Spellman took fifth in the New Englands

in these categories.

Co-captain John Mulvaney. another

senif)r. will be called upon to add points to

the Minuteman tally in the backstroke.

According tf) Yarworth, Mulvaney is a

very g(Kxl team leader and this should be

a major asset to a young team like UMass.

Other key performers returning

veterans who Yarworth will be counting

heavily upon will be juniors Chris Porter,

another co-captain, who is a freestyler

and ranked in the top ten in four events in

New England last season, and Phil

Burette who competes in the breaststroke

and individual medley and "has the

shortest legs of anybody on the team," ac-

cording to Yarworth.

"But, he is also the hardest worker,"

Yarworth adds quickly.

Tom Lowery, Chris Clarke and Paul

McNeil will also be other returnees who
will be counted on for points.

As for Tufts. Yarworth knows that the

team that was ranked fifth in the nation

(Division III) will once again be tough.

Last season. Tufts swamped the

Minutemen 68-43 but the score was not in-

dicative of the way the meet went.

"What we do is use it (the Tufts meet)

as a tuneup meet." said Yarworth. "What
we'll be doing is having kids swim in off

events to prepare for I^)well (this Satur-

day) and Springfield. Those are our big

ones."

And all the while Yarworth talks, the

swimmers keep going back and forth

through the water getting ready, getting

tired. Splash splash splash breath. Splash

splash splash breath.

Hoopmen start regular

season at New Hampshire
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team will open its regular season

tonight when the Minutemen travel to

Durham. N.H. to take on the Wildcats of

the University of New Hampshire.

The starting lineup will probably be the

same group that started in the exhibition

game against the Venezuelan National

Team last week when the Minutemen

coasted to an easy 78-54 victory, Edwin

Green, John Hempel, Horace Neysmith,

A.J. Wynder and Donald Russell.

UNH has one of the better backcourt

duos in the East in AI McLain (17.8 points

per game) and Robin Dixon (13.5 points)

and these two should give Russell and

Wynder all they can handle throughout the

contest.

In the frontcourt. Hempel showed that

he could play well last week and he,

Neysmith and Green will be looked to for

an offensive punch against a fairly

untested Wildcat frontcourt combination.

Last season, UMass came up on the short

end of a 67-63 contest and UMass head

coach Tom McLaughlin and the veterans

on the squad will most certainly be out to

avenge that loss.

The series between the two schools,

which dates back to 1917, currently stands

at 55-26 in the Minutemen's favor.

For any fans unable to go to Durham ,to

cheer for the team WMUA will be broad-

casting the game live at 7:30 p.m.

Fall baseball is successful

By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

While the regular season doesn't get

underway until March, the University of

Massachusetts baseball team has already

begun preparation for the 1983 campaign.

Some 108 candidates showed up for fall

tryouts. Head coach Dick Bergquist gave

the top 35 players tentative varsity and

junior varsity assignments to make the

evaluation process a bit simpler.

The highlight of the fall season was the

100 inning Marathon game the Minutemen

held at Lorden Field. The weather for the

game was great and the game took 8'/2

hours to complete with UMass topping Jim

Bedard's AIC team 60 38.

According to Bergquist. JUGS pitched a

great game, 8V2 hours witbout giving up a
walk. Not a bad performance.

Last year's MVP and top home run hitter

Warren McReddie participated L. the fall

Alumni game smashing a tater in his first

Alumni game.

He had a tremendous year last season,

hitting .394. leading the team in runs. hits.

RBI. and walks. Warren was named first

team All New England and played in an all-

star game at Pawtucket on June first. He
was drafted and signed and is presently in

Saratosa in the Gulf Coast Rookie League.
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Labor board issues complaints
against three Gnomon strikers

Coilcfima flic |>iM(«

Governor-elect Michael Dukakis.

Dukakis to speak

to Faculty Senate
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

During the last year Michael Dukakis has visited the

University of Massachusetts three times, asking the

students and employees here to vote for him in his bid to

win the Governorship of this state.

Unlike most politicians who, once elected, rarely leave

their office to meet with the people. Dukakis has spoken

to many constituent groups since he won the November
election. As part of this effort. Governor elect Dukakis

will be on campus tomorrow discussing the problems of

the University.

"The fact he is coming up here (after the election) is a

demonstration of his support for public higher

education," said Ben Ricci, a UMass faculty member and

long time Dukakis supporter.

Dukakis will at 3:30 be touring the Computer Con-

sulting Center in SBA 204 and will be addressing the

Faculty Senate at 3:50 in SBA 120, according to Richard

Rust, a spokesperson for Dukakis. He will be speaking on

the problems of public higher education and the

University specifically. Rust said.

Dukakis will also meet with members of the faculty

union, which supported Dukakis in his bid for the

governorship.

Dukakis enters the governorship at a critical time for

UMass. Many of the buildings on campus are

deteriorating because of faulty building construction or

lack of maintenance due to insufficient state funds.

Federal funding cutbacks are threatening the quality

and access of UMass. Dukakis made a campaign pledge to

lobby against such cuts and to freeze tuition at all state

colleges and universities for at least one year.

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

The National Labor Relations Board has issued com-

plaints against three striking Gnomon Copy employees and

the United Electrical Union, Local 264 business manager
for threatening and assaulting non-striking workers.

The National Labor Relations Board complaint lists 12

illegal union activities during the strike and charges Carol

McCoU. Toby Saisa and Mary Erin Crook, striking em-

ployees, and David Cohen, the union's business manager

with harassing the employees hired by Gnomon to replace

the striking workers.

The complaint, a result of an investigation of allegations

against the union by Candy lannacchino and Roland

Wetherbee, the owners of Gnomon, claims McColl tripped

and threatened Gnomon employees as they went into and

out of the shop.

McColl denied these charged, which she said were made
up by the current Gnomon employees.

"They (the National Labor Relations Board) came down
and interviewed a bunch of scabs," she said. "They made

up a bunch of stuff. I didn't trip anyone. I didn't threaten

anyone. I hate scabs like everyone else, but I didn't

threaten anyone with bodily harm."

Tracy Butler, a non-striking Gnomon employee, said the

changes are accurate.

"Carol McColl is a vindictive, unhappy person," she said.

"She has a lot of hate in her. We didn't make it up-. It's all

true. Of course they're going to say we lied. They're

coming up on formal charges."

"She told me one day real soon, someone was going to

beat me up, and she wanted to be there laughing." Butler

said. "They do things like that quite often."

The complaint also charges Crook, Saisa and Cohen with

blocking the entrance to Gnomon. Crook and Suisa denied

the allegations. "We don't block ingress and egress," Crook

said. "Nobody has physically harmed anyone."

"I think Candy and RoUie (the owners of Gnomon) made
it all up," Sai.sa said. "I don't think they've displayed any

interest in honesty during the strike. I think they're trying

to manipulate the legal possibilities."

David Cohen could not be reached for comment.
Crook and McColl said the charges were made against

the four individuals named in the complaint because they

are the members of the union's negotiating team.

"The only people named are the members of the

negotiating team." Crook said.

"It seems to be a pretty clear attempt to discredit the

negotiating team." McColl said.

Crook said despite the complaint, the union is "going to

continue to picket. We haven't been proven guilty.' she

said.

lannacchino, who along with Wetherbee plans to

relinquish the Amherst store to Casper Enterprises, Inc.,

of Cambridge, Gnomon's parent company, and take up
another franchise elsewhere, said she feels "great" about

the National Labor Relations Board complaints.

"It takes an awful lot to substantiate a charge for them

to prosecute," she said. "They don't want to lose."

lannacchino questioned the effectiveness of the com
plaint.

"It doesn't help things though. They haven't stopped

what brought on the origmal charge." she said

.

The union is scheduled to be tried on the National Labor

Realtions Board charges in April, 1983.

Housing discrimination affects students
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

A young black man decides to rent an apartment in

Amherst. He calls a local landlord and is told an apartment

is avaiUible for $350 per month. Pleased that he has found
an apartment he can afford, he goes to see it. Upon
arriving, the landlord says, "oh, the price is $Jt50 per

month. I made a mistake. " Disappointed, the young man
feels something is wrong but he does not know what to do

and looks elsewhere for housing.

Situations such as this hypothetical one can and do

occur, according to Joanne R. Levenson. director of the

off-Campus Housing Office and chairman of the Amherst
Fair Housing Committee.

"There is a problem in that people do not always know
they are being discriminated against." Levenson said.

"They may think, 'well, that situation was strange,' but

they do not expect to be discriminated against."

Students as a class do not have recognized legal rights,

Levenson said and are therefore vulnerable to

discrimination by landlords who may perceive tham as

rowdy or unreliable.

"Students should be aware that landlords can legally

choose to discriminate against them because they are

students," Levenson said. "However, if the landlord does

so by refusing them housing because they are not married,

or they have children, they may have recourse in their

complaint."

"The answer to that is for students to go to the state

legislature and ask why they are not recognized as a class

of people who can be discriminated against," Levenson

said.

Educating tenants about recognizing and dealing with

potential discrimination incidents is part of a new fair

housing plan for Amherst that involves the Off-Campus

Housing Office.

The plan designates the office as a referral center for all

complaints of housing di.scrim>.ation in Amherst.

The plan will go into effect upon approval by the

Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination.

Levenson said approval is expected within two months.

"The volume of actual discrimination cases in Amherst is

very low." Levenson said. "We're hoping the increased

publicity will either prove that the actual incidence of

discriminatory acts really is low. or that by making in-

formation more accessible, tenants who in the past haven't

come forward will feel more comfortable doing so now."

Situations that should alert tenants that they may have

been discriminated against include being told that one can

only rent in a certain area, being told one price over the

phone and another in person, or being told an apartment is

rented when it is still being advertised, Levenson said.

In addition, people may not be refused housing on the

basis of race, sex, handicap or veteran's or marital status,

Levenson said.

The Office has revised its complaint process under the

new plan and the plan itself gives the office "some teeth,"

Levenson said.

"The new plan has all cases reviewed by the office in

conjunction with the Amherst Fair Housing Committee

and director," she siid. "This legitimizes the process and

provides a formalized mechanism for complaints."

Student lobbying trip 'success'

By RICH NANGLE
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - The second and last

day of financial aid lobbying in Washington,

D.C. by a University of Massachusetts

contingency was labelled a success by the

group's co-presidents.

Co-presidents Jim Shaw and Jim Quinn

of Students Advocating Financial Aid

(SAFA). along with UMass Coordinator for

Community Relations Gerald Grady all said

they believed the lobbying trip was a

success.

"It looks like level funding will happen.

Under this administration, that is the only

thing we can hope for," Quinn said.

"I think we will have no problem getting

the continuing resolution passed," Shaw

said. "We feel we solidified our support

behind these programs."

Grady, who accompanied SAFA on the

trip and is closely associated with the

g^oup, said the trip made legislators realize

students do care about financial aid.

"It is very obvious this is a political issue

nationally now. Congressmen and senators

are attentive to the student voting block,"

Grady said.

Probably the best news SAFA heard all

day was the speculation that Sen. Lowell

Weiker, R-Conn., will probably chair the

Senate Committee on Health and Human
Services. The position was left vacant when
Sen. Harrison Schmidt, R-New Mexico,

was defeated in last month's elections. The
Health and Services Committee deals with

financial aid legislation.

Nina Bar-Droma, Weiker's legislative aid

for education, said it looks as though

Continued on page 5

CMffitm piioto hj lUtic WatUn

Eric Nelson, of Landscape Desipn, and a University of Massachusetts

gjadoate in elementary education decorates Plumhley^s on the Common
in Amherst for the holiday season.
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World and national news
Suspect believed

to be Tylmol killer
LOS ANGELES (API - A mechanic wanted for

questioning in the Extra Strength Tylenol poisoning

deaths was arrested yesterday in I^s Angeles after he

contacted FBI agents voluntarily, authorities said.

Kevin John Masterson, 35, walked into the FBI office in

West Los Angeles on Monday afternoon and said he was

willing to be interviewed about the Chicago area

poisonings, said FBI spokesman John Hoos.

Masterson was questioned, detained overnight, then

turned over to Los Angeles police, who arrested him

yesterday at FBI headquarters on an outstanding warrant

from Illinois on an unrelated matter, Hoos said.

Authorities who searched Mastersons rooms in Chicago

in October found two Tylenol capsules and two bottles

labeled poison. Investigators have also suggested that

Masterson had a grudge against two of the retail outlets

where the poisoned Tylenol was purchased.

Hoos said he did not know why Masterson came to the

F'BI office, nor would he comment on what Masterson said

during interviews.

"We interviewed him as a possible suspect in the Tylenol

case," Hoos said. Asked whether Masterson was still

con.sidered crucial to the Tylenol case, Hoos said: "All I can

say is there are no federal charges against him."

Masterson was held without bail on an outstanding

warrant for poss*»ssion of marijuana and was scheduled for

arraignment on that charge Wednesday, said police Lt.

Keith Ross.

Boston hotel strike possible

if agreement not reached
BOSTON — Last ditch negotiations began shortly

before noon yesterday to head off a possible strike at

midnight by an estimated 3,000 workers at nine major

Boston hotels.

"We are willing to negotiate tonight and through the

night if it will lead to an agreement," said spokesman

Kevin Sidel of the Hotel, Restaurant, Institutional

Employees and Bartenders Union.

The old three year contract runs out at midnight. Union

employees voted 1,409 198 last week to authorize a

walkout.

Sidel said it would take an all night session to wrap up an

agreement. "All the issues are on the table," he said.

"Nothing has betn settled yet — wages, pensions, health

plan, job posting, the whole thing."

Attorney Louis Chandler, who has been spokesman for

negotiators, was not available immediately for comment.

Chandler told a news conference Monday: "If there's a

strike, the hotels will continue to operate."

Domenic Bozzotto, president of union Local 26, said after

Monday's talks that he considered a strike likely.

Union workers set up a picket line in front of a tem-

porary hiring center for possible replacement employees

for the hotels. An estimated 100 people carried banners

and chanted "scab" and "union buster" to those crossing

the line to enter the building.

The hotel workers represented by the union include

kitchen personnel, waiters, maids, cleaning and laundry

staffers and others.

The nine hotels have about 5,000 of the approximately

9,000 hotel rooms in the city. They are the Airport Hilton,

Colonnade. C/opley Plaza. Copley Square. Lenox. Boston

Park Plaza Hotel and Towers, Parker House, Ritz Carlton

and Sheraton Boston

.

'rphoto

Thoasands of people were evacuated yester

day from the Orang^e, Calif, area when a storage

tanks at the Cosden Oil andchemical Company in

Orange caught fire. The tank held the irritating

and flammable chemical styrene monomer.

AP LkMrphoto

Indian police move in to rescue a soccer

referee who was beaten by angry North Korean

players last night. The North Koreans attacked

the ref because of an allegedly unfair call during

an Asian Games match in New Delhi. The North

Koreans lost to the Kuwaitis, 3-2^

Digest
by the Associated Press

Greenfield school department

may feed lunch to jobless
GREENFIELD — Greenfield school officials have

disclosed a plan to offer low-cost weekday lunches to

jobless people at the high school cafeteria.

The idea is still being studied, said Robert Tombs,

assistant to the superintendent. He said he plans more

talks with the Council of Unemployed on how it would

work.

The Greenfield Recorder reported yesterday that a soup

kitchen sponsored by a variety of groups will open once a

week beginning Dec. 8 in the meeting hall of Local 274 of

the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers Union.

Union Local President Judith Ruff said jobless people

and their families are already being registered. She said

volunteers are rounding up equipment to begin making and

serving "casserole-type" meals every Wednesday night.

Atlantic oil exploration

sale proceedings begun
SOMERVILLE — Federal officials have begun steps

toward a 1984 sale of deepwater oil exploration areas in a

60 million acre stretch of ocean bottom that runs from the

Gulf of Maine to New York.

The U.S. Interior Department's call for information on

the proposed Lease Sale 82 comes as state and federal

officials continue to debate Lease Sale 52, a sale of 3.1

million acres of offshore tracts in the Georges Bank fishing

grounds tentatively set for March 1983.

Both sales were discussed yesterday at a meeting of the

North Atlantic Regional Technical Working Group, a

committee of federal, state officials and environmental

groups who monitor oil exploration off New England's

coast.

Oil exploration in the Georges Bank, one of the nation's

richest fishing areas, ended, at least temporarily, this fall

after five oil companies drilled eight exploratory wells

wit hout finding commercially developable reserves of oil or

natural gas.

Joseph Kennedy \s company
helps poor insulate homes
BOSTON — An innovative program designed to help

po<ir people insulate their homes and prevent fuel from

going through the roof and "heating the moon and the

stars" paid its first dividend yesterday when five par

ticipanls received energy rebate checks.

Joseph P. Kennedy II. president of Citizens Con

servalion Corp. (CCCl. said his project addresses two

traditional energy problems: giving poor people an in-

centive to conserve fuel in their homes, and preventing the

waste of government subsidb.ed fuel in poorly insulated

buildings.

"No matter how much fuel assistance the government

gives to needy people, over one third of the energy winds

up heating the moon and the stars" without adequate

insulation. Kennedy said as he presented checks totaling

$469.28 to landlord Barbara Wilson and her tenants in the

city's Roxbury section.

Aides say Kennedy
will not run in '84

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., appears to have decided not to run for president in

1984 and intends to make a formal announcement on

today, sources close to the senator said late last night.

Aides who asked not to be identified by name said

Kennedy intends to disclose his decision not to run at a

late-morning news conference.

"He will make that announcement," said one source.

But this source cautioned that Kennedy had been in

meetings on the subject late last night and there were

"still people who are trying to talk him out of it."

Kennedy, who tried unsuccessfully to win the 1980

Democratic presidential nomination from President

Carter, has been the front-runner in the polls for the 1984

nomination.

But aides and other close associates have said in

recent weeks that some members of Kennedy's family

have been urging him not to run.

One associate of Kennedy said he made his apparent

decision at a family Thanksgiving holiday.

Kennedy arranged a meeting with House Speaker

Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., a longtime political ally,

for this morning, apparently to inform him of his decision.

The Boston Globe said in today's editions that political

associates had told Kennedy that if he ran, he had as good

a chance as anybody of winning the nomination if the

economy continued in a slump, but would have a poor

chance of winning the election.

Business, labor endorse bill

to open stores on Sundays
BOSTON — Business and labor groups yesterday en-

dorsed a compromise bill to allow Sunday openings of retail

stores year-round, as the Massachusetts House began

debate on the repeal of the Blue Laws.

"We feel it's something whose time has come," James

Sullivan, president of the Greater Boston Chamber of

Commerce, told a Republican caucus before the House

convened.

Elliot Stone, president of Jordan Marsh, and William

Cashman, representing the AFLCIO, also backed the

proposal to repeal the Massachusetts Blue Laws, dating

back to a 1791 provision for a common day of rest.

The compromise draft of the bill was drawn by Rep.

Timothy Bassett, D Lynn, House chairman of the Com-

merce and Labor Committee, after working with business

and labor groups, according to Michael Shea, the com-

mittee's senior research analyst.

Supporters argued consumers want to shop on Sundays,

workers want the time-and-a-half pay and Massachusetts

will reap tax benefits.

'Bubble boy' may benefit

from new medical treatment

BOSTON — Doctors have cured a baby girl born without

resistance to disease and say the treatment offers hope for

other children like her who are forced to live in germfree
plastic bubbles or face certain death.

The key to the new approach is monoclonal antibodies,

substances that zero in on the cells that have prevented

these youngsters from being helped by bone marrow
transplants.

Doctors at the Sidney Farber Cancer Institute in Boston

have used the new procedure on a 4- month-old g^rl who
had to live in a microbe- free world becau.se she had no

natural immunity to disease.

"We believe that this is a cure for this child," said Dr.

Ellis L. Reinherz. "That is why we are very excited."

The youngster is now about 18 months old. "She has

completely normal immunity," he said. "It would be im-

possible to distinguish her from anyone else."

Among possible beneficiaries of the new treatment are

David, the so-called "bubble boy" who is the most famous
victim of this condition. At Baylor College of Medicine in

Houston. David's physician has discussed the new
treatment with the 11 year-old boy's parents.
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CoUccUb pkoto by iUtic Watten

Michael, a joung^ster from Skinner Toddler Day Care Center, pouts
oatside Morrill Science Center, during an outing in the son.

WMUA *psyched' for move
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

The staff at WMUA. the University of

Massachusetts radio station, is anxious to

finally move from their old studios, and into

offices in the lower level of the Campus
Center, near the Collegian.

Three years ago, in December of 1979,

Bill Stepchew, WMUA's chief engineer,

received a memo from the University's

administration, informing him of the

engineering department's need to take over

the WMUA studio in Marston Hall for new
engineering facilities.

Stepchew said that money is now scarce,

and progress in obtaining new studios is

slow.

"Predictably, the problem is that none of

the appropriate sources of funds have a lot

of money to kick around," Stepchew said.

"Whatever sources it comes from will

have to tighten their belts, and the money
will probably have to come from more than

one source."

When the plans to move WMUA were

announced three years ago, they coincided

with the administration's plans to segregate

trust funded operations like WMUA from

state funded operations, such as

engineering laboratories.

"Just about everyone here is very

psyched to move. We're on the ground floor

here, so we get a lot of noise from outside.

The plate is also pretty old, and not very

secure," Stepchew said.

WMUA has over $29,000 worth of new
studio equipment that they are holding for

their new studio.

"The equipment here is almost obsolete,

but it wouldn't be practical to install the

new stuff here," Stepchew said.

Two control boards among the new
equipment have one-year warranties that

will expire this summer. If WMUA is not

moved before then, there could be money
lost on repair services, should anything

happen to the control boards.

Stppchew said the Provost's Office gave

ha July 30, 1983 as a deadline for the

pre ct. He said he has been given too many
deaounes in the past three years to get

overly optimistic about this or.c, he said.

"From what I've seen, projects of this

kind usually take a long time to develop. So
all we can really do is wait," he said.

Data General G)rporation

donates 'Eagle' to UMass
By BILL WALL
Collegian Staff

The partnership between high

technology corporations and the University

of Massachusetts was enhanced recently

with the donation of two computer systems

by Data General Corporation of

Massachusetts to the UMass departments

of computer and information science

(COINS) and electrical and computer

engineering.

The system, known as the ECLIPSE
EV/8000, will be located in the Graduate

Research Center and will be utilized by

students taking certain courses in the two
departments. Dr. Walt Kohler, acting head

of the electrical and computer engineering

department, said. The system is valued at

$343,070 and includes a printer, eight

terminals and five software packages,

Kohler said.

The system was immortalized by its role

in Tracy Kidder's Pulitzer Prize winning

novel The Soul of a New Machine where it

was known as the Eagle, according to the

Science Journal, a weekly report on UMass
science and technology.

Kidder came to UMass November 15 for

the dedication ceremony for the new

system, which is part of the Center for

Computer Science and Computer
Engineering, a facility formed to coordinate

educational and research activities of the

electrical and computer engineering and

COINS departments.

Kohler said his department received an

announcement last December that Data

General had a program for supporting

contributions to education and was ac-

cepting proposals from interested parties.

Data General was interested in the

number of undergraduates and graduate

students in the department and "they

basically wanted some justification for

using the equipment," Kohler said.

"I took up the initiative to form a

proposal, really by coordinating the in-

terests of both departments. We put in al

joint proposal from the ECE (electrical and

computer engineering) and COINS
departments," Kohler said.

Kohler said after he learned that Data

General had agreed to donate the equip-

ment, he had to get the support of the

University administration because there

were other costs involved with installing

the system besides the actual donated

equipment.

"It takes a lot to keep it running. Air

conditioning had to be installed, tables had

to be bought. The University is con-

tributing $60,000 to the maintenance o' the

equipment. The University is also involved

with preparing the space and setting it

operational. It is to be upgraded to support

30 or 40 additional users and the University

is going to buy more terminals and memory
space," Kohler said.

Dallas Darland, director of development

for the University, said he saw donations to

universities by private corporations, in

general, and that of Data General, in

particular, to be in the spirit of

'enlightened self-interest."

Companies see it as mutually beneficial

for themselves and ujuversities to arrange

donations so that more students will

become exposed to and familiar with their

equipment. Darland said. He added that

upon entering the industry, students wiU

look favorably on acquiring equipment they

are familiar with.

Legislator to discuss racism's

effects on higher education
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

State Representative Mel King, D-

Boston, will address the Undergraduate
Student Senate at the University of

Massachusetts tonight on "racism and its

effects on public higher education."

King is the first of a series of state

legislators who will address the Senate as

part of a program arranged by the Senate's

Public Policy Committee.
King is a member of the House Education

Committee and has shown strong support

for public higher education, according to

program organizer James H. Budreau.

King also serves on the House Natural

Resources Committee and is a member of

the Black Caucus.

"He's been a powerful advocate for public

higher education, specifically UMass,"
Budreau said, "and also in fighting racism in

the Commonwealth. He's a very frank and

honest man and he supports social issues,

issues of equality."

Budreau said students from Boston are

specifically invited to attend the lecture,

which will be at 7 p.m. in room 163 of the

Campus Center. Students are also invited

to a reception in Memorial Hall from 5:30 to

7, Budreau said.

King is the first of three legislators who
will participate in this series on issues

relating to pubUc higher education.

Next Wednesday, Barbara Gray, R-

Pramingham, will speak on "sexual

harrassment and sexism in public higher

education."

Gerard D'Amico, D-Worcester, will

address the Senate Dec. 15 on
"Reagonomics, financial aid c and effects

on public higher education."

Budreau said the program is an effort to

allow UMass students to talk to their state

representatives one-to-one and to show
student support for legfislators that support

higher education.

"These three legislators are powerful

advocates of public higher education,"

Budreau said. "It's important that students

show support of their efforts. This is also a

means of showing that students are not

apathetic."

"We're trying to build a visible con-

stituency base for public higher education,"

Budreau said.

Budreau said the Public Policy Com-
mittee will send invitations to many
students in Gray's district next week and to

D'Amico's student constituents the

following week, so that those students will

be able to talk to their representatives. A
similar mailing to Boston students at-

tending UMass was cancelled because

mailing labels were not available on time,

Budreau said.

Affirmative Action director

speaks on sexism, racism
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The excuses people give for

discrimination against women are the same
excuses given for discrimination against

minorities, said the director of the Affir-

mative Action Office at the University of

Massachusetts.

Thelma Griffith-Johnson, who spoke

yesterday at UMass on "Sex and Race

Discrimination in the Workplace," said.

"Sexism and racism have run hand in glove

in this nation."

"Very often women and minorities,

blacks, hispanics, find themselves allowed

into the marketplace only at the very
lowest level," Griffith-Johnson said.

One way to make sure minorities and
woman do not have access to the

marketplace, she said, is by "insufficiently

educating them in the first place."

School systems and businesses work
together to keep cheap labor in the form of

women and minorities, she said.

"I will submit that there is no group on
this earth that is less intelligent than any
other group given the same exposure and
the same education." she said.

Griffith Johnson said traditionally

women are the secretaries and the clerical

workers. They are asked to make the

coffee, take the notes at the meetings and
they have their intelligence un-

derestimated.

"Those are the kinds of insults that

women face, that minorities face." she said.

"Take those kinds of insults into the

marketplace and you see how they can cut

you off."

When applying for a job. Griffith-

Johnson said to make sure an emptoyer
does not ask questions such as "do you have
children'.'" or "do you have someone to take

care of the children?" it the employer asks
those type of questions, that is

discrimination.

"That person is setting it up not to hire

you." she said.

Sexual harassment, as well as
discrimination, is also a very big problem in

the workplace, she said.

"It is inevitable someone will ask you to

sleep with him in order to get promoted.

None of you have to take that," she said.

"Although I don't promote sexual

harassment, I do believe in equality. I think

if men can do it, women can do it too," she

said.

"The issue of promotion is a way blacks

and women are discriminated and
segregated against," she said. With the

issue of sexual harassment, "you have to

learn to give as you get," she said.

"If a little kid cries at school because

someone is teasing him, what happens?
They all start teasing him," she said.

"Because I have a terrible mouth on me, I

give as I get and I get people off my back."

Griffith Johnson's lecture was part of an
eight-part series on women and work,
sponsored by the Working Women's Task
Force of the Everywoman's Center.

Collcgiaa photo hy Katie Wattcn

Brian Sullivan, left, president of Beta Kappa Phi fraternity and Craig
Keenan, director of college and youth marketing for Miller Brewing
Co., present Everett Emerson, campus United Way coordinator with a

$1,000 check yesterday in Whitmore. The check is from proceeds of the

Tug of War sponsored by BKO staged Nov. 20.
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Newslines...
Arms control issues to be subject of symposium

"A Symposium on the Arms Race," a

series of lectures and discussions on arms
control issues, is being held tomorrow
through Saturday at Amherst College.

President of the Arms Control Associa-

tion, Dr. Herbert Scoville will speak on

"Driving Forces — an Insight" at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow in Johnson Chapel. Research

Director of the Council on Economic

Priorities, Dr. Gor ion Adams will deliver a

iecture on the economics of defense

systems procedures called "Are We Get-

ting Our Money's Worth?" at 7:30 p.m. on

Friday in the Red Room of Converse Hall.

Director of the Disarmarment Office of the

Riverside Church in New York, Cora Weiss

will speak on "What Now? - The After-

math of the November Elections" at 1:30

p.m. Sat\irday in the Red Room of Con-

verse Hall. The lecture will be followed by

an open discussion.

Women's movement in Egypt discussed
A Veiled Revolution, an account of the

women's movement in Egypt, will be

shown at noon tomorrow in the Campus
Center room 904. Professor Farideh

Seihoun, from the University of

Massachusetts School of Education, will

lead a discussion following the film. The
film, part of the film series Third World
Women in Liberation Struggles, is spon-

sored by the Third World Women's Task
Force of the Everywoman's Center.

Free counseling available for rape victims
Free counseling and information is

available for people who have experienced

a past or recent mpe. Assistance is also of-

fered for those who have experienced bat-

tering, attempted rape, assault or incest.

Call the Everywoman's Center at 545-0883

for appointments or at 545-0800 at

anjrtime.
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Pick up information packets in

Senate Office,
Rm 420 Student Union

All RSOs requesting funding
must attend!

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sign up now for all trips

office hours M-F 4 4 -4
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4dOA Student Union 5-3407
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Graduate Senate funds speaker
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate Finance Com
mittee announced last night it had approved

a funding request put forth by the Stock-

bridge Student Senate.

The money will be used to help defray the

cost of a speaker for the Professional

Agricultural Convention to be held F'eb. 16.

F>ances Moore Lappe, author of the book

Diet For A Small Planet, will speak in a

lecture welcome to all members of the

University community.

Lappe is an expert on hunger problems

facing the world today and the economics of

food distribution. Lappe's book, which has

been translated into Swedish, French and

Spanish, has sold over a million copies.

The finance committee decided to fund

$200 definitely and also to have an ad-

ditional $100 on reserve if enough funding is

not obtained to meet the $1,950 estimated

cost of the event.

The Stockbridge Senate is also seeking

funding from the Distinguished Visitors

Program, the Student Government
Association and the Stockbridge Senate

itself.

In other business, the Senate was ad-

dressed by Floyd Martin of the University

Placement Office, who said many graduate

students do not take advantage of or may
not even be aware of the services provided

by the Office.

"We're not getting the numbers of

graduate students we'd like to get, so we
want to make them aware that we're there

and can help them in many ways," Martin

said.

Martin noted that counselors are on hand

to assist students in preparing resumes for

jobs and to provide information on graduate

programs at other schools. Martin also

mentioned the job-employment matching

system, which uses a computer to match

students with jobs.

icD.C.
Continued from page 1

Weiker will get the position. Weiker has

consistently voted for financial aid in-

creases.

If he does not get the position, however,

it is speculated that Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-

Oregon, will get the position. Hatfield is

also considered a friend of education.

Rep. Joseph Maokley, D Mass., met with

SAP^A members and expressed his support

for their efforts and financial aid legislation

in general.

"That's (education) on the top of my list.

It is the universities — public and private

alike — that have to accomodate people,"

Moakley said.

Moakley also cited his extreme
displeasure with proposals to eliminate the

Graduate Guaranteed Student Loan
Program.

An aid to Sen. Gary Hart, DCoIorado,

told Quinn he was certain the Senator, who
is a probable nresidential candidate, would

continue to support financial aid legislation.
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Your college years are ending

and your career is about to begin.

Celebrate! With a college ring that

makes all your efforts worthwhile.

Come and see the beautiful and

affordable Designer Diamond
Collection exclusively from

ArtCarved. Choose from three

exquisitely styled rings,

handcrafted in 10K or UK gold.

and set with genuine diamonds.

(All styles are also available in the

elegant diamond-substitute

Cubic Zirconia).

Let your ArtCarved representative

show you how you can celebrate

these times. . for a lifetime.

/IKORVED
^CLASS RINGS INC

Hours: Mon-Fri., 8-6 / Sat., 8-Noon

PLACE

^lyUNIVERSITY
^USTORE^
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257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST m
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ANY STUDENT

IS EUGIBIE TO PARTICIMn IN THE

SEMI-FINALS
PLACE: Doyd«n Gymnasium

MTE: Thursday, December 9

TIME: 7H5p.m.

* Keglstrotion

Deadline

December 5

FINALS
PLACE: Curry Hicks Cag*

DATE: Tuesday, December 44

TINIE: Halftim* Dasketboll
Gam*

PRIZES WIU

CONTAa:
Ray Wilsort at th*

intramural Offic*

Mi. V
T'V

Corner
H»<.« *,H« Bif H

<,>
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or Craig D. K**nan DKO 549-4066 Director of Colieg* and Youth Marketing

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
From your StucIent CowTRolUd BusInesses

Vallet} Women's Voice
PO Box 392 n;:---''^/ Nonhampton. MA

Don't miss the December Issue!

I want the Voice to speak for me.

Here's my

n subscription $6. for 10 issues

D contribution

D area cf expertise

Name.

Address.

Phone

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY Telephone
(413)545 3S00

I jmpus ( rnlri / ( nitrr'lty o( M*i>achusrlt» / Amhrrit. M<» 01003

The Masachusetts Daily Collegian services its

market each morning of the University's
academic year. 18,000 newspapers are delivered
to the campus BSiCh morning and it's usually the
first news the community sees.
In addition, the Massaohuaetto DaUy Col-

legian is delivered to central locations at
Amherst, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke and Smith
Colleges. This increases exposure and broadens
the Five College Community cooperative con-
cept.

Recognized as a leader in the college
newspaper field, the Maasaohiisetts Daily Col-
legian is operated by students, for students in
the dynamic Amherst Market.
The Collegian staff wishes all a happy holiday

season.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Debate on Klan rally melee

Nonviolence is the only answer

It
all began as a very noble cause — a

counter protest against the Ku Klux

Klan. The Klan was planning their first

rally in the nation's capitoi since 1925 when
over 35,000 of them had marched down
Pennsylvania Ave. in a show of their

political strength. It ended on a bizarre

note, the protesters against the Klan

wreaking a path of violence, destruction

and chaos, ironically a path which the Klan

had taken so many times before.

It is sad that many in our country will

view this occurence as a natural

phenomenon, a reaction to the Klan and

the idea that such a group could again rise

to political power in the U.S. This may be

John F. Hudson
true, but no group whether it be anti-Klan,

Nazi's, Freeze protesters, or the Klan

themselves has a right to violently protest

against anything in this country. Quite

simply, the All-Peoples Congress, the

group which sponsored the rally, broke the

rules of free speech and peaceable

assembly on Saturday.

Ironically these laws were created to pro-

tect the minority, a group so often

downtrodden, mistreated and forgotten in

this country. In the '30s, these laws allow-

ed labor activists to rally in the streets and

begin the long hard battle toward the right

to unionize, a battle which would not have

been won without the right to peaceable

assembly. In the sixties they allowed anti-

war and civil rights protesters to take to

the streets, an odyssey which eventually

brought about the end of the war and the

passage of the Civil Rights Act, the Voting

Rights Act, and the Fair Housing Act. It

was the non-violent aspect of these pro-

tests which moved the politicians. If

anything the violent aspects of protests

often galvanized opposition to reform

movements, an opposition which often

reacted to violence with more violence.

This snowball effect, in the end, severely

hurts the protesters which so sincerely set

out to change conditions in the first place.

If the protester's acts of violence and

looting on Saturday was a sincere indica-

tion of minority frustration with the

Reagan Administration's economic policies

and a call for jobs, then they should take

heart — the call has already been heard.

The current lame-duck session the Con-

gress will more than likely pass a highway

jobs construction bill, a bill which will pro-

vide over 320.000 jobs in fiscal 1983.

Another $5 billion dollar jobs bill has also

been proposed by the Democrats. Though

the second bill has a less than likely chance

to pass, it symbolizes a reaction by the

government to a message by the people. It

wasn't a rock through the window of a

business unrelated to the Klan, an over-

turned car, an injured policeman or a

looted store which told Congress to get

moving on jobs. In the end it was the ballot

box and the voting booth which moves the

politicians, not mindless violence and

destruction.

Lastly, in the electronic age when images

and deeds would seem to speak louder than

words and proclamations, the anti-Klan

protesters played right into the hands of

the Klansmen themselves. In blazing color

the network news shows reported on the

rally, running the story first and devoting a

large amount of airtime to it. Picture this if

you will. Close-up of 40 Klansmen, gather-

ing in a small park in Washington. The
press outnumbers them two to one.

Reporters jokingly ask in a comic sense if

the Klan will accept the protection of black

policemen. The "press conference" breaks

up in 35 minutes. The Klansmen, being

safely whisked way, their march cancelled.

Now cut to three hundred screaming pro-

testers throwing rocks, bottles and other

items at rushing pwliceman. Cut to pro-

testers flipping over a car, smashing its

windows and raising their fists in a trium-

phant sign of rebellion. Cut to protesters

throwing rocks through the windows of

businesses. Cut to looters breaking the

windows of a shop, jumping up inside and

reemerging holding the spoils of their act

— stereos, bikes, cameras, and other items.

In this visual age, the Klan came out

without a mark on the white robes they

so often wear, and the protesters came out

looking like common criminals, more intent

on committing a felony than protesting the

Klan. Score KKK 1, 'Anti-Klan in this

world of public relations and three minute

T.V. images.

Last Saturday's rally was a good exam-
ple of how not to protest, how not to grab

the ear of Congress and how not to portray

your cause to the American people. More
importantly though, the protesters lost all

credibility when they crossed the line bet-

ween peaceful and violent protest.

"Nonviolence is the answer to the crucial

political and moral questions of our time;

the need for man to overcome oppression

and violence without resorting to oppres-

sion and violence, the foundation of such a

method is love."

— Martin Luther King Jr.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Associate

Executive Editor

Violence reflects black frustration

Unless you watched a certain televi-

sion network or looked carefully

through most major newspapers,

you would probably not have heard about

the small riot in Washington, D.C. this past

weekend.

For the second time in a month, the Ku
Klux Klan, the bastion of white supremacy

and hate-filled racism which has been ap-

pearing more prominently lately, had

scheduled a rally near the White House to

demonstrate that most white people

agreed with their ideals. Earlier this

Ed Levine

montn, the Klan backed off and held their

rally in Suburban Maryland, while several

thousand people staged a counter-

demonstration in the ci^ital. This time,

however, the Klan came to Washington,

probably counting on the fact that the

counter-demonstration would not be as

large during a holiday weekend.

The counter-demonstrators were there,

too, although in smaller numbers than

previously. They were more vocal,

however, and emotions ran high, eventual-

ly leading to a rock-throwing melee bet-

ween the demonstrators and police and

later, amidst tear gas and the thrusts of

riot police, the looting of stores and cars in

the area.

But the story was not well covered. Ad-

mittedly, network newscasts carried long

reports on the riots, probably because they

had such spectacular footage of the police

chasing people through the streets. For

some reason, the press decided it was not a

newsworthy event, one that lacked any

significance.

Some may argue that the event was not

significant since it, in reality, was just a

bunch of poor black kids who had nothing

better to do on a cold Saturday afternoon

and saw the occasion as a good opportunity

to rip off a few stores and smash some win-

dows and hurl rocks at the cops. But it was

more than that.

The Klan and other right-wing hate

groups have prospered in the past couple of

years, especially following the election of

Ronald Reagan and the rise of the New
Right. In many areas, the Klan is now
fashionable, p sign that you are upset with

the way bleeding-heart liberals have sold

out this country and the white race. Whilt

the Klan and other groups preach white

supremacy and subjugation of blacks and

other minorities, governmental policies

seem to be working in tandem to enhance

these ideals.

While Ronald Reagan pours nullions of

dollars into the defense budget for such

supposedly peaceful projects as dense pack

MX missiles, millions are being cut from

public aid budgets, directly affecting people

in the inner-cities and low-income areas,

namely minorities.

The national unemployment rate is more

than 10 percent, even higher among blacks

and teenagers. Frustrations will naturally

run hi^ when thousands of people in one

deteriorating city, who are unable to get

work, see a symbol of racial prosperity

marching by their front doors. While parts

of Washington are immaculate, with huge

government buildings and official's

residences shining like ornaments, the vast

nuijority of the city is deteriorating, with

unemployment and poverty a way of life.

So last Saturday when the Klan came to

town, the black population of Washington,

a majority of the city's residents, lost their

cool. The Klan marching in front of the

White House was a symbol; a symbol that

the white people do come first, at the ex-

pense of second class citizens like

minorities. Frustrations, long pent up, boil-

ed to the surface and the violence erupted.

The violence that occurred in

Washington, while it may be defined as

"criminal" by existing laws of this society,

could also be seen as a positive action, a

sign of civil protest against repression.

Violent protest is not necessarily negative.

Sometimes, it's the only way of getting a

message across. When analyzing violent

protest, one must examine the reason and

motivations. In Washington last weekend,

there was indeed justification.

The action in Washington was a message

to Reagan and the rest of the power

establishment. It said the people are fed

up, that they won't take attacks on their

race lying down, that they will not accept

the demolition of the last 25 years of civil

rights struggles, which had come so far.

Ed Levine is the Collegian Manoffing

Editor

Letters

W. Germans oppose nukes

In Monday's Collegian, Timmi Rudolph makes several

statements about U.S. policy regarding the "first strike"

use of nuclear weapons, and the role of The Federal

Republic of Germany (W. Germany) in relation to this

policy.

Having lived in the Federal Republic, and having visited

both West and East Berlin, I am convinced that Mr.

Rudolph has made several misstatements of fact that I feel

compelled to correct. His first statement, that Soviet bloc

threats to West Berlin were diffused by a U.S. threat of a

nuclear first strike, is false. One of the incidents to which

he refers, a Soviet blockade of the city, was actually dif-

fused by a U.S. airlift of food and supplies, to the point

where the blockade became ineffective for the Soviets. It

had nothing to do with nuclear weapons.

In his final paragraph Mr. Rudolph says that the West
Germans' response to a U.S. policy of "no first strike" has

been to emphatically oppose it. This is simply not true

either. Recent changes in the West German political

situation have put the right-wing CDU into the Chan-

cellor's office, and Helmut Kohl may certainly *
"» against

any such proposal. One must look, however, at how this

change came about in order to determine whether this is

the view of the West German populace. The CDU did not

come into power because their views suddenly became

popular, but because the "Green Party" (made up of en-

vironmentalists, feminists, and people who oppose any

deployment of nuclear weapons in their country has

become so politically popular that they took some power

away from the moderate SPD which did control the

Chancellor's office. The CDU did not come to power

through any vote of the West German people.

The people of West Germany (and those of E^st Ger-

many as well) are on the whole quite emphatically opposed

to anyone's nuclear weapons in their countries, and cer-

tainly not against a policy that would prohibit an offensive

use of nuclear weapons.

Mr. Rudolph must be careful not to make misleading and

untrue statements about the people of Europe, especially

around a debate as important as the one around the use of

nuclear weapons in Europe.

Mitch K. GMlin
AaUierat
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Ignoring causes of alcohol abuse
Some years ago, I worked as a street musician in

Boston. One day, as I was playing in Washington
Station, a man walked up to me and asked if I would

open his bottle of Wild Irish Rose for him. He was drunk,

and had obviously been that way for years. When I

couldn't open the bottle for him, he tried to pry it open
with a large pocket knife. His hands were shajcing and it

took quite some time, but he finally managed to get the

bottle cap off. He then started to put his knife away.

However, before closing it, he drew the blade slowly and

lightly across his wrist as if to cut it open. He then put the

knife in his pocket and staggered away; having neither the

will to live nor to take his life.

Jim Murphy

On another occasion, I had to go to a wake. It was a

friend with whom I'd grown up who had been killed in an

automobile accident. He and another friend were drunk

and hit a tree at a high rate of speed. Upon arriving at the

funeral home, it was clear that his face had been

reconstructed, so that the wake could be 'open casket.'

That's reality.

A couple of weeks ago there was a report on alcohol

abuse given to the Faculty Senate by the University

Health Council. In it there was a number of proposals

made in an effort to curb this campus' problems with

alcohol abuse. Most of the recommendations were highly

constructive. However, within the context of the first two

recommendations, there were some subtle, anti-student

attitudes implied. For example: Would the report have

recommended regulating alcohol use by Faculty and Staff

in their homes? It's highly doubtful; however, there was no

hesitation in applying the concept to the student body.

The issue was discussed by the Undergraduate Student

Senate when it reviewed the Health Council's report, and
its feeling was that the problem of alcohol abuse should be
treated in terms of treating its causes, rather than its more
visible effects. For this reason, the Senate passed a mo-
tion, asking that the first two recommendations be

reworked by the Health Council. Unfortunately, the

Faculty Senate did not concur, and, during their discus-

sion of the matter, I was witness to a contempt of the stu-

dent body, on the part of a few faculty members, that was
entirely shocking. In fact, I was moved to wondering what
those individuals were doing at the University.

A more recent shock resulted from the myopia express-

ed on the editorial page of last Wednesday's Collegian. Its

author followed the lead of those faculty members who
condemned the 'bad student body' for its irresponsibility.

How unfortunate that the author missed the entire point

of the Undergraduate Senate's recommendation. More
unfortunate is the fact that the author is an
undergraduate, himself. However, what serves as the sad-

dest comment upon the author, those individual faculty

members, and the society as a whole is the fact that the at-

titude that they've expressed exists at all. It is an attitude

whose approach to the problem is analagous to an attempt

at curing a tuberculosis victim by gagging her/him, so that

the coughing is no longer heard.

Alcohol abuse is not a disciplinary problem. It is a highly

complicated social disease that demands an extensive

social solution. It will never be solved by regulation, pater-

nalism, or boorish editorials. Certainly alcohol is no excuse

for destructive behavior. That is plain, and such behavior

should be discouraged and dealt with strongly. But let's

face it: If we think that alcohol abuse will go away as a

result of efforts to track down and punish the abusers, we
must be kidding ourselves.

Jim Murphy is a UMass student

Random Notes
We have seen them, read them and laughed at them, but

to some people they are important. They are no smoking

signs.

They are all around the campus. It is expected that we,

as law abiding students, obey them. But are the students

the only ones who should obey them? Are faculty and ad-

ministrators "above the law?"

At Thursday's (Nov. 25th) Faculty Senate meeting

Loren Baritz, aparently felt he was just that "above the

law." In the School of Business Administration

auditorium, Baritz sat in the front row before the meeting,

puffing away on a cigarette while a sign hung directly in

front of him whichi read "No Smoking."

Am I being picky? Perhaps. But, is it too much to ask

that those persons on this campus who hold positions of

prestige and importance, like the Provost, set an example

not only for students but also for fellow employees of this

university?
. , ,

.

How can a man who does not obey & simple no smoking

sign expect others to obey his orders and proposals?

Why is it that if it was a student in the SBA smoking, he

or she would immediately be expected and asked to get rid

of the cigarette?

A rule is a rule. And all rules, if they are to be obeyed,

must be obeyed by everyone. No one, not Ix)ren Bantz,

not Joseph Duffey, not John Doe, should be exempted

from obeying the law. Just because they hold high,

prestigous and important positions on this campus they do

not have the right to live by a different set of rules and

regulations.

There was abeohitely no excuse why Baritz had to sit

there and smoke. He could have smoked the cigarette out-

side of the meeting. He had time. But he just didn't think

of himself as having to obey the law.

Or perhaps Loren Baritz is unable to read. In that case, I

would apologize to him. But that old cliche still holds true:

Ignorance of the law is no excuse.

So Loren, the next time you light up, look around and

take the time and consideration to read those small red

signs. Because to some people, they are not so "mean-

ingless."

Rita Murphy
Northeast
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Klan's roots &
power spread

Editor's note: this is the second segment of a three part

series on the Ku Klux Klan.

When the Ku Klux Klan re-emerged at the turn of

the twentieth century, it's power and organiza-

tional network had spread immensely. The gains

made by blacks and poor whites during Reconstruction

were still a primary concern for the Klan; the newly in-

tegrated public school system, voting and land reforms,

and other progressive acts intitiated by the post-war

governments were met with fierce opposition throughout

the South, and other parts of the country. In 1896, the

codification of Jim Crow laws made the policies already in

use by the KKK the law of the land in the South. With the

government responsible for protecting white supremacy
in all economic, social and political spheres, the Klan turn-

ed its attention elsewhere.

Large groups of immigrants had been coming to the

States in periodic waves. Catholics, Jews, Asians, and

other "aliens" immediately became a top priority on the

KKK's hate list. Public sentiment, for the most part, sup-

ported this attitude of intolerance, and the Klan was soon

transformed into a national organization. By the early

20's, there were an estimated four-to-ten million card-

carrying members, and a large base of support among the

silent majority.

Josh Meyer
Other factors contributed to the popularity of the Klan

in the "Roaring Twenties." The movie epic by D.W. Grif-

fith, "Birth of A Nation," had been released in 1915 and

had grossed over $20 million by 1917. A saga of how the

Klan had "Saved the South" during and after the Civil

War, the movie had become an over-night sensation that

set new standards for the fledgling film industry. A Con-

gressional inquiry into Klan activities in 1921 found the

problem to be an alarming one, yet adjourned without ac-

tion. As one Klan leader of the time put it, "Congress gave

us the best advertising we ever g^t...Congress made us."

To give a public show of strengt]^, 40,000 Klansmen mar-

ched past the White House to the Washington Monument
in 1925. With members paying a $10 membership fee to

the tax-free "Benevolent association," the Klan became a

lucrative money-making machine. The size and strength of

the organization, complete with many internal power

struggles, caused it's downfall. By mid-Depression the

Klan had gone underground.

The second Klan revival came after World War II. New
Deal "welfare state" policies set in motion years before by

FDR were used as a platform by the Klan. Combined with

the hysteria of the Cold-War era, communism and

liberalism became a unified threat to many. A growing rift

between conservatives and liberals was a tool used by the

Klan to seperate the country into two opposing camps.

This confrontational atmoshpere became more intense as

the Civil Rights movement of the fifties and sixties pro-

gressed.

By the time the Civil Rights movement had reached full

force, the Klan had adopted a much more violent system

of confrontational tactics. Members were responsible for

thousands of killings, rape, arson and other illegal acts as

usual, but now they had bombchuckers. From 1956 to

1963. the Klan was suspected of 138 bombings across the

South alone. After that period, the number of incidents of

this nature is estimated to have risen sharply.

In 1964, the FBI mounted an extensive effort to in-

filtrate subversive groups, and the KKK was their number
one target. One of every five Klansmen allegedly relayed

information to the government during this period, and the

FBI had infiltrated the top echelons of seven of the 14 dif-

ferent Klan factions then in existence.

As the Seventies arrived, the Klan began to shrink in

size and power, to an estimated 1,500 members in 1971.

But between 1975 and 1980, the KKK experienced

another explosive growth spurt. Membership had grown

to nearly 12,000 members, many of whom were experts at

attracting the necessary national media attention to fur-

ther their interests. An example of their continued use of

organized violence, along with the complicity of the police

is the Greensboro, North Carolina incident of 1979. Nine

klansmen and Nazi Party members were shown on film

shooting down five Communist Party members. All five

were Acquitted by a local jury, and demands for an inquiry

into the event have been unsuccessful.

Since the beginning of this decade, the Klan has spread

like a plague across the country, and tomorrow we'll find

out why.

Josh Meyer is a CoU^^ columnist
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MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

LunchBOfi Sp0Clals TalkB-Out Service

Every Mon.-Thurs. from 5-8

& Sunday from 11:30 - 3

For onlY$5.25 per person

Hot & Sour Soup
Chicken Fingers

lypercurricula. . •

Chicken Fried Noodles

Sweet & Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Barbecued Pork

Pan Fried Ravioli

Beef with Green Pepper

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events
held at the University of Massachusetts
and the surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed on the

day they will take place and are listed only

once. Announcements MUST be submitted
on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, and
returned by 3:45 P.M. Friday before the
event is to be held. All submissions should
be written in the same style as they appear
in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-
ted on the standard form and not submit-
ted by the Friday before the week the
event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian can-
not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-
ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

PICKET OF CIA RECRUITERS - If

you object to CIA activities or want to learn

more, bring a sign and join us. 10 a.m.,

Hampshire House.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "God's

Gift of Shalom" is the discussion topic

beginning the Advent season, f^acilitated

by Rev. Phil Ward, open to all. 12:15 to 1:15

p.m., 428 Student Union.

STUDY ABROAD IN SCANDINAVIA
— An informational meeting will be held for

semester and year long exchange programs

in Denmark. Sweden. Norway and Finland.

Slides will be shown. 3 p.m., third floor

lounge. Herter.

25+ CLUB MEETING & SOCIAL -
Open to all older students who will be at

least 25 at the time of graduation. Help plan

social events for spring semester. Election

of officers. 4 p.m.. Faculty Club.

KSar=lt±Jr=JKsIr=3K±It=JrSP

FRENCH CLUB MEETING - Come to

the next French Club Meeting and get

involved. New members welcome. 4 p.m.,

third floor loung, Herter.

MEL KING: BOSTON STATE
REPRESENTATIVE - a member of the

Black Legislator's Caucus will speak about

racism at the Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting. A reception precedes the

event at 6:15 in Memorial Hall. 7 p.m., 163

Campus Center.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP -
A group of women challenging traditional

ways of experiencing spirituality in a

supportive community. 7 to 9:00 p.m., 428

Student Union.

JOURNALISM CLUB MEETING -
Organizational meeting will be held to

discuss and plan future events. All in-

terested students are urged to attend. We
need your input. 7 p.m.. Top of the Cam
pus.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Come
dance to these beautiful rhythms. Everyone

is welcome. 7;30 beginners, 8:30 all others.

Cor.imonwealth Room, Student Union.

WHITE V/ASH: THE EFFECTS OF
RACISM ON HISTORY - The movie

"Black History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed"

will be .shown and Homer Meade of the

Afro Am Studies Dept. will speak about

W.E.B. DuBois. 8 p.m., 124 Hasbrouck.

FREE CONCERT: JAZZ ENSEMBLE 1

and UNIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE -
The 27-member Jazz Ensemble 1, directed

by Jeff Holmes, and the University Wind
Ensemble, directed by Malcolm W. Rowell,

Jr., will perform in a free concert. 8 p.m.,

Bowker Auditorium. Stockbridge.

Americans, Israel, and Peace
The peoples of the United States and Israel share common ideals,

values, and spiritual roots. Both governments are committed to

democracy, justice, human rights and freedoms. WE AFFIRM OUR
UNYIELDING SUPPORT FOR THE STATE OF ISRAEL and recognize

its right to live within secure and recognized boundries free from the

threat or act of force. We feel that it is essential for the Congress and the

Administration to continue the bi-partisan policies which enhance the

economic stability and the military seciurity of the State of Israel. These
policies are clearly beneficial to both Americans and Israelis.

In light of this consensus, we commemorate the November 29, 1947
United Nations resolution in which the world community joined is in sup-

porting the establishment of the Jewish State. We regret the state of war
that has enveloped the nations of the Middle East for more than three

decades. We call on Israel's neighbors to end their continued rejection

and invite them to join all F>eace-loving people in axi effort to make the

dream of peaceful coexistence a reality.

The following people Qtand by the above doctrine:

Mark Altheim
Carl Groldetein

Neil Smith
Brian Wilk
Heather Steniford
Nancy Kaplan
Donna Appelstein
Judy Marino
Marcia Marget
Larry Smith
Michael Maron
Karen Teicher
Alison Klein
Andy Stein
Mike Freiberg

Cindy Bloomer
Lisa DisrEkeU
Debbie Propper
Danny Siegel
Lisa Osofsky
Jeff Rosenberg
Mike Domfeld
Sherry Kleinman
John Rosenberg
Dave Dubinsky
Ira Roppaport
Gene Litchner
Rob Chemick
Elizabeth Walher
Allen Resnick

Rose Grershon
J.R. Chase
Jeff Leichter
Liz Weiss
John Parritz
Karen Wattmeui
Suzanne Sill

Liz Kraus
Barry Safchik
Todd Klepper
Dave Feiven
Andy Block
Riki Nisim
Jay Peltz
Avi Landau

John Markowitz
Sue jEtcobs
Jeff Klepper
Rob Ostrovsky
Rick Ostrovsky
Harlan Mandel
Larry Ostroff
Steve Shallop
Ilan Ben-Arush
Richard Kirschen
Charley Levine
Steve Liebowitz
Donna Ackerman
Barbara Grancell-Frank
Andy Symans

Arts
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Fripp and Summers pool talents onnewLP

Robert Fripp of King Crimson fame is half the

genius behind / Advance Masked.

^

I ADVANCED MASKED (Epic)

Robert Fripp and Andy Summers

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Staff

About a year ago I read an interview with the Police's

Andy Summers in Rolling Stone in which he described an

exciting solo project he was working on with Robert FVipp

from King Crimson. His only fear was that Epic, the label

he records for, would choose not to release the project.

Epic's concern was that an album of such an experimental

nature might damage the reputation the Police had built.

/ Advanced Masked, the recorded results of the Frip-

p/Summers project, has finally been released and it is

easily worth whatever pressure Summers may have given

his company. All the instruments are played by either

Fripp or Summers and the sounds they create are hard to

describe. Robert Fripp is one of the most respected rock

guitarists to have emerged from the late 60's/early 70's

post Hendrix period of rock. The combination of Fripp's

frantic atonal guitar with Summers' swirling synthesized

chords create waves of music unlike anything else in

modern music. Guitar sounds like those used on the most

recent Police albu n. Ghosts in the Machine, are prevalent.

This album is a listening record; there is no conventional

dance music on it. However, if you are familiar with any of

Fripp's or Summers' work, it is worth the listen. Songs like

"Painting and Dancing" take two simple guitar lines and

juxtapose them in odd ways that create new melodies I

don't think either guitarist expected to find. The title cut. /

Advanced Masked, combines some of the most typical King

Crimson/Police riffs with overdubbed African drumming.

The sound is reminiscent of demented sixties jazz fusion,

but the playing is far more virtuostic.

This music is not rock, jazz or any form of music I'm

readily familiar with. I guess the popular label for this

might be art music, but these days that has negative

connotations. The best label for this music is different. If

you need a Christmas present for your favorite Police fan, /

Advanced Masked might be just the gift.

Andy Summers of the Police is the other half.

Pity by Play
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Larry Keith in Mass Appeal, playing at Stage West through

December 11. Look for a review in tomorrow s Collegian.

Th^we-college area has much to offer

this week in theatre.

Connie Stevens stars in the Broadway

musical I'm Getting My Act Together and

Taking It On The Road tonight at the FAC.

The musical compresses the problem of a

liberated woman in rehearsal for a

nightclub act. The periormance begins at 8

p.m. Tickets are $20, 18. 16 for the general

public and half price for students.

The Two by Stuart Browne will be

presented as "a work in progress" at the

Hampshire Colleges Performing Arts

Center. Throughout the development of the

play. Browne worked closely with Theatre

III. a workshop class at Hampshire College.

The Two is concerned with the inner and

outer worlds of Chang and Eng. the original

Siamese Twins. It will be presented

Thursday. Friday, Saturday and Sunday

and December 9, 10 and 11. Tickets are

$2.50 for the general public.

The Amherst College One-Act Play

Festival begins this weekend. Students will

perform The Saliva Milkshake by Howard

Brenton, Good Neighbors by John Bar

tholomew Tucker, String by Alice Childress

and Action by Sam Shepard. The festival

will be held Friday through Sunday at

Fayerweather Theatre. Amherst College.

Tickets are $1.

Owners by Caryl Churchill opens Friday

at Smith College. Presented by the

Department of Theatre. Oumers tells a

story about a butcher, a realtor, a mystic, a

housewife and a suicidal clerk and ex

presses each of their philosophies on life.

The play runs December 4, 9, 10, 11, Hand
18. Tickets are $4 for the general public and

$2 for students. Dollar night is Thursday.

December 9.

Homeland will be presented Thursday.

Friday and Saturday by the UMass Third

World Theatre Series. Written by Steve

Friedman and Selaelo Maredi, Homeland

compares life in South Africa to life in

America. The show begins at 8 p.m. in the

Hampden Theatre at UMass.

The University Ensemble Theatre ends

their 1982 season with a production of A
Day in the Life of Joe Egg by Peter Nichol.

Joe Egg is a black comedy about a husband

and wife who feel haunted by their

daughter because of their pre marital in-

discretions. The play opens next Tuesday in

the Curtain Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$2.50 for the general public and $1.50 for

students and senior citizens and are

available in the Rand Theatre Box Office,

FAC.
The L(mg Christmas Dinner by Thornton

Wilder will be performed by the Holoyoke

Community College Drama Dept. on

Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. A
matinee performance will be performed

December 5 at 2 p.m.

Theorist, critic, teacher, editor, author,

producer and director Richard Schechner

will speak on "Whatever Happened to the

60's Avant Garde?" on Friday. Decembers

at 1:10 p.m. in the Green Room at Smith

College. Schechner was active in the

founding of the Performance Group of New
York City during the Sixties, he is the

former editor of the Drama Rei'iew.

Calamity Jane by Steve Wangh will be

presented by Present Stage Friday,

Saturday and Sunday and December 10. 11.

and 12. This story tells of a woman who

becomes a legend in her own time. Per

formances begin at 8 p.m. at 19 Hawley St.,

Northampton.

The Easthampton Theatre Association

will pi.-rform Eguus. a psychological drama

about a psychiatrist and his patient, who

blinded six horses in a horribly violent

event. F^quus runs Thursday. Friday and

Saturday and December 9, 10. and 11 at the

Williamston Theatre on Payson Avenue in

B^asthampton.

Mass Appeal, a comedy, continues at

Stage West, in West Springfield, through

December 11. This play centers around an

older priest who caters his actions to his

congregation's wants rather than his own

beliefs and a young deacon who tries

desperately to understand the older priest,

but can't
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H#Qd for th* Mountains

UAAASS SKI CLUB

[illinqton
Sot. Dec. 4
includes:

bus, r*frMhm*nts, lift tickvt

SKI HOW, PAY LATER
(flnoncing ovollobk)

Asp«n, Colorado
WEEK Jon 6-13

This Deluxe
Vacation Includes:

n Round Trip Air, Scheduled NorvStcp
Service from Boston, NYC Phila. or

Wash, to IDenver

D Round Trip Bus Trorjsfers to Aspen

D Deluxe Slo(De-Side Accommodotbns
for 7 Nights, Tax Ircluded

D Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen <

iViountaia Snowmass, and Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeside
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums
Featuring fully equipped kitchen, nnakj
service, fireplace, color TV. heated pod,
saura, ard skMng out your door.

Contact youR Ad Rep
DcAdliNE is Dec. J

MDI/WORD LINK
Word Processing
. . . 253-9634 . . .

37 So. Pleasant St., Amherst
(above Matthawa Shoes)

Need an Intervieiv?
25 resumcB 25 cover letters/envelopes

•4O.0O certain reetrictions apply

TRY OUR RESUME SERVICES

r

$659 per person

toodslone
lei Package

Wednesday

Pub Mug Night
35* Deers

- Pub Mugs -

Music by
Rack-A-Disc

9-1

^^ vr 15 Elasi Plca^ianl St. \ /^
o i_»o i_» t-*<_>*^ <_J"iii_i t-i^^!!!£^ u^L-«<->t_>(.J~tjtL.l Ua^!^ LJ^

,ed right on the mountain next to t^e Ift,

' "g: heated pool Jacuzzi sauna, rrKild

. gpres ski otnnosiDhere.

$599 pef person

non-m«mb«rs w»lcom«

11th Annual BUSH DASH

SUGARIVUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SKI & PARTY WEEK

Jon 23-26
lnclud«ti lifts, lodging

meob, ft— b—t & wIa« portlM
hot tub party, otc, otc

ONLY SI69 tax & grotultlot

Includod

THE DEST VACATOVI YOU'LL
EVER HAVE

jMvERSiTY Of- MASSACHUSETTS AT aMhEOS'

Entertainment
at its Best

Lotte Goslar's

PANTOMIME CIRCUS
Thursday, December 9 8:00 pm

BIG SIX of

JAZZ II

with Billy Taylor,

Max Roach,
Slide Hampton,
Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath and
John Hendricks

Saturday. December 11

8:00 p.m.

MC. VISA CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reser.aticr.s Noon 4:00 p.m. M F

545 2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

fiJM. TV

o€tfci» Dec 17^:36- 9:3a Tue5*7>Kiiis. en.!

LOOK fO(k UtoHill6 HcsLio^ U^ms
THIS MOWTM at

\
201 St)«3

SHfCNoc

%.
/jill""pecoRDsl ^'

.«^^
I

Gifts & Cards
for the

Holiday Season
at

I A.J. HASTINGS
I

i Newsdealer and Stationer |
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•X-
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Mount Snow Vermont Tours
"Presents"

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights
Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1983
Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont
$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging
• A gala welcome party
• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area
• Five full skiers' breakfasts
• Four full course dinners
• Ski tour guide & host
• And so much morel

Welcome Get-Together Party • Beer Bash
* Wine & Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse-Drawn
^ Sleigh Ride * Movies " And so nnuch more
•3^ "The Mountain of Fun, MT Snow Vermont"
^ All Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and

^ 15% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge
jv Mount Snow Vermont Tours

J PO Box 571, Route 100* West Dover, Vermont 05356
* 802-464-2076

^^•^ •^*^*•^^^^^^*^^ *J^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^K^K^K^K^K^K^K

CHIROPRACTIC
\

FOR BETTER HEALTH ^
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L
Dr. Virginia Harper DC
Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHIROPRACTORS

Tendonitis Problems
If you have a muscular pain in any part of your

body, it may be caused by a condition known as ten-

donitis (inflammation of a tendon).

The joints in your body, in addition to bone and
muscle, include tendons. These are fibrous cords
that attach the muscle to the bone. When a tendon
becomes inflamed, it can cause pain as sharp as that

associated with bursitis. The cause may be excessive

stress caused by muscles out of balance.

Every joint has muscles that must work in unison
for normal joint movement. As sonr>e of the muscles
contract or tighten, others relax, and this should
happen at the right time and with the right amount of

pressure. If the muscles are out of balance, this can
result in excessive stress on the tendons, causing ir-

ritation and inflammation.

Treatment to restore muscle balance and to check
for any misalignments in the spine and nervous
system may eliminate the source of the problem and
the pain.

In the interest of better health from the office of:

Amherst Chiropractic Center
190 University Drive at Route 9, 256-6700

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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ACROSS
1 Place for corn

5 China name
10 Advanced deg
13 Partner of now
14 Famous Justice

of Lincoln's era

15 Graf

16 Matinee
17 Holmes' word
19 Becomes gelid

21 Hitsafiomer
22 Write

24 Cockney
residence

25 Purim villain

28 Statistician's

need
30 ABA members
.33 Straightens

35 Hindu deity

37 Retirement acct

of a type

38 Prayer books
40 British party

42 Wagner heroine

43 Blackbirds

45 Channel near

Isle of Wight
(with "The"')

46 Medieval
worker

48 Bks of the Douay
Bible

50 Perilous

51 Tease
53 Aids for scholars

55 Barrel parts

58 Not open minded
62 Blissful periods

64 Seine tributary

65 Energy units

66 Molded metal

67 East

68 Scottish river

69 Youngsters

70 Revive, as wine

DOWN
1 Stylish

2 Makeover
3 Hot Item

4 Europeans
5 Word with bed or

home
6 Unhealthy looking

7 Certain restaurant

rating

8 Opponent of Rep
9 Potato parts

10 Motorist s needs

11 Waxed
12 Tunisian rulers

15 Leaf aperture

18 Sgt or Cpl

20 Group of nine

23 Relative of etc
26 Harness parts

26 Man '

27 Adjust improperly

29 Parisian buddies
31 Piece of leather

for one glove

32 Like brine

34 Bidder s choice.

at cards
36 Cuts a flight short

39 Booty
41 Droppings of

vowels
44 Symbol of

miserliness

47 Basketball teams
49 Piece of

ordinance

52 Turkish official

54 Finds a home
55 Place for tools

56 Rushed
57 Tarnish Scot

59 Legislative body
60 Hunter in

Genesis
61 Skin; Prefix

63 Late Show time

Under Thf; Influence
Bv M. Joyce

1 2 3 4

1

5 8 7 B 9

1
18

15

10 11 12

13 14

16 17

23

19 20 21

29

J

I
26

22 24

I
36

31

I
3225 27 ?a

I
39

30

I
41

33 34 35

44

37

38 40

I
49

4? 43 45

54

46 47 41 50

Ii
51 52 53

63

^^^H
b5 57 58

1

59 60 61

6? 64

6b

1
66 67

68 69 70

Weather

fit

\

I I 'M SORRY -• MrtRTY
BUT THE HAL 9000
SERIES COMPUTER
HrtS NEVER MADE AH

ERROR

SO IT nUST BE
YOUR MISTAKE.

BDZD!

Today, becoming cloudy

with rain likely in the

afternoon. Highs 50 to 55.

Occasional rain tonight.

Lows 35 to 45. Tomorrow,
rain ending in the morning,

then mostly cloudy. Highs
in the lower to mid 50s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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CABLE/VIDEO

Saint Patrick's Day Warm-Up

10:30 - 12:30 Sean Sands, Brought to

you by the Radical Stu-

dent Union

12:30 - 2:00 Bernadette Devlin-

McAliskey speaking at

UMass

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Eggroll/Duc Sauce

Soy Sauce

L
BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Eggroll/Duc Sauce,

Soy Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

Squash Bake

Reporters Needed

The Collegian needs reporters to cover campus

and area news and women's affairs. All interested

students are welcome to come and work for the

Collegian, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone interested in

the media. Stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Good Morning Amherst with

Teresa
9-12 Spiral Scratch with Art

Failure

12-3 Menarche with Michelle

3-5:30 Mary Kelly Beat the Beat

5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Sportscafe

7-10 Paula T - Modem Rock

10-2 Terpsichorean Cacophony
with James Neili

2-6 Glory Gospel Road with Rev
Pearson

Earthfoods
Pizza

Carob Brownies

Gypsy Soup
Green Salad

:r..-i<^\
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Another writer's bowl predictions
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Correspondent

The final bids are in. the invitations accepted, and the

preparations have begun. We're on the cage of bowl season

in college football and it's time for this sports writer to go

out on a limb and make some predictions.

THE ORANGEBOWL
NEBRASKA 29 LSU 20

Those Cornhuskers are too tough in this one. They

looked good against another bowl team. Oklahoma last

week. Besides. I've liked Nebraska ever since they won the

national championship with tear-away shirted Johnny

Rogers years ago. It was the first bet I ever won with my
Grandfather.

THE ROSEBOWL
UCLA 21 MICHIGAN 17

The Bruins are in their own backyard, in their own
stadium, in front of their own fans. I always did want to go

to UCLA.
THESUGAR BOWL

GP:()RGIA23PENNST.22
This will be a bowl watchers delight. Penn State is

awesome and very hungry for their first national cham
pionship. But .somewhere in the back of my mind I hear a

chant. It starts out softly and becomes a roar. Herschel.

Herschel. Herschel

MIRAGE BOWL
CLEMSON 21 WAKE FOREST 17

This one is uncanny. I saw it in a dream one night. 80.000

people will pay 50 dollars a ticket and be given a team to

r<K)t for. I just can't be wrong on this one.

THE TANGERINE BOWL
BOSTON COLLEGE 24 AUBURN 14

Only those from Natick Ma. and the people from third

Wheeler know why I'm pickin' the Eagles. Hi Brian.

ALOHA BOWL
MARYLAND 14 WASHINGTON 10

How soon people forget that the Huskies were once

ranked number one.

THEFIESTA BOWL
OKLAHOMA 27 ARIZONA ST. 17

The Sun Devils are also home for this one, but Oklahoma
has the edge. His name is Marcus Dupree. Say it to

yourself. Marcus Dupree. The name itself suggests a great

running back.

THEHALL OFFAMEBOWL
VANDERBILT 19 AIRFORCE 6

How did Air Force ever get into a bowl game?!!

Intramural notices
Intramural hockey

entries for the spring

season are due today.

Wednesday, in the in

Iramural office.

Basketball entries are

still being accepted and

there is a need for women
to form 3 on 3 basketball

teams. The 3 on 3 league

starts play on Monday.

The volleyball playoffs

will start tomorrow night

at 6:30 p.m. in Boyden

Gym and the racquetball

playoffs will start on

Friday. Spectators are

welcome to attend and

watch the games.
- TONY BETROS
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CASSETTE

AChristmas

Checklist
' Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone >^^ »

LP or Cassette

^ 5.99
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DONALD FAGEN
The Niqhtfly
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Locotvd In th* Campus C»nt«r MmSTORE^

THE CALVIN THEATRE
Full Mouse iE\t)ductions Inc.

presents

"only area appearance" TJlE^J^^^nPT^ ' ^^TkE

Thursday
Dec. 2

2 shows
7:00 & 10:00 pm

tickets available at "For the Record" (Faces) in Amherst Main St. Records,

Northampton, Platteroun RAcords. Northampton and at the Calvin Theatre Box Office

Located at the Calvin Theatre in Northampton

iCollegian 15

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIETI
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAWD OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

ATTORNEY GENERAL SEARCH

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL ap-

plications are now being accepted for this

paid position. For more information and an
application go to rm 432 S.U.B. and pick up
a packet. ALL STUDENTS ARE EN-
COURAGED TO APPLY! Applications are

due by Wed 12/1/82 at 4:00 p.m. The
S.G.A. is an affirmative action, equal op-
portunity employer

AUTO FOR SALE
~

76 Pfymouth Volara automatic slant 6.

Good condition dependable I Asking $1,500

CaH66&4284

68 Hrebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor body work.
Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around
2000. Call nights 256-0435

1370 Opel $100 needs much work 546-7706

after 7:00

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback A/FM
stereo, air condit, headers excellent gas
mileage mint condit BEST OFFER 546-4366

BELLYGRAMSH

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS
~

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ v/ith a

superior sound system at the cheeriest rate

call Peter 546-7504 _
Having a Party? Call Tempest live R & R
John 546-521 1 Scot 1 562-0343

MOVIE James Bond Goldfinger Wed 12/2

SUB 7/9/11

Great Parties/Dances/Formals need
great Dance Music. Call POLODROID DJ's

and ask about our awesome light show. Pat

or John 253-2957

MAX CREEK at the Rusty Nail Thurs Dec
2 A RUMOUR IN THEIR OWN TIME

Free kittens 1 m and 1 f trained 256-6064

FOR RENT

Nice two bedroom townhouse apart

ment available immediately. On bus route,

three miles from center, wall to wall

carpeting and large storage space. Call

Mike 253-2741 or 256-6496 at work

Three bedroom house for spring

semester 2 miles from center, on bus route.

253-2763

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

WHO Tlx Dec 11 Centrum best offer even-

ings 549-5289

Why rent? Buy a fridge, only $60, 6-8068

Squirrel coat full length $40.00 549-1143

good condition

Womens ski boots Nordica, size 9. In ex-

cellent condition. Worn once. 253-5980

"Rick" 4001 Bass, black $400 Acoustic 360

Bass Amp 200W $200 Alex 6-7135

Sweater Ladies Return I Gifts - new
samples 40% off retail 12/2 & 12/3 Campus
Center cash only

FOUND

Gloves on frenzy. 29 Nov, 2 pm call John
665-2484

HELP WANTED

Business Manager Union Records book-

keeping experience helpful. Preferably

junior status or below. 10 hrs/week

$4.00/hr. W.S. or Non. Pick up applica-

tions at U.R.U start training Dec 6.

Assistant Business Manager at the Col-

legian. Business major preferred but not a

requirement. Low pay, great experience.

Apply at the Collegian by Dec. 8. An equal

opportunity employer.

Winter Vacation Jobs promoting
ecology, consumer issues and safe energy.

The Mar.sachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MASSPIRG) is hiring

staff for winter session and full-time posi-

tions. Will train. $135-$225/wk BOSTON
area only. Elise 256-6434

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care at>out7

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

LOST

2 keys on red, white, and blue key ring.

Reward. Call 6-7823

Chem. Research notebook lost 11/20.

Call 665-7721 Reward R. Dufresne

Lost - one old, worn, tattered and faded

Levi jacket. Lost last Thursday night at

Hanger One during Johnny Copeland

show. Coat has torn elbows and Ronald

McDonald pin. If you picked it up by

mistake, please call Drew at 256-0391.

Reward will be given for return, coat has

extreme sentimental value.

iSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

OLDER SrUDENTS

25 -h CLUD
• LIVE MUSK
• CASH DARPARTY

THUKS. DEC. 2 7 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 10th FLOOR

FREE^MISMOH^^aH^aBfiSBiy

Dostcrg ŷ

Mon - Thurs

$3.00 CoY^r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50< Hlghbollt

50' DomMtIc D#«rs

Pool Toblo - Plnboll - Vldoo Gomoi

POOL TOUMAMENT TOHMHT

PERSONALS

Karen! (Ayda) Happy B-day Sis! (ha! hal)

No more fake ID's kid (woo-wool) Have fun

and go wild! Love Shiri! (hal ha!)

JCW Now we can say we went to HAR-
VARD and played blow ball! Who'd ever

thought such a game existed, I sure didn't!

Are we MOTEL bound Thursday night or

what? VMC
To Jay in our PoliSci 362. we think you're

cute!!!

Yearbook Staff Therewill be a meeting of

all staff members on wed 12/1 at 6:30

RSVP Sheila 5-0321

JLE - Today is the day love, Mugga

RAT, Happy 22nd Birthday! Get psyched

for Saturday night. . .it will t>e fun. Your lit-

tle sister

Boston Representative Mel King here

on campus December Ist 6:00 reception

Memorial Hall 7:30 lecture at Campus
Center 163 Racism and Public Higher

Education

Saint and Diz need dates for Rugby Ban-

quet 12/3 Joey D's will trade good looks for

a good time call 256-6747

Dear Mark. Happy 20th Birthday,

make it special. I love you. Anne
Lets

Nancy - Happy 20th birthday, the day

after! How va feelin'? Get psyched for Pat! -

Brunettie

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

eluding heat! Russell, evenings 549-6647.

Female wented to share bedroom in So
Amherst Apt starting Jan 1 call 253-5604

Kosher female for one bedroom in two
bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

Roommate needed to share room in 2
room apt. Brit Manor $112 a month ex-

cludes elec. call ray 253-7918

1 or 2 females for a large bedroom in a 3
bedroom Gilreath Manor apt 549-1377

Housemate wanted beautiful log cabin in

Leverett wood heat available now Cindy
256-6434

Looking for male to share one bedroom
apartnebt in Puffton for spring call paul

549-6411

TvMO people wanted for one bedroom
Puffton apartment starting January call

549-1643

Roommate wanted to share furnished

Brittany Manor apartment over intersession

$115 -^ utilities heat included 253-3581

Two women needed for Puffton apt one
for single room and one needed to share

large double call 549-5487

Starting Jan 1, one male remaining in 2

bedroom Brittany Manor apt 2 or 3 possible

openings up for grabs for more info call Ar-

ty or Gene 256-8987

SERVICES

Ride Needed to SMU and back on Fri

Dec 3rd. Call Jill 6-9354

Ride needed this weekend to/from URI-

Providence leaving Fri, sat returning late

Sun, early Mon either way Gregg 6-4356

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for a room or whole 2

bedroom apt in Brittany Manor for spring

semester. Please call 549-5686. Keep trying .

Single room and/or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates.

For professional service call Jim
5467042

2 Roommates wanted to share large

bedroom in spacious S. Amh. Apt. only $80

ea aval immediately call 253-5012

2 Bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan 1 $166/nru)nth. call 253-5218

Spring: two persons for two connected

rooms in small two bedroom. $125 each in-

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

TO SUBLET
~

Spring semester, one bedroom in 6

bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-

pus, on bus route. 150 + , Call Paul after 6

pm 549-5686

Woman wanted to share room in apt

Feb great deal for info please call 665-7109

Intersession rental Puffton Village $150

utilities included Tonv 549-6802

WANTED TO BUY

Buymg class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Sublet or take lease in Puffton sprir>g

semester Amy 253-3401

MAKE
YOUR
MARK.
Make it hard

to erase.
Your college years can be

more significant than an end-

less stream of late nights,

term papers and fee receipts.

As a Christian, you can make
an indelible impact on your
world.

Discover more ai^ouc God s|

exciting plan for your life at
|

the 1982 Christmas Confer
ence You'll learn* how you !

can have an impact on the I

lives of others That's a mark I

that's hard to erase
|

Send m this coupon for a i

brochure and registration .

form.

Yes! Send me a brocliure.

A-.'

State

M-i;

ZIP

Gl«nn S. Cartsr

167 E Hadley Rd., Amherst, Mass 010Q2

orcail Ml. 25&oeeo

Sponsored by Campus Cruaade for Christ International.
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There will be a mandatory sports staff meeting
tonight, Wednesday, at 7:00 at the Collegian. New
writers are welcome.

Zulu wins National Championship
Defense leads the way
for women *s ultimate frisbee
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

AUSTIN, TEXAS - It wasn't easy but

Zulu, the University of Massachusetts

Women's ultimate frisbee team, overcame

all the obstacles in their path as they won
their first national championship, Sunday
afternoon.

The Northeast champions lost only once

in the double-elimination tournament and

played some of their best frisbee of the

year in talcing the national crown.

Zulu toppled the Fisheads 12-8 in a close

and tight finals match. It was the second

time in the tournament that Zulu had

beaten the squad from Michigan State.

It wasn't a easy road to the finals as the

UMass women had four tough matches

before getting into the Finals.

Zulu opened their tourney championship

drive with a 14-7 win over the Air Waves,

of Atlanta, GA. in heavy rain. The rains left

the fields slick and full of mud puddles, but

it didn't slow down Zulu.

"The weather was horrendous," said

captain Donna Levine. "It was colder in

Texas than it was in New England. It was
raining and it was 40 degrees out and win-

dy."

Zulu eked out a close 13-12 in overtime in

their next match with Dark Star from

Eugene, Oregon. The match was tied 12-12

at the end of regulation before Zulu scored

the winning goal, in OT.
Zulu was down by two goals with two

minutes to go, in regulation , but they

didn't panic. They simply went to work.

"The match was so evenly matched

because Dark Star was just, as experienced

as we were," said I^evine. "Their catching

and defensive ability was equal to ours. It

came down to who was stronger at the

end." That match was also played in Fri-

day's rains.

On Saturday, Zulu dropped their only

match of the weekend, to UVA from the

University of Virginia. UVA gave Zulu a

lot of trouble as they employed a press to

shut down the Massachusetts team enroute

to a 11-6 win. It was the first time this year

that Zulu had seen the press.

Zulu closed up play on Saturday with an

impressive 13-11 win over the previously

undefeated Fisheads.

The finals match was held on Sunday in

Tony Berga Stadium before 500 spectators

in Austin and it was much closer than

Saturday's match. Both teams entered the

match with 3-1 records.

The crucial factor was, again, the

weather. It wasn't the cold rain, but the

wind. It was very windy in the stadium and

it forced both teams to fall back on their

defenses.

The Fisheads took an early 2-0 lead but

Zulu closed the gap to 2-1 before the

Michigan based squad scored again to up
the score to 3-1.

But, then the tough Zulu defense got hot

and the Zulu offense responded with two
goals to give Zulu a 3 3 tie at the half.

"It was our defense that held us up,"

said Levine. "It was like a metal shield.

The wind gave both teams problems with

their offenses and it came down to who
could play better defense."

The Northeast champs, known for their

explosive second halves, came out flying.

Zulu got their passing game under control

and that was the deciding factor as Zulu

defeated the Fisheads 12-8 for the national

championship.

Levine led the team in the finals with

some outstanding play along with team-

mates Sue Hawkins, Lesile Dale, Kate

Noonan, and Amy DeVeuve.
It was the Zulu defense that kept the

Massachusetts team going throughout the

championship tournament. With the

weather being sub-par for much of the

weekend, the teams had to fall back upon
their defenses because the offenses just

could not get going in the bad conditions.

"It was a lot of fun," remarked Levine.

It should have. Zulu won because they had

the talent to outlast their opponents and
were not single-faced. They had a good of-

fense and a good defense.

Being multi-talented and "more powerful

at the end of the game" according to

Levine, catapulted Zulu over Dark Star

and the Fisheads.

The championship capped off an ex-

tremely productive year for the UMass
women, who call themselves King of the

Hill for a year.

rphoto

The Washington Redskins are the only undefeated team left in pro

football thanks to a 13-9 win over Philadelphia last Sunday. The Red-

skins have been making the big plays. Here, Perry Harrington (35)

fumbles the ball and Perry Brooks (69) and Neal Olkewicx (52) of

Washington are ready to recover.
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George Ramming competes with Ivan Olivares of Venezfila in last

week's exhibition win. UM didn't win against UNH last night, drop-

ping a close one, 63-60.

Minutemen falter as

New Hampshire wins
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. — Inexperience

played a key role last night as the

L'niversity of New Hampshire handed the

University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team a season opening loss. 63-

60.

UMass held a 51 42 lead midway
through the second period but was unable

to hold on as UNH, led by senior guard

Robin Dixon and senior center Joe Rainis,

came back and evened the score at sixty

apiece and pulled ahead to win.

In the first half, playing without stellar

guard A! McClain, who was out with an

ankle injury. New Hampshire jumped out

early on the Minutemen. 22-17. but

l^Mass dug in.

Led by eight straight Donald Russell

first half points, and the consistent play of

Bf)bby Braun. Skip Connors, and John
Hempel, I'Mass climbed into the drivers

seat when they took the lead at the 28-26

with little over four minutes remaining in

the first half.

By halftime. the lead had expanded to

3.') 31 in the Minulemen's favor.

In the second half, Massachusetts
appeared to have put everything together

as their pressure defense caused several

I'NH turnovers and a nine point lead was
eventually built up.

But as will happen with a young team,

I'Mass began to cough up several tur-

novers of their own and the veteran

Wildcats capitalized.

The Minutemen did have a chance to tie

the game at 62 apiece with 13 seconds

remaining but a Russell layup bounced off

the rim and into the hands of Wildcat

defender Karl hicks, hicks had one final

free throw to create the final score.

UMass was led in scoring by Edwin

Green, who scored 14 points. 12 in the

first half. Green was followed by Hempel

with 12 and Russell with 10.

Dan Nolan led UNH with 18 points and

was followed by Rainis who finished with

15.

The Minutemen opened the game with a

man to man defense which was fairly

effective, but the veteran New Hampshire

team was able to adjust using a patient

offense.

In the second half, UMass came out

with a 3-2 zone defense, which they used a

lot last year, hoping to force the Wildcats

to shoot from the outside. UNH. 1 0, is not

a good outside shooting team and that

helped UM build up the nine point lead.

UMass, 0-1 hosts Harvard Saturday

night in the Cage in their next encounter.

Game time is 7:30 p.m. Last Night's

BOXSCORE:
MASSACHUSETTS (60) - Russell 2-

2. Wyner 0-0-0, Neysmith 2 15. Smith

10 2. Connors2 1 5, Youngl-1 3.Hempel

5212. Carter 3 6. Braun 3 17.

Emerson 0. Green 7-0 14

NEW HAMPSHIRE (63) Johnson 2 1

5, Connelly 2 0-4. Dixon 4 8. Nolan 6-6

18. DiGarde 12-4, Hicks 2-2-6, Rainis 3-6

15
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"If it had a Jensen, itwould be a classier

People who know spund know what it

takes to make classic car stereo. Electronics

like Jensen' RE518 electronically tuned

stereo/cassette receiver.

The RE518 features a Quartz Digital

Synthesizer that elec-

tronically locks into <> .:.:: ;.

the radio frequency i

you select. lUninsHi ^^m\ I " /^IS
is extremely aca
rate because there i

namechanical drift |
firom temperature variations

or vibrations.

Feather touch push

buttons on the RE518 control refinements

like equalization for normal or metal and
chrome tape playback. And conveniences

such as electronic pre-set tuning, seek, scan,

loudness compensation, and digital readout.

TheRE518hasa
UK .Wl 0><Of>

D D D

rT^.. universal sized chassis

^ that fits most Amer-
^pn and European
-pars, as well as many

ber imports.

So even if you
on^ own a 1934 Buick Club
Sedan, with a Jensen RE518
, you can have a classic.

Whenit^th
1 , Jensen Soundioborotorip' ^>rh.!ier Pc;

Ivo

m^mSi

a u

Ampersand's Fourth Annual Holiday
Movie Guide • 9

Eighteen beauties (& u few wallfloti>ers) for your vacation
viewing pleasure.

Ampersand's First College St^xe Report • 11
Parties, food, drink, clothes, music

Paul Newman • 17
He hates nukes, but likes his new movie

Missing Persons • 18
Zappa-launched quintet begins first tour

m n

In One Ear • 7
Letters

& Out the Other • 7
Hot news & tepid rumors

Our Cover
The elusive Paul Newman was snapped on the set of

The Verdict by Tom Zimberoff/Sygma.
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e>1982 TDK Electronics Corp

Every playback is an encore.
Stevie Wonder takes his music
home from the studio on TDK.
Because he knows that TDK tape
records and captures everything
he creates. . .and gives it back to
him playback after playback after

playback.

TDK's advanced audio cas-

sette technology gives you the full

musical spectrum. Take TDK's
AD cassettes, for example. AD's
are the normal bias cassettes with
a brilliant high end, broad d5niamic
range and low noise levels. They
give you outstanding perform-
ances at an outstanding vsdue.

All TDK audio cassettes £u*e

designed to capture the wonder of

the creative mind. That's why
Stevie Wonder wouldn't think of
using any other cassette.

Find out for yourself what
makes TDK cassettes special
You'U find every playback is an
encore... for a lifetime.

^TDK
Music Kves on TDK

1982Amper$mmd 3



The world's smallest stereo cassette.

It's less than a handful but sounds like a roomful.

TheWayfrom Panasonic. ,

Panasonic

Good friends stand up foryou
when you need them.

^^^

V

,

'i^^

uau
Stereo

^
cassette
pbyzr

ft.

Way smaller than the rest
The Way is the wortd's smallest

stereo cassette player. It fits

in almost any pocket. And it

weighs In at under 9 ounces.
The new Way from Panaswilc,

in red and white (RQ-WJ1) or

metallic grey (RQ-KJI).

/!

\ ^a

Way out sourKl.
With its super-lightweight

adjustable headphones, you II

feel like you're moving with a
roonful G* music t)etween your

ears. Ar>d on the move, its

anti-roll mechanism helps

ke^ tfie sound frwi fluttering.

W^ easier to use.
The controls are b^, and each
one has a different shape So
you can use the Way by feel.

Even use it with your gtoves
on. There's also a hoteter

that lets you cfiange tapes
wvittTOut removing the Way.

Panasonic.
just slightly ahead of our time.

Way irtiead on features.
A unique pause switch on the

headphone wire stops the

musk; while you stop to talk. So
you'll never miss a beat. And
one headphone wine means
way less tangling. The Way is

way ahead of Its time.

%tMml AA b»ten«s not tnOtided.

4

tip'r.'eif-

A

Phone calls got you nowhere, but tliis should get her
attention. A mission requiring split-second timing,

perfect planning and most importantiy, some surefooted,

stand- up guys.

When you come dovvTi to earth, spring for sometliing

special.

Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

, iMj
Ldweabrau.Herels togood friends.^^ C lift? Roor Hrouuori hu Miliar Rrouuinn Cn Miluuai ittac.c 1982 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee. Wis
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Capture the heat of the moment... in dazzling, sizzling hot color.

No matter how fast it's happening. With Kodak film.

For sharp, beautiful shots that scream colon

Your anicle spotlighting Eddie
Murphy was vcr\ interesting

and entertaining, but should

your front cover attract "such racial

overtones" as "SatunUty Might Lives

Darkest Comedian Makes New
Album and a Major Movie"? Racial

suggestions of this type should be
avoided, or do you really mean to

call Mr Murphy a "darkie"? It is so

easy to say Black, or leave it out

completely.

Vatidella Brown
Iowa City, Iowa

As a black student enrolled at

the I'niversiry of Calif at Santa

Barbara, F found your recent

publication of AmfKTscirici insulting.

In the issue, Eddie Murphy is fea-

tured on the ctner while the cajition

below states Darkest Comedian
.Makes New Album and a Major

Movie. Apparently for the Amper
sand editors, it is Murphy's color

rather than his comic prowess that is

most interesting. Similar m(K:ker\ is

not new to Afro-Americans who
have, in the past, been labeled as

C(x)n,' "blackie, ' "nigger" and other

insulting terms And now in your Oc-

tober issue of Ampersatid we are

being iTH>cked darkest "
I doubt that

an .\nglo-Sx\on comedian would be

subjected to the same ridicule. If

Steve Manin appeared on your cover

would the caption read 'VChitest

Comedian ? i am proud of my herit-

age and of our cultural contributions

to the American stage, screen and
the arts: and 1 resent the implicit ra

ci.sm represented by the Ampersand
caption. I hope in the future your

collegiate publication will be more
cognizant of how you pt)rtray .\fr<v

Americans. It should not be too

much to expecT it to be in a sensitive,

fair and reaMinable manner
lithiisiftn Exnni

( C Santa HarfMra

It was simply a play on word-^. and
uv liked l/v double entendre — re

ferrtng not otdy to Mr Mtopfyy (uho

is i4ndeniahly darker tlxoi tlv other

fHLsTi faces on Saturda\ Night I.i\eA

hut (iLsfj t(/ black comedy, a kind of
humor that « best described as "f{et-

ting laughs from something that is

not inlrinsicully funny ' lilack

humor is a distinctly non racial

tenn. first applied to Uftny Bruce in

tix' Fifties lilack htdmor is angry, bit

ter. sarcastic, modern — a)td funny
.Much like .Mr .Murphy

Vie did not call htm a darkie'

As a matter of historical fact, ue
dill call actor Christopl.vr VCalken

T/je .\eu- Wasp Hearttbrol)' on our

.May 19''9 cover, hut Ms Fxum's

suggested Stete Martin heculline is

far better than //v one uv used for

his cover blurb

Uist, hut ceriainly not least, ue did

choose Mr .Murphy for our cover

Were ue really racist, ue probably

uouUI have used .someone ofa more

heige persiutsion

Regarding your article on

Donnv & .Marie being drop-

ped from Hawaiian Punch's

ad-campaign because they're no

longer hot " Frankly this annoys me
Your column gave no faaual reason

for their termination but inferred

their lack of popularity was the rea-

son, and that the\ weren't connecied

with "fun & sun " The reason this

anno\s me is Ix'cause the Osmond
family is a rarity in the eniertainnieni

business concerning their beliefs in

fan\ily, in religion, and in avoidance

of liqut)r & drugs If kids today can't

identify with good, clean, decent

people as role models, without

being laughed at, we're in trouble

That leaves the likes of Alice C«ioper

to idolize. PS the principal expon of

I'tah IS copjxT.

Jamie Rackley

rc Davis. C\

Send i4s your comments, complaints,

compliments (esfK'cially your com
pliments), your philosophy of life i)r

even ytjiir SAI scores We like to get

mail —any mail Send ll.X' g(MMlies U)

In (Jtte tar, 1680 North Vine, Suite

<)(X), Holhtvood, CA 9(H)2H

BY Steven Ginsberg

Meet McCartney'

PAi L McCIartney is in London
starring in his first feature length

solo film since the Beatles days.

Called (live My Regards to Broad
Street, it features .Mc(-artneys wife,

Linda, Ringo Starr and guitarist Eric

Stewart in a storv that traces a fic-

tionalized day in the life of

.McCanne\'. The former Beatle is also

writing the screenplay and compf)s

ing its theme and other songs

(There will alst) be other music from

tlie Beatles and Wings. ) The picture

is tx."ing done through .McCanney s

own company, .MPI. Communica-
tions. Incidentally, Paul and Ringo

did star in their own short film, The

C'oolei: which unspooled at the Can

ties I"i!m Festival earlier this vear.

Ampersand
Jokes

So many yucks' \X'e could
barely get any uork done, what

with all the guffawing, chor

tling, giggling and tittering Fi

natty, at gunpoint, the editors

and the publisher forced them-

selves to choose The ttinners

below were picked on the basis

of apparent originality and
downright funniness Just re

member, one pers(m's tee hee is

another's yawn, so shut up if

you don t like em.

However, ifyou're anxious to

earn an easy S20, as do these

three happy contributors, send

yoi4r jokes to Amfyersand Jokes,

1680 Sorth Vine, Suite 'JiKK Hoi

lywotHi, (A 90028.

1. What's black-and-white

and red and can't turn
around in a telephone booth?

A penguin with a Javelin

through its head.
David Nicholis .Montague, Jr

C;harU)ttesville, VA
2. What is the difference

between erotic and kinky?

Erotic is when you use one
feather; kinky is when you
use the whole chicken.

Rebecca A. U infield

.Normal. II.

3. Did you realize that San

Francisco actually has gay
schools now? They teach the

kids about the birds and the

birds.

Rob Gold

Sacramento, CA

Future Flicks

WARREN BtATTY, who is noi

exacth colkxiing unemploy
ment, just signed a deal to star in

Mernuiid His salary: $S million The
script (by C J. (^arruthers, to be re-

written by Robert Towne) is about

this mermaid who is kissed b\ (and,

as legend goes, subsecjuentK falls in

love with) a hand.some young rake,

but he betrays her and she ends up
with the older brother Maybe
Robert Redford was originalK set to

star, but as one HolK'wood wit ob-

served, "I just couldn't see Bob get

ting in any tank with a girl in a mer
maid skin."

Obviously, someone in charge

should hire Bette Midler for the

mermaid She alreads has the cos

tume

THE STARS Oh Officer and a den
ilemati are busy — but sepa-

raicK (.ilthough there is talk of a

sequel, since the aforementioned
flick \\;is the onh one to give FT a

run for its greenbacks) .Ms Vtinger

will play Shirle\' .MacLaine s daughter

in Ti-rnis of Fndcarment. to be writ

ten and directed by jim Brooks, who
created Taxi and The .Man Tyler

Moore Show (good) and the Burt

Reynolds film Starting Oivr (had)

.Mr Gere is off in .Mexico starring in

The Honorary Consul, after the

Graham Greene novel. It also stars

.Michael Caine and Britain's irresisti

hie Bob Hoskins (The long Hood
Friday)

GOOD NEWS FOR Saturday Sight

live fans. Dan .\ykroyd (you

remember him from the old show)

and Eddie .Murph\ (the new kid) will

begin work on a new comedy film m
December directed by John I.andis

(liltws Brollx.'rs) The onl\ problem

IS the title: Black and White The
powers-that-lTe don't think it s exacih

the right image for this particular

project, so they re offering a cash

reward to crew members to come
up with something better The rest of

us are excluded from the competi

tion, they say, because the pictures

subjea maner is ver\ hush hush. Big

de.ii

Wfc CHECKED THLS ONE twiCe Yes,

there will be yet a third in the

hugeh successful series of .Smoke}

and tlx' Bandit films. No, this one
will not star Burt Reynolds or Sally

Field But it does once again feature

Jackie Gleason as both the dumb
hick sheriff, Smokev. and as the

Bandit (Burts role) Hence the title

Smokey Is the Bandit Argh.

ThLf mecbanicaJ tteauty

comes to usfrom MIcbael

Scbufbucb of the t'niferstly

offtrettoH. He earns $,iOfor

bis effort. Vou, too, may
enhunce your income Just

submit your original Ampersand.
rendered In black Ink on wMte paper, lo

.Ampersand of the Montb, KtHO Sortb Vine,

SuiU 900. Hollywood. CA 9O0JH.

PAI L BaHIT-I and MaR^ WoRt)NOV

< introduced to .\mpersand
readers in the October issue) are

currently filming a new flick called

(jet Craz\; directed by Alan .\rkush

(Rock n Roll High school.

Hetirilk'efist which features .Malcolm

.McDowell in his first singing role,

plus Lou Reed, John Densmore
(drummer for the D(H)rs). How.irti

Kaylan of Flo & Eddie, and assorted

other music mavens The plot cen

lers around events in a Fillmore

East type concert establishment.

DKspiTt rHh tra«.k: death of Vic

.Morrow and two child actors

while filming diredor John Landis

segment of the upcoming feature

I uiligbt Zone, Earner Bros is going

ahead with plans to release it next

summer to theaters. They claim it

wiiuld be even more tragic if .Mor

row's final performances were not

seen We suspect that the .-Vccounting

Department would find if most
keenly tragic .\lso featured in that

episoiie are Dan Askroyd and .Albert

Brooks The movie has three other

segments, one of which will Ix- tli

rectett In Steven S|iiellxTg

Quote of the Month
EK.HIFFN-^hAK-Ol.I) STIDFNT aiui

unknown actress Jennifer Beals

IS the star of F.^islnlance, a inuch

talked about picture ccjncerning a

woman who goes through the mo
tions of stripping at a bar filled with

men but actually remains clothed

She recently spoke about beating out

thousands of others for the role:

I had moved into the dorm at

^'ale and didn t have a phone so the

proilucers had to go through the

New Haven p<)lice to track me down
>Xhen they told me I had the part I

s.iid I would only do it if Yale would

gi\e me a tieferment If 'I'ale said you

can t defer I would ve stayed in

sch(K)l ' ^eesh

Best Sellers

T T ont .ViT» H.'CVHsHiitt AND (,ork\

J. M. Park, vno recent best selling

novels, are all set to be made into

movies in 1983 Jodie Fcjster and

.Marty Feldman have signed to start

making Hotel (a strange saga aU)ut

five kids in a family) this spring in

Montreal and Vienna under the eye

of writer director Tony Richardson

(iorky Park, a thriller about the

ramifications of a triple murder in

.Moscow, starts earlier in the year in

northern Europe with director

Michael Apted (Coal Miners Daugh

lev) and screenwriter Dennis Potter

(I'ennies from Heaivn) NX'illiam Hurt

stars as .Arkady

PHoi.inc wRiiiK Harij\n El iJst)N has

signed to write the screenplay

for .\one of (/v Afjove. based on a

(>)liiical novel U{\tx\ Bug Jack liaron

(^osta-Ga\ ras, who recently directed

his first American movie, Missing.

helms this one txginning in June

Shake, Rattle and Roll

with the Punches

VETERAN ROCKER JERRY LEE LEWIS,

who was nearly scandalized into

obliMon 2S years ago when he mar-

ried his then 13 yearold cousin .Myra

Brown, may find his |X'rsonal life the

subject of .1 new movie Polygram

Pictures has optioneil the him rights

to .Myras tell all Ixwik dreat Halls (tf

Fire

Big News for Small

Screens

WITH Mc)RE THAN SO features to

his credit, famed Swedish

himmaker Ingmar liergman savs he

is giving up the big streen and will

instead work only on the M.ige or in

television Ihe reason? A loss of

energy But I love to have a camera

and a small crew anil to make things

for television, he s.iid in a recent

Variet\' inler\iew "You can make it

and then in one eveninu it is fin

ished Nobody thinks aliout it any

more We try not to

THE Paper Chase has been a

moMe. a canceled network tele-

vision show and a regular rerun on

PBS Wh.n else is left> \Xell, cable

biggie shovMinie has just ortlered

seven netv hour long episodes of the

program at a cost of fSOO.OOO

$()(J(),()(X) each, making it the lirst pay

service ever lo have a regular <.ir.i

m.itic series

Kiss Off
BY PaI L ROSTA

It they spent this kind of mone\
to promote an unknown band,

groused one wishing to be anony
mous giiesi, it WDiilii make their

career

Kiss is hartlK an unknown f)and,

but they have been rather ignored

lately. To get the t)nce-reigning

bubblegum stompers back in the

public eye. and to promote their

10()-cit\ tour for a new LP called Cre-

atures of tlx' ."Sight. Casablanca Re-

cords threw a shindig like no one in

the pinched record business had

done fcjr \ears /\t a Ztxtrope Studios

sound stage in HolK'wood the bar

was o[)en and so was bass player

Gene Simmons mouth VC'e re tlie

best show on Earth, he informed

the assemblage.

Before the buflet was cleareil anil

the r(X)m forcibly emptied by means
of pla\ing the group's new single at

top volume, over and over, someone
asked Simmons if he didn t think the

band's fbmb<n-ant garb was perhaps

a wee bit out of style ' We re above

style, ' Simmons shot back

V 19fi Ampenmmd 7
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ITS MORE THANACONVERTIBLE^
IT'SA MUSTANG.
Mustang Convertible. It comes complete

with an electric convertible top, a real

glass rear window, and room lor four. And.
that mokes it a complete convertible.

But. it also comes complete with the
wind in your hair and a pounding in your
heart. And that makes it a Mustang.

Limited availability. Whether you buy or
lease, see your Ford Dealer and place
your order now. And remember, get it

together— buckle up

.
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HAVE YOU ORIVENA FORD...LATELY?
^ fOROCHVlSION

'W'^IH

The Historian Skeksls In

The Dark Crystal.

BY Judith Sims

This is Hollywood's favorite

time of yean iiappy people

siwring love, presents, good
will— and going to the

movies. Traditionally, late

December is Big Budcs time

for the studios, when all

those bored, restless, hum-
bug folks (college students

included) go to dark theaters

in search of lauglis, insights

and stale popcorn. Thus giv-

ing the film studtos their own
presents (money!) and good
cheer (success!). Everybody
should be happy during the

ttolidays. . . .

Last year, H should be
noted, we had an abundance
of turkeys for the season,

and I do not refer to the

Ught-and-dark-meat variety.

In December 1981 Buddy

Buddy. Roilover. Heartbeeps,

Pennies from Heaven, ^k)dem

Problems and Whose Ufe is It

Anyway? all did Scroogy
business. Bombed, as k
were.

This year, Hollywood to of-

fering eighteen hopefuls of

aMorted types and sizes.

Maybe our luck (and the

8tudk>s*) «^1 change.

SOPHIE'S CHOICE stars Meryi

Streep, Kevin Kline and Peter Mac-

Nichol k) the fflm vision of William

Styron's best-selling novel about a

Catholic Polish immigrant who sur-

vived a Nazi concentration camp.

The story plays cHJt in Brooklyn,

where Sophie and her Jewish lover

Nathan (Kline) live hn a boarding

house also shared by young Stingo

(MacNichol), a would-be wrtter who

falls in love with Sophie. The

Holocaust is presented in flashback,

filmed in Poland (Streep learned

Polish for the role). Written and di-

rected by Alan Pakula.

8!X VkHEEKS gives us Dudley

Moore and Mary Tyler Moore (no re-

latk>n, naturally . . .) and young bal-

lerina Katherlne Hedy In a modern
three-hanky romance. Dudley's a

poUtkrian, Mary's a cosmetkrs

queenpin. Healy is her doomed
dancing daugfrter. Actor Tony Bill di-

rected. For those expecting this

year's verskin of Arthur, be advised

that this is being called Dudley

Moore's first dramatic role.

PRANCES is the compelling, often

gruesome story of Thirties actress

Frances Fanner, who rebelled

against conformity and ended up in

a mental instjtutk>n. Jessica Lange

stars; acclaimed stage actress Kim

Stanley portrays her dominating

mother, and playwright Sam
Shepard is a mysterkjus detective

who met Frances when she was 16

and toved her until her death in

1970.

THE DARK CRYSTAL is a tive-

actran, non-animated film in which

no humans appear— only creatures

devised by Muppeteers Jim Henson

and Frank Oz and artist (the book

Faeries) Brian Froud. The IDark

Crystal is peopled (creatured?) with

Gelflings, Skeksis. Garthim warriors

and Mystics; they all talk and move
(thanks to some space age engineer-

ing by the technicians behind tf»e

creatures) amki magfcal forests and

anthropomorphk rivers The pkat is

good vs. evil, the effects look spec-

tacular, and it's alt produced by Star

Wars' producer Gary Kurtz.

THE VERDICT stars Paul Newman
as a down-and-out Boston lawyer, a

drunk who's sunk so low he fre-

quents funeral parlors hoping to

cadge a few contested-will cases. He

is suddenly handed the case of a

lifetime: an "unwinnable" malprac-

tfce suit again^ a big, rich Catholic

hospital. But first, he has to get

sober . . . Chariotte Rampling and

Lindsay Crouse also ^ar.

KrSS ME aOODBYE stars James

Caan, Sally PfeW and Jeff Bridges in

a good-natured fantasy k>ve story

wherein Catex, deceased famous

Broadway choreographer, returns to

haunt his very much alhre wife

(Field) on the eve of her wedding to

Egyptologist Bridges. There is a

mes»ge underlying the silliness—
letting go of the past—and Caan

does some tap dancing; the latter

may (or may not) t>e worth the price

of admission.

AIRPLANE D: THE SEQUB. re-

portedly has worKlerfully dumb puns

just like the original; it also stars

Robert Hays and Julie Hagerty, just

like the original (plus dozens of fa-

mous TV faces like Peter Graves,

Sonny Bono, Raymond Burr, William

ShaAner, et al.) This time, the

airplwte Is really the space shi^e,

and it's forced to crash land on the

nrKwn . . . where it is greeted t)y sev-

eral Hare Krishnas.

TOOTSDE: Dustin Hoffman ki drag.

As an out-of-work actor desperate

for work, any work. Hoffman Hons a

dress, makeup and wig and lands a

part In a soap opera. As a woman.

Tootsie also stars Jessica Lange,

Charles Durning and Ten Gan.

THAT CHAMPIONSHIP SEA-
SON (a huge Broadway hit in 1972)

was written by Jason AAiller, who also

directed this film version (as an ac-

tor, he starred in 7?ie Exorcist, but

nobody's perfect). The title season

was 1957, when the players (our

stars) won the Pennsylvania basket-

ball champtonsNp; they've been get-

tir^ together every year, nrwre or

less, with their coach (Robert

Mitehum), but this time, the 25th

anniversary, things are a tittle differ-

ent Stars Martin Sheen, Bruce Dern,

Stacy Keach and Paul Scrvlno.

Ben Kingsley as GamRil.

FIVE DAYS ONE SUMMER. Set

in 1932, Five Days is a provocative,

haunting tale of sexual obsessran,

hopeless tove and shattered dreams,

but toW with restrained passksn.

Sean Connery is a Scottish doctor

who's conrw to the Alps for some
mountain climbing and adultery

—

with his young niece (Betsy

Brantiey): their Swiss gukle (Lambert

Wilson) complies a very tense

triangle. This Is not a film tf»at bangs

us over the head; it lingers and reso-

nates and captivates. Fred Zinnenrvan

directed with impeccable skill; he

has reportedly wanted to make this

film ever since he read the Kay

Boyle short story "Maklen AilakJen

"

on which is is "partially" based. He

read it 40 years ago ... as 1 saki, it

lingers.

HONKY TONK. One of the worst

things about last year's holiday fare

was the total absence of the tradi-

ttonal Clint Eastwood offering. Well,

thank goodness, the man has come
through for us this year. Honky
Tonk is a more "personal" film,

we re toW (not exactly Dirty Harry

Goes to a Baf. if you get my drtft,

podner). CDnt plays a singer—yes, a

singer— beck in the Thirties, who
journeys from dust bowl Oklahoma
to the Grand Ole Opry to make his

name and fortune. Clint also pro-

duced and directed and I, for one,

can't wait.

BEST FRIENDS. Burt Raynolds,

who used to be ingratiating and

amusing but is now just boring and

self-important; and Goldie Hawn,

who was once cutely iconoclastic

but is now just cute, portray two

screenwriters whose ctose working

habits lead to closer personal habits.

Best Friends was written by Barry

Levinson (who wrote Diner) and Val-

erie Curtin; together they also wrote

. . . and Justice for All, among
others, and Best Friends is partially

based on their own writing (and

other) experiences.

TWICE UPON A TIME is that oW-

fashwjned holiday standby an ani-

mated adventure film ir which two

apprentice heroes do battle with evil.

The subtitle may explain everything:

"Thf Synonamess Botch and His

Murk Workers Try to Save the

Rushes of Din from Non-Stop

Nightmare Bombs— Ckscks Stand

StilL"

QANDIfl is a four-hour multi-

million dollar internatkinal cast-of-

thousands epic— and glorious it is,

too. (Gemdtd, Five Days One
Summer and Still of the Might are

the only films in this list Tw actually

viewed.) We see Gandhis rise from

lawyer to spiritual leader, his power

and influence over mUlksns simply

awesome: when Gandhi fasted, India

came to a halt until he resumed eat-

ing. Ben King^, a Britlsh/kidlan

actor arwi member of the Royal

Shakespeare Company, is com-
pletely convlTKing. The script is

powerful and witty, the spectacles

spect2icular. the path to unity and

peace fascinating. In these uncertain

times, it is strangely comforting to

kx»k back at other tftcertain times,

to see one little man stui*omly—
but peaceftilly— prevail over one of

the most powerful nations in the

wurW. Gandhi instructed the world in

the ways and pwwers of non-vkalent

protest; it is a kisson worth a re-

fresher course.

48 HR8. has Nk:k Nolte as a tough

Los Angeles cop who springs Eddie

Murphy (the comedian from Satur-

day tiight Live in his first film role)

from the slammer because he needs

Murphy's help in tracking down

some victous cop killers. Written Mid

directed by Walter HUI (The War
riors. Souihem Comfort, The

Driver} who knows a thing or two

about stylish vtolencft

^i^^5>^

Jeff Bridges. Sally Field and James
Caan in Kiss Me Qoodl>ye.

THE TOY stars Jackie Gleason and

Richard Pryor. which is a good start

It's based on the French film of the

same name which starred Francois

Perrin (theit blond guy In The Tail

Blond Man with One Black Shoe ).

h was awful, even in French. The

plot (assuming they haven't changed

it drastically): Jackie Gleason is

rkrher than any man has a right to

be; one Christmas, his son wanders

through a store and decides he

wants Richard Pryor, out-of-work

journalist, as his new toy. Gleason

oblig'Bigly "buys ' Pryor for his son,

arKl thereafter son and father learn a

few corny lessons about life and love

from their new possession. Let's

hope i improves in English.

Slfi OF THE HIQHT. Meryl

Streep is a mystertous and very ner-

vous wom«i whose tover was just

murctered: Roy Scl>ekler was her

kwer's psychiatrist Written and di-

rected by Rober Benton (Kramer us.

Kramer^, this movie wants very

much to be a stylish HItchcocWan

thriller ... but it's too ot>vk}us, too

self-consck>usly scary, and uitinrtateiy

just plain ^ly. (An »lde: the actors

smoke enough cigarettes in this

flkk to choke the au<fience. Any
audience.)

THE TRAU. OF THE PINK
PANTIffiR. For people who can't

get erwugh of ^iter SeihMs as the

bumbling Inspector Cteuseau, di-

rector Blake Edwards put together

this pastiche of film clips from previ-

ous Pink Panther films. Outtakes, in

other words. The bits are tied to-

gether l)y a journalist reviewing the

Inspector s cluttered life.

Betember, 1982 Ampenmmd
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NOTABLE FOR THREE REASONS:

The Amper-

sand staff re-

ceived no graft, no

bribes, no tokens from

anybody. After all our

work. Not so much as a

non-gourmet kernel of

popcorn. >Xe must be

doing something

wrong.

Beer Is a Many-Splendored Thing

V,\ MORI.EY JONES

^oucaiiMik .ilx>ut v.nir ClutcMuiK-iit dii P-qx' ;uHi voii can talk alxmi your C.aymu>

Vtncvards Napa \ilk\ Ot-il dc PL-rdrix \^^K\ can talk about your Glcndronach

single malt Scotch whiskey and you can talk about xour Aniarclto di sarono on the

riK-ks with a splash of hea\-> cream Wm can blablx-r on and on forewr aliout your

Tequila suniise and vtiur elenaniK ix-rfeci 22-to-l manini. and you can prattle till

you re blue in the face aliout vour damned tanc\ schnianc\ t:uro|XMii vkI.i water at "'> cents .1 pint Bui

when all that vacket\ \ak dies down and vou discowr that you re thirsi\. ivalh thirsty, brush tireon

a hot da\ thirst\ - chances are pretty g(K)d that you'll reach tor a kikkI old fashioned Ix-er

The IS. is the largest producer of Ix'er and related beverages dike ale. Moul. etc — ibout which,

more later) in the world, and one of the largest consumers of the MufT K.ich .ind ever\ one of us.

statisticallv at least, drinks about 22 gallons of Ix-er and such a year — and if you |X'rsonally drink

>omewhat less than thai, doni worr\, because ihe guv next to vou probablv more than m.ikes up your

share (By way of comparison, .\meric.in jx-r capita consunipti.)n of hard l'><K)/e is only alvuii two

gallons a vear. and wine consumption is slightly less than that — though it s increasingh rapulK )

Beer has Ix-en around for a long time Since before there was whiskey Since Ix-fore there was

cluH.ol.ite milk Since Ixfore plain old w.uer was even safe to drink Ik-er was probabh the first

alc»)holic Ixrverage known to humankind It was made as early as SOfKl BC
.
in Meso|->otamia >oii

rememlx-r N!es<)i>)tamia— the Fenile Crescent, most productive .igricultural land in the ancient world

W ell. mo>t t)f wh.u ihe\ grew in .\les<)jx)tamia was grain, and almost half i^i all th.it grain was used for

m.iking Ix-er Sumeri.m workers were paid in Ix'er Hammurabi took it v) seriously that he wrote

six-ci.il rules into his C:(Kie condemning jx-ople who v)ld watered down brew

The Kgvptians liked the idea of Ix-er, and passed it along eventually to the Greeks, who were nice

enough to tell the Romans al-)oui it. The Romans introduced it to wh.it are now Germanv and Great

liriiain. and UK)k what t/.K'ytv clone with it.

The light, medium bitter st\ le of beer that most of us are used to today wa^ probably liorn 800 vears

.igo or so in Cxechoslovakia. .It the Pilsner Trqueil brewen in the town of Pilsen (The firm iv Mill in

business lod.iv, and Pilsner Irquell is .ivailable in the IS.)

NXtiat is Ix-er, an\^.n> vou might well ask— besides being just ih.it frotin siutt that tastes so g(HKl'

Uell. beer is son of like wine, except that its made from grain inste.id of grapes It starts oui with a

mixture of kinds ,,f grain, usualK heavv on the barley The grain is allowed to 'malt —which means

ih.ii the grain gn)ws sprouts and the starches it contains become comerted, through n.itur.il processes.

to sugar (which is necess.in for fermeni.ilion ). The gram is then cooked %Mih w.iter. .md the result

ing liquid, c.illed won. is drained oft into a brewing vessel Here. f1a\«)rings are added, the principle

n.ivoring agent, the one that makes Ix-er taste like beer is hops, which are bloss.mis of a vine rel.ited

to the mullx-rn bush The tLivored mixture is cooked a bit longer, then the Ha\()ring substances are

removed the mixiure is ccx)led. .ind brewer's yeast is .idded Now fermentation Ix-gins (To make

beer a veast is used which sinks to the l>ottom of the fermenting vat and works from there; ale is

made with a kind of \e.ist which floats on the top of the liquid (.\nd. as long as we re .« it, it might as

well be mentioned that stout is ale made with roasted malt, and i»rter is stout fermented to .1 higher

degree of alcohol ) Vihen the fermentation is finished, the Ix-er is filtered, .iged for ..
sl„,r. t„n.' ..nd

then JTottled or canned i>r loaded into barrels — mostiv aluminum these davs

This is where the ontroversv usuallv stans l)(X-s Ix-er taste better from a barrel than il does Irom .i

bottle or can' D(« cans give bc-er a tinnv' taste> In answering these questions, it is gcHM.! to rememlxi

hrst of ill tl1.11 Ix-er didn t alwavs conu- in cans and bottles. In fact, when the radical notion of IxMtling

Ix-er was first proposc-d earlier in this centun, HI. Mencken snorted something to the effeciih.ii

putting beer in .. Ixntle was like putting ,1 kiss in the icebox He was a curious man. .Mencken —"

I iM)s i-(^rnN
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Sooner Or Later
You'll Get Responsibility LikeThis.

InTheNavy It*s Sooner.

i#"'

You're maneuvering 445

feet of guided missile ^t

frigate through the ^^
""

navigational hazards and
non-stop traffic of one of

the world's busiest ports. ^-»

But you'll dock safely. Because you know
your equipment. You know your men. And
even when the responsibility weighs in at

3,600 tons. . .you're ready.

After four years of college, you're ready

for more responsibility than most civilian

jobs offer, ^avy officers get the kind of job

and responsibility they want, and they get

it sooner.

Navy officers are part of the manage-
ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot

camp, officer candidates receive four months
of leadership training. It's professional

schooling designed to sharpen their

technical and manage-
ment skills.

.Then, in their first

assignment. Navy
officers get management ,

exp(jrience that could

NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton. NJ 07015

C I'd rather have responsibility sooner. Tell me
more about the Navy's officer program. (0G)

Name.

take years in private

industrv. And thev earn

the decision-making
^ authoritv it takes to

make that responsibility

pay off.

As their management abilities grow,

Navy officers can take advantage of advanced

education and training in fields as varied •

as operations management, electronics, and
systems analysis. In graduate school it

would cost you thousands; in the Navy we
pay you.

And the Navy pays well. The starting

salary is $16,400 (more than most companies

pay). And that's on top of a comprehensive

benefits program that can include special

duty pay. After four years, with regular

promotions and pay increases, the salary is

up to as much as $29,800.

If you qualify to be

an officer in the Navy,
' chances are you ha\e
. what it takes to succeed.

[ The Navv just makes
it happen faster.

W191

First

Address.

(Please Print) Last

Apt. «

Citv. -State. .Z,p.

Age. . + College/University_

tYear in College.

AMajor/Minor

.GPA.

Phone Number
(Area Code I Best Time to Call

This is for general recruitment mformation. You do not have to furnish any
of the information requested Of course, the more we know, the more we
can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you qualify

AMP 12'82

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Beer docMit show the vast radge

ol \ar\inji chaiactci i>>tics that its

cousin wine does — still there are

j^reat differences in color, hod\. and

flavor from one heer to the next

These differences are due to the

i\pes and amounts of grain and
tlasorings used, to the quality and

constituents of the water employed,

and simply to brewing methods

Heer can be made into a ver\ light,

almost flavorless beverage {like

main of the .\mencan lite beers),

or It can be made uito something

dark and rich and extremely bitter

(like Ciuinness Stout, for instance)

I here are e\en Ix^ers in Belgium —
some of which are sealed with corks,

like wine bottles — that are flavored

with macerated bitter cherries!

Vlhat are the Ixfst beers in .\nierica

t()i.lav' That is, of course, a matter of

jvrsonal opinion I don t much like

most of the regular mass market

.\merican tx*ers, simply f>ecause the\

don t have much of what I have

come to think of .is beer fl.ivor I do

favor .\nchor steam Beer .ind .Mbion

\le. as well as the medium dark

Bohemia Ale from Mexico (which,

since I Ine in Southern California, is

\inuall\ a region.il lH.vr for me ) For

the tun ot It. I held a wine tasting

i\pe judging of beers with some
triends of mine in>i long ago. and

Heineken s came out Number One
.ilmost unanimously, for its rich

blend of flavors .\nd its good, lull

iTody Other beers we rated highh

included Carlsberg (Denmark),

Becks and >Xiir/.burger (Germanv ).

Harp Lager (Ireland), and .\sahi (.la

pan) 1 also enjoy Kronenberg, a

pleasant, medium Nxly Ix'er with a

v.igueK sweet aftertaste, from the .\l

s.itian region of France

The aforementioned 11 I

Mencken. apparentU a dedicated

brew sampler, covered the field best

when he noted. There is no bad

beer; some kinds are better than

others."

Popcorn: The Most

Popular Munchie
BYJOHS KROUT

^

much produces a -oggx mess One
major po[X()in marketer sa\s that .1

volume i.iiion of .'i p.irts oil to 1 pan

jToptorn is [X'rfecto for his proiiuci,

\our mileage will |irobably be lower,

de|X'ndiiig on the braml of corn. .\

g(H)d test: drop one or rwo kernels

in the bottom and add .i layer of oil

iust tieep enough to cover them, and

no more
Those first two kernels can save

some effort Turn on the heat before

adding the full load. >Xhen thev pop,

the oil is hot enough for the main

event Any burner setting from

medium to high should work, it

C(M)king with gas, the tl.ime sIkhiUI

definiteh touch the |>ot

Pour in the corn and slap on the

hd A lid with a steam hole helps ihc'

popcorn stay crisp, because the

steam of several hundred popped

kernels is substantial, and most ot

the C( Hiking oil is vaporized too

Naturally, when the pKipcorn starts

living, some unpopjX'd kernels lift

otf .IS well Sooner or later a l.uer ot

pojiped m.iterial prevents ihe uii

popiX'd from falling back for another

hot oil bath, so the pot needs to Ix-

sh.iken 10 help the unpipix-d make

It back to the bottom A gcxxl r.iiile

or two even thirtv seconds will do.

though some fanatics insist on con

stani .igit.ition

NXhen the sound has slowed down

to .iboui one ["kiii per second, shut

oft the he.it and get the |-»ot oft the

burner Kx|X'ct the last few kernels

to |>)p as the pot cools

Pour the finished product out tor

the gr.iietul m.tsses and st.irt the next

batch immediateK — if the first bowl

ful IS a hit. a pojxorn IreiiA v\ill

probabK strike

*'Som€ Call It Preppy'

BY BYROS LAl'RSES

F.veryone goes for

popcorn It s the

most economical ol

ix'ople-pleascrs But

It has to be made
\ right None of that

« ancient. "^oggv.

chewy, lumpy, starchy junk that s

v)ld in iiK^si movie theaters. No. no.

|-M)|x-orn must be hot. crunchy and

unburnt and that isn t as easv as

most people think

The kernels must heat eveiiK <>n

all sides, so vhtxise a pot or skillet

with a thick Ixrttom that spreads heat

uniformly A thin Ixntom will inevit

abh develop hot spots where ker

nels char, and black popcorn carbon

is .i miserable cleanup headache as

well as a waste of goixl kernels

( ooking oil should surround each

kernel and provide even heat, TtH)

little oil promotes burnt corn: kh)

VXe .Lsked e\ei"\bodv'

Several people, any

way From Harvard

Squares lo Rambling

Wrecks (from Geor

gia lech ) VCe even

^A\f the Beavers (ot

Oregon state) a shot Menfolk

Womenfolk Sophomores. Texans

and normal people, too Amper
sand's \'er> First ,\ninial Sur\ev of

Campus Style covered ten diverse

campuses all across the ct)uniry

water witching for signs of trends to

c<Miie. probing tor the favorites ot

the day. dixining the Great .\merican

Collegiate Closet .\nd what d we get'

T(H) many alligaH)rs, that's what" We
couldn't see the trends for all the

[X'skv l/od I-acoste alligators craw

ingover the questionnaire forms like

cockroaches on a BIT al>andoneil

yesterdav m a New York apartment

Some of you loved em' (Ihe

ligators. we mean, not the cock

r»>.iches, ) Some of \ou couldn i stani

the sight of em it confused us hor

riblv One editor began to make de

plorable noises into his Selectric,

then left to enroll in a truck driving

correspondence scinK)l

But the more thoughtful of us

Ix'gan to notice things; like. |x*rhaps

the preppy/classic/allnuist-look

same movement reflects a tough

economv
Monev for clothes has to Ix' aimed

.It sure Ix'ts these Keag.mismic tl.ivs

1 urthermore, even if sameness

reigns, the ftKiis on fashion is strong,

lashion, as much for collegians .is

anyone else, remains a primar\ way

of telling the world what you w.int it

to think about you In the eloquent

words of a male Purtlue sophomore.

People seem to be more aw.ire ot

1 l\l)\ lIMVIN

the physical apix'arance. then h.mdle

the mental as|)ects later

'

'.Almost anvihing goes these davs,'

s.ivs another I'urcluvi.in man I hear

the mini skirt is back' Vi'here is it?

'

It is not on the hips of the 21

vearoki Purdue worn. 111 who listed

the resurgent mini uiuler I'hings

I would m-ier wear Oilier

.1 thous.iiid limes no items in

(.IucUhI sp.irkles 01 he.nled looks

(savs .111 Oregon Si.iie

senior woman ). hot

|i.inis and/or "tr.impv

clothes (women from

liilane) .iiul plaiil

p.mis, veloui shirts,

i.ink tops or tat ties lor

.1 20 vear old Geoigi.i

lech m.in in his lumoi

se.ison

'rep siutl" .iikI .M.

I Ki.VIOKS made the

iieveiwe.ir lists, loo.

But more tretiuentiv

ihe\ were on

lists ot choice for d.iie we.ir, p.inv

clothes and going to class togs The

l/.(Klian reptiles also .ipjx'ared often

in the doing Out ot Style ijucs

lioiinaire slot So go figure l.iki-wise.

miniskins were perceivetl both .is

coming into .ind going out ol favor

So wer<,- designer le.ins

l.uckilv, since l.isiing t.ishion value

turned up .is .i m.iioi concern, we

askeil wh.it e.ich respondent thought

had stved 111 stvie over the List three

ve.irs Here .lie some of the mi in- in

teresiing aiisv\eis

VComen cited rustic stvles, Levis,

designer leans, designer .invihing,"

bulkv sweaters, oxtonl shirts, re

iiaiss.ince styles, narrow leg pants,

classic sweater and blouse comlxis

AuA. of course, the pieppv UH>k A

1 niveisitv of Texas woman, alxiut to

gun for .in .id\c-nising c.ireer. endeil

her discussion of Listing stvles vMth a

strong practical note Ini more con

scious of m\ clothes, she said. ' Ix'

c.iuse 111 he interviewing soon I

h.ive to s|x'ihI more f on

qualitv Items,"

Men
listed

tweeds
.is per

pelu.illv

s I V I ish .

.1 I o n g
with but

londowns,

I i> ids ,

(XMiiiv loat

(.MS, topsid-

irs, wool

l.ickets, thin

silk ties, neat

ookllig sUllt

.is op|K)secl to

sloppv. jeans.

.Hid the ever

popul.ir n.ivv

bl.i/ei I iiseel

to be viTv tash

ion orienieil —
what is in toilav.

S.IVS a junior man
trom Georgia lech,

\ov\ I .1111 more
mn I t 111' t LissK .il

look ( some c.ill it

preppv )

But the same stu

dent listetl prepjn

clothes .Is ihe worst

thing .1 wom.in could

wear .So dul yet

.mother Georgi.i Teih

111. in, who st.iteil .1 pref

erence for women in

semi tight )eans Mtd

lIt^ (not crotch-grab

hers) Inierestinglv. no

women .iddeit gr.it uitous

comments on wh.ii men
should not wear

The fashionable folks on
these fHtjies are i'CLA

students, most of em.
whose fiictures say more
about style than any words
could. The pictures are by

Linda Epstein, and they

were taken in \t &J Country
Shoe Store in Westwood, CA,

under the astute direction of
coordinatftr Elizabeth

Freeman.

December. J9S2 Ampersand l.i



Stylish cars included the predicia

ble run of Mercedes-Benz, BMW,
Mazda RX '' and Datsun 280ZX, plus

a DeLorean and a Porsche or two.

Finally, if a major dollop of refined

sensibilirv was lo be found an\-where

on the fashion cjuestionnaires, it w;is

in the words of a I'niversity of Texas

senior of the male [X'rsuxsion who
anends, says he, some 30 movies and

SO concerts in an average month
"Austin should p.iss an ordinance.' he

.states clearly, "banning cardboard

.salt-free' fashions
'

Now who can argue with that?

The Rhythm Method

(of Party Ghnng)

0\ party without

music? (ymon! ^ou d

do better withiiut

food, or drink, or

I
even guests. I'nless

you care to pla\ host

for a rap session on

Reaganomics, there's got to be a reli

able juke box (ok, stereo) and a

stimulating selection of long players

Here s where we can help. Polling a

few of Amf)erstiH(i's musical con
tributors. we've compiled a helpful

— but by no means all-inclusive —
list of records that can give any party

a lift. .\s the venerable VCillie the

Sh;ike said; "If music be the fcxxl of

love, plav on .
"

PrtdvtMd ty K»f Sink.

LIVE AT THE APOLLO VOL. U

James Broum (King)
rhe perfect party record. Over two

hours of J.B. at his Mr Dynamite

peak, and believe me, "were talking

dance attack. There's a 20-minute

rendition of "There Was a Time ' that

won't quit and tor the dreamy side

another 20 minutes of "It's a Man's

Vt'orld " Tt)o much.

Tom Vickers

25 THUMPING GREAT HITS

The Dave Clark Five

(Polydor)
Of course, the Dave Clark Five never

kHui 25 hits But they did have a solid

beat. .\l.s() a joyously tacky organ and

fany .saxopht)ne. .Stick with "Glad .Ml

Over' and the t)ther bona fide hits

Stet'en X. Rea

LET IT BLEED

The Rolling Stones (Atlantic)

Okl but irresistible— especially loud

o\er a gcxxJ stereo Nominated for

rowdiness anti rh\ihm

Alison Wickwire

HISTORIC PERFORMANCES
LIVE AT MONTEREY POP

Otis Redding & Tbejimi
Hendrix Experience (Reprise)

Two masters for the price of one,

how can you go wrong? Big O ab?>o

lutely torches the crowd with the

help of the stjiid Stax band (Booker

T and the .VKis plus the Memphis
Morns) On the flip side Hendrix lays

out the performance that caused his

career to "catch fire" in America.

Don Snowden

THE SUPER HITS VOL. I

Various Artists (Atlantic)

Sure to get everyl-K)dy up and mo\'

ing. A total shing-a-ling experience

from the late Sixties, including "Hold

On, I'm Coming," "Mustang Sally,

"Respect," "In the Midnight Hour
This is the record that can teach you

to do the Philly Dog.

Bob Merlis

JR. WALKER & THE
ALL-STARS GREATEST HITS

Jr. Walker and the All-Stars

(Motown)
.Mr Sax had a party going on in the

studit) when he put down these

track-s. "Shotgun" and "I'm a Road-

runner' are guaranteed dance star

ters, and the human who can resist

the sax h(X)k to >X'hat Vkies it Take

hasn t lx.'en born \et.

SJi.R.

SILK DEGREES

Box Scaggs (Columbia)
.\ classic with no bad track-s. And, for

some reast)n, it reeks of sex. What

more can anyone ask of a party

record?

A.W.

LWEI

Bob Marley and the Waiters

(Island)

"One good thing Am)u[ music/VClien

it hits you feel no pain " That's the

first line Marley tusts on this, the de

finitive reggae album to date. Bend

\()ur knees to the chopping rhythm

guitar and the rest of your Ixxly will

invent a new dance on the sp<it.

D.S.

GREATEST HITS

Mitch Ryder and the Detroit

Wheels ( Virgo)

For true rock and roll party spirit

there is no white singer/bandleader

who has matched .Mitch Forget your

punks, your Springsteen, even your

Stones; this guy was the heaviest

Little Latin l.uix' l.u, " "i:)evil with the

Blue Dress," this LP kicks from start

to finish.

T.V.

IN A SILENT WAY
Miles Davis (Columbia)
Thrc-w you t)ff a bit with this one, ehi'

But with its steady, understated pul.se

and the spare, atmospheric melo
dies. Silent Way is the perfect album

for cruising down to the end of a

long night of serious part\ing.

D.S.

Finally, here are some timely

choices when the old Stones and

.Motown records don t quite get your

mojo working;

If it s a birthday pany; I'fx' Hinl>

(ln\ I'anv. (Irand .Master Flash and

the Furious Five 12 inch 45

If you want the scene to be a

skanking sensation; the first albums

of either the Specials or .Madness

If It s a punky reggae party; S»r

semilla by Black I'huru, Wailing

Souls LPs on Studio One or .Mango,

or Bob Marley and the Wallers'

Pioiky Ke^ae Party 12 inch 45

If it's a crawlon-your belly-like-a-

reptile, b(X)gie-til-ya-puke affair: the

first George Thorogcxxl and the De-

stroyers record on Rounder (featur-

ing One Bourbon, One .Scotch, and
One Beer "), or, even better, Heivare

of the DofJ by Hound Dog Fay k)r and
the Hoaserixkers Any J.Geils B;ind

record before .Monke\' hlancJ might

do just as well

If it's a TV party and your guests

h.i\e thrown the T\' out of the win-

dow, along with most of the furni-

ture; Damaged by Black Flag.

If your friends are chronic cough
syrup drinkers, Detroit auto workers,

or are similarly braindamaged; Raw
Power by Iggy and the Stooges.

If your friends are intellectual

types who like to get down and
t"H)ogie every once in a while; Re
main in light by Talking Heads

If the party is Ix'ing held in a ga
rage; the first Sonics album or
"Sometimes G(xid Guys Dont Wear
>Xliite'" by the Standells.

If the police pull up in the drive-

way and all the lawn chairs have

gone into the pool; Brian Eno's

Music for Airports at very low \ol-

ume (I'seful dialogue; "Honest, of-

ficer, we were just having a quiet

evening at home with friends .

If you want everybixly to get the

hell out; Trout M(l4{ Replica by Cap-

tain Beefheart or Ascension by John

Coltrane

— Chris Morris

^#*^.

Jiic Duon
descrbed as "eclectic" and "unique"

yet she is a multiplatinum selkr

both in her native Great Britain and in the

<^. ^^ ^''
'^^^^^.

international community.

$t»wiMi«iiHWC«iKeoiw»,«iiMii<wi»K«»w«iftt<iiii<t,'pt JMtafbmnwn i fa.

THEDREAMING m.
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Presenting High Bias n and
the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so

extraordinary, we're going to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
Extraordinarily flat frequency response at zero dB

recording levels, combined with remarkably low

noise levels, means music is captured live. Then

Permapass,'" our unique oxide-honding process, locks each oxide

particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music stays live.

Notjust the 1st play Or the 1000th. But forever.

Well guarantee the cassette.

We've engineered eveiy facet ofour transport mechanism

to protect the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.

Silicone-treated roUers insure precise alignment and smooth,

safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've

surrounded them with a remarkable cassette housing made

rigid and strong by a mold design unique to Memorex.

Well guarantee them forever.

Ifyou ever become dissatisfied with Memorex High Bias II, for

any reason, simply mail the tape back and we'U replace it frea

VDtfU FflHEVEB WDHDEB
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Levis50fJEANS
SuccessfullyUnimproved

forover125years.

One day a man named Levi

Strauss created the world's

first blue denim jeans.

Tlien something really

remarkable happened:

For over 12S years,we didn't

improve them.

The authentic, original Levi's 501™

^ jeans you buy today are virtually

^^ identical to that verN' first pair.

Viliich means they're still rugged,

comfortable, classic . . . and a bit odd.

Still guaraiiteea

to slirink and lade.

odd and I nuMial

» FilliiiiiCiUide;

1^
>Xaist Add

r- f,w 1"

^H" tM"
)"

^il" Ip V

Insiani \dd

2— .<^" y

a) Our front pockets are still riveted at

the corners.

b ) We still give you a real watch

pocket, wtiether you ^
need one or not. You

never know.

c) You get a S-

button fly. No
need to go

switching to

something that

might just be a

temporary fad.

like zippers.

d) We still use

only hea\yweight

l4 -ounce denim that's so

strong two horses couldn't

tear it apart. Hence, the Levis

two-horse patch on ever> pair.

Classic stvjle

never goes out oi stijle.

And the result of all this?

Levi's SOl's^are probably the only

you a promise.

You keep buying original Levi's

501™ blue denim jeans, and we'll keepf^

adding no iniprox ements.

r

just pick

i.ikf..r. 2 After
out a pair that's

1 to 3 inches

too big in the waist. ( Trust us on this.

)

And 3 or 4 inches too long in the legs.

,\fter 3 washings, our exclusive 'XX'

all-cotton denim will 'Shrink-To-Fit!^"

A few more washings, and the fabric

"breaks in" to become softer, lighter in

color and even more comfortable.

Tliev) fit like no otlier

jeans vjouU ever own.
W ith continued wearings. 5()rs™ actually

adapt to your body proportions, forming

a uniquely personal relationship between

man and jeans.

Yet overall. 50rs™ remain as tough

a.s nails. Vtliich is why an old pair is more
valuable to its owner than a new pair.

What's more:

1

It
""

i

-*^ r* itt. -1 1-^ a

PUTS UP

QUAUTY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

'

"It's me," says Paul Newman, Hashing

a sardonic smirk as he strolls onto a

soundstage at Universal Studios.

One of the dujx'd and manipulated!'

Wearing a white tee shirt

emblazoned with leani Newman,

his newly-formed racing team

scheduled to debut at the 1983 lnd\

500 race, Newman is here to taix* a

commercial for the Nuclear Freeze

movement These d.iys only rwo sub

jects can compel Newman to meet

the prevs — ami nukes and his up

coming mo%ie. The Verdict

Universal Studios, a debt free

company rolling in mone\ (much of

it courtesy oiET ), is an incongruous

choice to tape an ;uiti-nuke commer
cial The studio is he.ided b\ Lew

Viasserman. a [X)wertul supporter of

Reagan and the status quo But the

studio is also the home b.ise of Em
bassy Pictures, he.ided by a some

what less powerful but never heless

formidable producer. Norman I.ear.

an avid sup|>)rt<,'r of lilx*ral cau.ses.

It's Lear who has put together the

talent for this commercial, and its

Lear who is calling the shots Be

sides, as one executive put it,

mone\"» monev; ihc siutlio will rent

to anyone

VChen Newman comes onio ihe

soundst.ige. General VCilliam Fair

iTorne, retired, is talking into a cam
era, telling us all that nuclear escala

tion is madness He's not an expert

actor, and he's called uj-nin to re|X'.it

his lines so man\ times the General

finalh jokes in embarr.issment. This

is just like training recruits — He\,

you knucklehead He is referring

to himself.

Newman confers briefly with I.e.ii

He wants it made [XTfeaU clear that

General William Fairborne, retired,

is a former niiliuor man
For close to thirty years I'aul

Newnian has proved himself to Ix'

not only an indispeiisible aaor and

Ixmafide movie star, but an ouispt)

ken and thoughtful supporter of

causes — all liberal. Newman, who
was born in Shaker Heights, Ohio, a

one time Qu.iker communitv. says he

was raised to use his mind. (That

training took him to Kenyon College

in Ohio and to Yale University for his

MA.)

Newman has followed his convic-

tions away from HoIU'wchkI Last year

he served as a delegate to the United

Nations Conference on Disarmament

and this year he is devoting much of

his free time to that same cause He

knows people listen to him Ix'cause

of his name, his movies. He kntjws

that while he talks arms, treaties and

alternatives, they're thinking about

Butch Cassidy and Hud, or they re

looking at his slightly thinning

close cropped gray hair and thinking

how well he's held up, or they're tr\

ing ncx to stare into those famous

blue eves He knows this and

NEWMAN
HIS DUKES

h.is m.ide

the tradeoff

— the same
tradeoff ever\

celebrity faces when
deciding to go public on
issues

Newnian is not .1 brilliant talker,

he dtx"s not have the gili of gab to

seduce the unwilling, and lies the

hrsi to admit it. Even those who
ihink he's doing a prettv gcKxJ job

on ihe anii-nuke issue ii.i\e been

tripped up by his insi.stence that

the United States and the Soviet

Union are about equal in terms of

treaty violations The public reatiion

included charges that Newman was

du(X"d .iiid manipul.ited."

(^ivil defense in this coiinin is ,in

absurdity, he starts ofL munching an

apple, the only f<K)d he says he's

eaten in almost eight hours Tve

Ix'en up since {^30, he adds, digres-

sing from the issue, and I'm

siar\ed " His voice trails olT as if he'd

rather think aliout stMiiething other

than what he's talking aliout Witen

he picks up the conversation again,

he speaks slowly, deliberately,

cluKising his wortls with care. "For

one thing, civil defense requires a

verv coojX'rative enemy. To evacuate

a cit> takes at le.isi se\en da\-s — is

the enemy going to ;uinounce seven

days in advance what they're going

to doV Also,' he adds, "lets say you

Stan to evacu.tte a cirv and the bus

drivers who get out with the Hrst

load of people refuse to go back for

another, or the subway shuttle con

ductors t;ike one run and then say

Enough, I want to be safe.

Newman is not naive. Thirty years

of |K)litical activism have taught him

that nothing is final "The freeze in-

itiative," he .says in response to a

question about small steps and great

issues, is not the answer But it is a

tx'ginning Salt II tixjk seven years.

Do you know how many weapons

both sides will build in another

seven years? We have to create a cli

mate where c(K)peration is possible."

Newman, who will be 58 in Janu

arv, grew up in a time when movie

heroes played by the rules. Tracy,

Gable
1 11 1.1 ^X' a y n e

didn t cross 'VX'arner.

Mayer and Z^inuck, not .iboui

politics and not alx)ut lifestyles It

i(K)k Newman's gener.ition to change

all ih.it A couple of his tomp.iiriots

from the .^aors Studio in New York

made their marks Ix'fore Newman
did — .Marlon Brando and James

Dean. B\ the mid Fifties they were

well on their way to creating a

screen image we now take ft)r

granted — the anti-hero with a heart

Newmans distrust for Hi^llywtKid

(encouraged by Brando and Dean)

w.is not without justification lack

Vtarner w.is not good to Newman
The actor's first film was a hiughable

Biblical drama called The Silicf

Clkilue It sent Newman fleeing back

to New York and li\e television

Eventually he returned to Hoi

I\-w<hkI and the roles got better He
tiid a fine job as the original Koiky

— R.x.k> Grazi.ino in Si»nefHMh I
f>

llxre likes .Ue — and scored even

more strongly in The louM lh>l

SHinnier, loosely based on short

stories b\ William Faulkner. Summer
earned Newman his hrst Oscar

nomiiLition and brought him recog

nition as a sex symliol. .As Pauline

Kael put it, Paul Newman did more

for removing a shin than any aaor

since Clark Gable (she would I tier

point out that the same could not Ix*

said of Rolx?rt Kedford)

Along the wav, Newnum lx*came

rich and famous He divorced his

first wife and mother of his three

oldest children and married acnress

Joanne Woodward Together they

had three twher children — all girls

— and together they made stime ter

rible movies, such as Rally Round
llx' f'lufi, liovs and .4 .Xine Kind of

Loir (in which New.Tian actually mis

takes Wixxlward for a man). For an

acclaimed movie star, Newman made

a surprising number of clunkers

But when Newman was gcxxl and

the material fit him, he had no rival.

He excelled at creating a certain type

of character— laconic, stoic,

conical He played that role

to [XTfection in TI.K' Hus
tier, a taut, crackling

drama where he traded

pool shots with Min
nesota Fats (Jackie

Gleason) and learned

about guts fri)m Piper

Laurie and George C
Scott; in llud, where his

cynical, amoral cattleman

who believed in nothing still

stands as .1 i.indm.irk jX'rfor

mance; and in Cool Hand
l.uhe. which introduced what

we have here is a failure to com
municate to the .\merican langu.ige

He also took some chances, turn

iiig to directing with a movie called

Ruchel. Rachel, starring Joanne
Woodward as a thirty-hve yearold

virgin Uniking for love That certainly

wasnt the sort of subject matter an\

one thought luted Newman s on

screen personal irv'.

He also m.ide mone\ with pictures

like Hutch ( itisidy aiul tlx' '••undance

Kid. TIk' stin;j, .md Tlx- Touennsi In

fittia He spent a k)t of time on the

r.icing circuit and waited. By 19~9.

Newman w.is .ii ih.ii .iwkw.iril age. no

longer quite able to get .iw.iy with

playing the voung hero, but still too

juicy to plav the voice of wisdom He
had gone beyond being Richard

Gere but he wasn't yet re.idv to Ix-

MelvMi Douglas.

In the l.isi three years he s made
three controversial films that h.ive

m.ide nmnev and earned hiin jX'r

sonal honors Lhe first was I'ttrt

.\fMiclH'. llx- lironx. alx)ut cops in the

South Bronx tiying 10 do wh.ii s right

in a ver\ wrong place — a kind of

big screen ///// Street lilue> The film

W.IS uneven and damned by resi

dents of the .South Bronx as racist,

but Newman emerged unscathed,

cre.iting a verv sympathetic charac

ter, an over the hill cop still irving to

do the right thing Next came Ah

sence of Malice in which Newman,

the son of a .Matioso, was tarred bv

an overzealous reporter, Sally Fielil

The film was a slap in the face to

journalists and women, but .is critic

Andrew Sarris (-lointed out, women
accepted from Newman lines they d

never accept from, say, Clint East

wood Newman earned his fifth

Oscar nomination U^r Malice

Newman is almost certain to get

another Oscar nomination for Tlx-

Verdict Directed by Sidnev Lunxt.

who has made films such as l)o^

Day Afternoon and Prince of the

City. Tlye Verdict deals with issues

and moralitv, right and wrong. It was

originally devek)ped for Robert Red

ford, but he pulled out of the project

due to creative differences ' For a

while, the role was actively sought by

just about every actor between the

ages of 30 and 50 The main charac

ter is the son actors dream of play-

ing; showv, multi-dimensional and

ultinntely heroic,

III TIk' Verdict, Newnian is lr.uik

Cialvin, a washed up, alcoholic attor-

ney who takes on a malpractice suit

that pits him against the finest law

firm in Boston, a reput.ible hospital

run bv the Catholic Church, public

opinion, ami even his own sense of

himself

"It's a story aliout the redemption

of a huHKin being, " says Newman of

llx- Verdict "It's not an att.ick on the

legal systcMii or the Catholic Church

or hospitals Those institutions are

springlioards for the development of

his ch.ir.icter Thev're met.iphors tor

vvh.u seem to be insurmount;ilile ob-

stacles all around him
TIk' Verdict is a diflerent son of

role for Newnum Its a very inter

esting character for me Ixfcaust" he s

not co«)l tir collected lies fright

ened Hes living on the edge and

he s ixmicked There are [x*ople who
really do find their lives in a slum

bles, and they decide they don t like

It Some just continue to degener.ite

and s«)me. like Cialvin. cm jiick

themselves up
"Every |X'rson is viilner.it>le in ler

lain vvavs. .11 cen;iin limes in iheir

lives

Theic- .lie many w.iys id which

Newnian us not now vulnerable He
is r.oi vulnerable when it comes to

his c.ireer or his financial security In

otjier areas his defense is shakier

Two years ago his only son, Scott,

dietl from an overd«)se of drugs

Newnian is still ctiming to terms with

ih,u ir.igedy He w.is teaching an .id

ing and directing seminar at Kenyon

College wlien he got the news his

son had died He dties not talk pub

liclv .ilxiui vvh.it h.i|>jx'ned, but he

has poured money, time and inllu

ence into the .Scott Newm.in Founda

tion, which funds projects ciirc-cted M
drug rehatiilit.ition.

In the early Seventies Newman
told a reporter, "Kids, it's a fantastic

lime to Ix' voung In some ways they

have less im(iosc"cl u|ion them than

my generation did — they're less ac-

quisitive, property no longer has

such im|v )n;i!He and thev're less in

hibited

"Yet till V ii.i.c otlicT ihings im-

|X)sed on them that are harsher than

anything we had to face Things are

no longer clearly defined in black

and white. gcK)d and bad There s

this acceleration of change, things

are moving tiK> fast, its enough to

drive them all crazy
"

•Madness of one son or another

seems to be a recurring Newman
concern, one he shares with his pub-

lic on political issues Not jx'rsonal

ones

byJacoba Atlas
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Missing Persons (clockwisefrom top): Chuck Wild, Warren Cuc-

curullo, Terry Bozzio, Dale Bozzio, Patrick O'Heam.

BY BILL BRAUNSTEIN

A
S THE CAR taking Dale

and Tern, Bozzio to their

>ound check passes

through the cactus-

sprinkled Phoenix. Ari

zona parkuig lot and rolls by the

giant marquee, the driver slows
down just eni)ugh to let them take it

in "You know," says Dale, the tiny

blonde siren lead singer, to her hus

band, drummer Tern,, "Missing Per

sons' looks gocxl in big letters
"

The genuine awe registered in her

voice is just one indication that the

success the group is experiencing

hasn't really had time to sink in After

all, their first album, on Capitol Rec

ords, Sprinfi Sessk»ti M (an anagram
for .Missing Persons ) has only been
out rwo weeks But Missing Persons,

a Los .•Kngeles-based band that has

managed to wrap a catchy hi tech

pop sound around non-threatening
songs that deal with everyday prob

lems and fears, has already enjoyed

some mfKiest triumphs.

A few of the group s early songs

like "I Like Boys" and "Mental

Hopscotch ' have given them a

strcjng following in their home town
And an EP they released earlier this

year managed to get national airplay

and prtxluced a hit single, Words,'

that broke into the top 40 last July

Now, with the album mining up the

charts, along with their newest
single. Destination I'nknown, .Mis-

sing Persons h<jpes that this tour will

make them known.

We are trying to do songs that

everyone can relate to,' says the

bands leader and driving force.

Terry Bozzio. a veteran of three
years service with Frank Zappa s

band (which he left in 19''S) Bozzio

formed .Mi.ssing Persons with other

Zappa alumni, including his wife

Dale, guitarist Warren Cuccurullo,

bassist Patrick O'Heam and key

boardist Chuck Wild. The music is

modern. It s electronic It's played by

g(KKl musicians And it breaks new
ground because they're not your typ-

ical pop songs — it's very accessible.

We don t want to alienate people. We
want to make friends.

"

Central to the band's appeal is

Dale Bozzio, a former Playboy

bunny from Boston who has been a

model, actress and artist; she pro-

vides the band with its visual

fireworks and an engaging, distinc

tive singing stvle th.it is punctuated

by ()cca.si()nal high pitched yips (It

really is an odd tone that is a natural

thing that I do that seems right for

certain words and certain songs and

I've just tried to procure it as such

and as to m\ own curiosity, it's been

st)mething that people have noted on
as an cKld thing that I do, " she says in

her own inimitable syntax ) \ five-

foot one, 88 pound blonde with

feathery red and green streaked

hair, Dale also designs her own
clothes, sometimes on the spur of

the moment She has worn ever\

thing on stage from a skin made of

old 45s to a bravsiere made of halved

ciKonuts.

The storv of the group forming
stans in Boston in 1974 when Dale

met Zjppa after one of his shtjws A
few years later, after she had quit her

job as a PUtyhoy bunny, she left Bos

ton and came west to Los Angeles.

She stumbled ontt) a Zappa rehearsal

se.ssion in 19"'6 and it was there that

she met Terry.

"It wxs love at first sight, unfortu

nately." Dale says. I'nfortunately?

'Yes, because it gets so serious at

times you wonder how you can put

up with it all. Three years later they

were married

In the meantime, Tern, after play

ing with Zappa for ab<.)ut three yecj's,

recording eight albums and tourin/,

the world four times, started to g*.t

itchy feet. He felt there was more he
could do. "I really wanted to write

m\ (jwn music. " he .says, "and I got

frustrated at not being able to do
that. Finally in 19'!^8, I wasn't showing

the .same enthusiasm I had shown
earlier, and Zappa said I think it's

time for you to leave the band and
pUrsue what it is you want to pur
sue.' So I left, on gcxxi terms, to try

new things."

After a .stint with a band called

Group 8"', where he played with Pat

rick. Terry was invited to join the

British progres,sive rcKk group IK,
where he stayed for about six

months. In the meantime, an old ac-

quaintance. Warren Cuccurullo, had

joined Zappa's band as a guitarist.

Dale, too, worked with the Zappa
band He had encouraged her to tr>

ringing and she does vocals on his

Joes Ciarufie albums and the single

I Don t Wanna Get Drafted." A
friendship with Warren blosstmied,

and the two started writing songs to

gether while Terr> was on tour

Together they wrote the begin

nings of what was eventually to be
come I Likt Bt^ys' and they brought

a tape of it to me while I was tour-

ing, " says Terry. "'>J('hen I heard it, I

thought, this is incredible Im quit

ting this band and we are going to

form our own."

Terry persuaded Patrick to play

ba.ss and eventually the four made a

rough ca.ssette that they took to vet

eran producer Ken .Scott, a man who
had produced such acts as David
Bowie, Supertramp, George Harri-

son and Devo.

Scott liked what he heard and
helped the band make* a real demo
tape that was .shopped around to re

cord companies "We figured with all

our pa,st experience, we'd have a re

cord deal in alx)ut two weeks," re-

membered Terry. "Little did we
know . . No one wanted us

'

Undaunted bv their lack of success
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E^'EBEAM"— outrageous cartoon
book about college life in the
80's, by Sam Hurt Foreword by
PITITZER PRIZE winner Ben Sar

gent. Send $4 95: Sam Hurt, 200
West 31st Street, Austin, Texa.s
'8''05 50* postage per order
NOT A\.\1L\BLE IN STORES!

OFT-SHORE JOBS! LATEST INFOR
mation! Positions, wages, com
panies now hiring! .Send long
stamped envelope to: OFFSHORE
GUIDES. PO Box 4478-A Biloxi,

MS 39531 (02^}

Now you can purchase rolling

papers, pipes, clips, snuff

supplies, water pipes and much,
much more through our mail
order catalog Send $3 00 for our
catalog and receive FREE 4 pack
of rolling papers. FANTASY
HIGHIAND. PO Box 1271, Dept
K Nonhbr<x>k, IL 60062 Credit

card holders call 312-966-7878.

Monday Friday 109, .Saturday 10

530. Sundav 12-5 Central Time

THESAURUS AT PLAY
'HE lASI word >N .VORD GAMtS
A gune \a 9mt mho rcjij md Mit lo unOersUnd wtui tli«y

read tw Itiow i&ts nmti M «M pieciSMn «id Moouenct
10 tnetf speech ml «rr4mg To begtn i lason^tmg odysu>
.nto nui wonder wofid o' nfords send SO' ^ stamps tof

tKocnuie 10 lOGOPHIllA UNIIMIT(D PC Bo> t1344A
PUo Alio CA 94908 Canada (K P 8ot ii?46 Slalio"

H Nepcan Onurio K?H7Tt

SMOKING ACCESSORIES
Quality pipes, papers smoking
and snuff acces.sories at the fx;st

prices. Catalog %\ You must be

18 HighClasi*

4009 Pacific Coast Hwy.
Torrance, CA 90505

It Covers Your Body Too!
Amperstmd covers the news and

pet)ple that entertain you. Now
we have a limited number of of

ficial Ampersand T shirts to cover

iwur txxly (and maybe a friend's

btxly too!) Clavsic black with red

& gold Ampersand logo Send
check or money order to: Am
persand T Shin, PO Box 699,

Holh-wcxxl, CA 90028. fOO for

one — $6 (X) for additional same
order T-shirt.s Plea.se include 50*

per shirt for po.stage/handling.

Specify size{s)— S.M4.,XI.. (173>

Join 3 Stooges Fan Club!
RECEIVE CLASSIC STOOGES
poster, certificate, membership
card, newsletter, produa offers!

$5: Official 3 Stooges Fan Club,

PO Box 266 Dept. A-5, Mt. Mor-
ris, IL 61054 (036)

Need Credit?
GET MA.STERCARD, OTHERS,
w/no credit check. Guaranteed!!

Simple, Legal. Plas other credit

secrets. Free details! Inflation Re-

ports, AMC, Box 60148, Los

Angeles, CA 90060 (133)

YOU CAN GET - $$S$$SSS$$$$$$$

CASH FOR rouK COLLEGE EDUCATION

% JfiO 000 soufces S4S0 million yearly

I avatlablp' F tnd ^eIween 5 and ??. pnvaif
i and government sou'ces - easy

^f 1 Send tor FREE Weratur*

ALLSTATE STUDENT GUIDANCE SERVICE
H (Of Wifihrff BVfl ;*f' '•'•A . B*>vpflv H.«s CA 90/*' '

PENFRIENDS ENGIAND ISA
.Make lasting friendships through

C(jrrespondence .Send age, inte

rests Free reply Harmony: Box
89AMP, Brooklyn, NY 11235.

at getting a record deal, and confi-

dent the material they had was hit

potential, the band decided to cut a

seven inch EP They borrowed
money, did their own art work, the

promotion, the advertising, disiribu

tion and the actual selling. The> lcx)k

it to radio stations, seeking airplay.

Amazingly enough, many deejays did

play the record, but still, no label

deal That was our incubator pe-

riod," says Dale

VC'ith the added income from the

EP, the group was able to hire

keyboard player Chuck Wild Dale

was starting to come into her own as

a [x^rformer. adding visual spice with

her off-the-wall costumes that she

created out of burlap, airline tubing,

plant {X)is, leather or beads

"All this stuff had a wonderful ef-

fect on people,' says Terr>'. "They
kept coming to see our shows to see

what we would do next. We would
change from show to show, the same
way a big r<K'k group would change
from tour to tour" When the band,

which was still unsigned, .sold out

the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium, a

4,000-seat venue, record companies
could no longer ignore them.

Capitol signed Mi.ssing Persons,

put out a slightly different version of

the EP on a 12-inch disc, and it

ended up selling more than 220,000

copies, making it the largest-selling

debut EP in recording historv' (or so

claims Terry). ".\nd that," .says Terr\',

is the point t)f the whole ,stor\' Noth-

ing on that tape was changed,
production-wi.se. It was the .same

tape that all the record companies

passed on The same tape they said

would never get airplay
'

"I think the album is solid." Dale

adds, "and we re the type of band

that are really true to life; as well as

the material being genuine, it de-

livers on stage as well. It suffices the

means.

"

GET OUT OF
YOUR JEANSI

.rnrt imo our soft and
sturdy pure cotton

drawstring pants

OCpffd <r\ ISMu'.<i

tf.i\sfl • Sty Bli»- • Gicm
Plum • BWf « • H,wt

iS

neoa'r^MT Bii't mw'v- WD /• <lfl

Women Too Expensive?
STOP DATING RIPOFFS! FREE
details. New Lifestyle Publishing,

Box 4419, AM-A, Los Angeles, CA
90051 (133)

HOV(" TO STl I)Y FOR EXAMS
and pass (even if you have to

cram). Get a copy today, send
13 00. Severin Associates, P.O.

Box 1353. Boston. .MA 0211"'r/,||)

(ollect POUSH KRU,F.RR.\\DZS
Unctrculaled prrnt-mtnt condttion on nat

urn wood Buydiraci No broker or dMiv
k commieeione One Krugerrandr m hand-
I eorrw genuine corrugMd dnpMv ceee
I with certiticaie o< euttiertiicity $C 00 each
' And/or SAVE -Buy 10 Krugerrendn in

plein paper wrap for $500 Ooofy
Producta ao» l2SSe. U«ey«4l». CA»46«g
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Inside today: 'Gifts for Family,' a holiday special

Corre close Fiii your ears witr^ ciear, eniicir^g sourd. Feel the precise beauty of

our MCS* cassette decks Shown here, rrodel 3555 cassette deck with Dolby*
Noise Reduction System and fluorescent record level meters,
219 V Model 3554 cassette deck with Dolby='- Noise
Reduction and soft touch transport buttons, 189'
Model 3575 computer-controlled cassette deck with elec-
tronic touch controls, preset playback and random search
programming, 299" All feature m^etal tape capabilities.

HEAR
THE BEAUTY
THAT IS MCS

o
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Racism hindershigher education says state rep
By ANNE CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Citing the delay in building a campus for Roxbury Com-
munity College as an example of racist actions by state

higher education authorities, State Representative Mel

King last night launched into a discussion of "Racism and

its Effects on Higher Education" to the Undergraduate

Student Senate.

Addressing student senators as part of Anti-racism

Week at the University of Massachusetts, King commenc-
ed his discussion with an ufnlate on the proposal to con-

struct a new campus for Roxbury Community College.

King said if the college had been designed for white

students, the higher education authorities would have

worked more quickly on the proposal. In contrast. King

said Bunker Hill Citrnmunity College, situated in a

predominantly white section of Boston, was instituted in

half the time it took to work on the Roxbury schfK)k

"The Board attempted to frustrate the attempts of the

Roxbury School. In five years, they were able to go from

the conception of the idea to actually constructing the col-

lege," said King. "Plannmg for the Bunker Hill Communi-
ty College, on the other hand, was started within only two

years of its conception. This is an example of power rela-

tionships and white control. The Board could not see fit to

listen to the Roxburj' Board."

King said, "This is clearly an example of the failure to

li.sten to people of color and also the institution of a Black

college."

King went on to say the Roxbury Community College

proceedings are simply one example of the impact of

racism on higher education. King said the narrowing of

opp*)rtunities for Blacks consequently closes doors for

other races as well.

"It is a dramatic presentation of the impact of racism on

public higher education. Whenever you have a process

where it is easy to exclude one g^oup from having access it

is twice as easy to exclude other students. When funds are

reduced for 'denied' students because of legislative ac-

tions, you have to understand its effects on white students

as well," he said.

Racism, referred to by King as a disease, is "unfor-

tunate" in higher education because it prohibits students

from obtaining an education which promotes all cultures

and opinions. Racism in higher education, he said, leaves

people without higher education.

"As long as there is racism, there isn't any public educa-

tion. If you think it is important in the education process

to obtain the widest possible diversity of opinion and per-

sonality, but if racism is a factor in the se!e*'tion of faculty

members, this will not be possible for you," King said.

King blamed the racist attitude at the legislative level on

the fact there are no longer any Blacks on the Board of

Regents. King said the failure to reappoint Betty Rawlins,

who was an advocate of minority issues and education

issues to the Board of Regents, was a further example of

racism in higher education.

"You need to recognize," King stressed, "the dangers

that exist. The Board of Regents does not have a Black

person on it any longer. We had a press conference to ad-

dress the issue of the failure of Governor Edward King to

reappoint Betty Rawlins. She was the only advocate on

the Board of Regents with student and Black concerns.

She's not there any longer," he said.

Instead, he said, the Board of Regents consists of ad-

vocates of high technology and industry. The issue of

stressing high technology over the humanities hurts all

students and not only Black students, he added.

Collcffiaa piwto by Peter Mariia

Although their work is not easily viewed atop Worcester Dining Commons, John Fransescon

(center) and his two associates show no sign of discouragement as they replace the roof.

Loans drawn by Housing questioned
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

A special project eliminating $3 million worth of "inter-

project loans" done by Housing Services last July was il-

legal, according to Peter Graham, an aide to Student

Government Association (SGA) President Jim Murphy.

Speaking before the Undergraduate Student Senate last

night, Graham said the accounting changeover was merely

a change from one illegal system to another and the pur-

pose of the change was to make the system "less accoun-

table."

"They changed the accounting system and made the

change retroactive to 11 years ago," Graham said, "It's a

very sleazy move, and in court they would call it 'institu-

tional fraud.'"

"Each project is supposed to be self-amortizing, self-

liquidating," Graham said. "The loans were made illegal-

ly, and the change was done to cover up the illegal loans.

The new system allows them to (illegally) commingle funds

without ever having to account for the loans."

Graham said no auditor will accept the change as legal,

and asked the Senate to endorse a request to the Universi-

ty that a special audit be done on the changeover.

"We are asking the University to request that Peat,

Manvick and Mitchell (the firm which regularly audits the

Housing Office) take a special look at the accounting

change and verify it," said Graham.
The Senate supported the request unanimously.

Murphy, in introducing Graham, said since he made
charges that Housing Services had violated bond

agreements two weeks ago, he has not been able to talk to

IMass President David Knapp.

"The President hasn't been returning my calls," said

Murphy. "I guess maybe he isn't getting my messages."

The accounting changeover has prompted considerable

attention recenUy, but University administrators have

maintained the change was not illegal and that neither the

old or the new accounting system was illegal.

Morris Goldings, attorney for the UMass Building

Authority, whwh oversees the projects charged to be in

violation of bond agreements, denied that the change was

illegal in a phone interview last week.

"The chsmgeover was not illegal," Goldings said. He
described the conflict as "an honest difference of opinions

on accounting practices," and said the change was merely

from one legal system to another.

In other Senate business last night, amendments to the

SGA budget totalling over $10,000 were approved, after

being recommended by SGA Treasurer Lisa Potter.

Potter saki most of the changes were due to errors in

estimating merit and overtime pay for professional

employees.

I'olleKtmn photo bv Drew Oficr

As part of Anti-racism Week at UMass, State

Representative Mel King last night spoke to the

Undergraduate Student Senate on "Racism and

its Effects on Higher Education.**

QArecruitiiigon

UMass campus;
students protest
By MICHAEL FOLEY
Collegian Staff

While CIA representatives interviewed students in the

Hampshire House. at the University of Massachusetts

yesterday several other students carried signs and

handed out leaflets outside the building protesting the

CIA.
"I believe the CIA is politically, socially, economically

and morally wrong. In every way they are wrong." said

Roberta Churchill, 20, a junior psychology major.

About 10 people, most of them members of Students

Against Militarism, a recognized student organization at

UMass, gathered to criticize CIA adventurism around the

world.

They stretched a red banner across the steps of

Hampshire House which read, "Stop CIA terrorism. El

Salvador, Chile. Laos. Greece, Iran, France, Vietnam,

U.S.. ..Where will they stop?"

The CIA comes to campus each year to interview

prospective employees at the UMass Placement Offke

along with other organizations and businesses.

"We have a list of employers," said Arthur L. Hilson,

director of Placement Services. "Students sign up to see

them."

Hilson said at least 13 students must sign up for in-

terviews before a particular business or organization is

invited to campus.
"It is free speech and I encourage that," said Hilson of

the demonstrators. "I also encourage free choice if

students want to talk to someone, that is their right."

"I hear as much from students who want to see them as

from those who don't," HUson said.

HOson said a protest against the CIA last year was

responsible for a large number of CIA interviewees that

year. He explained that students interested in meeting

with CIA representatives were shown pamphlets

criticizing the CIA as well as given information praising

the organization.

Many students hurrying by the rally outside shouted

statements in support of the CIA.

"My dad works for the CIA and I think it is great," sakl

one student.

"It seems like a lot of people have forgotten about what

the CIA has done," said Blair Sandler, 28, a graduate

student in economics. "It seems like college students

were more aware during the Vietnam war."

"They shouldn't forget, because of what was going on

right now in Honduras against the Nicaraguan gover

nment," said Ron Milcarek, 26. a graduate student in

poonomics.
,
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World and national news
Reagan eases IJS. quotas on

sugar to appease Brazil

AP Lucrphoto

Environmental Agency technicians suited in white protective gear

gather soil samples along the streets on Times Beach, Mo., to be tested

for dioxide poisoning

BRASILIA. BrazU (AP) - President

Reagan, armed with a decision to ease the

impact of U.S. sugar qrotas on the ailing

Brazilian economy, plunged into sensitive

talks yesterday with Brazil's chief

executive and emerged pledging renewed

U.S. support.

"We have come to some agreements

about future cooperation." Reagan told

reporters after a 90 -minute conference with

Brazilian President Joao Baptista

Figueiredo at the Palacio do Planalto, the

modernistic presidential palace.

Reagan, who arrived here Tuesday night

at the start of a four-nation Latin American

tour to promote democracy and streng^lien

relations, said he looked forward to

"working with Brazil on their economic

problems as well as our own." He did not

elaborate.

However, as the two leaders met,

Reagan's press office announced he had

signed a proclamation waiving U.S. quotas

for sugar used to produce gasohol and

alcohol for industrial purposes.

Although Reagan administration officials

had warned in advance that this would not

be a trip in which there would be U.S.

handouts at every stop, the gesture was

seen as symbolic of the administration's

efforts to ease the trade protectionism

Figueiredo has decried.

As the world's largest sugar producer,

Brazil complained that the quotas Reagan
imposed last May to protect the U.S. sugar

market would cost up to $400 million in

exports this year. This is just a fraction of

Brazil's total annual exports of $22 billion,

but the issue typifies the South American
nation's complaints about U.S. restraints on

its trade.

Reagan also told reporters he is con-

sidering a request from the Beirut

government to increase the number of U.S.

peacekeeping troops in Lebanon and also

make seek other nations' participation in

the multinational force.

"We will be talking to friends and allies

about that... because we want to do
whatever we can to help get the foreign

forces out of Lebanon," Reagan said,

referring to the Israeli. Palestinian and

Syrian forces that remain in the strife-torn

country.

Dioxin search in Missouri scares Time Beach residents
TIMES BEACH. Mo. (AP) — Workers in white plastic

suits with black gas masks walked the streets of this small

town yesterday, looking for traces of deadly dioxin in dirt

that kids have played in for the past 10 years.

"You don't see guys who look like they're from outer

space come into town every day," said resident Donna
Winebaugh. "I don't think it's out there. At least, I hope

it's not.

"There are just too many people who have been living

out there for years, and it's really going to put a scare into

them," she said.

Dioxin, a chemical byproduct, is one of the most toxic

manmade substances — far deadlier than strychnine or

cyanide.

Scientists don't know what small doses do to humans,

but it has been shown to create serious health problems in

other animals.

Environmental Protection Agency workers began

testing along the roadsides of this town about 25 miles

southwest of St. Louis this week after learning that

Russell Bliss, an Ellisville waste hauler, was hired in 1972-

73 to spray city streets with oil to control dust.

Bliss is known to have sprayed oil contaminated with

dioxin in several Jefferson County horse arenas in the

early 1970's. Horses, birds and small animals later died in

those areas. Bliss did not know the oil, obtained from a

chemical company, contained the poison.

Times Beach, population about 2,500. is the sixth site in

Missouri to be tested this year for dioxin contamination.

More than a dozen locations are known to contain dioxin,

and about 35 other sites are suspected of contamination.

"Sure. I remember when they used to oil the streets,"

said Marsha Thebeau. 19. as she watched EPA workers dig

core samples outside her home.

"When we were kids, we'd walk in it. ride our bikes in it.

track it into the house and get it all over the rugs," she

said. "You didn't think anything about it then.

"But now. it's probably too late. If that stuff is there — if

the dioxin is there — it's probably already gotten you."

Environmental groups

dramatize their cause
BOSTON — A member of an environmental group

backing chamges to a hazardous waste clean-up fund bill

dramatized its cause yesterday with a mock-death from

waste-induced liver cancer in front of the Statehouse.

Barbara Melamed of Boston publicized the issue for

Greenpeace by rolling in the oozing red gelatin spill before

clicking cameras, next to barrels labeled hazardous waste.

Nearby, two colleagues in white decontamination suits

with gas masks held a sign, asking who should pay for

waste clean-ups.

"I was dying of liver cancer caused by the waste," Ms.

Melamed, her face smeared, said in the mock scene.

"Toxics leaked into my water supply."

Greenpeace is part of a coalition of environmental,

consumer and health organizations supporting amend-

ments to a bill for a taxpayer-financed $25 million

superfund for cleaning up hazardous wastes. Rep. Michael

Barrett. D-Reading. said the coalition wants industry to

help finance the clean-ups through fees and to compensate

the victims of hazardous waste.

Ms. Melamed's scene was the climax for Greenpeacee's

"A Toxic Tale of a Statehouse Dumpsite." a story read at

the Statehouse steps.

Digest
by the Associated Press

Efforts to save paper
meet union resistance
BOSTON — Under pressure of a Thursday midnight

deadline, five of the 11 unions at the Boston Herald

American still had not agreed yesterday to concessions

publisher Rupert Murdoch says he needs to save the

troubled tabloid.

The Hearst Corp. has announced that it will print its last

Herald American today unless the unions reach agreement

with Murdoch, who says he must trim $7 mUlion a year

from the morning newspaper's money-losing operations

and eliminate a third of its 800 employees.

"At this time, it's at a standstill," Charles Dugan.

president of the mailers' union local, said of his

negotiations.

In addition to the mailers, contracts still had not been

reached yesterday with the pressmen, the paper handlers

and two Teamsters locals.

Murdoch's negotiators reached tentative agreement

yesterday morning with the engravers.

Dukakis, King silent

on Blue Laws repeal
BOSTON — Neither the outgoing governor nor the

incoming governor would state a position yesterday on the

House passed bill repealing Massachusetts' 18th-century

Sunday closing laws.

The current bill, if passed, will be Gov. Edward J. King's

to sign or veto. If it fails to clear the House and Senate, a

new bill would have to be filed for action by the 1983

Legislative session, which begins Jan. 5. Michael S.

Dukakis becomes governor Jan. 6.
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If you're faced with an unwanted pregnancy,

a lot of places will treat you as if you are sick.

At Preterm, we look at you as a healthy person with a

problem that may be very difficult for you to face.

Which is why our counselors talk with you, and support you

during the entire procedure. An abortion is an important

decision. But it is not an illness. Call 738-6210.

The most experienced reproductive health

care center in the Northeast.

preterm
A lntTi>«-(1 mm pnifit health larc fai ility lf»42 Beacon Street. Hn»iklnH-. M.A (i214h
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Proposals stress education's role

in revitalization ofthe economy

Silhouetted between two looming
smokestacks, sophomore Jerimy Seafl^er sear-

ches for a friend's dog: Dusty in Tuesday even-

info's dusk.

By MATTHEW HERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

To keep the level of American education at pace with

rapidly developing high technology, two congressional bills

have been proposed that would pump over half a billion

dollars of federal money into the country's system of

higher education.

The bills, proposed by Senator Paul Tsongas, (D-Mass),

and termed "The High-tech MorriU Act" and "The National

Teacher Retraining Act," are aimed at upgrading the

nation's technical education, creating new jobs, and

helping American industry compete with foreign

technology.

"The concept is that we want to get funding for things

that the public thinks are important, but would be

prohibitively costly for them," said Andy Bagley of

Tsongas' Boston office.

"What we're attempting to do is to deal with a whole range

of problems that are making American industry less

competitive with foreign countries," he added.

Tsongas' High-tech Morrill Act, to be introduced to the

United States Senate in January, would establish a trust

fund made up of one or two percent of the revenues

received from the sale of off-shore drilling rights,

estimated to be a half a billion dollars. The money from this

fund, along with matching grants from state and private

industry, would go towards establishing or supplementing

math, engineering, science and computer science

departments of universities.

According to Bagley, enactment of the bill would mean

that industry and higher education propose a project that

would normally be unprofitable. The proposal would be

reviewed by the state involved. If it matched with the

state's economic needs, the project would then be sub-

mitted to the National Science Foundation which would

chart the implementation of the project.

The National Teacher Retraining Act. now in conmiittee.

is designed to establish four national centers to last three

years to train teachers in computer literacy and science

related subjects, along with trying to help them cope with

general teaching related problems.

"A major part of this bill is helping to deal with teacher

burn-out and other not specifically technical related

issues, " said Brenda Wilburn of Tsongas' Washington

office.

Although a federal program Wilburn said "not less than

50 percent of the money will come from industry and the

states." The amount of money needed for the program is

still under discussion.

The location of these centers will be determined by areas

which bid highest for them. Although the four centers are

only three year prototypes, Tsongas' office hopes they will

lead to more permanent centers.

The ideas for Tsongas' bills came from Dan Dimancescu,

James M. Botkin and Ray Stata, authors of the book

"Global Stakes" which advocates the esUblishment of what

they call a "New Morrill Act" to ensure a successful

transition of the American economy to a computer based

economy.
The original Morrill Act of 1862 gave federal land and

money to the states to establish colleges to teach new

methods of agriculture. Among the schools set up was the

University of Massachusetts, established in 1863 as the

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

UMass students are subjects of a pornography study
By MICHELLE HYDE
Collegian Correspondent

Massive exposure to pomognraphy tends to create "vi-

sions of hypersexuality" and a loss of compassion for

women as rape victims and for women in general, accor-

ding to a study done at the University of Massachusetts.

The study, published in the current edition of the "Jour-

nal of Communications," was conducted by Professors

Dolf Zillman and Jennings Bryant, former communication

studies professors at UMass.

Students exposed to large amounts of pornography

perceived the use of particular sexual activities to be more

"pronounced" than students who viewed less por-

nography, the study states. This was true for both men

and women.
"Massive exposure to pornography apparently produc-

ed visions of people doing more of anything pertaining to

sex," the study states.

The study, which was done three years ago, involved 80

male and 80 female UMass students who were randomly

assigned to four groups. In three of the groups, students

Jackson, Jump Up concert

cancelled due to poor sales

participated in three experimental sessions over a six

week period that exposed them to levels of pornography

ranging from "massive, intermediate or nil," depending

on the group.

The students, including a fourth group with no previous

exposure to pornography, were then brought to a

laboratory and were tested for "habitation effects," in-

cluding perceptions of sexuality and dispositions concern-

ing sex and gender.

"Compared to the two no-exposure control groups, vi-

sions of hypersexuality were created," the study states.

Those exposed to large amovmts of pornography did not

distort the perception of very popular sexual activities;

however, the popularity of uncommon sexual practices

was "grossly overrated."

Students were introduced to a rape case and were told

to give the convicted rapist a prison term as a measure of

their disapproval of rape. A minimal sentence would in-

dicate a "sexual callousness towards women."

Massive exposure to pomogr^hy resulted in sugges-

tions of significantly shorter sentences. "Such exposure,"

according to the study, "seems to make rape appear a

trivial offense."

The belittlement of rape was apparent in wonwn as well

as men, but women in general gave the rapist harsher

sentences than the men.

The study concluded the displayed loss of connpassion

for women as rape victims "generalizes to a loss of com-

passion for women in general" and thus undermines sup-

portive disposition twoards women's causes."

According to the study, students who viewed nwre por-

nography considered it less offensive than those who were

subjected to less exposure.

While this applied to both men and women, women tend-

ed to view pornography as significantly more offensive

than men.
Massive exposure to pornography tended to diminish

the concern about its potential adverse effects, the study

stated. This concern was measured by the perceived need

to control access to pornography.

Females expressed more concern about the accessability

of pornography, according to the study, while men and

women were equally concerned about the uncurtailed

broadcasting of pornography.

By DANIEL MACNEIL
Collegian Correspondent

The Union Program Council production of

Jump Up and Michael Gregory Jackson that

was scheduled for Sunday, has been can-

celled due to lack of ticket sales.

UPC decided Monday, that if the show

went as planned, it would incur a loss of

money.
"It was cancelled because it would have

been an embarrassment to us as well as the

performers, " said Greg Cohen, a UPC
member.
UPC members said they were surprised

this occured, because the group consists of

talented performers who are usually well

received.

"Everything was going as planned. I'm

really surprised that this happened. "
said

Theresa Mitchell, a member of UPC.
Oliver Lake, leader of the group Jump

Up, was a member of the World Saxophone

Quartet from 1977 to 1980. In 1980 he

formed Jump Up, and his music progressed

from jazz to a fusion of jazz, funk, and

reggae. Lake has performed quite a bit in

the New York City area, and he has toured

in Africa and in Europe.
Michael Gregory Jackson is a talented

guitarist from Connecticut who performs

with his band Signal. He has played at the

Blue Wall in the past and he and Oliver

Lake have cut a few albums together.

Everything was all set for the show, but

not enough tickets were sold, Cohen said.

Perhaps the main problem here is they are

not top 40 performers, and many people will

not pay six dollars for a group they haven't

heard of.

Newslines
Human relations forum hdd today at noon

tions and how interested members of the

University community can support its

efforts.

Featured speakers will include SGA
President Jim Murphy, Speaker Sharon

Davies and Treasurer Lisa Potter.

A human relations forum, sponsored by

the Office of. Human Relations at the

University of Massachusetts, will be held

from 12 to 1:30 p.m. today in the Campus

Center. The focus of the forum will be the

Student Government Association, the

obstacles it faces in carrying out its func-

Women's spritual exploration toni^t

"The Spiral Way." an exploration into song and ritual as support for their spiritual

women's spiritual journey, will be held at 7 lives. Bring food or drink for two to share,

tonight at the Everywoman's Center. For pre registration or further information.

Women will explore mediums of art. dance, call 545-0883.

speak

An eyewitness testimony of the conflict

in El Salvador will be presented at noon

tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom.

Arnaldo Ramos, U.S r«>prpsentative and

spokesperson for the Revolutionary

Democratic Front -Farabundo Marti

National Liberation Front of El Salvador

will he speaking. __^_^

Cotlfgiui photo hj Dr«w 0(t*r

Constructed of wood and iron, this piece of sculpture stands in the

Student Union Art Gallery as part of Kurt Schmitz's BFA exhibit. The

sculptural display is being exhibited through Dec. 4.

\
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MASS FAIR SHARE
a statewide citizen's action organization

Has full and part time positions available

to do fundraising, outreach, and to develop a

citizen's lobby that can shape and influence the

political and economic decisions in this state.

Hours are 2-10 pm; pay $175-225/week

call 586-8713

will train, college credits available

11 am - 1 pm Mon-Fri Jh

SSve$25.
«n I4K sdW Collej^e Rings.

You re ready' For the biggest and
the best that lite has to offer. And for

the college ring that will speak vol-

umes atx)ut you—and your achieve-

ments—for years to come
Whats more—you can afford it!

Because now, for a limited time you

can order from the entire ArtCarved

collection of 14K gold college rings

and save $25. Come and see the

exquisitely crafted styles—from the

Date: Time:
Dec. 1,2, 3 10-4

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted.

classic ^0 the contemporary. And
choose the nng and custom options

that most eloquently express you.

Now is your time to get what you
deserve And remember—nothing

else feels like real gold.

;iRT(71RVED'
\CLASS RINGS INC

Place:
Outside

13B<; Atlv.,dfveo ».- rfs» Hicigs inc

An MBA for

Liberal Arts,

Engineering, and

Science majors

—

The
Whittemore
School of

Business &
Economics

University of

New Hampshire

AA/EO

Program — Rigorous Two years in

accounting, finance, marketmg, oper-

ations, economics, organizational

behavior, and quantitative methods

Develops analytical and decision-mak-

ing skills Teaches implementation

through leadership and cooperation

Faculty— Expenenced professionals

Consultants to industry and govern-

ment Professors who have chosen

Whittemore's small classes and student

involvement

Students— Bright With broad interests

and backgrounds from environmentalist

to engineer Mature With a desire to

integrate thought and action, on Wall

Street or Main Street

Location — An hour from Boston

Southern New Hampshire — New
England's fastest-growing region A
great place to study management, enjoy

the outdoors, stimulate your mind

For further information:

George Abraham, Assistant Dean
McConnell Hall

University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
603-862-1981

THE CALVIN THEATRE
Full House 5\t)ductions Inc.

presents

'only area appearance' t^MoteLs
Thursday
Dec. 2

2 shows
7:00 & 10:00 pm

tickets available at "For the Record" (Faces) in Amherst Main St. Records,

Northampton. Platternn*: P«»rnrH<i Nnrthampton and at the Calvin Theatre Box Office

Located at the Calvin Theatre in Northampton — -^sr^a..^..^^
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Klan vows it's here for good
Editors Note — TTiis is the final column of a three part

series on the Ku Klux Klan.

Get ready for what we know is coming. Everyone
talks of a race war. How many guns, bullets, food,

training, and preparations have you model
The KJan of today expects an imminent confrontation

between the races, "brought on by the Communists,
through the (actions of) the Negroes," according to one
Klansman. The exhortation made above was made by the

Grand Dragon of the Texas Klan, top dog in the state

hierarchy. It is a statement echoed by all Klan factions,

but particularly by the Invisible Empire of the KKK,
which has been by far the most violent of the splinter

groups.

Bill Wilkinson, leader of the Invisible Empire, advises all

his members to openly display the weapons they carry

with them at all times. Although he condemns violence of

Josh Meyer
any kind when speaking in public, he has said on occasion

that "these weapons aren't for killing rabbits; they're for

wasting people."

While the Klan factions have become more militant than

ever, they have learned to manipulate the media to their

own best advantage. By toning down their public image

from one of radicalism to one of political and social

legitimacy, they have successfully won over large

segments of America's "silent majority." By ideologically

aligning with conservatives on many "soft issues" like

crime, inflation, affirmative action, busing, energy,

defense, sexual promiscuity and drug abuse, the Klan has

struck a responsive chord in Middle America. While the

citizenry may object to the Klan as an organization, they

will certainly find themselves in agreement with them on

some of these specific issues. The Klan is aggressively

"pro-American," and has reiterated time and again that

they are merely responding to the anger and frustration

prevalent in the U.S. today.

An example of this is the Klan's vehement opposition to

immigration of aliens. In order to "stem the Brown Tide"

of Hispanic refugees from places like Mexico, Cuba, and

Haiti, the Klan has set up armed border patrols. Their

recruiting strategy is to capitalize on peoples' resentment

of these people coming into the country and competing

with native-bom Americans for the few available jobs.

Stances against such issues as Affirmative Action and

forced busing have doubled the periphery of non-member

Klan supporters and sympathizers over the past few

years. Affirmative Action, according to Wilkinson, will be

a major force in the upcoming "race war." Convinced that

they are the victims of reverse discrimination in employ-

ment, housing, and education, many rational white people

are turning to the Klan for lack of a better alternative.

What they don't realize is that even though the Civil

Rights era did achieve gains for minorities, their relative

standard of living, as compared to whites, has been steadi-

ly declining during the past twenty years.

The Klan of)enly supported Reagan for President, and
now feel that the victory was a racial mandate. Since 85

percent of whites voted for Reagan and 85 percent of

blacks voted for Carter (according to Wilkinson), the coun-

try obviously supports racial segregation, laissez-faire

economics, and a rejection of all existing civil rights

legislation.

A recent Gallup Poll would seem to confirm some of the

Klan's boasts. Last year, 10 percent of Americans approv-

ed of the Klan and their activities, as compared to 6 per-

cent in 1965. While many assert that the popularity of the

Klan rises as the economy gets worse, this is not the case.

The two most popular heydays of the Klan were during

periods of prosperity and low unemployment.

The Klan has always held a special appeal for

youngsters. They are starting to become one of the largest

groups of Klan members. Urging youngsters to "Get on

the Klan Van," the recruiting officers for the Klan Youth

Corps have emphasized that it is a wholesome, all-

American alternative to sex-and-drugs-and rock 'n' roll.

Teenagers comprise one out of six at an average Klan ral-

ly, and those in their twenties to mid-thirties comprise

another 60-to-80 percent. At Klan Youth Camps, kids

ranging from 12 to 17 years old mix volleyball with semi-

automatic weapon practice. Camps attract kids from 22 or

so states. According to the B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation

League, young Klansmen and women under the age of 21

are responsible for a large majority of the violent acts

committed.

While all this is certainly alarming, even more upsetting

is the widespread acceptance that the Klan has been enjoy-

ing recently. Last year, the Klan was suspect in 974

racially-motivated incidents of violence, up from 377 in the

previous year. Few of these were met with anything more

than an insignificant blip of protest, usually from radical

left wing groups who use the publicity to further their own
objectives. The silent majority of Americans has certainly

been silent on this issue. The Klan has not been seen as a

national threat. Its popularity can be seen as "a series of

warning beeps, rather than sirens of alarm," according to

B'nai B'rith.

This time around, the Klan obviously means business.

As Bill Wilkinson said at a recent rally in Maryland,
"We're sending a message in broad, open daylight —
we're not sneaking around the woods late at night, and
iwe're not going to start.. .I'm no fool. I'm here to build a
movement, for my children and my grandchildren's sake."

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

Random Notes

New admissions
policy clarified

The articles which appeared in the Collegian (October

21 and 22) in reference to a new admissions policy

for public higher education included a number of

misleading statements. The Regents in their long range

plan developed broad, generalized missions for the com-

munity colleges, the state colleges and the universities. As
a component of the mission statements, the community
colleges were identified as "open admissions" institutions

and the baccalaureate degree granting institutions were
directed to "enroll a student population which holds pro-

mise of success and can benefit from the advanced

capabilities of these institutions. Selectivity in admissions

assures a match between student needs and abilities and

institutional strengths."

The present proposal has been recommended by the

John B. Duff
Task Force of Public Presidents and Admissions Officers

for release for discussion. The Presidents within the

system have taken the proposal under advisement, are

reviewing it and will be reporting back their criticisms and

concerns before any discussion by the Regents occurs.

That proposal suggests that a weighted class rank and

combined SAT score serve as the objective criteria for ad-

mission. In addition, subjective criteria were also agreed

to by the Task Force. They are as follows: 1) comments
froin ^appropriate individuals; 2) interviews; 3) extra-

curricular contributions; e.g. music, sports, leadership,

etc.; 4) institutionally determined criteria, e.g. dormitory

request/space, programmatic interest, portfolio, other.

'The suggested proposal of minimum standards is not in

my thinking restrictive:

I. Proposed Minimum Standards:

To be minimally eligible, applicants must have:

1. At Universities:

a. A minimum combined score of 800* on SAT, and

upper half of graduating class — using weighted

cumulative class rank, or

b. A minimum combined score of 750* on SAT, but

upper third of graduating class — using weighted

cumulative class rank.

2. At State Colleges:

a. A minimum combined score of 750* on SAT, and

upper three-fifths of graduating class —
determined by weighted cumulative class rank, or

b. A minimum combined score of 700* on SAT, but

upper two-fifths of graduating class — determined

by weighted cumulative class rank.

•All numbers asterisked allow for standard error of

measurement. For this year (82-83) that number is »/-30.

II. Waiver Category:

Additionally, the proposed policy provides for a waiver

of these standards. Each public baccalaureate degree-

granting institution shall seek and define a percentage of

its entering students outside of the above-stated criteria.

Once that proportion has been determined, it should be

submitted along with justification to all Presidents and

Chancellors within the system.

Such a policy, or one similar to it, if adopted, will not

lessen UMass/Amherst's ability to admit more minorities

than are currently being enrolled. In fact, the waiver

category would permit the University to admit as many
minority students as it could recruit.

As I have said before, the Regents are cognizant of the

importance of access and to that end have developed a tui-

tion waiver policy to assist students in meeting costs as

federal financial policy remains uncertain. Furthermore,

the Regents have been working with the L gislature to in-

crease the scholarship aid available by requesting an in-

crease in the number and amount of scholarships

available. All of these measures are designed to increase

access for students to public higher education.

John B. Duff is the Chancellor

of the Board ofRegents ofHigher Education

To the Editor:

Is this University really trying to get at the root of

racism, sexism and anti-semitism? Seems hardly the case

in view of the two lead articles in last Monday's Collegian?

The gratuitious treatment of the two administrators, to

the tune of $100,000 a year, plus benefits, is entirely

undeserved and even illegal as far as I know the rules ap-

plying to faculty and administrators and their contracts.

Dr. Baritz has not been at the University for the re-

quired six years and therefore is not entitled to a paid sab-

batical. By the same token, if an administrator is replaced

at the close of one administration and the takeover of a

new one, it certainly is not binding that the replaced per-

son be "paid off with taxpayer's money. I must admit, of

course, that the Governor does it

In the case of Ms. Reid, if she chooses not to take a

-^temotibn (and it is in title otily since the agreed upon

salary can be drawn tor the duration of her contract), then

it is just that — "her choice" and she is not therefore en-

titled to a reward in exchange for her embarrassment. To
cite discrimination is utterly ridiculous. She is paying the

price for the gutless way in which the previous administra-

tion built their empire and now the new administration is

continuing the folly. Woe the University — again and

again and again.

Does the Chancellor really believe that in view of these

new affronts that there will be any sense of loyalty to the

University left in the rest of us who are powerless? In

Whitmore "getting theirs by hook and by crook" is legaliz-

ed, but the rest of us have to be more careful. It is far

easier to create a new Vice-Chancellor than it is to get an

upgrade for a clerk.

I'm really disgusted and I'm sure I'm not alone.

From a 25 year employee who's been extremely
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Homeland
racist tendencies
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

The Third World Theater Series closed its fall '82

semester with the production of Homeland.

Homeland, written by Steve Friedman and Salaelo

Maredi is a domestic comedy about the situation of Blacks

in South Africa, and an interpretation of the status of

Blacks over the last two centuries in the United States.

Homeland presents some similarities as well as some

differences between the treatment 6f Blacks in both

countries.

One major difference is that of enslaved labor. Keent-

seng Monahenb, played excellently by Maria Virginia

Garcia in her acting debut, is a maid for a White couple in

Johannesburg, South Africa who works sixty hours a week

and earns forty-six dollars.

In contrast, Lezlie Harrison who played Frances Green,

also a Black maid for a White couple in Connecticut is well

treated and well paid. The big similarity that restricts

these ladies fn. m pursuing their desired goals is that of the

papers in "White hands" that control their freedom and

their attempt for social mobility.

For Keentseng is her pass book withheld by her boss Mr.

Kenelworth in his responsibility to return Keentseng back

to South Africa. For Frances it is her social security papers

unsigned by Mr. Sloan in his attempt of keeping Frances

for his wife's company.

Much too often in literature, the role a Black man is forced

to play is a tramp. Mahlomola. played by Bheki Langa. i;

Keentseng's brother who represses his sister for working

for White men. Mahlomola himself has chosen to play the

"streetlife" instead of going the same route that Keentseng

did.

These Blacks wish to be totally accepted by the society

in which they live in. but while confronted by racism,

discrimination and oppression, they turn to the street life

in order to survive societal rejection.

Homeland will again be performed on December 2, 3,

and 4 at the Hampden Theater in Southwest. All shows

start at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $2.00 students and $3.0C

general public.

I

' 'Txr

Smurfs

Stuffed Animals

Cards

Pencils

Pencil Sharpeners

Shot Glasses

Garfield Soap

Ziggy Soap

Pads

Posters
Many other items

throughout the store

Located in the Campus Center

Open ^.UNIVERSITY
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

ImSTORE^

RACISMHf5
Panel discussion on Racism

Thursday, Dec.2, 8pm
Campus Center 91

7

-Join the reception at 7pm -CC 9 7

Tbniglit at

^ AMSflfeflSST

Budweiser

2 DRAFTS
FOR $1
RiNC or itrtt. Budweiser

A Free Bottle

of

Budweiser

TO THE FIRST • • PEOPLE

STARTING AT 9:00

CNTCllTfllNMCNT
~ uijth -

Al Stoner
9 tin

RocM & Roll

nO- Cover

Arts

Bf Phil Ptaiite

More often than not, blues music seems steeped in a kind

of night-clubbish macho mysticism which excludes women.
Though there have always been great blueswomen, Koko
Taylor is one of, if not the only major woman singing a

female perspective of the blues today. Koko's style, like

Ma Rainey and Bessy Smith, speaks of unabashed female

sexuality and independence; a kind of gutsy folk-feminism

which has been known to bring the house down. Koko and

her Blues Machine can be seen and heard tonight at

Hangar One (with some unannounced special guests to

boot).

Also tonight: national recording artists the Motels will do

two shows at 7 and 10 p.m. in the Calvin Theatre in

Northampton. Tickets are an outrageous $9.50 and are

Average White Band will be performing Friday

night at the Rusty Nail.

avaUable at Main Street Records, Platterpus, Faces, the

Music Store, and the Calvin Theatre box office. In ad

dition: Max Creek will be playing at the Rusty Nail; First

Rate will be at the Wok; and the Armstrong Brothers will

play cover tunes in the Blue Wall (bring your own apple

pie). Max Roach, Oscar Brown, Marion Brown and Dav*

Burell, Hammiet Bluitt, and the recent performance of

Clyde Criner and Clouds will all be shown on video tape at

8 p.m. tonite in the back of the Hatch. Sponsored by the

Union Video Center, tonite's screening wiU highlight tapes

compiled over the years by Video Center personnel — free

of charge.
^ , . *

Friday night, the slick, and funky sounds of the Average

White Band can be found at the Rusty Nail. These old

favorites, though out of the UmeUght now, have some

irrepressable danceable stuff.

Also Friday night: ass-kickin' Southern rock, like you

first heard it on an eight-track cruising in your hometown,

can be had at Hangar One with Fountainhead. John

Lincoln Wright and the Sour Mash Review will be in the

Blue Wall.

Saturday night. The Women of the Calsbash, an all-

female African percussion ensemble, will perform on the

third floor of Thornes Market in Northampton. Tickets are

$6 and $8 and are available at Woman Frye Books, Country

Comfort, and For the Record (Faces) in Amherst. On a

slightly less cultural note. Victim wOl do their thing at the

Wolfs Den; the mega-violent flick. The Warriors, wUl be

shown in the Blue Wall, and the Valentines will play in the

Worcester D.C. at 9 p.m. Saturday night.

Sunday night, outspoken musician and educator Archie

Shepp will perform at 7 and 10 p.m. at the Iron Horse m
Northampton. Since gaining recognition in the second

wave of "new thing" players, Shepp has developed a

reputation as a poignant, yet incredibly powerful per-

former. He explores the avant-garde extensively while

maintaining a sincere commitment to his jazz and Afro-

American heritage. If Shepp's performance Sunday (and

Monday night) is anything like the one last spring at Clark

University, the Iron Horse's refined, neo-bphemian

trappings may crumble into the cappuchino — though the

confined atmosphere of the Iron Horse will probably lend

to a more restrained performance. Tickets for the Shepp

Quartet are $5 and can be reserved by calling the Iron

Horse at 584-0610. To accommodate the overwhehning

response to the Sunday night performance, two additional

shows will be added Monday night.

Also Sunday night: the Hartford Jazz Society will

present a stellar line-up of performers in the Creative

Improvisations Orchestra, which includes Anthony

Braxton, Leroy Jenkins, Mulhal Richard Abrams, and

Amina Claudine Myers. Tickets are $6 for the performance

which begins at 7 p.m. at the Holiday Inn in Hartford.

Take note: UPC and the Duke Ellington Committee have

cancelled Oliver Lake and Jump Up due to some rather sad

ticket sales. The two persons who did buy tickets can get

reimbursed at the UPC office in the Student Union

Building.

Also: Kaspar Hausar's new single is available at all local

record stores. Look for the distinctive decomposed cat

legs. Local heros the Pleasure Dots, are in the studio this

weekend to record a four song EP that should be available

in the not so distant future.

Kasper Hausar's new single has finally hit the

streets.

DAYS OF INNOCENCE (Network)

Moving Pictures

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collegian Staff

Recently, the pop charts have been filled with bands

from "the land down under." Namely, Australia. During

the past year, groups like AC/DC, Men At Work, Split

Enz, and everyone's favorite, Olivia Newton-John, all had

top-ten songs. The record companies have not let this

phenomenan go unnoticed, and like any trend with some

monetary potential, are releasing Australian albums

stateside, regardless of their quality.

t Sound Advice

One of these Australian bands, Moving Pictures, have

just entered Billboard's top-40 this past week with their

single, What AboiU Me. Neither the single, nor the new
album, Days of Innocerux, are worthy of the current

popularity they are receiving. Every song Pictures per-

forms sounds like someone else's. The album is filled with

bad imitations of Rod Stewart and Faces, Split Enz, and

Bruce Springstein. This group has no sense of identity nor

any particular message, beyond the usual sexist postur-

ings popular to macho rock bands.

Days ofInnocence is a weak album without any redeem-

ing market value besides the novelty of being an

Australian album. It is a disappointing reflection of the

popular trends the recording industry emphasizes. One
can only hope these trends will change.

ATTENTION
All UMqm Honor Socigties

Moke Yourselves Known
Booklet on Honor Societies

being compiled by Mortar Board

Senior National Honor Society

advisors, officers or members -

Please contact: Jim Lonergan

Dean of Students Office, Room 227 Whitmore

545-2685 545-2684

i
H

I

ine 4

Hun^U estaurant
55 University Drive

Amherst, MA
Fine Food and Dnnk

at affordable prices

^ Relax at the 'U'

Friday Afternoon Happy Hour
99 < Bar Drinks

50' Drafts

Orgasms $1.50

all the free pizza you can eat

2:00 - 5:30 Thurs - Sat

Watch for

Miller night - next Thursday

Christmas Party - 12/16

m
Thur. Dec. 2

rust\ nail

Max Creek

' rust\ nail .*
"'"^

i. Dec. 3 Satr Dec. 4 ^^^ ^^^ 5 Coming Sat. Dec. 11

Average Loose Justin _^ NRBQ
White Band Caboose ~" T

Satr Dec. 4

Rt. 4/. bunderlcind, MA 665 493/^ You must be 18 to enter.

m\
f ^.
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SANlASmS.
AdvERTisE JN tIie

ColUqiAN Xmas ShoppER

CM 949-7^00 For dETAils

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 1 DAYS

X^ 33 E PLEASANT ST .
AMHERST / 549-5160

Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sign up now for all trips

office hours M-F 11-4

HIGH PEOPLE
IN HIGH PLACES

430A Student Union 5-3437

sfi

m
The SUB would like to offer you a coupon ipecisl.

Buy any two subs and get a third* absolutely FREEI This
coupon is good from now thru Dec 24, 1982, on Sun-
day - Wednesday between the hours of 3 p.m. and 6
p.m.

We hope to see you soon and don't forget to bring a
frief)d.______

Hn 1 FREE sub with a purchase of any f

23 two whole subs when purchased along .

m with this coupon.

coupon good til any Sun. - Wed. Cm December 24, 1982 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. ^
•Ft«« »ub :< o( equal oi Int valu« than mo»I up«Hiv« lub purchaiMl

Wn HAVQ OMI V FRIDAY.DEC 3. 11 AM.-8PM andVVV^ li^M I O V^I>IL.I SATURDAY^EC 4 10 A M -5 P M
HOWARD JOHNSONS MOTOR LODGE

401 RUSSELL STREET. HADLEY. MASS (RT 9) (Next to Hamp^h. e Mall)

ACliristmas

Checldist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

Embroidered
Sweater

Sale priced
$12.00

'''"'"

SPECTACULAR SALE!!!
Open to thG public

'sOMO 1st Quality furs. Housewares. Tools. Stereo & Electronics and more!

I
Hundreds of Genuine

FUR & LEATHER JACKETS & COATS
Or/i«r SUPER VALUES In Flrgt Quality M0rehandl—

GENUINE ^OA GENUINE
FUR JACKETS ^O9 FUR COATS
Other top-of-the-line styles & sizes '69 and '79! !! onMtai li^Mti cum oit by n.y.

Wh«lml«r«tlELOWORIfilNAL con. lit|Hlt;,i« Mill f^

Mfi's Wiiittr SMde JKkits Fir Liaed $eQ show Womm's ^ SCQOO
U^uMeMofl Mee w9 ' gptfCi"' SM^ BIlZBn

^49
*59LMigth

Flatware set
NOW

$1900
full Service

Fore

CNtWTWC

Socket Set
wtttiutchM

L« Price

S49 00

$900

i«pc.Op«nlnd

WRENCH SET

il9~

•«•"

ligae

^oot Pump
|i-

5 PC. Mechanics

PUER SET
Or^)v «^ '00

scaiMmmnt
SIT

$700

COMI MONO TMtOWStT
HCWT

•17-

»15
aspe.i/a-

SOCKET SET
LfQufOattOn Prtce

set

English Cutlery Set
ri Beautiful Cift Boi

$1500
-'««• VSflW'-i

SIIVIR

PEN WATCH
W/0ty/0«t/T1mt

i LCD. b«glt£l Ottptty
Be« S14 95

Now'

•10" *20** ^7**
|A«u«taM*

mciw in i
»i«t«"«ioo

•7" ;
•9"

$500
lirrw?

Per Custome

^^ Set

•7950

BRAND NAME TOYSATLIQUIDATION PRICES.

PIONEER
POWER MAGNUMS

Mr MOMn »c«a cmp tw tMotM TTMNv omewiaartQ
Co hat rupotMttM a MnttM guantttv of

Howe*' cowieo"ient s-way seeaiiw^
TlwM «• 00 iO-tnct< wocftr vMkar
syttvnH afv now tetno maec svaMaOM to

$!« AMM

PKtmwo
4-way Speaktr Sysfm

\UmmaOuanttr($i99apalr

Also being offered at Uquiaatlon Prices
IX Watt 5 Utrmrf 5«»m

*/!?• Woofer Contra
Boi I, Circuit Brealitr

PANASONIC
STERfOTOCO

'. »5goo
~ mtm

HOMI
iOUALIZER

MARANTI
TNM-UNt MCnvtR

Om, *209*

MAXELL
BLANK TAPES

ajc ',J«

HOoOiKX.
Pnce

S179« 2 for $7^

Mom»* Auto

BoiSpnktrs
Corxet VxmO'

»»9 5109 -»«»_
No« *59*

SANYO
At^.'FM witn C"SSETTE

WALKMAN RADIO
only sggoo

TECHNICS
MANUAL BElT DPIVE

TUPNTABIE

^< S7Q00

Stereo
HEADPHONES

PIONEER
COMPONENT

15- woofersway
Speakers

liQuKWtion Price

»399oo
J Pair

SHURE
Phono

Cartridge
(?eg Price $80 00
HQuKJation Pnce

»29*

6x9
^n components
Car Stereo

SPEAKERS
Peg pr,re $109
i-iQuiOatiori Crce

DOOR BUSTER SPECIAL
••mitttui LCDwrmwatclmt. ntthbuttonMOW urt
oar/oatm/nm§/st9pUeoma. eetd. §Hvtr. *999 List Pnce '59 95

MANY OTHER rflMS AVAILABLE
TMI5 (WOULD BE AN EXCELLENT OPPOffTuNlTV TO PuffCrtASE

NEEOtDMOiiOAr WEDOlNCSMOWEBANOBtPTHOAYCiFTS AS
M. . J»(tU4SONtfOBtOUB0WNL6t

NO PfeSONAl CNfCKS

iMmtooutmimi-fmrt

Limited

quantities

V-Neck

100% Acrylic

ColorsT Powder Blue or Cream
Sizes S-M-L-XL
Located in the Campus Center

*• "'" Q,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^\ SpX 11-4

^fsnz

L^
V^A

OKeefe

Th» Only PIqc» To D« On
Thursdoy Night In Amhorst

D'KEEFE NIGHT
12 oz Bottles .95

plus

Two For One Bar Liquor Drinks
Three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25
ioi
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Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

!}

^?fl^ TOm FROM^^ BOGOTA U/m

lOKJLOS^HOU?

n, PAL, ITIMS
SUPPOSePTD
Be 1Z KJiOS!

/

/mATVN.MAN!
A HALF MIL
JU5TP0Nr
BUYUHATIT
USePTO..

rr'^Ava^YPOPUiAR

UmsaU THSltSACOKeJOKB.
cFQARSfiet oNTHBiDNcmaar,
IS THAT7 P&1ANP JUMPS 10%

I _ \

BUTCAPSON^ Y5AH.9JTHIS-

B££M ON VA- 0U55TH05TS
CATION ALL HA/^ALLBEeti
MOUTH! OOtNSXUXBAN.

^ II
/

"^
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£Wt^ ,'Wff^^^^ JBL^r^\
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Under The Influence
By M. Joyce

INWc you , Y<:>^ ^»^ BHPr^

m^f
POOR:

Birr m<l.^\»*^^^^ ^^ cioK^

W. ivip. oety. Vtu »-^^ twerr icftKT ftEsisr

UOR3D/

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

I 'VE JUST RECIEVED
A SIGNAL THAT YDUR
PEN IS GOING TD GD
lOO:^ NDN-FUNCTIDNAL
IN TWO \
MINUTES

f\Re YOUSURe,HAL?
YES I'M QUITE
SURE? MARTY.

\
I

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

^^ffrbTe^wuAbfifia..

5TEWe,-5AV HBOO. VWi

FRICWY.

wat, urru miss

*i-hWV&-TD-5ee-
w-50N-0R-ra-
ITfe- (N6(5TEP

ON Ri/sHiNO rr.

/

MM...

weepTD
a6AN

-moseeARS,

WRING -"N\gf?v;

THAT. VW (AU

RX VtR OWN
PlJ^WeR, MISTW
-RVM-OfF-ffT-THe

D.C. MENU
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LUNCH
Cold Cut Grinder

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Macaroni and Cheese

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken/

Supreme Sauce, •

Cranberry Sauce

Macaroni and Cheese

V ^. ^. %.» «..*«i»-*x«<r«>-»'y»>^ <*^^M;n^^''>^f9M-Vi!C±•^^-r-f,^

Reporters Needed

The Collegian needs reporters to cover campus

and area news and women's affairs. All interested

students are welcome to come and work for the

Collegian, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone interested in

the media. Stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

4 i%ii^1^iavtvo'.^ trnrv^-t^-i^T*^
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Chewed the fat

6 Mischief

10 Quatrain

14 Talk on the

campaign trail

15 Beginning, on
Broadway

16 Induce Ire

17 Item on the menu
20 Soap ingredient

21 Korean soldiers

22 Eliminate

23 Disturbs

25 MucKs
26 Royal

headquarters

28 Sports area

29 Frolic

30 Parched
31 Salamanders
35 Third cen. date

36 Outer clothing

37 Tax man: Abbr.

38 "Simon "

40 Muhamrr^ed and
Baba

41 "...fair weather
fof the sky ":

Matt XVI

43 Discover

45CoMtal
features

46 Elves

49 Provide

50 Writer Wylie

51 Astringent fruit

52 Drivers' gp.

55 Garden area

58 Unusual person

59 Spin like

60 School
assignment

61 Ending with good
or bad

62 Avian sound

63 Seraglio

DOWN
1 Facial feature

2 " of

sunshine"

3 "To a
McDowell opus

4 Season, In Savoie

5 Oil well

framework
6 Listens

7 Deck components
8 Bill of Abbf
9 Sins

10 Nut confection

11 Lubricated

12 Raise the splrtts

of

13 Persians' rivals

18 Porter of music

19 Dried

24 Alliance of Amer.

btates

25 Faucet faults

26 Army men: Abtw.

27 Ancient chest

28 Commodity in

commerce
30 Guthrie and

namesakes
32 Whiskey
33 Waste allowance

34 Lawn
replacements

36 Boat employee
39 Silverfish

41 Kind of study

42 Pike sign

44 Take leave it

45 the ground

floor

46 Apply applique

47 Carpenter's tool

48 Ceremonies
49 Run off. in a way
51 Place for a token

53 Top
54 Attention-getting

sound
56 Ike's command
57 Eureka!

1 t 3 4 s

1
1 7 •

1
10 11 It ii

1« IS 10

17 11 11

it ti n

l^lTT" 24 n

n 77 n I^H
n 3«

li
32 33 34

35 n 3C 37

M 40 41 42

IVB 43-^M^ 43

46 47 a 4» ^H
M 31 52 53 54

H M

1

57

M

1
M M

t1 L •2 U

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Weather

Partial clearing today, re-

maining mostly cloudy with

a chance of a lingering

shower. High temperatures

in the 50s.

CABLE/VIDEO

Comedy. Old & New Video

10:30 - 12:00 Scapin: A Moliere play at

UMass
1:00 - 2:00 Blue Wall Comedy: Come-

dians from Greater

Boston

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Concept© Latino

9-12 Steve Diamond

12-3 Trip to What Next with Ed

Berk

3-5:30 DR
5:30-6 Newswatch

6-7 Focus

7-10 Women's Media Project

10-2 Njiiri Pan Afrique

2-6 More Music

Earthfoods
Potato Pancakes

Black Bean Soup
Green Salad

'"•wff^ WW

jH^V:.ir:i
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H»Qd for th» Mountains MDI/WORD LINK
Word ProoesBing
. . . 263-9534 . . .

37 So. PlaaMnt St.. Amherst
{mhaw »)

UMASS SKI CLUB

[illinqton
Sot. Dec. 4
includes;

bus, r*fr*shffl*nts, lift ticket

ig^ied an Interview^""
25 resumes 25 cover letters/envelopes

•40.00 pertain restrictionB apply

TRY OUR RESUBfE SERVICES

SKI HOW, PAY LATER
(financing avoilobl*)

Aspen, Colorado
SKI WEEK Jon 8-15

This Deluxe
Vacation Includes:

Round Trip Air, Scheduled Non-Stop
Service from Boston, NYC, Phila. or

Wash to Denver

Round Trip Bus Transfers to Aspen

' Deluxe Slope-Side Accommodations
for 7 Nights, Tax Included

, Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen
Mountaa Snowmass, and Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeside
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums
Featuring fulty equipped kitchen, maid
service, fireplace, cobr TV, heated pool,

sauna, arxj skiing out your door.

$659 per person

bodstone
otel Package

.ocdted fight on the mountain next to the lift,

feafuing heated pool Jacuzzi, sauna, makJ
servtee, aores ski atmosphere.

$599 per person

non-m#mb«rs w*lcom«

11th AahuqIDUSH DASH

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SKI & PARTY WEEK

Jon 23 - 26
Includ^st lifts, lodging

m#als, if b«*r G wln« portl^s

hot tub porty, otc, otc

ONLY (169 tax & grotultlos

Included

THE DEST VACATOH YOU'LL

CVEK HAVE

. ftcr'(»-^a»ftC'':^:^* (tc^^'-^^fi* cc?-<5^;

t

G

Good JnymTMi

Voted Rc.<f Deli in (he V.iZ/ey

::^ for 2 Ye^rs in a Row! ^:^^^

. weekly chrr«e .pecial» • ^a^Vet.. hou»ew.re.

The .irra* nvKf cnmplcrc ethnic fnnd ftore

<-,r. r.f.i-nr.H/pNr.-.A>1./.-./-/r

G In th« krmory Building

131 King SI., Boul« 5

Nof1t««mp<on
SB4-«1*S

d

^(^.^^3^ tfK:^.Gi>-i^:5%OT^ )tf9C^(8£>.^:7»<

t
t

2 Mount Snow Vermont Tours ^
S "Presents" #
^ SKI SEMESTER I

Collegiate Ski Weeks #
6 Days 5 Nights {

J, Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1983

J Jan. d-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1983tat Mount Snow Vermont

j^ 1179.00 per person Quad occupancy

j^ $50.00 deposit required

S
Package Includes:
* 5 nights lodging

M * A gala welcome party

2 * Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

^ * Five full skiers' breakfasts

^ * Four full course dinners

^ * Ski tour guide & host
* And so much morel

• Welcome Get-Together Party * Beer Bash

Wine & Cheese Party * Forxlue Party * Horse-Drawn ••

Sleigh Rkle ' Movie* ' And so much more J
"The Mountain of Fun, MT SfM>w Vermont" 2

^ All Rates Sub|ect to 5% Stat* Tax and ^
^ 16% Hotel Gratuity S*rvic* Charge

Mount Snow Vermont Tour*

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vennont 05356
802-464-2076

Hypercurricula

THIRD WORLD WOMEN IN LIBERATION
STRUGGLES - This week's film, the final film in the

series, is "A Veiled Revolution." Completed in 1961. this

film provides a vivid account of the women's movement in

Egypt. Discussion with Farideh Seihoun to follow. Noon,
904 Campus Center.

STUDY IN THE U.K. SOCIAL SCIENCES AND
BUSINESS — An informational meeting will be held for

students in the social sciences and business interested in

studying in the U.K. 3 p.m., Third floor lounge, Herter.

MASSPIRG MEETING — Get ready for the future by
making it happen your way. We will discuss and approve of

new projects for next year. All are wekome. 7 p.m., 423
Student Union.

IRISH SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE OPEN MEETING
— Anyone interested in the current political situation in

Northern Ireland and/or working for solidarity for the

Irish is welcome to this open meeting. There will be a slide

show and presentation. 7:30 p.m.. Bangs Community
Center, Amherst.

PANEL DISCUSSION: "COME FROM WHERE IT

MAY, RACISM DIVIDES" — Participants include Gary
Lee. John Bracey, Thelma Griffith -Johnson asharon jsk-

mith, Ruth Diaz and Liz HiU. Reception at 7 p.m. Panel

Discussion at 8 p.m. 917 Campus Center.

STUDY IN THE U.K. NATURAL SCIENCES - An
informational meeting will be held for science majors in-

terested in studying abroad in the U.K. 8 p.m., Third floor

lounge. Herter.

WOMAN'S SOCIAL GATHERING — Come support the

Lesbian Union. Join us for an evening of music and con-

versation. Entertainment provided. Feel free to bring your

own talent. Refreshments. All women welcome. 8 p.m.,

904 Campus Center.

®THE ONE AND ONLY
TC-FX44 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY C"

'

STR-VX22 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER WITH
NEW DIRECT ACCESS TUNITJG

PS-LX2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC DIRECT-DRIVE
TURNTABLE

TX-FX66 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
TWO-MOTOR DOLBY C WITH
REAL TIME COUNTER

:($U9 I

Sound&Music Good Advice
Honest Price

90-92 King Street (Rtc. 5). Northampton. 584-9547
Mon.-Wed. 10-6. Thurs., Fri. 10-9. Sat. 10-5

VKA
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OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4&-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Plymouth Voiare automatic slant 6.

Good condition dependable! Asking $1,500

Call 66&4284

99 Firebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor body work.
Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around
2000. Call nights 256-0435

1970 Opel $100 needs much work 546-7706

after 7:00

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 llftback A/FM
stereo, air condit, headers excellent gas
mileage mint condit BEST OFFER 546-4366

1978 VW Sclrocco excellent condition

AM/FM stereo 3800. 549-2696

For sale 1974 Chevy Suburban runs OK
needs tune-up great for moving or skiing

call between 4 and 7 PM only 253-9049

$700.00

BELLYGRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional bellydancei

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

DRYCLEANING
^

Kevin's Kwik-NEasy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

superior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

Having a Party? Call Tempest live R £r R
John 546-5211 Scot 1 562-0343

MOVIE James Bond Goldfinger Wed 12/2

SUB 7/9/11

Great Parties/Dances/Formals need
great Dance Music. Call POLODROID DJ's

and ask about our awesonr>o light show. Pat

or John 253-2957

MAX CREEK at the Rusty Nail Thurs Dec
2 A RUMOUR IN THEIR OWN TIME

Free kittens 1 m and 1 f trained 256-6064

FOR RENT

Nice two bedroom townhouse apart-

ment available immediately. On bus route,

three miles from center, wall to wall

carpeting and large storage space. Call

Mike 253-2741 or 256-6496 at work

Three bedroom house for spring

semester 2 miles from center, on bus route..

253-2763

1 bdr. apt, for rent call 549-4709 $275/nr>o

One room available Jan 1st in Puffton

apartment, $118/m includes heat, non-

smoking. Hazel, Pamela; 549-5184

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

WHO Tlx Dec 1 1 Centrum best offer even-

ings 549-5289

Womons ski boots Nordics, size 9. In ex-

cellent condition. Worn once. 253-5980

Rick" 4001 Bass, black $400 Acoustic 360
Bass Amp 200W $200 Alex 6-7135

Bicycle - 1981 Univega-Gran Turismo, 15

speed, 27" frame, $156. 546-1011

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade
in Peru. Selling for much less than store

costi Great Christmas giftsi 546-5512

Pair Realistic Mach 1 speakers $250 Jodi

6-9566

10 speed bike, practicaly brand new with

kriptonite lock $190 549-3956

FOUND

Gloves on frenzy, 29 Nov, 2 pm call John
60-2484

License plate 400-GVR if you have
registration call 549-3956

FRYE BOOTS

New mens size 10% D style 23G0, raisin

color regularly $120.00, $90.00 call 546-7475

after 5 PM

HELP WANTED

Business Manager Union Records book-
keeping experience helpful. Preferably

junior status or below. 10 hrs/week
$4.00/hr. W.S. or Non. Pick up applica-

tions at U.R.U start training Dec 6.

Assistant Business Manager at the Col-

legian. Business major preferred but not a

requirement. Low pay, great experience.

Apply at the Collegian by Dec. 8. An equal

opportunity employer.

Winter Vacation Jobs promoting
ecology, consumer issues and safe energy.

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MASSPIRG) is hiring

staff for winter session and full-time posi-

tions. Will train. $135-$225/wk BOSTON
area only. Elise 256-6434

WFCR needs spring interns. Up to 9

credits possible working in membership.

Call 545-0100

Telephone sales day Er night hrs. no ex-

perience needed good pay call 467-3106

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 546-2646 or drop in CC 106

LOST

2 keys on red, white, and blue key ring.

Reward. Call 6-7823

Lost - one old, worn, tattered and faded

Levi jacket. Lost last Thursday night at

Hanger One during Johnny Copeland

show. Coat has torn elbows and Ronald

McDonald pin. If you picked it up by

mistake, please call Drew at 2560391.

Reward will be given for retum, coat has

extreme sentimental value.

NEED CASH?

Christmas raffle. $100-$50-$25 prizes. 3

for $1 table in CC. Concourse Thurs and

Fri

OLDER STUDENTS PARTY

Older Students 2B-»- Club perty tonightl

Live music Campus Center 10th floor 7 pm
free

PERSONALS

To Jay in our PoliSci

cutelll

1. we think you're

Happy Birthday Oumbi. Sorry it's a day

late bit it's here! Love Arg, Pooch, Nick,

and Ring

sponsored

UNION

CENTER

(JAZZ VIDEO
Come enjoy the finest jazz

from the Archive Collection. A
celebration of Black Music.

Max Roach, Oscar Brown, Hammiet Bluitt

Marion Brown, Dave Burger, Clyde Criner

FREE!

in the 'Back of the Hatch'

Jhurs,Dec. 2 at 8:00PM
(bar will be open)

Coming: Dec. 8 - "Future Shock"

Dec. 16 - "Raw Energy" Punk Rock

HEIDI: Met you at Freshman Orientation.

Lunch. Theatre /Psychology. Blond from
Providence. 40's movies. Michael 6-6696

Peter Dellso - Happy 22nd Birthdayl How
about a private party? You're not getting

older, you're getting crazier! Love always,

"T

Courtney - 21 years, 21 shots have a fan-

tastic day Shan

Support UMass Basketball w/40 minute
gang Sat, vs Harvard

BETH I'm so glad that you're here and that

we have become such good fnendsl Let's

not worry about everyone from home. Let's

just concentrate on being happy, having
fun and getting skinnyl Lots of love,

Adrienne

Dear Paula Quirk Thanks for being is

wonderful Merry Advent

Contra Dance - Easy, Fun I Singles

welcome. Every first Saturday: Dec 4, Jan

1 etc. Traditional fiddle music. Instruction

8:00 PM, Dance 8;30 Munson Library,

South Amherst Center

Final exams, memory concentration, -

success - group rates University Hypnosis

Center 549-4645

Leslie 5, Happy Anniversary I love you -

Doug

Hey Cath - How about a ittie blow ball

with Paul I

Jim Morrison wall size silkscrnens perfect

Christmas gift. Only 5 left so ourryl $12

each call Steve 546-8562

Roommate wanted to share furnished

Brittany Manor apartment over intersession

$115 -- utilities heat included 253 -3581

Two women needed for Puffton apt one

for single room and one needed to share

large double call 549-5487

Starting Jan 1, one male remaining in 2

bedroom Britt&ny Manor apt 2 or 3 possible

openings up for grabs for more info call Ar-

ty or Gene 256-8987

Female for apt. on bus rte 100-t- /mon call

256-0786

Male to share bedroom in Southwood
townhouse, $93 /month, evenings 253-5963

One bedroom available in house minutes

from Main St, Northampton starting Jan

$100 plus heat call 584-9480

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom in apt available

Jan 1 $170/month utilities included call

665-8168 evenings.

TO SUBLET

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers g jaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20
Dec. will share gas/driving, call Pam
253-7405.

Need a ride to VA or Wash D.C. for

Xmass after Dec 21 call Susie 546-8989

ROOM WANTED

Female needs furnished room int. sees.

only call 546-8378 evenings Susan.

Females looking for a room or whole 2
bedroom apt in Brittany Manor for spring

semester. Please call 549-5686. Keep trying .

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be
close to campus £r on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

2 Bedrooms in 4 bedroom apt available

Jan 1 $166/month. call 253-5218

Kosher female for one bedroom in two
bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

Roommate needed to share room in 2
room apt. Brit Manor $112 a nr>onth ex-

cludes elec. call ray 253-7918

1 or 2 females for a large bedroom in a 3
bedroom Gilreath Manor apt 549-1377

Housemate wanted beautiful log cabin in

Leverett wood heat available now Cindy
256^434

Looking for male to share one bedroom
apartment in Puffton for spring call paul

549-6411

Two people wanted for one bedroom
Puffton apartment startir>g January call

549-1643

Whole apt. 2 bedroom Squire Village call

665-3032

Spring semester, one bedroom in 6
bedroom house, living room, dining room,
laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-
pus, on bus route. 150-»-, Call Paul after 6
pm 549-5686

Woman wanted to share room in apt
Feb great deal for info please call 665-7109

2 br. Townshouse apt Jan-Aug, fall op-

tion busline Sunderiand Squire Village

utilities not included $410 665-7930.

Woman wanted to sublet bedroom in four

bedroom apartment on Lincoln Ave.
Available Jan 1 for the spring semester and
the summer. Rent includes heat. Easy go-

ing household. For more information call

Diane at 549-6925.

Amherst Center apt 1 15 mo -«- utilities car

available too negotiable big comfortable

convenient January only 549-5382 Kathy.

January Break-Room in house, 3 blocks

from campus $200/mth utilities inci call

Joan 549-5619

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$165 ech including utilities 253-9519

SERVICES
~

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enck>sed cube truck

will help you safely nrK>ve your stuff

256-0480

THE VALENTINES ARE COMING
~

To Worcester D.C. on Saturday
December 4 from 9:00-1:00 $1.00 in ad-

vance $1.50 at door sponsored by Nor-

theast Area Government.

' WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse startir>g Jan Please ke^ try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Sublet or take lease in

semester Amy 253-3401
Puffton spring

'Looking for one or two bedroom apart-

ment for January sublet, call Tom 546-6080

Comics
Prints

Collectibles

Dungeons & Dragons

Capvrt«ht 1 9(12 Marvri Comtcs

Group A DivHon of Cadencf

Indutrrin Corp

All Rights Rn«TV«d

GRAND OPENING
SALE-ABRATION

Sat. Nov. 20-Sat. Dec. 4
weeks of Madness & Bargains

- Meet Bob Layton, Marvel
Comics' Iron Man &

Hercules Artist

Sat. Dec. 4
Free Marvel Guide to

Collecting Comics with this ad

6 new comics for the price of 5

20% off all back issues in stock

^floondioondance
Hampshire Mall, Hadley, Mass.

413-586-8775
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If you are interested in the UMass Lifeguard test for

Spring semester, come to Boyden Pool either Thursday
at 7:30 pm or Satiirday at 9 am. You must have current

certification in CPR, Lifesaving, and Standard First

Aid. Any questions call Val Turtle at 545-0093.
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Springfield College routs

UMasswomen, 76-48
By JENN KUPPER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team suffered an old-

fashioned whooping by Springfield College

as the Maroons routed the Minutewomen
by a score of 76-48.

UMass led at the start of the game and
held it for only four minutes into the first

half until Springfield tied the game with

each team scoring seven points. That was
the last time the women would see a set of

comparable numbers on the scoreboard.

Springfield began to pull away in the first

half with UMass's improving defense

keeping them within ten points at halftinie.

Coach Mary Ann Odarski had her young
team playing a man to man defense but they

later fell into a zone. Springfield had come
out with a fullcoun press, provoking UMass
to rely on their outside shooting. The press

accounted for 21 UMass turnovers.

Meanwhile, Springfield's Kathy
Urbanowitz was lighting the place on fire.

She finished the night wit h 22 points to pace
Springfield. Teammates Jenny Crawford

(19 points) and Sharon F^laydon (14 points)

also supplied offensive punch to the Maroon
attfick.

Both Karen Damminger and Jerrie

Bernier had six points in the first half for

UMass, but Springfield held shooting

sensation Barbara Hebel to only three

points the entire first half. Hebel was
replaced early in the game and returned

later in the second half.

Springfield won the second half tip, and
UMass immediately responded with man to

man defense. Kelley Collins hit the first

basket for Minutewomen in the second half.

The Massachusetts women, however, were
unable to capitalize on their halftime rest,

as the maroons outscored the
Minutewomen 13-2 in the first four minutes
of action.

Instituting almost a whole new team,
only starter Hebel remained in the game
after four minutes of play (the score was 45-

29 Springfield.)

With nine minutes left and the score 66

38 Massachusetts had only the second team
in. Senior Marlene Susienka led the

Minutewomen with experience and scored

seven of t he remaining ten points.

The scoring summary:
MASSACHUSETTS (48)- Susienka 1-5-7,

Kucks 2-2-6. Ward 2 4. Todd 1-13.

Collins 2-1 .3. Cooper 1-1. Bernier 4-0-8,

Maguire 1-0-2. Hebel 3-0-6

SPRINGFIELD (76)- Lasardo 2-2.

Playdon 5 4-14, Thrasher 2 0-4, Crawford
9 1-19. Urbanowitz 10-2 22. Peterson 10-2,

Therev 10-2. Larkin 4 0-8, Brown 11-3

Celts fans should be thankful
they don't live in Qeveland
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Pro basketball fans in Boston have it

easy. They sit back, put their feet up,

relax and enjoy the spectacle of 82 regular

season NBA games, most resulting in

Celtic victories.

Then it's on to the playoffs where the

Green Machine either wins the cham-
pionship (14 crowns in the 37 year
existence of the club) or comes down
close. With Red Auerbach. the chief

architect, the Celtics have constructed an
organization that represents everything

good about professional sport in America:
Class, good coaching, teamwork, crafty

management, and loyal fans.

Unfortunately, the same sweet song of

success fails to be experienced by the
overwhelming majority of clubs in the

NBA. Case in point: The Cleveland
Cavaliers. Nowhere in sport today can one
uncover a better example of how not to

conduct and operate a major league
professional sport franchise.

The sad story begins twelve years ago
when Cleveland began NBA play as an
expansion franchise. Not surprisingly the
early days were rocky. Then coach Bill

Fitch (yes. that Bill Fitch) kept the troops

jumping with a constant stream of one-

liners.

The team steadily improved, and in

1976 the zenith of the franchise was
reached as the Cavaliers won the Central

Division title and took eventual-champion
Boston to six hard-fought games before

bowing. I^ by Jim Chones. Campy
Russell, and Bingo Smith the Cavaliers

turned on a city whose pride and con-

fidence had long been eroded by too many
Cleveland jokes.

Capacity crowds of over 20.000 patrons

became commonplace as Cavalier fans

gained the reputation as the loudest and
most enthusiastic in the league.

Well, it has been downhill ever since.

After a 30 52 campaign in 1978 79, Fitch

was fired. In 1980. long-time owner Nick

Mileti sold the franchise to Ted Stepien,

owner of the largest advertising agency in

the country. In typical new owner en-

thusiasm Stepien promised to lead the

team to unparalleled heights of basketball

greatness. His dreams quickly became
just that, dreams.
As in most cases of organizational in

competence, the blame begins at the top.

Stepien, in only two years, has lost over

$8 million on the team. It is not hard to see

why. After a 28 54 slate in the first year of

the Stepien regime (1980 81), the team

underwent major changes.

Tomahawk Ted ambushed practically

the entire roster, bringing in new players,

via both the free-agent and trade routes.

Stepien 's first sin was the inking of James
Edwards. Scott Wedman, and Bobby
Wilkerson to outlandish seven figure

multi-year contracts. He also traded away
every first-round draft pick the Cavaliers

owned up to 1967.

Stepien topped off a grand summer by

signing 13 players to guaranteed con-

tracts, even though the roster limit is 12.

It got so bad that the Commissioner's

office intervened and prohibited the

Cavaliers from making another player

transaction without league permission.

Hey folks, that was only the OFF-season.
The team averaged only 5,744 fans per

home contest, which combined with the

huge salariers of the players resulted in a

financial bath for Stepien. Wedman
missed most of the year with injuries and
Edwards performed like the mediocre
center he is instead of the $800,000 a year
superstar Stepien thought he was. In

addition, the Cavs ranked near the bottom
of the league in points scored (103.8) and
points allowed (11 1.7).

After an opening night crowd of 10,000

showed up to see the Celtics, the

Cavaliers returned to reality as at-

tendance fell below 3,000 for the next

several home contests. This was true

despite the preseason efforts of Stepien

to lure fans. In a unique plan, Stepien

offered a rebate program to season-ticket

holders if the Cavaliers failed to win 30

games.
The team is not a bad one. The starting

unit of Wedman. Edwards, Cliff Robinson,

Ron Brewer, and Geoff Huston can boogie

with many first fives in the league. The
bench, thoueh, is shallow, as several

rookies are learning the ropes. It is

certainly not a playoff team, but with

uiLLtiiKt'iiee m luiuie deaimgs the club

certainly has a somewhat decent base

from which to build.

Stepien will not be involved in those

-future dealings because he recently an-

nounced his intention to sell the team. He
claims there are up to six interested

buyers. Whoever wins the sweepstakes

can expect an ocean of red ink to meet
them head on. The future of the club in

Cleveland is shaky at best. Stepien

threatened several times to move the

franchise if attendance did not pick up.

A major hindrance to fan support is the

arena itself. The Richfield Coliseum,

although architectually one of the finest in
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Gtturd Wendy Ward makes a drive in a women's game against Siena

College earlier in the season at the Cage.

Wrestlers bow to Hofstra
By STEVE FITZ
Collegian Correspondent

In an impressive outf'j, the University

of Massachusetts wrestling team lost 30-14,

to a highly touted Hofstra University team,

Tuesday night in Hempstead. New York.

"We would have done much better against

Boston University, and probably would
have beaten them if we wrestled them the

way we wrestled Hofstra," said head coach

Rick Freitas.

The loss dropped the Minuteman
grapplers record to 0-2. Hofstra ranked
24th in the nation, won the East Coast

Conference four out of the last five years.

UMass jumped out to a quick 8-0 lead

behind major decisions by 118-pounder
Marc Weisman and 126-pounder Brian

OBoyle.
"We shook them up winning the 118 and
126 pound bouts," said Freitas.

Weisman and Hofstra's Dion Dyes were
tied after the first and second period, but
Weisman took command in the third period

on his way to a decisive 12-3 win.

Mike Kase of Hofstra got the takedown
on O'Boyle in the 126-pound bout, but
O'Boyle came back to lead 9-2 after one
period.

O'Boyle. out with an injury against BU,
went on to win 14-4.

In the 134-pound match senior Doug
Johnson faced Hofstra's Ed Pigeon, a

Division I AH-American.
Pigeon took down Johnson for a 2-0 lead

after one period. In the second period

Johnson escaped but Pigeon again took him
down, and led 4-1 at the end of the second

period.

Pigeon escaped to start off the third

period, and then took Johnson down.
Pigeon let Johnson escape three times in

the third period, and took him down after

he escaped every time. The Hofstra AU-
American went on to win the match 13-4.

UMass's 142 pounder Paul Sullivan

wrestled well against another Hofstra AU-
American Ted DiPasquale.

Sullivan only trailed 2-1 after two
periods, but DiPasquale dominated the

third perif»d and won 8-3.

Freshman Mike Bossi lost by a major
decision 14-3, to Hofstra's Tony Arena in

the 150-pound bout.

The win put Hofstra in front for the first

tinve, 12-8.

UMass 158-pounder Scott McQuaide
trailed Hofstra's Mike Doherty 7-3, at the
end of the first period.

McQuaide fought back and pinned
Doherty at the 4:29 mark.
McQuaide's win put UMass ahead 14-12.

Hofstra's Phil Mattera dominated UMass's
Dana Richard in the 167-pound match.
Mattera won by major decision. 14-6, and
put his team in front for good.

UMass's Mike Rodgers was pinned by
Hofstra's Pete Capone at the 2:55 mark in

the 177-pound bout.

In the 190 pound Hofstra's Rich Staublitz

decisioned UMass's Dave McEntee 9-5.

"We were in much better condition and
more aggressive than them, which is good
for this early in the season," said Rick
Freitas.

The wrestling team will compete in the

Coast Guard Tournament this coming
weekend.

the nation, is located in the middle of a

wasteland and halfway between Cleveland

and Akron.

Because of the mystique and success of

the Celtics, we in New England can easily

lose touch with NBA reality. Although the

Cavaliers are certainly the extreme,

several other franchises are presently in

financial trouble. Give thanks. New
England.
Remember, there is only one Larry

Bird, and we have him. Amen for that.
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Often, the holiday season just catches people

off ^ard. This young boy had to think over his

options for a while before deciding what to ask

Santa for as a Christmas present.

Traditions ignore

commercialization
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

The commercialization of the holidays is always a

favorite topic just about now. I can bitch with the best of

them about decorations before Thanksgiving. Christmas

specials, holiday happenings, and all the other excuses to

make money off the winter holiday season. Somehow,

though, the commercialization can always be avoided,

ignored, and put aside in your mind if you really want to do

it.

Traditions are always the best part of the holidays, not

the giving or receiving; it's the sharing that always makes

it special. When I go home this winter, it's not for the hour

in front of the fireplace unwrapping all the gifts my parents

got me — although that's fun, too — it's to see my friends,

or to go caroling on the green with my old Latin teacher

leading the group of 40 townspeople faking it on the high

notes.

Or the party afterward at the Joneses' (no joke) with all

the kids' downstairs and all the adults (everyone over 35)

upstairs, all getting drunk together, then meeting in the

den for another round of caroling and drinking. Mr. Jones

always floats in, smiles, and then goes back out to the

kitchen to check on the spiced cider. It's always fun to see a

high school administrator something less than stern for a

few hours.

New Year's Eve. is of course, part of the holiday. It's

connected to the end of finals by a series of parties, and is

always the last big event of the season before a few of us

start heading back to school. New Year's tradition is the

big bash at a friend's house. There is food, everywhere;

there is the special recipe punch, everywhere; and there

are people coming in off the street, everywhere. It's not

unusual for the hostess to have no idea who the group of

suited guests in the kitchen are, but nobody really cares

anyway.
It's fun complaining about the exploitation of the

holidays by the commercial world, but when it comes down
to it. who really notices in the end anyway?

Who is Santa Claus, anyway?
By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Correspondent

It's here again. The season to be jolly, with heralding

angels, silent nights spent roasting chestnuts, and

thousands of seasons' greetings and good tidings.

Occasionally, around this time of year, rumors begin to

circulate about a generous plump and bearded man who

wears a red suit and distributes presents to all the good

boys and girls around the world.

The man allegedly has eight flying reindeer who pull his

sleigh, laden with gifts, through the sky. Every now and

then, hot allegations fly about another reindeer who was

born with a mutation so that his nose lights up, allowing

the jolly man and the rest of the reindeer to see on foggy

nights.

This man goes by the name of Santa Claus. a man who

lives on the North Pole with an army of elves who make the

toys he gives away. He hops on his sleigh on Christmas

Eve. flies around the world, climbs down people's chim

neys and leaves the presents under the Crhistmas tree or

in the stockings hung by the chimney with care.

Is there any truth in these rumors'.' Where did these

outrageous stories begin?

This story is based on some facts. ..and many

exaggerations. There was a saint named Nicholas who was

bishop ot Myra during the fourth century in what is now

called Turkey. St. Nicholas had a reputation for kindness

and generosity which finally earned himthe honor of being

the patron sainl of children. The reasons for his ap-

pointment are certainly worthy of the recognition he

obtained. %

It seems St. Nicholas gave three bags of gold as a dowry

to three p(K)r sisters. One bag. thrown through a window

at night, fell into a stocking hung over the chimney to dry.

resulting in the modern tradition.

Another act performed by St. .Nicholas, although

disputed, is he restored life to three students who were

butchered and pickled by an innkeeper.

During the Middle .-Xges, especially in Germany and

England. December 6 was allocated St. Nicholas' P'east

Day. During the festival, a boy was elected bishop for the

day. He was robed in the full Episcopalian regalis of miter,

cope and crozier and led a parade through town.

, Gradually. St. Nicholas' Feast Day, and the tradition

thereof, became associated with Christmas because the

Dutch tradition of giving presents on December 6 became

anglicized.

The tradition of Santa Claus was introduced to the U.S.

by the Dutch, who called him "Sihter-Klaas."

From this point on. the modern image of Santa Claus is

more of a literary than a mythical creation. Washington

Irving, in his Knickerbocker's History ofNew York, (1809)

described Santa Claus as a rotund, jolly figure wearing a

wide-brimmed hat and smoking a long-stemmed pipe. In>l

Visit From St. Nicholas, a poem by clement C. Moore
which begins "Twas the night before Christmas," the

reindeer, sleigh, twinkling eye and the laying of his finger

along his nose were added to the tradition.

The idea for the reindeer is derived from the Scan-

dinavian or Norse traditions of this seasoa that say Kriss

Kringle aided St. Nicholas with his reindeer and sleigh that

could glide across rooftops. The reindeer seemed to be

derived from a Norse legend about Odin's white horse

Sleipnir who had eight feet and was the fastest horse in the

world.

The German image of St. Nicholas as a furry imp "Pelz

Nichol" led to the tradition of a fur suit, and Thomas Nast^

in a political cartoon in Harjnr's [UusirnUd Weekly,

showed the man in a soft, furry cap.

In Holland, the tradition is not as distorted from the

original concept as is the American tradilidn. In Dutch

tradition. Saint Nicholas still appears in the Episcopalian

regalia of a medieval bishop, descends the chimneys and

leaves presents for the children in the wooden shoes they

leave filled with hav for the white horse.

In Italy, Santa has a female counterpart Befana; in

Russia, it is Babouschka. recently changed to Grandfather

Frost; in P^ngland. it is Feather Christmas; in Germany, it is

Christkindl (Christ child); and in Denmark, it is Yule Man.

Thus. Santa Claus seems to be an international tradition

for Christian countries that has evolved as differently as

the nations themselves have.

Colleipaii photo by Tom Kudla

A young girl clings to her father apparently terrified of the red-suited old man we all know as

Santa Claus. Vising Santa to ask for Christmas g^fts is a tradition often enjoyed by kids. This

girl, however, seems afraid of jolly 'ol St. Nick.
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Shopping time for families is here!
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Oh no, not again!

It's that time of year again, folks. You know, when you
spend all your money on gifts for friends and family and
panic when you can't think of what to get them.

I'll be the first person to admit that shopping is a lot of

fun if you're shopping for yourself. But, I'm one of those

people who can't shop for gifts for other people without

going into hysterics.

Every year its the same thing. What can Iget Dad for

the holiday? What can I get Mom? How about my sister

and brother? And I can't forget Grandma and Grandpa,

because they never forget me. There's nothing that makes
me feel more awful than not getting someone a gift when
they get me one.

But then again, it's the thought that causes many of the

problems. I can never think of what to get them. I'll think

and think and think and do all my shopping in one day, at

the very last moment. Every year I tell myself I am not

going to wait until the last moment, but every year that's

exactly what I end up doing.

So on the last day, after much thought, consideration,

and panic, I go from department to department, store to

store, in search for the "perfect gift." (Which by the way I

never find. I really don't think it exists).

However, before leaving for the stores, I make myself

one huge list of possible ideas. I avoid including what I got

my family the year before if I can help it. But as luck and

memory would have it, I usually can't remember what I got

roll«inaii photo bv Tom Kudla

The holiday season is a time for families,

especially children. One boy (above) samples a

toy dog while shopping with his parents, while
another toddler (below) gets a close-up look at

some stuffed toys, thanks to a lift from his

father.
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everyone.

So, in an attempt to start my shopping early this year

and avoid all the crowds, frustration and hysterics, I've

already made a list of what I plan to get for my family. It

goes something like this:

DAD AND GRANDPA

Now what do you get a man? That has always been my
biggest problem whenever I shop for gifts, whether it be

for birthdays or for one of the other holidays of the year.

What do men need? I haven't been home in four months.

How do I know what my Dad has bought himself since

then, so I don't give him the same thing?

Mom's no help. She keeps telling me I don't have to get

Dad anything. But I want to!

A pipe., tobacco...a nice lighter... but I don't like to

encourage my Dad's smoking...a sharp Irish-looking

hat...a tool box...a nice record... a tie...a good

book...stationery so he will write me more often...

a

poster. ..a nice pen set. ..a flannel shirt. ..a UMass t-

shirt...a paperweight...a bottle of wine. ..wine glasses. ..a

jar of peanuts...

MOM AND GRANDMA

Stationery so she can write me... her favorite per-

fume. . .a poster. . .a plaque. . .a bouquet of flowers. . .a pair of

gloves. ..a scarf.. .a plant. ..a simple piece of jewelry. ..New

England maple syrup... tennis balls...an invitation to

dinner... a homemade hook rug... a bottle of wine and/or

wineglasses... a stuffed animal...a picture of us kids

framed...

MY SISTER

Anything that I can borrow. ..clothes. ..stuffed

animal... posters...a movie pass for two...a good trashy

novel. ..a magazine subscription. ..jewelry. ..a record

...some sort of game, i.e. Twister or Chess...a nice

belt.. .hair ornaments. ..a box of chocolates... stationery...

a

box of cookies. ..a calendar. ..a nice shirt. ..a pair of

shoes... slippers...a photo album. ..a scrapbook...a

vase...bookends...a pen set. ..a nice hat. ..a

wallet.. .keychain.. .a football.. .a candle. ..an or-

nament...plant hanger...

MY BROTHER

Stationery... gift certificates to some restaurant

...poster... record... belt... dictionary... book... stuffed

animal. ..puzzle. ..a UMass shirt...shaving items. ..model

airplane. ..a box of cookies. ..a mobile...comic books. ..a

keychain. ..a magazine subscription... a deck of cards. ..a

calendar..; photo album...a can of Pledge for their

room. ..music books. ..a frisbec.a fishing pole and/or

equipment. ..a fishing box...headphones to his stereo.. .a

wallet., .dart game. ..ping pong paddles and balls. ..a suc-

pack of beer...

Naturally these are just ideas. With my luck I'll probably

forget the list when I do go shopping. Most of the items can

be switched around and chances are once I get to the stores

I'll see other things I like better, but at least this list is a

start.

I hope you have better luck than I do.

Happy shopping!
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Watch out for the holiday blues
Lack of gifts for friends

cause deep depression
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By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

It is a Tuesday morning (the last before

finals). I storm into the Coffee Shop, in my
usual hurry, almost running smack into an

innocent passerby. I grab a cup of coffee,

spilling half of it as usual, and fling myself

into a seat at our regular table (I always did

have a slight flair for the dramatic). I sigh

heavily hoping the two of you will notice my
melancholy mood, but you ignore me as

usual, knowing my moods all too well.

Finally one of you looks up.

"Why so glum," you ask.

"I think I just flunked an exam, and its

not even finals yet."

I know, I know, big deal you say. But it is

to me. You look at me and yawn, as my
other friend plays an invisible viohn. Some
friends you two are. Do you know how
many times I've listened to you complain?

A pause — as we all lapse into silent

memories. Suddenly the bustling coffee

shop seems quiet. We laugh at our sudden
lack of conversation.

"Oh well, we're headed into town," you
say, starting to get up.

"Wait a minute," I yelp. "Don't you care,

I'm really deep in depression and you two
are going to leave me."
You sit down, knowing better than to try

and fight me in a mood like this.

"Okay, so what's the problem," the first

asks, as the other glances at her watch.

"I'm sick of life," I sigh, stretching back

in a more comfortable position. You look at

each other and groan. "And you two are

part of the problem."

You look puzzled.

"Don't you realize that it is almost

Christmas time, we'll all be leaving each

other, and I haven't even gotten anyone a

present," I said.

"Is that all." you both sigh.

"We haven't gotten you anything either."

the first says.

"And don't expect anything we're broke,"

the .second adds.

But after all we've been to each other,

don't you even feel bad that we'll be apart

for a month." I search your faces for an

answer.

You both start a conversation, ignoring

everything I've said, pretending I'm not

there, as if you thought that would shut me

up.

"Besides I feel like a good complaint

session, I have a lot I want to get off my
chest," I say.

You l(K)k at each other and laugh. If I was
looking for this kind of treatment I could

have gone anywhere.
I begin my monologue, without your

attention. "Why am I working so hard to

get into a major I don't think 1 like."

You both shrug. If I had wanted an an-

swer I would have asked for it.

"Then there's the paper," I say.

You both look upward. As the first says,

"Please God, don't let her get started on the

paper agin."

I ignore you, continuing on, "either I'm

not working enough and feeling guilty, or I

am writing and my work is lousy," I say.

My first friend looks off. I follow her eyes
staring at the tall gorgeous guy with the
blue eyes. "Is he more important to you
than I am," I snap.

"He sure is," you reply.

Quickly tapping me on the shoulder you
say, "Cheer up quick, look who just walked
in."

"Oh him," I grumble.
"You really are depressed," you say with

surprise, as our other friend looks up from
her book puzzled.

The expressions on your faces tell me you
haven't been listening to a word I've said.

"I'm not interested in him anymore. He
doesn't even know I'm alive and besides,

the semester is almost over anyway," I

groan.

"He just winked," you say.

"Yah, at you," I snap.

"It's not my fault." you say slightly panic

stricken.

"I know, I'm just tired of never being

noticed." I weep, as I drop my head on the

table.

You pat my shoulder. Sympathy at last.

"We really have to be leaving now. Are
you okay'.'" You ask with concern this time.

"Yeh. I'm fine." I say with indifference.

You leave me with my original problem:
what to get my friends for Christmas. I

know everyone's broke — especially me. I

realize suddenly I feel cheery, as long as I

have friends like you to listen to me, life

can't really be all that bad.

And so this Christmas I give you this as

my git — to my friends — your friendship is

the only gift I ask in return.

The Collegian
wishes everyone
a safe and happy
holiday season
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Holiday season can bring

depression to some people
By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

In December each year, psychiatrists,

psychologists and mental health counselors

are besieged with requests for treatment of

what is known as the "holiday syndrome."

Christmas, according to a psychiatrist

who deals with this phenomenon, is a time

when we lose some of our inhibitions and

become emotionally more child-like. Thus

the outpatient, though normally able to

cope with job, school, or family — by

clinging to a strict routine, keeping

emotions in check — finds himself

emotionally defenseless and vulnerable

during the holidays. So. for a while at least,

he cracks up.

For students, many of whom are

struggling for independence from their

families, or just as many who think back on

the days when life seemed simpler at home,

the reality of family life doesn't always

agree with the excitement and anticipation

heightened to a frenzy by holiday ad-

vertising.

For others — the legion of the lonely,

those who've recently lost a mate, a child or

a parent, or even a job — the season of joy

is an emotional wrench.

Consider an elderly woman I saw
standing at the cashier's counter at a local

department store. Holding a sweater, she

volunteered, "I don't have anybody to give

me anything for Christmas, so I just

thought I'd buy myself a present."

There are modern day Scrooges who
profess to hate the holidays. They
protesteth too much, the psychiatrist says.

They are using their feigned toughness to

insulate themselves from "the emotional

pattern of the holidays."

Even those who merely say they dread

the holidays or complain it's too commercial

often are those haunted by the sweet

poignancy of holidays past — the good ones

they knew as children or young adults.

So what does this mean to those of us who
have the old holiday spirit?

It means being aware of the "holiday

syndrome," aware of holiday depression. It

means being sensitive to the emotional

needs of those who cannot be joyous, of-

fering kindness instead of merriment.

Instead of heaping more gifts on already

overflowing laps, or more food on mounded
plates, it means sending a little remem-
berance to one who has no one, or putting

an extra plate around our dinner tables.

For instance, many of the area's elderly

never venture out at night. Think of what a

tour of the holiday lights might mean to

them.

At the very least, let's be mindful in our

holiday joy that for all too many in our

midst, the most blessed day of the year is

December 26.
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Beat inflaton:

steal the gifts
By RICH NANGLE
Collegian Staff

I don't mean to ruin the party, but I hate the holidays. It

is the most despicable and blatant form of capitalist

commercial overkill ever devised by man. Remember
Christmas is a relatively new idea. Its origins trace back to

the alleged birth of Jesus Christ in 6 B.C. (check en

cyclopedia if you doubt the date).

Perhaps Christmas was a way to get people to buy
things in a religious sense so they wouldn't feel so guilty

about spending obscene amounts of money. Whatever the

reason, it's tough to buy for family and friends with a

limited budget here in Reagan's recession. So here are

some tips to relieve the pressure and have some fun, too.

Shoplift your presents.

It's easy and fun, but you have to know what to steal and

what to disregard. Cassette tapes are primo. They fit

easily into trouser pockets and make a nice gift for any

music loving relative. For those who live in eastern

Massachusetts, try Lechmere's. They are not as easy as

they used to be, but security is still pretty lame there.

Another easy item is record albums. Take an armful of

records and put them under either your left or right arm.

Then drape your coal over your shoulder a la Mike
Dukakis. No problem. Try to look evil as you leave the

store to make sure nobody bothers you.

Almost any small item can be stolen if you wear the right

clothes. I suggest wearing your old high school varsity

jacket, the one that has holes in the side pockets. They are

perfect for jamming things into the deep dark crevices of

your "klepto coat. " You'll be amazed by how many times

you can make a clean escape after being frisked by a

paranoid security officer.

It's easy to justify this seemingly unliberal lawbreaking

method of fun. Stores hire security guards, right? The
security guards have to be paid, right'.' Where do you think

the money to pay them comes from, your student activities

fee? Wrong. Remember, you owe it to yourself to shoplift

occasionally to make up for the added costs these overly

cautious stores incur upon you.

Changing pricetags is tres facile and can be done in

multiples as high as you could imagine. But you have to

know a few things in order to be successful. For instance,

my golf bag includes two $50 drivers which I bought for

less than $10. This would have been impossible if I'd

brought the items in question to the checkout lane with the

guy who looks like he's spent his life playing golf. I'd have

been nabbed on the spot. So instead I brought them to the

lane guarded by the naive looking old lady. Again, no

problem.

One more way to buy that item you just can't afford is to

put it in another container. My favorite example of this is

when I put an electronic soccer game inside a cake mold
box. The soccer game went for $39.95. the cake mold sold

for $2.49.

Happy holidays.

Editor's note: Rich Nangle, on leave from the Collegian.

is serving SO days in the Hampshire County Correctional

Institution.
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Shopping^ becomes a major activit}^ during the holiday season. A young girl checks out the
decorations and the crowds at the Hampshire Mall last week.
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"Twelfth Night"

"Tartuffe"

Tokyo String Quartet

Bella Lewitsky Dance Co.

Springfield Sym. w/ Billy

Taylor Trio

Dexter Gordon Quartet

Dong-Suk Kang, violin

New York Chamber Soloists

Available Now

Fine Arts Center Box Office

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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For information
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Lifa Bodywear
The Original Polypropylene

introduced 18 years ago, LIRA polpropylene bodywear was the first syn-

thetic to revolutionize the sports underwear industry. Today, LIFA is

synonymous with quality and high performance. It's the perennial favorite

of cross-country skiers, skaters, runners, cyclists, and has been selected for

use by the U.S. and Canadian Nordic Ski Teams.
LIRA'S extremely smooth filament fiber does not absorb moisture and is

so thin that body warmth easily transfers perspiration through the fibers

and out to the next layer of clothing. LIFA stays dry. And you stay warm
and comfortable.

Helly-Hansen makes LIRA in a wide range of styles for men, women and
children. LIRA'S soft, stretchy knit fits like a second skin and allows full

freedom of movement. LIRA bodywear is machine washable and quick dry-
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Holiday gifts: what do youwant?
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

While running around searching for

Christmas and Hanukkah gifts for family

and friends, one question inevitably comes
up in the mind of the shopper as he or she

(ollripan file photo

Dean of Students William F.

Field: No Campus Center leaks

goes from store to store, or leafs through

the endless holiday specials and advertising

supplements: What do I want for Christmas

or Hanukkah?

Student Government Association
President Jim Murphy said he would like to

see "low cost education."
*

CASIAC major Judy Day of North
Reading said she would like a black kitten

because black kittens are "cute and cud-

dly."

Art major Paul Dimattia of Weston
wanted a light blue Triumph Spitfire "that

works right all the time and nothing would
happen to it."

University of Massachusetts Chancellor
Joseph D. Duffey wants a white Christmas
and a little peace and quiet.
"I'd like six inches of snow and two —
maybe three — days off," he said.

Michelle Ryback, 18, of Natick is in-

terested in pursuing a new hobby with her

coveted gift.

"I'd like an Olympus OM-1 camera so I

can get into photography as a hobby," she

said.

Engineering major Mark Cacciapouti of

Westboro wants a new turntable for his

-Stereo system.

"I've needed a new one since I came here

(to UMass in September)," he said.

Dean of students William Field's gift

choice will improve life for the entire

UMass community. He would like "to have
the Campus Center stop leaking."

Zoology major Alex Zucker of East

Lansing, Michigan has two requests. He
would like a BMW 633i and a sensory

deprivation tank.

John Strymish, 18, of Newton has a

practical request.

"I want leather pants because they keep

you warm," he said.

"I haven't really thought about it," said

Inquiry program member Aikel Pander, 18.
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Chancellor Joseph Duffy: A few
days off

CASIAC major Cary Braynt of Fitchburg
wants some new audio equipment.

"I'd be happy with a really nice stereo in a

sound proof room," she said.
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The Christmas
pen set.

(ji\c Amcricus finest

vv riling instruments, the

Cross hall pen and Selectip' Pen

In gold filled, sterling.

Classic Blaek" and lustrous

chrome. Pnccd from S26.50,

,1 CROSS'
leiB

26 Main Street, Amherst, MA
Be sure to ask abt)ut personalized engraving.

.
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Valeria McCann, a vendor . t .he Hampshire Mall, demonstrates
the art of candle making. Cane' s .ire one option for an inexpensive
holiday gift.

Fisheries biology major Dan Stanley of

Lunenburg was the most generous person

interviewed by the Collegian.

"I'd like to take everybody I like skiing

and to the Bahamas," he said.

After more thought, however, he turned
out to be humanly selfish. He said he really

wanted a four-track tape recorder.

Some souls

must work
Xmas day
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

Christmas day is the one time of the year
when everyone gets to relax, forget about
the finals they flunked, the lab fees they
haven't paid and the neighbors down the

hall who will surely retaliate for all the

nasty tricks played on them this semester.

It is the day when the University of

Massachusetts will (hopefully) be covered
in snow, and all will be still for a change.

While most of the UMass community sits

before ihe Christmas tree opening
presents, singing carols and feasts on
cookies and eggnog, a few people will be left

behind to make sure the University con-

tinues running smoothly.

When the Campus Center and the ad-

ministrations close for the holiday and the

dorms are still and abandoned, the

University Health Services will still be in

operation, providing 24 hour emergency
service for anyone in need. The Health

Services will be closed for appointments,

but will have a nurse and a physician on

hand at all times for urgent cases.

The physical plant operations will also be

running and University telephone
operators will be available for those who
need telephone service on Christmas Day.

Operator Dolly Cleveland said, in the

past the operators have split up the time

into four hour shifts so everyone could

enjoy part of the holiday. She said this year

three operators will be working, but she

does not know how they will divide their

hours.

The Physical Plant will have a two person

crew working 24 hours a day, and someone
must be on the desk at all times, according

to Don Sturtevant. He said there will be a

call back list for problems requiring the

service of a worker in a specific trade, but

no one from those trades will actually be
working on Christmas.

For the people who work on Campus on
Christmas there will be no special parties,

or Christmas dinners, although both the

University Health Services and the

telephone operators have employee parties

before Christmas.

Sturtevant said too few people will be
working for them to have a party.

"We just have to make our own en-

tertainment," Cleveland said.

This year when everyone has put UMass,
"out of sight and out of mind," to coin a
phrase, remember that some people do
remain behind. Maybe while everyone is

home enjoying the holiday season with

family and friends, they can take time out

to toast those few who will keep our campus
running smoothly this Christmas day.

**Look what^s
cooking** <
PIZZA OUR SPECIALTY
CHICKEN - SPAGHETTI
ORDERS PUT UP TO TAKE OUT

l^flA dOCiA Kitchen Hours 11:30 A.M.l 1:30 P.MOO^ —VJi^LI^ 223 Pleasant SI , Northampton

oo'
Christmas is

love,

hope
and caring

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

•^'j^ means "sharing."

?
1^^ Give to The

Salvation

Armv
so (Others

may have

a haopy
hoiiclay

Holidays are times for family unity
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collgian Staff

The holiday season. When most of us were younger, the

holidays meant a long list of toys and gifts that we hoped
Santa would bring us for being good little boys and girls.

High up on the lists were GI Joes, Barbies, hot rod cars

and what ever seemed to be the fad of Madison Avenue
advertising that year.

It was taken for granted the family would be together

for the holidays. But as we grow older, the holiday season

is appreciated more for what it is.

It's not appreciated for all the holiday specials like

Frosty the Snowman or Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer,

or the never ending KMart, Caldors, Sears and McDonalds
commercials. Nor is it remembered for the incessant

message of "Buy now! Pay later" Six or eight months later

and you're still paying and it starts all over again.

That's not Christmas or the season spirit.

It's a time to get together with the ones we love and our

families. For most of us as students here at UMass, we are

away from our families for four months, slaving away (with

a bit of partying mixed in here and there) at the books.

Then comes the pressure-filled final exams. What a load off

UMass students shoulders when they are over and it's time

to head home.
It's time to head home for some relaxation and partying.

No, not that kind of partying. It is 'partying' with your

family and loved ones during the holiday celebrating

whatever traditions your family has started over the

years.

It is a time to save the richness of the butterball turkey

roasting in the oven for the holiday dinner, to take in the

fresh, alpine smell of the evergreen tree, and the spectacle

of the visual show that lights up your tree against a white

New England snowfall.

It is a time to gather the joy radiating from the person

who just opened up your gift to them. The smile and the

anticipation of the receiver is worth every penny.

The holiday is a time to get together with the entire

family and sit down and enjoy each others company, to find

out new news and old news, what's good and what's bad. It

is truly a time of celebration.

It doesn't matter if you open your gifts on Christmas Eve
or on Christmas morning or even have gifts at all. What
does matter is being together with your loved one and
family.

This description of the holiday may not be how your

family celebrates it (I like to think that my family

celebrates it this way). However you celebrate your

holiday find peace and happiness. Happy Holidays.
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Sometimes, shopping for presents can be more fun than receiving

them. These two kids certainly seem to have the holiday spirit.
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GIFTS •GIFTS •GIFTS
FOR MEN &WOMEN

-> • Siveaters •

Icelandic - Reindeer • Fair Isle
Ragg and more

• Mittens
• Gloves • Hats

•Scarves • Ragg Socks
•Warm-ups

•Much, Much More
Gift Certificates Available

fyhifibf Clothes
266 N. Pleasant St. (Behind SHverscape) 253-9729

9:30 6:00 Mon Sat , FRI. 'TIL 9, SUN 12 • 5

THE FINEST SELECTION OF VINTAGE
CLOTHES, LINENS, ANTIQUE JEWELRY

AND OBJECTS OF ART

WE ALSO BUY AND SELL

150 MAIN STREET
(THORNE'S 2nd FLOOR)
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413) 586-0216

(413) 567-8306

i

W
Crabtrcc 6 Evelyn

LONDON ^

A Wide Range or Gift Ideas

for Everyone on your Ctiristmas List

Soaps, Toiletries

Potpourri & Comestibles

Made from natural herbs, fruits and flowers

in tfje countryside of England and Europe.

71 N Pleasant St. Amhierst. MA 253-9561

1

rt^r^m a BB-

TaUe a BreaIc From youR

CliRisTMAS SkoppiNq by

SroppiNq In at one oF our f

SubwAy Locations

u -m

Amsdca's Famous Fool Long Sandwich

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

214 Exchange St.

Chicopee
90 King St.

Northampton

mm^^i^^
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It's still easy to

find many
cheap gifts
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

Admit it, how many of you are looking at all the ad-

vertisements for presents and then at your checkbooks?

How many of you are paging wildly through piles of papers

looking for the gingerbread recipe you used last year for

presents?

My friends and I cannot afford what we'd love to give

each other, and so we have developed a game of giving

cheap, creative presents, trying to outdo each other every

year. Thus we now lead into:

Cheap Presents I Have Gotten and Loved
Creativity in this game is a definite plus. One friend of

mine is the unofficial champion, but she's got the ad-

vantage: she's an advertising major. She is a terrific artist,

and has made calendars and stationary. Once she chose a

poem for each of us. wrote it out in calligraphy, and drew a

design in the background... it stiii hangs on my wall at

home.

Ornaments are another biggie. I received a mouse one

year made from walnut shell halves. My friend covered the

bottom, painted eyes on one end, attached felt ears and a

tail, and viola, instant present. Heavy tinfoil snowflakes

are always fun, but fellow clutzes must be wary of sharp

edges.

Food and drink are, of course, not only fun to get, but

fun to make. Dig up a recipe for cookies or cake and double

the recipe. Eat some yourself. Make a little bit of

everything and give a gift pack. Be creative — I once got a

zucchini cake with cranberry frosting. It wasn't as bad as it

sounds, tasting a little like a carrot cake with lemon

frosting, so there's really no limit to experimentation here!

Another idea is glogg, a hot spiced alchoUc drink from

Scandinavia. Fun to make? Definitely! Even better, get

together with friends here and make two batches — one

for you and one for those at home. It makes a g^at get-

together right before a holiday party, too.

If you have a lot of time, there is always the option of

quilts, scarves, handmade boxes, woodwork, but not many
people are that organized.

If you're getting close to the big day. and absolutely

have to go out and buy things, there are always ways to cut

corners here, too. Jellybeans in cut-glass shotglasses are

colorful, and simple, and the glass gives them something to

keep and use later. Candles are a big hit. One friend of

mine (the artist during a bad year) gave each of us votive

candles in personalized colors. If you can find inexpensive

vases, fill them with different kinds of flowers for each

person. Buy something small, and elaborate, is the rule

here.

Think about what you've gotten in the past, and what
you still use and remember as being particularly

memorable. As a college student, you're not expected to

come up with $20 or even $10 presents for everyone you
know, but there are always ideads for those you care about

to get something in the mail without your going broke.

Good luck and happy holidays.

Collegian photo by Tom Kudia

Video games always make good holiday gifts, especially for youngsters. One local kid checks
out a home version of **Donkey Kong" at a local store last week.

Parents reluctantly accept video craze
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

December 1982. A white blanket of fresh snow covers

the ground. A sleepy household awakens early to dispel

the mysteries awaiting amidst assorted packages lying still

under a tinsel tree. A whisper becomes an impatient nudge
as three toddlers clamber on their parents' bed in an-

ticipation of Santa's gifts.

Moments later the living room is a disarray of torn

paper, the scene ablaze with electronic lights. Beeps, blips

and buzzers break the morning silence as not even the

most traditional of holidays remains immune to

technology. 1982 style.

"It (the video craze) was bound to happen," said one

resigned parent. "The producers of The Jet sons predicted

it years ago. I'm only sorry it took this long. My 10 year old

is better at Defenders than I am."
Another parent advocating video games called the

games "blunt recreations of reality."

"The possibility of a space invasion is very real," said one
noted astronomer and parent. "Personally, I'd feel safer

knowing our people were capable of defense from such an

attack. All alien visitors won't be as friendly as E.T.." he
added.

"It's too bad women are exempt from combat," said one
mother. "My daughter eats her peas like Ms. Pacman with
amazing accuracy and speed. I think someday she will have
military potential," she said.

A rumor that the video industry has been covertly

financed by President Reagan's defense budget, though as

yet unfoiindrH. is probably in t ho minds nf some parents.

"That Mr. Reagan is a clever fellow," said one data
systems analyst. "Video, as a means for subtle integration
of militaty laclics inlo iinlay » raiiic-ai young minds, is a
brainwashing mechanism. What better way is there to

cultivate a generation of robots than to support his

outrageous military spending?"

Additional proposals circulating in the Defense
Department include consideration of Tron and Battle Zone
scores a*^ ndmissinn'i rr'torin '-^ "ompotitive military

schools. No official word has yet t)een released on this

policy.

Concern ovtr harmlui side eltects caused by video

technology, such as eye damage, currently appears
minimal.

"By the time electronic games are cited as the cause of

mutations in the human species, cloning should be per-

fected," said one optimistic scientist. "If not, there

probably won't be much of a world left to look at anyway."

Christmas Gift Certificates

One Size Fits All!

CAST |^eAVeH Tub C9

?rivafe Hot Tub Kooids
53Vest St. MortbamptoD

586-6845

20% OFF ALL
CLOTHING

JOHN HENRY, WILLI WEAR, BELLE FRANCE,
FENN WRIGHT AND MANSON AND MORE

LINGERIE
LILY OF FRANCE, HANRO, HANKY PANKY,
CHICAS AND MORE

SHOES
NICKELS, JAZZ, CAPEZIO, GOODY TWO
SHOES AND MORE

THURS. DEC. 2 THROUGH SUN. DEC. 5

9:30 - 9:00 THURS. AND FRI., 9:30-5:30 SAT.,

12 -5 SUN.

CHONA CONTEMPORARY t^ASHON
THORNES MARKET NORTHAMPTON
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It's not so easy to find

some generic holiday cards

Collegian ii

By HANNAH HOSOM •

Collegian Staff

The annual holiday frustration has set in.

Here it Is. just barely December, and the

stores are filled with cards. Santa, rein-

deer, elves, red and green and white

graphic designs are everywhere. Yet in the

middle of all this merriment is a small

problem.

Have you ever tried to find an entire box

of cards suitable for giving to everyone? To

be really economical, practical, cheap,

whatever, and gel one (1) box of cards for

chri-stian friends, Jewish friends, aethiests

the cover and a big HAPPY HOLIDAYS
inside. Yuck. Or sentimental pictures of

snow-on-a-mailbox. They're okay, but I

don't like sending cards I can't tear the

cover off of and use as wall decorations.

Things are looking up, though. Boyton,

who does all those animal cards for every

occasion, has hippo holiday cards. Cutesy,

but not boring. Funny cards with tasteful

comments are now being put out by

Hallmark, when you care enough to send

the very best but don't want him/her to

know by the mushy sentiment written over

the picture of poinsettas.

liest of all, new wave is now hitting the

and my relatives of non-specific religious

persuasions, is quite honestly a pain in the

gluteus maximus.

Ziggy is obviously all set. He doesn't

know anyone who celebrates anything but

Christmas. He's even happy at this lime of

year, instead of playing his usual underdog

role: hanging mistletoe, wrapping presents,

commenting on the commercialism of the

season. Little mice run around between

presents, and birds hang ornaments on fir

trees.

Happy holidays cards are pathetic. You
know, the kind of card made for people with

my problem, having rings of smiley faces on

racks. Colors and stripes in purple and

yellow form the words "happy holidays" on

the cover, letting you write what you want

on the inside. The one I liked the best was a

mouse hanging off a huge snowflake.

Nothing on the inside, nothing restricting

on the outside. Those of you who might be

getting one. don't be surprised.

On the other hand, even though I had to

look around now. I never buy anything less

than two weeks into December. So. as

usual, you all might get those httle notes

attached to your plastic bags of jellybeans

again. That's always economical, yet

practical...and nice and cheap, too!

rO<^

ToKS games unusual gifts & unique

accessories fof under $30O

Give to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a happy

^_ holiday.

-̂ ^.

3ptC.Alli.NGr IN

DlMNa 'S y-MtDfMtl5-/0
Ml fltASAHT 5f. .,„^
NORTM'^IPTON -'58U-6387

V&<oO

A Store-full of Stocking Stuttersm"^
Sundays 12-5 Downtown Amherst

THE
COPY

FINE OFFSET V-'tlN I tK
PRINTING 4 COPYING

You'll like

what we
can do for
your image
32 Pleasant Street

(across from Pleasant St

Theater)

Norttiampton 584-01 1

7

Open 9 a m -5p m daily

( ollcfiui photo b)r Peter Mark*

A holiday mannequin welcomes shoppers into a local store.
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CHANEL
If Wt Mf
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Chloe

OPIUM
Parfums

HALSTON

GUERLAIN

Ja^iiirGn

B»IH POWDER

Calccnc

HERMES

COLLEGE
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun. .^..iii^-^^

4 MAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523
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i Read **Gifts for Friends," J
^ the second super Collegian holiday^

7^ special, coming Friday, Dec. 10. ^

I
The Collegian Staff I

I wishes you a
|

I
Happy

I Holiday Season
QiC^ato'sito 'SiC»''?to«5!i» 'SKD'iSijcf^ js^

pair up patent for

parties! black patent
leather with chestnut
suede tounge. phyllis

Poland's "sugar"
$53.00

!* "' '

.
i»—!W*i»»w%i iiV ^m.F'^mmmmm^

srii/r NORTHAMPTON

^htL£|.

^/CYCV^o

89 Main St.

Amherst
256-0880

Behind the Cheese Shop
& Valley Farms Dairy Store

and also....

For the Holidays
at Hampshire Mall

Try a new approach to gift-giving (or requesting?)

Help stamp out polka-dotted ties, pencil sets,

plaid socks, shirts that don't fit!

Use Valley Bicycle's

Gift Registry
Drop in to either Valley Bicycles location to register

your bicycle needs and wants, complete with sizes and

colors. Then tell your friends and relatives that you have

registered with Valley Bicycles and they can stop in to

select the perfect bicycling gift for you.

Gifts for Bicyclists 75^ to ^500°°

Wrenches, mirrors, fenders, gloves, tires, helmets, water

bottles, odometers, trainers, tights, handlebar bags,

lights, shorts, books, ponchos, grease, backpacks,

pumps, shirts, toe-clips, carriers, shoes, jackets. ...the

list could go on forever.

Also S66

The FUJI BMXM 59.95
assembled by experienced bicycle mechanics

Check our Factory Outlet prices on

Dawes Hand built English Bicycles.

i
YULE
FEAST

with Carbur's Special Party Menu featuring:

PRIME RIB
SEAFOOD
STEAKS

^-doc*-

•Cocktail Parties • Buffets •Banquets

•Hot Hors d'oeuvres

Piivatc rooms accommodating parties up to 75.

Eat, Drink and Be Merry!
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Dukakis, Duffey face Faculty Senate
Education a focus

second time around
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Claiming a new respect and understanding for public

higher education, Gov. -elect Michael S. Dukakis

yesterday pledged his support to the University of

Massachusetts and public higher education before an

overflowing crowd of 200 at the Faculty Senate meeting.

"There's something in the wind about education these

days that wasn't there ten years ago. During the '50s and

'60s, education was taken for granted. We all thought

that it was just a good thing," he said.

In the past ten years, however, education has been

looked at in a different light, he said.

"Before, we never stopped to wonder about or question

it (education)," he said, but now people are starting to

question the role and future of education.

Dukakis admitted during his first term as governor,

from 1974 to 1978. he made many mistakes. One of which

was not adequately understanding the importance of

higher education, he said.

"I had to be the worst communicator in America in

1974. In the last four years, which have been some of my
best and most productive, I became a faculty member
myself. I have developed a new respect and un-

derstanding for higher education, " said Dukakis, who

taught at Harvard University from 1979 to 1981.

Dukakis said he would keep his campaign promise of

appointing a special advisor for public education. He said

he had not yet reached a decision on who the person

would be, but promised it would be someone from the

educational community.
Caniinued on page 5

Collcciui fkuia hy Jia Powtra

Gov.-elect Michael S. Dukakis informs Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Faculty Senate members
yesterday of his heis^titened concern for educa-

tional issues which he said will be evidenced in

his second term in office.

Criticism ofDuffey

rising in Reid case
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey has come under heavy

criticism from the University of Massachusetts com-

munity concerning his handling of a dispute with a top

UMass administrator.

Duffey responded yesterday to what he called "recent

journalistic assertions and speculations" about an

agreement he made with UMass Assistant Chancellor

and Director of the Office of Planning and Budget Marie

Reid that included her taking a one-year professional

leave of absence with full pay.

"Some speculations and assertions are false, some are

distortions and some need to be clarified," Duffey said to

the Faculty Senate immediately before introducing Gov.-

elect Michael S. Dukakis. 'I will speak to these

clarifications as soon as possible."

Criticism has been directed toward Duffey by faculty

and students for giving Reid the leave of absence after a

series of negotiations between Reid and Duffey con-

cerning a change in her title and job description that Reid

said was a "demotion."

Last week, when Duffey announced Reid was granted

a leave of absence, Reid said she planned to seek em
ployment elsewhere while on leave. She cited racial

prejudice in the UMass administration as the reason for I

her wanting another job. At that time, however, she also

said she would sign a five-year contract with the

University.

During Dukakis' 20 minute speech to the Senate, he

made two references to Duffey 's situation.

Continued on page 5

Faculty union challenges new policy for patent royalties
By TIM MacPHEE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts faculty union has filed

a charge against the Board of Trustees challenging the new
University patent policy designed to channel a share of

royalties from faculty inventions back to the University.

The policy, approved Aug. 11 by the Board of Trustees,

is considered unfair by the Massachusetts Society of

Professors (MSP), which claims the poUcy was imposed on

them and they were not consulted on it. "Under the new

patent policy, which is in line with those of other schools, if

University time, materials or supplies go into an invention,

the University should have some rights to it," said Lee

Beatty. Grant and Contract Administration Director.

Before tfie present policy, the University made no claims

to inventions made by faculty members.

According to Beatty, dissension had been generating on

all three UMass campuses because previous inventions

made on federal money went to the federal government.

However, the new federal policy emerged to stimulate

quick invention and give the public a claim to some rights

from federal grants given to small businesses and

universities.

Under this system, rights to patents are now partly

assigned to the University.

The MSP believes the new patent policy is unfair

because it was imposed and not bargained for.

"We are opposed to any unUateral change. We live under

collective bargaining. Any policies that affect terms and

conditions of employment should be bargained, not im-

posed," said Bruce Laurie. MSP President. 'The policy

represents a unilateral change in these conditions."

The MSP filed a charge with the Massachusetts Labor

Relations Commission to try to force administration back

to the bargaining table.

Both sides agree that the former system suffered from a

lack of policy.

"Now if a faculty member uses labs and materials

supported by the taxpayers' money, he can no k>nger claim

sole rights to the invention," Beatty said.

The hearing, the outcome of which will primarily affect

polymer research and chemical engineering developments,

is scheduled for Dec. 15.

American women being seen

as more politically powerful

Cril«C>a" PtMt« ^ Drew OgiM^

Freshmen Domini ^ue DeShare, left, and Uuren Powers inspect

stained glass artwork beinp sold on the Campna Center concourse

Wednesday afternoon. ^_ _;

'

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

American women, on their own terms,

are on the threshold of achieving real power

in the government, said the political

director of the National Democratic

Committee last night at Smith College.

Ann Lewis, speaking to more than 60

people about "Women and Power. " said the

1982 election was the most important

election for women in the last 50 years.

"Women voters are perceived as having

power. " Lewis said. After the election, "the

women's vote was on all the exit poll ar-

ticles and news analyses."

"There is no elected official who can

discount the women's vote and no elected

official who can afford to antagonize

women," she said. "We have to Uke ad-

vantage of that."

Both the Republican and Democratic

Parties realize how important women's

votes are to their candidates* future, Lewis

said.

"Support for women's rights is the

mainstream of the Democratic Party." she

said. "Candidates elected in 1982 are

sensitive to the fact that they have sub-

stantial votes in women."

Most Republicans understand they are

lacking votes from women. However the

Reagan Administration does not care, she

said.

'This administration has a few token

women who are against the best interest of

all of us,"she said.

Lewis, the older sister of U.S. Rep.

Barney Frank, D-Newton, said now after

the election, it is important for "women to

move forward, consolidate and maximize

the opportunity that was opened to us."

"Our goal is to change the world. I

assume we are going to try to change it,"

she said. "To do this, it's going to take

power."

In the past 10 years, what were women's

"private values" such as caring for the poor,

elderly, and sick, have become women's

"public values," Lewis said.

'Women have come to the conclusion that

our p'-^-'te values are good enough to be

our public values and now we're using them

to make our public judgements," she said.

Power, however, "will not work for us if

/ve do not take advantage of it. It is so

important having come this far that we

really move on and organize," she said.

"We are going to gather as much power

as we can because we are going to need it,"

she said. "Pretty soon women in the

Democratic Party are going to say 'we want

a woman vice-president.'
i

.
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World and National News
MX missile

survives a tie

vote in House
WASHINGTON (AP) - The MX missUe

system barely survived on yesterday its

sternest test in Congress as the House

Appropriations Committee turned back, on

a tie vote of 26- 26. an attempt by budget

economizers and advocates of a nuclear

freeze to scuttle funds for the first editions

of the new weapon.

In Brazil. President Reagan called it "a

vote for a stronger, more secure America."

But he said "We're not jumping up and

down and claiming a victory, because we

know it's going to be a very tough battle ori

the floor" of the House, possibly next week.

The deadlock rejected a move by Rep.

Joseph P. Addabbo. D-N.Y.. to cut $988

million for the first five of an eventual 100 of

the nation's first new strategic missiles in

two decades. The committee then went on

to approve an overall defense spending bill

of $231 .6 billion.

Addabbo also failed, by voice vote, to

slash all but $1 billion of the $2.45 billion

earmarked for research and development

work on the missile and its basing system.

But the committee did attach some

strings, approving an amendment by Rep.

Ralph Regula. R-Ohio, that would forbid

the Air Force to spend any of the

production funds or $600 million of the

research money until March 15.

In the meantime, the Pentagon would

have to submit a report on March 1 giving a

monthly production and delivery schedule

for the weapons and assuring that none

would have to be put in storage before the

basing system is operational in 1986.

AP Ijtserphoto

Demonstrators tear and burn an American flag during an anti-

Reagan demonstration yesterday in Bogota, Columbia. President

Reagan is scheduled for a 5-hour visit to the Columbian capital today.

Reagan decries trade restrictions

while continuing to propose them
SAO PAULO, Brazil - President

Reagan yesterday called economic growth

"a crucial pillar of peace" and denounced the

spread of international trade restrictions as

"an ugly specter stalking the world"

destroying jobs.

"The aim ol these actions may be to

protect jobs, but the practical result, as we
know from historical experience, is the

destruction of jobs," Reagan told U.S. and

Brazilian business leaders.

Reagan flew to Sao Paulo, the largest and

most industrialized city in Latin America,

to deliver his speech and was returning to

the capital city of Brasilia to spend the

night. He goes on to Bogota, Colombia,

today
Before making the 520 mile journey here,

Reagan held a final round of discussions

with Brazilian President Joao Baptista

Figueiredo and stopped briefly at the U.S.

Embassy to praise the mission staff and

appeal for help in "strengthening our

relations with Brazil."

U.S. advisors

could increase

in El Salvador
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senior Pentagon

officials have urged dropping the fixed limit

of 55 U.S. military advisers in El Salvador

and using instead an "annual average" that

would permit more advisers to go to the

Central American nation.

Defense Department officials who
discussed the plan, asking not to be

identified, said the proposal would allow the

United States to send in more than 55

advisers at times as long as the average for

the year was 55 or fewer.

The officials said the proposal — even if

approved — would not mean a significant

increase in the number of U.S. advisers in

El Salvador, but would allow "greater

flexibility" in responding to Salvadoran

training needs.

The chances for President Reagan's

approval of the change, however, appear

doubtful.

It is opposed by the State Department,

which fears that any move to increase the

number of advisers would spark a negative

reaction in Congress, where U.S. aid to El

Salvador is already under attack.

The limit of 55 advisers was set in March

1981 when Reagan stepped up military aid

to El Salvador. The ceiling has remained*

unchanged since then, a stabUity that some

officials feel has helped quiet public fears

about a Vietnam-style escalation.

A State Department official, who
requested anonymity, said he felt the

averaging plan stood little chance of ap-

proval because of political sensitivity over

ending a firm limit.

Union bargaining talks

will decide Herald fate
BOSTON — Publisher Rupert Murdoch and four

remaining newspaper unions faced a midnight deadline

yesterday in an attempt to save the Boston Herald

American, one of two remaining newspapers in the city

that gave birth to American journalism.

Representatives of the international publisher spent the

day in meetings with officials of the pressmen and paper

handlers union in an attempt to reach an agreement on

staffing reductions.

The mailers union was scheduled to meet with

management last night.

The Hearst Corp., the present owner of the Herald, has

said today's newspaper would be the last unless all the

unions reach agreement with Murdoch by midnight.

Murdoch has said he must trim $7 million a year from the

morning newspaper's operations and ehminate a third of

its 800 employees.

Seven unions have reached tentative agreements, ac-

cording to Robert E. Page, vice president of Murdoch's

News America Publishing Inc.

Page said the latest tentative agreement was with the

paper haulers of Teamsters Local 25.

"We now can announce agreement with the haulers, so

that brings to seven of the 11 that are in place, and we are

waiting to hear from Local 259," Page said.

The 149 member truck drivers of Teamsters Local 259

had still not accepted a proposed settlement worked out

earlier.

The 21 -member photoengravers union agreed to cut six

employees Wednesday. Meanwhile, reporters and editors,

who had made a tentative agreement, voted Wednesday
night to accept open-ended cuts in the 100 member union,

Page said.

Digest
By the Associated Press

House finds EPA head
in contempt of Congress
WASHINGTON — A House subcommittee voted

yesterday to cite Anne M. Gorsuch, head of the

Environmental Protection Agency, for contempt of

Congress for witholding documents on President Reagan's

orders.

The 9 2 vote by the House Public Works investigations

subcommittee came after Mrs. Gorsuch invoked executive
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AP Laacrphoto

Construction workers Richard Gibbia, left,

and Joseph Scerra dine on Chevalean horse-

burgers yesterday afternoon at the corner of

53rd Street and Lexington Avenue in Manhat-

tan. The New York City Health Department

agreed this week to the sale of horaemeat for

consumption for the first time since World War
II. Reactions to the equine delicacies have been

mixed, ranging from "it takes like the horse I

bet on yesterday," to "you're going to feel like

you're eating Mr. Ed."

privilege in withholding the documents dealing with EPA's

toxic waste cleanup program.

The subcommittee had subpoenaed an estimated 787,000

items to examine how EPA manages the $L6 billion

"superfund" program to clean up abandoned chemical

dump sites.

Mrs. Gorsuch. appearing before the panel in response to

the subpoena, said the "vast majority" of documents would

be duplicated and shipped to the subcommittee, though it

will cost EPA at least $145,000 and could take six months.

But she said that "sensitive documents found in open law

enforcement files" — such as legal strategies and case

analyses — would be withheld on the president's orders.

She submitted a letter signed by Reagan in which the

president said: "Because dissemination of such documents

outside the executive branch would impair my solemn

responsibility to enforce the law, I instruct you and your

agency not to furnish copies of this category of

documents."

Kidneys to be donated

after local man's death
ORANGE The kidneys of Gerald L Canning, 21. of

Orange, who died Wednesday at the University of

Massachusetts Medical Center, will be given to two
persons in need of the organs.

"Two other children will live because of my son," said
James A. Canning, the man's father.

Canning died from injuries sustained in a car accident
Thanksgiving Day in which two youths also were killed.

A spokesman for the New England Organ Bank in

Boston said the kidneys were removed with the permission
of Canning's family after attempts to relieve pressure on
his brain failed.

Recipients of the kidneys were to be chosen late

yesterday, according to Bruce Zalneraitis, senior
procurement specialist with the organ bank. Selection is

made based on need and the likelihood the transplanted
kidneys would be accepted by the recipients' bodies,
Zalneraitis said.

Student excesses end
traditional Easter party
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA - The University of

Virginia has abolished the school's Easter celebration, a

liquor-drenched springtime student party that has been a

tradition since the last century.

The mid April party has drawn crowds of 12,000 to

20.000.

"I have concluded that the Easters celebration... no

longer merits official university sanction.' F>nest Ern. the

university's vice president for student affai'"s. said in a

letter Wednesday.
Dear, of Students Robert Canevari said t^e partjing has

(•aused a public relations problem wiih city residents,

created an ami intellectual atmosphere and encouraged
excessive drinking.

Fee estimates predicted
to be accurate and not
increased much for fall

PtKtto by David Dcabcr

Charlie Bobala of Eaathampton peeks under the cover of a street

lamp at Brittany Manor Apartments to change its bulb.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Fee increases next fall may be less pain-

ful than this year, according to financial

managers of the two largest fee-based

trust funds on campus, and a late

budgeting process this year may result in

more accurate, fee estimates.

Because the University of
Massachusetts' Office of Planning and
Budget has not yet issued financial

guidelines for the various student fee-

based trust fimds, such as the dining com-
mons and health services, budgets have not
yet been prepared. As a result of the delay,

the Fee Review process normally held in

the fall by the Student Government
Associaion has been put off until early

February.

"We have more acciu-ate information to

prepare the budget this year," said James
Weaver, Financial Manager of Food Ser-

vices, who predicted the delayed budget
process will allow more concrete planning.

"It's easier to deal with the numbers, but
time is shorter."

Weaver said since financial figures for

the first five months of the current fiscal

year will be available to him, planning
should be more accurate. Weaver also

noted that those figures are making him
"very optimistic" about next years fee in-

creases.

"From what I've been able to see. I'm
very optimistic about a very conservative

fee increase request for fiscal year
1983-84." Weaver said. Last year, the

average annual meal plan increased $73,

from $1,014 to $1,087.

At Housing Services, the budgeting
delay may present more of a problem, ac-

cording to Ann Koski, assistant director in

charge of finance.

"Basically we have two weeks to do the

fees," she said, "but we still haven't got

the budget packets yet."

Koski explained diat because the dorm
closings will take two weeks, plus the

Christmas holidays, the scheduled January
budget deadlines will mean a very short

preparation time for Housing Services $13
million budget.

Koski said she also is optimistic about the

fee increases she will request for next year.

Utility costs and debt services expenses
have been lower than expected, she said.

Still, the budget guidelines will have a
substantia] effect, Koski said. If the

University increases the cost of utilities,

the overhead charge for Physical Plant

labor, or if "full-costing" is implemented,
Koski said the fee increase could be

substantial.

This year, the average dorm resident

paid $1,212, an increase of $76 over the

$1,136 room charge levied last year.

The Fee Review process, during which
students ask for an explanation of fee in-

creases, was held last year in November,
which was later than the prior year's

review held in October. Last year, depart-

ments submitted fee-based budgets in Oc-

tober. The year before, budgets were given

a deadline in mid-August.

First Amendment education program planned by professor
By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

Lawyers nationwide are planning early for the

celebration of the bicentennial of the ratification of the

United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights according

to a University of Massachusetts professor and lawyer.

David Shimmel said he and other lawyers in Phi Alpha

Delta Law Fraternity, International (PAD) plan to

commemorate the bicentennials (the Constitution in 1987

and the Bill of Rights in 1991) by creating an outreach

program for communities throughout the nation to inform

them about First Amendment issues.

The main purpose of the program is to educate citizens

on the historical issues, philosophical principles and

jurisprudential foundations of the First Amendment and

how they relate to every day life.

"In the aftermath of the bicentennial of 1976, many
Americans know we could have done better." Shimmel said

in the legal magazine Update. "The bicentennial left us

with memories of Tall Ships, big parades and fireworks,

but little of substance remains."

Shimmel said he sees the program addressing such

issues as prayer in public schools, academic freedom.

censorship of school texts and library books, obscenity and
pornography and free press/free trial. Shimmel said these
issues should be approached with an informed and in-

telligent understanding of history, philosophy and
jurisprudence.

"We are going to try and make things come alive for

people that we all take for granted. We are going to try

and figure our future implications of making it in the 21st

century," Shimmel said.

Shimmel said the goal would be to educate all citizens in

the community and school by establishing a partnership

between lawyers, humanities specialists (college faculty

members), and people in the community.
"We are going to use lawyers as the primary com-

municators. I see lawyers as a kind of broker or facilitator

of communication about constitutional issues," said

Shimmel.
Shimmel is the PAD appointed national director for the

program. He is a lawyer as well as a UMass professor of

education, the director of UMass' program in legal literacy

and education, and co-author of several books.

Three sites on the east coast have been chosen as key

places for planning the program. The sites are Amherst,
Baltimore, Md. and Winston-Salem, N.C.

The first planning conference for volunteer PAD
members will be held Dec. 17 and 18 at UMass. Teams
from the three sites will meet to discuss how they are

going to plan the program.
"We will be organized by 1987. We have a long time to

plan but if we do it right we'll need all of it," Shimmel said.

The program has been funded by a National Endowment
for the Humanities grant for the planning stages. Shimmel
said he hopes to get another one next year for im-

plementation of the program.
Due to the stipulations of the grant, the project can only

reach out to adults — it may not go into the school system
to teach children about the implications of the First

Amendment.
The coordinators of the program hope to establish

volunteer "PAD coordinators" from local communities
across the country who would be members of the bar or the

local bench. These coordinators would then coordinate the

local "Community Bicentennial Project."

"We would go to any community group who wants us,

like the Rotarians or the Kiawanis club," Shimmel said.

"With so much going on around First Amendment issues

and with legislation being proposed to change it, it is

important that people are educated about the debate."
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BOG grants Union Records $2,000

to compete with University Store
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

In a move designed to help all student

controlled businesses in the Campus
Center against competition with the

University Store, the Campus Center

Board of Governors (BOG) last night voted

to grant Union Records Unlimited (URU)
$2,000 for advertising purposes.

"We think that student controlled

businesses are important and this is just to

reaffirm BOG position on this issue," BOG
Treasurer Todd Zigelbaum said. "We are

flexing a muscle."

Due to a lack of resources and a relative-

ly small budget, URU as of late has not

been able to keep up with the University

Store in the advertising of records,

Zigelbaum said, and is being run out of

business.
"Our sales are down over the past few

years and right now with regards to funds

we are in a critical stage where we must

make a stand. We need help." said Graig

Colbath, business manager of URU. "Right

now we are living on a week to week

basis."

URU currently has a monthly advertis-

ing budget of $200, and with this they can

barely afford to run one quarter page ad a

week in the Collegian at $68 and five ads in

the personals. The University store has

been running three half page ads a week in

the Collegian at $136 a piece throughout

the semester. "They spend more in one day
than we do in one week," said Kim Cohane,

general manager of URU.
"Our advertisements are also put in

places in the Collegian where people just

don't read them," Cohane said.

The increased funds for advertising for

URU will double their advertising budget

and will allow URU to compete with the

University Store in advertising and stay

alive financially.

Cohane added that the University Store

should cut back on advertising of records

and concentrate on other areas because the

record department is such a small part of

their overall budget.

"It is not fair because they are trying to

attract people into the store through

record advertising," Cohane said.

"Records constitute exactly 1.4 percent of

the total revenue in the store while all we
sell is records."

"I don't see how they can justify all those

ads," Zigelbaum said.

"I believe that the University Store has a

goal to put URU out of business. This

money will help URU, but I think it will

help all co-ops. We are trying to make a

stand against their advertising practices

and hopefully they will view this as a

•Mr«rHt.

Cellcffiui pkoto by Ton Kadia

Coordinator of the Office of Community Relations Gerald Grady
listens at last night's meeting of the Campus Center Board of Gover*
nors before speaking about both his office's functions and his just-

concluded trip to Washini^n with the Students AdTocating Financial

Aid lobbying group.
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Diving group to head to Florida for vacation

ByPAULBEVAL
Collegian Staff

Some University of Massachusetts students will be

spending their Christmas breaks diving in Florida.

For the seventh consecutive year, Project DEEP
(Diving Education Extension Program) will be offering

extension courses in Key Largo, Fla. for UMass students

over intersession.

This year. Project DEEP is offering advanced, open

water courses, formerly called sport diving, which is

designed to give novice divers an opportunity to get a

great deal of experience in a short span of time.

The course will cover subjects such as boat diving,

navigation, marine environment, and night and deep

diving.
, , ...

The course costs $325. This fee mcludes camping, three

meals a day. instruction, and equipment such as tanks and

weight belts.
, « j * to

The courses run from Dec. 27 to Jan. 2 and from Jan. 3

to Jan. 9. ^^ r^ ,rw •

A general meeting wiU be held at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 10 m
Room 10 of Curry Hicks to arrange transportation and

finalize plans.

For more information, contact Project DEEP at 584-

0456 or write P.O. Box 415, Northampton, MA. 01060

Phutu conrteiy Project DEEP

A member of Project DEEP holds on tight while hitching a ride from a sea turtle off the coast

of Key Largo, Fla. during one of the club's recent expeditions.

Magazine proposes to cover Pioneer Valley
By SCOTT HERSEY
Collegian Staff

In the tradition of New York and Boston, two area

persons are planning to publish a magazine covering the

Pioneer V'alley.

The magazine, Valley Images, will feature all aspects of

Valley life, with a particular emphasis on people, said

Lorenzo Diaz, senior editor.

"We will have articles primarily on valley people and the

events they are involved in." said Diaz, who formerly

published a small weekly newspaper in California.

Although budget limitations have forced the magazine to

be published in black and white only. Diaz said he hopes to

be using color soon.

Right now. the magazine is only covering the five-college

area, but Diaz said he ultimately hopes to cover the entire

valley, as far north as Vermont and as far south as

Springfield.

The first issue should be out by Christmas and will cost

$1, Diaz said.

Although several area magazines have folded recently,

including New Roots and Sprmgfield Four County West,

Diaz said he expects his to be successful.

"You can look at any period of time and say it's difficult,"

he said. "There is no contemporary magazine covering the

valley right now, so I think people will buy ours."

The magazine will feature a special section called "Valley

Nurturing." Editor Wilesse A. Commissiong said.

This special section, which Diaz referred to as a

"magazine within a magazine," will feature articles and

columns on caring and humanistic ideas. Commissiong

said.

Commissiong said the concept for the section came as an

outgrowth of a newsletter and radio programs she had

done on the nurturing concept.

"Nurturing expands on the idea of caring for people,"

she said. "We want to focus on the tender caring of

people."

The first issue will feature an article on the nurturing

concept in regards to human sexuality.
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linking high tech, education

is a new priority for Dukakis

Colleciaa photo bjr Jim Power*

Gov.-elect Michael S. Dukakis and University of Massachusetts at

Amherst Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey chat with students in the Com-

puter Consulting Center yesterday.'

i^Dukakis
Continued from page 1

Commenting on Massachusetts' unique

position of being one of the leading states in

the country in academic standing, the

former and future governor said, "This

state, without its reputation for academic

excellence, would be an economic

wasteland."

"A friend once said if the pilgrims had

landed on the west coast, we would be a

state park," he said.

Dukakis urged the forming of coalitions

made up of faculty, students, and gover-

nment leaders, including himself.

"I am reaching out to you and I ask you to

be part of that coalition," Dukakis told the

Senate. "We will make it work and we will

make it work well."

Robert E. Jones, a history professor, said

"I found the governor-elect's attitude and

his words to be very encouraging. That's an

important step in the right direction. I liked

most of what he said; now let's see what he

does."

Frank Hugus, a German professor, said

he was pleased Dukakis admitted making

mistakes in the past, particularly con-

cerning higher education.

"I think he is a very straight-forward man.

He seems to be a man happy to be in office.

I think he will fair well." he said.

Stanley M. Moss, a psychology professor,

said Dukakis' speech was "very impressive

and optimistic."

"I think his experience in teaching caused

him to take an about face in his feelings

towards higher education," he said.

Moss said there is some resentment

among senators concerning the treatment

they received during Dukakis' first term of

governor when he froze all wages of state

employees after taking office in 1974.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

When Gov.-elect Michael S. Dukakis

toured the Computer Consulting Center

in the School of Business Administration

before addressing the Faculty Senate

yesterday, it was a symbol of his new com-

mittment to the role of higher education

in meeting the needs of high technology in

Massachusetts.

But Dukakis is only the latest of many
Massachusetts officials who are preaching

News Analysis
the need to "forge an alliance" between

the Commonwealth and high tech com-

panies to increase the resources of

engineering and computer science pro-

grams in higher education.

Sen. Paul E. Tsongas, D-Mass., is pro-

posing federal legislation aimed at

upgrading the nation's technical

resources by providing more than $500

million in assistance to educational in-

stitutions.

Ray Stata, a member of the

Massachusetts Board of Regents and

owner of Analog Devices, a high tech

firm, has written a book advocating the

need to revamp higher feducation that will

ensure a smooth transition from the pre-

sent industrial and manufacturing base to

the knowledge-based economy of the

future.

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp has been echoing these

same themes for goals of the University.

He has also began a program to improve

the technical and remedial skills of high

schools students in the city of Boston, and

ifReid
Continued from page 1

"He (Duffey) is making the newspapers a

lot more than I am these days," Dukakis

said.

Later in his speech, Dukakis quipped to

Duffey. "If you need help with the problems

you are having, let me know."

Before Duffey and Dukakis arrived at the

meeting, two senators brought up this

issue, which is being called the "Marie Reid

Affair."

Professor Frank R. Hugus of the German

languages and literatures department

asked if giving Reid such a leave in a time of

fiscal austerity was a just and responsible

decision.

"Is it fair when the rest of the campus

must tighten its belt?" Hugus asked.

Professor Donald E. Scott of the elec-

trical and computer engineerine depart

ment said granting a leave to Reid. who has

worked at UMass for two and a half years,

is against personnel regulations that state

an employee must work at the University

for at least six years before being granted a

paid leave of absence.

Earlier yesterday afternoon, Duffey

declined to comment on the accuracy of

published reports quoting Reid as saying

she was granted the leave of absence to

avoid a law suit.

Characterizing Reid as "a troubled

woman," Duffey said there were con-

tradictions in her statements as well as

inaccuracies in several published reports on

the situation.

Duffey confirmed reports that he was

setting up meetings with all deans,

department heads and chairmen at UMass
to discuss the Reid situation.

Professor Dario Politella of the jour-

nalistic studies program criticized Duffey s

actions because he said granting the leave

serves as an admission of guilt to Reid's

charges of racial discrimination.

"It was really stupidity on Duffey's part

to do that." Politella said.

He said Duffey had to override the

personnel regulations to give Reid the

leave. Although the personnel regulations

do allow such an override, Politella

questioned whether Duffey had appropriate

reasons for doing so.

FINE CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS

The MCtH institute of Health Professions admits students ofany
race, color and national or ethnic origin.

Over 100 kinds of candy

Secret Santa's

Christmas gifts and gift certificates

I
Quality Chocolate

S Gourmet Jelly Beans

r Tiiis.CJI;issvv;Mv.ciiKi more

f Dow nlONMl Amherst o^ ()N M.nn Si Norlh;inipl(>n

8
257-5589 5Sf>-4IS()

%Q£>^^:S'd tf5t:s^«>--^3* tfJCw(»^rf3%tfK^<»-^^
tffCs*.<;p^*^ tf5t^G:>.-i^ffSi^QP^i

plans to do the same in Springfield.

The fundamental emphasis of increas-

ing computer sciences to aid the high

technology industry in Massachusetts was

cemented into place far before the

November election. In fact, statements

made by the various gubernatorial can-

didates were almost carbon copies of each

other.

One of Dukakis' goals is to establish a

"computer literacy" campaign that will

attempt to educate all secondary school

students in the functional use of com-

puters.

"We have an opportunity in this state to

chart a future that serves for a model as

an economy and a society of the future,"

he said during his Faculty Senate address.

"Any student with a high school

diploma should have some computer

capabilities. So much of our economy is

tied up in computers these days," Dukakis

said during his tour of the Computer Con-

sulting Center.

With an increasingly tight fiscal situation

in the state, Dukakis said the high tech in-

dustry must also contribute to the com-

puter literacy effort.

"Many high tech companies have com-

mitted themselves to donate equipment.

With (their) help. . .we can do this (the

computer literacy campaign)," Dukakis

said.

But the question that remains is how
committed Dukakis will be to the em-

phasis of high tech in higher education.

After asking a student at a nearby com-

puter terminal what her program meant,

Dukakis apologized by describing himself

and UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey as

"humanist".

••^'l-iT:
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11th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN 23-26

THIS TRIP INCLUDES:

• Lift Ticket (51/2 doys) *

* Lodging (Hotel or Condo) *

• Meols (with Hotel) *

* Free Deer & Wine Parties *

* Hot Tub & Souno Party *

• Etc. Etc. Etc. •

only $489.00
tax ond grotuiti*s included

b*wQr* of oth*r ski trips

that s*t Q bos* pric* and THEN

ADD 5% tax & 15% gratuities

Hon-Members Welcome

Deposit & Final Payment

Deadlines hove been

extended.

So get your deposits

in now to reserve

your vocotlon for

WINTER DREAK

sIgn-up toble

M-F SIfi Club Offic* 9-3

4dOA Student Uniort

for moro irtfo coll 5-3437 ,

Give a Gift of

Warmth

Legwarmers

Checklist
Plan ahead now to you won't forgat anyona

AssoitecJ

Colors and Styles

Located in the

Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
i^USTORE^

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

REGATTA
BELT

i**itf

u^^J^>22LAX( II

«*P^_5

Solid sailcloth brass ring belt on natural cotton

web. CKoose from thirteen colors that can be mono-

grammed with your initials in practically any color.

These belts come in two widths CVa" version or narrower

I'A'') and are sized XXS-XL. $15.00

AY 'A^lfc-..

i^nuBr nf Walalj. Int.
32 fWain ^Utti

^mhfr«l. fllaggdfhuspllp

H^Mly 00 to b:iO 2bS 33^1

Activist sees Europe as wary of U.S. nuclear policy
By GAYLE McGILL
Collegian Staff

The people of western Europe feel

threatened by the Reagan administration's

concept that "limited" nuclear war is

possible, said Mary Wentworth, former

candidate for Congress, who just returned

from observing the European peace

movement.
Wentworth, co-ordinator of the Poor

Women's Task Force at the Everywoman's
Center, traveled to West Germany and The
Netherlands with a group of 32 other

Americans active in the U.S. peace

movement during November.
"Limited nuclear war for us is total

nuclear war for them. They have no control

over the weapons the U.S. deploys in

Europe," Wentworth said.

Wentworth, an Amherst resident said

she is very concerned with the U.S.'s

ColleKiui photo by Drew 0|prr

Former Congressional candidate Mary Wentworth discusses her re-

cent trip to Europe at the Everywoman's Center.

Newslines...

Middle East
discussion set

The Jewish Community of

Amherst and Five College

B'na B'rith Hillel are

sponsoring a discussion on

the Middle East situation

titled "Israel After Lebanon:

Peace Now?" at 9:30 a.m.

Sunday, at the Jewish

Community of Amherst, 742

Main St., Amherst.

The featured speakers are

Yohanan Ramati, former

managing editor of the

"Israel Economist" and a

lecturer on international

affairs for the Israel Foreign

ministry, and Shmuel
Ettinger. a professor of

Modern history at Hebrew
University and a visiting

professor at Harvard
University. Registration fee

is $2 for students and $3 for

non-students, including

lunch.

Student offers

new look at TV
Aron Ranen, a Hampshire

College student, will be

presenting a new view of

television in "Aron Ranen's

New Video Environment: A
Series of Video
Installations," which will be

debuting at 7 tonight at

Hampshire.
Ranen said he believes

television is too passive a

medium and that he will be

trying to challenge people's

perceptions of television by

taking them through a series

of video installations

designed to "objectify the

cultural icons of the

television set and utilize

them in a sculp-

tural/environmental con-

text."

military budget and for that reason is in-

volved with the peace movement.
"I do advocacy work with the poor,and

the money which is being spent on defense

is being taken away from social programs,"

she said.

Wentworth ran an unsuccessful write-in

campaign this fall against Rep. Silvio

Conte, R-Pittsfield, for his seat in the

House of Representatives.

While in Europe, Wentworth said the

group observed demonstrations and met
with organizers of the peace movement.

All age groups are involved with the

peace movement in Europe, except those of

the age who were involved in Hitler's Youth

Movement, she said.

"They are the only group not apparent,

and that is because they tend to feel they

were heavily involved in politics and blew

it. so they are leery of getting involved,"

Wentworth said.

Churches both in Germany and in the

Netherlands have taken a leadership role in

the peace movement, she said.

"They are taking a military stance,

saying no Christian would ever participate

in a nuclear war. This scares the govern-

ment because people in these countries are

close followers of the church," she said.

The women's peace movement is very

active in Europe, according to Wentworth,

and they attribute much of their per-

spective to the women's peace movement in

the United States. Wentworth said,

however, the larger peace movement in the

United States owes a lot to the European

peace movement.

"The European peace movement started

way before ours and is much more active,"

she said. "The major difference between

the two peace movements is that the

Europeans have a much different attitude

toward the Soviet Union. They don't have

the fear and hysteria toward communism
like in the U.S. This is because they have

communist and socialist parties in their

government."
Wentworth said she observed much

concern among Europeans over how the

Soviet Union might react to what she sees

as intimidation being placed on the Soviets

by the U.S.

"The U.S. rationalizes by saying what if

the Soviets invade B^urope? Europeans

don't see this as a real possibility. Many
people are willing to believe the Soviets are

sincere in wanting a peaceful coexistence,"

she said.

While in Europe, Wentworth said she

noticed many differences in the way
poUtical parties work.

"The Social Democratics of West Ger-

many are holding a conference devoted

specifically to the disarmament issue. What
will come out of that conference is a total

party stand." Wentworth said. "It would be

very unusual for the Democratic or

Republican Party here calling a conference

just on that issue."

The presence of nuclear weapons alone

frightens many Europeans, Wentworth
said.

"The Netherlands is calling for a

unilateral disarmament for their country to

agree not to deploy any missiles," she said.

Classifieds

Reach
25,000

I

daily
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Arts
GtlUry Frintt

W Jdta Mill*

Donato Pietrodangelo: Caribbean

Images, November 22-December 10 at the

Hampden Gallery. Pietrodangelo has

captured the charm of doorways, ship hulls

and cement walls in his photographs. His

images consist of pastoral scenes involving

a simple, yet powerful use of color. Through

his camera we experience a great closeness

to the subject. The photographs were all

taken in and around the Caribbean and are

a must for anyone interested in

photography and color.

The Student Union Gallery is currently

exhibiting two very talented artists. Both

are BFA shows and will run until December

4. Elizabeth Peters is exhibiting a series of

paintings and sketches. Her work consists

mainly of distorted faces and figures gliding

along the canvas achieved through the

juxtaposition of various colors. These

pictures are bold and bright eye openers. A
collection of Kurt Schmitz's sculptures is

also being shown. These life size figures are

made of old wood, rusty farm machinery,

and pieces of string and cloth. The way in

which these materials come together to

form a human being is quite beautiful,

evoking a country touch due to the material

used.

Denise Weaver: Wish You Were Here,

November 28 December 3 at the Herter

Gallery. This exhibit both attracts and

repels the viewer at the same time. Big

black shapes engulf slender white lines to

make for a thoroughly interesting com-

position. Little figures like paper dolls

entertain here and there. But what are

these figures doing? Is their meaning

childhood memories or social messages? —
very intriguing and involving.

Herter Gallery is also presenting

Marianne Shepardson (BFA PROJECT)
and Cigdem T. Akkurt (MS thesis) until

December 3. This combined exhibit

presents new ideas about interior design

and architecture. Practical, strongly

constructed furniture is displayed. Several

viewer-involved pieces are on show as well.

Solar house possibilities are explored, also.

This exhibit provides a fascinating glance

into the future for everyone.

In addition, The University Gallery is

continuing Barbara Zucker's collection of

recent works. The World of Donald Evans

and selections from the gallery's permanent

collection.

The University of Massachusetts Chorale

and the Choral Union, both conducted by

Richard du EJois, will present their annual

winter concert on Sunday, December 12, at

8:(X) p.m. The program will include Ben-

jamin Britten's "Ceremony of Carols."

Ralph Vaughan Williams' Mass in G Minor,

Daniel Moe's "Fall Softly Snow," and

Francis Poulenc's "Hodie Christus Natus

Est." The concert will take place at Bowker

Auditorium. There wUl be no admission

charge for the event.

This performance marks the first concert

given by the Chorale since its three-week

tour this past summer of Romania and the

, Soviet Union. Its major offering on Sun-

day's program is Britten's "Ceremony of

Carols." The piece, written during Britten's

voyage home from America to England in

1942, consists of eight carols framed by a

procession and recession. The words are

drawn from anonymous medieval texts.

The Choral Union will perform Vaughan

Williams' Mass in G Minor, composed for

unaccompanied choir in 1920. When
written, the Mass broke new ground

setting a standard for the re-creation of the

a capella tradition.
.

DECEMBER
HAPPY HOUR

SPECIAL
Heineken
Bottles

plus our original

twofera and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6pm 10 - midnight

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. PlecuBMUit St.

253-6141 J

Presenting High Bias n and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going

to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
Because Permapass," our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide

particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music stays live.

Not just the 1st play Or the 1000th But forever

We'll guarantee the cassette.
Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect

the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.

Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape

alignment. Housing is made strong by a design

unique to Memorex.

Well guarantee them forever.

Ifyou are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
Hj^i Bias n, mail us the tape aiid well replace it free
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Offering soup, sandwich,
casserole, self-service salad bar,

and homemade desserts for lunch.

Dinner two entrees, self-service

salad bar, some vegetarian selec-

tions homemade breads and
desserts. All this and more for less

than you would pay anywhere in

the campus area.
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Arts
Marriage ei^ iresbeau
Le Beau Marriage
Directed by Eric Rohmer
Pleasant St. Theatre
By ELAINE SENAY
Collegian Staff

Eric Rohmer's Le Beau Marriage is a

pleasant comedy about love and marriage

that centers around a young woman
reaching a crisis in her life.

Sabine, played by Beatrice Romand, is a

young and impetuous woman leading a

bohemian existence. She moves from man
to man without any intention of getting

married. But when her latest affair with a

married man breaks up, she decides she

should pick out someone and get married.

All this sounds abrupt and that is where

the fun starts. Sabine is determined to meet

and to marry the first eligible man she

likes. Her best friend Clarisse, played by

Arielle Dombaise, introduces her to

Edmond, played by Andre Dusollier. He is

a successful lawyer who works in Paris.

Sabine's pursuit of Edmond takes up the

rest of the film. Every time she tries to

catch Edmond and fails, she runs to Clarisse

for support. It is the friendship between

Sabine and Clarisse that gives Le Beau

Marriage its hilarity. Sabine and Clarisse

act as if they are two schoolgirls whispering

in corners about the boys whom they like. It

is amusing to listen to Clarisse's flights of

fancy about Edmond's supposed feelings

towards Sabine, Arielle Dombaise portrays

Clarisse's idealism with a genuine belief

that romance is alive and well.

Le Beau Marriage is a light fUm that

mocks the morales of modern society. It

shows that marriage is still a serious un-

dertaking and not everyone can handle it.

By the end of the film, Sabine realizes that

she cannot change overnight. She un-

derstands that there must be not only

attraction but also love to even consider

marriage.

Rohmer presents his comedy in a playful

manner that never loses its clarity. The

dialogue between the characters is direct.

When Sabine tries to play little games with

Edmond, she seems awkward and un-

natural. Even though the overall tone is

straightforward, there is a hint of slyness

that slips in from time to time.

Le Beau Marriage is a delightful film that

never disappoints. The pace is fast and

there is a spirit of fun that is sure to charm.

Beatrice Romand pursues Andre Dusollier in Le Bemi Marriage.

Gandhi is dandy
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press

Gandhi is one of the few films in recent

years that deserves to be called an epic. It

is a magnificent panorama of the life and

achievements of Mahatma Gandhi, who

faced the British Empire in non-violent

combat and won independence for India.

Jack Briley's script does not present

Gandhi as a remote saint, but as an in-

tensely human figure thrust into activism

by his revulsion of how his fellow Indians

were treated, first by South Africans, then

by the British in India.

Director Richard Attenborough uses the

screen to its fullest potential, capturing

limitless crowds as well as focusing on the

tiny, humble man who set the momentous

events in motion.

Ben Kingsley in the title role is the most

inspired casting since Peter O'Toole in

Lawrence of Arabia which Gandhi

resembles in scope and mysticism. Candice

Bergen, John Gielgud, John MOls, Edward

Fox, Trevor Howard and Martin Sheen

offer support, but some of the appearances

seem gratuitous — star names to bolster

the box office. Particularly Sheen, who

shows up over the years as an American

journalist but never ages.

If the film has a flaw, it is the portrayal of

the British, who are almost entirely callous,

stupid and brutal. But that may be how the

Indians saw them over the long, sup-

pressive years of British rule.

trailers
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Dustin Hoffman plays the title character in Tootaie.

Last summer was financially the best

season ever for movies and all the major

studios are gambling that Christmas, the

medium's other prosperous season, will

bring equal profits.

The big offering from Warner "Brothers is

Honkeytonk Man, in which Clint Eastwood

plays Red, "a hard drinking country

musician whose goal is to perform at the

Grand Ole Oprey." He heads out in a beat

up old limo to realize his dream, ac-

companied by his nephew Whit, played by

14 year-old Kyle Eastwood (How'd he get

the part, yoU ask?). Kyle's daddy is also

producer and director on the flick, which

will presumably have more heart than

Firefox.

Paramount's major offering is 48 Hours,

with cop Nick Nolte working on a case with

convict Eddie Murphy, in his film debut.

The picture was directed by the excellent

Walter HiU (The Warriors, The Long

Riders) and was written by the awful Roger

Spottiswoode (Terror Train).

From Columbia comes Gandhi reviewed

at left. The Toy and Tootsie. The latter

should be interesting. Dustin Hoffman stars

as an aspiring actor who dresses as a

woman to land a part in a soap opera. How
did Columbia get Hoffman to play a woman
for the film's 10 week shooting schedule?

Perhaps his five million dollar salary had

something to do with it.

While we're on the subject of

outrageously high salaries, Warren Beatty

will also be paid 5 mil to do up a mermaid in

Mermaid. Robert Towne (Personal Best) is

the man behind the soon-to be-classic. And
Robert Redford has signed a two-picture

deal with Warners in which he'll be paid 6.5

million for each picture of his choice.

Columbia Pictures will control the

distribution of Sean S. Cunningham's

Spring Break, a comedy about "sun, sand,

surf, suds and sex." Cunningham (Here

Come the Tigers, Friday the ISth) has made

a career out of easy to exploit shock films

and rip offs. The flick will open during

spring break.

Trick or Treats will open soon. Its a semi-

comedy horror fiick set on Halloween night

(original really). Peter Jason plays the

looney who escapes from an asylum to

wreak havoc. In other roles, David

Carradine and Carrie Snodgress play a

married couple and Dan Pastorini and Tim
Rossovich play asylum guards. Paul Bartel

(Eating Raoul) plays a wino.

Bartel also turns up in Get Crazy, along

with Riuml co-star Mary Woronov. The film

is a takeoff on Rock concerts and will be

directed by Alan Arkush (Rock and Roll

High School, which also featured Bartel and

Woronov). Malcolm MacDowell and Lou

Reed also appear as rock stars.

Dudley Moore, due out this Christmas in

the tearjerky Six Weeks, will soon begin

filming Unfaithfully Yours, in which he is

teamed with Natassia Kinski. The comedy

is a remake of Preston Sturges' classic.

Armand Assante, whose /, The Jury is also

due out this Christmas, co stars in the film.

The Concrete Jungle, a shlocky women's

prison fiick starring Jill St. John as the

warden, is soon to be released locally.

Meanwhile, shooting starts next on the

film's sequel. Heat, which features Linda

Blair and Tamara Dobson as inmates.

Local Best Bet: Tonight and tomorrow,

the Academy of Music in Northampton will

show the incredible double feature of

Atlantic City and Harold and Maude. Both

films are fantastic. Then Saturday is free

movie night at the Blue Wall, where they'll

be showing The Warriors, another great

flick, at 8 and 10 p.m.

TRAILERS Trivia: Here are the

characters, name the films John Rambo,

Regan MacNeil, Harry Callahan, Plenty

O'Toole. Answer to last week's question:

Russ Winneman won a movie poster for

being the first to identify Alan Swann from

My Favorite Year, Sam Spade from The

Maltese Falcon, Jody Verill from Creep-

show and Jake La Motta from Raging Bull.

...*, ,.Jm^WS!>}if S-ke-^i. checW «»,«»• «« ^^^^ Clint takes to the camera to line up a shot for Honkytonk Man.
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Comics
Prints

Collectiblos

Dungeons b Dragons

CupvrlfM I9l>< M«r\«l Comict
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GRAND OPENING
SALE-A-BRATION

Sat. Nov. 20-Sat. Deo. 4
2 weeks of Madness St Bargains

Meet Bob Layton, Marvel
Qoznlcs* Iron Man &

Hercules Artist

Sat. Dec. 4
Free Marvel Guide to

Collct^ing Comics with this ad

6 new comics for the prick^ of 5

20% ofF all back issues in stock

^ft,oondioonaarwe
Hampshire Mall. Hadley, Mass.

413-586-8775

Fri M (6:00 @ »2.00) 7:30. 9:S6
Sbi (2 15 & 5:00 9 »2.00) 7 30, 9:56

^ Sun (1:00 er 3:30 & «2. 001 6:00. 8:30

^mC MOUNTAfN FARMS 4

Outrageously Spectacular!

lOHN CLEESE
SEAN CONNERY

TIME
BANDITS

Fri at (4;46 ^ »2.00) 7:30, 9:56
Sat at (2:00 & 4:45 @ »2 00) 7:30, 9 55
Sun at (1:00 & 3:46 @ »2.00» 6,15. 8:46

ht*t fighting

for hit lift.

SYLVESTER
STALLONE

Fri at (6:15 @ <2 00) 7:15.9:30

Sat at (2:» & 5:15 @ $2 00)715. 9:30

Sun at (1:30 £r 4:00 & $2.00) 6:16. 8:15

I584-91 53 MOUNTAIN farms mali

THt lACA
CONT1NUIS

Fri at (4:45 @ »2 00) 7:30. 9:56
Sat at (2:00 & 446 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:56

pQi Sunat (1:00&3 46 $2 00) 6:15. 8:»

Fri at 14 30 @ $2 00) 7:15. 9 46

Sat at (1:46 er 430 @ $2 00) 7:15. 9:46

Sun at (12:46 £r 3:30 @ $2.00) 6:00. 8:30

Tex McCormick
isn't giving in.

MATT DILLON

TEXI
TOUGH TTND€R TODAY

Fri at (5:00 @ $2 00) 7:46. 10:15

Sat at (2:15 h 500 (@>$2 00) 7:46. 10:15

Sun at (1:15 Er 4:00 @) $2.00) 6:30, 8:46

MIPNI^HTMOVIi MAPNESS
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12^15 AM ALL SEAJS
^mC NAMfSNIRE 4

$3 001

so C off to anyone
in coatunna

HEftUV WETftL

TWEEXOROSr

S^^^

C. 2327

SI 5 OFF
AM/FM radio

with headphones
Rc«uUr 24**

Banffi« fxtfa

*20 OFF
Your
Choice

A. Cassette recorder** Regular S39 99

B. Portable stereo** Regular S39.99

C. AM/FM digital clock radio Regular S49.99

' • Batteries extra S*l« «"<*» '2/11 /82

r
FREE: Your choice of any Maxell, TDK, or Memorex 90 I

minute blanl< cassette when you flll out » SearsCharge application* !

Name. School

I
Student. Faculty

.

Other,

•SearsCharge application and FREE blank tape are available at Customer Convenience Center

Coupon must be presented for FREE Item. Coupon expires 12/1 1/82
J

You can count on Sears
Salufactmn CutranlrrtI or ><Mir Moitr\ Bac*

AUAMY. NT
AUaulM. Mr
FA«MOUWT fAm. N »

FAr«TTfVU.f. N »

OLfMi ^ALLi Mr

MfwauaCH Mr
M srnACulf . M r

pouOHKffmt, M r

tASTTICLO MAU. MA
HOlTOKt. MA

MmnUD. MA
MOCCPOVT. CT
HAMOCM. CT
MAMCHCSTta CT

M«XX.rTO\VM CT

NCWLOMOOM CT
0«AMGf .

CT

M/ MAffT,oaO. CT
LMlMCrOM VT

rustv nail
presents

Fri. Dec. 3 Sat. Dec. 4

Average
White Band

Loose
Caboose
Loose ^ Sun. Dec. 5

aboose Justin
Rt. 47, SundeFland, MA 665-4937

Coming Sat. Dec. 11

NRBQ
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Is Space the final frontier?
Space, the final frontier. This is the voyage of a

typical, UMass airhead. It's four to five year

mission: to explore old worlds, seek alien life (people

from Western Massachusetts)...To boldy go where men
have gone before."

The United States has invested a great deal of time and

money into its space program over the past twenty years.

We have learned much about the world around us. Yet not

one of those dollars has been put toward studying the un-

touched region of space that surrounds an airhead's brain.

At this point, it may be appropriate to point out who ex-

actly is an airhead. You have all seen them before. In the

Mary Beth Hebert

past they were refered to as being "absent minded" or

perhaps a touch "flighty." In current phraseology, they are

called "space cadets" or sometimes a "space shot." They

are the people who served as models for the absent-

minded professor stereotype or the young housewife who

always locks her keys in the car. At UMass they are the

people who leave class five minutes late because they

didn't notice that everyone else was gone. Or maybe

they've gotten their schedule mixed up and missed an im-

portant test because they got the days wrong.

For whatever reason, the airhead is usually just slightly

off-center. Not his politics - his whole being. Everything

Letters

from his speech to his physical mobility is somewhat af-

fected by the dense fog that surrounds his brain. Mouths

and feet compete for dominance as the foot struggles to

keep the mouth's mistakes to a minimum. The mouth tries

it's best not to screw up because it knows that the poor

person has enough trouble standing on two feet, let alone

one.

Mobility with any amount of feet is often a confusing

proposition for the airhead. Frequently, the dense fog

from loftier cerebral habitats descends into the victim's

line of vision. They get lost. Suddenly, their surroundings

have been changed without their noticing it. "How did I

get here?" can frequently be answered by tracing the path

of a stone that has been kicked about for forty minutes.

Often, they can't move anywhere at all as an airhead will

discover that he has tied his shoelaces together or left the

headlights on his car for three days in a row.

Most endearing of all the qualities of an airhead is his

speech. The airheads of the worid can claim responsibility

for such linguistic gems as "What?" and "Huh?" and the

ever popular, "Whatdidyousay?" He is also noted for not

only dangling modifiers but whole sentences that are left

up in the air, to be completed only as an after-thought, five

minutes after it was begun.

Star Trek may be dead, but space exploration lives on.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist and
cosmonaut.

Zionist sign on CC garage perpetuates a problem

To the Editor:

As a Jewish activist, I feel compelled to express my total

disgust at the sign on the CC garage which says "Israel -

Land of the Jews."

Nothing could better justify the opinion that Zionism is

racism than this slogan. Many Israelis are not Jewish. If

Israel is the "Land of the Jews," then what of them? How

would we react to a sign that said "The U.S. - Land of

the Christians"? If that would be anti-Semitic, then the

sign on the garage is racist.

Furthermore, what is the point ot writing such a slogan

in Arabic as well as English? I know that posters from op-

posing groups have been torn down and accusations have

fiown on all sides, but really, how childish can you get?

The only hope for peace in the Middle East is for Israelis

and Palestinians to recognize each other's right to self-

determination. This sign, and all the attitudes behind it,

only serve to perpetuate the problem.

Steven Shulman
Northampton

Random Notes
To the Editor:

Is our university run by mindless people who take orders

from no one? Apparently so. I live in the Central residen-

tial area and like every Tuesday morning, I wake up at

10:00 for my 1 1:15 class. This morning, however, was a bit

different. At 9:30 I heard a quiet knock at the door, which

I disregarded with half closed eyes. Then I heard someone

fidget with the door, which I also disregarded with the

same enthusiasm. At 10:00 my alarm went off. and, as

always, I picked up my key, grabbed my towel and soap,

and headed towards the bathroom, with eyes closed and

hair on end. 1 left my roommate asleep because it seemed

that he was not ready to face the world. As I walked

towards the bathroom I realized that I had forgotten my

shampoo. So I headed back to the room and put my key m
the door. To my great dismay the key didn t work. I

brought it close to my face to see if I had possibly picked

up the wrong key. No such luck! I knocked on the dorm

president's door and he was as contused as 1 was. Ap-

parently a university worker had received orders to

change the locks on several doors on my floor. The dorm

president told him that we were not informed of this and

told him of the problems it would present. The man's reply

was simple, "I have my orders." And he proceded with his

"work." We found out after several calls that new keys

would be available in the cluster office, but it was not

known when. So I stood in front of my door and my room

mate stepped out in the same condition that I had

previously been in. When I went down to the cluster office

they told me that some time last semester the keys to

these rooms had been lost and that that's why they were

being replaced. They didn't know, however who issued the

orders! The day was so typical of a Monday morning, that

I turned to my calendar just to make sure.

Kevin Rubin
Central

You must be 18 to enter

We need columnists!
Drop by with a piece. Room 113

Campus Center

UM used to

be progressive
If

you have been following the Collegian editorial page

this semester, you will recall that herein there have

been several columns written by conservative

students on everything from the nuclear freeze to student

government.
If you have been at UMass for a while, you probably

realize that this is not normal for the Collegian and is due

mainly to the fact that 1) progressive students have not

been writing often enough (hint, hint) and 2) the conser-

vative element, always present even at excellent places

like UMass, now feels it is socially acceptable to publicly

espouse conservative views. This latter reason is par-

ticularly distressing, considering the properly held reputa-

tion of UMass as a progressive Mecca of sorts. However,

this whole trend may simply be an aberration, as anyone

associated with this paper knows that in a student-run

operation with such a transient student population, in-

dividual personalities can have significant impact on the

editorial content and even policy of the paper.

But don't get me wrong. I do not think this conservative

trend is all bad. In fact, it may prove to be a positive thing

in the long run. Although I have always believed that be-

ing young and conservative was almost a contradiction in

terms, I also believe that the best way to counter the Right

is to let them expose themselves. The ultimate example of

this is Richard Nixon's racist and anti-Semitic comments
on some of the White House tapes. And I'd love to hezir

some of Reagan's secret tapes. I'm sure he lets some of his

true feelings slip when he's away from the cameras

backstage at the White House.

As far as the Collegian goes, I have no desire to censor

these conservative columns or even discourage them.

They serve a useful purpose. They give students an oppor-

tunity to see just how intellectually and morally bankrupt

and compassionless conservative philosophy really is. A
local example of this "right self-exposure" principle can

be seen in Ray Shamie's nuclear freeze rally appearance

here in early October. Although thankfully he did not sub-

mit a column to the Collegian, his dishonest and tacky per-

formance probably cost him more votes than if he had re-

mained simply a name on the ballot.

Anyway, in the interst of furthering our understanding

of this conservative mini-trend, I have outlined some of

the major categories of conservatives here at UMass and

other places. Please understand that there are conser-

vatives who don't fall into any of these categories.

The "anti-progressives." Their political views can best

be summed up as opposing anything they take to be pro-

gressive. The difference between them and regular con-

servatives is that they don't necessarily subscribe to con-

servative philosophies either. They simply get their

satisfaction from putting down progressive people and

their efforts. Included in this category are many of the

anti-Student Government Association types.

The racist, sexist, super-patriotic redneck types. You

guessed it, most of them are white, middle or upper-class

males.

The conservative-due-to-ig^norance types. This is pro-

bably the largest category of conservatives. I tend to give

conservative people I meet the benefit of the doubt that

their conservative attitudes reflect their very narrow and

close-minded upbringing, as well as the fact that they

haven't yet been exposed to progressive ideas. Also, I

can't imagine that they watch or read the news much,

because one of the requirements of "principled" conser-

vatism is shutting yourself off from human suffering. I

also assume they have never seen an inner-city ghetto or

known what it is like to be poor and unemployed and

uneducated, etc. It is no coincidence that college tends to

have a "life-long liberalizing effect" on graduates. At a

place like UMass, it is especially hard to go four years and

still be a conservative.

The cynical conservatives. These people are honest

enough to see how screwed up this world we live in is, but

they have resigned themselves to the inevitability of this

situation — "human nature is inherently greedy and com-

petitive" — and so they consider any efforts to change

things futile.

The diehard Reagan cultisU. These are the people who
supported Reagan in 1980 and now won't admit how ter-

ribly wrong they were. They hated Jimmy Carter and

wanted change, but were too short-sighted and politically

ignorant to understand the implications of Radical Right

Ronnie Ray-gun running this country.

Finally, despit.e all this talk of conservatism, UMass re-

mains a vitally progressive university and center of learn-

ing. I dare say that fact is one of the best of the many good

things about this place, and the one of which myself and

many others is the most proud.

As the primary organ of communication for UMass

students, the Collegian should and usually does reflect

this. There have been more conservative columns these

past few weeks, but to be fair I have to admit that there

have been so few conservative columns in the Collegian

over the past few years that the appearance of even a few

is worthy of comment.
Hopefully, however, this isn't indicative of a "swing-to-

the-right" here of all places. At a time when we already

have to live with the devastating effects of a conservative

government in Washington, UMass going conservative

would be just too much to bear.

Jackson Katz is a UMass graduate
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Explore Careers in

Arts Management
• Careers in Performing Arts Management

Monday, December 6
Campus Center, Room 903, 7 - 9 p.m.

• Careers in Film Industry

Tuesday, December 14

Herter Hall, Room 231, 7 - 9 p.m.

CAREERS IN PERFORMING ARTS MANAGEMENT
presented by:

Barbara Schaffer Bacon Arts Resource Coordinator

Arts Extension Service

Sheldon Wolf Director, Audience

Development, StageWest,

W. Springfield

Earle Batchelder former General Manager,

Erie Philharmonic Orchestra

past board member, Boston

Ballet Society, Metropolitan

Cultural Alliance

TOPICS: Performance Facilities and Companies,

Theatre Management, Agencies

TO REGISTER, CALL AES 545-2360.

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Division of

Continuing Education with the support of the University Arts

Council.

Ski Now - Pay Later

UMASS SKI CLUB
Asp*n, Colorado
SKI WEEK Jon 6*15

This Deluxe
Vacation Includes:

r 1 Round Trip Air, Scheduled NorvStop

Service from Boston, NYC, Phila or

Wasli to Denver

''
j Round Trip Bus Tronsfers to Aspen

a Dekjxe Slope-Side Accommodations
for 7 Nights. Tax Included

n Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen

Mountaia Snowmass. and Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeside
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums
Featuring fuly equipped kitchen, maid
service, flrepkx:e, color TV, heated pool

sauna, and skiing out your door.

'

S0D9 per person

or
^

Woodslone
HoM Package
Located right on the mountain next to the Itt.

featurtr^ heated pool jocuzzl sauna rTKald

servtee, apres ski atmosphere

$8tV per person

Sign-Up Now
Ski Club Office

430A Student Union

5-3437

c:>

^-

" The Best CluNe»e Food

JtuHOH (jcJuUn

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

Every Mon.-Thurs. from 5-8

& Sunday from 11:30-3

For onlY$5.25 per person

Chicken Fried Noodles Hot & Sour Soup

Sweet & Sour Chicken Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Rice Pan Fried Ravioli

Chinese Barbecued Pork Beef with Green Pepper

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. Er Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9. Amherst
256-0251 256-0252

UFE SIZE POSTERS
Get these life size, full colorBusch Bunk House
posters for only $2.00 each. Or, order the

complete set of three forjust $5.00.

DOOR
Cover an existing door or hang it

on the wall and add a door to

your room. Full color, life size,

.hist think, a cold Busch
waiting at the door!

BRASS BED
lliis is an incredible pos-

ter! A brass bed in your
room forjust 2 bucks.

Don't pass it up.

WINDOW
A Busch Cowboy makes a
getaway out of your room.
Look for the rattlesnake

hatband!

P . ^
Busch Bunk House Life Size Posters

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER
Please send me:

" Wmdowposter(s)afS2 00each(P-141)

• Door poster(s) at S2 00 each (P-140)

Bed poster(s) at $2 00 eachi (P 139)

" setfs). one ot each poster at $5 00 per
set(P-142)

Make check or money order payable to Busch
Bunk House Poster Offer

Your Name

E AC

Address

City

State Zip

IMaH to: Protect Inc. Alkjw 4-6 weeks tor

6301 Manchester delivery Void wfiere

SI Louis. MO protiibrted Offer good
63139 wtiile supplies last

Sport offencing enjoys UMass renaissance
Collcgiui photo* b;f Itarul Ma;

Members of the fencing class prac-

ticing their ancient art in the North

Physical Education Building.
Students are members of a class of

around 20 being taught the sport by

the course instructor, Paul Berube.

Class routine includes warm-up ses-

sions, practice drills, and fencing in

contests called '*bouts/* which are

scored both on "'hits" and technique.

Clockwise, from bottom left, Anne
Albertine puts on her mask in

preparation for drills; Wayne Nelson

checks in to pick up his equipment

befbre class; Roz Olson, left, and An-

na Fossas thrust swords while par-

ticipating in end of class drills; Sir

Winston, left, and Gerry Campbell

duel in the foreground while Dan
Chang, left, and Wa3rne Nelson

square off in the background; and
Dan Chang executes a forward

lunge.
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TIME OUT

COME
AND

JOIN THE CROWD

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

07 N. Pleosont Street
^W -ag JE^ IP ar 1L ^r -IL.

LiaUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Minatures (whiskey, liquors, etc.) 45* & up/ea

LabattS beer or ale $2.99/6 pk

Beck's light or dark $3.99/6 pk -

Miller 12 oz NR bottles
$8.99/case

Vodka or Gin 80° $5.45/i liter $8.99/ 1.75 liters

Folonari & Soave $3.99/ 1.5 liters

Almaden Mountain Wines your choice $4.79/1.5 liters

Don't forget your SECRET SANTA!

OUR
?ATIEHTS

AREN'T

SICK.

If you're faced with an

unwanted pregnancy, a

lot of places will treat

you as if you are sick.

At Preterm, we look at

you as a healthy person

with a problem that may

be very difficult for you

to face. Which is why our

counselors talk with

you, and support you

during the entire

procedure. An abortion is

an important decision.

But it is not an illness.

Call 738-6210. The most

experienced reproductive

health care center in the

Northeast.

preterm
A iicansad non-profit h«alth care

facilitY 1842 Beacon Street,

Brookline, MA 02146

1
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Spare-parts medicine

making greater strides

Your college years are ending

and your career is about to beg/a

Cefe6f«te/ WHh a college ring that

makes all your eflcats worthwhHe,

Come ar^ see the tfeautifui and
^ionkible Designer Diamond

Collectfon exclusively from

ArtCiffved. Choose from three

exquisitely styled rings,

handcrafted in 10K or UK gold,

artd set with genuine diamonds.

(All styles are also available in the

elegant diamond-substitute

Cubic Zirconia).

Let your ArtCarved representative

show you how you can celebrate

these times.. . for a lifetime.

I

CLASS RINGS, INC.

DATE: TIME:

Dec. 3 10-4

PLACE:

University Store

DEPOSIT REQumED MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED *1982 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS INC

By PAUL RAEBURN
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Last month, a 22-year old Ohio woman with

paralyzed legs stood, tottered and walked, her legs wired to a

roomful of electronic machinery. Doctors in Boston are healing

burn victims with patches of manufactured skin. And now a

man lies in a Utah hospital, his heart replaced with a pulsating

web of plastic.

The age of spare-parts medicine is suddenly upon us.

The implantation yesterday of the first permanent artificial

heart into the chest of Barney Clark at the University of Utah

Medical Center is a riveting example of how a machine can be

used to save and extend a life, but the promise of artificial

organs and other products of biomedical engineering goes far

beyond such dramatic treatment.

Twenty years from now, the use of replaceable parts might

be keeping hundreds of thousands of people alive, and im-

proving the lives -)f many others, says Clark Colton. Bayer

Professor of chemical engineering at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

As an example of what artificial organs will be able to do,

Colton described his work on the development of an artificial

pancreas for diabetics. It consists of a pump to feed insulin into

the bloodstream, a monitor to measure blood sugar level, and a

microcomputer to control the amount of insulin delivered.

Ultimately, the entire device will be no larger than a deck of

cards. Colton said. Insulin would be supplied from a reservoir

carried outside the body.

In another approach to the problem, Colton is experimenting

with an artificial pancreas that would make its own insulin,

because it would incorporate living cells from an animal pan-

creas.

Colton's experimental devices make use of the two critical

scientific advances that have made artificial organs possible:

The ability to build an entire computer on a chip smaller than a

thumbnail; and the development of radically new plastics and

other materials.

The use of artificial organs dates to the 17th century, when

artificial materials were used to replace bones and noses, says

Arthur Caplan. a specialist in medical ethics at the Hastings

Center in Hastings-onHudson, N.Y.

More sophisticated organ substitutions began in a penthouse

in occupied Amsterdam during World War II, Caplan said.

There WiUem Kolff, using materials he had in the apartment,

built the first artificial kidney, otherwise known as a kidney

dialysis machine.

Need Casli?
Buying Class Rings

cho/nbTo, I Highest Prices Paid

Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleosant Street

Amherst Mon - Sat 10 - 5:30 tel. 256-0710

FOUR SEASONS
Miller bot

Michelob regular £r light

LabattS beer & ale. . .

$8.99

$9.99

$9.99

Bacardi Rum 1.75 l $12.99

Boris Gudanoff Vodka. ... 1.75 l. .. .
$7.99

Glennfiddich single malt scotch

in tin gift box $1.50 off $16.99

Andre Champagne $2.99

Sebastian! Table Wines.... 3 l....$6.99

1977 Beychevell $10.99

Mini-Gift Sets available

Kegs for Holidays Free Delivery

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rtp.9.

Frids&at.

9-11

Well Drinks.

NEW area D.J.'s starting tonight

Elliot Andrews & Jeff Taylor

Coming Next Week:

Lacrosse Final Exam Jamil
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AIR FORCE.

LompuUT-.m-iifnitfd (k-sijin Idi iiivtstiu.'iHim

Developing and mana^in^ Air

Force engineering projects could

be the most important, excitin^^

challenge of your life. The
projects extend to virtually every

engineering^ frontier.

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

astronautical, civil,

electrical, mechanical and

nuclear. Hundreds of diverse

specialties are included in a wide

variety of work setting's. For

example, an electrical engineer

may work in aircraft design,

space systems, power production,

communications or research.

A mechanical engineer might be

involved in aircraft structure

design, space vehicle launch pad

construction, or research.

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY

IN THE AIR FORCE

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW

USAF SPACE COMAAAND

Air Vnwv tli\ II Hill i-ii)4iiK-fi >tiuiyin)i ;iiivr.ifl

t iivtriial p<»\\t'r supply syslriii.

Fngineering opportunities in

the, Air F"orce include these

eight career areas: aeronautical,

aerospace . architectural

.

An Koiv*.' mecluinuiil fii^iiutT in>ptvtin)^

aircraft jet fii.i;iiH- turbiiu>.

Most Air Force engineers

have complete project

responsibility early in their

careers. For example, a first

lieutenant directed work on a

new airborne electronic system

to pinpoint radiating targets.

Another engineer tesie '. the jet

engines for advanced tai ker and

cargo aircraft

Artist's coiKvpt of the DSCS III l)eft.Ti>o Satt'llitf

Communications System satellitt-. (USAF photo.)

Recently, the Air Force

formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space

operations and research and

development efforts, focusing on

the unique technological needs of

space systems. This can be your

opportunity to join the team that

develops superior space systems

as the Air Force moves into the

twenty-first century.

To learn more about how you

can be part of the team, see your

Air Force recruiter or call our

P2ngineer Hotline toll free

1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call

1-800-292-5366). There's no

obligation.

AIM HIOH

\
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^
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^

^

Read
and

Recycle

this

Collegian

^ ONEMA
Fri - Sat

Diva 7:00

The Harder They Come 9:05

Sun - Tues

Das Boot I Rl 7:30

Downtown Amherst

2S3&42S

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,
on bus line

1, 2, and 3
bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy
available
students welcome
666-3866
office open from
10-7 weei(days
Saturdays 1-4

About the only thing that
isn't in it is the theme music!

It debuted on October 2, 1959 and

over the next five years and 156

episodes, it charted a territory all its

own filled with magic, horror and

wonder Mow, submitted for your ap

proval, is THE TWILKjMT ZOME COM
PAniOM. Profusely illustrated with

over 200 photos, this definitive vol

ume combines evocative synopses

of each episode with cast and credit

listinqs, incisive commentary and

colorful behind the scenes recoller

tions. $9.95 wherever boohs are

sf)|f1 or order directly from the pub

lishrr by including $1.25 (or posta(jc

rind handling.

•A BAnTA/n TRADE PAPERBACK
bAniAM BOOKS, inc., Dept. DK 18,

666 fifth Avenue, Mew York 10103

Hiiq|yb
R^taurant

55 University Dri\^e

Amherst
549-5713

Fine food and drink at affordable prices

Dy popular demand our w^okond

•Yoning hoppy hours or# bock!

FRIDAY ond SATURDAY
9:00 - clos^

Fr*« PizzQ 99' bar drinks

Fr«* Peanuts 50' drafts

gomvs or^o

or

sompl* dinner for two
only $9.95 - 5x30 - 9:00

mm
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Hypercurricula. .

.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

dsdly in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

'space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

Today

OLDER STUDENTS SERVICES NETWORK - Infor-

mal lunch for older students and OSSN members. Noon,

quickie lunch, 10th floor, Campus Center.

SHABBAT SERVICES - This special Shabbat service

will be on Dreams, led by Daniel Beriin. The Torah Portion

will be on Joseph. 7 p.m., Dukes Room, 310 Student Union

Building.

Saturday

WORKSHOP FOR HUMAN SERVICES MAJORS -
The undergraduate human services coalition presents —
Life After UMass: Career Outlook and Graduate School

Overview. Coffee provided — bring a donut (or two) 10

a.m., fourth floor, Hills South.

EYEWITNESS TESTIMONIES FROM CENTRAL
AMERICA — FDR spokesperson Arnaldo Ramos and

Guatemalan Indian Rights spokesperson Jose Marroquin

will discuss current events in Central America particular

emphasis will be paid to impact of U.D. military aid upon

this region. 7 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union.

Sunday

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - UCF CHURCH BUS
leaves from Grayson parking lot at 9:30 a.m., stops at

Cashin Dorm and then NOPE by 9:35 a.m. for the

Amherst churches. Coffee and donuts served in Grayson

dorm from 9 to 9:30 a.m. Call 545-2661 for more informa-

tion.

FREE JAZZ BRUNCH - Orchard Hill/Central Arts

council, UMass Arts council and Butterfield present a free

jazz brunch with the Art Matthew's Trio. 1 to 3 p.m. But-

terfield dining hall.

FALL HONORS RECITAL - The Performing Arts

Division's advanced students of private study will perform

works by Bach, Dowland, Mozart, Chopin and Kabalersky

on guitar, piano, violin and North Indian Dance. 3 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.

ART EXHIBITION - BFA thesis exhibition of fiber

sculptures and printed textiles by Rhonda Cunha. Opening

reception 4 p.m., Herter Gallery.

HOUSE CHURCH - A student group engaged in

mutual ministry, Bible study, personal sharing and en-

counter, and a simple closing Communion which reflects

the spirit of the group. 7 to 9 p.m., 428 Student Union.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sign up now for oil trips

office hours M-F 11-4

HIGH PEOPLE

IH HIGH PLACES
430A Student Union 5-0437

MENS and WOMENS i

f^ SWEATER SALE<M 20% Off
Sale Ends Sunday

(Dec. 5)

ALL Sweaters
20% off

SatUfuCcuf 0lo^^
10-6 Mon - Sat Sun 12-5

Fri til 9
(behind Silverscape)

gf^>lfyifwwvyvvwvvvVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV1

AOiristmas
Cliecldist

Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

Give the Power of the

Computer

for Just

$89.95
reg. $99.95

Now TImex brings you a real com-

puter at an unreal price with these

sophisticated features:

• Unique "one-touch" entry of key

words like RUN. LIST, PRINT

eliminates tiresome typing.

• Full range of mathematical and

scientific functions accurate to nine

and a half decimal places.

• Graph drawing and animated

display facilitis.

• Multidimensional string and

numerical arrays.

Optional 16K RAM
modul« availabis

for $49 96

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11 4

• 2K RAM expandable to 16K with

the optional accessoty RAM
module.
• Cassette LOAD and SAVE with

named programs.

• Advanced 4-chip design: micro-

processor, ROM, RAM, plus Master

Chip.

• Ability to imbed Z80A machine

code within BASIC programs.

• Full data address and control

busses access provided.

• Powerful data string -slicing

mechanism.

VmVERSlTY
STORED

Located in the Camp r. Center
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AChristmas

CheckUst
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Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyono

Women's
GARLAND
SWEATER

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

100% orlon

acrylic

V-Neck or

Crewneck

Located in the Campus Center

^UJVIVERS/Ty

^^ I

Mike's Smorgy Is bock!
"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best happy hour in town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95*

4:00 - 7:00

Selected Groups of

Mugs
Cards
Cubes
Games
Frames
Candles

Buttons

Posters

Puzzles

Tin Boxes
Plant Pots

Stationary

Rubber Stamps
°lastic Boxes
Tiany other items. . .

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
•Q PRIOR SALE

ALL SALES
FINAL!

^

^^n*^
?\^^^^^ ^^^

,60

«

—^^'°-~-^-^^^-»-^
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
7HIN6SSMS ToneAse.
TDBBINOR.- mi-
Pefi.HER5..

mmiTA

UHeRBNBAR.
A HALFMIL I

nm.iP5HFn
6MNP,AP0m
fWMm. YOU'LL

GerWKSTAF-
TBRIMCmTte
STUFF.

tMmpoNTBajBve.
THIS! YOUAR^fieAWf
PUMB, iOUKNOUVm, TAK£.rr

MANr WUARBUN- OR-LSA/e

BeuEmufDum! rr.FaiAH.

iFmisin&ie
AR£ALOa<a
XALiYOWP
BeAPEAP ARtAL

I /HAN' coca.

DBAL?

SSHHi
NOT

I

:(33'f:ii,d^a<^.

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Under the Influence

it^-cew^^x THE

OUT TO eaf^^ ^ ^

iectm^6,SUlf.ETUP.ra5rr^

by M. Joyce

o^ you N\a(^v>^w. vt

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

^.

MARTY!. CAN I GIVE
Yt3U A LITTLE

ADVICE?
Surg HAL. »

GD BACK TD PLAYING
ASTRDIDS AND
LEAVE ME ALONE! !

!

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

6TEv/e...yeRwowea

Rg/Uy 15 GOIN&

eeuite.

UP... LAST weeK 5He

ALONG WrTH RlCHARP

... ANP,

5TD0P THeRe F^R

20 WNUTE5 JL//v\P(N'

AR(WNP TD eO^\6K P/t6.

\

OOF/...
GOING 5eAJIt£

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Royal Zucchini

Beef Parmesan
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Saturday

BRUNCH
Omelet

Bacon Slices

Waffles/Maple Syrup

Deli Ham on Pumpemickle

DINNER
Stir Fry Beef

and Vegetables

Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Mexican Vegetable Bake

Sunday

BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs

Breakfast Sausage

Clam Roll/Tartar Sauce

California Sauce

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy,

Applesauce

Manicotti with Sauce

Sweet and Sour Tofu

ACROSS
1 Gambte
6 Fresh water fish

used for bait

10 Noted architect

13 Slowdown
14 Rani's husband
15 Swallow
16 Adjust, as a dial

17 Chemical suffix

18 Author of "A
Death in the

Family"

19 Gambler s
•

concern
22 Recess
23 Olympic contests

24 Type of valve

27 Capital of the

Treasure State

29 Dinner entree

30 Heat; Lat

31 Kind of poker

hand
34 Sardonic laugh:

Slang

35 Gamblers
37 Surprised remark

38 Title for Mane
39 Sultan s milieu

40 Three-handed
card game

41 Skirt styles

43 Entree

45 Surround with a

covering: Var

47 Beach, Fla.

46 Gambler s

concern
53 Pastoral poem
54 "To and a

t)oneand "

65 Shows griet

57 Connections

58 Mona
59 Place: Lat

60 Men's patriotic

org

61 Draw
(gamble)

62 Web

DOWN
1 Conflict

2 Make
(gamble)

3 Cut

4 Always the same
5 Captured again

6 Sneaky gambler

7 Word with back or

baked
8 Distinct part

9 of Arts

10 Risky purchase

11 Raise

12 Pierre's

perceptions

15 Half a German
spa

20 Grief

21 Medgar .

memorable
memljerof
NAACP

24 Sports league and
others

25 Nonaligned; Abbr.

26 Gamble
27 19th President

28 Basic, for short

30 Mind
32 Exclamations
33 Adds up. as

scores

35 Vance.

S.S. Van Dine

sleuth

36 Voyage's end
40 Make points

against

42 Lounges about

43 Energy agcy

44 Pool strokes

45 Tuesday.

This Must Be
Belgium

46 Gymnast
Comaneci

47 Short for a

gamblers'

hangout
49 Musical group

50 Verb with 'thou"

51 Ten Prefix

52 Siding

56 Direction

1 ? 3 4 5

1

6 7 a 9 10 11 12

13 14

1
15

16 17 11

19 iT 21

22 23

?4 25 26 27 21

L IBl
29 30

1
31 32 33

34

1
35 36 37

31 39 40

*' 4? 43 44

1

45 46 47 ^HI4S 49 50 51 52 I
S3

1

54

1

55 56

57 58 59

60 61 62

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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Weather

Early morning fog today

and then sunny and mild.

Highs around 60°, except

50's Cape Cod. Fair and

mild tonight, lows in the

40's. Tomorrow sunny and
warm, highs in the 60's to

around 70.

CAm.E VIDEO
Movin' Upward Music Video

10:30 - 11:30 Mitch Chauchor at Spr-

ingfest 82

11:30 - 12:30 The Neighborhoods in the

Wall

12:30 - 1:30 The Fools, also in the

Wall

1:30 - 2:00 Rockin' Video

WMUA 91.1

6-9 More Music
9-12 Concepto Latino

12-3 Carl Lowman
3-5:30 Jim McDee
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Athena's Web
7-10 TK Til Ten
10-2 Vickie Bates The Radical Dub

Faction

I \RTH FOODS MKNU

Tem-^h Burgers
Split Pea Sotip

ffop- .f'i'.'s
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UMasa"

Imhersi

10 a.m
•0

til 11 p.m
Kegs • Beer

•

• Soda • Ice

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UMass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadium
Liquors

.o-^tP" -^ UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

Mlchelob 8- Michelob Lightbonies. ..$9.75 case

Miller i2packbtis $4.50

Lowenbrau bottles $9.99

MolSOn bottles $11 .75

Rolling Rock cans 12 pack $4.00

Moosehead $12.50

Canadian Club 1.75 $16.95

Canadian Club 750 mi $8.50

VOniter $10.59

Smirnoff Vodka 175 $11.75

Skol Vodka 175 $8.20

Newport Rum 1.75 $9.95

Sebastiani 3 l $5.95

Gallo 1.5 $3.99

Martini & Rossi Asti750mi $8.25

Carlo Rossi 3 l $4.99

ROUTE 9

iV
k

\\\

,>

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors
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Entries are still being accepted for five-on-

five and one-on-one basketball. Contact the in-

tramural department.

Army invadesBoyden
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Strong and experienced are the words to

describe the University of Massachusetts
men's gymnastics team as it prepares for

its first meet of the season on Saturday
against Army at 1 p.m. in Boyden Gym.
The squad, which finished with a deceiv-

ing 5-7 record last season, will have the

same team back from last year. Only two
out of the nine team members that will per-

form on Saturday are freshmen. The
strength of the team will lie on the

shoulders of the experienced players.

"We had a great team last season and
our record isn't indicative of how we did,"

UMass coach Roy Johnson said. "I think

we have an even stronger team this year."

Johnson said the power in the team will

be expected from juniors William Stevens,

and Bert Mathieson and senior John
Macurdy. Both Stevens and Mathieson
compete in all six of the events (floor exer-

cise, pommel horse, still rings, long horse

vaulting, parallel bars and high bars) with

Stevens expected to lead the team in high

bars, his best event, and Mathieson anchor-

ing the team in pommel horse, still rings

and parallel bars.

Macurdy, who was the 1982 New
England Invitational champion in floor ex-

ercises and long horse vaulting, will per-

form in five events. He will not compete in

still rings because of a shoulder injury suf-

fered in his sophmore year.

The other key competitors in Saturday's

meet will be freshmen Joe DeMarco, who
will be performing in the floor exercises

and rings, and Mark Quevillion, who will

compete in the pommel horse event.

Sophomores Lewis Wingert and Tony

Sbarra are two more gymnasts who will be

counted on in the meet. Lewis will perform
in pummel horse, parallel bars, rings and

high bar. Sbarra will compete in long horse

vaulting and will be the anchorman for the

high bar event.

In the floor and vaulting events, junior

Peter Lucchini has the potential to score

nines. Senior co-captain Robert Goulart

(along with John McGonagle who is not

competing Saturday) will perform in rings

and parallel bars.

UMass' strength will be put to a test by

Army tomorrow in an exciting match. The
men last beat Army in 1980 when they

went into their last losing and came from

behind to win by one tenth of a point.

Johnson expects another exciting meet this

year with the competition probably going

into the last event.

"The team (Army) isn't that good,"

Johnson said, "but they're good enough to

get the job done."

Johnson said he thought UMass had the

stronger team. Event wise, Johnson said

the two teams were even in floor exercises

and parallel bar with UMass being the bet-

ter ring team. Johnson said the pummel
horse could go either way.

Army started its season already by

beating Cortland State 241.50-220.25. Ar-

my's strongest event was long horse

vaulting for which the team scored 46 out

of a possible 50 points, and its weakest with

a score of 35.9 was pummel horse.

"Army is a very solid and clean team,"

Macurdy said. "They don't have big

tricks."

"Army's always been the closest match

of the season," said Goulart. "I'm not sure

what to expect this year. It's going to be a

really close meet." John Macurdy works out on the rings.

Photo coutcsy of UMaas Spert* lafomation

Womenhoopstersready to Cage the Wildcats
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team will bring a 2-3

record into the Curry Hicks Cage tomorrow
afternoon as they take on an experienced

University of New Hampshire team.

UNH features two seniors and two

juniors on their starting five, which has

compiled an impressive 4-0 record so far

this season.

"I consider their women's team to be the

best in New England," said UMass coach

Mary Ann Ozdarski. "I feel that the only

thing they have on us is experience. Our
kids just have to go out and take charge of

the game."
UMass is led by freshman shooting guard

Barbara Hebel who is averaging 19 points a

game. There is no one else on the team in

double figures. The team has been

averaging 61 points a game while giving up

68 points per game.
Hebel can't continue to carry the burden

offensively. Everyone on the team is

capable of scoring and they just have to

score," said Ozdarski.

In their last game, the hoopwomen lost to

Springfield College, one of the top 8

Division 11 teams in the country, by a score

of 76-48, and did not play hard, according to

the coach.

"The members of the team are not

playing consistently. We are a peak and
valley team, one day we play well, the next

day we don't. To be a good basketball team,

which we are, we must play consistently,"

said Ozdarski.

Some of the other problems of the team
that Ozdarski talked about were the

amount of freshmen, the lack of hard work,

and the difficulty of establishing an inside

game.
"The freshmen have to get experience

somewhere. They must be ready to go out

everyday whether it is practice or a game,

and play hard and they are not. It is a lesson

they have to learn soon. Also we have to

have the big people score inside con-

sistently, and we haven't had that take

charge kind of inside game." said Ozdarski.

The Minutewomen will try to even their

record at .500 as they meet UNH in the

Cage Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. They
will then host Harvard University on

Tuesday night.

Photo b; David Dcnbcr

Swimmers leave their marks during practice at Boyden Pool yester-

day.

Let's add a few more bowls

to the holiday table
By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian Staff

There are 15 scheduled football bowl
games this .season, as many as there have
ever been. New Year's Day alone gives

the football fanatics the opportunity to

watch five college bowl games, including

the Rose. Orange, Sugar, Fiesta and
Cotton Bowls.

Not enough, I say. Oh sure, maybe in

the days when there were only 30 or 40
good teams in the country, but today
there are plenty more teams who would
die for the chance to go to a bowl game.

And we're just Ihe'guys to watch them.

Here then are my suggestions for

additional college football bowl games:

DAVID LETTERMAN BOWL: This

game will have a New England flavor to it.

being played in (Paul) Schaeffer Stadium.

Annually select the two most outrageous

teams of the year, with Dr. Ruth
Westheimer serving as color com-,

mentator. This game promises morei

action than humans should be allowed.

SiiiiSTA BOwL: li.ach year picK ine two
most boring teams in the nation. This one
can be played live at 3 a.m. in the morning
on New Year's Eve, so football fans will

not have to go more than four hours in a

row without football that holiday

THE PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM. BOWL:
Selects the two teams that played the

most exciting contest of the year for a

rematch. A 1982 Play It Again, Sam, Bowl
might match up Stanford California or

perhaps Maine-Rhode Island (6 over-

times).

THE FRITZ MONDALE BOWL: One
team from the Midwest meets a New
England football powerhouse that refuses

to show up, forcing the Midwestern team
to play a weaker opponent.

THE RONALD REAGAN BOWL:
Actually a bowl already in existence with

a new name: the Senior Bowl.

THE CEREAL BOWL: Played in

Battlecreek, Michigan early in the

morning; this game annually pits C.W.

Post against either the Cornhuskers from ,

Nebraska or Rice University.

THE DUST BOWL: Woody Hayes
comes out of retirement to coach one of

the two teams, both of whom will not be

allowed to throw a forward pass. Three

yards and a cloud of dust football at its

best.

THE MOE HOWARD BOWL: This

game would annually feature the two

dirtiest, savage, most penalized teams in

college football and pits them on the same

field. This game would feature plenty of

head slaps, eye poking, name-calling, pies

in the face, and all that good stuff.

Finally , the ultimate bowl of them all:

THE ROMAN BOWL: AnnuaUy pits

the religious Athletes-in Action team
against the Lions. Real lions.
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H»Qd for tho Mountains

UMASS SKI CLUB

<T
Sot. Dec. 4
includes:

bus, r»fr»shm*nt$, lift ticktt

SKI HOW, PAY LATER
(financing ovallobi*)

Aspen, Colorado
SKI WEEK Jon 8-15

This Deluxe
Vacation Includes:

Round Trip Air, Scheduled Non-Stop
Service from Boston. NYG, Phila. or

Wash to Denver

Pound Trip Bus Transfers to Aspen

:

' Deluxe Slope-Siae Accommodations
for 7 Nights. Tax Ircluded

Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen
Mountairi Snowmass, arxj Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeside
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums
Feotunnn fully equipped kitc(')en, maid
service, ft-eptace. color TV, heated pod,
saura, and skiirg out your door.

yOdy per person
Of

bedstone
otel Package

.ocoted right on the mountain next to the Mft,

/eoturlng: heated pool Jacuzzi sauna, nrKild

service, acres ski atmosphere

$599 P«f person

non-m*mb#rs w»lcom*

11th Annual DUSH DASH

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SKI & PARTY WEEK

Jon 23 - 26
lnclud*tt lifts, lodging

m^ols, fr»« b#*r & wln« portl^i

hot tub porty, •tc, •tc

ONLY $109 tax & grotultlvi

lnclud#d

THE DEST VACATOR YOU'LL
EVEK HAVE

A look at theNBA right now
By BRIAN C. MURPHY
Collegian Staff

First off, anybody who saw Larry Bird's clinic against

Atlanta Wednesday was entitled to a treat, and it was play

similar to that that enabled Bird to walk away with the

NBA player of the month for November. He is THE best

player in the NBA.
A month into the season, L.A., Boston and Philadelphia

are the cream of the crop, with Seattle and Milwaukee a

notch below the preceding triumvirate. It's a tossup bet-

ween the Big 3 as to who is the best. Anyway, it should

make for some hot playoff action.

L.A. has gotten their act together after stalling at the

beginning of the season, and James Worthy is playing like

a number one draft pick should. Word has it that Pat Riley

has been experimenting with Worthy and Magic Johnson

as a guard duo. Ouch!

Boston has played very well considering that Tiny was

out for a while, as was Gerry Henderson. The acquisition

of Quinn Buckner certainly hasn't hurt the Celtic guard

corps and Danny Ainge seems to be getting better. The

big question witii the Celts is where has Max been this

year?

Biggest surprise of the year has been the play of Russ

Schoene and Marc lavaroni for the Sixers. Each has

shown signs of being a player during the course of the

season. Sixer fans can start to gloat. Moses has been

awesome this year and I've eaten my words doubting him.

He gives Philly a weapon they've never had before. He can

run, and his rebounding strength helps out the team so

much.
Seattle scored big time with their acquisition of David

Thompson. He is everything Lenny Wilkens hoped he'd

be, plus Gus Williams and he are getting alonir. Thp?M> two

probably form the most explosive backcourt in the league.

Milwaukee has been having problems due in part to their

kge, also in part to a lack of a point guard. Phil Ford may
help out, but as of now he hasn't gotten used to the other

Bucks. Lanier is getting fragile in his old age, and his

knees are wearing out. Cowens was playing well, but he's

out with an injury.

San Antonio apparently doesn't miss Corzine and Olber-

ding. Artis Gilmore is playing very well. Gervin is Gervin,

and Johnny Moore is an excellent complement to him.

Gilmore gives the Spurs someone to offset Kareem when
it comes down to playoff time.

Phoenix is a good team so far, but nothing too

dangerous. Maurice Lucas and Walter Davis have re-

bounded from off years, and Alvin Adams has benefited

from moving out to the top of the key rather than being

under the boards.

Portland could be an up and coming team. Jim Paxson is

a super shooter and is a scoring threat. Darnell Valentine

has performed admirably, which Dr. Ramsay thought

when he traded Kelvin Ransey away. Calvin Natt has been

impressive with his variety of abilities, pulling up for a

jumper, or outquicking someone to the hoop.

Question marks so far in the season are Kansas City (are

they for real?) and Detroit. Detroit was a very good team
writh Kelly Tripucka, but he's lost for another six weeks.

Kent Benson is also out for another week or two with an

injury. The Pistons need some help from rookie Cliff Liv-

ingston to stay competitive.

Washington has been having troubles getting scoring

from their forwards, (which is a big surprise) and Frank

Johnson hasn't been able to pick up the scoring slack. New
Jersey has been very displeased with the play of Darryl

Dawkins in the pivot.
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A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUDIO
~

Jensen 30 spkrs, new Advent spkrs, $120
each pair. Kenwood amp 40wv/ch $120
546-4504

AUTO FOR SALE

76 Plymouth Volare automatic slant 6.

Good condition dependablel Asking $1,500
Call 66&4284

69 Firebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor body work.
Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around
2000. Call nights 256-0435

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback A/FM
stereo, air condit, headers excellent gas
mileage mint condit BEST OFFER 546-4366

1978 VW Scirocco excellent condition

AM/FM stereo 3800. 549-2696

For sale 1974 Chevy Suburban runs OK
needs tune-up great for moving or skiing

call between 4 and 7 PM only 253-9049

$700.00

78 Suburu DL auto 2 dr runs good no rust

$2990 tel 253-2016

79 Triumph TR7 30000 miles AM/FM
cassette exce condition best offer 253-3406

BELLYGRAMSH

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

BUNKY

Happy Birthday, Love, Rooster

CONGRATULATIONS
~

To all the new brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha. I guess 13 is not such an unlucky

number after all! George Torpe, Gene
Dailey, Tim Anderson, Dave Caso, John
Burke, Bob Kostro, Glenn Shane, Ted
Silva, Billy Downs, John Rand, Tim
Forties, Brad Christenson, Mike Rawson

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

For the best professional DJ with a

sup)erior sound system at the cheapest rate

call Peter 546-7504

Having a Party? Call Tempest live R & R

John 546-5211 Scot 1 562-0343

Great Parties/Dances/Formals need
great Dance Music. Call POLODROID DJ's

and ask about our awesome light show. Pat

or John 253-2957

FOR RENT

Nice two bedroom townhouse apart-

ment available immediately. On bus route,

three miles from center, wall to wall

carpeting and large storage space. Call

Mike 253-2741 or 256-6496 at work

1 bdr. apt, for rent call 549-4709 $275/mo

One room available Jan 1st in Puffton

apartment, $118/m includes heat, non-

smoking. Hazel, Pamela; 549-5184

2 bedroom apt in Squire Village

Sunderland. Available Dec. 15 or Jan. 1

380+ 665-7195

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

"Rick" 4001 Bass, black $400 Acoustic 360
Bass Amp 200W $200 Alex 6-7135

Bicycle - 1981 Univega-Gran Turismo, 15
speed, 27" frame, $156. 546-1011

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade
in Peru. Selling for much less than store

cost! Great Christmas gifts! 546-5512

Pair Realistic Mach 1 speakers $250 Jodi
6-9555

10 speed bike, practicaly brand new with
kriptonite lock $190 549-3956

WHO Ticketl Best offer call: 546-6037

Twin bed box spring and mattress 35.00
recliner chair 40.00 call 256-8261 after 6 PM
Music man 112RP amp w/12 in. easy
spkr. bit. in phaser $500 and Peavey ISO
guitar $250 both $600 call Susan 256-8261

FOUND
~

Found set of keys in front of Johnson
Dorm and Datsun keys call 546-5606.

Woman's watch outside GRC on 11/22.

665-7721.

License plate 400-GVR if you have

registration call 549-3956

FRYE BOOTS

New mens size lOV^D style 2360. raisin

color regulady $120.00, $90.00 call 546-7475

after 5 PM

HELP WANTED

Business Manager Union Records book-

keeping experience helpful. Preferably

junior status or below. 10 hrs/week
$4.00/hr. W.S. or Non. Pick up applica-

tions at U.R.U start training Dec 6.

Assistant Business Manager at the Col-

legian. Business major preferred but not a

requirement. Low pay, great experience.

Apply at the Collegian by Dec. 8. An equal

opportunity employer.

Fortran Wiz needed immediately! In-

dustrial Engineer prefered. Will pay. Rick

256-8382.

WFCR needs spring interns. Up to 9

credits possible working in membership.

Call 545-0100 _^
Telephone sales day Er night hrs. no ex-

perience needed good pay call 467-3105

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

LOST

Uxbridge class ring 46 Reward call Tim

256-6750

NEED CASH?

Christmas raffle. $100 $50 $25 prizes 3

for $1 table in CC. Concourse Monday and

Tuesday. .

PERSONALS

HEIDI: Met you at Freshman Orientation.

Lunch. Theatre/Psychology. Blond from

Providence . 40's movies. Michael 6-6696

Support UMass Basketball w/40 minute

gang Sat, vs Harvard

Call anytime to wish Marching Band

Drum Major Jeff Poulton a Happy 19th Bir-

thday!! 546-8861.

Quentin Now Ded won't bother you about

hangovers! Have fun on Sun Love Maria.

WSYL: Hello to our fellow dj's! We're
listening to you - Bob the knob, Mark
Gross, Mike Malone, Art Failure! But who
is Mark MacKenzie? Love £r kisses - Laura
and Joanne P.S. 546-0191 for requests.

Kristen. For no special reason but for one,

to say I love you! With smiles John

.

Eileen-Do It upl Love, Janice.

Happy Birthday Marni Have a wonderful
18th Love Audrey

Anyone who knows Tara from Hampden
Snack Bar please wish her a Happy 21st

Birthday.

Donna you finally made it! How about
green M & M's next time?

Karen Bananas! Happy 191 Have a great

day! We love you! Lori Er John.

Gourmet Jelly Beans six exotic flavors

great gift, delivery call 546-6299

Mike Look in your Mailbox.

Happy B-Day Suze Enjoy! Love £t Hugs -

The Rambler.

Contra Dance - Easy, Fun! Singles

welcome. Every first Saturday: Dec 4, Jan
1 etc. Traditional fiddle music. Instruction

8:00 PM, Dance 8;30 Munson Library.

South Amherst Center

Final exams, memory, concentration,

-success - group rates University Hypnosis
Center 549-4646

Su-ey Party at Melvin have a wonderful
19th I Dance love ye Moo

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVIC¥~

Dissertations, thesis, papers gusranteed
acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED
~

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20
Dec. will share ges/driving. call Pam
253-7405.

Need a ride to VA or Wash D.C. for

Xmass after Dec 21 call Susie 546-8989

ROOM WANTED

Female needs furnished room int. sess.

only call 546-8378 evenings Susan.

Females looking for a bedroom, in Brit-

tany Manor for spring semester. Please

call 549-5686. Keep trying.

Single room and /or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be
close to campus 8t on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

Apt needed 2 females to share or take over

apt. Jan. Lynn 546-6287, Kathy 546-7494.

Single room wanted for spring semester

call Mark 549-2838 keep trying.

Female seeks own room in Amherst for

spring semester Jocelyn 648-6860

ROOMMATE WANTED

Females wanted to share Southwood apt.

$137 + elec. possible Feb take over call

after 5 256-6053

Bedroom eveilable in Northwood apart-

ment. $115 plus utilities, 666-4947

2 Bedrooms in 4 t>edroom apt available

Jan 1 $166/ month, call 253-5218

Kosher female for one bedroom in two
bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

Roommate needed to share room in 2

room apt. Brit Manor $112 a month ex-

cludes elec. call ray 253-7918

1 or 2 femeles for a large bedroom in a 3

bedroom Gilreath Manor apt 549-1377

Housemate wanted t)eeutiful log cabin in

Leverett wood heat available now Cindy
256-6434

Two people wanted for one bedroom
Puffton apartment starting January call

549-1643

Two women needed for Puffton apt one
for single room and one needed to share

large double call 549-5487

Female for apt. on bus rte 100 -f /mon call

256-0786

Male to share bedroom in Southwood
townhouse, $93/month, evenings 253-5963

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom in apt available

Jan 1 $170/month utilities included call

666-8168 evenings.

RSO GROUPS
REQUESTING FUNDING

Pick up your Budget Packet in the

Senate Office 420 of the Student Union
Building Due Dec 10, 1982

SERVICES

Writing assistance . Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

THE VALENTINES ARE COMING~

To Worcester D.C. on Saturday
December 4 from 9:00-1:00 $1.00 in ad-

vance $1.50 at door sponsored by Nor-

theast Aree Government.

TO SUBLET

Spring semester, one bedroom in 6
bedroom house, living room, dining room,

laundry and kitchen facilities; close to cam-
pus, on bus route. 150+ , Call Peul after 6
pm 549-5686

Woman wanted to share room in apt
Feb greet deal for info please call 666-7109

2 br. Townshouse apt Jan-Aug, fall op-

tion busline Sunderland Squire Village

utilities not included $410 665-7930.

Woman wanted to sublet bedroom in four

bedroom apartment on Lincoln Ave.

Available Jan 1 for the spring semester and
the summer. Rent includes heet. Easy go-

ing household. For more information call

Diane at 549-6925.

Amherst Center apt 115 mo + utilities car

available too negotiable big comfortable

convenient January only 549-5382 Kathy.

January Break-Room in house, 3 blocks

from campus $200/mth utilities inci call

Joan 549-5619

Whole apt. 2 bedroom Squire Village call

666-3032

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$166 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 t>edrrom apertment on bus
route available Jan 1 Laurel 666-3519

When the Dorms close - Jan 1 - Feb 1

Sublet. Spacious room in Northampton
Center Apartment. $150 includes utilities

call Karen 586-3471

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Apt needed for int. b spr. sem call

anytime 549-1309 or 546-5072

Looking for one or two bedroom apart-

ment for January sublet, call Tom 546-6080

Tht finest ale brewed and b)ottled in Canada. Imported by Martlet Importing Co , Inc., Great Neck, N.Y. © 1982.

For a free education in the international language of beer, just send a stamped, self-addressed, business-size envelope to:

Molson Golden Guide to Beer, 888 Seventh Ave.. Box M. New York. NY 10106.

Does every MBA w^ork

on Wall Street?

iVl. jnv lit ours dii But nunv «»ther* Roon

ti) manJKc pri>Kijms tor NASA ;>t.irt their

own huMiicsscs or run hospitjls ni NYC

You tan timi thim m Sinndpon- and Lon-

don, in Los AnKclis .ind Houston in

Montrcjl and Montevideo II vou want to

take your MBA t.« VV.ill Street or some

where else talk to us

Call us on our toll tree number to lind

out more about where vou can >;i> with an

MBA f^ n~~^

H(M)'/
84-'-2082^'^^' ^" ROO /2S2W, lie

or Bl'SINESS & PI BM( A l>.M I M s F K AT I O N

Doonesbury
Drought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

MossQchusotts Doily Collogion.

WANTED...

rik> !

/f.

a

133S twiMMr Ave.
SpringfMd, Ma.
(413)7l3-074«

1M Main StrMi
AmtMrtl, Ma.
(41))289.2SM

r radical gifts

for the woavor, splnnnr
and knitter ..from

luxurious yarns to hand-
.
crafted looms lo Instructive

classes

• Webs the most complete
source for yerns. Supplies

and txjoKs'

Musicians and performers interested

in gaining exposure. SOLOS, DUOS,
SMALL COMBOS, JAZZ, FOLK,
COUNTRY, BLUEGRASS, MIME,
JUGGLING, ETC. Needed to play in

the HATCH. We can't pay you but we
can put your name in advertisements

and feed you. This may be the break

you were looking for. Contact John
Furbish, 545-0198 for more information

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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Hoopmen hope to humble Harvard
Time to reboundfrom the

NewHampshiregame
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

It was a long ride back from Durham, NH
this past Tuesday night.

The Minutemen had just lost a tough 63-

60 game to the University of New Ham-
pshire.

Silent heads were shaking back and forth

in disbelief as the UMass entourage

reflected back on how the team had blown a

nine point lead midway through the second

period to hand the Wildcats a win that they

di4-not really deserve.

After all. this was UNH. a lightly

regarded team to start with and supposedly

a pushover with leading scorer Al McLain

on the bench with an ankle injury.

But, as the bus headed all too slowly back

to Amherst, all of this thinking was an

afterthought. No sense in dwelling on the

game now. it was too late for that. The best

thing to do was try to get ready for the next

one.

And here it is, the next one, the Harvard

game. A game matching Ivy League versus

state school and brother versus brother.

The brother versus brother aspect pits

the two head coaches, UMass coach Tom
McLaughlin against his big brother Frank.

In last year's clash McLaughlin, Tom was

the victor in a close 75-73 game in Cam-
bridge.

This is however, not a time to be thinking

about who will have the bragging rights at

the Christmas dinner table in the

McLaughlin household though, according to

the second year UMass mentor.

"I feel that this is the most important

game at the University of Massachusetts

this year," said Tom. "We have our backs to

the wall. We have to win because I wouldn't

want to go 2."

All too true, since UMass fans are ex-

pecting more of this year's team than last

year's, an 02 start would be pretty

disheartening. It's not that the team is

expected to win all its games, but UNH and

Harvard should both be on the Minuteman

hit list. With UNH already safely across the

border it's time to turn on Harvard and get

revenge. Revenge and respect will both be

on the line Saturday when the Crimson

enter the Curry Hicks Cage.

"We've done a lot of soul searching since

UNH," said Tom McLaughlin, the younger

brother. "The biggest thing (problem)

against UNH was mental not physical."

But. the Minutemen have been working

extra hard to prepare for the Harvard

game, and not just for themselves but for

their fans, according to their coach.

"I felt we let a lot of people down by

losing to New Hampshire," said

McLaughlin. "That was the hardest thing

for me to accept."

And so the Minutemen will enter the

Harvard game with a twofold purpose in

mind. They must get on the winning track

and even their record at 1-1, and they need

to prove to their fans that they can and will

win games that they should win.

A newcomer, who may prove to be

pivotal in deciding the outcome of this and

other games in the season, will be freshman

center Tom Emerson, a non-starter thus far

who stands at 6'9" and possesses both inside

and outside prowess.

"We need Tommy Emerson to come
around and help us because he is 6'9 and one

half. He can be a good player," said

McLaughlin.

Emerson may be called on early to help in

covering Harvard's big man 6*10" Monroe
Trout.

But it will be a total team effort that will

be needed to secure a victory and let's hope

they get it. Even a walk from the Cage to

the dorms can be very very long.

Game time is at 7:30 p.m.

Women swimmers still

on the mibeaten track
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - The University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team

improved their record to 4-0, as they

churned out an exciting 80 69 victory over

Springfield College Wednesday night at

the Linkletter Natatorium.

"It was a wonderful meet, a good team

effort all the way through," said UMass

caoch Valerie Turtle.

The outcome of the meet was in

question all the way up to the final event,

the 400 yard free relay. UMass not only

won the event to seal the win, but they

also set a school record in the process. The

relay team of Connie Anderson. Martha

Samsel. Jenn Nicolai and Elizabeth

Feinberg recorded a time of 3:42.98.

eclipsing the former record of 3:43.37 set

last February at the New England

Championships.

The UM swimmers were paced to the

win with one triple winner. Connie

Anderson, and four double winners: Jenn

Nicolai, Maura Sweeney, Jennifer Black

and Laurie Keen.

Besides swimming a leg on the record-

setting relay. Anderson swam a leg on the

victorious 200 medley relay and won the

50 free with a time of 25.35. her best of the

season.

Nicolai also swam on the record -setting

free relay and won the 100 Individual

Medley in 1:05.39.

Co captain Black grabbed firsts in both

the 100 and 200 yard backstrokes.

The other double winners. Maura

Sweeney and Laurie Keen played a big

role in bringing UMass the win. Sweeney

had firsts in the 200 medley relay and the

100 butterfly which she won in 1:03.84.

"Maura had a super meet." said Turtle.

"Our top butterflyer, Rosalie Nautaupski

has been sick and Maura came through for

us, she really helped out a lot."

Keen, a freshman, was not 100 percent

healthy according to Turtle, but still

managed to share victory in the medley

relay and won the 100 breaststroke in

1:13.66. She also took an important 2nd

place in the 200 breaststroke.

The UMass divers also fared well in the

meet with Jean Bushee winning the 3

meter diving event, scoring 211.20 points.

Gina Perrone came in second with 204.45.

Besides picking up the win. Turtle had

other reasons to be pleased. During the

course of the meet, three UMass swim

mers qualified for the New England

Championships to be held this coming

February. Sweeney qualified in the 100

yard butterfly. Black in the 400 IM and

Carohne Freitas qualified in two events,

the 100 IM and the 400 IM.

The Minutewomen will be looking to

remain undefeated when they take on

Clark University next Saturday in

Worcester.

Phots b; DaTid Dcabcr

UMass head coach Tom McLaughlin g^ves instructions yesterday

while A.J. Wynder waits to put the ball in play.

Mermen hope to drown Lowell
By SCOTT SOLOMON
Collegian Correspondent

Coming off an 84 29 toss at the hands of

Tufts on Tuesday, the UMass men's

swimming team will look to capture their

first victory of the 82-83 campaign when
they face the University of Loweii Chiefs

Saturday at 2:00 p.m. in Lowell.

Coach Russ Yarworth, in his third season

as UMass skipper, opted to go with a

makeshift lineup on Tuesday, but will come

out with his starting squad against the

Chiefs. Lowell is 1-1 thus far, after banging

out a 72-41 win over Keene State and

dropping an 88 25 decision to Boston

University on Tuesday.

Lowell boasts four Division II Ail-

Americans, including co-captain Don
Jensen, last year's national champion in the

200 yard breaststroke. co-captain Bob

Lange, 100-yard breaststroke champ in

1980. flyman Joe Vicedomine. 100-yard

butterfly champion the past two years, and

senior Bob Blacker, the 50 and 100-yard

freestyle winner at the New England

Swimming and Diving Championships two

years ago.

Chiefs coach Dick Kenney believes that

his group has the potential to go 9-2 this

year, but feels the major weakness for the

team early in the season will be in the

freestyle competition. Lowell's top sprinter

is just recovering from a broken arm, and

has only recently returned to daily

workouts.
"UMass will be one of the toughest meets

we have." said Kenney. "Everyone at our

school is psyched up for the meet."

Three seniors are returning to the

Minuteman team this season, including

Howie Abramson, co-captain John
Mulvaney and Brian Spellman. It was a

freshman, however, who was the brightest

spot in Tuesday's meet, as North Quincy

native Scott Andrews captured the only

first place slot for UMass on the afternoon,

racking up 215 points in the one-meter

diving event.

Stockbridge hoop unbeaten
By JIM SAMIA
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge basketball team won its

home opener Tuesday night by defeating

Southern Vermont CoUege 78-63. The
Aggies placed four men in double figures

led by John Paquette's 23 points and Chris

Storie's 20 points.

"Paquette played a sensational game," said

coach Jack Leaman. Along with being the

games high scorer Pacquette also had 20

rebounds and 6 steals, both game highs.

"Our backcourt did a good job," stated

Leaman as he emphasized the play of Mike

O'Connor's 14 points and a team high 4

assists, and Peter McDonough who chipped

in with 11 points. Dennis Houle came off the

bench and grabbed 9 rebounds for the

Aggies.

Stockbridge jumped out to an early lead

and never trailed. Paquette had 12 of the

Aggies first 19 points as they raced out to a

19 10 lead. Storie had 11 first half points as

Stockbridge led 42-30 at halftime.

Stockbridge opened the second half with

a 12-4 spurt and they never looked back as

the game was safely tucked away. The
Aggies were in charge the whole game
shooting a blistering 52 percent from the

floor and controlling the boards.

The victory raises the Aggies record to 2-

and their win streak continuing from last

year has now reached 12 games.
Stockbridge will be away for two games

this weekend, travelling to WiUiston

Academy today and to Deerfield Academy
for a Saturday afternoon game.
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Paid leave of absence denied
unless Reid returns to campus
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

Assistant Chancellor Marie R. Reid will be denied a

paid leave of absence unless she confirms her promise to

return to the University of Massachusetts, Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said Friday.

Duffey, who said he was responding to mounting

concern on campus, said Reid — who receives an annual

salary of $52,500 — must submit a written confirmation

of her intention to return to the university ad-

ministration, or "there will be no professional leave."

"Ms. Reid's statements to the Collegian and other

media are contrary to her written representation to me
that after a professional leave for studies she would

return to the duties for which she was offered a (five-

year) contract prior to my arrival," Duffey said.

"There is now some reason to believe she was not

sincere in that representation," he said.

"I have asked (Reid) for clarification, and without firm

commitment on her part to return, there will be no

professional leave."

Duffey said he made the request in writing and has not

spoken directly with Reid about it. Reid was attending an

educational conference in Arizona and unavailable for

comment on whether she would comply with Duffey 's

request.

Duffey. acknowledging what he termed "the extensive

reaction of the campus," to the situation said he had been

reluctant "to discuss in a public forum a situation in-

volving a particular personnel decision and individual

despite provocation from the press and the individual

(Reid)."

Because of negative reaction on the campus as well as

"Ms. Reid's statements," Duffey said he felt obligated to

clarify the situation.

"There were — in my opinion — significant procedural

errors made by the university in affecting her (Reid's)

reassignment," Duffey said.

"Because those procedural errors were not in-

significant, because certain commitments were made to

her prior to my arrival on campus, and because my

Trustee appointed

after resignation
lU KKVINHOWK

I ni'.cr^itx i)t M;i-s.i<'hii^fii~- < 'hairnuin i>\ the Board ol

TruNti'cv l{i)|)crt 11. Uuinn has ()f('n appoinn (1 to a nc\\ fivj-

year itrm alter rrsii,'nini; Iruni his ()rfsfnl term which had

The m<>\ f. u hich w.ts report <-<il> lione at Quinn s ro(fTjest

will allow CJuinn to remain on the Hoar<i until Marrh of

I'.tHT. It w ;'.s reported in \estei(i.t> ^ Bn^^tim (iluhi .

Ini not surprised by it. tjuinn's got .i lot of his life

wrapped up in this university,' said Jim Murphy, the

student trustee

Th«' move was made possible when the UMass Board of

Trustees was mrreased by two additional memljers this

fall. Uuinn resitjned his trustee position, which expired in

early 19H(1. and was appointed by (iov. Kdward J. King to

one of the new ly erealed positions.

.Some observers have suggested that Quinn made this

move to insure he will remain a major for- on the board

despite the eleriion of his political rival. Michael Dukakis.

as governor.

(ciuinn. a former state .utorney general and speaker of

the Massachusetts House of Representatives, was

defeated bv Dukakis m the 1974 Demitcratic nomination for

governor

Because guinii's new U rm e.vpires in 19H7, Dukakis will

not be able to replace Qumn during his first term.

Neither Chiinn nor a Dukakis spokesperson could be

re.u-hed for comment yesterday. It was reported.

however, that some TMass administrators are concerned

about an antagonisiic relationship developing between the

iv^n men - similar to the battles Dukakis fought with

tMrmer \ Mass I'resKient Hobirl Wood - which could hurt

i he university.

.\side from his dose relationship with King. Quinn has

had excellent relationships with the leadership of the state

legislature This has helped the university considerably,

nianv observers feel, in gaining adequate funding.

Dukakis will be appointing his first rour.d of state college

,ind university trustees m late p'ebruary He will also be

ap[)ointing three new members to the B<Kird of Regents in

August
Duk.ikis has [)ledged to appoint more women and

'iiinoni V nieinbtXrs to t hi bo.'irds

organizational reassignment did effect a perceived

demotion — I stress the word perceived because I do not

regard the assignment as a demotion — for all those

reasons I have sought to resolve the matter out of court

— that is outside of a legal setting — and in a way that

would bring Ms. Reid back in an appropriate position

after an opportunity to improve her professional

knowledge and skills," Duffey said.

Duffey, who has described Reid as "a troubled

woman." denied Reid's accusations of racial and sexual

discrimination, stating he made concessions to Reid

because of the errors made by the university in personnel

procedures.

"Prior to and upon my arrival — as I have said — some
major procedural errors occured," Duffey said. "There is

in my mind no question of racial bias as Ms. Reid has

claimed — only procedural error."

Duffey declined to comment further on the procedural

errors, saying, "I will not comment further upon them
(the errors) because they may become the point of

litigation."

Duffey said he does not know if the situation will end up
in court.

"No one knows (if the situation between Reid and the

university will end up in court) at this moment," Duffey

said.

The controversy began in October, when Duffey

changed Reid's title to associate vice-chancellor under

Administration and Finance, removing her final

authority over the budget.

Last month, Duffey returned Reid to her original title,

but chose to keep Acting Vice -Chancellor for

Administration and Finance John L. DeNyse as the

administrator with final control over the budget.

Reid had told the Collegian that she considers the

reassignment to be a "demotion." She accused the

University of racial and sexual discrimination.

"The administration, or somebody, has systematically

removed all top black administrators." Reid said.

She has said she plans to seek employment elsewhere

while on leave and does not plan to return to UMass.

Coll«|[iMi pfcoto bjp Tm KadU

Umass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey listens

with interest at last Wednesday's
Undergraduate Stcdent Senate meeting.

Vacancy report calledwrong by
Off-CampusHousing Office
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

Recent claims by two Amherst real estate agencies that

the economy has driven their rental vacancy rates up to 10

percent were challenged last week by the University of

Massachusetts director of the Off-Campus Housing Office.

"The only indicator that the town has ever accepted for

official vacancy rates are those (figures determined by) the

Federal census." Director Joanne R. Levenson said

Friday. "In 1980. the rate was determined to be 3 percent."

The Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development guidelines state that a 3 percent vacancy

rate in any community signifies an "emergency housing

situation". Levenson said, meaning there is not enough
rental housing available to meet community needs.

According to figures kept by the office, rent increases

this year ran between 10 and 34 percent, with rooms now
costing between $160 and $220 per month.

Representatives of the D. H. Jones Real Estate Agency
and the Grandonice Management Company estimated their

vacancy rates to be ten percent in a recent article in the

Daily Hampshire Gazette, and they said they are viewing

the change as a permenant one.

They suggested the economy may be forcing more
students to commute to school instead of living in

Amherst, rather than high rental fees driving them away.

But a spokesman for the UMass Commuter Collective

said on Friday there was no substantial increase in the

number of students commuting this year.

Levenson said she believed landlords are trying to

convince people that the Amherst housing market is in bad

shape. This could be used as an argument against rent

control, on the premise that any controls would further

damage an already troubled market, she explained.

"They say they are losing money," Levenson said. "Well

let's see public disclosure of it. Otherwise, we shoidd have

the opportunity to take stock of the community, since

we're in a federally defined emergency housing situation."

Amherst has traditionally had a very low vacancy rate,

with the 1970 census indicating a rate of less than 1 per-

cent.

Levenson said she believed the rise to 3 percent in 1980

indicated more students "doubling up" in apartments to

save money, due to increased rental fees.

Keith Jenkins of D. H. Jones Real Estate said landlords

may respond to the apparent vacancy increase by not

allowing more than four tenants in their apartments. The
town of Amherst has a by law which prohibits more than
four unrelated people from living in the same dwelling, but

most landlords have until now overlooked five or six people

living in a house. Jenkins said.

"For them to say they will have to start tightening up
that by law is a total sham." Levenson asserted. "What
they really want is for those restrictions to be lifted so they

can raise rents, to collect money from those extra tenants."

"If people in the town are using that by law as a check on

landlords raising rent, its about time they realized that

only effective rent control guidelines can do that,"

Levenson said.

"I personally support the town setting those guidelines

because there is no other way to document profit and loss

amounts for real estate properties." she added.

Levenson said she believed the town recognized the

need to protect existing rental stock for tenants when it

voted to restrict condominium conversions in 1981.

"The town said no conversions could take place under a 5

percent vacancy rate, recogfnizing that the current rate of 3

percent is too low." Levenson said. "By claiming a 10

percent rate, they (the landlords) are suggesting con-

versions could occur."

"We are in the market with the same clientele, yet we
continue to draw different conclusions and data," Levenson
said. ""There should be some mechanism to resolve what
the real situation is. That mechanism can only be

established if the town votes in some guidelines."
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World and national news
Shultz in Europe
to 'forge strategy'
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State George

Shultz leaves today on a wide ranging European trip — his

first such excursion since taking office — aimed at forging

a western strategy to deal with the new Soviet leadership

and at settling some nagging differences with America's

European allies.

Shultz and others in the Reagan administration have

made clear they are looking for opportunies to improve

relations with Moscow under the new leadership of Yuri

Andropov, but will remain alert to any threat of Soviet

aggression.

A major chore expected during Shultz' two weeks in

Europe will be consulting on how the allies should respond

if the Polish government lifts martial law. Dec. 13 will

mark the first anniversary of the crackdown in Poland, and

there are indications a decision to lift restrictions could

come at any time.

It will be Shultz first extended trip abroad since

replacing Alexander M. Haig Jr. as secretary of state in

July.

He will travel to Bonn first, arriving tomorrow, then

attend the NATO foreign ministers meeting in Brussels

Dec. 8-11. After that, he will go on to The Hague in the

Netherlands, Rome, Paris, Madrid and London.

Although a senior State Department official told

reporters Friday that "real progress" has been made in

resolving U.S. European differences since Shultz took

office, many problems remain.

Among them:

—France's refusal to go along with a U.S. -arranged accord

on a new western strategy for economic relations with the

Soivet Union. Reagan gave that accord as his reason for

lifting U.S. sanctions on Soviet pipeline development.

—Suspicion in Europe that the Reagan administration is

not yet serious about trying to negotiate an arms control

agreement with Moscow that would eliminate the need to

depby new U.S. nuclear missiles in Europe.

—The decision of Spain's new socialist prime minister.

Felipe Gonzalez, to rethink Spain's entry into NATO.
—A whole array of trade and economic issues, including

U.S. demands that Europeans end subsidies of agricultural

goods that serve to keep out U.S. farm exports. Many
Europeans believe Reagan's economic policies have made

the world wide recession worse.

AP Laacrpboto

An unidentified homeowner wades through
his rain-flooded backyard in Slidell, La. Massive
rains brought flooding to sections of Louisiana

and Arkansas over the weekend.

UJ. quiets Tiger

practice in Oman
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) - An estimated 2,500 U.S.

troops are on maneuvers in Oman, testing defense

capabilities in the event of a Soviet or other foreign attack

on the oil-rich Persian Gulf region, Arab diplomat sources

said yesterday.

Omani government officials who were not identified

were quoted by several newspapers in Kuwait and Bahrain

as saying that the maneuvers — codenamed Jade Tiger —
began Friday and will end tomorrow.

U.S. diplomats in Muscat, the Omani capital, refused to

answer reporters' questions about the exercise.

In Washington, Pentagon officials have privately con-

firmed the exercises, but said that no formal an-

nouncement was made because Oman wants to play down

its links with the United States to avoid criticism from

Arab countries critical of U.S. policies in the Middle East.

The maneuvers reportedly include a simulated attack by

two U.S. B-52 bombers and six F-15 jetfighters on an

Omani airfield defended by the Sultanate's small air force.

Muscat-based Arab diplomats, who asked not to be

identified, said about 1,000 U.S. Marines are to land on the

Omani coast from amphibious vehicles, with the nuclear-

powered aircraft carrier Enterprise providing cover.

Saudi Arabian-based Airborne Warning and Corttrol

System (AWACS) planes are also taking part in the

military games, the diplomats said.

Under an agreement with the sultanate of Oman, the

United States has access to military facilities in Oman
which U.S. forces could use in the event of an attack on the

strategic gulf region.

Young Kennedys end well-planned campaign
BOSTON (AP) — Edward M. Kennedy Jr. says he, his

brother and sister "came on strong" during Thanksgiving

weekend to persuade their father not to seek the

Democratic nomination for president in 1984.

"I just saw my father as a guy who's really spent since

1979 flying around the country — first running, then after

he lost, trying to retire the debt, and then stroking people

and getting ready to do it all over again." the 21 -year old

Kennedy told the Boston Sunday Globe.

"This man. I felt, is missing out on some important

things he'd like to do. So was the family."

On Wednesday. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy announced he

would not campaign for his party's nomination in 1984. The

senator cited the wishes of his three children. Edward, 21,

Kara, 22, and Patrick. 15. and the pending divorce from his

wife, Joan.

"Patrick really is the one most affected by the divorce,"

young Kennedy told the Globe. "My own mind was open

and I was willing to listen, and of course Kara and I are in a

different boat being older. But Patrick just really was the

most sensitive, and it meant so very much to him, having
more time with my father and everything.

'I'd like to see my father run," he said. "The country one

day is going to come around to him, and probably some day

he will run."

U.S. nukes used as threats

according to Daniel Ellsberg

CAMBRIDGE — The United States has threatened to

use nuclear weapons several times since the A-bomb was

dropped on Nagasaki at the end of World War II, says

Daniel Ellsberg, an activist for disarmament.

"Again and again, generally in secret from the American

public, U.S. nuclear weapons have been used in the precise

way that a gun is used when you point it at someone's head

in a direct confrontation — whether or not the trigger is

pulled," Ellsberg told a weekend peace movement con

ference.

The buiklup of nuclear weapons "on the U.S. side

essentially was a mindless one. There were no specific

reasons why it was happening," he told more than 300

Digest
by the Associated Press
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people at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

"The model seems to be that a president in the past

subscribed to the 'Missile of-the Month Club' and sue

ceeding presidential secretaries have been keeping up with

the dues, " according to Ellsberg, best known for releasing

the Pentagon Papers in 1971.

In an interview later, he listed several instances in which

U.S. presidents "pointed the gun but didn't pull the

trigger." They included: Eisenhower's threats against

China to force a settlement in Korea in 1953.

Sludge by any other name...

MILWAUKEE — Officials here who want farmers to

use more sludge have decided that they could spread the

word better if they had a better word to spread.

The Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District told its

Public Policy Committees on Friday that it will give $250 to

the person who can think of a more marketable name for

sewage sludge.

The agency said it will hold a contest early next year

among its employees and farmers who apply for the

sludge.

It noted in a staff memorandum that other sewerage

sellers have found sweeter words for the foul-smelling

stuff. The Madison Metropolitan Sewerage District calls

its fertilizer Metrogro.
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Faculty, librarians bargain

for changes in '83 contracts

Photo bv Prtrr Markii

The 40-minute Gang seems to be a bit preoccupied during the in-

troduction of the Harvard Crimson basketball team at the Curry Hicks
Cage Saturday night. The Crimson beat the UMass Minutemen 45-44.

By MARY BALDWIN
Colle^an Staff

The first bargaining session between the

Massachusetts Society of Professors,

which represents all faculty and librarians,

and the University of Massachusetts ad-

ministration is scheduled to begin this

January.

"A few issues need to be changed," said

Bruce Laurie, MSP president. These issues

include salary and benefits, personnel pro-

cedures, affirmative action and changes in

lang^iage from the present contract.

"It's an open question on whether the

contract will be for three years again,"

Laurie said.

On November 1, the MSP met with Ed-

ward Kelly, associate vice president for

human resources and head of the bargain-

ing team for the administration, to ex-

change their proposals.

"Now we have a rough idea of what they

are looking for and they have an idea of

what we are looking for," said Laurie. "It's

like a chess game. You always have to

think three steps ahead."

The present contract expires June 30,

1983 at which time a new contract must

take effect or — except for salaries and
benefits — the old contract will prevail.

Beginning in January the MSP will meet
with the administration almost everyday

until classes begin. Once classes begin, the

bargaining teams will probably meet three

or four times a week until an agreement on

a new contract is made.
The present three year contracts for

University of Massachusetts classified

employees, AFSCME, local 1776,

MTA/USA and IBPO local 432, A and B
will expire in June, 1983 with the new con-

tracts becoming effective by July 1, 1983.

The administration has not been con-

tacted by any of these unions yet tx) begin

negotiations.

The present contract says that negotia-

tions for a new contract must begin by

April 1, 1983.

"When we agree to come to table, the

first step is to set ground rules such as

when and how long we will meet. Then pro-

posals will be presented by both sides,"

said Scott Overing, director of the office of

administration of labor contracts.

"I don't know what the administrations

proposals will be," he said.

Graduate Teaching Assistant program vital to UMass
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

Due to budget cuts and a larger enrollment, graduate

teaching assistants (TA's) at the University of

Massachusetts are now teaching a larger number of

classes.

"The university couldn't function without the TA
system," said Jack Delmond, president of the Graduate

Student Senate. "There is no way the university could

educate the number of students that it does without the

TA's." he said.

"The TA system is vital because, if the university had to

hire more faculty, its budget would go out of sight," said

Greg Graham, executive officer of the graduate senate.

One of the grievances of the TA's is that pay is low and

pay and workloads are not proportionate.

"There seems to be no correlation between workload
and pay. Workloads vary TA to TA, department to depart-

ment and year to year," said Delmond.

"There is a problem of equity between departments and

within departments," he added.

"Paywise, we are generally on the low end of the scale,"

Delmond said. "In some parts of the country, TA's are

making a lot more than we are."

One of the biggest problems facing TA's is a lack of

clarity as to how they are selected. We don't know the

criteria for TA selection, and we should know because it is

public money that is being spent," Graham said.

"One of the first changes that should be instigated is the

standardization of the TA selection processes," Delmond
added. "Some departments have done this, but in many
departments there seems to be no equity in the selection

process and the criteria of this process sometimes seems

arbitrary," he said.

"There should be a specific date for TA's to find out if

they have been reinstated," Graham said. "Many times,

we don't know whether we have a TA until 1 or 2 months
before the start of the semester, and a TA often deter-

mines whether many students can afford to go to school or

not," he added.

"There is no question that TA's are able to teach even
above the levels they are currently teaching, but the

original idea of the TA's was to give students individual

attention in large lectures, and the amount of attention

has been reduced," Delmond said.

"TA's can often relate to undergraduates better

because of the smaller difference in ages," Graham said.

"Also, TA's are often more aware of current
developments in their fields because of their active

engagement in them," he said.

Students use power for financial aid
By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian Staff

The recent trip to Washington D.C. by the University of

Massachusetts chapter of Students Advocating Financial

Aid (SAFA) was an example of the power held by students

when used in a positive manner, a leader of the group said

last week.
"Despite the transportation problem, the trip was ex-

tremely successful," said James Quinn, group co-

president.

"We definitely let the legislature know that students are

concerned and aren't just ranting and raving back on the

campuses. " Quinn said. "We showed them that we're going

to stand up and we're going to register to vote."

The group believes it made an impact in the recent

passing of the continuing resolution in Congress which

included level funding for financial aid programs. The

Reagan Administration had proposed cuts in some

programs and the elimination of others.

Quinn said students should feel satisfied to an extent

because considering the current political climate, level

funding is a success. But in the future, he said, increases

must be sought to offset inflation and higher tuition rates.

"It's shortsighted for the Reagan Administration to cut

education now. Four to five years from now we're going to

feel the effects." Quinn said.

"The less people are educated the less earning power

they have and the less they can get taxed by the gover-

nment." he added.

Quinn said one of the highlights of the trip was the

meeting with an aide to Senator John Glenn. DOhio, who

listed some alternative methods for attaining financial aid.

One of the proposed methods is a revolving fund for

those interested in financing their educations through
loans. The loans would be paid back with interest into the

fund allowing it to be self-sufficient.

The other idea, which the aide labeled as "sketchy" is a

program where high school seniors who can't get financial

aid enter a volunteer work program with the number of

hours worked going toward financial aid credit from the

government.
"I was surprised that she came up with those two great

things," Quinn said.

The gfToup also met with legislators "who weren't in

concurrence with us" in order to spread its message and

hopefully enlighten some people, he said.

SAFA will be returning to the nation's capital in March
to join an effort sponsored by the United States Student

Association (USSA). At that time, about 4.000 students

will be in Washington to lobby legislators for financial aid.

The students will represent all 50 states and many of the

nation's colleges and universities, Quinn said.

"A senator's aide or legislator will listen to SAFA. ..but

if (the lobbyist) is a constituent they're more Hkely to meet
with them personally and it's a little more effective." Quinn
said.

Some future plans for the g^oup include lobbying in

Boston on a statewide level. Quinn said.

Refering to the total of 1.5 hours of travel time lost due to

bus problems. Quinn had praise for the 40 students who
made the trip.

"The group weathered the storm admirably," he said.

End of semester only the beginning
By DAN MACNEIL
Collegian Correspondent

Well it's that time of the year again. Finals are up and

coming, and to most, this means the end of the semester.

But to some, not only is it the end of the semester, but also

the beginning of the University of Massachusetts Win
tersession.

Wintersession occupies the month long time span

between the fall and spring semesters and it gives students

a chance to live on campus and take courses for credits.

This opportunity is open not only to UMass students, but

to anyone who has graduated from high sch(X)l.

Courses offered range from business administration and

core courses to bartending.

Since the program began in 1979, it has steadily become

larger due to the fact that more and more students are

taking advantage of this opportunity.

In 1980, 701 students enrolled; in 1981. 960 attended and

in 1982. 1621 students took part in the winter session,

according to the records of the I Mas.s Division of Con

tinuing Education.

There are many reasons why people stay, ranging from

academics to social reasons.

The Wintersession gives students a chance to make up

for lost credits and take courses that they can't get into

during the spring and fall semesters.

"I changed majors, and the wintersession will give me a

chance to catch up so that I can graduate this year," said

Frank Doherty. a senior engineering major.

Another student said that she wanted to take a core

requirement during the winter so that she could con-

centrate on her major during the spring and fall semesters.

Besides academics, there are many more reasons why

people remain on campus during the winter. People from

overseas might not be able to go home. People involved in

university sports have to stay, because the winter seasons

for sports continue right through the break.

There are still more people who engage in winter ac

tivities. have jobs that they want to keep, and then there

aro those who just do not want to go home.

Collriricn photo bv Jim Powcri

Freshman Sarah Bush pauses for a moment of

relaxation at Tobin Hall on Thursday.
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Keep the real trees outside, please
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

Natural Christmas trees will not be allowed at the

University of Massachusetts this year.

Although it may seem the spirit of Dickens' Ebeneezer

Scrooge is alive and well at UMass, there are some good

reasons behind this policy.

In 1977, a fire in a dormitory at Providence College

began in one room and spread down the corridor feeding on

the combustible holiday decorations and killing 10 women.

In order to prevent a similar disaster from occuring at

UMass, the Environmental, Health and Safety Depart

ment will again be enforcing university fire safety policies

which limit the types of holiday decorations in state

buildings.

Fire Prevention Officer Keith E. Hoyle from the

Environmental Health and Safety Division (EH&S), said

he knows students will say, "Hey you're dampening the

spirit of Christmas," but it is necessary for students to

"exercise a little fire safety along with the holidays."

"There's always a few incidences of fire," he said. But

without the safety policies, it would be "setting oneself up

for a situation similar to Providence College."

UMass fires during the holiday season in the past have

not been as bad as the Providence College fire, but several

instances of fires started from holiday decorations occur

every year, Hoyle said. For example, two years ago,

someone put a Christmas tree in an elevator in one of the

Orchard Hill dormitories and lit it on fire, he said.

The safety guidelines are designed to limit the amount of

combustible material in the buildings which are prominent

during the holiday season, he said.

No natural trees are allowed in the public buildings.

Only trees which have labels "fire proof," "fire treated,"

"fire resistive," or "slow burning" are acceptable.

Metal trees are not allowed because of a possible elec-

trocution hazard.

Lighting sets approved by Factory Mutual, Under-

writer's Laboratory, or other recognized testing labs are

permitted. All sockets must be tight and cords should be

checked for frayed connections.

No natural Christmas tree wreaths are allowed. Paper

and combustible plastics are not permitted. Decorations

which are packaged and labelled as "fire resistive," "fire

proof or "fire treated" are acceptable.

Candles are allowed, but they must have a glass

covering over them and they must be anchored in a sturdy

base. Candles must be kept away from all combustible

material and extinguished before the room becomes

unoccupied.

Weatherproofing saves on heat bills

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

imSTORE^

By PAUL BLAKE
Collegian Correspondent

Students living in off-campus apartments can save

money on their heating bills this winter by doing some sim-

ple weatherproofing to their home.

Matt Gaines, a salesperson at Aubuchon Hardware

store in Amherst, named some of the problems associated

with high heating bills, and suggested some easy ways to

fix them.

One problem is cold air drafts, which come in through •

the cracks of doors and windows and cool off a room.

He said a good way to prevent this would be to cover the

window with plastic, either on the inside or the outside.

On the inside of the window, the plastic can be adhered

with strong clear tape, he said, but there might be a pro-

blem if there is wallpaper on the walls.

"Wallpaper tends to get ripped off (by the tape), but

paint usually won't," he said.

If avoiding damage to walls is a consideration, the

plastic can be put on the outside of the window. Gaines

said the best thing for this is a strong tape such as duct

tape, which he said holds up to the wind.

Instead of covering up the whole window, weather strip-

ping can be put right in the cracks where the draft comes

in.

Mortite brand is made from clay, so it can be easily

molded to fit where it is needed. Two windows can be done

for less than $2.

"It's probably the best around," Gaines said.

There is also adhesive foam that can be used the same

way as Mortite, but it can't be as easily molded.

Gaines said much of the cold air comes in at the spaces in

the wall where light switches and sockets are located.

Foam rubber plate sealers can be put behind the metal

plate of the light switch or socket, and socket sealer plugs

can be put in when the sockets aren't in use. Both of these

things prevent the cold air from coming in. Gaines said a

rug could also help.

"If there's a rug, you won't have to keep the heat up

because it keeps the floor warm," Gaines said.

Gaines said the superintendants of apartments probably

wouldn't mind these minor improvements, but warned it is

better to check first.

"Other than that, wear lots of warm clothes," Gaines

said.

NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you n-ain for certain specialties, the government will release

you from 1/3 ofyour indebtedness (or $1 ,500. whichever is greater) for

each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives.

. To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call

the number below.

In Northampton call 584-2157

In other areas consult the Yellow Pages

under "Recruiting"
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air

Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air

Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the

most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the

responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-

portunities. If you're a nursing professional or

about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203)229-8660:

Freshmen Gr Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 545-2637

Women's Week
MONDAY

A Wine and Cheese reception/discus-

sion for the NVomen's Caucus of the Stu-

dent Senate will be held at 7 p.m. in the

Cainpus Center room 803. All women
senators, especially new senators, are en-

couraged to attend. The reception is spon-

sored by the Women's Leadership Project

and the Undergraduate Student Senate
Speaker's Office.

TUESDAY

A Health and Safety in the Workplace
Workshop will be held at noon in the Cam-
pus Center room 917. The film Workingfor
your Life will be shown. The workshop is

part of the Women and Work series spon-

sored by the Everywoman's Center Work-
ing Women's Task Force.

University Women's Professional Net-

work (UWPN) will hold its next luncheon

meeting from 12 to 2 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 1001. Following the luncheon,

a panel of University staff women will

discuss "Our Erratic Patterns of Mobili-

ty: We've Been Everywhere, Done
Everything — So Where Are We Now?"
For luncheon reservations, contact Arlene

Rodovich at 545-0700.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom will meet at 6:30

in the Campus Center. Check the Campus
Center schedule for the room number.

The Naked Truth, Nature of Women in

Advertising, an illustrated lecture by Jean

Kilbourne, will be held at 8 p.m. in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. The lecture is spon-

sored by the Distinguished Visitors Pro-

gram.

WEDNESDAY

"Sexism: Sexual Harassment and its

Effects in Public Higher Education" will

be discussed by Representative Barbara

Gray of Framingham at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center room 163. A reception will

be held at 6 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Women's Sprirituality Group will meet
at 7 p.m. in the Student Union 428. The
discussion tonight vsrill be on discipline as

an aid to being spiritual.

THURSDAY

A Resume Writing Workshop will be

held from 12 to 1:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 811-815. The workshop will

be given by Alice Smith, the assistant

director of the UMass Placement Service

and is sponsored by the Everywoman's
Center Working Women's Task Force.

Jewish Feminists Organization will

meet at 4 p.m. in the Campus Center room
904-8. A video of Letty Gotten Pogrebin, a

contributing editor to Ms. magazine, speak-

ing on "Anti-semitism in the Women's
Movement and Sexism in Judaism" will be

shown.

The Women's Issues Team will meet at

6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center room 911.

The International Women's Event
planning session will meet at 7 p.m. in the

Campus Center room 911. All women in-

terested in planning the event centered

around International Woman's Day on

March 8 are invited to attend.

A Workshop on Male Sexual Health

and Contraception will be held at 9 p.m. in

the Webster Main Lounge in Orchard Hill.

All men and women are invited to attend

the workshop focusing on the changing

views of masculitity and to learn more
about male sexuality. A film on the male's

role on contraception will also be shown.

FRIDAY

The film Anna Mae: Brave Hearted
Woman will be shown at 8 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center 163. The film, which focuses on

a woman killed by U.S. government agents

and the Native American movement in the

U.S., is part of the Progressive Film

Series.

The Southwest Women's Center will be

holding study hours from 7 to 11 p.m. on
Monday, Tuesday and Sunday at the

Center. Coffee and doughnuts will be serv-

ed.

Computer Computers to help

with language and science
By ANNE MCCRORY
Collegian Staff

Computer-assisted instruction has come

to the University of Massachusetts.

PLATO, a computer assisted instruction

system, is "not meant to replace faculty or

textbooks but to supplement them," said

Carol B. MacKnight, director of computer

assisted instruction at UMass.
Use of the PLATO system at UMass is

still in the experimental stage although it

has thus far been proven successful for "the

purpose of studying its (potential) use,"

said Conrad A. Wogrin, director of the

UMass computer science department.

Citing PLATO as an attractive system

because of its completeness, ac-

complishment and reasonable price, Wogrin

said he obtained the system through a grant

from Control Data Corporation.

The possible expansion of the system

would be covered under the grant as well,

Wogrin said.

A pilot project to "sense out student and

faculty reactions to this type of technology"

will hopefully begin next semester, said

MacKnight.
The pilot, which would require additional

terminals — the university now has only 3

— would permit classes in various

departments to use PLATO for homework
and study purposes. This had been done

previously only by the French department.
Professor Agnes Raymond, instructor of

an intensive elementary French course, has
been using the PLATO system as a

grammar and vocabulary aide for four

years.

"The system is unique in that it is based

on program learning," she said. "The
students proceed by minimal steps and
receive immediate confirmation (of their

answers)."

PLATO, in contrast to some other

popular computer systems, provides a

complete program in language instruction

for the beginner, Raymond said. "If they

(the students) do the work, they will have
something more than a theoretical ap-

proach," she said.

"(The computer) is a good way to do
homework assignments because it corrects

(your work) strictly," said Richard Greene,

a freshman political science major. "It

doesn't encourage diversity of expression,"

he added, citing translations for which more
than one answer is possible as very

frustrating.

Experimentation in the chemistry and

health science fields, where an element of

danger is often involved, is especially

appropriate for computerized study,

MacKnight said.

A simulated chemistry experiment

performed on PLATO, for example, allows

the student to construct equipment, mix
elements, and control temperature.

CHMSTMAS HOURS
0EC6-I7.-

lJe(?E OPEN fc30-9:30'RJS.*T>U5.f»l!

COINS 121 student Jim Scanlon uses the new PLATO computer in the

Graduate Research Center late last week.
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f
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RSO Workshops:

Mon. Dec. 6

at 5:30 in rm 803 CC
Pick up information packets in

Senate Office,

Rm 420 Student Union

Ail RSOs requesting funding
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DostOKTiy

Mon - Thurs

$3.00 Cov*r

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Hlghbollt

50' Dom«ttlc ft##rt

Pool Toblo - PInboll - VIdoo Gomot

POOL TOUMAMEHT TONI6HT

Entertainment
at its Best

Lotte Goslar's

PANTOMIME CIRCUS
Thursday, December 9 8:00 pm

15 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
upstairs over N'Hamp Coop Bank

r>ext to Lodestone & Gladbags

Tues. thru Fri.

11 to 2 €r 4 to 6

Sat. 11 to 3

or by appointment

creswell
g^allery

black art, posters'

cards & prints

african & third

world artifacts

BIG SIX of

JAZZ II

with Billy Taylor,

Max Roach,
Slide Hampton,
Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath and
John Hendricks

Saturday, December 11

8:00 p.m.

MC, VISA-CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

I

Ski Now - Pay Later

UMASS SKI CLUB
Asp*n, Colorado
SKI WEEK Jon ans

This Deluxe
Vocation Includes:

Ij Round Trip Air, Scheduled NorvStop

Service from Boston, NYC, Phila. or

Wash to Denver

n Round Trip Bus Transfers to Aspen

D Dekjxe Slope-Side Accommodations
for 7 Nights. Tax Included

[j Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen
Mountain Srowmass, and Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeslde
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums

. .eptace. cokx TV, heated pool

saura. and sking out your door.

I HaTS, GliOUCS,

SOCKS 4 SCARVES

elegant gift boxed housewares

Big selection

of colors, shapes,

and scents.

$659 per person

Woodslone
HoMPackage
Located right on ttie mountain rext to the Ift.

featuring: heated pool jocuzzl sauna makj
service, apres Sid atmosphere

$S¥Tp«r person

Sign-Up Now
Ski Club Office

430A Student Union

5-3437

bubblebaths • moisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

loofahs • brushes • sponges

sachets

gift boxed wine & beverage glasses

-"—s —^Z^

casual wear for wonnen & men • jewelry

cosmetics • soap cart • accessories • gifts

home furnishings • kitchen • housewares

glass & china • prints • cards • totes & soft luggage

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Staffers
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A violent reaction to white racism

In
his editorial concerning the Ku Klux Klan rally and

counter-demonstration held last weekend in

Washington, John F. Hudson aligned himself with the

rest of mainstream white media by focusing exclusively on

the acts of violence which were graphically flashed across

the nation 6n the evening news. Rather than address the

issue of the right of the Palestinian people to self-

determination, which was a major reason so many of the

demonstrators were in D.C. in the first place, Hudson, like

the rest of the white-controlled media, chose to agonize

over the rebelliousness of the anti-Klan demonstrators.

Hudson reflects a common attitude which holds that Third

World people really have no reason to be angry, and that if

we have any complaints, we must follow the "proper chan-

nels" and express our rage in a toned-down way white

society considers "acceptable.'

John Raible
Hudson also suffers from historical amnesia which af-

flicts far too many students in the country. For instance,

in talking about the Civil Rights protests of the 1960s, he

states, "It was the nonviolent aspect of these protests

which moved the politicians." My first question is, how
does he even know this? Did he talk to those "moved"

politicians? Secondly, I have to remind Hudson that many,

many Civil Rights demonstrators of all races were attack-

ed by the police and white onlookers, with tear-gas, dogs,

fire hoses, billy-clubs, and even bullets. Students at

Jackson State, Kent State, marchers in the streets, and

leaders of the people like Martin Luther King and Malcolm

X all lost their lives because of the violence of white

racists, in uniforms and without. It was indeed the

atrocities committed in reaction to the just struggle of

Third World people which aroused the entire nation to ac-

tion, or at least to a heightened consciousness.

Husdon later says in his sadly inaccurate editorial that

"in the end it was the ballot box and voting booth which

moves [sic] the politicians, not mindless violence and

destruction." Several points of contention must be made

here. One, that the violence "side" is usually not

"mindless"; people resort to violence when something

they value is being threatened from a perceived adver-

sary. In the struggles of Third World people who have no

other recourse for action, violence can hardly be dismissed

as "mindless." Secondly, as part of that class who has

always enjoyed the "right" to vote as guaranteed to white

males under their Constitution (and, "incidentally" denied

to all women and Third World people living in the U.S. at

the time it was drawn up), it is unrealistic and presump-

tuous of men like Hudson to tell the traditionally disen-

franchised how to win our freedom, particularly when the

facts of history show that electoral politics is only a small

part of the overall process through which social changes

are made. Indian people did not survive the onslaught of

the European settler-invaders by registering to vote.

Enslaved Africans did not emancipate themselves by

"choosing" between a democrat or a republican. The

Cuban people did not keep the U.S. marines out of the Bay

of Pigs, nor did the people of Viet Nam kick the U.S.

military out from their country (repeat THEIR country)

by pulling a lever in a voting booth in some town hall

somewhere.
The point is, when white men act aggressively and

violently toward people of color (as well as white women),

they shouldn't be surprised when we defend oursleves, to

quote Malcolm X, "by any means necessary." And it is the

utmost in arrogance for white men to tell those they op-

press to practice non-violence, when it's their barbaric

economic and social system that deals death on a daily

basis to people of color throughout the world. Proponents

of non-violence must seek to understand the cames of

violence — political repression, sexism, abuse of the

Earth, racial supremacy, and the never-ending drive for

more and more profits. If you truly want peace, organize

for justice. And the next time you truly want to write

about the Klan, talk to some people who have been the vic-

tims of racist violence, and ask them who needs to learn to

be non-violent.

John Raible is a UMass student

Letters

Expensive solution should solve costlier problems

To the Editor:

This letter concerns the recent conflict between Marie

Reid formally of the office of Planning and Budget and

Chancellor Jodeph Duffe,v. I freelv admit mv ignorance of

the politics of the situation in which Ms. Reid claimed the

administration was inhibiting minorities from attaining

high positions in various high positions in the ad-

ministration at UMass. Whether this is true, I do not

know. This letter is not about politics.

The problem we have is clear. It seems that Chancellor

Duffey, in order to avoid the label of racist sexist, has

simply paid $52,000 to have the problem removed. By this I

mean Ms. Reid is on a one year leave of absence with full

pay. presumeably to nurse her bruised ego and

professional esteem. One cannot fault the new Chancellor

with trying to avoid a sticky administrative un-

pleasantness so eariy in his term, but this is no reason why

the students of this university should accept a $52,000

solution to this problem. Ms. Reid should either stay at

UMass and fight ior what she feels is right or she should

resign. Chancellor Duffey should be ashamed of sane

tioning the payment of hush money to a person who is

clearly using the buzz words of racism and sexism to rock

the administration. This administration has no backbone

for succumbing to this type of blackmail

.

SGA bylaws
ignore safety

The low point of the recent trip to Washington D.C. by

the Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) was

undoubtedly the bus troubles encountered by the

group. In all, 15 hours were lost due to bus delays. Thanks

to a rotten bylaw in the Student Government Association

constitution and University neglect.

We had hoped for a decent night's sleep. Although the

bus broke down on the way down, the real problems began

on the return trip. On the New Jersey turnpike it became

increasingly obvious that the bus was leaning dangerously

to the left side. After all of the 42 people got off the bus it

was discovered that the frame was three inches from the

ground on the left side. The right side was about 16 inches

above the ground. Obviously, we had a major problem.

$52,000 could help many students meet their financial

obligations here at the university; it could go towards more

materials and supplies; it could go for fifty-two $1,000

scholarships; it could even go for repairs on the Chan

cellors residence, but it should not go to financing paid

vacations for non-deserving administrators.

It is no secret that minorities at UMass are some of the

people most hurt by financial aid cuts. It is ironic that Ms.

Reid, a minority and a woman, a person in a position to

make positive changes for the above mentioned, is hurting

those same people. Ms. Reid could best serve those who

are discriminated against by coming back to work.

Otherwise, she should forfeit her salary, minus the

severance pay, because the students cannot afford to pay

for it.

As students, we are told that if we don't do the work we

either flunk or we don't receive a grade. Myself having

been raised with the old Puritan work ethic, I feel I can

speak for many when I say, "Ms. Reid, if you don't do your

job you should not get paid." Ms. Reid, as you drink your

late morning coffee, try to remember, some of the students

here can't even afford a cup of coffee.

("hriM Ryan
Anli«r»t

Rich Nangle

As it turned out, there were no mechanics at the truck

stop in Bradenton, who were equipped to fix the problem.

Therefore, we had to spend a night in a nearby motel. This

was done despite the fact that Ron Hamlin, Field Trip

Manager of UMass Transit, told SAFA co-president Jim

Quinn that in his opinion the bus was fit to be driven back

to Amherst. This comment was made after Quinn inform-

ed Hamlin that one of the shock absorbers in the bus was

destroyed causing the bus to lean dangerously to one side.

The bus driver, Jeff Coombs, attempted to drive the bus

home that night and it broke down for good ten miles

later.

The next day at 11:30 a.m. we left on a New Jersey

busline coach, a vast improvement over the 1959 special

we had made most of the trip on. After a thirteen hour

layoff we made the rest of the trip to Amherst by 5:00

p.m. Combining the time factor and the comfort factor, it

was by far the best part of the travelling.

The wounded bus, known as the "silver sow" to UMass

transit employees, has been subject to problems before.

The week before the D.C. trip, the bus had broken down

while going to Montreal. The week before that, the bus

had broken down while going to Hartford. Why was it

chartered to go to Washington? Well, SAFA really had no

say in the matter.

The SGA appropriated $500 to the group, accounting

for about 25 percent of its entire budget for the trip. The

SGA has a rule when appropriating money for such ven-

tures that says the group in question "shall employ the

most efficient and economical carrier possible, and bids

shall be required where possible. The "silver sow" was by

far the cheapest mode of transportation costing $700 to

rent from the University.

UMass Coordinator for Community Relations Gerry

Grady (who works with the SAFA and went on the trip)

was somewhat hesita.nt about using the bus. But he did not

want to use a Peter Pan or Trailways coach costing more

money since that might have spurred action by the SGA.

SAFA is an organization which has an excellent reputa-

tion with lobbying for financial aid in the nation's capital.

Grady did not want to take the chance of tarnishing that

reputation by messing with the SGA. Keep in mind the

fact that the SGA is also prosecuting SAFA co-president

Jim Shaw for alleged misuse of funds and not employing

the cheapest mode of transportation on a Washington trip

last spring. But that's another story.

If you take the SGA rule to an extreme, one could im-

agine it demanding that students rent Mo-Peds since they

are a cheaper mode of transportation than busses. But the

rule also calls for efficiency and it should have been clear

to all concerned that this bus was unsafe for an extended

trip. It would have made much more sense to send SAFA
on a better bus for a few hundred dollars extra. But the

SGA ignores the efficiency part of the bylaw and goes,

mainly for the cheapest mode of transportation. Subse-

quently, the "silver sow" is in almost constant use.

The "silver sow" should be put into retirement im-

mediately and a new bus should be purchased by the

University. If the University does not buy a new bus and

elects to make the umpteenth repair to the "silver sow",

the SGA should never take it into consideration when

looking for the cheapest mode of transportation.

On top of the fact that students lives were put in danger

by riding this bus, Wednesday classes were also forfeited

because of the delay. Also, the bus from New Jersey to

Amherst cost $678. Someone has to pay for that.

The SGA must begin to weigh convenience and safety on

a higher level than finances. It must also follow its bylaws

more carefully, or write better ones.

Rich Nanjif is a Collegian Columnist
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NyQuil 6 oz

$2.01

Reg $3.59

Contac 10's

$1.93

Reg. $2.46

$2.63

Reg. $3.97

One A Day
Reg or

Plus Iron

60 ct

.79 Secret 6 oz

Reg. $2 35

Gillette Foamy
$1.59

Reg. $2 63

Lady Shaver 3's 46'

r -J

J

FABERGE
CONDITIONER

«I1H

ALOE
VERA

iBERG^
SHAMPOO

«ktTH

ALOE
ITERA

99'

Super Value

ColgateK
Colgate Reg or Gel 7 oz

$1.33

64' Pepsodent Brush

Hard, Med or Soft Reg $1.25

fW^

Pert

15 oz norm or dry

$2.01 Special Value

Apri 4 oz

$3.29

Reg $5.01

I

M talc Itema z*sc avAiiable the Mini Store located in the Student Union

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Great Gifts
Stocking Stutters

Posters Cards
BLOUSES

Dresses, Skirts, Scarves

Earrings Crystals

Mugs Calendars

Ornaments

Vases, Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, Toys

Weeknights 9 pm Dec 10-23

Sundays 12-5 pm

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Open 10 am • 6 pm - 9 pm Fri.

Open Sundays 12-5 p.m.

Great Gifts • Great Prices

HEI^ANTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Located in the Campus Center OoenM-F9-6 Sat. 11-4
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Selected Groups of

Mugs
Cards
Cubes
Games
Frames
Candles

Buttons

Posters

Puzzles

Tin Boxes
Plant Pots

Stationary

Rubber Stamps
Plastic Boxes
many other items. . .

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

ALL SALES
FINAL!
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The Motels check into the Calvin Theater
THE MOTELS
Thursday, December 2

Calvin Theater, Northampton

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

What an odd place to take in a rock band! One week at

the Calvin I'm seeing Bergman double -features, and the

next — furious, pile-driving rock courtesy of the Motels. I

was rather surprised the theater could withstand such an

onslaught of mega-decibals; after all, it's a pretty ancient

structure. All I can say is the Motels cracked their share of

plaster Thursday night, pushing themselves to the ab-

solute limit for a small, but highly receptive crowd of five-

college kids.

The Motels opened their 90 minute set with "Mercy" as

Martha Davis — focal point for the LA based sextet —
flung herself on stage and into "I dunno where he went but

he left, in such a HURRRAAAY...!" in what was to become

one of the explosive moments of the evening.

still go out and sweat and cry and scream and kick, to

me, well I do that every night. I see so many bands that

go (mt and pose - they're so cool becaime they're

there.

"

Poseurs the Mptels are not. Except for their newest lead

guitarist Guy Perry, maybe. It's probably just me, but I

tend to feel better about guitarists that are a little self-

effacing. But whenever Perry took the teeniest of solos,

foom! There he was jumping into the spotlight to exploit

every Chuck Berry step he could remember. It was

disgusting!

The Motels have gone through three guitarists in the

last two years, so perhaps I should shut up. As a unit, the

Motels have not been immune to various shake ups either.

After the spotty success of their first two LPs, the band

was on the rocks. Compounded with Davi.s' break up with'

the band's music director Tim McGovern, the group

threatened to dissolve completely. Amazingly, Davis held

them together long enough to cut their latest effort, AU
For One. And the rest, of course, is history.

All of the band members played with relative com-

petence Thursday night — Marty Jourard's saxaphone

shrieks were fairly amazing — but again, Davis was the

show's centerpiece. Along with Deborah Harry, Pat

Benetar, and even Crissy Hynde, Davis is fast becoming

one of rock's foremost temptresses. Furthermore, don't be

surprised if you find the next Motels album marketed as

Martha Davis and the Motels or something like that.

Seeing Davis' pretty mug on an album cover would un

doubtably help move the product.

The Motels at the Calvin Theater - jeesh! Next

somebody will be booking Public Image Limited to play the

Unitarian Church!

Fitted into a loose velvet cloak and a floppy dark hat.

Davis prowled about the stage like a mangy black cat.

teetering on spiked pumps. This woman was literally all

over the place, thanks to the virtues of a wireless mike.

Every rocker should have one of these gizmos. Davis raced

from corner to corner of the stage, actually coming right

out in front of the booming amplifiers to shake hands and

snuggle with the audience.

Davis prowled about the

stage like a mangy black cat,

teetering on spiked pumps.

The level of audience-performer interaction was
probably the highest I can remember experiencing in a

concert' hall. You usually only get this sort of contact only

in the smallest of clubs.

As Davis relates in a recent Boston Rock interview:

"/ guess I'm just old fashioned when it comes to erUer-

tainment. I mean, we're not androids yet. You can
Collcgiui photo by Tom Kadia

Play drives message home
By JERRY LAWLER
Collegian Correspondent

Homeland is billed as a domestic comedy

about South Africa and the United States,

but you might not leave the theatre clut-

ching your side from prolonged laughter.

You'll more likely leave wondering what

American big business is really all about

and questioning the American way of life.

The first act is set in Africa and reveals

black oppression in that country due to the

Apartheid policy set by whites. The main

character is Keentseng Monaheg (Maria

Virginia Garcia), a black maid in Africa

working for a white General Motors

business executive. Keentseng has the

chance to go to America, whore supposably

all blacks have the chance to make it big.

The true feelings of the black Africans are

best portrayed by Bhcki Langa, who ap

pears as Mahlomola Monaheg. Keentseng's

brother. Langa refuses to humiliate himself

by working for white*;.

Although his part was small in this play,

his performance was excellent nonetheless.

The blocking was well done when he

corners Madeline Kenil worth (Cheryl

Webster) out of disgu.st after overhearing

Madeline telling Keentseng that the

Kenilworths treat her well. The character

of Madeline was not appealinir. After all.

she bases her happiness on the number ot

maids she has.

In Act Two. Bob Kenil worth (Scott

FI;ih«'ri \ - lakes his family and devoted maid

to the United SUtes for ;i business cotv^

ference. Keentseng learns about American

life from Frances Green and is then forced

to make a difficult decision whether to

return to South Africa or remain in the

States.

The play's lack of comic was mainly due to

the inexperienced cast: almost half in this

Third World Theatre production were

making their acting debuts. The laughter

finally did come, however, in Act Two with

the appearance of Leslie "Mahogony"

Harrison. Harrison was outstanding as a

dry witted black maid, working in an

upperclass American businessman's

household.

Each act sets a picture which is not a

pretty one. All the scenes deal with up

perclass families living in supposedly nice

houses. The backdrop of a broker's stock

sheet seemed to be a constant reminder

that big business is not pretty — that

underneath all the glamour, there's a lot of

dirt.

Not much was done in the production to

make the actors look like the characters

they portrayed. Like the scenery of the

white families" homes, the actors were only

suggested. It was the ideas that held this

play together.

A.side from the technical drawbacks.

Honielarui \<Ty successfully portrays life

among the upper classes in America. The

blacks in Africa suffering under the

Apartheid policy can quite easily be

paralleled with the blacks in America who

are forced to live in city ghettos.

The UMass Faculty Brass Quintet will perform at 7 p.m. on Monday,

December 13 at Bezanson Recital Hall in the FAC.

'•••••«>i»*s*>a»*a« •'•••••'• • r • f « •«• r« •-» ««•»•»*t*rr•«••-n»"»'l*m«-»'»^^^-»"t- l•*'n•»«»•»
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DON'T MISS
our 12 page holiday

flyer of spectactular
savings.be sore to pick

one op this week/

WE GIVE
S&H
GREEN
STAMPS

BEEF ROUND

FINE FOODS
76 N PLLASANT ST AMHERST. MASS

^TTTTXTrJIi^^ Bottom Round
Roast

BEEF LOIN SHELL

Sirloin
Steaks

i t • >
' I • < *

SALE
DEC 6-11

BEEF ROUND

Eye Round
Roast

BEEF ROUND

Back
Rump Roast

PINK OR WHITE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO IIMIT QUANTITIES NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

CLIP THIS
^, . , VALUABLE
Florida coupon

Grapefruit
5 LB BAG

39 I

I

With this coupon B $10.00 purchase excluding

coupon item b cigarettes - limit one

CHOCK FULLONUTS

Coffee

norida 5 $1 59 I 2>
Oranqes ba^g JI | i lb

^ .^ .^ . I CAN
ges

CALIF

Navel
Oranges899^L

VALID DEC 6-11
GOOD AT LOUIS FOODS

I

I

J

Start
every day
refireshed!

The Collegian

T'Tniorthwood
j

I APARTMENTS
\

^
Rt. 47 Sunderland

^
Close to Amherst,

^

on bus line :

1,2, and 3 5

bedroom gardens
^

immediate occupancy :

t

\

\
*

i

'i

i

available

students welcome

665-3856
office open from

10-7 weekdays,

Saturdays 1-4

S

s

BUYINQ
High School
Class Rings
HIGHEST
PRICES
PAIDl Also Gold «S.lvef

Coins ond jewwlry

'Daniel Smith
256-0710

25 North Ploosont Street

Amherst

^ ailEMA
Mon Tues

Das Boot |R1 7:00

Wed sat

The Paper Chase 7:00

The Graduate 9:00

Downtown Amherst

253 &*2t . .

Hypercurricula. .

.

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE HEALTH SYMPOSIUM
— The health aide program will be giving a nutrition

workshop with film "Diet for a Small Planet." All are

welcome to attend. 11:30 a.m., Dukes Room.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING - Last minute

planning for "In Case of Nuclear Accident" event, 6 to 8:00

p.m., 805-809 Campus Center.

WOMEN'S CAUCUS OF STUDENT SENATE
RECEPTION — The Women's Leadership Project in

conjunction with the Student Senate Speaker's Office will

sponsor a reception/discussion for the Women's Caucus.

The discussion will center on the history of and the need

for a Women's Caucus. Wine & Cheese will be served. 7

p.m., 803 Campus Center.

C.E.Q. BUDGET MEETING - The Coalition for

Environmental Quality will have a budget and general

issues meeting. 6:30 p.m., 306 Student Union.

CAREERS IN PERFORMING ARTS MANAGEMENT
— Topics include performance facilities and companies,

theatre management, and service agencies. Workshop is

sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Division of

Continuing Education with the support of the University

Arts Council. To register, caU AES at 545-2360. 7 p.m., 903

Campus Center.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING - There wUl be a

study group about the feminization of poverty. Readings

are available in the Team office; 422 Student Union. All are

welcome. 7 p.m., 162 Campus Center.

DSO MEETING — The Dyslexic Student Organization

will be holding their last meeting of the semester.

Interested volunteers or new members for next semester

welcome. 7:30 p.m., 68 Bartlett.

OUTING CLUB MEETING - Trip announcements;
business meeting. Slide show on Mexico by Mark Skolnick.

7 p.m., 917 Campus Center.

|0<^

6'
^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENTS

You're Needed All Over
iheWoride

Ajk Peoce Corps volunreers why ft>eir ingenuity and flexibiliry ore os virol

OS rtieir degrees They II fell you rtiey ore helping rhe world s poorest

peoples onoin self sufficiency m rhe oreos of food production energy
conservonon edi i onon economic development ond health services

And they II tell you obout tt>e rewords of honds on coreer experience

overseos They ll tell you its tt>e toughest job you 11 ever love

PEACE CORPS

See ;iary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall, UM/.SS
5145-2105

THE ULTIMATE IN
FINE JEWELRY

ON THE COMMON • AMHERST . (413) 293-39«6

#

ToKS games unusual gifts & uniquw:

accessories for under $3 00

A Store-full ot Stocking Stuffers

Sundays 12-5 Downtown Amherst

wS t-EFT To SEND A CHUIST

Limited Selection

also available

in the Mini Store

in the

Student Union

Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Cannpus Center

Cards by. . .

Blue Mountain
Recycled

awprints

American Greeting

Renaissance

Hallmark

and many others

to choose from

mSTORE^
i.ia,UhMU\,i^mm'm .
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All W. Mass Stores open Sun. 9-5 til Christmas

Sirloin
Steak
BeefLoin without

Tenderloin

USDA Choice Up to 5 lbs ^89
RcNindl^BeefRciast Beef Round

^ ^ ^ ^ X
B«*f Beef Round

I

BonelessTop SirloinSteak ^" ib2.89 TopRoundRoast "R^^"- ib 1.89

Rump Roast BeefRound m 1.99 BonelessChuck Roast^ 9p»? ib 1.69

BeefEyeRound Roast ib 2.39 I Fresh Beef Brisket r'^"'
f'"!."^

'»?' ib 1.69

USDA Choice Great Beef

Beeflbp
Round ^39Steak Z»>
Shoulder London Broil ^ g^g^
BeefChuck .

.

"sda choice
^^ l.yy

Bottom Round Steak o 10
BeefRound "sda Choice ,b^, ly
Round Tip Steak ck Ark
BeefRound "sra Choice ibZ.4y

2.49

1.89

Cube steak
BeefRoimd Rsp^ choice

Chuck
tTKj. • wT»^-^r USDA ChoiceStewmgBeef ib

It*s time to Stop St,

Shop...forsoMfings!
Shopourbigweekly circular. Copiesinstore.

It's time to

S10P&
S110P

. ,. Arailablc in storea
comer deli featuring aervioe deU.

Stop&Shop
Roast Beef

lb

Sliced to
vour ordera

Genoa orHard
"^ Salami

Carando
Brand

lb

Fresh

lb

Meat
or

Beef

Wilson
Bacon 1^9
Sliced lb pk^ mHL

Kahn's
Jtunbo
Franks179
Ibpackage ^L

Countxyfine g«UT

Italian ^-^
Sausage |49
2V<ito31bpkg ^. . . iBfe lb

Breakfast
.|39

Weaver
Chicken
Rondelets
All Vcirieties

1 2 oz package frozen

Countryfine
2V<>to31bpkg lb

ShOUlfllCr American Grown^
I

LambChops X
LambLegsWhole ^'^.^'^^^'^^h'" m 1.79

BreastSplit ^e^^99A with BacK

ChickenLegQtiarters ~"pw ,b49'

Extra Mild
^^^^ ^^^«

MeatBolognaSliced ^W-s 99'

Fresh Lean ^^
GrcnindBeef:^^. .1
ExtraLeanGroundBeef S. ib L89

produce Freshness for your table!

Bananas
"ChiquitaJH ^

& other
Breuids

Cream ofMushroom
Soup
lO'/a ozcan
Stop&Shop 3^85

/f

y/>// Stop& Shop
Thin or Regular
Spaghetti. Elbow
or Ditalini Macaroni 16 oz pkg.

Stop& Sho
Tuna
Chunk Light
in water or oil 6'/2 oz can

.

69
f^ StewedTomatoes

IGozcan €% ^^
Our best quality!

16ozpkg

Fresh
FioUocl
FiUets

Bread
Stop & Shop
16 ounce loaf

Vo-5
Condftkmer or^

Shampoo CmC)^
15ozbotUe %^%^

H( 1 Slop * S^op 0*'> Couptj'' r~ Q ipiB '^

Tangerines

stop& Sho
Cake Mixes
Asst'd Varieties
I8V2 ounce package

Tangelos or
Flonda Oranges

X YeUow 5ib AA«
4 Onions *»«09

ZucchiniSquash i""'""""^^^"^ 2«>,'l

Collards orKale '^«'^""'^''
2for'l

EmperorGrapes
_

ib69'

GrannySmithApples f^^'r^cc ,^69'

Apple Juice
HafiGal. OO'
Stop & Shop T^PT^P
HalfGaUonBotUe ^^F^k^

Orange Jui<»
HalfGaUon ^19
from concentrate
Stop& Shopcarton I

w> Stop& Shop

Plain, Egg or Onion
12 oz package frozen

HalfGaUon
Ice Cream i59

r*^ Homestvle or Buttermilk II!
I

Stoo ft S»y)p Groc«»'Y Coupon V~ q^^ir Stop & SfHjp Gt'xefv Coypor^

White or Assorted. ". nuiiic»ivi«^orDuiic...uiiv™ M\gr ^ .
Stop & Shop | llfBtjC . ._

it stop& Shop 1 1W I Swiss Style !| | ^1 Stop& Shop
: \ Biscuits 1 1 kS^i nat^^ Yogurt \VZf^ Paper Towefc

If
II
II

i y -s c 0033 li i vj^ "-^1311331! !^ ^r^^^^ l3M3i! iind ^?:rcEII33 1! I
l^.tr- "Tt^couDO^ &« '%'Cu«ch«M> GooOSi^ iSSA I I

Id«^: *&*! Pi^r '1 I'mitongpyf cuHtyr^^' 4,

KV.iMhi^roupon da 'Wpui. 'die GooOSur f»ui|§ I H* ^(Vit•^ m.s coupon t • 7 !0 puicnase G<>-!S..'

_^^ Oet. ^Sj' 0»f«- " liT)Hon<;p«.customyT424 [KW i_D^- * Sal 0< n t.m,.o>.»pf.rui!omyf 421

,,,tfKt.v« Sun Orr "r Sj' l>t " 'qaj W" "f%r-,f "! "j"' ' uTifi sales lo |t»«« bactanfs ' ar, .in- ^ ..lifo-l .• M>f N'.! j.a.iatii" t, f is,.
,

Assorted Flavors
Stop& Shopcarton

~| W ^_,
j^

Sloe

«

Shoe Gfocery Coup<(P ^ BSIb

I l> ^ C Stop&Shop I

11^ 1 Liter Soda I

I I S Asst'd Mixers I

1 Slop ft S^OP GfOCefV Coupon j QQ

stop & Shop

<Hard Candies
sst'd Flavors

imj 1^^^^^^^
VV'iti (^.^^o•Jf»on ft a 7 50^--. .." Good Sur
(»< '-Sal Ot* '' LimtTo*Tepefcirti3<n*r 423 m! I

Ginger Alf . Club «

I or Tonic Water
plus Conn, deposit

vVith this coupon A a 7 bO purchase OkjiI W^ m!^^ 09C 5Sal 0*t II Ltmtlonepe'cu«.inmp^^42l^.__^^

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

N£W¥OUW
CmCKOUT
liHITBHouse
RdACWNTO

Gte.conpyou

tVdQorjoeer

CLASS.

THdNeWJOB^

ftmr.tMum

CLfif^'7 \

NO.LAMAZe.

KNOiU,RJCK,

UJt€NIC/UAS
ACUBRBfOiJ-
ef^, Ue PIPN7..

eejOFfFOR.
BlfOHINe OASIS.

Yes. SIR. CAN
160? '

CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

WH/CW IfTlEKS TO The
EDITOR" AR£ we GCINO-

TO PRINT ON 7W£ fOfTORS

?f^?My SUUEsrioNS7

THIS ONE Ol/aiNCS
A Solution to the
MiD£MT CRISIS

THIS uemrK
SHOWS TH£
fLA\nlS U^

COf^ftAirlMO ABOUT
|Ai.l 7Wf SPM1-PfilHTED

OMfflTl Oft/ CAMPUS.

Of FSHrMi'S

OtfiNiE
SPENOtNG-

.

Under The Influence

O^OY LAW
I
uJfS'VVTJM; u)#n7

16 YOUR vWJiSgeUDlxfr P\Bour?

By M. Joyce

OH
l\\\ OkOO

^Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Only ft wteK wo a H/»Lf Left /w th^ stMtsttR/

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

.,.A^^p I Get
THC BANwees
OFF IN A

WKK, PEAR.

a/TA
mCE-UFT?
llOTfMUi

\

ID -mo6e RAGGep. ...w/r vw
syeoebwe ooTHes cfiU'T

THAT VW'Re weAWN6' a/CN
366/

A MomeR PoesfJT weo? eyes id

see -me taimtep, c^bcapwt

UFeifVfVe THAT VWN& WOMft^

wt {tm Men Twey wnt
H(WE A HW56ANP ANP AT LeAST

SIXCHILPReNWYDURA&e.

/

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Knockwurst
Seasoned Sauerkraut

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Roast Trukey/Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine

. '^hdf, SijP^'frnf < Nnl 'fspon-jibie (or tYt":)g^ap^'^-»' *^r">'^

Colleg^ian Staff Meeting

Important Collegian staff meeting at 7 p.m.

Wednesday in the newsroom. Attendance is man-

datory. Important business, including the election

of a new editor will be discussed. Anyone who can-

not attend should contact their department editor

or manager.

Attention Artists

The Collegian is looking for comic strips for next

semester. All students are invited to submit

samples for possible consideration. Samples should

be of production quality, drawn in black ink, in

similar proportions to those appearing on this

page. Samples should be submitted to Ed Levine,

Managing Editor, Collegian, 113 Campus Center

by Monday, Dec. 13.

ACROSS
1 Classical Chinese
poet

5 Hacienda
9 Privet border

14 Look (visit)

15 Thor's stepson
16 City on the

Allegheny
17 Examine casually

19 Painter of

"Olympia"
20 Be t>eholden to

21 Pot-aufeu
22 Vex
23 Highstrung

25 Lose patience

26 Commit a f&ux

pas
27 Disrespectful

31 Slender and
graceful

34 Frijole

35 Kind of neckpiece

36 Advance
37 Quill

38 Variety of pear

39 Caliph's name
40 Genus of Old

World trees

42 Jupiter or Venus
44 Nightmare
46 Prefix in aviation

terms
47 Section of film

48 Support

52 Come
55 Country festival

56 Caviar

57 Skilled

58 Region of the

pampas
60 Battle royal

61 Faculty memtjer
62 Outlet

63 Members of the

fourth estate

64 Relish

65 Olympian god

DOWN
1 Descended upon
2 Intimidated

3 Fire iron

4 Any person

5 Refinement
6 Cosmetic plant

7 Leisurely

8 Sacred chest

9 World Series

feature

10 Exuberant
11 Bucky of baseball

12 Scot
13 Heraldic bearing

18 Of

22 Palm having

feathery leaves

24 Plains of South
Africa

25 DC agents
27 steel girder

28 Inky

29 Plane's prow
30 Savoir faire

31 Piece of marble

32 Southern
constellation

33 Arthurian lady

37 Chime
38 Place for a rustic

dance
40 f^^ythical Greek

matricide

41 Certain

Virginians

42 Forbearing

43 Ascertain

45 Window decor

48 Scandinavian
literature

49 Laundry
appliance

50 French nanny
51 Irish poet and

dramatist

52 Pack down
53 Breslau's river

54 Polynesian

volcano goddess
55 At liberty

58 Tool for dressing

wood
59 Southern power

project: Abbr

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 IS 16

17 18 19

20 21 ^22
23 24 -"
l^^^l

26

1
27 |28 29 30

31 32 33 34 ^35
3C 37 .^^
39 40 41

1
42 43

44 4S 46 ^^^H
^^^^47 ^H** JL 50 51

S2 S3 54 ~m 55 m 56

57 SS 59

60 61

1
62

63 64 65

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUS PUZZLE

iBlAlNlGHAlSICIOITlHGIAriW

a manciu

Weather
Today—breezy and con-

tinued warm. Morning fog

and drizzle giving way to

partly sunny skies but still

a chance of a few showers.

Highs 55 to 65. Tonight,

cloudy with a chance of

showers. Lows in the 30s

to lower 40s by morning.

CABLE/VIDEO

10:30- 11:30

11:30- 12:30

12:30- 2:00

Bill Russell at the SUB
Nickii Giovanni speaks at

Black Homecoming
Michael Manley, the ex-

Priminister of Jamacia

WMUA 91.1 FM
Monday

6-9 Ken Johnston — Jazz

9-12 Mystery DJ
12-3 Mahogony Free as the Wind
3-5:30 Merritt Anthony
5:30-6 Newswatch
6-7 Peoples' Perspectives

7-10 Concepto Latino

10-2 Reggae
2-6 More music but unfortunately

not with the irreplaceable

Evan

Ea',A : oODs MlAI

Tofu Lasagne

Cream of Spinach Soup
Banana Bread

Green Salad
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14 th ANNUAL DUSHDASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SKI G PARTY WEEK
JAH^0-2d

THIS TKIP INCLUDES:

Lift Ticket (51/2 doys) •

* Lodging (Hotel or Condo) *

• MoQis (with Hotel) *

• ff Door & WIno Portlos *

* Hot Tub & Souno Port/ *

• Etc. Etc. Etc. •

only (169.00
tax and grotuitivs included

brwor* of oth»r ski trips

thot s«t Q bos* pric* and THEN

ADD 5% tax & 45% gratuities

Hon-Members Welcome

Doposit & Flnol Poymont

Doodllnos hOYO boon

oxtondod.

So get your deposits

\ in now to reserye

your YQCOtion for

WIHTEK BREAK

sign-up table

M-F Ski Club Offic* 9-3

400A Student Union

for mofo Info coll 5-0407

LAGNAF

xe 23:: zz 331

TIME OUT

Mondoy Night Football

Pitchers SO.OO
Dud, Miller, Lite

Amherst's DIggest Little Dor

37 N. Pleosont Street
rare a[z zz zs zz zz zz zz zz

gf^I^f^g^f^MIMMf^MMMMSMlPIMM^MMMll!
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M, This Summer Spend m
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Six Weeks in England

July 15 -August 26, 1983

Learn
^ fw*_^ Uv« i" Nomlch, England and

and Tour study English History and

literature while earning 6 undergraduate credits

(non-aedit by special arrangement). Explore England

and Scotland with many side trips. The price of $2640

includes round trip Boston-London air fare, single

room accommodations with full English Breakfast, all

tour/admission charges, tips and gratuities. Space is

limited, deadline: April 13, 1983

ror dctaib contact: rrof. Jordan niiler.

Dcpt of Cngltsli University of Rhode IsUnd

KJn^ton, R.I. 02881 (401 ) 792-5931 ^^ ,^^

•ang, EitTKilam^^ <^Suninier 1983
Collpgr of Continuing Education

UnlverMty of Rhode Island

m
m
m
m
m
m
m

^^

m
1
1
1
1
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i
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m
m
m
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two day« prior to publication day

Cash in advance 'IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone numt)er FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUDIO

Jensen 30 spkrs. new Advent spkrs, $120

each pair. Kenwood amp 40w/ch $120

546-4504

AUTO FOR SALE

89 Rrebird convertible - A classic. Needs

engine work and some minor body work.

Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around

2000. Call nights 256-0435

1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 liftback A/FM
stereo, air condit, headers excellent gas

mileage mint condit BEST OFFER 546-4366

78 Suburu DL auto 2 dr runs good no rust

$2990 tel 253-2016

79 Triumph TR7 30000 miles AM/FM
cassette exce condition best offer 253-3406

76 Olds Starfire 6 cly hat-back good cond.

stereo $1675 tel 253-2016

VW Superbeetle
$1050 549-5377

beautiful runner 1971

BELLYGRAMSII

Twin bed box spring and mattress 36.00

recliner chair 40.00 call 256-8261 after 6 PM

Music man 112RP amp w/12 in. easy

spkr. bit. in phaser $500 and Peavey T60

guitar $250 both $600 call Susan 256-8261

GultaT by MJHARDY 1977 No. 2. 6 str-

ing, jumbo size w/hard case 1-413-967-5850

$550

Airline ticket from Boston to Denver 1

way must be male $120.00 good through

Aug 12 '83 call Joe 253-5941 after 5:00

Color TV 19" Seville bought new in

August 225 Bill 253-5362

Raichle Ski Boots mens 7Vi excellent

cond. $60 or BO Joel 6-1080

FOUND

Found set of keys in front of Johnson
Dorm and Datsun keys call 546-5606.

Woman's watch outside GRC on 11/22.

666-7721.

Brown Indoor-outdoor rug found on
North Pleasant Street. Please call 549-0496

FROM EDDIE WITH LOVE

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

Beth - Never knew you were so much
fun. BKO memories sustain me until I

see you again. Ask me to your prom.
Love Eddie

FRYE BOOTS

New mens size 10V^ D style 2360. raisin

color regularly $120.00, $90.00 call 546-7475

after 5 PM

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

POLODROID DJ's - Best Everything Call

Pat or John 253-2957

FOR IMMEDIATE RENTAL

fTT

10 min from camous

one room apt with plenty of

FREE HEAT!

948 N. Pleasant St.

Dec. rent negotiable $150/mth thereafter

call Steve 586-5827

FOR RENT

1 bdr. apt, for rent call 549-4709 $275/mo

2 bedroom apt in Squire Village

Sunderland. Available Dec. 15 or Jan. 1

380 -K 665-7195

HELP WANTED

BKO is renting rooms for intersession.

Full use of kitchen facilities. Most modern
house on campus, best location between

town and campus. Call Paul at 549-5382 or

Marty at 549-0206

Female for private room in apartment

Jan 1 $148. -h 253-3941

Three bedroom apartment. Northwood
666-2577 9 PM - 9 AM

FOR SALE

Assistant Business Manager at the Col-

legian. Business major preferred but not a

requirement. Low pay, great experience.

Apply at the Collegian by Dec. 8. An equal

opportunity employer.

WFCR needs spring Interns. Up to 9

credits possible working in membership.

Call 545-0100

Telephone sales day Er night hrs. no ex-

perience needed good pay call 467-3105

Computer Programmer/Grad Student
wanted to teach 2 or 3 1 1 yr olds basic pro-

gramming Mondays after school call

1 -617-522-5981 or 549-1525 evenings

Living Editor - The Index is looking for

one. Non-work study. Stop by 103 CC. Or

call 5-0848 and ask for Mike or Sheila. The
Index is an equal opportunity employer

Winter Vacation jobs in Boston to pro-

mote ecology, consumer issues, and safe

energy. The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MASSPIRG) is hiring

staff for winter session and full-time posi-

tions. Will train. $135-$225/wk. Elise

256-6934

INTERSESSION RENTALS

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

"Rick" 4001 Bass, black $400 Acoustic 360

Bass Amp 200W $200 Alex 6-7135

Bicycle - 1981 Univega-Gran Turismo, 15

speed, 27" frame, $156. 546-1011

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade
in Peru. Selling for much less than store

costi Great Christmas gifts! 546-5612

10 speed bike, practicaly brand new with

kriptonite lock $190 549-3956 ^
WHO Ticket! Best offer call: 546-6037~^

Furnished double and single rooms
available in Kappa Sigma fraternity for the

month of Jan Close to campus, parking

available 545-3197/ Todd Chuma or Steve

Gordon

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

LOST

Uxbridge class ring 46 Reward call Tim

256-6750

Lost ladle's gold watch with black band

on 11/29 between Public Health Building

and GRC reward 6-6438

NEED CASH?

Christmas raffle. $100-$50 $25 prizes. 3

for $1 table in CC. Concourse Monday and

Tuesday.

(M^^ c/^^4aMe^ :
.

THE FINEST SELECTION OF VINTAGE
CLOTHES, LINENS, ANTIQUE JEWELRY

AND OBJECTS OF ART

WE ALSO BUY AND SELL

s
150 MAIN STREET
(THORNES 2nd FLOOR)

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

(413) 586-0216

(413) 567-8306

«
«

%

PERSONALS

Gourmet Jelly Beans six exotic flavors

great gift, delivery call 546-6299

Happy 24th Yosef. Black is beautiful (!). .

. .so are we, together. Much love, your

adoring pupil

Debby - about time! Best wishes on your

20th B-dayl Love, all of us

Ivey Joe Clam says you're the best! Love

the Nudnick

Jay In PollScI 382. You looked right at us!

Next time say hello!!!

Donna. Ann and "Hatch". Happy

Holidays to the nicest voices. Signed.

"Physicist Poet" __^
Holiday Open House Kappa Kappa Gam-

ma all UMass women invited for an after-

noon of holiday cheer! December 10th 3-5.

RSVP 545-0320 546-0321

BETH Have a TOTALLY FABULOUS bir-

thday, totally - love ya Randi

Final exams, memory, concentration,

-success - group rates University Hypnosis

Center 549-4645

Gary MerJIan you're such a tool your listed

in the yellow pages under utilities love

Suzanne

Jen: Happy B-Day! Don't let it go to your

head, now that your 21, you are still one

behind me. Love ya kid, Heidi

House-mother needed for UMass sorori-

ty if interested please call 545-0527

Bill - your cute dimples have made these

past two years the happiest times of my
life. You are the sunshine in mylife,

especially during the cloudiest days. Israel

had plenty of rain but no one to watch the

ducks with I'll always remember the

laughter and the smiles I love you Debbie

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: all invited to SUB
on 12/8 at 7 and 9:M pm to see this award

winning movie admission $1.50 sponsored

by Panhellenic Council

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924-

RIDE WANTED

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20

Dec. will share gas/driving, call Pam
253-7405.

Need a ride to VA or Wash D.C. for

Xmass after Dec 21 call Susie 546-8989

Need ride Pet Benatar Centrum Dec 7

Diane 549-6047

ROOM WANTED

Female needs furnished room int. sess.

only call 546-8378 evenings Susan.

Females looking for a bedroom, in Brit-

tany Manor for spring senr>ester. Please

call 549-5686. Keep trying.

Single room and/or willing to share a

room for Jan & Spring semester. Must be

close to campus & on bus route. Preferably

Townehouse or Brandywine. Call 549-5990

Mike keep trying

Apt needed 2 females to share or take over

apt. Jan. Lynn 546-6287, Kathy 546-7494.

Single room wanted for spring sen>ester

call Mark 549-2838 keep trying.

Female seeks own room In Amherst for

spring semester Jocelyn

ROOMMATE WANTED

Females wanted to share Southwood apt.

$137 + elec. possible Feb take over call

after 5 256-6053

Bedroom available in Northwood apart-

ment. $115plusutiliti^^J^

Kosher female for one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 2537^1

Roommate needed to share room in 2

room apt. Brit Manor $112 a month ex-

cludes elec. call ray 253-7918

Housemate wanted beautiful log cabin in

Leverett wood heat available now Cindy

256-6434 ^

Two women needed for Puffton apt one

for single room and one needed to share

large double call 549-5487

Female for apt. on bus rte 100 -»- /mon call

256-0786

Male to share bedroom in Southwood

townhouse, $93/month, evenings 253-5963

Starting Jan 1 2 males remaining in 2

bedroom Brittany Manor apt 2 openings

call 253-5920

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartment from Jan 1 on. Call

256^0630

RSO GROUPS
REQUESTING FUNDING

Pick up your Budget Packet in the

Senate Office 420 of the Student Union

Building Due Dec 10, 1982

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safety move your stuff

256-0480 __^
SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE

24 hour typing at reasonable rates

For professional service call Jim
546-7042

TO SUBLET
~

Woman wanted to share room in apt

Feb great deal for info please call 665-7109

2 br. Townshouse apt Jan-Aug, fall op-

tion busline Sunderland Squire Village

utilities not included $410 665-7930.

Amherst Center apt 1 15 mo -t- utilities car

available too negotiable big comfortable

convenient January only 549-5382 Kathy.

Whole apt. 2 bedroom Squire Village call

665-3032

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$165 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 bedrrom apartment on bus

route available Jan 1 Laurel 666-3519

When the Dorms close- Jan 1 - Feb 1

Sublet. Spacious room in Northampton
Center Apartnr^ent. $150 includes utilities

call Karen 586-3471

2 bedroom apartment heat and electricity

included 666-3982

WANTED

Stratomatic Baseball Cards wanted
1971 through 1979 call 549-4141 Mark

Wanted. House to rent for gathering of ten

to twelve mature people. Any Friday or

Saturday night eight PM to six AM house
w/fireplace prefered contact Christir>e

6-1419

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jeweky
and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasam
St., Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse starting Jan Please keeptry-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 t>r Nancy 546-7093

Apt needed for int. h spr

anytime 549-1309 or 546-5072
sem caN

^^WOOL CREWNECKf^-^ SWEATERS
(solid colors)

s $16.95
A Turtlenecks
L 100% cotton

SatufuUuf C(^t^
10-6 Mon - Sat Sun 12-5

Fri til 9
(behind Silveracape)
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Sports
Army gunned down in Boyden battle

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

It was an exciting rivalry match on
Saturday as the UMass men's gymnastics

team fought Army to the last event and as a

result won the battle 254.60-252.40.

Army led the meet in the beginning with

close wins in the floor exercise and pommel
horse events, but the hard working
Minutemen came up with a strong finish in

the high bars event to take the match.

"(Tony) Sbarra really came through in

the end, everybody did," caoch Roy
Johnson said about the high bar team,

"(Lou) Wingert started it off and (John)

Macurdy had a great performance. Willy

(Stevens) and Bert (Mathieson) had a few

problems. They missed some skills but

knew how to cover up."

Army took the floor exercises, the

opening event of the meet, with Mike Smith
placing first with a 9.1. A springy Macurdy
took second place with a 9.0.

UMass trailed by 1.35 after the pommel
horse event. Army's John Cho won the

event with an 8.7, and UMass took second

and third with Macurdy scoring an 8.45 and

Mathieson getting an 8.35 in a smooth

performance.

An interesting lineup change took place

in the ring team that worked in the favor of

Johnson and his squad. Johnson inserted

co-captain John McGonagle, who replaced

freshman Joe DeMarco. The switch worked
nicely as McGonagle exhibited great

strength and had a beautiful performance in

the rings scoring a 9.45.

Mathieson performed three beautiful lock

arm giant swings (swing into a handstand)

to capture third place with an 8.95 score.

Army came back and won the long horse

vaulting event to regain a slim lead. UMass'
Macurdy, who got an individual high in the

total score of his five events, placed third

with a 9.25.

Although UMass won the parallel bars,

with Mathieson placing first with an 8.65,

Army still kept the edge by a half a point.

Mathieson displayed some different moves
including a very nice beginning in which he
started at the side of the bar, went un-

derneath it and twirled over to get himself

inside and up. Macurdy and co-captain Bob
Goulart both placed fourth with identical

8.45's.

"We scored okay on the parallel bars,"

Goulart said, "but they (Army) were
getting higher scores than they should

have."

Going into the last event, the high bars,

the Minutemen had to work hard to win the

game, which is what they did. After

Wingert got the team going with some
pretty moves, a confident Macurdy im-

pressed the judges with his straight and
quick swinging and scored a 9.1 which gave
him second place.

Mathieson scored an 8.95 and performed
a smooth routine which included a seat

circle (swinging around the bar in a sitting

position) to a "jam" to a handstand. Stevens
performed next and scored an 8.4 in a

pretty routine which set the stage for

Sbarra.

Strong and impressive, Sbarra deserved

the 9.35 he got. After Sbarra's routine,

Johnson smiled at the judges and said "you.

know it", and so did the partisan crowd of

over 400 spectators.

With one win under its belt, the team will

host Lowell University Wednesday night at

7:30 p.m.

Hoopsters do it again in the final ten
A leadblowing45-44 loss
By BILLY SHEA
Collegian Staff

His team had just committed the cardinal

sin of college basketball, blowing a 13 point

lead at home, but UMass head coach Tom
McLaughlin still expressed a positive

viewpoint after the University of

Massachusetts dropped a 45-44 decision to

Harvard University.

"We beat ourselves," said the second

year coach. "If we would have played the

last 10 minutes of these last two games we'd

be 2 0."

But for the second straight game, the 30

Minute Gang failed to hold a second half

lead, turning the ball over 10 times in the

second half, seemingly at the most inop-

portune times. The Crimson scored 24

points off turnovers.

"We gave up the ball too easily." said

McLaughlin. "Not against heavy pressure,

either."

"How did we play down the stretch?"

asked McLaughlin. "Scared?"

Tenative might be the word to describe

the play of the Minutemen in the last 10

minutes when a 38-25 lead turned into a

shocking on point loss.

Senior guard Calvin Dixon took over

defensively in the second half, and turned

the defense into offense with several

twisting drives, including a three point play

off a steal from Darryl Carter to bring

Harvard to within six. 38-32.

An indication of the restraint the

Minutemen played under in the second half

is the fould shooting totals. Harvard hit 15

of 27 foul shots while UMass was for four

from the line. The Minutemen did not have

a single free throw attempt in the second

half.

UMass was victimized by Dixon and

junior forward Joe Carrabine, who com-

bined for 25 of Harvard's 32 second half

points. The word experience is thrown

around a lot. but it was no coincidence that

Dixon was the main force behind Harvard's

comeback.

"I think Dixon showed the value of

having a senior guard," said McLaughlin. "I

think Donald Russell will reach that point

too."

Dixon was tightening up the defense and
.Carrabine was taking care of the offense.

The 6'8" junior hit 5 for 8 from the field,

including several outside jumpers in

Harvard's comeback surge.

Ken Plutnicki tied the game for the first

time in the second half, with a corner jump
shot with 4.54 remaining. Then Dixon gave
Harvard their first lead since scoring the

first hoop of the game with a short jumper
in the lane.

After Dixon blew a breakaway layup and
the teams exchanged timeouts UMass
found themselves down 42-40 with 39

seconds left. Hempel. who finished with 14

points, missed a corner jumper and Russell

fouled Dixon in the scramble for the

rebound. Dixon hit one free throw to boost

the Crimson lead to three.

Edwin Green hit a bank shot with 27

seconds left and Harvard called a timeout.

When Harvard inbounded the ball the

Minutemen waited until eight seconds were
left before Russell finally fouled Bob Ferry.

Ferry hit both free throws and Harvard
escaped with a road win.

"We wanted to foul immediately after we
got the ball over halfcourt." explained

McLaughlin. They kept the ball in the air

and made it difficult to foul."

After laboring through a first half of

Harvard stalling tactics. UMass held a 14-

13 halftime advantage in a half the crowd
collectively agreed was "BORING".
There were times in the second half when

it looked Uke UMass was going to break the

game wide open. Edwin Green's two hands
slam sandwiched around John Hempel
jumpers had the capacity crowd of 4200
rockin' at times.

"For a stretch there. I thought we played

the way you want any team to play," sighed

McLaughlin.
The trick is to do it for 40 minutes.

Collegian photo hj Peter Marks

John Hempel lost the battle for the rebound to Harvard's Ken Plut-
nicki and the Minutemen Jost the war bowing 45-44 to the Crimson.

Women hoopstersbow to New England's best
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Senior forward Theresa Redmond scored

29 points and pulled down 10 rebounds to

lead the University of New Hampshire

women's basketball team over the

University of Massachusetts by a score of

82 68 Saturday at the Curry Hicks Cage.

"UNH had to work. We had intensity

unlike in other games but they didn't give

us too much. The key was we only played 35

minutes, but those first five minutes of the

second half were all theirs." said UM coach

Mary Ann Ozdarski.

UMass jumped out quickly as they were

able to get around the UNH zone and pull

ahead 112. But the Wildcats were able to

settle down into their own game and the

UMass man-toman defense couldn't

contain the inside game of UNH.
UMass was led in scoring by guards

Wendy Ward and Barbara Hebel who both

scored 16 points. Unfortunately, both Ward
and Hebel also fouled out of the game.
Freshman forward Karen Damminger

came off the bench to score 11 points and
grab nine rebounds before she too fouled

out. Another freshman forward, starter

Rebecca Kucks scored 13 points and added
13 rebounds and six assists.

Both teams I attl'-d hard throughout the

first half as the lead changed hands several

times. But UNH was too quick and physical

as they outmuscled the Minutewomen
under the boards and scored a few fast

break baskets to take a 41 36 halftime lead.

UMass put on the full court press early in

the second half, but UNH was able to get
around it pretty easily while UMass
committed more fouls. UNH took control of

the offensive boards and either scored
inside or got fouled. When UNH began to

hit from the outside as well, UMass knew it

was in trouble as they fell behind by as
much as 14 points late in the second half.

"It was a very encouraging game in that

we played this way against the best team in

Np'<- »^»'o.lor>,< TTMW ninvod wpU. hilt thev

missed a lot of shots because of their
cockiness. Their experience showed coming
down the stretch." said Ozdarski.
"We got more all around scoring, our

inside game was much better, and it was
one of our better rebounding games. Ward
and Damminger both played very well and
Hebel is a great team player. But, we gave
them too many chances inside and com-
mitted stupid fouls and their experience
helped them," said Ozdarski.

The Minutewomen, whose record now
drops to 2 4, will host Harvard University
in the Cage Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.
before travelling to Fairfield, Connecticut
to take on Fairfield University Thursday.
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The Thorn in the

Lion'sPaw

Commentary

U.S. covert involvement in Nicaragua began long

before the ruthless dictator, Anastasio Somoza.fled
that country. President Carter in 1978 supported the

dictator as well as financed that sanne regime which
left approximately fifty thousand dead when it was
over thrown by the Sandinistas in July of 1979.

Now under president Reagan the covert involve-

ment has become the most ambitious paramilitary and
political action in Central America. The Central In-

telligence Agency has "more than 150 agents based in

Honduras and dozens more in neighboring countries",

as stated in the New York Times Saturday December
4th issue.

The C.I. A. has indirectly provided military training

and money to the paramilitary groups, which are

known to be Somosistas (followers of the late dic-

tator), who are discontent with the Sandinista govern-

ment. The counter-revolutionaries strategies have
been publized in the media as being just 'hit and run

forays on bridges and construction sites', but it has

been more than hit and run actions. There has been
intensive border fighting in the past weeks which have
resulted in the death of not only Nicaraguan border of-

ficials but, innocent civilians as well. These tactics

have been" designed to harass the Sandinistas while

CIA operatives cast around for a moderate new
Nicaraguan leadership," according to NEWSWEEK.
The State Department hopes that by pursuing this

continual harrassment it will cause the fall of the San-

dinista government. This sort of strategies have been

a pattern of operation of the U.S. when it does not

allow for self determination of a nation that decides

that it needs a drastic change of government. For ex-

ample in 1954, when the U.S. toppled the reformist

government of Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala with the

help of Honduras. Also, in 1973 the CIA aided the

Pinochet coup that overthrew president Allende in

Chile.

The thorns in the lions paw will be dug in deeper, no
matter what he does, there will always be more
thorns.

Progress In El Salvador ?

by Tracey Bryant

The murder of two American A.F.L.-C.I.O workers and
the even earlier murders of four American churchwomen
(three nuns and one lay person) has had a grave impact on
the U.S-El Salvador relationship. The U.S. government's

attitude has now changed from one of defender to accuser.

The question now being asked is whether or not the U.S.'s

238.5 million in econonruc aid and 81 million in

military aid will be withdrawn; in lieu of the fact that

neither of the two cases have brought convictions.

Though two former corporals confessed to the AF.L-
C.I.O murders, they insisted they had been ordered to do
so by two military officers and a Salvadoran businessman.

One of the accused officers. Lieutenant Isidro Lopez

Sibrian is still being held in military custody although two
judges on separate occasions have ruled insufficient

evidence in the case against him. (Some believe the

military fear the possibility of U.S. military aid being with-

drawn and are only doing so to pacify the U.S .)

The other officer implicated in the case , Eduardo Avila.

was connected to the Salvadoran Embassy in Costa Rica

and has disappeared in Guatemala.The businessman Hans
Christ had reportedly gone to Miami but efforts to locate

him there were unsuccessful.

The two officers and the businessman all have rightist

political connections. The uncle of Captain Avila is a high

ranking official in the Salvadoran Supreme Court. All

three have the support of Roberto d'Aubisson. Roberto

d'Aubisson is the president of the right-wing Nationalist

Republic Alliance and was quoted on national t.v. before

the first dismissal of the case against Lieutenant Lopez

saying that the two accused officers "are my colleagues and

my friends, just like all those who through twenty years of

military service I knew and lived with".

After the dismissal of the A.F.L.-C.I.O murder case

without conviction on October 1. the U.S. Embassy had

said that it was "dismayed and incredulous." But since a

second judge reaffirmed the decision in late October, of-

ficials have grown more blatant in their statements about

the Salvadoran judicial system.

One official was quoted as saying, "We have told the

Salvadorans time and time again how crucial this case is for

the Americans. What you're seeing no^ is another

example of why that judicial system has collapsed. There's

a widely held suspicion that judges involved have had their

families threatened with death." Another offical was said

to feel that the rulings were representative of the old-style

Salvadoran justice in which political influence and threats

of bodily harm have more to do with the outcome of a trial

than the evidence presented.

Although the government is now more critical of the

Salvadoran regime and keeps referring to the murder case

as a crucial symbolic issue, the government has also made
it clear to the Salvadoran Junta that statements made by

envoy Deane Hinton to Salvadoran businessmen did not

represent the official government position. Hinton

strongly implied to the businessmen that unless the ac-

cused officers were convicted- 'unless justice was served',

the U.S. would withdraw financial and military aid.

While the government insists that it does not support

Continued on page 3
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Harrasment of Native American University The Use of the Grand Jury PART II

by Keith Johnson

Deganawedahg-Quetzalcoatl University, the only
Native American university in California is under cons-
tant harrasnnent by the federal government and is in

the process of being evicted from its property.
Many people know of the various Black universities

and colleges in the country. But there are also 16
Native-American junior colleges across the country.

In 1970, 75 American Indians and Chicanes oc-
cupied a closed Army communications center outside
of Davis, California. They demanded that a Native-
American run university be created on the site and
forced the government into a 30 year lease . This was
the start of Deganwedah-QuetzatcoatI University The
two names represent an Iroquois leader and an Aztec
deity.

Since then the federal government has constantly
harassed the school. It has been audited 35 times with
no irregularities found. The government has also held
up federal money that helps run the school.

Despite this constant harassment, classes have
continued at the school which has become one of only
two accredited Native-American schools in the coun-
try and has sent many of its graduates back to their

communities and reservations.

Government opposition seems to stem from the
fact that the school has been a center for Indian

political activity since its inception. It has been very
active with the American Indian Movement (AIM) and
brought in Dennis Banks as its Chancellor Banks is

known for his involvement in the Wounded Knee,
South Dakota incident in 1973 when a number of arm-
ed American Indians held off police and federal of-

ficals for a number of days Banks had been convicted
of rioting and assault but left South Dakota to go to

California which refused to honor extradition papers
for Banks from South Dakota

This past September the school was the site of the
first American Indian Tribunal which was attended by
hundreds of Indians from more than 10 countries the
Tribunal was used as a forum for discussing attacks
against Indians by the U.S. government in various
parts of the world

During the Tribunal the government served an evic-

tion notice on the school stating that it had to vacate
the property by October 25th The government had
earlier saia that it would give the land to the school if it

dropped Banks as its Chancellor and cancelled the
Tribunal The school refused At last word an appeals
cout had turned down the school's attempt to stop
the eviction.

Editors Note: This is part 2 ofa three part series on the
use of the GrandJury as an instrument ofpolitical rept iS' in
towards the many social, political, religious and cultural
movements in the U. S.

* L

Race and Class in the Caribbean; Lecture by Michael Witter
by Curtis Haynes

"No Woman no Cry"
Bob Marley

The late Bob Marley used "sonj?" as a too. o tell the world
h?t the people of the Caribbean suffer racial and cultural

oppression. Recently. Professor Michael W tier Chairman
of the Department of Kconomus at the Iniversity of the

West Indies also used a t(H>l. political economy, to

enlighten an audience of about tilty people on the role of

race and class in the Caribbean
C'Ondensing as much information as he cou!d in' > an hour
and ahalf Professor Michael Witter he>/an h s lecture by
explaining that much of the past information and theoru s

used to describe the economic history of the Caribbean
have lost their validity. One which used the developmi ni

of the plantation economy as a basis for its theory oi

Caribbean growth was incomplete and incongruent. ac

cording to Witter, who said "there is no catagory of class

and it ignores the issue of race."

The theory of industrialization by invitation also fell short

because it did not explain the class contridictions which
manife-sted themselves in (he confrontation between the

Black Power Kastafari movement against Northern
Capitalism particularly that of the II. S. A.. Witter also

rejected the orthodox marxist interpretation because it did

not properly diagnose the role of race and culture.

None of these theories were able to explain the rapid

growth of the Ftastafari movement in the 60's which, in

sisted Witter, "is a living manifestation of Racial and
( ral oppression."

Witter told his audience that the new thought of the

t anbbean Marxist included not only accumulation and
institutionalization as a basic fundamental process but also

used race relations as an expression of class, with race and
class providing the basic structure of the Caribbean.
Developing his ideas. Professor Witter briefly described

the economic history of the Caribbean as a relatively new
history, considering that 90 percent of the indigenous
people were wiped out since the time they discovered
Christopher Columbus off the cost of their lands. Witter
interated. that Columbus was a lost sailor who was
.searching for the Indies.

Thus, the new economic history of the area began in the

1650's with a Colonial economy which included petty
production i.e. small farms, a slave economy with
Haciendas i.e. a Spanish style ranch as the central in

-stitution.

Slavery was the dominant form of labor and race was used
to justify the brutal exploitation of these Africans in the

production of sugar.

Professor Witter asserted that resistance and open
rebellion was far and wide. yet. it was not until the

downfall of the merchant class to the new industrialists

that slaves were able to escape this form of oppression.

In 1838 the British abolished slavery and slaves were
pushed off the plantations and Haciendas onto the worst
land art as and into the towns where they became peasents
and wage laborers.

Another period of major unrest in the form of labor

rebellion came in the late 1930's prompted by the great
depression in the U.S.A..

Speaking of Jamaica, the lecturer explained that until

1950 an Agrarian monocrop system dominated the
economy. After 1950 there was a great influx of capital.

This tremendous growth was at the cost of the peasant
who was displaced, often being forced to leave the country.
One sixth of the land was taken by the Bauxite aluminum
industry with much of the rest of the displacement being
forced by the tourist and manufacturing Lndustries.

Professor Witter finished his lecture by explaining that
the U.S.A. is a central, self accomidating economy with
many peripheral economies including those of the
Caribbean linking into it. Witter explained how the ex
pansion of one periphery did not lead to the expansion of

another peripheral economy. Making light of the fact that
much of what is produced in Jamaica is designed to4eave
the country. Witter jested "An independent economy
doesn't mean making swizzel sticks for coctails." He
compared this type of relationship to that of Cuba and the
U.S.S.R. where there is much more independence for the
periphery, with an example being Cuba's production of
sugar cane harvesters for use on their own crops. In
concluding his lecture Professor Witter emphisized the
importance of a more in depth political and economic study
of the Caribbean citing its necessity as a tool for any future
change

Illustrated by Mitra Samimi

You are all invited to attend the showing of Mary Lam-

pon's Film "Until She Talks" the cramatic story of a

woman who is jailed for refusing to cooperate with the

Grand Jury.

Date: Tuesday Dec 7th

Place; Bangs Community Center (the large activity

room)
Time; 7pm til 9pm

Guest Speaker; Attorney Richard Rubin from Mass.

Defenders of Springfield.

Date; Wednesday Dec 8th

Place; Pleasent St. Theater Northampton

Time; Noon til 1;30pm

Place; Thorns Market third floor Northampton

Time;7pm til 9pm
Guest Speaker; Martha Rodriguez Puerto Rico In-

dependence Activist

Date; Thursday Dec 9th

Place; UMass Campus Center

Time; 12;30pm til 2;00pm
Speaker; Loti Reyes and a Guest Speaker

Place; Crabtree Dorm North East.

Speaker; Loti Reyes and a Guest Speaker

This film showing has been sponsered by the Western

Mass Venceremos Brigade, Third World Womans
Program, E.W.C., ISIS. GALA, Western Mass

Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild.and NUMMO

A collective effort ot.

Loti Reves-Ocasio
Roxana Bell

For more than 30 years the persecution of the F.B.I,

and Grand Jury has extended itself to Puerto Rican
political activists who reside within the U.S.. There
were many Puerto Rican Nationalists, who were
persecuted, strong-armed and encarcerated within
the U.S.. Now they have focused in on members of
the Movimiento de Liberacion Nacional Puertorri-

queno (M.L.N.) which is a US based organization
comprised of Chicano-Mexicano and Puerto Rican ac-
tivists who struggle for independence and socialism of
Puerto Rico and the socialist reunification of Mexico.
On September 24, 1982, four members of the

M.L.N, were charged with criminal contempt of the
Grand Jury in the Easter District of New York as part
of an indictment issued by the President Reagan ap-
pointee U.S. Attorney Raymond J. Dearie. Teams of
agents of the F.B.I, affected the detention of Steven
Guerra, Maria Cueto, and Julio Rosado. Ricardo
Romero, the fourth MLN member was declared a
fugitive based on his non-availability at the time of the
arrests eslewhere.

Arrested also was a community health worker, An-
dres Rosado, who has no links whatsoever with the
MLN, but who was previously incarcerated as a Grand
Jury resister along with Rosado, Cueto, and Romero.
The following Monday, in what was obviously a

well planned campaign, the FBI provided the media
with a press release charging that they had captured
the remaining leadership of the Fuerzas Armadas de
Liberacion Nacional (FALN), thereby seeking to
establish a climate of judicial prejudice and public
hysteria that would serve as a justification for the in-

prisonment of the five without having to raise the
question of government misconduct.

Behin.d Ihe arrests, themselves a violation of due
process in Grand Jury cases, are obvious FBI objec-

tives;

1. To further seek to intimidate the Puerto Rican and
Mexicano movements by holding before their

members the spectre of long prison terms.

2. To force people underground and into fugitive

status by creating paranoia and the impression that

they have a major case against them.

3. To cover up their inability to come up with solutions
to the armed actions against the state and thus deflect
the possibility of a shake-up in the intelligence agen-
cies, thus saving their jobs and priviliges.

4. The U.S. interpretation that they handed the Puerto

Rican independence movement a defeat at the United

Nations on September 23, and to play on what they

preceive would be a general demoralization.

For all five persons concerned in this indictment,

none of the above reasons will produce the desired ef-

fect. On December 10th, 1982, all five are scheduled

to go before the Grand Jury in Brooklyn, New York.

Show your support by demanding the indictments

against them be dismissed and express your opposi-

tion by writting to ;

William French Smith
U.S. Attorney General

Department of Justice

Washington, D.C.

For more information please call

Loti Reyes at 253-2286

p^g^wTTan s^

Progress In El Salvador
Continued from page 1

Hinton's statements, officials do say that the government
considers the outcome of the A.F.L.-C.I.O. trials to be a

major problem in the renewal of the certification erf

progress contract; which is the stipulation upon which U.S.

aid to El Salvador primarily rests. The government has

stated that unless more satisfactory results come from the

murder cases, it will be difficult for them to assert thai

progress is being made, when the certification comes up

for renewal in January.

Some say that the question of progress in El Salvador is

just a mask to cover the real question which is whether it is

worthwhile to U.S. interests to keep supporting the

Salvadoran regime. It now comes into question because

U.S. influence on the regime has been tested. They say the

question is whether or not the U.S. will continue to sup-

port another military state.
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A Tropical Military Bombing Station

By Joel Saxe, Special to Nummo News

As an early morning sun rises over the warm Carib-

bean waters of Vieques, a reverberating sonic bomb
blast echoes across the island. A red, island Hibiscus

blows in the balmy air as a US Navy destroyer releases

a flaming round of deadly, sophisticated cannon shot.

"The Vieques people are a species in danger,"

warned Puerto Rican historian, Arturo Melendez
Lopez, who stopped in the Valley as part of a national

tour introducing his newly published book, "La Batalla

de Vieques" (The Battle of Vieques).

Vieques , a small island seven miles off the

southeastern coast of Puerto Rico, was once covered
with sugar fields, coconut and pineapple groves, and
cattle ranges. Howevei, today, bomb craters are the

only holes made on the land, as 75 percent of the
island is occupied by the US Navy, which uses the

eastern half of the island for daily bombing practice.

US and NATO military forces rehearse battle plans

off the island's beautiful, but deeply scarred

coastlines. The CIA-staffed School of the Amencas,
which trains military leaders of right-wing, US sup-

ported Latin American dictatorships, also uses the

island for its "War games". The western half of the

island is made up of a Naval base and a massive
weapons arsenal containing over 117 ammunition
shelters.

Lopez, a professor at the University of Puerto Rico,

explained the specific historical factors that brought
the US to virtually complete domination over this

small island.

During World War II, the US became aware of the

need for greater military control over Latin America
and a "strategic outpost" in the area. In 1939, said

Lopez, Hitler sent troops to Brazil to consolidate a

facist coup. On their return, they met and defeated

the US Navy, which prompted then US Secretary of

the Navy, Leahy, who was soon to be appointed
Governor of Puerto Rico, to propose the establish-

ment of a military base on the small island.

In 1941, the US Congress authorized the first major
expropriation of land, where 66 percent of the island

was taken. Thousands of Viequenses were given 24

hours to leave their homes and farmland, with the US
military burning what remained.

Although some people "were happy at first" with
the military encampment because the base contruc-
tion created many new jobs. But, according to

Lopez, "after one year, many of those people were
unemployed After that, the migration of the Vieques
people away from their native land started en masse."
Without land or jobs, they went to St. Croix, the
Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico in record numbers.
"Vieques lost 35 percent of its people from 1944 to
1950," said Lopez. Today, over 50 percent of the peo-
ple have left.

Arturo Melendez Lopez spoke on the struggle of Vieques.

^ufti/it AMD^m.

Photo by Ed Cohen

Unfortunately for the island's people, said Lopez, a

deal was struck from the very beginning with the

Puerto Rican political establishment, trading US
economic and political support for domination of the

island. As an example, in 1961, said Lopez the Gover-

nor of Puerto Rico wrote a letter to President Kennedy

who was then considering plans to eliminate the

whole island population, cautioning that "it would be

a problem, raising hell with the Independence move-
ment, but if you do it, I'll qo along."

Today in Virtues, because of the military occupa-

tion, agricultural production has been eliminated, for-

cing the island to import all its agricultural and in-

dustrial products. The US Navy controls the shortest

naval route to Puerto Rico, sending importers along a

path three times longer than the Navy's direct route,

thereby, driving up the cost of living 25 to 50 percent

higher than its larger island neighbor. And most
recently, the local trade association announced an
even greater hike in import prices, which Lopez
predicts will cause a new round of protests on the

island.

Because of the military occupation says Lopez,
"Unemployment on the island is 60 percent and 80
percent of the people receive food stamps. There are a

lot of problems for youth because there is no voca-
tional training After high school, they must leave the
island for education or a job.

Lopez's appearance, which was sponsored by the
New York Committee in Support of Vieques, and the
Western Mass. Venceremos Brigade, was planned to

commemorate the second anniversary of the hanging
murder in a federal prison in Tallahasse, Florida, of

Angel Rodriguez Cristobal, a leader of protests by Vie-

ques fishermen, and citizens to stop the Navy's
domination of the island.

Cherie Jimenez /CPF

Third World Theater Series

Celebrates Fourth Year

By Keith Johnson:

The Third World Theater Series is a program provid-

ed by the University that exhibits and promotes the

theatrical works of people of color. The series was
founded as a showcase for the theatrical works of

non-European peoples, a forum to spark discussion of

current issues, and a means to broaden the cultral ex-

perience of the entire University community.
The series is one of the most unique programs in the

entire country. The series is noted by most Third

World theater companies because many of them have
been produced by the series. Since its inception four

year ago, the series has produced about 30 plays. Of

those, two-thirds were professional touring com-
panies. The rest were original area productions featur-

ing students and residents of the five-college com-
munitv.

Spotlight
The series is coordinated by Roberta Uno Thelwell

who is Coordinator of Third World Programing for the

Fine Arts Center. Ms. Thelwell graduated from Hamp-
shire College in 1978 and until recently was an advisor

in the Student Acitivities Office. She is also known for

her work with other projects such as the Duke Ell-

ington Music Series, Solos and Duos Music Series,

Black Musicians Conference, and the Bright Moments
Music Series, held each Summer.
Many people equate Third World Theater with

many of the commercially successful Broadway plays

such as "Dreamgirls", "Eubie", "The Wiz", and
"Ain't MisBehavin' ". But as Ms. Thelwell stated

many of these plays take Black music out of context
and create productions that are similar to the old Black

minstrel shows. These productions many times ex-

ibited many of the old stereotypes of Black people
such as fat women and scheming Black men. Many of

these plays are also written by white people.

Illustrated by Mitra Samimi
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POETS OF THE STRUGGLE

I Walk in the History of IVIy

People
by Chrystos.

(reprinted from the book "This Bridge Called My
Back")

There are women locked in my joints

for refusing to speak to the police

My red blood full of those

arrested, in flight, shot

My tendons stretched brittle with anger

do not look like white roots of peace
In my marrow are hungry faces who live on land the

whites don't want
In my marrow women who walk 5 miles every day for

water
In my marrow the swollen faces of my people who are

not allowed

to hunt

to move
to be

On the scars on my knee you can see children torn

from their families

bludgeoned into government schools

You can see through the pins in my bones that we are

prisoners of a long war

My knee is so badly wounded no one will look at it

The pus of the past oozes from every pore

The infection has gone on for at least 300 years

My sacred beliefs have been made pencils, names of

cities, gas stations

My knee is wounded so badly that I limp constantly

Anger is my crutch

I hold myself upnght with it

My knee is wouned
see
How I Am Still Walking

In Cadences and Steel
by Andrew Salkey

(For Nicolas Guillen's Eightieth Birthday)

Like the caresses of the sea at our

doorstep.

you've seeped richly through the twin

slabs,

of our frequently repated doubt and
defeat,

never blinking away the squalor of pre-

sidencies,

constantly out-staring the approaching

muzzle
and singing at a pitch deeper than

drought.

There, far underground, we hear your

early songs,
rising and joining in the rescue of our

ranges,

making them sparkle with action and
accomplishment

and securing their peaks in cadences
and steel.

Sing us your songs for as long as moun-
tains last!

Look straight ahead and make the darkness blinkk

Reprinted in honor of the 80 yr. old "National Poet" of

Cuba, Nicolas Guillen.

Statement from

The Antonio Maceo Brigade

This December 7th marks the anniver-

sary of the death of Antonio Maceo "The

Bronze Titan", General and leader of the

wars of Cuban Independence against Spain

in the 19th century.

During December the Antonio Maceo
Brigade will send its 5th Contingent to Cuba
in solidarity with the National Liberation

Movements in Central America and the

Caribbean. This Contingent will send

representatives from Amherst, Boston, New
York and others cities throught the U.S., as

well as Spain, Mexico, Venezuela and Puerto

Rico.

The Brigade Antonio Maceo maintains

its position on the right to dialogue with

Cuba, supports normalizations of diplomatic

relations between U.S. and Cuba and de-

mand the end to the U.S. economic Blocade

against Cuba and condemns terrorists acts

against the Cuban community within the

U.S..

Pa/ante with the 5th Contingent of the

Brigada Antonio Maceo.

W& Vt^^
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Duk^j:ilington's Cultural Legacy
An American Musical Tmdition Treasured at (Mass

by Keith Johnson

The Duke Ellington Music Series is a series of con-
certs that come to the Fine Arts Center here at
UMass. The series brings to the Valley some of the
finest Jazz, also called Black Classical music, in the
country.

The series was begun in 1979 by the Student Ac-
tivities Office through the efforts of then student ad-
visor Roberta Uno-Thelwell. In that year a number of
Third World arts series were created such as the Third
World Theater Series, Solos and Duos Series, and the
Bright Moments Series, which takes place during the
summer.
At that time funding for the series was sought

through numerous student and administrative funding
sources. Yet this was a difficult process in trying to
fund a series of as high quality as the first which in-

cluded Jacke MacElean, Mongo Santamaria, Sun Ra,
World Saxaphone Quartet and the Beaver Harris-Don
Pullen group featuring Ricky Ford.

But with the help of Professor Fred Tillis, of the
Music Department and also Director of the Fine Arts
Center, the series found a home in the Fine Arts
Center. The FAC now sponsors the series which
usually consists of about three or four concerts a
year. The series has produced the wonderful talents of
performers such as Betty Carter, Sonny Rollins, and
Carmen McCrae.

Recently, Max Roach has initiated all-star concerts
entitled "The Big Six of Jazz." These concerts have
brought together such greats as Dizzy Gillespy, Billy

Taylor, and Max Roach himself to perform on the
same stage. These concerts are benefits for the Flet-

cher Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund which
has been created to help up and coming Black
Classical students.
With the help of FAC programmer Judy Allen, the

series hosts one of its concerts every year in conjuc-
tion with the Black Musicians Conference, taking
place each spring. This year Dexter Gordon will ap-
pear on April 14th as a highlight of the conference.
The move of the Duke Ellington music series to the

Fine Arts Center is very important for two reasons.
One reason is that it raises in the public eye the integri-

ty of Black Classical music, America's truly original
musical form, to the same level as European Classical
music which regularly appears at the FAC. Another
reason is that the series keeps alive the name of one of
the greatest Black Classical artists in history inside the
very building that many hope will someday immor-
talize his name, Duke Edward Kennedy Ellington.
The next Duke Ellington Music Series concert will

be "The Big Six of Jazz II" featuring Max Roach, Billy

Taylor, Slide Hampton, Richard Davis, Jimmy Heath
and John Hendricks. The concert will take place this

Saturday, December 11 at 8:00 in the Fine Arts
Center. For more information contact Roberta Uno-
Thelwell at 203 Hasbrook Laboratory or call 545-0190.
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Koko Taylor Shakes The Hangar

by Chris Hardin

The Blues audience in the Valley should definitely

not overlook the Hangar One in Hadley as a showcase
of some of the finest talent available. Recently, they
featured Johnny Copeland, and last Thursday, Koko
Taylor and her Blues Machine continued our educa-
tion in this Black Amencan musical tradition. Koko
Taylor is one of the top blues singers today and her

Blues Machine is a tight ensemble featuring Maestro
(Emmett Sanders) on lead guitar, Bay Williams on
bass, Vince Chappelle on drums and newcomer Teddy
Royal on rhythm guitar.

Koko began with "Let the Good Times Roll" and
they did right through the first set with tunes such as
"Tryin' to Make a Living", "Hey Bartender", "Walk-
ing the Back Streets", "You Can Have My Husband",
and "Sure Had a Wonderful Time Last Night". The
second set included "Somethin' Strange Goin' On",
"I Got What It Takes", "Sweet Home Chicago", "I'd

Rather Go Blind", and "Wang Dang Doodle" which
has been her theme song since the mid-sixties.

Koko Taylor and her Blues Machine are in fine form
these days and no one in her audience can sit still after

she takes the stage. Her music is somethimes called

Chicago-style blues, but she says it is as much Koko-
style and Memphis-style, from her birthplace. "When
I first came to Chicago, I sang then the way I do
now", she has said. She also has said, "I just go
ahead and do what I'm doing-straightforward Blues".

Koko will be appearing at Jonathan Swift's in Cam-
bridge on December 9th.

KWANZA CELEBRATIOX
Koko Taylor shakin' the Hangar

Date I Deo. 1? at: Yvonne'i,
New AfricaHouse

, „ ,
UAAafi.

Muelot Ethu; Holly

Indian Danoet Sujatha
Saitry

Kwania Ceremony; Piftata

Dinner: 6pm. Entertainment 7pm.
Coit :$3.50

Songs: Martha
Rodrigues

Story. telling: Bheki
Langa

For more info, contact

:

545-0883

BpoBlorii Third W^rld Women's CroMram of Everywoman's Center i

Third world Women's TaiK Foroei Che-Lumumba Sehool.
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ANNOIINCEMENTS

FIVE COLLEGE BLACK STUDIES
SEMINAR SERIES

Presents A Panel Discussion

STUDENTS LOOK AT
BLACK STUDIES

Panelists:

Rodney Williams, Annherst College
Greg Anderson, Hampshire College
Laverne Morris, Mt. Holyoke College
Mary Jo Newborn, Smith College
Philip Pasley, University of Mass.

Commentators:
Leslie Cohen, Amherst College

Paul Barrows, University of Mass.

Thi/rsday, December 9, 1982

Gerald C. Penny Memorial Center, Amherst
College

7:30 PM

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
M2. UntvwiMy •• I

MA 01M3. 1413) »4» MM

FALL SCHEOULC

IMME SHOW HAW

Tu«sd«y

M«<><tffSd«y

Thursday

fr\i»y

Saturday

Les Corr«i*
Rev. Pearson
More fSjsic

Itti Johnston
Gus Martins
Nahoqhany
Herr i'.t Anthony
People's Perspec
Concepto Latino
The General
dlott Amlrcii

Theresa M
Rev. Pearson
Concepto Latino
D.R.

l*r\ Niiin
Hark Elliot

Nark Seaedo
Concepto Latino
Carl LoMB«n
Reports In Color
Daddy Neil

Frank Oqlesby

Soft n Easy
Glory Road To Gospel

On Air Li«e-JMi
n M

Free As The Wind
BMCP

tive BHCP
BMCP
BMCP
Urban Conta^wrary
BHCP
Glory Road To Gospc)

B«CP
BMCP
Pan Afriquc
BMCP
New Jatz Experience

BKP
Rhyth* Section

M/Bcttina Henry
Funk n Thanhs
Frankie O's Odyssey

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE BIG SIX
OF JAZZ II

MAX ROACH
BILLY TAYLOR

SLIDE HAMPTON
RICHARD DAVIS

JIMMY HEATH
JOHN HENDRICKS

SATURDAY, DECK.MBER II
CENTER CONCERT

Liberation Film Series

The Northampton Committee on Central America is

pleased to announce the debut of it's new film series,

"Liberation Film Series" which opened at the

Pleasant Street Theater in Northampton. The film will

cost $1 .50 and proceeds will go to the continuation of

the series. For the time being limited seating is

available as we are using the downstairs
theatre. Following is the proposed schedule of films.

All films begin at 2 pm.

12- "The Westfield Strike"- a videomade by a

local film maker on the Sterling Radiator strike. The
film gained national attention for the strikers.

19- "Decision to Win - The First Fruits"- this film

presents an engrossing portrait of life in the province
of Morazan, El Salvador a stronghold of the Ferabund
Marti' para la Liberacion Nacional (F. M.L.N.)

Sonia Sanchez:
December 6th,

4 p.m.

TtW

7:00-«:

6:00- 10:(

7;00-«:00a*
t):0O-9.0Oa«i

«

12:1S-3:OOPB
3.00-S :30pB
i.Oa-T-.iJDim

7.00-10:OOPB
12:lS-3.00pM
10:00-2:00a«
6:00-9:00a«
2:0O-6:0O«i
• :00-. 10«i-

3:00-S '?tri

10:00-2;:00a»

2:00-6.OOw
6:00-9:00a»
9:00-12:00no4
I2:15-3:00|»
6:00-7:00pa
7:00-10:00|*
10:00-2

ttT: • P-jblie Affairs
•• Rev. Pearson included; not a part of

TOTAl HOURS OF PROGRAM ING MS

Soma Sanchez is the author ot ten dooks, inciucing

"Homecoming", "It's A New Day", "Love Poems"
and most recently, "I've Been A Woman: New And
Selected Poems". One of the first widely recognized

Black women playwnghts, Ms Sanchez's play "Sister

Sonji" gained international recognition and was per-

formed by Joseph Papp's Public Theatre in New York.

She is also a contnbuting editor of "Black Scholar",

and edited "We Be Word Sorcerers; 25 Stories By
Black Americans", and the anthology "360° Of

Blackness Comin' At You". Recipient of a National

Endowment of the Arts Award for 1978-79, Ms. San-

chez is an Associate Professor at Temple University

and presently a member of the Literature Panel of the

Pennsylvania Council on the Arts.

Sponsored b y the Department of Black Studies,

Black Student Union and Straight Ahead.

All unsigned editorials represent the
views and opinions of NUMMO Staff

reep on listening to BMCP on UNJA, 91.1 FM and help

us kerp Black <Vs'c a''v»'

Announcements policy: All announcements
must be submitted in writing by the Friday

before date of issue.

Lecture by Mr. Dennis Regier

On December 9, the Western Mass. section of the

Young Workers Liberation League (YWLL) is spon-

soring a lecture by Mr. Dennis Regier, who will speak

on the topic of "Peace and Intervention ; Special

Focus on the Invasion of Lebanon".

Until recently, Denis Regier was the YWLL's
representative to, and Executive Committee member
of, the multi-million strong World Federation of

Democratic Youth, based in Budapest, Hungray.

Last month, Dennis Regier took part in an all-

Eroupean Youth Conference, which was specifically

focused on the special crisis in Lebanon. There he was
able to meet at length with Lebanese and Palestinian

youth. In addition, Regier h3s within the past two
years traveled to Lebanon and Israel on four different

occaisions, to meet with leaders from various political

and progressive youth organizations.

This activity will take place on,

Thursday December 9th

Campus Center room 163

At 8:00 PM

With a cultural event to precede speech!

ATENCION ESTUDIANTES
HISPANOS

Te gustana saber como la politica de Reagan
afecta a los hispanos en los Estados Unidos?

El martes 7 de diciembre se estar^ ofrecien-

do una intersante charia con el Sr. Felix Ar-

royo

Sitio: Campus Center Room 174-176

Hora : 6:00 PM

Esta actividad sera auspiciada por la

organizacion AHORA

NuMMO STApf

ROXAMA BfU
AmicU Brown
BrYMNC ClARkf
MlTRA SAMIMi
Jokn WrkiIit
JCNNlffR BAyNf
DuNNA Davis
AmicIa SisCAMANn
Dkanna McRac
Kcrrli JoliMMM
TRACfy Brxarit

Max SfRiioR
Ed ColiCN

SkciU SmItIi

CkRIS HARdlM

Co-EdrroR
Co-EdrroR

LAy-OuT EdrroR
CRApliics EdfroR

Photo EdrroR
RfSCARckfR

BuSINCSS MANAqCR
TypcscrrcR

AdMiMMTRATIVC AsSMTANT
RcpORTfR
RspORTtR
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Freshman basketball player stabbed
By BRIAN C. MURPHY and
DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts basketball player was ly-

ing in serious condition last night in the intensive care unit

of Cooley Dickinson Hospital after being stabbed Sunday
night, while the alledged suspect is in police custody at the

Hampshire County House of Correction.

Arthur J. (A.J.) Wynder, 18, a freshman guard on the

basketball team and a resident of Mackimmie Dormitory,

was stabbed in the lower abdomen about 10:00 p.m. Sun-

day in the area of Kennedy Dormitory on Massachusetts

Avenue, according to police reports.

Wynder's father, Arthur Wynder Sr., said due to a

heav>' loss of blood, Wynder underwent surgery at Cooley

Dickinson around midnight Sunday to determine whether

internal damage had been done. With no indications of

severed arteries, Wynder's father said his son emerged
from surgery in less than an hour.

On the basis of a description provided by two eye-

witnesses, Amherst police apprehended Micoyan N. Von
Dyke, 19, a resident of new Bedford visiting UMass, Sun-

day near Fairfield Avenue and held him in custody until

UMass police arrived to make the arrest at 11:08 p.m.

At his arraignment yesterday in Hampshire County
District Court, Von Dyke entered a plea of innocent to

criminal charges of assault and battery, assault and bat-

tery with a dangerous weapon and assault and battery

with intent to commit murder. A $10,000 cash assurity

bail was set for the suspect until Monday when a pre-trijil

conference is scheduled.

David Angier. the assigned prosecuting attorney from

Hampshire County's District Attorney's Office, said the

stabbing resulted from a disagreement on the part of Von
Dyke concerning a relationship with a mutual female

friend of both Wynder and Von Dyke. Angier said Von
Dye allegedly voiced a plan to stab Wynder that same
night and contacted Wynder to meet with him.

The two went for a walk during which Angier said Von
Dyke allegedly stabbed Wynder in the abdomen.

"As far as officials know, the attack was unprovoked (by

Wynder)," said Art Clifford, director of the University's

News Bureau.

When reached for comment last night, Wynder's father

said, "A.J.'s condition is very good and his vital signs are

good. He was in good spirits today (yesterday)."

Wynder said a lot of things went through his son's mind

during the course of the incident. "But." he said, "A.J. is

a very calm person. He knows that it's one of those things

that happen in life."

Although Wynder has played only 14 minutes and

scored no points in this season's first two games, Tom
McLaughlin, coach of the basketball team, said his ball

club is not onsidering the incident in terms of basketball

alone.

"I think the worid of A.J.," said McLaughlin. "The
thing that shook me was when I saw him before the opera-

tion and I saw the hole in his stomach and it felt as if the

guy had stabbed me....We (the team and it's coaches) are

all family and it hurts."

Wynder, a six-foot-two freshman guard, was recruited

from St. Agnes High School in Rockville Center, New
York, where he was named All-Long Island and All-State.

In addition to his basketball achievements, Wynder has

also won the New York state high jump championship.

Pliolo bv Ilavid Ofbtr

University of Massachusetts basketball player

A.J. Wynder practicing before the UMass-
Harvard game last weekend.

House vote may come up this week Gnomon walk out

on financial aid bill passed by Senate settled but store's

building lease cut
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

An additional $25 million in state financial aid could

become a reality if passed by the Massachusetts House of

Representatives over the next few days. Students are be-

ing encouraged by University of Massachusetts campus
organizers to let legislators know they support, the pro-

posals.

A rally at 12:30 this afternoon outside the Student
Union Building and a drive to get students to call their

legislators is being organized by Students Advocating
Financial Aid (SAFA) and the Student Center for Educa-
tional Research and Advocacy (SCERA) Public Policy

Team. The efforts are in response to an announcement by
State House sources of an attempt to push the bill through
before the legislative session ends in three weeks.

"It's an example of student input into the political pro-

cess," said SAFA co-president James Quinn. "We're try-

ing to get students organized to call friends — a network,
in effect."

The legislation was passed by the state Senate on Nov. 8
and is undergoing consideration now by the House. If

passed, $14 million would be added to the General Scholar-

ship Fund, which has not seen an increase in 10 years. The
remaining money would be distributed to programs for

work-study funding, graduate scholarships, matching

grant scholarships and aid to low-income single parents

who are students. The proposed legislation was made by

Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst and is being supported in the

House by Rep. Jim Collins, D-Amherst.
"Both Collins and Olver said the bill stands a fairly good

chance of passing," said Director of Financial Aid Arthur

Jackson.

"Our office and the Chancellor's office have also been

lobbying with the new governor, Dukakis, and Governor
King," Jackson said.

If passed, the money would help make up some of the

deficits in higher education funding left by reductions on

the federal level, Jackson said. The University of

Massachusetts at Amherst is the largest recipient in the

state scholarship program, and would be receiving a

substantial increase in funds, Jackson said.

Members of SAFA are also expanding the group's ef-

forts state-wide today and tomorrow, in an example of

"instant mobilization," Quinn said.

"We really want to show that students can be effective

in this, and let representatives know students are concern-

ed vvrith this issue," Quinn said.

"We urge students who can't attend the rally to come to

the senate offices (in room 420 of the Student Union). The
phones will be there to call representatives all day Tues-

day and Wednesday (today and tomorrow)," Quinn said.

"This is an issue of paramount concern," he said.

( olleipan photo t>> Tom KudU

Joseph Montgomery checks out a grader being used in construction near the Graduate

Research Complex as his father and brother look on.

By JOHN BROBST
Collegian Staff

Employees and management of the Gnomon Copy
Center signed a one-year contract on Friday, ending a
three-month-old strike, but Gnomon may be forced to

close its doors next month anyway.
Gnomon lost its lease with landlord Leverett Roberts of

Amherst. Roberts is not expected to allow Gnomon to stay

in the Boltwood Walk store, according to Gnomon owner
Roland Wetherhee.

"I think he wants to use the space for storage,"

Wetherbee said.

The Gnomon workers, part of Electrical Workers Local

264, voted eight-to-one to accept an agreement that offers

employees an average pay increase of 35 cents an hour.

Both sides will also drop the charges they have filed with

the National Labor Relations Board.

Striking workers will be rehired according to seniority

beginning today, Wetherbee said. The rehiring schedule

will depend on how quickly business recovers. None of the

replacement workers will be let go.

"The strike has been settled but Roberts decided he
didn't want to renew the lease," Wethebee said. "We
came up with a contract but now we don't have a
business."

"It was a good thing, it needed to be done," said former
striking employee Stephen Roy. "It took a year and a half

to negotiate this contract. I'm sorry if it comes to this, but
we had to do it."

"I don't think we'll accept any blame," Roy said.

"Roberts didn't like the adverse publicity the strike was
giving him," said former striking employee Tobi Saisa. "I

think this was an unnecessary move."
Both Saisa and Roy said they would go on public

assistance if the shop folded.

The entire Gnomon staff walked off the job Sept. 8 to

protest what they saw as a delay in opening contract talks

with Gnomon owners Wetherbee and Catherine lannac-

chino, who bought the shop in August.
For about one year previously, the union had negotiated

unsuccessfully with John Sytek, vice-president of the
Cambridge-based Gnomon Corporation.

Wetherbee and lannacchino estimated that the strike

cut business by 90 percent. In addition, the strike left

them A ith as much as $20,000 in unpaid bills.

.\ htn asked if he felt the strikers wanted to work,
Wetherbee said "Sometimes I wonder. I think the cold

drove them away."

:''::;:\fi
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World and national news
Government to pursue student loan

defaulters starting with own workers
WASHINGTON (AP) - The federal

government will garnish the pay or pen-

sions of 46.860 current or former employees

if they do not meet demands to repay $68

million in defaulted student loans.

Education Secretary T.H. Bell said

yesterday.

Bell said it "is the beginning, the kickoff

of a new game in collecting on our loans."

The deadbeats on the federal payroll are

among 800.000 ex students who owe the

government $1.1 billion in loans.

Bell found the defaulters by using a

computer to check the Social Security

numbers and last names of 10.3 million past

or present civil servants and military

employees against a list of student loan

defaulters.

The crackdown follows enactment two

months ago of legislation authored by Sen.

Charles H. Percy. R-Ill.. that for the first

time gives the government the authority to

garnish up to 15 percent of the pay of

student loan defaulters on its payroll.

Percy, joining Bell at a news cmiference.

said the large number of defaulters in the

government's employ "is really a slap in the

face to every taxpayer in the country."

Bell also noted the defaulters were

cutting into the amount of money available

for loans to current students.

The computer match showed 46.860

present or former federal employees

defaulted on 50.393 loans, some skipping

out on more t han une ln:>n

The loans, some dating back to the early

1960's. were made under four heavily

subsidized programs: Federally Insured

Student Loans. Guaranteed Student Loans,

and National Defense Student Loans.

The crackdown comes almost five years

after a computer match by President

Jimmy Carter's administration uncovered

17.657 defaulters on the government

payroll, most in the military. Education

Department officials say about half the

military workers and two-thirds of the

civilians were convinced then to pay off the

debts.

Bell said his department mailed letters

yesterday warning defaulters to work out a

payment schedule in 60 days or, in 60 more

days, face deductions of 15 percent of their

biweekly paychecks. With a court order,

federal prosecutors can garnish up to 25

percent of a federal worker's pay.

Bell said he also will dock pensioners'

checks.

"The federal government means to collect

money that its employees borrowed in good

faith from citizens of this country," he said.

Percy said people who feel the action is

"too tough" should recall the case of a

defaulter uncovered in a Senate hearing

last July. He said the man. making $36,000

yearly in a federal job, claimed "financial

hardships" in refusing to repay a $4,000

loan but was later found to have bought an

$18,000 sports car.

AP LjMerphoto

All is quiet at the railyard of Bueno Aires Constitution Station due to

a 24-hour general strike yesterday protesting the military government's

economic and social policies. The strike halted nearly all transporta-

tion.

House votes to drop Sunday

closing laws amid protests

BOSTON — Despite church opposition, including the

Massachusetts Catholic Conference, the House enacted

legislation yesterday allowing retail stores to operate from

noon Sundays year round.

The vote, following spirited debate, was 85 53. It heads

now for a final test in the Senate — where it was approved

Friday 20 8 — before it can go to Gov. Edward J. King.

The legislation essentially extends for the full year the

present "Blue Laws " exemption allowing retail activity on

Sundays between Thanksgiving and Christmas. Package

stores are not included.

The proposal requires time and a half pay for many

workers in establishments with more than seven em

ployees and no one can be forced to accept work on Sun

days.

Leaders of the four Roman Catholic dioceses in

Massachusetts opposed the bill, as had spokesmen for

other denominations.

Kennedys appear in court,

divorce to be final in a year

BARNSTABLE — Sen. Edward M. Kennedy and his

estranged wife. Joan, filed for divorce yesterday, agreeing

to share custody of their youngest child and settling on an

undisclosed alimony and child support payments, a

spokesman said.

The two appeared in Barnstable Probate Court

yesterday afternoon before Judge Shirley I^wis and the

divorce will become final in a year, ending a 24 year

marriage that they said suffered an "irretrievable break

down."
"Under the agreement we will share legal custody of

Patrick, who is 15 years old and who attends school near

Boston, where I will maintain my primary residence." Mrs.

Kennedy said in a statement released yesterday by her

New York atlornevs.

Digest
by the Associated Press
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Arab troops caught smuggling

weaponry by U.S. Customs
NEW YORK — Customs agents confiscated more than

60 weapons, including two submachine guns, from 14

members of the United Arab Emirates armed services

leaving Kennedy International Airport for Switzerland,

authorities said yesterday.

Port Authority police stopped the 14 Arabs for

questioning Sunday night after the barrel of a

semiautomatic rifle protruded from a suitcase that had

popped open, according to Sgt. Edward Garrett of the

central police desk.

A government permit is required to take a gun out of the

United States. The Arabs did not have the proper permits,

but were not arrested because they carried "A 2" visas,

giving them special status as members of a foreign

government's military, Garrett said.

Customs agents, searching 48 pieces of luggage, found

more than 60 weapons and 10,000 rounds of ammunition,

including two llzi submachine guns, an Ml carbine,

several rifles and more than 50 handguns.

The Arabs had bills of sale for the weapons. They

allegedly were bought for personal use, "But I don't think

there's a deer season in the Arab Republic," Garrett said.

The Arabs had arrived at Kennedy on a flight from Los

Angeles. They were booked on a Swiss Air flight to Zurich,

but missed it when they were detained by police about 8

p.m.

They said they had been attending a private helicopter

training school in Long Beach, Calif.

Stale board favors purchase of

Boston garage, auditorium

BOSTON — The Massachusetts Convention Center

Authority endorsed legislation yesterday that would allow

the state to pay Boston $40 million for the Hynes

Auditorium and the Boston Common parking garage.

The bill was endorsed even though appraisals of the

Hynes have not yet been received. But Robert P. Mon

creiff, counsel to the authority, said the appraised price is

expected to be about $32 million, leaving about $8 million

as compensation for the garage.

L»>gislation approved earlier to ease Boston's financial

problems, the so called Treeor bill, provided that the state

buy the auditorium from Boston and turn it into a major

convention center. It also provides for a state takeover of

the gnr.iiM'.

Francis X. Joyce, executive director of the authority,

said he expects Gov. Edward J. King to file the payment

legislation this week.

According to Moncreiff, $32 million would be dedicated

to a special city fund to pay off bonds Boston sold to pay for

court ordered tax abatements.

Heavyweight salaries drawn by

Senate workers revealed
WASHINGTON — Some 165 Senate employees earn

more than $50,000 a year, according to the most recent

report on salaries issued by the office of the Senate

Secretary — and that doesn't include the 100 senators who

earn $60,662 annually.

Among the higher paid of the Senate's 6.700 employees

are the seven "reporters of debate" who make

stenographic notes of everything that is said on the Senate

floor for inclusion in the daily C ingressional Record. They

each earn $57,000 annually.

The "keeper of stationery," by contrast, makes a mere

$50,304.

Most senators have at least one aide earning over

$.50,000. Some have two or three. Two of the 39 Senate

employees assigned to Vice President George Bush earn

$55,186 each.

The chief Senate barber makes far less, drawing a salary

of $28,993. But that doesn't include trips.

A private, first class, on the Capital Hill Police Force can

expect to earn $23,160 - about half the salary of the

director of Senate parking, who makes $45,744.

The "Senate upholsterer" draws a $27,030 salary.

Amy Carter, daughter of former President Jimmy

Carter, earned $1,251.38 for the two months last summer

she was a Senate page. And Ann Haldeman, daughter of

former Nixon chief of staff H.R. Haldeman, is paid $28,993

a year as a Senate door attendant.

Strike settlement reached,

R.I. housewives back on job
SMITHFIELD, R.I. — Twelve of 15 housewives who

went on strike because their husband weren't giving them

enough respect or affection said yesterday they reached

agreement with their spouses after the men made con-

cessions.

"He's giving me so much attention now I don't know
what to do. " said Terry Waterman, 20, after coming to

terms with her husband Jim, 24. "He's complimenting me
right and left.

"

"They're going to help out around the house more,"

Brenda Larkin said yesterday. "They promised to pay

more attention to us and communicate more."

As a child cried in the background, Mrs. Larkin said the

change in her husband since the strike began Friday has

been startling.

"It was really strange seeing him doing things around

the house," she said. "I just sat around and watched.

Among the concessions some of the husbands agreed to,

Mrs. Larkin said, were to pay more attention to their

wives when they were home and to clean up after them-

selves.

"Things like dirty socks and shoes left around the house

— no more of that," Mrs. Larkin said.

The husbands were not immediately available for

comment on the concessions.

But the three-day strike did not bring peace to the all the

households involved.

"It's a stalemate, " said Gloria Gangi, the group's

spokeswoman. "We haven't had five minutes to talk about

it since this whole thing began."
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Robin Low of the University of Massachusetts Gymnastics team leaps during a Gymnastics In-

I

vitational at Boyden Auxiliary Gym this weekend.

Budget trimming may provide UMass
students with reduced fee increases
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Fee increases next year may be smaller than last year's

increases as a result of budget guidelines released yester-

day by the University of Massachusetts Office of Planning

and Budget.

Two important budget items added last year — fringe

benefits and full costing — will not be required in this

year's budget, according to the guidelines.

Fringe benefits refer to an assessment of about 14 per-

cent of each state employee's wages to pay for benefits

provided. Full-costing was a two percent reserve

established last year to pay future increases resulting

from expenses expected to be charged to various trust

funds, such as Housing Services, Food Services and the

Campus Center, and to pay for services provided by other

trust funds, like Physical Plant.

"We're certainly pleased by the guidelines," said Ann
Koski, financial manager of Housing Services. "It looks

good, but I wasn't pleased with the deadline."

Some trust funds received the guidelines late last week

or yesterday, but because printing will take a week, most

campus fee-based trust funds will not receive the

guidelines until next week.

All trust fund managers must submit their requests by

Jan. 7, one month from today.

Elimination of the full-costing reserve set aside last year

will mean a savings of about $100,000 for Housing Ser-

vices. The elimination of the fringe benefit requirement

could mean a savings of $500,000 more. These items were

budgeted last year for the current year's fees, but will not

be set aside next year.

Full costing and fringe benefits may be reinstated lat^r,

however, and might result in large increases in future

years.

The budgeting guidelines require that trust fund finan-

cial managers figure inflation at seven percent and pay in-

creases at 6.5 percent. Contracts for pay increases have

not yet been negotiated, however, so that the 6.5 percent

figure may change.

After budgets are submitted on Jan. 7th, they will be

reviewed by the vice-chancellors dealing with each depart-

ment, the staff of the Office of Planning and Budget, the

Undergraduate Student Senate Rents and Fees Commit-

tee, the Faculty Senate Program and Budget Council, the

University Executive Staff, UMass President David

Knapp, and the UMass Board of Trustees.

The budgets will determine fees to be charged during

the 1983-84 academic year.

Student financial assistance proposal

may be funded byBottle Bill revenue

Popular study ^»t
may be location for

new computeis
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The harsh clatter of computer printouts could be drown-

ing out the sounds of silence and the passive listening of

tunes in the Music Listening Room if the Campus Center

administration decides to go through with plans of conver-

ting the Music Room in the building to a new Computer

Center.

Up until last week, members of the Campus Center

Board of Governors (BOG) were very keen on the idea of

using room 178 Campus Center as a home for the new
Computer Center but Nov. 30 the administration came up

with a decision that room 178 would not be used and in-

stead recommended the Music Room for a location.

This word caused immediate outrage within the BOG
because as Ron Keefe, BOG Chair, said "the Music Room
is a very popular place for students to study and the loss of

it would hurt many students since studying space on cam-

pus is already scarce.

In an attempt to combat the administration's decision,

members of the BOG today will be petitioning students in

the Campus Center to make people aware of exactly what

the administration is proposing and try and get support

from the student body that can be presented to the ad-

ministration, to choose a room for the Computer Center

that is not currently used often.

"We want to make people aware that the administration

is trying to take the Music Room away from students.

Why take it away from students when it is used so well?

Why not give us a room that is imderutilized?" Keefe said.

The BOG today will be putting up signs in the Music

Room that will explain what is going on and petitions will

be available in the BOG Office, the Music Room and from

BOG members, who will be circulating around the building

throughout the day.

"Regardless of whether room 178 is used or not we
think that the Music Room should not be used," Gerry

Quill, BOG building operations coordinator said.

"We want what the students want and thats what the

petition is for. We think that because the room is so

popular students will be against it," he said.

"The enormous size of the sign-in log at the desk of the

Music Room is proof in itself," said another BOG nr^ember.

Keefe said that the board is all in favor of having com-

puters in the building and in favor of placing it in some

space that is not heavily utilized. The BOG's primary

choice is room 178 because it is underutilized and has com-

puter outlets already installed that would save money.

Now that the suggestion has been rejected they are willing

to look for another location that is not used often.

"We want computers in the building and we want stu-

dent input in the room choosing decision. "I don't think

the decision should be made by the administration," Keefe

said.

In another response to the issue, administrative Assis-

tant Thad Dabrowski, who made the recommendation to

Director of the Campus Center Bill Harris that room 178

not be used, said that the Campus Center cannot afford to

give up valuable meeting space which is important space

for student and client use.

"The decision not to use room 178 as a Computer Center

was made for management reasons. Rooms 178 and 177

are the only two small meeting rooms left and they are us-

ed heavily. There are four scheduling units per day in

those two rooms." Dabrowski said.

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Senate passed a bill that will in-

crease the amount of student aid by between $10 and 25

million late yesterday.

The money will come from the unclaimed five cent

deposit consumers will be placing on bottles and cans

under the recently passed Bottle Bill. The legislation also

calls for the delay in the implementation of the Bottle Bill

until March 31. The Bottle Bill was originally scheduled to

take effect Jan. 1983.

This represents the second attempt by the senate in as

many months to create a new pool of additional student

aid," said Stan Rosenburg, an aid to Sen. John Olver, D-

Amherst, who has been a leading proponent of increased

student aid and the Bottle Bill.

"It s important ior j>iiiuein.b i,o ikh. mcu ic((i:3iuiurs know

if they support this concept," he said.

Approximately 20 percent of the bottles and cans with a

five and ten cent deposit are not returned by the con

sumer. If no action is taken by the Legislature this money
will go to the store owners.

Under the proposed legislation, which now goes to the

House Ways and Means Committee for approval, all un-

claimed deposits will be earmarked for student assistance.

The extension of the Bottle Bill has long been pushed by

the opponents of the law. They advocate extending the

implementation well into next year.

"About 90 percent of the beverage industry is ready to

go (with the implementation of the Bottle Bill). The other

10 percent claim they need more time," Rosenburg said.

"It would be a shame to start off on the wrong foot," he

said in explaining why some of the proponents favor the

extension of the Bottle Bill.

CollcKian plrato by Jia Pewcn

SpreadiniT tree roots frame a game of basket-

ball nca '. 5 i"er«i!»y Apartimnts.
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By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Manager's Office

released last night to the town Selectmen

the first figures on the response rate for the

chUdcare needs and attitude survey mailed

on Nov. 16.

The overall rate of response was 48.9

percent as of Dec. 1. That figure reflects

412 surveys returned out of a total of 941

mailed and is viewed by the office as

showing "a great deal of interest in the

subject" by the respondents.

Approximately 600 residents received

the survey, with some people receiving two

questionnaires. This was because all

residents were asked to respond to

questions concerning attitudes toward

childcare. but only people with children

were asked about their chUdcare needs.

The survey divided needs questions into

five categories, including elementary,

infant, toddler, preschool and kin-

dergarten.

,
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Wideare survey

Town Manager
The greatest response was received from

parents of kindergarten and elementary

aged children, with a rate of 49 percent

each.

The lowest response was from parents of

infants and pre-school aged children, with

rates of 33 and 38 percent, respectively.

The survey was designed to evaluate

childcare needs in Amherst and the data

from it will be used to determine what role,

if any, the town will play in that area.

A second survey will be maUed to those

who did not respond next week, according

to Assistant Town Manager Chris Hart.

Hart coordinated the survey along with the

Amherst Committee in Childcare and

childcare consultant Deborah Kearney.

The selectmen also approved an

amendment of the town's traffic rules which

increases the maximum amount tow

operators can charge for storing cars that

they tow.

The amendment increases the maximum
charge for any 24 hour period to $10.00

from $2.00 and to $5.00 from $1.50 for any

period less than 24 hours.
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Attention Collegian Staff

There will be an important Collegian staff meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Col-

kgian newsroom. This meeting is mandatory for all Collegian staff members - person-

nel who are paid and writers and photographers who have attamed staff status. This is

an important meeting. Several topics, including the selection of a new Editor-m-Chief

,

m\\ be discussed. Anyone who cannot attend should contact their editor or manager im-

mediately. ^

MARJORIE ALBRECHT, CLASS OF 1983 UNIVERSITYOF MASSACHUSETTS

DeMugshotofthe Monthfrom DeKuyper.

DeKuyper toasts you for winning this

month's DeMugshot contest. It wouldn't hove
happened without that Peautiful face of

yours. Or without the discovery of the delicious

taste of DeMugshot. That shot of DeKuyper's

smooth Peppermint Schnapps chased by
your favorite beer.

So go ahead, celebrate your DeMugshot
victory And start looking around campus
for other zany people Chances are they've

also discovered something very new and
exciting DeMugshot from DeKuyper.

DeKuyper PeppermintSchnapps.
Peppe'"^'"; Schnapps 60 P'^oot JoMn DeKuype' & Son Eimwooa Place Oi'O

Ski Now - Pay Later

UMASS SKI CLUB

Asp*n, Colorado
-^iTl WKKJond-15

This Deluxe
\Aiccrtion Includes:

n Round Trip Air, Scheduled NorvStop

Service from Boston. NYC, Philo. or

Wash, to Denver

T
J Round Trip Bus Transfers to Aspen

D Deluxe Slope-Side Accommodations
for 7 Nights, Tax Ircluded

G Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen

Mountoirt Snowmoss, and Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeslde
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums
Featuring fuHy equipped kitchea maid
service, fireptace. color TV, heated pod,

soura, arxj skiing out your door.

$659 per person

Of

Woodstone
Hotel Package
Located right on tt\e mountain r>ext to tt^ Itt.

featuring heated pool Jacuzzi sauna, mdd
service, apres sW atmosphere.

$S99 per person

Sign-Up Now
Ski Club Office

430A Student Union

5-3437
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NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

I
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If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1. 1975, consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government will release

you from 1/3 ofyour indebtedness (or $1 ,500, whichever is greater) for

each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives.

To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call

the number below.

In Northampton call 584-2157

In other areas consult the Yellow Pages

under "Recruiting"

ARMY.BEALLYOUCAN BE.
Hours; Mon.-Fn.. 8-6 Sat . 8-Noon

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST i
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AChristmas

Checklist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

Some of our best Ideas for

Christmas have just been shelved.

^'^^^^^^^

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Open

Wed 9-9

There are hundreds of subjects to
choose from. We have everything from
the most timeless classics to the most re-

cent best sellers.

And wait til you see our prices. We
have bargains that are just as impressive
as the selection

So bring your Xmas list to the Universi-
ty Store. Some of our best ideas are just
waiting to be picked up.

I
s

Located in the Campus Center |

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^The Harder They Come The Blue and The Grey Insects $7.98

$2 9R List $12.50 $9.98 List $22.50 !
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Famibj Resale Clothing

ONCE MODE

ITH FEELIN

Quality clothing and gift ideas

at low prices for the holidays

Carnage Stiops

233M.PVtasant

Amherst, DA.
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Unibed

BENEFIT
COKCEKT

Can we build one for you?|
ONION

-LOX
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Oesign your favorite bagel safndwich and bring us the blueprint we'll build It to

exact specs. We're the bagel engineers at

THE ANHERST DELICATESSEN

AND FRIENDS ^1
AKMSTROHG
DROTHERS
THE DIZ

THE VALENTINES

Amherst Carriage Shops 549-6314

FANTINIS
RACK-A-DISC

Sound Dy Klondike
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Juice Dor &
Pizzo Avoiloble

SPONSORED BY
CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICES
CAMPUS CENTER PRINT SHOP
UPC • GPC • BOG

S2.00 COVER CHARGE
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Selected Groups of

Mugs
Cards
Cubes
Games
Frames
Candles

Buttons

Posters

Puzzles

Tin Boxes
Plant Pots

Stationary

Rubber Stamps
Plastic Boxes
many other items. . .

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

ALL SALES
FINAL!
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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A crucial time for financial aid

The future of many University of

Massachusetts students may hinge on two

important votes to be taken in the State

House in the next three weeks.

Two financial aid bills are pending before the

Massachusetts Legislature which would increase

current levels of funding at the state level. One of

the bills would increase the tax on cigarettes. This

added revenue would be directly applied to finan-

cial aid to public and private higher education

students in Massachusetts. The second bill would

increase appropriations for the state financial aid

fund by $25 million.

The next three weeks are admittedly the

roughest time of year for most students at UMass.
Finals and all those headaches which come along at

the end of the semester are enough for anyone to

deal with. Yet each and every student should take

V

just a short time out to call or write their state

Representative. Without this type of action on the

part of students here at the University, many of us

may not even be returning next semester. This

alternative is unacceptable.

If you are unsure of who your state Rep. is or

what his or her address or phone number is, infor-

mation is available. A posted list of all state Reps,

is available in the Undergraduate Student Senate

Office in Room 420 of the Student Union or calling

545-0341.

Call or write your state Reps, on these very im-

portant bills. The very quality of public higher

education and access to our University's resources

is at stake.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of
the majority of the Collegian Board of Editors.
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Differing opinions don't deserve insulting stereotypes

To the Editor:

On [)ec. 3, an article by Jackson Katz entitled "IIM used

to \)e Progressive" apf)eared on the Collegian Editorial

page. This letter aims at pointing out the i^rnorance of that

article, which deals with a so-called "conservative ele-

ment" on campus.

I am dismayed that a person of Mr. Katz's education

would deem it intelligent to stereotype people simply

because they don't share his particular viewpoint. His

method of 'categorizing individuals is not only senseless

but is indicative of the very people he seeks to insult. 1 feel

I must remind Mr. Katz that these are the very tactics us-

ed by the New Right in promoting ideas.

F'urthermore, I question Mr. Katz's logic in calling

himself a progressive. A person who stoops to mud-

slinging and intolerance of the ideas of others is no more a

progressive than is Jesse Helms. A true progressive uses

his intelligence and powers of persuasion to promote his

ideas. Jackson Katz displayed neither in his column.

Jack Merrill

Amherst

Shoplifting is a serious problem, not a funny joke

To the Editor:

It is my impression that the function of a student

newspaper is to inform and educate its readers. I don't

think that educating people on the "art of shoplifting" is

funny or constructive. 1 am referring to Rich Nangle's ar-

ticle:' 'Beat Inflation: Steal the (lifts' (December 2).

As a merchant. I see shoplifting as a very serious and

costly problem. As an advertiser, I question the rationale

of a publication that would print an article so unfavorable

to the merchants whose advertising dollars are its life

US hypocrisy

sad charade
The trip of President Reagan to Central and South

America is a good indicator of the administration's

plans for the area. After the public uproar at the

policy towards El Salvador, the administration appears

bent on continuing along the same approach. Continued

support of the repressive government of El Salvador, the

arming and training of Honduras to wage a proxy war

against Nicaragua, and the move to normalize relations

with the military dictatorship in Guatemala are signs that

American policy in Central America is not concerned with

human rights.

John Gilman

blood, rt.s A ciMi:>uiiici , 1 i\iiwv\ llicil luiilrary to Mr.

Nangle's philosophy, shoplifting costs us all.

If Mr. Nangle was trying to be humorous or satirical, he

was way off target. His article was in poor taste. At best,

it trivialized the problem of shoplifting. At worst, it in-

structed and encouraged this costly and criminal l)ehavior.

The Collegxnn has a responsibility to its advertisers and

its readers. By publishing Mr. Nangle's article, it has ab-

dicated that responsibility.

Cheryl A. DeCristofaro

Valley Bicycles, Ltd.

Amherst

Student Attorney General's Office remains apolitical

To the Editor:

This letU^r is in reference to SAP'A co-president Jim

Shaw and his unsubstantiated accusations of persecution.

Mr. Shaw has apparently decided that by attacking and at-

tempting n discredit the SGA by aligning himself with re-

cent critics of Senate policies ht can livert attention from

his wrongdoings. This pni<tice is commonly called 'mud-

dying the waters' and is oft*»n used in desperate situa-

tions. Mr. Shaw has admitted to blatant Constitutional

violations, yet he asserts he is being politically persecuted.

Nothing could l)e further from the truth. The Student At-

torney General's Office is apolitical and has gone to great

measures to ensure thir, independence.

Although it may come as a great shock to Mr. Shaw,

«....c.pH"'^'-'J p...aic^i....iacii a aiingeruub adversary of

the SGA, no one involved in this case knew, or cared, who

he was prior to the incident in question. Also, if he feels

prosecuting him is the best thing we have to do with our

time, he is greatly mistaken.

It is the policy of this office to pursue judicial avenues

only as a last resort. Numerous attempts to resolve this

matter in a confidential, amiable setting have been met

with hostility and an unprecedented lack of cooperation by

Mr. Shaw. These attempts have spanned over five months

and have forced us to refer this matter to the .University

Judiciary. It is within this forum that the case will be

decided based on the facts and not on the misconceptions

and distortions expounded by Jim Shaw.
Randy S. Chapman

Assistant Attornev General

The policy towards Guatemala particularly illustrates

this lack of concern. Reagan's meeting with (General Rios

Montt should not have taken place. Montt's army has been

accused by several international human rights organiza-

tions of massacring Indian peasants. The administration

claims that human rights have improved around the

capital of the country recently, but this claim rings of

presumptiousness. How can the United States condemn

the Soviet Union for its human rights record while at the

same time condoning these brutal massacres by meeting

with Montt? A move to normalize relations at this time vir-

tually makes the U.S. an accessory to these crimes. The

Reagan administration's concern with human rights is

purely rhetorical; "Talk is Cheap."

As an American I do not wish to be associated with this

type of policy. Human rights should be a major concern of

American foreign policy, and this lack of concern on the

part of the Reagan administration does nothing to bolster

the sinking world view of the United States. If a man is

judged by his actions, then so to is a nation. The Declara-

tion of Independence states that all men are created equal

and have unalienable rights, and this applies to Indian

peasants in Guatemala as much as it does to corporate

directors in downtown Manhattan. It is time the United

States did something to improve the wretched existence of

the poor in Central and South America. I am not ad-

vocating we pour billions of dollars into these countries to

feed these people, but rather we stop buying the guns for

the dictators murdering them.

If human rights are also a concern of yours, I strongly

urge you to sit down and write your congressman. Let

them know you abhor this lack of concern in administra-

tion policies. When there is not enough money in the

federal budget to pay for social programs here, there cer-

tainly should not be enough to arm these brutal, inhuman

military regimes. Supporting right-wing military dictator-

ships is a lousy way to fight the spread of communism.

After all, lack of freedom is lack of freedom. To the people

of these countries it does not matter under what banner

they are enslaved.

John Gilman w a UMass student
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NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

AdNitonol
HALLMARK
COLOR UA8S
prooMaor«lo
Ih* prolM*ion«K

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or^

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1. 1975, consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government wiU release

you from 1/3 ofyour indebtedness (or $ 1 , 500, whichever is greater) for

each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 1007o ot your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.
i • •

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives

To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call

the number below.

In Northampton call 584-2157

In other areas consult the Yellow Pages

under "Recruiting"

ARMY.BEAUYOUCAN BE.
Hours. Mon.-Fri., 8-6 / Sat., 8-Noon

257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
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AChristmas

Checklist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

Some of our best ideas for

Christmas have just been shelved.
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There are hundreds of subjects to
choose from. We have everythir^g from
the most timeless classics to the most re-

cent best sellers.

And wait til you see our prices. We
have bargains that are just as impressive
as the selection.

So bring your Xmas list to the Universi-
ty Store. Some of our best ideas are just
waiting to be picked up.

The Harder They Come The Blue and The Grey Insects $7 96
$2.96 List $12.50 $9.96 Ust $22.60
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Located in the Campus Center
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Media power promotes
stereotypes abroad

AP Laacrphoto

REUNITED — South African poet Breyten Breytenbach bursts in joy

and hugs his wife Yolande as they arrive at Charles De-Gaolle airport,

Sunday evening. The writer was released last Thursday from a South-

African prison after several months of diplomatic effort by the French
government. Brejrtenbach was sentenced to nine years of prison after

having slipped into his country in disguise to recruit Africaner

dissidents for an obscure wing of the btuined African National Con-

gress.

Despite Reagan'shope
recovery yet to arrive
NEW YORK (AP) - Maybe the old

economy just can't get around any more.

Recovery? There's a lot of talk about it.

But when you read between the lines you

begin to recognize that the word is used a

bit loosely. Maybe "improvement" better

describes what the future holds. But im-

provement, even a little, is slow to develop.

Without confirmation it's hard to remain a

believer.

The president's political opponents can be

expected to stress the point. Promises don't

but groceries, jobs do. There are more

people without jobs or working shorter

hours than there are AFL-CIO members.

Unemployment is pervasive and con-

centrated. Michigan's latest rate is 17.2

percent, Ohio's 14.2. Recalling the dust

bowls of the farm belt in the Depression,

much of the Midwest is called the rust bowl.

Blue collar jobs are in the minority.

White collar workers, says the American

Productivity Center in Houston, account for

53 percent of the adult workforce and are

paid 70 percent of the annual payroll.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates

that the white-collar workforce will grow 65

percent by 1985, and climb to 90 percent of

the total wage earner group by the turn of

the century.

The newer jobs are in information,

communications, services.

Of the 10 largest industrial states, only

Massachusetts and Texas had lower jobless

rates in November, with figures of 7.2

percent and 7.7 percent, respectively. Both

have concentrations of the newer jobs,

mainly in electronic computing.

Walter D. Fackler, a University of

Chicago economist, began his forecast for

1983 with the words "The United States

economy is probably in a recovery of sorts."

Calling his outlook a "bit more optimistic

than the standard forecast." with the

economy improving at a 3.8 percent rate in

the first quarter and 6 percent by the

fourth.

By NORMAN MORGAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Mainland China, and free China,

Taiwan, produce many products used here

in the United States. Any American knows

that from even a simple encounter, one is

apt to notice Chinese and Taiwanewe made

items; whether they are knives and forks at

the place setting in a restaurant, or up<)n

recalling the various pieces of office

equipment used in daily routine. We are all

aware that Chinese, Japanese and

Taiwanese products are America's leading

competitors. But how would you define the

attitudes and preceptions Chinese people,

whether from Taiwan or China, have and

feel toward Americans?

Last year Rochelle O'Neal, a University

of Massachusetts student, was in the

Chinese Department exchange program to

Taiwan. Her arrival in Taiwan went

smoothly. The people in Taiwan seemed

receptive and warm to O'Neal. The fact is

that O'Neal's presence there symbolized the

worlds growing interest in the Chinese

language and people.

Ms. O'Neal studied in Taipei during the

summer of 1981, at Taiwan Normal

University's Mandarin Training Center.

Where approximately two thousand,

American, European, and Overseas

Chinese, students composed the sessions.

The summer sessions further acquaints

some students with fluency and completes

the second year language requirements for

others. O'Neal lived with the Chan family

for 5,0O0NT$ per month. Her assumed

responsibility was to tutor the family,

especially Mrs. Chan, in English.

O'Neal marked many things while she

lived in the Chan household. The family

feels that America is the place to come and

that they will be accepted in American

society with no problems, reports O'Neal.

This is based on the experience of Mrs.

Chan's older brother who came to the states

and married an European American. O'Neal

noted from her employer and Chinese

acquaintances that they make no dif-

ferentiation between white Americans and

Europeans. People in Taipei define people

by their national origin, O'Neal stated.

""The process of association would start with

color, followed by place of origin, then

race." i.e.. White equals American equals

White American vs. Black equals African

equals Negro Race." An interesting note is

that Chinese feel to be American means to

be White.
O'Neal said that some Chinese think

black Americans live in an isolated area

from white Americans. They also believe all

Americans are rich' all except Blacks.

O'Neal's notion was contrary to the Chan

family's conceptions of what a black

American is. It was sad to find out that a lot

of old stereotypes she had gotten com-

fortable not seeing or hearing were

manifested in the minds of Chinese. The

Chinese feel in fact that there is no need to

deal with Black Americans, they would

rather deal with whites. Through the 1960's

riots, what Chinese people know about it,

and what they think about the incidents

formulates a lot about Black people to them.

Chinese think blacks are loud and

aggressive. They don't think black people

are as intelligent as whites, based on the

archaic LQ. Test taken in the United

States. Chinese also believe blacks mainly

play basketball, dance - and entertain.

Believe it or not Taiwan's number one tooth

paste is "Darkie Tooth Paste"; printed on

the tube is a Black minstrel, with "Big

White Teeth."

It was not a surprise to find at the root of

Chinese misconceptions of Americans, our

old friend "Mr. Media". It is interesting

that some of the stereotypes T.V. fosters

are being dispelled in the United States,

while another group of people are in-

ternalizing these bad ideas and concepts

about us, that we know to be incorrect.

Chinese have a low view of white American

women. They are thought to be sexually

easy, no doubt from shows similar to

Three's Company and the like. (Television

up to its old tricks.).

The idea behind it, O'Neal says, is to

make it look as if these products are being

used by foreigners, (Americans), thus

giving them credibility.

Ms. O'Neal wanted to teach English,

however black Americans aren't thought to

speak good English or know enough about

the language. This is where Rochelle en-

countered trouble. Although Ms. O'Neal did

find employment, her employer received

recommendations from a white classmate of

O'Neal's and she was hired two days before

the school's opening. The first week of

classes not only was the administration on

hand in the class, so were some of the

students' parents, to monitor O'Neal's

performance.

Two weeks later upon entering her

classroom, O'Neal heard someone utter,

"Hei ren lai le!"; here comes the black.

O'Neal protested this to her boss, who

informed the students that a person's cok)r

is not important, and that the students

were acting dishonorably. These same

students later grew to like O'Neal and were

saddened when she had to leave.

It is important to note that Chinese

racism did exist before the advent of

Western influence. Chinese women carried

umbrellas to shield their ivory skin from

getting dark. White skin meant one came
from a high echelon. Dark skin marked the

working peasants. Some women in Taiwan

and Japan believe in this today.

O'Neal's final comment was one filled

with irony, "If we do discover ex-

traterrestrial beings, I hope they aren't

prejudice against human beings, because

we are all a part of this race."

ananfTic svn ocrionwEaR
67 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

Long Sleeve T-Shirts

Corduroy Pants & Jackets

Sweaters

iP ocean
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K^taurant
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55 University Drive

Amherst

Fine food and drink at affordable prices
549-5713

Monday and Tuesday evening

5:30 - 9:00

Buy a large pizza, get 2 free ingredients

with this coupon

Souper Salads $2.49

A Bowl of Beth's soup du jour

with our large salad of the day

Quick and Fresh

Mon- Fri 11:30-3:00
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Arts
Taylor-made Blues
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Thank goodness for Koko Taylor. With
older blues musicians such as Albert King
talking about how sick they are of music

(MUSICIAN. Feb. 1982) it's refreshing to

find performers who are still very much
interested in carrying on the tradition.

With her first rate back up band. The Blues

Machine, Taylor had the Hangar hopping to

the blues beat as only a few singers can.

Taylor has an edge that separates her

from other female blues singers such as

Bonnie Raitt. "I've been living the blues

since I was old enough to look in the

mirror," Taylor said backstage before the

show. "That's why black kids don't listen to

the blues as much. They live it every day.

It's the music of the south and of their

parents and grandparents and great-

grandparents. They're looking for

something different. If you grew up eating

chicken every day for your whole life," she

said, "and then you were offered steak, it

would be a long time before you'd turn for

more chicken."

Taylor said that her audiences have been

getting larger in the last year or so. This

blues revival of sorts is made up mostly of

white, college age kids. Without this

revival "the blues would die. I wouldn't be

able to work. I want to spread the blues.

I'm thankful that I'm one of the people who

are keeping the blues alive."

Taylor is an extremely articulate perstn

and her songs reflect this. Her songs'

themes are clear, concise and very much to

the point. Also quite topical, for example:

You can have my husband but keep your

hands off my man. Yeah. Serious business.

Or how about this one: I sure had a won-

derful time last night or at least they told

me I did. This stuff is so real. It's so alive.

This is the blues.

While Taylor's two sets were not the

hottest she's done they were still really

tight. It being the beginning of her tour,

her voice wasn't destroyed enough for her

to really scream but she still had the power

when she needed it. The Blues Machine was

also hot when they wanted to be. Unfor-

tunately that was usually at the end of each

set after Koko had already left the stage.

All in all it was a pretty hot show and

fortunately the audience was large enough

so that the Hangar wUl continue booking

blues bands into the valley.
Koko Taylor in performance Thursday night.

ColUpan photo hy Bene Naadin

I'm Getting MyAct Together dramatizes struggle for independence

By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

Being alone and doing things on your own

can be a healthy experience. That was a

message successfully expressed by the cast

of I'm Getting My Act Together and Taking

It on the Road Wednesday night at the Fine

Arts Center.

Getting My Act Together is about

Heather/(Connie Stevens) and her attempt

to make it on her own. As a 39 year old

nightclub singer, she is tired of hearing her

manager/(Mark Hutter) tell her what sells

and what doesn't, and what she can sing

and what she can't. Both singer and

manager have lovelife problems, but

Heather handles it better, accepts it. Joe

on the other hand, is always trying to

understand what he has to do to maKe

women happy.

Heather tells Joe why she doesn't like

being censored, and Joe explains that her

first obligation is to her audience.

Throughout the show, we learn about both

characters; their personal and professional

lives. Eventually. Heather fires Joe as the

first step in gaining independence.

Connie Stevens was believable as

Heather, but her breathy voice becomes

irritating as time goes on. It is obvious

Stevens has had extensive performance on

stage. This play was appropriate for her

because it was more of a concert than a

play. One of the better songs that Stevens

sang was "Put In A Package and Sold,

"

about being exploited; being glossed up and

marketed.

Mark Buchan played Jake, a young

relationships with women. "You think you

know what you're getting and suddenly,

they change the ground rules on you."

If you contrast Heather and Joe, you get

to see two people who lead similar lives, but

have learned different things. Heather

wants to be independent, and knows that

she can be strong alone. Joe. however, falls

apart in times of crisis because he needs

other people to be dependent on him.

One problem with this show was the lack

of intimacy between the actors and the

audience. The Fine Arts Center is too big

for a show like this. The script calls for a

small nightclub setting.

Nevertheless, I'm Getting My Act Together
and Taking It on The Road is an important

story about women and independence. If

you ever get the chance to see it, go.

acoustic guitar player, who loves Heather

for who she is and what she wants to do.

Buchan sings a beautiful ballad, "In a

Simple Way I Love You." proclaming his

love. In 'Smile," Buchan plays Heather's

hicktown farmer dad and later joins the cast

in that song, who in puppet-like fashion,

dance and sing from their five seats.

The issues behind this musical are im-

portant and are subtlely raised, often in a

comic way. For instance, three women
(Stevens. Ik'tty Aberlin. Zelda PulUam) sit

around a table di.scussing their lovelife

problems, joking about not being hurt when
their men are away with other women or

looking for their own "space. " But when
they really talk, you hear them ask why
they always want to be with men, who don't

want to be with them. In another sc-ene.

Heather's manager talks about his

Christmas

Giftlrinis

\t}

r

A beautiful package

makes a gift even

more special!

.^
9>'

The Other Voice

COMING
DECEMBER 14
News, Blues & Interviews

L

STAR TREK
LIVESI

Club Meeting

Dec. 8
Time 7-11 p.m.

Room 805

Campus Center

Films, Info

for ST & SF Fans

All Welcome!

I NORTHWOOD
(

APARTMENTS
: Rt. 47 Sunderland

!
Close to Amherst,

on bus line

( 1,2, and 3

I
bedroom gardens

J immediate occupancy
i available

: students welcome

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

amerio\nW?creetings
Americard

The right card for that special person

Q,UNIVERSITY
iMSTORE^

Located in the

Campus Center

i..

665-3856
' apf- U> n

lu-7 weekdays,

Saturdays 1-4

irtljriglit

of Amherst
Area

for Pregnancy Help

Free, Confidential Services

Same-Day Test Results

Amherst Carriage Shops - upper level
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4 4 th ANNUAL OUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SKI G PARTY WEEK
JAN 20-26

THIS TRIP INCLUDES:

* Lift Ticket (Sya days) *

* Lodging (Hot*l or Condo) *

* MoQis (with Hotol) *

* Fr*« D«or & WIno Portias *

* Hot Tub & Souno Porty *

* Etc. Etc. Etc.

only (169.00
tax and grotuitlM included

b*wor* of oth*r ski trips

i thot S0t Q bos* pric* ond THEH

'

ADD 5% tax & i5% grotuitiMi

Hon-Members Welcome\

Deposit & Flnol Payment

Doodllnos hov* b««n

•xt«ndod.

So get your deposits

in now to rosorye

your YQCQtion for

WIMTER DKEAK

oign-up tobie

M-F Ski Club Offic* 9-0

430A Student Union

for moro info coll 5-0407

c

LAGNAF

Belfast bomb kills several

As ceiling crashes dance floor
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) - A

bomb blast brought the roof down on the

crowded dance floor of a bar frequented by

British soldiers last night. Police said at

least five people were killed the count was

expected to rise.

An unknown number of people were

trapped beneath the collapsed roof.

"Casualties are being ferried to hospitals

in a fleet of ambulances and so far five have

been confirmed dead," a press officer at

Belfast police headquarters said.

Mrs. Mairad Peoples, owner of a nearby

hotel, said, "I saw people being carried out

but they were so b<idly mutilated I couldn't

look. The whole place in the function room
where the disco was held appears to have

collapsed. There is so much confusion with

people running around looking for their

sons and daughters. They are using their

hands to scrape away the rubble."

No group immediately claimed respon-

sibility. But suspicion inevitably fell on

guerrillas of the mainly Roman Catholic

Irish Republican Army, who are fighting to

drive the British from Northern Ireland

and unite the predominantly Protestant

province with the overwhelmingly Catholic

Irish Republic.

The police press officer said the bomb
went off without warning at about 11:15

p.m. 6:15 p.m. EST during a regular Mon-
day night disco dance at the Droppin Well

Bar — regularly used by British troops sta-

tioned at a Royal Air Force base at

Ballykelly, 50 miles northwest of here.

"The explosion brought the roof down on

top of the dancers," he said, and it was
"almost inevitable" that British troops

were among the casualties.

Press Association quoted a witness as

saying, "It is sheer bedlam. The place has

caved in and the police and army are trying

to keep everybody back from the scene. It

is so dark that it is very difficult to see

anything, but there are fatalities."

Ambulances were sent to take casualties

to hospitals — most of them to Lon-

donderry, 10 miles away.

Press Association said there had been
several bomb hoaxf-s at the bar, most
recently on Thursday night.

Deinstitutionalization in Mass
the future appears to be uncertain
NORTHAMPTON - It was an emotional

scene, so strong that Robert Okin had to

turn from reporters to regain his com-

posure. The state's mental health com-

missioner had just signed a court

agreement calling for the release and

community treatment of hundreds of

Northampton State Hospital patients.

"This means people who have seen

nothing but the inside of an institution can

achieve a life of dignity and equality," Okin

said at the Dec. 8. 1978, ceremony.

But today, four years after the watershed

moment in Massiu-hu.setts mental health

care, even the attorney who sued on behalf

of patients says people expected too much

too soon from the fledgling community

system.

"It was considered the cure-all of mental

health," says attorney Steven Schwartz,

who filed the suit leading to the 1978

consent decree. "Everyone would be

treated and everyone would get well.

Obviously that's a false expectation."

Many questions persist about the future

of deinstitutionalization — the tongue-

twisting bureaucratic buzzword for the

process of moving the mentally ill out of

aging, prison-like state hospitals and back

into society.

While advances have been made in

community-based treatment of the

emotionally disturbed, Northampton and

the state's six other mental hospitals still

hold 1.900 patients.

AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you'te commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203) 229-8650:

Freshmen & Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 545-2637

?^

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau
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CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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ACROSS
1 Containers

5 Ibsen character

8 Lord of the

13 Buddhist sacred

mountain
14 Military division

15 Sports site

16 Explorer Tasman
17 Police equipment
19 Takeaway from

21 H^akesnaste

22 Shelter

23 Louuvoiced one
25 Summer resort

27 Ankle bones
28 Silk filaments of

yore

32 Suffix forming

nouns
35 In a futile manner
37 Eaten away
38 Literary river

40 Poetic contraction

42 Member of the

Golden Horde
43 Size in clothing

44 Watercourse
channel

46 Tennis call

47 That's !"

50 Engage in the

sale of

52 He, in Italia 12 Garden tool

53 Glut 14 Incalculable

57 Pronoun 18 Fresh-water duck

60 Alight 20 Church

62 Levantine decoration

country 24 Irritate

63 Very hard 26 Rubber

66 Innuit transport 29 Bernard De

67 Opposite of fortis 30 Brother in a Bible

68 American story

composer 31 Spanish painter

69 Or ! 32 Part of Spam
70 Certain tastes 33 Bridge

71 Negative of a sort 34 Corrida performer

72 Child's pinafore 36 Evergreen tree

Var. 39 Folklore figure

41 Neighbor of the

transept

45 Contradicts

DOWN 48 Verve

1 Steinbeck family 49 Tin, dog star

2 Boundaiy 51 County of

3 Town official, S, England

of old 54 Athletic thrill

4 Kind of partner 55 Foolish ones

5 Blackbird 56 Church official

6 Sound of sorrow 57 Military command
7 Moral standards 58 Intention

8 Form of protest 59 Nobelist novelist

9 College study 61 Prima donna

10 One of the 64 Marble

Simons 65 Word in many

11 Infrequently place names

Under The Influence By M. Joyce
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.Bushwa by Tom Cushwa ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Weather

Today, mostly sunny with

highs 50 to 55 except in the

western hills partly sunny

with highs in the upper 408.

Tonight, clear with low

temperatures in the upper

20s to mid 30s. Tomorrow,
sunny and cool. High
temperatures ift the upper

30s to mid 40s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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CABLE/VIDEO

Tuesday

Dancin' in the Streets Video

10:30 - 11:30 Jimmi Plays Berkeley

11:30 - 12:15 Blondie, Eat To the Beat

12:15 - 1:15 Beau Bolero plays Steely

Dan at the Wall

1:15 - 2:00 The Fools, all in all just

another band in the Wall

D.C. MENU
LUNCH
Tacos

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

DINNER
Italian Sweet Sausage

Spaghetti. Tomato Sauce

Fish Fry Plate

Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Fish Fry Plate

Tartar Sauce

Hi Pro Spaghetti with

Pesto Sauce

A greoi wor o' We

Collegian Staff Meeting

Important Collegian staff meeting at 7 p.m.

Wednesday in the newsroom. Attendance is man-

datory. Important business, including the election

of a new editor will be discussed. Anyone who can-

not attend should contact their department editor

or manager.

Attention Artists

The Collegian is looking for comic strips for next

semester. All students are invited to submit

samples for possible consideration. Samples should

be of production quality, drawn in black ink, in

similar proportions to those appearing on this

page. Samples should be submitted to Ed Levine,

Managing Editor, Collegian, 113 Campus Center

by Monday, Dec. 13.

WMUA 91.1 FM
Tuesday

6-9 Ovlivion Express with Fern

Spierer

9-12 Hell Comes to Your House
with Pauline

12-3 Wilhemina
3-5:30 Scotty Dread
5:30-6 Newswatch with Mark

McPhail & Greg Wells

6-7 UMass Hotline

2-6 Classical Reveille with Mike

Cevasco

..f
•(.'•«?•.
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Singing Telegrams
and Balloons
Delivered by

Tuxedoed Messenger for any
and All Occasions

Lowest Prices

Call 665-7664 VISA/MC

zs zs ax zs zs

Mount Snow Vermont Tours
"Presents"

•X-

t

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1963

Jan. 9-14, 1963 Jan. 23-28, 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 per person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

Package includes:
* 5 nights lodging
* A gala welcome party
* Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area
* Five full skiers' breakfasts
* Four full course dinners
* Ski tour guide & host
* And so much morel

^^ • Welcome Get-Together Party * Beer Bash ••

Wine & Cheese Party * Fondue Party * Horse-DrawnJ
Sleigh Ride * Movies * And so much more if

'The Mountain of Fun, MT Snow Vermont" ?
All Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and IT
15% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge ^

Mount Snow Vermont Tours

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vermont 05356
802-464-2076

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^#^^^ ^^^ ^J^ ^^^^^^^^# ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^# ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

ytrestone
Go thru ice, mud and snow!

tl.M

155/80-D13 or A/78-13
All PrtCM Blackwall

MMmmI

North Amherst Tire

& Auto Center
78 Sunderland Rd No Amherst MA [.

Across from W.ittohd s Store 549 4701

Intramural round up: volleyball,

hockey and somehoop winddown
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

With the end of the semester approaching, many of the

intramural sports are concluding their seasons. In fact, all

sports that started earlier this semester will end on the

last day of classes. So, here's a quick rundown of what's

going on in the intramural circuit.

Volleyball playoffs have already started, with each

league (men's, women's, and co-rec) concluding their

season on Thursday. Sixteen co-rec matches were played

on Friday, and all three leagues begin quarterfinal action

tonight at Boyden. The big match to watch in the men's

bracket is the Patriotas vs. Nylon 4 2. The Patriotas are

defending champs but face a tough task going up against

Nylon 4-2, which posted a fine regular season.

The women's league begins their first round (8 teams)

tonight also, while the co-rec league will be looking for a

new champion, as the titlists from last year are not

competing this year. The influence of the Patriotas has

rubbed off on the co-rec league, as they now have a team of

their QViji in the co-rec league.

The semis are on Wednesday and the finals on Thursday

for all three leagues.

Basketball will be seeing a lot of action within the next

week. The one on-one league began last night, and finals

wUl be held on December 14, at halftime of the UMass-

Bcntley game in the Curry Hicks Cage. The men's three-

on three competed last night, with Unity facing Never Too

Late and the winner going up against three time defending

champ Force-4. With the playoffs being double elimination.

Force-4 would have to lose two games to the Unity Never

Too Late winner to be dethroned. Results of the games will

be taken up in the next column.

In other basketball news, entries are still being taken for

five-on-five teams. Space is limited, so if you haven't yet

signed up, it would be wise to do so soon.

* • •

Hockey playoffs also began last night, with two quar-

terfinal matches — What the Puck (10-0) vs. the Bumpers
(1-8-1). and the Nads (8-2) vs. Stick (4-4-2). Two more
quarterfinal games are tonight as Yukon Jack (8-2) goes
against the Leafs (5-4-1), and the Blades (5-3-2) take on the
Rebels (6-4). The semis are tomorrow night and the finals

are Sunday. What the Puck seems to be the prohibitive

favorite, with Les Hellman tending the nets and forward

Joe Gerace leading the team in scoring.

Hockey re-applications and entries for next semester are

due by the end of the week. There is a $25 fee for the

renting of the rink.

In other news, racquetball playoffs have also started,

with the finals scheduled for December 15. This round is

also double elimination, so the title is up for grabs.

There will be a five-on-five basketball managers meeting
on the 8th and 9th of this month at 6 p.m. in room 215
Boyden. The same night at 7 p.m.. the five-on-five officials

meeting will take place. All are asked to attend.

In case anyone hasn't noticed, enrollment in the in-

tramural program has gone down. Football and volleyball

are the biggest sports to experience a drop in numbers, not

only in the men, but in the women as well.

However, not every sport is on the decrease.

"Adding frsibee and co-rec soccer proved to be good
turnouts," said intramural sports director Frank Wright.
"But, on the whole, numbers are generally down."

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub

FREE 16 oz. soda with a whole sub
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Christmas is

love.

hope
and caring.

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

i?J means "sharing."

>^

5!i^
Give to The

Salvation

Army
so others

may hove

a haopy

holiday

Christmas

Boxed
Cards
Remembering,
caring, and sharing are

the very special joys of Christmas!

AMERIO\N^PJrCREETINGS
Americard

The right card for that special person

^yUNIVERSITY
STOREDLocated in the

Campus Center

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Tuesday, December 7, 1982 Collegian is

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 256-0739

AUDIO
~

Jensen 30 spkrs, new Advent spkrs, $120
each pair. Kenwood amp 40w/ch $120
546-4504

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Firebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor body work.
Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around
2000. Call nights 256-0435

1978 Toyota Corolla SRS liftback A/FM
stereo, air condit, headers excellent gas
mileage mint condit BEST OFFER 546-4366

79 Triumph TR7 30000 miles AM/FM
cassette exce condition best offer 253-3406

75 Olds Starfire 6 cly hat-back good cond.
stereo $1675 tel 253-2016

VW Superbeetle beautiful runner 1971

$1050 549-5377

71 Delta 88 very dep>endable winter car

$300 or BO 665-3471

BELLYGRAMSM

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick Up
and Delivery. One Day Service. Student
Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

POLODROID DJ's - Best Everything Call

Pat or John 253-2957

FOR A GOOD LAUGH

For a good laugh, come the performance

of the newly formed group Ladies Against

Women in the SUB Tuesday Dec 7 11 am
and 1 pm

FOR IMMEDIATE RENTAL

10 min from campus

one room apt with plenty of

FREE HEATI

948 N. Pleasant St.

Dec. rent negotiable $150/mth thereafter

call Steve 586-5827

FOR RENT

1 bdr. apt, for rent call 549-4709 $275/mo

BKO is renting rooms for intersession.

Full use of kitchen facilities. Most modern

house on campus, best location between

town and campus. Call Paul at 549 5382 or

Marty at 549-0206

Three bedroom apartment, Northwood

665-2577 9 PM 9 AM
Northwood Apts 315+2 bedrooms bus

outside door 665-4561

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade

in Peru. Selling for much less than store

cost! Great Christmas gifts! 546-5612

Guitar by MJHARDY 1977 No. 2, 6 str

ing, jumbo size w/ hard case 1-413-967-5850

$560
^

Airline ticket from Boston to Denver 1

way must be male $120.00 good through

Aug 12 '83 call Joe 253 5941 after 5:00

Color TV 19 " Seville

August 225 Bill 253-5362
bought new in

Raichle Ski Boots mens IVi excellent

cond. $60 or BO Joel 6-1080

Twin Bod - excellent condition $75 also

desk & bookcase 253-5713

Caber ski boots used 3 times $35 549-6194

Who Dec 11 front sec floor seats 546-6977

Twin bed t)ox spring and mattress new
must sell call 256-6086 evenings ask for

Fran

FOUND

Brown indoor-outdoor rug found on
North Pleasant Street. Please call 549-0498

Found silver earring outside Campus
Center. Teardrop shape with turquoise and
black. Call 6-4378

FRYE BOOTS

New mens size lOV^D style 2360. raisin

color regularly $120.00, $90.00 call 546-7475
after 5 PM

HELP WANTED
~

Assistant Business Manager at the Col-

legian. Business major preferred but not a

requirement. Low pay, great experience.
Apply at the Collegian by Dec. 8. An equal
opportunity employer.

WFCR needs spring interns. Up to 9
credits possible working in membership.
Call 545-0100

Telephone sales day Er night hrs. no ex-

perience needed good pay call 467-3105

Living Editor - The Index is looking for

one. Non-work study. Stop by 103 CC. Or
call 5-0848 and ask for Mike or Sheila. The
Index is an equal opportunity employer

Winter Vacation jobs in Boston to pro-

mote ecology, consumer issues, and safe

energy. The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group (MASSPIRG) is hiring

staff for winter session and full-time posi-

tions. Will train. $13&-$225/wk. Elise

256-6934

Nationwide Inventory Service needs
part time people Dec 26 to Jan 30. Must live

in greater Lowell-Lawrence, Woburn-
Watertown, North Shore areas, have
phone, transportation and available nights

and weekends. Contact Student Emp. Of-

fice^

INTERSESSION RENTALS ~

Furnished double and single rooms
available in Kappa Sigma fraternity for the

month of Jan Close to campus, parking

available 545-3197/ Todd Chuma or Steve
Gordon

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care at)out?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

LOST

Lost ladle's gold watch with black band
on 11/29 between Public Health Building

and GRC reward 6-6438

NEED CASH?

Christmas raffle. $100-$50-$25 prizes. 3

for $1 table in CC. Concourse Monday and
Tuesday.

PERSONALS

Gourmet Jelly Beans six exotic flavors

great gift, delivery call 546-6299

Happy 24th Yosef. Black is beautiful (!). .

. .so are we, together. Much love, your
adoring pupil

Jay in PoliSci 362. You looked right at us!

Next time say hello!!!

Holiday Open House Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma all UMass women invitpd foran after-

noon of holiday cheer! December 10th 3-5.

RSVP 545-0320 545-032 1

Happy Birthday Pat and John born to

run together Love, JB SC SM
Bev, Happy Birthday, at least now you can

call me sometime. Love "D"

CONGRATULATIONS
To all the New Brothers of

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Robert Albert, Mike Borkum, Mike Gould

Ira Rappaport, Robert Kennedy
Alan Rastellini, Randy Hanna

John Tessel

Photography: Pictures for all occasions.

Think about Valentines Day; Discounts for

appointments arranged before break call:

Manie 256-0865 or Mikp fi-i477

Final exams, memory, concentratiori,

-success - group rates University Hypnosis

Center 549-4645

House-mother needed for UMass sorori-

ty if interested please call 545-0527

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: all invited to SUB
on 12/8 at 7 and 9:30 pm to see this award

winning movie admission $1.50 sponsored

by Panhellenic Council

NSE Students Happy hour at the Pub is on

Dec 7 6-9 bring $6 for shirt 6-8776

Gar. Congratulations! Satin sheets and a

waterbed to celebrate?? Love yal Mario

SEXISM: Pub Pol of SGA welcomes Rep.

Barbara Gray of Fram. Speaking on Sexual

Harassment and its effects in Public Higher

Ed. on Dec. 8th Recp. Memorial Hall

5:30-7:30; Lecture CC 163 7:30-8:20 all are

urged to attend info 545-0341

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICF

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed
acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20
Dec. will share gas/driving, call Pam
253-7405.

To Everglades or anywhere in Florida after

X-mas Day call Brenda 617 544-2624

To Syracuse NY Dec 10 for WHO concert

expenses shared call Saul 546-6021

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for a bedroom, in Brit-

tany Manor for spring semester. Please

call 549-5686. Keep trying.

Apt needed 2 females to share or take over

apt. Jan. Lynn 546-6287, Kathy 546-7494.

Single room wanted for spring semester
call Mark 549-2838 keep trying.

Female seeks own room in Amherst for

spring semester Jocelyn 549-8860

ROOMMATE WANTED ~~

Roommate needed to share room in 2
room apt. Brit Manor $112 a month ex-

cludes elec. call ray 253-7918

Housemate wanted beautiful log cabin in

Leverett wood heat available now Cindy

256-6434

Male to share bedroom in Southwood
townhouse, $93/month, evenings 253-5963

Starting Jan 1 2 males remaining in 2
bedroom Brittany Manor apt 2 openings
call 253-5920

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartment from Jan 1 on. Call

256-0630

Female to share bedroom in two
bedroom apt Col Village spring semester

$91 /mth on bus route excellent location call

Chris or Tammy after 4:00 at 253-3082

One room available in Puffton prefer one
male 549-6322

3 roommates wanted for Jan 1 and spr

semester Brittany Manor call Tim 256-0606

One or two females for large bedroom in

Southwood apt starting Feb 1st 253-5215

Female wanted to share Puffton apt

during int session $125/month includes

heat. Preferably non-smoker, on bus route

please call Debbie evenings 546-9660 or

546-9662

Responsible person for own room in

Hadley apt $130 + electric 584-5045

Spring sem male non smoker to share br in

RG townhouse apt Dave 253-9431

Brittany Manor two people for one
bedroom $115 month heat included Craig

253-7985

1 or 2 females wanted to rent Brittany

Manor apt over break for details 253-7650

Easygoing female seeks same for spring

cheap rent bus route Amherst call evenings

253 2653

RSO GROUPS
REQUESTING FUNDING

Pick up your Budget Packet in the

Senate Office 420 of the Student Union

Building Due Dec 10, 1982

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates

For professional service call Jim
S46-7042

- Say Something Special Made-to-order

verses cards or gifts for more info 536-8683

SKI TRIPS

Smuggler's Notch Vermont Intersession

trips, only $149!! For more info call: Rot>er-

ta or Steph 549-6235

TO SUBLET
~

Woman wanted to share room in apt

Feb great deal for info please call 665-7109

Whole apt. 2 bedroom Squire Village call

6653032

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$165 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 bedroom apartment on
bus route available Jan 1 Laurel 665-3519

2 bedroom apartment heat and electricity

included 665-3982

Intersession rental Southeast St $180

utilities included call Bob 256-6017 after 8

2-3 bedroom townhouse in Echo Hill Jan-

Aug $510 call 253-2589

1 bedroom apt 2 min from Center avail in-

tersession 175.00 256-6948

WANTED

Stratomatic Baseball Cards wanted
1971 through 1979 call 549-4141 Mark

Needed Rush tickets for any date besides

Dec 15 call 665-7918 ask for Tom or Anne

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St.. Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Apt needed for int.

anytime or 546-5072
ft spr. sem call

Need a Job? . .

.

The Colleqian is now hiring associate editors, copy editors, photo editors and other news positions

for the spring semester. Positions available include Associate Managing Editors Copy Editors,

Layout T^^ ^.nicians. drivers, librarian, associate news editors, associate women s editor, arsociate

arts cci u.r associate black affairs editor, associate sports editor, associate photo editor, night photo

technicians, associate executive editor and training officer. All current employees must reapply. Ap-

plications are available from and should be returned to the front counU-r of the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center. The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.
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Clapp for theCrimson ingame tonight
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team will attempt to

get back on the winning track once again,

and improve their game as they host

Harvard University tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

the Cage.

Starting for the Crimson will be former

Minutewomen ace Cindy Clapp, who

transfered to Harvard this year. It will be

Clapp's first appearance against her former

teammates and in Amherst sporting a

Crimson uniform.

The young Minutewomen, who retained

only three players from last year's team,

seek to pick up a win after an encourag^g

loss against New Hampshire last Saturday.

UMass played tough and was in most of the

game with the more experienced Wildcats,

who are one of the top teams in New
England.

"We had one of our better rebounding
games with the freshman (UM
outrebounded UNH 41-38) and we played
with intensity," said head coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski of the New Hampshire loss.

Ozdarski added that UMass didn't get the

Gymnasts take second in

UMass Invitational
By ELLEN RICHARD
Colleg:ian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team held its annual

invitational meet last Friday finishing in

second place. Karen Knapp was the star of

the match as she broke a school record in

the balance beam with a 9-5. The old

record, set by Stephanie Jones, was 9.45.

The University of New Hampshire won
the meet by a score of 169.45. UMass
scored a 167.40 to take second and was
followed by the University of Connecticut

and the University of Rhode Island who
finished third and fourth respectively.

The meet consisted mainly of UMass and

UNH trading first and second places, with

UConn placing second once in the balance

beam event.

"We had one major setback this week
that could have made a difference," coach

Ken Anderson said. "Our top all-around

was removed by the doctors because of a

chronic back problem."

In the vaulting event, UNH came out on

top with a 44.95 over UMass' 42.60. Robin

Low of the Minutewomen scored the team
high with an 8.9 and took second place

behind Laura Cavanaugh of UNH.

uneven parallel bars, with a 42.20 over the

Minutewomen's 40.95. Cavanaugh took her

second event with an 8.85 over UConn's
Christine Morrissey (8.45) and UMass'
Low and Sue Allen (both 8.3).

UMass was victfirious in the balance

beam event with Knapp being the obvious

winner individually with a 9.5 score.

"She hit a good solid routine that she

knew how to do," Anderson said of Knapps
strong performance. The women took the

event 41.05-40.70 over UConn.
"Barbara Lord hit an excellent set which

I felt was a little low," Anderson said. Lord
had a score of 8.65 in the beam event.

In the floor exercises, UMass again came
out on top with a score of 42.75. UNH plac-

;

ed second with 42.05 points. Allen won in-

dividually over the Wildcats' Cavanaugh
8.9-8.55.

"We'll be better next time," Anderson
said. "A lot of very good freshmen came
through."

Because of last minute changes in the

lineup and the loss of one of their top

players, the Minutewomen didn't perform
as well as they could but plan on being in

top shape next time around.

The Minutewomen will play their final

game until January this Saturday when
they travel to Boston to take on Nor-

The Wildcats won the second event, the theastem University.

No serious earthmoving
for baseball this winter
By GREG WELLS
Collegian Correspondent

Remember the days when baseball's off

season was almost as much fun as the

regular season, the days of blockbuster

trades destined to turn franchises around?

Back then superstars and potential

superstars swapped uniforms all the time.

Well, sports fans, those days are gone.

Free agency and longterm contracts

have all but done away with the "super"

trade. So. as the winter meetings convene

in Hawaii don't plan on anything earth

shaking.

Not many real big names appear to be

on the trading block. Thirdbasemen can

be had, with Atlanta's Bob Horner, Texas'

Buddy Bell and Larry Parrish, and

Boston's Carney Lansford all available.

The only problem is everyone wants a

lefthanded pitcher and there aren't too

many.

The Dodgers appear to be ready to

harvest some of their vast youth crop, as

cries of "break up the Dukes" spread

through the Pacific Coast League. The

Dodgers top farm club put together its

second straight domin;itinij year, and the

top prospects appear ready. To mak^

room for them, the Dodgers have to

unload Ron Cey and mo'e Pedro Guerrero

to third. Shortstop Billy Russell may also

go as the Dodgers shop for a ratrher.

*'r T^ i.rr '
iv already gon*-. a \;'lini

of the free agent market. Even though he

was one of their most popular players, the

Dodgers decided to let Steve Garvey go.

It appears that San Diego and the Cubs

will fight it out and of course the Yankees
will make their pitch. Look for the Padres

to win the battle for the Penguin.

It now appears the Mets and the Reds
have cooled the Tom Seaver trade talks.

Seaver may be better off to retire unless

he can go back to New York. However,
Reds G.M. Dick Wagner thinks Seaver is

worth a Ron Darling type prospect and
the Mets only want to give up Mike Scott.

Meanwhile across town, George
Steinbrenner has opened up his checkbook

and already sigfned Don Baylor. Look for

George to make outrageous offers to

Floyd Bannister, Steve Kemp, and Omar
Moreno. That would free up Ken Griffey,

Dave Collins, and maybe Jerry Mum-
phrey . Craig Nettles also appears to be on

the outs, probably to San Diego.

The Red Sox are looking for a starter

(What else is new?). Mike Torrez is

definitely gone, and Lansford also appears

to be on the way out. The Sox have talked

to the Yankees about Dave Righetti and

maybe Griffey for Lansford. Also the

Dodgers and the A's are interested. With
Tom Burgmeier already gone, the Sox are

going to have to rely on their young
talent.

Mark Brown. Dennis Boyd and Dennis

Burht will be fighting for a job on the

staff. The Sox would be smart to try and

land Lansford and trade either Hoffman or

Stapleton along with Torrez for a starter.

Dennis Eckersly, Bobby Ojedy, Brian

Denman, John Tuder, and Steve

Crawford is not such a bad staff. Look for

Luis Aponte to get an upgraded role in the

crucial rebounds in the game and thus could

not over take UNH.
UMass spread out the scoring for the first

time this season with four players in double

figures. UMass sharpshooter Barbara

Hebel and point guard Wendy Ward led the

Minutewomen with 16 points each. Karen
Damminger had 11 points and Rebecca

Kucks scored 10.

"We have to do that every game," said

Ozdarski.

Ozdarski feels that the Minutewomen
have to accomplish three things to win.

UMass wUl have to have balanced scoring,

execute the offense well, and rebound well.

They will be facing a Harvard team that

is 2-3 on the year and that was 4-21 last

season. They will be no pushover, though.

The Crimson start four seniors and one
junior, Clapp.

Elaine Holpuch has added a good inside

game to Harvard's attack and Pat Home is

a key for the Crimson.

It will be a homecoming for the 5'H"
junior Clapp, who was a vital cog in the P-16

Minutewoman machine last season. Clapp

has been rebounding well this season for

Harvard.

"Harvard is an experienced ballclub,"

said Ozdarski. "If we do what we set out to

do, we can win the ball game."

Pkoto conrteay of UMau Spoita Stgdie* Dcpt.

Don Canham, Director of Athletics at the University of Michigan,

will speak on "The Impact of Television on College Sport** tonight at 8

p.m. in room 180 of the Campus Center.

Mermen swamp Lowell

even their record at 1-1
By SCOTT SOLOMON
Collegian Correspondent

LOWELL - Co-captain Chris Porter col-

lected victories in the 100 and 200-yard
freestyle and freshman Marc Surette

recorded his best time ever in the 200-yard
backstroke as the University of
Massachusetts men's swimming team
defeated the University of Lowell, 65-48

Saturday.

Porter gave UMass its third consecutive

first place when he finished two seconds
ahead of the Chiefs Don Muller in the

200-yard freestyle event with a time of

1:49.4.

UMass opened the meet with a victory in

the 400-yard medley relay when Lowell's

Don Jensen jumped before teammate Bob
Lange completed the first leg of the race.

Lowell was disqualified and the Minutemen
led 7-0.

Porter scored another win in the

100-yard freestyle, hitting the pad at 49:9,

a second in front of teammate Brian
Spellman and two ahead of Lowell's Mike
Fogaren.

Surette finished behind Jensen and
Lowell's Jim Vicedomine in the 200-yard

individual medley at 2:07. But it was in the

200-yard backstroke where the Saugus
native coasted to his biggest accomplish-

ment of the afternoon. Hia time of 2:05.29

(two-tenths of a second behind Vicedomine)

was Surette 's career best.

In the final event, with UMass having
already put the meet away (58-48), Surette

led off the 400-yard freestyle relay with his

best time, 50:5. Rich PluiJtett, Porter and-

Spellman followed their mate's act, and the

foursome nudged out the Chiefs Guy Kin-

non. Bob Blacker, Jim Lange and Fogaren
by three-tenths of a second with a time of

3:20.41.

In all, the Minutemen grabbed six first

place slots on the day, including a big vic-

tory from Brian Semle in the 1000-yard

freestyle.

UMass divers Scott Andrews, who won
the one-meter dive against Tufts on Tues-

day, and freshman Pat Mullen were hand-
cuffed by Jensen, who swept both the one
and three-meter diving events.

The Minutemen scorched to an 18-point

lead (26-8) on four consecutive victories,

the latter coming on Spellman's win in the

50-yard freestyle. The Chiefs narrowed the

margin to seven (34-27) on the strength of

Joe Geary's 2:08.34 in the 200-yard butterf-

ly before UMass cracked it open with a one-

two (Porter-Spellman) thrashing in the

100-yard free.

The Minutemen's next meet will be this

weekend when they travel to Springfield

College.
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Student aid increase expected
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

As pressure mounts from students and higher education

officials, the long effort to drastically increase state

assistance to students may be passed by the state

legislature within the next couple of days.

Hundreds of University of Massachusetts students,

along with hundreds of students, financial aid ad-

ministrators and college presidents from both public and

private institutions, statewide have been involved in

applying political lobbying pressure on members of the

House of Representatives in an effort to increase student

aid by up to $25 million.

Long distance phone lines are being made available in

Room 420 of the Student Union for UMass students in-

terested in calling their representatives. It is part of a

mobilization effort by a coalition of students groups built

around increasing state student assistance. After con-

tacting hundreds of UMass students asking them to

contact their representatives, the coalition has placed at

least 100 phone calls into the State House and expects to do

the same today, said Jim Quinn, co-president of Students

Advocating Financial Assistance (SAFA) and a member of

the Student Center for Educational Research (SCERA)
Public Policy Team.

SCERA has also contacted most of the Student

Government Associations of the public colleges and

universities asking them to contact state representatives.

The Massachusetts Association of Student Financial Aid

Administrators (MASFA) is organizing its membership

and some students at the 200 higher educational in-

stitutions they are affiliated with, said Barbara Turnow,
president of MASFA.
Two major pieces of legislation which have been passed

by the state Senate are before the House Ways and Means
Committee. The first piece mandates that the state spend

an additional $25 million in state scholarships, work study

grants, low income student grants and a graduate student

scholarship program. This legislation does not specify

where money would come from to pay for the proposal. A
second piece of legislation, passed by the senate late

Monday, would have all the unclaimed five or ten cent

bottle deposits required by the Bottle Bill to be used for

student assistance. This bill would also extend the im-

plementation of the Bottle Bill until March 31 for the

distributors of soft drinks.

A great deal of speculation has arisen from several

sources concerning the events in the next forty-eight

hours. Some have suggested that the two proposals would

be merged together providing a revenue source and a plan

to disburse the money to certain programs.
Most agree however that very little action will be taken

concerning the Bottle Bill until House Speaker Thomas
McGee, D-Lynn, returns from an out-of-town trip. He is

expected to return today.

Joseph Trainor, budget director for the House Ways and

Means Committee refused to comment on the reports.

"The Ways and Means Committee is actively working on

these issues. The bills are very much on everyones minds,"

Trainor said.

Collepaa phyto bj Katie Wattcri

**0h, Christmas tree! Oh, Christmas tree!

Thou stand in verdant beauty." Lights shining
brightly from this sjrmbol of Christmas remind
Northampton residents that the season of giving

is at hand.

Weapon found in stabbing case

PiMto nmwUtj mt SporU Ufamatio* File

A.J. Wynder, a freshman on the UMass hoop
team, sUbbed Sunday night by the JFK Tower,
remains in stable condition at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton.

By JIM FLOYD
and DIANE KADZIS
Collegian SUff
A weapon has been discovered in connection with

Sunday night's stabbing of a University of Massachusetts

basketball player that resulted from what police reports

termed a "discussion about a woman."
Gerald T. O'Neil, director of the UMass Department of

Public Safety, yesterday confirmed reports of a knife being

in the possession of the police with the assumption it could

be the same blade that allegedly entered the lower ab

domen of Arthur J. (A.J.) Wynder. a freshman guard for

the UMass basketall team, at about 10 p.m. Sunday. O'Neil

declined to elaborate on details of where and when the

weapon was found by police.

A shift from critical to stable in the condition of Wynder,

an ISyear-old business major now hospitalized in Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, has left his teammates

and family optimistic about his recovery and a possible

return to the court this season.

"I know he's going to be back to play. I don't know when,

but I know he'll be back," said UMass basketball coach

Tom McLaughlin after reporting Wynder sat up in bed and
attempted to position himself in a chair during a visit with

the coach yesterday.

Micoyan N. Von Dyke, 19, a resident of New Bedford

visiting UMass Sunday now conHned to the Hampshire
County House of Correctk)n on $10,000 cash or surety bail

as a suspect in the incident, pleaded innocent to charges of

assault and battery with a dangerous weapon and assault

and battery with intent to commit murder during his

arraignment in Hampshire District Court on Monday.
According to police reports, the stabbing allegedly

evolved from a disagreement on the part of Von Dyke
concerning a mutual female friend of Wynder and his,

whom Von Dyke was visiting Sunday. After arranging to

meet with Wynder for a walk, "one word led to another

and the (alleged) stabbing resulted," O'Neil said.

Wynder's father, Arthur Wynder Sr., said doctors

expect Wynder to be released from Cooley Dickinson by
the end of the week and are looking for a full recovery

within five to six weeks. Doctors are conHdent, he said,

that Wynder will be able to resume practice with the team
by mid-January.

McLaughlin said during yesterday's visit to Wynder, he
told Wynder to plan on travelling to Florida with the

basketball team, "and he smUed. His father told me that

was the first time he had smiled in the past two days."

Female exploitation seen in ads
By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collegian Staff

The sexualization of products and the objectification of

women has become increasingly promoted by advertising,

a well-known media consultant said during a slide show
presentation last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Dr. Jean Kilboume, speaking to more than 350 people

on "The Naked Truth: Advertising's Image of Women,"
said although most people feel they are personally exempt
from the influences of advertising, those effects are in-

escapable.

"Advertising is the foundation of mass media. Ads sell

values, images, concepts of love and popularity. Ads tell us

who we are and who we should be," she said.

"Advertising is the most powerful force that keeps us

trapped in our roles," she said.

"Beauty depends on how well we fwomen) disguise

ourselves. 1;. our natural state we are ugly," she said.

"Women are judged against a standard of beauty whether

they want it or : '

"Our Dooy oeconica a paCKage, <i 'lung. luen icarn to

look at our bodies as objects. Women are grouped

together as things, as objects," she said.

Every part of a women's body has to be changed, accor-

ding to the messages in advertising, Kilbourne said.

"The underlying mesage is you're ugly, disgusting, buy

something. No part of the body is not in need of improve-

ment," she said.

One of the primary motivating factors of advertising is

anxiety, Kilbourne said. Women feel anxious about their

bodies, their faces and their age. Advertising makes
women feel guilty if they fail to achieve the flawlessness of

the models used in the advertising, she said.

"That look is artificial," she said. "One million dollars is

spent every hour in this country on beauty products," she

said.

Advertising also promotes the "awful myth that it is

manly to be brutal, particularly brutal to women," she

said, "Men do get sexually exploited and increasingly so,

but not the extent women are."

"Men are told they must concentrate only on work and

women only on love. Men are rarely shown with children,"

she said.

The use ot children, particularly little girls, is becoming

more and more frequent as women are attempting <oa

chieve fuller, more well-rounded lives, she said.

"The use of little girls and violence in advertising is the

backlash on women's attempts to win equality in this

society," she said.

Images of violence are especially prevalent on record

covers, Kilboume said "Images of rape, sadism and

violence are becoming more and more acceptable, making

the reality more acceptable."

However, making laws against certain advertising is not

the way to stop the exploitation, she said. Being aware of

the impact of aidvertising images on themselves is the best

way to fight their danger, she said.

Photo hj David Dcabcr

Jeanne Kilboume, a noted media consultant,
spoke last night in the Student Union BaDlroom
on "The Naked Truth: Advertising's Image of
Women."

mm\
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House deletes MX Missile funding
WASHINGTON (AP) - By 245-176, the House voted

yesterday to delete from a $231 .6 billion defense spending

bill all $988 million earmarked to buy the first five of a

planned 100 of the nuclear-tipped, intercontinental

missiles.

The vote marked a personal defeat for Reagan, who had

led an intensive administration lobbying campaign to keep

the production money intact.

Arrayed against him in the battle for votes were ad-

vocates of a U.S.-Soviet nuclear freeze and members who

contended that the MX was a good place to make budget

economies and that its proposed basing system has not

received congressional approval.

Shortly before the afternoonlong debate began. House

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., predicted the

MX would be defeated.

"I've talked to knowledgeable people and I don't think he

(Reagan) has 170 votes." said O'NeUl, who had aligned

himself with the MX opponents but did not seek to make it

a party position for his fellow Democrats. It would have

taken 218 votes to defeat a motion to cut the MX money.

Amid predictions by some of his allies that they had the

votes to deny the money. Rep. Joseph P. Addabbo, D-

N.Y., the chief MX opponent, criticized the weapons

program as an example of wasteful miliUry spending.

"I don't think we have to fund every expensive toy that

the admirals, generals and contractors want." said

Addabbo, who planned later in the day to introduce an

amendment to delete the MX procurement funds.

But Rep. Jack Kemp. R-N.Y., and other administration

supporters maintained that the nation could not afford to

delay modernizing its strategic arsenal in the face of a huge

Soviet arms buildup.

Sfo/i/c Barney' suffers seizures

AP Laacrpiioto

Rescue workers search through the debris of a

fallen tower in Missouri City, Texas, for the cor-

pses of five men killed when the radio tower fell

yesterday morning.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Artificial -heart recipient

Barney Clark suffered a series of seizures yesterday

"which could have ominous significance." prompting

doctors to put him back on a respirator and downgrade his

condition to critical.

Doctors said they hoped the seizures stemmed from a

correctable chemical imbalance, and not from either of two

other possibilities — a hemorrhage or blood clot in the

bram. The artificial heart was functioning normally and the

pump itself probably was unrelated to the seizures, doctors

said.

The seizures early on the sixth day of Clark's life with

the permanent plastic device lasted from one to two hours

before they were controlled by sedatives, said Dr. Chase

Peterson, vice president for health services at the

University of Utah.

"We are concerned that Dr. Clark has had a com-

plication, the significance of which could be ominous, but is

not yet clear," Peterson told a news conference five hours

after the early-morning seizures.

Peterson said the complications could range in

seriousness "from serious brain damage to a totally

reversible chemical imbalance."

Peterson said Clark, a 61- year-old retired Seattle area

dentist, had spent a restful night following his second day

Monday performing brief and mild exercises. He had been

listed in serious condition since Saturday.

Dr. William C. DeVries, the surgeon who implanted

Clark's Jarvik-7 heart last Thursday, had been pleased

with Clark's recovery and was talking with his patient

early Tuesday.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Investigation of state corruption

leads to grand jury indictments

BOSTON — Secret indictments

charging corruption and tax fraud in the

state Revenue Department have been

handed down by Suffolk and Middlesex

county grand juries. Attorney General

P'rancis X. Bellotti said yesterday.

Bellotti said the arraignments of the

unspecified number of individuals Will

take place before the end of the week.

Details will be available at the

arraignments, he said. He also said the

investigation was continuing.

Bellotti said presentations to the grand

juries were made Monday and yesterday,

"and indictments were voted."

The indictments follow a nine-month

probe that became an issue in this year's

governor's race.

The Associated Press reported Sunday

that six past and present workers at the

Revenue Department are targets of the

corruption probe that rocked out-going

Gov. Edward J. King's unsuccessful re-

election campaign this summer.

The investigation was disclosed

following the arrest in May of Stanley J.

Barczak, a tax examiner who was collared

"in the act of bribery," Assistant Attorney

General Stephen Delinsky said in court

this summer. Delinsky said Barczak was

cooperating with the probe.

In late July. Deputy Revenue Com
missioner John F. Coady hanged himself

at his home. The indictments are expected

to clarify Coady's role in the investigation.

Bellotti declined to give further deUils

on the indictments.

His remarks came at a conference at

which Gov. Elect Michael Dukakis an-

nounced re establishment of the State

Office of Investigations.

Warm weather chills fuel sales;

oil dealers lament: It's killing us

BOSTON — New England's fuel oil

suppliers say unusually warm weather has

cut deliveries by 27 percent this year, but

they aren't despairing. At least not yet.

'There's a whole winter to go." said

Richard CaroU. vice president of Grimes

Oil Co. in Boston. "We're not going to

panic."

Charles Burkharat. president of the

New England Fuel Institute, a retail

dealer's association, said deliveries are 15

percent behind average and 27 percent

below last year's.

"It's killing us." he said. "We have some

dealers who have only sold half the oil

they had sold at this time last year."

State plan may affect retarded
BOSTON — Federal officials said

yesterday they are studying a state plan

to increase by 43 percent the number of

retarded people moved out of state

schools into community homes.

In August, the federal Health and

Human Services Department threatened

to withdraw Medicaid funding for patients

housed in 46 of the 146 buildings at the

stale's six schools for the retarded unless

the state repaired the buildings or remove

the people. The federal government

contends the buildings don't meet health

and safety standards.

Dr. Lawrence Osborne, a spokesman

for the federal agency, said it could be two

months before the agency completes its

review of the state's plan of Nov. 22. But

he also told the Springfield Daily News
that the agency would be reluctant to

approve any proposal without guaranteed

funding.

According to Mary Cliett. acting state

commissioner for the retarded, the plan

calls for moving 717 retarded people into

community homes to reduce the number

of buildings the state would have to

repair.

AP Laacrphoto

One of five men killed in the collapse of a Missouri City, Texas, tower

is carried from the wreckage by volunteers.

Execution drug saves lives

HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) - The drug

chosen by Texas to carry out its executions,

including yesterday's death of convicted

murderer Charlie Brooks Jr., is commonly

used to help save lives by putting patients

to sleep quickly for life saving surgery.

Sodium thiopental, better known as

sodium Pentothal or truth serum, can

quickly stop breathing and heart beat.

Many experts believe it is the most humane

way yet found for society to execute its

criminals.

"It is about as painless and easy and sure

and rapid a way to go as there is," according

to Houston anesthesiologist Dr. Denis

Bourke.

Two other chemicals are added to the

injection after the sodium thiopental to

assure death. They are a muscle relaxant

called pavulon, and potassium chloride,

which can cause muscular paralysis.

Oklahoma, Idaho and New Mexico also

have passed legislation to use lethal in-

jection for executions, some with a com-

bination of a barbiturate and potassium,

which can also stop the heart. Washington

state offers prisoners a choice between

hanging or lethal injection.

The use of lethal injection was first

proposed in the 1950s, but did not become a

political issue until the mid-1970s. The
method was strongly opposed by doctors

who saw it as a corruption of medical

technology developed to heal.
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Joshua Jay, the Waffle clown, performs his guerilla theatre act as

part of a program in the Student Union Building by the UMass
Peacemakers.

Cooperation sought twixt

CC andSUB stores
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

After a frequently heated discussion, the

University of Massachusetts Graduate

Student Senate approved last night a

motion which in effect called for the

cooperation of the Campus Center

University Store with the various student

run businesses or co-ops inside the Campus
Center/Student Union Complex.

The motion was presented by Mike Reilly

and Todd Zeigelbaum of the Board of

Governors Office, who had already asked

for and received the support of the Student

Government Association.

The Graduate Senate's approval cleared

the path for the allocation of $2,000 to

Union Records Unlimited (URU) in the

Student Union Building.

The money would be given so that URU
could compete with the approximately $360

per week spent by the University Store on

record advertising which Zeigelbaum

believes is in direct competition with URU.
"Union Records cannot compete head-on

with the University Store and in my opinion

the University Store knows this,"

Zeigelbaum said. "If they (the University

Store) wanted to put URU out of business

tomorrow, they could probably do it," he

added.

Zeigelbaum pointed out that the $90,000

per year that the University Store makes

on records is 1.4 percent of the store's gross

income, while the $60,000 yearly gross of

URU is its sole source of revenue.

"They (Union Records) have been a thorn

in the University Store's side for years, at

least that is the impression I got from Mr.
Cummings (W.L. Cummings, Jr.,

University Store Manager)," Zeigelbaum

added.

Pete Saunders, a grad senator from the

Fisheries department who abstained from

the vote, said the Board of Governors

(BOG) representatives had not proved their

allegations.

"I was unconvinced by the arguments of

the BOG and I felt uncomfortable with the

scope of the motion." Saunders said. 'The

apparent attempt by the BOG to control the

products and advertising of the University

Store seemed to me to be more of an at-

tempt to enhance the co-ops rather than

provide a true business experience,"

Saunders said.

Troupe mocks female status,

raises birth right awareness
By BROOKE STATES
Collegian Staff

To dramatize the seriousness of the

attacks on women's reproductive rights,

members of the Coalition for Equal Rights

and Reproductive Freedom staged a

satirical play on the new right in the

Student Union Lobby yesterday.

Bridgett Andrews of CERRF said, "the

play is part of a campaign CERRF has been

working on to raise jjeople's awareness

about the current status of women in

regards to their reproductive rights, and

Supreme Court cases that will be coming up

this spring."

"Several of the cases that will be dealt

with in the Supreme Court, involve

deciding the role of the state in regulating

abortion. Individual states could gain the

right to pass restrictive legislation like the

Akron Ordinance.' This would require

doctors to tell women seeking an abortion,

that life begins at conception." Andrews

said.

The play, entitled "If I Only Had a Man,"

was performed by CERRF members, in the

troupe "Ladies Against Women."

The list of characters in LAWs play

included Mrs. Anita Tyrant, Mrs. Im A.

Breeder, and the Reverend Jackoff

Feelwell. Against a backdrop of signs

reading "Suffering not Sufferage" and

"Father Knows Best," the eight women and

two men sang the title song "If I Only Had a

Man."

Against a chanted background of "repeal

the vote" and "What do we want?, nothing.

When do we want it? Now," Mrs. Phylbs

Shifty asked the 75 students that gathered

to watch, "All you women libbers, what's all

this Ulk about equal rights? Do you really

want to go to war where you'll take all the

soldiers attention away from killing the

enemy? Do you actually want your

husbands and brothers sharing the same

foxhole with girl sdidiers?"

The chants continued with "Warfare, not

welfare." as Fanny Reagan asked the

audience, "What's all this fuss about ladies

not making as much money as men? Why
should they be paid at all? Real ladies do it

for free."

Profe swaying away from
relocation program
By PAUL BASKEN
Collegian Staff

The "reality and the effectiveness" of

the nation's nuclear civil defense relocation

program, which was rejected this year by

the town of Amherst, was questioned

yesterday by University of Massachusetts

faculty and staff members during a con-

ference held to explore the multi-billion

dollar plan.

Although the University has not yet

either accepted or rejected the plan by

which 162,000 residents of the Springfield

area would, in the event of an eminent

nuclear attack, be relocated to Amherst

locales which include UMass dormitories,

several professors and staff members ex-

pressed their professional opinions of op-

position to it.

Dr. Robert Gage of the University

Department of Public Health, who was
scheduled to speak but did not because of

time constraints, said he advocated rejec-

tion of the plan and at a recent Faculty

Senate meeting asked Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey for his position regarding it.

Gage said Duffey, a former Democratic

Senatorial candidate active in liberal

causes in Washington, told him the plan

continued to be studied by the University,

but conceded that, "Personally, I think this

whole thing (the relocation plan) is

absurd."

The Amherst Board of Selectmen joined

66 towns, 25 of which are from
Massachusetts, when on Feb. 22 it

unanimously rejected the nuclear civil

defense plan, and instead voted to publish a

pamphlet informing citizens "why there is

no protection from a nuclear war."

"If you start looking at it, the whole

thing unravels," Selectmen and professor

of history Richard Minear in addressing

the conference.

Gage claimed to receive no pressure from

the University regarding his planned

speech, saying, "I don't think they care,"

but program coordinator Scott Hunter of

the Peacemakers said he could only secure

speakers such as Gage with "enough

tenure so they wouldn't be threatened by

the University."

Included in the program, which was held

in a year in which civil defense funding

targeted solely for nuclear accident or at-

tack has risen from $141 million to $252

million, was a slide show detailing results

of the spending, several speeches, poetry

readings and a documentary film.

Following opening introductions for the

conference, guest speaker "Waffles the

Clown" displayed his "E.T.," or Edward
Teller (the "father of the hydrogen bomb")
Survival Kit, which contained "atomic

sneakers" for running away from the bomb
and "Preparation H-Bomb" to be used to

treat radiation exposure, from which "peo-

ple get hemmorages two to three times

their body size."

Regents increase waivers
By BECKY THATCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Educaticm recently released an

additional $300,000 worth of tuition

waivers for University of Massachusetts

at Amherst students.

Jan Robertson, the staff member for

the regents who is in charge of student

affairs, said these additional waivers were
approved due to increased student need.

Art Jackson, UMass director of

financial aid, said while federal support of

higher educaticm is declining due to

Reaganomics, state support for higher

education is increasing.

Jackson said the UMass financial aid

program could still use additional funding.

"When students applied for financial aid

this semester, there was a need for $54

million. The school received $18 million,"

he said.

Robinson said there is always the threat

further financial aid cuts proposed by

President Reagan may be passed. She
said the Regents have guarded against

decreases in support from the federal

government by setting aside an additional

$1 million dollars for student aid.

"If the financial aid picture for the

students changes, we are prepared to

provide access to more students for higher

education," she said.

Tuition waivers are part of the financial

aid program at UMass that includes work-

study, low interest loans and scholarships.

Of the total tuition revenue collected,

certain percentages are returned to the

students in the form of tuition waivers. In

August, the Amherst campus was
allocated 4 percent of total revenue.

On October 29th the Regents passed an

additional 2 percent for all state colleges

and universities, Robinson said.

"There were not enough waivers

initially granted based on information

submitted by public colleges and

universities," Robinson said.

"These allotments were based on the

comparative analysis of student aid needs

at state colleges and universities."

Jackson said students should be aware
of how the state funds both public and
private education.

"More tax dollars for financial aid go to

private institutions than public colleges

and universities." he said.

"The financial aid needs at the state's

public universities and colleges should be

met first, but the private institutions have

highly paid lobbyists in Boston and
Washington," he said.

CoHcffiui pkoto by Kati* Wttten

CEERF members, players in the Ladies Against Women troupe, per-

formed a skit in the SUB yesterday. Players included, Tildy Turchinetz,

center, as Phyliss Schifty, and left to right: Teresa Kolisa (Im A.

Breed), Melanie Fish (Fanci Ray-gun), Becky Lautman (AniU Tyrant)

and David Greif (Rev. Jackoff Feelwell). ^
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High P*opl« In High Ploc*s

AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

Th€ insignia of an Air

Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air

Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the

most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the

responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-

portunities. If you're a nursing professional or

about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
3nd our future. Then make it yours.

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY
OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203) 229-8650:

Freshmen & Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 545-2637

UMASS SKI CLUB
Mandatory Meetings:

Thursday Dec. 9
ALLMEMDERS

Public H»Qlth Aud 7:00 PM
Tuesday Dec. 14
All Sugarbush G Aspen People
Hosbrouck Room
Mandatory Meetings tor mor« mio

5-0407
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NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

DESIGN
HAIRCUTS
VO >00 with this coupon

10.50 with shampoo & Blow Diy

1.50 long hair shampoo 8- Blow Dry

Free Consultations
please call for an appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive, Amherst

r.

X

549-5610
expires 12 31 82
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If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 1975. consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government wiU release

you from 1/3 ofyour indebtedness (or $1,500, whichever is greater) tor

each year of active duty.
,

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 1007o ot your debt.

But ifyou sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option,

we'll still cancel 2/3 of your debt.
, •

Plus you may be eligible for generous educational incentives

To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call

the number below.

In Northampton call 584-2157

In other areas consult the Yellow Pages

under "Recruiting"

ARM!BEAUVOUCAN BE.

DMIW SPEfHUS
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TOIJ^fthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

llth Floor •Campus Center *lttiass
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Collcciu photo bjr Katie Watteri

Tina Mill and her infant daughter Tahatha brave yesterday's winds as

they wait for their bus.

Booze nixed; benefit is on
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

For one night, beer will not be served in

the Blue Wall as a non-alcoholic benefit

concert for the United Way takes over.

The Andy May Band, headlining the

event, as well as The Fantini Brothers, The
Armstrong Brothers, The Valentines and

the Biz will donate their time to play music

this Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Blue Wall.

Proceeds will benefit the University of

Massachusetts campaign for the United

Way.
Ron Sinacore of the Affirmitive Action

Office said the campus campaign for the

United Way is hoping to raise at least

$2,000 from the concert to add to the

$30,000 already raised since the beginning

of the year. He said the overall goal of

$50,000 is much higher than fundraising

hopes of previous years.

"Last year we only had four hundred

people give to the United Way, most of

them faculty members," he said. "This year

we are expanding our campaign drive to

include students, professional non-

academics and other departments."

Along with generous donations from a

wide variety of people this semester.

Sinacore said the campaign raised $1,000 in

November from a rope pull sponsored by

the Beta Kappa Phi fraternity and he hopes

the concert will be as equally successful.

In place of beer at the concert Sinacore

said there will be a full-service juice bar.

"The Blue Wall has a full menu of non-

alcoholic drinks. This will be the first event

in the Blue Wall that is non-alcoholic so that

all ages can enjoy the concert," he said.

Mark Abend, a UMass student and a

representative of the Campus Center Board

of Governors, said he is working on the idea

of having a non-alcoholic night once a week
in the Blue Wall to make it a place for

everyone. Abend said he is working on the

issue with Director of Food Services Dick

Ellis. "The Blue Wall is contemplating

offering a non-alcoholic program next

semester." Ellis said.

"I think it is a great opportunity to let in

18 and 19-year-olds who have been saying

'give me an opportunity to go to the Blue

Wall."' Sinacore said.

There will be a $2 cover charge for the

concert and the event is being co-sponsored

by Food Services. The Governors Program

CouncU. Union Program Council, the Board

of Governors and the Campus Center Print

Shop.
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State representative to talk on

sexual harassment, education
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By GAYLE McGILL
Collegian Staff

Rep. Barbara Gray, R Framingham, will

speak to the Undergraduate Student

Senate at 7:30 tonight in Campus Center

Room 163 on "Sexual Harassment and its

Effects on Public Higher Education."

In order to give students an opportunity

to meet with their state representatives,

various !:ampus organizations are spon-

soring the three part lecture series.

"Since she is a woman who has been

involved with politics for ten years, her

discussion will revolve around women in the

decision making process." said Jim

Bodreau. a member of the Public Policy

Committee of the Student Government

Association.

"She has presented an amalgamation of

bills to the legislature concerning sexual

harassment in employment and education,"

Bodreau said.

The first speaker of the series was Rep.

Mel King, D-Boston, who spoke last week
on "Racism and its Effects in Public Higher

Education."

Sen. Gerard D'Amico, D- Worcester, co-

chairman of the Education Committee, will

speak Dec. 15 on "Reagonomics: Financial

Aid Cuts and its Effect on Public Higher

Education."

"This is an attempt to not only demon-

strate students are involved and do care,

but to also build a repor between the

Legislature and the University through the

students," Bodreau said.

A reception will be held at 5:30 today for

Gray in Memorial Hall.

The lecture series is sponsored by the

Committee in Public Policy, the Student

Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy (SCERA) Women's Issues Team,
Students Advocating Financial Aid,

SCERA's Anti-Racism Team and the Office

of Alumni Affairs.

Public relations consultant

talks on Frank-Heckler duel
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

A campaign advisor for Rep. Barney
Frank, D Newton, told a University

group Monday the campaign conducted by

Rep. Margaret Heckler, R-Wellesley,

provided her opponent with a large edge
in what should otherwise have been a

close race.

"We were expecting a much more
sophisticated campaign (from Heckler),"

said Daniel Payne, a political media

consultant.

Speaking in the Campus Center at the

University of Massachusetts, Payne
outlined the mistakes made by the

Heckler campaign that benefited Frank's

efforts.

"In order for Barney to win, everything

had to go right," he said.

Heckler started her media campaigning

shorty after the primary election in

September while Frank had put com-

mercials on in the early spring and

throughout the summer, Payne said.

"Barney had 10 months of free time. We
used that time to build an image" of being

a respected legislator who holds basic

American values, Payne said.

This approach counteracted the ex-

pected negative advertising that was
coming from Heckler.

"The best defense against the attack

that you're out of step — a flaming liberal

— is that you project the same traditional

background that everyone experienced,"

Payne said.

After Heckler had aired negative ads

against Frank and they proved ineffective

"she had nowhere to go." he said.

Heckler failed to defend herself against

the attack that she supported President

Ronald Reagan's economic program.

"She just had no answers," he said.

Another major mistake Heckler made
was she did not think Frank would be able

to raise sufficient funds to wage a full-

scale campaign, Payne said.

vih^L^>'
89 Main St.

Amherst
256-0880

Behind the Cheese Shop
& Valley Farms Dairy Store

and also:...

187 n.

^/CYCV^o

For the Holidays
at Hampshire IVIall

Try a new approach to gift-giving (or requesting?)

Help stannp out polka-dotted ties, pencil sets,

plaid socks, shirts that don't fit!

Use Valley Bicycle's

Gift Registry
Drop in to either Valley Bicycles location to register

your bicycle needs and wants, complete with sizes and

colors. Then tell your friends and relatives that you have

registered with Valley Bicycles and they can stop in to

select the perfect bicycling gift for you.

Gifts for Bicvciists 75» ,o^500»"

Wrenches, mirrors, fenders, gloves, tires, helmets, water

bottles, odometers, trainers, tights, handlebar bags,

lights, shorts, books, ponchos, grease, backpacks,

pumps, shirts, toe-clips, carriers, shoes, jackets.. ..the

list could go on forever.

Also see....

The FUJI BMXM59.95
assembled by experienced bicycle mechanics

I'x /Cs^^Check
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FOR BETTER HEALTH

Dr. Virginia Harper DC
J Dr. Howard Ewert DC
CHIROPRACTORS

The Spinal Exam
?f you have a back problem or some other problem

caused by a misalignment of your spine, a thorough

exam can disclose where the problem is located.

The usual position for a spinal examination is lying

on the examination table. But this is only one phase

of a thorough spinal exam. For one thing, it won't

give a full picture of your spinal condition when

you're in a relaxed position.

The examination should include a study of how
your spine aligns itself when you are carrying heavy

objects, when you're standing, and also while walk-

ing or running in place. The doctor will also want to

know how your spine reacts to stress. He will test

various muscles to look for any weakness.

The spine is closely integrated with many parts of

your body and the nervous system through which it

flows. Areas out of alignment may not only affect

the spine but other parts of your body as well. Only a

thorough exam will tell if It's in good working order.

In the interest of better health from the office of:

Amherst Chiropractic Center

« 190 University Drive at Route 9. 2S6-670Cl^v

11th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SW G PARTY WEEK
JAN 23-26

THIS TRIP INCLUDES:

• Lift Ticket (SVi doys) *

* Lodging (Hotel or Condo) *

• Meals (with Hotel) •

* Free Deer & Wine Parties *

Hot Tub & Souno Potty *

• Etc. Etc. Etc. •

only $169.00
tox and grotuitivs Included

b^wor* of oth*r ski trips

thot s#t Q bos* pric* ond THEN

ADD 5% tox O 15% gratuities

Non-Members Welcome
I

.
_ _ _

D#posit & Final Payment

D*Qdlin*s hQv* b**n

•xt#nd*d.

So get your deposits

in now to reserve

your vQCQtion for

WIHTER BREAK

sign-up toble

M-F Ski Club Office 9-0

400A Student Union

for more Info coll 5-0407

LAGNAF 60

Doonesbury
Drought to you ovorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
ond tho

MossQchusotts Doily Collogion.

For $1.50

a colorful helium balloon

with card

can be delivered

and left secretly.

Additional Balloons Just 50*

Call 1 day ahead 665-7664

GOING TO Be On campus in JWtVftY?

Wh0^ Aft^ Nt)*; GOING To €AT ?
« ^Morcest^ Dining Coninions wiit t»opoi

Umdi And Dinner* AksiidAy • frkUy

« Choo6€ Any of lite five me^J plans And
5AVe/ 20-Z5-30*55-

^

Froiii *70.0O To * 150.00

- 5ICN UP : Oec, i-ZO.
h£AL Ticket Office ^ f^RANKUN Comhons

Offering soup, sandwich,
casserole, self-service salad bar,

and homemade desserts for lunch.

Dinner two entrees, self-service

salad bar, some vegetarian selec-

tions homemade breads and
desserts. All this and more for less

than you would pay anywhere in

the campus area.

WHY NOT Tqs It Out/

AtlcnutWe to 3n 'Mim&ston Bond Pbn
P^ Cash or Buy Sirip IkkcH

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
• STOP SMOKING*

HYrrtOMCAN HELP YOt MAKE fT fWMANENT

Many of our cUenu ar* doctor referraU.

Overcome Anxi^tie*, Fear, & PhobUu

LoMWeickt . ln.omni« . NailBiung

Self Confidence . Se.u.l Problem. . M We«.ng

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Milton H. AakinoM, Member A.A.E.H.

Available: Leclure Demon»tration«

Call or Vriu for Frwe Brochure

The Farrick Buildin., Rie. 9, Hf^ley.~
5*4-1919 by Appt Only

i

i

T
*" DAYTOHA DEACH i

SPRING DREAK I

$299.00 pp
I +15% quad occupancy

Includes. . .round trip non-stop jet

I Boston - Daytona
* .7 nights deluxe

RAMADA INN on the beach

.FREE CAR rental1. . .tour escort

Depaits March 5, 12, 19, 2.6; Apr 2

e SAUGUS raxvEL
314 Central St. Saugus, MA

I 617-233-8192 617-289-6227 |

m^m ^m^ ^b* ^"^ ^** ^^" ^^"* ^"^^ ^^*-

* Mount Snow Vermont Tours ^
5 "Presents" *

SKI SEMESTER t
Collegiate Ski Weeks j^

6 Days 5 Nights JT

Jen. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21, 1983 J
Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28. 1983 ^

at Mount Snow Vermont J
$179.00 per person Quad occupancy ^

$50.00 deposit required

Package includes:
• 5 nights lodging

t-

• A gala welcome party
• Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

* Five full skiers' breakfasts

• Four full course dinners
• Ski tour guide & host
• And so much morel ^

• Welcome Get-Together Party * Beer Bash J# \N\ne & Cheeee Party * Fondue Party ' Horse-Drawnlf

*

*
Sleigh Ride • Movies * And so much more

'The Mountain of Fun. MT Snow Vermont"
All Rates Subject to 5% State Tax and

16% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge
Mount Snow Vermont Tours

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vermont 05356
802-464-2076

»»Hw|c»»»»»*»*»»»»******»»^

THE ONE AND ONLY

TC-FX44 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH

DOLBY C $189
STR-VX22 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER WITH

NEW DIRECT ACCESS TUNING

PS-LX2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC DIRECT-DRIVE

TURNTABLE
TX-FXM STEREO CASSETTE DECK
TWO-MOTOR. DOLBV C WITH

REAL TIME COUNTER

$119 WBH
• e'l

Soiuid&Miute Good Advice
Honest Price

90-92 King Street (Rte. 5). Northampton. 584-9547

Mon -Wed. 10-6. Thurs.. Frl. 10-9. Sat. 10-5
MM

'ffwas the night AFTKD Christmas...

...«!_

•,/'^>

" NORT^WOOD^*^
APARTMENTS j

Rt. 47 Sunderland I

CloM to Amherst,
{

on bus line

1, 2, and 3
bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy :

available

students welcome

I office open from

) 10-7 weekdays,

t Saturdays 1-4

Christmas Gift Certificates

One Size Fits All!

?rivafc Hot Tub Koon>6
33Vest St. MorfbaiDpton

586-6843

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
SPECIAL

Store Open Wed Nite until 9:00 PM

One Hour Special sale

Wednesday Dec 8

From 6 to 7 o^clock

Plan ihMd nowM you woQilefgflt anyoM

SWISS
ARMY
KNIVES

OFF
Regular

Retail Price

w/coupon

20%
OFF
any Swiss

Army Knife

in Stock

Reg price

Great Gift

Ideas

stay on course
with the long
gown with sailor

collar. Available in

an exclusive Lanz
of Salzburg signa-

ture print in royal

blue and pink, sizes

XS, S, M, and L.

CONTEMPORARY H

SPORTSWEAR
211 Main St.

Norttuimpton
584-0550

20% off Price

20%
OFF

coupon valid

Wed Dec 8

fnom 6 TO 7 o^clock

<?^ .university]
^USTORE^

Christmas is

love,

hope
and caring.

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

means "sharing."

Give to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a happy
holiday.

Hypereurricula
CRAFT FAIR - Craft fair for UMass craft shop.

Photos, jewelry, ceramics, paintings, leather, glass,

sheepskin and lots more. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Campus Center

Concourse.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "Peace on earth, good

wUl..." is the topic of this theological discussion facilitated

by Rev. Phil Ward. 12:15 to 1:15 p.m.. 428 Student Union.

FRENCH CLUB MEETING - Last French Club
Meeting of the semester. New officers to be elected for

next semester. New members welcome. 4 p.m.. third floor

lobby, HerterHall.

OLDER STUDENTS 25 PLUS CLUB MEETING AND
SOCIAL — Help plan social activities for Spring. Budget,

election of officers. Open to all UMass undergraduate,

graduate, part time. UWW and IWW students who will be

25 when they graduate. Friends in fun. 4 p.m.. Faculty

Club.

CUSP GUEST LECTURE SERIES - Ken CoUins wiU

return for a discussion of his unified theory of brain fun-

ction. Discussion will be question and answer format.

Faculty and students urged to attend. 7 p.m.. 204 Tobin.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS LECTURE SERIES -
Rep. Barbara Gray of Framingham will speak on "Sexism:

Sexual Harassment and its Effect on Public Higher

Education." 5:30 reception at Memorial Hall. 7:30 p.m.

speech at Undergraduate Student Senate meeting, 163

Campus Center.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST - You're invited to

share in fun, friendship, and good Christian fellowship.

Newcomers welcome. There's singing, praying, sharing. A
leadership training class to teach you more about the

Christian life. 6:30 p.m., 109 School of Business

Administration.

JOURNALISM CLUB MEETING — Last meeting of the

semester will be held to discuss and plan future events. All

interested students are urged to attend. We need your

input. 7 p.m., Top of the Campus Lounge.

WOMEN'S SPRIRITUALITY GROUP - A supportive

community where women challenge tradition ways of

experiencing spirituality. Tonight's discussion focuses on

discipline as an aid to being spiritual. 7 to 9 p.m., 428

Student Union.

WORKSHOP: "FINALS WEEK SURVIVAL KIT" -
Workshop focusing in time management and coping with

performance anxiety by Nydia Santiago, ph.D. 7 p.m..

Bilingual Collegiate Program, Wilder Hall.

STAR TREK LIVES - Films and info, for S.T. & S.F.

fans. All welcome. 7 p.m. 805 Campus Center.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Come dance to these

beautiful rhythms. Learn new steps, everyone welcome.

Beginners, 7:30; 8:30, all others. Commonwealth Room,
Student Union Building.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM KIBBUTZ ALIYA -
Interviews and information on Israel programs with a

representative from the Kibbutz and Habonim

movements. Drop by Hillel to sign up for a free tinw. 11

a.m. to 5 p.m., Suffolk Room, Student Union Building.

r
Wednesday

Pub Mug Night
35^ D*«rs

- Pub Mugs -

Music by
Rack-A- Disc

9-1

No
cover

^^ >/ 15 Easi Pleasant St. \y^

AAfifiSEKSI
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What is a conservative?
ver the years the Collegian has printed numerous

editorials by people who complain about conserva-

tives and their beliefs yet who never truly seem to

understand the conservative philosophy that they so

adamantly oppose. Recently however, an editorial ap-

peared which attempted to describe for the student

population just what conservatives are and why they are

not worthy of breathing the same air as the most humblest

of progressives. Yet let us cast aside that exercise in in-

Katherine Curda

discrimination, yet teel that forced busing and racia^

quotas are not the right way to solve the problem. Yet

because we disagree with the fMttuxi we are branded

racists by those progressives who have staked out the

moral highground and make pious judgements on their

fellow mortals. Progressives wishing to remake society ac-

cording to their ideals and who feel a smug supenonty

towards the past, should remember that the only reason

modem men and women are able to see farther than their

ancestors is because of the greatness of the minds that

have proceeded us.

».•.•.•.•-"-•

tellectual futility which merely serves to confirm the old

saying that education by no means guarantees in-

telligence. Instead I shall attempt in my own humble way

to explain some of the basic tenets which make up the con-

servative philosophy.

To start off, conservatism is neither a political system

nor an ideology, rather it is a particular way of looking at

the civil and social order. Thus unlike socialism, com-

munism and oftentimes liberalism, conservatism offers no

universal blueprint for society capable of being adopted

everywhere. Instead it reasons that social institutions

must inevitably differ from nation to nation, since any

land's politics will be the product of that country's domi-

nant religion, ancient customs and historical experiences.

Every culture, be it East or West, North or South, has ac-

quired habits, customs and conventions similar to others,

or peculiar to themselves, which make up the fabric of

their social being.

Recognizing that human society is not a machine which

can easily be rebuilt to any specification or ideology, con-

servatives believe that continuity is the lifeblood of a socie-

ty and that any drastic attempts at destroying this con-

tinuity can often lead to situations worse than before. The

murder of close to three million Cambodians by the Khmer

Rouge in their attempt to build the perfect communist

society is the most recent example of blood spilled in the

name of progressivism. To conservatives, ideological

revolutions such as the Cambodian one slice through the

vital fabric of society and in most cases end up killing the

patient it wished to save.

However, just because conservatives are wary of radical

change, does not mean they are against change totally.

Rather they fell that man is suffering from extreme

egotism if he tries to cast aside the wisdom of his

ancestors and create some brand new world-explaining

doctrine out of his own private stock of reason. Conser-

vatives put their faith in prudence and moderation, rather

than Utopian dreaming and experimentation. Thus they

feel that any public measure, regardless of its wonderful

promises, ought to be judged by its probable long-range

consequences, not merely by its temporary advantages or

chic popularity. Most conservatives, though not all, oppose

However, just because con-

servatives are wary of
radical change, does not

mean they are against

change totally.
.!•:•:•:•:•:•.

• ••.•.•.•>.•-•.•.
.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•;•••.•.

Conservatives are also accused of assuming mankind to

be evil and therefore "resigning themselves to the in-

evitability of the situation." It is true that conservatives

believe in the idea of human imperfectability, but this is

not a surrender to evil, rather it is a belief in the

restlessness of human nature which would revolt against

any permanent Utopia if for no other reason than boredom

with enforced perfection. Conservatives prefer diversity

and, yes, inequality, to the enforced equality of "pro-

gressive societies" because any destruction of talent and

initiative would kill that part of man that seeks to rise as

high as his spirit will let him and in turn keeps his society

alive, vibrant and ever changing. There will never be

perfect equality until we are all cloned out of the same

mold and then what we would have is enforced mediocrity.

not equality.

In closing 1 will admit that their exists loud mouthed,

closeminded and other nasty types of conservatives, but

types such as these are found in all corners of the political

and social spectrum. The conservative who wishes no good

to minorities is just as bad as the radical who feels justified

in the need to spill other peoples blood in the name of

revolution. Stupidity and ignorance are human failings,

not specific to one particular group, but rather to the

human race in general. Having laid out these basic prin-

ciples, I must add that there is vastly more to it than can

be written in one editorial. Yet I hope I have succeeded in

at least capturing the basic essence of what it means to be

conservative.

Katherine Curda is a Collegian columnist

Name calling is unnecessary

In
Jackson Katz's column in Friday's Collegian, he

stereotyped some of his fellow citizens into several

categories. I feel that these blatant categorizations

were in poor taste. Let's examine some of Jackson Katz's

latent racism: it's too bad he had to "expose" himself.

I used to think that I was a progressive until I

discovered that as an "Anti-Student-Government-

A RACIST." Just as

to the ideology of

David B. Stanley

"YOU'RE AGAINST US YOU'RE
the former lent little credibility

DemocracyTthe latter does little to combat the problem of

racism in our society. But then the "anti-communists"

cared little for democracy and were overwhelmed by it,

just as Katzian "Progressives," so seemingly concerned

with racism, will be overwhlemed by those truly willing to

DO something about'it, not just give it lip service and use

it as just another fascist ploy to grab and hold on to power.

So, because I am in opposition to many of the SGA's

policies and modi operandi, I am labeled a

'.•.••-•.•.•."

Association" type (i.e. I dare to second guess their holy

decisions), I also subscribe to "putting people down." Oh,

I am such an autocrat!

What does a "super patriotic redneck" look like. Do

they all have red necks? Should I, as a good Katzian Pro-

gressive, advocate separate lavatories for them, or just

murder them in the streets?

What malicious form of ignorance do "Conservative-

Due-To-Ignorance" types suffer from that Katzian Pro-

gressives do not suffer from? I think I will label them

"Progressive-Due-To-Ignorance" types just to make their

image easier to deal with.

"Cynical-Conservatives" have made the sin of recogniz-

ing competition. Why can they not learn from such hallow-

ed non-competitive institutions as our state legislature and

UMass' own Physical Plant? Frankly, I wouldn't know, I

am "ignorant."

This sort of name calling serv.- little puqi^?'-- So now a

"Conservative" is anti-semitk: and racist. 1 have heard

inis u^ ' •.'!:. It l^-.K ~ •
'•••«»' •''^'ai": ""YOU K..

AGAINST US YOU'RE A COMMUNIST only now it is

Am I progressive enough

for Katzian progressives ?
>:•.•-•••.•.•." •:•:•:•:•:•;•

"Conservative." Maybe I am, maybe I am not, that is not

the point. I am first of all a hunum being, a citizen of the

world. What I say, I say becasue I have the ri^t; and

when there are fascists like Katzian Progressives lurking,

the duty to speak out and be heard.

UMass should not concern itself with whether its

population swings to the left or swings to the right. It

should concern itself with educating as many students as

well as it can so that they might go out in to tliis world and

be creative in some way and not end up unemployed or

under employed at some Burger Palace.

So, am I "progressive" enough for the "Katzian Pro-

gressives"? Probably not, fascists never like real pro-

gressives.

David B. Stanley is a UMass student.
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Unpublicized crimes actually occur each day at UMass

To the Editor:

On Sunday night December 5, a UMass student was

stabbed in the Southwest Residential Area. The stabbing

was, to the best of my knowledge, the result of a personal

conflict between two men. The assailant was known to the

victim and thus the incident was not a random act of

violence but a result of their dispute. Stabbing, however, is

a crime of serious implications and therefore merits atten-

tion by the press no matter what its cause.

Violence on campus this semester has not received the

emphasis in this newspaper it did last year. Those of us

here last spring can recall the numerous articles, columns

and editorials concerning on-campus crime, most notably

rape. The lack of coverage of such incidents recently,

however, does not mean we have evolved into a crime-free

community, as many would believe.

According to UMass Department of Public Safety

figures, one rape and 21 assaults, three of which involved a

dangerous weapon, have occurred on campus this

semester up to Nov. 31; over 85 percent of these incidents

occurred during the evening and late night hours. While

overall crime is down 11 percent this year, these figures

clearly demonstrate violence has not disappeared trom

campus.
Police reports were published weekly by this newspaper

last year and identified all guilty parties involved in such

misconduct. These reports served to continually alert peo-

ple of the violence on campus and as a result people in

general did not take safety for granted. An air of caution,

ff)r example, was observed by students if and when they

had to walk alone at night. Recently, however, the fear of

assault has dissipated and current attitudes reveal a level

of nonchalance concerning campus violence. No society is

crime-free, and the UMass community will never be im-

mune to such forces. The recent stabbing described above

is only an extreme example of the usually unpublicized

crimes occurring daily at UMass.

Anne McCrory
Southwest

Edit&r's note: Due to a lack of staffing, the Collegian has

chosen not to cover the area police on a regular basis, since

iw are unable to cover the courts and clear the names of

anyone found not guilty of a crime charged.

Reid's racial and sexual discrimination suit absurd

To the Editor:

As a teacher with over twelve years experience now

working for the University in a position for which I am
demonstrably overqualified, I resent both the complaint

and stance of Marie M. Reid. Frankly, I am happy not to

be a part of the 10.4 percent unemployed in this country.

And as one whose pay is about one fifth of Reid's, and

whose day is fraught with both faculty and student pro-

blems demanding immediate solution, I find her threat of

'racial and sejcual discrimination" suit absurd and tanta-

mount to extortion. It is especially so in light of the fact

that in her aggrieved state she is being paid over $1,000

per week. That doesn't sound discriminatory to me, ex-

cept perhaps in reverse, considering her lack of a Ph.D. —
a degree she brazenly announces intending to earn at

UMass/Amherst (entitled tuition waiver included, no

doubt). Let us not forget the "kicker" of $5,000 atop that

salary to cover her "bonus" and legal fees — an annual

gross of $57,000!

In short, Reid's grouse is clearly opportunistic and un-

conscionable. Not even a dog bites the hand that feeds it.

John Laskevich, Secretary

Department of Chemist^"

We never seriously think about tKe state of things.

Sure, sometimes we catch a glimpse of President Rea^^
on the tube and we toss around insulting remarks about

his age and his makeup, but we never really sit down and

discuss economic affairs unless we: a) are polisci or

economics majors; b) depend on financial aid to get an

education; or c) are suddenly drawn into an economic

plight and everything we do revolves around

R^ganonucs.
Well, I'm majoring in Journalism/English, so that

throws out the first option. I am not receiving any

University aid although I depend on aid from my parents,

so that almost trashes the second option. Ah. The third

option. The economics plight. Yes. This must be it.

Dad. (Remember him?) The one you req)ect and ad-

mire, tf not love, even though you've been taJler than him

since age 14.. .The one who first taught you how to use a

hammer rather than coach your Little League team

because working with his hands is all he knows...The one

who worked at the same metal fabrication shop for

seventeen years and busted his balls so you could receive

a decent Catholic education, then continued^work on the

skie — late at night alone with his welder in the garage —
so you could go to the University...The one who was laid

off this week.

Well, it's time to seriously think about the financial

situation now, isn't it? My goals...The things that I want

to do but don't know if I should because somehow that

money could be used elsewhere. Economics and the

recession have hit home. In fact, you could say they're

'home for the holidays.'

Now don't get me wrong. This isn't an eulogy for Dad.

I'm not kwking for charity or even sympathy. My family

will get by. I could even go as far as to say we'll do well

for ourselves. But, hey! Listen up! This nation's laborers

— the men and women who built this country — the

backbone of this country - are out o/worfc!

I don't think it's just me. I am not the only one who has

had to sit down and reassess the situation. I won't be the

last. But we had all better do it soon. Something must be

done. Our fathers are out of work.

Ray Beaochcmin
Amherst

Old battles aren't over
T en years ago this January the Supreme Court is-

sued their opinion in Roe vs. Wade. The case was a

landmark in establishing the right of women to

have abortions during the first trimester of pregnancy. In

1976 the court further ruled that a woman could have an

abortion without the consent of her husband.

This movement by the court came as a result of the

women's liberation movement, which was then at its

height. The economy was still functionable, and the

Brooke States

energy of the previous twelve years of struggle against

the Vietnma war, and racial discrimination, was still com-

busting. While this case was only a partial victory, it was a

giant step in the struggle for freedom of choice, and

women's control over their future.

Ten years later, the situation is different. The "Right to

Life" movement has been on the offensive, with money

and good organizing. The economy is dysfunctional. The

women's movement, after altering the terms upon which

women function in our society, has lost much of it's

original power and cohesiveness. A clear example of this is

the failure of the ERA to win ratification. This failure was

possibly as significant as its success would have been, in

determining the political moonscape of the 80s.

The Hyde amendment was one of the first victories of

the "Right to Lifers," over the freedom of choice. It pro-

hibits the use of medicaid funding for abortions, except if

medically necessary to the health of the mother. In 1980

the Supreme Court upheld this in Harris vs. McRae. The

court stated that abortion was different because it involv-

ed "the purposeful termination of human life."

At the same time Medicaid funds up to 90 percent of the

cost of sterilization, the purposeful prevention of human

life, permanently. It is ironic to say the least that those

who choose to have an abortion, and are denied state

funds if they need it, can rest assured that the state will

pay to terminate their possibility of ever having children

again.

Ten years after Roe vs. Wade Reverend Jerry Falwell

writes on the fight against choice. "We are in a great war

for the hearts and minds of our people, the moral future of

our country, and for the integrity of a nation. When we

win, that victory will not be for ourselves but for (]od, for

America and for all mankind."

To further this crusade the "right to life" movement

allied itself with other conservative forces to push through

it's agenda. On the national level they have two pieces of

legislation. The Hateh Amendment, calling for a constitu-

tional amendment to overturn Roe vs. Wade, and the

Human Life Amendment. If the Hateh Amendment were

to pass it would for the first time establish the constitu-

tional principal that a state law would prevail over a

federal law, when there is a conflict. Thus rights

guaranteed by the federal government could be nullified

by state governments within their boundaries. The

Human Life Amendment would give the fetus human

standing as a person. This means that the one million plus

women who had abortions last year could legally be pro-

secuted for murder.

The struggle for and against the right to choose must be

seen in a broader social context. Despite it's claim, the

Moral Majority has proved itself to be neither. Between 60

and 70 percent of the public support a woman's right to

choose. Right to Life leadership and congressional heavies

consistently oppose such things as Occupational Health

and Safety regulations. This despite the fact that

thousands of Americans a year lose their lives as a result

of industrial and occupational hazards, and many more are

injured. Sex education in the schools is also attacked by

this leadership. Apparently it is better to keep kids ig-

norant and have minors have children. The ultimate goal

of the "Right to life" leadership, and their conservative

allies is to put women back in "their place," the kitehen,

the bedroom, and under control of a man.

But only one out of 15 Americans live this way. Women
work because they have to, or they want to. As Louise De

Voto of Birthright, and a "Right to Life" spokeswoman

said: "In every woman there is a force that wants to

reproduce, to fulfill womanhood, it makes it easier if you

don't have a choice." Choice is the issue.

Ten years after Roe vs. Wade the women's movement

has started reorganizing. Following the advice of Mother

Jones to "raise less corn and more hell" grassroots

organizing has tried to draw the links to show others that

is not just a women's issue. The position of women in a

society reflets that society as a whole, and it's values. To

keep the gains of the past it will not be enough to rely on

the courts. As the Reverend Falwell said from the other

side, "It is a battle for hearts and minds."

Brooke States is a Collegian columnist
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The University won't bargain for classified employees

To the Editor:

The article on Faculty Contract Bargaining {CoUegian

December 6) does not reflect the true situation for the

Classified Staff at this University. Nor does it reflect our

dilemma relative to upcoming contract talks, which were

mandated by our present contract to b^n no later than

April 1, 1983.

AFSCME CouncU 93, AFL-CIO, the bargaining agent

for 1200 Service Maintenance Employees at UMass.

Amherst (Local 1776), formally requested "Early Bird"

Negotiations by letter to the Board of Regents in October.

Our Employer since "reorg" (July 1980), the Board of

Regents rejected our request and in a meeting with

AFSCME leadership proposed establishing new units with

an open-ended delay in negotiations. The matter is cur-

rently being litigated at the Labor Relations Commission.

In the same article, the comments by Director of Labor

Relations Overings are an act of Lese Majeste. The U niver-

sity, whose labor relations policies are out of date, but in

vogue, (they are represented in negotiations by the noted

union-busting firm of Skoler, Akbottiwl Hayes) is indulg-

ing in wishful thinking. Unless the Regents change their

minds or lose their case, the University will not bargain

with its classified employees as it has done previousy The

University will be subordinate to the Board of Regents.

AFSCME has requested to bargain a successor agree-

ment. The Board of Regents, not UMass is the Employer.

They have denied our request and seek to delay indefinite-

ly.
. ^

The Employees are ready, the Union is ready - it is the

boss who is foot-dragging.

Jonathan G. Tattle

Local 177«

AFSCME AFL-CIO

<H-\'-'Ki\
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WE NEED CERTAIN COLLEGE MAJORS^

TO BECOME AIR FORCE

LIEUTENANTS
Mechonicoi ona civil engineering maiors oerospoce

ond oeronouiicol enqmeenng mQ)Ofs chemistry

computer science mattiemotics mo|ors

The Air Force is looking tor yOung men ona women pre

poring themselves m ocademit oteos like these It you re

one ot these people you may be eligible tor the two or

lour yeor AfROTC progiom And to help you with the college

bills a two three or tour yeor schoiorship could be ovoiiobie to

The AfROTC progtom leads to on Air Force commisson that

meons excellent storting salory promotions medical ond denlol

core 30 doys ot poid vccoiion eoch yeor But more thon oil thoi it

meohs responsibility lor people ond high volue equipment tt meons

challenging work ond o chonce to serve your country with pnde

Find out toaoy obout on Air Force ROTC schoiorship It s o great

woy to help poy lor your college ond it could be that your present

mo|Or will help you become on Air Force Mo|or somedoy

College Freshmen - enroll in AS 112

Sophmores - Call Capt Pickell, 545-2451

Juniors & Seniors - Call TSgt Courtemanche

at 737-1302 for officer Training School

Positions now available: Pilot, Navigator. Mtssle,

Science- Enginner, Non-Technical

^^i
IIMIBM'^

ROTC
Go^ewoy to a greo' woy of life

Wednesday Night
FREE

Hot & Cold Hors d'oevres 10 pm
Sombreros 95°

Rolling Rock Pitchers $2.95
I) Rolling Rock Drafts 50"

V5RACTOJZ

OPEN HOUSE
for

Students Interested

in a Professional Career in

PUBLIC HEALTH
Graduate programs in

Biostatistics Epidemiology

Community Health Education Health Administration

Environmental Health Public Health Nutrition

Come to Meet Students and Faculty

Friday, December 10 10:00 a.m.

917 Campus Center
Division of Public Health

University of Massaxjhusetts/Amherst

\

il
^ Wednesday, the Bluewall goes

south of the border to celebrate

CARNIVAL VERACRUZ. This

flamboyant festival dates to the

16th century, when recipes of both

the Spanish explorers and the

native Indians merged to create, what

has become, contemporary Mexican food

MMMMMMMIi

Mexican Soup
Chicken Tacos

Burrito Dogs
Chili • Rice

Mexican Corn

Green Beans

Flan &
Assorted
Desserts

i
1
i
i

i
i

Wed. Dec. 8
|

Bluewall Cafeteria i

11:30 am-l:30 pm |

Arts
»_• •_•_•_•_!
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Play by Play

by fnm Mt4iilek

MASS APPEAL
Stage West, West Springfield

December 6-11

By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

The message behind Bill C. Davis' play

Mass Appeal is to be honest and to say what

you feel, not something to please an

audience. If. as a critic, I am to take Davis"

own advice seriously I should say Mass

Appeal is about as appealing as a television

sitcom.

The quality of acting by Larry Keith as

Father Tim Farley and Steve Gulp as Mark

Dolson was clearly that of professionals.

But technically the production was poor.

Nonetheless, the play is different and

funny. It is a story about Father Tim

Farley, a priest who caters to his

congregation to win their love. He sips

burgundy during the morning office hours,

rides his exercise bike in his office and uses

a young seminary student as a pawn in a

game with the Monsignor.

The seminary student, Mark Dolson, who

once challenged Farley's sermon has not

been assigned to work as his assistant.

Dolson is not exactly what you'd expect. He

is a very progressive, down-to-earth

character, who jogs everywhere and

embarasses his senior consistently. You

almost want to sympathize with him.

because he does everything Father Farley

tells him to do and never wins.

Neither of the characters are realistic

however. There are bits of realism in both,

but neither can stand alone.

The play is very light, except for one

scene where Farley tells Dolson about his

mother's death.

One of the funnier moments of the play

was when Father Farley went up to the

pulpit and every time he tried to speak, the

organ would begin to play.

The script's major fault is that it calls for

the audience to be used as the

congregation. This means the houselights

(the lights normally on when you come into

or leave the theatre) are turned on at le?st

four times during the performance. I

always thought Ughting was used to create

illusions, to carry the audience into another

dimension — the realm of the imagination.

This show jumps in lighting — from reality

to make-believe. Again, this is a problem

built into the script not the production. I

think it could have been resolved by not

bringing the lights up to the full brightness.

Furthermore, anyone sitting on the right

side of this theatre was not getting their

money's worth. One would literally see the

back of one character for at least half the

show. This problem is partially due to

blocking, but more due to the particular

stage's thrust. If the play had been per-

formed on a stage where there was a clear

distinction between the audience and stage

(a proscenium stage), perhaps the problem

might have been avoided. It doesn't seem

fair to charge half the audience the full price

when they can only see half the action.

Another strange thing about the per-

formance I attended was that there was a

standing ovation. For what, I wondered?

Television is equally as exciting as Maaa

appeal and at least there no one will be

fiddling with the lighting or standing in

front of the set.

The UMass Music Theatre Guild will

present a musical comedy revue called

UMassed for it! on Thursday and Friday

evenings at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in the Ham-
pden Theatre. The revue is a series of skits

and songs paradying the perils of college

life. Tickets are $2 at the door.

Calamity Jane continues at Present

SUge in Northampton. Showtimes are at

8.30 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Sunday at

Present Stage. 19 Hawley St.. Nor

thampton. The play stars Suzanne Bax

tresser and is directed by Steve Wangh.

Oumers by Caryl ChurchUl tells a story

about characters from all walks of life and

their differing philosophies. Owners will be

performed at Smith College in the Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre at 8 p.m.

tomorrow, Friday and Saturday night; and

December 17 and 18.

The Easthampton Theatre Association

performs Equus by Peter Shaffer at the

Political theatre comes to UMass this

weekend as the Little Flags Theatre of

Roxbury presents To The People. The

production combines original sketches with

songs of American labor and liberation

movements and will be performed at 5:30

p.m. tomorrow in Worcester D.C. and at

5:30 p.m. Friday in Franklin D.C.

Admission is free.

Little Flags Theatre will also perform the

hit musical New Rise of the Master Race in

Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. on Saturday

night. Tickets are $1 for students and

senior citizens and $2 for the general public.

The Little Flags Theatre wiU offer two

workshops. Frida Oestereich wUl give a

workshop on "Instruments for Peoples

Music" Friday at 2 p.m. in the Chadbourne

Dorm lounge on Saturday, Maxine Klein

will offer another workshop on "Beginning

Acting" at noon in Brooks Dorm lounge.

Both workshops are free.

Williston Theatre, Payson Avenue,

Easthampton. Showtimes are Thursday,

Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.

Do you ever wonder what it would be like

to have a twin? Stuart Browne, guest

playwright at Hampshire College, has

written a play about the original Siamese

twins. The Tvuo will be performed in the

Performing Arts Center, Emily Dickenson

Hall, Hampshire College on Thursday,

Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$2.50.

Getting Out by Marsha Norma is a drama

about an ex convict who tries to vanquish

the violence within her. Performances run

tonight through Sunday at 8 p.m. in the

Mount Holyoke College Laboratory

Theatre. Tickets are $4 for the general

public and $2 for students and senior

citizens.

The University Ensemble Theatre closes

out its 1982 "season with a Curtain

production of A Day in the Life of Joe Egg

by Peter Nichol. Joe Egg is the story of a

married couple and their totaUy helpless

daughter. Her mother cannot stand cripples

and thinks it's the State's responsibility to

eliminate such from society. Her father is

determined to give advice, even against

their will. The production opened last night

and continues tonight, tomorrow, and

Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the

Curtain Theatre, FAC. Tickets are $2.50

for the general public and $1.50 for

students.

The Boston Theatre of the Deaf comes to

Jones Library in Amherst next Wednesday

to give a dramatic presentation on sign

language. This particular program is

recommended for elementary school

children and is open to the public. The

group will perform in the Burnett Gallery at

• 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday.

The Little Flags Theatre will perform New Riae ofthe MaaUr Race at

8 p.m., Saturday night in Hampden Theatre.

i^->£
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MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

Every Mon.-Thurs. from 5-8

& Sunday from 11:30-3

For onlY$5.25 per person

Chicken Fried Noodles Hot & Sour Soup

Sweet & Sour Chicken Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Rice Pan Fried Ravioli

Chinese Barbecued Pork Beef with Green Pepper

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-11.00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9, Amherst

256-0251 256-0252

elegant gift boxed housewares

I
HaTS,GLOUES,

SOCKS 4 SCaRUES

Big selection

of colors, shapes,

and scents.

bubblebaths • moisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

Icx5fahs • brushes • sponges

sachets

gift boxed wine & beverage glasses
toys&
games

J

casual wear for women & men • jewelry

cosmetics • soap cart • accessories • gifts

home furnishings • kitcher. • housewares

glass & china • prints • cards • totes & soft luggage

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stutters

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Entertainment
at its Best

Lotte Goslar's

PANTOMIME CIRCUS
Thursday, December 9 8:00 pm

BIG SIX of

JAZZ II

with Billy Taylor,

Max Roach,
Slide Hampton,
Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath and
John Hendricks

Saturday, December 11

8:00 p.m.

MC, VISA-CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Ski Now - Pay Later

UMASS SKI GLUD
Asp*n, Colorado
SKI WEEK JondHS

This Deluxe
\Aication Includes:

nt^cxjrxj Trip Air, Scheduled NorvStop

Service from Boston, NYC, Phila. or

Wash, to Denver

[ J Rourxj Trip Bus Transfers toAspen ^

D Deluxe Slope-Side Accommodations
for 7 Nights. Tax lrv:luded

G Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen
MountaJn Srowmass, and Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeside
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums
Featuring fulty equipped-kitchea maid
service, flreptace, cokx TV, heated pod.

saura. and skllrg out your door.

$659 per person

Woodstone
Hotel Package
Locxited right on the mountain r>ext to the lift,

featuring; treated pool jacuzzl sauna, maid
servtee. aores ski atmosphere

^999 D«r person

Sign-Up Now
i Club Office

430A Student Union

5-3437

Doonesbury

UKB TORUN -nWUOH
7fe iMAlB 8l^£AJhlNG
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0H..5URt. isrssee..

FIRST mK!5P/mN6
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ITAKBIT
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Fmi^.
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UH.MLl.NOreXACT-
it sea. I've Beeu
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By Garry Tn.de.» CROSSWORD
u/eii..i iOUDOttr murrays
DUmO, THINK I'M AN AWR-
I.. BUSy^ N£Y BUT
^ -~- \ H^FOUNP

^ TmvMa.

EdUed b) Margaret Famr and Trude Jaffe
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

A/0...I ALW/^yS fAlL A5L£fP

in CL/»SS, /WO ONE PROFESSOR.

SAID HEO FLUNK ME IF I

00 ir A^AW. 50, fVE OOT
TO BE Sure that I LOOK.

LIKE r'r^ AWAKE

TODAy*,S LECTURE,^

CLASS, OEAlS,

W>TH THE..

VJHERES THAT
fCiD WHO KEEPS
OozihIG OFF-?
THERE HE IS-
WiDE HWAKt

ACROSS 52 Torment 13 In case

1 Mover (oveo 56 Newspaper 22 Flat in

b Siberian city features combinations

9 Calendar entry 57 Challenge 24 Letter opener

14 Scent 58 Know 25 Foe

15 Learn Dy 59 Fit ot pique 28 Dress feature

16 Stir up 60 Decorates a cake 29 Bancroft

17 Ceremony 61 She me 30 Jokesters

18 Fishing boat 62 Girl in a Salinger 31 Aide Abbr

19 Solt drinks story 32 Evaluate

20 Evening, in Roma 63 Periods 33 Short lacket

21 Former Spanish 64 Siphonaptera 34 A Road Not

queen 65 Swarm
22 Dad e g 66 Greek district 35 Spot

23 Leading actress 36 Spontaneous

in many movies 38 House in old

26 Conger Rome

27 Scottish negative DOWN 39 Harvest

28 Sometime 1 Block oi the 44 Evaluate

musical earth s crust 45 Method

instrument 2 Farewell 47 Piece of music

31 Tropical tree 3 Dame French style

34 Young adult 4 Lubricating 48 Turn on

36 Arm bone device 49 Mother of pearl

37 Come 5 Trial 50 Finest part

hit song 6 Day dreaming 51 German novelist

40 Trattic sign 7 Man or vote 52 Word with empty

41 doke 8 Famed composer or full

42 Kelauver 9 Penny 53 Mil offense

43 Wallet item 10 Richard 54 Very favorable

44 Soul Fr 11 Regulation review

45 Posed 12 No man 55 Location

46 Boxer s best island 59 Tennis unit

^\V

Under The Influence By M. Joyce
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Weather
Today mostly sunny.

Highs in the mid 40s.

Cloudy tonight with a
chance of light snow, or

rain mixed with sncw.

Lows in the upper 20s to

mid 30s. Tomorrow, a
chance of light snow, or

mixed snow and rain in the

morning, clearing in the

afternoon. Highs in the

30s, falling into the 20s.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

•n€)wnbmt
cm^ use
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CABLE/VIDEO
Monday

PoliSci Video

10:30 - 12:00 Senate Watch - The

Weekly Student Senate

Meeting

12:00 - 1:00 The No Nukes Rally at

UMass
1:00 - 2:00 The March for a Non-
* Nuclear World in

Washington

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Stuffed Pepper with

Tomato Sauce
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pineapple Yogurt
Stuffed Pepper

Grilled Cheese on

Sprouted W^eat

DINNER
HOLIDAY DINNER

Rib Roast of Beef/Au Jus

Breaded Chicken

Breast Steak

Whole Cranberrry Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Deep Dish Vegetable Pie

Puff Pastry Topping

Breaded Chicken

Breast Steak

Whole Cranberry Sauce

Attention Artists

The Collegian is looking for comic strips for next

semester. All students are invited to submit

samples for possible consideration. Samples should

be of production quality, drawn in black ink, in

similar proportions to those appearing on this

page. Samples should be submitted to Ed Levine,

Managing Editor, Collegian, 113 Campus Center

by Monday, Dec. 13. 1

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Good Morning Amherst with

Teresa

9-12 Just noise with Mike Malone

12-3 M
3-5:30 Mary Kelly - The Beat

Escape

5:30-6 Newswatch with Greg Wells

C-7 Sportscafe

7-10 Paula T
10-2 Therpsichorean Cacophony

with James Neill

2-6 Glory Gospel Road with

ReV.Pearson
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Aggii
By JIM SAMIA
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge basketball team raised their record to

4 on the young season by winning two games this past

weekend.
On Friday night, the Aggies traveled to Williston

Academy and came away with a 58-44 victory. Forward

John Paquette led the way with 19 points and 11 rebounds.

Center Craig Manning had 17 points to go along with 13

rebounds.

Stockbridge maintained the lead the entire game. The

Aggies played well in spots to secure victory.

On Saturday. Stockbridge went to Deerfield Academy.

The Aggies ran away with the game to the tune of 87-63.

Stockbridge played exceptionally well in the beginning of

the game, picked up a big lead and never looked back.

The Aggies placed four men in double figures. The rout

was led by Chris Storie who had 16 points.

It was a successful weekend for the Aggies who have

now won 14 straight games dating back to last year. They

tface
a stiff test when they take on Mount Herman and their

6'8 star Scott Wilson from Amherst this week.

Gymnasts to take on Lowell

^••••••••••••••****i±*********
Christinas Tree

Lights & Decorations
Toys & Games

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer €Uid Stationer

J 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst J

IT

4-

4-

4-
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By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team prepares for its meet against Lowell tonight at 7:30

p.m.. at Boyden Gym coach Roy Johnson will be resting a

couple of key players who will be training for an important

meet on Saturday against Syracuse.

All around Willie Stevens, one of the top competitors on

the team, will not perform in tonights meet because he will

be working on perfecting his skills for Syracuse. Stevens,

who scored a 49.40 in last Saturday's meet against Army,

was averaging 52 points a meet last year.

Co-captain John McGonagle will also be sitting out of the

competition tonight but will serve as a back-up in the still

rings event.

Co captain John McGonagle will also be sitting out of the

competition tonight but will serve as a back-up in the still

rings event.

Replacing Stevens and McGonagle wUl be Joe DeMarco

and Glen Schaff. Demarco. who is a very consistent per-

former according to Johnson, will be performing in all of

the events except the pummel horse. Schaff wUl compete

in the pummel horse and still rings event. Phil Gorgone

will also be competing in the meet performing in floor

vaulting events.

John Macurdy will be the anchorman on the floor

exercises and long horse vaulting. In his floor routine

Macurdy will be performing a one and three fourths back

somersault with a half twist.

All around Bert Mathieson, who will be anchoring the

pummel horse, rings, and parallel bars event, will be

performing his first double front somersault on the vault.

Mathieson has the ability to go 9.2 on the parallel bar and

9.6 on the high bar and will be looked upon to hit high

scores on the horse and parallel bar.

Key players for Lowell will be Tim Bowes, who will be

performing a fly away (somersault with a half twist and

recatching the bar) on the high bar.

Pkoto eoortc*; of UMau SporU laforaiaUoB

Bert Matheison will be on the rings tonight as

the Minutemen host Lowell in Boyden gym.

Wednesday Night
Special

Wed. Dec. 8, 1982

1-Hour Special Sale 7-8 o'clock only

NUVOX
AMTM
=STEREO=
RECEIVER
FreqiMncy Rang*: FM 88MH/-108MMZ

AM 530KHJ-1600KHZ
Sensitivity: FM 15 db

AM 55 db
IF. Rejection ^M 45 db

AM 30 db

S/N Ratio FM 50db ImV/input

AM 40db amV/mput
Separation. lOdb (1 KH/1

T H D of Amplifier: < 1%

Power Out: 30mw+30'^v«

Power Requirement: DC 3V UM 3x2

Dimension: 1 07(H)x67(W|)(2 1 (D) m/m
Weight/Unir. 90 g

Nuvox
WX777

Special

Holiday

Hours

Wed
9-9

fimiiiii. ^
1

This Summer Spend

Six Weeks in England

July 15 -August 26, 1983

*^~*J Uve in Noiwidi. England and

ana Tour study Cngllsh mstory and

litenitme while eaniing 6 undergiaduate credits

(BOB-ocdit by special anrangement). Explore EngUnd

airf Soottand wHk many side trips. The price of $2640

lactadcs roand trip BostoB-LMidon ahr fare, sfaigle

room accommodalioM with fuU English Breakfast all

tonr/admisaioB charges, tips and gratuities. Space b

limited, ^eadlfaie: April 13. 1983
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rordctrib —
Oc^ or Cuflbii Uaivfnitjr of Rhode MMtf

I. RJ. 02881 (401)792-5931

Cdtege of Continuing Education

University of Rhode Island

m
1
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^IlflflflPIlMlIlMlIlflllMlIlllIill^

$5.00

OFF
i Nuvox WX77
I

I

Reg $29.95

Sale $24.95
w/coupon

coupon valid

Dec. 8 from 7 to 8 o'clock

Limited Quantity
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Lacrosse Team

FInaI Exam Jam
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OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

vour function 25&0739

^ AUTO FOR SALE

69 Rrebird convertible - A classic. Needs

engine work and some minor body work.

Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around

2000. Call nights 256-0435

79 Triumph TR7 30000 miles AM/FM
cassette exce condition best offer 253-3406

75 Olds Starfire 6 cly hat-back good cond.

stereo $1675 tel 253-2016

VW Superbeetle beautiful runner 1971

$1050 549-5377

71 Delta 88 very dependable winter car

$300 or BO 665-3471

BELLYGRAMSIt

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for nrwst unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

" BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS Mexican im-

ported wool sweaters and Jergas. Pullover

and wrap-around sweaters only $35; Jergas

only $10. Assorted sizes. 253-7216

For Sale Ski Rack fits all cars with rain

gutters call 253-9678

J. Goils 12/27 1st show U.S. tour New
Haven excellent floor seats 549-4032

1970 VW for sale good condition see it to

believe it call 546-6139 or 789-2144

Ski Bindings. Tyrolia 150. In good condi-

tion. $30.00 or best offer. Call Marc

9695

DRYCLEANJNG

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

POLODROID DJ's - Best Everything Call

Pat or John 253-2957

FOR IMMEDIATE RENTAL

10 min from campus

one room apt with plenty of

FREE HEAT!

948 N. Pleasant St.

Dec. rent negotiable $150/mth thereafter

call Steve 586-5827

FOR RENT

BKO is renting rooms for intersession.

Full use of kitchen facilities. Most modern

house on campus, best location between

town and campus. Call Paul at 549-3582 or

Marty at 549-0206

Three bedroom apartment. Northwood

665 2577 9 PM - 9 AM
Single room available in 4 bdrm apt. on

bus line. All utils included opening available

for wintersess/ spring sem. call 253-2605

Two bedrooms on bus route available

January first call Lew or Ed 256-6712

2 rooms in large house on bus route

Hadley $125 call Barbara 586-3936

Two rooms Sunderiand 95 or 140 incl.

Jan 1 call 665-2241 till midnite on bus route

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade

in Peru. Selling for much less than store

costi Great Christmas giftsi 546-5612

Color TV 19" Seville bought new in

August 225 Bill 253-5362

Raichle Ski Boots mens 7 'A excellent

cond. $60 or BO Joel 6-1080

Twin Bed - excellent condition $75 also

desk & bookcase 253-5713

Who Dec 11 front sec floor seats 546-6977

Twin bed box spring and mattress new
^

must sell call 256-6086 evenings ask for

Fran

Steriing Silver Rings and Earrings great

Xmas gift call Chip 546-9534

WHO Tickets for Worcester BO 546-5149

One set of golf clubs. Good condition.

256-6303

WHO TICKETS 12/11, Centrum. J. Geils

New Years Eve. Centrum BO 256-6303

Korg 770 solo synthesizer $325 Cromar

synthesizer bass peddles $250 Bundy

clarinet $100 all excellent condition Jim

546-5976

8-tracks wide selection call Bob 6-5293

Snow tires H78-14 general tubeless GTN
bia/belt white walls in excellent condition

$40.00 for the pair 546-9411

FLUTES - OSSI DRUMS Craft Show Wed
on Concourse. Dollar off flute with ad

FOUND

Cross pen identify and its yours call Kathy

546-1435

White Kitten, female. Found behind

Thompson Hall, 12/5 can't keep. Call

256^8838 soon or she will go to animal

shelter

HELP WANTED

Assistant Business Manager at the Col-

legian. Business major preferred but not a

requirement. Low pay. great experience.

Apply at the Collegian by Dec. 8. An equal

opportunity employer.

WFCR needs spring interns. Up to 9

credits possible working in membership.

Call 5450100

Nationwide Inventory Service needs

part time people Dec 26 to Jan 30. Must live

in greater Lowell-Lawrence. Woburn-

Watertown, North Shore areas, have

phone, transportation and available nights

and weekends. Contact Student Emp. Of-

fice.

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

LOST

"Lost" 12/2/82 womens sweater, red.

black & white, cardigan. Extreme sen_

timental value. Please call Kathy 549-5518

or leave at Info Desk. Reward. No ques-

tions asked.

REWARD lost wallet black somewhere in

Campus center call Gary 6-4770

PARTY

II Important! I Party! Party I Party! Party!

Party! The final fling before exams start!

Wednesday December 8th 2 for 1 drinks (8

to 10:30) at the place with the airplane on

the roof - Route 9 Be there!!!!!

PERSONALS

Holiday Open House Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma all UMass women invited for an after-

noon of holiday cheer! December 10th 3-5.

RSVP 545-0320 545-0321

Happy Birthday Pat and John bom to

run together Love. JB SC SM
CONGRATULATIONS

To all the New Brothers of

Alpha Epsilon Pi

Robert A\ben, Mike Borkum. Mike Gould

Ira Rappaport, Rot)ert Kennedy
Alan Rastellini, Randy Hanna

John Tassel

Photography: Pictures for all occasions.

Think about Valentines Day; Discounts for

appointments arranged before break call:

Mania 256-0866 or Mike 6-1477

MMM Have a good 24th best wishes not

so secret admirer

To the Poor Richard's Pig - 3rd floor

Thoreau: You know who you are and so

does everyone else! You bring out the child

in us! You also lie as well as you play foot-

balll We're still playing ganrwsl. . .Midnight

Writers

Moore Hou$e vote Rick Byer$ for

Trea$urer

Attention!

Collegian Classified and Display

Advertisers: Final Deadline

for Semester
Monday. Dec. 13th. 3:45 PM

no exceptions

Collegian's last day of publication

Wed. Dec. 15th
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Phil - You're one day closer to death Happy

Birthday - Live it up!

Scott Stockwell - Holly berries are red.

Christmas trees are green, Your secret San-

ta says not to be so mean He sees you

when you're sleeping! He knows when
you're awakel So you better be good tor

goodness sake. To receive your first clue

you must sing this song for the entire Col-

legian staff Wed. Love SS

Thanks for the Party Twinny Poo

py Birthday. Love Baby A
Hap-

Rob K Happy Birthday love you Ann

Final exams, memory, concentratiori,

-success - group rates University Hypnosis

Center 549-4645

House-mother needed for UMass sorori-

ty if interested please call 545-0527

MIDNIGHT EXPRESS: all invited to SUB
on 12/8 at 7 and 9:30 pm to see this award

winning movie admission $1 .50 sponsored

by Panhellenic Council

SEXISM: Pub Pol of SGA welcomes Rep.

Barbara Gray of Fram. Speaking on Sexual

Harassment and its effects in Public Higher

Ed. on Dec. 8th Recp. Memorial Hall

5:30-7:30; Lecture CC 163 7:30-8:20 all are

urged to attend info 545-0341

Lauren Kleciak Good luck in finals and

your decision love Sis

Kim of wash 22 - That unmarked clue was

for you. Signed S.S.

Toots. Skippy and Wee-wee. Yes I love

you all and especially you Toots. Happy

Birthday Blondiell Love from your favorite

soon to be sailor

Moore House - Vote Steve for President

tonight.

Who tickets available 11th row this

weekends concert call Stuart 256-0271 best

offer! call today

Capt. Osmo: Your one quarter of a cen-

tury old and going strong. Happy Birthday

(sorry its late), from the crew of E-3,

waiting for the big one.

UPC members and friends Everyone

Who's Anyonel Come party with UPC's

end of the semester bash further info stop

by office and see Donna or IrmaAlice 406

Student Union

Rob - Met you at the Pub outside last

Thurs. nite. Hope we'll meet up again soon.

Nancy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

during int session $125/month includes

heat. Preferably non-smoker, on bus route

please call Debbie evenings 546-9660 or

546-9662 .

Responsible person for own room in

Hadley apt $130 h- eiectric 584-5046

Spring sem male non smoker to share br in

RG townhouse apt Dave 253-9431

Brittany Manor two people for one

bedroom $115 month heat included Craig

253 7985

1 or 2 females wanted to rent Brittany

Manor apt over break for details 253-7660

Female - share single bedroom Puffton

starting February - lease until June

549-6741 ___^
Puffton Village - 3 bdrm sublet avail, for

Jan with spring option avail for 1 bdrm,

M/F, call 549-0621.

Female Roommate wanted Jan spring

sem. Southwood townhouse $93 +

253-3273

Own room available in house near

Southwest. Starting January $110/month

549-6495

Female wanted to share Brittany Manor

Apt. Call 253-7360

Own Bedroom in two bedroom apt in Brit-

tany Manor Apts Jan 1 256-8388

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reesonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20

Dec. will share gas /driving, call Pam

2537405.
^

To Everglades or anywhere in Florida after

Xmas Day call Brenda 617-544-2624

To Syracuse NY Dec 10 for WHO concert

expenses shared call Saul 546-6021

To Colorado for Christmas Break call

Shaun 549-6138.
^

Helpl I want to go home 12/23 - MD - DC
Area will share driving and dollars Bonnie

546-6074.

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for a bedroom, in Brit-

tany Manor for spring senriester. Please

call 549-5686. Keep trying.

Single room wanted for spring semester

call Marie 549-2838 keep trying.

Female seeks own room in Amherst for

spring semester Jocelyn S49-8860

Female seeks own room in house or apt

253-2294 Sheryl. _
ROOMMATE WANTED

Housemate wanted beautiful log cabin in

Leverett wood heat available now Cindy

256-6434

Male to share bedroom in Southwood

townhouse. $93/month, evenings 253-5963

Starting Jan 1 2 males remaining in 2

bedroom Brittany Manor apt 2 openings

call 253-5920

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartment from Jan 1 on. Call

256-0630
^

One room available in Puffton prefer one

male 549-6322

3 roommates wanted for Jan 1 and spr

semester Brittany Manor call Tim 256-0606

One or two females for large bedroom in

Southwood apt starting Feb 1st 253-5215

Female wanted to share Puffton apt

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional, editing.

references. 253- //29

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely crwve your stuff

256-0480

Past Accurate Typing $1 /page please call

Leslea at 584-4880.

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE
24 hour typing at reasonable rates

For professional service call Jim
546-7042

Say Something Special Made-to-order

verses cards or gifts for more info 536-8683

SKI TRIPS

Smuggler's Notch Vermont Intersession

trips only $149!! For more info call: Rot>er-

ta or Staph 549-6235

TO SUBLET

Woman wanted to share room in apt

Feb great deal for info please call 665-7109

Whole apt. 2 bedroom Squire Village call

666-3032

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$166 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 bedroom apartment on

bus route available Jan 1 Laurel 666-3519

2 bedroom apartment heat and electricity

included 665-3982

Intersession rental Southeast St $180

utilities included call Bob 256-6017 after 8

2-3 bedroom townhouse in Echo Hill Jan-

Aug $510 call 253-2589

1 bedroom apt 2 min from Center avail in-

tersession 175.00 256-6948

One bedroom on bus route intersession

$90 -t- contact David at Bluewail Bar 12-3 or

call 665-4048

WANTED

Stratomatic Baseball Cards wanted

1971 through 1979 call 5484141 Mark

Needed Rush tickets for any date beskles

Dec 15 call 665-7918 ask for Tom or Anne

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment In Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Looking for heated gerage within 10 mi.

radius of Amherst call Jordan 542-3158

LAURIE:SECRET SANTA SAYS: It has a

broken lock, the sign says please knock,

only a few, know it was you, who wrote

that sign. I have a hunch, that after

Wednesday lunch, that if you want to know
nrK)re, you'll find it behind that door.

Collegian staff: Meeting at 7 tonight in the office

• «•• «»
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UMass damages Harvard, 72-64
Damminger leads with 27 pts.
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
Collegian Staff

Freshman forward Karen Damminger
scored 27 points and pulled down six

rebounds to lead the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team

to a 72-64 victory over Harvard

University at the Curry Hicks Cage, last

night.

Damminger came out of the game with

about nine minutes left in the first half

with a Charley horse, but came back in the

second half to hit 12 out of 17 from the

field while adding a few steals and blocked

shots along the way.

"She played an outstanding game. She

is a fine athlete and a tough person to keep

down," said Coach Marry Ann Ozdarski.

"It took awhile to get used to playing

and to get it all together. My con

centration was better, because I was not

thinking about every shot. The whole

team hustled tonight," said Damminger.

UMass utilized a full court press con-

sistently during the game, and it resulted

in many Harvard turnovers and UMass
points.

Harvard jumped ahead early, but then

Damminger took control inside to put
UMass ahead for good, midway through
the first half. Both Damminger and Jerrie

Bernier, who had 12 points and nine

rebounds, drove to the basket and

stopped Harvard under their basket.

It was an all around team effort as

Wendy Ward, who played an outstanding

game according to Ozdarski, took control

of the ball in the backcourt and kept the

team under control against the pressing

Harvard defense. She scored eight points

and had seven steals, four rebounds and

three assists.

Barbara Hebel had an off night

shooting, but still managed to collect 11

points, six rebounds, five assists and two

steals. Rebecca Kucks had eight points

and eight rebounds, while Kelly Collins

pulled down eight rebounds. Ozdarski

called it Collins' best rebounding game.

UMass played better defense as the

man to man coverage pushed Harvard

outside and prevented second shots in-

side.

"All we do is team defense, and to get

the kids to do it in the game is what's

right," said Ozdarski.

UMass, who took a 37-29 halftime lead

was pretty much in control throughout the

game, but every once in a while would let

Harvard creep back into the game.

But UMass got the clutch basket when

they needed it and held off a last minute

charge by a suddenly rejuvenated team

that had been pretty lackadaisical through

much of the game.

"Harvard never game up. I think their

coach, Kathleen Delaney Smith, did an

outstanding job. They are a hustling

team, and I wouldn't want to meet them

later in the year," said Ozdarski.

"For us, it is another step forward. We
take things one at a time. Tonight, we got

the crucial rebounding and played more

consistently. The team is playing well

together and getting more experienced.

They played well on Saturday and

tonight. They shot better, played better

defense and the kids deserve to win," said

Ozdarski.

NHL stable and entering

Golden Age among the pros

I

By GREG BOURIS
Collepan Correspondent

What do the NFL, NBA, and the NHL
have in common? All three had the unen-
viable task of renegotiating collective

bargaining agreements this past summer.
What resulted was a 56 day player strike

in the NFL and the NBA is currently

operating without a collective bargaining

agreement.

In the NBA case, the only reason there is

no player strike is the fact that the average
salary is $215,000.

Only the NHL was successful in its at-

tempt to reach an agreement on time.

Successfully renegotiating a collective

bargaining agreement demonstrates the
willingness and ability of the NHL owners
and players to work together at the

bargaining table to solve problems rather

than create them.
The NHL has quietly become the most

progressive sport organization in North
America. After suffering through a period

of instability when the league expanded
from six to 21 teams, in a span of 12 years,

the NHL has now entered its "golden era."

In this new era, the NHL is doing more
for its fans than any other professional

sport. Last year, the league geographicaly

realigned its divisions. This provided for a

schedule where teams played division

members eight times annually and non

division members three times. What
resulted was an element that seems to have

been lost in professional sports, the rivalry.

By operating with the fan in mind the
NHL is now sitting pretty. Last season, the

NHL set an all time attendance record for

the third consecutive season with a total of

nearly 12 million fans attending games.
The NHL has also become the first major

sport to have exclusive national cable

television rights. The USA Network will

have extensive coverage of the NHL with a

33 game regular season and a slate of 20-25

playoff games, including all games in the
Stanley Cup finals.

What's more important to the NHL is the

type of fan that is attracted to its games.
The NHL has managed to attract fans that

will establish long term loyalty. This type

of fan is extremely important to any sport

enterprise.

According to an NHL marketing survey,

its fans are well educated Americans, 73

percent of whom earn $35,000 or more.
People who hold professional or

management positions make up 65 percent

of the fans.

With progress like this the NHL is

beginning to make an upward move on the

sports totem pole. With the future of the

NBA cloudy, thanks to absurd salaries and
empty arenas, the NHL is about to knock
professional basketball out of the number
three position.

So sport fans, if it's respect you're

looking for, climb aboard the hockey
bandwagon. And as a result, both you and
the NHL can rid each other of the
"Dangerfield Plight." Lack of respect.

Banda wins soccer honor
Kalekeni Banda, who led the University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team to

the NCAA quarter finals this year, was

named the New England Region coach of

the year by the National Soccer Coaches

Association.

UMass lost to eventual NCA.X runner up

Central Florida, 2 1, in the quarter finals.

UMass did, however, finish fir';* in the

NCAA New Englano region r:'.r.kii.gs.

going undefeated in the New England

region, which includes Mass. NH, \'T, and

Maine.

Banda led the team to a second place

fiinking in New England, overall, behind

UConn, who finished third in the country.

Massachusetts finished fifth ranked in the

country with a 15 4 record. In 1981, UMass
finished seventh in the nation.

PiMto kjr D«T« DMkar

Karen Damminger goes up for two of her 16 second half points

despite a bandage on her leg for a charley horse, last night. Cindy Clapp

(30) defends for Harvard.

It was a Qapp Homecoming
but it didn't help Harvard
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was awkward. Amherst's Cindy

Clapp returned to the Cage last night, not

in the familiar uniform of the

Massachusetts Minutewomen - which she

wore for two years - but in the Crimson

red of Harvard in last night's women's
basketball battle between UMass and
Harvard

Clapp played like the old Clapp, one

more year wiser, even though she was
limited to nine points on the evening. She
led the Crimson attack early in the first

period as they stalked out to an early lead.

"It was awkward playing against

someone who I used to play with," said

UMass point guard Wendy Ward. "Cindy

played pretty well."

Although it was awkward to Clapp too,

she was more excited than nervous about

playing here in the Cage and seeing

famihar friends and faces. She was also

excited about the ball game.
"I was very excited about coming here,"

said the 5'H" junior. "It was so nice to be

back here. I've been looking forward to

this game for a long time."

UMass didn't have reason to like the

Clapp homecoming early in the game as

she played a big role in the early 8-4

Crimson lead. Clapp put the first points on
the board with a outside jumper to give

Harvard, 2 4 on the year, a 2-0 lead.

Clapp played some aggressive ball as

she pulled in some rebounds, drew a fouls

upon her and scored again with a top of

the key jump shot to give Harvard a 8-4

advantage.

The Amherst native remained a ef-

fective force for the remainder of the first

half, until she had to leave the game with

a wrist injury.

Clapp returned in the second half and

was later taken out. She returned with

little under five minutes to go and she

drew the task to guard Karen Dam-
minger, who was outstanding as she hit

for 27 points on the evening.

The Harvard defense pressured the

Minutewomen and Clapp narrowed the

UMass lead to six, 66-60, with another top

of the key jump shot.

Clapp also proceeded to tap away the

baU from Ward and that led to Harvard

recovering a UM turnover. Clapp scored

Harvard's final point with a foul shot and

ended up with nine points and three

rebounds to her credit.

"I wanted to win," said Clapp. "But I

came knowing I would enjoy the visit, win

or lose." Clapp has been playing con

sistently for the Crimson this season, but

she feels that she can do better.

"It is different for me because I'm

working with a new team and learning

new offenses and defenses. It takes time

to get used to," commented Clapp.

UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski caUed

Clapp an outstanding lady and great ball

handler.

"It was kind of strange to play against

her," said Ozdarski.

All in all, it was homecoming for Cindy

Clapp in the Cage. She played just as she

did in the UMass maroon and white: as a

dominant force on the court.

"UMass is still a great school," said

Clapp, "and there is a lot of great people

that whom I still miss here."
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Students want to sue university

over excessive summer noise
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

Eighty students living in Prince House have filed a class

action suit against the University of Massachusetts for

"hardships and suffering" received during summer session

1982 while renovations to bathrooms were under con

struction.

Due to "unbearable" conditions and inadequate

notification of what was to occur, the students of Prince

House are seeking what they consider to be proper redress

from the University in compensation that could amount to

$24,000'.

The suit has been sent to the Residential Appeals

Committee which has the power to decide the case.

Speaking on behalf of Prince House, Betty Fleishel-

Lewis, a resident of the dorm, told the six person com

mittee during the formal hearing of Nov. 30 exactly how

the students felt about the situation and what they wanted

as a result.

"We charge that we have been wrongfully deceived

about the magnituoe of the renovations on the bathrooms

in Prince and the amount and degree el noise we could

expect as a result of the work." she said. We also have

been subjected to excessive amounts of dirt througrcit

Prince because of the said renovations Our rights as

tenants were grossly violated by Housing Services."

Lewis said the students of Prince were particularly

upset that Housing Services did not adequately notify the

students last spring, before they agreed to live in Prince,

of what was planned for the dorm. In a letter to Prince

House residents last May, Gerald Quarles, housing

assignment Coordinator, said. "It is anticipated that there

will be little or no inconvenience to summer residents,

however, a certain amount of noise from time to time

should be expected if you are in the building during work

hours.'

"There was terrible miscommunication between

everyone involved including Housing Services. Physical

Plant and the contractor." Lewis added. "They took ad

vantage of us completely. Housing Services just assumed

we would pay our housing fees, continue with our studies

and never open our mouths."

Lewis said she told the committee that as compensation

for all the hardships and violations received, the students

wanted 'a full rf tuiw of all housing fees and rents for the

first summer session from June 1 to July 15, to each

student." Also, "because of the disruptions that occured to

students trying to studj and p.epare for classes and comps

during the worst of the renovations," the students want 25

percent of their tuition returned.

Television network on UMass campus
will link Mass colleges and businesses
By JOHN DiPALAZZO
Collegian Staff

A television network that would be based at the

University of Massachusetts and link colleges and

businesses throughout the state may soon be a reality

following passage of a bill by the state House on Tuesday.

The bill, which would create the Massachusetts Cor

poration for Educational Television, now faCes final

enactment by both the Senate and the House before going

to the governor for his signature.

The present bill, however, does not set aside money for

the network itself, but only creates the commission, which

in turn will submit a detailed proposal on the network to

the state legislature, said Greg Dillard, legislative aide to

Representative James Collins, (D Amherst).

'The Corporation has been estabhshed to do a study to

determine what kind of a system will be installed,
"
said

Stan Rosenberg, administrative assistant to Sen. John

Olver, (D Amherst).

The system will allow for "two-way interactive" com

munication. both audio and visual, Rosenberg said.

He said the system would eliminate the main problem

that had plagued previous educational television systems

with which students could not ask questions or otherwise

communicate with instructors.

The major advantage of the system. Rosenberg said, is it

will allow "degree progprams to be offered on site at

businesses, plants and libraries.

"

"Employees will no longer have to travel 150 miles to get

that special course." Rosenberg said.

The system will benefit UMass by allowing it to offer

more courses to more people. Also it will allow for easier

exchange of resources among colleges and universities

hooked up to the system, according to Rosenberg.

For example, he said, if Harvard wishes to offer a

particular course UMass offers already, it would not have

to recruit another faculty member to teach that particular

course, since it would be able to receive transmissions of

the UMass class.

The initial cost for planning the system is $350,000. The

system itself will eventually cost between $10 million and

$11 million. Rosenberg said.

The Corporation must now decide whether to build a

system of its own. lease a system from a private company,

or use a system already in place after making im

provements upon it.

The system will be operated on a "user fee basis." ac

cording to Rosenberg, and will be self supporting within 5

years.

Although the system will be based at UMass, no new

buildings will be constructed, said Rosenberg, who added

•

it's my impression that the largest structure would be a

lower" for the microwave relay.

I ollfiptn photo b; Irrrw Ojpcr

Russel Johnson (right), a 12-year-old Boy Scout from Amherst, makes a shrewd business deal

by selline Lisa Danforth. a junior Botany major, a healthy pine to decorate her apartment for the

holiday season The tree sale is bein^ sponsored by Amherst Boy Scouts in downtown Amherst.

Colleician photo by Drew Ofper

Barbara Gray, (R-Framingham), at last night's

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting.

Sexual harassment

topic of Senate

address by state rep
By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

With a mixture of humor and seriousness. Rep. Barbara

Gray, (R Framingham). discussed her experiences in the

Massachusetts State Legislature last night at the

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting.

"I wasn't sure I could go in there and hack it in the

system." she said of her political beginnings 10 years ago.

when she ran against a Democratic incumbent in a

Democratic district. "But I remembered what someone

once told me — you can do anything you want to."

On the issue of sexual harrassment. Gray said although

it is serious subject, she has encountered little of it in her

job.

"I've tried to establish my place on committees as one of

equality and mutual respect, and it has worked very well,"

she said. She noted that when she went to the Speaker of

the House during her first days, to talk to him about which

committees to join, he told her the major thing he was

going "to get you ladies is a ladies room. " Once she made it

clear she was there for work though, serious work, she

encountered few other remarks.

On sexual harrassment in the state, she announced:

"Governor Edward J. King will issue an executive order

next week that states there shall be no more sexual

harrassment in state government."

"We should never give up on anyone. " she added.

When asked about the women's caucus in the House, she

said the members did not touch issues they disagree upon

strongly, like Medicaid -funded abortions.

Last year we extended our efforts in budget. It's where

the dollars go that's the important thing — things like

money for displaced homemakers. funding education on di-

ethyl stUbestrol (DES). ...and for foster care. We work to

see the issues we care about are put forward." she said.

"Women seem to care more than their male colleagues."

She discussed her opposition to repealing the Blue Laws:

"There's something different about Sundays...more to life

than materialism and commercialism.

"

Addressing the Bottle Bill controversies, she mentioned

the defeat of the proposal to delay the enactment of

returnable bottles until October, and the following

proposal to institute it in April.

She also explained the change in scholarship for higher

education proposals. The money which formerly would

have come from a cigarette tax may now be supplied by

money from returned bottles.

"Stay tuned. They (the bottlers) are going to try and

block passage of that one." she said.

During the question and answer session follow ing Gray's

talk, one student senator asked her what a Republican was

doing "with such good ideas. ' After the laughter died

down. Gray smiled and explained she had originally run on

a Republican ticket to get elected, because she couldn't

beat the Democratic candidate in the primary.

"I think it's a good idea for both parties to have liberals,

conservatives and in betweens. " she said.

}'m\
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D.C. Monument terrorist

killed in barrage of gunfire
WASHINGTON (AP) - A man

threatened to blow up the Washington

Monument with a truckload of dynamite

yesterday, demanding "a national dialogue

on the nuclear weapons question." After 10

hours, police opened fire as the vehicle was

driven in the direction of the White House

and the occupant was killed.

Police said they suspected an accomplice,

meanwhile, had made it to the top of the

monument and was hiding in one of the

rooms.

"We are still operating under the in-

formation ... that there is a potential for an

explosion," said D.C. police inspector

James Shugart after the body was removed

from the truck.

There was no indication that the truck

had "1,000 pounds of TNT." or dynamite as

the man had claimed.

Shugart had said earlier that bomb
sniffing dogs had a positive response when

they were led to the truck, tipped over on

its side in a barrage of police gunfire.

The inspector added that police decided

to open fire once the truck started moving

and the danger existed of endangering

hundreds of people somewhere else in the

city.

"We weren't about to let the van leave

the monument grounds." said Mayor
Marion Barry. The truck careened down
the grassy slope toward Constitution

Avenue, and was brought to a stop at a

point still several blocks from the South

Lawn of the White House.

The truck was registered to 66-year-old

Norman Mayer of Miami Beach. Fla.. who
had a history of protesting against nuclear

war — the last few weeks outside the White

House gates.

"As an act of sanity, ban nuclear weapons

or have a nice doomsday." said a printed

leaflet that served as a list of demands. It

warned that the truck contained "1.000

pounds of TNT that can be detonated four

different ways on automatic."

AP Laacrphoto

Connecticut State Police troopers carry the casket of Lt. Thomas
Carney from St. Rose Church in Newtown Ct., yesterday following

funeral services for Carney who was killed Monday when he was hit by
a truck as he was issuing a motorist.

Walesa and Andropov on the minds of the Polish people
GDANSK. Poland (AP) - The people of this Baltic

seaport, birthplace of Poland's independent Solidarity

trade union, are looking toward two men to decide their

future. Solidarity chief Lech Walesa and the new Kremlin

leader. Yuri Andropov.

But despite their anticipation, the mood in this city of

500.000 seems to be one of sadness rather than hope as

Dec. 13. Poland's first anniversary under martial law,

approaches.

Walesa, released last month from an 11 -month in

ternment. is scheduled to break a vow of silence Monday
during a ceremony marking the 12th anniversary of a labor

demonstration in which scores of people died.

AP l^srrphndi

Yesterday marked the two-year anniversary of

John Lennon's death. In front of the New York
apartment building where Lennon was gunned
down and where his wife Yoke One and their son
Sean still reside, Lennon fans gathered last

night in a commemorating candlelight vigil.
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Father Henryk Jankowski. Walesa's priest, advisor and
spokesman, said the 39 year-old labor leader would deliver

a speech at the base of a soaring steel monument erected to

the dead workers outside the V.I. Lenin Shipyards.

"Walesa has asked me to shield him from the press until

the speech." said Jankowski. who first gained attention

after he entered the shipyard to say Mass and hear con-

fessions during the August 1980 strike that led to the

founding of Solidarity.

However, some citizens were eager to talk about the

future— but not to be identified by name. Gathering at the

apartment of a local writer, they were full of questions

about Andropov, who last month replaced the late Leonid

I. Brezhnev as general secretary of the Soviet Communist
Party.

Andropov headed the Soviet KGB security police for 15

years and spent the previous decade running the depar-

tment of the Communist Party Central Committee dealing

with eastern Europe. He is thought to have personally

approved Hungary's successful experiments allowing some
capitalist enterprises in a predominantly socialist

economy. Many Poles hope the new Soviet leader will show
similar leniency in letting Poland solve its economic

problems.

Gash between Israel and Lebanon once again
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) — Israeli and Lebanese troops

clashed yesterday in their first firefight since the June

invasion. Two Lebanese soldiers were killed and one

Israeli was wounded in the 15 minute gun battle near the

Lebanese Defense Ministry in the Beirut suburb of Yarze.

Police, meanwhile, reported nine people killed and 24

wounded in the continuing fighting in Tripoli between

militias of the Sunni and Alawite Moslem sects.

The Arab Bank and several other buildings were

reported set on fire as the pro-Syrian Alawites battled

Palestinian backed Sunnis for dominance of Lebanon's

second largest city. 50 miles north of Beirut.

The Lebanese government radio also reported that

Israeli troops ringed the southern port city of Sidon and

made a house to house search after an Israeli patrol was

reported ambushed before dawn near the city.

But the Israeli military press center near Beirut said it

had no reports of any searches or unusual activity in the

Israeli occupied city 25 miles south of Beirut.

The Israeli military command suggested that the

Lebanese-Israeli clash was accidental. The Lebanese

command said it resulted from a heated argument.

An Israeli communique said a Lebanese soldier ap-

parently fired his weapon by mistake as two Israeli jeeps

and an ambulance were passing the Defense Ministry in

convoy.

The Israeli soldiers, thinking they were being am-

bushed, "fired back at the sources of the shooting," the

communique said.

However, a Lebanese communique said the shooting

occurred during a heated argument between guards at the

Defense Ministry compound and an Israeli army patrol

that "pulled to a stop near the statue of Emir Fakhr-Eddin

at the road intersection of the Defen.se Ministry com-

pound." It did not .say what the argument was about.

Lt. Col. Arieh Brosh, an Israeli army spokesman who
said he witnessed the clash, denied Lebanese radio reports

that the Israeli patrol tried to enter the compound.

MX in trouble in Senate amidst twi sted logic
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Reagan administration,

stung by House rejection of production plans for the MX
missile, ran into stiff criticism in the Senate yesterday on

its proposal to bunch the deadly nuclear missiles together

in Wyoming.

"The public is getting the idea the whole thing is a

boondoggle," Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash.. one of the

Pentagon's stauncbest allies in Congress, told Secretary of

Defense Caspar Weinberger.

"I don't think you realize the degree of trouble the MX
basing mode is in now," Sen. Sam Nunn. D-Ga.. a strong

supporter of military spending, said as the Senate Armed
Services Committee began hearings.

Sen. Wil'iam Cohen. R Maine, told Weinberger that a

"political decision" had apparently been made to cancel the

basing plan favored by former President Carter in favor of

"a basing mode that is more environmentally acceptable

but may not be technically feasible."

Sen. Howard Canncm. D-Nev., winding up his service in

the lame-duck session following his defeat in the November
election, said he strongly supported the MX but not

necessarily the so called "dense pack" plan for deployment
near Warren Air Force Base. Wyo.

The flood waters are rising on the Mississippi
MISSISSIPPI (AP) - Floods that have chased more

than 35.000 people from their homes in the Mississippi

Valley gushed into new territory yesterday while receding

waters in some areas left entire towns a muddy mess with

cars and debris piled against houses and trees.

Torrential rains late last week caused flooding that has

left at least 20 dead and four missing in Illinois, Missouri

and Arkansas, with preliminary damage estimates topping

half a billion dollars.

Winds gusting to hurricane force yesterday knocked out

I he power to 143.000 households in Southern California and
hWw cars off icy Interstate 80 in Utah, where up to 15

inches of snow fell in places.

;\ blast of Arctic air plunged temperatures below zero

;uross much of Montana, North Dakota and northern

Minnesota and below freezing across the most of the other

northern states from New England to the Pacific Nor-

thwest.

Freezing drizzle glazed broad areas from eastern New
Mexico to northwest Illinois. Roads "like a sheet of ice" in

the Oklahoma Panhandle caused many accidents.

The Mississippi River yesterday lapped within inches of

the top of a levee ringed with 3 feet of sandbags near St.

Louis and the Illinois River was expected to crest Thur-

sday at 10.5 feet above flood stage in Peoria. III., just

inches shor' of t he level in record flooding in 1943.

'If we pet any more rain, we can just forget it." said

Roger Prtchell. inspecting the Mississippi levee in a light

driz/le just abi ve the confluence of the Missouri River near

St. ijouis.

The nation's mightiest river is expected to crest about 14

feet over flood stage below St. Louis on Friday.
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Different core requirements

may be introduced next fall
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Matthew Williams, an Amherst youngster, is making the North Pole

connection as he drops his Christmas list to Santa Claus in a holiday

mailbox in front of Amherst's information booth.

Basketball team trying harder now
as stabbed freshman guard is healing
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

basketball player who was stabbed

Sunday night is out of the intensive care

unit of Cooley Dickinson Hospital. Now
Arthur J. (A.J.) Wynder's teammates say

they will play unyielding basketball in the

interim of his absence from the court.

"There has been an effort to try harder

for A.J. (since he was stabbed Sunday

night)." said Darryl Carter, a freshman

guard for The Minutemen. as he emerged

from an especially rigorous practice

yesterday. "A.J. has a great sense of

humor and when he's not here like this

you miss that. It makes you try harder.

"

The incident, which left Wynder wiih a

wounded abdomen, was allegedly the

result of a "discussion" about a woman

who is a friend of both Wynder and

Micoyan Van Dyke, a suspect ap

prehended by police Sunday night who is

now being held on $10,000 bail in the

Hampshire County House of Correction.

Police reports say Von Dyke. 19. was

here visiting the woman from New

Bedford and met with Wynder to "discuss

a relationship." The stabbing allegedly

took place in the course of their meeting

on Massachusetts Avenue near Kennedy

dormitory.

"My reaction was one of disbelief," said

Carter. Wynder's roomate who said he

was with Wynder Sunday night after he

was wounded. "It's common for something

like this to happen in New York City, but

not in Amherst."

"At first it didn't hit me. I've never had

a friend who had been hurt like that. The

day after, when I read about it in the

newspapers, it hit me," said Tom
Emerson, a freshman center on the

basketball team.

Wynder is expected to be released from

Cooley Dickinson by the end of this week

and will probably return home to New-

ington, Ct., Carter said.

Meanwhile, the team is awaiting his

return to Curry Hicks Cage when the

team will be complete. "I can't wait to

.lave him back here." Emerson said.

"There's definitely an absence on the

team...We all need him."

When the Minutemen travel to Con-

necticut today to challenge The
University of Connecticut. Carter said the

team's special effort will be showing. "The

game is televised and A.J. will be wat-

ching. " Carter said.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night endorsed in principle the final report

of the Student Subcommittee on General

Education and endorsed the "spirit and

direction" of the Faculty Senate's efforts

to redesign the "core" curriculum at

UMass.
The endorsement, which was unanimous,

will have an impact on the Faculty Senate,

which will consider the General Education

proposals next Thursday, according to Rob

Thayer, coordinator of the student subcom-

mittee.

"Implementation could begin almost inri-

mediately, as soon as next fall," said

Thayer, who noted that the new re-

quirements would not affect students

already enrolled in the University. Thayer

noted implementation will occur over the

course of several semesters.

The General Education proposal was sub-

mitted to the Faculty Senate last May, and

has since been revised. Further revisions

will probably be made before the proposal

is presented to the Faculty Senate next

Thursday, Thayer said.

A brochure explaining the General

Education proposal was mailed to every

undergraduate last, week, Thayer said,

because of the importance of the issue.

That brochure included both the faculty

and student reports on the proposal as of

that time.

An important factor in the change to the

General Education or "core" system will

be student involvement, Thayer stressed.

"Real learning involves students as ac-

tive learners, not passive consumers of an

educational package," the student subcom-

mittee's final report stressed.

Other flaws the student report said the

new General Education proposal sought to

address were problems in the advising pro-

gram, a "lack of a coherent sense of pur-

pose," a concern for "an understanding of

the world as a diverse and multi-cultural

population," and a need for more rewards

for faculty who spend time on

undergraduate teaching and advising.

Included in the General Education pro-

posal are the Writing Program already im-

lemented this semester, a Freshman
Tutorial and Senior Seminar, a course in

quantitative reasoning and six "breadth of

knowledge" courses which correspond to

the current C, D, and E cores.

In other Senate business, three amend-

ments to the Student Government Associa-

tion By-laws were proposed, one by each of

the SGA officers.

SGA President Jim Murphy proposed an

amendment which would restrict the posi-

tions of SGA president, treasurer and

speaker to a single person. In the past, it

has been general practice for two persons

to serve as "co-presidents" of the SGA.
Other than Murphy, the office of president

has not been held by a single individual

since the early 1970's.

Lisa Potter, SGA Treasurer, submitted

revisions to Chapter 8 of the SGA By-

Laws, developed over the summer. Potter

said the changes were made necessary

because of a change in the accounting

system made in 1979. That motion will also

be considered at next week's meeting.

Speaker Sharon Davies proposed a By-

Law amendment which would change the

makeup of the Senate Coordinating Com-

mittee.

Affirmative Action programs
adoDted bv town of Amherst
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst has recently

adopted four Affirmative Action programs

in compliance with guidelines set by the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination, which will supplement the

town's commitment to protecting the rights

of underrepresented groups.

"Along with the town's already strong

Affirmative Action program, there is now a

Minority Business Enterprise Program, a

Contract Compliance Program, a fair

housing plan, and a Municipal Employment

Activities Program." said Chris Hart,

assistant town manager, Tuesday.

Hart said the programs were adopted so

the town could get a self help grant of

$32,000 from the Executive Office of

Environmental Affairs for a conservation

program.

"We can go to the state with virtually any

program and we won't get any money

unless the Commission Against

Discrimination signs the grant application.

So they have regulatory authority over

state appropriations." Hart said.

"It's the state's intention that we im

plement these programs and they leverage

that intention with the municipalities' need

for funds. " Hart added.

Amherst's original Affirmative Action

program has primarily focused on municipal

employment policies.

The new Municipal Employment

Activities Program is an extension of the

towns already existing municipal em-

ployment policies. "We just make sure that

the hiring and firing of people from public

positions has nothing to do with race or

sex," Hart said.

"Three of the programs are actually ju^t

statements of policy that we pracuced

already," Hart said. She added that the

only program which set any significant

rules was the Contract Compliance

Program.

The primary goal of the Contract

Compliance Program is to account for the

hours of contractors work for the town.

Hart said. Along with the town's quarterly

report, the Commission will now receive a

weekly report from the contractors.

The Minority Business Enterprise

Program is an effort by the town to make a

commitment to give five persent of its

business to minority run establishments.

"We're going to try to do this by ad-

vertising and procuring these goods and

services." Hart said. "There's nothing hard

and fast about this policy. It just means that

we're going to make a greater effort to

patronize minority businesses."

James Cope, the Town Planner, gave an

outline of the plans for the Fair Housing

Program. A Fair Housing Committee was

formed by the Amherst Board of Select-

men, with Cope as its director, and a policy

of non discrimination in housing choices

was adopted by the town.

returns
By AMY JENNESS
Collegian Staff

Kenneth Collins returned to the University of

Massachusetts upon request last night saying humans are

savages until they understand the theory of the brain func-

tion.

Collins said he believes he has the answer to how the

brain works.

"Until we understand how the brain causes us to thmk

we are savages." said Collins. "Five hundred years from

now people are going to look back and laugh at us. We are

ignorant savages and I for one do not want to remain in

On October 26th Collins gave a three hour lecture at the

University explaining his iheory. The pre-ident of the

Tonnril of Undergraduate Students -n Psychology

(CUSP), Thomas Grinsley said studenU at the 'ecture

were interested in Collins' theory and wanted a chawce to

discuss it with hin\. ^_——_

Collins told the gathering of sue people his theory of

human understanding (understanding how the brain

works) explains why people feel hate, prejudice, love and

all other types of emotion. He contends once a person

understands the theory they can understand the source of

prejudice and erase it from their minds.

"Millions of people are affected every day by prejudice,"

said Collins. "All we want to see happening is human

understanding. So get angry at your professors, get them

down here to talk to me, they are not doing their jobs."

"Human understanding will happen within the next five

vears, come hell or high water," Collins said.

Collins theory states neural impulses of the brain

become random when confronted with a new situation.

Collins said the brain wants to seek out new information

and learn, but at the same time it involuntarily steers peo

pie away from unknown situations to protect them from

danger.

Collins, 33, from Chicopee, said he has been working on

iiic i-iicwi^ oi tilt ui-dLin for 11 years. He started on it when

he was an undergraduate at Springfield College.

Collins tried to show his work to professors at UMass
but no one would listen or take his theory seriously.

"I came to the professors at UMass as an

undergraduate student. I came to them as a graduate stu-

dent. I came to them as an independent researcher. They

still don't listen. It'll happen, that's all I can guarantee,"

he said.

"This discussion tonight was for people who were at the

first meeting," said Grinsley. "A lot of people wanted to

ask questions. Also a lot of people got burned out listening

to him speak before. He spoke for three hours and only

covered 40 percent of his theory."

"I think a lot of students believe in him. It's the faculty

who doesn't believe him. However, a lot of people

who were at the meeting before mostly knew about

behavioral psychology. They didn't have much

background in the biological theory of how the brain func-

tions and 1 thin^ they were lost," Grinsley said.
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UMass Judiciary Board makes critical campus decisions
By ELLEN M. RYDER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Judiciary Board, unlike the Supreme
Court, cannot put anyone in jail. Like the

Supreme Court, however, it makes crucial

decisions that affect the public. The 18

member board acts as judge and jury in

cases ranging from shoplifting to student

elections.

UMass senior Christopher Cook, Clerk of

Courts for the Judiciary Board, serves as

administrative head of judges.

"There is some overlap between dorm
judicial boards and the SGA judicial

board," Cook said. "We have jurisdiction

over all shoplifting cases (involving the

University Store), RSO groups and ques-

tions regarding the SGA constitution and

bylaws."

The dormitory judicial boards, on the

other hand, make decisions on cases within

the dormitory such as vandalism or "en-

dangering behavior."

A tribunal (three judges) hears each case.

Cook said. The tribunal acts as a jury but

also as a judge, maintaining courtroom

order and passing sentences.

The punishment for shoplifting, for ex-

ample, is frequently a fine of a determined

multiple of the cost of the item stolen. Cook

added that one can certainly be suspended

for shoplifting. A form of school probation,

called "Jeapordy", is sometimes recom-

mended in such cases.

"Every decision made is technically a

recommendation to the Dean of Students,"

Cook said. "To my knowledge, no tribunal

of the University Judiciary has recom-

mended expulsion."

The hearings are open to the public and

cases involving the Student Government

Association attract crowds of interested

students, Cook said. Although shoplifting

cases are the most frequent. Cook said,

they do not interest many people.

"The most interesting cases are ques-

tions within the SGA itself, like the Jim

Murphy case Oast year)," Cook said.

The board presided on the hearings that
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examined the validity of the election of Jim

Murphy, now SGA president. Cook presid-

ed in the case.
, „• i

"I handle such things as the logistical

aspects of a trial." Cook said. "I reserve

rooms for the trials, send notifications and

deliver court notices."

In addition to these duties, Cook draws

up and is authorized to sign the budget for

the board. He also coordinates training for

new judges.

Due to his numerous responsibilities this

year. Cook does not preside in the trials.

He is an inactive judge, except in impeach-

ment cases. In such a case. Cook would be

allowed to preside in the hearing.

Students who seek legal representation

are encouraged to ask for a student ad-

vocate Vvho acts as a public defender.

"It's good to have a student advocate

argue your case," Cook said. "They are

assigned through the Attorney General's

office. The Attorney General can also pro-

secute, if you want it to."

If there have been any complaints about

the way in which the hearings are run,

Cook said he has not heard of them.

"I would say there haven't been com-

plaints," Cook said. "Although every case

results in one party being dissatisfied,

nothing is directed toward the conduction

of a hearing."

"We (the Judiciary Board) are the only

branch of the SGA recognized by the Board

of Regents in the Student Code of

Conduct." said Cook.
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Feminist filmmaker and UMass prof

is one of few in industry to make
non-Hollywood experience films
By LEE ANN BARTOW
Collegian Correspondent

While many people criticize the film in-

dustry saying it promotes sexism, a

feminist tilmmaker and University of

Massachusetts professor uses her trade to

fight it.

Liane Brandon, associate professor in

the School of Education, is an independent

feminist filmmaker who has produced

multi-award winning films such as "Once

Upon A Choice," "Anything You Want To

Be," and "Betty Tells Her Story."

A recent report from the Director's Guild

states that in the last 30 years only two-

tenths of one percent of Hollywood films

made have been directed by women, Bran-

don said.

"Since there are so few films made by

women and minorities, we're missing a

great deal of our heritage. Instead, films

are being made that reflect the Hollywood

experience. That's a lifestyle very few of us

know," she said. "I can't imagine that I'm

the only one who perceives sexism as a pro-

blem."

Brandon said she examines social issues,

the "human condition," or "what makes

people tick," along with the mechanics of

filmmaking.

"I almost wish that there wasn't such a

need for films that deal with sexism.

Perhaps if sexism wasn't so pervasive the

need would be less," Brandon said.

Brandon started teaching at the UMass
School of Education in 1973. She teaches

film production, the use of films in educa-

tional settings and workshops for teacher

certification classes.

"I like my students. I'm very fortunate in

that no one is required to take a film course

so my students come desperately eager to

learn," she said. "I often try out my ideas

on them as they do with me and we learn

together."

"Anything You Want To Be" chronicles

a high school woman's funny but frighten-

ing conflict with sex role stereotyping. The
heroine wants to become a doctor and is

then steered towards nursing.

"Anything You Want To Be" won a blue

ribbon at the American Film Festival, had

screenings at the Museum of Modem Art

in New York and the National Film

Theater of London, and was shown at the

First International Festival of Women's
Films and the Paris International Film

Festival.

Brandon is currently working on a film

chronicling the disarmament movement,

which she said she plans to finish sometime

next year.

"The movitivation for making my films is

not a monetary one. Fortunately my films

frequently make a profit which I use to

start my next project with," she said.

Brandon's films have been used natiorud-

ly and internationally by schools, colleges,

churches, community groups and civic

groups, she said.

"Once Upon A Choice" was purchased

by Home Box Office, Cinemax, and U.S.A.

Cable, as well as the Television Corpora-

tion of New Zealand. In addition, the film

won a silver award at the Houston Interna-

tional Film Fesival, was a finalist at the

American Film Festival and won a Golden

Eye Award from the Association of Media

Educators.

Brandon said producing a film is a more
complicated process than it first appears to

be.

Fundraising before a project begins is a

long and difficult procedure, especially in

these trying economic times. Brainstorm-

ing and planning also take much time

before actual filming begins, she said.

In 1972 at the First International

Festival of Women's Films, Brandon met
three other feminist filmmakers. Together

they formed New Day Films, a distribution

cooperative for films whose makers are

dedicated to bringing about positive sodal

change.

AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203)229-8660:

Freshmen & Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 545-2637

A 9reaf woro'Me
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(413)7l3-074«
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rractlcal gifts

for Ifie woavor, splnnor
and knitter. ..from

luxurious yarns to hand-
crafted looms to Instructive

classes ..

'^ Webs.tlie most complete
source for yarns, supplies

and books'

T-SHIRTS PRIZ€S

feKTURinc

AlStOfMr

'«' ROCK& ROLL «»^-er

For
BREAKFAST & LIWXH

With
HOME>L\I)E DESSERTS
BUCKWHEAT PANCAKES

WAFFLES
FRESH FRUITS & S.\LAI)S

LUNCH SPECL\LS &
MUCH MORE!

STOP IN - YOU'LL LO\^ OUR
COOKING

OPEN E\TRY DAY
Gift Certificates Available

•MON.-FRI. S:(k) u.in.-2:(M) |» m
WEEKENDS «k HOLIDAYS 5 (M) u in -

4:()<)|> m
AT THE LICHTS» IX S. AMHCKKT

«»^^**^^**^«*«

DYKAMITE RECORDS
DUY

15E. PtesMotSt.

SELL TRADE

REHT

HOW OPEK IN
AMHERST

in Paul's Old Time Furniture J
57 E. Pleasant 8

D

3

CHINESE KITCHEN

H
E
m

FAST FOOD
RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials $1.19
Every Day

Pu Pu Platter $10.00
Take Out Orders

Please call

150 King St
Northampton, IMass

,^,.i 586-8220
**'** 588-8221

OPEN HOURS

SUNDAY. 12 NOON 10 lOiXIPM

HON ttni THURS . 1 1 30 AM U lOilO P M
FRI « SAT . II JO AM to I2fl] MIONITE

HOUOAYS 12 NOON IS lOilO r

JJl25ii?.5J^riSS?.6i?'SS^9J3^£2^^9J2.5li^Ji^-

Go thru ice, mud and snow!

'/(mcd^(^fu^lfy^

95
«u« F.I.T.

•1.M

155/80-D13 or A/78-13
All PrtOM Blaekwall

^ sis* Me« F.E.T.^
B^8-13 39.95 1.81

C/78-14 41.95 2.16

D/78-14 43.95 2.09

E/78.14 45.95 2.21

F/78-14 46.95 2.34

Q/78-14 50.95 2.50

600-1 5L 421.95 1.71

G/78-15 52.95 2.57

H/78-15 53.95 2.82

U78-15 57.95 3.11

V (ALLPWCaiMCUIMNWTALlA-nON) ^
WMtevalb, iM 3.M Per fn IMfomA

North Amherst Tire

& Auto Center
78 Sunderland Rii No Amheist MA ^

Across from A itnili.i s Stmt' SIO WOl

Thinking Graduate Scliool?

THINK BENTLEY COLLEGE!
Dedicated to the development of liberally-edurated

professionals, the Graduate School at Bentley College
offers men and women who know where they're gci.iq a

choice of five distinctive master's programs designed
to prepare them for successful careers as employable
and promotable business professionals.

• The Master of Science in Accountancy
• The Master of Science in Computer Information

Systems
• The Master of Science in Finance
• The Master of Science in Taxation
• The Master in Business Administration

A FOUNDATION FOR THE FUTURE
Graduate study at Bentley can be the perfect comple-

ment to your undergraduate degree in providing you
the kind of solid preparation you want for a successful
career in business.

OPEN TO ALL UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
Men and women enter Bentley s jraducte programs

from a wide variety of backgrounds, including liberal

arts and sciences, engineering, and humanities as well

as business-related fields.

The majority of individuals who come to further their

studies in Bentley's MBA and MSA programs bring
undergraduate majors in the fields other than business.

PRIME LOCATION
Bentley College is situated at the heart of Route 128,

Massachusetts' high technology belt, and just nine
miles from Boston, with its many cultural attractions.

APPUCATIONS
Processing of applications for fall 1983 admissions

begins March 15.

Register now for the Januar/ 29 Graduate Manage-
ment Admission Test (GMAT) to ensure that your file

is complete. Get a GMAT registration form from your
career planning and placement office or by writing:

GMAT—Educational Testing Services, Box 966,
Princeton, NJ 08541.

To obtain more
information about
graduate study at

Bentley College, call

(617) 891-2108
or send this coupon
to Bentley College

Graduate School,
Waltham, MA 02254.

BENYLEY
COLLEGE
Waltham. MA 02254

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS:

MS in Taxation

Master in Business Administration

MS in Finance

MS in Accountancy

MS in Computer Information
Systems

i AM INTERESTED IN:

Name

Street

City

Part time study Full-time study

State at

Ski Now - Pay Later

Conservative Student Committee forms at UMass

to provide a forum for right-wing viewpoints
By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

For those looking for a conservative equivalent to the

Radical Student Union, the Conservative Student Com-

mittee (CSC), a new Recognized Student Organization

proposes in its constitution "to promote politically con-

servative ideals and to provide a forum for conservative

views."

"The organization is basically the conservative answer to

liberal groups on campus," Jeff Kelley, chairman of the

CSC. said.

The organization provides a bipartisan forum for con-

seryatives who were previously denied admission into the

now defunct UMass College Republicans which required its

members to belong to that party.

"The organization was created out of interest for other

students...to create unity among fellow conservatives,"

Athena K. Gianalopoles, vice-chairperson of the CSC said.

One of the purposes of the organization is to endorse

groups that follow similar political lines. However, Kelley

said that CSC will not always endorse every conservative

group merely because it is conservative.

"The Committee g^ves students a chance to be exposed

to conservative viewpoints, without necessarily endorsing

every aspect of them," Kelley said.

For example, when the CIA visited UMass, the CSC
aided the "Ad Hoc Committee Supporting the CIA" in

handing out pamphlets and a welcoming paper to the CIA
representatives without officially endorsing that com-

mittee.

The CSC. when it was called the Conservative Campaign

Committee during its temporary RSO status, was suc-

cessful in organizing pre-election speech venues at UMass

for the defeated Republican candidates John Sears and Jim

Tripp.

Two members of the CSC, Jeff Kelley and Jim Rudolph,

discussed the possible election outcomes with two area

Democrats on an hour-long show on WMUA in the last

week of October.

Presently the CSC is working on functions for the next

semester at their regular Monday night meetings in the

Campus Center. Kelley said.

Newslines . .

.

No financial aid goodies today kiddies, staff is out to lunch
The Financial Aid Office will be closed today because of a available for any neccessary correspondence,

staff development retreat. A drop-off bow will be made

Peace and Intervention: The Invasion of Lebanon in CC
"Peace and Intervention: The Invasion of Lebanon" will World Federation of Democratic Youth. The lecture is

be the topic of a discussion by Denis Regier, a former tonightat 7:30 p.m. in Rm. 163 Campus Center.

Young Workers Liberation league representative of the __^^__

College presently attending

UMASS SKI CLUB

Aspen, Colofodo
'^' WKK Jond-15

This Deluxe
VbcoNon Includes:

r^ Round Trip Air, Scheduled NorvStop
'

Service from Boston, NYC, Philc or

Wash to Denver

'

i
Round Trip Bus Transfers to Aspen

D Deluxe Slope-Side Accommodations

for 7 Nights. Tax Included

- Six-Day Lift Ticket Good at Aspen

Mountain. SnowrTK3SS. and Buttermilk

Deluxe Slopeside
Shadow Mountain
Condominiums
Featuring ful^v equipped kitchea maid

service, fireplace, color TV, heated pod,

sauna, and skiing out your door

a659 per person

Woodstone ,.

HoTel Package
Located right on the mountain next to theJtt.

featuring: heated pod Jacuzzi, sauna, maid

service, apres ski atmosphere

$599 p*' person

Sign-.Up Now
Ski Club Office

430A Student Union

5-3437

1983 P0Tr,2lST7IR«S 08*3166

O.K.

PANTS."

THERE

SMARTY ^h\
UNSOLVED
RIDDLES

YOU ,tJ
GOT PENTASTAR
ilMC CHALLENGE
UNC. CALENDAR.

A ctumc* for you to win a scholarship, Ptymoutti

Turismo and mors.

If you thought The New Chrysler Corporation was

sometning different from other car makers, you're

right. We've developed the 'Pentastar Challenge" as a

small, but deserving tribute to American ingenuity

and intelligence.

The R: dies. The challenges in the calendar are

intellectual ones Within the story and illustrations,

we've woven an intricate pattern of clues in different

areas of academics: Math. Computer Science,

Chemistry, Literature and recently a pair of smarty

pants solved our fifth category, Music.

The Right Response. Darryl Koch of the University of

Michigan and Kevin Williams from Notre Dame
correctly deciphered the clues in the calendar and

sent the Diatonic (C Major) music scale on a piece of

white paper with the entry postmarked on a full

moon. They will share the cash rewards, and each get

the use of a new Chrysler product because their

answers were simultaneously received

The Reward, if youare the first to have solvedany one

of the four remaining riddles, you'll be awarded a

$5,000 scholarship, a $5,000 cash grant to your

school, your choice of a 1983 Turismo or Charger to

drive for a year and a gold Pentastar Medallion. There

are also 100 second place prizes of silver medallions

The official rules are on the back of the calendar

The Reason. We think you'll enjoy the Pentastar

Challenge Calendar because it's functional, attractive

and entertaining. You might ask "Is Chrysler getting

out of the car business and into the calendar

business?" No. But at $4.98 maybe you'll be

impressed with Chrysler enough to someday look at

our cars. For us. that's the challenge

The 1983 Pentastar Challenge Calendar is on sale

now at your college book store. Or send $4.98 plus

$1.52 postage and handling ($6.50 per copy) in

check or money order to: Pentastar Challenge,

322 S. Main St., Royal Oak, Ml 48067. Allow 3-5

weeks for delivery.

®THE
NEWCHRYSLER
CORPORATION

.r.'.f-
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SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS v

(^ the sub ^
Mount Snow Vermont Tours

"Presents'

11 AM TO 2 AM ' 7 DAYS

33 E PLEASANT ST AMHERST / 549 5160

Friends and neishbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!

-^^^^

M
Th« SUB would like to offar you a coupon apactal.

Buy any two auba and gat a third* abaoKitaly FREE! Thia

coupon ia good from now thru Oac. 24, 1962. on Sun-

day - Wadnaaday batwaan tha houra of 3 p.m. and 6

p.m.

Wa hopa to aaa you aoon and don't forgot to bring a

fnand. __.«««««.

I ^ 1 FREE sub with a purchase of any ^^
I 20 'wo whole sobs when purchased along

j
^

'^

I !I2 with this coupon. ^*"j

• m December 24, 1982 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. ti^

Frac^ub Is of equal oc Wu value than moM rapctulvc tub purchaaMl.

SKI SEMESTER
Collegiate Ski Weeks

6 Days 5 Nights

Jan. 2-7, 1983 Jan. 16-21. 1983

Jan. 9-14, 1983 Jan. 23-28, 1983

at Mount Snow Vermont

$179.00 par person Quad occupancy

$50.00 deposit required

PacKege includes:
* 5 nights lodging
* A gala welcome party
* Five day lift tickets at Mt Snow ski area

* Five full skiers' breakfasts

* Four full course dinners

* Ski tour guide & host

*^And so nrujch morel _„
• Welcome Get-Together Party • Beer Bash

Wine & Chaeee Party " Fondue Party • Horse-Dfawn

Sleigh RkJe • Mtovies * And so much more

'The Mountain of Fun, MT Snow Vermont
All Rates Subject to 6% State Tax and

15% Hotel Gratuity Service Charge

Mount Snow Vermont Tours

PO Box 571, Route 100

West Dover, Vermont 06356

802-464-2076

t

I

8f.2%
In a recent

survey of UMass
undergrads, 81.2

percent said they

read the

Collegian regular-

ly, and half of
' those said they

read it every day.

That's more than

three times the

UMass readers

of any other area

paper! New
England's largest

college daily is

nunnber one at

home, too.

The Collegian

#1 at UMass
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11th ANNUAL DUSH DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SK\ & PARTY WEEK
JAN 23-26

THIS TRIP INCLUDES:

* Lift Ticket (5Vi doys) *

* Lodging (Hotel or Condo) *

* Meals (with Hotel) *

* Free Deer & Wine Parties *

* Hot Tub & Souna Porty *

* Etc. Etc. Etc.
•

only $169.00
tox ond gratuities Included

beware of other ski trips

thot set Q base price and THEN

ADD 5% tax & 15% gratuities

Non-Members Welcome
mmm

Deposit & Final Payment

Deadlines have been

extended.

So get your deposits

in now to reserve

your vocQtion for

WINTER DREAK

sign-up toble

M-F Ski Club Office 9-3

430A Student Union

for more info coll 5-3407
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Ay I WAS IMFrntPfr/Ay ytStTTO

Having reached and now touching

Jan (not her real name) sits in her wheelchair watching

the personel and occasionally chatting in excited

anticipation with aids as they pass busily by. Tonight

is Monday night and she knows the volunteers will soon be

here. I sit on the bus talking with Sandy, the driver and

coordinator of the project for which I have volunteered. I

am thinking of the work I have to do when I get back, of

what Sandy is saying, and of Jan. As the bus pulls into the

driveway of the Belchertown State School, thoughts of

papers to be written, pages to be read, and tests to be

taken fill my mind. I think to myself, "I shouldn't be here,

Christopher Frick

I've got a million things to do." As the door to the infir-

mary opens I can see the light grey clay colored institu-

tional tiles staring back unmoved. The tiles haven't been

moved by anything since the institution was built. I can

smell the scents of people, and the breaths of all the people

who have been here since 1960 tainted with the smell of in-

stitutional antiseptic. As I turn, the comer I can see Jan.

She starts to smile a big intensly excited smile that

radiates off the tiles and fills all my senses with the same

excitement. This is why I'm here. We are glad to see each

other. As we walk to the dayroom we talk of our weeks

since we last saw each other. To Jan I'm not just another

person who works here. I'm a friend.

Having previously written of the problem of alienation

and desensitization it is important to not only write about

it, but to show altenatives to it. Lack of alternatives is part

of the problem of alienation and desensitization. Many

times we can see the problem, but not so frequently the

alternatives. Without the alternatives we often resign

ourselves to the problem and try not to let it get to us. This

is often not easy and we desensitize, or at least try to.

The alternative presented here is volunteer work at the

Belchertown State School through the Boltwood project.

The Boltwood project started in 1969 to add to the

potential of the staff in providing care, therapy, and social

skills to the developnientally disabled. Yot the community

the project offers a valuable opportunity for the clients of

the state school, and community members to exchange,

share and learn from, for and of each other, in hopes of

overcoming the stigma found when one mentions or sees

the retarded. Students have the opportunity to put theory

into practice, as they learn to integrate, and utilize the

skills of their chosen paths of study. For anyone it offers

the opportunity to give of themselves while receiving from

others. It is apparent very quickly that the clients of the

state school rally want to give to others when given the

chance to do so. For all concerned the project offers a

chance to be someone special to someone who is special.

It isn't all chocolate and roses, however, for while Jan

and I talk, play, dance and laugh the fact remains that this

is a state institution and our talking, playing, dancing and

laughing has to be officially sanctioned by a seemingly

endless list of committees, departments, administrators,

and miscellaneous personel. This is where the chocolate

melts and the roses wilt. In order for this project to exist it

needs money, people, and work. The money comes from us

in the form of taxes and fees through the seemingly

endless list. The people come in response to what

Boltwood offers and from the work. The brunt of the work

is up to Sandy. Sandy works for the project. Affectionate-

ly she calls it her baby. She has to work with what the

state and its administrators give her and what she works

for them to give her. This means many meetings, debates,

and conflicts. One of the most important points Sandy can

use in all of these is the number of volunteers.

As Jan and I reach out to each other the numbers are

discussed and debated, but to Jan I am more than numbers

can account for.

Christopher Frick is a UMass student

Letters

Angry energy can be redirected to be more productive

To the Editor:

Today, I removed the sign "Israel, Land of the Jews"

from the exterior of the campus center garage. I would

like to explain my reasons for doing so, as well as avoid

having blame misdirected towards Arab students.

It is with great reservation that I infringe on anybody's

right of free speech. However, as a Jew and supporter of

Israel I feel that the sign was intended to speak for me. It

doesn't, but serves instead to perpetuate an exchange of

invective and recrimination between extremists on both

sides

The sign hurt the cause of Israel and the Jewish people

uy expressing cnauvmism and spite, it was evt-ii lactuawj

incorrect. While Israel was created as a Jewish homeland,

it contains other groups of people who have rights of

citizenship. Not all Israelis are Jews and neither are all

Jews Israelis.

I hope those who put up the sign will understand my ac-

tion. I also hope they will redirect their energies more pro-

ductively, either by stating their case in a more rational

manner or by attempting to open up a real dialogue that

can contribute to a peaceful and lasting solution to the pro-

blem.

Everett Harman
Southwest

LETTERS POLiCV
All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

We need columnists!

Drop by with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center

British cause

Irish violence
(Editor's note — though this editorial addresses an arti-

cle published over a month ago, the subject is current con-

sidering the past few days events in Ulster, Northern

Ireland.)

In
David Knower's November 4th editorial entitled,

"Irish History Doesn't Support the I.R.A.," Knower
uses his version of Irish history to back his opposition

to the I.R.A. I write neither to condemn, nor support the

I.R.A., but rather to question the validity of Knower's

"history."

Ulster was not always, "a distinct identity separate

from the rest of Ireland". Protestants and Catholics alike,

who live in Northern Ireland consider themselves Irish

first, not English. Most of our greatest Irish Nationalists,

Suzanne Corcoran

(meaning those who supported Irish independence in the

days England ruled all of Ireland) were in fact Ulster bom
and raised, or middle to upper class Protestants from

Dublin. William Butler Yeats, Jonathan Swift, Cha.'les

Stewart Parnell, and Wolfe Tone, are just a few non-

Catholics who recognized English oppression in Ireland,

and worked for a free Ireland.

Ulster did not "stay loyal" to the United Kingdom in

1921. To suggest the annexation of Northern Ireland was
somehow a democratic process is absurd. Residents in

Ulster had no choice, the making of Ulster was one of the

many schemes devised by English prime minister Lloyd

George. In the first place, the nine original counties of

Ulster as named in 1608 had been changed. George carved

out three Catholic counties. Today we frequently hear the

majority of Northern Ireland is Protestant, but this was
not always so. Nor was there any type of vote in Northern

Ireland asking whether the people wished to remain with

Britain, although such a vote was promised by Uoyd
George. As history shows, decision making rested adey in

the hands of the British government and not with the peo-

ple of Ireland.

As the 1921 war between England and Ireland reached

its height, international opinion of England was on the

decline. Reports of atrocities on both sides were horrify-

ing, yet England was receiving much unfavorable iH'ess on

its involvement in Ireland. The I.R.A. too, was weary of

the war. They were fighting with primitive arms, and had

already lost a number of their good men. Lloyd George

presented the I.R.A. with a "treaty" at this time, in which

he agreed to recognize twenty-six counties in Ireland as

"free", but Ulster was to remain under British rule.

GJeorge threatened to drastically increase military force in

Ireland if the I.R.A. leaders did not consent. And so these

Irish leaders, without seeking further advice from their

allies elsewhere in Ireland, signed the George treaty.

Some call this Northern Ireland democracy? I can only call

it English blackmail. Historians tell us in light of global

opinion, England would not have increased their army,

and if Ireland had kept fighting she would be united today.

In any event, this began a new chapter in Anglo-Irish aif-

fairs.

Reference was made to a referendum taken in 1973, in

which 98.92% of those voting said they wished to remain

with the United Kingdom. This is an interesting statiatie,

for according to Michael McLoughlin, (Boston GMm,
Tuesday, Nov. 23, 1982) there are 850,000 U.K. sym-
pathizers, and over half a million Catholics and others with

loyalties to the Irish Republic, living in Northern Irdand.

So what happened to the Catholic vote in this referendum?

I was reminded that many Catholics, and surely the I.R.A.

do not vote. You see, we are taught in America that tiM

vote is our voice in government, the greatest of privelegvs

that we are expected to exercise. The Irish on the other

hand, learned long before the creation of the U.S. that

their vote counts for nothing. In fact, in 1973, the year of

this referendum, Catholics in Northern Ireland were not

allowed to be out of their homes after 8:00 p.m. This is the

British way of dealing with recent shootings by the I.R.A.

Those who disobeyed this curfew were shot on sight. You
believe the I.R.A are barbarians? The Ulster Defense

Association, the police of Northern Ireland, is not known
for being sympathetic either. They are no different from

the I.R.A., except they are a legal terrorist group.

Why do people see the need to twist Irish history to

justify their opposition to the I.R.A.? Is it not enough to

oppose their guerilla tactics and decide morally, you simp-

ly cannot accept their actions? I write this not in Gaelic,

but in English, a language my ancestors were forced to

learn. I was not born in Donegal, but in Boston, because

my grandparents were forced to leave their economically

distraught homeland after centuries of English ruling

class domination. If you want to protest the I.R.A., fine.

But do not taint my history with words such as, "loyalty",

"peacefully", and "terrorist crime". Because eight hun-

dred years ago we were peaceful, loyal, and without ter-

rorism. And then came the British.

Siuanne Corcoran is a UMass student
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THE ARK
WELCOMES YOU BACK

TO BOSTON
-TUESDAYS-

over the Christmas holidays
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free admission
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IT'S ALSO
COLLEGE NIGHT !

DOMESTIC BEER 75
BAR LIQUOR MPO

^v

835 BEACON STREFT BOSTON MASS 02215 - 2479548

Food Served Daily

12-00 -iroop.m.

fO\$> Presenting

(J^ FIRST ANNUAL

AND FRIENDS ^l
ARMSTRONG
BROTHERS
THE DIZ

THE VALENTINES
FANTINIS

RACK-A-DISC

Sound Dy Klondike

Unibed

DENEFIT
CONCERT

Juice Dor &
Pizzo Available

SPONSORED BY
CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICES
CAMPUS CENTER PRINT SHOP
UPC • GPC • BOG

S2.00 COVER CHARGE

^9^^^
Selected Groups of

Mugs
Cards
Cubes
Games
Frames
Candles

Buttons

Posters

Puzzles

Tin Boxes
Plant Pots

Stationary

Rubber Stamps
Plastic Boxes
many other items. . .

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

ALL SALES
FINAL!

K^
»<*"
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New drug attacks deadly cell before birth
BOSTON (AP) — An experimental drug will reverse the

major cause of sickle cell anenua, an important killer of

black Americans, by turning on genes that have been

dormant since birth, a study shows.

The treatment is believed to be science's first successful

attempt to control the output of specific genes in humans.

One expert said it opens a promising new approach to

treating disease.

"It significantly reduced the tendency of sickled cells to

form," said Dr. Arthur W. Nienhuis, one of the resear-

chers. "There was an increase in the number of normal

cells."

The drug, called 5-azacytidine, has also been extensively

tested as a possible cancer medicine, but it is not yet on the

market. And the researchers said much more study of its

long-term effects is needed before it could be routinely

prescribed for sickle cell anemia or other blood diseases.

The scientists used the drug in adults to activate the

genes that ordinarily oversee the production of hemoglobin

before birth.

The treatment was tested by doctors from the National

Heart, Lung and Blood Institute in Bethesda, Md., and a

report on the work was published in Thursday's New
England Journal of Medicine.

The doctors used the drug on two people with sickle cell

disease and three with thalassemia, a blood disorder

common among Mediterranean and Southeast Asian

people.

Both deadly diseases result from defects in the genes

that make beta-globin, which combines with another

protein to form hemoglobin, the substance that carries

oxygen and makes the blood red.

While developing in the womb, human fetuses produce a

similar substance called gamma-globin which has a dif-

ferent set of genes. Normally, the fetal genes shut off at

birth and the adult genes take over.

But the adult genes fail to work in victims of the two
blood diseases. Those with sickle cell produce an abnormal

form of hemoglobin that makes red blood cells with a sickle

shape and causes the blood oxygen level to faU.

Thalassemia results when the body produces too little

hemc^lobin.

The 5-azacytidine, in a way not completely understood,

turns on the fetal genes and makes them set in motion the

production of normal hemoglobin.

The treatment was described as "a major new step" by
Dr. Edward J. Benz Jr. of Yale Medical School, who wrote

an accompanying editorial in the journal.

But he wrote that its importance "does not rest solely on

the fate of this particular drug as a possible 'magic bullet'

for these disorders." Instead, the work "proves that

detailed knowledge about the molecular physiology of

individual genes allows the development of promising new
ways to treat disease."

Sickle cell anemia occurs almost entirely among black

people. Its victims in the United States number about

25,000.

New policy aimed
by Regents unfair

to future students
By PHIL JENNINGS
Collegian Staff

If the decision were left entirely up to the Board of

Regents, high school students would need a score of 800 or

above to enter the state's university school system.

Chairman of the Minority Employees Coalition Rick

Townes said, "The new policy disturbed us because the

university wants to set up a tiered system. They want to

use a student's class rank and SAT scores in order to

determine what level on this tier a student will enter this

system."

The tiered system would mean that if a student had a

problem with writing or mathematics, that student would

be advised to attend a community or junior college before

entering the state university system.

The reason for the revised admissions policy is an effort

to address the retention of students at the university level.

Under the present admissions policy Townes said each

student is evaluated for admissions on SAT scores, class

rank, letters of recommendation and/or an interview.

"For those students who may be questionable during in-

terviews, all four factors will go into a decision whether to

admit or reject a student," Townes said.

"However, under the new policy,"said Townes, "only

SAT scores and class rank will be taken into account, and

nothing has been mentioned about an interview or letters

of recommendation from high school teachers who have an

idea who these students are and whether or not they will

be able to achieve."

There are those who argue that the SAT tests are racial-

ly and sexually biased, Townes explained, and for a long

time minority students have not done as well on the test as

non-monorities.

Townes said the Board of Regents is an all male non-

minority board, and any time something like that occurs

there is concern about what they come up with.

"As a group, blacks and Hispanics do not do as well on

those standaixi tests, so why use them as the sole criteria

or the main criteria for admissions," Townes said. "If they

do that it will mean fewer and fewer minority students

coming to the university because they won't have the

scores."

"Chancellor Duffey supports a policy that will continue

the diversity at the university level. He and others are in

favor of a cross section of students both low income and

high income, both black and white, some in state and some

out of state. The chancellor is genuinely concerned and in-

terested in seeing that there is diversity within the student

body," Townes said.

Townes said Duffey is also advocating that no policy

should be implemented that will have such a drastic effect

on minority students coming to the university.

"I am encouraged because Chancellor Duffey, Director

of admissions David Taggert and Larry Benedict from the

Division of Student Affairs are all in support of a policy

that v^rill continue to bring minority students to the UMass

campus in sufficient numbers," said Townes.

Announcements
Budget proposals for fiscal year 1984 are due on Friday;

December 10th 1982. If there are any problems or ques-

tions, contact the Student Senate Budget Committee at

545-0341.

There will be a meeting to plan events for Black Hisory

Month; February 1983 Meeting will take place on Thurs-

day; December 9th at 3:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room
165-69. Please attend and bring ideas and suggestions.

Your input is necessary. Ca'l 545-2517.

The Office of Third World Affairs is looking to hire

work-study students for Intersession and Spring

Semester. For more information call 545-2617.

PiMto br Jar OfcM

Lavono Parker, (above middle) of the National Institute of Health speaks to CCEBMS students

At left looking on is CCEBMS director Paul Barrows.

Bio-medical official recruits interns
By GUS MARTINS
Collegian Staff

Lavon 0. Parker, Equal Opportunity Manager for the

National Institute of Health and Neurological Com-
municative Disorders and Stroke, (NIHNCDS) addressed

aproximately 10 students from the CCEBMS depart-

ment earlier this semester.

Speaking in behalf of the collegiate Committee of

Education for Black and other Minority students,

(CCEBMS), and Director Paul Barrows, Parker was here

to recruit possible candidates for paid internships in the

field of bio-medical research at the Bethesda, Maryland

facility.

"We've been very successful placing minority students

in the research laboratory field," Parker said. "However

we still have more to do, but we are increasing our

numbers each year."

The institute has representatives that recruit all over-

the country and they look for qualified recipients.

"We recruit minority and non-minority students at the

science departments of the schools we visit," Parker

said. "We also hold discussion with students and faculty

at those schools and provide them with research and in-

formation on career training in bio-chemistry."

The equal opportunity agency that Parker heads

manages to link with other organizations to insure that

all groups are represented.

"We try very extensively to get together with the

various agencies involved in the same line of work as us,"

Parker said.

"It's key that we do this, last year we had a conference

and invited over 60 institutions, among them were
leaders of various schools and private organizations in

the same line of work."

"There must be a close relationship between us (NIHX
the minority affairs offices at academic and non-

academic institutions," Parker said.

The NIH has not suffered any cutbacks due to the pre-

sent administrative policies and after the military, is the

next largest governmental recipient of funds.

The University of Massachusetts receives approx-

imately $2 million for research in health sciences.

CCEBMS director Paul Barrows has any pertinent infor-

mation for anyone interested in more information about

the program.

Hispanic speaker raps policy cuts
By YADIRA BETANCES
Collegian Staff

"No other president, including President Nixon has been

so drastically direct in destroying anything that implies the

concept of government that v/e (citizens) understand as

necessary in a society like Reagan has," said Felix Arroyo

a candidate for the Boston School Committee.

Speakmg on "How Reaganomics affect the Hispanic

population in the United States" to a group of Hispanic

students in the Campus Center last Tuesday night

December 7, Arroyo considered Reagan as a member of

the fundamentalist, christian and capitalist group of the

United States.

The philosophy that Reagan has imposed is that of

minimal government involvement in societal functions for a

social balance. Reagan's financial philosophy, according to

Arroyo is that if American society wants to make more

money, it must contribute to those who have wealth in

order to make this possible.

The only possible solution Arroyo saw for minorities was

that of solidarity. If Blacks and Hispanics would con-

solidate and run for political offices the problems would be

less acute. The community would have representation and

would present the needs of its people.

Many Americans think that the small number of

Hispanic voters is due to lack of interest in politics, but

according to Arroyo, the small number of Hispanic voters

is due to the lack of knowledge and confusion of the

political leader who could improve social and economic

conditions for minorities.
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

DECEMBER 15 THRU 18

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

DECEMBER 20 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
I D REQUIRED
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Shepp takes a giant step
By PHILLIP PLANTE
Collegian Staff

As I sat and listened to the Archie Shepp Quartet's

rendition of John Coltrane's "Giant Steps" rumble, shake,

then roar off into wild improvisation (earring my nervous

system with it) it seemed a joke, and a cynical one at that,

tocall jazz dead.

Such has been the duality of Professor Shepp's nature

here in the Pioneer Valley. Always controversial and

critical, yet as a live performer, incredibly dynamic and

original.

Shepp's Quartet, which included Avery Sharpe on bass.

Art Mathews on piano, and the incredible "Marvelous

Marvin" Smith on drums, fairly amazed a packed Iron

Horse Crowd, playing a variety of styles including some

high energy improvisation on Coltrane's "Giant Step-

s." Literally overflowing from the small stage, the Shepp

Quartet shifted moods gradually, progressing from

standards like "In a Sentimental Mood" to the hard bop-

ping "Stomping at the Savoy." Shepp switched to soprano

saxophone on a few tunes (a practice made popular by

Coltrane) which helped cut through the stuffy acoustics of

the Iron Horse.

"Giant Steps." a conceptual Coltrane piece, was the most

impressive set of the night, instrumentally or otherwise.

Taking off like an SST. "Giant Steps" seemed almost solely

dominated by Marvin Smith as he mangled musical space

in smashing crashing runs that dropped more than a few

jaws in the unsuspecting crowd. Shepp at intervals played

what seemed to be a million notes that crowded together,

maintaining the buzzing energy of the piece.

The personnel comprising the Shepp Quartet were fairly

amazing in themselves. Avery Sharpe, a former student of

Shepp, was a recent winner of a Doim Beat magazine

critics poll for best new talent on bass. Art Mathews,

between various stints with Marion Brown and Valley

drummer Claire Arenius, has estabUshed himself as a top

jazz pianist with a certain coolness and dexterity that

contrasted well with the manic energy of the ensemble's

drummer. Next to Mr. Shepp himself. Marvin Smith was

the highlight of the Quartet. Inexhaustable, Smith played

like a madman, going both ways on the top-hat cymbal, and

playing with his hands while changing drum sticks - a

demonstration of style and control.

Shepp, who teaches "Revolutionary Concepts in Afro-

American Music" (offered in the Afro-Am Department)

here at UMass, plays more extensively overseas to a more

jazz-appreciative European audience. In an effort to

sustain his image as an educator here in the Valley. Shepp

rarely gives local performances. Sunday and Monday night

at the Iron Horse were exceptional opportunities to catch

one of jazz music's most dynamic performers live.

Lovich's love for extravagance
NO-MAN'S-LAND (EPIC)

Lene Lovich

By DEAN RANZO
Collegian Staff

I'll admit the recent comparisons of Dale Bozio of Miss-

ing Persons with Lene Lovich are justified; but only as far

as mannerisms go and that's it. Lovich's music is so much

more articulate, imaginative and extravagant than that of

Missing Persons, as well as many other new bands con-

tributing to the stultification of the synthesizer.

Lovich's new album, No-Man's-Larui, is the epitome of

structured sound manipulation. The mixing and unpredic-

tableness of synthesizers and Lovich's limitless voice are

superb. Lovich and her electric music extraoridinaire, Les

Chappel, have re-recruited synthesizer wizard Thomas

Dolby (the man who catapulted Lovich back atop the

dance floor with "New Toy") to add more of his artfiil m-

sight to her own gimmickry.

Lovich unselfishly takes the back seat as Chappel and

Dolby take full control. They dub and dub and dub a^n
flawlessly and felitously. Every inch of creativity embedd-

ed within the synthesizers, and all the other instruments

for that matter, is extracted and employed for leads,

rhythms and most impressively and noticeably for accen-

tuation. ..

The concept of a No-Man's-Land is omnipresent. Ac

various points on the album a vision of Clint Eastwood

eyeing three Italian cowboys, or one of a chanting caravan

of Arabian nomads emanates. Heavy thought was put into

each song to convey sentiment at different pomts on this

journey through ScMan's-Layvd: a place where there are

no laws or boundaries, only desire and imagination.

No-Man'8-Land should bring Lene Lovich the national

recognition she so well deserves. She is consistent, m-

novative, and extremely imaginative. She sings about

love, romance, and fantasy in an avant-garde sort of way.

If you are unfamiliar with Lene Lovich or just do not ap-

preciate the sound of synthesizers, No-Man's-Land will

give you quite a jolt. If you are familiar with Lene Lovich

or do appreciate synthesizers, make this your next pur-

chase.

Correction:

There are some inaccuracies in yesterday's edition of Play

by Play by Pam Madnick. "A Day in the Life ofJoe Egg"

by Peter Nichol, should read A Day in the Death ofJoe Egg

by Peter Nichols.

* •_•_• •_•»•_•_•_
I••« I

Tonight is the First Annual United Way Benefit Con-

cert, featuring Andy May and friends at the Blue Wall.

Special guests include the Armstrong Brothers, the Biz,

the Valentines, and the Santinis. There will be no alcohol

sold during the show so tank up before you go in. Cover is

$2.

Also tonight: Valley favorite Claire Arenius will perform

with Ken Hall and Richard Downs at Common Ground in

Brattleboro. The show starts at 9:30. Cryer fills the

Thursday night slot at the Rusty Nail. Tom Juravich wiU

perform at the Iron Horse, and Southern rock originals.

The Dregs, will perform with Fountainhead at the Angora

Ballroom in Hartford.

Friday night, Kaspar Hausar, who've just released a EP
under the "Techno-tunes" label, will appear at the Blue

Wall with special guests. Folkies Elizabeth Cotton and

Mike Seeger will play in Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst

College. The Shaboo All SUrs. minus Matt "Guitar"

Murphy, will play at the Rusty Nail. And yes, rumors are

true, the Stompers and the Fantini Brothers will perform

at Hangar One. Cover is $3.

Saturday is the night to blow away the books, as the

second edition of the Big Six of Jazz makes it's way to the

Fine Arts Center. This year's performers include: the one

and only Max Roach. Jimmy Heath, Billy Taylor, trombone

artist Slide Hampton. Jon Hendricks, and Richard Davis.

The second edition of the Big Six was improvised to

replace the cancelled Sarah Vaughn concert, and though

Dizzy Gillespie couldn't q|^e it this year, it promises to be

a fine show. Tickete are $11, $9, and $7 and are half price

for all "4 College students" (Amherst refused to pay it's

performing arts fee). Call the Fine Arts Center Box office

for more information at 545-2511.

Also Saturday night: the "New Rhythm and Blues

Band," NRBQ, returns triumphantly to the vaUey having

played for some stadium sized crowds on a recent Bonnie

Raitt tour. A less than glorious highlight in an otherwise

lame club weekend. Also, the Motels, who did a fine job at

the Calvin last Thursday, will appear once again in the

Angora Ballroom with special guest Robert Hazard and the

Heros. "Sumitra" featuring Molly Scott, Sarah Benson,

and Janet Fuchs, will perform in the Grace Church, off the

Common in Amherst (for more information call 256-5754).

And finally, the New England Chamber Orchestra will

perform in Buckley Recital Hall.

Sunday night: it's Stormin' Normin' and Suzy at A
Separate Entrance in South Deerfield, Kay Gardner at tlw

Iron Horse ($5), and The Race at the NaU.

In the not too distant future: rockabilly revivalist* The

Stray Cats will perform Monday. December 20 at the

Angora Ballroom in West Hartford. Tickets for Angora

Balb-oom shows are available at Platterpuss Records in

Northhampton, all Strawberries Record Stores, aad

Belmont Records in Springfield. Also coming to the

Angora. John Valby— January 14. Bow Wow
Wow—January 10 and Missing Persons—January 25.

Take Note: is the high prices of being a culturally Wp
person has got you in a rut. you should know: A free jan
ensemble performs every Tuesday and Thursday at

Evone's Restaurant in the basement of the New Africa

House, and The Drake will play host to a blues band evwy
Tuesday night downstairs.

Give The Arts

This HolidAy Season

FineArts
.Center
IConcert Hall

Philip Glass Ensemble

The Washington Ballet

Jeffrey Kahane, piano

Marcel Marceau

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra

"Twelfth Night"

"Tartuffe"

Tokyo String Quartet

Bella Lewitsky Dance Co.

Springfield Sym. w/ Billy

Taylor Trio

Dexter Gordon Quartet

Dor>g-Suk Kang, violin

New York Chamber Soloists

Available Now

Fine Arts Center Box Office

Open M-F,

noon to 4 p.m.

For information

call 545-251

1

• • • •

ON THE PARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS

Only Area Showing, Starts Fri. to Thurs. Dec. 10-16

On Screen Evenings 7:00 and 9:05

• • •

Sensual Uinnv ouri.inaisn r>iis

15 J movie devcrea stnctiv re tno
pleasure DnnciDie

'Cenuinelv sparkling. ..a

.mixture of style and chic
hanky-panky Every shot
seems to be designed to
delight the audience. Its

a glittering toy of a movie"
—P.iuune Kar ' Tnp New vcrxpr

Brllliant...oneof themo5t
persistently entertaining,
absorbing and scary
thrillers I ve seen In a long
tlme...lts terrific:
Roger EDert, Cfnic.igo 5un Times

"Sensual, funn^

• • • •

',
. ... ••
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UNIVERSITY
I

STORE*!
Full House

i^roductions Inc
presents —

Dec. 17

8 pm

Tickets $8.50 & $9.50
For info call 584-2310

Available at Main St. Records,
Piatterpjs. Faces of Earth, The Music

Store, and the Calvin Theater box office

Calvin Theater Northampton
'

thissumm^
come to

claifk

univ^ty

t
WITH SHENANDOAH

Late afternoon and evening courses allowing for

summer employment

Traditional college courses

• intensive language study

• Study abroad programs in Mexico, Germany

and Italy

• Innovative job related courses for liberal

arts students

Dates:

Summer Session I-May 17-24

Summer Session Il-June 27-Aug. 5

Italy summer program-June 5-25

Mexico summer program-June 27-Aug. 5

For further information, write:

Summer Programs

College of Professional and Continuing Education

Clark University

Worcester. MA 01610

or call Klizabeth Coates

at Clark University in Worcester, 793-7217.

Student loans
granted.

lntrotfucln« two smart lean pfogranw from tiM BayBanks.

The BayBanks are offering HKIJ' and I'll S loans dcsiKntfi t" nssisi snidt-nts and

Ihi'ir families in mef^PB the nsing losi of hi«h<T education.

MIghar EdMcatlonal Loan Program (HELP)

If vwj're an underRraduatc student enrolled in an acceptable de^^ program. )xv

ma\' qualiK' for up to $2,500 per year with our HEI.F' loan ()r up to S.i <)fK1 per war il \Hin>

a ijraduate student And R-paN-ment doesn't bepn until aftt'r 'T''""'*"'jn, ,,_,
Paiwital loan* to uiMlartraduato ttudanU (PUIS)

Plus vnth the BavEianks PUS ban. students' parents can apply lor an additional

SI 000 to S3 000 per vear per chiH. .And a statement of financial condition is not required to

determine eiipbilin; Wrver. a st.wdard credit check \mU be performed hurthemiore. total

finanrnl aid must not exceed the cost of edmation

^^Kr^X^'tTi^P^inK the BavBanks HKLP and PU 'S bail,

m the attached coupon With sc-hJar^hips at a prenrum. it miRht be one of the sman. st

nifw. v(xi couH make, ^^'^^
HI*-

I'd hke additKiiial infoniwtion re«an1inK the Ba\ ftuiks

lojiiis: cl»vkoiHi)il»lli

,Nanx' _ ..

.Address

Cit^
^'-"^

Studtiit

hMvnt'snanx"_ .

MKI.P Pi.rs
I

Zip

BafBank \

First

Mail In Ikiv IViiik Kii-sl

",:' M.n' StiT,-! K.Klh.lMi|itoil M.\ 01(V_'7

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHE RST

Entertainment
at its Best

Lotte Goslar's

PANTOMIME CIRCUS
Thursday, December 9 8:00 pm

BIG SIX of

JAZZ II

with Billy Taylor,

Max Roach,
Slide Hampton,
Richard Davis,

Jimmy Heath and
John Hendricks

Saturday, December 11

8:00 p.m.

MC. VISA-CHARGE YOUR TICKETS TODAY
Telephone reservations Noon-4:00 p.m. M-F

545-2511

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Christmas

beging

with beautiful

gifts from the

SALT BOX
Mon-Sat 9-5:30

Sun 12-5

/ / Main St.

/ /
Amherst, Ma|

rOt^

]oys games jnubuoi gi'fs & unique

accessories fc under $3 00

A Store -full of Stocking Stutters

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limiUtions, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

A CONCERT OF NEW ELECTRONIC MUSIC -
Featuring works by students in the Electronic Composition

Class. Free admission. 8 p.m.. Bezanson Recital Hall.

MALE SEXUAL HEALTH AND CONTRACEPTION
— Men and women are invited to explore changing views

of masculinity and learn about male sexuality. Film on the

male role in contraception. 9 p.m., Webster Main lounge.

LOTTE GOSLAR'S PANTOMIME CIRCUS - Known

as "the greatest dance clown of our time, I^otte Goslar and

her Pantomime Circus will perform in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall. The Pantomime Circus is a unique blend of

dance, theatre and pantomime with theme about the

human condition of our time. 8 p.m.

SPORT STUDIES LECTURE SERIES - Gordon

'Scotty' Stirling, Vice President for Operation at the

National Basketball Association (NBA) will discuss, "Front

Office Operations." 8 p.m., 917 Campus Center.

JEWISH FEMINIST ORGANIZATION PROGRAM -
A video tape of Letty Cottin Pogrebin, contributing editor

to Ms. Magazine, speaking on anti-Semitism in the

women's movement and sexism in Judaism. A short

meeting will follow. 4 p.m., 904 Campus Center.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S EVENT - Meeting to

continue planning for the two day event centered around

International Women's Day March 8. Please join us in

organizing this very important event. 7 p.m., Campus

Center.

The finest ale brewed and bottled in Canada. Imported by .Martlet Importing Co.. Inc., Great Neck. N.Y. ^ 1982

For a free education in the international language of beer, just send a stamped, self-addressed, business-size envelope to:

.Molson Golden Guide to Beer, 888 Seventh Ave.. Box M. New York, N\ 10106.

'^Sundays 12 - 5 Downtown Amhierst

iM
.-J
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Medical School
Tampico. Mexico

What Makes

AQuatty

Medical SctMMl?

f . Fra Faculty

' 2. Good FxiiiiM

3. Ouairty Siudtnt B«iy

4. SuparviMd CleriisAv

Pragraim tor Quahti«d

M and 4» Vor Sbxlenis

Noreste oners a 4-yejr program

has small classes, is W HO ksied

(Mliwslliy 0/ »w Atortfi Cm*

120Ea«4l S( NY NY 10017

(212)594-6589

80>«50«

**Look^vhat*s

cooking**

PIZZA OUR SPECIALTY
CHICKEN - SPAGHETTI
ORDERS PUT UP TO TAKE OUT

C^QA CiOnA Kitchen Hours 1 1:30 A.M.-l 1:30 P.M.

OO^— \Jdil\J^ 223 Pleasant St.. Northampton

rt<^
* oP*' -
,0"

,.l

PRE-MEDCLUD
Wine & Cheese

Party

Thursday,

December 9
6-8:00 pm CC 805
All interested in

medicine welcome
to attend

THE
OPY

if^MTFD
FINE OFFSET >«^tl ^ I UX
PRINTING & COPYING

You'll like

what we
can do for
your image
32 Pleasant Street

(across from Pleasant St

Theater)

Northampton 584-0117

Open 9 a m -5 p m daily

Doonesbury By Garry Trudeau

OMY. HU5BANP5,

mmoHme
gmiHiNGeK-
ef^sesdY
YOUR-

CHesrmAiH-
IH6HF5T.
FBAUfY? IN'

OUT' IN'OUT

OKAY, NOW THd JXtP
aeANSINOdRBATH..
NO, m SHAUOUAND
QUICK RANTINO' RBAUrr aipp
iM Imm iM I mm u^.hL AIN' OUT! IN.

\
OUT' YOUl/Bm

TTAll OUT
OFseomcB.
RIQ<! PUFF'

PAYffTTEmiON. IN.

0UTiF^STm'NO.N0,

TOO FA5T'NOM ITS qu en/?

TOO 5C0U'SMALL' QOP^SAKl,
£R.3R5Aln5'.
FASTER

RICK, iUILL

WMAKB
upyouR
MIND?

MR.R5PFERN,

YOU'R£ UP-

servNOYOUR
lAiiFei

SHB CANTFINP
THeGROO^.
5H0UU*tTm
BBPaMeTHIS
T0DI3CO0R
^SOMeiHING^

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

DiKT UhBR£LLA PO^^
TODAYS A st/WA/y t^yjj
fheRE'S NOTy y.fff

^

r STILL OOiNY UlWUJEN UPl

UNOERSTmO J yOUlL SEE
wwy you \ tN ONI
'ROUOHT IJjIX^ second

^

y I

/*.•'

II,
k' ^^\

Under The Influence By M. Joyce

r w
x*:^

'

lA UUe^ tV\^ fLVv}^^^

^u-r t^ior ^^'

^Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

f Yoo»D BerreR u^rcH-ouT

SANTA

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

fiACe JUST KV*J THE ROAR.,

.C«Rl57MAe>

'fWPKIN/

(V\A5,/»'yOM,ANP

WE- THAT.

\

50 Pi;(vWN..,7H/$ (5

v(XA? ame wesT...

fT'5 RUHY. T'O-

GeTRIGWro IJU5T
WORK. a£Atiep\r/

WCKH0Me.7W6flACe
l5.Ay5rWeAPR/C.

^ IHtbPlACe/

OH U)RP. ANP HOW P0e6

PUWFNN exFCcriD
5(.eep IN A Kocm pumpkjn

^^ UKETHIf).^ sceePiNpi

—

~—I CUMT^.

I

D.C. MtiNU
LUNCH

Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna with

Toniato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares

Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato ^ce

Attention Artists

The CoUegian is looking for comic strips for next

semester. All students are invited to submit

samples for possible consideration. Samples should

be of production quality, drawn in black ink, in

similar proportions to those appearing on this

page. Samples should be submitted to Ed Levine,

Managing Editor, CoUegian, 113 Campus Center

by Monday, Dec. 13.

CROSSWORD
1

13

ACROSS
Chinese incense

stick

Collections of

recollections

VIP in a Moslem
mosque
Pre

14 Aquiline features

16 Star of a kind

17 Martin

18 Farmer's milieu

19 Black, in Quet)ec

20 Have one's

23 Oarsman in a

racing shell

24 Ireland, 1937

to 1949

25 Parbat,

26,600 ft.

Himalayan peak

28 Hero of an epic

32 Doctrine

35 East Indian woods
used in ships

37 Freshwater fish

38 Put one's

42 Danube faeder

43 side of life

44 Dry, in

combinations

45 Final scores

48 Rise up

50 Goldfinch State

52 Certain dress

goods
56 Have ones

(be a party to)

60 Lay cobbles

61 Jockey Arcaro

62 Region: Abbr

63 Tent

manufacturer?
64 Surveys
65 the finish

66 Female swans
67 Part of R and R

68 Baby, in

Espana

DOWN
1 Costly stones

2 a time

3 Ringo
4 Forwarded
5 Mortise

6 Webster
7 Continent on a

French map
8 Blue suit

9 Insinuation

10 Partner of'June

and tune
11 Greedy
12 Calendar abbr

15 Nation in the news

29

30

31

32

33

21 Giraffe's relative

22 Galena, for one
26 Sticky stuffs

27 Queen lace

<Jevie

(brandies)

Entre

Very Ger.

"What

rains?
"

Neither here nor

there

34 Castle asset

36 Stock exchange
asset

39 Instructors

40 Like Phi Beta

Kappas maybe?
41 Talking bird

46 Ship's record book
47 Do housework
49 the wool
51 Zeal

53 Deem
54 Jewish month
55 Seven, in Italia

56 Fortune's partner

57 First of the

Russian czars

58 Like some rumors
59 Name, in

Stockholm
60 Beverage

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 B H| 9 10 11 12

13 14 IS

1
16

17 It 19

20 21 22

1M~ ^^24

kv^i 25 26 27 2> 29 30 31

32 33 34 I 35 36 ^^37
3< 39 40 41

42 43 44

4» 46 47 U 49 iHHi

1
^^Hm~ SI S2 S3 54 55

S6 57 5< 59

60 61

1

62

63 64 ST"'

6« 67

__
68

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS fHJZZLE

HANG, OIMISIK A P R 1 Lj

70 R R T E R Uj S E

H 1 T E R Y C L A S

1ana acia aaaa N T

T UlEiSlOIAIYIWIE ^^VPPBBn A eHsIaIw
A R E C A T E E N y.

R N
L N A

S A T U R D A Y M 1 N G

S T PHO K E yB E S T E s.

T E fn AM E aaa
SU N D A Y P]U NIC H

H A lil A S H A D s d a R e;

A W A R E S N 1 T l C E S,

L V E S E S M E e r!a Si

± L 1. A [sj TIE [IJImjDiEJMJE '

Weather

^Clearing, windy and cold

today with highs dropping

into the 30's. Tonight,

clear and cold with lows in

the teens.

CABLE/VIDEO
All Ulk Video

10:30 - 11:30 Abbi Hoffman speaks at

UMass

11:30 - 1:00 G. Gorden Liddy spouts

his wisdom

1:00 - 2;00 Bobby Muller speaks on
the problems of Viet Nam
Vets

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Concepto Latino

9-12 The Steve Diamond Show
12-S Trip to What Next with Ed

Berk
3-5:30 DR
5:30-6 Newswatch with NKk De

Ruiter 4 Brian Murphy
6-7 Focus with Ken Mosacowski

7-10 Women's Media Project

10-2 Kan Njiiri Pan Afrique

2-6 More Musk
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UM wrestlers compete
By STEVE FITZ
Collegian Staff

Senior Doug Johnson and junior Brian

0' Boyle highlighted the University of

Massachusetts wrestling teams perfor-

mance in the Coast Guard Tournament,

held in New London, Connecticut, this past

weekend.
Johnson, the defending champion in the

134 pound weight class, lost to Bill Reese, a

Division II All-American from Springfield

College to finish third. ,

Johnson beat Reese earlier in the com-

petition, but faced him again, since the

tournament was double elimination.

O'Boyle beat the number one wrestler in

New England. Louie Ferullo, from the

University of New Hampshire, 15-8 and

finished fourth.

Scott McQuaide at 158 lbs. lost on what

was supposedly a bad call.

"The referee's call against McQuaide

was a disgrace," said Freitas.

Dana Richards, the 167-pounder, was

wrestling well, but he was injured and had

to default.

According to coach Freitas, 177-pounder

Dave McEntee wrestled the best he ever

did, even though he lost.

McEntee had been wrestling at 190

pounds for the dual meets, because of in-

juries in the teams heavyweights.

Freshman Mike Bossi, lost in the last

four seconds of his match, when his oppo-

nent reversed him in the 150-pound class.

This weekend the grapplers will compete

in the First Annual Springfield Invita-

tional.

The tournament will feature several New
England conference teams.

There will be a few changes in the lineup

this weekend.

Greg Porrello will wrestle at 134 pounds,

while Doug Johnson will move up to the

142-pound class. Dana Richards will wres-

tle at 150. Dave McEntee will wrestle at

167, Mike Rodgers at 177, and Mark

Bavelock (coming off an injury) will wrestle

at 190.

"We are going to see how we progressed

from last week, and hopefully get some

wins under our belts," said Freitas.

Remember...
When patronizing our advertisers,

make sure to tell them that you saw
their ads in the Collegian.

VALUABLE COUPONS

I'

BREAKFAST SPECIAL R«g. $2 55
Witri This Coupon

EGGS
PANCAKES
STRIPS BACON
LINKS SAUSAGE

2 For *3.25
mmmmm pr«s*«>t coupon wf*mn erdo^n

SMRveo Au. DAV AMYnttf

r
DELI-MELT

Ov.rilz.d e ox. Chopp.d
lB*«f With Sauteed Onions.
I Melted Zesty Cheddar Cheese
lOn Grilled Pumpernickel
I Served vxith French Fries

\H
•a. I

rfilh I his coupon

I ,,. »4.49
SERVED 11 A.M.-10P.M.

'ikUIOIHUm
Our Famous B«tt*r-Olpp.d
Fillets English Style —

' Served with French Fries, or
t Baked Potato, Cole Slaw, Roll
i & Butter

Rm. »3.2S p
With This Coupon *•

2 ^,«4.95
WiMi »>Ma«l «»o»ii •»•« *fmt\n%

senvco ii a.m.-io p.m.

Citoif*

Z $ » » l%\
MtterbMi

Ooa* nol apply

eatiiif plait
CAMPUS ^lO^mNO P\Jk2h

RTV. ». HAOLCY. 25«-«Mt

STOP ft SHOP

HOMl
0r(a74N«M8

Fn ISjt
t«L tfervT^m.

7 *.. I rm.

MSTOHS

LITTI-g FLAQB THEATRg

1 1
A HIT MUSICAL!

RItE
THE I

..iW'.k»«
»>!»*

rnii

HASTE
RACE DEC 11

i\ad0tfkBtr-9mri»ei^ ORityns Si OO G.nerai A<Jm.ss'or> S2 OO Bebsrvwions S45-2803

Jtn TiJHJIjlH »WWCtl iitif SCANN SWA <J>H/Central Arts Council '>it Sv'var. Hampclcr> Program

Sports pot-pourri

L

By KEVIN DELUCA
Collegian Staff

This column is going to be a potpourri of

sports events of the past few weeks and this

writer's thoughts on them.

First things first. Herschel Walker won

the Heisman Trophy Saturday, and

deservedly so. Herschel is only the best

college football player in history. What
separates him from other talented players

is his dedication. Anyone who does 300

push ups, 300 sit-ups. and countless sprints

every night for eight years deserves

everything they get. Congratulations,

Herschel!

As for college bowl games: the only one

that matters is Georgia vs. Penn State in

the Sugar Bowl. It is hard to bet against

Herschel, but Joe Paterno is too good a

coach to keep losing the big one. Like Dean

Smith in basketball last year, Paterno will

break his personal jinx this January 1, and

the diversity of Penn State's offense will be

the main reason.

In the world of professional football, this

past Thanksgiving Day the rest of the

country discovered what New York area

football fans already knew. Lawrence

Taylor is the best defensive player in the

league. He was the reason that the of-

fesnively inept Giants squeaked by the

Detroit Lions. It is truly amazing that a

defensive player could so dominate and

actually win a football game.

More New York news. (If you have not

guessed by now, yes, I am from New

Jersey.) It is true. The city is missing a

basketball team. The Knicks no longer

deserve that designation. The story of their

demise is a sad one.

Two years ago, the Knicks won 50 games

and were one of the better teams in the

National Basketball Association. The
strength of that team was its backcourt (the

finest in the league), consisting of Michael

(Sugar) Ray Richardson and Ray Williams.

Though the Knicks made the playoffs, some

critics said they could never win the

championship with a guard-oriented team.

The Knick management, in their infinite

wisdom, agreed. Last year they traded

away Williams and succeeded in missing the

playoffs. This year management dumped
Richardson and the team had their worst

start in its history. To compound their

errors, management traded last year's best

player, Maurice Lucas, for Len "Truck"

Robinson. The Truck has stalled.

Maybe the Knicks have a secret plan.

Maybe they are trying to beat out the

Cleveland Cavaliers for last place (ahnost as

hard as beating out the Boston Celtics ior

first), thereby having a shot at the first

round pick and Ralph Sampson or, even

better, Pat Ewing.

Just a few more thoughts:

We, as a race, wUl not be civilized until we
no longer feel the need to have boxing

matches and, more importantly, wars.

Let us hope that Kevin McHale and Larry

Bird see fit to continue the winnng Celtic

Tradition.

f
NEW POLITICS

*%

MASS FAIR SHARE
a statewide citizen's action organization

Has full and part time positions available

to do fundraising, outreach, and to develop a

citizen's lobby that can shape and influence the

political and economic decisions in this state.

Hours are 2-10 pm; pay $175-225/week

call 586-8713

^ will train, college credits available

\^ .
11 am - 1 pm Mon-Fri ij

Crabtrcc 6 Evelyn
LONDON ^

A Wide Range ot Gift Ideas

for Everyone on your Christmas List

Soaps, Toiletries

Potpourri & Comestibles

Made from natural herbs, fruits and flowers

in the countryside of England and Europe.

71 N. Pleasant St. Amherst. MA 253-9561

l|.
^?t^

Thurs. Dec. 9

Cryer

rusty naii^
Fri. Dec. 10

Shaboo Allstars
(blues)

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 665^4937"*

rty-L

presents

Sat. Dec. 11

NRBQ
You must be 18 to enter

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:4b-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for
your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Rrebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor body work.
Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around
2000. Call nights 256-0435

79 Triumph TR7 30000 miles AM/FM
cassette exce condition best offer 253-3406

VW Superbeetle beautiful runner 1971
$1050 549-5377

71 Delta 88 very dependable winter car
$300 or BO 666-3471

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEQRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 5464282

CAR STEREO FOR SALE

Blaupunkt call for info 546-6460

CONCERT TAPES

Asia. Dead, Hoyd, Genesis, Police.
Who & more 90 min 5$ PO Box 625
Amherst MA 01002

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Essy Way. Free Pick-Up
and Delivery. One Day Service. Student
Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ERIKAS BIRTHDAY
~

Southwest Engineering wishes Erika a
happy 21

FOR RENT
~

BKO is renting rooms for intersession.

Full use of kitchen facilities. Most modern
house on campus, best location t)etween

town and campus. Call Paul at 549-3582 or

Marty at 549-0206

Two bedrooms on bus route available

January first call Lew or Ed 256-6712

2 rooms in large house on bus route

Hadley $125 call Barbara 586-3936

Two rooms Sunderland 95 or 140 incl.

Jan 1 call 665-2241 till midnite on bus route

Room in downtown Amherst in house to

share w/3 people $150 -t- 38 Kellogg Av.

call Sandra 256-8568

Large sunny room in house, Amherst
Center pref female 160-»- 253-9555 for spr-

ing /summer option

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade
in Peru. Selling for much less than store

costi Great Christmas giftsi 546-5612

Twin bed bon spring and mattress new
must sell call 256-6066 evenings ask for

Fran _^_
Sterling Silver Rings and Earrings great

Xmas gift call Chip 546-9534

WHO Tickets for Worcester BO 546-5149

WHO TICKETS 12/11, Centrum. J. Geils

New Years Eve, Centrum BO 256-6303

Korg 770 solo synthesizer $325 Cromar
synthesizer bass peddles $250 Bundy
clarinet $100 all excellent condition Jim
546-5976

8-track8 wide selection call Bob 6-5293

Snow tires H78-14 general tut)eless GTN
bia/belt white walls in excellent condition

$40.00 for the pair 546-9411

For Sale Ski Rack fits all cars with rain

gutters call 253-9678

J. Geils 12/27 1st show U.S. tour New
Haven excellent floor seats 549-4032

1970 VW for sale good condition see it to

believe it call 546-6139 or 789-2144

Ski Bindings. Tyrolia 150. In good condi-

tion. $30.00 or best offer. Call Marc

546^9695

Fuji bike. Grand Tourer SE, 81 model top

cond., $200 or BO, incl. extras! phone Raf

at 6-1113, anytime

One-way airline ticket Boston to Denver

$109 for FEMALE good anytime after Dec

1 5 call Robin 549-4152

Synthesizer for sale Minimoog like new
best offer 546-5579

FOUND
Cross pen identify and its yours call Kathy

546-1435

White Kitten, female. Found behind
Thompson Hall, 12/5 can't keep. Call

256-8838 soon or she will go to animal
shelter

Money tell me amt, where lost, around
wnat time 546-5622

GREAT GIFTS

T-SHIRTS: Jagger, Costello, Stallone, and
Springsteen. Plus many prints - plain and
matted. $1.95 - $5.95 CC Concourse

HELP WANTED

WFCR needs spring interns. Up to M
credits possible working in membership.
Call 545-0100

Nationwide Inventory Service needs
part time people Dec 26 to Jan 30. Must live

in greater Lowell-Lawrence, Woburn-
Watertown, North Shore areas, have
phone, transportation and available nights

and weekends. Contact Student Emp. Of-

fice.

LESBIAN AND GAY
,

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?
Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling
Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

LOST

"Lost" 12/2/82 womens sweater, red,

black & white, cardigan. Extreme sen-
timental value. Please call Kathy 549-5618
or leave at Info Desk. Reward. No ques-
tions asked.

REWARD lost wallet black somewhere in

Campus center call Gary 6-4770

Levi Denim Jacket in Hatch on 12-5,

name P. Morton on label 256^17

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Wishing everyone at 16 Tracy Circle a
very Merry Christmas, a Happy New Year
and a relaxing intersession I It's been a total-

ly awesome semester (I'm surel) - thanks to
all of you - let's do it again sometime soon I

Love, Jennifer

MEXICAN CRUISE

Spring Break: Cancun, Cozumel, Key
West, 7 days; $440 from Tampa. Optional 3
credit course. Call 549-5613 or 549-5543 or

549^736

MOVING

Man with pick-up for hire Experienced
low rates call David 253-5185 i

PERSONALS

Holiday Open House Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma all UMass women invited for an after-

noon of holiday cheer t December 10th 3-5.

RSVP 5454)320 545-0321

Happy Birthday Pat and John born to

run together Love, JB SC SM
CONGRATULATIONS

To all the New Brothers of
Alpha Epsilon Pi

Robert Albert, Mike Borkum, Mike Gould
Ira Rappaport, Robert Kennedy
Alan Rastellini, Randy Hanna

John Teasel

Rob K Happy Birthday love you Ann

To the friends and brother of Robin L. in

Israel. Where are your letters? I've been

here two months I Write I

Boarders wanted spring semester
females only call Sheila or Julie at 5454)939

or 253-9971

Congraduaitions to the Sox, 1962 Strato

champs. Defeating Plankton 4-1, thanks for

the dinner, JC, GG, LC, DG
Louisa - What a semester! You've t>een a

super roomie. Smile kiddo, only one more
to go I Harriet

Jay in PoliSci 362 we will sit in theback of

the class Fri. I have brown hair and my
friend has curly hair

Typing done quickly and professionally

call Dave at 6-5766 for extraordinary work
done at ordinary prices

Attention 1 1 Sharon Pigeon - yes you I Have
a great day! Love YSS
Naomi B. Sorry at>out Friday night. How
about dinner Dec 23? Your special Happy
Hanukkah Christmas Party

Final exams, memory, concentration,

-success - group rates University Hypnosis

Center 549-4645

Toots, Skippy and Wee-wee, Yes I love

you all and especially you Toots. . .Happy

Birthday Blondie!! Love from your favorite

soon to be sailor

Who tickets available 11th row this

weekends concert call Stuart 256-0271 best
offer I call today

UPC members and friends Everyone
Who's Anyonel Come party with UPC's
end of the semester bash further info stop
by office and see Donna or IrmaAlice 406
Student Union

John Kennay - Ted's been asking for you.
. .we need you I

Happy Birthday Judyl Welcome to the 21
club. Love, Erin, Nance & Wendy
Happy Birthday Sue, "21" and ober the
hill. Love always, Scott

Janice - 12-10-82 1:30 am - 2:00 am Santa

JOY - Thanks for being a great friend. . .for

being able to accept the good as well as the
not so good!! Happy 21st Birthdayll Love,
Kellee and Jeanne

Newmen Club X-mas Party Sat., Dec. 11

from 9-1 in the Newman Center front
lounge. Cost is $1.50 and all are invited!

Loretta. Congrats - you're finally out of
here! I Good luck! Lotsa love, your Chi
Omega buddiesi

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed
acceptance, reesonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED
- - — - - —

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20

Dec. will share gas/driving, call Pam
253-7405.

To Evergladas or anywhere in Florida after

X-mas Day call Brenda 617-544-2624

To Syracuse NY Dec 10 for WHO concert

expenses shared call Saul 546-6021

To Colorado for Christmas Breek call

Shaun 549-6138.

RIDERS WANTED

To Ft Lauderdale Rorida leaving ec 25

returning Jan 4 round trip 110.00 call

Caroline at 549-1114 for info

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for a bedroom, in Brit-

tany Manor for spring semester. Please

call 549-5686. Keep trying.

Single room wanted for spring semester

call Mark 549-2838 keep trying.

Female seeks own room in Arnherst for

spring semester Jocelyn 549-6860

Female seeks own room in house or apt

253-2294 Sheryl.

Room wanted for Wintersession two guys

looking in North Amherst or near campus
call Bob at 546-1131

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Starting Jan 1 2 males remaining in 2

bedroom Brittany Manor apt 2 openings

call 253-5920

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartment from Jan 1 on. Call

2560630

One room available in Puffton prefer one
male 549-6322

3 roommetes wsnted for Jan 1 and spr

semester Brittany Manor call Tim 2564)606

Female wanted to shore Puffton apt

during int session $125/month includes

heat. Preferably non-smoker, on bus route

please call Debbie evenings 546-9660 or

546-9662

Responsible person for own room in

Hadley apt $130 -f electric 584-5045

Brittany Manor two people for one

tiedroom $115 month heat included Craig

253-7985

1 or 2 females wanted to rent Brittany

Manor apt over break for details 253-7660

Female - share single bedroom Puffton

starting February - lease until June
549-6741

Puffton Village - 3 bdrm sublet avail, for

Jan with spring option avail for 1 bdrm,

M/F, call 549-0621.

Female Roommate wanted Jan spring

sem. Southwood townhouse $93 +
253-3273

Own room available in house near

Southwest. Starting January $110/month
549-6495

Femele wanted to share Brittany Manor
Apt. Call 253-7360

Own Bedroom in two bedroom apt in Brit-

tany Manor Apts Jan 1 256-8388

Kosher female for one bedroom in two
t)edroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

1 or 2 people for 1 bdrm in furnished 2

bedrm Colonial Vill Apt 256-0763 Bra.

Chase

Female roommate(s) wanted for Jan 1

townhouse apt call Pat 549-4196 eves

2 people share 1 bedroom in So Amherst
apt available immediately bus route only
$801 each 586-3682

2-4 roommates in Echo Hill townhouse
Jan-Aug call 2B3-2S89

Female wanted for own room in Puffton
start Jan 1 5494)137

Female roommeted wonted Brittany

manor $115/month. Heat included. Non-
smoker 2564)298

Nice large room in furnished apartment 20
min from Amherst prefer over 25 must b%
neat, responsible and like 2 cats 175 +
774-4660

A clean non-smoking male to sre

bedroom in Brittany Mnr 256-6041

One bedroom available in house minutes
from Main St Northampton starting Jan
$ 100 Pius heat call 584-9480

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional. editir>g,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck
will help you safely move your stuff

2564)480

Past Accurate Typing $1 /page please call

Leslea at 584-4880.

Say Something Special Made-to-order
verses cards or gifts for more info 536-8683

SKI TRIPS
~

Smuggler's Notch Vermont Intersession

trips, only $1491! For more info cell: Rober-
ta or Staph 549-6235

STOWE

Jan Ski Trip 5 days and 5 nights, 10 meals
hot tubs and kegs $210.00 call Bob at

549-2775 and Steve 253-5560 and Dan at
S46-7974

SHERYL SILVER

Here is clue number two - you know me,
I know you! S.S.

TO SUBLET

Woman wanted to shere room in apt
Feb greet deal for info please call 665-7109

Whole apt. 2 bedroom Squire Village call

666-3032

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$165 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 bedroom apartment on
bus route available Jen 1 Laurel 666-3519

Intersession rental Southeast St $180
utilities included call Bob 256-6017 after 8

One bedroom on bus route intersession

$90+ contact David at Bluewall Bar 12-3 or
call 6664048

Two bedroom apt available Jan 1 bua
route Terianne 665-4371

2 Rms in Apt Intersession. Bus Rte. Main
St 125+ 2564)896

2 Bedroom furnished apt on Bus Routs
Marie 2564)763

One Bedroom Cliffside $300. Includes
utilities Feb 1 666-8101

.

Room Avsilable in house near
Southwest $100 549-6495

January only Two bedroom apt call John
546-5488 or Mike 5464722 Evenings.

2 bedroom epertment heat and electricity

included $250 666-3982

WANTED

Stratomatic Baseball Cards wanted
1971 through 1979 call 549^141 Merit

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, J5 North Pleasant
St., Amherst, 2564)710

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine
or Townhouse starting Jan Pleese keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Looking for heated garage within 10 mi.

radius of Amherst call Jordan 542-3158

2-3 Bed apt for intersession call 546-6066 .

Wented for intersession 2 bedrm apt in

Northampton 546-9666

Female looking for room in Swiss
Village, Colonial or Rolling Green for in-

tersession. Please call 546-6644.

FAYE WHITNEY LUSSIER

Your secret santa is not who you think
it is try again. Read into your clues bet-
ter.
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UMass gymnastspummel Lowell
Win 4 of 6 events
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Roy Johnson, coach of the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team allowed some team members to

rest instead of compete against the University of Lowell

last night, but the men who did participate came through

with some good scores to wipe Lowell out. 247.35-234.22.

Lowell had quite a few problems in the meet, last night,

especially on the pummel horse on which they had trouble

keeping smooth routines. UMass. on the other hand, had

scores of nine in all but the parallel bars event, with Peter

Lucchini. John Macurdy and Bert Mathieson getting the

high scores.

UMass took four of the six events, including the floor

exercises. Jim MacVarish of Lowell won the event with a

9.4 and included in his performance an arabian one and a

half twisting to a one and one fourth front flip (a roundoff

to the twist to the flip). Peter Lucchini came in second in

the event with a good score of 9.2 and John Macurdy hit a

nice routine and scored a 9.0.

In the pummel horse event, the Minutemen had a couple

problems, with the exception of Mathieson who took first

place with a score of 9.1. Mark Quevillion took second with

and 8.05. Mathieson hit a smooth routine kicking his legs

high and unbent.

"It was my first nine on the horse," Mathieson said. "I

was really trying hard. I was a little nervous and felt like I

was off but somehow I muscled it out."

UMass lost the rings event by a few tenths of a point.

Sutter won the event for Lowell with a 9.45 score in a nice

performance. Mathieson was right behind Sutter with a

9.1, and co captian Bob Goulart came in third with a 8.8.

In long horse vaulting. Lowell came through again, but

Macurdy got the high score with a 9.5 with a great-looking

vault. John Knowles came in second for Lowell with a 9.4.

The Minutemen took the parallel bars event with

Mathieson again coming up with the top score. In a good

Collffnin pholo by Hrmdford Hammer

A determined Bob Goulart perforins on the parallel bars during last night's win over Lowell.

Goulart scored a 8.7.

routine on the bar, Mathieson performed a jump to a half

kip (pulling up to bar by kicking feet up) to a handstand for

the beginning of his performance and started at the side of

the bar. Goulart also came up with a nice performance

scoring an 8.7 and Macurdy hit a sharp performance

getting an 8.6.

Macurdy took first in the high bars, the final event, with

another strong performance. Macurday had good form and

moves scoring a 9.05. Tony Sbarra came in second with a

good routine and scoring an 8.95. A confident Mathieson

performed a pretty jam to a handstand from a giant swing

scoring an 8.9.

"I was really psyched," Mathieson said about his per-

formances. "I wished I could have gotten a nine on the

parallel bar."

The team is now 2-0 and have one big and important

meet coming up against Syracuse on Saturday.

"I'm really anxious about the meet on Saturday,"

Johnson said. "If the university community wants to see a

really top meet they should come on Saturday."

Mmutemen take on arch-rival UConn Huskies
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Things got so bad for the UMass

Minutemen on Tuesday afternoon that head

coach Tom McLaughlin was forced to play

in the various full court scrimmages that

were taking place on the Curry Hicks Cage

floor.

And the second year head coach played

pretty well at that. Though his first two

shots from deep in the corner were of the

masonary version, McLaughlin showed the

young whippersnappers the moves that

made him a star in the old days of UMass
basketball as he threw a couple of fancy

passes and then caught fire to hit several

outside shots.

But, Tom McLaughlin, the player, has

already used up his academic eligibility to

play college basketball so it's a pretty good

thing that most of Tuesday's missing

Minutemen will be avaUable for action

tonight when UMass goes on the road to

take on the University of Connecticut.

Missing from the lineup will be A. J.

Wynder and Hal Shaw. Wynder is still in

the Cooley Dickinson Hospital,' the victim of

a much -publicized bizarre stabbing. Shaw

will sit out due to a recurring knee injury.

Skip Connors and George Ramming, both

of whom were treated to the aforemen-

tioned McLaughlin performance while they

iced down swollen ankles, should be at 100

percent against the Huskies. I'hey both

practiced at full speed yesterday.

The Huskies are. according to

McLaughUn. "a very good team."

In order to try to get the Minuteman

machine in gear, there will probably be a

slight change in the starting lineup for the

game. McLaughlin said that he is thinking

of starting Donald Russell and 6'5" AU-

Rookie team forward Horace Neysmith at

the guard spots along with Bobby Braun,

Edwin Green and freshman John Hempel in

the frontcourt.

"We're going to try and start a bigger,

stronger lineup." said McLaughlin.

What should be the key to success for this

young 2 team is keeping up full intensity

for 40 minutes instead of 30 or 35. Had the

team played a complete game against UNH
and Harvard they could very easily have an

unbeaten record instead of a winless one.

"Donald (Russell) and Horace (Neysmith)

have to play better." said McLaughlin.

"And I'm sure they will. They're both good

ballplayers.

The game will be broadcast over Channel

3 on television and WMUA on the radio

beginning at 8p.m.

One added note: Should anyone want to

do something for A. J. Wynder, he put a

severe drain on the blood supply at Cooley

Dickinson Hospital. Coach McLaughlin

urges people to donate blood to the hospital

in Wynder's name if possible.

1982: Overall, a great year for sports

By ELLIOT KALB
Collegian Staff

1982 proved to be a great year for a

degenerate sports fan like myself, Ed
Garvey and his chums notwithstanding.

In January, we saw one of the best Super

Bowls in history, with the 49ers coming out

on top. In the next few months, hockey star

Wayne Gretzky scored 212 points, including

an unheard of 50 goals in 39 games, for the

Edmonton Oilers. Even a non hockey fan

like myself had to appreciate both Gretzky

and the closest thing to a dynasty in sports

today, the New York Islanders.

The Islanders had to survive a final-game

scare from the Pittsburgh Penguins in the

first round of the playoffs, and they needed

two goals from John Tonelli to come back

from a 3 1 defecit with five and a half

minutes remaining. They won their 3rd

consecutive Stanley Cup in AprU.

The Philadelphia 76ers and the Boston

Celtics played their annual grueling seven

game series in late May for the right to lose

to Los Angeles in the NBA finals. The

Celtics fell behind 3 games to 1 and rallied

to take the next two games. The 76ers were

tighter than a pair of jeans on Kate Smith,

but held together and won the series in

Boston Garden on a Sunday afternoon in

Game?.
Way to go. Sixers!

The best basketball of the year, however,

was played in the collegiate ranks. In

March, the NCAA basketball tournament

produced some exciting matchups, some

upsets, and a monster. North Carolina

finally won the national championship for

Dean Smith; Depaul lost in their first

tournament game for the 3rd consecutive;

and the monster became the Big East

Conference, producing three of the final

eight teams.

The Final F'our teams in that tournament

were nothing to write home about, but the

final two were. Georgetown and North

Carolina showed you everything you could

ever want in a basketball game and more. It

was a privilege to watch that ballgame. Pat

Ewing will be back. I guarantee it.

After a disappointing 1981 baseball

season. 1982 was a pleasure. The
Milwaukee Brewers needed to go to the

final game of the year before putting away

Earl Weaver and the Baltimore Orioles, but

they hung on. In the National League, Ted

Turner's Atlanta Braves won their first 13

games of the season, and held on to their

lead against an aging champion in the Los

Angeles Dodgers.

In the end, the World Series was more

frosty than the beer St. Louis and

Milwaukee mapufacture. St. Louis came

out victorious (does anyone realize that this

is the first time in history that the National

League has won 4 World Series in a row)

and did so behind their ace reliever, Bruce

Sutter.

Jimmy Connors came back at an ancient

30 years old to beat John McEnree for his

second Wimbledon tournament, and

although tarnished by the absence of rival

Bjorn Borg. deserves a special mention.

Connors followed by winning his fourth

U.S. Open in September. You can take your

Borgs and Ivan Lendl's and chuck them —
I'd rather watch Connors any time.

Sugar Ray Leonard retired on top, a

champion.

Howard Cosell made the same mistake

that his good friend Ali made, and stuck

around too long.

It wasn't a good year for Bowie Kuhn. the

Ba.sf'hall commissioner, who was a victim of

greed and i;iven Iht- old hcavr ho.

College football had a stellar year in 1982.

Eastern football, in particular, has never

been stronger. Boston College and Western
Virginia have joined Penn State and Pit-

tsburgh as legitimate Top 20 contenders

from the East.

Sports is an escape from the real world,

its problems, and its solutions. I'm not

interested in cocaine problems, strike talks,

and economics.

Some problems and realities we have to

face. My prayers and sympathies to Red
Smith and Ray Fitzgerald, sportswriters

for the New York Times and Boston Globe,

who died in 1982. Reading these men
several times a week, sports fans have

come to know them. They are missed.

Tony Conigliare, Doug Kotar, and

Normand Levaille — the hope is that one

day soon, all will be able to live and lead a

somewhat normal life.

1982 was a great year for sports fans. As
for me, it was a lot of fun writing these

columns this past semester. Since you may
remember it was my columns that

predicted that there would be no NFL
strike, that the Milwaukee Brewers would
be World Series champs, and that Tampa
Bay would win the Super Bowl (still slightly

possible). Perhaps it is best to label me a

sports enthusiast — not expert.

V
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Give the gifts ofwords and music
Music, mvisic

a great gift for

the holidays
By DAVID CHEVAN
and DOUGLAS MUISE
CoUegian Staff

This year was not exactly a trend setting year for

synthetic modem dance bands continue to breech the

charts with occasional hits, but it's mostly the tried-and-

true acts that dominate the Billboard lists. The music

industry has also felt the crunch of the recession with

reduced sales and a declining interest in more ex-

perimental, less commercial bands.

The companies have placed the brunt of the blame on

home taping, as well as the increased popularity of video

games, but it's more likely the $8.98 list price of their

products is the culprit. As a result, the Extended-Play

record format has been pushed as a means of easing the

strain on the wallets of the consumers, but it is uncertain

how long this will last.

WILD THINGS RUN FAST (Geffen)

Joni Mitchell

If you liked Court and Spark, you'll love Wild Things.

One has to praise Joni for exploring new musical forms as

she did during her Mingus period, but when you get right

down to it. confessional songwriting is her true "forte".

Jonie has actually combined the best of two worlds, jazz

fusion and pop ballads to create what is easily her best

work in ten years. A must for incurable romantics! — D.M.

IMPERIAL BEDROOM (EMI)

Elvis Costello

Costello is the song crafter of the decade, sort of the

Woody Allen of pop music. Trust was spotty. Almost Blue

— his bow to Hank Williams — was an embarassment, but

with Imperial Bedroom Elvis changes the sheets. Here is

an impressive, superbly crafted collection of poignant pop

selections that bring us back to the superlative ambiance of

My Aim Is True and This Year's Model. Essential stuff. —
D.M.

1999 (Warner Bros.)

Prince
In a recent review, 1999 was called "the album of the

year," I can't help but agree. Prince plays all of the in-

struments and writes all the songs on 1999 and at the rate

he's going, he'll become the Black Todd Rungren in no

time. Hope he doesn't get a vision. — D.C.

OFF RAMP (ECM)
Pmt Metheny

Metheny seems to get better with every album. His

music represents the new jazz sound — an intelligent

combustion of synthesizers and acoustic instruments. A
must for old fusion freaks and Dead Heads. — D.C.

MIRAGE (Warner Bros.)

Fleetwood Mac

The Lindsay Buckingham band comes up with another

winner. With three big hits already in the can, the Mac

prove they can match odds with any band around today.

How can you hate a group that has dogs barking in the

background and sings such silliness as "Put your hand

inside my glove'.'" A must for air-head pop fans

everywhere. — D.C.

Collcpan photo by David May

Berries, bows and pine cones ornament this

twig wreath which hung last Friday in French

Hall during the Floral Design Show.

We've also decided, in our infinite generosity, to divulge

our pix for "Best LP of all Time." Just in case you want to

dig a little deeper for something special.

BLONDE ON BLONDE (Columbia)

Bob Dylan

Dylan's masterwork. Rock at the farthest reaches of

imagination. The Sixties absorbed, contemplated, and

reflected. — D.M.

EXILE ON MAIN STREET (Rolling Stone;

Rolling Stones

If you buy only one Stone's album in your lifetime, this is

the one to buy. Gritty, impassioned R&B clatter, preached

with effective rebelliousness by a Jagger possessed. The
essential introduction to rock as an expression of agnst

unbound. — D.M.

GIANT STEPS (Atlantic)

John Coltrane

No album collection is complete without this classic jazz

milestone. Coltrane changed the force and direction of jazz

with this album and it has not been the same since.

Coltrane was a man with a lot to say and with compositions

such as "Spiral" and "Naimba," he showed the world he

knew how to say it. — D.C.

INNER VISIONS (Motown)
Stevie Wonder
Inner Visions is the superlative Wonder work. Almost

entirely written and performed by Wonder, every song is a

masterpiece. "All In Love Is Fair," "Living For The City,"

and "Too High" are songs that all of us grew up with. —
D.C.

Political books
are dominating

holiday scene

By ROGER ATWOOD
Collegian Staff

The most striking feature of the book scene this holiday

season is the great quantity and quality of political books.

Topics vary widely, from nuclear weapons to McCarthyism

to Central America. But seldom do so many important and

high quality political books appear at once.

George Kennan, former ambassador to the Soviet Union

and the most sensible advocate of arms control since the

'50s, has just published The Nuclear Delusion (Pantheon.

$13.95 hardcover). Oui* nuclear arms build-up has never

been based on a fully realistic assessment of the Soviet

Union, argues Kennan, while we may discover perils of the

"deterrence" policy only too late. The Soviet expert

presents a clear and authoritative analysis of our impasse,

as well as an eloquent plea to pull back from the nuclear

precipice.

In the same vein. Thomas Powers's Thinking About the

Next War (Knopf, $10.95 hardcover) offers the chilling if

somewhat less informed conclusion that American foreign

policy since World War II has all pointed toward inevitable

nuclear war. A Washington think-tank, the Institute for

Foreign Policy Analysis, gives the other side of the coin in

the vital but overpriced Warsaw Pact: Aims, Doctrine and

Strategy (McGraw-HiU. 29.95 hardcover).

The last year has seen several excellent new books on

the Central American situation. The most recent is Penny

Lernoux's Cry of the People (Penguin. $6.95 paperback),

on how the Catholic Church in the troubled region has

transformed from an instrument of reaction to a strongly

progressive force. Grove Press has issued an enormously

useful collection of essays, documents and opinion called El

Salvador: Central America in the New Cold War ($7.95

paperback). The CIA's exploits in Guatemala in the early

1950s are superbly recounted in Bitter Fruit, by Stephen

Schlesinger and Boston Globe reporter Stephen Kinzer

(Doubleday. $16.95 hardcover).

Meanwhile, writers are busy writing about themselves

and other writers, as shown by Norman Mailer - A
Biography by Hilary Mills (Empire. $14.95 hardcover).

Massachusetts's own William Styron has come out with a

collection of semi-autobiographical sketches entitled This

Quiet Dust (Random House. $17.50 hardcover), while

columnist Russell Baker embarks on a sentimental journey

in Groiving Up (Congdon and Weed. $15 hardcover).

Of a more political nature. Jimmy Carter's hastily-

prepared memoirs have appeared as Keeping Faith

(Bantam. $22.50 hardcover).

Dozens of books on the new Computer Age have ap

peared. each of them outdoing the last in describing all the

fantastic capabilities of these machines. One of the most

notable books on the subjects is To Inform or Control? The

New Communications Networks (McGraw-Hill, $15.95

hardcover), a survey of the incredible growth and potential

of the electronic media. While the cost of oil "went through

the ceiHng in the seventies," write authors Oswald and

Gladys Ganley. the cost of buying and running a computer

fell by 95 percent.

The splashy, expensive art books that sell well only

around the holiday are well- represented this season. One

of them is Photographs, by Linda McCartney, Paul's vvife

and a photographer who has spent 20 years photographing

rock stars ranging from the Beatles to Jim Morrison to

Mick Jagger. At a mere $12.95 for 98 photos, this volume

flies in the face of the trend in books this holiday — ex-

pensive.

FINE CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS

Over 100 kinds of candy

Secret Santa's

Christmas gifts and gift certificates

Quality Chocolate

Gourmet Jelly Beans
Tins. Glasswiire.ancl more

Downlown Amherst o fiS M.hd Si Norihampion

253-5589 586-4180
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Rededication' older than Christmas
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

The Jewish holiday of Hanukkah, which

begins tonight and will last eight days,

commemorates Judah Macabee's successful

revolt against the Hellenistic Syrians who

occupied the land of Canaan where Israel is

now located around the year 165 B.C.

The Hebrew word "Hanukkah" means

"rededication." The miracle that Hanukkah

celebrates occured during the rededication

of the Macabee's temple.

While the temple was being rededicated.

only one flask of sacramental oil could be

found by the Macabees. Although this

amount of oil would only burn for one day.

the flame lasted for eight days.

Today Jews in the United States

celebrate this miracle by lighting candles on

a "menorah." A menorah is a special candle

holder with spaces for eight candles as well

as a head candle, the "shamus."

The shamus. which literally means

"head" in Hebrew, is used to light the eight

other candles on each day of Hanukkah. On

the first evening of Hanukkah. only the

shamus and one candle are lit. On each

successive night, one additional candle is lit

until the shamus and all eight other candles

are lit.

In addition to lighting candles. Jews

celebrate the holiday by exchanging gifts.

The practice of exchanging gifts is based on

the tradition of giving money, called "golt"

to children on the hohday

.

Food is also an important part of the

Hanukkah celebration. Jews prepare

special pancakes called "latkes." These

latkes are potato pancakes •'.nd are eaten

with sour cream and, more recently,

yogurt.

The holiday is also characterized by the

singing of songs both in Hebrew and in

English. One favorite English song is called

"little dreidel." It is sung by children and

repeats the chorus: "dreidel, dreidel.

dreidel. I made it out of clay, and when it is

dry and ready, Oh dreidel I will play."

Around the world. Hanukkah is

celebrated in many different ways.

In Kurdistan, a section of Turkey,

children carry dolls or effigies resembling

the Syrian leader Antiochus while going

door to d(X)r to homes in their niegh-

borhood requesting money from their

neighbors. After this version of "trick-or

treat." the children build a bonfire and burn

the effigies, shouting. "Antiochus.

Antiochus."

In Israel today. Hanukkah is celebrated

with an enthusiasm similar to that of

Christmas in the United States. On top of

water towers in every settlement, as well

as in many public buildings, large, electric

menorahs light up to celebrate what is

called "the festival of lights."

Another custom practiced in Israel in-

volves a torch relay. In the town where

Judah of Macabee was born. Modin. a torch

is lit and carried during a relay race all the

way to the Great Synagogue in Tel Aviv.

The light plays an important part in the

celebration.

Colleiriaii photo bv Katir Wattrm

The gleam of nine glowing candles represents a warm symbol of the

Hannukah season.

I HflTS, GbOUCS,

SOCKS « SCORUES

bubblebaths • moisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

loofahs • brushes • sponges

sachets

gjft boxed wine & beverage glasses
toys 8c

games

1^ --p- 3W^(^

casual wear for women & nnen • jewelry

cosrrietics • soap cart • accessories • gifts

home furnishings • kitchen • housewares

glass & china • prints • cards • totes & soft luggage

uFIAVEL
Personal Service for all your

Travel Needs

. A- I- * I
• Car rentals

• Airline travel ,, . ,

. ^ . • Hotel reservations
• Cruises „ , ^ .

. A * 1 *• 1 . • Packages to anywhere
• Amtrak tickets . jt i^

in the world

Free, Expert Advice
Located on Cowles Lane off No. Pleasant St.

256-8931

^ Goldep
OpportuQ%

FINE JFWEIRY AT AN AFFORDABLE ?V\Cl

Gold €r Diamonds 40 - 60% off
an additional 10% OFF

Special Order Engagement Rings WITH THIS AD
with 6lod BoQt

13 Ho. n«otont St., Amh«rtt, MA.
All diamonds ft gema svatuatad by G.I. A. Grading Systam

Thur 1 :00 - 5:30 pm P" 1 =00 - 5:30 pm
Sat 9:30 - 5:30 pm

Downtown I
Amherst

rw'mfW" ^

A store-full of Stocking Stuffers

Christinas
- Cards

I
Decorations |

I
Christmas Gifts!

I Toys & Games g

f & Gift Wrap

fA.J. HASTINGS^
« Newsdealer and Stationer m
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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ENURE STOCK
OFF
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NEW BOOG/VHMr

op«n Thur*

'ft Fri •vening* 'til 9,

Sunday 12-5

71 N.n£ASANT ST. 3-
, ATIHEKST g*
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aruiNTic svN acriONweaR
67 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002
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Long Sleeve T-Shirts

Corduroy Pants & Jackets

Sweaters

ocean
rfB«^ -

sunwear

:YCLE jacket, tailored pants, "D"-RI

pants, drawstring pants, jogging
ackets, shawls, sp-"" ~^ol ha
grandfather sy n^ucf
3HIRT, WILD GR/ e>-_ _ \THI
5ICYCLE JACKE _
DCKET-FLAREIJ Cl^- "**"

ViE
DRDUROYJUMl ^"PltlAtlf PV
DRESS, CORDiA --_ ** yON
SWEATERS, LE4 fff /ITS,

^URSES cottonV ^EOd
JLLOVER, underpAi>..^___.^ights
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Serious gift ideas
Editor's note: This article voas compiled

by some crazy CoUegianites who shall

remain nameless.

Don Juan Suggests...

The time is fastly approaching when I

will have to decide what to give my

women friends for Christmas. I promised

myself that this year I would grow up and

not give out any of those childish things

that I gave last year so I've got some

serious thinking to do.

Why not give her flowers? Flowers are

the end all of gifts to females. They can

admire their beauty and fragrance and

think of you as they slowly wilt into

decrepit ugly dying twigs. No, I don't

think flowers will cut it.

Candy? Candy is dandy. Sweet

chocolates will make her giggle as she

tastes how delicious they are. But, she'll

get fat and have pimples from candy.

Negative on the bon bons. ->. •
,

A stuffed animal? Stuffed animals are a

focal point of many dorm rooms. They are

cute and cuddly and soft and can be loved

almost as if they were real. Unfor-

tunately, with all the security that they

provide, they can sometimes take your

place with her. Don't need to give her

your competition. Cut the animal idea.

Jewelery? Perfect, it doesn't wilt, cause

obesity or acne, and it doesn't take up bed

space. And all it costs is.. .whoops. Never

mind. A date with me should be enough to

satisfy them.

Gifts for me...

Christmas is great for the Me
Generation, so as a typical member, here

is my Christmas list:

A humorous book for those boring

lectures would be great — Garfield,

Kathy, Doonesbury are all definitely high

on that list. A gift certificate to the Coffee

Shop or Hatch or People's Market for

some in-class or between-class munchies

(no pun intended) would be greatly ap-

preciated, too.

Magazine subscriptions are always

welcome. Shelling out $40 at once ge^.s a

little difficult sometimes, so it's always

nice if someone else does it for you.

Cosmo, Elle. Ms., and the Writer's Digest

are preferable. That last one, by the way,

comes out of my sudden realization that

I'm going to have to make a living behind

a typewriter, and I'd better start figuring

out who's got the money to pay me for it.

Posters are always a good idea. They're

easy to afford to giVe friends, also, but

interests vary in this department. From
ballet, to Einstein to Tom Selleck, there's

always a poster out there for that hard-to-

figure out person on the list. I personally

have been eyeing the Bogart poster taken

from the bar scene in Casablanca. Hint,

hint, hint.

Food is acceptable. Always. I'm off the

meal plan (any sympathy out there? No?!),

but if it's a gift, something like a bottle of

Moet champagne or pastries from that

bakery in town are a starting point for

gift-givers. If someone is wiling to buy the

groceries, I'll trade ya for my turning it

into one helluva meal. .

.

My brother usually takes care of albums

for me. I think he's buying me Flock of

SeagtUUs. I also like Quincy Jones' song

Just Once — the kind of song I love to

hate, or hate to love — so if anyone can

afford a 45, I'd be into it.

Poetry, whether written by a master or

for me, would be nice. That latter should

be accompanied by a flower or something.

Sorry, Don Juan, I dry flowers, so mine

last forever.

Last but not least, someone under the

mistletoe would be nice. Looks aren't

everything, but personality sure is.,

Anyone sweet, warm, understanding, and

who doesn't mind putting up with a schize

writer would actually be in great demand

down here at the Collegian. On the other

hand, what does a workaholic need

romance for? It takes time out of writing

off-beat articles like this one!

Gifts for the Culturally Enriched

Arts-minded people are far too tuned to

the hypocrisy of Christmas to concern

f Happy HoUdAys
I

From

I
Joey D's ANd MikEs WestvIew

SHOE
SALE!

ftr:: UP TO 50% OFF
• • • • •

On Fall Shoes and Boots
^« • « • ChooM from on impfessive orroy of famous names

tncKxSng: 3andoHno. Jazz. Hippopatmus, Untsa,

• • • • • Hana Mackler. Joan k Davtd. Mootsies Tootsies,

• « ^ • Caressa. Nina and Sporto.

, DEC.9.10&11
• • k'* • sizes limited, so hurryl
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^« • • •
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197 Main St,, Northampton
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Shopping

Caitl.
Whi'n MW otmi- aiT<iss thiit ihw in a hldiiiu' h.irnam.

but tind \()urs«ll short ol uish, iht-n's oiilv .nn- card tlwl

li-l.s uiu Ki't 11 quicklv at iiKiri' tivui :{tK> Xl'n'x- _'4s an Mini

Massachast-ns. I'hi- lta\ Biu>k> Xl'n-ss 1\ " CartI

TVySomething Better

themselves with the perverse triviality of

blind slovenly greed.

However, should you know an arts-

minded person who, in fact, is strong

enough to overlook all this, there is a good

variety of gifts which would appeal to the

culturally-fortified individual.

Nutcracker tickets are dynamite. The
classic ballet is a staple of the holiday

season and the Boston Ballet's version is

up there with the best of them (New
York's American Ballet Theatre being the

pinnacle). The production will play

December 15-2:* at the Hynes Auditorium

in Boston. Tickets range from $10.00 to

$30.00.

Cheaper, monetarily, are movie tickets.

Most theatres offer gift certificates which

can be used whenever the bearer likes. It

should be a good Christmas for films.

Among the upcoming releases are

Tootsie, with Dustin Hoffman as an

aspiring actor; Richard Pryor as the title

character in The Toy, Paul Newman as a

down-on-his-luck Boston lawyer in The
Verdict; Ben Kingesly as Gandhi;

Frederic Forrest as Hammett; and Nick

Nolte and Eddie Murphy in Jt8 Hours.

Books and music are covered elsewhere

in this shopper, so I'll close with a brief

mention of theatre. Evita will have a

limited tour of Boston throughout the

holiday. See it, and take someone you
love.

New Banking Hours

AMHERST OFFICE
Effective November 1, 1982

Lobby Drive-Up
Man - Thurs 10-4 10-4

Friday 10-6 10-6

Saturday 10-1 10-1

X-Press 24 service

available 24 hrs a day,

7 days a week

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

t;he sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

33 E. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST / 549-5160

FREE 16 oz. soda with a whole sub

,1

Can we build one for you?
ONION BA6EL

g>;V,...=;^i«.'^^..^.>.>„,.^
^^0NI0NBA6©-

Design your favorite bagel samdwlch and bring us the blueprint • we'll build It to

exact specs. We're the bagel engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-631

4

(^air/§ltife5

ALA©\KTE
a cut above ... a price below

241 MAIN ST 2nd FLOOR
ACROSS FROM PULASKI PARK

NORTHAMPTON MASS

584 7798

Same entrance

as Tree House
Door on right

584-7796

MENU
Bangs Trim.

Haircut

.

$3.00
.- $8.00

Shampoo/Cut SOO
Shampoo /Cut/ Blow Dry Short $11.00

Long $12.00

Pernr>s Short $25.00

Long $30.00

Braids ^ $5.00

241 MAIN ST. - 2nd FLOOR NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
ACROSS FROM PULASKI PARK

Fashionable styles a cut above a pnce balow

Great Gifts
Stocking Stuffers

Posters Cards
BLOUSES

Dresses, Skirts, Scarves

Earrings Crystals

Mugs Calendars

Ornaments

Vases, Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, Toys

Weeknights 9 pm Dec 10-23

Sundays 12-5 pm

Daily 10 ann - 6 pm
Open 10 am - 6 pm • 9 pm Fri

Open Sundays 12-5 p.m.

_ Great Gifts - Great Prices 11

HEIX/iNTILr. U
AMHHtST CARRIAGE SHOPS
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dllTMfcS -.#125-^1 (.95

NOHTHAIIPTON ~5dU-6337

'Our

GRE PSYCH/
'"S^p^

ORE BIO / '^^'^^

DAT. VAT 1 .._
GWAT /n FunP
PCAT /El-EX-VQE

OCAT /NOB-NPB

MAT /RNBDS
SSAT / CPA

'

PSAT /SPEED-

SAT /READING

G
T(ST PRtPlMTtON

SMCIlllSTS SINCE I93«

KnPl/IN
Educationil Center

Cill Din I'tnmii i Wttktndt

2535106
264 N Pleasant St

Amherst

Intersession classes

MCAT 1/4/83

GMAT 1/3/83

GRE 1/3/83

LSAT 1/8/83

other sections

available

Centeri in Mwr th«n

10% M>|or U S Citin.

Puerto Rico and Toronto CanxU

C»Ll TOLl t*tt 100 J23 1712

Christmas is

love,

hope
and caring.

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

means "sharing."

Give to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a happy

holiday.

CONTtMPORARY FASHION

We Invite You
to join the exclusive

Plumbley s Dinner

r
Membership $29.

Club

"1

p Pk.-

Membership entitles you to:

1) 10 FREE DINNERS* 10 visits accompanied by another, also Brunch.

2) Preferred seating with member reservations

3) Enjoy Chnner and Entertaini.-"'nt in the recently redecorated Webster's

Lounge.

4) Enjoy dining in one of 5 different dining ' xjms including our famous

Greenhouse room, at membership rates.

5) Mailed notice in advance of all special events (wine tastings, etc.)

Membership Price: $29 (Value $125.00 plus)

You iTMiY itt your membership card rww limply by mailiiig thi»

compieteid coupon or come directly to Plumbley's off the Common
and pick up your card, or phone 253'9586.

•NOT VALID SATURDAY NIGHTS

Nun* —
Address ——
Ctrv State -Zip- Phone_

Pleasr charge to mv Ichtck one) Amencan Express Visa_ . Master Charge

.

Account /_

Signature _

Expiranon date

.

Check enckaed.

MAIL TX): PlumWev's off the Common. 30 Boltwood Walk,

Amherst, MA 01002

*Cj<clusior» Ne« Yeir'j Ewe. Valennnt'* Dm. Easier «nd Saturdan Eiipire>i Ma\ t. ;<*!

What a Great Holiday Gift Idea!

Uinr in the cmsumI

elegMnce of.. Plumbleys
o{{ the common*^

V KMruoixJ « alk • AmhtTM • :>» J^-V-

..when there 't » little

bit of evervthiixg for

everyone.

Onlv in HadJev:

Christmas begins

six months eariy
The Christmas season traditionally begins the day after

Thanksgiving, when shops and malls are besieged with

customers out to do their Yuletide shopping.

But Christmas starts in June at the Hadley Village

Christmas Shop on Route 9 in Hadley.

"We begin decorating in mid-June, about a month before

we open the store," said general manager Paul Meehan.

"And we never, in effect, stop."

The shop is bursting with Christmas goodies: decorated

wreaths, sleighbells, Christmas stockings, nativity sets,

XMass wrapping paper and ribbons, nutcracker dolls,

stocking stuffers, bulbs, tree ornaments, and more.

What sets the shop apart from the rest is the carefully

constructed atmosphere. From the back walkway that

leads past trees dotted with lights to the Christmas tree

room overflowing with ornaments and displays, the shop is

reminiscent of a children's television Christmas special.

"We put a lot of work into our atmosphere," Meehan

.said. "This is what sets us apart from the malls. They have

their niche, and we have ours."

The piece de resistance is the Christmas tree room in

back of the shop, which displays a myriad of options for

decorat ing a Christmas tree at home.

"We try to give the room a home-like effect, to give

people ideas as to what would look good in their home,"

Meehan said.

The walls of the tree room are lined with imitation

crystal ornaments, small nativity scenes, candy canes,

bulbs, lights, and many more accesories for decorating a

Christmas tree.

There are no live trees in the Christmas tree room,

Meehan said. But all ornaments in the room are suitable for

living trees.

"We don't decorate people's trees for them, but the

displays can give our customers some good ideas on how to

decorate their own tree," Meehan said.

The shop was founded in 1967 by owner Everett

McDonald. "Mr. McDonald originally had a greenhouse in

Springfield, and would sell Christmas decorations during

the Christmas season," Meehan said.

"He did a good business and decided to expand to

Hadley. The business kept expanding, and here we are,"

Meehan said.

"It's a good business," Meehan said. "It's a very clean

business, and everyone here loves their work."

C«ll«Ciaa pkoto b; Tob Kadla

In the fine tradition of Christmas commer-
cialization, this little felt specimen rides a
styrophone candjcane bearing an empty box as
if there were something in it.
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I'll behome sometime
but don't hold dinner
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Greg White drives and so does Kevin

Shire, but when it's time for Dennis Holland

to go home for the holidays, he reaches into

his closet and pulls out his bright "Boston.

Please!" sign and heads towards Amherst

Center to begin hitchhiking.

"I don't own a car and the price for the

bus is a bit too steep for me," Holland said,

"so I print my own ticket home."

When the holidays come around, there is

always a scuffling of students trying to

somehow manage to head towards family,

real food, old friends and maybe even a

little extra spending money.

For the students who own a car, they

have simply to gas it up and go. The only

thing close to an adventure for them is to

try to get a couple of extra people to cramp

themselves into the back of their tiny

Honda Civic to save on money for petro.

Those who are not so fortunate make up

the group known as the people who have

Thumbed Home Under Many Bad-

Situations (THUMBS). These people are

always the more interesting ones to talk to

when you finally arrive home yourself.

"How did you get home?"you can ask

your good friend who goes to Brown.

"Well, the first ride I got was from a

truck driver who was delivering beer. He
said that he didn't have any room for me up

front so 1 would have to ride in the back of

the truck. By the time he dropped me off 20

miles later, I had gotten quite a buzz on,"

he'll tell you.

"After only about three or four minutes,"

he'll continue, "a car pulled over and the

most beautiful woman I have ever laid eyes

on reached over and opened the door. She

told me that she wasn't going all the way to

Boston because she was just moving into a

new house. I told her I thought she was

very nice and we ended up making a date.

Then she dropped me off." he'll say with a

wide smile.

And the two of you can walk down the

street, talking of your exploits, which are,

if not ficticious, at least a little bit ex

panded.

But, it sure beats driving stories. They're

all accidents. Drive safely or thumb.

r*
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Holiday hair excitemant begins

with a Great Expectations

precision haircut or perfect

holiday perm Natural,

Oistinctlva arKi ToUlly You!

Fine Locally

Handcrafted Gifts

CELEBRATIONS

For a special holiday gift, give someone

you care for a Great "X" gift certificate

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
Mon - Sat

10:00 - 9:30

5866182

NO
APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

AN ARTISANS' COLLECTIVE

70 Main St. Northampton

Men-Sat 10-6

Thurs 10-9 Sun 10-5

PREOSOM HAIRCUT TERS

HOblDAY
GREETINGS

FROM

^UWDl^V"
^

'ATUMINO

ALASKAN KING CRAB BtM.T. .*-. »»«--~ o-«. •<*.

ITALIAN EXPRESS

METRO •«>."». »&.^.

ROAST BEEF

RASTRAMI

TURKEY

HAM
SAUSAGE

AWPMdi''/' SPKIAL

MEATBALL

PEPPERONI

TUNA

GENOA
BOLOGNA
CHEESE

TRIMLINEsote<»-o«#i

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

90 King St.

Northampton

214 Exchange St.

Chicopee

^(^==lOP^H late 7 0AYS AWE6I

Guess what, Virginia,

got a smprise foryou
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: Because of potentially

unhappy material found in this article, all

those under the age of 12 are advised not

to read it.

With life becoming increasingly com-

plex, there is very little in today's world

that everyone can say they have ex-

perienced. One of the more traumatic

experiences that many of us have en-

countered is that frightful moment when

we found out there was no such thing as

Santa Claus.

Even a person burdened with so much
responsiblity as Governor-elect Michael

Dukakis can vividly remember that

moment.
"I was either six or seven. My folks

gave me a bright, what I thought was a

new red sled. I was tickled to get it. But I

noticed some writing underneath it and I

didn't think Santa Clauj would paint that

on," Dukakis said, in an exclusive in

terview because this reporter didn't want

any one else to be there.

Dukakis was quickly pulled away from

the interview by some people who wanted

to talk to the governor about "important

things." (What's more important than

Santa Claus?!) But at least Dukakis was

good natured enough to answer the

question, unlike certain University of

Massachusetts officials.

Either UMass Chancellor Joseph

Duffey has had too much coal put in his

stockings as a little boy living in the

mining country of West Virginia or the

"Marie Reid affair" has turned him into

the Christmas Scrooge of 1982.

When asked to coment on when he first

realized there was no Santa, Duffey said.

"Last Sunday night." referring to the

beginning of his public troubles with Reid.

"It was a typical question asked by the

Collegian," he cried Well bah hum bug,

Joe. if you can't take the heat. .

.

And how did this muckraking journalist

find out there is no Santa'.' Well after

exhausting all my sources, the Tooth

Fairy told me in my sleep.

BIN U7n.
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Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stuffers
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Holiday Spirit? Does it tutor chem?
By LISA PEDULLA
Collegian Staff

For most college students the holiday season can be a

trying time, when they face finals, disappointments and

the prospect of life at home after four months of in-

dependence.

Most of us grew accustomed to spending the month of

December buying gifts, wrapping presents, decorating and

baking cookies. Suddenly we are faced with the over-

bearing workload that accompanies the end of the

semester, the prospect of final exams (which can make or

brea our cumulative averages), and the fear Christmas

shopping will have to be put off until the 24th this year.

The final exam at the University of Massachusetts, this

year will run until 6 p.m. on December 23. For some, this

means a lot of last minute shopping and a feeling of missing

out on the holiday cheer.

"I have to do everyone's shopping," said Linda Lavoie. a

junior fashion marketing major. Lavoie expressed concern

for the late final schedule will interfere with her gift-

buying for her family.

"It takes the joy out of Christmas," said Annmarie

Godin. a junior psychology major. "You get out of school

and then the next day is Christmas." she said.

"No one hires workers after Christmas. If we could get

home earlier, students might have a better chance of

getting and keeping a job," Lavoie said.

Ed Lizotte, a senior exercise science major said, "It's

hard to get into the Christmas spirit. You rush to get out of

school and get home."

A major concern of students is the lack of time they have

to buy gifts for family and friends. Many students find they

have little time to shop during finals period.

"I don't know what I'm going to get anyone, I can't get

anywhere, I can't even think about it until the 24th," said

Mary Ellen Ingham, a computer science major.

Matthew D. Freedman, a freshman pre-med major said!

he doesn't like the idea of taking finals so close to the end off

the year. Freedman added Hanukkah falls during the last

week of classes, running from December 11-18.

"For the first time I won't be home with my parents for

Hanukkah," he said.

Freedman said he thinks the semester should end

before the holidays so everyone can go home for them.

Hot holiday

'down under'

nothingnew
By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Correspondent

If someone says "Christmas," the images entering a

native New Englander's mind would probably be of snow,

warm fireplaces shared with warm people, warm coats

and hats, professional football games and frosty mor-

nings. But mention Christmas to an Australian, and the

picture is painted very differently. More likely, an Aussie

would describe Christmas as sweltering hot, and a struggle

to find an unused piece of shade, shorts and thongs, and

muggy mornings.

Christmas falls in the middle of the Australian sum-

mer. Consequently, that holiday is celebrated very

differently compared to the New Englander's

celebration. On Christmas morning, an Australian wakes

up (usually from a warm night's sleep), takes a shower to

cool off a bit, dresses in casual but cool clothes and greets

the family who is anxiously awaiting the opening of

presents left by Father Christmas under the Christmas

tree. Since it's summer, the gift-laden sleigh is pulled by

six snow-white boomers (kangaroos) across the "blazing

sun."

There are still some die-hard traditionalists in the

country who celebrate Christmas in the "Old World"

way, but most Australians are very practical and

celebrate the holiday in true Aussie fashion.

Traditionalists will cook the Christmas feast, complete

with roast meat, plum pudding and vegetables, and

heating up the already hot house even further. But most

Aussies will feast on salads of many varieties and eat cold

chicken or ham cooked during the relatively cool night

before. The beverages will be soft drinks or the infamous

Australian brew, and everyone will have some tea, of

course.

This feast, which most fortunate families will have, will

sometimes be eaten outside if the heat in the house is too

much. But then the numerous flies can feast too, so it's up

W pgfgQnal discretion.
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Strict collection set for

unpaid parking tickets

('ollefUn photo b; Jim Poweri

University of Massachusetts students Bridget Beikes and Mark Con-

nelly read the fine print before feeding change to a parking meter

yesterday afternoon across the street from Haigis Mall.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Motorists with unpaid parking tickets

face stiffen penalties following approval

Wednesday of new parking regulations by

the University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees.

Cars with five or more tickets may be

towed and impounded until all tickets are

paid, according to the new regulations.

Scofflaws will also face a $5 surcharge on

tickets paid late and additional penalties

by the Registry of Motor Vehicles.

One proposed penalty, the "Denver

Boot." was rejected by the Trustees. No

other changes were made to the proposal,,

which will take effect immediately.

Another change in the regulations will

permit an outside company. Computer

Emporium of Newburyport, to collect

fines for the University, according to

Lawrence Holmes of the Department of

Public Safety.

Gerald O'Neil. director of the depar

tment, said the changes will offer an

additional appeals process whereby

students may request a hearing before a

parking clerk. Appeals may also be

directed to a University appeals board.

Cars with more than five tickets may be

towed under the new regulations and

impounded until all tickets are paid.

O'Neil said. Before this action is taken,

however, O'Neil said "ample notice"

would be provided, including warning

letters to violators.

"We're not going to be out there doing

that (towing) right away," O'Neil said,

promising an effort would be made to

educate people about the new regulations

and to warn those with unpaid tickets by

mail.

Holmes noted the changes in the

regulations are a result of a change in

state law. by which parking tickets are

now handled by towns and cities, rather

than by the court .system, which Homes
said was "over-burdened." Municipalities

will be permitted to keep all ticket

revenue.

Financial aid hike proposals stalled in Legislature
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

Proposals to substantially increase state assistance to

students is being stalled in the House of Representatives,

however a vote is expected next week on the matter.

One plan, which calls for the use of unclaimed five and 10

cent deposits on bottles and cans required under the soon

to be instituted Bottle Law for student aid. has drawn

mixed feelings from Bottle Law proponents.

Under the plan, all the unclaimed deposits, an estimated

$10 to $25 million, will be used for the state scholarship

Board of Trustees

approves fee waiver

for elderly students
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Students over 60 years old were given an added bonus

Wednesday by the University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees, which agreed to waive all mandatory fees for

those students.

A tuition waiver is already granted to students over 60,

and the new fee waiver will "bring it in Une with the tuition

policy," according to Student Government Association

President and student Trustee Jim Murphy.

The change will not affect many students: in the fall of

1981. only seven undergraduates at UMass were over 60.

Eighteen graduate students and one Stockbridge student

were also over 60.

Associate Director of Admissions Juan Caban said he was

unsure what effect the change would have on students over

60 enrolling at UMass.

"I wouldn't think it would mean very much," Caban said,

referring to the small number of students affected. "I

would hope more would come."

"I would assume maybe there are some more (people over

60) out there who would like to attend UMass." Caban said.

The fee waiver will cancel the cost of all mandatory

student fees except the Health Services Fee. which will be

made optional for students over 60. The waiver will cover

such fees as the Athletic, Fine Arts, Campus Center and

Student Activities Fees.

Continuing Education students will not be affected by the

waiver, however, and will still have to pay all fees related

to their courses.

Murphy said he favored the waiver since older students

have made a contribution to the state and deserve a lower-

cost education.

assistance. The proposal will also delay the implementation

of the Bottle Law for soft drink distributors until March 31.

1983. The orginal implementation date of January 17. 1983

will still be in effect for beer distributors.

Douglas Phelps, executive director of the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group, the main lobbying group

responsible for the passage of the Bottle Law. said the

group supports the new bill designed to partially delay the

Bottle Law and then use unclaimed deposits resulting from

it for student assistance.

"We opposed the delay until June (as proposed by the

beverage industry). ...but some of the distributors waited

until the results of the voter referendum (which was held

in November in an attempt to repeal the bill), and in a

sense they were victimized." he said. "To get the con

sumers' money back to be used for the public interest

(student aid), we're in favor of that.

'

Massachusetts Secretary of Environmental Affairs John

Bewick, a strong supporter of the Bottle Bill in the King

administration, was reportedly opposed to the use of the

unclaimed deposits for public purpo.ses.

'This is a hidden tax on the bottling industry that will be

an extra cost on the consumer," he said in an interview

with the Boston Globe yesterday.

"It has nothing to do with cleaning up the environment.

Instead of being used to reduce costs in the bot+hng in

dustry. it is being grabbed by the .state." Bewick said.

Phelps said there was no reason for the beverage in-

dustry to get a "windfall" from unclaimed consumer

deposits on the bottles and cans that are not returned.

Coliec^aii pfcoto by Hndfartf Hanacr

University of Massachasetts gymnaat Joe DeMarco is framed by a set of rings and heads of

spectators as he performs Wednesday on the parallel bars.
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FBI sees limited Soviet role

in nuclear freeze movement
WASHINGTON (AP) - The FBI testified

last summer that Soviet-front groups were

"actively involved" in planning the June 12

nuclear freeze march in New York, but did

not find evidence of significant Soviet in-

fluence.

The classified FBI testimony released

yesterday by the House Intelligence

Committee, appeared to lend some support

to President Reagan's claim last month of

Soviet involvement "in the organization of

some of the big demonstrations."

But in a statement accompanying release

of the testimony. Rep. Edward P. Boland,

D Springfield. intelligence committee

chairman, said the FBI provided "no

evidence that the Soviets direct, manage or

manipulate the nuclear freeze movement."

Boland added: "On the basis of my own

review of the material submitted by the

FBI. it is my personal assessment that

Soviet agents have had no significant in

fluence on the nuclear freeze movement."

The FBI testimony, given to the com

mittee July 14. has been cited by the White

House as support for the president's

contention that "foreign agents...were sent

to help instigate and help create and keep

such a movement going."

In testimony to the committee, Edward

O'Malley. FBI assistant director for in

telligence, did not say Soviet agents were

dispatched, but said the U.S. Communist

Party, the U.S. Peace Council and the

World Peace Council, which he called

Soviet front groups, "were actively in-

volved in the planning and implementation

of the June 12 demonstration.

"There were some 500.000 • people who

participated in that demonstration. I would

not attribute the large turnout at this

demonstration to efforts of those groups.

However, there was significant in-

volvement by all these people concerned."

The committee also released testimony

given July 13 by CIA deputy director John

McMahon. who said "the Soviets are trying

to capitalize on the peace movement that is

both here in the United States as well as

overseas in Europe."

McMahon estimated the cost of such a

campaign if conducted by the United States

at $100 million.

And in a report attached to the hearing

record, the FBI asserted that "some KGB
officers are also directly involved in efforts

to influence the U.S. peace movement."

Neither the FBI nor the CI^, however,

concluded that the Soviets had attained any

significant influence in the peace

movement.

AP LMcrphoto

Two grief stricken teenage girls attend the funeral of 17-year-old

Alan Callaghan yesterday in Belfast, Northern Ireland. Callaghan was

one of 16 persons killed when a terrorist bomb exploded in the Drop-

pinwell Bar in Ballykelly Monday night.

Senate Republicans hear Reagan on need for MX
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan took his fight

for the MX missiles directly to the Senate Republicans

yesterday night and told them that its defeat would send

"the wrong message at the wrong time to the new Soviet

leadership."

"If we expect the Soviets to take our arms control

proposals seriously, we must act seriously with the choices

we make." Reagan said.

He made his remarks in a speech prepared for delivery

at a dinner for Republican senators at the Library of

Congress in what appeared to be the opening gun in a

campaign for public support m the fight to get production

funds for the missile restored by the Senate.

Earlier. Reagan said the Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed to

support his decision for basing the new nuclear-tipped MX
missile in a "dense pack." even though three of the five

chiefs opposed the plan.

Both White House spokesman Larry Speakes and

Pentagon spokesman Henry Catto, said they did not think

the disclosure that a majority of joint chiefs had counseled

against "dense pack" would serve to thwart eventual

approval in Congress.

Speakes. saying the administration would work to block

any amendment to the MX plans in the Senate, said the

Joint Chiefs "were unanimous in their recognition of the

need and in their support for the missile." And he pointed

out that the Senate vote, expected soon, would deal with

whether to build the missile, and was not on the basing

plan.

He indicated that the president was likely to make a

public appeal for the MX in his weekly radio address to the

nation tomorrow.

In the afternoon. Reagan called a reporter to volunteer

that he would consider other basing proposals. Some 30

proposals have been examined and discarded over the

years.

Earlier in the week, the House rejected nearly $1 billion

sought by Reagan for production of the first five of an

eventual 100 MX missiles.

Watergate prosecutor

Leon Jaworski dies
WIMBERLY. Texas — Leon Jaworski. the Texa*

lawyer who as Watergate special prosecutor helped force

the resignation of former President Richard M. Nixon.

died yesterday at his ranch.

Jaworski. 77. had a heart attack while cutting wood at

his Circle J Ranch, according to Ellen Henderson,

dispatcher at Hays County Sheriffs Department in San

Marcos.
Jaworski's body was taken to the Pennington Funeral

Home in San Marcos after he was pronounced dead by the

Justice of the Peace Sonny Gold, she said. The body later

was transferred to Geo. H. Lewis and Sons funeral home in

Houston, Ms. Henderson said.

Gold said Jaworski was working with ranch foreman

John Clayton about two miles from Jaworski's ranch house

when he collapsed.

Jaworski had not returned to the courtroom since 1974.

when he successfully argued before the U.S. Supreme

Court that the White House had to release tape recordings,

which linked Nbcon to the Watergate scandal.

"You just don't argue another case after you've argued

'the United States versus Nbcon' before the Supreme

Court." he said.

Jaworski considered his successful battle for the Nbcon

tapes the apex of his legal career.

Compromise bill set forth

for state death penalty
BOSTON — A proposed compromise bill that a critic

says would give Massachusetts "the most extensive death

penalty in the country" was put before a legislative

committee yesterday.

Rep. Michael Flaherty. DBoston. presented the draft to

the six member conference committee that is charged with

ironing out differences between death penalty bills ap

proved by the House and Senate. The committee ad

journed to meet Monday morning to discuss the draft.

"This would give Massachusetts the most extensive

death penalty in the country. " said Max Stern, an attorney

and leading opponent, after the brief meeting.

Stern charged that the draft "malces just about every

murder committed in the course of a felony punishable by

death. That would make 85 percent of all homicide

prosecutions eligible for the death sentence."

Digest
By the Associated Press

Coalition files petition

to revoke pay raises

BOSTON — Making good on threats. Citizens for

Limited Taxation and three maverick legislators petitioned

yesterday for a ballot referendum that would repeal pay

raises for legislators, judges and constitutional officers.

Reps. Bruce Wetherbee. D-Pepperrell. Andy Card, R-

Hol brook, and Roy all Switzler, R Wellesley, joined the tax

group in filing the petition with the secretary of state.

During debate on the pay package, critics charged that

the legislative raises were tied to judicial raises in a tactic

intended to exempt the raises from referendum review.

Under the state constitution, judicial compensation cannot

be tie subject of an initiative petition.

The last pay raises for legislators were repealed by

voters.

The legislative salaries, effective in January, range from

$30,000 for rank and file legislators up to $65,000 for top

leaders.

Victim may have taken

cyanide tainted Anacin
SAN JOSE, Calif. — A woman hospitalized for what

appeared to be a stroke may have been poisoned by a

capsule of Anacin 3 that had been laced with cyanide, state

officials said yesterday.

Sue Bowen, 30, stopped breathing Nov. 26 and foamed

at the mouth after taking a capsule from an Anacin-3 bottle

her husband had purchased a day or two before.

Doctors diagnosed a stroke, according to a police report,

but Richard Bowen, 29, took the capsules to his doctor,

who passed them on to the state Department Of Health for

analysis.

On Wednesday, the .state reported that at least one of

the capsules remaining in the bottle, and possibly two

others, had been laced with cyanide.

The San Jose News said the woman had been poisoned

by cyanide, but authorities said they were not certain of

this.

The capsules came from lot No. F229.

Artificial heart recipient

faring well in struggle
SALT LAKE CITY — Mechanical heart recipient

Barney Clark received a telegram from President Reagan

yesterday, and gave his doctors further evidence of

recovery by complaining about the way nurses brushed his

teeth.

Reagan and his wife, Nancy, said in the telegram that

the 61 -year old retired dentist had given everyone "a great

lesson in faith " in the week since he became the first

person to receive a permanent plastic heart.

And doctors continued to praise the Jarvik-7 heart as a

valuable tool in Clark's recovery from the surgery and

from post -operative complications.

"Dr. Clark's recovery from major surgery appears to

have been helped by the presence of an artificial heart,

which could be adjusted to facilitate his recovery in ways

not available to a regular patient." said Dr. Chase

Peterson. University of Utah vice president for health

sciences.

Peterson said Clark had shown steady improvement

since Wednesday while slowly .recovering consciousness

from seizures which wracked him Tuesday morning,

sending him back on the critical list.

Both the seizures and sedatives used to suppress them

have kept Clark in, an unconscious and semi-conscious

state, he said.

Clark was responding well yesterday to changes in his

diet and other efforts to correct the chemical imbalance

doctors believe brought on the seizures. Peterson said.
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Interviews beingheld for

new vice-chancellorship

ColleKun photo hj Drew O^icN

A beagle left in downtown Amherst squeezes his head out of the car

window to play watchdog in his owner's absence.

Local arts groups feel pinch

from national budgetary cuts

By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

The fourth candidate for the position of

vice chancellor for University Relations and

Development visited the University of

Massachusetts this week for screening

interviews.

David S. Liederman, director of

government relations of the Federation of

Jewish Philanthropies of New York was oh

campus two days, during which he toured

the campus and was interviewed by in-

dividuals in areas to be directed by the

newly created vice chancellor position.

Three other candidates visited the

campus for similar screening: Jose

Barron, executive director of El Congreso

Nacianal de Asuntos Colegiates (an

organization that serves Spanish speaking

students and faculty at colleges and

universities); Harold Jackson, vice

president for public relations at Tennessee

State University; and James M. Shea, vice

president for University Relations at

Temple University.

Liederman and the other candidates

participated in interviews with several

different groups, said Harry T. Allen,

chairman of the search committee and dean

of the School of Business Administration.

The candidates met with UMass
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey; department

heads from public relations, community

relations, development and alumni

relations; vice chancellors and deans;

members of the UMass research com-

munity; and representatives from the

Student Government Association, the

Faculty Senate, and employee unions.

According to Allen, each person who

participates in one of the group interviews

is asked to fill out an evaluation form on the

candidate.

One member of the nine member search

committee was present at all of the group

meetings. In addition, the search com

mittee meets with the candidate for a

dinner meeting.

The final candidate will visit campus next

Thursday and Friday. Allan declined to

release the name of that candidate until he

or she visits campus next week.

After the final candidate visits the

campus, the members of the search com-

mittee will review all the candidates and

present the Chancellor with their final

recommendations, from which he will select

the vice chancellor.

Allan said the committee will complete its

review by the end of this month.

"We hope to be out of business by

Christmas," Allen said.

By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

In his recent budget recommendations to

Congress, President Ronald Reagan has

sacr^iced drama for defense, and local

theater groups have felt the pinch.

In the recommendations, Reagan propos-

ed a 30 percent cut for the National En-

dowment for the Arts (NEA), a 26 percent

cut for the National Endowment for the

Humanities, and the elimination of the In-

stitute of Museum Services. Congress

adopted the recommendations in its first

budget resolution.

"Advocates from all sectors of the arts

community share the view that further

reductions...transmit the message that the

arts and humanities are no longer natiotial

priorities; that (cuts) will surely be

replicated at the state and local levels, that

this will discourage rather than stimulate

private sector support," said Eraser Bar-

ron, author of the G(n>emment and th£ Arts

bulletin.

Local theaters, such as Present Stage of

Northampton, are angry about the cuts.

Present Stage had been receiving $70,000

annually from the Expansion Arts Pro-

gram of the NEA to perform plays during

the summer. The Expansion Arts Program

was eliminated before time came to apply

for the 1981 year.

Today, Present Stage performs three

shows annually, has five full-time

members, several part-timers, and

operates on a budget of $20,000 from an

J«:A grant.

"What it does is make us spend more

time looking for funding and less time do-

ing theater. It restricts the kind of shows

we can do. We must do shows that sell. It

makes us suffer morally and makes us

angry," said Steve Wangh, director of Pre-

sent Stage.

"I guess I'm not as angry about losing

the money as I am about the way they (the

federal government) are using it to plan

death," he said.

Another area theatre is also facing

serious problems. The Abia Theatre of

Amherst lost its $5,000 NEA grant when

the Expansion Arts Program was
eliminated.

Director Marilyn Tobin said the theatre

had counted on the NEA to match or raise

the annual $5,000. When the Expansion

Arts Program was cut, there were no new
guarantees to other federally funded pro-

grams.
"We do massive kinds of productions on

a shoe-string budget. This cutback

eliminated our work completely," Tobin

said. Last summer the Abia Theatre was

planning to present Brave New World, but

the production was never held.

"Everyone's doing old popular theatre

instead of new experimental work — what

this area used to be known for. We've all

turned into museums," Tobin said.

Although the Chrysalis Theater of

Northampton was not affected by the

federal cuts. Director James Emery said

the cutbacks in general have made a differ-

ence in the number of people appealing for

aid to the Massachusetts Council on the

Arts and Humanities, the artist founda-

tions, and grants from private corpora-

tions.

Board of Governors say no

to Blue Wall, Administration

over satellite dish equipment
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

(BOG) last night voted to recommend to

the Campus Center Administration that

Satellite Dish reception equipment for the

building not be purchased.

The administratwn this semester has

been considering the idea of buying

satellite equipment for $6,000 in order to

receive cable stations airing movies and

sports events. The equipment would be

used to save money on entertainment in

the Blue Wall and act as a further at-

traction for customers staying in the

Campus Center Hotel.

Gerry Quill, building operations

coordinator on the BOG. said he has

extensively reviewed the systems and

found the disadvantages of the system

outweighed the advantages. He said the

biggest problem is the fact that the Blue

Wall would not be able to advertise any of

the programs to be shown.

"If there is no advertising for the

showing of an event on a Tuesday or

Wednesday evening, then it is likely that

even fewer customers will patronize the

Sj)ar than already do on these nights," he

said.

He also said the Blue Wall would not be

able to receive Boston Celtics and Red Sox

games on Channel 38, which was one of

the main reasons why the Blue Wall

initially wanted to purchase the system.

"I recommend that we hold off on this

proposal because technology is getting

better and better, and in a few years, we
could probably buy the same system for

only two or three hundred dollars," Quill

said. "I don't think this is the answer for

some of the problems of the Blue Wall."

The BOG also voted to approve the

revised Vendor Table Policy and

Procedures to go into effect Feb. 1, 1983.

Ron Keefe, BOG chairman, said there

are only two major changes in the revised

policy to be in effect for the spring

semester. He said the first change is

designed to give the vendor review

committee some leeway in making

decisions regarding recertificatk)n of

people who have k>st their licenses due to

past infraction.

Keefe said the board had problems with

regards to recertification in the past and
this will give the BOG more "flexibility*' in

that area. ^

Bus stops such as the^one at the Morrill Science Center begin to see use again as students huddle in them to protect themselves from yesterday's bitter cold.
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Holiday season is a period of

shoplifting along with revelry
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The holiday season is by tradition a time

of giving and receiving. It is also a time of

shoplifting, the taking away of property

belonging to someone else.

Shoplifting is a criminal offense, larceny,

in the eyes of the law, said Donald N. Maia,

Amherst chief of police.

A new law passed last year now enables

stores to prosecute alleged shoplifters,

Maia said.

Because of the new law, he said courts

are now able to fine first offenders up to

$250, second offenders up to $500, and third

offenders can now be sent to jail for not

more than two years.

It has become the policy of many stores

recently to prosecute shoplifters in an

attempt to deter others who might be

contemplating shoplifting, said Winthrop L.

Cummings, manager of the University

Store in the Campus Center.

Student shoplifters are "playing Russian

Roulette with education. It is a very serious

crime which students must become aware

of," he said.

The University Store loses ap-

proximately $90,000 a year on "shrinkage,"

Cummings said. Not all of that money is lost

because of shoplifting but a good per-

centage is. he said.

The store employes 12 security officers to

monitor the premises. In an average week.

the officers catch about ten shoplifters, he

said.

"It makes very little sense. Students

spend all that money of their own or their

parents to go to college to get a good job

when they graduate and then they blow it

all because of one childish mistake." he said.

"We see it (shoplifting) as a problem. We
are constantly on guard for. It demands
ever constant vigilance," said John Coull,

manager of the Valley Bike Shop in

Amherst.

Because his store is so small, Coull said

he does not lose as much as larger stores.

But, he said, because it is such a small

store, they cannot afford any losses.

Coull said merchants are starting to be

very aggressive in their handling of

shoplifters.

"Merchants don't want to be burnt.

Shoplifters are taking a great risk — they

should be willing to pay the consequences."

he said.

Dick Vincent, store manager of Louis

Foods in Amherst, said shoplifting does not

only affect store's profits, but it also affects

consumers who have to pay higher prices

because of the loss incurred by stores.

"In the end." he said, "regardless of

whether it is in a food store or a clothing

store, people do pay for shoplifting

Retailers see new law facilitating

the arrest of suspected shoplifters

BOSTON (AP) — Bay State retailers say

they're having better success during this

year's holiday season in combatting the

fastest growing felony crime in

Massachusetts — shoplifting.

The Retailers Association of

Massachusetts traditionally launches an

anti-shoplifting campaign during early

December in hopes of preventing the an

nual loss of an estimated $500 million in

goods during the holiday season.

This year, a new state law that makes it

easier to arrest suspected shoplifters has

worked better than the usual television and

radio pleas, said association Vice President

William Phipps.

"This is the first year with the new law in

effect, and it seems to be working

reasonably well," he said.

Phipps and Ned Merrick, spokesman for

the Massachusetts Police Association, said

the numoer of arrests for shoplifting has

"gone up remarkably." although they had

no specific numbers of the people arrested.

The statute, which became effective last

March, changes a Massachusetts law that

lumped the crime of shoplifting into a

statute that dealt with all forms of property

theft. Under the old law, police generally

treated the crime as a misdemeanor, which

is not arrestible unless the police officir

witnesses it.

The new law defines shoplifting to in-

clude the taking or concealing of mer-

chandise, ticket switching or under ringing

by a crony at a cash register. First of-

fenders may be punished by a fine up to

$250, second offenders $500 and third of-

fenders $500 and a possible two years in

jail.

It also enables a police officer to arrest a

shoplifter on the spot without a w:.rrant.

with the statement of the merchant

establishing probable cause.

Shoplifting has shown the greatest in-

crease in the last several years when

compared to all other types of larceny,

according to the Massachusetts Criminal

Justice Training Center.

.FREE ^

OFF CAMPUS OftlVERY

TELEPHONE 283>3091
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fVodka $8.99A7B»

I Canaiiian Mfet $7.85/i l

IB^ks $3.89/»pk
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AFTER DECEMBER 17,

HIS MAY BE THE ONLY WAYYOU CAN SEE THE WHO.
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK PRESENTSTHE WTIO: THE FINAL CONCERT.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY SCHLITZ-"THE TASTE THAT ROCKS AMERICA."
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Student approaches

a marriage proposal

in a different way

Collegian photo by Drew Oper

Santa Claus waves at passersby from the frost-framed window of the Jones-Neylon Insurance

Co. in downtown Amherst.
.

Magazine strives to promote the UMass image

By SUSAN MAIORCA
Collegian Correspondent

Contact magazine at the University of Massachusetts is

based on the premise that students' parents should receive

more than just a bill from the school.

Contwct is a public relations magazine published six

times a year and sent to the homes of undergraduates, to

high school guidance counselors, and to legislators and

trustees throughout the state, said Terry Allen, the

magazine's editor.

Allen said the magazine was founded by former Chan-

cellor Randolph Bromery in 1975 as a public information

vehicle to improve the University's image.

"We needed to conmiunicate more about the Univer-

sity's positive spirit," Allen said.

Allen said she works with one or two writers in putting

together a "very successful publication" made up of "all the

news that fits."

"We receive positive feedback from parents and faculty,"

Alien said, "and Contact has won a number of awards from

professional associations."

The staff includes full-time writer Ken Gerwertz, who

recently won the O. Henry Award for a short story

published in 1981 in the Massachusetts Review, and part-

time writer Mary Young, a columnist for the Valley

Advocate.

Allen said she has "been very fortunate with all her

writers."

The staff works to cover all the departments, schools and

divisions at UMass, Allen said. Stories include subjects

concerning student and staff activities and academic areas,

she said.

Allen said stories are thought up by the staff rather than

assigned by her for the most part.

"It's a joint effort enhanced by all staff members' in-

dividual ideas," she said.

The magazine's layout and typesetting are both done on

campus, utilizing University Photo Center photographers

and design areas.

"Writers work very closely with photographers," Ger-

wertz said. "They try to get away from the typical office

shots."

Originally, Contact was a 16 page issue published 10 times

a year. However, Gerwertz said because of federal cut-

backs in funds, the magazine is now 20 pages published six

times a year.

"It would be nice if we went back to 10 issues a year," he

said.

By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Tom Burke proved there are still knights on white

stallions out in the world.

When Burke, a senior math major at the University of

Massachusetts, decided to propose to his girlfriend, he

wanted it to be unusual. He rented a horse and a white

tuxedo and swept his girlfriend off her feet.

On Nov. 20, Burke was visiting his girlfriend, Lynn

Stasiowski. a junior University of Connecticut physical

therapy major, at her parents' home in Glastonbury. Conn.

At about 10:30 a.m.. Burke put on his sweatsuit and told

Stasiowski he was going running.

However, he had different intentions.

"I went over to a neighbor's house who I was in cahoots

with," he said. "I had a white tuxedo and two long stem

roses, and I had a white horse trucked upom Coventry.

"I rode up to the front of the house and hitched the horse

up to the front railing. I almost tore the whole thing

down," he continued. "I tried to get in the house, but the

front door was locked."

So Burke rang the door bell, and when Stasiowski's

father answered, he bolted past the shocked man into the

kitchen where Mrs. Stasiowski was.

"I screamed for his wife. Jean. She popped into the

kitchen where I was." he said. "I kissed her on the cheek

and gave her a red rose while she was screaming. Lynn

was right behind her; she looked white as a ghost.

"I gave her the other rose, picked her up, strode out of

the house, and put her on the horse."

Burke took his girlfriend and the horse to a nearby

mountain where he planned to propose marriage to her.

"We went flying by a neighbor who was mowing his

lawn," he said. "When he saw us, he mowed into a bush."

When they got to the mountain, Burke had some

problems keeping up the fairy tale appearance of the

adventure, but the important part went according to plans.

"I tried to have a firm voice, " Burke said, " but it was a

little shaky, and I said, 'Lynn, will you marry me?' She

jumped off the horse into my arms and said, 'Yes.'

"

Burke said his future wife deserved the unusual

proposal.

"I just wanted to do it with some style and be sure I

would remember it." he said. "I wanted to do it in a special

way because she's a special person."

The wedding is planned for the spring of 1985, because

Burke said he hopes to start medical school in the fall of

1984, and Stasiowski wUl be graduating in the spring of

1984.

Schlltz Beer brought The WHO to .^2 cities

this year. And now, Campus Entertainment

Network, with the support ofSchlit/, brings

you The \\ HO, live, December 17 for what

may be the last time.

ALIVE

CEN Colleges enjoy many unique entertain-

ment events like The WHO presented live via

satellite. You can share in this historic event

with millions ofWHO fans at CEN campuses

and large screen concert video centers every-

where.

SATELLITE PRESENTATION

FOR N\ORE IMORM/VnON COM AC I VOL R STUDENT ACTIMTIES BOARD
OR vol R IOCAI ROCK R.\DIO STATION.

Mf ALBUM ifi Tfte SW/fB

GREAT am- iDtAS !

d
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS HOURS
Dec. 6-17

Tues.,Thurs. 6s30-9s30pm
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Christmas Sale

$89.99
Reg. $99.99

PRICE
BREAK!!

Expanded

y

TIMEX iinczlair' iaaa [

HOME COMPUTOR

Software cassettes also available

Open
M-F
9-5

Sat 11-4

Located In the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Doon^sbury
Drought to you •vorydoy

by Gorry Trudoou
and tho

MossQchusotts Doily Coll#gion.

imi %

WEEK- END SPECIAL

FRIDAY-SUNDAY:

Noon- SsOOpm

A SMALL 11
2*1 PIZZA

WITH ANY TWO TOPPINGS

FROM OUR WIDE MENU

FOR JUST $3.75

FROM 7:00pm-3:00am
GET ANY SIZE PIZZA
WITH ALL TOPPINGS
AT ONLY 35C EACH

OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 23rd
THE WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY

363 MAIN ST. AMHERST

Prospects for a career

in the teaching profession

are better than expected

256-8587

ZS

For $1.50

a colorful helium balloon

with card

can be delivered

and left secretly.

Additional Balloons Just 50*

Call 1 day ahead 665-7664

az as

TheVarsity Sport of the Mind

Tournament on Sunday
Dec. 12, 1982 in CC 917

12 noon to 6 PM
No Experience Necessary
Come to Play or to watch

2j>:yj

Table Soccer Tournament
Gaines

Sat. Feb. 5, 1983

Video Games Tournament
Games

Wed. Feb. 2, 1983

SEE GAMES ROOM FOR
FURTHER DETAILS

Winners of ACUI and
College Bowl Tournaments

represent UMass
at Regional Competition

11th ANNUAL DUSK DASH

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

SKI PARTY WEEK
JAN 23-26

THIS TRIP INCLUDES:

• Lift Ticket (S'/j days) •

• Lodging (Hotel or Condo) *

• Meols (wtth Hotel) *

• Free Deer b Wine^Porties *

• Hot Tub & Souno Party *

• Etc. Etc. Etc.
•

only $189.00
tax and gratuities included

bvwore of other ski trips

thot set Q base price and THEN

ADD 5% tox G 15% grotulties

Non-Members Welcome

Deposit Final Payment

Deodlines have been

extended-

So get your deposits

In now to reserve

your vocation for

WINTER BREAK

sign-up table
j

XA r f.m Club Office 9-3

400A Student Union

for rr^ore info col! 3 3*0 7

LAGHAF 60

DECEMBER
Happy Hour Special

Heineken Bottles

2 for 1

plmi our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10 - midnight

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-6141 J
GOING To Be On CAMPUS IN JWtV»Y?

WHCRe Afie NDU G01N6 To €AT ?
« Worcester Dining G?ninions will teopen

LuKh Mid Dinr^sr* Atoiidj^ « Frubiy

^ Choose Atyy cf llie five m&xl pl^is And
5AVe/ -20-Z5-30-55- 'fO

Froni * 70.00 To '150.00

- 5K3N UP : Dec. 1-ZO.
AlcAL Ticket Offic£ - Pramkum Cohhoms

Offering soup, sandwich,
casserole, self-service salad bar,

and homemade desserts for lunch.

Dinner two entrees, self-service

salad bar, some vegetarian selec-

tions homemade breads and
desserts. All this and more for less

than you would pay anywhere in

the campus area.

WHY NOT TRV IT OUT/

AhteTUtive to m\ In^usesiSion Boaid Pbn

?^9f
C36h or doy Strip Tkk€l5

By KATHE CONRAD
Collegian Correspondent

The profession of teaching is no longer overloaded, ac-

cording to education professors and students at the

University of Massachusetts, and may now possibly be fac-

ing future shortages.

"Students don't realize it, but there are teaching jobs,"

said Linda Cleary, student teacher supervisor for the

Academic Disciplines Program. "Consequently, they are

missing out on a deeply rewarding career."

Verne Thelen, director for the Academic Disciplines

Program, encouraged students to explore teaching careers

by talking with people involved in the field. He pointed out

that educational experts are predicting that existing

teacher shortage problems will grow in most subject fields

as the children of the post-World War II baby boom begin

to enroll in schools in the mid-1980s. Currently, there is a

critical shortage of math and science teachers nationwide,

and in some parts of the Southwest, there is a shortage of

English teachers.

Fewer college students have been enrolling in teacher

education programs and many colleges have discontinued

certification programs, Thelen said. Due to layoffs in

Massachusetts as part of the fallout from Proposition 2*/?,

as well as new teacher certification standards, enrollment

in the Academic Disciplines Program is down from 55

students last year to 15 students this year, he said.

Floyd Martin, University Placement Officer, agreed

with Thelen's assessment of the job market, saying

"There are jobs out there for secondary school teachers, if

you are willing to go where the jobs are."

He suggested students interested in teaching take a look

at the most recent copy of "A Job Search Handb(H)k for

Educators" in the Placement Office, which lists teaching

shortage areas by field and by region.

Todd Di Geronimo, one of five Academic Disciplines

students completing their teaching practicums this

semester, said he suspects he may have to relocate to

another area like the Southwest to find a teaching job

after obtaining his Masters degree, but feels the move will

be worth being able to teach.

"There's a certain amount of independence and respon-

sibility in being a teacher which you don't find in other

jobs," he said. He said he is hopeful that as a teacher he
will make a difference in his students' lives.

"I really like teaching," he said.

Karen LeSiege, another student in the Academic
Disciplines Program, also said she finds teaching an at-

tractive profession despite difficult salary and classroom

conditions.

"There is such a tremendous potential for growth and

change in teaching," she explains. "You are d'^ing

something different every day."

She said she suspects teaching won't be a boring job and

that is its attraction for her.

Students interested in finding out about secondary

school teaching careers are invited to attend a reception at

3:30 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 20 in Room 21A of the School

of Education.

Ik'BtUQuimhd
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MANDARiN SZECHUEN TUtStNE

Every Mon - Thurs from 5-8 & Sunday from 11:30-3

All You Can Eat for only $5.25 per person

Chicken Fried Noodles

Sweet cf Sour Chicken

Pan Fried Rice

Chinese Barbecued Pork

Hot & Sour boup
Chicken Fingers

Pan Fried Ravioli

Beef with Green Pepper

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10:0C p.m.

Fri. £r Sat. 11:30 a. nfi. -11:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd., at Route 9. Amherst
256-0251 f ^ ¥ 258-0252
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Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

LARGE SELECTION
of UMass Imprinted

Childrenswear
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Mike's Smorgy Is bock!
"All you can eat for $1.00"

Still the best happy hour in town

three 7 oz Rolling Rocks $1.25

Bar drinks - 95^

4:00 - 7:00
111

m
m
m
m
M
1^
fi

M
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1
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Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center H
li

^UNIVERSITY
^iSTORE^

M
^
M
m
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I IT-TI-K FLAOa TM«AT
A HIT MUSICAL!

the people of Detroit confront tfie Pentagon and it's nuclear arianal

RISE
Emi

..•^
.•••'

TME

RACE

""Ass

DEC 11

Students and Senior Citizens $1.00 General Admission $2.00 Reservations 545-2803

Sponsored by: The UMass Arts Council; SCANN; SWA; OH /Central Arts Council;

NE/Sylvan; Hampden Program
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
.-^.'.'.S.^*-.'*'^-

Christmas?

Bah, humbug
I

always find the holiday season somewhat perturbing.

People going totally mindless over red and green.

Everyone running around with sappy, sweet smiles on

their faces. "Hope you have a Merry Christmas," they say

with all the sincerity of a blathering idiot. And those are

just the benefits.

Take Christmas decorations, for example. U.K., I can

deal with real trees, stockings by a real fireplace, and

mistletoe. But who wants to deal with that other stuff?

Vake snow, a Ronco record filled with the Top Forty

Mary Beth Hebert

I CAf( Do UmCmil. I UAhTfi

Doublethink leads to nuclear war
Concerning the launching of the Navy's latest nu-

clear-armed submarine, the USS Georgia, Admiral

James D. Watkins was quoted as saying "I ad-

vocate peace through strength, not because I want to see

the nuclear weapons used, but precisely because I do not."

This is the same sort of stuff the Reagan Administration

has been dishing out. They say that the U.S. needs a

nuclear build-up, since we supposedly don't have enough

Brian Tobey

atomic bombs. Then we can negotiate arms reductions

with the Soviets from a position of strength.

O.K., so maybe the U.S. will be able to destroy the world

a few more times over after another nuclear increase, so

what? So then the Soviet Union will make a drastic in-

crease in their nuclear arsenal and will be able to destroy

the world a few more times over. In fact, they've already

said that they would make a corresponding increase in

their arsenal. And there's no reason to doubt that they

would. Ever since the U.S. dropped the bomb, whenever

one side has built something bigger or better, the other

has followed suit.

The Pentagon seems to ignore the fact that U.S.

superiority in cruise missile technology is a temporary ad-

vantage: in a few years the Russians will have them too,

and the world will have moved one more step toward

nuclear holocaust. Senator Henry Jackson of Washington

has just said that the MX missile would be safe for only

four years.

Do people really believe that a massive increase in

nuclear weapons win actually bring about a reduction m
nuclear weapons? I think the answer is yes and no.

"Doublethink" means the power of holding two con-

tradictory beliefs in one's mind simultaneously, and accep-

ting both of them. The word doublethink was first used by

George Orwell in 198Jf. In an afterword to 1984, Enc

Fromm says it is an illusion to believe that doublethink is

used by Communist governments for trying to control

people, but that it is used in the West.

Fromm says that we spend a lot of our money and

energy in building nuclear weapons while closing our

minds to the fact that they might go off and destroy rnost

of our population (and that of the enemy). Jonathan Schell

in The Fate of the Earth, puts it this way: "We have found

it much easier to dig our own grave than to think about the

fact that we are doing so."

Many believe that the threat of nuclear weapons is need-

ed to prevent nuclear war. Reagan has dubbed the MX as

the "Peacekeeper." Even worse, Reagan team members

have talked, at times almost casually, of nuclear war as

thinkable, limitable, survivable, and winnable. G«ofge
J

.

Kennan. formerly with the State Department, calls the

government's preoccupation with nuclear war an illness.

It's an acute case of doublethink.

Orwell was concerned more with the death of humanity

than vdth the death of human beings. As Fromm says He

(Orwell) is not interested in extinction weapons because,

fundamentally, they do not frighten him as much as

^^ButUr^elTsurely realized that doublethink could lead to

nuclear war.

Brian Tobey is a UMass student

Letters

SAFA co-president denies Attorney General's charges

To the Editor:

I would like to point out two statements made by Randy

Chapman, in his letter to the Collegian, which are simply

not true. First, he claims that I have admitted to "blatant

constitutional violations." The fact is that I have admitted

to nothing and have no intention of admitting to any of

their alleged charges. Second, Chapman claims that I have

been avoiding "numerous attempts to resolve this

matter." The fact is that I have made many attempts to

see Chapman during his scheduled working hours as a

member of that staff can attest. I am on campus everday

as well as at home very evening; I am in no way trying to

avoid Randy Chapman. If Chapman really wants to con-

tact me he should either open his eyes and look about, or

call me at home as ne niui in uie pai>i.. i cuiit-iuci mjacu

very accessible.

I have been working with SAFA for three semesters,

two semesters as co-president. I defy anyone to question

my sincerity. The decision pertaining to the trip was made

at a meeting of the group's leadership. At that time we

sought the advice of the R.S.O. business agent on how to

expend our funds.

I see no basis for a charge of mis-use against me or any

other members of SAFA; what I do see is too many people

uptight over a possible infraction of a relatively minor rule

within a seriously vague constitutional clause.

James Shaw
Students Advocating

Financial Assistance

The OP/ED page is now accepting applications

for the position of Associate Executive Editor

for the Spring '83 semester. Low-pay, long

hours but great experience. Applications

available at CC 113.

Christmas Hits of 1973, and those giant, illuminated

figures that people put on their lawns. Who ever came up

with the idea of making those pseudo-animated plastic

eyesores? Some decadent New Jersey manufacturer, no

doubt. God helps those who help themselves, but what

does he think about the three neon wisemen?

Know v/ho the real wisemen are this holiday season?

They are those rare and hardy individuals who got all their

shopping done before Thanksgiving. They sit at home,

watching the soaps and basking in the reflected light of

their Christmas tree while the rest of us run around like a

bunch of Scrubbing Bubbles in a mudwrestler's bathtub.

In this situation we are subjected to inflated prices, kicks

on the shins from surly little children, and shopping bags

that never retain their straps after, "Just one more small

package." 'Tis the season to be jolly.

Bullshit. The weather is getting colder. The days are

getting shorter. If you don't slip in the mud, you'll slide in

the snow. Wow, what a great time this is. You've got eight

people to buy presents for and only $1.27 in your pocket.

Look at the line of people who want part of that $1.27

Salvation Army Santas. Christmas Seals. Easter Seals

The Seal of Approval. Your Secret Santa. Your aunt in

Kentucky who is apparently pining by the mailbox waiting

for your Christmas card. One soon concludes that the holi-

day season holds no big breaks for the typical college stu-

dent.

Think about the food. Here you've been, wasting away

at school (despite those extra pounds), and what do you

get for dinner? Plum pudding, pumpkin pie, relish trays.

What sort of a deal is this? And why hasn't somebody in-

vented a turkey with more than two legs? Mercifully, din-

ner usually comes after the football game and a lot of folks

are too drunk to notice that you always seem to be walking

around with a fresh drumstick in hand.

But enough of sounding dismal. There are sotm good

things about Christmas. First of all, almost never is it bet-

ter to give than to receive. Whoever said that must have

been a sore loser. Secondly, it is nice to be able to sleep

late in the morning without the guilt of waking up and

realizing that you missed your first three classes. There

are also old friends to visit, old hang-outs to frequent, and

old whiskey to drink. But the best holiday treat of all is

just getting away from all the hassles and pressures of

Amherst for a while.

Happy holidays. May they be safe and full of wild aban-

don.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian columnist.
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MENS & WOMENS
^JXWOOL CREWNECK

1
High PtopI* In High PIqcm

^

SWEATERS
C (solid colors)

A $16.95
I Turtlenecks
_ 100% cotton

Hrs: Mon - Fri 9:30 - 9 PM
Sat 9:30 - 6 Sun 12- 5

Gift Certificates Available

(behind Silverscape) 266 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

S^itundcuf

NORTHWOOfV
APARTMENTS

t. 47 Sunderiand

Clo«e to Amherst,

on bus tins

*1,2, and 3

b«droonn gardens

immediate occupancy
available

students welcome

office open from
10-7 weekdays,

Saturdays 1

You are the eyes and

ears of the Collegian. If

you see a story, tell us

about it.

K^l^s^

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sugorbush & Aspen
Mondotory Meeting

Tues. Dec. 14HQsbrouck Km 20

7:00 PM
For more info 5-0407

^ m^is R^auiant
55 University Drive

Amherst

Fine food and drink at affordable prices
549-5713

Dy popiilor d^mond our w»#k»nd

#Y»ning hoppy hours or^ bockl

FRIDAY ond SATURDAY
9:00-

Free Pizzo 99' bar drinks

Free Peanuts 50* drafts

9omes area

or

sample dinner for two
oniy $9.95 - 5:00 - 9:00

clos*

Student businesses are well-known
By ELLEN M. RYDER
Collegian Staff

Student-run businesses have been suc-

cessful in attracting consumers and satisfy-

ing the need of University of

Massachusetts students, according to a re-

cent survey.

Results of the Project PULSE survey,

which was conducted by the Student Af-

fairs Research and Evaluation Office, in-

dicate that student-controlled businesses

are popular and well-known to the majority

of UMass students. Of the 274 students in-

terviewed, 90.9 percent said they had

heard of Union Records Unlimited, making

it the most well-known of the student con-

trolled businesses. Second highest in

familiarity was the Student Note & Prin-

ting Service, with an 86.9 percent recogni-

tion.

"If the group is well-advertised and it

makes itself visible, it usually does well,"

Ellis Rinaldi of the Student Government
Association Economic Development Office.

"The sporting goods co-op (called "Get

Physical") has been doing fabulous, and it

should be expanding."

By survey category, food services (Ear-

thfoods. People's Market, etc.) rated

highest in the survey, with 8L8 percent

reporting using them. Merchandising

outlets (Union Records Unlimited, the

Bicycle Co-op, etc.) were . used by a

reported 71.9 percent, which 68.6 percent

said they used other services, such as the

Student Note & Printing Service.

According to the survey, the most signifi-

cant reason for frequency of use is conve-

nience of location. Rinaldi, however, said

he feels advertisement and management
are more important for attracting

customers.

"The businesses that are struggling are

not visible, inconspicuous, and have no

advertising," Rinaldi said. 'Some are do-

ing outrageously well. What is needed is

more advertising, better management, and

more qualified workers."

Reasons given by survey participants for

using student controlled businesses varied.

odvenlurQ tio^
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Christmas is

love,

hope

and caring

At The Salvation

Army Christma*^

^ ^ means "sharing
"

GiV»^ to 11 ic

Salvation

Arniv

v,o (>th»'r^

may havt*

a hanpy

holuldv

rw

When the party isBYOB (BringlfourOwn Brush),

you find outwhoyourfriends are.

J

PARAMOUNI PICTURES PRESENTS A HOWARD

JULIE HAGERTY LLOyO BRIOGES CHAD EVERETT

PRODUCED By HOWARD W KOCH WRITTEN ANO

KOCH PRODUCTION AIRPLANE II: THE SEQUEL ROBEPT HAYS

WILLIAM SHATNER DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHy JOE BIROC ASC

ECTED BY KEN FINKLEMAN A PARAMOUNT RCTURE.i

PG PM(imi GUOMQ SUGCESTEO ::£

fOM( WATCAtAi M4* ••OT « SU^AAli (OMCMILIMIIM

r> .\^-

Opens December lOth at a theatre near you.

Lowenbrau. Here's to goodfriends.

Ernestine:
The Grapes of Wrath
can be sour indeedl Why
don't you go to the
bookstore and get Cliffs

Notes? They'll help you
understand what you
read, and they give a
great review. Then you'll

have more free time for

mel I've got a cold bottle

of Ripple. . .care to

share?

JULIO

^ CINEMA

|ThflPsp«r Chase

1 Th« Graduate

1 Sun - TuM
1 The GfMt Santini

1 Chariots of Fire

7:00

9:00

7.00

9:00

Dow'luv^n ArnfiB rs'

W"^
Give to The

Salvation

Army
so others

nnay have

a happy

holiday.

^
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

DECEMBER 15 THRU 18

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

DECEMBER 20 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
I D REQUIRED

V,

i

About the only thing that

isn't in it is the theme music!
It debuted on October 2, 1959 and

over the next five years and 156

episodes, it charted a territory all its

own filled with magic, horror, and

wonder. Mow, submitted for your ap

proval, is THE TWILIGHT ZOME COM

PAMIOri. Profusely illustrated with

over 200 photos, this definitive vol

ume combines evocative synopses

of each episode with cast and credit

listings, incisive commentary and

colorful behind the scenes recollec

tions. $9.95 wherever books are

sold or order directly from the pub

lisher by including$l.25for postage

and handling.

A BANTAJn TRADE PAPERBACK.
BAMTAM BOOKS, IMC. Dept. DR 18,

666 rifth Avenue, Mew York 10103
1^

Newslines...
;::x::W:W:%W:-:-::;::x:w^^^^^

State building construction subject of seminar

A seminar on "Civil Engineering and

Politics in Massachusetts: State Funded

Construction" will be held at 3:45 p.m. on

Monday in Rooms 132-134 of Marston

Hall .Tohp F Wplr-h rprristprpd

Professional Engineer and Project

Manager in the Division of Capital

Planning and Operations for the Com-

monwealth, will be the guest speaker.

Psychology magazine senior editor to speak

Monday on 'How to Write for the Real Worid

'

The senior editor of Psychology Today

magazine will speak on "How to Write for

the Real World." at 3:45 p.m. on Monday

in Room 304 of Tobin Hall. Dr. Dan

between writing for an academic journal

and writing for the general public. He will

also speak on "What They Never Told You

in Graduate School."

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Molson Golden Ale $12.99/case|g| / iD^lM— \ ,^^!l^l^^^^
^Sebastian! Mountain Wines $4.69/ 1.5 liters^ m\^^^^^£^ftI^*J -fD ^loC f^^^^^
^Minatures (whiskey, liquors, etc.) 45'&up/ea^ m\.^yG\y ^

iBeck'S light or dark $3.99/6 pk

i Miller 12 oz NR bottles $8.99/case

f Vodka or Gin 80° $5.45/l liter $8.99/l .75 liters

Folonari Soave $3.99/i .5 lite^

Don't forget your SECRET SANTA!

a Selected Groups of ^^F
u Muqs '^
I Cams ^e
I Cubes ^\Jk> . ^

I Candles WB ^^i/^^ <\P^ ^«A V
I Buttons YV^^\l^^^ IVV^ \C\\<^^^ Posters O^^^a^^ ^%t4P^ * CkX^^
^ Puzzles ^^^^ C\Y^'^ Ck O^
I Tin Boxes ^'^ ^ ^i O^^
g Plant Pots

riC\ P
" Stationary ^g ^5^ . <>

Rubber Stamps x^
^Mfi'^ cX^"^ ^<

Plastic Boxes CtV^ -W"^ .o<^^ ^<\i:
g many other items. . . X^ >r4V^^ y^e ^\<fU.^
« AL L ITEMS SUBJECT -XN^e^ ^^i'^V^W'^Sp'

* EINAU *^

S
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Arts
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Richard Davis (above), along with Max Roach, Billy Taylor, Jimmy

Heath, Slide Hampton, and John Hendricks will perform in The Big Six

of Jazz //at 8 p.m. tomorrow night in the FAC.

zxxxz jlenoeng^nnsie
ON THE PARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS

Only Ar«a Showing, Starts Fri. to Thurs. Doc. 10-16

On Screen Evenings 7:00 and 9:05

Sensual funny outiancjisM rrns

IS a movie aevcrea stnctiv to tne

Dieasure onncioe

• • •

•Genuinely Sparkling, a

mixture of stvie and chic

hankv-pankv Every shot
seems to de designed to

delight the audience, its

a glittenng toy of a movie:'
-P.ljunc K3f I Tne NC'fJ vcrypr

Briiliant...oneof themost
persistently entertaining

absorbing and scarv

thrillers I ve seen in a long

time. ..It 5 terrific.
Pcqer Eberr CHicaqo Sun Timps

"Sensual, funny;

•JUUUUmWM

.Friday, December 10. 1982

'•-•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.'
'.•.•.•.•.•.•.....•.•

,"."•••-.-••

I. ••...•.....

GaNtry Priiilt

Herler Gallery is presenting two shows

this week, both running until December 10.

The first is Cathy Smith's Attitudes (MFA
thesis), and her collection of pieces is

anything but pleasant. Smith uses spike

and thorn like shapes, to convey anger,

fear, and strong anxiety. Black and red

dominate her paintings and sketches, both

on paper and wood. Her wood pieces are

stronger and more ominous, yet each has a

powerful message to convey.

Rhonda Cunha's Works in Textiles (BFA

thesis) is the Herter's second show. What

Cunha does with cloth is unique and in-

ventive. In this exhibit, she sews, twists,

and bends and prints material to create an

effect one would achieve much easier w h a

pen or paint brush. Her work is humo'ous,

graphic and full of colour.

The Student Union Gallery is currently

presenting three BFA projects through the

10th of December. Carolyn Sampson is

exhibiting several of her prints in the show.

Her work is imaginative and energetic,

dealing with a lot of organic shapes. Many

of Sampson's prints have a woodland

theme, giving a mouse eye view of the

forest world t' Ak audience. It is an en-

joyable and interestmg exhibit, to be sure.

Brad Eden is the second artist in the

exhibition. His work pictured above is more

design-oriented, involving abstract lines

which slash across the canvas. His choice of

material is in itself interesting. Eden uses

encaustic, a combination of wax and

pigment, as well as sand in his paintings As

a result, his pieces display a three-

dimensional crumbly texture that pops out

of the canvas.

The third artist exhibiting work at the

Union Gallery is Christine Carson. Her

compositions come from nature, many

resembling landscapes. Carson uses stain

rather than paint, for its greater fluidity, as

well as bits of string and yarn to pull her

compositions out of the canvas. As a result,

the observer is captured by the large ex-

panse of deep colour.

Donato PietroDangelo's collections of

photographs is still being shown at Ham-

pden Gallery. Hurry, this exhibit is closing

December 10.

Barbara Zucker, The World of Donalds

Evans, and Selections from the Pemuinent

Collection are at the University Gallery in

the FAC untU December 19.

Collepan photo by Drew 0fi«r

The artwork of Brad Eden is featured in the Carson, Eden, Sampou

BFA exhibit in the Student Union Gallery through December 10.

Friday, December 10, 1982 Collegian n

fttttWt Christmas Illm Preview By iVndy Gordon

Okay, I know every paper in the coun-

try is doing pieces on the upcoming holi-

day film season, but shown here is the

definitive photo preview. These films will

all open nationally in late December-early

January and. surprisingly, they all look

pretty good. F'or space limitation reasons

I could not include Sii We^ks, Gandhi,

Sophie's Choice, Still of the Night,

Airplane II or YoL Special thanks to

United Artists, Columbia Pictures,

Warner Brothers, Universal, Marco

Baria, Allied Advertising and 20th Cen-

tury Fox for the photos.

No other info to report now so. until

next semester, catch some flicks and have

a good holiday.

48 HOURS — Eddie Murphy, Nick Nolte THE VERDICT — Paul Newman

^

M
.^^"V m

X

^

BRIMSTONEAND TREACLE - Sting, Denholm
Elliott

THE TOY • Richard Pryor
CHILLY SCENES OF WINTER — John Heard,]

Mary Beth Hurt

/ -j^f/ft -//fffr
/'Y

^^ /f/uu//f//-y^iy< i/*f///ti

'/ff I . /tft /ff/u/'t ' JilHH / iff/

FOUR SEASONS
Miller bts $8.99

Michelob regular & light bts $9.99

TubOrg nght or dark $7.99

Gudanoff Vodka 1.75 l $7.99

Skol Gin or Vodka 1.75 $8.99

McGregor Scotch 750 $5.59

Southern Comfort u $8.99

Amaretto di Saronno 750 $11.99

Save $3.00 a bottle

Jack Daniel Tin Box gut set 2 50 mi $3.99

Gallo Varietal Wines

Rose, Chenin Blanc, French Columbard, Sauvlgnon

Blanc 1.5
^3.99

Don't forget to pick up this year's

Beaujolais Nouveau -.^_
as Upen iu AM to 11 PM ^Xerv

in front of the Malls
^e"^®'^^

Wines/ Lic|viors

rte.9. hadtv.ma.

Kegs

TOOTSIE — Dustin Hoffman, Dabney Coleman

W-'''^

BEST FRIENDS — Goldie Hawn, Burt

Reynolds

^^

mmm.

m
HAMMSTT^ Frederic Fonci*

HOSKYTONK MAN - Clint EaatWoed, Kyle THE DARK CRYb.AL- ittchrm, ike keeper of
|

ccreta __
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

sigr^ies you are an Air Force officer with the
res; ' nsibility and prestige of a leadership posi*
tion. It indicates you*re on the track toward
goorf pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you*re a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned. youMl receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203)

Freshmen & Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 546-2637

AChristmas

ChecMist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

Childrens Gift
Books

Benjamin
Bunny

$2.98

The Night Before

Christmas

$2.98

FABIJ-S

L

V* |S^^Vs^r7^fl|^K|^H

Muppet
Show Book

$9.98

List $17.50
' 1 At;' ! - O'l Kl N- '?&

eai>stalk

Aesop's
Fables

$3.98

A Christmas

Carol

$4.98

Many other children's sale books available

Jack 8- the

Beanstalk

$2.98

A 9reaf of Me Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
Located in the Campus Center

«r»rjjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

AR SPEAKER SALE!

AR18s $144/pr

AR28s 185/pr

AR 38s 220/pr

AR 48s 298/pr

PIONEER CAR STEREO

UKP-2200 $128 Plusl Sofjonyour

(JKP-5200 1 58 speakers with anv

UKP-5600 1 99 of these cieeks.

EarCheer
OI^OTYO TX-1 1 Receiver BSR Model 82 Speakers

SHURE M70B Cartridge JVC L-AIO Turntable

SON'YJ Stereo cassette

deck with Dolby "C '

$189

You're ^=orgiven:
I tdd you to brir>g pina,

t>ut you brought Cliffs

Notes. Sorry it took me
so long to discover what

a great idea that was.

Cliffs Notes made it

easier to review and my
test grade was super.

Let's do it again and I'll

bring pizza . .but pleese

try and remember the

Cliffs Notes.

Enlightened

This S\;stem

$299
Complete

Was $360

TDK SA-9()2f()r S5.94

Maxell UDXi 11-90 2 for *^7 25

Niivox IM urtlkaroimd S28

Tclrtrt Diqilril Alhiiins S16

Spnnhris(>r HI) 49 $2S HI) 420 S64

llfKM-si J*r» «S<miid&Mu^
90 92 Kinq St. (Klc 5). Northampton. 584-9547

M..n W.d 10-6. Thiir & Fri. 10-9. Sat. 10-5. Sun. 1-5

Hypercurricuia
,CQlleglan 19

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hyi>ercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not Bubmitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

Today

LITTLE FLAGS WORKSHOP: INSTRUMENTS FOR
PEOPLE'S MUSIC — With John Oestereich, composer

and musical director of Little Flags Theatre; multi-

instrumentalist and vocal performer; college teacher;

author of "Piano Improvisation." 2 p.m., Chadbourne

lounge.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Tonight is the first Night of

Chanukah! Join Hillel for the special occasion. Shabbat is a

unique time to recall the experiences of the week and bring

in the spirit of Chanukah. All welcome. 7 p.m.. Dukes

Room. Student Union.

FREE CONCERT: YOUTH WIND ENSEMBLE - The
ensemble, conducted by Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr., of the

Department of Music and Dance, is composed of 46

talented high school instrumentalists from western

Massachusetts and southern Vermont. 8 p.m., Bowker

Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall.

"THE ALTERNATIVE" COFFEEHOUSE - An
evening of fun, food, and entertainment featuring UMass
students celebrating their Christian lives through the

performing arts. It's a great break from studies and it's

free. 8 p.m., Chi Rho House, Frat Park.

Tomorrow
LITTLE FLAGS WORKSHOP: BEGINNING ACTING
— Workshop with Maxine Klein director of Little Flags

Theater, professor and author of two books: "Time, Space,

and Design for Actors" and Theatre for the 98 percent and

Writer of six plays. To register call 5-2882. Noon, Brooks

Lounge.

CHANUKAH DINNER. CANDLELIGHTING, AND
PARTY — With dinner: preparation begins at 5 p.m. in

the Earthfoods kitchen for latke making and schmoozing. 7

p.m. Dinner, candleslighting in the Cape Cod Lounge. 8:30

p.m: with D.J. from 8:30 p.m. on.

"NEW RISE OF THE MASTER RACE" - The latest

Little Flags Theatre musical/comedy is "New Rise of the

Master Race." The Boston-based troupe's new play brings

the real and surreal of life in Detroit and in Washington

D.C. into telling proximity. The play will scare you out of

your wits and wit you out of your scare. For reservations

call, 5-2803. 8 p.m., Hampden Theatre, Southwest.

Sunday
CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCE RECITAL - Per-

forming Arts Division acting and singing classes, directed

by Beau Flahive and Steve Coombs will feature selections

from "Fiddler on the Roof," "Cabaret." "Fame" and more.

3 p.m. Bezanson Recital Hall.

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The UCF CHURCH
BUS departs from Grayson parking lot at 9:30 a.m., stops

at Cashin Dorm and then at NOPE at 9:35 for the Amherst

churches. Coffee and donuts are served in Grayson Main

Lounge from 9 9:30.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH -
Everyone is welcome to join us for our Sunday service of

worship, prayer and teaching from God's word — the

Bible. 3:30 p.m. See C.C. daily schedule for room number.

HOUSE CHURCH — A student group engaged in

mutual ministry, Bible study, personal sharing and en-

counter and a simple closing Communwn which reflects the

spirit of the group. 7 to 9:00 p.m., 428 Student Union.

FREE CONCERT: UNIVERSITY CHORALE AND
THE CHORAL UNION — Conducted by Richard duBois,

the choirs will perform Britten's "Ceremony of Carols" and

Vaughan Williams' Mass in G Minor, as well as some

shorter pieces. This is the first concert given by the

Chorale since its tour this past summer of Romania and the

Soviet Union. 8 p.m. Bowker Auditorium.

Everythiivg
ForThe

Holidays....
^I^ . . .and much more is what

you'll find at Big *Y'

Come in and
compare I

Not responsible for lyponrrtphical errors

From Our Fresh Q^^^p
c^ SAVE COUPON

Meat Department

CLIP® SAVE COUPON ^
Revere Sugao*

99Pure Cane
r5 Pound Bag

WITH THIS COUPON
and additioHAl *1() purchase exclusive of coupon iiems

and citiarettes lottery tickets and any ilen\ prohibiled

by law Good at Hadlev Bi(i V onK \ alid thru Sai

Dec 11 li>H2 liJJi->

Beef Roast

50*OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

and additional «I(l purchase exclusive of coupon items

and citiarettes, lotter> tickets and an> Hem prohibited

(lood al Hadlev hiti N onK \ alid thru Sat

II. litH2 1. 1 irj

CLIP 'S? SAVE COUPON
Locally

Grown Potatoes

591 Pound

Bag
WITH THIS COUPON

„. .„ additional *
1 purchase exclusn e of loiipon items and

cigarettes lottery tickets and any item prohibited by law
|

Good at Hadley Big Y only Valid thru Sal
,
Dec IK .

THEATRES

S2PQWTIilUTWIUTE$M£ "^^^ .eouceoPP^ces.o.STuoeNTs ..th.vcc^poI

^mC HAIIPSHIRE k

THK SACA

CONTINUES

«;QA-7«^.sn HAMPSHIRE MALL

Tex McCormick
isn't giving in

MATT DILLON

as!
Fri at (4:46 @ 92.00) 7:15, 9:46

Sat at (2:00 & 4:46 @ •2.00) 7:16, 9:46

pQ] Sun at (1:00 Er 3:30 @ >2.00) 6:00, 8:30

RICHARD
GERE
AN
ICER
ANDA

IGJSIVTLEMAJV
Fri at (6:00 @ $2.00) 7:30, 9:56

Sat at (2:46 & 6:00© 12.00) 7:30, 9:56

Sun at (2:46 & 6:15 @ 12.00) 8:00

IM

, TEX
Mm. TOUGH TENDER TODAY

Fri at (5:16 ©«.00) 7:15, 9:30

Sat at (1:00. 3:00 & 5:15 @ WOO) 7:15,

9:30

1 Sun at (1 :00, 3«) & 6:15 »2.») 7:46

CiCnC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

THE LAST
1 UNICORN

Fri at (6:30 @ »2 00)

Sat at (1 :X, 3:00 & 6:30 @ •; 00)

Gl Sun at (1 .00, 3:00, & 6:30 © I^OO)^

SYLVESTER STALLONE

FIRST BL III

584-9153 MOUNTAIN FARMS MALI

m.-?"5.

i..

Whan lacklaQmtm told »ili wn
ha could hava any preaant ha wanted,

ha pickad tha moat outra|eou« gift of ill.

Richard Pryor.

\^

Fri at (4:30 9^2.00) 7:16, 8:46

Sat at (1:46 ft 4:30 9 12.00) 7:16, 9:48

Sun It (12:46 fr 3:00 • 12.00) 6:00,

CT THE EXTRA-
UJ* TERRESTRIAL

Fri It (4:46 • #2.00) 7:30, 9:16

Sat at (2:00 b 4:46 • 12.00) 7:30, 0:86

Sun at (1:00 fr 3:48 O I2.X) 6; 16, 8:30

MBPmQMTMOVIE MAPMiit
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 12 IS AM ALL SEATS CEI
riOyC HABfSHIRI * II Mil H 1

THEWHO

Ami

80' off to anyona

In coatuma

HEAUy METAL

THE Dg)Rg§t
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0tAjaiu^,
lass}

Imherst

10 a.m til 11 p.m
Kegs • Beer • Wine • Soda • fee

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadium
Liquors

5^V UNIVERSITY / DRIVE

Heineken $13.95

Moosehead $12.50

Rolling Rock cans 12 pack $4.00

Buseh cans $7 .95
Inglenook 3 iitre $5.95

Lancers 750 mi $3.75

California Cellars 3 ntre $5.95

Paul Mason 4 ntre $6.95

Almaden Brandy 750 mi $6.79

Carlo Rossi 4 ntre $4.99

Sebastiani 3 ntre $5.95

Gallo 15 $3.99

VO litres $10.59

Windsor Canadian 1.75 $11.95

Smirnoff so proof 1.75 $11 -95

Ron Rico Rum 1.75 $10.95

Canadian Rare 1.75 $10.25

Skol Vodka 1 75 $8.20

Dewars Scotch ntre $12.89

Tangueray Gin 750 mi '^8.95

Southern Comfort ntre $8.59

Newport Rum 1.75 $9.95

Canadian Club i.75$16.95 750ml $8.50

ROUTE 9

I >\,

*'.

A-,

tfe^"*

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

P0N0H/6U57BNTDATm
i OF A NORMAL CHIWdllUH
' m SOUNDS SHOULPHUP
'
YOU PICTURE mRsavR, ^

; itnmixjvt^yfWM fW^ '

'X

AANH!
AANH'
PUFF'

/ ThFMOTHBR
HASGONFmO (k ^

V

, 7FACmK5A^.
'BFARjt

DOWN

\
fryAiN> cj'^ [m

I

m
Y i ni

^^^r^'

HIS H£AP
LOOKS L>HF

A MeiOH'

^ THAT< Thf

^^ FATHER

m

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Under the Influence by M. Joyce

Aj^

Bushwa

fcS
^

^^Thisira peaceful atom working for

Human heahh. Its contribution to me^^^^^

M cine is a Ki^.^ne of our new atoini^g^

Bloom County

m(\GoopmmL i...jjmmtmPTO
pea usepw, ... THAT'S Au,.

JUST A ume NeePBP
A6AIN.../5 THAT BAP .^

\

50 me» I see things

THAT neeP tf£J^P\N6,

1 MeWP'THeW. AT

UfiSTlTKf.

\

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Junior Club Sandwich,

Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Garbanzo Bean and Rice

Provencal. Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich/Cranberry

Sauce

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/-

Mushroom Sauce, Baked
Fish/Herb Crumb Topp-

ing, Eggs with Sharp
Cheese Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and

Tofu, Baked Fish/Herb

Crumb Topping, Eggs

with Sharp Cheese Cold

Plate

Saturday

BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs,

Breakfast Sausage, Hot
Pastrami on Pumper-

nickle, Swiss Cheese Fon-

due

DINNER
Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint

Jelly, Ham Steak/Glazed

Pineapple Slices,

Hungarian Noodle Bake

by Tom Cushwa

by Berke Breathed

CHAIR?..

?
.

IT WAS
5Q(/eAKIN&,

0^ 35»1^^^
U^ 1^M^^
k \ Jfy-^>»^^ p^^j-<»nr

T
^.^ - V—x^

~~L 1 1

Sunday

BRUNCH
Omelet, Bacon Slices,

Fish in Batter/Tartar

Sauce, Fiesta Rice and
Cheese

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Gravy,

Cranberry Sauce, Bread-

ed Veal Pattie/Tomato

Sauce, Zucchini Parmesan

CROSSWORD
Kdiced by Miircarel Farrar and Irude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Maid of the

Niagara

Falls boat

5 Wedding words
e Parcned
12 Fine
13 Smile
14 Ski area

\b Be alert

17 Secretive

18 Tavern
19 Is discerning

21 Monopolized (With

up)
23 Covered with coal

dust

24 Church corner

26 Blocks, in

philately

30 Not close, in a

child's game
33 Wants
36 City on the Ruhr

37 Orangutan
38 China shop

purchase
40 Indonesian island

41 Title in India

43 Elegance
44 Detained (with

•up")
45 Participant

47 Dried up

49 Storage building

52 Joyous song
55 'Beauty is in the

eye of
"

59 One o! the

Little Women .

61 WA'S-H
character

62 Intimidate

64 Seed coverings

65 Part of Santa s

burden
66 Three digit code
67 strip

68 USNAgrad.
69 Soften

DOWN
1 W African

republic

2 Actor Jeremy

3 Rosetta. for one
4 Tut

5 Author Murdoch
6 Price and
Troyanos

7 trump
8 Agog
9 Place for a garden
10 facto

11 Elk's kin

13 Wolf's look

14 Tools for reaping

16 Attention getter

20 Dawn .goddess

22 Money roll

25 Wonderful

27 Jacob's brother

28 Shore bird

29 Like one in a rug

30 Find fault

,M Birthstone

.)2 Entertainer

Home
34 Mil. ma.i

35 Basks
38 Playground

attractions

39 Eyes, in largon

42 Scrutinize

44 Part of a bray

46 Stadium sound
48 Unusual
50 Job. along the

Seme
51 Singer John

53 Love, in Roma
54 Type of post

55 Golf hazard

56 Race loser, in

an old story

57 Adams on TV

58 Calendar Items

60 Punkie

63 Elephant Butte,

for one

1 2 3 4

1
16

13

S 6 7

20

I
14

1 9 10 11

12

15

22

17

IS 19

27 28
I
291

21 I
25

23

I
31
I
32

24

42

3«

34 35

26

30 33 36

44

37

46

39

4«

[«5~

41 43

45

50 51

47

58

53 54 1
60

I
57

49 52

63

55

1

59

61 82

1
64 65 66

67 61 69

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

aa aoiQjciB uiaa

aaa saacja aii

Weather
Sunshine followed by in-

creasing cloudiness, today,

highs in the 30s. A chance of

flurries tonight, lows mostly

in the 20s. /. chance of

morning flurries tomorrow,
then partly sunny, highs in

the 30s.

CADLE VIDEO

Running the Music Gauntlet Day

10:30

11:30

11:30

12:30

12:30- 1:30

1:30- 2:00

Jazz with Spyro Gyra
Blues with John Lee
Hooker
Hard Rock in the Blue

Wall with the

Neighborhoods

Hey, kid, video Rock and

RoU

WMUA 91.1

6-9 More Music
9-12 Concepto Latino

12-3 Carl Lowman — The Rhythm
Section

3-5:30 Jim McDee
5:30-6 Newswatch with Michelle

Murray & Larry Mestel

6-7 Athena's Web with Don
Cerow

7-10 TK Til Ten
10-2 The Radical Dub Faction with

Vickie Bates

2-6 Tom Young & Peggy Dillon

\
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d by Fairfield
By GERRY deSIMAS
Colleg:ian Staff

FAIRFIELD. Conn. — Consistency is a

staple that the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team must obtain this

season. Last night against Fairfield

University, UMass could not control the

boards in the second half and ended up

losing a close one, 69-67.

Massachusetts led at the half 40-37. but

could not get their defensive rebounding

together and that was a major reason for

the two point loss. UMass gave Fairfield,

Katrina Fields in particular, too many
second chances at their own shots.

Fields, the game high scorer, led the

Lady Stage with 22 points and pulled down

18 rebounds. Karen Damminger pulled in,

six rebounds for UMass, who was

outrebounded 40-31.

The game started off well for the

Minutewomen. now 3-5. after Fairfield

scored first. UMass proceeded to run off ten

unanswered points to take a 10-2 lead.

Damminger, Wendy Ward, Barbara Hebel

and Rebecca Kuchs fueled the

Minutewomen attack. Hebel also had 2

steals and an assist in the spurt.

UMass took a 14 4 lead before Fairfield

battled back to a 16 16 tie and the two ball

clubs traded buckets for most of the first

half.

Fairfield held a 32-30 lead with 3:50 left in

the opening half before UMass outscored

the Lady Stags 10-5 to end the half.

Fairfield took control of the boards in the

second half and took control of the score as

well. UMass closed to within five with 8:14

to go in the game and hoops by Hebel and

Ward narrowed the lead to one.

However, the Stags went up by four and

coach Mary Ann Ozdarski called a timeout

to regroup her lady hoopsters. Hebel came

out and sandwiched two hoops around a

Damminger two pointer to tie up the score

at 60 with 4:03 to go.»

Jerrie Bernier stole a Stag pass and

passed off to Hebel in the corner, who tied

it up.

At 69-67 and 0:54 to go, both teams had

the ball and both teams coughed it up. It

finally ended up with UMass holding the

ball at center court with two seconds to go.

Ward passed it out to Hebel and her 25 ft.

jumper fell off the backboard.

Overall, Massachusetts played a good

game, but the lack of rebounding in the

second half gave Fairfield the edge. UMass

got good point production from Hebel, 18

points. Damminger, 11, and Bernier with 10

points.

UMass will try to regroup and improve

theri 3-5 record on Saturday afternoon at

2:00 when UM takes on Big East power

Boston College in the Cage.

King George goes back to

power play signing Baylor
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Garvey. then Baylor will become solely a

DH. It also remains to be seen what kind

of effect Death Valley in left-center field

will have on Baylor's home nun hitting

When the 1982 baseball season ended in ability." (Yankee management is con-

early October. George Steinbrenner was sidering moving the fences in.)

angry. Very angry. A campaign that had Kemp will take over in right field,

commenced in April with glowing promise although he has been a left fielder his

and optimism for his New York Yankees entire career with the Tigers and White

had turned into an A 1 disaster. Sox. Kemp, considered average defen-

The team, which finished one game out sively. will replace Ken Griffey, ^ huge

of last place, had become polluted by disappointment last year. Griffey will

overpaid veterans with multi- million either play first or hit the pine, thus

dollar contracts, who performed so poorly becoming a very expensive substitute

and ineptly that they gave lemons a bad ($800,000 per year). Further plans call for

name and embarrassed Steinbrenner to Kemp (19 HR. 98 RBI in 1982) to bat

the maximum. fourth between Dave Winfield and Baylor.

Well, not surprisingly, Steinbrenner Jerry Mumphrey is presently the

ordered an overhaul of the team. As centerfielder, although that could change

December entered its second week and. if the Yankees sign Moreno, a fleet-footed,

the baseball winter meetings continued in weak hitting outfielder for several years

Hawaii. King George was making his with the Pirates. Recent rumor in

move back to respectability. Honolulu have the Bronx Bombers

On Dec. 1 he inked Don Baylor to a four acquiring yet another outfielder, this time

year. $3,675 million contract. Then, late Jack Clark of the Giants. Clark would

Wednesday night, word was spreading come to New York along with relief

that Steve Kemp had agreed to a million pitcher Al Holland in exchange for Dave

dollar a year deal with the Yankees. Righetti. Butch Wynegar, and Roy

Steinbrenner was also reported to be after Smalley.

Steve Garvey and Omar Moreno. He has If Smalley is indeed traded, that would

seemingly lost the Floyd Bannister open up the shortstop position for Andre

sweepstakes to either Kansas City, Robinson. Third base is one big question

Philadelphia, or St. Louis. (A $9 million, mark as Craig Nettles is expected to be

8 year offer by the Yankees was rejected.) traded, probably to the Padres. Latest

The signings of Baylor and Kemp signal stories had either Buddy Bell or George

an abrupt end to the one year experiment Brett (who is holding out for more money

in tailoring the Yankees around speed and from the Royals) coming to the Big Apple

defense. Baylor is being penciled in at first for either Righetti or Ron Guidry.

base, hopefully bringing stability to a spot If I have confused you even more,

that saw seven men toil last season, none remember this: it is only December,

of whom did the job. Steinbrenner. no doubt, still has tricks up

He will also occasionally DH. a position his sleeve. The remainder of the winter

he grew familiar with while belonging to should be extremely interesting for

the Angels. But. if the Yankees do sign Yankee fans. Stay tuned.

Looks like 1982 could be

the year of the Bruin
By GEORGE MARTINS
Collegian Staff

Now that the NHL season is into full

swing, it is time to evaluate the per-

formance of our home team, the Boston

Bruins.

What we have is an exceptional club

that has a great chance to capture Bostons

first Stanley Cup in 11 years.

The major reason for the Bruins early

season success is the defense. Through

the first quarter of the season the team

has posted the best Goals Against

Average in the league.

First, accolades must go to goalie Pete

Peeters. He has been sensational. Peeters

edged out Wayne "The Great" Gretsky for

player of the month honors in the NHL in

November. To put it simply, he is the best

goaltender in the league.

However a goaltender is only as good as

the defense in front of him and the Bruins

have an outstanding defensive corps.

Bostons best defenseman so far has

been (surprise) Mike Milbury. Milbury is

beginning to play with the promise that he

showed five years ago. He has been

making plays offensively and has been a

tower of strength on the "D".

All-Star defenseman Ray Bourque has

come back from an injury and is living up

to his potential as the most talented

defenseman in the game.

The remainder of the defense; Brad

Park. Mike O'Connell, and Randy HUIier

have all played admirably.

Another reason for praise is the fact

that the Bruins have played so well with a

severely depleted cast of characters.

Veterans Terry O'Reilly and Steve

Kasper have been out for long stretches,

as have rookie phenoms Gord Kluzak and

Luc Dufour.

The team began to come into its own in

two games they played against the New
York Islanders last month. In the first

game in New York the Bruins thoroughly

dominated New York in an easy 3-1 win.

The three Bruin goals were scored by

members of their talented youth group,

Keith Crowder, Tom Fergus, and Brad

Palmer. Only a misplayed puck by Peeters

in the last minutes gave the Islanders a 1-

1 tie, but Boston dominated the game.

In the last two weeks the team has

really begun to click. Included in this

sequence of games were a 8-0 rout of

Hartford, and a weekend sweep of

Montreal and Philadelphia. The win

against the Canadiens was their first in

the Forum since 1976.

After visiting teammate Normand
Leveille in a Montreal hospital earlier in

the day the Bruins were ready to "win it

for Normie".

After a disappointing first period in

which the Canadiens took a 2-0 lead the

Bruins came out storming in the second

period. Led by spirited performances by

Barry Pederson. Crowder. Peter McNab,

Craig MacTavish and Rick Middleton the

Bruins wound up winning the game 6-4.

An outstanding statistic is that the Bruins

held Montreal to nine shots on net in the

final two periods.

The next night Pederson scored his

second hat trick in two games as the

Bruins beat the Flyers 6-4.

The outlook for the future is bright.

Along with return in the near future of

O'Reilly. Dufeur and Kluzak. the Bruins

have found two new young forwards in

Dave Barr and Sean McClellan. There

should be plenty of competition for third

and fourth line shifts, but the first two

lines finally appear to be set.

Sugar Ray Leonard visits Harvard; says he'd like to buy it

CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Sugar Ray
Leonard, at Harvard for a day long visit

Wednesday, said he'd never considered

attending the university.

"It never crossed my mind, mainly

because I felt my pockets and there wasn't

any money." he said.

But after touring the grounds and meeting

with University President Derek Bok.

Leonard joked. "I'd like to buy it."

The 26 year old lighter announced last

month that he was retiring as world

welterweight champion of both the World

Boxing Association and the World Boxing

Council. He vowed on Wednesday not to

return to the ring.

"No. I won't return," he said. "I retired

because I felt it was time to give it up.. .The

eye injury also made it easier for me to give

up the urge to get back in the ring.

"I think my career now is basically in

television."

Leonard said he would like to have his own
talk show and stay close to boxing. He says

his son. Ray. has tried the sport but given it

up and now "has intentions of attending

Harvard. " Ray is 9 years old.

In a talk with about 130 students.

Leonard urged them to be the best at

whatever they did. "But don't get me
wrong. I'm not lecturing you." he said. "If

anything, you should be lecturing me."

2 Bedroom furnished apt on Bus Route

Mark 736 0763

$300. Includes

house near

One Bedroom Cliffside

utilities Feb 1 665-8]01

Room Available in

Southwes^$100^-6495_

January only Two hpdroom apt call John

&46 5488 Of Mike 546 4722 Evenings^

2 bedroom apartment heat and electricity

included $250 665 3982

2 br Townhouse apt on busroute Squire

Village Sunderland 2 4 tennants no utilities

Jan Aug $410 call evenings 665 7^30

January sublet Roll-ng Green $90 all

utilities incl. 253-3704

If you have the place, we have the tenant

and vice versa. Sublet your apartment, find

a housemate FREE thru Off Campus Hous-

ing 115 Hasbrouck 5-086F»

WANTED TO BUY

Buying class rings, gold and silver jewelry

and coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant

St., Amherst, 256-0710

TRAVEL

Florida - Spring Break in the sun. Includes

round trip jet, hotel 8 days 7 nights on the

beach in Daytona. pool parry/free beer.

$269 lus tax and service. Call Bob @
253 7fi9*i

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED

..^.omatic Baseball Cards wanted
1971 throuQh 1979 call 549-4141 Mark

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townnouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546 7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Looking for heated garage within 10 mi

radius of Amherst call Jordan 542 3158

2-3 Bed apt for intersession call 546 6066

Dressed in a blue corduroy suit. Leonard

kept up a running banter with the students.

"I look at myself as a blessed person and

you as blessed because we've all got God-

given talent, mine just happens to be

beating up on people." he said.

Leonard was invited to Harvard by the

university's Foundation for Race Relations,

which helps students get to know
prominent members of minority groups.

Wanted for intersession 2 bedrm apt in

Northampton 546-9666

Room available in Townhouse Apts North

Amherst January & spring call 548-0038

Two female grad students looking for

apartment /house to rent starting Jan 1 call

Sue 253-7705

Two bedroom aoartmenl for int and spr

inq semester call 546-6787 or 256 8673

DeDe, The family wished you a happy
20th. Will celebrate later.

Pierre, Bonne Anniversaire men ami Fran-

mis
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A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment
Agency has guaranteed performances for
your function 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Firebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor body work.
Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around
2000. Call nights 256-0435

79 Triumph TR7 30000 miles AM/FM
cassette exce condition best offer 253 3406

VW Superbeetle beautiful runner 1971
$1050 549-5377

73 Ford cheap reliable winter transporta-
tion 400 or BO 546-5074

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS
Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

CAR STEREO FOR SALE ~
Blaupunkt call for info 546-6450

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwik-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up
and Delivery. One Day Service. Student
Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

Party Sat. Night at Hampden Commons
S.W. featuring "Square Ideals" $2 cover
no bottles sponsored by EAM

ERIKA'S BIRTHDAY

Southwest Engineering wishes Erika a
happy 21

FOR RENT
~

BKO is renting rooms for intersession.
Full use of kitchen facilities. Most modern
house on campus, best location between
town and campus. Call Paul at 549-3582 or

Marty at 549-0206

Two bedrooms on bus route available

January first call Lew or Ed 256-6712

2 rooms in large house on bus route

Hadley $125 call Barbara 586-3936

Two rooms Sunderland 96 or 140 incl.

Jan 1 call 665-2241 till midnite on bus route

For rent - five person house in North
Amherst, contact John at 253-2819

One bedroom, five min from bus stop
located in Amherst $140 January thru

August 256-0796

Two openings Brittany Manor furnished

ready Dec. 23 253-3688

Entire two bedroom apt in Squire Vil on
bus route, available for next sem., Jan 1st

380+ 666-7195

Whole apt 2 bedroom Squire Village call

666-3032

Room available in coop house near Puf-

fer's Pond 130 -f woodstove 549-6633

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.
Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade
in Peru. Selling for much less than store

costi Great Christmas gifts! 546-5512

Twin bed box spring and mattress new
must sell call 256-6086 evenings ask for

Fran

Sterling Silver Rings and Earrings great

Xmas gift call Chip 546-9534

WHO Tickets for Worcester BO 546-5149

Korg 770 solo synthesizer $325 Cromar
synthesizer bass peddles $250 Bundy
clarinet $100 all excellent condition Jim
546-5976

Snow tires H78-14 general tubeless GTN
bia/belt white walls in excellent condition

$40.00 for the pair 546-9411

For Sale Ski Rack fits all cars vyith rain

gutters call 253-9678

J. Geiis 12/27 1st show U.S. tour New
Haven excellent floor seats 549-4032

1970 VW for sale good condition see it to

believe it call 546-6139 or 789-2144

Ski Bindings. Tyrolia 150. In good condi-

tion. $30.00 or best offer. Call Marc
546-9696

Fuji bike. Grand Tourer SE, 81 model top

cond., $200 or BO, incl. extras! phone Raf

at 6-1113, anytinrw

Caber Ski Boots 10^ $35 used 3 tinr>es

549-6194

KZ skiis length 150 excellent cond. $56 or

BO Marge 256-6612

Couch $45 or best offer 549-1184 Tina

Computer Terminal ADDS Consul 580.

Excellent condition, must sell. Asking $600
or BO Call 549-3762

Sell King Size Bed & Desk price

negotiable call 549-0038

FOUND

Money tell me amt, where lost, around
what time 546-5622

GREAT GIFTS

T-SHIRTS: Jagger, Costello, Stallone, and
Springsteen. Plus many prints - plain and
matted. $1.95 - $5.95 CC Concourse

HELP WANTED
~

WFCR needs spring interns. Up to 9
credits possible working in membership.
Call 545-0100

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?
Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling
Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 1 06

Notice! The Counselling Collective has
moved to CC 106 near the Collegian. Same
hours, same phone 545-2645

LOST

"Lost" 12/2/82 womens sweater, red,

black Er white, cardigan. Extreme sen-

timental value. Please call Kathy 549-5518
or leave at Info Desk. Reward. No ques-
tions asked.

REWARD lost wallet black somewhere in

Campus center call Gary 6-4770

Levi Denim Jacket in Hatch on 12-5,

name P. Morton on label 256-6017

Pale maroon jacket lost at TOC Fri please

return to CC information desk

MEXICAN CRUISE

Spring Break; Cancun, Cozumel, Key
West, 7 days; $440 from Tampa. Optional 3
credit course. Call 549-5613 or 549-5643 or

549-4736

MOVING

Man with pick-up for hire Experienced
low rates call David 253-5185

PERSONALS

Holiday Open House Kappa Kappa Gam-
ma all UMass women invited for an after-

noon of holiday cheer! December 10th 3-5.

RSVP 545-0320 545-0321

Rob K Happy Birthday love you Ann
Boarders wanted spring semester
females only call Sheila or Julie at 545-0939
or 253-9971

Typing done quickly and professionally
call Dave at 6-5766 for extraordinary work
done at ordinary prices

Attentionll Sharon Pigeon - yes you! Have
a great day! Love YSS
Rob K. Hope you had a Happy Birthday
sorry its late. Mayt>e I'll see you in Florida

love, guess who?

T - Renr>ember TIUTA nr>eans friends in

Greek Happy Graduation tove Stan

Happy Birthday JackyI Maintain the
spirit kidi - UMass Gang

Trisha 2 roses for 2 years we made it thru

some rough tifT>es last year which only
n^ade our love stronger Happy Anniversaryl
I couldn't be happier. PS I love you your
superwoman

Stocking Stuffer for kids and other nice
people coloring book Amherst Campus
Bookstore

S.M. Ace those GRE'sl Happy Graduation!
Love L.G.

Eddie, you rat - a wonderful year-not near-

ly ertough. Me too! Always us - Frog

What are you doing this Chanukah?
Come on down to Hillel's Chanukah party
Dec, 1 1 . 7:00 pm. Cape Cod Lounge, Stu-
dent Union

* Attention •

* Collegian Classified *

* and Display Advertisers *

* Rnal Deadline for Semester *

MONDAY, DEC. 13th 3:46 PM
* no exceptions *

* Collegian last day of publication *

* Wed. Dec. 16 •

74 Galaxie SOO good winter car, just tuned
$400 or best offer 549-6147

Mlt—2, Hey youre looking big, have you
been working out? Don't overdo it, and
hour and a half could give you cramps. It's

been quite the short month! I say shot, you
say shock - you are right, as always just

think what's happened - easthaven, exit 14,

Izzy's & GW's what a panic It's a good
thing that we never fight! Well it's been fun
"hanging" w/you these few weeks. ILV,

your secret admirer

Bye Wedginal We'll mils you! Love Swill

and Smilene

Well Mike - here's your first personal

Final exams, memory, concentration,
-success - group rates University Hypnosis
Center 549-4645

UPC members and friends Everyone
Who's Anyone! Come party with UPC's
end of the semester bash further info stop
by office and see Donna or IrmaAlice 406
Student Union

Newman Club X-mas Party Sat., Dec. 11
from 9-1 in the Newman Center front
lounge. Cost is $1.50 and all are invited!

Geno Liberti, Have a Merry Christmas.
Luv, Santa

Lentil - Happy Holidays; water fights, tight
jeans, laundry?, diets, lifting, come on
Willie, non-stop late-night laughter, you've
made this semester the best, I love ya -

Noodle

G.P. This little gift you can be sure will raise
your boyfriend's ire above the sink in the
room of trash with the needed gift of fire.

S.S.

Lori, Have a great 20th birthday 12/12.
Now that you can go out. . .look out next
semester! Patty

Gery Cohen I didn't forget about you
heres your first clue: roses are red violets
are blue, we are both flirts and we love it

too your SS
Attention Amy Gates. Your Secret Santa
waits. She'll send a gift from natures gate.
Your next clue is at home with the spice of
life^

Pete, Hanging around with your roommate
is alright. But last weekend was a little too
much. Remember, next time knock. Arpina

Mike 'Stud' How were the women this

past Monday night. Did you ask any of
them out? Boozer

Pear— I hope you don't think you're escap-
ing this place without having one more
"best" lime - Cats don't care but I do

-

GSW#2
Coo coo coo I'm Tom Sullivan I'm Frank
Suszynskis' pigeon coo coo coo

Happy B-day Mol Love, ABW
To all the ewesome pledges of Chi
Omege: Have a "scrumptious" interses-

sion! Love the sisters of XO
Dear Dede Happy 20th, Doll - It's legal

time! Always the best for little sis. Love
you, Larry

Lizzy: Happy 10th and Happy H i love you
Mike

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICF

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED
"~

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20
Dec. will share gas/driving, call Pam
253-7405.

To Everglades or anywhere in Florida after

X-mas Day call Brenda 617-544-2624

To Colorado for Christmas Breek call

Shaun 549-6138.

Ride to Philadelphia or Wilmington Del.

vicinity. 23rd 6-5739, Chris, will share gas

Pitts, PA Dec 23 after 2:00 PM Tony
549-0861

RIDERS WANTED

To R Lauderdale Rorida leaving ec 25

returning Jan 4 round trip 110.00 call

Caroline at 549-1114 for info

ROOM WANTED
~

Females looking for a bedroom, in Brit-

tany Manor for spring semester. Please

call 549-5686. Keep trying.

Female seeks own room in house or apt

253-2294 Sheryl.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Starting Jan 1 2 males remaining in 2

bedroom Brittany Manor apt 2 openings

call 253-5920

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartment from Jan 1 on. Call

256-0630

One room available in Puffton prefer one
male 549-6322

3 roommates wanted tor Jan 1 and spr
semester B rittany Manor call Tim 256-0606

Female wanted to share Puffton apt
during int session $125/ month includes
heat. Preferably non-smoker, on bus route
please call Debbie evenings 546-9660 or
546-9662

Responsible person for own room in

Hadley apt $130 + eh -- trie 584-5045

Female - share single bedroom Puffton
starting February - lease until June
549-6741

Puffton Village - 3 bdrm sublet avail, for

Jan with spring option ava'l for 1 bdrm,
M/F. call 549-0621.

Female Roommate wanted Jan spring
sem. Southwood townhouse $93-t-

253-3273

Own room available in house near
Southwest. Starting January $110/month
549-6495

Female wanted to share Brittany Manor
Apt. Call 253-7360

Own Bedroom in two bedroom apt in Brit-

tany Manor Apts Jan 1 256-8388

Kosher female for one biidroom in two
bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

1 or 2 people for 1 bdrm in furnished 2
bedrm Colonial Vill Apt 256-0763 Brad
Chase

Female roommateCs) wanted for Jan 1

townhouse apt ca ll Pat 549-5103 eves

2 people share 1 bedroom in So Amherst
apt available immediately bus route only
$801 each 586-3682

2-4 roommetes in Echo Hill townhouse
Jan-Aug call 253-2589

Female wented for own room in Puffton
start Jan 1 549-0137

Female roommated wanted Brittany

manor $115/month. Heat included. Non-
smoker 256-0298

Nice large room in furnished apartnr>ent 20
min from Amherst prefer over 25 must be
neat, responsible and like 2 cats 175-f

774-4650

A clean non-smoking male to sre

bedroom in Brittany Mnr 256-6041

Female to shere bedroom in two
bedroom ept Col Village spring semester
$91/mth on bus oute excellent location call

Chris or Tammy after 4 00 at 253-3082

1 Female wanted to rent Southwood apt
over break very reasonable rent details

253-5109

Two people needed to share room in Puf-

fton Village intersession and spring sem
549-6420 heat inc

Room in house on bus route $180 month
includes all utilities. Kitchen priviedges
253-2152

1 br in 2 br pond view Brandywine apt
available Jan 1 & spring semester 549-6289

One bedroom for intersession and or

spring great location $160 256-8447

Male to share room in house Rt 9
$127/month 256-0668

Brandywine January 1 or 2 females spririg

1 femele 549-41 14

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enck>sed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

Past Accurate Typing $1/page please call

Leslea at 584-4880.

Say Something Special Made-to-order

verses cards or gifts for nwre info 536-8683

SKI TRIPS
~

Smuggler's Notch Vermont Intersession

trips, only $14911 For more info call: Rober-

ta or Steph 549-6235

TO SUBLET

Woman wanted to share room in apt
Feb greet deal for info please call 666-7109

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$166 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 bedroom apartment on
bus route available Jan 1 Laurel 666-3519

Intersession rental Southeast St $180
utilities included call Bob 256-6017 after 8

One bedroom on bus route intersession

$90 -»^ contact David at Bluewall Bar 12-3 or

call 665-4048

Two bedroom apt available Jan 1 bus
route Terianne 666-4371

2 Rms in Apt Intersession. Bus Rte. Main
St 125+ 256^0896
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Gymnast in big meet against Orange
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

CollcKian photo bv Bradford Hammer

Joe DeMarco will be in action Saturday when the Minutemen take on
the Syracuse Orangemen Saturday at 1:00 at Boyden.

bar, will execute a double layout (double

somersault with a straight body) in his high

bar performance. All around competitor

With a 2 record, the University ol Willie Stevens was rested in the Lowell

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team will meet so he could train all week for

compete in what coach Roy Johnson called tomorrow's competition and Johnson feels

one of the toughest home meets of the year Stevens is ready.

against Syracuse University tomorrow at "I think he's improved at least three

1:00 in Boyden gym. points," Johnson said. "I think he's going to

The team has been training for the meet hit his vault and be ail set on parallel bar

during the past week and have improved its and high bar which he had trouble with last

weak areas, including long horse vaulting. Saturday (against Army)."

Along with vaulting, the floor exercises and Stevens will be performing a half in half

pommel horse will have to be strong events out from a giant swing (backwards double

in order to beat Syracuse. somersault in a tucked position with a full

"The key will be vaulting." Johnson said, twist to dismount) in his rings routine.

And pornmel horse will be important too. Bert Mathieson will be doing a roundoff

We've spent a lot of time on vaulting and I with a double twist as a dismount for his

see improvement in it already.
"

floor routine. Johnson said Mathieson

The team looked good in practice on "didn't" have enough endurance for the set

Thursday and has improved in all areas just (on Wednesday) but I think he will hit it on

since Tuesday. Saturday."

Michael Cort will be one important "Bert went 53.2 (for six events) on

Syracuse competitor to watch. Cort's best Saturday and I think he's ready to go even

event is the pommel horse and he could be more," Johnson said of Mathieson. "He's

the difference in whether UMass wins or ready to start not only averaging nine on

loses. Freshman Greg Saunders is another every event, but could get a nine on every

gymnast that Minutemen competitors 'vili event."

have some trouble with. For UMass, the meet will be the last one

Syracuse is a young team with a lot of big before intersession and the team is looking

tricks, according to UMass co-captain Bob forward to pulling out a victory and going

Goulart. Both UMass and Syracuse are on to try next year for a spot in the Eastern

about even team wise, which will make the Intercollegiate Gymnastics League

match close and interesting. "You'll see a championships.

lot of good tricks from Syracuse. " Goulart "The guys deserve to win," Johnson said,

said. "If we can hit our tricks we'll beat "They did great against Army and have

them." been training and deserve to go out and do

According to Johnson, UMass should well. We've got a good enough team and it

easily stay with Syracuse in the floor and would be great to have a real good score."

still rings events. Lew Wingert. the first The meet begins at 1:00 and the audience

man up in five of the six events, is going to will see an excellent meet, close com-

be counted on to start the team off in the petition, with some good performances,

right direction. Co-captain John Coach Johnson urges anyone who wants to

McGonagle, who will be anchoring the see the meet to get there early because it

rings, will be performing a full twist double will be crowded and UMass has a great floor

back somersault off rings and should come team, which will be the first event,

up with a strong performance and a good "Everybody has been looking good in

score. practice and warm-up," Goulart said. "And

Tony Sbarra, who always comes up with I expect a consistent performance from

good performances in vaulting and high UMass."

A moral victory but a real loss for the Minutemen
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

STORES. Conn. - Though statistically

there was an 86 74 loss that the University

of Conncrlicut handed the University of

Massachusetts last night, morally speaking

the Minutemen won some points

Facing a 2'-\ point deficit midway through

the second period, it would have been all

too easy for UMa.ss to pack things in and

head home.

They didn't.

Paced by some stellar playing by

sophomore Donald Russell and freshmen

John Hempel a.i.i Darryl Carter. UMass cut

the deficit to only eight points at 70 62

with just over five minutes remaining in the

contest.

This was not to be a night for comebacks,

however, as the Huskies, led by juniors

Karl Hobbs and Norman Bailey, held off the

Minuteman surge and secured the final

outcome.

The first half saw Connecticut slowly

forge ahead behind 14 first half points by

Hobbs. a product of high school basketball

at Cambridge Rindge and Latin.

Connecticut s zone defense was im

penetrable and their running game was

equally as potent as the smaller, (quicker

Husky guards led numerous fast breaks

against the Minutemen.
The score at the half was 49 31 in favor of

the home team.

The beginning of the. .second half was a

more of the same situation as Connecticut

continued to run successfully while the

Minuteman machine stalled.

Then came the final run.

Rus.sell. who finished the night with 21

points (13 from the free throw line), began
to penetrate the opposition's land and
Hempel (20 points) was able to hit on

several key jump shots to pull UMass
within striking distance.

It simply was not a night for miracles,

though.

Russell and Hempel were followed in the

scoring column by Horace Neysmith. who
finished the night with 13 points, and
Kdwin Green, who chipped in 10. Carter

finished with 6 points and Ron Young and
Hobby Braun had two points apiece.

On the Husky side of the scoring sheet.

Bailey finished the night with 21 points and

Hobbs followed closely with 20. Vernon
(iiscombe dropped in 15 points, mainly with

shots from outside the Minuteman zone

defense.

The Minutemen play again tomorrow
when they take on Davidson College at

Davidson. N.C.

Lady swimmers iace (JlarK
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's varsity swim team will be looking

for their fifth straight victory tomorrow

when they travel to Worcester to take on

Clark University at 1:00 p.m.

The Minutewomen. who have been out of

action since December 1 when they

defeated Springfield 80 69. are facing a

Clark team that has undergone a recent

coaching change and was hurt heavily by

graduation.

... a ie>uil of the coaching switch, the

Clark squad was not able to recruit many
swimmers this year so they do not possess

the depth the Minutewomen have. On
paper it looks like a certain UMass victory,

but coach Valerie Turtle is cautious.

"It should be a fairly competitive meet."

Turtle .stressed. "We are basically going

after qualifying times and people will be

swimming different events." she added.

Turtle plans on juggling the UMass line-

up a bit to give her swimmers an op-

portunity to swim alternate events. She
.-•Ko hopes to add to the number of UMass

Collciriui ptioto hj Bradford HunMcr

Craig Smith skies for a layup in Minuteman action earlier in the
season.

swimmers who have qualified for the New
England Championships which are held in

the Linkletter Natotarium at Spring, field

College in late February.

Three UMass swimmers qualified for the

New Englands against Springfield. They
were Marua Sweeney (100 Butterfly),

Caroline Freitas (100 and 400 yard

Individual Medleys) and Co-captain Jen-

nifer Black (400 IM).
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General Ed.

to Fac Senate

this Thursday
By BECKY THATCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee on General

Education at the University of Massachusetts will present

a proposal to its parent body Thursday changing the core

curricula requirements.

The proposal stresses a greater sense of purpose in the

general education program, better advising and an in-

creased emphasis on undergraduate teaching, said

Committee Chairman Charles Hutchinson.

"We are an ad hoc committee of the faculty senate that

was charged to look at general education at the University

of Massachusetts now, identify its problems, and based on

that make a proposal," Hutchinson said.

The proposal has been mailed to all the students and

faculty along with a set of recommendations written by the

student sub committee on general education, said com-

mittee chairman Robert Thayer. He said the committee

strongly supports the proposal and communicated with the

faculty committee throughout its writing.

Thayer said it is most important that everybody reads

and understands the proposal in order to have an informed

opinion.

"Every student has a copy in their mailbox. We have

given them an opportunity to read it. It is an interesting

document on an important issue." he said.

The final proposal, which would include reports made by

individual working groups on each part, will go before the

faculty senate sometime in February, Hutchinson said.

The only vote the faculty senate will have to make on

Thursday concerning the proposal will be to vote on the

motion to extend the life of the ad hoc committee on

general education, he said.

The proposal is still very far from being reality though.

Hutchinson said if the faculty passes the proposal in

February, it would have to be scrutinized by many other

committiees of the faculty and the administration before it

becomes the university policy. If it is approved, im-

plementation would be gradual.

There is still plenty of leeway for discussion and ex-

perimentalization," Hutchinson said.

The three main parts of the proposal are skills, breadth

of knowledge, and integration of knowledge, he said.

The breadth of knowledge courses are similar to the

present C, D, and E core requirements.

"Many of the individual courses that become part of the

Breadth of Knowledge component will almost certainly be

based on undergraduate courses currently offered on this

campus, " the document states.

"As is true with the present system, students would

continue to have a diverse range of courses from which to

choose. " Thayer said.

Integration of knowledge component involves a fresh-

man tutorial and a senior seminar which would offer the

student an opportunity to integrate his or her education

while considering a contemporary issue, the document

states.

At last Wednesday's Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting, the senate passed a resolution approving the ad

hoc committee's goals but questioning its manner or

reaching those goals.

Ellen Nylen. a member of the working group on the

freshman tutorial, described it as being a cornerstone of

the program, which would serve to introduce the freshman

to the concept and ideals of general education.

She said that it would be a course on one issue taught by

a team of teachers, approaching the Lssue from scientific,

sociological and humanistic directions.

The idea behind the integration part of the proposal is

"to try to make connections between the parts that are

now presented in total isolation, " Thayer said.

Nylen pointed out the uniqueness of student par-

ticipation in the development of a new general education

program at UMass.
"Reforms in this area are going on all over the country.

Very few schools have had any student input in the whole

process," she said. "The printing and mailing of the

proposal is a unique outreach to get students involved and

understanding what is going on."

Thayer said that students presently enrolled in the

university will be indirectly affected by implementation of

the proposal.

"Students that are here now will graduate under the

existing set of requirements, but they will be affected to

some degree by the movement to improve general

education because the changes suggested include better

advising and altering the faculty reward system to place

more emphasis on undergraduate teaching, ' he said.

Cellcfian photo b; Brmdford Hammer

Yale Kantor, a freshman computer major from Miami, Fla., executes a difficult maneuver on

the balance beam while teammates Trisha Harrity and Susan Allen look on.

SBA presents development proposal

for Research histitute this Thursday
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The School of Business Administration at the University

of Massachusetts will present a proposal Thursday to the

Faculty Senate creating an organization devoted to

researching the educational and financial aspects of the

school.

According to a report issued by the Faculty Senate

Program and Budget Council, the organization, which will

be known as the Massachusetts Development Research

Institute, "will further the teaching, research and public

service missions of the university."

If the institute is created, the SBA will have the

responsibility of managing its financial and research affairs

according to the report.

The SBA was chosen because "The School of Business

may be the most visible facet of the university with which

the private sector identifies," the report states.

There are four areas of research the institute will focus

on. They include: the requirements for the growth of

private sector in Massachusetts; appropriate levels of

public activity and the management of public policy as it

relates to the business environment; factors influencing

the general regional growth and development of

Massachusetts; and other inter-relationships between the

business environment and Massachusetts development.

UMass officials said the institute is needed to alleviate

some of the overload the current research staff is ex

periencing.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said the Office of Planning and

Budget was so overburdened the Research Institute was

deemed necessary.

"One of the things we're trying to do is create a place

where data can be easily attained and is accessible to the

public." Duffey said.

David C. Bischoff. acting deputy provost, said currently

there is one person doing the work of three people in

researching data important to the university.

"It is very important for us to get data such as student to

teacher ratio figures or things like that. But, right now we

just don't have the staffing," he said.

The proposed research group wUl have one faculty

member who will serve as director of the program. This

person will be released from teaching half time during the

program's first year.
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Snow finally hits

and blankets most
of Eastern Mass.
BOSTON (AP) — The season's first snow storm slam-

med into southeastern New England yesterday, dumping

as much as one foot of powder, stranding Sunday travelers

and cancelling both horse races and religious classes.

The snow blanketed southeastern Massachusetts and

Cape Cod. with Chatham reporting 10 inches by early

afternoon. In Boston, snowfall was four to six inches.

The white stuff didn't make it far enough north to im-

prove skiing conditions in northern New England, but

Rhode Island and Connecticut were braced for up to six

inches.

"Road conditions anywhere from Boston south are

extremely hazardous," said William Pizzano,

Massachusetts public works spokesman. "In other areas

north and west of the city, roadway conditions are poor."

A tractor trailer truck jackknifed going up an icy hill on

Route 18 in Weymouth about 20 miles south of Boston, and

closed a section of the two lane major artery, Pizzano

reported. Police reported fender-benders and stranded

motorists in southeastern Massachusetts, and motorists

were advised to stay home.

Some 1.200 pieces of snowfighting equipment worked on

roads in the state.

In the old whaling city of New Bedford, driving con

ditions plummeted during the day. but Police Captain

Raymond Eugenio said few people were venturing out.

"It's a Sunday and most activities planned for the day

were cancelled," he said. "So traffic is light and that's a

saving grace."

The snow was good news for horses at Suffolk Downs
race track, who got the day off when races were cancelled.

The storm gusted up to 35 knots on Nantucket Island,

and forced the steamship authority to cancel ferries to the

island, about 20 miles off Cape Cod, police dispatcher Lisa

Burns said.

Small airports on Nantucket and Marthas Vineyard

closed as conditions deterioriated, but Logan International

Airport in Boston remained open and spokeswoman

Carolyn Walden said operations there were on schedule.

Plowing delayed air traffic yesterday morning at Green

State Airport in Rhode Island, but by afternoon flights

were on schedule, according to controller Irvin

Washington.
Al Cote, forecaster for the National Weather Service,

said the storm hit southeastern New England before dawn.

He predicted eight to 12 inches would fall on southeastern

Massachusetts before the storm ended at midnight.

Temperatures were in the 20s during the day and were

expected to drop to 5 to 10 degrees last night, and Cote

said today would be sunny and cold.

New promises from Poland
Martial law over
before year's end

AP I,«i«rphoto

Martial law leader Gen. Wojiech Jaruzelski

announces yesterday that military rule will be

suspended by the end of the year.

No aid to Poland
Davies suggests
BOSTON (AP) — A former U.S. ambassador to Poland

says Americans should not extend credit to that nation's

military rulers, despite yesterday's announcement that

authorities plan to lift martial law.

Richard Davies, who served as ambassador from 1973 to

1978, criticized Western powers Sunday for not doing more

for the Polish workers' movement Solidarity.

Davies spoke at a rally at Fanueil Hall that marked a

year since martial law was imposed in Poland. About 150

people gathered as snow fell through the afternoon.

"We must remain true to ourselves and our heritage in

order to be true to those who are struggling to breathe

free." said Davies. He called the Polish workers'

movement peaceful and said Solidarity wants only more

self-government at the workplace.

Lifting of martial law is a "purely cosmetic" change.

Davies said.

"The West will change their tune and reevaluate their

position to Poland and will espouse extension of new
credits, despite the fact that nothing will have changed,"

he predicted.

Stanislaw Baranczak, a professor of Polish literature at

Harvard University, also spoke at the rally, and said the

Polish regime's principal success has been in imprisoning

opposition.

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - The "basic rigors " of martial

law wUl be suspended before the end of the year, in-

ternment wiU end. and there will be a partial amnesty,

Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski announced last night.

Jaruzelski, the premier. Communist Party chief and

head of the martial law council, said in a nationally

televised speech that his regime hopes to end military rule

"in the reasonably near future."

But he indicated that in the meantime, it would retain

some of the extraordinary powers it assumed last year.

Jaruzelski spoke on the eve of the first anniversary of

the day he proclaimed martial law to begin the destruction

of the independent labor union Solidarity. The union was

outlawed on Oct. 13, and last month, the government

concluded it was no longer a threat when underground

leaders were unable to rally a nationwide protest strike.

Jaruzelski said the 21-man Council of National

Redemption "is of the opinion that conditions have arisen

for suspending martial law. ... The suspension of martial

law means that its basic rigors will cease to function before

the end of this year."

The Sejm, Poland's parliament, meets Monday to take

the legislative action necessary to put the military council's

decision into effect.

Jaruzelski spoke only in general terms of the restrictions

that would be lifted and those that would remain.

"Only regulations that directly protect the fundamental

interests of the state, creating a protective shield for the

economy and ensuring the greater personal safety of

citizens, should remain in force wholly or in part as a

temporary measure," he said. "... The national economy ...

needs special protection, and the public wants the fight

against crime to be stepped up.

"

"Anarchy will not be tolerated," he warned. "No one in

Poland or abroad should labor under any illusion that the

current decisions will allow a further round."

Jaruzelski made no mention of a letter from Solidarity

leader Lech Walesa in which the hero of the independent

labor movement listed his conditions for cooperation with

the government to solve the nation's "deep and prolonged

crisis."

The letter, written Dec. 4 and made public by Walesa

Saturday, called for amnesty for all Solidarity members

jailed or fired from their jobs for union activity. It abo

demanded restoration of the Gdansk agreements of

August, 1980, which for the first time in the Soviet bloc

recognized the right of workers to form unions in

dependent of Communist Party control.

However, Jaruzelski said there would be a partial

amnesty, and underground Solidarity activists should seize

the chance to come into the open.

Congress to extend session

for issues like gas tax, MX
WASHINGTON — Despite talk of compromise on the

MX missile controversy, it is becoming increasingly

unlikely that Congress will wind up its lame-duck session

AS scheduled on Friday.

*Such troublespots as the gas tax. an emergency jobs bill

and the battle over the missile President Reagan dubbed

the "Peacekeeper." may keep the lawmakers in session

through next week or even after Christmas.

And Sen. Robert Dole. R-Kan., indicated yesterday the

gas tax issue alone would keep Congress busy until New
Year's Eve.

Early in the week, the House is expected to begin action

on a stopgap spending measure that includes a $5.4 billion

Democratic jobs bill which Republicans say will prompt a

presidential veto.

The House Appropriations Committee affixed the jobs

plan to the catch all spending bill on Friday by a vote of 25

18, in a move by Democratic leaders to improve the

chances of the jobs measure.

No one offers to help as

Fall River woman drowns
FALL RIVER. Mass. - A 64 year old woman

whose car skidded on an icy bridge and plunged into a pond

screamed for help as the car sank but some onlookers

refused to jump into the frigid water, authorities say.

Police said divers Friday afternoon pulled Celia L.

LeBlanc of Fall River unconscious from her car after she

had been under water about a half hour. She was flown to

the University of Massachusetts Medical Center in

Worcester, where she died.

A witness said Mrs. LeBlanc screamed she couldn't swim

as the car sank.

"She must have panicked. " said Ovila Lizotte. "It didn't

seem like she was trying to get out. I never felt so helpless

in my life."

Lizotte said he couldn't swim and asked two men

standing on the Water Street Bridge to jump in and save

the woman.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Fall River cop is charged

with brutal murder of wife
FALL RIVER - Fall River Patrolman Richard Murphy

faces arraignment Monday on charges of murdering his

wife, authorities said.

Patricia Murphy. 31. was found lying in a Fall River

street Dec. 5. Her skiill was fractured. Nearby was a

bloody hubcap and fragments of auto glass, and authorities

treated the death as a hit-and-run auto accident until an

autopsy last Monday indicated otherwise, police said.

Mrs. Murphy died from "blunt force trauma" to the head

causing skull fractures and iriternal head injuries, ac-

cording to Dr. Gordon B. Bobbins, who performed the

autopsy.

After several days investigating, police arrested

Murphy on Saturday and charged him with first-degree

murder, according to Detective George Rezendes.

Arraignment was scheduled in Bristol county's 2nd

District Court.

In a prepared statement. Fall River police Chief

Raymond E. Conroy said Murphy has been temporarily

suspended from duty for five days and had his gun and

other equipment confiscated.

AP I^Mrpholo

Actress Elizabeth Taylor listens to reporters

in Los Angeles Saturday after she announced

her plans to embark on a KMay mission to the

Middle Eaat to "try and create peace between
Israel and Lebanon."
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Legislators not convinced students need aid

State student aid

being considered
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

The passage of student aid legislation before the state

legislature could mean more than $800,000 in additional

funds for students at the University of Massachusetts.

In addition, a student receiving a state scholarship will

be eligible for an additional $250 grant. Under one

proposal $5 million in work-study would become

available, which is three times more money than the

federal government cut from its work-study program.

Since last spring, a major legislative effort has at-

tempted to increase state assistance to students in an

effort to counteract the federal cutbacks and increase the

state scholarship program which has not experienced any

real increase in many years.

In March, six prominent legislators co sponsored a bill

to generate an estimated $29 million in student aid by

using part of the cigarette tax to support a higher

education assistance fund.

To compensate for the lost revenue, cigarettes would

be subjected to the state sales tax.

The bill, labeled the "cigarette tax", has been stalled in

the House of Representatives Ways and Means Com-

mittee for the past eight months.

Tax bills, even those funding higher education, are not

popular. And it is apparent that this bill was too con-

troversial to pass.

With little chance to pass the "cigarette tax," the

Senate passed a bill shortly after the November election

to provide an additional $4 million for the general

scholarship program, $5 million for a new state work-

study program, $3 million for graduate student

assistance and an emergency $1 million fund for low-

income students that are the head of households.

The major flaw of this bill, many feel, was that it did

not specify were the money would come from to fund the

increases.

Last Monday, the Senate acted again. They passed and

sent to the House a bill that would delay the im-

plementation of the Bottle Bill for soft drink distributors

until March 31. Included in the measure is a provision

that would require all unclaimed five and ten cent

deposits be turned over to the state treasury. The

money, an estimated $10 $25 million is to be used for

student assistance

.

The beverage industry will be one of the biggest op

ponents of this student aid proposal, said Doug Phelps.

executive dire-^tor of MASSPIRG.
Yesterday a full page ad. paid for by the Massachusetts

Wholesalers of Malt Beverages, appeared in the Boston

Globe opposing the proposal.

Student Government Association President

Jim Murphy urges students to call their state

representatives for increased financial aid, last

week in front of the Student Union.

Aid may not pass

House legislators

By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

With only three days remaining in the Massachusetts

legislative session it appears that the effort to provide as

much as $30 million in additional student financial aid may
come up short.

Three major pieces of student aid legislation are stalled

in the House of Representatives Ways and Means Com-
mittee. Ways and Means Chairperson Michael Creedon,

according to a State House source, is not convinced there is

strong support in the state for increasing student aid.

"It's touch and go," said one observer. "Students Just

haven't sent a message loud enough to gain the attention of

the House members."

Given the shortness of notice and the time of year, the

mobilizing efforts to pass one of the three student aid

i

packages has met moderate success.

Last Sunday, a rumor circulated that something was

going to break in the legislature concerning student aid.

Even as student orgainzers began to act. the third

student aid proposal passed the State Senate and went to

News A^ysis
the House Ways and Means Committee.

Two major "phone trees" were set up. The
Massachusetts Association of Student Financial Aid

Administrators contacted its 400 members from 200 public

and private colleges and universities in the Com-
monwealth. The members were asked to call their state

Representatives and have some of the students working in

their offices and student government leaders to contact

their representatives.

The second major phone network was done by students

at UMass. On Monday and Tuesday night of last week
students from the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy and Students Advocating

Financial Assistance called hundreds of UMass students

asking them to call their representives.

Also a mini-rally was held on Tuesday in an effort to get

students to call and the student governments at all of the

public colleges were contacted.

In all at least 200 UMass students called their

representatvies during the first three days of last week
before House went into informal session and conducted no

business.

By the end of last week sources indicated that while

some representatives became responsive, the people in

Ways and Means weren't persuaded by the effort.

Roxbury students favored Reid as president
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Student leaders at Roxbury Community College (RCC)

are up in arms over the school's Board of Trustees deci-

sion not to select University of Massachusetts Director of

the Office of Planning and Budget Marie Reid as the new

president.

In a story published in Friday's Boston Globe, Thcmas

Jenkins, president of the RCC Student Government

Association, said a small group of student leaders are op-

posed to the selection of Brunetta Wolfman, director of

policy planning for the Massachusetts Department of

Education, to become the college's fourth permanent

president.

"We're very skeptical," Jenkins said. "We think Rox-

bury Community College is in a crisis situation, and

because of that we feel there should be no question as to

whether the president is strong enough to do the job."

Jenkins said the students favored Reid, who was one of

the five finalists for the position.

"She was the students' number 1 choice," he said.

Reid withdrew her candidacy the day before the trustees

voted, and Jenkins said he believes she was pressured to

do this because of her dispute with Joseph Duffey, the new

UMass chancellor, over his reassignment of her to new

duties.

Reid said yesterday, however, she was not pressured to

withdraw and did so voluntarily because Diiffey had of-

fered her a year's paid leave to complete her doctorate at

UMass so her son could graduate from Amherst High

School.

"I really felt that after the difficulty out here and the

settlement I got, I wanted to stay here and not take my

family to Boston," she said.

Reid had threatened to sue the University before the

leave was granted, the Globe said.

Jenkins said if the students do not get satisfaction by the

December 17 Board of Regents of Higher Education

meeting, the students may ask the regents to block the ap-

pointment. Trustees' choices for presidents of state col-

lege and universities are subject to the regents' approval.

Monday, the Roxbury Community College Student

Government Association voted 12-0 to draft a letter infor-

ming students that they object to Wolfman's appointment.

Wolfman said she objects to the student's disapproval.

"I happen to think that the trustees made a good
choice," she said. "I have a lot of experience and contacts

to bring to the position. I think I will do a first rate job."

Wolfman assumes office Jan. 1.

Literary magazine readying for spring
By PAUL BELVAL
Collegian Staff

Despite some unexpected misfortune this semester.

Spectrum magazine is ready to get going again.

Spectrum, the student-run literary magazine at the

University of Massachusetts, is currently accepting

submissions of art, photography, poetry and prose for

their spring 1983 edition.

Spectrum has had a series of setbacks it has had to

overcome this semester, said Managing Editor Charles

Francis Carroll.

Problems for the magazine began this year when the

Student Government Association level funded the

magazine despite a 15 percent increase in production costs,

Carroll said.

Last semester. Spectrum overspent its $15,000 budget

and has to pay $1,000 of that debt back this semester, he

said. That leaves Spectrum with $14,000 to put together a

magazine that Carroll said will cost them $17,250 to

publish.

• Carroll said he hopes to make up the difference by

soliciting funds from outside sources.

The magazine has applied to both the Graduate Student

Senate and the Massachusetts Arts Council for money, he

said.

The magazine's troubles were compounded in October

when 3,000 copies of its last edition were destroyed when
the Campus Center dressing room, in which they were
stored, was vandalized.

This semester, the magazine has also changed its ad-

ministrative policies.

"We've gone trom editorial policy making and decision

making to collective decision making," he said. "We did

that to open rather than narrow the parameters of the

magazine. We have 25 official people and 15 unofficial

people."

"It works," he said. "We have some fantastic meetings.

People come away feeling they have had some input."

The theme of next semester's Spectrum is "The Social

Significance of Art." a theme which Carroll .said should

bring about a greater interest in the magazine.

"We're trying to communicate to the university at

large," he said.

Carroll said there is a possibility of a poem dealing with

women's issues and a Spanish poem appearing in the next

Spectrum

.

'There's a large Spanish population and we should deal

with it," he said. "Relevance is the key word.'.' ^

ColleKian photo by Jin Powrra

Spectrum Managing Editor Charles Francis

Carroll, Art Editor Libby Hubbard, and artist

Shaw Taylor look over a submission Taylor

presented for publication at the Spectrum office

on Thursday.
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^^ -^ Sassoon
^'•^' Brush

Reg. $2.72

your choice ^^ 27
shampK>o or rinse

Aqua Velva

regular

$1.29

81*
Reg $1.26

Noxema
2.5 oz

$1.41
Reg. $1.88

1.5 oz Sure reg

$1.50 Sure unscented

Drixoral 10's$1.6l

DRDQORAL

•<" "• Rtibitussin

«~ Riibitjssin|l

J_'^ Robitusvn

49'

reg 72*

Robitussin 4 oz

Night Relief
//.. w

$1.64 Mm
MASAI
sntMm A

Afrin

Nasal

'/i oz

$1.76
Reg $3.03

also Centrum Tabs $6.91

Ultra Brite4.3oz $1.17

'
ultra brfte

Sure & Natural 30's

$3.33

I

^ (ale Hems z*tz> avtilabto the M'mi Store k>cat*d in the Student Union

'^.UNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^

Located tn the Campus Center Oo«iM-F9-5 Sat. 11-4

Great Gifts
Stocking Staffers

Posters Cards

BLOUSES
Dresses, Skirts, Scarves

Earrings Crystals

Mugs Calendars

Ornaments

Vases, Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, Toys

Weeknights 9 pm Dec 10-23

Sundays 12-5 pm

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Open 10 ann - 6 pm • 9 pnn Fri.

Open Sundays 12-5 p.m.

UJ

I

Great Gifts - Great Prices

AiCI^CANTILE
; AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOW «

Maya Elisayoff, 18 a communications studies

major.

When It's A Toss-up What To Give For Christmas

P\ Give A Cookbook!

Hundreds of other

Sale Books to

choose from

Steven Snyder, 22, industrial engineering ma-

jor from Sharon.

Free time survey

released at finals

By HANNAH HOSOM
Collegian Staff

With the end of the semester nearing, and the rush to

finish projects and study for exams upon us, few

students remember what spare time is, never mind think

how to spend it.

The Student Affairs Research and Evaluation

Office(SAREO) has released a survey taken in November
on what students do in their free time: where they go,

and what they do Saturday nights.

The results of the survey showed — not surprisingly —
that most students go to films and parties most often,

followed by concerts, lectures, and theater and dance

events. The survey reported the results were very

similar to the results of a students activities survey last

year.

Some of the answers students gave were slightly dif-

ferent than the standard "party" response.

"I play Donkey Kong Junior," said Steven Snyder, 22,

an industrial engineering major from Sharon.

"The kid plays Donkey Kong religiously," agreed Doug
Ross, 22, a senior civil engineering major. "I hang out at

the Blue Wall a lot."

"And all parties, whenever possible," Snyder added.

When asked about on-campus events, he said he attended

the King Crimson concert.

"I went to Jesus Christ Superstar, too," he said.

Their friend, Kyle Cooper, 20, an interior design major

from Swampscott who would like to do scenic design,

said he goes to films, "off campus, mostly."

Does money affect what students do?

'No. I'm rich," Snyder said.

Other people disagreed. Maya Elisayoff, an 18-year-old

communications studies major, said it affected her deci-

sions, emphasizing her point by shaking her head.

"Definitely," said Valerie Meckel, a 22-year-old com-

munications studies major who lives in Brandywine

Apartments. "I usually go to parties (off campus), but if I

have the money I go to local clubs, or movies at the

mall."

Meckel said she also goes to the theater series at the

Fine Arts Center, and that she goes to about six campus

events a month.

"You can do a lot of things on campus that don't cost

too much," said David Perry, a junior civil engineering

major living in Brittany Manor.

"I like sports. I like going to see the UMass teams play.

ROTC takes up some of my time," Perry said.

David Perry, junior, civil engineering major.

Valerie Meckel, 22, communications studies ma-
jor.

X

The Art of French Cuisine - $12.98

The Wok Cookbook - $6.98

The Low Cholesterol Cookbook - $3.98

Crockery Cookery Cuisine - $3.98

The New England Heritage Cookbook - $4.98

The American Heritage Cookbook - $6.98

Located in the Campus Center
Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^

J. G. DURAND

<FINE OulSSWflRE
GIFT BOXED SETS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Studant

[&|lriiitiiig

The Note Service will be

closing for the semester

on Thursday 12/16 (reading day)

We will not be distributing

notes during finals

n

*Econ 311 - Vickers

FSN 102 - Sawyer

FSN 130 - Bert

Geol 103 - Brown

HRTA 100 - Fletcher

Mgt 301 - Odiorne

Physics 100 - Kofler

Physics 162 - Chang

Psych 100B - Novak

Psych 150B - Simonson

Psych 150E - Royer

Soc 102 - Yaukey

Zoo 102 - Mange

BA - Hare

Bot 100 - Shapiro

COINS 121 - Coleson

COINS 123 - Reynolds

ComStu 150 - Davis

ComStu 150 - Cronen

Econ 103B - Resnick

Econ 103D - Duguay

Econ 103F - Norton

Econ 104 A, D - Altken

Econ 104B - Deere

Econ 104 C - Treyz

$Nov 1 till finals

The Print Shop WILL be open during intersession.
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(K)THE ONE AND ONLY
TC-FX44 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH

DCXBY C $189
STR-VX22 AM FM STEREO RECEIVER WITH_

NEW DIRECT ACCESS TUNING

]
•LX2 SEMI-AUTOMATIC DIRECT-DRIVE

TURNTABLE
TX-FX66 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
TWO-MOTOR, DOLBY C WITH

REAL TIME COUNTER

:\Sn9

THE

SNOBS
AGAINST

THE

SLOBS.

mCaddyshack
,,,»«».., lUBl -IMMO •ll•U"^HMD - ...... «».lO'~~ -—•

Wednesday, Dec 15 at 7 - 9 - 11 PM
Engineering East Aud
Admission: $1.50

Sound &Miu^ CxKxl Advice
Hoeiest Price

90-92 King Street (Rte. 5). Northampton, 584-9547

Mon.-Wed'. 10-6. Thurs.. Fri. 10-9. Sat. 10-5
t*"**NORfHWo6r>"n
f APARTMENTS

\

(.47 Sunderland i

s

\

Close to Amherst,

on bus line

1, 2, and 3

bedroom gardens .

immediate occupancy :

available ]

students welcome l

666-3866
office open from
10-7 weekday*.
Saturdays 1-4

^ aNEMA
Mon - Tues

The Great Santini

Chariots of Fire

Wed - Sat

Great Expectations

Wuthering Heights

Downtown Amherst

2S3 5426

PAD'S N'

THINGS
DEC. - JAN.
SPECIALS

25% OFF LIST
ALL DRAWING

PADS
134 High

Holyoke, Mass

I

I

i

•s,. i

^ass.
I

BUYING
High School
Class Rings
HIGHEST
PRICES '

PAIDl Also Gold « Silver

Coins end jewelry

'Daniel Smith
256-0710

25 North Pleosont Street

Amherst

GivG to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a happy

^—I holiday.
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Women's Week
TODAY

The Women's Caucus of the Student

Senate will meet at 7 p.m. in rooms
911-915 of the Campus Center. The discus-

sion will center on short term goals, the up-

coming Intersession Committee and elec-

tions for chair. Al! women senators are en-

couraged to attend.

The Southwest Women's Center will be

holding study hours from 7 to 11 p.m. at

the center. Coffee and doughnuts will be

available.

TOMORROW

A workshop on "Video Display Ter-

minals in the Workplace" will be held at

noon in room 917 of the Campus Center.

Myra Hindus and Betsey Hamilton of the

Working Women's Task Force will

facilitate the workshop.

The Women's Forum Against Media
Violence will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the

Unitarian Church, 220 Main Street in Nor-

thampton. For childcare arrangements and

more information, call Karen at 584-7960

or Kathleen at 586-8575.

The Southwest Women's Center will be
holding study hours from 7 to 11 p.m. at

the center. Coffee and dou^nuts will be
available.

WEDNESDAY
A workshop on "Dealing with Holiday

Stress" will be held at 7 p.m. at the

Everywonwm Center in Wilder Hall. The
workshop, facilitated by Fern Selesnick, is

sponsor^ by the Working Women's Task

Force.

FRIDAY
A Kwanza Celebration will be held

beginning at 6 p.m. at Yvonne's Place in

the New Africa House. Dinner will be at 6

p.m. and entertainment will begin at 7 p.m.

Entertainment will include songs, music,

classical dance from India and story telling

for the children. The children from Che-

Lumumba school, will perform a Kwanza
ceremony. The celebration is sponsored by

the Everywoman Center's 'Third World

Women's Task Force and the Third World

Women's Program. All are welcome. For

more information, contact Panna Putnam
at the Everywoman Center at 545-0883.

Tuesday, Dec. 21

A Winter Solstice Celebration, spon-

sored by the Counseling Program at the

Everywoman Center, will be held at 7 p.m.

at the center in Wilder Hall. Winter

Solstice will be celebrating the first day of

v*rinter and participants are asked to dress

festively and to bring a natural giveaway,

i.e. stones, feathers or herbs. Pre-

registration is appreciated. For more infor-

mation, call the center at 545-0883.

CallegisB pkoU> b; Bradford Huaaer

Theresa Lourde of Brookline had to stop and ask policemen Dave

Morill and Joe Hebb what they were doing walking around with guns.

Newsline
mrni

New students program accepting applications

The New Students Program is now ac- energy levels are encouraged to apply,

cepting applications for 30 summer Applications may be obtained from the New
counselor positions. Students with "positive Students Program in room 101 of Berkshire

attitudes toward university life, counseling House before Feb. 11.

acartpmic success and hi^hexperience.

SOCKS « scaRucs

bubblebaths • moisturizers

soaps • soaps for kids

loofahs • brushes • spor»ges

sachets

gift boxed wine & beverage glasses

casual wear for women & men • jewelry

cosmetics • soap cart • accessories • gifts

home furnishings • kitchen • housewares

giass & china • prints • cords • totes & soft luggage

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stutters

Attention! Attention! Attention!

Health Watch is coming!
Do you know
• The FACTS about herpes
• How men can prevent unintended

pregnancies
• That aspirin is a drug
• How to take care of a cold or the flu

• About the hard & soft facts about

contacts

This and more information can be
found in the next Issue of Health
Watch.
Look for us because we're looking

out for you!

J DAYTOHA DEACH
SPRING DREAK
1299.00 pp

+ 15% quad occupancy

Includes. . .round trip non-stop jet

Boston - Daytona

. . .7 nights deluxe

RAMADA INN on the beach

. . .FREE CAR rental

. . .tour escort

Departs March 5, 12, 19, 26; Apr 2

SAUGUS TRAVEL
314 Central St. Saugus, MA

1617-233-8192 617-2^-6227
y

\

\

\

\

i

i

i

i

Dost
5^

y

Mon - Thurs

$9.00 Covor

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Hlghbolls

50' Dom«ttl€ tmmn

Pool Toblo - Pintail - Vidoo Oomot

POOL TOURNAMENT TOMWT
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

DECEMBER 15 THRU 18

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

DECEMBER 20 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
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Going halfway to meet Santa
Im

not concerned with Thanksgivihg any more.
Yes, I still have lots to be thankful for. I'll be even

nxMie thankful when people stop asking, "How was your
Thanksgiving?" Okay. It was great. I ate a lot. Everybody
was happy. The car didn't break down. The cat didn't eat

turkey bones and die.

So let's dispense with the sanctimony and get down to

the real business at hand: Christmas. After all, isn't

Thanksgiving just an appetizer for the holiday blitz of

squandering and gormandizing yet to come?

Steve Masse
Shopping centers would definitely have us think so.

Has anybody noticed that the Xmas Shppping Xpress has

been sneaked back to a week or two before Thanksgiv-

ing? I mean, really! I'll be weary of K-Mart Kwire Karols

so long before the holidays that I'll need Frank Zappa on

Christmas Eve if I want to get into a sentimental mood
Now every time I walk into a department store, I feel in a

large way like Pavlov's dog — the pooch who was condi-

tioned to slobber whenever a bell rang to herald the coming
of luscious biscuits (whether the biscuits came or not). But

I won't let the Pavlovian tricks fool me! I refuse to spend

money simply because the music is being piped through a

store's PA system.

What I have done was to re-educate my Pavlovian

reflex. Instead of spending money on cue when exposed

to fortieth-rate holiday music, I turn into Charles Dickens.

All the windows become frosted with snow. The air

becomes fragrant with gingerbread and cinnamon and a

hint of candle wax. Children become greeting card angels

and elves. Parents slow down in this Currier and Ives mon-
tage, smile with real patience. (The other day, I saw a six

year old kid light up at the sight of Christmas tree displays.

He bubbled with contagious and undiluted ecstasy, and ex-

claimed to his mother, "I don't believe it, Ma. I just don't

believe it!")

Enough to hit the G-spot of the most recalcitrant Grinch,

and it hasn't cost a dime. Yet.

But later! My middle-class mind gets me going full speed

for a middle-class Christmas. I brave all manners of horrible

cold and storm to find the perfect Christmas tree, forget-

ting all about why I want to bring something green and
alive into my home. I scratch up the roof of my already

abused car with the branches as I knot my fingers with the

rope I intend to eventually stabilize the tree with. I drive

home slowly, knowing that the hastily tied knots could fall

apart at any moment. And when I get honked at, I quickly

find my middle finger to stick up at somebody.

I get home to find out that all of last year's lights are

tangled and burned out. When I test them, I get zapped. I

swear a blue streak, race for the car and zoom out again,

this time for the shopping center (where else?). Once I'm

inside, the music hits me again.

This time, I go for my wallet!

I excuse the action by pleading with myself that this is

totaUy on purpose, it isn't just a reflex to the piped-in

music. I turn on my Chucky EHckens to add more credibility

to my plea: Yea, though I shop in the Valley of Commerce,

I will fear no vomitrocious music, for mine eyes seeith the

lights that twinkleth on the tree, my gloves smelleth of pine

from a hundred forests, my dog chompeth on his rawhide

pork chop with the red and green ribbons.

Still, I feel something is missing. I realize that it all

doesn't matter, it makes no difference whether I celebrate

with or without music, whether 1 celebrate with or without

money, whether I celebrate with or without religion

(though for a lot of us that might be an improvement).

What makes the difference is whether I go at Christmas

this year with or without people.

It doesn't mean we have to be in love — just have a

m(xxl of human closeness. It's only going to be as magic as

we make it. After childhood, you have to go halfway to

meet Santa Claus, or else it's a rare visit.

Steve Masse is a UMass student

Letters
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Disaster for a master procrastinator

My
friend Myra knows every crinkle in the wall-

paper in one corner of her mother's kitchen.

That's because, as a little kid, Myra spent nearly

half of her waking hours standing there, facing it. Her

crimes varied from fingerpainting a wall with Vaseline to

lipsticking a Steinway piano keyboard fuschia. Most often,

though, Myra's tendency to "dilly-dally", as her mother

called it, was what landed her in the corner.

However, Myra is now a responsible UMass coed. She's

always rushing from place to place, seeming windblown

and pressed for time. She exudes confidence; people

assume she's involved in some terribly important, top-

Elizabeth Luciano

secret project. And of course, Myra does not dilly-dally.

She procrastinates, now that she's nineteen.

She regards procrasmatmg not only as a way oi nie, out

also .-^s an art form. This semester is on its last leg, and so

far, our master procrastinator has succeeded in delaying

studying for every single one of her exams.

She begins by napping all day long, reasoning that

without proper rest, her concentration won't be at its best.

At around 4 p.m., she drinks coffee so that she'll be extra-

alert. At 4:30, she has a few beers, so that she'll be extra-

alert, but calm. Then she takes a Pop-Tart break, so the

nutrients will fortify her brain cells. Finally, Myra buffs

and polishes her fingernails, so the old, chipped polish

won't distract her.

As they're drying, she usually drops by my room. She

leans against the doorframe, ignoring the fact that I'm

trying to memorize lists of obscure Latin verbs.

"Wanna watch 'M.A.S.H.'?" she asks.

"No."
"We could go to the Blue Wall."

"I'm busy."

"How about using your hair dryer to blow baby powder

under someone's door?"

This is usually the time at which my blood pressure has

risen by twenty points. Attempting not to burst a neck

vein, I patiently suggest,

"Myra, you've got an exam soon — when do you plan to

study?"

"Tomorrow morning."

"When's your test?"

"Tomorrow morning.'

"Myra"
i just don't want to get boring!" she snaps, "I mean, all

work and no play made Jack a dull boy, right?"

Myra certainly isn't a dull woman. In fact, she was the

life of the party at our dorm's semi-formal, last week. This

was primarily due to her outfit: a shiny, broad-shouldered

tunic in pine green. I was suprised when I saw her; she'd

planned on wearing a sexy, silk dress, which had needed a

quick dousing of Woolite.

She caught sight of me, waved, and veered me into the

ladies' room.

"Do you like it?" she twirled around. I hesitated.

"It looks like a Heavy-Duty Glad Bag, with a hole cut in

the top," I said candidly.

"It is!" she grinned, "I didn't have time to do the laun-

dry."

"Your mother would have sent you to the corner for

this," I told her.

"Yeah?" she grinned. "I'd do the same thing I did back

then," she paused, "I'd spit on the wallpaper."

ElizaJ)€th Ludano is a UAfass student

Holiday article misses point

To the Editor:

I would like to thank the Collegian for making the efforts

to cover the Jewish celebration of Chanukah in their

"Christmas Special" issue, Dec. 10, 1982.

Unfortunately, the article "Rededication Older than

Christmas" misses the point. First of all, the title of this

article implies an article about Christmas. Chanukah hap-

pens to occur around the same time of year as Christmas,

but that is basically all the two holidays have in common.

Chanukah translates from the Hebrew to mean rededica-

tion, however the majority of the population would not

know this connection.

Chanukah is a holiday commemorating the successful,

rebellion of the Jews against Antfochus, the Assyrian

Greek ruler of Judea. The Jews, led by the Maccabees,

waged guerilla warfare to regain their independence from

Antiochus who had prohibited religious freedom. When

the temple, the center of Jewish religion, had been

liberated and rededicated, there remained only enough

pure oil to last one day. Tradition has recalled that the oil

burned for eight days by a miracle, until fresh oil would

again be available.

Chanukah is the festival of lights. The light symbolizes

freedom and liberation from oppression.

I spent last Friday afternoon talking to the reporter. I

had shared this as well as other information on Chanukah

with him. In addition, I told him how many Jews at UMass

plan to celebrate this holiday. I feel that that information

would have been applicable to our community.

Again I compliment the Collegian on their efforts but I

feel the article lacks the understanding and essence of

Chanukah,

Sherri Kleinmaa
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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AP Laacrphoto

Norfolk SUte Prison inmate Mark Henderson helps to clear snowy Schaefer SUdium yester-

day. Henderson cleared a patch of snow to enable kicker John Smith to boot the winning field

goal as the Patriots beat the Miami Dolphins 3-0.

Inmate plows way
for Patriots win
FOXBORO (AP) - The New England Patriots got some

unexpected help from a 12th man — an admitted prison

inmate — in their 3-0 National Football League victory

over the Miami Dolphins yesterday.

Mark Henderson, 24. became an unusual hero for the

Patriots when, with less than five minutes remaining, he

drove a tractor equipped with a plow and power sweeper

onto the field and cleared snow from a small area during a

New England timeout.

Veteran John Smith then calmly booted a 33-yard field

goal from the cleared spot, lifting the Patriots to their

upset victory.

Henderson, who is from nearby North Attleboro, said. "I

saw arms waving me out."

New England coach Ron Meyer admitted he waved

Henderson onto the field, but said he would have done the

same in a similar situation for the Dolphins.

Henderson was the target of post-game interviews, but

said he had to make an emergency phone call because he

was due back at Norfolk State Prison at 5 p.m. and

probably would be a little late.

• "I'm on a program from Norfolk pre-release. " he said. "I

have an eight by-eight room with a roommate. They let me
out for school and work-release. I have to be back by 5, but

I can call them and tell them I was on TV."

Henderson said he is serving a 15 year sentence for

burglary and will become eligible for parole next Sep-

tember. He said he was sentenced last March to the

Massachusetts Correctional Institute at Concord and was

transferred to the Norfolk program.

At Schaefer Stadium, he is a member of the maintenance

crew.

"It's just another day in the NFL." Henderson said. "I'm

not sure who told me to go out and sweep. I didn't know if

it would help on the field, but I thought it would help

mentally.

^. Open M-F 9-5 Wed Nite until 9:00 pm
\ Sat 11-4 Located in the

\ Campus Center
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you*re on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you*re a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For Mora Dotails Call Sandy Price

(203) 229-8660:

Freshmen & Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 546-2637

We Invite You
to join the exclusive

Plumbley s Dinner Club

r
Membership $29. "7

f 1

Membership entitles you to:

1) 10 FREE DINNERS* 10 visits accompanied by another, also Brunch.

2) Preferred seating with member reservations

3) Enjoy Dinner and Entertainment in the recently redecorated Webster's

Lounge.

4) Enjoy dining in one of 5 different dirung rooms including our famous

Greenhouse room, at membership rates.

5) Mailed notice in advance of all special events (wine tastings, etc.)

Membership Price: $29 (Value $125.00 plus)

You may get your naembership c*rd now Bimply by mailing thi»

completed coupon or come directly to Plumbley** off the Common
and pick up your card, or phone 253-9586.
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Pictures not so pretty
PRETTY PICTURES
Stephen Duplisea

Saturday, December 4

Fine Arts Center

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Correspondent

Often with art reviews, we tend to find

out more about the critic than we do about

the artist being criticized. In my first

published art review, I had to overcome the

bias that I was married to the artist. Now in

this my second review — this time of

Stephen Duplisea's recent exhibition at the

FAC last Saturday night — I must over

come another bias, a perhaps more for-

midable one: my own sexist hangups as a

male. It is the quality of Duplisea's work

that forces us to challenge society's ex-

ploitation of women. And quite successfully

I might add.

Although Duplisea's charcoal drawings

are products of his imagination, it is an

imagination oppressed by the tortured

images of women as depicted in the media.

As such, Duplisea provides insight into the

distorted view of women in male con-

sciousness, a view anyone can easily wit-

ness themselves by picking-up and glancing

through a Playboy. The effort was so well-

done that at least a few of the many viewers

misinterpreted the exhibit as pornography.

One can well understand why. Upon
entering .studio 445 of the FAC. I found

myself surrounded by a large number of 5'

by 6' sketches of larger than -life naked

women in various sexual poses. However,

in.stead of faces, they had huge, red-lipped

smiles grinning at the camera-eye of the

observer, an effect created by simulated

film strips on the sides of each piece. On
closer examination, the seemingly simple

compositions were much more complex

than they first appeared, with black and
blue shadows and red highlights across the

knuckles which undermined their seduc-

tiveness with brutality.

Perhaps, it was the graphic sexuality of

the works that caused more than one couple

to leave as soon as they arrived. Perhaps it

was the ambiguity over whether the sex

and violence was being admonished by

Duplisea or admitted by him, that elicited

charges of his exploitation of women in the

exhibit. This, however, was not Duplisea's

intention, but an interpretation by others.

And these people must accept some of the

blame for this.

Duplisea explained again and again that

he was attacking pornography which he

said "manipulated and humiliated" women,

making them objects of male abuse. He
couldn't understand how people could come

up to him, pat him on the shoulder, and say

"good show." when it was his intention to

incite them. Standing in front of a triptych

of three women each respectively covering

their ears, eyes, and mouth with their

hands — the role usually portrayed with

monkeys — Duplisea proclaimed. "Hear no

evil; see no evil; speak no evU: that's the

way society views women."
While Duplisea declared that he wasn't a

feminist (by definition), he nevertheless

called for the feminization of male con

sciousness raising groups as Men Against

Violence Against Women can attest.

The complicity of his show might well be

tantamount to the permissiveness of

pornography at large in our times.

However, I think people were angry with

his "not-so pretty " pictures. But I hasten to

add that we should not take our anger out

on Stephen Duplisea. We should turn it

instead, to constructive action against the

exploitation of women in advertising and

pornography in our society, our com-

munity, and unfortunately our own
University.

I congratulate Stephen Duplisea for

attempting so controversial and ambitious a

plan, and encourage such bold displays of

freedom. His show was more evidence of

the resurgence of art with social

significance happening at UMass.

Kaspar Hauser, who played at the Blue Wall Friday night.

Art you can dance to

Fantasia fantastic
FANTASIA
Hampshire 4 Cinemas

By ADRIENNE WOLFF
Collegian Correspondent

When pressures build, tensions increase

and you need to lose yourself in a land of

fantasy, hop the next Northampton bus to

the Hampshire Mall to see Fantasia. This

animated Walt Disney production cap-

tivates its audience from the start, drawing

viewers into its own enchanted world.

Fantasia is more than a fictional movie.

Featured along with its fictional value is an

educational aspect of the movie. The movie

is composed of various animated stories

which are accompanied by classical com-

positions, such £is Beethoven's Sixth

Symphony, the Nutcracker Suite, and Ave

Maria.

Thf stories feature personified fish,

mushrooms, flowers and brooms along with

fairies, cupids. and centaurs.

Covered are topics such as the changing

of the seasons, evolution, the extinction of

dinosaurs, mythology, life and death, day

and night, and the underworld.

The interplay between sounds, colors,

traditional Walt Disney characters (Mickey

Mouse), and familiar classical songs en

thralls the sense and emotions of the

audience.
,

The current release of Fantasia is a done-

over version of the original, accompanied

by an uupdated soundtrack. After seeing

both the original and the remake. I can

honestly say that for "the kid" in all of us, it

is a movie worth seeing.

KASPER HAUSER
Friday, December 10

Blue Wall

By DOL'G MUISE
Collegian Staff

Let me just start by saying that as far as

Amherst art bands go, Kasper Hauser is

definitely tops. Bu then again, who are they

really up against? The Scientific Americans

maybe, but how often do the Sci Ams tote

their brand of cheerful dissonance to the

Blue Wall? Never. But that's not to say

Kasper Hauser is stinko — quite the

contrary. Dave Wildman and the boys are

onto something here — at first I was a bit

skeptical, but now I'm quite sure. The

interesting part though, is going to be

seeing what they do from here on in.

The new EP is a nice little start. The

contents are almost as stunning as the

decomposing cat on the cover, though Dave
Minnehan's production work is a might

hurried. Wildman's vocals are over mixed

into irrecognition, but a polished, prov-

cative first effort nonetheless.

Hauser, if anything, is really dance band

first and an art band second. All the kids

really wanna do is dance and Hauser should

key into this in the future. The band should

spend less time trying to convince us of

their seriousness with intellectualisms and

more time entertaining us with their dance

isms. As evinced by their Friday night

performance at the Blue Wall, the dance

isms are so much more fun.

This is the second time I've seen Hauser

at the Blue Wall and it was quite refreshing

to see Dave Wildman (keyboards and

vocals) behave himself. His sickly yellow

avant button-down was here again, but

Wildman was not plugging the EP with the

same enthusiasm (thank, God) as before. I

guess with the EP having been on the rack

now for a while, it was Wildman's turn to

convmce us not so much of its existence, but

of its eloquence.

The Campus Connection be damned, I

find Hauser not in the least way
reminiscent of Gang of Four or the

Psychedelic Furs. Hauser's sound is devoid

of the discipline and politique of GOF, and
Wildman's vocals don't even come near

Richard Butler's stately "Fur"-osity. A
cross between Ultravoxs syntho-tech

keyboards and the Human League's bent

for palaLable dance pop would about size

them up.

Wildman's maniacal synthesizer washings

dominate the Hauser sound, which is then

sculpted by Steve Traiger's nimble staccato

guitar jabs. What is generated is a very

urgent, coaxing rhythm with a biting edge

that's just dandy to dance to. But definitely

out of place at the Blue Wall.

I thought it was merely UPC that was to

blame for the Wall's stringent booking

policy of this semester. But now that I think

about it, the Wall was pretty empty Friday

night. Judging from the massive out-

pourings of students bands such as the

Stompers and the Atlantics seems to in-

spire, maybe UMass just isn't ready for

more experimental music, or maybe it's just

grown tired of it. Kasper Hauser's got

plenty of potential, I just hate to see them
have to move to New York to be ap-

preciated.
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Too cold for Goslar
Lotte Goslar's Pantomime Circus

December 9

Fine Arts Center

By WENDY WALSH
Collegian Staff

Lotte Goslar's Pantomime Circus is a

misnomer. It is neither a pantomime nor a

circus.

Instead, it is a unique mixture of theatre

and dance with a little pantomime thrown in

for good measure. And Thursday night at

the Fine Arts Center, Goslar's troop needed

all the good luck it could get. The

production lacked something.

It is difficult to pinpoint exactly what was

missing but the signs were there — a half

filled theatre audience who offered little

more than indifferent applause, and the

sight of dark shapes slithering toward the

red exit signs during blackouts.

There was no silent intensity present as

at a Marcel Marceau pantomime, and there

was certainly not the excitement of Barnum

and Bailey.

But the show did have plenty of talent.

Kathleen Carlin is a product of the

American School of Ballet and has per

formed with the Manhattan Festival Ballet

among others. She has also toured ex

tensively.

Eugene French's most interesting

characteristic is his experience in West

Africa developing an art center and dancing

in a modern company.
Stephanie Godino is a veteran of many

companies including the Metropolitan

Opera, the Irine Fokine Ballet, and the

Kansas City Ballet. She specializes in

Russian, Ukrainian, and Hungarian

character dancing.

Charles Haack, a third year Goslar

performer, has worked with the Downtown

Ballet Company and with the Quinlan

Krichel Ensemble.
Janis Roswick, another third-year Goslar

veteran, touts a long string of previous

teaching, dancing, and choreographical

experience.

Lance Westerguard is a graduate of the

Juilliard School and has taught dance at the

University of California. Connecticut

College, the Milwaukee Ballet; the list

continues.

Then there's Goslar herself, who at a ripe

age, is still pounding the dancefloor. She

was born in Germany and taught herself

pantomime. She was a success on Broadway

in the early forties and eventually

established her own school of pantomime in

Hollywood. In 1954, the first of many
editions of her Pantomime Circus was

created.

So the evening was definitely not short

on talent (even the pianist is a product of

the Juilliard School), and the company itself

has a list of complimentary reviews behind

it. Was it then just an off night?

True, some numbers held qualities of

utter delightful ness. "Child Prodigy" had

Goslar as an overstuffed, left-footed brat,

studying dance under a renowned but

snobby Russian dancer. "Life of a Flower"

had Goslar in a tacky flower suit being

rained and snowed upon, and generalized

by the elements. "Splendor in the Grass"

was also warming. Imagine a grasshopper,

a caterpillar, a frog, and a beetle, doing a

mating dance to the beats of African drums.

But there were the drags, too. I don't

even remember the piece entitled "Con

versation with an Ant."

For some reason, though, I tend to give

this traveling troop the benefit of the

doubt. The group has an excellent

reputation, and who could have expected a

cheerful standing ovation on the first really

cold day of the year!

A Nutcracker preview

New Engrland's favorite holiday

enterUinment is back! The Boston

Ballet will present its 19th annual

production of The Nutcracker at the

Hynes Auditorium in Boston

December 10 through January 2.

With musical score by Peter Ilyich

Tchaikovsky conducted by principal

conductor David Commanday, the

annual Nutcracker performances

will feature the traditional "on-

stage" snowfall, the breathtaking

Christmas tree that grows 40 feet

kiffh, the magical characters of Dr.

Drosselmeyer and the Sugar Plum

Fairy, the Palace of Sweets and the

celebrated Nutcracker himself.

The Boston Ballet's new principal

dancer, Medhi Bashiri (pictured

above) will make his debut during

The Nutcracker after his December

20 arrival in Boston. Mr. Bahiri has

been a guest artist with numerous

companies including the National

Ballet of Mexico, Ballet El Paso and

Alicia Alonso's Hayanna Festival in

Cuba, and was formerly a principal

dancer with Ballet West.

Lotte Goslar, the woman behind the pantomime circus.

Burma's got something to say
vs. (Ace of Hearts)

Mission of Burma
By JIM FEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Mission of Burma is a Boston band, three

and a half years in existence, who play a

unique style of experimental music. Their

fourth record and first full length LP. VS. .

is their most ambitious work to date. The
combination of thought provoking lyrics,

and avant-garde (perhaps a mixture of

hollow pop and hardcore punk) music makes

this the best local album of the year.

Mission of Burma is Roger Miller

(guitar), Clint Conley (bass), and Peter

Prescott (drums). The band also employs

the skills of tape wizard Martin Swope. The

temt>o of the music varies from fast punk to

slow ballad, sometimes within a song. The

music sounds abrasive on the first few

listens, but after repeated exposure,

becomes more familiar.

VS. consists of twelve songs and the best

is "Trem Two." The song begins and ends

with a short, mellow guitar rhythm that is

repeated throughout the song, while the

bass and drums keep it interesting. "Mica,"

has decent harmonies and background tape

loops, and leads directly into "Weather-

box." without a pause. "Einstein's Day,"

features several excellent transitions and a

haunting bass melody (Lead melodies on

bass are a common occurence with Mission

of Burma). The album ends on an upbeat

note with the R&B like, "Certain Fate."

VS. only faults are a duplicity of songs

and garbled lyrics. This band does have
something to say, so indecipherable lyrics

can be somewhat of a problem.

Mission of Burma's music is experimental
and basically defies any other description.

The band records on an independent label

(Ace of Hearts) and is by no means com-

mercial. Their music is played primarily on

college and other "open minded" radio

stations and is, therefore, unfamiliar to

most. Anybody with an open mind, or just

an interest in different music, might very

well enjoy this record.

Crystal Odyssey (pictured above) is one of two laser shows which will

be presented over the holiday break at the Boston Museum of Science's

Hayden Planetarium. ^_^^^_^___--^^_«_^».
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Happy HoUdAys

from the staff

Danny Barbie

Bob Dave
Keith Walter A
Jackie Joanie Iq

Jeff Barbie \

Steve Debbie

Mike Joanne
Debbie Kim
Tim Cliff

Gene Freddie

Gary Jeff

Kenny Pepe

Matty Bobby & Sid

\ Gallaria Paulo 132 South St, Northampton, 01060
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Still Baying
Highest Prices

Clais Rings

Gold and Silver

Jewelry

Coins and Stamps

SeeMe When Vou Sell

Daniel ^mitn
p«rman«ntly located b«*we«n

Foiomat ond Logo i

25 North Pl*aMint St.

Amh«rtt

/ 256-0710
Mon Sat 10 6:30

Christmas is

love,

hope
and caring.

At The Salvation

Army Christmas

means "sharing."

Give to The
Salvation

Army
so others

may have

a happy
holiday.
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ENR0U IN AMERICA'S.
LARGESTMANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM.

Becoming an officer iri

today's Army—which also

includes the Army Reserve

and Army National

Guard— requires getting the

right kind of management
and leadership training.

What's the best way to

get it? By enrolling in

America's largest manage-

ment training program-

Army ROTC.
In the Army ROTC

4-year program, you'll

acquire discipline of mind
and spirit, and the ability

to perform under pressure.

We call it learning what
it takes to lead.

It'll pay off, too. First,

during your last tw'o years of

college, when you'll start

receiving up to $ 1,000 a year.

And, most of all, on
graduation day, when you

receive a commission along

with a college degree.

ARMYROIC
BEAUYOUCANBE.

Contact

James C. Mahoney

545-2321 /2322
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Save on
your

grocery
bills plus

S&H Green

IImC rV/VJL/d SPECIALS VALID
76 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST. MASS.

TOP

Round
Roast

USDA
CHOICE

DEC. 13-18

FREEZER
SPECIALS
USDA CHOICE

Whole
Tenderloins

. SHOULDER CLOD

London Broil
• !•

USDA choice

Boneless
Deef WMOLF

OR HALF
•>-1^ LB AV(.

WE WILL BEHAPPY TO TAKE YOUR POULTRY
AND MEAT ORDERS FOR YOUR SPECIAL

HOLIDAYMEALS

^

FRESH GLEN SHAW TURKEYS
FRESH CAPONS
GEESE, DUCKS, AND
CORNISH GAME HENS

STANDING RIB ROAST
BONELESS RIB EYE ROAST
TENDERLOINS
CROWN ROAST OF PORK & LAMB

A GIFTOFFRUITIS ALWAYS IN
GOOD TASTE! ORDER EARLY!

A choice selection of fresh luscious fruits of the season is used

in our fruit arrangements. Perfect as a gift or centerpiece.

Choose from one of our own selections or have one cusjtom

made of unusual items to your tastel

J
NOn?FSFONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

C:
WITH THIS COUPON & S7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING

COUPON ITEM & TOBACCO. LIMIT ONE

OCEAN SPRAY

I
Cranberry

I Sauce "rE°LtfE°D"cA°N'

WITH THIS COUPON & S7.50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
COUPON ITEM & TOBACCO. LIMIT ONEr

I ALL PURPOSE GRIND

j
Sweet Life

I
Coffee

Free!

Frozen
SEALTEST

Ice Cream
GOOD DEC 13-18 AT LOUIS FOODS Lue?

16 OZ
CAN

GOOD DEC. 13-18 AT LOUIS FFOODS

I WWITH THIS COUPON & S7 50 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
COUPON ITEM & TOBACCO LIMI TONE

Real

I Hellmans
' Mayonaise

99*"]

n

V2 GALLON

32.02Liar

<

L"

99
I

I

I

O'o^ Vo\

egg
Nog

Dairy
HOOD GOLDEN

Egg Nog

GOOD DEC 13-18 AT LOUIS FOODS LU88
'/2 GALLON

Hypercurricuia

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day

they will take place and are

listed only once. An-
nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by

3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on

the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday

before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

g^iven to UMass organiza-

tions^ ^^^^
UMASS HUNGER TASK

FORCE MEETING -
Discussion and work around

the problem of world hunger

and how it can be solved.

Newcomers are welcome.

4:30 to 5:30 p.m., 428

Student Union

EARTH DAY - We're

planning for great events on

April 22, 1983. Bring your

enthusiasm and help. 5:3i)

p.m., 423 Student Union

Building.

UMASS
PEACEMAKERS
MEETING - Review and

assessment of "In Case of

Nuclear Accident." Input

welcome 6 8:00 p.m., 811-

815 Campus Center.

CEQ FILMS — Coalition

for Environmental Quality

Meeting. Will include two
free films: "Men at Bav;"

"Colorado River." 6:30 p.m.,

306 Student llnion Building.

WOMEN'S CAUCUS
MEETING - Women's
Caucus of Student Senate

will meet to discuss short

term goals, intersession

committee and elections for

chair. All women senators

encouraged to attend. 7

p.m.. 911 Campus Center.

FREE CONCERT:
FACULTY BRASS
QUINTET - Faculty

members Walter Chesnut,

Jeff Holmes, Laura Klock,

George Parks and David

Sporny will perform

a program of brass music

ranging from the

Renaissance to the twen-

tieth century. 7 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall, Fine

Arts Center.

OPEN AUDITIONS for

ASHES and THE RUNNER
STUMBLES. YOU MUST
SIGN UP FOR AN
AUDITION TIME. CALL
545 3490 FOR MORE IN-

FORMATION. Productions

will be presented during the

Spring Semester. U.E.T.

productions. 7 to 11 p.m.

today and tomorrow, 204

Fine Arts Center.

UMASS OUTING CLUB
MEETING - Program:

"Predicting The Weather

Using Clouds' with Prof.

Alan McNeill of the

Geography Dept. Also trip

announcements and
business meeting. 7 p.m.,

917 Campus Center.
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Alt balloon deliveries

w/this coupon
great way to say -

Adios, Happy B-day,

Happy New Year

Good Luck on Finals

call 665-7664

offer expires Jan. 31, 1983

.

ZS 3S ZS ZZ 2S

GOING To Be ON CAMPUS IN JANUWIY

WHeae Ai^ ^tou Going To €At ?
« N^rc^sto* Dining Commons will be open

« 0>X75C ^t^y of tlie five mejJ pSM\6 joid

5AVe/ i0-25-30-55-

^

From * 70.00 To ' 150.00

^ 5K3N OP ' OiC. 1-ZO.
McAL TiC^r Office - f^KAWkLiW COHHOIIS

Offering soup, sandwich,
casserole, self-service salad bar,

and homennade desserts for lunch.

Dinner^ two entrees, self-service

salad bar, some vegetarian selec-

tions homemade breads and

desserts. All this and more for less

than you would pay anywhere in

the campus area.

VVHV NOT Trv It Out/

AlteuxHvc to 311 Inf«v«5iOfi &cMid Phit

?^>f
CASh or doy 51rip Ikkch

• Careers in Film Industry

Tuesday, December 14

Herter Hall, Room 231, 7 - 9 p.m.

PRESENTERS:

Julie Levinion Film Programmer

Boston Film/Video Foundation

Bruce Poiner Independent Filmmaker

TOPICS:

Film Exhibition Programs, Opportunities in major

Motion Pictures, TV, Cable

TO REGISTER, CALL AES 545-2360.

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Division of

Continuing Education with the support of the University Arts

Council.

Attention Collegian Staff Members!!!

All Collegian staffers are invited

to an end-of-the-semester party!

{r-tr-tt For more details, '^^^

come to the Collegian newsroom.

Orchard Hill Residential College

HiUtop Health Club

(a holistic wellness/exercise center

for Orchard Hill residents -

opening early second semester)

POSTIONS AVAILABLE
for second semester

-1 or 2 Graduate Departmental
Assistant Positions

20-40 hours/week; $5.95/hour; no tuition waiver

- Undergraduate Internship Positions
credit by arrangement with the Office of Internships

[Application packets for both positions available at Orchard]

^Hill/Central Area Office, Mclntire House, University oi

[Massachusetts-Amherst
iCompleted applications due January 7, 1983

The University of Massachusetts
is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

^

IJUSTPROPPePPfV

mn^ pe/iO£Mat5C£T7&i.

oocKiN"? fmu:fG(SJfPfcm>i.

N0KJPPIN6' y^ITMWCTMf
^pc^ BISHOPS'NUOBAF.

ITT soMmi^Tooomi

B?rr,/Wl'^fWNPANOFfKSANPfi
PRtsm. I STILL LACK ONB THIN6.

WU6H. AHD rrs QOTM^WORRIB?
\

HO.AUJORV
pivm fwcessoi^. mi-
mawce? wueomhn^

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

7W/»T f^nciZ VIISH HTD
STOP THE 0U>
SWItlWAtAKEE

IT{;l^/£S^^£

Under the Influence by M. Joyce

RE5Uu-\S Of -VHiS Too V^l6v\

Situ 0\U.OK, ROK U]^Pi\Jlir

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

sofy^y.

Nowfly.

\

VWt6P0fT

Wc, BUSTER

.

/

Lev's TPLK

HO HO HO... Toys,TVBgy.

Collegian jobs

The ColUaian is now hiring for all positions for next semester. Jobs available indude Associate

mLL?S Copy Editors, Layout Technicians. Drivers. Librarian. Training Officer. Assoc.a^

New^SporCArts. Women's Photo and Black Affairs Editors. Darkroom Technicians. Associate

Production Manager and Associate Executiver Editor.
j u i^ v^

CSons are available at the front counter of the Collegmn. 113 Campus Center, and should be

returned by the end of the week.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

emi Ut Anilii TIM* SraMcal*

ACROSS
1 After Christmos

event

5 Game on
horseback

9 Woodcutter
14 Rugged rock

15 Beasts of burden

16 Sierra

17 Crooked
19 Angry

20 Diminutive suffix

21 Youths
22 Right

23 Surface
characteristic

25 Ice cream holder

26 There: Lat.

27 Slovi/ January

item

31 'Let ,"

Beatles song
34 Old piano

36 Exclamation of

contempt
37 Polynesian

39 Enlargement:

Abbr
40 All

42 Outside; Prefix

43 Kind of acid

46 Colored quartz

47 Small pastry

shells

49 • my brother s

keeper?"
61 1958 Pulitzer

vkinner for fiction

52 Hone
56 ivlold

59 Wagon
60 Outside Prefix

61 Pale

62 Free of

government
chargr s

64 Stone marker

65 Aroma
66 Change direction

67 Threes of a kind

68 Desk
appurtenances

69 Wheel shaft

DOWN
1 Observer
2 As (usually)

3 Milky plant liquid

4 Self

5 North star

6 Chemical
compound

7 Camera part

8 Unit

9 Estrange
10 Persian king

(486-465 BC)

11 Castle feature

12 Ret

13 Kjowell

18 Make a botch of

22 Payment of a type

24 Row
25 15th cent

Venetian traveler

27 stirs

28 British gun
29 Wide: Prefix

30 River of Hades
31 " a man .

"

32 Cab
33 Loud noise

35 West Indies

volcano

38 Thinks

41 See:Fr
44 Woollcott

45 Parliamentary

reports

48 Just

50 Kind of cat

52 Englishman
53 Mexican oil gp.

54 Eject

55 Dame
56 Tall pole

57 star: Prefix

58 Biblical pronoun

59 Go paddling

62 coat

63 Actress
LeGallienne

1 2 3 4

1
16

5 6 7 8

1

9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17

24 25

19

?0 21 22

23

1 I
27

HIHI
|h|I

33

26

36

43

ST"

44

I
35

28 29 30

31 32

45

49

40

50

I
41

36

37 39

4?

52

46

47

_'"

P
53 54

I^H
58

51

I
62

56 ?7

1

60

61

1
64 65 66

67 68 69

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

IR

Weather

Today: Mostly sunny.
20-25«. Tonight: Partly

cloudy. Lows in the teens.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny.

Highs near 40°.

CABLE VIDEO
10:30 - 12:00 G. Gordan Liddy speaks

at the FAC
12:00 - 1:00 Jimi Plays Berkeley

1:00 - 2:00 Raw Energy (Punk Video)

WMUA 91.1
6-9 Ken Johnston — Jazz

9-12 John Marcin

12-3 Mahogony
3-5:30 MC
5:30-6 Newswatch with Lori Butter-

field and Elliot Kalb

6-7 Peoples' Perspectives

7-10 Concepto Latino

10-2 Mystery DJ
2-6 Gynolyric J

D.C. MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Turkey Divan Roast Pork/Gravy

Deli Ham on Water Roll Spiced Apples

Beef Burgundy
Runa Salad Plate

BASICS LUNCH with Chips

Garden Chili

Turkey Divan
BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Light Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod with
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The Tien's basketball team travelled to North Carolina

and took on Davidson College Saturday night. Unfor-

tunately, the Minutemen suffered a three point loss, the

third time they have lost by that margin this semester.

:!:-:!:r:v:vW:yvy;y;y;y:yw-:-x-:-tW:': •-•-•• •.•-•.'
I • •_•_*••-•,

yX'X'l'XvX'K'Z-X':':-:':';';';';'.'.'.'.
.•-••.•.••. wW:W:%WS::s:%%%W:':W:W:'>X':-:':«X':-:->x^ • •-•-•-•_•.

Dailey, a troubled man
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

He is a man with a troubled career. A
man, that because of his own doing, has

become haunted. He is Quintin Dailey,

and for now he has quit the game of

basketball.

Dailey requested a temporary leave

from the Chicago Bulls last Wednesday,

saying "extreme emotional distress" has

caused him to seek psychiatric help, the

fact is that the 21 -year-old rookie has not

been able to shed the intense pressure put

upon him by people all over the country,

especially in Chicago.

The pressure, though, has not the ex-

pected cries to perform like most top

notch draft picks. Instead, the cries have

been of vengeance and hatred. They stem

from Dailey's three year probation impos-

ed last year after his guilty plea to the

assault of a student nurse in a University

of San Francisco dorm room his senior

year Three charges, including attempted

rape, were dropped, during the plea

bargaining session.

The people of Chicago did not forget,

and when the Bulls made their first pick,

the seige began. Fans and non-fans made

it clear they didn't feel that he should be

allowed in the NBA.

The question was obviously being raised

of should Quintin Dailey be threatened,

shunned, and have a very promising

career ended because of the assault inci-

dent. The answer is no.

Dailey has admitted, under plea

bargaining, to assault. He was convicted

and given a penalty to serve. The thing to

do now is to let be. It's over.

The crime should not be, and was not,

taken lightly. And true, Dailey is a public

figure, therefore opening himself up to

the spotlight. However, the incredible

adversity thrown in Dailey's face has also

become unjust. Anyone who saw the films

of the crowd before the first Bulls' home

game saw that it was no normal protest.

These people wanted blood.

Is he to be chased everywhere he goes

and even forced out of the NBA because

of something in his past? Evidently so, ac-

cording to many. A justice was passed

upon Dailey and whether or not the peo-

ple agree with that justice is not the point.

Now he must be allowed to play on.

So now, Quintin Dailey is in limbo, not

quite sure where or how to turn. Given a

chance, he may show basketball fans

everywhere the skills he knows best.

Given more of the same treatment he has

received, the loss will be unfair and tragic.

Hal Shaw, student-athlete
By GREG BOURIS
Collegian Correspondent

Throughout the past few years college

athletes have been criticized as being

freeloaders in the educational system. The

critics of college sport feel there is no

bigger hypocrisy than the term student-

athlete.

The criticisms the student-athlete face

are analogous to those of airplanes. It

seems as though we only read about those

planes that crash and not the flights that

are successful.

Here at the University of Massachusetts

there are several athletes who are literally

student athletes. One such person is Hal

Shaw, the epitome of the student-athlete.

Shaw is a member of the men's basketball

team. A feat he accomplished last season

( 1981 82) by being the only walk-on to make

the team out of a field of about fifty can-

didates.

Participating in a sport that nationally

has become dominated by scholarshiped

athletes, Shaw is the only player on the

UMass squad not receiving any scholarship

funds.

Shaw is from Manalapan, New Jersey,

where he captained his high school team.

As a senior Shaw was voted all-district

(Freehold) and-second team all-country

(Monmouth). He was also selected as the

MVP of the Freehold Regional Christmas

Tourney in 1980.

A member of the school of business,

Shaw has accumulated a grade point

average of 3.41. This has been accomplished

in light of the fact that being a member of

the basketball team requires him to

practice nearly 17 hours a week, not to

mention the long hours away from campus

during road games.

In 1981-82, although he only appeared in

six games, Shaw felt he was valuable to the

team in ways beyond playing time.

"It's a team game and you need a lot of

support from the players on the bench as

well as from those on the court," said Shaw.

Presently, Shaw's role on the team has

been limited to being more of a moral

supporter. Shaw is currently suffering from

torn cartilage in his left knee and will

undergo surgery in January to repair the

damage. This will keep him sidelined until

March when he hopes to return to the squad

and fulfill his role.

Shaw summed up his views of being a

student athlete faced with hard work and

few rewards by stating; "I feel fortunate

just to be part of the team having a chance

to participate in college basketball on the

division I level, not everyone has a chance

to do that."

Aggies win
ByJIMSAMIA
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge basketball team con

tinued its winning ways last week by

beating Mt. Herman Academy 80-61 and

Hampshire College 82-53.

In the first win. the Aggies played the

best ball they have played all year. John

Paquelte's 29 points and Chris Storie's 22

points combined for 51 out of the 80 points.

Center Craig Manning hauled in a game

leading 16 rebounds and Paquetle added 12

boards of his own.

The bench also contributed as Andrew
Fritsche had six points and Shawn Cameron

had five points.

"The key was the way the guards handled

the ball," said head coach Jack Leaman

referring lo Peter McDonough and Michael

O'Connor.

"It was the best I have seen the team

play," said Leaman.

Stockbridge picked up its sixth win

against no losses the following night when

they beat Hampshire College 82 53. Once

again it was Paquette who led the way with

28 points as the Aggies placed five men in

double figures. Mike O'Connor hit eight of

nine from the floor and finished with 19

points. The bench played a key role again as

Dennis Houle came off the pine to get 11

points and 12 rebounds and Andrew

Fritsche chipped in 10 points.

The Aggies held a 39 28 halftime lead

before gallopping away from Hampshire

College in the second half.

Stockbridge now has a 16 winning streak

and faces a big test when they travel to

Greenfield Community College today.

Co'lcipui photo by Bradford Haamcr

UMass gymnast Sue Allen concentrates on her technique as she competes on the balance beam

during Saturdays Northeastern meet. The Minutewomen won the meet.
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TIME OUT
High PMpI* In High Places

I

M

Monday Hight Football

Pitchers SO.OO
Dud, Mi!>«f, Lite

Amherst's Diggest Little Dor

37 H. Pleosortt Street
p-^*- ^g ^^ ^g- -^g- ^g "»g -ar ^i.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sugorbush & Aspen
Mandatory Meeting

-Tues. Dec. 14Hasbrouck Rm 20

7:00 PM
For more info 5-0407
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45^3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Professional Entertainment

Agency has guaranteed performances for

your function 25&^739

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Firebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor body work.

Easily restorable to mint cond. BO around
2000. Call nights 256^436

79 Triumph TR7 30000 miles AM/FM
cassette exce condition t)est offer 253-3406

VW Suporbeatle beautiful runner 1971

$1050 549-5377

73 Ford cheap reliable winter transporta-

tion 400 or BO 646-6074

1982 Saab turbo - 10,000 miles AC,
•unroof, alloys wheels, PS, PB, 35 mpg
highway »1 3,600 call 649-5686

1972 Ford Capri new exhaust and brakes

600 or best offer 253-9494

BELLYORAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546^282

COMSTU CLUB MEETING

Featuring Prof Ted Bolton followed by a

Happy Hour on Tuesday Dec 14 at the

Memorial Hall Lounge

DRYCLEANING

Kevin's Kwlk-N-Easy Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ERIKAS BIRTHDAY
~

Southwest Engineering wishes Erika a

happy 21

FOR RENT

Two bedrooms on bus route available

January first call Lew or Ed 256-6712

2 rooms in large house on bus route

Hadley $125 call Barbara 586-3936

For rent - five person house in North

Amherst, contact John at 253-2819

One bedroom, five min from bus stop

located in Amherst $140 January thru

August 256-0796

Two openings Brittany Manor furnished

ready Dec. 23 253-3588

Entire two bedroom apt in Squire Vit on

bus route, available for next sem., Jan 1st

380+ 665-7195

Whole apt 2 bedroom Squire Village call

665-3032

Room available In coop house near Puf-

fer's Pond 130-t- woodstove 549-6633

House. 4 bedrooms 2 Vt baths, fireplace, 2

miles from campus, available Dec. 28 or

Jan 28, $700. 549-6264

Amherst, Swiss Village 4 bedroom apart-

ments $660.00 month includes all. 256-0741

Female for private room in apartment

$148 Jan 1 or ASAP 253-3941

One bedroom Amherst Puffton January

first $290 heated 549-4140

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 665-2972

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade
in Peru. Selling for much less than store

cost! Great Christmas giftsi 546-5612

Sterling Silver Rings and Earrings great

Xmas gift call Chip 546-9534

1970 VW for sale good condition see it to

believe it call 546-6139 or 789-2144

Fuji bike. Grand Tourer SE, 81 model top

cond., $200 or BO, incl. extras! phone Raf

at 6-1113, anytime

KZ skiis length 150 excellent coid. $55 or

BO Marge 256-6612

Couch $45 or best offer 549-1184 Tina

Computer Terminal ADDS Consul 580.

Excellent condition, must sell. Asking $600

or BO Call 549 3762

One-way airiine ticket Boston to Dallas

for male first $80 takes it Myles 6-7521

Selling Queen size Futon with bedsack

matching sheets, $50, B & W TV - $15,

plants, wicker - negotiable Leigh 549-5951

French Provincial Bureau 7 drawers, rock

maple $160.00 549-5586 keep trying large

office desk also

Ibanez hollow body electric guitar must

sell, a steal at $100.00 549-5449

FOUND

Money tell me amt, where lost, around

what time 546-5622

Dorm key with another key roll of film

400 Kodak call 549-5425 if yours

GREAT GIFTS

T-SHIRTS: Jagger, Costello, Stallone, and

Springsteen. Plus many prints - plain and

matted. $1.95 - $5.95 CC Concourse

HELP WANTED

Winter Vacation Jobs promotmg
Ecology, Consumer and Safe Energy. The

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MASSPIRG) is hiring staff for

Wintersession and full-time positions. Will

train. $135-225 per week. Boston area only.

Elise 256-6434

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?
Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

Noticel The Counselling Collective has

moved to CC 106 near the Collegian. Same
hours, same phone 545-2645

LOST
~

"Lost" 12/2/82 womens sweater, red,

black & white, cardigan. Extreme sen-

timental value. Please call Kathy 549-5518

or leave at Info Desk. Reward. No ques-

tions asked.

Palo maroon jacket lost at TOC Fri please

return to CC information desk

Reward for info leading to the return of my
HP41CV calculator from 14th floor of

GTWR on 12-3 call Kent 253-5956

MEXICAN CRUISE

Spring Break; Cancun, Cozumel, Key
West, 7 days; $440 from Tampa. Optional 3

credit course. Call 549-5990 or 253-7031 or

549-4736

MOVING

Man with pick-up for hire Experienced

low rates call David 253-5185

PERSONALS

Rob K Happy Birthday love you Ann

Boarders wanted spring semester
females only call Sheila or Julie at 545-0939

or 253-9971

• Attention
*

• Collegian Classified *
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• Final Deadline for Semester *
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• no exceptions *
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*

74 Galaxie 600 good winter car, just tuned

$400 or best offer 549-6147

Marsha, Break out the ID - we've all been

waiting for you I I hope your 20th is the best

ever. Enjoy the best you can - we will have

to save the "wildness" until later. The old

S.B. 's of the love nest.

Oebe: Have a happy 20th. Round 2 Mt.

Snow Mini! Love. Ang

Dear Steve from Kansas City Kansas -

Met you at lunch in Franklin, Wed. Dec. 8

over the New York Times, maybe we can

do it again sometimel Give me a call. Robin

6-6605

Sherry the aroma in the hall is grounds for

guessing .^
PIERPONT WAR Bill, Dave, Greg, Mike&
Tom its a cold war now retaliate - the feis-

ty 4th floorfemales^jp^ate^46-^04^^

Pam Dweck - here's another Secret Santa

clue for you: I am not Jewish Get it?

Final exams, memory, concentration,

-success - group rates University Hypnosis

Center 549-4646

UPC members and friends Everyone

Who's Anyonel Come party with UPC's

end of the semester bash further info stop

by office and see Donna or IrmaAlice 406

Student Union

Newman Club Xmas Party Sat., Dec. 11

from 9-1 in the Newman Center front

lounge. Cost is $1.50 and all are invited!

Kathie You are too nice for words but I

think I can cum up with something to repay

you. Your sick pal, Kalo

DISCOUNT
• Save money / pay later / pay less

• Order now (deadline is Dec. 15)

• We have all the books for the courses
• Call Scott at 6-7710 or write

Discount Books PO Box 1758 Darien CT
06820
BOOKS

Pleasel Call 546-6995 and wish Tom a Hap-

py Birthday (19th) —Thanks
!

Mark B in Gorman is 19 today. Happy Bir-

thday. Joel

Hey Goodlooking - Time is running out.

Let's make good use of it! Love ya, Shorty

Two people needed to share room in Puf-

fton Village intersession and spring sem
549-6420 heat inc

Room in house on bus route $180 month
includes all utilities. Kitchen privledges

253-2152

1 br in 2 br pond view Brandywine apt

available Jan 1 & spring semester 549-6289

One bedroom for intersession and or

spring great location $160 256-8447

Male to share room in house Rt 9

$127/month 256-0668

Brandywine January 1 or 2 females spring

1 female 549-4114

1 male to share large room Townehouse
apts bus rte 549-4484

Moe and Larry looking for a Shemp to

share Southwood Apt one l>edroom open

on bus route, call 256-8323 anytime $103 in-

cludes heat! We're great guys. Really

Intersession - female to share room 2

blocks from campus Mary 549-4682

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20

Dec. will share gas /driving, call Pam
2537405.

Ride to Chicago around Dec 23 is

desperately needed. I'll gladly share driving

and gas expenses. Call Cris at 546-8150

ROOM WANTED

Females looking for a bedroom, in Brit-

tany Manor for spring semester. Please

call 549-5686. Keep trying.

Female seeks own room tn house or apt

253-2294 Sheryl.

ROOMMATE WANTED

SERVICES

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartment from Jan 1 on. Call

256-0630

One room available in Puffton prefer one

male 549-6322

3 roommates wanted for Jan 1 and spr

semester Brittany Manor call Tim 256-0606

Female wanted to share Puffton apt

during int session $125/month includes

heat. Preferably non-smoker, on bus route

please call Debbie evenings 545-9660 or

546-9662

Responsible person for own room in

Hadley apt $130 -f electric 584-5045

Female - share single bedroom Puffton

starting February - lease until June

549-6741

Puffton Village - 3 bdrm sublet avail, for

Jan with spring option avail for 1 bdrm,

M/F, call 549-0621.

Female Roommate wanted Jan spring

sem. Southwood townhouse $93 -^

253 3273

Own room available in house near

Southwest. Starting January $110/month

549-6495

Own Bedroom in two bedroom apt in Brit-

tany Manor Apts Jan 1 256-8388

Kosher female for one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

1 or 2 people for 1 bdrm in furnished 2

bedrm Colonial Vill Apt 256-0763 Brad

Chase

Female roommatels) wanted for Jan 1

townhouse apt call Pat 549-5103 eves

2 people share 1 bedroom in So Amherst

apt available immediately bus route only

$801 each 586-3682

Female roommated wanted Brittany

manor $115/month. Heat included. Non-

smoker 256-0298

1 Female wanted to rent Southwood apt

over break very reasonable rent details

253-5109

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

Past Accurate Typing $1/page please call

Leslea at 584-4880.

Say Something Special Made-to-order

verses cards or gifts for more info 536-8683

SKI TRIPS

Smuggler's Notch Vermont Intersession

tnps, only $1491! For more info call: Rober-

ta or Steoh 549-6235

TO SUBLET
~

Woman wanted to share room in apt

Feb great deal for info please call 666-7109

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss Village

$165 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 bedroom apartment on
bus route available Jan 1 Laurel 666-3519

Intersession rental Southeast St $180

utilities included call Bob 256-6017 after 8

Two bedroom apt available Jan 1 bus

route Terianne 665-4371

2 Bedroom furnished apt on Bus Route

Mark 2564)763

Room Available in

Southwest $100 549-6495
house near

2 br Townhouse apt on busroute Squire

Village Sunderland 2-4 tennants no utilities

Jan Aug $410 call evenings 665-7930

January sublet Rolling Green $90 all

utilities incl. 253-3704

If you have the place, we have the tenant

and vice versa. Sublet your apartment, find

a housemate FREE thru Off Campus Hous-

ing 115 Hasbrouck 5-0865

One bedroom 187 Colonial Village starting

Jan 1st come by and see

4 bedroom apt has two rooms available,

on bus route, $165 month including aN

utilities, Swiss Village 253-2251

TRAVEL
~

Florida - Spring Break in the sun. Includaa

round trip jet, hotel 8 days 7 nights on the

beach in Daytona, pool party/free beer.

$269 lus tax and service. Call Bob e
2537625

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Looking for heated garage within 10 mi.

radius of Amherst call Jordan 542-3158

2-3 Bed apt for intersession call 546-6066 .

Room available in Townhouse Apts North

Amherst January Er spring call 549-0038

Two bedroom apartment for int and spr-

ing semester call 546-6787 or 256-8673

Looking for a room over January only. Call

Brad anytime 256-6171

Room in Colonial Village or Swiss Village

Ron 549-6449

2 females seek room, rooms, or apt call

anytime 546^9689

licmmcK r: Wednesday is the last Collegian.

Aa ueadline is 3:45 p.m. today.
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Boston College bursts past UMass
.••-•-•.•-•.•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•.•-•-•-•-•.•-•-•-•-'»«••••••••••

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It seems to be the same thing game after

game. The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team needs more

consistency in one area or another. Against

the Boston College Eagles Saturday af-

ternoon in the Cage, UMass fell asleep in

the last six minutes of the first half and that

was a major factor in the Minutewomen's

74-66 loss.

"We have to play with intensity for 40

minutes, not 34." said head coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski. "In the last six minutes of the

first half we scored only four points. We
had tired feet (on defense)."

Massachusetts, after being down 36-24 at

the half, dominated the second half and

came within four points of the Lady Eagles

but could not make up the 12 point dif

ference.

Barbara Hebel, ace freshman guard, led

the Minutewomen with seven points as

UMass kept ahead of the speedy BC team.

A Kelly Collins shot gave UMass their

biggest lead at 15 8 and Hebel scored with a

three point play to give UM a 18-14 lead.

It was downhill from there for the UMass
hoopsters. Offensively and defensively, the

Minutewomen fell asleep as BC outscored

UM 16-1 to grab a 30-19 lead. Boston Col-

lege, on the strength of Marikate Kelley's

10 first half points built up a 36-24 halftime

lead. UMass had been outscored 22-28 in

the last six minutes.

In the second half, the Minutewomen

came out with fire in their eyes and

although BC led by as much as 15, UMass
began to peck away at the Eagle lead.

Point guard Wendy Ward sunk a foul

shot and then Karen Damminger grabbed

the rebound of Ward's second shot, scored,

and UM was within 10 (58-48) and BC was

flustered.

"We were outstanding in the second

half," said Ozdarski. "It was a entire team

effort for us."

Marlene Susienka, who played very well

off the bench, sank two foul shots and

Rebecca Kuchs stole the ball away from BC
and drove in for the score and UMass was

within four. 66-62 with 2:21 to go.

However, due to some clutch foul

shooting by Boston College and two crucial

turnovers by the Minutewomen. BC held off

the rallying maroon and white for the 74-66

win.

For UMass. it was the fourth loss in the

last five games. BC has only lost to New
Hampshire this year.

"BC just wanted the game more than us,"

said Ozdarski. "In the second half, the game
was ours, but you have to play 40 minutes.

Damminger led the Minutewomen with

19 points and was followed by Ward and
Collins, who each sank 10. Hebel ended up
with nine.

BC was led by Sally Maderia with 13

points while three other BC players had 12

apiece.

Defensively, UMass outrebounded BC
47-38 but BC had six steals and the benefit

of 23 UM turnovers.

Massachusetts, now 3-6, travels to the

University of Vermont for their last game
before finals.

"We wUl be looking for the big W. It will

be a crucial game for us," said Ozdarski.

The key to the game will be to play wit.

consistency and 40 minutes of intensity.

Gymwomen flyhigh again
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics team

squeezed past Northeastern Saturday,

165.45 165.3.

Coach Ken Anderson believes there are

several reasons for this narrow margin of

victory. These reasons became evident as

the meet wore on.

"Northeastern has somewhat antiquated

equipment: they don't have a spring floor,

among other things, and that hurt us in that

event. Compared to a spring floor, tumbling

on a floor like Northeastern's is like tum-

bling on pavement. That's a tough thing to

adjust to."

In the vault, the first event of the meet.

UMass took first and second places. Junior

Robin Low scored an 8.95 with a pike

sukahara: a round-off onto the horse, and a

push off into a l'/4 somersault to the feet.

Treshman Trish Harrity followed, with an

8.75. Northeastern gymnast Sue Mahler

tied with Harrity for second place.

This meet was a topsy turvy one: after

pulling ahead with their vault scores, the

women gymnasts lost precious ground in

the uneven bars event.

"Our bars are different than theirs." said

Anderson. "Theirs are harder to grip, and

we needed to adjust."

Northeastern took the first two places in

this event, with scores of 8.75 and 8.45.

Freshman Sue Allen took third place for

UMass, with a score of 8.4.

By this point in the meet, the scores were

practically even. UMass used Ihe next two

events, the beam and floor, to inch ahead,

and eventually win the meet.

The women gymnasts took first and

second on the beam. Senior Karen Knapp
scored an 8.7, and Low tallied an 8.55.

Harrity, freshman Barbara Lord and Allen

all tied for fourth place with scores of 8.25.

"We have a strong beam team,"

Anderson said. "And they helped pull us

close. Karen (Knapp) had a one arm han-

dstand that was pretty."

The last event, the floor exercise,

brought out the two best performances of

the meet, according to Anderson.

Low scored the highest mark of the meet
for UMass. a 9.3 that earned her first place

in the event. Knapp tallied an 8.8, and

Harrity had an 8.5.

"Robin's dance was precise and flawless.

Her tumbling runs were a little watered

down because of the floor; but she did

execute two full twisting back somis,"

Anderson said.

Anderson also said the vault and the

beam were the high points of the meet, if

only because of the adverse conditions for

the floor exercise.

"We were late to the meet for a number
of reasons, so the girls had to rush through

warmups," Anderson said.

"We could've really blown this meet," he

said, "but the girls held their heads

together and just kept pushing. I am very

proud of that."

The women gymnast's record now stands

at 3 1.

Their next meet in January 15. at Rhode
Island.

"We'll be doing some good, hard training

between now and then." said Anderson.

"We are all working hard. We've lost

some girls to injuries, some for the entire

season, and that has set us back a bit."

('ollrfiBn photo by Bradford Haaaer

Trisha Harrity gets up high off of the beam as she performs in Satur-

days meet.

Northeastern tumbles pastMinuteman gymnasts
By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian Staff

Despite hours of work trying to perfect

its skills, a combination of bad breaks and

underscoring on the part of the judges

enabled Syracuse University to hand the

University of Massachusetts men's gym
nasties team its first loss of the season,

256.1 249.85.

"We had some rough spots." a disap

pointed coach Roy Johnson said. "The

scoring was really weird, really low. It

seemed like the judges would throw up a

high score for UMass saying 'here's your

gift'."

Syracuse did have a lot of tricks —
twists, turns and flips. The team impressed

the judges by looking fancy with simple

tricks and hitting some difficult moves.

UMass had some problems with keeping

itself together, howt-ver there were some

strong performances put out by John

Macurdy. Bert Mathieson and Peter

Lucchini. The team did perform some good

routines but were scored lower than was

deserved.

"i thought the side horse sr(»r»"^ • < :«• a

little low." Lew Wingert. who competes in

five events, said. "It seemed like they were
judging an international meet instead of a

college meet. They were really just being
conservative."

The Minutemen lost the floor event by
almost two points despite Macurdy 's strong

performance and consequent 9.5. Macurdy
took first in the event. Lucchini came in

second with a 9.1 in a strong performance.
It seemed that Mathieson and Willie

Stevens were a little underscored.
Mathieson had a fine performance that

scored an 8.45. and Stevens was confident

and springy but only got an 8.25.

The hard working Stevens had been
practicin;^ all week at perfecting his moves
and it was a disappointing meet for him.

However. Stevens should improve for next

semester through his determination and
hard work.

"Willie had a real tough day." Johnson
said. "He's a good gymnast and has a real

professional style."

In the pommel horse event. UMass
received some low scores and lost the event

by one tenth of a point. Brad Sullivan got

the high score for Syracuse and Mathieson
came in second for UM with a good routine

that earned an 8.75. The Minutemen oidn't

perform badly in this event considering the

pressure that was on them, but again the
scores were low.

The UMass gymnasts were beaten by a

point in the still rings event. Mike Calcutti,

who had been performing tricky moves
throughout the meet, placed first in the

event with a 9.1. Co-captain John
McGonagle had a few problems but still

came through with an 8.9 placing second.

The long horse vaulting event brought
another slim loss for the men. even with

Macurdy and Lucchini placing first and
second respectively. Macurdy had a great

vault with good elevation and confidence on
his side, and scored a 9.55. Lucchini also

had a good vault and landing and scored a

9.25.

At this point. UMass had a lot of work to

do because it was trailing by three points in

the match. The margin shouldn't have been
that wide. The men were trying hard but

the scores weren't coming through.

"It should have been closer," Macurdy

,

said. "We didn't do nearly as well as we
could have but we have plenty of time to

train and get better."

Moving into the parallel bars, UM had

some rough spots and Syracuse took the top

spots. Greg Simon hit a good performance

and took first with an 8.9. Macurdy and

Mathieson tied with an 8.55 to get the

fourth position. The effort was there, the

points were not.

The Minutemen pulled through a strong

high bar event but Syracuse had the meet
wrapped up by then. Macurdy took second

and had an individual best on the bar

scoring a 9.25. Tony Sbarra placed third

with a 9.15 in a good performance.

"The team had so much momentum
going," a determined Mathieson said. "We
fought them to the end and didn't let up at

all. We'll get them. We know exactly what
we have to do now and we're going to do
well this year." ^

Johnson feels the team will improve also.

The men will begin training for next

semester and "try to work out the loose

parts. I think we'll be all set. We have a few

more areas to work out."
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The Meaning of King's Life In Our Lifetime

by Angela Brown

This edition of NUMMO is dedicated to the memory of

Martin Luther King. Jr. in the hopes of fostering a deeper
respect for King's steadfast and effective approach to the

problems of his times, which have persisted into the
present day. The issues of equality and integration,

economic rights and justice, and the dangers now
threatening world peace, being as pertinent in the 1980's

as they were in previous decades, provide a strong
arguement for pronouncing January 15. the date of King's
birth, a national holiday.

The debate around the issue of whether to designate
King's birthday a national holiday has drawn on

arguements ranging from having too many national

holidays at present, to the belief that King was not of

sufficient significance to warrant national observation of a

Martin Luther King. Jr. day.

For example, a NEW YORK TIMES editorial printed on
December 10. mentions a number of questions and then

goes on to state "...A Capitol (building) statue would
splendidly denote his (King's) place in American history."

However, a statue sitting in a Washington building would
obviously have little meaning for the vast majority of

Americans who would not be reached by such an action.

King's place in the past assured, little would result in day
to day American life in the present.

Those who focus on the narrow view of King's personal

attributes, his style of leadership, or other historical

obscurities, work to deny the fact that King had a larger

meaning than all of this, in terms of his ability to capture

the sentiments of masses of people during an era of change.

This is especially true since the movement he led marked
the beginning of many fundamental changes in the United

States, and in the world.

Much of what King accomplished during the civil rights

movement has been threatened in recent times as we can
witness in the threats made by the Reagan Administration
against the Voting Rights Act. in the non enforcement of

Affirmative Action legislation, and in the current military

build up which threatens the world with total destruction.

F'or this reason the people of the United States would be

making an extraordinary statement about their desire to

unite the peoples of the nation, and of the world into what
King noted must become a "neighborhood".
The value of King's contribution to the people of the

world was recently noted in a special commemoration
made by the African National Congress, the national

liberation movement of South Africa.

On the home front, here at UMass. the staff of DRUM
Magazine has recently announced that its next edition will

be dedicated to Martin Luther King. Jr., and that DRUM
will be stepping up the campaign to have King's birthday
made an important officially observed holiday.

All readers of NUMMO are invited to participate in this

important and growing movement. There are numerous
forms of participation: Stevie Wonder's annual march on
the Capitol is one (see related story). Events are held on

the UMass campus every year in honor of King, and
contributions from the wider community are always

welcome (see annoucement as planning for MLK week '83

is already underway). The more obvious activities such as

writing ones representative urging support of the

legislation is always appropriate, however, more im-

portant may be the effort to remember King and his efforts

in everyday life, and perhaps bring a little brotherhood and

sisterhood into the center of ones attention from time to

time. During this holiday season, a time of reunion with

family and friends, is a good time to think on these things.
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KWANZA
by Keith Johnson

Kwanza is a celebration which is practiced by

African-Annerican people which is sinnilar to that of

Yann which is celebrated on the African continent It's

translation means "first" for "first fruits "

The celebration of Yam revolves around the

harvesting of the first crops of the year fvlembers of

the community would come together bringing what

each had grown that year and contribute it to the

great feast There would be dancing and singing with

plenty to eat and drink as the entire community en-

joyed the coming of the new year

Here in the United States, descendants of those

African people who celebrated Yam have created a

celebration that although similar, is more particular to

the African-American experience. The celebration of

Kwanza takes particular aspects of the African-

American experience and blends it with certain

African traditions to create a very spiritual and

enriching celebration.

The idea of Kwanza was created by Black Studies

scholar Dr Ron Maulana Karenga It was first practic-

ed in the Los Angeles Black community during the late

sixties He believed that Black people should not in-

volve themselves with the traditional holdiays that

come at this time of year, for today's society has made
them more commercial and have taken the true mean
ing out of them Also he believed that Black people

should celebrate something which had more relevance

to them and their history.

An example of the blending within this celebration

has to do with the fact that the language associated

with this celebration is Swahili which is used in many
parts of Africa Also the colors of the celebration that

are used are red, black, and green Red stands for the

blood of our people that has not been shed in vain.

Black IS for the color of our skin and jobs we have to

do, and Green is for the land of Africa, our youth and

new ideas These colors come from the flag of

African Am^ican liberation that was created by the

great leader Marcus Garvey.

Kwanza is based on seven principles entitled Nguza

Saba They are UmojalUnity), Ku)ichagulia(Self-

Determination), U|ima(collective responsibility).
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UjamaalCooperative Economics), Nia(purpose),

Kuumbalcreativity), and Imani(Faith). All represent

different aspects of life which members of the com-

munity should try to live up to during the upcoming

year.

Decorations should be put up a week before the

26th of December using the red, black, and green col-

or scheme The mam table should have as its center

piece, a straw basket with mixed fruits and

vegetables The floor or a small table should be used

to place the Mkeke(straw mat) of which the

Kinara(candleholder) is placed on. The Kinara is sur-

rounded by ears of Muhindi(corn) and Zawadi(gifts).

The Kinara has spaces for seven mshumaa(candles)

which represent the Nguza Saba seven principles.

Three of the candles should be red, three green, with

the middle candle being black.

Each night of this week the Kinara should be

brought to the dinner table The first night one

mshumaa should be discussed by children if possible

Photo by John Wright

because all this is really for them. The second night

two mshumaa should be lit with two principles

discussed and so forth.

The seventh day, January "Ist, is the day of Kwan-

za. On this day all the candles are lit in ceremony.

Zawadi is exchanged and the community enjoys a

great Karamu(feast). There is music, dancing, and

celebration just as is done in the homeland of Africa

Many people make the mistake of saying that this is

a Black Christmas type of celebration. Others believe

that it IS a traditional African ceremony. They are

mistaken, it is a relatively new tradition created for the

African-American experience, that should be spread

across our entire community. We hope that you take

this tradition back home with you and share it with

your loved ones.

Nummo News wishes all people a Happy Kwanza
and may you live with the spirit of Nguza Saba in the

upcoming new year.

A Messaqe To BUck CollEqE
StucIents

By Stevie Wonder

THESE TIMES we live in are not full of

hope. Yet they are not hopeless. We must

uncover the formula for survival that will

refresh our souls and uplift our spirits. We
must search for the harmony that records the

rhythms of our brothers and sisters. The

world IS but an orchestra and we've all been

blessed to be members. Life is an assignment

from the Creator. We are all responsible for

the production of life's symphony which will

ring out harmony among us all. We are

charged with the understanding that each of

us has an instrument and we must play it

carefully.

We can make the music of life work. We
can clothe ourselves with peace toward our

neighbors. We can feed ourselves vitamins

of love. We can equip ourselves with an

understanding and sensitivity that en-

courages us to take that extra minute to

smile at the children, or help a victim in

distress. For if we do not, we bear the

responsibility for this off-key music.

Know that your responsibilities as a Black

college student in the symphony of life are

awesome tasks. Your assignment is to create

positiveness when negativity prevails. Your

assignment is to embrace your brother and

sister even when distrust pervades the soul.

We are all responsible for maintaining the

legacy when many would prefer it to be

gone, but if we tune the instruments of love

we can make this symphony work.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. knew the

musical score. He had the music and many

willing players. He encouraged us to seek

greater tone, better clarity and higher range.

We need his formula to help the musicians

perform. We need his spintual energy, which
is still present in this space and time, to in-

spire us toward postures of peace and love.

Our conductor, Dr. King, left an unfinished

symphony. We must finish it for him by ad-

ding those notes and chords that created the

harmony of love and life. There is no doubt

that we need a national holiday on January

15th. We need a day to celebrate our work
on the unfinished symphony. We need a day

where we can have a dress rehearsal of

solidarity and understanding. We need a mo-
ment to come together in the spirit of a man
who taught this world how to love. We need

a day of unity because our symphony is

music that all lost hearts will hear.

Join me in Washington, D.C. on January

15, 1983. Celebrate the day that will be the

beginning of endless days of human har-

mony. Embellish upon the universal chord

that joins in with the eternal symphony.
Let the performance of this symphony of

love begin with our collective expression of

respect and commitment to Dr. King, the

conductor of this great symphony, and to all

thoc° we honor in the name of love.

"We'll make the dream come true,

beccjuse our hearts tell us so."*

Reprinted from "The Black Collegian'

December 1982/January 1983 issue.

•"HAPPY BIRTHDAY"
Hotter Than July- album
Copywright 1980

Black Bull Music, Ino.

The Big Six of Jazz II

by Keith Johnson

Saturday night some of the finest musical talents in

the country teamed up with Max Roach in the Fine

Arts Center for a concert entitled, "The Big Six of

Jazz II".

The show featured Richard Davis on bass, Billy

Taylor on piano. Slide Hampton on trombone, Jimimy

Heath on saxophone, John Hendricks on vocals and
Max Roach on drums. This performance was a reu-

nion for these fantastic musicians who rarely have an

opportunity to come together for a performance such

as this. Yet all these men have come up together,

helping to develop some of America's finest music.

The performance was a benefit for the Fletcher

Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund. All of the

musicians feel good about the scholarship which helps

music students here at DM ASS. Jimmy Heath stated

that "there should be more scholarship like this."

The audience had an extra attraction with the addi-

tion of John Hendricks' wife Judith on vocals and

Ray Copeland on trumpet. Judith Hendricks occa-

sionally performs with her husband using her voice to

recreate the big band sound. Ray Copeland, who is a

professor at Hampshire College, said that "out of

respect I came here." Professor Copeland was en-

couraged to come onstage by John Hendricks whom
he knew from their work with Theodeus Monk and

Randy Weston.
In talking about the music Jimmy Heath said that it

needs more exposure-"DeoDle don't know enough
about the music." Billy Taylor, who has received hib

Photo by Ed Cohen

doctorate from UMASS and is coming out with a new
book entitled "Jazz Piano" said that the "music

business has not done it's job" in promoting Black

Classical music John Hendricks who is a living legend

of vocal jazz, said that the art of "scatting" is not be-

ing pushed as well as it should be. He criticizes artists

such as DeeDee Bridgewater and Al Jarreau tor not

following the true traditions of the art. But he added

that their advisors are not guiding them along cultural

lines.

In talking about the new computerization of music to-

day, Max Roach, who has a Ph. Dm music, stated that

he doesn't mind computerization. "Whatever helps

Black people get out of these problems is good. But if

it lulls us to sleep it's bad." Ray Copeland added that

"we as musicians should have some control over the

people that run the computers."

The concert itself was excellent, with all of the

musicians exhibiting their own particular talents in

their solos. Max Roach delighted the audience with

his wellknown highhat routine. This concert was

another example of the fact that this area is a haven

for some of the very best Black Classical music that

can be found.

Billy Taylor will be back in the spring with a rare per-

formance with his trio and the Springfield Symphony
Orchestra Dexter Gordon will be featured in the next

Duke Ellington Music Series concert on Thursday,

April 14,1983.

Black Studies Forum Held at Amherst College

by Keith W Johnson

This past Thursday, the Five College Black Studies

Seminar Series presented a panel discussion in

Amherst College's Gerald C. Penny Memorial Cultural

Center, entitled "Students Look at Black Studies.

The participants consisted of Rodney Williams of

Amherst College, Greg Anderson of Harinpshire Col-

lege, and Philp Pasley of UMass. Rudy Jones of

Umass and Leslie Cohen of Amherst College both

class of '74
, also participated. All were Black Studies

maiors with a concentration in political sicence ex-

cept for Mr. Anderson whose area was news and in-

formation. Both alumni received their masters degrees

after graduating from the area schools.

The panel gave the audience their perspective on

Black Studies and what they believed was 'ts 'mpor-

tance All the panelists agreed that Black Studies

g'ves one persoani satisfaction. Philp Pasley stated

Tant "opened his eyes"; Rodney Williams believes i

to be "inspirational", and Mary Jo Newborn said it

contnbutes to her own intellectual developnnent.

fhe students spoke highly of their respective

departments. Rodney Williams was thankful that the

Black Studies departments provides a strong BlacK in-

stitutionalized structure within higher education. Greg

Anderson favors the unorthodox academic structure

of Hampshire College which enables him to create

projects such as his African News Service which airs

on various radio stations in the area. Ma^V Jo

Newborn added that Smith College will next

semester, for the first time provide five coursed on

Black women. Philp Pasley stated that the UMass
faculty IS like a family and shows concern for all Black

students
Commentator Mark Riley of Amherst College led

the general discussion and stated that these programs

"were not handed to students" but were taken at a

time of rage and struggle. Many people in the au-

dience emphasized that students should take advan-

tage of the resources of Black Studies departments

and other related programs. Both Rudv Jones and

Leslie Cohen aumitieu mat their work at WMUA and
WAMH helped them in securing radio positions after

graduation. Mr. Jones worked at a Boston radio sta-

tion adn Mr. Cohen worked at an NBC affiliate radio

station in Chicago.
Many students in the audience were not Black

Studies majors. Many were business, economics, and
french majors. But all showed that they believed that

Black Studies was important. Mary Jo Newborn told

the audience that at first she thought that math and

science majors were not studying areas of relevance

But she later realized that Baick people should also

study to be doctors and engineers to ensure that there

won't be any unsrupulous tests like the syphillis

"study" at Tuskegee. But as Rudy Jones stated,

"never take Afro-Am majors lightly". They are just as

articulate in academic as other students.

Mr. Jones empasized that Black Studies must be

encouraged in high schools and )unior high schools

also. Mitch Smith, a Black Studies graduate of UMass
class of '81, is involved in youth development thru the

A Better Chance program (ABC) And uses Black

Studies in his program. He added that today's society

controls the minds of today's youth but that Black

Studies IS the key to opening up Black minds.

In dealing with the future, Lesley Cohen stated that

Black Studies prepares one to enter the business

world. It allows you to know yourself, something that

is important to you if you are going to sell yourself to

an employer. He added that it also allows you to know
the outside world that you are going to work in. But

what is most important is that you understand the

struggle of Black people.

Finally it was said that the mood of Black students

has changed since the time of the sturggles of the

60's. Black enrollment is declining in the Five-College

schools and they are looking for Blacks more in the

pre-schools. The struggle is changing and students

must take advantage of the resources that were

fought for As Mitch Smith stated, "Black Studies is

the Key".
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Excerpts from King's Speeches

"No^ there are one or tv^o other things

that I want to say about this student move-
nrwnt... something about what it is a revolt

against. On the one hand it is a revolt against

the negative peace that has encompassed
the South for many years. I remember when I

was in /Montgomery, Alabama, one of the

white citizens came to me one day and
said... that in Montgomery for all of these

years we have been such a peaceful com-
munity, we have had so much harmony in

race relations and then you people have

started this movement. . . you have destroyed

the harmony and the peace that we once had
in race relations. And I said to him, in the

best way I could say and I tried to say it in

nonviolent terms: We have never had peace

in Montgomery, Alabama, we have never

had peace in the South. We have had a

negative peace, which is merely the absence

of tension; we've had a negative peace in

which the Negro patiently accepted his situa-

tion and his'plight, but we've never had true

peace, we've never had positive peace, and
what we're seeking now is to develop this

positive peace. For we must come to see that

peace is not merely the absence of some
negative force, it is the presence of a positive

force. True peace is not merely the absence

of tension, but it is the presence of Justice

and brotherhood. I think this is what Jesus
meant when he said, "/ come not to bring

peace but a sword. " Now Jesus didn't mean
he came to start war, to bring a physical

sword, and he didn't mean, I come not to br-

ing a positive peace. But I think what Jesus

ws saying in substance was this, that I come
not to bring an old negative peace, which
makes for stagnant passitivity and deadening
complacency, I come to bring something dif-

ferent, and whenever ) come, a conflict is

precipitated between the old and the new,
whenever I come, a struggle takes place bet-

ween justice and injustice, between the

forces of light and the forces of darkness. I

come not to bring a negative peace, but a

positive peece, which is brotherhood, which
is Justice, which is the Kingdom of God.

"And I think this is what we are seeking to

do today, and this movement is a revolt

agaihst a negative peace and struggle to br-

ing into being a positive peace, which makes

for true brotherhood, true integration, true

person-to-person relationships. This move-

ment is also revolt against what is often call-

ed tokenism. Here again, many people do

not understand this; they feel that in this

struggle the Negro will be satisfied wsith

tokens of integration. Just a few students and

a few schools here and there and a few doors

open here and there. But this isn't the mean-

ing of the movement, and I think that hones-

ty impels me to admit it everywhere I have an

opportunity, that the Negro's aim is to bring

about complete intergration in American life.

And he has come to see that token integra-

tion is little more than token democracy,

which ends up with many new evasive

schemes and it ends up with new discrimina-

tion, covered up with such niceties of com-

lexity. It is very interesting to discover that

the movement has thrived in many com-

munities that had token integration. So this

reveals that the movement is based on a prin-

ciple that integration mustbecome real and
complete, not Just token integration.

"The students have developed a theme

song for their movement, maybe you've

heard it It goes something like this: "We
shall overcome, deep in my heart, I do

believe, we shall overcome,". ..And
something within me said, now how is it that

these students can sing this? They are going

down to Mississippi, they are going to face

hostile and Jeering mobs, and yet they could

sing, "We shall overcome. "...Then

something caused me to see at that moment
the real meaning of the movement That

students had faith in the future. That the

movement was based on hope, that even

though the arc of the moral universe is long,

it bends toward Justice. ... But we shall over-

come. That is the basis of this movement,
and as I like to say, there is something in this

universe that Justifies Carlyle in saying no lie

can live forever We shall ovecome because

there is something in this universe which
Justifies William CuHen Bryant in saying truth

crushed to earth shall rise again. . . . With this

faith in the future, with this determined
struggle, we will be able to emerge from the

bleak and the desolate midnight of man's in-

humanity to man, into the bright and glitter-

ing daybreak of freedom and Justice.

-ExcerptBd from address made to the annual
nrteeting of tfte Fellowship of the Concerned,
November 16, 1961, entitled "Philosophy of the Stu-

dent Nonviolent Movement". 4^'

"I want to say to you... as we talk about
'Where do we go from here, ' that we honest-

ly face the fact that the Movement must ad-

dress itself to the question of restructuring

the whole of American society. There are for-

ty million poor people here. And one day we
must ask the question, "Why are there forty

million poor people in America?" And when
you begin to ask that question, you are rais-

ing questions about the economic system,

about a broader distribution of wealth. When
you ask that question, you begin to question

the capitalistic economy. And I'm simply say-
^^

ing that more and more, we've got to begin ^^

to ask questions about the whole society.

We are called upon to help the discouraged

beggars in life's market place. But one day%
we must come to see that an edifice which

^\

produces beggars needs restructuring. Itf

means that questions must be raised. You
see, my friends, when you deal with this, you"

begin to ask the question, "Who owns the

oil?" You begin to ask the question, "Who
owns the iron ore?" You begin to ask the

question, "Why is it that people have to pay
water bills in a world that is two thirds

water?" These are questions that must be
asked.

-Excerpted from the presidential address to

the Tenth Anniversary Conventhn of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference, Atlanta, Georgia,

August 16, 1967.

"...Our world is as a neighborhood. We
must all learn to live together as brothers or

we will all perish as fools. . .

"There are two challenges to America.

The challenges are racism and poverty. In a

few weeks a few of us are coming to

Washington to see if the will to meet these

challenges still lives among us. We are going

to bring those who have known long years of

hurt and neglect.. We're coming to engage

in dramatic, nonviolent action.

"We are coming, and we will stay as long

as we have to. . . .

"We \lvill suffer and die if we have to. For I

submit, nothing will be done until people put

their bodies and souls into this.

-Excerpted from hk last apeech the night

before his assassinatk)n.
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OPEN LETTER TO THE COMMUNITY

As the Fall semester comes to a
close, I think that it is worthwhile to
make some observations about what
has transpired and look ahead. The
m ost obvious development concerns
the *Changing of the Guard' in the
Office of Third World Affairs. Tony
Crayton has moved on, hopefully to
bigger and better things. And now, I,

Gary Lee, have been thrust into the
position of filling some very big
shoes. However, I too have very big
feet and in the future I plan to work
with the allies in our community and
step on our adversaries.

To be honest, the situation of

people of color in the University com-
munity is not very good. But, realiz-

ing this, we all have a responsibiUty
to work hard to improve our situa-

tion. Black Homecoming Week was a
moderate success. However, there
was extensive ignorant backlash
from some of the more regressive
elements among us. Make no
mistake about it. Black Homecom-
ing is here to stay.

The Third World Theatre Series
once again proved to be a shining
light of cultural expression and we
look forward to its presentations in
coming semensters.

On a down-note however, we
must face the reality of institutional

racism as manifested in the cases of

Elizabeth Rawlins and Marie Reid.

Outgoing, lame duck and lame-
brained Governor Ed King has seen
fit not to renew the term of Sister

Rawlins on the Board of Regents.
Therefore, people of color have no
representation on this Board and
this is an ominous development.
Also, it must be noted that the Board
of Regents is now entirely composed
of business leaders; white males, one
and all. The case of Marie Reid is a

very complex one. As Budget Direc-

tor of Office of Planning and
Budgets, she is the top Black ad-

ministrator on this campus. Without
going into any specifics concerning
her case, it must be said that an
amazing lack of sensitivity was
demonstrated by the new Chancellor
Duffey in downgrading her position.

Regardless of any excuses or feeble

explanations which seek to trivialize

the Chancellors actions, we must
recognize the situtation for what it

is; and that is the loss of influence by
Blacks in the current administra-
tion. It disturbs me that so much has
been written against Ms. Reid by
people who seem to be jealous of her
position as well as *'just a little bit"

prejudiced However, there also has
been an amazing lack of support ex-

pressed by the Black community for

Marie. Any attack upon one member
of our community is an attack upon

the community as a whole. For those

who support Ms. Reid, we say stand

up and be counted. For those who
disagree with her position, we can
only hope that you will see the light.

Our student organizations are

suffering from general apathy. They
need to be strengthened both for the

good of our community and also to

withstand attack. The Third World
Caucus of the Student Senate neecIs

people. We need to support the ac-

tivities that are sponsored by our
organizations. The situation is

urgent. Next semester there will be
events taking place for Black
History Month, Martin Luther King
Week, the Black Muscians Con-
ference and the Third World Theatre
Series. These programs need you
participation cmd support. We urge
everyone to get involved. Finally, I

would like to send out Kwanza
greetings to everyone; particularly

A.J. Wynder. I wish everyone
strength in their last minute
semester endeavors and a restful in-

tersession. We look forward to see-

ing aU of you in February.
Rember :"If you don't Know, Learn

If you Know, Teach.**

Yours In The Struggle
"The General"

World Affairs Office

The Office of Third World Affairs (OTWA),
established in 1976, provides a professionally staffed
office for advice, advocacy and organization of the
Third World student community, and acts as a
resource center compiling and disseminating informa-
tion on Third World issues to Third World organiza
tions and students. The Office is also concerned with
the maintenance, security and prosperity of Third

World students' interests in the social, academic and
political issues of student life.

Excerpted from an article in the North American Con-

gress On Latin America (NACLA)magazine.

-\y

SPOTLIGHT

El Salvador's War

The Office of Third World Affairs' principal goals

are to organize and encourage Third World student

participation on the Student Senate and within the

various student organizations. It also advises these

organizations on recruitment, and budgets, and

monitors their progress or failure The Office strives to

provide a strong advocacy presence to ensure that

Third World issues and problems are properly address-

ed. The Office is also interested in any activity, pro-

gram, coalition, or alliance with non Third World

students which enhance our position, ensure diversity

of perspectives, and encourage non-Third World peo

pie to understand Third World concerns.

The Office of Third World Affairs is coordinated by

Acting Director, Gary Lee Mr Lee is a recent alumni

of UMass who has been very active in numerous stu-

dent organizations throughout his undergraduate

years Therefore he is very knowledgeable of Third

World student interests on campus.
In talking to Gary Lee, he asks Third World students

to get involved in the various student organizations.

He advises students to "use your resources such as

the Placement Office, New Africa House,

Everywoman's Center and the Third World Caucus."

He also urges all students to ensure the continued

vitality of the community.
For more information contact the Office of Third

World Affairs

At night, in San Salvador, firefights can be heard in

the distance but they last only a few short rounds. The
black-outs are more disconcerting They happen near-

ly every night and seem to last longer each time. The
guerrillas can blow up generators and powerlines

much faster than the U.S. aid dollars arrive to replace

them.
But aside from these inconveniences, the war is

barely felt in the capital, where the traffic snarls and
the streets are bustling with activity. Not many
soldiers are in sight. It's certification time and the

government is on its best behavior.

What can be felt is the general despair. We see it in

the eyes of the Relatives of the Disappeared- young
women in their late teens or early twenties who ring

our rooms at the hotel and ask timidly if we can spare

a moment to talk. One tells about her younger
brother, dragged ^rom his bed m the middle of the

night by uniformed soldiers, and never seen again.

Another slips me a piece of paper folded many times.

Back in my room, I try to decipher what appears to be

a map leading to a secret torture center in a govern-

ment building- and a scnbbled line saying "We know
that Ramon is being held here."

Sadness, mixed with irrepressible hope, is in the

eyes of a priest from a working-class barrio of the

capital Ninety percent of his parishioners have had a

family member killed or disappeared in the last two
years. And because his barrio is poor, and because it

is assumed that all poor people are subversives, it is

the scene of house-to-house searches and many more
disappearances each week.

At a refugee camp run by the Catholic Church, two
thousand women, children and elderly men are cram-

med into a schoolyard now filled with makeshift tents.

With nothing left to lose, these people speak freely of

the military campaigns that forced them to flee their

homes in the north, in Chalatenango, Morazan and
Cabanas. The children, in disturbingly calm voices,

recall the vivid details of the day one young girl watch-
ed soldiers set fire to her house, or the day an 8-year

old boy found his father slain m the fields.

These refugees, and those we visited m two other

camps in San Salvador, are captives to the war. They
have no identity papers; they cannot leave the camps
for fear of being picked up by the security forces; they

did not vote in the March elections. With remarkable

discipline, they make the best of the time they must
spend waiting for the war to end. Adults and children

are learning to read and write; everyone works in the

communal kitchens and talleres, where the refugees

make fishing nets for sale or simple furnishings for

their tents. No one in the camp is idle.

Just outside the capital, handkerchiefs pressed to

our faces, we visit a clandestine cemetery that

everyone knows about: El Playon. White skulls stand

poised on a bed of black lava that stretches from the

road to the green hills in the distance. Some of the

bones still have flesh clinging to them; a fresh load of

bodies had been dumped the day before.

The staff of NUMMO News have excerped this article as

a reminder to students that along with leaving the Pioneer

Valley , we often leave behind our social and political

concerns, there are those who can not. Many people in the

world have to live, on a day to day basis, with the horrors

of the social and political instabilities of their countries.

I

Israel : The World's Problem
A Statt'mciU of the ()rj»ani-/ali<>n of \\\\\^ SUuicn^ ;il I >'.'.

On Saturday September 18, it became known that in the

preceding 36 hours thousands of Palestinian and Lebanese

civilians were cold-bloodedly slaughtered in the refugee

camps and hospitals of West Beirut under the sponsorship

of the Israeli Army. The Israeli Army occupied Shatila)

then unleased upon these civilian populations the rightist-

Christian Militias, which they have been arming and

training for years.Both the Israeli occupation of West

Beirut and the war against the Palestinian civilians in the

camps are in direct violation of the agreement arranged by

the U.S. envoy Philip Habib for the withdrawal of

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) forces from the

city. Men, women, and children, mothers clutcjiing their

babies, were lined up against walls and machine gunned in

the back. Some were mowed down as they ran, others

were dragged out of their homes and stabbed many times

over. The wounded and sick were butchered in their

hospital beds (NBC Nightly News. September 18). The

Israelis insured the success of the massacre by cutting off

all commucication with West Beirut and forbidding

Western correspondents access to the camps (CBS Radio

News, September 18).

The Israeli civilian war in Lebanon began with its in-

vasion on June 6. 1982. After weeks of land, air, and sea

saturation bombing in which Israel murdered over 17,0(X)

people in Lebanon, mostly civilians, destroyed whole cities

and razed 6 Palestinian refugee camps to the ground,

Israel arranged the masssacre of at least 1,500 survivors.

After denying proper shelter or access to medical aid for

over 80,000 Palestinian women and children who survived

their blitzkrieg in the south of Lebanon, the Israelis appear

to be now arranging the slaughter of the Palestinian

civilian survivors of Beirut. After rounding up 9,000

Lebanese and Palestinian civilian males in the south and

detaining them in concentration camps in Israel and near

Tyre, the Israeli army rounding up thousands of civilian

males in Beirut and held them in the sports stadium near

the Shatila and Sabra camps "interrogation " and

"elimination ". the Israeli agenda in Lebanon is clearly

genocidal.

WHY IS ISRAEL PERPETRAITING GENOCIDE IN

LEBANON?

The primary purpose of Israel's invasion of Lebanon is to

enable it to carry out its plan of annexing the West Bank

and Gaza. While most nations of the world recognize the

Palestinian people's right to self-determination and calls

for the establishment of an independent Palestinian state.

Israel has escalated its policies of repression and an-

nexation in these territories. In recent months, this

escalation has seen the killings of unarmed Palestinians by

armed Israeli settles under the eyes of Israeli soldiers, and

the dismissal of elected mayors and city councils because of

their support for the PLO. The Israeli attempt to create an

alternative leadership in the West Band and Gaza has been

a complete failure. Israel has been unable to smash the

resistance of the Palestinians, their insistence on an end to

the occupation and their support for the PLO. Israel faces

the reality of a Palestinian national movement, the reality

of internationally recognized Palestinian rights, and the

very real existence of a Palestinian people: A Palestinian

people, moreover, capable of organizing themselves into

the various political, social and cultural institutions that

constitute the PLO; a people that proved themselves

capable of resisting and standing up to an imperial Israel

waging a complete war against civilians with the most

advanced arsenal of anti-personnel weapons yet devised.

Yet, Israel invaded West Beirut with its ground troops only

after the PLO was evacuated from Beirut and. was unable

to defend its civilian population in the refugee camps.

The other long standing objective behind the Israeli

operation in Lebanon is two fold. First, the annexation of

southern Lebanon and the establishment of Israeli control

over the waters of the Litani River in the region. Second,

the creation in Lebanon of a weak client state ruled by the

extreme fight wing Phalangists. armed and trained by

Israel. The election of Israel's candidate Bashir Gemayel

which at first seemed to meet Israeli hopes for a speedy

'Peace Treaty' with Lebanon were dashed when Gemayel

declared that there would be no peace treaty with Lebanon

for the time being, and his insistence on establishing a

strong central government over all of Lebanon. Ariel

Sharon accused Gemayel of "betrayel" (Davar, September

10).Gemayers elimination on September 13. left a power

vacuum in Lebanon and conveniently provieded the

Israelis with the pretext to storm West Beirut and execute

the next phase of its strategy for the area.

In a savage war drive that has known no constraints, not

recognized moral or human standard for its conduct; which

indeed has exhibited only the utmost contempt for any

standard of human decency, the Zionist state stands

revealed. Not often since the defeat of the Nazi state in

1945 has a single state unleashed such a massive campaign

of death and destruction. Israel in its relentless drive to

satisfy its territorial expansionism has demonstrated its

ambitions to become the dominant 'superpower' of the

Middle East. Israel has ushered in a new age of aggression

which treatens to engulf that entire region, and indeed the

world, in global war. ^^^^^^^^__^^_^__^^__

Archie Shepp at the Ironhorse.

Photo by Chris Hardin

omen of the Calabas
by Chris Hardin

The recent performance in Northampton by the

African percussion ensemble. Women Of The

Calabash, proved to be an outstanding addition to the

variety of music available here in the Pioneer Valley.

We may thank Variations for bringing to our attention

the percussionists, Madeleine Yayodele Nelson, Tiye

Giraud, and Pam Patrick. It was a refreshing reminder

that there is always some new explorations to be

made in music and that sometimes, as in this case, it

can be most fruitful.

Women Of The Calabash was formed in NYC. in

1979 by Ms. Nelson as an ensemble to feature

Shakere and other percussion instruments. Shc«kere

are calabash, or gourds, with beads strung around

them to provide additional resonance or rattle. Ms
Nelson had been playing with several dance com-

panies and saw a need to bring Shakere forward from

its usual role as an instrument of accompaniment. Per-

cussionists would then have more opportunities to

play music, and they would also be able to further

develop the potential of the instrument. It was usually

the case that the range of sounds possible from

Shakere were largely unnoticed or unappreciated

because of the overpowering sound of the drums in

ensemble playing.

In their performance, the group played a variety of

musical forms with a focus on vanous calabash in-

sruments as well as other percussion instruments, str-

inged instruments, and voice. Much of the music was

drawn from African sources-chants and folksongs of

Nigeria, Zimbabwe and Ghana, a love song and wed-

ding song from Ethiopia, and from the men of South

Africa, a song entitled, "Let the Women Be Praised."

There were also original compositions such as "Gap

Tooth" and a tribute to Bob Marley, "Keep On Jamm-

ing" by Ms. Giraud. Throughout, the music acquired a

distinctive New York Afro-American accent.

The featured instruments, some from African and

some hand-made in the U.S., included plain calabash

drums, Shakere, Calabash Water Drums, Calabash

three-stringed harp, Mbira, Benmbau, Bailaphon,

Songba Drums, Egyptian Shepherds Flutes, Whistles,

and Guitar. The largest instrument of the evening,

which was tinaliy assembled by 8 o'clock, was the au-

dience itelf. At one point, we were divided into three

large choirs for our contribution to an example of

polyrhythms.
During the performance, Ms. Nelson provided com-

mentary on the origin of the music and instruments,

and a description of playing technique Those in atten-

dance will agree that we shared a very special evening

of musical entertainment and education. Watch and

listen for Women Of The Calabash. I'm sure they will

be returning soon.

Tiye Giraucd and Pam Patrick perform on
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

NUMMO
Wishes Everyone a Happy Kwanza

and

A Joyous New Year

NUMMO
Les Desea Felices Pascuas

y

Prospero Ano Nuevo

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
m StHdwn JflMn

ceremony. PinatcW Amttvo MA 01003 I4I3IS4S 242«

W TAIL iCHttXJLE

0*! NA« SHO« NAW Til All are Welcome
Sunday L« Correia Soft n Easy ?:00-6 OOwn

• • Rev Pearson Glory Road To Gospel e:00-10:00««
Morday Hore ^<usic BMCP ?:00-6:00«i

Ken Johnston On Air l.ivP-J*/2 t):00-9'00a«<

Gus Martin",
•• * " * "

Maho<)hdny Fret? As The Wind l?:lS-9 OOprr

Herri tt Arthony BMCP 3.00-S :30p»
• Peoples Perspective EMCP 6;(X1-7:00«»»

Concerto Litino BHCP 7;O0-l0:0Opr

Tuesday The General BMCP 12:15-3 OOpr

Eliott Andrew Urban Contemporary 10:00-?:00wi ^^^
(Wednesday Theresa H BMCP 6:00-9:')OW) ^^
Thursday «• Rev Pearson Glory Road To Gospel 2;00-fOO«iii ^^M

Concepto Latino BMCP 6:00- y>' ^Hn
O.R. »tCP 3:00-' '^ flBfH
Kari Niiiri Par Afriquc 10:00 i-:00» , ^BuU

fnday t^rk flliot BMCP ?:00-6;00«r 1 ^Kli^H
Mark ^emedo Hem ^iiz Experience 6:00-9:00a» r nHH
Concepto I afro BMCP 9:0C-12:00nofll l^H
Carl Lowmar Rhythr Section 12:15-3:00pw ^^H

Saturday ••• Reports Ir Color w/8etlina Henry fi:00-7:00p»

Daddy NeM Funlf n Thanqs ;:00-10;OOpM ^^^H
frank Oclesby Frankic O's Odyssey I0:O0-2:0Omi 1

Kt* • P.jblic Affair- Vi*• Rev Pearson ncluded. not a part of BMCP •

••• News

TOTAL HOURS OF >ROGRA>t<INr, sfli,

KWANZA CELEBRATION

The Third World Women's Task Force
and the Third World Women's Program of

the Everywoman's Center are sponsoring a

Kwanza Celebration on December 17th at

Yvonne's in the New Africa House at

UMass. Dinner will be provided by Yvonne at

6 PM (cost $3.50). Entertainment begins at 7

PM and is free. '

Entertainment included songs^ music,

classical dance from India, and stcjry-telling

for the children. The children of Che-
Lumumba School will also perform a Kwanza

Announcement^ policy: All announcements

must be submi^ed in writing by the Friday

before date of i^ue.

All unsigned editorials represent the

views and opinions of NUMMO Staff

Keep on listening to BMCP on WWJA, 91.1 FH and hel

•.« keen "lack Mi/si' «;ive'
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Collcciu pkoto by K**in Fachetti

Brayn Aravjo, a Benior art student, carries his bike home from near the Fine Arts Center because someone

stole his wheels. __^
Murphy's proposal

co-presidencies not
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

An amendment to the Student Government Association

(SGA) bylaws which would prohibit two students from

sharing the office of SGA President stands little chance of

passing at tomorrow night's Student Senate meeting,

according to a number of SGA officials.

The amendment was proposed last week by current SGA
President and Student Trustee Jim Murphy, who is the

first person to occupy the office alone since the early

1970's. The current bylaws permit either one or two

persons to serve as SGA President. Treasurer or Speaker,

but only the President's office has been divided in the past.

In justifying the proposal, Murphy said in a letter to the

Senate that some past "co presidencies" have been

"marriages of convenience" and had resulted in unqualified

officeholders. In past cases where both candidates were

qualified. Murphy said that personality clashes often

resulted.

Murphy also cited conflicts betwen the SGA President

and the Speaker of the Student Senate, noting that the two

jobs have similar responsibilities.

Other SGA officials agreed that there have been

problems with the co presidency in the past, but said the

amendment was inappropriate to deal with the problems.

to eliminate SGA
expected to survive

"1 don't feel it is appropriate now because it encourages

less participation," said Tom Ahern, chair of the Gover

nmental Affairs Committee of the Student Senate. Ahern

noted that "Its (the amendment's) initial goal is to keep

numbers in the bureaucracy down."

Ahern would not comment on what recommendation his

committee would make on the amendment, but SGA
sources said the committee would reject the proposal. The

Governmental Affairs Committee must make a recom-

mendation on all proposed bylaws changes.

Sheila Sullivan, chair of the SGA Public Policy Com
mittee. also opposes the proposal.

"It seems that we should be expanding, not decreasing.

activities and duties." Sullivan said. "I think Jim (Murphy)

was able to carry out the job as one person, but not

everyone has that dedication."

A general concern within the SGA seemed to be that one

person might not be able to handle all the responsiblities of

the SGA Campus President and of Student Trustee. When

the position is divided, those duties are separated.

If the amendment had been linked to a transfer of

responsibilities, some support might have been found,

according to SGA sources. The importance of the Student

Trustee has often been overlooked, one official said.

All SGA officials contacted thought the proposal would

be rejected by the Senate overwhelmingly.

Prince grievance

may have effect

on all dorms
By TIM MACPHEE
Collegian Staff

The ultimate outcome of the grievance filed agianst the

University of Massachusetts Housing Office on behalf of

Prince House residents for "Unbearable conditions" during

the summer may have implications in terms of protecting

the rights of all dormitory residents as tenants.

The outcome of the grievance should be made public

today. The grievance charges that Prince residents were

unduly inconvenienced without proper notification during

renovation work over the summer.

"We have been wrongfully deceived about the

magnitude of the renovations of the bathrooms in Prince

and the amount and degree of noise we could expect as a

result of the work." said Betty Fleishel-Uwis, post-

graduate Prince resident.

"We have also been subjected to excessive amounts of

dirt throughout Prince because of the said renovations.

Our rights as tenants were grossly violated by Housing

Services," Lewis said.

The Housing Office maintains that the students were

previously notified and that the inconveniences were

unplanned.

"Students were told prior to paying fees and a notice

appeared in the summer school catalog." said Janet

Chevin, Housing Services accountant.

"Housing offered the students 20 percent of their first

summer session room fees and they were also given the

opportunity to move to Coolidge tower, equipped with

security," Chevin added.

Lewis said that most students did not move because

housing would not be responsible for damages or help them

move back into Prince when the renovations were com-

pleted.

She also noted that students who did not take summer

classes did not see the catalog.

Last May. most Prince residents received letters from

Gerald Quarles, housing assignment coordinator, saying.

"It is anticipated that there will be little or no in

convenience to summer residents, however, a certain

amount of noise from time to time should be expected if

you are in the building during work hours."

"We received notification, but not of the magnitude of

the work to be done." Lewis said.

"No one came in and said 'prepare yourselves.' It was

messy and dirty in here. When jackhammers were used,

you couldn't see from one end of the corridor to the other.

One student even got a masonry chip in his eye." she said.

Another grievance Lewis maintains against Housing

Services concerns a waiver she alleges the office wanted

the students to sign.

"In order to get money back from Housing, we were

asked to sign a blanket waiver which would have waived all

rights to redress anything else that may have happened in

Prince," she said.

Quarles offered the students 20 percent which would

come out to $43.40 of the total $217 summer session

housing fee, according to Lewis.

The students felt this amount to be inadeqaate for the

amount of hardship.

Orchard Hill Observatory moving back to the big time
By RUSSELL TURNER
Collegian Staff

A new astronomical telescope is scheduled to be installed

in the University of Massachusetts Orchard Hill Obser

vatory Thursday. The 16 inch reflector telescope will

replace an older one which has not worked for more than

eight years.

"This will give students, or anyone who is interested, an

opportunity to use an observatory class telescope," said

Kenneth E. Cole, president of the Five College Astronomy

Club.

The telescope, which will be fully operational by Feb. 2.

stands seven feet high and weighs 1000 pounds. It will be

lowered into place in three pieces with a crane, said Gary

F. Clinch, secretary of the Astronomy Club.

Its installation marks the beginning of a new era for the

Astronomy Club and for observational astronomy^ at

UMass. It is intended for the use of the Astronomy Club

and undergraduate astronomy majors and it may be used

in .some undergraduate astronomy courses, said Clinch.

The only optical telescope comparable to it in the area is

the 24 inch reflector at Mount Holyoke College.

The Astronomy Club will be using it : photograph

stars, planets and galactic structures, to search for

comets and asteroids and to conduct nova surveys. It will

aisu bpunsior general observing nights for the public and

will teach anyone who wants to learn observatory

techniques, said Clinch.

We also want people who have interesting ideas for

projects to come to the club with their ideas and there's a

yo percent chance that they'll be able to do them," said

Cole, a senior physics and astronomy major.

In the 1970's, interest in astronomy at UMass shifted

away from optical towards radio astronomy. After a long

period of inactivity, the Astronomy Club has mounted a

semester long campaign this fall to make a working

telescope available on the UMass campus again. Cole said.

"YoT six years there had been a 20-inch telescope which

was inoperative," said Cole. The original telescope, which

was installed in 1962, wa.s an exact one tenth scale model of

the 200 inch Mount Palomar telescope, built from scratch.

By the 1970's it began to deteriorate and when the clock

drive essential for orienting the telescope broke down,

there was not enough interest in the UMass community to

get it working again, he said.

• We put a lot of effort in two years ago to get the 20 inch

fixed but we were over our heads, we failed," said Cole.

The 20 inch mirror also had a crack in it which was not

serious but limited its useful life, he said.

The Astronomy Department has had a working 16 inch

telescope in storage for ten years, however, for lack of an

observatory to put it in. Although it has less revolving

power, "it proved to be more worthwhile to put in the 16

inch telescope," said Cole.

The old telescope was removed last month and scrapped,

except for the mirror which is in storage. The installation

date for the new telescope was originally scheduled for

next semester but it was moved up by four months under

pressure from the Astronomy Club with the help of Robert

L. Gray, business manager of the physics and Astronomy

Department, who helped to organize Physical Plant, and

Ron Zissell, the Five College Astronomy Technician, who

is in charge of the technical details. Cole said.

Once the observatory is operational next semester, it

will have access to a lot of astronomical equipment as well

as a machine shop and a darkroom for doing astro-

photography, all belonging to the UMass Physics and

Astronomy Department, said Clinch.

'I think this is a good opportunity for the undergraduate

astronomy and physics majors to actually get out of the

books and into the field," said Clinch. "This is going to open

up a new door on the astronomy program at UMass."
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Martial law vote Saturday

AP La*«rpholo

Part of a crowd of about 20,000 women from the United States, Bri-

tain and Western Europe link hands Sunday to protest the deployment

of nuclear cruise missiles at the U.S. Air Force base in Greenham Com-

mon, England. Hundreds of women were carried and dragged from the

base yesterday as they tried to blockade it in the second day of protests

organized by the Women's Peace Movement.

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Parliament

will meet Saturday to give formal approval

to relaxing martial law at the turn of the

year, but the government warned

yesterday that the military will remain in

power and caR reimpose martial law if it

deems necessary.

Legislation to formalize the government's

decision to ease martial law was introduced

to the rubber-stamp Parliament, or Sejm,

yesterday, and government press

spokesman Jerzy Urban said it would

reconvene Saturday to give its final ap-

proval.

He added that "martial law will be

suspended on Dec. 31," apparently at the

stroke of the new year.

But Sejm, President Henryk Jablonski,

the nominal head of state, denounced "still

existing underground centers and hostile

external forces," and warned that the

military government could clamp down
again if new protests break out. The foreign

branch of the banned Solidarity union in

Brussels, Belgium, dismissed the im-

pending ease in military restrictions as

"cosmetic." It charged the government was

trying to placate the West and encourage

its reluctant bankers to extend more credit.

Two exiled Solidarity leaders, Henrik

Stodolny and Wojciech Rudnicki, said in

Stockholm that the union undergi'ound

would continue "slowly gnawing away at

the establishment...to teach Poles how to

maintain resistance."

U.S. Secretary of State George P. Shultz

said in Rome that the Polish government's

plans were "words, but nothing of sub-

stance." He said they were not enough to

warrant lifting the U.S. sanctions imposed

when martial law was declared exactly one

year ago.

President Reagan had offered to lift the

sanctions if the government ended martial

law. But, when asked if the White House
found developments in Warsaw en-

couraging, deputy press secretary Larry

Speakes said in Washington, "I wouldn't

say so."

Common Market Leaders also said they

did not intend to lift their sanctions against

Poland immediately.

Lech Walesa, the Solidarity leader

released from internment last month, had

no immediate comment, but has said he will

speak Thursday at a memorial service in

Gdansk for scores of protesters killed in

1970.

It was not clear if he would risk violating

martial law bans on public gatherings, or

would choose instead to speak at an indoor

religious service at St. Brygidas Church,
the parish for the shipyards where
Solidarity was born during strikes in the
summer of 1980.

Marriages between business and higher education increasingly popular

NEW YORK (AP) — You won't find them
in the gossip columns, but here are some of

America's hottest new couples:

Washington University and Monsanto

Corp. Harvard Medical School and DuPont.

Carnegie Mellon University and
We^tinghouse. Cornell University and

Exxon.
In the past year, business and higher

education have wooed and won each other

as never before — as partners in research

probing into lucrative, occasionally con-

troversial new fields such as industrial

robots and genetic engineering.

Scores of universities have entered into

research contracts with big business, in

partnerships that both sides beUeve will

help America regain preeminence in world

markets such as automobiles and elec-

tronics.

Industry support of campus research,

less than $100 million in 1975, is over $200

million this year, and is predicted to climb

to $600 million a year during the 1980s, says

Edward E. David. Jr., president of the

Exxon Research and Engineering Co.

But the growing ties between campus

and corporation have also raised ethical and

legal questions — serious enough to have

caught the attention of Congress.

Hoping to stave off federal regulation,

several hundred industry and campus

officials will confer tomorrow and Thursday

in Philadelphia under the banner, "Partners

in the Research Enterprise."

"We want to establish broad guidelines

for campus research before Congress gets

in and sets ground rules arbitrarily." says

Dr. William H. Danforth, chancellor of

Washington University in St. Louis.

Dissident Indians ask court

to settle dispute over lands

BOSTON — A group of Indians who claim tribal leaders

are about to bargain away their ancient home, now the

summer resort town of Gay Head, called on a federal judge

yesterday to hear their case.

"In our opinion, these alleged tribal leaders are not

protecting its assets, its land, its fishing rights, its beaches

and watei," said Bob Hahn. attorney for the dissident

Wampanoag Indians.

The faction brought suit against their Tribal Council and

Interior Secretary James Watt, among others, in

December 1981 when it appeared tribal leaders were about

to reach a settlement on an eight-year-old land claim suit.

The group says the entire town of Gay Head — 3.400

acres — is theirs. The Tribal Council has indicated it would

settle for 430 acres.

"There are so many thmgs in the settlement package

that have been left out. It doesn't even include the right of

way to land." said Thelma Weissberg. a member of the

dissident group.

Suspect in Tylenol extortion

case captured in New York
NEW YORK — James W. Lewis, charged with at-

tempting to extort $1 million in the seven Chicago-area

Tylenol poisoning deaths, was captured here yesterday by

federal agents, police said.

Lewis, 36, the subject of a nationwide manhunt, was

arrested at the midtown annex of the New York Public

Library at 40th Street and Fifth avenue, police said.

Authorities said a library clerk recognized him from a

wanted poster, called authorities, and Lewis was arrested

without incident by two federal agents about 2 p.m. as he

was reading a listing of newspapers around the nation, said

Kenneth Walton, deputy assistant director of the FBI.

"He offered no resistance. He admits to his identity."

Walton said at a news conference, noting that Lewis was

unarmed.
Asked whether Lewis made any other statement.

Walton said "No comment."
"There is no evidence that directly links him to the

Tylenol murders," Walton added.

He said Lewis would be charged with extortion and

unlawful flight to avoid prosecution. He said he expected

prosecutors to move for Lewis' extradition to Chicago.

The whereabouts of Lewis' wife, Leann, 35. was not

known, although she was believed to be still in the New
York area. In Chicago. Charles Kitchel. special agent with

the Illinois Division of Criminal Investigation, said he

understood Mrs. Lewis planned to surrender.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Governor files bill for $30M
deal for auditorium, garage
BOSTON — Gov. Edward J. King filed legislation

yesterday to implement the state's acquisition of Boston's

Hynes Auditorium for the Massachusetts Convention

Center Authority (MCCA).
Earlier, David M. Bartley. administration com-

missioner, released independent appraisals that valued the

property at from $31.5 million to $38,765,000.

King said his bill was submitted at the request of the

MCCA. He said: "This perfecting legislation transfers the

Boston Common Parking Garage to the authority and
clarifies the bonding powers of the authority necessary to

accomplish the successful expansion of the Hynes
Auditorium."
The governor said he rejected MCCA requests for

special exemptions from the conflict of interest and anti-

trust laws.

The creation of the MCCA and acquisition of the

auditorium and garage, following independent appraisals,

were authorized in the so-called Tregor law he signed June
29.

One hundred ninety-one years

of Blue Laws face the end
BOSTON — A bill to repeal the colonial Puritans' blue

laws against Sunday retail sales received final approval in

the Massachusetts Senate yesterday and went to Gov.

Edward J. King.

After a half hour of debate, the Senate voted 19 9 on a

roll call to remove the last major vestige of the state's

"common day of rest law." dating back to 1791. The House

gave final approval last week.

It is the first time the Legislature approved a proposal

allowing year-round Sunday sales by retail stores. Liquor

stores would still be prohibited from opening.

King, through spokesmen, has said he hasn't made up

his mind on the issue, but he said last week that

"philosphically, I am opposed."

Several business groups and, for the first time, labor

support the repeal; church groups are strongly opposed.

"I think he may very well decide to veto this measure."

Sen. Edward P. Kirby. R Whitman, said, arguing against

the change.

Compromise death penalty bill

criticized as unconstitutional

BOSTON — A compromise death penalty bill, criticized

by opponents as unconstitutional, was agreed to by a

House-Senate conference committee yesterday and sent to

the House floor for action.

The measure was up for a 'yes' or 'no* vote in both

chambers, without the possibility of amendment. Floor

action late yesterday was possible but not certain.

The House and Senate had passed separate death

penalty bills earlier but had to agree on a single measure

before it could go to Gov. Edward J. King.

The bill reported out of the conference committee in-

corporated elements of both of the earlier bills but also

went far beyond them, according to professors from local

law schools who held a news conference to urge rejection.

The proposed capital punishment law is a "morass of

uncertainty," said Harvard law Prof. Alan Dershowitz,

who said appeals from convictions based on the bill would

take years.

His sentiments were echoed by Norfolk County District

Attorney William Delahunt, who said the bill could "throw

the criminal justice system into disarray."
'

Robbers get away with $8M,

largest haul in U.S. history
NEW YORK — Two masked men with a shotgun

punched a hole through a tarpaper roof and staged the

largest cash robbery in U.S. history by taking an

estimated $8 million from an armored car company
headquarters, authorities said yesterday.

The ski-masked bandits cut a two-foot hole in the roof of

Sentry-Armored Car-Courier in the Bronx late Sunday n

ight and swung into the two-story red brick building on a

rope, according to city police and the FBI.
After handcuffing a guard, the robbers pried open the

metal doors of a vault room with crowbars, police said. The
pair then carried bags of $50 and $100 bills to the building's

garage, loaded them into a vehicle they had parked there

and drove away, poUce said.

The $8 million loss estimate was given to police by Jack
Jennings, the company's director of security

.

Detective Lt. Michael O'Shea of the 47th Precinct said

no official figure would be set until Sentry officials could

conduct a thorough inventory and count whatever money
remained.

"We'll still waiting for a complete inventory," he said.

"There are numbers floating all over the place, but the

company's president has to count the money,"
But a source close to the FBI investigation who

requested anonymity said $8 million "seems to be pretty

much the count."
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Duffey-Reid negotiations continue,

deadline extended for pay decision
ByJIMFINKLE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D, Duffey has extended a deadline

upon which he will decide whether he will

grant Marie M. Reid a paid leave of ab-

sence,

"Conversations are continuing," Duffey

said yesterday.

Negotiations between Duffey and Reid

began in October, when Duffey changed

Reid's title and job description, removing

her final authority over the budget.

At that time. Reid described the change

in her position as a "demotion" and accused

the University of racial and sexual

discrimination.

Although Duffey denied Reid's charges of

discrimination, he agreed to grant her a

leave of absence with full pay to pursue her

doctoral studies at the UMass School of

Education. Duffey said he made these

concessions because of "significant

procedural errors made by the University

in affecting her (Reid's) reassignment."

Reid has said she plans to seek em-

ployment elsewhere while on leave. In

response to Reid's statements about leaving

UMass. Duffey said Friday Reid will not be

graPt«Hl that leave unless she confirms her

promise to return to the University after

the leave.

Duffey said Reid must make that con-

firmation by Friday. December 10, or there

would be no leave.

Yesterday Duffey said he has extended

the deadline for an unspecified time because

he and Reid are continuing to negotiate.

"I have extended the deadline," Duffey

|

said.

He declined to comment further on the

situation between himself and Reid, who
.serves as assistant chancellor and director

of the Office of Planning and Budget
because he said he and Reid had agreed not

to discuss the situation publicly while still

participating in legal negotiations,

Reid, who could not be reached for

comment yesterday, said last week she did

not want to discuss the situation between
herself and Duffey.

Duffey came under heavy criticism from

the UMass community when it was learned

that he was giving Reid a one-year leave

with full pay and that she did not plan to

return to the University.

In response to that criticism, Duffey

personally met with all department heads

and deans to explain his position on the

situation.

RSO budget requests due Friday,

committee still waiting for many
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

Fifty to sixty University of

Massachusetts student organizations are

racing the clock this week in an effort to

submit budget proposals before the final

deadline of Dec. 17,

The groups will be competing for a total

$1,7 million budget funded through the $96

annual Student Activities Fee.

Following submission of the budget

requests Friday, the Undergraduate

Student Senate Budgets Committee will

hold hearings early next semester and

make a recommendation to the full Senate

in late April.

Groups which receive funding this year

include the Legal Services Office, the

various Senate committees and agencies,

area governments. Union Program Council

(U.P.C.) the UMass Transit Services and a

variety of other organizations.

Groups which have not submitted

budgets by the deadline Friday will not be

eligible for funding, according to

Undergraduate Student Senate Budgets

Committee Co-Chair Jennifer Kirby. The

original deadline had been last Friday, but

was extended because many groups had

problems filling out the budget forms.

"There are a loi ol new groups tms year,

Kirby said, based on the g^roups who have

taken budget packets to fill out. Only about

ten budget requests had been filed with the

Senate office as of Tuesday, she said.

Although the Student Government

Association allocates over $1.7 million,

much of the costs it faces are fixed. For

example, the UMass Transit Service must

be given a laige grant or else it must cut

back on its services.

Fixed percentages of the budget must

also be set aside for capital equipment
purchases and for anticipated budget
alterations, according to the SGA bylaws.
The Student Activities Uttice receives a

budget of $353,401 this year. This amount is

dictatfed by the University, so that the

Undergarduate Student Senate cannot

change the allocation

.

Despite the many fixed costs, however,

the SGA budget process contains a great

deal of flexibility. Last year, a number of

groups were eliminated from budget

consideration and five new organizations

were granted funds.

All groups receiving SGA funding are

required to be Registered Student

Organizations with the Undergraduate

Student Senate and have at least ten un-

dergraduate members^

Local protest planned for first day

of draft resister Hasbrouck's trial

By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

Five area anti-draft groups, including

Student Against Militarism (SAM) from the

University of Massachusetts, have

organized a demonstration tomorrow in

front of the Amherst Post Office to protest

the trial of a draft non-registrant and to

support other draft resisters.

The demonstration will begin at 11:30

a,m. and is to support Edward Hasbrouck,

who goes on trial tomorrow morning for

refusing to register for the draft.

We're just expressing support for Ed's

actions, and we're protesting that he's

being put to trial." said Warren Goldstein,

of the Hampshire Anti-Draft Coalition, one

of the groups sponsoring the protest.

The protest will be preceded by a press

conference at the Bang's Community
Center in downtown Amherst at 11 a.m.,

which will include speeches concerning

public non-registrants, the relationship

between feminism and the draft, the effects

of the draft on foreign military intervention

and the fact that financial aid is denied to

non-registrants, Goldstein said.

The location for the protest was selected

because the Post Office is where people are

required to register, Goldstein said.

Ed Hasbrouck. a 22 year-old full time

political activist and a founder of Mass Open

Resistance, is being brought to trial

because of his public resistance to the draft.

"The main reason he's being brought to

trial is that he wrote a letter to the

government saying he wasn't going to

register." Will Doherty of Mass Open

Resistance said. "This, in a sense, is turning

himself in." Doherty added.

Doherty. another one of the founders of

the Mass Open Resistance, a networking

organization which provides information

about steps toward draft resistance and

coordinating demonstrations across the

country, said Hasbrouck faces a maximum
sentence of five years and/or $10,000. He
added that it is very unlikely that

Hasbrouck will receive the maximum
sentence.

Doherty said his organization, which was
formed in response to the first moves
toward registration, will have an effect on

the trial.

"The organization has a bearing on the

trial because it brought together people

concerned with the issue and wUl bring an

active core of protesters to the trial on

Wednesday morning. If there were no

protesters, then the government would feel

less inhibitive about nailing him to the

wall," Doherty said.

Doherty had proof of the uneasiness

within the government about the issue in

citing an event which occurred at

Hasbrouck's arraignment on Oct. 6.

"At his arraignment, four protesters read

their statement of support for Edward
Hasbrouck, in opposition to the registration

program and possible reintroduction of the

draft and were expelled from the cour-

troom." Doherty said.

Doherty said he would like to dehver a

message to the people demonstrating in

Amherst.
"We '(Mass Open Resistance and other

supporters of Ed Hasbrouck) would like to

thank you for gathering in support of

Edward Hasbrouck and other draft

resisters throughout the country. It is only

continued resistance which will end

registration progress and prevent an im-

minent draft."

Concourse merchants see decline

in sales as holiday budgets shrink
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

The economic crunch has affected ven-

dors and student shopjjers alike on the

Campus Center Concourse this holiday

season.

In a survey conducted yesterday after-

noon, most concourse merchants rated

business as fair, while 75 percent of those

vendors returning from last year noted a
decline in sales from previous years. About
45 percent of the merchants are selling

goods on the concourse for the first time.

"You can tell a lot of people don't have a
lot of money," said Shaw Taylor, a continu-

ing education student and vendor of pen
and ink drawings and t-shirts.

Taylor, noting an increase in sales since

the onset of the holiday season, has had a

table on the concourse since the spring.

A vendor of name brand sportswear said

sales thus far were "not bad."

"People are concerned with what they

spend money on," said Tom Sullivan, a
jnnior accounting major and first-time con-

course vendor. "You have to carry good
quality (items)," he said.

Vendors, of manufactured goods seemed
to be faring better than those of hand-

crafted items.

Saies are "just as good' as last year at

the table sponsored by the Commonwealth
Distributing Company. The company has

sold goods on the concourse once a

semester for the past two years by spon-

soring a campus group and giving them

half the net profit, said Richard Belitch,

owner of the company. This season's spon-

sor is WMUA.
A seven-year veteran of concourse

marketing noted a decrease in his business.

"The last two (holiday seasons) were not

as good as previous ones," said Jerome

Weidenfeld, who sells handcrafted jewelry.

While his decline in business could be at-

tributed to local stores where students go

to shop and are not just "passing through,"

Weidenfeld said, "I don't have the

overhead (the stores do)."

Despite the variety and uniqueness of

many concourse gifts, many students

surveyed would prefer to do their holiday

shopping elsewhere.

"I do my shopping at the mall," said

.loann Curley, a sophomore geology major

who had stopped at a table on her way to

the University Store.

"The gifts here are too expensive for

me," said one student who wished to re-

main anonymous. "I don't think they're

that overpriced for what you're getting,

but I can't afford it," he said.

('olle|n>n photn hy Kevin Kachftti

Lisa Elsoffer, Ken Anderson and Karen Anderson (front-back) shop

and sell on the Campus Center Concourse.
1
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Christmas Gift Certificates

One Size Fits All!

?rivatc Hot Tub Kooms
33West St. Mortbanjpton

586-6845

1 MENS & WOMENS
^!^.WOOLCREWNECK ^^^-^^ SWEATERS

C (solid colors)

A $16,95^
I Turtlenecks
" 100% cotton

1

I

I

2 forfe~l
^

Hrs: Mon - Fri 9:30 - 9 PM
Sat 9:30 - 6 Sun 12- 5

Gift Certificates Available

(behind Silverscape) 266 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst_

•

KNTRY I.KVKI. POSITIONS K)R
ENC;iNEKRING & COMPU IKK SCIENCE MAJORS

Make plans to attend

Hamilton Standard's

Holiday
Career
Mixer
Thursday, January 6th, 1983.

We've sel iisltic lliis cl.i\ 1(1 uiNC son ihc opporiiiniix li>

meet vMtli i>iir Icchiiical M.iii.iuers aiul ilis».u--^ ilic tutiire

v\c can olTer .il Hamilton Slamlard

\ oil li W able to sec a presentation that i:i\es an

overMcvv ot our opcr.itions

Many of our hii:h-tcehnoloi:\ products will be on

displ.iv

You'll also ha\e the ehaiKc to ucl the "inside story"

fri»ni graduates who"\c joined uso\er the past year.

Aeliviiies \mII run continuousK from '» jin to ' pni

.•\nd rclreshntenis vmII he served

Plan to be with us.

it vt)u want more details, call eolleet Bill Kelly.

College Rclaiions. (2(13) 62V 1621. t\t 5324.'

January .^. 4 & .S (betv^een H ani and 4 30 pm)

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
HAMILTON
STANDARD

l.oeatcil next ii> Hi.uiUv liiKiii.iin'ii.il \iipoii on

Bradlev field K.'.ul m Uiitdsoi I o^ks. C onno-tuui

1^ miles Iron; ilowtitowii fl.irlloul

An Hqual Opporiunits prnpiover

Q

^[r^arxRttec^hAre • cfaUTcn5 • computers • etc •

? Public Service Announcement:

pays cash for

current textbooks open

So. why wait in line? mJ//"
IJ-I

Sunday 12-5

({own ike ramp at" "^

71 N.?IIASANT SI
AHHEBST -

.

Camoss from Loua foods)

%,

• T^a • fuo^^ hixxyoxSo • 9?nmPuE|^ u6taio^« ui|\f

Plan ahMdnowM you wool 10rB«t anyon*

SWISS
ARMY
KNIVES

SAVE
20%
OFF
Regular

Retail Price

w/coupon

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

20%
OFF
any Swiss
Army Knife

in stock

Great Gift

Ideas

^eg price
20% off Price _,

I

I

I

I

i
I

I

I

I

I

'^X5mVERSlTY\

20%
OFF

coupon valid

12-23-82
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CoUeinui photo by Dave [)«uber

Dan Dimento hands Jean Briggs a chocolate chip ice cream cone in Greenough Snack Bar as

Nancy Danau and Juanita Giner wait to be served^

Students treated to business

experience in dorm snackbars
By DIANE SINICO
Collegian Correspondent

With volumes of text books to read and mounds of

papers to write, why would anyone want to add to their

workload?

"Business experience," said both Mark Hausser and

Paul McNeil, two co-managers of "Kennedy's Place," a

student-run snackbar on the fifth floor of the J.F. Ken-

nedy tower in Southwest. They are not in it just for the

money. They really want to make their business work.

Six student-run snackbars are located on campus from

McNamara in Sylvan to Greenough in Central to "Ken-

nedy's Place" and the John Adams Snackbar in

Southwest. They serve a variety of foods and beverages

ranging from pizza, subs and sandwiches, to ice cream,

soda and candy.

The twelfth floor John Adams snackbar and the fifth

floor "Kennedy's Place" are set up in a small kitchen and

serve their customers through the open door. They have

signs on the wall listing items and prices and any nightly

specials they may be offering. But other than a fold-up

chair, or an old, tattered couch, there is no place to relax

and chat over a sub or an ice cream.

Greenough's snackbar is the largest. It consists of two

spacious rooms; a very large and well-equipped kitchen

with frappe machines, refrigerators and a large freezer

where the customer can see their choices of eight flavors

of ice cream and a room with tables and chairs and even a

couple of video games in the corner to provide background

noise while one enjoys one of their famous brownie sun-

daes.

Besides providing a service to the students who frequent

them, working in or managing one of these snackbars pro-

vides students with a chance to earn money and receive

valuable business experience. McNeil, a hotel, restaurant

and travel administration major, said, "it's a business and

it's up to you to make sure it succeeds."

"It involves a lot of bookwork, ordering and

accounting," Hausser said.

They both agreed on the large amount of time required

to keep a "business" like tha* going. McNeil and Hausser

said they each put in about six days and two nights per

week, plus their normal duties of ordering, preparation

for opening, bookwork, etc. Yet, neither of them seemed

to mind at all.

"We wouldn't care as much if we were just in it for the

money," Mark said.

Several other managers of student-run snackbars, ex-

pressed the same sentiment as Hausser and McNeil. Their

job provides them with valuable experience, and a chance

to make their business succeed.

Rich Shaughnessy, a co-manager of the twelfth floor

snackbar in the John Adams tower said his work is "ser-

vice to the dorm" and "good experience." He said the

snackbars are not out to make money, but rather to pro-

vide a convenience to the dorm residents and experience

to the workers. Because they are located within the

dorms, the residents no longer have to leave the building

to eat.

The snackbars are open in the evenings ranging from

about 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. on weekdays and 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. on

weekends, depending on the individual place.

Selectmen accept new

Carriage House wing
By ANN CARRNS
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Selectmen last night accepted a newly

completed, $20,000 addition to the Carriage House building

at the Hitchcock Center for the Environment.

The Selectmen also decided to postpone a decision on a

mutual assistance agreement proposed to the town by

Westover Air force Base until they could meet with Base

representatives.

The Hitchcock Center addition was funded by private

donations and was built totally by volunteer labor, ac-

cording to Dean A. Allen, president of the Hitchcock

Center.

The Center, located at the Larch Hill Conservation Area

at South Pleasant Street in Amherst, serves as a facility

for environmental education programs and related ac-

tivities. The new room will allow for expansion of these

programs.

"The room is an attractive, Rood-sized structure which is

designed for maximum use of solar heating," Allen said. "I

think it's a pretty good deal for the Town, as it was built

through donated funds and labor."

,
Allen said that because the Town owns the Carriage

House and the land upon which it is built, it was
procedurally correct for the selectmen to "accept" the new
wing.

Acting Town Manager Stanley Ziomek said the only cost

to the town would be $15 to $20 per year for insurance

costs.

"With that in mind. I guess it is the best deal we've had

all year." said Chairman Edith Wilkinson.

The proposed agreement with Westover Air Force Base

calls for reciprocal aid between Westover and Amherst in

the event of fire, failure of water pumping equipment or

other natural disaster.

Newslines..,
Rape awareness session tonight
A Rape Task Force presentation will be held at 7 tonight

in the third floor lounge of John Quincy Adams dormitory

in the Southwest Residential area. The Task Force, com-

prised of representatives from Educa»x)r/Advocates,

Public Safety and Health Education will conduct the Rape

Awareness workshop.

Ke^stration for McWgan Test
The Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency will

be given at 1:30 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 31 in Bartlett room

61. All students wishing to take the test must register by

phone or in person with the English as a Second Language

Office.

Transport for disabled grows
Stavros Inc., an independent living program for severely

physically disabled people, is expanding existing tran-

sportation services for the visually and mobility impaired

residents of Hampshire County.

To make arrangements, call Stavros at 256 0473 at least

24 hours in advance. For weekend reservations, call before

3 p.m.

^t^^^ $1.50 cover ^W^
T^ TIME TO SWING!^G
POOR RICHARD S

Dec. 14th Tues. 8 p.m.
- PARTY DRINK SPECIALS -

2 fori
^^ drinks

3for$1 §^
drafts Cf-^

Sponsored by UMass Women's
Swimming & Diving Team

% 6N0 OF THe seMesreR updatg

You're What?
The way people react when you tell them

you're pregnant isn't important. The way you

feel about it is. So if you're pregnant and not so

sure you want to be, talk to us. Our counselors

are specially trained to help you make thedeci-

sion that's right for you. Call 738-6210.

Preterm. The most experienced reproductive

health care center in the Northeast.

preterm
A license' non-profit health care facility.

1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146

Wednesday, Peceniber 15.

Beqin Friday, December 1/ at 8:00dm

and run through Thursday, December

23 at 4:00pn. For further information

renardinq the times and places of

specific exams, call the Information

Data Bank at 545-1555.

The Dinim Commons will be open as usia'

throunh /.ednesday, December 22. On

Thursday, December 23, only Hampshire

Worcester Dininq Commons will be open.

All meals will be served as usual that

dav with tHe exception of dinner which

will be served until 6:30pm.

HmI
Mail will be forvwrded to student's

home addresses after the Residence P-lls

close.

All students must vacatt- 'in Residence

Halls by 6:00pn) Thursday, December 23.

X%»$cjauA^

Tetefhones

Room phone ^ will be shut off randomly

during the last day of finals. It miqht

be best to make any imoortant phone

calls the night before.

The Tower and Goodell libraries will

be open Monday through Friday from

8:nnam to Midnight and weekend hours

are 10:00am until midniqht during the

final exam week until Wednesday,

December 22. On Thursday, December

23 they will be open H:O0am to fi:00pn!

For further information regarding the

hours of other University 1 ilir-iries ,

call the Infornation Data Bank at

645-1555.

IDB®\®TlPSj

I Tui inii""frii'fc[imiTll"

tH. \^>
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WHERE HILLS

TURH TO Jf'

MOUHTAIHS.

Why conquer hills when you can challenge

a mountain. Just over the border is

Mount Snow with 2 gondolas. 12 chairlifts,

52 trails and 1700 feet of vertical.

Winter is back in full swing. Enjoy continuous 1%

nrtile summit to base skiing. Terrain is open for all

abilities. Snow making is opening V^ mile of addi-

tional terrain. Open daily. This weekend 8 lifts will

operate on 2 mountain faces. Experts can try the

new % mile north face trail. Mt. Snow has the most

skiing that close to home.

•••

•••

•••

••
•••

Otttlt

ItOUl
VtRMONT

NORTHWOOD
APARTMENTS
Rt. 47 Sunderland

Close to Amherst,
on bus line

1, 2. and 3

bedroom gardens

immediate occupancy
available
students welcome
666-3866
office open from
10-7 weekdays
Saturdays 1-4

BUYING
High School
Class Rings
HIGHEST
PRICES I

PAID! A s; G-'dS S u

Co'-'' -"d ev^e

'/?j;,'u'/ Smitn
256-0710

.'5 Nor'>i P'e- s:;-' S"ee'

FREE 16 oz. soda with a whole sub

..I

Fine Locally

Handcrafted Gifts

CELEBRATIONS

r^.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO REACH SOUTHERN VERWONT ON VT 100

LODGING: (802) 464-8501 • SKI REPORT (802) 464-2151

r^^iiu$$i$$m$u$^^^

AN ARTISANS COLLECTIVE

70 Main St. Northampton

Mon Sat 10-6

Thurs 10-9 Sun 10-5

Shopping
Card.

WhtTi you come acTns-s that oncf-ina lifetimt- haiyam,

but find \i)urself short of cash, tht'rf's only oni' card that

ift< vou Kin It quicklv at nH)rf than .ilH) Xl'n's.s 24s annmd

Massaihusi-as 'IV itavHanks X F'r-s^ LM ^' Cmi

TkySomething Better

n
New Banking Hours
AMHERST OFFICE

Effective November 1, 1982

Lobby Drive-Up
Mon - Thurs 10-4 10-4

Friday 10-6 10-6

Saturday 10-1 10-1

X-Press 24 service

available 24 hrs a day,

7 days a week

100%
COTTON
TWILL
New Fabric,

New Styles

Bicycle Jacket

.P'- A'.ff ''P' rwfs

Tailored Pants

Jeep pocket'., ge- ':, 'ariofea leq

"D"-ring Pants
: ) : .

.' '.rie waist toand

Cotton Twill colors for fall and
winter. Berry. Black, Teal,

Khaki, Grey.

Good Things,

Naturally

NUVOX
ANFM
ESTEREOH
RECEIVER
Frequency Range: FM 83MH/ -lOBMH^

AM S:?OKH/ IfiOOKH/

Sensitivity: * M 1 fj it)

AM 5b db

IF Reiection M 4b db
AM 30 ilh

S/N Ratio ^M bOdb ImV/.nput

AM lOdb 'nnV/mput

Separation: iOdb (1KH/)

T H O of Amplifier; < 1 -<>

Power Out; U"i(PW*-30rnw

Power Requirement: DC 3V UM 3x2

Dimension: " 07 (H)xG7(W))(? 1 (Dl m/m
Weight/Unit: 90 q

Nuvox
WX777

Special

Holiday

Hours
Wed
9-9

c.

H collective inc
52 Main SI Northampton • 586-5403 • A WORKERS COOPERATIVE

$5.00

OFF
Nuvox WX77

Sale Price

$24.95
w/coupon

coupon valid

12-23-82

Limited Quantity

^.UNIVERSITY.
STORE^l

Dem.race is

left wide open
By NORMAN HILL
Special to Black Affaire

The announcement by Senator Edward Kennedy that he

will not seek the Presidency in 1984 has thrown wide open

the quest for the Democratic Party nomination.

Senator Kennedy's withdrawal from the race also has

thrown wide open the battle for the support of blacks and

the labor movement the two segments of the Democratic

constituency which will have a decisive say in who is to be

the Party's next Presidential candidate.

Black Americans long regarded Senator Kennedy as

something of a standard bearer. His staunch commitment

to social justice and civil rights, coupled with the appeal

for blacks of the Kennedy family name had made him the

one potential Presidential aspirant to whom blacks

gravitated.

Kennedy's support within the labor movement, while

less unanimous than among blacks, also was certainly

quite substantial. And although former Vice President

Walter Mondale clearly has many allies among blacks and

in the unions he hardly has a lock on the support of these

constituencies.

The withdrawal of the front-runner from the

Democratic sweepstakes has potentially a two-fold effect:

First, the race for the nomination will be opened to new

faces and lesser known candidates. Second, the race and

political discourse may also be much more substantially

dominated by ideas rather than personalities, an enor-

mously healthy development.

With national unemployment edging toward eleven per-

cent and well over twenty percent for blacks', the task of

the Democratic Party is to develop and adopt a wide-

ranging program for economic recovery and social justice.

To date the Democrats have been in something of a state

of disarray. Nothing resembling a coherent strategy for

coping with our economic difficulties has emerged from

that party.

Any candidate who takes the Democratic nomination

will have an important role in shaping and articulating the

Party's socio-economic agenda. But the views of the can-

didates on that agenda will also be shaped by the labor

movement and by blacks.

V'
^^^

C^

AP LsMrphoU

Recently retired boxing champion Sugar Ray Leonard, right, reacts to a mock punch from

13-year-old David Ealey of Boston after a press conference during a visit to Harvard University in

Cambridge. Mass., Wednesday. Ealey's mother works at Harvard.

An Hispanic look A Christmas prayer for people of color

at Christmas time
By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collegian Staff

As the grayless month of November sets in the semi-

tropic island of Hispaniola, the Dominican Republic, a

country occupying the eastern two thirds of the island is

liven by parrandas navidenas (Christmas carols) in a beat

of merengue (Dominican Republic's folk music) heard

throughout the country in every radio station.

As in other Latin American countries, the early start

of Christmas give Dominicans a sense of warmth to cap-

ture the festive feeling in celebrating the holiday and a

community solidarity that makes the holiday more en-

joyable.

Although the community involvement is seen more

among low-class people than high class and even more m
small towns outside the city, community involvement is

still a traditional part of the celebration.

A religious aspect of Christmas is also present. During

the first Sunday of December, the nativity is set up

without baby Jesus. Starting from this day, a passage

from the Bible retelling the story of Christmas is done

continuously until the 24th of December.

Throughout Latin America, the 24th of December is

called Pascuas (Christmas Eve). Before going to church

at 12:00 a.m., the family sits down to dinner, and the

traditional meal consists of pork roasted a la braza (on an

open fire), and pasteles (meat pie). „_,,.. .

At 12:00 a.m. on December 25 a mass called Misa de

Gallo (Roster's Mass) is performed. During Misa de

Gallo, all electrical lights are turned off and a fire is burn-

ed A cycle of prayers is performed given thanks to the

Lord for the good times and requesting blessings for a

better new year. Misa de Gallo is also used to punfy one s

soul. At the end of the prayers, baby Jesus is brought in-

to the nativity.
, . .... „„,

The celebration on the 25th becomes less trad^ional

with a night at a disco or a neighborhood party. What is

still seen on the 25th is traditional parrandas navidenas

(Christmas carols) sung by groups of P««P'e.^^^%g^

around the neighborhood recruiting people mto the

^Thecelebration subsides and another resumes on the

31st of December. Pascuas de Ano Nuevo (New Year s

Eve) is also a community-wide celebration. From ten in

the evening and earlier, a get-together is held with

neighbors where carols are sung and food is provided

Neighbors go from house to house with wishes and f«^

^ the sick and less fortunate^ At twelve midnight, the

start of the New Year families go around the

neighborhood with wishes for the new year.

By MANNING MARABLE
From The Grassroots, December, 1982.

I believe in Black humankind — every man, woman and

child of African descent that dwells on this earth. I stand in

awe of our beauty and genius, our gift of song, our sciences

and culture. Neither slavery nor capitalist oppression

could destroy that special heritage, that challenge of

Blackness, which shall one day rise up with the opprfesed

of other lands and inherit this turbulent world.

I believe in Work — that collective act of creativity

which moves mountains and builds cities. I believe that

unemployment is a crime, and that all men and women

should be provided the chance to learn productive skills, to

enjoy the fruits of their labor, and to control the means of

production that creates all wealth.

I believe in Equality — that all human beings of all races

and cultures were made alike in the possibility of

development. I beUeve that the Black struggle in this

nation cannot accept "equal opportunity" within an

inherently unequal economic and political system. The

demand for equality, defined as the principle of human

fairness, must mean the construction of a sensible,

democratic, economic alternative for U.S. society, which

socializes the accumulation of capital and places the in-

terests of people befwe profits.

I believe in Justice — that every citizen should have

equal access to counsel, and be treated fairly in courts of

law. I believe that the American legal system has all too

often favored the affluent and powerful and systematically

punished the Black. Brown and poor.

I believe in the Prince of Peace. Wars of imperialism and

aggression, waged by this nation and others, are nothing

less than Murder. I believe that nuclear weapons must be

outlawed in our generation, to permit the survival of the

next generation.

I believe in certain Inalienable Rights beyond "Life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." I believe in the right

not to go hungry in a land of agricultural abundance; the

right to decent housing; the right to free, public medical

care for all; the right to an adequate income in one's old

age.

I believe in Education — that the greatest force of

protest against the evils of racism and economic ex-

ploitation is knowledge. Every Black parent must spend as

much time teaching his or her child as that child receives at

school. Education must become a tool for liberating our

minds, bodies and communities.

I believe in Sacrifice. We cannot all be wealthy. In an

ideally democratic society, no one should have an income or

an accumulation of wealth that he or she does not per-

sonally need, nor acquire the economic power to disrupt

the lives and aspirations of others. We mus* give a portion

of our personal income back to our Black communities to

build economic and social institutions.

I believe in Freedom. In this society, freedom has meant

the freedom of corporations to raise prices, the freedom of

the wealthy to evade taxes, the freedom of the unemployed

to dwell on the precipice of starvation and desperation. I

believe in the freedom to build a new society devoid of the

darkness of blind bigotry; the freedom to work, play and

live in neighborhoods without fear of police repression; the

freedom to worship; the freedom to confront our own
weaknesses with the courage of our Black elders; the

freedom to resolve the political and social problems of

today and set forth, in the light of our heritage, to a new

land of peace and productivity, racial equality and

economic democracy. Only when these tasks are ac-

complished shaii wc oe liee at last.

A black-Jew becomes police chief

By MARVIN GREISMAN
CHARLESTON, S.C. Reuben Morris Greenberg.

39, is causing no little tumult in this Southern city of

70,000. Greenberg. a 15-year police veteran, is

Charleston's first Black Jewish police chief, appointed

eariier this year by a 12-0 vote of Charleston's City

Council.

Chief Greenberg traces his ethnic identity to his Russian

Jewish great-grandfather, who immigrated to Texas,

established himself as a wheat farmer and lived in a

common-law marriage with a Black woman. While at-

tending San Francisco State College. Reuben Greenberg

sought to discover his Jewish roots when he realized that

most of his fellow civil rights activists were also Jewish.

This led to formal Jewish religious instruction.

It is not easy to be a Black Jew in a Southern city,

especially if you are the chief of police. Greenberg's

Jewishness. and the fact that he is also Black, has become

the subject of some tastelss jokes. Shortly after he won
appointment to his post, the favorite question among some

of Charleston's citizens was, "What is chiefs favorite

food?" Answer: "Fried chicken soup."

The local Ku Klux Klan was less subtle, calling

Greenberg "nigger Jew." Greenberg is philosophical about

it. "These people were opposed to me before I was born."

he says.

iH^'iS'
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BaYINQ
High School
Clots Rings
HIGHEST
PRICES
PAIOI AI40 Gold* Silver

Com) ond |*welry

256-0710
.- '<c r'b Piecsonl Street

AmKefs^

High P#ople In High Ploc»t

m Caddushack4^ .aN»n«.

WedneKlav.D«:15at7-9-11 PM
Engiraaring East Aud
AdimsMon: »1.9D

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sugorbush & Aspen
Mandatory Meeting

Tu«s. D*c. 14HQsbroucl( Rm 20

7:00 PM
For more Info 5-0407

immiiinnii

Summer of "83"

Summer staff wanted for large Girl Scout

resident camp in Tolland, Mass. Positions

available for General Counselors; Nurses;

Specialty Staff: Waterfront, Smallcraft,

Riding, Gymnastics, Arts & Crafts; and

Cooks. Salary with Room & Board for 9

or 10 weeks.

For applications write: Timber Trails, _
Star Route 158, Tolland, MA 01034 |

or call 1-413-258-4592 |
or come to

"

CAMP FAIR DAY
MIRMIHIiyillllll^^

[ c^neu
Personal Service for all your

Travel Needs
• Car rentals

• Hotel reservations
• Airline travel

• Cruises _ , ^ .

• Amtrak tickets
* P^^^^ages to anywhere

in the world

Free, Expert Advice
Located on Cowries Lane off No. Pleasant St.

256-8931

as a[z

$9.00 oFF

All balloon deliveries

w/this coupon
great way to say -

Adios, Happy B-day,

Happy New Year

Good Luck on Finals

call 665 7664

offer expires Jan. 31, 1983
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CIA and the 'Var" in C. America
The case can be made that the recent media "expose"

of CIA involvement in Central America is actually

designed to nrepare the American mass audience

for the coming war there. Wars are events difficult to

keep secret, even for the U.S. press, therefore, disclosure

was inevitable. While the fact of the undeclared war is

made I" >Mn, the details rennain absent; a process design-

ed to prevent meaningful opposition.

The military intervention by the United States in

Nicaragua violates the Charter of the United Nations, a

point deleted from the overall news discussion. Article 2(4)

reads: "All members shall refrain in their international

relations from the threat or use of force against the ter-

Greg Levey
Howard Friel

ritorial integrity or political independence of any state, or

in any other manner inconsistent with the principles of the

United Nations." Any serious discussion of the U.S.

paramilitary involvement in Nicaragua must mention the

total absence of legality or legitimacy of these operations.

The CIA, as part of its covert operations, or what

Newsweek refers to as "dirty tricks," has taken over La
PreTisa, the major newspaper in Nicaragua. The purpose

of the CIA La Prensa is to print political propaganda in

order to create artificial conflicts between the Nicaraguan

people and the Sandinista government. Detailed analysis

of the CIA takeover of La Prensa can be found in CIA La
Prensa help to destabilize Nicaragua from within, but is

also part of a U.S. operation to discredit the Sandinista

government before the whole world. Although the CIA La
Prensa is still operating, the Sandinista gcveniment has

moved several times to close it down. Censorship of La

Prensa is then reported in the American press, illustrating

Sandinista political repression. Reagan Aministration of-

ficials, such as Jeane Kirkpatrick before the UN Security

Council, then relay the message in public speeches de-

nouncing the "totalitarian" nature of the Sandinista

government.

Similar "dirty tricks" include the financing of the pro-

Somocist faction of the Miskito Indians in Nicaragua, lead

by Steadman Fagoth. Fagoth was recruited by the CIA to

collaborate with the Honduran military to carry out plans

to invade Nicaragua and overthrow the Sandinista

government. Not surprisingly, the Sandinistas moved to

defend their country. The relocation of the Miskito Indians

by the Sandmistas has been reported m the American

press purely in the context of human rights violations,

with no mention of CIA involvement. Jeane Kirkpatrick,

then, before the UN Security Council, denounces the San-

dinista government for their "totalitarian" and "Nazi"

like behavior.

Once again, this pattern is repeated. The Reagan Ad-

ministration has sent hundreds of millions of dollars in

military aid and equipment, half of it unreported to Con-

gress, to the right wing head of the Honduran military,

Gustavo Alvarez Martinez. As a result, de-facto political

power in Honduras now belongs to Alvarez. Reagan

therefore has effectively undermined the aspirations of

the Honduran people, who elected President Suazo Cor-

dova to provide social reform in Honduras, the second

poorest country in the Western Hemisphere. Last March,

Reagan directed the American Ambassador in Honduras

to instruct Cordova to cut badly needed funding for social

programs, in order to finance American military aggres-

sion toward Honduras: a U.S. imposed "Reagonomics"

for Honduras.

In the face of the Honduran-U.S. threat, the Sandinistas

moved to strengthen its army. The American press

dutifully devoted extensive coverage to the Nicaraguan

"build-up." Jeane Kirkpatrick, then, before the UN
Security Council, denounced the "dramatic, extraordinary

expansion of Nicaragua's army," and claimed that

Nicaragua now constituted a military threat to Honduras.

However, Nicaragua does not now have an air force, while

Honduras has the strongest air force in Central America,

supplied and trained by the U.S.

What are the American interests in this region which

cause such massive military and political involvement? In

Guatemala alone, the^e are more than 150 U.S. -based

multi-nationals with mvestments. These include Coca-

Cola, Texaco, Getty, Del Monte, Monsanto, Phillip Morris,'

U.S. Steel, and the Bank of America. U.S. investment in

Honduras is second in Central America to that in

Guatemala. The largest corporations are U.S. owned, in-

cluding Castle and Cooke and United Fruit.

Clearly the dominant foreign power in Central America

is the United States, not the Soviet Union. Soviet support

has thus far been limited to lip service to the revolutionary

cause. The Soviet Union does not have the network of

multi-national corporations with which to dominate a Cen

tral American society. When the American pres.'' oegiis

reporting Central American events in this context, it will

then be reporting the truth.

Greg Levey and Howard Friel are UMass students

Letters

Katz's column good critique on conservative goals

To the Editor:

In response to the reactions which met Jackson Katz's

column of Dec. 3 regarding conservatives, it is clear that

his commentary hit fairly close to home among many of

the conservatives he was accused of stereotyping. Sure he

was merciless in his evaluation of them. However, the

truth is not always the easiest to accept.

In his defense, there are a few key points which must be

addressed. For one, the categorizing, or "stereotyping,

if you will, of a group of people's political philosophies can-

not be compared to stereotyping on the basis of race, sex.

age, appearance, etc. One has no control over one s race,

sex or any other inborn characteristic the way one does

have control over one's set of political beliefs. And

remember, we categorize people's political philosophies all

the time when we call them Democrats or Republicans,

conservatives or liberals.

Another point which at least one columnist missed was

that Mr. Katz did not claim that every conservative person

fell into the categories he set forth. He also stated that he

did not in any way wish to censor so-called conservatives

or their ideas.

Some people seem to have gotten more upset over Mr.

Katz's strong criticism of conservatives than with what it

is these conservatives actually stand for (nuclear arms

race, lowered social spending, opposition to the ERA,

human rights abroad, civil rights here in America, etc.)

The real issue here is not the rhetorical dialogue between a

few college students. The question here is whether or not

the issues are important enough for us to stand up and

take a stand even if it means offending some people.

In closing I don't think the students at this University

are heading in a conservative direction. At least I sincere-

ly hope not and I'm sure I speak for countless others when

I say this. ^
Martin V. Ferrero

Amhergt, Ma.

Non-violence

the only way
I

found John Raible's editorial, "A Violent Reaction

to White Racism." which was a response to John

Hudson's editorial. "Nonviolence is the Only

Answer," to be riddled with factual errors and muddled

logic, which resulted in many dangerous misconceptions.

First, I want to deal with two general positions that Rai-

ble takes, both of which are indefensible.

Raible attacks Hudson because Hudson does not have

first-hand knowledge of what he is writing about and has

not talked to someone who does. Is Raible being serious?

According to that line of logic, one cannot write in

reference to anything that happened more than 100 years

ago. (Do you really believe that. Mr. Raible?) I am sure

Raible has heard of books and the purpose of books (and

newspapers) is to provide us with knowledge we could not

Kevin DeLuca

otherwise obtain. They serve that function very well.

Sure, history may come down to us slightly slanted, but

even first-hand information is slanted. Besides, is not im-

perfect knowle<ige I)etter than ignorance?

The second general criticism I have of Raible's editorial

is his attitude that because Hudson is white his viewpoint

is invalid, or worse, not worthy of being heard. From what

I understood of this editorial. I thought that Mr. Raible

was afeainst racism. Yet is that not what he is practicing by

saying that Mr. Hudson cannot have any important or

"right" ideas because of the color of his skin? Need I re-

mind Raible of such great men like Bertrand Russell and

Albert Einstein. I am sure he does or would admire them,

yet both of whom are white.

Now let us proceed to some of the particulars of Raible's

argument that violence is a valid and effective way of en-

ding injustice. Hudson says that by becoming violent, the

anti-Klan demonstrators lost the sympathy and influence

of the American public, which non-violent protest would

have assured. Hudson is right. Violence does not work.

The examples Raible cites, that of violence being commit-

ted to Civil Rights demonstrators, proves the point. The

public sympathized and listened to King precisely because

he was non-violent. People who used violence against

King, saw their tactics backfire. The same thing occurred

when the anti-Klan demonstrators became violent that

Sunday afternoon - they repulsed the people they most

wanted to impress.

Violence is mindless. People resort to violence when

their ability to reason is overwhelmed by their emotions.

As for Malcolm X and his ideas. I want to make a few

comments. First of all. he was not killed by a white racist,

but rather Malcolm X was assassinated by a Muslim from

a rival faction. It is true that Malcolm X was not above

committing violence to achieve his objectives. I^t me ask

you a question, Mr. Raible: Who was more effective,

Malcolm X or Martin Luther King Jr.. who adv(x-ated the

use of non-violence and love? To further emphasize my
point - how much popular support did the Black Panthers

even have? Non-violence works.

Raible says that the power to vote is not the main way to

affect social change in this country. He is wrong. No. the

Indians did not save themselves through voting, but

violence did not help them either. Enslaved Africans did

not emancipate themselves by voting, but were eman-

cipated because those who could vote finally saw that

slavery was immoral and voted for a President who
agreed with them.

The people of Vietnam did not vote the U.S. out of their

country, but the American public voted us out of Vietnam,

(The Bay of Pigs example is irrelevant. Unfortunately,

countries about to be invaded are not given the right to

vote on whether tiiey want to be invaded or not).

Of course, Third World people and all oppressed people

have a right to be angry. But do not let that anger be

reflected in violence. Instead, let non-violence be your

creed and rise above your oppressors. Violence is the easy

way out; non-violence takes true courage. And do not talk

as if non-violence is the solution of white men. The two

greatest practitioners of non-violence in this century were

King and Mahatma Gandhi, a black and an Indian, respec-

tively. But do not call them that. Identify them with their

real race, the human race.

Kevin DeLuca ts a Collegian columnist

We need columnists!

Drop by with a piece,

Room 113
Campus Center
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Checklist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyonecm

Women's ^
GARLAND \

SWEATERS^

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Open Wed Nite

until 9:00 PM

Vo orlon

acrylic

Neck or

Crewneck

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

^ Or p X OF Twe DeAN of SruoeNrs

Paid Position AvAiLABte

Vo yea ^MVt to \y^ p«»Vit)^ ^^^ttet tn^iMUHv

((Hi irtub^«t5 , jaii> (Hli«^, ^^^<ntt Abiii^ eva^ftHm^

onqoitiCf j,ttUe {knin^. o^iM;:^ iimiU^^-a^^eb ?

AvxtixeU - full.- Ttme J^^rtiuiit/ f^d>

FtdX-Tittte, June (|vf5tet3f :Jtily ^ Atuj.)

Chze^M\v7^±^otvX 5kttl5 iae<^iui2^.

f^ ^c^^U ^ Hf\*cty <2^^fctr P*2k^ ^»^ QuAtfiC3stu>ii5

IDS is a+eleplione orwaJlc-in re^rml cenkr Miichiiviinfa.ns mfor-

madi'oti on Univ. Ac^^mIc R)lia€5 « Phx«lu«- Bus,Lit»a^- A^Vilefic

Saitduks , eVc
J

I raving of C^ynpys GytvrH , etc . cwiswiier infcm^?Vion;

^»^a hwa»«<i$ o^ crH-ttr W&5 of ;ri<bn>«Viori wWcWi i.re coti+^nuously

co.iipiled dnc\ upa^^a. TIPS 15 ^ Wbmry of iMore Hiavt 200

t-£ccrcie<i as^sSt-Hcs wi+K infomuaioii ^Avii^ -Hit Univa^ih/

,

cvuicionic piTX3mrrt6 ,
liesJ+W - v-eUVcd i-\EniS,-fi»idrK>Ai ai'd

ana rtUfetd IrifDrrrtarfiovi
,
^nd manv/ crHKr top'cs .

TVier^

Dean of Sh-ck^M-? Office .

*

take advantage of our ^\-^
CHRISTMAS HOURS / Hl""RCCOPDs]

Dec. 6-17

Tues.Jhurs. 0:30 9-30
In addition to our regular hours: M F 10 5

^^^*<^: ^^

f'le Sf(;dpnr R'un Rvcnrd '^tore
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AU W. Mass Stores open Siin. 9-5 til Christmas
Open 24 Hours—7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite^ in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores. ____^_^-———————

^

Lean, tender, delicious steak.

BeefTop
Round ^99
Steak

Countrystyle
Pork -149
Ribs X°>

lb

Porterhouse or r% qq
T-BoneSteak B«f Lom ,bZ.^^
Cube Steak usda choice o OQ
BeefChuck ^'^'^"^ ibZ.^^
Bone hi Beef Lx>in o TQ

Lonaoniirou —— ib j..^^ StripSteak Rsdac'^"*** ibO. /

^

Boneless Beef Beef chuck o OO I
Beef Round usda q ^q

Blade Steak "^P^ ^^°*^ ibZ .Z CJ | RoundTipSteak ^»^™** ib^.*±^

Beef Top Round O IQ
London Broil !Jsd>v choice jbZ. 1<7
Boneless Beef -i qq
ChuckSteak "^da choice

,i, l.o^
Shoulder Beef chuck 1 c\r\
London Broil "s^a choice

,j, 1.^^

Asst'd '/^ Center, '/j Blade.

PorkChops ''^"^"""'?»^°p' ib l.oy

CenterCutPorkChops ib 1.89

PorkLoinRoast ^''^^ ib 1.59

SirloinPorkRoast "-" ib 1.69

Boneless whoieornau o QQ
Strips ofBeef >!""^™^ xhZt.XJiJ

Boneless WholeorHalfUntrimmed O f^f^
BeefRibEyes ibO.^^
Whole Untrinuned q qq
BeefTenderloins ^

' '}^ mO . c^t7

Our circular is packed-full ofspecials,,.

Startplanning yimr
holiday celebrationi

time

SlOPb
SHOP

. , . Availaole in stores
comer aell featurin^j a service deli ^

Stop&Shop
UniieyBieast

399Sav* Over
150 1b

Sliced
to your,
order lb

Impcnrted
DanishHam
/^?^ 9

lb
-^-/t

Sliced
to your
order y.

& Other brcinds
10-13 lbs. 18-22 lbs Frozen

Perdue Chicken

Roas
5-7 lbs
*^9

iJennie-O

Turkeys ^^^ »>49
ChickenBreast Split •««'. ,b 99*|

IFresh U.S. Grade A
iTurkeys .!i^i!^59

PerdueCornishHens y^'^"- it 1 .19

1

Swift Butterball

ITurkeys. fifj.79^
RathSausageMeat y^^. 79'

I

Cranberry Juice

stop & Shop
48 ounce bottle

Cut orFrenchStyle
Green Beans 4^ $*^
stop & Shop ^^A 'o*"^B
15V2 0zcan

Early California
Olives ClO^
Small Black Pitted

6 ounce can

**White Gem"
Roasting
Chicken ^»#^
5-7 lbs. . . Ib^^J^

Fresh
Sw
Steak
Special treat

Fresh
Pollock
Fillets..

Oscar Mayer
Bacon ^99

ordfish ^

^ak A^

produce Fresh Ways To Save Money At Stop & Shop!

\ jCalif.

Ij^Navel

Sliced
I lb package

1'

Sweet Mixed
Pickles f

'

29
Vlasic
32 ouncejar

Red or
White
Indian River

Hiftshire Farm^^^
Kielbasi 19p
Polska ^ lb

Grapes
Red p^g^Emperor i^^^
Pick YourOwn'

3a
MushrcMm
Farm
"Grow in your
own box"

Towels
2 Ply Print roll

100 sheet roll .

Fair

2'-l
>le Bee Tuna
White ^19

in oil or water
7 ounce can . .

I
ea

Our Holiday Fruit Tray Specials!

PiUsbury Plus
Cake Mix
Assorted Varieties

18Va ovmcepackage
"^69

pkg of 12.

24ozpkgThomas' . _,En^h f89Mimns X
Colgate
Torthpaste^
Regular 7 oz or

Gel 6.4 oz tube
I

1 7 pes ol largr _^ r\r\
*'Traditional" Tray '7;^f^^^

SSjO

"Get Crackin" Tray IT^'^^ 5.00
SweetSensation -"•.•».»-™"- .•-;«4.UU

21 pieces of fruit plus .. _ -^^^

"TheCelebratorTrav f'«*°r"'"*^ 12.OOlllCV^lCUldUVrx xx«jr
,j,^„, fruit plus grapes -^ ^^^

**The HarvesterTrav p'y*f"?^°T^''eesr lu.uu** -^ 23 pieces of fruit plus .^ r\£\
**FiestaBowr > r'^M^^p^ ^ iz.uu
'
'The RovalAssortmentTray' ' «^F^^^^2.00

_ -^ , —,> ., 1 7 pi^es of fruit plus tO /V^
"The SuperBowl Tray «rap« pi"? lu-^r iz.uu

I
I
ill

I

I

Stop & Shop G'oc^ry Coupo^ CIS

Nabisco

Ritz

i ^•^ spices or Extract j|
|--—-----'

Dec 1« Lim.t inte» p«' c u»'a"«' '•'^
I^^w^ •»^S^Sr^™SKl

Crackers __
12 ounce ^^% * !
packafte ^9^7 !S

cull

tie I
rriT

[_s;o^s»ap GKK^ccupo.
j «] c^^--- -^--

-

— ^^e I i . ;, stop & Shop II [^
Save 50 "IS ^^^^ ^®

I ^Jr Dozen Large il
"^

stop&sh^porill^^ JL'X'^^^1 I V- White Eggs II

""'*"' i IsT''^ '':::!.D'Oro Coffee 1- |;^,,.,„,,'!!^..,„,.,c««o"*^|||,^JE^.,rp'"!Lo^

Egg Nog
Half GiOlon
stop & Shop. Our best quality,

fresh& rich-tasting. Carton . . I89
stop ft Shop rroz«nX

Vegetames'Vnf
Com. ^is. Mixed Veg
French orCut Green Beans

/(—'"'"I Slop » Snoo G'oc»'V Co*"^
f C14|B1 Slop » Snoo G'oc»fy Coupon ^ ^

2 Liter bottle ll

Coke, Diet Coke !|

or Tab Soda |
Plus Conn ^^^^* jM
deposit ^9^7 I

usiome'
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Egg at the Curtain

Leslie Stainton and Mark (Johen in A bay in the Death of Joe Egg.

Sister is obnoxious
TWISTED SISTER
December 4

Agora Ballroom. West Hartford

By YANETT PENA
Collegian Correspondent

Twisted Sister is a band that's been

around for a couple of years. Originally

from Long Island, the group has extensive-

ly played the New York, New Jersey, and

Connecticut club circuits. During the past

year their name has become a bit more

widespread; they've toured in England

with Diamond Head and have recently

released their first album, Und^ the Blade,

as an English import.

1 had the chance to catch their show last

Saturday night, and although 1 knew them

as a loud, snotty bunch, their vulgarly ob-

noxious attitude almost ruined the band's

performance.

Twisted Sister thundered on stage (an

hour and a half late with the opening cut on

the new album, "Wliat You Don't Know."

Later followed some heavy metal rendi-

tions of such oldies as "Leader of the

Pack" and "Let the Good Times Roll." The

band's playing was tight and professional,

proving that g(M)d hard rock'n'roll is alive

and well. Dressed in wild fringed costumes

and tacky women's make-up, they were

quite a spectacle.

Dee Snider, the growling lead vocalist.

came out in hot pink clothing and resembl-

ed a contrasting mixture between Bette

Midler and David Lee Roth. He was one of

the most energetic performers I've seen in

a while, jumping and dancing all over the

stage and shaking his long tight blonde

curls.

After a couple more of their original

tunes, the band went into the dreaded

"rap" or "b.s." session, whichever you

prefer. What began as an abusive yet

humorous verbal "mingling" with the au-

dience, became dragged-out monologues by

lead guitarist Jay Jay French and Snider.

The cursing and lewd language lost their

shocking effect and became predictably

boring.

Following a brief intermission. Twisted

Sister found themselves playing to only

half of their original audience; it seems

they turned off quite a few people.

However, the band still cranked out power-

ful material including "Run For Your

Life," "Destroyer," and the evening's final

song, "Under the Blade."

As evident with Saturday's performance,

Twisted Sister is on the way to establishing

themselves as a good hard rocking band.

But let me offer a piece of constructive ad-

vice: although interactions between a

group and its audience is crucial (whether

crude or not), overindulgii^g in obnoxious

behavior tends to makt one lose his or her

credibility. Next time shorten the "rap ses-

sion" and play more music.

Jackie Gleason and Richard Pryor star in the just released film. The

Toy.

By CHRISTOPHER ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Peter Nichol's play, A Day in the Death

of Joe Egg, was very touching. The play

deals with the bringing up of a severely

handicapped child and how it affects her

parents.

Mark Cohen did a superb job as Joe's

father Bri, a man who feels a need for at-

tention so he resorts to jokes and pranks.

His wife Sheila, played by Leslie Stainton,

is so wrapped up in her daughter and her

work in a theatre that she does pay very

Uttle attention to her husband unless he is

playing games, which only prove to annoy

her. Grace, played by Dee Waterman, is

the stereotypical mother-in law who is tired

of sitting around like "Joe Egg."

Christopher Benoit plays Freddie, the

suspected lover of Sheila, which turns out

to be another way for Bri to grab attention.

Pam, played by Becket Royce, is his loving

wife who is repulsed by anything helpless

and ugly, in particular Joe. Anna Magee

does a fantastic job as the vegetable Joe.

I was impressed with the overall per-

formance. The show moved smoothly and

keeps the audience interested. The tension

was relieved by the antics of Bri but not so

much that it took away from the subject.

tJoon leaving the theatre you are forced to

deal with your feelings about Joe and how

you would react in the situaiton. It's a tough

decision.

Diana Ross' new album has just been released.

Diana Ross wants "Muscle"

SILK ELECTRIC
Diana Ross
1982 RCA Records

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

It's soft at times. Soft as the silk sheets of

your lover's bed. And at other times it's

dynamic — shocking perhaps — like the

slight almost pleasant electric tingle you

might get touching metal after walking on a

carpet.

Its Motown at times — reminiscent of

the heyday of Marvin Gaye, the Supremes

and the Four Tops. And it's the eighties —
ONJ's "Let's Get Physical," but one step

further — and many steps better.

It's Diana Ross and it's Sdk Electric, her

latest endeavor. And quite an achievement:

the album's first single, "Muscle." written

and oroHuced by another Motown alumnus.

Michael Jackson, is fast on its way to

topping pop and black singles charts across

the country, after only a few weeks out in

radioland.

But successful commercially or not, this

is a super collection of songs: sexy ("So

Close" and "In Your Arms"), electric ("Fool

For Your Love"), slow ("Still in Love"), fast

("Who" and "Muscles") and always, always

uniquely Diana Ross, as she sings in "I Am
Me":
/ arn me
Good or bad;

Iam myself

No carbon copy

of someone else...

Right or wrong
I will stand up

Like a tree.

Happy or sad

Good or bad,

Iam me.

"

Old material brought to life on new Led Zeppelin album

CODA (SWAN SONG)
LED ZEPPELIN
By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Staff

The dictionary definition of coda is: a

concluding musical section that is formally

distinct from the main structure. This

album is made up of old material, but the

songs here are still better than a lot of stuff

that can be bought with today's en

tertainment dollar. Recorded between

June 1969 and November 1978, these songs

include the deceased drummer. John

(Bonzo) Bonham.
The songs on side one are all Iruni the

early years, between 1969 and 1972. The

fir.st is a remake of "We're Gonna Groove"

by Ben E. King and James Bethea. Robert

Plant's voice is a little hollow here, but the

voice that mesmerized our adolescent years

still sounds the same. The mbi of the vocals

are not outstanding though.

Another remake of "I Can't Quit You

Baby" by Willie Dbcon follows. Recorded

during a sound rehearsal at the Royal

Albert Hall in London in 1970, this tune has

a hit of empty feeling, but does o.k. with

the haunting blues line of the song played

bv Pasre.

"Walter's Walk ". the last tune on side

one pops along with Jimmy and John up

ironl. donn's uiumnung reauy maxes it

move. The sound is a bit empty, as if it were

not suited for an album, but it sounds like

they had a good time. All considered, this

side has rehashes of the older stuff that

have only become aiDum material since the

break up of the group.

Side two has more recent songs, three

from 1978 and "Bonzo's Montreux,"

probably the last solo we'll ever get to hear

from him.
"Ozone Baby" uegins siue two. It reminds

me of something from the Houses of the

Holy album. The heavy bass lines on this

song, makes it the best on the album. The

second tune, "Darlene, " could have been on

any of the records they have made in the

,
.

' "'•'"*
:.^ iJki.ift lo a girl, and asking

her what he can do. It is the vocal feeling

that sets this song apart. "Bonzo's Mon-

treux", his la.st solo, also has interesting

embellishments by Jimmy Page. The la.st

song here. "Wearing and Tearing," gets off

to a quick pace. It has lots of guitar at the

start, though the licks are repetitive. They
probably got a lot of songs on the other

albums from jamming on tunes like these.

Arts Read the other voice today

>^^^^^^;^^^^x•^^:::•:^^:^^x<v^:•^x•:•:•^^x•^^x^

Fogelberg worth the wait
DAN FOGELBERG
Wednesday, December 1

Hartford Civic Center

By TRICIA YACOVONE
Colleg^ian Correspondent

Dan Fogelberg, in performance at the

Hartford Civic Center, shared a large part

of himself with the audience. I walked away

feeling as though I had made a friend. The

best part of the concert was the man
himself. Fogelberg was not afraid to show

the human qualities that repeatedly emerge

in his music. He resisted putting himself on

a level higher than his audience and just sat

and talked to us, explaining his songs. I felt

he was a close friend because of the secrets

he shared with all of us through his music.

After a nervous start, he loosened up and

realized that the audience really wanted to

be there.

He gave a concert with just his own
acoustir iruitar and piano because, as he

explained, he wanted us "to hear what his

songs sounded like when they were

originally written, before the rock 'n' roll

band and twenty million vocals were ad-

ded."
His soft music was accompanied by soft

lighting of blues, reds and whites, and the

laid back clothing of jeans, boots,

suspenders and a tweed jacket, similar to

those he wore on the cover of his Greatest

Hits album.

He played told songs and new, treating us

to two new songs, including "Windows and

Walls", which he wishes to entitle his next

album.

After a truly personal concert, he gave

two encores, one of which, "The Gambler",

he asked the audience to sing with him. It

was an emotional high to sing with the man
so highly respected by so large a variety of

fans. A fantastic end to a fantastic evening,

especially for those of us who have waited

so long to see him

.

The Roches keep on singing
By PETER BENTTINEN
Collegian Staff

I was totally unfamiliar with the Roches

and their form of music before this album. I

was pleasantly surprised.

The album has an airy, live feel. The

production is excellent. The album was

produced by Robert Fripp, of King Crimson

fame, and was recorded in June of 1982 at

Blue Rock Studios in New York. I find that

hard to believe as the album sounds Uke it

was recorded in a nice, homey atmosphere.

Fripp also plays on the album, as does Bill

Bruford. formerly of the group Yes.

"The Hallelujah Chorus " is the first song

on the album, and sounds just as one would

expect it to. It is all vocal, and is a three

part harmony almost throughout. "Losing

True" is the next installment and keeps the

pace of the record true. The trio smg m
perfect flow as an acoustic guitar plays

accompaniment. Near the end of the song

Fripp brings his influence into the spotlight

with some interesting P>ippertronics. his

own particular style. "She goes steady with

the Maestro, and she raises his baton,

starts ihr next one. You can make your own

judgenu n' !r<'m there on what they're

talking about. The song is different, I'll give

them that.

The last tune is a slow one about the first

love of an outlaw. If their humor is un-

derstood, it is a diverse tale of a poor

outlaw. A lady changed him to live freely,

but the sheriff and his deputies found him

and hung him from the tree where they first

made love.

The second side starts out with a tune

about falling in love. The words are a little,

no, a lot different from the basic top 40

tunes. She talks about an animal, but she

fell in love with him when she caught him at

his mother's house with his defenses down.

"Want Not Want Not" is a very happy, but

unorthodox song. It changes pace quite

often, the sound fires between speakers

often and is more than a little sarcastic. I'll

bet Fripp had fun with this one. On "Sex is

for Children" the words are a little hard to

make out but the musical playing is fine and

the music is most of the song. Last

statement of The Roches is two songs

strung together. "Keep on Doing What You

Do/Jerks on the Loose." The pace of the

recording drops on these two tunes. Fripp

gets too heavy with his electronic gizmos

here. But that is no reason to put down this

fine album. It sure is a little flighty.

Dan Fogelberg played to an appreciative audience in Hartford.

Tex an unexpected delight
TEX
Directed by Tim Hunter
Hampshire 4 Cinemas

By SAADYAH HOPKINS
Collegian Correspondent

One new film to open out at the mall is

Tex. Based on the novel by S.E. Hinton,

who has written such classics as "The

Outsiders" and 'Rumble Fish," it stars

Matt Dillon and Jim Metzler as brothers.

It is not often enough that one will get to

see a film of such quality as Tex, not these

days anyhow. Hollywood is too busy

producing such adolescent profanity as

Porky's, and Fast Times at Ridgemont

High. Walt Disney studios have been trying

to produce "PG" rated films with more of a

theme to them (Watcher in the Woods, The

Black Hole), and they have often failed. So

when I say that Tex is an enjoyable

cinematic experience, I say it with em-

phasis.

One of the better things about Tex is the

acting. Jim Metzler. a new talent, portrays

Mason McKormic, Tex's guardian and

supporter. Their mother has passed away,

and the father of the boys has abandoned

them to find rodeo fame. Metzler is ex

cellent in his ability to show the frustration

of his responsibility; to play the role of

father at the age of nineteen.

Glory also shines for Matt Dillon. Dillon

is simply outstanding as the 15 year old

trying to understand reality: the selling of

his horse for survival money, the ex-

perience of a first kiss, and the absence of

his father at rough times. Tex is also the

class prankster who uses his good-looks to

act cool and big, attracting attention

whenever possible. This is also better than

the "R" rated garbage scripts that Dillon

has had to work with previously (Little

Darlings).

In addition to the excellent performances

by Dillon and Metzler, the supporting cast

is good as well. We get interesting per-

formances from Emilo, Estevez and Meg
Tilly, who play the brothers' friends.

The film is far from perfect, however.
First-time director Tim Hunter strains the

story a bit. He drags his superb screenplay

with "Jet Lag" directing. In addition, some
of the scenes are too short; you wish they

would explain themselves more fully, but

Hunter does not allow them to.

But Tex is a fresh film that took me by

surprise. Its characters are superbly

drawn, and for films about adolescence, not

seeing sexism and exploitation is worth the

$3.00 alone. But Tex will probably have a

hard time finding its audience. So g^ve it

some support, you won't be disappointed.

The Roches' new album has also just been released.

Vi^M^
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

Teaching
Assistantship

for Community Health Seminar

20 hrs/week - start Spring Sam.

Apply by resume or letter to:

Ann Grose, RNP, Med,

University Health Services, UMass
Background in health and

group dynamics preferred

549-2671 x181

Interviews end of Jan. '83

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot piarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Piiority will be

given to UMass organizations.

AL-ANON — Having a problem with someone else's

drinking? Come to a meeting, 8 to 9:30 p.m. Check Campus
Center schedule for room number.

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE - Meeting. 7:15

p.m., 917 Campus Center.

PAD'S N'

THINGS
DEC. -JAN.
SPECIALS

25% OFF LIST

ALL DRAWING
PADS

134 High St.

Holyoke, Mass.

odvonturo Irovei

S4<$ 1X94

-^xtfi

K^'

L
233 N Wmim Si

Amham C«ma9* Shop*

cw<?}?S

^^M«^.»S^
JS»^

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

DECEMBER 15 THRU 18

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

DECEMBER 20 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

I D REQUIRED

r^

1983 pem7isxziR« chwiLeriGe

O.K.
SMARTY
PANTS.
YOU
GOT
ONE.
A chance for you to win a scholarship, Dodge

Charger and more.

If you thought The New Chrysler Corporation was

something different from other car makers, you re

right We ve developed the Pentastar Challenge as a

small, but deserving tribute to American ingenuity

and intelligence

The Riddles. The challenges m the calendar are

intellectual ones Within the story and illustrations

we ve woven an intncate pattern of clues m different

areas of academics. IVIath Computer Science,

Chemistry. Literature and recently a pair of smarty

pants solved our fifth category, l^usic

The Right Response. Darryl Koch of the University of

l\/lirh.gan and Kevin Williams from Notre Dame

correctly deciphered the clues in the calendar and

sent the Diatonic (C Major) music scale on a piece of

white paper with the entry postmarked on a full

moon They will share the cash rewards, and each get

the use of a new Chrysler product because their

answers were simultaneously received

The Reward. If you are the first to have solved any one

of the four remaining riddles, you'll be awarded a

$5,000 scholarship, a $5,000 cash grant to your

school, your choice of a 1983 Tunsmo or Charger to

dnve for a year and a gold Pentastar Medallion There

are also 100 second place prizes of silver medallions

The official rules are on the back of the calendar

The Reason. We think you'll enjoy the Pentastar

Challenge Calendar because its functional, attractive

and entertaining You might ask Is Chrysler getting

out of the car business and into the calendar

business''" No But at $4 98 maybe youll be

impressed with Chrysler enough to someday look at

our cars For us. that's the challenge

The 1983 Pentastar Challenge Calendar Is on sale

now at your college book store. Or send $4.98 plus

$1.52 postage and handling ($6.50 per copy) in

check or money order to: Pentastar Challenge,

322 S. Main St.. Royal Oak. Ml 48067. Aliow 3-5

weeks for delivery.

NEWCHRYSLER
CORPORATION

NOTEBOOK DAY — Recycle your notebook. Make a

statement to your professor and show concern for the

environment. Forty notebooks equals one tree. 8 a.m. to 4

p.m., Student Union Lobby.

ECUM MEETING — The Ecunemical Council of UMass
meets at 1:30 p.m. in the Dukes Room, Student Union.

CAREERS IN FILM — Topics include film exhibition

programs and opportunities in major motion pictures,

television, and cable. Workshop is sponsored by the Arts

Extension Service of the Division of Continuing Education

with the support of the University Arts Council. To

register, call AES at 545 2360. 7 p.m., 231 Herter Hall.

FREE CONCERT: JAZZ ENSEMBLE - Directed by

Horace Clarence Boyer, the 22-member ensemble will

perform a lively program of jazz and blues, including such

favorites as Fats Wallers' "Ain't Misbehavin'" and Hoagy
Carmichael's "Stardust." 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

COMSTU CLUB — Communications Studies Club

Meeting. Prof. Ted Bolton will be featured. 7:30 p.m..

Memorial Hall.

irtl)rigl|t

of Amherst
Area

for Pregnancy Help
Free, Confidential Services

Same-Day Test Results

Amherst Carriage Shops - upper level

Attention! Attention! Attention!

Health Watch is coming!
Do you know
• The FACTS about herpes
• How men can prevent unintended

pregnancies
• That aspirin is a drug
• How to take care of a cold or the flu

• About the hard & soft facts about
contacts

This and more information can be

found in the next issue of Health
Watch.
Look for us because we're looking

^ out for you!

I

presents

HEINEKEN NIGHT
Distributor Representatives

will be here to give away
Mirrors, Plaques,

niuminated Signs, etc

2 for 1

Heinekens
DON'T MISS IT
Tonight 9 - midnight

I

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

^ 253-6141

11 w'^» «
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air-

Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air

Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the

most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the

responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion It indicates you're on the track toward

good pay and almost unlimited educational op-

portunities. If you're a nursing professional or

about to complete your nursing education, why

not consider Air Force nursing as part of

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-

sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages

of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform

and our future. Then make it yours

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY
OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203) 229-8650:

Freshmen & Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 545-2637

Can we build one for you?
ONION6A6EU

-LOX

J^iimlfiimititMiini-

^^0NI0NBA6©-

Design your favorite bagel sarrxJwich ar>d bring us the blueprint - we'll build it to

exact specs. We're the bagel engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-631

4

onanfTic svH acrwNWEm
67 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, N4A 01002

Long Sleeve T-Shirts

Corduroy Pants & Jackets

Sweaters

o-r

A oreat woy o* W^

BPfimiiiiiittiiiiHiiiii>ttttfitimii)MH<MiifiiwHiwHWH»'i'iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiii^

Cp ocean paciTicsuhWear

A dtV'StC J*

HALLMARK
COLOR LABS
t-rocevscs (o

i Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-6 Sat.,8-Noon

I 257 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST
lnwHuniiiiwKiintmtiiitniii iiliiliiiiiiPiiiinwiww ihwiwiiiupi i

tit(HiiPHtimiiiiwiiiriititiwt»twwt<«i»wiiiiHiiHiiitiiiirt^^^^^
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Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau CROSSWORD
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Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

C/\PTAW-. SlR,W£VFCor>J
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LOOKS LIKE /» fOiJ^ -TnATEOOKj.

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

\ib Kb 06t. \

70
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Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Enter an aae of Viotld-yide resessjon

Unemployment and Missiie Warshtpf.~-

-STARRlNOr-
R0MWV6
^'OtNSe Pf\CK"
ReAGfAW
-U)irt4-

ANPROPOV

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

flHO^eCOMfVTW.

SPKlFICWty, ATRS-80
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Collegian Jobs

The CoOe^n is now hiring for all ^"^ll^^^^^^J^t^S^^^'^^^L'S^t^^'tZ
r:Z;'^l'!^li^^m^^^:^^^^^^- Ass-^iate P««iucUo„ Manager and Associa.

'''SL'Sl^tio;^':Je avaUable at the front counter of the CoH^n. 1 13 Campus Center, and should be returned by

the end of the week.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

(£)IN2 IM Asfetn Tlan Nya4k«lc

ACROSS
1 Place to find

a hero

5 205. to Cato

8 Relative of a moor

13 Ceaselessly

14 One of the

Roosevelts

15 Path, in Calais

16 Palof archy

Don Marquis

18 Mature

19 Concordance

20 •'. shall not

from the earth"

22 Hooked item

23 Stick together

25 Brit, honor

28 Genus of leafless,

desert shrub

30 Peeved

33 Joiedevivre

34 Abuts
35 Place for a

bracelet
• Rogers

St Johns
Namesakes of a

Brewer

42 Competent
44 Destroys

45 Milieu for Moses
49 Cutting tool

38

39

50 Cesar

52 Louis XIV, for one

53 " my
sunshine..."

56 " ein

Berliner": JFK
58 Card game
60 Tracy's wife

62 Persian, today

63 Troubles

64 Dagger, of yore

65 Cats, in Cadiz

66 Marriage
announcement
word

67 Source

DOWN
1 Coy
2 Square accounts

3 University in

Bethlehem, Pa
4 Rainbow
5 Truck feature

6 Decorative paper

7 BertinelliofTV

8 Spy name
9 Yalies

10 Gaston's
companion

1

1

Golf item

12 Farm denizen

14 Entertainer Dee
17 Free from certain

amphibians

21 Come apart

24 Chinese dynasty

26 Sci division

27 Sicilian peak

29 Fisherman of a

kind

31 Aloes wood
32 Pesach dinner

35 boy!

36 "A friend in

37 Comic strip feline

40 Distinctive air

41 Life, role in

"Porgy and Bess"

42 White House
nickname

43 the hatchet

46 Suave
47 Evening party

48 Subtly suggested

51 Blackbird

54 Wine; Prefix

55 Battle Cry'

author

57 DameMyra
58 Milne animal

59 pro nobis

61 Small suffix

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE WEATHER

Mostly sunny today and

tomorrow. Highs Uxiay in

the 30s and in the 40s. Part-

ly cloudy tonight. Lows in

the 20s and 30s.

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Greg Wells

9-12 Hell Comes to Your House
with Pauline

12-3 Wilhemina
3-5:30 Scotty Dread
5:30-6 Newswatch with Mark

McPhail & Greg Wells

6-7 UMass Hotline

7-10 Live from Studio B
10-2 More Music

2-6 Classical Reveille with Mike
Cevasco

CABLE/VIDEO

1U:3U -11:30

11:30 - 12:30

12:30- 1:30

1:30- 2:00

The l^ors, No One Here

Gets Out Alive

Reefer Madness!

Eric Clapton and Cream
May the Farce be with

You

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich Soybean Croquettes

Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Swedish Meatballs

Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS DINNER
Spinach Casserole

Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

.. -'.li-k ..'
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The obnoxious one states

hisviews on pugilism
By RUSS WHINNEM
Collegian Staff

Late last week Howard Cosell, the man

we love to hate, announced that he was

withdrawing from the boxing world

because he had become enraged at, in his

eyes, the farce the sport had become.

Immediately after making his decision,

big H called the Collegian, (collect), and

requested that he be allowed to tell his

story in his own words. A meeting was

arranged and here are the contents of that

very special interview.

Collegian: First off, Howard, is it of-

ficial? Are ymi through loith professional

boxing?

Cosell: Absolutely Russ. The

professional boxing game, in its present

state, has become ludicrous potpourri of

mismatches and travesties. Ray "BOOM
BOOM" Mancini-Duk Kee Kim.

TRAGEDY! Larry Holmes Tex Cobb.

Ridiculous!

And realizing that the networks, of

which ABC is unscrupulously a part,

continue to promote and broadcast these

buffoons for the simple reason of drawing

in the cash benefits, made me reevaluate

why this reporter was still a part of such a

business. Furthermore —
Collegian: Uh Howard, that's fine. Let

me ask you this. In denouncing

professional boxing you have abo taken a

shot at your own network, ABC. Don't

you feel that you might be putting the rest

of your career in hot water by doing so?

Cosell: Preposterous! I have only

removed myself from an ugly situation. I

still have Monday Night Football and

baseball, not to mention my own show.

Sports Beat. ABC cant pressure me.

What would Dandy Don and the Giffer do

without my uncontested knowledge of the

players, on and off the battle fields? The

same goes for Keith Jackson and Ueker.

They'd be lost without me. Guys like

Reggie and George aren't going to talk to

those lightweights.

Collegian: Howard, comments have

fUmm that your candor on boxing was un-

called for because it was the sport which

made y(m what you are. How do you res-

pond to this?

Cosell: Unbelievable! That's what I say

to such unsurly charges. The ever con-

suming fact of the situation is that I made

boxing!
Where would the Ali-Frazier legend be

if not for my infallibly commentary?" "The

Thrilla in Manilla!" "The Brawl in Mon-

treal!" I made these fights and therefore

propelled the accompanying athletes to

their otherwise inconceivable stardom.

Collegian: Uh Howard, isn't that a bit

overdoing it?

Cosell: Let me say this, Russ. Without

me, those demigods of our sports

heritage would be nothing more than

sleazy, low paid club fighters!

At that moment a surprise guest

stormed into the room. The intruder was

none other than the legend of boxing

himself, Muhammad AU. Alt, looking a

little plump, immediately interrupted.

Ali: Hey fool. What do you think your

doing runnin' off at the mouth like that.

Hugh, chump? What are you saying that

you made me? I let you interview me,

didn't I? Without me. you're just another

loudmouth! I was. and still am. the

Greatest. Ain't nobody I can't whip, and

that includes your butt Cosell! Now
remember this.

Float like a butterfly. Sting like a bee

You keep talkin" like that

You'll get a beatin' from me!

Cosell: Now just wait a minute.

Muhammad. An immoral malevolent like

yourself has no cause to —

Just then, the interview abruptly ended

when Ali, apparently taking offense to

CoseU's last comment, stomped on

Hovoard's tongue. Cosell remained on the

floor being attended to while Ali left the

sports desk chanting softly, "I UMint you

Larry Holmes. I want you. ..."

Indians scalp winning

team in winter meetings
By SCOTT HOOD
Collegian Staff

Fifty years from now history books will

tell the tale of the miraculous rise of the

Indians in the Winter of 1982, when after

countless years of losing teams, miniscule

fan support, and mismanagement, the men

from Cleveland went on the warpath,

declaring battle on the American league.

The books shall say that the uprising

began in Honolulu. Hawaii at the baseball

winter meetings, when the Indians am-

bushed the camp of the Philadelphia Phillies

and gathered in the two best prospects in

the Phillie farm system, plus the starting

second baseman and starting rightfielder

for the Phillies. The Indians suffered the

loss of one man. and he was playing out ot

position while a member of the Tribe.

OK folks, for all of you who cracked your

share of Cleveland jokes and made fun of

the fact that the Cleveland Indians

averaged 10.000 fans in a KO.OOO seat

stadium, well, now is the time to say you're

sorry, because in one bold stroke the

Indians traded their way to respectability

in the American League East. In the block

buster trade of the winter meetings. (Sorry

Red Sox and A's) Cleveland sent Von

Hayes, a fine young outfielder, to the

Phillies in return for five players.

Those traded to Cleveland include Manny

Trillo, a slick fielding second baseman,

rightfielder George Vukovich. catcher

Jerry Willard, and two outstanding

prospects, pitcher Jay Bailer and shortstop

Julio France.

Trillo broke the record for most con

secutive errorless games by a second

The Qass of 1979; here

they are in 1983
By GREG WELLS
Collegian Correspondent

They came from places like Harrison-

burg, VA., Lebanon, PA., and St. Louis,

MO. They came to dominate college

basketball. They were the class of 1979.

Never has such a collection of talented

centers came into college simultaneously.

If Ralph Simpson isn't a household

word by now he will be by the end of the

year. At 7'4", Sampson has' dominated

the college game for three years. Com-

parisons to Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and

Wilt Chamberlin, enter the mind just wat-

ching Sampson during warmups.

Each year Sampson's game has improv-

ed, yet the critics still claim he can't win

the big one. When Terry Holland

recruited Sampson for Virginia he seem-

ed assured of at least one NCAA cham-

pionship. The closest the Cavailiers have

come is a semi-final loss to North Carolina

in 1981. Last year, without point guard

Othell Wilson, Virginia lost to Alabama

Birmingham in Birmingham. Sampson,

now a senior, has passed up several

million NBA dollars to once again pursue

the elusive title.

It was going to be a perfect battle of the

titons. Sampson and Virginia against the

Kentucky Wildcats and superstar Sam
Bowie. Not since Marvin Webster and

Robert Parrish entered college have two

such talented seven footers come into col-

lege at the same time. Speculation was

that they'd meet in the final four once or

twice. It was a safe assumption, but for

Sam Bowie it was not to be. If his

freshman and sophmore years were any

indication, then Bowie had the ability to

be every bit as good as Sampson.

At 7'1" Bowie has the quickness to play

power forward. Or at least he used to.

Just before the start of last season Bowie

developed a stress fracture on his left

shin. Although it's no larger than a thumb

nail, it was enough to bench the superstar

for the season, and maybe for his career.

After several months, the shin was

thought to be healed and Bowie was

allowed to return to action. Although he

appeared to be his same old self the swell

baseman this past season, France was

considered the best prospect in the

American Association (.315, 21 HRs, 33

stolen bases), and Bailer was considered the

best pitching prospect in Double A (9-8,

2.68 ERA, 155 strikeouts in 151 innings).

Reports from Venezuela have him blowing

the league apart with his 95 m.p.h. fastball

and one Houston scout called him the best

young pitcher he's seen in three years.

With Franco and Trillo to go along with

Toby Harrah and Andre Thorton, the

Indians are solid in the infield. Throw in

Miguel Dilone, Rick Manning, and

Vukovich to roam the outfield, and Chris

Bando at catcher and you have the recipe

for a very interesting team, not to mention

a winning one. It certainly looks like the

long-suffering fans in Cleveland will finally

have something to cheer about.

Of course, the Indian-Phillie deal was not

the only activity of the meetings. All in-

formed baseball fans know of the Carney

Lansford Tony Armas trade between the

Red Sox and A's by now.

With Armas in the fold, the Bosox now

possess the best outfield in baseball in Jim

Rice, Dwight Evans, and Mr. Armas, who

certainly has the potential to hit 40 or more

home runs in 1983. Lansford will help

solidify a shaky Oakland infield and provide

the weakest hitting team in the American

League last season with an offensive boost.

The Yankees, of course, were not

bystanders to all the action. George

Steinbrenner signed free agents Don

Baylor and Steve Kemp to multi million

dollar contracts and traded Dave Colhns. a

huge disappointment in 1982. to the

Toronto Blue Jays. Baylor will take over at

either first base or designated hitter.

ing never went away. Finally, surgery

was performed to try and correct what

nature couldn't. Bowie's leg remains in a

cast and if he plays at all this year it won't

be before February. He's become
philosophical about the layoff, recognizing

that there is life without basketball and is

pursuing a career in communications.

Without Bowie, Kentucky figures to be an
also ran, with him they could win a cham-

pionship.

The third superstar in the class of '79 is

the pride of St. Louis, Steve Stipanovich.

Hailed as the savior of Missouri basket-

ball. Tiger fans figured their team would

dominate the Big Eight, which is about on

par with dominating the Atlantic Ten.

The problem was that Stipanovich wasn't

ready to dominate anyone.

He got the points his first year, but was

dominated on the boards and had real pro-

blems on defense. Stipo's sophmore

season was marked by turmoil and trou-

ble. After a gun shot accident in which he

shot himself, and then made a story of a

masked man breaking in and shooting

him, Stipanovich wasn't the same player.

Opposing fans taunted him and he had ob-

vious concentration problems. Last year,

however, Stipo rebounded to put together

a decent season averaging 1 1.6 points and

8.0 rebounds. One major difference bet-

ween Sampson and Stipanovich is that

while Sampson has had quite a bit of per-

sonal success Stipanovich has had more

team success. Missouri was 27-4 last year

and spent some time at number one, an

unusual place for a Big Eight team. This

year, however, conference player of the

year Ricky Frazier is gone and there will

be more pressure on Stipo, this time he

should be ready.

Although these three are clearly at the

head of the class of '79, there are quite a

few big men right behind. Minnesota's

Randy Braer is the top center in the Big

Ten. Kansas City's Lasalle Thompson

was the leading rebounder in the country

last year, before going hardship.

It's one of the rarest commodities of all,

the talented big man. The class of '79 will

long be remembered for it's un-

precedented production.

Al> I..awrphoto

Cleveland's Von Hayes will bring his bat and glove to the Phillies

training camp next year. ^^
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AUTO FOR SALE GREAT GIFTS

09 Rrebird convertible - A classic. Needs
engine work and some minor t>ody work.

Easily re8torat>ie to mint cond. BO around

2000. Call nights 256-0436

VW Superl>eetle beautiful runner 1971

$1060 649-5377

73 Ford cheap reliabte winter transporta-

tion 400 or BO 646-5074

1982 Saab turt>o - 10,000 miles AC,
sunroof, alloys wheels, PS, PB, 35 mpg
highway $13,600 call 549-5686

1972 Ford Capri new exhaust and brakes

500 or best offer 253-9494

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 263-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Thr^ flavors send anywhere unique gift

call 546-4282

DRYCLEANINQ

Kevin's Kwllc-N-Eas/ Way. Free Pick-Up

and Delivery. One Day Service. Student

Discount Rates. Call 584-0572

ENTERTAINMENT

ERIKA'S BIRTHDAY

Southwest Engineering wishes Erika a

happy 21

FOR RENT

Two bedrooms on bus route available

January first call Lew or Ed 256-6712

One bedroom, five min from bus stop

located in Amherst $140 January thru

August 256-0796

Two openings Brittany Manor furnished

ready Dec. 23 253 3588

Entire two bedroom apt in Squire Vil on

bus route, available for next sem., Jan 1st

380 -^ 665-7195

Whole apt 2 bedroom Squire Village call

666-3032

Room available in coop house near Puf-

fer's Pond 130-^ woodstove 549-6633

Amherst, Swiss Village 4 bedroom apart-

ments $660.00 month includes all. 256-0741

One bedroom Amherst Puffton January

first $290 heated 649-4140

House for rent. Feb 1 or earlier. 350 mo 3

iKlrm Northampton 10 min from UMass
586-5047

One bedroom apt. available Feb 1 $290

Pros Apts 549-3577 after 5:30

Female wanted to shere bedroom in

Brittany Manor for Jan & Spring sem
$115/mth call 256-8775

FOR SALE

GIFTS: Portrait Drawings/Paintings.

Reasonable. Dennis, 666-2972

100% Alpaca wool sweaters handmade

in Peru. Selling for much less than store

costi Great Christmas giftsi 546-5512

Sterling Sliver Rings and Earrings great

Xnr>as gift call Chip 546-9534

1970 VW for sale good condition see it to

believe it call 546^139 or 789-2144

KZ sklis length 150 excellent cond. $55 or

BO Marge 256-6612

Couch $45 or best offer 549-1184 Tina

Computer Terminal ADDS Consul 580.

Excellent condition, must sell. Asking $600

or 80 Call 549-3762

Selling Queen size Futon with bedsack

matching sheets, $50, B & W TV - $15,

plants, wicker - negotiable Leigh 549 5951

French Provlr>cial Bureau 7 drawers, rock

maple $160.00 549-5586 keep trying large

office desk also

Ibanez hollow body electric guitar must

sell, a steal at $100.00 549-5449

• Two Cen/vin Vega V-35 speakers *

• For Sale
• must be heard to be believedll ! *

•

call Jeff at 549-6637

Twin Bed box spring and mattress, new

must sell, cheap! Call 256-6086 evenings.

Ask for Fran

FOUND ^
Money tell me amt, where lost, around

what time 546-5622

Dorm key with another key roll of film

400 Kodak call 549-5425 if yours

Found: white kitten with grey patches

about 6 months old if it is yours please call

or if someone wants it call I can't keen it

69648

T-SHIRTS: Jagger, Costello, Stallone, and
Springsteen. Plus many prints - plain and

matted. $1.95 - $5.95 CC Concourse

GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS ~
Mexican imported Wool Sweaters and
Jergas pullover and wrap around. Sweaters

only 3^; Jergas only 10$ assorted sizes

253-7216

HELP WANTED
~

Winter Vacation Jobs promoting
Ecology, Consumer and Safe Energy. The
Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MASSPIRG) is hiring staff for

Wintersession and full-time positions. Will

train. $135-225 per week. Boston area only.

Elise 256-6434

PMP Staff: Girls Resident Camps in New
Hampshire and Cape Cod need sailing,

waterfront, biking, drama, crats, cooks and

general counselors. Contact: Janet Wad-
den, Patriots Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 St

James Ave, Boston, MA 02116
617-482 1078

JOHN ADAMS SECURITY

John Allen TO Tom Anderson
Frank Bartolomeo Peter Couden
Steve Evitts Teresa Harris

John Hilliard Rob Goldenberg
John HIckland Mike "Count" Rynn

Georgie "Orgy" Chaclas
and everyone else who helped out with
security, thanks for a really good
semester —Scott Ornstein

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?

Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri-

day 4 pm - 8 pm 546-2645 or drop in CC 106

Notlcel The Counselling Collective has

moved to CC 106 near the Collegian. Same
hours, same phone 545-2646

Fall Collective Hours End Tuesday
21/12/82 545-2645

Problems with family? Friends? January

Collective hours Thursdays 4 pm - 8 pm
545-2645

LOST
~

Reward for info leading to the return of my
HP41CV calculator from 14th floor of

GTWR on 12 3 call Kent 253-5956

Blue Shakespeare book on 12/03. Small

reward. Call 253-2284

Black Wallet t}etween Orchard Hill and
Machmer, its return would be much ap-

preciated. Contact David 546-7059

Lost - blue wallet All credit cards now
cancelled. Personal items wanted. No
questions. REWARD call Glen ANYTIME
COLLECT 1-774-5750

MEXICAN CRUISE

Spring Break: Cancun, Cozumei, Key
West, 7 days; $440 from Tampa. Optional 3
credit course. Call 549-5990 or 253-7031 or

549-4736

MOVING

Man with pick-up for hire Experienced

low rates call David 253-5185

PERSONALS

Bubblebuns: How atxHit an ice cream
after class on me. Ya wanna?

EMTs - There will be a meeting on Wed
Dec 15 at 7 pm - speaker will be Dr Ray-

mond Conway, director of the emergency
rm at Cooley Dick Hosp - topic: Triage -

place: Dickinson Hall Rm to be announced
approved for 3 hrs

Happy Holidays to all the D.C. women
and men - Love ya - M.B.

Lini - to a sister, friend, and ex-roommate.
It's been a long four years, but your therapy

was a success. Get ready for the big bad
world. Thanks for being there. Love, Shoe
P.S. You're stuck with me nowl

Mademoiselle Coppertone - Can I pick

your nose? The chocolate chip cookie

Nick, She said I'm cute, I love you Smitty

Martina (Anthead) Happy Graduationll I

sure am going to miss you I Who am I going

to talk football with? Good-luck with all!

Friends always, Kim
** Movie ** Caddyshack - Wednesday Dec
15 - Engineering East Auditorium - 7, 9, 11

pm - $1.50

Newman Club X-mas Party Sat., Dec. 11

from 9-1 in the Newman Center front

lounge. Cost is $1.50 and all are invitedl

DISCOUNT
• Save money / pay later / pay less

• Order now (deadline is Dec. 15)

• We have all the books for the courses
• Call Scott at 6-7710 or write

Discount Books PO Box 17S8 Darien CT
06820
BOOKS

Roz, I'm closer than you thinki - S.S.

In yo' face Fast Eddie
Every night Sam Levitt is the graphics

technician. Every nightl

To Deborah Jane Smith - Long time no

see Mayt>e next semester. Aiyssa

Boarders wanted spring semester
females only call Sheila or Julie at 545-0939

or 253-9971

74 Galaxle GOO good winter car, just tuned

$400 or best offer 549-6147

Dear Steve from Kansas City Kansas
-Met you at lunch in Franklin, Wed. Dec. 8
over the New York Times. mayt)e we can

do it again sometimel Give me a call. Rot>in

6-6605

Congratulations to the new brothers of

Kappa Kappa Psi: Chris Brugo, Keith Den-

nis, Jean Faunce, Mark Hartley, Brian

Lewin, Bob Mann, Mike Rosenthal, Pete

Ryder, Nick Wankowicz -JFK

Nik - Thankx your bed is great, but

. Dan the shnook

Mike (Lambda Chi): I know I am a hard

person to get in touch with, but keep try-

ingll M.G. PS - Have a Merry Xmas

To the 3rd floor Coolldge I'm going to

miss ya'll have a good spring semester I'll

be back, I think Love Lisa PS Happy Bday
NA
Eric Tu es trop drolel Tu me manqueras

Bon Noel I _
Final exams, memory, concentration,

-success - group rates University Hypnosis

Center 549-4645

UPC members and friends Everyone

Who's Anyonel Come party with UPC's

end of the semester bash further info stop

by office and see Donna or IrmaAlice 40(B

^<.. .>>..ii Union

41 PHILLIPS ST.

Deb, Sue, Paul, Dave G, Dave S, Judy,

Beth and Steve - Thanks for making my

last semester the best. Will miss you all very

much Bob

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, thesis, papers guaranteed

acceptance, reasonable Nancy, 5-0392,

584-7924

RIDE WANTED
~~~

To Milwaukee/Chicago Area around 20

Dec. will share gas/driving, call Pam

253-7405. .

Ride to Chicago around Dec 23 is

desperately needed. I'll gladly share dnving

and gas expenses. Call Cris at 546-8150

To Rorida (Tampa) Dec. 20-24 will share

expenses, driving. Call Marie 546-5582 keep

trying —
ROOM WANTED

~

I will pay $86 for a room in Puffton Village

for intersession call after 7 PM Bruce

546-9715

Artist seeks own room In house or apt.

Part-time grad student, woridng at UMass,

non-smoking. Need place Jan 15 on.

584-256? Donna

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartnient from Jan 1 on. Call

2S6-O630

Responsible person for own room in

Hadley apt $130 -f electric 584-5045

Female - share single bedt^oom Puffton

starting February - lease until June
54^^741

1 br In 2 br pond view Brandywine apt

available Jan 1 & spring semester 549-6289

Male to share room in house Rt 9
$127/month 2Sfr0668

Brandywine January 1 or 2 females spring

1 female 549-4114

1 male to share large room Townehouse
apts bus rte 549-4484

Moe and Larry looking for a Shemp to

share Southwood Apt one bedroom open
on bus route, call 256^323 anytime $103 in-

cludes heati We're great guys. Really

Two persons to share master bedroom in

three bedroom house. Grad. Females
preferred call 253-2763

Roommate needed Brittany manor for

spring semester call Rob 256-6463

Woman wanted to rent huge room in 3
bdr apt 10 feet from bus stop North
Amherst call Carol 549-1684

Puffton Village - 3 bdrm sublet avail, for

Jan with spring option avail for 1 bdrm,

M/F, call 549-0621.

Female Roommate wanted Jan spring

sem. Southwood townhouse $93-f

253-3273

Own room availeble in house near

Southwest. Starting January $110/month

549-6495

Own Bedroom in two bedroom apt in Brit-

tany Manor Apts Jan 1 256-8388

Kosher female for one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

2 people share 1 bedroom in So Amherst

apt available immediately bus route only

$801 each 586-3682

Femele roommated wanted Brittany

manor $115/month. Heat included. Non-

smoker 256-0296

1 Female wanted to rent Southwood apt

over break very reasonable rent details

253-5109

Two people needed to share room in Puf-

fton Village intersession and spring sem
549-6420 heat inc

Female seeking room for spring

semester only. Will share room call

Louise 546-9922

SERVICES

Writing assistance. Professional, editing,

references. 253-7729

Moving? Our 12 foot enclosed cube truck

will help you safely move your stuff

256-0480

Past Accurate Typing $1 /page please call

Leslea at 584-4880.

Say Something Special Made-to-order

verses cards or gifts for more info 536-8683

SKI TRIPS

Smuggler's Notch Vermont Intersession

trips, only $14911 For more info call: Rober-

ta or Staph 549-6235

SUGARBUSH

Outrageous ski house on the mountaini

Cajl Al 253 9409

If you have the place, we have the tenant

and vice versa. Sublet your apartment, find

a housemate FREE thru Off Campus Hous-

ing 115 Hasbrouck 5-0866

One bedroom 187 Colonial Village starting

Jan 1st come by and see

4 bedroom apt has two rooms available,

on bus route, $166 month including all

utilities, Swiss Village 253-2251

To sublet t>edroom for one or two females

for spring in Northwood Apts intersession

oprion Denise 665-7130

One or two rooms for January 1 to 31

Swiss Village Apts. Heat and electrics in-

cluded. $165 month call 253-3154 ask for

Stuart

TRAVEL

Rorida - Spring Break in the sun. Includes

'ound trip jet, hotel 8 days 7 nights on tt>e

deach in Daytona, pool party/free beer.

$269 lus tax and service. Call Bob 9
253-7625

T-SHIRTS
'

University of Massachusetts T-shirts

available again, limited supply. Call

253-3154 ask for Pete

TO SUBLET

Woman wanted to shore room In mfft

Feb great deal for info please call 666-7109

4 bedroom apt on bus route Swiss ViHaga

$165 ech including utilities 253-9519

1 Bedroom in 2 bedroom spartmem on
bus route available Jan 1 Laurel 666-3619

Intersession rental Southeast St $180

utilities included call Bob 256-6017 aftar8.

WANTED

Two women need an apt for sprir>g

semester will share call 6-8351 6-8317

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for an apartment in Brandywiiw

or Townhouse starting Jan Please keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Looking for heated gerage within 10 mi.

radius of Amherst call Jordan 542-3158

2-3 Bed apt for intersession call 546-6086 .

Two bedroom apartment for int and spr-

ing semester call 546-6787 or 256-8673

Looking for a room over January only. Call

Brad anytime 256-6171

Room in Colonial Village or Swiss Village

Ron 549-6449

2 females seek room, rooms, Ar apt call

anytime 546-9689

2 females want to rent apt in Brandywine
for Jan only cal l Patty 546-9713

Two non-smoking females looking for

room inSouthwood or Brittany Manor apt

call Jenny 256-0354

'In.'J
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Hoopstershope to sacrifice Bentley
Twos three days before finals

and aU throtigh the Cage

The fans were all humming
about the fade of the Rage

The team was much better

or so they 'd been told

the acclamations were high

avd the predictions were bold

But, the start had been shaky

urith zero wins and loses four

True, the games had been fun
but the fans wanted more

They had expected a gold

and come up with a tin

turns a time for a change

twas a time for a vnn
And who better than Bentley

to feel the wrath of UMass
chock up a unn, thrill the fans

just plain kick Bentley 's ass

Then the coach and his troops

can ride into the night

Yelling, "We've finally won one

Now we'll be alright!"

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

"UMass" boom boom "UMass" boom

boom, the rhythmic chant will most pro-

bably start in the vicinity of the 40-Minute

Gang somewhere just sifter 7:20 p.m. At

7:22 p.m. (on the nose, of course) the

University of Massachusetts Minuteman

basketball team will take the floor and the

sound by then should be deafening.

The Minutemen have gotten off to an 0-4

start, a start that many people felt would

be 3-1 or even 4-0. But, head coach Tom
McLaughlin hasn't given up on his young

troops, and he's banking on the fact that

UMass basketball fans will be just as sup-

portive tonight against 5-2 Bentley College

as they were when Harvard slipped by the

Minutemen in the UMass home opener.

"If we were 0-4 and I didn't think we
could get any better I'd be ready to shoot

myself," said McLaughlin following yester-

day's practice, "and I'm not ready to shoot

myself."

McLaughlin is at a must produce point

now. the Minutemen have played pro-

gressively better as the young season has

worn on. Against the University of Connec-

ticut, the team cut substantially into a

23-point deficit before eventually succumb-

ing to the Huskies.

Last Saturday, against Davidson College

in Davidson, North Carolina, the

Minutemen played "their best game of the

year," according to McLaughlin.

"We totally outplayed them. We totally

outshot them," said McLaughlin. "But, the

officials were just not gonna let us beat

Davidson."

With UMass putting together three solid

periods of basketball in a row, the time is

ripe for Bentley, a Division III school, to be

a sacrificial lamb for both the hungry

Minutemen and their even hungrier fans.

Realistically, if the home team is able to

put everything together -on the court,

UMass should be able to put an easy end to

what now amounts to a legitimate losing

streak. (It's spelled L-0-S-I-N-G but it's not

easy to say.)

To put everything together would re-

quire a couple of things, not the least of

which is maintaining intensity for the full

duration (40 minutes just like the Gang) of

the contest.

Donald Russell has returned to the form

that made him an All-Rookie team selection

last year. He has been the best free throw

shooter on the team and has improved his

scoring average greatly since the outset of

the season.

Other keys to a Bentley victory should be

the re-emergence of Horace Neysmith as a

dominant board pounder (Person who gets

rebounds as listed in the unabridged

basketball dictionary.) and the steady play

of the rejuvinated Edwin Green, this year's

best surprise. (Look for at least two Green

dunks tonight.)

Still, the most important aspect of

tonight's game may be the pre-game chant

from the fans as the team readies itself to

take the Cage floor. They know that the

fans were let down by the Harvard game
and now must pensively wait to see

whether everyone has quit on them or not.

"I think we let the student body down in

the Harvard game," said McLaughlin.

"But, I also think that for a young team,

it's crucial that the student body believes in

them."
And belief in the team can be expressed

in one simple word that you hear all over

campus day in and day out, only this time

around it should be a little louder than

usual.

"UMass" boom boom "UMass" boom

boom. All we need now is someone with a

drum for the boom boom part.

Game time is at 7:30 p.m.

Women swimmers sink

Clark; still mibeaten
By BOB BROCK
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - The University of

Massachusetts Women's Swim team

churned out another victory Saturday as

they trounced Clark University, 83-52.

With the win, the UMass swimmers re-

mained undefeated at 5-0.

Despite the somewhat easy 31 -point

margin of victory, the UM swimmers did

have problems going into the meet. Most

notably, injury problems.

"We did have some inju'ies, so we were

not at full strength, but fortunately we

did get some good swims out of people,"

admitted coach Valerie Turtle.

Some of these swimmers were

sophomor^Nancy Connolly, who won the

100 butterfly in 1:07.85, and Anne

Whitlock who took the 100 individual

medley in 1:07.60. Co-capUin Caroline

Freitas also grabbed a first place as she

won the 200 individual medley in her

season's best time, 2:24.58.

Three UMass swimmers were double

winners against Clark. Jenn Nicolai won

the 500 freestyle in 5:37 38 and the 50

butterfly in 28.49. Both times qualified

her for the New England championships,

to be held after the dual meet season.

Connie Anderson took l)oth the 100 and

200 yd. freestyles, touching the pad in

57.13 and 2:09.43, respectively.

Senior diver Gina Perrone took both the

1 meter and 3 meter diving events, as she

racked up 202.40 points on the low board

and 194.35 points on the high board. Also,

for the first time during a meet, Perrone

performed a forward two and a half

somersault, a dive she had been working

on for quite some time during practice.

She may not use it regularly during

meets.

Besides getting the victory and remain-

ing undefeated. Coach Turtle had other

reasons to be happy. UMass swimmers

qualified in nine more events for the post-

season championships and many swim-

mers registered their best times of the

season. In some cases, like Anne Boess

and Lori McCloskey they registered the

best times of their careers. Boess swam a

2:32.06 in the 200 IM and McCloskey

turned in a 26.74 in the 50 freestyle.

The Minutewomen are now idle until

they host Amherst College on January 19,

but they will still be kept busy over the in-

tersession. Starting on January 3rd they

will be training in double sessions for the

course of the break. In addition to the

Amherst meet, the UMass swimmers will

be facing Southern Conn, on the 22nd,

Boston College at home on the 25th, and

then will travel to Boston tx) take on Nor-

theastern on Saturday, January 29.

Collc^an photo bjr Kevin Fachctti

Donald Russell should put more points on the board after a slow

start.

Fall intramural season

concludes this week
By TONY BETROS
Collegian Staff

As the fall semester comes to an abrupt

end. the intramural sports are all roun-

ding out their seasons. Fall intramural

sports include volleyball, ice hockey,

raquetball, and men's basketball.

Volleyball finals were last Thursday,

and the results are surprising. Last year's

men's champions, the Patriotas. were

ousted in the semi-finals. Nylon 4 2,

undefeated in the regular season, cap-

tured the volleyball championship,

defeating Captain Crunch, 15-10, 15 3.

The favored Patriotas also lost in co-rec

play, this time in the quarterfinals. The
Achians overcame a disastrous first game
and came back to defeat the EMG's, 2 15.

15 5, 15-6. The Patriotas did not come
away empty handed, as they did emerge
victorious in the women's category,

defeating the Beepers 15-3, 15-6.

Raquetball will be concluded on
Wednesday, with the men's and women's
each sporting an undefeated player. The
men's is Andrew Giamino and the

women's is Ruth Berggren. Both are

waiting for the losers bracket to conclude

so they can play for the championship.

Ice hockey finals were played last

Sunday, and What the Puck finished off

their undefeated season with an 8-4

victory over the Nads. The 14-0 champs,

led by manager John Fernberg, finished

off a superb season with goalie Les

Helman leading the way. The Nads
finished off the season at 9-3.

* * «

In other intramural notes: a reminder
that the men's one on one basketball

championship will be held tonight at

"haVftime at the UMass-Bentley game.

Sean McGee and Al Powell are the con-

testants.

Also, intramural volleyball forfeit fees

are in and can be picked up in the office by

Wednesday. Officials are needed

desperately! They will be paid ($3.40 per

hour — better than the DC). Hockey

teams are still being taken for next

semester.

That's about it from the intramural

sports at UMass. So, until next semester

— Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

(I got to start practicing for next semester

— How was your holiday? Did you have a

good intersession? Didja get a good cum?)

THIS ISSUE FUNDED BY A GRANT
FROM THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
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A place to learn through the arts
By PAM MADNICK
Collegian Staff

The Hampden Student Center, located in

the Southwest Kesdential Area, is the

largest residentially basetl college arts

center in the country featuring a theatre,

craft shop and art gallery.

The center's concept was orijj^inally con-

ceived by Or. Fredrick Tillis, former IVo-

vosl of lIMass' Performing Arts Division.

William Field, IX>an of Students, John

Hunt. Master Director. RoU-rt Antil, the

Southwest Assembly, and the I'Mass Art

Department.

Southwest without an activities center?

"It was a design defect we were looking to

cover. We were fortunately allowed use of

the Ham{Klen area," said Bob Antil, Direc-

tor of the Hamp<len Student Center.

"Southwest needed a cultural/ac-

tivities/arts center that was them, for their

identity," William Field, Dean of Students

explained.

In the late Seventies, UMass Food Ser

vices decided they only needed two dining

commons in Southwest, not three. At that

time, the Master Director. John Hunt,

made arrangements with Food vServices to

use portions of the third, smaller dining

common. Hampden, as a student center. It

would eventually house a craft shop,

gallery and theatre.

As soon as the funding was appropriated.

Bob Antil was hired as director of the

center and was charged with the respon-

sibility of building "a high-energy opera-

tion" with work-study students doing most

of the footwork.

"Students in the staff were interested in

taking the initiative to build an arts pro-

gram. They wanted to do it. It wasn't im-

posed on them." Field said.

The Hampden Student Center has two

basic components: the educational compo-

nent and the production component

.

The educational component uses the New
School approach. By making use of work-

ing professionals in the community,

students are taught things that they cannot

usiiallv ^»r>d in th*>ir ncademic departments

Some of the courses offered through the

Southwest Residential College are: Music

in African Life, Live Arts. Intnnluction to

Third World Theatre: History and F»roduc-

tion. and Video Communications, as well as

a numl)er of dance courses.

"Knowing the Five C!ollege Area is rich

in resources, we're able to tap from that,"

Antil said.

The second and e(|ually important com-

ponent is production, where students get

"hands-on" experience in a number of

diverse fields. Approximately 40 work-

study undergraduates and several

graduates on assistantships are employed.

Hiring students allows Hampden flexibili-

ty, while keeping operating costs down.

Through the production component, a

numl)er of students and professional pro-

grams have been produced in the theatre

and gallery spaces.

Olhfr Voire photo hv B Naudin

The Spectrum in Motion dance company rehearses in the Hampden

Theater.

mhiT \ iiiri- (ih"

A student works in the Hampden craft shop.

Roberta Uno-Thelwell. founder of the

Third World Theatre Series, said. "We
started out Third World Theatre Series

there in 1979 liecause it was the one free-

zone, liberated territory on campus, where

students could put their ideas to work

without mg under the auspices of the

Theatre Department or any other depart-

ment, for that matter. We found the

Hampden program was able to do pieces on

Third Wrold people. More than that, they

were really supportive, technically ar.d

morally."

Olivia llano, who performed with her

dance ensemble in Hampden in late Oc-

tober, said, "The space is small erfough so

you can have an audience that you can

make a connection with. It accomodates

theatre, dance, workshops, anything."

Robert Walker, a junior theatre major,

said, "Hampden is an excellent opportunity

for any student interested in the theatre.

It's an excellent experience because you

get to learn how to use everything to its

fullest extent."

The mystery of Middletown
PBS's controversial episode screened at Hampshire
By ANDREW GORDON

The Public Broadcasting System's recent

Middletoum series stirred and aroused

more emotions than anyone could ever

have expected. The idea was to capture

typical American life through six major

divisions — family, religioi
,

politics,

employment, marriage and education — in

the typical town of Muncie, Indiana. Six

groups of filmmakers were chosen and

after almost a year and a half of intensive

filming and editing, six segments were

complete. But only five segments were

broadcast. What happened to the last

episode created a controversy which has

shown no sign of dying down.

It started several years ago when Dwight

Hoover, a professor at Ball State Universi-

ty in Muncie, conceived the idea of a film

series centering around different aspects

of life in the town; an update of the famous

1929 book, Middletoum: A Study in

American Culture by Robert and Helen

Lynd. Filmmaker Peter Davis picked up on

the idea and became executive producer

when PBS agreed to provide funds for the

project. Although Davis directed such ac-

claimed documentaries as The Selling of the

Pentagon and Hearts and Minds, he decid-

ed this time to relinquish directorial chores.

The crews chosen were varied. Among
others, Richard Leacock was signed to

direct an episode.

One crew did not seem to belong with the

other larger, better-known crews. That

was the team of Joel Demott (a woman)
and Jeff Kreines. The two moved into the
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Lynn Massie, Seventeen '§ main character

Hampden (cont. from p. 2)
Since Hampden Theatre is managed and

taken care of by students, dance and

theatre companies can come in an do low-

budget shows which students can attend at

a very reasonable cost. Many are even free.

The Hampden Craft Shop is the second

largest craft shop on campus, second only

to the Student Union Craft Shop. In the

past, the Craft Shop has held major fairs in

the spring and many exhibitions of student

work.

"The Craft Shop is an outlet for creative

needs and construction that can only be

met in a fixed facility," said Robert Antil.

Antil remarked that student workers are

willing to teach other students about a par-

ticular craft's history, where it originated,

and what its role is in the arts community

today. Among the crafts offered at the

shop are ceramics, silkscreen, silver

jewelry, leather, stained glass, and Egyp-

tian paste.

Craft shop co-ordinator Linda Chaney is

a graduate student studying painting. She

said she hoped to add copper enameling,

gold jewelry and "lost-wax" casting in

silver in the near future.

"I make changes according to what I feel

the students want in here. I do surveys to

see what students want."

We liKe to cons ler e'Vfs a ceiiuT

for the avant-garde." said Antil. Not only

does the gallery support fixed pieces, but

"participatory art" which gives the artist a

chance tf> ^^Vinu^ or _ -f.-rr.. .<• •> :"=i"'>

Graduate student Steve Oakley oversees

the Hampden Gallery. He works along with

a staff of three undergraduate "gallery sit-

ters" jn installing, maintaining and

monitoring exhibits.

The gallery offers reknowned artists a

place to show their work in exchange for a

small honorarium to cover travel expenses,

promotion and an opening reception.

Because a sacrifice is involved on the ar-

tist's part, Oakley said, "they have to want

to do it."

The benefits for the artist and communi-

ty are tremendous. The artist is able to

show his work in a non-pressured setting,

where he does not have to worry about sell-

ing his work. For students, the gallery is a

place to go and see some of the country's

top avant-garde art.

On expanding the residential arts pro-

gram. Dr. Tillis, now director of the Fine

Arts Center, said, "Each area has a

residential arts program, it just happens

that in Southwest the performing space im-

proved and the gallery is more carved out."

•

ll s H natural i iig to have on a univer-

sity campus. My hope is to develop fixed

facilities in all the areas. It would involve

capital expediture to erect something,"

said Tillis.

Hampden Student Center provides

students with an educational, entertaining

environment which might someday Im? ex-

panded to the other four residential areas.

town early in 1980 and began production at

Southside High School. W^ile other direc-

tors, working simultaneously on their own
respective films, had full film and sound

crews, Demott and Kreines shot and edited

their film alone.

But their resulting film, titled Seventeen,

was not what anyone had anticipated. Not
PBS. Not Davis. Not the town. And not the

corporations who were helping to fund the

project (most notably Xerox, who kicked in

$600,000 of the project's 2.8 million dollar

budget). Changes were requested; then

demanded.
But Demott and Kreines refused.

At Hampshire College several weeks

ago, the two filmmakers spoke to a crowd
of about 300 and screened a print of the

film. It wasn't hard to see what caused the

furor. WTiile everyone had exj)ecte<i to see

the traditional images of high school —
proms, basketball games, graduation —
Seventeen depicts high school's other

realities: pot smoking, drinking, ciu*sing

and sexual activity. This is a reality of high

school which many would like not to see. It

is, to an extent, a challenge to the "ideal"

of American life. A view the moralistic

mentality refuse to believe exists.

The film I)egins in a cooking class.

Several students wisecrack and curse at a

teacher behind her back. It is in this class

that we meet Lynn Massie, a high school

junior. "We filmed in the cooking class for

several weeks before we even decided on

Lynn. But she intrigued us," Kreines said.

Funny, spunky and independent, Lynn
becomes the focus of the film. We follow

her in school-life, homelife and social life.

Dates with her boyfriend John, a tall, black

basketball player, was another aspect of

the film which unsettled people (a long kiss-

ing scene was one of the demanded cuts).

In an informal question period following

the screening, Demott and Kreines candid-

ly denounced the actions of everyone in

general and PBS in particular. "They have

a new president (Larry Grossman) who's a

real twit," Demott said. "They showed the

film to Xerox. . . that's illegal, you're not

allowed to pre-screen a public show for a

corporate sponsor." Many things were

done that were unethical, if not illegal, and

Peter Davis let them happen. Demott

painted an unflattering picture of Davis

and became \'isibly emotional as she recall-

ed his actions. "He had virtually nothing to

do with any of the films, and he's trying to

get all the credit. . . He goes on television

and David Letterman will ask him how he

got all that great footage and he'll answer

"It took a lot of hard work and long hours,

and a lot of trust" — you think he's talking

about himself, but he's not. He didn't get

that footage, we did."

Originally, PBS asked for only one cut, a

four and a half minute vignette in which a

boy recalls his sexual exploits. Davis

agreed to the cut. "He had no authority to

do that," Kreines added.

Why were Demott and Kreines chosen

for the project in the first place? "We were

cheap," she said, "and they liked our

earlier work." The pair did all their filming

with portable 16mm cameras and ultra-

miniaturized Nagra sound recorders.

"They were invented by the C.I. A.," she

laughed.

Each of them acts as a separate unit. One
will film a classroom while the other will be

off shooting, say, the principal. Their

method of filmmaking is to get into the ac-

tion; to get close when the instinct is to

keep a distance. "Most documentary film-

makers become non-participant spectators

and are treated as such. We are active par-

ticipants."

This is where I begin to have problems,

however. The purpose of documentary is,

of course, to capture something as it really

exists in the world. But how can you actual-

ly record daily life on film? The very

presence of crew and camera is in fact an

alteration of what is trying to be captured.

Active or not, I don't believe a camera can

honestly record the everyday life of a

teenager; and an active camera less so.

Documentary must be viewed as entertain-

ment, not truth.

W^ile I have a tremendous amount of

respect for the filmmakers and sympathize

with the frustrations of their hapless hard

work, viewing the movie as I would any

other, 1 see problems with it. More than

anything else, a film must have interesting

and likeable characters to identify with.

The characters in Sei^enteen are mildly in-

teresting, but I certainly didn't like them.

This is, of course, a completely subjective

assessment; response to the film was over-

whelmingly positive and several women I

spoke with said they loved and identified

with Lynn, but I found myself laughing at

the characters, which I don't think was
ever the intention of Demott and Kreines.

Other characters surface: Lynn's strong-

willed mother Sherrie, her beer-bellied

father, her lanky, bragging brother Buck
and her friends and friends of her

boyfriend. With the exception of this last

group, no one seems to have a clue; their

priorities seem to be in all the wrong
places. The black characters in the film

seem to understand this. Sf)mething in

their eyes lets you know they're aware that

Lynn is a kook. Interestingly, the white

characters are drawn to the camera, they

perform for it, while the black characters

visibly avoid it.

Despite it's flaws, the film does have

some beautiful and touching scenes — Buck
crying over a friend's death, a schoolmate

beaming over his newborn child — as well

as some genuinely funny sequences —
Lynn's father on a drunken fishing trip, the

"offensive" sex talk. For any of it's ills, the

film has a right to be shown. And PBS had

a responsibility to show it. Maybe Seven-

teen will get a second chance.

other Voice pkoto bjr

A student sits amidst the art on exhibit at the Hampden Gallery.
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Busboys challenge pop market
By DAVID CHEVAN

One nice thing about this area is that

several local clubs, aware of the available

college crowds, take occasional risks and

book up-and-coming national acts. This

semester, L.A.'s Busboys graced the valley

with a high energy show that left the crowd

begging for more. One thing is clear, for a

band which initially appeared upon the

scene as a gimmick, this group is to be

taken seriously.

The Busboys first appeared upon the

scene a couple of years ago with their debut

album, Mimmum Wage Rock and KoU.

Although it received some airplay, the

album never took off and that was the last I

expected to hear of the band. Their disap-

pearance was a disappointment, for they

appeared to be a high class novelty act with

a very clever gimmick. . . the Busboys play

white-format music, but are black. This

semester's performance reve£iled that they

have not abandoned the gimmick, but have

instead expanded their material beyond a

black vs. white vision to include economic

theory (the welfare state) and also several

numbers with heavy political overtones.

''When you travel

across the country in

a little bus, it's great

to hear people clap-

ping for you. .

>f
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This is not to say the band isn't fun,

because they had the predominantly white

crowd dancing and moving through every

song of the night. "When you travel across

the country in a little bus, its great to hear

people clapping for you like this," and

that's exactly how singer/keyboard player

Brian O'Neal thanked the audience

The Busboys are Brian O'Neal, piano.

michael Jones, synthesizer; Victor

Johnson, guitar; Kevin O'Neal, bass; Steve

Felix, drums; and Gus Loundermon, who

"sings and dances around." Other than

Steve Felix, all the Busboys share in the

singing duties, creating some very pretty

five-part harmonies. Before and after the

show I spoke with Kevin and Brian O'Neal,

they gave me a small picture of the band,

its direction and goals. One thing I was

quickly impressed with was the clarity aiid

intelligence behind each idea put forth by

the band.

After a short discussion during which

Brian lambasted the Nail's sound system

and sound crew, we got down to the real

meat of the interview. Brian and Kevin are

both extremely aware of their position as

black musicians in a predominately white

market. The band satirizes the stereotyped

white image of black musicians without

completely insulting the audience. "We're

not just poking fun at whites for the

stereotype, but also blacks for the need to

face up to humorous realities." Brian felt

the image of the band is one that will instill

in its audience a sense of pride and ap-

preciation for the black contribution to

American music. Kevin noted that this ap-

preciation amongst blacks is starting to in-

crease. When the band first became the

Busboys, the audiences were almost com-

pletely white. But lately the racial mix is in-

creasing.

The Busboys are touring to promote

their new album, American Workers, and

will soon be joining Linda Ronstadt during

her upcoming North American tour. Other

upcoming projects for the band include a

recently released Budweiser commercial,

an appearance on Saturday Night Live

sometime in December and a spot in the

new movie starring Nick Nolte and Eddie

Murphy, 48 Hours. Brian also gave a Col-

legian exclusive; in coordination with the

movie Jt8 Hours, Arista plans to release a

dance LP which will have "American

Workers and a new song, "Don't You
Know," on it. All this adds up to a great

deal of self-promotion by the band. "We do

get some support from Arista, but we're

currently operating at a loss," laughed

Brian, "but you know the whole American

thing is how you operate at a loss and do it

with sytle." It seemed a bit obvious to me
that Arista was giving the band little sup-

port at all, but Kevin was quick to defend

the company. "Arista is in a funny position;

they're working with a totally new product

for which there currently exists no

developed market. Radio stations are un-

sure how to place us into their format, so

we will have to hammer a place for us in thje

market on our own."
It looks as though the Busboys do have a

challenge ahead of them. For all the talk of

interacial harmony in the recording in-

dustry, racism still crops up now and again.

As a black band playing white music, the

Busboys may help to redefine how we
categorize the sounds we listen to. Mean-
while, the group faces a huge color

obstacle, their music is as good as any
other on the market today, and anyone who
saw the show Saturday night will agree

that they put on a real high class perfor-

mance. The band agrees that developing

their market will take time, but they plan

to keep pushing. As Brian put it, "It may
not happen with our current album, but

maybe by our third or fourth LP I'll be able

to sit back for a minute and finally say, I

have made it."

Copeland's modern blues revival
By PHILLIP PLANTE
CHARLIE SENNOTT and .

BEN TERRALL

In his own original way Johnny Copeland

is fast becoming one of today's major con-

temporary bluesmen. Though left behind in

the blues revival of the sixties, Copeland is

emerging as a representative of a newer

breed of bluesmen.

Born in Homer, Louisiana, Copeland's

family later moved to Houston, Texas, where

he fell under the influence of T-Bone Walker;

one of the greatest Texas Bluesmen and one

of the first to use electric guitar. In Houston,

Copeland earned rent as a prize-fighter while

playing the bar circuit in his spare time.

In recent times Cofjeland has become a

major Texas bluesman winning the John C.

Handy blues musician award and cutting two

well-received albums, Copeland Special,

(featuring Arthur Blythe on alto sax) and

Home is Where I put my Hat. Copeland has

also recently returned from a 10 nation tour

of Africa.

Johnny Copeland: "When you're happy

doing something and you're doing a good

job and you're happy doing it, you're just go-

ing to keep coming at 'm till they do accept

it. There's been a change of attitude, and the

music has gone through changes. One time

people like this, and then they like that, but

essentially the music never changes, just

what they call it. The roots of it have always

been the blues.

Other Voice: "What specifically would you

attribute the blues' most recent popularity

to? Today it seems in this area at least, that

more and more f)eople are going to blues

concerts, and I would assume buying blues

records also. Have you noticed this and if

you have, what do you think is causing it?

J.C: "Right now there's no fad that the

people can turn to, so they have to go back

to the roots. It ain't hip to be disco anymore

so there's nothing really to grab, so people

go back to the roots of the music, blues and

jazz. That's all I think happened."

O.V.: "We feel sometimes that we've

almost come to the music backwards. We've
growTi up listening to the Rolling Stones and

Eric Clapton. As it happened, it seems that

somebody just happened to have a

Lightenin' Hopkins album or something like

that which found it's way to our record col-

lections and now we're finding that a good

percentage of the albums we're buying are

blues albums. What do you think of this?"

J.C: "What happened is that one time

this country hadn't changed to the point

where people were listening to a lot of blues

and black music in general. Through the

presence of Elvis Presley and that group of

people they began to move the music over to

the white audience. Then the whites started

listening to the music, but they still didn't get

to the blues 'till Jimmy Reed came along.

About this time the kids started researching

the blues and then they started coming up

with all the other blues singers that had been

doing the blues but nobody had ever really

heard of them, though they've been recor-

ding for years and years. It's only because

your fathers and grandfathers didn't pay the

music as much attention at the time it was
coming through. It was always there and it

had it's little audience but not a big one.''

O.V.: "How did your African audiences

receive your music?"

J.C: "We've been very well received in all

the African countries we've played in. Some
of the reports have come back in and I've

read enough of them to know thil we've

been suc<t'ssful. A- lar a. ...jk'sh » s go, we
saw a lot of young j)eople at our shows and a

lot of dignitaries and musicians came to see

us.

(Other Voice photo by Drew 0|ncr)

O.V.: "Did you play with African musi-

cians?"

J.C: Oh yeah, we had a few jam sessions.

We all had a good time playing together but

nobody knew what to call it. It was a lot of

ftin."

O.V.: "Though blues, for whatever
reason, was ignored for a long time, it seems
to have a kind of survivability and universal

popularity whether it's in the suburbs of

America or in Africa. Do you think the blues

is universal in this way or is it a uniquely afro-

american experience?"

J.C: "The blues is a universal feeling for

the simple reason that any time you got to

deal with another person in trying to get

yourselves to match up to the same thing. .

.

it could be with your woman. . . your blues

might come another way hut you got the

blues. You know whenever you see so-

meone with a suitcase he's got to carry
around all day long and every morning he's

walking up into his office, he might have the
blues 'cause his role at home might be
something like, 'Yes dear, yes dear' (hearty

laughter). The conditions don't necessarily

have to be bad. The blues can go either

way."

Backstage with the king of blues
By CHARLIE SENNOTT
BEN TERRALL and PHILLIP PLANTE

John Lee Hooker is one of the few re-

maining bluesmen from the immensely

powerful and influential musical tradition

of the Mississippi Delta. Born in Clarksdale

Mississippi in 1917, Hooker became part of

the northern migration of thousands of

black people away from the racial and

economic oppression of the South. The

Delta tradition is the major basis for con-

temporary blues, and therefore has in-

fluenced almost all popular American

music, from the power and integrity of Jimi

Hendrix and Jeff Beck to the languid whin-

ing of Billy Joel and John Denver.

On October 16 we had the honor to speak

with John Lee Hooker. In the interview,

Mr. Hooker talks about his life as a blues

musician in the 1980's, his influences grow-

ing up in the Delta, and his problems with

the recording industry.

Other Voice: I'd like to ask you about

some influences you had when you were

growing up, about meeting Charlie Patton

and. . .

John Lee Hooker: I didn't meet Charlie

changed names and did it for'm.

O.V.: How did you feel about that. . .

changing your name to play for other

labels?

J.L.H: Felt all right. . . didn't bother me,

playin' for good money. I'd do it for

anybody. Then I got on VeeJay, then on

ABC for about 8 or 10 years. . . quite a

while on each label. The last label I've been

on ever since was Tomato. That was a live

album called Train. From that time up till

now I've been tryin' to do some stuff on my
own. I have an album that's been recorded,

pressed, everything ready to go. We've

been trying to release something from the

record company. . . we want to control the

record ourselves — not the record com-

pany, (pause) I am not going to sign with

another record company. When I was

young I didn't know nothin' about the

record business — there's a lot of cut-

throats. And now I'm in a position where I

don't have to do nothin'. I got money. I got

a way to play a winning game. I got all the

stuff. I can lease it out and we control the

master! So we know what they do, if they

don't do it right w6 snateh'm off the pro-

mo. We got lots of offers but so far we

Patton.

O.V.: Were they around then?

J.L.H.: They were around but I didn't

see'm. I got my stuff from my stepfather

when I was eleven or twelve years old. I

knew about all these people you're talking

about, Charlie Patton and Blind Lemon
Jefferson.

O.V.: Were they influencing you?

J.L.H.: I heard their music. My influence

comes from my stepfather William Moore.

I heard Charlie Patton's music on records

but I never was able to meet him.

O.V.: Did you go to Dettoit after

Mississippi?

J.L.H.: Went to Cincinatti, lived there

about three years.

O.V.: Who were you playing with when

you were in Cincinatti and Detroit?

J.L.H: Cincinatti, wasn't playing

anywhere. Just workin' in jobs. Messin'

round with the guitar whenever I could.

Then I went to Detroit when I was about

eighteen, nineteen and I was playin'

around at different little places. . . in duos,

combos. . . I was playin' in bars, small com-

bos. . . workin' in factories. . . wherever I

could get work. Work was real plentiful

then - during the war (WWII) jobs

weren't a problem to get. Then I met

Elmer Barber. He had a little label called

Sensation records and I started recording

w'him. I had this big hit called Boogie

Chillun - a big hit. His label (Sensation

Records) was so small he couldn't handle it.

So then he transferred me over to Modern,

that's a big label.

O.V.: When did you start playing for

Chess?

J.L.H.: Hold on, I'm, tryin' to tell you.

Modern, they had nationwide distribution.

1 stayed with him for a long long time. I

never did sign with Chess, never will sign

with that label. But I did some stuff with

them on the side. I never was an exclusive

with that label. . . I was a hot blues singer.

A lot of labels asked me to do things and I

haven't got the offers we've really wanted

so. . . we're just playin' the winning game.

O.V.: Have you thought about doing

anything with Aligator Records of Blues

organizations such as Blues Heaven?

J.L.H.: They're small labels. They don't

got the distribution. They get a lot of peo-

ple started out.

O.V.; What do you have to say about

you're audiences comparing your au-

diences now to the way they were in

Detroit?

J.L.H.: The audiences are really good.

They're better than they were in past

years. There weren't many people into the

blues in years gone by, now everybody's in-

to'm; young, old, everybody.

Drinks are being poured. We are back

stage with members of John Lee Hooker's

back up band. The Coast to Coast Blues

Band: Deacon Jones, organist; Steve

Ehrman, bass player; and Mike Osborne,

guitarist.

Deacon: The band that drinks together

stays together.

O.V.: What other musicians have you

guys played with?

Mike: I've played with Robben Ford.

Steve: I \ise6 to play with Charlie

Musselwhite's band. We cut an album

which is on Cherry Red Label, I believe.

Yeah, playing with Charlie was a real good

experience. I also played with Lightning

Hopkins. Albert Collins and Big Walter

Horton. It's been so long I forget, I played

with a lot of folks though.

O.V.: What was Lightning like?

Steve: He was absolutely the meanest

old man I ever met. He had the worst

disposition of anybody I ever saw in my

whole life. One time we were ['laying and

he had a thing about flash cameras, you

know. He thought anybody who took his

picture or got his autograph was im-

mediately going to sell it, and make money

off him. One time he stopped in the middle

of a show and said, "I love ya, but I don't

(Other Voire photo* b> Drew ORitT)

like your face." He made the guy give up

his camera, and he did that on a number of

occasions. That stemmed from his past

when he was getting burned by recording

companies. They would cut a number, say

they weren't gonna use it, and then years

later it would show up on a bootleg. Lightn-

ing, like John, got burned a lot. He was real

mistrustful but not without reason.

O.V.: Are people still getting burned by

record companies?

Steve: Oh yeah, it's still going on. The
whole record business is an inside joke

among musicians. It is completely seperate

from the music. There is music, and there

is the music business, and often the two

don't have anything to do with each other,

(pause. . . )

O.V.: Deacon, you used to play with

Freddie King, right?

Deacon: Yeah. He died in 1974. Three

days before Christmas. He died of a blood

clot. He used to drink a lot of gin.

Steve: Exactly what you're drinkin' now

ain't it. Deacon?
(laughter)

O.V.: All right, we traced some of your

backgrounds, let's talk about John Lee

Hooker.

Steve: What can you say about the man?

Like Deacon said, he's a legend. 1 hope I

can do half of what he's doing at that age.

Deacon: The man has got incredible

energy. I mean, most people his age can't

do anything. He's 65. . .

Steve: That's medicaid age.

Deacon: With the Hook it ain't the age,

it's the stage.

Steve: Amen.
Deacon: He runs around like a 45 year

old.

Steve: Often like a 25 year old.

(laughter). You know the thing that amazes

me the most about the Hook and his music

is that it cuts through any age classifica-

tion. You can't pidgeon-hole him. There

were young people out there tonight that

couldn't have been more than 18 and they

were digging it just as much as the people

•vho were 50 or 60 years old where we
ayed last night. It (blues) goes right to the

! eart of the matter. 1 guess it must just

strike a nerve that never dies.

Mike: The audience seemed awful young

to me tonight.

Deacon: The hip thing about tonight is

that it only cost $3.

Steve: Yeah, the prices some places

charge cuts a lot of our audience. I mean,

some places are charging 6, 8, even 12

dollars a pop. That's a lot of dough.

Deacon: Blues people ain't got that kind

of money.'

Steve: Those kinds of prices will give jx,o-

ple the blues.

Deacon: This was one of the hippest con-

certs we've played in a long time. By charg-

ing $3 you were able to fill the hall and peo-

ple had room to dance. This way people

beat Reagonomics and they still have some

money left to get a buzz hiefore the show.
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Record industry plays it safe
Independent companies forced to take up slack

By PHILLIP PLANTE

A revolution of economics and attitudes is slowly chang-

ing the music industry.

Since the first signs of decay in the industry have ap-

peared, subtle currents of change have begun to surface.

With the proliferation of shlocky, uninspired mass-market

music promoted by overgrown record companies, new
music has had to find alternative ways of getting to the

public.

Next to air traffic controllers, Dennis Centofranchi may
have one of the most difficult jobs going these days. As a

buyer for Record Town, a local record store chain, Cen-

tofranchi must determine what the record buying public is

thinking. "A week is a long time in this business. A week
could make the difference in making or breaking a

record," he said. Thou^ Centofranchi consults daily radio

play, an itemized computer list of the entire Record Town
inventory, as well as the i>op charts in Billboard magazine,

he finds himself relying increasingly on his own judge-

ment.

duced at a profit."

There was a time when the captains of the record in-

dustry were riding high. An affluent music-hungry public

bou^t records almost as soon as they hit the shelves.

When a new Beatles album came out everybody bought it.

Rolling Stones, the Beatles, the Who, the BeeGees, and
the Kinks made up the mainstay of record company pro-

fits. After two decades of spiraling growth, sales of

records began to fall in 1979. This year, industry profits

are expected to drop by as much as 25 percent, causing

panic among the major labels. "They don't know what's

going on," says WUey Smith, proprietor of For the

Record, in downtown Amherst. "There have been massive

firings," he says. "The big record comapnies are spoiled

by multi-platinum records and have gotten used to throw-*

ing a lot of money around. I can remember when our store

was invited to a few large company promotional parties;

It's amazing the way money was thrown around '.ike that.

It had nothing to do with music."

'••.•.•-•.•-••.•.• »•••••. '»»»-•

''For what it costs to produce
and promote one highly paid,

well-known artist, five
previously unknown bands
could be produced at a
.profit/'

>.•.•.•.•-•.•••.•.•.•.•." >.•.•.•-•.•.•.• •.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•-•.•.<

Kenny Reid of Main Street Records in Nor-
thampton.

"A college degree would be of no use to anyone doing

my job," he said. "We have to know how to take chances

sometimes. Take Quarter-Flash for instance. We sat

around and listened to it and going by our own judgement
we thought it had potential. We ordered it and it sold."

Centofranchi, like other record store owners and recor-

ding executives, is learning how the exposing of new
bands can earrj money. "There's a lot of money to be made
out there," he says. "Sometimes a little risk and my own
judgement can make some money. Record companies are

always trying to sign a big artist at a big expense. For
what it costs to produce and promote one highly paid, well-

known artist, five previously unknown bands could be pro-

Though large labels like Atlantic, Elektra, Asylum (all

subsidaries of Warner Communications), Sire, and Colum-
bia can blame the recession, video games, and home-
taping for some of their woes, bad deals and bad planning

have hurt too. Still intoxicated by their former successes

and dreaming of glory days past, record company ex-

ecutives have swung wildy, hoping for a quick fix to boost

sagging record sales. Pop-country star Kenny Rogers was
recently signed to a major label for 5 million dollars in ex-

change for the rights to his next five albums. This means
Rogers will have to go platinum (a million copies sold) on
his next three albums for the company to at least break
even financially. Kenny's latest, as might be expected

from today's inconsistent, money-tight record public, is

not selling very well.

Caution with consumers has also led to caution among
record executives. Oftentimes an aw^countant's judgement
is preferred over any subjective judgement or personal

taste. The "science" of marketing is the source of many
decisions made in todays recording industry. According to

an article in the April 10 issue of Newsweek, Geffen

Records recently produced a new Sammy Hagar single by
testing different album cuts with a "focus group" and
then releasing the statistical favorite.

"The major labels are never going to recover to what
they used to be," says Al Trettier, best known by the

records he sells in front of the Post Office in downtown
Amherst. "The record companies are hurting for high

volume records and that market may never be what it

was." Trettier, who also owns a partnership in the

Dynamite Record Store in Northampton, has begun to

take advantage of the home-taping of records. "We rent

records for two dollars for forty-eight hours. If someone
borrows a record and wants to keep it after hearing it, the

rental price is subtracted from the original price." Tret-

tier asserts that record rentals (contrary to industry

claims) benefit and encourage new music. "It's good
because more people are exposed to more music," he says.

"People will tape what they won't buy."

In an attempt to minimize losses from record sales, the

Al Trettier of Dyn-0-Mite Records in Nor-
thampton.

major corporations which control most major record com-
panies have begun to diversify. Record companies and
record store chains have become "entertainment corpora-

tions", offering records, video disks and cassettes as well

as television video game products. The Warner Corpora-

tion (which owns Warner Records) has purchased the

Atari video game corporation and is involved with other

corporate diversification programs which hurt the music
industry.

Leon C. Harstone, chief executive officer of the Integri-

ty Entertainment Corporation, which controls the second

largest record chain in the country said in the November
'81 edition of Business Week, "We have to put our person-

nel and floor space to better use than records, which is a
fairly old industry."

''Small labels simply do not

have the ability to reach the

same number of people. .
/'

•!<•: :.:•:•:.!.:.!.!.!•:.!.:.!.:.!.!. >.•••.•.•.•.•.•..•.•.> > . • * . . • t

W^at the large record companies, with all their cor-

porate baggage, have failed to provide to the public, small

labels have tried to pick up. "When you run a company
that big you have to insulate yourself," says Duncan
Brown, a manager of Rounder Records, a distributor of

small labels. "Independent labels have become more viable

as the large lables go "MOR" (middle of the road). Besides
adding to the diversity of music in the marketplace, small
labels actively support classic music forms with limited

mass-market appeal.

"You don't do what we do to make money. You do it

because you love the music," says Brown. Rounder-
distributed labels like Flying Fish and Alligator Records
develop a social asp)ect to the record industry which goes
beyond a business-type relationship. Besides producing
emerging blues artists who may not otherwise get ex-

posure. Alligator has actively worked with musicians
themselves to aid some of their economic problems.
Extending beyond any traditional definition of business

procedure is the highly successful (and slightly avante
garde) Rough Trade Records. Starting out as a small
English firm handling less accessable punk-art bands like

Joy Division, Rough Trade has taken root in America.
"We changed the way record companies deal with artists,

says "Steve" of Rough Trade. "We don't explbit them.
We respect people who are creating interesting music and
we respect the record buying piy[>lic. All employees at
Rough Trade arre paid the same salary and all have equal
say as to whether artists get produced or not. We've got a
basic system — it's called democracy," he says. "Rough
Trade is an integral part of my life. It replaces going to
bars at night to a certain extent."

As a manager at Rough Trade, Steve has no illusions

about the role of small labels in the marketplace. "Some
people think that independent labels are going to solve the
problems of the record industry. It all goes back to when
every label was a small label. To stay close to the music
you have to stay small, and small labels simply do not have
the ability to distribute and reach the same number of peo-'
pie as large labels. Small labels cannot grow without
changing the way they do business," he said.

In Brazil, writers feel oppression
How to fight 18 years of military rule?

Brazil's writers protest from behind

literary disguise.
By ROGER ATWOOD

A Brazilian peasant named Fabiano was standing in the

village square when a policeman shoved him to one side

and barked "Get going!"

In a matter of minutes, the town's police force had sur-

rounded Fabiano, beat him with the flat of a ^^ife, and

carted him off to jail.

"Down you go, fellow!" said the corporal as he threw

Fabiano into the dark cell.

Fabiano's offenSe? He had wiUked away from a card

game without paying what he owed.

Fabiano is the main character in Graciliano Ramos' 1938

novel Barren Lixm. Many modern Brazilians have suf-

fered Fabiano's fate but for a very different reason - they

wrote politically "loaded" novels. Since the military

takeover in 1964, Brazil's writers have endured im-

prisonments, torture, and exile stemming from the

political nature of their work. Repression has eased

somewhat in the last few years, but the constant threat of

police harrassment still faces Brazil's most original - and

controversial — writers.

• In 1977, novelist Renato Tapajos wrote memoirs of his

days as an urban guerrilla, entitled In Camara Lenta. The

book included detailed descriptions of Tapajot's ex-

periences with prison torturers. For this, In Camara Len

ta was promptly banned, and Tapajos jailed and tortured.

• Vladimir Herzog, a Sao Paulo journalist, was arrested

in 1975 for disseminating supposedly anti-government in-

formation. He was tortured to death. Herzog's wife sued

the government, and after three years of litigation finally

won an admission of guilt. The government had previously

declared Herzog's death a suicide.

• In the early 1970's, Jose Lozeiro wrote his true-to-life

novel, Aracelli. My Lave, about a small-town girl who is

murdered by a gang of youths. This seemingly non-

political novel was immediately banned. Why? Lozeiro's

reportage implicated members of wealthy and influential

families with high posts in the government. Though the

Brazilian courts later used Lozeiro's book in connection

with hearings over the murder, Aracelli remained un-

drground.

"Freedom in the arts is a stiff battle in Brazil." said

Daphne Patai, a Portuguese professor at UMass and an

expert on Brazilian literature. "Up until the mid-1970s

many writers simply could not publish anything with

political implications. Or they spent their time in jail."

To get past censors and still reach the public with their

dissident message, Brazilian writers often have had to

disguise the political nature of their work. Some of these

masks have been highly innovative and at times bizarre.

Patai recalls one novelist who used animal characters to

satirize the Brazilian dictatorship, Animal Farm-style.

The novel cleared the censors, yet the political resonances

were unmistakeable.

Other dissident writers like Ivan Angelo, have turned to

a kind of docu-novel form. Angelo based his novel. Th£

Celebration, on historical fact, but masked those facts with

.

satire. Only in this way could Angelo get his novel past the

censors.

The Celebration was translated by Thomas Colchie. the

literary agent for Angelo and over a dozen other Brazilian

authors.

"In this book," said Colchie. "Angelo could write about

the sort of political things that couldn't be written about

overtly, but had the escape that their works were fiction."

Colchie also translated Marcio Souza's The Emperor of

the Amazon, a novel about a turn-of-the-century adven-

turer who journeys to the Amazon jungle and finds

himself commanding a revolution. This novel, too, cleverly

steeps its political intent in satire.

""The book had a lot of deep references to contemporary

political realities," said Colchie, "which most American

critics didn't pay any attention to."

"These writers have had to search for disguises," said

Patia. "and turn away from overt description or literally

risk their necks."

Patai remembers one Brazilian author, Carlow Heitor

Cony, who in the mid-1960's attracted attention with a

novel called Pessach: A Travessia. The novel centers on a

young writer who, according to Patai. "gradually came to

grips with his personal, artistic responsibility to his work

in the face of repression."

Somehow, the novel cleared the censors. But Heitor

Cony was nonetheless later jailed for his writing. Since his

improsonment, his style has shifted radically.

As Patai said, "Last I heard, he was writing these

trashy, sexploitation kind of novels, one of which I had thf

misfortune of reading. It was all about passion and sex i.

Brazil. I could hardly believe it was the same writer."

"One can only theorize about the effect of impris(,

ment. But before he was jailed he looked like a serious

literary talent. And now he's publishing so much junk,

which certainly doesn't make any political waves even if

you dislike it for other reasons."

Harsh as the repression may be. conditions have certain-

ly improved since the "dark days" of the mid-1970s. Most

political prisoners have been granted amnesty (an amnes-

ty which extends also to their torturers), while political ex-

iles have been allowed to return. Press censorship official-

ly ended in 1978, though, as Colchie says, the government

"keeps their eye" on writers and journalists.

"There are a lot of things you can say now that you

couldn't say in the early '70s," said Joan Dassin, a Ford-

ham University professor who has written extensively on

the Brazilian press and politics. "1978 was a turning point,

and with it came a tremendous output of political fiction

and memoirs of the repression." said Dassin.

As Dassin sees it, several factors have combined to force

the abestura, or "opening." Economics put pressure on

the generals, as Brazil's inflation rate hit 1 10% and as the

loiig-awaited economic "miracle" collapsed in the eariy

'70s. With the financial crises, the military seems to have

lost a central pillar of its support - the middle class. Final-

ly, persistent pressure from opposition groups and divi-

sions within the army itself further reduced its power and

credibility.

Last month. Brazilians voted in their country's first free

elections in 17 years. Allegations of minor fraud persist,

particularly in the hinterlands. But opposition parties

made significant gains in several of the most important

states. In Rio de Janeiro, a one-time exile and brother-in-

law of the deposed leftist president Joao (loulart. was

elected governor. The most populous and industrialized

state of all, Sao Paulo, is also now governed by the opposi-

tion.

But elections and "abestura" alone do not spell the end

for repression in Brazil. Hard-line groups in the military

still press for a crack-down. Amnesty International's 1982

report cites a "growing number of prosecutions of

civilians by military courts" that regard "freedom of ex-

pression and association. . .as threats to national

security." Several journalists have been charged with "in-

fringing the press laws for writing articles criticizing

military and government agencies." At present, there are

about 20 prisoners of conscience in Brazil.

"The censors are still around, no doubt," said Dassin,

"and there is still no democracy on the lines that we know

it."

In fact, democracy has taken a beatmg for neariy a

generation in Brazil. One can only guess at the impact of

the military rule on Brazil's maturing writers who grew

up under military rule. Perhaps the years of political

sterility will leave them passive, unexpressive, and

apolitical. Or. as Dassin says it more likely, "they will be

excruciatingly political. We will soon see."

For now. the impact of 18 years of repression is clear —
a heavy political stamp to Brazil's literature.

"When people like Tapajos or Souza write on political

subjects, it's not because they have an ideological axe to

grind," said Colchie, "nor is it socialist realism. Politics is

a fundamental aspect of reality in Brazil, as it is in Eastern

Europe or South Africa. And any author who explores

contemporary Brazilian life has U) respect its political ele-

ment."

f'Special thanks to all those who offered their help to the arts page this
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SGA runs bond ad
By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association wants to find out

who holds the bonds on University of Massachusetts

buildings so that it can clear up alleged violations of bond

trust agreements.

Because the Student Government Association has been

unable to get the names of the bondholders through other

means. Student Government Association President Jim

Murphy has been granted $320 to run an advertisement in

Bond Buyer magazine to encourage the bondholders to

contact the Student Government Association.

"You may be entitled, under certain circumstances, to an

early redemption of your bonds," the ad states. The ad also

lists Murphy's name, office address and phone number.

The Student Government Association is not mentioned.

"It*s apparent people at the University aren't moving to

address some of the problems we've brought out." Murphy

said. "So we're trying to get in touch with some of the

bondholders, to have another set of ears."

The First National Bank of Boston, trustee for the

UMass Building Authority bonds, refused to provide a list

of names, citing confidentiality. Murphy said he believed

the names are public information, but that a challenge

could take years.

Murphy has recently charged that the University and

the Building Authority have been in violation of trust

agreements because excess bonds totalling $1.6 million

were not repaid and because $3 million in allegedly illegal

loans were made over 12 years and then eliminated last

summer by a. changeover in accounting systems, which

Murphy also claims is illegal.

"I wish I could've handled this in-house," said Murphy,

who said he has made his concern public and has sent a

report to UMass President David C. Knapp.

Knapp declined to speak with the Collegian and has

made no comment despite four weeks of Collegian

inquiries.

The Undergraduate Student Senate Finance Committee

allocated $320 for the ad two weeks ago. Murphy said that

following approval of the ad by legal counsel, it was sent

last Friday to appear today.

If the charges Murphy has made are true, the UMass

Building Authority might be required to repurchase some

of the outstanding bonds, which were issued at tax exempt

interest rates of three to seven percent. Because current

interest rates are higher, many bondholders can be ex-

pected to prefer immediate repayment of their bonds.

The UMass Building Authority issued almost $80 million

worth of bonds in the 1960s and 1970s. Any repayment

would be made from the $1.6 million in excess construction

funds now being held by the UMass Building Authority.

Prince Housesummer residents

win appeal; will receive rebates
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The one hundred and fifteen students who lived in

Prince House last summer and endured the noise, dirt and

other inconveniences due to bathroom renovations will

receive about $200 per person for their suffering from the

University of Massachusetts amounting to approximately

$20,000.

Trying to give the students as fair a settlement as

possible, the Residential Appeals Committee has awarded

them 70 percent of the room fees for the first summer
session and $10.00 a piece for the lack of hot water in

Prince House from June 21 to June 24th.

"I am estatic about the results and happy that we have

been able to resolve the issue. We have made them ac-

countable for their actions," Betty Fleishel-Lewis, a

residentof Prince, said.

Executive Director of Housing Services Joseph Zannini

acknowledged and accepted the committee's decision

saying. "We are sorry the whole problem happened and if

we had to do it again we wouldn't have done it the same

way."
"We tried to house the students in Prince House and

expand the bathrooms to accomodate the handicapped at

the same time and it didn't work out. Our staff has

recognized that students suffered an inconvenience and we
are using the committee's decision to rectify the situation,"

he said.

The committee's decision could create changes in the

new Residence Hall Contract that the Residence Com
mittee is in the process of drafting. 'Hopefully a crucial

paragraph involving two specific issues will be entered into

the housing contract that will protect students in the

future. One, that students are adequately notified ahead of

time about any renovations to a residence hall of any

magnitude, and two. any time there is a disruption of

services for more than eight hours, students receive $2.50

a day." Fleishel-Lewis said.

"It has always been our intent to give students adequate

notice of renovations going on in dorms," said John Fin-

dley. assistant director of Housing Services. "No one really

understood ' what the impact of renovations to Prince

House might have on the students," he said.

In addition to granting the students money, the com-

mittee has sent a letter to Vice-Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis Madson urging and recommending that

similar renovations involving drilling and demolition of

walls and ceilings not be undertaken while students are

living in residence halls. The letter to Madson signed by all

the members of the committee said, "The experience of the

Prince House residents leads us to conclude that a more

prudent practice would be to plan for removal of a student

population from the locus of renovation."

Lewis added that the students of Prince have been able

to set an important precedent. "It will mean that students

as tenants will be protected and will not suffer as we did,"

she said.

UMass heads boo union merger attempt
By KEVIN BOWE
Collegian Staff

In a move that has generated fierce opposition from

administration and employees at the University of

Massachusetts, the state Board of Regents will attempt

to consolidate labor unions that represent most service

and maintenance employees at the state's 27 public col-

leges and universities.

The Regents will petition the Massachusetts Labor

Relations Commission to consolidate the 16 unions that

represent approxinnately 4500 employees into "three or

four" bargaining units during the month of January, said

Vice-Chancellor and Director of Employees Relations for

the Regents, Jay LaPorte, yesterday.

"There are people that have similar job descriptions on

the different campuses and are working under different

contracts making more or less money and different

benefits," LaPorte said.

"This makes no sense when you have the same

employer," he said.

Robert Quinn, chairman of the UMass Board of

Trustees disagreed.

"The consolidation of classified units is at best unwise,

at worst unworkable and will afford neither efficiency,

nor advantage to the management position in Higher

Education," wrote Quinn in a letter to James R. Martin,

Chairman of the Board of Regents, dated Dec. 13.

Qiiinn wrote that the collective bargaining agreements

reached in the past between UMass and the unions have

been beneficial to the state and there is no reason for the

consolidations.

Brian Walker, president of the Local 1776 AFSMCE
union expressed vehement opposition.

"Reorganization will destroy the local union as we
knew it. We're fighting this with any tools available,"

Walker said.

Bruce Laurie, president of the UMass faculty union

which is not affected by the consolidation move, expi ess-

ed opposition to the plan.

"It is a movement...inspired by bureaucratic conve-

nience," Laurie said.

Beth LaPorte and Norman Zalkind, chairman of the

Regent's subcommittee on Personal and Collective

Bargaining defend the move.

The present collective bargaining system is "ineffi-

cient, ineffective and has no uniformity," LaPorte said.

"I certainly feel there are a number of inequalities that

have to be addressed," 2Lalkind said.

If there is a consolidation it would be for the conve-

nience of the collective bargaining process, he said.

"In their own interest (the Regents) it makes perfect

management sense (to consolidate the unions). The pro-

blem is the delay of bargaining. All this is going to take

time... (it will) mean delay in pay increases. It's going to

be warying on the classified employees," Robert Sherry,

labor expert from the UMass Labor Relations an

Research Center...

House passes financial aid bill

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

A bill delaying the implementation of the Bottle Bill

and tiiming over approximately $10-$25 million in

unclaimed bottle deposits to the state treasury passed

the State House of Representatives late last night. The

extra funds have been earmarked for state student aid.

Stan Rosenberg, administrative aide to Sen. John

Olver. D-Amherst who initiated the measure, said the bill

"creates a revenue stream for financial aid. Prior to this,

financial aid came out of the general fund. It's a boost not

only in dollars, but in the importance of financial aid."

Doug Phelps, executive director of MASSPIRG, pro-

ponents of the measure, said the bill had two good ef-

fects: "It will take back what would have been a windfall

for the bottle companies and is positive for the students."

The House approval, accompanied by a Senate ap-

proval Dec. 6, sets the bill up for routine approval by both

legislative branches after which the bill will travel to the

governor's office.

The bottle bill for soft-drink distributors will be delayed

until March 31.

Another Olver-initiated bill, Senate No. 2099, will be

up for Senate approval soon, according to Rosenberg.

This measure will increase the present amount of aid of

$19 million to $44 million, a plus of $25 million.

Opponents of this bill had said its major flaw was that

no source of income had been specified, but since last

:s%::%::W:::%¥:%¥:¥S^

The bill ''creates a revenue

stream for financial aid. Prior to

this, financial aid came out of the

general fund. It's a boost not only in

dollars, but in the importance of

financial aid.

"
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night's approval of the use of unclaimed five and ten cent

deposits for state student aid, the $25 million has found a

source.

The action last night ends a long series of bills and pro-

posals to generate money for financial aid. In March,

several prominent legislators, Olver included, co-

sponsored a bill to come up with $29 million in student

aid by increasing a tax on cigarettes. This bill however,

was stalled in the House Ways and Means Committee for

eight months and not passed.
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World and national news
Reagan willing

to freeze funds

for MX missile
WASHINGTON (AP) - Fighting to salvage the MX

missile. President Reagan said yesterday he would be

willing to freeze the weapon's production money until he

sends Congress a new package of alternate basing plans

from which it could pick and choose.

Reagan's action, described as a compromise with

Republicans and Democrats in the Senate, signaled his

wUUngness to rethink the so-caUed dense pack basmg

system he unveiled just three weeks ago.

The compromise was aimed at preventing a repeat of the

crushing defeat — by a 69-vote margin — the MX suffered

in the House last week.

It was far from certain, however, that the strategy

would work.

Speaker Thomas P. O'NeUl, asked whether the House

would accept the plan, said, "I doubt it at the present time.

There'd have to be a change in the feeling out there."

Rep. Jack Edwards, R-Ala., leader of House supporters

of the MX, agreed. "It would be very hard. The House has

spoken rather loudly, I think."

Reagan to tackle

social security
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan declareo

yesterday he is "not scared" to tackle Social Security's

financial problems, but he's still leaving it to a national

commission to pave the way. With that, a key Republican

member of the panel demanded "some leadership from the

White House" before the retirement system plunges over

the brink.

The National Commission on Social Security Reform

already had served notice it won't be able to shape

bipartisan recommendations unless Reagan and House

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill. D-Mass.. step into the fray.

The commission faces a Friday deadline for its report.

But Reagan held his ground yesterday, saying it should

be up to the 15 member commission, including "experts in

the field of actuarial statistics and insurance and pension

plans" to develop their own proposals. He insisted,

however, that "We're not scared to touch the issue."

O'Neill, for his part, said Monday he saw little prospect

for teaming up with Reagan now on the issue. But he added

"I'll be glad to go over" to the White House should Reagan

caU.

Some of the stiffest criticism of Reagan's reluctance

came from fellow Republicans. Sen. John Heinz. R-Pa.. a

member of the commission, noted pointedly that "It is a

presidentially created commission — the intiative was the

president's."

Heart recipient Qark
rushed to surgery again
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - Barney Clark was rushed

back into surgery yesterday after his blood pressure

plunged because of a broken valve in his artificial heart.

Doctors replaced the entire left half of the polyurethane

device in a four hour operation.

"He's a very, very sick man who's gone through multiple

surgeries, " Dr. Chase Peterson, University of Utah vice

president for health sciences, said following the operation.

**He was in critical condition before and he's more critical

now."
It was the third operation in less than two weeks tor

Clark, the first human ever to receive a permanent ar-

tificial heart. But it was the first time since the 61 year old

retired dentist received the heart 13 days ago that the

mechanism itself had developed a problem.

In just over four hours of surgery, doctors replaced the

left ventricle of Clark's plastic heart.

Man holds judge

at gunpoint;

faces charges
AVONDALE, Pa. (AP) — A man facing criminal

trespass charges kicked his way into a magistrate's house

yesterday and took the judge and his wife hostage at

gunpoint, but was captured about five hours later, police

and the judge's brother said.

District Magistrate Donald C. Brown and his wife, Jean,

were unhurt.

Police tricked the suspect into leaving the judge's house,

and after he walked out the front door four plainclothes

officers jumped from hiding places and wrestled him to the

ground in the snow, said Michelle Messinger, a neighbor

who saw the capture.

The capture freed the judge. Mrs. Brown had been

released about two hours earlier.

Philip Tigue, 49, of Avondale, broke into Brown's house

about 7 a.m., police said. Brown's brother, Harold, said

Tigue kicked the judge's front door loose and was armed

with a pistol when he forced his way in.

Tigue had appeared before Brown the night before on a

charge of criminal trespass because he refused a sheriffs

notice to vacate some property he had been occupying,

police said.

AP Laacrpkoto

Employees of Maasachusetts Electric Com-

pany and the Nahant, Mass., Energy Council

work on the placement of a 60 ft. high wind tur-

bine at East Point in Nahant.

Wife of drug tamperer

surrenders to charges
NEW YORK (AP) — The wife of Tylenol extortion -

suspect James Lewis surrendered to authorities in Chicago

yesterday on an unrelated criminal charge, authorities

said.

Mort Friedman, a spokesman for the task force in-

vestigating the Tylenol poisonings, said in Chicago that

Leann Lewis. 35. was Uken into custody at O'Hare

International Airport and was to appear before a U.S.

magistrate later today. She also would be questioned by

the FBI. he said.

On Monday her husband, charged with attempting to

extort $1 million in the wake of the seven Tylenol poisoning

deaths in Chicago, was captured in the New York Public

Library, where he apparently went to write letters to

newspapers.
Authorities said Lewis would be taken to Chicago to

determine whether he was involved in the Tylenol killings

themselves.

Mrs. Lewis is wanted on a federal warrant charging

misuse of a Social Security card while trying to obtain

work in Chicago.

Quake kills thousand;

1,104 hospitalized
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) - Rescuers searched

devastated vUlages in the rugged countryside of North

Yemen yesterday for trapped survivors of an earthquake

that killed more than a thousand people.

At least 1,082 people have been confirmed killed since

shortly after noon Monday, when the worst quake in 16

centuries roUed across the small, mountainous nation at

the southwest corner ofthe Arabian peninsula.

Yemen Prime Minister Abdul-Karim Iriani said 1,104

people had been hospitalized.

Eleven vUlages were leveUed and 142 were badly

damaged, according to first reports. Most dwelUngs are

built of sun baked brick and many crumbled durmg the 40-

second quake and three severe aftershocks. Two hundred

fifty children died when their schoolhouse collapsed on

them, according to a state radio report monitored in

Bahrain. . ^

North Yemen does not readUy grant visas, and tran-

sportation to the quake area was limited, makmg im-

mediate coverage by foreign reporters nearly unpossible.

Broadcast and published information is monitored m
nearby Bahrain. Many vUlagers whose houses remamed

standing fled outdoors in fear of further aftershocks, and a

geological expert predicted a new quake as intense as the

first one. according to reports yesterday.
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Day Camp Counselors
Season - June 27 through August 17

Sought by Boston area co-ed camp for children 6 :

13 years old. Male/female general (group)

selors and activity (boating, swimming,

; drama, gymnastics, music, and tennis) counselors

; positions are open. Salary range if $600. and up
i

i depending on experience and qualifications. Inter- *

;
view appointments will be made during the month

of January.' Call or write:

Nobles day Camp
507 Bridge Street, Dedham, MA 02026

(617) 326-3700 ext. 20
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Store stniggle continues
By RICHARD NANGLE
Colltafian Staff

The ongoing struggle between student

leaders and the I 'niversity Store will inten-

sify next semester when the Student

(jrovernment Association (SGA) will offer

Econoniics textbooks for a lower rate than

that of the Textbook Annex.

SGA President Jini Murphy sai<l the

o|»eration will l)e run on a non-profit basis

as a serWoe to students. The current senti-

ment is that stiidttnts are l>ein>ic o\crcharg-

ed at the Textbook Annex.

Student leaders are also involved in a

strugKi** l>etween Union Records Unlimited

and the University Store concerning record

sales and advertising.

All introduction and some upper level

economics IxMiks will bt> offered by the

SCIA. They will be sold in the Campus
Center *diicourse. Ken Ab-ert. an aisisUmt

to Murf ny, said he V>elieves the operation

will put a significant dent in the proi

margin <\f the Textbook A'

If ' 'id lx.>oks would be ..•..< :... .....-

r ;» *^iace the TextlxVjk Annex w.

(\Ar nielKwkssturi Inotlost-

,!?imiug3, maJ

:aid any b

Annex and students' will in fact lose out.
<" by the SGA arid ti

R<>;i. .^ - . . •• .v^ii.x . -iliOG), Cuii:mi)ij:CS .sii •

tb<^ University Store i.s a higt'iy cfficiei'

operHti.tn and studenLs-are getting .t go<"

deal on textbook prices. He cited an exan.

pK; where Brown University is selling $20

textbooks for $21.40 while the University

of Massachusetts sells the same book for

$19.

Assistant Merchandising Manager David

Curley also supported the efforts of the

University Store.

BCKj Chairman Ron Keefe said the

University should not be in the business of
,

putting student run co-ops out of business.

The BOG has charged that the Textbook

Annex profits art being used U> subsidize

the entire Campus Center operation. Keefe

said the Annex makes over $300,000 per

year, t umniings however, said that figure

IS significantly reduced when expenses are

taken into account.
"[ personally don't kteheve him," Keefe

f>aid. "They're playing with accounting."

Keefe said one of the main reas'in that

Union Records Unlimited i.s strugj^ling is

because the University Store is putting a

dispropc»rtionate amount of record ads in

the Collegian. Cunnnings said record adp

only amount to two to five percent of the

ore's total advertising budget in the Col-

"". He sfiid a larj'c jxjrcen? • - "" the

• ads are [ai 1 for „ -'h!

rs and if Uniun Records shopped

arf.uuc ;! ^ov<"
' '

ir,
"

T-?i./T>nfl\- the .. '.. .. . ->.-; ;

to boost it? lo mg

, ,-... . .^. . 'ifficial

tures on ^>Hper :ri <• ler thai

[hi' bf •*. t couiti formulate a policy p»i h«'w to

i'O Call- •
. -. ''

' -
•-

net re'. . ,...

!io Opens \jp his book- .'' 'v'Uii

....v. - .. iun. He doesn't want th» .luuents

to know just how much they're ^.-A ; ing rip-

(>fc<i off." Keefe .said.

StiidentB studying: snoozing, and spacing out

on the lower Campus Center Concourse.

WTiile mice are away, cats may play:

Whitmore staff shake-up possible

Last SGA meeting tonight

Bv JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

A major .>hake up in the University of

Ma.^^a«•hliNOtts \x'p administrai io.a may l.ikt

p!a'*e whil" most .students are at home '^ver

intercession.

Both Provost and Vice C'hancellor tor

A:adcmic Affr.irs T.oren Baritz and

Assi.stant Chancellor and Director of the

Offire of Planning and Budget Marie M.
Kcid may be on leave from the U'niver^ity.

< ffective in .January.

According to i«»urces in the U'niverbity

iminist rai i'ln, Barili ib expe-.ted to go or, a

one year .sabattical to complete work on a

hook on the Vietnam War. Reid may he

granted a one year leave of absence to

pur.sue doctoral studies.

In adoition to these absences. Chancellor

Joseph I). Duffey said he expects to appoint

a permanent. vice chancellor for

Administration and Finance to replace

acting vice chancellor John L. DeNyse.

Duffey also expects to app(tint a vice

chancellor for University Relations and

Devel<ipment, a newly cpeated position,

after the .search committee makes its

recommendations by the end of this month.

In addition lo these personnel changes,

the administration is expected to .set up a

search committee to find a director of the

newly established Office of Institutional

Research, which will coordinate all data

concerning the University.

While most buildings around the

University will be quiet over intercession,

the staff and administrators in Whitmore

will continue working. This is especially

true foi the chaacellor who will be using the

lime to meet with many officials.

"It'll be a busy January," Duffey said

yesterday.

Duffey .«aid he plans to meet with the

Ma.ssachusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education and attend both a UMass Board

of Trustees meeting and a Faculty Senate

Rules Committee meeting. Duffey will also

attend his first American Council on

Education Board of Trustees meeting.

By PAUL BELVAL
and HANNAH HOS(.)M
Collegian Staff

Tonight's meeting of the L'niversity of

Massachusetts Undergraduate Student

Senate, the last of this semester, is ex

pected to be busy.

Senators are expected to vote on ratdlea-

tiop of a revised Studer*^ no^ernment

Association ;-<^nstitution, an amendment t'.'

increase the number of members on a

senate committee and to approve a nomina-

tion for student attorney general. In addi-

tion. SGA President Jim Murphy is ex-

pected to introduce an amendment that

v^'ould limit the SGA f)residency to one per

son

Murphy has said that limiting the

presidency thus would prevent "personali-

ty conflicts" within the office. He also .said

that the amendment would eliminate the

possibility that -me pojmlar. comfietent

candidate would be elected with another

candiate, who might he incompetent.

Murphy will probably present the senate

with a nomination for a new student at-

torney general, if the Senate approves his

nomination, then that |)erson will replace

Acting Student Attorney General
Elizabeth Hill.

Murphy will make his nominntion after

reviewing the reconmiendatior. of a search

committee, established by the Senate

earlier this semester. That committee,

chaired by Assistant Attorney General

Richard S. Kramer recommended to Mur-

phy that Randy Chapmaii, who currently

serves as an tissistant attorney general, be

nominated for the position.

Murphy nnay recommend Chapman, or

another candiate if he feeit. the search com-

mittee followed unconstitutional pro-

cedures or that someone else is better

qualified.

Because many parts of the present SGA
constitution are unclear, a new constitution

has been written. The Senate is expected to

vote on ratification of that revised docu-

ment tonight.

A moiion will be introduced to increase

thf number of positions on the Senate

Coordinating Committee, which guides the

Senate s central organization from 15 to

17 The Coordinating Committee is one of

ihe few committees specifically outlined in

the SGA as being limited in memljership.

The body is also expected to vote on a
proposal to allow SGA officers and

members of the Student Center for Educa-

tional Research and Advocacy (SCERA) to

receive full-time pay over intersession.

Commuter Collective director to leave UMass
By BECKY THATCHER
Collegia n Staff

A noted memt)er of the University of Massachusetts

.•ommunity will be leaving next week to study children's

services in South Eastern United Stales .tr.d Latin

.\meiica.

Jose Tolson. ;W, ihis ' semester nnreived a 1982

Distinguished Service award fo! his four year guidance of

the Commuter Collective, an area government

organisation for students who live off campus. He leaves

Deo. 20. Bi'own will serve as director i-f the Commuter
Colkfctive during Tolsons absence.

Jose wili be "*orely missed, he has been the backbone of

the Commuier Collective ever since I have been here. T.

• f'.' -•; shoes," Brown said.Lfoi;

>f the PUfdviit Aft*

- Film -gan C
A'siciver and piauneu ^.^^ui»ue^^ ?.ucce.sstui

v^ ihut bi'i main wish upon leaving the campus

^'oals and ideals of the Commuier

LohteLue coiiUnuiil.

The Commuier Collective has been presenting programs

and workshops on prngre.ssive issues in the United States.

Tolson said.

"This kind of stuff may sound like the ranlLntf of another

generation, but it is more current than ever before." he

said.

"The administrators of our oounfy an- {'<•'!!!;; I 'tie or

no attention to human rights throughout the country so

students do not see thai there 's anything they can do." he

said.

When he came to UMass he was 'ookinij at the great

educational experience as a chance to meet many gre?
•

people, the future Einstein.s, the future Mar! in i.ut.he

Kings. Tolson said. Instead h'> found alienat ion

"We cannot allow ourselves the luxury of isolation

because isolation at this level is what rj^ts 'he countr*- in

trouble at another level," he said.

"Students leaders have to he in th' !'• ?t

lefs among themselves and more for th." • ir
~'

*
-.I'-cn said he was plcasT>;i witf. »*^ - -

!•- (ommut or Collective.

js- share similar -iews

ution '.hat you have to be ;'nti rr!'

.^..'nfT \Vf k\ ;^*i *h^' 'vryV

taking a year lone leave of ;•'

chnui.' - ervices in South Eastei;n United :...

Cuba. Haiti and Puerto Rico. -He plans to invest ira*

relationship between the wealth of each countr;

services they off'T to children.

Barbara Brodley. publicity director of the Commutt-

Collective. said. "We will certainly miss Jose's enthusiasm,

creativity and unique contributions."

iilleitiir photo b* Kalit W«tttr«

Jose Tolson, former director of Commuter

Collective, leaves this week for the Caribbean.

i
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An Invitation!

Wednesday, December 15, 1982. >coiiggian

'^surn

Holiday Shopping Party

WHEN Fri. Nite

Dec. 17, 7-10 p.m.
WHERE Logos Bookstore

33 Main St.

Northampton
DISCOUNTS: 10% off ANY
Xmas or Hanukah cards,

decorations or any gifts

w/this coupon

Now thru Xmas
store

9-9 Mon - Sat

ARRIVED

Special

Purchase

Two Tone

Fashion Sweatshirt
|

(purple and white)

with script imprint

ONLY $13.95

Matching Sweatpants 1

in white

with purple script imprint

ONLY $11.95

Located in our Clothing Dept.

Sexism affects UMass hiring patterns

UMass factbook explains stats
By DIANE KADZIS
Collegian Staff

Sexism and its historic impact on women has not bypass-

ed the University of Massachusetts in the area of faculty

and in fact has helped define the hiring pattern at UMass.

Thelma Griffith-Johnson, director of the Affirmative

Action Office, offered this explanation of statistics

published in the "1981-82 Factbook" by the University

that reveal men comprise 68 percent of the full-time facul-

ty at UMass.
The gap between the number of men and the number of

women employed, by Griffith-Johnson said, is rooted in

culture and the expectations set for men and women by

that culture. Traditionally women have been motivated to

perform "nurturing tasks that are people oriented," she

said, while men have been trained to perform in a mentally

active way.

"In 1863, there were no women employed by the

University. Women in this country only were able to get

into college due to the Morrill Land Grant Act that

established this University an agricultural school," she

said.

Women were invited here as students, Griffith-Johnson

explained, because the local "farm boys" would not enter

the University because they held the notion professors had

nothing to offer them.

When agriculture was adopted as a discipline and access

to the University became more appealing, an expansion of

women's functions here was not necessary.

"I hope women learn something from that story and

that history," she said.

As one result of a late entry into the University, Griffith-

Johnson said women tend to be placed in lower ranking

professional positions and are thereby faced with a pay

differential. But according to figures in the factbook, a

statistical survey of the Univeristy conducted yearly, the

average salary of women holding tenured positions is

lower than that of men in those same occupations.

"The campus has a right to know that if it does exist,"

Griffith-Johnson said, noting her office is now organizing

a study to determine the comparative pay rat« of men and

women faculty members.

"I'm convinced God didn't preordain men to be the only

ones to think," said Griffith-Johnson. "I'm tired of white

shoemakers becoming Ph.D's and women doctors becom-

ing housewives and blacks being shoe-shine boys."

Griffith-Johnson said efforts to remedy the warped con-

dition have been successful but added "we've got a hell of

a long way to go. We won't have made it all the way until

there are as many women and as many minorities in (top

level positions) as there are white male presidents in

universities."

CollcciM pkoto by Katie Wattcn

Tom Kudla of Johnson Acoustics from West

Sprin|rfiel<l works on the roof in the Student

Union.

UMass English professor, 61, dies;

- Memorial service set for Saturday

pick up vouf <r«e UM»i8 Bsiketbad c«twKtof

witti your purch»e of any UM«M ctothing itwn

Locatad in tha Campoi CertefOpen Tonight

^ until 9:00 pm
f^ UNIVERSITY

Open Mon, Tue, Wed 9-5 MMSTOREW
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BEER-

WINE-
KEGS-

LIQUORS
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By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collegian Staff

Robert Tucker, 61, co editor of The Massackusetts

Review and a former professor of English at the University

of Massachusetts, died Monday at Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton following a heart illness.

"Of all my teachers here. Bob was by far the most

generous. His teaching was inspired by love. His students

and colleagues cannot help but continue the spirit of his

work," said Charles Francis Carroll, managing editor of of

Spectrum magazine and one of Tucker's students.

Tucker, born April 3. 1921 in Portsmouth, N.H.. leaves

his wife, Jean, and daughter, Ellen, a student at UMass,

both of Amherst.
"As a teacher and editor, Robert Tucker was rema/'kable

for his kindness and patience with young and aspiring

writers. Few could match him for reading a manuscript

with more tact and sympathy or editorial skill," said John

Hicks, a co editor of The Massachusetts Review who has

worked with Tucker since 1960.

"For years, droves of students came to him and I don't

know of any that came to ask him for help that were turned

away. Tucker gave lots of time. Just out of the kindness of

his heart," he said.

Tucker served in the U.S. Marine Corps during WW II.

In 1949, he received his bachelor's degree in English from

Amherst College. He later received an M.A. from Harvard

and his Ph.D in English from the University of Iowa. In

1951. Tucker joined the Dept. of English at UMass where

he taught literature and creative writing until his

retirement in 1981.

Tucker joined The Massachusetts Review staff in 1960 as

a reader. In 1965. he became managing editor and in 1971,

became co editor in poetry until his death.

Although Tucker had never published a volume of his

own poetry, he was included in the Poets of Amherst

anthology and was printed in several periodicals including

The Massachusetts Review. He was a contemporary and

friend of such poets as Robert Frost, Robert Lowell and

Robert Francis.

Memorial services will be at 2 p.m. Saturday at the First

Congregational Church, Amherst. Arrangements were

conducted by Douglass Funeral Home, Amherst.

nil

253-5595 1 a.m. til 1 1 p.m.

Stadium Liquors

and its employees

would like to wish you |

a safe and joyous
|

Holiday Season
|—
J

Good Luck
I

on all your exams

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS

PAD'S N' THINGS
DEC. - JAN. SPECIALS

25% OFF LIST ALL DRAWING PADS
134 High St. Holyoke, Mass.

Caddy9hadk
— I I B.» I r i-

Wdiiwdiy, Dtc IS t 7 - 9 - 1 1 PM

AdmiMion: tl.SO

From tNe EntIre

StaFF at youR

UnIversIty Store

LoCATcd IN The

Campus Center

^yUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Dost y

Mon - Thurs

$0.00 Covor

FREE DRAFT

9 - closing

50' Hlghbolls

50* Dofn#itl€ b—n
Pool Toblo - PInboll - YIdM temos

POOL TOURHAMEHT TOHIOHT
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HOblDAY
GREETINGS

FROM

iSUBdf^V^

b

wvlcHes

ALASKAN KING CRAB

ITALIAN EXPRESS

METRO i ^«>»«>~ t G*".* I

ROAST BEEF

RASTRAMI

TURKEY

HAM
SAUSAGE

DJVLI.i'lao ^n>>«-n~ Oarao Id

summrSPK.]fiL

MEATBAU
PtPPERONI

TUNA

G€NOA
BOLOGNA
CHEESE

TRIMUNE'V*»»<»'o-<*'

..>».«m««»«~ar(h.»««»(>«e»H»l.«lMi««l>*>«H»»»h«»Moii

Christmas

Boxed
Cards
Remembering,
caring, and sharing are

the very special joys of Christmas!

Hampshire Mall

Hadley

90 King St.

Northampton

214 Exchange St.

Chicopea

Located in the

Campus Center

AMERIOKN^SyCREETINGS
Amencard

The right card for that specia l person

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE*

CoUeriui photo by David M>v

Tracks left by vehicles in the recent snow outside a Southwest

highrise make a geometrically interesting pattern.

Campus will

functions ov(
By TRICIA YACOVONE
Collegian Staff

While most people are anxiously awaiting

the end of the semester and all the pleasure

and relaxation that awaits them during

intersession. some students will be staying

on campus to take classes or to work.

For those students remaining on campus

over the vacation, most regular campus

facilities will be functioning, but on a

limited basis.

The Coffee Shop in the Campus Center

will be closed throughout intersession. The

Hatch will be open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

weekdays and will be closed on weekends.

The bar at the Hatch will be open until 11 on

weekdays and weekends. Only Worcester

Dining Commons will be operating.

Classes will begin on Tuesday. Jan. 4,

with registration and add-drop period

through Jan. 6. January 10 is the last day to

drop classes with a "W." No classes will be

held on Jan. 14 to honor the birthday of

Martin Luther King. Classes end Jan. 26.

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

the sub \^

Open
MP 9-5

Sat 11-4

II AM TO 2 AM / 7 DAYS

33

Goodell and the Tower Libraries, open

from Dec. 27 to Jan 31 except Sundays, will

operate 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through

Friday and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturdays.

The Physical Science Library will be open

Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.

until 5 p.m. and Sundays from noon until 8

p.m. It will be closed on Saturdays, Dec. 31

and Jan. 2.

Bus schedules for the UMass Transit

Service will not be available until the

beginning of next week. A spokesperson for

the UMTS said there will be limited

weekend service for the Mt. Holyoke and

Off Campus bus routes. There will be no

Orchard Hill or Campus Shuttle routes.

Some students who will be here over

intersession will be living on campus in

Prince dormitory. Prince is only open for

graduate students and international

students; however, over intersession and

the summer, it is open for undergraduate

students on a priority basis. The dorm was

scheduled to close on Jan. 23. but has

extended the date until Jan. 26.

New editor-in-chief elected

at Collegian staff meeting

E PLEASANT ST .
AMHERST ; 549^^60

OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEl

^Sl^
BIG

BONUS
SAVINGS

^nnnc THEATRES

miBATIIEEATllUTE SMV
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blG Y CLIP 'S? SAVE COUPON
hij< Y' tnriched 20 oz Loaf

White Bread

FREE

Can you
keepa
secret?

T^PtSIO
Fri at (4:46 9 ^.OOI 7:15. 9:46

S«t (12:00. 2:30 ft 4:46 9 W.OO) 7:15. 9:46

Sun (12:00. 2:30 ft 4:46 # tt.OO) 7:15. 9:46

THE DARK

CRYSTAL

fiAA-7S5Q HAMPSHIRE MALL

GOLDE
HAWN

m

Fri at (4:46 ©2.00)7:15. 9:46

Sat 7 Sun (12:00, 2:15 & 4.46 « W.OO) 7:15

9:46
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C—^* BIG Y CUP "S? SAVE COUPON
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FREE
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ol iOiiiHM* i'.ms .\ikI vl^^.^rl•lIl^ loiicrv iulul> .\nd .\n>
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Maxwell House i
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RICHARD GERE

AiV OFFICER
AJVDA

G£IVTL£MAiV
Fri (5:00 9 12.00) 7:30, 9:56
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TRAIL OF THE
PINK PANTHER •

Fri (4:46 12.00) 7:30. 9:56

Sat ft Sun (2:15 ft 4:46 # 12.00)7:30. 9:56

IPO,

Fri at (5:00 @ 12.00) 7:46. 10:15

Sat ft Sun (2:30 ft 5:00 © 12.00) 7:46, 10:15

m
MATT DILLON TOUGH.
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Ul-'^T-
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Friends and neighbors lend us your ears

(and your stomach)

!
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The SUB would like to offer you a coupon special.

Buy any two subs and get a third* absolutely FREE! This

coupon is good from now thru Dec. 24, 1982, on Sun-

day Wednesday between the hours of 3 p.m. arKl 6

p.m.

We hope to see you soon and don't forget to bring a

'.TfUi-----------------------"--"""""*

*Tl 1 FREE sub with a purchase of any ^J i

JJj two whole subs when purchased along ^^ \

|J|J:
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[
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Duties of several editorial directors at

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian were

passed on today following recent elections.

Kevin Bowe, 21, a senior Bachelor's

Degree with Individual Concentration ma-

jor studying political sociology, will take

over today as editor-in-chief of the Col-

legian, the student-run newspaper at the

University of Massachusetts.

Bowe, of Braintree, was elected to the

position during a meeting of the

newspaper's staff last week. An associate

news editor this semeter, Bowe had

previously worked as a news reporter,

covering state wide higher education issues

and reporting on the state Board of

Regents of Higher Education.

Bowe has also worked for the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MASSPIRG), and for Student

Government Association President Jim

Murphy. Earlier this semester, Bowe, on

internship, worked as an organizer for the

campaign to save the state Bottle Bill.

As editor, Bowe will supervisor the

paper's 175-member staff and act as head

of the organization, representing the paper

at University functions and arranging long

term projects for the publication.

Bowe replaces John Brobst, an English

major, who is graduating after serving one

semester as editor.

John Hudson, 22, a political science and

English major from Bedford, N.H., was

chosen Executive EdiU)r. He replaces Lise

Zeiger as editor of the paper's editorial

page.

John DiPalazzo, a senior journalistic

studies major, was selected news editor.

Previously a reporter and copy editor for

the Collegian, DiPalazzo has worked this

semester at the Berkshire Eagk in Pitt-

sfield, his hometown. He replaces Mike

Foley, who is graduating after directing

the paper's news operations this semester.

Douglas Muise, 21, a junior English ma-

jor from Marshfield, was named arts

editor. He replaces Andrew Gordon who

resigned after a semester producing the

arts page and magazine supplement, 7^
Other Voice.

Other new editors are Gus Martins, nam-

ed black affairs editor in place of Phil Jenn-

ings, who is going on internship; and Billy

Shea, who will take over as sports editor

for the departing Jim Floyd.

MENS Sr WOMENS
WOOL CREWNECK

SWEATERS
(solid colors)

Turtlenecks
1G0% cotton

2 for $17.00

s
A
L
E

J. G. DURAND

MEOlASSWflRE
GIFT BOXED SETS

REG. ' ^^ ^

' ' NOW8 95

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stuffers

Hr»: Mon - Fri 9:30 - 9 PM
Sat 9:30 - 6 Sun 12- 5

Gift Certificates Available

(behind Silverscape) 206 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,

1
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HOLIDAY SPECIALl
EDSBYN WAXLESS X-C SKI PACKAGE

special - $o9.9o
ALL SWEATERS IN STOCK - $3.00 off

COME IN AND SEE OUR LARGE
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Wednesday, December 15.

Begin Friday, December 1/ at 8:00am

and run through Thursday, December

23 at 4:00pm. For further information

reoarding the times and places of

specific exams, call the Information

Data Bank at 545-1555.

The Dining Commons will be open as usual

through Wednesday, December 22. On

Thursday, December 23, only Hampshire

Worcester Dining Commons will be open.

All meals will be served as usual that

day with the exception of dinner which

will be served until 6:30pm.

T^^lefttones

Room phones will be shut off randomly

during the last day of finals. It might

be best to -make any important phone

calls the night before.

j^!!l^l9*l'W3'^tJI>

Need Cash?
Buying Class Rings

Highest Prices Paid

Also: Gold & Silver-Coins & Jewelry

25 North Pleasant Street

Amherst Mon - Sat 10 - 5:30 tel. 256-0710

Teaching
Assistantship

for Community Health Seminar

20 hrs/week - start Spring Sem.

Apply by resume or letter to:

Ann Grose, RNP, Med,

University Health Services, UMass
Background in health and

group dynamics preferred

549-2671 x181

Interviews end of Jan. '83

GOING TO Be On CAMPUS IN JMtMRY
WHeR£ A«e NDu G0IN6 To Cat ?

^VhrcestJer Dintiiu Commons will be open
Undi And Dinr^* /SotidUy - R-Mljy

^Choose M\y of lite fwc me^ f^Mts And
5AVe/ 20'Z3*yO*3S^HC

Proni * 70.00 lb '150.00

^ 5I0N UP : OOI. \-W.
^l£At T\o^r Office « FkAMKuM Cohhons

Offering soup, sandwich,
casserole, self-service salad bar,

and homemade desserts for lunch.

Dinner^ two entrees, self-service

salad bar, some vegetarian selec-

tions homemade breads and
desserts. All this and more for less

than you would pay anywhere in

the campus area.

WHY NOT TRY IT OUT/

AHeroa^ to 311 XntetKdsion Bond Pbn
?^ CmH or 0vy Strip Tkkch

Mail win be fonvarded to student's

home addresses after the Residence Hills

close.

All students must vacate \mc: Residence

Halls by 6:00pm Thursday, December 23.

We Are The Reason
we

by David Meece
would dream of

Xt0$CAUt^S

The Tower and Goodel

be open Monday throu

8:00am to Midniqht a

are 10:00am until mi

final exam week unti

December 22. On Thu

23 they will be open

For further infomiat

hours of other Unive

call the Information

545-1555.

1 libraries wi 11

gh Friday from

nd weekend hours

dniqht durinq the

1 Wednesday,
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8:n0am to 6:00pm.
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rsity libraries.

Data Bank at
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IDB®\*TIPS

As little children

Christmas morn
And all the gifts and toys we knew we'd find

But we never realized a Baby bornone bless-

ed night

Gave us the greatest gift of our lives'

As the years go by we learn more about gifts

And giving of ourselves and what that

means
On a dark and cloudy day a Man hung crying

in the rain

Because of love, because of us

I've finally found my reason for living

It's in giving every part of my heart to Him

So that in all that I do, every word that I say

I'll be giving my all just for Him, for Him

We are the reason that He gave His life

We are the reason that He suffered and died

To a world that was lost He gave all He

could give

To show us the reason to livel

He is my reason to livel

Merry Christmas!

In the love of Christ,

The Brothers and Sisters

of Chi Rho House

elegant gift boxed housewares

I HflTS,GbOUES,

SOCKS « SCaRUES

Big selection

of colors, shapes.

and scents.

bubDIebaths • moisturizers

scxaps • scops for kids

loofahs • brushes • sponges

sachets

gift boxed wine & beverage glasses

casual wear for women & men • jewelry

cosmetics • soap cart • accessories • gifts

home furnishings • kitchen • housewares

glass & china • prints • cards • totes & soft luggage

Downtown Amherst

A Store-full of Stocking Stutters

AR SPEAKER SALE!

ARlSs $144/pr
AR 28s 185/pr

AR 38s 220/pr
AR 48s 298/pr

PIONEER CAR STEREO

EarCheer
ONKYO TX-11 Receiver BSR Model 82 Speakers

SHURE M70B Cartridge JVC L-AIO Turntable

UKP-2200 $128 Plusl Soffonyour

UKP-5200 158 speakers with anv

UKP-5600 199 of these decks.

SON^ Stereo cassette

deck with Dolby "C"

$189

TDKSA-90 2for$5.94

Ma>.(>ll UDXL 11-90 2 for $7.25

Nuvox FM waikaround $28

Telarc Digital Albums $16

SpnnhpiserHD49$28 HD 420 $64

Souim1& Mu^c
90-92 King St. (Rte. 5). Northampton. 584-9547

Mon. -Wed. 10-6. Thur. & Fri. 10-9. Sat. 10-5. Sun. 1-5

Auto repair co-op

to expand service
By MATTHEW HERMAN
Collegian Staff

In an effort to continue running, the

student-run College Auto Repair (CAR) co-

op is offering expanded service.

In addition to allowing students to rent

their tools and expertise for a small fee,

CAR will fix students' cars themselves for

less money than a commercial service

station would charge.

This added service is designed to increase

car's bu.siness, which has been in financial

difficulties since its inception ten years ago.

Like all student run co-ops, CAR is

supposed to be financially self-sufficient,

but unlike the other co-ops, it is the only

one that must pay rent. CAR pays rent for

space in the Campus Center Garage, a total

of $1200 paid to the University Parking

Office for eight parking spaces.

For the last three years CAR has been

trying to get a waiver from the Office of the

Vice Chancellor for Administration and

Finance to exempt it from this rent.

"It is no secret that they're not doing as

well as we'd like them to do," said Gregg
Sanders of the Student Economic
Development Office. He added that since

CAR started this new service a profit is

beginning to show.

Through a promotion campaign next

semester, Sanders hopes to attract new
business to all the co-ops, especially to

CAR.
"CAR provides a good service but they're

not getting people there. They're hidden

away in the Campus Center Garage and

aren't visible to most students. We're

hoping that next semester's promo will

clear this up," Sanders said.

Under the regular CAR service, students

can work on their cars with co-op tools and
be helped by co-op mechanics for five

dollars per hour. CAR mechanics also work
on the students' cars themselves for eight

dollars an hour. Private service stations

charge $25 per hour for the same work,

according to Mike King, CAR's chief

mechanic.

"A man came in here last week and got a

tune-up for sixteen dollars instead of fifty,"

said King. "There isn't much demand for

people working on their own car."

COLD WEATHER
CLOTHES

Flannel

Shirts

Turtleneck

Shirts

Sweatshirts

Hats

Gloves

Scarfs

Long John

Underwear

Winter Sox

Jackets

Leg Warmers

Open Tonight

until 9:00 pm

M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 ^'''^

Located in the Campus Center
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Sophmores Call Capt Pickell, 545-2451
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NORTHWOOD
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FINALLY A SHOE THAT WALKS^^^^ AS GOQD AS IT LOOKS

Walking shoe comfort with leather-

covered cushioned insoles at an

affordable price by Walk-Over.

SHOE STORK

The Village Common, Amherst

About the only thing that

isn't in it is the theme music!
It debuted on October 2, 1959 and

over the next five years and 156

episodes, it charted a territory all its

own filled with magic, hortor, and

wonder. Now, submitted for your ap

proval, JsTHETWILKjHTZOnECOM

PAMIOri. Profusely Illustrated with

over 200 photos, this definitive vol

ume combines evocative synopses

of each episode with cast and credit

listings, Incisive commentary and

colorful behind the scenes recollec

tions. $9.95 wherever books are

sold or order directly from the pub

Usher by Including $1.25 for postage

and handling.

I'
A BAIITAm TRADE PAPERBACK.
BAIITAM BOOKS, iflC, DepL DR 18,

' 666 rifth Avenue, Hew York 10103

AChristmas

Ciiecklist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

Embroidered
Sweater

Sale priced
$12.00
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Limited

quantities

<;/i^V-Neck

100% Acrylic

C^lorsTPowder Blue or Cream
Sizes S-M-L-XL
Located in the Campus Center

Open Tonight .^^^ .^ .^m. ^-^ ^v« N/|

until 9:00 pm mSTORE*

"We the undersigned believe that the Music Room is

essential study space and should remain that way.

While we support the concept of bringing computer

terminals into the Campus Center, we feel that they

should be located in a low use meeting room in the

complex. The Music Room should and must remain a

study/reading room.
"

The Campus Center/Student Union Board of Governors would like

to thank the more than 2000 students who have signed our petition

to the Campus Center administration. Because of your interest, we
feel that we have demonstrated that the Music Room is of tremen-

dous importance to the thousands of students who use it every

semester. But you should know the following:

* It has been the Campus Center administrations

policy not to replace headphones as they break

in the Music Room. This is so they can make the

claim that few students use the music listening

side of the room.

* Although the Board of Governors has propos-

ed the use of either room 178 or the recently

vacated Scheduling Office for the computers,

the administration has Informed us that they will

still be put into the Music Room. We don't think

that students should be forced to choose bet-

ween study space or computer space. There is

plenty of room In the Center for both.

Before you go home for the holidays, stop by the Office of the Cam-

pus Center Director, Mr. William Harris, in room 822, or call him at

545-0585 to let him know that you like the Music Room as It is, com-

puterless. Mention to him that you feel that It's the least he can give

you for the $88. you pay to the Campus Center per year. Students

pay a considerable amount of money to the whole Campus Center.

We should have a considerable say as to how the money Is spent.

Happ\f Holidays

from the Campus Center/Student Union Board of Governors

Full House
ffVoductions Inc
presents

Dec. 17

8 pm

Tickets $8.50 & $9.50
For Info call 584-2310

Available at Main St. Records,
Piatterpjs, Faces of Earth, The Music

Store, and the Calvin Theater box office

Calvin Theater Northampton

ARLO
GUTHRIE

WITH SHENANDOAH

,. ..-,1.
f" ^•. S.^ s
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Why
Christmas time brings with it many different feelings

— joy, excitement, anticipation and most impor-

tantly' innocence. Not the type of innocence

associated with being naive, unaware of the cheap com-

mercialism which tragically rares its head every holiday

season. ,

Neither is it the type of innocence that blindly accepts the

sincerity of a President's Christmas message when 10 per-

cent of the country is unemployed. It's the type of in-

nocence an eight-year old exudes while happily sittmg on

Santa's lap, excitedly going over his or her list for that

Christmas. It's the innocence that you feel when first

walking in the door upon arriving at home after finals,

plopping down on the couch in front of a roaring fire and

swapping old stories with other members of the family.

Many at UMass just don't experience these types of feel-

ings at Christmas time anymore - why?

John F. Hudson
After traveling through four years of the maze called

UMass, many a senior will tell you that Christmas at the

University is a contradiction in terms. Unlike the time

before college, when life was slower and much less com-

plicated, gift giving involved choosing what to buy because

of quality, not price. Yes, most students are broke, but at

Christmas it seems your monetary worth plunges to new

all time lows. When you have to take out a loan to get that

personalized placemat set for the family, you know times

are tough. And when you do finally get the time to shop

between studying and tying up all your loose ends tradi-

tionally found at the end of the semester, it is suddenly

December 23rd.

Finals around Christmas don't help much either. As

kids, the countdown of days began in early December, and

the month seemed to pass at a snail's pace. Now that we

have finals to look forward to, December is an academic

blur, littered with papers, overdue lab reports and uncom-

passionate professors. Spending five night in a row, holed

up in Goodell, researching that thirty-five page paper on

neo-classical architecture in ancient Greece is not exactly

comparable to hay rides on a crisp winters evening, or

goin' out for some Christmas cheer v^dth old friends from

home. As far as this type of Christmas innocence is con-

cerned, I get tne feeling I checked it at the door of my first

final back in freshman year.

The last kind of innocence it seems so many people lose

as they enter college is the worst loss. Its the type of feel-

ing you get when you hear or see an act of kindness during

the yuletide season. This time of year, seems to re-

mphasize the importance of compassion. I suppose its

because so many f)eople will receive so little during this

time of excessive giving. Yet most of us get so buried in

our own problem, our own headaches and our own ven-

tures that we lose sight of the true spirit of Christmas and

the holiday season. It isn't out of selfishness — if anything

it stems from our own unfortunate situation of being

students at a special time of year, a time when a breather,

or chances to sit back and truly relax are few and far bet-

ween.
Unlike youth, the innocence so many of us have lost

about Christmas is regainable. By cutting through the

workload, stretching above the cynicism and putting off

the headaches, maybe innocence can be regained. I cer-

tainly hope so. Merry Christmas.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Assoc. Exec. Editor.

Registration an unsound policy

The resumption of Selective Service registration

has been one of the more pointless endeavors in re

cent American history. What started as a mean

ingless gesture has deteriorated in to sheer beaureaucratic

travesty. Weak attempts at checking compliance, like buy-

ing mailing lists and using the Social Security rolls have

yielded pitiful results. And selective prosecution of vocal

non-registrants, many of them idealistic, religious or

otherwise exemplary youth, has been a curious national

spectacle. Now, to complement these ill conceivecf

measures, we have the Solomon Amendment.

Joe Levendusky

The Solomon Amendmnent, tacked on to appropriatiom

legislation that Congress passed last spring, stipulates

tlwit draft age men must show compliance with Selective

Service registration in order to receive Pell Grants, Col-

lege Work-Study, Student Loans and other federal finan-

cial aid. The rationale is that if one is unwilling to make a

small gesture of service to our country, then he shouldn't

count on it for financial assistance. But there is much that

this argument overlooks.
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The road to getting there

The snow fell softly from a deep, black sky, and the

moon, round and full, illuminated the already pure,

white ground. It was all so quiet and comforting. It

was the first snow and it was almost Christmas.

John B. Kenney

PfCntOlONlSM

Letters

The Amendment would make non-compliance a

prerogative of the advantaged. Enough has been done in

Washington to create a privileged caste. It falsely assumes

that most non-registrants are likely to be students. It un-

fairly shifts the financial burden of enforcing compliance

to the nation's colleges and universities, who are already

hurting financially. Few in education think that it can be

fairly and efficiently implemented. And most importantly,

enforcement of federal law does not belong to the jurisdic-

tion of financial aid officers; it is the duty of the courts.

The problem behind all of this is that Selective Service ^

registration does not have enough support in the general

public, or in Congress, to secure sufficient cooperation or

funding. Yet few in government have the courage to admit

that it is a bad idea and should be dropped. So we attempt

to force compliance through half-baked schemes. It is this

type of irresolute policy, and not an unwillingness to

mateh the Russians bomb for bomb, which makes the

United States appear weak to foreign observers.

If registration is so important — if it is vital to our

security, then Congress should fund a comprehensive

verification procedure and prosecution of non-registrants

should be taken up vigorously and without preference.

Should Congress be unwilling to authorize this, then

registration should be discontinued. My guess is that Con-

gress would not fund such harsh measures because the

public would not support them. Despite a conservative

trend, post-Viet Nam Americans are concerned that politi-

cians might march their sons off to war needlessly.

Selective Service registration was a bad initiative

because it was instituted without first testing the political

waters, both domestic and international. It has been no

deterrent to the Soviets. And reports of both the residents

Task Force and the General Accounting Office pose

serious questions about the effectiveness and fairness of

the system. The Solomon Amendment will not save

anyone political face; it simply preserves bad policy.

Conservatives and liberals alike should oppose the

amendment because it is bad governmental frocedure, and

because the money it will cost would be better spent for its

original purpose - education. Legislation will be introduc-

ed to Congress this spring that would repeal the Solomon

Amendment. Petition drives and other lobbying measures

will be used to back repeal. These efforts deserve the sup-

port of all those concerned with sound government policy.

Joe Levendusky is a UMass student

We need column

Drop by with 0. piece,

Room 113
Campus Center

Lack of student input is fault of apathetic students

To the Editor:

In response to Dave McCarthy's editorial series on the

SGA, I'd like to point out some mistakes in facts and

assumptions. It is Mr. McCarthy's opinion that the transit

system, DVP, UPC, Index, Legal Services, Area

Governments, Academic Affairs, University Judiciary,

WMUA. and Student Activities Office are the only

essential services on this campus because they are used by

the majority of students. Should a group be denied funds

on the grounds that they are a minority, particularly when

they contribute to these i'unds?

Whose fault is it that there is lack of student input into

the funding process? Mr. McCarthy states the Senate

Budget Committee members are appointed by a process

"more mysterious than that of the Soviet Politburo.

"

Here's the mysterious process: The Nominating Sub

CO nmittee of the Senate makes recommendations to the

Senate for the Budgets Committee in public. The entire

SGA must approve, deny or amend the Budget Committee.

Therefore, any student who takes the time to become a

senator has input as to who is on the Budget Committee.

Also, every student can voice their opinion at SGA
meetings over the budget process or any other topic for

that matter.

Lack of student input is the fault of apathetic students,

not the fault of students who take the time to represent

their fellow students. The SGA is here to serve us. and I

feel it does the best it can. No matter how democratic a

process may be. there is always someone who will com-

plain.

Bari>ara Jean Curtis

Central

As he walked back from the library he played with the

crisp night air. watehing his breath float away as steam.

The snow under his feet, packed tight from many other

footsteps, made that sound. He wasn't sure what it sound-

ed like but he knew what it was. It was simply the sound of

your boots stamping the snow down, even tighter.

His hands were buried deep in his pockets. And his

pants, as always, were too big. The collar of his long, black

coat was pushed around his neck, breaking the wind that

tried to bite him. His face was red and he winced, as if to

tighten his face from the cold.

As he walked he tnougnt about wnat was anead oi mm.

It was going to be hell. Everything from long homework

assignments to review sessions to overdue papers. And, as

if he didn't have enough pressure, he was on academic pro-

bation. "How will I ever get through this," he thought.

The semester had gone so badly. He was struggling in

most of his classes. So much work, so much to think about.

And Christmas, his favorite time, was almost here. "I

have to be here to the last dav!"

His roomate had no finals, only papers. He. his best

friend, would leave that weekend. He would have no one

to talk with. And his girlfriend had broken up with him

weeks ago. As she put it "I need someone more mature."

He hated her fiercly, but would always love her.

"Christmas," he thought, "What should I pray for?"

In the distance he saw something moving, in the still

cold night. The chapel bell had just sounded eleven times.

As he got closer, he saw someone , in a wheelchair, trying

to get up a steep curb. He stopped, at a distance, and wat-

chcci.

The person a young man, was trying to get up a steep

curb with enough momentum to make it to the door of a

building, which was on a slight incline.

Stolen camera destroys a faith in human nature

To the Editor:

1 would like to relate to you a recent incident that took

place on this campus, that I think the university com-

munity should be made aware of. The incident took place in

the final Chemistry 107 lab of the semester. At the

beginning of the lab one of the teaching assistants, a Mr.

Alan Ang, asked his section of students if they would mind

posing for a photograph, for his own remembrance. The

students, somewhat surprised, gladly obliged. The picture

was taken, after which all involved returned to their task

at hand. Mr. Ang went about his teaching duties as usual,

checking assignments, and trouble-shooting the various

student mishaps that so often occur in laboratory work. It

was in the course of performing these duties that Mr. Ang
unsuspectingly placed his camera and grade book down

while he assisted a student. As you have probably guessed,

his 35mm camera was stolen less than a few steps from

where he was standing, and more than likely by one of his

own students.

I cannot describe to you the shock, dismay, and hurt on

that man's face when he realized his camera had been

stolen. I don't know what hurt more, the loss of the

camera, or the knowledge that one of the students would

think so little of him.

I was shocked, hurt, and am outraged to think that one

of my so called "feltow students" would have done such a

thing. I know this is a large university attended by all

types of people, and Mr. Ang probably should have been

more aware of his possession, but the fact remains that

there is a thief or thieves among us, that should not be

allowed to disgrace us all. If you know any information

regarding the camera, please do the right thing and infcwm

the authorities and restore all of our faith in human nature.

David Splainc

Araherat

Chemistry prof/s allegations absurd and slanderous

To the Editor:

The letter "Reid's racial and sexual discrimination suit

absurd" {Collegian Dec. 8) is absurd. What the author

implied that the minority in this campus, even if

discriminated or mistreated, should not bring any suit

against the authority while the nation's unemployment

stands 10.4 percent is not related at all. $1,000 per week

paid to Ms. Reid has nothing to do with the racial and

sexual discrimination. In fact, if he wants to complain

about his being overqualified and underpaid, he should

speak up to his department head, not to slander Ms. Reid.

Gerald Chang
Amherst

Setting the record straight on our Santa spoof

To the Editor:

What? No Santa Claus? ("Guess What, Virginia. Got a

Surprise For You" Friday. Dec. 10th) How dare the

Collegian print such fabrication! Certainly this is

irresponsible journalism at its worst. How could the author

possibly know whether Santa exists? He's not majoring in

Santa Clausology. is he? As Francis Church of the New

York Sun wrote in 1897. "Nobody sees Santa CUus. but

that is no sign that there is no SanU Claus. The most real

So much work, so much to think

about and Christmas, his favorite

time, wa^ almost here.

He tried to make it up, and failed. He tried again, and

almost fell. The snow had made an icy bank at the base of

the curb. The snow, wet and cold, was freezing against the

rims where he clasped his hands. He tried again, failing

again and paused to regain his breath. He backed up

several feet and made a run at the curb. He thrust his up-

per body forward, throwing his arms forward at exactly

the same time, with a grace and skill that comes only with

practice and determination — up onto the sidewalk. And

he was gone.
.

He stared and pictured this man and his wheelchair. He

thought, strangely, about Christmas, and burst into tears,

he knew, in shame.

John B. Kenney is a UMass student

things in the world are those that neither children nor men

can see...he lives, and he Uves forever. A thousand years

from now, Virginia, nay. ten times ten thousand years

from now. he wiU continue to make glad the heart of

chUdhood." I believe the CoUegian owes both a retraction

and an apology to its many deeply offended readers.

Nancy Neenwi
Amhent

SGA politics not what they seem

Student Government President Jim Murphy has a

proposal on the floor of tonight's senate meeting,

which would eliminate the option of having two peo-

ple run for the office, limiting it to one. This, supposedly,

would reduce "personality conflicts" and in turn, the

power of the student body. ^^^

Hannah Hosom
The president's office is divided by tradition into on and

off-campus duties. The one working on campus must

organize committees dealing with all aspects of student

life, attend senate meetings and other related events,

while the other fills a seat on the Board of Trustees. Mur-

phy seems to feel one person can do the job.

Murphy himself has been very busy. He was not present

at last week's senate meeting — the reason for his not be-

ing punctual was that he was at the Trustee meeting. If,

on the other hand, there was a co-president, both func-

tions could have been carried out. There needn't be a per-

sonality conflict - the two rarely have to see each other, if

they are doing their respective jobs.

Former co-President Larry Kocot has said that m his

capacity as trustee, meetings on campus, in Worcester

and in Boston took over 30 hours a week. And that's half

the job description? What happened to a student presi-

dent? ^ . .

One less president could therefore mean a reduction in

efficiency of 30 hours per week. An example of how that

lost time could be utilized is apparent in the situation con-

cerning the search for a new student attorney general.

The president, as well as the affirmative action officer,

have been too busy to meet and determine a yes or no

answer on whether the Attorney General Search Commit-

tee met constitutional procedures. The two have had over

48 hours to meet from the time Murphy got the results un-

til last week's senate meeting. The position had been

under search for over three months, and is probably the

most important apolitical office a student can hold. Too

busy for a simple yes or no answer on a unanimous deci-

sion?

Many senators expect the president may nominate the

present acting attorney general, although she was not

determined to be qualified enough by the committee the

senate chose. Her assistant, the unanimous choice of the

committee, is in the office more than she is. knows the

issues better, and writes most of the decisions that have

come out of the office. And there has been no time to ^[>-

point him.

The president's job is demanding, and simple time conn-

mitments often conflict. More seriously, important mo-

tions, and in the case of the attorney general, are being

left at the wayside while ones like narrowing the presi-

dent's office are receiving full consideration. It's time the

senate stands firm, nudte it's own decisions by questioning

its officers and recognizing what moves are pure politia

and which are good for the students.

Hannah Hosom is a Collegian staffmembtr

Editorial Staff

wishes everyone
Healthy

peaceful holiday season

ivM^
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Great Gifts
Stocking Stuffers

Posters Cards

J

• uiokliook^ •

BLOUSES
Dresses, Skirts, Scarves

Earrings Crystals

Mugs Calendars

Ornaments

Vases, Boxes, Tins, Mobiles, Toys

Weeknights 9 pm Dec 10-23

Sundays 12-5 pm

Daily 10 am - 6 pm
Open 10 am - 6 pm - 9 pm Fri.

Open Sundays 12-5 p.m.

Great Gifts • Great Prices

MERCANTILE
AMHERST CAWMAGE SHOPS

t

Itf MM'/Tfe
cr^t

^IM^MSEMMPMMMSJEMM^lMMPMPM^

(3

i3

AChristmas

Checklist
Plan ahead now so you won't forget anyone

LARGE SELECTION
of UMass imprinted

Childrenswear

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Open Tonight

until 9:00 pm

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

m
i
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
i
i
i
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
i1

3l^ ^0i£mf0lgma^

EMTIRE^rocK
20b'!ZdfiOFF
rUBUSHERS UST PWCE

0|Mn Thurs

-6 Fd CNwnings 'til 9,

Sunday 12-5

<^*n /Ae r^mp di-
ll MnEASANT 51 ^
, ATlHERSr g*

• lita ittlfte wkid0 poli 5d • boc.6ci m Ucknical airaMelaek •

*e

jX7
^^

55 University Drive
^^ Amherst

549-5713

CHRISTMAS PARTY

Thursday Dec. 16 9:00 - close

FREE
PIZZA
^Af/ you can eat"

i

i

• orgasms $1.50

•50 'drafts

• 99 'bar drinks

• peanuts at the bar

•eggnog99'

TAKE A BREAK AND ENJOY!!

STUDENTS!
Hang on to your textbooks!

Receive more cash for

books next Spring!

How?
The Gamma Sigma Sigma

Bool( Exchange

OfWiaiKl hfandfofitudtntt. Inattadof r»c«MnBl«>ith«nid»qu«t»corrH)«nMtk)n
for your twdiwoki. um our alfmrtvt oxchangs. We ar* a ttudant-run, non-profit

aHchanoa, and can anaur* you maxhnum vaiua for your books.

TaMbooka for tha upcoming acadamic yaar may ba purchaaad at tha Exchanga at

dhcount prioaa.

*Don't throw your bookt away-Save Money
*Don't throw your money away-Save Your Books

*Look for the STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
the first 2 w^ks for the spring '83 semester

in Campus Center rms 162-175

It's Worth Tlie Wait!!

Arts
Collegian is

-•'•'•"•"• •"•'•"••••'•'•# •"•••'•>»X*•>.•.•-•.•.•.• ••••••••••a •'•• •'•'!
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TheWho succeeds on stage
By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

The Who may be old, tired and ready to call it quits, but

any of the 13,500 people who saw them in Worcester
Saturday night would have a hard time believing that

assessment.

For what is supposedly the final time, the Who breezed

into the new Centrum to say goodbye to the two
generations who have grown up with music. Throughout
their two hour set, the Who played 24 of their most
popular songs from their 20-year career, pleasing both

those who have followed them since the 1960s beginnings

and the younger set (who seem to have dominated the

audience), familiar with only the most recent releases.

Beginning with their old anthem, "My Generation,"

played with its usual ferocious intensity, the band thrashed

and their way through music from most of their albums,

several from their newest release, "It's Hard." Backed by ;i

superb light show, the concert became, as usual ^<.: i

Who, a bombardment of the senses. Thank>
acoustics in the C'entrum. the music was clear anu u .

derstanf'''*'!" ''^ ''' '''>vrsorn" ii« '!"»' •' ••" ' i-. >..,
,

playjTi !>eir hit

Petfi

If it all sounds like an obligatory Who performance, with

all the usual material and antics, don't be fooled. The Who
were not simply going through the motions; they were

putting out*: Townshend played with ferocity, often

drifting into solos of power chords, backed by the ever-

present, never wavering bass line of John Ent whistle.

Lead singer Daltry was also in fine form, singing as

powerful as ever and swirling his microphone precariously

around the stage. Drummer Kenney Jones also played

well, although he remained relatively inconspicious in the

background.
Unlike previous shows in past years, there was no

smashing of guitars, no destruction and mayhem at the

end. As the Who finished their encore, a powerful version

of "Twist and Shout." Townshend leapt in the air several

times, accenting his final chords. When the music slopped,

the band simply put down their instruments, walked to the

front of the stage and in classic Who fashion, stood

gether and bowed. As the} filed off the stage. Town-

hemi remained, looking out at the crowd, as if transfixed

. ith the outpiiuring of emotion from th' *" Then,

lowly, he turiied and fojlowt-d th» othor' fd as if

'ete Townsheii'

he

The Who — Roger Daltrey, John Entwistie,

Kenny Jones, and Pete Townshend — played at

the Centrum Saturday night.

upset \vii«r inounced that this would be thei

final tour of aL l<^dsl America. 1 felt robbed; like the hiy

arid best band in 'he world was quitting now that the\

made it big. I had hoped they would change their mind.

But now I've changed my mind. The Who havi- provided

much to the world of music and the people who believe in

that music. They w ere innovators, paving many new trails

in music, while offering the most energetic live concert

available. Now. that energy expended on the road is

wearing them down. The Who say they will not bisband,

just stop touring. Perhaps this decision is best. They can

still record, still make new inroads, while remaining

healthy and alive.

The Who will play their final North American concert in

Toronto, Canada, this Friday night. When they leave the

stage,' they will return to England, possibly for good.

Hopefully, we can still expect powerful albums from the

band in the years to come, but the intensity of their live act

may become just a memory. For area fans, last Saturday's

Centrum show will not be a memory which will easily fade.

Pleasure Dots "spec"- tacidar
By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collegian Staff

The Pleasure Dots are a little-known Northampton

based rock quintet that will be making an essential ap-

pearance Thursday night at the Wok Lounge, Hadley.

Their name sounds like an oblique line from a Dickenson

poem, but the band's innovative pop musings are anything

but obscure. In fact, accessability is one of the band's

strong points.

The band — Annie Tomolonius on vocals, Frank Schartz

on lead guitar, Steve Ellis on rhjrthm guitar, David Chevan

on bass, and Albert Fortin on drums — has been together

since 1980, but they've yet to establish a popular following.

According to David Chevan, a lot of clubs in the area are

hesitant to book local bands and hence, they haven't really

gotten a lot of popular exposure.

"It's not always easy to get local gigs, because there's a

lot of bands out there competing for space — especially on

big nights like Friday and Saturday. And on off-nights,

clubs would rather play disco than risk losing money with a

band," he said.

The Pleasure Dots draw from a wide diversity of musical

forms including pop, rockabilly, R&B. and Motown. But

first and foremost, they're a dance band, Chevan insists.

"The emphasis is on the beat. There's nothing we like to

see more than pe(^le dancing." he said.

"Most bands try to blast the audience away, but we try

to get the people into the music," he said.

rAnd in print
THE WHO: MAXIMUM R&B
By Richard Barnes
St. Martin's Press
$12.95 (paperback)

By ED LEVINE
Collegian Staff

For what has been billed as their final tour of North

America, the Who have employed many stunts designed to

publicize their farewell and generate some income.

For the hrst time, a major business ha.s underwritten

the cost of a rock and roll tour. The last concert, this

Friday in Toronto, will be shown live via closed-circu't

television in bars and clubs throughout thi- country. The

band has appeared in commercials and on posters. In every

'^j^^^!^,ff^ms^S^^f^M^MMMMM^MMSMMSM^, Albert Fortin. David Chevan, Steve Ellis, Frank Schwartz, and Annie Tomolonius

crtdiUtI

— Dots In-

city they've played, the Who have been greeted with

enthusiasm. Indeed, a proper send off for one of rock's

greatest and oldest bands.

In addition to the onslaught of publicity. Richard Barnes,

PeteTownshend's former art school roomate and long time

confidant of the Who. has penned a book on the band's

career.

Dubbed an "authorized" biography of the Who. the book,

a large paperback, is packed with hundrtnls of photos and

posters throughout the band's career, many in full color.

The text, broken into years and scattered lietween pages

of pictures, features many insights into the band's history,

particularly the early years, and providers a look into the

minds of Townshend and the other band numbers.

While not technically well written, with passages often

jumping from time to time with no warning or in-

troduction, the book is written in a colloquial, conversation

style. At points, it seems as if Barnes himself is sitting

down and talking about the band while showing off his

scrapbook of Who memorobilia.

This book, however, is not an expose on the order of

many books about famous performers. The Who:

Maximum R&B includes interviews with many peopio

associated with the band, including its members, managers

Kit Lambert and Chris SUmp, and others who have

worked with the Who throughout their 20 year care«r.

Barnes himself offers many recollections, including a

fascinating story about how, in the midst of a small besff

and dope party with band members in 1962, he jokingly

suggested The Detours, as they were originally callsd.

change their name to The Who. The name, of course.

stuck, despite a short time when they were known as The

High Numbers.
Photographically, the book includes many live concert

shots from their early years to the present. Among the

most powerful shots in the book, however, are a series ol

photos of Keith Moon taken at a party he was attending the

ni^t he died. Moon's deterioration really showed in these

pictures, particularly one disturbing shot showing the

drummer speaking to Kenny Jones, the ntum who wouki

eventually replace Moon after his death.

This book provides a unique look at the Who and enables

fans to Uke a look under the gloss of publicity and see who
Townshend, Daltrey, Entwhistle and Moon really were.

It's not all complimentary; not all an expose. It's a f^ and

balanced look at a band and the human beings who made H
one of the most powerful forces in musk history.

And as if all that wcna't enough, the book even includes

a flexidisc with Townshend's original demo recordings of

two of his most famous songs, "My Generatwn" and

"Pinball Wizard." These rarities wUl surely please any

Who fan who thinks they have everything the band has

recorded.

If there is ever to be a complete. . curate, fair history of

the band, this book is it. It's a tady of four people and

those around them, of 1960's Britain and the music in

dustry in general.

V «
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Yshua? ^s,thats his name.
Youve never heard of him?
Sure you have. He's commonly

called Jesus. Yshua is the
Jewishway to say his name.

He s veryJewish,you know
Think of his lineage -Abraham,Isaac,

KingDavid, down to his inotherMiryam
Think of the place of his birth - not
Stockholm or Rone but Bethlehem-as
promised by theprophetMicah in 720bc.i:

Think of thewayhe came -beforethe

birth. Joseph his foster father:was told

by an angel:

*Andyou are to give him tine

name Yshuabecause ine will

saveliispeoplefrom their sinsl^

Now many would have liked it better if the angel
had said, "And you are to give Viim tKe name Santa
because he v/ill bring you. presents."

Many people -wduH rather not hear about 5in. But
its a fact, its a conditicn, it's a problem that needs a

dramatic solution.

The condition of humanity (call it sin if you. have the
courage) has been lamented for centuries. OK yes,there

has been pcgress. but its the vsrron^ kind of progress
because now a fe:w desperate men pu^in^afewbuttons
can annihilate all life on this pTDblem-naaen planet. Is

that a solution?

God promised a Messiah, a deliverer, a prcHein aolv«x

Andu there's anything raore difficult to accept tlnan

the fact of sin ^/ouis andours) its the idea that God
soh^es our prdalems. But he can/ He canmake us want
peace, ^ivc us hearts t^ car^ abcxat one another leUeve
guilUinend biticen homes, <^ive meanir^ to our lives and
diminishthedm cf the 2othCenturywith themusic (f bis iovre.

God's dramatic solution Yshua. That news is going,to

make some people unhappy

Maybe you don't like Jews. Maybe youhave a gniHfe

against Christians, l^ybe youdmt likeyxir sins, yxarsefc

or the Godwhomade you. Sony about that, but it doesn't

really char^ the truth. Beforey^u dismiss what should be
good newit remember that the fndh m^hi- be SO simple fhat if

was overlool<ed by the people who should have known.

The needwas and is, due to the "human condition Cjust

incase you're choking, over that three-letter vvord'sin).

God's salvation is a sacrifice, a sm bearer, a savior,

a mediator, a mentor, a Messiah.

YSHUA IS ALL THAT AND MORE./

We hope that our message, doesn't annoy you. The
purpose of th.is statement is to help you. discover

the love, joy arxd peace ^we have found in theMessiah

If37DU want toknow more about Yshua, "we're ea^r to

tell. deli^Jited that you want to know: and happy to

help you find what we have found.

There is muchmore -we could say and v/snt to say, rnjtt it

would tZkke a book. God ^ve a bcx>k and it's called the
Scriptures, butwe have a book that can helpyou undo?

stzpndwhat the Scriptures say abootYshua. Its puHished
byMoodyPress of Chicago for 2—, but if yxidorit believe

inY'shua it's free as a ^ift from Jev/s f*r Jissus aoid ou-r

friends who vsrontyoutohave. vv^hat wt have. And that

includes love,joy peace zsrC. hape for a beautiful future.

So don't be bashful. We can't put bi^ statements lilte

this m the newspaper every day: Respond now and let

us reach ou.t to yo\x Skeptics are -welcome

TO GET YOUR FREEBOOK FILL OUT THIS COUPON

I am not a believer in.Yshua (Jcsu4) and I v^ant to readyour
}

book Tshu-a by lioisheRosen. Hy religiou-s backgjround
i

is:

STRICT Atxmxas

Zrrr HfSTS ITPT^BB

Pl.£a£K Note: We cannot send ths txx)k fnse to Christiana, Inasmuch
ae 1^ been purchased n/ith donated /vnch- H- is mmJmUc n yoir nali^oua
bookstore ncm, oryou can order H- from us Ji/atsend^Z^ ar^ • noit amy^

/qg you are a Christian t*^ reed tha (don't Mony about posf^t).

L_.

Msil to: Y-^ma ^ook <v& vTZWS far JESUS. 60 HaightStreet.
SanFrancdsco. California 9410Z >A62

'fv9>VL aML '^ML Jews f<«rJesus ^ ou/T vfismcU

This sfafemenf is sf:>onsor€d by the friends of Jews for Jesus who don't want you fo mma "fhe real meaning of Chrisfm^.

pays cash for

current textbooks

So, why wait in line?

Open
M-W & Sat 10-6

Thurs & Fri 10-9

Sunday 12-6

Hypercurricula

'i«».».«.».«.«::!%:r:::*%W::r:!y*W*W:%^^^^^^

dawn {fie ramp rf-
71 N.?LEASANT ST.

, AHHERSr ^ ^^
Qaams from bua Foods)

-yy? Allmat 9^uw\ruEi Ull

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day
they will take place and arf

listed only once. An-
nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by

3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

**Hypercurricttla**
notices not ubmittcd on
the standard form and not

abmitted by the Friday
before the week the event
will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all "Hypercnrricala"
notices. Priority will be
given to UMass organiza-

tions.

!%W5SSS*%W!%W:WSftWft%

Un BBR IS IKE A QUARTERBAOC
WECANTWUTIOKI

Bubba Smith and Dick Butkus

Today

WOMEN'S
SPIRITUAUTY GROUP -
Potluck supper. CaU United

Christian Foundation 545-

2661 for more information.

6:30 p.m.

BROWN BAG
THEOLOGY - "Christmas

Sharing" is the topic for the

discussion led by Rev. Phil

Ward at 12:15 p.m.. 42B

Student Union.

DISTINGUISHED
VISITORS LECTURE
SERIES — Senator Gerard

D'Amico of Worcester will

speak on Reaganomics:

Financial Aid Cuts and its

effects in Public Higher

Education. 5:30 p.m.
reception, Memorial Hall.

7:30 Speech. 163 Campus
Center.

SPECTRUM SUMMIT
MEETING — When we will

sum it all up. Agenda in-

cludes staff judging

requirements constitution,

faculty advisor, an-

nouncements, etc. A party

will follow the meeting.

Mandatory attendance for

members. 7 p.m.. Student

Union Gallery.

WINE TASTING - The
French Club will be offering

a wine tasting and
presentation by Prof. Jean-

Pierre Berwald. A crash

course for connaisseurs!

Small donation requested. 7

p.m., third floor lounge ,

Herter Hall.

ISRAELI FOLK DAN-
CING — Join Us for the last

Israeli folk dance night of

the semester. 7:30 begin-

ners, 8:30 all others.

Commonwealth Room,
Student Union.

Thursday

HOLIDAY CERAMICS
SALE — Come do your last

minute holiday shopping.

Today and tomorrow. 9 a.aL

to 6 p.m., Munson Annex.

PSI CHI PIZZA
DINNER - Take a break

before finals. Free for psi ehi

members, meet at 901

robin. 5 p.m.

Friday

UCF CHRISTMAS
POTLUCK - United
Christian Foundation Board
and friends party at 6:90

p.m. CaU the office at 545-

2661 for more information.

SHABBAT SERVICES -
Join UMass Hillel for the

last Shabbat services of the

semester. Tonight is the

Eighth night of Chanukah.
End the festival of lights

with us. All welcome. 7

p.m., Dukes Room.

:s'-m
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QRCflTXPLflR
Hotiday hair axcitament bagins
wim a Great Expactaliont
pracision haircut or parted

holiday perm Natural.

Distinctive and Totally Voul

For a special holiday gift, give someone
you care for a Great "X" gift certificate

S

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA
Mon - Sat AyvoiNjtjLm ^^^M0^^^MfV
10:00 - 9:30 g^^^XS^SS "

586-6182 cKfccjnnoRs
€^« i

PRECSOsi HAIHQJTTLHS

•^^••^^•^^••^ J

Campus
Card.

When you return from your Holiday

Vacation, you'll find it easy to X Press

yourself with your Campus Card at the

X-Press 24 located in the Newman
Center cafeteria.

There's only one card that lets you do
all your regular banking at more than

300 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts.

The BayBanks X-Press 24'" Card.

To get your card, just visit our Amherst
Office at 75 East Pleasant Street, today.

®
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you*re on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

I For Mora Details Call Sandy Price

I
(203) Z29-8660:

I Freshmen Er Sophmores Call Capt. Pinkell

I (413) 546-2637

NEW ARRIVALS

Hooded
2 tone

Sweatshirt

powder blue and cream

or

lilac and cream

$19.95
located

in our

Clothing Dept.

A 9reait I olMe

pick up your 1982-83 UMass Basketball Calendar

with any purchase of UMass clothing

Open Wed. 9-5

Open Tonight

until 9:00 pm

Located in the Campus Center

mSTORE^

This semester's Collegian staffsends greetings to all!

In 1870, the Maasaehtuetta Daily Collegian

was founded as Aggie Life. Its purpose is now to

provide the University community with a daily

newspiqper that g^ves students an informational

account of events pertaining to them. It is also

an educational tool that offers an opportunity to

acquire newspaper experience and obtain some

credentials for those with a professional interest

in the news media.

Since the paper was first published, Universi-

ty of Mtlssachusetts students have volunteered

countless hours to ensure the production of the

Collegian, often with little or no recognition.

The Collegian Board of Editors would like to

thank this semester's keeps of the 112-year-old

institution.

The ColUfimn Board of Editor*

John Brobst, Editor In Chief

Ed Levine. Manapng Editor

Joel Myerson, Business Manager
Stuart Sadjak, Production Manager
Lise Zeiger, Executive Editor

Mike Foley, News Editor

Cris Schuster, Women's Editor

Andrew Gordon, Arts Editor

Phillip Jennings, Black Affairs Editor

Jim Floyd, Sports Editor

Kevin J. Fachetti, Photo Editor

New*
Kevin Howe, Associate Editor

Paul Belval, Associate Editor

Mark Welch
Ann Chapman
Ann Carms
Sean Casey
Greg Brown
Ellen Ryder
Paula Hoyt
Tim MacPhee
Ann McCrory
David Linton

Matthew Berman
Mary Ann Been
Laurie Fischer

Ken Lundber
Tricia Nylander
Jill Okun
Tricia Vacovone
Becky Thatcher
Rita Murphy
David Summersby

Russell Turner
Tom Sexton

Editorial

John F. Hudson. Associate Editor

Mary Beth Hebert
Josh Meyer
Brooke Sutes

Sporto
Billy Shea. Associate Editor

Gerry deSimas, Associste Editor
Chahsse E. Feinerman
Scott Hood
Jen Kupper
Russ Whinnem
Jim Samia
John White
Adam Nazimowitz
Kevin DeLuca
Pete Sonderberg
Ellen Richard

Tony Betros

Elliot Kalb
Brian C. Murphy
Steve FiU
Bob Brock

Jill Lang
George Martins

Tom Whalen

WoMca's
Robin Mandel
Lisa Pedulla

Amy Jenness

Black Affairs

Gus Martins, Associate Editor

Jennifer Hardy
Yadira Betances
Rick Williams

ArU
Doug Muise, Associate Editor

Phil Plante

Julie Procopiow
Andrea Milstein

Roger Atwood
Pam Madnick
David Chevan
Pete Wissoker
Dean Ranzo
Saul Nathanson
Christine Marini

Elaine Senay
Peter Bentinnen
Wendy Walsh
Jane Buchbinder
Adnenne Wolff

Ben Terrall

John Jenkins
Roberta Rubin

Karen Beacienski

Julia Schiike

Photo
Teresa Bellafiorc

Brian Lashway
Peter Marks
David May
Sam Millett

Tom Kudla
Nanci Nutile

JayObe
Dave Deuber
Drew C)gier

Katie Watlers

Mike Margolis

Bradford Hammer
Jim Powers

Production Staff

Associate Naaagiag Editor*

Paul Basken
Ray Beauchemin
Scott Mersey
Diane Kadzis

Michelle Murray
Cop; Editor*

Hannah Hosom
Jim Finkle

Richard Nangle
Bill Wall

Mike Mahoney

Graphics (Night)
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EVEN STRAIGHTA'S CANT
HELP IFYOU FLUNK TUITION,

Today, the toughest thing about goinjg

to college is finding the money to pay for it

But Army ROlC can help- two

ways!

First, you can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,

lxx> s, and supplies, and pays you

up to S 1 .000 each school year it's

in ettect.

But even if you're not a

scholarship recipient,

ROTC can still help

with financial assis-

tance—up to $ 1,000

a year for your

last two years in

the program.

For more
information,

contact your

Professor of

Military Science.
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and caring.
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY

DECEMBER 15 THRU 18

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

DECEMBER 20 THRU 23

9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
I D REQUIRED

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

isimaiswpiNiooK-
HARP
PISKOR.

.^amTRAeffR^\

IKNBWfT.Hd
POdSNTSPEAK

'60.

HOLPOHMV.
PONTfmC. I'W
GCfTAPHMSe
BOOK.

The UMass Zone by Mark Rollins

Under The Influence by M. Joyce

Bushwa by Tom Cushwa

Bloom County by Berke Breathed

CHWSU*\A8/ 5A^fm.

I \

eV€RyWH6(« START (XmH'fmt&
MQ STOP HA55WN' fW FtOKHW
ANP r^Y0e GO puv pRiseee

0R50(AeTHW'lf«TEAP.

yes, r^. a>w5,..

PEACe, HftRM'NY ANP
eoopwftt (& i«AwnHis
a'0OYwwT5'roGer

FBK CHRISTMAS. 1

ANPA
G.i.joe.

I

P^a
T"i' "- l^^f'i
1

1

" it :

Collegian jobs

The Colleen is now hiring for all positions for next semester. Jobs available indude Assoc ate

ManLing Editors. Copy Editors. Layout Technicians. Drivers. Librarian. Training Officer. Associate

NeTs^rte. Arls. Women's Photo and Black Affairs Editors. Darkroom Technicians. Associate

Production Manager and Associate Executiver Editor.
. u ij u

AppSo" "^available at the front counter of the ColUgian. 113 Campus Center, and should be

returned by the end of the week.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

CROSSWORD
Edited b> Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Israeli seaport

5 Make a speech
10 Plod heavily

14 Equine color

15 Hoarfrosts

16 Heavy stake
17 University branch
18 Prevailing

Influence

20 Pacific divider

22 Suffix with planet

23 Inclusive word
24 Believer: Suffix

25 Indian peasant
26 Namesakes of a

Wagner heroine

28 Seaside sight

32 Flower

34 Rocket sound
35 pro nobis

36 Not more than
37 Taker of

Richmond
38 Swear to

39 loss

40 Predecessor of

a fall

41 Untrustworthy

one
42 Main origins

44 Ursine one

45 Shaw's " and
the Man

"

46 Indian weight

47 Irish sweetheart

50 Kind of pole

52 More humid
54 Vacationer's

choice

56 Irish Gaelic

57 Kiln

58 Fulcrum for an
oar

59 Shady nook
60 Group of binary

digits in a

computer
61 Replete

62 Movie canine

DOWN
1 Tilled land

2 Kind of island

3 Broken-down car

4 Otherwise: Scot.

5 Hit

6 Laughing
7 Parisian friend

8 Referee's count

9 Emerson, for one
10 Elf

11 Stead

12 Eternity, from

Hebrew
13 Rare thing

19 Pledge ones
21 Ananias, for one
25 Swiss river

27 Letter

28 Blue dyes
29 Models
30 Scope
31 Woodland
32 Latin lesson word
33 precedent
34 Legal papers

37 Metal eyelets

38 Collection of facta

40 studies closely

41 Evening, in Roma
43 Bird like the

ostrich

44 Signaled, In a way
46 Fence step

48 Change the

position

49 Athletic place

50 Salver

51 Expel
52 Projectile

53 Great: Prefix

54 Male swan
55 Wild sheep of

Asia

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 1 9

1
10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 ia 19

20 21 22

23 24 2S ^^1
1^1

26 27 28 29 30^ 31

32 33 34 35

36 37 3a

39 40 k 41

42 43 44 ||M
45 46 47 48 49

SO 51 52 53

S4 S^

1

56

57

1
5a 59

60 1 61 62

WEATHER

Partly sunny and mild

Uxiay. Highs in the 40s and

low 50s. Mostly cloudy

with a chance of showers

tonight. Lows in the 30s.

Showers likely tomorrow
and continued mild. Highs

in the 40s and low 50s.

12/1S/S2

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

,0 E L i H c V H E A T H]

E V ER S A R A A L L E k
M E HlllTiAlB E L R 1 P EN
;U N 1 $0 in a E R|l s£^
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L A N E DIG eIs n;
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E
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IE R E s AS AB
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T E A R S UP BU L RlUlSiHi

pDB oaciQaQ aum
r y u

M\
m 1 C H Bl I'Ni

^
OK E R R U H^ A 8lT|
R AN n n L L is N E Ei

,GAlT s n E E s E ElDi

WMUA 91.1 FM
6-9 Good Morning Amherst with

Teresa
9-12 Spiral Scratch with Art

Failure

12-3 M-Tones
3-5:30 The Beat Escape with Mary

Kelly

5:30-6 Newswatch with Greg Wells

and Adam Thier

6-7 Sportscafe

7-10 Paula T
10-2 Terpsichorean Cacophony

with James Neill

2-6 Glory Gospel Road with

Rev.Pearson

CABLE/VIDEO
Last day of Video, Last day of Classes,

Last day of Life

10:30 - 2:00 Just can't wait to see!

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Liver and Onions

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Gravy
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Hungarian Noodle Bake

Tofu Pattie/

Sandwich Roll

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce
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AUDITION

Audition fc

videotaped i >

area beginnii;

day at 7"
911 15. In'

The Solution' a trovie to oe

1 the Amherst -Northampton
r, Ml January, will be held lo

" in Campus Center Rm
••4- /fCO

" ' "
'

'

engine w
Easily rr- :

2000 (.

vw &
$1050.

P. minor body wortf.
.„..^ r-^f-y ,.,.. ,r->.-J

iful runner 1971

73 Fofti

tion 400 <

IfW

hi^:

1972 r

m

;000 r
1 . I-) ^.

Jinn, i

dF=-

D^ ..

piayo'ts ' HH s with CUit vwa' pivr

dinner w , / itrv, Hannahs ^ifh to ir,,

pub, Dane's school of qualuae driviny,

Steve Gibbons, all nighters blond*-;,

brunettes and nymphs, Petes photos, party

women. Kalos wild late night sex shows.

crazy white powder runs (not "real" snow),

Jim Floyd ar>d hitters, the apt. kil'er bong, it

all adds up one hell of a good semester.

Good tuck roomies Collegianites. and Lauri

and Sue. Never say diel Stuart

BELLYGRAMSI!

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BROWNIEGRAMS

Three flavor* senti anywhere unique gi^

call 5464282

CALL IT MADNESS

Simon Simon Simon
you make me weak in the knees

COLLEGIAN STAFF

To all Collegianites who busted ass this

semester Thank you I It's been '^ rnun'^

one, but you've all been great! Ciooci lurK

grads. See the rest of you next semes'o-t

(first regular paper Feb. 11) -td L

COMPUTERS

Supplies for Atari. Apple 2 b 3, TRS-80,

IBM, Vc-20 computers available at 15%
discounts. Write for our FREE cataiog.

Shore's inc. P.O.B. 47 Ardmore Pa 19003

DRYCLEANIN6

Kevin's Kwik N-Easy Way Free Pick-Up

and Dr-ivary. One Day Service. Student

Oiscnunt Rates Call 5ft4-057?

ENTERTAINMENT

Free kittens 2 F litter trained call 256-6064

FOR RENT

For rer»t - five person house in Nofi

Amhersl, cjntact John at 253 2819

One l>edroom, five min from Ixi

iociic'd -' erst $140 Jar

AugL:^t ^

.

Two openings Brittany M .

read, >j-358b

Entire Vifj'j oodfuom »•'

bj3 ia.Jte, avaiifii'ie tor

33i:i ti65-7lbo

Ci:^. ^ih call 256 077"

Room Available u. .

D»*ople m Jan only. 2b6-bG0b

Room in Sunderland House 140 inci heat

on bus rte 666-2241 til midnite

1 Room available in four bdrm apt. on bus

route apt is furnished avibl for Jan f spring

Sem heat + Utils included in lent call

253 2605

2 bedroom apt for !f.;c. ^--osion only rent

negotiable 2!36-6064

Room available ir

.Amherst Jariuary ^

Beautiful, -iunny X *•

with loft. Jan 1 cathe

knotty pin-

375.00 4 ew_. .._,

'?. large roomf
iherst Ctr.

i»'jts, older Sii,..

praferred. 'i'^O r <

One roon

>ou9eapt North
.^11 549-0038

1 apartment
'igs, natural,

:i, on bus route

!t«ful house i;

^ smoker, no

;Vf ' F Cris

Whiff

^nt condlti'^n must seW. Asking $600

cO Call 549-3"^'^^

French Provincial Bureau 7 drawers, rock

riibple $160.00 &48 5586 Keep trying large

oftice desk al30_

* Two Cerwin Vega V 35 speakers

For Sale
• must be heard to be believed! I ! *

call Jeff at S4&-6637

Twin Bed box spring and mattress, new
must sell, cheap! Call 256-6086 evenings.

Ask for Fran

Timberland Boots 1st quality never worn
size 10!^ whole.su!B cost 0^5 253 74*3 Mike

Skis Head comos. Solomon 565 bindings

used several seasons in gooo shape 196 cm
$5 253-7493

Kodak Instamatic X-15 $6.00. new
Sportline sleeptn') bag $2B 00, new suede

leather jacket v,umen's M $35.00 Julie

323-5120 \_
fi-S6 slide rule statistical 9 memory pro-

grammable calc ilator. Used 1 semester

rechargable banc / $20. 5^3^12
Refridgerator, 2 5 cubic, like new, $70

Rich 546-5455

For sale sofa rn;^ fold into a bed i. chairs

$4 or BO call Sieve 549-1 391

3 Galls TIk for 12 31 Worcester best offer

by 12/23 Greg 6-5930

Skis, bindings, boots, poles

size 7. $75- 546 6698
women s

Hockey skates, Bauer tucks size 9, 40$

call John 549-5^6

FOUND

Found: white kitten with grey patches

about 6 months o!'^ if it iu yours please call

'or if someone watit.s it call I can't keep it

6-9648

Notebook three ring type with Millers

ive r Report Call 546-4658

1 GRAPHICS STAFF

Everyone in Graphics Night and Day
~T?^*<: Thank you for your first class work
lis semester. Long hours, little pay but

•n anyway! Fave and Sam, you two are

<i\, Laura Snanahan Tnanks for

'verything, couldn t have gotten a better

)s.soc. Good luck to the Grads, and Mery
as to all. Thanks again, Stuart.

GREAT GIFTS

» SHIR'

HAPPy HOLIDAYS

• i. MdditiCK LOvt

1.^ .^.. ... i'«ifitiiU LO«u «^tiOW.

.o Uijiiya and Mary Love Snow
To Suzanna Love Sncv;
To R<rv ' nve Snow

;, Staiiorie, aoU
. , ... its - plain af'.';

'5 CC Concourse

HELP WAf^lTED

Winter Vacation Jobs promoting
Ecology, Consumer and Safe Energy. The
Massachusetts Public Interest Research
Gfo-.tD vMASSPIRG) is hiring staff for

Wintersession and full time positions. Will

train. $13C-225 per week Boston area only,

Eltse 256-6434
_ „

CMP Staff: Girls Resident Camps in New
'< -e and Cape Cod need sailing,

V. .: : t, biking, drama, crats, cooks ar>d

general counseiors. Contact- Janet Wad
den, Paiiiots Trail Girl Scout Council, 6 Si

Jarnas Ave, Boston, MA 02116
,^ i07£

^tudy Positions a . jver in

*; one 5-6 hr/wt^ t. .ar, one
dishwasher /gen era! lab asst. and
r/wk ;' ' 'greenhouse
f, oa'i

the Jirn Jon€»« P^irty ^

rhv fo . kifig

cranbt .

, , ._ ,.-^ v for

B Hits, Merry Holidays Leclie. sleeping by
the Steve, Jackie atiC* his vor.iaii, better

noi mention the fights, Moose sucking face

at exchanges, have another beer, Charisse

don't like it, rock the sports pages rock the

sport pages, Lamo Duck, Stu, Kalo, Danno
the Yipmen, Mr and Mrs Buster-oy, does
George live here? I got a letter rrom Kirsten,

psychedl Steve Pac-Man Arthur, where do
we go fiom here, stray cats, wandering it's

almost over, one to go hit the rode, best

smile - you krK>w who you, peace to alt,

adios, by, let's party yaah!

KAREN SMITH

Smltty-Don't sweat the small stuff Ka
evtrylhirtg will eventually find it's place lif

you know what I .Trseanii Refne^nber ail the

scooping (with a 15 minute acope period),

many an inebriated evening at Joey D's the

"PIKE SYNDROME" The new Frat we
found to play with, an embarassing
nickname at Beta Phi, School-who care

about Organic, 'hat's Randy with an R, fat

attacks, Karen, Caren, and Phi Sig at the
Pub, which Karen do you want? the look of

love, tainted love & Montego Bay, Jim
Plunkett and the Turtles, Here's to

awesome times and a little sister who
follows well in her big sisters footsteps!

XOXO Caren

LAURI NEELY

Whet can I say? Lauri without you this

semester would have been alot different.

Heres to: white lines, pirogies, late night

pizzas, crazy pics, wild apt parties, late

nights at the Collegian, snuggles and lots of

P.D.O.A.'s I love you more than you
realize, maybe you do. Have an x-cellent

X-mas and lets keep it together. I'll always
love you, Stuart

LESBIAN AND GAY

Are you Gay? Is someone you care about?
Call the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

C-ollective Monday Tuesday Thursday Fri

day 4 pm - 8 pm 545-2645 or drop in CC 106

Noticel The Counselling Collective has
moved to CC 106 near the Collegian. Same
hours, same phorre 545-2645

Fail Collective Hours End Tuesday
21/12/82 546-2645

Problems with family? Friends? January
Collective hours Thursidays 4 pm - 8 pm
546-2645

Reward for info leading to the return of my
HP41CV calculator from 14th floor of

GTWR on 12 .1 caU Kent 253 5956

Blue Shaksspesre book on 12/03. Small

2284

'•at Alt credit cards now
.1) it6m> wanted. No

r, ANYTIME

A pair of mens b^ack leather thin-solatti

.4k-vu.> -Sosv.fitime Sursday night at Campus
'^

' '^'t'as<" ';a"_Steve at G-5197

'2/2/62 womens sweater red,

h white, cardigan. Extreme 5*en-

^•:r'3i value please cal! Kathy 549-5518 or

leave at info desk no ques asked

Lost: Black leather jacket. Please call

mrureen 6-7966

Blue pack taken trom Papa Gino's Sat

night 12/1 1 - contents very valuable to mo.

Leave at information desk University Store
- no questionsasked or call Sharon

5491887 ^

Sapphire ring lower CC ladies room.

Please return. Got u when i was six. Call

549-5850 Thanx

Lost gold Croton watch Fri night at

Hangar sentimental

call Lisa 546 8065
/alcie reward! Pleasi

One mens
large rewftf

qold chain bracelet.
2634

Very

IViOViNG

Man with pick-up for hire Experienced

low rates caii ^'
" "' '''-' ''^^'^-

r I. nov^'i * A'.

Boarders v>'

ferriale*^ only •

C./100 r f ^

:.1 \'-i\Z\.

'''ft

iNDfc^ STAFF fhanks for

semester, happy i^ _ Mixe

Lynny - Yuu'ro ili,'..u; -y pt'^rson I k',^>- .

would risk getting hit by rolls of toilet paper

to sing "Silent Night' in the bowl with me
Happy Birthday Love, Paul.

To ail the members of the 1st floor of

Washington towerLet's have the best

Murry Roast ever! ) MB
Jon Auerbach: 4 South salutes you. good
luck in NYC.

Becky. Sue, Anita, Nancy. Robin, Ivey:

Here's a personal for youl Happy
Holidays and groat new year! Hannoh

To those of you who know who
Spunky is you made the semester worth

the hard times - Tclanc's, tailgate part-vs,

long talks and good music - hope it all cor^

tinues through January! Spunky.

Christy Happy Birthday new we can hit tha

night clubsl KJ.

Mona-lt's been two years end we're stil!

friends! Thanks for being c paii all my love,

Ejliott^

Annette Heie is the special pi arse artd

recognition that you dv*sei-ve. The extra

special Ixjut of i-nar&thon sex you deserve is

still waiting n my oorn now v-'e'll sf,*e if

you're boastiiiq ;t".e tr fl 'v "lict nullinoi mv
'eg;

Binky is the best!

Barbi Thank you for the Jest year of my
life. Looking forward to many more Love

you forever, John.

Yo El and Jo - Happy Christmas wake up
wake up, somf and rmp stash and stetson

you've got the feeling where? Will you
share with me? Squeeze me please' Love

you both - heres to *}•'? best 'cause you do it

right - giggle hugs and kisses and a pinch

you know where-he Bimbo

Squirrel - Legal ri Jersey - for a white

Congrats on the big 19 now I'm only 1 yea^

older! happy Birthday! Love OJROO
Happy HoUdays to those ! love - Han
nah, Crissy,' Jiniao, Stardust, Rochelle,

Lumpy, Bag, Jackson, Marty, Mike, Paula

Pammy, Jules. Bip O. Big R and ever/onc

who wrote for arts-j AJ

Congretulationt Doug, and good luck

Lord God King Bufu ArtsOude
[

Special Thanks to Eileen and everyone
at the Arts Courcil.For your supF>ort and
for your money - Andy and Ooug

Nik. . .It's better w/*/ou. Love U Dan tf^c

shnook
___ _

Queen EILstftth; VM.en are you aeing u>

suppab? ' j
" ' ^^ "•-

To the Sou. .

.

ping buryc. =

your rui>

cracks wp ^

*rom y-M

Hey Be.
down s<„i..

white as a s'

Kelli • Tharrks to

soecial. I had j •,

Collegian Day G .

.

ing such a "grinch "
i nv>'

^

for being such a" sch""'. n :-.:>}

semester You're all really wonderful people
and I should've learned to appr>K:i>»te that
earlier. I hope you have Happy Hannakay's
and Merry X-mas! Love, Scott

W<dP<i<toy. Dgeemtwr IB, 1982 Qii^gi^a ^

Centar fi4A4MD

oonosntiation.

ratM Univifvitv Hypnosis

UPC fiMmlMrs Mid frismis Ev«ryon«
Who's AnyoffMl Corns psrty with UPC's
snd of ths asmsstsr tMSh furthsr info stop

by offios and sss Donna or IrnisAHos 406

Studsnt Unton

2-short Moors-to the most fun partying

fkXK svsr including (John)'l We'll miss

you, bvs. Sue & Kath.

DISCOUNT
• Savo monoy / pay later / pay lass

• Ordar now (dsadllna is Dae. 18)

• Wa hava aH tha books for tha couraas
• Call Scott at t-TTIO or wrha
Diacount Books PC Box 17BB Darlan CT

BOOKS

^*tf«tf«f«f«*-»*/«''w . ( . I It « tJgMfJ*
' «.MC«>« • • • • V I

\*

•« Movia *« Csddyshsck - Wsdnasdsy Dac
16 • Enginaaring East Auditorium - 7, 9, 11

pw • 1.80

To tha ladiaa of 1281 - PIsy, pisy, pisy • I

csn't wait 'tN next samsstsr - csn you guys?

IMarry Christmas sr«d I'm glad I found you -

Ths new littia one

16 • JA Hsppy Holkteysl Many Christnias,

Happy Chsnukah, & Happy New Ysarll

Sas you sN nsxt semasterl • Jon (your

RAID

To our aOth Catttury Fox. happy 18th

Bday Luns Edipssass 12/19 Luv, Papaya,

Lavs, Quss Luda, Mon Chi Chi, Boo,

l^fagHls, and JM
Jo. Dairdra, Dot. Staph. Laa Anna,
Luca. Nanca. Bobo. Uana. Ws hsd the

best timal Have s wiM intsrsessk>nl Love.

Cathy B. Though France is half the worM
away, you wiH always be near to my hesrt.

Love Bob

Mika Foley: Thsnks for dropping in from

hasvan to rescue our helpless and hopelass

soulsl Good luck in all your ventures. Don't

t)s a strsngarl -- Ed

Usa K. It was a fast semester. Hsve fun

with finsls. Intersessk>n sounds good.

Msrry Christmss Chris

Lisa Owan Msrry Christmss I'm looking

forward to Wintarseteion good luck with

finals Love Msrk

Congradulations Jimbiasll You're finally

outll Damn good job hunki I tove you, Ellie

Lou Hay Youl Your the best friends and

roommatel Sony about Fri Get pysched for

intersassKHi. Lova Shsri

Happy Birthday Maureen Tharasal To
the nrKMt besutiful and charming person

ever to grsce UMass. Good luck on your

finsls. Vscation and Ftorida? Yeal Love

John

Happy 10 moa., Lisa. Thanks for being the

special person you are. All my tove. Rich

Kerry Good luck with PreskJency, i know
you'll be great. I'll miss all our late night

sanity sesstonsi Love, T McD
IQU Thanks for the craziest time off my life

- I'll miss you alll See you at P.F. love, T.

McD
MarttM, Use, snd Marge, Learning how
to walk is hard, thanks for being there every

step of the way. Cotorado in March? I'll be

waitingi Love. Trace

Beth, Barrie and Sue. get pysched

forrtext semester PS Kate you better stop

you atot to see your Mom, take care and

behave

Boarders wantad for spring semester -

dose to campus if interested please caii

546-0527

4-North Patterson. I'll miss you alt. Have a

great intersession. See you when you get

back. Love your RA, Scott

Mary Ellen, Ellis, Andy. Bath, Tamir,

Tsra. Robin, Patty. John, Caryn, Tim.

QaH and Mark. Lova you sH. Scott

Auds, Gonna nniss you next semester.

Take care chk) love Martha

QIan 6r Doug (4th floor Patterson) we
want to party with youl 1 1 The Goose Patrol

Sixth floor Waahington - Thanks for an

awesome first semester! I love you all Etl'll

miss yal Love, Erika

Orchard Hill Area Government Would

like to thank all the representatives and the

residents of Orchard Hill for a very suc-

cessful semester. Happy Holidays - Chuck,

Cera, Kim, and Mike

CASIAC - Happy Holidays everytxKly

couldn't have made it thru pre-reg and all

the rest without you. Jan and John gonna

miss you next semester Lisa

Jim - i want my wine now! Or you face the

rath of Lisa and Linda! Happy Kolidaysl

Lisa

Unda and Annmarie Happy Holidays to

the best friends a kid could everask for.

We've made it thru five semesters we can

make it thru anything. New Years in

Boston. Spring Breek in Ftorida. Let s go

for it! Give my love to the folks. Love ya s

always. Lisa

Rangala here's the personal you've always

wanted I hope tha good times this sen>ester

leads to meny more MB
To Karah, wve'va hsd a tot of great times

jyii. bscausa 4'm giaduating

dossn't msan wa have to stop. Marry

Christmss, psyched for ths psdy. Love you
slways, Don

Annis I'll lova you foravsr whstavar Don

Rip - Good kick, good 'zs, let's do it sgsini

Cruwn

Happy Holklays to my srssy roomie
(yas I mssn you Margo) I stiU want to mast
your momi This samastsr has bssn resl I'm

gonns miss you HonI Me snd Sua fun be-

ing down the hsil. Me you csn't bet swsy
from met John snd Ksvin you batter rasd

this psperl You better visit nsxt ssmsstsr

tool Unds and Annmarie Merry Christmss

you craiiss Lovs Ussllt

Sax Baasts - Lets hssr sM ths goaaipl I sx-

psct tots of K come Februsry 1st. Hsve s

terrific intsrsssston. The semaater hss

bssn...interastingl Luv ys sH, yss you Judy
tool Laurie.

Annmarle-Three more days till you're

finally legal. We can't wait. It's time to

redsim our intsgss ss wito women. Hsve s

grast 20th we tove ysl Linds snd Lisa

Usa. Havs fun in Fla. We'll miss youl Love,

tha 3rd floor.

QIann - you've been a great R.A. (and

Friend) we'll miss you next semeaterl Love,

tha 3rd floor.

Abby: Hsva s Hsppy Birthdsy and an sx-

csWsnt Christmas.

Abigail Randall: Thank you for being such

a good friend.

8th floor JQA - An R.A. couMn't have

asksd for s better floor. I'm going to miss

youl Love, Diena

Hotels I don't hsve a motorcycle or new
stereo but you get your first personal 122

To all may The coming year bring great

things to you. With Love Bucko

JA Tower Staff - Happy Holkteysl I Many
Merry's -»- Huge Happ/sll Have a great

Rooms for rant space still avail in EAM for

Intersessfoo caw 64»0136

Congratualtiona to the crazy new
brothers of EAM keep training hard: Jim

Keemy; Pete Grace: John White; Brian

Curro; John Gamelin, Zasty Root; Jim

Cheverie; John Manchester; Dennis

Mahoney; and Rfch Rynn. Get pycshed for

next semester.

Pam - Nothing I couto say could express

how I feel about our friendship. From dou-

ble dates in freshman yeer to "Studying" at

Amherst College. Miles could never keep

any of us apart, I'll miss you Love ya, Lori

Debbie - Sundays would have been im-

possit>le at Reserve unless you were there.

You're great to procrastinate with, to be

flaky with, to talk with. See ya over in-

tersesstonl Love, Lori

Mary-Beth • Happy Birthday... Finalh^ 181

Care to Celebrate with son>e Schnapps?!

Love, Lisa.

John J. 417 will seem awfully lonely

without our fourth roomie! I Lots of luck

hugs and kisses!! Elin and Julie

Dan, ^ .

Happy B-day, See I din't forget. Do it up!

Love now and eternally,

Leslie .

"Skee" Have a blast in Idaho, even

though I'm going to miss you! Think of me
on the slopes and keep in touch. Love ya

"Ford"
.

L.Q.K. Your the top, i couldn't ask for

mora... Well, Maybe? L/Y/L/A/S Me

To my "S" Roomies in T.H.56 May you all

only have the best... It's wet you've given

mel Love the 6th

Good luck tommorrow Rich and Qeno
You Awesome Drivers! Will bus riding ever

be the sanrie? Honey and Mom
Janet - You and me: What car? So you

don't Ilka it! OOOH Hu-Bunch i could go on

forever so forever it will be - you and mel I

tove you

The Roudy RHO's - you guys are

awesome I'm very proud of aH of you - even

you Teddy! Get involved and don't let me
down! your feertess leader HOJTMO

George Economov - nothing is the same

without you„ we all wish you the best

Christmas -f get well soon Love UMass

Rugby Teem, Mike F., Barbara 0,. Peggy,

Joe, Laurie, Leah. Rachel, Jennifer, Doug,

Vito, Stu. Tim, Merit, Debbie. Kevin, Tracy

Dave, Ernie, Vinnie, Aunt Bev -»- Uncle

Joe, Peter, Denise, Stacy, John, Robin.

Annie, Mary, Scottie, Channelle, Chocco,

Shogun, Sheena, Mom, Dennis and of

course ICimba

B, D and Elaine - thanks for the party you

guys are unbelievable. Love T

There's too many of you to name but

you know who you are when I say thanks

for the memories. Love T

Amy "Chlqulta" Here's a personal you've

always wanted! best of luck in Espana you

know you'll b« missed, Locosita. La class

will never be the same sin tu. Amor siem-

pre, Tu amiga favorita Tricia

809-Cashin: your the best thanks fosr a

ffreat semester Sharon -t- Bruce

Qretsky - Thsnks for the Brownies, the

Bnjises, both beers, snd Boston.(And let's

not forget Bacon snd milk. Barbaric

Bitchina. and

Buipatong Bob). Can you spall I

you? I wW, Love, Shortia.

Cathy: Is this OK? Is it what you wantad

huh? Thanks for all the trouble you gave me
aH samsstsr. See you Friday. Fays (jrsphtes

POUTTY

My daaraet Poutty, You're the best thing

that hss svsr hsppsnsd too me. I've en-

joyed this whole semastar with you

(through ths good and sad). You'rs ss

bssutiful ss ths sun setting on the ocesn. I

k>va you forever s Halpleea Romantic.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

SERVICES

DIaaartattons. thesis, papera guarsn^
acceptance, reesonable Nancy, &0392.

864-7924

REIDINQER AND TANABE

Smiling? Yawza doughnuts
doughhaads maatloaf binoculars frank-

ly anorkal - orkal JB and Thatchers little

boys crying? Lovs and good luck

Boomboom Hatch »

RIDE WANTED

To Milwsuksa/Chtoaao Area around 20

Dec. will share gas/driving, call Pam
253-7406.

Ride to Chicago around Dec 23 is

desperately needed. I'll gladly share driving

and gas expenses. Call Cris at 54^^150

To Rorida (Tampa) Dae. 20-24 will share

expenses, driving. Call Marie 546-9682 keep

trying .

Ride needed to Maryland area for

holidays. Will share driving/gas Jennifer

263-2647

Navv Yeara Dead Uva Oaktend CA 2

people have 4 tickets to 2 shows (Dec 30,

31), But no ride. See the US call Merit

266-0676

Ride wanted Drop off point anywhere

from Framingham to Sharon leaving Friday

noonish call Laurie Bucko 549-1611

ROOM WANTED ~~
Artist seeke own room In house or spt.

Part-time grad student, working at UMass,

non-smoking. Need place Jan 15 on.

584-2562 Donna

Female seeking room for spring

eameeter only. Will share room call

Loulaa 646-9922

I NEED A ROOM close to campus for

January. Can you deliver? Call Woody
546-6190 supertime or during Johnny Car-

son

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted for

Southwood apartrrwit from Jan 1 on. Call

2560630

Responsible person for own room in

Hadley apt »130 ->- electric 584-5046

Kosher femele for one bedroom in two

bedroom Southwood townhouse 253-7031

Femele roommeted wented Brittany

manor $115/month. Heat included. Non-

smoker 256-0296

Two people needed to share room in Puf-

fton Village intersession and spring sem
549-6420 heat inc

1 br In 2 br pond view Brandywine apt

available Jan 1 & spring semester 549-6289

Meie to ehare room in house Rt 9

$127/month 256-0668

Brandywine January 1 or 2 females spring

1 femele 54^4114

1 mele to share largo room Townehouse

epts bus rte 549-4484

Moe end Lerry looking for a Shemp to

share Southwood Apt one l>edroom open

on bus route, cat! 256-8323 anytlnrw $103 In-

dudes heat! We're great guys. Really

Roommate needed Britteny nrianor for

spring semester cal! Rob 256-6463

Woman wented to rent huge room in 3

bdr apt 10 feet from bus stop North

Amherst call Caret 549-1684

Male roommate wanted for Brandywine

call 549-2786

1 male or female for room in Northamp-

ton duplex on bus line $110-»- 586-3613

Cllffslde Apts $115 mo induding heat

666-7709 available Jan 1 mte only

Jan 1 - sublet intersession w/possibie spr-

ing option. 5 bedroom house, bath, kit-

chen, living room, TV room,
study/wortcspace $135 caii 584-2562 '

* Brittany Manor *

* one mele roommate to take over *

• June to June lease
*

• call Rich at

:

•own room in house for spring $125/mo

not on bus route Bob Montana 584-7035

anytime .

ROSE
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I told you that i would get a hold of you

somehow. I really had a great time talking

to you last Wed You're a very interesting

young iady whom t wouid very much tike to

talk with again (soon). Think about it. con-

sult with Skip and 1st me know

Writing aealstanea. Profeastonal. editing,

rsfsrsncss. 2B3-7729

Past Aoeurata Typing $1 /page please cal

Lssias St 684 4980.

Say Something Special Made-to-ordsr

verses cards or gifts for more info 636-8663

SKI TRIPS

Smuggler's Notch Vermont Intarseaston

ttips, only $14811 For more tofo cell: Robsr-

ts or Stsph 6488236

3 SOUTH QORMAW

Thanks for s great eamastar. I may have

acted a little like our grandmother
sometimes but that's only becsusa I cars

sbout you all! Happy hdkteys and have a

greet intersasaon Love. Adrienne

STANLEY

To S ft M May your pink rock bring you
happinesa and aexual prowess in the im-

mediate future. Hope someday you reKeva

Clh^ of his duties, causa you are the sackf

PS The last exam was r>ot fun. My bum stiH

hurts! Dirtbsgs Inc

SUQARBUSH

Outrageous ski house on the mountakil
Call Al 263-9409

ApplicatkMie are now being accepted
for day camp counsetors - 8 weeks full time

write Nobles Day Camp Bridge St Dedham
MA or call 326-3700 limited ooeninqs

TINA

1 wieh you the beet of luck in your

foreign adventures. I'll never forget the

times we had nor will I ever forget you.

Love, TC, BJ, Pumkin

TO SUBLET

Woman wanted to shsra room In apt

Feb great deal for info pleeee call 666-7108

Interseesion rentel Southeast St $180

utilitiee included call Bob 256^17 after 8

2 br Townhouae ept on busroute Squire

Villege Sunderiand 2-4 tennants no utilitias

Jan - Aug $410 call evenings 96&-7930

If you heve the piece, we have the tenant

and vice versa. Sublet your apartment, find

a housemate FREE thru Off Campus Houe-

ing 115 Hasbrouck 5-0866
^

One bedroom 187 Colonial Vittage startirnj

Jan 1st come by and see

4 bedroom ept has two rooms available,

on bus route. $166 month including aN

utilities. Swiss Village 253-2251

To sublet bedroom for one or two femalee

for spring in Northwood Apts intersesaion

oprion Denise 866-7130

One or two rooms for January 1 to SI

Swiss Village Apts. Heat and electrics in-

duded. $165 month caii 253-3164 ask for

Stuart

1 femele wented to rent Southwood Apt
over break very reasonable rent dstsis

253-5109

1 bedroom in beeutiful Townehouaa
Apts for January reasonable rent cal

549^)307

Two singlec fcr Interseeeton in Pufftan

call now 549-0748 negotiable

TRAVEL

Roride - Spring Break in the sun. Indudss
round trip jet, hotel 8 days 7 nights on ttw

beach in Daytona. poot party/free bear.

$269 tus tax and servtoe. Ceil Bob #
253-7625

Femele seeks living accomodatlafia
near ski resort for venter break wiH

expenses call Margie 256-6612

T-SHIRTS

Unichusetts of Masssvarsity
available again, limited supply. Cal
253-3154 ask for Pete

WANTED

Two women need an ept for spring

semester will share cal! 6-8351 6-8317

One Who tour program and tour button

Merit 548«82

WANTED TO RENT
~

Looking for an apartment in Brandywine

or Townhouse starting Jan Ptaase keep try-

ing call Lucie 546-7091 or Nancy 546-7093

Looking for heeted garege within 10 mi.

radius of Amherst call Jordan 542-3158

Looking for a room over January onty. Cal

Brad anytime 256-6171

2 femelee aeek room, rooms, or apt cal

anytime 546-9689

Big House Northampton Dec 23 thru in-

tersesston w/possible spring optton 5
bedroom call 584-2562 $135 ea

WARNING TO ALL MEN

Reidinger and Tanabe havs finelly receiv-

ed their MRS degree Dec 23 they will let

loose on the worid BEWARE Good Luck

Thetcher and MC wilt never be the same
3rd short lovee you Neighbor
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The sports staff wishes
everybody a safe and happy
holiday season
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Relief! Green leads in firstUMwin
;•:>:!

By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

Ahh! Relief, I thought to myself as time

finally ran out in last night's 76-72

Minuteman win over Bentley College. A
victory at last.

In fact, I was so happy that I walked into

the lockerroom of the victors and though

the entire team wasn't there, I did go

around to each player there, one at a time,

and say thank you that I didn't have to

write another story about a Minuteman
loss. I had wanted to finish up the semester

with a winning story.

The last player that I got to was Edwin
Green, who was chatting with another

reporter about his 15 point, six rebound,

and four blocked shot performance.

"You're happy," he said with a look of

relief that made me feel guilty for even

feeling down about the situation at all.

Edwin Green has decided to put

everything together this year. You can see

it in his performance. He moves better, he

shoots better and most importantly he

wants the ball. And he said he was not

pleased with losing.

"After those games I had to go back to

my room quietly." he said with special

emphasis on the word quietly. "I had to

open my door quietly (again with the

lingering last word) because I didn't want
anyone to see me because I was em-
barrassed."

And just when I thought I could almost

grasp what he was telling me, he added:

"And the next day, I have to go to

classes," with a look that tells you he means
he's glad the Curry Hicks Cagers are on the

winning track.

It wasn't exactly an artistic success, this

win over a Bentley College team that was 5-

2 coming into the game, but a win is a win.

especially to an 0-4 squad.

UMass pulled out to an early 12-4 spread

as four of the five starters, Donald Russell,

Ron Young, Green, and Horace Neysmith

each picked up a couple of points with

Green leading the way with a couple of

jumpers and a serious dunk from a nice

Neysmith feed.

The Minutemen refused to allow Bentley

to slip back into the game, something they

would do a couple of times before this night

was out. as the Falcons put together a quick

run of fast break buckets by Jerry Cizynski

(16 points on the night) and Don Wilcenski

(22 points), an announcer's nightmare

tandom in the name department if a college

team had one.

Bentley pulled within three at 20-17 and

the yoyo game began. UMass pulled out to

30 21 on six John Hempel points and a

Hempel assist to Neysmith.

But Bentley came back to within five at

37-32 just before a Darryl Carter double

pump jumper sent the Minutemen into the

lockerroom for halftime with a 39-32 lead.

The 3221 fans who had witnessed the first

half appeared to be a little sluggish. They
seemed to be looking for a knockout instead

of just a 15 round decision.

A knockout was not in the offering last

night, however, just a knockdown.

The Minutemen started to click as the big

men started to get position for some easy

layups and Russell, who also chipped in 15

points on the night, dropped in a few

jumpers from outside. And UMass led 55-

44.

Bentley came back and made a game of it,

but never really picked up the big points

when they needed them so that a couple of

Carter free throws were able to secure the

game.
And when Edwin Green went home last

night, he was noisy.

Remembering the 1982

UMass fall sports highlights
By JIM FLOYD
Collegian Staff

And so the end has arrived. Time to

cram for exams (anyone have the notes for

Food Science and Nutrition?), pack for the

trip home to beautiful Revere, and say

goodbye for now (and to some for good) to

good friends. The whole affair can leave

you a bit misty-eyed.

But. this is the sports page, so enough

of this sentimental stuff. Sports, what a

semester, what a good time, what a great

group of athletes.

The fall of 1982 saw the final season of

UMass Uilback Garry Pearson. To list all

the honors that Pearson picked up would

take too too much space. The memory I

will carry of Garry will not be of a great

run or pass reception thoygh. No, I will

always remember the emotion of the

Minutemen and their fans (and what truly

great fans) as Pearson left the field for the

final time.

"Garry. Garry, Garry." the crowd

screamed as teammates and coaches alike

embraced one of the greatest athletes

ever to go to UMass.
Almost as emotional was the way the

band simply refused to yield the field after

the AlC game had ended. Fans stood and

swayed to the music as Alumni Stadium

tried in vain to forstall the inevitable, the

end of football season, the last for seniors.

The afternoon was. for this senior, one

of the most unbelievable ever witnessed. I

even stayed in the press box extra late in

an effort to be the last fan to leave (oh no,

misty again).

The field was dark as I jumped the fence

and crossed at the 50 yard line (something

I'd always wanted to do) made a fake

move just like Pearson usually did, and

headed out of the stadium.

Just as I was about to leave though. I

heard two booming voices. The noise came

back inside the stadium on the field so I

returned.

There, on the very spot where I deftly

alluded an imaginary defender, were

Freddy Reid. ex captain of the

Minutpmen, and his friend Tom Kenney.

alias the Turkey Man. They were playing

one-on one football, for real. I had to smile

at them. Some people are able to keep the

game going forever, I thought. You just

had to like those big bears as they battled

it out on the field of honor.

It was a semester that saw Marlene

Susienka. a truly wonderful person and

athlete, totally dominate the women's golf

scene under the watchful eye of her

number one fan and coach Jack Leaman.

The only shame of it all is that golf is not

really a spectator sport so Marlene didn't

get all the acclamations she really

deserved.

The soccer team almost pulled off a

tremendous upset over the defending

national champions, the University of

Connecticut, only to lose in overtime.

What a heartbreaker. They were winning

until a UConn goa' with only -.23 showing

on the clock sent the contest into over-

time.

The women's soccer team headed for

the national playoffs but came away

empty handed, unless you remember that

almost all of that squad should be back

next year.

And through it all. athletes competine

in the name of the University of

Massachusetts gave ol themselves in an

effort to be the oest th.it they could be. It

wasn't always enough but it was still an

effort that the fans had an opportunity to

appreciate.

The fans, oh the fans, without whom a

lot of the hard work of athletics would not

be completely worth it. It is a give and

take relationship, athletes and fans. Both

add something to the other and vice versa.

And. for my part. I must thank both

groups. I was given the privilege of seeing

teams rally and fans scream in a unified

type of battle that is unique to college

campuses. It was a true pleasure to

oversee the sports pages (though most of

the professors haven't seen me in a while).

I thank you all. Merry Christmas. Happy
New Year, good luck.

Editor's note: this is J^m Floyd's final

note as editor of the Collegian spoHs

paoes. He did the best he could. Bye.
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Bobby Brmuii (42) and John Hempel Binggit for a rebound in last
night's win over Bentley.

Women hoopsters overcome

turnover plagued Vermont
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON. VT - Paced by the

Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week. Karen
Damminger, and freshman Barbara Hebel,

both with 20 points, the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
snapped a two game losing streak with a

sloppy 63-59 win over the University of

Vermont, last night.

It was sloppy, turnover filled ballgame

and UMass came out on top thanks to a

healthy ten point advantage in rebounding.

Vermont turned the ball over 90 times,

while UM coughed it up 26 times.

Massachusetts, though, held a 49-39

rebounding edge and frequently grabbed

the second shot or rebound.

UMass, now 4 6, opened the game with a

8-4 lead before UVM caught up and the

score see sawed back and forth for the rest

of the half. Vermont pulled slightly ahead to

lead by two at the half, 38-36.

The Minutewomen came out strong in the

second half but could not break away from

the Catamounts and both teams continued

to trade baskets and cough up the ball.

UMass made their move with 13 minutes

left in the game as Damminger scored the

first six points of a nine point Minutewomen
spurt. Center Kelly Collins added three as

UM outscored Vermont 9 to erase a 47 44

UVM lead. UMass led 53-47 and the maroon

and white never trailed again.

Pesky Vermont would not die, however.

The Catamounts fought back to even the

score at 57-57 with 3:42 to go in the game.

But baskets by Collins. Hebel, and Dam-

minger iced the victory for UMass.

This was a game that the Minutewomen

had to win following losing efforts against

Boston College and Fairfield to regain some

confidence and a winning feeling.

The way UMass won the game wasn't

pretty, but it got the job done. It was a

ragged ball game and full of turnovers.

Both teams shot only 40 percent from the

floor and UMass foul shooting was very

near poor at 47 percent. Foul shooting will

be one area the Minutewomen must im-

prove in or it will sooner or later cost them

a game.
The rebounding was the difference in the

win and Collins and Damminger led the way

for UMass with ten each. Rebecca Kuchs

grabbed eight. Last week, Damminger was

named the Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week
for her stellar performances in the Har-

vard, BC and Fairfield games. Damminger
scored 57 points in the three games, an

average of 19 points a game.
Massachusetts will resume play in

January with a two game swing through

New York that will take them to West Point

and to Syracuse and the Carrier Dome.
UMass will also tackle UConn, Yale, Holy

Cross, St. John's and Boston University

among the top teams they will face.

It will be a time for the Minutewomen to

gain experience and poise that should pay

off in February.

LAST NIGHTS BOXSCORE - Marlene
Susienka 0-0 0, Rebecca Kuchs 2-0-4.

Wendy Ward 3-0 6, Karen Damminger 9-2-

20. Kelly Collins 4-1-9. Maria Chomen-
towski 2 2. Jerrie Bernier 10-2, Barbara

Hebel 9-2-20
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Provost to retire, pursue academics

PWU by Sc*tt Bvlw

Loren Baritz will step down from
his vice chancellor's job in June.

By JIM FINKLE
Collcrian SUff

Provost Loren Baritz will resign from his

fwsition in the University of Massachusetts

administration beginning in June to

resume duties in the UMass history depart-

ment and write an analysis of the Vietnam

war.

Baritz's retirement from the administra-

tion was announced on Tuesday by

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey in a

memorandum to vice chancellors and
academic deans.

"Provost Loren Baritz has indicated his

desire to return to the faculty, resigning as

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and
Provost effective June 1, 1983," Duffey

stated in the Jan. 25 memorandum.
In addition to working in the history

department, Baritz will serve as a special

adviser to the chancellor and will aid in the

transition of a new provost, according to

the memorandum.
"I will be available to the chancellor,"

Baritz said, noting that he and Duffey have

not yet decided exactly how much time he

will spend as a special advisor.

Baritz said he has planned to write an

analysis of the impact of the Vietnam war
on American life since the 1960s, and said

he decided over the summer that "it has to

be done now," because he sees a

"redeclaration of the cold war," with the

election of President Reagan.

"The attitude of Reagan is a throwback

to the attitudes that created (the U.S.) in-

volvement in Vietnam," Baritz said last

week.

Baritz said he began to write his book,

which is tentatively titled Backfire: Viet-

nam and the Americans, over the summer.

He said he works on the project during the

evenings.

"I found myself being tugged between

personal writing in the evenings and work-

ing in the office," Baritz said. He said he

has already written a 60-page overview of

the book.

Duffey requested Richard S. Stein, a pro-

fessor from the chemistry department, to

head a search committee to select a new
vice chancellor for academic affairs and

provost.

Stein said the committee, which will be

formed during the next few weeks, will be

composed of faculty, administration, and

student representatives.

A veteran member of the searches for

the dean of engineering, and dean of

natural sciences and mathematics, Stein

said he has met informally with Baritz and

Duffey to discuss the search.

He said he thinks the search will not be

completed by June, and that it will be

necessary for the chancellor to appoint an

acting provost to serve in that position un-

til a permanent provost is appointed.

Although Baritz is stepping down from

his duties as the administrator overseeing

academics at UMass, he said he considers

his future position to be "a step up."

Both Duffey and Baritz said Baritz's

resignation was prompted only by his need

to pursue his writing. Both administrators

were finalists in the search for a chancellor

that eventually selected IXiffey.

Baritz's literary agent is currently

negotiating a publishing contract with

about a dozen New York publishers that

Baritz said have expressed an interest in

publishing the work.

He said he plans to sign a contract within

the next month. The book will be published

in the Spring of 1985.

Draft registration mandatory for aid recipients
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

Coltegiaa SUff

Thousands of University of Massachuset-

ts men will have to prove they have

registered for the military draft by July 1,

or lose financial aid next semester.

According to federal regulations that

were signed into law on Sept. 8, but which

have only recently been implemented by

the Reagan administration, all male college

students must show they have registered

for the draft in order to receive federal stu-

dent loans or grants.

Arthur R. Jackson, director of the

UMass Financial Aid Office, said the

number of UMass students that would be

affected by the regulations could be conser-

vatively estimated at "several thousand."

"This will be the most crucial financial

aid issue of the spring semester," Jackson

said.

The law was an amendment to the

Defense Authorization Act for 1983, and
states that local draft boards must provide

documentation of registration to students

upon request.

The government estimates that about

500,000 men between ages 18 and 22, who
must register with the Selective Service

System, have failed to register. Some nine

million men of draft age have registered. It

is estimated that the new rules will effect

two million men throughout the country.

The new regulations will affect

Guaranteed Student Loans, PLUS aux-

iliary loans. National Direct Student

Loans, Pell Grants, supplemental grants,

work-study programs and other programs,

which distributed more than $8.5 billion

last year.

To comply with the law, students are re-

quired to sign a statement certifying that

they have registered when applying for

federal financial aid. They must also supply

proof of their registration.

Jackson said the amount of paperwork
handled by the Financial Aid office would
double as a result of the rule.

"It's definitely going to complicate

everything," Jackson said.

"We don't know if the Selective Service

Boards are adequately staffed to provide

adequate documentation that these people

have or have not registered for the draft,"

Jackson said.

He said that the Financial Aid Office has

not received directions from the U.S.

Department of Education concerning the

enforcement of the directives. Once the

Financial Aid Office learns exactly who the

law will affect it will notify all affected

students at UMass before the end of the

semester, Jackson said.

A lawsuit seeking to strike down the law

has been filed in the U.S. District Court in

Minnesota by the Minnesota Public In-

terest Research Group and the American
Civil Liberties Union against the Selective

Service System and the U.S. Dept. of

Education.

The American Civil Liberties Union and
the Minnesota Public Interest Research

Group contends that the law discriminates

on the basis of age, sex and wealth. In addi-

tion, the American Civil Liberties Union
charges that the draft law itself is invalid

because a required 60-day notification

period was not given when registration

was announced by President Jimmy Cartel

in 1980.
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El Salvador military aid is protested

Protesters at the Army recruiting office in Northampton were removed
from the office by police last Tuesday. University of Massachusetts
graduate student Peter Bohwer is handcuffed by police after being

removed from the office (above). Below, police remove protesters from
the office, and load them into a police vehicle (right).

18 protesters are arrested

at Army recruiting office
By AMY JENNESS

Collcpwi Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Singing "we shaU

not be moved," 18 people were arrested for

trespassing and carried out of the U.S.

Army recruiting office on King Street last

Tuesday night.

CaUing themselves the "U.S. Out - 18."

members of the Northampton Committee

on Central America began the sit-in at 2

p.m. on Tuesday. The action was to protest

President Ronald Reagan's recent an-

nouncement that human rights conditions in

El Salvador have improved.

"We're here to show our outrage at

President Reagan's certification that

progress has been made with regard to

human rights in El Salvador." said Jean

Caian. a spokesperson for the group.

Sgt. Kevin O'Leary. the recruiting officer

for Northampton, arrived at his office and

found the demonstrators sitting on the floor

singing protest songs.

Outside, supporters stood along King

Street holding banners and protest signs

saying "U.S. Out - 18" and "U.S. out of El

Salvador."

By 7:30 p.m. when the Northampton

police arrived, the crowd outside had

reached about 25 people. Supporters said

they came to the demonstration because

they heard about it on the 6 p.m. news or

because their friends had called them.

One protester. Peter Bohmer, a

University of Massachusetts graduate

student in economics, said he had been

involved in the protest against the Vietnam

War and he saw a lot of parallels between

that and the situation in El Salvador.

"The main thing stopping Reagan (from

goint to war in El Salvador) is the people,"

Bohmer said. "The people are saying no, we
don't want another Vietnam."

O'Leary said he had not called the police

but had called his supervisor who, in turn,

had called his supervisor. They decided to

close the office at 6 p.m. and if the

protesters would not leave, then the police

would be called to remove them.

At 6 p.m.. O'Leary asked the group if

they were going to leave and they refused.

The protesters were again asked to leave

when the police arrived, and they again

refused.

They were given a third chance o leave

when O'Leary asked each person in-

dividually before the police removed them

one by one from the circle they had made by

locking arms.

Upon removal from the group, each

person went limp and was carried to the

hall to be handcuffed. Some volunteered to

walk to the paddy wagon from the second

floor office while others were carried by the

police.

The 10 men were taken to the Hampshire

County Jail and the eight women were

taken to Northampton Police Headquar-

ters. They were arraigned Wednesday in

Hampshire County District Court.

As protesters were handcuffed and

carried away, O'Leary shook his head and

said, "There must be an easier way. We
tried to avoid antagonistic people here. We
gave them every chance to leave and they

didn't."

O'Leary said he thought the protesters

could have found another place to hold their

sit-in. Focusing on the Army was unfair

because the Army has free speech rights

too, he said.

*'I may not agree with these people, but

I'll defend to the death their right to ex-

press themselves. I don't think they feel

that way about the Army," O'Leary said.

No one was hurt during the protest or

arrest and the only damage to the building

was a crack in the hall wall, which a police

officer accidently hit with the butt of his

gun.

The Northampton Committee on Central

America also organized a 24-hour candle

light vigil on Jan. 24 and 25, as well as a

guerilla theater presentation in downtown
Northampton at no«in on Jan. 25.

Students planned picket
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

CollcKiM staff

A group of University of Massachusetts

students planned to picket the Holyoke of-

fice of U.S. Rep. Silvio 0. Conte, R-Mass..

to protest U.S. involvement in El Salvador.

As of press time, the outcome of the pro-

test itself scheduled for Jan. 27, could not

be learned.

In a telephone interview before the plan-

ned protest, Sinaan Koont of the Western

Massachusetts Latin American Solidarity

Committee (WMLASC), which organized

the picketing, said the group planned to

picket outside Conte's office between 10

a.m. and 12:30 p.m. on Jan. 27.

WMLASC, a UMass Recognised Student

Organization " (RSO), along with other

RSO's and other groups, expected to draw

more than 50 j)eople at the rally, Koont

said.

The protesters will deliver an open letter

to Conte's office, which will ask Conte to

take steps against U.S. military involve-

ment in El Salvador.

Specifically, Koont said the protesters

will ask that Conte initiate legislation to

overturn U.S. certification stating that

there has been an improvement of human
rights in El Salvador. By law, human rights

certification is needed before U.S. aid can

be sent to foreign countries.

Protesters will also demand that Conte
and other legislators stop all military and

economic aid to El Salvador "because the

funds are used to exterminate the popula-

tion," according to WMLASC's statement

of purpose.

They will also demand that Congress
transfer funds from the "bloated" U.S.

military budget to create jobs for the

unemployed.
"There may be a move afoot in Congress

to (stop aid to El Salvador) and we want
Congressman Conte to be in the forefront

of this," Koont said.

When contacted by telephone on the day

before the protest, a representative from
Conte's Holyoke office declined to com-

ment on the rally.

I

Duffey makes Reid decision, puts off others

Vice chancellors _ i Reid undertakes

to be announced l^"*^ m special assignment
By JIM FINKLE

CoUcffiaa Staff

With the announced resignation of Provost Loren Baritz,

Chancellor Joseph D, Duffey will have the unique op-

portunity of appointing three of the four vice chancellors at

the University of Massachusetts.

In addition to eventually appointing a successor to

Baritz, who will retire in June. Duffey is currently

reviewing fmalists for the positions of vice chancellor of

administration and finance, and vice chancellor of

University relations and development.

Last February a search committee, chaired by retired

professor Carl Swanson, submitted a list of seven finalists

for the administration and finance position to former

Chancellor Henry Koffler. A permanent vice chancellor

was not appointed at that time because of Koffler's

resignation.

Because the Amherst campus was without a permanent

chancellor until this October, the vice chancellor position

was not fQled. As a result of these delays. Acting Vice

Chancellor John L. DeNyse has served in that capacity for

over 19 months.

Duffey, who has been reviewing the candidates for more

than three months, said he is not yet ready to announce a

permanent vice chancellor. He acknowledged the in-

convenience and stress that having an acting vice chan-

cellor for such a long period of time placed on DeNyse. as

well as his staff, and said he would make the appointment

as soon as possible.

Duffey is also reviewing the finalists in the search for a

vice chancellor for University relations and development.

The search committee for that position, which will be

filled for the first time, submitted a list of finalists. Duffey

said.

Search committee chair Harry T. Allan, dean of the

School of Business Administration, said the committee

found two qualified candidates for the job. Allan declined

to release the names of those candidates.

Duffey said he is reviewing the recommendations of that

committee and will make an appointment after meeting

with the candidates and checking their references. He said

he has no specific deadline for maJiing this appointment.

Five semi-finalists each visited the campus for two days

in December for a series of interviews with students,

administrators, professors, the chancellor and the search

committee.

Those candidates were: Jose Barron, executive director

of El Congreso Nacional de Asunton Colegiates (an

organization that serves Spanish speaking students and

faculty in higher education); Regis Ebner, vice president

for development at Duquesne University; Harold Jackson,

vice president for public relations as Tennessee State

University; David S. Leiderman. directw of government

relations of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of

New York; and James M. Shea, vice president for

University Relations at Temple University.

The vice chancellor for University relations and

development will oversee all relations between Umass and

external communities, including alumni, government, local

and media relations.

The vice chancellor for administration and finance is

responsible for campus construction, overseeing grants

and contracts, managing the transportation and mail

services, coordinating food services and the Campus
Center, and operations at the Physical Plant.

Collcinaii photo by Terew Bcllaflore

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey (above) recently

named Marie M. Reid (below) to work on a

special assignment at the School of Education.

Duffey will also fill vacancies for three vice

chancellor positions.

UMass ranks in top 10
By TAMI BORTON

Coltegiaa staff

University of Massachusetts graduate
departments of linguistics, chemistry and
sociology were ranked among the top ten in

the nation on the basis of reputation or

publications, according to a recent study,

"An Assessment of Research Doctorate

Programs in the United States."

"This is a recognition of the progress the

University has made in academics, research

and scholarship over the last decade."

Chancellor Joseph D. Dufft»y said last

week. "It's a magnificent achievement."

Recognition of these departments is

attributed to the faculty, according to

Samuel F. Conti, dean of the UMass
Graduate School. "The UMass Graduate

School, including programs not ranked in

the top ten, have shown remarkable im-

provement over the past ten years," Conti

said.

The linguistics department was tied for

eighth in its field on the basis of its

reputation.
"The program has an excellent record for

professional success after graduation,

slightly better than MIT, which was ranked

first in the poll." Elisabeth 0. Selkirk,

acting linguistics department head. said.

The fact the department is relatively new

may have prevented it from ranking higher,

she said.

The quality of teaching is the prinrury

reason for the chemistry department's

acclaim, according to George R. Richaaon,

associate department head. "The quality of

teaching at both the graduate and un-

dergraduate level is very good." he said.

The chemistry department was ranked

ninth in its field on the basis of publications.

"I am pleased our faculty is prolific enough

in the quality of their research to be

recognized in this vital area of evaluation."

Richason said.

The number of publications is an ex-

cellent criteria for the amount of research

done. Richason said. "We have a large

number of professors recognized nationally

and internationally for their research." he

said. "The fact our peers recognize the

quality of our faculty's accomplishments is a

good mark for the quality of the depart-

'"^/Vie sociology department was also

ranked ninth on the basis of its publications.

'We were very lucky in that we received

federal dollars for our studies making us

able to conduct high levels of research,"

Peter H. Rossi, director of the Social and

Demographic Research Institute said. "This

is because we are good, " Rossi said.

"But the whole faculty is strong and has a

good reputation for research, important for

both policy and discipline," he said.

UMass was one of only three

Massachusetts universities recognized by

the study, the other two being Harvard and

MIT.
The study was sponsored by the con-

ference board of the Associate Research

Council, and ad hoc group consisting of the

American Council on Education, the

National Research Council, the Social

Science Research Council and the American

Council of Learned Societies.

By JIM FINKLE
CoUcciaa Staff

Marie M. Reid began a new assignment at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts this month, ending more than four

months of negotiations with the administration regarding

a change in her duties at UMass.
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey announced on Jan. 15 that

Reid would take leave from her duties as head of the

budget office to work on a special assignment at the

UMass School of Education.

Reid "will assist in the development of a consortium of

New England colleges and universities to serve non-

traditional students," according to a statement issued by

Duffey. While working on the assignment, Reid will con-

tinue her graduate studies at the UMass School of Educa-

tion in the area of education administration, according to

the statement.

Reid was unavailable for comment at press time.

EHiffey's announcement marks the end of negotiations

with Reid that received criticism from the University com-

munity.

I'hese negotiations began when Duffey transferred final

authority over the budget to Acting Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance John L. DeNyse, removing

Reid's final control over the budget. Reid hired legal

counsel, saying that the change, which she perceived as a

"demotion." was against UMass personnel policies.

After a series of negotiations, Duffey offered Reid a

one-year leave of absence with full pay. during which time

she would complete her graduate studies at the UMass
School of Education. At that time. Reid signed a five-year

contract with the University, that will begin in April, when

her previous contract expires.

The controversy began when Reid told the Collegium she

intended to seek other employment while on leave, break-

ing her contract with the University, that will begin in

April, when her previous contract expires.

Because of pressure from tacuity ana stuaents, uuiiey

called off that deal and began another series of negotia-

tions that resulted in Reid's new assignment.

Reid will assist in structuring financial and budgetary

systems for the consortium, which was begun and planned

by the UMass School of Education. She will continue to

receive her annual salary of $52,500 while on assignment.

The consortium is designed to help those other than the

"typical" student gain access to higher education, accor-

ding to Professor Robert Wellman of the School of Educa-

tion.

The program is patterned after two similar programs in

other states, Wellman said. Reid served as director of one

of those consortiums in Westchester County, New York,

he said.

"It's a fortimate coincidence," he said of the timing of

events that made Reid available for the position.

Associate to the chancellor Bonnie R. Strickland also

commented on Reid's experience for the assignment. "It's

a happy accident that Marie Reid and the consortium hap-

pened to be available to each other," Strickland said.

Strickland said the chancellor "wants to retimi to the

post of director of the Office of Planning and Budget and

hopes she will return," after the assignment is completed.

Although Keid has said the administrative restructuring

was the impetus for her threatened lawsuit, Strickland

said Reid has dropped plans for legal action.

WMUA DJ Greg WelU, a University of Massachusetts senior, reads

an album cover to answer a cpiestion that was called in by a listener last
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Newtown manager takes office in Amherst
By NANCY GONTER

Collefiui SUff

Barry L. Del CastUho's slight southern drawl reveals

that he hasn't been in Amherst very long.

Del Castilho. Amherst's new town manager, explained

that spending ten and a half years in Durham, North

Carolina has caused him to pick up the accent even though

he is a native of New Jersey

.

After being chosen for the position of town manager in

September, Del Castilho left his position of city manager in

Durham. He arrived in Amherst in mid-December.

Del Castilho said his first reaction to Amherst was its

"cold", otherwise he said Amherst has a slower, nicer pace

compared to Durham, a city of 100.000 people.

Durham had serious financial problems, Del Castilho

said, and Amherst's financial situation is better.

"Durham is not in a good position," Del Castilho said.

"We're very lucky here."

Del Castilho said municipal support of child care is not

St ranee to him. He said he would support some kind of

town funding of child care. In Durham, only a child care

referral service is given town funding. Del CastUho said.

Rent control does not exist in Durham, and Del Castilho

said that he has no knowledge of it.

Overhaul of the personnel system will be Del Castilho's

first priority while in Amherst. The personnel system for

part time workers is inadequate and rules for salary in-

creases and employee benefits need to be established, he

said.

Del Castilho said he also wants to look at renovation or

replacement of the police and fire stations and renovation

ofthe Town Hall.

"The needs are fairly obvious. A new police station is

needed. The current fire station is a long way from South
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Amherst." Del Castilho said.

Dei Castilho said his most difficult challenge in Amherst

has been understanding the system. He explained that in

Durham, the city manager and the city council are the only

governing bodies. In Amherst there many other com-

mittees, he said.

"I'm finding out how m.uch authority I have, what I must

take to the Selectmen and the role of the finance com-

mittee... I'm getting to know the town's history, the

personalities and getting a general orientation," Del

Castilho said.

Del Castilho graduated from Brown University in 1969

and received a master's degree in Public Administration

from Syracuse University.

After graduating from Syracuse, Del Castilho began as

an administrative assistant in Durham. He held in-

creasingly more responsible positions in Durham, and in

1980 became the city manager.
The duties of Amherst's town manager include ad-

ministering the business of the town and assuring that

policies made by the Board of Selectmen are followed by

the departments and agencies within the town.

Collepan photo by Kevin J. Fachetti

Amherst Town Manager Barry L. Del Castilho

assumed his new duties at the middle of

December. Before coming to Amherst, Del
Castilho was city manager in Durham, North
Carolina.

Search begins in

town of Amherst

for assistant's job
By NANCY GONTER

ColleKiui Staff

Town Manager Barry L. Del Castilho has begun the

search for a new assistant town manager and hopes to

choose the official by March 1.

The assistant's job will be advertised in national publica-

tions at the salary range of $24,227 to $31,253. The posi-

tion was vacated by Christine H. Hart, who left the job on

Dec. 22.

The assistant's job description will be similar to the one

established by former town manager A. Louis Hays\ard.

Some of the assistant's responsibilities include the ad-

ministration of town personnel, coordination of the human
service operating budget and capital program and par-

ticipation in town purchasing activities.

One of the major responsibilities of the assistant town

manager under Hayward's description was collective

bargaining. Del Castilho has deleted this responsibility

from the description.

A Holyoke management consultant firm, Sheridan and

Associates, was hired to conduct collective bargaining

with the town's labor unions, at a cost of $10,800.

The new assistant town man^^er will replace colective

bargaining duties with new responsibilities, including the

management of town building leases.

(double room occupancy)

for the spring semester.

Applications welcome from single grad &
undergrad students seeking a clean,

wholesome, international, co-ed, Christian

living environment. The house is a beautiful

facility on E. Pleasant just off campus.

I
Call 256-8500 256-6691
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Regents to vote on union , admission issues
By KEVIN BOWE

Collegian Staff

The passage of uniform admission

standards for state public universities and
colleges, and the successful completion

collective bargaining negotiations with

employee unions are two of the major issues

the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education are facing in 1983, according to

James Martin, Chairman of the Board.

But, these moves have sparked op-

position from many segments within higher

education, including many students, union

leaders and UMass administration officials,

ministration officials.

The Regents have released a preliminary

admissions proposal by which public

universities would require incoming

students to have a combined SAT score of

at least 800 and a high school class rank of

the upper 40th percentile, or a combined

SAT score of 850 and a class rank in the

upper 60th percentile. For students to be

accepted to state coUeges they must have

SATs of at least 750 and a class rank in the

upper 50th percentile or a combined SAT
score of 800 and a class rank in the 60th

percentile.

Under the proposal, which would be fully

implemented in four years, a certain

percentage for the incoming students would
be waived from these requirements. The
state community colleges would continue

their policy of open admissions.

The plan has come under criticism from
many individuals and groups, including

UMass President David C. Knapp, the

Massachusetts Black Legislative Caucus
and members of the UMass/Amherst
student government.

Critics fear the policy could bar

motivated but disadvantaged students from

aspiring to a four-year college education.

Those students accepted who are waived

from the admission requirements will be

"stigmatized" as a result of the special

exemption, according to these critics.

The Regents maintain that minimum
standards would improve the quality of

public higher education without limiting

access. Institutions will be asked by the

Regents to submit a detailed plan for im-

proving minority enrollments under the

new admissions proposal.

The Regents are holding a public hearing

tomorrow regarding the admission
proposal. They will also hold a two-day
conference at UMass with the Trustees and
presidents of the state colleges on the

matter. At their March meeting the

Regents expect to pass a minimum ad-

mission standard policy, Martin said.

As part of their collective bargaining

strategy, the Regents are moving to

consolidate 16 separate labor contracts

serving the blue collar and service em-

ployees at the 27 public colleges and

universities into three or four negotiating

units.

This move has generated unprecedented
unity among the labor unions at UMass and
between the unions and the UMass ad-

ministration. All vigorously oppose the

Regent's proposal.

In the past the UMass administration has

conducted labor negotiations, and the loss

of this authority will erode the ad-

ministration's power over the operation of

the University.

The unions fear the consolidation process

will delay pay raises for its members, which

could result in employee rejection of the

unionized system of obtaining pay raises.

During January, members of two UMass

unions that wouki be affected by the

possible consolidation, the University Staff

Association and AFSCME Local 1776

signed a joint petition to the Regents op-

posing their plan.

John B. Duff, State Chancellor of the

Board of Regents, defended the union

merger, saying it was "equitable, efficient

and economical." Jay LaPorte, a staff aide

for the Regents said similar job positions at

different state colleges or universities pay

different salaries because the salaries are

negotiated under different contracts.

As Chancellor Duff moved into the final

phase of reorganizing public higher

education in Massachusetts, which began in

June of 1980, he strengthened his position

when the Regents announced this month

that Duffs contract had been extended for

another three to five years.

"John has been very courageous in

supporting the long term academic interest

(of public higher education in

Massachusetts) even though some of his

academic colleagues are opjjosed to them.

This (Duffs reappointment) has the strong

support of all the Regents,"said Martin.

Duff said he was looking forward to

completing the major reorganization goals

fof establishing minimum admission stan-

dards, rationalizing the budget process for

the public higher education system and

negotiating collective bargaining contracts.

"I've had a very strong feeling of being in

midstream," Duff said at the press con-

ference announcing his reappointment.

CoUcKian pkoto bj Kevin J. Facb«tti

Instructions on financial aid form distribution are provided on a sign outside the University of

Massachusetts Financial Aid Office in the Whitmore Administration Building. Forms will be

available to students this week.

Financialaid forms are now available
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

Colkfiaa Staff

Financial Aid Forms for the 1983-1984 school year will

be available to students during the first week of

February after a delay of some two months.

Because of the delay, students will have only one

month to complete the forms, which must be sent to the

College Scholarship Service by March 1.

Last year, more than 20,000 University of

Massachusetts students applied for financial aid. About

$51 million in federal, state and private student aid was

distributed through the UMass Financial Aid office last

year, according to Arthur Jackson, director of the office.

At UMass, financial aid forms wfll be delivered to all

students living in dormitories during the first week of

February, Jackson said. Other students can pick up

forms at the Financial Aid Office in the Whitmore

Administration Building, at the Whitmore information

desk or at the Campus Center information desk, he said.

Distribution of the forms was delayed because of a

lawsuit filed by the National Coalition of Independent

College and University Students against the U.S.

Department of Education. The suit, which was resolved

on Nov. 15, charged that the Department of Education

allowed two private financial aid services to charge fees

for processing applications for federal aid.

Jackson said he hoped the late distribution of forms

would not cause problems among students. He said the

form can be completed in 45 minutes to one hour.

Accordig to the Financial Aid Office's normal

timetable, students entering UMass next fall will be

notified of their awards at the beginning of April and all

other UMass students will be notified by the middle of

May, Jackson said.

However, he said, the awards are dependent upon

notification by the federal government of appropriation

levels for student aid programs. Last year these

notifications were late and juniors and seniors were
notified of their awards in June.

Students who submit their forms by the March 1

deadline will receive "the best consideration they can,

given the variables," Jackson said. Forms submitted by

students after the deadline will be dealt with only after

all forms received by the deadline have been processed,

he said.

In terms of funding. Jackson said the level of funding

for student aid should be stable for 1983-1984 "from all

indications so far."

"It still doesn't mean things look bright," Jackson said.

The outlook for student aid funding would be darkened

by a proposal by President Ronald Reagan that would cut

all funds for the Supplementary Educational Opportunity

Program, the National Direct Student Loan program and

the State Student Incentive Grant program.

Final Congressional approval of all student financial aid

legislation should come by late spring, Jackson said.

Federal student aid has been funded thus far by

temporary "continuing resolutions" by Congress. Any
real changes in funding levels would come when the final

legislation is passed.

"The real fireworks" will start after the State of the

Union address, during which the president outlined all

his budget proposals, Jackson said.

"We're not resting easy until it (the legislation) gets

passed," Jackson said.

A bill that would have increased funding for state

student aid programs was killed in the Ways and Means

Committee of the state House of Representative during

the last legislative session. Jackson said he hoped similar

legislation would be introduced in the present legislative

.<,t'.*^^*.t.» »»•.».» • <.*.»» » .. t^* I \ I
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UMass employees

and their families

get tuition waivers
By NANCY GONTER

CoUcKian Staff

All full-time employees of the University ol

Massachusetts and their immediate families are now
eligible to attend school without paying tuition.

This new poUcy, recently adopted by the State Board ol

Regents of Higher Education, will allow full time em-
ployees from all the state's community colleges, colleges

and the universities to attend the schools tuition-free.

"It is an appropriate and timely act by the regents,"

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said last week. "It is a benefit

that makes the University an attractive place of em-

ployment for all members of the staff."

•:•:•>:•:•:•>:• .:•:•:•:•:.:•:•:•:•

''It is an appropriate and timely

act by the regents/' Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said last week. ''It

is a benefit that makes the University

an attractive place ofemploymentfor

all members ofthe staff,
"

.».•••.•-•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.

Among those eligible for waivers, which will be effecthfe

immediately are more than 5,000 employees at the

Amherst campus, more than 900 maintenance, clerical,

technical and trade employees at the community colleges

and a number of other workers.

The number of people who will take advantage of the

tuition waivers is uncertain, but Chancellor of Higher

Education, John B. Duff, estimated the cost for the spring

seniester will be $300,000 across the state.

Undergraduate tuition for state residents at the

University is now $1,129 a year and graduate school tuition

is $1,434 a year. 'The tuition at the community colleges is

$634 yearly for state residents.

Employees at UMass have said they are pleased with the

new benefit. Union and employee leaders said the new

policy will help the University recruit employees and

retain those already employed.

Kathleen Murray, president of the University Staff

Association (USA), said the new policy will alleviate the

problem of employee turnovei

.

USA represents the clerical and technical workers at

UMass. There is a 25 to 33 percent turnover in that group

each year. Murray said.

"We think it's absolutely wonderful. We were glad to

work with the other groups." she said.

Murray noted that originally the policy was only going to

include undergraduate tuition waivers. She said they were

happy to get both graduate and undergraduate waivers.

Before the new policy, members of USA were allowed to

take four free credits a semester. Under the new policy,

part time workers, who were not granted tuition waivers,

will be allowed to take seven free credits, she said.

Bruce Laurie, the president of the Massachusetts

Society of Professors (MSP), the union for faculty mem-
bers and librarians, said he was pleased with the tuition

waivers.

The exclusion of retired people and marrie-d children in

the campus guidelines for the tuition waivers caused some
objections, Laurie said.

The new policy's major intent was to aid in the retentwn

of current staff and faculty and to improve the University's

ability to recruit new faculty and staff, Laurie said.
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New returnable bottle law

causes large price increase

Photo by Alex Lyon

Returnable cans are placed in storage by Jerry Russell at Russell's

Package Store in Amherst. The bottle bill took effect in Massachusetts

on Jan. 17.

//W •

Liberty

means responsibility.

That's why most men

• « //

dread it. George Bernard Shaw

Next year it's all up to

you. Only you can decide

to start an insurance

program now . The
longer you wait, the

more it costs. Find out

how easy it is to beiin

our college plan, chosen

by more seniors thcjn any

other.

UnionLife

Call the Fidelity Union

Lite Field Associate in your area:

RONALD |. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Rd., Amherst, Ma.

Tel: 256-8351

By RICHARD NANGLE
CollecUn Staff

Now that the controversial Bottle Law
has taken effect in Massachusetts, it's

possible the drinking habits of University

of Massachusetts students could change

drastically.

Added costs, along vnth deposits, have

hiked the price of a case of Budweiser at

Four Seasons Package Store on Route 9 in

Hadley from $9.99 to $12.70. Of the extra

$2.71, $1.20 is due to the five cent deposit

now required on bottles and cans less than

32 ounces, another 30 cents pays for a

deposit on the cardboard box the beer is

purchased in.

All area package stores are charging

deposits on the cardboard boxes bottles

must be returned in. Excluding the

deposits, the price of beer has increased 15

percent at Four Seasons.

Speculation among package store

employees is that students will turn to kegs

as a more economical and efficient form of

weekend entertainment. At Four Seasons,

a quarter keg of Budweiser sells for $22

(excluding deposits on the keg itself and

the tap). While two cases of Budweiser now
sell for $25.40, a quarter keg is equivalent

to four and a half cases of beer.

Only off-campus students can legally

take advantage of the price difference

because students in residence halls are for-

bidden by University regulations to bring

kegs into dormitories.

Dave Mazzo, wine manager at Four

Seasons Package Store, attributes two-

thirds of the rest of the price hike to an

across the board increase that would have

been implemented whether or not the law

was passed. Bottling companies say the

other third of the increase will pay for

handling costs, Mazzo said.

But Mazzo is not buying the bottling com-

pany's explanation.

"I don't think it (the price) would have

gone up without the bottle bill," he said.

In order to make room for the returned

containers, the store made some changes.

Those things that did not sell very well

had to be cut," Mazzo said.

The same holds true for Spirit Haus Li-

quor Store on Route 9 in Amherst, even

though the store purchased a trailer for

returned bottles.

"There are so many different types of

imports and we don't have much storage

space in the store," said Spirit Haus clerk

Derek Jackson. "We have a fairly large

store and we still don't have the space."

And things may get worse for Amherst

area package stores.

"When the semester starts I think there

are going to be a lot more problems,"

Jackson said.

But Jackson foresees a new trend that

the Bottle Law has begun.

"A lot of kegs went out of here last

weekend. People can get together and buy

a quarter keg and save $10 or $15," he

said.

Jackson said he sees the high increa.se as

an example of bottling companies

punishing Massachusetts residents for sup-

porting a law the companies spent millions

of dollars to defeat.

"Most people who voted for the Bottle

Bill probably didn't think the price would

go up this much. Our sale prices are higher

than the original prices were," Jackson

said.

Elise Jacques, staff coordinator for the

UMass Public Interest Research Group

(UMassPIRG) said a poll taken before the

November election referendum showed

people supporting the bill even when told a

price increase was likely.

"It doesn't surprise me this is happening

although it makes me very angry. I think

people know that the Bottle Bill is not

costing that much," Jacques said.

The hikes, in fact, are unnecessary since

in other states with bottle bills it has been

proven that approximately 10 percent of

the bottles are never returned Jacques

said. In Massachusetts this would result in

$15 to $25 million in revenue for the bottl-

ing companies, she said.
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Pony' .-''qh & Low
Top Learners

Now S28
Reg S29 99 - S31 99

Pony' High & Low
Top Canvas
Now SI8
Reg s:9 99 S20 99

Men, Boy s

Nike' Diablo

Now $19

Reg S2I99

Men, Women. Boy s

Brook;" Villanova

Now $19
Reg S^-3 99

Men, Wo Tien

We compete as hard as you do
At Olympian, you II find our prices very, very comfx'titive That s because we compete

in our field the way ycxj do on the field To win So whether you re a

professional athlete or a weekend warrior, come to a store that has what it takes Prices

tfiat are hard to Deat Whether you take the t)us to the Hampshire Mall or drive yourself,

you re sure to t)e a winner at Olympian

.••

VUb thriveon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.
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Shirley Chisolm talks on economy, civil rights

*Reaganomics may'Kennedy, Johnson

gave blacks hope

'

By CRIS SCHUSTER
ColUfuui SUff

Due to President Ronald Reagan's "simplistic and failing

policies," the progress of black people has been halted in

this country, former Presidential candidate Shirley

Chisholm said during a recent lecture on the "U.S. Con-
stitution and Black Americans" at Hampshire College.

Chisholm. who will be teaching "American Political

Systems" and the "Social Roles of Women" at Mount
Holyoke College this semester, said that under President

Reagan, "the federal commitment to right the wrongs of

yesteryear" is gone.

"It was the federal government that brought about civil

rights. The federal government has always been the

protector of all people of America." she said.

"The blood, the sweat and the tears of blacks lies deep in

the soil of America. Black people want no more and no less

than any other gjoup that came to these shores looking for

freedom," she said.

Chisholm said after the Kennedy and Johnson ad-

ministrations, blacks "dared to have some hope in our

hearts that our children are not going to be doomed. We
should have known that all the gains made under Kennedy

and Johnson were too good to last.

"I'm not here to say the white people are not suffering. I

never thought I'd live to see again in America thousands of

people standing in line to get a meal," she said. "The

number of people who have lost their homes in the past

year is incomprehensible. You can't believe what is hap-

pening to America.

"At this moment the foundation is being laid for yet

another generation denied their hope of the American

dream," she said. "People's tolerance is being reached."

The Revolutionary War, in which more than 3000 Blacks

fought against the British, "was a battle for a principle and

that principle was liberty." she said. "As in the Civil War,

thousands of blacks soldiers fought in World War I, World

War II. the Korean War. In each conflict blacks dared to

think the struggle would mean freedom." she said.

Blacks have a heritage unlike any other group on this

continent, Chisholm said.

"This unique heritage has been our burden and our

blessing."

No other group has been able to withstand "the insults,

abuses, penalties the way blacks have been able to resist

all these years and still laugh as a people," she said.

Colleipui photo by Teresa BelUfiore

Shirley Chisholm, former United States

Representative and presidential candidate,

spoke on many issues facing the federal govern-

ment in a recent speech at Hampshire College.

bring us together'
By CRIS SCHUSTER

CollegiM Staff

At no other time in United States history has there been

a greater need for hope than there is now, said a former

1972 Presidential candidate during a recent speech.

Shirley Chisholm, a member of the U.S. House of

Representatives for 13 years and the first black woman to

be elected to Congress, told an audience of more than 300

people at Hampshire College that she was "going to tell it

like it is" in her speech on "Congress at Work."

"President Reagan has Uken this country on an in^

tellectual trainwreck." Chisholm said. "If nothmg else, I

firmly believe Reaganomics might bring us aU together.

"1 believe Congress is the last best hope. There is a

higher caliber of younger, smarter, better educated, more

articulate people than ever before," she said.

However, Congress has become a "clumsy elephant"

unable to pass even minor bills without several days of

debate, she said.

Another problem with Congress is the salary

representatives receive, she said. She strongly favors pay

raises for the members of Congress, shp said

"In order to get good people, quality people, you have to

pay. You tret what vou pay for. "The I'.S. House of

Representatives is moving in the direction of the Senate

where only the very rich can afford to be there," she said.

Chisholm, the congressional represenUtive ot tne

Bedford Stuyvesant and Bushwick districts of Brooklyn,

announced in February 1982 she would not seek re-

election.

"I never intended to spend all my creative years in

politics," she said. "I'm a very young, vibrant middle aged

woman. I want to organize and get ready for 1984."

Chisholm said she decided not to seek re election

because she felt with Reagan in office she could accomplish

more out of Congress, and . he wants to help organize

women's campaigns for 1984. Fhe is currently not planning

to run for an office, she said.

Another problem with congress is constituents don't

care anymore, she said.

"We let our President get away with so much, she said.

"Everybody is fast asleep. Nobody is moving. When we

wake up it might be too late. In a democracy, you don't get

anything by sitting back and whining and complaining.

Wake up!"

"We cannot in good conscience say it is only President

Reagan who is responsible, " she said. "Silence gives tacit

approval."
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All new Lunch and Dinner menu

with 15 new luncheon items

Accommodations available for parties up \o 100

.an elegant gift. ..Gift Certificates m any denomination

Plumbleys
off the common*^

Amherst Center • 253-9586
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Computer art is developedbyUM professor
By SCOTT HERSEY

CoUcfima SUff

the two camps.
UMass art professor Robert Mallary has

combined his natural talent for art and
High technology and art: to some, design with an acquired knowledge of com-

especially those at a large state university puter programming to produce art with a
such as the University of Massachusetts, computer.

these terms might seem mutually ex- Mallary creates different designs and
elusive. sculptures — sometimes in 3-D — using the

Because high technology programs have University's Control Data Cyber 720 com-
been the steady recipients of increased fun- puter.

ding while some art programs have suf- "I've always been interested in art and
fered, there have been divisions between technology," said Mallary, who teaches a

class in computer graphics.

In simple terms, what he does to create

these designs is program the computer to

draw lines along different planes.

For example, to draw a circle there are

three different variables — the vertical and

horizontal location of the center of the cir-

cle, and the radius of the circle itself.

By varying each of the three variables; he

a computer terminal in his office m Mar-

shall Hall Annex, the final products are

sent by telelphone to the University Com-
(Miter Center in the Graduate Research

Center. There they are transferred to

pc^r usii^ a gr^hic plotter.

The plotter, according to Mallory, is a
machine with moving pens and pj^jer,

which may be operated by a computer pro-

Collcciu pboto by Kcrin J. Fachrtti

Computer art is displayed by Professor Robert Mallary (left) of the University of Massachusetts Art

department as an assistant looks on. Mallary has worked with computer graphics for 16 years.

can produce circles of different shapes and gram. Althou^ it commonly uses only four

sizes. colors — blue, green, red and black —
Though Mallary works on his designs on Mallary says he has occasionally been able

to sneak in, on an off day, and substitute

some of his own colors in the machine.

Mallary said he first became interested in

computer graphics when he arrived at

UMass in 1967.

At that time, computers were just begin-

ning to become popular tools, and Mallary

says he was curious exactly how a com-
puter could be used for art purposes.

So, he decided to learn about computers,

and for the next five years he spent a great

deal of time in front of a terminal trying to

figure out how they worked.

It was after he took a summer course in

the FORTRAN computer language that it

all came together.

"I love to program now," he said. "Its an
addiction."

"You have to learn to discipline yourself

to work with the machine," he said. "You
have to be patient, exact and have a logical

mind."

"The computer doesn't make mistakes,"

he added, "only the operator does."

Since then, Mallary has become
somewhat of an expert in the field of com-
puter aided design, having created the first

computer generated hologjams — 3-D
designs generated by lasers.

"I got a grant to work on the project," he
said. "I spent the summer at the Hamp-
shire College holography lab making
holograms generated by computer."
"We were perhaps the first ones in the

world to pioneer this field," he said.

He has also been chosen to give the

keynote address at an April computer art

conference at the University of Nebraska.

"It's fascinating," he said. "I wouldn't

be in it if I didn't find it fascinating."

ADULT EVENING CLASSES
10 WEEK SESSIONS
Feb. 1 - April 26th

Beginner Ballet

Intermediate/Advanced

Ballet * Modern Dance * Jazz

for information phone

THE AMHERST BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong St. 549- 1555

J FINANCIAL AID OFFICE J
^ Important Notice ^
j^ Due to late delivery of Financial Aid Forms (FAF)^
i for 83-84, all Undergraiuate Dormitory resident* -^

¥ will receive their forms in their dorms during the^
i[ first week of Febmary 1983. ^
^ OH Compus and Gradaate students can pick up-K

^ forms at the Campus Center Information Desk,^

t the Financial Aid OHice 243 Whitmore, and Aelj,

^ second floor lobby Information Desk in Whitmore. -K

^ DEADLINE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-84 ^
I MARCH 1, 1983 {

KARATE
Total Body Conditioning plus the

Skill of Self-Defense
Larry Kelley

#3 Nationally ranked fighter

Donna Johnson

#1 New England

women's fighter

UMass American Karate classes will begin soon

for more information contact Larry or Donna at

Karate Health Fitness Center
Mt. Farms Mall Hadley 586-6816

••••#'•••••*•

WESTERN MASS
BUS LINES,INC.

One Day Trips
BOSTON NYC

Feb. 12, March 26, Feb. 19, March 30,

April 13, May 21 April 16, May 14

$17.00 ^22.00
We cater to students needs

RIDE - Montreal

- ski trips

- a weelcend break

- a needed rest

For information it free broohinre omJh

584-6481

t* t
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Collepan photo by Kevin J. Fachctti

Sledding proved to be a popular pasttime for area residents after the snowfall two weeks ago.

In this photo, people are sledding down Skinner Mountain in Hadley.

Massachusetts student aid legislation

failed to receive statehouse approval
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

Coll«Kimn SUff

BOSTON - A bill that would have taken unclaimed

returnable bottle deposits and put that money toward stu

dent aid died in the state legislature during the final days

of its last session.

The bill, Senate No. 2126 was initiated by Sen. John

Olver, D-Amherst, and would have also delayed implemen-

tation of deposits for soft drink bottles until March 31.

The amount of money that would have been collected

under the bill has been estimated at between $10 and $25

million.

Stan Rosenberg, Olver's administrative assistant, said

the bill had been approved by the Senate, and was passed

onto the House of Representatives, where it was amend-

ed. The Senate accepted the ammended version, but when

the bill went back to the House it was amended further.

The bill died when the clock ran out on the legislative ses-

sion on Jan. 3.

A related bill filed by Olver, Senate No. 2099, which

would increase the present amount of state student aid

from $19 million to $44 million also failed to gain approval.

This bill, however, had no funding source, though it was

assumed funding would have come from Senate No. 2126,

if both bills become a law.

Rosenberg said Olver has filed Senate No. 2099 again

for the present legislative session, though he did not know

whether the section of No. 2099 again for the present

legislative session, though he did not know whether the

section of No. 2126 that would have raised the money for

student aid would be refiled.

The part of the bill that would have delayed the im-

plementation of the bottle bill for soft drinks, Rosenberg

said, was a "moot point." The bottle bill, encompassing

soft drinks and beer, took effect on Jan. 17.

Rosenberg said the legislature was "pretty well commit-

ted" to passing a bill to increase financial aid since the

Senate passed No. 2126, in different forms, three separate

times.

Duffey announces

two staff changes
By JIM FINKLE

Collegian Suff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey announced the hiring of one

senior staff member and the departure of another during

January.

Bonnie R. Strickland will serve as associate to the

chancellor while Richard W. Noland, chairman of the

Chancellor's Working Group on Long Range Planning, will

go on sabbatical after completing that assignment, which

lasted more than two years.

According to Duffey. the working group finished its

work when it submitted its draft of the Long Range Plan

for the administrative area last month.

Duffey said he will review the document and make

changes where necessary before submitting the final draft

to faculty and students for comment.

The working group submitted the first half of the plan,

which dealt with academics, last March. That plan met

great opposition from the UMass campus and wa.s even

tually withdrawn, rewritten by Provost Loren Baritz. and

approved by the Faculty Senate. Undergraduate Student

Senate, and other campus bodies.

Duffey clarified Strickland's duties. "She's going to

share the full range of responsibilities in the office," Duffey

said. He said she will participate in executive staff

meetings.

Strickland, who is stepping down from her position as

chair of the UMass psychology department, said she will

serve as a senior adviser from the faculty to advise the

chancellor on the workings of the campus.

She said she has been appointed for a one-year term, and

that Duffey plans to make this a continuing position,

revolving the administrators chosen to fill the job.

Strickland will receive an annual salary of $60,500 for

her duties in the chancellor's office, a sum she said is only

$1,000 above her salary as a department head.

In addition to serving on many faculty committees at

UMass. Strickland has been chair of the National Council of

Graduate Departments of Psychology, chair of the

professional forum of the American Psychological

Association, and is currently president of the Division of

Clinical Psychology of the American Psychological

Association.

Born in Louisville. Kentucky. Strickland attended

Alabama College, graduating with highest honors. She

received both her masters and doctorate degrees from

Ohio State University.

i
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WELCOME BACK !

want to know everything . .

.

well* almost? call

Information Data
Bank

IDB

Taped Information

Phone Service

TIPS

tICH MAINTAINS INFORMATION ON UNIVERS
inR 1=; A WALK-IN REFERRAL CENTER WHICH HA I NTAI NS I NhOW A l l UN uin uiNivtwsiTY ACADEMIC

p-^LIHES & PROCEDURES- bDs. LIBRARY. ATHLETIC SCHEDULES. ETC; LI ST I NG OF CAfi PUS

EVENTS. ETC.. C0NSU1ER I NFOffI AT I ON; AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER BITS OF INFORMATION

WHICH ARE CONTINUOUSLY COMPILED AND UPDATED. TIPS IS A LIBRARY OF MORE THAN 200

RECORDED CASSETTES WITH INFORMATION ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY. ACADEMIC PR0GRA1S. HEALTH-

RELATED ITE^S. FINANCIAL AID AND RELATED INFORMATION. AND MANY OTHER TOPICS.

227 Whitmore a service of the Dean of Students Office 545-1555
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DANCE CLASSES
Aerobic Dance • Jazzaerobics • Jazz

• Yoga • Ballroom Dance •

- small classes with personal attention -

Call the Center for registration information

THE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CENTER
Rt. 9, Hadley, Ma. 586-6336

DB @\® TIPS

Information for UMass

Monday, January 31

Tuesday, February 1

Monday, February 14

Tuesday, February 15

Monday, February 28

Registration Day

a) First day of classes

b) students will be automat-

ically withdrawn if their fee

bills have not been cleared.

c) Add/ Drop period begins

Add/Drop period ends

Withdrawal "W" period begins

Withdrawal "W" period ends

The Information Data Bank

227 Whitmore Call 545-1555

GOOD LUCK

a service of the Dean of Students Office

IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUTARMY ROTC?

It s the perfect time

Yi>u re a freshman, right ' And you want

to make college a real learning experience.'

Well ROTC can add a valuable

dimension to your college education A
dimension of leadership and manage-

ment training And that'll make your
'

degree worth more
ROTC offers scholarship and

financial opportunities, tcxi.

Plus, the opptirtuniry to graduate

with a commission and
begin yt>ur future as an
officer

K)r more informa-

tion, contact your

Profeiystir of Military

Science

ARMY ROTC.
BEAUYOUCANBL

Contact

546-2321/23'"

Many offices to be elected

in town election this sprin
By NANCY GONTER

Colleffimn SUff

The opportunity for students to have a

voice in Amherst town (fovemment could

come their way in the Spring town elec-

tions.

Eighty openings for the Amherst town

meeting will be available in the elections.

Ten seats are available in each of the

town's eight precincts.

Town Meeting, which starts at the begin-

ning of May, will decide such issues as rent

control, town funding of the Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority (PVTA), and funding of

the emergency shelter.

Town Meeting is the legislative branch of

town government. Laws are passed and

money is appropriated by Town Meeting.

The authority to change or adopt town

bylaws is also given to the Town Meeting.

Town Meeting members serve three year

terms. Two hundred and forty Town
Meeting members are elected from the

precincts. Members of the School Commit-

tee, Board of Selectmen, and the Town

Clerk, Town Manager and the Town
Meeting Moderator may also vote in the

Town Meeting, bringing the number of

voting members to 256.

This year the Town Meeting begins May

2, and should run for several nights. The

Town Meeting is held each year on the first

Monday in May, and special town meetings

can be called at any time. As a matter of

policy, the Selectmen call a special town

meeting each fall.

People interested in running for Town
Meeting member must obtain nomination

papers from tne Town Clerk, collect 10

signatures from registered voters in their

precinct, and return the papers to the clerk

by Feb. 22.

Other elected positions to be filled in the

election include two three-year terms on

the Board of Selectmen, two three-year

terms of the School Committee, and one

two-year term on the Housing Authority.

The positions of Tovsm Meeting Moderator,

Elector for the Oliver Smith Will, Jones

Library Trustees, and one seat on the

Redevelopment Authority will also be on

the ballot.

Nomination papers for these town offices

can also be obtained from the Town Clerk

and must be submitted by Feb. 4.

Selectman Frederick Steinbeck has

already announced his intention to seek re-

election. Steinbeck, who was elected in

November of 1981, vAW be rimning for his

second term. The other available seat on

the Board of Selectmen is being vacated by

Francesca Maltese. She has chosen not to

seek re-election.

Steinbeck, who had indicated earlier this

winter he would not seek re-election, said

some town residents had convinced him his

fiscal conservatism is needed on the Board.

Steinbeck said he wants to be involved in

several projects, including a planned new
police station.

The Selectmen are responsible for set-

ting overall policy for the town and for

supervising the town government. The
Selectmen are considered the counterpart

to a city mayor by the Massachusetts Con-

stitution.

Amherst TV cable service

discontinues three channels
By NANCY GONTER

CoileKian SUff

Area cable television subscribers have

expressed their anger in recent weeks over

the loss of three channels at the end of

December.
Times Mirror Cable Television of Pioneer

Valley cut the channels without warning

because of a mid-November ruling by the

Federal Copyright Royalty Tribunal. The

ruling would increase the copyright fees

paid for programs over distant signal

broadcast stations.

The Amherst Calblevision Committee has

requested the Board of Selectmen, who

issued the cable license, call a public

hearing on the subject and suggested the

town take the company to court if it fails to

pay rebates.

According to Town Manager Barry Del

Castilho. there is a legal question whether

Times Mirror is in violation of their license.

The license allows the cable company to air

20 channels, but it has not been determined

whether the company must have the 20

channels on the air or whether it must have

the capability to carry 20 channels, he said.

The three channels will definitely be

replaced, according to August LaVelli,

general manager of Times Mirror. The
decision of which channels will replace the

deleted ones has not yet been made. A
presentation of the replacement channels

will be made to the Selectmen by Feb. 15,

LaVelli said.

The three channels that were cut are

Channel 9 (WON) from Chicago. Channel 56

(WLVI) from Boston, and Channel 11

(WPIX) from New York. Of the three, only

one was deleted from the 12 channel basic

service. Two were deleted from the seven-

station "tier service" that was added by

Times Mirror last July.

The signals were replaced with a printed

message stating that the channels had been

discontinued because of a recent govern-

ment ruling.

Under the tribunal ruling, the cable

company would be required to pay 3.75

percent of their gross revenue for each

distant signal they carry above the set limit

of two. Cable companies may carry up to

two distant signal channels without in-

curring any cost.

Ramones, Phil Collins

highlight UPC '83 season
By TAMI BORTON

CollcfiM SUff

The Union Program Council, (UPC), will

be presenting five concerts this February to

kick off the 1983 concert series.

The Hot Trumpet Repertory Co. will play

Feb. 15 in the Student Union Ballroom.

Tickets are $3 each for UMass students and

$4 for the general public. They will go on

sale Feb. 4 at Union Records, For the

Record, and all Ticketron outlets.

Phil Collins will appear in concert with

his band, the Fabulous Jacuzzi's and the

One Neat Guy band on Feb. 17 in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. Ticket prices are

$10.50 and $11.50 for students and $11.50

and $12.50 for the public.

The Ramones will play in the Student

Union Ballroom on Feb. 23. Tickets go on

sale Feb. 10. The price is $8 for students

and $10 for the public.

Tickets for both Phil Collins and the

Ramones will be available at Union
Records, For the Record and the Fine Arts
Center. There is a limit of two tickets per
person for these shows.
The Solo's and Duo's concert series will

be presented in the Cape Cod Lounge free

of charge. Ronald Shannon Jackson will

play on Feb. 11, J.R. Mitchell and Walter
Davis, Jr. on March 4, Jackie and Renee
McClean on March 11 and Abby Lincoln on
April 15.

The Blues in the Bluewall series will cost

$3 per show. J.B. Hutto and the New
Hawks will play Feb. 12, Koko Taylor will

play March 5, and James Cotten on April 9.

All show;; begin at 8pm.
The first UPC organizational meeting will

be held on Feb. 8, at a location to be an
nounced. Help is needed in the areas of

security, publicity, hospitality and stage
crew. All interested are welcome to attend
the meeting or stop by the office, Student
Union room 406, Spierer said.

Permanent room undecided
for computer terminals

to go in Campus Center
By NANCY GONTER

CoUcftan SUff

No permanent location has been decided

upon for computer terminals that will be

placed in the Campus Center, but the Board

of Governors will not allow them to be

placed in the Music Room.
Before the end of last semester, the

Board of Governors conducted a petition

drive, collecting 2,500 signatures in op-

position to locating the terminals in the

Music Room.
"At the end of last semester, the location

was up in the air. But the terminals won't

be going in the Music Room," according to

Jerry Quill, a member of the Board of

Governors.

The Board of Governors wants to locate

the terminals in room 178, a small con-

ference room in the Campus Center, Quill

said.

After the petition drive, no decision was
made about the location. Bernard F.

Wilkes, assistant director of the Campus
Center Administration said he didn't think

anything had been resolved in deciding

where the terminals Will be placed.
"

"The Board of Governors has been

discussing it. but they have not submitted

anything of substance," Wilkes said.

Charles D. Lyman, associate director of

the University Computing Center said that

8 to 12 terminals will be put somewhere in

the Campus Center. That number could be

increased to 20, if the usage is high enough,

Lyman said.

Money has been set aside for improving

the Campus Center Concourse, according to

Quill. If money is left after the im

provements are complete, the Board of

Governors might decide to improve the

Music Room, he said.

UMass student is charged

in death of ex-roommate
By NANCY GONTER

Coltegian SUff

HAVERHILL - A 19-year old Universi-

ty of Massachusetts student has been

charged with first degree murder in con-

nection with the death of a Hampshire Col-

lege student.

Gena Spero, a resident of the Haverhill

area, has been charged in connection with

the death of her former roommate, Gina

Sindoni, of Beverly, according to a

spokesman from the Haverhill District At-

torney's office.

Spero pleaded innocent to the murder

charge in Haverhill District Court on Jan.

18. Judge Louis Cyr ordered that she be

held without bail at Framingham State

Prison for psychiatric evaluation. A further

court hearing was scheduled for Jan. 28.

Spero, who was enrolled in the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture, and

Sindoni, a former Hampshire student,

shared an apartment at 66 Green St. in

Northampton until recently.

Sindoni's body was found Jan. 10

submerged in a bathtub at the Haverhill

apartment of Michael P. Costas. Police said

Costas was Spero's former boyfriend.

Costas is not a suspect in the case.

Spero was arrested on Jan. 18 at Arbor

House, a private psychiatric hospital in

Jamaica Plain.

Results of the Jan. 28 probable cause

hearing for the murder charge were not

available at press time.

DOVE'S NEST

2 eggs

2 pancakes

2 strips of bacon or sausage

bottomless cup of coffee

Rt. 1 1 6, Sunderland 665-7969

^mc THEATRES

[584-7550 ^Trff5n!1TB7!HroW5e4 9153

THISISAHELLdrA^
TO MAKE A LIVING.

Tootsie

Men - Thu (6:00 @> $2.00) 8:30

BURT REYNOLDS
GOLDIE HAWN

NICK NOLTE
is cop.

EDDIE MURPHY
Is convict.

Men - Thu (6:00 @ $2.00 8:30

Men - Thu (6:15 @ $2.00) 8:15

PAUL
NEWMAN
THE

VERDICT
Men - Thu (6:00 (g> $2.00) 8:30

GANDHI
The Man of

the Century.

Men - Thu (4:46 @ $2.00) 8:30

Mon - Thu (6:00 @ $2.00) 9:00

Men - Thu (6:15 @ $2.00) 8:15

KiSii

TIME
RIDER

Mon - Thu (6:30 @ $2.00) 8:45

^mCHiWPSHIRE »
^«F^ Hyfe FRl & SAT at 12.15am.

ALL SEATS $3 50

wm '^
^ida

Monty Python and the Holy Grail

TWO
COMNI Of QVSTWT » MnOlM STS

VfrMflllD

732-1162

TWO MATTOON RESTAURANT

X VALENTINE'S DAY
Feb. 14, 1983, 8 00 p.m.

The Incredible

B. B. KING SHOW
At Symphony Hall

Coming March 24 f

GEORGE CARLIN

with special guest

Leon Redbone

Tickets available Feb. Ht

Get YcMir Ticket! NOW
\ . Good Seats Still Available

TICKETS SIO.OO and S11.50

DiKount $1.00 with college ID

at Two Mattoon Restaurant only

Ticket! on ule NOW at Two Mittoon Rettanrant, all Dalatii Outlet!

which art Platterpu! Record!, Wettgate Plaza, We!tfiel<i, The Stop and

Shop !tore! at Northampton, Eaitfield Mall and Eait Springfield, Spr-

iniHieia Civic Center Box Office. For VISA/MC and Money Order! Call

1.800-243-4842.
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Photo by Alex Lyon

Joey D's, the popular Amherst dining and dancing establishment, has gone out of business. The

restaurant closed in the beginning of January because of financial difficulties, and its owner has since filed

for bankruptcy.

Joey D s goes

out of business,

files bankruptcy
By JIM POTTER

CollcKimn SUff

Students looking for a place to wine, dine

and dance will find one less local establish

ment this spring.

Joey D's, the popular disco dancing

nightspot at 351 Northampton Road on the

corner of Route 9 and University Drive,

ihut its doors at the beginning of January

_ue to financial difficulties, according to

former manager Steve Duca.

The club and restaurant, which opened in

the fall of 1981. served drinks and Italian

and American food and boasted of having

the largest dance floor in Amherst.

Last week, the Amherst Board oi

Selectmen was scheduled to meet with

Joseph DeNatale. the owner of Joey D's. to

discuss the future of the club's all alcoholic

beverage license, but DiNatale failed to

appear at the meeting.

According to a letter sent to the board by

DiNatale's attorney. Manuel Farber of

Springfield, his client did not have to ap-

pear at the hearing since his petition for

bankruptcy is still pending in court.

DiNatale. who also owns the popular

Mike's Westview Cafe on Sunderland Road

in North Amherst, could not be reached for

comment.

Joey D's was just one establishment that

has failed after a short life at the Route 9

location. Before Joey D's opened,

Branagan's and the Steak Out. two other

restaurants closed their doors.

BACK TO
SCHOOL....

means
Dock with old friends

?

AND

iSUBi!)(R]^

MENU
30»:assr SPKlAl

MEATBALL

PEPPERONI

TUNA
GCNOA
BOLOGNA
CHEESE

TRIMLINE s<»Qflyo««

ALASKAN KMG CRAB

nALlAN EXPRESS

ROAST BEEF

PASTRAMI

TLJRKEY

HAM
SAUSAGE

ALL SANDWICHES
SERVED HOT OR COLD

-*'-^'%*^!>'J"ot'**^-«*'

%>;^i:£p?s Frcun &
dishwashrr tair

Complete and mail with check or monev order for $2 98 to:

Enterprise Ltd., 467 Coral Ave.. Manchester. NH 03104.

Please print clearly.

NAME - .

ADDRESS.

crrv _STATE_ .ZIP_

NAME ON MUG (6 letter Bmtt) M

Campus
SqI^s R*p

to sell

Jogger radios,

T.V.'s, Radar
Detectors,

Cameras,
Computers,
Stereos, Mini

Recorders, etc.

Send resume to

Computer A9«
Dorgoins

309 Am. Legion Hwy.

Revere, MA 02151

PREPARE FOR

MCAT-LSAT-GMATi
SAT •ACT-DAT-GRE .CPA

• April 9, 1983

MCAT
classes start

2/22/83

• March 19. 1983

GMAT
classes start

2/9/83

• April 23, 1983

GRE
classes start

3/7/83

• June 15, 1983

LSAT
classes start

4/27/83

SAVE AT ELEK-TEK
ON CALCULATORS

Texas Instruments <#

II H
Tl SM

U KIM
II HOC
II MM II s«

II UKlNew)
M a !

HUH (New)
Tl ST

II HI
II » »

HANDHELD
COMPUTERS

PC-1500 POCKET COMPUTER 16C

CE-15U Color printerm cassette interface 165

CE-1558K Memory 105

CE-159 BK Memory w.Dattefy backup 125

CE-158RS-232 175

PC- 1211 POCKET COMPUTER 55

CE-122 16 digit orinter »»/ cassette interface 45

PC-i25eHaidheid Computer (Ntw) 80

(E l» Printer cassette INi.) 130

"W
HEWLETT-PACKARD
LCD SUMLINF PROCIUMMABLES

IW-10C ScNntifk (,N>u %5A

HP-11C SeiwUfie 7o

HP-15C 8ei««jfie iflml 92

HP-12C Ftmncltl 92

HP-ISC Pracmniwir iNewj 92

Hampshire Mall 214 Exchange St. 90 King St.

Hadley Chicopee Northampton

-OPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK-

OT-HER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO -MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL

MSKP • NMB vVQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • RN BDS

SSAT%PSAl'"SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
' SPEED READING

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

HP-41C
HP-41CV
Optical Wind
Cwtf PMriv
Prmur (2143«1

1149

209

, 95

149

283

Omm Mod. S60

Eit. Funet. Mtd. 60

Ea. M«m. Mod. 60

Timor Mod. 60

-H.

KflPl/IN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPARATKDN '"
"^"^^i'^Tf^w!'

'^*'"*"

|p Amherst
2535108

•^A North Pimsant St

' Springtifild

737 3788
':15 State St

SON oH mfr. IU99. rtttil prict (1150.00 m]
MP-34C Sc»«ilic 75
MP-3PC F,n«ic«l 75

M
CALL TOU FREE 800(211269

EXCEPT lll'nou. Alttka. Hiwii.

KEEP THIS AD FOR FlTllE REFERENCE
rrwILLNOTBEREPEAin)

Vtr.-' :>«i»if'(-r I « u,,- 1,- .
,•

,, v,sj ^ n\it,i n if-or* M4.1

( '::is K3C. S4 0L -g '«-r .« W PI. UmtuMUM Ibn «h>

$ut)i tc:ndrx)P Wmt«rfi)WlwaMitaUIIII HHMMiRHMI
Nl« (9 OUL AW OMVUIl

ELEKTEKjnc.
|??^'«l L.-:o^e,. C-.CMO il(0««5

Book exchange aids Yiddish language revival

150,000 books are collected

by local group in 2^2 years
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

CellefiM Staff

There is a nationwide effort under way to

revive the Yiddish language and one of the

leaders is right here in Amherst — the Na-

tional Yiddish Book Exchange.

The Exchange, which is operated in con-

nection with the University of

Massachusetts and the other four colleges

in the area, is housed in a former Amherst

elementary school and has collected

150,000 books since it began operation two

and one-half years ago.

Aaron Lansky, executive director and

founder of the Exchange, said he became

concerned with the availability of Yiddish

books when he was studying that language

as a graduate student at McGill University

in Montreal.

While trying to collect books for his own
Yiddish library, Lansky said he "heard

more and more stories of (Yiddish) books

being thrown out."

The books were usualUy thrown out

when their original owners. Eastern Euro-

pean Jews who immigrated to the United

States early in this century, had died. Their

heirs, not knowing the language and hav-

ing no use for the books themselves, dispos-

ed of them.

Yiddish, which has been the spoken

language of jews in Eastern Europe for

about 1,000 years, became the language us-

ed to "pioneer new expression" among
European Jews beginning around 1880,

Lansky said.

Yiddish literature flourished in Europe
and in the U.S. early in the 20th centuiy,

Lansky said, but it b^an its decline during

the middle of the century as a result of the

Nazi holocaust of the 1930s and 19408 and

repression and purges of Yiddish writers

by the Soviets in the 19508.

Although 10 million people spoke Yiddish

in 1939, LanslQr said that number has

"drastically diminished."

The only Yiddish-speaking community in

the world today is the Chasidim — a com-

munity of Orthodox Jews. Even there,

Lansky said, that language is now used in

print, and Hebrew is used instead.

The language began its renaissance bet-

ween 10 and 15 years ago, Lansky said,

with most of the interest coming from what

he called "the politically conscious post-

Vietnam generation." The appeal of the

language lies in the fact that for 1,000

years it was an "outsider's idiom," he said,

used by Jewish communities that lived

largely outside the main society by Eastern

Europe.

This outsider's perspective has

similarities with perspectives expressed to-

day, and Lansky suggested young people

today view themselves as being "up

against the system."

Because of the rapid resurgence in the

popularity of the language, which is now
being taught in about 60 colleges in the

country, scholars have had a hard time

coming across Yiddish texts, since most

Yiddish books have been out of print for 50

years, or have been thrown away.

Noting the renew "d interest in the

language and the need for books, Lansky

returned to Western Massachusetts, where

he was once an undergraduate at Hamp-

shire College. He started the Book Ex-

change in an "old factory loft in Northamp-

ton" in June, 1980.

After beginning the nonprofit

organization with few volunteers and

some borrowed money, the Exchange

grew rapidly. Lansky and his assistant

directors, Nansi Click and Sharon Klein-

baum, now direct many volunteers and

receive financial support from the Ex-

change's 1,000 members, from founda-

tion grants and from its own book sales.

Lanksy said he had three objectives in

mind when he began the Exchange: to

collect old books that would otherwise

be destroyed; to return these books to ac-

tive use; and to promote Yiddish culture.

Looking back on the success of the Ex-

change, Lansky said "we've succeeded

beyond our wildest expectations."

Coll«ti«a pkoto by John DlPsUno

Yiddish books, some of the many thousand collected by the National Yiddish Books Exchange in

Amherst, are sorted by Nansi Click, Sharon Kleinbaum. and Aaron Lansky at the Exchange. The Exchange

is connected with the University of Massachusetts and other area colleges.

Although the Exchange began its col-

lection operation by relying on people to

send in books, it soon organized a group

of "zamlers" (Yiddish for "collectors")

to actively solicit donations. There are

now more than 150 zamlers leading col-

lection drives in 60 cities, Lansky said.

And book collection is not without its

drama. Lansky said the Exchange
rescued 8,000 Yiddish books from a gar-

bage dumpster in New York City in

April, 1981, after receiving an urgent

telephone call.

Once the books have found their way
to the Exchange, as about 1,000 do each

week, they are sorted according to sub-

ject. There is a substantial backlog,

though, and one room in the old school's

basement is filled from floor to ceiling

with books that have yet to be sorted.

Sorting is done in another room,

where between 15 and 20 boxes of books

are sorted daily by volunteers, usually

area college students. After the books

are sorted, they are either put into the

Exchange's permanent collection, put in-

to one of its special collections, or made
available to the public through the Ex-

change's catalog.

Throu^ its catalog, the Exchange

allows individuals and libraries to buy

books. The money generated by the sales

goes toward financing the operation.

The Exchange receives orders for

books from the Library of Congress in

Washington, D.C., from Illinois, New
Jersey, Oklahoma, California, Penn-

sylvania and Florida, to name but a few.

Others came from such places as

England, France, Germany. Canada and

Japan.

"This is the sole place in the world

that these books are available — there's

no other place," Lansky said.

The permanent collection kept by the

Exchange consists of about 20,000

volumes. Also, some rooms are devoted

to the works of specific authors, such as

one for the writings of Sholem Aleichem,

on whose book the play "Fiddler on the

Rixif was based. A rare book room con-

taining Yiddish texts dating back to the

18th century is also maintained by the

Exchange.
While collecting Yiddish books, the

Exchange has also come across many
other items of Yiddish cdture.

"There was all kinds of stuff out there

waiting to be saved," Lansky said.

Among the cultural items are sculptures

and a Yiddish typewriter.

Also in line with the Exchange's goal

of promoting Yiddish culture is a

reading room, which is now being

remodeled. The room will be name<l after

Aliza Greenblatt, (mother-in-law of

Wotxiy Guthrie and grandmother of Arlo

Guthrie) whose personal library has been

donated to the Exchange and will be

shelved in the room. The room will hold

other exhibits as well.

In addition to being a repository and

center for Yiddish books and culture, the

Exchange is a focal point for courses,

lectures and translation projects. Lansky

said Yiddish writers can draw larger au-

diences when they speak at the Ex-

change than when they speak in New
York City. In addition, a steady stream

of tourists from all over the world visit

the Exchange, he said.

I
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Buy One Whopper^, Reg-
Fry 8l Any Drink, Get

Another Whopper^ FREE!
Please present this coupon before ordering. U^^iit one

coupon per customer. Not to ^e used with other

coupons or offers. Void whprP prohibited by law.

Good only at: Route 9, Hadley, Ma.

**•' tbi.iiiil mm nuimJe^

The Lesbian and Gay Men's

Counselling Collective provides free

peer counselling and referral Mon-

day^ Tttesday^ Thursday and Friday

4 to 8 pm in 108 Campus Center,

545-2645. We welcome new

members. Please call! Watch the

classifieds for our Open House!
BMOM

'm:^
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THE COOKIE HUT

Vi ib. Yummy Chocolate Chip

Cookies $1 .49

• 2 Creamy Delicious Fudge Bars $1 .49

(4 varieties)

with this ad only

expires February 7, 1983

Athletes and Active People:

WEIGHT TRAINING
^^ BODY BUILDING
• Individually Designed Routines

• Continuously Monitored

• Olympic Weights/Free Weights

• Initial Cardiovascular Test Included

• Universal and Custom Equipment

tHE HAMPSHIBE FITNESS CENTER
tt. 9, H«ai«v. Ma. 586-6336^

I

Jewish organization offers

courses for spring semester
HUlel, the B'nai B'rith Student Foun

dation at the University of Massachusetts

will sponsor eight courses for the Spring

semester.

"Jewish Holidays: A Hands-On Prac-

ticum" will teach the customs, folklore,

music and prescribed observance of major

Jewish holidays. The course may be taken

for one to three credits.

"Issues Facing Israel Today" will focus on

the government politics, kibbutz, army,

religion, and sex roles of modern Israel.

The course will feature guest experts, who

will address various topics. The course

carries one credit.

"Hebrew For Beginners", a basic reading

and speaking course for those with no prior

knowledge of Hebrew, will be offered for

one credit for a half semester.

"Hebrew For Beginners Plus" will stress

reading and speaking for students with a

minimal acquaintance with Hebrew. One
credit may be earned each half semester.

"Intermediate Hebrew" will focus on

conversation using Upland materials. Some
knowledge of Hebrew is necessary to take

the course. One credit for each half

semester is offered.

"The Bible Revisited" emphasizes the art

of biblical narrative from Moses through

Isaiah. One credit is offered for the course.

"The Bible with Medeival Commentaries"

will use Rashi, Iba Ezra and Maihmonides

as well as later Chassidic commentators.

One credit may be earned by taking the

course.

"Chassidic Mysticism" will study some of

the terminology of Kabalah as used to

formulate the basic philosophy of Chabad
Chassidut. One credit is offered with the

course.

For more information, interested persons

can contact the Hillel office at 545-2526.

Spring At

The Fine Arts Center
February 10 Thursday

14 Monday

24 Thursday

Philip Glass Ensemble

The Washington Ballet

Jeffery Kahane, piano

March 4 Friday

15 Tuesday

16 Wednesday

17 Thursday

30 Wednesday

Marcel Marceau

Cincinnati Symphony

Orchestra

"Twelfth Night"

"Tartuffe"

Tokyo String Quartet

8 Friday

10 Sunday

14 Thursday

19 Tuesday

30 Saturday

Bela Lewitzsky

Dance Company

Springfield Symphony

Orchestra with

Billy Taylor Trio

Dexter Grodon Quartet

Dong-Suk Kang, violin

New York Chamber Soloists

11 Wednesday A pops concert by the

Cleveland Orchestra with

special guest Victor Borge.
Box Office: Noon to 4 p.m., M-F
(413) 545-2511 MasterCard /Visa Accepted.

FineArts
.Center
IConcert Hall

Collegian photo by Kevin J. Kachetti

Kettle pots in the Campus Center Coffee Shop kitchen went unused

while the Coffee Shop was closed during intercession.

RidingA

Bay Rd.

Amherst, Mass.

Children and Adults Welcome
Weekdays and Weekends

Large rings Hnnttng Hunt Course
Indoor ring Jumping

Eventing

636-3646 or 323-4867

SKIRT, POCKET FLARED SKIRX
CORDUROY JUMPER, CORDU
CORDUROY JUMPSUIT, CO
W^A^^-^^v^T^^ITS, PU7 ^

Xi^

^u.

o.

'9s

P..

,*t''

\ .nt*
V\oO'

NG -PAiv^ ^ANl
RANDFATHEtctjtiTKT, HOOE

NDMOTHER SHIRT, THE GOV/
POGKET FI>=r7riT~"KpTT

JUMPER, C^OO tOZ/A XEi
Y JUMPSUIT, r/^P ^Q'^

WARMERa'YARN KITS, PUF/^-^ii^^i-,. ^ ,„>
TURTLENECK, SOGKS, UND/ COlieCLIVb IHC

'•P

A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE* 52 Main St., Northampton • 586-5403
mammmuMMM v jt u jr a .
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Housing still
High rents send

UMass students

back to campus
By TAMI BORTON

Collepan SUff

For those students without a place to live, there is still

housing available in Amherst and neighboring towns,

although the cost of living off campus may be quite high.

The University of Massachusetts Off Campus Housing

Offire estimates rents in Amherst average about $184 per

person each month and the high price tag may be turning

away some students. As a result, the Umass Housing

Assignment Office has received about 250 applications

from students who want to get back on campus after some

time out of the dorms.

"More juniors and seniors are trying to get back into the

dorms than in the past." said Gerald A. Quarles. UMass

housing assignment coordinator. "There is no fear of rent

increases and utilities are paid for."

Joanne R. Levenson. director of the Off Campus

Housing Office, said she also believes students are being

discouraged from moving off campus because of the high

cost of rent and utilities.

In an effort to afford living off campus, many students

have taken to sharing apartments with others. In Brittany

Manor, for example, the rental office said there are about

1.000 residents living in 255 two bedroom apartments.

More students might be sharing their apartments with

others if it were not for a town ordinance that prohibits

more than four unrelated people from living in the same

house or apartment, according to Amherst Building

Commissioner Chet Penza.

As a result, there is some off campus housing available,

although Levenson said, there is a three percent vacancy

rate, which she considers too low.

"Statistically, it might seem like there is a lot available.

In fact, it has always been hard to find housing, but we

noticed a bad situation getting worse. ' Levenson said.

According to apartment complex managers and other

officials in Sunderland and Northampton, housing is also

scarce in nearby towns.

Potential apartment dwellers will find most of the area

complexes full, but some rooms may be^found in apart

mentsor houses.

Sunderland apartment managers report few rooms are

( ollegian pholo by Kevin J. Fachetti

Brittany Manor in Amherst houses an

estimated 1,000 residents in its 255 two-

bedroom apartments, according to the rental of-

fice there. Amherst town law prohibits more

than four unrelated persons from sharing an

apartment.

available. Both the Northwood and Squire Village apar-

tments have no vacancies and Dorothy Ambriglio,

manager of Squire Village, said all sublets have been taken

up for the spring.

"All sublets have been filled for the spring and I doubt

anyone else will sublet," she said.

The Off Campus Housing Office, located in Hasbrook

Laboratory, will be open until 8 p.m. on Tuesday and

Thursday this week.

"If worse comes to worse, we will refer homeless to an

emergency shelter in Amherst," Levenson said.

at UMass
500 vacancies

assure smooth
dorm openings

By TAMI BORTON
Collcftu SUff

No problems are anticipated this spring for on-campus

housing, according to Gerald A. Quarles, housing assign-

ment coordinator at the University of Massachusetts.

"Right now we have 500 vacancies. I will be greatly sur-

prised if there are any problems," he said.

"There will be some adjustments at the beginning of the

semester, but this is largely due to sorting out housing

preferences," he said.

Students who cannot enter their rooms immediately will

be temporarily housed in either another room or the Cam-

pus Center Hotel if necessary, Quarles said.

"I doubt there will be any on-campus housing rush dur-

ing registration," Quarles said. The housing assignment

office monitors the student population closely and all

registered students receive housing preference forms.

"Unless there is a hidden population somewhere, we will

have no problem," Quarles added.

The housing roll carried students classified as suspended

until Jan. 25. the day after the deadline for readmittance.

"No shows" are carried until noon on the first day of

classes. This means enrollment in dormitories decreases

significantly at the beginning of the semester. Quarles

said.

"For instance, in 1981 we had a fall enrollment of

11,289, which dropped to 10,500 two weeks after school

opened," he said.

The on-campus housing situation is better in the spring

semester, Quaries said. "This is because of fall graduates,

junior and seniors who move off campus during January,

and the lower new student enrollment dunng the spnng,

he said.

University dormitories have a capacity of 11,400

residents. At present, there are 10,900 students signed up

for on-campus housing. "I expect we will end up housing

about 10,350 students," Quarles said.
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SPECIAL STORE HOURS
Mon, Thurs, Fri 9-5; Tue, Wed 9-9; Sat 11-4

^i?>WW
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Welcome Backi^^—y >^ »

I

Convenient /-

Mini Store
Hours

M-F 7:30 am - 10 pm
Sat £f Sun 8:30 am - 10 pm

Located in the

Student Union

SPECIAL

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Hours
Located in the

Physical Plant Building

Mon & Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed, & Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

r
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TIME OUT

Everyone's

Meeting Place

COME AND JOIN
THE CROWD

Happy Hour 4 - 6

Giant Bar Drinks $1.75

16 oz. Drafts 85'

Amherst's

Biggest Little Bar

37 N. Pleasant Street

r^!'.)'
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Budget proposal unveiled;

town taxes may decrease

Collegian photo hj Kerin J. Fachetti

Going downhill on Hadley's Skinner Mountain recently were (left to

right) Kathy Steamborski, her daughter Andrea Steamborski, and

friend Michelle Robitaille.

By NANCY GONTER
Collepan Staff

A $7.3 million operating budget, recently

proposed by Amherst Town Manager Barry

L. Del Castilho for fiscal year 1984. may
slightly lower the tax rate.

In a presentation by Del Castilho,

Finance Director James A. Lindstrom and

Public Works Director Stanley Ziomek, the

budget officials requested a $565,000 in-

crease over last year, a 9.5 percent in-

crease.
'

The main reason for the increase request

is higher personnel costs due to cost of-

living raises totalling $250,000. Inflation,

program expansion and employee benefit

causes, are other reasons for the requested

increase.

Del Castilho. who came to Amherst at the

end of December, said 1984 should be a

good year for the town because funds are

available to adequately continue existing

services and allow for limited areas of

improvement.
Inflation has subsided, making it easier to

budget than in past years. Del Castilho

said.

Because federal revenue sharing funds

are scheduled to expire this September, the

budget includes less money so one full

year's budget can be reserved for fiscal

year 1985, Lindstrom said.

The property tax levy will remain the

same as that of the last four years, Lind

Strom said. New assessments of property in

town were to be sent to individual tax-

payers by the end of January he said.

Property values as a whole will rise 8

percent, he said.

The budget must be approved by the

Town Meeting. The Town Meeting is

scheduled to begin in May.

YOURS WITH ANY CUNIOUE PURCHASE OF 7.50 OR MORE

CO

FROM CLINIOUE' 'FRESH TREATS"

N

Perk up your winter-weary

good looks now with "Fresh

Treats" skin helps & colors.

All in special try-sizes just

right for handbag or travel,

and only available at Clinique

Bonus Time. Your "Fresh

Treats" include: Clarifying

Lotion 2, a funnel so you can

refill it, Skin Texture Lotion .

Extra Poppy Powder Blusher,

a blusher brush and Currant

Stain Semi Lipstick

One bonus per customer.

Bloom County by Berke Breathed
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Crossword
Fdited b> Margaret Karrar and Trude Jaffe

Katfood by A»R»K
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ACROSS
1 Crossroad
5 Appeal ot a kind

9 Roman statesman

13 American
portraitist

15 Excursion

16 A King or a Ladd
17 Bouquet member
18 One of the

Aleutians

19 Bulky bundle

20 Work with small

reward

23 Squid's squirt

24 Falstaff's

Prince

25 Crooner Rudy
29 Scot's name
31 Vegas
34 Exchange

premium
35 Incarnation

38 Meaning
40 Saba
41 Pacific island

group
42 Sweet talk

45 Springy step

46 Hovel

47 Accoutrement
48 One of the

Du Ponts

\9%y 1 (IS ^flfflrs limr\ s%ndn air

50 Pub offering 21 Before high and

51 Direction deep
52 Jealous 22 Implied

59 Cupid 25 Amphorae
60 Word with Yule 26 Ten percenter

61 Exti'-tct birds 27 Dance for a

63 Farm building jitterbug

64 Fitzgerald 28 Misplace

65 Chic 29 More cdmpetent

66 Out of 30 Meat cut

(wayward) 31 Vl.Ulianov

67 Emanate 32 Gimmick

68 The of 33 Nation

Texas' 36 "-— mia!
"

37 Burrowing animal

39 Colonel's

insignia

43 Go back in the

DOWN house
1 Place for a cure 44 MR. Rinehart

2 Try novel

3 Expletive 49 Marsh grasses

4 Demurrer 50 Greek fabulist

5 Follow covertly 51 Porterhouse

6 Perceive 52 Sandstone

7 Pitcher's goals 53 Play part

8 Grazed 54 Stratagem

9 Intrigue 55 At rest

10 Oh me! 56 Alaskan city

11 Informal lecture 57 May 8, 1945

12 ••
if by 58 Time long past

land..." 59 Curve

14 Pyle 62 Blvds.

Dining Commons Menu
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwich, Corn

Fritters/Sausage Links,

Maple Syrup

LUNCH
Turkey Club Sandwich,

Fish in Batter/Tartar

Sauce

DINNER BASICS LUNCH
Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint Spinach Noodle Casserole,

Jelly, Chicken Stew/Herb Corn fritters/Maple Syrup

Biscuit, Fruit Plate with

Saltines

—

—

— Tuesday

BASCIS DINNER
Carrot LoafAVhite Sauce,

Chicken Stew/Herb Biscuit

DINNER
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce,

Chili Cheese Puff, Baked
Ziti

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder, Fish in

Batter/Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Shen, Chili Cheese

Puff

rc^-'^aip «5»^<»''^ai^ «:?^(sr^5»«c?^(»-^5i9 «£::^c»""'?5ap «c^<»"''5aa9 «£:^«>"""^5»

\ BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE

PIZZA
Lg. Sm.

Plain $5 00 $2 75
Onion $600 $3 40

Pepper $6 30 $3 60
Pepper & Onion $7 25 $4 00

Mushroom .$6 95 $3 85

Olive $6 75 $3 75

Salami $e 75 $3 75

Sausage 58 75 $3 75

Peppcroni $6 75 $3 75

Hamburg $6 75 $3.75

Anchovies $0 75 $3 75

Pastrami $0 75 $3.75

Ham $6 75 $3 75

Bacon $6 75 $3 75

Two way comb. $
' 65 $4 25

Three wav comb $8 45 $4 70

House Special $10 60 $5.85

SALADS

GRINDERS
In. Vi

Salami $2 70 $1 65

Meatless $2 55 $1.50

Genova Salami $2 95 $1 85

Meat Ball $2 95 $1 85

Sausage $2 95 $185

Tuna Fish $3 35 $2 05

Ham $2 95 $185

Italian $2 95 $1 85

Roast Beef $3 50 $2 20

Pastrami $3 50 $2 20

Ham & Egg $2 95 $1 80

Pepper & Egg $2 95 $1 80

SPAGHETTI
With Sauce $260
With Sausage $290
With Meat Balls $2.90

Tossed Salad

Greek Salad

$2 05

$250
Extra Cheese
Extra Meat

Lg. Sm.
$140 eoi
$1 90 $1.00

SAME PRICES FOR 3 YEARS
65 University Drive, Amherst

Sun - Thurs 11 - 1 Fri & Sat 11 - 2 am

549-1311 * 253-9051
Remember the Name

I

5

§

1

1

I

1

1

1

Duke

Ellington

Committee

iPRODUCTIONS

BLUES IN THE

BLUE WALL

Feb. 12th

J.B. Hutto &
The New Hawks

March 5th

Koko Taylor

March 9th

James Cotton Band

ever Forg(
> tf5;>wCi>-«c5* «7t2>k.d

I

All shows begin at 8:00 P.M.

Admision $3.00 General Public

Blues at Its Best
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WFCR begins its search

for new general manager
By NANCY GOITER

Collcgiu Piatt

Public Radio Station WFCR at the

University of Massachusetts began a na-

tionwide search last month for a new
general manager, after restructuring con-

trol of the station.

Since Robert S. Goldfarb's resignation

last July, WFCR's program director Joan

Wilbur, and Chief Engineer Charles

Ferguson have been running the station.

The search was delayed six months after

Goldfarb's resignation so that questions of

control of the station could be decided, ac-

cording to E. Jefferson Murphy, the sta-

tion's Five College coordinator.

According to Murphy, the legal respon-

sibility and authority of the University of

Massachusetts over the station has been

reaffirmed. The Five College interest in

the station has also been reaffirmed. Mur-

phy said.

The Western Massachusetts Broadcast

Council, which has managed the station

will now concern itself with fund raising

and advertising of the station, not gover-

nance. Murphy said.

A new Radio Committee has been set up,

Murphy said. Five representatives from

the listening commimity will sit on that

committee. The committee will work with

the station's already established Communi-
ty Advisory Board.

The five members of the new committee

are Professor Julius Lester from UMass,

Professor Lewis Spartlan from Amherst

College; Professor James Miller from

Hampshire College, Professor Joan Davis

from Mount Holyoke College and Anne
Shanahan from Smith College.

Monday, January 31, 1983, .Collegian i9
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Tow zone near the Worcester Dining Commons was occupied by five

dump trucks last week. ^__

NOW
IT'S EASIER

TO PLACE A
O

CLASSIFIED

Clerks are at

tables in the

Campus Center

Restaurant/HospHallty Majors:

The Stouffer
Experience...''

Why Should You Be Interested
In Stouffer Restaurants?

• 20% growth rate is creating substantial career

opportunity

• Most comprehensive management development pro-

gram in the industry

• Over a dozen diversified fine dining concepts with

new ideas being develop>ed and implemented

• Top salary progression with the benefits associated
with our industry leadership position

A Restaurant Recruiter will be on campus soon to

speak personally with you about the career benefits

of the Stouffer Experience For details, or an appoint-

ment for personal interview contact the Placement
Office, or write Mr M Ede. Stouffer Restaurants.

29600 Bainbndge Road. Solon. Ohio 44139

DRINKING BOR ISLIKE

PUTTINGTOGETHERABASKETBAUTEAM.
START OFF WITHACOUnE OFTAUONES.

Red Auerbach

Stouffer Restaurants
on campus

February 24th & 25th

Stouffer Restaurants
An Equal Opportunity Employar M/F/H

An open letter to our readers:

we're here to help you out
This spring semester, the Massachusetts Daity Collegian,

the student-run newspaper for the University of

Massachusetts and the surrounding area, is upgrading its

editorial and business services to help provide better service

to its readers.

Throughout the semester, readers of the five day per week

tabloid will notice many changes in format, design and news

coverage, all intended to provide more easily readable infor-

mation. In today's edition, for example, we have used nar-

rower columns for our stories and have changed the type

face on the reporters bylines, to help each page appear more

symetrical and pleasing to the eye.

In addition, the Collegian has placed a new emphasis on

the coverage of Amherst area news for both interested

students and permanent residents of the town. In the future,

we plan lo extensively cover Amherst town government and

life as well as provide news and information about the other

schools within the Five College area.

To assist those who would like to find out more about the

paper and provide easier access for advertisers and

newsmakers, the Collegian will operate a table on the Cam-

pus Center concourse several days each week. Staff

members at the table will be able to assist people filing news

releases, requests for notices, placing classified advertising,

as wed as providing information on display advertising and

both paid and volunteer work at the paper.

For full service, of course, readers are welcome to stop by

the Collegian business and news offices in room 113 in the

Campus Center Basement.

To assist groups and individuals who may want to take ad-

vantage of the newspaper's many services, we provide the

following list of types of services we provide and how to

make use of them. For more information, anyone is invited

to stop by our offices or call us at 545-3500.

One time events, such as lectures, discussions, concerts

or educational films are publicized in the Collegian in the

"Newsline" column. People or groups sponsoring such

events should type the information and submit it at least a

week in advance to the Collegian News department. Every

effort will be made to print as many notices as possible, but

due to time and space limitations, publication cannot be

guaranteed and notices are printed only one time, usually

the day before the event. Questions about "Newslines"

should be directed to the paper's News department.

Meetings of student or community groups are listed in

the daily "Hypercurricula" column. Each Hypercurricula re-

quest should be filled out on the standard form available

from the Collegian offices or the table on the Campus Center

Concourse. Events are listed only on the day they are taking

place and tne requests must be submitted by 3:45 p.m. the

Friday before the week of publication. Again, due to space

limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee all Hypercur-

ricula notices will be published.

Suggestions for news or feature stories are always

.velcome by the Collegian. Anyone who feels they know of

something which should be in the paper is invited to write,

call or visit the paper's offices with their suggestion. Most

stories are handled by the paper's news editor, although

stories of particular interest are also assigned by the

Women's, Black Affairs, Arts and Sports departments.

Letters to the editor are published daily in the Collegian

and every reader is invited to submit letters or longer

editorial columns. All letters for publication must be typed

and signed with the writer's name and address, for verifica-

tion purposes. All items for the editorial page should be ad-

dressed to the paper's executive editor.

Advertising information is available at both the Collegian

front counter and Concourse table. Rate cards, listing the

price of advertising and the standard sizes and mechanical

requirements, are available. Information about classified

advertising is available at both locations, as well as express

classified placement service.

In general, the Collegian is pleased to help anyone com-

municate what they need to the student body, whether it be

in the form of a news story, editorial, or advertisement. Any
editor is available most afternoons to assist anyone and

answer questions.
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Fame
Recognition
Knowledge
Experience

From writing stories to take photographs for one of the

largest college daily papers in the country, students at the

Collegian learn how to produce a newspaper every day. If you

would like to learn and can volunteer some time, the Collegian

needs you. Come help us out and we'll help you learn and

develop valuable communication skills. Stop by the Collegian at

room 113 Campus Center or check out one of our introductory

meetings.

Who knows, maybe the next time you meet someone new
they'll say, "I know your name. Haven't I seen it in the

CollegianV

Introductory Meetings

Wednesday, Feb. 2, 7 p.m. 803 Campus Center

Monday, Feb'. 7, 7 p.m., 803 Campus Center

Wednesday, Feb. 9, 7 p.m., 803 Campus Center

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

545-3500
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Open 24 Hours 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in Hadley-Aniherst and Pittsfield stores. ________^_«.^_^__

^White Gem*withBack

Chicken Le
Qiuurters

WHie
Gem

Stop & Shop's own special brand of chicken,

meaty and delicious. Enjoy it this week

StoGIb

Top Round
Beef Rcmnd. yp}?.V^.

lb

Chicken Wings.^^'.S9'
Chicken Legs ---^^^ .b69'

Chicken Thighs -^"e^b?9]
Drumsticks . '^T"'?.-?«''"!". . ibo9

Chicken SpUt --^e^ .b55'

Roasting Chicken^-?ru69'
Chicken Whole ^^ it49'

"Oven Stuffers" ^^^^-^^79'

Fresh Ducklings "^ 39"
Comish Hens '^^^ .^1.19

USDA Choice Beef Round - ^-^
Rump Roast ib L.%iz)

Beef Round o ylQ
Eye Round Roast ib^.4y
USDA Choice Beef Chuck - _q
Boneless Chuck Ro£ist ib i . / y
USDA Choice - ^^
Chuck Stewing Beef ib l.yy
USDA Choice Beef Chuck r> QO
Boneless Blade Steak ib^ •oy

J

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
W. Mass and Enfield

see store for Details

It's time to

SIOPe.9
SI10P1

. , . AvaUaDlr in stores
comer Clell featuring a service deli

Deutschmacher
Franks

69•Cello-

casing r lb

Colcmial
ChoppedHam

I Lunchbox
sandwich trat.

Shimlder
London
Broil

USDA
CHOICE

Beef Chuck i79
Geisha Solid
WhiteTuna
In water
7 oimce can 99

lb

L69
More Great Meat Specials!

BeefRound
-199
Alb

Colonial
Chicke

Tip^1^ - Beef

Roast ^"H"^'

1 lb

r79
79

Franks
Nepco
SUced

, „^F^ 1 lb

Bacon pi^^

Fresh American Grown

Shoulder
Lamb ^89
Chops . A lb

Fresh American Grown

Lamb
Shanks

1
Grc

1'

^49X lb

Top SirloinSteak ^'^ .b2.99

BottomRoundSteak ^^'^ ib2 .19
TopRoundSteak B«'«°""fib2.49

RoundTipSteak B«^'«-^^ib2.59

BonelessChuck Steak^'^^'hb1 .89
produce Pick And Choose What's Perfect For You!

^^Califfomia Navel

Oranges
Jumbo Size I Extra Large I Regular Size

5'-i e-^l 12-1
^Ik I Size 113 I^B

Apple Juioe^
^H^GaDonAA

Regular
Stop& Shop

5^ YeUow Cliii£

(/

> <
1

- /

Peaches mm
Sliced or Halves
Stop& Shop 16 ozcan

.

'1
forH

GreenGiantGreen

Sliced. French or
Cut or Peas. . 2^9

Size 72

Fresh Cod
Steak -199
Perfect for baking
orbroiling r Ib

Raisin
Bread
Stop & Shop
16ozloaf 99

Thon^sonSeedless

Grapes r®
Pick just what you need

Selected Potatoes

lb

Savarin
Co£fee
Regular or Automatic

-^ One Poundcan I99

!1

T1UTI1«

CreamyorCfaunli^
Peanut Butter ^29

1^!^ Stop & Shop
^'_y 18 ouncejar

Redor
White51 Idaho

Russets31
^^««£^Ct^ S'2 ounceV/AV91> tube

Toothpaste
^179

AllPurposeYellowOnions ibl2'

Fresh Crisp Carrots '^ ''^-'«*" ^"''^l

TempleOranges -«"*"«'-«-- iboy

Fresh Eggplant . . i"'^'."'''^*.^.^'^*'^ . . . ib39

CaliforniaRapini « - " «"•- ^79'

Fresh Beets "^ "-''^""- bunrh59'

Sunshine Hi-Ho
Crackers ^^^^^
stack Pack
1 2 ounce package

"99
maniapiiiii

"^'"'s™s«opD.r, Coupon
i J^% ^ •

, ^ s.ocGfO.''.Co*<>o
|

^^M f p \ Sloo «S«pG'oc,-, Coupon r^ Bl!P"f"r^^ll'f':*-^!^^°if^— -°^" -J ^^^ Si
I

I

I

I

II

PfKt •<l»ct'»« Sun J*" » ^' '" * • "•'* *''"' ""

Save 25*
Sharp Cheddar

White liar or Yellow Bar or
Imported Jarlsberg Cheese

Random Wd^t Pkg. Stop & Shop
rt'ib m*9 coupon Ciood S«" J*r. K

122

:ii

c Save 501! !
GravA' or Crunchvil I

ikTDogFr""
Wdh ifit* coupofi Good Sun Jar Xi

Sat Feb 5 L.mtlon«p*f cu$tom#r 121

iil
I'll

Save 70'
Reg. or Aiitomatic

axweU House
2ibcan Coffee lliy^

H^mS'I li ^<1^ !^<» coupon GooOSur Jan Xi fiMlA_ ^, .-w-w -— ^ " .^ . lw9V ! Sal Frt 5 lini'tonepefcuslomef 120 jK^S

Sun Glory
Margarine O^l
Quarter pound sticks ^^^^ for^H
One pound package .^^^^ sik

Orange Juice
12ozcan ^TA^
Frozen concentrate
Sun Glory

II

ij'~lb C Regular
TT-^^ bottle

I

win 'tin coupon » J 7 50 i>i'chaw GooO Son

1 Jan Vi Sal F** ^ Ltmitonpffpefcuvonie' 123

Stop & Shop

HalfGaUon
Apple Juice

69jii
j^^_^ { Arth inis coupon & a ? % purchase Good Sun

I Jan TO Sa\ F« > l..milon,Tpercuvon.f. i^j |Kp^ " [^Jan » Sal F«t) 5 lim.longpycuMQnnor \24
i-^w —

"1 SloptStioeGioce'y Ooupui.
j BBIB

.-„ ^ Sunshine I

Hi-Ho I
Crackers |
1 2 ounce ^^C^*||

im!
package
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Fondly recalling those school days of the past

„„o o^«,,.avou 'M51CQ Ao-mp; 1928. to UMass, 198

By IRMARIE JONES
Special to the ( olleKian

These articles are written by a IHS

graduate of the University of

Massarhusetts. They are reprinted with

Editor's Note- This article and the her permissirm in order to give Presj!nt

foliounng article originally appeared on students of UMass an idea of the UMa£S

August 1 7, 1982 in the Greenfield Recorder, past.

Photo courtMy of UMm* ArthWei

Aerial view of Massachusetts Agriculture
^«"f^«' P^^,J"!!^^^^

University of Massachusetts, taken between 1924 and 1934 Mass Ag

^ ' was'founded in 1863 and had four faculty
"»;7»>^^^^f«XTvears

buildings and 56 students. Students were required to be sixteen years

o? axe and to pass such examinations as is required for admission to

Normal Schools and such further examinations as sha be Prescribed

TnTder to enter Mass Aggie. In 1892, "Mass Aggie" was allowed to

grant graduate degrees and in 1908 the Graduate School was establish-

ed. .

When S. Judson Ewer of 11 Beacon St.

entered Massachusets Agricultural College

in the mid-20's, tuition was free; tuition for

an in state student at the University of

Massachusetts, the same institution, is now

$1,129 per year.

When Ewer was a student, he had a

choice of two or three music appreciation

courses; the UMass music department now

includes some of the finest vocal and in-

strumental musicians in the country on its

staff, offering undergraduate and graduate

degrees in music.

When Ewer graduated in 1928. there

were 109 students in his graduating class;

commencement at UMass last June con-

ferred approximately 4.300 undergraduate

degrees and 600 graduate degrees.

"I don't particularly like to go down there

anymore." said Ewer who had brought out

his college yearbook. "The college pond's

still there, but all the new buildings are

crowded right around it. When I was there,

you could look from Clark Hall (on east

campus) toward the pond, and it was wide

open."

Majors at the small rural college were

limited, as expected, to courses relating to

agriculture, such as dairy, poultry, land-

scape, gardening, pomology, floriculture,

botany, and chemistry.

"Agricultural education covered a

multitude of sins. If anyone was really

interested in literature or liberal arts,

agricultural education was the course to

major in," Ewer said, pointing out that

Ellsworth "Dutchy" Barnard of Shelburne.

who was in his class, went on to become an

English professor after attending MAC
with that major.

Another class member. Maxwell Gold-

berg, was in the English department on

campus for many years.

Ewer, whose home was in Leyden. at-

tended Greenfield High School. He entered

"Mass Aggie" to major in botany. His four

college years he lived off campus at 13

Phillips St. There were few. if any. com

muters.

Every male student (there were only 20

women in the 1928 graduating class) was

required to take Reserve Officers Training

Corps instruction in his freshman and

sophomore years.

"Oh yes, we wore uniforms with the high

leggings and had to attend lectures by the

military staff. We even had to learn to ride,

which was new to me even though I had

grown up in the country," Ewer said.

One of Ewer's great interests was music.

He had taken piano and organ lessons while

he was in high school.

"At the first convocation in Stockbndge

Hall, President (Edward M.) Lewis said the

"ollege needed an organist for assemblies

and chapel services. I volunteered and

played the organ all four years. I wonder

sometimes how I had the nerve," Ewer

said. "I used to have a lecture in Clark Hall

(far across campus from Stockbridge), and I

asked Professor (Vincent) Osmun if I could

leave early, since I was supposed to be

playing as the students came in to the

assembly; but he wouldn't let me. I really

had to hurry."

To understand the importance of organ

playing, it is necessary to know that there

were two brief required chapel services

each week at 7:30 a.m. Attendance was

taken. There was a voluntary chapel

service Sunday afternoon and a required

assembly on Wednesday afternoon, when

again attendance was Uken. Ewer played

the organ as the students came in and as

they left, earning a small amount of money

for the service. Sometimes on Sundays he

had to accompany a vocalist or violinsist —
"Good experience." he said.

"When I graduated, President (R.W.)

Thatcher, who took Lewis* place thanked

me for my services at the chapel." Ewer

said, and then he smUed. saying "Some of

the kids nicknamed me. 'Joe Organ.'
"

As Ewer leafed through the yearbook,

looking at the seven men in the glee club

orchestra and the 20 or so women in the

Girls' Glee Club, he said. "I took a music

appreciation course from Stowell Coding,

and he was a French teacher. Look at the

music department now. Some of the top

people in the country are teaching there.

It's very impressive."

"The campus was so beautiful then. I

remember the rhododendron garden below

the president's house and the pond in

winter and summer...just beautiful," Ewer

said.

Amherst
By IRMARIE JONES

Special to the CoHefim

The summer of 1941 was an ominous

period in this country's history, but for me

the rumblings of a war in Europe were only

annoy ingly in the background. 1 was about

to become a freshman at Massachusetts

State College.

During the summer. I was sent the name

of Carol Goodchild of Springfield, who was

to become my roommate (and became a

lifelong friend); we wrote back and forth. I

was assigned a "big sister. " a young woman

from the sophomore class who would help

me learn the vicissitudes of life on campus.

And I read every issue of Mademoiselle

magazine that summer to find out what the

"well dressed coed" would be wearing that

fall.
. ,

What all of us saw when we arrived on

the Mass. State campus was a beautiful,

tradition filled, rural college in the small

town of Amherst. The central campus

featured grass and pathways with the

college pond as a focal point, the chapel

reflected in its water. The old brick building

lent a Victorian charm.

The women in our class were the first

ones to use the new Butterfield dormitory.

perched high on Orchard Hill, seemingly

miles from class buildings. Still operating

under the aegis of our "home away from

home." the women's dormitories were

complete with housemothers, sign out

sheets, strict sign in hours and Women's

Student Government Association council.

whirl, acted as a court for their peers.

No young woman today can possibly

understand the seriousness of returning to

thr dormitory at 10:05 p.m.. when the

week night sign in time was 10 p.m. the

housemother would be at the door, wat

rhing for those late arrivals, and every time

a young woman was late she received a

demerit. If she accumulated five demerits

the unfortunate student had to appear

before the WSCiA council to learn her

punishment. '.As I look back, it's a wonder

^, , ,r I'- • . 'oHependent 'hinking

adults.)

Every floor had two upper class protors,

who were on hand to keep the noise level

down and to make sure no men (perish the

thought) ever sneaked onto a floor. On the

other hand, the proctors were sometimes

welcome mother confessors.

Even the college world could not protect

us from the events outside on that Sunday.

Dec. 7. Several of us were returning to our

rooms in the dormitory after Sunday dinner

when one of our proctors rushed up to say

the Japanese had bombed Pearl Harbor.

Immediately, some of the college men

enlisted and were gone from campus. For

the most part, the rest of that college year

was as normal as could be expected. It was

my sophomore year when drastic changes

took place.

When we arrived in September, we found

that many of the fellows had been drafted

or had enlisted. A good share were still

around, having signed up in the Enlisted

Reserve Corps and various other reserves.

All male students were required to take

two years of ROTC training as part of their

courses, and many of them had become

officers as a result of four years in ROTC.

One way the war was brought home was

in the scheduling of blackout drills "in case

Amherst was bombed. " The living rooms of

our dormitories were fitted with blackout

drapes, and when the siren sounded for a

blackout drill we all rushed to the living

room with our homework and stayed there

until the all clear sounded.

Just after the start of the second

semester, the world fell in for the enlisted

reserves. They were called to a con

vm-ation. I slipped into the balcony as an

army officer told them they had to leave

immediately.

The next announcement was that the

.Army Air Corps would he coming on

campus immediately. and the men

remaining would have to get out of the

dormitories. Some of them squeezed into

fraternity houses, and others found

quarters in town.

On Washingttms Birthday at dusk army

trucks came rumbling by "the Abbey" as we

all hung out the windows, waving to the

shouting young airmen who were being

taken to Thatcher and Lewis dormitories on

the hill.

The maximum of 750 air cadets was soon

reached. We became used to hearing the

marching men singing their "sound off on

the way to meals, and watching the young

soldiers on practice guard duty around

Memorial Hall.

At that time the Collegian was a four-

page paper, published once a week, more

like a high school paper. I was a reporter

my freshman and sophomore years. When

we returned for our junior year, Sept. 1943,

all the editors had been drafted. Three of us

who had been reporters took over, one as

editor, one associate editor and myself as

managing editor. We continued in those

positions for a year and a half, until finally,

at the middle of our senior year one of the

fellows who had been discharged early was

chosen editor.

We were kicked out of our office in

Memorial Hall, as the Air Corps officers

wanted the office for their use. Therefore,

most of the time we were putting out the

paper from the janitor's room in the

basement of Memorial Hall.

Many of the women accelerated their

courses in order to graduate early and help

out in the war industries. A few women

enlisted. When we graduated in 1945 there

were 89 in our class, 79 of them women.

Photo fourteiv of 1'M«m Archive*

The Massachusetts State College's Women's Land Army train for

possible combat action in 1943.
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stockbridge Hall was a vital part of student life in 1931

^^ ^ can be frustrating;

Remember this wise advice: Don't panic!
...it <vt t kfk orlrl /rlrrtn rkorirwH

Express drop
today in SUB

For students wishing to drop a class

before classes begin tomorrow, an express

drop program will be held today fntm 10 to

3 p.m. in the Student Union Fallroom

ISUR).
February 1 to February 14. and students

have until February 28 to drop a course.

Add/drop forms will be available on the

Campus Center concourse the main lobby of

Herter Hall and nK)m 120 of the School of

Business Administrati<m.

An updated open course list will be

posted in the lobby of Machmer Hall today

through February 14. and will be published

in the CoUe^^ian, providing students with

the latest information on course openings

from the academic departments.

The Information Data Bank has published

a four page information sheet that includes

a list of times and places where students

can add courses. This publication was in-

cluded in the registration packet and will be

available in dorms and in the Student Union

Ballroom over the weekend.

Students do not need to go to the

Registrar's Office except to pick up a

registration packet or turn in a completed

add/drop form.

By TAMI BORTON
( olleiptn SUff

The add/drop period can cause anxiety

among students, especially new students,

who must rearrange their schedules.

According to an annual survey taken by

the New Students Program, adding courses

is often the most frustrating experience at

the University. F'ortunately, some simple

guidelines and various University resources

can minimize the red tape of this trying

time. "The first thing to do is not to panic,"

according to Ralph Jones of the Registrar's

office.

Students should be aware they will have

to stand in lines.

"My advice is to be patient. No one will

kick you out of school if you don't have five

courses the first day," Sarah Hamilton,

chairman of the Smooth Opening of School

Committee and staff member of the New
Students Program said. "Take one day at a

time and relax.

"Understanding what the problem is. is

the key to avoiding the run around." she

said. "For instance, problems with grades

are handled at the records office and

problems with bills, the Bursar's office.

Hamilton said assertiveness is a

necessary asset many students lack. "Don't

be afraid to ask questions. " she said.

Once the problem is identilied. students

must be perisistant. but reasonable in their

persistance. Often students will have to

f)ersist and go beyond the recpetionist to

seek solutions Hamilton said.

"However, sometimes the secretary

knows as much as anyone in the office." she

said. Sometimes a particular office cannot

help and persisting to the point of anger is

ridiculous, she said.

Jones said registration by mail, which

replaced the 'bullDen registration" of past

years, takes a great deal of the frustration

out ol the add/drop period.

"Eighty five percent of the students pay

their bills on time and receive their

registration packet in the mail." he said.

The 10 percent who pay their bills late

must go to the Registrar's office to pick up

their registration packet."

The five percent who have not paid their

bills will spend a lot of time waiting in lines.

Jones said. "But they have put themselves

in those lines by not pre registering." he

said.

However, time spent waiting in lines can

be minimized. If a class is over subscribed,

the best thing to do is go to the class and get

on a waiting list. Jones said.

"Academic departments have some

latitude on allowing extra students into

classes, but this depends on the depart

ment." he said.

Adding and dropping in the afternoon

allows time for the initial rush to die down.

Jones said. "However, if a student ab

solutely ii^eds a course, all possible means

of getting that course should be checked.

"

The University administration has taken

measures to identify, solve and avoid

problems.

The Smooth Opening of School Committe

is a coordination committee with the

purpose of assessing school opening,

identifying and solving problems. The

committee, comprised of the administrative

office heads on campus, meets prior to

school opening and again after the opening.

"'We have been very successful at

meeting our goals and solving problems

such as traffic patterns in Whitmore.

computer errors and mailing problems,"

Hamilton said.

Although many students will have to wait

in lines and on course waiting lists,

problems can be prevented and solved

through planning and using the university

resources available.

We're
Taking

It To
The Street.

Domino's

For quick, free home
delivery, we're out in

front leading tfie pizza

pack Outstanding pizza

IS coming your way when
we take if to your street

Domino's Pizza.

On time, every time.

Our drivers carry less

than SI 0.00

• I'O Dnminos P'/.M I""

Fast. Free DeliveryPizza
Delivers. 256-0268

Hours:
4:30pfr 2^ln Mc^ Wed
4:30pr" 3dm Thur&

11 30 am -3am Fri. & Sa

1 1 "^Cian. - .^imSun

$1.00oftany16"p<zza
with 1 or more item

One coupon per pizza.

Offer expires in

2 weeks.

Fast. Free Delivery

256-0268
256-8911

sm
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^ WIN A TRIP TO
FLORIDA!

Fly to sunny Ft. Lauderdale and baci

courtesy of the Sub in Amherst.
^

This could be your chance to win an "^^

i- exciting spring break vacation.

jf
~ Entry blanks are available at the store^

"^ fill one out and treat yourself to one of

%r our tasty subs at the same time!

: Contest drawing will be March 1, 1983

IIJFREE BOWL-n

i

lU OFCHILI 30:
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Photo courte«y of UM»s» Archives

The Fire Brigade poses in 1897 in front of Drill Hall at Massachusetts

Agricultural College for a group photo.

Students choose courses

through CASPER computer

with every whole reg.

or dble. meat sub
I ii

purchased Mn
! kl coupon expires March 7. 1963 I I '

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian Staff

Students needing help finding course

openings or counselling can seek advice at

the College of Arts and Sciences Infor

mation and Advisory Center (CASIAC)

located in E-20 Machmer Hall.

The CASPER computer terminal is

programmed to index classes on the basis of

content, core requirement and time.

"For example, a student can come to

CASIAC seeking a D core in the area of

law, and he has free time in the morning.

Something will turn up on CASPER,"

James Shaw, dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences, said.

This program which has been operating

for two years now, is not perfect because

the courses are often elementary level and

departments often neglect to supply new

course opening information, Shaw said.

Another aspect of the CASIAC office that

provides help is the institutional grapevine

at the Students Counseling Office in Mach-

mer E-20.

"The 20-member student staff is trained

and knows everything about the University

administration and being a student," Shaw

said.

A minimum of two student counselors are

always in the office between 8:30 a.m. and

4:30 p.m.. he said.

Students with eight credits or less will be

contacted by CASIAC for a special

orientation and help session, Shaw said.

"Approximately 100 students have eight

credits or less." he said. "We feel they

might need some extra help, so the

CASIAC office is reaching out."

Advisors from the office will assist

students in arranging their schedules.

Shaw said any student who needs help and

has not been contacted should contact

CASIAC.

$76.95

TIMEX
IIISinclair 1

Personal Home Computer

TIMEX
Sinclair 16K

RAM Modulel

$44.95

our orig. $99.95

Learnable and programmable! Single

key entry of command plus full range of

math & scientific functions. 2K RAM
expanable to 16K RAM. Use your TV as

display monitor & your cassette

recorder to retrieve and enter programs.

#01-1000.

TIMEX Additional

Software Programs

$9.95 to $19.95
M.ifi.i^'

reg. $49.95

Helpful memory bank option lets you do

further advanced programs plus in-

genious graphic displays.

Open Men, Thur,

Tub, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

Choose from • Super Math • Vu Calc

States a- Capitals • The Gambler

Stock Option Analyzer •Flight

Simulator • Checkbook Manager

Home Budgeter and many more!

Located in the Campus Center

Frf9.6 f^nmVERSITY
STORED
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Warning: parking at UMass

is hazardous to your wallet

Photo rourtciv of I'Mui Archivei

Some things never change. Even back in the *308, students received

parking tickets.

By HANNAH HOSOM
Colleician SUff

Those of US without cars, although life

gets wildly inconvenient at times, ap-

preciate not having to deal with one of the

greatest enemies of large moving vehicles

in Amherst: the towing company. Wat-

ching friends get up an hour and a half ear-

ly to make sure their car is still where they

left it provides an indescribable sense of

relief: for these four years. That's on^hing

1 don 't have to worry about.

Winter parking at the University of

Massachusetts is especially dangerous.

Special rules are in effect between Dec. 1

and April 1 because of the threat of snow.

Parking at any meters overnight is a nna-

jor no-no, and the horseshoe in Southwest

is included. Most of the lots near campus

used primarily during the daytime are also

off-limits. Therefore, lots near the stadium

(although who would park way out there in

the middle of the winter?), near Whitmore,

across from the Fine Arts Center, are all

not to be trusted.

Also, never park in a handicapped space

unless you have the proper sticker. No mat-

ter what time of the year it is, you might as

well kiss your car goodbye if you do that.

Head of residence spaces are equally well-

ffuarded.

If you are willing to chance parking

anyway, maybe a mention of how all this

affects the wallet will help you watch your

car more closely. Towing costs you $25.

But, there is also a storage fee, which

begins the moment the car enters the

Amherst towing lot, of $5 for every 24

hours it's there.

So, if you think you left your car in a

doubtful area a couple of days ago. don't

make any assumptions. Better check and

save the five bucks - it'll pay for a couple

of sixes, or the month's laundry (just kid-

ding, Mom) or a bouquet of flowers from

the Campus Center. . . which is much nicer

than having to walk down to North

Amherst to get your car uack. Especially in

the winter.

run
By TAMI BORTON

Collcgiui SUff

Student run co-ops and businesses

located at the University provide services

and offer an opportunity to become in

volved in a business experience.

The Bicycle Co op sells bicycle parts and

accessories, provides professional repairs

and has a do- it yourself work area, com

plete with tools and advice. Members, who

must work at least two hours per week, are

entitled to reduced prices.

The University Photo Co-op. located

across from the Student Union Post Office,

is open weekdays from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

In addition to offering low cost film, paper,

chemicals and film processing, it serves as

an opportunity for students to learn about

photography and business.

The Sporting Goods Co-op sells athletic

equipment and clothing to students at

affordable prices. Students may volunteer

to help run the co op. which is open from 10

a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.

The Student Auto Workshop, located in

the Campus Center Garage, offers space,

tools and professional assistance for

University members who wish to do their

own auto maintenance and repairs. The'

service is an alternative to high priced

garages and provides an opportunity to

learn auto mechanics skills.

The Student Federal Credit Union is the

largest student-run credit union in the

country. It is federally chartered and offers

many of the same services offered by

"regular savings banks. Students, members

BEDSPREADS

WALL HANGINGS
LAMPS

BAMBOO WINDOW SHADES

RUGS

RECORD CRATE KITS

PRINTS

gg> A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst /Open 10-6. Mon.-Sat.

of their immediate families and University

employees can take advantage of its high

interest rates for savings and low interst

rates on loans by paying a one-time, one

dollar membership fee and depositing a

minimum of five dollars in an account.

The credit union is staffed entirely by

volunteers and offers two internships for

academic credit per semester. Business

hours are Monday through Thursday 10

a.m. to 3 p.m. and Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Union Records unlimited is a student- run

and student funded business providing

records, tapes, concert tickets and ac

cessories at low prices. The store is located

next to the Hatch cafeteria in the Student

Union Building and is open weekdays and

Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Earthfoods is open weekdays 11 a.m. to 3

p.m. providing vegetarian lunches to the

University community. Volunteers, which

are important to the program's success,

receive a free meal for an hour of work.

People's Market, located across from

Earthfoods. is a student run natural food

store open weekdays from 9:30 to 5 p.m.

and on Wednesday to 7 p.m. Volunteers are

welcome and receive two dollars of food

credit per hour of work.

The Economic Development Office

maintains and monitors student run

businesses and co-ops. Students assist the

full time professional administrative staff,

which is funded by the Student Govern-

ment Association.

Students can become involved with any

one of the co-ops and businesses on campus

by contacting the respective office.

^
TJ5^^

CHILL, le
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.

February 15, 8:00 P.M. ^^.
Student Union Ballroom

Tickets Only $3.00 Students

Swords unitd $4.00 General Public
For the Record (Amherst)

^
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WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

Coffee Shop
Monday through Friday

7 am - 3 pm
Offering a Variety of Menu Items

• full Breakfasts • Salads

• Grill Items • Snacks

Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

11:30 am - 2:00 pm/ Monday - Friday

Weather Permitting

aUICKIE lUNCH
Tenth Floor of the Cannpus Center

MONDAY-FRIDAY 11:30 am-2 pm

DLUEVML
BAR Monday-Friday 11:15 am-1 am

Saturday 6 pm-1 am

The Hottest Friday

Happy Hour in Town
Valid ID Required to Purchase Alcohol

DLUEVv^L
CAFETERIA

Monday-Friday 11:15 am-1:30 pm
New York Style Deli

Hot Entrees Prepared Daily

TOP of tlte
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Luncheon: Monday-Friday/1 1 :30 am-2 pm
Dinner: Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-8 pm

Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9 pm

For Reservations, Please Call 549-6000, ext. 639

Ask about the T.O.C. Dinner of the Month Club

Lounge Hours:
Monday-Friday/1 1:30 am-1 am
Saturday & Sunday/5 pm-1 am

CAMPUS CENTER CATERING
Personalized Attention • Flexible Service

Off Prennises Catering. . .call 545-0418

WELCOME
from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

and

hatch
>^l -i7<-"' \^^-^

^ . ^ <'

So Much to Enjoy
under One Roof

SALAD T^E OUNCE
Salad Bar Monday - Saturday

11:30 am -2 pm

9eli Sorden
Wm

Sandwiches
& Deli Meats
Monday - Saturday

1 1 :30 am - 2 pm

Deli Carryout
Monday - Friday

3 pm - 6 pm
Saturday

11:30 am -4 pm
'.h'

the MINUTE
A Quick Breakfast 1j.AiMCi
Lunch or Snack
Saturday - Sunday (7 days)

8 am - 10 pm

^^uchina
^^^

: Serving a Variety of

) Pasta Dishes, Pizza,

V and Italian Specialties.

Featuring the PASTA BAR:

the Pasta of Your Choice Topped

with Our Delightful Sauces

Lunch: 11:30 am - 2 pm Monday - Friday

Dinner: 5 pm - 11 pm Saturday - Sunday

^^^mmmmm %/ I I wHT^. v3( J 1*^ IlJ

A Large and Surprising Monday - Friday

Selection of 11:30 am - 11 pm
Wine & Beer, Sat and Sun

In Bottles or on Tap 5 pm - 11 pm

Stop by the Food Service Information Booth

on the Campus Center Concourse

•v..
>'•»
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Many restaurants

offer varied choices
By TAMI BORTON

Collepan Suff

Students tired of dining common fare or itchy off-

campus dwellers need not travel any further than

Amherst center to find a variety of fine dining and enter-

tainment.

A short walk from campus will bring those out for a bite

or drink to the Carriage Shop complex where restaurants,

a deli, a pizza place, bars and even a night club are located.

Dastardly Dan's is the first stop. It offers video games,

drinks and a chance to meet some of its regulars. Next

door is The Sub, a take-out or eat-in salad and grinder

shop.

Charlie's and The Pub are also located side by side.

While both serve sandwiches and the like, Charlie's has

daily drink specials, video games, a pool table, a jukebox

and a dart board. The Pub also offers a daily happy hour,

video games and pool, plus a disc jockey and dancing.

La Mia Pizza is also located in the Carriage Shops and

serves pizza. La Mia delivers, provided the order is large

enough. Amherst Deli, highly acclaimed by the Valley Ad-

vocate's annual reader's poll, serves deli sandwiches,

dishes, salads, bagels and desserts.

Silverscape Cafe, across the common from the Car-

riage Shops, serves natural food entrees, salads, breads

and desserts. For a less expensive, more casual vegetarian

meal, one might try the Faces of Earth Cafe.

A short walk up Pleasant Street brings one to Classe

Cafe, new to Amherst. Classe Cafe serves breakfast and

lunch and a Sunday brunch featuring special pancakes and

other goodies.

Continuing toward the center brings the hungry or

thirsty walker to another cluster of shops housing

restaurants and bars. La Raclctte and Judies, both serv-

ing French food, offer more expensive dishes than other

restaurants in the area, but toth atmospheres are very

nice and the food is distinct. Judies new sit-down bar is

sure to attract many who have a passion for Irish coffee,

and the glassed-in patio is great for watching people while

enjoying lunch.

Delano's Restaurant and bar attracts a lot of young

people for lunch, dinner or its two for one happy hour,

from 10 to 12 p.m. Their menu offers sandwiches,

burgers, salads and omelettes.

Barselotti's and the Time Out are good bars to throw

down a couple of beers while watching a game on televi-

sion. "Barsi's" offers food with their evening happy hours

and features a pool table. The Time Out is a favorite of

UMass students and offers free popcorn, a jukebox, video

games and a dart board along with libations.

V

Photo rourteav of I'Mbh Archivrit

A student hangs a sign in the college store reminding other students no meat will be served on

Tuesdays and Fridays due to the shortage of meat during World War II.

Hiding "down the alley" is Taco Villa, serving fast, but

very good, Mexican food. Beer is also served at Taco Villa.

Amherst Chinese Food is a wonderful place to find

Chinese food, void of monos(xiium glutamate, for lunch or

dinner. Their luncheon specials are worth checking out.

Kim Toy, a quaint restaurant, kx^ated next to Amherst

Cinema, also serves Chinese food

Plumley's on the Common is an elegant place to eat,

and Plumley's Pub, located in the basement, periodically

featuring live musicians, is a nice place for a relaxing

cocktail.

Next to the Common is the Lord Jeffery Inn, which

serves formal breakfasts, lunches and dinners, and is an

excellent place to take the parents or grandparents.

Tucked into the shops along Main Street is the Gas Lite,

great for quick breakfasts or lunches or a cup of coffee.

Across the street from the Amherst Cinema and Kim

Toy is the Village Inn. also known as the Drake, a unique

bar. The Drake has the largest selection of beer on tap in

town, and serves sandwiches. Their breaded and fried

french fries are well-known in Amherst. The downstairs

bar houses one of the areas only public fussball tables.

Whatever the pleasure, fine dining or a quick sandwich,

mixed drinks or a beer, a relaxed atmosphere or dancing,

pizza, Mexican or Chinese food, it can be found in

downtown Amherst, just a short walk away from UMass.

DETROIT RED WINGS $3.25 VEGETABLE DIPPERS . $1 .95

A pile of spicy, saucy chicken wings

served with crisp vegetable sticks

and hiouse dressing

POTATO DIPPERS . . $2.50
A batcti of deep-fried potato skins

with the dip of your cnoice bacon &

sour cream chili, or guacomoie

BUFFALO CHIPS .. . $2.95
A plateful of deepfried potato skins

smothered with spicy sauce and

melted cheddar cheese

An assortment of mushrooms, cherry

tomatoes, cucumber slices, carrot

sticks, celery sticks, and green pep-

per with plenty of house dressing for

dipping

CHICKEN STRIPS .. . $2.75
Breaded and deep-fried strips of

natural chicken, served hot with

Suzies sauce for dipping

and Appointment Books

CHEESE AND
CRACKERS . $1.25

GARLIC PIZZA $2.45
Slices of crusty pizza dough, spread

with butter, garlic and onion, topped

off with mozzarella and broiled

A pot of our own outrageous herbed

cheese served with crackers for dipp-

ing

PATE & CRACKERS $1.75
A pot of our home-made chicken liver

pate, served with crackers

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE .outeQHadey 586ic,78

A Large Assortment of 1 2 Month

Calendars and Appointment Books

Now Available

Located in the Campus Center

Open M, Thu, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4
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Welcome Back

sale

men's & women's

shoes and boots at

:^ * Vz price
*

8 Main Street,

Amherst 253-5598

polgat^
Trial Size Colgate Gel rag. 39V25^

Toothbrush 8- Soap Dish Holder 35<

Spiral Notebooks 100 page 69'

Filler Paper 200 page

Clip Board Folder

^*^i

medium
point

Bic Pen reg.35V19^

$1.00 off any $10.00 purchase

with this coupon

on items in stock only
expires Sundiy Feb. 13, 1983

COLLEGE
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun|

4 A/IAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523

of Amherst

irtlirigjt
Area

for Pregnancy Help
Free, Confidential Services

Same-Day Test Results

Amherst Carriage Shops - upper level

?^»5^5=!5=?»r5

.•(^M^jr^jvQjr^j*^
g

TreoX Yourself
camisoles & tappants,

teddies, fine lingerie

robes, g-strings, pyjamas

100% thermal long Johns

for men & women, also

a large selection of

pantyhose & stockings!

Come in & browse!

1

i

a^.

I'

_ _ accaocr

CiKFugr Shops (upper level) 233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 549-69 151

Lthe
SHOE
BIN

SALE
20 - 50% off most winter clothing

'ZO - 30% off many styles Chinese shoes

I
50% off all calendars

Brighten Your Room

Posters - p^? Bedspread^

Mugs -Rugs -Valentines

Open Daily 10 am - 5:30

MCl^/iNTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

LONDON
Evelyn

Soaps, Toiletries, Potpourri & Comestibles

Selected Items On Sale Now

Made from natural herbs, fruits and f/owers

in tfie countrysides of England and Europe.

71 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 253-9561.

187 n. st«9 ^uttherst

&a me i«u»iU cUeUai kiA <»t(um «0

FREE OEMVERY

C & C UQUORS
61 Main (253-3091)

DON /v\l]LL£R
16 MAIN STREET • NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 01060

20%-40%
OFF

ENTIRE INVENTORY
diamonds, rings, earrings, bracelets,

necklaces, ctiains, pottery, glass. . .

. . .EVERYTHING In stock

Excludes Consignment Items

\gqru3rtkpUaMfaiXTUX»rnlnirnmaM0tMi
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Traffic was a problem even back in the late '60s when Southwest was being built

Poor reviews

stop add lines
By TAMI BORTON

Poor reviews in the Collegian was the

primary reason for eliminating course

adding from the express registration of last

semester, said James Shaw, dean Of the

College of Arts aand Sciences.

The express add/drop set up, where

students could sign up for courses from

twelve departments on campus, was

planned to help students save time

arranging their schedule and reduce traffic

in the departments. However, long lines,

waiting and confusion caused problems of

disorganization and crowding last

semester.

"We got terrible reviews, and figured if

students didn't like the program we should

not try it again." Shaw said.

An express drop, held from 10 a.m. to 3

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom will

replace the program of last semester. "This

program should run smoother than last

year's set up. There will be very little

waiting in lines," he said.

By eliminating the aspect of course

addition and through better staffing, such

problems should be avoided. Ralph Jones of

the Registrar's Office said.

"Although congestion will vary, lines

should go quickly," he said.

"Students should experience very little

standing in line," Shaw said, "I don't think

there will be any waiting."

A ttiodified express add program may be

offered in the future, Shaw said. "We wen?

originally attempting to save the student

shoe leather, but there were expectations

that could not be managed last year, "
he

said. "At least we are eliminating half the

running around."

Both programs were developed by Shaw

at the suggestion of the Smooth Opening of

School Committee, a coordin?iion com-

mittee that evaluates school opening and

addresses any problems that may come up.

We Didn't Sell

BARSELOTTI'S
Is Still Here!

Now Two Daily Happy Hours
Mon - Thur 4-6 and 9-11

Friday is all new Happy Hour
Pool Tournament

Monday Nights

Coupons all day Thursday

View the Bruins, Celtics

and College Hoop
come in and check our daily specials

Everywomen Center serves

University community
Created as a result of the collective ef-

forts of several local women's groups, the

Everywoman Center has served the needs

of University and community women for

over ten years.

Located on the second floor in Wilder

Hall at the University of Ma.ssachusetts,

the center is open year-round Monday

through Friday.

The center has eight major areas of con-

cern. Included in these areas are: poor

women, Third World women, employment

counseling, violence against women and

personal counseling.

Helping to serve these concerns are:

POOR WOMEN'S TASK FORCE: This

task force works closely with the Poor

Women's Advocate to help low income,

single parents return to school and

counselors from the task force provide in-

formation on financial aid, welfare,

daycare and housing.

WORKING WOMEN'S TASK FORCE
(WWTF): Women who are employed,

unemployed or underemployed can get in-

formation and help from this task force. In-

formation on affirmative action, sex and

race discrimination and sexual harassment

can be obtained through the WWTF. The

WWTF also sponsors support groups and

workshops for working women.

THIRD WORLD WOMEN'S TASK
FORCE (TWWTF): TWWTF provides

counseling and advocacy and addresses the

needs of Third World women. This group

works in cooperation with other organiza-

tions to make traditional institutions more

responsive to Third World concerns.

RESOURCE AND REFERRAL: Refer

ral books and survival information about

housing, childcare and job information are

available. Resource files with pamphlets,

articles, newsletters about issues concern-

ing women as well as a library with works

by and for women are available in the

center.

COUNSELOR/ADVOCATES: These
women offer 24-hour rape counseling. Sup-

port groups, short and long term counsel-

ing, referral and training sessions for

medical personnel to sensitize them toward

sexual assault issues are also offered.

The Everywoman Center is not

wheelchair accessible, but arrangements

can be made. For further information

about the center or its services, call

545-0883.

(.'ourtety of UMssa Archive*.

ROTC students were required to wear their uniforms to class during
World War II.

THIS
WEEKS

i
$1.61
Reg.

$2.79

NMBv Capsules

c»nuis» •

$2.28
Reg. $3.48 im^

Head £f Chest
Liquid

4 oz.

12's

$1.61
Reg.

$2.79

H £t C
Tablets

'8$

10

a

ffiUIED
Contac

10's

$1.95
Reg. $3.68

Reg. 30's - Deo 30's

speed
stick

jEy.

$1.61
Reg. $2.49

2.5 oz.

Fresh

Spice

or

Unscented

$2.09
Reg. $2.95

B & H
2 oz. Wetting

Solution

$1.37,
Reg. $2.22!

Good
News
6's

$1.56
Reg. $2.72

All sale items also available

in the Mini Store

in the Student Union

Open
Mon, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

Q UNIVERSITY
STORED

Photo* courtesy of UMaat Archive*

Students hang around the college store between classes in the early

'40s.

Students find their salvation

with coffee and croissants

$1.91 ^^^
Reg. $2.46

By JOANNE KASPER
Collegian ('orrecpondeBt

The alarm cuts through your foggy

sleep...you stumble over the clothes lit-

tering the floor and stand under the

stinging shower. No time for breakfast —
the campus stretches interminably between

you and your 8 a.m. class.

Finally, you reach the building and pull

open the door, only to be hit immediately

with that wonderful scent of brewing

coffee, freshly fried doughnuts and PVench

pastries.

Scattered across campus in several of the

classroom buildings, these student-run

coffee shops operate five days a week

throughout the school year.

Their purpose for existing is two-fold.

They provide a kind of oasis for the bleary

eyed, starving student who had to miss

breakfast that morning, and perhaps even

dinner before. For those of us who need

artificial stimulation in order to function

before noon, that cup of coffee or cocoa or

tea could mean the difference between

another page of notes or an extra hour of

unanticipated sleep under the disapproving

eyes of the professor.

In addition, these coffee shops provide

the Registered Student Organization (RSO)

groups which run them with funds the

groups can use to sponsor activities or to

purchase equipment, tools, stationery or

anything else they kTiight need.

These ambitious and hard-working

people who help run these groups have

found a way to gain experience and

dependence while at the same time provide

a much needed service for the multitudes of

sleepy students on this campus.

"Salvation," you think. Maybe, just

maybe, you'll be able to make it through

your class. You need caffeine, though. You

need it now, not at 9 a.m. but now.

mSBE^SS^M ^l^S^^raSSm I
""'

Th€ Duke Ellington Committee Presentt

Featuring top jazz artists in an intimate atmosphere

Feb. 11 - Ronald Shannon Jackson

Solo Drum Recital

March 4 - J.R. Mitchell/Walter Davis Jr.

Drums/Piano

March 11 - Jackie McLean/Renee McLean

Saxophone/Reeds

April - Abbey Lincoln (Aninata Moseka)

Piano

All shows begin at 8:00 P.M.

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union Building

Free to the public.
^'""" nwmimiiiiiiiiinrii-MTiiiii.i.ii.i.i|n '"IHIUimiimilllllllT l l l imJ
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ADD/DROP: Regular add/drop forms may

be picked up until Friday in either the Cam-

pus Center Concourse, Herter Hall Lobby

or the lobby between the SBA and the

auditorium.

CASIAC: The College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advising Center, E-20

Machmer, 545-2191, is open 8:30 a.m. to

4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

CLASSES: Begin tomorrow

DINING COMMONS: The Dining Com-

mons open today. Breakfast is served from

7 to 10:30 a.m. Monday through Friday in

Hampshire and Worcester Dining Com-

mons. Lunch is served from 11:15 a.m. to 2

p.m. in Hampshire and Worcester and

10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Franklin and

Berkshire. Dinner is served from 4 p.m. to

6:30 p.m. in Hampshire and Worcester and

4 to 7 p.m. in Franklin and Berkshire. On

weekends, brunch is served from 10:30

a.m. to 2 p.m. in Franklin and Berkshire

and dinner is offered from 4 to 7 p.m. in

Franklin and Berkshire. Kosher dinners

are served from 5 to 6:30 p.m. Monday

through Friday in Hampden Commons.

FINANCIAL AID: 243 Whitmore,

545-0801, is open Monday through Friday

from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

FIVE-COLLEGE REGISTRATION: E-27

Machmer, 545-2191. The Five-College Of-

fice will be open Monday through Friday,

today through February 11 from 9 a.m to 4

p.m.

FOREIGN STUDENTS OFFICE: 239

Whitmore, 545-2843, open Monday
through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

GRADUATE REGISTRATION: A245

GRC, 545-0024, open Monday through Fri-

day 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

HANDICAPPED STUDENT AFFAIRS:

Open Monday through Friday from 8:30

a.m. to 5 p.m. in 231 Whitmore, 545-0892.

HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE: 235

Whitmore, 545-2100, open 8:30 a.m. to 5

p.m., Monday through Friday.

ID OFFICE: Hampden Commons, open 9

a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING: 115

Hasbrouck, 545-0865. Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday.

PARKING OFFICE: Hasbrouck, 545-0065.

Open 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through

Friday.

STOCKBRIDGE REGISTRATION: 110

Stockbridge Hall, 545-0555. Office hours

are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through

Friday.

STUDENT CREDIT UNION: Student

Union Building, 545-2800. Open 10 a.m. to

3 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 10

a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday.

TRANSFER AFFAIRS: 255 Whitmore,

545-0860 or 545-0870. Open 8:30 a.m. to 5

p.m. Monday through Friday.
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Photo courtwy of UMua Arehwet

Students hold a rent demongtration in 1970 on the ramp leading up to

Whitmore^
^

—

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-3534

(prices effective thru 2/6/83) s

#1
^^d^ EXPANDED COLLEGE

STATIONARY DEPT.
• HY-LITERS (yellow) 44*

120 count, 10x8

• 3 SUBJECT NOTEBOOK $1.11

70 count, 10x8

• THEME BOOK 66«

60 count, 6x9

• STENO BOOK 44'

Fay-vo-rite 3x5

• PADS 3 pack 49*

• ERASERMATE PEN $109

m
i SPECIALS i

.KH.O.
, BAN ROLL-ON

1.5 oz.

1 ban
$1.29
reg. $1.95

MERIT ASPIRIN
250 ct.

$1.19
reg. $2.09

BOIL £r SOAK
12 0.

I $2.29
5 reg. $3.39

3D
m

I i. FLEX
Shampoo or

Conditioner

$1.59
16 oz. reg. $2.59

liiiiiiniHiiiiiiHigiiii^^^^^^^^^

FLEX

NIVEA
LOTION

13 oz. bonus size

$1.59
reg. $2.39

miiiiiiiiiiiiiHiii
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X-Press 24" has arrived at

the University of Massachusetts,

BayBanks X-Press 24s are all

over the place in Massachusetts.

And our list of more than 350 is

growing all the time. So no matter

where you live, work, shop and

play there's almost always one

close by.

With your BayBanks Card you

can do all your regular banking 24

hours a day 365 days a year.

If you have a BayBanks Card,

youTl enjoy the added convenience.

If you don't have one just visit the

nearest office of the BayBanks and we'U give

you everydiing you need to open an account.

And we'll show you how easy banking can

be when you can do it all over the place.

Newman Center
On the U. of Mass. Campus
(available during Newman
Ctr. hours)

nySomething Better
Vi.. our Amhers, office at 472 N. Pleasant Str^e^^^taW up

vour a-ivBanks Card. youU receive a free )<ift while supplies last.

Member FDIC
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Academic

Calendar
198S Spring Semester

Monday, January 31

Tuesday, February 1

Monday, February 21

Tuesday, February 22

Courtesy of the UMus Archives

Even back then students slaved away at their books in the library, in this case, in the Old
Chapel Library during the 20s.

^ .

Saturday, March 19

Monday, March 28

Monday, April 18

Tuesday, April 19

Wednesday, April 20

Saturday, April 23

Wednesday, May 18

Thursday, May 19

Friday, May 20

Thursday, May 26

Saturday, May 28

Tuesday, May 31

Registration Day

First Day of Classes

Holiday

Monday Class Schedule

Followed

Spring Vacation Begins After Last

Class

Classes Resume

Holiday

Counseling Period Begins

Monday Class Schedule

Followed

Counseling Period Ends

Last Day of Classes

Reading Day

Final Exams Begin

Last Day of Finals

Commencement

Final Grades Due

Get involved through the Student Government Association

By HANNAH HOSOM
Colleinan Staff

What did you say? You're bored? Oh, right. Nothing to

do around here...classes, parties, all the same old stuff.

You keep thinking about joining a club, but don't have

time. Well, you're already part of the largest organization

on campus: the Student Government Association (SGA).

If you are a fee paying undergraduate or continuing

education student, when you pay your bill, there's a

student activities fee on it. which goes into the Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATE). This, in turn, is allocated

by the Undergraduate Student Senate to hundreds of

smaller student organizations on campus. Some are funded

directly, while others have to petition for money, but

nearly every event on campus is tied in some way to the

SGA.

After money for buses and services is dispensed, the

remaining money is budgeted by the Undergraduate

Student Senate. This is why the elections ever year for

senators are so important. Those elected officials decide

on policies, as well as where our $3.5 million in the SATF
goes. In turn, the Senate elects its treasurer and speaker,

and individual committees choose their chairpeople.

Every spring, the campus-wide election for president

and a University of Massachusetts Trustee is held. The
positions may be held by one person, as they au-e now, or

by two. The president's office functions to coordinate

committees on campus dealing with current issues and to

investigate longstanding problems. The trustee position is

a seat on the UMass Board of Trustees, and the person

attends meetings of the board operating at the highest

level of University decision-making.

If you are interested in getting more involved in any

group, there is almost one for every interest, or you can

start your own. Ask someone in room 420 of the Student

Union for a listing of groups. Or you can get involved with

the governing body, the Undergraduate Student Senate.

You can be as involved as you want to be, and considering

what you can give to any group, from the Outing Club to

the Science Fiction Club, the CoUegian to the Senate, you

can get a lot out of it.

WELCOME BACI
start the year out right with our

HAPPY HOUR
3 to 6

2 for 1 Drafts

2 for 1 Rail Drinks

February Special

2 for 1 Becks Bottles
Great Lunches & Dinners

L^ Across from Louis Food __„ _ .
.

,

^STN.PLeaMiitSt. JS«141

Valentine's DayCaids

m.AMERIG\N'lB?rGREETINGS

...ky thcit sfXKicil /xtscxi

/^

/n the Campus Center

Open Mon, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

The University of Massachusetts library

system consists o€ Goodell Library, the

University Tower Library, two science

libraries and a music library,

GOODELL LIBRARY: the location for

the library system's card catalog, most

reference materials, a book collection of

about 70,(hHL volumes, all current

periodicals in /the social sciences and

humanities and back-files of 1,200 of them,

microfilm collection, a basic law collection

and the most frequently-used government

publications. The Tower contains less

heavily-used materials in the social sciences

and lyinianities, the non-circulating collec-

tion (« arjpbooks and journals, the Universi-

ty archives and special collections and rare

books.

Most of the science collection is found in

two branch libraries: the BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES LIBRARY (545-2674) on the

Afi«:ond floor of the Morrill Science

rmidtng, and the PHYSICAL SCIENCES
LIBRARY (545-1370) on the second floor

of the Graduate Research Center. The

MUSIC LIBRARY (545-2870) in room 149

of the Fine Arts Center contains all

materials relating to music.

Tours of Goodell and the Tower leave

from the lobby of (Joodell at 10:30 a.m.,

1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m., February 1

through 4. Appointments for other times

and dates can be made (on 24-hour notice)

at the reference desk, Goodell Library

(545-0150).

Brick by brick, floor by floor, as shown

in this file photo, the Tower Library rises

over the campus in the spring of 1971.

$«»',
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Receivers

109.97
H]

n . do

Scott25 watt AM/FM
Sherwood 25 watt 129.97

Technics 30 watt 149.97

Harmon Kardon 350 199.97

Akai65watt 299.97

Luxman 55 watt 399.97

Turntables

$59.97

Akai Semi Automatic
Belt Drive Turntable

BIC Belt Changer 79.97

with shure cart

Technics Semi Auto Belt 89.97

Akai Semi Auto Direct 99.97

Drive Turntable

Technics Linear 169.97

Tracking Turntable

mi «-»«

jM^—*'-'^

Sony Betamax
Video Recorder 499.97

49.97

Sanyo AM/FM in dash

Stereo Cassette

Panasonic

AM/FM Digital 23.97

Clock Radio

Cassette Recorders
y^

1

79.97
I I I iTT zt2z2J

Sanyo
Metal Dolby Cassette

Tehnic 218 Dolby 139.97

Akai Dolby B&C 149.97

Technics Dolby a DBX 209.97

Luxman Deluxe Dolby 2197297

Akai F31 Dolby Computer

Cassette 249.97

Portable Stereo

$89.97

Crown AM/FM Stereo

Radio & Cassette

Recorder
Sanyo AM/FM Stereo 99.97

8- Cassette Recorder

Sanyo 9960 Dolby AM/FM
Stereo Cassette 1 79.97

Panasonic 5250 AM/FM
Stereo with Dolby 259.97

Cassette Recorder

Panasonc AM/FM
Stereo Cassette

System
•SAVE 40.00* 189.97

Quasar 12 inch

B&W solid

state TV
69.97

Speakers

Scott
10" 3 way
Speakers

79.97 ea
Bose 201 Speakers

Genesis 1 Speakers

Bose 301 Speakers

ADS 520 2 way
Bose 901 Speakers

and Equalizer

99.97 ea

109.97 ea

139.97 ea

199.97 ea

999.97 pr

Stereo To Go

$39.97

Sanyo Stereo

Cassette Tape Player

& Head Phones

Crown FM Stereo 49.97

and Cassette Player

Sony Walkman II 79.97

Sanyo FM Stereo and 79.97

Cassette Player

Sony Walkman III 109.97

KLHSololll-FM 149.97

Stereo & Cassette

,
Qs corr>moclDrn IfI^: Of]

^* ^t:Mit

Commodore VIC20

Computer 179.97

JENSEN
6x9 car
Speakers

29.99 pair

Fuji FX11-C90
Cassettes
(limit 3)

2.49

^1^ ^fl^ SINCE 1961

he SoundCompan
SPRINGFIELD Sum.or u e at the X 736 3626

Mon , Thurs , Fn til 9pm Tues & Wed. 10-5 30p.m

Sat 930-5 30p m.

CHICOPEE Fairfield Mall near Caldors 593-5330 AMHERST loi N Pleasant Street 256-0744

Open Every Evening til 9;30p m. Mon , Tues., Wed 11-7p.m. Thur,, Fri. 11-8p.m

Sat. 10-5;30p.m.
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Intersessionhoop not a total loss

Triple overtimewin

highlights intersession
By JIM FLOYD

The road of the Minuteman basketball fan

has been a rather long one since a majority

of the student population headed away from

Amherst to earn tuition and eat home

cooked meals in December.

When we last saw the Minutemen. they

were picking up momentum with a three

game winning streak that helped to make

their overall record appear respectable at 3

4. Things were looking up. They did not

look up for very long, unfortunately.

Things took a turn for the worse after

Christmas. The Minutemen journeyed to

the sunshine state of Florida hoping that

they could stay hot. They did. putting up

their highest game point total of the season,

with 106. Unfortunately. North Texas State

and Samford College were hotter.

Playing at a torrid NBA type scoring

pace. North Texas State netted 110 points

to offset the Minuteman explosion of 106

and the game just became another notch in

It was the weekend of the big

snowstorm and the driving was a

little hazardous, but not as hazar-

dous as the game that took place

that Saturday afternoon.

the loss column.

Samford. not to be outdone. buUdogged

its way to a 72 point evening at Minuteman

expense as they beat UMass 72 61

.

The games had been lost, but at least it

appeared that an offense had been found

that would put points on the board. All

season long the Minutemen had been

playing good defense. The thing to do now

was put the defense together with the

offense.

And they did. the Minutemen came home

to Amherst and played well enough to beat

visiting Holy Cross. They were in the game

or leading the contest until a severe

drought from the free throw line (featuring

a few "Oh my God, did I just shoot that?"

lobs) allowed the Crusaders to slip Ly for a

75 72 victory.

The thing about the Holy Cross game

though, was the fact that UMass could have

won. They should have won. Now if the

team could just continue to play well

enough the win AND hit their free throws

down the stretch, they could start chalking

up a few victories.

The next Cage contender was Temple

University. Bill Cosby was there ("You're

smiling aren't you. I see you...") to see his

undergraduate alma mater (Temple) play

his graduate one. In order to show Cosby a

better time, the Minutemen put on two

performances, one a melodrama and the

other a comedy.

The first half was. quite simply, a very

well matched battle that showed promise of

turning into a full scale war in the second

half as Temple led at halftime, 25-21.

Act II was not what it was expected to

be. however. The Minuteman machine

collapsed under the stress of a full court

trap defense that the Owls unveiled, and

the local hoopsters managed only four

points in the first eight minutes of play.

To the Minutemen's defense. tl:oy were

playing without the services of flo^^r general

Donald Russell, and his absence was a key

factor in what ended up being a guessing

game as to whether UMass would lose by

more than 20 points. They didn't, but 19

was close enough for the Owls as they

prevailed 73-54.

Carrying a four game losing streak on

their shoulders and looking to finally put

everything together, the Minutemen then

travelled down to New Jersey to play

Rutgers University. It was the weekend of

rh.it" i-ourt*«v of Sports Informstion

Colletp*" photo by Tereim Bcllafiorc

The Minutemen discovered what life in the Atlantic Ten was like

without the services of sophmore guard Don Russell, who missed the

Temple game (73-54 loss) with an injured wrist.

the big snowstorm and the driving was a

little hazardous but not as hazardous as the

game that took place that Saturday af-

ternoon in the Rutgers Athletic Center.

The Scarlet Knights, led by 6'9" bad man

Roy Hinson. almost had their flashy 10 2

record coming into the game shoved in their

faces as a scrappy effort by the Minutemen

provided some pretty tense courtside

occurences on both benches, not the least of

which was a double bench clearing

argument between the players and coaches.

Now if the team could just continue

to play well eiiough to win AND hit

their free throws down the

stretch...

Edwin Green and the Minutemen have yet to reach their peak.

for several minutes, in fact, the ball might

just as well have been put away and the

boxing gloves passed out to settle that

incident.

When basketball play resumed. Rutgers

got their act together and, even though the

Minutemen had put on one of their best

performances of the year, the end result

was still a loss. This time the final score was

79-67.

But things could not go bad forever. And.

when the Minutemen finally decided to win

a game, they did it in classic form, a triple-

overtime victory over Monmouth College.

87-85.

It was a seesaw nail biter as neither team

was ever able to take control. With time

running out in regulation, the Minutemen

found themselves trailing by one point.

Donald Ru.ssell, who had returned to the

lineup for the Rutgers game, stepped to the

free throw line with six ticks left on the

clock, hit one, missed one and the game

ended in a deadlock.

Monmouth scored first during the first

five minute period and the going looked

bleak for lIMass until a John Hempel

jumper from almost out of bonus from the

left corner tied the game again with only .99

MTonds remaining. (Time as reported on

the officials ckx-k)

It was UMass in the drivers seat in the

second overtime as they scored first. This

meant that Monmouth could only tie it up as

l(ini,' as the Minutemen scored when they

gut the ball. With the score tied and

Monmouth sitting back in a zone defense,

the locals ran the clockdown for the last

shot. Skip Connors, who has been a

pleasant surprise for the Minutemen.

appeared to have driven in for an easy

layup with about six seconds showing on

the clock. But a Donald Russell time-out

nullified the bucket.

That period ended in a tie and it looked as

if both of these teams might be playing all

night before anyone was going to give in.

UMass pulled it out in the third overtime

in grand fashion when Ron Young buried a

23 footer from the left of the key as the

buzzer sounded and the Minutemen

celebrated.

Unfortunately, no winning streak was in

the offering for the hungry hoopsters. The

University of Rhode Island saw to that

when they brought the Minutemen back to

reality with an 86-76 loss that left UMass

winless in the Atlantic Ten.

No. the road of the Minuteman basketball

fan was not an easy one during intersession.

But. at least school is back in session now.

Now there will be other fans to walk that

dark road with all its hidden holes and

rocks. It's better when everyone is around.

Misery loves company.

And then again, maybe, just maybe...See

you at the Cage.

1982-83 Minuteman
record to date

UMassGame Oppo-
nent

78 VENEZUELAN
NATIONAL

54

60 at New Hampshire - 63

44 HARVARD 45

74 at Connecticut 86

68 at Davidson 71

76 BENTLEY 72

81 AMERICAN INT'L 73

51 NARIST 49

104 North Texas SUt« 110

61 Samford 72

72 HOLY CROSS 75

54 TEMPLE 73

67 at Rutgers 79

87 MONMOUTH 85

76 at Rhode Island 86

Hey, we can still become;

Champions of February
By JIM FLOYD

Callcgimn SUff

QUESTION: What do the Massachusetts

Minutemen basketball team and Jim Kirk 's

fav<ynte vulcan, Mr. Spock, have in com-

mon?
ANSWER: A lot of people are sure that

both are dead.

It will be pretty difficult to tell whether

Spook's body will regenerate as a result of

the Genesis Project before the next Star

Trek movie is released, but he still has a

chance. Mr. Spock may be alive after all.

The same is true for the Minutemen.

They are not dead. They are not fast break-

ing their way to the NCAA playoffs, but

they haven't given up and gone home.

"The clapping and the shouting of en-

couragement is still present every day in

the Curry Hicks Cage as the team runs

through preparatory practice sessions. The

hustle is still present, so is the desire.

They are a team waiting for a break, a

team that needs a push to get rolling. They

have the talent to win that is true, but, in

collegiate hoop, talent is not everything.

College basketball is as much a game of

emotion as anything else. Teams ride high

and low periods. Winning streaks and

slumps reflect one of the dominant emo-

tions of the game, momentum.
What the Minutemen are lacking is

momentum. Last year's squad got all the

momentum it would need to carry it

through the season when it defeated Du-

quesne in the Cage. It was the lift, the ela-

tion that got everything together.

That lift hasn't arrived yet for UMass,

not this year. That, however, does not

mean that it won't. It's never too late. One

quick burst of energy and a groove would

be very easy to find. Never say die. Don't

abandon ship.

So, what should returning basketball

fans do in order to Keep from giving up

hope. After all, if they started the season

over today and pulled out a couple of close

wins instead of dropping a couple of close

losses, things might be very different.

That's it. Of course. In order to make the

games more fun let's play make believe.

(Just like you used to do on Mr. Roger's

Neighborhood, "Can you say free throw. I

knew you could.")

There are two possible make-believe op-

tions that would satisfy just about

everyone.

First, let's change the records in our

minds. Forget any losses you remember
and replace them with victories. Simple

arithmetic will tell you that your team is

now undefeated. The fans can justifiably go
absolutely bonkers in the stands as the

team takes the floor now. The Cage can

rock with every Edwin Green dunk or

Donald Russell fast break layup.

Or, we can put the past behind us and

just set out to win February. All we care

about now is February. That's the month

that counts at UMass. Forget December

and January, they're just tuneup months

for p-ebruary. Yep, February, that's our

month.
It's something to cheer for, something

extra. It's the added dimension to get that

winning edge, that special feeling, that

momentum. February, that's it, let's go for

it.

Just imagine to yourself for a minute, the

University of Massachusetts men's basket-

ball team, February Champions of the

World. Sounds pretty impressive, doesn't

it?

And if the team starts to wrin more games

and you, as a fan, have been yelling your

best for THE CAUSE (February, that's

our month) then you're part of the victory.

Yes, you too can contribute to Cage

Craziness.

Things are getting better, the time is

now to take February.

And then we'll circle Uranus in search of

Klingons. (Sorry) Spock lives.

EDITOR 'S NOTE: Jim Floyd believes.

oIlcKian photo by Teresa BelUfiore

Edwin shows some Bentley players what Division I hoop is all about.

SIGN-UP
NOW DYSHOP SIGN-UP

NOW
Co-ed Fitness Centers

at 2 ON-CAMPUS LOCATIONS
NOPE and BOYDEN GYMS

Featuring New Omnil<inetic Exercise Machines
• unlimited use during open hours

Open to Students

$45. per semester f^^^"'*^ «"^ s*^"

COME IN FOR A
FREE WORKOUT

during open hours

Open: Monday - Friday

7 am - 9 am
Noon - 1 pm
4 pm - 6 pm

7 pm - 9 pm (NOPE only)

Saturday 2 pm - 3 pm

* Strength Training

* Aerobic Fitness

* Free Testing

* Weight Control

(burns more calories than jogging)

For more information

call: 545-1555

call between 8:30 am - 9 pm M-F (weekends 10 am - 3pm)

m\
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Pearson looking at professional football career
By BILLY SHEA

Collecikn SUff

Well, after three seasons of varsity foot-

ball greatness which was nicely touched off

by a tri-recordsetting superhuman 288

yard performance against American Inter-

national College in the final game of his

career (he also set New England career and

single season rushing marks that same
day), UMass tailback Garry Pearson is tak-

ing a step up, starting with a clean slate,

this time against the big boys.

It's prove yourself again time for Garry

Pearson, except this time the pot waiting

on the other end of success is much greater

this time. We're not talking about free beer

at parties anymore. We're talking football

for money, possibly, if Pearson plays his

cards right, big money. Pearson doesn't

have any fantasies about what pro sports is

all about.

"It's a business, I know that much. I've

got a lot to learn though, about

everything," Pearson said." But I think

I'm ready."

"I was happy here but I don't think I

realize how happy," said Pearson, reflec-

ting on a career that netted him just about

every major rushing record in UMass
history.

What Pearson realizes is that all the col-

legiate records in the world won't mean a

thing when he goes to training camp,

especially if he decides to go to the NFL.
It's play for pay time and it's produce or

we'll get somebody else to do it.

Pearson found happiness at UMass and

now is looking for happiness in the profes-

sional ranks. Right now, Pearson's trying

to figure out if he'll be happier in the

upstart United States Football League or

the security of the NFL. He must decide by

January 29 when the Boston Breakers,

who chose Pearson as their second ter-

ritorial pick behind Nebraska's center Dave
Remmington, open training camp in Orlan-

do, Florida.

What makes Pearson's decision to opt

for the USFL or the NFL extremely dif-

ficult is timing. The USFL season begins m
March and the NFL draft isn't until April,

so Pearson must make up his mind before

January 29 workouts begin at the Universi-

ty of Central Florida whether he wants to

play for the Breakers or wait for the NFL
draft.

So the newly formed United States Foot-

ball League is moving forward daily in put-

ting together a representative professional

football league and at the same time is

making decisions for collegiate football

stars such as Garry Pearson difficult.

Unlike his UMass teamates Scott La-

Fond and Wilbur Jackson, Pearson is pro-

jected to go fairly high in the NFL draft in

April, some say as high as late third round

early fourth round, and Pearson must

choose between being a top pick in the

USFL or a possible fourth rounder in the

established NFL where fourth round picks

don't always make the team.

"I'll go down to the mini-camp Oast

weekend at Medford High), see what they

are offering and go from there," said Pear-

son. "I also want to see if they sign Remm-
ington because that could affect my con-

tract."

The money and the success seem to be in

the USFL for the 185 pound tailback but

Pearson isn't disregarding the NFL by any

means.
"I've always wanted to play in the NFL

and this league is also something new so

I'm giving it a good look."

Pearson's agent, Tom Toner, a former

linebacker for the Green Bay Packers who
represents such people as Northeastern 's

Danny Ross and Syracuse's Joe Morris,

will be influential in which league Pearson

will play in.

"I like him a lot," said Pearson. "I can

really sit down and be comfortable with

him."
Several questions arise when visions of

Garry Pearson in a professional football

uniform comes to mind.

Is his 5' 11" 185 pound body sturdy

enough to absorb the punishment of the

NFL or even the USFL? I mean, Lawrence
Taylor hits a lot harder than the 210 pound
Yankee Conference linebackers that have

been taking shots at Pearson the last three

years.

Does Pearson possess the speed man-
datory to be successful tailback in the NFL
or even to be a kick returner or a punt

returner? A play against Connecticut

comes to mind when Pearson was stopped

from behind at the goaline on the tail end of

a 60 yard run in which he seemed to run out

of gas which seems to suggest he doesn't.

When you are talking about your average

football player these questions would be
justified. But obviously, Garry Pearson
isn't your average football player, so

whatever he decides to do, expect results.

( ollrgian photo b}r Tereu Bcllifiurt-

Garry Pearson: NFL or USFL? It'll be carrying the ball for the Boston Breakers or back to school to wait

for the NFL draft for Pearson.

The Pub 40 is Herd!

ORDER MILLER OR MILLER LITE in

*3.95 _
yotiKEBPihe the pub

MUG!
*•"**"

*40 OUNCES

THE
AMHEEiSr

PtlB
RBflUS *2.25
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

fandy Film Newspapers
i obacco Film Processing Tote Bags
Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups
Backpacks Magazines Deceits

Clothing Memo Board Pennants
Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health and Notebooks Popcorn
Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:30 am to 10:00 pm

Many other items available

545-2528

the

mini Store
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USFL offering seniors shot at pros

LaFond may stay in school
By BILLY SHEA

Collegiui SUff

Scott LaFond gets plenty of respect, and
not just because he is 6'2" 260 pounds and
turns sideways to squeeze through the

weightroom door.

This is a big man who must make a big

decision and the All-Yankee Conference of-

fensive lineman is giving pro football a long

look.

LaFond, along with teammates Garry

Pearson and Wilbur Jackson, was a ter-

ritorial pick of the Boston Breakers of the

United States Football League. But unlike

Pearson and Jackson, LaFond isn't sure if

he's prepared to withdraw from school and
forfeit the last semester of his football

scljolarship if he doesn't catch on with the

Breakers.

"The only way the Breakrs will pick up
my educational expenses is if I make the

team," said LaFond, who has one semester

of classes and a semester of student

teaching remaining before graduating.

LaFond doesn't like the idea of leaving

school but a mini-camp at Medford High

organized by the Breakers a week before

tryouts, may help make his decision to go
to the Breakers tryout camp at the Univer-

sity of Central Florida January 29 a bit

easier to make.
"Me, Wilbur and Garry are going to

drive down there and I'm going to check

out the competition. I want to see how
many lineman are there, how many they

plan to keep, see how I stack up against the

rest of these guys," explained LaFond. "If

I think I have a reasonable shot at making
it, I'll go."

When LaFond talks about making it, he

means just that, making it.

"Hey, its just like when I came here as a

freshman. I just wanna get on the bus.

That's all I want to do. I'll play special

teams, tackle, guard, center. I don't care. I

just want to play for money. That would be

Jackson is Florida-bound

Photo courtesy of Sport* Information

Scott LaFond: degree is impor-

tant.

great."

Money is making LaFond 's decision a dif-

ficult one. The question in LaFond's mind

is: Is it worth risking his last semester of

free education to try out for a pro football

team where an annual paycheck could be in

the $25,000 to $30,000 range?

"I have a lot of things to consider,"

pointed out LaFond. "I plan to get married

in September, so I have to think about a

comfortable life for both of us. I'm not

greedy. I could live on $30,000 easy."

"But I have to think about my education

because it is important to me. If I go and

don't make it, it will set me back, as far as

my degree is concerned and I'd like to get

the degree as soon as possible."

Coniinwed on jxige 51

By BILLY SHEA
Collecian Staff

When you hope and pray for an oppor-

tunity to do what you like to do and get

paid pretty good money to do it, you don't

want to miss the chance to give it a try.

So Wilbur Jackson, a senior offensive

lineman for the University of

Massachusetts last season and a territorial

selection of the Boston Breakers of the new
United States Football League, will leave

school this semester and head to the

University of Central Florida in Orlando,

January 29 to give his best effort to join the

Breaker's squad, for their first season.

"It's an opportunity that most guys don't

get and I want to take advantage of it,"

said Jackson, noting this is the opportunity

he has been waiting for.

"The coaches (UMass) told me that I

might go in the USFL draft so I was get-

ting ready. This is a chance to play ball for

money and I always hoped I'd get a

chance," said Jackson.

Not known to work overtime in the

weightroom, Jackson is working on cutting

a few pounds off his 280 pound frame but

at the same time increase his strength, lif-

ting with fellow UMass teammate and

Breaker draft pick Scott LaFond.

"Wilbur is a good offensive lineman,"

said LaFond. "He hardly spent any time in

the weightroom, either. His leg drive is

unbelievable. All he has to do is straighten

his man up and he can move him right out."

A look at Jackson suggests he is carrying

around a litle excess luggage, but the

senior from Boston is working on his foot

speed and agility, which will improve with

the loss of weight.

"I'm jumping rope, doing some running,

working on my quickness," explained

Jackson.

As to what to expect when he arrives in

Florida, Jackson hasn't the faintest idea.

Photo eourtea; of Sports Information

Wilbur Jackson: jumping at

chance to play for Breakers.

"I'm not even sure how I'm getting down

there," said Wilbur. "I guess if I don't fly

down I'll take a train. There's supposed to

be about 100 guys there. They'll probably

keep about 40 for the travelling squad and

another 10 on a taxi squad. I don't know.

I'm just going down there to try to make

the team."
Jackson's priority right now is making

the Breaker's football team, but Wilbur

isn't totally rejecting a chance to get a

degree.

"I'll come back to school to finish up,"

said the physical education major." Right

now though, I have a chance to play profes-

sional football and I may never get a

chance again. I don't want to pass it up."

AR SPEAKER SALE!

AR18s $144

EarCheer
ONKYO TX-1 1 Receiver BSR Model 82 Speakers

SHURF M70B Cartridge JVC LA 10 Turntable

PIONEER CAR STEREO

UKP-2200 $128 Plusl Sqffonyour
UKP-5200 158 speakers with anv

UKP-5600 199 of these decks.'

SON^ Stereo cassette deck with Dolby ''C

$189

>»

TI)KSA-90 2for $5.94

MaxeliUDXI. 11-90 2 for $7.25

Nuvox FM waikaround $28

Teiarc Diqital Albums $16

Sennheiser HD 49 $28 HD 420 $64

Sound&Mimc
90-92 Kituj Si. (Rtc. 5). Norlhamptoii. 584-9547

Mon -W«'d. 10-6, Thur. Hi Fri. 10-9, Srtl. 10-5
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10 a.m. LIQUORS
Kegs • Beer • Wine * Soda • fee

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past U IV ass Stadium, from SW dorms

til 11 p.m.

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

.<^'r.d^

.9^^

o^>l^<^' ^/ry/ffi"

ROUTE 116

<€>

Old Milwaukee 12 pk $4.30 + eodep

Bud $10.40 + 1 50dep

Bud Light $10.40 +i50dep

Rolling Rock $10.65 +i50dep

Miller $10.65 +i50dep

GallosL $6.49

Rossi 4L $5.95

Almaden 15 $4.49

California Cellars al $7.45

Cinzano Asti $6.99

CribarisL $5.39

Popov $9.45

Gordon $9.95

Cossack $8.20

Newport Rum $9.95

Canadian Ltd $10.95

ROUTE 9

^.^

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors
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UMasswomen still

awake after intersession
By JIM FLOYD

CollcKian SUff

Life has not been a pajama party for the

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team during intersession. Sure,

they stayed in the campus center (a place

that has room service) when they weren't

on the road, but nice accomodations can't

overshadow the fact that the team has not

won a game since December 14.

The team, which has been billed as a

young team going through growing pains, is

not quite ready to roll over and play dead

for the rest of the season though.

"We haven't given up," said point guard

Wendy Ward while a half dozen teammates

listened and watched the Sunday night

movie in Patti Maguire's fifth floor room.

"The attitude hasn't gone down. Everyone

is a little down, but they haven't given up."

Ward, who is in a five way tie for third

place in league steals (one of the other five

is Rebecca Kucks), has seen the

Minutewomen play spurts of very good

basketball. This could be a good team, she

contends.

"Even though we've lost, we have been

able to play well sometimes. We just

haven't been able to put a whole game
together," said Ward.
And, as Ward started talking about the

times when the team has played well, heads

started to shake up and down all over the

room. There have been times when these

people have gelled. The engine has turned

over, it just hasn't caught yet.

"We were down by 34 at halftime against

Yale," nodded Ward, "and only lost to them

by 13."

Ward was eager to talk about a Fordham
game in which the Minutewomen came back

from a 23 point deficit only to fall one

bucket short of a 'W' at 77 76.

True, stories about cutting into leads are

not the things Wendy Ward wants to talk

about. She would much rather be discussing

a winning streak then answering all those

"What's wrong?" type inquiries, but, when
the team isn't winning, that's about all you

can talk about, until you win.

Looking at the positive aspects of the
Campus Center stay, Karen Damminger
earned Atlantic Ten Rookie-of-the Week
honors for the second time following a 21

point performance in a losing battle with

West Point. Damminger, who was picked

for the first time after a burst of 27, 10 and

19 points against Harvard, Fairfield, and

Boston College respectively back in mid
December, has been an exceptional fresh-

man among a troup of talent frosh.

Barbara Hebel continues to lead the team

in scoring with a steady 15 points a game
average. That's good for fifth in the league's

individual scoring leader statistics.

Rosterwise, Nadine Jackson has

returned to the squad and should add

strength to the Minutewomen's inside

game.
And, the Minutewomen will be playing a

majority of their schedule games at home
from hereon in.

A couple of the players giggle at

something that had occurred on the

television and the noise level increased.

Still a few others joked with each other

about themselves and other members of the

team.

"We have the potential to play well,"

finished Wendy Ward as still a few more

teammates come into watch the TV, laugh

and hang out.

No, life has not been a pajama party for

the Minutewomen this intersession.

Sports Staff

Anyone interested in writing sports come to a meeting

Wednesday, February 2, 1983

at 7:30

in the newsroom.

Special Purchase

$15.99

100% Acrylic

Hooded

Sweatshirt

with Collar

4 buttons

Active Sportswear in

Fashion Colors

S - M - L - XL sizes

Limited Quantities

Collegian 43

Open Mon, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

^VNIVERSITY
STORED
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The team is not winning, but Wendy Ward knows things will only get

better.
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Superior Pizza
UMass StucIents FavorIte PIzza!

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY

SAME low pRiCES FoR TWO yEARS

For the tastiest pizza in

town call Superior

549-0626

• PizZA • CRiNdERS

• SAUds • ItaUaN DiNNERS

WELCOME BACK UMASS
OpEN DAily 11-?

17 Montague Road, N. Amherst
(next to N. Amherst Post Office)
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WINTER SPORTS SCHEDULES
MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL

Feb. 2 PENN STATE* 7:30

5 RUTGERS* 7:30

10 at George Washington* 8:00

12 at West Virginia* 8:00

17 at Northeastern 7:30

19 RHODE ISLAND* 7:30

21 at St. Peter's 8:00

24 DUQUESNE* 7.30

26 ST. JOSEPH'S* 7:30

Mar. 2 at Temple* 7:30

5 ST. BONAVENTURE* 7:30

7-12 ATLANTIC TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS

'Atlantic 10 Game

WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL

Feb. 1 PROVIDENCE 7:00

5 at Northeastern 2:00

8 DARTMOUTH 7:30

12 at Maine-Orono 4:00

16 CENTRAL CONN 5:00

19 BISHOP'S 2:00

22 RHODE ISLAND 7:30

Mar. 4-6 Atlantic Ten Championships

at Rutgers

Feb. 6
12

26

Mar. 5-6

MEN'S VARSITY INDOOR TRACK

G.B.T.C. at Harvard

E.I.A.A. Championships at So. Conn.

New Englands at Bates

IC4A's at Princeton

WOMEN'S VARSITY INDOOR TRACK

Feb. 6 at Vermont 1:00

19 at New Hampshire 1:30

26 New Englands at UConn

Feb.

Mar.

MEN'S VARSITY SWIMMING
2 at Connecticut 4:00

5 VERMONT 4:00

9 NEW HAMPSHIRE 7:^0
17 at Amherst 7.00

19 CENTRAL CONNECTICUT 2:00

3-6 New Englands at Springfield

MEN'S VARSITY GYMNASTICS

Feb. 5 at East Stroudsburg 1:00

8 at So. Connecticut 7:30

12 at Cortland 2:00

19 at M.I.T 2:00

26 TEMPLE 1:00

Mar. 5 SPRINGFIELD 7:00

11-12 E.I.G.L. Championships
at Springfield

WOMEN'S VARSITY GYMNASTICS

Feb. 5 CORNELL 1:00

12 SPRINGFIELD/AIR FORCE .... 1:30

20 at New Hampshire 1:00

26 at Southern Connecticut . 2:00

Mar. 5 RUTGERS 1:00

12 Atlantic Ten Championship
at Rutgers

VARSITY WRESTLINa ^
Feb. 2 at New Hampshire 3:00

4 SPRINGFIELD 7:30

5 at Boston College 2 00
7 at Central Connecticut 7:00

15 at Harvard 2:00

26-27 New England Champ,
at Boston Univ.

WOMEN'S VARSITY SWIMMING
Feb. 5 RHODE ISLAND 12:00

11 at New Hampshire 4:00

15 MOUNT HOLYOKE 7:00

25-27 Div. A New England Championship
at Springfield College

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S VARSITY SKI

Feb. 5-6 Amherst Slalom/Giant Slalom
Berkshire East, Charlemont, MA

Brown University Slalom/
Giant Slalom, Loon Mt.,

Lincoln, NH

UMass Slalom/Giant Slalom
Berkshire East. Charlemont, MA

Eastern Championships
Middlebury Snow Bowl

NEISC/WISC Championships
Waterville, NH

'X
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KING OF BEERS ®
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Men's Intramural Activities

Activities Entry Date Starting Date Manager's/Player's Meetings

Basketball^ 2/3/83 2/2

Ice Hockey*$ 12/1/82 2/3/83 2/2

Squash* 2/2/83 2/14/83 2/10

Wrestling* 2/2/83 2/22/83

Bowling$ 2/2/83 2/9/83

Soccer*# [2/28/831 [3/28/831 3/14, 3/15

Softball* [3/3/831 [3/28/831
' 3/14,3/15

Badminton Doubles 3/29/83 4/4/83 3/29

One On One 3/29/83 4/4/83

Track & Field 4/19/83 4/26/83

Co-Recreational Intramu ral Activities

Activities Entry Date Starting Date Manager's/Player's Meeting

Basketball^ 2/3/83 2/2

Bowling$ 2/24/83 3/1/83

Softball* [3/3/831 [3/28/831 3/14, 3/15

Swimming 3/7/83 3/7/83

Tennis 3/14/83 3/30/83 3/14

Badminton 3/29/83 4/4/83 3/29

Special Events**

Cross Country Skiing, Weekend Tennis Tournament, Weekend Softball Tournament,

Weekend Mixed Doubles Tennis Tournament, Tug-0-War, Horseshoes, Bike Race, and

other Special Events.

•*Will be offered, if enough entries are received; dates and times to be announced.

HEALTH CLEARANCE FORMS ARE REQUIRED.

# Refundable $10.00 Forfeit Fee is REQUIRED.

$ NON-REFUNDABLE Entry Fee is REQUIRED.

[1 PLEASE NOTE the expanse of time between entry & starting dates!

League schedules and other important information will be handed out during the mandatory

Manager's/ Players Meeting. Meeting time and location will be available from IM Office

(5-2693) prior to meeting date.
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Thompson threat may
be deeper than you think

For

BREAKFAST & LUNCH
WitU

HOME MADE DESSERTS, BUCKWHEAT PANCAKES,
WAFFLES, FRESH FRUITS & SALADS,

LUNCH SPECIALS & MUCH MORE!
STOP IN - YOU'LL LOVE OUR COOKING

• OPEN EVERY DAY •

MONDAY t:R|DAY 5:00 A.M. -2:00 P.M.

WEEKENDS & HOLIDAYS 5:00 A.M. -4:00 P.M.

AT THE LIGHTS IN NORTH AMHERST >49-6645

SPECIALISTS FOR ALL

YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS

Air Tickets

Amtrack

Ticketron

Eurailpasses

Hotel Reservations

Charter Packages

Car Rentals

Cruises

WE OFFER ALL THIS AND MORE
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

BOOK NOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF LOW PRICE WAR AIRFARES

By JIM FLOYD
Collc^an SUff

Georgetown coach John Thompson must

hold himself in pretty high esteem. While

most college basketball mentors try to con-

vince their star players not to head for the

big money of the NBA before graduation,

he has decided that he may give one of his

boys a shove out of the nest to fly or die in

the pros.

In early January, following a Hoya loss

at the hands of St. John's, Thompson said

that he would tell sophomore center Pat

Ewing to go pro if the pushing and shoving

of his star player continued. Ewing was be-

ing harassed too much and the referees

weren't even trying to help him out,

lamented Thompson.

Bad idea John. If Pat Ewing thinks that

there is pushing and shoving going on now,

tnen he won't be able to have any fun at all

in the big league. Wait until the Rick

Robeys and Moses Malones start to pay

nightly housecalls, then Ewing will feel

what it's like to be pushed and shoved.

But, then again, maybe the decision has

already been made. Ewing might have

already decided to forego his junior and

senior years at Georgetown and this is all

some plan by an alumni group that allows

Ewing to leave without downgrading the

program.
Think about it. With Ralph Sampson

sticking with school and holding off on the

big money for a full four years, Ewing

would most likely look like a bad guy, a

greedy alterego to Sampson should he go

hardsliip.

But, if Ev^ring is martyred all year long

for being physically molested on the hard-

wood, he just might be able to pick up a few

more points on the popularity scale.

"Poor Pat Ewing. He had to go pro so

that college kids wouldn't pick on him

anymore."
"It was horrible, guys were pushing and

shoving him and he couldn't do anything to

get away. It was just horrible."

Maybe it will become one of the year's big

sports stories. Instead of watching

highlight films filled with slam dunks and

behind-the-back passes, fans can be treated

to slow motion replays of Ewing as he

grimaces in pain after an elbow in the ribs.

Everyone will get into it. Last year was

the dawn of the tee-shirt under the game
jersey. (Everyone does it now.) This year

will be the year that Ewing develops a new
approach to the game, the pained expres-

sion. Little kids will practice folding their

bodies up in front of the mirror at home as

if they had been hit really hard so that their

routine is perfect in the next youth league

game.
Teams may adopt a game philosophy that

includes a designated role of "fouled

viciously and with malicious intent" in it.

Ex-football punters would probably be

good guys to pick up for this integral posi-

tion since they have already held jobs with

a need for some acting skill.

That may be the answer. It is all part of a

carefully planned public relations move to

help with Ewing's image. After, all, he is

turning into a very valuable piece of pro-

perty and the NBA is always trying to get

better PR.
Or maybe Thompson really does think

that the going will be easier and less

dangerous for Ewing when he leaves

school. I don't think so.

Sports Notices

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Annherst 01003

545-0500
^r- -ag -ag mm. -ag -gg ag ^g.

Women's Lacrosse: Anyone interested in playing varsity or junior varsity

lacrosse must attend a mandatory meeting Thursday, February 3, in room 153

NOPE.

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK!
n ri ["1 n n n mn n
n] n n rn m n n-Fi

1 T'l Fi r

nnl jf-inr

HP11C

$75.00
our reg ^91:9(1

org List 100.00
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Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools

Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP-11C Slim-line Programmable Scientific

rn u . nnrn-j

HP - 120

$99.00
our reg T^MIQ.
org list 150.00

Let the Hewlett Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced

programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert/delete editing

RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and

liquid-crystal display

HP ISC

$99.00
our reg T3&:00.

org list 115.00

;^3H56 v 7s]
commntawm

D 1 A L I M

[zn (^ (Ei^ f^n p^ [ n nn r-i

HP - IOC

$59.00
our reg '69:^
org list 80.00

Hewlett-Packard's lowest-priced

programmable ever! The new HP-IOC

scientific calculator can make problem

solving easier with:

70 Program Lines, Conditinal Branching

Built-in Trigonometric and Statistics Functions

RPN Logic, Merged Keycodes

Continuous Memory
Liquid-Crystal Display

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-16C can

save you time with its built-in functions and

advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal

conversions and operations

Boolean AND, OR. NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 16-bit data registers

Sets word size, 1's and 2's complement, unsigned modes

Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and liquid-crystal display

d^ PI rn Fi (^ m nm 1 n r^

HP16C

$99.00
our reg T3f:0a
org list 150.00

Open Men, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center
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Boyden basketball can

be fun despite the crowd
By BILLY SHEA

Collegiui Staff

The intramural basketball season is upon

us and the panic it stirs among the former

high school player who hasn't picked up a

ball since his last intramural game last year

will be felt all through this first week at

Boyden.

This brave sole will attempt to resurrect

skills that once made him a legend in his

own mind in just one week and what this in-

flux creates is an overpopulation problem

at Boyden.

When you step through the door of

Boyden gymnasium and observe a sea of

grey university gym outfits running up and

down every court, and countless people

standing on the sideline, don't despair.

First of all, if you're alone you have a

distinct advantage over the guy who came

with a couple of buddies. You have more

flexibility, thus you won't have to turn

down a good run if there's no room for your

friend.

Boyden regulars who come alone have

the best shot at slipping by guys who've

been waiting an hour to play. Just scan the

gym. Look for the familiar faces. You don't

have to know their names. That's not im-

portant. What's important is — if you can

play — whether or not the kid has room for

you on his squad. He's probably seen you

play, so the better you are, the easier it is

to get picked up.

Guys that show with three or more guys

forget about getting pick up if it's crowded

and call their own winners. Calling winners

is important. Who you call it with is even

more important. Just don't turn to

anybody and call winners.

Track down who has winners before you

and call it with the guy that has the win-

ners immediately before you. That way. if

someone tries to steal your winners, just

bring the kids right to the man you called

winners with. After a minor confrontation,

probably consisting of several dirty looks,

the game should be yours.

Choosing a court is important in getting

a decent workout without spending an en-

tire afternoon at Boyden. Naturally,

everyone heads right to the glass hoops to

see what the situation is there because,

lately, that's where the best games are be-

ing played. That will be the most crowded

court, but three other courts should be

open. (Boyden likes to keep a court open

for badminton and volleyball, so beware of

spiked, voUeyballs or birdies floating

through your game.)

Speaking of Boyden safety, watch out for

guys shooting on one hoop while your down
the other end. Because the place is so

crowded, some people insist on risking the

safety of themselves and the players in the

game, so they can be adequately warmed-

up when their big game is up. It doesn't
' matter what you tell them, they'll do it

anyway, so the best idea is to be alert.

Physical abuse abounds. Personal safety is

top priority.

The most important thing to remember
down at Boyden is to have someone on your

team keep score and make sure he opens

his mouth if there's a problem with the

scores. Best to pick someone big. They

usually have a little more success with peo-

ple who can't add.

They play winners to 15, and that can go

awful quick. The nicest thing about a

crowded '3^oyden is that it tends to boost

the level of play. No one likes to sit after

waiting an hour and only play one 15

minute game.

So whatever happens to you down at

Boyden this week or in the future,

remember one thing. No matter how in-

tense the play may get and regardless of

the few obnoxious people you may en-

counter, it's only a game.

piimillltimiWMIIII'HMtllllllJIIMimNlllllWHtWIIHMiMWIlllWIII^
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HALLMARK
COLOR LABS
pfOC«SSO'S 10

i

Hours: Mon-Fri., 8-6 Sat .
8-Noon

9R7 TRIANGLE STREET IN AMHERST i

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
IMPROVE SPORTS ABILITY

HYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOUMAKE IT PERMANENT
Many of our clients are doctor referrals.

OVERCOME ANXIETIES, FEARS & PHOBIAS
Lose Weight • Stop Smoking • Insomnia • Nail Biting

Self Confidence • Sexual Problems • Bed Wetting

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Milton H. Askinoss, Member A.A.E.H.

Available Lecture Demonstrations

Call or Write for Free Brochure

The Farrick Building, Rte. 9, Hadley, Ma.
3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware)

584-1919 by Appt. Only

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

LIOUORS. WINES:

Gin or Vodka 80° $5.45 L Folonari Soave $3.99 1 .5 L

Windsor Canadian Whiskey Almaden Mt Wines. $4.79 1 .5 L

$8.25 L Folonari Lambrusco

Muirheads Scotch $7.49 L $1.99 750 ml

Castillo Rum (light or dark) Many, many more
$6.65 L Wine Specials

BEER:
Budweiser 12 oz exports $10.95 plus Dep

Miller 12 oz export reg or lite $10.50 plus Dep

Schaefer 12 oz exports $7.99 plus Dep

AKDY'S PIZZA
f—— ~ -—

—

-i|

I
with any

large 2-way combination pizza

get a small cheese pizza

FREE!
I coupon expires Feb. 6, 1983

[

Welcome Dock Students

Special

Friendly Dining Atmosphere

• Complete Dinner Menu

• Wine and Beer Served

• Grinders

Open daily 11 a.m.

256-8147

175 University Drive

(next to Price Chopper)
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RECREATION ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

effective: FEBRUARY 1, 1983 TO MARCH 18> 1983

PUCILITIES ARE PRIMARILY FOR THE USE OF STUDEKTS, FACULTY AND STAFF. LIMITED USE IS PERMITTED BY SPOUSE/

^PeSeNTC m> GUESTS ALL UNMRGRADUATES MUST PRESENT A CURRENT VAILIDATED UMASS I.D. CARD. ALL OTHERS

t?^^S^Aj?/G2SuATES/C0NTINUING^. CTUDEOTS) MUST PRESEOT A CURREfTT UMASS I.D. WITH A CURREOT RECREATION

>^?^S» IMWnroS USE^^^^^ FACILITIES MAY SUBJEa PERSON TO TRESPASS NOTICE FROM DEPT. OF PUBLIC SAFETY!!!

"^R^LtZ KES*" RECITATION STICKERS MAY BE PURCHASED AT THE BOYDEN TICKET OFFICE ROOM 255 UPON

PRFSFNTATIQN OF A UMASS I D CARD. TICKET OFFICE HOURS: MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, 8:30a»-12:00pm 6 1 : OOpin-4 : 30pi

^"^"«SES."^Y BE PUROTASED BY HOST UPON PRESENTATION OF A CURREOT VALIDATED UMASS I.D. CARD (KITH

REC^?JoN DICKER IF NEEDED) M TOE TICKET OFFICE (hours stated above) AND AT TOE NOPE/BOYDEN EQUIPMENT

?lsi^ JnimTERS ™ SATWDAY AND SUNDAY DURING RECREATION HOURS. NOPE/BOYDEN MAIN GYMS AND POOLS ONLY
!

!

"'^0^ ^ENDms™ cIrT^ BE PURCHASED BY SPONSOR UPON PRESENTATION OF CURRENT VALIDATED UMASS I^

CARD (WITH RECREATION STICKER, IF NEEDED) AT THE BOYDEN TICKET OFFICE (hours stated above) FOR REGULATIONS

lun CMTITI PUFNT<; SFF IW-IM PUBLICATION ACADEMIC YEAR - FACILITIES FEES POLICY .

^S™^nol?! mSlONS; AND A COPY OF THIS SCHEDULE DROP BY THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE, 215 BOYDEN.

MONDAY THROUGH THURS. , 8:30a« - 9:30pm aiid FRIDAY, 8:30aiB - S:00pm.

***NOTE*** WHEN FACILITIES ARE NOT in^ILIZED FOR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY, CLASSES. INTRAMURAL COMPETITION OR

VARSITY PRACTICE IS SCHEDULED.

BOYDEN POOL
LAP SWIM MON THRU FRI 8:00am - 9:00aii

LAP SWIM MON THRU FRI llrOOam - 1:00pm

OPEN SWIM... MON § WED

FAMILY/OPEN* FRI

LAP SAT

OPEN SAT

OPEN SUN

NOTE: FAMILY SWIM IS OPEN TO ALL UNIVERSITY

PERSONNEL POSSESSING A VALID RECREATION

ACTIVITY STICKER

7:30pm - 9; 30pm

7:30pm - 9:3(^m
12:00pm - 2:00pm

2:00pm - S :30pm

12:30pm - 7:30pm

BOYDEN GYWiKSim CLOSED: FEB 5th AND FEB 13th

MON THRU FRI 2:30p« - 4:00pm

HON THRU THURS 5:30p« - ll:00pm CLOSED FOR

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL LEAGUES !

FRIDAY 5 : 30pm- 9 : 30pm

SATURDAY 12:00pm - S:30pm

SUNDAY 4....12:00p« - 7:30pm

BOYDEN EQUIPMENT COUNTER

MON THRU FRI 7:30am - 10:ODpm

SATURDAY 10: 00am - 6: 00pm

SUNDAY -..- a2 :00pm- 8:0(>t)m

BOYDEN BOWLING LANES

MON THRU FRI 4:00pm - 10:30pm

SATURDAY 1 :00pm - 7 :30pm

($1.00 a string/FREE SHOES WITH UMASS ID)

BOYDEN AUXILIARY GYMNASIUM

TUES a THURS 7:00pm - 9:30pm

BOYDEN WEIGW ROOM AND UNIVERSAL ROOM

MON THRU FRI 2:15pm -9:30pm

SATURDAY 10:00am - 5:30pm

SUNDAY 12:00pm - 7:30pm

BOYDEN RACQUETBALL/SQUASH COURTS

MON, WED, FRI 12:05pm - ll:00pm

TUES ^ THURS lliOOara - ll:00pm

SATURDAY 10:00am - 5:3(^m

SUNDAY 12 :00pm - 7 :30pm

NOTE: RESERVATIONS MAY BE MADE DURING THE WEEK, ONE DAY IN

ADVANCE, IN PERSON, IN 215 BOYDEN. MON THRU THURS 8:30am -

9-OOpm and FRI 8:30am - 5:00pm COURTS ARE NOT RESERVED ON

WEEKENDS. PUYING TIME IS 45 MINITTES. A COURT SHOULD OPEN

UP EVERY 15 MINUTES.

PETER DUCA AND GARY MOFFIE PRESENT

THE

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND

with

special guests

THE
JOHN HALL

BAND

THURS - FEBRUARY 10 - 8:00 PM
AT THE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE CENTRUM AND ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS. <^ <^^<^

LISTEN TO WAAF FOR MORE DETAILS

UMass gymnastics shapingup
Team works
on strength

and routines
By ELLEN RICHARD

Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team worked hard over in-

tersession, focusing on problem areas and

improved their routines and scored in

almost every event, by increasing the dif-

ficulty of their moves.

The team's workout consisted of two
hours of lifting weights three days a week,

strength workouts and calisthenics four

hours a week Monday through Saturday.

The team's objective was to improve scores

on rings and vault. The strength workouts

helped to improve the ring's score almost

two full points. In a non-league victory over

Cornell on January 22, the Minutemen im-

proved both scores defeating the shaky

Cornell team.

The strength workouts helped raise the

vaulting score but it was mainly a running

drill which contributed to the successful

scores. Tony Sbarra and Willie Stevens

both received 9.2 for their double front

somersault vaults and Peter Lucchini hit a

piked tsukahara for a 9.3 score. John

Macurdy took the high score with a 9.5. All

together, the vaulting score was raised one

point.

UMass improved a point in floor exer-

cises with Macurdy coming up with a

strong 9.55 performance. Macurdy is cur-

rently tied for seventh place in the East

with his 9.55 on floor exercise.

For the past three weeks the team has

been working on strength moves and clean-

ing up moves. That is one reason why the

pommel horse scores did not improve.

"We showed good improvement in all

events except pommels," co-captain Bob

Goulart said. "There were strong perfor-

mances but the breaks were there. We

have to sit down and perfect all of the

moves we've learned."

After two weeks of weightlifting and
three weeks of various strength workouts,

the team took two days last week to do only

routines. With this training procedure,

coach Roy Johnson, who is not worried

about the pommel horse scores, expects the

Minutemen to come through.

"Our real objective has been to improve

our ring and vault score, which we did,"

Johnson said. "And we can improve a lot

more. We've improved our strength on

rings and now we have to work on our form

on pommels."

The team looks m good shape as they

prepare for East Stroudsburg on Friday.

Co-captain John McGonagle performed a

powerful rings routine against Cornell, ex-

ecuting a near perfect cross and keeping a

straight body on his handstands to earn a

score of 9.65. McGonagle is seventh in the

East for his rings score.

"I think that was his best performance,"

Johnson said, "He was holding a much
stronger cross, his stands are better and he

hit his dismount."

Bert Mathieson and Willie Stevens are

two top performers for UMass who have

worked hard over intersession to improve.

Mathieson, who is ranked ninth in the East

in all-around competition with a 53.2, has

learned three new skills including a front

toss on the parallel bar and a veronin

(release skill) on the high bar.

Stevens has cleaned up his floor routine

and added a double twisting back somer-

sault. Johnson said Stevens' pcmmel horse

routine looked better as did his vault. Both

Stevens and Mathieson can be counted on

for the rest of the season to bring UMass
top scores.

Bert Mathieson works on the pommel horse in a meet last semester.
Collegian photo hj Tcrcu B«llafior«
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AT

HoWARd JohNSONS

Rt. 9 HAdUy
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Sat & Sun - Pancakes - $ 1 .59

Monday - Fried Chicken - $3.95

Tuesday Spaghetti & Meatballs $2.89

Wednesday - Fish & Clam Fry $3.99

Thursday - Fried Chicken $3.95

Friday - Fish & Clam Fry $3.99

.^firit^nm

S3Z5E

REFRIGERATOR
RENTALS

— On and off campus rentals
— Locally owned & operated
— Service 7 days a week

256-8433 Telephone 253-5384

The Solution is the Answer Bank!
The source for confidential, econonnlcal and

connplete business, technical, acadennic and
professional research and Information.

Call us for

• Literature searches
• Technical reports

• Conference papers
• Thesis (support)

• Term paper (support)

• Current awareness
• Marketing Information

ai.dmore

Call for more information and detailed brochure

Information / Research Unlimited

(413)586-3183

Box 1 1 32, Northampton, MA 01060
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UMasswomen gymnasts
shape up overbreak

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collegian SUff

While most were at home earning

enough money from part-time jobs to buy

this semester's books, one group of women
were in Boyden gymnasium, lifting weights

to improve their cardiovascular endurance.

The workouts paid off as the University

of Massachusetts women's gymnastics

team scored an all-time high of 170.7 points

against Yale in its first meet in six weeks.

The Minutewomen, who have a record of

4-1, walked over Yale by eight points on

January 22 (170.7-162.30) after three

weeks of strength and endurance training.

Besides lifting weights, the women had

normal workouts but began learning new

tricks which are being gradually worked in-

to routines. The team lifted weights only

two or three times as week so as not to

tighten muscles or alter their balance, ac-

cording to coach Ken Anderson. A group

dance routine was also added to the

workouts.

"I'd have them dance together every

day," Anderson said, "so I'd know they're

warmed up."

New moves were learned to increase the

difficulty level and gain more points.

Anderson plans to restrict the women to

the level at which they have clean solid

routines. The new tricks will be slowly add-

ed into performances through the end of

February, when the team will meet the

New England's top ranked team, the

University of New Hampshire. By slowly

improving, Anderson hopes to be at UNH's
level by the February 20 meet at New
Hampshire.
One of the reasons UMass won the Yale

meet was execution. Yale had several dif-

ficulty tricks which would have scored high

if they were hit. UMass saved its big tricks

and performed smooth, clean routines.

"They (Yale) weren't consistent in their

routines," Anderson said. "They're not as

clean as we are. I won't let someone do

something until I'm sure they can do it."

The Minutewomen performed without

one of their top all-around performers,

Tricia Harrity, who is out indefinitely with

an ankle injury.

"Considering she was out, I think we

came up with a strong meet," Anderson

said. "Vaulting was very strong for us and

bars, which tends to be our weaker event,

came through."

Vaulting was the first event and UMass

didn't waste any time climbing out on top.

Sue Allen and Robin Low both placed first

with matching Q.l's. Allen hit a tsukahara

in a tucked position for her vault, and Low
performed a tsukahara in a pike position.

On the uneven bars, Yale's Gay Bronsons

hit her difficult moves to pick up the high

score witha 9.05. Allen placed second with

an 8.9.

Low took the balance beam event with an

8.95, and proceeded to take honors on the

floor exercise with a lively performance.

The best by far on floor exercises, accor-

ding to Anderson, Low captured an all-

time high for herself in all-around competi-

tion with 36.2 points. Low is in the top 20 in

the nation for all-around performance this

year.
"We're a much stronger team in the

balance beam," said Anderson. "There's

been great improvement. Considering we

didn't have a full line up and Karen Knapp

had a watered down routine on floor

because of a bad ankle, we did very well."

The Minutewomen had two new faces ad-

ded to the line up against Yale. Incoming

freshman Lisa Griffen just became eligible

in January to compete for UMass. Griffen

performed in the vault, balance beam and

floor event scoring highest in floor exercise

with a 9.0. Anderson said that Griffen was

not in shape but did perform well.

Senior Janice Baker competed for the

first time in almost three years after a knee

injury sidelined her in her freshman year.

Baker, who competed in the uneven bars

and scored a 7.4, is a former Olympic

trialist. She finished tenth in the nation in

all-around competition in 1976.

Wingert winging it as

UMass gymnast
By ELLEN RICHARD

Collepan SUff

When he was younger, Lew Wingert

had his hands full trying to keep up with

his little brother who seemed to be trying

out for everything under the sun. The on-

ly way to keep up with him was to do what

his little brother was doing.

If his brother got into karate, Wingert

got into it. When his brother got into gym-

nastics, Wingert did too. The difference

between the two was that Lew's brother

didn't stick with things very long. But

Wingert did and that's how he got into

gymnastics.

"In the beginning, I really wasn't in-

terested in it aside from my brother's in-

terest," said Wingert, who competes in

five events for the UMass gymnastics

team. "Four of us tried out for the team

and I was the only one who stuck with it."

Wingert went out for gymnastiacs in

junior high school but said it wasn't until

tenth grade that it began to become

almost a profession. He tried pole

vaulting in high school. "There was no

pressure on me because it's related to

gymnastics. I'd come in first or second

every other meet," he said. He also tried

tennis but dropped it to stick with gym-

nastics. He was the captain of his team in

his last two years of high school and

taught recreational gymnastics to elemen-

tary school children during those two

summers.
"Lew is a very hard worker," Roy

Johnson, coach of the UMass team said.

"If he continues to improve as he did over

interesession it would be great. He could

be a real solid performer."

Wingert came to UMass because he

knew there was a spot for him, unlike his

first choice, Southern Connecticut, who
had a very strong program. "I'd be their

waterboy," Wingert said.

"I saw it was a growing team (UMass),"

Wingert said. "I saw it was the place for
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*LaFond
Continiied from page Ul

Don't get the impression LaFond is shying away from a

challenge, because this guy exudes confidence when he

speaks.

"It's not the NFL but it's hittin' anyway you look at it,"

LaFond said of the USFL. "There's gonna be some hard

hitting but I'm ready to go down there and move a few

people around."

He might be moving a few people he knows around.

Former UMass offensive linemen Chris O'Neil and Victor

Pizzotti will report to the Orlando based camp as free

agents.

LaFond realizes there are going to be some desperate

folks down there, who would go to just abut any extreme

to make the Breakers.

• Wingert
Continued from paqe 50

"People say, 'oh you're a gymnast' and think you sit

there and twiddle your thumbs," Wingert said. "I want to

be more than that because after I get out of school, no

one's going to remember my gymnastics."

On the UMass team, Wingert is the backbone. He's the

first man. He's the one who has to start the team off right.

"Lew can score 8.5 no problem," Johnson said. "If he

starts the team off with an 8.5 average that can push us

right up to a 9.0 which we want to get."

Although he comes from a line of workaholics, Wingert

said he tries not to be one. He likes to work a lot but wants

to dedicate some time to something worthwhile. After col-

lege, Wingert plans to still workout in gymnastics but

won't compete.

Photo courtesy of Sport* Information

Lew Winert:

nasties team.

backbone of g^m-

me. There was a big void because the

team lost eight seniors. I knew the team
would get better."

As a freshman, he competed in rings

and pommel horse. This year, long horse

vaulting is the only event he doesn't com-

pete in. Through his hard work over in-

tersession, he has improved close to four

points on his overall score.

One of his philosophies is that you can

always stand to get better. No matter

how good we are, we can only get better.

We (the team) haven't reached our peak

yet," said Wingert.

Knowledge is important to him. He said

it's impossible to know everything in your

lifetime but, like in gymnastics, he sets

high standards for himself

Continued froTn page 51

Photo rourteiy of Sporta Infonnatior

Scott McQuaide, a junior from Lowell has been a bright spot in an otherwise disappoin-

ting season for the 0-5 University of Massachusetts wrestling team. McQuaide has a 12-5

overall (including tournaments) and has six pins to his credit in the 158 pound class and plac-

ed third in the MIT tournament. _^^____
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ENGINEERING
TAKESON EXCITING NEW

DIMENSIONSINTHE AIRFORCE

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

astronautical. fivil,

electrical, mechanical and

nuclear. Hundreds of diverse

specialties are included in a wide

variety of work settinj^s. For

example, an electrical engineer

may work in aircraft desij^n,

space systems, power production,

communications or research.

A mechanical engineer might be

involved in aircraft structure

design, space vehicle launch pad

construction, or research.

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY

IN THE AIR FORCE

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW

USAF SPACE COMAAAND

i .iiiiputt-r ^;lnt•l.ll^<trt^•^l^;n lur invi>iiv;,iiiiii;

Developing and managing Air

1-orce engineering projects could

he the most important, exciting

challenge of your life . The
projects extend to virtually every

engineering frontier.

Air Friri'c elt'< trie .il <Ti>!in«'iT stu(1vm>! aircraft

(•!«•( tncil powt-r supply Nvstcni

Kngineering opportunities in

the Air Force include these

eight career areas: aeronautical,

aerospace , architectural

.

Air |-orif nu'ch.inu ;il rii^jiiifct m^pn im^

«iri raft jet i-nKinr lurbmc

Most Air Force engineers

have complete project

responsihility early in their

careers. For example, a first

lieutenant directed work on a

new airborne electronic system

to pinpoint radiating targets'.

Another engineer tested the jet

engines for advanced tanker and

cargo aircraft

.
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I Staffing NOW for Summer >

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR

SUMMER COUNSELORS
Who love children and have strong skills & ability

to teach one orirtore of the following activities:

Archery • Arts & Crafts • Athletics • Baseball • Basketball
Computer Science • Dramatics • Drums • Fencing

General Counselors • Guitar • Gymnastics • Ham Radio

Karate • Lacrosse • Photography • Piano • Rocketry

Sailing • Soccer • Swimming (WSO • Track • Tennis

Tnpping • Video Tape • Water Skiing • Woodworking

FULL SESSION, JUNE 23 to AUGUST 23 MINIMUM AGE: 20

Top salary, room, board, laundry and allowances.

Write specitv activitylsl applying for give full details of background and

qualifications Act quickly openings are being filled continuously

New York Office: 5 Glen Lane,

Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Director: Shelley Werner

FOR BOYS Pitlsfield. Mass. Founded 1927

.CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED,
For Summer Camps in the Heart of

Adirondack Mountains State Park, N.Y. 1
Top salaries, accomodations & benefits for experienced
professionally minded men & women to lead well-bal

anced skill development programs Openings exist tor

All Water Sports (WSI). Sailing. Land Sports. Phys Ed
Tennis. Arctiery, Water Skiing. Tripping. Pfiotograpriy. Arts

& Crafts. Drama. Pianists Minimum Age required 19

Travel assistance provided

Call or write: Jerry Halsband 914-833-0170

140 Larchmont Ave., Larchmont, N.y. 10538

MQUfTTfLflK£CflnPS
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BOOXSKOP
The widest selection of

journals and foreign

magazines in the area

and we're open evenings

'til 9 pm for your

browsing pleasure.

38 Pleasant St. Northampton

584-0374

^

FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR

FORCE
ENGINEER

Our engineering officers are planning and

designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.

Many are .seeing their ideas and concepts

materialize. They have the finest, state-of-

the-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.

And Air Force experience is second to none.

You can be part of this dynamic team if you

have an engineering degree. Your first step

will be Officer Training School. Help us shape

our future as we help you start yours. Be an

engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact

your .Air Force recruiter at 413-557-2898.
Call Collect. MM

imiiisi a-i

A greof wov of Me

.Artist's i-imct-pl of the DSCS III iK-fonso Sati-ilitt-

Communications System satellite. (USAF photo.)

Recently, the Air Force

formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of

space systems. This can be your
opportunity to join the team that

develops superior space systems
as the .'\ir Force moves into the

twenty-first century.

To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
.Air Force recruiter or call our
Engineer Hotline toll free

1-800- 531-.5826 (in Texas call

1-800-292-.5366) . There's no
obligation.

The discoveries continue . . .

Hughes
Story.

AIM HIGH
ARRNKE

•••••••••*•• ••****************"^******^**"'^*************************************************

In 1947 a man flew the Flying Boat.

"Hercules" — tfie largest airplane m
tfie world

The man was Howard Robard Hughes

His ingenious ideas and explorations

brought new discoveries m
aerodynamics, communications,

avionics, electronics

And the early years of Hughes Aircraft

Company

Today, Hughes
no longer builds

a^irplaneS but the discoveries

and exploration of ideas continue

Writeyomsdt

The company's long nisuji, of

technological firsts, including the first

working laser, first 3-D radar, and first

synchronous-orbit spacecraft, position

Hughes as a world leader in today's

electronics industry Company wide

opportunities

• Electrical Mechanical. Manufacturing

or Industrial Engineering • Materials

• Computer Science • Physics

• Industrial/Electronic Technology

Requirements may vary Check with

your placement office for more details

Find out how you can be part ol the

continuing Hughes Story m twelve

Southern California locations and

Tucson, Arizona

Hughes Story Write yourself in

Hughes Corporate College Relations

Dept NC. BIdg C2/B178

P O Box 1042

El Segundo. CA 90245

iujuunnnn r- ^ '"

Hughes representatives I

will be on campus February 15

See your placement officf for an

appointment )

Equal Opportunity Employe'

U S Citizenstiip Required

WANTED:
Typists

Join the excitment!

Production typists

needed for evening

work at the

Collegian.

Learn to use photo-

typesetters. Help

put out the paper

which reaches

everyone on

campus. See how a

daily newspaper

works.

Come to the

graphics department

in the basement of

the Campus Center.

Ask for Laura

Shanahan or Stuart

Sajdak.
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PHIL COLLINS
In Concert

His Band The Fabulous Jacuzzis & The One Neat Guy

THURSFEB17
FINE ARTS CENTER

ON SALE FEB. 3
GENERAL PUBLIC 12.50, 11.50
UMASS STUDENTS 11.50, 10.50

* Linnit 2 per person

TICKETS FOR BOTH SHOW AVAILABLE AT: UNION
RECORDS UNLTD, FINE ARTS CENTER &

FOR THE RECORD

^"^ ^ I *K '•s^l

Gabba Gabba hey! its the RAMONES

WED FEB 23
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

ON SALE FEB 10
GENERAL PUBLIC 10.00
UMASS STUDENTS 8.00
* Limit 2 per person

NO CAMERAS, FOOD, DRINK OR SMOKE PLEASE
PRODUCED WITH THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

reviews
and
previews
a guide to area arts in

the past and future tense

Photo courtaay Unltrersity Qmilmry

Jeff Way as "Ubu Punk"
(above fronoi his Transformation
Performance. Way is the first of
four artists performing and ex-
hibiting works in the Universi-
ty Gallery's upcoming DO. DID,
DONE series. See page 7.

Oabba gabba heyl The
Ramones (above) will perform
in February at the Student
Union Ballroom. See page 6.
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Contemporary Chicago blues vocalist, KoKo Taylor (above),

will perform in March at the Blues Wall as a part of UPC's new
"Blues in the Blue Wall" series. See page 6 for more info.

Photo oourtaay FAC

The "genius of gesture," pan-
tomimlst Marcel Marceau. will

perform at the Fine Arts Center
in early March, for a complete
listing of FAC entertainment.
see page 4.

L

This issue of the other voice was funded
by a grant from the UMass Arts Council
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Movies: critiquing the dogs
By ANDREW GORDON

TOOTSIE

The E.T. of this winter, this comedy has

been a critical and commercial success and

will probably pick up an armload of Oscar

nominations next month.

Dustin Hoffman, in his first film since

1979's Kramer vs. Kramer, is excellent as

the unemployable actor Michael Dorsey

and his female counterpart Dorothy

Michaels. He again brings humor, pathos

and insight to his role(s), creating not one,

but two, full-bodied characters; which

eventually mesh into one.

Director Sydney Pollack must also be

praised. Pollack, who also plays Hoffman's

flustered agent in Tootsie, has put together

a film which, though it is both sensitive and

funny, never sacrifices one for the other.

Pollack also pulls some dynamic perfor-

mances from his supporting players.

Teri Garr is super as an acting student

and girlfriend (sort of) of Hoffman's. Flaky

The film goes nowhere. But then again, it

doesn't start anywhere either. I don't

know what the film was trying to be, but

it's less funny than most T.V. sitcoms and

less romantic than many recent coffee com-

mercials.

If the characters are Tootsie's major

strength, they are Best Friend's major

weakness. We get no insight at all into the

main characters, and this is probably

because the filmmakers didn't feel the need

to give us any. We know Burt Reynolds

and we know Goldie Hawn, so why bother

with the hassle of building Richard and

Paula. Once every ten minutes or so they

just have Burt laugh his impish Burt laugh

and Goldie smile her cutesy Goldie smile

and we're expected to like them. Well this

is not the case. Richard and Paula rag and

whine and complain throughout the dura-

tion of the film and only pause to make goo-

goo eyes and share really stupid inside

jokes that we're not privy to. They're no

more intersting or likeable than anyone

else in the film, only more attractive.

What an adorable couple! Goldie Hawn and Burt Reynolds do
nothing more than make goo-^oo eyes at each other for 90
minutes in Best Friends.

and sincere, it's a role she's played many
times before; I think she is the role. Bill

Murray gives a beautifully understated

performance as Hoffman's intense

playwright roommate. Rumor has it he

totally improvised the character, which

was created by Elaine May (though she is

uncredited in the film).

Then there's good guy/bad guy character

actors Charles Durning and Dabney Col-

eman, but standing out is Jessica Lange
who, £is the soap star love interest, creates

a complexly tender character in Julie; naive

yet worldly, soft but tough. Lange has

finally broke out of the starlet stigma of

King Kong and has established herself as a

leading Hollywood actress. She follows the

film with the title role in the soon-to-be-

released Frances.

It is in the characters that the strength of

all film lies, and TooUde screenwriters

Larry Gelbart and Murray Schisgal unders-

tand this. It is to their credit that they use

these wonderful characters as a vehicle for

an important message.

The film does have one flaw, though. You
may think it petty but Tootsie has what Eire

easily the worst extras of any film I have

ever seen. In particular, the film's closing

scene is a beautiful dolly shot moving
backwards down a long New York street.

The focus is Hoffman and Lange, but what
distracted the hell out of me was the fact

that the extras, dozens of them, remain

completely motionless until several

moments after they come into camera

view, and then they come to life and move
in ridiculously precise and overplayed

movements.
Pet peeves about background action

aside, Tootsie is the best film to come out

this season.

BEST FRIENDS

Best Friends, on the other hand, could

vie for this season's worst. Burt Reynolds

and Goldie Hawn star as Richard and

Paula, two screenwriting lovers who
abruptly get married and then just kind of

hang-out, and go places, visit their folks,

oreak up and get back together.

THE VERDICT

Another winner from Sidney Lumet
who gave us Serpico, Dog Day Afternoon,

Network and more great films than I can

list here. Lumet here gives us an intense

character study of a down-and-out Boston
lawyer, played to perfection by Paul

Newman.
Newman's lawyer is an alcoholic am-

bulance chaser who is thrown a big

malpractice case by a friend and colleague.

Through the case he seeks to absolve

himself, to prove he isn't a bum. We
become connected to the character, sym-

pathetic to his wearied idealism, and his

struggle becomes important to us.

With him are Jack Warden in a good per-

formance as Newman's friend and

Charlotte Rampling in an unnecessary role

as a love interest. Against him are power-

ful performances by James Mason as the

prominent defense attorney and Milo

O'Shea as a judge you just want to hit.

Lumet very successfully combines the

drama of the trial process, as he did with 12

Angry Men, with the intensity of personal

conflict, like his Prince of the City. The film

may ultimately be simple and predictable,

but it is exhilarating and very satisfying.

TRAIL OF THE PINK PANTHER

A challenge to Best F'riends. It's hard to

call the newest of the pink panther pictures

the worst film of the winter as it really isn't

a film at all. It's a slapdash compilation of

scraps, clips, out-takes and poorly shot new
footage thrown together in an effort to

cash in on the appeal of the late Peter

Sellers.

,
Well, it doesn't work, because we've seen

the clips before and taken out of context

they're not half as funny as when we first

saw them; the out-takes were out-takes for

a reason: they're abominable; and as for

the new footage, it's so drawn-out, boring

and pretentious that viewing is thoroughly

unpleasureable.

The Trail of the Pink Panther doesn't

work on any level; not as comedy, not as

documentary (which it often purports to

Sydney PoUaok (left) plays George Fields, a New York movie

accent, and Dustin Hoffman (right) stars as — of course — Toot-

sie.

be) and r^ertainly not as tribute. If director

Blake Edwards had any respect for Sellers

he wouldn't have blasphemed him so

unmercifully.

AIRPLANE II; THE SEQUEL

This comedy, on the other hand, doesn't

try to be anything it's not. I was led to

believe that this film was a useless rehash

by several local film critics, who complain-

ed that the film too closely paralleled the

structure and humor of the original. Well,

what did they want. Woody Allen?

Airplane II gives the audience everything

that appealed to them in the original: jokes,

parody, humorous references and sight

gags. Sure it has old jokes, but it also has

hundreds of new ones.

Not a bad film at all. It is silly,

sophomoric fun.

48 HOURS

And speaking of exhilarating, ^8 Hours is

a powerhouse detective flick which com-

bines all the staples of a successful ac-

tioner: sex, violence, humor, interesting

characters and a good storyline.

These are all things which come with the

territory in any Walter Hill film. Director

Hill's films, in particular The Long Riders,

Southern C(mfort, The Driver, and The

Warriors, feature non-stop action, fast

pacing and a steady camera. Like these lat-

ter two films, JfS Hours is set against the

steamy neon nights of the city, in this case

San Francisco.

Nick Nolte stars as a grizzled cop sear-

ching for a psychotic escaped convict and

his partner. The two are rurning around

town shooting cops and civilians as they

search for some hidden money. Eddie Mur-

phy comes into the picture as another con-

vict recruited for 48 hours to help Nolte.

Murphy is excellent in this his motion pic-

ture debut. With sleepy eyes and a wise-ass

smile he brings a sense of urgency to the

character. Paramount is pushing for a sup-

porting actor nomination for the young
comedian.

In other roles, Nolte is good, but looks

terminal; Annette O'Toole is beautiful, but

wasted in a small, thankless role and David

Patrick Kelly, the lunatic leader of the

Rogues in The Warriors, again plays a

punk with a screw loose.

A good, tight, fun, action picture.

Director Sidney Lumet (right) discusses a scene with Paul
Newman (left) who plays a down-and-out Boston lawyer who's
got one last chance to make it big. in the Verdict.
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& doves of the winter season
•lationship takes more of a front seat in this

version. The film is also more conclusive,

with a really nifty tracking shot tacked on at

the end.

Director Joan Micklin Silver, who also

wrote the screenplay, has done an excellent

job. Like her Hester Street and Between the

Lines, a number of characters are intro-

duced and well sustained by respectful direc-

tion, pacing and acting.

Heard and Hurt are charming in the leads,

as are Peter Riegert as Heard's shiftless

housemate, Tarah Nutter as his sister and

Kenneth McMillan as his devoted stepfather.

All the performers work well as an ensemble.

The characters all seem to really like and care

about one another; this is something often

lacking in Hollywood films.

As an interesting side note, the film was

produced by three actors — Amy Robinson,

Griffin Dunne {American Werewolfin Lon-

don) and Mark Metcalf {Animal House) —
who got tired of waiting for movies to come
along and decided to make one themselves.

The three, who also appear in the film, will

next move on to Baby, It 's You, which they

are producing for John Sayles.

Laura (Mary Beth Hurt) and Charles (John Heard) exchange

pillowtalk in a scene from Chilly Scenes of Winter.

CHILLY SCENES OF WINTER
The sleeper hit of the year. This film was

originally released in 1979 under the title

Head Ox'er Heels but received a fate which

has plagued many fine films: when release

time approached, the distributor (in this case

United Artists) got nervous and pulled out its

advertising dollars. Conversely the film died

a quick death at the box office.

What finally happened to this film is the

same thing that saved such films as Cutter's

Way, The Stuntman and Inside Moves; UA
Classics, a recently formed subsidiary of

United Artists, rescued the film and gave it a

second chance. The picture was re-edited,

re-titled and re-released at small, selective

markets.

The resulting film has been titled Chilly

Scenes of Winter, after the Ann Beattie

novel on which it is based. The story tells of

Charles (John Heard) and his doomed

obsessive love for Laura (Mary Beth Hurt).

Charles' plight is funny and sad and easy to

relate to.

Head Over Heels was a good movie but

Chilly Scenes is far superior. It is tighter, fun-

nier and more effective. There are less

scenes with Charles' kooky mom (Gloria

Grahame) and more with he and Laura; their

Eddie Murphy (left) stars as an off-beat convict recruited by

detective Nick Nolte (right) to help capture a cop-killing piink In

48 Hours.

E.T beauty or the beast
By JOHN F. HUDSON

Andy, you sentimental wimp. It's really

sad, yet typical, that you would fall for

this trite, overblown, self-indulgent

movie. It's not enough that you have the

originality of an "I Love Lucy" rerun in

praising this movie along with every other

bimbo critic in the world. No, you also

have to push this simplistic opinion on our

unsuspecting readers — score another

one for the Rex Reed of the Collegian.

Next stop, the Boston Herald perhaps?

Many criticis claim, including my
dubious colleague, that E.T. is the story of

a lost alien and his "touching" friendship

with a small boy. Wake up Gordon! The

creature, like youself, is pudgy .lifeless,

and worthless. If your idea of a good

movie is one in which a four-foot tall foam

rubber creature lusts after a sickly sweet

spoiled brat, I imagine you also enjoy cold

oatmeal, Silhouette Romances, and one-

maturation process which is the true

essence of growing up as a child, as a

youngster learning, yet stumbling and

falling on occasion. Elliot is merely a

homogenized version of children in white,

middle class America, an America which

Holly-wood constantly foists upon un-

suspecting moviegoers.

In retrospect, E.T. obviously has, and

will continue, to entertain millions of peo-

ple around the world. Yet if this enter-

tainment threatens the chance for a

Diner, a Moonlighting or a Harold and

Maude from being made, this "entertain-

ment," has come at a costly price indeed.

You take E.T. and Porky 's and the

millions they made, Andy. I'm sure you'll

be in good company.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Executive

Editor

By ANDREW GORDON

John, you heartless bastard. Who else

but you could resist the wonderful magic

E.T. has spread from coast to coast and

around the glolje. But you can't stand the

thought of so many deriving so much

pleasure. No, you have to be different.

Well different is something we've always

known about you.

E.T. is a tender, beautiful fantasy story

of the relationship between a young boy

and the extra-terrestrial creature that

becomes stranded on earth. I'm sorry you

had to miss a night of bowling and beating

your dog, but I'm even sorrier that you

can't be touched in the way millions of

people were. Oh sure, you're touched in

the head, but that's not the same thing.

E.T. typifies escapism as a film form;

the ability cinema has to take one away, to

forget all the horrible things and people in

the world, like you John. It is

manipulative, 1 grant you, but in the way

all great cinema is. The music, the visuals;

everything combines to become the total

experience that is E.T. The feeling

created is moving and very positive. But I

guess you've been desensitized by seven

nights a week at the Majestic Cinema.

There are many literary references in

E.T. Careful observers have pointed out

correlations with such varied sources as

The Bible and The Wizard of Oz. But is

that plagiarism? Of course not; what a

stupid point, John. I suppose you thought

West Side Story was a shameless rip-off of

Rcrnieo and Juliet. Or that My Fair Lady

should be pulled from release because of

its sinful similarity U) Pygmalion.

1 can't justify the outrageous manufjic-

turing tie-in that accompanied the pic-

ture, but the deal wasn't made by

Spielberg, or by Elliot, or by the "pudgy,

lifeless" creature, so why blame them.

con
night stands. Do you know what shallow,

one-dimensional and sleazy mean? Sure, I

knew you did.

Supposedly the movie borrows from

such childhood classics as The Wizard of

Oz and Alice in Wonderland. Like most of

your previous newspaper articles Gordon,

director Steve Spielberg has also chosen

to plagarize original material. In your

case this really doesn't surprise me con-

sidering the words private property are

not to be found in your somewhat limited

vocabulary. While on the subject of

ripoffs, do you think I could borrow your

ET. t-shirt or toilet paper, lunch box,

notebook, soap, or stuffed dolly? (A note

to the readers - be forewarned! Andy has

really taken this E.T. thing quite too

seriously. He wishes to be addressed from

now on as Elliot. He gets quite upset if

you don't.) Really Andy, its not as if cor-

porate America is trying to manipulate

the vulnerable emotions of kids all over

America by hocking E.T. items at grossly

expensive prices, now is it?

Elliot has been lauded as the epitome of

wonder and curiosity in small children.

Yet how realistically does this child Elliot

represent childhood, universal childhood

for that matter. In a typical Hollywood

styie, the movie neglects to address <^ies-

tions of the conflicts, problems and the

pro

(other voioe gVKphle bj Bmt* .

The deal was made by Universal pictures.

Okay, granted, I eat more Reese's Pieces

than I did before, and millions of people

treasure their E.T. dolls, but is there real-

ly anything wrong with that? If people

want or need a character to emulate, to

admire, why not E.T., one that is good

and positive? Who are your heroes, Hud-

son? Scrooge? Captain Blye? The Grinch

who stole Christmas?

Like the stupid jerk you are, you chose

only to look at the film for what it's not. It

was director Steven Spielberg's intention

to make a film that would convey the

wonder of childhood, much as his idol

Francois Truffaut did with SrmXl Change.

Spielberg succeeded. E.T. is told, felt,

even filmed from the level of Elliot, the

little boy. It stirs up universal feelings of

growing-up, feelings we can all relate to.

Except you John, you probably spent your

youth stripping cars and stealing other

kids' milk money.

At the crux of the issue I think you're

confusing the commercial overkill of E. T.

with the film itself. E.T. is not Porkys. It

has a heart. Which obviously you don't,

you crusty curmudgeon. So keep your

pornography and demented heroes, we'll

take E.T.

Andy Gordon is the Collegian Film Editor

^>
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com
Fine Arts Center

PHILIP GLASS ENSEMBLE
Thursday, February 10

THE WASHINGTON BALLET
Monday, February 14

JEFFREY KAHANE, PIANO
Thursday, February 24

MARCEL MARCEAU
Friday, March 4

CINCINNATI SYMPHONY OR-
CHESTRA
Tuesday, March 15

"TWELFTH NIGHT"
Wednesday, March 16

"TARTUFFE"
Thursday, March 17

TOKYO STRING QUARTET
Wednesday, March 30

BELA LEWITZKY DANCE COMPANY
Friday, April 8

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY OR-
CHESTRA
Sunday, April 10

DEXTER GORDON QUARTET
Thursday, April 14

DONG-SUK RANG, VIOLIN
Tuesday, April 19

NEW YORK CHAMBER SOLOISTS
Saturday, April 30

POPS CONCERT BY CLEVELAND OR-
CHESTRA
Wednesday, April 11

Seating in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall will begin thirty minutes prior to performance time.

The Fine Arts Center box office is located at the main entrance to the Concert Hall. Box office hours are Monday -Friday 12 noon to 4

p.m. and one hour before performances. Tickets will go on sale at the box office for each event three weeks before the performance

date.

For more information, call 545-2511.

ffl

Korean native, violinist Donfif-Stik Kan^ will perform on Tues-
day, April 19 as part of the FAC's Spring Concert Series.

iHrit

ODDS AND ENDS

PETE SEEGER will perform in a benefit concert for Hampshire County Day Care

and Heartland Productions at 8 p.m., on Saturday, February 5th in John M. Green

Hall. Smith College. Tickets are $7; $3.00 for children and senior citizens. Tickets are

available at Broadside Books and Downtown Sounds in Northampton, For the Record

and The Fretted Instrument Workshop in Amherst.

CABARET vvill be presented by the Amherst Masquers at 8 p.m. on February

4,5,6,9,10,11 and 12 in the Kirby Theater, Amherst College. Tickets are $2.50 and

$1.50 for senior citizens. For reservations, call 542-2277.

University Ensemble Theatxe

RAND THEATER

ASHES by David Rudkin
March 3-5. 9-12

COMEDY OF ERRORS by William

Shakesp)eare

April 7-9, 13-16

COMPANY by Stephen Sondheim
May 5-7. 11-14

CURTAIN THEATER

THE RUNNER STUMBLES by Mylan
Stitt

February 15-19

LANDSCAPE OF THE BODY by John
Guare
May 11-14

Tickets for Rand Theater productions are $3.50 for the general public and

$2.50 for students and senior citizens.

Tickets for Curtain Theater productions are $2.50 for the general public and

$1.50 for students and senior citizens.

The University Ensemble Theater box office is located in the lobby of the Rand

Theater in the Fine Arts Center. It is open from 12:00 to 4:00 p.m. and one hour

before curtain. For more information call 545-3511.

FACULTY RECITALS

DAVID SPORNY, TROMBONE
8 p.m., February 8

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

NIGEL COXE, PIANO - Tri&ute to

EuMe Blake

8 p.m., February 12

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

LYNN KLOCK, SAXOPHONE
8 p.m., February 15

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

JEFF HOLMES, JAZZ COM-
POSER/PERFORMER
8 p.m., February 17

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

JOANNE TANNER, FLUTE
8 p.m., February 27

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

JULIAN OLEVSKY, VIOLIN
8 p.m., March 3

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

CHAMBER MUSIC:

AMERICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL I

8 p.m., February 3

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

AMERICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL II

8 p.m., March 8

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

AMERICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL III

8 p.m. April 12

UPC Productions
THE SOLOS AND DUOS CONCERT SERIES

February 11 — Ronald Shannon Jackson,

solo drums

March 4 - J.R. MitchellAValter Davis Jr.,

drums, vocals

March 11 — Jackie McLean/Renne
McLean

April 15 — Abbey Lincoln, piano

The Solos and Duos Concert Series is presented by the Duke Ellington Committee in conjunction with UPC Productions. All perfor-

mances begin at 8 p.m., Fridays in the Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union Building.

THE NEW YORK HOT TRUMPET
REPERTORY COMPANY
Featuring Malachi Thompson, Lester

Bowie, Olu Dara, Stanton David, and

Wynton Marsalis.

8 p.m., February 15

Student Union Ballroom

PHIL COLLINS
With the Fabulous Jacuzzis and the One
Neat Guy
8 p.m., February 17

Fine Arts Center

Tickets are $12.50 and $11.50 for non-

students, $11.50 and $10.50 for students

BLUES IN THE BLUE WALL SERIES

THE RAMONES
8 p.m., February 23

Student Union Ballroom

Tickets are $10.00 for non-students, $8.00

for students

J.B. HUTTO & THE NIGHTHAWKS
February 12

KOKO TAYLOR
March 5

MARCEL
MARGBllU

World renown pantomimlst. Maroel Marceau, will perform on

Friday. March 4 at the Fine Arts Center.

Department of Music and Dance

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FIVE COLLEGE CHAMBER
SOLOISTS
Ronald Steele, conductor

8 p.m., April 21

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET
8 p.m., May 2

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
ENSEMBLES:

WIND ENSEMBLE
Malcolm V/. Rowell, Jr., conductor

8 p.m., March 4

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

CHAMBER WINDS
John Jenkins, conductor

8 p.m., April 5

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

JAZZ SHOWCASE
Jeff Holmes, program coordinator

Featuring Jazz Ensemble I, Vocal Jazz

Ensemble, and Chamber Jazz Ensemble

8 p.m., April 6

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

BRASS CHOIR AND CHAMBER
CHOIR
Walter Chesnut and Wayne Abercrombie,

conductors

8 p.m., April 13

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

FIVE COLLEGE ORCHESTRA
8 p.m., April 20

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Peter Tanner, director

8 p.m., April 22

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

CONCERT BAND
George Parks, director

3 p.m., April 24

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UNIVERSITY CHORALE
Richard du Bois, conductor

8 p.m., April 27

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge hall

OPERA WORKSHOP
Dorothy Ornest, director

3 p.m.. May 8

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

SYMPHONY BAND AND WIND
ENSEMBLE
Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr., conductor

8 p.m., May 9

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

JAZZ ENSEMBLE I

Jeff Holmes, director

8 p.m., May 11

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

YOUTH WIND ENSEMBLE
Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr., conductor

8 p.m.. May 13

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

CHORAL UNION
Richard du Bois, conductor

8 p.m., May 15

Bowker Auditorium, Stc<:kbridge Hall

VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE

Horace Clarence Boyer, director

8 p.m.. May 16

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

DANCE:

STUDENT DANCE CONCERT
8 p.m., February 17, 18, 19

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

Admission charge

SPRING DANCE WORKSHOP
8 p.m., April 21, 22, 23

Hampden Dining Commons, Southwest

FIVE COLLEGE DANCE DEPART-
MENT FACULTY CONCERT
8 p.m.. May 5-7

Theatre 14, Smith College

8 p.m.. May 13-14

Kirby Theatre, Amherst College

Admission charge

SPECIAL EVENTS:

NEW WORKS COMPETITION CON-
CERT
New England Conservatory Contem-

porary Music Ensemble

8 p.m., March 6

Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC

YOUNG PERFORMERS COMPETI-
TION
All day, April 6

Department of Music and Dance

The Spring Recital and Concert Series is presented by the faculty and student ensembles of the Department of Music and Dance at

UMass. All recitals and concerst listed above are free of charge except where noted. For further information, call 545-2227.

University Gallery

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD by William

Wegman
An exhibition of recent photographs and

drawings.

February 5 - March 18

NOVA SCOTIA COLLEGE OF ART
AND DESIGN
An exhibition of contemporary prints and

books published by the college.

February 5 March 18

DO, DID, DONE
A series of four artists' performances and

exhibitions.

rattles. 8 p.m., February 8

ALEX GREY - "Prayer Wheel"
Grey and his wife will perform a

ritualistic work employing items including

a carved Tibetan prayer wheel and a

skeleton. 8 p.m., February 15

FAB FIVE FREDDY
Freddy will present an evening of rapp-

ing, the cadenced song-speak overdubs

which have enjoyed a vogue with such

radio hits as Grandmaster Flash's "The

Message." Freddy will also display graf-

fiti work. 8 p.m., March 1

JEFF WAY - "Transformation Perfor-

mance" ANN MAGNUNSON
A ritualistic work aimed at transcending Magnunson will transform herself into a

the daily worid. Way views the role of the series of female characters in what is

artist as a shaman or religious magician. often a witty parody of pop culture. The

He will exhibit a series of Elvis and Jesus performance sets will also be on view. 8

paintings, as well as masks, screens and p.m., March 8

The University Gallery, located in the Fine Arts Center, is open to the public Tues-

day through Friday, 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

For more information, call 545-3670.

Herter Gallery

JEWISH ARTS MONTH FESTIVAL
February 1-14, Gallery II

FRED BECKER, printmaker and UMass
Prof.

February 6-18, Gallery I, Sun Gallery

GAIL SINGER ,
printmaker from Paris

February 6-18, Gallery I, Sun Gallery

PAINTINGS BY SHIMAN OKSHTEYN,
Russian Artist

February 28 - March 18, Gallery II

VALLEY WOMEN ARTISTS
March 1-5, Gallery I, Sun Gallery,

MFA THESIS EXHIBITS:

March 27 - April 1

Hawley Hussey (Gallery I)

April 3-8

Linda Chaney (Gallery I, Sun Gallery)

Karen Schmitt (Gallery II)

.

April 10-15

Francine Gintof (Gallery I, Sun Gallery)

Dan Plunkett (Gallery II)

April 17-22

Frances Hudson (Gallery I, Sun Gallery)

Kathryn Kirk (Gallery II)

April 24-29

(ieorge Peterson (Gallery I, Sun Gallery)

Suzette Jones (Gallery II)

May 1-6

Jane Gergeon (Gallery I, Sun Gallery)

Karen Kieser (Gallery II)

May 8-13

Alix Hegeler (Gallery I, Sun Gallery)

Dottie McKay (Gallery II)

May 15-20

Gary Orlinsky (Gallery I, Sun Gallery)

Kei January (Gallery II)

The Herter Gallery is located in the North Unit on the first {^:,r < Herter Hall.

Admission to all gallery events is free. For more information, c m- :>45-0976.
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Cool for cats
Sculatti's Catalog of Cool is, like, frigid man!
THE CATALOG OF COOL
Edited by Gene Sculatti

Warner Bros., 216 pp., $6.95

By DOUGLAS MUISE

I've always been a tad suspicious of books that profess

to catalog some entity or interest. Visions of those 2000

page planks published by Sears and Roebuck, with

everything from socket sets to brassieres represented

therein, immediately leap into my head. The principle of

the thing seems self-annihilating — you just cannot com-

pile a definitive catalog on a subject without churning out

something slipshod at l)est and always glaringly in-

complete.

But now I find Gene Sculatti's The Catalog ofCool buried

at the foot of my Christmas stocking. Another "catalog" I

snicker. And a catalog of "cool" no less. Just a sec Daddy-

0, how could anybody catalog cool? That's like condensing

Shakespeare. You kind of lose something in the transition.

But that's even to say nothing of the terminology you're i

up against. How in the hell do you even begin to define

something as ineffable as cool? We're certainly not talking

Toughskin jeans here.

In another bestselling "catalog" of the year past. The

Prej/pie Handbook, all Lisa B. had to do (clever lady that

she is) was commit to paper the finer points of a cultural

phenomena most of us are (ugh) already knee deep in

knowledge of. After all, preppiness is so easy to discern.

When someone's gonzo prep, you can damn well catch the

vital signs. But when popular opinion holds someone or

''True cool is nothing
more than the fullest expres-

sion of what it is that's

different or unique about a
person.

Sculatti is quick to point out that, unlike becoming a prep-

pie, coolness cannot be acquired or shed with the expe-

diency of an Izod and a pair of khakis:

Learning everything that 's between these

covers won 't make you cook, any more than

its m ^de any of us cool (Just look!).

You are cool if you go away from here

and invent your own version of cool.

I think a lot of people (myself included) conceive of cool

as the product of some lost beatnik/hippie aesthetic born

in a smoke inebriated cafe in Soho — hipster in nehru and

beret reciting stream-of-conscious poetry interjected with

hoarse "crazy man's" and accompanied by the soft, steady

thumpa thumpa of a bongo drum in the background. This

had to be where cool got its start. But not so in actuality,

and most jazz affectionados will know what I'm talking

about.

"Jazz musicians were probably the first people to use

the word cool who weren't talking about the weather,"

says contributor Joe Goldberg in the book's first chapter.

Goldberg attributes the rightful origination of cool to the

jazzmen and proto-hipsters of the late '40s. Cool's usage

stemmed from a growing revolt in the musical community

countering Louis Armstrong and his "Hot Five." "Arm-
strong and his ensemble had become synonymous with

'hot jazz,' so musicians concerned with overturning Arm-

strong's primacy couldn't call themselves 'hot' no matter

how blazing they were." "Cool jazz," since trivialized by

those inane Kool cigarette advertisements, was born in

Harlem's Minton's Playhouse and Munroe's Uptown

H(mse where bebop got its start back in 1947, according to

Goldberg. Cool's nativity was also nurtured by early recor-

dings from the two founders of bebop: Dizzy Gillespie's

Cool Breezes and Charlie Parker's Cool Blues. Note the

"cool" in each title.

Goldberg even goes as far as to elaborate the typical

coolster uniform of the period (see photo, above right):

Dizzy Gillespie bop glasses, zoot suit with Windsor knot

tie, spread collar shirt, and Flagg Brothers "deadliest

things you ever saw" shoes.

!••••••

thing to be cool, appreciation comes less readily.

Moreover, there's no real vantage point from which to

judge. So what do you rely on? Personal opinion? The cur-

rent ravings of pop fad and fashion? Cool is going to mean

different things to different people.

Sculatti's certainly got his work cut out for him in The

Catalog of Cool, that's a safe enough assumption from the

start. And with something like coolness, a shaky enough

concept to begin with, you can be sure he's pressured into

make a bumper crop of value judgements. But here Sculat-

ti plays it smart. He's enlisted the cool competencies of a

number noted hipsters such as Richard Meltzer. Steve. X.

Rea, Joe Goldberg, Swamp Dogg, and Sal Zero, and each

fills a section on their speciality. And its all here folks: the

hip sounds from Elvis to Elvis Costello, the hip sees from

Citizen Kane to Eating Rcuml, the hip reads from On th£^

Road to the Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, the hip threads

from Campbell Soup paper dress to wood-grain Nehrus,

and even a special section on the all-time "gone" TV
shows (would you believe The Bullwinkle Show is con-

sidered cool?). Sound like fun? You bet.

But first Sculatti strips our conceptions of what cool is

all about. He says that cool is neither a fad nor fashion and

has nothing whatsoever to di> with being "with it" or "in"

by present standards. Furthermore, the true state of cool

is immutable; it is eternal —

True cool is nothing more (or less) than

the fullest expression of what it is that's

different or unique about a person. Someone

taps his uniqueness and liberally invests his

creations urilh it. When these creations or

expressions achieve maximum input, that's

cool. Imagination counts.

The inlmlt' i

to a better ft i

orosa-over

Moving from jazz to a more popular front, in "Who's

Cool in Music" Sculatti has assembled a compendium of

must have albums from half a dozen musical schools. I

wholeheartedly agree with artist pix such as Bo Diddly,

Bob Dylan ("From '64 to '66. Mr. Maximum Utmost. How
did it feel?"). Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis ("The killer

awoke at dawn. He wants a drink."), the Velvet

Underground ("New York's punk parents were evil

mothers"), and the B-52's. But Sculatti has also seen fit to

include such dreadfully un-cool acts such as ABBA, Tom
Waits, and Henry Mancini. Sculatti's taste is a bit ques-

tionable, but then cool is mostly a matter of opinion

anyway, right?

A lot of the flicks listed in "The Fifty Coolest Movies

Ever Made" hit the screen way before my time and hence

many are unfamiliar. If you're a film freak however, I'm

sure a few of the titles will be instantly recognizable —
Doctor StrangeUn^e, High School Confidential, The Horror

ofParty Beach, Mean Streets. Kitten unth a Whip, and The

Cool Ones jvmop'^ '^thers are praised by Sculatti for their

intrin. neglects to mention such killers (at

Le zoot suit

least in my .ind anyway) as Blackboard Jungle, Rebel

Without a Cause, and On the Waterfront. Brando and

Dean uncool? I dunno Gene.

Wliat catalog of cool would be complete without a little

something on one of the "wildest, grooviest, hippiest, sw-

ingin'est, double-frantic, maddest, most exquisite cats

that ever breathed," Richard "Lord" Buckley? A master

of black jazz-rap extrapolations, Buckley constructed

gloriously insane and elaborate monologues on everything

from the life of Christ, in "The Nazz" ("the sweetest far-

out cat that ever stomped on this Sweet Green Sphere!")

to Marc Antony's oration at Caesar's funeral. Sculatti has

even inserted one of Buckley's most celebrated poetic

works: "Hipsters, Flipsters, and Finger-Poppin'

Daddies." Groove along with one of cool's granddaddies.

In his "Forty Must-Haves, Hiply Writ" book section,

Sculatti recommends to us, aside from every scrap of

paper Jack Keruac every scribbled on, a massive

hodgepodge of detective thrillers, gothic novels, demented
autobiographies, Sci Fi scorchers and various other works

inundated with punk anti-heroes. Bowery beatniks, and
existential post-men. You'll find no Shakespeare here, no

Faulkner, no Joyce, nor Milton. The real literary heavies

are apparently uncool in Sculatti's mind, although

Milton's Satan seems to me a Mr. Ultimate Utmost if

there ever was one. The guy takes teenage rebellion to the

heights in telling the Old Man himself to shove it. What
could be cooler than that I wonder? An apparent over-

sight.

Frankenstein, The Late Risers, The Long Goodbye, Love
in the Ruins, One Flew Over the Cuckoo 's Nest, The Secret

Life ofSalvador Dali, Nightmare in Pink, Against Nature
— quite a lineup and all first rate.

The "Hip Threads" portion of the catalog contains pret-

ty much what I expected — minis, sack dresses, and pop-it

beads for the woman; cross-over ties, tab collar shirts, and
zoot suits for the guys. There's nothing, however, on
leather jacket etiquette, capris pants, or white bucks. Too
bad. There is a section by Byron Laursen on customizing

your Levis, but I fail to see how shaving the stitching from
the back pockets or removing the belt loops will make your
jeans look like "a chopped, nosed, and decked 1949 Mer-
cury with frenched headlights," as Laursen puts it.

If you happen to have been born later than 1960, The

Catalog of Cool is going to hold very few reminiscences as

a nostalgia piece and that's definitely what it is. My folks

did get a kick out of it though. Sculatti, it seems, considers

1947-62 to be the country's cool epoch. All cool from that

time onward merely dips from this period. Hency, if you

want to be cool, you've got to involve yourself in a time

warp of sorts. Sculatti includes precious little information

on coolness in the '80s, aside from punk. In this sense the

book is incomplete.

But overall, The Catalog of Cool definitely swings. If

you're like me, a creature fascinated by those marvelous

trashy quirks of an American pop culture gone beserk. The
Catalog of Cool is going to make you quiver with delight.

"Seize the time."

Reasonably speaking
Harry Reasoner takes a look back
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BEFORE THE COLORS FADE
By Harry Reasoner
Quill, 206 pp., $5.95

By JOHN F. HUDSON
Within the past few years broadcast journalism has

gone from bad to worse to terrible. Electronics have done

for television news gathering what Rupert Murdoch is

now doing for the Boston Herald. Sensationalism has

replaced insightfulness and splashy electronic graphics

have usurped the traditional realm of the anchor, his desk

and the news. Multiple anchor desks around the world

have replaced Walter Cronkite and his ever assuring line,

"...and that's that way it is..." Throughout all of this, one

man, Harry Reasoner, has witnessed the changes in

broadcast journalism and in a light, yet intelligent way,

addresses the evolution of the electronic press over the

last twenty-seven years.

As Reasoner notes in the opening chapter of Before the

Colors Fade, "This, I hope is the story of how things grew.

I don't suppose we thought much about what we were do-

ing, how we were forming the habits and the principles

and the morals of our craft. It's just as well; the sense of

responsibility might have immobilized us." These opening

remarks set the tone for the rest of the book, one which

happily never stoops to condescension in order to impress

the reader. Like a favorite old sweater or comfortable pair

of jeans, Mr. Reasoner's writing style surrounds the

reader in an unassuming way. Yet for all his warmth and

familiarity, Mr. Reasoner also demonstrates an innate

ability to capture an event of historical magnitude such as

the sending of the National Guard into Little Rock, Arkan-

sas in 1957. This was done to ensure safe desegregation of

the public high schools.

In 1954, the Supreme Court ruled in Brown vs. Board of

Education, that separate but equal" was unconstitutional

and directed the nation's school boards to desegregate

with, "all deliberate speed." Little Rock, Arkansas proved

HARK
REASONER

to be the proving ground for this constitutional precedent.

It was also the first "baptism under fire" for the neophyte

broadcast journalist, have just begun work for CBS in

1956. Here Reasoner deftly avoids the trap so many
historians and reporters alike fall into when observing

emotionally charged issues. Too often, they let the event

effect them so heavily, it shows in their supposedly objec-

tive book or story. Instead of reporting, they judge. In-

stead of telling who or what, they venture an opinion as to

why. Although many writers damage themselves when
falling into this tricky habit, they also confuse and in-

fluence the reader even more. Within the realm of the

press, both in newspapers and the broadcasting these

types of actions are too accepted as "truth." Happily

Reasoner avoids this type of journalistic miscue and at-

tempts to see the event for what it was.

"The key to understanding the story (Little Rock)," ac-

cording to Reasoner, "...is that there are always at least

two sides to any story...(On Evil)...Accepting the fact that

most people don't think of themselves as wrong or evil,

you can then report their behavior with a kind of recogni-

tion of dignity which is always deserved at the outset of

coverage — let reporting decry the evil, if it is there. You
are not on hand to merely fill in the blanks of your own
preconceptions."

Throughout the book, Mr. Reasoner attempts to convey

his own impressions and ideas on broadcast journalism

over the past twenty-seven years, along the way giving us

interesting observations and amusing anecdotes which on-

ly he could remember and describe in his own inimitable

way. The book is far from a literary masterpiece, yet it

never really claims to be one. It just comes from a man
most Americans have come to know and respect.

As Mr. Reasoner so eloquently points out in his book,

"The great thing is to keep this thing in perspective.

Remember that just because your voice reaches halfway

around the world, you are no wiser than when it reached

only to the end of the bar."

from
By DOUGLAS MUISE

The University Gallery, nestled in the rear of the Fine

Arts Center, is embarking this semester on what must be

one of their more adventuresome and by far, exciting

seasons yet. If you've neglected Gallery offerings in the

past, you really owe it to yourself to spend some time

there this semester. The Gallery has expanded its format

to include a series of live and alternative art performances

that are simply quite smashing and demand attention.

Forget your preconceived notions of what "alternative"

art is all about — obliqueness, esoterica, and all that. The

series, featuring the works of Jeff Way, Alex Grey, Fab

Five Freddy, and Ann Magnunson entitled DO, DID,

DONE, will shatter those conceptions forever.

Jeff Way will lead off the series with his "Transforma-

tion Performance" at 8 p.m. on February 8th. Through ex-

tensive use of costumes and masks. Way makes live per-

formance a visual artistic medium. Snakes, demons,

sorcerers, shamans, Indian chiefs, and Picasso heads are

among Way's favorite costume motifs. In the process of

"Transformation Performance," layer upon layer of

painted robes and masks will be removed in the midst of a

ritualistic dance as Way transforms himself into his

characters and images.

A sampling of Ways' more static works — a series of

Elvis and Jesus paintings — as well as the masks, screens,

and rattles used in his performance will also be on display.

Alex Grey, a Boston native, along vdth his wife Allyson,

will be the second artist performing in the series. Grey is

an artist infatuated with images of death; death as the ter-

mination of human life, and death as that possibility which

makes our existences all the more precious. His obsession

has resulted in works enamored with a horrific morbidity,

often bordering on disgust. For Brain Sack, Grey consum-

ed a plate of spaghetti and cut his hair onto the empty

plate, placed a human brain on the hair, took the universal

antidote, and then vomited onto the brain. In Polar

Wandering, he used all of his money to fly and snowmobile

to the north magnetic pole where he took off all his clothes

to pose for a photograph. In Life, Death and God, Grey is

shown hanging upside down by the ankle, tied to the ankle

of a hollowed-out corpse. Necrophilia climaxed Grey's

obsession, with a painting depicting Grey making love to a

dead woman's body. Grey's performance at 8 p.m.,

February 15 will undoubtedly be of a less extreme nature,

but provocative nonetheless. A ritualistic work will be per-

formed by Grey and his wife utilizing a carved Tibetan

"Prayer Wheel," and a skeleton in which he will continue

his "ongoing meditation on mortality." Also featured will

be a fascinating Blakeian series of lifesize figures detailing

the human metaphysical anatomy.

Brooklyn native Frederic Brathwaite, known as Fab

Five Freddy and the founding member of the now
disbanded graffiti squad — the Fabulous Five — is an ar-

tist of a more popular complexion. He began his career as

a visual artist, before branching his talents to include

music and film. Freddy is currently a graffiti artist and

has exhibited his work in New York (Mudd Club, Club 57,

and the Kitehen), as well as in Rome and Milan. He
describes graffiti as "the purest art form, because it's the

most pictoral expression of our generation. The graffiti I

do ties in with the rapping. It's all part of the same sub-

culture. It comes out of New York which is the most ad-

vanced ghetto in the world." As a rap artist, Freddy has

performed with the members of Blondie (end result: "Rap-

ture"), Chic, as well as contributing to recent rap

crossovers by the Clash, and a track for the British fanzine

— Flexipop!

Freddy, who will jjerform in the University Gallery at 8

p.m. on March 1, will rap to a recorded accompaniment.

He will also create one of his graffiti works. It should be an

exceedingly interesting night, to be sure.

The final artist performing in the series will be Ann
Magnuson, undoubtably the coolest single woman in the

States at the moment. Her credentials buzz with unassum-

ing hipness: BFA in Theater and Film from Denison

University, a year in London studying the subjects,

manager of that den of camp culture on NYC's Lower

East Side - Club 57 - from March '79 to September '80,

founder and president of the exclusive Ladies' Auxiliary

of the Lower East Side, fashion satirist for the Style Sec-

tion of the Soho Weekly News, publisher of the fashion

magazine — Sheep, omnipresent producer and director of

Fab Five Freddy

some of the more bizarre forms of esoterica to be found in

the night clubs of NYC. This woman is on top of it!

Magnuson specializes in costumed satires and parodies,

notably popular culture and its revered cult figures. On
March 8 at 8 p.m., Magnuson will transform herself into a

series of female characters including a Southern

evangelist singer, and the repniniscing housewife. Check it

out!

ELLEN McILLWAINE
January, 8, 1983

Passim's, Cambridge

By PETER WISSOKER

Ellen Mclllwaine says that her style is a combination of

Jimi Hendrix and Richie Havens.

Ellen Mclllwaine plays an electric guitar standmg

alone on stage.

Ellen Mclllwaine refuses to play bar chords.

For eight years Ellen Mclllwaine has been playing in

clubs, sharing the bill with people like Tom Waits and

other folkies. While Waits has become a nationwide suc-

cess, Ellen is still playing the clubs. Why? "I guess I

haven't been willing to do the things that one has to do to

make it big. Like changing my voice to a high pitehed

whimper. I've got news lor you men, sue saiu, W omen

don't really talk like that."

So it was at Passim's in Harvard Square. Switching

between an acoustic guitar Ooudly amplified), a piano,

and an electric guitar, Mclllwaine (last names are the hip

way of referring to musicians) ran through a set of mixed

rock and blues, some standards, and some originals. She

played a number of songs from her new album,

Everybody Needs It, recently released on Blind Pig

Records as well.

Apparently for the last year or so, Mclllwaine has been

touring with a full band. The gig at Passim's was one of

the first she's played in a while without anyone else there

to amuse the audience. This was really great because she

babbled away about just about everything. Mclllwaine

has an excellent attitude towards life and she's just the

type of woman that one imagines the executives at

Warner Brothers would despise. She isn't petite, she

doesn't speak softly, and she isn't about to sit home cry-

ing if her man leaves her. In fact it might be said that she

is America's most authentic white blues singer. What's

more, she'll admit that she likes ZZ Top.

It's really difficult to praise a musician without soun-

ding condescending or trite but gllen Mclllwaine's play-

ing is both accurate and innovative, particularly her slide

playing.

It's typical of today's large record monopolies that the

real artists of America get left to play the small clubs,

with little financial reward, while talentless pretty boys

and girls go and play with themselves for an hour on

stage for large amounts of cash. Ellen Mclllwaine is

great. She deserves success. She deserves your money.

Go see her. You deserve to be entertained.

Ellen Mclllwaine ivill be playing at the Iron Horse Feb.

ISth.
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ENTIRE INVENTORY
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. . .EVERYTHING in Stock
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Monday, January 31, 1983

The Skier's Choice!
Four chairllfts, snowmaking, and 1 180 vertical feet.

21 trails and slopes.

Berkshire st bk m 339-6617
Instructions for: (1 credit courses)

•beginner •advanced •novice 'racing •intermediate •expert •pre-instructor

Also included with program: Ski privledges • mid-week • all nights for the season

v/u for this complete season

Course Sign-Up in Boyden Rm 223, Mon Wed, Jan 31, Feb 1, Feb 2 9 am-3 pm

35 minutes away
Route 2 West
to Charlemont

(413) 339-6617
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This offer cannot be connbined

with any other discount.
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Traffic is heavy on the Whitmore Administration Building ramp as students hustle to tie up

bureaucratic loose ends before classes begin. Related story, page 3.

Regents proposed

entrance criteria

discussed today
By KEVIN BOWE

( olleKian SUff

Heated testimony is expected today at a public hearing

concerning the Board of Regents' proposed minimum

standards at the four year public colleges in

Massachusetts.

If the preliminary proposal released by the Regents is

accepted as the minimum admissions criteria, more than 20

percent of the current graduating class at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst would not have been accepted,

according to UMass officials.

Under the Regents proposal, students applying to

UMass must have a combined SAT score of 800 and a high

school rank in the upper 40th percentile, or a combined

SAT score of 850 and a class rank in the upper 60th per-

centile for acceptance.

Trustees policy to raise fees

Ht^nite budsretinff. low inflation
By MARK J. WELCH

Colleihaii SUff

Low inflation and cautious budgeting last year may

result in fee increases much smaller than usual for the

1983 84 school year, but a controversial policy now being

considered by the University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees could result in higher increases.

Budget requests submitted during January indicate that

fees could rise just $35 above the $2867 in fees paid by on

campus students this year.

According to budget requests prepared over January.

Housing Services will increase dorm rates by $30. form an

average of $1212 during the current year to $1242 next

year. Health Services has requested a $10 increase, from

$162 to $172. and the Athletic Fee would be $63 next year,

a $4 increase.

Offsetting those increases is an expected $9 decrease in

the Campus Center fee. That lee was increased from $79 to

$88 this year, and would return to $79 next year, according

to Ron Keefe. a chairman of the Campus Center Board of

Governors.

If the Trust Fund. Management Policy submitted by

UMass President David C. Knapp is approved by the

trustees next week, additional fees of $30.36, predicted by

Knapp's office would be implemented, but two members of

the Board of Trustees have challenged that figure.

The policy under consideration would implement full-

costing, which means each trust fund - such as Housing

Services or the Campus Center - must pay its share of

control costs, including the accounting services provided

by the University.

A task force was established more than a year ago to

study the problem and an earlier version of the policy was

rejected hv the Trustee's Budget and Financial Affairs

Committee in November. At that time, budget guidelines

were issued to trust fund managers instructing them to

prepare budgets without reflecting full costing.

A new version of the policy was issued by the UMass

President's Office Jan. 18, including the estimate of the

fee's impact.

The Trustees' Budget and Financial Affairs Committee

tabled tho policy Jan. 26 becau.se a number of questions

regarding the fee impact were not answered, but the policy

will be considered at a committee meeting and then by the

full Board of Trustees Feb. 9.

Because the policy might be passed. Acting V ice-

Chancellor for Administration and Finance John L.

DeNyse has told some trust fund managers to recalculate

budgets to reflect the full costing policy.

Jim Weaver, financial manager of Food Services, said

that students using the Dining Commons would pay an

additional $24. $26 or $28 because of full-costing next year,

depending on the meal plan chosen.

"We had planned on no fee increa.se," Weaver said, "but

Monday were told to include 2.4 percent for full costing

and we recalculated the budget."

Each trust fund would set aside 2.4 percent of i»s total

budget to pay for the central services it uses, under the

plan proposed by Knapp.

The fee review held each year by the Student Cover

nment Associations Rents and Fees Committee will

probably be delayed because of confusion created by the

proposed policy, 'according to committee chairman Mitch

Gasltn.

Collripan photo by Tom KudU

Two girls enjoy a lunch break Saturday at

Lake Wyola while their parents icefish.

>:•:•:•.•.•.•.•.•

If the preliminary proposal releas-

ed by the Regents is accepted as the

minimum admissions criteria, more

than 20 percent of the current

graduating class at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst would not

have been accepted, according to

UMass officials.

The proposal allows the institutions to waive a certain

amount of students from these regulations. But those

students must be accepted into programs designed for

educationally disadvantaged students.

The third aspect of the admissions proposal, which is to

be phased in over a four-year period, would require high

schools to teach college bound students a minimum

number of mathematics, science, foreign languages and

social studies courses.

The Regents proposal has come under sharp criticism

from students, faculty and administrators at U'Mass and

the Massachusetts Black Legislative Caucus.

Much of the criticism centers around the use of SAT's as

a criterion for admissions.

"The fact (is) that minority students' SAT scores fall on

the average of 200 points below those of their white

counterparts. The indication is that SAT scores are an

unreliable measure for determining academic potential;

yet it appears that the Regents plan to use them...," wrote

UMass student Trustee Jim Murphy in yesterday's Boston

Globe.

The use of class rank has not received as much public

attention, but is drawing an equal amount of criticism from

some of the educational community.

David Taggart, director of admissions, said this policy

would not allow the quality of the school to be taken into

consideration. For example, a student at a "self selective"

high school who scores a combined SAT score more than

1000 but places in the lower 40th percent of her or his

graduating class would not be allowed into UMass under

the proposal.

"No one is arguing that Massachusetts' four year in-

stitutions should have high standards for admission.

However, the application of such standards must

necessarily place equity and access as primary objectives

in order to maintain the quality of educational experience

that high admission standards imply. " Murphy stated.
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AP LaHerphoto

Demonstrators in Ottawa last week protested the potential broadcasting of soft-core por-

nography on a pay TV station. This protest was one of several staged simultaneously.

Teen moms give 10% of Mass. births
BOSTON (AP) — About 10 percent of all births in

Massachusetts in 1981 were to teenage mothers, the state

Department of Social Services reported yesterday.

The agency, announcing a "new effort to com

prehensively address the reality of teen pregnancy." also

said that half of all welfare payments go to mothers who
had their first child in their teens, and two-thirds of the

teen mothers dont finish high school.

The department announced contracts with agencies in

Boston, Northampton, Feabody, Lowell, ('ambridge,

Marlboro, Attleboro. New Bedford and Hull to provide "a

diverse range of services which will help pregnant and

parentmg adolescents finish high school, find jobs and

become responsible parents."

Department of Social Services Commissioner Mary Jane

F^ngland said the services "will work to ensure teen mother

access to good medical care and will give them the help

they need to finish high school, something to which every

young person has the right."

The department said that 7.500 teenagers gave birth in

Massachusetts in 1981. It said the number of teen births

has been declining in the last decade, but "the ratio of

unmarried teens giving birth compared to total resident

births has risen by 40 percent."

Digest
By the Associated Press

Reagan offers ban

to nuclear missiles
BERLIN (AP) — In an open letter to the people of

Europe. President Reagan yesterday offered to sign an

agreement with the Soviets "banning U.S. and Soviet

intermediate range land based nuclear missile weapons

from the face of the earth."

The letter was announced by Vice President George

Bush, who was visiting Berlin during the second day of a

European tour.

Reagan said he is willing to meet Soviet Communist

Party leader Yuri V. Andropov "wherever and whenever

he wants" in order to sign such a pact.

"I make this offer out of a conviction that such an

agreement would serve the interest of both sides and. most

importantly, that the people of Europe want nothing more.

I urge Mr. Andropov to accept it." Reagan said in the

letter.

"Just as our allies can count on the United States to

defend F3urope at all costs, you can count on us to spare no

effort to reach a fair and meaningful agreement that wfll

reduce the Soviet nuclear threat." Reagan's letter said.

Bush read the letter at the end of a speech in Berlin.

Defense proposes

$7.2B for missiles
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Department of Defense

yesterday proposed spending about $7.2 billion in the next

fiscal year for aircraft engines and missile systems

produced in Massachusetts.

The sum was approximately the same as that requested

by the Reagan administration for fiscal 1983 for

Massachusetts made weapons systems, but it included

more Patriot. Hawk and Sparrow missiles.

The total requested for the fiscal year starting Oct. 1,

1983 does not include Navy contracts that may be awarded

to the Fore River Shipyard, Quincy Shipbuilding Division

of General Dynamics Corp. in Quincy, Mass.

The firms that could benefit the most are the General

Electric Co. of Lynn, the Raytheon Corp. of We.st

Andover, Lowell and Bedford, and GTE Sylvania of

Needham Heights.

Of the $7.2 billion, $5.1 billion would be spent for aircraft

for which GE builds the engines: the F-18 Hornet airplane,

the AH-64 attack helicopter, the Seahawk LAMPS
helicopter, the CH-53E Super Stallion helicopter and the

A- 10 A-B Thunderbold II airplane.

Drunk driving crackdown results

in more arrests and convictions

BOSTON — Efforts to crack down on

drunken driving in Massachusetts have

produced more arrests and may have made

judges more willing to find first offenders

guilty, according to a legislative report

issued yesterday.

"We cannot be more encouraged at this

point," said Sen. Louis P. Bertonazzi,

chairman of the Committee on Post Audit

and Oversight. "More people have been

arrested and fewer people have been

dying."

Massachusetts has lagged behind the

national average in drunken driving arrests

for several years, and state officials have

tried a variety of means to improve en-

forcement.

A new state law increasing penalties for

drunken driving went into effect last Sept.

1, partly in response to several tragic high

way crashes involving drunken driving

during the 1981 Christmas season. First

offenders now face a minimum 30 day

license suspension, and repeat offenders

face an automatic one-week jail term or a

two week stay at an alcohol treatment

center.

Statistics were not yet available on

arrests during the first several months of

the new law. said Bertonazzi, D Klilford.

But the legislator said he was encouraged

by the trend that saw arrests for drunken

driving in Massachusetts jump from 1,128

in fiscal year 1978 to 3,564 in fiscal year

1982, which ended last June. The Bay State

arrests are now slightly above the national

average.

AP Lasfrphoto

State Secretary Michael J. Connolly stated at a press conference

yesterday at the State House that he would carry the results of a

nuclear freeze referendum to Washingfton. Massachusetts was among 9

states that voted in favor of a referendum calling for a nuclear arms

freeze.

Boston Edison officials recant,

Cape evacuation no problem

BOSTON - Red-faced Boston Edison of-

ficials said yesterday they goofed when
they said Cape Cod residents and vaca-

tioners would be marooned in the event of a

major accident at the Pilgrim nuclear

plant.

William Houye, radiation instructor at

the nuclear plant in Plymouth, shocked

several Cape officials Saturday when he

said state police would blockade the penin-

sula's two bridges in the event of a local

evacuation.

"It seems that this is not the case,"

Robert Tis, a spokesman for the plant, said

yesterday after checking with state civil

defense officials. "About a year ago the

state plan was changed so that the Bourne

Bridge would stay open and the Sagamore

bridge would close."
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Newname on the block:

School ofManagement

Collcfhan photo by Kevin Kmchatti

School of Business Administration, now officially renamed the

School of Management.

Baritz to name new
Humanities Division dean

By MARK J. WELCH
Collcrian SUff

The School of Business has been renamed

the School of Management, effective today,

following approval by the F'aculty Senate

last December.
The change was made to better reflect

the school's many activities and plans and

will not involve any change in curriculum.

The term "business" was not completely

applicable because the education provided

is as applicable to non profit organizations

as to businesses.

"Management seems to be a broad

enough term to cover any organization,"

said Stephen Michael, head of the school's

department of management.
"We cover a wide spectrum: computers,

personnel management. production

management, formal organization, policy

and strategy. We believe that what we say

applies to most organizations most of the

time," he said.

The change will not affect the degrees

issued, since all School of Management
graduates will continue to receive a

Bachelor of Science degree in Business

Administration.

The department of management, one of

four departments in the school, decided not

change its name, although some confusion is

expected, according to Michael. He said he

was not aware of any complaints from other

departments about the name change.

The department of accounting, also

within the School Management, is

currently working to change its name to the

department of accounting and information

systems, but that change is not expected

soon.

"It is a kind of redefinition of the mission

of the place with respect to the fact that we
are more than business," said Harry Allan,

dean of the school.

"The profession of management includes

public management and not for profit

management, which are reflected in our

program. Our mission will broaden to meet
that general definition of management as

we look ahead," he said.

"The school's efforts to stimulate growth
in Massachusetts have brought leaders

from government and industry together

and helped to create hundreds of jobs in the

state," Allan said.

By JIM FINKLE
Collegiui SUff

Provost Loren Baritz is expected to

announce the appointment of a new dean of

humanities and fine arts this week.

Professor Charles L. Bestor, chairman of

the search committee for the dean of

humanities and fine arts at the University

ol Massachusetts, said yesterday he ex-

pects Baritz to announce the appointment of

a new dean within the next week.

Over intersession the search committee

presented Baritz with the names of the

three candidates who were best quaUfied

for the position, Bestor said.

The committee chose the three from a

field of more than 250 candidates who
applied for the position. Last semester, six

semi-finalists visited the campus for in-

terviews.

Bestor said the search produced highly

qualified candidates for the position.

"We had a very, very strong field."

Bestor said.

The search began when current dean

Jeremiah M. Allen announced he would

take a leave and return to an assignment in

the UMass administration, Bestor said.

Allen had planned to go on leave before

the 1982-1983 academic year began, but
because UMass was without a permanent
chancellor over the summer, the search was
extended.

'We felt we couldn't run an effective

search without the candidates knowing who
the chancellor and provost would "be."

Bestor said.

Because a new dean was not in place at

the beginning of this school year, Allen

agreed to continue his duties as dean until a

new dean was hired.

Bestor said he expects the new dean to be

working on campus by the beginning of the

198,3-1984 academic year.

The dean of humanities and fine arts

supervises the departments of Afro-

American studies, art, Asian studies,

classics, comparative literature, English,

French and Italian, and Germanic
languages and literature.

History, journalistic studies, linguistics,

music and dance. Slavic languages and

literatures, theatre, Spanish and Por-

tuguese are also under that position's

jurisdiction.

C'ollvgian photo by Kevin J. Farhetti

Alan Elmowitz rests before continuing to move his stereo into Prince

Dormitory Sunday.

lines, lines everywhere

and no end in sight .

.

CollcKian photo by Kevin J. Fsckctti

Traditional begrinning-of-the-semester lines form at the Bursar's Of-

fice in Whitmore Administration Building.

By JAMES AYRES
CollcKian CoiTC«pondent

The traditional long lines associated

with the opening of school at the

University of Massachusetts formed

yesterday morning and many students

blamed them on the administration, while

administration officials put the blame on

students.

Every February and September sees

long winding lines on campus as well as off

campus, registration lines, Add/Drop
lines, bank lines and many others.

Lines in the early morning were sub-

stantially long, often stretching the whole

length of the corridor as in the Whitmore
Administration Building, according to

officials at the Registrar's Office.

Sandy Watkins. the supervisor of

records at Whitmore, has worked 15 years

for the University and has seen 30

registration periods come and go.

Watkins said that yesterday's lines were

moving pretty fast. She said many dif-

ficulties arise when students do not read

the signs that are posted. Besides the

usual problems of students standing in the

wrong lines. Waif iri« * "d everything was

moving along efficiently. But Whitmore

wasn't the only place to experience long

lines.

Hour long waits were experience by

many students in the lobby of Bartlett

Hall, where Rhetoric courses could be

added and dropped.

While standing in line, many students

complained about the troublesome

Rhetoric program. Many complained

about the lines, claiming that they hadn't

moved since they arrived there. When
queried by a reporter, many words not to

fit to print were expressed. But almost all

students agreed that the lines weren't as

bad as they were in previous semesters.

The Textbook Annex, reknowned for

long lines, was the place to be if one

wished to avoid long lines yesterday.

Abbye Klayman, 21, a cashier at the

Annex, said she expects the lines to reach

their usual lengths around noon tom-

morrow.

For many days to come students will be
wading through lines. Some short, but

many long.

And while there was disagreement as to

the cause of the long lines, all agreed that

the lines would continue.
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Love Canal resident says

government ignored facts

Colleiri*" photo by Jim Poweri

Love Canal activist Lois Gibbs addresses an audience at Amherst Col-

lege Thursday night.

By TAMI BORTON
Collegiaji SUff

The federal and state governments

ignored and covered up problems directly

caused by hazardous waste in New York's

Love Canal, according to Lois Gibbs, who

spoke on hazardous wastes Thursday at

Amherst College.

Gibbs. the author of Love Canal:

My St<mf and founder of both the Citizen's

Clearing House for Hazardous Waste and

the Love Canal Homeowners Association,

initiated action against health and en-

vironmental problems caused by a chemical

waste dump abandoned by Hooker

Chemical Company.
She said she became concerned when her

children began developing rare diseases

such as asthma and epilepsy.

In 1978 she learned of Hooker Chemical's

waste dump, and found out that the

community elementary school was built on

the dump's periphery.

"When I read the list of health problems

caused by such chemicals, I could check off

every one of my children's diseases," Gibbs

said.

"When I presented proof of the danger to

the local board of education asking to

transfer my son, they said that if the school

was unsafe for my son. it was unsafe for

everybody, and they wouldn't close the

school, " she said.

After useless attempts to seek help from

the New York state health department.

Love Canal residents, at a press conference

they staged, pressured Governor Hugh
Carey, who was running for re-election at

the time.

"We used political pressure and asked

him if he was going to let our children die,"

Gibbs said. Gov. Carey agreed to an

evacuation, but cited the reason as being

the proximity to the clean up. not the health

risk, she said.

A community survey among remaining

residents convinced the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) to issue a health

order in 1979.

"We were told not to get pregnant, don't

go in the basement or yard. Two schools

were closed and 56 percent of the children

born over a four year period had birth

defects, but we were assured we were

safe," Gibbs said.

"Our residents had all they could take

and finally retaliated. We held two EPA
officials hostage and told the national news

stations that President Carter was killing

our babies," Gibbs said.

As a result, the federal government

evacuated the area, but because of the

mental anguish of its residents, not because

of the dump.
"The bottom line is, no one has said Love

Canal is a health risk, she said.

Now the houses in Love Canal are back

on the market, Gibbs said.

"The lease states that Hooker Chemical,

the state or the federal government are not

responsible for any problems incurred by

the chemicals. The same thing could happen

again," she said.

Gibbs continued by citing other examples

of contamination across the country.

"In Warren, Massachusetts, landfills

which are known to leak are trying to be

built when 90 percent of the waste can be

disposed of safely." she said.

"Our crops and dairy products are being

contaminated due to PCBs, and farmers are

selling their goods because they cannot take

the loss." she said.

"There is a lot of contamination out there

and if more citizens become involved, we

might have a safer place to live," she said.

Citizen's Clearinghouse, located in

Arlington. Virginia, is a non-profit

organization established to provide groups,

individuals and small municipalities with

the information needed to understand and

resolve chemical waste problems, according

to Gibbs.
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From writing stories to taking photographs for one of the

largest college daily papers in the country, students at the

Collegian learn how to produce a newspaper every day. If you

would like to learn and can volunteer some time, the Collegian
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Who knows, maybe the next time you meet someone new
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Where has our languagegone?
What used to be called buildings, bridges, roads,

and railroads are now balled up into one word —
infrastructure. That's nice, isn't it? We no

longer work hard at our jobs. We're employed in "labor in-

tensive positions." Whatever happened to good, plain, old-

fashioned conversational English? The computer is an

easy excuse. Sure, the computer age has brought about a

new kind of terminology — but can't we leave our use of

"out-puts, inputs and feedbacks" back in the terminal

room?
One main reason that this kind of computer and other

technological verbosity has crept into our daily conversa-

tions is that we have been too lazy to stop it. Let's stop and

Steven P. Barrett

think about it. If someone asks you a question, you don't

really want to transmit feedback — do you? An answer

will be good enough. Before you begin to answer the ques-

tion, do you conceptualize what the questioner wants to

hear; or do you try to find some idea of how to give him a

good answer?
When you get up in the morning — do you prioritize

your plans? Or do you stumble out of the bed without the

foggiest idea of what your day is going to be like?

Let's say you finally make it to work, and the first thing

your boss wants to do is, "prioritize objectives and the up-

coming agenda for today's schedule." Most normal people

find a nice warm cup of coffee to help them start the day

without verbal pollution as their priority A-1.

But don't ever ask the boss what he or she means by

"prioritizing the day's agenda and objectives" lest you be

viewed as a total ignoramus, an imbecile and "a totally out

of focus-person." Just a nod and a silent prayer will do un-

til you leave the boss' presence. Most bosses aren't like

Letters —^—

—

C. C. shadow just a coward

(Editor's note: This letter is addressed to the p€rson[s]

who have been harassing Third World women in the

Campus Center Garage]

To the Editor:

I am among the African American women whom you

seek to harass by putting obscene racist, sexist messages

on the windshields of our cars in the Campus Center

Garage as we have gone about our own and the Univer

sity's affairs. Normally, I would not take time from my

busy schedule to respond to such cowardice. However,

since you sought to offend me with an unsolicited, racist,

sexist epithet, I thought that your very infantile need for

attention should be answered just this once.

I found it curious, that with your self described virility,

and your stated attraction to black women, that you would

want the cloak ot anonymity until i thought seriously about

you and the kind of illness that an obsession can cause to

one of weak ego. poor self esteem and an inoperative sense

of respect for others. I seek here only to point out to you

that yours is at best and at worst, a serious manifestation

of the kind of cowardice that drives small minds mad. It is a

clear indication of your own sense of unworthiness. I urge

you to seek psychological help- for your own sake. As for

me at least — I am not at all afraid of you.

With a deep and human concern for a person who is bor

dering on mental disorder.

Thelma Griffith-Johnson

Director

Office of Affirmative Action

that. But there are enough people who occupy high and
mighty positions who go out of their way to let you know-

it. But the people in the high and mighty places can get

away with it — to a degree.

Let's take the technocrat-politician. He's forever forg-

ing new coalitions: rebuilding the infrastructure; seeking

new input and feed-back to increase his state's or nation's

output; and he's always seeking to develop a meaningful

relationship with the voters, and/or educate them about

the issues at hand.

In the good old days, politicians were constantly

building alliances so they could grab the biggest vote on

election day. There wasn't any big ballyhoo over the cost

of "rebuilding the infrastructure." Old-fashioned but

highly effective politicians like Silvio Conte still send (»ut

questionnaires so they can find out how their constituents

feel about the issues. See it's more human — no feed-back.

If Rep. Conte or Sen. Kennedy wanted to have a "mean-

ingful relationship" with their constituents, all they would

have to do is ask for their vote and meet with the people

they represent in the flesh. Smart politicians don't play as

educators either.

So who's fooling who? Why do we need all this extra

baggage on top of a beautiful language? Plain English was
good enough for men like Harry S. Truman, why can't it

be used again? If the politicians want to re-pave our aging

roads, and pu- people back to work — let'em say so instead

of clouding their vocabulary with gobbledygook like in-

frastructure. One person innocently asked this hopelessly

old-fashioned writer with an 18th century mind. "What
else do you call roads and bridges besides infrastructrue?"

Bridges and roads seemed good enough.

One atrocious example of how this new kind of

nomenclature has polluted our ability to communicate and

discuss things in a more civilized manner is the term

"human capital." Just think of it. and what it implies. We
are no longer people in the eyes of a bureaucrat or accoun-

tant — we're just objects. The term "human capital" also

implies that we have a price tag on our heads. No longer

can we as human beings consider ourselves to priceless

and individualistic rational, beings. That's over now.

"Human capital" would've been a nice crisp term the plan-

tation owners would've used over a hundred years ago.

The Yankee taskmasters and mill owners thought the im-

migrants made excellent "human capital" too. That is un-

til unions came along, and the mill owners said good bye to

their "human capital" here in the North for cheaper

"human capital" in the South.

There's one other little gem called "interface." But

what's the use of ripping into every new buzz word? Un
fortunately, there are too many to attack and dissect in

one setting. Don't you think by now that you've seen

enough gobbledygook and butchery of the English

language? Hmm, we could all use a break and a "viable

alternative" to our useless, meaningless and sometimes

dishonest applications of the new nomenclature of com-

munication.

Steve P. Barrett is a UMass student

WANTED — Columnists who are

willing to put in the time and effort

needed to produce quality editorials.

Got an opinion? Let it he heard. Fed
up with sthe ''system'*? Express

yourself! Drop by and talk to us

about it Sunday through Thursday,

3-6 p.m. in Campus Center, rm. 113.

Bonds make
banks happy
At the end of last semester, the Student Government

Association spent $320 on what could turn out to

be the most expensive ad they ever bought.

SGA President and Student Trustee Jim Murphy bought

an ad in Bond Buyer magazine alerting UMass Building

Authority bondholders that they might he able to obtain

early repayment of their bonds. This possibility made
many bondholders quite interested in what Murphy had to

say about the Authority.

Although the attorney for the Authority disagrees. Mur-

phy and his assistant Peter Graham have charged that the

Authority violated bond agreements by not returning $1.6

million in excess construction funds after the building pro-

jects were completed during the 1960s and 70s. In addi-

tion. Murohv and Graham sav the accounting system used
by Housing services for the past decade was illegal and
that a switch to a new system this year was also illegal.

Though I'm not a lawyer, I have to agree that Murphy
and (Jraham have a fK)int. A numl)er of violations seem to

have occurred, and a bondholder would clearly have a

good case in court.

But who stands to gain from the controversy? The l)on-

dholders are hoWing some $80 million in bonds, due l)et-

Mark J. Welch
ween now and 2007. The bonds were issued at interest

rates of three to five percent, tax-free; current interest

rates are closer to fourteen percent.

Naturally, there isn't much of a market for three per-

cent bonds — if you want to get rid of one, you have to sell

it at a discount, and some bondholders have probably done

that. In any event, whoever holds the bonds would pro-

bably prefer to get paid for them and invest the money
elsewhere for better profit; at the same time, the Universi-

ty would prefer to pay only three to five percent, which is

obviously less expensive than fourteen percent.

If the charges are true, and if a controversy erupts in

court, the UMass Building Authority could conceivably be

forced to repay all $80 million worth of bonds, and

refinance that amount at current interest rates. That

could cost each student $100 f)er year or more.

Someone is going to be unhappy here. The bondholders

have had that position ever since interest rates started ris-

ing; now it may be our turn.

Bill Searson. attorney for the UMass President's office,

suggested to Murphy at a Trustees meeting that it was

quite unusual for a student trustee to "wave a flag for

capitalism" and defend the bondholders' rights.

Murphy and Graham defend their actions — which could

benefit banks and institutions but hurt students — by poin-

ting out that what is being done now is illegal; they want
the University to set things right now, before it is Ux) late.

They tried to avoid bad publicity by asking UMass Presi-

dent David Knapp to investigate, but they say they got no

reaction.

So, in the name of truth and justice and students, they

went public by making their charges in front of the stu-

dent senate and by running an ad in Bond Buyer. They
hope the attention they get will cause the University to

look closely at the charges they have made and make
changes, but the University has repeatedly denied that

anything is illegal.

Only time will tell what effect the controversy will have

on the University. Most likely, nothing will change: no one

will sue the University, and the same practices — legnl or

not — will continue unchanged.

But the risk seems foolish, even stupid, especially when
the University defends its practices as intended to help

students. The students have everything to lose and very

little to gain, and the bondholders have nothing to lose and

everything to gam.

Mark J. Welch is a Collegian staffmember
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International journalist to teach at UMass
By GUS MARTINS

CollcKian SUff

For the next 16 weeks students from the department of

Afro-American studies and the journalism department

will get a rare opportunity to work with an international

journalist of the highest order.

David Graham DuBois, step-son of the late 20th century

intellectual Dr. William Edward Burghart DuBois and the

natural son of Shirley Graham DuBois, an author and

champion of the Third World struggle worldwide, will be

giving his services in an attempt to improve the perception

that the Western world has of Third World nations.

"My experience in the struggle for Human Rights has

been valuable and I want to share and utilize it to broaden

the vision of the Third World in particular, students, and

the American people in general," IXiBois said.

Prior to coming here DuBois has held many titles in

foreign news service. In his most recent appointment he

worked as the F'oreign Affairs Editor for the Pacific News
Service in San Francisco.

He has worked there for the last three years and the

agency serves as a features news service that does inter-

pretives and analysis of major news events. This service is

picked up by 150 papers across the country.

DuBois has lived in Cairo since 1961 with the exception

of a brief stay in 1972. While in Egypt he taught at Cairo

University in the English Department. He also was the

News Editor of the Egyptian Gazette, a daily English

language paper.

In 1965-66 he did some public relations work in Egypt

for the then Ghanain leader Kwame Nkrumah, and has

served as the Feature and News Editor for the privately

owned news agency, Middle East F^eatures Service. The

list goes on.

As the step-son of the late great W.E.B. DuBois and the

son of Shirley Graham DuBois, he has been left with many
great memories of his parents.

"Dr. DuBois has always been a figure of great adulation

in my family," DuBois said.

"I prew wn learning- of him in mv home and while as a

student at Hunter College in New York City, I was so very

much encouraged by he and by my mother's example that

it made me an activist throughout my six years ol higher

education."

David Graham DuBois at work in his office.

"My personal and ongoing contact with him (Dr.

DuBois) was very important instilling in me a devotion to

scholarship and a commitment to black people, and libera-

tion in particular," admits DuBois.

"My mother as a particular influence was ongoing," said

DuBois.

"She was a 24 hour a day worker for liberation. She had

a wide range of interests and abilities and spent her wak-

ing hours in pursuit of those inte'-ests to an exhausting

degree."

"It's hard to separate the two influences of iny mom and

Dr. DuBois, both were hard working individuals and com-

mitted to the liberation of oppressed people everywhere,"

DuBois said.

Working in the Middle East and Africa has given

DuBois a particular view of how the Western news ser-

vices are able to dominate the flow of information that

reaches the United States and is fed to American public.

"One of the most appalling experiences I had when com-

ing back to the states in 1972 was the realization of how

little Americans knew of the Middle East and Africa,"

DuBois said.

"This was a direct reflection of the failure of the

American media to provide Americans with accurate or

complete news and analyses of what had teen going on in

Africa."

Although DuBois was not in the United States during

the turbulent decade of the sixties, he was very aware of

the social transformations that occurred. He also said that

the Arab peoples there shared a direct affinity with the

American people that were struggling then.

"The Civil Rights Movement received as wide a

cover^e as possible throughout Africa and the Middle

East," said DuBois. However the majority of the news

was still reported by the Western agencies, AP and UPI."

"Unfortunately most of the black news publications

were not responsive to the appeals made by the local news

services in Cairo that wanted more information as to what

was really happening in America at the time," DuBois

said.

"The sentiment among the native Egyptians was that

the stuff that was happening was unbelievabe, the whole

concept of black Americans struggling for basic human

rights was hard for the Egyptians to comprehend, the

democracy that America preaches about made it hard for

them to believe that those kinds of atrocities were possi-

ble."

"Many whom I know wanted to help in any way possi-

ble," said DuBois.

"Support was automatic, a bond, a tie, a struggle, a

brotherhood that was automatic."

This semester DuBois will be playing a very significant

role here and said. "I want to bring to Amherst an impor-

tant aspect of today's world that is not understood in

America."

SPECIAL STORE HOURS
Mon Thurs Fri 9-5: T"e, Wed 9-9: Sat 11-4
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OPEN
Mon, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

SPECIAL

TEXTBOOK
Hours

Located in the

Physical Plant Building

Mon & Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed, & Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

Arts
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it's alphabetical

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collnnan staff

If Martin ?>y had his way, life would be nothing more

than one over wrought romantic scenerio after another: all

men would abide by a "Code of Gentlemen," wear gold

lame' suits, and effuse charm as only a well bred F]nglish

lad can; the woman, well, the woman would haunt about

mysteriously in clingy silk gowns and lament airily

"Martin, maybe one day you'll find true love."

Welcome to the splendiferous world of ABC where love

is — ahem — alphabetical. And welcome to the first in

stallment in the illustrious Lexicon of Love — a romantic

vision choreographed and directed by vocalist Martin Fry

and exercised collectively by the group ABC.

You might think of ABC as just another syntho pop band

bubbling in on the latest surge of British fizz. And you'd be

partially right, but ABC music seeks to set itself apart

from the mass of techno-clone rhythms on the charts at the

moment. ABC plays disco, yes, but disco that's shrewd —
energetic, but not sweaty; sensual, but not sexual; funky
but not forceful. It's melodrama with an honest edge,
romantic escapism that pokes fun at itself — it's classy

stuff.

The band started with three top-notch singles — "The
Look of Love," "Poison Arrow," ""Tears Are Not Enough"
— and then tapped the wizardry of producer Trevor Horn
(an ex E^uggle) to create the Lexicon of Love, ABC's first

LP and a record that is quite possibly one of the finer pop
products of 1982.

Horn's production work is so damned elegant. There's a

steady base thump for the dance groove, onto which is

saddled the rhythms of piano, guitar, and synthesizer. But
what makes the ABC sound so outstanding is that

saxophone, harp, xylophone, and strings (yes, strings) are

then added for detail, texture, and of course, melodrama.

Cap this dense, sumptuous gush of melody with Fry's

exquisitely nwnnered vtK-als and there you have it: easily

one of the most gaudy, but at the same time intensely

danceable party records of the year.

P"ry presents himself a,s a master of witty froth. He's

especially deft at matching romantic sentiment with the

rliched lyric. And some of the lines he flips us are choice:

"Still looking for a custom fit in an off the rack world?"

"Stuck a marriage proposal in the waste disposal. If

that's the trash aesthetic, then I suggest we forget it." Or
how about:

"I'm for the girl that meets supply with demand." Sure.

Go ahead and try that one out at the Pub next Friday

night.

ABCrs monomania is romantic love: love lost, love

gained, love forsaken, love taken, the joy of love past, the

joy of love yet to be. ad nauseum. You think you've got it

bad when it comes to relationships, FVy's litany of love lost

will bring tears of imagined empathy to your eyes.

Unlike Martin Fry. most of us do not fall in love more
than four times a day. and it would be unrealistic (but

humorous) to think that we should^ But ABC music

transcends realism and that's what Lexicon of Love is all

about — romantic fantasy for people that could use a

breath of sophistication and intrigue in their lives while

keeping their feet on the ground. It's good, clean, well

groomed fun.

Nationally known trombonist David Sporny
will make his first area appearance on Tuesday,

February 8 at 8:00 p.m. in Bezanson Recital

Hall. Sporny will perform a pro-am chosen to

highlight the trombone in a wide variety of

styles. For further information about this free

concert, call the Department of Music and Dance
at 545-2227.

Arts writers wanted
Got something your itching to say? Come down

to the arts desk at the Collegian weekdays between

2 and 5 and tell us about it.

TIMEX

J

FiiyipjilVi^TT^y.^
Superior Pizza

UMass StucIents FavorIte PIzza!

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY

SAME low pRicES FoR TWO yCARS

For the tastiest pizza in

town call Superior

549-0626

• PizzA • CRiNcJcRS

• SaIacIs • ItaUan dinners

WELCOME BACK UMASS
OpEN DAily 11-?

17 Montague Road, N. Amherst
(next to N. Amherst Post Office)
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Newman
By RAY BEAU( HEMIN
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Students wishing to use the automatic bank tellers at

either Bayliank or Heritage Bank in Amherst will no

longer have to go into town to do so. Both banks have

installed automatic teller machines (ATM) in the Newman
Center cafeteria at the Uj^versity of Massachusetts.

Bay Bank will officially begin operation of its ATM thLs

morning after a ribbon cutting ceremony at 11:30.

Although the official opening of the BayBank machine is

today, both machines have been in operation for about a

week, said Rev. Joseph Quigley, director of the Newman
Center.

Rev. Quigley said that Heritage Bank has no intention of

conducting an opening ceremony for its machine.

Bob Barker, a IJMass graduate student who worked on

an internship at BayBank during January, said work has

been done on the Newman Center project since before

Christmas, when the actual installation process began.

"The idea in setting up here is it's a profitable business

venture for them," Rev. Quigley said.

"The machines are in the cafeteria which seats around

450 people, .so its gets a lot of play. Around 1500 people go

through the cafeteria in a day," said Rev. Quigley.

Rev. Quigley said the banks will be paying the rent for

the space they are using.

"It's a trial run for us and for them. We have a one year

contract," Rev. Quigley said.

The ATMs will be open during regular Newman Center

hours, 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. unlike the 24-hour ATMs that are

in operation in Amherst.

According to Barker. BayBank dignitaries who will

participate in the ribbon cutting ceremony include Steven

Root, BayBank vice-president, Josephine Mulligan,

marketing officer and Georgia Barufaldi, customer service

officer of the local BayBank.
Machine usage will be demonstrated at the ceremony, he

said.

Newslines . .

.

CASIAC open courses listed

CC Coffee Shop litter bugs

to be reminded: clean up area
University of Massachusetts students

frequenting the ('ampus Center (-offee

Shop will soon be confronted with posters

reading "Plea.se keep this area clean." The
posters, which make their debut today.

are part of a campaign by the Campus
('enter Human Relations Committee to

reduce littering in the Coffee Shop.

According to the Campus Center Board
of Governors (B.O.G.) more people have
been hired recently to deal with the
problem of increased littering in the

C'offee Shop, which in turn has increa.sed

costs. The posters, along with small

printed cards that will be distributed by
cashiers, will seek to remedy the litter

problem, according to the B.O.G.

The following is an open course list pro-

vided by the College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advising Center

(CASIAC): Anthropology lOOA, 102A,

103A, 104A, 206 and 270. Art History

115. Astronomy 100.

Botany 100, 101.

Comparitive Literature 101.

Food Science and Nutrition 101 and

102.

Geogfraphy 145 and 155. Geology 101

and 106.

History 141 and 150.

Mathematics 104. (See instructor to

add.) Music 100 and 103.

Near Eastern Studies 100.

Philosophy 100, 110 and 160. Physics
100, 115, 117, 141 and 142. Political

Science 189, 255. Psychology lOOA, B,

C, D; 1101^, 150B.

Sociology 102, 103, 105. 106, 107, 110.

222.

Theater 100.

Zoology 101, 102.

Great Decisions series talk today

Women's group meets Tuesdays
The Third World Women's Task force concerned with social issues and issues of

(TWWTf't will meet from 7 9 p.m. today at survival. The group meets the first

the Kverywoman's ('enter. The TWWTP' is Tuesday of every month. For more in

a group of and for Third World women formation, call Panna or Malika at 545-0883.

The first program of the 1983 Great
Decisions series, entitled "U.S. - Soviet

Relations: The Arms Race of

Coexistence." will be held at 8 p.m. today
at the Webster Hou.se main lounge at the

University of Massachusetts.

Panelists will include Jan Dizard of the

Amherst College sociology department.
Vincent Ferraro of the Mount Holyoke
College politics department. Alan
Lamborn of the Smith College department

and Stephen Pelz of the UMass history

department. Moderator for the discussion

will be Luther Allen of the UMass political

sceince department.
The Great Decisions series is sponsored

by the Orchard Hill Residential College,

the UMass political science department,
and radio station WFCR, which will

broadcast a tape of the panel discussion at

10 p.m. Thursday.

Please . . .

Recycle

This

Collegian
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Amherst Masquers Present /i

^

G

Book by Joe Masteroff ^
Music by John Kander & Lyrics by Fred Ebb

Directed by Walter Boughton

C Kirby Theater

K February 4, 5, 6-9, 10, 11, 12 at 8:00 PM

Box Office hours: 10-5 weekdays &
S-.c:?S ffFi>^Q:>^t!:j^ «vi>^Ci>.-<i7S tfJvi»..<».,-£3^ ffSCibJ^^^^

it

\

Admission $2.50, Senior Citizens $1.50

A.C. Students free with I.D.

Box Office opens January 21

For reservations call 542-2277

/
TAILORS HouB^e ofWabl^

X
IMPORTf.RS

Excellence, Scope and
Cultural Diversity''

umass jAxXs council

February llth, 4 PM is the end!!!!

Please submit your proposals for funding

on or before the 11th.

The proposals are grant requests for

arts-related events based on student-run

student-oriented projects.

For more info call us a 545-0202

125 Herter Hall

^*^is^«t

Semi - Annual

WINTER SALE
Now In Progress

The finest in Ladies and Mens
clothing and furnishings since 1902

all sales cash, Visa, M/C, Amex only

1
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Campus Center/Student Union Board of Governors

Attention All Students!!
Are you self-motivated, enthusiastic, and full of

energy?

Do you want to become part of a dynamic team that

oversees all administrative and political pro-

ceedings in the Campus Center Complex?

If so, we now have openings in the following coor-

dinator positions:

Vendor Certification

Hotel Accomodations/Conference Services

Food Service

Space/Economic Development

Applications are available in 817 CC.

They are due by 4:00 p.m. February 15, 1983.

—Affirmative Action Employer-

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

AHGM.rPUKe'TO
5UBMrr A LETTER
TDTH&EPtTOR.

ywU SEE THERE HOW I

C6MANP THfiTTHE GOVeRHV\g^
pROviPE AHOoee, A vavo,
A HEATEP WATERKP ANP A

SUKCRIPTION TO ^"^^OmER J0NE5'

IDEVEI^^'KWRPEReiON ON
EARTH

HOW '5 AU-THAT

GONNA OeT

WIP FOR ?

loom Uraratt

YOUFW
TAXES?

ID A FA9CI5T
00VeRN/V\eNT.7

Qum Lraron

Crossword
Kdiled by Margarel Karrar and Trude Jaffe

'.< 1**.^ I >» \n|rk« limn ^tidHXt

ACROSS
1 Man of rank

5 Positive

9 Wash cycle

14

15

16

Katfood ByA«R«K

|SE£y«lS UKe NOBODY'S (jbTA
SPOT fOK AN OUT OF WOK<
CARTOON CHAKACreR/

' C/\N'T BEUEVE n- Mt,A
MAZING GKACf: RAPpAPofrr
OUTorwD^K/ To BETTej? '

IMKe IT AT THIS AUOniOH
OR I'M OPSHirCf.fEtK"'

^.
fi^Ho6»S)

...AFTER AU, HOW HAKXi CAN
IT BE TO BE A COMPUTED
t^XBC oeA NUCA.EA^ENCj»
Nf-EKV

"Winnie °u"

"I would Sfcil nty

fame tor of

ale." "King

Henry V"

Broadway flit

17 Booty
18 Neigtibor of Va.

19 Generous one

20 Always
21 Soul singer

23 Gallic name
24 Naval abbr

25 F. I'ow

26 Caidgame
28 Baseball's f^el

29 SpK
32 Moslem of

Afgfianistan

35 Gives back

37 Ara!iian prince

38 Neigfibor of Fr.

39 Beginning

4C Hic den away
42 Prfludeto God

Bless You"
4Ci Forerunner of the

CIA
44 Sports grp.

45 Space org

46 Presidential

nickname

47 Sen Glenn. eg
48 Crossword entry

52 Memorable star ot

1914

56 Trickle

57 A-;t'0SSM{C3iv

58 Mimic
59 Tc

(ptrtect)

6f ''ight

61 Do needlework

62 String

63 Glossy
64 In addition

65 Fewer

DOWN
1 Well-paid person

2 Student, in Aries

3 Burstynof the

stage

4 Review course

5 Puerto Rico's

capital

6 Ventilation shaft

7 Goes far

and wide
8 To be; Fr.

9 Award-winning

actor in

"Sayonara

"

10 Dentine
1

1

Boy, in Malaga
12 Pack away

13 Merit

'/2 NCOS
27 "Five Easy

Pieces" star

Poetic

contraction

Gaelic

Variant of a

miidoa'h
Bone: Prefix

Mexican money
unit

33 College town in

Iowa
Pi.vateeyes

Crimson or

claret

Everybody

38 Jellify

41 Muscle
42 Seapon ESE of

Naples
Memorandum
writers

Goiter Palmer,

to friends

47 Fig tree of

India

49 One of the

Shaws
60 Appearances
51 Swords
52 Playing card spots

53 Israeli airline

54 First class

55 ball

28

29
JO

31

32

34

35

36

45

46

After The Fall By R. Miller

1 7 3 4

1
27

5 6 7 1 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

,7 18 19

?0 21

28

72

'3 24

3b

25 ^ 30 P
33 34

?6

I
38

3?

I
4?

36

3

I
4b

39

40

I
46

41

43

b3
I
54

44

55
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46 49 50 51

b? 56

57 58 59

60 61 62

63 64 65

Dining Commons Menu
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich,

Fish in Batter/Tartar

Sauce

DINNER
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce,

Chili Cheese Puff, Baked
Ziti

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder, Fish in

Batter/Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Shen, Chili Cheese

Puff

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

weather
Mostly sunny today.

Highs fromthe mid 30s to

the low 4()s. Fair tonight.

Lows from the teens and
20s inland to near 30 along

the coast. Sunshine early

tomorrow giving way to in-

creasing cloudiness during

the day. Highs from
around 30 to 40.

r

I^E-SfARCH/OK&ftWIZae JOBS

u)otnen's Issues Te4w> -f^^m ^^j

Qer jNvou/£T>'"

•_

Applications Available Feb. 1-9

420 Student Union Building 1

I

For mor«> information stop by or call 545-0341

equal opportunity employer,

women and pe6ple of color are urged to apply

BnSSMROSSSCSISwSSSSSSStSSSSSiSMSSSSSBS
L

Tell

thousands
what's on
your mind.

you can

place your
Collegian

classified

this Wednes-
day, Thurs-

day or Fri-

day on the

Campus
Center Con-

course, or

anytime in

the Collegian

offices, 9

a.m. to 3:45

p.m.

m\
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What Do You Want
From College?
Management Experience!

Add It To Your Schedule

.Tuesday, February 1, 1983
Tuesday, February 1, 1983,

Karen Damniinger, who has twice been named Atlantic Ten Rookie-
of-the-Week, will lead the Minutewomen tonight when they host Pro-
vidence College at the Cage.

College military science

courses are courses in leade

ship development. You learn

techniques involved in the

management of resources.

Techniques that are applica-

ble to any management job.

Another important leadershii

characteristic is interpersonal

relationships. Things are

accomplished by people and
the kind of relationship estab-

lished goes a long way in

determining your success as

a leader. Whether you intend

to become a manager in a

military or civilian career,

Army ROTO can give you a

competitive edge.

Don't wait until after col-

lege to get practical manage-

ment experience. Add leader-

ship to your class schedule

now.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD
For more information

contact:

James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

SPECIAL VALUE
$1.50

UMAS^

T—

r

r-<i
Limited

Quantity

UMass Plastic 12 oz.

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

sat 11-4 I^ISTOJRE*
leooooooooooooeooeoeooooooooc

SUPER SALE
on HP-34Cand HP-38C

only $69.95
(this is not a misprint)

Save almost 50% off our

regular low price of $134.95

Save $80.00 of list price $150.UU

HP-

38C
^S@S

' ^^^fse

^

s i & si
'

S) ss ss m
m m mm
s ^ B ii

The HP-38C is an ideal tool for real

estate agents, financial analysts,

accountants, bankers, managers and

business students.

• Advanced financial functions

including discourited cash flow analysis

• Amortization schedules

• 99 program lines for handling

repetitive calculations

• Continuous Memory saves progranris

and data

The HP-34C offers computer-strength

"solve" and "integrate" in a handheld

calculator. Designed for scientific

students and professionals who need

the flexibility and power of advanced

programming.

• "Solve" key finds real roots of

equations
• "Integrate" key finds definite integrals

• 210 program lines

• Continuous
Memory saves
programs and
data

Limited

quantities

available

no rainchecks
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HP34C
Advanced
Programmable
Scientific . .

OPEN
Men, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

Collegian 11

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Oflice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 X, • discount • Phone number FREE

CAPE COD - SUMMER RENTAL

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six rooms

four bedrooms two baths sleeps eight in-

cludes utilities 5-29-83 thru 9-6-83 $4650.

253-7436
Duplex newly redone two bedrooms sleep

four includes utilities $2550. 253-7436

FOR SALE

8-track home stereo -^ 50 tapes. $50 Ron
549-2656

Dorm refrigerator. $60 Ron 649-2666

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 -t-
'10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253-5369

HELP WANTED

Child Care (babysitting) in the home of

others: list published 3 times a year. Sign
up now until February 10th to be on the
Spring listing. Especially needed: FUii.

DAYS when you are available to care for a
sick child in his/her home. Also,
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS/ AIDES
Preschool needed. Apply Child Care, 116
Berkshire.

U.S. Summer Jobs! 1000's of oppor-
tunities. Summer camps, gov. jobs,

theaters, resorts and morel See America.
"1983 Summer Employment Directory"

$9.95 N.S.D. Box 1715 Los Gatos, CA
95031-1715 ^
Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Earthfoods is hiring. Applications at E.F.

kitchen S.U.B. third world and people of

color encouraged to apply. Equal oppor-
tunity employer

Graduating this year? Sunbelt Er overseas
jobs! Weekly updates. Call now.
1-716-885-3242, ext. 607

INSTRUCTION

LOSE WEIGHT Safely, easily, naturally.

Revolutionary new, clinically tested weight
loss program. Classes begin 2/7 Call

256-0188 eves, for details

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-57K

PERSONALS

Men! - Women! Jobs on ships!

American. Foreign. No experience re-

quired. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.

Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for infor-

mation. SEAFAX, Dept. D 4, Box 2049,

Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

UMass Rugby Club meeting Thursday

2/3 7:30 Boyden 251. Team social will

follow. See you there.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: to share room, $95

a month, on bus line, heat included, call

253-2078

SERVICES

{ FINANCIAL AID OFFICE {
^ Important Notice '¥

^ Due to late delivery of Financial Aid Forms (FAF) l

^ for 83-84, all Undergraduate Dormitory residents^
4t will receive their forms in their dorms during the^
j^ first week of February 1983. ^
^ Off Campus and Graduate students can pick up^
-¥ forms at the Campus Center Information Desk,^
^ the Financial Aid Office - 243 Whitmore, and the^

^ second floor lobby Information Desk in Whitmore.^
M DEADLINE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-84 J
J MARCH 1, 1983 J

>:^

^
^*. ''^C.'n,o^

^/r

^' itce^^ Morning Union

Gay Community News

%>o.
'^H^

'^^v^
A^.

^H^.

National Business Employment Weekly

^^^^
Available

Daily and Sunday

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Sat and Sunday 8:30 am to 10 pm

the

mini Store

SPEEDY TYPING SERVICE IS BACK
24-hour Typing Service

^^^^call Jim 546-7042

JefferyAmherst BooksKop
CLASSICAL MUSIC MADE AFFORDABLE! 3 CASSETTE TAPES/$10.00

Ml ^'K tl'H

\ MtlMIIM.
» %l.MH«'^ Ml «t Kl

10 Sawctwii t>t#n tht taV
iOt tuNNAIOUI CANOtOf

DilC«Q'U'>V MClMMI

55 South Pleasant Street Amherst
Massachusetts 01002 255-c^&3i

AKDY'S PIZZA

I
with any

I large 2-way combination pizza

j
get a small cheese pizza

I
FREE!

i
I coupon expires Feb. 6, 1983 \

L.....-.——————J«

Welcome Dock Students

Special

Friendly Dining Atmosphere

• Complete Dinner Menu

• Wine and Beer Served

• Grinders

Open daily 11 a.m.

256-8147

175 University Drive

(next to Price Chopper)
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The sportswriters meeting has been changed. Anyone
interested in writing sports for the Collegian should at-

tend the meeting Thursday, February 3 at 7:00 p.m. in

the newsroom.

• •.•.•.•.••"

UMass drops pair in Pennsylvania
Lose toPerm St. 59-57

By JIM FLOYD
1 olleinan Staff

Those UMass men's basketball fans who
are on top of their team's schedule pro-

bably realize that yesterday's Back-to-

Sch<x)l wrapup of the intersession covered

everj'thing you needed to know alx)ut the

Minutemen and the way things went since

Christmas.

Yes, that's right. Everything that a

Minuteman fan wanted to hear, every shot,

every rebound, every key turnover, in

short, every item that was ever entered in-

to the logbook of this intersession past, was
included.

Wrong, double dribble breath.

''Each game is a dif-

ferent game and I believe

in these kids.

"

Because of the stringent deadlines set up
in order to bring you, the fan (you know
who you are), that landmark sports ex-

travaganza, the two final games past were
omitted. But, through the wonder of

modern journalism, here they are.

On the 23rd day of .Tanuary, the
Minuteman entourage travelled to Penn-
sylvania for two Atlantic Ten games. The
first game would be held on Wednesday
night. January 26, in the Palestra, home of

the nationally ranked Villanova Wildcats,

the opponents, however, were the Hawks
of St. Joseph's University.

The game, the first ever between these

two schools, was two games in one, divided

evenly between f)eriods.

"In the first half,"' said head coach Tom
McLaughlin, "they just jumped out on us."

Jumped out indeed. Bv the end of the

period, the Hawk's pistols had smoke ooz-

ing from their barrels as the pseudo-hosts

shot 57.8 percent from the floor (22 of 28)

and 90.9 percent from the charity stripe (10

of 11^ enroute to an 18 point margin at

54-36.

To the UMass hoopsters credit, they did

not roll over and die. The team rebounded

slightly and managed to "win" the second

half by a score of 50-44.

Unfortunately, winning a half of basket-

ball does not constitute a victory in the

record books and UMass ended up on the

losing end of the final tally, 98-86.

High scorers for the Minutemen were

John Hempel and Horace Neysmith who
netted 22 and 21 points respectively.

Three days later, the wayward warriors

of Amherst shuttled across the state to

University Park, Pennsylvania to do battle

with the Nittany Lions of Penn State.

Penn State, a team that defeated West

Virginia earlier this season, most probably

thought that the Minutemen would be a

pushover, having only won four games on

the year.

Such was not the case, however, as

UMass turned in one of their best team ef-

forts of the year only to fall short once

again, 59-57.

"We had a shot in the last 12 seconds,"

said McLaughlin, "Donald Russell had a

drive and Horace (Neysmith) got a tap, but

the ball just didn't go in."

McLaughlin feels that, while the team

may not be as enthusiastic as they were at

the outset of the season, the Minutemen
are still ready to play with anyone.

"You can't be 4-12 and stay overly en-

thusiastic, but I think the Penn State game
showed that these are tough kids," said

McLaughlin. "Each game is a different

game and I believe in these kids."

Penn State will be here on Wednesday.

Now, you know everything you ever

wanted to know about intersession ball, or

do you?

Collegian photo bv Teresa Bellafiore

Horace Neysmith had 21 points and 10 rebounds in the Minutemen's

98-86 loss to St. Joseph's.

LaFond and Jackson

set backby Breakers

NCAA elibigility subject

ofheated national debate
By BILLY SHEA

C olleKian SUff

Talk about getting nipped in the bud.

The call came last Wednesday to Scott

LaFond and Wilbur Jackson's agent.

"Sorry," the voice told the agent.

"We've been evaluating our situation and

we do not require the services of your

clients at this time, but we will retain

their rights until the next draft. Thank
you very much. Bye."

One call. That's all it took to put two
football players who've been laboring in

the weightroon and the gym since the

conclusion of the UMass football season,

on temporary hold.

The di.sturbing fact about the call was
that neither Jackson nor LaFond really

expected the call.

"I guess they're on a tight budget and

they have free agents that have been

working out since the summer," said

Jackson, who was ready to leave school

and attend the Boston Breakers iryout

camp that opened Monday at the

University of Central Florida. "They just

said that they weren't interested right

now.

'

LaFond is another story. He went to the

mini camp at Medford High three days

before he heard that the Breakers

released him; looking, evaluating the

competition, seeing if he thought a pro

f(M)tball career was within his capabilities

before forfeiting the final semester of his

fwtball scholarship and delaying his

gradual if)n dale.

He went down to the mini camp, which

consisted of speed and agility drills, and

made his decision.

"I honestly thought I did really well."

said LaFond. "i was confident 1 did well

and I thought I had a chance to make the

team and I was set to go. I was starling to

make arrangements to get down there."

All set to withdraw from school,

postpone his graduation date, and go head

first into the world of profes..ional foot-

ball. That's how confident Scott LaFond
was that he could make the Breaker's

squad.

'They said they were interested and

that we'd get a long look," said LaFond.

"But. I'm not sure we did."

For LaFond, the call seems to be an

omen of sorts. LaFond struggled with the

question of whether or not to leave school,

finally decided to leave, and later found

out that there was actually no decision to

make.
"I don't know. Fm glad I went down

there to the camp. It was good ex-

perience," said LaFond. "Now I can come
back and finish up on time."

Jackson is also back at school to finish

his education, but he hasn't eliminated the

United States Football League as a future

employer.

"It gives me a year to get ready rather

than a few weeks," said Wilbur, who has

spent just the month of January working

on his speed and quickness. "I'll wait and

see what happens.
"

LaFond hasn't exhausted all his

possibilities to play professional football,

either.

"I'll see what happens wiih the NFL and

I also might have a shot at the Canadian

Football League, so I'll wait around and

see," he said.

Maybe next time they wont be

disqualified before they get out of the

starting gate.

By ELLIOTT KALB
Collegian SUff

There were plenty of important stories

in the world of sports over the month of

January, and I'm sure you readers

couldn't wait to read what I have to say on

all the sports happenings. This way, if

you're at a bar or a party, you'll be sure to

have an intelligent opinion on it.

The only Bears I ever

loved were named Yogi

and Boo Boo.

ITEM: ALABAMA FOOTBALL COACH
PAUL "BEAR" BRYANT DIES.

I'm sorry. Too much has been written

about his good old boy already. Don't shed
too many tears, though. What can you say
about someone so richly loved and
eulogized by Alabama Governor George
Wallace. President Reagan, and Woody
Hayes';'

The only Bears I ever loved were named
Yogi and Boo Boo.

ITEM: NCAA TO TIGHTEN ACADEMIC
STANDARDS FOR ATHLETES.

Fieginning in 1986, the NCAA new
ruling will re(|uire high school seniors to

achieve a combined score of 700 on the
SAT tests before they are eligible for

intercollegiate athletics.

This is a step many coaches, including
the coach of the national football champion
Penn St. Nittany Lions, Joe Paterno, feel

is necessary and long past due.
Predominantly black universities are

protesting that standardized tests are

culturally biased.

Paterno and others argue that the

competitive nature of the minority

athletes he has encountered along with a

stipulation keeping an athlete on

scholarship for one year to raise his scores

make this NCAA ruling as fair as possible,

while taking a step in the right direction.

It seems obvious that the SAT's are

culturally biased. It also seems obvious

that there Is a problem in college athletics

that must be addressed soon.

Most college athletes do not make it at

the professional level. The colleges that

use these athletes for four years should

prepare their hired guns for something
else after their athletic careers.

Hopefully, critics and proponents can

Work together on a solution that doesn't

take the opportunity away for many
undereducated minority students to

attend college and play ball.

The worst possible scenario that could

come about from this ruling: The 1987

NCAA Final Four in college basketball is

made up of real student athletes, and the

quality of play is much lower than we've

come to expect.

ITEM: PBS SPECIAL LINKS GAM
BEING AND MAFIA TO NFL.

After a year filled with drug abuse

problems, a 57 day player's strike, and

lawsuits involving the Raider's move to

Los Angeles, a recent PBS special in

ferred that 12 games were fixed during a

three year period over 10 years ago with

the compliance of a head coach, a quar-

terback and a defensive captain.

The special also suggested that certain

owners are connected with organized

crime.
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Mel Gibson • 8
The Road >X arrior is about to live Dangerously

New Electronics • 10
Cassette decks, tiny records, car stereos & personal comfmters

Pat Metheny • 13
Cool & custuil jazz gtditarist

S. E. HINTON • 18
Tex author copes with fame, money & Francis Coppola
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Sews, rumor & barf reports
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INONEEAR
In

your Deccnilx?r 1982 is.sue of

.Xm/KiyanJ, Chris .Morris ijoes a

great disservice to botli your

maga/inc and working people all

over America. In tiis section t)l the

St\le" article, the part on partv' al

bums, Mr. .Morris makes liie com
ment "It your friends are chronic

cough syrup drinkers, Detroit auto

workers, or are similarly brain

damaged .

." Now I realize that the

intent was humort)u.s, but that dcx^s

not excuse the inference that auto

workers are mentally inferior to the

rest of the American [oopulation In

any circumstances such a blatant

generalization of a large segment of

blue-collar America would be dis

ta.steful, but in the current economic

times the rer.uirk is positively inex

cu.sable. No, I am not an auto wt)rker

— 1 am a graduate student at the

lJniversit>' of Virginia. Still. I cannot

let such an attack on a group of soliil

Ainericans pass unanswered.

Perhaps Mr. Morris is upset that

the auto workers do not conform to

his style of dress or his musical taste,

t)r maybe Mr Morris just did not

consider blue collar workers as pan

of the intellectual culture of this

countrv-, thereby justihing his dis

paraging remarks. No maner Detroit

auto workers are to a great extent

responsible for making this countn-

great — witness the huge eflecT on

the economy of the automobile in-

dustry In todays computer
controlled industrial world, Mr Mor
ris, even auto workers ha\e to know
more tfum how to u.se a wrench. If

auto workers are brain-damaged,

and Mr. Morris is not, why, then,

bring on the lolx)tomies! He proba

biy drives a Honda an\-wa\

.

Rohen Mawr
CJxtrloftesrille. VA

It's interestitig that no aula ti<ork

ers or l/x'ir iv Ialtres tirole lo us

Mcnfx^ tlxyjitst inuv a Ivller sense of
humor than ^i,n/iiaU' students"

(please note, thats a little joke) Sure-

ly n>u do nol sincerely Ix-lieiv l/.kil

Mr Mums meant lo condemn all

auto ux)rkers as braindaniaged-' It

UYts a humorous remark', exagger-

atedJor ejjecl

llje editors, hy tl.ie way. uxntUi like

to go on record us slating llxil tlv\

leould nol Ixiiv taken ojfense Ixid

Mr .Morris written "ttiagazine

editors " Or, heller yet. "magazine

inihlLsljers"

.MiiY we lietir from Jr\- ccxjks atul

fashion models, conhoys and In

dtunsy llatv tee left anwne out-' We
tiim lo offend eieryone Thai's

democracy

While 1 slaved away this

summer on my literary

studies at sthiHil, you ti»ok

the summer off. Nonetheless I was

pleased to see the Oclober Back tt)

School issue. I l(X)k forward to each

months comeJ\, reviews and tea

tures.

Of panicular note in the Octt)tx?r

issue was the anicle on tlie author

John Keeble by free lance writer

.Mian Routh Having read Yellowfisl}

myself and one other Keeble work. I

found the article ver\- informative I

.uained some new insight into the

man and his lxK)ks through this ex

cellent article

Please keep uji the well-written

literary pieces and of course, the

laughs.

Steten I. Tlxmiftson

No address

I
enjoyed your write up on

Monkeemania {.Ampersand,

November, 1982). I have txen a

long time Trekkie. and was thrilletl

when the conventions started up in

the early Seventies How nice to hear

that Monkee fans have dt)ne the

same. I have been a closet Monkee
follower for years, and wtiuld ap

preciate it if yt>u couki put me in

touch with these conventions. Plea.se

let me know where I can write for

more information.

Diane K<m/

lx}ng lieach. CA

Write lo iIk' pronutler of lix- con

rentions, Charles Kosenay, al .V)''

Tdi^euood .\irnur, .\ite Haren. CT
(>h>ll

I've
never heard ot I'r.tnvi'is Per

rin, but the star of the original

rlx' Toy and of Tfx' lull Blond

.Man wtlh One lilack sImh- was Pierre

Richard, the most lamous comic

.ictor in France ( In reference to vour

Holiday Movie Guide b\ Judith Sims,

1 )ecember issue )

Christine Wni.slon

I nnetyily of llx- Tactfic

Stockton, Calif

lidilor Sims, with face all red, culmits

her error Tranqots Perrin was lIx'

name of the character played l)y

I'letre Richard in lall Blond .Man

Si'nd iL\ your comments. umijUainis,

comfilinwnl.s (isfK'iially your com
pltmenl>), your philo^opiy <f life or

eien \our SA I .scores We like lo get

mail—any mail Send //.«- gtHxlies to

In i)ne Tar. l()SO Notlh Vine, Suite

<XX), HollyuKHjd, Cj\ <)<)0J8

(SfOUTTHEOTHER^
BY STEVEN GINSBERG

OfApes & Space

Foi RTEEN YEARS after J(X)T A Space

Odys.se\' hit theaters and soared

to cult status among movie buffs, au

thor .\rthur C. Clarke has written an

other sci-fier the him community

covets. JOIO ()dys.sey Two. just pub

lished by Ballantine Ii(N)ks, has at

traclet.1 ma.ssive interest among mo
tion piciure executives — so much
st) tliat Clarke has alreadv been seen

lunching with his attorney and top

bra.ss at MGM (makers of part one)

abtiut a movie version Rights to a

sequel to JOOl actually Ix'long to

MGM and director Stanlev Kubrick,

so insiders think that JOIO (not

exactly a .sequel) is a likely candidate

for tlie studio VC'hile that's being de

cided Clarke has returned to his

home on the island of Sri Lanka —
the siime place Bo and John I>?rek

shot ilieir larzan, Tlx> .AfK' Man last

year Ihe island, we hear, is an equal

opptirtunity employer.

A NO SPEAKINC OF TaRZAN, his

exploits continue onscreen, this

time in the form of a new

$20,000,000 plus piaure, Creystoke

Tlx> Creation of Tarzan and his Hpic

.Atlventures, now sluxKing in Came
Toon, Equatorial West Africa (there is

such a place) The director is Hugh

Hud.son. wIk) presides over his hrst

film since Chariots of Tire, with a

script based on Edgar Rice Bur

rough s larzan of IIx' Apes The storv-

fiKUses on the early life of Tar/jn —
before he met Jane. Cheetah or anv

one in HtilK^vtHKl

Working Out

JOHN TKAVOLtA has spent the last

few months in an intensive weight

and exercise program with his new

director Svlvester .Stallone to get into

shaiK' for Slaying Altre, the sequel to

Saiiirday .Xight leier Travtjlta, who
loves to e.it, had gotten a little soft in

the middle Ix-tween him roles, but

his reps ,>vvear ih.it with Sly's help he

now has a b<xly any dancer would

envy That's g(X)d, since he plays

opposite real life dancer Finola

Hughes, who as a bitch Broadway

star lures Travolta's ch.iracter into a

shoddy one-night .stand

Well All Right//

BACK IN THE DUSIY eOHNEKS of an

.MCA warehouse. unn)uched for

nearly 2" years, inside a lx)x marked

"Do Not Use, ' the lajies of Buddy

Holly s 1956 recordings have Ix-en

found These are the sessions cut

after he rebelled at Nashville's at

tempts to countrifv his sound; these

are the ta|x*s as thev existed before

producer Norman Petty "improved'

them by filling up the raw l.ubbtxk,

Texas rcxkabilly sounti with extra in

struments liudily Hotly — Tor tlx

Tirst lime Anywhere, due in the

stores immediately from MCA Re-

cords, t)ught to come as a happy jolt

to the current rtxkabilly scene (Stray

Cats, Bhtsters, et. at.) and to all those

moviegtx'rs who loved Tlx' Buddy
Holly Sloty The I.P will include a

di.scography and some recently dis-

covered Holly phtHographs

E.T. Forever. . . and
Ever. .

.

YES, Steven Spieiberc. has agreetl

(in theory) to an ET sequel

(did you ever doubt it?). The opera-

tive date for ii t«) reach theaters is

mid 1984, though film company Uni-

versal Piaures will only say they are

in negotiation Spielberg, mean-

while, is said to be more imme-
diately interested in doing a film

or musical of Little Slx/p of Horrors,

now a lilt oil Broadway (based on

Rt)ger Cormans Fifties horror flick

starring then unknown Jack Nichol

son) But even nx)re immediate than

that is the director's interest in TT.

kiddie star Drew Barn more Spiel-

berg is so protective of the little tyke

that he tlew lo NY when she was

l«)sting Saliaday i\i,i^ht l.iie just to

Februmry, 1983 Ampersand 3



PIONEER SP R OWNERS:
PLEASE KEEPYOURCAMWINDOWS ROLLED UP

W

'¥

Kablowee. Blam. Bam. Boom.
Its not World War III, ladies and

gentlemen.

Merely the introduction of our new
Maxxiar 6x9 car speakers. An introduc-

tion that doesn't exactly lend itself to

peace and quiet

Because these are the most
awesome sounding speakers yet.With
greater power handling capacity

Great enough, in fact, to handle up

4 Ampersmnd Fehrmary, 1982

^̂

u n

4
.

#*"

n^

to 100 watts of Max Music Fbwer—

a

method of measurement comparable to

the one used to rate the power capacity

of our home speakers.

Our new^ designed voice coil uses
a slightly larger wire. It won't break down
because of overheating. And it can with-

stand (you guessed it) greater power
So you can imagine v^t kind of

meltdov^ our speakers will put the old

eardrums through when you actually

roll those car windows up and listen

to them in the intimate confines of your
car's interior

But sorry all you power-hungry
people.The story here isn't power alone.

We use a Strontium IVtegnet. It's

more efficient, giving you greater sound
per watt.

And to produce an even better

separation of highs, midranges and lows,

our Maxxial 3 and 4-way speakers

!««S*f.«3!iB» , 'i-S^.

contain an extra driver

Pure and accurate tonal quality

High efficiency and wide frequency

response.These are qualities you've

come to expect from a speaker made

by Pioneer

Which is exactly why we still make

the components for them ourselves.

That way we can meet our standards of

quality And yours.

Speaking of which, our quality

control tests virtually drive our speakers

to the edge. So while they produce

sound that seems like it'll destroy every-

thing within a 12-block radius, the

speakers themselves are virtually in-

destructible.

Now for the most thunderous

announcement yet. All this improve-

ment in our speakers, at a price that's

designed to get you to gravitate toward

power Not away from it.

^ PiONeeR'
Because the music matters

Februmry, 19S3 Ampersmnd $



dfOUTTHEOTHER-
ni.ike sure the (oiks would treat her

ok. IV FT won kl sj\ "Ouch."

Ml ANWHIIE I'NIVERSAI hus SIK'HI

Jl.OOO.OOO huilding an E.T.

l.anh Center on its studio lot — a

place where the kiddies can buy

more than SOO licensed E.T. items.

.\sidc trom browsing their wa\

through E.T T shins, masks, jewe!r\-,

blades and pajamas, real luck\ kids

can even get their pictures taken

with the little green guy Only it's not

e.xactly .1 tlcsii and blood replica.

They get snapped riding a bicycle

with a picture of FT in the basket

Big deal

Tube Fodder

HK\vtNs CiAii. nif i»Ki(,fcsr tinan

cial disaster in the history ot

the tilm business, has been pur

chased h\ the pay cable sciTice, Z

Ch.iniiel, tor fl.OOO.OOO (almost

more than it soM in theater tickets)

/ e\i'\ planneil an exclusiw \..\

showing ot the original 219minute
\eision o\ the «.^i:,(K«l,(MK» liim be

ginning Christ mas eve, with dis

trilnitiir I niied Artists hoping this

will inspire other serxices to pur

iliasf the picture t(ir their lities

RtMK.MBtK lllh spiKs from the okl

lA series \hni I rum t \(:iH.>

\<t iIkv re not dead Rotu'n \aughn

and David .\ttCallum are shooting .1

new movie ot the week entitled AV

mm of tlK- Manpum I .SCU: (it will

go out .is .1 feature hlin in other

countries).

THt KtNNKDVS OF .Mass.XI III SETTS,

An eight hour miiiiseries tor

AHCIA. will ir.ice tour generations

of tlx- liostoii |>)litical clan Spanning

over UK) years, the series will be

written by I)v>ris Kearns (.iouilwin,

biiigrapher and former s|K'cial assis

laiit 10 the late presulent l.vndon

Johnson

Ronstiuit RediLX

Tn^ lOM.-HiA.NNFi) I inda Konsi.kli

album of standards will proba

bly tx' tmished by the time \ou re.id

this. FlektrVA-sylum. her label, says

that t lie project t(K)k extra time due

to I'iraU's (jf l\-n:cintc and poji

album commitments \Xhile it s irue

that the toundering lalwl was desp

er.itc tor (ii't (:i<)-<cr, a guar.inteed

gold seller, to hit the stands, the

standards album was finished more
than a year ago Problem was, it

stunk The decision to hold it from

release came after the album covers

kid already Ix'en printed .According

to an inside st)urtv. tlx' torjx'doed

I.P had a few good moments, but

\erv tew The current waxing, pro

LJiicetl tn Peter .A.sher and arranged

by NelsiHi Ridtlle (of Frank Sinatra

f.ime). represents starting oser from

Square One

Just Plain Redux

Goon Ntws H)R oi.DiE record

buyers >Xarner/Elektr;i/.\tlantic

has loweretl the suggestetl retail list

jirice ot its catalog albums to $b9*<

from f8 9H That means, if tlie record

store owners pass the savings on to

us, It'll be rwo bucks che.tjxM to bu\

'A'F-A LPs more th.Mi a war old

6 Ampersand Fehnutry, t9Hi,

Video Strategies

Yoi MAY HAVE NOThj) JP ekiritch

new TV show — it press time

it was ID be called Wizards ami
Vitir/ortJs — wherein some vague

ly metlieval ty|X's walk arouiul stone

castles in tights and funics, hack

ing now anil then at baddies and

monsters with fat swords .According

to rumors circulating around the

Burbank Studios production fa

cilities, where "Li/ards and law

yers (as some of the crew call

ilx' show) is lx"ing shot, the produc

ers tlon t much care if its a hit Their

rumored strategv is tor the series to

draw just enough attention tt) survive

because it has lots of strange cos

tumen (a raritv 111 series IV). Then

the\ can license 1 vitleo ganx* — any

sort of gooti vs evil battle will ilo —
based on the series The advantage is

that suth a game would be pre sold

li\ at le.ist seven weeks wortii of

prime tiiiK" television e.\|'H)sui"e

So Ml lllsll is 20111 ( hMI R^ Fox
lilms on \itleo ganx-s that it has

tlecideil Us video ilivision will use a

few of tlx- companv s films for the

Ixisis of some ot its new oftenngs Si

while .Mari gives us /• '/ and
Paramount supplies \iiir I ivk' games,

l-'ox IS offering us the workl ot

Mi'iinfone. lanltistic V'ori'cje .ind

MifU Can I wait.

BarJiHg

OMK.oi) Don I make fun of a val.

C.iuse. \.i know, peojile who
know alHiui those things tell us that

Fr.iiik /api^a and (.laughter .Moon

Init h.ue hit upon a potential

$10<». ()()(). ()()() licensing goldmine
w.th their Aallev Girl" hit record

Kealh' \Xith .ill the realh tar out

deals ihe\ \e m.ide, we little |X'ople

will vHni l>e able to bu\ S'.illev Curl

it.)lls, leg w..;niers (tor sure), blui'

jeans and even lunch bt>xes l.unch

looses'' (}u\. barf me out

YOI iHiNK Moiivw«H)i) p\RriEs are

tun!' >Xell, not always >Xiiness

the post screening festivities for 4^
Urs . the new \uk \olte Fxidie Mur

phy Dirly lltiny l\pv movie 1 he

guest list included such not in

(.lemand |X"isoiis as Janx's and Molly

Keach. loan llacketi and her niece,

anti I'rsula /\ixlress and Harry Ham
lin The site was a delicatessen in

^Xes| 1. A whose sandwiches include

gourmet treats like "Ike and Tina

1 una The big event when Nick

Nolle s wife Sharon (he didn t show )

knelt down in the middle of a grouj)

ot ix'ople and spit out a rumaki she

had just eaten. Seems she tlidn t like

the combo of liver aixl bacon Viliai

a town.

Sequels, Remakes &
Copycats

THE Concrete Ji N(.i.e, a traslu

woman's prison picture earlier

(his year starring Jill ,St John. Nita

lalbot and a host of other actresses,

went on to such success that its pro

ducers ha\e alreadv firmed plans for

Tlx' (.DitcivW Jiiii^le II (\et .inotlier

storv of a sweet young thing who
turns into a tough prison tootsie). Al

read> chained to this ojius are Stella

Stevens, l.iixia (is there life after Ilx-

Kxordsl') Blair, Svbil Danning, the

ixrennial FIoII\a\»xk1 vamp Edy >Xil

hams (the ex Mrs. Russ .Mever) ami

Mu.irt Vihitman (Stuart Whitm.iii'')

No, Ul.i l.upino is not the prison

guard Or ShelK >Xinters Or

THE 3D <;ra/.e has hit the g(H)d

ole porno him. Opening this

month at theaters near vou is Ve.v

cdlihnr, a new hartlcore entiT bille<l

.IS the latest in .VD k)ids and l.idies

wreaking hav<K" on each other Neeil

v\e s.iv Its in the sworti .aid sorcerv

genre' OK we wont

TllhRt « \s //iZ/oWt/A. IlllllotlVtll

11 .IIkI III liltitlVCH III So now
there s going to be UtillituwH IV —
m 4 1) It s true. .\her the smash
opening of Numero Ties, Italian

movie mogul Dino Del.aureniiis ap-

j)roac!>ed I'niversal Pictures with the

itlea of .1 tt)llow lip .\i this (>)ini no
one is quite sure wh.it the tourth

dimension will be How .ibour

greed^

NASI ASSIA KiNsKI AM) l)ll>l>^

.MooKK will star m I njttilhfitlly

)oiirs. .1 remake of the Preston

Siurges (.lassie ihit originally fea-

tured Rex Harriv)!) and Linda Dar
nell How.ird Zietf (I'riidU- lk-u/«

mill) ihrecis em.

What Are Friends For?

T1»SI)A> WHI) AM) JESSU A I.AM.E.

onie Ix'st triends. are now in a

heavv i.lutv tend thanks to Tuesday s

lomments about l.ange s perfor

mince as Bmovie stir Frances

F.irnxM in the new him. Iniiues

luestlav re|V)ne(.llv called up Jessica

and trashetl her acting, telling her

that not only was she awful but tb.it

tlx" direaor "should Ix* shot. .Vs if

that weren t enough, Tuesday has

also rei>ortedly taken up with the

e\er agile Mikhail B.irvshiukov —

It's February, tra la, and in

honor of Valentine's Day
we've chosen this Amper-
heart by Allen Odell of Eu-

gene, Oregon. He earns
$30 for his artistic ef-

fort. Other readers
who wish to create
original Ampersands
and earn big bucks
should submit their

art in black ink on sturdy

white paper and send it off

to us at 1680 \. Vine, Ste. 900,

Hollywood, CA 90028.

MoreJokes
Hold your siJes to keep front

splitinfi, folks, here come some

more yiuks ctmlrihutecJ hy Am
persund's own hilarious readers

(or so they tell us)

1. How many college foot-

ball players does it take to

change a lughtbulb?

Only one. but he gets three

creditsfor it.

lX-lil>ic Bcnov

{ olumbus, Ohio

2. How many psychiatrists

does it Uke to change a light-

bulb:"

Only one, but it takes a
long, long time, and then

only if the lightbulb really

wants to change.

i'.itriiu llciutiTson

\iisiin l\

)oit loo may viini luenty hi}i

hiuks. just like these lucky

comediennes Send your silly

words to Xmperstindjokes, IGHO

\orth Vine. Suite 'JOO. Hoi
I \ wood, (.A WOJN And keep

sinilini'

Screenwriter l.arrv (J)hen is bringing

jus script to the stage with the hel|>

of songwriters .Michael Core ind

De.in Pitchtord (i'linie)

Jessica's foinxr Ivau .ind the ilaikh

of herihild. Its .1 tiieiKlK town

.\iul on the sub|ect ot Frances

I'.irnx'r. there is also a |\-movie on

the .ictress being rushetl onto the

lube in liojX's ot betting out ilu- te.i-

luie. Susan Blakelv pla\s the title

role on TV. with Lee Cir.ini as ihe

ilemenied mother who keeps putting

Fraixes back into a mental insiitii

tion for shock treatments (Kim Stan

lev plays mom on the big screen)

The rivalrv Ix-tween the two projects

recalls a similar st.ii biopic a few

ve.iis back based on the life of Jean

H.irlow Carroll Baker was Harlow.

the movie, while (..irol l.ynle\ was

Harlow, the lA program.

Workingnuni 's Punk
KEEPINl. TO A STRK T llOthlllg sacrcil

ix)licy. .1 New Jersev b.iixl called

l'o|i()"Pies, now h t| d in Frisco, has

released a punk version of the Cirate

fill Dead anthem, 1 ruckin

Sicrilege. you say — but things get

worse! Skte two of the 4lS Recortts

EP contains the rap version of the

same song. .\ixl the cover snatches

Garcia & Co "s familiar skull-and

roses motif, only to juxtapose the

s;icred s\nil-)olog\- with a tahletop of

mushed up chicken pot pies. In fan.

the skull h.is .1 linbble of gravv on its

chin.

"The guvs in the Dead love the

punk version and the\ pla\ it Ix'fore

rehearsals, claims Howie Klein,

Frisco alternative music maven
Mavlxf the /ombie nxkers will even
go so far as to cover a PopOPies
origin. il — like, |X*rhaps, The Cath

olics Are Attacking" or "Fascists Eat

Donuts
"

Odd Bits

Woi in M)r BEiiEVE a Broadwav
music 1 1 based on Brian De

Palmas prom shixker, Carrie^ Yep

AE^iER THREE YEARS of preparation,

hlmmg will Ix'gin this month in

.Mexico on Diine. the classic Frank

Herbert novel set in a workl of sand.

D.ivid l.vnch il'iaserhcad, Flepluiiit

McDi) is the director. So serious is

Hollvwood about this one that

ihev le planning to spend at least

$3(),()()0,()()0 to make it — more than

am studio has budgeteil for aiu him

in two years.

WMM 1K)ES PaI I NEVI MAN do w ith

ins time .isiile from s|x'aking

out .igaiiist nucle.ii we.i(v»iis, r.icing

c.irs, t.ilking to Joanne >Xoodward

.iikI starring in new movies C/'Ae

Verdict I' He becomes a food king.

Alieadv on the m.irket is Pauls

renowned I'mil .Seiinnin's SnUul

Divssinii aixl s(H>n to come is I'diil

\cu Diiin's Old I (ishioiieil t'o/Koni

Realh

Hmii^ty Hearts

(& Fnipty Heads)

ONCE A YEAR, the staff of the

/ CIA Dtiily liniin puts out .1

parodv version of the irossiown 11

v.ils I sc Ihiily Tni/tin .11 .iboiii the

same lime that the ist; student jour

nalisis are busv producing a pariKlv

ot their foes publication But the

'Iroj.in student ivniv seems .ilvx.iys to

be I .luglit with ilieir paroilv

deteitors down the most recent

Like Dtiily Tni/tin ciriieil .1 he.ul-

line proclaiming a free Bruce
Springsteen concert, .ulvising stii

dents to hurrv anil c.ill tor iiikets

Number given was th.it of the Ihiih

rro/tin\ real eililor Do/ens ot e.igei

lioss fans called tor ducats. oi>li\ious

to the quotes .iitiibuleil to the r<Kk

star in the !>odv of the .iitide Mv

songs are .ill aliout aimless drifters

who are pretiv stupiil anil have no

ihrection m lite, saiil the imagin.irv

Springsteen, so I think it s ver\ ap

propri.ite 1 sing them to I SC stii

dents

Maybe You're Doin^ it

Wron^.''

\sl HE HO* 10 MAKE the most of

sour eilucational experience?

Hon to (.olU;i<e wants to rescue
vou >X'resting college from its

hackneyetl role as a noun, authors

Bil le.ikle. Eugene Reardon .ind Ed
Viv.itt verb.ili/e the college process

with sections on the essentials. Like

caffeine, eliciting, re.il testimonv

from a guv who procrastinates, take

ids, Ten Rules of Tanning and how
to tell the ilitTerence Ixrween a get

togeilx'r, .1 g.iihering. 11 pativ .ind a

coup deiat Subtitled A Humorous
Guide to the Four >'ears. the tonx*

even advises on how to make the

Greek scene Joining .1 fr.it is .1 little

more ilifficult than joining a recoril

of the month club, counsels page

95. '".
. avoiil racist .iiid ethnic |okes.

stick with sexist. It the tome is un
av.iilable in vour local bookstore,

copies mav be onlered from Primer

Press, Box no. Palo .\lto. CA 94.30S

for $-»9S each.

u

MAKE $12.20pFOR ^
COLLEGEWHILEYOU'RE
GOINGTO COLLEGE.

for college
^ ^^^ ^^^ Another $6,000 for four years of

Up to !t)4,iA)U in couege aia ib yuuia juat iwi
j b , vnn earn during two summer

''
'fcXThave „ wai, (c coUge »ioln *c A™, Ite.™ Kjou',. 17 or old.=r and a junk, or

In California, 800-252-0011. In Alaska or Hawaii, 800-423-2244.



MEL
GIBSON
An American from

Kangarooland Hops to

the Top

BY DaVTN SEAY

Mel Gibson s skin is on uw
ti>;ht Maybe it s the circum

stances — the first in what

promises to be an endless series of

inter\iews to promote his latest him,

the I .S /Australian coproduaion of

Peter Weir s The Year of Litttig

Ikifif>eruwily — or ma\t)e this is just

the way he s put together, all wires

and sinews and short bursts of

forced laughter Whatever the case,

the 26 year old expatriate American
atnor seems on the verge of an acute

nervous meltdown.

The plush leather sofa, into whose
inviting rece.vses he's sunk, is unable
to hold him still for long. For one
thing, his clothes are giving him
trouble: the double knit pants riding

up, revealing the zippered tops of

some vintage Beatle b(X)ts. He's long

since tossed off his sports coat, and
the way he's squirming youd think

tlie Ixfige silk shirt he's wearing was
made of horse hair One of the most
sought after rising stars on the inter-

national film scene — the matinee
idol of .U(4d Max and KocuJ Warrior,

the ri\eting screen presence of dal

lifxjli - Gibson is behaving like a

summer stock hopeful auditioning

tor a bit part in Kismet

If It wasn t for all this fidgeting,

distracted pacing and chain smoking,

Mel Gibson s unfamiliarirv with the

standard fiollywcxid tap dance might

Ix" di.sarming, even refreshing. As it

IS, [ have the feeling that Gibson ex

pected each question, no matter how
inn<x:ent, to hold a barb, ready to

sink into all the personal and private

pans of his p.syche and drag them
oi" for eveiTione to see. This isn't an

interview, it's a grilling, and one that

reveals an often painful vulnerability.

I love all this,' he says gesturing

vaguely to the bright sky and the

busy entertainment enterprise grind-

ing on outside his publicist s Beverly

Hills window. 'But 1 don't think I'm

equipped to handle it."

All this" is Hollywood, a town
whose glitzy ambience gives

pause to an actor who made
his reputation in the outback Austra

lian film industry "I've been asked

lo come here and make movies, but

I think It would be ttxi much ttx)

st>on It's a frightening prospect, re-

alK'

I'rightened or not, Gibst)n may
s(X)n find hini.self having to deal with

success on its own terms. Born in

Feekskill. New York, in Januarv- of

19S(), Gibson was one of eleven clul

dien in a family that emigrated to

.\ustralia in 1%8, InitialK interested

in a career as a journalist, tjibson

considered his earl\ attraction to act

ing nothing more tlian a pleasant di-

version from reality. Nevertheless,

.itier graduating from high school, he

a|iplied lo the National Institute of

Dramatic Arts in Sydney. To his

NJiock, he was accejited

The i\AS after I graduated, he re

calls, (he broad vowel sounds of his

.\ussie accent obliterating anv trace

ot his .\merican roots, 'I went owx

and auditioned iox Shui \htx I didn t

know what the hell I was doing, I

jiiM stcp|X'd into It and m\ head
started to reel.'

\Xith g(K)d reaMin, as it turned out.

Filmed on a budget of around
%^<t).(m\Shul \Ul\ — a h\ixfrkinetic

end i)f the-world rt>mp — has gros

sed over JlOO million to date, mak-
ing it the most successful film in Au
stralian movie historv and the feature

credited with opening up global

markets to Down I'nder pr<xiuct "It

was a rough trot,' quips Gibson in

wiiat fias to be an indigenous turn of

phrase Id never been in front of a

camera tx?fore. It all seemed cra/v to

me, an ab.solutely insane busine.ss
"

Gibst)n. undoubtedly caught up in

the myihic proportions of the Mad
Max success story, is spinning a bit

of legend here himself The fati is,

he was cast in a feature film called

Summer City while still a student at

the Institute of Dramatic Arts, on-

screen experience that had to come
in handy when playing the grief

crazed highway patrolman Max in

the galvanic role that catapulated

him into worldwide attention Sum
mer City, just to set the record
straight, is one of seven films in the

Gibson portfolio, which includes the

tearjerker Tim, in which he stars as a

retarded youth enamored t)f Piper

Laurie; something called Z Men, and
a couple of oriental pcxboilers made
in Taiwan. "I ve done some really

awful things, " Gibson admits, pulling

at his trousers and reaching for an-

other Chesterfield "But all things

considered, I've been quite lucky.

Being way down there away from
evervihing away from the public

eve, has given me a chance tt) grow
and develop I think if I'd have done
some of those films here I would
have been stopped cold." His laugh

is high-pitched, emanating from
some reserve of anxiety that s caus-

ing him now to take tremendous
drags off his cigarette and convul-

sively gulp black coftee.

Road Warrior, last year's block

baster sequel lo Mad Max (originally

titled Mad Max II) is a work of

which even the self-effacing Gibson

is proud. "Mad Max was really a

technical feat, " he confesses, "a

triumph of editing There was noth

ing I did that was that extraordinary

But by the time we did Road War
rior, I was more knowledgable about

film in general I had learned how to

use the camera, to work in that ines-

capable style of George's
"

George is George Miller whtj,

along with Peter Weir, Fred Schepsi,

Bruce Beresford and a handful of

others, is a founding member of Au
stralia s new wave wtdnditk'inii film

director s club. Citing what he calls

.Miller's "amazing ability to see some-
thing t->efore he .shoi)ts it," Gibson
tries to explain how, with a grand

total of no more than a dozt'ii lines

as the road warrior, he was able to

tashion with looks and presence
such formidable menace and jX)tent

anger within the context of Millers

breakneck aptKalyptic parable

I was in damn near even frame.

"

he concedes, "so it became a ques
tion of accelerating to a vveiicl,

whipix-l sjx'cd of the film It s what I

call Heavv Metal acting, doing less

anti making more of it."

Questions of yet another .Ur*/.l/av

epic are left hanging. '>X'hen we fin-

ished the first insiallment. we all

swore we'd never pick up on that

theme again >«'hat George mav do
next, I have no idea. 1 woukln t pre
sunx' to sco[X" his psvche

Psxche-scoping isn t something
Gibson himself will sit still for.

either Tentative probes into his

personal life are met with more
twitches and embarrassed pauses.

lies lx*en married for three years

and has a two yearold daughter. "My
wife likes lo stay out of my career as

much as |X)ssible, ' he says, "and pre

fers that 1 don't discuss her either

She thinks it's rude, and I'm i.f the

same opinion The Gibsons make
their home in Sydney, a kxale he re-

fers to as "delicious" One gets the

feeling he d like to be back right

about now
.Meanwhile, he s run out of

smokes There s not even a butt in

the ashtray, thanks to his di.sconcen-

ing habit of reducing each cigarette

to a nub of glowing coal, abandoning
it only after singeing his lips A secre

tarv is hurriedly summoned; she of-

fers fier own pack of Vantages Gib-

son takes the American brand, but

transforms them into "lung busters"

by ripping off their filtered heads
The grilling resumes.

Gallipoli was the binh of a na-

tion,' he says, as the subjea

turns to yet another of his

meritorious starring roles — that of

the naive farm boy fed into the First

World War meat grinder in Peter

Weir's anti militarist screed, Gal
lipoli The disastrous battle, fought

interminably on the shore of Turkey,

provided some incendiarv' subject

matter for a film that, in the end,

seemed rather tame and delicate.

Gibson, however, shone in his sym
pathetic rendering of a young man
marching willingly to death for a

cause not worth the cost. It was the

shattering of a dream for .Australia,"

he remarks. "They had banded to-

gether to fight the Hun and died by

the thousands in a dirty little trench

war.'' For Gibson, however, there

was something fine and true in the

ideals and a.spirations of that era.

"Most people would call it a dark

time," he muses. "I don't agree.

There was real sanity then Men
knew what they believed in one

Gixi, honor and country They were

gtx)d men, fighting for something

that was real to them."

Gallipoli. filmed for $2.5 million

— a hefty budget bv Australian stan-

dards — did much to earn Gibst)n a

reputation as a "'.serK)us, " ver.satile

actor It also elevated the continent's

film industry into the big leagues,

with heavy international promotion

and distribution. Despite its flaws,

Gallifxjli did much to convince the

world that the .\ussies were in the

running for Hollywoxl sized stakes

"The first movie picture ever

made was filmed in Australia," ex-

plains Gibson It was ten years fx;

fore the Yanks got into it and they

really had a b(K)ming little industry

there for awhile The prt)blem was.

there was no population to suppon
it and, with Hollywood outcla.ssing

them, they just faded away For all in

tents and purposes, it was asleep

until the early Seventies and even

with all their success, they still lack

the money and technology to be

really competitive. There's lx*en a lot

of experimentation, not all of it

gotKJ, and much of it concerned with

examining themselves through their

art"

(iibson retains American citizen

ship, but considers himself essen

tially .Australian He sees the young
nation's famous identity crisis in a

unique light

Aussies have what you might call

the cringe, he asserts. "They re a

little raw ami feel a little inferior By

ha\iiig a prod at their history

through movies they re trying tt) find

out who they are, to tap a sinirce of

pride I think it s Ix-ginning to hap
jx-n. Ive Ixfen there fourteen years

and have seen immense changes
They have found what they think is

an identity and its becoming iden

tifiable to the rest of the world as

well

Part of that identity is tightly

bound up in the nation s movie ex-

|X)ns.

As a face and movie |x;rsona, Mel

Gibson stands at the center of his

ado(>ted country's emerging identity

Despite his real life twinges and twit

ters, the on-screen Gibson exudes a

rock steady, unpretentious self

consciousness, a powerful sense of

presence and an instinctual grasp of

the moment "I don t worry about

success," he says "If it doesn t work
out I can always go grow corn."
Coming from him, it's a believable

alternative

As reluctant a star as he may be,

Gibsons destiny .seems determined
to keep him out of the corn field

Tfje Year of Living Dangerously is by

far the most ambitious Australian

film undertaking to date — a sprawl

ing epic that holds at its core a fleet

ing love affair between characters

played by Gibson and American ac

tress Sigourney Weaver (ofMien and
Eyewitness fame) Bankrolled by
MGM to the tune of $6 million, the

film is set against the final days of

Sukarno's corrupt Indonesian re-

gime
"It's taken from a lujvel by a very

fine .Australian writer, Christopher

Koch," Gibson explains. "It's the

story of how politics catches up with

people It's funny, but 1965, the year

the film takes place, Sukarno
deemed the year of living danger

ously.' He sure proved it. A coup at

tempt by Communist faaions in the

government, backed by Peking,

failed and in the reprisals, hundreds

of thousands died. Our story deals

with the period ju.st after the coup
and revolves around a collection of

foreign correspondents
'

The Year of Living Dangerously

received lots of valuable pre release

publicity First, permits to film in

Jakarta, Indonesia, were denied.

Then radical Moslems, assuming the

movie in progress was going to be

anti Islamic, disrupted the sub-

sequently cho,sen Philippine locatk)n

with death threats and other acts of

intimidation.

Alarming stories of narrow es-

cape from angry mobs sur

faced in the Los Angeles and

,\t'w York Times, People and
elsewhere. Thanks to some fun

d.inientalist firebrands, Tlv Year of
l.ntng Dangerously had made a

splash before a single frame w.is

shown.

It wasn t really that had, " says

Gibson "We got a lot of death
threats to be sure, but I just assumed
that when there are so many, it must

mean nothing is really going to hap

pen I mean, if they meant to kill us.

why send a note?" Still, the third

world sojourn did provoke some
unnerving encounters. One call I

kejM getting was this guy asking nx* if

I was brave and courageous That's

all he d ask. It was scary enough.'

^Xlth Tlv Year of living Danger-

ously at last in the can and set for

early 198.-^ release, Gibson is a bit at

Kx)se ends. Tm Uxiking for a chal

lenging n)le," he says, as he lights

the last of his de filtered cigarettes

and heaves a deep, ragged sigh

"Something different from anvthing

Ive done Its hard Im the kind ot

person who can't do anything unless

I enjoy it

'

(lihson lcUx)ve and below) in The
Year t>f Living Dangerously A ner

tons twitdxr in [K'rsun. Gibson is a
com/K'lltng. rock stead)' presence on
screen

,.--*^,.

.«96Z
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, "^ THE INCREDIBLE

S^- SHRINKING RECORD

kt lY WUM L. ROSCN

Machines that make the

phonojjraph obsolete liave a

revered sjiot in the Patent Ottice tiles

right Ix-hind ivqx'tual motion ma-

chines; in\entors daiminj; such con

iraptions are spoken to softly by

folks dressed in white and ca^ilv

cUsping biittertly nets

When a major corporation an

nounces a new product with the

claim that it replaces Kdis*)n s talking

machines, my mind switches to

thoughts ot soiling iheni some

swampland 1 have in Florida lor new

con''»"'aie offices. Cra/\, misguided

and naive are among the kindest

words to descTilx.' those who Ix'liese

they can upset the pln)nograph s

100 vear hegemony over home
music reprixiuaion

NaturalK I was astounded when

Son\ Lor|>oration not oiiK made that

claim but on Ocnotx'r hrst of 19H2 in

troduced their Compact Disc Svsiem

in Japan.

It quickly became obvious that

Niny. t(x). has misjudged public reac

tion to the new product They sold

t)Ut of It almost immediately, and

now thev have a waiting list 4S davs

long

Within the next few months Son\

and a host of other companies will

introduce that same product, the

Compati Disc svstem of digital audio

discs, in the I nited Mates Public ac

ceptance here ma\ fx- lust as unpre

diciable as in Japan

.\lthough news of digital discs

might not Ix- earth shaking to you if

\()u ve already seen digital records

in stores for years, one look at the

Compact Disc itself will tell you it's

of a different ilk. ,\hout the only

thing it has in common with today s

records is that it's round

Those socalled digital' records

vou mav be familiar with are ordi

nar\ black vin\! records made from

digital master tapes Mid played on

ordinary turntables The Compact

Disc is little more than 4-1/2 inches

III diameter, shiny silver on one side

.ind all label t)n the other, and has

no grtK)ves It requires, as you may

have guessed, an entireh new piece

ot hi h equipment to play it

A tew of the things ii doc-sn t have

— like noise, distor

tion. pops, clicks, tUiiter

and wow ^ shi>uld make the

Compact Disc- interesting to anyone

who has a stereo system.

It luimlx'rs mean ainlhing to you,

Us trequenc-\ res|X)n.se is absolutely

flat from 20 H/. to 20,000 Hz, its

signal to noise ratio is al-K)ut 90 dB..

and distortion generally is under

0.01 jxr cent. That means the sound

qualitv the Compact Disc system

can put in your living riHim is as

g(H)d as digital studio master tajx^s

Comparing Compact Discs to or

dinary albums is like comparing

F.M radio to AM — imlv the differ

ence between discs is literalK ino

times greater'

Yet thai suivr qualitv is vinualK

indestructible Ik-causc the CA)mpaci

Disc is played by a laser instead of a

needle, it won't wear out. nor will

dust. Iingerprints and the usual

minor scratches afteci its sound

The secret is that the music is re

corded in digital data bits instead ot

.IS a sounilwave in a recoril groove

Koughlv ti 1/4 billum bits per disc-

allow up to ~4 minutes of uninter

rupied plavmg time

.Mthough breathtaking and long

isiing sound are the most ear

catching ciualities of the Compad
l^isc, other reasons alst) make its

creators Ixlieve it has a chance of

sending the IP the wav of ~H RPM re

corits

The same silver disc will pla\ in a

future liix" of ponable stereos — like

it)davs >Xalkpeople — and in car

stereo players, as well In fact one

Sony spokesman tx"lie\es that Com
pad Discs will help solve what the

music industr\ calls "the home tap-

ing problem by being an all-

purpose medium. Because there will

be no need to lajx- a disc to make its

music }->ortable and Ix-cause Son\ be

lie\es nn)st people are naturalK i>h)

la/\ to tape if the\ don't have to, few

will l-K)ther to push the record but

Ion tlown

(The discs themselves will onl\

pla\ back, by the way Consumers

cannot record on them )

The computer stufted mside the

Clompaa Disc player alsti makes the

discs easier to use than either ttnJax's

records or cassette tajx-s

On Sonys intrtHJucU)r\' machine

the CDP 101. pushbuttons let you

choose exaciK what cut you want

f\-fm r^ja> »r«<e«

^^^ tHP ^iw gjg ?!*

«Mt mo

without
hunting tor

tlx- place to drop

the needle, repeat

any album cut or part

of a track, however long,

.IS often as you like, or scan

the disc forward or back-

ward When you scan, the

music whizzes by at a

breakneck pace but

the pitch (.loes not

change' Future
models m.iy even

h.ue .m elec

tronic re.idout of

the album name
and title ot the

cut being played

for folks who can-

not identifv songs by

melody alone.

The most important

implication for the future is

standardization The Compact

Disc svstem was developed by

tlx' loint elTorts of Sony in Japan and

Philips in Europe, and it has now

lieen adopted as the standard digital

ln)nie playback system b\ over three

dozen other manufacturers

Even the packaging of Compact

Disc- albums has Ixen standardized

Each will come in a clear pla.stic l>)x

hinged like a cassette box but

shaped roughly five inches square

.ind a quaner inch thick Ct)ver an

and a removable b«H)klet for album

notes will be enclosed with each

disc

Vihen the Compact Disc plaver is

intnxluced here, Sonv promises thai

over 100 discs will be available tor it.

.\lthough onlv the handful of albums

ili.it luve been digitalK mastered cm
take full advantage of the ultimate

sonic capabilities of the Compact

Take it from Mike Love,
of the Beach Boys,
and Dean Torrence,
of Jan and Dean

"It's slim and trim, like i am,
and simple enough for Dean to use."

Mike Love

Disc. .S«)ny expects that public accep

tance, the convenience and the free

dom from deterior.ition of the Com
pan Disc medium will lead to many

older albums being remastered in

the new format.

Expectedly. the price of the new

technologv is high. Sonv has ixgged

tlx- CDP 101 Compact Disc plaver m
the $1000 range. The discs them

selves will cost about flS 20, the

same spread as most current au-

diophile albums

Other makers wil! have other units

at various prices. Even Sony admits

readving a second model at about

lulf the CDP 101 s tag, to Ix released

late this year (1983).

Even if the Compact Disc does

sound as giKKl .IS its sixcific.itions

sav it slx)uld tit does, bv the wav; 1

{ta^toA^^
.X

heard it. .iiul now I want one Sonv

please take note), there s no guaran

tee of when or if conventional al

bums will Ix* obsolete

.Vsked to predict the future, Sonv

is as noncommittal as a [-Kjlitici.in

running for re election But in this

age of one technic-al .riumph after

another, even the Compact Disc may

Ih.- obsolete in leii vears

\ ^ COMPUTERS ON

S^- THE CHEAP

^^^ BY Steven Bames

^ Beyond the shadow of a

^ doubt, the Computer .\ge has

arrived in America. This is no time

(Continued on iHt^e IM

^^^ if ^ *-"'*'""" p b

Great sound, great styling and great savings on our

Realistic® STA-111 Digital Synthesized Receiver, regularly

$359.95, now just $21 9.95 until February 21, 1983.

There's no dial to turn. Just touch the tuning search button and

the digital circuit scans from each station to the next, tuning it in

with precision quartz-locked accuracy The exact frequency is

displayed on a big. easy-to-read fluorescent digital readout. You

can enter the frequencies of your 12 favorite stations, six FM and

six AM, into the microprocessor memory for instant, one-button

recall.

You get an ample 30 watts per channel, minimum rms into

8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.02% total har-

monic distortion. And a special equalization switch shapes the

amplifier output for enhanced bass from our Minimus-series and

other mini-speakers so you'll get good vibrations over the entire

audio spectrum.

Other features include bass, treble and midrange controls so

you can customize the sound to suit your own taste and room

acoustics. Seven-segment LED AM/FM tuning meter indicates

signal strength at a glance. And built-in protective circuitry helps

prevent damage due to shorts or thermal problems. Covered by

Radio Shack's two-year limited warranty*, of course.

The sleek champagne-silver case is only 3V4"-high x 1 l^ls"

wide and 14V4" deep. Handsomely styled to blend In with and

complement any decor Fits easily in den, donn or bedroom.

The listening's fine! Get into your Little Duece Coupe and

come in to Radio Shack for a handson demonstration today

RadioHiaeK
The Worldwide Supermarket of Sound'

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Retait price may vsry trom store to store. 'See our 1883 C«Mog. page 13.
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.

"This fuD color poster

I fviiai Iimv/«ifaOU

remember that great
* %Two Fingers taste,

i^And... the good

times it bring§l I'll be

happY to send you

Can autographed

j^copY. ifyou send
'

11.00 (to cover post-

ge and handling) to-.

io Fingers Tequila

Poster Offer; RO. Box
127. Detroit, Mich-

t^on 48232. Please

itu tude your printed

natno and address.

PvM^'t forget.

W hen you want
to have fun, Two
Fingers is all it takes."

(MIH>BTi;i>

^J,-«\

':^&

GOUf

50 Ml

@

Two J®

takes.

HEUJ ni niics
(Continuedfrom page 10)

for Technophobia; businessmen and

students who cannot adjust to the

coming age will be left far behind.

Luckily, technology and competi

tion have driven prices incredibly

low: two decades ago, it would have

cost hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars to buy what is presently available

for under a thousand.

But computer showrooms can be

a lot like used-car dealerships, and

the best way to get a deal is to know
exactly what you want, and then do
some compari.son shopping.

Dt) you want to organize informa

tion (data-base management)? Write

letters or term papers (word pro-

cessing)? Statistical analysis of the

st<Kk market? If you really want to

keep up with the Dow-Joneses, you

need the right machine with the

right software. Don t let the salesman

decide for you.

For first timers, where you buy

your machine is vitally imj^ortant

Can tliey supply you with the instruc

tion, supplies and repair that you

will need? ,\Jtht)ugh you can always

shave off a few dollars (and some
times a few hundred dollars ) by pur

chasing through the mail, in ex-

change. y<<u have little or no user

support The first-time buyer may
hnd this disastrous.

Barring the availability of a helpful

dealership, a few knowledgeable
friends might suffice Any large col

lege should have a computer-users

group, but if it doesn t, (organize one
Ls a wide range of software avail

able for yi)ur computer? This is no

longer as much of a problem as it

u.sed to ix." There is big monev tt) be

made in providing programs, in cas-

sette tape or "floppy disk" form, for

other people's computers This also

goes for peripheral products: CRTs
(viewscreens ). Mcxlems. printers, etc.

The idea now is for your producT to

be compatible with as many different

units as possible This is heaven for

the buyer. If you purchase any major

brand, you are extremely unlikely to

get stuck with an "Orphan
'

There are so many cx)mpanies put

ting out so many prcxiuas right now,

that a comprehensive or even truly

representative sampling could easily

take 20,000 words. What we will try

to do, then, is to examine a few of

the most available mcxlels, th(j,se that

have enough units on the market for

the company's integrity and qualiry

to be known factors.

1) The Timex/Sinclair ZX 1000

The low-end favorite This ma
chine, which retails for $99 95, is

amazing. It has a "membrane"
keyboard, which basically means that

its keys don't move. Touch typists

might be offended, but otherwise the

little machine is marvelous It pos-

sesses a full range of mathematical

and scientific funaions accurate to

nine and a half decimal places, mod

erate graph and animated display

faculties, 2K RAM (two thousand bits

of Random Access memory, the pro-

grammable internal workings) ex-

pandable to 16K with the optional

accessory RAM mcxlule. In addition,

Memotech brand "memopaks " are

available, offering everything from

increased memory and a printer

interface to high-re.solution graphics

Expansions average around $100.00

Dilithium Press at P O. Box 606,

Beaverton, Oregon 97075 and
ARCsoft Publishers at P.O. Box 132 G,

Woodsbtjro, Maryland 21798 both

have a growing catalog of programs

and programming hints. With them,

you can add on simple word pro

cessing capacity, financial applica-

tions and educational programs A
terrific first computer for someone
with a limited budget and an unlim

ited thirst for knowledge.

J) Atari 800
About $650.00. available for less.

Although most famed for their gam
ing capacity, those high-resolution

graphics can be used for charts of all

kinds The Atari is available

ever\where, with a wide range of ac

cessories, and everybody in the

world seems to be making Atari

compatible cartridges A ver\ light

system, but one which is capable of

doing work when playlime is over

Software includes Microsoft BASIC
(Beginner's .Ml purpose Symliolic In

struction Code, a simple computer

language). Macro Assembler and
Pascal (more complex languages)

PILOT, an easy ke\ to the creation of

complex graphics, is also availabk-

M Hpson HX JO
(;ost: under $800(X). Small enough

to ht into a suitcase, the Epson
comes with 16K RAM, t)ptionally ex

pandable to 32K, and 32K ROM
(Read Only Memory, the hxed
conient internal works of the

computer), a full-sized keyboard,

and an internal power supply which

lasts for 50 hours It interfaces easily

with the superb series of Epson MX
printers. A built-in 24-column dot

matrix impact microprinter produces

hard copy at 42 lines jx*r minute

>X'hile ttK) recent an addition to the

marketplace to establish its reliabil

ity , Epson is st) solid a company thai

new products should be greeted

with enthusiasm.

4) Af)ple II

Cost: $1530.00. Although tl»e Apple
has taken a lot of heat for being

over priced and under-featured, it is

still a gcxxl machine for those who
want a little play with their business

The Apple has, arguably, the finest

range of software to be found, and a

good network of service centers.

You'll never end up with an Orphan
The Apple II is restricted to

upper case characters, which will in

crease difficulty in word-processing,

but some of the software manufac-

turers seem to have worked around

that problem, so it is wonh looking

into. It has a very good business

graphics system, which makes it

especially interesting.

5) TRS80 model III

As with the Apple, you are likely to

be laughed out of the company t>f

serious computer fanatics if you C(jn-

fess to owning a "Trash-80." Don't let

that stop you from looking at the sys-

tem, however Radio Shack, the

marketer, probably has the best

chain of service and training facilities

in the nation The units are service-

(Conrinued on next page)

n his standard onstage

(and offstage as well,

for that matter) cos-

tume of faded jeans

and long-sleeved tee

shirt, smiling a toothy

grin, his long hair

flowing rhythmically,

Pat Metheny might
" make one think: Now

that boy's smoked too

many of those funny cigarettes " Bui

as six)n as his guitar-led jazz group

breaks into action, it's clear that

Metheny can't be judged by appear

ance

Emanating from that casually dres

sed lads Ciibson ES-175, and a few

other instruments we'll lell you
about, are some of the sweetest and

lumest sounds played by any musi

cian an\where, jazz, rock, classics,

you name it Mis fellow artists con

cur: polls in Musician. I'layer and

listener revealed that many musi-

cians felt Metheny would be ihe

most influential artist of the Eighiies

it isn't surprising, then, to find out

that the 28 yearold's life fairly re

volves around music, with room tor

little else. Eight lo ten months a year,

he s on the road purveying his dis

tinctive blend of mellow jazz/riK'k,

fomenting tree lazz tunes and elec

ironic mtxxl works. The rest of the

lime he's in the studio, or playing a

guest spot with someone else, or

mav-be listening I feel real lucky to

be doing it, " was the understatement

Metheny offered recently, acknow
ledging that there are a lot of cats

who love playing as nuu h as I do
who hiiven't had the op|>)rtunities

"

But Metheny was read\ when op
[X)rt unity knocked. He d done his

h(jmeNvork, praaicing eight hours a

day since he tcwk up the guitar in

1968, ai the age t)f l4 Ik)rn in rural

Lee s Summit, Missouri, he was in

fluenced musically by his father and

his older brother, Mike, both bra.vs

players They were aware of the jazz

spearum and particularly its meUxlk.

elements, as evidenced by such ar-

tists as Miles Davis, Bill Evans and

Ornette Coleman, and today the

guitarist in turn refleas that melcxli

cism

"Jim Hall, Wes Montgomery, Lester

Young, Keith Jarrett, these players

and others have meant tfie most to

me, " he observes, "and they all have

had marvelous melcxlic conceptions

I try to incorporate melody into all

my playing."

Besides hearing jazz from his

brother and father, Pat Metlieny was

hearing rock, and some country

music (could that he avoided in Mis

souri?) on the radio, establi-shing a

broad range of sources in the young

player The rcKk music that 1 heard,

like the Yardbirds, the Beatles, the

Kinks, the Who, I liked that music

and I still do. Its certainly part of

me. whereas I don't really feel that

fiebop is I doubt if 111 ever be into

playing just bebop. It's .something

that I love but it's not the real me. I

mean, I didn't grow up in Harlem or

Detroit, I grew up in Lee's Summit,

which IS a totally different fieeling
"

But the allure of bebop, with its

fleeting lines and lightning fast tern

pos, was potent enough to draw
Metheny, still in high .sch<x)l, to jam

se.ssions 30 miles south in Kansas

City, where he played with such ar

ti.sis as organi.st Charles Kynard and

trumpeter Gary Sivils Metheny re

members, "Gary had a great .s<iund,

In return, .Metheny's got some
pretty fair words to say about Burtt)n

The vibist hired him shi)rtly after ilie

Wichita meeting, when the guitarist

was again a combination student/

teacher, this time at the mxed Berk

lee School of Music in Boston The

three years spent with Burton taught

Metheny not only about music, but

also the music business "I never

could have had a better sideman

job," he says. "If I had to do it all

over again, Gary's band would still

be my number one choice for get

ling myself established if 1 were a

new guitarist
"

But Metheny didn't like the idea of

The Jerry Garcia of Jazz

soft and sweei like Miles or Clhet

Baker And though Metheny scuffled

on the comi">lic.iie<.i lx>p numlxTs, he

le;irned a great deal alioui harmony

and playing in general at the ses

sions

Me took that experience lo

Florida, when he .ittended the I'ni

versit> of .Miami on a scholarship in

19''2. Instead of Ix-coming a siudeni

(I couldn t stand classes," he said),

he became a teacher

Meilu'iiy had only been in Fkirida

a few months when the I'niversity

began offering an electric guitar

music major, resulting in a sudden

rush of new siudents .As the Missou

rian had taught a little in high scIkk)!

and showed promise as a player, he

was placed on the faculrv During the

Florida sojourn, the guitarist also en

countered ba.ssist Jaco Pastorius (of

Weather Report fame), who remain>

a cohort to this day

After awhile, Metheny had had

enough of balmy Miami and went

back to Lee s Summit One eventful

weekend, he traveled to a jazz festi

val in Wichita, Kan.sas, where Gary

Burton was playing, and asked the

vibist if he could sit in

Burton clearly recalls the day. "Pat

was hanging ari)und backstage Me
introduced himself, said he knew
most of the group's music and

wanted to sit in My rcaaion was "Is

he kidding?" He l<K)ked about 14,

was all smile, teeth everywhere

there in the middle of Kan.sas When
he proceeded to say how .some of

my recorcLs had influenced him to

take up guitar, it was a great com
pliment, but I was getting more
skeptical by the minute. But I let him

play and after I heard him. 1 had to

admit he played pretty well An in

credible blend of Missouri, hip,

chops and all those teeth
"

t.iking orders, or advice, from even a

menior such as Burton .After three

M'.irs with iIk- vibisi, he formed his

Group in l9<io Todas the P.ii

.MetlKMiy Group consists of original

member L\le Mays on keybo.irds,

bassist Steve Rodby and drummer
Dan (iinlieb

l.yle has a very logical wa\ of put

ting things together. Meiheny re

lates, while fm more or less s|>)n

taneous Ihe mixing of those up

proaches sometimes priKiuces very

exciting results Of course, I dig him

very much simply because he s a fan

tastic ia/.zjj|ayer
"

le two also share a

common love and
curiosity for the elec-

tronic marvels that seem
lo be apjx^aring daily in

tht^contemporary musical product

market. Though Metheny still plays

on his 1958 Gibson eighty five per

cent of the time (he uses seven

guitars in ihe course of a show), he

runs tlut guitar through a digital de

lay, which splits the sound and de

lays it for a few milliseconds, and

then amplifiers present that sound in

stereo to the audience, creating an

electronic warmth of a sort. This

pr<^ces.s, called "phasing," is the

source of inspiration fcir "Phase

Dance," a tune that s opened the

Group up to three hour live shows
— "We've lx*come the (irateful Dead
of yxix," Metheny laughingly adds —
f«)r four years.

The youthful plearist also plays a

Roland GR 30 guitar synthesizer that

creates v)me of the unusual tones,

like the almost violin sound Metheny

gets; lately he's been plugged into a

system that really proves the future is

here: its the Oncor digital guitar syn

thesizer that is run through the

(C.ontintwd on pafic 18)
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able and uiis^x?ctaciilar. like all Radio

Shack products. If no other com

puter store.s are available in your

area, check them out For $1''9500

vou j^et a single disk drive, a 12inch

iiigh-resolution monitor, a type

writer-style keyboard with 12key

datapad, and a parallel printer

interface

()) OslK>nie I

Price of this top end faNorite is

$P95.00. The onl\ innovation in the

Oslxirne One is the packaging. Adam

Oslx)rne has t.iken (nK of KVNl, dual

floppy disk drives, a 5 inch viewing

screen and a full sized keyUiard and

packaged them all in something that

Uxiks like a sewing machine case.

.Mong with this he has included ap

proxmiately $1S00.(K) worth of /ret-

programs: WordStar/Mailmerge

(which many consider to Ix* the tx-st

word processing package on the

market ), SuperCalc (an electronic

spreadsheet ideal fi>r accountmg

purposes), two BASIC programs

and the CF/M operating svstem.

Peripherals and accessories are

mounting at an incredible rate, and

so are limitations Osborne stands

behind his products to the iiitter

i;ni.[ M present he is offering the

best combination of hardware,

software and service on the market,

at an unbeatable price Do vourself a

tavor .md look into it. It may not Ix-

what \()u want, but it s a darn gixKl

reference |'K)int

Vr BY Winn L. Rosch

Y\ .H'^t because it s bolted to

\i vour car's dashboard d(X'sn't

mean your car stereo is a [X'rnianent

installation. If your mobile music sys

tem is nn)re than a couple years old

and es[X'cially if it came with v'our

car, ct)nsider updating it You're not

satisfied with only four watts and no

Dolbv at home — why punish your

ears when a trafhc jam punishes your

patience?

For the last two or three years the

car stereo industrv has l->een the only

pan of hid to have a sales f)oom.

Sales ttx)k off lx?cau.se home stereo

component qualirv' was finally pack

.iged for mobile mounting — and it

didn t take a specifications-cra/ed

audiophile to hear the difference.

Dolbv and extended frequency re

sponse were finallv built into car

cassette players, and amplihers that

would run on car power were de-

signed with low distortion and rea

sonable output. Tough coniixtilion

in the rapidly growing industrv has

blessed consumers by forcing qualitv

up in reason.ibiv priced units

Ibdax a car stereo is trulv a com

ponent system, with your choice

of c.issette-receivers, amplihers,

ei.iuali/.ers antl six'.ikers

Vour tirsi concern m finding the

Ix'st |-H)ssible sound is what will tit

into \our car. Most dealers have a list

of which receiver tits into which

dashlx)ard and what s|x'.ikers can Ix-

shoehorned in where

In general, bigger speakers are

better The best place to put them is

in the rear deck (if your car has

one). Dolby is a must in a cassette

plaver, and an equalizer is almost

mandatorv' in most cars.

If you have a big enough budget,

the sky's the limit. Some automobile

sound systems cost more than the

car that surrounds them. Your

mobile stereo could cost more than

the system vou have at home.

And why not? You can always ad-

journ to the garage when you want

to hear your favorite tape on a top-

quality stereo sy.stem.

\
DECKED OUT
WITH THE LATEST

'^ BY Winn L. Roscm

Yi Stereo cas.sette recorders

V were first made for saving the

brand new-quality sound of virginal

LPs Your favorite music on tape

wards off the effects of uncaring or

careless handling and the grind of

too man\ plays. You can presene

vour music collection forever \et still

enjov it at parties so rough that the

|X)lice run for c(.)ver.

F\er\- year cassette recorders are

afflicted b\ one minor technical rev-

olution or another that is supj-nysetl

to help them make Ix'tter copies of

records and — just incitlent.ilK —
make all older machines obsolete.

One such feature you'll hnd t)n

the latest recorders is an extra

pushbutton labeled Dolby C"

Like its sibling, the long tamiliar

Dolby B that is found on any cassette

machine with pretenses of being

high Hdelity, C is a noise reduai<Mi

s\stem. .According to its inventor, C

does its older brother one better and

eliminates the last trace of hiss from

the tapes that you make.

That's gocxl, but the st)rrv quality

of most mass produced albums

doesn't even tax the capabilities ot

the older Dolby B. C, then, is

overkill.

If you expect record quality in

general to improve (which is alxjut

as likely as album prices coming

down) or if you plan to make re-

cordings of audiophile albums or

live ix;rformances, Dolby C will help

vou get the f)e.st quality on lajx;. On
the other hand, some of the best

bargains for the casual recordi.st are

the lefttner older machines without

the newer l^olby.

You should be aware that tapes

made with t)ne IX)lb\ are not com

patible with tapes made with the

other The old B system is still re

quired to play back most prere

corded tapxs proix-rly; if you want C,

you'll need them lx)th

( Besides the Dolbies. you may en

counter other noise reduaion sys

lems like ANRS and dbx Isic]. .\1

liiough most work as claimed, none

of them is completely compatible

with Dolby ized prerecorded cas-

settes )

.•\lthougb cassettes hrsi won the

hearts of stereophiies in living .iiid

panv rooms, for the last couple ot

vears their most explosive growth

has been on the go Most new mod
els of tape machines are either

Walkman-clones (for joggers and

other antistxial types), Ixx^m boxes

(for sonic sadists) or cassette car

.stereos.

Technically these portables lag

abt)ut three paces Ix-hind the home

component units, and only slowly

will such advances as Dolby C invade

their ranks. As time marches on, the

most notable changes will be the

small units getting smaller and the

big ones bigger.

Picking out a portable ca.s.sette unit

is. ttxrefore, quite easy. You clKKxse

a ^Xalkperson b\ what fits your piK-

ket, an auto ca.s.sette by what fits the

hole in your car's instrument panel

where someone stole your la.st one,

and the boom box In weight: the

biggest you can lift

Picking a com{X)nent cassette re

corder is more difficult because

nearly any one of the hundreds you

can bu\ will give acceptable perfbr

mance, and new models have made

top qualitv- tantalizinglv afTordable.

Mo.st of these new machines ap-

|xar designed to appease the tvpical

American's vearning to command his

own starship by offering more sjx'

cial features than most people can

use. let alone figure out.

CertainU vou need ta|X' selectors

that determine bias and equalization

aiKl adapt the recorder to most ot

the brands and varieties of tape

.ixailable (ice cream should come m
so man\ flavors). Most of the rest of

the controls, however, affect con

\enience and status more than tbe\

do sound.

Deciding which ones you abso-

((.DniiHiifil on tHi;j.o /<"''

Jensen speakers put great sound
where it's never been before.

With Jensen." great sound really goes

places. Places, in fact, you never thought it

could. Because Jensen speakers offer you

Jensen quality sound sized to fit in doors,

kick panels. dashboards, almostanywhere.

And we re not talking about just small

speakers, either. The Jensen 6'x 9" Triax' is

our most popular-and the most imitated

in the industry But the Triax ThinMount
-

version can be installed in smaller rear-

deck spaces than ever. With a mounting

depth of just 1*4 "it even fits in many doors'

Don t let limited space limit your car

audio performance. Get excellent Jensen

sound to fit your discriminating taste. De-

signed tofityourcar. Jensen ThinMounts.

: JENSEN
CAR AUDIO

When it's the sound
that moves you.

David
Cronenberg

on The
Dead Zone

DAVID CRONENBERG

BY James H. Burns

Last
Fall, in the inidst of |>)st

prtKluittion on Viik'inlrotne.

Da. id ( I'Ik' liriHtii, Scuiimns)

Cronentx^-ig announced that

he had signed to direct the

film \ersion of fantasy master

Stephen King's best selling novel,

I he Dead /.ittie The picture was
originally going to be handled b\

Stanlev (Sini^hif^ in the Rain. Stittmi

J) Doiien, but will now Ix* super

vised by line prcxlucer Dehra (the

Hdlluuven saga) Hill .ind e.xecutive

prcxlucer Dino De Laurentiis.

7/>e Ik'cul /.ane follows what hap

|>ens when a CDiicussion uiikMshes

liie telepathic powers of a young
high sch(K)l teaclier named Johnny
Smith. Smith's .ibilitv en.ibles him to

|X'ei into [X'ople s futures .ukI pasts

In either touching them or an t>bjeii

th.it thc"\'vf possesseil. Smith's tele

jxithy is both sj-H>r.n,lic .uul |\iinful

for him to use

"//«' IK'iul /.one is proving not to

be the easiest b<K)k to ail.ipi, s.i\s

Cronenberg, "bec.iuse it h.is iwo lull

stories — a mass murder of wt)men
.md the career of a present-day

McCarthv like p»)litiiian - - that in

kiiwine witli Johniu Smiths ()b\i

oiish. were going to have to make
some siriKiur.il changes \i die mo
meiit. we |plan to have the film ileH

nitely just follow johniv. I he other

(.har.iciers aiKt stoiA elements /c/// be

iiKluilcil but (.lily .IS tlie\ impinge

on Johnnv s life
"

M press time. IIm' Deutl /.one w.is

set to commence shtHrting in Janu

an lUii even before iliat start date

grew near, horror .ind science I it. i ion

tans were alreaily enthusiastic alxiut

the talent fusion of Stefien (l>i/fer

enl Set I.St )ns, Sti/eni's lot) King .iikI

(iioneiil'K.Mg. two of the genres' finest

pr.iciitu)ners One souce of consier

nation, however, concerns executive

proiliner De Laurentiis, who h.is

been blanietl for the l.ickluster ijual

ity of his fantasy reinakes, Kinfi Kotif>

ami h/ttJ) (iitnlon

I've heartl a lot of stories, l'H)tli

gcKxJ and bad, aliout Dino" Cronen

berg comments '.So far on this him,

e\er\things gone smoothh In fact, I

was surprised that I^ino ga\e us carte

blanche lor casting All that he's ask

ing is that the actors we chiH)se be

glHul.

Some tant.is\ mavens are also war\

of whether or not Cronenlxfrg can

b.iiulle ihe Head Zone, since ii

ni.irks the first time lies directetl

vMiieone else's work (with the ex

ception of the racing car picture Itist

(,oin/utn\. which tlronenbeig exien

siveh reiinjte) Cronenberg isn t

even writing l/x' Detul /<>//«' s script,

which is being penned b\ |effre\

Ho.im. who beg.in working on the

screenplay uiuler Donen
'What s nice about working on

//>(' l>eti(i /.one with |effic\ .md
Debi.i Hill,' Cionenberg Imishes. is

that I cenainK hive more objectivity

on the in.ileri.ii ih.in on someihing

that I niiglii h.i\e |ust tinislwtl wi iimg

fuim scratch I ve lK*gun to teel that

Im going to lie able to distill the

essence ot what s really gooil in

Stephen Kings novel into a concen

trated form VCe II see, when ihe

film's finished, if th.u s an illusion

c Jensen Sound Laboratories 1983 Tnaxial" and Triax" are registered trademarks

Identifying Jensen Sound Laboratories as the producer ot the patented 3-way speaker systems

Your worstenemymay be
secretly locked up insideyou!
The Reactive Mind. It's where a
of your past pains, failures and
heartbreaks are stored. And it can
hold you back from really living.

Your naturally healthy,

spontaneous "active mind is

under the control of a fearful,

negative Reactive Mind that

feeds on • Fear of failure •

Fear of rejection • Personal
jealousies and professional

rivalries • Fear of taking

risks* Old hates,

frustrations and negative

emotions.
With Dianetics, you can

rewrite your life script by
examining the power your
Reactive Mind has over you.

You will learn how to gain
control of the enemy within,

and change your life pattern

into a positive, spontaneous adventure
in joyful, healthy living.

Gain control of your life through
Dianetics. Move onto a new plateau of

self awareness and really achieve your
personal goals.

After all. life's an adventure. Isn t it

about time you explored a new frontier?

Read DIANETICS by L. Ron Hubbard.
Wherever paperbacks are sold.

Please send my copy of DIANETICS

I I

I ve enclosed my check/money order for $3 95 (add $1 00 for shipping
and handling) California residents add 6 5% tax

I Please bill my MasterCard/ Visa (circle)

Account # Exp Date

Brtdgm Publlcmtlont, Inc., Dept BE03.
1414 North Catalma Street. Los Angeles. CA 90027-9990

Name

Address

City/ State Zip.

Money Back Guarantee
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lutel>' need involves carefully weigh-

ing your checkb(X>k against your in-

trinsic patience and sloth For in-

stance, 1 have my doubts whether I

will ever use "automatic progruni

search" — I'm just tcx) laz>' to push

the button that starts the search —
but Ive found a minutes and sec

onds" display is much handier than

an old-fashioned tape counter when
recording.

Automatic reversing is great for

those occasions when you're too in-

\olved in whatever youre doing to

flip the ta|X', but that little conveni

ence can spon a substantial price

Double transports apparently are

designed to help yt)u start a new
career in music pirac\ by allowing

you to cop\' tapes at high speed Cer

tainly they work as advertised, but if

you re just going to make cassette

copies for a friend, why should you

invest in a more expensive machine?

Why not just borrow his?

Discussions of whether meters or

bar graph displays are better lead to

arguments more quickly than insult

mg somet)ne's mt)ther. The more
expensi\e machines have bar graphs

mostly because they look more
modern and sexier In truth moNt

people, including many profession

als, haw but a vague idea of what the

meter or graph should be reading,

so the choice doesn't make much
difference.

As you climb up a manufacnurer's

model line and prices shoot sk\

ward, little exiras are added to justify

tlie increasing expense, extras like

heads, motors and capstans. Dual

capstans and a separate motor for

them can mean >miK)ther drive .\

three-head system has a monitoring

ad\aniage over two heads — you can

listen to the tape as it is being re

corded, just like with professional

recorders.

But don't be misled into thinking

professional like features make a

professional machine .Should sou

consider recording the album that

will change the direction of nxk and

roll, for posterity's sake look beyond

buying a cassette recorder. When
you walk into a mastering lab to ha%e

a disc cut from a cassette, the en-

gineers might not stop laughing long

enough to consider transferring

your first million-seller Bruce
Springsteen and Sehrasku (which

was mastered on cassette) not-

withstanding, pros have little regard

for miniature tape formats (It even

ttxik the Boss sc^me searching to get

a disc made from his cassen^s!)

All told, however, a mcxlern cas-

sette recorder is capable of sounding

nearly as good as a professional

open- reel machine and is a much
better bargain

The sound of the cas.sette re-

corder, rather than a list of specifica-

tions, is your best guide in buying

one. The perfect cassette recorder

for you is the t)ne v.ith the features

you want that makes copies your
ears cannot distinguish from the

originals

You didn't make it easy. Seldom
have the offices of Ampersand
seen such bard thinking. The
high quality and high volume of
entries for our Koyal Treatment
Audiophile Record Contest
threw the whole crew into Con-
centration City.

The contest, as announced in

our September '82 issue, dealt

with audiophile records— those

costlier versions offavorite LPs,

re-mastered and placed on
highest quality vinyl for the ul-

timate in clean sound repro-

duction. Contestants were to

make a case for a record they

believed merited such lavish

re-working. Prizes were sup-

plied by Sweet Thunder, .'Mo-

bile Fidelity Sound Labs and
Sautilus Recordings, three
leaders in this relatively neu^

recording field.

Searly every entry was smart,

convincing and even eloquent.

But only five could win. It's a
subjective universe, after all.

Hats are off to everyone who
gave it a try, but records go out
only to the following:

FIRST PRIZE: The Beatle.s/7*e Col

k'ction from Mobile Fidelity: 1.5 al

hums on 14 discs

Astral Weeks, Van Morrison
(Warner Brothers 1760)

Music performance, production and
recording matured swiftly and amaz-

ingly in the 1960s. By 1969, progressive

music was a familiar term and
people began to di.scover the real

beaurv of stereo separation through

the use of headphones. .\^tral Weeks

was undoubtedly textured with this

in mind (ah if only Walkman ad

diets could hear this one ). This

song c\'cle (often called one of the

es.sential works of all time) effer

vesces and sparkles while repeatedly

transporting the listener to warm
and beautiful places.

Sadly, in comparing recent press-

ings to the old Vl'B green labels of

the early 19"'0's, one finds the final

fading moments c)f Madame
George' fading even earlier than be

fore and the crispness of the little

glistening bells thai move from left

to right channels at the beginning of

Sweet Thing mired in a sound
sludge that reminds me of the guru

joke wherein too many di.sciples are

pressed from the .same Master

(heh-heh .). To make matters

worse, it has been years since I have

tx.*en able to purchase a copy that

was completely untrammeled by sur

face noi.se and crackles. Surely any

audiophile worth his or her stylus

would love to get both hantis on a

stateof-the art edititon of this gem no

matter what the cost. ClearK' a Master

to tx' ma.stered for the m;u>ses if ever

there was one.

Brian P. Cutean
Austin, Texas

2-3-4-5TH PRIZES: One album of

the winner s choice from Nautilus

citut one from Sweet Thunder.

U hat with prizes being equal, Am-
[HTsctmi's vinyl decision is to declare

the rest of the winners as co-

runners-up. Here they are, in al-

phabetical order:

Beethoven, Symphony #7
George Szell, The Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra

It has been nearh 200 years since

Ludwig van Beethoven discovered

tliat music /> rhvthm. .\lthough com
pleted in 1812, the "th was never

really finished until the early 1960s

when George Szell horse-whipjx^d

the Cleveland Orchestra through a

performance that would scare the

weak-of heart right out of their silk

slippers.

After a rather plea.sant introduc

tion, the French horns come crash-

ing down like a clap of thunder in

what mu.st be one v)f the most excit

ing moments in recording history,

and from there on the intensity

never wanes. The entire orchestra

plays in a manner that surpasses

mere gusto; it is truly fire re-

discovered.

This performance is in no way
marred by the clatter of bows against

the w(x)d as the cellos dig in, or the

(Kcasional creaking chair and rus

tling page turn. It could, however,

benefit from some careful mas
tering and pressing. I'm sure that

Beethoven himself would approve

wholeheartedly of Szell, Cleveland

and the Ro\~al Treatment.

James Ray Crenshaw
Travis AFB, California

Mozart Quintet for Clarinet and
Strings (K.581) played by Benny
Goodman with the Budapest
String Quartet— (Victor Records
DM 452)

There may be st)me curiosity as to

the musical association of Benny
Goodman's clarinet with so austere a

group as the Budapest String Quar-

tet. G(xxlman's fame, in the minds of

the public, rests definitely in fields

far removed from chamlx;r music;

hut there cannot be, for anyone who
li.stens to a few bars of this recorded

performance, the slightest question

of Benny s eligibility. Vet this unique

recording has remained impri.soned

on a set of ten- and twelve-inch 78's

transcribed immediately before

World War II Set them free!

In musicianship, in the technique

of his own instrument, G(K)dman is a

virtuo.so in his own right, and was

warmly welcomed as peer and musi

cal comrade (excuse the pun) by the

distinguished gentlemen who consti-

tuted this quartet It may still Ix true,

sadl\, that precK)us few have heard

Benny Gcxxlman grace our ears with

classical strains But these rare re

cordings, a,s,sembled in the same era

that witnessed Goodman's trium

phant and famed 1938 Carnegie Hall

concert, fulfill whatever was left un-

said of Benny s gift Blending per

fecTly with the precision of the Quar
tet, his clarinet brilliantly brings to

bear the evenness of tone, potent

charm, and jxrfeci ease which only

Mozart could have created. Re

manded to shellac as they are, it is a

prize worthy of a quest. But to be

remastered would be nirvana. And
who in his right mind would say no
to nir\ana?

EHc K. Federing
Arlington, Virginia

Pure Pop for Now People

When Nick Lowe split with British

pub-rockers Brinsley Schwarz in

1975, he signed up with Stiff Records

(CBS) and rode the new wave'

from England straight into the hearts

of American p<:)psters. His first solo

release, 19^8's Pure Pop for Sou
People is an eclectic, yet cohesive

blend of R&B, soul and pop, topped

with a lethal dose of .sarcastic wit.

The record established Lowe as the

Jesus of Cool" (the actual title of the

LP in England) who would lurk con

stanily behind the scenes of the

,\nglo/American depoliticized musi-

cal sensibility of the kite Seventies

and early Eighties

Unfortunately, Lowe (as were
many .Stiff artLsts) was a gocxl boy on

bad vinyl. Many of the most precious

bits of melodic humor abtjard this

gem are almost hopelessly lost

aniid.st the snap, crackle and wrong
kind of "pop
Lowe's prolific songwriting and

produaion on records by the likes

of Co.stello, the Damned and most

recently Paul Carrack, are continuing

evidence of his underrated, un-

noticed presence as popmeister su-

preme.

For the many who do know
Lowe's work intimately, I plead for a

qualit>' repressing of Pure Pop for

\au- People, a record that has estab-

lished itself as a catalyst of American

new wave
Resurrect thejesas of Qx)l!

Kevin C. Parks
Iowa City, Iowa

The Band, TTte Band
(EMI/Capitol)

The late, lamente<.l Robbie Robertson

and Co handcrafted musical ma.ster

pieces for the workingclass mass
while Bruce Springsteen was still in

musical diajxrs. The Band madeyoM"
cle litre an everyday emotion among
tlK' under poverty set and gave the

appellation .\merican music' a rural

depth of emotion it had never had

and will never forget. This album
was their best, each .song evoking

pastoral images at once beautiful, sad

and familiar.

The production values of The
Hatid, perhaps by choice, are below
par even for the level of technical

.standards at the time. This casual

lack of sophistication may have en-

hanced the comfortably jagged feel

of the original, yet I'm still waiting

for Rick Dankos bass— muddy and
distorted at high volumes on the

album— to knock me all the way up
on Cripple Creek

Todd Stockslager
Landover, Maryland
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THANANYONEase.
Hiring college grads is something the Army

has always done. And lately, weVe been doing a lot

more of it.

In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000 college grads

chose to begin their future as Army officers.

Why? Some wanted the opportunity to develop

valuable leadership and management skills early

in their career.

Others were impressed with the amount of

responsibility we give our officers starting out. And
still more liked the idea ofserving their country around

the world.

Interested? Then you can start preparing for the

job right now, with Army ROTC.
ROTC is a college program that trains you to

become an Army officer. By helping you develop your

leadership and management ability.

Enrolling can benefit your immediate future,

too. Through scholarships and other financial aid.

So the next time you're thinking about job

possibilities, think about the one more recent college

grads chose last year than any other.

For more information, contact the Army ROTC
Professor of Military Science on your campus.

Or write: Arniy ROTC, Dept. GH, RO Box 9000,

Clifton, N.J. 07015.
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(Contitiued front fM^v l.i)

S\ncla\ier, a imisical computer put

out b) New Kiij-laiul Digital

"Its hard lo descrilx^,' .Mt-iheny

savs of the Oncor 'It's sha|X'd like a

guitar but it dtx-sn't have strings, it

has dunim\ strings wliere tlie strings

are usually, and \-ou use a metal pick

to hit them with your right hand.

Your left hand touches some metal

[XMiits on the neck and your btxly

becomes the ground which com-

pletes tix* circuit and tells the com
puter what ke\ the note vini pushed

down corresponds to on the

Svnchivier and puts the note out. All

this happens in about five mil

liseconds It's really wild, man.

'

It tlut s not em»ugh. the S\nclavier

works like a recording studu'. stor

ing up to eight tracks of information,

and then when you re read\', all the

material is transferred to a printer

which puts t)ut parts, trans|X)sed for

the various instruments, with profes

sit)nal copyist quality. As Metheny

|)uts it,
'

.\ll \()u have to do is hand

out the pans to the cats ami you re in

business. But don't get me wrong,

I'm more and more convinced there

are wass to use- the.se technological

advances to make better music,

which wasn t alwaxs true in the past

.\notlH.'r \er\ pleasant b\ priKluct

of Metheny s a.sscKiation with Gar\

Burton was his introduction to Man-

fred Eicher, head of ECM That lalx;l

kis Ix-en the guitarist s home ba.se

throughout his career, .staning with

the trio date, featuring Pastorius,

Hrii>ht Size life, and continuing

through man\ diverse projects, up to

the latest Offramp A ver\ lyrical

work, Offnimfy. sokl fabulously and

sat atop the HilllKxod ja// chans for

the first half of 19H2

The band s next recording will Ix-

a live album, probably in the stt)res

b\ early March. The (iroup has txen

recording at several venues on its

late.st, iiack-breaking two-and-a-half

month tour — from the deep South

to the Pacific Nonhwest with Manhat

tan in Ix'tween

Methenv splits his ofl load time,

staying in liosn^n m a small apart-

ment, because that s where the

Group s business is conducted

through Ted Kurland and Associates,

t)r up in 'Oiloodsiock, where his

lU'xt d(K)r neighbor is drummer Jack

Dejohnette, with whom the guitari.st

recorded on Slt/Hl and who al.so

was pan of a special busman's ht)li-

day Metheny tcx>k early in 1982

"Yeah, ' he announces proudly, T

did a tour with .Sonny Rollins, lies

always been one of my favorites and

he Iwd a few ojx;n dates at the same

time I dul, and so we JKxiked up It

was incredible, what music. Plus 1

wasn t advenised, so for a minute I

was back to lx;ing a sideman, which

was a relief Tt)o, having Jack on
tliost- dates realK made a difference

— he s so into playing with Sonny

TIx- guitarist feels a record will re-

sult from tlx- spirited collaboration

Oilier items moving from the back

burner to the front are a series of

duos with guitar great Jim Hall, and a

Methenv M.i\s hlni score for a nia|or

sIuiIki

Author Overtakes Hollywood
BY R SiiE Smith

^-:^

—

rjriMTT^TVr •'^ *'"^ u^n^h ccx)kie. the kind that's solid and a

J»l!.« rlllN ijlJiX meal m itself and makes you wi.sh your mother

would just leave the plateful on the table and feed the roast to the dog. Start

ing in her teens, the tough 34-year old author has spun a string of novels so

stiH»ngl\ appealing to youth that, eventually, Holl\w<K)d couldn t afford to ig

nore her another minute. Almost overnight, three of Hinton's lxx)ks, Tex. Ilx'

Otitsuiei^ and Ritmhle HsJi have txen transformed into starring \eliicles tor

Matt Dillon, propelling both actor and author to a higher magnitude of fame

P(K)lside at the I'niversal Sheraton, the Oklahoman author stand.s out lor

what would be, Holl\-wiH)dwise, all the wrong reasons. Her face shows

character, not glamour, with sharp blue e\es as penetrating and memorable

as her prose. Comfonable clothing covers a .sturdy shape that hints at quick

reflexes and muscle built b\ Western horsemanship.

Professional l\, with three films made oi her teen-reailer novels (and a

founh optioned) in the past year, SK Hinton is on top of the world. Person-

ally, she knows her feet are planted somewhere much closer to Fulsa than to

HolKwo(xt

Susie Hinton's rock-steady stability is surprising from one wlv) jast partici-

pated — from .scratch to finish — in the making of three major nunies Hm

ton didn't just wave her pen when Tex was sold to Disney, or when Fr.mcis

Coppola tT«)ught rights to Tlx- OulsuJcrs and Hitmhle FLsJ.^ for his own prixluc-

tion team. Warned bv advisors not to exjxct much involvement, Hinton

instead found more than she had bargained for Like most evxmhing else

these davs, the liargain was in her favor.

Right from the Ix^ginnmg, I was involved with the making of the hlms.

Hinton explains. Tim Hunter (who directed Tex) visited, and we drove

around Tulsa together, scouted Icjcations, did casting. I gave Matt (Dillon)

riding lessons on mv horse, and had a small pan as a tvping teacher.

I was on the set at all times. Watched the dailies. Disnev tlew me out to

.see a rough cut of Tex 1 ouldn't have been more involved. When we sold

TfM- Omsuieiy to Francis Cop|>:>la. my agent told me not to ex|x;a that kind of

involvement to hapix-n again.

Stj Francis comes to town I heljied him scout kxations Pushed to see

Man plav Dallas' (the films tragic anti hero), did a lot of writing for the

screenplav ^hen the bovs in the cast came to town, I was their 'Greaser Den

Mt)ther
. . • .

The creative trio of HinU)n, Coppola and Dillon ignited the right kinds of

s}X»rks. Originally set to film only The Oiitsuiers and leave Tulsa behind. Cop

lX)la a.sked Hinton if she had anv other stories he could him
•

I thought alx)ut it, but didn't show him RumhU- tisl.\" she says. "Then one

da\ he showed up on the set with his own copy He told nte. We 11 stan the

sc-reenplav for this on Sunday, take a twoweek break when we re done with

7/h- Ontsu/ers. then ck) Kiimhie Ttsl.^

Dillon slid over from his part as Dallas into the lead ot Rusty James in

Rumble Fish, .iiid Hinton's credit moved from the small-t^ix ' ba.sed on a

novel bv U) the mucii weightier position of co author with Copp«)la The

pace of back-u>-back himing was brisk, esix-ciallv ft)r a wom.in who savs she

le.Kls a real quiet life with her husband in Tulsa. I walk my dogs (Bowser,

Pug and Mop), go to Safeway, sit around and read Nxiks. I don't pm any

thing There I was tossed into this high pressure thing, and I just loved it

"

At least m the beginning Collalx)rating with a great American tlirector and

a hot voung star on Tlx' Otitsuleiy was watching the fulfillment of a creative

project th.it Ixgan in 1964 when !> yearold Susie sat down to write the short

storv tiiai became Tl\' Oi'Milers ^'ith the third film, things changed

Rumble l-L4i was getting really bi/jrre, " Hinton recalls. It was a night

sh(X)t, working 20 ln)ur days. I never saw daylight. Started to feel like a vam

pire. It was like having left the planet, you didn t kin)w what was going on in

the world, didn't know anvihing except the damn movie.

Tm basicalK a novelist, and al.v> extremely la/y. While I was an the .set

with Francis, he'd want a new scene to m.ike a point and four minutes later

Id have it done. 1 didn't know 1 could write that fast
"

Hinton received nix)n calls in Tulsa, asking her to hop a jet to I.os Angeles

two hours later, only to end up from there on a second flight to CA)ppolas

Napa Vallev home where they'd work, work, work

I'd say, Francis, 1 can't go on, I'm tired, I can't do it, and he d iX)ur me

another glass of wme, put on loud nx:k music, and |u,st get me going " Once.

Hinton savs, Coppola admired some drumwork he heard and demanded that

the drummer be found "And the next week, there's Stuan Coix-land of the

Police in TuLsa, drumming for Franci.s

This high life however, has not necessarily gtme to Hinton s head. 1 keep

telling mvself I can get back to normal life, she savs, and there's not a flicker

of doubt in her blue eyes

Hinton's novels have not only changed the concept ot what teen geared

b(x)ks should l->e. but have al.st) changed their readers Her hard hitting, reali.s

tic .stt)ries of contemixirary jxxiple — who happen to tx- teenagers — have

sold millions worldwide, with translations into .seven languages.

The kids who never read btx)ks, read my iKKiks,' she says with a .smile,

telling of letters from reformatories as well as from more typical junior high

and high schcK)l students I get letters saying This is the first fxxjk I ever

read all the wav through,' and that means a U)t to me
I've never been someone who thought, well, I'll write this and then it'll be

a movie. T/v Outsiders meant .so much to so manv kids, that 1 didn t want to

see it mevsed up, stj I turned dowm a lot of offers before this came along

\('hat convinced her that the time was right was viewing Tlx' lilnck Slallion,

made by Copixda's Zcx-lrope .studio. 1 told my husband that that s the way I'd

want it if it had f)een my bcx)k

"Disney called the next week to make an offer on Tex. and I s.iid no. I

didn I w.int lex Meets tfx' Lore liu^, but then we talked more and I got a

better sense of the plans

I'm prettv tough, but Im naive. I know 1 ve wandered through this

minefield around here, and I'm really stupid about busine.ss. I do it becau.se I

like someone, not because I could give a list of ten gcxxi business reasons

wh\. That's worked for me before in mv life, and I don t want to have to deal

witii it in any other way
"

(iiven the state of tilings. Susie Hinton wont have to compromi.se. She

s

working on a filih novel, which she a.spires to make "unfilmable " She won t

tell the title or the ploi.'but dcK-s sav that it will he about |Xople, not issues.

To me, a chanic-ter is everything I ck)n t think I've got a me.s.sage. I'm not a

teacher, a professor, or a preacher If I have a me.ssage, it s that ultimately you

have to take responsibility for your own actions.

'

This may Ix? the Tough C(K>kie Ethic, and Hinton's reaaion to editors

shows how the code of honor works

'I write for mvself, and 1 figure if I don't like it, nolxxly else will, either.

But you have to be objeaive. and you have to get someone else's opinion.

t(xv Give in on the small jioints. but fight for the big things If it's something

you can live with, why not make sonux)ne else happv? They'll remember ii

later when you won't give in on something else

iitti«««e*'
tf
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Capture the heat of the moment... in dazzling, sizzling hot color.

No matter how fast it's happening. With Kodak film.

For sharp, beautiful shots that scream colon

R. SI E SMITH
tS Ampersand Fehnmry, 19S5



When the party isBYOB (BringYourOwn Brush),

you find outwhoyourfriends are.

Friends aren't hard to find when you're out to

share a good time. But the crowd sure thins out when

there's work to do. And the ones who stick around

are the kind of guys who deserve something special.

Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
c 1982 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee, Wis
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CoUcgUn photo by Jim Powcn

While lacking a UMass varsity progn'^m, hockey enthusiasists have
recourse, as this solitary unknown skater demonstrates by practicing

his skills on the Campus Center Pond Friday evening.

UMass may repair buildings

if Dukakis' jobs bill passes
By KEN BAZINET

ColicKian SUff

The University of Massachusetts may
receive $750,000 for building repairs if an

"Emergency Jobs Bill" prepared and filed

Monday by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis wins

the approval of the state legislature.

Dukakis' proposal would have $92 million

in state funds allocated to a variety of

projects which could create more than 2700

construction jobs for unemployed
Massachusetts laborers, according to Sarah

Parsons, a Dukakis press secretary.

Should the Dukakis proposal get the

approval of the House and Senate, the state

Division of Capital Planning and Outlay will

determine which UMass buildings are to

receive maintenance.

John L. DeNyse, acting vice chancellor

for administration and finance, Monday told

the Springfield Morning Union he would

prefer the monies to go toward renovating

some of the campus' severely deteriorated

academic buildings. While the UMass
administration is pleased with the

possibility of receiving unscheduled funds,

the $750,000 figure is well below the

estimated $32 million needed for a complete

renovation of the campus' academic

buildings.

Other schools which are in line for funding

are Springfield Technical Community
College ($1.2 million for building repairs)

and Bristol Community College ($5.1 million

for a new business/technology building).

The emergency jobs legislation is a

strategic repackaging of pending state

projects by the Dukakis administration.

Many of the proposed projects were a part

of the capital outlay budget which the

legislative failed to approve in late

December.
Dukakis has included projects which are

located in the House .and Senate leaders'

districts. Among those are a $10 million

housing project in Senate President

William M. Bulger's district and a portion of

$8.7 million for urban heritage parks for

Lynn, Speaker Thomas W. McGee's
district.

The Boston Globe last week reported that

Bulger predicts a speedy passage for the

Dukakis bill, but also reported that McGee
may be reluctant to support the bill due to

the firing of Louis Nickinello from his

Massachusetts Port Authority (MassPort)

director's job. McGee was a leading sup

porter of Nickinello for the MassPort job.

But. Dukakis may have captured the

Speaker's support following a report that

Nickinello is in line for another position in

the Dukakis administration.

Hot debate continues

over admissions criteria
By KEVIN BOWE

Collegikn SUff

BOSTON — The educational com-
munity in Massachusetts appears deeply

split over the specific criteria which

should, be used in creating a minimum
admission standard for the state's four

year public colleges and universities.

There is little disagreement however,

that some kind of standard must be set

and the state's high schools must improve

their curriculum, based on a five-hour

hearing the Board of Regents held on the

matter.

The Board of Regents has proposed a

minimum combined Scholastic Aptitude

Test (SAT) score of 800 and a high school

rank in the upper 40th percent or a

combined 850 SAT score and a class rank

in the top 60 percent. Students would also

be required to have four years of high

school English, three years of math, two
years each of a natural science, a social

science and a foreign language.

The plan allows for a certain exemption
U> be set by the individual schools for

students who don't meet the
requirements. These students will fall into

three categories, older students,

'educationally disadvantaged" students

and students with "special talents". The
requirements are to be phased in over a

four year period.

These factors, SAT score, class rank

and the type of subjects taken, are the

most widely used criteria for accepting

students to a four year institution, ac-

cording to a College Board survey, said

John Duff, Chancellor of Higher
Education.

"We've heard a great deal of misin-

formation. This proposal looks to achieve

the twin goals of access and quality," Duff

said.

Regents, and others, especiaUy en-

dorsed the need to improve the high

school curriculum.

"One of the best aspects of the plan is

the trickle down effect (to the primary and

secondary schools)," said Regent Francis

Nicholson. Members of the Boston

delegation to the Massachusetts
Legislature and other city politicians

voiced opposition to the plan.

"No one is against the concept of ad-

mission standards." said Rep. Thomas
Valley, D-Boston.
"We want some trickle up. Let's make

sure our lower schools give the students

the skills first. The gap between where we
are and where you want us in four years is

too wide to meet. We need more time,"

Valley said.

"I want you to look at me." Boston
School Committee member John O'Bryant

said.

"Because if those standards were in

place when I got out of high school. I

would not have been able to attend a

public college," O'Bryant, who is Vice

President for Student Affairs at Nor-

theastern University, said.

Concern was expressed that the special

exemption for minority students would

"stigmatize" them into believing a college

education was out of their abilities.

"You are sending a signal to thousands

of people — that we don't want you. And
all the flexibilities in the world will not

have those people applying for college,"

O'Bryant said.

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp opposed the use of

minimum SAT scores and a weighted class

rank as criteria but said "the University

strongly supports (admission standards) .

. . as a crucial way to improve the quality

of public education at all levels in the

Commonwealth."
The Regents Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs, Roger Schiness, em
phasized that the proposed admission plan

"will be improved in the future."

"People are taking the two objective

criteria (SATs and class rank) to be

inelastic. If this were true, their concerns

would be justified," Schiness said later.

The Regents will be discussing the

admission standards at a two-day con-

ference at UMass next week. Noted
educator Clark Kerr is expected to ad-

dress the Regents during this period.

SAT minimum requirement

labeled racist, discriminatory
By KEVIN BOWE

Collegian SUfT

BOSTON — The proposed use of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test as criteria for

admission to four year public colleges and
universities has been labeled as racist and
discriminatory by prominent members from
the Third World community in

Massachusetts.

Most of the five hours of testimony at a

Board of Regents hearing yesterday was
dominated with criticisms of the SAT's by
Third World educators, politicians and
community leaders.

"These tests imperfectly measure verbal

and mathematical aptitude and are not

measures of achievement. There predic-

tability is limited to that of first year
performance and...that 70 percent of the

first year performance in a college or

university is due to factors other than

aptitude," said Harvard University

Professor Charles V. Willie, a noted expert
on educational issues.

"First year performance is not an ap-

propriate basis on which to predict second,

third, and fourth year performance of

minority students who sometimes do less

well the first year and better the fourth

year than majority students." he said.

In 1977 the University of California

proposed a new admissions standard that

increasingly relied on SAT's. A study

conducted by the university revealpd that

eight to 10 percent of hispanic and black

students, but only two percent of the white

students would have been eliminated.

Willie said.

Black political leaders charged that the 15

member Board of Regents, which has no

minority members and one woman, cannot

represent the concerns of the Third World

community.
"I don't feel an all white male board can

do my bidding for the future of my
children." said state Rep. Sandra Graham.

D Roxbury.
"You.. .(don't) have my best interests in

mind," she said.

The two black members of the Boston

School Committee. John O'Bryant and Jean

McGuire. said the Regents use of SAT's is

an example of institutional racism.

"You're (the Regents) part of a system

that perpetuates this system (racism).

What you are about to do is to set up a lot of

roadblocks for thousands of students."

O'Bryant said.

"You don't know who we are and your

books do not reflect our past." McGuire
said.

Chancellor John Duff said the goal of the

Regents is to increase minority access. He
said ample exemptions would be made for

minority students and all colleges and

universities will be required to submit to

the Regents a detailed affirmative action

recruitment plan.
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Truck strike brings

violent outbursts
Snipers ambushed dozens of trucks with gunfire and

rocks yesterday as violence spread in a nationwide strike

by independent truckers that has left one driver dead and

11 people injured, two seriously.

Police were investigating reports of attacks on at least

50 rigs in 22 states, including the slaying Monday night of a

trucker who was shot in the neck while driving through

North Carolina and the serious wounding of another

trucker in Utah earlier in the day. A teenager in Penn-

sylvania suffered a fractured skull when a brick bounced

off a truck into the family car.

The dead driver was a member of the Teamster Union,

which opposes the strike.

In the second day of the strike called at 12:01 a.m.

Monday by the Independent Truckers Association, some

more local truckers organizations joined the shutdown,

notably in Ohio and Massachusetts, to protest scheduled

increases in the gasoline tax and highway use fees.

No shortages of goods were reported in the nation's

markets. In Washington, Department of Transportation

officials said that while fewer truckers appeared to be

running at night, there did not appear to be a "serious

disruption'" of interstate commerce.

In Chicago. Teamsters Union President Roy Lee

Williams, who was recently convicted of bribery

conspiracy charges, called on federal and state govern

ments to "provide protection for drivers and the motoring

public."

George Frankhn Capps. 33. of Clayton, N.C.. was killed

by a sniper about 11:30 p.m. Monday on U.S. 701 just

outside Newton Grove, N.C. Six other trucks were hit by

gunfire in the state yesterday morning, and two truckers

were injured.

Mike Parkhurst, president of the Independent Truckers

Association, estimated Monday that as many as 70,000 of

the nation's 100.000 independent owner-operators had

parked their rigs. Government officials said it was

probably more like 20,000.

APL«*erpboto

Independent trucker James Chapman of

Florida walks with his dog: Andy away from his

rig after vowing to park it for at least a week
out of fear of truck strike violence. -

No-first-use policy

for nukes advocated
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former defense leaders of the

United States. Great Britain and West Germany called

yesterday for the Western Alliance to buUd up con-

ventional forces and then renounce the first use of nuclear

"^^Therargued that a $100 biUion strengthening of non-

nuclear power in Europe over six years woud keep the

Soviets from launching an attack, and thus allow a U.S.

president to make the no-first-use pledge.

The idea, endorsed by 41 American winners of the Nobel

Prize, was rejected immediately by the Reagan ad-

ministration.

Alan Romberg, spokesman at the State Department,

said the administration doubts that a simple pledge would

restrain the Soviet bloc during times of crisis.

"Indeed, we believe that a nuclear no-first-strike pledge

would undermine deterrence and increase the risk of

Soviet conventional aggression against our European

allies," Romberg said.

The Soviets have made such pledges for 25 years, but

the United States has refused, contending that the threat

of nuclear retaliation is necessary to stave off a Soviet

thrust across Europe too powerful for conventional forces.

The former defense leaders said unless the superpowers

jointly foreswear first use of nuclear weapons, nuclear war
ultimately is likely.

Their statement was based on an eight-month study

sponsored by the Union of Concerned Scientists, a non-

profit group which often undertakes research into military

issues.

"It is inconceivable that we can deal with the Soviets for

a long period without confrontations and crises," said

retired Vice Adm. John Marshall Lee, who served in

NATO, the United Nations, the Pentagon and the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency during a 38- year

military career. He directed the study.

Book ban ends after

seven year legal battle

ISLAND TREES, N.Y. - After a

seven-year legal battle over book banning,

the Island Trees Board of Education has

decided to allow students unrestricted

access to nine books once barred from its

libraries.

The board voted 4 3 last Wednesday to

drop all restrictions on the books, which

were denounced by the board in 1976 as

"anti-Semitic. anti American, anti-

Christian and just plain filthy." The books

included Bernard Malamud's "The Fixer,"

winner of the 1967 PuHtzer Prize, Desmond
Morris' "The Naked Ape," and works by

black and Hispanic writers.

The books were put back on library

shelves after the U.S. Supreme Court

agreed to hear the case.

Salvadoran troops try

to quell rebel forces

BERLIN, El Salvador - About 1,500

government troops were reported ad-

vancing yesterday to try to roll back the

biggest rebel victory so far in the39-month-

old civil war.

About 500 guerrillas of the leftist

Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front

took over Berlin, an agricultural center of

30,000 people in southeast El Salvador,

Monday evening after rebel snipers

prevented reinforcements reaching less

than 100 national gufu-dsmen, national

police and local militiamen defending the

town.

Forty civilians were reported killed by

air force bombing runs and rebel bazooka

and mortar attacks. Seven square blocks

including the town market were burned to

the gn'ound, and many other buildings were
set afire.

The government force made its last stand

Monday afternoon in the national police

headquarters in the center of the town.

After those inside rejected repeated calls to

surrender, the rebels fired a barrage of

bazookas and rocket -propelled grenades

that set the building on fire.

Berlin. 70 miles east of San Salvador, is

the biggest town taken by the rebels, but

the local commander indicated they might

not try to hold it.

"It will be the decision of the FMLN
Command whether we stay in Berlin,"

Ernesto Martinez told a rally of some 1,500

people Tuesday morning.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Steven Kaal, a 25 year old Harvard student, grasps for a life
preserver after falling through the ice on the Charles River in Boston.
He was subsequently rushed to an area hospital.

Andropov rejects ban

on nuclear missiles

MOSCOW - Yuri V. Andropov
yesterday rejected President Reagan's

proposal for a summit meeting to sign a ban
on medium-range nuclear missiles, calling

the offer "patently unacceptable" to the

Soviet Union.

Replying one day after Reagan made the

proposal in an "open letter to the people of

Europe," Andropov said he would never

agree to a plan that he claimed would

disarm the Soviet Union while permitting

the United States and its NATO allies "to

retain all their nuclear weapons of this

category."

"First of all, I must say quite definitely

that there is nothing new in president R.

Reagan's proposal. What it is all about ... is

the same 'zero option.' That it is patently

unacceptable to the Soviet Union now is

already recognized," Andropov declared in

an interview distributed by the official

news agency Tass.

Actor Bedford opposes

development of farm
CANTON — Actor Robert Redford has

joined a citizens' fight to prevent the site of

the historic Prowse Farm from being

developed as an industrial park.

"If we don't have places where we can go

to reflect on and celebrate the human spirit,

then we will have none." said Redford in a

letter released Monday by the citizens'

group.

Tax surcharge wanted

in plan to curb deficit

WASHINGTON — The Reagan

administration has settled on a 5 percent

surcharge on personal and corporate in-

come taxes as part of a standby tax package

proposed in the president's new budget.

Treasury officials said yesterday.

The officials, who spoke only on condition

that their names not be used, said the

administration has rejected an alternative

plan for a 1 percent surcharge on taxable

income because it would impose an unfair

burden on lower-income taxpayers.

The 5 percent surcharge, together with

an oil excise tax equal to $5 per barrel of

domestic and imported crude, would take

effect from fiscal 1986 through fiscal 1988

only if needed to keep future deficits from

exceeding $150 billion a year.

President Reagan has said he personally

does not think the taxes will be needed, but

is supporting them as an insurance policy

against high deficits that could block a

healthy economic recovery.

Groundhog holds key

to the end of winter

PUNXSUTAWNEY. Pa. - As
Groundhog Day dawns Wednesday,
Punxsutawney's famed woodchuck will be
lifted from his electrically heated burrow on
Gobbler's Knob to predict, most likely, six

more weeks of winter.

Never mind that his prediction is secretly

decided well in advance and that the

animal, who would rather be sleeping, is

borrowed from the town zoo for the few
hours of prediction-making and picture

taking.
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A lone, unknown person walks along Massachusetts Ave. oblivious to

the possible significance of this fence in defending Southwest from at-

tack.

Student Senators to discuss

allocation of SATF funds

and revision of constitution
By MARK J. WELCH

Collcciui Suff

The Undergraduate Student Senate has

scheduled its first meeting of the semester
tonight, but no major issues are on the

agenda, according to Student Government
Association (SGA) officials.

The senate will consider the actions of its

coordinating committee, which considers

urgent senate business during intersession.

Technically, the senate must approve all of

the committee's actions.

During intersession. the coordinating

committee approved the purchase of two
button making machines and supplies at a

cost of $1530. The machine is expected to

pay for itself through button sales, ac

cording to finance committee chair Siobhan
Powers.
The committee also allocated $192 to send

senate speaker Sharon Davies and State

Student Association organizer Michael

Ferrigno to meet with United States

Student Association officials in

Washington, D.C. in January.

Three students — including SGA
President Jim Murphy — will attend the

Conference of Student Government
Associations at Texas A & M University on

Feb. 5 to Feb. 8, following an allocation of

$804 by the Coordinating Committee.

A potential deficit of $5,000 by the

Commuter Area Government was averted

when the Coordinating Committee agreed

to g^ant that amount to cover the Com-
muters' funding commitment for University

Child Care.

In addition, the senate will consider

motions to replace two chapters in the SGA
Constitution dealing with the Arts Council

and the Residential Committee, according

to Governmental Affairs Committee Chair

Tom Ahem.
Ahem said a chapter concerning an alcohol

policy will be removed if the senate ap-

proves a motion to that effect. Ahern said

the chapter "seemingly serves little pur-

pose." The motions to change the con

stitution will be presented tonight but

cannot be voted upon until next week.

Ahern also said he will ask the senate to

allow Mindy Ordway to run the SGA spring

elections, which will be held March 7-8.

Ordway ran the elections last year when
Jim Murphy, then chair of the Govern-

mental Affairs Committee, ran for

president.

Nomination papers for the offices of SGA
President. Campus Center Board of

Governors, and Residential Committee will

be available next Tuesday and are due
February 22.

coitefiM pkoto l>3' Jay Obc

The Blue Wall shoots to improve itself with the addition of a pool

table which UMass senior Chet Hayes tries out as his friend, junior

Kevin Quigley, looks on.

Public hearing scheduled

on cable company's decision

to eliminate three channels

By NANCY GONTER
ColUfian SUfT

A public hearing to air complaints about

Pioneer Valley Cablevision's decision to

drop three channels without a rebate has

been scheduled by the Amherst Board of

Selectmen for Feb. 15.

The three channels were dropped

without warning because of a mid-

November ruling by the Federal Copyright

Royalty Tribunal. The ruling would in-

crease copyright fees paid for distant signal

broadcast stations.

The Selectmen have asked Pioneer

Valley to give its subscribers a rebate for

dropped channels, which are not scheduled

for replacement until March 15. The

Amherst Cablevision Committee suggested

that the Selectmen take the company to

court if it fails to pay rebates.

The hearing will also allow subscribers to

review the cable company's proposal to

bring in three substitute channels, if the

company has made a decision on
replacements by the specified date.

August LaVelli, general manager of the
station said he "presumes" such a

presentation will be ready. LaVelli and
Richard Young, the regional Vice-President

of the Times-Mirror Cable Television,

which owns Pioneer Valley, will represent
the company at that meeting.

The Board also received official

notification Monday that the company will

increase its basic monthly charge from
$6.50 to $7.25 on March 1.

In a memo to the Board, LaVelli said that

the rate increase was necessary because
there had been no rate hike since May of

1981. Since then the company has rebuilt its

cable system and added new services.

Under the license contract that Pioneer
holds with the Selectmen, the company can
raise its rates without consultation or

approval of the Board.

Collegian phulu bv Jim Powers

UMass senior Richard Webb takes advantage of the new Campus
Center cable news and message service by gleaning information on the
Add/Drop period.

UVC to add television outlets

and develop a message center
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Colleihan Staff

University of Massachusetts groups that

wish to send messages to their members

will have their work load eased beginning

this week when the Union Video Center

(UVC) adds new television outlets and

develops a message center.

"The message center of the UVC is the

information component of the existing cable

system." said Denis Martin, production

coordinator for UVC.
Two new outlets have been added to the

already existing cable system, one at the

bottom of the escalator in the Campus

Center and the second on the wall near the

Blue Wall in the Campus Center concourse.

"The bulk of messages this week will

concern registration information.

Add/Drop dates, registration dates. After

this week, the mes.sage center will f(Kus on

announcing student events. RSO groups

meetings, just about everything on cam-

pus," said Martin.

"The message center is open to all

campus groups, free of charge. The only

requirement is that groups fill out the

appropriate forms." Martin said.

Forms can be picked up and returned at

the UVC office.

UVC operates two other outlets in the

Campus Center: one near the Hatch and the

other by the Student Union Ballroom.

The messages will run 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

on the two new outlets while regular

programming, including a live newscast

which will begin Monday at noon, will be

presented on the other two cable

televisions.

After two p.m.. all four outlets will air

messages.
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Women's day organizers face

lack of personnel and funds

By ORIS SCHUSTER
CaUcfUaSUff

Lack of people and money are a few of the

stumbling blocks organizers of a two-day

event at the University of Massachusetts

celebrating International Women's Day are

trying to overcome.

The event, scheduled for March 7 and 8,

will have the theme of "Women and Work."

Films, workshops, lectures and tables on

the Campus Center concourse will be

presented.

The annual event is held "to let people

know March 8 is International Women's

Day," said Jane Zbyszynski, a member of

the Women's Issues team involved in the

planning of the events. "But things haven't

been finalized yet."

Eileen Stewart, member of the Mediation

Project, said a "time lag in communication"

has been responsible for problems
organizers are experiencing. Different

groups on campus have been contacted for

help and contributions, she said. However,
Intersession slowed the planning down.

A film series, which will be shown on

March 7, will "address the concerns of

women from different ethnic groups and

cross-cultural perspectives," she said.

"The Campus Center concourse will be

devoted to women's things. We are inviting

any group who wants to speak on a specific

issue concerning women," she said. "We are

actively seeking groups who have

something to say."

Stewart said she expects more women
from campus will attend the event than off-

campus women, but everyone is invited.

Anyone interested in organizing the two-

day event should attend a planning meeting

tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room
802.

DANCE CLASSES
Aerobic Dance • Jazzaerobics • Jazz

• Yoga • Ballroom Dance •

- small classes with personal attention -

Call the Center for registration information

THE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CENTER
Rt. 9, Hadley, Ma. 586-6336

Newslines
Help is now available for student alcoholics

Student Opportunity Program, (STOP),

is a new Alcohol Education Program offered

this semester by the University Health

Services. The goal of the program is to

assist students whose alcohol related

behavior is causing problems.

STOP consists of five group sessions

which are held at the Health Center.

Participants will learn about alcohol, ex-

plore their own drinking problems, and

formulate individual plans to make desired

changes in their drinking patterns.

Participation in STOP is voluntary and

confidential. Interested students may call

Carlene Riccelli, Coordinator of the Alcohol

Education Program at 549 2671.

Hc>vvto 1:^ a romantic inan age of reasQTL

^hk^^&L^ j:i» -^.^^^'^

^

Take some time to smell the roses. Pour yourself a warm cup of Cafe Amaretto. Smooth
and creamy-rich, with just an almond kiss of amaretto flavoring, it's a taste of la dolce vita
And just one of six deli-

ciously different flavors

from General Foods*
International Coffees.

GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR.

Available at: ^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^ ^

antuimgn

Fri.

(>^-

Sat.

rustv nail present^
y7^r

POCO FAT
Sun.

King Sunny Ade
and the African Beats

Rt. 4/, Sunderldnd, MA 66^4937 You imust be 18 to
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CASIAC credit for signing?
(Editor's Note: Thefollowing column was originally ad-

dressed to a CASIAC academic dean, and was forwarded
to the Collegian by the author. Wefeel thai this column ad-

dresses a critical flaw in CASIAC 's implementation of the

foreign language requirement.

I
am writing in reference to the CASIAC language re-

quirement. I am a Psychology major at UMass and
have fulfilled all of my requirements except my

language requirement. The reason for this is the fact that

when 1 transfered into the Psychology department I was
advised that Psychology majors were not required to take

Joanne P. Giorgio

a foreign language. I certainly would not have put this off,

had I known, however I have had an ongoing concern with

this requirement since I was informed of it. I do not wish

to complete my foreign language requirement as it is

stated. I v^sh to take an intermediate sign language

course (ASL), which is a foreign language by definition as

well as by course description in the UMass catalog. I

realize that this is not acceptable as a foreign language,

however I strongly disagree with this policy. I feel that

ASL is an extremely important language and its acquisi-

tion by non-handicapped members of society has been

neglected for too long.

The University's concern v^rith teaching its students to

communicate with and to learn about the cultures of

foreigners and not handicapped people is an act of

discrimination against the handicapped population. If one

looks into the problems of deaf students at UMass alone, it

is clear that the lack of sign language amongst the non-

handicapped student body is a major cause of segregation

of handicapped students on campus. Common beliefs that

ASL is not as difficult to learn as other foreign languages

and that handicapped people do not have any culture is

simply not true. These were the reasons that my advisor

gave me for not accepting ASL as a foreign language.

ASL is not only a symbolic representation of spoken

language, it is a language in itself. It has its own gram-

matical rules and structures as any other foreign language

does. Courses in ASL also examine the culture and history

of the handicapped population. One in ten people bom in

this world are bom handicapped. Such a great number
certainly deserves attention as a population.

I am presently employed as a Residential Manager for

three conimunity residences for handicapped persons. For

the past ten years and for the rest of my liJfe, I plan to

devote my efforts to the education of these people.

Throughout my years in the field I have always been

frustrated with the influx of fellow workers that were not

familiar with sign language and needed to be trained to

communicate with their clients/students. Now I am in a

position that requires hiring of staff to work with han-

dicapped people as well as training these staff members
once they have been hired. I am extremely disturbed with

the number of college graduates that apply for jobs in

human services that have no familiarity with sign

language. Most of these people have degrees in

Psychology and yet they cannot communicate with the

population with which they choose to work. Because com-

munication is the most important aspect of working with

people I have found it difficult to find qualified people to

work with my clients.

Sign language (all dialects, including ASL) can be

understood by signers all over the world. Knowing sign

can make learning about other societies easier by being

able to communicate with people of all countries who know

sign language. I don't disagree that a language such as

Spanish can be very valuable in human services. All I am
requesting is that when you come across a student like

myself and many others who plan to work with the non-

verbal populations, you give them the opportunity to pur-

sue studies in the foreign language most applicable to

their perspective field.

Joanne P. Giorgio is a UMass student

Letters-

SGA is not Student Senate Fall out from "After The Fall"

To the Editor:

The content of several of the letters to the editor I have

read have shown a certain amount of ignorance concerning

the nature of the Student Government Association (SGA).

Frequently, the Student Senate is confused with the SGA

and I wouW like to identify and explain the difference

between the two organizations. The SGA consists of every

currently registered undergraduate student, including

Continuing Education students, who has paid the Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATF) fee.

The Student Senate, which meets every Wednesday

evening at 7 p.m. whUe school is in regular session, is

comprised of members of the SGA who have been elected

by their constituents or who have been appointed by the

appropriate body to represent a constituency. The senate

conUins a Third World Caucus and a Women's Caucus so

that the special needs and interests of these groups may be

dealt with more effectively.
, ww

Each spring, a campus wide election is held to elect the

President of the SGA. Within a few weeks of this election,

the Student Senate elects a new Treasurer and a new

Speaker of the Senate. These officers make many im

portant decisions which can range from allocating money

for a raUy to endorsing a political candidate to uiviting a

famous speaker to this campus. Although only officers and

senators may vote on an issue, anyone may speak, and

every student is urged to become active participants in the

many important functions of the SGA. ^^^^^^ ^^^^
Amherst

To the Editor:

In response to R. Miller's "comic strip," After the Fall, I

would like to express my utmost anger. The University of

Massachusetts is a venerated institution of higher

education for many men and women throughout the world.

If you feel you are "above" the other 25,000 students who
attend this school, then I suggest you try your hardest to

find a university that will meet your credentials. Unfor

tunately, it is pitiful souls like yourself who perpetuate the

"ZooMass" image and unjustly slander this University for

the many others who attend.

Scott Slarsky

Central

[R. Miller replies: "The author of the above letter has

obviously mistaken me for a character in my strip.

Actually, my hair is much shorter. "]

Defense cuts

misleading?
In

the wake of worsening reports of record-breaking

deficits for the coming fiscal years, the administration

is now contemplating what was once deemed impossi-

ble...cutting the defense budget. Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger says he will reduce his fiscal 1984

budget request by 11 .3 million dollars. It looks like a grand

compromise, until you take a closer look at what is actual-

ly being cut.

The original request for the coming fiscal year was $273

billion. The $11 billion that is being cut is mostly coming

from a freeze in pay raises for the military, cutting

back on money for training, putting off new military con-

struction projects, and reduced assumptions about infla-

tion and fuel costs. The measures seem good in

themselves, but the real meat of the defense budget, the

billions of dollars being spent on new weapons systems,

most especially strategic nuclear weapons is being left un-

touched. No money is scheduled to be cut for new weapons
like the MX missile and the B-1 bomber, though the actual

money to be outlayed for these and other new weapons is

going to be deferred, so that the cost can be spread out

Randolph T. Holhut

over a long period of time. This will save money in the

short-term, but in the long run will only serve to run up

the already exorbitant costs of these weapons even higher.

Under the guise of an imagined Soviet Threat, the US is

going ahead of the largest peacetime buildup of its

military in its history. "The cost is expected to be $1.8

trillion over the next five years. If the Reagan Administra-

tion goes ahead with this increase at its present rate, the

result will be an astronomical deficit that this nation can

not afford to have.

The things that Caspar Weinberger are cutting are

some of the more important parts of the defense budget.

The Armed Services have more than fulfilled their

recruiting quotas, thanks to the highest unemployment
rates since the Depression. In order to keep qualified peo-

ple in our military, pay has to remain competitive with

civilian industry. The pmyraises the military received in

1981 helped to rectify the problem of low pay in the

military, but the people in the armed forces should not

have to bear the brunt of the cuts, not when there are

more blatant areas of waste in the defense budget. Nor

should construction be overlooked. There are a lot of

soldiers who are living in barracks that were built in

World War II just for the duration, but ended up still hous-

ing soldiers forty years later. They have gotten about as

much use as they could out of these buildings, now these

constitute a hazard to the troops who have to live in them.

Money for training should not be overlooked either. In

order to maintain a minimum amount of readiness, train-

ing exercises need to be held. The military is just getting

by now in this department, to slash this further would

hamper the armed services capacity of readiness.

They used to call Weinberger "Cap the Knife" when he

worked for them — (iovemor Reagan in California, for his

ability to cut govemment spending. Since he became

Secretary of Defense, he has lost his cutting edge, instead

becoming "Cap the Ladle" for all the money being poured

into the Pentagon. Even with the modest cuts he is pro-

posing, fiscal '84 's defense budget will be the largest

peacetime budget in our history. With record deficits

looming on the horizon, we have to take a hard look at the

proposed defense buildup and ask ourselves if we really

can afford it. More can and should be cut from the Pen-

tagon's budget, and it can be done without compromising

our nation's security. If the B-1 and the MX are scrapped,

the govemment would save an immediate $60 billion, and

that is only the tip of the iceberg.

Can we afford to spend $1.8 trillion for defense? Not

right now, not in this recession. It is time that we got our

priorities straight.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian Guest Columnitt

^ Letters Policy

All letters must be sig^ned and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledg^e unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Assistant Chancellor hopes

to improve communications
By JIM FINKLE

Collcrian SUff

Assistant Chancellor Deirdre A. Ling

hopes her recent appointment to the

College Board will aid the University of

Massachusetts in improving com-

munications with the state's secondary

schools, she said in an interview yesterday.

Ling was elected to the 25 member board

of directors of the College Board last

month. The board oversees the activities of

an association of more than 2,500 secondary

schools, colleges, universities, education

systems and associations.

As a member of the board. Ling will

serve on the Council on Academic Affairs.

She said she is looking forward to serving

on that council because one of their major

efforts. Project Equality, is working to

establish a forum for dialog between higher

education institutions and secondary

schools in every state.

UMass President David C. Knapp had

announced plans to establish strong

communications between UMass and the

state's secondary schools to improve the

quality of UMass students.

"This is timely and helpful because we
are looking into that issue in our state,"

Ling said of her appointment. "I can be

useful to our University and the College

Board."

"By being a member I am able to filter

ideas (about improving communications

with secondary schools) baek to the cam-

pus," Ling said. She said the "two-way

communication" will serve to improve both

the work of President Knapp and Project

Equality.

The UMass School of Education has

already begun an outreach program in the

Boston public schools in which 10 UMass
faculty members spend one day each week
working in Boston schools.

Ling has served as director of freshman

admissions, director of admissions, dean of

academic support services, and acting

assistant chancellor at UMass. She was
named assistant chancellor in October.

She has been a member of the college

board since 1978 when she came to UMass.

She is also a member of the American
Association of Collegiate Registrars and

Admissions Officers.
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For the Record (Amherst)
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Student Union Ballroom.
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Assistant Chancellor Deirdre A. Ling, who was recently appointed to

the College Board, hopes to help the coordination of dialogue between

higher education and secondary schools.

Campus Center/Student Union Board of Governors

Attention All Students!!
Are you self-motivated, enthusiastic, and full of

energy?

Do you want to become part of a dynamic team that

oversees all administrative and political pro-

ceedings in the Campus Center Complex?

If so, we now have openings in the following coor-

dinator positions:

Vendor Certification

Hotel Accomodations/Conference Services

Food Service

Space/Economic Development

Applications are available in 817 CC.

They are due by 4:00 p.m. February 15, 1983.

—Affirmative Action Employer—

AIRBORNEALLTHEMAY!

Responsibility now! Over a drop zone,

with troops on alert for every command
—it's the airborne platoon leader and

jumpmaster who calls the shots. "Stand

in the door!". . ."Go!" Dozens of ready

-for-anything paratroops leap into space.

As an airborne officer. YOU can be the

one who leads them.

In the Army's airborne, leadership is a

way of life. An airborne officer must

have plenty of physical stamina, mental

toughness and an accumulation of man-
agement skills, along with leadership

experience. Anny ROTC offers the kind

of training that qualifies you for the

airbornc's kind of responsibility.

If the challenge of the Army's Air-

borne Corps interests you, see the

Professor of Military Science on your

campus. The addition of Army ROTC
gives any college major a special jump on
leadership experience—reinforcement

for your future career—military or

civilian.

BEAUYOUCANBL

ARMYROTC
Contact: James Mahoney 545-2321

Arts
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Play by Play

Welcome back! In this weekly column, I

will give you a preview of UMass, Five-

College area and Springfield theatre

productions, workshops and special

programs.

You don't have to be a "Big Spender " to

have a good time. This weekend and next.

The Amherst Masquers will present Joe

Masteroffs Cabaret, a bitter evocation of

life in Berlin just before the Nazi takeover.

This story is about an English nightclub

singer and her doomed romance with an

American writer. Tickets are $2.50 for the

general public and $1.50 for senior citizens.

The Kirby Theatre curtain rises at 8 p.m.

Friday, Saturday and Sunday. For

reservations call 542-2277.

Mark your calendars. A week from

tomorrow from 9 p.m. -12 a.m., there will be

a Comedy Hour in the Hampden Snack Bar
featuring local and Boston comedians. For

further information call 545 2803 or 545-

0239.

Won't you be mime'.' Plan to be in line

February 11, if you're a Marcel Marceau
fan. Marceau will perform at the FAC at 8

p.m.

Shades of Broadway will be presented by

the Shades of Expression Performing Co.

tomorrow, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in

Chapin Auditorium, Mt. Kolyoke College.

Suzanne Baxtresser, who recently

starred in the Present Stage production of

Calamity Jane, will be teaching a 10 week
workshop in Beginning Acting in Nor-

thampton. According to the course

description, "The class will explore the

ways an actor uses the body and voice to

discover emotional sources and impulses

which can reveal the many different

characters that are inside us all." For more
information call 586-5886.

If you're willing to travel. The Belle of

Amherst based on the life of Emily
Dickenson will be performed at Stage West
in Hartford through Saturday. For curtain

timescall 1781-2340.

Michele Beasley and Jim Lamb star in theAmherst Masquers produc-

tion of CABARET performed at 8 p.m. on February 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12.

Flatter Tummies flatters dummies
By LISA MOSLEY

Collcfiui Staff

If you're like most of us, you probably

spent a few too many nights at the Blue

Wall last semester chuggjing frosty drafts.

Well, if all those brewskies have caused a

noticeable thickening of your midsection,

take heart. Nancy Burstein and Roy

Mathews, the fitness folks at Bantam Books

are going to cure your case of the tummy

tubbies forever with SO Days To a Flatter

St(rmach (separate editions for men and

women, natch).

These new body beautiful guides will

probably revolutionize exercise as we have

come to know it, with such never before

heard of waist whittlers as "stationary

jogging" and "the sit up." (I'm not going to

explain these new exercises in detail; far be

it from me to diminish sales of these

fabulous books by reprinting the techniques

here.) Why. each book even contains a

section devoted exclusively to exercises for

two, because as Burstein tells us. "There's

nothing like exercising with your number-

one man to keep you committed to your

program." And ii the perlecUy coifted,*

heavily made up model in the illustrations

is any indication, these tummy toners are

so effortless you won't even risk sweating

all over your expensive designer aerobic

Socialist chic

NOVEMBER GROUP
(Modem Method)
Novem1>er Group

By DOUGLAS MUISE
CoilcKiM Staff

November Group is currently being

touted by a number of critics as "the next

big band from Boston." And although praise

of such magnitude seems to crop up with

recurrent regularity for many bands on the

Boston club circuit, precious few are the

groups that actually make good on such

claims.

But, frankly I think November Group (its

name from the 1918 Brecht Weill art

collective) is going to constitute an ex

ception. The ensemble - Ann Prim (vocals,

guiUrs). Kearney Kirby (synthesizer.

vocals), Alvan Long (percussion), and Don
Foote (bass) — is definitely just about the

most thrilling bunch to hit the pavement of

Bean Town in quite a while. '

Based on what is etched upon ffieir

recently released EP (well, maybe not

recently), the band has got as good a shot as

any at the big-time — if not on Billboard,

then at least the new music charts.

Kirby's synthesizer musings preside over

the November Group sound along with

Prim's curt, neo-Alavic vocal stylings to

fashion a techno dance minimalism that

raves infection. This stuff you can really

move to!

Featured on the EP is a remix of the

underground hit, "We Dance." released as a

single in late '81. The single's fuzzy, syn

thetic bleeps have been hammered down

this time around to a more tensely

tethered, imminently engineered primal

electronic rhythm (it's amazing what a good

production can do.) The vocals here have

been highlighted as well — they're right up

front now and much more direct. Lyrics

such as "One body/One mind/One

thought," when coupled with others such as

"A picture of life, young hearts of gran

deur/ We dance" elevates the song's thrust

above its initial sex act metaphor to the

level of some bizzare socialist anthem.

"Pictures of the Homeland " continues

along the same line, as Prim's accentuated

Czech histionics — "Peak chores ov ze

'omeland" — segue in nicely with the song's

brisk synthesizer bounds. By herself. Ann

Prim seems quite the creature. Her hair-

style a variation of the Hitler across the-

eye swathe. I can imagine Prim's wardrobe

to be an fxld collect u»n of Prussian army-

issue, collar less shirts and androgynous

wool trousers. Socialist chic.

dance-wear.

These handy books not only illustrate the

latest in exercise techniques, but also

reveal shape- up secrets like "If you have

not exercised recently, you may feel some

soreness after... workouts" and offer in-

valuable tips like "Don't forget to breathe

while exercising." The guides are even

specifically gender-tailored! Men, for in-

stance, are advised to exercise in an area

that offers them privacy (C'mon guys, do

you really want to be seen doing tushie

lifts'.') while women are encouraged to

decorate their exercise areas with pictures

of their favorite fashion models for in-

spiration.

If this isn't enough to convince you that

these books will help bring out that slimmer

trimmer you. wait ""til you see the miracle

diets included in tht. fat fighters' bibles.

The "Love Handle;; Diet" (for men) and the

"Waist Away Diet" (for women) offer such

unusual Lo-Cal fare as low-fat cpttage

cheese, lettuce and tomato salad, and

grapefruit.

After reading these two paperbacks I got

so motivated and excited that I've decided

to start my shape up program right away.

There's only one problem: my copy didn't

come with any order forms for handsome
muscular men. How am I ever supposed to

do the his & her exercises...

Julian Olevsky, Estela Olevsky, and

featured in the American Music Festival.

Leopold Teraspuslky are

American Music Festival, a series of

three major concerts of twentieth century

American music, has been undertaken by

the University of Massachusetts. The first

concert in the series will take place on

Thursday, February 3, at 8:00 p.m. at

Bezanson Recital Hall in the Fine Arts

Center.

On the program are six noted com-

posers and works: Aaron Copland's

"Danzon Cubano," Alvin Etier's Quintet

No. 1 for Wind, Charles Ives' Piano Trio,

"Holland Waltzes" by Boston's Daniel

Pinkham, Virgin Thomson's Synthetic

Waltzes, plus songs by Northampton com-

poser John Duke.

Artists are drawn primarily from the

music faculty at the university. They in-

clude Nigel Coxe, piano; Jon Humphrey,

tenor; Laura Klock, horn; Charles

Lehrer, oboe; Frank Morelli, bassoon;

Estela Olevsky, piano; Julian Olevsky,

violin; Nadine Shank, piano; Joanne Tan-

ner, flute; and Leopold Teraspuslky, cello.

Guest artist is Michael Sussman, clarinet,

from Smith College.

American Music Festival will continue

on Tuesday, March 8, with a chamber jazz

program and on Tuesday, April 12 with

the final chamber music program. All

three concerts are free of charge.
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College Supplies
Notebooks, Pens, Filler Paper.

Pocket Folders
at

HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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(double room occupancy)

for the spring semester.

Applications welcome from single grad &
undergrad women seeking a clean,

wholesome, international, co-ed. Christian

living environment. The house is a beautiful

facility on E. Pleasant just off campus.

Call 256-8500 256-6691
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D.C. Menu
LUN< H

Hamburg on Roll, Eggroll/Soy Sauce.

Due Sauc«

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers, Egg-

roll/Soy Sauce, Due Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Hound of Beef/Mushroom

Sauce, Baked Cod with Lemon Slice,

Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod with Lenton Slice, Squash

Bake

ADULT EVENING CLASSES
10 WEEK SESSIONS
Feb. 1- April 26th

Beginner Ballet

Intermediate/Advanced
Ballet * Modern Dance * Jazz

for information phone
THE AMHERST BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street 549- 1555

• cookbook* • eraTtmnama • ecoi\otmc6 educat10l\ cnalisr • e\c

r
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NEW BOOKS AT HALF PRICE J

^

TRY US FIRSTI!

We kAVE books For supplementary REAdiNq, RESEARck, «

COURSEWORk, REFERENCE, OR A RAInY dAy. ANd EVERy |
book is AlwAys bElow requIar wkoUsAU pRicEl §

IStire Stock 50% - 90% OFF ^
PubliskERS LisT Pr'ice

Down rkc ramp at 71 N.PIeasant St., AnkERST

296-6498 Wc buy youR cumtcNT

OpcN Mom-Sat 10-6 1 t€xt» aU ytAii Vom^.
{

Tip»]3APa^ • ]g3m\^J3\ • 139 009 • P9 HOci #139' A^j • ]tt{d • XX }^ •XfltUt 9 \X\

I
•

New From WomenS SrudiES
- SpmNq 87

291 B AsIan-AmerIcan Women
TH 1 9:00-21 :70 ^^^y ToyAMA

J9 1B CoMplExixiEs oF Consciousness:

I

Race, CENdER ANd CUss
MON 1:29-7:5;

792A Women ANd xkE ProFessIons

TuTk 1:00-2:15

49 IB Women ANd WoRk
TuTk 4:00-5:15

For Course dESCRipxioNS ANd coMplEXE {nFormaxIon

dRop Inxo our oFFicE ax:

208 BarxLexx. 545-1922

EUiAbExk OAkEsI

JanIce RAyMONd

DaIe MElckER/

HARVEy pRJEdMAN

Night And Day

Jumpin' Jive

Beat Crazy

I'm The Man
Look Sharp

I'm The Man (five?" Records)

Look Sharp (two 10" Records)

Stereo I P
Cassettf;

Ji^ijCKSorv

m L90KSHMP!

SQUEEZE
Singles 45's And Under

Sweets From A Stranger

East Side Story

Argybargy

Six Squeeze Songs
Crammed Into One 10"

Record

Cool For Cats

U.K. Squeeze

5.99

5.99

5.99

5.99

5.99

5.99

3.99

stereo LP
Cassette

Famous Last Words 5.99

Paris 9.99

Breakfast In America 5.99

Even In The Quietest Moments 5.99

Crisis? What Crisis? 5.99

Crime Of The Century 5.99

Supertramp 3.99

IndeliDly Stamped 3.99

open Men, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tub, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

Sale Prices

valid until

2/11/83

Located

in the

Campus
Center

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORE
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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AIVERnS<N& FOR A
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PH&riYWQRP STUFF
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JUST ((WGINe

WHAT KJNP <y(- WT

ATTKACTS... ^ p»um

CROSSWORD
lulited by Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

Katfood ByA«R«K

MY, THE FIRST R»f?T
THi5 ^uornoK IS GoiwfiiroBe
PKATF^U.5— yoUCANTOe IN
MKTOOMS WITWOt/r T4KIN' PIWT-

ACROSS 47 Soft drinks 11 WW II radio

1 Pol party org. 49 Faultfinders propagandist

6 Preserves 53 Purplish red 12 "The Fallen

10 -Take 55 Warner Oland
'•

from me" role 13 Relative of the

14 Originate 56 -Swieet and larch

15 Formerly " 18 Algerian seaport

16 City SEot Milan 57 Friend of 23 Army div

17 Popular author Superman 25 Stupefies

1903 et seq. 56 Name in musical 26 Narrow opening

19 Sacred image theater lore 28 Hasten
20 "Dont !• 61 Designating 30 Landed
21 Wilde's Dorian "field" 31 Fish catch

22 Knitting pattern 62 Fragrance 32 Bounders
for socks 63 River 33 Of aircraft

24 Mercenary of 1776 embankment 34 Peter Lorre role

26 Office worker. 64 Inert gas in "The Maltese

for sfiort 65 Back of the neck Falcon
"

27 Make into 66 Put forth, as 36 Resort

leattier power 38 Forte of

28 Plod fieavily Rodgers or

29 Strike with Salazar

force DOWN 39 Patronage

32 Louisiana dialect 1 Indian prince 42 Yard or garage

35 Ship's cabin 2 Obliterate 43 Waste away
fitting 3 Choices 46 Not written

37 Indefinite time 4 River in SW Wales 48 Comedian Bean
period 5 Hercule Poirot's 49 Assigned task

38 Convenes nationality 50 • a

40 Condition of sale 6 Sir Arthur Parade"
41 Style of Doyle 51 One with promise

horsemanship 7 Judge Hardy's son 52 English dessert

43 Opera features 8 Serg. orcpl 53 Group of families

44 Old 9 Onetime 54 Theater box

(the sun) Washington 55 Harvest

45 Barren ballclub 59 Oklahoma town
46 Confess 10 Join with 60 Actor Harrison

After The Fall By R. Miller
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Monday Fnday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 )«. • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed

functions 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 Chevrolet Nova 6 cyl, automatic.

Perfect mechanically. $750.00 Bob
253-2096

CAPE COD - SUMMER RENTAL""

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six roorns

four bedrooms two baths sleeps eight in-

cludes utilities 5-29-83 thru 9-6-83 $4660.

253-7436
Duplex newly redone- two bedrooms sleep

four includes utilities $2560. 253-7436

DEBBIE FROM GRAYSON

Want to get together?
546-5406 after 6:00

Call Steve

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and disqockeys for guaranteed

functions 256^739

Profeeaional DJs For Less $99 Winter

Special I Domw. greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

Double bed - box spring and mattress ex-

cellent conditk>n $50.00 Jimmy 253-36K

Used dorm refrigerators: $75.00 each call

549-0172 keep trying

Refrigerator for sale 3 feet tall asking

$125 new Paul 549-4867

FREE GUITAR WORKSHOP

Free Guitar Workshop with Joe Bel-

mont, Performing Arts Division faculty

guitarist, Bob Cummings, composer and

other members of Urban Renewal
demonstrating traditional and jazz styles,

contemporary guitar styles and composing.

Today, Bezanson Recital Hall, FAG, 5:00

p.m.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals

W. Yarmouth, Dennis: 1,2. 3, 4 bedroom

units. Rent direct from owners, cal'

1 -617-528-8300 or 1-617-771-2233

FOR SALE
~~

8-track home stereo + 50 tapes. $50 Ron

549-2666

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 + '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253-5369

Skls-Dynastar Omeglass, 200 cm; brand

new, never used. $180.00 549-5896

Child Care (babysitting) in the home of

others: list published 3 times a year. Sign

up now until February 10th to be on the

Spring listing. Especially needed: FULL
DAYS when you are available to care for a

sick child in his/her home. Also,

SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS/AIDES
Preschool needed. Apply Child Care, 116

Berkshire.

Earthfoods Is hiring. Applk:atk>ns at E.F.

kitchen S.U.B. third world and people of

cotor encouraged to apply. Equal oppor-

tunity empiipyer

U.S. Summer Jobs! 1000's of oppor-

tunities. Summer camps, gov. jobs,

theaters, resorts and morel See America.

"19W Summer Employment Directory"

$9.95 N.S.D. Box 1715 Los Gatos, CA
95031-1715

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $5OO-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunt}elt h overseas

jobs! Weekly updates. Call now.
1-716-886-3242, ext. 607

People's Market Food Collective hiring

new workers. Applications available at 328

Student Union until feb. 8 4 pm 545-2060

Applications now being accepted for

part-time employnr>ent at the Student

Center for Research and Advocacy
(SCERA). Interested persons may apply at

420 Student Union. Deadline: Feb. 9.

SCERA is an equal opportunity employer.

545-0341

SNPS is looking for a mechanically inclin-

ed 1st or 2nd year student for production

trainee in our print shop. 5-10 hr/wk
3.50/hr. WS pref. Interest in co-ops a

musti Women and third world students en-

couraged. Applications available outside

S.U. 413 and accepted no later than 4 pm
2/11

INSTRUCTION
~

LOSE WEIGHT Safely, easily, naturally.

Revolutionary new, clinically tested weight

k>ss program. Classes begin 2/7 Call

2560188 eves, for details

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom ttieory & shop.

Umited enrollment 253-2098

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. FRee brochure. 666-8613

MASS TRANSIT

Having a party? Mass Transit is back and
ready to play. For bookings, call 256-0687
Brad or Bob. 549-4362 John.

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-6756

PERFORMING ARTS OPEN HOUSE"

14 lectures, derTH}nstrations and perfor-

nr>ances will highlight the Performirtg Arts

Division Open House, Sunday, Feb. 1, 2-5

pm The event will feature three presenta-

tions every half-hour simultaneously in Old

Chapel at UMass in dance, music and
theatre

PERSONALS

Congratulations Terril Don't trip over the
rock. From your Collegian buddies

Registration for the Performing Arts Divi-

sion courses will continue in Old Chapel

through Feb. 18. Group ar>d private instruc-

tion for music, theatre and dance is

available. For rTK}re info call 545-0519

M.A.P.G. - I'm after you
again I love you

let's be a team

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: to share room, $96

a month, on bus line, heat included, caH

253-2078

Roommate wanted Brittany Manor 115 +
a n>onth call 546-8936

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Ftorida, Bahamas,
Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John
253-3718

TRAVEL

Daytone Beach $269 March 19-26 round

trip let and hotel directly on the beach I Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19-29 hotel 3 miles

from beach, car with unlimited

mileage/round trip jet plus tax and service.

March 12-14; 19-21. Round trip deluxe

motor coach 3 days/nights in the quality

Inn downtown includes welcome party, ex-

tra night $15. Call Bob or Dave @ 253-7625

WANTED

2 NeH Young Tx Feb 13 Wor Cen call now
546-7174

Ride to Framingham this Thursday night

or Friday rrwrning (Feb 3 or 4) will share ex-

penses. Please call 548-1219 eves, keep try-

ing

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Saturday 6-week workshop starting

soon Amherst. Also private. Licensed
therapist 253-5036

S^\
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PHIL COLLINS
In Concert

With His Band The Fabulous Jacuzzis & The One Neat Guy

THURSFEB17
FINE ARTS CENTER

ON SALE FEB. 3
GENERAL PUBLIC 12.50, 11.50
UMASS STUDENTS 11.50, 10.50

• Limit 2 per person

TICKEtS FOR BOTH SHOW AVAILABLE AT: UNION
RECORDS UNLTD, FINE ARTS CENTER &

FOR THE RECORD

Gabba Gabba hey! its the RAMONES

WED FEB 23
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

ON SALE FEB 10
GENERAL PUBLIC 10.00

UMASS STUDENTS 8.00
* Limit 2 per person

NO CAMERAS, FOOD, DRINK OR SMOKE PLEASE
PRODUCED WITH THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS,

Women's ski team is tops in New England field

By MATT LUCZCOW
CollcKian Correipondcnt

FRANCONIA, N.H. The University of

Massachusetts Women's Ski Team have

won their first four races of the season in

the Women's Inter- Collegiate Ski Con
ference.

At Cannon Mountain the weekend of Jan.

22-23, the women captured both the slalom

race on Saturday and the giant slalom on

Sunday.
Finisiiing in the top 10 (out of 60 women

racers) for the Minutewomen on Saturday

were Sue White, who took 4th place in

107.17 and co-captain Theresa Collins, who
took 6th with a 109.10. Also finishing for

UMass were co-captain Kim Loftus (12th)

and Lisa Luczkow (15th).

The women's combined time of 338.54

seconds (best 3 out of 5) put them well

ahead of second place Plymouth State

College (352.29), and third place Boston

College (354 62). Individually, Laurie

Houraham from BC won the race. Sue

Shumway from Brown Univ. took 2nd and

Julie Canaday from Smith College placed

third.

On the World Cup slope at Waterville

Valley this past weekend, under perfect

racing conditions, the women skiers took

both races to stay on top of the WISC
league.

In the slalom, UMass kept their big

margin over Plymouth State, BC and the

other colleges with a team time of 343.50.

Second place was Plymouth with a 361.25,

while BC was clocked at 361.87 for third

place.

Sue White won the race for UMass, while

Theresa Collins, Leslie Dale and Diana

Swain all remained in the top 10, taking

5th, 7th and 10th places, respectively. Also

finishing for UMass were Laurie Webber

{ FINANCIAL AID OFFICE ^
^ Important Notice ^
^ Due to late delivery of Financial Aid Forms (FAF) ^
^ for 83-84, all Undergraduate Dormitory residents <^

M will receive their forms in their dorms during the^

^ first week of February 1983. ^
^ Off Campus and Graduate students can pick up^

M forms at the Campus Center Information Desk,^

J the Financial Aid Office - 243 Whitniorc, and the^

Ik second floor lobby Information Desk in Whitmore.^

M DEADLINE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 198384 J
{ MARCH 1, 1983 ^

PETER DUCA AND GARY MOFFIE PRESENT

THE

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND

with

special guests

THE
JOHN HALL

BAND

THURS - FEBRUARY 10 - 8:00 PM
AT THE^CCMTAUMm 4MDAC£ST£A

cS.'-:

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE CENTRUM AND ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS. <?^ <^^<S>
•a

LISTEN TO WAAF FOR MORE DETAILS

Athletes and Active People:

WEIGHT TRAINING
^- BODY BUILDING
• Individually Designed Routines

• Continuously Monitored

• Olympic Weights/Free Weights

• Initial Cardiovascular Test Included

• Universal and Custom Equipment

tHE HAMPSHIBE FITNESS CENTEB
lu % iU4i€v. M«- 586-6S36i

(13th). Sue Levy (16th) and Kim Loftus

(21th). Sue Shumway (Brown) took second

and Laurie Hourahan (BC) took third.

The Minutewomen continued to ski strong

on Sunday and pulled out their second giant

slalom win of the season.

Team results for the Waterville Valley

meet' were: UMass (257.60); BC (264.91)

and Plymouth State (270.68). White won

her third race of the season with a time

84.28, while teammate Collins followed a

close second at 84.45. Also finishing for

UMass were Leslie Dale (10), Lisa Luczkow
(11), Diana Swain (14). Sue Levy (22) and

Kim Loftus (37).

After two weekends of competition, the

UMass women's ski team holds first place in

the WISC league.

file photo

Sue White glides through the gates this past weekend at Waterville
Valley, N.H.

>7»

Fame
Recognition
Knowledge
Experience

From writing stories to taking photographs for one of the

largest college daily papers in the country, students at the

Collegian learn how to produce a newspaper every day. If you
would like to learn and can volunteer some time, the Collegian

needs you. Come help us out and we'll help you learn and
develop valuable communication skills. Stop by the Collegian at

room 113 Campus Center or check out one of our introductory

meetings.

Who knows, maybe the next time you meet someone new
they'll say, "I know your name. Haven't I seen it in the

CollegianV

Introductory Meetings

Tonight, 7 p.m. 803 Campus Center

Monday, Feb. 7, 7 p.m., 803 Campus Center

Wednesday, Feb. 9, 7 p.m., 803 Campus Center

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

545-3500

m^
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Women's Lacrosse: Anyone interested in playing var-

sity or junior varsity lacrosse must attend a meeting

Thursday, February 3, at 6:00 p.m. in room 153, NOPE.
Sports meeting Thursday night at 7:00 p.m. in the

newsroom. Interested? Come down.

:.:.::.:v::.:v:v:v:v:v::.::v:v::::::v:v::::::::x^^^^^^^

Providence topplesUMwomen
ChomentowskU Collins

shine forMinutewomen
By GERRY deSIMAS

Colleriui Staff

The struggling University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
couldn't get themselves into gear Tuesday
night and picked up a 83-59 loss, courtesy of

Providence College, in the Cage.

The Minutewomen just could not con-

sistently play with the Lady Friars, who
improve to 15-4 (5 1 in the Big East).

"We got beat by a lot better team
tonight," said head coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski. "We were very inconsistent."

Kelly Collins, who was the hoopsiers

leading scorer with 15 points, and Maria

Chomentowski were bright spots in an

otherwise dismal night for UMass.
"Kelly Collins played an outstanding

game as did Maria Chomentowski. It was

their best games yet," said Ozdarski.

But, led by the outstanding shooting of

Providence's Kathy Finn and the fine

overall play of the entire Friar team. PC
quickly erased the only lead UM had (at 2-0

off of a Wendy Ward hoop) and gradually

estabhshed themselves.

Providence estabhshed a ten point lead

early in the first half but UMass hung close.

But after numerous travels and turnovers,

the impatient Minutewomen offense fell

farther and farther behind the Lady Friars.

Finn, mostly on outside shots, led

Providence in the first half while freshmen

Chomentowski and Collins led UMass.

In the second half, UMass closed to

within 12 after being down 41-27 at the

half and thanks to some PC turnovers and

some fine offensive play, UM had the

momentum for a comeback.

But as wUl happen with a young team,

the comeback faltered under the defensive

pressure of PC and due to UMass' own
mistakes. PC then proceeded to outscore

the Minutewomen 36- 19 down the stretch to

ice the victory. It gave UMass their 16th

loss in twenty games.
"We have to go out and play the game

and play hard for 40 minutes, " said

Ozdarski.

"I was disappointed that we gave them all

sorts of rebounds and disappointed in out

shooting."

UMass shot 44.8 for the night and

committed 31 turnovers compared to

Providence's 20.

Everything is not all bad and gloomy for

the lady hoopsters, however. They did do

some things right, but they just couldn't be

consistent in their play.

Karen Damminger, who scored eleven

points on the night, did a good job of

passing the ball and had some nice feeds to

Colling in the lane. Nadine Jackson also did

a good job, in only her sixth game of the

year.

Unfortunately, the road does not get any

smoother for UMass. Saturday, they travel

to Boston to take on a tough Northeastern

team.

Collccimn photo b; Dstc Dcabcr

Maria Chomentowski shoots over Providence's Jayne Benirowski in

last night's loss in the Cage.

Call upMcLaugWin before Perm State rematch
By JIM FLOYD

CollcKtui SUff

Are you one of those self professed

basketball experts who has sat in the stands

of the Curry Hicks Cage and told everyone

what should be done in order for the

University of Massachusetts Minutemen to

start winning games consistently?

Would you, in your infinite wisdom, like

to share your insights with coach Tom
McLaughlin? Or. would you just like to say

hello to the second year head coach of the

Minutemen?
Why are these seemingly stupid

questions being asked of the average reader

today?

The Minutemen play host to the Nittany

Lions of Penn State tonight at 7:30 p.m. but

prior to that, Tom McLaughlin will appear

as a guest on WMUA's s|Jorts talk show.

Sports Cafe. While he's there, the

telephone lines will be open and students,

supporters, critics, fans, literally anyone
with a dime in their possession will be able

to converse with the coach.

Hopefully, this should stir further in-

terest in the struggling UMass squad which

is now 4-12.

And there should be at least some in-

terest. With no homework due for a couple

of weeks (at least for non-engineering

majors) there is little or no reason not to

have a packed house in the Cage.

The game will be a double Homecoming

special as both the Minutemen, who have

played their last three games on the road,

and the UMass community, who have either

slaved to earn tuition money, hung out and

goofed off, or (and don't you hate this

group) basked in the sun in some exotic

paradise, return to the Amherst area and to

the Cage.

It will mark the second time in a row that

the Minutemen have played the Nittany

Lions. The last game, on January 29, saw a

5 point Minutemen advantage disintegrate

in the waning moments of the contest as

Penn State prevailed, 59-57.

"It will be a big lift to have the fans

behind us," said sophomore forward Bobby
Braun as he walked through Boyden
Gymnasium yesterday. "We're going to win

this time."

"We have to get a consistent 40 minutes,"

said McLaughlin, "not 30 or 35, but 40.

"Penn State will anticipate a game from

us now," McLaughlin continued, "so they'll

come in ready to play."

Real fans will be there regardless of the

team's record. They just want to root for

their squad. Basketball haters will stay

home, citing the poor record. For those of

you who are on the border, maybe what you
should do is listen in between 6-7 p.m.

tonight (91.1 FM). Hear what the coach has

to say. Hear what people want to ask him.

You can even call up and ask a question

yourself.

If nothing else, you can hear yourself on

the radio.

Navy sinks gymnasts;

Johnson disappointed

By ELLEN RICHARD
Coll«Kiwi SUff

If you've ever had a day when absolutely

nothing went right then you'll know how
tlie University of Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team felt as it missed even its

routine skills on its way to a 258.85-244.65

defeat at the hands of Navy.

Despite the 14 point spread, the team's

confidence is not shaken. Coach Roy
Johnson, who said the team can't have a

worse meet, feels that the men can still im-

prove enough to get 260 points. So for this

season, the closest UMass has come to 260

was its first match against Army in which

UM scored 254.60. Still, Johnson said there

was no excuse for the loss.

"The team had a great attitude going in-

to the meet," Johnson said. "All the signs

were there to beat Navy. They were work-

ing with the same equipment (at Boyden

gym) but they got out there (Maryland) and

things were different.

After Navy jumped off to a quick three

point lead in the floor exercises, they never

looked back. John Macurdy's performance

in the floor exercises was the highlight for

UMass as he performed a double back

somersault and scored a 9.25 taking second

place.

It was downhill for the Minutemen from
then on as they lost the pommel horse

event by four points. Navy's scores were
not much better but the best the

Minutemen could do was a tie for third

place with an 8.35 put on the board by Bert

Mathieson.

Rings were the closest event between the

two teams but Navy still prevailed and won
the event by a point and a half. Co-captain

John McGonagle put in a strong perfor-

mance, scoring a 9.4 while taking first for

UM. But because things were not going

right, the other UMass scores didn't come
through and the team was trailing by eight

points at the half way mark of the match.

"I think what it had to do with may be

the inexperience of competing away,"

Johnson said. "The things they missed

were ridiculous. It's hard to understand

why the skills were missed."

The vaulting scores were good but

Navy's were better. Macurdy scored a 9.4

with his vault but only placed third. Tony
Sbarra had a good vaiilt which scored a 9.2

and Peter Lucchini scored a 9.1 for UM.
The Minutemen lost more ground in the

parallel bars event which they lost by three

points. The best the team could do was a

fourth place finish by Mathieson with an
8.3.

Adding to the frustrations of the day, the

high bar, which is usually a strong event

for UMass, didn't do much for the t«am

Sbarra got the high score for the team with

an 8.75 that gave him a tie for third place.

So it's onward, and upward in the eyes of

the team, as it travels to meet East

Stroudsbiu"g on Saturday. According to

Johnson, the meet is going to be a close one

but it shouldn't be a bad one.

"It's an away meet but they should per-

form well," Johnson said. "They have to

make up their minds and do it. Some of

them did."

And some of them didn't. Possibly on
Saturday the team will get everything

they've worked on over intersession

together and have a good day.

Pat's Johnson a Breaker?
BOSTON (AP) - New England running

back Andy Johnson came close to practicing

Tuesday with Boston's new LInited States

Football League team, but not close enough
to suit Breakers' Coach Dick Coury.

The Breakers and New Jersey Generals

worked out on adjacent fields, about 20
yards apart, in Orlando, Fla. Boston has

been trying to sign Johnson as a player, but

he was helping New Jersey Coach Chuck
Fairbanks, his former Patriots' mentor, run

the Generals' training camp practice.

Johnson's contract with the Patriots was
to expire at midnight Tuesday, making him

a free agent.

The Breakers, who have exclusive USFL
negotiating rights to the 30-year-old

Johnson, reportedly were close to an

agreement with him last week. Coury said

Tuesday he couldn't wait much longer.

"I'd like to have him but I think he's a

young man who has to make up his mind in

a hurry on whether he wants to play

anymore or coach," Coury said.

Good time for all at UMass basketball game
"N

By KEN BAZINET
CollcKian SUff

There are people at UMass who say the basketball

team will never be the power it was during the early part

of the last decade. These same people lie.

They also sit around their dorm room and drink beer

until their hips hang out of their Levis, while a few

students who beUeve in UMass basketball attend the

games.

Last night a few students attended the game. About

4,200 to be more precise.

Some of those in attendance were the faithful, others

were taking advantage of the light work load that comes

only during the first week of classes. In both cases, they

had a good time.

. And why not? UMass, 4-12 overall going into last

night's game; UMass, 5 against Atlantic 10 foes;

UMass, the underdog; UMass the victor? Yes! In a big

way. An 86-64 romp over Penn State.

"Hey, I'm a psychology major and I'm here to get

UMass psyched up," said Mike Rosenthal, a sophomore

trumpet player who has played with the pep band at each

of the home games. "I knew this was worth it when I

joined the band."

There were plenty of students who shared Rosenthal's

opinion last night, and they showed it after each

Minuteman basket or blocked shot or forced turnover.

They were loud and Coach Tom McLaughlin said it made
the difference.

"I came early," McLaughlin said after the game, "saw

that crowd and figured with that many people the team

would have to be up for the game."

Sophomore guard Don Russell who was last night's

high scorer for Umass agreed with his coach.

"The crowd was beautiful tonight," he said, adding that

it was good to be past the monotony of the intersession's

empty stands. "We need the fans. They sound good and
they keep us going."

Both Russell and McLaughlin agreed that it will be just

as important to draw a big crowd for Saturday's game
against Rutgers.

Jeff Tyma, a member of the 40- minute club, said he and
his friends are ready for Rutgers and will be louder than
ever.

Mary-Jeanne Gosselin, a sophomore, saw the game
this way: "I can't see very well (she was stuck in the back
row) it's too hot, and it smells like B.O., but other than
that I like the crowd and it's exciting."
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DeNyse confirmation
as vice-chancellor final

ColleriMi photo by MicKmI MarKolit

Several pigeons roost atop a barn on the sheep farm near Boyden

fields.

By JIM FINKLE
Collcffian SUff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey yesterday

announced the appointment of John L.

DeNyse as permanent vice chancellor for

administration and finance at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

In a written statement released yester-

day, Duffey commented on DeNyse's ap-

pointment.

"Mr. DeNyse has served in the ad-

ministration of the campus for over 30

years," he said. "John brings to his respon-

sibilities a proven record of dedication to

the instituion and competent professional

service."

In addition to the appointment, Duffey

said he will begin a process of assessment

of the campus' budget and administrative

organization.

During the assessment, which Duffey

said will continue through next December,

Duffey will hire consultants specializing in

management, budget procedures and the

operation of major university research pro-

grams.

"In the meantime, I will be announcing

several minor reorganizations in the ad-

ministration and finance areas," Duffey

stated.

DeNyse said he has been hesitant to

make major changes in his area while serv-

ing in an acting capacity because he was
not sure how long he would work in that

position.

"It has been a long and difficult period

(his 21 months as acting vice chancellor),"

DeNyse said. "We are going to go forward

and start to do a lot of things that need to

be done on campus."
DeNyse, a graduate of the UMass

business program, said he plans to consult

with various groups on campus, make a list

of what needs to be done, and set priorities

for those needs.

He said he has had a series of discussions

with the chancellor about what needs to be

done in his area and said, "we are in com-

plete agreement."

DeNyse, 57, began his employment at

UMass as a cashier in South College, the

former administration headquarters. A
native of Amherst, he also worked on cam-

pus as a state auditor, an assistant pur-

chasing officer and an internal auditor

He was made acting Vice chancellor for

administration and finance in 1981 when

former vice chancellor George Beatty

resigned to seek work in private industry.

Collegian photo by Kevin J. Fachttti

John L. DeNyse's appointment to

vice chancellor of Administration

and Finance was confirmed by

Chancellor Duffey yesterday.

Jobless get
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Collethui SUff

The jobless will have the doors of

academia opened to them at the Universtiy

of Massachusetts now that money has been

allocated that will allow state colleges and

universities to provide free classes to

unemployed heads of households.

The program, sponsored by the Board of

Regents and involving $1 million goes by

several names. At Greenfield Community

College, where the program was initiated

and at Umass, it is called "Project Future."

At Berkshire Community College, the

program was dubbed OPEN, Opportunity

for Education Now. Whatever the name of

the program, it has proved successful at

both community colleges.

At UMass, however, according to the

Daily Hampshire GfUPtte, only .-^
(^»

inquiries about enrollment have been made.

Art Clifford, Director of the office of

Public Information at UMass said, "because

the program was announced so late, as far

as the beginning of the semester goes, we
were not able to really take advantage of

publicizing to the large amount of people

who might qualify. But if people who did

qualify wanted to take a course, we would

let them in."

Clifford said he believed few people

would be registering for the program at

UMass and few would be able to get into

courses because "a good many courses have

already been filled up and you know how it

is to try to get into a course that's filled."

Greenfield Community College had

earmarked spots for 40 heads of households

two weeks ago and asked the Board of

Regents to reimburse it for the tuition lost

in the program. An overwhelming 140

people applied for the spots. On the day

after GCC announced the program, the

Regents approved a statewide program,

granting $1 million to cover the cost of

tuition and other expenses.

The program would continue, until the $1

million runs out which would depend on

how many people apply for courses and

what kind of courses are taken, said Estelle

Shanley, Public Information Director for

the Board of Regents.

Clifford said he was not aware of how the

money would be distributed but said, "the

program has not cost us anything and given

the constraints of the program, it is not

going to cost us anything. It does not cost

anything to fill a seat that would otherwise

remain open. If there is a seat open in a

class it is better to have someone who is out

of a job fill it than have it remain open."

Shanley said the money would be

allocated to the colleges participating in the

program on a need basis. For example, if a

college accepts 20 unemployed people into

courses under this project, the cost of those

20 students would be reimbursed by the

institution from the allocated $1 million.

Any unemployed household head wishing

to participate in the program is asked to

contact the admissions department of the

particular college or university he or she is

interested in attending. Any open or un-

filled courses in the curriculum are open to

qualified persons, although for the most

part, courses that offer skill advancement,

such as business, office administration,

drafting and electronics, are the type of

courses that have had the highest

registrations in the Berkshire and

Greenfield college programs.
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World and National News
Salvadoran army set for attack

•AP Lmaerphoto

New York City fireman carries elderly woman to safety as fire swept

a five-story apartment house on Manhattan's Lower East Side early

Wednesday. The blaze, labeled suspicious by the Fire Department, in-

jured 18 residents and firemen. ^^

SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) -
A government battalion was reported

moving into positions on the slopes of

Cimarron Hill yesterday preparing for a

counterattack to retake the guerrilla-held

city of Berlin atop the hill.

Civilians at the Cuscatlan bridge, 10

miles west of Berlin, said they saw six air

force helicopters fly more troops into the

area 70 miles east of San Salvador. They

said an air force attack plane bombed

suspected guerrilla positions north of

Berlin.

Berlin, a town of 30,000 in Usulutan

province and a farming center overlooking

the Lempa River, is the biggest town taken

by the leftist rebels of the Farabundo Marti

National Liberation Front in their 39-

month-old guerrilla war against the U.S.-

supported government.

Its capture facilitated the rebels' cam-

paign of economic sabotage in a stretch of

rich cotton and coffee lands 25 miles long

and about 10 miles wide from the Pacific

coast nearly to the Pan-American Highway.

The town was defended by less than 100

troops, police and militiamen, and rebel

snipers apparently had no difficulty turning

back two small convoys of reinforcements

sent to aid them. After about 500 guerrillas

overwhelmed the defenders Monday night,

the government moved about 1,500 troops

into the area from the north.

Civilians in Mercedes Umana. about 6

miles north of Berlin, reported helicopters

flying over late Tuesday, possibly bringing

in more troops or supplies.

Although the rebel commander in Berlin

indicated that the guerrillas might not try

to hold it, the capture of the city demon-

strated their increasing ability to operate

on more than one front.

The rebels struck in Usulutan while some

6,000 government troops, including the

three mobile battalions trained by the

United States, were tied down more than

100 miles northeast of San Salvador on an

operation in Morazan province.

Marine tells Israeli soldiers: advance over his 'dead body'
WASHINGTON (AP) - A U.S. Marine

captain climbed aboard one of three Israeli

tanks, his pistol drawn and loaded, and told

an insistent Israeli commander he would

have to come over his "dead body" to get

past an American checkpoint in Beirut on

yesterday, officials said.

The Reagan administration immediately

called Israel on the carpet over the

"gravity" of the episode. Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger called the Israeli

behavior "threatening" and "both un-

necessiiry and basically damaging" to peace

prospects.

The column of three Israeli tanks backed

off after Marine Capt. Charles B. Johnson,

of Rock Island, III., pulled his weapon and

loaded it in front of an Israeli lieutenant

colonel, scrambled onto the commander's
tank and demanded the withdrawal, of-

ficials said.

The Israeli officer "insisted they were
coming through, the Marine captain said

they were not." Weinberger said. Johnson

"climbed onto the lead tank, said that if

they were coming through they'd have to do

it over his dead body," according to

Weinberger.
The incident stood as the most dangerous

to date in six or seven face-offs between
Israeli soldiers and U.S. Marines serving as

peacekeepers in Lebanon.

The Israeli commander, while not named
by U.S. officials, was said to have been

involved in at least two of the previous

incidents.

At the State Department, it was an-

nounced that Acting Secretary of State Ken
Dam had summoned the Israeli charge

d'affaires "to discuss this incident and the

gravity with which we view it."

"The recurrence of challenges to the

Marines by Israeli Defense Forces is

unacceptable," spokesman Alan Romberg
said. "We view such incidents very

seriously, both because they endanger the

safety of the troops involved and hamper
the peacekeeping efforts of the
multinational force."

"We do not know why the tanks at-

tempted to cross our lines but the incident

was resolved, and the tanks withdrew at

the insistence of the Marine officer on the

scene," Romberg said.

He said he thought discussions between

U.S. diplomats and Israeli officials after the

previous episodes would have prevented

any new ones. "We regret this has hap-

pened again." he said. "We don't un-

derstand the motivation for this action."

Weinberger said Johnson "behaved not

only with total correctness, but with ex-

treme courage, and I have asked that he be

specifically commended on the basis of the

information we have today."

Social Security plan

debated in Congress
WASHINGTON — Congress is examining -

the $168 billion Social Security bailout plan,

with its chief author warning that failure to

approve it could damage economic con-

fidence and stall recovery from the

recession.

Alan Greenspan, chairman of the

National Commission on Social Secruity

Reform, said failure to resolve the Social

Security problems would send "a terribly

negative signal" to the financial markets

and confirm uneasiness about federal

spending.

Such an impression "will create a re-

ignition of inflationary forces and that, in

turn...would push long term interest rates

up from where they are; would abort a

nascent recovery." said Greenspan who

appeared before the House Ways and

Means Committee Tuesday. The panel

continued its hearings yesterday.

He also said there was no room to alter

substantive portions of the package.

Congress, meanwhile, began scrutinb.ing

President Reagan's $848.5 billion budget

with both Republican and Democratic

leaders eyeing the addition of a public

works jobs program.

Boston commuters

may face one-way toll

BOSTON — Drivers coming into Boston

by the Tobin Bridge and the Sumner Tunnel

would pay a single, double priced toll and

leavt' for free under a proposal being

revived by two agencies.

The Massachusetts Turnpike Authority

arc resurrecting the proposal in hopes of

speeding up auto traJffic under and over

Boston Harbor. The bridge is run by

Massporl and the Sumner tunnel going into

Boston — called the Callahan tunnel out

bound — is operated by the Turnpike
Authority.

Tolls are 25 cents for the bridge and .'W

cents for the tunnel.

Massport planning director Norman
Farameili said there is a "high likelihood"

the experiment will occur, but not before

Digest
By the Associated Press

April 1. Cooperation among the city and
other agencies is key, he added.

Turnpike spokesman Edward King said

Tuesday that authority is shooting for a

March deadline.

7th Fleet commander

dies in Newport
NEWPORT, R.I. — Vice Admiral Stuart

H. Ingersoll, 84, a former commander of the

7th Fleet who had two future presidents

serve under him, has died following a brief

illness.

Ignersoll died Saturday at the Naval

Regional Medical Center here. Private

funeral services were held Monday.
He was promoted to vice admiral in 1955

and named commander of the 7th Fleet. In

1945 he served as chief of staff to the

commander of the U.S Pacific Fleet as a

rear admiral.

While commanding officer of the aircraft

carrier Monterey during World War II,

Ingersoll received the Navy Cross for

heroism during a Japanese air attack near

Taiwan.

Serving on board the Monterey when
Ingersoll was in command was Lt. Gerald

Ford, who became president in 1974.

While Ingersoll was commandant of the

U.S. Naval Academy from 1945 to 1947. one

of the cadets was Jimmy Carter, who
entered the White House in 1977.

"It's an unusual situation now that I look

back on it." Ingersoll said in an interview in

1977. "Two future presidents and I could

have told them both to go to hell — in a nice

way, of course."

Ingersoll was appointed president of the

Naval War College here in 1957 and served

in that post until his retirement in 1960.

Born in Springfield, Mass., Ingersoll grew
up in Portland. Maine. He was appointed to

the Naval Academy in 1917.

He is survived by two daughters and a

son.

Runners, anorexics

may share problem
BOSTON — Women who starvt

themselves on ruinous diets and men who
are obsessed with long-distance running

may have the same personality disorder, a

study concludes.

Unlike most recreational runners, some
marathoners develop a single-minded

commitment to keeping in physical shape.

These people called "obligatory runners."

may cover 100 miles a week. And for them,

"running becomes a consuming goal that

preempts all other interests in life." the

researchers said.

They interviewed 60 of the.se long-

distance runners and found many
similarities with women who have anorexia

nervosa, a disorder in which people become
dangerously thin because of incessant

dieting.

"The two groups may represent a single

mode of behavior," the doctors wrote.

Generally, the obligatory runners value

their exercise above all else. They will run

in spite of illness, even when the exercise

may be bad for them. And when for some
reason they cannot run, they feel anxious

and depressed about physical deterioration.

Olzewski murder trial

heats up in Springfield

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — A sister of a man
charged with killing his ex-girlfriend in a

lover's lane has testified that a friend of the

defendant stuck by an alibi the day after the

friend allegedly told police about the
murder.

Sandra Olszewski, 21, testified Tuesday
for about 10 minutes in the Hampden
County Superior Court trial of her brother,

Anthony Olszewski, 23, charged with the

murder of Joanne Welch, 18.

Alszewski has been accused of killing his

ex girlfriend Jan. 28, 1982 in West
Springfield, where they both lived with

their families, and dumping her body that

day in neighboring Westfield. where she

was found the next day.

Jury selection began Jan. 4. with opening

arguments and testimony on Jan. 17. Since

then, spectators have packed the courtroom

daily, with people waiting in line to enter

the room.

Miss Welch's death was the only homicide

in West Springfield in 1982.

Olszewski was arrested Feb. 15.

According to testimony by Philip Strong,

that was the day he changed his alibi for

Olszewski and told police that Olszweski

admitted killing Miss Welch and showed
him where he had dumped her body.

Strong testified he tore up his alibi

statement and wrote five pages quoting

Olszweski. The second statement has been
entered as evidence.
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SGAbarsRSO groups

from campaign spending

Collegian photo bj Greg AmmoM

Northampton firemen put out a blaze that erupted in the back of a

{garbage truck. Dwight Tiffany, a driver for the Hampshire Trucking

Co. Waste Control Service, said no one was hurt. The blaze was quench-

ed within minutes of the firemen's arrival.

Moimt Holyoke employee
sues school for firing

By NANCY GONTER
Coll«ipan Staff

A former University of Massachusetts

student has filed a $500,000 lawsuit against

Mount Holyoke College, charging the

school with extortion.

Zagloul Ayad, the plaintiff in the suit,

claims an employee of Mount Holyoke said

that if he did not resign his position as a

cook, he would tell the police that Ayad had

accosted a woman. Ayad's suit claims that

allegation is false.

Ayad was hired as a cook at Mount
Holyoke Aug. 31, 1982. Ayad said he was

fired on Oct. 10. Mount Holyoke claims

Ayad was discharged on Oct. 15.

The suit also charges that as a result of

his firing, Ayad suffered "great pain of

mind and lives in a state of constant ner-

vous tension."

Most of Ayad's allegations are denied in

a countersuit filed by Mount Holyoke. The

counterclaim demands that the college be

a^warded a $500,000 judgement and that

Ayad pay all legal fees.

George M. Nassar, the attorney who

represents Ayad, said that Mount Holyoke

acted in bad faith when they discharged

Ayad, who Nassar said is a "decent, hard-

working man."
"Ayad has no criminal record; there are

no stains on his record. He is highly trained

and has worked around the world," Nassar

said.

Elaine M. Reall, the counsel for Mount
Holyoke, was unavailable for comment.
According to Nassar, employees of

Mount Holyoke claimed that Ayad had

damaged stoves and that he accosted a

female employee. Mount Holyoke refused

to file a statement from the woman and has

now dn.pped both of those charges.

Ayad was discharged because he failed to

perform in a satisfactory manner, accor-

ding to Mount Holyoke's countersuit.

Ayad previously worked for five months

as an on-call cook at Mount Holyoke. After

his voluntary resignation, a recommenda-
tion was written by a Mount Holyoke

employee that said that Ayad was a cons-

cientious and enthusiastic employee.

Ayad, a native of Cairo, Egypt, has been

living in the United States for a year and a

half.

Gnomon Copy strikers

to start own business
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

Collegian Correapondcnt

Employees of the former Gnomon Copy

Center who were on strike last semester

are now striking out on their own.

The workers will open a new copy center

in Amherst in two weeks, said Tobi Saisa, a

former Gnomon employee.

. The worker settled a three month strike

against Gnomon Copy franchise owners in

December, only to have the store lose its

lease a few days later.

Since that time eight of the original 11

striking Gnomon Copy workers have raised

$14,000 to open their own copy center,

Saisa said.

"The money was raised from private,

working people. They will be paid back at

10 percent interest." Saisa said.

Different loans were negotiated at dif-

ferent rates. We raised about $1,000 from

selling copies in advance at a discount

price," he added.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night barred student groups from spending

money to endorse candidates in the up

coming Student Government Association

presidential election, in an attempt to

equalize spending in the election.

Members of the senate hotly debated the

right of the senate to prevent groups from

using funds they had raised outside the

SGA to endorse a candidate or issue and

some questioned the legality of the

proposal.

Mindy Ordway. who was appointed by

the Senate last night to run the elections,

defended the motion by pointing out abuses

during last year's election campaign. She

noted that a full column of Collegian per

sonal ads last year endorsed candidates and

that one candidacy had been favored.

The proposed election rule would bar
Recognized Student Organizations (RSO)
from spending any money on behalf of a

candidate or a referendum question and
would bar candidates from spending outside

funds on the campaigns.

Each candidacy is granted $250 to spend

The new store, to open in about two
weeks, will be called the Acorn Copy Col-

lective. It will be located at 25 N. Pleasant

St. in Amherst, upstairs and to the left of

Fotomat, Saisa said.

All charges have been dropped against

the former Gnomon workers who were on

strike. The last of these was a charge of

trespassing filed against two strikers. The

accused strikers appeared in court a couple

of weeks ago, and were released, Saisa

said.

The new store will offer inexpensive,

quality copies for the academic community,

Saisa said.

Gonomon worker went on strike Sept. 8,

1982. Several people were arrested during

the course of the strike, but charges

against them were later dropped.

Co-owners Catherine lannacchino and

Roland Wetherbee were forced to close the

store after two and a half months of

negotiation with former workers failed to

produce an agreement.

on the election campaign, unless more than

six candidates seek the office of SGA
President, according to the SGA con-

stitution.

"Basically, it's a code of honor," said

public policy committee chairperson Sheila

Sullivan. "If all the candidates work on code

of honor, it might work out."

But finance chairperson Siobhan Powers
challenged the effectiveness of a code of

honor, calling it "dubious at best."

Powers pointed out that a precedent had
been set for endorsement of candidates

when the SGA endorsed state Senator John
Olver last fall, but Michael Leary noted

that. "There's a substantial difference

between SGA elections and outside elec-

tions."

Tim Rudolph, a senator, called the action
of the senate "hypocrisy."

"Isn't it hypocritical to stop a group trom

endorsing someone? How can you stop

them from saying something?" said

Rudolph. He compared the situation to

problems between the SGA and Student

Activities Director Randy Donant over

control of SGA money and personnel.

Student run businesses
to face SGA audits

By RITA MURPHY
Collcfian Staff

The treasurer's office of the Student

Government Association (SGA) will begin

auditing student controlled businesses

February 14 in an effort to ensure the

businesses are not being mismanaged.
SGA treasurer, Lisa Potter said the

audits this month are part of a new policy in

the SGA which calls for all student-run

businesses to be audited at least once a

semester.

"In the past we've only done audits when
there has been a problem with a particular

business. But, now we feel it is better to do

periodic audits," she said.

The auditors will be checking the

businesses revenues, expenses and payroll

figures to verify whether they are correct

expenditures, she said.

If the auditors find mismanaged

businesses. Potter said, recommendations

will then be made to them on ways to

correct their mistakes.

"If businesses are losing money, the

auditors can recommend ways to improve

their situations," she said.

All student-controlled businesses are self

supporting. Their goal is not to make a

profit. Potter said, but rather to offer low

cost goods and services.

"It is the treasurer's job to assure no

groups run in deficits," she said.

Currently the treasurer's office has very

little control over student -controlled

businesses. The audits, she said, are

designed to give the SGA some kind of

control over the busines.ses.

The audits will be done by student in-

terns. Most of the interns will be ac-

counting majors, but Potter said all

students are encouraged to apply by Feb. 8

if they are interested.

C ollefcian phiito by J«v Obe

Louise Cuozzi, a UMass sophomore and resident of Brittany Manor,

takes time out to wash her windows before the semester workload gets

too heavy.
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Everywoman's Center

1 ooking for volunteers

Volunteers and interns are needed to

staff the University of Massachusetts

Everywoman Center resource room in

Wilder Hall for the spring semester.

University and community women are

invited to apply. Interns and volunteers

will provide information about social,

educational, political and survival

resources; medical and legal referrals; do

occasional crisis intervention; and update

and maintain the resource files, library,

resource books, and self use materials on

topics concerning women.

Credit is available for most UMass un

dergraduate students. College work study

is available for the spring semester.

For a job description and application, see

Ruth Fessenden, Resource/Referral
Coordinator at the Everywoman Center or

call 545-0883.

Application deadline for spring staffing is

February 10. Interviews will be held as

applications are received. Staffing of the

resource room begins the week of February

14-18.

Former town manager
seeks selectman's post

Former Town Manager Allen L. Torrey

announced he will run for a seat on the

Amherst Board of Selectmen in the April

town elections.

Torrey was Amherst's first town

manager, serving from 1954 until 1975. He

filed candidate papers on Tuesday, ex-

pressing a desire to "get involved" again.

There are two seats open and so far the

only other announced candidate is incum-

bent Selectmen Frederick Steinbeck.

Torrey, of 1110 South East Street, is

treasurer and principal business officer of

Hampshire College, a post he took upon

resignation of his Amherst position.

Everywoman's Center

starts divorce group
Registration is now open for the

"Divorce and Separation Support Group"

offered by the Everywoman Center. The

group will run eight weeks and will be held

at the center. The support group is con-

fidential. For more information, call

545-0883.

Performing Arts dept.

plans many events

The Performing Arts Division is presen-

ting a range of activities this month at the

University of Massachusetts. They include:

an open house at the Fine Arts Center

from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. this Sunday, a formal

ensemble recital by performing arts faculty

at 3:30 p.m. Feb. 27 in Bezanson Recital

Hall; and classes throughout the month

that will be offered in dance, voice, piano,

music theory and acting. Call the Perform-

ing Arts Division at 545-0519 for more in-

formation.

Journalism dept. starts

employment registry

The journalistic studies (JS) program is

arranging a job registry to pass employ-

ment opportunities in media-related fields

to JS majors. These are usually paid jobs,

ranging from clerical work to publicity,

reporting and editing. Students will not be

able to receive credits for these positions.

Students interested should go to the JS

office and complete an employment ques-

tionaire, which will be put on file for pro-

spective employers. The JS faculty plans to

compile a file of job opportunities for

students.

Business professor

wins award for book

Dr. George Odiorne, professor of

management at the University of

Massachusetts, is the recipient of the

James A. Hamilton Hospital Ad-

ministrator's Book Award from the

American COllege of Hospital Ad-

ministrators.

Dr. Odiorne received the award for his

1981 publication, The Change Resisters:

H(yw They Prevent Progress and Whai

Managers Can do About Them.

Former representative

to speak at Smith
Yvonne Braithwaite Burke, former U.S.

representative from California, will speak

at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Neilson

Library Browsing Room at Smith College.

Burke was a member of the Counsel on

Criminal Justice in California and served in

the House of Representatives from 1973 to

1978. She is now a member of the Los

Angeles Board of Supervisors.

The lecture is sponsored by Smith

College's Black Students' Alliance and Pre-

law Society.
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TaylorBrook coal pile

solution only temporary
By ANN CARRNS

Collcfun Staff

Although temporary measures to

redirect the flow of water at Taylor Brook

around the University of Massachusetts'

coal pile have been partially completed, a

permanent solution may be years away.

The diversions will redirect the water so

it will flow around the coal pile instead of

through it.

Seepage from the coalpile has been

polluting the brook, and dairy farmers

downstream have complained that their

cows became ill from drinkmg the water.

The diversions, which will be completed

soon, are by no means a permanent solu-

tion, Amherst Conservation Director Peter

Westover said yesterday, and government

red tape may delay funding for several

years.

A joint report on the Taylor Brook situa-

tion by Town and University officials and

an engineering firm was scheduled to be

sent to the state Division of Capital Plann-

ing and Operations (DCPO) in January.

However, Westover said yesterday the

report is "somewhere in the UMass

bureaucracy," sand has not yet been sent

to the state for evaluation. Physical Plant

Director George Norton said yesterday the

report was sent to Vice Chancellor of Ad-

ministration and Finance John L. DeNyse
for review.

Norton said the vice chancellor's office

would prepare a letter of transmittal and

the report would be sent to DCPO within

one to two weeks. DeNyse could not be

reached for comment.
"Once DCPO does receive the report,

they have to do their own feasibility

study," Westover said. "So, we're looking

at roughly a couple of years before funding

is provided for a permanent solution."

A study done by Tighe and Bond, an

engineering firm hired by UMass, sug-

gested three solutions. One, move the pile;

two, cover it with an aluminum dome; and

three, build a diversion system to treat the

water at the site, and then carry it to

Amherst's sewage treatment plant.

Westover said officials are "leaning

toward" the third solution, but further

studies on the water's content are needed

to ensure that the sewage treatment

plant's current equipment could handle it.

*Evita' postponed until fall
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

CollcKisn SUff

The touring company of "Evita" has

decided to postpone , until next fall, its

three-day performance in May at the

University of Massachusetts, Fine Arts

Center.

Judith Allen , director of programming

for the Fine Arts Center Concert Series,

said the postponement of the national

touring company was due to a rescheduling

of the entire tour when the company was

not able to perform at one booked

engagement.
The musical was scheduled to appear at

UMass May 3, 4 and 5. Allen said the

"Evita" tour would probably be rescheduled

and appear at UMass either next fall or

next spnng semester.

"Evita' tickets have been and will

continue to be refunded. Allen blamed the

national economy on the cancellation and

said many national touring companies have

been forced to reschedule and sometimes

cancel entire tours because of poor ticket

sales.

Allen called ticket sales "a nightmare"

because performances are frequently

undersold. Since tickets have not been

selling well, performances that would be

undersold are cancelled. When there is a

sizable gap between performance dates,

tours are usually cancelled and
rescheduled, she said.

Allen has announce, however, there will

be a special concert by the Cleveland

Orchestra with Victor Borge on May 11.

Collcfiaii pboto bj Ton Kadia

Jackie Barresi, a sophomore accounting major, browses through the

advertisements for used books on the wall of the Textbook Annex.
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Building Operations employee

spells relief: J-0-G-G-I-N-G
By LAURA YEE
Colle^an Correipondent

Monday through Friday, at any time between noon and 2

p.m. University of Massachusetts graduate Barbara

Gravin Wilbur, senior clerk for Campus Center Building

Operations, sheds her office attire and dons a jogging suit.

She slides on her New Balance running shoes,

carefully puts her Walkman radio in place, turns on the

music and begins her daily jog. Her course takes her from

the Campus Center to Commonwealth Avenue, up

Massachusetts Avenue, then down North Pleasant Street

through the center of town. She turns onto Route 9,

continues down University Drive and back to work, all in

thirty -six minutes.

Mrs. Gravinwilbur's supervisor said the fact that she

uses her lunch break to go running instead of taking a long,

leisurely lunch is not out of character.

Dudley Bridges, director of the Campus Center Building

Operations said. "Barbara is consistent — and she can do

so many things at once."

Gravinwilber is the mother of three children aged five,

six and eight. She manages to hold a demanding and hectic

full-time job, run a household, care for three young

children, and yet she has enough time left over to make her

daily run.

"I enjoy running because it lets me clear my mind and

it's my time to think things out," Gravinwilbur rigorously

follows her running regimen because it is a chance to put

life and all the problems revolving it into perspective. She

said that, after her afternoon run, "I realize that some

problems that were significant twenty minutes ago no

longer are."

Every morning, instead of driving an automobile to work

or getting on a bus, Barbara rides her bicycle into work.

On rainy, snowy or not so pleasant mornings one may be

able to spot Barbara wearing a bright orange plastic suit

situated on a bicycle happily rifing to the Campus Center

and "putting things into perspective."

LOST:

200 UMASS

LIVERS
(Last seen at

Sugarbush Valley Vermont

Jan 23 - 28)

If Found Please Contact:

UMASS SKI CLUB
545-3437

Vii^^^Mg^s

X-Press 24" has arrived at

the University of Massachusetts,

BayBanks X-Press 24s are all

over the place in Massachusetts.

And our list of more than 350 is

growing all the time. So no matter

where you live, work, shop and

play, there's almost always one

close by.

With your BayBanks Card you

can do all your regular banking 24

hours a day, 365 days a year.

If you have a BayBanks Card,

you'll enjoy the added convenience.

If you don't have one just visit die

nearest office of the BayBanks and we'll give

you everydiing you need to open an account.

And we'll show you how easy banking can

be when you can do it all over the place.

TVySomethingBetter
Visit ciur AnihtTst iiffia- at 172 N. IVasant Strwt, Wtit-ii ymi siytl up f(S

vmir liayRinks Card, vou'li nrcive a frtr Kifl ^llil<" supplies last.

Newman Center
On the U. of Mass. Campus
(available during Newman
Ctr. hours)

Member KDIC

The viewfrom Reagan's chair evades truth
By MANNING MARABLE

From The GrMirooU

Imagine, if you will, that you are sitting

behind a large desk in an opulent oval

room. Your address is 1600 Pennsylvania

Avenue, Washington, D.C. Your aides call

you "Mr. President", and your name is

Ronald Reagan.

Suddenly, out of nowhere, a tension

builds in your forehead. The pain grows

more intense. Inexplicably, you begin to ex-

perience a strange and rare sensation. You

are thinking — about yourself, your

policies, and the world.

You are the most powerful official in the

world. You have at your disposal a power-

ful military machine, fueled by a projected

$1.6 trillion over the next 5 years. You can

jet across continents, rereading your

yellowed and frayed 3 by 5 inch notecards

at every stop, and at taxpayers' expense.

You are the personal friend and protector

of every petty despot and authoritarian

despot, from Seoul to San Salvador, Manila

to Santiago. And best of all, Nancy can pur-

chase the best china that money can buy.

Your garbled thoughts turn to the

nuclear freeze movement, and the

worldwide campaign to halt the arms race.

You are convinced that "foreign agents"

from Russia have helped to instigate the

U.S. movement toward a nuclear arsenal

freeze. The Catholic Bishops and over a

million people who demonstrated in New
York City, Los Angeles and other cities

around the country last June were all the

wicked dupes of the Kremlin. "The Soviet

Union saw an advantage in a peace move-

ment built around the idea of a nuclear

freeze;, since they are out ahead (of us),"

you mutter. "There has been, in the

organization of some of the big demonstra-

tions, there is no question about foreign

agents that were sent to help instigate and

help create and keep such a movement go-

ing."

But dimly, you know that anticommunist

smears and McCarthy-type tactics are no

longer as effective as they were during the

good old days of the Cold War. Your own
Secretary of Defense, Caspar "the knife"

Weinberger, blurted out to the press that

he would not want to trade the Soviets'

nuclear weapons system for the current

U.S. system, thus deflating your conten-

tion that this nation is militarily un-

prepared. About 12 million Americans

voted for the nuclear freeze in last

November's election. Thousands more cast

ballots in favor of a "Jobs With Pea^p"

referendum.

More painful still was your public

humiliation on December 7th. The House of

Representatives rejected the MX missile

program. The overwhelming vote occurred

on the forty-first anniversary of Pearl Har-

bor, only hours after you told a series of

Representatives "very emotionally how
World War II came about because we
didn't have a very effective deterrent with

regard to the Japanese." You and your

aides told Congress that "the new long-

range ballistic missile was needed to deter

Soviet aggression and give the United

States a bargaining instrument in arms

negotiations with the Soviet Union." But in

the end, Soviet Defense Minister Dmitri F.

Ustinov was far more persuasive. He warn-

ed the U.S. that deployment of the MX
would be "a gross violation of arms treaties

and an extremely dangerous round of the

arms race."

Your corporate bosses were now sorely

disappointed at your performance. The Air

Force had already dumped $4.5 billion into

the coffers of major defense contractors

for the MX, including Martin Marietta's

$380 million, Rockwell International

Autonetics Division's $236 million, Nor-

throp's $187 million, and Boeing's $133

million. The merchants of war hungrily

The economic hardship
is not felt by the affluent

By BAYARD RUSTIN
A Philip Kmndolph Inititute

The idea of equality is implicit in the very

idea of democracy. Thus it comes as no

surprise that when one traverses the

breadth of American history one en-

counters such vital events as the struggle

against slavery, the movement for

universal suffrage, and the battle for civil

rights. Indeed, it would be no exaggeration

to say that the history of American political

life has been the history of the struggle for

equality.

In the twentieth century the American

idea of equality has encompassed not only

the right of every American to participate

equally in the political process but also the

right of every American to participate

equally in the political process but also the

right of every American to live a productive

life free of the fetters of poverty.

The creation of some of our nations most

significant programs — the Social Security

system, federal aid to education, and

unemployment insurance for the jobless —
constitute clear proof that the con

temorary American view of equality in

eludes the conception of a guaranteed

standard of living for all Americans.

According to recent studies conducted by

the Urban Institute, a non-profit research

organization, and the Congressional Budget

Office, the overall effect of the President's

tax and budget cuts has been to make the

rich richer while the poor get poorer.

According to the Congressional Budget

Office the net effect of the Reagan program
on households with incomes of under ten

thousand dollars is a loss of $240 dollars in

income and services. For those households

earning $80,000 or more the net effect is a

staggering gain of over $15,000.

Moreover, Reagan's economic revolution

has born no fruit for the vast majority of

Americans. According to Urban Institute;

"The broad middle class will realize modest

reductions by 1984 in their real after tax

incomes." On the other hand, "Substantial

gains will accrue to higher income families."

Additionally the policies of the

Administration and the current recession

have resulted in a significant upturn of

poverty. By 1979 the incidence of poverty
had fallen to 11.6 percent but in the first

year of the Reagan Administration rose to

14 percent, with an even higher rate

projected by the end of 1983.

The Reagan Administration has helped to

undermine the social cohesiveness which is

necessary to build a strong and productive

America. The reversal of the regrssive

effects of the Administration's "supply-

side" tax cuts must therefore have a place

in any future agenda for social justice and

economic progress — an agenda which

derives from the very idea of democracy.

Black History Month
commemorates DuBois

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
Collcfian Staff

Since February of 1926 when Dr. Carter G.

Woodson, director of the Association for

the study of Afro-American Life and

History (ASALH) originated the idea of

commemorating the past achievements and

present status of Black Americans in what

was then called Negro History Month, the

world was to learn of the long ignored

status of Blacks in history.

The celebration, coinciding with the bir-

thday of Frederick Douglas (February 14)

and of Abraham Lincoln (Feb. 12), has

achieved the long term goal Woodson had

in mind when thinking of the idea.

Woodson wanted the world to see the

Negro "as a participant rather than a lay

figure in history" and this is exactly what

Black History Month, as the celebration

has become known during the 1970's, has

done.

Celebrating its 56th year in 1983, Black

History Month is commemorating the 80th

anniversary of the publication of "W.E.B.

Du Bais' Souls of Black Folks. " Du Bois is

one of the most important scholars in

American History. In contrast with Booker

T. Washington, who ideally thought that

the Negro should find jobs in skill trades,

Du Bois focused more toward the educa-

tional fields for blacks. This interest led

him to found the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP); this was also a national cam-

paign against lynching.

When we think of Black History Month
. many significant names of leaders, scholars

and liberationists who have dedicated their

lives to the welfare of Blacks come to mind.

Among these great personalities are

Gabriel Prosser, Nat Turner, Frederick

Douglas, Harriet Tubman. Malcom X, Mar-

tin Luther King, Sam Cornish, Claude

McKay and many others.

eyed that additional $26 billion for the MX
system. But you had failed them in the

clutch, and the biu-geoning forces for disar-

mament had achieved a stunning triumph.

Your thoughts return to Washington,

D.C, and you realized that you are afraid

to walk only blocks from the White House

after dark. Black residents of the nation's

capital hate your budget cuts in healthcare,

public housing, job training programs, and

other essential services. Only weeks
before, gangs of angry blacks and whites — -

all undoubtedly paid by Moscow — chased

the Ku Klux Klan off the streets and out of

town. Fortunately, you sighed, local low

enforcement officers were able to protect

the racists, and escourt them beyond the ci-

ty limits. You'll have to plan more carefully

next time.
If you are Ronald Reagan, you unders-

tand that your last and best hope to ensure

the continuation of racial, sexual and

economic oppression, at home and abroad,

is your powerful military arsenal. A limited

nuclear war in Western Europe or the

Mideast is not an unlikely option. A
neutron bomb dropped over Soweto or

Harlem might reduce the rebellious im-

pulses of the blacks. You plan for the

worst, hoping that the oppressed peoples

of the globe do not overtake you.

Willie A. Fox kisses his wife Ruby after it was announced Wednesday

that they are the winners of $1,000.00 a week for life in the New Jersey

Lottery.

Announcements
The Black Mass Communications

Project presents a funky Reggae Jam this

Saturday, February 5 at the Student

Union Ballroom from 10 p.m. until.

So wear your most comfortable dancin'

shoes and lively up yourself to the funky

reggae ridims!

A CELEBRATION of BLACK
HISTORY, February 1983. Com
memorating the 80th anniversary of the

publishing of SOULS of BLACK FOLK by

DR. W.E.B. DuBois at Simon's Rock.

Bard College, Great Barrington,

MA. Saturday February 5, 9:00 a.m. to

4:00 p.m.

DIMENSIONS OF THE CON-
TEMPORARY URBAN CRISIS.

Sumposiums and Workshops (registration

required) including The Honorable

Clifford L. Alexander, Jr., former

Secretary of the Army. The Honorable

Richard Hatcher. Mayor, Gary, Indiana.

Dr. Mack Jones, Chairman, Department

of Political Science, Atlanta University.

Dr. Milton Morris. Director of Human
Research, Joint Center for Political

Science, Washington, D.C also John

Childs. Amherst College. Dennis

Dickerson. Williams College. Edmund
Gordon, Yale University. Monica Gordon,

Mount Holyoke College. Melvin Hendrix.

National Council of Black Studies, William

Strickland. University of Massachusetts

Amherst, and John Walter, of Smith

College. There is a registration fee of $7

per person and optional lunch fee of $3.

Transportation will be provided by The

Office of Third World Affairs. Space is

limited however, so call as soon as

possible at: 545 2517 for reservations and

more information.

im\
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8TANTON OAV18

Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Amherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only $3.00 Students

$4.00 General P'

StiiHftnt Union Ballroom.

FINE ARTS

DRAFTING

ENGINEERING

PHOTOGRAPHY

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

DANCE CLASSES
Aerobic Dance • Jazzaerobics • Jazz

• Yoga • Ballroom Dance •

- small classes with personal attention -

7/ Call the Center for registration information

THE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CENTER
Rt. 9, Hadley, Ma. 586-6336
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The syllabus nightmare now begins

They have been dangling out of notebooks for

decades. Tattered pieces of paper which control

the intellectual minds of scholars nationwide. They

come in many forms, though the more observant student

will notice that the information actually doesn't change

much from year to year.

The standard syllabus is packed full of seemingly vital

information which is presented in a rather formal manner.

Usually these are headed with the name of the course.

This is helpful for the student who now realizes that he is

Lise Zeiger

seated in "Honors Organic Chemistry" rather than a

"Physics for Poets". Office hours are conveniently the vic-

tim of either typographical error or some problem with the

xerox machine, but no professor is ever available the night

before the test. After all, when else are you really going to

want to see them anyway?
For the most part, these office hours are a time reserved

for cleaning off the desk and separating the paper clips

from the thumbtacks. Invariably, the phone will ring when

you stop in to see the professor unexpectedly, or a dif-

ferent set of office hours will be posted on his door, their

sixteenth revision in as many days.

The syllabus then moves into its own method of

madness: the course outline. Topics are illustrated in

nondescript titles according to their relevance to a par-

ticular chapter of reading. The standard syllabus devotes

two class periods to lengthy and tedious introduction, in-

evitably of no relevance to the rest of the course. Areas

which might even begin to interest the conventional stu-

dent are left to the end of the syllabus, a sacred region,

which can never be touched.

One thing the University has adequately taken care of is

syllabus distribution. In the past, syllabi were distributed

on the Campus Center concourse along with add/drop

forms. An elderly woman from the scheduling office was

armed with a truck of add/dropp forms and a literal library

Letters

STOP story clarified

To the Editor:

Thank you for your February 2nd coverage of our new

alcohol education program entitled The Student Oppor-

tunity Program (STOP). Unfortunately, the title which

was assigned to the newsline article was misleading. It is

not a program designed for student alcoholics. It is a pro-

gram designed to help any student who is interested in

changing their drinking patterns and related behaviors.

Any students who would like further information about

STOP are encouraged to call me at 549-2671 X 181.

Carlene Riccelli. Ed.D.
Coordinator

Alcohol Education Program
University Health Services

^iriiififififiriririririritiriritififi€iKifi€itififirifiti€iciiiiif^ifirif^iriririfirifiriritiii^

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

of syllabi. Students were instructed to gather at the Stu-

dent Union until nine on Registration day. There the

masses were then turned loose on the registration woman.
Many older students can now remember the fragile

woman leaning on a cane, confronting a screaming mob of

fourty thousand students shouting their demands for

courses. She handled each student patiently and one at a
time. Unfortunately this practice was abolished after the

angry mob refused to form a line.

Some professors feel a compulsive need to revolve their

entire course around the syllabus and not the other way
around. These are usually the same people who make lists

of what they have to do in the morning which include

breathing and blinking their eyes. These compulsive pro-

fessors experience no guilt feelings when keeping a class

over for an hour or two to evaluate a crucial point. They
are the men and women who have given their midterms on

March 15 for the past twenty five years. It no longer mat-

ters what day of the week this date happens to fall on. It

was a Wednesday when the original syllabus was typed

out, and thats all that matters now.

Some feel the need to hold up the syllabus at the first

day of the semester and announce, "This is a challenge".

Others inform the class that the twenty page hardcover

syllabus is now available at the textbook annex for six

bucks. The garden variety professor hands out the stan-

dard one-pager with an optional five pages of reserve

readings which were stolen from Goodell in 1968.

The most frightening professor of all, is one with a gen-

tle manner. He saunters into the room with a twinkle in

his eye and a two-ton attache case. His stomach is giving

his shirt a workout and he looks like he has just driven in

on an eighteen wheeler. He plays with the hole in his

sweater as he eloquently speaks on why he hates to give

exams. The class relaxes. He winds through a few bad
jokes, plays with course objectives, and casually mentions

something about his musty office. He dismisses the class

without the syllabus. The terror has set in. Its going to be

a nightmare in there.

Lise Zeiger is a Collegian columnist
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Thumbs up to

hitchhiking

Y'
ou know what really ticks me off? Trying to

hitchhike at UMASS. It's not that I don't like

thumbing, I do. But certain circumstances of late

have made it very hard, and have been a great source of

aggravation to boot.

For one thing, too many people have been catching on.

Instead of waiting for the PVTA to arrive, now there's

always one oddball out in front of the bus stop with their

thumb up. In the past, one or two hitchhikers cluttered the

curbside, but now there are scores of them. It's hard to

conjure a more frustrating occasion than when you hit the

road, late for a class, and find three people doing the same
thing on each side of you.

Josh Meyer
Getting "on-line" in front of other thumbers, the car-

dinal sin of the craft, has been occurring with increasing

frequency. Whatever vestiges of roadside manners that

had existed before this past intersession have been totally

left by the wayside.

Besides this, there's still the old "double standard" syn-

drome in effect. The fear of a single woman picking up a

sex-crazed maniac has successfully dampened any expec-

tations on my part of getting a ride with a woman I don't

know. Women who thumb (all three of them) usually get

rides before their thumb is up for the first time, and before

their cans of mace are out and ready for action. Perhaps

the worst part is when caravans of big, empty cars drive

by without as much as a glance.

Thumbing is good sport though. Besides being a cheap,

efficient way of travel and a great way of getting some

fresh air, it's an easy way of meeting people. As such. I've

come up with a proposition. Why not open up a Hit-

chhiker's Co-op in the Student Union? The idea deserves a

table on the Concourse, at least.

Besides selling the obvious stuff like splash-proof

clothing, pebble-prwf sunglasses, and dayglo trenchcoats

(to protect against those curb-hugging drivers with night

blindness), the commercial possibilities are endless. Fake,

inflatable gas cans, gloves with extra large thumbs, and

carbon-monoxide proof designer scarves could all be

potential sell-outs. Portable party packs to get you in that

"high-spirited" mood necessary for thumbing would be

popular, as would easy-to-read signs. "Harmless College

Student" and "Have Drugs, Will Travel" have always

helped out on those longer trips. Even signs like "Home
To Mother" or "Pick Me Up or I'll Break Your Wind-

shield" have been known to lure those hard-to-persuade

drivers to the curb. People think they're cute.

Improving the life of the UMASS hitchhiking population

would help us all. With enough lobbying, "thumb-stops"

could be as much a part of school as PVTA stops, and pro-

bably much more effective. Anyone trying to catch a rush

hour bus to Sunderland or Northhampton would be quick

to agree, as would anyone waiting for a bus over interses-

sion. It's not that public transportation doesn't work, it's

just that it's about as adequate as carpooling on a ten-

speed bike.

Hitchhiking should be promoted as a safe (in most

cases), reliable form of transportation. The Hitchhiker's

Co-op and other reforms are certainly within our grasp.

Unfortunately, the free time needed to spend on this is a

luxury many of us can't afford. If anyone has any con-

structive ideas, come forth with thumb now. Otherwise

forget it. I'm not nearly as concerned about the plight of

the oppressed hitchhiker as I was before. But next time I

drive by you in the car I just bought, wave and I might pick

you up.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

OP/ED Staff Meeting
Mon., Feb. 7 — 7:00 p.m.

— Campus Center Room
113 Mandatory for all col-

umnists, new recruits

invited! Bring ideas,

thoughts, inspirations,

etc.

All are Welcome!!

mr-i'.
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^ Welcome Back

sale

men's & women's

shoes and boots at

f * Vz price
*

8 Main Street,

Amherst 253-5598

w^

But n

f

Trial Size Colgate Gel reg.39V25*

Toothbrush Er Soap Dish Holder

Spiral Notebooks 100 page

Filler Paper 200 page

Clip Board Folder

medium
point

Bic Pen rag. 35V IS'^

$1.00 off any $10.00 purchase
with this coupon

on items in stock only
expires Sunday Feb. 13, 1983

COLLEGE
DWG
9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun^

4 MAIN STREET AMHERST Phone 253-2523

^;SS:SS!^!?SS^SSSSSS^SSSSfiS:SS!SSSSSSSS^

jrthrigllt

of Amherst
Area

for Pregnancy Help
Free, Confidential Services

Same-Day Test Results

Amherst Carriage Shops - upper level

549-

1906

FRYE $33
8 styles

reg. $119

special factory

purchase

WITH
purchase of

another pair

of pair

ALL BOOTS
10-60% OFF

Open 10-6

Mon -Sat

WINTER SALE
50% to 60% OFF
Dresses, Suits, Slacks, Skirts - great

selection of Sweaters, Blouses & Shirts

JUST ADDED TO OUR SALE. . .

Kilts & Geiger Jackets, Vaccaro T-Necks,
€t more Sweaters

30% OFF

HEARTFELT LEATHER
103 N Pleasant St

Downtown Amherst

253-6135

Accessories

up to 50% OFF

Cash, Check, MC, Visa

All Sales Final

16 Main St., Amherst

Daily 9:00-5:30

253-9800

SALE
20 - 50% off most winter clothing

20- 30% off many styles Chinese shoes]

50% off all calendars

Brighten Your Room
Posters - PrUi; Bedspread^

Mugs-Rugs-Valentines

Open Daily 10 am - 5:30

/HCRCANTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

Crabtrcc 6 Evelyn
LONDON

Soaps, Toiletries, Potpourri St Comestibles

Select3d Items On Sale Now
Made from natural herbs, fruits and flowers

in the countrysides of England and Europe.

71 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 253-9561.

Lthe
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Meln

iJORS
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DON /nULLGR
16 MAIN STREET • NORTHAMPTON. MASS. 01060
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HI

SALE
20%-40%

OFF
ENTIRE INVENTORY
diamonds, rings, earrings, bracelets,

necklaces, chains, pottery, glass. . .

. .EVERYTHING in Stock

Excludes Consignment Items

i<>9 nortk pUoMta itrat omium man oux)i.
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.Collegian is

PETER DUCA AND GARY MOFFIE PRESENT

THE
with

special guests

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND the

'*' ^^
BAND

THURS - FEBRUARY 10 - 8:00 PM ,,0

AT THE ^ ^

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE CENTRUM AND ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS <?-^ <^*^f^<^

LISTEN TO WAAF FOR MORE DETAILS

Cfb «vii.«>-^3% «%iw.«P-^::?a «*i»J»..rf!5ft C'5v^w.«-^5=&tf5t^^<»..««:5ft tf?tat^(»..-c5% «952!>

S

To: All Interested Parties

From: The Hungry-U Lounge
Subject: Good Times

at IHappy Hour Prices

\

SATURDAY NIGHT FIGHT
MEETS (^n

FEBRUARY 5-DOORS OPEN 8 P.M.
John Coster and The Medicine Band will be f on the Card

AT THE RUSTY NAIL INN
ROUTE 47, SUNDERLAND- PHONE 665-4937 FOR TICKET INFO

i

1

i

JiiP cc^ct>''«!ai? «£?^<S)^"5i5i9 QC3»^c!>'"'^ai» ^cC^ctr^^i^sa ^^^^cir^na cir^^o^'csi? c^:^?

Now that you 're settled in and ready to get back G

into the swing of things, why not chec/( out The 8

Hungry-U. This Thursday night from 9:00 - close and 3

Friday afternoon from 2:00 - 5:30 we're going to pro- G

yide you with 'TREE PIZZA " and Munchies along 8

with great drinks at HAPPY HOUR PRICES.

MILLER DRAFTS. . .50"

BAR DRINKS. . .99"

Bring this ad

and get your first drink at V2 off.

Good 2/3 - 2/4/83.

Special Purchase

Athletic Weight Jersey

9.95

v^ 100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

Pnnnoted By

WMUA lock 91 in Mcoctotton wHti Drtam Merebont Records and WAQY Reck 102

ADOniONAl ArrKA( nONSPROV IDKDHV IMF HOI NKINCIA l)K* ^HAIRFREC KIM.SIDF IIX Wl

nice DRINK TIX FOR FIRST 102 FANS IHRl i;A1F * tl 02 RUM AM)( OKKS All. NK.HT * 2(1 BK;

OLTI.AW K)STF.RS 10 ALT(K;RAl'HKn COPIKS OF -OITIAW BY FAT 2 RARF. FfXlTI.CXJSF

Al BIMS FROM DRFAM MFR( HAM RF(:( )RI)S *

All Thrr« CoiDp»lilor« Krt Record Holdrri FAT with "Livin' Likr An Outlaw/When Will I MccI You?" on the

Dream Merchant label. Thr Enemy with "America Rock«" on Enemy Record».John Cotter and The Medicine Band

hold "The War Un't Over" Title on Sky Recurdt. Requeit their tune» before the bout: WMl'A 54.S-2876; WRSl
774-2321. WAAF (617) 754-7777; WAQY 525-0492

Maroon

Manufactured

by Bike Sizes Available

S-M-L-XL

For Sports, Recreation

or Relaxing

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^IjmVERSITY
STORED

Xi/^^

Sat.

rusty nail
present^

/m,'

Sun.

POCO'O FAT ^y^% Sunny Ade
'^ and the African Beats

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 666 4937 You /must be 18 to enter.

Arts
'.•.•-••-•.•-•.•.•.•.•-•.•:• '^•.•.•.•.•.•-« ».•.•-••.•-'
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Imagine, just for a second, you are a club owner

somewhere in the valley. Now, imagine it is the first

weekend of the semester and all your clientele (the

students) are back from vacation. Okay, now take your

imagination even further and try to figure out what the

best way would be to exploit these returning students for

every cent they've got. Well, dear club owner, what I

would like to know is how such a small head can hold so

much air.

One look at the bands booked this weekend reveals not

only an amazing variety of bands, but, with only a few

exceptions, the largest collection of has been rock acts

ever showcased in one valley.

Tonight's top choice is the ever funky Syncopation

Station at Sheehan's in Northampton. For the harder

rockers there is always Bratt at the Wok Lounge.

PViday night presents even greater variety, but even

less substance. The best acts to catch are The New
England Jazz Quartet at the Iron Horse, the New
Improved Neighborhoods at the Wok. Poco at the Rusty

Nail, and local The Pleasure Dots at the Blue Wall, (I'll bet

you can never guess where I'll be.)

Saturday night looks a bit better with the Valley Big

Band swinging their way into the Wok Lounge in Hadley.

If you've never seen this band you're in for a special treat.

They perform big band jazz music from the 30's, 40's and

right into the 80's. On the rock side there's always Fat

meets the Enemy at the Rusty Nail, and this year's model

of Orchestra Luna, Berlin Airlift will be at the Hangear.

Hard core punker^ should head for the Guiding Star

Grange in Greenfield for a wild night with the F.U.'s, Deep

Wound, and All White Jury. And, of course, the Hamp-

shire College dining commons will be hosting those crazy

Pleasure Dots for the annual Penguin Dance.

Enough of the music stuff; let's get to the weekly trivia

contest. There was no contest la-st week so I kept the prize,

which was lots and lots of money, for myself. But there is a

contest this week and the prize is a record, and it will

probably be a good record, and it might be by somebody

famous, I think.

This week's contest is called Name the Rockstar. I've

listed 10 names of people in the rock industry; you have to

write the real name down and submit them to me, care of

the Arts Desk Mass, Daily collegian, 113 Campus Center,

by Wednesday. Feb 9. 12:00 noon. In case of a tie we'll

have a drawing. Good luck!

1) David Bowie 2) Iggy Pop 3) Stevie Wonder 4) Ringo

Starr 5) Rick Berlin 6) Elvis Costello 7) Rick James 8)

Elton John 9)Bob Dylan 10) Pig Pen

The Pleasure Dots — Frank Schwartz, David Chevan, Annie Tomolonius, Albert Fortin, Steve

Ellis — will perform in the Blue Wall on Friday night.

Young's Trans
TRANS (Geffen)

Neil Young

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian SUff

It doesn't matter what the critics say about Neil

Young's new album because at least fifty percent of their

readers are going to disagree. So of course Trans is no ex-

ception. Except that, in this case, a larger percentage of

Neil's followers will be freaked out by the album.

Trans can be split into three sections. Those songs

which are good, those songs which are amusing, and those

songs which stink. What shall we talk about first?. .the

good news or the bad news. It's good form to begin a

serious lecture with a litle joke and it seems that Neil feels

the same way. Trans opens with the undeniably bouncy

"Little Thing Called Love" (not the Queen song). Only

Neil can get away with a chorus that reads.

"Only love puts a tear in your eye,

Only love makes you choose,

Only love brings you the blues,

Oh, a little thing called love."

Newman'

Randy Newman

TROUBLE IN PARADISE (WARNER BROS)
Randy Newman

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collcctan Staff

Alas, what once was, may never return. Randy

Newman, pianist, and satarist -par excellance, made the

mistake several years ago of writing a song about short

people. The only problem is, he hasn't written a decent

song since. What compounds this problem is poor Randy's

desperate desire to repeat his latter day success. This is an

album of bad singles.

Trmible in Paradise does not work. There are one or

two neat little ditties on this LP. but it's albums like this

which give new meaning to the word jluff. Newman no

longer possesses his scathingly original charm. His new

album is purely an L.A. schlock product. However, when a

musician is predominantly backed by players from Toto,

one can hardly expect brilliant new musical statements.

Lyrics are Newman's biggest problem. He cannot decide

whether to be serious or satiric. This lessens the impact of

his material severely. The only two songs which work at

all are Chrxstrmis in Capetown, and My Life is ijood. IMe

first song is about South African Apartheid, the second

about that easily satirized L.A. lifestyle.

However, two songs do not an album make. Randy

Newman needs to make a few decisions about his direc-

tion. His past work proves he can write solid satire. With

any luck, he might still have a chance for a comeback.

Arts writers wanted
Got something you're itching to say? Come to the Arts

Desk at the Collegian between 2 and 5 p.m. and

scratch it.

Let's be serious. This is ridiculous, but then again so are

the words to "Cinammon Girl."

A lot of songs on the album are on this marginal line bet-

ween good and awrful. The remake of "Mr. Soul" is terri-

ble. It is a pitiable effort. However a lot of the funk songs

(funk songs?) on the album do work. They work as only

Neil could make them work and start with heavy metal

licks and then have the voice put through the vocolat«r.

These songs do not lack credibility and could easily be

played as funk hits on most major funk stations.

The odd thing about this album is the way Young envi-

sions the future, as a cold one, a bleak computer age. The

funk songs have the same feeling as the film BUuk Runner

evokes. It makes a lot of sense, actually, that Neil Young

of all people is out here on the edge long before most

popular bands will even consider making songs about the

coming high-tech age.

Young has always lived on the edge. Listen to the album

'Tonight's the Night " for example. What most people have

a hard time dealing with is that the acoustic Neil Young has

another side to himself, and he's honest about it. This

should be a thrill for the 'New Age" people who feel it's

important to let yourself go. This is a pretty emotional

album — as most of Young's work is — but it appears that

his emotions have matured somewhat. There is even one

song on Trans where he suggests that one is better off not

falling in love because it limits one's ability to grow. Can

this be a new Neil Young'.'

Neil: a not so young Young.

Someone was talking to me about the review in Rolling

Stone of this album and said that they had given it five

stars or something. Can I agree with that'.' Well. I would

say that the album deserves about three and one half stars.

but not for the songs they've been playing on the radio.

Should you buy it? If you want Harvest "Revisited" don't

bother. If you want something relatively interesting and

are willing to take a chance, borrow it first and then

decide.

li^^-
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WIN A TRIP TO
FLORIDA!

ADULT EVENING CLASSES
10 WEEK SESSIONS
Feb. 1 - April 26th

Beginner Ballet

Intermediate/Advanced
Ballet * Modern Dance * Jazz

for information phone
THE AMHERST BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street 549- 1555

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits and controlling

them. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549-2671 ext 174 Starts

March 2 & 3

8fe88888g«?i^5^88

Fly to sunny Ft. Lauderdale and baCf%,^^
courtesy of the Sub in Amherst. v^y
This could be your chance to win an '^'^

"exciting spring break vacation.
~ Entry blanks are available at the store,

fill one out and treat yourself to one of

our tasty subs at the same time!

_ Contest drawing will be March 7, 1983

iDfR Ee" BOWLTI:
:UJ OF CHILI 33s

with every whole res- PV| "K/

BARSELOTTI'S
Thursday Night Special

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of beer

with this coupon

DONT FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER!

rNew from Women's Studies!
- Spring 83

IDC

IIL

or dble. meat sub
purchased

coupon expires March 7, 1983

ly

IBBII

DISCO unvrr
We have in stock the

books that you will

need for many of your

classes.

' Our prices are the

lowest!

•We will save you

money.
> Call 546-7710 before

you buy elsewhere!!!

' There will be full

refunds up to the end

of the add/drop period

Judy Toyama291B Asian-American Women
TH 19:00-21:30

39IB Complexities of Consciousness

Race, Gender and Class Elizabeth Cakes
MON 1:25-3:55

392A Women and the Professions

TuTh 1:00-2:15 Janice Raymond

I49IB Women and Work Dale Melcher/

TuTh 4:00-5:15 Harvey Friedman
|

For Course descriptions and complete information

drop into our office at:

208 Bartlett, 545-1922

ENGINEERINGMAJORS HAVE
ENOUGH STRESS WITHOUTHAVING

TO WORRYABOUT TUITION.

M.
BOOKS

Ifone of the angles you ve been
studying lately is a way to pav your

tuition costs, Army ROTC would like

to offer some sound advice.

Apply for an Army ROTC
scholarship

Recently, we set aside hundreds
of scholarships solely for engineering

majors like yourself

Each one covers full

tuition, books and other

supplies, and pays you up
to$l,aX)eachschcx)l

year it s m effect.

So if the stress of

worrying about tuition

is bending you out of

sha|:)e, get stime finan-

cial support Apply
for an Army ROTC
scholarship t(xjay.

For more informa-

tion, contact your Pro-

fessor of Military Science

ARMY ROTC
BEAUYOUCANBE.

Contact:

^f^l James Mahoney

mi 545-2321

NN.
LLEGItvrE

CKET BILU^RDS
URNI\N\ENT

You can qualify for the

Lite Beer/ACU-l National Championships
by winning your local and regional

tournaments.

The on-campus tournament will be:

Place Campus Center Games Room

Date: Sunday, February 7

Time: 2:00 PM

$2.00 Registration Fee

To register and for further information

contact:

Craig B. Keenan 549-4066

Director of College and Youth Marketing

Great Tosle^
LessFiffing

1982 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee. Wisconsin

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day
they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted
on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should
be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

PIZZA PARTY/NEW GAMES SIGN-UP - DeadUne
for Hillel's opening Pizza Party/New Games evening

(Sunday) is on Friday, February 4th. Help make Pizza and
join in on the fun, all day, Hillel office.

UMASS PIRG CHAPTER MEETING - UMass chapter

g( the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MASSPIRG) is holding an organizational meeting for all

those interested in attending, 7 p.m., MASSPIRG Offke
S.U.B.

RECEPTION: EXHIBIT OF HEBREW
CALLIGRAPHY - Exhibit of Hebrew calligraphy with

artist, Jonathan Kremer. Everyone welcome to this

opening reception. 7 p.m., Herter Art Gallery.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING — Anyone interested in the exciting hobby of

amateur radio is welcome. Check the Campus Center

schedule for room number, 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center.

AMERICAN MUSIC FESTIVAL - The first in a three-

concert series of twentieth century American music. Ten
artists from the music faculty will perform works by six

noted composers — Aaron Copland, Alvin Etier. Charles

Ives, Daniel Pinkham, Virgil Thomson and John Duke.
Free. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

^Si:i.Ji:>.^:s^ CTCitj^^i^j^ ^Si:i^c:>^^s^ ff!c^j»^^^f^^
Amherst Masquers Present

CABARET
Book by Joe Masteroff

Music by John Kander & Lyrics by Fred Ebb
Directed by Walter Boughton

Kirby Theater

February 4, 5, 6-9, 10, 11, 12 at\8:00 PM
Admission $2.50, Senior Citizens $1.50

A.C. Students free with I.D.

Box Office opens January 21

For reservations call 542-2277

Box Office hours: 10-5 weekdays

J ft^^:s^><g^=«^ea.^^^g»?^ eo ^<<j>> g*^;.. ea .^rp^t^f^ qftjiT^

i

I

i

'

r
r "1-

'R£Sef\RCH/01^h)l\ZER JOBS

Tfen-ts

lOotnen's Issues Teiw*
ahjjz

iwumcio issuer (M»y4
-Te-^"*^

(sfr /NVOLVSV"'

i L__

.

Applications Available Feb. 1-^

L420 Student Union Buildingi

'\

For more> information stop by or call 545-0341
SCERA is ant equal opportunity employer.

>Mfonften and people of color are urged to atiolv

57.2%
. In a recent

survey of UMass
undergrads, 81.2

percent said they

read the

Collegian regular-

ly, and half of

those said they

read it every day.

That's nnore than

three times the

UMass readers

of any other area

paper!

The Collegian

11 at UMass

7!,V,\ -l

EUROPE >' CAR
RINT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

N»>« York NY 100;"0

Ptvtnn (?l?) S«l ,1040

Mail this ad (or Special
Student/ Teachei Taiifl

RENIAl lEASt l>URCH*Sl
unuiMM* ( TOWTN mas
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666d Now Thri/ Feb. UV 1983

11:90-2:90

0fNotSOOIItf^

r
4

vflMMQI InQi I ^V Oi l^^l ^'^milaa

BREAKFAST SPE -lAI.

, 2 EGGS
I 2 PANCAKES

2 STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE

Nm. t3.2S
Witn This Coupon

('

Rag. S2.5S
With This Coupon

IMrved with French Fries
Baked Potato, Cole Slaw. Roll

I
& Butter.

2^*4.95
^^•mmB mrmmmmt ^Mi^Mi Mto^ m

I
With This uoupon

2f»<3.25 I

'.I

" aCTVw/uiMrAMrnM I

HOURS:
Sun - Thure

7 am - 3 am
Fri ft Sat

Open 24 hrs

, Our Famous Better^Npped ^ ^„ .«—
I PHlets English Style^- £ For Ha^O I
Served _with French Fries, or "*—»' upm ii— »r<»tt«t I

~ ' ' Cm»i Mplm F<k H. 1MI p I

•CnVCOII A.M.-10IMt. 5

I
tm •wiuai one grMH n««^^•»»• w^anil

j Bermuda Burg«r ^ i

I either reg. size at *2.6S I

I or jumbo 6 oz. size *2.95 I

I g«tth«2ndon« Vh priea.l
I B«miud« (htrgw InckidM lulcy ctwppad bMf on • loMtM roll. tuH I
^ o>Mr of onton rlryi. lattuo* end tomuo i ,i n f«M«.w

j

ralitiplsKe

IITi.f,Hi,HAOIJiV.26*4aM

Mr.UM
MimaraBiM
DoM Not Apply

. .Tp.Spt«;<ql\ . .

Back to School Special
13.95

Limited

quantity

Athletes and Active People:

WEIGHT TRAINING
^- BODY BUILDING
• Individually Designed Routines

• Continuously Monitored

• Olympic Weights/Free Weights

• Initial Cardiovascular Test Included

• Universal and Custom Equipment

tHE HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CENTER
tt. 9. H«dl«v. M«. 586^336^

Assorted Colors

purple, aqua, blue

raspberry

S-M-L-XL
Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

SutvdOV

BEDSPREADS

WALL HANGINGS
LAMPS

BAMBOO WINDOW SHADES

RUGS

RECORD CRATE KITS

PRINTS

\n«<®
Won9®

DETROIT RED WIN6S $3.25
A pile of spicy, saucy chicken wings

served with crisp vegetable sticks

and house dressing.

POTATO DIPPERS . . $2.50
A batch of deep-fried potato skins

with the dip of your choice: bacon &
sour cream chili, or guacomole.

BUFFALO CHIPS . . . $2.95
A plateful of deep-fried potato skins

smothered with spicy sauce and
melted Cheddar cheese.

GARLIC PIZZA $2.45
Slices of crusty pizza dough, spread
with butter, garlic and onion, topped
off with mozzarello and broiled

VEGETABLE DIPPERS . $1.95
An assortment of mushrooms, cherry

tomatoes, cucumber slices, carrot

sticks, celery sticks, and green pep-

per with plenty of house dressing for

dipping

CHICKEN STRIPS .. . $2.75
Breaded ana deep-fried strips of

natural chicken, served hot with •

Suzies sauce for dipping.

CHEESE AND
CRACKERS . $1.25
A pot of our own outrageous herbed

cheese served with crackers for dipp-

ing

PATE & CRACKERS $1.75
A pot of our home-made chicken liver

pate, served with crackers

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open 10-6, Mon.-Sat.

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE Route 9 Hadiev 586- 1 9 7 8
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed CROSSWORD
GOOP(A0RNINO,MAWM./

AIA/6Kn5e FOR THflT .-amr -

THeRe WHO 5«ARe5 ^^\,hj-

HOBses MP Ci^^^-

/

A QVICK PEEK AT
VgK AP ANP CH6CK
R)R6REUJN&.

Under the Influence By M. Joyce

UP Tve 6^\RLS>0

BooiC.

toy fR\eHo

VI

ACROSS
1 IV'gijoiu''

;i OtiuMl StMl

10 At tht' lionu' ol I r

14 Spooky
15 Okl woni.tnish

tti Ccntor ot .utivitv

1
' Handyman

?0 Devoti->i>

J1 Wiile awakt*

22 HJn^ a snat-K

23 Ttaiisfei ughls

25 Johnny oonit'

29 Like an airow

33 WhtTO Irish i>yi>s

smile

34 Distinctive airs

ib Bettei than a king

36 Hoi polloi

40 Japanese apricot

41 GulliCile

42 Converge
43 Utopia

46 La —.Wise
47 Falls, in the

highlands
48 devie

(brandy)

49 Courtyards

'i.' .'ipcaks lervt'iilly

f'7 Hujht person, iii)hl

lime iK)lil pi. ire

til) NaiilK .il Icmi

t)l Tidal wave
62 Cireek peak
63 Marsh pl.int

64 Fatuilous tiddle

6;> Cheer till

DOWN
1 -- vu

2 Peruse
3 Cratly

4 I itlie shaver

f) Belt or match
6 Fatuous
7 Luster for .1 lily

8 — be
seeing you

9 Permit

10 House tor a
Swiss miss

1

1

Partner ot seek

12 Anon s partner

13 Zing

18 Examot a type

19 Salad garnish

23 Meat, m Madrid
24 Zounds'

2') HcUn
26 f raqratiie

27 Kil<:tien(|.iil()et

2H l.iiul s

29 Sophir.tK aled
30 Vet( tie-,

it 1 ,irul miM'.urc

.12 Mindanao s

neujhhor

34 Or leave

but in the cup
37 Ocean or summer
38 F den dweller

39 Latin lesson word
44 Straightened

45 Stored away
46 Govern
48 Studio w.ilKon

49 Disharmonious
50 Enameled

metalware
51 Korean name
52 RR worker

53 Lyre 5 relative

54 facto

55 Lichen
56 Dog trainer s

command
58 Word of consent

59 Cereal grain

Katfood ByA«R#K

^ WHAT V^eRt >0U INTO OP AT|

u. ?

v^ELt, /^V FiR£T £Ene^T<fl^
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The: Square: WDoTof 2.,

Og-VEUJPED AM ENCrtNE

'-THAT DotStl'T (Jb£ fact, ANP
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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weather

Today, rain tapering to

scattered showers; high in

50's. Tomorrow, cold,

chance of flurries; 30
degrees.

After The Fall By R. Miller

NCnXINGr GOOD ON THISfifKrn
t>ST5 RnKEVER, INCUjDINfr
G»4C£ RAPWRMCTis 5/N&L£

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Tacos, Shells in Cheese
Sauce

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, CranberrySauce,
Ratatouille, Spinach and

Mushroom Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Taco, Shells in

Cheese Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,

Ratatouille

Th* Gvn^rol Education discussion isn't ov*r yt, in fact, it's

Just beginning.

Whether or not the Faculty Committee's proposal is approved

this semester, the General Education issue will continue to be

debated on this campus. Students CAN make the difference in

the General Education reform. As the wearer of the shoe, we
know whether it fits, right?

Th* student toslf fore* on G^nvroi Education is initiating a

campaign to invoiv* th* campus community in tl^* d#bat*.

It •ff^cts youl

G«t lnvoiv*d. Contoct:

SCERA
Eii*n Nyi*n, Academic T*am

545-0041

SGA
Mounyo Suliivan, Academic Affairs Committ**

545-0042
* credits available Deadline: Friday, Feb. 25

OOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOC

{ FINANCIAL AID OFFICE J
^ Important Notice

^ Due to late delivery of Financial Aid Forms (FAF) ^
^ for 83-84, all Undergraduate Dormitory residents^
^ will receive their forms in their dorms during the^
i[ first week of February 1983. ^
^ Off Campus and Graduate students can pick up^

M forms at the Campus Center Information Desk,*

J the Financial Aid Office - 243 Whitmore, and theJ
^ second floor lobby Information Desk in Whitmore,^

M DEADLINE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-84 J
J MARCH 1, 1983 J
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SPORTSNOTICES
SHORTS MEETING — There will be a February 3, tonight, at 7:30 p.m. in room

meeting for anybody and everybody in 803 in the Campus Center. For more in-

terested in writing for the Sports page formation call Liz at 549-4778 or Debra at

tonight. Thursday night, in the newsroom, 549 6389.

at7:oop.m. New writers welcome.

WOMEN'S RUGBY — There wiU be an

orientation meeting for all women in-

terested in playing rugby. No experience is

necessary. The meeting will be Thursday.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE - Anyone in-

terested in playing varsity or junior varsity

lacrosse there will be a mandatory meeting

Thursday Feb. 3. tonight, at 6 p.m. in room
153. NOPE.

ifswimming
Continued from page tO

Also against Amherst. Laurie Keen

broke her own existing record for the 200

yard breaststroke posting a time of

2:37.17.

Gina Perrone set school records for the

one and three meter diving events, scoring

228.05 and 237.60 points, respectively,

against Southern Connecticut.

The next meet for UMass will be at home
Saturday against the Rams of the L'niversi-

ty of Rhode Island, but Turtle is looking

past Rhody to a big meet coming up against

the University of New Hampshire on

February 11 at New Hampshire.

"That will be our next big test." said

Turtle. "We want to be strong for that

meet. If we take that we could go in to the

New Englands 11-1."

The climax of the swim season would be a

New England championship, but defending

champ Boston College may have something

to say about that.

Undergraduate History Majors

Find out what you can do with your future,

Come to the Department of History Career

Day Wednesday, February 9, 1983. You
can talk with alumni who were history ma-
jors themselves about their work and pro-

fessional experiences. There will be a

general "mixer" session in the sixth floor

lounge of Herter Hall 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. A
more formal evening session with a panel

of six distinguished alumni will be held at 8
p.m. in room 917 of the Campus Center.

Come socialize with them and ask them
questions. Do something about your future

on February 9, 1983.

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

B««t Mandarin Food
2-64 Main 8t.

Amharst
OoMd WsdnMdayi

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
W« UM FRESH
Vagatablaa from
Our Own Farm

BEER Er WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
Photo bjr Alan Taupicr

UMass captain Brian Prindle runs through the slalom race last

weekend at Waterville Valley. Prindle took second in the slaloni.

I

^'.;:r:^o,.

*</
-'«/

fii-i.

m.

Open
Mon, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4 Located in the Campus Center

., .UNIVERSITY-
mSTORE*

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Entry Dates
Wrestling: Ten years ago there were 268 Wrestling entries. In 1982

there were /8 entries. . .To date there are ten entrants. The annual

Wrestling Tournament has 16 weight classes, and is a single/double

elimination tournament, depending on the number of entrants. It is

your choice whether we continue or stop this annual event. There

will be practice time available, Tues & Thurs. evenings in 237

Boyden BIdg., Wrestling Room, from 6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Sign up
February 3, 1983, Room 215 Boyden BIdg.

Ice Hockey: Don't say you were not warned. The Ice Hockey In-

tramural deadline has passed, however there are a few remaining

spaces for further information call 5-2693 or 5-0022, or stop by 215
Boyden BIdg. The final manager's meeting was held the 2nd of Feb.

The remainder of the Ice Hockey fee is due no later than Feb. 3,

1983.

Squash: The final entry date is the 2nd of Fen. Men's/Women's
singles.

Basketball: The final Basketball Manager's & Officials meetings

were held on the 2nd of Feb. The original registration date was
November 29, 1982. All registered teams have been scheduled with

play beginning on the 3rd of Feb., 1983. There are, if you can turn in

a roster and the $10.00 forfeit fee in as soon as possible, AN EX-

TREMELY SMALL NUMBER of time slots available. You will have

NO SAY in what time you will play.

FORFEIT FEES: Pick-up Forfeit Fees by the 15th of February. Fees
not recovered by this date will be used to purchase Intramural
equipment /clothing.

RECREATION NOTICES: BOYDEN BASKETBALL COURTS
WILL BE CLOSED on the 5th of February because of a Softball

Clinic AND on February 13 for a Coaching Clinic.

K*

iURMUml

Thursday, February 3, 1983

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

sCoilepian i9

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed
functions 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 Chevrolet Nova 6 cyi, automatic.
Perfect mechanically. $750.00 Bob
253-2098

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six rooms
four bedrooms two baths sleeps eight in-

cludes utilities 5-29-83 thru 9-6-83 $4650.
2537436
Duplex newly redone two bedrooms sleep
four includes utilities $2550. 253-7436

DEBBIE FROM GRAYSON

Want to get together? Call Steve
546-5405 after 6:00

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed

functions 256-0739

Professional DJs For Less 199 Winter
Special! Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

Twin boxspring and mattress $15 Lynn

549 3833

Vornado Cube refrigerator excellent con-

dition $75 or BO 665-4142

Neil Young Tix Hartford Worcester best

offer call 253-9698

FRONT COUNTER
NOTE DISTRIBUTOR

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 -t- '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253-5369

Skis-Dynastar Omeglass, 200 cm; brand

new, never used. $180.00 549-5896

Used dorm refrigerators: $75.00 each call

549-0172 keep trying

Refrigerator for sale 3 feet tall asking

$125 new Paul 549^4867

Two tickets to Neil Young Concert next

Thur. Call 549-0^ for Jack

Neil Young Tix, two pair, BO, Hart. 2/10,

549-6802

Yamaha CR420 Receiver, B & Beovox
Speakers, Dual 506 Turntable w/Ortofon
cartridge, Onkyo TA2050 Direct Drive

Cassette Deck w/remote control. Ideal for

dorm or apt. $900. BO call Shawn
256-8495. All EC I

Liquidation sale: 1973 Volkswagen
Superbeetle sup>er reliable, must drive.

1,500 firm. Primo ski outfit, never used

$350. 549-3503

Person needed to get involved in a stu-

dent controlled business. Position entails

the sales and distribution of lecture notes to

students. Apply by 2/8/83 by 4:00 403 Stu-

dent Union affirmative action employer

HELP WANTED

Earthfoods is hiring. Applications at E.F.

kitchen S.U.B. third world and people of

color encouraged to apply. Equal oppor-

tunity employer

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunbelt Er overseas

jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.
1-716-885-3242, ext. 607

People's Market Food Collective hiring

new workers. Applications available at 328
Student Union until feb. 8 4 pm 546-2060

SNPS is looking for a mechanically inclin-

ed 1st or 2nd year student for production

trainee in our print shop. 5-10 hr/wk
3.50/hr. WS pref. Interest in co-ops a

must I Women and third worid students en-

couraged. Applications available outside

S.U. 413 and accepted no later than 4 pm
2/11

Math 120 Tutor wanted call 6-9913. Ask
for Valerie. Credentials required.

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory Er shop.
Limited enrollment 253-2098

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops . Free brochure. 586-8513

New Course Sexual Orientations in Mar-
riage Er Families. Seminar to explore the ef-

fects of bisexuality, heterosexuality, and
homosexuality on inter- and intrapersonai

relations in families. Al MacDonald, Thurs.
3:35 -6 p.m., Skinner 205. 545-2393 Home
549-4917. Also "Families with Special Pro-

blems" Wed 3:35-6 p.m. Skinner 119.

(Hom Ec 591S & 590N)

Electric Bass teacher available - Rock/-
Country/Jazz reasonable rates 546-8664

"J.C."

I may not have gotten my last dance
over intersession, but rest assured I will get

the last dance at the marathon. Get psych-

ed cause it's gonna be a blast. The Little

Devil

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

MASS TRANSIT

Having a party? Mass Transit is back and

ready to play. For bookings, call 256-0587

Brad or Bob, 549-4352 John.

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

a month, on bus line, heat included, call

253-2078

Roommate wanted Brittany Manor 1 15 -»

a month call 546-8935

Male needed for single in Puffton

549-5208

Female roommate wanted to share one

bedroom with all utilities dor $120 each

month call at 549-3781

Roommate to share large, furnished, 2

bedroom townhouse apartment Hatfield

$195 includes heat 247-9327

SAY IT WITH A FLOWER

The Computer Works 253 5676 253-5755

PERFORMING ARTS OPEN HOUSE

14 lectures, demonstrations and perfor-

mances will highlight the Performing Arts

Division Open House, Sunday, Feb. ,
2-5

pm The event will feature three presenta-

tions every half-hour simultaneously in Old

Chapel at UMass in dance, music and
theatre

PERSONALS

Desperate for Neil Young Tix will pay,

call 546-9308 ask for Lisa

Get in shape for spring with "the aerobic

experience" starts Sun Feb 6 call 549-5258

Used Books: buy or sell Gamma Sigma
Sigma visit our table on concourse for more
info Feb 1 - 4 9-3:30 books on sale CC
162-175 Feb 2-9

Cricket Dave Cecille B Delux Haas Master

Bates Irongut get off my mother kneefish

LAGNAF was fun Pat and Di

Say it with a flower - send a flower to a
friend - check for table in the CC on Mon-
day thru Wednesday Feb 10-12 sponsored
by Newman Club

Lesbian/Gay Dance - 9-2 am 10th floor

Campus Center Friday February 4th admis-

sion $2 call 5-0154 for more info

Smith Party Friday at Davis Center
Rackadisc DJ's 9-12 midnight debut of the

Young Men alcohol free admission

WANNA GET HIGH THE NATURAL
WAY? SIGHTSEEING BY PHONE. FUN
SAFE, ROMANTIC CALL JOHN
WEEKDAYS 6-8 PM 546-9085

RIDE WANTED

NYC Friday February 11th call Moe
549-1863 after six

ROOMMATE WANTED

Make a friend smile! Send them a flower

on Valentine's Day. For more info look for

Newman Club table in CC on Mon-Wed
Feb 10-12

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor -

english composition and grannar
reasonable rates 6-9289

SLIM

Happy Birthday Paull Your last UMass
BDay! Do it up! Love Mary

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,

Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John

253-3718

TRAVEL

Roommate wanted: to share room, $95

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 round

trio jet and hotel directly on the beach! Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19-29 hotel 3 milw

from beach, car with unlimited

mileage/ round trip jet plus tax and service.

Montreal March 12 14; 19-21. Round trip

deluxe motor coach 3 days/ nights m the

quality inn downtown includes welconrje

party, extra night $15. Call Bob or Dave @
253-7625

Ry half-price - Anywhere is U;S^*5«^

unavailable anywhere else Mike 546-l»^

WANTED
~

2 Neil Young Tx Feb 13 Wor Cen call now
546-7174

Ride to Framingham this Thursday night

or Friday morning (Feb 3 or 4) will share ex-

penses. Please call 549-1219 eves, keep try-

ing

Hockey Team Intramural Allstars Goalie

Needed some players also call 253-7501

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Saturday 6-week workshop starting

soon Amherst. Also private. Licensed
therapist 253-5036

^ % Head For The Mountains

THUR/DflV

Ibnightir/peciQl

glinil|||INNl)||IIIHl|||HIIN#NHiHinil«^

I FIELD HOUSE COUNCIL

I
I

PRESENTS

THE
END

UMASS SKI CLUB
SAT. 2/5 TRIP

I Thursday, Feb. 3rd at S.U.B. f

I 75' at 5:00 pm$1.00 at 7, 9. & 11
"

ll||||l|lllMllHllllHllNMllilillllllinillllllHlluillllllllllltlli|||illll|in

"^ KILLINGTON

OLDIES
with Gregg Adams

and Two For All Ale Drinks 9 til 11

- No Cover -

IT-Shirts y^^^ nT^^ Prizes

%

RelUut^uaU

only

$20.

Vermont

Includes:

Lift Ticket

Transportation

Refreshments

MENU

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11:30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

Hot b Sour Soup
Beef with green pepper
Chicken Pan Fried Noodels
Sweet it Spur Chicken
Chinese Style BBQ Pork

Pan Fried Ravioli

Chicken Fingers

Luncheon Sp«cia! h Taka Out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun Thurs 11:30 am 10 pm
Fri h Sat 11 » am 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9, Amherst

2S6 92S2

$10 Deposit Required
for more info call or come to

SKI CLUB OFFICE
430 STUDENT UNION

545-3437

W/TH/F 10-3

M t t
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More Sports on Page 18

UMass feedsPenn St. to the Lions
The pieces fall together as
the Minutemen mevail 86-64

:•-•.:'.'.:::'.'.'.::'.'.•.:•

By JIM FLOYD
Collepan SUff

They had their backs to the wall. They
•had to come up with something. They need-

ed to put on a show.

They did.

They are the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team and
if you weren't one of the 4,200 people who
stood, squished, crammed and otherwise

poured themselves into the Curry Hicks

Cage last night then you missed the best

basketball game a UMass team has played

in four years.

"We played against a very good team
tonight," said 'a more than relieved head

caoch Tom McLaughlin after his

Minutemen had vanquished Penn State

84-62, "and we totally dismantled them."

Dismantled may be a mild term. The local

hoopsters had everything go their way as

they led at halftime by five at 38-33 and

then opened the floodgates by scoring 46

points to the Nittany Lions 29 in the second

half.

"We might have finally arrived as a

team," said an elated Donald Russell. "We
had the fans behind us and that helped us

to win like we did. It felt really good to

blow someone out."

The win was the first Atlantic Ten vic-

tory all season, the second Minuteman 'W
since December 22 and you had to sense

that, had the team dropped last night's

game, there might aot have been another

capacity crowd in the stands for quite some
time.

That will not be the case now, however.

When the clock finally ticked down to zero,

sealing the eventual outcome, no one had

left. No one was leaving this game. It was a

show.

And the show had a lot of stars. Led by

Russell, who had 18 points, three assists,

three steals and four rebounds, all five

Minuteman starters posted double digit

performances.

Edwin Green netted 15 points (four of

those coming on dunks), and led UMass in

rebounds with 10. He was followed by Ron
Young, who started in the backcourt with

Russell and scored 13 points. The for-

wards, Horace Neysmith and John
Mempel, each had 12 points.

What the final analysis will show is that

last night's win was a total team victory, a

coming together of all the jumbled pieces

that make up the Minutemen.
"You want to know what happened,"

said Neysmith, "we gelled. Donald Russell

took control in the first half and kept us in

the game."
"Everybody had confidence in each

other," chimed in Darryl Carter, who had

six points of his own.

The Minutemen jumped out early and

after a Green three-point play (he was foul-

ed), a Hempel three-point play (from three-

point land) and a twisting Neysmith layup

(Horace had all the moves last night), the

home team led 8-3.

The Nittany Lions, who entered the

game with a 7-1 league record, 14-5 overall,

dug in and took the lead however, at 12:53

of the period on a Dave Griffin jumper,

12-11. Penn State then held the lead for

2:47 until Russell hit the fourth of six con-

secutive free throws to put UMass ahead
19-18. The Minutemen never trailed again.

The win ups the UMass overall record to

5-12 and 1-5 in the Atlantic Ten but, more
importantly, it proves that the Minutement
are more than capable of playing ball with

any team in the conference. They proved

last night that they are a team to be

respected.

"The University can be proud of itself

tonight," said McLaughlin.

And will the team be ready to look for its

second Atlantic Ten victory over the bad

men from New Jersey, Rutgers University,

Saturday in the Cage?
"Hell, yeh," said Ron Washington.

Women swimmers (8-1)

shoot forNew Englands
By BILLY SHEA

rollepu* Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team is hot, running

up a glossy 8-1 slate thus far this year, and

coach Valerie Turtle can't help but look

ahead to the Division A New England

Championship meet to be held the weekend

of February 25 at Springfield College.

' "We're looking to do very well in the

New England Championship this year,"

said Turtle, whose team finished seventh in

a field of ten teams in last year's champion-

ship meet.

"We've had 18 swimmers qualify already

and hopefully a few more will qualify by the

time the next arrives," said Turtle. "We
will do better this year because we have a

lot of depth."

According to Turtle, the team to beat at

the New England Championship meet will

be the defending champions Boston Col-

lege, who placed the only blemish on an

otherwise perfect season for the

Minutewomen swimmers.

"Boston College is tough," said Turtle.

"They have a very strong team and will be

tough to beat. But after them it's really up

for grabs."

Boston College came to UMass January

25 and beat the Minutewomen 82-67, but

Turtle wasn't discouraged as BC racked up

five Boyden pool records and UMass set

two school records.

Jenn Nicolai smashed Theresa Totin's

seven year-old 100 meter individual medly

record of 1:04.05, posting a 1:03.99 time

for the 100 meters.

Elizabeth Feinberg also set a UMass
record, breaking her own existing record of

1:58.47 in the 200 yard freestyle, taking

the heat with a time of 1:58.27.

Aside from Boston College, UMass pret-

ty much blew out everybody else, routing

Amherst College 101-47, Southern Connec-

ticut 97-43, and Northeastern 93-46.

Turtle feels the extra work the

Minutewomen did over intersession may

explain their strong performances over in-

tersession.

"We went double sessions over interses-

sion because we didn't have academics to

be concerned with and I think it's really

paying off now."

All total, the UMass swimmers posted

six new school records over intersession,

and numerous personal best times were

logged against the powerful Eagles, so the

Minutewomen are really rolling.

Against Amherst, Martha Samsei set a

Boyden pool and school record for the 1650

yard freestyle, smashing Lynn Lutz's

record of 19:54.65 wtih a time of 19:11.14.

Continued on page 18

Collegian photo by Kevin Fachetti

Donald Russell dives to the hoop during last night's upset win over

Penn. State before a packed house in the Cage.

Men's ski team tops in

NEISC this season
By MATT LUCZKOW

Collegian Cormpondent

FRANCONIA. N.H. — The University of

Massachusetts men's ski team have won
three of four races so far this season in the

New England Intercollegiate Ski Con-

ference and currently hold first place in the

league.

At Cannon Mountain on the weekend of

January 22-23, the men settled for fourth

place in the slalom event on Saturday, but

came back to win the giant slalom the next

day.

In the slalom, Plymouth State College

won the race with a team time of 548.94

seconds, (best 5 of 8 times). Amherst
College took 2nd place (569.66), Boston

College came in 3rd (572.75). and UMass
finished 4th (586.24). Skiing for UMass and
taking third and fourth were Tim Enright

and Jon Segal with times of 100.39 and
100.63.

Also skiing well for UMass was Kris

Vanderzee (11th place). Dave Rossi (18th),

Bob Faigel (26th). and Bill Davidson (35th)

finished the race, despite falling down on
the course.

"The front-end of our order blew-out of

the course (fell down and didn't finish the

race) and we were lucky to finish as well as

we did," said head ski coach Bill

MacConnell. "After skiing all month on

limited terrain at Berkshire East, I think

the guys had some trouble adjusting to the

steepness of the slope."

In the giant slalom UMass snapped back
to take the win with an 11 second margin
over 2nd place Boston College. The total of

the best five runs for UMass was 373.01.

while BC had a 384.57. and 3rd place Brown
University a 385.16. Doug Karwoski from

Plymouth State won the race in a time of

72.57. while Dan Conway (73.11), Brian

Prindle (73.21). Jon Segal (74.23). and Tim
Enright (75.20) took 2nd, 3rd. 4th and 8th

place respectively for UMass. Also finishing

for UMass, out of a field of 80 racers, were

Bob Faigel (17). and BiU Davidson (18).

Last weekend, on two beautiful racing

days at Waterville Valley. N.H. th^

Minutemen skied away with a clean sweep

of both the slalom and giant slalom events.

In the slalom UMass had a team time of

515.39. Amherst College was second with a

548.70, and Plymouth SC came in 3rd.

Conway (100.05) won his first race of the

season for UMass, while senior co-captain

Brian Prindle (101.44) came in 2nd. Also

skiing well for UMass were Jon Segal (6),

Tim Enright (8). and Bob Faigel (11).

In the giant slalom. UMass placed 6 men
in the top 15 and had 5 individual times

good enough to upset 2nd place Plymouth

by 3 seconds. Karwoski. from Plymouth,

was 1st (79.62). VanZon from BC was 2nd

(79.86). while Prindle (79.62). Conway
(79.86). finished 3rd. and 4th respectively

for UMass.
After two weekends and four competition

events, the men's ski team is in 1st place in

the NEISC league with wins over Boston

College. Army, Brown University. UConn,
Plymouth SC. Amherst College and Trinity

College.

The men's and women's ski teams will be

in action this weekend hosting a dual slalom

race at Berkshire East in Charlemont.

Mass. Anyone interested on watching the

races are encouraged to attend.
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Financial aid
plan labeled
"miworkable"

By RICHARD NANGLE
ColleciM SUff

A proposal by the Reagan administration requiring low-

income college students to finance more of their education
has been labeled "unworkable" by Arthur Jackson,
director of financial aid at the University of Massachusetts.
The program, released in a budget document Monday
would include an increase in the maximum amount a
student can receive in a Pell Grant from $1800 to $3000 a
year. But in order to receive any grant a student must
provide either $800 or 40 oercent of his coileire costs.

(whichever is more) above what parents would be
recommended to contribute.
wnue recommendmg an overall $700 million cut in

education, the administration is proposing an increase of
$300 million a year, to 2.7 billion, for Pell Grants (named
after their original sponsor. Sen. Clairborne Pell. D Rhode
Island.)

By increasing the maximum amount a low income
student can receive in the Grant, the administration stated
it is hoping to encourage more people to attend expensive
private universities.

"What it is is probably a feeler at this time." Jackson
said. "Reagan is seeking public opinion about this."

Reagan would like to change the emphasis of financial

aid from grants to loans and work programs, Jackson said.

Jackson said if the program is implemented the only
options students will have for financial aid will be to
borrow from a loan network or receive a Pell Grant. He
said the administration has already cut and wants to
eliminate altogether th^ national Defense Loan Program
Supplemental Grant Program and State Student Incentive

Grant Progfram.
it s a program without a firm educational base or a firm

fiscal base." Jackson said of the Reagan plan.

The amount of aid going to families with less than
$12,000 in annual income would increase from 74 to 80
percent under the Reagan plan. Families earning more
than $26,000 in annual income would be excluded from
receiving Pell Grants.

The program is being proposed in order "to restore the
traditional roles of students and families in meeting college

costs. " Education Secretary T.H. Bell said according to a

New York Times report earlier this week.

Edwin Green takes a shot during the victorious battle ag^ainst Penn State at the Cag^e Wednesday.
The Minutemen will host the Scarlet Knights of Rutg^ers at the Cage tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. See story,

page 20.

Academic requirement changes still in limbo
Breadth of knowledge, integration Faculty Senate divided on future

of knowledge may replace cores ofproposal, discussions to continue
By RITA MURPHY

CaUcgiuSUff

The Faculty Senate of the University of

Massachusetts yesterday began debate in

the final report on the General Education

curriculum proposal. The Senate is

scheduled to debate the proposal during the

next two Senate meetings, and is expected

to vote on the entire proposal on March 17.

The proposed curriculum consists of 10

courses which would be required of all

undergraduates once the plan in im-

plemented, according to a report released

by the Senate Ad Hoc Committee on

General Education.

According to the report, the proposed

General Education Program will enable the

University to "provide all students with a

grounding that is both rigorous and

coherent."

The goal of a university, the report

states, should be to "admit and educate a

large and diverse group of students." The

Creneral Education Program will help to

better accomodate and educate students in

a more diversified manner than currently

exists, the report states.

The proposed curriculum is divided into

three parts: skills, breadth of knowledge

and integration of knowledge, according to

the report.

The breadth of knowledge portion of the

curriculum would replace the present "C".

"D", and "E" core requirements. Students

will be required to take at least one 4-credit

course in each of the six areas comprising

the breadth of knowledge portion of the

proposal, according to the report.

The six breadth of knowledge areas are

continuity and change, expressive culture,

the individual, societies and institutions,

the biological world and the physical world.

The skills part of the proposal requires

undergraduates to take a three credit

expository writing course during the fresh-

man year and three credit writing course
during the junior or senior year which will

be within the student's major department,
the report states.

The proposal also requires all un-

dergraduates to take a quantitative

reasoning course.

The Freshman Seminar "is the cor-

nerstone of the General Education
Program" the report stated. Its goal is to

encourage a closer relationship between
faculty and undergraduates.

The freshman seminar has been one of

the most controversial parts of the

proposal. Many faculty do not like the

seminar idea "because it requires the in-

volvement of a large proportion of the

faculty and asks them to perform a kind of

teaching with which many of them may not

be familiar," according to the report.

The freshman seminar program en

courages tenured faculty, rather than

teaching assistants and untenured faculty,

to teach smaller classes comprised of fresh-

men and sophomores. • •

By RITA MURPHY
CollagiMSUfl

The General Education Curriculum
proposal came under heavy criticism

yesterday as the Faculty Senate of the
University of Massachusetts began debate

on the controversial program.
During heated discussion, which lasted

nearly an hour, several senators expressed
disapproval with the proposal which would,

if passed, significantly alter undergraduate
university requirements.

The proposal calls for, among other

things, the elimination of the current

distribution requirements which force

undergraduates to elect a number of

courses from "C", "D", and "E" cores.

The distribution system would be
replaced by a new curriculum having three

components: skills, breadth of knowledge
and integration of knowledge.
David N.Ferro. associate professor of

entomology, echoes the sentiments of many
senators when he said the proposal,

designed to be implemented over a period

of seven years."was a massive experiment
which could be very costly to both students

and faculty."

Funding was a major issue as several

senators expressed concern over the cost of

the curriculum. The proposal does not list

the estimated costs of the new program.

"I am very uneasy about an absence of

umbeFS," said Irving Uowarda, political

science protessor.

"I fail to see how the Faculty Senate can

intelligently respond to it unless it has

numbers," he said.

Although several senators expressed

pessimism at the proposal, some openly

supported the measure calling it long

overdue.

"It is a time for a change. It was time for

a change two or three years ago," said Fern
L. Johnson, associate professor of com-
munication studies. Chester Davis,

associate professor of Afro American
studies said many professors oppose the

curriculum because they refuse to accept

change. But, he said, a "major change needs

to be made in the graduate curriculum.

Davis called the present core distribution

system a shambles."

Micheline Dufau, professor of Afro

American studies said many professors

oppose the curriculum because they refuse

to ac ; ' change. But. he said, a "major

change needs to be made in the un-

dergraduate curriculum. Davis called the

present core distribution system "a

chambles."

Micheline Dufau. professor of French and
Italian, also criticised the present core

system. Dufau said as an advisor to

students she has had difficulty rationalizing

and explaining the current system.

"We need some kind of a system so we
can explain why to students when they are

taking courses," she saki.

•
<
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See digest page 6

UPI suspended in Poland
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - The Com-

munist government suspended United

Press International's news operations in

Poland yesterday until the official PAP
news agency is allowed to reopen its office

in the United States.

The action signaled further deterioration

in Polish-American relations which have
been cool since the Reagan administration

imposed trade sanctions against Poland

after the declaration of martial law in

December 1981.

The suspension followed the expulsion of

UPI's chief correspondent, Ruth E. Gruber,

last m.onth, and retaliatory action by the

U.S. government, which ordered PAP's
only American-based correspondent out of

the country.

UPI's second correspondent, Polish

citizen Bogdan Turek, continued filing

dispatches following Miss G'-uber's

departure Jan. 15.

Turek said he was summoned to the

Foreign Ministry and told that his ac-

creditation had been suspended. He will be
allowed to keep the UPI office open to

handle administrative chores, but is barred
from reporting, the Foreign Ministry said.

A spokesman for the U.S. Embassy in

Warsaw said the mission "had expressed in

no uncertain terms its displeasure with the
arbitrary action."

The official reasons for expelling Miss
Gruber were extremely ambiguous. The
Polish government said she was implicated

in an "espionage" case, but also described

her reporting from Poland as "venemous"
and called her expulsion a "warning" to

other correspondents who quote supporters

of the outlawed Solidarity labor movement.
Miss Gruber denied the allegations.

US drug abuse declines
WASHINGTON (AP) - The epidemic of

drug abuse which plagued the United
States in the 1960s and 1970s is receding

somewhat, the government said yesterday.

Still, one out of three Americans over age

12 has tried drugs and one high school

senior in 16 uses marijuana daily.

The Department of Health and Human
Services released two reports, one of which

said the United States probably has the

highest level of illicit drug use in the in-

dustrialized world.

"Although there has been a decline in

drug abuse in recent years, the decline is

relatively small and we as a nation still face

a serious health problem," said Dr. Edward
N. Brandt, the department's assistant

secretary for health.

Brandt released the results of the

National Household Survey on Drur \buse.

which examined a national sample of

Americans over age 12, and the High School

Senior Survey.

The surveys showed that one out of three

Americans over age 12 has tried some kind

of illicit substance. Although the proportion

of high school seniors who smoke marijuana

daily has dropped from its high of more
than one in 10 in 1978, the proportion

remains at one senior in 16.

The use of hallucinogens like LSD, PCP
and peyote continued to drop among young
Americans. The use rate among young
adults fell from 4 percent in 1979 to 2

percent in 1982.

Cocaine use, which spread rapidly during

the late 1970s, has stabilized at 29 percent

of the population aged 18 to 25, the reports

said.

Marine challenges tank
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - The Israeli

army said it reached an agreement with

U.S. authorities yesterday reaffirming

Israel's right to patrol in the area of Beirut

where three Israeli tanks were challenged

by a pistol-waving U.S. Marine.

There was no immediate comment from

U.S. officials.

Marine Capt. Charles B. Johnson told a

Beirut news conference that when he

jum.ped on the lead tank Wednesday he

grabbed the Israeli commander and told

him that if the tanks wanted to advance,

"You're going to have to kill me."
The Israeli commander of the tank patrol

told a Tel Aviv news conference yesterday

he was "rather amused" by the pistol-

waving and that he told Johi son: "Don't

worry, I'm not going to kill you."

Brig. Gen. Anmon, the Israeli com
mander who worked on the latest

arrangement, told Israel radio that con-

trary to the expressions of concern and

anger from Washington, the Americans in

Beirut had admitted to him that the whole
affair was "half-funny, half-sad, no more
than that."

The general, whose last name was not

given for security reasons, said the

Americans told him the Marine officer acted

under the mistaken impression that the

Israeli tanks were headed for Marine-

controlled territory.

An Israeli army communique said that at

a meeting between Amnon and a U.S.

diplomat, it was reaffirmed that the north-

south Beirut railroad was the eastern

perimeter of Marine territory, and that the

area east of that, including the scene of

Wednesday's dispute, was open to Israeli

patrols.

It said the zones "will be marked in the
field by colored barrels to prevent any
future misunderstanding."

The Israelis professed to be mystified at

what a spokesman called "this so-called

incident, this non-event."

AP Lawrphoto

Joyce Vig^eault waits for the San Diego city crew to remove a tree
that was blown into her truck Wednesday by heavy winds.
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AP Laacrphoto

Massachusetts resident Barry Clifford is a treasure hunter who has

won temporary custody of the 265-year-old wreck Whidah, which may
be worth a fortune.

Ghana fears violence as

thousands flock into country
ACCRA, Ghana (AP) — Deportees from

Nigeria yesterday poured into transit

camps already jammed with exhausted

Ghanaians suffering from food shortages,

illness and the rigors of their long trip

home.
The sUdden flood of returning Ghanaians

raised government concerns that violence

will add to the misery of the estimated half-

million that have reached the camps.

Commodore S.G. Obimbeh, coordinator

of the repatriation task force, said

authorities would not tolerate "acts of

violence or unruly behavior."

Obimbeh said he saw a group of newly

arrived deportees set fire to a man in Accra

for allegedly attempting to steal a cassette

recorder.
The Ghanaians went to oil -rich Nigeria in

the mid-1970s to get work and make some
money. On Jan. 17 Nigeria, hit by the drop
in oil prices, ordered the expulsion of an
estimated 2 million illegal aliens — half of

them said to be Ghanaians.

The Ghanaian government has not given

official figures on the number now back
home. But Interior Minister Johnny Hansen
told reporters in the Nigerian capital of

Lagos on Wednesday that "about half a
million" of the expelM 1 million Ghanaians
had returned.

He described the mass return as a

"national crisis."

Pope John Paul II called for an urgent

and adequate solution to the expulsions.

Vatican Radio reported.The broadcast said

the Nigerian decision created a "grave,

incredible drama" and that the pontiff has

instructed Roman Catholic relief

organizations to extend immediate
humanitarian aid to the deportees.

In London, Nigeria's high commissioner,

or ambassador,, defended his country's

decision to expel the aliens, saying the scale

of the expulsions was far smaller than

similar events in European history. He did

not specify which events he meant.
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Selection ofnew dean
announced by Duffey

.Collegian 3

By JIM FINKLE
CollcRian SUff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey announced
the appointment of Murray M. Schwartz as
dean of humanities and 'fine arts at the
University of Massachusetts at yesterday's
Faculty Senate Meeting.
Schwartz currently works for the State

University of New York at Buffalo as dean
of colleges, director for the Center for the
Psychological Study of the Arts, professor
of English, and clinical associate professor
of psychiatry.

"He has a number of years of experience
in administration and as a dean at a
University of the size and composition of
this one," Ehiffey said of the appointment.
"He has the background and determination
to be a forceful advocate for the
humanities."

Duffey also praised the work of outgoing
dean Jeremiah M. Allen, who served as
dean since 1970. "The impressive quality of
the humanities and the fine arts is largely

due to Jeremiah Allen's efforts and we are
in his debt," Duffey told the Faculty
Senate.

"I think he (Schwartz) is hi^ly qualified

and should do a good job as dean," Allen

said. He said he has met Schwartz and
spoken with him about the appointment.
Allen commented on the challenges

Schwartz would face

"For the next few years, his biggest
challenge is going to be to try to deal with
inadequate resources," Allen said. He said

that while the number of faculty members
in the humanities and fine arts has decreas-

ed from 406 ten years ago to 360 now, the
number of programs under that jurisdic-

tion has doubled from 10 to 20.

"Our resources have been spread pretty

thin," Allen said, "but the programs
themselves are strong."

Allen said a recent study cited UMass as

having one of the top ten graduate pro-

grams in linguistics in the country. The
departments of English, French and
Italian, Germanic languages and
literatures, history, philosophy and
Spanish and Portuguese were also ranked
hig^y, Allen said.

Acting linguistics department head
Elisabeth 0. Selkirk met and interviewed

Schwartz while he visited the campus as a
candidate last semester.

"He has a lot of very good ideas about
new things to do to help generate a good at-

mosphere for faculty and learning," she
said.

She said she thinks he will be able to ob-

tain funds to increase the size of the facul-

ty.

"We need a strong advocate for the

faculty," she said. "I think he is aware of

that and can carry that out."Schwartz would face. ''"'*"' ^'" ^" '^'"'^ "»»^ ""''•

Schwartz looks toward Nomination papers out

added emphasis on arts Monday for S.G.A. posts

By JIM FINKLE
CollcKiui SUff

Incoming Dean of Humanities and Fine

Arts Murray M. Schwartz will make sure

his departments receive proper funding, he

said in a telephone interview last night.

Schwartz, 40, said the University must
recognize that while it increases programs
in the sciences,the humanities still remain

an integral part of any education.

"I will insist on the vital connection

between the humanities and these areas."

Schwartz said. "It's a question of how the

total education process will occur." Support

for the humanities is not necessarily an

either/or choice."
Schwartz, who begins work as dean this

summer, said he was attracted to UMass
because he feels it is one of the best schools

in the country.

"UMass/Amherst has the potential to be
one of the veryfew best public universities

in the country." Schwartz said.

To realize that potential, Schwartz said

he will try to improve the quality of the
faculty. "They (the faculty) are already

excellent, but there is a potential to making
it even better," he said.

He will place emphasis on undergraduate
education "I have a very strong interest in

undergraduate general education," he said.

He said he was impressed by the work of

the Faculty Senate's ad hoc committee on
General Education. "They are a step ahead
of most other public universities," Schwartz
said.

Schwartz said his excitement over the job

was shadowed by the fact that he does not

know who will serve as vice chancellor for

academic affairs and provost after Loren

Baritz steps down in June.

Schwartz, an honors graduate of the

University of Rochester with a doctorate

and masters degree in English from the

University of California at Berkeley, is

recognized for his work on psychoanalysis

and Shakespeare.

By MARK J. WELCH
CollctUn SUff

Nomination papers for the Student
Government Association (SGA) spring elec-

tion will be available beginning Monday for

the offices of SGA President, Campus
Center Board of Governors and the
Residential Committee, marking the start

of a month-long campaign.
Candidates who wish to appear on the

ballot must return the notarized papers by
3 p.m. Friday, Feb. 18. Candidates for the

office of SGA President will also receive

campaign funds from the SGA.
The SGA President also serves as a

voting member of the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees.
Although either one or two persons may
run for the office of president, only one
person may serve as Trustee.

Normally, candidates for the office of

SGA President are granted $250 for cam-
paign costs, such as posters and advertis-

ing. However, if more than six candidates

file nomination papers, a total pool of

$1,500 is divided evenly among the can-

didates, according to the SGA constitution.

Candidates may not use any other cam-
paign funds.

Elections will be held on March 7 and 8.

If no candidate receives one-third of the

total \ ote, a runoff election is held between
the two top vote-getters later in March.
The SGA President takes office on April 1.

Campus Center Board of Governors
members are elected at the same time, but

the Board is a separate governing agency,

overseeing the Campus Center/Student
Union complex and all related activities.

Representatives are elected from each
residential area and several positions

represent the entire campus.
The Residential Committee monitors ac-

tivities related to the dormitories, dealing

particularly with the Residence Hall Con-
tract each student must sign each year.

Two representatives are elected from
Southwest and one from each of the othtf
four residential areas.

Protest of Salvadoran aid takes unique twist
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

Collcfiaa CorrMpondcnt

It appeared that El Salvador National

Guard members temporarily seized control

yesterday of the Whitmore Administration

Building, the Blue Wall, the Campus
Center Coffee Shop and the Student

Union's CommonweaJth Room.
The Guard, actually members of the

Western Massachusetts Latin America
Solidarity Committee (WMLASC), and the

Northampton Committee on El Salvador,

marched across campus, seizing voluntary

prisoners along the way.

Dressed in military outfits and bran-

dishing wooden guns, the group stopped to

salute the Whitmore building before enter-

ing.

The presentation was in response to a re-

certification statement issued by President

Reagan on Jan. 21 which said that the

Salvadoran government had made signifi-

cant gains in human rights. This qualifies

the Salvadoran government for additional

U.S. military aid.

"We're not looking for applause," said a

member of the guerilla theater group, "we
just want to make people think."

"We're not trying to confront people,

just shake them up," Pete Bohmer, a

member of the group and a student of

economics at the University of

Massachusetts said.

After marching down the Whitmore

hsdlway, the Guard seized an El Salvadoran

peasant in the ^yhitmore Coffee 3bopv

Mock troops seize key positions

around campus, casualities small

CollcgiM photo b; Ton KadU

Guerrilla theatre players march towards Whitmore Administration

Building after taking other players prisoner from the Coffee Shop and

Student UnioD^ Building. I

The peasant, played by one of the group
members, screamed to be set free.

A military figure holding a sign identify-

ing him as "El Salvadoran National
Guard" demanded, "Where's your
loyalty?"

"Where's my husband?" the peasant
answered. "You dragged him off months
ago."

"Silence!" said one of the guards.

"There will be silence soon enough,"
another guard said.

The soldiers marched in place. Their

footsteps echoed throught the quiet au-

dience of coffee shop customers and
curious passers-by.

"My name is Maria Isabella Gonzales,"

said the peasant woman. "On Oct. 14, 1982

I was seized by the El Salvadoran National

Guard. Thousands have been taken over

the past three years," she added.

This violence is paid for by you, with your
tax dollars. Stop the aid to El Salvador,"

she said.

The peasant and a woman who tried to

protest her seizure were dragged away by
the actors.

Both of the groups involved in

yesterday's presentations on campus were
also involved in a sit-in at the U.S. Army
recruiting office in Northampton Jan. 25,
where 18 protesters were arrested, and a
protest at the office of U.S. Rep. Silvio 0.
Conte. R-Ma.si?,.

''^m\
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Director sought to head
UMass office devoted to

institutional research
By JIM FINKLE

Collegian Suff

Creation of the new Office of Institutional

Research at the University of

Massachusetts is a necessary step the

University must take to become one of the

nation's top universities, according to an

administration official.

UMass is currently searching for a

director of the office of Institutional

Research. The office will be responsible for

compiling and correllating data pertaining

to all of the University's activities, ac-

•«••••«I ••••• •••^•» •_•••• •
».•-•-•-••.•-<•-•-v.w.s:.s!.v.:

Based upon the recom-

mendations of the task

force, Duffey initiated

plans to establish the

UMass office of institu-

tional research by

requesting that engineering

professor Richard J. Giglio

organize a search commit-

tee tofind a directorfor the

office.

>:•:•>:•:•:•:•:•:•:• •••-•.•.•.•••.•.•

cording to Bryan Harvey, an assistant to

the chancellor.

"It is something you must have to move
an institution forward," Harvey said. "It's a

prerequisite."

Duffey began to set up the office on the

recommendation of a task force he

established on institutional research. The
task force was established by Duffey to look

at the current configuration of institutional

research at UMass as performed by the

Office of Planning and Budget. It was
requested to look for efficient ways to

coordinate this research, according to

Assistant Chancellor Deirdre A. Ling.

The task force recommended that Duffey

remove the institutional research functions

from the Office of Planning and Budget

because the budget "overshadows" the

office's ability to perform other duties,

Harvey said. "They have difficulty con-

centrating on other things," he said. Based

upon the recommendations of the task

force, Duffey initiated plans to establish the

UMass Office of Institutional Research by
requesting that engineering Professor

Richard J. Giglio organize a search com-

mittee to find a director for the office. That
director will report directly to Assistant

Chancellor Ling.

The office will produce reports the

University needs for its own use as well as

various compliance reports and applications

to government agencies, Harvey said.

"When you have a staff in the business of

interpreting and researching data they will

know of all similar research on campus,"
Harvey said. In the past, departments have

been unaware of internal research con-

ducted on campus, he said. Without a

central office coordinating research, it is

possible that two departments may spend

time obtaining data that may have already

been collected, correllated and interpreted.

Harvey said the office will enable the

University administration to make better

management decisions because they will

have the best possible data from which to

make those decisions.

The University is advertismg the position

through the Sunday New York Times, the

Chronicle of Higher Education, the

placement service of the Association of

Institutional Research and has mailed the

advertisement to predominantly black

colleges around the country, Harvey said.

The job's salary range is between $30,000

and $43,000.

13.95

Hooded Windbreakers
Maroon

or

White

14 zippered front

draw strings for hood

made of water resistant nylon

sizes S-M-L-XL Large assortment of other

Wind Breakers available

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

Located In the Campus Center
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STORE
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Photo by Janes Williuna

An unidentified member of the University of Massachusetts marching
band wears a basketball during the Minutemen's game against Penn
State Wednesday night at the Cage. ^

Indian philosophy course offered
"Indian Philosophy: Experience oi

Meditation and Tantric Practices and an

Analysis of the Theory Supporting These
Techniques" a 3 credit Continuing

Education course in Philosophy will be
joffered on Monday nights beginning Feb. 7.

' Classes will be from 7 to 10 p.m. For more
'information contact the Continuing
.Education Program.

Award checks released next week
The Bursar's office hours for check

distribution are 9 a.m. -3:30 pm.. and a

current University of Massachusetts I.D. is

required. Distribution is not limited to

these two days and checks will be available

after Feb. 10.

Financial Aid award checks will be

available at the Bursar's office in the

Whitmore Administation Building on the

following schedule: Feb. 9. M-Z; and on

Feb. 10. A-L.

Collexiaii photo by Dmve Dcub«r

The recent warm weather has melted all but the largest piles of snow. This one, near the Student
Union Building, revealed lost signs as it melted.

Students uninjured in auto mishap

Boltwood project seeks volunteers
The Boltwood project, a volunteer

program that operates as a collaborative

project between the five-college area and

the Belchertown State School is inviting

students to participate in a host of projects.

The program offers a variety of programs

designed for the rehabilitation and

recreation of the mentally retarded in

Western Massachusetts.

There will be information meetings

Monday, Feb. 14; Thursday, Feb. 17 and
Wednesday, Feb, 23 at 7 p.m. in room 804

of the Campus Center.

Two University of Massachusetts students escaped in-

jury early yesterday morning when an automobile driven

by Lori A. Dandini, a resident of Leominster, reportedly

backed into them in a downtown Amherst parking lot,

Amherst police said.

Charles Lonardo, 22, and Lisa Mielli, 21, exited Poor

Richard's nightclub at 1:20 a.m. yesterday and were retur-

vice staton when the mishap occurred.

Lonardo and Mielli were treated at the UMass infirmary

where Lonardo received stitches in his arm and was then

released, police said.

Dandini was later found by police driving her car on

North Pleasant St. She told police she was uncertain

whether she hit the pedestrians, police said. No citations

ning to their car which was parked across Route 9 at a ser- have been issued. The matter is still under investigation.

UMass police apprehend trespasser
At 10:42 p.m. Wednesday, police charged a man, no

known address, with trespassing in the Fine Arts

Building. Responding to a call from the theatre depart-

ment, police said the man caused a disturbance.

SGA bookstore
project dumped

By TAMI BORTON
Collcciui SUfT

A plan devised by the Student Government Association

(SGA) at the University of Massachusetts to offer

economics textbooks at reduced prices did not materialize

because of communication problems, said SGA president

Jim Murphy.
Another hindrance to implementation of the plan is that

Kenny Abert, assistant to Murphy who was working on
the plan did not return to school this semester.

The operation would have run on a non-profit basis as an

alternative to the Textbook Annex, according to Murphy.
The Reading Remedy Bookstore in Amherst was ap-

proached by Abert and asked to supply the textbooks.

"The decision not to do it was more of a logistical con-

cern than anything else," Murphy said. "The people from
the Reading Remedy didn't want to do it gratis."

However, Eleanor Levine, owner of the Reading
Remedy, said she was never asked to distribute books, on-

ly order them. "It was my understanding they (the SGA)
were to supply the labor," she said.

Discount Books, a company from Darien, Ct. which sells

textbooks on campus, was also approached by the SGA
and had planned to supply the texts, Scott Kellogg, pro-

prietor, said.

"We were more than willing — the increased volume
allows us to purchase books from our publishers at lower
prices," Kellogg said.

"The SGA never got any response from the economics
department," Ron Keefe, chairman of the Board of Gover-

nors said. "The project didn't come together this semester
because of this, but it may in the future."

The SGA sentiment is that the Annex prices are too

high, according to Murphy.
"I'm behind Discount Books," he said. "Anything to

undercut the Textbook Annex is okay by me."
Annex profits, which amount to $150,000 annually,

return to the Campus Center, Win Cummings, manager of

the University Store said.

"Any Campus Center profits help keep student fees

down," he said.

"What is happening is the profits from the Annex are

being used to subsidize losing operations in the Campus
Center when the emphasis should be in correcting these

losses," Keefe said. "Then we wouldn't need the surplus

and the Annex could reduce their prices."

Keefe supports the SGA plan.

"It needs work, but a student run bookstore is a good
idea," he said.
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SPRING BREAK
ESCAPE

Springfield to Ft. Lauderdale

$125.00 round trip

on Amtrack

$25.00 deposit due by Feb. 8

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003

545-0500
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Frankies Famous "Frankie"
You're in for a treat when you order one

of Frankies Famous "Frankies". Made
with choice meats and special flavorings,

each is grilled and wrapped in a toasted

bun. Great!

Frankies Famous "Frankie" 99

Frankie Platter (w/F.F. & cole slaw. . 1.90

^^fe^^ Mk FREE TOPPINGS: Ketchup, Mustard,

^^^^^ ^m ^ Sauerkraut, Onions in Tomato Sauce,

^^K^^ ^^ ^ K W ^^^ ^^^ Hot Relish, Sweet Pickle Relish, Onions.

^^t^i^Smm^t^M^r EXTRAS
^H ^m ^^^H^V ^1^^^^ ^M,^^^^ ^^^^ Make your even more special

^B ^A ^^^B^^^^^P^^^^^^^B^^^^ Portuguese with Mushrooms &
Onions
Irish Frankie with Bacon
Italian Frankie with Peppers & Onions

Swiss Frankie with Cheese

Nacho Frankie with Hot Cheddar Cheese

FROM THE GRILL
% lb. Hamburger 1 .25

W/Cheese 1.40

W/Bacon
W/Bacon & Cheese
% lb. Hamburger 1 .99

W/Cheese 2.25

MAKE IT A PLATTER! ADD
(Includes French Fries & Cole Slaw)

Vea! Patties 1-75

On Hard Roll, w/prov. cheese & tomato sauce)

Sausage Burger 1-55

on hard roll, w/cheese, pep & on or mush & on

B.L.T 1.25

On toasted roll w/mayonaise

Chicken Burger 1 .45

On toasted roll w/ lettuce & mayonaise

Steak Sandwich 2.25

On hard roll w/cheese, pep & on or mush b on

Vea! Parmigiana

ROLLS
iff Clam Roll 2.45

Clam Strip Roll 1.95

Scallop Roll 2.45

Shrimp Roll 2.45

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Free Delivery

($10.00 min)

($1.00 charge iff less)

256-0858
weekdays 5-1 am

Thu - Sat 5 - 2

"Alternative te Pizza'

Lobster Roll 3.96

Tuna Fish 1.59

Fish Roll 1.39

FRESH SEAFOOD
Fried Whole Clam 4.25

Fried Clam Strips 2.99

Scallops 4.25

Fantail Shrimp 4.15

Fish Filet Platter 3.49

Clam Strip Platter 3.89

Whole Clam Platter 4.99

Shrimp Platter 4.99

Scallop Platter 4.99

Combo Platter 6.95

Fish, scallops, shrimp Er whole clams

Platters are served with fries, cole slaw,

bread, your choice or lemon, tartar or

cocktail sauce.

ETCETERES
Fried Mushrooms 1-45

Fried Zucchini "• -45

Fried Cauliflower 1-45

Onion Rings 89

French Fries 65

Frankies Famous Chili (all meat no beans)! .35

Frankies Famous Taco 95

Homestyle Soup (Bowl) 85-55

HOT ITALIAN
GIANT GRINDERS

SERVED HOT: with tomato sauce, pep-

pers and onions, prov. cheese or SERVED
COLD: with lettice, tomato, mayo &
prov. cheese.

Capicola • Ham • Genoa Salami • Meat-

ball • Sausage • Eggplant • Pastrami •

Tuna

Mini 1,69 Large 2.59

CHILD'S MENU
Hamburger
Frankie or Hamburger with F.F

Drinks Small Med Lrg

Coke/Orange/Root 456070
Beer/Tab/Iced Tea/

Lemonade/ Dr Pepper

Milk, Choc. Milk .45

Hot Choc, Tea .35 .45

Coffee .35 .45
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Dukakis pushes

rent assistance
BOSTON — The Dukakis administration

took emergency action yesterday to more
than double the amount of rent arrearages
that can be advanced for welfare recipients
— up to $1,245 annually.

The plan was outlined at an informational

meeting of the Legislature's Committee on
Human Services and the Elderly.

Ranking appointees of Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis said the priorities for the ad-

ministration include care for the homeless,
curbing child abuse and controlling

escalating hospital costs.

Philip W. Johnston, director of human
services and until last month a member of

the legislative committee, revealed the new
emergency assistance; regulations.

Johnston said several thousand families

will be aided by the extra rent assistance,

although no total dollar estimate was
available. The current budget for

emergency assistance is $3 million, officials

said.

Richard Dolan of the Deparment of

Public Welfare said later that the funds
apply to the Aid to F^amilies with Depen-
dent Children program. He said previous
regulations allowed rental assistance in

certain situations up to $500.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Drinking age no

deterrent to teens
BOSTON — Massachusetts teen-agers

appeared to be drinking as much as ever
despite the state's raised drinking age of 20,

according to a Boston University survey
comparing them to their New York state

counterparts who still can imbibe legally at

18.

However, some highway deaths
associated with drinking were down over
the first two years of the raised age,

judging by a decline in the number of 18-

and 19-year-old Massachusetts drivers

involved in fatal, single-car, nighttime
crashes, reports the survey in the February
issue of the American Journal of Public

Health.

But the decline was partly made up by an
unexplained increase of 16-and 17-year-old

drivers involved in thesame category of

fatal crashes, according to the study by the

School of Public Health at Boston
University School of Medicine.

A train derailed in Charlestown,

goods from Newport, Vermont to

reported.

AP Laacrphoto

New Hampshire, as it carried paper
Springfield, Mass. No injuries were

Massachusetts teen-agers were com-

pared with New Yorkers to see if any

change in drinking habits could be directly

attributed to the raised age, said Dr. Ralph

W. Hingson, the study's project director.

"No significant changes were ob-

served...relative to New York in the

proportion of surveyed teen-agers who
reported that they drank, or in the volume

of their consumption," the survey con-

cluded.

Students sit-in to

save teacher's job
HARTFORD, Conn. — About 40

students held a two-hour sit-in yesterday in

the office of Trinity College vice president

Thomas Smith to protest what they say is

an attempt to fire a black, female history

professor.

The students, members of the Trinity

Coalition of Blacks, ended their sit-in when
they were allowed to speak with the

chairman of the history department,

Theodore Sloan.

Coalition president Russell Hall said the

professor. Dr. Johnetta Richards, is an

asset to the small, private college where
she has taught for four years. Trinity has

1,885 students and 135 faculty members.
"Dr. Richards offers a unique way of

looking at the content of her courses," Hall

said. "We believe that, traditionally,

history has given us a partial or distorted

view of the contributions of Africans in both
American and world history.

"Dr. Richards' mode of instruction sheds

a positive light on the significance of

Africans in history," Hall said.

The group also said that there is just one
black teaching at Trinity this semester.
There are four black professors, but three,

including Ms. Richards, are on sabbatical

leave. Minortiy students comprise 6 1/2
percent of the student body.

More testimony

in widow's
NORTHAMPTON. Mass. - Further

medical testimony was presented yesterday
in a young Ware widow's $1 million lawsuit
against the town.

Debbie Irwin, 23, claims in the Hamp-
shire SupericH* Court suit that Ware police

should have detained Donald Fuller. 19, of

Monson when they stopped him driving
away from a local nightcub at 2 a.m. on May
14, 1978. A few minutes later. Fuller's car
careened off a telephone pole and collided

with the Irwin's car.

Mrs. Irwin's husband. Mark. 19. her
daugher. Misty Jane. 18 months and Fuller
were killed in the crash.

The town maintains that the two officers

stopped Fuller because he was driving too
fast and released him with a warning,
because he didn't appear intoxicated.

Yesterday. Dr. Abraham Traub, a plastic

surgeon from Longmeadow, described the
skull fracture and extensive scalp wounds
Mrs. Irwin's son, Steven, then 3, suffered
in the crash. The boy, who was hospitalized

8 days, has 16 inches of permanent scars on
his scalp. Traub said.

Boston 18 wheeler

hit by gunfire
BOSTON — Two shots believed fired

from a pickup truck struck a tractor-trailer

rig driving west in Natick on the

Massachusetts Turnpike in at least the

second violent incident in the state linked to

the independent truckers strike, the State

Police said.

"There were no injuries," State Police

Dispatcher Paul McNealey said. "There
were two shots, one hit the trailer and
another the cab."

He said the shots came from a pickup

truck on the turnpike, about 22 miles west
of Boston.

"The driver continued on until he came to

a service area and then he pulled over and
called the police," said McNealey.
The shots were fired about 7:15 p.m., he

said. Investigators were seeking more
details.

Valentine'sDayCants
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In the Campus Center

Open Mon, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

^nmVERSITY
dSTORE

We have in stock the

books that you will

need for many of your

classes.

Our prices are the

lowest!

We will save you

money.

Call 546-7710 before

you buy elsewhere!!!

There will be full

refunds up to the end

of the add/drop period
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Homeless find shelter above popular nightspot
By NEIL FOOHEY
Collerian Correspondent

A woman who was sleeping in the
doorway of A.J. Hastings stationery store
on South Pleasant St. because she had no
home typified the need for an emergency
shelter in Amherst in late 1981.

"She was pregnant and her baby Was born
deaf and blind. That shook me and made
me determined that we needed a place like

Prospect House as soon as possible," said

Kathey Bennet, the original chairperson of

Amherst Emergency Shelter Inc.

Prospect House,located in a wing of the

Village Inn, home of the Drake, is a tem-

porary overnight shelter for homeless
individuals and families.

Between Api-il and December of 1981
there were 970 homeless people in Ham
pshire County and over 200 of these listed
their last address in Amherst, according to
Deborah Friedman, the only paid staff
person at Prospect House.
Prospect House was started by Amherst
Emergency Shelter Inc. after they solicited

$10,000 from the Amherst Town Meeting,
$1000 from Hampshire County United Way
and donations from area churches, service
clubs and businesses.
"A bare bones annual budget of $32,000
was assesed to cover the cost of rent, a

rolleipan photo by Mirhael Murgoli*

Prospect House volunteer Jane Fleishman stands in the house's kit-

chen in front of canned food which is purchased for 10 cents a pound
from a food warehouse in Hadley.

coordinator and operating expenses. When
a little over half of that was raised, we hired

Deborah Friedman," Bennet said.

Friedman is responsible for recruiting and
supervising volunteers and interns, han
dling administrative duties, and working as

an advocate with shelter residents.

"The residents have to solve their own
problems," Friedman said, "but we can
help them to use resources available to

them."

Prospect House holds training sessions

for volunteers. The training sessions

include an orientation to shelter policies and
regulations and training in assertiveness,

listening, first aid, and discussion of "the

myths and realities about poverty and
homelessness."

Probably the worst myth about the

homeless is that they are predominately
alcoholics. This just isn't true, "Bennet
said.

The shelter is located in the Village Inn, a

bar which Bennet concedes has had a bad
reputation in the past. Bennet attributed

the choice or location to expediency because

the wing of the Village Inn was already

properly zoned, required no substantial

renovations and was affordable.

The shelter may be more acceptable to the

community since the Drake is already

associated with transients, Friedman said.

However she said that there is very little

negative reaction or misunderstanding in

the community about the shelter or it s

proximity to the bar.

Included in Prospect House policy is an
admission process designed to screen

prospective residents for compatibility with

shelter regulations. These regulations

prohibit drugs and alcohol on the premises.
Residents found under the influence of

drugs or alcohol will be asked to leave,

according to the regulations.

"If someone comes looking for help but

appears to have a drug, alcohol or serious

psychological problem, rather than admit
them to the shelter, we'll call one of the

area social service agencies or hospitals and
try to get them help for their specific

- problem" said Joe Belec, a volunteer at

Prospect House.
Belec said he remembers the two

"horrible" years he spent on the streets in

the early '70's. Regardless of the alcohol

myth, the biggest problem in the shelter is

the anxiety which comes over residents

when the 14-day maximum stay expires and
they have found no solution to their

homelessness.

"Debbie can and will grant extensions
when warranted," Belec said. "But those

run out too and then they're faced with
having to leave but having no place to go."

Twenty-three p>ercent of those who stayed
at the shelter are considered to have found

a home and another 26 percent have found a

temporary place, Friedman said.

Approximately 16 percent of former
Prospect House residents faced the

dilemma Belec described and were forced to

go "back to the streets." Another 15

percent are categorized as having left the

area and 20 percent as unknown.
A big disappointment for everyone in-

volved with Prospect House seems to be

that they just cannot help everyone find a

home, Friedman said.

Friedman, Belec and Bennet all bsted the

shelter's meager budget as a major ob-

stacle. Particularly affected are families

with children. Although homeless families

were an original priority of the shelter,

according to Bennet, Prospect House
records show a trend of more use by in-

dividuals. However, the shelter's ad-

mittance policy gives preference to

families.

Constraints of the cramped and public

site of the shelter and the solitary paid staff

person make a 24-hour shelter impossible,

although it is apparent that this would be

better for families with children, Friedman
said.
Neither Friedmen, Belec, nor Bennet

believe that a bigger budget for the shelter

will solve the area growing homelessness
problem. Friedman and Belec blame
Reagan administration policies and budget
cuts for the worsening homelessness
problem.

High area rents and the mandatory first

and last months rent and security deposit

are major factors in the area's homelessness
problem, Bennet said.

"I think somehow the area's landlords

have to develop some sort of morality ."she
' said.
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DETROIT RED WINGS $3.25 VEGETABLE DIPPERS . $1 .95
A pile of spicy, saucy chicken wings

served with crisp vegetable sticks

and house dressing

POTATO DIPPERS . . $2.50
A batch of deep-fried potato skins

with the dip of your choice bacon &
sour cream chili, or guacomoie

BUFFALO CHIPS . . . $2.95
A plateful of deep-fried potato skins

smothered with spicy sauce and
melted Cheddar cheese

GARLIC PIZZA $2.45
Slices of crusty pizza dough, spread

with butter, garlic and onion, topped
oft with mozzarelia and broiled

An assortment of mushrooms, cherry

tomatoes, cucumber slices, carrot

sticks, celery sticks, and green pep-

per with plenty of house dressing for

dipping

CHICKEN STRIPS .. . $2.75
Breaded and deep-fried strips of

natural chicken, served hot with

Suzies sauce for dipping

CHEESE AND
CRACKERS . $1.25
A pot of our own outrageous herbed

cheese served with crackers for dipp-

ing

PATE & CRACKERS $1.75
A pot of our homemade chicken liver

pate, served with crackers

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE Poute 9 Hodiev 586 1978

Say It in the Collegian!

VALENTINE CLASSIFIEDS
3 LINES

(approximately 30 words)

JUST $2.00

MORE TO SA Y?

7^ a line

Come to the Collegian table

at the Campus Center

Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday

to place your message

in Monday's
Special Valentine Edition

Deadline: Wed., Feb. 9, 3:30 p. m\
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DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits and controlling

them. Down with

diets! Call UPlS
549-2671 ext 174 Starts

March 2 & 3

I

J^riday, February 4, 1983
Friday, February 4, 1983

aNEMA
Fri & Sat

4 Seasons 7 pm
Seduction of Joe Tynan

9 pm
Sun Tues

The Lady Vanishes 7:15

The 39 Steps 9 pm

Downtown A-nherst

2S3 5426

t

t

LOST:

200 UMASS

LIVERS
(Last seen at

Sugarbush Valley Vermont

Jan 23 - 28)

If Found Please Contact:

UMASS SKI CLUB
545-3437

3nn]=&:3»}=»=3l
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14th ANNUAL

College Spring Break in

DAYTONA BEACH
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Undergraduate History Majors

I Find out what you can do with your future.

Come to the Department of History Career

Day Wednesday, February 9, 1983. You

can talk with alumni who were history ma-

jors themselves about their work and pro-

fessional experiences. There will be a

general "mixer" session in the sixth floor

lounge of Herter Hall 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. A
more formal evening session with a panel

of six distinguished alumni will be held at 8

p.m. in room 917 of the Campus Center.

Come socialize with them and ask them

questions. Do something about your future

on February 9, 1983.

3 EASY STEPS TO UINDING A
SUMMER JOB - 198S

Several mHHon studente. teachers/professors and seasonal workers will

fidod the summer Job market May through June; some will land a Job

without much effort; others will work desperately but always come up

empty, while there is no scientific approach to landina a summer Job, there

are basics that can give the Job seeker acompetitive ad-zmtage.

S EASY STWK TO LANDING A SUMMER JOB Is a comp:8:e guide which tells

where the Jobs are and how to land them, it provides names and address of

thousands of employers who usually have summer Jobs, it provides

information about summer Jobs with the Federal Government and

Temporary Help Services; and state and private employment services The

guide also provides Information on traditional and non-traditional

summer Jobs; summer Jobs abroad and summer self-employment.

For quicker referencing, much of the Information Is listed state-by-

state.

The guide is easy to follow and understand and It provides a

comprehensive view of the summer employment process. There are

sections on preparing the resume, writing the coyer letter, and

Interviewing and testing. There Is very valuable Information every Job

seeker should know before looking for a summer Job.

a EASY STEPS TO LANDING A SUMMER JOB Is Offered for only $6.00 ($5.25

0lus J5C for postage and handling), but it could save you hundreds of

dollafll, and time spent unnecessarily In attempts to land a Job.

For your copy, complete the attached order form and return it , along

tfth^our remittance, to:

V TIPS

1 water street

Haverhill, Mass. 01830

ORDER FORM

Please send me
JOB -198S at S6.00. Enclosed is $

order cash

copydes) of s easy steps to landing a summer
check money

Name __

Address

city .State. -Zip.

ALLOW TWO WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

®,

HAPPY HOUR
4 to 6/10 to midnight

February Special

Beck's Light
Bottles
2 for 1

2 for 1 Drafts

and Rail Drinks

Great Lunches & Dinners

Positive ID a must

.57 N. Pleasant 253-5141J

in
experience
tpyour
degree.

HT^W^IP'
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The world can be bi^ and bad for

some. For others it looks much easier.

Survival means diffei-ent thing:s to

different people. Is it luck or preparation?
Preparation seems to be the key.

Consider the leadership training and
management skills you can develop in

Army ROTC. The edge. That margin of

difference that can put you ahead in the

big, bad world of tough job competition.
You may be a sophomore. Or have

just two years remaining in school. It's not
too late to add Army ROTC. And add
experience to your degree. rontact*

James Mahoney
545-2321

ArmyROTC
Learn what it takes to lead*

* * 1 - i- ill*
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An Administration in trouble?
Sandwiched around an interesting if not predictable

State of the Union Address were two flagrant exam-

plesof an administration in trouble. Both examples

were perpetrated by the "Great Communicator" himself,

President Ronald Reagan.

The first occurred ten days before the address. Reagan

called a press conference to announce that his administra-

tion was not, in fact, "in disarray." These labels surfaced

after his abrupt firing of E^ugene Rostowskis chief arms

negotiator. He then went on to propose an arms negotia-

tion treaty with the Soviet Union to prove his administra-

tion's good intentions for peace on earth. All this was ob-

viously timed to be overshadowed by what was upcoming

in the hope that people would forget what had just

transpired and focus on the glitter and the glory of the

President's midterm oral report.

Rich Nangle
His address was full of the usual Reagan rhetoric

designed to focus on the personality rather than the

issues. Since this has always been Reagan's strength, he

gave the usual pep-talk.

"The problems we inherited were more than those in-

side or outside of government expected."

"Thanks to the courage and strength of our people

America is on the mend."
And, "Americans can still pull together for the common

good."
We were subjected to yet another boost for tax credits

for private schools and school prayer with Ronnie telling

us that God should never have been expelled from

America's classrooms. And in a time when world hunger is

a major problem, he called to farmers to reduce their crop

outputs in order to receive government awards.

Just when it appeared that the President was not going

to touch the unemployment issue, he unveiled a plan for in-

creasing the amount of summer jobs that could be obtain-

ed. That plan, of course, is for a sub-minimum wage for

teenagers.

Through all the uneventfulness of the speech, Reagan

may well have succeeded in getting people to forget some

of his problems by introducing new "solutions." Why, peo-

.ple may have even forgotten his gem of a few weeks ago

when he reminded some reporters that for every one per-

son who is unemployed, there are nine others who are

working. Still, all might have been well and good if Reagan

had chosen this year to be the one when he would refrain

Letters

Comic criticism very unfunny

To the Editor:

Ring in the new semester! It has officially begun. No

semester would truly be official without letters complain-

ing about the various and sundry comic strips printed in

the DaUy Collegian.

We agree with Mr. Slarsky's contention that UMass is a

viable institution of higher learning. We even agree that

many of the strips are idiotic. This is obvious. But it is

disheartening and most annoying to turn to the Op/Ed

page day after day, semester after semester, hoping for

some thoughtful opinions on meaningful issues only to find

column upon column of insipid letters from every possible

individual and organization complaining about the comics.

It's overplayed. Give it a rest.

Robert W. Goss, Jr.

Jane A. Gould

^ ^^^^ ^^^^-o-^*.^^^*.—-o-KJiflUieAinbiiider'^ *"*"*'""" ""' Amherst

from putting his foot in his mouth. He didn't. For the day

after the State of the Union Address he made his ill-fated

trip to Boston.

The whole point of the trip was to emphasize Wliite

House supiwrt for the high-tech industry, it was meant to

be an uneventful day of touring computer plants in Rox-

bury and Bedford. It wasn't.

The President broke up the monotony initially by mak-

ing a trip to the Eire Pub in Dorchester, a "men's bar."

Then after putting a beer under his belt and shuttling off

to Bedford he once again gave himself athlete's mouth.

"I'll probably kick myself for saying this," he said, "but
when are we all going to have the courage to point out that

in our tax structure with the corporate tax, it's very hard
to justify its existence."

And there it was for all the networks to report and all

the people to see and hear with their own ears, the true

feelings of Ronald Wilson Reagan. The painful truth that

the President simply cares less about the poor than he

does the rich was once again evident. The Boston Phoenix

summed things up the best.

"All of Ronald Reagan's worst political traits -

carelessness, self-indulgence, and impulsive speech — had

combined to do him in. He communicated, all right, but the

message he gave was that he is indeed out of control."

His aides naturally downplayed the remark, but that on-

ly served to further the belief among some people that

Reagan is not running the show, that he does not make

most of the decisions in Washington.

Whatever the problem, Reagan is making it difficult for

his own or any Republican's presidential victory in 1984.

By then we will not be better off than we were four years

previous, and besides,' Jimmy Carter didn't say nearly as

many dumb things as Reagan has.

Rich Nangle is a Collegian columnist.
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Amherst today,

gone tomorrow
Last Sunday, while watching re-runs of Batman on

Channel 38, I got a sudden urge to be kind to my
housemates and decided to make a quick trip

downtown for Pepsi and donuts.

At first it seemed to be a normal trip, down East Hadley
Road to Route 116, and up 116 to town, but as I crossed

over the hill by Amherst College, I realized this was no

normal trip.

The lines were back.

Downtown Amherst was crowded with cars, big Ford
station wagons piled full with clothes and bundles, pick-up

trucks with their beds crammed with furniture, and the oc-

casional Datsun or Toyota trying to zip through the crowd
and beat the light.

Scott Hersey
After spending what seemed to be a blissfully quiet six

weeks in a town that barely resembled the Amherst I had

been used to, I had totally forgotten about the mass confu-

sion that school brings to Amherst.

During a vacation, Amherst undergoes a transformation

that Dr. Frankenstein would envy.

The town changes from a crowded, vibrant place, alive

with students and the energy they bring, to a small New
England town, quiet and unassuming.

Did you know that during a vacation it's possible to

drive from Amherst College to the UMass Cafnpus in less

than 15 minutes, and you don't have to jockeyfor position

like the beginning of the Indy 500?

Did you know that ifyou have to go to campus it 's actual-

ly possible to get a parking space at the Horseshoe in front

of Whitmore or any of the other UMass lots?

Against my better judgement, I decided to forge ahead

and attempt to get to my bank downtown so 1 could get

some money out of the machine.

It was hopeless. I was competing against very determin-

ed fathers and mothers, who obviously had their minds set

on getting their children to school and nobody, but

nobody, was going k) stop them.

Wild eyed, and clutching the steering wheel till my
fingers turned white, I eventually made my way back

home alive, and decided that I wouldn't leave my house for

the rest of the day.

I was convinced that next night, however, to go out and

join some friends at the Drake. Now over vacation I had

spent quite a bit of time patronizing Amherst's various

bars and I foolishly expected that they would be the same

as they were earlier that week and the week before that.

I was wrong.

Did you know that during a va/;ation it is possible to go

to the Drake or the Pub on a Thursday or Friday night and

there are no lines for the bar or the bathroom?

And did you know that it is possible to get the barteTiders

attention without waving aflag, lighting aflare or pushing

your way through the crowd to get to the front of the line?

The Drake was mobbed. Everyone seemed to have the

same idea, go downtown, grab a beer and say hello to

everyone they hadn't seen in six weeks.

It was getting to be too much for me to handle — to go

from peace and tranquility to chaos in only a few short

hours. I had to get away from it all.

As I hurriedly left the Drake, a thought came to mind. I

would head for the mall and the relative peace of it's video

arcade.

It would be perfect. I could get out all my frustrations on

the Tempest machine and get away from the relative con-

fusion of downtown Amherst.

The only problem was that the arcade was mobbed too.

Seemingly every regular video nut had gone without a fuc

for the whole vacation, and had to head for the mall to

waste a few quick quarters.

Did you know thai its possible to play a video game or a

game of pool without having to deal urith lines of people

three deep waiting to play the game and a pile of quarters

already on the machine?

Did ycm know that it is actually possible to walk through

the Campus Center without the broken field running abili-

ty of O.J. Simpson?
Well now I think I know why most longtime Amherst

residents seem to hate us. We come in and disrupt the

quiet and peaceful character of their town and take it over

10 months per year.

So don't get me wrong. I really want to wish everyone a

hearty "Welcome back" and hope they have a great spr-

Associate Editors

Ray Beauchemin, Eileen Galligan, Scott Hersey,

Michelle Murray, Bill Wall, Associate Managing Editors;

Laura Shanahan, Associate Production Manager; Mary Beth

Hebert, Josh Meyer, Associate Executive Editor; Mary
Baldwin, Associate Women's Editor; Lisa Mosley, Associate

Arts Editor; Jim Powers, Associate Photo Editor.

ing

Just keep it down to a dull roar please.

OP/ED Staff Meeting

Mon., Feb. 7 — 7:00 p.m. — Campus
Center Room 113. Mandatory for all

columnists, new recruits invited! Bring

ideas, thoughts, inspirations, etc.

All are Welcome!!
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Pass the pigeon head
LIVE EVIL (Warner Bros.)

Black Sabbath
By DAVE CHEVAN

ColleKian Staff

Ozzy. Ozzy. Uzzy! Where are you when

we need you most? Sure, Ronnie James Dio

has a heavy metal voice, but Oz, we both

know that you are the throat of Black

Sabbath. Have you heard what your old

buddies are up to lately? Well, all I can say

is they've released some pretty mediocre

material since you left. First there was

Heaven and Hell, then Mob Rules. Now
they've raided the cellars for a live album

that would embarass even the biggest

Sabbath fans.

First of all Oz. most of the material on the

album is from the early days; "War Pies,

"Paranoid ". and "Iron Man". Guess what?

Ronnie James cannot do it. Sure he knows

the words, but the inflections are all wrong.

Besides, Tony lommi must have been

drunk. His solos are all out in left field. It's

too bad; do you remember the good old

days, Oz? God, lommi was awesome!
Between you and me. AC/DC is just a sham
of you guys on an off night.

The new stuff (since you left) sounds

better, but only because the band knows

how to sing and play their instruments. If

you ask me Oz, I think anyone who wants a

Sabbath album should go for the old

greatest hits disc. We Sold Our Souls For

Rock And Roll. For the meantime, I'm

going to bite off the nearest pigeon's head,

and listen to your latest LP.

No, J Ceils isn't returning, but once

again many students camped out in the

Student Union building awaiting morning

ticket sales. This time, however, the people

who spent the night lined up outside Union

Records Unlimited wanted to insure that

they got seats to Phil Collins, who will be

appearing at the Fine Arts Center on

Thursday, February 17. Collins, who is an

ex member of Genesis, will be backed by

his band The Fabulous Jacuzzis & One Neat

Guy. The show has not sold out. and Union

Records will resume selling tickets at 10

a.m. today. Tickets cost 11.50. 10.50,

(UMass students), and 12.50. 11.50 (general

public). There is a limit of two tickets per

person.

To celebrate Eubie

Blake's 100th birth-

day this month,
pianist Nigel Coxe

(right) will present

a program of
Blake's works. The

free concert will

take place at Bezan-

son Recital Hall on

February 12, at 8:00

p.m.
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Trailers
Welcome back, film buffs. It should be a

good, if not slow, semester for movies.

Post-Christmas is always slow for new
releases; the major studios usually stick

their big pictures into the profitable

summer and Christmas seasons and save

the smaller and more specialized films for

around this time.

Opening today natiowide is Without a

Trace for which Twentieth Century-Fox,

God bless them, sent us eighty peisses for.

Unfortunately, the passes were for the

University Theatre in Amherst, New York.

But it's the thought that counts. The film

:X!iftWSXWX-X' '.•.•.•.•.•."

by Andy

Oordon

stars Kate Nelligan as a Columbia

University professor whose six-year-old

son disappears on the way to school one

day. Nelligan, who starred in last year's

Eye of the Needle, is aided in her plight by

detective Judd Hirsch. Producer Stanley

Jaffe (Kramer vs. Kramer, Taps), makes
his directorial debut.

Also new from Twentieth Century is The
Man from Snowy Mountain, which is "the.

heroic tale of a mountain boy's passage into

manhood." Tom Burlinson won the title role

over 2,000 others and Sigrid Thornton is

the girl he develops a relationship with.

Kate Nelligan stars as the mother of a six-year-old boy (Danny Cor-

kill) who suddenly disappears in Without A Trace.

Sophie a good Choice

Streeps finest performance yet
SOPHIE'S CHOICE
Written and directed by

Alan J. Pakula

By ANDREA MILLSTEIN
Collesian Staff

Alan J. Pakula's film version of William

Styron's acclaimed novel Sophie's Chxnce is

the kind of movie which pieces guilt, deceit,

love, friendship, and courage into one com-

plex and enthralling puzzle.

Two auto-biographical stories are actual-

ly woven into one dynamic saga. Stingo

(Peter MacNicol), a naive aspiring writer

from Virginia, has come to Brooklyn for

solitude to complete his first novel and to

Meryl Streep, star of SophU'9

Choice.

combat the conflicts of the sexual frustra-

tion of the 40's. His sohtude and life are

ruptured when he meets Sophie (Meryl

Streep), a beautiful and vulnerable Polish

emigrant who is desperately trying to sur-

vive her disturbing past in Auschwitz.

The emotional, courageous, and fragile

Sophie has captured the love and attention

of both Stingo and Nathan (Kevin Kline),

her eccentric lover who helps and destroys

her. Nathan and Stingo become both

friends and enemies as Sophie becomes the

centerpiece in their lives. Through terrify-

ing flashbacks, Sophie's truths are filtered

through the eyes of Stingo, and he only

wants to shield this mysterious woman he

passionately loves from further pain.

However, in the end it is Sophie's guilt

which leads to her fate.

The intensity of this movie is as powerful

as the acting. The inter-woven adventure

and relationships in this charismatic trip

sparks every human emotion. From the

first scene to the last, the audience shares

Sophie, Stingo, and Nathan's pains and

joys as well as empathisizes with their hid-

den secrets and lies.

Meryl Streep superbly conquers the com-

plex and difficult role of Sophie. In addition

to the Brooklyn scenes, there are entire

flashback sequences in Polish and German

dialogue. Streep has not only transformed

Styron's fictional Sophie into a real

character, but has mastered both

languages which contributes to the film's

authenticity.

S(yphie's Choice is a landmark film for

director Alan J. Pakula, and for Meryl

Streep and Kevin Kline who are at the peak

of their powers. Kline's performance is

enigmatic and entertaining and Streep is

simply outstandiong. Sophie's Choice

depicts innocence and guilt, courage and

fear. For those who were mesmerized by

the book, the movie will definitely knock

you out.

Does news give you the blues?

Write for the Arts page
'.* I,

' tux 'I w^^^^" *!*«»p^^

Marmot Kidder and Robert Hays star as lovers in Jerry Leider's pro-

duction of Trenchcoat.

Kirk Douglas has a dual role as Burlinson's

late father and the rancher who gives him a

job. The film, which was shot entirely in

Australia, was directed by George Miher

(not to be confused with the Australian film

director George Miller). It should hit the

area sometime next month.

Also on the way is Trenchcoat, a

comedy/mystery which stars Margot

Kidder as an aspiring mystery writer who

goes to the Mediterranean to research her

next novel. Along the way she becomes

embroiled in more conspiracy and intrigue

than seems possible to fit into the films 90

minute running time. Also on hand are

Robert Hayes {Airplane) as a love interest

and Ronald Lacy (the nasty Nazi in Raiders

of the Lost Ark) as a nasty transvestite.

"The picture is being released by Buena

Vista (A.K.A. Walt Disney), though it

appears to be laced with sex and violence. It

was shot on location in Malta.

Local Best Bets: Videodrome starts today

at the Mountain Farms 4. I'm not quite sure

how to describe the film, but it promises to

be intense. An indictment of video and its

potential horrors, it stars James Woods and •

Debbie Harry. Director David Cronenberg

{S^'anners) worked on the film for more
than two years.

The Amherst Cinema tonight and

tomorrow has a Mr. Sensitive festival with

Alan Alda's The Four Seasons and The

Seduction of Joe Tynan. The Academy of

Music is showing Moonlighting.

On campus, the Blue Wall is showing
Meatballs tomorrow night and a Peter

Sellers double feature of Being There and
Murder by Death on Wednesday '**and

Thursday. These films are free.

Trivia: 80 passes to last night's screeing

of Without a Trace to the first person to

identify the following movie characters

-

Ned Racine. Felix Garmer, Atouk. Earl

Keese.

Collcfian pkoto by Jia Pow«t«

"Pond Series*' is one of the prints by Mike Toole on display at the

Frame Shop art gallery in Amherst.

Toole paints the town
MICK TOOLE
Pastel drawings
Frame Shop art gallery, Amherst
Thru February 5

By MARY BETH HEBERT
CoUcKiM staff

The walls of the Frame Shop art gallery

on 7 Main Street. Amherst are currently

covered with the pastel drawings and col-

lages of Mick Toole, a 24-year-old Amherst

resident.

Students and others familiar with

Amherst life will readily recognize a glimp-

se of last Spring's "Pond Series" or yet

another rainy day in Amherst. Those with

an active social life will note that one bar

scene in particular bears a striking

resemblance to the Rusty Nail in

Sunderland.

Tode explains, "I try to express in a

modsni wiy the lifestyles I see peo|de liv-

«.** Ttefe adied that Mflt of his work is

geared toward a young audience.

Many of Toole's drawings are crowd
scenes. In all cases, particular attention

has been paid to details, and one can almost

always pick out something new that was
missed before when carefully scrutinizing

his work. Bars and parties are also favorite

subjects for Toole. In these, he uses very

dark backgrounds so that the figures in the

scene, who are usually dressed very bright-

ly, are in sharp contrast.

Stylistically, the works on display (they

are also for sale), are a cross between the

impressionistic and expressive schools of

art. Earlier artists who have experimented

with similar techniques are Deg^, a major

influence in Toole's work.

Although Toole will be leaving the area

soon to attend the Corcoran School of Art

in Washington D.C., his work wiU still be

available to the public. The "Pond Series"

drawing is currently being printed as a
poster and should be availsble at tfas

University Store in a few nMmths.

* p *•• •
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Sarins Tralniiii Proiram

For UMait TrantH

A^^lieations Meeting

Tuesday, Febmarf S

7:00 PM

ecioi

ADULT EVENING CLASSES
10 WEEK SESSIONS
Feb. 1 - April 26th

Beginner Ballet

Intermediate/Advanced

Ballet * Modern Dance * Jazz

for information phone

THE AMHERST BALLET CENTRE
29 Strong Street 549- 1555

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENTS

You't« Needed All Over
theWorid.

Ask Peoce Corps volunteers why ttwjr ingenuiry ond Hexibiliry ore os virol

OS rheif degrees They II rell you rhey ore helping rhe world s poorest

peoples ortoin self sufficiency in the oreos of food produaion energy

conservation edu :otion economic developmenr ond heolth services

And they II rell you obout the rev^ords of honds on career experience

overseos They II tell you if s &>e toughest job you II ever love

PEACE COIU>S

See Mary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall, UM/^SS
545-2105

iors!
(Also Juniors & Grad Students)

Here's the § § $ k
for yourjob hunt!

BOSTON

JOB BANK
A Comprehensive Guide to t^tiot Ettipioyers

througtMHil Greater Botton

•Covers all industries

- •Describes over 500 major firms

•Lists entry-level professional jobs

•Indexed by firm, industry, and job

•Special sections on government,
medical, and teaching positions

BOB ADAMS l^4C.

The Boston Job Bank is your profes-

sional employment guide to the Greater

Boston area, with infornnation on virtually

every major business and institution

throughout Massachusetts.

It tells you where to write, the phone

number to call, the person to contact,

and what the typical professional positions

are, as well as "how-to" sections on

resumes, cover letters, interviews, etc.

Similar Job Bank books are available

for New York, Pennsylvania, Chicago,

Texas, Northern California, and Southern

California.

"For recent college graduates as well as

experienced professionals, The Boston Job

Bank is an excellent place to begin a

job search.

"

-Juliet F. Brudney
Columnist

"Living with Work"
THE BOSTON GLOBE

.Friday, February 4, 1983
Friday, February 4, 1983 Collegian i3
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CASH«CHECK»MC • VISA

109 main street, amherst, mass (413) 253-2580 J

SUNDAY, FED. 6

CCA
6:00 pm ONLY S \ .00

6:00, 11:00 pm- $1.50

sponsored by INDEX

I

I

M
11ie3cotaiiN»eFeiHl" MENU

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

Hot & Sour Soup
Beef with green pepper
Chicken Pan Fried Noodels

Sweet Er Spur Chicken
Chinese Style BBQ Pork

Pan Fried Ravioli

Chicken Fingers

Luncheon Special Er Tak*-Out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun - Thurs 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri fr Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9, Amherst

2Bft-92E2

Head For The Mountalne

rstudent Special! $5.95 I students
only!

FREE OFFER!
Order any two JOB BANK
books at the special price

of $595, ind get any

third book free!

copies of THE BOSTON JOB BANK.student special: $5 95 each

-copies of THE TEXAS JOB BANK.student special : $5.95 each

copies of THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA JOB BANK,student special: $5 95 each

-copies of THE NEW YORK JOB BANK.student special: $5 95 each

copies of THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA JOB BANK.student special $5 95 each

.—-copies of THE GREATER CHICAGO JOB BANK.student special
; $6 95 each

-copies of THE PENNSYLVANIA JOB BANK.student special: $5.95 each

(please add $1 .00 tor shipping, handling, and tax)

Name

Address

City/S ate/Zip
Payment must accompany o'def

BOB ADAMS INC

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE.

If not satisfied for any
reason, return within 10
days for a complete refund

CPNnT»> tJUtS MUMIVICJ \\^K>ocnu J.
2045Comnrx)nwealth Ave ,

Brighton MA 021 35

UMASS SKI CLUB

SAT. 2/5 TRIP

KILLINGTON

only

$20.

Vermont

Includes:

Lift Ticket

Transportation

Refreshments

!<!

$10 Deposit Required

for more info call or come to

SKI CLUB OFFICE
430 STUDENT UNION

545-3437

W/TH/F10-3

"Excellence, Scope and
Cultural Diversity"

umass /\xXs council

February 11th, 4 PM is the end!!!!

Please submit your proposals for funding

on or before the 11th.

The proposals are grant requests for

arts-related events based on student-run

student-oriented projects.

For nnore info call us a 545-0202

125 Herter Hall

w

PETER DUCA AND GARY MOFFIE PRESENT

THE
with

special guests

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND the
JOHN HALL

BAND

THURS - FEBRUARY 10 - 8:00 PM
AT THE ^^S<^^

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE CENTRUfVI AND ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS. <^ "^^"^

LISTEN TO WAAF FOR MORE DETAILS

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco

Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film

Rim Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebook^W
Paper ^^

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday

to 10:00

Many other items available

545-2528

the

Hypercurricula

TODAY

SHABBAT SERVICES - We will open the semester with "The Art of Jewish

Prayer," a teaching service with Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. Open to all. Note new star-

ting time, 5 p.m.. Dukes room, Student Union 310.

SUNDAY

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The church Bus leaves at 9:30 from Prince

House and stops at Hills North, Greenough, Grayson, Fratenity-Sorority Park,

Cashin, and NOPE enroute to the Amherst churches. Call UCF, 545-2661, for more

information, 9:30 a.m., Prince House.

PIZZA PARTY/NEW GAMES - Help make pizza and join UMass Hillel for a new

games night! Join us in the Earthfood kitchen to make the Pizza (4:00 p.m.) and at

5:30 p.m. to eat in the Commonwealth room.

Arms director appointee says

nuclear war has no winners
WASHINGTON (AP) - Kenneth L.

Adelman, fighting for his confirmation as

arms control director, said yesterday the

administration will make a decision by mid-

F'ebruary on two test ban treaties that have

languished since the mid-1970's.

Adelman, testifying before the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee, also

apologized for being "overly cautious" last

week when he told the committee that he

hadn't thought about such issues as

whether a nuclear was was winnable.

It isn't, he testified yesterday.

Adelman, nominated to head the Arms,

Control and Disarmament Agency, raised

criticism with his lack of answers last week,

and Committee Chairman Charles Percy

had threatened to hold up his nomination

until the administration moved on the two

test ban treaties.

In yesterday's testimony, Adelman had

answers. He said a nuclear war, even if

limited at the outset, would spread because

"pressures would be toward escalation."

Previously he said he hadn't thought about

it.

"There would be no winners in a nuclear

war," he said, although he declined to

explicitly say that the United States

couldn't "prevail" in such a conflict.

On whether the United States or the

Soviet Union ronid survive a major nuclear

war. Adelman said, "No... It would change

the fundamental nature of the world, the

fundamental nature of human life. It would

be such a cataclysmic event that it would be

horrendous."

His answers to the two questions brought

praise from Percy, who said they were

"much more satisfactory" than his earlier

testimony. However, several Democrats
senators continued to say they would

probably vote against confirmation.

Adelman went a long way to ease Percy's

doubts by promising that the ad-

ministration would sent up its recom-

mendations on the two arms control

treaties by the end of the Lincoln Day
recess on Feb. 14.

He didn't indicate whether the ad-

ministration will recommend that the

Senate approve or disapprove the treaties

with the Soviet Uni. but Percy said he

was "extremely *«.ased" that the ad

ministration would act.

. Officials have said the administration

wants to renegotiate the 1974 Threshold

Test Ban Treaty and the 1976 Peaceful

Nuclear Explosions Treaty to make com-

pliance more verifiable. The treaties, which

prohibit test explosion of more than 150

kilotons, were negotiated during the Nixon

and Ford administrations.

Investigation continues in

$1.5 million marijuana heist
BARNSTABLE, Mass. (AP)

Three more suspects were arraigned

yesterday in the 1981 heist of 50 bales 4)f

marijuana from the South Yarmouth state

police barracks, authorities said yesterday.

A total of eight people — including

veteran state police Lt. Chester W.

Campbell Jr. — have now been indicted on

various charges in the disappearance of the

3,450 pounds of marijuana, estimated to

have a street value of $1.5 million. First

Assistant District Attorney W. James

O'NeiU said.

"It's been a long, hard investigatwn,"

said O'Neill, who has been searching for

Campbell and other fugitive suspects in the

case since the Barnstable County grand

jury handed down the first group of four

indictments in October 1981.

"We still hope to find the people who
received the marijuana ultimately," he said.

Three of the four people indicted in the

second wave of charges Wednesday had
surrended to authorities.

am pm
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1^ HNANCIAL AID OFFICE %
^ Important Notice ^
^ Doe to late delivery of Financial Aid Forms (FAF) l

^ for 83-84, all Undergraduate Dormitory residents <|(

M will receive tbeir forms in their dorms during tbe^

T first week of February 1983. ^
^ Off Campus and Graduate students can pick up<|(

-¥ forms at the Campus Center Information Desk,^
i[ the Financial Aid Office • 243 Whitmore, and the^

^ second floor lobby Information Desk in Whitmore.^

f DEADUNE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 198384 *

{ MARCH 1, 1983 $

*€;.:

^il
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/nmC THEATRES
ITIMIATVUITE!

^mC HAHPSHtHE <•

nBISAHELffAWKi
TOMAKEAUYIML

Fri(4 30«MaOI 7 16, »:46

S« II 4S ft OO • M 001 7 ie. »:«
Sun IVX ft 330 ••2 001 em. 1:30

BURT REYNOLDS
GOLDIE HAWN

<s>a«tiunM>^»u« I cnmmt wTH <

1584^7550 inmC XOUMTAIN FARMS <• EHBEIB
NICK NOLTC

hi cop-
EDOtCMUnmiY

IsscQinrteL

Fn IS%)A«2XI 7 30, 9 46

St (12:46, 2 46 ft 6:X « 12 00) 8:00.

)0 16

IB Sun 1 1 00 ft 3:30 O M 001 6:00. 6:30

• F>1I6.16«U.00I7

J
46. ate

SM (2:» ft 6'16 • *3 W> 7:46. 8:n
Sun (1:»ft4:«9 II »2 001 6:16. 6:16

GANDHI
The Man of

the Century.
Fri (4:46 • 12.001 8:30

Sat (12:» ft 4:30 • *2 001 6:30

fc__ sin (12:» ft 4:30» »2 001 6:»B —-
PAUL

NEWMAN
THE

VERDICT
Frt I6:X • *2 001 7 ». 9:66

S« (2 16 ft 6:00 • 12 001 7:», 8:66

Sun ( 1 :00 ft 300 # »2 001 e:«. 8:46

KATE NELUGAN

Oaborah Hwrv m

VIDEODROME
FRI (6 30 • tt.OOl •00. 8«
(12 X. 230 ft 6:30 « »2 001 8:16.

10:16

Sun 1 1 :» ft 4:00 •»2 001 6: 16. 6:46

Sat

I

THE ENTITY
Frt (6:00 12.001 7:». 9:66

Sat (2:M ft 6:00 • »2.00l 7:30. 9:«
Sun (12 46 6 3 » • »2 00) 6:00. 8:46

Ffi (4:46 » 62 00) 7 16. 930
Sal (2 00 ft 4:46 • 12 001 7 16. 9 30

Son (116 ft 3 46 •«2 001 6 16, 6 30

msi
OrnCH««i>SHii"(

J^VIC MAbMllt
^^^Ir illBi FRI A SAT fli 12.15 am.

BS)1

ALL SEATS 63 »

Monty ^h,g|^|^nd the

SALE
20 - 50% off most winter clothing

20- 30% off many stytes Chinese shoes
50% off all calendars

Brighten Your Room
Posters

|i;j|;» Bedspreads

•^"Q^Rugs-Valentines
Open Daily 10 am - 5:30

MCPCANTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS ^=^

Friday, February 4, 1983

FOUR SEASONS I

LabattS ale or beer $10.99 plus dep
|

BuSCh. bts $8.99 plus dep

Schaeffer bts $7.50 plus dep

Strogoff Vodka 1.75

Skol Gin 1.75

Southern Manor 100° 1.75. .

....$8.99

... $8.99

...$12.89

Riunite 750 mi $2.69

Ciriaco Lambrusco 1.5 $3.49

Taylor California Cellars.... 1.5... $4.99

Almaden Table Wines 1.5 $4.49

Casada Wines 3 l $4.99

Kegs

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/Liqtiors
rte.9.hadfe\;ma./5848174

Free
Delivery

SATURDAY NIGHT FIGtIT
MEETS (^n*

FEBRUARY 5-DOORS OPEN 8 P.M.

John Coster and The Medicine Band will be f on the Card

AT THE RUSTY NAIL INN
ROUTE 47, SUNPERIAND-PHONE 665-4937 FOR TICKET INFO

Promoted By

WMUA lock 91 in utecktion wMi Dr«om Mtrobont RvcoHi and WAQY Rock 102

AnornONAl-AnRACTIONSPROVIUtDBV IHKHt)LSF.IN(;l.UI)K*^PAlRF»KRINc;SII}ETIX* 102

FRCC DRINK TIX FOR HRST 102 FANS IHRL (JATF |1 02 RLM AND COKES ALL NIGHT * 20 BIC.

OITLAW POSTERS 10 ALTCXIRAPHEI) COPIES OF OL'TLAW BY FAT 2 RARE FOOTLOOSE'

Al BIMS FROM HREAM MERCHANT RFCORDS

All Thre< Cooipelitori Are Record Holder.. FAT with "Livin' Like An Outlaw/When Will I Meet You?" on the

Dreun Merchant label . The Enemy with ' 'America Rocki" on Enemy Recordi.John Cotter and The Medicine Band

hold "The War lio'l Over" Title on Sky Records. Rcqueit their tunes before the bout: WMUA 545-2876; WRSI
774-232l;WAAF(6I7)754-7777:WAQY 525-0492

Friday, February 4, 1983, Collegian i5

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

AN AP IN -me camiMty.
HOWWOULP „^^

TDRWP?

\
3

ROBUST, STT^APPINe;

5eeK5feMAte
COMWN/OM.

"

II

aA65iFiep
PERSONALS E

Under the Influence By M. Joyce

raic To VAU7 *^_^s&

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

SO/THWfST?

J MOVED our

OF NOICTUBASI

tr^ 3osr WoWifD
iTHERf WON'T Be

MYOi^E ^HO LIKES

TO PMTV AS t^VCH

AS YOU AND J 00.

Hsy Guys . .

.

srvfN o'clock J 7>;/N< you
CAN STOP youR.

woRRyiNO

.

Katfood ByA«R«K

l^SIi^

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

I Cutty coil

5 Starts the

lautxlry

10 Russian
legislative group

14 Vacation, perhaps
15 Nickname for

Cosell''

16 Historic alliance

17 Accent
18 " on this

continent

Lincoln

20 Annoyance
22 Form of poetry

23 Number one
24 Nomad
26 Discourages
29 Fein

30 Unspoken
31 At the drop

of

33 Adjust, as sails

37 Reprieves for

students

40 Hard vi/orker

41 State strongly

42 Employlfig

43 Multitude

46 More
(somewhat)

47 County of Ireland

50 On to

51 Sportsman s

purchase

52 Note to assign

credit

59 Forgiveness

61 As — as a

painted ship

62 Traduce
63 Composite literary

work
64 Beverage
65 Blood Prefix

66 Elbows
counterpart

67 Crate part

DOWN
1

• ._— boy'"

2 Mowgli the

3 Circlet

4 In working order

5 Little tyke

6 One of the

Chaplins
7 Madder than

hen
8 Flightless bird

or fruit

9 Young lady

in Oviedo

10 Double Grosser

11 Established rule

12 Electro lube

13 Ed , actor

19 Pretty soon

21 Vinegar Prefix

25 Germ fighters

26 Small freshwater

fish

27 Nymph with a
voice

28 Be hep to

29 Holy Prefix

30 Recipe meas
32 Nanethey say

Burns
Louis XIV and
others

Public houses
Flavor enhancer
Abbr
Handicapped"

official''

39 Spring flower

44 Actual

Thick skinned

animals, for short

Junk
California oak
Roll call answer,
Latin style

British weapon
Movie house, in

Madrid

55 Repetition

56 Obiect of much
ado

57 Cooking pot

58 In plain style

60 Gold, to Pizarro

34

35
36

38

46

47

4B
49

53
54

t ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 }7

1

^^^H?3 74 ?5

?6 ?7 28 1 29 ^^^H
30 " 32 33 34 35 36

37 38 39

40 41 42

ll^^l
43 44 45 46

4? 48 49 ^^B 50 ^H1
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weather
Scattered snow flurries

today. Becoming windy
and cold with highs in the

40's but turning colder in

the afternoon. Tonight,

windy and cold, flurries

ending then clearing.

Lows in the teens.

Tomorrow sunny, breezy

and cold with highs only

25 30.

After The Fall By R. Miller
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D.C. MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Tuna Boat, Turkey Divan Beef Stew/Savory Garden
Biscuits, Chicken

BASICS LUNCH Cutlet/Supreme Sauce,
Lentil Spinach Stew, Cranberry Sauce, Mexican

Turkey Divan Vegetable Bake

DINNER
Meatloaf/Salsa Con Ver-

dure, Fish Fry/Tartar

Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Carrot and Cauliflower

Pie, Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Saturday, brunch

BRUNCH
Omelet, Bacon Slices, Waf-

fles/Maple Syrup, Deli

Ham on mmpemicKje

Sunday

BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs, Breakfast

Sausage, Clam Roll/Tartar

Sauce, California Quiche

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy, Ap-

plesauce, Stuffed Shells

with Tomato Sauce, Sweet
and Sour Tofu

^9^^

Sat.

rustv nail
present^

rty-i

POCO FAT
Sun.

King Sunny Ade
and the African Beats

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 666 4937 You imust be 18 to enter.
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0tAJDIU/V7
UMass"

ImhersV

10 a.m. til 11 p.m
Kegs • Be«r • Wine • Soda • Tee

University Drive, Amherst, IVIass.

Just past UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms

Stadiui

UNIVERSITY / DRIVE

.;**'

***/ 9^^ #"

+ .60depOld Milwaukee i2pic $4.30

Bud & Bud Lighti2ozcans

$10.40 +120dep

v9.«ID + 1.20dep

v0.9D + 1.20dep

BUSCh 12 oz cans

Schaeffer 12 oz cans.

PabSt 12ozbQt $8.90 + 1.50dep

Almaden 3l $6.95

Cribari3L $4.95

Sebastian! ibl $4.49

Travola 4l $5.69

Galloi5L $3.99

California Cellars 1 bl $4.49

Canadian L.T.D. 175 $10.95

Clan McGregor Scotch 1 75

$10.95

Strogoff Vodka 1 75 $8.20

Popov Vodkai75 $9.45

Ron Rico Rum 175 $11.95

ROUTE 9

iN.

V

-^yj

\>

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors
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Swim team splashes its

way to big victory
By KEVIN DELUCA

Collepan SUff

As any true sports fan knows, a team's

record is not necessarily indicative of how
good they are. An example from

professional sports would be the 4-5 Giants

of football, who, with a little luck could have

been 7-2. An equally relevent example from

amateur athletics is the University of

Massachusetts men's swim team.

The team's record is only 2-5, however,

three of those defeats came against the top

three teams in New England. Besides,

things are looking up.

Wednesday night the men's swim squad

left the University of Connecticut with a

very impressive triumph over the Huskies.

The 68-45 victory was truly a team effort.

All of the following swimmers took first

place in each of their particular events.

With all of his hard work really paying

off, Phil Surette won the 200 meter in-

dividual medley in 2:06.17, one of his best

times ever.

Paul McNeil won that grueling test of

endurance and versatility, the 1000 meter

free-style, in a time of 10:21.35.

In the 200 meter free-style, Chris Porter

showed his talent by winning in 1:49.42.

Showing himself to be the Houston
McTear of swimming, Brian Spellman won
both "sprints", the 50 and 100 meter
events, in times of 22.49 and 49.66,

respectively.

In that most difficult of swimming
strokes, the butterfly (at least it is for me),

Chris Clarke fluttered the 200 meters in

2:03.64.

In the 200 meter breast stroke (no

comment), Tom Lowery was the victor in a

time of 2:19.85.

In the diving events, our only victory was
provided by Pat Mullen in the one meter

dive. He totaled 190.5 points.

The team also was victorious in the 400

meter free-style. Mark Surette, Rich

Plunkett, Spellman, and Porter achieved a

combined time of 3:19.64.

The next meet is home this Saturday

versus Vermont, which coach Russ Yar-

worth expects the squad to win. Then there

is the big meet against New Hampshire at

home next Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.

Sports Notices
Boyden Pool will be closed the following dates because of swim

meets: February 5, 9, 15, and 19.

Curry Hicks Pool will be closed on the following dates because of
basketball games: February 1, 2, 5, 8, 16, 19, 22, 24, and 26.

Come see the 7-1 Umass women's gymnastics team when they take on
Cornell Saturday at 1:00 p.m. at Boyden.

Assorted Colors

purple, aqua, blue

raspberry

S-M-L-XL
Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
^^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

CollcKian pboto b)r Dave Deubcr

Wendy Ward and the Minutewomen will travel to Northeastern to

take on the Lady Huskies Sunday at 2:00 p.m.

J

TIME OUT
Everyone's Meeting Place

COME AND JOIN
THE CROWD

Two initw Happy Hour 'MHOf f'—

TVi uiniff 4-6 VtuW^ Popcorn *

Giant Bar Drinks $1.75 16 oz. Drafts 85c

Amherst's Biggest Little Bar

37 N. Pleasant Street

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

WINES: LIQUORS:
Folonarl Soave $3.99 1.5 L Gin or Vodka 80°. . $8.99 i .75 L

Paul Masson chablis, burg., rose Paramorient Amaretto
$4.99 1.5 L $4.99 750 ml

BEER:
Budweiser 12 oz long necks $10.95 case plus $1 .50 dep

Old Milwaukee 12 oz cans $7.80 case plus $1 .20 dep

Miller or Lite 12 oz long necks $10.50 case plus $1 .50 dep

Schlitz 12 oz cans $8.80 case plus $1 .20 dep

•i'.'i'WV^* .%.*-^. •%%» "It
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BARSELOTTI*S
THE HAPPY HOUR IS ALL NEW

with NEW FOOD
NEW LOW PRICES

AND THE SAME GOOD TIMES!

Do^«rnto^f«rn Amherst

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^Every ^firiday

To: All Interested Parties

From: George J. McQuillen Jr., President

Subject: Good Times at Affordable Prices

Did you know that the Hungry U has been

in business since 1967? The reason for its

longevity very simply is its good food at af-

fordable prices. For example:

Daily Luncheon Special

Quick and Convenient at only

$2.49
Served from 11:30 am to 3 pm Mon-Fri

Dinner For 2 for just $10.95
Served daily from 5:30 until 10

Includes: entree of the day, choice of soup

or salad, baked potato or rice pilaf, 2

complimentary glasses of wine

I think you will be pleasantly surprised.

WililMIWillllNjlHiNt^

00 PGA ^reienh (f^
A LESBIAN/GAY DANCE

TONITE 9 - 2 AM
^2. lorii floor ce

PJ - Mario Barros Lights - Dwelley

Equipment - Audio Promodia 1

THE WORLD IS.Y01JR CAMPUS

'-i''''m'-~ *'U-t J ' ••

TOI^ffthJ
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Ifth Floor •Campus Center 'UMass

Financial Aid is available
to qualified students

AROUND THE WORLD:
1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23)

Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
• Keelung. Taiwan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo. Sri Lanka
• Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,

Turkey • Alexandria. Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
• Cadi/, Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

S[K»n»ored by the tniversity of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer
sities.

More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the I niversity of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented bv visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the Peoples Rcpiihlic of t hina available
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
I niverse is fully air-conditioned, IK.OOO tons, registered in Liberia and built iii

America.
Kor a free color brochure write: Semester at Sea. I CIS. University of Pittsburgh. Forbes

(7M?77"ri59S|
"'''• '"^- "' '"" '"" ^'^*' ^^^ «S4.0I95 (in California aTS
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OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Monday Friday • DMdIine is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 i*. • discount • Phone nunr^ber FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.
Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed
functions 256-0739

ASSERT!VENESS TRAINING

Saturday 6-week workshop starting
soon Amherst. Also private. Licensed
therapist 253-5036

AUTO FOR SALE

Datsun 310GX '80, AM/FM cassette ex.

cond. 35m /g $5600. 549-5666

80 Buick 4 cyt 8- speed only 2,000$ call

546-1068

CAPE COD RENTAL
~

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CAPE COD - SUMMER RENTAL~

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six rooms
four t}edrooms two baths sleeps eight in-

cludes utilities 5-29-83 thru 9-6-83 $4660.

253-7436
Duplex newly redone two bedrooms sleep

four includes utilities $2560. 253-7436

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed
functions 256-0739

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Speciall Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

FOR RENT
~

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals w.
Yamrrouth & Dennis, 1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom
units. Rent direct from owners Call

1-617-528-8300 or 1-617-771-2233

Boarders welcome at sorority on No
Pleasant call 545-0527 Joyce

FOR SALE
~

Poetry Books - 'The Watcher' - $2 -- '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253-5369

Skis-Dynastar Omeglass, 200 cm; brand
new, never used. $180.00 549-5896

Used dorm refrigerators: $75.00 each call

549-0172 keep trying

Refrigerator for sale 3 feet tall asking

$125 new Paul 549-4867

Two tickets to Neil Young Concert next

Thur. Call 549-0635 for Jack

Neil Young Tix, two pair, BO, Hart. 2/10,

549-6802

Yamaha CR420 Receiver, B Et Beovox
Speakers, Dual 506 Turntable w/Ortofon
cartridge, Onkyo TA2050 Direct Drive

Cassette Deck w/remote control. Ideal for

dorm or apt. $900. BO call Shawn
256-8495. All EC I

Liquidation sale: 1973 Volkswagon
Supert)eetle super reliable, must drive.

1,500 firm. Primo ski outfit, never used
$350,549-3503

Refrig. $50 call nights

Twin boxspring and mattress $15 Lynn
549-3833

Vornado Cube refrigerator excellent con-
dition $75 or BO 66&4142

Neil Young Tix Hartford Worcester t>est

offer call 253-9698

Sears Dorm
256-0763

2 Young tickets Hartford Feb 10 floor

seats BO 546-1205

Down wintercoat for sale excellent con-
dition worn for only 3 monthsl 546-4767

FRONT COUNTER
NOTE DISTRIBUTOR

Person needed to get involved in a stu-

dent controlled business. Position entails

the sales and distribution of lecture notes to

students. Apply by 2/8/83 by 4:00 403 Stu-

dent Union affirmative action employer

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunbelt & overseas

jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.
1-716-885-3242, ext. 607 ^_^
People's Market Food Collective hiring

new workers. Applications available at 328
Student Union until feb. 8 4 pm 545-2060

SNPS is looking for a mechanically inclin-

ed 1st or 2nd year student for production

trainee in our print shop. 5-10 hr/wk
3.50/hr. WS pref. Interest in co-ops a

musti Women and third world students en-

couraged. Applications available outskle

S.U. 413 and accepted no later than 4 pm
2/11

Math 120 Tutor wanted call 6-9913. Ask
for Valerie. Credentials required.

Work-study positions available at

Hampden Theater. Call 545-2903 for inter-

view EOE

Applications now being accepted for

part-time employment at SGA Communica-
tions. W/S typesetter and editor positions

available. Apply 423 Student Union. SGA
Communications is an equal opportunity

employer. 545-0341 ex. 28 Deadline:

February 8th

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

MASS TRANSIT

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

New Course Sexual Orientations in Mar-

riage & Families. Seminai to explore the ef-

fects of bisexuality, heterosexuality, and

homosexuality on inter- and intrapersonal

relations in families. Al MacDonald, Thurs.

3:35 -6 p.m., Skinner 205. 545-2393 Home
549-4917. Also "Families with Special Pro-

blems" Wed 3:35-6 p.m. Skinner 119.

(Hom Ec 591S & 590N)

Electric Bass teacher available - Rock/-

Country/Jazz reasonable rates 546-8664

Guitar Lessons - classical and popular.

Also fingerpicking and music theory. Call

Howard 546-9571

Having a party? Mass Transit is back and
ready to play. For bookings, call 256-0587

Brad or Bob, 549-4352 John.

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-5755

PERFORMING ARTS OPEN HOUST
14 lectures, demonstrations and perfor-

nr^nces will highlight the Performing Arts

Division Open House, Sunday, Feb. ,
2-5

pm The event will feature three presenta-

tions every half-hour simultaneously in Old

Chapel at UMass in dance, music and
theatre

PERSONALS

Desperate for Nell Young Tix will pay,

call 546-9308 ask for Lisa

Get in shape for spring with "the aerobic

experience" starts Sun Feb 6 call 549-5258

Used Books: buy or sell Gamma Signrta

Sigma visit our table on concourse for more
info Feb 1 - 4 9-3:30 books on sale CC
162-175 Feb 2-9

Tres Beau - better late. . .Happy 21stl Hot
tubs for 2 coming soon. Love, BO
Hey Everybodyl Come and write or call

me at my new abode. 50 Kendrick Place

Apt, n Amherst 253-7152—Clive

The brothers of Delta Chi invite all

undergraduate men to an open rush on Feb
4 from 6-9. To t>e held at the house on 118

Sunset Ave (by S.W.) for more info

549-0482

Jeannia, welcome to UMass sisi Glad you
finally made it. Took 1 Vi years but better

late than never. Love yal PIE

Say it with a flower - send a flower to a

friend - check for table in the CC on Mon-
day thru Wednesday Feb 10-12 sponsored
by Newman Club

Lesbian/Gay Dance - 9-2 am 10th floor

Campus Center Friday February 4th admis-
sion $2 call 5-0154 for more info

Smith Party Friday at Davis Center
Rackadisc DJ's 9-12 midnight debut of the

Young Men alcohol free admission

WANNA GET HIGH THE NATURAL
WAY? SIGHTSEEING BY PLANE. FUN
SAFE, ROMANTIC CALL JOHN
WEEKDAYS 6-8 PM 546-9066

Andrea, Happy Birthday now that your 20
I'll yell out a cheer, because from now on
you're buying the beerl Have a good one
love, Judy

Cyn, Happy 19thl Now your legal again in

N.Y. Thanks for everything (except for the

big M) Lin

Taara H: J.B. Huddo at the B-Wall be
there - Elf

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

546-4767

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: to share room^ $96

a month, on bus line, heat included,! call

253-2078 ^_
Roommate wanted Brittany Manor 115 +
a month call 546-8935

Female roommate wanted to share one
bedroom with all utilities for $120 each
month call at 549-3781

Roommate to share large, furnished, 2
bedroom townhouse apartment Hatfield

$195 includes heat 247-9327

To share rustic three bedroom house.
Has exposed beam ceilings, sunken livir>g

room, wood stove, oil heat, scenic brook;

near bus line. Belchertown $135 323-5814

Roommate needed. Northwood Apts.

good people, bus route call 665-7544

Roommate wanted 70 -f^ per month call

Melissa 66&4473

SAY IT WITH A FLOWER

Make a friend smilel Send them a flower

on Valentine's Day. For more info look for

Newman Club table in CC on Mon-Wed
Feb 10-12

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

SKIIS

One pair of K2 244 Mid skiis size 180 cm
with Solomon 727 bindings never used.

Make me an offer call Joel at 549-4738

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials:

Bermuda. $125 - $325
253-3718

Florida, Bahamas,
Call Dave or John

TRAVEL

Prompt Service / Low Rates $1.00/Page

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 round

trip jet and hotel directly on the beachi Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19-29 hotel 3 miles

from beach, car with unlimited

mileage/ round trip jet plus tax and service.

Montreal March 12-14; 19-21. Round trip

deluxe motor coach 3 days/ nights in the

quality inn downtown includes welcome

party, extra night $15. Call Bob or Dave @
253-7625

Hy half-price - Anywhere Is U.S. offer

unavailable anywhere else Mike 546-8942

UNIVERSITY WOMYM
Opening Night of UMass Lesbian Union

Sunday Feb 6, 1983 CC rm 102 Be therel

WANTED

2 Neil Young Tx Feb 13 Wor Cen call nwn
546-7174

Hockey Team Intramural Allstars Goalie

Needed some players also call 253-7501

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 Nirth Pleasant,

Amherst. 256-0710

e Styles by Deborah • Styles by Deborah • Styles by Deborah • I
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GIVE YOUR HAIR
A NEW LIFE WITH A

5

FREE Shampoo with any

CD

On
O

Style Haircut
or

S FREE
IJ Reconditioning Treatment|
I With any other salon service
"*

C With this Coupon Coupon expires 2/30/831
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NOW ANNOUNCING OUR SPECIAL
FAMILY DISCOUNTS

tyles by Deborah
65 University Drive Amherst

P/ease call 549-5610
for an appointment.
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CALL

DILIVIRY^^ 256-0115
with this coupon

i

J.
,

[
jLg Pizza with 2 items or more $1 .50 off!

il

I
I I

Med Pizza with 2 items or more $1.00 off

I

I

or

Sm Pizza with 2 items or more 50c

offer expires 2/15

off i

LCall 3S6 Cell«9« St.

253.3808 Mxt to Spirft Nans MLIVIRY
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Minutemen looking to slay Knights
Rutgers comes to Cage

By JIM FLOYD
Collcfiui SUff

"Don't give me none ofyour aggravation,

'cause Saturday night's alright for fightin'

get a little action in...
"

Elton John

Say what you want about the cross-New

England rivalries between the University

of Massachusetts and URI, UNH and

UConn. Talk about the tradition, honor and

hatred (pretty strong word, ey?) that exists

when any of these schools get together.

But, if you really want to see a rivalry,

then bring your carcass to the Curry Hicks

Cage on Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. and

then you will see a rivalry.

Saturday, the bad men from New Jersey

(which exit?), the Scarlet Knights of

Rutgers University will take the floor

against the Minutemen in an Atlantic Ten

matchup and, make no mistake about it.

there is no love lost between these two

teams.

The last clash against Rutgers saw the

Minutemen drop a very tough 79-67

decision down in the Rutgers Athletic

Center in what turned out to be more than a

basketball game.

Midway through the first period, in that

contest Rutgers coach Tom Young and

sophomore forward Bobby Braun had

words. Words were enough to clear both

benches as a potential eruption brewed for

several minutes before order was finally

restored and the game went on.

This was not the only incident that took

place during the course of that long af-

ternoon. On several occasions, tempers

flared and things were pushed to the brink

of chaos. No, these two teams do not like

each other at all.

And. Minuteman basketball fans will

most likely remember the 41-40 sqeaker

that the Scarlet Knights eked out in their

last visit to the Cage on February 16 of last

year. When that battle came to a close, a

Rutgers player decided to continue the war

and proceeded to jump the bench and

assault a UMass fan who had been

harrassing him from behind the bench.

Whether or not the fan had provoked the

attack by shooting his mouth off is still a

mystery but, the incident is remembered.

Yes, things could get pretty tough on the

hardwood this Saturday night.

And, if UMass was every ready for a

battle, it is this upcoming game. Not only

do the Minutemen remember the

aforementioned losses (UMass has lost the

last ten games between the two squads) but

they are also coming off what could very

well be the biggest Massachusetts victory

in the past four or five years.

Everything fell into place this past

Wednesday night for the Minutemen as

they completely dominated a Penn State

team that was considered to be one of the

best of the Atlantic Ten entries in the

league.

The local team, led by a stellar per-

formance by sophomore guard Donald

Russell, broke open a close contest with the

Nittany Lions in the second half of Wed-

nesday's game to pull away to an easy 84-62

victory.

Penn State had come into the game with

a 7 1 league record and including a win over

UMass. The Minutemen, who had been

struggling all season long to put together a

total team effort, were able to gel and the

Lions were vanquished.

The big question now is: Will UMass be

able to continue to play with the same 40

minute intensity that proved to be the

difference in the Penn State game?

Will a ruthless Rutgers University in-

vade the Cage and try to once again take

control of the locals?

Will Bobby Braun and Rutgers coach

Tom Young have words again?

Will the battle turn into a war?

For the answers to these and other

questions, tune yourself in to the Curry

Hicks Cage Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. and

wear a helmet.

Men gymnasts travel to

East Stroudsberg
By ELLEN RICHARD

CollcfiuSUff

After a 14 point loss to Navy last

Saturday, the University of Massachusetts
men's gynuiastics team is looking forward
to getting back into the win column
tomorrow as it travels to Pennsylvania to

meet East Stroudsburg.

According to coach Roy Johnson, the

team is looking better and have been
working on spots that they had trouble with

against Navy. Coming off the loss, the team
is a little more geared up for the meet.

"The meet will be a k>t ck>ser than people
think," Vault and still ring specialist Tony
Sbarra said. "If we can come back and beat

East Stroudsburt it will be a bigger win.

We need some good performances from
some people that we didn't get against

Navy."
Johnson said UMass is the better team on

pommel horse, parallel bars and still rings,

but fives the edge to East Stroudsburg in

floor and vaulting. East Stroudsburg in

floor and vaulting East Stroudsburg is a

power tumblinp team and has two gym
nasts who rank amonp the top colleges in

the nation in the floor event. An expecially

spnnG^y floor helps Stroudsburg out but the
advantage should also lean in the favor of

UMass which is used to tumbling on the

hard floor mat in Boyden gym.

Stroudsburg and plan to make it another

victory this year.

"We've been having some pretty good
workouts and the team as a whole looks

good. " senior John Macurdy said, "They're

(Stroudsburg) a team a lot like us. They
have a lot of talent in all around and a

couple of good specialists."

There will be one lineup change for the

Minutemen tomorrow. Freshman Joe
DeMarco will be going in place of co-captain

John McGonagle who can't make the trip.

DeMarco will be performing in the still

rings and floor event.

"I'm hoping to hit, Fm planning on it,"

DeMarco said. "I'll do the best I can. I don't

have the big tricks that John has (in rings).

I can go 9.0 if I hit. I'd be happy if I did."

DeMarco, although a freshman, has

performed before in Stroudsburg at the

International Gymnastics Camp which is

run by Bruno Klaus, coach of the East
Stroudsburg team. Still, there is a little

pressure.

"I'll probably be a little nervous,"

DeMarco said. "I don't want to lose,

especially if I'm in the line up. It's my first

important meet and I'm glad it's at

somewhere I've been before."

Johnson doesn't plan on a repeat per-

formance of the Navy match and said for

the team to beat Stroudsburg, they have to

work hard and hit their moves.
"Thty missed things that they sometimes

missed in practice, Johnson said of the

team's performance in the Navy meet. "But

they all missed them at the same time.

We're going to have te hit our tricks and
routines to win."

C-ollcfian photo by Dm»e Deuber

Bobby Braun will be looking for a little revenge himself when
Rutgers conies to the Cage tomorrow night.

New Hampshire downs
Minutemen grapplers

By STEVE FITZ
C«U«fiu CerrespoiMleBt

It's been a long season for the University

of Massachusetts wrestling team.

After suffering through eight con-

secutive losses the grapplers managed a
25-25 tie against the University of New
Hampshire, Wednesday night in Durham,
New Hampshire.
"We have four consistent wrestlers, but

the rest of the team is inconsistent," coach

Rick Freitas said.

Freitas pointed to v^rins by 150-pounder

Mike Bossi, 167-pounder E^ve McEntee,
and 177-pounder Scott McQuaide as

hi^lights of the match.

McQuaide wrestled an exciting match
and eventually pinned his opponent.

"The only bright spots over intersession

were Brian O'Boyle, McEntee, McQuaide,
and John Butto. Bossi also wrestled well

for us over break," Freitas said.

O'Boyle sports a 19-6 record and has lost

only once in a dual meet competition.

That loss was to Bill Dalackek, a Division

III All-American from Southern Connec-
ticut.

"O'Boyle is having an outstanding
season," Freitas said.

In the MIT tournament, Ofass had
three place winners; O'Boyle fmished
fourth, McEntee finished second, and Mc-
Quaide finished third.

At the C.W. Post tourney Butto fkushed
second.

New England Conference All-Star team
will have three UMass representatives in

O'Boyle, McEntee, and McQuaide.
According to coach Freitas, O'Boyle,

McEntee, McQuaide, and Butto should be

some of the higher seeds in the New
England University Wrestling Association

Championships at Boston University,

February 26-27.

In order to qualify for the NCAA cham-
pionships they have to finish first, or can go
as a wildcard if they finish second or third.

The Minuteman grapplers are looking

ahead to next year.

They only lose McEntee to graduation

and should have several new recruits next

year.

Coach Freitas has been travelling around

the state to different tournaments and high

school nmtches. UMass's setting and low

tuition have been helpful in recruiting ac-

cording to Freitas.

"We've done a lot of recruiting, and it's

been going good, up to 50 kids are in-

terested in UMass," Freitas said.

Freitas is looking to have 20-30 freshmen
apply for next fall.

"We're the most active school in the

state as far as recruiting is concerned. Out
of state recruiting has been tough though,"

Freitas said.

The matmen have five matches remain-

ing and hope to improve on their 0-8-1

record.

Toni^t they host Springfield at 7:30 in

Boyden gym, and Saturday they travel to

B(Wton CoU^ to take on the £a|^.
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Survey shows
satisfaction at

five colleges
By PAUL DESMOND

Collegian CorrvRpandent

Students at the University of

Massachusets are more satisfied with their

overall college experiences than students at

two of the five area colleges, according to a

survey of the colleges released last

December.
The survey, conducted by the Student

Affairs Research and Evaulalion Office

(SAREO) at UMass. began last spring when
questionnaires were mailed to a random

sampling of students at each of the five

colleges. Questions covered a wide variety

of areas including: academic and non-

academic experiences; adjustment to

college life; services and resources; and

student concerns and optimism for the

future.

While many of the responses were

predictably different, given the diversity of

the five colleges, others were surprisingly

similar.

William Weitzer of SAREO said he was

pleased that all five colleges participated in

1982. something that has only happened

"off and on" since UMass began the survey

eight years ago.

Uv said the survey proved that "students

show comparable levels of satisfaction at a

number of levels."

For example, at least 80 percent of the

students at each college said they were

either "satisfied" or "very satisfied" with

their overall college experience.

Thirty-nine percent of Hampshire
College students said, however, that they

have seriously considered transferring to a

different institution.

Only i;].6 percent of .Amherst College

students have harbored such thoughts

while 21.3 percent of I'Mass students

admitted to the possibility of transferring.

Those figures concur almost perfectly

with the proportion of students who said

they were satisfied with the social life at

their school. Amherst College students

boast 84.9 percent satisfaction with social

life while UMass students are close with an

Continued on page 5

Town election

nominations
in for spring

By NANCY GONTER
ColleKimn Staff

Four candidates have announced their

intention to run for the two vacant seats on

the Amherst Board of Selectmen in the

Aprils town elections.

Fridays deadline for filing nominations

brought a rush of last minute activity,

including a challenge to Town Moderator

William F. Field. Field, the University of

Massachusetts dean of students, will be

seeking his 12lh one year term as

moderator.

Filing on Friday for selectman were

.Joanne R. Levenson. of HiJO West St. and

Vincent O'Connor, of 7.3A Pine St., who will

join Allen A. Torrey, of 1110 South Hast St.

and Frederick W. Steinbeck, the in

cumbenl, of 218 llarkness Road. The ft)ur

w ill be running for two three year terms.

Levenson. the director of off campus
housing at UMass, is an advocate of tenants

rights and has worked for the passage of

rent control.

O'Connor, who has been a member of

town meeting, resigned that position in

OctobiT after six years of service. O'Connor

has been active in Amherst government,

working on issues of bicycle safety and

zoning.

Allen Torrey, Amherst's first town
manager, is now the treasurer and business

manager of Hampshire College. Torrey,

who is al.so a town meeting member, an-

nounced his candidacy last week.

Strinbeck, who is a building contractor.

ann(»unced his candidacy for re elwtion last

month. He was elected in a special election

in .November of 1981, and considers himself

a fiscal conservative. He said he would be

working on several issues if re elected,

including planning for a new police station.

Francesca Maltese, whose term expires

in .April, has chosen not to seek re election.

Three candidates have announced their

candi(la<y for the Amherst Sch«K)l Com
nutlet'. Casey Clark, of 27 Hirchcroff Lane,

will run for re el»«ction against IVter J.

Murphy, of .'vJ Rolling Ridge Road, and

Karin Winter, of 120 Rolling Ridge Road.

Price increases no deterrent to beer drinkers
By KEN BAZINET

( ollripan Suff

One of this semesters busiest weekends

for local package stores has come and gone,

and despite radical increases in the cost of

beer, consumption by I'niversity of

Massachusetts students has not changed.

Students waited in long lines at

Amherst's package stores to pay as much as

$13 for a ca.se of Budweiser plus the $1.20

for deposit on the now mandatory retur

nable bottles.

"There hasn't been a change in our

business," Jerry Russell, manager of

Russell's package store, said Saturday.

"But we haven't been getting many
returnable bottles back."

Rus.sell will not have to worry about

getting his bottles back, according to

si'veral UMass students, who told the

CitlUqmn that as soon as enough ac

cumulate, they will be returned.

Several students are treating the bottle

law as a business opportunity. They plan to

colled bottles and cans throughout the

campus and dorms, and hope they can stay

ahead of the price increases.

The students said they are concerned

with the increase in the cost of a case of

be»T which is as high as $3. not including

the $1.20 for deposit on the bottles. Some

package stores are charging an additional

.:10 cents for the cardboard box which

contains the bottles or cans.

'The store owners and distributors think

it's a gfM)d time to mark up the prices." said

Peter Sinibaldi. a sophmore resident of

Washington lower. The prices are very

high and (the students) are getting screwed

over."

Several students said they were ex

pecting the price increase, but questioned

whether it is because the indu.stry is

striking out against the people of the state

for approving the bottle law, or if the in

dustry is passing on the cost of renovating

plants to accomodate the returning bottles.

"People don't understand why the prices

have gone up. " said Drew McLeod, a fresh

man living in Washington. "When the bottle

bill was introduced, 1 don't think people

knew about an increase. It has hit (the

students) the hardest."

Russell said the increase is coming from

the distributors. "I'm curious to find out

what increase the wholesalers are taking,"

he said. "(The wholesalers) are turning

around and saying the increase is coming

from the brewers. 1 don't think so."

Some students and the store owners

agreed they would support a repeal of the

bottle law. should a movement to do so

begin. Many students said they would

choose to return to the $9 case of Budweiser

at the expense of cleaner neighborhoods

and highways, which proponents of the law

said they feared most.

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research (iroup (MASSPirgt. a strcmg

proponent (»f the law, said the cost increa.se

is unjustifiable.

"Boycott the national brands and just buy

the local brands, said Lisa DeCaviolis,

chair of UmassPirg. "(The distributor^ .ire

making f(K>lsof us.
"

staff photo by K»n Razinrt

Sophomore Joe Brennan (left) and Freshman Charlie Vigorita stack

bottles and cans from last weekend's partying. Both plan to return all

their empties this semester.
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World and National News
Two Milton police officers

shot in 'unprovoked attack'

AP Laavrphoto

Paul Anderson, a homeless person from Washin^on, D.C., finds a

warm spot on a steam grate near the White House yesterday morning.

The snow that hit Washing^ton yesterday is supposed to reach New
England this morning.

MILTON (AP) — A Milton man charged

with shooting two police officers in what

authorities called a unprovoked attack was

being held without bail before arraignment

today on assault charges.

Milton police oficer Paul Nolan was shot

early Saturday after he stopped his cruiser

when he thought he heard a rock hit it. said

officer Kevin Mearn.

Nolan was shot in the arm and leg when

he approached a man standing between two

homes on Central Avenue, police said. He
was listed in stable condition at Milton

Hospital yesterday after surgery, according

to officer Vincent Maglio.

Officer Charles Paris, who also was shot

when he responded to Nolan's call for help,

was treated and released from the hospital.

"It was shf)cking to us." said Lt. David

Macdonald. "It was a totally unprovoked

attack with no warning whatsoever. We
were lucky."

Nolan would have been shot three times

but for the portable radio on his hip, which

stopped one slug. Macdonald said.

Milton police arrested Francis CuUen Jr.,

40. of Milton after a scuffle at the scene of

the shooting. He was charged with assault

and battery with intent to murder and

illegal possession of a handgun, Macdonald

said.

Cullen was held without bail for a hearing

today in Quincy District Court.

Macdonald said Cullen lives at 340

Central Ave., next door to the shooting

scene, and a few houses from the scene of

an attempted break in.

US official to support higher military aid in Korean trip
SEOl'L. South Korea (AP) - Secretary

of .State George P. Shultz, signaling North

Korea of U.S. determination to defend the

south, meets with President Chun Doo-

hwan today and flies to the demilitarized

zone to "pay my respects" to l^S. tnH)ps

guarding the frontier.

Shultz will don army fatigues and a steel

helmet for the visit to Camp Red Cloud and

Camp Liberty on the DMZ dividing North

and South Korea.

"The principle objective of my visit is to

reaffirm and support our security

arrangements with Korea and also to pay

my respects to the U.S. troops who are are

stationed there." Shultz told reporters as

his I'.S. .Air P'orce jet flew from Peking to

Seoul yesterday.

There have been periodic proposals and

preliminary steps suggested tor the

reunification of the Korean peninsula nearly

;iO years after the armistice that ended the

Korean War in 1953.

But Shultz said he had no "real reaction"

to a current proposal that would seat both

Korean governments in the United Nations.

Shultz said that in the past North-Korea has

"preemptorily rejected" such proposals.

In his first meeting here, Shultz told

Foreign Minister Lee Bum suk that the

Reagan administration will work hard to

obtain restoration of $70 million cut from a

South Korean military aid program cut by

Congress. I'resident Reagan had asked for

$210 million but Congress appropriated

$110 million.

In Korea, as he did in Japan and China.

Shultz criticized the arms control proposal

by Soviet Party leader Yuri V. Andropov,

which Shultz said would result in

redeployment of mediumrange missiles in

Asia.

Shultz told reporters before arriving here

that he found that the areas of agreement

betwt'cn the I'nited States and China

"appear to be much greater than the areas

of disagreement."
*

"Basically we wish to restore a useful

dialogue with the Chinese leadership and to

use that dialogue to help us in building a

stable and enduring relationship based on

mutual trust and mutual benefit," Shultz

said.

Shultz opened his South Korean visit by

laying a lloral wreath on a towering shaft

honoring war dead at the South Korean

National Cemetery.
He said he came to South Kore;i "with an

open agenda." prepared to respond to

whatever concerns the South Korean

government may have.

Shultz praised South Korea's actions to

permit more political freedom but said he
would not mention the subject in further

public statements here because "we have to

work these things out through quiet and
non public diplomacy."

Troop strength on the Korean peninsula
includes between 600,000 to 6.50,000 South
Koreans, about 39,000 Americans and an
estimated 800,000 North Koreans.

Shultz said he believes there is a

"satisfactory status quo" in terms of the

numbers of U.S. forces and programs here.

BJxjick ambassador

criticizes Reagan.
BOSTON — The Reagan administration

has turned black ambassadors into an

"endangered species," th? head of the

Trans.Africa Support Group's Boston
chapter contends.

""This is the time when there are very few
black .Americans actually serving as am
bassadors anywhere in the ranks," said

Willard R. Johnson. MIT professor at a

meeting of the group. "We never had a

great number, but we are an endangered
species under the present circumstances."

Johnson, president of TransAfrica, spoke
Saturday at the group's '.Ambassador

Weekend " at the Harvard Law SchcwI.

Fifteen black U.S. ambassadors at

tended, including former United Nations

Ambassadors .Andrew Young and Donald
McHenry. .About .'iOO people gathered to

hear them di.scuss U.S. foreign policy.

Walter C. Carrington. former am-
bassador to Senegal, called for changes in

the Reagan administrations approach to

the Third World. He said the Reagan ad

ministration should develop closer relations

with Zimbabwe, for example, rather than

dismissing the African nation as a "Soviet

puppet."

Indians stranded

in sea of red mud
WINDOW ROCK. .Ariz. - For seven

days, F^llis Peterson and her 4 year old

grandson were marooned with only bread

to eat in their hogan here on the Navajo

reservation, where the only travel is by

helicopter because of shoe sucking red

mud.

The .53 year old woman and her orphaned

grandson. Billie. had only a 20 pound bag of

flour — from which she had been making
bread — and were out of drinking water

when the Arizona Army National Guard
helicopter arrived Saturday with supplies.

Some of Mrs. Peterson's 20 sheep, in

eluding two newborns, died even though

she took them into her 10 foot by 10 foot log

home, eight miles from tribal headquarters.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Six hospitalized

in Chinatown

huel was low tor the ancient pot belHed
stove, the only heat to combat the cold that

rises from the raw dirt floor.

Lebanese fight

through blizzard
BEIRUT. Lebanon Christian and

Druse militiamen battled with grenades,

artillery and rockets during a blizzard in

Lebanon's central mountains Sunday,

killing at least five people and setting

several houses afire, police said.

.A few stray rounds of smallarms bullets

landed near U.S. Marine peacekeepers

deployed in the Beirut airport ar?a, but

caused no injuries. But an Italian member
of the multinational force had a leg am
putated Saturday after a cluster bomb he

thought was inert exploded while he was

taking it to demolition experts, an Italian

spokesman said.

In other developments, the death toll

climbed to 22 in the bombing of a PLO
building in Beirut, a guerrilla blast slightly

wounded the Israeli lank commander
confronted by a pistolwaving I'.S. Marine

"ast week, and Israeli military officials put

)ut a story that the Marine had alcohol on

his breath.

U.S. military spokesmen called the story

"absolutely false.

"

Police said renewed Christian Druse

battles flared during heavy snowfall in the

central mountain t(»wns of .Aley, Souk el

Gharb and .Aitat. about eight miles

southeast of Beirut.

The Christian Phalange Party, political

arm of the militia which cooperated with

Israel's inva.sion army against the Palestine

Liberation Organization last summer,

accused Israel for the first time publicly of

supporting the Phalangists' Druse op

ponents.

"Israeli forces are preventing our forces

from confronting attacks mounted against

us by Druse swialists in Aley," said the

Phalangist controlled Voice of Free

Lebanon radio. "Socialists are attacking

from Israeli lines."

Bostonian wins
Colorado Lottery
DENVER (AP) - The luck of the Irish

proved good for Brian McLaughlin, who
flew here from Boston for his brother's

wedding and won $10,000 in the Colorado

lottery.

The groom, John McLaughlin, took Brian

and their sister, Maryann, on a tour of

Denver's nightspots after Brian arrived

P'riday night.

"Being Bostonian and Irish, I told Brian I

would show him where we celebrate St.

Patrick's Day and we went to Duffy's,"

John explained. He bought two Colorado

lottery tickets and gave one to Brian.

It was the first lottery ticket Brian, 26,

said he had ever scratched.

"It t(H)k a while for it to sink in, but then

the whole bar started applauding," said

Brian, who is an insurance company
supervisor. "It was really a thrill.

"

Brian, who lives in the Brighton section

of Boston split his winnings with his brother

and sister. He said he may use some of his

winnings to pay off a new car. He also said

he has been thinking about running for a

seat on the city council and the money
"would come in handy to help my cam
paien.

"

BOSTON (AP) — Four children and two

adults were hospitalized early yesterday —
one in serious condition — after they were
found unconscious, apparently overcome by

carbon monoxide, at an apartment in the

city's ('hinatown section.

A mother, her daughter and twin sons,

another woman, and a visiting girl were
taken by ambulances when a neighbor

reportedly discovered them about 2 a.m.,

police said.

Lisa Ng, 31, and Kim Lok Yee, 61, were
both listed in fair condition in the intensive

care unit at Boston ('ity Hospital, according

to central administrator Chris Catino.

Ms. Catino said carbon monoxide
poisoning was suspected.

"It seems to be what they're leaning

toward from their blood levels," she said

about hospital tests. "A nurse said it (the

carbon monoxide) could have been from a

stove because there was a lot of cooking

going on."

James Boy Ian, a spokesman at New
Englaad Medical Center, said toxicology

tests confirmed that 6 year old Jennifer

Ng, another child found unconscious, was
overcome by carbon monoxide poisoning.

She was listed in satisfactory condition.

Twin boys. Jack and Gary Ng, 4, were
listed in stable condition in pediatric in-

tensive care at Massachusetts General
Hospital, according to Harry Harding,
enuTgency ward administrator.
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Dukakis names advisor for Educational Affairs
Former ecktcation taskforce chair

will coordinate education ^policy
By KEVIN BOWE

Collegian SUfT

Governor Michael S. Dukakis named a

cabinet advisor for educational matters

Friday, fulfilling a campaign promise he

made last year.

Gerald R. Indelicato, 36, dean of un
dergraduate studies at Worcester State

College was named as Special Assistant for

Educational Affairs.

Indelicato will coordinate education

policy for Dukakis and will serve as the

liasion between the Governor's office and

the educational community in

Massachusetts, said Dukakis spokesperson

Richard Gurcghian.

"This stale's economic future depends on

the quality of our education. ' Dukakis said

at a press conference held F>iday. "No area

of state government plays so vital a role,

and underscores so many of our diverse

economic needs, as the quality of education

in our state."

Indelicato chaired Dukakis' education

task force during the campaign for the

governorship. The task force advised

Dukakis on educational policy affecting

kindergarten through post graduate
studies.

Dukakis, Indelicato said at the press

conference, "will play a critical role in the

educational policy. ..of our Commonwealth."

"The economic recovery of

Massachusetts is the number one priority of

this administration, and preparing our

working people for the economy of the

future will rest squarely on the success of

education in this state," he said.

Indelicato, a graduate of Bridgewater

State College and the I'niversity of Con
necticut, taught in the Brockton public

sch(K)l system, where he served as an

assistant pi incipal.

He was director of a community

education program before he served as a

bureau chief for the Massachusetts

Department of Education Bureau of

Community Education and .Xdult .Services,

where he administered $16 million in

federal and state grants.

He has been the dean of undergraduate

studies at Worcester Slate College since

1981. He was responsible for the coor

dination of 26 academic departments which

enroll 8,^00 undergraduate students.

(ulltKian photo bv Jim I'owrr*

Gerald Indelicato (right), appointed Friday as Michael Dukakis'
special advisor for educational affairs, tours the University of

Massachusetts Computer Center with Dukakis last November.

Speaker emphasizes status

of black leaders in politics
By MARY BALDWIN

( ollcirian Staff

The problem with politics is not that

women are ineffective, but that there just

are not enough of them, said Yvonne

Braithwaite Burke, a former member of the

California House f)f Representatives during

a lecture Friday evening at Smith College.

Burke, an attorney and member of the

Iniversity of California Board of Regents,

said during her speech on "Black Women
and Politics", that Reagan has not ap

pointed any black women to a major post in

the administration.

"For this first time we have a president

who has erased black women from the face

of the earth." she »>aid.

Burke said the best step into politics for

women is througn staff positions, in

ternships and consulting positions.

This is the way today, because you get

accjuainted with many sources and people

and you know how you raise money," she

said, "(iraduate school, where you si-e the

loss of black enrollment, is the key to policy

making."
Burke •^ald the new politician is younger,

more educated and richer and therefore

politics are- changing. "The decline of

machine politics is one of the strongest

things that will get women to move in the

political direction, " she said.

Burke said she believes there will be an

emergence of black women as mayors and

on the national ticket.

"Women have concentrated their political

power at the local level. It's been difficult

for women to move up to higher echelons of

power. The same with black men," Burke

said.

Referring to the status of black women,
Burke said, "What we see is a growing

number of black women who are heads of

households. More and more, black women
have resp(»nsibility for both children and

jobs."

"This means black women have growing
responsibility. They are involved with

community. " she said.

Burke, streswng that sf>cial change is

needed and will come about when the

economy improves, said, "as you increase

employment you increase minority em
ployment. We need to push for an economic

policy that assurt>s black jobs and provides

.'idequate opportunity. We can no longer

isolate people.

"We need a strategy to stimulate the

entire nation," she said. "We need new

s(K'ial ideas that go to the heart of s(K-ial

change."

Security - inconvenience

that beats living at home
By ANNE McCRORY

Collririan Staff

Housing security at the University of

Massachusetts is probably one of the least

expensive kinds of insurance around today.

For $15.99 a year, a sum paid indirectly

through dormitory rates, students receive

the benefits of a security system composed

of evening receptionists, roving super-

visors and an administration based in the

Department of Public Safety.

Security is an "absolutely" essential ser-

vice at the University, said Robert L.

Campbell, associate director of Housing

Services. Without it, the dorms would l>e

"wide open to all kinds of unrestricted an-

tisocial activity," he said.

The current system was developed by

students in the 197()'s when vandalism and

wandering strangers in the dorms became

a problem, and no security system was in

operation to handle it, said Housing Securi-

ty Office Director Carol Radzik.

"(Security was) reinstated as a student

force — a system to keep strangers out of

buildings and damages down," she said.

The students' "loosely organized" system

was controlled by Housing Services until

1979 when the I'Mass Police took over, she

said.

Bob Campbell, a former UMass student,

explained the unfairness and technicalities

of security in the f>eri(td l)efore co-ed living

came into existence, in 1969-70 and Iwfore

the current system was formed.

"The male dorms were not locked up,"

he said, while females had to Ik- in at a

prescribed hour — 10 p.m. on weeknights

and some later time on weekends.

"They (the women) hui to l>e hack at that

time or they were given various sundry

duties (such as) handling security duties the

next weekend," he said.

There were also no men allowed in the

corridors of female dorms, Campbell con-

tinued.

"There were 'date rooms' where
someone would call up your (fate (fo fell her

you'd arrived.) If you desired to stay (in),

you sat on the couch where everyone could

see you." And of course, no one t<)uche<i

each other in those days, he added.

"The system was unfair to women — it

didn't exact the same standards (for men
and women)." Campbell said. "They let the

young men run around without lM)undaries.

Once dormitories became co-ed,

however, no security system was in opera-

tion.

The feeling among students at that time

was "we don't need security anymore —
the boys are in the dorms to protect the

girls," said Rjidzik, also a former UMass
student.

The dorms l)ecame a "24 hour open

house — open to anyb<Kly." Campl)ell .said.

It was at this time that vandalism and

strangers in dorms l)ecame a problem, and

students united to protect their pro|)erty,

Radzik said.

Under the current system, student recep-

tionists who check ID's, si>^ in guests,

rept)rt strangers and are prepared to han-

dle emergencies are the backl>one of the

current system.

In one instance Radzik mentioned, a

receptionist reported the strange l)ehavior

of several individuals who were later ap-

prehended by police in a stolen vehicle full

of stolen gcHuIs.

More typical of a busy night, however,

are hassles encountered by security per-

sonnel from "drunks not wanting to show

their key" or sign in guests, she said.

A saying framed in Radzik's office sums
it all up: "Security may not Ix* convenient,

but it beats living at home."

< oltritian photti h\ li»m KuHIa

Joanne Freeman, the newest University of Massachusetts meter

maid, goes about her job last Friday in the Central Residential Area.
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What Do You Want
From College?

Management Training?

Add It To Your Schedule.

You're career oriented.

You're interested in man-

agement.

You're an individual

seeking experience in prob-

em analysis, requiring

decision-making results.

You want management
training and leadership

experience. Experience

that will be an asset in a

management career — or

any career you may choose

If you are this individual,

you can get all of this

experience through the

adventure of Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD
for More information Contact

James C Mahoney
545-2321
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at the BLUE WALL
with Boston's Best
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HAPPY
^mr/
DAY

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534

Visit Our NEW,
ENLARGED College

STATIONARY DEPT.

Nivea
Moisturizing Creme
6 ox bonus jar (3 oz free!)

Sale $1.99
reg. $3.55 JO%l

Tylenol
Tablets

100 count

^^^ $2.89
reg. $3.39

Mr. Culver's

Sparklers

99c
reg. $1.19

0N€JfMV

One-A-Day
Stressgard
T 60 tablets

$3.89
reg. $6.05

Midol
60 tablets

$2.77
reg. $3.95 ]^

t3lFTSyourVALENTlNEwill cherish

Scoundrel
concentrated cologne spray

0.5 oz

$3.99
reg. $6.49

Andron
cologne for women

2oz

Jontue
cologne spray

1 oz

$5.69
reg. $8.75

*€

teg. $4.9b

$7.89
reg. $10.89

Whitman
1 pound

Sampler

$3.33

Charlie
concentrated cologne spray ^

1.7 oz

$7.09
reg. $10.75

Candy Cupboard
Foil Heart

12 oz
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Stella Carrara, a senior education major, checks out the tarantulas
for sale Saturday at

*

'Animal City" in the Hampshire Mall.

Womens Week
TUESDAY

Women's Bible Study and Discussion
will be held at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center
(check schedule for room number).

"Painting a Self," a lecture by Susan
H. Heideman, will be given at 7:30 p.m. in

McConnell Auditorium at Smith College.

Divorce and Separation Support Group
will meet from 6:30 to' 8 p.m. at the

Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall. For
more information, call 545-0883.

"Stopping the New Right's Attack on
our Rights," a- panel discussion about
what can be done to stop the Family Pro-

tection Act anti-abortion laws and amend-
ments, will be held at 7:30 p.m. orl the third

floor of Northampton's Thornes Market.

THURSDAY

International Women's Event planning
meeting for event to be held at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts on March 7 and 8.

will be. held at 7 p.m. Check the Campus
Center schedule for the room number. All

are invited.

The Women's Caucus of the Student
Senate will hold its first meeting of the
semester at 7 p.m. in room 802 of the Cam-
pus Center. The statement of purpose,
structure and elections will Ve discussed at
the meeting. For further information, con-
tact Susan Cottle at 415 Student Union or
call 545-0254.

$5.55

Say it in the Collegian!

VALENTINE CLASSIFIEDS
3 LINES

(approximately 30 words)

JUST $2.00

MORE TO SAY?
75" a line

Come to the Collegian table

at the Campus Center

Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday
to place your message

in Monday's
Special Valentine Edition

deadline: VVed., Feb. 9, 3:30 p. m\
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ifSurvey —
Continwd from page 1

81.9 percent level. Smith and Mt. Holyoke
were slightly further behind with 77.3 and
75 percent satisfaction levels.

Although Smith and Mt. Holyoke
students were somewhat behind in social

life, they do appear to be eating well.

Students at the two schools reported 79.7
and 79.1 percent, respectively, that they
were either satisfied or very satisfied with
food services. UMass, Amherst and
Hampshire were behind in this category
ranging from only 50.3 percent (UMass) to

52.9 percent (Hampshire) of students
expressing satisfaction.

Bad ratings in the food service depart-

ment are a "tradition" at UMass, according

to Weitzer, but not because the food is

actually that poor. "That's just the type of

question students like to answer
negatively," he said. Research in that area
alone, as opposed to part of a larger survey,

has shown UMass food services to rate

much higher, Weitzer said.

Do those who eat well also do well

academically? At first glance the answer
appears to be "yes" since Mt. Holyoke
students showed the greatest amount of
satisfaction with their overall academic
experience with 91.6 percent satisfied. But
Smith students contradict the theory by
showing the second lowest level of overall

satisfaction (80 percent). The least satisfied

students academically are at UMass, where
only 73.9 percent say they are. satisfied.

However, 73.9 percent is "still a fairly high
level of academic satisfaction," according to

Weitzer. "(liven the price (of a UMass
education), if we can satisfy that proportion

we're doing pretty well." Weitzer explained
that among seniors alone satisfaction with

academic experience was about 80 percent.

Despite their relatively low level of

academic satisfaction, almost 9 of 10 I '.Mass

students (89.5 percent) still had an op

timistic outUxik for their personal future,

even though only 8,3.3 percent were op-

timistic about their occupational future.

Hampshire College students were slightly

more optimistic in both categories than

UMass students. Mt. Holyoke came out in

front again in the optimism category with

96.5 percent optimistic about their personal

futures and 91.9 percent optimistic about

their occupational futures. Smith is again in

the cellar with 79.3 percent personally

optimistic and 73.3 percent occupationally

optimistic. The question was not asked at

Amhecst.
Want more figures'.^

"Isolation" category: 51.7 percent of

Smith students feel isolated to at least

"some extent;" Amherst. 45.5 percent;
UMass, 39.0 percent; Mt.. Holyoke, 26.5
percent. The question was not asked at

Hampshire.
Wondering which of the five colleges is

the lonliest? Well, 66.6 percent of Hamp
shire College students reported feelings of

loneliness to at least "some extent."
Amherst is next with 48.3 percent with Mt.
Holyoke close behind with 47.6 percent. If

you are one of the 38 percent of UMass
students who reported feeling lonely, cheer
up, at lea.st you're not at Hampshire. You
may be curious about how many Smith
('ollege women are feeling lonely. We may
never know. They weren't asked.

Finally, let's examine the "distrust of

others" category. Mt. Holyoke shows the

most trusting students with 29.2 percent
reporting they distrust others to "some
extent." Smith was next at 45.9 percent,

then Amherst with 49.1 percent while 51.1

percent of UMass students said they

distrust others somewhat. Hampshire
College reports that 54.5 percent of their

students distrusted others.

Everywomen's Center will offer

internships and summer postions
Internships for credit, letters of

reference or possible workstudy are being
offered by the Everywoman's Center in

Wilder Hall.

F'or descriptions of these positions,

deadlines and applications, call the center
at .545 0883.

SGA Elections

. Nomination papers for the office of SGA
President(s), the seats on the Campus Center

Board of Governors, and the Residential Com-

mittee are available beginning Monday, February

7. The papers must be signed out and completed

by Friday, Febrary 18 at 3p. m. When they are

returned, they must be notarized and submitted to

the Governmental Affairs Committee.

For further information, .

call the Student Senate, at 545-034 1

;

or come
up to room 420 of the Student Union Building.

^m
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We have in stock the

books that you will

need for many of your

classes.

' Our prices are the

lowest!

We will save you

money.
' Call 546-7710 before

you buy elsewhere!!!

' There will be full

refunds up to the end

of the add/drop period

BOOKS

THIS
WEEKS

WADOOCSr
COLOMCnCM

Head €r Chest
Liquid

4 oz.

$1.61
Reg.

$2.79

H Cr C

$1.91
Reg. $2.46

MUiM

©KIE^

Carefree
PANIVSHieiDS -.

$1.95
Reg. $3.68

j^^^^k J

Reg. 30's - Deo 30's

speed
stick
*N^ nrVttAh

.. M C N n t N

JCDi.

$1.61
Reg. $2.49

2.5 oz.

Fresh

Spice

or

Unscented

$2.09
Reg. $2.95

B Er H
2 oz. Wetting

Solution

Aim flUORlOi

._.>

$1.27
4.6 oz.

Aim
,

All sale items also available

in the Mini Store

in the Student Union

open
Mon, Thur, Fri 9-5

Tue, Wed 9-9

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

ffVNIVERSITY
STORED

¥
¥
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The Marines PLC Air Program guarantees flight

school after basic training. And if you qualify, we can put

you in the air before college graduation with free civilian

flying lessons. Contact your Marine representative or

call collect (203) 244-2 1 68/2 169 ^.^^.

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

See Captain Sparks

Campus Center

-¥

¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Debate on admission criteria

Proposed changes are equitable

A great deal has been written about the

decline of academic standards in the

nations public schools. According to a

recent survey, 27 states are grappling with

the problem of high school graduates who

are inadequately prepared for college.

For loo long, too many of out schools

have taken a laissez faire approach to

academic requirements, allowing students

to elect whatever smorgasbord of courses

they wished. The nation's colleges and

universities have been partners in bringing

about this decline. By not requiring

students to meet entrance requirements,

they have condoned a lack of preparedness.

All responsible educators agree that the

situation should be corrected, as quickly a-s

possible. The Board of Regents seeks a

solution to this most pressing problem that

is in keeping with the Regents emphasis on

access and quality.

John B. Duff

Admission standards show bias

Under this proposed plan, students who

plan to enter college must be adequately

prepared in English, mathematics and

science. The standards will be pha.sed in

over a four to five year period to allow

school districts ample lime to prepare for

the changes. Such changes will ool only

benefit students continuing on to post

secondary education, but also will help

those who plan to enter the work force

following graduation.

Recent studies have shown that ap

propriate courses and increased homework
have raised student grades in general; the

positive effect has been even greater for

minority students. Increased focus on

preparedness also results in ln-tter per

tormance on SAT scores for minority

students.

Robert Spillane. Superintendent of

Boston Schools, in testimony before the

Board of Regents' subcommittee for

;\cademic Affairs, observed that a high

school diploma had become a meaningless

d(Mument in the Inited States - nothing

more than an empty reward for f«>ur years

of education.

The Boston superintendent also noted

that Massachusetts is one of the fesv slates

in the nat ion w ithout standards of education-

established for the elementary and

secondary scho<»ls. Spillane praised the

Regents for introducing a pn)posal that will

sel minimum admission standards at the

state's four yt-ar colleges and universities.

"Vou are actually doin^ us a service... you

are on the right track. ..you are holding our

feet to the fire.
" he said.

A uni<|ue asp«'Ct of the proposed stan

dards is the provision for a clear and

assured path through the community

colleges for students who can benefit from a

university or college education, but w ho are

in need of additional preparation after high

sch<H)l. i'ublic colleges and universities will

reserve a certain percentage of their seats

for community college transfers. A task

force is currently developing procedures

which will a.ssure a smoother flow ol

students from community colleges to

baccalaureate institutions.

Furthermore, these standards will apply

to students entering the public institutions

directly from high school. For other en

tering students, institutions will develop

special criteria which will be approved by

the Board of Regents. This criteria will

insure admissittn of older non traditional

students, the educationally or otherwise

disadvantaged students as well as those

with special talents.

In the public discussion of the admission

standards the issue of racism has been

raised. Racism is a false issue in the case of

the propos«'d admission standards, but

U'gitimate concerns must be confronted

honestly in order to eliminate

demagoguery. clear up mi.sconceptions, and

correct misinformation. The Board of

Regents is determined to improve access

for minority students. The Regents are also

di'termined to keep them in school and see

that they graduate. With the introduction

of minimum standards for admissions, the

retention rate of all students should

significantly improve, for it h;Ls happened

elst'where in the Inited States where

admission standards have been im

plemented.

rh«' Regents bi'lieve that the establish

ment of standards will reaffirm the

academic expectations for college bound

students and provide needed leverage to

hi^h schiHiJ counselors and teachers v\h(>

strive to prepare stud«'nts for college. But

before any standards are voted or im

plemented. represt-ntat ives of the Board of

Regents and staff, will discuss the proposal

vMth interested groups across

Massachust-tts. Concerns will be heard,

suggestions solicited and opinions will be

evaluated.

.\s Chancellor of high«'r education in

Massachusetts, it is my conviction both

personally and professionally, that the

establishment of standards will reaffirm the

academic expeclatitms for college bound

students and help achieve our twin goals of

access and (juality.

Juhti H. Dutt i.v ChininUor U>t HiQh>r

h',liii;itii»i ni Miussnrhus* tts

The University of Ma.ssachusetts be-

lieves in admissions standards.

The L'niversity has applied such

standards, of course, for decades. That's

why we are obliged to turn away thousands

of applicants every year. That's why our

student lK)dy's average SAT Scores are as

high as they are. And that's why our

students move on to successful work in

graduate and professional schools and in

the job market.

()f)viously, however, admissions stan-

dards ought to bring state-of-the-art preci-

sion to measuring what such standards are

supposed to measure: namely, a student's

academic competence.

Our current standards, we l)elieve, tied

as they are to a student's actual academic

^)erformance in the full four years of high

school, meet the test of state-of-the-art

precision.

David C. Knapp
The standards (frawn up by the staff of

the Board of Regents, however, even

though they are well-meant, clearly flunk

the precision test.

Whatever these proposed standards

would measure, it is not academic com-

f)etence.

Because they are imprecise, moreover,

they are unfair.

If the proposed standards are adopt^'d,

then they would require a student to do two

things in order to gain admission to one of

the four public university campuses in the

slate: score HOO or more on the combined

SATs and show a class rank in the top 40

f
wTcent

.

There would also \)e an alternative: if a

student scores 8.')0 or more on the SATs,

then this stu<f7'nt can gain aiiniission with a

lower class rank, in the top half.

For one thing, these stiindards overlook

what is now the leacfing admissions stan-

dan! in American higher education, public

an(i private: namely, the recjuirement that

a student show evidence of competent

academic performance in college prep work

in four years in high school. Roughly 40

percent of all colleges aii<l universities in

the country used this as their cliief stan

dard.

This standard, however, isn't included in

the proposals. This is akin to (irawing up
sUmdards for doctors and neglecting to

mention medical school.

Moreover, each of the proposed stan-

dards would show a bias against a different

group of prospective university stuilents.

Some high schools are academically

stronger than other high schools.

Therefore, a class rank in the 5 1st [)ercen-

tile in a strong school should count for

more than the same class rank in an

academically weaker high school. At

UMass, moreover, it does.

In the proposed standards, however, the

same class rank in these very different

schools would \)e counted as the same for

admissions purposes.

The use of SAT scores as a cutoff

displays a bias against students from black

and Latin and blue collar families.

Moreover. SAT scores were never in-

tended to be used as a cutoff — so has said

(iregory Anrig. the president of the Educa-

tion Testing Service, the designer and ad-

ministrator of the tests.

As the best research now shows, the

SATs do a poor job of gauging the

academic competence of individual

students - though they are reliable in

gauging the collective academic com-

petence of groups of stu<lents.

Moreover, students whose parents earn

more and have more education tend to get

higher SAT scores than students whose

parents earn less and have less education.

Here, the tests aren't measuring academic

com{)etence. but social and economic class.

This is why public high sch(M)l students in

Boston, for example, do so pxtorly on the

SATs. If you tally the average score of the

test-taking students in the city's 14

regional high schools, then you will see that

it is roughly 630 — a full 170 points U'low

the proposed cutoff point.

Again, the University believes in stan-

dards. However, we also In-lieve in bring-

ing state-of-the-art precision to such crucial

decisi<ms as who is to gain a university

degree and who isn't. This precisi<m is

what guarantees fairness to all.

However, the proposed standards now

k'fore the Board of Regents threaten to

keep more young people off our campuses

and slow down growth in educate*! talent

an<i in new jobs.

The University l)elieves that <»ur state's

aj)proach to the issue of admissions .stan-

dards should not block economic growth

but should encourage it by helping to make

a l)etter and stronger match of young peo-

ple to these new jof)s and to the broader

issues we now face in guarant*'eing growth

and quality of life in New England's new
economy.
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Airlift your spirits
Berlin Airlift lands at hangar
Hy KO HKKN
('ollogian Corrcspondrnt

What Heriin Airlift d(H>s, it rl<K>s very

well, as th«' band provrd Saturday ni^ht

when it landed for iht- first timr this

semester at lian^'T One. brin^inK its pop

flavored contemporary sound to the en

thusiast if crovNd of 2(K).

The sliek professional show was a result

of very competent musicianship fronted by

vocalist sonK^ril«T Ui<k iierlin and

guitarist v(H-alist St«'ven IVrry. They were

experienced and convincing performers

who kept the audit-nce constantly on the

dance floor with son^s like "It's Vou I U)ve"

and "Over The Hill." Hoth of the son^s an-

on Merlin Airlift's first album. Hi rlin Airlift.

whi<h has bei-n receiving rejjional. and

some national interest

.

"Come to ze Cabaret!"
Walter Boughton's marvelous trip

into the realm of the fantastic

The band's stron^jer material, however,

was to be found not in the "I love you " son^;s

which tended to become redundant and
predictable, but in the songs with a storv

line. "Here Lies Norman. " intn»duced with

some beautiful keyboard work by Jane

Malmond. told of an ugly sexually frustrated

voung man who jumps from the H.l'.

Bridge. In "I Don! Know How To He ('<mi1.
"

an adolesc«'nt tries everything in order to

be hip. but just can't fit in.

Hick Herlm was constantly on the move
on stag!'. l«»okmg lik«' a cross between Mick

.Jagger and IVter Wolf. This is not all that

surprising since the band recently did six

east coast shows with the J. (ieils Hand,

from whom. Merlin said, the hand learned a

lot.

"When we saw how hard those guys
((Jeilsi worked, it made us move off our ass

CABARET
Directed by Walter Boughton
Produced by the Amherst Masquers
February 4-6, 9-12

Kirby Theater, Amherst College

By JANINE BRl NELL
CollrKian ( orrmpondenl

The experience begins immediately upon

entry into the l>eautiful Kirby Theater at

Amherst coilejje, where an aura of history

and aristocratic ambiance puts one in the

mood for theatre. House lights dim and

l)eautiful music and lighting prepare us for

the revealation of our Master of

Ceremonies. PettT Clark. In his nonchalant

sophistication ('lark does a wonderful job

of putting the audience at ease: "Come.

Leave your cares outside and join us.

Where the girls are beautiful, even the or

chestra is iR-autiful."

The visual experience of Walter

Boughton's Cnhnret was indeed lx»autiful.

With a l<ively mixture of extraordinary

lighting design, and bright and flashy

costumes on a cleverly designed set; the

eyes are delighted and the mind is a place

of l)eauty and excitement. A fantasy.

Scott Haycock as Cliff Bradshaw, a

young American novelist exp)eriencing his

first exposure to Berlin, does a U'lievahle

job of creating his character for us. Cer-

tainly his appearance immediately spells

American intellect, and his gestures and

mannerisms were consistent with the

character, although at times his energy

was not.

and push more," he said.

The pop quint<'t was rounded out by

bassist Chet Cahill and drummer .lo<» Het.

both of whom sang and further added to the

versatility of the band's sound. Airlift's lush

four part harmonies were sometimes

reminescenl of Styx and .lourney. Hut at

times the band took on a heavy metal

sound, thanks to IVrry who can use the

whamnty bar with the best of them.

"We don't sound just like everyone else,

we're not trendy, were not scene makers,

we just play." said Iierlin whose personal

influences included John Lennon. I'atti

Smith, and .loni Mitchell.

t SoundAddce \

Th«> band took a break at 1 o'clock at

which point the audience thinned out to

about half. Hut those who stayed became

more enthusiastic ;ls the band played past

two an»i included the Kinks' "Rink and Roll

Fantasv" as an encore. The audience and

the band thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

Merlin said the record is doing well, but

their original company. Handshake Records

folded two mtmths ago. "('.M.S. is still

distributing the album, but no m<mey is

being sprnt on its promotion.
"

Opening lor Merlin .Airlift were the evt-r

popui.ir Museum Directors who played

original favorites like "No Way' and

".Anorexic Mli>nde". They have become

much tighter since the last lime I saw them

and ihev delivered a solid set.

The wonderful, wild, and unconquerable

liveliness of Sally Bowles, played by Donna
Kane, was always deiiciously on the verge

of explosion, and Donna Kane's final ex-

pression of that self was carried over

l)eautifully in a deep, throaty, and sexy

vocal performance of "Cabaret". An en-

thusiastic burst of apfxlause showed the au-

diences gratitude.

Other marvelous performances were
given by Michele Beasley as Fraulein

Schneider. Kllen Reilly as p>aulein Kost,

and Jim Lamb as Herr Schultz. Kach ob-

viously had developed an understanciing of

their characters that made their perfor-

mances touching and unquestionably real.

Fritz Schwentker as Krnst Ludwig creat^'d

the sulxiued fear that everyone feels for

the Nazi's and his confused concept of "the

true Cerman" not only frightens but

angers Cliff Bradshaw and the American

audience. At last, recognition and en-

thusiastic applause to the Kit Kal girls

whose wonderful dancing and more than

suggestive costumes made an unforget-

tiible line of chorus girls. Without them the

show would have lost much of its success

and- attraction.

A combination of successful perfor-

mances. l)eautiful music and costumes,

placed on a flashy sUige and emphasized by

extraordinarily effective lighting, made
('aha ret a thrilling ex()erience which suc-

ceeded in pushing away the audiences

troubles. What was it the Master of

Ceremonies said? "1 told you so!"

Rick Berlin, vocalist and sonj^writer

for Berlin Airlift.

I oll^Kian phiitii h« Mowtrd (.ahitl

Steven Perry, vocalist and guitarist for Berlin Airlift who played at

Hangar One Saturday night.

"How much art can you take?"

Q)me down to the Arts Desk at

the 0)llegian and find out.

'i^.
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Catnpu8 Center/Student Union

Board of Governors

• Will the new computer

terminals be installed in the

music library?

• Will the student fee be

permanently dropped to $79?
• Will a student run bookstore

open in lieu of the textbook

annex?

To find out the answers to these

pressing issues, come to the first

meeting of the

Board of Governors.

DATE:
Thursday, February 10, 1983

TIME: 6:00 p.m.

PLACE: 809 CC

/
2X 2E 2Z az

EE, ME and Computer Science majors

HAMILHIN STANDARD

is coming to campus

Friday, Februapy 11

See your Placement Office today to

arrange an appointment with the repre-

sentative from Ha[7iilton Standard a lead-

ing Division of United Technologies

Corporation that is active in diverse tech-

nologies serving worldwide aerospace,

automotive and industrial markets

This interview could be the start of a
fine future at our facility in north central

Cor^necticut

If you are unable to arrange a time

on our schedule, please send details of

your education and any experience to

William Kelly College Coordinator

Dept 130 Hamilton Standard.
Windsor Locks CT 06096

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
HAMILTON

An Lciual 0()porlunily Employer

•TART YOUR PMTURI
TODAY X Hypetcurricula

.Collegian 11

I

Intern§hip Planning Sensions

Now Being Held Daily

Through April 29

Plan now for §uninier or fall

intern8hip. Contact:

Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

Campus
Card.

\i> ni.iltiT wh.it \i>ur -i hciiulc ur v\i>rkli>.u( i>- \oui.in

iiKU Jo \i>iii b.inkin^; .it the in-w \ IV»".v 24 Kh.iIcJ in

thf \tv\ni,in C ciitrr i.ifrtcii.i ThiTf>- onK one i.trJ

th.tl Itl-- \ini Ji> .ill viHir ir>;iil.ii b.tiikinn '• nii'if th.iti

350 \ l'n V- 24>. ;iroiiiu< M,i-.-,u hii^<tt- lln

H.uH.ink- \ I'ri-- 2 \" i .irJ

T(> >'.''' \i>uri,iril iii'-t \ I"-!! tnir Anihii --t (.^t tn !• .it

"5 1 .1-1 I'll .i-.i!it Strtit tiuLiv

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is pubhshed
daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day
they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

CONSERVATIVE STUDENT COMMITTEE
MEETING — First meeting of semester; all good con

servatives welcome, 6 p.m., 177 Campus Center, Jeffrey

B. Kelley. 546 4602.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - The council is Hillels

decision making body. Share your voice on planning and

programming, J. Tesslcr, 545 2526.

IFSEA MEETING — Members and non members are

strongly encouraged to attend. Dues will be collected,

dates and events discussed. Don't miss it, 7 p.m., ('offee

Shop in Flint Lab.

UMOC GENERAL MEETING - The University of

Massachusetts Outing Club will be holding its first general

meeting. All are welcome to attend, even non members, 7

p.m.. Campus Center Auditorium.

WSYL GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING - We
are looking for D.J.'s with an interest in alternative music.

New members welcome. Strut your stuff on the air. {'all

545 0191 for requests. 7 p.m., Cashin Rec Room, Joanne V.

Mei.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Planning for educational work around the issue of world
hunger. Anyone willing to help is welcome to attend, 4:30

5:30 p.m., 428 Student Union, Carolyn Porter, 545 2661.

IVySomething Better
i€

m

Ross University

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

4

Now accepting applications lor study leading to

degree iri both Medicme and Vetcr'nary Medicine.

Courses taught m English Progrnms under guidance

o! Arnerican Ooan utilizing American curriculum

Transfer Students accepted Semesters begin March
and Julv 1983. We are an accredited school and listed

in W H O and aMiliated with U S hospitals lor

clinical rotation Direct inquiries to

floss University
Pornmoutf^. Dommica Wl AnrnLon Mr Butlfit

lb West 32 Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

-**-A-»^

•HAPPY VALKNTINE'S DAY"
.\\\s\ t orilt.illv iiiv iicN tlu'tti ti>

Gentlemen Only Night
I liursj.iv, Ich 111, (> to *' p.m.
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CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK!
HP11C

$75.00
our reg^it:^
org List 100.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy to learn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools

Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP nC Slim line Programmable Scientific

HP - 12C

$99.00
our rag ^TSMX).

org list 150.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP 15C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert/delete editing

RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and

liquid-crystal display CF= __-,-

HP15C

$99.00
our rag Tl&OO.
org list 115.00

o
•J

J
i
•J

•

cookbooks • craH^ • Jrama • ecoi\on\»ci • etiucAhou • t-nalvsK • eic

/ s'

• •• ••

NEW BOOKS AT HALF PRICE

o
3

J
I

It
u

TRY US FIRST!!

We liAVE books For suppUwEWTARy REAdiNq, researcIi, •

COURSEWORk , REFERENCE, OR A RAINy dAy. Awd EVERy |
book is AJwAys bslow requIar whoUsAU prIce! S

Entire Srock J0% - 90% OFF ^
PubliskERS List PrIce =r

Down rht RAwp at 71 N.PUasant St., AwliERiT

2^6-6498
* OpEN Mon-Sat 10-6

o

Wc buy youR currentI •

TfXT» All yfA« lo«q.
I p

• IX IFU •IFU •\\\V\U 9\\\

%^ cotrsnimom

o ( A t 1 n

(^ ub S] [^m S) CDubcXlCDfn Ctrl r*i cS5 teJ oe) cso ts tH3 ovi

D n*^ ^sjj rri O-j C?j cTi n^

HP IOC

$59.00
our reg16&:^
org list 80.00

Hewlett Packard's lowest priced

programmable everi The new HP IOC

scientific calculator can make problem

solving easier with:

70 Program Lines, Conditinal Branching

Built in Trigonometric and Statistics Functions

RPN Logic, Merged Keycodes
Continuous Memory
Liquid Crystal Display

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP 16C can

save you time with its built in functions and
advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal

conversions and operations

Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 15-bit data registers

Sets word size. Is and 2's complement, unsigned modes
Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and liquid-crystal display

HP16C

$99.00
our rag ^3^X1
org list 150.00

1;

OPEN
Men - Fri 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

^yUmVERSITY
mSTORE^ I

Rhetoric Exemption
Exam

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be given on

Wednesday, February 9, 1983

7-9 P.M.

Mahar Auditorium
The test is open only to students who entered as

freshmen prior to Fali 1982 or transfers who will be

juniors before Fall 1984. This is the onlv x\m3 this ex-

am will be given this semester. Bring 5C^, student I.D.

and a pen.

GRADUATE
TO GOLD...

AND
DIAMONDS!

With a Diamond College Ring

from ArtCarved. ^-.o*-"--

Your ArtCarved Represenialive

IS here now With the beaufitully afford-

able Designer Diamond Collection An
ArtCarved exclusive Exquisitely crafted designs all set with genuine

diamonds in 10K or 14K gold Or choose the elegant diamond-substitute

Cubic Zirconia

Let your ArtCarved Representative show you this beautiful class ring

coHeciion today Gold and diamonds its the only way to go'

DATt

Feb. 7, 8, 9 10-4

llMfc

• .„ ea Mrt-'<*'C.v ! i)' Visa Acc«!pl»"i

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

>'l ACt

N< itt in K I ( .+^ ' fi •(Is l*t • r ( >,»! (j( )l( I O

'!m
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Open 24 Hours 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadieyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

Lean and delicious.
Enjoy it or your money back.

BottcMii
Round
Roast'

USDA Choice
Beef Round

USDA Choice Beef Round -. ^^^^ Beef Chuck - ^nRump Round Roast ib l.i^t^ Boneless Chuck Roast ib 1. /y
Beef Round o /i n USDA Choice ri on
Eye Round Roast ibZ.^^ Beef Bottom Round Steakib Z.Zi)
Beef Round t on USDA Choice n cm
TopRoundRoast "•'•"^"^ ibl.oy BeefTop Round Steak ibZ.59
USDA Choice ^ f^^^ USDA Choice o r^r\
Beef Roimd Tip Roast lb i.yy BeefTip Round Steak ibZ.by

Split with Back
5-6 lb package'White Gem'

ChickenAfV
Breast lbS^Sy
'White Gem' ;^_,^
Chicken Legs mZOt
5-6 lb package ib^^fyF

Chicken Breast
Whole
'White Gem' p^ 119lb
Boneless & Skinless
Chicken BreastA29
'White Gem' lb

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
W. Mass and Enfield

see Store for Details

It's time to

SIOPc.
SI10P

^^___« J-.1-' AvallBDJe in storescomer Oell featuring service aeU.

CORNER
ELI

Lowest
price in
over a year!

Make sure you take advanta()e of
this one time speriall Check out
our other money savers.

Lean & Delicious &S^
Colonial 'cbT

Ham 19?

TUt'dverI Weaver
Chicken
Franks 70^
1 lb package

Virgina Brand
Meat or Beef
Bologna 1 59
Lower Salt 1 lb pkgJL

Nepco <^^~ "179Bacon
Slif ed 1 lb pka

Weaver ^.^.^.^

Chicken p,,,,„
Rondelets ^ qq
All Vaneties ^^
1 2 ounce package .r
Weaver
Fried T^^^^r

Chicken J:"A"
Italian style •^05f
Seasoning 28 oz .^Km

Fresh

Fillet JL lb

Pier 12 t^iERi2

Cod -489
Steaks . X it>

Cinn. Coffee
Cake
14 ounce loaf89

3 lb. Cudahy (Cudahu)

Caimed£»^
r^/^t-T-l<aH Rrfa^af Brisket Point Cut 1 OQ
V-AiniCU. JjCCI (Flat Cut 199 1b) lbX*^v7

Smoked Shoulder ^'«-"ib 1.29
T «-» A, • Semi Boneless •% ^^ ^^Ham Portionsc»'"'>*«'*^«»"«'*d*^dibl .oy
produce save on fresh berries and lovely Valentine glHs!

Fresh Sweet Florida

Strawberries
A luscious taste

of summer!

pint

F^niit Gift Tray

Tetley Tea

"Tiny little tea leaves'
Package of 100 bags I

59

Tropicana
Ctn^^ers
Grapefruit. Fruit Punch
or Orange. 44 ounce bottle I19

Inciijclfis 1-5 qiecGS of fancy fresh

r-^
'riiit plus a' heart Shaped box of

'
-<4 Brarhs Cgntlv >Mth a bow A

'\ 1/ swivel way to say I Invp you' Oea
Azalea Plants

Sweetheart
Azalea
in a 4 ill.

JXJt t3 ea

Sweetheart
Azalea
in .1 b in

JK)t

AOO
^^ ea

Chrysanthemum
O ea

Plants in holiday ctdors
in a 5 inc h put. Low Fried

Flower
Bouquet3"Fresh 'perle'^ t

gift for your
sweetheart."

oo
ea

Reiger
Be&nia

4f>504^ ea

Flowering
in a 4" pot

#
TwinSt* Ives rak

Shampoo
& Conditioner^^ m^^
2 IHo/ bottles

. ^^^49

Regular Sli< ed II

.Star Kist Tuna
'^^ESoUd Whiter 09

In spring water
7 ounce can . . . 1

<^ Clorox
Bleach
Half Gallon container 65

I
ScQtties Facial
Tissue
Assorted or White

i^;U~f :2ply200 sheet pkg 69
Vanity Fair
Towels RA
Print Towels
2 ply 100 sheet roll..

HoodCott£^e
Cheese -.'.^ (p^y
Small or Large Curd pr
Niiform Ix)w Fat or PineappN

Orange Juice
Trop.ca».gg
Frozen concentrate
12 ounce can . . . .

Banquet
Pot Pies ,.ki;

Beef Chicken or Turkey
" 3'-l

)<vj<)ba. Al(»e \>ra
or Hennii 2

l\\ Big Daisy ij

I ^^tVhite Bread ||

I c^t'".or':ri333ii

Cream of ^^Mushroom ^\^ c 0333 %%

1 lb qtrs. (irade A {Stop A Shop I \ \r- %.

Macaroni & 1 1 J
\ ,
ILandOLake jCheese II W| Butter |

.k
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

15 TW6 WHCRe
rcPN ?ifia

F€R«)NAtt)^' HOWWOUtP
/ VWUKEir

TO REAP?

^
aA55lR£P

1-7

Fe^^AL.e 23 5ei^5i;At,
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T eer lucky.
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/VIV W(TXef)5
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\

The UMass Zone

TONS ^ SWf^M... C/^RE TO

^^^ H/r- 5T/W

SUR£, V/C .

Conf //V AMi)

S;t oowa^.

7FLL i^s ww/^r yo\j

INTEKSESSION

.

h

By Mark Rollins

you >^/^'t still

FILLING youli 80NC.

Katfood ByA#R#K
OKAv.so ny Classes arb
0V^SUfl5C«fl6O, I LOSTMY
JOQ, ANO MY ^a>MH4Tf '5 A
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Scrod By Don DeBellis

I

**.

I
\.^

2 *
^^<^tn.ls

After The Fall By R. Miller

E-NOUUH ilPPlCi AT U^^Aii

CROSSWORD
l-dilfd h> MarKarrl Farrar and I rude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 President from

The Bay State

6 Counter order

10 Podot the

cotton plant

14 Face unfavorably

to the wind
15 Alas Latin style

16 Ingredient m
some cosmetics

17 Montana s flower

19 the

Whales'
20 French season
21 Comparative

endings

22 Oregon s nick

name —— Stale

24 State flower

of Idaho

26 Farmer s

concern

27 Cookout callers

28 Agush
32 Bout
34 Net

35 Capek s robo*

drama
36 Wool in

combinations
37 Signaled farewell

38 Trig function

39 Bygone
40 Name in opera

lore

41 Fresh
42 State

44

\ngrtf« |M|«\ ^tflitit«lr

God

45

46

49

What
wrought'
Danish weights

Louisiana s bird

Insect s antenna

52 Sir knight

of the Round
Table

53 Orinoco tributary

54 f\^easured space
55 State flower of

Texas
58 Soho domestic
59 —

Misbehavin

60 Daily fare, in

Pans
61 and turn

62 Soaks, as flax

63 Recesses
of churches

DOWN
1 French clerics

2 Member of the

Pantheon
3 Tailor s task

4 Converged
5 the future

(forecasti

6 Cotia or firma

7 Sounds of

surprise

a Earth Prefix

9 Heading for

foreign parts

10 Black igneous rock

1

1

Name for a Viking

12 Term of

endearment
13 Unpleasant

expression

18 Laws Abbr

23 Land of the

shamrock
25 Go
26 Secret agents

28 Cut

29 Gear for March
17th marchers^

30 Wearers of habits

31 Colorless

32 Authenticate

33 Therefore

34 Island NE of Leyle

37 Ridge made to

divert rainfall

38 Egyptian queen of

the gods
40 Basic word

for Cicero

41 Sodium carbonate

43 Certain

fishermen

fi Hosjmary .s one
46 Lowell and

others

4 7 Rocky ridge

48 Musical and bank
49 Not fancy

50 Reverberate

51 Seaver s stats

52 Diamond hit

56 Golf ball

location

57 Small amount

1 ? 3 4 s

1
6 7 8 9 10 It V 13

M IS 16

1

;

16 19

?n " 72 ?^

?4 ?s " ^^^H
ta^^H ''' ?8 ,•"9 30 11

1? 3,1 34 3S

36 3; m 38

3<) 40 41

4? 4.1 1" ^H
H^^^^^H'*' 4b 4.' 4H

4q SO SI "1 w
54

1

5S S6 S7

SB S9

k
60

61 67 63

weather

.Snow, possibly heavy east j«)rti()ns and U'cumin^ win-

dy today. Hijjhs mostly in the 20s. Snow endinjj tonight.

Variable cloudiness tomorrow, ('hance of flurries. Highs
from mid 2()s to low liOs.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Mambur^j on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
PVied Chicken/

("ranl>erry Sauce

A{)f)le ( ilazed Corned Beef

BASICS LUNCH
( )atburtjers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Ekk and

Cheddar Florentine

Fried Chicken/

CranlH'rrv Sauce

L

Collegian Jobs Available

The Collegian still has a few paid

positions available for this semester. Some
require experience, others do not.

Associate News Editors (3): Some
experience required. Low pay, long hours.

Drivers: No experience needed. A car is

necessary. Late night hours.

Librarian: No experience needed.

Applications are available at the front

counter of the (JoUegian, 113 Campus
Center, and must be returned by 3 p.m.

this Friday, Feb. 11. .

Ihi' < •illc(fi;in IS an «|ual '•i'l"'''''iriit> .•iii(.i"Mr

^tm
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lo watch.

"He missed it." blurted Dave Goldfield

to the listening audience. "He came about

an inch awav but miskcd it, Jim."

"I know." 1 said. "I k»ow."

Editor's note: Jim Floyd is terribly sorry

[except for kissina the cheerleader].

^i

yak.

-ITALIAM MeMU'

UMasswomen swimmers blow
past Rhode Island

^iSOpm-lXWfm
t«soo
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By BOB BROCK
( ollrician SUff

Jean Niola. led the way as the University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team chalked up their

mnlh win in ten starts, w.th a 89 M decision over the

University of Ithode Island. Saturday aftern(K)n in the

Hovden pool.

Nicolai. a senior from Creenfield, took first place honors

in four events lo spark the Minutewomen to the wm. She

took the i()0 vard individual medley which she won in

1 :().1.2»i and the 100 yard freestyle which she look in a switt

The Minutewomen also had their share of double win

ners during the meet. Connie Anderson. Ann Wirlog and

Klizabelh Feinber^ each won two event slo aid the I 'Mass

cause. Anderson also added two third place finishes which

picked up valuable UMass points.

Despite the large margin of victory, the meet was closer

than it appears. Rhode Island grabbed the lead first when
URI's Amy Colby took the 100 yard breastroke in 1:14.2.

They stretched the lead to 34 27 after the 200 butterfly.

After Anderson's win in the .50 freestyle URI'slead going

into the 1 meter diving was only four points at 37 33.

The UMass divers, Gina Perrone and Jean Bushee

placed first and second in the event to push the

Minutewomen ahead 41 .'58. They cruised on to win from

there.

The Minutewomen have now won two straight since

they suffered their only setback of the season, January 25

at the hands of a tough Hoston College squad. They are in

action next this ?>i^ay when they travelto Durham. N.H.

to take on the U'niversity of New Hampshire. Then they

have only one more dual meet (against Ml. Holyoke) before

the New p^ngland Championships at Springfield College

later this month.

UMasswomen bow to Huskies
%ft\ti% Tralnln) Program

For UMiit TraiitH

A^^lieatiofii Metfing

Tuuday, February 8

7:00* PM

CC101

*7S i^neaMdM M bt fWtii »•«

MUST iliMf ^tM^ of eliM tH

(elatt ieKt4iU or irtntcrirH)

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

BOSTON — The University of Massachusetts women's

basketball U^am continued their losing ways as they fell to

a tough Northeastern University team by a score of 63-50

on Saturday.

"I feel that to ^ve up only 63 points, that we played

good defensively." said Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski. "We
made them shoot 30 percent in the second half. But we

had lapses midway through the first half and at the l)egin-

ning of the second half and that's what did us in."

UMass was led by forward Nadine Jackson, who recent-

ly re-joined the UMass lineup in January and played a

good all around game. She finished with 16 points, four re-

bounds and two assists. Also contributing to the UMass ef-

fort were Karen Damminger with eight points and five re-

Ixmnds and Kelly Collins who had seven points and five re-

l)ounds.

Northeastern was led by Melissa Lang who poured in 17

points and Kym Cameron who scored 14 points and col-

lected 10 rebounds.

The young Minutewomen squad fell behind early in the

contest and just could not get back into the game. UMass
was down by 34-20 at halftime. but did show improvement
outscoring Northeastern in the second half 30-29, and

outrebounding them for the game 39-38.

There were numerous turnovers on both sides

throughout the game. I'Mass played a 2-3 zone defense in

the firt half and added a man to man defense in the second

half, in which they increased their own shooting percen-

tage from 30 percent to 50 percent, while decreasing Nor-

theastern's from 44 percent to 30 percent.

"We just have to put it all together and play consistently

in all phases of the game. If the kids work hard, we'll get

there," said Ozdarski.

The Minutewomen return to the Curry Hicks Cage on

Tuesday night to face Dartmouth College and coach C^-

darski is looking forward to a super game from every-

one on her team. Game time is at 7:30 p.m.

zz: T- " Jl^ T J"- Tg J^ ^

CALIFORNIA
$198.00 R.T.

seats still available

for Spring Break

VALENTINES
(Valentines Day is Fel 14)

at

HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

I

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003

545-0500

zs as zs zs az

EMT's

TIME OUT
Everyone's Meeting Place

COME AND JOIN
THE CROWD

Popcorn^

16 oz. Drafts 85c

Sandwiches Served from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm

Amherst's Biggest Little Bar t

37 N. Pleasant Street

Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit

Work at shows, football games,
basketball games

CPR recert, CEU info

1st meeting Monday Feb 7th, 7 PM,
Morrill North 407

^»***4^****¥*»***»*******»***»****************j^

Happy Hour
4-6

National Student Exchange Program
Information Settiont

*• There will be three information sessions for students applying to the

J Nationa. Student Exchange for FALL 1983.

Giant Bar Drinks $1.75

Tuesday, February 8 4:00 - 6:00 P.M.

Thursday, February 10 4:00 6:00 P.M.

Monday, Februan/ 14 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.

Room 168 Campus Center

Room 917 Campus Center

Room 917 Campus Center

Reminder: Application Deadline February 15, 1983

Application Fee $25. (Money Order)

Transcripts with Fall 1982 grades required (unofficial)

The NSE library hours for the semester will be posted at the counter

near the ramp entrance to Whitmore Building.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegiart OHice CC 113 • 8 4b 3 45 Monday Friday • D«»adline is 3 45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 x, • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed
functions 256-0739

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Saturday 6-waek workshop starting

soon Amherst. Also private. Licensed

therapist 253-5036

AUTO FOR SALE
~

Dattun 310QX '80, AM/FM cassette ex.

cond. 35m/g $5600. 549-5666

80 Buick 4 cyt & speed only 2,000$ call

546-1068

1971 Mercury Montage, automatic. Good
condition. »460.00 Claire 665-3463

76 Hat 12B Sedan exc. mechanical cond.

many new parts, tuned 62000 mi $1000
549-4746

BELLYGRAMSII

Dalivarad by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5861

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona

$^. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Steph 549 5320

DISCRIMINATION

Experiencing sexual discrimination?

Want to do something about it? Men and
women contact the Collegian Women's
Dept. at 545-3500 All replies will be kept

confidential

ENTERTAINMENT
~

m

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed

functions 256-0739

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Special I Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

FOR RENT

Boarders welcome at sorority on No
Pleasant call 54&0527 Joyce

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals

W. Yarmouth & Dennis, 1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom
units. Rent direct from owners. Call

1 -617 528-8300 or 1 617 771-2233

Room for rent in 3 bedroom apartment in

Sunderland rent $1X+ 549-0739

Townehouse: 1 or 2 people, $101 /person

immediate availability 253-9478

Room in 5 bedroom house in Belcher

town on bus route, close to lakes and
scenic trails. 130/month -• utils after 5

323 5183

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - 'The Watcher' - $2 -i- '10

Jewish American Poets' $4 Call Dan at

253 5369

Neil Young Tlx, two pair, BO, Hart. 2/10.

549-6802

Yamaha CR420 Receiver, B Er O Beovox

Speakers, Dual 506 Turntable w/Ortofon

cartridge, Onkyo TA2050 Direct Drive

Cassette Deck w/remote control. Ideal for

dorm or apt. $900. BO call Shawn
256-8496. All EC! _^
Refrigerator 3 cu ft good condition Claire

666^3463

MEXICAN IMPORTS - 100% wool

pullover & cardigan sweaters only $35).

jergas only $10. Assorted sizes and colors.

Call any time 253-7216.

Liquidation sale: 1973 Volkswagon
Superbeetie super reliable, must drive.

1,500 firm. Primo ski outfit, never used

$350. 549-3503

Vornado Cube refrigerator excellent con-

dltion $75 or BO 666-4142

Nail Young Tix Hartford Worcester best

offer call 253-9686

Saars Dorm Refrig.

256-0763

$50 call nights

2 Young tickets Hartford Feb 10 floor

seats BO 546-1205

Down wintercoat for sale excellent con

dition worn for only 3 monthsl 546-4767

Queensize extra firm Sealy Posturpedic

256-8921

APPLE 11+ COMPUTER 64K with

language card, disk-drive, sanyo monitor

and over $1,000 worth of software. Total

value $3,600. asking $1,190. Call 546-3227

2 Neil Young tickets for sale call Mike

546^119

FOUND

Watch in front of Arnold Feb 2 Please call

6^)290 ask for Hope

FRONT COUNTER
NOTE DISTRIBUTOR

Parson needed to get involved in a stu

dent controlled business. Position entails

the sales and distribution of lecture notes to

students. Apply by 2/8/83 by 4:00 403 Stu-

dent Union affirmative action employer

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunbelt Er overseas

jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.
1 -716-885-3242, ext. 607

People's Market Food Collective hiring

new workers. Applications available at 328

Student Union until feb. 8 4 pm 546-2060

SNPS Is looking for a mechanically inclin-

ed 1st or 2nd year student for production

trainee in our print shop. 5-10 hr/wk
3.50/hr. WS pref. Interest in co-ops a

musti Women and third world students en-

couraged. Applications available outside

S.U. 413 and accepted no later than 4 pm
2/11

Work-study positions available at

Hampden Theater. Call 545-2803 for inter-

viewEOE

Applications now being accepted for

part-time employment at SGA Communica-
tions. W/S typesetter and editor positions

available. Apply 423 Student Union. SGA
Communications is an equal opportunity

employer. 545-0341 ex. 28 Deadline:

February 8th

Cable Coordinator and work study opera-

tion assistants w/ writing, video, or graphic

skills are being accepted through Feb. 15,

available at GPC, 415A Student Union

Bus Driver Trainee - Western Mass Bus
Lines will hold an application session for

our Spring Training Program. Applicants

shoulc Save a clean driving record of at

least 3 yrs, be able to work during 83-84

school year and be a 5-Colleae student.

f "^^ "^^ ^^ ^^ "^^

VaIentinc's

Day
SpEciAls

n

\ghNoi^^i
SJNqiMq TflcqRAMS

ANd BaUoons
DElivcRfd

Romantic or RisouE Sowqs

BfAUTiFul Bouquets of REd,

PiNk & WkiTE

SpEciAl Heart StiApsd or

"Be My VAlENTiwE" BaUoon

PrIces start at $6.50

1 WEEk to qO - ORdER EARly

66>-7664

SB az ss az as

Session is Thurs Feb 10 in UMass Campus
Ctr R903 7 pm
Alaska, Summer Jobs, Good Money$$
Parks, fisheries, wilderness resorts, logging

and much more. . ."Summer Employment
Guide" 1983 employer listings. $4.95

Alasco, Box 2573, Saratoga CA 95070-0573

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

Electric Bass teacher available - Rock/-

Country/Jazz reasonable rates 546-8654

Guitar Lessons - classical and popular.

Also fingerpicking and music theory. Call

Howard 546-9571

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics

Workshop. Classroom theory & shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2096

LOST

Kays on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Scarf br & gr plaid teus. 2/1 morn, in

Econ 104A reward please call Jim 323-6467

MARTHAS VINEYARD

Female roommate(s) wanted to share

house on Marthas Vineyard June 1 - Sept 1

546-4815 or 546-4885

MOTORCYCLES

1961 Suzuki GS460EX, low mileage, red

with black fairing, 6 speed, exc. cond.

$1300.00 call Jeff at 253-9974

PERSONALS

Desperate for Neil Young Tix will pay,

call 546-9308 ask for Lisa

Used Books: buy or sell Gamma Sigma
Sigma visit our table on concourse for more
info Feb 1 - 4 9-3:30 books on sale CC
1 62 175 Feb 2 9

Hey Everybody! Come and write or call

me at my new abode. 50 Kendrick Place

Apt, n Amherst 253-7152 -Clive

Happy Birthday Marthal One more year

to go I Love Liz

Stop drinking if it's causing problems for

you. Contact Health Education 549-2671

(ext. 181) for more information about the

Student Opportunity Program (STOP)

Andy - Happy 20th, no more altered B.S.,

Land-Ho, Schrubb ^__

Marina Corp Aviation Officer will be on
hand in Campus Center Rm 903 Feb 7 at

7:00 pm to talk about Marine Aviation

Say it with a flower - send a flower to a

friend check for table in the CC on Mon-

day thru Wednesday Feb 10-12 sponsored

by Newman Club

WANNA GET HIGH THE NATURAL
WAY? SIGHTSEEING BY PLANE. FUN
SAFE, ROMANTIC CALL JOHN
WEEKDAYS 6-8 PM 546-9085

Linda time to give up the tar baby scene

and settle in. Welcome home from Lauren

& the gang

Hey Meagher - get hammered - have a

blast love, Leslie

Je talma 'The Perfect Rose"
A single or a dozen roses with:

Babies Breath, Fern, Aqua pick.

Box, Ribbon and Card
Valentines Day Orders

table at the front entrance of the

Student Union W. Th. F

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

Prompt Service / Low Rates $1.00/Page

546-4767

RESUME WRITING

Professional/Confidential/Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or
Newton ' Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-4785 Keep trying~
RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Chicago/Mllwaukaa
any point along 80 West Feb 10-13 share

gas 586-0328

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Roommate to share large, furnished, 2

bedroom townhouse apartment Hatfield

$195 includes heat 247-9327

Sunderland responsible easygoing room-

mate(s) nice house near bus $195 - Mike
666^3928, 545-0731

,

Quiet, Responsible Female to share

Room, avail, now 665-7503 Keep trying

SAY IT WITH A FLOWER

Make a friend smilel Send them a flower

on Valentine's Day. For more info look for

Newman Club table in CC on Mon-Wed
Feb 10-12

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,
Bermuda. $125 $325. Call Dave or John
2533718

SWEATSHIRTS

Great Designer Sweatshirts from San
Francisco with a good selection of patterns

for a very reasonable price in the Campus
Center (i;oncourse on Thursday. Make
great Valentines Day gifts. Check it out.

TRAVEL

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 round

trip jet and hotel directly on the beachi Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19 29 hotel 3 miles

from beach, car with unlimited
mileage /round trip jet plus tax and service.

Montreal March 12-14; 19-21. Round trip

deluxe motor coach 3 days /nights in the

quality inn downtown includes welcome
party, extra night $15. Call Bob or Dave @
2537625

Fly half-price - Anywhere is U.S. offer

unavailable anywhere else Mike 546-8942

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Sincere people wanted to try Shaklaa's
new clinically tested weight loss plan arKl

organic vitamins. Excellent business opor-
tunity available to market products fuN or

part time. Ca;; 586 8023, 586-4191,
247-5479 M-F 10 am - 7 pm
Chem 112 Tests /Labs from fall '82.

Reward. 549 1458. Many thanks

HAVE YOU MOVED?
Off Campus Students

Please fill out a change cf adcress form at the

Registrar's Office 213 V.'hitrore as soor as

rossible. -o-c-c :.3-=

IDB @^® TIPS

227 Whitmore

a serv ice of the

Dean of Students Office

'M\
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More sports on page 14Sports
UMass dream turns to nightmare

Hempel S-pointer off;

Rutgers escapes, 62-60
By JIM FLOYD

( ollrr»n SUff

If only fairy tales could come true.

John Hempel's last second desperation

bomb from midcourl banned off the back

board and the rim before bounding away
and sendin^j the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers

University home with a very tough t)2 ><)

victory over the University of

Mas<-achusetts Minutemen. Saturday night

at the Curry Hicks (!age.

"In a fairy tale ending." said a dejected

hut proud coach Tom McLaughlin. "John
Ilempel makes that shot. Mut. in reality,

the shot was a very difficult shot and it just

didn't go in."

The buzzer put an end to a dramatic rally

that saw the Mmutemen claw back into

contention in the waning moments of the

contest only to fall short.

It was a game that saw the emergence,
once again. <»f th«> very v(Kal .Minutemen

fans ;ls a vital cog in the UMass basketball

effort. The crowd was at capacity by 7:1;")

p m. and estimates were that 2.(K)U plus had

to hv turned away at th»' door.

The fir>t half was a s«'ries of

Massachusetts outside shots offset by lh«'

dominatmg play of Kutgers' center Uoy

liinson. who gave a clinic in the ultimate

high percentage shot, the dunk, as the two

teams struggled back and forth to the

delight of th«' boisterous UMass fans.

"The <rowd played a really big role." said

Hempel. who led the Minutemen scoring

attack with 12 points on the night. "UMass
has one of the best crowds around."

At H:2M of the first period, fiobby liraun

111 points off the benchi foll<»wed a Horace

N'«'ysmith miss to knot the score at 17 17.

Rich Hruns<m answered for Rutgers with a

jumper and the Scarlet Knights took the

h'ad for g(K)d at \9 17.

The score at the half wa.s 27 22 in favor of

the Knights.

In the secimd half. Rutgers appeared to

have broken the game open and silenced the

howling crowd as they pulled out to what
looked like an insurmountable 49 .'W lead by

the TMH mark and the cUn-k became as big

an adversary iis Rutgers.

The shot that gave Rutgers that 49 38

k'ad was a free throw by Kevin Black,

which he was given due to a bench technical

against UMass. Minutemen coach Tom
McLaughlin had been arguing with the

referees about an offensive foul call against

Darryl Carter.

It may have been the turning point of the

game.
"It was a bad call. ' said Carter of the call,

"but . that's the way it g(K's sometimes."
UMass refused to roll over and die. I'aced

by a couple of Rraun layups and the outside

shooting of Kdwin (Ireen. the Minutemen
clawfd th«'ir wa> back into the game in time

to set up the final shot by Hempel.

It just didn't g(» in.

Fairy t ales just don't come t rue.

If the Rage in the Cage
was a Freeze Frame

By JIM FLOYD
( nllrK\in Staff

I Still can't decide whether I did the

right thing or not this past Satur<iay night

in the Curry Hicks Cage.

There I was. witnessing th«' closing

si'conds r>f a hard fought game b«'tween

the Minuttfnen and the Scarlet Knights of

Rutgers University. The home team was
trailing by two points. 62 i'i). as Robhy

itraun shoved the ball to John ilempel.

F(»ur. three, two. ..the clock ticked

away as Hempel turned and heaved up a

prayer from just inside halfcourt and the

crowd roared. The ball arced towards the

h«H»p as 10.000 eyes followed its flight

.

.\nd then, all of a sudden, something

totally bi/.arre happened. Hverything

stopped. .And I do mi'an everything, the

fans, the players, the ball, everything, but

me.
I could move. I turn«'d to my WMU.A

broadcasting partner. Dave (ioldfield. t<i

S4'e if he w as afftrted. and sure enough, he

was solid as a board

"What is going on here?" 1 thought to

myself as I looked to se<' if R<k1 Sterling

was suddenly going to appear and submit

simiething for the television audienc»'s

approval about a color man for a college

radio station, but hedidn t

Then the idea hit nie 1 wasn't exactly

sur«' how long this v\as going to last so I'd

have to rriove fast.

I ran down the stairs from the upper

lev«'l of the Cage and sprinted cmto the

n(Kir Crabbing a chair from bi-hind th«'

Minutman bench. I rush»'d onto the fliMir

and ilimbed up on t he basket . The ball had

just hit lh«' backboard and was about to

hit th»' rim. It wasn't g<ung to go in

(.^UH'klv, I moved the ball down an inch,

just enough so that, insicul of hittini; the

rim. it would fly cleanly through the net

UMass would w in. >•'{ 52'

I jumped down from my perch, [uil the

chair back, and hustled back to m.\ spot.

All I had to do now was sit and wan for

what«'ver it was that was going on to stop

and let lift' continue again. 1 sat and

smiU'd. bracing mysi-lf for the explosion

that was bound to occur when our shot

inline and Hempel'si went in.

.\nd. you know, if tinn" had started

again just then. I dcmt think it would have
bothered me that I had changed the

outcome of the contest. .After all. I

RK.•\LL^ wanttKl the Minutemen to win.

The o.tMM) fans who ha<i crammed into the

Cage (not to mention the 2.000 who were
t urned aw ay at t he door) deserved to get a

\ictory after supporting their team so

strongly. d«'spite a poor record.

Hut. I had to sit and wait. And the more
I had to sit and wait, the more the

realization that what I had done was
wrong crept over me. It just wasn t right

t<i cheat,

I struggled with myself in <me of thos(>

classic devil on one shoulder and angel on

the other scenes. Aft«'r all. who was goifig

t(t know that I had moved the ball.

Hut I couldn t do n . I went back dow n to

. the floor, this lime a little slower than my
previous trip, hating muself all the way
for not b«'mg able to steal a win for the

team and its fans. I just c«»uldn't doit.

1 climbed back up to the basketball,

paused for a second, and then put it back

where it had bt'en before 1 had louche*! it.

wh»'re it belonged, I knew I was doing

what was right, but it was so so hard.

1 head»'d back towards the stairs.

jMUsing as I passed John Hempel. I had

had a chanc«' to make him a hero and

passed It u[)

I looked over towards the stands and

saw the pretty blonde cheerleader I had

always had .i crush on. ."she h.id this half

hopeful, half frightened look on her face as

she si.ired at the ball. Soon she would be

w. ating a dejected look as would most of

the people in the Cage. I felt so sorry for

ner that I went over and gave her a (luick

kiss on the cheek and mumbled "I'm

sorr\ to deaf ears.

I worked my v\a> back to my seat and

just io<»ked the other way. I couldn't bear

< 'nUtmUfii nil fxUfr /v

CnllrKian »*«ff ph"t» h> I)«v» l>rul>«r

Ron Young goes up for two in Saturday night's 62-60 loss to Rutgers.

UM women gymnasts

flip over Cornell
By ELLEN RICHARD

( ollriciin Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics squad is one hot team

in UMass sports right now. The women,
w ho haven't lost a meet since December 3rd

against top ranked University of New
liampshire. raised their record to 8 1 with a

170.9 H)3.().") victory over Cornell.

The talented Minutewomen lost to UNH
at the UMass Invitational but have piled up

wins ever since. Before a crowd of ap

pntximately 200 last Saturday, the women
scored an all time high of 170.9 points, two

tenths higher than its previous high which

was scored two weeks ago against Yale.

UMass. which is unofficially rank«'d third

in thi' NC.\A Eastern Region, expected a

closer meet with Cornell but. due to in

juries, two of Cornell's top all arounds were
out. The team didn't waste any time as it

pulled out in front by almost two pnint.s in

the vault exercise. Co captain Robin Low
got the high score, performing a tsukhara in

a pike<f position for an H.9.

The Minutewomen took the uneven bar

event by two points with Low again taking

the top sc«>re with another H.9. Hirgit Zeeb
jiiaced second for Cornell w ith an H.7.^.

( oach Ken .Anderson said the team
performed outstanding m the balance beam
event in which they took the top four spots.

Karen Kn.ipp perfr)rnie(l a very sm<K»ih

routine and scored a 9.1. Low. Vael Kantor
.ind .Su«' .Mien t(H>k {hv next three spots

with scores of h.ti. H.7t') and H.l.") respec

lively.

The Minutewomen scored their best in

the floor exercises with 43. ti") points. Low

performed beautifully with a fast paced

routine and took the top spot with a 9.0.

Lisa (iriflen tied for sectmd place with

Cornells Zeeb both w ith an 8.9.

The team t(K)k four of the top five places

in the final all around scores. Low was first

with a total of 3."). 4 points. Knapp was third

with 34.4. Allen was fourth with 3;}. 8 and

Kantor scored 33 points to take fifth. Zeeb

placed sec<md for Cornell with 34.85 points.

Anders(m feels it is a combination of

things that is keeping the Minutewomen on

the winning track.

"Part of it is the freshman talent this

year. " Anderson said, "and the coaching

staff has a positive altitude toward our

athletes.
"

This seasons Minutewomen consists of

two seniors, four juniors, four sophomores

and the rest are freshmen. Working with

this very young team. Anderson said

positive reinforcement and hard work are

two key factors.

Over intercession, the Minutewomen had

two other high scoring meets. On January

27. the team walked over Temple 1H7.95

15H.7. Low had a gfK)d meet taking first in

the all around scores with 34 points and
scoring a 9.3 in the floor exercises.

On the 29th, UMass had a tri meet with

Maryland and Rhode Island. Although
Maryland is known to have big tricks, the

H'am looked rough in spots, according to

.Anderson, Maryland won the beam event
hut UMass fought back with high scores in

the other events to beat them 170.1 Itki. 4.

Rhode Island was not much of a match for

the Minutewomen as UM toppled over them
by nine points.

The women will start getting into the

meat of their schedule next week as they

take on Springfield and Air F'orce in a tri

meet

.
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Black History Month
1983

A Serious Appraisal of the Present Crisis

Photos by Ed Cohan

From Simon's Rock

by Robert Teixeira

On the campus of Simon's Rock of Bard College,

the eightieth anniversary of the "Souls of Black Folk",

a famous literary masterpiece written by the most pro-

minent twentieth century Afro-American scholar,

W.E.B. DuBois, was celebrated. This event took place

on Friday, February 4, and Saturday, February 5, in

Great Barrington, Mass., the hometown of the great

W.E.B. DuBois.
During this celebration of Black History Month at

the small Western Mass. college, four workshops and
a symposium given by some of the most well-

respected Afro-American intellectuals and leaders

highlighted the event. Symposium keynote speakers,

Clifford Alexander, Jr., former Secretary of the Army,
and Richard Hatcher, Mayor of Gary, Indiana, and Ex-

ecutive Board member of Trans-Africa, were a few of

the prominent Black leaders in attendance. Professor

Broderick of UMASS/Boston and David Graham
DuBois, international journalist and visiting lecturer at

UMASS/Amherst was among the prominent Black

scholars taking part in the event.

On Saturday, Leon Botstein, President of Bard Col-

lege opened the s ^posium on Urban Affairs with a

few welcoming ren.arks before an audience of ninety

people. Mr. Botstem spoke about the need to

dramatically increase Mtro-A,nericdn btudies a't me

high school and college level as a way to combat the

pervasive racism tliat afflicts American society. In that

effort. Bard College welcomed "this celebration of

W.E.B. DuBois."
The moderator of the symposium was

UMASS/Amherst's own William Strickland who pro-

vided a brief but thorough introduction of the two
keynote speakers. Professor Strickland noted the

rapid advancement of Clifford Alexander to positions

of respect during their college years together at Har-

vard University He also labeled Mayor Hatcher a man
"who never forgot from whence he came." It was
stressed that the mayor, who has experienced inner

city poverty, understands the plight of urban Black

America. Mayor Hatcher, during his lecture entitled,

"State of the Cities", severely criticized the Reagan
Administration's "callous disregard for the plight of

Black America". The Mayor then backed that asser-

tion with rich statistical data on the "intensification of

our common economic plight that Black Americans
face." He noted that the inner cities were becoming
increasingly poor and Black under the Reagan Ad-
ministration's program of an "intensified state of

despair" He said, "The Black unemployment rate is

hovenng over 18 percent, while Black teenage
unemployment remains well over 50 percent." In the

mayor s nometown alone, Black teenage unemploy-

ment has soared to an astounding 88 percent.

Mayor Hatcher also noted the Heagan budget cuts

and its effect on specific social programs. For exam-

ple, "under the new eligibility guidelines for families

applying to Aid to Families With Dependent Children

(AFDC), assets cannot exceed $1,000.

The Mayor also urged all Blacks to vote He said that

we can no longer rely on the "Democrats or

Republicans to represent the interests of Black

America", thereby hinting at the need to form an in-

dependent political party.

"Full employment and full development are in our

national interests". Hatcher termed when he was
describing important objectives for the US But the

Mayor was skeptical on the notion that the private

economy will rescue Black America For it was the

"Private sector that controlled slavery with the sanc-

tion of the government." And today the private sector

IS much more discriminating than the public sector

and thus the economic recovery must be "at the

government's initiative."

And last. Mayor Hatcher urged all Black Americans

to stand up and fight." "For if we don't stand up, we
will stand for anything."

'W^
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Sanctifying Dictators,

Certifying Lies

By Jean Caiani

"This Administration believes that human rights is an

issue of centra/ importance to relieve suffering and in-

justice and to link foreign policy with the traditions of

the American people.

"

-State Department, Feb. 7, 1981

In December 1981, Congress stipulated that the

President of the United States must certify every six

months that the Salvadorean government is making

progress with regard to internationally recognized

human rights, following international condemnation

of the Salvadorean government's human rights

abuses. This certification, under the Foreign

Assistance Act, must take place before arms can be

sent to the government of El Salvador.

The report which President Reagan certified as

truth on January 21, the third time since the provision

was implemented, states that the Salvadorean

government is in compliance with the following five

points:

1

)

a concerted effort is being made to comply
with intemationally recognized human rights

2) there is demonstrable progress in im-

plementing essential economic reforms, in-

cluding land reform

3) free elections be held in order to restore law

and order

4) the government is achieving substantial

control over all elements of the armed forces

and
5) there is an Investigation into the murders of

the six American citizens.

President Reagan's certification in late January that

human rights and reforns are significantiv improving

in El Salvador comes as no surprise. Since his return

from his Latin America visit in early December of last

year, President Reagan has declared his satisfaction

with the human rights conditions there and has stated

that he would so certify. But those of us who have

been following the events in El Salvador over the past

six months know that the facts he produced to back

these claims are not much above a touch of fantasy.

Repressive Abuses Continue

Daily murders, tortures and disappearances con-

tinue, carried out either by official or officially sanc-

tioned forces. According to the U.S. Embassy and

Roman Catholic church officials "political slayings

have risen markedly since President Reagan's last cer-

tification of July 27, 1982." The March 27th elections

of last year which are descnbed as "the development

of a democratic order" have proven that although

Salvadoreans seek a peaceful political process, the

new government is committed to a continued war.

The land reform has remained at a standstill since the

fall of 1982, and two years later the "goodfaith efforts

to investigate the murders of the six citizens" have

reached an impasse despite clear evidence implicating

high Salvadorean military officials

The overwhelming evidence pointing to the

hypocrisy of President Reagan's certification casts

doubt on the reliability and truth of the information us-

ed in the certification process. The only assurances to

the President's claims consist of statements from the

Salvadoran Ministry of Defense. Even. U.S. Am-
bassador Deane Hinton says that human rights abuses

by the Salvadoran government "could force Congress

to withdraw its support." Congress must question the

deliberate omission of evidence and blatant contradic-

tions in the President's report. To do so would
challenge not only the certification process but the ad-

ministration's efforts to foster an image of serious

evaluation, weighing the alternatives, with sincere

concerns of human rights.

Jean Caiani writes for No More Vietnams, a

newsletter of the Northampton Committee on Central

America.

Economist Ed Boorstein Discusses Current

Depression

WAKE UP, LATINO!

"When you can't find bandaids big enough, or tylenol to

fix the system, you have to change it " was the pronoun-

cement made by Mr. Edward Boorstein in a talk given on

Jan. 31 in a Daily World Forum held in Northampton's

Peoples Institute. Boorstein is an economist with a long

history of involvement in struggle and socialist planning,

and author of The Economic Transformation of Cuba
written following his appointment in Cuba's Ministry of

Foreign Commerce in the early 1960's.

Boorstein gave a brief history of shifts in government

economic policy in America since the Depression, saying of

Roosevelt's 'New Deal' "...he never solved the problem of

the Depression." Throughout his description of the con-

temporary policy shifts preceeding the current crisis,

Boorstein linked economic problems to military spending in

general and the Vietnam war in particular, over the past

two decades. "Inflation got going then... and escalated as

the war escalated."

The period in question was marked by an extreme and

rapid succession of recesions and recoveries, which ac

cording to Boorstein were purposefully created by

government fiscal and monetary policies in order to

alternatively attack infaltion and promote growth. Yet

over a long run period these policies caused more problems

than relief as inflation climbed from 6 percent to 14 percent

while unemployment still doubled, reaching 6 percent

simultaneously. Yet, Boorstein declared "we do not have to

follow these policies."

According to Boorstein, the Nixon, Ford and Carter

Administrations all failed to correct economic problems

using these traditional policies because the cause of the

inflation was never addressed, being brought about by

excessive military spending. "The way to solve inflation is

IVIass. Divests State

Funds from S. Africa

Excerpt from the Daily World

The Massachusetts Legislature passed legislation on the

last day of the 1982 session withdrawing all pubHc pension

funds invested in firms doing business in South Africa. The

legislature overrode a gubernatorial veto to make the state

the first in the nation to pass such a divestment measure.

The action capped a four year effort to enact a

divestiture law and is expected to result in the withdrawal

of $100 million in state pension funds from the stocks and

bonds of 42 corporations. It requires that all South Africa

related holdings be sold over the next three years and that,

whenever possible, proceeds from the divestment be

reinvested in firms doing business in Massachusetts.

Previous budget amendments have prohibited any

further South Africa related investments since Sept. 1,

1979. The new law affects stocks and bonds bought before

that ban went in effect.

Several supporters of the law said it would help the 18

million Black South Africa living under apartheid and make

a strong statement in favor of human rights.

The House raced against the clock before the 1982 sesion

automatically dissoved at midnight to achieve the required

two-thirds vote needed to override. It voted 133-2 to reject

Gov. Edward J. King's veto of the measure protesting

South Africa's apartheid government. The Massachusetts

Senate voted 23-.'> to override.

Black legislator Rep. Mel King, one of the major

sponsors of the bill, said that "divestment is one concrete

way to protest the brutality and racism of apartheid." He
said that Ford Motor Co.. Xerox, and J. P. Morgan and Co.

are among those to be affected by the bill.

Sen. Jack Backman said the new law "will send a strong

message to the rulers of South Africa, the only govern-

ment in the world whose constitution mandates racial

discrimination, and to its allies in Washington and in the

corporate world."

to slash the military budget, this basic cause of in-

flation...to stop the budget deficit, and not these little cuts

they're talking about now. " Boorstein estimated that $5.2

trillion has been spent on the military budget since 1980.

He said it effectively ammounted to "throwing that capital

into the sea."

On the topic of plant closings, leading to the unem-

ployment of numerous workers, Boorstein linked capital

flight to the search for profits. "Statistics show that plant

closings are more likely when they're owned by

conglomerates... they (conglomerates)don't manage
production, they buy and sell factories... they close plants

even when they're making a profit, because they can make
a bigger profit elsewhere"said Boorstein. He used the

example of the steel industry, whose companies are now
buying oil companies to illustrate his point.

Regarding the notion that high technology companies

can provide overall economic health Boorstein stated

"what is high technology today is exportable industry

tomorrow."
Boorstein also proposed solutions, such as to "take away

from the corporations their undemocratic power to decide

plant closings" by setting up public boards to consider and

decide upon corporations' requests to cease operations.

With respect to "certain industries where more plants are

closed than open" Boorstein suggested that nationalization

would best preserve them.

Boorstein qualified these proposals saying "no measure

short of socialism will solve the problem 100 percent." but

that they would "give relief." However. Boorstein pointed

out the need for political action for immediate or long term

changes, saying "none of these things will happen by

themselves... it's all a question of political power. ..the key

is unity."

What AS Nummo?

Nummx) News is the voice of Black, Latino and Asian-

American students from the University of Massachusetts,

and as such voices the concerns of people of color from
across the world.

"Nummo is the magic power of the uiritten and spoken
word. ...", are the words that appeared in Nummo a full

eight years ago. Never has this been more true than it is

today, because the issues facing Black. Latino and Asian-

American peoples must be clarified and addressed by

people of color for themselves. These issues and problems

remain obscured and distorted by main-stream mass
media and in the public eye. Often, there is just a simple

silence where there should be outrage, questioning and a

resolution towards action. The voice of the Third World
community is needed to ensure that these concerns are

dealt with at all. in addition to correcting the narrow
perspective that often prevails when the controversial, and
often long standing issues, are concerned.

Nummo News is presently the largest weekly Third
World newspaper in the Five-College Area. It began in

protest to the absence of news pertaining to black people in

the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Since then it has ex-

panded its coverage to include other professed minorities

and oppressed people. But basically Nummo News exists in

order to give "the other side" of the story. In that respect

Nummo is adynamic and influential periodical.

Because Nummo was begotten from struggle we. have to

keep in mind that nothing worth having comes easily.

Nummo News has a duty to keep abreast of the current

political climates. Nummo must essentially operate as a

three -headed entity with an eye on campus and local

events, another one on national news and a third that

surveys global activities.

Nummo News staff are trained in all phases of newspaper
production, including: reporting, writing, photography,
typesetting, graphic reproduction and layout. The "each
one teach one" philosophy is fully operative from 5pm
Friday evening to 4:30pm Sunday afternoon in the Campus
Center graphics room. Obviously there is a great deal to be
gained in the area of creative development and it would be
in your best interest to contribute to the effort by either

joining the staff or by making whatever committment is

possible. Nummo News would also benefit tremendously
from the organized input of campus and community
groups.

'The United States seems destined by providence to

plague the Americas with miseries in the name of
liberty.

Simon Bolivar

38,000 deaths in El Salvador in the last three

years... hundreds of peasants murdered in Guatemala

by the dictator Rios Mont... 6,000 disappeared in

Argentina under the military junta... torture in Chile

under ten years of dictatorship... bombings by the

U.S. Navy in Vieques (Puerto Rico)... genocide of in-

digenous people in

Brazil. . .Honduras. . . Paraguay. . .Uruguay .. repression,

torture, poverty, and hunger everywhere.
The great majority of our Latin brothers and sisters

suffer under oppressive dictatorships and capitalist

oligarchies, backed and helped economically and
militarily by the North American government. A
government that trains the troops and the generals of

the Latin American dictatorships (most dictators are

graduates of American military academies); that trains

their secret police in modern methods of repression,

torture, and murder; that tries to destabilize the pro-

gressive government of Nicaragua; that trains

counter-revolutionaries from Cuba and Nicaragua in

secret camps in Florida, Honduras, and Panama; that

helps in the torture of Chilean political prisoners; and
that provides the arms and ammunition used to

massacre peasants in El Salvador and Guatemala.
Things are also bad in this country: cuts in social

programs, unemployment, poverty, discrimination,

racism, sexism, systematic oppression of Blacks,

Hispanics, and Native Americans. There is suffering in

the most powerful country in the world!

Living here, in a university community like Amherst,

i D ES P
LATINO!.

I E RT A

"Los Estados Unidos parecen destinados par la Pro-

videncia a plagar de miseries las Americas en el nom-
bre de la libertad.

"

Simon Bolivar

38,000 muertos en El Salvador en los ultimos tres

anos.cientos de campesinos asesinados en
Guatemala por el dictador Rios (de sangre)
Mont...6,000 desaprecidos en Argentina bajo la junta

militar tortura en Chile durante diez anos de dic-

tadura. ..bombardeos en Vieques por la marina
norteamericana.genocidio de los pueblos indigenas
del Brasil. . .Uruguay. . . Paraguay. . Honduras. . repre-

sion, tortura, pobreza y hambre por todas partes.

La mayoria de nuestros hermanos y hermanas
latinos sufren bajo dictaduras opresivas y oligarquias

capitalistas respaldadas y ayudadas economica y
militarmente por el gobierno norteamericano. Un
gobierno que entrena a las tropas y generates (la

mayoria de los dictadores son graduados de
academies norteamericanas) de las dictaduras latino-

americanas; que entrena a sus policias secretas en
metodos modernos de represion, tortura y asesinato;

que trata de desestabilizar el gobierno progresista de
Nicaragua; que entrena a contrarrevolucionarios

cubanos y nicaraguenses en campos de Florida, Hon-
duras y Panama; que ayuda en la tortura de los pri-

sioneros politicos chilenos y provee las armas y muni-
ciones usadas en masacrar al pueblo de Guatemala y
El Salvador.

En este pais tambien estan las cosas mal: reduc-

ciones en los programas sociales, desempleo,
pobreza, discriminacion, racismo, sexismo, opresion
sistematica de hispanos, negros y nativoamericanos.
Tambien hay sufrimiento en el pais mas poderoso del

mundo.
Viviendo aqui, en una comunidad universitaria

como la de Amherst, estamcs un poco aislados del

resto del mundo; lo que pasa en Anienuo udiHia

we are somehow insulated from the rest of the world.

What happens in Latin America seems far away, less

urgent, suffering gets here a little muffled. We live

here with some comfort, we have our room in a dor-

mitory or house, we eat well every day, we have ac-

cess to a great variety of free activities, we go to the

movies, we dance, we study...

It is not that there are no problems here. There are.

We confront a scarcity of economic resources, dif-

ficult studies, discnmination, depression, and we miss

our countries, but nothing compares to the suffering

of our people in our countries or the suffering of our

comrades in the South Bronx or Springfield. Nothing

compares to the torture, murder, hunger, and fear

that they experience day after day. Nothing compares

to the suffenng of so many of our people.

I am sure that the majonty of us feel sorry about

what is happening; we sympathize with the

FMLN/FDR in El Salvador; we hate Rios, Stroessner,

and Pinochet; we want the Navy to get out of Vieques

and we want a free Puerto Rico. Isn't it true? I am
positive that this is how most of us feel. But if this is

the case, why do we not show it? Why are there so

few latins involved in the struggle here? During the

last few weeks, there has been a series of activities in

opposition to U.S. policy in El Salvador. There have

been demonstrations, vigils, sit-ins, arrests, etc. Very

few latins have been involved in these actions. There

are groups in the area that are doing solidarity work

with Latin America, such as the Northampton Com-
mittee on Central Amenca (NCOCA) and the Western

parece mas lejano, menos urgente. bl sutrimento llega

aqui un poco amortiguado. Vivimos aqui con cierta

comodidad, tenemos nuestro cuarto en un dormitorio
en una case, comemos bien todos los dias, tenemos

acceso a gran variedad de actividades gratis, vamos al

cine, bailamos, estudiamos, etc.

No es que no haya problemas aqui. Los hay. Con-
frontamos escasez de recursos, estudios dificiles,

discriminacion, depresiones y nostalgia, pero nada
comparable al sufrimiento de nuestra gente en
nuestros paises o de nuestros companeros en el Sur
del Bronx, o Springfield. Nada comparable a la tor-

tura, asesinato, hambre y miedo que ellos experimen-
tan dia tras dia. Nada comparable al sufrimiento de
tanta de nuestra gente.

Estoy seguro de que la mayoria de nosotros sen-

timos lo que esta pasando; simpatizamos con el

FMLN/FDR de El Salvador, odiamos a Rios (de

sangre) Mont y a Stroessner y a Pinochet; queremos
que la marina se vaya de Vieques y que Puerto Rico
sea libre. ?Verdad? Estoy seguro que asi es como nos
sentimos casi todos nosotros. Pero si es asi, ?por que
no lo demostramos? ?por que hay tan pocos latinos

envueltos en la lucha aqui en el valle?

Durante las ultimas semanas ha habido una serie de
actividades en oposicion a la politica de USA en El

Salvador. Ha habido manifestaciones, ocupaciones,
arrestos, etc. Muy pocos latinos han estado envueltos
en estas acciores. Hay grupos en el valle que estan

haciendo trabajo de solidaridad con America Latina,

como el Comite de America Central de Northampton
(NCOCA) y el Comite de Solidaridad con America
Latina del Oeste de Massachusetts (WMLASC).*
Grupos que han estado activos en la lucha contra la

Mass. Latin American Solidarity Committee
(WMLASC).* These groups have been active against

oppression in Latin America for years, yet the

Hispanic presence in them is almost non-existent.

Why are we not more active? What are we waiting

for? It IS not enough to say, "Yes, I support the

FMLN, I oppose Pinochet." No. This is not enough. It

is necessary to act. We have to get involved with the

groups which are active or form new groups (there us-

ed to be a Puerto Rican Solidarity Committee and a

Patria Libre group). We have to go out into the

streets, we have to demonstrate, take risks, protest.

We have to fight. We do not have an excuse not to do
it and we will not be forgiven if we remain passive.

We live here in the belly of the monster, the

monster responsible for the oppression, the poverty
and the genocide in our Latin Amenca (and the rest of

the Third World). We have the duty, if we believe in

justice and liberty, of fighting this monster until it is

defeated here and in our own countries.

VENCEREMOSI

• NCOCA meets the first three Wednesdays of the

month. Contact Jean, 586-3205.

WMLASC meets on alternate Monday and Tuesday
evenings in the Commuter Collective. (Contact Angel,
323-5027.

opresion en Amenca por anos, grupos que apenas
cuentan con una persona hispana entre sus miem-
bros.

?Por que no estamos mas activos? ?Que estamos
esperando? No es suficiente decir. "Si, yo apoyo al

FMLN, yo me opongo a Pinochet." No. Esto no es

bastante. Es necesario actuar. Hay que envolverse

con los grupos activos o former grupos nuevos (antes

existian otros grupos como el Comite de Solidaridad

con Puerto Rico y Patria Libre). Hay que educarse,

que echarse a la calle, hay que manifestarse, ar-

riesgarse, protester. Hay que luchar. No tenemos
disculpa para no hacerlo y no tendremos pwrdon.

Vivimos aqui en las entranas del monstruo, el

• monstruo responsable de la opresion, la pobreza y el

genocidio en nuestra America Latina (y el resto del

tercer mundo). Tenemos la obligacion, si creemos en

la justicia y en la libertad, de luchar contra este

monstruo hasta que sea derrotado aqui y en nuestros

paises.

IVenceremosI

Angel Nie*o

• NCOCA - se reune los 3 primeros miercoles del mes.

Llama a Jean a 586-3205.

WMLASC - se reune alternativamente los lunes y los

martes a las 6 en la oficina de Commuters. Llama a

Angel, 323-5027.

''^/^.^:-.i
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SMITH COLLEGE CELEBRATES BLACK
HISTORY MONTH!

Film: Fundi: The Life Story of Ella Baker,

Tuesday Feb. 15 at 8:00 pm in Wright Hall

Auditorium. Ella Baker was instrumental in

organizing SNCC.

Exhibit: Afro-American, Afro-Carribean and
African Leaders, Past and Present. Feb.

22-28 in Neilson Library.

DENTAL SCHOOL REP. AT CCEBMS
Dr. Ralph Katz will be here on Wed. Feb. 9,

to inform students about Dental School op-

portunities.
10:00-11:45 2nd Floor New Africa House
12:30-2:15 Univ. Dental Services, room 302,

presentations on 3 topics.

2:30-3:30 BCP, Wilder Hall

UMASS BLACK HISTORY MONTH AC-
TIVITIES

Monday Feb. 7:

Film: Blacks Brittanica

7pm and 9pm, SUB

Tuesday Feb 8:

Tony Brown Lecture

SUB, 8pm Sponsored by AFRIK-AM

Friday Feb. 11:

Solos and Duos Concert Series

Ronald Shannon Jackson
Cape Cod Lounge, 8pm

Sat Feb 12,

Blues at the Blue Wall with J.B. Hutto

AND MUCH MUCH MORE!

MLK Poster Contest!

rhe Planning Committee for MLK Week, April 4-9, is

i,ponsorinq a contest to find an art design for the publicity

poster. Th.e deadline for entries uill be Wed., March 2.

Please submit all entries to the Student Senate Office, JtW

Student Union Building. Prize for the winning submission

to be announced.

Jn the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr. who advocated

justice and equality, we encourage the entire community

to take part in the poster contest and the MLK Week
activities.

t

***********************

Help Wanted

Typesetter Sought by

NUMMO NEWS

Experience Prefered,

able to function in Third

World Organization.

10 hours per week

Apply at 103

NEW AFRICA HOUSE,

Or, call 545-0061

Deadline is Thursdav.

Feb. 11

T

RPSfAl^CH/ORfeftMJZQf JOBS

u>otn€n's Issues Te*^ Te^^ ^^^>

^^^'^ent,^, ^^^ Support Te^m

t
V

-—^—^— '
' kApplications Available Feb. 1-9

L42O Student Union Building L

For more information stop by or call 546-0341

SCERA it an equal opportunity employer,

women and people of color are urged to apply

•****

All are urged to attend the

AFRIK-AM Meeting,

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 15

Check Out the Third

World Caucus!

There will be a Mandatory Third World
Caucus meeting on Wednesday Feb. 9, at

6:00 pm sharp in the Office of Third WoMd
Affairs, Student Union Building. AH Third

World students interested in finding out
more, or joining the Caucus, are especially

urged to attend this week's meeting. For

more information, please contact Gary Lee in

the OTWA at 545-2517

Announcements policy: All announcements
must be submitted in writing by the Friday

before date of issue.
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Student enrollment
to decline in Mass

By JIM FINKLE
Collcfiaii SUff

Prophet of higher education Clark Ken-
last night warned state trustees and
regents of higher education that an upcom-

ing decline in college enrollments will

"severely hit" Massachusetts.

Speaking to a group of 90 regents,

trustees, administrators, professors and
students, Kerr, 71, said he predicts a drop

in enrollment at Massachusetts' colleges

between 15 and 25 percent, .compared to a

nationwide decline between 10 and 15 per-

cent.

"That's a dramatic decline never seen

before in American history," Kerr said. He
predicts the decline will begin next fall and

last through 1997.

He urged higher education officials to

begin planning to compensates for the

decline. "They kind of forgot about it," he

CoUefpan photo b;, '.VatU.-*

Clark Kerr expresses optimism of

higher education's future despite

the crisis of declining enrollment.

said. "Now they are relaxed and not mak-

ing plans."

Kerr said he recommends higher educa-

tion institutions raise admission standards.

"I favor the tendency to raise admission

standards for the sake of the high schools,"

Kerr said. "Our secondary schools are

among the weakest elements of our socie-

ty," he said.

He said raising of admission standards

will serve as a catalyst improving the quali-

ty of secondary education. "Higher educa-

tion must begin to help," he added.

Ke said that while he feels admissions

tests, such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test

(SAT), successfully predict a student's per-

formance in college, he favors using high

school grades as an admissions standard.

"I would look at the test scores but put

most emphasis on grades," Kerr said. "I

would look at the pattern of these grades,

whether up or down. It's best as a determi-

nant (of college success) and it encourages

people to work harder in high school, to

work hard as they go along."

Kerr said from 1968 to 1977 higher

education funding per capita remained

level in terms of real dollars. He said that

per capita spending must be increased now
because overhead costs remain constant,

despite student decline.

"As students go down, more dollars will

have to go for overhead," Kerr said. After

discussions with political leaders, he said he

does not think officials will support his

case. "After they see the point (they) are

not really sympathetic to it," Kerr said.

Besides fighting for continued funding,

Kerr said trustees must work to find and

retain qurJified administrators.

Because cutting programs will be

necessary during the coming years, Kerr

urges the cuts be planned. Although he

finds faults with both selective and across

the board cuts, he has developed a system:

"the better of a lot of bad approaches."

He first recommends that small across-

Ihe-board-cuts be instituted to serve as an

early warning system so that faculty

realize that "bad times are ahead."

Storm cancels classes
By TAMI BORTON

Colleriui Staff

Although yesterday's snow storm oc

curred exactly five years after the record-

breaking blizzard of 1978. there is no

comparison between the two storms.

However, more snow fell than was
predicted for yesterday and conditions

were severe enough to warrant the closing

of the University of Massachusetts at noon

yesterday.

"This was a tough type of storm to

predict," said John L. DeNyse, vice

chancellor for administration and finance.

"Three to five inches were predicted but a

storm came up from the south with more
snow," he said.

"Most people in Massachusetts will see 15

inches of snow, but without the colder air

north of the storm and warm, moist air

phased with astrological high tides, this

storm is simply a baby brother of the great

one," said David Taylor climatologist for

the Weather Service Corporation in

Bedford.

A storm watch was in effect until 6 p.m.

yesterday, according to reports from the

Weather Service Corporation. Although

the Physical Plant reported "horrible road

conditions," no serious accidents occurred

at the UMass campus or in the area, said

Gerald T. ONeil. Director of Public Safety.

The state police in Northampton reported

no major accidents due to the storm. But

the wet slippery snow caused cars to go off

the road and a few fender benders, officials

said.

The UMass transit buses operated on a

modified schedule due to the storm. Pat

Scanlon, driver supervisor said. "The

Orchard Hill route was shut down as soon

as things got slick." she said. "This is

always the case." South Amherst.

Eielchertown Road and the North Amherst
routes ran every 20 minutes from 1 p.m. to

6 p.m.. and then resumed evening

schedules. All other routes ran the same,

Scanlon said.

Weather predictions for the next two
days are for partly sunny days and cold

nights, according to the Weather Service

Corporation. UMass area colleges and

businesses should then be operating nor

mally, DeNyse said.

Plan set to improve standards

ist enrollment for minori

Collririui phntn by Kati* Wattcn

(front to back) Gloria Gainer, Rich Prouix, and Tom Clough head for

the hills of Central and kick up a little snow in the meantime.

Closing: three-fold decision

iiiii

By KEVIN BOWE
CollcKiaii SUff

The Board of Regents' goal is to increase

the amount of minority students attending

institutions of public higher education

while improving the quality of the system

at the same time, said Chancellor of Higher

Education John Duff.

"I will bet my reputation that we will in-

crease the minority enrollment (in public

higher education)," Duff said at a con-

ference held yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts regarding issues occurring

in higher education.

"Tlie system (of public higher education)

has not worked for the minorities. I don't

want more of the same," Ehiff said in

regards to the fact that UMass/Amherst

has a minority enrollment of about three

percent.

R[VC
Under the Regents admission standards

proposal, the public colleges and univer-

sities will be required to submit a detailed

plan for affirmative action recruitment,

Duff said.

Duff points to the fact that the Universi-

ty of California improved its admission

standards but has also improved its minori-

ty enrollment.

The state college system in California has

a minority enrollment of 26 percent as com-
pared to the Massachusetts average of 3 to

5 percent. Duff said.

"California has higher standards with

higher minority enrollments." Duff said.

"Access and quality (the twin goals of the

Regents) are not exclusive goals; look at

California," he said.

Much of the criticism of the Regents pro-

posal, which will waive certain students

because they are "culturally deprived".

By TAMI BORTON
Collegiaa Staff

The decision to close the University of

Massachusetts at noon yesterday was

made jointly by the Personnel department,

the Physical Plant and th^l*rovost's office,

according to John L. DeNyse, vice

chancellor for administration and finance.

DeNyse is usually responsible for making

the recommendation to the Chancellor to

close UMass. "However, I was called for

jury duty and unfortunately could not be

here to make the decision," he said.

Chancellor Joseph Duffy was not

available to make the decision due to the

Board of Regents meeting held on campus
yesterday.

"I reviewed the situation at 9 a.m., but

felt that many people had already arrived

and we would hold at least the morning

classes," he said.

However, because of the weather condi-

tions and the fact that plowing efforts

could not stay ahead of the storm, school

was closed at noon, Duffy said.

The decision U) close the University is

based on reports of weather conditions

from the Physical Plant and traffic and

road conditions as reported by the Depart-

ment of Public Safety on campus, DeNyse
said.

The Physical Plant receives its informa-

tion on weather conditions from the

Weather Service Corporation in Bedford.

Predictions relayed to the Physical Plant

this morning of 10 to 15 inches of snow,

and a storm watch, were integral in the

decision to close UMass, DeNyse said.

"Our patrols are in touch with

ever^^thing as far as traffic and pedestrians

in rr-ation to the sti^rm," (Jerald O'Neil,

dire or of Public Safety said, "We are able

to respond to conditions which might hap-

pen.

The closing of UMass allowed for the

parking lots to be properly plowed, he said

"We try to make the decision before b

a.m to get the word out over western Mass.
radio stations," DeNyse said. "But this

storm was not very predictable," he said.

1 Y-''' '
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First eruption triggers

Ingger eruption to fMow
VANCOUVER. Wash. - Mount St.

Helens erupted again yesterday building a

new mound of lava on the 700-foot high

dome in the volanco's crater.

There were no reports of explosions,

mudflows or ash. Officials said they did not

know when the eruption began.

The eruption was confirmed at about
noon yesterday by geologists who flew over

the southwest Washington volcano, said

Thorn Corcoran of the U.S. Forest Service.

Corcoran said a geologist in a fixed -wing

airplane saw a new lobe of lava growing on

the east side of the dome, but that ground
crews had yet to confirm it.

On Saturday, the U.S. Geological Survey
and the University of Washington warned
that movement within the crater and gas

emissions indicated Mount St. Helens

would erupt within two weeks.

Iran launches offensive

to reclaim lost territory
NICOSIA, Cyprus . — Iran launched

its "final offensive" against Iraq before

dawn yesterday, retaking 100 square miles

of Iranian territory and hurling tens of

thousands of troops across the border in its

biggest drive yet.

Iraq confirmed the offensive, but said it

completely crushed two Iranian divisions

that crossed into Iraq at Fakeh, about 180

miles southeast of Baghdad and 100 miles

north of Basra.The aim of the offensive

appeared to be cut the Baghdad Basra

highway by taking Al Amara, 40 miles west

of Fakeh.

Iraq said its forces killed 894 Iranians and

took large numbers of prisoners. Baghdad
communiques claimed that Iraqi warplanes

and helicopter gunships flew 129 missions,

"securing complete control of the skies over

the hattlofront. inflicting very heavy losses

on enemy tanks and armor, and returning

safely to their bases."

Digest
By the Associated Press

«.!•:•:.>:•:•:•:•:•: •sr-sssss:W:Wx-:%'t«

EPA official ousted
documents guarded
WASHINGTON - President Reagan

fired Rita Lavelle as assistant ad-

ministrator of the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency yesterday, and guards with

billy clubs stood outside her offices to bar

removal of documents at the heart of a con-

stitutional dispute between Congress and

the Executive Branch.

The firing was announced by the White

House as a brouhaha raged at the agency

over whether Ms. Lavelle had quit or her

resignation had been demanded by EPA
Administrator Anne Gorsuch. Two of Ms.

Lavelle's top aides also were fired.

Some of the documents being guarded in

her office were among those subjx)enaed

by a House subcommittee. It was the

refusal of Mrs. Gorsuch to turn over these

documents which led to a contempt of Con-

gress citation against the EPA chief.

Mrs. Lavelle's dismissal was disclosed in

a one-sentence statement from the White

House.

Refusal to meet terms
landprotesters injail

WESTBORO — Two anti-war protesters

who refused to sign a probation agreement
after being convicted of trespassing at a

military plant were ordered yesterday to

serve the balance of their maximum 30 day
prison terms.

Wostboro District Judge William
Brewin, saying the case had already taken
up too much time, announced he would not

press contempt of court charges against

Scott Duffy and Theresa Guisti.

The judge ruled the demonstrators
should serve 20 more days in jail for

trespassing at GTE plant in Westboro,
which developed the command control

communications system for the MX and
Minuteman missies.

Joined by two other people, the

protesters poured their blood in the form of

a cross at the plant Dec. 28 and held a

prayer ceremony at the mUitary supply

facility.

Traffic hazards delay
truckersplan to strike

STURBRIDGE — Striking independent

truckers in Massachusetts have pushed

back their plans one day — to tomorrow
morning — for a convoy to Boston to bring

their story to the people.

"The postponement is due to the safety

factor and the weather conditions," said

Richard Butler of Boston, a leader of the

truckers, after meetings yesterday. "We
have to allow them time to clean up the

roads."

Butler said his group does not condone

violence and added: "This convoy has been

organized with the aid of State Police to

help avoid any problems with traffic in

Boston. We are businessmen, and are

trying to make a point."

Court officer's action

halts rape conviction
BOSTON — An unauthorized statement

by a court officer negated a 1981 Middlesex
Superior Court rape conviction yesterday
and is expected to result in a new trial.

The Appeals Court acted in the case of

Warren Donovan, who had been sentenced
to 4 to- 10 years in state prison on the rape
charge. An assault and battery conviction

had been placed on file.

The higher court said Judge Robert E.
Hayes did nothing about the court officer's

involvement at the time, compounding the
error.

The court officer was not identified in the
decision and his name was not immediately
available from the coordinator in the office

of the chief administrative judge of the trial

court.

Natick police said the alleged rape oc-

curred in that town in late 1980. The trial

lasted four days and the jury spent parts of
three days in deliberations.
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TONIGHT
Hitchcock's

NOTORIOUS
• 1.00 CCA 7. 9.11pm

sponsored by YWLL

A special representative from

The Washington Center

will meet with students on

Wednesday, February 9,

10 AM to 4 PM
Campus Center 174

to describe

Internship Opportunities in Washington
DC.

for Summer and Fall 1963

Students are invited to drop in between

classes and asic questions and /or view a

media presentation.

For further information contact:

Office of Internships 16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727

Campus
Card.
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Rhetoric Exemption
Exam

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be given on

Wednesday, February 9,

7-9 P.M.

Mahar Auditorium
The test is open only to students who entered as

freshmen prior to Fa'l 1982 or transfers who will be

juniors before Fall 1984. This is the onlv time this ex-

am will be given this semester. Bring 50 \ student I.D.

and a pen.
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Student run newscast
set to roll next Monday

C«ll*KiM pkoto by David DMbcr

Not all bicycles were broaght inside during yesterday's storm, as this

one outside an apartment at Brittany Manor accumulates a few inches

of the white stuff.

Ads blamed for rise

women who smoke

By PAUL BASKEN
Coll«(iM Staff

A live, student-run television news

program scheduled to begin broadcast

yesterday in the Campus Center was

postponed a week due to "an internal

problem," according to the program's

director.

The half hour program, planned to

consist of local and national news and public

service announcements, is being pioneered

at the University of Massachusetts by the

Union Video Center (UVC). which operates

the television monitors currently broad-

casting daily in the Campus Center.

Funded primarily by the Campus Center

Board of Governors (BOG) through the

Governor's Program Council (GPC), and by

the Collegian, the UVC has been planning

the project as part of several steps it has

been taking in recent semesters to improve

its service.

The president of UVC, James Nelson,

said the delay resulted from uncertainty

caused Thursday by the GPC when it

opened a search for his replacement.

Nelson said the search was soon can-

celled, however, when he met with GPC
Coordinator Barbara Jean Curtis and BOG
Chairman Ron Keefe to begin clearing up

"communications problems" he said the two

had complained of.

As a result of that meeting. Nelson

yesterday completed for Curtis and Keefe a

six-page "Goals and Objectives" statement

for the spring, 1983 operation of the

Campus Center cable system, and predicted

the news program would be ready to begin

next Monday. In his report. Nelson outlined

the job descriptions and objectives he saw

for himself and his assistants, and stated

specific goals for UVC in both this and

future semesters.

Keefe yesterday refused to comment on

Nelson's status, while Curtis said the

problem has been cleared up and that the

classified ad she placed in yesterday's

Collegian announcing the job opening would

be removed.
"We are going to try and work it out,"

Curtis said, by "working more closely" with

Nelson, who she now plans to meet with

weekly.

Curtis, too, blamed the problem on "a

lack of communications," saying it was

"maybe the fault, a little bit. of both of us."

The UVC has already begun providing

some news service in the form of printed

messages through the use of a character

generator machine purchased for them by

the Student Activities Office. The UVC has

also installed additional outlets in the

Campus Center at the bottom of the

escalator and outside the Blue Wall for two

more monitors to be purchased for them by

the Campus Center administration.

Now with his job secure again. Nelson

said he "hopes that this thing (the news

program) will really take off."

Nelson expected the program, scheduled

for daily broadcast at noon from the UVC
studio in the Student Union Building, will

mostly emphasize world and national news,

and include Collegian articles rewritten fof«

broadcast. Public service announcements

are planned to follow the twenty minute

news segment. Nelson said, and a future

format for editorial comment is also being

considered.

By ROBIN MANDEL
Collccian Staff

Cigarette smoking, more common among women than

men, can be attributed to a form of rebellion against the

male dominant society, said a vaUey Health Plan Educator,

who runs smoking cessation workshops in the Amherst

area.

Paul Davis said, "A psychological mfluence of ad-

vertisements is its ploy to equate smoking cigarettes with

the independent woman." The ads state that an in

dependent woman will choose the brand she wants, he

said.

The liberated woman will even go as far as to view anti-

smoking campaigns as yet another manifestation of male

experts telling women what they can or can not do with

their bodies, he said.

Ellen LaFleche, writer for the Women's Health column

in the Amherst Bulletin, said Virginia Slims cigarette

advertisements toy with the traditional sex role images of

men and women. The Marlboro man riding the sUUion

through the mountain ranges with a cigarette clenched

between his teeth gives the impression of ruggedness,

whereas the Virginia Slims woman is beautifully dressed in

silky and sensuous clothes with a cigarette between her

slim and slender fingers.

"It is this type of influence that encourages women to

start smoking," she said.

Uavis said the mo.st significant trend in the national

smoking pattern is women are giving up the smoking habit

at much lower rates than men. Women who quit smoking

seem to be preoccupied with the thought of gaining weight

and therefore there is a strong rationalization for women to

go back to smoking, he said.

"Men, on the contrary, do not seem to share in this

weight obsession. " he said. Davis said 44 percent of women

over 17 smoke compared to only 32 percent of men who

smoke. While the overall percentage of smoking Ls lower in

women than in men. it has been proven that this is rapidly

changing, he said.

According to the March 1982 edition of the Surgeon

General's Report on Smoking and Health, cigarette

smoking is the leading cause of death in today's society.

This report stated while both men and women smokers

face a great risk by smoking, women face an even greater

risk by smoking and this danger is rapidly rising.

"An epidemic among men smokers have existed for

many years; now it is being repeated among women," the

report said.

Rochelle Weber, a medical doctor at the University of

Massachusetts Health Services, said heart disease. lung

cancer and ulcers are a few of the dangerous results to

smoking. Raynaud's Syndrome, a condition when the blood

vessels do not deliver blood to the fingers, is a common

circulatory problem which women smokers often have to

face. Women on the pill also experience a greater risk of

disease if they smoke, she said.

Great Decision talks

to center on Lebanon
The second seminar of the Great

Decisions '83 series, entitled "Lebanon:

Shattered State in the Middle East," will be

held tonight at 8 p.m. in the Webster

dormitory main lounge.

Panelists for the discussion will be Yusef

Ibish of t»* Amherst College religion

department, who- spent January in

Lebanon; Robert Haddad of the Smith

College history department; Gordon Levin

of the Amherst College American studies

department and Fred Lawson of the Smith

College government. Luther Allen of the

University of Massachusetts political

science department will act as moderator

for the discussion.

Course in bartending

moved back to UMass
A bartending course offered by the

University of Massachusetts, scheduled to

be offered in Springfield, has been moved to

the UMass-Amherst campus.

The course, "Bartending. More Than

Mixing Drinks." offered by the hotel.

resUurant and travel administration

department, will meet Tuesday from 6 p.m.

to 8 p.m. in the Chenoweth Laboratory.

Evening history course

still open for students
A course entitled 'A History of

Forgotten Peoples" will meet every

Tuesday, beginning tonight, from 6:30 to 9

p.m. in the lounge on the 19th floor of the

Coolidge dormitory.

The course, which is still open to in-

terested students, will deal with the

histories of native Americans. African-

Americans, working-class whites and other

groups. The course is still open for

registration.

Mentor Program tohoM
party for new students
A reception will be held for students

participating in the Mentor Program at 4

p.m. Tuesday. Feb. 8 at Campus Center

Room 1009.

The Mentor Program, which is ad-

ministered by the New Students Program,

matches faculty and staff members with

first year students and new transfer

students.

According to the New Student Program

guidelines, staff and faculty mentors act as

'supportive friends and adult contacts" for

students new to the University. They do

not act as faculty advisors.

The program is now in its third year and

will involve 264 students and 170 staff and

faculty members this semester.

Overloaded vehicle

cited in auto accident
Amherst Police yesterday reported that

six University of Massachusetts students

were injured in an accident late Saturday.

The accident occured when the car driven

by Scott D. Brown lost control and struck a

sign pole at the intersection of North

Pleasant Street and Governor's Drive,

according to police.

All six passengers in the car complained

of injuries, police said, and three were

treated at the UMass infirmary. No in-

formation could be obtained from the in

firmary.

Brown was cited for impeded operation

because he was carrying five passengers in

a car designed for four.

Police also reported that a car driven by

Andrew Hamel was involved in an accident

at the entrance of Brandywine Apartments

on Meadow Street, at 1:15 a.m.. Saturday.

Paula Paturnicki. a passenger in the car.

was injured and transported to the UMass

infirmary, according to police. No in-

formation was available from the infirmary.

SixnuiKis nabbed fbr dnnking^
By E.L. BIRK

CollcKian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts men

were arrested over the weekend and

charged with being minors in possession of

alcohol after the police spotted them

outside Dickinson Dormitory, police said.

Both nineteen year old men were spotted

at 9:57 p.m. Saturday as they were

unloading two cases of chilled beer from

their vehicle. Sgt. Frank Mazzei said. The

officers were on routine patrol.

Another incident involving two cases ol

beer resulted in the arrests of two other

UMass students. At 10 p.m. Saturday,

police observed two men walking in the

middle of Chadbourne Road carrying two

cases of beer and obstructing traffic, Mazzei

said. The men were charged with being

minors in possession of alcohol and then

placed in custody. Both are Webster

Dormitory residents and both are 19 years

old.

A third pair of men was arrested for

being minors in possession of alcohol after

police were called lo the John Uuincy

Adams Dormitory lobby on Sunday mor-

ning, Mazzei said. The two, both

Bridgewater State College students visiting

UMass, were causing a disturbance in the

JQA lobby and were warned twice by police

to desist but were arrested at 2:19 a.m.

after a student security worker hailed

police. One of the pair was also charged

with possession of a class B substance,

qualudes, he said.

One arrest for driving while under the

influence was reported over the weekend.

A 20-year-old Field Dormitory resident was
observed at midnight Saturday by police as

he ignored the red traffic signal at the

intersection of Governor's Drive and North
Pleasant Street. The subject was finally

stopped on Infirmary Way. He was also

charged with failure to stop for a traffic

control, Mazzei said.

Five plastic milk crates were recovered

by police on Sunday after two students

were observed carrying them, he said. The
crates, valued at $35, were found on Route

116, according to the students, Mazzei said.
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Unexpected afternoons off were made for wizzing down a snow

covered hill, as (front to back) Terri Kontoff, Lori Gershaw, Avery

McDonald, John Miley, and Dp-^c Protz would probably agree.
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OPEN RUSH
J74 NoRTh PIeasant St.

CORNER of No. PIeasant

ANd FEARiNq

FEb. 8, 9, 10 TuE, WecI, ThuRS

15, 16, 17 9-ll:oo pw

Stop in ancI see wNat we're aU aBout

'PRODUCTIONS'

v^ol>-*
STANTON DAVIS

Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Amherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

Student Union Ballroom

$•

'^i,

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only $3.00 Students

$4.00 General P'
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Undergraduate
Students: Sinier
Public Health 590 I,

Patient Education is looking for

additional students. Class meets

Tuesday 5:00 -7:30 p.m. in Amold
House, Room 103. Dr. Chen, In-

structor
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Meatballs from frozen hamburg
Funny how time flies.

I was laughing about it at eight-thirty the other mor-

ning while hacking apart a pound of frozen hamburg

with a two pound cleaver. Luckily my room mate wasn't

back yet, or he would have burrowed out of his cave with

raccoon eyes and demanded to know what all the racket

was. I would have told him (blushing), "Just trying to get

this to thaw faster. I want to make meatballs."

Of course the meat didn't yield, and chips of frozen ham-

burg winged off the cabinets and walls, and I almost chop-

ped off two fingers, so I ended my Galloping Gourmet per-

formance. I would have to wait for the meat to thaw at its

own pace. But I had to laugh, amused that I had begun the

year with a bang. So to speak.

Steve Masse

Such amusement can be short-lived. Intersession is

over. Vacation indeed. For some, intersession was just an

excruciating stretch of not enough to do and not enough

money to do it with. For others, it was okay for employ-

ment and some relaxation.

But now it's time to get back to the proverbial mill, and

tr>' once again to deal with that question which hangs over

our heads like the Library of Damocles: "What are you do-

ing for the rest of your life?"

Yes. That's the ultimate question around here, the

cousin to the question, "What's your major?" (Which is

the bastard half-brother to the question, "What, you still

don't have a major?")

Such questions have caused sweat, palpitations,

stomach disorders and many other ailments. But now

there may be a solution.

If Dad thinks you'd make a good teacher, and Mom
could see you in a nurse's outfit, and Uncle Sal wants you

to be a carpenter, and Aunt Esther thinks you should be a

lawyer or a dentist, and your summer job boss wants you

full time behind the hotel desk, and your boytnend wants

you to marry him — take it all into account. Then drop a

bomb on all of them, and take life into your own hands.

(No, I'm not suggesting you murder all these people just

because you're undecided about your future. But for the

sake of your future sanity, pretend they're all dead, and

make your decisions with only yourself to answer to.)

Yes, Virginia, there is life after college. Trouble is, too

many people see college as an employment agency instead

of a learning center. We learn how to learn. How to be

open to new discovery, to life, to employment, to mar-

riage, to society. It's so easy to let other p)eople's limita-

tions limit us. If others want to see us as a product of our

employment or "position" in society, why should we also

be so crippled?

Drop that bomb.

Time passes whether we're ready or not. It brings new

friends, and then blows them into the four winds. It forces

us to make half-hearted decisions to please a computer. It

makes us graduate and join the work (or unemployment)

force. Time can tear true love apart when Career has

become more important than People, and time can force

false love into marriage, because marriage to somebody

who is merely adequate seems better than temporary in-

security.

Are we afraid of having too many choices? Perhaps we

are. When we make a commitment to learn, we pull the

rug of security out from under ourselves. So why is it that

while we're toe end up in the air, we grope at whatever

might give us back some of that security?

Maybe we learn best when we allow ourselves to lock

horns with insecurity, to befriend the unknown and em-

brace it instead of dreading it and avoiding it. Conve-

nience is great, but risk is more fruitful. If we strive for

convenience, we may avoid failure, but our learning is

shallow. We never leave the straight road, we never spend

a sleepless night wondering why the mosquito and the

herpes virus made it onto Noah's ark. We never try to

make meatballs out of the frozen hamburg of life.

Steve Masse is a Collegian columnist

Letters—

—

True UMass fan harassed
To the Editor:

As most fans were leaving the Cage last Saturday night

and moaning about the "one we almost had," I was

harassed by a group of rude and very uninformed women.

After the basketball loss by UMass to Rutgers, they asked

me if I was "happy with myself seeing that all of my
obnoxious behavior went for not since UMass didn't win.

They went on further, insulting me in every way, saying I

was an embarrassment to the crowd and had no right to

heckle the other team's players. In this letter, I would like

to inform them and any others what college basketball is all

about.

Last season, Coach Tom McLaughlin became the new

head coach at UMass. He promised that he would restore

pride in the team and excitement to the Cage. In following

up on these promises, he has recruited an excellent group

of players, and he started the "40 Minute Gang ' in order to

initiate excitement. The "40 Minute Gang" is sponsored by

the team, and we are given a T shirt for recognition. We
were told by the coach to sit behind the opposing team's

bench and be "wild and crazy." and do anything to disrupt

the other teams thinking. We were also told to try to

ignite the entire crowd, because a loud and clapping crowd

can be a very important factor in a game's outcome.

These actions are not unique to our University. It is an

accepted activity at college games, and most people,

players and coaches know it. It's called the home court

advantage.

As for my actions, I regret nothing. I am up on every

basket screaming wildly. I try to get the crowd clapping to

reach that thunderous level that 4,000 pairs of hands can

reach. And I will continue to heckle the other team. I do

this with no foul language or threats. The worst thing I

might do is swear at a referee, but only when the whole

crowd is complaining about a call, including the coach. If

you don't think coaches swear at the officials, then you're

dreaming.

I just hope the women who bothered me read this, but

they probably won't because it is about basketball, which

they obviously know nothing about. I have the right to do

anything I want at a game, and I enjoy it. If it bothers you,

then just don't come to anymore games. I heard that many
were turned away due to Saturday's capacity crowd. I

sympathize with those real fans who were denied ad

mission when people like these were wa.sting good seats.

In closing, I ask that all "gang" members please wear

their shirts and sit U)gether at the next game so that no

more ignoramuses try to give mc a lecture.

David Chambers
43 Puffton Village

Black history

remembered
" T f a race has no history, if it has no worth-

I
while traditions, it becomes a negligible factor

•MJin the thought of the world, and it stands in danger

of being exterminated." These are the words of Dr. Carter

Goodwin Woodson, spoken in 1926 while arguing for the

first Negro History Week. Since that year the concept of

the original week has grown and expanded. Many dif-

ferent types of educational institutions have some form of

celebration. Here at the University of Massachusetts, due

to the dedication of a number of people and organizations,

we are .fortunate enough to have Black History Month

during February. This is a whole series of speakers,

workshops, films, musical entertainment, and theatre,

which commemorate and explain the Black experience in

America, past and present.

Brooke States

Dr. Woodson was the moving force behmd the establish-

ment of Negro History Week. He was born in December of

1875, the son of former slaves. His family was both large

and poor, and he was unable to attend school on a regular

basis. Through self-instruction and perseverance, he was

able to acquire a high school diploma in less than two

years. He went on to gain degrees from Harvard Universi-

ty and the University of Chicago as well as others. He also

studied and traveled abroad.

As a result of his education and experience. Dr. Wood-

son became convinced that the history of Black people was

being distorted and ignored, and that it was vital to regain

that knowledge. In 1926 he wrote, "Not to know what

one's race has done in former times is to continue always

as a child." To help reclaim Black history. Dr. Woodson

and others helped found the Association for the Study of

Negro Life and History in September of 1915. To further

the publication of materials related to this work he helped

start the publication of The Journal of Negro HLstory.

As a result of this work and other peoples, the 1926

celebration was a great success, with many Black com-

munities around the country participating. A number of

white groups also began to pay attention to Black history,

and asked for information about it.

The original dates for the week were to include the bir-

thday of Abraham Lincoln, and the day that Frederick

Douglass calculated as the date of his birth. Abraham Lin-

coln was picked for his role in the struggle against slavery.

Frederick Douglass becau.se of his achievements in raising

the question of slavery. These dates are February 12 and

14 respectively.

Speaking of the problems and discrimination that Blacks

faced in 1926, Dr. Woodson said: "We call this race pre-

judice, and it may be thus properly named, but it is not

something inherent in human nature. It is merely the

logical result of tradition, the inevitable outcome of the

thorough instruction to the effect that the Negro has

never contributed to the progress of Mankind."

There is considerable truth in this quote, and it is a good

reason why whites should attend Black History Month's

events. Racism has long been a curse in American society,

l)oth in it's subtle and blatant forms. It is also a tool and a

method by which different groups are kept from uniting

with and collectively struggling against broader social pro-

blems. Ignorance and a lack of understanding of other

peoples and their cultures plays a large part in this. The

reality of Black and White America are very different, but

we all share a common stake in the future and destiny of

this country. Blacks as a people and as individuals have

made great contributions to the development of this coun-

try. It is understanding this that helps lay the foundation

for disposing of the stereotypes that are presented by the

cultural apparatus of society.

But it is also important to understand this history

beyond the individuals, the George Washington Carvers,

or Sojourner Truths. Black history is also the social

history of a people, a large thread in the tapestry of the

country's evolution, and a key to it's future. The long con-

tinuing struggle of Black People against racism, and for

recognition of their achievements in all fields can teach us

much about the history of the country as a whole.

In a time when racism is again on the rise, and new cat-

chwords and stereotypes replace the old ones. It is more

important than ever to be aware of what others are doing

around you. Go to a Black History Month event if you get

a chance. You might be surprised at what you learn.

Brooke States is a Collegian columnist

RESCHEDULED
OP/ED Staff Meeting

Mon., Feb. 14 — 7 p.m.

Mandatory for all.

Columnists, new writers

invited!

V.
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STUDENT MEETING - UPC General

Meeting. All new members welcome. 6:30

p.m., Commonwealth Room. Student

Union.

SAFA - STUDENTS ADVOCATING
FINANCIAL AID — General meeting,

open to all interested. Will be discussing

lobbying trip to Washington March 6 8 and

other semester projects. 7 p.m., 803

Campus Center.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
CLUB — First meeting: Club news, cabin

and activities news. Bring T shirt money

and dues. See ya there. Let's get an early

start this semester. 6 p.m.. Hatch.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING - There will

be an important meeting for all members
today. Plans for the Northeast Regional

Conclave at Cornell will be discussed.

Attendance is mandatory. 6:30 p.m., Stock

bridge 311.

FREE TAI CHI CHUAN DEMON
STRATION — Find out about his non

aggressive form of self defense which is

practiced for relaxation, vitality and health.

Call 549 6.%2 for information. 8 p.m.. 804

Campus Center.

"WAYS OF SEEING* - Free. John

Burger's Marxist art critique. All are

welcome. 8 p.m.. Greenough basement

lounge.

DYSLEXIC STUDENT
ORGANIZATION MEETING - General

meeting. Video tape presentation orien-

tation of new members and interested

parties. 7 to 9 p.m. , 905 Campus Center.

JOURNALISM CLUB MEETING - AU
those interested in finding out more about

what the Journalism Club does are en-

couraged to attend. For more information

contact Professor Serafini at 545 1376. 7

p.m.. Bartlett 108.

AL-ANON — Having a problem with

someone else's drinking'.^ Come to a

meeting. 8 to 9:30 p.m.. Campus Center.

SOVIET JEWRY PLANNING
MEETING — Be part of an active group

that is working on the issues of Soviet

Jewry. We are planning for the Soviet

Lobby in D.C. 7 9 p.m.. Dukes room (SU

310).

FREE FILM: LIES MY FATHER TOLD
ME — A moving evocation of life in

Montreal's Jewish Ghetto. Directed by Jan

Kadar, known for his Oscar winning "Shop

on Main St. " Open to everyone. 7:30 p.m..

Thompson Hall 104.

"THE RUSSIANS ARE PEOPLE TOO"
— Slide show and talk by Kent Larrabee, a

Quaker and participant in the Walk for

Peace to Moscow, focusing on U.S. and

Soviet relations and the peace movement.

12 and 3 p.m. in C.C. 903, and 8 p.m. in

Hampden Dining Commons.

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits and controlling

them. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549-2671 ext 174 Starts

March 2 & 3

Undergraduate History Majors

Find out what you can do with your future,

Conne to the Department of History Career

Day Wednesday, February 9, 1983. You

can talk with alumni who were history ma-

jors themselves about their work and pro-

fessional experiences. There will be a

general "mixer" session in the sixth floor

lounge of Herter Hall 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. A
more formal evening session with a panel

of six distinguished alumni will be held at 8

p.m. in room 917 of the Campus Center.

Come socialize with them and ask them

questions. Do something about your future

on February 9, 1983.

''Excellence, Scope and

Cultural Diversity'
,'t

umass /Irts council

February 11th, 4 PM is the end!!!!

Please submit your proposals for funding

on or before the 11th.

The proposals are grant requests for

arts-related events based on student-run

student-oriented projects.

For more info call us a 545-0202

125 Herter Hall

SGA Elections

VN^'

Nomination paptr* »0f th« 0«ic* of SGA

Pretidanail th« •••t* on th« Campui Centtr

Board of Governort and the Rasidannai Com-

mitiae are available bea"^'""'0 "^o^dav February

7 The papa'a mo»! be signed out and connpieted

by Friday Febran^ 18 at 3p m When they ere

returned they rnuat be notariied and submitted to

the Governmental AHei't Committee

For further information,

call the Student Senate, at 545-0341;

or come

up to room 420 of the Student Union Building
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Mural on campus garage depicts

relaticHishq) betweaihunger andbombs

Nuclear Madonna, a poig^nant illustration of '^

world hunger and how the situation is exacer-

bated by exhorbitant nuclear war budgets and the

misappropriation of money that could be spent to

feed the world's hungry.

Announcements
Dr. Ralph Katz, Chairman, Dept. of Restorative Den-

tistry, UConn School of Dental Medicine will be here

Wednesday, Feb. 9, 1983 to inform students about the op-'

portunities at the dental school. He will be accompanied by

faculty member and Admissions Committee Chairman,

Dr. Michael Freeman. The itinerary will be as follows:

10:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. CCEBMS, New Africa House (2nd

floor); 12:30 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. Univ. Dental Services (room

302), 3 presentations on 3 different topics; 2:30 p.m. - 3:30

p.m. BCP Wilder Hall.

If there are any questions, please call John Lopes,

CCEBMS 5-0031.

By TRACY ROBBINS
Coilegiaii C«rrcspoiMl«nt

If campus go-ers have been wondering about the large

mural on the Campus Center garage, the following ex-

planation should satisfy their curiosity.

The mural, entitled "Nuclear Madonna," depicts starva-

tion in the form of two figures, mother and child, against a

background of the world over a crossbones of nuclear

missiles above an empty bowl. By so doing, the artist,

Jamie Young of Northampton, has attempted to illustrate

the main cause of world hunger is the nuclear arms race.

"The concern for my children's future prompted me to

paint the mural." Young said.

"Seeing the state of world economy both bothered and

upset me. Priority has been given to nuclear proliferation

instead of clothing and feeding the starving nations of the

world."

"Before I began the large mural, I designed a smaller

one last year in Los Angeles. Seeing inner city conditions

there and all over the country made me realize the need

for action. Despair is everywhere," Young said.

Young searched the globe to find what she calls, "hot

spots". "During the year that I was painting the mural

concern was directed toward the Falkland Islands, the

L I.S.R., Cambodia, and South Africa. These were the

geographical spots I felt were most pertinent."

"The mere existence of the "X" in the background of

the mural takes food from the mouths of the starving peo-

ple of the worid. It "X's" them out of opportunity. The

child comes first because he is our future. The next

generation is the mother who mirrors despair because she

can't teed her hungry child. Then the perspective moves

outward to the world," Young said.

"I feel that people are more concerned with their own
pocketbooks. They don't look beyond themselves to the

billions of dollars a day spent on weaponry. That's

absurd."

For sometim.e the mural had been hanging on an aban-

doned building in Springfield, but when the building was

recently sold, the mural had to be moved. After contacting

several organizations on campus, Ms. Young came to

SPECTRUM to see whether they could provide tem-

porary sanctuary.

"Spectrum had just determined to have a new focus,

The social significance of Art, and Ms. Young's work

seemed to express our focus exactly." said Charles Fran-

cis Carroll, managing editor of Spectrum.

Carroll feels that the mural should replace one of the

paintings occupying the space'above the escalators in the

campus center concourse.

"The mural is a revolutionary work in a nonviolent way,

and revolution through art is the only way to achieve

world peace," he said.

The response to the mural from people on campus has

been very positive. The picture in itself supports a world

wide movement.
The artist herself had two children and is pregnant with

a third. This mural mirrors her love for her family and the

donation of her painting exemplifies Ms. Young's sinceri-

ty.

Carroll sees the mural as having the eternal quality of a

masterpiece, and says, "Actions speak louder than

words." \

The DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. WEEK PLAN-
NING COMMITTEE is sponsoring a poster contest and

the theme is "Make His Day A Holiday."

Martin Luther King Jr. week is April 4th-9th and the

contest is being held to find an art design for the publicity

poster. The deadline for entries will be March 2nd. Submit

all entries to the Student Sen'itp 420 Student Union

Building. Prize for the winning submission to be announc-

ed. In the spirit of Martin Luther King Jr. who advocated

justice and equality, we encourage the entire community
to take part in the poster contest and the Martin Luther

King Jr. Week's activities.

AFRIK-AM will hold its first meeting on Tuesday,

February 15, 1983 at 6:00 at the New Africa House.

New Members are urged to Attend.

GANDHI
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new assortment of books on the life of Gandhi

now available in our Trade Book dept.

FREE Movie Pass
To see GANDHI at the

iin Farm 4 Theaters

Deposit

coupon on
Special Table

in Trade Book
area

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
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THE UNIVE3^SITY STORK
Campus Cr-ntt'T

Univr-rsity of Massachus-tts
Amherst, MA 01002

Drawing to be

held on

Monday, Feb. 14

2 passes to

be given away
each pass

good for 2 people

to attend movie

ONLY ove; evtvy V I" H

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Say it in the Collegian I

VALENTINE CLASSIFIEDS
3 LINES

(approximately 30 words)

JUST $2.00

MORE TO SA Y?
75^ a line

Come to the Collegian table

at the Campus Center

Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday

to place your message

in Monday's
Special Valentine Edition

Deadline: Wed., Feb. 9, 3:30 p.m\
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This Sumnier?
"Hear all about it"
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Snap, crackle, and pop music

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 till 11

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

NO COVCR

GET CLOSER (Elektra/Asylum)
Linda Ronstadt

By DON NAREY
(.'ollcKian Corrrspondent

Linda gets closer
From torch ballads to covers of ancient rockers, the

voice of Linda Ronstadt has weathered the storms of fickle

record buyers for the past decade. Typically, the demise of

her career has been predicted at least a dozen times since

her initial breakthrough in 1974. Once again she takes the

stand, this time with her latest project Get Closer.

If nothing else, Ronstadt can pull off a surprise, and that

she's done with the title track. "Want love? get closer!" she

belts out over a surprisingly basic thumping beat of three

electric guitars. Veteran back up vocalists Rosemary

Butler (of Jackson Browne's band) and Patti Austin, add a

hint of the early 60's girl group sound. From there the

listener follows a trek of colorful oldies and haunting

ballads.

The singer moves swiftly into Jimmy Webb's "The Moon
is a Harsh Mistress," a chilling ode to the hardship of

reality, and she breathes life into another Webb song,

"Easy F'or You To Say" where it previously hadn't existed.

Kate McGarrigle's "Talk To Me of Mendacino" is handled

with solid professionalism, yet with the loving care that

only a true McGarrigle fan could extend.

Ronstadt doesn't let us get too contemplative, though;

she confidently tackles the jazzy "People Gonna Talk."

Goming in behind Jerry Peterson's stylish sax per

formance, she takes full command of this soulful oldie. Not

to be overshadowed is a lively duet with James Taylor,

'Think it's Gonna Work out Fine, " and a dramatic example

of just what she's capable of. "I Knew You When, " on

w hich the singer wails and whispers into an ocean of flashy

melodrama.
Fans of the slick L.A. style of Ronstadt's past per

formances will undoubtedly embrace Roderrick Taylor's

"Mr. Radio." Her former right hand man Andrew Gold

comes back to lay down a harmony as soft as a southern

Caiilornia breeze, and former Little Feat members Billy

i^^nh^^-^ /^<i»-'^-^-'^c^r.>^'"/

Paine (synthesizer) and Bob Glaub (bass) accent the song's

mystical feel:

"We listen in a room
through miles and miles of night

deep in the heart of the bible belt

in the golden radio light."

It's an unusual Ronstadt disc in the sense that there's no

clear motif. Unlike Simple Dreams, an obvious tribute to

California Rock or Living in the U.S.A. , a fun recreation of

the mythical gee-isn't-everything-great mood of the 1950's.

Get Closer presents great diversity. It's fun, it's chilling.

It's soft and sweet on "My Blue Tears" with Emmylou
Harris and Dolly Parton, yet hard and decisive as on the

title track. The common thread is the old solid voice amidst

a gallery of musical shapes, leading us on, shying away,

whispering, shouting, giggling and moaning. For the

singer, it's one decisive move; for the listener, one fine

experience.

Valentine's DayCards
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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weather

Morning clouds today,
with some afternoon sun. A
few flurries western hills.

Highs 30 to 35. Clearing
tonight. Lows 15 to 25.
Mostly sunny tomorrow.
Highs 30 to 35.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH

The Salad Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

LUNCH
Open Face Roast Beef

Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNEU
Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Tomato Sauce with Toftj

and Mushrooms
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

DINNER
I Spaghetti/Italian Sweet

Sausage, Tomato Sauce
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

Collegian Jobs Availably

The Colkgian still has a few paid

positions available for this semester. Some
require experience, others do not.

Associate News Editors (3): Some
experience required. Low pay, long hours.

Drivers: No experience needed. A car is

necessary. Late night hours.

Librarian: No experience needed.

Applications are available at the front

counter of the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, and must be returned by 3 p.m.

this Friday, Feb. 11.

The ("ollftoan ih an «)ual "jwKTtiinily emplnytr
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WE ABE PIKE
f

We are. . .

• the fraternity that does not haze

• the house that raised $36,ooo for Multiple Sclerosis

• strong in Greek area intramurals

• the largest fraternity on campus

Pike - we could be for you

A living and learning experience
Pike is a collection of young men living and growing together who share a common

bond. You will experience the unique social life Pike has to offer and then wonder why
you never considered Fraternities. Besides Social and Academics. Pike stresses get-

ting involved with different University programs and Student Activities. These ac-

tivities include positions such as Student Government Treasurer and Controller, as

well as Student Senators, Collegian, ARCON, varsity and intramural sports, In-

trafraternity Council, and much more.
Pike also offers a home with all the benefits, home cooked meals, free parking, cen-

trally located to campus just to name a few. Pike is also comparable in cost to living in

the dorms, yet you get so much more. Check out Pi Kappa Alpha.

RUSH PARTIES

TONIGHT • Tues. Feb. 8

Wed. Feb. 9 at 9 PM
9 PM

Thurs. Feb. 10 at 9 PM
Mon. Feb. 14 at 9 PM

All Rushes: 9:00-11:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150/545-0047

Amtaarst Cmatmr *
N. PI«a»aat St.

F1K5

Pi Kappa Alpha

i).xf.3f,in).i). Free Refreshments tut-if^jf.tf.if.

By students, for students—the best budget travel guides

available anyivhere—comprehensive, practical, and fun to read!

lEfSG®
By the Harvard Student Agencies

By students. For students.

LET^GO
n

BUDGET TRAVEL GUIDES
'The granddaddy of all student ^debooks—
invaluable." -TAie Mew York Times

'These ^des are unbeatable."
— The Washington Post

'The most useful ^de for the student

traveler."-Trte Miami Herald

'A ^de to absolutely rock-bottom prices."
— The Houston Post

Let's Go
Europe
$7.95

List $8.95

Let's Go USA $7.95

Let's Go Britain & Ireland $7.95

Let's Go France $7.95

Let's Go Italy $7.95

Let's Go Greece, Israel,

& Eqypt $7.95

ST. MAimN'S
PRESS

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
^mSTORE^

^^jf.^j^.^^^^^^¥¥^-^*^-¥-***-¥-*^*-^^>

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

The Marines PLC Air Program guarantees flight

school after basic training. And if you qualify, we can put

you in the air before college graduation with free civihan

flying lessons. Contact your Marine representati^ or

call collect (203) 244-2 1 68/2 169 ^,^z^-

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

See Captain Sparks

Campus Center

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Campus Center ''ai.iZ^ ¥
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed

functions 256-0739

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Mercury Montage, automatic. Good
condition. $450.00 Claire 665-3463

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

BOOKSALE

MSE Booksale Tuesday, Wednesday

Bartlett Hall Loby 10-2 contributions

welcomed

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona

$299. Disney $279. More info Roberta or

Steph 549-5320

DISCRIMINATION

Experiencing sexual discrimination?

Want to do something about it? Men and

women contact the Collegian Women's
Dept. at 545-3500 All replies will be kept

confidential

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed

functions 256-0739

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter

Special I Dorms, greeks. Semis. Paul

549-4405

FOR RENT

Boarders welcome at sorority on No
Pleasant call 545-0527 Joyce

Room for rent in 3 bedroom apartment in

Sunderland rent $130 -^ 549-0739

Townehouse: 1 or 2 people, $101 /person

immediate availability 253-9478

Room in 5 bedroom house in Belcher-

town on bus route, close to lakes and

scenic trails. 130/month + utils after 5

323-5183

HOUSEMATES WANTED in Sunderland

off bus route call 253-5019 or nights

253-9202 ask for Steve

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 + '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253 5369

Yamaha CR420 Receiver, B & Beovox

Speakers, Dual 506 Turntable w/Ortofon

cartridge, Onkyo TA2050 Direct Drive

Cassette Deck w/ remote control. Ideal for

dorm or apt. $900. BO call Shawn
256-8495. All EC!

Neil Young Tix Hartford Worcester best

offer call 253-9698

Sears Dorm Refrig. $50 call nights

256-0763

Down wintercoat for sale excellent con

dition worn for only 3 months! 546-4767

APPLE ll-t- COMPUTER 64K with

language card, disk-drive, sanyo monitor

and over $1,000 worth of software. Total

value $3,600. asking $1,190. Call 546 3227

Refrigerator 3 cu ft good condition Clairr

665 3463

5 Cubic Foot Refrigerator. Excellent con

dition. Maximum size allowed in dorm.

$110. 253-7298

Onkyo Tape Deck. New, unused. Bought

for $219 selling for $160 call Dave 6 BMfi

Neil Young tickets, good seats for

Worcester, call Steve 546-6068, BO

Smith Corona electric typewriter. Eras-

ing cartridge. $175 or best offer. 584 8344

FOUND

Watch in front of Arnold Feb 2 Please call

5-0290 ask for Hope

Found a pair of silver frame glasses in a

case in Herter auditorium cal 546-4815

Found: 2 artist's paint brushes near Central

2/3/83 546-9328

FRONT COUNTER
NOTE DISTRIBUTOR

Person needed to get involved in a stu-

dent controlled business. Position entails

the sales and distribution of lecture notes to

students. Apply by 2/8/83 by 4:00 403 Stu-

dent Union affirmative action employer

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunbelt Et overseas

jobs! Weekly updates. Call now.

1 -716-885-3242, ext. 607

People's Market Food Collective hiring

new workers. Applications available at 328

Student Union until feb. 8 4 pm 545-2060

SNPS is looking for a mechanically inclin-

ed 1st or 2nd year student for production

trainee in our print shop. 5-10 hr/wk

3.50/hr. WS pref. Interest in co-ops a

must' Women and third world students en-

couraged. Applications available outside

S.U. 413 and accepted no later than 4 pm
2/11

Work-study positions available at

Hampden Theater. Call 545-2803 for inter-

viewEOE
Applications now being accepted for

part-time employment at SGA Communica-

tions. W/S typesetter and editor positions

available. Apply 423 Student Union. SGA
Communications is an equal opportunity

employer. 545-0341 ex. 28 Deadline:

February 8th

Bus Driver Trainee - Western Mass Bus

Lines will hold an application session for

our Spring Training Program. Applicants

should have a clean driving record of at

least 3 yrs, be able to work during 83-84

school year and be a 5-College student.

Session is Thurs Feb 10 in UMass Campus
Ctr R903 7 pm
Alaska. Summer Jobs, Good Money$$
Parks, fisheries, wilderness resorts, logging

and much more. . ."Summer Employment

Guide" 1983 employer listings. $4.95

Alasco, Box 2573, Saratoga CA 95070-0573

Budget Committee Asst. wanted 10

hrs/wk workstudy pick-up application in

420 Student Union for more information

call Jennifer Kirby or Chris Sullivan at

545-0341 deadline Feb 14 1983

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning

Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

Electric Bass teacher available Rock/-

Country/Jazz reasonable rates 546 8654

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics

Workshop. Classroom theory & shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Scarf br & gr plaid teus. 2/1 morn, in

Econ 104A reward please call Jim 323-6467

Reward beret style hat mostly green fuzzy

wool great sentimental value 253-5671

MARTHAS VINEYARD

Female roommate(s) wanted to share
house on Marthas Vineyard June 1 Sept 1

546-4815 or 546-4885

MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL
RENTAL

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-5755

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Suzuki GS460EX, low mileage, red

with black fairing, 6 speed, exc. cond.

$1300.00 call Jeff at 253-9974

PERSONALS

Desperate for Neil Young Tix will pay,

call 546-9308 ask for Lisa

Used Books: buy or sell Gamma Sigma
Sigma visit our table on concourse for more
info Feb 1 - 4 9-3:30 books on sale CC
1 62-175 Feb 2-9

WANNA GET HIGH THE NATURAL
WAY? SIGHTSEEING BY PLANE. FUN
SAFE, ROMANTIC CALL JOHN
WEEKDAYS 6-8 PM 546-9085

No more toby bear may buddy live forever

H ErA

* All UMass men are invited to an *

* Open Rush at Pi Kappa Alpha *

• Fraternity 418 N Pleasant St. 9-11 pm •

• call 545-2150 or 546-0047 for more info •

Yael A year can go by so fast but the

memories will always be there keep smiling

some day we will see our back yard again

love Debbie

Je t'aime "The Perfect Rose"

Only First Quality Fresh Cut Roses

A Single or Dozen Roses
Arranged with Babies Breath and Fern

with Box, Ribbon and Card

Deliveries Available Valentines Day
Orders Taken W, Th, F Student Union

WHEN YOU WANT ONLY THE BEST -

Je t'aime

Kim Hunt - Where are you? You have been

missed. Chuck - 549-5985

Movie: Conw see Airplane Eng. East Aud.

Thurs. feb. 10 7, 9, 11:00 PM $1.50

Life of Brian - Wed 2/9 S.U.B. 5 - $1, 7, 9,

1 1 $1.25

Kevin and Michael at last! Remember
Groundhog Day '83

Say it with a flower - send a flower to a

friend - check for table in the CC on Mon-

day thru Wednesday Feb 10 - 12 sponsored

by Newman Club

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
to

Ft. Lauderdale Spring Break 83

8 Days 7 Nights luxurious hotel

on Ft. Lauderdale strip with parties

at- "The Button", "The Candy Store"

•'Summers" "Area Code 302" "Dallas"

"Art Stocks Playpen "ect. ect. ect.

only $149

tax ft gratuities included

trans, available non-members welcome

for more info call 545-3437

Happy Anniversary to the Best Wabbit in

the world love Dave

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

Prompt Service / Low Rates $1.00/Page

546-4767

RESUME WRITING

Professional /Confidential/Efficient

special rates 253 7468 weekends, weekdays

after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or

Newton Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-4785 Keep trying

To NYC Friday February 11th call Moe
549-*! «3 after six

RIDERS WANTED

Riders wanted to Chicago/Milwaukee
any point along 80 West Feb 10-13 share

gas 586-0328

ROOM WANTED

Very quiet non-smoking female desires

room on bus route Debbie 665-3946,

253 7123

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate to share large, furnished, 2

bedroom townhouse apartment Hatfield

$195 includes heat 247-9327

Sunderiand responsible easygoing room-

matels) nice house near bus $195+ Mike

665-3928, 545-0731

Quiet, Responsible Female to share

Room, avail, now 665-7503 Keep trying

Male roommate wanted 162B Brittan/

Manor $112/month leave message at apt

Roommate wanted: $120 m. uti. incl.

starts Feb. call Mark or Dan 549-1287

SAY IT WITH A FLOWER

Make a friend smile! Send them a flower

on Valentine's Day. For more info look for

Newman Club table in CC on Mon-Wed
Feb 10-12

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor -

English Composition and Grammar
reasonable rates 6-9289

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,

Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John
253-3718

SWEATSHIRTS

Hand painted designer sweatshirts in

assorted colors and prints. Machine
washable no shrinkage. Make great Valen-

tines Day gift. Call Bev at 549-1865 or

545-0527

TRAVEL

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 round

trip jet and hotel directly on the beach I Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19-29 hotel 3 miles

from beach, car with unlimited
mileage/round trip jet plus tax and service.

Montreal March 12-14; 19-21. Round trip

deluxe motor coach 3 days/nights in the

quality inn downtown includes welcome
party, extra night $15. Call Bob or Dave @
2537625 _^___
Fly half-price - Anywhere is U.S. offer

unavailable anywhere else Mike 546-8942

Ski Oregon fly to Portland, OR for $60.00

(or b/o) Must leave before Feb. 14th Call

Kristin 546-6536

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Cham 112 Tests/ Labs from fall

Reward. 549-1458. Many thanks

'82.

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Saturday 6-week workshop starting

soon Amherst. Also private. Licensed

therapist 253-5036

Send your valentine a COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIED
LOOK FOR THE TABLE ON THE CC CONCOURSE
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Slumping wrestlers lose to Springfield
By STEVE FITZ
CollcgiM Correspoadeat

University of Massachusetts wrestling coach Rick

Freitas knew that for his team to beat Springfield College,

last Friday night, there would have to be some shifting in

the I'Mass lineup.

The strategic move of wrestling 126 pounder Brian

O'Boyle in the 134 pound class backfired on the

Minutemen. O'Boyle lost a 13 4 decision to Springfield's

Pat Hughes.
The major decision gave visiting Springfield a 16 lead

after three matches, and they went on to capture a 37 9

victory over UMass in Fioyden Gym.
UMass had a difficult time winning. 150-pounder Mike

Bossi dropped a 95 decision to Springfield's Kevin

Costagnola after leading 2-0.

UMass John Butto was winning 8 5 in the third period,

of the 158 pound match, but Springfield's Rich White came

back and tied Butto. 9 9.

The tie preserved a win for Springfield, it gave them a

commanding 27 2 lead with only four matches remaining.

Senior 167 pounder Dave McEntee surprised everyone

but himself in his match.

McEntee looked in total control when he used a cradle to

put Springfield's Pat Allen on his back for a five point move

in the first period. Allen, however, muscled his way back

to lead 7 5 at the end of the first period.

McEntee regained his composure and went on to win

convincely by major decision. 17-8.

UMass' Scott McQuaide fought back to take the lead. 12

11. going into the final period after the Chiefs John Gallo

grabbed a 2 lead in the 177 pound class.

Gallo reversed but McQuaide countered with an escape

to knot the score at 13. Gallo got the takedown but

McQuaide reversed and put Gallo on his back to take a IS-

IS victory.

Steve Lattizon. Springfield's 190 pounder, controlled

UMass Mike Rodgers the entire match en route to a 10-0

major decision.

A forfeit at heavy weight by UMass made the score 37-9.

'They were obviously a better team. We shouldn't have

moved O'Boyle up but we needed that win. We had some

disappointments but McEntee and McQuaide wrestled

well." said Freitas.

CoHcfUa photo by Tea KadU

UMass' Scott McQuaide controls Springrfield's John Gallo in last Friday's match at Boyden.

McQuaide bent Gallo 19-15, but UMass still lost.

This past Saturday the Minuteman grappiers traveled to

Boston College. UMass held an early 12 6 lead but the

Eagles fought back and the match ended up on a 22 22 tie.

The Minutemen were able to tie despite forfeits at 142

and heavyweight.

Brian O'Boyle got a pin at 134 pounds and John Butto

won by major decision m the 158-pound class. Dave
McEntee. at 167 pounds, lost a close 4-3 decision.

The tie dropped UMass' record to 0-9 2. UMass travels

to Harvard for their next match on Feb. 15. Their match
against Central Connecticut yesterday was cancelled due
to the snow.

gymnasts
By ELLEN RICHARD

Collefiaa SUff

It was a disappointing meet for the

University of Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team as it evened its record at 3-3

after a 244.25-241.55 loss to East

Stroudsburg on Saturday.

The Minutemen performed well, but a

few mistakes and a little underscoring, ac-

cording to coach Roy Johnson, kept the

men down.
UMass started off by falling behind in the

first two events. John Marurdy placed se-

cond in the floor exercises with an 9.25. Ac-

cording to Johnson, it was one of the best

floor routines by any UMass competitor

ever and it received one of the lowest

scores.

The team had a disappointing pommel
horse score as it had a total of seven falls

off the horse. Still, Bert Mathieson took the

top place with an 8.2.

Joe DeMarco and Lew Wingert put up

8.1 and 8.35 scores respectively to help UM
take the still rings event. Co-captain Bob
Goulart performed well and Mathieson won
his second event with an 8.85.

East Stroudsburg won the long horse

vaulting event by almost three points. Un-

fortunately for UMass, the Stroudsburg

runway is short by nine feet and three UM
performers had to rearrange their run.

Macurdy hit his vault, however, and cap-

tured second place with a 9.2 scored.

The men were losing by almost six points

at this moment but gained almost three

points on Stroudsburg in the next two

events. Mathieson, who won the all around

with 51.35 points, placed first for the third

time for UMass with a 9.0 in parallel bars.

Steve Redington took the second spot for

Stroudsburg with an 8.5 and Goulart was
right behind him for UM with an 8.45.

The Minutemen also came through on the

high bar but it wasn't enough to catch

Stroudsburg. Macurdy won the top spot for

UM with an 8.95 and Tony Sbarra took se-

cond with an 8.9.

UMass will travel to Southern Connec-

ticut tomorrow night and Johnson is look-

ing forward to an exciting meet if UM can

work together and perform up to their

potential. Although Southern is undefeated

and has some top performers on its team,

Johnson and the team are confident.

UM men skiers, NEISC
leaders, are victorious again

By MATT LUCZKOW
Collrifiui Correipondcnt

CHARLEMONT, Ma. - After three

weekends of tournament competition, the

University of Massachusetts men's ski

team remains in first place in the New
England Intercollegiate Ski Conference.

This past weekend, at Berkshire East Ski

area in Charlemont. Mass.. the

Minutemen extended their league lead

with two decisive wins in Saturday and

Sunday's slalom races.

As host of the weekend events, UMass
almost outclassed themselves by electing

to set a dual slalom course on Saturday.

"We wanted to try something fun and

different (with the duals)." said ski coach

Bill MacConnell after the race. "I think the

head-to head competition was good for the

racers and real exciting to watch."

The two identical courses were not as

difficult as the standard slalom courses

and thus gave an advantage to the teams

with the less technical skiers. But

nevertheless, UMass finished up front in

'the battle of the duals.' supported by

some strong individual efforts and some

great team skiing.

In the field of eight colleges. UMass

took first place with a team time of 302.32

seconds (best 5 of 8 times). Trailing close

behind and finishing in second piacf was

Plymouth State College, at ;i04.84. Taking

third place, with a time of 314.48. was

Amherst College.

Doug Karwoski from Plymouth SC won

the duals race with a combined time of

.59.49 seconds (total of two runs). While

Dan Conway (59.90), captain Brian

Prindle (59.98) and Jon Segal (60.24)

captured second, third and fifth place,

respectively, for UMass.
On Sunday, the Minutemen dominated

the slopes once again, with six of the ten

UMass men finishing in the top 15 (out of

80 racers).

Winning the slalom race for UMass was

captain Brian Prindle with a combined

time of 69.02 seconds. Teammate Conway
followed close behind to take second place

in 69.08. Karwoski finished third with a

time of 70.05. Also skiing fast for UMass
were Jon Segal (71.21). Tim Ennght
(71.37) and Dave Rossi (72.03). who
finished in fourth, sixth and eighth place,

respectively.

The Minutemen travel to Loon

Mountain. N.H. this coming weekend,

where they will hope to win two. long-

giant slalomraces^

WrMit shines at GBIM
By LAURIE FISHER

Colleirian SUff

In conditions conducive for setting or

improving individual performances, the

University of Massachusetts men's track

team did just that Sunday, establishing

many of their top times this year at the

Greater Boston Invitational Meet he|d in

Harvard's stadium.

The preferred facilities attracted

schools from all over New England and

well known athletes, including one of

America's premier distance runners Joan

Benoit. from Athletics West.

Benoit was not the only one to perform

exceptionally well. UMass's John Wright

won the 60 yard high hurdles with a time

of 7:24. breaking his UMass record of

7:30.

"I was not concentrating specifically on

breaking the school record as much as

running on a level where I should be.

"

Wright said.

It was Wright's most consistent per-

formance this year." coach Ken O'Brien

said. 'Its encouraging to know he has

room to improve." And improve he must,

to a time of 7:20. if Wright is to compete in

the Nationals held late next month.

Another minuteman winner was 600-

yard record holder. Brian Osborne who
won the 600 yard event with a time of

1 : 12.5. Gregg Mader won the third heat of

the 600 with a time of 1:14.9. Steve Hyder
placed fourth in both weight events,

including the shotput.

Two mile runner, Richard Doiron, ran

well beyond expectations with a time of

8:47, which earned him fourth place.

"Richard highlighted the day, as he was
expected to run about eight seconds

slower. He has shown ability to run ex-

ceptionally well at this high level,"

O'Brien said.

W. hoop hosts Dartmouth
The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team will attempt to

break out of their long, eleven game losing

streak when the Minutewomen host New
England rival Dartmouth College, tonight

at 7:.30p.m. in the Cage.

UMass received top notch performances

from Nadine Jackson, Karen Damminger
and Kelly Collins in Saturday's loss to

Northea.stern and look for more of the same

tonight.
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Professor defends
South African trip

CoUcfima photo br Tom Kndla

Chris Gavriel, a freshman CASIAC major, enjoys the snow by 'snurf-

ing* down Orchard Hill. ^ __^

By ANNE McCRORY
Colleipui SUff

The ethics of a University of

Massachusetts professor's trip to the

racially distraught nation of South Africa

was the topic of discussion last nighi called

by a concerned student.

Lauren Murray, a plant and soil major who
has worked with Dr. Robert T. Wike for

several years, said she felt his trip to South

Africa was "a slap in the face to the goals of

civility and education at UMass."
"I felt that if Dr. Wilce or the graduate

student (who accompanied him) were black

they would not have been awarded an

opportunity like this," she said.

Wilce traveled to Johannesburg, South

Africa last January with graduate student

Andrew Davis to discuss his research

concerning a "unique problem of a plant

species gone wild" to the Sandy Beach Eco-

System Congress. 33 nations were
represented at the conference.

Wilce was al-so given the opportunity to

travel within the country and visit five

universities and a second congress due to

overbooked airlines which gave him an

additional 10 days prior to the congress and

a week after in the country.

"I don't believe for one moment that going

there supports the apartheid system," he

said in response to the proposition that his

trip was an endorsement of South African

politics.

"I was intere.sted to learn as well as to

teach and tell others of a problem (in my
field) common to the whole, " he said. "I

went as a scientist doing my thing."

Wilce said the scientific community needs

to and should communicate regardless of

political interests.

"Once you cease communication the

whole system falls down. And that's what
we did, communicate," he said.

Controversy was also rai.sed over the $600
Wilce received from the Faculty Research

Council to fund his trip. Wilce .said,

however, he knew of no opposition to his

trip in thel.'ouncil.

While in South Africa, Wilce was not

oblivious to the effects of that country's

government on its people, though his in-

terest in the situation was only "human"
and not political, he said.

"I do not consider myself an iiuthority on

South African politics," he stres.sed.

Wilce noted segregated beaches,
restaurants and bars and the overall

poverty of blacks in the country.

"It will lake the best part of five

generations, the next 100 years, for them
(the blacks) to get educated to run the
country. The country they get will be a

shambles; they'll have a very hard time
making ends meet," he said.

Peace activist says Soviet people fear US
By RICHARD NANGLE

Coliccimn Staff

An American peace activist who walked

through Europe and the Soviet Union last

year said in a speech yesterday on the

University of Massachusetts campus the

Russian people desperately want a nuclear

freeze and believe the United States is the

aggressor in the arms race.

Kent R. Larrabee, 65. a Quaker from

Philadelphia. PA spoke about his nine

month journey while presenting a slide,

show depicting different events he ex-

perienced during his walk.

In February of last year Larrabee joined

a 6.500 mile peace walk that began in

Seattle, Washington on March 1, 1981. The
group proceeded to walk through Scotland,

England, France, Belgium, the Netherlands

and West Germany. At that point.

Larrabee said, the group tried to obtain

visas in order to continue their walk

through either East Germany or

Czechoslovakia. When they were denied

entrance to either countries they decided to

create a peace camp and spend the winter

on the Czechoslovakian border.

Rather than wait until spring to try and

obtain another visa, Larrabee said he

decided to walk north and enter the Soviet

Union through Finland. He arrived at the

border in September and after a delay

which forced him to travel back to Ham-

burg, Germany to obtain a visa made his

way to Leningrad.

"It is because of the threat of a possible

nuclear war — which could happen on

purpose or by accident — that the people

who walked to Moscow got involved," he

said. "People in the United States don't

realize how much peace activity there is in

the Soviet Union."

Peace groups have sprung up all over the

Soviet Union, Larrabee said, and the

groups are supportive of their govern-

ment's party line, which he said they feel is

to prevent war.

He said the Soviet people believe their

government would agree to reduce all their

nuclear weapons if the United States

would. He added that Soviets believe the

United States is the aggressor in the arms

race for the following three reasons:

One reason is the United States was the

first and only country ever to use an atomic

bomb as an act of war.

Also, the Pentagon has repeatedly said

using nuclear weapons can, in some cases,

be justifiable.

Furthermore, the Soviet Union has said

it will never use a nuclear weapon in a first-

strike capacity. On the other hand, the

United States has refused to make such a

declaration.

"That scares the shit out of them too,"

Larrabee said.

Soviets can also justify their government's

invasion of Afghanistan, he said.

"They feel there was danger of Iranian or

CIA influence in Afghanistan. I hear over

and over again that the Soviet government
regrets invading Afghanistan and is looking

for a face-saving way out," he said.

But the Soviet people are not necessarUy

happy with their government, although

they have learned to accept it. Larrabee

said.

"I think the average person on the street

has learned how to accommodate the

system," he said.

Larrabee gave another insight into the

feelings of the Soviet people.

"Soviet people make a clear distinction

between the American government and the

people." he said. "They feel drawn to the

American people."

SpeaJi^refutes idea ofblacks as a minority group
^GtlSMABTlNS

Ottt^tMStder

Tony Brown, host and eitec«tive lawjucer <rf Toay

Bfown's Jcwinial said last night in the Student Uttlon

BaSfooro (S.li.B.) that peopte of African descent tbewwW
over are victims of bad infoitnastion UiM is orgaEitiised

sy«testatiei^.
. .. . , ».

•*Soi»e of the myths that we are subject to is that blacks

have never contributed to world history, and that bl«*s

can't learn when sitting next to each other in school,"

Brown sai^.

"Blacks don't name themselves, in this country they are

labefied as a minority group," he said. "If you believe that

the entire world begins and ends in the Atlantic to the

Pacific Oceans, then we are a minority."

"But if vou look beyond that you'll find that eight out of

10 people' in the world are not white, and the leaders of

OPEC are just as dark as you and I and they control the

quality of life in the West," Brown said.

Brown said to be labelled a minority in this country is

equal to being poor. But among the 30 million blacks m
America the Census Bureau can find be said t hat they have

an aweswrw power as a people and can be the soluti<m to

their own prdt>lems.

"The gross national product of black America last year

was $160 bi&ion.'^ he said. "We spent $120 billion of that

money on goods and services, we are the ninth largest

nuirket in the free worid.*"

"We are not poor, we aure a market m ourselves," Brown
said. "If yoi} to^ Madcs out of Amteriea Dow Jones would
have died last week."
**The only color of acee|>tance in America is green and we
have got to learn to make our money work for us," he said.

Brown paralleled other ethnic groups such as the Jews,

Poles, and Asians and said the money they make changes

hands eight times before it leaves their communities, but

the money in thi black community is spent in a 180 d^ree
fashion.

He said that in Harlem where there is two and one half

million blacks, Asians have begun to dominate the Harlem

fruit industry,

"We have to learn to love each other and to realize that

groups are respected as groups and not as individuals,"

Brown said.

"We should realize that there are no Waek stars if the

majority of us are persecuted for jtist being bo; n black."

Brown emphasieed that blacks are part of a majority

group and should demand the respect accorded with those

numbers.
"There are more blacks ia the linited States iN« tibere

are Poles in Poland, or Canadians in Canada," he said.

"Still we are labeled and considered ourselves a mincHity

group."
"If you don't know where you have been, you don't kiMiw

where you are going," B*own said.

"We are the b^t educated ntw-whites in tiie wixrid

today. We need to learn to use our resources for onrr

selves," he said.

Brown mentioned that black people enrich the lives of

Americans everyday and much of it is shown In the

language that comes from the black ccHstmunities.

"Terms such as 'right on' and 'ripped ofT were tak«Q

directly from the black areas in America," he said.

"For those of you who watch sports on T.V. know that

last year there wa.s "'^ «!uch thing as "h^h five", look

what's happened this year."

"Otir culture is so rich that when it becomes part of the

mainstream it just evolves," Brown said.

Brown said that no one is capable of teaching blacks to

leArn better than blacks themselves.

"The 111 black colleges in America graduated more

Blacks than the 3000 plus white schools do, we do it bet-

ter," Brown said.

Brown said that there is nothing wrong with black

people in America, "we just have to rid our minds of the

awful confusion we have of ourselves."

'^"^x
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Leaders ruled at fault

in Beirut massacre
JERUSALEM - An Israeli judicial

commission on the Beirut massacre called

for the ouster of Defense Minister Ariel

Sharon yesterday, accusing him of

"blunders' that set the stage for the

slaughter of Palestinians.

The panel's explosive report, which also

rebuked Prime Minister Menachem Begin,

rocked Israel's political structure and

touched off speculation about early elec

tions — at a time when U.S. pressure is

mounting for new Israeli concessions

toward a Middle East peace.

Begin and his Cabinet met for two hours

yesterday without a decision on Sharon's

status, and scheduled another meeting for

today.

The three man commission of inquiry

said Israeli leaders should have foreseen

that allowing Lebanese militiamen into two

Beirut refugee camps last September was

Sharon i
an invitation to tragedy.

Hundreds of Palestinians were sub-

sequently slain by the militiamen. An of

ficial Lebanese investigation has yet to

bring any of the killers to justice.

'No prophetic powers were required to

know that concrete danger of acts of

slaughter existed," said the commission

report.

It also called for the resignation of the

head of Israel's military intelligence and

condemned the miltary chief of staff. It

accused Begin of showing "indifference" to

the threat of a massacre in Beirut, but

recommended no action against him.

Political uncertainty threatened to linger

for days here as the Cabinet grappled with

the devastating report.

Israel radio broadcasts report that

Sharon was refusing to quit or accept an

alternative Cabinet post. But a Cabinet

source said almost all the 20 ministers,

including Sharon, favored endorsing the

findings.

The chairman of Begin's ruling coalition.

Avraham Shapira. said after meeting with

Begin, however, that the prime minister

would not demand Sharon's resignation.

"It's hard lor him to do such a thing,"

Shapira told reporters. "Anyone who

knows the prime minister knows he is a

noble man. and he respects 'Arik'

(Sharon)."

The commission's recommendations are

not legally binding, but they carry such

moral weight that no government con-

cerned for its image can ignore them.

Two parties in Begin's coalition that

previously were against early elections are

now willing to go to the polls if Begin so

wished, their spokesmen said. They were

the National Religious Party and TAMI, an

ethnic party of North African Jews.

The small Moscow aligned Communist

Party, meanwhile. proposed a

parliamentary no-confidence motion, to be

debated next week.

The opposition Labor Party called for the

resignation of the entire Begin government

but said nothing about early elections.

Despite the commission report, Laborites

fear that Begin would be returned to power

by his supporters, who have never un-

derstood why Israel should be blamed for a

massacre of Arabs by Arabs.

The Labor Party has taken a softer line

than Begin on some of the major issues that

block a long-term settlement of the Mideast

conflict.

In Washington, the White House had no

comment on the commission report, which

it described as an internal matter. On
Monday, President Reagan used some of his

toughest language yet with Israel, saying it

was unnecessarily delaying the withdrawal

of its troops from Lebanon.

Yasser Arafat, chairman of the Palestine

Liberation Organization, said in Jordan

Tuesday that the investigatory panel

produced "important decisions," but that it

should have included a "decisive con-

demnation" of the Begin government.

In Beirut's Sabra and Chatilla refugee

camps, survivors of the Sept. 16-18

massacre were bitter.

Meese: Reagan may run

AP l^«»«rphoto

In the war-shattered Palestinian camp of Sabra in Beirut children

play in the street and people still live amidst the rubble, stark

reminders of the troubles that plague Lebanon.

CAMBRIDGE — Presidential Counselor

Edwin Meese III told a Harvard University

audience last night that President Reagan

has met his national agenda and would

likely run for another term.

"I fully expect the President to run in

1984," Meese said. "I expect him to win re-

election."

Meese was one of four speakers who

analyzed the Reagan Administration's first

two years in office. Among the speakers

was Rep. James Wright, Majority leader of

the Congress.

Wright, who gave Reagan an "A" in

communication, but a "D" in economics,

called Meese to task during the roundtable

discussion for the Administration official's

comments on Social Security.

Earlier in the evening, moderator

Richard E. Neustadt said many presidents

made their mark in their third year in of-

fice. Citing one example, he said, "Where

would Franklin Roosevelt have been

without Social Security'.'"

Meese then quipped, "I don't know where

Franklin Roosevelt would be without Social

Security, but I know we would have been a

heck of a lot better off without it.

"

Wright, in later rebuttal, questioned

Meese about the statement.

"I hope that was a jest." he said. "There

are 36 million Americans in that program,

and nothing has done more to create peace

of mind."

Ex'UMass president

takes Wesleyan job
BOSTON — Robert Wood, one time U.S.

Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development and ex president of the

University of Massachusetts, said

yesterday he had accepted a professorship

at Wesleyan University.

Wood, who also served two stormy years

as head of the Boston public school system

from 1978 80, said he was happy teaching at

UMass Boston for the past two years, but

the opportunity at the Middletown. Conn.,

school was "too good to pass up."

The political scientist said he would use

the Henry Luce professorship to research

the "use and misuse of experts in public

policy and problems of accountability and

responsibility." The position, which in

eludes teaching responsibilities, becomes

effective July L
Wood, 59, of Boston was undersecreUry

and then secreUry of HUD from 1966 to

1969. He was director of the joint center of

urban studies for Harvard University and

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

from 1969 to 1970. when he resigned to

accept the presidency at UMass.

He led the state university from 1970 to

1977. then said he "lost his head" and ac

cepted the job as superintendent ot the

Boston school system on Sept. 7, 1978.

Hitachi pleads guilty

to industrial espionage

SAN FRANCISCO - Hitachi Ltd.. one of

Japan's largest industrial companies,

pleaded guilty yesterday along with two

employees to charges that they conspired to

send computer secrets stolen from IBM to

. Japan.
,

In exchange for the company s plea and

payment of a $10,000 fine, the federal

government said there would be no further

criminal charges against Hitachi, its officers

or employees stemming from the highly

controversial industrial espionage case.

Hitachi's board of directors authorized the

^illy pleas, company lawyer Peter

Fleming said.

HiUchi's top management still maintains it

' "had no knowledge" of a conspiracy.

Digest
By the Associated Press

No presidential run for

Arizona Rep. Udall
WASHINGTON - Rep. Morris K. Udall

of Arizona has decided not to seek the

Democratic presidential nomination,

knowledgable sources said late yesterday.

Udall was to announce his decision at a

news conference in Washington today, the

sources said.

A member of the House since 1961, Udall

ran an unsuccessful campaign against

Jimmy Carter and other Democrats in 1976.

narrowly losing a number of primary

eltTtions to Carter, who went on to the

White House.

Cape Cod CC wants

union affiliation switch

HYANNIS - Teachers at Cape Cod

Community College said Tuesday they are

backing a movement to switch their af-

filiation to the smaller Massachusetts

Federation of Teachers from the

Massachusetts Teachers Association in a

statewide election March 8 10.

•-. r.t.-*y.-

"The MTA has never gone to Beacon Hill

and exerted its muscle on behalf of the

community college people." Joel Feigen-

baum. a math teacher at Cape Cod Com-

munity College, said. "The MTA has not

deUvered the goods for higher education."

Higher student age at

Boston public colleges

BOSTON — The average age of public

college students in Boston is climbing, as

more young men and women are seeking

higher education after spending some years

in the workforce, according to a state

report yesterday.

The report filed recently by the Board of

Regents disclosed also that women out-

number men at the University of

Massachusetts-Boston and the Bunker Hill

and Roxbury community colleges.

At the university, the average age of a

student is 27, and 51 percent of the student

body is women. Also, 16 percent are

married and 14 percent are from minority

groups.

Neil Harrington, a Regents staffer, said

that college women now outnumber men
statewide and nationally, although he said

precise figures were not immediately

available.

Brzezinski advocates

foreign policy activity

BOSTON — Zbigniew Brzezinski. a

former White House advisor, said

yesterday he believes President Reagan

needs to become much more active in

foreign policy problems if he wants to stave

off big trouble in three key areas of the

world.

"I have become deeply concerned by the

trends I see, " he told the World Affairs

Council of Boston. "We need to become

much more active in moving to either avert

serious problems or to protect debilitating

situations."

Brzezinski, former National Security

Advisor to President Jimmy Carter, said

the problem areas are East-West relations

in Europe, Central America and the Middle

East.

"The change in the Soviet leadership

under Yuri Andropov signifies a shift in the

political cen(,er of gravity in the Soviet

system," he said. "The political power is

now shared by two of the most significant

elements, the secret police and the army."

Brzezinski said this means the Soviets

internally will aggressively root out

corruption and externally will make

imaginative efforts to weaken American

ties with western Europe and with

mainland China.
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Ptmto bj Greg AMiMni

Young Patrick Curry of Northampton takes the initiative Monday in

helping to dig out the family car. ,

Town selectman race is

already heatingup
By E.L. BIRK

Colleffiui SUff

The April 5th Board of Selectmen elec-

tions for two three-year seats has

engendered some controversy recently as

one would-be candidate is disturbed by a re-

cent turn of events.

Vincent O'Connor, Town Meeting

member and tenant's rights advocate, was

a candidate for one of those seats until

Monday afternoon when he withdrew from

the race after an "organized sector" of the

community opposed him in what he termed

a politically motivated attack on his per-

sonality.

"The nature of their comments were

about me and not my politics," he said.

"I have a temper and I get angry on

some issues but on the whole, I've been a

responsible town servant," he said. "You

can't say I was incompetent."

O'Connor refused to specify which

residents or which organizations were op-

posing him but did chide another candidate,

Joanne Levenson, for her behavior.

"Ms. Joanne Levenson categorically

stated to me on Wednesday (Feb. 2) that

she would not run for the board," he said.

Levenson is director of off-campus hous-

ing for the University of Massachusetts.

O'Connor issued a prepared statement

before last night's Board of Selectmen's

meeting in response to a story published in

last night's edition of The Daily Hampshire

Gazette in which candidate Levenson is

quoted as saying she considered

O'Connor's withdrawal a possibility and

also speculated on his reason for

withdrawal.

"We could have defended each other

against political attack," O'Connor said in

explaining his and Levenson's reputation

as liberals.

Instead she listened to people who said

she could get one of the seats by attacking

him (O'Connor), he said.

O'Connor said he will support current

selectmen Allen Torrey and Fred

Steinbeck over Levenson because they em-

body the characteristics necessary for a

person to hold public office.

"There is a minimum that a public official

has to have," he said. "His word has to be

good and it has to be his own. So when they

take a final position you know it's their

own."

Graduate Student Senate
approves fall fee increase

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
CollcKiui SUff

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS) of

the University of Massachusetts last night

unanimously approved a proposed semester

fee increase of 15 percent for the fiscal year

1983 1984.

The proposed increase of $3.50 will raise

the current semester fee from $26 to

$29.50, a hike primarily the result of an

increase in the transit service fee.

"If it weren't for Reagan's cut to mass

transit, we would have no problem. That's

where the increases have come in the last

three years," said Jack Delmond, president

of the GSS.
The Reagan administration has cut by 30

percent federal funding for mass transit

over a period of four years. The original fee

from the UMass Transit Service was $10

per student per semester. The new fee of

$22 will be stabilized over the next five

years, Delmond said.

The GSS last year charged students $18

and the year before, $15. For '83 84, the

senators propose a charge of $21 .
This will

leave a hike of only $1 for the transit service

in '84-85.

According to Delmond, the

Undergraduate Student Senate raised its

transit fee all at once to $22, "But we didn't.

We decided we could do it gradually," he

said. -- —

Gays demand action in

closed door meeting

The GSS was able to increase the transit

portion of the fee in $3 increments because

of a $30,000 to $40,000 reserve that had

accumulated over the years.

Delmond said it would be unfair to

graduate students to sit on the excess

money and charge the full hike, so the

senate decided to gradually increase the fee

and absorb the difference between the

actual transit cost and the proposed fee by

using the surplus money. "The reserve has

since run out.

The proposed budget for next year of

$194,714, Delmond said, is less than last

year's budget despite the transit increase

and state mandatory full costing, an

estimated $3,000 increase

.

GSS Treasurer Paul Weiss said a line

item hearing for individual group funding

will be held March 11. Current recipients

are asked to complete budget requests and

attend the meeting to make their recom-

mendations. The senate will have the final

vots.

The GSS also heard a presentation from

the Alcohol Education Program of the

UMass Health Services concerning new
programs it is developing and named Wasyl

Matveychuk chairman of the search

committee for the Director of Institute of

Research and Director of Academic Sup

i P9^^.^®J''yi''^;?5-- -^ - -.--.

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collcffiui Staff

Protesting the inefficient handling of

threats and assaults on the gay and lesbian

community and the lack of sensitivity of the

press towards homosexuals, a coalition of

gay groups met last night with the mayor
of Northampton and the District Attorney.

The meeting was closed to the press to

protect the identities of the gays and les-

bians who have been targets of arson

threats, property damage and assaults.

Two women raped in Northampton last fall

have been directly connected with the at-

tacks on lesbians, said Joseph Lamott, a

spokesperson for the coalition and the coor-

dinator and public affairs officer of the

Pioneer Valley People's Gay Alliance.

The newly formed coalition of gay groups

in the Valley, has "pulled together around

this issue of harassment and sensitivity of

the press," Lamott said.

The threats have allegedly been coming

from an Amherst-based group calling

themselves Stop Homosexuality Unity

Now (SHUN). Lamott said SHUN is pro-

bably similar to the group UTOPIA which

last fall sent threats to homosexuals.

"The meeting will be the first exchange

of information and the opening of a door,"

Lamott said. The meeting was closed so

"there would be a more honest and open

exchange" with the mayor, Lamott said.

"The police department has a particular

way of handling rape cases that has to be

addressed," Lamott said.

Members of the People's Gay Alliance at

the University of Massachusetts will be at-

tending the closed meeting and and plan to

announce their support for all gay groups.

The PGA has had some problems but it is

unknown whether it can be attributed to

SHUN, said Kevin George, treasurer of the

PGA.
A press conference will be held in Nor-

thampton today by members of the coali-

tion to announce what happened at the

meeting last night. Women who were

assaulted and who have received the

threats have been invited but it is unknown
whether they will attend.

Journalist discusses his feai

of libel suits and litigation
Pulitzer-prize-winning author Tracey

Kidder who won wide distinctbn for his

book on the creation of a computer, The

SoxU of a New Machine, spoke at the

University of Massachusetts yesterday on

the problems of writing about real people.

Fiction writers, in some respects, have

fewer worries than non-fiction writers, he

said.

"They can sue you if you make them

angry enough," he said. As a free lance

journalist. Kidder said the chilling effect

the threat of court action can have on him is

"fierce."

"I have felt chilled from time to time," he

said eliciting a tide of chuckles from the 40

member audience comprised of faculty

members and students. Kidder, however,

said his attorney charges $1,000 each day

he is involved in Htigation.

"You can put your money in your wife's

name or you can be careful," he said. "If

what you write «b(wt is true and you can

prove it, it'll cost you (to cahllenge a libel

I suit) und yooll win" and then you will have

^hat satisfafction, he said.

A lot of people are afraid of journalists,

it's fair that journalists have some one to be

afraid of, too, he said.

Though authors are not constantly

hindered by libel suits, angered people he

writes about don't always have to be a

problem.

"If you tell your story accurately and

don't jam in too much judgemental prose,"

he said, "they'll be happy in the end."

Speaking from his experience writing

Sou/ of a New Machine, Kidder said when

writing about corporations, the corporate

heads often want to reserve the right to

give final approval of a story before it is

published. That desire for prior restraint.

le said, forces an author to weigh between

he degree of control he retains over his

work and the degree of access a company

will allow him.

Kidder's next beek is in the works.

Presently, it is in the form of a series of

articles on atmospheric science including

ozone depletion and acid rain. Kidder

resides in the Pione«r Valtey.

I
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Some residents' cars in the Brittany Manor parking lot are so inun-

dated with snow that only their antennas are visible.
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HE'S THE FUNNIEST MAN ON THE PLANET!"
i/<w tox-iuaa S»iu'0«ir N^ni iiv»

•FABULOUS OUTRAGEOUS ONE OF THE FUNNIEST

STAND UP COMEDY ROUTINES 1 CAN REMEMBER''

SlNqiNCi TElEqRAMS

ANd BaUoons
DclivcREd

* Romantic or Risouc SoNqs
* BeautIFuI Bououets oF Rsd,

PlNk & WkiTE
* SpECiAl Heart SkApEd or

''Be My VaIentIne'' BaUoon
* Prices start at $6.90

1 WEEk TO qO - ORdER EARly

669-7664

SES aiz as 3CS
I

.L.

DATEt Thursdoy, F*b. 10

TlMEiS, 7, 9, 11

PLACES S.U.D. (bollroom)

PMCEi 5tOO fhow $1

7, 9. 11 PMihow 11.50 J

Rhetoric Exemption
Exam

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be given on

Wednesday, February 9*

7-9 P.M.

Mahar Auditorium
The test is open only to students who entered as

freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or transfers who will be

juniors before Fall 1984. This is the onlv time this ex-

am will be given this semester. Bring 50 v student I.D.

and a pen.

^ SGA Elections

Nomination papart fof tht office o» SGA

Presidents) the seats on the Campus Center

Board of Governors and the Residential Com-

mittee are available begifming Mondev, February

7 The papers must be signed out end completed

by Fndev Febrany^ 18 et 3pm When they «'•

returned they must be notarized and submitted to

the Governmental Affairs Committee

For further information,

call the Student Senate, at 545-0341 ;

or come
up to room 420 of the Student Union Building.

/ r **• -- -^ ^ y

/

S^i:\

AM-FM Stereo Radio

Cassette - Recorders

the portable stereos

with heavy weight sound

now available

III ^-
/-

I i>i

:i~

J/-

'>

-*v«v

^\*ni^

'^MW.

Open M-F9-5Sat 11-4

Located in the Cannpus Center]

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE
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Regents again discuss

admissions standards^

union merger attempts

Controversial proposed admissions

standards once again drew dissent at a

meeting of the Board of Regents at the

University of Massachusetts yesterday

morning.
The proposed standards which would

require a minimum combined SAT score as

well as graduation above a certain class

rank from high school for admission to a

Massachusetts public college were
described as discriminatory by Charles

Hodhi of the Upward Bound Program.

"There is a great deal of concern within

the minority communities that these

standards would have an undue impace on

those groups." he said. The groups Bodhi

specified included minorities and single

parent families.

Regent's Chancellor John Duff responded

to Bodhis statements with the assurance

that no Regent would allow any

discriminatory practices to stem from the

minimum standards.

Members of the University Secretary's

Association, a clerical workers union, also

attended the final meeting and posted

pamphlets around the Campus Center

accusing the Regents of unethical union

bargaining practices. The union contends

the Board of Regents is attempting to

cripple the union's power by combining it

with similar unions on other public college

campuses in Massachusetts.

Chancellor Duff again said the board's

motivation for combining the union was to

run a more efficient system by cutting the

number of bargaining units to one instead of

one for each campus.

UMass police arrest

minors with alcohol

and auto vandalizers
Two University of Massachusetts

students were charged with being minors in

posession of alcohol, police report. While

patrolling lot 44. police spotted the two

students, who are residents of Brown

dormitory carrying alcoholic beverages, at

1 a.m.. Monday, police said.

Police report $100 worth of damage was

done to a 1982 Oldsmobile yesterday

morning. Two rear mirrors were pulled off

the car while it was parked in lot 49.

Amherst police report a Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority (PVTA) bus struck guard

rails while it was crossing Route 116 at

10:20 a.m.. Monday. No one was injured

and the bus was removed by the PVTA
repair crew in 15 minutes.

A 10 year old Amherst boy was unin-

jured after he was hit by a car yesterday

morning as he ran across College Street.

Amherst. The driver was not charged after

he hit Joseph Casanova, of 186 College

Street, according to police.

(ollrfrian photo by Katie Wattcri

Icicles begin to proliferate on the roof of the South College Building.

Unproduced scripts are

wanted by theatre dept.

for audience scrutiny

Unproduced scripts are being considered

for the sixth season of "Theatre in the

Works." a developmental program for

playwrights jointly sponsored by the

theater department at the University of

Massachusetts and Commonwealth Stage.

Ltd.
"Theatre in the Works" is designed to

help playwrights who have unproduced

plays that could benefit from a workshop

production.

The program gives playwrights the

opportunity to work with a director for one

week, and rehearse with professional and

experienced actors during a second week.

At the end of the second week, the play is

performed twice for audiences who discuss

the play after each performance.

Each playwright receives an honorarium

of $300 a week for two weeks plus travel

reimbursement. Playwrights are

responsible for living expenses, but the

company does provide inexpensive housing.

Unproduced scripts should be sent with a

stamped. self addressed envelope to

Virginia Scott. Resident Dramaturg of the

"Theatre-in-the Works" program, at the

Fine Arts Center before February 15. The

four plays chosen for production will be

announced on May 1.

- PAM MADNICK
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Colleges
Phoenix Mutual assures you we have a

fine future for you in life insurance.

With all the variety, challenge,

and rewards you could ask for.

Our beautiful, strikingly modern

home office building was the first two-

sided office structure ever built. Stand-

ing on the banks of the Connecticut

River, it's still one of the landmark sites

of Hartford.

Certainly, it's no ordinary building.

But then again, Phoenix Mutual is no

ordinary insurance company. If you're

looking for a rewarding career, you'll

find us a very good place to work.

BIG ENOUGH TO COUNT.

SMALL ENOUGH SO YOU COUNT.

Were one of the twenty largest life

insurance companies in the U.S. and

steadily growing. So we can offer you

security and steady progress. At the

same time, we're not too big to not care

about every employee. Our training pro-

grams are very specific and very exten-

sive. They include intensive programs

at nearby campuses, as wel' as self-

study courses and on-the-job training.

All company paid, of course: you earn

while you learn.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ACTUARIAL STUDENTS AS WELL AS
DATA PROCESSING PROFESSIONALS.

The range of our activities may sur-

prise you. If you're interested in figures

or almost any aspect of insurance, we
are seeking (and train) actuarial stu-

dents to enter a formal program offer-

ing rotating job assignments affording

exposure in most departments along

with company paid study time. Our

If

Data Processing Department also

seeks highly motivated individuals to

enter 3 months of intensive study In

basic data processing techniques.

HARTFORD: SMALL-TOWN CHARM.

AND BIG-CITY SOPHISTICATION.

Mark Twain, who lived in Hartford,

said "You do not know what beauty is if

you have not been here:' Just 2 hours

from New York or Boston, this pleas-

ant, warm, relaxed city has taverns,

discos and night clubs. The opera,

ballet, symphony, 48 public parks, fine

shopping and dining all make it an

enjoyable area to live and work in.

YESJHERE CAN BE LIFE AFTER COLLEGE

A VERY GOOD LIFE. COME TALK TO US
ABOUT A CAREER AT PHOENIX.

L

Contact Beverly Cotnoir at

Smith College Placenfient Office

before

Wednesday, February 16th

(413)584-2700

We'll show you how you can get

started on a rev\rarding, challenging

career at Phoenix, or write to

Janet E. Bellinger

Personnel Interviewer at:

Phoenix Mutual
Life Insurance Company
One American Row

Hartford, Connecticut 06115

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

^

PhoenixMutual
Life Insurance Company
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Hypercurricula
PRODUCTIONS

^s^ sov>
so

co

Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Amherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

Student Union Ballroom

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only $3.00 Students

$4.00 General P>

WILD BLUEYONDER
Yes, your Army has more than 8,600

aircraft in its active, reserve and national

guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than

the Air Force!

If you truly want to fly with the brave

—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out

front, leading the way—flying among

the trees, seeing without being seen—at

the controls of the world's most sophisti-

cated attack helicopter.

You must possess stamina, agility, and

resourcefulness to handle one of these

birds. Decisions must be quick when

dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrat-

ing the movements and actions of the

other members of your team. Quickness,

decisiveness—this kind of experience is

what employers are looking for.

Get your future off the ground now

!

Find out how Army ROTC can prepare

you for this or many other challenging

positions of responsibility. See the Pro-

fessor of Military Science on your cam

pus.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and the surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed on the

day they will take place and are listed only

once. Announcements MUST be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, and

returned by 3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. All submissions should

be written in the same style as they appear

in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-

ted on the standard form and not submit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due

to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-

ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

ISRAEL PROGRAMS INTERVIEW -
Interviews and information about programs

in Israel with a representative from the

Kibbutz and Habonim movements. Per

sonal interviews — lots of info. Drop by

Hillel to sign up for a time.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - The Rev.

Phil Ward will lead a discussion entitled:

"What Direction for UCF?" Students, staff,

and faculty are invited to attend, 12:15-1:15

p.m., 428 Student Union.

STUDY ABROAD MEETING - A
general meeting for students interested in

studying abroad in the academic year 1983-

84 or later. 3 p.m.. Third Floor Lounge,

HerterHall.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
Planning for semester work in disarmament

on campus. Anyone willing to help is invited

to attend, 6 p.m., C.C. 805 809.

ACTIVISTS FOR ISRAEL -^ Be part of

an active group interested in discussion,

conference planning, and to bring Israel's

culture to campus. 7 p.m.. Suffolk Room.

Student Union.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING -
Join the Investment Club. No experience

necessary. Learn how to invest. Listen to

Guest Speakers. 7 p.m.. SBA 107.

DVP MEETING ~ The Distinguished

Visitors Program will be meeting to discuss

spring events. All interested students

welcome. 7 p.m.. 811B 815 Campus Center.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP -
A supportive community in which women

can share, question, and grow toward a new

understanding of ourselves. 7 p.m.. 428

Student Union.

WHEELER GALLERY OPENING -
Reception. Works by Susan Diachisin and

an opportunity to meet and talk with

Orchard Hill/Central Arts Council mem-

bers. 7:30 10p.m., Wheeler B-7.

STUDENTS AGAINST MILITARISM
— Introductory meeting. The film "Selling

the Pentagon " will be shown, followed by a

discussion of the group's activities con

cerning military buildup, draft registration,

U.S. interventionism. 7:30 p.m.. Campus

Center Rm. 174 176.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Last

week was pure fun. Join us again tonight

and every Wednesday night. 7:30 begin

ners, 8:30 all others. Commonwealth Room,

Student Union.

TIME OUT
Everyone's Meeting Place

COME AND JOIN

THE CROWD

Happy Hour irmMf Fr##
4 - 6 Ulllrffn Popcorn}

Giant Bar Drinks $1 .75 16 oz. Drafts 85c

Sandwiches Served from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm

Amherst's Biggest Little Bar 4

} 37 N. Pleasant Street

Campus
Card.

No m.ittrr wh.it veur schedule or workload i-., you i.m

now Jo voiir b.inkm>; M the new X-Press 24 located in

the Newm.in Center c^feten.v There's onlv one i.ird

th.it lets vol. do .ill your re>:ular h.uAmf. M more th.in

^=iO X Press 24s .iroiind M.iss.Khiisetts the

B.ivH.mks XTress 24'"C.ird

To pet vour card, lust visit our Amherst Office .it

75 F.ist Ple.is.int Street tod<iv

T>YSomething Better

r^m Summa Cum Laude.

I study for hours.

But Ralph stole my girl

With FrafiS&ice *n Flowers.

Mmihrr. H*

« «

m

J*

••••••••••••••••****** *****}.

VALENTINES
(Valentines Day is Feb. 14)

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

- 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

4-

Don't be outfoxed this Valentine's Day.
^

CaU your FTD ^ Horist.

The perfect gift for Valentine's Dav-

is the FTD Fragrance "n Flowers " Bouquet.

Howei^ by FTD plus Aipege " by Lai\Mn. And it's usually

less than $20* Just call or visit your FTD Honst today.

Send your love with special^ care."

^s ,nd«r.mlcn. retailor, Mcmhm of .!«•m> Fl.«l Ncr^url. s.i ihu, ,~,, r"-- -W .
t--v.

lid del«,s n^ be add,non»l - FTn .nd ... cmHor. .a rc» rra^t-^rVs ,.. OonsK Tra..«u.r1J

rVkm Assn • Aipcgt is t ret tradcmartc i.l Umin I'aifiimv In. -

A special representative from

The Washington Center

will meet with students on

Wednesday, February 9,

10 AM to 4 PM
Campus Center 174

to describe

Internship Opportunities In Washington
D.C.

for Summer and Fall 1983

Students are invited to drop in between

classes and ask questions and/or view a

media presentation.

For further information contact:

Office of Internships 16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727

'^^i\
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Squeal Law is contradictory

Its
called the "squeal law." In a ruling by the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, all federally

funded family planning agencies will be required to

notify the parents of minors (17 and under) if their

children are receiving prescription birth control methods

from those clinics. Unless it is blocked by the Congress,

the new ruling will take effect February 25th. Politically,

it is characteristic of the contradictory policies of the

Reagan Administration, an administration which time and

time again has shown its lack of compassion for those in-

dividuals dependent on the government for essential ser-

vices. In the short-run, the effects of such a ruling will be

devastating.

John F. Hudson
According to the Family Planning Council of Western

Massachusetts, in a recent poll of those minors receiving

birth control devices from federally funded agencies, 25

percent indicated they would stop going to the clinics if the

ruling took effect. Yet only two percent of these in-

dividuals would stop having sex, the other 23 percent ap-

parently taking their chances and running the risk of un-

wanted pregnancy. In a recent address Mr. Reagan in-

dicated he thought the new squeal rule wotild discourage

promiscuity among teenagers, a problem which he ap-

parently views more pressing than the idea of nuclear war

on the plight of the thousands of unemployed and

homeless in this country. The poll directly contradicts this

dubious assumption.

Perhaps the President feels as though the programs

themselves are ineffective, prime examples of a bloated

bureaucracy serving its employees better than its clients.

Again the numbers prove the President wrong. The Plan-

ned Parenthood Association, the largest of the family

planning agencies in the U.S., points to a recently publish-

ed study which points to the undeniable effectiveness of

providing birth control methods to teenagers. In 1979,

over 400,000 unwanted pregnancies were averted by the

services of family planning agencies all Over the United

States.

On an economic level, Reagan and those in the Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services should realize what

this figure means. Less unwanted pregnancies translate

into less social problems. It means less children in the Aid

to Dependent Children program, less mothers on welfare

assistance less tenants in the rent subsidy program and

less mouths to feed with the food stamp program. The

President sincerely believes less government is essential,

yet the ruling could have the effect of straining the already

overburdens! workloads of numerous federal and state

social assistance agencies.

In a related development, the American Civil Liberties

Union is plannming on filing suit as soon as the new ruling

takes effect. They claim the rule arbitrarily violates the

constitutionally guaranteed right-to-privacy. Again,

another contradiction comes to light in the Reagan Ad-

ministration's policies; in this case their belief that the

government should get off the backs of the people.

Ironically, the new ruling now invites Uncle Sam directly

into the bedrooms and backseats of thousands of

American teenagers. It is a case of the government dic-

tating morality, a morality based neither in compassion

nor logic. Many claim the influence of the New Right has

diminished the morality angle of the ruling clearly

eminated from these circles of political power. Score one

for the New Right.

The final, and most ironic part of the new rulmg, is its

inherent sexism. Unlike the only male birth control

method, condoms, those methods which must be prescrib-

ed are those used exclusively by women. The I.U.D.,

diaphragm and the pill must be prescribed by a doctor,

thereby causing only the parents of teenage girls to be in-

formed of their daughter's so called "promiscuity." Thus,

teenage boys need not worry about their own access to

birth control methods. Theoretically, this means the ruling

will not reach half of all those it intends to reach. It tacitly

approves of male promiscuity while condemning a females

right to take part in sexual relations. Other than represen-

ting a throwback to the fifties in its ignorant view of

teenage morality, it indicts the Administration as a tool of

the sexist, backward moralist "preachers" who have

desperately called for a halt to our national moral decay.

Score one for the "Ozzie and Harriet" morality.

In an interesting sidelight to the whole problem. Peg

Heckler, the former Congresswoman from

Massachusetts, is about to take part in confirmation hear-

ings concerning her nomination as Secretary of Health

and Human Services. During her tenure in the House of

Representatives, Heckler vocally opposed the "squeal

rule." Since her nomination, nary a word has been heard

from Mrs. Heckler. Score one for political arm-twisting

and the tragic lack of backbone on Heckler's part.

The new squeal rule is a larger indication of the

haphazard, arbitrary way in which the Reagan Ad-

ministration develops social policy. Devoid of compassion

for the poor, respect for the constitution or a true

understanding of the America of today, Reagan and the

Department of Health and Human Services are living in

the past. Unfortunately it was a past of backroom abor-

tions, illegitimate outcasts and a morality based on ig-

norance rather than compassion. Wake up Mr. President,

its 1983 - or is it 1984?!

John F. Hvd8(m is the Collegian Executive Editor

Strange semester at UMass
This semester just doesn't feel right.

Maybe it doesn't feel right because the weather

lately has been so unusual. While I'm real glad that

my house on Malibu Beach didn't wash away, I can't seem

to coordinate an accumulation of my personal wealth with

enough snow so I can go skiing. But as an out-of-state stu-

dent from New Jersey, I know damn well that New
England winters are supposed to be bitter cold with eight

inches of snow falling every night, and school cancelled at

least three days a week.

I suppose there are a lot of reasons for the sense of

misplacement I keep getting whiffs of it as I resume the

daily trudge back and forth across campus. Over and oyer

and over again. The same paths that I have been traveling

since Freshman year. Some are even paved now. But I

Mary Beth Hebert

don't miss the mud on tne cutis of my pants, nor do I miss

the water sloshing around in my shoes.

Classes are another fairly reliable indication of the

peculiar status of my life right now. First of all, they've all

got these big, high numbers that I was led to believe only

hyper-intellectuals took. But people have let tm take

them! And the faces that turn around to sUre at me when

I walk in at my customary four-minutes-late arrival time

aren't the faces of lifeless strangers, but classmates I have

agonized with through all the prerequisites necessary

before mounting this academic pinnacle. But these people

don't hesitate to give me shit about my traditional tar-

diness.

I am not spending every waking minute in the tower

library poring over some obscure text written in minute

print so I can write my undergraduate thesis. Nor am I so

tuned-in to the vibes of UMass that I can blow millions of

brain cells away on a wild night without once thinking

about how my unconventional lifestyle will affect my

cumulative average. But when I was a freshman, every

senior I knew fell into one of those two categoneo. Did f

Student aid a political football

.

R>Ua SAY fbUVE BEEN INQUIRING ABOUT BM^
t)6R)-P»50(VSRAjHOPE!'

Letters

miss something?

Now I live in the foreign town of South Amherst. Which

is not to be confused with the foreign town of Orchard

Hill. As a aoutnwesi oaDy lor three years, I liave left the

world of the sandbox for that of the sand trap. But I miss

being able to sleep until a half hour before class and mak-

ing it there only four minutes late.

I now have friends that are on their own and earning a

living. They have entered into the same Real World that is

danced before our greedy jaws like a placebo-carrot, a

just reward for our coU^iate efforts. The Marketing ma-

jor is selling silverware to farmers in Iowa, the Animal

Science major is working in a pet shop, and the Journalist

is in line for the bathroom at the local hole-in-the-wall. But

the corporate world promised to be ready for me and my
colleagues. They promised to be sitting at the edge of their

seats, breathless, \saiting for the fresh insights and

educated opinions of me, Die College Graduate.

While I was home over intersession, I attended a birth-

day party my parents held for a good friend of theirs. I an-

ticipated a staid, pompous affair with lots of talk about

new tax laws and the increasing difficulty of finding a real-

ly good place to get tires rotated. But they talked, and

laughed and gave gifts from Spencer's that I thoi^ht

weren't sold to anyone over twenty, and were just

generally human. I've been to some parties here at UMass
that can't claim as much.

My guess is that, in time, things will feel right again.

The snow will come, but this time it will be in April. I'll be

scrambling to get into "Eats 100" as I suddenly realize

that without another "E" core, I won't ever graduate

from this place. The seniors I know now still fall into two

categories: those with cars and those without. Someday I

will leave Amherst and enter into another foreign country

like Idaho, where I will probably earn a living as a B.A. in

English by correcting the grammar of urban graffitti. And
eventually, I, too, will be able to have a generation gap

with my children.

Now that's a routine I can handle.

Mary Beth Hebert is the Collegian Assoc. Exec Editor

ASL letter filled with errors
To the Editor:

We would like to take this opportunity to clarify some of

the misinformation in Joanne P. Giorgio's letter (CASIAC
credit for signing? February 2. 1983). We have been

working with CASIAC for some time toward the goal of

having American Sign Language (ASL) accepted in

fulfillment of the foreign language requirement. While we
support Ms. Giorgio's basic premise, we feel ASL should

be approved because it satisfies all the criteria applied to

any foreign language and NOT because it is the language of

the "handicapped population,"

ASL is the 4th most used language in the United States

and is the primary language of over half a million deaf

persons. Although signs and gestures from ASL have been

adapted for use by members of multihandicapped

populations, it is the language of the deaf, many of whom
consider themselves members of a cultural minority within

American society.

For this reason, the motivation for learning ASL should

be no different than that for learning French, Swedish or

any other foreign language. For a person to undertake the

study of ASL to "help the handicapped ' is as insulting to

the deaf population as it is to Hispanics when someone

decides to take up Spanish with the same paternalistic

desire to help the "disaidvantaged."

Ms. Giorgio states that courses in ASL also examine the

culture and history of the handicapped. They do not. They
examine the culture and history of the deaf population. She

also states that ASL "can be understood by signers all over

the world. Knowing signs can make learning about other

societies easier by being able to communicate with people

of all countries who know sign language." This, un

fortunately, is completely false. ASL is American Sign

Language, the language used by deaf Americans. It is a

discreet, independent language that has no more con-

nection with any other language than it does with English.

Throughout her letter, Ms. Giorgio reiterates that

knowledge of ASL is helpful to those working with a

"handicapped population." It is obvious to us that she is

referring to those who, because of physiological and/or

mental disabilities, cannot receive or express verbal

language.

Since ASL has been irrefutably shown to meet all of the

requirements set forth by linguists to define a foreign

language, we feel CASIAC should judge its acceptance on

this basis alone and not on well-intentioned, but irrelevant

pleas for "more communication with the handicapped."

Merle M. Ryan
Coordinator of Deaf Services

Hannah Yaffe

Interpreter for the Deaf

C^ary Gravel

Interpreter for the Deaf

Handicapped Student Affairs

RESCHEDULED
OP/ED Stoff Meeting

Mon., Feb. 14 — 7 p.m.
Mandatory for all.

Columnists, new writers

invited!

Last December a group of 40 students called Stu-

dents Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) traveled to

Washington, D.C. for the purpose of reminding

their congressmen and senators that continued financial

aid is a necessity — not en easily removable luxury.

SAFA's performance in Washington merits a personal ap-

plause by this admittedly conservative writer.

Financial assistance for college students should not

become a political football. It is, however, a wise invest-

ment in our nation's future. If the government can help

bail out Lockheed and Chrysler with loans — why isn't the

same urgency felt on Capitol Hill for helping those who

will be shaping our future? If our government can afford

to bail out large and vital private companies — why then is

Steven P. Barrett

Comic offensive to women
To the Editor:

We wish to discuss the topic of your comic strip "After

the Fall" of February 7. We feel that the theme which you

tried to express was deeply offensive to women who
continually strive to promote social equahty.

Through your characters, it is obvious that you have

never contemplated or researched the role of women in

contemporary American society. The female's first ex-

clamation leads to the delusion that women will bring up

the issue of social (in)equality whether or not that issue is

in context. Your sarcastic "humor" serves to perpetuate

the stereotype that feminists are extremists. Moreover,

the way in which the male character reacts (by sobbing

over the wheel) reinforces the absurdity of the woman's

anger. Your portrayal of how a woman reacts to sexism is

shallow and ignorant.

From past experiences with this problem in the

Collegian, we have noticed cartoonists will argue that they

bring social issues into the limelight through their strips in

order to enlighten their peers. In reality, these types of

cartoons which are (or are not) meant to "educate", often

serve to promote the stereotyping of particular groups or

individuals — by precisely those readers who should be

educated.

This comic strip is a reflection of the larger problem that

UMass cartoonists have limited themselves to constantly

recycling the same three themes of "sex and drugs and

rock'n'roll."

Tricia Avery
Barbara Brodley

Amherst

Two diverse majors under threat

To the Editor:

A consolidation of the Food Engineering and Food

Science and Nutrition departments has been proposed,

effective March 1, 1983. We. as Food Engineering

students, must write to oppose such a merger.

Financial savings have been given as one of the major

justifications for the merger. However, no such long or

short term savings have been demonstrated.

While the merger vastly affects the students. untU

recently, little input from the students has been sought or

well received. V/e feel that this is important to the com-

'"""' ^'
Graduate Students

Food Engineering
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it so reluctant to maintain a sensible level of fundmg for

future college students? Granted, one man's idea of what a

sensible level of funding may be an entirely different level

to another — but do wholesale cuts have to be made

without any consideration of the long-range effects?

The loans for Lockheed and Chrysler were properly

justified for economical and defensive reasons. Our

economy could not sustain the massive loss of jobs and

defaults if those two companies folded. Furthermore, we
need the parts and planes they produce for our national

defense.

A similar argument for justifying continued support for

college financial aid for our national economy and defense

can be established. Wouldn't it be a waste of our youthful

talent if a sizeable number of prospective qualified

students were discouraged from attending higher educa-

tional institutions because badly needed funds weren't

available? Where else are we going to train future top-

notch Chief Executive Officers in the private sector, and

top-notch Admirals and Generals for our defense?

Since our economic structure and defensive needs are

becoming increasingly complex, we need the highest

number of qualified people possible to fulfill these needs.

But, we're not going to find ourselves able to fulfill these

needs if we allow an unnecessary constriction of available

funds to occur.

Some conservatives argue, and rightly so, that the col-

lege loan and grant programs have been continuously

abused by those who are undeserving, (prison inmates

receiving BEOG/Pell Grants) and those who are not re-

paying their loans. Some detractors of college aid even go

so far to say the programs should be scrapped because of

the abuses, or at least greatly reduced to the barest

minimum level imaginable. 'Their anger and disgust, albeit

justifiable at the moment, must also be tempered by a lack

of haste. Let's cut out the abuses — not the programs en

masse.
Let the government go after the abusers like the

graduate from Harvard Medical School who while never

missing a payment on his Mercedes-Benz somehow or

another managed to disregard his obligation to his

creditor. But we too, as taxpayers, are his creditors. Sure-

ly, if the government can find a way to justify attaching

strings like draft registration to college aid (highly

discriminatory against males!), it can also find ways to

make the "dead beats" pay - and pay dearly for their ar-

rogant disregard of their duties and responsibilities as

citizens.

Gutting an investment program for our future because

of the acts of a few irresponsible and selfish people is not

the way to solve the problem. Buck-passing, finger poin-

ting and demagoguery won't save nor should be used to

condemn college financial aid. But getting the students,

(through their respective organizations), government

leaders and bankers together wouldn't hurt in the least.

It's a start instead of a retreat.

The students whom I had the pleasure of traveling to

Washington with, were by no means a group of glossy-

eyed liberal dreamers. They were pragmatic and hopeful,

yet realistic. When SAFA returns to Washington this

semester, just remember that a handful of students are

not only trying to improve the economic lot of nearly 80

percent of the enrollment here at UMass; but they are also

helping students of all walks of life and political persua-

sions across the nation.

Walter Lippmann once wrote in 1957 that "...the sup-

port of education — by the localities, the states, and the

federal government — is like the support of the national

defense. It is a public and patriotic duty which this genera-

tion owes to the next." What was written over twenty-five

years ago is still true today. Lippmann gave his views dur-

ing the Sputnik era; yet his views seem to gain more im-

portance and significance insofar as the future of higher

education is concerned in the 1980s. We live in a more

perilous period, and the need for more qualified people in

all sectors of life cannot and should not be understated and

ignored. It still remains our "public and patriotic duty" to

provide the best education for the greatest number of peo-

ple. In order to do this, some government help and good

faith assistance is needed. (So is a good faith effort on the

part of the students to repay their obligations.) We cannot

forget life is often a two-way street.

If SAFA and other similar organizations remain suc-

cessful in maintaining a sensible level of funding for col-

lege aid; many people will owe a great debt of gratitude

for the strong and selfless efforts of a few.

Steven P. Barrett is a UMass stwierU

Students more materialistic
Are American college students getting more n\ateri-

alistic? According to a recently released report on

the attitudes of first year college students, this

year's freshmen are more materialistic and less reformist

than any class ever surveyed in the 17-year history of

American Council of Education's annual report.

The figures paint a dark picture for the political future

of the United States. Almost 70 percent say that "being

well off financially" was "very important" while in the

Randolph T. Holhut

halcyon days of 1967, the figure was only 44 percent. A
similar amount of this year's freshman class think that

financial gain is a "very important" reason for attending

college.

Freshmen have also grown more conservative. While

they are more supportive of national health care and abor-

tion, fewer are in favor of busing to achieve racial balance

in schools, and only 35 percent are in favor of affirmative

action in college admissions. About one in five surveyed

thought environmental clean-up or community-action pro-

grams do any good, even fewer say they would want to

"influence the political structure."

If you want a good example of this political inaction as

reflected by those figures, you could look at the nuclear

freeze movement. Hlf after the town councils, church

groups, ^d veterans of the various sixties struggles (the

people who never did put down their placards) got actively

involved in the movement did the students join in. The

same could be said about the Central America debate. In-

stead of initiating political action, today's students have

just been following the lead of others.

Are we guilty of just hanging back and watching the

political ps^e pass by? Are we more self-centered than

our older brothers and sisters that brought the Vietnam

War home to the campuses and put it to an end? I think

that it is still premature to sound the death knell for cam-

pus politics. There still are a hard-core group of people

that are politically active. But if we are to affect social

change, we must do more than let them do the blocking for

us while we wait for the right tin»e to join in. The cam-

puses have traditionally been a spawning group for

political change, but lately things have been too quiet.

If we really are going to get more politically active, the

time is overdue for people to get off their collective butts

and do something. Should we just be a reflection of the

status quo, interested only in our self-interests, or should

we make our voices known to the people governing us? All

you have to do is pick up the newspaper, and you'll see

plenty of reasons to get involved. We still have the power

to change the world, we have only just forgotten how to

use it.

For live music, it's a classic

To the Editor:

When it comes to going out for a live concert, classical

music has it all over rock and roll. No? Look. Here's 9

good reasons why it's true.

1. Classical music is not performed at Madison Square

Garden. Shea Stadium, the Boston Gardens, or any other

non-acoustical hockey rink.

2. 1 never get frisked at the door going in to see classical

music.

3. The ushers at classical concerts are all smaller than I

am, speak quietly and politely, and are easily intimidated.

4. At the orchestra the person in front of me rarely

stands on their chair, or gets on someone's shoulders —
blocking my view for three hours.

5. No one pukes on me at classical concerts.

6. During quiet woodwind sections no one comes up to

me at the Philharmonic, loudly offering to sell me pure

mescaline, 95 percent cocaine, or the very last of Owlsley's

acid. (All out of the same two pound baggie.)

7 "ARE YA HAVIN' A GOOD TIME?". LET ME
HEAR YA SAY YEAH" ", or "ITs GREAT TO BE BACK

IN. ..uh...BOSTON" was never screamed by Leonard

Bernstein or Eugene Ormandy.

8. The orchestra plays well without strobe lights, fire

flashes, lasers, stageprops. or 120 pounds of cocaine for the

band.

9. The orchestra does not tell me to buy their latest

album.
Glen Goldetein

Amherst
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Wed. Feb. 9 Thurs. Feb. 10

Rococo Loose Caboose
FrI. Feb. 11

Stompers
Sat. feb. 12

Max Creek

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 66B 4937 You imuet be 18 to enter.
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Harold Kushner
vsdll speak on his
bestselling book

WHEN BAD
THINGS HAPPEN
TO GOOD PEOPLE

Thursday, February 10 at 7:30 PM
Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union, UMass

sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel
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PETER DUCA AND GARY MOFFIE PRESENT

THE
with

special guests

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND the

^/k' A:^n^ I ^ y r , -\Mt *fl JOHN HALL/^^.^n . , ^ » ..»_
BAND

THURS - FEBRUARY 10 - 8:00 PM
AT THEMl I nc

/;^C€IITAaMtfi<MMIC£ST£A
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE CENTRUM AND ALL TICKETRON OUTLETS. "^^^p-,^\'i

LISTEN TO WAAF FOR MORE DETAILS

Head For The Mountains

(r

UMASS SKI CLUB

Thurs. Night 2/40

Trip to

Berkshire East

only

Includes: lift ticket

G tronsportotlon

sign up Wed G Thurs

Sot. Trip

rmioiT
VERMONT

How tobe aromantic

and kiss nextyear's tuition

good-bye.
iMUCIAl INFRY FORM

Njnuv

Address—

Citv- Stalr.

/..P_
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^1,^ OeneraI Foods
^tv* InterimationaI CoffeES
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! cafeamam;tio^
i I ROMAN GTYLElfi^TANfT COFFEE BEVERAG^.

NOkV^IC MOUC/^-.

only

S49.

Includes:

Lift Ticket

Tronsportotlon

Refreshments

S9. Deposit Required

for more Info coll or como to

V^\ CLUD OFFICE

400 STUDENT UHION

i 545-3407
4w/TH/F iO-0

GRAND PRIZE: One Student will
^-^«^»^ ^

win a /m- full-year's tuition. SECOND
I'RIZE: On each college campus, one winner

will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two. SPECIAL BONUS:
On Valentine s Day, the first 100 students who bring their entry forms

to their campus bookstore will receive a red "silk" rose.

fFICiAl RULES 1. NO Pi iRCHASt NECESSARY Toenlercom-
piplp and deposit itw OHicial Entry Form in the Cale Amaretto entry

bo« at your palicipatinq college bookstore
2 Alternate means o' enfy II yon do not *is'i to or cannot visit

your participating bookstore «Ju may mail your completed entry \>-<

Cnte Amaretto Swwpstakes DepI 1182 P O Box 37 Ne* York rgv

•(X)46 In addition print the lull ."a^r^e ol your college on the lowei

.fit r\»v^n comer ol your maili'ig envelope Vou may also enter ti/

nandpnnting your name arid complete address and the words
CAFE AMARETTO on a 3 » 5' piece of paper

3 [ rHef as cJtten as you like (nit each entry must t)c sent liy Ins'

( iassmaiMone entry per envelope) or deposited VL.i'.iUMy Ni

'T!.T hanir dliy iKprtKluced .Til'ies All entries must he deposited ht

M.m h ; iqa.i and mail entries received by Mdr( n .11 1983 to Pe
.'iKiible Drawirvy vnli lie held on April !•) 1W? s

4 Tne Grarid Pri/^ IS r>ne year sc'ollegt luitifHi lor or* person the
' iianrt Po/e winner y»ili t)e selected m a random drawing Irt.r^ ,.i;

t-oloes rec-eiyed prior to thr- deadline Py Warden Kane Inc an mde-

in-ndefit ludgmg (»gani/ation ixhose decisions are Imai Pn/e pay
merit wtfl Pe jnade -n the winner » name directly In ttie college or

universtiv at whit h tie she is registered Payrrieni will he made upon
sut)ipis»ion arxj venlir attori ol do(.uments ideritilying the winner as a
•'(jtstered student as well as required invr^Kes for 'uttiori payment
ir

,

trie event lt>e win ^^»<—

I

'' IS a college sen.™ Wmt'Jz-^- , .

•1(1 does not elect to (*t, (i,>v»i- AimuveK.'
I if. ill m a graduate ^
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the current year will tyt* reimbursed T.ines it any are sole responsi
bility ot wmnei Nt) transler exchange or substitution ol pn/e Oranrt

Pfi/e winner will tie notitied t>y mail and will t>e reguired to sign an
Attidavit ol t ligitiility and Release Odds ol winning the Grand Pn/e
depend upon the numtier ot entries received
5. From earh participating college one wif.ner ol a SSOOO uih cerl-l

- .<cale lor a dinner tor Iwo^ili t)e selected m a random drawing Odds
ol winching depend upon the number ol entries received at each
colleg»
6. Special bonus too handcrafted roses will be handed out at par

tie ipating bookstores on Valentines Day February 14 1983 to the

tirst too students that deposit their entry lorms that day
7. Sw«»e<j5takes open only to registered ( ollege students 18 years r>t

-\'Kje and older who are resirlents ot the United Slates .nrt ar*- trom
"'^parlK ipatingV oHBQr*s excetit employees 1 and their lamii.fs. .

.'

C»er'eral Foods Owporat'on .Is alliiiates subsidiaries agenr k-s and
IWafden Kane inc Void where prohibited by law Alt tederat state

An6 ifK.al laws and regulations apply
8. All winners will be nolilied by mail provided the winning paitici

pants are available at the addresses shown on their entry blanks or

have lurnishiKl swe«pslakes olticials with the proper lorwardmg
address pnrjr to itie date ot trie drawing
9. For a list ol ttie Grand Po/e and gilt r ertiticate winners mail a

stamped sell addressei!
envelope to Cale
Amaretto Winners
P() Bo. Nkj 22», New
York NY 10046

vi
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Arts
The Kids are alright
IMPACT UNIT, DYS, DEEP
WOUND, BRAIN INJURED UNIT,
JUNIOR HOSTESSES, ALL
WHITE JURY, THE F.U.'S

Saturday, February 5

Guiding Star Grange Hall, Green-

field

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Collcsian SUff

A lot of people have got some truly er-

roneous conceptions of wFiat hardcore

punk is all about. They see it as a patently

violent and amoral sort of thing. And boy,

when they first catch sight of that mad
ballet of slam dancers at the foot of the

stage: "My word, those youngsters are

hurting each other!"

But they've got it all wrong. I wish such

people could have heen at the Guiding Star

Grange (yes, there is a display case chock

full of 4-H trophies ih the corner) Saturday

night because hardcore really isn't like

that.

The show was billed as "all ages" mean-

ing (yes) that just about any and everyone

could get in. Alcohol and cigarettes were

not allowed in the hall so there was a total

absence of any beer-inspired machoism; the

kids behaved themselves. And there was a

major diversity of them to be found: a lot of

spiky, leather-jacketed folk, a lot of skin

heads too, but also a large portion of

regular kids in jeans and T's who were just

out to hear the music and have fun.

A grange hall seemed the idea place for

the event to happen at — so unpretentious

and so remotely located that you knew

everyone in the place had an honest in-

terest in the show. And honesty was really

the word for the evening. The air was one

of undeniable community and sharing. I

felt that I was truly at the primal roots of

some burgeoning underground movement.

Something like — "We're all in this

together. We've all got teachers,

presidents, and attitudes we all hate so

let's talk about it!" The ambiance was just

that incredible.

The slamming was as expected: fast,

frenetic, furious. There were people

everywhere climbing, stage-diving, squrim-

ing, tx)uncing, flying all over the place to

the chainsaw rhythms of whatever band

was up at the moment. But it was cool. No
one was getting hurt and everyone was

having fun.

There's this stigma associated with slam-

ming that's unjustified. Sure it looks

violent enough, violent as hell with all of

those bodies careening off of one another.

But look closely. When someone dives off

of the stage, there are always arms

outstretched to catch him, to break his fall.

If a dancer should stumble in the midst of

the pit, he is immediately helped to his feet

by his fellows. Should a body rocket to the

perimeter of the ring, he is always gently

directed back towards the center. Violent?

Heck, non-violence it seems to me is what

slamming is all about. And the sense of

camaraderies in the pit is definite. These

kids are not directing their aggressions at

one another, but pooling them into one col-

lective tumble of anger. Slamming is a

means of diminishing that tension

adolescence so often encourages, in an

athletic, yet harmless manner. A friendly,

reciprocated slam into a buddy is a lot less

painful than slamming into a brick wall or

actually pounding into someone on the

streets. The aggression is always going to

be there and slam-dancing is a pretty good

means of release.

The same philosophy holds true for the

people on stage. The medium is the

message you might say, but somehow I

don't think so. These kids are tired of the

bullshit and just want to live sincere, sober

existences —

"See this tattoo?" said the lead singer of

DYS, "This 'X' here means that you don't

need to smoke or drink to have a good

time!"

Contrary to popular belief, hardcore does

— in its own way — face up to a lot of issues

pressuring today's youth: Reaganomics,

gun control, the threat of nuclear war,

draft registration, even that math teacher

you hate. This is all relevant stuff.

The majority of the bands played

amateurish, but thoroughly inspired sets —
most of the groups being composed of kids

in their teens. Stand-out sets, however,

were provided by the likes of the Junior

Hostesses (more of a dance band than a

hardcore one). All White Jury (the vocalist

with the mohawk was wild!), and Deep

Wound — all from Western Mass.; and

DYS and the F. U.'s - both from Boston.

Midway through the Junior Hostesses'

set, however, something went wrong. The

hall's light was dashed on as the band stop-

ped playing. Someone grabbed the mike

and announced that people were being

caught bringing in alcohol and that, as a

result, the bands might not be allowed to

play the grange again.

Well, by the time the F.U.'s (the final

band) reached the stage, the announcement

had t)een made that the people who run the

grange were going to let Uie t)ands come
back. The crowd became estatic as the

slamming was resumed with renewed in-

tensity.

Western Mass's hardcore scene may not

compare, as of yet, with LA's or DC's, but

it's definitely happening. And the kids have

really got the right attitudes to make it

work.

By DAVID CHEVAN
Collepan SUff

Gabba, gabba. hey!!! Great news for

people who like to walk through corridors

without stepping on bodies. After last

weeks Phil Collins fiasco (who will ever

forget the Campus Center Corridor littered

with sleeping carcasses at 8:00 in the

morning?). UPC has changed the locations

lor Ramones tickets sales.

Tickets will still go on sale Thursday,

February 10, but they will not be available

at Union Records. That is to say, Union

Records will not be selling Ramones tickets.

Tickets will be sold at TIX. the Fine Arts

Center Box Office, and For the Record, in

Amherst Center. UPC has also announced

that the group. Shrapnel, will be the

opening act.

LOVE & ROMANCE
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^tXJNlVERSITT

outside ii^STORE^
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Big Y' Coupon Big 'Y' Coupon
I Dig Y ^^OUpOn \ / I C-«»-^'^'^ • ^*JUHv^.. ^

I
Scott Bath

I

^fimpbcU's
i!
JSTissue kir:^ Soup

Big Y' Coupon «

1(100 Slu'fi UoW

FREEiniEB
rooi"

10 ;") 0/ C ream ot Mushroom !

I

I

I

I

I

ijj-ji I Big Y' Coupon &! I

Pillsbury
| Hellmaom's

|

Flour
I
Mayonnaise

)-Pound haj*

WirH rH!SC()LiP()N

i
tttri^

Ciiiart Jar

99
^ 11

WllH imSCOl I'ON I WITH lHiS(C)l PON |

\:„ .K.iM.r,lM«-,Avl„MV..>..,.H,„o„,u.ms-.V..n^ „.-„,v | A.ul 'KMK, „„r. h..«- .x. Iumv.- o. vou^.n „.ms .V ,„n n.-ms | \m.I •MMKi pur.W .-vlusn. oUo.,po,M,,-M,s .V-
.^^^^^^ |

I .. ,,.,1,J I,. !.,« (,..o.> ,,. Sonh.».n,'„.n V,„l,.w„„.„„ W ! .'x. IuJ-hI I.n !..» Cood ,,> N„r,h„„M.'>«n V„„h„m„-on '.C - .xJuJ.-d h> l.,« ( .,vvl ,,. Sor h..mp...n S,M„l,.,nn.uM, V ,

WnH THIS COUPON
j

\. liiU*-*l hv l.iu tiooJ .u NtirilMtnpion StMitlMihpioii VV' _
II,., Ku' N —'...).• Sv (.11" Mill!

DOUBLE
Manutatturers'

COUPONS
All U... I, ,(1 [SiK N |), I,^ll^ 111 Nor.

WITH E-X-P-A-N-D-E-D
SERVICE DEPARTMENTS NG

Smoked
Shoulder

X

Water
Added

n^TTVJ as^
.v.," v,^

Noil II

I i.ulA

iSi^; N Sii|>fiii\.\rUoi

( on\t'nienil\

l.vH.xied Near N on

Noi il\.\m|)U>M^<j,JV;|., ^ NOI ll\.\IMplt<M

;v yJ^CiA -

J
North Kmu Si

^f^^a^%\-'}, -t Soiiil>.\m|>UMi

'^"-^•^^
I Lull. ^

Iceberg
Lettuce
Cheese Pizza

89

Hd

v_

Made Iresh
In Our Store i E<\.

Cooper Country
Singles C^Ait^

riood

ll^oj-PM 99

r

.•11 Si

Ki W

Hillshire Farms

Polska

C9at <:A!zuj! Ljood cZmfiorium in <^Afoztncimliton J^i^ ij

SuUSai

Our tnal\e\our-o\Mi salad bar is

jusi like the one at your favorite

reslaiirani it is caretnli> tnaintamed

to be -vure the \e^5etables \n \oiir salad

are at their peak of treshness ^^ jiVtf%
dreat as a siiack or as a meal ^B ^Mm9
ai an\ time of the da\ 1
DxsJl iPa±ta ^[acE

I resh Pasta is available in a m> nad of si/es

shapes and colors I his pasta is made riuht

lit our store and is read\ to pick up in handv

^ self service units

Jresh Stc^re Wade ^m 0% g%

Pasta I***
All \ .^rit'tii-s flHb Ih

tf.iliinimthf iil<Iod.»Ulilk'S >oii m t.< ri\kH>kiilnlor IM m,\k;.i/ini

IMpfrh.ii kv ,uid h,>rd .overs

80% OFFSAVE UP TO
\\t« I isi I'm..-

St. Andre
Triple Cream
Cheese ^99

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

ON 0eH«/ OF -me RttT OF

THeaA55,rpuKeiD5Ay
HowveJvseNsmve

secRer u)ve ceTTER

WAS, wmjc>i...

BUT UPON
ReexAfAiNiNeiHeNoms

WeiDOK FRO(V\ ITS mjiMT,
UNAl/mORIZeP ORAL PRe-

HANPFUU OF IMPECJPHeRABtfi

pwsAoes...

\

TkCCAIWRgTO? iCufVlNilC

CROSSWORD
Kdiled by Margaret larrar and Trude Jaffe

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Don't be NSkvous jons.

ITS youR First Wy.^vT
yOUV£ WORK£0 IN A
WARJDWARE SrOR£ SSFORf.

G9&^' A ?NCT V^t
^^0B SO CLOSC

U^ASSL

)you n£3W fii pAfW
BAC- MADE FROTi THE

flESH Of INNOCENT

injEEs Sl^ucwtered

By Of^iTfiiUsnc as.

conPwiBsl Lxr f^

OUT or HEREf

OF COURSE... VIORUHG

IN At^HERST IS A Bit

^IFflHENT FROt^

TH6 R£ST Of THE Jt*
WORLD.

Katfood By ARK

sau bo, PIZZA Dfei.i\«SRy

/vJU/MflfcRS , CfiFfE IN£ P\Ll6j Cat-

RiDOR MeMBatusr.
TUEHAU-HASrWKregH
ROOMS yAND>Wre> Ahl

Scrod By Don DeBellis

UtA lo» \ngrln 1 inw* S)rid«»l«

ACROSS 50 Earth, eg 21 Grundy, for one

1 Bitter 52 Know, in Nogales 22 R R Item

6 Range 53 Fortune 26 Greek letter

10 Rush hour 54 Boss, in a way 27 Frogner Park city

phenomena 60 Tavern taps 28 Exploit

14 River quay 62 Slide around 29 Certain sideshow

15 Hermione, to 63 Bygone performers

friends 64 Sailors 30 Dull finish

16 Hot spot 65 Comfort 31 Western Indians

17 Palm genus 66 German sausage 33 Bowl or jacket

18 Circle or final 67 Existence 35 Garroway

19 Kind of drama 68 pearl 36 See 49 Across

20 Fruitsof a vine 69 Puts in office 39 Breaks in

23 Hondo or Bravo continuity

24 Game adjunct 40 Features often

25 Like some prunes raised

27 Bids DOWN 43 Arbor

30 Change 1 There ought 46 Violets ..."

32 Earthquake tobe !" 48 The following:

33 Information 2 Wax, in Oaxaca Lat

34 Rhadames love 3 Old name for 49 victus

37 Household god a newt (woe to the

38 Sleep, in a 4 Ebbs vanquished)

manner of 5 Sen^e as a 50 Dinner or home

speaking combatant 51 Cousins ot

41 Mountain pass 6 Adjust, as the Dolores

42 Great Barrier clock 52 Charger

island 7 City on the Oka 55 Winglike parts

44 Adherents Suffix 8 Shot and shells 56 Strategem

45 Jehovah, in 9 Chief support 57 Mediterranean

Hebrew variant 10 Homebody port of Spain

47 Having sword- 11 Ready for a 58 • -vie!"

shaped leaves regimen 59 CheLo pieces:

49 High point of an 12 Prove false Abbr

arch 13 Hairnet 61 Ship 3 log entry

1 7 3 4 5

1

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 IB 19

20 21 ?2 23

7t ! ?5 ?6

77 7t ?9 30 31

IHI
3? 13

mL
35 36

37 38

I
39 "M 41

t7 43 44 45 46

1id
4^ 49

Ts 1
5?

^|5^5953 I S4 55 56

60 61

1

6;

1

63

64 65 66

67 M-
1

W

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS P \iZZL E

L E N s H A B 1 T S T A B|

E R 1 Q P A L S p A G E,

S A N A P A R K A V E N U 5l

S T A L W A iR THM 1 P Q E T,

HPlE L THAIB n
P R E S T [1 amm C A L AW A Gl

L A D n E

f
5 L 1 GO;

A V 1 s ra i.
A R 5 P a{r

T f N E T A T »|A

off
E T Ej

A L A A R T eHs D E. Mj
HUH anra

pf L A R q 1
MElM

i
R 1 5 1^1

F A C E A C E $ L 1
i

inraHci DEicDaci acin M
iRlElSlTHOlRiOlPlTHLlAlS llj

weather
Mostly sunny Wednes-

day. Highs 25 to 35. Clear

Wednesday night. Lows 5

to 10 in the western hills,

and around 20 at the

shore. A sunny start

Thursday followed by in-

creasing clouds. Highs in

the 20s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Royal Zucchini

Beef Parmesan
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Frank Reuben
Spinach Salad Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Grilled Cheese on

Wheat Berry

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Roast Turkey/Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Collegian Recruitment
Meeting

Tonight at 7 p.m., Campus
Center Room 803

The Collegian is recruiting in all

depcu:*tinent8.

For further information call,

545-3500

nda\
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Say it in the Collegian!

VALENTINE CLASSIFIEDS
3 LINES

(approximately 30 words)

JUST $2.00

MORE TO SA Y?

75^ a line

Come to the Collegian table

at the Campus Center

Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday

to place your message

in Monday's
Special Valentine Edition

deadline: Wed., Feb. 9, 3:30 p.m\

DELTA UPSILON
FRATERNITY
OPEN RUSH
PARTY

Thursday, February 10

DM.

you!

7:00-

10:00

P.M.

^T
>

All University Men
are invited to attend.

Meet with tlie brothers

and find out what

fraternity living is all

about.

Refreshments will be

778 ^KTH PUA5AWr ^T.

Em

Questions oall 649-6614 i

$76.95

TIMEX
Sinclair T III

Personal Home Computer

TIMEX
Sinclair 16K

RAM Module

$44.95

reg. $49.95

Helpful memory bank option lets you do

further advanced programs plus in-

genious graphic displays.

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

our orig. $99.95

Learnable and programmable! Single

key entry of command plus full range of

math & scientific functions. 2K RAM
expanable to 16K RAM. Use your TV as

display monitor & your cassette

recorder to retrieve and enter programs.

#01-1000.

TIMEX Additional

Software Programs

$9.95 to $19.95
Choose from • Super Math • Vu Calc

States & Capitals • The Gambler

Stock Option Analyzer • Flight

Simulator • Checkbook Manager

Home Budgeter and many more!

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSlTY
mSTORE^

Wednesday, February 9, 1982 Collegian 15

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Otf.ce CC 1 13 • 8 45 3 45 Monday FrKlay • Deadl.ne .s 3:45 two days prior to pub».catK>n day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 x, • discount • Phone number FREE

A BAND OR DISC JOCKEY NEEDED?

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys for guaranteed

functions 256-0739

'^' ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

^turday S-waak workshop starting

toon Amherst. Also private. Licensed

therapist 253-5036

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Mercury Montage, automatic. Good
condition &450.00 Claire 665-3463

80 Buick 4~cyt Er speed only 2,000$ call

546-1068

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona

$^9. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Steph 548-5320

DISCRIMINATION

Experiencing sexual discrimination?

Want to do something about it? Men and

women contact the Collegian Women's
Dept. at 545-3500 All replies will be kept

confidential

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands ana discjockeys for guaranteed

functions 256-0739

Professional DJs For Less >9i^ Winter

Speciall Dorms, greeks. Semis. Paul

549-4405

FOR RENT

Room for rent in 3 bedroom apartment in

Sunderland iwnt $13U * 549-0739

HOUSEMATES WANTED in Sunderland

off bus "oute call 253 5019 or nights

2S'»-9202 asK for Steve

Cape Cr .' Summer Seasonal Rentals

W. Y^^iino'Jth & ennis; 1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom

units Rftnt direct from own«i.i. Call

1
-61" j2..-8300or 1-617-771-211?

For rent: one bedroom in three bedroom

South Amherst house. Male only call

Patrick 253-3124 _^_^__
FOR SALE

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 + '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253 5369^

Neil Young Tix Hartford Worcester best

offer call 253-9698

Down wintercoat for sale excellent con-

dition worn for only 3 months! 546-4767

APPLE i7+ COMPUTER 64K with

language card, disk-drive, sanyo monitor

and over $1,000 worth of software. Total

value $3,600. asking $1,190. Call 546-3227

Refrigerator 3 cu ft good condition Claire

665^3463

5 Cubic Foot Refrigerator. Excellent con-

dition. Maximum size allowed in dorm.

$ 1 10. 253-7^8

Onkyo Tape Deck. New, unused. Bought

for S219 selling for $160 call Dave 6-5548

Nail Young tickets, good seats for

Worcester, call Steve 546-6068, BO

Terminals - Why rent? Buying is cheaper.

Zenith Z-19 - $690.00 Zenith ZT-1 $560.00.

Warranted. Call Shore's Inc. for details.

546-4263
.

Color Computer - 32K extended Basic,

Pascal & software $600.00 Radio Shack

direct connect mode ml - $120 546-4^

FOUND

Found a pair of silver frame glasses in a

case in Herter auditorium cal 546-4815

Found: 2 artist's paint brushes near Central

2/3/83 546-9328

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corone

Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunbelt & overseas

jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.

1 -716-885-3242. ext. 607

Work-study positions available at

Hampden Theater. Call 545-2803 for inter-

viewEOE

Bus Driver Trainee - Western Mass Bus

Lines will hold an application session for

our Spring Training Program. Applicants

should have a clean driving record of at

least 3 yrs, be able to work during 83-84

school year and be a 5-College student.

Session is Thurs Feb 10 in UMasr. Campus

Ctr R903 7 pm
Alaska. Summer Jobs, Good Money$$

Parks, fisheries, wilderness resorts, logging

and rnuch more. . "Summer Employmem

Guide" 1983 employer listings. $4.95

Alasco. Box 2573, Saratoga CA 95070-0573

Budget Committee Asst. wanted 10

hrs/wk workstudy pick-up application in

420 Stuuent Union for more information

call Jennifer Kirby or Chris Sullivan at

545-0341 deadline Feb 14 1983

Earn extra money responsible students

.-.eeded to conduct weight management

classes will train ca ll Scott 256-6845

Treasurers Assistant wanted business

major preferred 10 hrs/wk 3.35/hr Apply at

407 Student Union. Application deadline is

2/151 AA/EGE

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning

Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

Electric Bass teacher available ^ocV.1-

Country/ Jazz reasonable rates 546j654_

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics

Workshop Classroom theory & shop.

Limited enrollment 253 2098

Piano Lessons - classical and popular. Im-

provisation. Also music theory, call Howard

546-9571

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161
'

Reward beret style hat mostly green fuzzy

wool great sentimental value 253-5671

Lost brown down ski jacket at Smith in

Talbot Hall 546 9426 reward

MARTHAS VINEYARD

Female roommate(s) wanted to share

house on Marthas Vineyard June 1 Sept 1

546 4815 or 546-4885

MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL
RENTAL

The Computer Works 253 5676 253 5755

MOTORCYCLES ~~~
1981 Suzuki GS460EX, low mileage, red

with black fairing, 6 speed, exc. cond.

$1300.00 call Jeff at 253-9974

PERSONALS

LAMbdA Chi AlphA

OPEN RUSH
J74 NoRTh PUasant St.

• CORNER of No. PIeASANT

ANd pEARiNq

FeB. 8, 9, 10 TuE, WEd, ThuRS

15, 16, 17 9-ll:oo pM

Stop iN ANd see wNat we're aU AbotT

Desperate for Neil Young T\x will pay.

call 546-9308 ask for Lisa

Used Books: buy or sell Gamma Sigma

Sigma visit our table on concourse for more

info Feb 1 - 4 9-3:30 books on sale CC
162-175 Feb 2-9

Kim Hunt - Where are you? You have been

missed. Chuck - 549-5985

Movie: Come see Airplane Eng. East Aud.

Thurs. feb. 10 7,9, 11:00 PM $1.50

Life of Brian - Wed 2/9 S.U.B. 5 - $1, 7, 9,

1 1 -$1.25

Je t'aime "The Perfect Rose"

Only first quality fresh cut roses

A Single or Dozen Roses

arranged with babies breath and fern

with box, ribbon, and card

Deliveries Available Valentines Day

orders taken W, Th, F Student Union

or call 253-9537, 549-0329

When you want only the best Je faime

(-ree Kittens 253-5608

Say it with a flower - send a flower to a

f-io'nd - check for table in the CC on Mon-

day thru Wednesday Feb 10 - 12 sponsored

by Newman Club

• All UMass men are invited to an
• Open Rush at Pi Kappa Alpha *

• Fraternity 418 N Pleasant St. 9-11 pm •

• call 545-2150 or 546-0047 for more info •

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
to

Ft. Lauderdale Spring Break 83

8 Days 7 Nights luxurious hotel

on Ft. Lauderdale strip with parties

at- "The Button", "The Candy Store"

"Summers' "Area Code 302" "Dallas"

"Art Stocks Playpen'ect. ect. ect.

only $149

tax h gratuities included

trans, available non -members welconne

for more info call 545-3437

DeaTMatt, Many Happy Returns! Steal

ing a page from Stony Brook history. .

.from two-three dollars to four five (H) is

quite a progress over the five years. We are

still waiting for nineteen (T), though wow-

wee'H Have a very Happy Birthday, KID!!

Y.E.S^R., K.JEr K.J.

You re a beautiful person and I want to

thank you for the time we had together

your friend

""^Ea^NTYPING^ERVicr^
^;^^rxipt^wy/^cBTUiyN Rates $1.00/ Page

5464767

RESUME WRITING

Professional /Confidential/Efficient

special rates 253 7468 weekends, weekdays

after 5

^/g^d^Q

Wed. thru Sat.

WOODY ALLEN
TRIPLE FEATURE

Love and Death 7 pm I

Sleeper o?Opmj
Everything Yo Always

Wanted t' imiow About I

Sex 10 pm
I

See al' three for only

$2.50

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or

Newton Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-4785 Keep trying

Need Ride to Worcester Fridays back to

UMass Sun/Mon share $ call Jenifer

256-6351

~ ROOM WANTED

Very quiet non-smoking female desires

room on bus route Debbie 666-3946,

253-7123

Male looking for room, needed immediate-

ly call Dave 256-0620. leave Message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate to share large, furnished, 2

bedroom townhouse apartment HatfieW

$195 includes heat 247-9327

Sunderland responsible easyaoing room-

mate(s) nice house near bus $195 -- Mike

665-3928, 545-0731

Male roommate wanted 162B Brittany

Manor $112/month leave message at apt

Roommate wanted: $120 m. uti. ir>d.

starts Feb. call Mark or Dan 549-1287

FEMALEto share one-bedroom Pufftou

Village apartment at $145/ month plus

phone and electric (heat included in renti

Call 549 4621 or 545-3500 and ask for Terri

or 665-8723 and ask for Trish

SAY IT WITH A FLOWER

Make a friend smile! Send them a flower

on Valentine's Day. For more info look for

Newman Club table in CC on Mon-Wed
Feb 10-12

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,
Bermuda. $125 $325. Call Dave or John
2533718

TRAVEL

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 round

trip jet and hotel directly on the beach! Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19-29 hotel 3 milaa

from beach, car with unlimited
mileage/round trip jet plus tax and service.

Montreal March 12 14; 19-21. Round trip

deluxe motor coach 3 days/nights in this

quality inn downtown includes welcome
party, extra night $15. Call Bob or Dave 9
253 7625

Fly half-price - Anywhere is U.S. offer

unavailable anywhere else Mike 546-8942

SkTOregon fly to Portland. OR for $60.00

(or b/o) Must leave before Feb. 14th C«N
Kristin 546-6536

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
(^ins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710
^ ^

Wanted - COINS 121 student looking to

4hare personal computer terminal. Will split

fees. Call Judy 6-_8134
^ _^__

Ride needed to Philadelphia on Thurs

1X10 or Friday 2/11. Will share expenses.

-Please call 256 0195 keep trving eves

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits and controlling

them. Down with
diets! Call UHS
549 2671 ext 174 Starts

March 2 & 3

Thurs.

7, 9, 11 PM
Eng. East

Aud.
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UMass dominates the Big Green
Minuteivomen snap 11 game

losing streak in upset win
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

Colleifian Staff

A balanced scoring attack, good defense

and an effective full court press helped the

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team snap an 11 game losing

streak as they won their first game since

December 14 in defeating Dartmouth
College, last night at the Cage, by a score of

75 67.

F'ive different UMass women scored in

double figures led by Wendy Ward's 21

points and six steals. Also contributing to

the winning effort were Karen Damminger
with 14 points, six rebounds and five steals:

Nadine Jackson with 11 points and 10

rebounds; Barbara Hebel with 10 points,

four rebounds and three assists; and Kelly

Collins with 10 points and four rebounds.

Dartmt)uth College was led by Ann
Deacon's outside shfM)ting which resulted in

24 points, and the inside game of Jayne

Daigle who finished with 16 points and 11

rebounds.

llMass opened up the game with a man to

man defense while Dartmouth utilized a

zone defense. UMass came out strong with

a tough defense and good hustle to go out

ahead early. They began to use a full court

press which worked well and resulted in

quite a few Dartmouth turnovers and

Minutewomen baskets. Some unselfish play

and the inside game of Nadine Jackson

helped UMass keep the lead throughout the

first part of the first half.

The only time that Dartmouth seriously

threatened the Minutewomen was m the

first half when they began to hit their shots

and penetrate the UMass press to take a

one point lead. But. Wendy Ward scored six

straight points as she t(X)k command and

paced the Minutewomen for the rest of the

game as they went ahead for good.

UMass led at halftime by a score of 40 32.

and held that comfortable margin through

the second half as Dartmouth just could not

cut into the UMass lead. They tried a press,

but the Minutewomen remained cool and

penetrated it pretty easily, and that was a

big factor in the game. UMass created 30

Dartmouth turnovers while turning over

the ball themselves only 13 times.

There was obviously a different and more
confident feeling in tonight's game as the

Minutewomen played their kind of game
with few mistakes and 45 percent shooting.

They were out rebounded by Dartmouth by
a count of 45 41. but also stole the ball 16

times to Dartmouth's nine.

The game was played before a crowd of

100 in the Curry Hicks Cage and was
broadcast live on WMUA. Karen Dam-
minger and possibly some other members of

the team will be live on the air tonight,

Wednesday from 6 7 p.m. on Sports Cafe
broadcast Hve on WMUA 91.1 FM and
hosted by Elliot Kalb. You can talk to the
players by calling 545-2876.

The win brings the Minutewomen's
record to 5-17. Their next game will be on
Saturday at Maine-Orono, before returning
home next Wednesday to face Central

Connecticut in the Cage.

League leading Bruins on

the road to a Stanley Cup
By GEORGE MARTINS

Collcpui Staff

Good news is all that there is to report on

the progress of the Boston Bruins. During
this time span the team compiled a record of

12 wins. 1 loss, and 2 ties and currently

have the best record in the National Hockey
League.

The Bruins haven't changed their style of

play all year and that is the reason for their

consistent success. That style consists of

tenacious forechecking and unselfish play

by the forwards which makes life easier for

the defense. The defense, which is led by

Ray Bourque. keeps the slot clear and
niakes life easier for Pete Peeters. who is

the best goalie in the league.

There have been changes in the Bruins

lineup in the last month. Luc Dufour, a 19

year old rookie from Quebec, has replaced

Terry O'Reilly on the line with Tom Fergus
and Bruce Crowder. O'Reilly has been lost

for the season due to a knee injury that he
suffered during a game in Minnesota.

Another rookie, first round draft pick

Gord Kluzak, is finally getting a regular

shift replacing Randy HilUer who is injured.

Also. Marco Baron has been called up from

Baltimore to be the backup goalie and Mike
Moffat was sent down.
The Bruins lead the Adams Division, the

toughest in the league, by ten points over

the second place Montreal Canadiens. The
Canadiens are starting to feel the effects of

a pre -season trade with Washington in

which they traded their two best defen

semen. Brian Engllom and Rod Langway to

Washington for forward Ryan Walter. The
days of Montreal as an NHL powerhouse
appear to be over, yet they should do well

enough this year to finish in second place.

The Buffalo Sabres and the Quebec Nor-

diques will battle for third place.

The Patrick Division, the second

toughest division in the league, are led by

the Philadelphia Flyers. The Flyers have

not felt the loss of Pete Peeters due to the

tremendous play of goalies Pelle Lindbergh

and Bob Froese. The Flyers hold a com-

fortable lead over the second place New
York Islanders.

It appears that time has caught up with

the Islanders. The team is "pretty much the

same squad that won three straight Stanley

Cups. What has changed is the rest of the

league, it has improved greatly and the

Islanders haven't. They still have ex-

tremely talented players such as Mike
Bossy and Bryan Trottier but they don't

have the depth to win their division. They
will have to battle the young Washington
Capitols for second place. The New York
Rangers, who are outrageously overrated

by the media, will finish in fourth place.

In the two remaining divisions there are

only three teams that have a real chance of

going anywhere; the Edmonton Oilers, the

Chicago Black Hawks, and the Minnesota

North Stars.

The Oilers have a wide edge over Calgary

in the Smythe Division. They have super

talent in Wayne Grctsky, Paul Coffey,

Glenn Anderson, and Mark Messier, and
have a durable goaltender in Andy Moog.
The Black Hawks and North Stars will

battle for first place in the Norris Division.

The Hawks are the surprise team in the

NHL. They have been recieving out-

standing goaltending from Murray Ban-

nerman. The scoring has been spread

around, as is necessary for a good team.

The North Stars are an explosive scoring

team but are weak on defense.

The regular season has but two months

remaining and then the quest for Lord

Stanleys Cup, the Holy Grail of hockey, will

begin. Anything can happen when the

playoffs begin, as witnessed by the fact that

the Vancouver Canucks, a very weak team,

made it to the finals last year.

Look for a Stanley Cup final between the

Bruins and the North Stars. They are the

two best teams in hockey.

Cnllcpui photo by Tom Kadla

Kelly Collins drives to the hoop over Dartmouth's Kara Killings in

last night's upset win over the Big Green, who were 11-5.

Mermen top UVM, face UNH
By SCOTT HOOD

CollcKiwiSUfr

Why settle for just one, when you can

double your fun. right? The University of

Massachusetts men's swimming team
would certainly say "Amen" to that as they

successfully created double- trouble last

Saturday at the Boyden pool by virtue of

their 64 49 victory over the University of

Vermont. Earlier in the day, the women
swimmers had cruised past Rhode Island in

the same pool.

Chris Porter was the main man for UMass
in this one as he had a direct hand in

Minuteman victories in three events.

Porter won the 50 yard freestyle in 22.54

seconds and the 100 yard freestyle in 49.64.

He then teamed up with Brian Spellman,

Rich Plunkett and Samuel to register a win

in the 400-yd. freestyle relay in 3:21 .66.

Other UMass triumphs came in the 400-

yd. medley relay. 200-yd. freestyle, and the

200-yd. backstroke. Mark Surettee, Tom
Lowery. Spellman and Plunkett combined
forces to win the relay in 3:46.80. Spellman

won the victor in the freestyle with a time

of 1:51.75. John Mulvaney swam his way to

victory in the backstroke, registering a

time of 2:07.08.

"We changed the lineup a little bit, but the

kids swam pretty well," said UMass
swimming coach Russ Yarworth.

The swimmers' next meet is tonight,

Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. versus the

University of New Hampshire in the

Boyden Pool. They also have meets against

Amherst and Central Connecticut
remaining before the New England
Championships March 3-6 at Springfield.

Women skiers undefeated
By MATT LUCZKOW

Collcfima Corrcspondcat

CHARLEMONT, MA. - The University

of Massachusetts women's ski team
maintained their undefeated status in the
Women's Intercollegiate Ski Conference by
winning both slalom races this past
weekend at Berkshire East ski area.

In the dual-slalom race on Saturday, the
Minutewomen outmatched their opponents
with a total team time of 194.40 seconds
(best 3 of 5 — individual times). Plymouth
State College came in second place at 206.70
and Brown University took third place with
a time of 206.89.

Winning the head to head competition,
was UMass sophomore standout Sue White
who clocked a combined time of 63.33
seconds (total of 2 runs). Stephanie
Shumway. from Brown, finished second at

63.50. while UMass co-captain Theresa
Collins took third with a time of 64.57.

Senior Leslie Dale (66.50) took 6th place

and freshman Lisa Luczkow (69.53 took

11th place, while Sue Levy, Laurie Webber
and Diana Swain captured 17th, 18th and
20th place respectively for UMass (out of 50

women racers).

UMass posted a team time of 229.84 for

first place, while Brown took second

(251.71) and Plymouth SC finished third

(252.90).

Winning her fifth race of the season and

leading the way for UMass was White, who
had a combined time of 74.20 in the slalom.

Shumway (76.17) took second for Brown.
Also finishing in the top ten for UMass were
Collins (77.24). Dale (79.43) and Luczkow
(81.76). who came in third, fourth and
eighth place respectively.

At this point in the competition season,

the women's ski team stands alone on top of

the Wise league with a 6-0 record.

The .--kiers will head to another tour-

nament at Loon Mountain this weekend to

compete in two giant- slalom races.
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Margaret Brown, a senior home economics major, skis down a
Amherst Monday when classes were cancelled.

Collegian photo by Drew Oper

desolate cornfield in South

200 gays and lesbians tell officials

to make Northampton safer for them
By LISA MOSLEY

CollagluSUfr

NORTHAMPTON - Due to a recent wave of harass-

ment and violence directed toward lesbians in the area,

more than 200 members of the gay community crowded

Tuesday night into Memorial Hall for a meeting with city

officials.

Mayor David B. Musante Jr., police officers Michael

Wall and Frances Sweeny, and Hampshire District At-

torney W. Michael Ryan attended the meeting.

Several representatives of Northampton's gay and les-

bian community discussed what happened at the meeting

and made public their demands to dty officials at a press

conference held yesterday at Thomes Market.

Demands that were met at the meeting included the

establishment of a task force by the mayor in conjunction

with representatives of the gay community.

Althou^ no city officials attended the press conference,

prepared statements were issued from both the mayor's

and district attorney's offices.

According to Musante's statement, "violence or threats

of violence to any sector of our community because of peo-

ple's race, religion, national origin or sexual preference

cannot be tolerated." According to panel members at the

legitimate news medium would question the rights ot

oUier minorities, but they do misrepresent homosexuals.

"Gays and lesbians have been depicted as perverts and

dangers to the family," Emma said.

Although Tuesday's meeting was closed to the press,

Donald Houghton, acting editor of the Daily Hampshire

Gazette, was present to respond to allegations that

editorials and letters printed in that paper created a

climate that encouraged the current hau-assment of les-

bians.

Demands relating to the Gazette included a public

retraction and apology fiwm Maureen Fitzgerald for her

misquote of the mayor's aid Marcia Burrick, a meeting

with legality of libelous statements made in the Gazette's

letters and editorials and a discontinuation of Joseph

Sobran's column.

Panel members said these demands were not dealt with

by Houston at the meeting, but they hope to establish

another task force with Gazette representatives.

The task force established by the mayor and members of

the gay communis, which Lamott described as being "in

its infancy," will deal with the following demands:

The mayor must publicly endorse the Lesbian and Gay

Ri^ts March to be held in Northampton in the spring.
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The women said they felt the media has contributed to the present

atmx)sj)here of oppression and hxymophobia. One woman who identified

herself as Emma said no legitimate news medium would question the

rights of other minorities, but they do misrepresent homosexuals.
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press conference, the mayor only said he would look into

their demand that he endorse an ordinance prohibiting

discrimination on the basis of race, sex or sexual orienta-

tion.

When asked if she was satisfied with the mayor's

response, one panel member, who requested that she be

klentified only as Angela, said, "there is a possibility that

some progress will be made. I'm skeptical."

Most of the panel members refused to be photographed

or identified by their last names. All the women on the

panel were victims of the recent violence and harassment.

Although the wave of harassment has forced many gays

into anonymity, Joe Lamott, spokesperson for the Pioneer

Valley People's Gay Alliance said, "it is extremely impor-

tant that we be visible."

Lamott also said "increased public awareness and

education" will be deterrents to violence and harassment.

The women said they felt the media has contributed to

the present atmosfrfiere of oj^ression and homophobia.

Oiie woman who kientified herself sa Emma sakl no

There must be public acknowledgement that the harass-

ment of the lesbian and gay community is not separate

from the harassment and mistreatment of other oppress-

ed groups in the Northampton area,

"There must be sensitivity training for city officials and

the police on issues of racism, sexism, homophobia and

other forms of oppressive behavior.

Because of the threats of arson were directed at the les-

bian and eay community, the establishment of strict fire

codes which require smoke detectors in all buildings must

be established and enforced.

Despite progress, panel members say they are still

afiraid. In a closing statement from th^ meeting they said,

"those of us who have already been directly threatened

fear what will happen next. We are beginning not to ask

'will something worse happen.' but rather, 'what form will

the attack take?"'

Panel members were asked if they felt any safer now
they had met with city officials. They unanimously

responded. "We feel less safe!"

Trustees vote to

approve plan
to raise fees

By MARK J. WELCH
CollcKimii Staff

BOSTON — A controversial Trust Fund Management
Policy, which will cost University of Massachusetts on

campus students at least $66 next year, was approved

yesterday by the UMass Board of Tmstees.

The policy implements "full costing," a concept which

requires each of the fee-based trust funds, such as Hous-

ing Services or the Campus Center, to pay its share of cen-

tral costs, including accounting services provided by the

University.

The only member of the Board of Trustees to opj)ose the

policy was Jim Murphy, Student Government Association

president and student trustee from the Amherst campus.

Maryanne Samaha. student trustee from the Boston

campus, voted in favor of the policy, which will have less

impact on the Boston campus because there are no dor-

mitories or dining commons there.

A task force was established more than a year ago to

study the problem of "full costing." Because trust funds

are supposed to be self-sufficient, some administrators ex-

pressed concern that most trust funds i-eceived many cen-

tral services without charge.

An earlier version of the Trust Fund Management
Policy was rejected by the Trustee Committee on Budget

and Financial Affairs in November. At that time, budget

guidelines were issued to trust fund managers instructing

them to prepare budgets without including full costing.

The policy passed yesterday requires that each trust

fund set aside 2.4 percent of its total budget to be given to

the campus to pay for central services. Many trust funds

also pay for certain direct services, such as labor by

Physical Plant employees or fee collection by the Bursar's

Office.

The Trust Fund Management Policy outlines "budget

procedures and processes," including information re-

quired in budgets, the fee approval process and processes

to create new fees. While the policy requires that each

trust fund 'bear a share of the costs of central services,"

it also permits the UMass president to waive that portion

of the policy in cases of undue hardship.

Fee impact unclear
By MARK J. WELCH
and PAUL BASKEN

CoUafiaaSUff

The Trust Fund Management Policy approved by the

University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees yesterday

will cost students over $100 each, but the exact impact is

still uncertain, according to several campus ad-

ministrators and student government leaders.

A memo from UMass President David C. Knapp to

Trustee Stanton Kurzman last week estimated the total

three-year impact of the policy at $104.18, for each stu-

dent, but some figures used in that total were questioned

by trust fund managers.

Of last year's fee increases, $35.69 went to pay for the

charges established by the policy. An additional increase

of $30.36 this year and $38.13 next year will be added, so

that in the 1984-1985 school year, $104.18 of student fees

will go to pay for the policy's effects.

Additional fee increases, due to inflation, will also be

charged to students.

If the policy had not been approved, fee increases would

have totaled just $35 above the $2867 now paid in student

fees (excluding tuition).

Dining conrunons costs, which would not have been in-

creased next year if the policy had not passed, will in-

crease $26 for the 14-meal plan, according to financial

manager Jim Weaver.

Ann Koski, assistant director for finance of Housing

Services, said she was unclear about most aspects of the

full costing policy.

"It seems kind of hurried — there seems to be some
questions as to the figures involved," Koski said.

Housing Services had requested an increase of $30 in

the dormitory fees if full costing were not passed. Koski

was unsure how much extra the fee would be increased,

but said there would be an increase if the policy passed.

Al Rufe, financial manager and assistant director for

athletics, said he did not include the policy's impact in his

$4 fee increase request (from $59 to $63), but said he

wasn't sure if the policy would result in an increase in the

fee or a decrease in sei-vices.
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World and National News
MX committee

gets more time

for deciaon
WASHINGTON (API A presidential

commission struggling to find a basing

system for the MX missile acceptable to

both ('ongress and the Pentagon was given

an extra month yesterday to search for a

consensus about the embattled nuclear

weapon.

"I'm hopeful the commission will reach a

consensus, but I am not at the point of

saying whether that will be possible," said

Brent Scowcroft. head of the Commission

on Strategic P'orces.

The 11 member panel, appointed Jan. 3,

was due to present its recommendations to

President Reagan on Feb. 18. Scowcroft

said the new deadline will be near the end of

March, but that the exact date is not fixed.

He said more time was needed to obtain

information on technical issues, and to

consult with Congress, which has rejected

the two basing systems Reagan has

proposed in the past.

"Look, the program has been in dif-

ficulty, said Scowcroft. "What we are

trying to do is arrive at a solution which will

achieve the kind of acceptability of the

leadership of the government in both

houses that will enable our strategic

programs to go through."

The delay also puts off a presidential

decision until after the March 6 elections in

West Germany, where deployment of U.S.

medium range missiles is a key issue.

Some government officials said privately

they were worried that a controversial

decision on the MX might undermine

Chancellor Helmut Kohl, the leader of the

center right Christian Democrat coalition,

who favors deploying the new medium-

range nuclear missiles.

AP LMcrphoto

Anti-nuclear protesters were dragged from the road in 10 Downing

St. while Vice-President George Bush met with British Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher. The visit was the last of Bush's European tour to

convince leaders of Western nations that America sincerely wishes to

reduce nuclear arms.

Sharon asks to be removed
JERUSALEM (A?) - The Israeli

Cabinet yesterday reviewed a damaging

judicial report on the Beirut massacre, and

an official who attended the meeting claim-

ed Defense Minister Ariel Sharon urged

the ministers to remove him from office as

recommended by the commission.

The Cabinet ended its second emergency

session in two days after 3V2 hours. It did

not announce any response to the sugges-

tions made by the commission that in-

vestigated the Beirut massacre, but

scheduled a third session for this after-

noon.

Sharon was quoted in several news

reports as refusing to quit his post and in-

sisting that Begin would have to fire him.

But a senior official, who refused to be

named, said Sharon proposed that the

Cabinet formally ask for his resignation.

The official said Sharon told the

ministers to ignore the commission's

recommendations for punishing military

officers criticized in the report.

Bush says

NATO nations

are 'miited'
LONDONIAP) — Vice President George

Bush, nearing the end of a seven-nation

European tour, said yesterday he was

"optimistic" about his talks with Allied

leaders and found them "united on behalf of

the NATO alliance."

Bush said in the last major speech of his

12 day trip that "rumors of the death of our

alliance have been greatly exaggerated."

The vice president traveled to West

Germany, the Netherlands. Belgium,

Switzerland. Italy and France before

coming to Britain. He said he came to

"consult" the allies, counter strong

European anti muclear sentiment and

criticize "one sided" arms reductions

proposals from the Soviet Union.

In speech after speech. Bush stressed

what he called the "moral" value of

President Reagan's "zero-option" proposal.

The proposal says the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization will scrap plans to

install 572 U.S. -made Pershing II and

cruise missiles in five Western European

countries starting theend of this year if the

Soviet Union dismantles its missiles arsenal

in Eastern Europe.

At the same time, Bush asserted that the

zero option, endorsed by NATO, was not a

"take-it-or-leave-it" proposal and that the

United States would "explore any

reasonable Soviet offer" at the Geneva

arms reduction talks.

Bush, who spoke to the Royal Institute of

International Affairs in London, also sought

to dispel suggestions by anti-nuclear groups

that the United States is preparing to fight

a nuclear war.

Hotline for homeless

draws large response

BOSTON — Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

said yesterday more than 300 people have

called a new homeless hotline either to seek

shelter from the cold or to offer help to

those forced to live on the street.

Dukakis said that of the more than 300

calls. "55 percent have sought emergency

shelter. .'JO percent anticipated needing

shelter very shortly and 1.5 percent have

wanted information or offered assistance."

Pat Kennedy, a spokeswoman for the

state Welfare Department, said that most

of the calls have been from the (ireater

Boston area and all but a very few have

been from single ptH)ple.

"So far. we've got relatively few a long

way out. Some are from as far west as

Worcester and some are from the North

Shore area." she said.

Mass. doesn 7 qualify

for drunk driving aid

BOSTON Despite its tough new

drunken driving law. Massachusetts

doesn't qualify for federal money aimed at

rewarding states that crack down on

drunks behind the wheel, a state senator

said yesterday.

Sen. Louis P. Bertonazzi, D Mil ford,

chairman of the Senate Post Audit Com

mittee, said because of technicalities in the

federal program's regulations,

Massachusetts' new law failed to qualify.

Bertonazzi said he has asked the state's

congressional delegation to seek changes in

the federal program, which was enacted in

December, to make Massachusetts eligible.

Bertonazzi said if the state were elibiblc.

it would be getting $990,000 this year to

fight drunken driving.

To qualify for the money, states must

pass drunken driving laws thai meet

federal requirements.

Massachusetts' law, which took effect

Sept. 1. several months before the federal

program was approved, failed in several

areas.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Independent trucker Paul Rhoades sits in the cab of his tractor-

trailer which was hit by sniper's bullet as he travelled north through

Maine. The bullet missed Rhoades head by about six inches.

Complaints pour in

new bottle deposits .

BOSTON —About "50 or 60 complaints " of

alleged violations of the state's new bottle

deposit law were referred to the attorney

general yesterday by Environmental

Affairs Secretary .lames S. Hoyle.

Brian Hardy, an aide to Hoyte, said

violations of the law carry a maximum
penalty of a $1,000 fine.

The law requiring returnable nickel and

dime deposits on beer and soft drink

containers took effect Jan. 17. and the

environmental office has received

thousands of "inquiries, a good number of

those alleging violations. " Hardy said.

He added that specifics — names, dates

and places — on about 50 or 60 alleged

incidents were being referred.

Market reports strike

not slowing deliveries

: CHELSEA. Mass. While scores of

truckers took part in a statewide convoy to

protest planned increa.ses in federal excise

taxes, officials at the Chelsea Produce

Market reported truck deliveries were near

normal levels.

"The early part of last week did see a

slowdown of arrivals into Boston," said

Richard Tavilla. a co owner of P. Tavilla

Inc.. a wholesaler at the produce center

that serves the greater Boston area. "As of

the beginning of this week things eased off

quite a bit.
"

Dukakis recommends

more money for cities

BOSTON — Gov. Michael S. Dukakis will

recommend about $151 million in new state

assistance for the cities and towns in his

budget to be filed with the Legislature

March 2 if, as expected, he keeps his

campaign promise on local aid.

State Sen. Gerard D'Amico said

yesterday he understood about $151 million

in new aid would be recommended by

Dukakis, noting the governor's campaign

pledge last fall to provide communities 40

percent of the state's revenue growth.

"We've been told" that 40 percent of the

growth comes to about $151 million, he

said.
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Financial aid,spring concert topics ofSenate meeting

Financial aid hurt

by poor economy
By TIM MacPHEE

ColleKiui SUff

Citing diminishing fedt ral resources and the rising costs

of education as the major roadblocks to student aid. Art

Jackson, financial aid director, outlined his goals to the

Undergraduate Student Senate last night.

"It is very important that students don't wait until the

last minute for views to be heard. If financial aid is a

political football, we are now in the play-offs with the

superbowl upcoming," Jackson said.

Jackson also discussed new proposals affecting financial

aid including the proposed cut-off of aid to students wha

have failed to register for the draft.

"On the federal level, a new proposal would change the

concept of financial aid funds. Grants, loans and work

study programs would be combined into one Pell Grant

program," Jackson said.

He explained that this proposal would eliminate forms

of aid including loans, Regents scholarships and working

programs, some in existence since 1954.

Jackson said that active lobbying is probably the smgle

most important way for students to make themselves

heard. .

Jackson said that he and other aid officers are fightmg

the federal regulation requiring financial aid candidates to

file a statement confirming their registration for the selec-

tive service.

"Because of this law countless numbers of class action

suits will occur. It may even be discriminatory on the basis

of sex and age," he said.

Jackson outlined steps that students could take regar-

ding the law.

"Students should become informed about the measure.

They should also contact local and federal legislators

about it. We should be informed, organized and proac-

tionary about it, not reactionary," he said.

Jackson said that by contacting legislators, the bill may

not be repealed though it may be revised or delayed.

Jackson also pointed out that aid to minority students is

down.
"The move by federal administrators for aid to black col-

leges is an increase of $8 million to these colleges, but

planned at the same time is a $29 million cut from other

programs," he said.

"I still come up with a negative number," he said, "even

though I don't have David Stockman's calculator on my

desk."

Jackson concluded by saying that we have to become

more self-reliant on ourselves and future alumni.

Collegian photo by Michael Marfoli*

Director of Financial Aid Arthur Jackson.

Collcfiu photo by Michael Margolii

Speaker of the Senate Sharon Davies.

UPC seeks funds

for stadium show
By TAMI BORTON

C'ollcfpan SUff

The Union Program Council (UPC) announced at the

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting last night that

they will present a proposal to underwrite a spring concert

to be held in Alumni Stadium.

The proposal will allow UPC to encumber expenses of

financing the concert through senate trust funds, ac

cording to Lisa Potter, senate treasurer.

The senate has guaranteed funds for the concert in the

past, but suffered a $110,000 deficit at the concert held in

the stadium two years ago, due to increased security and

reduced attendance.

"The proposal will be presented to each of the senate

members by next week," Bill Prichett, talent coordinator

said. No artist was announced for the concert.

Continuing efforts to build the State Student Associa-

tion of Massachusetts (SSAM) were announced by Michael

Ferrigno, University of Massachusetts staff member for

the organization.

"We want to ratify the constitution, which would ad-

dress the quality and cost of education in the state, on as

many campuses as possible," F"'errigno said.

The majority of the 28 community colleges, state

colleges and universities approved the constitution and the

revised copy is being presented, F^errigno said.

If ratified, community colleges would pay $100. state

colleges. $200 and universities would pay $300 to open a

bank account for SSAM, he said.

The organization will address the right of everybody to a

high quality, low cost education and student input to state

decisions on higher education.

•'We are particularly interested in getting a student on

the Board of Regents." Kerrigno said. The Soloman

amendment, which requires draft registration prior to

college admission, will be addressed by the SSAM, he said.

Senator Paul Tsongas will be guest speaker at a SSAM
meeting Friday at Framingham State College. Ferrigno

said.

Student Government Association president Jim Murphy

announced possible intentions of sueing the State Board of

Trustees for trust fund losses thrugh the full-costing pro-

posal.

In other business, Rents and Fees committee chairman

Mitch Gaslin announced a meeting to review student fees

to be held Monday in Campus Center Room 101 and Tues-

day in Campus Center Room 804.

Emphasis on transcripts

in admission process

' I

'
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Collegian photo by Michael Marcolia

The waterfall at Puffer's Pond became a winter wonderland after

this week's snow storm.
^

;,

By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

The high school transcripts of applicants

to the University of Massachusetts are the

most important indicators used by the

admissions office in determining which

students are accepted into the University,

according to a UMass official.

Yesterday Umass Director of Freshman

Admissions David G. Taggart said while

the admissions office requires applicants to

submit Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)

scores, he places the emphasis on high

school transcripts.

"There is no specific cut off statement in

terms of SAT's and class rank," Taggart

said. "I am much more interested in looking

at the entire four year transcript. We would

expect the SAT's to support the profile

from the transcript."

High SAT's may not offset low grades

whereas high grades may offset low

SAT's. " according to a statement in the

1983 freshman application.

Under State Board of Regents proposal,

to set minimum admission standards for

state colleges and universities, students

applying to UMass must have either a

combined score of 800 and a high school

class rank in the upper 40th percentile of

their class, or a combined SAT score of 850

and a class rank in the upper 60th per

centile. for acceptance.

The proposal allows state institutions to

waive a certain percentage of students from

these reguji^ions, but thosestudents must

be acceAed into programs designed for

educationally disadvantaged students.

In the case of admitting educationally

deprived students, Taggart said "We are

looking for any indication that a student has

the motivation to succeed on this campus."

From educationally deprived groups of

students, we are looking at motivation and
development of educational maturity as

strong indicators of potential success,"

Taggart said.

"In-state students with high school ranks

at least in the top 40 percent of their class in

college preparatory programs, and with

SAT's at least in the low to mid 400s each

(verbal and math) can be reasonably

confident of admission." according to the

1983 freshman application.

"However, because there are other

variables involved in the admission process,

these are not absolutes, " the application

states. "There are no minimum cut-offs

based either on class rank or SAT's, nor are

there any automatic acceptances", it states.

A third part of the Regents' proposal,

which would be phased in over a four year

period, would require students to take a

minimum number of mathematics, science,

foreign language and social studies courses

to gain admission to the state's colleges and
universities.

"I am very much in support of that part of

the proposal," Taggart said.

Of 14,000 applications for admission

expected to be filed at UMass next fall, the

University will have approximately 4,1000

vacancies, according to the freshman ap-

plication. I
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Photo by Ann Lamer;

Monday's snow storm temporarily immobilized motor vehicles in the

Pioneer Valley and this motorcycle was no exception.

Fenton*s February ^

Hockey Sale
10 - 20% off

on Skates & Hockey equipment

in stock CCM, Cooper, Bauer & Daoust

Open Mon-Fri 9-6:30
Saturday 9-4:00

377 Main St.

253-3973

^^.^<r:^^:^^j^:<s.

WE ARE PIKE

We are. . .

• the fraternity that does not haze

• the house that raised $36,ooo for Multiple Sclerosis

• strong in Greek area intramurals

• the largest fraternity in Massachusetts

Pike - we could be for you

A living and learning experience
Pike IS a coHeclion of young men living and growing together who share a common

bond You will experience the unique social life Pike has to offer and then wonder why
you never considered Fraternities Besides Social and Academics. Pike stresses get-

ting involved with different University programs and Student Activities. These ac-

tivities include positions such as Student Government Treasurer and Controller, as
well as Student Senators. Collegian. ARCON. varsity and intramural sports. In-

trafratemity Council, and much more.
Pike also offers a home with all the benefits, home cooked meals, free parking, cen-

trally located to campus just to name a few. Pike is also comparable in cost to living in

the dorms, yet you get so much more. Check out Pi Kappa Alpha.

Amherst theatre group

teaches local women

RUSH PARTIES

Thurs. Feb. 10 at 9 PM
Men. Feb. 14 at 9 PM

All Rushes: 9:00-11:00 PM
For more info: 545-2150/545-0047

- AiBh«r<-< C—Mr *
N. PlMMat at.

i-LTTV) ^^ 1
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Pi Kappa Alpha

By LAURA SHANAHAN
Collcriui staff

Committed to making a statement about

women's lives, the Women's Community

Theatre in Amherst is a non-profit

organization which devotes itself to giving

women the opportunity to learn about all

aspects of theater production.

The fact that the group is all women is a

strong statement toward their commit-

ment, said Sarah Dreher, a board member

at the theatre.

The theatre's plays are "mostly an ex-

ploration of women's relationships, dif-

ferent from the media's stereotype," said

Dreher, "in a (more) positive light than

when you turn on the T.V. set."

Approximately two plays are produced

each year. Each play is performed four or

five times and one night is reserved ex-

clusively for an all-women audience.

"We've built up a good following. We
have one performance for women only and

it's always packed," she said.

Dreher, a psychologist and writer, has

been with the Women's Community

Theatre since its inception in 1974 when

she, with other women involved with Inter-

national Women's Week, presented a

review of plays produced exclusively by

women. Realizing they enjoyed working

with theatre, they progressed with the con-

cept of an all-women theatre climaxing in

the founding of the Women's Community,

she said. Dreher is the only original

member still involved with the theatre.

The Theatre's next production, "Hollan-

dia 45" written by Dreher and directed by

member Lis Brook, is scheduled for perfor-

mance in May. The play centers around a

retired Army nurse who lives out her re-

maining life by reliving her memories of

when she was stationed in HoUandia, New
Guinea during World War IL Dreher said

she was inspired by a retired friend of her

grandmother's.

Conflict in "HoUandia 45" arises out of

the retired woman's need to be left alone

and her niece's desire to see that she

becomes more involved with the family.

Dreher said she wrote the play in answer to

her own feelings. She said she believes

older people should be able to live out their

lives the way they want to.

In addition to performing. Women's

Community Theatre has also held

playwriting contests and broadcasted a

radio play on WMUA in Amherst. Future

events include additional playwriting con-

tests, a theatre festival and organizing a

satellite distributing company.

After the May production, the Theatre is

planning on presenting two plays in June

written by member Susan Vick and a

musical in October centering around a

women's theater group in the process of

producing a play.
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Saturdays
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That's the day our drive-ups really shine at our

Triansle Street, Amherst and

Hamp Plaza, Northampton, offices!

Do your bdnkin3 ri3ht from the comfort of your car on Saturdays at

two convenient Shawmut Bank of Hampshire County, locations. At

Tnansie Street we've even ADDED AN HOUR so you* won't have to

rush' The lobbies are closed at these two offices on Saturday

morninss but the drive-ups are open Of course, ni3ht depositories

and Action 24, our 24 hour automated tellers, are always available

So, come see us on Saturday morninss We'll sreet you with a smile!

/

Our drive-ups are open iaiurdays from
9 AM -1PM 9AM-1SNCX>I
at Triansk St. at Hamp Plaza

And in Hadlcy
from 9 AM- 12 NOON

.«Shawmut
Bank of Hampshire County
Ml' • >>. • tfll' I i>i.l' MmuM'I'^ Uv. (.
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First day of fall classes

falls on Jewish holiday
By LISA MARIE CANTWELL

CollagiM Corrcapondcnt

The Jewish merpbers of the University of

Massachusetts community are faced with a

problem concerning registration next fall,

because the scheduled first day of classes

falls on the highest Jewish holiday, Rosh

Hashanah.
"It will be a real mess for many

students," said Hillel representative Deb-

bie Propper. Rosh Hashanah, according to

Propper, is the equivalent of the Christian

Christmas holiday.

The first day of the Jewish holiday begins

at sundown Sept. 7 and ends sundown on

Sept. 9. The main problem foreseen is that

stud^ts who go home to spend the holiday

with family, will not have the same oppor-

tunity as others to add/drop classes. Jewish

faculty members will also be forced to

cancel classes.

Letters and proposals have been sent to

both the Chancellor's office and the Space

and Calendar Committee, by organizations

including the Jewish Faculty Committee,

Hillel Office and the Civility Committee.

Judy Davis, head of the Civility Commit-

tee, said the committee is "concerned with

the details, but also with a larger

message."
Letters to the Chancellor suggested

classes be postponed until the following

week. Another proposal advised placing an

administrative freeze on the add/drop

period.

Assistant to the Chancellor Bonnie

Strickland said she recently received the

proposal to change add/drop and she

"suspects it would be the easier of the

alternatives."

Klause Kroner, faculty chairman for the

Space and Calendar Committee said the

issue was under discussion.

"We have not taken any firm action or

made any decisions," Kroner said.

A Space and Calendar Committee

meeting is scheduled for Friday to discuss

the issue further. According to Kroner

"something satisfactory will come out of

it."

UMass to host conference
By JOHN O'CONNELL

CoU«gi«><

Flioto b7 Ji Willi!

Tim Bishko, a sixth grader at Russell School in Hadley won a $10.00

gift certificate to the House of Wong for hitting a foul-line shot during

halftime of the UMass-Rutgers game Saturday night.

A New England Regional Conference of

the United States Student Association

(USSA) will be hosted by the Public Policy

Committee of the Student Government

Association at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst on April 15-17 at

the Campus Centeer.

The USSA is a "national lobbying group

that networks state student assosciations

together. " according to committee member

and UMass undergraduate Student senate

member Jane Johnson.

Walter Mondale has been invited to

appear as keynote speaker for the three day

event but he has not committed himself yet.

according to Public Policy Committee

chairperson Sheila Sullivan. A tentative

agenda, sent out to 207 schools this week,

also lists workshops and a panel discussion

as activities for the event.

This will be the first New England

Regional Conference of the USSA, ac-

cording to Sullivan, who is also a member of

the undergraduate senate and is the only

New England Regional board member of

the USSA. She also holds a seat on the ten-

member National Board.

Although there is still "a lot to be done."

said Sullivan "topics have been worked out

and most people who are doing workshops

have been selected." Workshops will focus

on financial aid. State Student

Associations, civil rights, lobbying and

legislation, students and the military, and

other current student issues.
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WED FEB 23
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

ON SALE FEB 10
GENERAL PUBLIC 10.00

UMASS STUDENTS 8.00
* Limit 2 per person

NO CAMERAS, FOOD, DRINK OR SMOKE PLEASE
PRODUCED WITH THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

Duke
Ellington

Available at

Union Records Unhd.

For the Record (Amherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

Student Union Ballroom

SMOKING JAZZ WITH. . .

THE NEW YORK

HOT TRUMPET
REPERTORY COMPANY

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only: $3.00 Students, $4.00 General Public

>/i

^
> i
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BRUCE punas

Phil Collins tickets still ovailable

Qt the Firte Arts Certter Dox Office
Tickets available at: TIX, Fine Arts Center and For the Record

a special thanks to the Board of Governors
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Russia
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

C«U«ffi*a Conttrondtrnt

Some University of Massachusetts studente will be

deserting their classes Feb. 22 and 23 to lobby in

Washington, D.C. for the release of Soviet Jews held in

Russia.

More than 700 students from the East coast will gather

in Washington to naeet with their senators and

representatives.

The program, sponsored by Brandeis University, sets up

appointments for students to speak with representatives

from their home sUtes said Debbie Propper, program

director of Hillel.

Hillel, a Jewish student organization claims this issue is

not only for Jewish people.

Typewrite]
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

C«ltc(iaii staff

Two thefts of nwre than $1,000 were reported to the

University of Massachusetts Police Department Tuesday.

Both incidents involved typewriters reportedly stolen

from offices in Hills South Building.

At 10:19 a.m., the Special Education Department

reported the disappearance of a typewriter valued at

$1,000 and a digital clock worth $200. The incident occur-

red between Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, but was not reported until

Tuesday, said Sgt. Frank Mazzei.

Perpetrators gained access to the special education of-

fice by removing a screen outside a window that was

unlocked, Mazzei said.

The second larceny involving a typewriter was reported

"This is a human rights issue." Propper said.

Hillel's Soviet Jewry Committee will be seeking money

from the Student Government Association (SGA) to help

pay for food and transportation for the trip.

"We believe that this trip wiU benefit the student

community in lobbying skills and knowledge of human

rights issues," Propper said.

"I learned more about Washington from going tobbying

last year than I ever learned iii school." Propper added.

The group received about $250 from the SGA last year,

Propper said. They are hoping to receive more this year,

she said.

"Some of the Jews have been jailed. As soon as they

apply for visas, they k)se their jobs. Then their children

have to go to work to earn money for food," Propper said.

at 3:50 p.m. The typewriter, taken from Hills South

sometime in nr\id-January, was not reported because the

typewriter was believed to have been borrowed, police

said. Access was gained throu^ an unlocked door, Mazzei

said. The machine was also worth $1,000, he said.

No suspects are being held in either case.

A minor carrying a case and a half of Budweiser beer

across Massachusetts Ave. was arrested at 9:20 p.m. Mon-

day for being a minor in possession of alcohol.

A 20-year old UMass student was arrested shortly

before 8:30 p.m. Tuesday at North Pleasant and Fearing

streets and charged v^rith operating a motor vehicle

without a license, failure to stop for a red light and having

no registration. The operator gave the police a false name

which was subsequently checked by police, Mazzei said. No

charge was filed for assuming a false identity.

Add Drop Pass Fail Option

Deadline: Mon., Feb. 14

Turn in forms

213 itm<irt'

IDB<r®TPS

,ce of lh« Dean ol Students OHlcc
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4 III WAYS
WE HELPSTUDENTS
GOTO COLLEGE.

Ik-

j^ AttertioTTstudents

! who need electives:

I

I

Public Health 302 -

Community Organization &
Health Education.

Class meets 2:30 - 3:45

Rm 120 Amold House TuTh

Dr . Vyinder, Instructor

Head For The Mountalne

scholarships may be used*
lore than 700 additional 4.

Army ROTC has more
than 6,000 four-, three-, and
two-year scholarships in

effect at any given time.

And each year, hundreds

are available for which your

students can compete. ^
Scholarships cover tuition

b<.x>ks. and lab fees, and J
pay students a living alkm'ancc*

o( up to $ 1000 for each aca- J
demic year the scholarships art

in effect.

Our four-year scholar-

ships may be used at 303 col-

leges and universities across

the country. Three- and rwo-

year

at more
institutions. Schcxils where J
students can earn both a com-»
mission and a college degree. J

So ifyou'd like to see more*
of your students headed for J
college, show them the way.

ARMYROTC.
BEAUYOUCANBEl

Contact J

James C. Mahoney
*

545-2321 J

*
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UMASS SKI CLUB

Thurs. Night 2/10

Trip to

Derlcshire East

only

includes: lift ticket

transportation

sign up Wed & Thurs

Sot. Trip

reaiDlT
VERMONT

only

$49.

Includes:

Lift Ticket

Transportation

Re^eshments

$9. D#posit Required

for more info coll or com« to

SKI CLUD OFFICE

430 STUDENT UNION

545-0407
W/TH/F 10-0
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Vincent Price to haunt UM
as DVP guest in March

By VICKI A. SPAGNOLI
CollcffUn CorreapondcBt

Vincent Price will perform at the

University of Massachusetts on March 7 as

one of the Distinguished Visitors Program's
(DVP) scheduled appearances for the

Spring semester.

Price, whose career has encompassed the

Broadway and London theaters,
Hollywood films, American and British

radio, and the worlds of art and literature,

will present a one-man performance of

"The Villain Still Pursues Me (A History of

Villainy)" at 8 p.m., March 7 in the Fine

Arts Center (FAC).

According to Tamar Leibowitz, DVP
Chairman, tickets will go on sale today in

the FAC box office. He said the admission

charge will be $2 for Five College

Students, $5 for the general public and $4

for senior citizens.

While at UMass, Price will instruct a

theatre workshop and will give an art

history lecture.

On the day preceding Price's per-

formance in the FAC. the DVP will sponsor

a Vincent Price film festival. Movies to be

shown will be "The Mask of Real Death",

"Theatre of Blood". "The Pit and The

Pendulum" and " The Raven."

Other upcoming appearances include

Francis Moore Lappe. author of "Diet for a

Small Planet" on Feb. 16 in the Student

Union Ballroom with free admission. Theo

Ben Gurirab. representative of the South

west African Peoples

Organization(SWAPO). will present a

Rrogram on the "International Crisis of

lamibian Independence" in late March or

early April.

Joey D's closed for good;

owner files for bankruptcy
By PAUL DESMOND

Collegian Correipondent

Joey D's club and restaurant, which clos-

ed at the beginning of January and is cur-

rently for sale, apparently may not be open

again for some time.

Steve Duca, former manager of the once-

popular nightspot, said there are no pro-

spects right now for the sale of the club.

The club's owner, Joseph DiNatale, has

filed for bankruptcy which means the li-

quor license for the establishment stands

protected against revocation.

"Normally, the Amherst Selectmen hold

a meeting for every restaurant that closes

to discuss the nature of the license and why

it should not be revoked," said Amherst

Selectman Edith Wilkinson.

But when bankruptcy is filed, the license

automatically is protected against revolu-

tion because is a factor in bankruptcy pro-

ceedings, according to Mary Yarrow,

secretary to the Selectmen.

Yarrow explained that anybody who

buys the restaurant vdW have to pay some

"incumbencies" before the liquor license

can be transferred from DiNatale. In-

cumbencies may include back property

taxes and meal taxes.

In order for a liquor license to be

transferred, the Selectmen must first ap-

prove the transfer. Yarrow said. Then the

application is sent for review to the

Alcoholic Beverage Commission in Boston,

where it is determined if all back taxes

have been paid. If any are not paid,

transfer of the license will be refused.

For now, "the license is intact with the

business," according to Duca.

Still, sale of the establishment does not

appear imminent since, as Duca said

"right now it's tied up in a legal matter."

Tonight:

Black Velvet
Night

From 9-11 all Black Velvet drinks

T-Shirts

FREE & Belt

Buckles
while they last

Irish Night every Thursday
with

HUNGRY HILL

now thru St. Patricks Day

Plumbleys
off the common •^

Amherst Center • 253-9586

Happy Hours:

Mon-Fri 4-7

& Sun-Tues 9-11

Domestic Drafts 50°

Heineken 75°

Bar Drinks 99"
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ColUfUB photo by IUti« Wattcn

Bob Powers, (right), a junior engineering major and Michael Rosen-

thal, a sophomore psychology major, warm up before marching band

rehearsal. Both are marching band soloists.

LOVE $, ROMANCE

IT ALL COMES TOGETHER

IN THE FEB. 14Hi

VALENTINE'S DAY ISSUE

OF THE

PM't mitt foir tliam to Vfftu la Wk (^mM VthnHiw't >««.
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Poll pressure keeping Reagan
from social issues, panel says

By MARY BALDWIN
UUeriui SUff

His pollsters made him do it.

Reagan has kept away from the New Right and its in-

sistence on social issues after his pollsters told him the ma-

jority of voters would be put off, said a member of a panel

discussion held Tuesday night in Northampton.

Members of the panel "Stopping the New Right's At-

tack on our Rights," discussed ways to stop the Family

Protection Act and anti-abortion laws and amendments.

Panel member Allen Hunter, scholar on the New Right

and a visiting professor at Hampshire College said,

"Reagan hasn't been pushing social issues because it does

not do him any good."

Hunter said he doesn't think Reagan will use the ex-

ecutive office to push abortion and social issues. He said he

thinks many politicians will center around economic issues

instead.

"That means I think the New Right will be less able to

push politicians into anti-abortion sentiments," he said.

"They have found that when you stand up for abortion,

you do better than if you wilt at the issue."

"The only issue Reagan did come out for is school prayer

because it is the one issue that a majority of people sup-

port in this country," he said.

Hunter warns, however, that administratively many

people from the New Right have gotten jobs so it is possi-

ble for them to do a lot of damage without legislation.

"The New -Bight's position on abortion is a minority

position just' as the position of reproductive rights

groups," Allen said. "Most people are ambiguous."

Patricia Hennessey, attorney and director of Hampshire

College Civil Liberties and Public Safety Program spoke

about what is known as the Squeal Law which requires

any clinic such as Planned Parenthood receiving Title X
money to send a registered letter to the parents of any pa-

tient 17-years-old or less after 10 days of prescribing birth

control.

"The significance of this legislation is that it is the

boldest move niade by the administration," she said. "It

may be a crumb thrown to the New Right."

"Most women and parents' groups opposed this," she

said. "The family planning council in Massachusetts is fil-

ing an injunction against these regulations."

"Since post 1973, pro-choice has been responding to at-

tempts to restrict abortion by the New Right," she said.

Hennessy said these laws are geared towards forcing

women to ask permission of spouses, judges or parents to

have an abortion.

Terry Starr-Klein, chairperson of the Massachusetts

National Organization of Women (NOW) Legislative Task

Force and a member of the panel spoke about anti-

abortion legislation.

"If government control of a woman's body isn't big

government, what is?" she said.

"Our right to choose is in trouble in this state. We need

mobilization now," she added.

Campus
Card.

No m.itter whM your schedule or worklo.id is, you r.in

now do your b.inkinp M the new X-Press 24 Ux<ited in

the Newm.»n Center cafeteria There's only one card

that lets you do all your regular banking at more than

350 X-Press 24s around Massachusetts - the

BayBanks X-Press 24'" Card

|To pet your card, just visit our Amherst Office at

75 East Pleasant Street today
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DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits and controlling

thenn. Down with

dietsi Call UHS
549-2671 ext 174 Starts

March 2 & 3
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Amherst
Chinese
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
•2-64 Main St.

Amherst
OoMd WadnMdays

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetebto* from

Our Own Farm
BEER £r WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
MX YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
%^m»»»»»»»»»»»''»^^

81.2%
In a recent

survey of UMass
undergrads, 81.2

percent said they

read the

Collegian regular-

ly, and half of

those said they

read it every day.

That's more than

three times the

UMass readers

of any other area

paper!

The Collegian

11 at UMass
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

'^iWtlRMiVV^^ ABHORThiS SiNSBlESS ViaENCE. M If lUOSE OTHO? "n^UCKEKS WOULD JOIN OUR
STRIKEjr VOIUWT HAPPEN!'

Star Wars becoming a harsh reality

This year's defense budget is approximately $231
billion and it is supposed to increase to around
$300 billion next year. Our tax money is paying for

MX, Cruise and Pershing missiles. We are also paying for

the research of laser beam weapons and anti-satellites.

This may not have a direct effect on any of us right now,

but it is indirectly affecting all of us. For those of us who
are concerned about the survival of this planet it is very

threatening to realize the course that technology is taking

in this country.

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger and his bud-

dies at the Pentagon are not only planning for war on

earth but war in space. The movie Star Wars is beginning

to lose its science-fiction like quality, in light of what is go-

ing on in our space program.

Betsy Kraft
The fiscal 1983 Department of Defense budget for

Space, for the first time, exceeds NASA's budget. NASA,
which is supposed to be our civilian space program, is sup-

porting the Space Shuttle; the new toy of the Air Force.

The future of NASA's space science programs such as

planetary science and gamma-ray astronomy seem to be in

trouble. While the civilian government agencies are

becoming limited in their participation in decision-making

regarding space, the military in&lligence agency is gain-

ing control.

Recently, an article in the UMASS publication. Contact,

discussed professor Hajime Sakai, of the Physics and

Astronomy department, who could not attend a meeting

of the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation

Engineers (SPIE); where he was to present two papers.

His research was being sponsored by the Air Force but it

had no direct military application. He was denied the right •

to attend the conference by the Pentagon. Universities are

supposed to foster learning and academic freedom, and

should allow for the exchange of ideas between scientists

and countries. Because of the limits imposed on academic

freedom by Pentagon-sponsored research, it does not

belong at UMASS or any other university.

Since the Reagan Administration has been in control of

this country there seems to be a trend toward the increas-

ed militarization of our schools as well as our civilian space

program. In 1973, UMASS got 8 percent of federal fun-

ding from Department of Defense sources. By 1982 it was
up to 13 percent. Haven't you noticed that there are more
ROTC posters around lately? The Collegian had an ad in

Monday's paper that asked, "What do you want from col-

lege?", and the answer was management training through

ROTC. Learn how to be a military leader while your

education gets paid for.

It is becoming increasingly difficult for many people to

attend school, with the cut backs in grants and loans. The
general state of the economy; recession and unemploy-

ment is making money a rare commodity these days. But

there seems to be plenty of federal financial aid through

ROTC.

In July the House and Senate voted to deny non-

registrants of the draft, all financial assistance including

pell grants, guaranteed student loans and college work-

study. Our legislators are trying to coerce young men to

sign over to the government, thus supporting our foreign

interventionist policies, by threatening to take away their

education. Also people who can't afford to go to school and

can't get jobs; often the minorities in this country, are fin-

ding no other alematives except to register or volunteer

for the army.

Militarism is on the rise, along with The New Right and

the Moral Majority. If we look around us we can see the in-

creased militarization going on right here at UMASS as

well as in the world that exists outside our campus.

The abundance of financial aid available through ROTC,
and the conversion of NASA facilities are two examples of

the path this government is taking. Increased awareness

of the situation is the first step in trying to change the

direction of this path.

Betsy Kraft is a UMass student
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Letters
What are our parking fees for?

To the Editor:

The snow storm of Monday. February 7. 1983 in

convenienced many. Although I can appreciate the efforts

of the snow removal team.s and the Administration as a

whole. I. as a student, am dissatisfied with the lack of the

concern for student parking.

On Tuesday, February 8, 1983. the day after the storm

and after Lot 21 had been plowed. I found my car buried

behind three feet of packed plowed snow; the result of the

actual plowing of the lot. I was trapped in my parking

space. Why wasn't the snow removed instead of packed

behind my car. and hundreds of other cars, too? What is

the $25. and higher parking fees used for? The convenience

of student parking is one that is paid for and should be

serviced. The plowing was done in vain, and cars were

forced to remain stationary. Futhermore. once I expressed

my complaint to two sargents among others at the UMASS
Police Department, they offered me no solution, no advice,

and viewed my complaint as an imposition.

As a member of this institution, I adhere to the rules and

regulations set forth by the University, including a.ssigned

parking. In turn. I expect to services paid for to be ren

dered, and receive cooperation from University Officials.

Sandra Zuckerman
Coolidge Dorm

UMass

Cheap Shot

Beginning next week, the

Op/Ed page will begin running
a new section, **Cheap Shot".
This section will be devoted to

presenting examples of racism,
sexism, and anti-semetism
which appear daily in the media
and other sources around the
community. Submissions to

the section are encouraged.
Whether it appear in a
magazine ad, a sports rulebook
or newspaper, we want to see it.

Co-ed bathroom
poHcy a mess
My

R.A. just informed me that the coed bathroom
policy is going to be enforced in my dorm this

semester. I was surprised, but I should have ex-

pected it.

I tried to explain the issue to my father during interses-

sion, but I had trouble. He couldn't understand why
students had created such a controversy over such a silly

issue or why anyone would want coed bathrooms anyway.
The second part was easier. I explained the practical

problems: in many dorms, there's just one bathroom per

floor, which means someone has to take a flight of stairs.

In some dorms, the stairs are littered with broken glass

and the lights often don't work.

Mark Welch
I noted that moral beliefs have changed somewhat since

he went to college, but I said I believed people should have

an option to choose their own moral values within reason.

And if I used a coed bathroom for eighteen years before

college and will resume after, why not now? I also sug-

gested that keeping men and women seperated could lead

to an unhealthy image of the other sex as alien or inferior

(or superior).

Then I tried tx) explain that the issue wasn't even just

about coed bathrooms. The problem, when the huge pro-

test and occupation of Whitmore happened, was that

students were just told the policy was changing but had no

input into the change.

The chant was "IN-PUT, IN-PUT," not "Bathrooms"
or "Coed," at least while I was there. Everyone can

understand that different people want different living op-

tions. Some people would prefer to have coed floors but

single-sex bathrooms, just as some would prefer totally

single-sex living. I think those options should be available,

but I think other options should be available, too. And I

think students should have input into the living options

from which they a.re forced to select.

I'd like to choose between completely single-sex dorms,

coed dorms with coed floors and bathrooms, coed dorms
with coed floors but single-sex bathrooms, and coed dorms
with single-sex floors. Two of those options aren't

available.

If the University — or students — want to change the

number of options, I think everyone concerned should be

asked for their opinions. No pretense was made, when
coed bathrooms became an issue, that students had been

involved in the decision process.

Trying to make a point, I asked my father whether

students should protest if a policy on hair length were
passed. In my opinion, if anyone has an option to decide,

without asking me, whether the bathroom in my home
should be single sex or coed, then nothing stops them from
regulating the length of my hair. Both are moral issues,

but neither has anything to do with my education.

I didn't convince my father, but we understand each

other now. At the time, I thought the problem was settled:

I thought the policy would be legally in effect but wouldn't

be enforced.

When a friend said his dorm was enforcing the policy

last spring, I thought it was an exception, I suspected

worse when another friend told me the enforcement had

begun in the fall. And now my dorm.

Of course, the change doesn't affect me personally. I'm

on the floor with a male bathroom. Since two of the floors

in my dorm are coed and two are all-female, my bathroom

will be half as crowded as last year.

Fewer than fifty men will share two bathrooms with

twelve toilets and six showers, while over a hundred

women will use two bathrooms with nine toilets and five

showers. To make matters worse, women must walk a
flight of stairs just to dump their rubbish, since the trash

barrels are in Uie bathrooms.

A friend of mine suggested that the single-sex bathroom
policy might be part of a plot to phase out coed living and
revert to sin^e-sex floors. I don't know about that. In

part, I agree with my father that the whole thing was a sil-

ly issue — coed bathrooms seem trivial if you comi)are

them to world hunger or nuclear war.

But even if you ignore the moral questions, legal con-

cerns and the issue of student input, this system just

doesn't make sense here.

Mark J. Welch is a Collegian staffmemher
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Experience Somefhing New.

All UnlveriHy Wemen are iiwHed to
I

SororHy Rush

Sunday, Feb. 13th 7:00 PM

Campus Center Auditorium
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Lightweight

Nylon

Running Suit

Jacket $16.50

100% nylon
hooded w/drawstrings

2 pocket
water resistant

full zipper

cinch waist

Pants $14.00

100% nylon

zippered cuff

elastic waistband
back pocket

For Sports

Running

Cycling

Leisure

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center ^ UNIVERSITY
STORED

The fight to be educatedhas historical base
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

Collccian SUff

When the Negro was forcefully

brought to America in the 17th century he

was thought of as an inferior being with a

sluggish mind. Whites believed that they

were a superior race and perpetuated this

belief through their religion, and also

enslaved the Africans in what has been one

of the worst subjugations in history. This

was also the origins of racism as it is known

today throughout the West.

After proclaiming their freedom and

becoming American citizens, Shites set out

to make the lives of the ex-slaves im-

possible and incidently this was also about

the same time that the K.K.K. emerged.

Their first attempt was segregation.

Throughtout the South, blacks confronted

the psychological ordeal of being separated

and the living conditions where they lived

was terrible, a startling contrast to the

huge slave owner massion that were built

by the blacks themselves, and without blue

prints even.

As expected in a racially divided country as

in the United States, blacks were not

granted the opportunity to educate

themselves with the skills and abilities

necessary to make their own way in society.

Whites did not want to take the chance of

providing education for blacks, perhaps

fearing a rebellion once the ex-slaves

became educated.

Education was the one aspect in the lives

of blacks that cried out for improvement.

Education, is the method by which cultural

and social values are preserved, and the

Black Chicagoan's in

position to settle vote
Dr. Manning Marable

From The Gr...roott

In several days, a decisive test of political

power will occur in the most segregated ci-

ty in America-Chicago.

The current mayor of the sprawling in-

dustrial and financial center is Jane M.

Byrne, whose mentor was the late city boss

Richard J. Daley. Byrne was swept into of-

fice in 1979 over the corrupt Democratic

machine, with a resounding mandate from

the Black community on the South and

West sides. Within a matter of months,

Byrne mended fences with some of her old

antagonists, and began to pursue fiscal,

educational and social policies which

smacked of red-neck racism.

Elements of the old Daley coalition,

rooted primarily in the white ethnic

neighborhoods of the city's southwest side,

have united behind the former boss' son,

Richard M. Daley. Daley has won the sup-

port of an unlikely coalition of corporate in-

terests, white trade union leaders such as

Ed Sadloski of the Teamsters, and a

number of the city's Democratic ward com-

mitteemen. Former Vice President Walter

F. Mondale has recently announced his

support for Daley, to the surprise of many
white liberals and many more Black

leaders.

The third Democratic aspirant in this

month's prinuuy is a Black Congressman,

Harold Washington. One of the Houses of

Representatives' most articulate and pro-

gressive members, Washington is attemp-

ting to put together a coalition of Black

working class, middle class and poor peo-

ple's organizations, combined with a much
smaller group of left and liberal white

forces ranging from the Democratic

Socialists of America to progressive trade

unionists. Of the three candidates, only

Washington has presented a program

which will benefit the interests of poor and

working class people which when
translated into Chicago terms means the

overwhelming majority of Blacks. It is ob-

vious that Washington is certainly the most
qualified f)erson in the field, but in a racist

society, political credentials mean next to

nothing. Just ask California's Tom
Bradley.

Washington's candidacy raises two
decisive questions which illuminate the en-

tire legacy of Black Power and the 1972

Black Political Convention held in nearby

Gary, Indiana.

First, can Washington overcome the

city's powerfully entrenched political

machine? This is an organization, jifter all,

which illegally "collected" the votes of

thousands of dead residents and threw Il-

linois' electoral vote to John F. Kennedy in

1960, thus helping to determine that year's

presidential race. Jane Bryne knows every

political trick from old man Daley's book.

According to the New York Times, "when
thousands of Chicagoans answered her

plea to turn in bottles of possibly con-

taminated Tylenol capsules to police last

fall, many thought they were merely help-

ing the investigation. But their addresses

have also turned up on the Mayor's cajn-

paign mailing list."

^ond, can Washington's campaign ral-

ly the support of the majority of Black

Chicagoans? Theoretically, Washington

could win with a minimum of white votes.

As of last week, the registration lists

counted 650,000 Black voters in the city.

Normally, the total number of votes cast in

a Democratic primary for mayor is about

750,000. Thus, if at least 8 out of 10 Black

votes are cast for Washington, and if the

Congressman is able to gamer at least 10

percent of the white vote, and if the Black

voter turnout is heavy — he uriM win.

Chicago's one million plus Black popula-

tion is long overdue for Black Power. If we
seize the opportunity and use the ballot, we
may begin to build a permanent power base

in the heartland of Northern segregation.

Dr. Manning Marable is Director of the

Race Relations Institute, Fisk Univ.,

Nashville, TN.

Announcements
OVERCOMING VICTIMIZATION:

A SUPPORT GROUP
FOR WOMEN

Women of all ages are invited to join

this free support group to be held at the

Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall,

UMass Amherst. Beginning Monday,

March 7, the group will meet weekly for 8

sessions from 6-8 p.m. Geared toward

women who have experienced abuse, in-

cluding rape, battering, or incest, discus-

sion will focus on issues such as fear,

shedding the image of the abuser, and

prevention. Members are encouraged to

share their ideas and feelings. Amy
Harper, Asst. Coordinator of the

Counselor/Advocate Program, is group

leader. She has two years experience

counseling the survivors of assault and

their families. Both sign up and a brief in-

terview with the leader are requested.

For more information, please contact the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883.

THIRD WORLD THEATER
SPRING SEASON

The Third World Theater Series will

open its seventh season on Saturday

February 26, 1983 writh the production of

"For Better Not For Worse" in Bowker
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. at the University

of Massachusetts/Amherst.

"For Better Not For Worse" is a

political comedy about South Africa writ-

ten by Selaelo Maredi, South Africa's

leading Black playwrite, and author of

last season's success "Homeland". "For

Better Not For Worse" is a searing, poig-

nant, and technically innovative explora-

tion of two Black man's lives under the

system of apartheid.

American school system was not doing

anything to preserve the history of blacks.

On the contrary, textbooks often, if not

always failed to mention black's role in

history and gave a false sense of superiority

to whites.

The American school system has always

been white-oriented and aimed at middle-

class pupils. The system is set up in such a

way that results in an incapablility for black

students to adapt to its ideals, and leaves

the ground open for cultural differences; a

disadvantage for blacks during exams.

However, blacks have fought back against

the obstacles whites had set up in their path

to education. There have been many in-

novations in education like the departments

of Afro American studies in the regular

curriculum of colleges, universities and

some high schools. The enrollment of black

students in higher learning institutions

have increased since the 1950's to almost

double.

In education and all other areas where the

white man has failed, blacks have taken

their own initiative to be remembered, and

to educate themselves in order to promote

and preserve the richness of the race, even

under the most unusual and brutal of cir-

cumstances. We have the example of Dr.

Carter G. Woodson who did not recieve any

elementary education, but educated himself

and became the Father of Black History. In

1916. W(X)dson issued the Journal of Negro

History with the purpose to publish further

findings on Negro history.

The purpose of researching the history of

their ancestors was to leave an essense of

the past for the generations to come.

Photo hj Ed CohcB

Maya Angelou shares some poetry and insight at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege last month.

Poet notes significance

ofpoetry in blackhistory
By AUGUSTO MAR-ONS

CollccUa Suff

For those who had the privilege of being

home during intersession also had the

misfortune of missing one of the most

talented and versatile entertainers of our

time.

Maya Angelou. the poet, actress, singer,

activist, writer, and possesor of one of the

most receptive personalities entranced a

capacity crowd at Chapin Hall at Mount

Holyoke College.

Touching on a broad range of topics

Angelou's main thrust was urging people to

read black American poetry.

"If there is one thing I advise you to do is

to read black American poetry, it's

exquisite, delicious and beautiful," she said.

Angelou cited the historical significance

of black American poetry and it's

revolutionary nature to reject the image

cast upon black people in America.

"For much too long we wore masks.

Angelou said. We were taught to laugh

when we didn't tickle and to scratch when

we didn't itch."

The reason for this behavior, or dual

personality said Angelou was a matter of

survival, or as she said was to "stay alive."

Angelou mirrored a fact that becomes all

the more recognizable during this month of

historic recognition, that any people who
have been devoid of the power of their

legacy will remain ignorant.

She recounted an experience of some

twenty years ago when she was in Europe

to perform with some of the best Classical

and opera singers of the day. She said she

felt out of place because she had only

limited training in that musical idiom.

Finally, the conductor who was from the

Soviet Union asked her if she knew any

gospel numbers. Suddenly she felt very

comfortable, she not only knew gospel, but

was born, reared and raise a baptist.

She sang a gospel number acappella to

the 4500 people who were in attendance and

when she finished they rose to give her one

of the loudest standing ovations she had

ever heard.
"What was it," Angelou asked? "My

people were illiterate when the Declaration

of Independence was signed, but look what

they gave me. a universal gift of art. and

through art. love."

The entire evening was filled with

poetry, social commentary, laughter, and a

stage presence so warm and affectionate

that no further proof is needed to

demonstrate that the power of legacy flows

through us all.
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FRATERNITY
OPEN RUSH
PARTY

Thursday, February 10

7:00-

10:00

P.M.
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All University Men
are invited to attend.

Meet with the brothers

and find out what

fraternity living is all

about.

Befreshmoats will be

778 *^RT« PlC*«AMT st.\

Questions call 648-6614
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— Two For One —
9 til 11

All Liquor Drinks

Vincent Price
in a one man performance

Monday, March 7

8 pm at the F.A.C.

$2. 5 college students

$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office
sponsored by University Arts Council
and Distinguished Visitors Program

DOOoopBcaoe »oec

9 til 1

$1.00 cover

i
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•'HE'S THE FUNNIEST MAN ON THE r'^ ANET'"
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FABULOUS, OUTRAGEOUS ONE OF THE FUNNIEST

STAND UP COMEDY ROUTINES I CAN REMEMBER'
Cum I

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

WMUA STATION MEETING — Everyone is invited to

attend the first WMUA meeting of the semester. No

experience is necessary. GET INVOLVED IN ALL
ASPECTS OF RADIO, .7 p.m.. Hasbrouck 126'..

FRENCH CLUB MEETING - Come to the first French

Club meeting of the semester. Wine and cheese served,

learn about French food, film, culture, wines, etc., 4 p.m.,

Herter third floor lounge.

WOMEN'S CAUCUS OF THE STUDENT SENATE
MEETING — The Caucus will hold its first meeting of the

semester. We* will discuss the statement of purpose,

structure, elections, and plans for the semester. All

women senators should attend. 7 p.m., 802 CC'

ACS STUDENT AFFILIATES MEETING - The

UMass ACS Undergraduate Student Affiliates will hold its

first meeting of the semester. The guest speaker will be

Prof. C.P. Lillya. Refreshments served, 7:30 p.m.. 1634

GTWR.

r
The Graduate School and the Graduate Student Senate are

sponsoring The Graduate Forum with an address by one of

Americans foremost Economists.

Prof. Gustav Papanek
(Boston University)

will speak on:

Capitalism in the Less Developed World

Thursday evening, February 17, at 7 p.m. Memorial Hall

Cheese and Wine reception following the address.

A limited number of invitations are available for interested

Graduate Students at the GSS office, 919 Campus Center.

UMASS SKI

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

.L.

DATE: Thurtday, F*b. 10
TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11

PLACEi S.U.D. (ballroom)

PHICEt StOOshow $1

7, 9. 11 PMshow 11.50
I

6 Days 7 Nights

Luxurious Hot«l on th» strip

only

(149
tox included

(wQtch for hidden cost

on oth«r trips)

TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE
(corpool, bus, flight)

J

Non-Members
Welcome

For fflor* info coll

5-3437

B«o<h<omb«« Tours mutrm
14th ANNUAL

College Spring Break in

FREE C.E.Q. FILM — The Coalition for Environmental

Quality will be showing the film "Wasted Woods." This

event is free and open to everyone, 7 p.m., 306 Student

Union.

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP - All are

welcome to join us for our weekly meeting of worship,

fellowship and teaching from the Bible, 7:30 p.m.. 175

Chestnut St., Amherst.

INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING — Please join us for prayer, singing, and fun.

All welcome. 7 p.m.. The ARK. 758 N. Pleasant St.

HAROLD KUSHNER TO SPEAK AT UMASS - Mr.

Kushner, Author of WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN TO
GOOD PEOPLE has been rescheduled from last semester.

His best selling book has helped thousands cope with

suffering and loss. Join L'Mass Hillel for this inspiring

event. 7:30 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge.

25+ CLUB - Older Students 25+ Club Meeting and
' Social. Open to all full-time and part-time undergraduates,

[graduate students and UWW students 25 or older at

I

graduation. 7 p.m., 805 Campu- Center.

DAYTONA BEACH
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Cheap Shot
Beginning next week,

the Op/Ed page will

begin running a new
section, *'Cheap Shot".
This section will be
devoted to presenting
examples of racism, sex-

ism, and anti-seirietism

iwhich appear daily in

the media and other
sources around the com-
munity. Submissions to

the section are en-

couraged. Whether it ap-

pear in a magazine ad, a
sports rulebook or
newspaper, we want to

see it. ^ I
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Play by Play

Pam

Madniek

Got the back to- school blues? Let the Hampden Snack

Bar "Comedv Hour" cheer you up tonight from 9 p.m. to

12 a.m. The'show is free and features the contemporary

humor of local and Boston comedians. For more m

formation call 545 0239

•'What good is sitting alone in your room? Come to the

Cabaret." I urge vou to see this thought provokmg

Amherst Masquers^production. Set in Berlin just after

Hitler comes into reign, the show is about a British

nightclub performer who falls in love with an American

writer. Cabaret can be seen at 8 p.m. tonight. Friday.

Saturday, and Sunday night at the Kirby Theatre..

Amherst College. Tickets are $2.50 and reservations are

advised. Call 542 2277.

David Mamet's The Woods is a story of a couple

weekending at a summer house cut off from civilization.

Subtle personality changes occur due to their isolation

and close proximity. The Woods will be performed at 8

p.m. tonight. Friday and Saturday in the Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theatre. Smith College. Tickets are $1.00. For

reservations, call 584 3023.

Hottentot by Robert Kornhiser. is a contemporary

farce set in the mountains of Montana. The production

will lead off the Hampden Theater's spring season and

will be performed at 7:30 p.m.. February 15 19 at

Hampden Theater in Southwest. Tickets are $2.50 for the

general public and $1.50 for students. For reservations,

call 545 2803 or 545-2804.

The UMass Department of Theater will present Milan

Stilt's broadway hit. The Runner Stumbles . a courtroom

drama of a nun who has died of suspicious causes and her

superior priest, who has been charged with her death.

This tale of repressed passion will be performed at 8

p.m.. February 15 19 at the Curtain Theater. FAC.

Home by Samm Art Williams opens tonight at Stage

West in Springfield. Home is an autobiographical story

about a young black man without a country. Per

formances run through March 5. For curtain times and

reservations, call 781 4470.

Petty's no heartbreaker

LONG AFTER DARK (Backstreet Records)

Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers

By DON NAREY
Collcfian Correipondcnt

Early T.P. fans who've wondered what fame and fortune

would do to our aimless rebel need not worry. Petty

pushes as hard as ever on Long After Dark. Taking

nothing for granted. Petty stomps and sways through his

tales of love, searched for, let go, and misunderstood. In

this period when enthusiasm gains more critical respect

than does sheer talent, one who fuses the two is indeed a

rarity. Tom Petty takes full advantage of his professional

resources while understanding that the essence of rock

music is the raw energy that emerges from it. The en-

thusiasm that set his early hit. "American Girl" afire

kindles Long After Dark to a apex of rock fever.

The most concrete piece of rock on the album is the

opening track, "One Story Town." From the age of James

Dean, this pledge to"breakin out" and finding a better way

reminds us of what early rock was all about. It's theme is

nostalgic, though it's style is completely Tom Petty's

calling from a frustrated youth and ultimately showing

how little things change. The album's single "You Got

Lucky" echoes the cool confidence of "Breakdown." but it's

city slick feel is the result of more sophisticated musician

ship which, in this case, is bright and innovative. The

other single "Change of Heart" is Petty at his heartfelt

best. He pushes his voice as a dedicated musician

demanding the most from his instrument, Stan Lynch's

drums guide the band as a tight organized unit and Petty's

own back up vocals makes for a thundering result.

Against the backdrop of these outstanding per

formances. the only truly mediocore number shows with

glaring clarity. Wedged between the stylish "You Got

Luck" and the boisterous "Change of Heart" is the bad

seed, "Deliver Me." It gets off to a great start, but then

lacks the gutsy style that brings Petty's songs to life. It's

really not a bad song, but had he pushed himself a little

harder il may have been raised to the caliber of the rest of

the album.

"A Wasted Life," the last track, is a shining statement of

the artist's versatility. The song might have been right at

home on an old Mamas and Papas" record, yet the

distinction of Petty's own style brings it to a class all it's

own. He handles it with a fine vocal softness that sets it

apart from anything else he's done. The total surprise of

this touching call to a friend drifting into oblivion augments

it's impact.

A student of his art. Petty branches out only sUghtly on

Long After Dark. Staying close to what he fully un-

derstands, and has in part created, he polishes his craft,

wading occasionally toward a sea of directions in which he

may expand. The tales he tells remain rather simple,

leaving room for his constantly improving songwriting and

growing style in arrangement and production. Most

importantly though, Petty's passion for the music has

never been relaxed. He still sings from the heart, calling

from the Saturday night streets of a youth where not all fit

exactly into place. He'd like us to believe, it seems, that

he's not fallen victim to the laziness of super-stardom, that

he still feels the backbeat in his blood and believes in rock

'n roll heroes. The record shows, he's pretty damn con

vincing.
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?55 University Drive

Amherst ^
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\ To: All Interested Parties

^ From: The Hungry U Lounge .^^..^
^

i Subject: Good Times at Happy Hour Prices
|

^ ?

^ Last weeks response to our Thursday night and
^

i Friday afternoon Happy Hours was so positive we are ft

S going to do them again. ^

^ Thursday night 9 - closing and Friday afternoon
|

% 2:30 - 5:30 we are going to cran/< up the stereo and ft

\ lower the drink prices and provide you with "Free
^

5 Pizza" and other Munchies. So come on down for a
^

^ good time. |

ORIAT VALUESr«">AT PRICKS

'H %> •*»,*'

Some of the deals.

Miller Drafts just 50"

Bar Drinks for only 99^

Also Special Valentine's Day drinks

9'

^ Bring this ad and get first drink for V2 price. ft

S Good 2/11 -2/12 P
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Posters

\/ Gifts
Clothing

Sale!

MEIXANTILC
AMHMST CAMUAGf SHOPS

ty^^

rusty nail
presents

/ZAZ'

Wed. Feb. 9

Rococo
Thurs. Feb. 10

Loose Caboose
Fri. Feb. 11

Stompers
Sat. feb. 12

Max Creek

Arts
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Having finally settled in for the new semester, I open-

ed my newspfl^r to check out the weekend club situa-

tion, and do I have great news. Not only are there some

incredible acts in town, but some of them are free! I've

got quite a few acts to talk about so let's get started.

Toni^^t looks a bit rfow with only two exceptions.

Jason's in Easthampton is hosting a new group. Cruise

Control, and Hangar One will feature Through the Doors

witfi special guests the Pleasure Dots.

Friday ni^t is so crowded with great acts, I don't

know where to begin. First, and foremost, UPC is spon-

soring a free concert in the Cape Cod Lounge. Appearing

will be a superb jazz drummer, Ronald Shannon Jackson.

Jackson has worked with some of the biggest names in

modem jazz, and many trade magazines have begun call-

ing him the best jazz drummer alive. However, if rock is

your forte, you can choose between the Stompers at the

Rusty Nail performing their tribute to the state of New
Jersey, or the Atlantics at the Bluewall. Best Bet:

Sheehan's Cafe, featuring Vast Ed Vadas and his 12-Bar

Symfunny.
Saturday night also features a freebie. Nigel Coxe will

perform a tribute to Eubie Blake in honor of his 100th

birthday this week. The show starts at 8:00 in Benzanson

Recital Hall. Coxe has been working very hard on this

show and it promises to be very good. After the show you

can head over to the Bluewall for Saturday ni^t's best

bet: J.B. Hutto and the New Hawks. The blues is where

modem music got its start and Hutto is considered the

foremost Chicago style slide guitarist alive. Tickets are

only $3 and that's a bargain at twice the price. Other

shows Saturday night include: Max Creek at the Nail,

Tirebiter at Hangar One, and First Rate at the Wok.

And now . . . (drum roll please) ... the winner of last

week's trivia contest is . . . Janice Hagemann. Janice has

won an exciting new release from RCA, featuring the

The ever popular Atlantics will play at the Blue Wall on Friday.

golden throats of Daryl Hall and John Oates. Janice, you

can come by the office and pick up your prize anytime.

The answers to last week's Name the Rockstar Contest

were: 1. David Bowie: David Jones 2. Iggy Pop: James

Osterberg 3. Stevie Wonder: Steveland Judleins 4. Ringo

Starr: Richard Starkey 5. Rick Beriin: Richard Kinscherf

6. Elvis Costello: Deckland McManus 7. Rick James: I

forget 8. Elton John: Reg Dwight 9. Bob Dylan: Robert

Zimmerman 10. Pig Pen: Ron McKeman

This week's quiz is a bit easier. Once again, please sub-

mit all answers by 12:00 noon next Wednesday. Good

Luck!
1. What famous, influential musician turned 100 this

week?
2. What Beatles album nearly had pictures of mutilated

dolls on it?

3. What famous rock star went to art school with Brian

Eno? (Hint: He wrote a song about the generation gap.)

Def Leppard makes a heavy metal compromise on Pyromania

PYROMANIA (Polygram)

Def Leppard

By YANETT PENA
Collefian Corr*spondfnt

When Def Leppard's first album, "On Through the

Night," came out, they were acclaimed as the best of the

"new breed" of heavy metal acts from England. But that

was three years ago, and two albums later, they sound like

a bunch of AC/DC clones. Don't get me wrong — I still like

these guys, I just wish they'd be more original.

Their latest album, Pyromania, is an example of one of

the many ironies in life: it's very commercial, the guitar

riffs basically all sound the same, and they've included too

much keyboards. Despite all this however, I found the

album enjoyable.

The opening cut "Rock, Rock (Till You Drop)" sounds

practically identical to recent AC/DC stuff, from the

guitar playing to Joe Elliot's Brian Johnson imitation.

"Photograph," the album's current single, is quite melodic

and is probably being spun around on AM station turn-

tables. "Stagefright" begins with the roar of an audience

and is the only "fast" tune on the record.

The rest of side one is pretty much the same: strong

guitars played at a moderate pace with similar rhythms,

dripping with overpowering backing-vocals (remember

Queen?).

The second side is more acoustic, especially "Foolin"

and "Rock of Ages" which is dull and too slow. "Coming

Under Fire" and "Action, Not Words" have good

melodies (do 1 hear some variation here?), but "Billy's Got

A Gun" has got to go; the keyboards are overbearing, the

anti-gun lyrics are boring and pretentious, and the closing

sounds like the record is being played backwards slowly.

There's nothing wrong with trying to make a few bucks,

but the overall commercial quality of Pyromania is disap-

pointing. Def Leppard seems to be compromising their

music with every album. They've even neglected a decent

prominent guitar lead on this record; most of it sounds like

background fillers. No wonder guitarist Pete Willis left.

So why do 1 still find this album appealing? Because

behind all that polished production there lies some good

melodies. Although you won't find any "headbanging"

material here, at least the songs aren't as wimpy as

Triumph's or REO Speedwagon's.

Besides, bassist Rick Savage is always nice to look at.

The ever popular tortured Todd effect

Todd Rundgren as the tortured artist.

THE EVER POPULAR TORTURED ARTIST
EFFECT (Bearsville)

Todd Rundgren

By TOM VINCENT
CollcKiaa Sufl

Todd Rundgren presents The Ever Popular Tortured

Artist Effect, an album solely performed, produced and

engineered by Todd Rundgren. Avid Runt fans would

know that this isn't something new. Ever since his

departure from The Naz. Todd has performed, and

produced several solo albums as well as albums for a group

he fabricated called Utopia. He has also done mucho

pnxlucing for groups like Meatloaf, Patty Smith. Grand

Funk. New England, and the Psychedelic Furs to name a

few. My question is. where does he find the time?

Ihe album cover (obviously related to John Lennon's

artistic hardships) poses Todd dressed as John Lennon.

There is little or no correlation that I can see between the

cover concept and the material on the album. Although

Todd has been known to write Boatlesque type tunes, I

think the point he's trying to drive home is the old story of

the public not appreciating, or understanding an artist's

work, or point of view, and maybe John Lennon is a symbol

of that.

The overall content is good. Good, that is. if you're not

familiar with what he has done in the past. My first im-

pression of the album was that Todd sold us short. He

comes up with a big cover concept, but doesn't follow

through with the music. Maybe Todd has finally realized

that people will still buy his albums regardless of whether

they have deep meaning or not.

Don't get me wrong, there is still some meaty stuff here.

He does a great cover version of an old Small Faces song

called "Tin Soldier" almost verbatim. His own material,

the comical "Emperor Of The Highway" which pokes fun at

motor heads and the danceable "Bang On The Drum All

Day" show off his excellence in producing and engineering,

but all this together doesn't make the record monumental

enough to call it a great album, at least not compared to

masterpieces like Hermit Of Mink Hollow, or Something -

Anything

So what kind of album should we expect from a

workaholic? Maybe I shouldn't be so critical of a one man

show. After all in the last year alone the poor lad released

two Utopia albums, toured, produced Forever Now (the

latest Psychedelic Furs album!, and this recently released

solo album. Anyone with that type of ambition deserves

some credit. However, if Mr. Rundren keeps going at this

pace his next album may be entitled The Ever Popular

Tortured Todd Effect.

Rt. 47, Sunderlcinci, MA 665 4937 You imust be 18 to enter.
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i DATE Feb 11, 1983 /"^ ADMISSIONJ

\ TIME5,7, 9, 11 I$1.25@5:00i

1^'

WIN

SOMfONES
H€ART

WITH- A

VAltNHNE

f^OM SWEETIES

/

^ ^:
CCNHCIIONS

63 No. Pleasant St., Amherst 68 Main Si , Northampton

^

TiTCkirNevrSPEEDY LUNCH 11:30-2:30 Dally

Orders Prepared Immediatelv (If Not Sooner)

iSandwIch with a cup of soup Different Every Day
\ Gixy Now Ttiru F»b. 14. 19B3 Olllv ^2 4l

1

Valuable Coupons
Only $2.40

{2 Eggs

2 Pancakes

BREAKFAST SPE ..Al.

^ I 2 Strips Bacon

I
1

Reg. $2.66 with this coupon |

I S Pte*M pr*Mnt coupon wnen ordering. Coupon expires Feb. 14. 1913. Served all day anytlnte. C |

S
\ 1.

iSH DINNEH

: I Our Famous Batter-Dipped Fillets English Style - Served with French Fries, or

^1. , Baked Potato, Cole Slaw, Roll & Butter.

jl Reg. $3.26 with this coupon 2 fOF $5.49
\ I Pleaae present coupon wt»en ordering. Coupon expire* Feb. 14. 1983. Served 11 ai^- l^m C

\

~

ii

I

AX AX AX

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
IN A DORM?

You could bo In Dolto Chi

Wo Offor Opportunitlos

irS NOT JUST A FRATERNITY.

.

IT'S AN ADVENTURE

JfiiwittM^H**'^

]^'"^^^^r3er one greawtew m\t

I Bermuda Burger sii

,r«>-
CK.

lonzB
either reg size at $2.66 l(i 5' ll»

t ««.

—.»• lor jumbo 6 oz size $2.96 get the 2nd one Vi price!
j|

fStll^ MflCf l-iriSrl I Bermuda Burger includes juicy chopped beef on a toasted roll, I
^

^T"" MlilM IBB 1»
I fyii ofder of onion rings, lettuce and tomato | ?

"C txpjree Feb. 14^ 1963 C ^J J

lir

OPEN RUSH
s.,„.Ts- F»b. iOth and 11th (Th & Fri)

6-9 PM 116 Sunset Av*.
i

CAMPUS SHOTFINO PLAZA DoMNetAppty
mi. S, HAMJiY, 28S4SSS To Spwxit.

SALAOS SUIMAIIINES SYRIANS

WIN A TRIP TO
FLORIDA*

I ,
, ^

Fly to sunny PL Lauderdate aiid

courtesy of tfio Sub in AmhorsL
This couM bo your chance to win an

exciting spring breali vacation.
" Entry Manila are available at ttie store,

fiVone out and treat yourself to one of

our tasty subs at ttie same time!— " - - I

Contost drawing will be IMarch 7, 1983 !

.4
'{=^>*^

ilUFREE BOWL-n:
ilU OF CHILI
m 0^ with every whole reg

Jl |2i or dbie. meat sub
ff . purchased

a
SS

coupon expires March 7, 1963

IPMENT
«

Racquetball Racquets
i\ Racquetball Balls

;J' Racquetball Gloves

f ^^ Racquetball Glasses

Aleoaviiable "^^

Sport QotNrtg

Sport Bage
Wi
WhiitiM

TeruHi

i-
BMkelBOT, Soccer

7 Footfaai. Dieeball

Swimming Accessoriee

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

STORE
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Under The Influence By M. Joyce

1

(iftEPiT.

.'^

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

WHAT /i B0Rif4& OAy. I O^T
W/ilT UNTIL QyiTTING Tir^t.

fXCuSf h£-. WOULD
>0C H^Vf /^ WOOD

S«fW THIS S/Z£?
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7^
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/^ BoRwga DAY
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Katfood By ARK
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis

After the Fall By R. Miller

I juiT R£.M€(neecro. .. i tor
Mr Pipe IN VERMONT- • C
perreR 6ro &€ r it

5* »j»-

CROSSWORD
Kdiled by Margarel Karrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Horn sound
5 Spouse
9 Scene of The

King and I

'

13 Doutjie possessiv*

14 Spanish province

16 Groundless
17 Things to get

down to

19 Pinky and Peggy
20 His, in Nantes
21 Numerical prefix

22 Splinters

24 British prisons

26 (ideles

27 Excuse for not

appearing in court

K Worker on certain

chairs

32 Road sign

33 Upright post

34 Road sign

38 Parkway
39 Eastern name
40 Soccer star

41 Nine: Prefix

42 Group of devotees

43 Latin dance
44 Writer Marsh
46 Valerie Harpers

roleet al

47 Life s work
50 The People

52 Esters

54 Ocean: Abbr

55 . andsand
buts

56 Engagennent

symbol
59 Toy
62 Scot, tor one
63 Fourteen pounds
64 Kind of book

65 Words of

enlightenment

66 initials in UN
67 Talk wildly

DOWN
1 Hairstyles

2 River into the

Seme
3 Periods in

history

4 Letter writer's

letters

5 Supervisor of

a kind
• 6 To no

7 Twitch

8 Brotherhood
members

9 Symbol of wealth

10 fixes

n On the qui Vive

12 Mass, in a Pans
church

15 Not on an

even keel

18 Sober
23 Food fish

24 Rare bird

25 Shellfish

27 Literary Jane
28 Hill in

Jerusalem Var

29 Actor Connery
31 was in

the beginning

33 Hawaiian island

35 Care for

36 Gymnast Korbut

37 Chick

42 Editor s marks
43 con carne

45 Obtain

46 Newsman Dan
47 Welsh dog
48 A.K A

49 Popular name
in Pans

51 Grassy spots

53 In

55 Virginia willow

56 Kind of tart

57 Spanish
moralist

60 Numerals, for

short

61 Mideast land:

Abbr

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 I

15

23

9 10 11 12

hr 14 16

17

I
24

18

25

30

19

70 21 22

31

33

26

?7 28

1
42

1
43

^^^
32

1 1
46

34 35 36 37

38 39 40

41

44

51

P
50

P
55 P 57

47 48^

61

5Z 54

sa 59

1
62 63 64

6S 66 67

1 1 _.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE weather

Mostly sunny today.

Highs 20 to 30. Clear

tonight. Lows zero to 20.

Friday, sunny then
clouding up. Highs 20 to

30.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
BREAD BUFFET

Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteaic

Special

BASICS DINNER
BREAD BUFFET
Stir Fry Vegetables

andTofu
Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce

Collegian Jobs Available

The CoUegian still has a few paid

positions available for this semester. Some

require experience, others do not.

Associate News Editors (3): Some

experience required. Low pay, long hours.

Drivers: No experience needed. A car is

necessary. Late night hours.

Librarian: No experience needed.

Applications are available at the front

counter of the Collegian, 113 Campus

Center, and must be returned by 3 p.m.

this Friday, Feb. 11.

Th« Coll«g)Rn \i »n equ«l opportunity employer
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Men gymnasts lose third straight
John Macurdy a bright spot

By ELLEN RICHARD
ColleKiwi SUM

It was another frustrating night for the

University of Massachusetts men's gym-

nastics team on Tuesday as it lost to

Southern Connecticut State College

264.25-243.50 to record its third loss m a

row.

The slumping team was not as disap-

pointed with the loss as it was with its per-

formance. The Minutemen started the

season off well with three victories in their

first four meets but things have tumbled

down hill ever since and coach Roy Johnson

is bewildered with his squad's inability to

hit its routines.

"I was disappointed with their perfor-

mance," Johnson said. "I don't know why
these guys can't just go out and do their

routines. I'm almost dumbfounded in a

way."

UMass would have had a difficult time

defeating Southern Connecticut even if it

were top notch in its performing because

SC is currently undefeated and has a

number of top g>'mnasts on its squad.

Although UMass performed well overall

in the floor exercises, SC came up with

some strong performances to capture the

event by three points. However, UM did

have the highlight of the exercises. 1982

floor champion John Macurdy took first in

the event with a 9.55 which beat the score

of Southern's Matt Biespiel, a U.S. Na-

tional Team member, who scored a 9.5.

Macurdy is tied for fifth place in the NCAA
East with that score.

The pommel horse event was very

frustrating for the men. The best the

Minutemen could do was a fifth place finish

by Bert Mathieson with an 8.6. The team

totaled 36.05 for the event.

"I don't know what I'm going to do about

pommels," Johnson said. "That hurts

when your scoring is that low. We should

be doing 40 (points) in pommels."

The Minutemen continued to have a loss

of concentration in the still rings and

vaulting events. Co-captain John
McGonagle, still rings specialist, had some
problems with his routine and scored an 8.6

which got him a fifth place finish.

McGonagle is currently third in the NCAA
Eastern gymnastics leaders with a 9.65.

The UM team had some trouble landing

on its feet in the vaulting event. SC had no

trouble at all as the team scored a 47.45

total which broke the old school record of

46.05 established in 1980. Mike Guzman led

the way for Southern with a 9.85 which

also broke a school record of 9.75.

Macurdy took sixth place for UMass with

a score of 9.05 which placed behind the five

SC performers.

The parallel bars event was a close one as

Connecticut began to run out of steam.
Biespiel was still going strong, however,
and took the event with a 9.5. Mathieson
followed behind Biespiel in second place

with an 8.85 and Willie Stevens placed
fourth with an 8.5.

The Minutemen overcame SC in the high

bar to win the event. Biespiel finished first

with a 9.4, and had an all around score of

54.25. Mathieson, who scored 51.35, placed

second with a 9.0. Macurdy took third with

an 8.9 and Lew Wingert scored an 8.75 for

a fourth place finish.

"They've got to just keep working,"
Johnson said. "They're a little young yet in

their routines."

The team's next meet is this Saturday at

2:00 p.m. at Cortland State.

Photo courtMT of Sporti Informmlion

Bert Mathieson doing his ring routine earlier this gymnastics season.

' •nlimtftf from juujf JO

semester, with what the Puck the defen-

ding champions.

Squash entries are due on the 10th and,

while we are on the subject of raquet

sports, raquetball ended last semester,

with Andy Gianino the undefeated men's

champion and Ruth Berggren the

women's.

And finally, in keeping with the recent

weather binge, I am glad to report that

cross-country skiing will take place on this

coming Monday, snow permitting. If a sud-

den melting ensues, it will be cancelled un-

til the third day after the next snowstorm,

which will probably be in April. For further

information, call Boyden Gym at 5-2693.

BARSELOTTi'S
Thursday Night Special

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of beer

with this coupon

DONT FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER!

Th* G«n«rQl Education discussion isn't ov*r y*t, in fact, it's

Just beginning.

Whether or not the Faculty Committee's proposal is approved

this semester, the General Education issue will continue to be

debated on this campus. Students CAN make the difference in

the General Education reform. As the wearer of the shoe, we
know whether it fits, right?

Th* studont task forc« on Qonoroi Education Is Initiating a
campaign to involvo tho campus community In tho doboto.
It offocts youl

Got Involvod. Contact:

SCEUX
Ellon Nylon, Acodomlc Toom

545-0041

SGA
Mounyo Sulllvonr Acodomlc Affairs Commlttoo

545-0042
• credits available Deadline: Friday, Feb. 25

I

I

I

I

I

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

80 Buick 4 cyi & speed only 2,000$ call

546-1068

Volkswagon Superbaetle - good condi-
tion $1,800 549-3503 eves. Rebuilt engine,
luxury edition

75 VW Scirocco, silver, exc cond 4 spd,
30-f mpg, Blaupunkt AM/FM stereo
cassette, 5-0097 day, 6-9984 eve

BELLyGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-
wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CRIMSON TRAVEL
~

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona
$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Steph 549-5320

DISCRIMINATION
~

Experiencing sexual discrimination?
Want to do something about it? Men and
women contact the Collegian Women's
Dept. at 545-3500 All replies will be kept
confidential

ELECTIONS
~

Presidential/BOG /Residential Commit-
tee nomination papers are available 420
SUB until Feb. 18

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Special! Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

348-4405

>Aovio: Gauntlet, Marhar Aud. Friday Feb.

11; 7, 9, &11 $1.

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

FOR RENT

Room for rent in 3 bedroom apartment in

Sunderland rent $130-t- 549-0739

HOUSEMATES WANTED in Sunderland
off bus route call 253-5019 or nights

253-9202 ask for Steve

For rent: one bedroom in three t)edroom
South Amherst house. Male only call

Patrick 253-3124

Roommate/s wanted - room in brand
new Brittany Manor Apt. heat & hot w. in-

cd. $230 for 1 , $156 for 2 - visit 140A2 or call

568-1215 after 6 PM
Brittany Manor room $215/mo for 2 or 1

avail now! 253-2076 Jake or Dave

FOR SALE
~

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 -t- '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253-5369

Down wintercoat for sale excellent con-

dition worn for only 3 months! 546-4767

Onkyo Tape Deck. New, unused. Bought
for $219 selling for $160 call Dave 6-5548

Neil Young tickets, good seats for

Worcester, call Steve 546-6068, BO
Terminals - Why rent? Buying is cheaper.
Zenith Z-19 - $690.00 Zenith ZT-1 $550.00.

Warranted. Call Shore's Inc. for details.

546-4263

Emerson Turntable with tape recorder

needs repair. $20 or best offer. 546-3281

ATARI 800 COMPUTERS 48k RAM
typewriter keyt>oard new condition includes

BASIC cartridge and manuale $499
546-8638

1975 Toyota Corolla 4 door automatic 1

owner car. In running condition, but selling

for parts. $350.00. Call evenings 256-0274

71 Chevelle runs perfect needs windshield
$300 neg. 256-0587 after 10

Cross Country Skiis 190 cm used 10 times
best offer 256-0335

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunbelt £r overseas
jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.
1-716-885-3242, ext. 607

Work-study positions available at

Hampden Theater. Call 545-2803 for inter-

view EOE

Bus Driver Trainee - Western Mass Bus
Lines will hold an application session for

our Spring Training Program. Applicants
should have a clean driving record of at

least 3 yrs, be able to work during 83-84

school year and be a 5-College student.

Session is Thurs Feb 10 in UMass Campus
Ctr R903 7 pm
Budget Committee Asst. wanted 10

hrs/wk workstudy pick-up application in

420 Student Union for more information

call Jennifer Kirby or Chris Sullivan at

545-0341 deadline Feb 14 1963

Earn extra money responsible students
needed to conduct weight management
classes will train call Scott 256-6845

Treasurers Assistant wanted business
major preferred 10 hrs/wk 3.35/hr Apply at

407 Student Union. Application deadline is

2/15! AA/EOE
Work Study 8 hrs. Registrar of Registered

Student Organizations. Affirmative Action
employer. Appl. at 420 SUB 545-0341

The Southwestern Co, the nations

largest single employer of college students

is describing their program for this summer
at 7 & 9 PM today in CC Hotel Room 502.

Avg. pay $320/360/week and a chance to

live out west for the summer with a group
of about 03 to 100 college students

The Campus Center Board of Gover-
nors has six coordinator jobs available in

the areas of finance, hotel h conferences,

food services Er vending. Interesting work
for goc J pay apply at CC817 this week

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory &• shop.
Limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

Reward beret style hat mostly green fuzzy

wool great sentimental value 253-5671

Tl 58C calculator on Feb 7 in GTWR. Call

Charlie 549-4693 reward

Watch - ladies goldtone in MacKimmie
dorm - sentimental value - big reward
546-8528

Red white and blue ski jacket at Lambda
Chi call Robin 545-0046

MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL
RENTAL

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-5755

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

Prompt Service / Low Rates $1.00/Page
5464767

RESUME WRITING

Professional /Confidential /Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or
Newton Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses
call Heidi 546-4785 Keep trying

Will share gas cost from Fitchburg to

U-Mass on Sundays's call Gina 546-4318

ROOM WANTED

Male looking for room, needed immediate-
ly call Dave 256-0620. leave Message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Sunderland responsible easygoing room-
mate(s) nice house near bus $195 -»- Mike
665-3928, 545-0731

Male roommate wanted 162B Brittany

Manor $112/month leave message at apt

FEMALEto share one-bedroom Puffton

Village apartment at $145/month plus

phone and electric (heat included in rent)

Call 549-4621 or 545-3500 and ask for Terri

or 665-8723 and ask for Irish

1 or 2 room-mates wanted to share sum-
mer house in Beach Haven N.J. Call

549-2866

PERSONALS
~

Desperate for Neil Young Tix will pay,

call 546-9308 ask for Lisa

Movie: Come see Airplane Eng. East Aud.
Thurs. feb. 10 7, 9, 11:00 PM $1.50

Je t'aime "The Perfect Rose"
Only first quality fresh cut roses

A Single or Dozen Roses
arranged with babies breath and fern

with box, ribbon, and card

Deliveries Available Valentines Day
orders taken Th, F Student Union

or call 253-9537, 549-0329

When you want only the best Je t'aime

Free Kittens 253-5606

Shady Grady Happy Birthday: You're a

true discipline stay cool and get tanked

Love Danny Horse Boomer Boneyard and
T.D.

Stop Drinking if it's causing problems for

you. Contact Health Education 549-2671

(ext. 181) for more information about the

Student Opportunity Program (STOP).

Jody Thariks for a good place to bring my
friends and party. See you next weekend I

The Big Cheese.

Patrick Happy 19th Hope your 1st at

UMASS was great Love Karen P.S. Yes
you can have my car for the weekend!

Randal, Happy B-Dayl
greatesti Luv ya. She

You're the

Jim It's been a while. It was nice seeing

you at Wooley's. You look good. Happy
Valentines Day. Tracy.

Lisa - Sorry it's late but Happy Birthday.

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
to

R. Lauderdale Spring Break 83

8 Days 7 Nights luxurious hotel

on Ft. Lauderdale strip with parties

at: "The Button", "The Candy Store"
"Summers" "Area Code 302" "Dallas"

"Art Stocks Playpen 'ect. ect. ect.

only $149
tax Cr gratuities included

trans, available non-members welcome
for more infc

LOVERS FRIENDS AND
ACQUAINTENCES -

Send them a carnation. To be

delivered on Valentine's Day anywhere
in Southwest! Orders will be taken

in Hampden Lobby Wed-Fri 11 am - 8 pm
ONLY 75*

JAMAICA
SPRING BREAK

Do it right this year I

For more info call 549-0329

Happy Birthday George
Phi buddy I Craig

Go Wild I Phi

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

SINGING VALENTINE

Send you sweetie a singing Valentine
delivered by members of the UMass
Chamber Choirl Call 546-7249 to place your
order

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,
Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John
253-3718

TO SUBLET

Cliffside Apt 1 bedroom $300 all util

666-8101

TRAVEL

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 round
trip jet and hotel directly on the beach! Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19-29 hotel 3 miles

from beach, car with unlimited
mileage/ round trip jet plus tax and service.

Montreal March 12-14; 19-21. Round trip

deluxe motor coach 3 days/nights in the

quality inn downtown includes welcome
party, extra night $15. Call Bob or Dave @
253-7625

Florida direct by van. 3/19-27. $158. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

$139 round trip Lauderdale limited space

book early hotel available Mike 6-8942

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Ride needed to Philadelphia on Thurs
1/10 or Friday 2/11. Will share expenses.

Please call 256-0195 keep trying eves

Hockey
549-6992

Goelie needed call Kevin

Want money for baseball cards ar>d

silver coins? Call Jason 6-9572

Sincere people wanted to try Shaklee's

new clinically tested weight loss plan and
organic vitamins. Excellent business oppor-

tunity available to market products full or

part time. Call 586-4191, 586-8023,

247,5479, M-F 10 am - 7 pm
Ride wanted to Neil Young in Worcester

this Sunday, will share expenses call

549-1511

Home cooked mealsl Kitchen help need-

ed immediately $$$ call 545-2150/0047

board reimbursements!
-^

YA DOPE YA!

Hope you and your grandmother have a

Happy Birthday signc

WISHES ALL GENTLEMEN
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY"

,md lOfJiallv inviirs them to . •

Gentlemen Only Night
Thursday. Feb. 10. 6 to 9 p.m.

FREE SILK SACHET with »nv pof.ha«

( «\v h«T the Rift th.it'^ truly fomantu - itihm.

fiiu- lin>»rif. <iilk>., liHinUfWo.ir. tciUn-s. i amisoU-s

ind tap piinlv. u-.trmcs. .rotihli-*- uiidcrpaniv,

Kiiriir Kli-. .ind >.t<xkiiiB> atnj muih murcl

Wine & Cheeir will be ierved

Come Join Us!

*

( nrn^c Sho| v (upfx-r livfh

2U N. Plcis.int St , ArnhftM. S4^^IS

.>»^«^-

Five College Students
The collegian wants to hear what's happening

at your school. We need writers to cover news and

human interest stories at Amherst College,

Hampshire, Smith and Mount Holyoke Colleges.

No pay, but great experience and the chance to

write for one of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter or

John DiPalazzo at the Collegian^ 545-3500,

weekday afternoons.

l..^.^'^j^r^^^'f^^'^-^^^*>^^-^>^^^^'>^^^^^
.«is»Jtesl'l£/A./ttiivX^S^^
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Men's hoop taking its

act to the capitol tonight
By JIM FLOYD

Collcfiui SUff

It's hard to leave home, especially when
home has been so good to you.

But, the University of Massachusetts will

have to fly or die away from the Curry

Hicks Cage nest to play against George

Washington University tonight as the

Minutemen take on the Colonics in the na-

tion's capitol (Washington D.C. for you

non-geogjaphy students) at 8 p.m.

The local team, which has appeared to

come of age during its past two games,
must now see how well it can fare without

the screaming fans that helped to make the

Penn State win and the Rutgers thriller so

exciting.

UMass will be led by this past week's

Atlantic Ten Rookie-of-the-Week, John

Hepmel. Hempel, who has been overlooked

as the top rookie all season long despite

several 20-plus point games, finally got the

nod for his two 12 point performances

against Penn State and Rutgers.

Hempel knows as well as anyone what
the value of playing in the Curry Hicks

Cage is.

"The crowd helps keep you going," the
6*7" freshman said following the Rutgers

game. "It keeps the intensity going know-

ing that there are 5,000 maniacs screaming

for you."

Another key performer during the recent

surge of UMass hoop has been the leader-

ship of Edwin Green. Green, who has really

become a surprising bright spot in the

Minutman lineup, hit for 15 points (and 10

rebounds) against Penn State and 10 points

(many from the outside) against Rutgers.

Head coach Tom McLaughlin sees the

GW game as a chance to see just how far

his team has really come.

"I think we're gonna have to look at

Wednesday night when we play George

Washington to see if we keep up the inten-

sity," McLaughlin said.

In all probability, the starting lineup of

the past few games will remain intact for

tonight's contest. Green will handle things

in the middle, Horace Neysmith and

Hempel will play at the Forwards, and Ron
Young and floor leader Donald Russell will

be in the backcourt.

Unfortunately for Minuteman basketball

fans, WMUA will not be carrying the

game, but you can hear all the action on the

Minuteman Network (WHMP 99 FM).

Is there life outside of the Cage? The
Minutemen certainly hope so.

Student feesnin the
Athletic Department

By JUDY KELLIHER
Collcfian Corrcapondent

Every semester undergraduates are fac-

ed with the inevitable task of paying tui-

tion. Tacked on to that are a number of

non-optional fees. Each year there seems

to be an increase on some part of the bill.

One of these expenses is the athletic fee.

Did you ever wonder what you were real-

ly paying for? Does paying this suddenly

trajisform you into a varsity athlete?

Wrong. It might be worth your while to

know where your hard earned money is be-

ing distributed.

The athletic fee covers almost all the

operational costs of the athletic depart-

ment. On the surface, to unaware persons,

this may not sem like such a big deal. But in

reality it's incredible to know what the

athletic fee involves. From the stadium

ddot, to the membership dues of the

NCAA, to athletic injury care, the athletic

budget requires a substantial nest egg.

Undergraduates do not directly have to

pay to view any revenue generating sports,

bke basketball and football. A snudl portion

of the athletic fee enables you to just flash

the old I.D. card and attend any athletic

event on campus. Within any given contest

a whole host of expenses exist. Unfor-

tunately, the junior varisty coaches, the of-

ficials and the ticket takers aren't there out

of the goodness of their hearts. Uniforms,

office and medical supplies, sports informa-

tion press releases and student employ

ment all fall under the athletic fee budget.

There is something prestigious about

saying you're associated with a college that

has a successful athletic program. Even a

moderately successful athletic program re-

tains some sort of status for the students.

There is no denying that in order to have

a wide variety of athletic programs (which

UMass does), a substantial amount of

money is required. This is all made possible

by the athletic fee budget. It must be

understood that the fee is required of every

undergraduate. Therefore, it's important

to be aware of its role in lessening the

financial burden of the athletic program.

Society has allowed athletics to become

part of our everyday lifestyle, whether as

spectators or participants. For spectators

athletics has become a social phenomenon.

It is not likely that a university can ignore

such a happening. The old cliche "a healthy

body, a healthy mind" is appropriate for

participants in the athletic program.

How many times on a Saturday night

have you looked for something to do? One
alternative is to attend some athletic con-

test. Understand that the social aspect of

athletics is an important mix with academic

life.

Overall, know what the attiletic fee sup-

ports. But more importantly, know that a

well funded athletic program can enhance

the lifestyle at UMass.

Intramural apathy rampant?

.!.!.!.y.x.:.:.>y

By TONY BETROS
CollCCUB SUff

The intramural program has gone

through many changes over the years here

at the University of Massachusetts, but

perhaps none as major as the actual enroll-

ment of the students themselves. Over the

semester, we will be examining this issue,

seeing whether enrollment has gone up or

down, and determining the future of the in-

tramural program in this school.

To use an example, lets start out with the

sport of wrestling. In 1%1, there were 47

entrants. As the 60's went by, wrestling

continued to grow, reaching 218 people irt

1967, 418 in 1%9, and an all-time high of

542 in 1970.

Since 1970, however, enrollment has

declined - drastically. Only 121 people

enrolled in 1981, 78 in 1982, and only 50 so

fu* this aemester. What are the reasons for

such a dedine? Answers could range from

poor communication by the department to

bck of interest by the students. Is this the

/^

direction of intramural sports in general?

Or does it vary from sport to sport? More
to come in upcoming articles.

Speaking of wrestling, entries for this

semester are being taken until Monday,
Feb. 14. The weigh-in will be one week
later, and matches start on the 22nd. Prac-

tice will be avasilable Tuesday and Thurs-

day from 6-7 PM. Lets see more than fifty

people this semester, or else we may not

see wrestling, period.

In other intramural news, while the

Minutemen continue their quest for the

Atlantic 10 crown, the men's 5-on-5 in-

tramural basketball league is in full swing.

Looking for their fourth straight victory

will be CQ-4, and with returning players

like Garry Pearson, Dwane Lopes, Grady

Fuller, and others, Uiey will be tough to

beat.

Ice Hockey will start up again this

Continued on page 18

Calletpan photo by David Dt«b«r

Bobby Braun scores two of his eleven points during Saturday night's

heartbreaking loss to Rutgers at The Cage.

Broadway Joe won't

play Canton this year
By ELLIOTT KALB

CallcciM SUff

Joe Namath. Say the name slowly in

front of a mirror so you can see how ma-

jestically it rolls off the tongue; as befit-

ting one of the greatest to ever play pro-

fessional football.

I'm sure many of today's sports fans

can remember the perfect dropback style

of passing Namath employed during his

13 seasons in the NF'L.

Over last weekend, five new members

of the Pro Football Hall of Fame were

elected. Paul Warfield, Bobby Mitchell,

Sid Gillman, Sonny Jurgeson, and Bobby
Bell were elected into the Hall. Joe

Namath was not.

Joe Namath was the only one of the six

finalists up for election in the complex

balloting used by the Hall of Fame elec-

tion committee, not to be voted in.

This is clearly an asinine situation:

Broadway Joe, a man synonymous with

football, with the New York Jets, with

Broadway, class, and bravado. On what

basis could the 29 member committee (a

news media representative from each of

the 28 NFL franchises plus one represen-

tative of the Pro Football Writer's

Association) not elect Namath?
Statistics: Even with knees that were

held together with Elmer's Glue and rub-

ber bands, Namath passed for 27,663

yards, more than eight other Hall of

Fame quarterbacks. He threw 173

touchdown passes, as many as four other

Hall of Fame quarterbacks.

Championships: Super Bowl III belong-

ed to Namath and the Jets. As 17 point

underdogs to the Baltimore Colts,

Namath guaranteed a victory and
delivered, 16-7. How many Super Bowls

did Fran Tarkenton or Sonny Jurgenaon

win? Zero. Namath was a winner.

Historical Significance: The American

Football League (AFL) merged with the

established NFL only one year afer the

Jets and Namath put the infant league on

equal footing by beating the NFL cham-

pions.

More than that, Namath set a standard

for future quarterbacks to follow. In the

mid 70's, when the Jets were a bad team,

Namath still put fear into the other

team's defenses. More than any one single

player, Namath could make a bad team
play adequately; an adequate team per-

form miraculously.

No one read defenses better or picked

up the blitz better. No one was a fiercer

competitor. At the end of his career, he

tried to bring the Rams over the hump for

one more championship, but his laiees

decided otherwise.

Broadway Joe played for Bear Bryant

(B.J. and the Bear) at Alabama, and
Bryant's death two weeks ago has put the

Hall voting in perspective for Namath.
"I'm flattered that I was considered,"

said Namath to reporters as he added,

"Winning a championship was always all I

wanted to do and I was fortiinate enough

to have accomplished that."

I have no plaque or speech or banquet to

present to Namath. There will be no press

releases or television coverage to trumj)et

the announcement. There is just the

knowledge that for me (and millions like

myself) Namath contributed to some
wonderful memories.
Joe Namath would be a unanimous

selection in my Hall of Fame.
TRIVIA: Name the only football players

who played in a Super Bowl game and are

now enshrined in pro football's Hall of

Fame.
Editors Note: Responses should be left at

the Collegian Sports Desk. The person

who names the most will be the winner.
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Beacon Hill agriculture

summit held at UMass

Collegian photo bjr Drew Oficr

The sun last week peaked from behind clouds and silhouetted the

Southwest towers and Whitmore flagpoles. Don't look for the sun this

weekend, however. A winter storm watch is in effect.

By TAMI BORTON
Collegian SUff

The state Legislature's Joint ('ommittee

on Agriculture and Natural Resources

chose the I'niversity of Massachusetts to

host a program held here yesterday and

Wednesday because it is "the flagship of

the state's higher education system," said

Representative William Nagle,
D-Northampton, committee chairman.

"The University is very helpful to us as

legislators because it provides unbiased in-

formation on various topics of concern we
don't see in politics," he said.

The Program for the Agriculture and

Natural Resources Legislative Committee,

held Wednesday and Thursday of this

week, is the second such program held at

UMass.
"The committee requested their pro-

gram be held here because the topics they

wished to cover are a car'oon copy of the

College of Food and Natural Resources,"

said Joseph S. Larson, chairman of the

forestry and wildlife management depart-

ment and member of the program's steer-

ing committee.

The program provided a chance for

legislators to find out the extent of work
being done in several areas of concern and
was a source of ideas for their districts.

"I am enthusiastic about finding students

from our area to study its growth, as was

done at UMass," said Rep. Forrester

Clark, (R-Hamilton).

"This program piqued my imagination on

things in my own district and in voting on

appropriations," he said, "and a a

Republican, I am very happy to see value

for the dollar in the topics researched at

the University and ideas presented."

Nagle said, "The wealth of knowledge
presented to us hit upon some prime areas

of concern, such as hazardous waste and
agricultural land use. I would highly recom-
mend the University resources for similar

programs with other committees."

Staff people from the legislative commit-
tee presented the College of Food and
Natural Resources with topics they wished
to have covered, Larson said. "The pro-

gram was a 'show and tell' of our research,

a lot of which directly supported research

of state agencies," he said.

The agenda included talks and displays

on environmental, agricultural and rural

issues such as The Economics of Hazar-
dous Waste, the Role of Soil Morphology in

Waste Disposal and the Extension Local

Government Program.
In the future, the joint committee hopes

to invite faculty and students from the col-

lege to Boston to present information on
problems which might come up, Nagle said.

"My only regret is that we did not have
more time," Nagle said. "I hope to make
the program an annual event."

Colorado's Hart schedules UMass appearance
By E.L. BIRK

Collecian Staff

Potential 1984 Presidential candidate

Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., is scheduled to

speak at the University during the first

week of March, a spokesman from

Students for Gary Hart said yesterday.

Bradley Jacobs, co-president of the

newly-formed Recognized Student
Organization, said he expects Hart to an-

nounce his presidential candidacy Feb. 17.

The subject of Hart's lecture is unknown
but 20-year-old political science major

Jacobs said Hart will speak some time bet-

ween 10 a.m. and noon on March 4, in the

Student Union Ballroom. Hart's UMass ap-

pearance is to be his only Amherst area

campaign stop, Jacobs said.

If Hart announces his candidacy he will

be in the company of Sen. Alan Cranston,

D-Califomia, who announced his candidacy

two weeks ago. Cranston became the first

officially registered presidential contender

with that announcement.

In accordance with RSO regulations, the

Hart supporters had to have a stated pur-

pose before the RSO office would accord

them recognition. Jacobs said, "We're in-

terested in working for the best candidate

for president and feel that to be him."

Without sj)ecifying details, Jacobs said

Hart's major platform planks will include

arms control, tax reform, military reform

and energy policy.

Hart has been heralded by political spec-

tators in the press as a presidential

hopeful. His possible candidacy became

more certain aJfter Sen. Edward Kennedy,

D-Mass., disqualified himself this fall from

any consideration as a presidential can-

didate. Other strongly-suspected potential

candidates include Sen. John Glenn,

D-Ohio, former Vice President Walter

"Fritz" Mondale and former Fla. governor

Rubin Askew.

Spokesmen for Students for Gary Hart
said they will staff a table several times

weekly on the Campus Center ct)ncourse to

distribute leaflets and solicit support for

Hart.

If Hart enters himself as a candidate, one
of the first official actions by local political

activists that will test his popularity April 9

when the Massachusetts Democratic Party

will hold a straw poll in its Issues Conven-
tion. California democrats already held a

preference poll in which favorite son

Cranston won support.

When bad thingshappen, feelings count
By RICHARD NANGLE

ColUriu SUff

When someone is suffering mental

anguish over a personal tragedy he doesn't

want to hear from a sympathetic friend

that it was God's will, he wants to know
that the friend cares about his feelings.

That was the basic message put forth by

Rabbi Harold Kushner, audior of the

bestseller "When Bad Things Happen to

Good People," to a crowd of 250 people last

night in the Cape Cod Lounge of the Stu-

dent Union Building at the University of

Massachusetts.

Kushner, whose congregation is in

Natick, said he was inspired to write his

book when his son Aaron died of a rare

disease known as progeria. Progeria is the

rapid aging of the mind and body. Aaron

died of old age when he wa.'; 14, Kushner

said.

"When I tried on myself all the reasons I

used as a rabbi I found it didn't work,"

Kushner said. When tragedy strikes people

are more interested in defending God than

in making the anguished person feel better.

Kushner said mankind suffers from a

belief that all men are terrible sinners and

deserve whatever bad things happen to

them. He said we must adjust our thinking

in order to realize that God is not all-

powerful and does not decide who suffers

and who prospers. He added that any God

who did make such decisions would not be

worthy of anyone's worship.

"I don't believe we do God any favors

when we take all the misery...in the world

and say it was God's will. I believe bad

things happen to good people because we
are free to choose what kind of lives we
want to lead," he said.

If you believe human suffering is God's

will, Kushner said, when you see a blind

man you should kick him.

In order to hlep people understand that

God has made an "open ended" and im-

perfect world Kushner asked two ques-

tions.

"Can you forgive people for not being

what you need thei.i to be and love them

anyway?" he asked. 'Can you forgive God

for making an imperfect world?"

Kushner said ho can still beHeve in God

because "I'm always seeing ordinary peo-

ple do extraordinary things.

"The longer you look at the past the

more helpless you feel. (When tragedy

strikes) don't ask why. Ask *What am I go-

ing to do now?'
"

Cadcfian H^to ky Tom Kadla

Rahbi Harold Kushner, author of "When Bad Things Happen to Good
People/' spoke last night in the Cape Cod lounge on wkat to say when
bad things happen andjust how powerful God might be.
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Union head tells truckers to get rolling after eleven days
WASHINGTON (API - Leaders of

independent truckers called a hall

yesterday to their violence marred protest

strike after they won assurances from

nearly three dozen congressmen that their

complaints would be examined.

"You have to be realistic." Michael

Parkhurst. president of the Independent

Truckers Association, said at a news

conference interrupted by shouts "and

heckling from other truckers who said the

11 -day strike should continue.

Acting at Parkhurst's urging, thousands

of independent truckers parked their rigs

Jan. 31 in protest against increases in truck

taxes and road user fees voted by Congress

shortly before Christmas. But in recent

days the strike appeared to be crumbling as

growing numbers of truckers returned to

the highways. One trucker was killed on the

first day of the strike.

"We are officially asking independent

truckers ... to get back to work as soon as

possible," Parkhurst declared after a three

hour meeting of about 40 regional

representatives of his organization, which

claims 30,000 members.

Rising from the audience, George

Sullivan, head of a rival organization called

Independent Truckers Unity Committee,

shouted that many truckers disagree with

Parkhurst.

"He's got a piece of paper that's not

worth the paper it's written on," Sullivan

yelled.

Sullivan, who claimed to represent more

than 35,000 truckers, including most of the

steel haulers, said later that his committee

would decide this weekend whether to

continue the strike.

Other truckers, angry over Parkhurst's

announcement, said they did not regard the

protest as over.

During the strike, Parkhurst had said

repeatedly that protesting truckers would

return to work only if Congress repealed

the tax and fee increases. But he said

yesterday that the commitment from the

congressmen was the best that could be

achieved.

Parkhurst said that a letter being cir-

culated in Cvingress by Rep. Douglas

Applegate, DOhio, seeks a legislative

review of the tax and fee boosts with the

aim of making them more equitable for

independent truck drivers.

Adolescent video junkies

support addiction by crime
TOKYO (AP) — Addicted to Pac Man

and other video games, some young

denizens of Japan's video arcades are

turning tv) crime to support their habit —
with a professionalism police hardly ex-

pected from "boys in short pants and

baseball hats."

In Tokyo, four groups of 36 boys aged 8 to

13 were apprehended for breaking into

homes and shops and stealing cash,

valuables or merchandise in order to 'spend

lavishly in videogame arcades," according

to a police official.

The police report did not mention

motives, but officials say some boys,

discouraged by the rigid, competitive

Japanese school system and having few

outlets for recreation, spend long hours in

video game centers — a habit that can be

very expensive.

In early February, police in the northern

Japan city of Sendai discovered a gang of

five boys aged 10 11 whose criminal pat

terns, they said, resembled adult.

organized crime.

Using bicycles, the five would scout a

likely looking house, car or shop. After

throwing a stone through a window to see if

anyone was inside, some of the youths

would act as lookouts while a chosen

"breaker" entered to steal money or

valuables.

Investigating what they thought was a

ring of professional thieves, police caught

one of the five and discovered the criminals

were "boys in short pants and baseball

hats." according to a Sendai police official.

In 30 burglaries in four months, the boys

netted 9.57 mUlion yen ($39,800), the of-

ficial said. They hid the money in a forest,

and spent it "lavishly" at local video game

arcades, he said.

While police were trying to solve the

wave of thefts, the gang's free-spending

ways drew the attention of another group of

nine boys, who demanded and got more

than $2,600 from the first group for keeping

silent.

Tax boost foreseen to

accompany deficit

SPRINGFIELD - Senate President

William Bulger said yesterday new state

taxes — including a boost in the sales tax —
. might be needed to fill a possible $300

million revenue shortfall in the states 1984

fiscal year budget.

"Rather than wait for chaos and deprive

people of bare necessities, maybe we should

face the fad that something in the area of

sales tax is needed. " Bulger said at a press

conference following a speech at Springfield

Cathedral High School.

Bulger said he has heard indications that

$250 million to $300 million might be needed

to cover state expenses in the fi.scal year

beginning this July.

'

He said the extra funds would be needed

to cover Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' campaign

pledge to increase local aid and to handle a

switch in funding for the Massachusetts

Bay Transportation Authority from a

calendar year to a fiscal year.

Federal busing policy

criticized by Bulger
SPRINGFIELD - State Senate

President William M. Bulger charged

yesterday that the federal court super

vising Boston school desegregation "has

presided over the total destruction of the

school system."

Addressing a model student senate at

Cathedral High in Springfield, Bulger

accused . federal courts of "overstepping

their bounds " and impairing the balance of

power m government.

"The American people don't want to turn

lawmaking over to paternal guardians. "
he

said. "Legislators are elected to debate and

argue on behalf of their constituents, and

compromise to make effective laws that are

the will of the people."

He cited the Boston school busing case as

an example of what he characterized as

court abuse.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Duke appoints Dorsey

as press secretary

BOSTON — James Dorsey, press aide to

U.S. Rep. Barney Frank. D Mass., and a

former United Press International

reporter, becomes Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' press secretary Feb. 16, Dukakis

announced yesterday.

Dorsey, 38, of Eioston worked for UPI for

12 years, eight of them covering the

Massachusetts Statehouse, before going to

work for Frank in January 1981. He said he

will be paid about $40,000 in his new job.

Dorsey succeeds Gerald FitzGerald,

Dukakis' press secretary during the

governor's election campaign last year, who

resigned F'eb. 1 to take a job as an assistant

district attorney in Bristol County.

Dukakis described Dorsey as " a talented

and extremely capable person (who has)

worked on both sides of the fence," as a

reporter and press secretary.

Teen wants to pose;

Tlayboy ' mag willing

BILLERICA - The editors of Playboy

magazine will take a look at a photo of a

high school senior who wants to pose for a

spread in the magazine and wants her

ambition mentioned in the school's year

book.

Loretta Martin, 17, has complained that

Billerica High School wouldn't let her

mention her desire to be a centerfold under

her yearbook picture.

That came to the attention of Dan

Sheridan, a spokesman for the magazine,

who says he personally will take her picture

to photo editors at Playboy. Miss Martin

cannot legally pose nude until she is 18.

Miss Martin said she has retained a

lawyer from the American Civil Liberties

Union to help her

Woman finds second

skeleton in her home
STAFFORD TOWNSHIP, N.J. - A

woman cleaning a house she recently

purchased to open a thrift shop found that

the previous owners truly had skeletons in

their closet.

Josephine Hogan, who bought the house

here early last month from the Independent

Order of Odd Fellows, said she was cleaning

a stairwell closet on Tuesday when she

opened a long box and found the bones.

It w as her second discovery of a skeleton

in the house, she said. Earlier, she had

uncovered a set of bones in an elaborately

decorated casket.

This time, however, there was no

warning about the contents of the box.

because it did not resemble a casket.

"This to me was more frightening than

the first," she added.

Both skeletons arc professional models

with the bones wired together for use in

instruction and research, authorities said.

The bones are used in secret rituals by

the Odd Fellows fraternity to show that life

doesn't last forever, said Carlton Myers,

the organization's state grand seTr«>r\

Jury to resume duties

in Widow vs. Ware
NORTHAMPTON - A jury deliberated

'
2'/2 hours yesterday on whether to find the

town of Ware negligent because police

officers didn't detain a teen ager who

minutes later was involved in a fatal car

accident.

Hampshire Superior Court Judge

Raymond Cross, who began hearing

testimony la.st week, sent the jury home at

4 p.m. The jurors will resume deliberations

Friday at 10 a.m.

Debbie Irwin. 23. a widow from Ware,

filed a $1 million civil lawsuit against the

town, claiming police who stopped the teen-

ager should not have let him drive because

he was drunk.

The defense contended there was no

proof the teen ager was drunk and said

police officers were just doing their job in

letting 19 year old Donald Fuller go.

Fuller, a Monson resident, was stopped

after he pulled away from a nightclub about

2 a.m. May 15. 1978. Police said he didn't

appear intoxicated, so they let him go.

A few minutes later his car bounced off a

telephone pole and collided with the Irwins'

car. Fuller. Mrs. Irwin's husband. Mark,

19, and their 18 month old daughter. Misty

Jane, were killed.

"It was Mother's Day, and my family

ended in a split second, " the young widow

testified last week.
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UMaas graduate student Bill Waller examines merchandise at the

WMUA print sale in the Cape Cod lounge Wednesday.

Campusmailemployees
citepersonnelshortages

as Cupidapproaches
By ERIC LEHAN
Collc^an Correspondent

After 11 years with the University of

Massachusetts Campus Mail Service. Ed
Mokrzycki said he has little respect for the

Administration's handling of the mail

services.

"It's unreal." said Mokrzycki. after

returning from his route to the central mail

room in Goodell. "We havent got the

personnel. I can't take a day off because no

one else will do my route."

Most of the mail service employees have

been at the job for more than 10 years and

are entitled to certain amounts of vacation

time in accordance with the policies of their

union, the Massachusetts Teachers Union.

The UMass mail service handles ap

proximately 4 million pieces of United

States and campus mail each year with only

eight full time employees.

"Without student help we'd have a hard

time," said Richard Clarity, director of the

mail service. "We're down several positions

from five years ago."

The mail service employs 10 work study

students in the central mail room as well as

a student from each dormitory to sort the

dorm's mail.

The mail service offers a service to the

various UMass departments whereby the

postage fees from a department's outgoing

mail are billed to the respective depart

ment's account. This service requires much

Charges against Murphy;
SGApost remains empty

time in weighing each piece of mail and

assigning over $500,000 worth of postage

fees to the correct accounts each year.

A $14,000 Pitney Bowes computer

system was purchased last year to speed up

the process but has not been put into

operation because of "bugs" in the

machinery and a lack of employee training.

The campus mail has been accused of

unreliability by some students, but Clarity

said the percentage of mishaps is quite low

considering the volume of mail handled.

Rarely does "some combination of un-

forseen circumstances"" result in

misdirected mail.

Because of the transient student

population, re addressing mail is another

time consuming problem. An IBM terminal

was purchased this month which matches a

local address, a permanent address, and a

student number to any student's name.

This significantly speeds up the re

addressing process which had previously

been done with printouts from the

Registrar's Office.

Near Valentine's Day the volume of

campus mail "increases by about 300

percent. " Mokrzycki said. Usually, campus

mail can be delivered the next day

depending on the delivery times at the

particular dorm.

But for those students wishing to send a

letter to the object of their desire, it may be

too late jiow for Campus Mail Service to

deliver it by Monday.

By GLEN GOLDSTEIN
ColkfiM CorrMpoadciit

A petition has been filed against Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Student Government

Association (SGA) President Jim Murphy

charging him with failure to perform his

duties by Randy Chapman, assistant stu-

dent Attorney GeneraJ.

The petition asks the University

Judiciary to order Murphy to appoint a Stu-

dent Attorney General.

Chapman said he may file a class action

suit against Murphy on behalf of the stu-

dent body.

Chapman was unanimously recommend-

ed by the Attorney General Search Com-

mittee to fill the job last semester.

"For personal or political reasons. Mur-

phy will not appoint me as the attorney

general," Chapman said.

Murphy is not required by the SGA con-

stitution to appoint the person that the

search committee recommends. However

Murphy is required by the SGA constitu-

tion to appoint an attorney general "within

one month after his/her (the president)

election," according to the SGA constitu-

tion.

Murphy was supposed to appoint so-

meone at the last Student Senate meeting

of the Fall *82 semester. Chapman said.

Mtirphy appointed Elizabe^ Hill as Ac-

ting Student Attorney General when Craig

Colbath resigned from the Attorney

General job last May.
"No one complained when Murphy didn't

appoint someone to the Attorney General's

job within the one month period. That

doesn't make it right; that doesn't

legitimize it," Chapman said.

"There's nothing in the constitution that

says, 'If you can't find an Attorney (General

you like, then appoint an Acting Attorney

General," Chapman said.

"I think that Murphy's failing to appoint

an official Attorney General shows

disrespect for the Student Senate. The

students are being wronged here," Chap-

man said.

Chapman has filed a writ, I consider it a

'sour grapes' attitutde on his part. I think

that Randy's behavior is childish," Murphy
said.

"1 am not planning on appointing anyone

to the position of Attorney General," said

Murphy. "I feel that it would be a gross

disrespect to the person I would appoint

and the next SGA president."

Each new SGA president may keep the

current Attorney General or replace them

with someone new, Murphy said.

A Writ of Mandamus was filed with the

University Judiciary. The writ instructs a

student official to perform his duties as

prescribed by the SGA Constitution.

"I have good reasons why the search for

an Attorney CJeneral took so long," Mur-

phy said.

Students overcharged

on Campus Center fee
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

Coilerian Staff

In this semester's first meeting of the

Campus Board of Governors (BOG), BOG
Chairman Ron Keefe said last night that

students were overcharged approximately

$140,000 last year when they paid their

Campus Center fee.

Instead of receiving this money back,

Keefe suggested, students could see it

applied towards the new full costing policy.

Keefe said that last year the Campus
Center fee that all students paid went up $9

from $79 to account for a fringe benefit

reserve cost.

But this reserve fund is now not likely to

be used and John L. Denyse, vice

chancellor for Administration and Finance

at the University, had agreed that if such a

situation arose the students would be

refunded the $9 amounting to almost

$140,000.

Under the current plan, however, the

Campus Center Administration is seeking

to take the $140,000 and use it to help pay

off Campus Center Trust fund reserve

costs. Keefe said he feels this is wrong.

"We want the Campus Center fee

lowered and we want to find other ways to

generate money for this reserve. Students

also pay the debt service for the building as

well as other costs and we really want to

minimize costs all around." he said.

Under the new Trust Fund Management
Policy passed Tuesday by the UMass Board

of Trustees, all of the University fee based

trust funds, including the Campus Center,

are required to set aside 2.4 percent of their

total budget to be given to the campus to

pay for central services. With a total

budget of approximately 14 million, the

Campus Center will have to set aside

roughly $336,000.

Keefe said he will be meeting with

Denyse and Campus Center Director Bill

Harris sometime next week to drum up a

solution of where this money should come

from. "We are trying to get everything tied

up as soon as possible," Keefe said.

Although Keefe wants the fee towered

back to $79.00 for next semester, he feels

that students will probably be charged

about $4 towards full costing on the Campus
Center fee making the total fee around

$83.00.

In other business, Keefe said that the

issue of creating a Computer Center witkia

the Campus Center is currently on hold

because there has been no agreement on

what room to put it in.

Pkoto ky FUvia Sautli

Tricia Ferris, a sophomore business major and floor representative
from Crampton, gives blood on Crampton Blood Day yesterday.
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Duke holds over King aide

as mass transit agency chief
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael S.

Duitakis said yesterday he will keep James
O'Leary. a holdover from the King
Administration, as general manager of the

Boston area mass transit agency.

Dukakis told the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority's Advisory Board

that O'Leary will stay on the job at least

until his contract runs out next spring, and

longer "if things work out."

O'Leary took over the MBTA from Barry

M. Locke, who now is serving a jail term
after a conviction on bribery -conspiracy

charges.

"This has not been an easy four years for

the 'T'," Dukakis told the advisory board. "I

think Jim O'Leary deserves an enormous
amount of credit."

Asked whether O'Leary will remain as

MBTA general manager during his four-

year term as governor, Dukakis said, "He is

general manager and, assuming things

work well, he's going to continue to be

general manager. If they don't... we'll both

be practicing law."

O'Leary told reporters after the meeting
that his job would be impossible without the

support of Dukakis and state Tran

sportation Secretary Frederick Salvucci.

"Prospects for some real improvements

at the MBTA are very much at hand,"

O'Leary said.

Dukakis has said repeatedly that the

MBTA and other forms of mass transit are

vital to maintaining the economic strength

of Massachusetts.

Dukakis said he frequently takes the

Green Line to work from Brf)okline because

it is important for the governor to use the

transit system to show that he believes in

it, and that it is "not just something for

those who can't afford better."

Dukakis also urged the advisory board to

act quickly to put into effect an arbitrator's

award that granted members of the Car

men's Union a phased in 19 percent pay

raise retroactive to January 1981 and ef-

fective through March 1985.

The arbitrator also upheld a management
rights provision O'Leary put into effect

after the Legislature in 1980 approved a

new law strengthening the hands of MBTA
managers.

FHencb &- associates arc itwited io aiJl 3u3dJi
in the Procurement Department at ^ ojfCi to

conc^ratulate her on ihi.s milc^hone event

Levenson bills self as only

liberal in selectman's race
By NANCY GONTER

( olleifUn SUff

Joanne Levenson, the University of

Massachusetts Off— Campus Housing

director, said she will be the only "liberal"

candidate in the race for Amherst Town

Selectman.

Former Selectman candidate Vincent

O'Connor withdrew from the race on

Monday afternoon, leaving only Levenson,

former town manager Allen Torrey and

incumbent Fredereck Steinbeck to vie for

the two vacant seats in the April 5 election.

O'Connor withdrew because he feared

the race might "end up in the gutter,"

according to a prepared statement issued

by O'Connor at Monday's Selectmen

meeting.

Levenson said that she decided to run for

Selectman because she thought the other

candidates running would not address some

issues that she thinks are important to the

town.

"I have a deep concern that town

residents should become more active in

town government and the community, "she

said.

"Students are residents too. It's im-

portant that they get involved in town

government. Because of the low vacancy

rate, students are getting used by the big

realtors; they are paying an unfair price for

housing," she said.

Levenson, who has lived in Amherst 12

years and been involved in local govern-

ment for five, said yesterday she had no

doubt that she is "the liberal candidate."

Everywoman Center offers

support groups for women
Support groups for women wanting to

share their experiences, hopes and fears in

different areas of life are being offered this

month by the Everywoman Center at the

University of Massachusetts.

"A Divorce and Separation Support

group" will be meeting for eight to 10 weeks

at the Everywoman Center. The group is

for women considering going through a

divorce or separation or who have recently

been divorced. Call Prudence Grand at the

center for more information.

"Life Transitions Support Group for

Women Over 40" will run for eight to 10

weeks to help women deal with life changes

occuring during and after the middle ages,

such as career changes, children leaving

home, separation, divorce and financial

struggles. For registration and more in-

formation, call Prudence Grand at the

center.

"Support gn"oup for Women in the process

of Coming Out as Lesbians" will begin

meeting Feb. 14 at the Everywoman
Center. Women in the process of coming

out are eligible for the group. The group

meetings will be an opportunity for women

to share their concerns, fears and joys

about coming out. For registration, call Pat

Hanrahan at the center.

'Eating Problems Support Group" will

meet beginning Feb. 28 at the center.

Issues that will be discussed include

compulsive eating, starving and stuffing,

food deprivation and family relations. Only

women with eating problems are eligible for

the group. For more information, ell

Prudence Grand at the center.

"Support Group for Underemployed

Women" will be offered for eight weeks and

will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday nights at

the center. The first session will begin Feb

15. The group will focus on what un-

deremployment is and is not, coping with

the stresses of underemployment and

helping individuals feel comfortable with

their present life circumstances. For more

information, contact Gerda Kunel at the

center. For more information about any of

the support groups or about any of the

other services provided by the

Everywoman Center, call the center at

545-0883.
- CRIS SCHUSTER

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very ^^riday

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

n th FIo6r • Campus Center • UMass
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University of Massachusetts senior Kirik Jennes (Yefi) spars with Larry Kelly, a nationally

ranked karate fighter, at a karate demonstration Wednesday night.

CoUiaons aplenty for UMass cops
Police report that a car driven by Martin S. Yeboah, 22,

of 44 Southwood Apartments was involved in a collision

with a car driven by James E. Owers, at 9:25 a.m.,

Wednesday. Damage to both cars was estimated at less

than $200, police said.

The windshield of another car was reported shattered

by a snowball shortly after midnight Thursday, police said.

The driver of the car was not identified. One of three peo-

ple standing on North Pleasant Street threw a snowball at

the car, police said. No charges have been made in the inci-

dent.

A window valued at $21 was broken in Baker Dormitory
yesterday, police reported. The window was broken by an
unidentified man after a resident refused to open the lock-

ed back door for him, police said.

A typewriter that was reported missing on Tuesday

from the Special Education Department in Hills South

Building was found in a department cabinet.

Amherst Fire Chief Gerald A. Sanford's car sustained

more than $500 worth of damages after a truck backed in-

to it at 6:20 p.m., Wednesday, Amherst police reported.

The car was parked in its traditional spot in front of tlie

Fire Station in Amherst center when the truck driven by

Emmanuel Papacostas, 32, of East Hartford, Conn.,

struck it, police said.

Police report that a car driven by Stephen Kirissy, 27, of

Laconia, N.H., failed to negotiate a turn on Flathills road

and struck a tree, police said. The left side of the car was
damaged but Kirissy was uninjured.

Joseph Moran, 21, of Pittsfield was injured after the car

he was driving struck a mailbox on Meadow Street, police

^•^ - LAURIE FISHER

Health Services

physician

dead at 42
By JIM FINKLE

Colleiriui SUff

University of Massachusetts Health Services physician

Anthony M. Melchionda died at Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton yesterday following a long illness.

Melchionda, 42, was a senior staff physician for the

University Health Services and had worked there for 10

years. Until a year ago he also served as Director of

Medical Services for Hampshire College.

"We were shocked to hear of his death," UMass Medical

Director Thomas C. McBride said yesterday. "We were

aware of his illness, but he had worked until noon on

Tuesday. Tony was one of the most popular physicians and

he made a particularly strong impression on many students

interested in becoming physicians."

Melchionda. his wife Michele and their two children,

ages 12 and 13. have lived in Amherst since 1973. He was

instrumental in establishing the modern ambulance service

operated by the Town of Amherst and worked on many
issues affecting the physically handicapped.

"Tony took a special interest in the Town of Amherst's

ambulance service. He provided many hours of special

training for the people operating the service and

frequently offered advice to the fire department on this

subject," McBride said.

"Doctor Melchionda also had a strong concern for the

affairs of the handicapped that may partly have been a

result of his serving in a forward evacuation hospital while

in Vietnam." McBride said. Melchionda served with the

U.S. Army Medical Corps in Vietnam in 1970.

University Health Services Executive Director Barry

W. Averill said Melchionda was loved by many troubled

people because of his sensitive nature.

"Doctor Melchionda was noted for his humaneness and

caring," Averill said.

Melchiond?. served in an orthopedic residency at Albany

Medical Center from 1971 to 1973 and then came to UMass.

He was graduated from Kings College in Wilkes Barre,

Pennsylvania and received his M.D. from the George

Washington University Medical School in Washington.

D.C.

Melchionda held an academic appointment at UMass in

the area of exercise physiology and was interested in

sports medicine.

Mn.
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WED FEB 23
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

ON SALE FEB 10
GENERAL PUBLIC 10.00

UMASS STUDENTS 8.00
* Limit 2 per person

NO CAMERAS. FOOD. DRINK OR SMOKE PLEASE
PRODUCED WITH THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

DukcL

Ellington
Commijtec

Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Amherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

Student Union Ballroom

SMOKING JAZZ WITH. . .

THE NEW YORK

HOT TRUMPET
REPERTORY COMPANY

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only: $3.00 Students, $4.00 General Public

9t 0!*-to^
pV̂ v\«

BRUCE PURSE

hil Collins tickets still Qyollobi*

Qt the Fine Arts Center Dox Office
Tickets available at: TIX, Fine Arts Center and For the Record

a special thanks to the Board of Governors
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Add Drop Pass Fail Option

Deadline: Mon., Feb. 14

a service ot the Dean ot Sludenls Ot«1ce

SAATHWARgS
FABRIC S, VAItN

L^JIM^^^Q^

aOlTWOOO MMIJ( • AMHERST JMMKI

hcs changed its name to / .

1And because this is juch
J

/

a major event, we're having 'our first

annual yam b- fabric sale. Starting Sat.

Feb. 12, 198T. As well as special savings

throughout the store you'll find

Reynolds Lopi Wool

20% off

Salrmdi Frb H

J:7n'.'9j/X2P^ffKiija'^riPfTf.'>^^r^

UMASS SKI CLUD

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 63

6 Days 7 Nights

Luxurious Hot*l on th* strip

only

S149
tax included

(wQtch for hiddon cost

on othor trips)

TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE
(corpool, bus, flight)

Hon-Members
Welcome

For mor* info coll

5-0407

,

Friday. Februarj- 11, 1983

"TlieBtttCluMwfwd" MENU

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs
6 pm - 8 pm

Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

Hot Gr Sour Soup
Beef with green pepper
Chicken Pen Fried Noodete
Sweet h Spur Chicken
Chineee Style BBQ Pork
Pen Fried Revioti

Chicken Fingers

Luncheon Special Cr Take-Out Service
Full CocktaH Menu

Sun - Thure 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri & Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9, Amherst

256-8262

g" aK sz zs acs aoE n

VaUntine's

Day
SpEciAls

SiNqiNq TEUqRAMS
ANd BaIIoons

DcUvcREd
* RoMAMTic OR RisQVE SoNqs
* BcAuriful Bouquets of REd,

V\hV & WIliTE

* SpEciAl Heart SliApEd or

''Be My VaIentine" BaIIoon
* Prices start at $6.90

1 WEEi( to qO - ORdER EARly

669-7664

\

\

DATE Feb 11, 1983 /'^ ADMISSiONj
TIME 5, 7, 9, 11 I $1.25 @ 5:00

;

PLACE aC. Aud___$1,.9DL@J,_^lJj

!

ZK SK az

<w

Beochcembcf Tours pmsknt*

14th ANNUAL

College Spring Break in

DAYTONA BEACH

w^^ -

JBTTOUK
Marek l«-l«

•r Marck l«-a*
a «Owrw) inp N<y% Slop Cr«rw

BoMon
• Cof*W<i'nan«»r> MMW •'XI

aa.iai >gw ir^ntoni

* T>(rw(*rs Mtwaa^ airpon

<r\ .

auaTouK
Marck II-M

•r Marck ia-S7
• «o«"<3 "P aaiu^a "io«Qr coecf

ALL TOirnS mCLUOEi

VAltNIINI -jj

rROM SWEETIES

« FirMOlM

LAND PACKAGE

Ji lof S»»»o ( ' ) N.flM« 11 trw Day* Ina I

It; locatM *r»c»iY or lh» Stnp in D»v«oo« B««ch

• Wdcom* P»rty ixith planry o« FUCI SfEH

. E«clo»iv« l«th Ann.v«fi«ry ID C»r<) Iw fliKOont* at Sh<Vl R«l«jr»nt» Nighl Clu«» •«:

• On camput ratanfitton tvfvtc*

• S«n»c« ol the B««cncomt)«« Sutl

» OPTIONAL UefwtMw. W* Olw^ Wo<M Touf. N«. Cpeo) C«n«w **iw«ui» an* mom
naw« Tr.» ^11 n- T- "i^i* H«r»»wfl ."^ Sly ly'^l w Ka*K«r »i».on *.«

^MKf OOfSXO' •X.^jn •OO.tiOWi l«»«l>0« '« r,««'.J-'tH »NC V»viC(

•f•• DsfSBit IU««lr«« '

M.SO AVAiLASLC:

JET fLiQMT ONL» *»•"
BUS TBANSPOSTATION ONLT MH"
LAND PACKAOe ONLY •!»•"

MnciudM •> tai Qratuitm and aafv«ca)

AvaHakla
fey DaMBfev tfftk aatf

"8AVEnO«>
>Mi*t k« left eat la ihaCi^^^/
Comact ow ctmou* '»iiw"W'^ 'w f«^««i«"» too*.

63 No. Pleasant St. , Amherst

fit «
rr Mr JVM

rrcvEN
«e-iin
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w
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DBPENDABILmr • QUALITY • SBIIVICE • SINCE 1«M

I

Valentines Weekend Special

)

J

)

15% off all

w/nes featured

one free flower

with $ 25 purchase

at the Cheese Shop ^ from the Cheese Shop

i
and C St C Package Store receipt

i

5

!

C&C
Paclcag* Store
61 Main St

(acrou the street from Piumbleys)

263-3091

(

79 ISAain St
Amherst, MA

offer expires 21 14

iXLitfa^^J
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Collcfian photo by Tnm KudU
Paul Halkiotis, a junior natural resource major, would rather thumb down a ride than wait for

the Sunderland bus across the street from Hasbrouck lab.

PVTA celebrates ten years of service

tomorrow;partyplanned for next week
By BOB OLSON

Collcran SUff

Tomorrow will mark the 10th anniversary of the

University of Massachusetts Transit Service, which grew

from a few old buses into a fleet of modern vehicles serv-

ing the Amherst area. The service is one of the largest

free bus systems in the world.

Local dignitaries including U.S. Rep. Silvio 0. Conte,

R-Mass., and UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey have been

invited to attend a Feb. 18 luncheon commemorating the

event.

The bus service began in 1969 when the student senate

established the Student Senate Transit service. At that

time the bus service was comprised of three 1963-66

school buses and two 1956 transit coaches.

From such humble origins the service was enlarged, to

serve the off campus population, on February 12. 1973.

The expansion was made possible through funds provided

by an Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UM-
TA) Demonstration Grant. Co-directors of this grant were
Dr. Paul Shuldiners, professor of civil engineering and Dr.

William Goss, professor of mechanical engineering, accor-

ding to William Barrett, director of transportation and
parking.

Rapid growth of the system was continued when an
operating contract between the University and Pioneer
Valley Transit Authority was secured in 1976. Funds from
that grant purchased 26 new buses and helped to con-

struct the $1.7 million bus maintenance facility.

The modern facilities and coaches allow the bus system
to run 36 transit coaches on 12 routes serving seven com-
munities. Every day the 140 student drivers whisk 23,000

people to and from campus. In one year the UMass transit

system estimates it performs approximately 4.1 million

passenger trips.

The capital needed for funding this shuttle service is

supplied by the PVTA. the University, the University

parking system and an $1 1-a-semester student fee.

New director finds
UMass press job

refreshing"
By PAULA HOYT

Collepan SUff
,

After seven years at the University of Washington as
press editor, Bruce Wilcox has found a "refreshing
change" as the newly-appointed director of the University

of Massachusetts Press.

"I saw the job as an excellent possibility to be associated

with a smaller press that enjoys a fine reputation," Wilcox
said.

Wilcox began in January as the press director, review-

ing manuscripts for scholarly books published at UMass
and marketed on a small scale throughout the country.

"We receive over one thousand submissions and pro-

posals for books every year," Wilcox said.

Wilcox said of the manuscripts submitted to the Univer-

sity Press, only about 25 per year are actually published.

"UMass Press is a small organization compared to some
other universities which produce hundreds of books an-

nually." Wilcox said.

"Our criterion is the quality of the books and some of the

best ones come from the smaller presses," he said. "Mak-
ing a profit is not the ultimate reason for this press."

One common misconception is that the University Press

prints only textbooks and material by UMass professors,

Wilcox said.

"We do not print textbooks at all and only one third of
the book authors are from this campus," Wilcox said.

ine books are written by scholars for other scholars

within specialized fields. The press also designs and pro-

duces books which appeal to a more general audience, he
said.

After the manuscripts are approved by the editorial

board, the printing of the books is handled by large com-
mercial printers contracted by UMass Press.

There is a warehouse in the library tower where the

books are then stored and shipped, Wilcox said.

"We are the publishing arm of the university and are

constantly on the lookout for worthwhile manuscripts," he
said.

Wilcox said that he particularly likes the small staff at

UMass Press as compared to larger ones such as the

University of Washington.
"The eleven member staff here has lively interaction

and an informality that's refreshing," he said.

Wilcox graduated from Harvard University in 1969 and
worked for Franklin Book Programs, a large textbook

organization in New York, prior to his work with the

University of Washington.

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.
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C indy

ibacco

( '.rds

(.diendars

Cassette Tapes

Books

Backpack?

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas
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Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Amherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only $3.00 Students

$4.00 General P<

.Student Union Ballroom.

Located in tne

Student Union

Convenient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:30 am to 10:00 pm

Many other items available

545-2528

LiaUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

the

mini btore
|

Budweiser 12 oz. cans

Miller or Miller Lite

..$11 .00 case + $1.20 deposit

. . $10.50 case + $1.50 deposit

$8.80 case + $1 .20 deposit

$8.99l.75L

SchlitZ 12 oz. cans

Gin or Vodka 80°

Bolla Soave or Rose

Large selection of mini, ]

$3.99 750 ml

/a. Vi KEGS $10.50 + up
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FOUR SEASONS
LabattS ale or beer $10.99 case plus dep

BuSCh bts $8.99 case plus dep

Schaeff6r bts $7.50 case plus dep

Old Milwaukee. . 12 pack cans. . $4.50 plus dep

Strogoff Vodka 1.75 l $8.99

Skol Gin 1.75 l $8.99

McGregor Scotch 750 mi $5.59

Myers Dark Rum 750 mi $7.99

Almaden Table Wines 1.5 l $4.49

Riunite 750 mi $2.69

Kegs

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/Liqviors
rtp.9.hadt>;ma./5848174

Free
Delivery

s

THE WORLD I^YOUR CAMPUS

Slide Presentation

Thursday Feb. 17

7:30 P.M.

Campus Center Room 162

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

AROUND THE WORLD:
1983 (Sept. HDec. 23)

'^Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea

• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka

^ Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,

Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece

• Cadi/, Spain • Ft. Lauderdale , Florida

Sponsored by the Im^rsity of Pi»«burgh. Semester at Sea offers students a superior

full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester

experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer

More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of

Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.

Ootional tours including special tours into the People s Republic of C hlna. available

SeCsteraVseL admits shldents without regard to color, race or creed The SS.

r nTverile ts luUy air-conditioned. 18.000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in

FoTa"ree color brochure, write. Semester at Sea. L<:iS. lJniver»ity of Pittsburah. Forbes

Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA 15260. or call toll free (800) 854 0195 (in California call

(714)771 6590). ^.^-^.^^^^^m-^m.^^^^i^mmm^^^^m

Some of our classrooms

aren't classrooms.
1. MarkS'iianship - In.struction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety pro-
cedures, firing positions, technigues of firing, competitive firing and record qualificatioa
(fall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tac-
tics, patrolling, land navigation (night and day), rappelling, airTnobil,e operations, leader-
ship reaction courses, field problem tests, physical conditioning, and practical leadership
experience, (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientatior> Trip to West Point - weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military
and social life of an alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a
parade and attend a home football game, (fall semester)

4. Field Training Exercise tC Fort Devens - Weekeni visit to an active Army post, orienta-
tion to life on a military installation with empha-.is on visiting facilities (museum, com-
missary, rx , family quarters, troop billets, open mess) and an introduction to M-16 famili-
arization firing ."uid t'it^ sport of Land navigation, (fall semester).

5. Mountaineering - instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and
rock climbing t,c.iniques. Advanced student may progress to more challenging individual
climt—^. lacludes a bivouac and overnight exercise, (fall & spring semester)

6. Cold Weatner Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 44-day winter survival school in
Brun.'^.vick, Maine. Ins* ruction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible
vege'dtion, terrain association, s.nowshoeing, emergency signaling, and laind navigation,
(inter jeiision)

7. Color Gud-^d - Participate in area parades and wj Lh University Band at home football
game.'-. Includes precision drill, the manual of ar:-is , and movements with colors, (fall
semester;

8. Physical Readiness - a structured program designed to progressively improve individual
conditioning. Incluues conditjoning drills, running exercises, competitive group condition-
ing activi'"Les, and fitness tests, (spring semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive l^nd navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiar-
ization Icind navigation course and ending with a land navigation course that will challenge
the most competent navigator ^fall semester)

For M^f'c information Contact;

Major James C. Mahoney
545-?'^;V2322

Be
A

Star
•

Become a

star reporter for

the Collegian.

New England's

largest daily

college

newspaper! We
need people to

write news and

women's affairs.

Great experience

for any students

interested in

journalism or

communications.

Come by the

Collegian

anytime and ask

for an editor. It's

easy and it's fun.

Everyone's

welcome.
The Collegian

113 Campus Ctr.

546-3500

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN

aNEMA
Friday & Saturday

WOODY ALLEN
TRIPLE FEATURE

Love & Death 7 pm
Sleeper 8:30 pm
Everything . about Sex

10 pm
See all three for only

$250

Sun thru Tues

It Happened One Night? pm
His Girl Friday 9 pm

Downtown ATiharm

A3 M^

EDITORIAL/OPINION
.Collegian 9

I rOJMD HIM Ldob^;^

Sperm oppression a problem

I
like to consider myself a "macho guy", and especially

like for my women friends to think of me as being that

way. One of the things I stay quiet about in order to

keep up my image as a virile stud is my interest in the

"Living" section of the Boston Globe. Sometimes I ignore

the front page with its headlines of trucker strikes and MX
missiles, and the sports pages containing news of Pete

Peeters latest shut-out, and turn directly to the Living sec-

tion and Miss Manners.
I hope people appreciate how much guts it took for me to

confess this publicly.

Anyway, while I was perusing the "Living" section the

other day, I noticed that on the front page next to the arti-

Ed Robinson
cle on Brooke Shield's teeth, was a long article on sperm

banks. My first reaction was shock over seeing the word

"sperm" in the newspaper — and in such large print (the

headline was "The Debate over Sperm Banks"). But what

was more disturbing was the article itself.

The article reported a new trend. In the old days women
who were artificially inseminated didn't know anything

about the donor of the sperm besides the fact that he was a

healthy medical student with so and so colored eyes and

such and such colored hair. Nowadays some of the more

popular sperm banks, responding to public demand, ask

donors to provide much more irrformation, such as hob-

bies, favorite sports, special abilities and more. I suppose

it surprises no one that women look for the same things in

sperm that they look for in men — at least according to

Letters——————
Comic strip tasteless and vulgar
To the Editor:

We as students of the University of Massachusetts and

avid readers of the Collegian are shocked at the tasteless

UMass Zone comic strip that appeared on Thursday,

February 10, 1983.

If Marc Rollins wishes to write such vulgar comments,

we suggest that he submit his literary work to Htistler or

renthouse magazine.

We are simply amazed that the Collegian would print

this attack upon the female as well as the male population

of this university.

In the future, we suggest that the Collegian review their

"comic literary" matter so that the students of UMass wUl

not be subjected to such ignorant sexual comments again.

Nanci Weglowski
Amherst

Article a front for racist ideas

To the Editor:

I was also present at the meeting, which was reported on

in the Co'l-niav of 2/9/83. concerning the participation of

Prof. Wilce in a South African academic conference. I

would like to add some facts and comments to Ms.

McCrory's good report.

Wilce stated that he received funds not only from the

Faculty Research Council of the llniversity here, but also

from the "Sandy Beach Eco- System Congress." He then

stated that the "Congress" was not an international

organization (though foreigners did participate), but

rather it is entirely a South Africa based organization.

This is hardly surprising as nearly all international

this article.

For example, the article stated that at a certain sperm
bank. Donor 28's sperm is a particular favorite. Donor
28*s sperm "likes to sail, ski and hike and has a nice line in

humorous banter." Another popular sperm is number 26.

This sperm has an IQ in the 170s, is an Ashkenazi Jew and

has made major contributions to research in Medical

science.

I think people are expecting too much from a micro-

organism. To expect a tiny sperm to be able to ski or play

racquetball seems very unreasonable to me. Besides, it's

hard to get a racquetball court on a weekend. Imagine

having to stand in line behind millions of determined

sperm — sperm who are just taking up the sport to

become more desireable to women, not out of any real in-

terest?

As I understand it (which I don't), while Donor 28's

sperm is in great demand, billions of other sperm are left

alone Saturday nights, making themselves TV dinners and

watching Spotlight. It's all very sad when you think about

it.

Take the case of a sperm named Dave (not his real

name). Dave is a nice guy, friendly, a good dancer. But he

doesn't play racquetball, he wears glasses, and he's a little

on the short side (3 microns). Now how is Dave supposed

to compete against another sperm who's tall, blonde, likes

to ski, and is a Dean at an ivy league college? But if you

borrowed a microscope and took the time to get to know
Dave than. ..that's all I'm saying, you just to get to know

him. After all, you can't judge a sperm by its donor.

Ed Robinson is a UMass student

Organizations, which span quite diverse social and political

systems, reject any contact with South Africa. This is

because South Africa is unique among the world's nations

for possessing a legal system which strictly distributes all

political, economic, and cultural rights on the basis of race.

To cite only one example, any amateur athlete who par-

ticipates in an event where South African t^ms are

present will be disqualified from any activities which are

under the jurisdiction of the International Olympic

Committee

,

While South Africa illegally occupies Namibia, and

regularly invades its much weaker neighbors, it invades

the rest of the world with money. John Sears, Reagan's

former presidential campaign manager, now heads up the

pro apartheid lobbying effort in the U.S. Last year. South

Africa spent over $300,000 in Massachusetts alone, in a

futile attempt to defeat the "Mass Divest Bill" (which

passed nearly unanimously, over King's veto, on the last

day of the Session).

The Southern Africa Solidarity Committee calls upon all

organizations of the university community — un

dergraduate and graduate students, staff, and faculty — to

censure Prof. Wilce for his immoral actions, which have

brought shame upon our great University, and to restrain

him from spreading the corrupting influence of racist ideas

(as was evidenced in the recent Collegian article).

As for the graduate student, Andrew Davis, who ac

companied Wilce to South Africa, we would advise him

that attempting to ingratiate himself with the racist

regime whose days are numbered is not a goo<i start for an

academic career.

.lohn Howley
Department of Economics

University of Massachusetts

Going home
to N. Jersey
I'm

glad to be back at. UMass... really! Being at college

is still such a novelty to me that I don't even mind buy-

ing textbooks at ridiculous prices, or dragging myself
out of bed to face a dreaded 8 a.m. class. However, there

are those moments when I find myself thinking about —
and yes, actually missing — Aberdeen, New Jersey.

"Whaddaya cLo in that boring little town, anyway?" asks

my friend, William, (himself from Dullsville, North
Dakota), "Count how often everybody yawns in an hour?"

Hometowns can be pretty tame, but let's face it: living

at home offers some serious advantages that even the

finest university couldn't duplicate.

The most obvious one is lounging around in bed for three

hours after you've actually woken up. The wise individual

will ignore threats of "turtle headache," and utilize this

time spent between the sheets by planning revenge on old

high school enemies, and deciding what to eat for lunch,

(since breakfast-time came and went while you were still

in what resembled a narcotic daze). Every unemployed col-

lege student I know claims to have slept past noon every

single day during winter break.

Elizabeth Luciano

When they finally admitted to l)eing alert, many people

crawled into their living rooms to watch television. This

differs greatly from watching t.v. in a lounge, or an off-

campus apartment, where you can't even pick your nose,

or scratch your behind for fear a complete stranger will

walk into the room. The stuffing that was supposed to be

in the couch winds up all over the mohair sweater your

rich Aunt Edith gave you last Christmas, and empty cans

of Moosehead, (some of them admittedly your own), are

piled so high, you can't even see the screen. And if you

could, it wouldn't matter; the picture's warped, making
Tom Selleck look like Porky Pig. At home, one can slob

around in a bathrobe while watching Richard Simmons ex-

ercise, and nobody tries to switch the channel.

As surprising as it sounds, quiet a few UMies read dur-

ing vacation. (I'm referring to recreational readers, not

Engineering majors who took Fluid Mechanics during

Wintersession and aced the course). It's fun to read at

home; you can select your own reading material, usually

tawdry bestsellers strongly lacking in literary merit. (A

few favorites are Sweet, Passionate, Lusty Savage Love,

and The Flame and the Flower). At home, you don't have

to search for a hi-liter before you sit down with the book,

and if it turns out to be boring, you can decide not to finish

it without worrying about faking your way through a

class, or (worse yet), an exam.

Being home takes the terror out of doing laundry. You
can ask your mother whether the grayish-blue shirt should

go in with the darks, or if it needs to be dry-cleaned. When
you finally give in and wash your clothes, there's no hun-

ting around for dimes and quarters, and you don't have to

wait until the machines aren't in use. (With my luck, Fri-

day night.)

On the tacky side, bathrooms at school just don't com-

pare to those at home; it's like a drafty, wooden outhouse

next to your Grandmother's powder room with the frilly

curtains and footed bathtub. In your own bathroom, you

can leave a blow-dryer and Super-Strength Zit-Zaj^r

around the sink and there's a nice, fuzzy, rug to protect

your sacred toes from the cold, tile floor. The amount of

privacy is unbelievable — you could stay in there for a year

and a day, and nobody'd yell except your brother. Better

yet, residents of single-sex dorms don't have to worry

about the feet in the next stall facing the wrong direction,

when they're home.
Don't misunderstand me - I love the hectic lifestyle

here at UMass, and I'm not like a homesick kid at camp.

It's just that once in awhile, studying grates on my nerves,

and since I don't own ruby slippers, I call my parents to

say "Hello."

I think they appreciate it. And William thinks that they

should have named me Dorothy, given me a dog called

Toto, and pitted me against the Wicked Witch of

Southwest.
, r -r, .,

Elizabeth Lu/nano w a Collegian columnist

r
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GIVE YOUR HAIR
A NEWLIFE WITH A

THEATRES

PPEE Shampoo with any

(D
Style Haircut
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FREE :

I" Reconditioning Treatment|
^1 With any other salon service
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With this Coupon Coupon expires 2/30/83}
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TO MAKE A LIVING.

Tootsie
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MERYL STREEP P'V
KEVIN Kl.NE ^K £

SOPHIE'S ^^-*^
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NICK NOLTE
)• a cop.

EOOIE MURPHY
t« • convict.
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Hypercurricula
Collegian ii

Fri at (4.00 @ *2.00) 7:W, 9 30

Sat & Sun at (1 00 6 400 @ $2 001

7:00. 9:30

GANDHI

llBlSat & Sun at (1 16 & 4 » @ $2 001
""' 7:00.9 46

The Man of

the Century.
Fn at (5:00 # »2.00l 7:30^ -

Sat b Sun at (2:00 b 6:00 @> »2.00>

J.0 7:». 9.56
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Styles by Deborah
g 65 University Drive Amherst
^ Please call 549-5610
c/5 for an appointment.
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800, 10 15
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—

KAl t NELLIUAN

Without alkACE
Fn at (5:00 @ $2 /») 7:30, 9:55

Sat at (2 00 & 5 00 <§> $2 OC) 7 30,

in at (12 45 a 3 30 @ $2 00) 6:00. J»
*

Fn at (4:46 @ $2 001 8 30

Sat at (12 30 i) 430 (§) $2 00) 8:30

Sun at (12:30 b 4 30 @ $2 00) 8:30

i">ebof8h Harry
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VIDJ^ODROME
Fn at (5:30 @ t2 00) 8:00, 9:55

Sat at (12:30. 2:30 •* 5 30 @ $2 001

8:15, 10 15

Sun at (1 »&4:00@ $2.00) 615.

845

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are listed only on the

day they are taking place. Announcements
must be submitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-

ted on the standard form and not submit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-
ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

Today

SPECIAL SHABBAT SERVICES -
Shabbat is a chance to be part of an ex-

pressive community, and share experiences

of the week. Open to all. 5 p.m., Dukes
room. Student Union.

SHABBOS SERVICES AND MEALS -
We have meaningful and warm services

followed by a home cooked meal including

all the typical Shabbos delights from

chicken soup to kugel. No charge or

reservations necessary. Fri. evening

services begin after sunset. Sat. morning at

10:30 a.m. Chabad House, 30 n. Hadley Rd..

Amherst.

Saturday
FREE CONCERT: SALUTE TO EUBIE

BLAKE — Faculty pianist Nigel Coxe will

introduce and play a program of Blake's

piano compositions in celebration of Blake's

one hundredth birthday. Eubie Blake was

part of the flowering of ragtime. He is well

known and loved as a pianist, composer,

and entertainer. The concert is free. 8 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall.

Sunday

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH — All are welcome to join us for

our weekly service of worship and teaching

from the Bible. 3:30 p.m., see C.C. schedule

for room.

FREE CONCERT: WILLIAMS TRIO —
["he Williams Trio will perform a free

concert featuring works by Rachmaninoff,

Beethoven, and Mendelssohn. From the

faculty of Williams College, trio members
are Julius Hegyi, violin. Douglas Moore,

cello, and Paula Ennis-Dwyer, piano. 3
p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The
Church Bus leaves at 9:30 from Prince

House and stops at Hills North, Greenough,

Grayson, Fraternity/Sorority Park,

Cashin, and NOPE enroute to the Amherst
churches. Call VCF, 545 2661. for more
information. 9:30 a.m.. Prince House.

SPIRITUAL DIRECTIONS & SUP-
PORT GROUP - A group for men and

women to examine different forms of

spirituality and how it can be reflected

positively in one's life. 7 to 9 p.m.. 428

Student Union.
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Moniv Python and the

Ho)y GraH

Sooner Or LaterYou'llGet

Responsibility LikeThis.

InTheNavy it's Sooner.

You're maneuvering
445 feet of guided

missile frigate through

the navigational

hazards and non-stop

traffic of one of the

worlds busiest ports.

But you'll dock

safely. Because you
know your equipment.

You know your men. And even when the

responsibility weighs in at 3.HOC tons...

you're ready.

After 4 years of college, you're

ready for more responsibility than most
civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the

kind of job and responsibility they want,

and they get it sooner.

Xavy officers are part of the manage-

ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot

camp, officer candidates

receive four months
of leadership training.

It's professional school-

ing designed to sharpen

their technical and
management skills.

Then, in their first

assignment. Navy
officers get manage-

.N.Wi Ul'lH»KTlNnV
INFORMATION CKNTKK
P O. Box 50()<). Cliftnn, N.I (l7iil.->

, Id rather have responsibility sooner Tell

me more about the Navv's officer profrriim
t<.H.i

Niirni*.

t'ltM I r.«'*i'^«' JVtnl

'

\ildr.- -Apt

ment experience that

could take years in

private industry. And
they earn the decision-

making authority it

takes to make that

responsibility pay off.

As their manage-
ment abilities grow.

Navy officers can take

advantage of advanced education and

traini.ng in fields as varied, as operations

management, electronics, and systems

analysis. In graduate school it would cost

you thousands; in the Navy we pay you.

And the Navy pays well. The start-

ing salary is $17,000 (more than most

companies pay I. And that's on top of a

comprehensive benefits program that

can include special duty pay. After four

years, with regular

promotions and pay in-

creases, the salary is up
to as much as $31,000.

If you qualify to

be an officer in the

Navy, chances are you
have what it takes to

succeed. The Navy just

makes it happen faster.
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Navy Officers

Get Responsibility Fast

Campus
Card.

\'p m.itter vvh.it your srhedule or worklo.td '• vou i.tn

riinv do voiir Kinkinj; >it the new X-Press 24 Kx-.ifed in

the Newm.in Center r.ifefen.i There's only one card

th.it lets vou do .ill voiir rev;iil,ir Kinkin^i .it more th.in

350 X-I'ress 24s .iroiind M.iss.uhusetts the

BavB.inks X-Press 24'" Card

To get voiir i.ird, lusf visit our Amherst Ottiie at

75 Fast Pleasant Street today

ItySomeUhlng Better

MHT.llB^H«.

« «

Sharea sweet heart

with your sweetheart.

^wm V
V

, .... I. :.:.:.(_; ^. .-^w, •', •~. '•' -^ ..' .1. • ( '.:tcO

in ice cream cake Valenime We n clecorale it

wi!h rosehuds and your personal message
Yniir Invp f1 fc.prvr":, thr^ he^\

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

$1. OFF
all cakes through Valentine's Day

28 Main St across from Amherst Common
Open Daily 11 - 10 pm

253-9774

HAPPY HOUI^
February Special

Beck's Light

bottles

2 FORI
2 for 1 Drafts and

Rail Drinks

Great Lunches and Dinners

Positive ID a must
57 N Pleasant 253-5141

Advancement
WITHOUT

AN
ADVANCED

DEGREE

College st'iiKtrs li you plan tofjet a job

alter graduation why not consider

a profession'

'

In 3 months, we prepare you for

t arcers in law. management, linance.

Our 8 intensive courses are

nationally recognized for high aca-

demic quality

Over 90% ofour graduates secure

job? in their specialties Over 5.000

graduates hold positions in law rirms.

banks and corporations In 1 10 cities.

We provide a substantial tuition

refund if we cannot secure a job lor

you In the city of your choice

Guarantee your future I^am how the

Institute can help you advance in a

career Our representative will be on

c;impu>> I chiii.iiN 2^. l^'S.v

The
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training

235 S 1 7th SL

Phlladelf^la. PA 19103

1215) 732S6O0

Approved by the

American Bar
Association

Oprraird b> P«ra l.rii»l Im »

P»niwy1vania t orporatlon

a /u>ou/d like to arrange an inter

view at another time. Please call

me atoneql the phones noted.

Please send me information about

the Institutejor Paralegal Training.

Name
Address

City. State. Zip

College

Graduation Date

( L 1 L
Present phone Pemjaiwnt phone
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I want Gandhi
GANDHI
Mountain Farms Mall

By JANE BUCHBINDER
C'olleipan Staff

It is January 30, 1948. The scene opens to

a somber sunrise over a New Delhi water

front. The ashes of Mahatma (great soul) K.

Gandhi had been sprinkled here just a dusk
ago.

Backtrack some 56 years and retrace the

history of the life of one man and the history

of his country:

In his early 20's Mohandas K. Gandhi.
Esquire, rides placidly on a train through
South Africa. Soon he is kicked off of the

train for being a "black" man riding in a

first class car. After staying for several

days with a muslim friend here, he learns of

the uncivilized,segregated rule his fellow

Indians have been living under.

Immediately, he resolves to change the

conceptions, ideas, and law that the white

Englishmen have enforced in order to

repress and devalue India as a country, and
a people.

The battle is no less than a series of

successes. Under the dictorial leadership of

Gandhi. India emerges as an independent
country. To think that such a complete turn
around could be performed during one

man's lifetime is more than immortally

heroic.

The Mahatma's untainted vision in-

stantaneously penetrates the pollution of

corruption to a lucid justice over and over

again. He fights to attain independence
from England through use of either non-
violence tactics. His response to the
violence instigated by the English troops:

"An eye for an eye only ends up making the
whole world blind."

Of course, freeing a country from the

tight reigns of England's royalty is no easy
task. As Mohandas begins his quest there

. is. unmistakably, an unsettling fear in his

brown, endearing eyes.

The trip is a harrowing one, with several

uncontrollable outbreaks. In one scene we
see a great gathering of Indians innocently

listening and cheering for a non-violence

speaker. Intermittant flashes of an English

troop march towards the peaceful rally.

Finally, stratigically positioned the armed
men open fire shooting unceasingly at the

"thickest part of the crowd" until over a

thousand men, women, and children are

dead. A New York Times reporter (played

by Martin Sheen) writes, "She(India) has

taken all the cruelty England can give and

she has neither cringed nor retreated."

Eventually, however, India too has its

moments of weakness. A group of marching
chanters quickly become rioters setting

aflame to an English police station and

killing all those inside. Gandhi is crushed by

the weakness of his followers and declares

the -second of two fasts until all violence

ceases. "I cannot watch the destruction of

all I've Hved for."

Needle.ss to say that India does win its

independance. Still, the sole force behind

their liberation remains humble, modest,
and even self-effacing, sitting at his

spinning wheel making cotton threads for

cloth. His indestructable belief and
determination, his humor, his loving and
lovable facial expressions — all make
Gandhi the perfect paternal figure leading

his adult children through their most
traumatic birth: the birth of a nation.

"Generations to come will scarcely

believe that such a one as this ever in flesh

and blood walked upon this earth."

— Albert Einstein
Ben Kingsley makes his movie debut in the title role of Gandhi.
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Hin^b
To: All Interested Parties ?55 University Drive

Amherst ^
From: The Hungry U Restaurant 549-5713

^
Subject: Valentines Day weekend special

This Valentines Day weekend Cupid's friends are

preparing a special value for you and yours. We are
^

offering our Dinner for Two from 5:30 - 10:00 pm \

which includes: h

Entree of the Day

Choice of Soup or Salad

Baked Potato or Rice Pilaf
|

% 2 Complimentary glasses of Wine \

^ mention this ad and get2 FREE strawberry shortcakes \
'-'. all for only \

$10.95
\

Happy Hour prices after 9:00 PM each night I

Have a Happy Valentines Day \
S r ffer good Fri - Mon 2/11-2/14 f
<iSff <i£T'Cir'*!::iS^ <feC?^<»"""«'CVi5> «:^c;>"""=?5S* «c?^0"''?3» CJ^r^CtJ-^^si^ (tc^'i^'^s^a©^

Posters

Clothing

Sale!

MEI^ANTILE
AMHIKST CAMUAGI SHOPS

u/^^

rustv nail
Fri. Feb. 11

-present*

Sat. Feb. 12

Stompers Max Creek

Arts
By ANDY GORDON

CollcKiui Staff

The true sign of great film is character.

Writing, acting, direction and all the other

aspects of filmmaking all play into this, but

a film with appealing or interesting

characters is already ahead of the game —
plot becomes almost unnecessary. The five

films I have chosen as the best of the year

all had this incidence of good characters and

character development. They are, in no

particular order, as follows:

Diner — The perfect example of what I'm

talking about above. Fenwick, Boogie,

Eddie, Modell, Billy and Shrevie are friends

who have grown up together. Their antics,

their discussions and the relationships they

have with each other make these characters

irresistible. Writer/director Barry

Levinson trusts these characters and lets

them move and do as they please; he

doesn't lead them into prefabricated plot

formulas. The result is a beautiful little film

that follows these young men of the early

fifties while commenting on such things as

male bonding and the lack of communication

between the sexes.

The film is excellent technically as well.

The period is authentic looking, Levinson's

direction is smooth and the performances

are good all around. Of particular note are

Movies: picking the top five for 1982
„_._.-.,

^"^
or not, the film v

listless and looney roommate. Gloria

Grahame as his daffy mom. Kenneth

McMillan as his dedicated stepfather, and

Mark Metcalf as Laura's lunkhead husband.

Ox.

Joan Micklin Silver (Between the Lines),

who directed and wrote the screenplay

from Ann Seattle's novel, has acquired a

knack for human comedy/drama with a

wealth of pleasing characters.

E.T. — What can I say? I loved this

movie. I'm not crazy about the commercial

overkill, but the movie itself is great.

Steven Spielberg's tale of Eliot and his

friendship with the little creature from

outer space is tender and good spirited.

Spielberg, working for the first time in

years on instinct and without extensive

storyboarding. is in top form as he

choreographs an emotional powerhouse

that could overwhelm most cynics (not all,

but most). Carlo Rambaldi's extra

terrestrial is as vulnerable and real a

character as most live actors could create.

Tootsie — I hate to overlap with John

Hudson's choices, but Tootsie is one of the

best films of this or any other recent year.

Successfully combining comedy with

commentary, Tootsie tells of unemployable

actor Michael Dorsey and his female

Another "small" film that made it big in 1982 was Chilly bcenea of

Winter. Andy Gordon has chosen it as one of the season's best.

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 66B 4937 You Imust be 18 to enter.

Kevin Bacon, Mickey O'Rourke. Steve

Guttenberg. Paul Reiser and Daniel Stern.

Gandhi — One would be hard pressed to

find a character, historically, more in

teresting than Mahatma Gandhi. Director

Richard Attenborough has sought to bring

the life of India's human rights activist to

the screen for years and has finally, and

successfully, done so. Gandhi is

educational, entertaining and. though close

to four hours long, never boring. Standing

amidst hundreds of thousands of extras.

Ben Kingesly in the title role is never

dwarfed. His performance is remarkable.

Part Indian himself, the Shakespearian

actor ages over sixty years on screen and is

convincing throughout. As a pre credits

card attests, no film could completely do

justice to the man's hfe. but Gandhi comes

as close as it conceivably could.

ChUbi Scenes of Winter - Another

"small" film. Joan Micklin Silvers funny

story of obsessive love was actually

released in 1979 as Head Over Heels, but

closed in under a week. This new version

has been re edited and re released to a

national audience and is wonderful.

Superior to the original. Chilly Scenes gives

us Charles and his unshakeable infatuation

for the married Laura. In the lead roles.

John Heard and Mary Beth Hurt are very

appealing. We can see what they love and

hate in each other; and what we can't we

can fill in with our own memories. ChilJy

Scenes touches on universal feelings.

Charles can't give up a love he knows is

doomed; we've all been there.

Chilhj Scenes of Winter is marked by

good performances. In addition to Heard

and Hurt, Peter Riegert is funny as Heard's

counterpart Dorothy Michaels. In both

roles. Dustin Hoffman brings pathos,

humor and insight to his performances.

Neither he. not most of the supporting cast,

could have been better. Of note are Jessica

Lange. Teri Garr. Bill Murray, and Sidney

Pollack, who also directed the film.

Honorable Mentions:

The Verdict — Sidney Lumet's character

study of a down and-out Boston lawyer had

some spectacular elements of cinema:

exciting camerawork, fine acting and an

exhilarating and satisfying conclusion. Paul

Newman's performance as the lawyer is his

best in years and he is ably assisted by Jack

Warden, James Mason and Milo O'Shea.

Vast Times at Ridgemont High — I can't

tell you how much shit I received for

reviewing this film positively, but Fast

Times is really very good. It is funny, it is

honest and it has a wonderful cast of

characters. I felt close to these characters

and I have remembered them long since,

which is an achievement for any film.

Standouts were Jennifer Jason Leigh as

Stacy. Judge Reinhold as her brother Brad

and Sean Penn as Spicoli. Its an impressive

first effort by director Amy Heckerling.

The Thing — Again, this is a film largely

disliked by the critics, but the rapport

created between the film's dozen or so

characters alone redeemed the film for me.

John Carpenter smoothly directed the

ensemble and created a moody and

suspenseful atmosphere. The pictures gore

also came under fire; but it fit the film

perfectly. Anything less horrible or

grotesque than the effects Rob Bottin came

up with would not have been nearly as

«»ff«'rt ivr . ..»..

By JOHN HUDSON
Colleiriaii Staff

Choosing the top 5 movies for 1982 is a

little like choosing sides in a fight-you in-

evitably alienate some and enamor others.

Neither a definitive list nor an exercise in

futility, my choices reflect what I think to

be the most enjoyable, intelligent, and eter-

taining movies of 1982. One note — at

press time I did not have the opportunity to

have seen Gandhi or The Verdict, two

movies which showed up on numerous

"best" lists.

Tootsie Every once in a while, all the

or not, the film will keep you riveted until

its, surprising, very suspenseful ending.

The thing which really stands out in this

above-average seat-squirmer, is the setting

and its important role in dictating the tone

for the entire film. Employing dimly-lit

hallways, rainy nighttime exterior shots,

and a foreboding dream sequence, Benton

drenches the movie in a darkness which

reflects the shadier side of human nature.

If you've seen it, don't reveal the ending to

anyone else. Also don't plan on walkifig

home alone after this one, you never know
who may be lurking in the shadows.

World According to Garp This is the

Dustin Hoffman brings pathos, humor, and insight to his leading role

in Tootsie. John Hudson considers it one of the season's winners.

elements involved in making a movie

(director, screenwriter, actors, etc.) work

so cohesively together, the final product

reflects quality on all levels. Tootsie is such

a movie. Dustin Hoffman, in one of his best

film roles to date, takes a potentially one-

joke movie (man in a dress) and turns it in-

to a witty, farcical, yet intelligent examina-

tion of relations betv^een the sexes and the

problems encountered by successful

woman in a male-dominated society. The

screenplay written by Larry Gelbart

(former Executive Producer of

M*A*S*H) is tight, and sketches

believable characters. Add to this Director

Sidney Pollack's fast-pace(i, smooth direc-

tion and you've got a winner on all levels.

Diner With no large cast, a meager pro-

motional campagin, and a dubious setting

(Baltimore, Maryland), few gave this

"small" movie a chance. Yet, because of

these circumstances. Diner became one of

the biggest surprises of the year. Director

Barry Levinson examines the growing

pains of five young men in early '50s

America. Yet the film transcends these

time constraints and intelligently examines

the passage of youth in any time. The

screenplay is especially noteworthy. Levin-

son perfectly captures "typical" conversa-

tions between "the boys" and uses this as

the cornerstone of an anything but

"typical" movie.

Still of the Night This taut psychological

thriller directed by Robert Benton (Kramer

vs. Kramer) is both a good movie in its own
right and a homage to the Hitchcockian

style. Whether you are a big Hitchcock fan

movie that split the critics right down the

middle in terms of its quality. Luckily, I

hadn't read the book before seeing the

movie as it seems so many critics had.

Screenwriter Steve Tesich (Breaking

Away) has taken this monolithic narrative

and perfectly synthesized it for the screen.

Unlike Popeye which cheated Robin

Williams of a chance to showcase his im-

mense talents, Ga>- • allows Williams the

opportunity to give • most sensitive per-

formance of his b ^ career. By the end of

this amazingly fast-paced movie, the au-

dience is a part of Garp, experiencing his

growing pains, and finally getting literally

blown away at the end of this draining film.

Most probably, my favorite movie of 1982.

Das Boot Unlike other movies which at-

tempt to manipulate an audience's phobias,

Das Boot reaches for neither schlock nor

shock to convey the feeling of

claustrophobia in a German U-boat during

World War II. While other war movies

traditionally attempt to use patriotism, or a

higher moralism to convey the tone of the

story, Das Boot offers no winners, and no

solutions. Rather, it concentrates on the

idea of men within a situation under which

they have little or no control. Add to this

conflict the confining, tight quarters of a

submarine and the oppressiveness of the

ocean which protects, yet entraps it, and

you've got claustrophobia. Taking this set-

ting, the director, using low-camera angles,

and small sets literally shrinks the size of

the movie and brings the audience into the

sheer terror of the situation. This one is

probably the best foreign films of the year.

Gandhi stars Ben Kingsley as one of the world's great ih« n of peace.

Another film which made it to Andy Gordon's "best of hit.
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WITH THE SHAKLEE SLIM PLAN

After testing at 2 major universities

this revolutionary new weight loss program

is now available to you on a first come first

serve basis. This is the only program of its kind

with an unconditional money back guarantee.

Remember with the Shaklee Corporation all

you have to lose is weight. SO DONT DELAY

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 549-65vS5

Valentine'sDayCards
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Under The Influence By M. Joyce

AMERIOVN^lBrGREETINGS
... for that special person

Located in the Campus Center

Open Mon - Fri 9-5

Sat 11-4
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INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Shooter of the Week
Short we 3k: Thursday, Feb. 3rd, Snow day, Feb. 7th & Tuesday, Feb. 8th

Women'? Basketball: Rachel Rivin, Lady Redman -21 points

Men's Basketball: Broderick Turner, GQIV; Andrew Fritsche, Quakers; Paul

Athy, Tigers - tied at 23 points

Co-Rfc'^ Basketball: Women - Sarah Drumm, Motor Morons - 65 points Billy

Shea, Collegian - 18 points

Shoot Straight State Wide "21 " Tournament
Here is your chance to do your part for the American Cancer Society, four

dollars will get you a T-Shirt and a chance to win a pair of sneakers and a

chance to play at ihe Boston Garden. Sign-up at the Intramural Office, 215
Boyden Building. £.,heduled play date is February 19th, Boyden Basketball

Courts, 9 am 5:30 pm. Open Bracket (college age and over) will shoot from
4 pm - 5:30 pm
Squaeh Players' Tournament
Mandatory meeting on Thursday, February 10th at 6 pm at 215 Boyden
CroM Country Ski Race
Snow PERMITTING, on Monday, February 14th at 4:30 pm, in the fields

outside Boyden Building. Course map available on Friday, February 11th.

Weather NOT permitting, Cross Country Race will be scheduled for the third

weekday after the next snow fall. For further information, drop by 215

Boyden or call 545-2693.

Wreetling Entries

Fir>al Deadline is February 14, 1983. Weigh-in 'yvill be on or about February
21th with nnatches to begin on or about February 22nd. Call or stop by for

informatk)n.

February 16th. at 216 Boyden. Br ing your ID card.

^i- Last call for fall forfeit fee refunds:

BREfrm-o-uzn? TBLLS

ne voot^ FL'^MT^ABLe ....
COULD YOU PLEASE EXTING-

UISH YOUR C\GARETTEl

- ;^^5

After The Fall By R. Miller
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and 1 rude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Secular

5 Item to doff

8 Profound
12 importance
13 Neighbor of

Algeria

14 Haute
15 Family group
16 Business letter

abbr
17 Held court

18 Places for fTKKk

trials

21 Take, as an oath

22 Popular portion

23 Tigers or Giants

25 Helen
29 Gone wrong
33 Part of a

child's game
35 Jots cousin

36 Siamese sound
37 Navigation

system
38 City inJudah
39 Sijiliar site

40 Solar di«c

41 Certain noncoms
42 "Tristram .

'

Sterne

44 Neight>or of Wyo,
46 precedent

i l«f.<l i w A«a«li> 1 1an VoOm Mr

48 Ethiopian

province on tfie

Red Sea
53 Exaggerated show

of grief

56 Act suspicious

57 Seller s

admonition
58 Sut>division map
59 Tells all, in a way
60 Piece of property

61 Other

62 Oriental utensils

63 Decade number
64 One on the

look out

DOWN
1 Pad. wed and war
2 Without

(perfect)

3 Pointless

4 Dance or drum
5 Tin

Roof"

6 Palo

7 Culinarian's

measure
8 Winged pests

9 Part of QED
10 Misjudges
11 Foot, toCato
13 SaulteSfe

14 Ultima

(mystical place)

19 Philanthropists

concerns

20 Like an old

bucket

24 Low down places

26 John Silver

27 French state

28 Fleece furnishers

29 Iowa college town
30 System: Abbr.

31 Argyll island

32 Last hurrahs,

in a way
34 Lawn spoiler

37 Exert oneself

41 Stage show of

a kind

43 Porch parts

45 Take
(relax)

47 Make do
49 Home of the brave

50 Recover
51 Takeoff

52 Field flower

53 Poetic muse
54 Where blades

go round

55 This sceptred

56 Helm letters
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weather
Winter storm watch in

effect for tonight. Cloudy

today with snow beginning

in the afternoon, highs 20

30. Snow possibly heavy

and windy tonight and

tomorrow. It may mix with

rain over Cape Cod
tomorrow. Lows in the

teens and 20s and highs

tomorrow 20 to around 30.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH

Garbanzo Vegetable Bake
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Cranberry Sauce

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel/

Mushroom Sauce
• Baked Fish with

Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plat.p

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Cranberry Sauce
Spanish Shrimp and Rice

Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Squares

Baked Fish with

Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese

Cold Plate

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter

or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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UMass"

ImhersV

10 a.m. LIQUORS
Kegs • Beer • Wine • Soda • ice

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms

11 p.m.

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

-s^l-^
9^

y^ ^
ROUTE H6

Old Milwaukee i2pk $4.30 + eodep

I aDST bot vO.vV + 1.50 dep

Schaffer cans $8.95 + 1.20 dep

DllSCh cans V«l.«IO + 1.20dep

Budweisercans $10.95 +i20dep

AlmadensL $6.95

Califomia Cellars 1 5 $4.49

Sebastian! i5l $4.49

Principato white i5l $3.99

GalloiBL $3.99

Canadian Rare 175 $10.25

Canadian Mist 175 $12.59

Gordon's Gin 175 $11.99

Popov Vodka 175 $9.95

Regnier Schnapps n $5.95

Strogoff Vodka 1 75 $8.20

ROUTE 9

^\l

' r

'I

It-^^

253-5595
not responsible for typograpriical errors

s • !• rts George Washington 68, lIMass 66
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Women hoopsters travel toMaine
Eye secondstraight

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Sometimes it takes just one win to get

the ball rolling and that is what the

University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team is counting on.

The Minutewomen played their best

game to date, according to head coach Mary
Ann Ozdarski, in Tuesday's win over

Dartmouth.

The win snapped an eleven game losing

streak for the young UMass team and

Ozdarski hopes that will be the spark that

Massachusetts has been lacking.

Tomorrow, the Minutewomen will trek

up to Orono, Maine to take on the Black

Bears of Maine for a 4:00 game.

To earn their second straight win, UMass
will have to counter a speedy, guard

oriented Maine team that features Kathy

Nalson and Julia Treadwell in the back-

court.

"I feel that we have to stop their

(Maine's) guards and we have to go inside

with our inside game to win," said

Ozdarski.

In a nutshell, UMass has to stop the

Maine guards and go up and play a good

game, themselves, to come home a winner.

UMass will have to do the things that

they did against a very good Dartmouth

team that gave UMass their fifth win of the

season.

"We matured as a basketball team," said

Ozdarski. "We had great individual per-

formances before (the Dartmouth game)
and we combined them with a great team
effort.

"

The Minutewomen had four players in

double figures for the first time in a long

time. Kelly Collins had 10 points, Nadine

Jackson 11 points, Karen Damminger 14

points, and Wendy Ward had 21 points in

the big win.

The key to the contest was the play of

Ward, the point guard who had six steals

against Dartmouth. Ward took charge on

the floor last Tuesday night. She provided

the leadership that put UMass up and over

the top.

The key to tomorrow afternoon's game
will be the play of the team, which will have

to be as impressive as it was against

Dartmouth, and the travel time of a trip to

Maine, which is often taken for granted.

The seven hour (one way) trip will be

something for a young, freshman
dominated team to contend with, but with

the veteran leadership of Ward, it shouldn't

be that much of a problem.

With a confident feeling, the

Minutewomen will look for two in a row and

win number six, hopefully courtesy of the

University of Maine.

UM women swimmers
face big test at UNH

By BOBBY BROCK
Collerian SUff

One of the elements of having a strong

team in any sport, is the abUity to bounce

back and keep winning despite suffering a

disappointing setback.

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team has proven this to

be true as they have added two more

victories to their record after losing to a

strong Boston College team, two weeks

ago.

The Minutewomen easily defeated

Northeastern and the University of Rhode

Island recently to hike their seasonal mark

to an impressive 9-1. They will take that

record up to Durham. N.H. today to take on

the University of New Hampshire.

Although UNH has a record of only 2 6,

UMass coach Valerie Turtle warns that the

mark is deceiving.

"They are strong in both the distance

freestyle and distance butterfly and also

since this is their last home meet, they will

be fired up, " said Turtle.

Turtle also pointed out that of New
Hampshire's six defeats, two of them were

one point losses and another was less than a

ten point loss.

As far as UMass is concerned. Turtle

feels that her swimmers are stronger in

both individual medleys, the breastroke,

and backstroke. She also feels that her

team has a slight edge in both the front and

back relays. The critical event will be the

opening event, the 400-yard medley relay.

Despite a recent team bout with the flu

and a shoulder injury to freshman Laurie

Keen, the Minutewomen are coming into

the meet in good shape.

As far as advantages go. UMass would

have to be the favorite because of the

impressive depth they possess. For UNH to

win the meet, their Hneup would have to be

really good, according to Turtle.

"The meet will be determined on the

lineup but our depth should help up out, we
have more than they do." she added. "It

(the meet) will be exciting. I wish it could

be here."

Besides looking for their 10th win in 11

tries, the Minutewomen will be looking to

improve their times and get as many people

as possible qualified for the post-season

championships. To date, they have qualified

18 out of the 23 members on the squad.

C«ll«fUn photo by Ton Kadla

Karen Damminger gets ready to go up for two in the Minutewomen's

75-67 win over Dartmouth.

UM Zoo Disc is back
By SCOT COOPER

Collefrian SUff

From the beginning of ultimate frisbee in

1968 at the Frisbee Pie Company in Con

necticut, to the world championships in

California, which included UMass ZooDisc,

ultimate frisbee has become much more

than just an idle way to pass the time.

Believe it or not ZooDisc is a top

University team in the country, and one of

the top teams in America.

"We're not just a bunch of hippies", said

ZooDisc's Jimmy Melody, a junior Inter-

national Relations major from Weymouth.

Many players use the sport to keep in shape

for other sports such as lacrosse, and to

showcase their athletic prowness.

ZooDisc is a club team that is well

traveled, according to Melody. In addition

to playing college teams in Washington,

D.C., Boston, and New York, they have

journeyed to Santa Cruz to do battle with

all-star club teams.
Ultimate frisbee features seven players

on a football field, who advance the disc

upfield by passing it to uncovered team-

mates. You can run without the frisbee, but

must stop once you catch it. You can pivot,

similar to basketball, while looking to make
a pass. When a player gathers in a toss in

the end zone it's worth one point. A team
usually scores ten to fifteen points in a

game.
Melody said ZooDisc will open their

indoor training soon, and move outside as

the weather dictates. Interested Ultimate

players should watch the Collegian for

training schedules. f -
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"HME OUT
Everyone's Meeting Place

COME AND JOIN

THE CROWD

Happy Hour ,,„^e« -„,

HflJIv' Popcorn

Giant Bar Drinks $1 .75 16 oz. Drafts 85c

Sandwiches Served from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm

Amherst's Biggest Little Bar

37 N. Pleasant Street

AA

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
IN A DOKM?

You could be in Delto C^
We Offer Opportunities

IT'S NOT JUST A FKATERNITY.

.

irS AH ADVENTUKE

;

OPEN RUSH
•f*b -lOth (if-'! 1 .^ (Th & Ffl)

6-9 PM 1ieSuns*t Av*.
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Special Purchase

Athletic vv/«*iaht Jersey

9.95
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'

100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

Maroon

Manufactured

by Bike Sizes Available

S-M-L-XL

For Sports, Recreation

or Relaxing

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

STORED

Ex^irienee Somdlilii) Nmt. .

.

All UnlwnHy Womtn m liwHt4 to

Sororify Rash

Sunday, Feb. ISIh 7:00 FM

Campus Confer Auditorium i

5
Brinf a FritM a

f CaH 6rMk Affairt 9-S S4S-2711 for nor* info |
i tfTC^k^Cd..^:?^ eTC^^c;).^^:^ «7C2kij^.««3% ffSi:^JSi>^,d:s^ ^Ci^Ji£>^,^^Fi tfTv^^Cf)..^^^ tfTi::;^

I RtffMhmtntt Somd

$1.00 off any $10.00 purchase

of Ultima II products
with this coupon

on items in stock only
expires Sunday Feb. 20, 1983

coll;

9-9 «»eakdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sum

4 MAM Sner. AMHERSX Phm 253-2523

'Back to School Special
13.95

Limited

quantity

Hooded
Pastel

Sweatshirts

PiraAm/^icnrton ilotels /Tweadeth Centuiy Fte pnaent

•IHEMANFROMSNOWYRrVEaR"
GREATAIWENTURECX)NTEST

Yoaand a friendcanwin a lO-diQTAustimllanhqlk^• Ttanrel on liunuioiis PtaiAm cli^jperJets

s) and sUrjr In style at Sheraton Hoteb.

Fiist 125 to enter contestwin fireeadmfaskm to
a special screening <rf*rrHEBIAN FRCMISNOWY RIVER**

i

irHiiigilii-

Assorted Colors

purple, aqua, blue

raspberry

S-M-L-XL
Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
^XjmVERSlTY
STORED

Snowy riveR
MICHAEL EDGLEY INTERNATIONAL ««iCAMBRIDGE FILMS

.GEOFF BURROWES GEORGE MILLER p^..^*...

KIRK DOUGLAS • JACK THOMPSON ».

f«<.»« "THE MAN FROM SNOWY KIVER"
_^ TOM BURLIN80N • SIGRID THORNTON • LORRAINE BAYLY
Kr^krASrBANJO")PATERSON v»~^.. JOHN D>XON..dFRED CULCULLEN
e»ni.^p..*KmMICHAEL EDGLEY..^ SIMON WtNCER t^ BRUCE ROWLAND

i^rf«« GEOFF BURROWES i>».«-GEORGE MILLER

VOL
«. w .

1^ 'f r^»-* •

lUwl Ux Pinfwcl* furrtbmtk OlHKt TwrnOrth ( rmurv-Fix

OPENING SOON AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
YOU CAN ENTiai "THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER" GREAT ADVENTURE CONTEST AT:

LocATioN:2 4 4 Patterson dates: Now through 2/14
TIME: 9 _ 5:00p.m. sponsor:

Friday, February 11, 1983^ Collegian i9

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45 3:45 Monday FrKtey • Deadline is 345 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 %, • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

Volkswagon Superbeatle - good condi
tion $1,800 549-3503 eves. Rebuilt engine,

luxury edition

75 VW Sclrocco, silver, exc cond 4 spd,
30+ mpg, Blaupunkt AM/FM stereo

cassette, 5-0097 day, 6-9984 eve

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

CAPE COD RENTAL
~

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available aisc

call 6-5851

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona
$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Steph 549-5320

DISCRIMINATION
~

Experiencing sexual discrimination?
Want to do something about it? Men and
women contact the Collegian Women's
Dept. at 545-3500 All replies will be kept

confidential

ELECTIONS

Presidential /BOG / Residential CommK-
tee nomination papers are available 420
SUB until Feb. 18

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Special! Dorms, greeks. Semis. Paul

549-4405

Movie: Gauntlet, Marhar Aud. Friday Feb.

11; 7,9, &11 $1.

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FOR RENT

HOUSEMATES WANTED in Sunderland

off bus route call 253-5019 or nights

253-9202 ask for Steve

For rent: one bedroom in three bedroom
South Amherst house. Male only call

Patrick 253-3124

Roommate/s wanted - room in brand

new Brittany Manor Apt. heat & hot w. in-

cd. $230 for 1 , $156 for 2 - visit 140A2 or call

568-1215 after 6 PM
Brittany Manor room $215/mo for 2 or 1

avail now! 253-2076 Jake or Dave

Computer terminal I have a terminal at

Southwest for rent at $1.00 per hour. Call

Marty 546-8687

Two people or couple for one large

bedroom in house in Nhampton great loca-

tion on bus rte 586-1259

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals

W. Yarmouth & Dennis, 1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom
units. Rent direct from owners. Call

1-617-528-8300 or 1-617-771-2233

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 + '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call Dan at

253-5369

Down wintercoat for sale excellent con-

dition worn for only 3 monthsl 546-4767

Emerson Turntable with tape recorder

needs repair. $20 or best offer. 546-3281

ATARI 800 COMPUTERS 48k RAM
typewriter keyboard new condition includes

BASIC cartridge and manuale $499

546-8638

1975 Toyota Corolla 4 door automatic 1

owner ca . In running condition, but selling

for parts. $350.00. Call evenings 256-0274

71 Chevello runs perfect needs windshield

$300 neg. 258-0587 after 10

Cross Country Skiis 190 cm used 10 times

best offer 256-0335

Peruvian Alpaca Wool Sweaters $36

knit caps $7 beach/book bags $15 must see

call Leanne at 256-0693

Large refrigerator $40 253-3931

FOUND

Puppy - mutt - brown & white with white

stripe going down from tip of nose to back

of head, white paws. Found in S.W. area

call 6-9113 or 6-9126

Eyeglasses at Puffton Village 2/6 call

549-4834 ^__
HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this year? Sunbelt Er overseas

jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.

1 -716-885-3242, ext. 607

Budget Committee Asst. wanted 10

hrs/wk workstudy pick-up application in

420 Student Union for more information

call Jennifer Kirby or Chris Sullivan at

545-0341 deadline Feb 14 1983

Earn extra money responsible students

needed to conduct weight management

classes will train call Scott 256-6845

Treasurers Assistant wanted business

major preferred 10 hrs/wk 3.35/hr Apply at

407 Student Union. Application deadline is

2/151 AA/EOE

Work Study 8 hrs. Registrar of Registered

Student Organizations. Affirmative Action

employer. Appl. at 420 SUB 545-0341

The Southwestern Co, the nations

largest single employer of college students

is describing their program for this summer

at 7 & 9 PM today In CC Hotel Room 502.

Avg. pay $320/360/week and a chance to

live out west for the summer with a group

of about 60 to 100 college students

The Campus Center Board of Gover-

nors has six coordinator jobs available In

the areas of finance, hotel & conferences,

food services & vending. Interesting work

for good pay apply at CC817 this week

Math 120 Tutor needed immediately!

Prefer reliable woman, senior or older with

lots of patience, but will answer all replies

for Tues and Thurs tutorial sessions. Call

Dan 253-5006 anytime

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

LOSE WEIGHT with the new clinically

tested, safe & effective slim plan from

Shaklee, with Shaklee's unconditional

money back guarantee all you have to lose

is weight Call now 549-6666

Tutoring - Math and Computer Science.

Experienced! Good rates! Call Paul

665-7544

LESBIAN Er GAY

Lesbian and Gay Peer Counsellors

wanted Information session Monday 7 pm
903CC 545-2645

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Watch - ladies goldtone in MacKimmie

dorm - sentimental value - big reward

546-8528

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Housemate wanted to share 6 bedroom

house in Oak Bluffs $1,000 May 26 - Sept 6

549-3503

MICROCOMPUTER TERMINAL
RENTAL

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-5755

PERSONALS

Free Kittens 253-5608

Jim It's been a while. It was nice seeing

you at Wooley's. You look good. Happy

Valentines Day. Tracy.

TAKE IT OFF with the new revolutionary

slim plan from Shaklee. Proven safe and ef-

fective In clinical studies by two major

universities. So good its guaranteed

delay call 549-6556

Don't

Looking for a home instead of a room?
EK sorority is taking boarders call 256-6887,

549-4147 ask for Sue or Jen

Good Luck this week Kappa pledges.

Get psyched for Saturday! - PIKE -

Data General will be holding an informa-

tion session at the Campus Center, Room
917, 7-9 pm on February 16, 1983. All

undergraduate accounting majors and

MBA majors are welcome

Dennis of Pierpont your bike is leaving

our apartment one way or the other. Deci-

sion is up to you sport. Four trolls living in

Southwood who are greatly inconvenienc-

ed

Corky Costello: Happy 21st Birthday!

Love, Skippy, Hienie, and Ward

Sully & Paul. Get ready for the most ex-

otic meal of your lives! Love, Angle &
Kathy

1 or 2 room-mates wanted to share sum-

mer house in Beach Haven N.J. Call

549-2866

LOVERS FRIENDS AND
ACQUAINTENCES -

Send them a carnation. To be

delivered on Valentine's Day anywhere

in Southwest! Orders will be taken

in Hampden Lobby Wed-Fri 11 am - 8 pm
ONLY 75'

JAMAICA
SPRING BREAK

Do it right this year!

For more info call 549-0329

Professional typing done at amateur

prices. Call Dave for Info 546-5766

Hey Beonard thanks for coming up and

(hee-hee) going down. Love Choul The

Michael PS PAAI

Roses Roses Roses Roses Guaranteed

LOWEST price in Western Mass. See Ross

on Campus Center Concourse on Valen-

tines Day, Mnday Feb 14 Don't forget her !

Macaroni - Has anyone eaten any Big

Macs lately? Happy 20th! Love Sue, Robyn

and Linda

Joe to a special person who would throw

his own surprise birthday party! Happy Blr-

thday love Francine

Eileen, Sunday you're 21. This gives you 2

days to prepare. Have a pleasant one and I

love you, really! Jimmy

Je t'alme "The Perfect Rose"
Only first quality fresh cut roses

A Single or Dozen Roses

arranged with babies breath and fern

with box, ribbon, and card

Deliveries Available Valentines Day
orders taken W, Th, F Student Union

or call 253-9537, 549-0329

When you want only the best Je t'aime

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

Prompt Service / Low Rates $1.00/Page

546-4767

RESUME WRITING

Professional/Confidential/Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays

after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or

Newton Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-4786 Keep trying

Ride needed to Ithaca NY 2/18 share ex-

penses Wendi 546-8096

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: ^120/m util

starts Feb call Mark or Dan 549-1387

inci

Sunderland responsible easygoing room-

mate(s) nice house near bus $195+ Mike

666-3928, 546-0731

Male roommate wanted 162B Brittany

Manor $112/month leave message at apt

FEMALEto share one-bedroom Puffton

Village apartment at $145/month plus

phone and electric (heat included in rent)

Call 549-4621 or 545-3500 and ask for Terri

or 666^723 and ask for Trish

Male to share Brittany Manor apt with

three serious students. $112 per mo call

256-8057 ^

Female wanted to share bdrm on

Triangle St 142 inclds ht +H20 close to

town and bus call Angela 549-5515

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

IT'S HERE the guaranteed weight loss pro-

gram from Shaklee. The tests are complete

h the slim plan is available on a first con>e

first serve basis. So don't wait. For more in-

fo call 549-6566

Typing - Fast - Reliable 1$/pg. IBM Seiec-

trlc Nancy 549-1642

SINGING VALENTINE

Send you sweetie a singing Valentine

delivered by members of the UMasa
Chamber Choir! Call 546^7249 to place your

order

SKIIS FOR SALE

Brand new never used K2 244 mid skiis

with Soloman 727 bindings 180 cam ski

length asking $135 call Joel at 549-4738 or

545-2150

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,

Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John

253-3718

TO SUBLET

Cliffside Apt 1 bedroom $300 all util

665-8101

TRAVEL

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 round

trip jet and hotel directly on the beach! Ft

Lauderdale $279 March 19-29 hotel 3 milee

from beach, car with unlimited
mileage/round trip jet plus tax and service.

Montreal March 12-14; 19-21. Round trip

deluxe motor coach 3 days/nights in the

quality inn downtown includes welcome
party, extra night $15. Call Bob or Dave 9
253-7625

.

Florida direct by van. 3/19-27. $158. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. Info',

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

$139 round trip Lauderdale limited space

book early hotel available Mike 6-8942

On the Strip Spring Break in Daytona or R
Lauderdale deluxe hotels from $125 call

Dave or John 253-3718

It's Better in the Bahamas Spring Break

trips to Nassau or Freeport from $298,

round trip air + 8 days 7 nights + free

open bar cruise call Dave or John 253-3718

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Hockey
549-6992

Goalie needed call Kevin

Sincere people wanted to try Shaklee's

new clinically tested weight loss plan and
organic vitamins. Excellent business oppor-

tunity available to market products full or

part time. Call 586-4191, 586-8023.

247,5479, M-F 10 am - 7 pm
Ride wanted to Neil Young in Worcester
this Sunday, will share expenses ctM
549-1511

Home cooked mealsl Kitchen help need-

ed immediately $$$ call 546-2150/0047

board reimbursements!

Computer Terminals

Hazelton model 2000 dumb terminal aruJ

keyboard. Very limited supply, $410. Call

253-3154, ask for Pete, or Stuart.

Watch for the Collegian 's

Valentine'sDay classifieds
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UM women gymnasts host tri-meet
By ELLEN RICHARD

( ollrKKK Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's ^^[ymnastics team is flying high

with an 8 1 record and will look to add two
more wins on Saturday when they take on
Springfield College and Air f\)rce in a tri

meet.

The Minutewomen have not lost a meet
since their opening invitational in which
they were defeated by the University of

New Hampshire. The women, who are
ranked in the top six in the East, have
scored 170 points in three of their last four

meets and coach Ken Anderson said he
hopes to get the team's scores a couple

points higher the next week.

"I'm hoping to move into the low 170's,"

Anderson said. "I'm pushing for 172. 173, to

boost up our regional scores and we have to

get ourselves ready for UNH next week."
Tomorrow's meet is going to be an ex

citing one in which more than one event will

be going on at the same time. Springfield is

ranked in the top 20 schools of Division II in

the nation. The team's top performers
consist of Winnie Grimes, Allison

Szubelick, and co captains Karin Schuiz and
Joanie Carey.

Grimes finished .second in the North East

Regionals in all around competition last

year and was first in floor exercises and
second in balance beam. Szubelick com-
petes all around with her strongest events
being vault and uneven bar. Schuiz excels

in the uneven bar while Carey is a con-

sistent performer in the balance beam and
vault.

UMass. which defeated Springfield last

year by almost four points, has two goals in

mind for the next few weeks.

"We're trying to increase and improve
our difficulty," Anderson said. "We hope to

get some belter qualifying scores for the

Regional Championships and try to build

ourselves up for New Hampshire."

Anderson is gradually inching top all

around Tricia Harrity, who was out with an

ankle injury, back into competition. Harrity

may compete in two events on Saturday,

according to Anderson, with hopes of

having her in the all around against UNH
next week.

The Minutewomen have also been

working on new and more difficult vaults.

Lisa (iriffen and Vael Kantor have been

working to improve the difficulty of their

vaults from full twists to full and a half

twists.

Robin Low has been working at in-

creasing the difficulty of her vault from a

tsukhara in a piked position to a tsukhara in

a layout position. I^ow is ranked in the top

10 in the P^ast in all around competition.

Air Force will also be competing in

tomorrow's meet. The team is ranked fifth

in the nation and has a high score of 167.55.

UMa.ss knows little of the Colorado squad

but Anderson said he is looking for some
good competition from the team.

"They (Air Forcel have been scoring

pretty respectable lately and could give us a

good meet," Anderson said.

The meet will be a close and exciting one

as the three teams compete head to head for

the top scores. The meet will start at 1:30

p.m.. with the vaulting and balance beam
events starting off the match.

UMass men swimmers
lose to New Hampshire

By SCOTT HOOD
ColleiriBn SUff

OK, OK so the meet came down to the

final event and the bad guys won fair and
square. So what?
The I'niversity of Massachusetts men's

swimming team certainly does not have

anything to be ashamed of as they put on a

hif^hly respectable performance in their

down' to the wire 59—54 loss to the

University of Nev/ Hampshire Wednesday
night at the Boyden Pool.

Entering the last race, the 400—yard
freestyle relay, the Minuteman held a shm
54—52 advantage, but the Wildcats

grabbed seven points and the meet as UNH
won the race by a comfortable margin in

3:21.7

The UNH victory overshadowed a fine

showing by the Minutemen's Phil Surrette.

who won two events, setting personal bests

in the process.

UMass gained the early 7—0 lead by

virtue of the foursome of Mark Surrette,

Tom Lowery. Brian Spellman, and Chris

Porter emerging victorious in the 400

medley relay, in 3:42 '!0.

The advantage stretched to 13-3 as

Brian Semie and Paul McNeil finished first

and third respectively in the 1000 freestyle.

Senile's winning time was 10:22.43.

UNH knocked the lead down to eight,

21— 13. by virtue of a victory in the 50

freestyle in 22.37 seconds. But, UNH's gain

was again held to the minimum as Spellman

finished second and Steve Samuels ended

up third for UMass.
Phill Surrette set one of his two

aforementioned personal bests in the 200

individual medley with a time of 2:04.6.

UNH captured second and third, thus
creating the 26—17 score entering the
diving.

Lowery captured second as UMass
regained the lead, 54-42, setting up the

LT^H heroics in the climatic race.

The key race in the meet came im-

mediately after the diving, in the form of

the 200 butterfly. UNH captured first and
second and picked up eight valuable points

in the process. The Minutemen could only

muster a third and. as a result, their lead

shrank to 31-30.

UNH gained the lead for the first time at

40—39 with a victory in the 200 backstroke.

The Wildcats then moved out to a 48—40
advantage by capturing their fifth straight
event, the 500 freestyle in 4.57:70. UNH
also gained second in the race.

Mullin won the three—meter diving,

while Henry finished third, to cut the
Wildcat lead to 51—46. Phil Surrette

followed with the second of his personal

bests in the 200 breaststroke in 2:18.32.

Lowery captured second as UMass
regained the lead, 54-42. setting up the

UNH heroics in the climatic race.

"It's always disappointing to k)se. but

I&m still pleased with the way we swam,"
said UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "Our
whole objective was to win the meet before

the final event. But, they had the depth and
we couldn't handle it. I didn!t have any
sprinters to save for the final relay."

The Minutemen, now 3—6, have a meet
against Amherst College, next Thursday.

Feb. 17. They also meet Central Con-

necticut on Feb. 19 before the New England
Championships March 3—6.

( ullvKian photo hv Trrrita Bellafiore

Senior Robin Low will be in action Saturday at 1:30 p.m. when the 8-1

Minutewomen host a tri-meet.

Co-rec rules put wom
in the passenger seat

By JIM FLOYD
Collcriu SUff

I can still remember the first time I ever
played organized volleyball. It was an
intramural match and after a teammate
put the ball up in the air. I lept skyward,
drilled the ball into the floor on the other
side of the net. and thought to myself that

this game was going to be fun.

Not so. You see. the point went to the
team we were playing against.
Why? Because I was playing co-rec
volleyball of course.

Co—rec sports are the most anti—ERA
plot to come about since Virginia Slims

cigarettes. The rules are slanted in an

effort to keep males from picking on
females while games are going on.

I decided that I did not like having to

alternate shots with someone just because
they wore their clothes different than I

did. No, I would never again play co-rec

volleyball.

And, for the next couple of years, I

never played on any other co-rec sports,

until this past week.

This time around, the sport was co rec

basketball. Sounded likd a pretty good
time, guys and women (always use women
when referring to members of the op-

posite sex in Amherst) having a good time
together while playing some hoop.

In co-rec basketball however, the only

people allowed to have a good time are the
women. Men (not boys but men) are not
allowed to enter into the bucket at either

end of the floor. The lane is the ultimatt

no men's land. If you are so much a

holding your arm over the sacred arej

while you are on defense, then the other

team automatically gets a basket.

And the baskets are another matter
The 20— footer that men are forced tc

sh(X)t (because going near the basket is a

no no) are worth two points. Fair enough,
you might say, until you notice that the

women who has just shot for the thirc

consecutive time from underneath ant

Anally got the ball in, received thre<

points. Yes. women get more points than

men.
Imagine the frustration of standing

watching and waiting for

someone(another one of those females) tc

get the ball in the hoop while you stanc

helplessly two feet away. And don't try to

reach in or the hoop counts automatically

What this reduces the male players to is

chauffers. They drive the ball from one

end of the floor to the other so that the

females can play their game. When actior

stops at one end. another driver movei
the ball to the other end. Great fun, eh?

If both sexes are going to play a game
then let's let both use their talents. Why
have a game where you are discriminatet

against because your father contributed

Y chromosome to your existence?

Either that, or let's play it like a roller

derby and send sexes in in shifts.

AUTHORS NOTE. Jim Floyd toouldn't

mind the rules, but a guy uitha mustache
ran 't play in drag.

Sibson stepping in with Marvelous Marvin for the ir.oney
WORCESTER lAl'i - Marvelous

Marvin Hagler. who won the undisputed

middleweight championship in London, will

try to keep Tony Sibson from taking the

title back to England on Friday night.

Hagler. of Brockton, Mass., is a solid

favorite to win the sixth defense of the 160-

pound class title he gained by stopping Alan
MinteronSept. 15. 1981.

In fact, Hagler already is scheduled to

defend the title against Frank "The
Animal" Fletcher on May 20 at Atlantic

City, N.J.. if he beats Sibson and Fletcher
gets pastWilford Scypion on Sunday.

/\n upst't would make Siljsoti, 24, of

Leicester, the fifth Englishman to hold the

middleweight championship.

Hagler, who has a 55 2-2 record, with 46
knockouts, will get $1.6 million for the

13, .jT" seal >.,fiu. uih

"Thcrf is no ui!u i v.iv m life fur me to
make this kind o( mo.a \ >.»id Sibson, the

European muidlew»'ii,;u -.impion whose
purse will he $:»7b.nOO. iijs record is 47-3 1,

/
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Race for SGA
presidency is off

and running
By JOHN O'CONNELL

/ Colle^an Correipondrnt

Two candidacies were initiated last week in the race for

Student Government Association (SGA) president, while

candidates for positions on the Campus Center Hoard of

Governors (HOG) and the Residential ('ommittee also

began filing nomination papers.

Tom Ahern, a .sophomore pre education major and

Charlene Allen, a junior English major, were the first pair

to sign out nomination papers. Siobhan Powers a junior

English major and P>an Hegeler, a sophomore political

science major, became the second pair in the race for the

presidency. All four candidates are currently members of

the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Only four people have signed out nomination papers for

the 20 elected positions on the ('ampus Center Board of

Governors, and only one candidate has signed out papers

for the seven member Residential Committee.

Nomination papers have been available since Monday.

Feb. 7, and must be returned notarized by 3 p.m. Friday,

Feb. 18, if the candidates wish to appear on the ballot for

the SGA sorinir elections and receive camnaipn funds from

from these funds, but if more than 6 candidates file

nomination papers, $1500 is divided evenly among them,

according to the S(iA constitution,

according to the SGA constitution.

p:iections will be held March 7 and 8. If no presidential

candidacy receives one third of the vote, a runoff election

will be held later that month. The SGA President takes

office April 1.

Howard Hreslan of Southwest Residential ('ollege,

Timmi W. Rudolph of Central Residential Area, and Paige

Fernandes and Paul Agranat. both commuters, have

.signed out nomination papers for the Campus ('enter

Board of Governors (BOG I.

Janet Lannan of ('entral is the only candidate to sign out

nomination papers for the Residential Committee so far.

Residential ('ommittee members are elected from each

residence area on campus.

The Residential Committee is "more important to un

dergraduates living on campus than the B(Xj is." said

Mindy Ordway. election coordinator.

Ordway said she is distres.sed by the lack of Residential

Committee candidates so far. because the committee,

which deals primarily with residence hall contracts and

policy, "really hasn't been seated until this year."

f*hoto by Peter Marki

Campus Center employee Doug Fuller cleans out the steps on the building's west side.

Storm disrupts weekend plans
By KEN BAZINET

Collcfian SUff

A grueling northeaster dumped over a foot of snow on
the Amherst area late Friday and early Saturday, closing

several area businesses and putting a damper on weekend
plans for students and residents.

Although eastern points of Massachusetts were crippled

with as much as two feet of snow, the local accumulation
was enough to declare a "Snow Emergency " at 9 p.m. by
Amherst Town Manager Barry L. Del (Jastilho. The "Snow
Emergency" was lifted at 6 p.m. on Saturday.

Both the Amherst and UMass police reported no storm
related accidents or problems, with the UMass police

calling the weekend "sedate."

Students fortunate enough to make it to bars or parties

on Friday were able to travel main arteries where the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTAi buses ran for

most of the night. However, the PVTA was not able to

resume .service until noon on Saturday.

Peter Pan Bus lines kept their Amherst to Springfield

route operating Friday night, but said buses ran

sporadically until 3 p.m. on Saturday.

Blues guitarist J. B. Hutto was scheduled to play the

Blue Wall on Saturday night, but was postponed. A new

date is being negotiated with Hutto today. The Blue Wall

remained open, however, and patrons were treated to free

movies while they sipped their beer.

(Jther cancellations Saturday night included the men s

basketball team, which was scheduled to play at West
Virginia and the women's gymnastics team, which was
scheduled to face Springfield College and the Air F^orce

Academy here. The basketball game has been rescheduled

until tonight, and a date for the gymnastics meet has not

yet been named.

Hampshire Mall shoppers found busines.ses and shops

closed all day Saturday, but movie goers were able to

attend both the Hampshire Four Theatres and the

Mountain Farms Theater.

Herpes still festering at UMass
By TURA GUDMUNDSSON

Colleipan eorrrspondent

Editor's note: This is the first of a five part series dealing

ivith herpes that will appear this week in the Collegiav.

Although the national uproar over herpes has died down
lately, state and local officials and students at the

University of Massachusetts are still voicing much concern

over the issue.

The consensus of those interviewed is that the i.ssue of

herpes has been sensationalized by the media. Despite this

opinion, UMass officials report that there has been an

increase in the number of herpes cases reported here.

This series will attempt to draw a correlation between
the increase in herpes cases reported at the University and
students' sexual behavior pattern. This series will also

consider why herpes is not, under present state law, a

disease that must be reported to the Department of Public

Health.

According to Barry Averill, executive director of the

UMass Health Services, there has been a steady increase

in the last four years of herpes related visits to the Health

Services, with more than 2()0 such visits from July. 1981 to

June 1982.

Averill said the increase is not alarming, however, and

that herpes is "not as rampant on this campus as the media

would lead people to think."

"Herpes might be considered an epidemic on a national

level, said Averill, but it is not considered as such on this

campus.
While the exact number of herpes cases on campus and

nation wide remains unknown, local and state officials who
deal directly with herpes management or treatment

agreed the increase in herpes cases is directly related to an

mcrease in sexual relationships with multiple partners.

Those officials disagreed, however, on whether a

University environment and students' sexual behavior

patterns could be inducive to spreading the di.sease on

campuses.
A viral Venereal Disease, herpes is not curable and once

caught settles in the person's central nervous system for

life. F'or unknown reasons, reoccurances of the disease can

take place, making it infectious each time for a limited time

period.

The rise in herpes cases in the Ignited States has been

publicized by the ('enter for Disease Control in Atlanta,

which estimated that 20 million Americans have the

disease today. The media's often .sensational handling of

herpes has created widespread concern over the issue.

Meanwhile, at UMass. 100 to 150 of the estimated 74.000

annual visits to the Health Services clinic between July.

1978 and June. 1979 were related to herpes. Similar visits

reached 200 to 300 for the 81 82 year, with a steady in

crease in between, Averill said.

While the exact number of herpes patients is unknown
since no such data is compiled by Health Services, the

possible maximum number of reported cases at UMass.
based on the given range of herpes related visits in the 81-

82 year, is 300.

But, according to Averill, the estimated figure is more
likely to be around 200, as the number 300 represents total

estimated visits, and some herpes patients come to the

clinic more than once per year.

Although Averill noted that there has been an increase

in the number of genital herpes cases seen at the clinic, the

estimated figure of 200 cases includes both genital and cold

sore related herpes.

Both types of herpes are diagnosed and cla.ssified at the

clinic under the heading of herpes simplex diseases, for it is

known today that one localized type of herpes can lead to

the other. For example, herpes expressed as cold sores on

the lips may become genital herpes through oral-genital

sex.

"We are not talking about a huge number of people,"

Averill said, "and we are dealing with an educated

population who tries to prevent it, get it treated and cut

down the spread."

Photo b; Peter Markt

Ken Fulton, a senior food engineering major,

grimaces after being pummeled with a snowball
yesterday afternoon.

scheduled lo-ruuna ooul at the sold out with 27 knockouts
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Sharon resigns; Cabinet to

name Begin acting minister

AP l.,ai>erphoto

Steve Harrington, right, uses a chainsaw to cut blocks of ice as Brad

MacAllister, center, and Don Thomas, left, wait to assist in the annual

winter event of harvesting ice from Piper Pond in Abbot, Maine last

week. The ice is stored at a local general store and will be sold to sum-

mer tourists later this year.

Polish pohce dispell protest
WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Several

hundred police, lobbing tear gas grenades

and flailing rubber batons, dispersed more
than 2,000 people demonstrating last night

outside a church for the outlawed Solidarity

labor union. It was the largest protest

demonstration in Poland in three months.

Between 200 and 300 police moved into

position outside Holy Cross Church in

downtown Warsaw as a commemorative

Mass ended for Solidarity members who

had been interned after martial law was

imposedDec. 13. 1981.

A crowd estimated at betweem 2,000 and

3,000 moved into the street, singing pro-

Solidarity songs and chanting "Down with

the junta!" and Xeszek!" the nickname of

Solidarity union chief Lech Walesa.

JERUSALEM (AP) - The Israeli

Cabinet accepted Ariel Sharon's resignation

as defense minister yesterday but retained

him as a minister without portfolio,

prompting opposition charges that the

decision defied the Beirut massacre com-

mission's recommendations.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin will

take over the Defense Ministry temporarily

after Israel's Parliament, the Knesset,

approves the reshuffle today or tomorrow.

Cabinet Secretary Dan Meridor announced.

Cabinet ministers belonging to the

factions in Begin's ruling coalition said that

keeping Sharon in the Cabinet avoided the

need for early elections.

But opposition parties protested that the

reshuffle of portfolios disregarded the

inquiry commission's intention that Sharon

leave the Cabinet. The small Communist
Party submitted a no-confidence motion to

be debated this week, but the government

is expected to defeat it.

The Labor Party, the largest opposition

group, said it might organize public

demonstrations to put "moral pressure" on

the government to fire Sharon.

The inquiry commission charged Sharon

with personal responsibility for failing to

foresee a massacre when he ordered

Lebanese Christian militiamen to mop up
Palestinian resistance in Beirut's Sabra and

Chatilla refugee camps last Sept. 16-18. It

suggested he resign or be fired.

Sharon gave Begin his resignation after

the Cabinet decided last week, after three

emergency meetings, to adopt all the

recommendations of the Kahan Com-
mission, named after Supreme Court

President Yitzhak Kahan who headed the

four-month investigation.

Cabinet ministers said Begin wanted to

replace Sharon with Moshe Arens, Israel's

ambassador in Washington, but needed

time to arrange this transition with his

coalition partners.

The Cabinet now has 19 ministers: eight

from Herut, five Liberals and six from

other parties in the coalition.

Sharon's resignation was a paralyzing

setback to the career of the flamboyant ex-

general. But he has bounced back before

when he was passed over for jobs as chief of

staff and as defense minister, and aides say

Sharon still wants Israel's top job once

Begin retires.

A strong backlash of sympathy for

Sharon has swept across Israel, though no

polls have been taken to test his popularity

since the Kahan report came out.

Demonstrators have taken to the streets

with the motto. "Sharon, the people are

with you."

Other protesters have rallied in

Jerusalem and Tel Aviv to demand his

resignation. The protests turned violent

last week when a grenade killed an Israeli

demonstrating against Sharon.

Reagan administration officials have
blamed Sharon for what they consider

Israel's tough negotiation stance regarding

withdrawal from Lebanon and refusal to

stop Jewish settlements in the occupied

West Bank of the Jordan River.

As minister without portfolio. Sharon is

available to Begin for special tasks,

presumably including assignments that deal

with Lebanon or the West Bank.

Dukakis sees liberalism

slill thriving in Mass.

BOSTON - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis .

says governors across the country are fed

up with President Reagan's new federalism

and liberalism is very much alive in

Massachusetts despite shrinking resoiirces.

"I sense among the governors of both

parties that enough is enough, and that all

of us. the state and federal governments
combined, have got to provide some
leadership and get us out of this economic

rut," Dukakis said in an interview.

He said that despite the nation's

economic problems, there is no need to

eliminate the liberal social theories that led

to an explosion of new programs in the

19608.

"On the contrary." Dukakis said. "I think

our romance with Hooverism is over.

"What you're going to see in the

Congress is a very strong effort to

stimulate this economy and get people back

to work. I don't agree with the philosophy

that says it's okay to pay people unem-
ployment compensation but that taking that

same money and creating useful jobs for

those people is inappropriate."

Hinckley stable after

third suicide attempt
WASHINGTON - John W. Hinckley

Jr., found innocent by reason of insanity of

shooting President Reagan. was
hospitalized in serious condition yesterday

after an apparent suicide attempt,

authorities said.

Hinckley, connected to a respirator, may
be in danger of dying, but "he is stable and
we believe he'll be all right," said Dr. James
Levy, president of Greater Southeast

Community Hospital, where Hinckley was
taken. "We will not be able to tell you for

certainty for the next 24 to 48 hours

whether he's oiit of the woods."

The incident was at least the third ap-

parent suicide attempt by Hinckley since he

shot and wounded the president and three

other men outside the Washington Hilton

Hotel in March 1981.

Hinckley, 27. was found semi conscious

at about 8:30 a.m. Sunday on the floor of hLs

room at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, where he

has been in indefinite confinement since last

year's trial, said Wayne Pines, a spokesman

for St. Elizabeths, ('ardio pulminary

resuscitation and oxygen were ad

ministered.
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Nazi criminal wants

world to forget past

PARIS — Nazi war criminal Klaus

Barbie, known as the "Butcher of Lyon."

said in a television interview aired

yesterday that he has forgotten his past and

the rest of the world should forget it too.

Barbie, head of the Gestapo in Lyon from

1942 to 1944. said he was only doing his job

when he fought the French resistance. He is

accused of executing 4.000 people, tor-

turing thousands more and deporting 7.500

French Jews to concentration camps.

For those crimes, he was sentenced to

death twice by French courts in absentia.

He was expelled Feb. 5 from Bolivia, where

he hid for years, and France has charged

him under a new law for "crimes against

humanity." The death penalty has been

abolished, and Barbie faces a possible life

sentence if convicted again.

He was transferred late Saturday from

the Fort Montluc Prison in Lyon to Saint

Joseph Prison for security reasons. French

authorities say it will take up to one year

for prosecutors to prepju-e their case

against Barbie.

Love nest possible

abode for Irish racer

DUBLIN. Ireland — The gunmen who
snatched the racing stallion Shergar

probably have him in a "secret love nest"

where they hope to mate him with selected

mares and breed valuable Irish racehorses,

a London newspaper reported yesterday.

But police said they had no new leads to

report in the hunt for the double-derby

winner, and were increasingly fearful the

horse died since he was stolen Tuesday
from the Aga Khan's Ballymany stud farm

in Newbridge. County Kildare.

Tht Sunday People tabloid quoted

breeders in Dublin as saying a spate of

ransom calls and false tips about the

missing champion could be a delaying

tactic, rigged by the rustlers to gain time

while Shergar mates with "a batch of

carefully chosen mares."

Cooke prints first story

since heroin fiction

WASHINGTON - Former Washington
Post reporter Janet Cooke, stripped of a

Pulitzer prize two years ago for

representing fiction as fact, is in print again

with her first article since the 1981 incident

which led to her forced resignation from the

newspaper.

In the February issue of Washingtonian
magazine. Miss Cooke describes
Washington dating services in a story

entitled "Searching for Someone Special."

The article begfins with quoted experiences

of a woman who is not fully identified.

"We'll call her Samantha." the story begins.

Miss Cooke's story in the Post about an 8-

year-old heroin addict won her a Pulitzer

Prize which was taken from her when it was
revealed that the youth, identified only as

Jimmy, did not exist.

Washingtonian editor John A. Limpert
said he did not check whether Miss Cooke's

unnamed sources in the dating service

article existed because the story was
considered entertainment. "The anonymity
didn't bother us." he said.

Miss Cooke's agent Audrey Wolf said the

subjects do exist. After two years of

trauma that followed the Puhtzer episode.

"I don't think she'd ever do that again." Ms.
Wolf said.

Fire-safe cigarettes

sought by coalition

WASHINGTON - The fire in cigarettes

must be put out to prevent further deaths,

injuries and property damage, says an

informal coalition of congressmen, medical

officials and consumer groups.

Despite the intense objections of the

'obacco industry, the coalition is seeking

legislation, both at the federal and state

level, that would bar the sale of cigarettes

that burn long enough or hot enough to

ignite upholstered furniture of mattresses.

Cigarettes are the cause of more than

one-third of all fire deaths, according to the

U.S. Fire Administration. In 1981,

cigarettes and other smoking materials

ignited 63,518 homes, caused $305 million in

property damage, injured 3,819 people and
killed 2.144 others.

"I am trying to get cigarettes that are

less combustible, that don't start fires when
disposed of carelessly on furniture or a
mattress." said Rep. Joe Moakley. D-Mass.
"I just think that an industry that puts such

products on the market has the respon-

sibility to guard against any loss of life or

injury."

Moakley is sponsoring legislation that

would give the Consumer Product Safety

Commission 24 months to develop a

standard for a fire-safe cigarette. Similar

legislation is being sponsored in the Senate
by Alan Cranston. D-Calif.

Since current law prohibits the com-
mission from studying cigarettes as a

potential hazardous product, it is con-

centrating on developing a voluntary

standard to decrease the flammability of

upholstered furniture.
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Daniel Goldenberg, a senior communications studies major, uses the weekend's storm to con-
struct a snow castle outside his own Brittany Manor castle.

Escort service
may resume
if credits offered

By LISA PEDULLA
Collcciwi SUff

If the incentive of academic credits is not made available
to escorts, the Student Government Association (SGA)
Escort Service will not run again this semester, according
to its coordinator.

The Escort Service is a student-run program which was
operated last year by the SGA President's Office. It of-

fered students escorts from dormitories to bus stops and
libraries, from 7 p.m. to 12 p.m. Sunday through Thursday
nights.

Ann Maynard. co coordinator of the service, said the
service had only 10 to 15 new people apply last semester
and the service therefore could not get running.
Maynard said a proposal to allow escorts to get credit

again this semester was rejected by the executive board of
the Division of Education of the University of
Massachusetts because it did not feel the motion was
worthwhile. The proposal was then resubmitted to Joanne
Jones, the coordinator for the board's educational division.
Maynard said if the proposal for credits goes through, the
service could get started within the next two weeks.

"Last year we had over 110 people," Maynard said.
"Most of them were not crazy about the two credit course,
but most students need the incentive of the two credits to
walk.

"

She said a poll was taken and a list of future seminars
has been developed, deahng with more concrete student
issues.

Although Maynard had previously blamed the Board of
(iovernors (BOG) for not allocating adequate office space
for the service, she has now said she is satisfied with the
space the BOG has provided.

The BOG said they would look for better space for the
service, Maynard said. '"We are now sharing the space
with only five groups instead of six, because one group was
moved out," she said.

The Escort Service has received $2,000 in funding for

the year from the Chancellor's Office.

"The money is still there, we have not spent any of it."

Maynard said. "'If we can get the credits and offer them to
students, we can start going."

Student candidacy for Town Meeting urged
By ANNE McCRORY

Cullcpaii SUff

As residents of Amherst, many
University of Massachusetts students may
become involved in town government.
Ten Town Meeting members will be

elected in each of Amherst's eight precincts

in the town's April 5 election. Any student

registered to vote in Amherst is eligible to

run for the three year positions.

"Students make up a high percentage of

the people in Amherst and (they) don't have

a voice," said Mitch Gaslin. a UMass
student and Town Meeting member.

Gaslin is the chair of the Rents and Fees
Committee of the UMass Undergraduate
Student Senate, and was elected to Town
Meeting last year.

"Town policy affects students to a great
extent," and they should be represented in

these issues, he said.

Although the Town Meeting has 240
members, currently only six to eight of

those members are students. Gaslin said.

"If the students don't (run), then that

leaves the burden of representing Precinct

3 (a zone mainly composed of dormitories)

to a small number of members." said Mary
Wentworth. a town meeting member
seeking re election this spring.

Wentworth is the coordinator of the Poor
Women's Task Force at the Everywoman's
Center at UMass. A vocal advocate of rent

control and nuclear disarmament, Went-
worth last November challenged U.S. Rep.
Silvo Conte. R-Pittsfield. for his seat in the

House of Representatives.

"Having students in Town Meeting

Core requirement system
re-evaluated by Univei^ty

lessens tensions between the town (and the

University)." she added.

Eric Nitzsche. a resident of Brittany

Manor Apartments, is one candidate who
said he is runnmg because of his concern

about rent control.

"Rent control failed by 15 votes last

year." he said. ""I believe in student em-
powerment — it's possible for us to take

over Town Meeting. We should have won
last year's rent control issue."

Nitzsche. though involved in the Student

Government A.ssociation at UMass. does
not feel a political background is necessary

for candidacy.

"It's more a willingness to take part in

the process and study the issues." he said.

Issues concerning students that were
discussed at last year's meeting include

rent control legislation, childcare services

and zoning laws. Vventworth said. National
issues such as military draft registration
and nuclear disarmament are also debated
at meetings, she said, with recom-
mendations then made to the Board of

Selectmen, who determine what course of
action should be taken considering the
town's position.

The precise agenda for the spring
meeting, which begins May 2, will not be
available until March 18. when the warrant
is passed by the Board of Setectmen, Town
(-lerk Estelle Matusko .said.

Nomination papers for prospective Town
Meeting members can be picked up at the
Town ('lerk's Office at the Amherst Town
Hall Monday through F>iday, between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Ten signatures from
voters in the candidate's precinct are
required on the forms.

By RITA MURPHY
Colleiriaii SUff

Editor's Note: This is the first in a series

of articles on the General Education
proposal which unU be presented in the

Collegian.

The General Education proposal that

would replace the present distribution

requirement (""core") system has been
debated by students and faculty at the

University of Massachusetts for two years.

The history of the current proposal goes

back to May, 1981. At that time the Faculty

Senate established an Ad Hoc Committee
on General Education. According to a

report released by the senate, the com-
mittee was designed to ""study and evaluate

the present undergraduate curriculum."

In May, 1982, the Ad Hoc Committee
presented its first proposal to the senate.

That proposal addressed the problems of

general education at UMass.
The proposal stated that the current core

distribution system at UMass "both reflects

and incites demoralization." Citing a lack of

coherence and rationale behind the current

system, the committee recommended a

change in the distribution requirements.

While the Ad Hoc Committee was

tackling the problems of the current

system, the I'ndergraduate Student Senate
created its own committee on General

Education in the fall of 1981.

At first, the student committee tried to

formulate its own proposal. The committee
realized, however, that it was too great a

task, according to Ellen Nylen. a student

task force coordinator.

Then. Nylen said, the students tried to

formulate "a set of principles that (they)

thought should be the basis for any
curriculum that might come about."

The student committee's findings were
similar to those of the faculty Ad Hoc
committee, terming the present core

.system a "failure."

The core system "'was a reaction to a

curriculum 'hat had been really rigid,"

Nylen said, "and all through the 60s people

were crying out for freedom to choose their

own courses."
Both the student committee and the

faculty Ad Hoc Committee reports agreed

that freedom in selecting core requirements

went too far. Both groups have cited the

lack of reasoning behind the core system as

its major failure.

"'Courses have to have a rationale; there

has to be an explanation for having them,"

Nylen said.

Pttoto hj Peter Marki

A plow clears the way for classes today by moving snow from a
Campus Center walkway.
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PVTA bus flaw requires
$750,000 design change

By PAUL DESMOND
Collefian Correspondent

The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority

(PVTA) is expected to spend about

$750,000 over the next two years to correct

a design flaw on 125 of its buses.

"It's a move to save money," said

Stephen Gazillo, assistant to the PVTA
administrator, who expected the PVTA to

save about $2 million in future engine

repairs.

The 125 buses involved were designed

with air conditioning condensers placed in

the engine compartment next to the

engine's radiator, explained Gazillo. In this

position, the condensors collect large

amounts of dirt.

If not cleaned twice per year, the clogged

condensors can cause frequent overheatincr.

Gazillo said.

"There is nothing actually wrong,"

Gazillo said. "The buses are running. It will

be cheaper over time to convert, rather

than clean them twice a year."

What will be done, according to Gazillo, is

that a new rear engine cover will be put on

the rear of the bus. This will change the

design of the rear from a slope -backed to a

straight cover, and will allow the condensor

to sit above the engine, away from the

radiator.

The General Motors Corporation, from

which PVTA purchased the buses in 1977,

cannot be held responsible for the flaw,

Gazillo said.

Each bus may be fixed in about two days

by PVTA mechanics, Gazillo said. The first

23 buses should be fixed by spring or

summer "at the latest." he said.

Newslines . . .

Counseling Collective will hold orientation
The Lesbian and Gay Men's Counselling

Collective will hold an orientation session

for those interested in joining the collective

at 7 tonight in Room 903 of the Campus
Center.

The Counselling Collective is a group of

lesbians and gay men trained and super-

vised by a professional psychologist. The
collective does free counselling and
referrals for lesbians and gay men and for

their friends, family, roommates.

Residential Assistants and others who want
to speak with a lesbian or gay man.
An informational telephone line offering

information on local lesbian and gay men's

events can be reached at 545-0684.

Anyone interested in talking to members
of the (counselling Collective can visit their

office, 433 Student Union Building, from 4-6

p.m., weekdays except Wednesday, or call

5452645.

State school collaborative to recruit volunteers
The Boltwood Project, a volunteer

program at Belchertown State School, will

be holding an informational meeting at 7

p.m., Feb. 14, Feb. 17, and Feb. 23 in Room
804 of the Campus Center.

The Project works as a collaborative

between the Five College area and the state

school. A variety of programs are offered,

including the rehabilitation and recreation

of the mentally retarded in western

Massachusetts.

The programs will provide participants

with valuable and marketable experience in

many areas. Academic credit is available.

The program will also provide the par

ticipant with the components for certain

courses which require field practicums.

The program is offered on several nights

of the week and transportation is provided.

Photo by Peter Mark*

An empty bicycle rack at the Campus Center is assured of continued

inactivity after being wrapped in drifts from the weekend storm.
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The Counseling & Career
Development Office will be

offering the following workshops
throughout the semester
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National companies to attend co-op job fair
By PAUL BASKEN

Collcciui SUff

('ooperative education coordinators at the University of
Massachusetts, "very much enthused" for the projrram's
success here, will hold their first annual Job and Career
Fair Thursday.
A program through which more than 1.000 U.S. colleges

have given their students career preparation and financial
assistance, cooperative education has been placing
students in curriculum related jobs at sch(X)ls like Nor
theastern University in Boston since the turn of the
century.

Federal funding for the program, established in the
1960s after growing successes with co-ops, was obtained
last year by UMass.

"We're just opening up one (more) avenue," Project
Coordinator Joan Stoia said in reviewing the ground work
and feasibility studies completed during the Office of
Cooperative Education's first year.

About 200 students are currently enrolled in the
program, she said, and with 13 firms and government

Student Senate to hold
fee review for students

agencies planning to attend this week's job fair, 35
St udents per day have been visiting her office.

"We were mobbed this week," Stoia said. "It was
wonderful."

Businesses planning to send representatives to Thur
sday's meeting include IBM. MITRE Corporation, the U.S.
Department of Transportation. Sweet Life Floods, and
Walt Disney World, which already employs UMass
students through the program.

Stoia stressed, however, that the job fair is not planned
as a hiring session, but is instead designed "to introduce
students to employers in the event that when they do have
openings, students will understand the firm and agency
better."

The federal government granted the University ap
proximately $70,000, or about 65 percent of the total

administrative costs, for each of the co-op program's first

two years, according to the oftjce. The proposal was
written by Professor James Leheny of the English
department, who was assisted by Fallen Wolf, director of

the Office of Internships.

The coop program is a "minimal investment considering

how much students benefit from it." said Wolf. She said

she not only saw coops representing no conflict with her

office, but instead worked to establish the program
"because I wanted students to have another chance to get

g(M)d professi«)nal experience and training.

"

Beyond considering the trade off of money for a co op
versus college credits for an internship. Stoia said a coop
has the additional advantage of being a more continuous

experience — a student is often rehired for a second co op
or given a job at the company after graduation.

As an example, Stoia said the federal government's
freeze on hiring is not only exempted by co ops, but also

allows government agencies to hire their co op students

after graduation.

Wolf praised the federal government's past support of

CO ops, calling it a type of "financial aid plan." while Stoia,

claiming "the Reagan Administration is certainly de-

emphasizing anything to do with education," awaits its

decision in spring on third year funding of the program at

UMass.

By BILL WALL
( ollc|h>n SUff

Students who are concerned about the
proposed student fee increa.ses for next
year will today and tomorrow have the
opportunity to participate in a student run
review of the budget requests made by such
departments as Housing and F\x)d Services.

The fee review is being conducted by the

Rents and Fees Committee of the

Undergraduate Student Senate as part of

the process through which budget requests
are channeled. The fee review is an of-

ficially recognized part of the Trust F'und

Management Policy approved last week by
the UMass Board of Trustees and is

designed to incorporate student input into

the budget process.

The fee increases for next year will be at

least $65 due to the implementation of the

"full costing" concept approved last week
by the Trustees, wherein each of the fee

based trust funds, such as the Campus
Center or Housing Services, is required to

pay its share of central costs, including

accounting services rendered by the

University.

The fee review will 15e conducted tonight
at 7 in Rm. 101 of the Campus Center and
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Rm. 804.

Representatives from the various trust

funds will be present to answer student

questions concerning the individual

departmental budget, said Mitch Gaslin.

chair of the committee.

"We have a number of people from this

committee who reviewed the budgets and

fee requests during intersession who will

ask questions about the budgets." (laslin

said. 'It's an open hearing on the different

fees, and students who come down will be

able to ask questions."

Gaslin said the committee gives

recommendations on the budget which have

to be approved by the undergraduate

senate. The budget with the recom
mendations goes to the vice chancellors for

their perusal, and to the Board of Trustees

for final approval. Gaslin said.

Collcipan photo by Tom Kudla

Greg Caetano, a sophomore computer engineering major, and Debi
Sherman, a sophomore micro-biology major, use dining commons trays

to shovel the snow that fell on their car while parked at the Northeast
Residential Area yesterday afternoon.

PHIL COLLINS

Qt UMqss Fine Arts Center

Py Cd!i.M
flpff^, ( Mint Br RfHiml

Includes
You Can t Hurry Love
Thru These Walls

I Don f Care Anymore

Feb.

>3@'

CASSETTE

Hello. I Must Be Going'" is

the new album from Phil

Collins Listen and be cap-
tured by the Phil Collins

magic' Includes the single.

You Cant Hurry Love." as
well as Thru These Walls."

and "I Don t Care Any-
more" Produced by Phil

Collins, assisted by Hugh
Padgham.

Phil Collins

IN THE AIR TONIGHT„ THIS MUST Bf LOVEm BEHIND THE LINES

SD 16029

5.99
LP or CQSsvtt* On Sole oil this week at

FOR THE RECORD
(in Faces)

159 H. Pleosont Street

Amherst

4.99

LP or CQss«tt«

Sole ends

Feb. 19
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Womens Week
MONDAY

"As More Men Lose: Some Conse-
quences of Competition," a lecture by An-
drew Hacker from the political science

department of Queens College, will be held

at 4:15 p.m. at Seelye Hall 10 at Smith Col-

lege.

Lesbian and Gay Information Session

will [ye held at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center
in Room 902. The session is sponsored by

the Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Col-

lective and the People's Gay Alliance/Les-

bian Union Speaker's Bureau who are

seeking new members.
Women's Issues Team General

Meeting will be held at 6:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center Room 811. Anyone in-

terested in women's issues is welcome to

attend.

TUESDAY

"What is to be Undone: Taking Racism
out of the Closet," a workshop for les-

bians and gay men, will be held at 7: 15 p.m.

in the Browsing Room of Neilson Library

at Smith College. The workshop will ex-

plore the effects of white racism on les-

bians and the gay men living in the Pioneer

Valley.

The Women's Caucus of the Student

Senate will meet at 5 p.m. Nominations

and elections for the caucus coordinator

and a representative to the coordinating

committee will take place. All women
senators should attend.

A Support Group for Underemployed
Women will be held at 7 p.m. at the

Everywoman's Center. The group will

meet for eight sessions. The group will

focus on what underemployment is and

how to cope with its stresses.

Women's Bible study will be held at 8

p.m. in the Campus Center in Room 805.

WEDNESDAY

"The Curreni Political Crisis in Peru

and the Peruvian Feminist Movement"

will be discussed by Virginia Vargas at 8
p.m. in the lounge of the Faculty Club at

Smith College.

The Women's Spirituality Group will

meet at 7 p.m. in Room 428 of the Student
Union. The discussion topic for the meeting
will be "A Religion for Women: Sources
and Strategies."

THURSDAY

"The Social Construction of Women's
Sickness," a lecture by Denise Connors,
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Neilson

Library Browsing Room at Smith College.

Southwest Women's Center Staff

Meeting will be held at 4 p.m. in the

center. All are invited to attend.

Women's Leadership Project Introduc-

tory Meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in

Room 811 of the Campus Center. The pro-

ject is committed to promoting the em-
powerment of women. All women are in-

vited to attend.

The Everywoman's Center Public Rela-

tions/Outreach Program is seeking
volunteers, interns and work-study
students interested in acquiring skills in

mass communication, public speaking and
making and distributing publicity

packages. Previous experience is

desirable, particularly writing and/or
graphic skills. Training will be provided.

Credit and work-study is available for most

UMass undergraduate students. For ap-

plications or more information, call

545-0883.

Volunteers and interns are also needed

to work with the Working Women's Task
Force this spring. Research on various

issues, developing and participating in pro-

grams for working women and coor-

dinating self-help files will be part of the

jobs. An administrative assistant is also

needed. Academic credit is available for

those interested. Motivation, commitment
and ability to work with diverse popula-

tions are required. Deadline for applying is

February 23. For further information call

Myra Hindus at the Everywoman Center.

THIS
WEEKS

16 oz

J & J
shampoo

$2.71
less $1.00

mail in rebate

$1.71
final cost

14 oz J & J

powder

$1.78
less $1.00

mail in rebate

2S1

^ baby
powder

(lo^MXTM ai|oA.Vl»C^l

reg $2.49

Edge shave cream
reg, special, medic cond

$1.51 reg $2.36

Trac-ll 5's

15 oz

V05
dry, oiiy

norm,

Jojoba

Henna
Ex Body

$1.21
<eg $1.99

Arrid XX
solid 2 oz

$1.46
reg $2.60

$2.01
reg $2.89

12 oz

Boil 'n

Soak

cffV*

BCHLn
SOAK-

$1.36
Vitamin C
500 mg

100 capsules

Also Available In the Open 'Q^ UNIVERSITY

EMT's
Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit

Work at shows, football games,
basketball games ^^ptJL^i*-'

CPR recert, CEU info B^B^^
1st meeting Monday Feb. 14th 10 PM

MoniU North 406

Is there a Bottleneck

in your Life?

Try
The Stimulating Atmosphere of

Saint Louis University's
Academic Year in Madrid

Designed for the concerned student who may not be financially

affluent, the one who demands seriousness in education.

For information call

Shoshanna Wasserman
tel. (413) 549-5630

Enjoy the Theaters, Museums £t Cultural Life

of the Spanish Capital

Quality Instruction at Economy Prices in:

Accounting
Foreign Science Political Science
History Pyschology
Language Sociology
Literature Theology
Teaching English as a Second Language

Art

Business Administration

Economics
French

Philosophy

I

Our Center is located in the Ciudad Universitaria. Staff is recruited from three local

universities. Trans-Atlantic Flights: $256 Accredible courses taught in Spanish, per-

sonal direction, educational travel. Years Tuition: $3700. 3 hundred students cur-

rently enrolled. Maintenance in family or dormitory runs from $275 to $325 per

month according to degree of comfort. Half of our student body is Spanish - Make
friends with your hosts from the first minute.

Information: Raymond L. Sullivan, S.J., Calle de la Vina, 3, Madrid 3, Spain

PRODUCTIONS

^s^ sov>

v\ol
r^$~

9^^
:^o9^

Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Amherst)
All Ticketron Outlets

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only $3.00 Students

$4.00 General P'

.Student Union Ballroom.

UMASS AMERICAN

KARATE
DEMONSTRATION Feb. 14th

8:30 PM NOPE 101

Larry Kelley

13 U.S. Fighter

Donna Johnson

#1 New England Fighter

Classes begin Feb. 16th

For more info, call 586-6816
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Renewed hope and lots of red roses

I
once heard a Coffee Shop philosopher say,

"Valentine's Day is the same as any other holiday,

only different."

Different indeed. It arrives every February, when most
people are just beginning to crawl out of the financial and
spiritual wreckage that has come to be known as

"Christmas." By this time hibernation has become boring,

and schoolbooks are not quite strong enough to lift the

soul from its dark groundhog burrow. So we look forward
to an early spring, blizzards notwithstanding, because
there's no better reason to crawl out of the woodwork
than the prospect of love.

Steve Masse
Valentine's Day — just what the doctor ordered. Accor-

ding to the wrise sages who write health articles and sell

vitamin E, people who sport about in winter usually have

good health and good spirits, and are well disposed to en-

joy a robust, if not downright Playboy/Cosmopolitan

lifestyle.

Last February I decided to heed this healthful advice. I

resurrected my cross country skis and practiced up on my
macho ski image. It was time to dust off my own romantic

cobwebs, and finally ask the girl of my dreams for a ski

date. Up until that time, my unrequited love had grown

deeper with each bus ride (if only she knew). I had to do

something, because time was running out and I wanted

more than a white rose Valentine's Day. I wanted a red

rose day, with her.

The day before Valentine's Day, I saw her on the bus.

She was sitting next to her knapsack, beautiful as ever. In-

stead of just passing her and saying a feeble "hi" as usual,

and being ashamed that my eyes were doing a lot more

helloing than my stammering jaw was, I decided to stand

firm for once. I was going to ask her.

"How's everything?" I smiled.

"Good."
"Been studying a lot?"

"No." She yawned.

I could see she was thrilled to have me there. But I

wasn't about to let this opportunity pass. I asked her to

join me on a cross country jaunt.

"Today?"
"No, tomorrow."
"That's Valentine's Day."

"Right. I guess it is."

I fully expected her to say no, but instead, she looked at

me halt in doubt and half in what I took to be anticipation,

and said, "Well, I haven't been skiing much this year. I

guess I could use the exercise. I haven't got anything else

planned."

At best it was a white rose acceptance, but I was hoping
to change the color to at least pink by the next evening.

She lifted her knapsack off the empty bus seat and I sat

next to her, though I wasn't sure whether she lifted the

knapsack for me to sit there, or for her to look into it —
because she rummaged out a notebook and browsed
through it intermittently for the rest of the ride back to

our apartment complex. ^

To make a long story even longer, we went skiing. I was
on a cloud, because it was Valentine's Day and finally,

miraculously, I had her with me, all to myself, both of us
together.

Neither one of us were pros. We plodded through the

golf course making small talk. Very small talk. In fact, not
enough talk. Then while I was humming to myself, "Take
that first step, ask her out and treat her like a lady," I

caught my scarf in some branches and nearly strangled to

death. She was ahead of me and didn't see, so she didn't

come to my rescue with the cooing ministrations of love

and tenderness that I sorely wanted, but instead asked me
when I caught up with her, "Are you cold? Your neck is all

red."

Soon the sunset sky cast an orange luster over the golf

course. "We probably ought to head back," she said.

"Why don't we have supper together?" I asked.

"No — that's okay. I have a lot of studying to do."

"I see. You don't eat when you have to study."

She didn't laugh, or even smile. My white rose was dead,

run over by a pair of skis.

That night I had a dream. I was skiing through the

sunset with her, and we were talking and joking, and just

as the sunset became twilight, I stole a kiss.

She fell over. I fell over too, on purpose, for I was sure

she had fallen on purpose as a playful exaggeration. Such
theatrics, I thought, glowing. We're a great pair.

I unhitched my skis, laughing, and kissed her again.

Then I said, "Whisper to me three little words that will

make me walk on air." And she whispered, "Go hang
yourself."

This year, Valentine's Day is going to be much nicer. I

have renewed hope, and plenty of roses. (Cupid, where are

you?)

Steve Masse is a UMass student

Letters—^-^——

—

Student clarifies statement
To the Editor:

I was quoted in Wednesday's Collegian as saying that

Robert Wilce's trip to South Africa was "a slap in the face

to civility and education at UMass."

I would like to clarify this statement by saying that I

believe it is UMass' financial support for professional

collaboration with South African institutions that runs

counter to the aims of Civility Education at UMass. which

is based on religious, racial, and sexual equality. My intent

in initiating this open forum with Dr. Wilce was to give

concerned students and members of the UMass community

a chance to gather information and discuss this issue.

Lauren Murray
Amherst

OP/ED Staff meeting
7:00 p.m. TONIGHT

Loss of Bear Bryant mourned
To the Editor:

We are writing in regard to the article by Elliot Kalb, in

his February 1st sports recap.

Mr. Kalb. being a human being and a sportswriter no

less, your statement, "The only Bears I ever loved were
named Yogi and Boo Boo." boggles our minds. What the

hell kind of remark is that? Whether you loved him or not.

is not the question. He died Elliot...have some compassion.

Is your heart frozen? You're not talking about losing a bet

or making a joke out of an uncharacteristically dismal

Bryant coached team. You're talking about the death of

Paul "Bear" Bryant, the winningest coach in college

football history. He touched more lives in 69 years of

existance than a UMASS student impersonating as a

sportswriter could shake a stick at.

Obviously if we wanted what Mr. Kalb calls an "in

telligent opinion" on January's sport happenings we would

ask someone with intelligence. Check yourself Elliot!

Our deepest sympathy to the family of Coach Bear

Bryant.
Dav-d Littlefield

Kevin Jackson
Don Keefer
Sunderland

A question of

professionalism

It
is with much feeling that I respond to the recent

articles and letters regarding our (myself and Prof.

Wilce) participation in scientific meetings in South
Africa this past January. Our attendance was not a

political statement, and the implications in John Howley's
letter to the editor (Feb. 11, 1983) to this effect were quite

disturbing. His statement of our support of racism is a

straight out lie. Clearly he used us as a platform to pro-

mulgate his own ideas.

Professor Wilce and I were invited by internationally

recognized South African marine scientists to present 2

papers concerning our current research. We attended two
scientific conferences, one national (others from the U.S.

and Britain were also present), as well as an international

Andrew Davis
symposium where more than 20 countries were
represented (such as Italy, Belgium, U.S.A., Sri Lanka,

Scotland, Austria, West Germany, Namibia. Australia,

Canada, Transkei, Chile, Venezuela, Israel, United

Kingdom, France, Portugal, Spain, Brazil, and South

Africa), and included 1 5 scientists from universities in the

United States.

My reasons for going to South Africa were purely scien-

tific and professional. I went to educate and be educated in

science. For me, attending meetings in South Africa in no

way lent support, directly or indirectly, to the South

African government or its policies. Whkt I did suDDort

was the advancement of science in my field at the interna-

tional level, regardless of geographical location. The ad-

vancement of science depends greatly on international

communication, and it is as important to ignore political

and nationalistic barriers in the sciences as it is in the arts.

The scientific community is an international community
with no geographical boundaries; the pursuit of scientific

knowledge must not be directed by political pressures.

Does my living in this country mean I support all policies

of our government such as draft registration, military

spending, nuclear power, or even the Bottle Bill? Is a

scientist visiting and studying in this country from abroad

making a political statement of support for our govern-

ment and its policies? Obviously, no. It was with much
shock wheh I returned home to learn of the events in

Cicero, Illinois (Re: Time Magazine, February 7, 1983).

Such blatant racism in our own backyard! Does the fact

that I live in the same country, or even state, mean that I

support and contribute to these attitudes? Again, no.

Similarly, attendance at a scientific meeting lends no sup-

port to the politics of the geographical barriers one is

writhin.

I've always known, and felt strongly about, where I

stand on the issue of racism. I abhor it just as much where

it is legislated (South Africa) as where it is not, yet no less

blatant, such as the South in the past decades and, even

where it still exists today in this country. Just look around.

In light of mv personal views, John Howley's accusation

that I was "attempting to ingratiate (myself) with the

racist regime" contains no truth. To "ingratiate" means
"bringing oneself into anothers favor by concious effort."

This notion that I went to South Africa to gain favor with

the government is utterly ridiculous. I have no wish, nor

need, to be ingratiated with the South African govern

ment.

Finally, there is one other disturbing idea in Johi

Howley's letter. He asks that the university communitj

"censure" Prof. Wilce for his actions. I ask, what ev«
happened to the idea of individual freedom? Should an in

dividual 's freedom and goals be subordinated to those of i

group? Not in this country. Yet Howley is asking for oen

sure of an individual for a choice he made, a free choiei

which we all have in this country. By this, Howley is pro

moting the very thing he accuses us of. Here he is suppor-

ting oppression himself — suppression of an individual's

freedom of choice.

Andrew N. Davis is a UMass graduate student
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Add Drop Pass Fail Option

Deadline: Mon., Feb. 14

Amherst cable channel will feature

area news, talk show with UMass dean
By ELLEN RYDER

ColleKimn Staff

Inspired by the Amherst area's unique personality, a

new cable television channel is preparing to serve its

viewers.

Amherst's Center for Community Access Television

(CCATV) promises to be a hodgepodge of news, en-

tertainment, and culture, according to Program Director

Carol Kowalski. Currently in production are a children's

show, an Amherst news program and "The Dean's Cor-

ner, " a talk show featuring Dean Mario Fantini of the

University of Massachusetts School of Education.

Kowalski has been director of CCATV since December
and has the distinction of being the center's first full-time

paid employee.

"I have lots of plans," Kowalski said. "We have two
goals: to program channel 3 (CCATV), and to train

volunteers (in communcations)."

Kowalski cites the upcoming Amherst news program as

having special importance to area students.

"When students are only living in town for four years or

less, they may want to get a pulse on the town," she said.

"We want to aim our programming at as many
specialized viewers as possible," the 23-year old Clark

University graduate said. "The first few programs will be

directed toward students."

Kowalski said she feels "The Deans Corner" will have a
broad audience because of the large student population in

the area. Fantini will have local figures and national

celebrities as guests. The program, which will be produced
by Irene Starr, will center on student issues and interests.

In addition to programming, CCATV also said it

welcomes and trains interns and volunteers. Depending on

their interests, volunteers are trained to operate television

equipment and to work on a crew, Kowalski said. To
develop facility with equipment, volunteers are sent

on"practice shoots" and later allowed to do actual filming.

"I hope to have more advanced volunteers learn editing,

directing, and producing," Kowalski said.

Noting the abundance of strong, specialized groups in

the Pioneer Valley, Kowalski said CCATV can be an outlet

for groups with no audience elsewhere.

"In public access programming, there is more freedom,"

she said. "As long as (the program) is decent, we can air it.

Amherst is a very good climate for an access studio."

Kowalski said she was surprised at the lack of volunteers

and interns from the University of Massachusetts.

"There will be training opportunities, and UMass
students qualify to be trained," she said. "I have one senior
intern from UMass... I'm surprised that he's the only one
so far. Communications majors can especially benefit."

How tomake peace withTblstoy

(wQtch for hidden cost

on oth«r trips)

TRANSPOHTATiON AVAILADLE
(corpool bus, flight)

Non-Members
Welcome

For more info coll

5-3437

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break

with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. Its just one of five deliciously

different flavors from
General Foods

'

International Coffees.

GENERAL FOODS" INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FL./\VOR

Available at: UNIVERSITY
STORED

t General Foods Corporation 1963

Arts
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An emotional film with an unrealistic plot
WITHOUT A TRACE
Hampshire 4 Theaters

By ELAINE SENAY
Collcgiui SUff

While Stanley Jaffe's Withcmt A Trace can be called a
good tearjerker, the film fails as a whole because the plot
seems unrealistic. The ending is too simplified and it made
me feel cheated out of a film that already had me emo-
tionally interested.

The film centers around the disappearance of a six-year-
old boy, Alex Selky, while he was on his way to school. The
film uses this incident to focus on the reaction of his
mother, Susan Selky, played by Kate Nelligan. Nelligan's
performance here is very controlled as she portrays a
woman trying to maintain a grip on her emotions.
Judd Hirsh plays Detective Al Manetti who is in charge

of the investigation in search of Alex. His character
doesn't have as much depth as Nelligan's , but Hirsh plays
the New York cop role well, thankfully leaving out all of
the cliched mannerisms.

It is easier to identify with the mother in Witfumt A
Trace since she is the main focus. Kate Nelligan suc-
cessfully draws us into her private agony. Her entire
world has fallen apart and she still remains calm. Susan
keeps up a brave facade but her control weakens and her
true emotions flood to the forefront.

There is one scene in a playground that is particularly
moving. Susan is talking to her friend Jocelyn, played by
Stockard Channing. Susan keeps babbling about Alex and
her husband, Graham (played by David EXikes), until it

becomes all too painful to watch her struggling to remain
in control.

Although Nelligan's performance is clearly one of
Trace's merits, the film falls down in terms of the
storyline. The ending just seems too much like an easy
way to close the film. When Alex disappears and the police

are called into the situation, they must deal with the
crackpots who call in with tips on the case. But it turns out
that one of them is right for once. This seems so unlikely
that it destroys the film's credibility entirely.

Withmit A Trace is to be faulted for its poor plot. The ac-
tors, especially Nelligan and Hirsh, try to salvage their
own performances however, which somewhat keeps the
film from being a total waste.

-^ - Photo courtMY of Twentieth Ontury-Foi
Kate Nelligan stars as the courageous mother of a six-year-old who disappears in Without A

Trace.

An album that's hazardous to your taste
At first glance. Robert Hazard's new EP looks

promising. The hand scribbled lyrics on the jacket are
reminiscent of those on the sleeves of The Clash's London
Calling. But. Robert Hazard's album has neither the
energy nor enthusiasm of the aforementioned disc.

Warning: this EP doesn't fit into any particular genre of
music. This is not a hardcore, punk, or "new music " album.
Everyone knows hardcore is energetic beyond belief,

which this album isn't. One look at the album's jacket lets

you know that this is not a punk album. So. is this

necessarily a "new wave " album? Obviously not. What the
album is, I think, is dull.

The first cut on the album is called "Escalator of Life. " It

sounds like something you think that you heard on the
airwaves before, but probably wish you hadn't. The song
drags. It never builds to the expected climax. But that's

the way the whole album goes; when you expect to hear a

climax or chord change, it comes in just a little too late.

The lyrics don't kick in. they sleaze in. "Escalator of Life"

gets the most airplay, and as far as I can see. is the best
song on the EP.
A song called "Change Reaction" could be called the

guacamole of the EP. Not much good can be said about it.

The whole of side B sounds much the same as side A. The
"personal I" is used badly throughout each song.

"Nothing's workin' right-

I can't sleep at night-

I can't pay the rent-

All my money's spent

'Cause I just want to hang
around with you."

Robert Hazard
telligence or lacking his own is hard to determine.
Maybe "Out of the Blue" is the only saving cut on the

entire FA\ There is a thread of literacy brought to the
surface by the refrain:

"Yo-oh out of the blue-

back to nowhere."

This is a tale of g(H)d times gone bad. However, nothing

is mentioned of the thing responsible for the twist of fate

which haunts the singer back to nowhere.

Taken as a whole, the EP seems a bit too introspective

and confused. So much so that the confusion interferes

with the artist's ability to convey a feeling to the audience.

Photo by]

Hottentot, a contemporary farce about an aging uncle who returns home sporting a very young

bride, will be on stage at 7:30 p.m., February 15-19 at Hampden Theater, Southwest.

Wanna know what's happenin
in the Valley?

Read

Live Wire

Every Thursday

in Ahts.

''M\
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HAIR IDEAS..

JD PERMANENT WAVE.
^Oi^g-iasting Cijri Built-in conOitioning

ormuia Beoutifui shine with bounce
Now o''*\ S28 00 with this ad o«»' sioifM 3 ma

26 MAIN STREET • AMHERST • 253-9293

-7

xs

SPRING BREAK
ESCAPE

Springfield to Ft. Lauderdale

$125.00 round trip

on Amtracic

$25.00 deposit due by Feb. 8

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003

545-0500

=aac:zz: zx aoc ZB aoB acs Z3E

CINEMA

»*
Jit,

y <«ftsw .i /.
Doubl* Fei(tur«

Mon & lues
It Happened One Night? pm
His Girl Friday 9 pm

Wed - Sat

The Thin Man 7 pm I

North by Northwe8t9:05 pm

Downtown Amh«r«t
2S35426

Please

Recycle

This

Collegian

OOlliO TO FLORIDA?
Two senior editors of the Yale Daily Hews tell you
how to get ttie most—for the least—and have the

ultimate Florida vacation!

Includes the latest on; hotels • restaurants • bars • golf

• tennis • cops • gaystraiqht areas • where to strike

up liaisons with easy-to-follow maps that tell where
/ -r^P^Hy and what the action Is

iW ' • much, much more
•ffff

THE
RITES
OF
SPRING
ASrudenrsGutdero
Spring DreoK in Florido

Dfuce Jocobsen and Potltn Kiggs

S4 95 paperbact<

,

PRIAM DOCKS

UAAASS SKI CLUB
6o«s North to

•ochcombtt Tours

14th ANNUAL

College Spring Break in

DAYTONA BEACH

nMONT

SKI CAPITAL of the EAST.

March 20 - 25.
• •i 59.0

Includes: Tronsportotion
5 nights hotel occomodotions

5 full breakfasts

color TV G steam bath

in every room
5 days skiing

Free Hot Tub Party

2 Free Deer G Wine Parties

Indoor Heated Pool

for more Info 5-0407

JKTTOUn

•r Msrcli l«-S*
It tn# Hor> Sloe C^tt*•

,^ .

BUSTOUm
M«r«li 11-M

•r MsMii ia-S7
• HOuna tr>e «H*M mOMT COSCn

ALL TOURS mCLUOBi
LAND PACKAGE

• Fi(«ClaMO«MiiFi«ilAcaoiM4at«wto'S«v«n(7|NigMsiiir>*Itay«lnn.BMGMMtormc
QiMMy Im »»0t. locaWd dixctiy on th« Sinp <n Oayton* Bmct

• W«tcom« Ptrty wim pl«nty o» ««ff MER
• Eiciuvv* 14in AnnivcfMiy 10 Can] (or ditcounit al Shop* RaUauranu Nignt CluM ale

• On camput raaarvation wrvica

• Sarvicat o) ma Baacncomba' Staf

. OPTIONAL WMmialt. WiH Otanay Wa>M Tow. Nao Spcol Cantw Mvantura an« mot*'

lr«« • UmOMmA »— AralUMfl
r««Mt

SAVE^nOM

jtt.--.

»250ff
anyJoster^ gold ring

mSTORE^

Mon. Tue. Wed.
Feb. 14, 15, 16

10 am to

4 pm

$15 Deposit

BK(D RUSH TONIGHT
What's Open Rush?
A time to meet the brotherhood and see the house

in an informal and non-committal atmosphere. We
encourage ail University men who are interested in

fraternities or want more than just a degree for

spending four years at UMass. Even if you are con-

tent with the dorms, come down and meet us, you

may change your mind about frats, specificaly

BK0, as did many of us. There's no obligation and

it only takes a short time. Don't narrow yourself

down to one choice. Go to all of the rush parties to

see which house is best suited to your needs. Ask

questions about the living conditions, social ac-

tivities, sports, reputations, food, etc. Ask up-

perclassmen on your floor to suggest a few houses

to start looking at and their respective reputations.

3fJ

RUSH DATES
MoHa Feba 14

TueSa Feb. 15

Weda Feba 16

Time: 9:00 P.M.

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

All University Men Invited

Valentine'sDayCards

AMERIGVNWGREETINGS

...kxlhiat
^fy-' '''il fXfSi.n

Located in the Campus Center

Open Mon - Fri 9-5

Sat 1 1-4

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Hypercurricula

ARMENIAN STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION MEETING - First

meeting of the semester. New members
welcome. 7 p.m., Brett Dorm Basement.

SPECTRUM STRATEGY SESSION -
Production schedule; staff assignments and
timetables; general business update. All

members must attend. Anyone interested

in typesetting and layout invited also, 7

p.m.. Room 805-809 Campus Centre.

"SOVIET REPRESSION OF HUMAN
RIGHTS — Alexander Shipov, Soviet

emigre and former detainee by Soviet

authorities for participating in a demon-
stration in support of imprisoned Russian

Jews, will speak as part of a campus
campaign, including a Washington lobby

Feb 23, 7:30 p.m., 168 170 Campus Center.

COUNCIL TO END ANTI SEMITISM -
At the first meeting of the semester, we
will review the goals, objectives and actions

to be taken against anti Jewish sentiment.

UMFAFA MEETING - The first

meeting of UMass Fire and First Aid Unit.

Very important meeting for detail

assignments and essential info and other
business, 10 p.m., Morrill 407.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM GENERAL
MEETING - This is the first meeting for

the semester. Anyone interested in

women's issues are welcome to attend the

meeting. It will be an informal and in

troductory meeting. Refreshments will be
served, CC 81 1.6:30 p.m.

LESBIAN AND GAY INFORMATION
SESSION - The lesbian and Gay Men's

Counselling Collective and the People's Gay
Alliance/ Lesbian Union Speaker's Bureau
both seek new members. Attend our joint

introductory session, 7 p.m., 903 Campus
Center.

BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT -
The Amherst Backgammon Club presents

its first weekly Monday night backgammon
tournament. Only 82 entry, cash prizes,

plus free mug drawing for entrants. AH
welcome, 9 p.m., The Pub, 15 East Pleasant

Street, Amherst.

OLDER STUDENTS LUNCH - The 25-

Plus Club and Older Students Service

Network invite you to meet for lunch every

Monday. There are more older students at

UMass than you realize. Quickie Lunch,
Campus Center 10th floor. Every Monday,
noon.

INTERNSHIP PLANNING SESSION -
Detailed information about internship

opportunities in all fields. Sign up for a

planning session in person or by phone,

Office of Internships, 16 Curry Hicks.

UMASS BOXING CLUB - There will be a

meeting for all people interested in joining

the boxing club. Previous and new mem-
bers are welcome, 4 p.m., 19th floor

Washington.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — Planning for semester's work
around world hunger issues, 4 to 5 p.m.,

428 Student Union Building.

OPEN HILLEL MEETING - Everyone
is welcome to this meeting which will

discuss University policy around holidays.

Meet in the Hillel Office, Student Union

302, 6 p.m.

MASS PIB MEN'S BIBLE STUDY - All

men are invited to an informal study of life

and teachings of Jesus Christ as described

in the bible, 7 p.m.. Campus Center room
901.

WORKSHOP ON CIVIL RIGHTS
MOVEMENT - In celebration of Black

History month, Hampshire College is

sponsoring a workshop "Voices of the Civil

Rights Movement." Format will include

media and discussion. Meets tonight,

Tuesday, Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m. Franklin

Patterson Lounge, Hampshire College.

FEE REVIEW HEARINGS - Open
hearings on next year's student fees. All

students are invited to come and voice their

concerns and complaints. 7 p.m., CC 101,

Campus Center.

Collegian Recruitment
Meeting

Tuesday, Feb. 15 at 8 p.m.,
Campus Center Room 803

The Collegian is recruiting in all

departments.

For further information call,

545-3500

MONDAY
BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

$2. entry fee, cash prizes

FREE *Pub 40' mug
drawing for entrants

B.Y.O.B. (that's BOARD, not beer!)

starts 9 p.m.

EVERY
Monday
night
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Hours 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores.

A tender, delicious oven roast!

usDAf USDA Choice
BeefRound

Roast
USDA Choice Beef Chuck
BonelessChuck Roast
USDA Choice
Round Tip Roast

Beef
Round

USDA Choice
BeefRoundRump Roast
USDA Choice
BeefEyeRound Roast

lb

lb

lb

lb

1.79
1.99

1.99

2.59

Beef Chuck
BonelessChuckSteak
USDA Choice Beef Chuck
ShoulderLondon Broil
USDA Choice Beef Chuck
Boneless Blade Steak
USDA Choice Beef Round
TopRoundSteak

lb

lb

lb

lb

1.89

2.19

2.49
2.59

Colonial Smoked
Pork Shoulder|2A*
6 to8 lb§ water added . lb^^P^^^
J-. , • 1 . . ^ water added
Colonial Master esibs -i ooSmoked Pork ShoulderibX •^y
Colonial Semi Boneless -m ^^Ham Portions ^^^^i^^^**"* ibl.Oc7

'White Gem'
Chicken Legs £5A^
5 to 6 lb package .lb^9S9
Chicken Breastwhite Gem i r\r\
SpHt withBack ^-^^p^^. ibl.Uy
Boneless & Skinless ri or^
Chicken Breast »r ibZ.oy

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
W. Mass and Enfield

see Store for Details

It's time to

SHOP

lUeaver ChlCdcen
Bologna

99LI
A tasty
sandwich meat.
Sliced to
ordeii II)

Save On Frozen Seafood

Fiesta Brand
Peeled&Deveined
ShrimpO99
1 Ibpk^Frozen . . . ^HV

Cooked Fish
Cakes OCIf
stop& Shop 1 Ibpk^^^P^^r

Cooked Fish
NiCS Kr ...n QOr
Stop&ShoplOoz .f^^f^^

Fish& Chips
Batter Dipped ^^O
stop & Shop
1 lb pkg Frozen r

U.S. Grade A Quality

Haddock
FiUets 069
Pier 12 Fmzen .... WKtl lb

Flounder
Fillets 079
Pier 12 Frozen ^Kv lb

Halibut

Q99O lb

Stuffed ^„^
Clams JpS

Pier 12
Frozen

Pierl2.30ozpk(?.

Hot Cross
Buns ^29
Stop & Shop
15ozpk^.of8 r

I

Aim Mint
Toothpaste
or Refjular Flavor
8.2 ounce tube I29

Fresh

Cod
Fillets

Make Stop & Shop
Your Fish Market
For Variety & Savings!

FreshPoUock FiUets ibl.69
FreshFloimderFillets
FreshSteamerClams
FreshDressedSmelts
FreshDressedWhiting
RainbowTrout "SiS[^^"

lb

lb

lb

lb

2.49
1.29
1.69
1.79
2.79

Bumble Bee Tuna
Solid White ^19
in oil or water
7 ounce can. . I
Hi-C Brix Pak
Drink ^^ ^^-^«
Juice Drink
8-% oz carton . 379
Wheatsworth
Crackers ^^*^*^
Nabisco
1 1 '/2 ounce package

'99
produce Take advantage of this year's plentiful supplies!

lllis

Pickm*Time and fiorOnlyaDan^
Maine Round White iJo^i

Potatoes
Fresh Yellow

Turnips
Yellow All Purpose

Onions

Pillsbury Plus

Size 113

Cake Mix
V^i Assorted Flavors
**^-

' 15*/2 0iuice package 69
Jumbo Size
Towels
Assorted Colors
1 ply 140 sheet roll

2'^^1

Sunkist Navel

Oranges
Fresh California size le

Lemons
T^onuitoes . . .'e'l'i'w . . . n,o9
GreenCabbage »>

17'
Thomp>son "fliLQ

SeedlessGrapes .^1

Coronet Bath
Tissue QQ<
2 Ply 400 sheet roll

Four roll Pack . . . .

\ Tide Laundry
' Detergent ^99

'Extra Action'
49 ounce box r

^=i1Imperial
owffl^

i

MargarineAAT
1 margarine ; Quarter pound sticks ^T^^^^P1_ V One pound package ^^^^^k^^

Orange Juice
16ozcan f09Frozen concentrate
Stop&Shop

i
I

I

*"1
s.-H IS... .:„... ,-.,!, 02 M 1 ;,,:.|1 W

c Save 25 III
II

S('>C t S^Op Oairv CuiJ[«.r D8]| i Sto[. >. ShTifi Ci'-O'-fir, Coupo

"-ri
Half Gallon container {

i^ C Hood I

on
In Oil or Water

^ji- f«i !>•

\ 1 lb Packafie ill
I ' /^^ Imperial i BumbleBeeTuna li

I,^ ,
Margarine II ^^ ^ SoUd White S
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

coN'T 5AY wrmxo.
N\I5S HfiRPW .0i;r A GiANtr

5rorTEP 5f,ORKi£WACKeR

FRO(^ ^ a05€T Rytt (^

MeHeKE-roscHoa,,..

Awi7 3iNC£FW6rex?e(?/€*Jce

HASRRoveN-wflrHepuws
TD GKA& ^^e I'p UKe

HO^\eAN[?HlPE.

N\R. BlNKieV THAT'S

-fHe STiNKie^T exo/se rvg
gveR HGARp RK oernNG

60 5lrpo^^w.

P555T/
WHflT'5 THe
FYTHAGOReAN
THEOREM?

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

THE PRE-MEO CiUQWAS
HAviNG^ f\ CANOy 5/\i£, So
I QOUGHT A BIG.SOLIO
M/LK CHOCOLATE

1^---Y0PEN IT UP\ >
LETS SEE VlHKT

}T LOOKS LI

Mokl PFT

OoNT cRy. TM Sure
SHtii LIK£ IT

ANY w/\y. r/^;^i?'X ?

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

'a<..mR.5CR0D FOR VOOR SAFETY

ANt) THE SAFETY OF EVERYO^E
lELSE WR 60lN6 TO BEHELD OVER-

INI6HT /N -PROTECTIVE CuSTOtsy.

After The Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
F.diled by Margarel Farrar and Irudr Jaffe

1

6
12

ACROSS
Pyramids, for

example
Bring up to date
Flower for

a Valentine

14 Flsfi-eating bird

15 Vinegars

16 Newspaper
personnel

Dennis and
his kind

Take
Learned

Aviv

22 Biblical spy
26 Buona

(good evening)

Lifeof a tree

Popular name in

Mllano
32 Stars and
34 A Caesar

Put into effect

Librarian s need
Origip Su'fix

Throw down »he

gauntlet

44 Sister sdaugnter
45 Angels' favorite

sign

47 Novel he'oine

49 Ate
50 Plant part

52 Straw hive

54 Spenser s

Queene

17

18

19

21

28
31

36

39
41

42

IVR.l I 4l^ \n|trlr> limr- Ntndunlr

57 Pari of a

monogram
62 Duck
63 Rues
64 Term of address

at certain

assemblies
65 Was a host

66 Puts on cloud

nine

67 Bean

DOWN
1 Thereby hangs
a

2 Straw in the wind

3 Large Prefix

4 Pie ingredient,

in rhyme
5 Circe, for one
'' Small singing

bird

7 Nonpareil

8 Essential parts

9 Image
10 Chalcedony
1

1

Being

12 Rotating piece

13 Quadrupeds
14 Sweet or

everlasting

20 Texture of threads

22 Famed Egyptian

for short

23 Mother s sisters

24 Certain prisoner

25 Self esteem
27 Ethiopian prince

29 Resort named
for a tree

30 A of one's
mind

33 Musician of the

beach''

35 Scott

37 Avian occupants
of a special

seat

38 Before

40 1002, in

old Roma
43 Curve
46 Wildcat

48 Go round the

edge
51 est

laborare

53 Winter month,
in Seville

54 r nil short

r,5 oreve,

muSic term
j6 BI« people
J8 Social occasions
59 •—— each

life some
ram

60 Solar disk

61 Bnt money,
formerly

62 Mrs on the Bois

' 2
^ y 5 6 7 g 9 10 11

12
T

I n 14

—
15 16

17 18

1
19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 r- 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

36 37 38

43

39 40

41 42 44

45 46 ^H 47 48 49

1
50 51 52 53

^H54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

62 6?

64 65

66 57

ANSWER TO PREVIOIJSPl ZZLE

JTE eTp] weatherF N (

1

MA •-M ; R n E

C L A N AT T NHHI i A

i'^KAN Q ARO cF3 U 1 T Sunny early today, thenSWE A Rl 1 Nl nilA L

miic]T £ AIMHK E clouding up in the af
AIMIIiSlSMHI IDE! IOTA ternoon. Highs 35 to 40.

Cloudy tonight with a
chance of rain or snow.

dBvia naaaa aaaa
Quaa aaaa aamam

u ( T A^H£^ R
1

T R Lows 25 to 35. Tomorrowm t £ 0^ 1 L

r»
E * becoming partly cloudy.

'A L 1 N KHA Sll! f L T

iS 1 F 6 sIp uo ii 1 E Ir 1 _£_ Highs 30 to 40.

innoH aan E Y iJf«J

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Roast Lamb/Gravy,

Mint Jelly

Swedish Meatballs

Tuna Salad Plate

with Chips

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

'4 s-i» f eft '9 I" 'a-'ies*. t ' C.JS^•'T^*'^ *rc fi'V?''*^' l"^" 'g'^ t SJies tr. mrpe ti«c*"»<Jt; ^hf}i^s»\t^'t '.- t
, j- ' :'Jh I , 'j'lrj. \ SI ..(, bujrt-'n ' So' respjns,t)ip 'i/- ^y^J^>gfa[1^lCJl cnif^

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and
Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter

or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.

^'^V.r

i^!it^\
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Hoppy
Yol^ntin^s Doy

from th* Ski Club

Tri Something Different. . .

TRI SIGMA!!!

All university women invited to attend

the following rush parties:

COOPEKATIYE
EDUCATION

FAIK
Thursday, F*b.i 7 1 -4 PM
Campus C*nt*r low*r l*v*l

Monday, Feb. 14

Tuesday, Feb. 15

Wednesday, Feb. 16

Thursday, Feb. 17

Tuesday, Feb. 22

COMpUS ^r^Kag^i

Z^^

6:00 - 7:00 pm
5:45 - 6:30 pm

1 1:30 am - 1:00 pm lunch

5:00 - 6:00 pm Dinner

6:00 - 7:00 pm

Sigma Sigma Sigma

382 North Pleasant St.

t^next to blue house
on corner of Fearing St)

Questions call 545-0075

SOBS&3Qa{KHHH>«»aG{»»5^

TAKE
IT OFF

WITH THE SHAKLEE SLIM PLAN
After testing at 2 major universities

this revolutionary new weight loss program

is now available to you on a first come first

serve basis. This is the only program of its kind

with an unconditional money back guarantee.

Remember with the Shaklee Corporation all

you have to lose is weight. SO DON'T DELAY

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 549-6555

»250ff.
anyJosten^ gold ring

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Mon. Tue. Wed.
Feb. 14, 15, 16

10 am to

4 pm

$15 Deposit

WANTED:
Two

Associate

Production
Managers

Come to the

Collegian

113 Campus Center

for an application

after 8 p.m.

Ask for

Stuart

or

Sam

WhERE WERE you UST

Niqhr?

IF you iviissEd soRORiry

RUSH ORIENTATION
it's not too Ute to

qET tIie dETAils For Rush

CaU GREEk AFFaIrs

545-2711/12

ENGINEERS

-

GO FULL SPEED AHEAD
AT ELECTRIC BOAT!
Eiectric Boat is the woria s foremost designer

and builder o' nuclear subniannes — one of

the great engineering challenges of tl^is century

With a S3 billion backlog and. long-term contracts

Electric Boat offers career opportunities in nearly

every engineering discipline (including electrical

mechanical civil etc i top pay and bene'its

long-range stability and an unmatched lifestyle

on the southern New England scacoast

C5ENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division

Electric Boat Division will be interview-

ing on campus on February 17, 1983.

Please contact the Placement Office

for time and place

/\/a
OPEN RUSH

AH University Women We/come
February 15, 16, 17, 22

For more information contact

IVIarianne or Sophie at 545-2152

Monday, February 14, 1983, Collegian is

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collelian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday F«

Cash in advance • 1 5 consecutive da^

AEPi

Start a tradition by rushing the newest
fraternity on campus! We are young, proud
and backed by a large national fraternal

organization. Our first rush meeting will be

held in room 911 Campus Center on
Wednesday night. For more info call Mike

at 546-4936 or Dave at 546-1144. Check us

outi

AUTO FOR SALE

75 VW Scirocco, silver, exc cond 4 spd,

30 -t- mpg, Blaupunkt AM/FM stereo

cassette, 5-0097 day, 6-9984 eve

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza 253-7822

CAPE COD RENTAL
~

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5861

CRIMSON TRAVEL
~

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona

$^9. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Steph 549-5320

ELECTIONS
~

Presidential/BOG/Residential Commit-
tee nomination papers are available 420

SUB until Feb. 18

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Speciall Dorms, greeks. Semis. Paul

549-4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Graduating this year? Sunbelt & overseas
jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.
1-716-886-3242, ext. 607

Earn extra money responsible students
needed to conduct weight management
classes will train call Scott 256-6846

Treasurers Assistant wanted business
major preferred 10 hrs/wk 3.35/hr Apply at

407 Student Union. Application deadline is

2/151 AA/EOE

FOR RENT

HOUSEMATES WANTED in Sunderland

off bus route call 253-5019 or nights

253-9202 ask for Steve

For rent: one bedroom in three bedroom

South Amherst house. Male only call

Patrick 253-3124

Roommate/s wanted - room in brand

new Brittany Manor Apt. heat & hot w. in-

cd. $230 for 1 . $156 for 2 - visit 140A2 or call

568-1215 after 6 PM
Brittany Manor room $215/nr>o for 2 or 1

avail nowl 253-2076 Jake or Dave

Computer terminal I have a terminal at

Southwest for rent at $1 .00 per hour. Call

Marty 546-8687

Two people or couple for one large

bedroom in house in Nhempton great loca-

tion on bus rte 586-1259

Two bedroom apartment 325 per month

includes utilities available immediately near

bus stop call after five 253-7094

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 + '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call253-53e9

ATARI 800 COMPUTERS 48k RAM
typewriter keyt)oard new condition includes

BASIC cartridge and manuale $499

546^638
^

Peruvian Alpaca Wool Sweaters $36

knit caps $7 beach /book bags $15 must see

call Leanne at 256-0693

Large refrigerator $40 253 3931

Guitar Yamaha FG335 $100 or BO call pat-

ty 549-4834

Smith Corona electric typewriter $200

John 5-2069 days 549-6543 eves

FOUND

Puppy - mutt - brown & white with white

stripe going down from tip of nose to back

of heed, white paws. Found in S.W. area

call 6-9113 or 6-9126

Eyeglasses at Puffton Village 2/6 call

549-4834

FUN IN THE SUN

Daytona Beech - Spring Break - March
18-27 Party down on the motorcoach, Free

Beer Party, oceanfront accomodations

$166 plus tax Ef services. Call Kathie or

Robin @ 256-0561 for more info

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

LOSE WEIGHT with the new clinically

tested, safe & effective slim plan from
Shaklee, with Shaklee's unconditional

money back guarantee all you have to lose

is weight Call now 549-6666

Tutoring - Math and Computer Science.

Experienced! Good ratesi Call Paul

666-7544

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory £r shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2096

Guitar lessons - classical and popular -

also fingerpicking and music theory call

Howard 546-9571

LESBIAN 6r GAY
~

Lesbian and Gay Peer Counsellors
wanted Information session Monday 7 pm
903CC 545-2645

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546 8161

Watch - ladies goldtone in MacKimmie
dorm - sentimental value - big reward
546^8528

Lost 2/10 red wallet, between SBA and
Thompson. Reward. Please return to CC in-

formation desk or call 253-9015

MARTHAS VINEYARD
~

Housemate wanted to share 6 bedroom
house in Oak Bluffs $1,000 May 26 - Sept 6
549-3503

PERSONALS

Je t'aime "The Perfect Rose"
Only first quality fresh cut roses

A Single or Dozen Roses
arranged with babies breath and fern

with box, ribbon, and card

Deliveries Available Valentines Day
Front entrance of the Student Union

or call 253-9537. 549-0329

When you want only the best Je t'aime

Jim It's been a while. It was nice seeing

you at Wooley's. You look good. Happy

Valentines Day. Tracy.

TAKE IT OFF with the new revolutionery

slim plan from Shaklee. Proven safe and ef-

fective in clinical studies by two major

universities. So good its guaranteed. Don't

delay call 549-6866

Looking for a home instsad of a ''oom?

EK sorority is taking boarders call 256-6887,

548-4147 ask for Sue or Jen

Dennis of Pierpont your bike is leaving

our apartment one way or the other. Deci-

sion is up to you sport. Four trolls living in

Southwood v*^o are greatly inconvenienc-ed^
Stop Fee IncreasesI The student senate

will hold hearings on next years student

fees. Come voice your concerns Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm Tues 15th CC804 4-7 pm

Marine Corps Aviation Officer will be on

hand in Campus Center mn 175 Feb 14 at

7:00 pm to talk about Marine Aviation

Happy Birthday Faigellll You may be a

legal adult but you'll always be my baby.

Love Mom
Tired of the same old routine? All

University Women are invited to Chi

Omega Rush Parties:

Monday Feb. 14 Dinner 5:00-6:00

Valentine's Party 7:30-8:15

Wed. Feb. 16 Dynasty Party 9:30-11

Thurs. Feb. 17 Coffe Er Dessert 7-8

Tues. feb. 22 Chi-O Rodeo 6:30-7:30

See what makes Chi Omega speciall Come
on up to Frat/Sor Park or call 545-0162

Dan-I won't clean your underwear,

however. . . ??Let's negotiate -Aussie

Did you participate in a porography study

done three years ago here at UMass? If so,

call Michelle at 546-5862

Jay • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

To Moe Peters: Remember when your

skirt fell down? Everyone else does

Greg -

"I saw your eyes
And it made me smile

For a little while

I was falling in love"

Dearest Shnagglefraggle Happy Valen-

tines Day I love you from your Hamsteris

Maximus

Moira here it is see ya at the Officers Club

love Nish

Sunshine I hope your day is all smiles Love
JNB
Kappa Kappa Gamma Open Rush Par-

ties this week: Mon 4:15 & 7 PM, Tues.

6:15 & 7 PM, Thurs 5-6 RSVP 545-0321

545-0320 KKG where lifelong friendships

begin I

Shawn P Penguins never forget Love ?

Men, Men, Men The Look Calendar now
only $2.00 - Call Jenny 545-0162

Switchblade: At the rateyou're going you

sure won't catch iti Happy VD anyway The

Rooz

All university women invited to

Sigma Kappa Informal Rush
Feb. 14 Mon 7:00

Feb 15 Tue 7:00

Feb 16 Wed 7:00

Feb 17 Thur 7:00

Feb 20 Sunday brunch 12:30

19 Allen St. located behind BKO
to RSVP call 256-6887

•Sigma DelteTauSigmaDeltaTauSigma*
• •

• all Univ Women are invited to *

• Rush Sigma Delta Tau *

Tues Feb 157-9 PM
Wed Feb 16 9:45-11 PM

• Thurs Feb 17 5-6:30
• 409 N Pleasant St call for info *

• ask for Donna *

'SigmaDeltaTauSigmaDeltaTauSigma*

Scott - Even though you're a nag I love you

more than anything and am glad to have

you homel I love you always Susan

Frank & Steve Thanks for creating

monsters love Jerrie Flea & Linda

Roses Roses Roses Roses Guaranteed
LOWEST price in Western Mass. See Ross
on Campus Center Concourse on Valen-

tines Day, Mnday Feb 14 Don't forget her l

All University women are invited to
rush

lota Gamma Upsilon 406 N Pleasant
Rush Party Dates
tonight 7:30 - 8:30

2/16 5-6

2/17 8-9

2/22 6:30-7:30

For more info call 266-6874
Beth or Hilary

Office worker/typist for Student Senate
Office wanted. Apply in 420 Student Union
by Feb. 18. 5-0341 women and people of

color encouraged to apply

Lambda Delta Phi
invites all UMass women to

informal sorority rush on Tuesday
Feb. 16th and Thursday Feb 17th

at 7:00 PM (both nights)

for further info call 546-0838
or 263-9971 or come by

389 N Pleasant St

Pat Barney thanx for being a friend Jim D

TRE Have a Happy Valentines Dey Love,

Tony

TK I know you wouldn't want a Valentine

from me, so you get a personsi instead!

Thanks for being such a good friend! E

Kara Hanlon: Hey beautiful Happy Valen-

tines Day 1313

Michael, Be mu special Valentinel Lotsa

hugs and kisses Cindy

John B Heppy Velentines Day i love you
Scooter

Happy Valentines Day EEE hey like its

from the Meilman

Lila Cr Jeanne of Chadbourne Happy
Valentines Day! Luv ME
Shelley, Hope your having a jolly good
Valentine, wish we were together PIP PIP

Love Terry

GARY
Gosh, You light up my life!

Happy Valentines Dayl
JANET

Maria i will be working the checkered
shorts Happy Valentines Day Peter

Weezie with hugs end kisses on Valentines

Day love me

To all my friends and constituents at

LEACH Happy Valentines Day from your

student senator SJM
To Don - Happy Valentines Day, Luv only

you have let me see sooo many stars -

Sweetness

J.H. Thanks for making this yeer so

special. Happy V-Dayl I love you! C.J.

Qwen - I think you're very nice. Happy
Valentines Day! Ken

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

Prompt Service / Low Rates $1.00/Page

546-4767

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Cases. Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5-0392. 584-7924

RESUME WRITING

Professional/Confidential/Efficient

special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays

after B

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framinghem or

Newton Fridey afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-4785 Keep trying

Ride needed to Ithaca NY 2/18 share ex-

penses Wendi 546-8096

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 room-metes wanted to share sum-
mer house in Beach Haven N.J. Call

549-2866

Roommate wanted: $120/m util inci

starts Feb call Mark or Dan 549-1387

Male to share Brittany Manor apt with

three serious students. $112 per mo call

256-8057

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 69289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

IT'S HERE the guaranteed weight loss pro-

gram from Shaklee. The tests are complete

& the slim plan is available on a first come
first serve basis. So don't wait. For more in-

fo call 549-6666

Typing - Fast - Reliable l$/pg. IBM Selec-

tric Nancy 549-1642 __^.^__
SKIIS FOR SALE

Brand new never used K2 244 mid skiis

with Soloman 727 bindings 180 cam ski

length asking $135 call Joel at 549-4738 or

545-2150

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Fk>rida, Bahamas,

Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John
253-3718

TRAVEL

Horida direct by ven. 3/19-27. $158. for

rour>d trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

On the Strip Spring Break in Daytona or R
Lauderdale deluxe hotels from $125 call

Dave or John 253-3718

It's Better in the Bahamas Spring Breek

trips to Nassau or Freeport from $299,

round trip air + 8 days 7 nights -t- free

open ber cruise call Dave or John 253-3718

Bermude - $315 includes everything - call

256-6941 after 6

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Campus group forming to give non-

human animals an alternative to lives of suf-

fering and exploitation call group coor-

dinator at 549-1275

Sincere people wanted to try Sheklee's

new clinically tested weight loss plan and

organic vitamins. Excellent business oppor-

tunity available to market products full or

part-time. Call 586-4191, 586-8023,

247-5479 M-F 10 am - 7 pm
Phil Collins Tix I need two tickets located

anywhere call Julie after 6 PM 586-1884
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s fit rts
There will be a meeting for women interested in

playing Ultimate frisbee with Zulu, Wednesday,
February 16 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 165-169 Campus
Center.
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Men gymnasts snap three meet losing streak
By ELLEN RICHARD

Collr^an St«ff

Things are starting to look up for the

University of Massachusetts men's gym
nasties team, scores included.

The Minutemen trampled over Cortland

State on Saturday 254.5 234.5. putting

them on the winning track after a three

game losing streak put a damper on the

team's record.

The team didn't have as productive a

meet as they could have had according to

coach Roy Johnson. But the coach is as

confident as ever that his team is breaking

out of the mysterious slump that has been

haunting the team since the start of the

semester.

"I think this will get the ball rolling,

"

Johnson said of the victory. "They're still

making a few of the same mistakes but I

think this team has a little more talent than

they show in meets. They had some real

nice routines (on Saturday) and I think

they'll be ready by the Temple meet."

The Minutemen will meet Temple, their

first home meet since January 22, in two
weeks. But before they gain back the

luxury of having the home advantage, the

team will travel to Boston to tackle the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Against Cortland, UMass won all but two

events. The floor event went well with John

Macurdy putting up a 9.4 performance

placing him first. Cortland, which has a

strong floor team, still won the event with

some exceptional routines.

Bert Mathieson kd the way on the

pommel horse with a 9.0 score. UMass won
the event with 38.1 points and was leading

the match by almost ten points after the

pommel event.

The rings event found the Minutemen on

top again with Mathieson and co captain

John McGonagle leading the pack. Both

McGonagle and Mathieson, who had a

winning 52.5 all around total, placed first

for UM with 9.0.

f f f »ir WMK^-MW «M)K- '«*(* -««c1

Bob Goulart does his routine on the rings for the UMass mens gymnastics team in competition earlier in the year.

Cortland prevailed in the vaulting event

with 9.5 being the winning score for Cor-

tland.

Mas.sachusetts took both the parallel bars

and high bars events to wrap up the win.

Ron Lievendag won the parallel bar event,

for Cortland, however, with a 9.2.

Lievendag took second behind Mathieson in

the all around scores with 52.3 points.

Willie Stevens had the top score in the

high bar event. Stevens, who placed fourth

with 50.2 points in all around competition,

scored a 9.4 to lead the Minutemen.
Lew Wingert suffered a mild concussion

before the meet in floor warm-up but still

competed in most events. Wingert came up
with a strong 8.6 high bar .score.

The Minutemen will take their 4-4 record

to meet M.LT. next week and will end their

season with two home meets against

Temple and Springfield

Minutewomen come up short against Maine
By GERRY deSIMAS

rollcgian Suff

ORONO, Maine — The snow did not stop

the University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team from their encounter with

the University of Maine Saturday afternoon

and the two teams went out and played a

whale of a game.

It was a nip and tuck affair the whole way
as neither the Black Bears or the

Minutewomen took control of the game.
Maine took control and stole a heart breaker
from UMass, 73 71.

"It was a super ballgame to watch," said

coach Mary Ann Ozdarski. "Both teams
played very, very hard and well. It was a

super game from start to finish."

UMass led 68 67 with 1:57 to go in the

game, but Massachusetts picked up some
crucial fouls that swung the game Maine's

way.

The Black Bears were led by their two

speedy guards, Kathy Nalson with 18

points and Julia Treadwell with 11.

Massachusetts was led by freshman
Barbara Hebel, who put in one of her best

efforts of the year, with 20 points.

"She (Hebel) shot the ball the best she
has in a month," said Ozdarski. Maria
Chomentowski played well scoring 15

points and pulling in eight rebounds.
Chomentowski had an outstanding game on

the boards and shooting, according to

Ozdarski. Nadine Jack.son added eight

points and led UMass in rebounding with

ten.

"It was a tough loss to come home with,"

said Ozdarski. "But, it was one of the best

games we played as a team this year."

With the loss, Massachusetts drops to 5-

18 on the year while Maine improves to 9-

12.

UMass will be looking for another g(H)d

performance when they host Central

Connecticut Wednesday afternoon in the

Cage.

UMass swimmers bow
to New Hampshire

By BOBBY BROCK
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team braved gloomy
weather reports P'riday afternoon and

traveled up to Durham, N.H. to take on

the University of New Hampshire, but

New Hampshire prevailed, 89 60.

"They lUNH) were really up tor it and

they were just a bit sharper than us,

"

explained UMass coach Valerie Turtle.

Even though the loss drops the UMass
record to 9 2, things were not all that bad

for the Minutewomen. Although they

didn't win the event, the 400 yard medley

relay team of Jennifer Black, Laurie

Keen, Maura Sweeney and Elizabeth

Feinberg registered a time of 4:16.55,

breaking the old UMa.ss record of 4:18.54

set in 1981.

It was also a meet of personal bests as

Anne Whitlwk, who swam her best 100

backstroke of her career in a speedy :29.3.

The clocking is <»nly three tenths of a

second off the UMass record of :29.0 set

back in 1976.

Another positive aspect that came out

of the meet was that freshman Laurie

Keen swam for the first time since in

juring her shoulder during the Amherst
College meet last month. Keen really

came through as she took firsts in both the

50 breaststroke (:33.5l and the 200

breaststroke (2:38.55). Despite the im-

pressive showing Coach Turtle warns that

Keen is not completely covered.

The Minutewomen did take other

events too. Jenn Nicolai swam her way to

a win in the 100 yard individual medley
and Jennifer Black swam a 2:20.85 on her

way to winning the 200 backstroke. The
200 yard freestyle relay team of Connie

Anderson, Debbie Chisholm, Anne
Whitlock and Elizabeth Feinberg took

first place as they combined for a time of

1:42.85. And as far as the diving events

go. (jina I'errone of UMass took first in

the 3 meter event, racking up a point total

<.f203.10.

The Minutewomen will take their 9 2

record up against Mt. Holyoke on Tuesday
night at the Boyden pool for their final

dual meet of the season before the New-

England Championships, held at

Springfield College's Linkletter
\',i',il'.rium on Feb. 2r-27.

UM trackmen place third
By LAURIE FISHER

( oiicinan surr

The bhzzard that snowed the Minutemen
basketball team in the nations capitol and
put other UMass sports on hold did not

prevent the mens track team from com
peting in the Eastern Intercollegiate

Championships held Saturday at Southern

Connecticut State in New Haven.

I'or.M-fiiiK the snow storm Coach Ken
O'Brien look his team to Connecticut F'riday

night. The decision to go down early payed
off. The team placed third with an overall

score of 68. UMass was not the only early

arrival, seven other schools from as far

away as the University of Maine arrived

Friday. The 10 snowed out competitors
included local University of New Haven,
snow bound less than ten miles from the

competition.

The host school. Southern Connecticut

State, was first again this year with a score

of Hi points and University of Lowell was
not far behind with 105.

(.'Mass senior Richard Doiron won the
mile event with a time of 4:09.8, his per-

sonal best. John Wright won the high
hurdles with a time of 7.5 seconds.

A distance of 519" put Stephen Hyder in

second place in the shot put event. A time
of 1:13.5 gave Brian Osborne the same slot

in the 600 yard dash. The mile relay team
was also second with a time of 3:24.8. The
team included freshmen Neil Osborne,
Edward Urquiola, Scott Bowen and junior

Brian Osborne.

"The mile relay time was the best this

year, qualifying UMass for the New
England finals," O'Brien said. "It was also a

good example of how well our freshmen
performed. They performed well in their

first championship meet."
Freshmen Ferdie Adoboe was third in

the triple jump with a distance of 44'2.5".

Sophomore John Keelan ran the 1000 yard
dash in 2:15.6, placing him fourth.

Hoopsters play tonight
By LAURIE FISHER

( olleirian Staff

After losing to (ieorge Washington
University 68 66 Thursday night and
spending two unplanned days in

Washington due to the weekend snow
storm, the University of Massachu.setts

basketball team finally caught a bus Sunday
morning, heading for West Virgmia.
The game against the Mountaineers was

scheduled for 8:00 p.m. Saturday night but
was postponed and rescheduled for tonight
at 8:00 p.m. The team will return to UMass
Tuesday.
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NEWMAN CLUB "SAY IT WITH A FLOWER"
If youR NAME OR nicWmame IS ON tliis Ust:

1 . CoMC dowN TO Newman Club TaBIe in tIie Campus Center Concourse.

2. TeU us exactly kow youR name appears on tIie Ust ancI UNdER wliicli Ietter coIumn.

f. BRiNq AN ID. We will tIien present you wiTh youR Rower.

REd MEANS "I lovE you", PiNk MEANS "I UUe you"

WlliTE MEANS "I WANT TO qET TO llMOW yOW"

TkANk yov fon »uppoiiTiNq tUi Newman Club.

H*athar Abbott

Howie Abraason

Luia Abreu

Paul Ackarvan

Marl -Jon Adaas

Michael Adaas

Jill Aghjayan

Mary Ahearn

Paul A. Ahearn

Weasel Ahearn

Karen Ahlers

Jennifer Aikln, Isabella Sousa

k Annie Walker

Holly Ainbineler

Carolyn Aitken

Ros«nne Albanese

Lynn Alberding

Christine Alibrandi

Any Allison

Ima-Alice Alvarez

Carl Alvitl

Jeff Ammons

Carol Anasoulis

Sandra Anasoulis

Carol Andersen (ilGKA KAPPA)

Katrina Anderson

Jennifer Anderson

Mchel^ "Kuffy" Anderson

lyssa Anderson

Sandv Anderson

Audiey Andanon

Susan Marie Anderson

Trlna Anderson

Douf; Andler

Donna Andrews

Janice Andrews

Karen Andrew

Scott Andrews "Sex Cod"

Bob ANthony

Kathy Antonellls

Donna Appelstein

Bobby Appleyard

Felice Apollnsky

Manny Arln

K Kelly Arnold

Sally Arnold

Teri Armstrong

Larry Arruda

Stevie "Buns" Arthur

Carolyn Assa

Suaatifie Aucoin

Robert Audet

Cheryl Bell

Any Bender

Dave "Clark" Bengston

D.J. Beri^eron

Elaine Bergeron

Sue Berg in

Andy Berglun^

Shelly Berlew

Steven Berlin

Rena Berman

Amy Bern ard

Gerald Bernard

Toni Peromi

Nancy Berry

Kathy Beverldge

Any Blal

Patty Biajoll

Greg Bllowz

Andrea Binder

Linda Birney

Iris Birbank

Jennifer Bird

John Bird

r^ary Blaze.^ewski

Cynthia bloomer

Martin Bluck

tllen Eluesteir.

Lisa Bobin

Matthew Bochinski

Alison Budd

Mtchel Solotln

K^rcy Axelrod

B

Chris B.-7th heaven brown

Capt. Brace L. Bachus

Andy Backnan

Scott Bacon

Badger

Lisa Baher

laloBl Baigell

Robin Bailey

Jodl iiaknior

Mr. Don lUKi Banks

Julie Baaks

Mary Baratta

3an«vleve Bardwell

Kathy Barnacle

Lynn Barney

Michael Barrett

Dave Barrus

Lisa Barry

Tansy Bartoloneo

Brenda Bassett

Pan Basset

Stacy Bateman

Gary Bates

Tony Baugh

Kathy Peary

Colleen Feaudin

Bonny Beers

John Reese

Sue r-ondy

Bonahaad

Karl Boosln

Debbie Borel k. Linda McN

Susan P. Borden

Toni Borenl k Sarkh

Bob Botelho

Karl Boosln

B.J. Bouffard

Marie Boule

Dave Bourbeau

Liaa Bower

Kathle Bowler

Jeff Boyle

John Boynton

Bob Brackett

Laurie Brackett

Lee Brady

Donnle Brandln

Mchelle Brassard

Bobby Braun

Dean Breda

Pat Breeden

Vichael (nlc) Brennan

Larry Brenner

Lllen Breslin

Randy Bressler

Keg Brew

Prian 7th Floor JA

Robyn Bright

Brad Eroadweil

Krister Brown

Aay Brown

Colin Brown

Carol L. Brown

Gregavlch Brown

Debbie Bruno

Gerry Bryant

Kaureen Bubon

Jane Buchbinder

Linda Buck

Suzanne Buck

Kin Budd

Buddy. Buddy

Bettlna Buggle

Faria Bull

Beth BulleBMcll

Rick Bureau

Heidi Burgess

Tin Burke

Janet Burnett

Any Burke

Debbie Burke

Dave Burr

Kary Beth Bush

Sarah Bush

Jill Busny

Joanne Butler

Klnbelly Putler

Kin Butl*r

Slade Burton

C

Chariasa

Carey C. k Ana R.

Lawrence Cabana

Ann Cajka

Frank Carablnerls

Glenda Carey

Andrea Lee Carlson

Forrest Carlson

Richard Carlson

Sally Carlson

Mary Carney

Melinda Carr

Me redith Carr

Tim Carr

Denlse Carrigan

Bob Carter

Lauren Cartwrlght

Paul Castlgilone

Darcy Castro

Johnny Cavallero

Cindy Marie Cave

Leslie Cederlund

Tra cey Chalifour

Tricia Chanbers

William Chapman

Billy Chapman

J.R.Cha :•

Mindy Chateauvert

Louise Chaunrey

Christine Albee Chen

Rosa Chen

Erica Chenavsky

Wal Chu Cheng

Barb Cherlock

Kim Chetwynd

Conrad Cheung

Phillip Cheung

Sandra Chevalier

Paula Chivers

Brad Chrlstenson

Shelly Christiansen

Bay Cholnlere

Kir Chouinard

Dave Chuslo

f-aureen Chuslo

Claire' Chretien

Kelly Civetti

Sharon Cieri

Cathy Claypoole

Val Clenente

"D" Clifford

Albles Cline

Janet Cline

Sheila Clinton

B. J. Cloonan

Christine Cloutier

Vichelle Coccuzzo

Gary L. Cohen

Robin Cohen

Terry Co hen

taaraa J. Coloto«tl

Us Naria Cole

Usll* S. ColWHD

Clair* Collatn-usso

Cathy Colllaa (Lewis)

Kelly CelllBS

Sua ColllB*

Trltfia Colaon

Clifford Connell

Nike Connell

HIsay Conn*11

Ann Connolly

Kelli Connolly

Paula Connor

"Janes" P. Connors

Judy Connors

J la Conoby

Kia K. Conway

Mark Conway

Marsha Cooper

Terri Cooper

Christine Couch

Chris Coughlin

Suzanne Corbell

Lisa Corbett

Sheryl Cordeiro

Matida Coras

Aaa Corraa

Barb Dobbrow

Kathy Doherty

Klsha Doherty

Ricky Doherty

Sheila Doherty

Robert Donahue

Sue Donaldson

Kathy D'onFro

John Donlgian

Jane Donovan

Terry Donovan

Rinsey Doodles

£va Doran

Larry Corey

Karen Datrof

Doreen Downey

Wary Downinc

Carla k Ana Correa 311 JQA KatliT J. Downs

John DrakeCarla M. Correa

Tina Corres

Nirle (Celeste) Corrlea

Karen Cortland

Kathy Costal las

JoKnn Costantlnl

Chris Costal lo

l^urie Cottaa

Chris Co~uch

Frank Craig

Lisa M. CrazM-f

Barbara Crandell

Heidi Cronkite

Mlchele Creedon

Cheryl Crockan

Marianne Croke

Lynn Crough

Mike Crowley of Brittany

John Draka

Uk« Dratch

mchMl Drlseoll

Susan Droaer

John Drudl

Lynn Dugan

ancy Duggan

Christopher Dunn

Mchelle Dupont

Richard Dyke

licfcla Dyson

Steec Karle

Jay Karls

Sllsabcth Kastaan

Janet oatoo

Jan £berhardt

Ryra E4ielstela

Adrla Crvm 703 Butterfleld Gary iUtelstela

John Cryan

Klara Csemus

Grace Cucchlssi

Sheila Cuaailngs

Thoaas F. Curran

David Cuahlng

Gordon Cushlng

Gwynne Gushing

Nancy Cyr

Judy Czierwonka

Jamie Dahler

Barry Daitch

Glenn Daly

Patty Daly

Holly Damarell

iCllse DtAmiano

Nina D'Aaico

Leslie Daniels

Maura Dare

Karen Datrea

Che Lavis

Debbie Davis

Lonnie Davis

Lisa Davoren

Rob Dean

Jane DeChrlstlna

lauri Dederer

Christopher Deehy

Gino D»fillipo 708 Wash

Cebtii LeJesus

Larry Lelia

Sheila Deli|:dish

Pro Derek

Kichaei DerKlnasian

Amy DeRoode

Robin Dery

Lisa Devlin

Steve Diamond

Jane DiChrlstlna

EarMe Dick

Paul DlCristoforo

lawn Dlflumeri

Fred Dillon

Julie DlPletro

Carolyn Llaessa

uielwelss and Annie

Wendy c^tenfield

Jane a^mn

Cheri Bggiaanw

Ralna £j-hart

Snzeline £las

Dabble Klfaabala

Maya ^laaTaff
Kuan (6M)

Ula Bllsayaff 304 Chad

Kla Andrew Elliot

Patsl Klllot

JaMS Bills

Stave Ellis

Toa Eaersoa

Kate Baary

KlB Baprlao

Cheryl Engal

Karan Englund

Leslie Epstein

Ethel 335 Brett U.M.A.

Deb Sraao

Joanne Krrlco

Lou Evangl litis

Fpnders, Platty * Kathskl

Punlini , Toild A.

Fantozzi, Toa

Farrell, Laurie

Fasano, Laura

Faacione, Cara

Pass, Deb

Favazza, Ben

Faulkner, Robert

Feaman, Lynn

Feaaan, Lynne

Felnstein, Linda

Feldnan, Kathy

"swanp woman"

Ferguson, Dan

Fernandez, Susan

Femberg, John

Ferrante, Micelle

Ferrelra, Bea

Ferrero, Lisa

Ferri, Toa

Perron, Betty

Flanders, Pat

Fialkosky, Andrea

Flanders, V.xcy

field. C.J.

Fliol, Chris

Fine, Aay L.

Fink, Sharon

Fioklllo. Michelle

Flschelis. Peter

Fisher, Brenda

Fisher, Laurie

Fisher, Sherri-Ann

Fishier, Laura

Fltteraan, Lisa

Pitts, Jone

Fitzgerald, Vickl

Fitzpatrick, Terry

Fitzsinmons, Anne

Fitzgerald, Bill

Finnegan, Eileen

Fisher, Brenda'

Flanders, Mary

Flanders, Mary

A Beth hastaan

Flanders, Patty

Flannery, Lisa

Fleaing, Julie

Fleaing, Mary

Floyd, Jim

Plug, Jeff

Foster. Bill

Flynn, Allison

Flynn, Susan

Flynr, Diane Fronckus

Flynn, Nick

Flynn, Susan

Flynn, Doris

Flynn, Tonay

Poderaro, Matthew

Foleweiler, Oave

Foley, John M.

Foley, Kathy

Foley, Martha

Forbes, Tla

Forde, Susan

Foster, Shelley

Foster, Sue

Povargue, Karen

Fomier, Margo

Franco, Beth

Franchi, Diane

Francisco, Elizabeth

Prankel. Eileen

Frankel, Rob

Fraaer. Scott

Praster, Beth

Freeman, Terri

Freeze, Caroline

French, Ann

Pre id, Elizabeth

Freid, Lizzy

Frledlander, K^ren

Friedaan, Paul

Froior, Ralph J., Jr.

Friedrich, Claudia

Fuchs. Jack

Purtado, Vinnie

Furtado, Joe

Fruscione, Brenda
Ccata, All

Gala, Mary

Galanos, Toai

Galinski Debbie 417 Dwight

Gallo, Nancy

Ganbert, Christine

Ganek, Missy (Plerpont)

Gannon, Cojjeen P.

Gannon, bllen

Garcia, Anne

Garcia, tduardo

Garner, Nancy

Garovoy, Sharon

Gaskill, Belinger

Gaudet, Lisa

Genn, Shari

Geneva, Sue

Cerbereux, Janet

Geroaini, Kathy

Gcrraughty, Julie

Gerrtsh, Shep

Gershon, Rose

Qesaner, John

CetsoY, Stuart

Glides, Stephen

Gllhooley, Doreen

Cllleland. Michelle

Glllls, HoIra

Clnaburg. Judy

Giordano, Dabrs

Glttle. Jeffrey

Glass, Klchael

Gleaaon, Arme

Clennon, Jodie

GlDvsky, Lorrie
( Dickinson)

Goddard, Maria

Godfrey, Sue

Godln, Annaorie

Goldberg, Beth

Goldstein, Jeff

Goldstein, Michael

Goll, Joyce

Goaez, Adrlana

Gonsalves, Jeannie

Gonye, Brian

Goodaan, Evan

Gould, Jane

Goyins, Denlse

Grady. Michael

GrsBso, Anacy A.

Crasao, Mary Louise

Gravina. John A.

Gray, David

Gray, Karina

Cray , Larry

Grenlca, Karen

Grave , Cathy

Griffin, Lisa

Griffin, Paa

Grinley. Toa

Grippo, John

Grospltch, Bob

Grossaan, Kin

Grygorcewicz, Sophie

Guard, Chris

Guarino, Melody

GutKrrez, Yvonne

Haas, John

Haensli, Debbie

Haines, Chuck

Haley, Donna

Haley, Laura

Haley, Toaay

Hall. Mike

Helper. Andrew

Haael, Bradley J .

Haael, Nary

Haael, Robin

Haaelln, Theresa

HasBann. Elitabath

Haaaer. Karilyn

Haaaond-Lewis, Lee

Hancock, Patrice

Hancock, Patrice

Hanewlch, Sue

Hanlon, Maureen

Happel, Lisa

Hardy, Tracey.

Hariton, Gail

Harmon, Chris

Harris, Amy B.

Harrity, Tricia

Hart, Audrey

Harte, Mary

Martman , Dave

Harvey, Patti

Hastings. Susan L.

Hathaway, Doug-wug

Havican. Paa

Haudley, Diane

Hayes, Eileen

Hayes, Jen

Hayes. Meredith

Hoyt, Tina

Heafy, Jom

Healy, Paul

Heanue. Jeannie

Heatley, Diane

Hegarty, Kathy

Hegarty, Nancy

Held Kaap, Rita

Heaenway. Robin

Heaaat, Linda

Heanat, Linda

Hennessey, Sharon

Henry, Hally

Henry, Yvette

Herbert, Herb

Herus, Nika

Herlza, Annie (Bigo)

Herman, Debbie

Herrick, Beth

Kersey, Dawn

Hershenson, Beth

Hesch, Cara

Henderson, Leandra

Hilt, Steve

Hipona, Mlla

Hislop, Joe

Kite, Julie

Hoan, Alison

Hochbwrg, Lauri

Hochaan, Margie

Hodgesa, Lisa

Hoey, Laura

Hoffaan, Aay

Hoffaan, Dorane

Holleran, Lisa

Holland, Jay

Haines, Penny

Holnes, Snarin

Holnstroa, Nina

Holt, Karis

Hopel, Lisa

Horn, Daniel

Horn. Susan The

Swianing Instructor

Horn, Sue A The

womer. of Leach

Hornung, Scott

Houghtaling, Karen

Houghton, Jodi

Howard, Paul

Howey, Donald

Howie, D.D.

Hoyt, Betsy

Hoyt, Michael

Hoyt, Teener

Hsia, Sabina

Hull, Ellen

Hurda, Annette

Harwltz, Alan

Hutchinaon, Cathy

Ilgovaki, Karen

laperatore, Christina

Isaacs, Diarie

Jablonaki, Joey

Jacobs, Brad

Jacobs, David M.

Jannakas, Katherine

Janowski, Ane

Janus, Margaret

Jason, Lisa Anne'

Jeffrey, Marc

Jekanoski, Jill

Jennings, Dlanne

Jensen, Crista

Jensen, Neil S. 0.

Jewell, Paula

Johnson, Jennifer

Johnson, Mona

Johnson, Nancy

Johnson, Robin

John, Susan

Johnston, Abby

Jolda, Debbie

Joltki, Kris

Jones, Duane

Jones, Favour

Jones, Steve

(7th floor Cashin)

Jordan, Craig

Jordan, Jane

Joseph, Kathleen

Joy, Or«(

Joyce, Julie

Joyce, Patricia

Juneos, Harllioha

Ka«an, Steve

Kane. Jsannl*

Kandell, Pa*

Andrew, Kanrich

Kantor, Yasl

Kaplan, Aiaee

Karcinell, Laurie

KasSner, Nancy

Katcelnick, Hark

Kaufaan, Caryt

Kaufaan, Lauren

Kearney, Jaaes-

Kearney, Sue

Keithe, Audrey

Kelleher, Kevin

Kelley, Brian

Kelley, Pauline

Kelley, Renie

Kennedy, Jill

Kennedy, Kathy Lynn

Kenney, Jule

Kent, Jia

Kenyon, Linda

Kern, Julie

Kessler, Jaiae

Ketten, Cathy

Katter, Cathy

Khatami, Kayran

Khung, Maureen

Kllaer, Patti

Kia, Oaekwon

Kinder, Kathleen

King, Paa

Kipits, Sharon

Klein, alii son

Kleinaan, Gail

KogoB, Sherril

Kokoski, Terri

Kolish, Theresa

Kollaard, Haus

Konecke, Eric

Kontriaas, Pat

Koocher, Dean

Kopaann, Lauri

Korenetskl, Lisa

Koriski, Robert

Kos, Suzy

Kostro, Chuck

Kreister, Kay '/egas'

Krek, Katarina

Krlviatky, Cindy

Kronick, Susan

Kwan, Tina

LaBonte, LeeAnne

LeFranchise, Robin

Laird, Dave

Lajaer, Estelle H.

Lallberte, Joseph

Lally, Mike

LsHattina, Salvatore

Laaberts, Jennifer

Landa, Phil

Lane, Brian 0.

Langley, Jack

Lannan. Janet

LaPalae. Christine

LaPosta. Kia

Larlvlere, Echo

Larkin. Laura

LaRochelle, Sue

Laurin, Lynn

Lavole, Linda

Lavoie, Michael

Lauler. Jerry

Lawrence. Paaela

Leamerd, Sue

Lebeau, Karen

LeBlanc, Guy

Lebo, Kevin

LeBrun, Lori

Ledln, Matt LBC

President

Lee, Alicia

Lee, Carolyn

Lee, Deborah

Lee, Pauline

Lee, Robert

Leeds, Jody

Leeds, oendy

Leiberaan, Howl*

Leiaan, Georg*

Leaay. Arian*

Leaay. Jackie

Lealre, Oavid

Lennox, Pat

Lev, Bob

Leo, Riok

Leonard, Janet

Leonard, Maria

Leong, Lily

Lernar, Allison

Lesnoy, Oan

Lesser, Michael

Leu, Lisa

Levesque, Peter

Levine, Ellen

Lieciardello, Rose

Liddington, Brian

Lidsky, Loren

Liedsi^an, Keith

LlHShan. Mlohslle

Linton, Janice

Linda- Van Meter So.

Litchfield. Paul

Lipof, Mark

Litek, Bob

Lockwood, Beoky

LoBbardy , Haryann

Leaker, Heidi

Longley, Linda

Lony, Leah

Looney, Colleen

Lord, John J.

Lougee, Linda

Lovatt, Jaaes E.

Low, Robin

Lowery, Toa

Luby, Cyndy

Lucaa, Colleen M.

Lucey, Thoiaas

Cuddlngton, Karilyn

Lukasklewicz, Janet

Lundblad, Kerry

Luppl, Jane

Lutyens, Leslie

Lyaon, Ruth

Macaulay, Jill

MacDonald , Ann

MacDonald, Dlanne

MacDonald, Kelli

MacDonnell, Glen

MacDonnell. Kathy

MacDonnell, Mark

MacDonnell, Helisaa

Mactarland, Karen

Mackay, Hugh

(200 Coraan)

MacKinnon , Cathy

Magnant, Aay

Maguire , Ann

Maguire, Barbie

Mahaney, John

Mahoney, Norah

Mak, Taaay

Maker, Jackie

Malay, Annaarie

Haley, John

Hallot, Sandra

Halone, Haggle

Haloney, Heather

Malsln, Jennifer

Manasian, Mary

Handell, Stephen

Manell, Sue

Maney, Charlie

Hann, Debbie

Hann, Stacie

Hanning, Pauline

Hannlng, Susan J

.

Mannino, Elisabeth

Harceau, David
Pr. Narchese

Sister Hilly

Marengo
Mark, Daphne

Marley, Brian

Harlow, Matt

Harotta, Karen

Harrs, Lisa

Harshall. Donna

Hsrahall. Harold

Harshall. Suzy

Harshall. Tricia

Hartell. Toa

Hartin, Darlesn

Hartln, Georges

Hartinez, Andrea

Hascis, Lisa

Haalowc, Al

Hatthews, Greg

Hay. Ellen

Hayer, Lit

Hays, Carolynn

Mat R.J.

Hasie. Lisa

HcCafferey, Sue

HeCall. Sue

HcCarthy, Jane

HcCarthy, Jia

HcCarthy, Kristen

HcCarthy, Kristin

HcCarthy, Theresa

HcCluer, Hegan D.

HcCoraick, Gail

McCoraick, Margie

McCue, Haura

HcDade, Hiehele

MoDayitt, Brian

HcDeraott, Carol

HcOeraott, John

HcDonald , Lynda

HcDonald, Hona

HcDonough. Dennis

A Bev
HcEntee, David

HcEntee, Derek

HcFarland. Karen

HcGee, John

HcGovem, Joanne

"cOowan, Boot...
A Bean HcKenzie

HcCowan. Terry

HcGrath, Brian

HcCrath, Kathy

A Julie Allen
HcGrew, Jeff

HcGuillicuddy, Kia

HcHugh, Oebra

Hclnemy, John

HcKeefry, Jeane

'Hachine*

HcKanna, Carolyn B

HcKenna

HcKlllop, Mary

HcLaughlln, David

HcLaan, Tla

HcLellan, Harle

HcHatton , Hargo

HcHanua, Kren J

.

HcHorrow, Kevin

HcPadden, Bill

HcPherson, Gene

HcQuaide, Bill

HcWllliaas, Barb

Headows, Hut

Meadows Paul-eye

Mederois, Lorraine

Medelros, Paul-John

Meibien, Chen

Heisler, Jeffrey

Melia, Jeannie

Helitti, Beth

Herjlan, Gary

Hetzger, John

Hettger, Mary

Heurer, Janet

Heyer, Haurisa

Heyers, Arthur

Hichaels, Lyn

Hiehel, Hargot

idiell. Vicky

Hiieszko, Hike

Hilks, Cara

Hiller, Alias

Hiller, Ann

iller, Karens S.

Millar, Scott

Hiller, Yael

Hillette, Beth

Hlllstein, Andrea

Hinsky, Robin

Hirsky, Jill

Hivllle, Andres

Hosn, Paula

Holes. Roseaary

Holin*. Judy

Holta, Dean

Honaghan, Jennifer

Hontaipis, Hiehell*

Hoore, Andy

Hoore, Stephen

Horan, Robin

Horan, Steve

Horeau, Gerry

Horeau, Paaela

Horeira. Oulce

Horgan, Pete

Horin. HarybeMi

Horris. Lennie

Horris. Linda

Horrisey, Alison

Horsa. Brad

Horton, Hsrion

Horton. Hsry-Lou

Hoschetts, Ellen

Hobs. Heredith

Hullen. Laurie Jean

Hurphy, Dsve

Murphy, Heather Donna

Hurphy, Patty

Hurphy, Tiaothy R.

Musick. Paa

Myers, Ruth

Myran, Annie V.

MAURA RAGLS

TIM HAGU
(WOHDER BOY)

RENE KAZAT

LISA NAZZARO

PAITH MECIEWSKY

BETH NEAL

NANCY NEUBERGER

ALAN NEXISTADTL

MICHAEL K. NEVINS

CARRIE NEWARK

DIANNE NEWAYMO

NICOLE AND ROBIN

NEWHOUSE
ERIN NEWMAN

BETTY NO

GARY NIEMIC

LINDA NIENSTEDT

LETTY NIEVES

LISA NIVENBERG

KAREN NIXON

STAGEY NITENSON

SHEILA NONICK

JOKNNE NORMANDIN

CHRISTA NORTON

BONNIE NOVAK

TERRI A. NOYES

NUCCITELLI, LITTLE

GAYLE 0. CANCE'ltlD?

DASH OBER "^^C

SCOTT M. OBER

ANHEMARIE O'* 5N

SUE O'BRIEN

KAREN O'CALLAOHAN

PATTY O'CALLAOHAN

LAMBY 0' CALLAHAN

-KIMBA SCHROBACK

LESLIE O'CONNOR

TIANA OHANESIAN

LITTLE PATTI O'HAPA

LYNN O'HARA

MINAMI OKABAYASHI

ADOLF OLBERT

MO O'LEARY

LEE OLIN

CHRISTINE O'MALLEY

ROCHELLE O'NEAL

BETH O'NEIL

JOE O'NEIL

LAURIE OBCIIEL

MINDY ORDNAY

SHARON 0RENS7EIN

MICHAEL O'ROVRKE

JOAN ORTOLANO

CATHLEEN O'SHEA

(GRAYSON)

AMY OSTANEK

JOHN OSTANEK

SCOTT OSTERHUBER

ANNE MARIE OTT

HECTOR VEGA-PALACIN

BOB PALMER

PAN

TIRA PANDOLF

PATRICIA- GRAYSON 206

BABU. THE BRIDE

SUB PACKARD

BETH PAGE

EDWARD PANZICA

DIANE FAQUIN

LISA PARATOPE

HS. EUN SOOK PARK

REED FARKHVRST

RON PARLENGAS

NANCY PARNENTIER

MYRA S. PATOKA

BILL PAVAN

LISA PEDULU

CARLOS PENA

YANETT PENA "TWINKIE"

EVA MARIE PEHOERGAST

LYNN PENDERCAST

PATTY PENDOLEY

DEB PEPPER

RON PERACCHIO

MARILYN PERRAULT

LEEANNE PERRY

GLORIA PESCATORE

JOHN PETERS (J. P.)

WAYNE PETERSON

NICHELE PHELAN

PETRA PHILIPP

PETER PICCIRILLO

CAROL PIECHOTA

DOUG PIETRAFETTA

CHERYL PIKOBA

STEVE PILAVIH

SUE PILLOW

MICHAEL POLEWARCZYK

LINDA POLI

TONY PORCELLO

PORTELA, MARIA R.

KATHY PORTER

PAT PORTER

PAULA POTURNICKI

BETH POWERS

CAROL POWERS

MARIE POWERS

LAUREN POWERS

LIANNE POZERICKI

SOT. "PRAIRIii DOG"

MARK PRATT

AMI FROSER

LOURIE PRUSKIN

MARIA PRZYMIBHSKI

SCOTTY POLVKR

KEITH PURCELL

SIDDHARTHA PKRKAYASTHA

CAROLYN VON PUTTEN

BONNIE QDIGLEY

FR. QUIGLEY

BARBARA QUINN

SUE QUITADAMO

ROB QUIMN

RAY QUI RM BACH

SUSAN QUITADAHO

EDDIE R.

R.R. (PAUL J. FRIEDMAN)

STEVEN KABASCO

DENNIS R. RACCA

NIKE RADITE

SUE RAFTEH

MARIAN RASKIN

RASTA

RENEE RAT7NAN

HEIDI RAU

NICHELLE RAVER

HOPE RAWDING

SHOHREH RAZAUI

SCOTT REANES

PETER RECLA

JOE REDDINOTON

MAUREEN REDDINOTON

JOHN S. REESE

PAN REGET

ANN REILLY

JEAN REILLY

ROBIN REISS

BETHANN "REPUTA"

PAUU RES CI A

NARIANHE RESHAN

JODY RESNICK

NICHAEL REUBEN

TODD REYNOLDS

CHARLENE RHEUME

PETER 3T0TT RICE

HEUNE RICH

NARY E. RICHARDS

JOANH RICORD

RONNIE RIFKIN

LULU RING

R. L. C. "PUP"

CRAIO ROBBINS

DAVID ROBBINS

MARTI ROBICHAUC

PETE ROBICHAUD

DEBBIE ROBINSON

STEVE ROBINSON

VICKY ROBIDOUX

JIM ROCHE

TOM HOCKETT

RHONDA RODGERS

ROOI

WEE RODMAN

PHILLIP RODOWICZ

DEBRA ROGERS

STACY ROMAN

JON ROMANO

LANCE RONCALLI

ERICA ROOT

DEAN ROSE

LISA RUSE

TRACY ROSE

ROSEMARY
(3U8VAN METER NO.)

ANNIE ROSENBERG

DEBRA ROSENGARD

DEBBIE ROSENTHAL

LISA ROSENTHAL

NANCY ROSENTHAL

GARRETT ROSS

HIKE ROSS

ANDREA S. ROTH

ALICYN ROTSKO

JOYCE ROUSSEAU

LINDA L. ROWBOTHAM

KATE ROY

SUSAN RUBENFELD

MARTHA RUBLE

FRAN RUDICH

^LOHI SHANAH

TRISHA SHANNON

ILISA SMITH

ANDY SHARPS

HAL SHAW

BUCKO SHEAHAH

LAURA SHEEHAN

PANEU SHEIN

DEHISE SHEPARD

KELLY SHERCK

SHARON SHEVLIN

KEITH SHILTS

JEAN SIARSKY

PARK SICKLER

DEBBIE SIDMAM

JOANNE SILER

LORI SILVER

KARYN SILVER

JEFF SILVERIA

DAVE ALLEN SIMIONE

TRACY SINGER

NORREEN SINGLETON

ROGER SITRIN

KIRK SKINNER

JULIE SUVIK

NEILL SLEEPER

MIKE SMARGON

DAVE SHARGON

Fr. Smegal

AUDREY SMITH

Patrice Tansy

t^acy Tansar

Jill Tayas

Deborah Taylor

Janet Tb ylor

Ka ren tslsche r

Kaaai Tersteggs

Andrea M. Thaler

Cathy " Snurf
Chris Thayer

Cra Ig Thonas

Leslie Thoaas

Melinda Thomas

Stacy Thomas

Alice Thorogood

Lorl Thorp

Bob Thornton

Bob Tierney

Kathy Tlghe

Donna Tllton

Leigh Tlschlerr

iillyn Tlterington

Rhonda Tocci

John Russell Todd

Jane Tolan
Paul Tonlch

Pan Totas

Donna Tralger

Carol Travis

Doreen Treacy

Adrleenne TrAtout

DEBBIE "TOOTS" SMITH Carolyn Trokey

ELLEN SMITH

JENNIFER SMITH

KAREN SMITH

KIRSTEN SMITH

MONICA SMITH
I

PAN SMITH

REBECCA SMITH

ROMI SMITH

SUZANNE SMITH

MIKE SNOW

KRISTIN RUSSELL BONNIE SNYDER
A DONNA MULLET

HIKE RUSSELL

DANIEL RUSTAMETER

BETH RYAN

LINDA RYAN

MINI RYAN

NINA RYAN

MATT RYBA

ELLEN M. RYDER

ELAINE RYMES

DEBY SABIN

PAT SABU
'K.«.PPA SIGMA)

NARIE G. SAOOU

LYNN SACCCNE

RACHEL SACHS

JOSEPH SAIN

MARIAN SALES

ANN SALNONIEN

JOHN SALTONSTALL

DANIEL A. P. b.

SALVUCCI
DENISE SANTO

JIN SANTO

BRENDA SOBEL

LOREN SOFIA

SHARI SOLOMON

TIM SUULE

DIANE SPACHOLI

MARY "SPAZ"

302 CASHIN

MELISSA SPEAR

STEVEN SPECTOR

LAURIE SPICER

ERIC SPIEL

DEBBIE SPINNEY

SQUIGTONES

JOHN SQUIRE

PEGOY STANME

CATHY 3TAHZIN

SHARI STEPHANY

LISA STEWART

MICHAEL STIRK

SUSAN M. STOLLER

HENRY B. STOLZ III

LORI STONE

Trang Trourg

Allsson Troy

Jodi Troy

Donna Tryell

Greg Tsongalls

Ellen Tully

Llzabeth Turley

Karia Turnbull

James h . Twlgg

Sandy ThsKhsr

Sharon Ungar

Lori Usher

QeryUrich

Itorc Vaclavicek

Sally Vafldes

Patricia Valllancourt

Teresa Valente

Jessica Valintine

Rose Valpolicella

Donna Van Alstyne

Rick Vandale

Carolena Van de Vaart Crispin- Wood

Mary Van Haast |„, ^o& >'

Laurie Watts

Dana Weaver

Lorn Weber

Peter J. Weber

Lisa Welg

Jennifer Weikart

Joan Weinberg

Ellen Welnsteln

Richard Weishaus

Mark Weislik

Heidi Wdiss

Tad Weiss

Kllsn Welsteln

Greg Veils

Marie J. Welsch

Mike Welsh

Debby Wennlng

Judy Wesson

Sandra West

Kevin Waxier

Russel?
Whinnehaa

David White

Julie White

Ken White

Kim White

Priscilla White

Rob White

David Whltenett

Ken Whitesman

Mary Whittle

Janice Wholley

Tracy Widmer

Dana Wlenke

David Wigdor

Laurie Wllk

Terri Wilkinson

Timothy Wlllett

Dawn Willlans

Lynn Wllllan4

Sharon
Williamson

Holly Wilson

Karen U. Wilson

Crlsty Wlnkelaan

Stacay Winkley

Paaela Wlnslow

John Winters

Susl Woltalla

Mary Wolcott

Adrienne Wolff

Wendy ^olfson

Son gbo Wong

SNOKIN' JOE SANTURO PATTY STONE

CARL R. SARAS

NICHELE SATROWSKY

JENNIFER SAUNDERS

KATHY SAYHE

ED SCAHLOI

AHA HARIA SCARPETTA

SKIPPY SCHAPERO

ANDY SHAW

KEN SCANLON

JOSEPH SCHLENOFF

LOUIS C. SCHNEIDER

BILLY SCHOPPEE

SCOTT SCHULNAN

VICTORIA LYNNE SCHULZ ^^^^" ^*'*"

KAREN STRO«BERG

NARY STROUSE

LORI STUKES

CAROL SULLIVAN

JACKIE SULLIVAN

KAREN SULLIVAN

KATHY SULLIVAN

KEVIN SULLIVAN

MAUREEN SULLIVAN

N. W. SULLIVAN

KIN SUOZZO

MAPLENE SUSTENIIA

Alan Van Tol

Lulsa Vargas

Madeline Vargas

Xiomara Vargas

Nicholas Varoutsos

Paul Vasconceli"^

David Vaughan

Dave Vegilante

Tom Ventura

• Linda Vervllle

Caren Vesper

Jaaes Vetrone

Jaale Vi^ert

Mark Victory

Mke Vllardl

Cynthia Voelker

Taalyn Vogel

Kia Von Glahn

Lisa Voutselas

Patrice Voutselas

Adlenne W.

(CANCK 1.U)

Kim Waggoner

KARIH SCHRIEFER

TOMMY SCOLLINS

MARIANNE SCONZO

KELLY SCOTT

KEVIN SCOTT

NIKE SCOTT FROM OH

NELLIE SCUITTO

FRED SEARS

SHEEHA SEOELMAN

BETH SELBST

NARY SENGER

AUDREA SEYMOUR

GRAYSON)

Rlct Walceic

t Karen A. Wall

^CHRISTlNE L.SWANSON ' Ic^ael Wall

KRISTA SWANS ON

MARK SWEENEY

SWEET JANE

PAULINE SWEET

PAUL SWEHSON

JUDITH SYDNEY

JAHIE SYKES

KERRI SYLVESTER

MARTHA SYSTROM

ANDRbA SAWICKI

Lauren TIfeddeo

Ellen Tagga rt

Carol Wallace

Barb Walsh

Janice Short
sheeter Walsh

Jinaeph Wood in

Mark Woody ,,Moodruff
Jeff Woods

Jefffry Woostah

KrlstenrWrlght

Mtchelle Xenakl^

Lorl Tanow

Jonathan
Y avner

Adaa Ycrk

Jenny "Dork"
York

Betsy Toung

Mry Toung

Sue Z. of l$th

MhaYMkai J-<J**'

Nancy Jaan
Xareaha

Ann Zavallck

Joe lawawl

Gail Zecker

Llse Zeiger

Scott Zeitlan

Boeerlv
Zaroogian

Jacqueline ^leve

Lynn Zlotnlck

Kris Zwollnskl

Laurie WasS':;nnan

Jeff Watt

Lisa Ibkacs

Aay Tannen

ELIZABETH SHAPPCR

TRISS SHAFFER
Kaureen Walsh

Michael F. Walsh LYNNE RICHAHD80N

Taryn Walsh RICKY A CHARLIE

Glenn Walter
^'"^ "00"^

K.ttle Walters L*®"^ PALUDINO

Hank Wang ^""^ PALLERIA

Darling Donna Warner Martin, Ellen

Beth Warriner Montgoaery, Doug

Hooney, Lynda
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It's not the next best thing
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Collccian SUff

Love and Valentines are not best served

over long distances. Sorry Ma Bell, but it's

just not the same. Long distance isnot the

next best thing to being there because

there is no "next best thing."

Ah, but perhaps I shouldn't be so hard on

Mrs. Bell. It is my fault. I'm the one who
decided to live in Amherst where calling

your next door neighbor is a toll call. I'm

also the one who consciously decided to hold

off on paying December's bill which

eventually brought about the disconnection

of my phone. Well... these things happen.

Hut I'm gonna have one hell of a time ex-

plaining to my girlfriend not sending

something on Valentine's unless something

doesn't happen soon.

I suppose I could send her chocolates, but

after having seen Tootsie, I'm not sure

chocolates are what every woman wants.

Terrible for the figure or something like

that I guess.

Then again, I could always ring up the

l(x-al flower shop and have some Mercury
type character with wings on his head and

heels and a bouquet in his hands deliver a

few roses to her. But I've never sent her

flowers before and really wouldn't know
how to go about getting someone to dress

like the FTD track star.

There's always the option of surprising

her by showing up at her apartment in

person. But that might not work out either:

my car is not out of the service garage yet.

Hmmm. I haven't written a poem in a

while. Perhaps that would do it. On second

thought, I'm not much for sticky Valen

tines; I'm more the metaphorical sex and

death poet. Besides, she's always had

problems deciphering the meanings.

You know, I'm really beginning to worry

here. Beads of swing tinged with blood are

forming on my forehead. I've been at this

typewriter for a long, LONG, time. Last

year I'd forgotten Feb. 14; I can't afford to

do so this year. I'll never hear the end of it.

This is depressing. It seems nothing will

work. I'm afraid to admit it but Ma Bell

might be the next best thing after all. Looks

like I'm going to have to run down to the

corner payphone and call my girl from

there.

And charge it to Mom and Dad.

Tunes for lovers only
By DOUGLAS MUISE

Collegian SUff

Listen kids, if I had some money to kick

around on records this Valentine's Day, I'd

suggest you sink it into the Jam' Dig the

New Breed or the new one by the

Stranglers. But hey, I can't \ This time

around I gotta answer to a higher

authority. They want me to write up

something suggesting what albums would

be g(K)d for setting the proper romantic

mood for the holiday. Well, given that it is

Valentine's Day and all that it entails, I

suppose that I should go along with it. So sit

back, give your tongue a break from licking

all of those bloody Valentine envelopes, and

let's see what we can come up with.

POP

Pop music is always going to be more of a

romantic moodsetter, because these are the

sounds which backlit your first tinglings of.

"the urge." Come on, you've all got those

fond memories tucked away of lusty eves

spent in the back seat of Dad's Granada

sucking face to this stuff. Naturally, the

steamy reminiscences conjured one of these

old tunes is going to be more than enough to

get you "in the mood" today, right?

Let's Get It On, Marvin Gaye.

He said it and he meant it. The title cut

steams up my turntable cover every time.

Court and Spark, Joni Mitchell.

Sure this album doesn't make you want to

jump right into the sack, but "Free Man in

Paris "

is still great to slurp Riunite' to.

Rubber Soul, the Beatles.

With McCartney's school boy crooning on

classics such as "Michelle," "Norwegian

Wood." and "Girl," how can you go wrong'.*

(rreatest Hits, Phil Spector.

Quite possibly the greatest make-out

record ever conceived. Don't tell me you

can't feel your lips involuntarily puckering

when the Ronettes belt "Then He Kissed

Me." Just try and tell me that.

JAZZ

Jazz might seem a bit Itxi intellectual to

fool around to, but it's great if you want

something a little less sappy and a little

more rigorous musically.

The Cole Porter Songbouk, Ella Fitzgerald.

No, this woman does not shatter crystal for

a living, she's probably the most eloquent

jazz/pop voice on vinyl. Cool out!

The Billie Holiday Story, Billie Holiday.

Vintage stuff, yes, but it ages really well.

Love songs in a classical frame.

CLASSICAL

Romance is steeped in the classical

tradition, everybody know that (or most

everyone). You'll all probably accustomed

to making out to the strains of some movie

soundtrack anyway, so why not save

yourself the trouble of sitting in the

theater. Pick up one of these monsters,

instead.

Romeo and Juliet , Tchaikovsky.

Remember when you first heard this on

PBS'.' You loved it. right? you'll get the best

sound if Bernstein conducts.

Bolero, Ravel.

Sure Bo Derek's an airhead, but she was
right about this record, baby. Make sure

Ormandy conducts.

Piano Concerto No. 21, in C Major, Mozart.

This is what Muffy and Bif overat Amherst
cuddle to, and with good reason. Wit old

Rowichi conducting is the best.

What the day is all about
By LISA PEDULLA

Colleinan SUff

Is it a day to honor romance and love, or a

promotional gimmick to sell Hallmark

cards? In the midst of dreary P'ebruary

we're hit with an onslaught of cupids.

hearts, and red... red...and more red!

Valentine's Day might even have been

created so that couples across the country

will have a chance to pay homage to the

FTD florist man.
For those who take it lightly, Valentine's

Day can actually be a lot of fun, a chance to

make your friends smile. And if you look

g(K)d in red, you can dress to the hilt. For

those who are a little bolder it can be the

opportunity you've been looking for to

express your love, adoration, or passion for

that special person in your class, the Coffee

Shop, or at the bus stop. For those who are

in love it can be your chance to show off the

extravagant nature of your lover or a good

excuse for a fight because they forgot the

significance of February 14th.

Now for the rest — you know who you

are. Those people who take the whole day

just a little loo seriously. The ones who
bemoan the fact that no one will ever send

them a Valentine, but who greedily scan the

paper l(X)king for their names anyway. And
don't get too smug, because at one time or

another most everyone has been there.

It is easy to spot the signs. First you get

out of bed in the morning vowing to wear
anything but red. Next you swear to treat

this as any other day. You glare at the

woman sitting next to you in your 10:10

class, you know the on clutching a dozen

long stemmed roses, announcing to the

class how generous her boyfriend is, even

though they just met last weekend.

In between classes you grab a Collegian,

and yes, check for your name. You spot

your name, stand in line for an hour,

missing your next class, pay your 50 cents

only to find out the secret admirer you've

been dreaming of was actually your well

intentioned roommate.

When you get home there they are

waiting for you. a box of chocolates and the

floral arrangement. Oh come on now. Mom,

I told you stop doing this after I got to the

seventh grade. Oh well, it really is just

another day anyway, right?

iCollegjan 5

Nowman con't.

Colle^an photo hy Tom KudU

With St. Valentine's Day just a few days away, students frantically

search the remnants of the cards at the University Store Friday to find

the one that's just right for that special someone.

Is it really that great?
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By PAUL BELVAL
Collrihan SUff

Valentine's Day sucks!

In a society where we have managed to

make a commercial farce out of just about
every holiday, Valentine's Day takes the

cake.

On other holidays, most people at least

know the original reason for the observance
before greed t(K>k over and corrupted the

day. For example, Christmas, which has

turned out to be the biggest money maker
around today, most people would be able to

tf'll you that the day was originally meant to

be a rememberance of some guy who was
born in a barn and got nailed to a tree a

couple years later.

And most people have some idea that

Independence Day is the day a bunch of

guys in Philadelphia signed some piece of

paper telling King George to get lost and
not a commercial creation of supermarkets
designed to clear out picnic supplies.

And there are probably even some people

who know Washington's Birthday is in fact

the birthday of our first president and not

just a cheap excuse for Tech Hi-Fi to have a

sale.

This is not true about St. Valentine's Day
though.

There are very few people who know
Valentine's Day is actually a day for

remembering a Catholic saint, and even
fewer who could tell you who the hell he
was and what he did.

No, for more people. Valentine's Day is a

chance to go out and spend a fortune on

exhorbitantly priced candy or wilting

llowers to give to someone who will

probably accept the gift, and may even be

nattered by it, but really couldn't care less

about the giver.

These people will accept the gift, and

even be quite glad about it becau.se they

were able to save themselves some em
harassment and convince their friends for

yet another year that someone actually

cares about them.

However, these same people will tell

their admirers on February 15 that "I really

like you a lot, but like I really can't deal

with a relationship right now.
"

Valentine's Day is a lame excuse for

confectioners to wrap stale candy in red foil

and a pretty bow and sell it for twice the

usual price.

It is a chance for toymakers to tie an "I

love you " tag around a stuffed bear's neck

and sucker some sappy guy into buying it as

an expression of his undying love for his

girlfriend.

It is an opportunity for florists to take

tacky pink carnations and make them look

wor.se by dying them red on the edge. They
then sell these foolish flowers to sen-

timental wimps who get overpowered by

the commercial advertising.

For people who aren't in love, it is

ridiculous to create a day for them to

pretend they are.

And for people who are in love, there is

no need for a day to express it, because

they do it all year long.

How to take the day
By JOSH MEYER

Collegian SUff

Valentine's Day is almost upon us, and

while most students seem to know what the

holiday is all about, no one really knows
who the hero of the story is. The myth of

St. Valentine is a mysterious one. to say the

least.

"St. Valentine loved everyone, so his

friends honored him with a holiday," said

Susan Darragh, 20, an Knglish major.

"St. Valentine was imprisoned by a

government for practicing a different

religion, and sentenced to death," said

Dana Davis, a 22 year old environmental

design major. 'When he died, he professed

his love for a girl he was teaching while he

was in jail."

There are some other theories of who St.

Valentine was as well.

"A long time ago, a priest named St.

Valentine declared a holiday and made
everybody love each other, " said Denny

O'Sullivan. a 20 year old environmental

design major.

"What really happened was that St.

Valentine declared his love for someone in a

way no one's ever done before," according

to Jane Lipka, 20, a business marketing

major.

"St. Valentine sent flowers to everybody

around the world, so they named a holiday

after him, " said Jodi Goldstein, a 20 year

old fashion marketing major.

I ne OCUC-l 111 Ot. V ainii.iiL- IS not shared

by all.

"It's simply another bourgeoisie, pagan
ritual, a meaningless holiday.' said Mike
Leary. a 23 year old social thought and

policical economy/political science

major. Actually, exactly who St.

Valentine was. and why a holiday was
named aft^r him has never been sufficiently

explained. According to "The Book of

Saints, "compiled by the Benedictine Monks
of St. Augustine's Abbey, there were two
saints in the second half of the third cen

tury. Both were executed and later hailed

as martyrs for practicing the C'hristian faith

under persecution.

Most books on the subject agree that the

actual holiday started because a legend

existed that the day of the holiday. F"eb.

14th. was also the day when the birds

started to pair off or mate. As such, if one

sent a "valentine" to a friend or acquain

tance, it would bring them luck.

If that's not enough background, there

are others who believe the holiday is ac

tually "Galantin's" Day, named after a

Norman warrior and famous lover of

women.
So while the origins of our most romantic

holiday are obscure, it can be agreed that

St. Valentine's Day is supposed to be a day

of feeling.

As Diane Isaacs, 20, an accounting major

said, "Valentine's Day is a time to let your

inhibitions run wild, and show someone you

like how you really feel.

"
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Brian, Mark. Bruca

Gary Cuiak>p
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Jannifar Hanaa

Daah Riprock

Tillia FMog THIbrook

Gro«dy Smith

Don't Forget!
Today is the day.

(we still have Valentines)
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

A^entlne's Day
MONDAY FEB. 14

Sparkling Fruit Punch

Baked Fish Au Gratin

Beef Stroganoff w/ Buttered Noodles

Orange Glazed Beets

Peas and Mushrooms
Strawberry Ripple Cake

Valentine Cookies

Candy Hearts

Bluewall Cafeteria/ 11:30-1:30
Since the 14th Century ami probably earlier thi<. special day has been obsen>ed in nearly
the same manner it is today. Love letters, cards decorated with satin and lace, and small
tokens of affection are sent often anonymously to the object of the heart's desire
IVhatever its orijfins Valentine s Day is a day for remembering that special someone
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Laurie h Jim - You guys are great room-
mates. ..Ar. Art Luv, MEE.

DPS - You Malce me Happyl Affec
tJonately. MEE

M"ar"y - Always will I be your buddy, pal

and friend. Mine's been off.. T-A-C-W-P-
ON...Lots of love and smiles. ME

Jeff, My favorite duck, I want to cuddle
-Don't even! XXX Nancy.

Higgins - Happy Valentines Day! We've
had so many great times together. I love

you - your favorite Gymnast.

Dear Barry, My heart belongs to you I I

love you. Betsy.

Kerry (Rudolph) - In you I have found my
dream. I'll always love you thru thick and
thin ILY ADFII All my love Bambi.

C^ri and Jimmy, Hope your spring is full

of pings! Happy Valentines Day, D. and L.

Ricardo I love you XIO

Woolcle -

Try and smile and be Happy.
Happy Valentines Day

Pooh.

142F Brittany Happy Valentines Day to a

bunch of wild? Women - waiting for all the

flowers love and kisses - Alan.

Noolle I think

you're sweet
W.C.D. part '2'

Mark V .your my favorite Valentine, I love

you - your Valentine Judy PS Happy Valen-

tine's Diane Heatley.

Happy Valentine's Day - 3 - East
Websterl You're greati Love. Kim.

HAPPINESS is being part of the
Webster/ Dickinson Staff! You're all te^-

rificl Happy Valentine's Day! Rema, Paul,

Kim, Alan, Kathy, Markus, Steve, Greg,
Mark G., Beth, Scott, Ken, Kristy, Janet,

Keith, Hugh, Nina, Brian, Tare, Roy, Jen,
Roger, Ted, Phil, Cris, & Mark. Love Kim.

Jim Guscott -- to my favorite Valentine

thank you for making 1983 so special. I

think that I'm fallin in Love. Margie.

C.E.D. Thanks for four great years. You're
the best. Happy Valentines Day. All my
love, S.V.J.

Teddy Bear I love cuddling with you under
my covers! Interest now due by the minutel
Love always " Anytime"

Colleen you are the only one for me be my
Valentine I love you I honestly love you
-Larry.

Dear Fast Eddie: We're so glad we've had

this time together, just to have a cry or stay

up late. Seems we just get started and

before you know it, comes the time we

have to say: We need a new developer!

Wolfy, The most precious gift is the gift of

love. I'm so glad we found it. All my love

miss X.

Baby - Happy Valentines Day - I love you -

Fluff (Now rip this up...)

Happy Valentine's Day Collegianites -

Jacki, Lori, Sue, Gail, Adrienne, Jennifer,

Julie, Maria, Paul, Joel, Jim, Maureen,

Cathy, Yael, Jeff, Karen, Caren, Joleen,

Jay, Tall Guy, Joel, Gary, Danny, Sandy,

Stacy & of course my GRAPHICS friends &
Ed (I need more space) Levine. Love ya

Craig.

Cathi, Missing you more each day, your

love is too sweet to let get away, and on

Valentines we may be apart, but that's only

distance, and not in our hearts. Much love,

Dan.

Laali 0. Sophistication plus tonight you br-

ing the carrots P.S. Rubbin noses means.

Mlc to the sunshine in my life. My love for

you will always be Happy Valentines day

my fove. AL (Yogi)

Judy, ! wish I were there with you Happy
Valentines Day I love you Love Rich

Diane, Glad you're here for Valentines Day
- Finally! Let's make it the best of three.

Welcome to UMASS. Love, Tim

Dearest Slinkwoman - Your the Aces!

Love always, HB

Michele - Hi It's nice to have a Valentine.

Love Joe.

Ellen - Hi Happy Valentines Day Love Joe.

Jay B. Happy Valentines Day. You're all

right no matter what they say. Love, the

ladies in Graphics PS. Don't forget our

flowers 1

1

Collegian Valentines
Tony -

I love you - even if you do have a

calazium - and even if you did take me to

Videodrome - Happy V. Day - Greeda

Jerri W. - 1 love ya, honey. Your beauty is

only surpassed by my love for you. JWC

DMP I'll never forget a month ago yester-

day we started something I thought could

never be. I hope it lasts and lasts love GRM

My Snagglefraggle; Happy 5 months +
thousans more to come! I can't wait to kiss

you love -t- kisses, your Wackywoo

John - What would I do without you? You
are my best friend and I love you. Thanks
for being there for me Love, L. ("0").

Kathy - Yes, Your own VDay ad Happy
Valentines Day I love you very much. Yours

always - Alan.

Kevin Burke I love you very much! I hope
our sixth Valentines Day will be as special

as our first. Forever, Donna.

Sandra - You've been a great roommate.
Thanks for putting up with me all these

years. I'll miss you in Paris. -N-.

To my Honey with the Cheshire Cat smile -

I love you even though you don't like my
cookiel Happy V-Dayl Luv and Kisses, Me.

Brian - Nothing fancy, Nothing smart. Just

I love you. From my heart. Forever yours -

Shel.

Mark Jr - Happy Valentines Day. the girls

next door.

Kathy Happy Valentines Day from your

sweety M.T.Y.,F.E. Love Pup

Eileen Wilkins You are everything I ever

hoped for, you are everything I will ever

need! I love you more than you'll ever

know. Today seemed a good time to tell

you. Happy Valentine's Day Jimmy.

Manny: Thanx for a great year. I wouldn't

have made it with out you! I love you.

Babe, Happy Valentine's Day. Jean.

Gary Lapin, si je te dis "je ne t'aime plus"

ne m'ecoute pas! H.B.

Men Cher Mark: je t'aime beaucoupl

Chez toi ou chez moi? For translation see

me immediately! Happy 3rd monthi P.

T-Bare From Backrubs to Permagrin you

are sweet succulent scrumptuous and

delectable I love you who else the Kid.

The man from Jaa Pan
Neckolas - There's not enough space for

me to tell you how much you mean to me.

The past 10 months have flown by fast.

They have been very special to me. There

are not enough words for me to express my
thanks to you for everything you've done

and helped me with. I love you. Happy
Valentine's Day and remember: Ona touwa

eachy bon! Cathy

My sweet Laurie You have made the last

six months of my life wonderful. Who
could ask for more? Not I. I love you dearly!

Happy Valentine's Day, from a man whose
heart you have always. Love Rick.

Little Bobby, you are the kindest,

sincerest man I have ever met I love you

Love always Trish.

Sandy Mollot, Happy Valentine's Day Te

Amo, Jim

Jill-To my favorite little Valentine be my
sweetie on Valentines Day and on every

other day Love you David.

To the ladies of 1291 UMASS won't be

the same without you gals! Happy Valen-

tines Day. Love ya T.L.O.

Elf - Hearts are rose-red, skies, baby blue,

life would be awesome if I only knew. Hap-

py Hearts Day. Taara.

Angel Face Happy Valentines Day Love

you Always LIDS.

Allison - You're sweet as a pink rose and

even more excitingly pretty. Be my Valen-

tine - Signed missed you at Kippers.

Happy VD to Maura, Paula, Lisa, Kathy,

Freddy, Tarrin, Lisa, Kyle, Steve, Mike and

everyone else on the 7th floor Cashin.

To Paul E. I wish you the best on Valen-

tine's Day from your Valentine who
lovesyou Robyn

Marshall Happy Valentine's Day Cheri!

Deborah.

To the most Beautiful Crowbar that I

have ever met. Have a Happy Valentines

Day, Love and even better friends forever,

love Captain Ugo!

W.F. Heres hoping they keep growing. Did

you leave the $20 on the bureau? Love you

more now than ever CC

Barbi Dick. Happy Valentines Day Hope to

see more with you Love John.

Simon Have the best Valentines Day as an

American Citizen ever! Mary.

I love you Cinderrellilt Forever Gus - Gus!

XXOO

Happy Valentines Day Dwight and to all

Bear Lovers! Especially to my babe J. I love

you now and always. You are always in my
heart, yours, KA P.S. you too MF, LF.

Bill You will always be my very special

Valentine. Happy Birthday Baby all my
Love Jeanne.

Leslie Happy Valentines Day To the

greatest Valentine A man could want. All

my love James.

Annette, they didn't have a rose color for

just "Thanks" so here's a sky blue one.

Thanks again for your company BWR.

Joannabelle, You're the best thing that

ever happened to me. Words can't express

my feelings for you. Happy Valentine's

Day! I love you.... Bunches.

Bazinet: Get Lost!

Bryan Q. - I'm really glad your up here

"Dependant" - who cares? I don't think so.

Happy VDay. I love you, Beth.

E.J. Ravitz • Happy Valentine's Day! See,

I'm not always a Bitch! II I love you lots!

friends forever - Beth. (Hiccup)

Scooter - (slim) - So far so good! Let's

not blow it now. Be mine today and always.

Yours, Empty.

Hey Tony, Marl, Linda: Hope your VD is

Happy! Love you. The Woman.

You've got the touch Happy VDay Jan

Love Mike.

Sal, You are my favorite red haired Italian!

Love you! Guess Who?

I Jon Otis I miss your face in Design - Happy
Valentines Day. I adore you!!

Dear Ram, my nights are lonelier, my bed
is emptier, but my heart is fuller than ever.

Love you madly. Happy V-Day! WAM

Jaime you will always be my Valentine in

one way or another have an enjoyable

Valentines Day. With much love Paul S.

Ricky onlyf ivemo nthsa ndlmi niovel

Willy oubem yvale ntine. forto dayan
dfora lithe tommo rowsw ewill share?
atoas twith champ anges! Happy Valen
tines dayan danni versa ryilo ve you-

Lauri.

•••T.B.*** Valentining may seem foolish,

but today we can both be fools together if

you'd be mine! ---PK---.

Chris, you need to know I love you so

and I'll do it all again and again Love,

Peter.

Pete - We're still having fun I love you

Happy Valentine's Day, Babe Love

Always Mamye

CHI-0: Here's a long distance Valentin'e

miss you all! Love Juice.

Kathy My days are warmer than fire light

incense and smoked bamboo, but all my
days are twice as fair if I could share my
nights with you. Love Dave.

J.B Heart or fart it's all the same isn't It?

XOXOX XOXOX
DAVE LOVES DIANNE

XOXOX XOXOX

Mary Van Meest - Roses are red, violets

are blue, sugar is sweet, and so are you.

Corny but true! Happy Valentines Day - I

Love You Billy.

Puma. Its been b fabuiastic year Happy

Anniversary and above all love to you my
Valentine Love Jewel.

Karen W. I love you to the Mega - Ditto!

Be my Valentine for life! I'll always want
you, your UMASS Valentine, Chris A.

Mike, At times it seems hard and I do not

seem to care but always remember I will

always be there. Happy Valentine's Day!

Hugs and Kisses Quiche.

Spunky, Bubbles, Scoop. A.J.. Bag

Thank you for being my very special

friends, Happy Valentine's Day. Love,

Rocky

To 7 of the bast daughters I ever had
Happy Valentine's Day! Remember, I

haven't deserted you. Love, Mom.

To 4 Really Crazy Chicks from that wild

13th floor Happy Valentines Day Andrea,
Kendra, Mary & Donna Love, David.

Happy Valentine's Day to someone who
has become very special to me. Melissa,

you are really great! Love, David.

RT Your for me, forever. I love you Happy
Valentines Day. LD.

FREE, Heres to the snowstorm of 1962 and
1983, Parties, Southwest, Southwood,
Lake George, Gloucester, Wingaersheek,
camping, swimming, laughtig, hugging,

kissing, and loving Thank you for being

such a sweet and caring person. I look for-

ward to 1984 when you become my perma-
nent home. I love you! SnowFlake.

Alan Thanks for making the past three

years terrific. I love you. Micki.

Yvette no one else comes close to you I I

treasure what we have, it is unique and
special. You put it in writing and now I'm

returning the favor, will you be my Valen-

tine? I love you, Frankie.

Georgia Krantz in Oregon: Although you
are across the country, you are the cons-

tant companion of my thoughts and the

centerpiece of all my hope and dreams -- I

love you, Clive.

Bob: Happy Valentine's Day! I'm really glad

you made it back to UMASS. I missed you.

Good luck with School, sports, and Me!
Love you always, Laura.

Brian, I've got a secret to tell you I love you
Love always Ellen.

NutBar - Hope you have a Happy Valentine

Day. Just can't wait till summertime fun.

Love always, Jaybar.

Dear Marie Happy Valentines Day Hope
you enjoy it! I love you hope you do too all

my love Jimmy

Berbera Ann - I truly Love you. Happy
Valentines Day, Love Steve.

To My Valentine with Love Happy An-
niversary Rhonda Love Darren.

To my two favorite Chauffeurs, Steph ft

KA, thanks for you back seats. Happy
Valentines Day. Love, BKLYN Passenger.

Dear Larry, Be my Valentine??? Happy
15!!!!! Thanx for being you!!! Rhon

Dear Theb. my Celtic enchantress, your

gaze bears trust and understanding; your

touch, a gentle peace; and you kiss, well,

'nuff said. Have a great Valentine's Day.

Love, Shamus.

Margie Will you be my Valentine this year

is going to be the best. Thanks for the din-

ner I love you Jim XXX

Annie Happy VEE DAY Baybee! When the

snow melts and I find my sock wanna climb

Mount Monadnock? Luv u lots MM.

Dragon Lady Happy V.D. Did you like last

Friday night? I love ya kiddo Scott.

Scott - You make me so happy and feel so

I
special. I love you. Jill.

I
Woody, It makes me so happy to be able to

share my love with someone like you you
make loving fun. Happy Valentines Day
Love Always your Little Nancy XOXO.

Mary, My "Red Hot" soccer roommmate
may you run with ease on smooth, fast

gliding hearts. May our friendship grow
whenever we part. Love, Lynn.

Marcia, Chuck £r Roger - You're great

friends and I love you all Happy Valentines

Day! Love, Adrienne

RT Scooby - Hello there!!! Thing there

-action there!!! Be my you there-Bye!!!

Scott Be my Valentine now and forever

love you lots Susan.

Jim - Jim I must go for crazy rommantics
because I'm crazy about you. There is no
one in the world like you. Love Mary.

Dear KT I know this MBA Student who is

just crazy about you. with all the love and
support you give him. He is a lucky guy.
Happy Valentines Day Karen.

Linda, Happy Anniversary, Valentines Day
and Birthday. This past year really has been
the best I Thanks I love yal Jeff.

Exhuberant Valentine's Day Greetings to an

excellent human being and cheery soul

from Angela to her loved one! 1 1 Also, to

Charlene may all your romantic inclinations

find a channel for expression on this occai-

sion.

Nic-Nik
When cupid aimed his arrow

He aimed it right towards our hearts

His aim was true

He knew what to do
And our love has been true from the start

Love, Cathy

To double Jerk, Despite what's happened I

still hold you in my heart we've shared too
much to ever let go. Love, Bill

Scott Happy Valentines Day Love Max

Mary T. Surprised? Have a Happy Valen-

tines Day and thanks for a great B-day 1

1

Love Paul

Ellen M. Ryder
-RoseRoseRoseRoseRoseRoseRoseR-
oseRoseRoseRoseRose (Red and long

stemmed) Love Tommy Happy Valentines

Day

Trad - Beware of scrawny plants, the RU
police and snow drifts. Remember you
could probably see a lot better with your
headlights onl Missing you on our third

Valentine's Day. Love always. Bunny

Happy Valentines Day Baby, i love you I

Thanks for making another year fantastikll

Danny

Dearest Weiner, Stand by me forever. I

need you and love you, ya ya ya I do. Love
always with all my heart, Weebol

To four voluptuous women: Dawn, Cathy,

Pat £f Andrea; we love you 1 1 Hope all the

flowers fit in your house! Happy VDay
love. The UMass male population! 1

1

Mark We'll resume the battle tomorrow.
Happy Valentine's Day. Love Dianne

Than chuc tat ca cac ban mot nam moi van

su nhu y va nhieu thang loi. Sau Cuong

Aloha to all you kamaainas out there! Best

wishes on a cold Valentine's Day Hawaii no
ka oi yeah? Love, Elise - Ali

Wolfman-XOXO, jollygreen, backgam-
mon, 458, Jacuzzi, crazy, smiles, laughs.

Magical Moments, eyes- Much Love and

happiness to you today. Love and
kisses... Carrot.

Retard, Roses are red, Violets are Blue. 8

Months ago today. I fell in love with you.

Happy Valentines, cutie! I'll always love ya.

Penguin

You widen in my Caw, I tuhn off the

woad. We're so mature. I think you're

(clench teeth) great (with a capital G)

(AHWR eee ay tee)! Clip this cyoopon,

Mary; It entitles Bearer( Barer?) to a fresh

pull anytime anywhere.

Dear Ken, Have you Recharged your Bat-

tery yet? Love Barbie

"Why" let's simmer together. See you on

the 18th. Love "UCK".

To the terrace of Crampton House you

are an excellent floor and fantastic friends

Thanks Love Donna.

To my Onnie I miss and love you DM

My dearest Pam-won't you com.e over for

some play and excercise? Have a Happy
Valentines Day with love from your

American Gigolo!

Sparkay-Spunky. my favorite businaes

person: Here's the Valentine you've been

dropping hints for all week. Happy Valen-

tine's Day. Love Cris

To All my Friends Who were rooting for

me. "Thanks" I finally made itl HRTA

Thanks for the support. Love Andrew.

UMASS Wishes Ellen Helper A Happy

Valentines Day, Your body is at Syracuse

But I know where your heart is all your

friends miss you especially me Love your

Cuz Andrew.

Rob M. - Mi Angel. I love you today and

for always. Te necesito tanto. Quedate

conmigo para siempre. Te quiero, Neiiy.

Mo - To the truest and most precious of all;

You're the one! Happy Valentines Day.

Dave.

Kathleen - Ater 4 an 1/3 I want vou

toknow. We have many 7)0^«
/ears to go.

Happy 4 and 1 /3, Happy VD. Love Charlie.

Duana "I'm wishing on a star " ^'v® ^o ^
exactll Watch them twinkle. Happy Valen-

tines Day! Love Kim

Jane (my passsionate flower) Do you

fiJS around?^peak to me after class Love

and Kisses Ralph.

"Pumokln" n "Swaets." I just want to

sayTour "nie words: Thanks I love you

Happy Valentines Day. Love MuTty

Stavan S. Happy Valentine's Day love

Carta and Ana

Donz-E Baby: I love you! Happy
Valentine's Day from UMASS to Dart-

mouth. Love always and forever, Mark.

Italian Teddy Bear! This is our last

semester here. Lets make it the best! Nobo-
day will have a better Valentines Day-
Because I have you! Have a very Happy
Valentines Day! Love Texas Bear.

Dear Burger, I love you more today than
yesterday. At that rate will you be my
Valentine forever? Love Poophead

Peter - Happy Valentine's Day, Babe, and
a very happy 21st. With 3 wonderful years
behind us, we still have so much more to

share... after all it was written in the stars.

Love you Loni,

Hey you guys - Couldn't leave you out in

the cold - have a wild Valentines Day - if all

else fails - I'll meet you at Mikes, OKI Love
you all, Laurie

Jennifer Thank you for all you have giver

me, I hope I have shown you the same
always remember, I love you Happy Valen-

tines Day Love David (Luke)

To my Bestest Buddy: No one could ever

compare, 'cause I only have eyes for you.

Happy Valentines Day. All my love, Kath

XOX

Dear Fran, How do I love thee? Let me
count the ways, 1,2,3,4,5, more than

I can fit in my car. Love David.

Dear Loo, 4 Years and 4 Collegian Valen-

tine Classified. All to youlll! Next year the

N.Y. Times I love youlll Love David

Queania — Tis' been a wonderful 5 mon-

ths, and I hope to continue our fun

together indefinately. Through thick and

thin, we've come closer than ever. Late

nights, white lines and pirogies, they all re-

mind me of you. There is one thing that I

do ask, will you please be my Valentine? All

my love and more bad craziness than ever

before, love, Stuart

My Precious CJ your love is the most im-

portant part of my life one that I will cherish

forever - I love you CJI

Diaper Happy VD Day A.C.H. I love you
Jim

Laura Thanks for all you love and listening

you are very special to me I love you Im-

mensly Babe

Hey Kid. Your "my kind of Lover" Happy
Valentines Day, with all my love, the or>e

and only FF and F.

To my little Puche Happy Valentines Day,

I love you I - JC

To My Favorite Nasty Girl. Noid totally

have an awesome day, far sure fer sure

P.S. get up get up lets make....

Wizard life has been magical since I met
you! Nineteen will always be my favorite

number I love you I Elf

Christian - Hope you have a wild Valen-

tine's Day-with me! Don't forget my
flowers. I love you. Barb S.

To Karen with the nicest back and
shoulders- be my valentine! sweet dreams!

Love, me. PS. It's going to be a long night.

Sandy Have a happy Valentines Day come
on over tonite and we'll celebrate the spirit

of the Holidayl Love Craig

Hallo little Girf-I only wish I could give you
more. I love you very much and I'm glad to

be your Valentine Luv-Oscar.

Susan-Now-that-your-on-the-road-to-
recovery. I

hope-you-will-have-a-healthy-V.D. Dave.

Dear Smoochie-face. for me there are on-

ly 2 kinds of time...time spent together -i-

time remembering our togetherness. Our

time has just begun I Love, YWK.

David-To my #1 Valentine. Let's continue

to share our lives. I love you-Kim.

Dear Chris just once can we figure out

what we keep doing wrong? Why we never

last for very long? What are we doing

wrong? Lets make it right. Love yal

Piglatte, Have a Happy Valentines Day.

Life has been great since I met you. Great

times- Loverboy, Toe Sucking, Walks to

Boyden, Gilligan Haircuts, Saskwash at the

-ed Baron, quarters (getting Nibble) lets

have many more, Stand by mel I love you I

Love, Weiner.

Eddia, We think we won the bet, if not I'm

sure you'll succeed. Don't hesitate asking

the psychedelic present. Have a Happy
Valentines Day on usi Luv ya Mick VS
you're so fine you blow our minds gues

who luvs ya?

Scott-Did you know that you are the

cutest, sexiest, sweetest, kind, most loving

Valentine that anyone could ever have?

Sorry, you know how I get carried away.
Anyway, Happy Valentines Day! Much
Love, Sheryl

Brian, What can I say that I haven't already

tried to say in a thousand little ways? It all

means- I love you! Happy Valentine's Day!

Love, Susan.

Paul Litchfield + David Carney. Happy
VD, I still love you both. Love, your

nothing.

David Oliver. Happy Valentines Day. I

hope for many more. Love, the truest of all

Zeetches.

Tom. Here's another Valentine's loving

wish for you. I'm looking forward to

the many more to come. Love. Kara.
{

Paul, Honk. Honk, Honk. We've had some
good times, I hope we continue to have
them for a long time. You can pass-out on
my floor anytime. I love you-Mary.

Sane-Happy Valentine's Day! I Have a great

day- 1431 1... Love me (Sancy)

Mike Roses are red Tulips are too if you
weren't around I would be blue. Happy
VDay Mike. Did you like the songs? E.

To the Boy Wonder in my Life You're

forever in my heart. I love you Paul, Ruth.

Marlene O How about a few hot dogs and

maybe a beer or two? Love Scottie.

Roxanne The girl I met just a short time

ago, but have known all my life Happy
Valentines Day Love Hollywood.

Rite Think of me once awhile, i love you.

Have a happy day Love Gary.

Jeff and Steve - A tribute to our friend-

ships thanks for wintersession, listening,

caring and just being there for me I love you

both. Happy Valentine's Day Charisse.

B. S. Hersey: Thanks for all the great

times at the Mel Foxy Lady

Dear Lovee - You're the best Valentine

anyone can ask for especially me!! Two
V-days so far and many yet to go. Let's

toast to us & happiness tonight. Happy

Valentines Day! Muh & Smush Kathy

Cat, Here is your own ad, better late than

never! Have a Happy Valentines Day! Need

a Valentine? The older the better?! Love

S.B.

Brad Happy Valentine's Day - I love you

Kitty

MJB - "Do I love you, with all my heart?

Dooo I want you to stay by my side?...

Dooo I need you to be all mine?... I do, I do

now, Yes I Dolll"

DJW You are a sweetheart and the best

boyfriend ever! My toes will wiggle forever.

I do trust you. Who's the luckiest girl in the

world? Kisses for many Happy Tomorrows.

All my love DMP

Tom You make nr>e happyl I love you a lot

your, Julie.

To the great Townehouse 82 I love you

have a Happy Valentines Day Love Shari.

Goober to the girt with the beautiful feet, t

adore you I Happy Valentines Day I Love

your little butt

Dear Mies Katz Did you receive my Valen-

tine card? Well should I pounce or what?

Love your Valentine

Chuck - Happy Sixth Valentines Day! Hugs

and kisses, Patty, was it easier to find this

year?

Happy Valentines Day to Lumps enjoy it

a lot Bill Pade -- Dave nous T' Aimons

Joanne. Winter Spring Summer of Fell, all

you got to do is call, and I'll be there, you

got a FRIEND. Much love , your "Buddy"
and "Pal".

Mary A what can I say? From miniature

golf and cold swimming in Rockport to

macaroni and cheese and lobster. It's been

a great year! Thanks for sharing it all with

me lets go for number 21 Love Carl

Hunbun, Happy V-Dayl I wuv u DP. The

past two years have been great... From

Amherst, Cape Cod to Fta, I luv u more --

more each day! I know all my dreams will

come true with MJ, EE and you! with all my
heart 4-ever yours, HB

KIKI - Que Puedo Decir angel. I've spent

the happiest days of my life with you. I

hope they never end. Te quiero |>ara siem-

pre. Love, Beto.

Laali - Surprise? Roses are red - you fill in

the rest - Lord Jeffs tonight at 10? Happy

Valentines Day. t love you Eric.

Dear Rodney?. Eugene?. Abe Lincoln?

Remember my cheeks can handle chilly

dogs anytime! Happy Valentine's Day Love

Din

I was dealt the perfect card, a queen of

hearts and I wouldn't trade her for any

other card in the deck. I love you Lisa. Hap-

py V-Day-ET

Pauli, Everything will eventually work out.

Thanks for everything. Jaime.

Gary. Happy V-Oay 11 Marks a day I hope

will last forever (including Hilips/may) I love

you! Love and kisses Chris

Joe Travars your the coolest cuddliest

cutest Valentine I'll ever have I love you

very much. Your Valentine Steph B.

I may be at UMASS with 30.000 other

people but I'm atone without you. Hurry to

MA. Bonnie, I need you - Jim

You and I belong together. Bonnie. Its

gotta be true cause its in this newspaper.

So please be my valentine forever and ever

cause I love you very much Jim

To the 16th Floor of JQA Happy Valen-

tine with love and kisses, Trang para sandra

matlot una persona muy especial (No estas

orgutlosa de mi?)

Dear Jimmy. Happy Valentine's Dayl I

love you so much and want to spend many
more years togehterl I lub ul Eileen

Dear Patty.
I love you

"Chariie"

Brad I'm glad I met you. Keep in touch and

visit me soon! I'd like to get to know you

better. Don't be a stranger, okay? Have a

happy dayl - Ellen.

Are you a female, initials NG, missing

yourappendix now that it's gone? You are

sought by retired V.B. instructor for dining

and dancing

To the 6'3 conceited flirtacious shallow
Fraternity man in the dark polo: You've

got part of my heart. Love Lisa P.S. never

tell a girl how to dance.

Tim - Thanks for being therel You're really

special! Happy Valentines Dayl Love

always, Pam. P.S.-O.T.A.O.T.O??ll

6-East Dickinson - You guys are amazingi

Remember! Happy V.D.! Love always,

Pam,

Dinky Doodles -Waz happpeningi This is

our 3rd yet I love you more now than ever.

Your on that Valentine! Be mine? All my
loving Topher.

Steven - The best times of my life are

whenever we're together. You mean
everything to me & I'll love you forever.

Happy Valentione's Day SH Barb

Pike little sisters Happy Valentines Day
and best of luck with your semester the

brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha.

Frank - These heve been the most beautiful

2 months of my life my love grows for you
with each passing day Louise.

Killian • Do gentlemen prefer Hanes? You
should knowl Happy V.D.I Love, T.R.A.

LTB: You still scsre mel It's hard to say I

love you but I do. Sorry it's no. Toni

Seanex - being with you makes even the

smallest things so satisfying (who's your

buddy?) I'll love you always - Lynne.

Pooh Beer; Happy Valentines Day to the

greatest thing that ever happened to me. I

love you always, Buffy.

To my Brooklyn Buddy Happy Valentines

Day Love Steve.

Bob t think Valentine's Day is the pits! Sue

Kevin Fachetti: Hugs and Kisses, Guess

Who?

P.J. I love you always and forever: it will all

work out. Valentines Day and teddy bear

were made for you I Show nne that great

smile and those big brown eyes and I'll

never leave Je t'aime Susan

To my Suey - This is our second VD Party

together! Thanks for all the love and Happy
Anniversary! I love you. Mutt

Kathy - Have a Happy Valentines Day
remember Thunder Lips is watching youl

Your bestest buddy, Steve

To 4th floor Gorman No. Have a great

Valentines Day Love Nikki

Vicki, Julie Er Gopher, This is your captain

speeking. Whatta you say we cruise to

Giltigan's Island next? Happy Valentines

Day Love, Merrii

'^^L^i^\
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Loni - Sorry about Friday. Take your

time, you know I'll be around. Happy
Valentines Day, your Spanish student.

Hey you, Happy Valentines Day to mon
cheri, may this be our only time apart your

California Lover. I

Mooch, you'll always be my one and onlyi

Happy Valentines Day! Love you, ME :

Dave, There's a permanent place in myj
heart for you. Happy Valentine's Day!

You're #1...Love you, Jill

Tommy Curran, We've had soft summer
nights, pepperoni pizzas, new friends and

good times. I know we'll have many more. I

Love You, Ellie

Dawne
I love you Pupi,

Scott

Teddy I love you with a hug and a kiss Amy
1

Dearest Richard (On E.D.) You must have
|

chaos within you to give birth to a dancing

star. X your Train Companion.

To my one and only Valentine
Thumper: I love you. Sincerely, your

Clown (Who is a bit squirrelly for you)!

CNS Hares to a year as full of magic as the

last one I love you with all my heart Happy
Anniversary and Happy V Day LisaBeth.

Kelli - Hope your Valentines Day is special.

Get psyched for tonight! Craig

To Beverly, Valentines Day is a very

special time + I'm really glad I'm spending

it with you. Your great love Joel Oh yes I

almost forgot I love you too Audrey.

To David Charles: Happy Valentine's

Day!! Love, your little Harem.

J.T. Splash, Splash! Squeaky clean! Valen-

tine, I would be your rubber ducky anytime

of the year. I love you looking forward to

our third year together F.S.

DANIEL,
I am so glad you came to dinnerl

Happy Valentine's Day and all that it

means.
Love and kisses,

J ACK LYN N

Happy 22nd Birthday llene 2/13 a day

late so Happy Valentines Day love your only

roommate Sandy.

Dear trunk me, Roses are red, violets are

blue, will you go to Florida? So I could be
with you. Happy Valentines day, the rabbit

watcher.

L.L. of L. Wanted to say something short

and funny. Real message is I love you Brit.

Pat, Tattoo love. Hank

To Alan Happy Valentines Day I love you
through it all. If we lasted a long distance
realtionship-we'll get you through the MBA
program. Just have confidence. I love you-
even with t he name fettish. You are my
shining star love Karen

Tommy Lets rub noses like the eskimoes
does that means I love you Smooches Lo

Dear Friend, "For God so loved the world,

that He gave his only begotten son, that

whoever believes in him should not perish,

but have eternal life." That's TRUE LOVE

J.B. Thinking of you will be a nice way to

spend today A Faraway Friend.

Bob - Happy Valentine's Day A silent

knight and a drunken maiden what an
unbeatable pair Hooters.

Dear Alicat Happy Valentines Day I wuv
you the mostest fowevew and even pwease

be my valentine missus bunny wabbit hugs

and kisses mister bunny wabbit

Dear Jilly Poo Happy Valentines Day to a

very special friend... and more. Love Mark.

To Kyra, my darling valentine. I hope you
always love me like you say you do,

because one thing is for sure. I love you

Dear KSH, It's been a wonderful year

together, despite our faults. You're such a

sweetheart! I hope the next year will be just

as nice. See ya' at our spot Feb 14. Be
there! Love KRK.

To the Sexy Secretary of Deltax I want
your body in the worst way. I couldn't think

of a better time than Valentines Day Love

the new kid on the block! 143

To all the girls who say "
I never get a

Valentine " Roses are red violets are blue

some poems Rhyme and some fuging don't

- A secret admirer!!!

To our secret admirer who sent the per

sons! to the women who say "I never get a

Valentine," Thanks, that was sweet of you.

Your co-workers who think you're great.

1-4-3-7-17-22-e9-77-86-99-100% Helen I

love you - give me 20 going on forever more
- also - too - longer - better

Scott, Who thought that I would meet so

meone so nice at Poor Dicks your very

special love Dragon Lady XO

Kim Emprimo We have admired you for twc
semesters. Blonde hair, blue eyes. What a

fair maiden. Be our Valentine

Timothy Patrick Enright 2 natural bristle

toothbrushes, lucky charms, puptarts,
'

hospital pants and alot of sleep. Scoop!
I

Sue D. — Come by the house and see me I

and I'll take you to another Jirty movie. I

Your Big Brother

Doris and Flynn You two are my only

Valentines. From "can not get enough of

you two"

Lori and Grasso Thanks for putting up with

my crap last semester. You two will always

be my favorite buns

To Bahb. Liser and Dr. Siegal, Happy
Valentines Day to all of you, from all of me.

(Priscilla(Kathy(Mo))).

Drive, Bones, Huzzah, Lens, and Lisa,

Thank you for the memories I'll cherish a

lifetime Love Paradise.

Hon, Here is another first! I love you with

all my heart will you be my Valentine? Love,

hugs, -- Kisses- Me.

Dearest Lynne-Marie; You're a real

sweetheart!! Thanks for being mine, hugs

and kisses, Johnny.

Over Here Folan: Happy Valentines Day I

Thanks for the best 361 days of my life.

I What a bargain! Te Quiero, Te adoro, Te

I

Amoro. Love Jean.'

1 Kevin Ritchie Happy Valentine's Day, you

sexy man! We've been practicing for your

birthday surprise. Oooh, how kinkyi Have a

good dayl Luv, Patty and Lori

Ms. Hamster Wanna rub tails or just let

the bears play? These 3 months were the

best. Lets go for 3 more great ones. I Love

you always the Hamster.

Dear Elf I'm glad things are going well I

hope it works, it will cause we will make I

just wanna say I love you.

I

My dearest Glenda: Thanks for the

greatest 9 months anyone could ever ask

for. I love you Andy.

Douglas F, In my heart there is nothin so

special as the love I feel for you Happy
Valentines Day sweetheart! I'll always love

you for who you are Deanne.

Sonny - What ever will be will be. I still love

you. Happy Valentine's Dayl SweetPea.

Hey Bill I Happy Valentines Day. Enjoy

yourself and hang loose this semester. I

think your great! Love, Janet.

Loser! Loser! Loserl Loser! Loser! So
you finally noticed this Ad! Well, Happy
Valentines Day Kathy and Teril

Dear Snoopy, Happy V, Day to the worlds

greatest friend and roommate look forward

to more good times Love Always
Woodstock.

Heyl Capt'n Je Tem-
Boss.

March is close The

Kathy, Happy Valentines Dayl I hope there

are many good times to come. See ya at

dinner. No vegetables Please!

Bunz Bring back those loving feelings

don't ever let what we have slip away

because together is definitely better I love

you, Pookie.

Wax Glad to have you here at U-Massll

Have a Happy V-Day!! Your ugly step

sister, B.

Happy Val Day Craig, Sharon, Ann,

Shamoo, Diane and you too Cindy Lou

Love Rob.

Happy V Day to the UMASS Women's

Ski Team. Love Budman

To Ellen, my cute little monkee-you are the

only girl I will ever need. I love you, babe.

All my love always, Jason.

Greg - with all my love and all my heart I

love you - ME.

Rod - Here's to your first personal have a

Happy Valentines Day!

Dearest Katrine, The Brady Bunch is

great. The Partridge Family too, but a day

without your kiss is a lifetime lost in Blue-

With great affection. Love the Edgewood

Zone.

To the Men of Analytical Happy Valen-

tines Day MW

Johnny Mac my special Valentine lets get

the family together and snuggle I love you

be mine? Guess who-Pumpkin.

To the girls In suite 704, from whom we
get nothing but flack; Here's your poem.

Now get off our back.
«

Eric Be my Valentine, I love you Lisa.

Happy Valentines Day to my four

beautiful roommates Robin, Ruth, Kathy,

+ Jen Love Kevin.

Lem Happy Valentines Day 850 miles away

plan C better than ever lots of love Bruce.

To Jason's Roommate in rm 222. Please

land your UFO anywhere but on an

asteroid. Love Drugasauras Rex.

Buddy - Barsies, Brittany Inn, The yant, Mt
Moosalawki, Kegs, the Berry, Booze Cruise

stoned to the "What," the Motels and lots

more. Thanks for all the great times- you're

the best! Happy Valentines Dayl Love

always CHE XOXO.

Bambi May your inner thighs get tanned in

Puerto Rico love Humper

Janice Curtis Happy Valentines Day, John'

Debbie, Maryann, Carol, Happy Valen-

tines Day, From the boys at the Pub, PS
Brush up on your dancing.

j

Jay CohenHappy Valentines Day Love,
^

Jay Cohen

Batman I love you enough to slay the,

dragon! Hugs-n-kisses Kimba

Timage: who said there's nothing to be

about "Chemistry?" Love from Lars

Hey You Guys! Happy Valentines Day!

Dierdre, Alecia, Heather, Cindy, Ellen, and

you too Robin! Love ya all!! XX Alex

Lisa Happy Valentine's Day. To a beautiful

person who's captured my heart. Days like

this were made especially for you. I'll be

your Valentine forever I love you, Kevin.

i
•••My Dearest Honey 'J^lm not going

to get mushy - like last tinr>e! I just want to

say. I love you more!! '•'MAB'".

Happy VD Robyn lots of love and many

kisses.

From the Bear to Teresa Hawboldt Hap-

py V-Day- all my love to you, forever keep

smiling and you'll always be in my cave.

Robby-Bear: Happy Valentines Dayl I love

you—Nan.

Martha Thanks for an awesome four

(almost) months. Hope there is a lot more

Happy Valentines Day Love Jack

To my Sisters Who I love dearly much
happiness on this Valentines Day 1983

always Kelly Jean.

A. P.M. Perhaps I should have sent a white

rose K.J.M. best friends always love the

Esteemed

Princess Pie I've always been and always
will be your Valentine. Will you be mine
Your Loving Poo.

Randy - Here's to us: BKO exchange, the

formal, NYC, Jan 7, wintersession. Puff-

ton, Naticktrip, Dominos, skating, Stanley,

3BFIN, The Pub, Morty and Barb, Dick,

getting stupid, sexual healing, Dix's room,
::ampus pond and movies, jogging, the

oursome, I could go on forever! Happy
y.D., I love you, babe, "Smitty."

Dear Dabby Three Valentines and still go-

ng strong and for you I still long love

ilways Joey.

Vogue - only a schnaper could be born on
Valentine's Day Happy Birthday Cupid.

You stole our hearts right from the start.

Hey Dick! We Love ya! The Vogue sisters.

3regg - You're #1 on my Valentine List!!

Happy Valentines Day! I love you - Lisa.

^URA R. thought I would wish you a

Happy Birthday a day early, and A Happy
/alentines Day. Gail.

^ynn, I could have sent a flower, but this

A/as more expensive. Happy hearts day -

mine is happy, My heart that is JC

Dear Robyn, Happy Valentines Day and
Anniversary, it has been a wonderful year.

All my love to you here is to all 15s. Love to

you always, Peter.

Dear Debbie, I'm glad you're here for this

Valentines Day. You may steal pillows and
we might like to steal away, but you cer-

tainly have stolen my heart. Thanx Olive

Hoe, Smile Love Bill.

M.A. Kelly - 549-5926- Happy Valentines

Day, Mr. Dependable.

Happy Birthday Jes Love Joe and Oscur I

put Oscur's name and if he doesn't split the

bill I will steal his rocks.

Theresa. What use to be is now again, you

are to me a perfect ten. Just had to say

because its true, Happy Valentines Day and

I Love you. Forever, Chris.

Caryn Tuminelli- My favorite Italian

friend, you will always be mine Tuma face.

Love Spunky.

Adam I Love Snow. Y'know what else? I

Love You. Here's to a great spring

semester. Love and forever yours. Amy.

HI Cutey, Happy Valentine's (it's

Monday!) TLFN you know who.

My Dearest Dean, to our beautiful life

together now and forever! Happy Valen-

tines Day, Sweetie! with love always, S.T.

Happy Valentine's Day Staph Love Joe.

Donald Duck Lets keep quacking youre

the sweetest thanks for being such a good
friend love always Sweetie Pie.

Peter The understanding that is ours. Hap-

py Valentines Day babe! Keep the faith!

much love always, S.E.H.

Kingbid Will you be my Valentine? Keep

me warm at night? Perhaps with me do a

small line? Tell me everything's all right? At

any rate, know I love you, and hold you

very dear and if you ever need to talk, I'll be

there to hear. Love and kisses, Queenie.

B-Simon I fill with lust as I watch you

move. Your so pleasing to me. Be mine

once again for Val Day. I long for our time

together-forever.

Gregg What can one fag say to another

fag? Thanks for being a great pal. Have the

happiest Valentines Day Love Beth.

A. O'Conner got my eyes on you. You're

one wild & crazy woman hope I can get to

know you. Happy Valentines cutie your

Secret Admirer.

Christobele. One is better than two. How
about getting together to prove it. Luv you

and hope to see you ASAP GLY

JCO Happy Valentines Day to one of the

greatest people in my life I love you more
than anything Love Janet.

Mitchel Honey-Living with you is heaven !

adore you and am thoroughly addicted to

you, I love you, Jaime.

Menachem Cr the Goy: I'm glad to be

back here knowing yall are only a yell from

the balcony on the way to the busstop

away. Happy VDay. The Curlyhaired smile

Eileen Tungwoman Catch it, Happy VD
Love Switchblade and the Big Guy.

Handsome, you're the most handsome at-

tractive, erotic guy I've ever met your

beautiful eyes, nice legs and gorgeous body
will always be hard to beat. I hope your

pants aren't too baggy from lack of hip ac-

tion, and yes we both "need it

bad"-Florida, A special love, let's spend

some time! Gorgeous.

Michelle Happy Valentines Day Sexy!

Love ya Jus.

LOS 327... Hope you have a sweet Valen-

tine's Day. Love you Always San.

Ana: Tu me inspires amor y por eso quiero

que sepas, de una vez y por siempre, que

no solo te quiero, te amo. Chuto.

Gary Thanks for all the great times we've

had together. I am looking forward to many
more. Have a Happy Valentine's Day. I love

you. Lon.

To Linda N. Happy Valentines Day to the

most beautiful Valley girl to ever get out of

California Love L.M.

Drew-Drewl-Sr.-Cruisin'-Wildman-Did I

tell you the one... I love you, even if you're

always late!! Always insane and always

your friend, E. PS Breakfast.

Sally. I wanted to wish my very special per-

son a Happy Valentines Day you meanthe
world to me I love you Stuart.

Dear Bill. Love is a quiet understanding, a

mutual confidence, sharing and forgiving.

It is content with the present and hope for

the future. I love you Mona.

To Floyd Happy Valentine's Day All my
love. Fuzzy.

Dearest Christopher "Bumping" into you
on Tues was great! Have a proposition for

you call to find out it's dangerously exciting
Happpy Valentines Day Love your Secret
Admirer.
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A Message To Our
Readers

Get mtoloed!! The Hmt u ripe for $tiident$ who've always

wanted to learn how an independent Third World weekly u

produced, btcaase NVMMO u extending a special invitation to

interested persons to come on down and check us out!!

There are a whtde range of Aills, technical creative, literate,

urttMtic and otherwise, that go into newspaper production. All

are encouraged to find out how to expand their capabilities and

comtrihute to an important collective effort at the same time.

The Black, Latino, and Asian-American communities should

take the time to remember and consider the fact that NUMMO
is the community's mode of cultural, political, social,

philosophical and multi-dimensional expression. It exists to

voice the concerns of underrepretented groups, concerns that

are traditionally overlooked or distorted in the mainstream

media. These concerns should not be centered around the

negative elements of life in Amherst, in New England, and in

the United States. These concemM include anything that con-

ttitutu a dynamic response to the flow of history, to change

and possibility, to the educational process, all of which in-

fluence our lives as students of ro/or a( the University of

Massachusetts.

WHAT IS NEEDED IN NUMMO NEWS m

NUMMO needs students who are willing to take the respon-

sibilty for continuing the proceu of communication through

woris, thoughts and deeds. NUMMO needs the responsiveness

of the community in orderto accomplish its goals. The power of

the written and spoken word is its use in teaching and question-

ing, in aiMlysis and interpretation, and especially in its use for

expresaonl This is not some mystical power but speaks to the

nature of human life, right now, in the world we live in. NUM-

MO aAs that you, the reader, consider taking an active stance

toward yoar education, through involvement in any form,par-

ticalarly simce there are so many options available, even within

NUMMO itselfl

NUMMO News' ONLY connection with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian is for the purpose of

distribution.

by Ray Sanderlln

Notes on M.L.K.'s
Birthday...

by Donna Davis
On January 15th Martin Luther King, Jr. should have

I'clfbrated another bithday. Instead it was a day Ihat lew

Americans spent reliving the accomplishments ol this

great man. Mainstream media did not think that mention

ot King's birthday merited more than a 30 second slot on a

news show.

On January 14th the American Broadcasting ('ompany

showed some brief lilm clippings of his life and then the

newscaster quipped, "what a man. " The remainder of the

news entertainment show continued as if nothing had

happened.

While en route to Washington. D.C. it was obvious that

many radio station announcers did not know if they were

celebrating his birthday or his death. One announcer said,

"...and today we're celebrating the death er excu.se me
birthday of Dr. Martin I.,uiher King. Jr. " One wonders if

he said how he really felt the first lime.

These examples cite the negligence of .some broadcasters

but do not negate the good work done by others. Many
stations, including WMUA of Amherst, allocated major

portions of their broadcast time to remembrances of King.

Speeches were replayed and prayers uttered in praise of

him.

His struggle may have been forgotten by some, but it is

everlasting to those who care. At this very moment events

are being planned to commemorate his death in Memphis.

Tennessee. When Martin Luther King. Jr. week arrives

come out in support of mankind's greatest warrior.

Michelle "Pretty Eyes" Robinson enjoy-

ing herself at the Malcolm X Center.

Student Activist Seeks Nomination For Presidency
By Angela Brown

The following is an interview with Charlene Allen, a

junior-year English major who knows literary ques

tions inside and out Ms. Allen is also a Black woman,
active in student politics since she arrived at UMass,

who IS seeking nomination to be a candidate for the

student government Presidential elections in early

March. This interview is provided m the interest of m
spiring you, the reader, to think about what's needed

on the UMass campus, and what it will take to get it. It

should be noted that student government presiden

cies at UMass are traditionally Co-Presidencies since

two distinct areas of responsibility are involved. Tom
A^^ern is seeking nomination to run with Charlene

/-\ilen as a Co-Presidential candidate.

What are the factors that have led you to want to

become a Presidential candidate this year and

what are your overall concerns about the needs

of the UMass student body?

Alot of the potential of .students on this campus is

wasting away, and we have many resources that are

underutilized. The quality of life for students in one of

my mam concerns. There is not enough to keep

students content with their lives. Tuition hikes, finan-

cial aid cuts and the fact that educational decisions,

on tenure for example, are not made by people in the

Classes are all examples ot students lack of control

over their own lives. All this, even though there are

some zd.yxfj people or voting age at tnis scnool,

which has to be substantial in a state like

Massachusetts, and in a town like Amherst I don't

think that anyone would question the fact that politics

calls the shots. For example, rent control in Amherst is

ours in we move on it. Last year, the proposal lost by

only 15 votes, with minimal student input. If we get

more students involved then and win, the rents would

automatically be rolled back to where they were this

time last year.

One example of this potential I'd like to discuss is

when the Third World caucus of the student senate, in

conjunction with other S.G A agencies held a mock
gubernatorial election last year. We talked about the

importance of voting, and the voter turnout was

higher than the turnout of many actual elections.

Dukakis won the mock, and later the actual, guber-

natorial elections. In relation to this, Dukakis once

stated m a taped conversation with an S G.A.

representative that he would support a tuition freeze

and putting a student on the Board of Regents. He

wouldn't have done that without a reason to We've

got to recognize our potential. If we recognize our

potential then the people m office will recognize it.

All of this relates to why I am seeking candidacy for

the co-presidency, from the standpoint of being a stu-

dent at UMass who sees things getting out of control.

I see a need for doing this not only because of the

danger that I myself will not be able to graduate, but

uecause I've been in the student senate long enough
to see both the problems and the potential, and
especially to see the channels by which we can gain,

and overcome these problems As a Black female,

however, I see that there's also a definite need for

people of color to be not only in leadership positions,

but for them to recognize the fact that they have the

means to gam the things they want, as all students

must. Ther^are also jractical considerations in light

of the growing conservative trend, since if this trend

were to sweep this campus we would pay a larger

price. This could affect everything from our educa-
tional experien

How do issues pertaining to Third World students
relate to your overall objectives as a potential can-
didate for student government President?

Hopefully, through having these issues addressed and
through this candidacy, people will begin to recognize that

issues of Third World concern are not of concern solely to

Third World people. By improving the situation of Third

World people you automatically improve the situations of

others expenencing similar problems, though these might be

of lesser degree. You need not always look to the strategy of

improving the conditions of non-white students through im-

proving the conditions of the general public and then hoping

for the best. Sometimes the strategy works better in reverse

To quote anti-racist activist Anne Braden, "when the bot-

tom rises, the whole structure rises" Economically, non-

white people have been kept on the bottom for some time.
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Campaign to Save
the ANC Six

Six young members of the African National Congress are

currently on death row awaiting execution. All six were

accused of high treason for participating in sabotage ac-

tions and attacks on police stations in which several

policemen died. They were convicted on the basis of

confessions extracted by torture.

In one trial Marcus Motaung, Jerry Mosololi, and Simon

Mogoerane were found guilty and sentenced to death by

Judge D.J. Curlewis who ignored the fact that all three

had been tortured into confessing. During the trial of

David Moise, Anthony Tsotsobe, and Johannes Shabanga

there was also extensive testimony presented of pre trial

torture including beatings and electric shock treatments.

The court dismissed this evidence and. relying on the

defendants' coerced statements, found them guilty of

complicity in several police station attacks and the 1980

sabotage of the SASOLoil from coal complex.

The six are currently awaiting the result of a final

petition for clemency to the State President of South

Africa. The ANC is gravely concerned that unless the

international community exerts immediate pressure the

death sentences will be confirmed.

Besides the issue of torture the fundamental political and

legal point to make in your cables and solidarity work is

that the six defendants should have been accorded

Prisoner of War status under the Geneva Conventions

which in 1977 were extended to cover:

"armed conflicts in which peoples are fighting

against colonial domination and alien occupation and

against racist regimes in the exercise of their right to self-

determination."

Prisoners of War are immune from criminal prosecution

and hence execution for acts of combat which would be

crimes under municipal law.

WRITE LETTERS OF SUPPORT TO: Editor. The

Sowetan
P.O. Box 6663

Johannesburg
2000

And to the Defendants' families:

llMotaung 3670 Zone Three Diepklm^f. P.O. Khotso.

Johannesburg
2)MosoloH 1796 Dube. P.O. Dube, 1800, Johannesburg

3lMogoerane 198 Botshabelo Str, Vosloorus. Boksburg

4 (Moise 3527 Zone 13. Sebokeng Vereeninging

.5)T.sot.sobe 2085 Dube Village. Johannesburg 2000

6)Shabangu 1008 Bhuda Str. P.O. Mhluzi. Middleburg.

Transvaal

CABLE IN PROTEST TO: His Excellency Marais Viljoen,

State President

"Presidensia ". Bryntirion.

Pretoria
(S.A.)

In Search of A Name eeee
By Tracey Bryant
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Work Around Naming Tower Library

After DuBois Continues

The Radical Student Union (RSU), a progressive

political organization on campus, with the aid of the

Department of Afro-Amencan Studies, is in the pro-

cess of making an all-out effort to get the tower library

named after WEB. DuBois. This effort will consists

of three parts; writing a DuBois pamphlet, the writing

of a proposal to be presented to the proper ad-

ministrative authorities, and the writing of letters to

prestigious persons (V.I.P.s) for their compliance and

comments on the matter. There will be posters put out

and a tentative lecture on the importance of W.E.B.

DuBois -..."His Contribution to The World" (for those

who didn't read the pamphlet).

The DuBois pamphlets will be out some time in

February and will be available on an RSU table that

will be located in the Campus Center concourse. Most

of the other activities centering around this momen-

tous task will take place in February also. For further

details or information, please contact the RSU Office

at 545-0677, (located on 4th floor of the Student

Union Building).

The Significance Behind the Name.

The importance of naming the tower library after

W.E.B. DuBois can not be overstated. A man whose

life spanned almost an entire century, and whose

scholarship does even more, deserves a permanent

monument in his home state befitting his work and

contribution to American society and the world socie-

ty. We all will agree that anyone who has so advanced

the intellectual climate of a country (as DuBois has),

should be lauded and revered; remembered at the very

least.

But why should the UMASS tower library bear the

name of the late Dr. DuBois? The world hails W.E.B.

DuBois as one of the great premier scholars of the

twentieth century (and of America). DuBois con-

tributed tomes and tomes of scholarly research and

analysis that cut through the propaganda of the pre-

sent and fallacies of the past. He was born in Great

Barrington, Massachusetts, was dedicated to the ideal

of higher education for everyone. Most of his much
sought-after papers reside in our very own tower

library. All must agree that it is only befitting that the

tower library--a monument and instrument of scholar-

ship and education should be renamed after Dr.

DuBois, whose life exemplified the very same.

France and other countries have pieces of his work-

-replicas of his papers, but right here in our very midst

we have the real thing. We have been so honored, it is

only befitting that we give a thank yiu of equal

esteem.

Lesotho Vows to Resist Pressure on ANC Reprinted from AFRICA NEWS

[Editor's S'ote: The South Afrirnn aggression against

Lesotho ov Dec. 10, 1982, is only part of the regional

military ronflirt that has been going on in the whole of

Southern Africa for some time. ]

[AN] The United Nations Security Council has

unanimously condemned South .Africa's December 9 raid

into Lesotho and has demanded that Pretoria pay com
pensation to the victims of that raid.

A total of 42 persons, including women and children,

were killed when more than 100 South African soldiers

raided 12 areas in the capital, Maseru, in a predawn hunt

for alleged African National Congress I ANC) guerillas.

One of the five women killed in the raid has been

identified as the 20-yearold daughter of former Lesotho

Cabinet minister A.S. Ralebitso. Another woman has been

identified as Limpho Sekamane, wife of Themba Hani, the

ANC chief representative in Lesotho, who was visiting

Mozambique at the time of the raid.

According to a South African official, three other victims

identified as Jackson Balisane Tayo Mufta (alias Tron),

Zola Sgonyela Nquni (ahas Brazed), and Adolph Joseph

Phicamile had spent .some time in detention on Robben
Island.

The 15 member Security Council unanimously adopted a

four paragraph resolution that "strongly condemns" South

Africa's "aggn^essive act." The document also upholds

Lesotho's right to protect South African refugees.

Lesotho's King Moshoeshoe II opened the debate by

saying South Africa intended to discourage his country

from granting political asylum to those fleeing oppression

in South Africa.

South Africa's traditional allies in the Security Council.

the United Slates and Great Britain, supported the

resolution. Britain's Sir John Thomson warned South

Africa that it was taking a "foolish risk " by flouting in

ternational law and by adding fuel to the "menacing spiral

of violence" in the region.

Sir John said Britain and other countries would increase

their aid to Lesotho, whose economy is heavily dependent

on South Africa. With a population of 1.3 million, Lesotho

is entirely surrounded by South Africa.

The Security Council resolution, proposed by the Africa

Group at the IJN, was worded in such a way as to avoid a

veto by the Western powers. The Council's three African

members (Zaire, Uganda and Togo* were pleased by the

unanimous vote, but they said they were aware that words

alone were not effective. They also renewed the long-

standing African call for tough economic sanctions against

Pretoria.

Libya's Treike A. Ali, chairman of the African Group,

said "the imperialist powers extended their full support

financially, politically and militarily" to South Africa "to

protect their interests in that part of the world."

South Africa claimed it launched the raid because it had

information that ANC fighters would strike at South

Africa over Christmas. Pretoria also claimed that the ANC
targets include the 'homelands' of Transkei and Ciskei.

During a massive funeral in Maseru, King Moshoeshoe

declared that Les(»tho will continue to provide shelter to

the victims of apartheid. He said apartheid was no longer

an issue confined to South Africa because Pretoria had

taken its terror tactics beyond its border.

Prime Minister Leabua Jonathan of Lesotho said he had

challenged South Africa to send representatives to Maseru

to identify alleged guerrilla training camps, but South

Africa had failed to accept the challenge.

Jonathan also said he had dismissed with contempt a

South African offer to turn a leader of the anti-government

Lesotho Liberation Army (LLA) over to Lesotho

authorities in return for the extradition of the chief ANC
representative in Lesotho.

.Although it was shunned by many of its traditional allies

following the raid, Pretoria received some consolation from

Transkei and C'iskei.

Ciskei expressed joy at the raid because it said South

.Africa had uncovered an ANC plan to send about 50

guerrillas to attack targets inside the homeland.

Ciskei added that its intelligence staff had worked in

close cooperation with their South African counterparts in

analyzing the documents that Pretoria said it seized in the

raid.

Transkei's Capital Radio said South African soldiers had

discovered an alleged AN(' plan to place bombs at the

Bloemfontein railway station and assassinate the Transkei

leader, Kaizer Mantanzima.

The jubilation shown by both Transkei and Ciskei,

however, was not shared by KwaZulu, whose leader. Chief

Gatsha Buthelezi. lamented that South Africa, the most

powerful nation in the region, should become a force for

destabilization rather than progress.

Although the South Africans did not say how many
servicemen were involved in the raid, 64 South African

soldiers were left behind.

Lesotho police initially said they were looking for these

men. Maseru radio reported later that the head of South

Africa's security police had telephoned the Lesotho

authorities demanding the soldiers' return.

P^ars of another raid heightened when South Africa

declared a 20-mile perimeter around Maseru airport a war

zone and ordered aircraft to stay clear.

The ANC. meanwhile, has denied that it operates any

camps in Lesotho. "There have never been ANC camps in

Lesotho" or in the countries neighboring South Africa, the

ANC statement said.

The organization also declared that the attack would

"surely fail in its intention of stopping the struggle in

South Africa, or terrorizing us into submission, and of

compelling Lesotho and other states in the region to

abandon their principled position of opposition to the

apartheid system."

Almost coinciding with the funerals at Ma.seru, four

bombs blji-sted a South African nuclear plant under con

struction near Cape Town. ANC has claimed responsibility

for the blasts.

rhe Struggle Continues/La Lucha Continua
As the revolutionary struggle in El Salvador and other

countries intensifies, so the struggle here, the monster,

must intensify.

The FMLN demonstrated last week, with the liberation

of Berlin, that its victory is not far away. The Salvadorean

Army and government are showing signs of internal

disagreement. The FMLN on the other hand, is more
united than ever and is capable of carrying out military

operations that are bold, well planned and well executed.

These are signs that victory are close at hand.

We, the people involved in solidarity work, must follow

the example of our comrades in El Salvador. We must
present a united front against intervention in El Salvador

and repression here in the United States. The U.S.

government is not going to remain seated, watching how
the F'MLN carries out its revolution. U.S. intervention will

increa.se: more military equipment, more advisors, more
training of troops and more dollars spent will ensue. And if

all of these do not accomplish anything (which it will not)

the U.S. will not have another alternative but to intervene

militarily, either directly with its own troops, or, at least in

the begining, indirectly with Honduran troops and CIA
paid mercenary bands.

We cannot let this happen, but if it does we must be

ready for immediate mobilization. The different solidarity

groups, the groups that oppose U.S. imperialism wherever
it appears, those that oppose the draft, that fight racism,

sexism and arms proliferation, must unite. Poverty and
unemployment, intervention in El Salvador, the arms race

and the draft are not issues independent of each other; all

of them are interconnected, all of them have the same
origin, U.S. imperialism. To fight against one is to fight

against all.

In the second place we have to intensifv the struggle on

all fronts: legislative, educational, the labor front, civil

disobedience, challenge to the military establishment,

direct action. We must increase the pressure on our

representatives and on our places of work. We have to

demonstrate, speak, create educational materials,

demand, protest, boycott, obstruct the military machine,

help the revolutionary struggles economically. We must

create an energetic movement, one that will challenge the

power of the state at every moment.

In this movement we must utilize all the resources that

we can and as we can. Not everybody can sit in at the army

recruiting office and be arrested; not everybody can block

the entrance to the State Department; not everybody can

pour into the streets to demslrate. It is necessary to un

derstand what each person can give and not disregard any

contribution, even the smallest one. Nobody is a born

radical ready to protest any injustice. We all have gone

through a con.scientization process. Today, maybe, some

can only contribute a signature on a petition, or the

distributif)n of a llyer, or a call to a congressperson.

Tomorrow , if we do our job, it will be possible to count on

these people for a demonstration or a civil disobedience

action. (It is important to point out here that there are

many people doing organizing in our communities, who for

certain reasons cannot show their solidarity openly. These

people are very valuable and although sometimes we do

not know who they are, the signs of their work are

everywhere).

So let's unite, let's forge alliances, let's develop the

solidarity movement and lets intensify the struggle.

El Salvador and the American people will overcome, as

did the people of Nicaragua.

f-fT f t;^ i

HAPPY NEW YEAR
By Brenda Ling

With this first new moon of the year, Chinese peo-
ple throughout the world celebrate the first day of the

Year of the Boar, Some people decorate their homes
with messages to ask the spirits to bring good fortune,

some have elaborate banquets (not without a fish dish

to symbolize long life), some watch entertainment of

dancers in street shows, but many simply spend time

with their immediate families, ushering out the old

year and welcoming the new with this Spring Festival

Ronald Shannon Jackson kicked-off the

"Solos and Duos" concert series on Fri-

dav. Feb. 11.
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PROSPERITY TO ALL
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Al tiempo que la lucha revolucionaria en El Salvador y en

otros paises se intensifica, debemos intensificar la lucha

aquiTen las entra'ffas del monstruo.

El FMLN demostr^ la semana pasada, con la toma de

Belin, que su victoria no anda muy lejana. El ejercito

salvadoreno y el gobierno reaccionarfo de Magaf^a estan

dando sefiales de desacuerdos internos, varias facciones se

estan desarrollando dentro del regimen y dentro de los

militares. El FMLN, sin embargo, aparece mSs unido que

nunca y capaz de Uevar a cabo operaciones militares

masivas, audaces y bien planeadas y ejecutadas. Son

senales de que la Victoria esta cerca.

Debemos, los que estamos envueltos en los movimientos

antiimperialistas. tomar ejemplo de nuestros companeros

revolucionarios en El Salvador. Necesitamos presentar un

frente unido contra la intervencion y la represion. Los

Estados Unidos no se van a quedar sentados contemplando

como el FMLN lleva a cabo su revolucifin. La intervencion

aumentara: mSs equipo militar, mSs entrenadores, mSs

entrenamiento de tropas salvadoreiias aqui en este pais,

mas infusion de dinero. Y si todo esto no da resultado. que

no dara. los Estados Unidos no tendran mas remedio que

intervenir militarmente. ya directamente con sus propias

tropas o. al principio por lo menos, indirectamente con

tropas hondurenas o con tiandas mercenarias pagadas por

laC.I.A.

Debemos de tratar que esto no ocrra, pero si ocurriera

debemos estar preparados para mobilizarnos in

mediatamente. Se tienen que unir los diferentes grupos

que se solidarizan con la lucha del FMLN en El Salvador (y

con la lucha revolucionaria en Guatemela y la revolucion

sandinista en Nicaragua), los que -se oponen al im-

perialismo norteamericano dondequiera que sea, los que

luchan contra la conscripcion militar, y por el desarme, los

que luchan contra el racismo, el sexismo, el capitalismo. La

pobreza y el desempleo, la intervencion en El Salvador, el

incremento del arsenal nuclear, el reclutamiento

obligatorio en el ejercito. no son asuntos independientes,

todos estan relacionados, tienen el mismo origen : el im-

perialismo Norteamericano. Luchar contra uno es luchar

contra todos.

En segundo lugar hay que intensificar la lucha en todos

los frentes: legislativa educativo, laboral, acci6n directa,

desafio al sistema militar, desaffo a las leyes. Debemos

incrementar la presi(^n sobre nuestros representantes y

sobre las instituciones donde trabajamos. Debemos

manifestarnos. producir, protestar, desobedecer a las

autoridades, obstruir la maquinaria militar, ayudar

economicamente a los revolucionarios. Debemos crear un

movimiento energico que desofie el poder del gobierno a

cada momento.

En este movimiento debemos utilizar todos los recursos

que podamos y como podamos. No todo el niundo puede

(x-upar una oficina de reclutamiento del ejercito y ser

arrestado, no todo el mundo puede bloquear la entrada del

pentagono, no todo el mundo puede lanzarse a la calle a

protestar. Es nece.sario darse cuenta de lo que cada per-

sona puede ofrecer y no despreciar ninguna contribucion

por pequefia que sea. Nadie ha nacido radical, dispuesto a

protestar cualquier injusticia, todos hemos pasado por un

proceso de concientizacion. Hoy. quiza, algunos solo

putnlan conlribuir una firma en una pelici5n, o la

distribucifin de un circular, o una Uamada a su represen-

tante. Mariana, si hacemos bien nuestro irabajo, podremos

contar con estas personas para manifestarse o hacer

(lesobediencia civil. (Tambien debemos recon(K-er que hay

muchas personas haciendo irabajo de organizacion en

nuestras comunidades. que por ciertas circumstancias no

pueden dar la cara tan abierlamenle como otras. Estos

trabajadores, mas o menos. anonimos .son muy importantes

en el movimiento y aunque no sepamos quienes son,

podemos ver los result ados de su trabajo).

Unamonos, busquemos alianzas, desarrollemos el

movimiento de solidaridad e intensifiquemos la lucha.

Como Nicaragua venciTJ, El Salvador vencera y el pueblo

americano vencera.

National Liberation Forces in El Salvador

'^'iH^l
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Black History

Month, 1983
• Tuesday, Feb. 15

NEW YORK HOT REPRETORY COM-
PANY
8:00 pm, Student Union Ballroom

Admission $3.00-Students, $4.00-Gen.
Public

Sponsored by Duke Ellington Commit-
tee/UPC

• Thursday, Feb. 17

RECEPTION for David Graham DuBois
OPENING OF EXHIBIT of W.E.B. DuBois'

Papers
Both happening at the Augusta Savage
Gallery, New Africa House

• Tuesday, Feb. 22
Films: Bundle of Blues and Tap Dancin'

Student Union Ballroom, 7:00 and 9:00 pm

• Thursday Feb. 24
Films: Now is the Time and Malcom X:

Struggle for Freedom
Malcolm X Center, Southwest Area, 8:00 pm

• Friday, Feb. 25
DUSK...Patti O'Neal, Dance/Theater Per-

formance
Bowker Auditorium, 8:00 pm

• Saturday, Feb. 26
THIRD WORLD THEATER SERIES
"For Better Not For Worse" A com-
edy/drama about the struggle in South
Africa to fight apartheid. Written by Selaelo

Maredi, author of "Homeland" and
presented by the American Committee on
Africa.

Bowker Auditorium, 8:00 pm, $2. -students,

$3. -general public

Sunday Feb. 27
Sweet Honey in the Rock performs at

Smith College

8:00 pm. Admission

Prince

Friday, Feb. 11,

Hartford

Third World
Women's Tasl<
Force Meets
the first Tuesday
of every month,
Everywoman's
Center, Wilder Hall,

UMass.
For more info
545-0883

l,=lfc=Jr=J«=Jfe=lf=Jf=Jl

Hear Angela Davis

On "Racism and the

Law"
Friday, Feb. 18, 8:00

pm. Campus
Center, Western
New England Col-

lege, Springfield,
Massachusetts
Sponsored by The
Black American
Law Students
Assoc.

Cape Verdean Stu-
dent Alliance
Meeting
Wednesday, Feb.
16, 5:00 pm. New
Africa House
Library

.. f

MEET THE THIRD
WORLD CAUCUS !!!

^ iz ix -U ^ i^

All members of Third World Organizations

are cordially invited to attend a get-together

with members of the Student Senate's Third

World Caucus. This event will take place on

Wednesday, Feb. 16 from 5:30 - 7:00 pm in

Campus Center 162-175. Come meet your

representatives!! For more info call OTWA
545-2517

*•***

Help WANTEd
TypcsETTER SotqliT by NUMMO NEWS
Experience PreFerecI, AbU to Function

TlllRd WoRld ORqANIZATION.

10 koURS PER WEEk
Apply AT 107 NEW AFRICA HOUSE,
Or, caU 949-0061
949-7616, EVENiNqs

IN

Nummo Staff

Angela Brown
Brynne Clarke

Mitra Samimi
Tracey Bryant

John Wright

Keith Johnson
Donna Davis
• • •

Ed Cohen
Chris Hardin

Ray Saunderlin

CONTRIBUTORS
Brenda Ling

Robert Teixeira

Editor

Lay-Out Editor

Graphics Editor

Production Manager
Photo Editor

Researcher

Business Manager
• • •

Photographer
Photographer
Photographer
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New contraception law

no threat to UMwomen

Colleipan photo bv John Doucrtte

Icicles suspend from a stone wall on the old chapel during Saturday's

brilliant skies after Friday's storm.

By ROBIN MANDEL
Collcipan SUff

Because the University of Massachusetts

Health Services is not a federally funded

institution, it will not be affected by the

new Parental Notification Law scheduled to

^jo into effect on February 25. said the

executive director of UMass Health Ser

vices.

However, a federjil judge yesterday

blocked enforcement of the new regulation

requiring that parents be notified when

teenage women receive prescription

contraceptives from government-financed

clinics.

U.S. District Judge Henry Werker issued

a preliminary injunction barring the

regixlations from going into effect Feb. 25,

pending trial of one of two suits challeng-

ing the constitutionality of the measure.

Averill said even if this regulation does

go into effect he would not be bound by this

federal law because of a state law passed in

the mid 1970's declaring that females 12

years and over can consent to their own
protective care without parental per

mission.

"If a person is old enough to go to college

then she is old enough to make a decision

relating to sexual behavior. On this basis,

without explained written consent from the

minor, we will not notify the parents that

their daughter is having sexual relations.

We will continue to abide by this private

confidential policy," he said.

Due to what Averill terms as the

emancipation of youth policy, the UMass
Health Services will continue to give

contraceptive medical assistance to all

clients who seek it.

Although Averill said the Health Ser

vices on campus would not be subject to

abide by this new ruling, other institutions

throughout the nation will be affected

because they are federally funded in

stitutions.

EUen Story, assistant director of the

F'amily Planning (-ouncil of Western
Massachusetts said, "This new law is a

violation of the constitutional rights for the

privacy of teenagers. While Family
Planning does encourage parental

notification, it does not mandate it. With
the passing of this law, we would be forced

to notify parents of their daughters sexual

behavior. This, of course, would be a wide

departure from the way we operate now."

Story said she is optimistic that the law

would be repealed. "There are too many
drastic effects which could result if this law

goes into effect. The fact of the matter is

that the rule could probably bring about a

sharp increase in the number of unintended

adolescent pregnancies.

"This regulation will also prevent

through fear and intimidation, many
teenage girls from visiting the family

planning .services and will not stop

adolescents from participating in sexual

activities." she said.

According to a statement released from
the Family Planning Council of Western
Massachusetts, an estimated 400.000

adolescent pregnancies were averted in the

nation as a result of family planning ser

vices in 1979.

Lisa Na/zaro, a UMass student c<K>r

dinator for the Committee for Equal Rights

and Keproductive Freedom (CERRF), said

this legislation fails to .see the reality of the

situation.

"The law would be punishing the female

for being conscittus about her body instead

of encouraging her for trying to protect

herself," she said.

Story said, two thirds of the female

teenage p<»pulalion does not u.se any birth

control devices or may only use some sort of

uneffective device when having sexual

relations. The new law would be decreasing

the number of teenage females who use

birth control devices even further.

Students procure deal on micro-computers
By E.L. BIRK

Collegian Suff

University faculty, staff and possibly students will be

able to purchase micro computers at a significant discount

after April 1 if Jake Bishop, contracts coordinator for the

Massachusetts Higher Education Consortium, has his way.

The consortium comprises 51 universities and colleges

including all Massachusetts public colleges and univer

sities, and private schools connected with public schools

through local consortiums such as the F'ive ('olleges.

Bishop said. The purchasing consortium procures all office

and formitory furniture, all laboratory equipment and

many maintanence supplies at the University of

Massachusetts, he said.

More than 30 computer manufacturers and distributors

are currently negotiating with Bishop for the right to the

con.sorlium market, he said.

"There's a lot of big bucks involved." he said. Bishop

added that the two year old contract negotiations are in a

sensitive stage and declined to name any of the parties

involved les the negotiations turn sour.

"Some of these guys are going to win and some aren't."

he said.

Bishop, also director of procurement at UMass. founded

the consortium takes part in more than 80 separate con

tracts with KiO vendors. Whether the micro computers

will be available to individuals not performing university

related work is still unclear, according to Conrad Wogrin,

director of computer services at the University. Machines

intended for use in classrooms could be purchased through

the consortium discounted up to one third, Wogrin said.

"I think that it could get up to 35 percent but that would

require us to handle 500 units or more," he said. Demand

for computers and related equipment at the University

could easily reach 500 units, Wogrin added.

Individual students may not enjoy the benefit of the

consort iums purchasing power because of restrictions on

the use of state funds. Suppliers might have a strong case

against such use of funds, Wogrin said.

One possible method of routing the machines to in

dividual students under the benefit of the consortium's

buying power would be through the University Store, he

said. As a part of the University, the University Store

could purcha.se computers at the discounted rate and then

offer them to students at a still lower than other retail

stores. Wogrin said.

F'urther details of the contract, including which com-
puter brands will be available and at what discount, should

surface when half of the competing 30 suppliers are

eliminated from the bidding over the next few weeks.

Bishop said.

Counselors learn new criteria
By JIM FINKLE

Colkfian Suff

Local high school counselors will know
exactly how their students will be affected

by proposed University admissions stan

dard increases before they testify at a

hearing on those increases today.

University of Massachusetts Freshman
Admissions Director David G. Taggart will

give counselors a pie chart showing the

number of freshmen now at I'Mass who
would be excluded from the University

based on the criteria of the Regenl s

proposal.

Counselors from 22 area high scho<ils will

speak at the 10 a.m. hearing today at the

Springfield Regional Education Center. 88

Massasoit Avenue, in West Springfield,

Taggart said.

According to Taggart's figures, of the

1,371 students at the high schools in

Hampden, Hampshire, Franklin and

Berkshire counties who now attend UMass.

24.6 percent, or 338 students would be

ineligible to attend the University. Twenty
four of those students would be excluded

becau.se of their performance on the SAT
tests.
Under the regents proposal, students

applying to UMass must have either a

combined score of 800 and a high school

class rank in the upper 40th percentile of

their class, or a combined SAT score of 850

and a class rank in the upper 60th per

centile, for acceptance. The plan would be

phased in by 1987.

Collripaii photo bj I>r*w Ogicr

Rhonda Fitzg^erald. age 12, dangles from a swing behind her Nor-

thampton home during last weekend's beautiful weather.
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Begin ousts Sharon; Arens takes over Settlement reached
JERUSALEM (AP) - Moshe Arens. Israel's hawkish

ambassador to Washington, accepted the post of defense

minister yesterday in place of the ousted Ariel Sharon.

who quit the ministry saying, "I am not leaving a beaten

man."

The Knesset. Israel's Parliament, voted 61-56 to remove
Sharon and reshuffle the cabinet of Prime Minister

Menachem Begin. Begin will hold the defense portfolio

until Arens is confirmed.

The Parliament debated the government's response to

the recommendations of the Beirut massacre commission,
which urged Sharon's removal. Sharon, who ran the

Defense Ministry for 18 months, remains in the Cabinet as

a minister without portfolio. He resigned the defense Dost

after the Cabinet approved findings of an Israeli judicial

commission that Sharon bore responsibility for allowing

the Beirut massacre of Palestinians by Lebanese Christian

militiamen Sept. 16-18.

Democrats devise plan to aid jobless
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Democratic leaders

decided yesterday to add about $1 billion to President

Reagan's proposed $4.3 billion recession relief package,

approve it quickly, and then follow up with additional

legislation of their own.

"We have sympathy in our hearts for those in the soup

lines," Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass.. delcared

as he announced his hope of passing a bipartisan bill

through the House by next week.

"This is not the best bill we Democrats could write, but

it may be the best bill we can enact into law," O'Neill con-

ceded of the package approved by the president.

"...In this case, the people who want to see jobs and

emergency help received the better deal."

Democrats might try to add $1 billion to Reagan's

package for summer jobs, nutrition programs for mothers

and children and weatherproofing low-income housing,

O'Neill said.

Reagan refused all last year and early this year to con-

sider any type of anti-recession jobs legislation. But he

finally succumbed to congressional sentiment last week,

dispatching top aides to the Capitol to present a plan that

includes $250 million for food and shelter for the

homeless, $1 billion in grants to local governments and the

balance in expedited federal purchases and construction

projects.

in EPA scandal
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a surprise turnabout, the

administration reached a negotiated settlement yesterday

with a whistleblower at the Environmental Protection

Agency, who said afterward he now has evidence that

EPA misdeeds go all the way to the White House.

Hugh Kaufman, whose allegations have triggered a half

dozen congressional investigations into EPA's $1.6 billion

"superfund" program, called the settlement a victory both

for him and for other agency employees who will be

testifying before Congress in coming weeks.

"This should send a signal to all EPA employees that

they can get protection if they testify. " Kaufman said.

EPA attorneys would not comment on their surprise

decision to settle with Kaufman. The agency's spokesman.

Chris Rice, said EPA was preparing an answer to Kauf-

man's allegations of White House involvement in the

Kaufman case.

The eight point agreement came after three hours of

closed door discussions. The EPA agreed to protect

Kaufman's rights and Kaufman promised to reimburse the

agency for personal long distance calls made at work.

Digest
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Hinckley pulls through; Licenses revoked for

overdose investigated slate driver violators

Pentagon threatens to Storm grips commuters;

reduce excess bases Death toll rises to 87
WASHINGTON - A key defense official

says the Pentagon may haul out a list oi

proposed base closings and challenge

congressmen to bear some of the brunt "if

the heat gets heavy" for deep cuts in the

military budget.

The official, who discussed the matter

only on condition he not be identified,

denied threatening Congress. But his

message, in a recent interview, obviously

was designed as food for political thought

on Capitol Hill.

"We've got a list of bases we'd like to get

rid of." he said. At the same time, he made
clear that the list could be left fo gather

dust if members of the Senate and House
don't delve too d'>eply into President

Reagan's $238.6 billion military spending

program for fiscal 1984.

Draft resislers plead

innocent to assault
BOSTON — Two draft protesters

pleaded inn(»cent yesterday to charges of

assaulting a I'.S. marshal, and they claimed

outside the courtnK)m that they were the

ones attacked.

The two, arraigned separately in brief

appearances yesterday before U.S.

magistrates, are Edward J. Hasbrouck. 23.

of Wellesley. and Elizabeth A. Davidson.

27. of Cambridge. They had been indicted

Feb. 9.

"We were the ones who were assaulted

by the officers." said Hasbrouck outside the
courtroom yesterday. "Everything in the

complaint is untrue."

Millions of Eastern city dwellers

struggled back to work yesterday through

the residue of one of the nastiest blizzards

in memory, with mounds of gray sludge

blocking buses, stalling cars and delaying

overcrowded commuter trains up to two

hours.

The death toll from the Blizzard of '83.

which dumped 2 to 3 feet of snow from

North ("arolina to New England on Friday

and Saturday had climbed to 87.

Springfield cops hunt

for escaped assailant
BRIDGEWATER - State poUce hunted

yesterday* for a Springfield man who
escaped from Bridgewater State Hospital

after being ruled unfit to stand trial for

murder.
Corre<'tion officials said Antonio Rivera.

35. was found missing from his cell at 7:50

a.m. Sunday, and a trail of blood indicated

he got out by sawing the bars on the cell

window.

"He is still at large." said dispatcher Sally

Squires at ihe Middleboro State Police

barracks. "We have no further information

on his whereabouts."

"We have put out posters and a teletype

alert with his physical description. But

nobcxly has picked him up yet."

Springfield police said Rivera had been

sent to Bridgewater after being arrested

Jan. 11, 1982. on a murder charge in the

fatal stabbing of Rodney Pietro Cotto. 16.

after a drug related argument.

WASHINGTON — Presidential assailant

John W. Hinckley Jr. regained con

sciousness yesterday as authorities con

tinued their quest over how he came by the

chemicals that enabled his third apparent

attempt at suicide since he has been in

federal cust(xly.

Hinckley. 27. had been taking the anti

depressant drug imipramine. But Wayne
Pines, a spokesman for the mental hospital

where Hinckley had been held before his

latest brush with death, said patients are

supposed to be under the watch of at

tendants whenever they take medication.

Hinckley was found semi conscious

Sunday on the floor of his room at St.

Elizabeths Hospital, where he had been

confined since his acquittal by reason of

insanity last June. Officials said he was

close to dying.

BOSTON — Boston has decided to play

hardball with 50.000 parking scofflaws — if

they don't pay up. the state won't let them
renew their drivers' licenses or registration

plates.

Alan A. MacKay. state registrar of motor

vehicles, said yesterday that the state will

wait for cities and towns to notify them that

drivers are in the clear before giving them
licenses.

Boston's Traffic and Parking Com-
missioner, John A. Vitagliano, said over the

weekend the city will begin turning over

the names of 50.000 motorists with unpaid

tickets to the state Registry of Motor
Vehicles.

MacKay said a driver or car owner will

get the bad news they are on the list when
they come into a registry office to renew
their license or registration.

"We will tell him then we have him

flagged." MacKay said.

Correction

The photo on the bottom of page 1 of yesterday's Feb. 14th issue was improperly

credited. It should be credited to Drew Ogier not Peter Marks.
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Lookout '60 minutes'

CollcriM Photo by Kattlt Wsttcn

Newscasters Brian Fitz Maurice and Kelly Green g^et ready to

launch one of their mid-day newscasts for the Student Video Center.

By GLEN GOLDSTEIN
ColUfian SUff

The Union Video Center broadcast a live

television news program yesterday at the

University of Massachusetts as a joint pro-

ject with the Collegian. "And there was
much rejoicing," Jim Nelson, producer of

the show said.

The show, which will appear weekdays at

12:30 p.m., will feature international, na-

tional, local, campus and sports news,

along with a weather report. The news pro-

gram will appear on TV screens in the lob-

by of the UMass Student Union and in

front of The Hatch.

"We're trying to make the show

unique," Nelson said. "There will be more

offbeat news. We'd also like to run some in-

terviews with students."

The news program will concentrate more

on national news than the Collegian does.

Nelson said.

Nelson laughed when asked to compare

the news program to TV's "60 Minutes",

or "Thp Piijrs Bunny Road Runner Hour".

"I hope to produce some items in a video

magazine format, along with the regular

news," Nelson said in reference to "60

Minutes".

"We're not to be taken too seriously.

We're not NBC or CBS. We try to have a

good time. We want to make a show that's

enjoyable to watch," Nelson added.

"It's about time some kind of video came
to UMass. I'm excited about what we're do-

ing, Brian Fitz Maurice, one of the pro-

grams co-newscasters said.

Using material supplied by the Collegian,

Fitz Maurice and Kelly Green read the

new, 5 on the debut of the program.

Two additional TV monitors will be in-

stalled soon. One will be located next to

The Blue Wall, the other will be at the bot-

tom of the escalator in the Campus Center,

Nelson said.

The Union Video Center receives

assistance with the news program from the

Governors Program Council, the Collegian,

the Campus Center Audio/Visual Office,

and WMUA radio.

Stockies make preparations
for agricultural convention

License snags bar opening

By DIANE SINICO
Collccian Corrcipondcnt

The Stockbridge School of Agriculture's

Sixth Annual Professional Agriculture

Convention, to be held this Wednesday in

the Campus Center Auditorium, will cover

topics from agriculture and horticulture to

tractors and computers.

The event, traditionally held on the third

Wednesday in February, is free and open to

the public, and will last from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. The keynote address, by Frances

Moore Lappe, will be given at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Lappe is the author of several books

including the best seller Diet for a Small

Planet and a ro fnnndpr, alnn^ with Dr.

Joseph Collins, of the Institute for Food and

Development located in San Franiisco. She

will speak on "The Crisis in American

Agriculture: What is it?"

The convention, the theme of which is

"Agriculture and You," was organized by

the appointed general chairperson. Sarah

Cleveland, a Stockbridge senior majoring in

fruit and vegetable crops, and six other

chairpersons according to Cleveland.

The purpose of the convention is to give

students an opportunity to meet with

professional organizations and discuss

business trends, new practices, problems of

the profession and employment op

port unities. Cleveland said preparations for

the day's events began Ijist September.

American Friends Service Group shows film
The American Friends Service Com

mittee Working Group will present a fifth

film entitled "If you Love This Planet" as

part of its series "Films For the Freeze,"

tonight at 7 p.m. at the Feast and Folly

Restaurant in Northampton.

Moshe Giladi talks about life at the kibbutz
Moshe (}iladi, Dean of the School of

Education and member of Kibbutz Mizrah

since 1943 will participate in a "paperbag

lunch" and discuss his experiences in the

kubbutz lifestyle today from noon until

1:30 p.m. in the Dukes Rcwm in the Stu-

dent Union Building. This free event is

sponsored by the Hillel Foundation.

Internship reps meet to answer student queries

Representatives from the Office of In-

ternships will be available at the Campus

Center Concourse from 9 a.m. til 3 p.m.

today to answer students' questions about

internships.

Great Decisions Series stages third panel talk

By GLEN GOLDSTEIN
Collegian SUff

A new bar, scheduled to open in the

Mountain Farms Mall in February, might

not open at all due to liquor license pro-

blems, Daniel Cowles, one of the owners of

the new bar said.

Cowles, former manager of Poor

Richard's III in Amherst, is trying to ob-

tain a liquor license from the town of

Hadley that was held by a bar called

David's, which is now bankrupt. There is a

limited number of liquor licenses available

in Hadley.

Cowles new bar, to be called "Reasons"

would occupy the same 5500 square foot

space that David's occupied, Cowles liquor

license application states.

The problem concerns ownership of the

liquor license that Cowles wants. Hadley

town counsel Charles Ksieniewicz believes

that when David's went bankrupt, the

town regained possession of the liquor

license. The attorneys for David's are say-

ing that the license is one of the assets re

tained by the bankrupt tavern.

"By the time that I get through with the

legal fees to work this out, the liquor

license might cost me $10,000," Cowles

said. "I think that the regular fee for a li-

quor license in Hadley is only about

$1,000," Cowles said.

Hadley's Board of Selectmen approved

Cowles' application for a liquor license on

Oct. 19, believing that the town had legal

possession of David's old liquor license.

The license application was then forwarded

to the Alcoholic Beverage Control Commis-

sion (ABCC) in Boston for final approval,

the license application states.

The ABCC has stopped action on the

license application until the legal battle is

over between David's and the town of

Hadley, Ksieniewicz said.

A pre-trial conference was held on the

issue three weeks ago, and a court date has

been set for April, Ksieniewicz said.

"David's strongest argument is that they

didn't get proper notice of the hearing for

Cowles' application. It's a due process

argument," Ksieniewicz said.

The Great Decisions '83 Series con-

tinues tonight with its third topic "Trade

and Unemployment: Global Bread and

Butter." Panelists from the University of

Massachusetts faculty will include

Michael Arbib. Computer and Informa-

tion Science and Eric Einhorn, from the

Political Science Department. Appearing

from Smith College will be Charles

Robertson of the Government department

and Charles Staelin of the Economics
department. Luther Allen of the UMass
Political Science department will be

moderating the event scheduled for 8 p.m.

in the lounge of Webster House in Or-

chard Hill.

Collepan photo by Ann Lamcrr

A church window effect is captured with this shot taken from inside

Marston Hall looking south toward the Campus Center.

Herpes: more rampant in cities or campuses?
By TURA GUDMLT^DSSON

Collcfimn Correipondcnt

(This is the second story in a five part series.)

Local and state officials disagree whether there is a

possible correlation between a campus setting and student

sexual behavioral patterns, and the increase noted in

herpes-related visits to University of Massachusetts

Health Services.

Herpes- related visits to the UMass Health Services have

been steadily increasing in the past four years according

to Barry Averill, Executive Director of the UMass Health

Services.

Averill estimated the present maximum number of

reported cases of genital and cold sore herpes in UMass to

be 300.

While Averill maintained that in terms of catching the

disease "college setting is not as risky as other segments

of society," such as cities, or low socio-economic areas,

Elizabeth Hastings, director of the Charles Circle clinic in

Boston, which serves about 6,000 patients per year out of

which 30 percent are students, disagrees.

"It is a generally- held a^^sumption that you will find

mure sexual acitivity when you put 300 men and w«mt'n in

a dt)rm situation where they live together 24 hours a day,

seven days a week, as opposed to the same, or older,

population who lives in separate houses." Hastings said.

•'My own opinion is that you have got a very sexually ac-

tive groui* of people," said Hastings, noting that her clinic

nas been seeing an increase from no cases of herpes three

years ago, to about 50 new cases per year, which includes

more students than other sectors of the population seek-

ing treatment.

Elizabeth Penny, a Nursing Advisor Specialist in the VD
section of the State Department of Public Health in

Boston, explained that the main age-risk for catching VD
is between 15 to 30. The college population "is the age

group where a lot more people are at risk, especially those

who are sexually active with more than one partner."

Doctor Nelson Gantz, an associate professor of medicine

and microbiology, and the director of the Sexually

Transmitted Division of UMass Medical School in

Worcester, agreed that "if there is more sex on campuses

than elsewhere, then you are going to see a greater

likelihood of sexually transmitted diseases, including

herpes."

"What you need, to show a correlation between herpes

increase and sexual activity on campuses, is a study of sex-

ual activity frequency on campuses matched with an equal

study of a similar socio-economic population outside the

University," said Gantz.

What is more important, Gantz said, is that "sexually

transmitted diseases are clearly related to the riuml)er of

partners one has."

"It is easy to multiply the num»)er of herpes ca.seM,"

Gantz said, "l)ecause if you gel it, anu men hav«- sex when

it is contageous, with It) guys or girls, then they ail i^-' i'

According Lo I euny, lO percern nave no luea mcy are in

fected. "From an epidimiological point of view if you have

been sexually active and are umier 2h, the main probabili-

ty is that you are infected, and therefore possibly infec-

tious," Penny said.

"It is those who don't know they are infected who

spread the infection the most," Penny said.

Speaking of students' sexual liehavior patterns, Averill

noted that from conversations with students and accounts

from physicians and staff members at the Birth Control

section of the Health Services, the predominant pattern

seen at UMass is that of "serial partners relationships".

"People carry on sexual relationships for at least a few

months or longer, and then they may change partners,"

said Averill.

"There are not that many multiple partner situations on

campus as the media leads us to hKelieve. Even among

students there is a myth about how much sex people have

in college," said Averill. "But that is not to say that there

are no people who are having multiple partners."

Averill estimated that 40 to 60 percent of freshman

students did not have sex at all, a figure that gradually

decreases to 20 percent for the senior students. Accor-

dingly, Averill maintained, students in general could not

l)e called promiscuous.

Out of sixteen students interviewed by the ColUgxan at

random in the Campus Center, nine agreed with the sug

gestion that herf)es is more likely to Im- spread on campus

a.s a result of students' general sexna! i>rh;ivtoral pattern

1. >^tiH"nts say tliey aie promiscuous, ' said Hastmgs,

I would l)e inclined to l>elieve them and would not ask the

.< ' iiuii.'Mi Htion.

'-^:^i\
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Drum magazine to take MLK day to United Nations
By RHONDA SWAN

('ollcKian Coirenpondrnt

The observance of the birthday of the late Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. as a national holiday has been an issue of

concern for Black Americans since his death in 1968.

However, almost fifteen years later, the issue has yet to

be resolved. Nelson Stevens, Professor of Art of the

W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro American Studies

believes this has gone by too long.

Professor Stevens, advisor to "Drum", the Black literary

magazine pnxluced by students of the Afro-American

Studies Department and his staff are dedicating this year's

issue of the publication in memory of Dr. King.

What makes this proposal special is instead of just

appealing to a national audience. The "Drum" staff plans to

take a copy of the magazine and present it to the United

Nations in hopes of making King's birthday an in-

ternational holiday.

For years the appeals of Black Americans to make
January 15 a national holiday have fallen on the deaf ears

of the U.S. Congress. This past January 15, over one

hundred thousand Blacks gathered at the white house for

this very purpose, but their efforts again, were to no avail.

Professor Stevens believes this can be changed. "We
could make it (Jan. 151 a world holiday quicker," Stevens

said. "The U.N. can vote easier when you consider who

Colleinan staff photo by Katie Wattera

Professor Nelson Stevens of the Afro-Am
Studies Dept. and the Drum magazine staff to

take MLK day issue to the United Nations.

constitutes the world versus who constitutes the

congress."

According to Stevens, Drum will be set up to facilitate a

Martin Luther King Day. Fifty percent of the magazine

will deal with King's life while the other half will consist of

interviews with a number of prominent Blacks who will be

giving their support to the holiday.

Among those scheduled to be interviewed will be the

late Dr. King's widow, Corretta Scott King, former New
York Congresswoman Shirley Chisolm, former United

Nations Ambassador Andrew Young, Bill Cosby, Leroy

Jones, Tony Brown, author Toni Cade Bombara, and
Stevie Wonder.

In reference to the large number of distinguished Blacks

who plan to support this effort Stevens said, "We ain't

skipping nobody."

Among those mentioned, Stevie Wonder has had the

greatest influence in furthering the cause for the holiday.

Stevens credits Wonder with his own conception of the

idea and says he just expanded on it hoping the holiday will

be made an international one.

Plans for the representation of Drum to the United

Nations for support of Martin Luther King day are ten-

tative, and are being scheduled for after the magazine's

release in May.
According to Stevens, "we've got to make a unified

effort to make a Black holiday, Martin Luther King is the

focal point for this position on January 15th."

Harlem Renaissance in retrospect
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

While the world was recovering from the ruins and
ordeals of World War I, and while America faced a drastic

decline in its national economy, blacks were experiencing

a growing awareness of pride in their heritage. This

period, taking part in the first half of the 20th century, is

known as the "Negro or Harlem Renaissance" with foun-

dation in the arts, especially in literature.

The principle force of the literary renaissance of the

1920's was Claude McKay, a Jamaican poet who came to

the United States in 1912. During the race riots of 1919,

McKay wrote, "If We Must Die", a protest poem which
sets the keynote of the renaissance.

"If We Must Die" is an urgent call to blacks to become
honored, thus long remembered. The poem also shows an
expression of courage, a personal characteristic of the

poet, and a never dying spirit in the battle for justice.

"If We Must Die" found a new meaning during World
War II when Winston Churchill read its militant lines to

the House of Commons.
Other famous poems by McKay are "Harlem Shadows",

a lyric of pure compassion which first brought him fame in

America, and the sonnet "Baptism", a fine expression of

the courage to endure anguish.

The Harlem Renaissance was documented in 1925 by
philosopher and scholar Alain Locke in his anthology The
\eu' Negro: An Interpretntion.

Announcements
All members of UMass Third World Organizations are

cordially invited to attend a get together with members of

the Student Senate's Third World ('aucus. This event will

take place on Wednesday, Feb. 16th from 5:30-7:00 p.m. in

('ampus ('enter 162 175. Come meet your representatives!

For more infor. 545 2517.

^ /-^
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Outstanding poets of the Harlem Renaissance other

than McKay were novelist-poet Jean Toomer author of the

novel Cane, and lyric poet Countee Cullen.

Later writers whose works were published during the

Harlem Renaissance were Sterling Brown, critic, poet and
scholar; Arna Bontemps, poet novelist and scholar; and
Langhston Huges.

!»"
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Fenton's February
|

Hockey Sale
10 - 20% off

on Skates & Hockey equipment

in stock CCM, Cooper, Bauer & Daoust

%

s

Open Mon-Fri 9-6:30

Saturday 9-4:00

377 Main St.

253-3973
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^yUNIVERSITY
^MSTORE^

Mod. Tue. Wed.
Feb. 14, 15, 16

10 am to

4 pm

$15 Deposit
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OPEN RUSH
All University Women Welcome

February 15, 16, 17, 22
For more information contact

Marianne or Sophie at 545-2152
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Israel has lost it's world respect
Israel has managed to lose in the last year

what it took over three decades to build up,

world respect. It lost quite a bit with the "Peace for

Galilee" Campaign, their invasion of Lebanon last June. It

marked the first time that Israel went to war for reasons
other than self-defense. Israel lost a lot of face in their

new role as aggressor, which the world was not used to

seeing. If the invasion didn't succeed in turning world opi-

nion against them, then last fall's massacres at the Sabra
and Chatilla refugee camps surely did.

While Israeli soldiers did not do the killing, (the

Lebanese Christian Phalangists carried out the slaughter),

it was Israel that sat idley by while the carnage happened.
The man that was personally responsible for these two
black marks in that nation's history, Defense Minister

Ariel Sharon, resigned last week, and although his future

role in Prime Minister Menachem Begin's cabinet is still in

doubt, he still is a force to be reckoned with in Israeli

politics. _^^^_____^_

Randolph T. Holhut
Sharon is Israel's equivalent to Alexander Haig. Like

Haig, he was a military man who distinguished himself on

the battlefield. Like Haig, he proved to be too contn^ver-

sial for his own good. And most especially like Haig, he

was a tremendously ambitious person whose ambition

helped to drive him from his office.

The events of the last year have all but destroyed Ariel

Sharon. He says that he was planning the invasion of

Lebanon from the very first day he l)ecame defense

minister in 1981. The invasion did its job, effectively

destroying the Palestine Liberation Organization's grip on

Lebanf)n and destroying the threat the F'LO had long

plagued Israel with.

But soon after the invasion h)egan, critics within Benin's

Letters

Help lobby for Soviet Jewry
To the Editor:

I want to thank the CoUt'gUin for printing the article on

our FVbruarj' 22 departure to Washington. D.C. for the

February 23 Soviet-Jewry Lobby. I am writing this to al.so

mention that any students who are not Jewish or who are

not meml)ers of Hillel are also emphatically encouraged to

come along with us and share in the support for the

release of Soviet Jews.

Give your voice and values meaning and strength as you

confront your congresspK'ople about the silenced oppres-

sion directed towards Jews m the Soviet I 'nion — today —
and each and every day in their lives. The time is NOW to

do something about this situation. That is what this lobby

is for: to unite and stand as "one": for what we truly kni>}r

is morally right. How much longer can you sUmd to hear

alK)ut senseless human freedom violations against inno-

cent peoples? We will stand up tali and Ih' heard. Your ac-

tion does count; your voice will l)e listened to. We need

numl)ers and we need them NOW. NOW more than at any

other time. As the great sage Hillel once .said. "If I am not

for myself, who will be for me? If I am only for myself,

who am I? If not now, when?"
Soviet .Tews need you NOW more than ever. Lynn

Kerew and Deborah fVopper.

Lynn Kerew
Deborah Propper

Amherst

All student groups important
To the Editor:

On Monday, February 14, the Collegian published an ar-

ticle on the front page concermng nominations in the up-

coming Student Government Association. Board of Ciover-

nors, and Residential Committee elections. In this article.

cabinet blasted Sharon for using the invasion to gain glory

for himself. Many Israelis criticized Sharon's role in the

operation. When the massacres took place, Sharjn was
immediately implicated. He was anxious to make gains,

and it was convenient to let the Phalangists, long time foes

of the PLO and backed up by the Israelis, into the camps.
It did not matter to Sharon that there was a strong pro-

bability that violence would occur, he just wanted to gain
more ground.

When the Israeli commision began investigating the

massacre last November, few cabinet ministers came to

aid of Sharon. Many Israelis wanted to see him removed
from the Begin government, so by the time the findings

were released last week, Sharon's days in his role as

defense minister were clearly numbered.
He made a little bit of a fuss, refusing to resign after the

cabinet voted for his ouster, but he did eventually resign.

The outcry was just too great for him to stay on, despite

his stubborn nature. Begin has now shifted him to a lower-

key position in the cabinet, minister without portfolio, but
that still has the people upset. Most will not be satisfied

unt'! he is driven from the government, never to return.

But even if Sharon is driven from the Begin Ck)vern-

ment, it would be safe to speculate that he might come
back. Military leaders never seem to fade from the

political .scene and given some time, you may see Sharon
back in some governmental office. It will take some time,

for the outcry against Sharon and his actions is loud and
vehement. If there were any kind of justice, he would be
trieii for war crimes. It would not bring any real justice to

the families of the people who were murdered in Sabra
and Chatilla, but it would l)e a start. It would also be a

start towards restoring Israel's self, and world, respect.

Randolph T. Holhut is a Collegian columnist

Mindy Ordway, is quoted as .saying that the Residential

Committee is "more important for undergraduates living

on campus than the B.O.(J. is".

I think it is imperative that Mi.ss Ordway and all others
realize that each student organization on this campus is as
important as the next one. I was amazed to .see that Mi.s.s

Ordway made a biased statement such as this when she is

in a position, as election coordinator, which requires a
clear and of)en mind.

I would like to stress the fact that students l)enefit from
both the Residential Committee and the Board of Gover-
nors and all eligible meml>ers of the UMass community
should consider the positions available on both.

Michael P. Reillv

Vice-Chairperson
Campus Center/Student Cnion

Board of (iovernors

Don't complain, get registered
To the Editor:

1984 is just around the corner. So what, you say? So in

1984 we once again decide what great leader »r wish to

put in the White Hou.se, and I'm tired of hearing all the

bellyaching about the President. That doesn't mean 1

don't agree with you, I'm speaking to those of you who
complain yet aren't even registered to vote. All I have to

say to you is, you got what you deservedl

Brad Jacobs
UMass

Justice, and
the lack thereof
The act of ignoring the Student Government

Association constitution by failing to appoint

someone to the office of the Attorney General is just

one in a number of incidents by which the interests of a

decided few are promoted and the well l)eing of the stu-

dent body as a whole is ignored.

This lack of action on the part of Mr. Murj)hy is

atrocious. He continues, as he has in the past many mon-

ths of his less than positive administration, to fail to per-

form the duties and responsibilities of his office. The ac-

tion, or lack thereof, is a slap in the face of every student

which can invariably benefit from the services offered

through the office of the Attorney (ieneral.

The problem does not lie in the fact that Mr. Murphy
chooses not to appoint Randy Chapman to the office, who
was unanimously and justifiably recommended by the At-

torney General Search committee because of his ex-

perience in the office and his commitment to the student

population. Rather, Mr. Murphy's arrogant and irrespon-

sible manner is in not appointing at least someone to the

office. This is what is disturbing.

Timmi W. Rudolph
A Writ of Mandamus has been filed with the judiciary.

Such a document directs a student officer to carry out his

duties. In the case of any responsible executive such a writ

need never be filed and the duties would be performed in a

reasonable amount of time. It is not the case here and it

has not been the case in the past months of Mr. Murphy's

term. His missing of meetings, his failure to comply with

the propensity of duties inherent to the office of the

presidency, his questionable activities, including the ap-

pointment of Elizabeth Hill to the office of Acting At-

torney General, etc. The list goes on and on.

The list of misconduct is long, and with the failure of Mr.

Murphy to comply with the writ, the list could grow
longer. The list is far too long. It has l)een written past the

pages of excusable conduct — now it spirals in a determin-

ed direction away from that which is in the l)est interests

of the student body.

Reform is obviously needed — reform of the president's

office through change of the statutes or through the exer-

cise of the students' will through elections. Reform must

also strike at the Student Senate, who in a less than a

responsible manner tacitly condoned such action by the ex-

ecutive, to the point in aiding in the demise of the

students. Changes must be made in the basic infrastruc-

ture of our less than reliable, less than resjK)nsible, and

less than responsive student government. Deemed in such

a poor light, the actions of President Murphy only appear

to reinforce the bad name of the SGA in all its various

as|:)ects.

To legitimize the institution, checks and balances must

be introduced and adhered to. To l)e respecte<l, the SGA
and its leaders must act in a respectable manner. To run

effectively, the government must l)e placed in the hands of

a realistic leadership. Reforms must be made, and the

reforms must be deep. Only in this manner can our stu-

dent government return to normalcy.

The failure to appoint a Student Attorney General is just

one point in a case history devoted to student officers and

the student government working against the students

they are cho.sen to represent. The l)ehavior on the part of

President Mur}>hy is intolerable and must be corrected.

Perhaps, a Writ of Mandamus will promote such action.

No hard feelings Jim, but don't you owe the students

something more?
Timmi W. Rudolph is a IJMoi^s student

r~

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regjet

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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COOPEKATIYE
EDUCATIOK

FAIK
Thuf$doy,F»b. 17 1-4PM
Campus C*nt*r lower l*v*l

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
all liquor drinks

9 till 11

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

LAivibdA Chi AlphA

OPEN RUSH
J74 NoRxh PUasant St.

CORNER of No. PIeASANT

ANd pEARiNq

TuES. FEb. 1 5 ANd WEde FeB. 1

6

9-ll:oo pM

Stop iw ANd see wNat we^re aU aBout

i odv^nturo travel

^^^
Airline tickets

Eurailpasses

Amtrak
233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherat Carriage Shops

r""r ^itiin

^«= =»<= =»f= =»«=

9 Till
NO COVER

VoicE oF tIie TurtIe

IN CONCERT

=»f=

aoEUXLUUUII 1 1 II 1 IIHIBBogg

AgorophoblQ
If high anxiety, fear

of being afraid, los-

ing control and
panicking in public

keep you house-
bound or cause you
to avoid social
events, I may have
help for you. Call

586-5417

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Featuring: Rebec, Harp, Psaltery,

Medieval Fiddle, Spanish Medieval

Bagpipe & Other Historical Instrunnents

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 16

Benzanson Recital Hall, UMass

8:00 PM FREE

A Five College B'nai B'rith Hillel Jewish Arts Festival

L Event. Co-sponsored by: Five College Lecture Fund,

Five College Early Music Progrann, UMass Depart-

nr>ent of Spanish and Portuguese, and UMass Judaic

Studies Program.
II H i

:

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes North to

ERMONT

SKI CAPITAL of the EAST.

Morch 20 - 25 .^ ^
1 dV•UU

Includes: Tronsportotion
5 nights hot*! occomodotlons

3 full breakfasts

color TV & stoom both

\t\ •vory room
5 days skiing

Froo Hot Tub Party

2 Froo Do#r G Wino Portios

Indoor Hootod Pool

for moro info 5-0407

SPRING BREAK 60

6 Days 7 Nights

Luxurious Hotel on tho strip

only

$149
tox Included

(watch for hidden cost

on other trips)

TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE
(corpooL bus, flight)

BKO RUSH TONIGHT
What's Open Rush?
A time to meet the brotherhood and see the house

in an informal and non-committal atmosphere. We
encourage all University men who are interested in

fraternities or want more than just a degree for

spending four years at UMass. Even if you are con-

tent with the dorms, come down and meet us, you

may change your mind about frats, specificaly

BK0, as did many of us. There's no obligation and

it only takes a short time. Don't narrow yourself

down to one choice. Go to all of the rush parties to

see which house is best suited to your needs. Ask

questions about the living conditions, social ac-

tivities, sports, reputations, food, etc. Ask up-

perclassmen on your floor to suggest a few houses

to start looking at and their respective reputations.

Non-Members
Welcome

For mor* info coil

5-3437

RUSH DATES

Tues. Feb. 15

Wed. Feb. 16

Time: 9:00 P.M.

388 N. Pleasant St.

253-9071

All University Men Invited

Arts
• • ' * • **•*•*

I •^^ ••.•,,•.<
:•:•:•:•:•:•;' .!•:.:.:•:.:.!•:

Don't make me laugh
COMEDY NIGHT AT THE BLUE WALL
Tuesday, February 8

Blue Wall

By ANDREW GORDON
Collein.n SUff

An evening with professional comedians

is pretty much a guarantee of a good time.

Last year's "("atch a Rising Star" night at

the Blue Wall forced people to hold their

necks, they were laughing so hard. Last

week's follow up comedy night at the Wall

was almost as good. Several external

factors, certainly not the entertainment,

held the evening back, however. But I'll get

to those later.

The main guests of the evening were

three Boston based comedians: Steve

Sweeney, Jack (iallagher and Barry

Crimmins. Opening for them were two

better than usual l(K'al comics.

Kevin Brown was first up with a funny

routine about birth control, taking blood

and other medical topics. Brown's delivery

was smooth, he communicated well with the

audience and some of the subtler aspects of

his routine (like an impression of an old

nurse) were terrific. A bit about his

roommate having sex while he was in the

r(M>m also went over well. Linda Brooks was

the second Un-al comedian and she. loo,

surprised me. With her serious looks. I

thought there was no way she could make
me laugh; but she did. Brooks combined

comedy with a social commentary, par

ticulary in a bit about a nice girl bad girl.

When .Steve Sweeney came on, it was all

over; time to hold your throats. Sweeney, a

regular at Ding Hos comedy club in

t.'ambridge, was one of the comedians here

last year. He is a master of charac

terizations, which he displayed in such

hilarious bits as an Indian trying to pick up

a valley girl and as an Irish family. He also

did great impressions of Ed King, Kitty

Dukakis ("meow"). Jack Nicholson as Mr.

Rogers and Richard Burton reciting the

theme from Tht Beverhj HillbiUns.

After Sweeney, Jack (iallagher took the

stage and even though M.C. Terry Slagle

shot any kind of comedic momentum
Sweeney had going, (Jallagher quickly got

everyone laughing again. A former student

here, he recounted stories of driving a

I'.V'.T.A. bus and of constant partying

(Tuesday morning?: Let's get shitfaced").

He also did a great routine about getting

drunk when you were young ("Vou didn't

need bars, or parties. You had a better

place — the woods") and of the side effects

when you got home: having to talk to your

parents so they wouldn't think you were

drunk, making food, bedspins ("Whoaa.

Somebody lasso that light fixture ").

Barry ("rimmins was the last on and he,

too, was a riot. More topical than the

others, he talked about Reagan, Watt and

the possibility of impending nuclear

destruction. L'nfortunately, much of his act

consisted of abusing and taking abuse from

a certain idiot heckler.

Which brings me to one of the external

factors that could have ruined the night. Do
hecklers serve a positive purpose".' They
add spice to the show. sure. And they act as

a butt to the comedians' often acid tongues.

Hut mostly they arc just obnoxious twits, as

(rimmins explained alter the show,

"...they're a pain in the a.ss. You're trying

to concentrate on your own act and build

some sort of rapport with the audience and

you've got some assh()le screaming shit at

you. " Sweeney, who had to brt-ak the

continuity of one of his routines to trade

insults with the heckler, echoed this

feeling.

Nevertheless. Blue Wall comedy nights

are unbeatable. .\n(»ther g<K)d job by the

(iovernor's Program Council.

PLASTIC SURGERY DISASTERS
(Alternative Tentacles)

Dead Kennedys

By RICHARD NANGLE
ColleiciBn Staff

For sheer brutality, hatred and just good

clean fun nothing equals a Dead Kennedys
album. The DK's current release almost

lives up to their first effort, Fnsh Fruit Fur

Rotting VegetabU s. But I really can't fault

them for that. It's hard to repeat per

lection.

What separates the Dead Kennedys from

m<»st hardcore bands is that not only is the

music somewhat melodious, but you can

also understand the lyrics. I know it's only

P'ebruary, but right now I'lastir Surgfru

Disastrrs is my candidate for album of the

year.

Perhaps the most talked about song on

this album is "Terminal I'reppie." It's my
contention that a g<K)d majority of students

who i'ltend The Pub on Wednesday nights,

would see themselves painfully illustrated

in the lyrics of Jello Biafra here if they

weren't wasting their time listening to

.lames Taylor or Rush.

"John Belushi's my hero/ I lamp<x)n him

and I ape him my news of the world

comes from Sports Illustrated/ I'm proud of

my trophies like my empty beer cans/

stacked in rows up the wall to impress all

my friends/ no. I'm not here to learn I just

want to get drunk and major in business/

and be taught how to fuck.
"

Remember as Oscar Wilde said: "There's

only one thing worse than being talked

about and that's not being talked about.
"

"Forest P'ire" is this album's "I Kill

(Children. " Lead singer Jel'o gloats as rich

people die in their expensixe homes in this

little ditty. "'Windows covered with bars/

PVnces spiked with barbed wire/ never

looked so helpless/ engulfed in flames/

cameras watching the walls/ don't forget

the dogs/ now you're trapped in your

prison/ how you gonna get out."

Then there's "Halloween" which could

well be Jello's best lyrical effort yet. Again

UMass students should take note, if you

dare.

Here Biafra is not so concerned with

Halloween as he is with what happens

during the other 'MA days of the year. How
many soon to be business grads would see

themselves in these lyrics".' After Halloween

"you run back and stuff yourselves in rigid

business costumes' only at night is your

leather uniform exhumed why don't you

take your social regulations and shove 'em

up your ass".''"

On side two of "i'histic Surgery

Disasters" the Kennedys try their hand at

some ballad like thrashers. Some (»f them
work and some of them don't. But it's a

noble effort and shows the band's capacity

for growth. "Mo«»n Over Marin" would have

to (jualify as the most unictue hardcore song

I've ever heard. Maybe ('as«'y Ka.sem's will

give it a shot on American Top 40.

Included with the record is another

examph' of Biafran poster art. The booklet

is not quite as good as his previous effort

but again, it's hard to repeat perfection. I

recommend this record for any serious

music lover, but be careful. P^verytime I

listen to this album I manage to break

something in my apartment.

Do vou like the album cover'.'

y#»##»###»##»#»»»»#*»^####^###»#»»*#»»*»*##»#»»#»»#»»#»»«#»»»»»»»*#*»»»#»»*»»#*»»****»***»***»********»»***»**********»*»******»**»**»***^^

Stockbridge School of Agriculture

6th Annual
Professional Agriculture Convention

Theme: "Agriculture and You"

Wednesday, February 16, 1983

at the Campus Center Auditorium

Morning Seminar Schedule

9:30-10:15

Rm 168

Rm 101

10:30-11:15

Rm 168

Rm 101

ii

<
>

<
1

A Practical Approach to the Business of

Growing Apples

David Bishop

Wellsmont Orchards. Inc.

She/burne, MA

Problems in Contrcats, Design, Bidding and

Execution of Landscaping

Bill Lambert
University of Landscape Architect

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Golf Course Construction

Brian Silva, Cornish & Silva, Amherst, MA
Golf Course Architects

Milk Prices, Where to?

Fred Webster, Extension Economist

University of Vermont, Extension Service

Afternoon Seminar Schedule

12:45-1:30 Dieback and Decline Disease of Trees -

Rm 168 How You Affect Them, How They Affect You
Philip M. Wargo, Research f^ant Pathologist

Northeastern Forest Experiment Station

Hamden, CT

1:00-2:00

Rm 101

1:45-2:30

Rm 168

Panel Discussion: Land Policy in Massachusetts
Moderator: Rick Feldman, Mass. Coop. Ext. Sen/.

John D. Barrus. Mass. Farm Bureau Federation.

Director of Governmental Affairs

Russ Mader, USDA Soil Conservation Service

Michael Kane, Extension Specialist, Mass.
Cooprative Extension Service

Marketing Nursery Products

Wayne Mezitt, Vice President

Weston Nurseries Inc., Hopkinton, MA

2:40-3:25

Rm 168

2:45-4:15

Rm 101

Poulty Trends

David Cole

Westhampton, MA

11:30-12:15

Rm 168

Herbaceous Perrennials

Barbara Shey
Bear Meadow Farms

Florida, MA

Panel Discussion: Micro-Propagation

Moderator: Douglas L. Airhart, UMass/Amherst
Physiological Basis: Michael Marcotrigiano,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Nursery Use: Edmund Mezitt, Weston Nurseries

Strawt)erries: Susan Cheplick, Nourse Farms, lnc\

3:35-4:35

Rm 168

Marketing Your Produce
Farmers Markets: Gilbert Griggs, Griggs Farm\

Roadside Stands: Alan Wilson, Wilson Farms

Rm 101

"PLUS ••

Student displays, over 20 industrial exhibits, and a job mart in and around the Cam
pus Center Auditorium from 9 a.m. 5 p.m.

Evening Guest Speaker: Frances Moore Lappe

Arboricultural Employment Options and "The Crisis in American Agriculture: What is it?"

Requirements 8:00p.m. Student Union Ballroom

H. Dennis P. Ryann III, Arborist '"All events are Free and open to the public

Farmingdale, NY
PREREGISTERED EXHIBITORS Aflncuitural Exper.men, S.at.on, Aflway, Inc , Amencan Breeder s Service, Burt Ford Tractor^ Inc^. Conrad Fafard, '"<^_ Coopetat-ve E^,
PHtKtbib

1
tntu cAniD.

1

w o H
vA/hoi*«le Nurserv Co Griffin Greenhouse Supply. Inc , H K Webster Co. Inc. Orchard Equiprnent & Supply Co ,

M Scott &

P^T^Ma^rVre cTrrihade n^ UbTamTe^ So lCon,:rva^:on Serv" StockbrZA.umn, Association. TucKahoe Turf Farr.., Turf Products Corp
,
Victor. Farm F^ce

Co GatZr enTu«rw R Sace Horl^cuCral Products, Wes.on Nurseries, Inc , The Robert Ba.er Companies, ClarKs Lumber, Mas«ichu«,tts Nur«Kvmen's Aaaocafon.

sLm E;jrpr;>entCo Inc, Radio Sh.cK, N E Agn Computer,, Green Leaf Seeds, Small Farms Resource Center

4:40-5:00

Rm 101

Agriculture and You and Program Conclusion

;

John W. Dennison, Assistant Dean,

College of Food and Natural Resources;

Director, Stockbridge School of Agriculture

Cooperative Extension

Bona,

PREREGISTERED JOB MART PARTICIPANTS

^d^lVJJ^ry. Inc .
Bartlett Tr«. Expert Co . Frost and Higgins, Heritage Landscapes of Cape Cod Inc

Inc., Tuckahoe Turf Farms, Inc., Weston Nurseries, Inc

1 PM to 5 PM

Maine Dept, of Agnculture. Mount Auburn Cemetery, Stewart s Nuraery

Lowden Tree b Landacape, Meirte

- Bluev.ew Nurseries Inc ,
Chemlawn, Evergreen Tree Service and Landscape, Green Carpet Landscape Inc

,
Kennedy's Country Garden., inc

1 Deot of Aariculture Mount Auburn Cemetery Weston Nurwrtes, Inc ^

i

,....•.».
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By students, for students—the best budget travel guides

available anywhere—comprehensive, practical, and fun to read!

lETSG®
By the Harvard Student Agencies

By students. For students.

LET^GO
BUDGET TRAVEL GUIDES

'The granddaddy of all student guidebooks-

invaluable." "le ^e^v »'o"-
' "-les

These guides are unbeatable."
- The Wasnmgton Post

'The most useful guide for the student

traveler." '.:" "<v'j't:

'A guide to absolutely rock-bottom prices."
— Tne Houston Post

Let's Go
Europe
$7.95

List $8 95

Let's Go USA $7.95

Let's Go Britain & Ireland $7.95

Let's Go France $7.95

Let's Go Italy $7.95

Let's Go Greece, Israel,

& Eqypt $7.95

ST. MARTIN'S
PRESS

Located in the Campus Center

op,„«.s. n^UNIVERSITY
' ^ mSTORE^

Hypercurncula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and the surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed on the

day they will take place and are listed only

once. Announcements MUST be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, and

returned by 3:45 P.M. Friday before the

event is to be held. Ail submissions should

be written in the same style as they appear

in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-

ted on the standard form and not submit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-

ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

tJENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETLNG OF
HELLENIC STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
— Anyone of Cireek descent welcome. 7

p.m.. Campus Center.

SOVIET JEWRY LOBBY MEETING -
Help plan trip to Washington, D.C. on

February 22 and 23 lor the National Lobby.

7 p.m., Suffolk Room, Student Union.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC general

meeting. New members welcome. 6:30

p.m.. 163 Campus (Center.

FEE REVIEW HEARINGS - Open

hearings on next years student fees. All

students are invited to come and voice their

concerns and complaints. 7 p.m.. Campus

Center 804 808.

HISTORY CLUB MEETING - Come to

the first meeting of the semester. Help us

plan for the future: guests, movies, trips.

Freshmen and all interested people en

couraged to attend. luM) p.m.. 6th n<K)r

lounge, Herler.

PAPERBAG LUNCH WITH MOSHE
GILADI — All students and faculty and

University staff are welcome to join Moshe
Giladi for a lunchtime discussion. Mr. Giladi

is the Dean of Education for the Kibbutz
movement in Haifa, Israel. 12-1:30 p.m.,

Dukes room (SU 310).

INTERNSHIP PLANNING SESSION -
Detailed information about internship

opportunities in all fields. Sign up for a

Planning Session in person or by phone.

Office of Internships, 16 Curry Hicks, 545-

0727.

FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
MEETING - There will be a mandatory

meeting for all FFA members today.

Important matters will be discussed. New
members always welcome. 5 p.m., Stock-

bridge 311.

SPANISH CLUB MEETING - Refresh-

ments will be served. New members
welcome. 8 p.m., 3rd floor lounge, Herter

Hall.

JOURNALISM CLUB MEETING -
Come to the meeting tonight and help plan

events for the semester. 7 p.m., Bartlett

107.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING -
Organizational meeting to plan trips and

events for the spring, especially the spring

break tour. New members are encouraged

to attend. Bring ideas and a friend. 7:30

p.m., 801 Campus Center.

UMASS HORSEMASTER'S CLUB -
Meeting, everyone welcome. 7 p.m.. Stock-

bridge 311.

Our low price 7R QQ
Less mfgs. ^|. ^^

mail in rebate IwbUI/

your Final Cost 61.95

TIMEX
Sinclair 1

Personal Home Computer

org. price 99.95

Learnable and programmable! Single

key entry of command plus full range of

math 8- scientific functions. 2K RAM
expanable to 16K RAM. Use your TV as

display monitor & your cassette

recorder to retrieve and enter programs.

#01-1000.

TIMEX
Sinclair 16K

RAM Module

$44.95

reg. $49.95

Helpful memory bank option lets you do

further advanced programs plus in-

genious graphic displays.

Open M-F 9-5

* Rebate coupons available in the store

Located in the Campus Center

QjUNIVERSITY
iMSTORE*
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weather

Partly sunny today. Highs
35 to 40. Clear tonight.

Lows in the teens and 20s.

Tomorrow sunny, highs 30
to 40.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich

Farmer's Omelet

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Vegetable Pocket

Sandwich
Farmer's Omelet

DINNER
MARDI GRAS

New Orleans Style

Barbecued Spareribs

Louisiana Cliicken

Seafof)d Crabmeat
Newburg/Puff Pastry

BASICS DINNER
MARDI GRAS

Bryani

Louisiana Chicken

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter

or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.

'^l^t^
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Positions Available in

Southwest Residential
College for

HEADS OF RESIDENCE
to be selected from
qualified full time

undergraduate students
The positions require a one year commitment in

fulfilling the Head of Residence job description.

The only difference in responsibilities is that

students Heeuis of Residence, work in teams of two.

The (student) Head of Residence program provides

students an opportunity to gain valuable
knowledge and learn skills related to: supervision

and management, planning, organization and time

management. A training seminar is provided.

If you are interested in applying for a (student)

Head of Residence position, cont8U3t the Student Af-

fairs Office, Room #1. Washington Lobby,
Southwest, 9 am - 5 pm, for application mforma-
tion. (545-0702).

An INFORMATION SESSION for all applicants

will be held on:

Thursday, February 17th, 7:00 pm,
12th floor John Adams

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, February 18
Southwest Residential College

is «n Affirmative Aotion/Equal Opportunity Employer

an: ZE zs 2a: ZE zc zi: ZE zs

«250ff
anyJostei^ gold ring

QyUmVERSITY
mSTORE^

Mon. Tue. Wed.
Feb. 14, 15. 16

10 am to

4 pm

$15 Deposit

the RAMONES

WED FEB 23
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Tickets on sale NOW

GENERAL PUBLIC 10.00

UMASS STUDENTS 8.00
• Limit 2 per person

NO CAMERAS. FOOD, DRINK OR SMOKE PLEASE
PRODUCED WITH THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Arnherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

Student Union Ballroom

TONIGHT
SMOKING JAZZ WITH. . .

THE NEW YORK

HOT TRUMPET
REPERTORY COMPANY

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only: $3.00 Students, $4.00 General Public
BRUCE PURSE

hil Collins tickets still Qvoliobl*

Qt th« Fin* Arts Center Dox Office
Tickets available at: TIX, Fine Arts Center and For the Record »

a special thanks to the Board of Governors

Tuesday, February 15, 1983,
.Collegian ii

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Dwdline is 3:46 two days prior to publicatk)n day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AEPi

Start a tradition by rushing the newest
fraternity on campusi We are young, proud
and bacl(ed by a large national fraternal

organization. Our first rush nr>eeting will be
held in room 911 Campus Center on
Wednesday night. For more info call Mike

at 546-4936 or Dave at 546-1144. Check us

out]

ATTENTION FRATS

Wanted Band to rent rehearsal space. Will

play your parties. 546-5644, 546-6421

AUTO FOR SALE

75 VW Scirocco, silver, exc cond 4 spd,

30->- mpg, Blaupunkt AM/FM stereo

cassette, 5-0097 day, 6-9984 eve

CAPE COD RENTAL
~

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CAR PARTS
~

Saab 96 Parts: transmission, V-4 engine,

1967 brake master cylinder, tach, special

edition "Monte Carlo" body, other pals.

Call Sam 774-5952 Mon to Fri 1 pm to 5 pm

CRIMSON TRAVEL
~

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona

$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Staph 549-5320

ELECTIONS

Presidential /BOG / Residential Commit-
tee nomination papers are available 420

SUB until Feb. 18

10 games. $115 or best offer

Smith Corona electric typewriter $200
John 5-2069 days 549-6543 eves

K2 Skiis For Sale $50 or BO interested?

call Margie 256-6612

Typewriter. Smith-Corona Coronet Super
12. $175 or best offer. 546-7206

Atari 2000,
546-7206

Electric typewriter one year old $260 sew-
ing machine $66 256-6174

FUN IN THE SUN

Daytona Beach - Spring Break - March
18-27 Party down on the motorcoach. Free

Beer Party, oceanfront accomodations

$166 plus tax £r services. Call Kathie or

Robin @ 256-0551 for more info

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Special I Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FOR RENT

Roommate/s wanted - room in brand

new Brittany Manor Apt. heat & hot w. in-

cd. $230 fori, $156 for 2 - visit 140A2 or call

568-1215 after 6 PM
Two bedroom apartment 325 per month

includes utilities available immediately near

bus stop call after five 253-7094

Cepe Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals

W. Yarmouth & Dennis, 1 , 2, 3, 4 bedroom

units. Rent direct from owners. Call

1-617-528-8300 or 1-617-771-2233

Oversees Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Anier., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Graduating this yeer? Sunbelt £t overseas

jobsl Weekly updates. Call now.
1-716-885-3242, ext. 607

Earn extre money responsible students

needed to conduct weight management
classes will train call Scon 256-6845

Treesurers Assistant wanted business

major preferred 10 hrs/wk 3.35/ hr Apply at

407 Student Union. Application deadline is

2/151 AA/EOE
Math 120 Tutor needed immediatelyl

Prefer reliable woman senior or older with

lots of patience, but will answer all replies

for Tues and Thurs tutoring sessions. Call

Dan 253-5006 anytime

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - 'The Watcher' - $2 + '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call253-5369

ATARI 800 COMPUTERS 48k RAM
typewriter keyboard new condition includes

BASIC cartridge and manuale $498

5468638

Peruvien Alpaca Wool Sweaters $36

knit caps $7 beach /book bags $15 must see

call Leanne at 256-0693

Large refrigerator $40 253-3931

Commerciel Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

Tutoring - Math and Computer Science.

Experienced! Good rates! Call Paul

665-7544

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics

Workshop. Classroom theory & shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Purse in Skinner Aud. Keep money as

reward, PLEASE return rest. 549-6745.

NEW SHOES

Guitar Yamaha FG335 $100 or BO call pat-

ty 549-4834

Cav. Come on up and show us your kicks

sometime

PERSONALS

Stop Fee IncreesesI The student senate

will hold hearings on next years student

fees. Come voice your concerns Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm Tues 15th CC804 4-7 pm

Did you participate in a porography study

done three years ago here at UMass? If so,

call Michelle at 546 5862

Tri Something Different. • .

TRI SIGMAIII

A// university women invited to attend

the following rush parties:

Monday, Feb. 14

Tuesday, Feb. 15

Wednesday, Feb. 16

Thursday,

Tuesday,

Feb. 17

Feb. 22

6:00 - 7:00 pm
5:45 - 6:30 pm

1 1:30 am - 1:00 pm lunch

5:00 - 6:00 pm Dinner

6:00 - 7:00 pm

Sigma Sigma Sigma

382 North Ploasarit St.

(i\exX to blue house
on corner of Fecjriiig .*t)

Questions call 546-0075

old routine?
invited to

All

Chi
Tired of the same
University Women are

Omega Rush Parties:

Monday Feb. 14 Dinner 5:00-6:00

Valentine's Party 7:30-8:15

Wed. Feb. 16 Dynasty Party 9:30-11

Thurs. Feb. 17 Coffe & Dessert 7-8

Tues. Feb. 22 Chi-O Rodeo 6:30-7:30

See what makes Chi Omega special! Come
on up to Frat/Sor Park or call 545-0162

To Moe Peters: Remember when your

skirt fell down? Everyone else does

Kappe Kappe Gamma Open Rush Par-

ties this week: Mon 4:15 & 7 PM, Tues.

6:15 & 7 PM, Thurs 5-6 RSVP 545-0321

545-0320 KKG where lifelong friendships

t)eginl

Men, Men, Men The Look Calendar now
only $2.00 - Call Jenny 545-0162

All university women invited to

Sigma Kappa Informal Rush

Feb. 14 Mon 7:00

Feb 15 Tue 7:00

Feb 16 Wed 7:00

Feb 17 Thtr 7:00

Feb 20 Sunday brunch 12:30

19 Allen St. located behind BKO
to RSVP call 256-6887

•SigmaDeltaTauSigmaDeltaTauSigma*
•

• all Univ Women are invited to

Rush Sigma Delta Tau
Tues Feb 157-9 PM

Wed Feb 169:45-11 PM
Thurs Feb 17 5-6:30

• 409 N Pleasant St call for info *

• ask for Donna *

*SigmaDeltaTauSigmaDeltaTauSigma*

Sorry its late but Happy Valentines Day

anyway to the brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa

with love from your little sisters Linda,

Sylvia, Gail and Jenny

ECE 212 tutor needed. Will pay! Call

6-5876 evenings keep trying ^
Nan Howard, Happy Birthday Hon! You

may be chalking up the years but your pro-

pensity to consume is still amazing! Go
wild! Love, Bambi

Congratulations to the new sisters of

KKG, this is only the beginning and the

best is yet to come!

If you are interested in twiriing with the

UMass Minuteman Marching band in the

1983 season, call Norma at 549-0174.

Dance-twirl experience required

Office worker/typist for Student Senate

Office wanted. Apply in 420 Student Union

by Feb. 18. 5-0341 women and people of

color encouraged to apply

Lambda Delta Phi

invites all UMass women to

informal sorority rush on Tuesday

Feb. 15th and Thursday Feb 17th

at 7:00 PM (both nights)

for further info call 546-0939

or 253-9971 or come by

389 N Pleasant St

Stop drinking if its causing problems for

you. Contact Health Education 549-2671

(ext. 181) for more information about the

Student Opportunity Program (STOP)

LG Happy Anniversary um yea Happy VD
Love CS

Laurie, Happy B-day to the beax roomnnate

a person could ask for Luv ya Janice PS
Fooled you didn't I

Hey Z SouthfacesI Happy Belated Valen-

tines Day love R.A. face, Caseyface PS
Happy B-day Chris C left alone?

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE ~
Prompt Service / Low Rates 546-4767

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Cases, Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME WRITING

Professional/Confidentiel/ Efficient

special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or

Newton Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-4785 Keep trying

Ride needed to Ithaca NY 2/18 share ex-

penses Wendi 546-8096

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: $120/m util inci

starts Feb call Mark or Dan 549-1387

Male to share Brittany Manor apt with

three serious students. $112 per mo call

256-8057

RUGBY

What do you give a friends who has

everything? Rent a Rugger! C C Con-

course

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

Typing - Fast - Reliable 1$/pg. IBM Selec-

tric Nancy 549-16^

SKIIS FOR SALE

Brand new never used K2 244 mid skiis

with Soloman 727 bindings 180 cam ski

length asking $135 call Joel at 549-4738 or

545-2150 =1==^
SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,

Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John

253-3718

TRAVEL

Horida direct by van. 3/19-27. $158. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

On the Strip Spring Break in Daytona or Ft

Lauderdale deluxe hotels from $125 call

Dave or John 253-3718

Bermuda • $315 includes everything

256-6941 after 6

call

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst, 256-0710

Phil Collins Tix I need two tickets located

anywhere call Julie after 6 PM 586-1884

PFiODUCTIONS

sxT^^'*"

Available at

Union Records Unltd.

For the Record (Amherst)

All Ticketron Outlets

February 15, 8:00 P.M.

Tickets Only $3.00 Students

$4.00 General P-

.Student Union Ballroom.

^M\
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The UMass women's swimming team hosts

their last regular season meet tonight, Tuesday,

against Mt. Holyoke at 7:00 p.m. at Boyden Pool.

Stockbridge coach Leaman
happy out of the spotlight

By JUDY KELLIHER
Colleipan Correapondcnt

He can often oe seen walking around the

Boyden basketball courts. Sometimes he

walks through the streets of Amherst on

nice days. His walking routine averages
thirty miles a week. He is Jack Leaman.
Leaman is a name synonymous with the

once powerhouse UMass basketball

program. F"or thirteen years, he was at the

helm. He coached UMass to six NIT
tournaments, as well as mentoring the

renowned Julius Erving. Now Leaman
watches UMass play from the Curry Hicks
stands.

Thirteen years is a long time to be a head
coach for any team. Especially for a

revenue generating sport where the

pressure to win is extremely high. Leaman
had some successful and not so successful

seasons. After coaching J343 games and a

countless number of practices, he left the

UMass program.
Now the pressure is gone. Leaman keeps

himself very busy these days. When he's

not teaching golf classes at UMass, he is

either coaching the women's golf team or

coaching the Stockbridge men's basketball

team, which is his prime concern now.

Some say this is a step down, but Leaman
doesn't see it that way.

"It's easier to coach average athletes than

jfreal ones," Leaman said. He believes that

the average player leaves room for im

provement. They seem willing to work
harder to improve the skills they lack.

There are obvious differences between

the UMass program and the Stockbridge
one.

"The Stockbridge team is in between an
organized varsity program and an informal

intramural program, " Leaman said.

Some differences are that Stockbridge
has no postseason tournaments to look

forward to. There's no recruiting, no long

road trips, and they have a long layoff for

the month of January.

Sometimes there's not even enough men
to practice full court. Despite these ob
stacles, Leaman has led the Stockbridge
team to an impressive two year 21 -0 record.

They play junior colleges and some area

junior varsity college teams.

Since StfK-kbridge has only a two year
program, basketball is more of a diversion

from everyday academic life for the

players. Leaman believes that this is an
advantage for the players.

"It's tough to work hard and succeed.

Basketball can put pride in them to perform
at a higher level. Playing offers the players

another chance for success," he said.

Leaman cares for his team. You can see it

when he runs practice or gives instructions

during a game. You can hear it when you
ask him how they're doing. Leaman is a
very knowledgeable coach. With many
years of sharing that knowledge, he has
helped people grow outside of their

academic life. His good nature and sense of

humor are a nice mix with the discipline a
coach must employ. Jack Leaman is a good
man to have on your side.

Authors Nott: The Stockbridge
haskethaJl team plays Wed. night at 7:3Qat
the Cumj Hicks Cage.

The conference to watch
for this year: Big East

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collrinan Staff

While our own University ol

Massachusetts men's basketball team toils

in the Allantic 10 c«>nference along with

such eastern powers as St. Joseph's,

Temple, and West Virginia, the Atlantic

10 is being overshadowed here in New
England and on the East coast by the

biggest and baddest conference in college

basketball tcniay: the Big East.

The young (only three years old I Big

East had five of its nine teams in the latest

AP Top 20. Even the Atlantic Coast

Conference, long the bad boys on the East

Coast, cannot match that record at this

moment.
The Big East also had three teams in

the final eight last year. It has come of

age.

That was especially apparent in

Viilanova's thrilling victory over former

number one North (.'arolina this past

weekend. The hustling Wildcats ambition

toppled over the mystique and awesome
tradition of the Tar Heels. Not to mention

some fine play from John Pinone, one of

the best and toughest centers in the game
today. The Wildcats, ranked eighth in the

country, have the tools to go all the way.

St. John's is also putting on a superb

show down in New York this .season

posing a 20 2 record while only losing to

Boston College and Pitt. The Redmen and
Chris MuUins are in the driver's seat for

this year's Big East title and the cham
pionship tourney will be in their backyard

Madison Square Garden.
But. you cannot forget John Thompson

and those (ieorgetown Hoyas. They have
struggled a bit this year, but it is

February now and the Hoyas have run up
an impressive record the past two years
during this month. Patrick Ewing is

dominating and the rest of his young team
are maturing. They'll bo tough.

St. John's is ranked sixth, Georgetown
14th and Syracuse is 17th with Boston
College 18th. Syracuse, led by Leo
Rautins, is a senior dominated squad that

plays tough, exciting basketball. The
same can be said of the Eagles, and
Michael Adams. Nobody thought BC
would do this well this year without John
Bagley

.

Its certain. The biggies from the

midwest and the East will have to watch
out for the liig East this year. Nevada.
Indiana. Virginia and UNC will have to be
on their toes because the Big F^ast will be
represented in the fmal lour. One, if not

more of the ranked five, will be there in

New Mexico come March.

UMass sophomore Dan Conway makes a cut during action earlier this
year. Conway took two seconds for the skiers this past weekend.

UMass men skiers take a
first and third over weekend

By MATT LUCZKOW
Collefian Correapondrnt

LINCOLN. N.H. - After four weekends
of tournament competition, the University

of Massachusetts men's ski team remains in

first place in the New England Inter

collegiate Ski Conference (NEISC).
This past weekend at Loon Mountain, the

Minutemen won the giant slalom behind

Plymouth State and Boston College.

In Saturday's giant slalom race, six

UMass racers finished in the top twenty,

out of a field of seventy racers.

l^Mass won the race despite the serious

injury to one of the team's best skiers, Dave
Rossi. Rossi went off the side of the course

and into the woods when he apparently lost

control of his skis. He will be out in

definitely.

Massachusetts just nipped Plymouth
Stale 375.40 377.31 to win the giant slalom.

Boston College took third place 1383.32).

while Amherst, Brown, Connecticut, and

Trinity took fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh

place, respectively.

Sophomore Dan Conway (73.83) led the

Minutemen with a second place finish.

Conway trailed Plymouth rival Doug
Karwoski (73.211, who captured the race.

Bill Smaine of Plymouth took third place,

ahead of Minuteman Brian Prindle (fourth).

Also skiing well for UMass were Kris

Vanderzee (8th place). Bob Faigel (10th),

Jon Segal (11th) and Jay Dube(18th).

In Sunday's long giant slalom, UMass
was dealt a rare upset as Plymouth State

and BC finished ahead of the third place

Minutemen.
Karwoski (Plymouth), again, won the

race, his fourth of the season, by out-

distancing Minutemen skier Conway, for

the fourth time this winter.

UMass did well in the 70 man field as Jon

Segal (8th place) and Tim Enright (11th

place) led the locals. Dube (18th), Faigel

(20th I, and Dave Greenberg (22nd) also

helped the Minuteman cause.

The skiers will be back in action at home
this weekend as they will host the last meet
of the regular season at Berkshire East in

('harlernont. This will be the last race of the

season before the upcoming NEISC league

championships to be held at Waterville

Valley in Plymouth, New Hampshire.

Billy 'how long will he last' Martin is back
By SCOTT HOOD

( olteinsn Suff

Like the "Thing That Wouldn't Leave."
Billy Martin has returned to New York to

manage the Yankees for the third time, you
just knew it had to happen, didn't you'.'

Rumored since the end of the 19H2

season. Martin officially became, in

January, the fourth manager George
Steinbrenner has hired in the last year.

Replacing Clyde King, who replaced (iene

Michael, who replaced Bob Lemon, who
started the frolics at the start of last

season. Martin will earn about $.5(K).0()0 per

year for five years, the largest managerial

contract in major league history.

The burning question is: How long will it

last'.^ Martin's previous tenures as Yankee
manager lasted three years (Aug. 1. 1975

July 24.1978) and four months (June 18.

1979()ct. 29. 1979). In his managerial

career. Martin has directed five different

American League teams. Besides the

Yankees, they include Minnesota. Detroit.

Texas, and Oakland. With the As, he

guided a team that had finished with the

worst record in the league in 1979 and led

them to the Western Division title in the

strike shortened 1981 season.

Martin and Steinbrenner have promised

good relations this time and open com
municalion to avoid the numerous
misunderstandings of the past.

Nevertheless, skepticism abounds in

Ne\N York. Several area newspapers and

radio stations are running contests in which
the participants try to correctly guess the
exact date that Martin will be fired this

season. Even Joe Piscapo of Saturday
Night Live is getting into the act, having
announced his own "(iuess when Billy will

be fired " contest, in January, during his

regular sports report on "SNL
Newsbreak.

"

Steinbrenner. who has had ten managers
in his ten years as Yankee owner, has

dramatically rebuilt a team that finished

one game out of last place in 1982.

With the one year experiment em
phasi/ing speed and defense a dismal

failure, power is back in good graces in the

Big Appit'. A lineup featuring Steve Kemp.
Don Baylor. Dave Winfield. Graig Nettles,

Roy Smalley, and Lou Piniella certainly

doesn't lack longball talent.

('ombine that with adequate starting

pitching featuring Ron Guidry, Dave
Righetti, Comer, Shirley, and Rudy May,
and no one can criticize Steinbrenner for

building a bad team.

There are many baseball people who feel

Steinbrenner was forced into hiring Martin
to revive interest in the team in New York.
No one has ever doubted the baseball mind
of Martin, but his temper and his ego are

another story. If Martin and Steinbrenner
can finally get along with each other, then

the beneficiaries will be the baseball fans of

New York. If not. the optimism entering

this season could quickly turn sour; a la

1982.
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Proposals heard
for fee increases

By MARK J. WELCH
and LAURA YEE

Colleran SUff

The annual Student Government
Association Fee Review held the last two
nights was clouded by uncertainty about

the exact impact of the Trust Fund
Management Policy approved last week by

the University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees.

But students and administrators went

through the motions of discussing the fine

points of each fee-based trust fund's

budget request, despite the near-certainty

that all the requests will be revised in the

coming days and weeks to reflect the "full

costing" requirement included in the

Trustee policy passed February 9.

The increases requested, including one

fee decrease, total $35, but budget

managers offered estimates of the full

costing impact which totalled over $70 ex-

tra, so that student fees could rise over

$100 next year.

A proposed $30 j)er year increase in the

cost of dormitory rooms was justified by

Ann Koski, Assistant Director of Finance

for Housing Services. Koski explained that

the increased income would be used to in-

crease student security services, staff

training and summer staff, while continu-

ing ongoing maintenance programs in the

dorms.

But Koski estimated that the 2.4 percent

full-costing charge would require an addi-

tional increase of $33 piT student per year,

for a total increase of $63 per student.

Students now pay $1212 per year to live in

most dorms.

Food Services Financial Manager Jim
Weaver said that no fee increase would be

needed next year, and that a number of

renovation projects would l^e started. In-

cluded would be over $400,000 worth of

renovations to Franklin Dining Commons.
Worcester Snack Bar, and Hampden and

Berkshire Dining Commons, according to

Marie Cappadona, Director of Food Ser-

vices.

Weaver said that the need for a full-

costing reserve would cost each student on

the 14-meal plan $26 more than the $1087

now being paid.

University Health Services Executive
Director Barry Averill explained that a $10
increase in the $162 Health Services fee

would cover increases due to inflation.

Health Services will also increase the cost

for most prescriptions to $1, up from the
50t now charged, Averill said.

Photo by S. KorirU

Mitch Gaslin, chair of the SGA Rents and Fees Committee, with

committee member Alyssa Sheehan take part in Monday night's

budget and fee review.

Financing for South Africa visit questioned
By ANNE McCRORY

ColtcciM suff

A motion will be made at tonight's

meeting of the Undergraduate Student

Senate concerning the use of University

funds in botany professor Robert Wilce's

recent trip to South Africa.

Wilce was awarded $600 by the Faculty

Research Council last January to attend to

Sandy Beach Eco System Congress, at

which 33 nations were present.

Though the motion itself, which was

written yesterday by a committee of

concerned botany students, student

senators and the acting Director of Third

World Affairs Gary Lee, will not be

released before the meeting, student

senator Mindy Chateauvert discussed the

proposal's content.

"The motion principally involves the fact

that University funds were used to help

facilitate the trip," said Chateauvert, who is

also a member of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy's

(SCERA) Anti-Racism Team.
"Our contention is that the funds probably

came out of student pockets or the state

treasury and should not have been used,"

she said.

Chateauvert said the group composing the

motion was not against the pretext of

Wilce's trip, which she termed an "in-

telligent exchange of ideas." but is

disputing the fact the trip was connected

with the University.

"A precedent was set by divestment (of

University funds), " she said. "We already

said we're not putting money into South

Africa. Why are we putting it back

The divestment of University funds from

American corporations in South Africa

began in 1977 and was completed several

years ago. Chateauvert said.

Andrew Davis, a graduate student who
accompanied Wilce to the congress, ex

pressed in a CoUegiav column Monday his

view of the situation.

"My reasons for going to South Africa

were purely scientific and professional. I

went to educate and be educated in science.

For me, attending meetings in South Africa

in no way lent support, directly or in-

directly, to the South African government
or its policies," Davis stated.

Davis was not available for comment on

the issue of the trip's fundings.

At an informal meeting held last week to

discuss the implications of the South

African excursion, Wilce said he was not

aware of any controversy in the Faculty

Research Council regarding his request for

a University grant.

UPC to request backing

for stadium concert plan

Heidi Kahofer, an exchange student from Austria majoring in

agricultural farming, gives her cat Napoleon a free ride while walking

next to Whitmore Monday.

By TAMl BORTON
Collefimn Staff

The Union Program Council (UPC) will

present its Spring Festival 1983 proposal at

the Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting tonight and request that $150,000

be encumbered lor the event, according to

Bill Prichett, UPC talent c(Mirdinator.

The encumbered oxpen.ses represent a

loan from the senate to cover the cost of

production lor the show, said Lisa Potter.

SGA treasurer. Although a net surplus is

projected by the proposal, the agreement

would make the senate responsible for any

deficits.

The UI'C proposal, which has been

tentatively approved by Vice Chancellor

Dennis L. Madson. is for a Spring (Concert

to be held May 14 in Alumni Stadium.

"Using the stadium will allow us to

present a show which would not be suc-

cessful in one of the University's halls,"

Mike Akrep. stage manager said.

However, if talent capable of drawing a

large crowd cannot be booked, the show

will not be held in the stadium, Prichett

said.

"The Pond Series last spring replaced a

stadium show for both political reasons and

the fact we didn't have big enough talent,"

Akrep said.

"When Santana cancelled their per-

formance in the stadium two years ago, we
replaced them with less known talent and
subsequently lost money," Akrep said.

Projected total expenses for the

production are $199,000. Founding from
ticket revenue, an Arts Council grant and
the Student Activities Trust F'und is ex-

pected to total $202,000, according to the

proposal.

"A lot of the expenses of production are

not incurred until after the show, when
ticket revenue will have been collected,

meaning we can float the $49,346 remaining

after the funds are encumbered." Barry

Claxton. production manager, said.

No talent has been booked for the show at

this time. Prichett .said.

"This is because most bands run tours in

the summer and agents have not been

making engagements yet." he said. If no

talent is booked by April 18. we will

produce an alternative show," Prichett

said.

Ticket prices will be $10 for un

dergraduates. $12 for graduate students

and $15 for five college students and

alumni. Projected sales will be 12.000

tickets to undergraduates. 1.000 to

graduate students and 3.000 to five college

students and alumni.
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Texas night hijacked

south of the border
NUEVO LAREDO. Mexico - A man

who said he was Iranian and demanded to

go to Cuba hijacked a commuter airplane

carrying 20 people yesterday and forced it

to land in Mexico, authorities said.

"We understand that he has released six

passengers, the sbc females," said Mark
Connell. vice chairman of Rio Airways. He
said he did not know if the hijacker was

armed.
Connell said Flight 252, en route to

Dallas Fort Worth Regional Airport, was

hijacked about 11:15 a.m. CST, shortly

after take off from the Central Texas town

ofKilleen.

Federal Aviation Administration

spokesman Dick Stafford said in

Washington that the lone hijacker forced

the plane to land at Nuevo Laredo, across

the border from Laredo, Texas. There he

demanded that a plane be made ready to fly

him to Havana.

He said that the company learned of the

hijacking when the crew notified the

operations desk at Killeen.

There were no reports of injuries.

Connell said the FBI and Mexican

authorities were negotiating with the

hijacker.

Connell said the plane was a 48-passenger

DeHavilland DHC 7 propeller plane and

was carrying 15 passengers, three crew

members and two company employees.

Memphis merger ends

Knoxville bank failure
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - United

American Bank of Knoxville, declared

insolvent in the fourth -largest commercial

bank failure in U.S. history, reopened

yesterday after a $70.5 million merger with

First Tennessee Corp. of Memphis.
Federal regulators on Monday let First

Tennessee, the state's biggest bank holding

company, acquire UAB-Knoxville hours

after the state's banking commissioner
declared it insolvent because of multi-

million dollar loan losses.

UAB Knoxville was the flagship of the

five-bank empire of flamboyant millionaire

Jake Butcher, twice a Democratic can-

didate for Tennessee governor who
arranged financing for the 1982 World's

Fair here.

Butcher lost his chairmanship in the

Knoxville bank, and was removed as chief

executive of United American Bank in

Lexington, Ky.
Steve Woodrough, regional counsel for the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. in

Atlanta, announced the merger late

Monday.
The banks were free to open after Knox
County Chancellor H. David Cate signed

the papers shortly before 9 a.m. yesterday

after FDIC approval of the merger.

Digest
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Haitian policeman fires

on float during parade
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti - A police

man sprayed a Carnival parade float with

machine-gun fire after a bandleader aboard

the float stopped the televised procession

and announced he would play a song "for

the underdeveloped nations of the world."

As the TV audience watched Monday
night, the policeman ordered the

bandleader to keep moving, an argument

ensued, and the policeman opened fire.

There was no indication that anyone was

hit.

Local news media did not report the inci-

dent, the videotape of the parade was not

rebroadcast Tuesday morning, and the

Ministry of Information refused to

acknowledge that the shooting occiured.

Victim identifies man
as alleged van rapist

NORTHAMPTON - A Hampshire
College student, testifying in a rape trial,

has identified a Belchertown man as one of

two men who she alleges abducted her last

Patriot's Day and beat and raped her.

The 19 year-old woman told a jury

Monday that defendant Robert Manning,

27. was a passenger in a van that stopped

last April as its occupants first asked

directions and then forced her into the van.

Authorities allege Manning and his

brother, Lawrence, 30, of Holyoke. ab-

ducted the student from the campus of the

Amherst college and raped her as they

cruised country roads.

Both brothers have pleaded innocent.

A trial for both men was cut short last

year after Lawrence tried to slash his

wrists in the Hampshire County jail.

Lawrence was sent to Bridgewater State 4i

Hospital as authorities prepared to

prosecute his brother alone in Hampshire
County Superior Court.

Immune system cure

achieved for first time
BOSTON - For the first time, doctors

have cured a deadly assault on the body's

immune system, saving the life of a week-

old baby with an experimental treatment

called monoclonal antibodies.

"We were able to stop what was clearly a

fatal reaction, " said Dr. Fred Rosen of

Children's Hospital Medical Center in

Boston.

The child developed the deadly reaction

following a bUwd transfusion because of a

rare birth defect: He had no thymus gland.

But many other people develop the

reaction, known as graft- versus host

disease, after bone marrow transplants

used to treat leukemia and other diseases.

Rosen said the new treatment holds great

promise in reversing the often- fatal

complication in these patients.

Rosen said that newborn Bryan Ahlers of

Buffalo, N.Y., is the first patient saved

from severe graft- versus-host disease with

monoclonal antibodies.

The 8 day old infant was brought to the

hospital last Thursday with the first stage

of this disease, a lobster-red rash.

Such a condition is grave. Ordinarily, the

victim's blood cells are damaged, and he

bleeds to death.

Soviet missile test

may violate SALT
WASHINGTON - The Soviet Union has

fired a new intercontinental ballistic

missile in a test which could raise questions

about whether Moscow is violating the ^nrtftfin* tnY* nrrkfo^tOY
unratified SALT II nuclear arms treaty, lUfiUUL lUA. //#t/it?dtC?#

Justice of the Peace

holds hospital nuptials
NORTHAMPTON - At this wedding the

,

justice of the peace wore white — gauze,

tape and plaster.

Pre,siding from his hospital bed in a

nightgown speckled with red hearts,

William ORiordan heard Raymond and

Joelle Boyr Thibodo promise to be faithful

"in sickness and in health" during visiting

hours on Valentines Day.

The 33 year old justice of the peace has

been in traction in Cooley Dickinson

Hospital since Feb. 3 when his car skidded

on a flooded road and pitched into a ravine.

ORiordan suffered a dislocated hip and

shoulder.

Unwilling t'> put off the ceremony or find

another person to officiate, the Thibodos

brought the wedding to O'Riordan's

hospital room, decorated for the occasion

with red hearts and cupid cut-outs.

Marrying people is one of the rewards of

being a justice of the peace, said O'Riordan,

whose full time job is chief probation officer

for the Hampshire Probate Court.

"It's great to see people on the street

afterwards, probably because my regular

job involves divorce," he said. "It's a nice

outlet from my regular job."

Police fail to capture

U.S. intelligence sources said yesterday.

Officials said a small, solidfuel missile

was launched Feb. 8 from Plesetsk and

that preliminary analysis of information

picked up by American monitoring equip-

ment suggests it may have been the first

successful test of a second new Soviet

ICBM.
"It was a missile we haven't seen

before," said one of the sources.

The SALT II treaty specifies that the

Soviet Union and the United States may
flight-test and deploy only one new type of

ICBM, which must be a light one, accor-

ding to a July 21, 1979, letter signed by

then-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance in

submitting the treaty to President Carter.

HWATON, N.D. — About 100 police

officers, using a National Guard armored
personnel carrier and firing tear gas,

stormed a farmhouse yesterday in a futile

search for a "fanatic" tax protester

suspected of killing two U.S. marshals.

"We have searched the house and there is

no evidence of the fugitive in there," said

FBI agent Richard H. Blay. He declined to

say whether authorities found evidence

that 63 year old Gordon Kahl had spent any

time in the house since theslayings Sunday.

In Fargo, U.S. Attorney Rodney Webb
said some weapons and ammunition were
found in the home, although he refused to

elaborate. He also declined to say what

direction the search might take

.
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BKO RUSH TONIGHT
What's Open Rush?
A time to meet the brotherhood and see the house
in an infonnal and non-committal atmosphere. We
encourage all University men who are interested in

fraternities or want more than just a degree for

spending four years at UMass. Even if you are con-

tent with the dorms, come down and meet us, you
may change your mind about frats, specrficaly

BK0, as did many of us. There's no obligation and
it only takes a short time. Don't narrow yourself

down to one choice. Go to all of the rush parties to

see which house is best suited to your needs. Ask
questions about the living conditions, social ac-

tivities, sports, reputations, food, etc. Ask up-

perclassmen on your floor to suggest a few houses

to start looking at and their respective reputations.

RUSH DATES

Tues. Feb. 15

Wed. Feb. 16

Time: 9:00 P.M.

388 N. Pleasant St.

2S3-9071

All University Men Invited
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Faculty Senate

plans three part

curriculum vote
By RITA MURPHY

CoilerUn Staff

Editor's note: This is the second of a series of articles on

the General Education proposal

In an effort to allow for better discussion and un-

derstanding of the General Education Curriculum

proposal, the University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate

will vote on the measure in three parts, rather than treat it

as one proposal.

This proceedure is not unusual "with such a complex and

lengthy report," according to James Leheny, secretary of

the senate.

The decision to vote on the proposal in three parts was

made jointly by the Ad-Hoc Committee on General

Education and the Rules Committee, according to Otto

Stein, chairman of the Rules Committee. All three votes

will be taken on March 17.

"We thought in order to have the most effective and

thorough discussion possible it would be better to do it this

way," Stein said.

**There is no rvle that says we
can't keep discussing the issue even

if the proposal doesn't get passed.
"

The proposal is not "one total package, but is composed

of many facets," he said.

The first part of the proposal will be the measure calling

for the replacement of the "C", "D" and "E" distribution

(core) requirements with the Breadth of Knowledge and

Quantitative Reasoning requirements.

The second vote will be on the proposed Integration of

Knowledge component of the curriculum. The senate will

then vote on the proposed administrative structure for

General Education.

Ellen Nylen, task coordinator for the student committee

on General Education, said the senate is likely to approve

the first measure, but may not approve the second and

third measures.

"There has been a lot of talk going around that they will

not be able to agrree on administrative structure and the

Freshman Seminar," Nylen said.

Nylen said while she hopes the senate approves all three

measures, it would not be "the worst thing in the world," if

they do not.

"As long as the senate realizes that the discussion must

go on regardless of the outcome of the vote, I think the

students and faculty will benefit," she said.

Stein said even if the proposal, or parts of the proposal,

is not approved by the senate, discussions on general

education could go on "indefinitely."

"There is no rule that says we can't keep discussing the

issue even if the proposal doesn't get passed. The proposal

could go back to the originating committees if it is not

passed," he said.

General Education

to be debated
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Coilcpan Corre.poDd«nt

The Undergraduate Student Senate will consider "a

major presentation" on the General Education Curriculum

proposal at tonight's meeting, according to Speaker of the

Senate Sharon Davies.

Assistant Provost for Undergraduate Education

Johnetta Cole will speak on the proposal, along with

Faculty Senate member Charles Hutchinson and the task

coordinator for the student committee on General

Education, Ellen Nylen.

"They'll run through the newly revised proposal, and

show how it affects different departments, " Davies said.

The presentation will also include a history of the

General Education movement at the University of

Massachusetts, a discussion of the problems with the

current core curriculum program at the University, and a

student perspective of the proposal, Davies said.

Associate Provost Cole will begin the presentation with

a local history of the General Education Curriculum, and a

discussion of some of the major issues in General

Education.
. ... t

"I will Bfive a very brief presentation on the history ol

General Education, said Cole, adding that she wants to

show "how our actions on this campus connect with the

national movement in General Education."
.^ ,., ,

'The bulk of the presentation will be made bv Professor

Hutchinson." said Cole. "He wUl walk the Undergraduate

Student Senate through our new proposal. He has a very

sophisticated presentation."

Ellen Nylen, task coordinator for the student committee

on General Education, will discuss what effect the proposal

will have on student life in the future.

Nvlen says that the presentation will be, real inlormal

- we're hoping that its going to create discussion.

Some revisions, and an addition, to the Student

Government Association (SGA) bylaws, will also be

considered tonight, said Davies. A new bylaw for the

Student Center For Education Research and Advocacy

(SCERA) and "a newly revised personnel policy for the

SGA. ' will be considered in detail, according to Davies.

nioto b7 Nick MMdio.

A creation of the recent snow, this enormous lion reclines in the Puffton Village Apartments in

North Amherst.

Media exploits herpes epidemic
By TURA GUDMUNDSSON

CaUtgi— CofTiifoaiiiit

Editor's Note: This is the third ofafive part series.

A few weeks after Time magazine featured an article on

herpes this summer, some women residents of the South-

west residential area at the University of Massachusetts

started covering toilet seats with toilet paper.

But. when rumors were spreading that there was an

epidemic of herpes on campus, and that one third of the

sexually active population at UMass had the disease.

Melville Resident Assistant Peggy O'Neil requested a

workshop on herpes from University Health Services.

While the media's focus on herpes has created un-

necessary fears about herpes, it has also led to an increase

in the number of cases of the disease reported according to

local and state officials who deal with the problems of

herpes.

In addition, all sources agreed that due to the present

incurable nature of the disease, making herpes a repor

table disease by law to the Department of Public Health

would not help to keep the spreading of herpes under

control.

State officials and local sources said in order to decrease

the fears and prevent the spreading of herpes, an increase

in proper education about the disease is needed.

The media's sudden interest in herpes started when the

Atlanta Center for Disease Control released an estimate

that 20 million Americans have genital herpes, a venereal

disease that is transmitted primarily through sexual

contact.

There are two genetically different types of Herpes

Simplex viruses. I and II. In the past Herpes Simplex I was

associated with herpes above the belt line (cold sore

primarily), and Herpes Simplex II with genital herpes. It is

now evident that HSI can cause genital herpes through

Snowplow adds to the mountain of snow
dumped from the Campus Center Garage's roof

on Saturday.

oral-genital sexual contact.

Herpes has been called incurable because once it infects

the body it settles for life in either a spinal, or cervical

ganglion, from which it can become reactivated

periodically.

The disease is contagious when shedding occurs whether

people have lesions (sores) or not. Authorities are not clear

as to what causes reactivation, but a correlation has been

made between reactivation and stress, menstruation or

changes of environments.

Articles such as the one in the August 2, 1982 issue of

Time magazine, "highlight the scary parts of the disease."

said Debbie Edelman. a health educator in the University

Health Services, who conducts the herpes workshops and

consults with individuals who may have herpes.

"They use herpes to sell their magazine and create

phobias by not giving out all the facts and therefore

misinforming the public." Edelman said. She said the Time

article did not mention that many healthy babies arp born

to women with herpes.

Jane McCusker. an assistant professor in the Department

of Public Health who teaches a course on epidimiology . said

"there is a lot of inadequate knowledge about herpes which

is old wives' tales."

From her courses. McCusker said there is "a lot of in-

complete information. People's knowledge is at the level of

newspapers, which make herpes seem more serious by

saying that you cannot get rid of it."

Boston Public Health official Elizabeth Penny, who works

as a health nursing advisor specialist in the Venereal

Disease Section, said. "When the media got hold of herpes

it played it up inappropriately.

"The media takes a concept and does not follow it through

to its epidimiologic conclusions, leaving the public with the

notion that it is a devastating disease. It is not. Using the

word incurable' brings to people's mind the notion of

cancer." Penny said.

Grad Senate vote

opposes S. Africa
By SEAN CASEY
Collcffiaa Corrcapowlcat

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate last night passed a resolution which in effect ex-

pressed its disapproval of University funding of a

professor's recent trip to South Africa.

The senate was addressed by John Howley, a student in

the Economics Department who also represents the

Southern Africa Solidarity Committee. Howley. who will

present a formal resolution at the senate's next meeting,

said he wishes the senate to pass a motion similar to the

one before the Undergraduate Senate.

The resolution, which passed 25 to two with two ab-

-stentions. reads as follows: "The University of

Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate is opposed to the

use of University funds to finance academic or professional

contacts with the Republic of South Africa."

The University money in question was a $600 funding

allocation from the University's Faculty Research Council

for Dr. Robert T. Wilce of the Botany Department and

Andrew Davis, a graduate student, to attend a recent

conference in Johannesburg.
Howley pointed out. that since the University refuses to

do business with companies in South Africa, a resolution

from the senate expressing its disapproval at this funding

would be in keeping with University policy.

Also last night, the senate heard from Mark Aldrich of the

.Spanish and Portuguese Department who raised several

problems which are currently facing Teaching Assistants

(T.A.'s) in that department.

"Almost all graduate T.A.'s have had no pay increase in

the last four to five years while faculty pay has increased

steadily, although not dramatically." Aldrich said.

Kenneth Cole, a senator and T.A. in the Mathematics

Department said that a letter from the Mathematics

Department has been circulated through his department

which would ask T.A.'s to teach one additional class each

for $1200. According to Cole, this idea "seems to be an

ultimatum rather than a person to person choice."

-•.*^#^.^ # i»^|--^ .^.'^ ^^* . ^«^»v < A-mr^tt
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iUMASS SKI CLUDi
6o«s North to

Police report arrest, accidents, thefts

SKI CAPITAL of th* EAST.

Morch 20 • 25
• •i 59J

Includes: Tronsportotlon
5 nights hot»l occomodotlons

5 full breakfasts

color TV & stoom both

In ovory room
5 days skiing

Froo Hot Tub Party

2 Froo Door G WIno Portlos

Indoor Hootod Pool

for moro Info 5-0407

By LAURIE FISHER
CettoKiaa Stuff

Amherst police arrested an 18 year old man on a number

of charges Tuesday night in connection with a break in.

The student, a resident of Puffton Village, was arrested

in a Main Street apartment at 12:04 a.m. Tuesday and

charged with breaking and entering with intent to commit

a misdemeanor, larceny over and under $100. police said.

In response to a phone call, police arrived at 133 Main St.

to find a broken window and the student sleeping in a

laundry room.

The student was in possession of several items including

a knife, shoes and a jacket, police said. Police said similar

items were reported stolen on Feb. 10 from a home on

South Prospect Street. Police said they also found a Walk-

man stereo and a pair of sunglasses.

Police reported that Nanette Quiley. 21. of 48

Ledgewood Rd.. Weston, was injured and taken by am

bulance to the University Health Servicej after a car

accident Monday at 5:26 p.m. The mishap occurred when

the car she was driving collided with a car driven by

Judsan R. Stent. 71. of 80 KeUogg Ave., police said.

Quiley s car was stopped at a stop sign on Clarkville Road,

and police said because her vision was blocked by high

snowbanks, when her car entered East Pleasant Street, it

collided with Stent's car.

Town police reported that cars driven by Lisa A. Carey.

21. Riverglade Apartments, and Raymond E. Babb. 23. of

92 High St. colUded at 5:36 p.m.. Monday.

University of Massachusetts police reported the thefts of

a watch and a wallet on Tuesday. The watch, valued at $85.

was reported stolen from a woman's room in Washington

dormitory at UMass while she was out of the room, police

said.
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* OPEN RUSH
]f Thurs. F*b. I7th
4- W*d fr Thuri F*b. 23 6 24

» "SAMMIIS." BROTHERHOOD
PARTIES
KARATE
OUR OWN GYM
LITTLE SISTERS PROGRAM
HOME COOKED MEALS
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Attention

All Juniors
applications are still available for the

Mortor Doord

Honor Society
scholarship - leadership - community

involvement

Prerequisite -3.2+ G.P.A.

Forms may be picked up at the

Dean of Students Office

Deadline - February 25th

Any questions call Annemarie 545-2152

M
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OPEN RUSH
All University Women Welcome

February 15, 16,

For more information

Marianne or Sophie a

HMd For Th« Mountains

UMASS SKI CLUB

Sot. Trip

INVERMONT
^•iw IncludM:
'"''^

Lift Tlck.t

^ ^ Q, Transportation

R*frMhm»nts
$0. deposit R*qulr*d

SKI CLUD OFFICE

430 STUDENT UHIOH
545-3437

W/TH/F «)-3

7, 22

contact

545-2152
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TIME OUT
A Good PIqco

to Stort o

Convorsotion

Hoppy Hour 4
Giant Dor Drinks S4.75

16 oz. Draft 65'
Sondwichos sorved i i :dO om - i :30 pm

AMHERSrS DIGGEST LITTLE DAR
37 N. Ploosont St.
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SAVE BIG
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THIS WEEK ONLY
ITEM INO OESCmrTION

TRAVEL BASS LLAMA SKIN. MrAL ZIPKRS. SHOULDER STRAP
IDEAL FOR MANY USES

SHOULDER BAGS SEVERAL COMPARTMENTS UNI-SEX

LEATHER CRARED GREAT
GARMENT BAGS IDEAL FOR MEN AND WOMEN
CASSETTE TAPES IPKG OF 10) TDK-SONY
STEREO HEAD PHONES WITH ADAPTER FOR USE WITH PORTABU
OR HOME STEREOS

MINI-SPEAKER SYSTEM - MAKE A WALKING STEREO OR

CASSETTE INTO A DESK TOP STEREO
STEREO FM/AM WITH DETACHABLE WALKING STEREO CASSETTE
PLAYER W/HEAOPHONES

WATCH JEWELED MOVEMENT DESIGNER STYLING
MEN'S t LADIES

BRIEFCASES FOR SCHOOL OR BUSINESS
LEATHER WALLHS A GREAT GIR IDEA

BACKGAMMON DELUXE MODEL FELT LINING FULLY PADDED
40 PIECE SOCKET WRENCH SET INDUSTRIAL QUALITY
INDUSTRIAL PLIERSn MANY MANY USES
WALKING STEREO CASSETTE PLAYER WITH HEADPHONES
WALKING STEREO AM/FM RADIO WITH HEADPHONES
WALKING STEREO FM RADIO WITH HEADPHONES
CARVING SET PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
STEAK KNIVES 8 PIECE SET SURGICAL T'EEL

UMBRELLA AUTOMATIC OPENING
LUGGAGE SHOULDER BAGS. TOTE BAGS GYM BAGS GARMENTS

ir-kir DON'T MISS THIS -kit*

UlfDIRECT FROM FACTORS """ICES

Sponsored by
WMUA
91.1 fm
70% off
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Everywoman Center

seeking to fill posts
The Everywoman's Center is looking for

people to work in several program areas

this spring. Most programs offer in-

ternships for credit and/or letters of

reference. Some jobs also offer work study.

Available positions include self defense

Demonstration Coordinator and Media

Monitor for the Educator/Advocates

Against Violence Against Women Program;

adjunct staff for the Working Women's

Task Force; summer trainees for the

Counselors/Advocates Against Violence

Against Women Program; Assistant to the

Budget Coordinator; The Third World

Women's Program and the Public

Relations/Outreach Program.

For descriptions, applications and

deadlines, call the center at 545-0883.

Northeast/l^Ivan looks

shown in a public exhibition in April.

Entries must be submitted by 2 p.m. on

March 18 to the Union Video Center, 216

Student Union Building. Details and ap-

plication forms are available from the

center by calling 545-1336.

Open seminar today

on hazardous waste
The Department of civil engineering at

the University of Massachusetts is sponsor-

ing a seminar on the politics of hazardous

waste in Massachusetts, to be held at 3:45

p.m. today in rooms 132-4 in Marston Hall.

JoWi A. S. McGlennon, former ad-

ministrator of the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency in the Northeast region, will

be the guest speaker. The seminar, which is

free and open to the public, is the third of a

series of non-technical discussions of civil

engineering and politics being sponsored

by the department this year.

ColicKiMi photo by Jim Powers

This very large valentine graces the otherwise untouched snow of the

Boyden tennis courtsjesterday afternoon.

for collogue teachers Hillel sponsors Voice

Amherst subscribers express

dissatisfaction with cable TV
The Northeast and Sylvan residential

areas Colloquium Program encourages

students who have talent or skills in a par-

ticular craft, exercise technique or mode of

artistic expression to teach a colloq in Nor-

theast and Sylvan. The proposal deadline is

February 18. For more information, call

545-0290.

UVC to hold display

contest for video-art
The Union Video Center (UVC) is holding

a display competition for video-art, which

is open to students and independent pro-

ducers who reside in Western
Massachusetts.

The competition is sponsored by the

University Arts Council, and it will be judg-

ed by representatives of campus and com-

munity art groups.
Two prizes will be awarded in each of

three categories: narrative, documentary

and avant-garde. Winning tapes will be

of the Turtle concert
Voice of the Turtle, a quartet specializing

in the performance of the musical heritage

of theSephardic (Spanish) Jews, will pre-

sent a concert as part of the seventh annual

Five College Hillel Jewish Arts Festival.

The concert will begin at 8 tonight in

Bezanson Recital Hall of the Fine Arts

Onter, and it is free and open to the

public. The concert is being sponsored by

the Five College B'nai B'rith Hillel and

other Five College area groups.

SGA Hotline handles

problems at 545-0343
The SGA Hotline is a phone service for

all students to call if they have a grievance,

criticism or a request to make concerning

any aspect of the University of the SGA
itself. The Hotline will operate from 10

a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays.

By E.L. BIRK
CallesiMi SUff

Subscriber dissatisfaction brought more

than 40 people to a public hearing last night

before the Amherst Board of Selectmen and

representatives of Pioneer Valley

Cablevision.

Most of the subscribers supported

complaints voiced by several of the

residents in attendance. Among those

complaints: a thin selection of program-

ming, deaf company ears to subscriber

input, arrogance on the part of the office

personnel, decreasing service in the face of

increasing costs, poor technical service in

the form of poor video and audio reception,

and unauthorized replacement of HBO with

Spotlight movie channel.

"I wonder if any vote (to cancel channels)

was taken, I certainly was never asked,"

Robert Taylor, a Lincoln Avenue sub

scriber, said in reference to Home Box

Office being replaced with Spotlight.

"As far as HBO goes, we took the service

because it was assured by the company and

N. then we had something else; 10th rate

movies running all day long. That's the first

breach of contract.

"Then to charge us to bring in extra

channels is another breach of contract. The
utter arrogance of the people in this

company...," he said. At this point the

audience broke into applause and cheered in

support of Taylor's comments.

"I'm the man in the middle," said Gus
Lavelli, general manager for Times Mirror.

"I work for the subscriber and for the

company, sometimes I'm pulled in both

direction and it hurts."

Two stations, however, will be added to

the programming package already offered,

he said. A weather station which provides

up to-date information from the National

Weather Service and a second station called

CBN, which provides such alternative

programming as movies on Saturday

mornings and shows from the "Golden Age"

of television, the 50s, according to the

company representatives.

WHERE HILLS

TURN TO J^
MOUNTAINS.

Why conquer hills when you can challenge

a mountain. Just over the border is

Mount Snow with 2 gondolas, 12 chairlifts.

52 trails and 1700 feet of vertical.

27 inches of snow last week and 6 feet of

snow since Jan. 1st has provided the pack-

ed powder you've been waiting for. All 52

trails are open on 3 mountain faces. Experts

can challenge the steepest in the East on

the North Face, while beginners can wind

their way down 2% miles from the 3600

foot summit. We've got the snow, let

yourself gol

UMASS SKI CLUD

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

Ottllt

notii
VERMONT

Boston University School of Management

Master of Science in

Management Information Systems

Beginning in September, Buston University's Schwol of Manage-

ment is introducing a now program leading to the Master of Science

degree in Management Information Systems. This program,

designed ft»r students holding undergraduate management
degrees, offers outstarulmg preparation for careers in the rapidly-

growmg field of management mformatKjn systems

A representative from the School of Management will hold an

informal information session to describe the program in detail and

to answer your questions. It will be held:

Thursday, February 17

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
School of Business

Third Floor Conference Room
For further information,

contact Jane Blaker at 549-4930 x 260

lldstiin University is an equal opportunity insJilutKin

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO REACH SOUTHERN VERMONT ON VT. 100

LODGING (802) 464-8501 • SKI REPORT (802) 464-2151

^n^mi^^&^^^^^^i^i^

6 Days 7 Nights

Luxurious Hot«l on tho strip

only
J ^49

tox includod

with round-trip motor cooch

S275
(tox inciudod)

with round trip Jot

$369
(tox inciudod)

For moro info coll

5-3437

WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO ROCK

35*

pub mugs

9 pm - 1 am no cover
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UR CAMPUS

BIN 18711. St.* aiiiherst

CALIFORNIA
$198.00 R.T.

seats still available

for Spring Break

Slide Presentation

Thursday Feb. 17

7:30 P.M.

Campus Center Room 162

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003
545-0500

AROLND THE WORLD:
Fall 1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23)

Seattle • Kobe. Japan • Pusan, Korea

• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka

Bombay, India • Haifa, Lsrael or Istanbul,

1 urkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece

• Cadi/, Spain • Ft. l^uderdale, Florida

Sponsored bv the I ilT^rsilv of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students a superior

full semester academic projtram and supporting field experiences Ihis one semester

experience is available t<. qualified students from all accredited c<»lleges and uni\er

More than fiO voyage related university courses, h acuity drav*n from the I niversity of

Pittsburgh and ..ther leading universities, augmented bv visiting area experts

Onlional tours, including s|>ecial tt.urs into the People s Republic of C hina availahl.-

SemeTer at Sea admits students without regard to color race or creed^ The S.S

I niverse is fully air conditioned. 18.000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in

America. . ..,, , ._ ,„... . i_ i_

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea. I C IS. I niversity of Pittsburgh. Forbes

Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA I.S'ifiO. or call toll free (KOO) K."!! 0195 (in California call

(7 U) 77 16590)

Available at your favorite record store
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Vincent Price
in a one man performance

Monday, March 7

8 pm at the F.A.C.

$2. 5 college students

$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office
sponsored by University Ai ts Council
and Distinguished Visitors Program

ooooooooo^hoooooooooeooooo

art • arcKitecture • cWildTCni • computer , • efc~ to^kl'coks • crajt^ • lirama <

A small sample

of our wide selection &- great prices
RETAIL PRICE OUR PRICE

i Road to Wigan Pier - Orwell

J Jewish People, Jewish Thought - Seltzer

^ General Chemistry - Petrucci

^ Walden 2 - Skinner

i Family Therapy - Andolfi

? Von Nostrand Scientific Encyclopedia

^ Women in Sexist Society - Gornick & Moran 2.50
•^ Elements of Style - White 2.95

4.95

3.95

19.95

29.95

2.95

19.95

100.00

2.00

6.00

15.00

1.50

6.00

20.00

1.25

1.50

2.50

o
9

'^ Selected Poems & 2 Plays of Yeats

it
- Also, we have a large selection of C.S. Lewis, Shakespeare, Mark Twain,

J Hawthorne & many other classical & popular titles in all subjects -

^ everything at 50-90% off retail price.
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Pleasant St. Amherst (across from Louis Foods) 256-6498
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FREE

Gary Bertz

Alyces Violin

FRI. ^& "KASPAR HAUSER"
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

S2.00
COVER

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are listed only on the

day they are taking place. Announcements

^ust be submitted on "Hypercurricula"

lurms available in the Collegian offices, 1 13

Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-

ted on the standard form and not submit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due

to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-

ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

OLDER STUDENTS 25 PLUS CLUB -
"Live It Up" with the 25-plus club every

Thursday — meeting and social. Short

meeting, long social! Open to all older full-

time and part-time undergrads, grad

students and UWW students. 7 p.m..

Campus Center 805.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION JOB
AND CAREER FAIR - Representatives

of 13 companies, agencies, and the Office

for Cooperative Education will discuss their

organizations, needs and objectives, and

cooperative education employment op-

portunities. 1 to 4 p.m.. Campus Center.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT
INTRODUCTORY MEETING - An in

troductory meeting for a new RSO group.

WLP is committed to promoting women's

empowerment. We are working on a

resource center, networking and

programming. All women are invited. 7

p.m., 811 815 Campus Center.

FILM: JOSH MCDOWELLS "MORE
THAN A CARPENTER" - Josh McDowell

has spoken to millions of college students in

over 50 countries. Come and find out about

Biblical archaeology and prophecy. 6:30

p.m.. SBA Room 109.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING — We will discuss our upcoming

movie. Anyone interested in ham radio is

welcome. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 901.

INTRODUCTORY MEETING OF THE
ANTI RACISM TEAM - Will be held at 4

p.m. in Room 801 at the Campus Center.

ASIAN AMERICAN MEETING -
Welcome back AASA members. Meeting

tonight, new members are welcomed to join

us to plan for a fun semester. 6:30 p.m..

Campus Center 905-09.

UMASS PIRG GENERAL MEETING -
Who says students can't make a difference?

Come see how you and MASSPIRG can

affect changes in environmental, energy

and consumer issues. 7 p.m., CC 163.

LAMbdA Chi AlphA

OPEN RUSH
J74 NoRTh PUasant St.

CORNER of No. PUasant

ANd FEARINq

TuES. FEb. 1 5 ANd WecI. FeB. 16
9-11:oo pM

Stop iN ancI $ce wMat we're aU aBout

DRinK SPffHHS

ir.

or

•••

TOI^ff the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

llth Floor •Campus Center 'UMass
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Action above
rhetoric needed
Is

the Reagan economic plan an elaborate shellgame?

There is a fundamental conflict over economic policy

in the United States over two separate but related

issues: whether to give priority to reducing inflation or

reducing unemployment. Part of the President's rhetoric

has been a stress on leadership; has he led us towards uni-

ty or polarization? Compare the following parable:

Not long ago, a new president who had grown rich and

famous in California was elected. He took office in the

midst of general but uneven prosperity. Soon after his in-

auguration, signs of recession appeared. Upon the advice

of the finest economic and business strategists he could

muster, the new President proposed large tax cuts to

stimulate the economy. The idea, as he explained, was that

the tax cuts would encourage a burst of new economic ac-

tivity, which in turn, would allow the government to reap

new revenues — eventually far more, than any initial

revenue losses caused by the proposed tax cuts.

Chris Ferretti

Congress passed the tax cuts, nevertheless, the reces-

sion worsened rapidly, and the Federal budget deficit

grew. Wall Street was in turmoil and stock prices skidded

dramatically. The President consulted his economic ad-

visors, who assured him that they knew the solution. They

insisted that he must raise taxes in order to lower the

deficit and thereby assure the nation that Federal credit

was sound. That would, they reasoned persuade investors

to invest enough to life the economy up out of recession.

The President has been very much opposed to tax in-

creases, but he followed the advice of his wise men and

pushed the increases through the Congress. These in-

creases joined forces with the new level of expanded credit

to bring about the worst depression in American History.

It lasted for ten years, during which unemployment never

fell below 14 percent and eager well-trained working peo-

ple starved.

The president, of course, was not Ronald Reagan, but

Herbert Hoover, and the point of the story is not that both

men flourished in California. The point is that terrible, un-

foreseen events can happen when these problems are

treated on a simplistic level. There is no single correct

answer to our economic problems today and we should be

wary of those that broach them.

Its ailments not withstanding, the American economy
today remains stronger than its 1929 counterpart. There

are a variety of factors that make a depression less likely

today. The government has a much larger share of the

economy, as do the service businesses like insurance firms

and pension funds. These are segments of the economy
that in general do not react to a short slump as rapidly as

industry. With the exception of Air Traffic Controllers,

the government does not have a tradition of laying off its

employees as quickly in a recession as the private sector.

These are important factors that help to stabilize the

economy. The economic omens are hardly favorable today:

rising unemployment, high interest rates, and inflation

continue unabated. While it is true that the latter two have

reached a reduced level, they are still high when one con-

siders the resultant level of unemployment reached to br-

ing about this reduction.

Now a fairly adroit politician, such as Ronald Reagan,

should realize that he must continue to rail against Big

Government, profligate spending — with the exception of

defense, and high taxes. In his State of the Union Message
however, he did state that, "Government must take the

lead in restoring the economy." Does that mean that the

President has thrown in the towel? One really doesn't

know. Yes, it is 'rhetoric and yes, it does come from the

same source that condoned the corporate income tax, but

shouldn't we believe him?

It boils down to the fact that no matter what step is

taken by the President, an enormous amount of damage
has already occured. Deregulation is fine fuel for rhetoric,

but one only needs to recount the EPA and its clever

handling of the problem of chemical waste sites in New
England; or recall the FDA giving a clean bill of health to

"Oroflex," an arthritis cure that was withheld by the

Carter Administration because of its more fatal qualities;

to come to the conclusion that maybe his way is not the

best one today.

Chris Ferretti is a UMass student

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be pablished. Please tvpe double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

Letters—-^
40 Minute Gang rude, unsportsmanlike, and embarrassing
To the Editor:

We would like to challenge some statements made in a

recent letter by David Chambers. Since we were un-

fortunately sitting behind some "40 Minute Gang"
members, we were forced to witness the antics of some
members of this group. What we saw was harassment of

the Rulger's team members and coaches. Mr. Chamber's

describes himself as a loyal fan, that may be true;

however, his actions were not sportsmanlike. Their

throwing papers at the team, and yelling insulting rude

comments was totally unbecoming of college students'

behavior at a basketball game.
We hope that Coach McLaughlin organized this group

with the intention of gaining fan participation in support of

our team, and enhancing the UMass reputation, not en-

couraging a Zoo Mass one.

Mr. Chambers has the right to do anything he wants at a

game as long as it does not interfere with other fans' en-

joyment of the game. Actions such as I have described

earlier made it almost impossible to view the game by

distracting our attention with their obnoxious comments to

the bench.

After the game we merely asked members of this group

why they found it necessary to be rude and obnoxious to

the Rutgers team, coaches and cheerleaders. This is not

harassment? As far as his comments about our being

ignorant about basketball and fan conduct he doesn't know
what he is talking about. The women that spoke to him

after the game have been involved with basketball in

coaching, playing, and refereeing.

We found his letter sexist and insulting. We hope that he

will apologize for his remarks in his letter and his

organization's behavior at the game both to us and the

Rutger's team. One thing the "40 Minute Gang" should

remember is that athletic contests are won or lost on the

basis of skill and talent of the players not the mouths of the

fans.

Fran Pheeny
Faith Doyle

Laurie O'Nannian
Kelly McKay
Karen Murke

Amherst

The state of Israel is willing to be a moral and righteous

nation
To the Editor:

After reading the article by Randolph T. Holhut on the

Editorial/Opinion page of the Tuesday February 15

Collegian "Israel Has Lost Its World Respect," I felt that a

response was necessary to clarify a few points.

The claim of Mr. Holhut that "Operation Peace for the

Galilee" was not a war of self-defense is ludicrous. The
stated and many time reaffirmed goal of the P.L.O. in its

national covenant is the destruction of the State of Israel.

Also, as a result of the operation it has been shown that the

P.L.O. was massing a huge cache of Soviet supplied arms.

The destruction of such a threat is indeed self defense.

That Israeli soldiers sat idly by while Lebanese Christian

Phalangists committed acts of slaughter is an unjustified

claim. The few high ranking officials who indeed did know
or should have known what was going on were censured by

the Kahan commission which did lay indirect responsibility

Blues should be for everyone

To the Editor:

Recently, Ul'L sponsored a musical series entitled

"Blues In the Blue Wall." Using the Massachusetts Legal

Drinking Age as one excuse, the Blue Wall chooses to

prohibit all students younger than twenty from attending

the above series. The only motivation, in our eyes, for such

behavior is the fact that the Blue Wall doesn't wish to

entertain clientele which cannot purchase alcohol. We find

this behavior objectionable.

The Blue Wall is one of a few establishments in the

UMass/Amherst area that is within walking distance for

students. Why is it that the Blue Wall maintains a strict

"over twenty" policy? The Hanger and Rusty Nail have

provided entertainment for "18 and above" adults.

We arc not asking for free admission to the Blue Wall.

We are not asking to be welcome at the famous Blue Wall

Happy Hour. We are asking to be allowed to attend such

events as the "Blues In the Blue Wall" series. We suggest

that an "18 and over policy" be enacted in the Blue Wall. At
the very least, we hope that UPC would schedule such

events in a place where all students can attend. It's been

done lH.'hr*» and can be done again.

Brett Bowden
Matt Willis

Central

on these officials. The significance of the commission's

report is twofold. First is points out that people are just as

responsible for what they do not do as well as for what they

do.

Secondly it shows the extent to which Israel is willing to

go to be a moral and righteous nation. It is hard to say that

the same is true of the other Middle Eastern nations.

Forgetting for a moment the atrocities which they have

committed against their own people, they still insist on

focusing blame for the massacre on Israel rather than on

the Phalangists who did the killing.

The attack on Ariel Sharon as the cause of Israel's so

called loss of world respect was a little bit strong.

Robert L. Dines
Amherst
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A Presidential Search for a Student Attorney General

In
yesterday's Collegian, there was a column written

by Timmi Rudolf, an SGA Senator. In terms of style,

it was fascinating fiction, and I certainly hope that he

turns it in as a rhetoric assignment. On the other hand, I

hate to see inaccuracy go unanswered, it is to that end
that I take pen in hand.

I suppose that the first thing I ought to address is my
"failure" to appoint an Attorney General. This explana-

tion is best made by way of a chronology.

Jim Murphy
As most of you know, I was installed as President with

barely three Senate meetings left in the year. This made
it difficult to fulfill my constitutional requirements;

nevertheless, I conducted a search. The result was that

only one person applied: Elizabeth Hill, who I appointed

as Acting Attorney General until I could start another

search in the Fall.

When the Fall Semester rolled around, I initiated the

search that yielded Randy Chapman's name. Unfor-

tunately, that search was laden with problems. For ex-

ample, the search committee compiled an origfinal job ap-

plication that was restrictive to the point of being un-

constitutional (it mandated a cumulative-cutoff, and pro-

hibited involvement in other RSO groups). In addition, it

eliminated the choice that is constitutionally min*? by giv-

ing me only one name, and releasing that information to

the CoUegian, before I made my decision. The result was

that I threw the search out.

As things stand, there are but a few weeks until new
Presidents are elected. To that extent, it would be unfair

to them, and to whomever I would appoint for me to take

action. However, that does not mean that the Attorney

General's office has been closed down. Quite the con-

trary, Elizabeth Hill has kept functioning in that capacity

since her Acting appointment last May.
Incidentally, to my knowledge, no Writ of Mandamus

has been filed, or, if it has, the University judiciary has

yet to notify me. As such, none exists. It is unfortunate

that Rudolph chose not to verify his assertions before

representing them as facts.

The other accusation proffered was that of missed

meetings. This also is a crude distortion. While I have

been late to the last few Senate meetings (I commute to

Trustee meetings in Boston), I have maintained a near-

perfect attendance record during my three years in the

Senate. Senate records will bear me out.

Throughout the rest of his letter, Rudolph makes
repeated reference to a "long list" of misdeeds; yet gives

no such list. I submit that my only "misdeed" is that I am
not a Conservative Digest-toting right winger. For that,

I make no apologies whatsoever. I never claimed to have

been a conservative; morever, I don't think that students

would have elected one. "Realistic leadership" does not

mean conservatism, and it never will.

Over the past year, the SGA has run the biggest voter

registration drive in the history of the Commonwealth;

pushed through a policy on sexual harassment; got the

students an opportunity to review proposed curriculum

changes (more to come); set the foundation for a police

policy review board; and is running a significant number

of students for Town meeting in an effort to institute

rent control. While I won't pretend to take credit for all

of that, I think it is fair to sa:y that I have helped, and that

my work has always been done in the interests of the stu-

dent body.

Of course, the final determination rests with that body,

and I'll submit to its decision. However, I do ask that my
judgement be based upon my actions, and not from a

second-hand source.

Jim Murphy is the SGA president

Are town governments over- regulating?

Give me one good reason why the town of Hingham
shouldn't have a McDonald's. I'll bet you can't and

that's the point of the story. The only obstacle

preventing a McDonald's from being built within the boun-

daries of this South Shore town is the silly banterings of

petty local officials.

A town bylaw forbids the distribution of take-out food in

Hingham, therefore no McDonald's. Sound ridiculous to

you? Me too.

Rich Nangle

The fact is that local government is not the answer to

our nation's woes as the Reagan administration would like

us to believe. When unemployment is of utmost concern, a

potential jobmaker like McDonald's should not be denied

entrance because of the whims of a few elitists. Hingham
is an affluent town and one would rightly assume that a

motivating factor in forbidding takeouts is because the

yokels don't want hamburger wrappers on their front

lawns.

I'm sorry, but I find it hard to sympathize with the

Hinghamites. The issue may come up for recall in the

April town meeting and hopefully it will be overturned.

Local government extremism has got to go.

The Hingham dispute is one of many examples of abuse

of power by local officials in Massachusetts and across the

country. And the other examples are equally ludicrous.

Video games, for example, were banned in Marshfield

last summer. "Town officials expressed fear that their

children's minds were being permanently warped by the

likes of Pac-Man and Donkey Kong. Many establishments

that were able to make some extra money by installing a

game or were set back by the ruling. Arcades, of course,

went out of business.

There are precious few things for kids to do today out-

shfield kids now have one less activity to worry about.

Video game distributors have filed lawsuits against the

town but nothing has happened as of yet. Unfortunately it

looks like this example of overregulation will stand up in

court.

Another town government ban took on a national past-

time of sorts and banned an activity because of an emo-

tional 'scare,' one which should not have been encouraged.

Fitchburg was one of a handful of towns that banned

Halloween last year in the wake of the infamous Tylenol

scare. Never mind the fact that the poisonings were occur-

ing in the Chicago area. Here was a chance for local of-

ficials to look like the grand saviors of the town's youth by

making sure they didn't get a cyanide chocolate bar in

their Trick or Treat bags.

It was a chance for selectmen to play hero and keep

their town safe for the kiddies when there was no cause

for alarm at all. The losers were the kids who of course,

had no say in the matter. Think about it, when people give

in to a scare tactic like the Tylenol poisonings it only

serves to encourage the sick mind of the person who
perpetrates the poisonings. There was no more cause for

alarm in Fitchburg or anywhere else than there had ever

been on any other Halloween. I believe the selectmen

acted irresponsibly and immorally, not to mention the fact

that they discriminated against young people.

There have been victories however. A recent court rul-

ing said the people of Stoughton did not have the right to

oust the adult bookstore which has caused so much con-

troversy there. Protestors chanting slogans of "Save our

Stoughton" had hoped to impose their morals on

everybody else and throw the book at the bookstore. The
question was not one of morality but one of censorship.

Freedom prevailed.

On the other hand, local governments have done some
positive things although I would contend that the bad cer-

tainly outweighs the good in most cases \ mherst has join-

ed a list of towns that have rejected Civu Defense Crisis

Relocation plans. It is important for people to stand up to

governmental idiocy. It's just too bad they don't do it more

often. Why doesn't a town try to overturn Massachusetts'

repressive teen-age abortion law for example?

Too many selectmen and other local officials seem to be

more concerned with making their town a utopia of sorts

by banning one of life's evils from its boundaries. An ex-

ample is when a town goes 'dry' by banning the sale of li-

qour in a club or package store.

Let's get rid of these trivial laws and concentrate on the

real problems on both national and local levels. Ciod knows

we have enough of them.

Rich Nangle is a Collegian columnist

It's the next best thing to being there

Our family always had a thing for the innovative. We
went through the wok and food processor phases,

the video ping pong games, and the basketball hoop

in the driveway. Eventually, all of these devices migrated

to a musty comer of the basement. My father's most re-

cent potential addition to the basement collection was his

investment in a telelphone answering machine. Maybe this

solves the problem of speaking to the kids when they call

during dinner. Maybe he likes to call up from work and

leave messages for himself. Most likely, he just wanted to

feel that he was keeping up with the state of the art in high

technology.

Lise Zeiger
There is sometiiing genuinely upsetting about these

gadgets. They have become more demeaning than dentist

music when we're put on hold, and sadly more common

than a busy signal. But before you can put the contraption

to work, you have to prepare the machine for usage. Thus,

the beginning of the battle.

The preparation of the phone message can be both

tedious and degrading. My father spent the better part of

one weekend locked in his office stroking his beard and

pronouncing his name. After he finally settled on a

suitable combination of three syllables, he decided to try

the entire message on tape. The device managed to con-

tort his thick Brooklyn accent into a pseudo moose-call

with a beep at the end.

He valiantly attempted to stretch his message into a

three minute lecture so that there would be a minimal

amount of silence before the mandatory beep. I never real-

ly knew what to do with that silence anyway. It's like

when a conversation shifts into automatic pilot and no one

knows what to say. Maybe the machine wants to run a

security check on my breathing before I can leave a

message. Maybe it msikes me paranoid.

There is more to this paranoia than meets the eye. I

developed that same sweat on my uppper lip when I tried

to make my own tape. It doesn't matter how sexy I try to

make my voice, I'll always sound like a rusty baritone on

tape. Some women were blessed with deep, sexy voices,

others sound light and airy even when they try to sound

tough. I vrill always sound like an antelope going through

puberty, and these machines aren't helping matters.

After doing battle with my voice, I had to come up with

a suitable message. I'm sure the machine would get

enough mileage in the dorm, when the phone manages to

ring midaftemoon on Tuesday. "Hi mom, I'm sure its you.

You are the only person who would have the timing to call

at a moment like this. If you were doing what I'm doing

now, I'm sure you wouldn't be answering the phone

either. I'll get bSack to vou." Curiously, my housemates

won't go for it.

I've also noticed that a lot of students attempt to use the

same message for all four years of their college career.

"Ned, Norman and Gunther aren't in at the moment..." Of
course they aren't, the tape is working on year number
three. Ned graduated and took a job in Cincinnati. Nor-

mam is living with his girlfriend in Townhouse. Gunther

still lives there, but he doesn't know how to change the

tape, or check the messages. And they wonder why no one

calls them anymore.
Some of these machines are a challenge to understand.

They have all the static noises and grinding sounds of a

bus station's public address system. Other machines are

rather demanding. They ask that you record your name,
social security number, mothers maiden name and blood-

type before you can leave your message in the fifteen

seconds allotted. The worst machines are located in long

distance area codes. They are expensive to speak with,

and never get back to you.

I'm looking forward to dad's next bout with technology.

Hopefully it will be impetus enough to send the telephone

answering machine into the basement with the wok. For

the time being, he doesn't need a secretary, and he won't

answer the phone. Why should he, after all he'll get back

to you.

Line Zeigitr is a Collegian columnist

18,000 people want to hear from you.

Bring down a column to the Collegian, We want

to hear your ideas.

Come by Room 113 in the basement of the

Campus Center. Ask for the Executive »r.
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Arts
A journey into the high notes of imagination

Philip Glass performs at FAC
PHILIP GLASS ENSEMBLE
Thursday, February 10

Fine Arts Center -

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian SUff

Last Thursday evening, comjwser Philip

Glass brought his performing ensemble to

the Fine Arts Center for an evening of elec-

tronic chamber music. Glass, one of the few

performing modern composers, presented

works from his most recent album,

Glassworks, as well as selections from

Dance (1979), -Music in Similar Motion

(1969), and his first opera, Einstein on the

Beach.

There is something about Glass' music

that makes it enjoyable to most ever>'one

who hears it. Most of the pieces he writes

are studies in harmony and rhythm based

in slowly changing patterns. The music

changes g^radually enough so that even the

most unkifonned listener is unlikely to

become lot. A lot of the music is also based

on counting tridoi; progressions repeated

in fours, then fours and threes, then foiirs

and threes and twos, etc.

Currently, Glass is working on a third

opera to conclude the trOogy "Einstein on

the Beach," "Satyagraha," and now
"Akhenaton," the egyptian king. Glass

made an appearance at a music apprecia-

tion class to speak about Satyagraha on

Wednesday. The opera, which was shunned

by a number of major US opera companies,

is an account of seven events in the life of

human rights activist, Ghandi. The text of

the opera is the Bhagavad-Gita and it is

sung in Sanskrit. Glass played a taped seg-

ment of the opera, which is still unavailable

on record, for the class. The opera sounds

more classical in tone than any of Glass'

previously recorded works.

Despite the mysterious disappearance of

the second saxophonist halfway through

the second number, the ensemble was in-

credibly tight. It is much more difficult to

play the same thing over and over than it is

to keep changing. Particularly during

'"Music in Similar Motion" I kept thinking

that they were losing their places because

of the way Glass was throwing his head

around. Glass said that to play a piece right

one must play it at least fifty times.

"Dance" was a very good example of this.

C)riginally recorded in 1979, the ensemble

now plays it faster and with a totally dif-

ferent tonal ambiance.

It was fascinating U> see Glass perform

live because it added a whole new dimen-

sion to the music. The music was much
more electric than on the albums and the

synthesizer had a tonal quality that was

really Ix'autiful. It seemed to capture the

high noU'S in this author's imagination that

I thought never could be expressed. The
whole thing culminated in the final piece,

the finale from Einstein on the Beach called

"Spaceship." With the music whirling in

larger and larger circles (or was it spirals?),

the keyboards and flute interchanging

melodies with Dora Ohrenstein, (the

vocalist of the ensemble. F'eople sat

breathless and in awe.

It never ceases to amaze me that Philip

Glass attracts such a large punk/new wave
following, hut last Thursday's concert was

a good insight as to why. Old or young, real

man or quiche lover, art seems to trans-

cend over all barriers. No matter where

you come from, there is a certain quality in

the music that brings out the best in

everyone. The music of tlie Philip Glass

Ensemble has this quality.

"A good time was had by all."

The Philip Glass Ensemble performed an evening of electronic

chamber music at the Fine Arts Center, last Thursday night.

Paramount Pidu'es Presents a Wiidwood Ei ferprises Pfcx3uction

Ofdinarv People Donald Sutherland • Mory Tyler Moore • Judd Hirsch
.
T.mothy Mutton

Music AdODfed by Marym Hamiisch . Screenplay Dy Alvm Sargent . Produced by Ronald I Sehwary

I

Directed by Robert Redtord A Paramount Pcture r —R WtTWICTlP
NK 11 «9Uill(i

FtMi' «• urn

-gg-
]

(iiuy'iqM MCM»l <«« t)v''**'io.»i' i'» s r.,-wEii»^.fy' A" M.vyi. Mps^^n.fvl
j

Times: 4,7, 9, 11

Thurs. Feb. 17

Price: 4:00 show $1 . all other »liuws $1 .50

SUB (Student Union Ballroofn)

WED FEB 23
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Tickets on sale NOW
GENERAL PUBLIC 10.00

UMASS STUDENTS 8.00
• Lirriit 2 per person

I

NO CAMERAS. FOOD. DRINK OR SMOKE PLEASE
PRODUCED WITH THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

:":.. I- •
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iCollegJan 13

The
^ I |Poper House

* Copy Shop
79South Pleosont St. . Rmherst • 253-9511

HIGH QUALITY
COPYING

AS LOW AS

i^ it ^February Sale (in the New Store) ^^ ^ it

PAY CASH FOR OVER 500 COPIES 3C per copy

PAY CASH FOR UNDER 500 COPIES 3^ 2C per copy

CHARGE FOR OVER 500 COPIES 4Cpefcopy

CHARGE FOR UNDER 500 COPIES 4^2^ per copy

SELF-SERVE
ON OUR XEROX 2400

i^ ^ ^ i^ i^i i:r ^
SECOND LOCATION Mon.-Tri.

in the center of Amherst o ' lU

BEHIND TOWN & COUNTRY ^Rt
BEHIND PETER PAN BUS If^^A^^

You May
Be Qualified

To Enroll

In One Of The
Prestigious

Colleges

Of Chiropractic
In The Nation

NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE
OF CHIROPRACTIC

C/ollege credits you've already earned may well qualify you for enroll-

ment at Northwestern College, one of the highly regarded chiropractic

training centers in the nation.

If you are motivated hy a desire to help your fellow man. and desire the

prestige aod security afforded by a career in the health care field. North-

western College of Chiropractic can help you achieve your goals.

For more information, complete the coupon below and mail to North-

we.stern College of Chiropractic. Enrollment is limited, so do it today!

Please send me information <m Xorthwestem College of Chiropractic. I

OR Call collect at (612) 6901735 and ask for Admissions.

Name _

AdUrcs.s

Citv _ Stale Zip.

Currt-nt lewl i)f Kduiation:

Send to:

Admission.s Office. Northwestern College of Chiropractic. 1834 South

IMissi.ssippi Boulevard. St. Paul, MN 55116.
*

Imagine time-traveling from the era of the

dinosaurs to the age of the stars. Discovering

the secrets of a Mayan pyramid. Dining'

beneath the Eiffel Tower. Spiroling

through the universe inside on 18-story

sphere. .

Now, imagine doing it all in one
'

place Walt Disney World
Epcot Center.
Wherever your spring break

takes you in Florida, you'll be
just a step away from the

wonder all the world
is talking about.

A single-day admission
to this new world of

wonder is only $15. and a
three-day World Passport -

allowing admission to both
Epcot Center and the Magic
Kingdom - is just $35.

This year moke your visit to

Florida more than a break.
Make it a break away from

the world of today
And on adventure into the

dieoms of tomorrow

1 1983 W»« Disney Productions

Bloom County By Berke Breathed CROSSWORD

AKATHCRUVlSe
AMtX#/r OF PRe/V*\WG

wiay, mjo...

ANKieTTe&...VEN6eR/U
UBKARIAN5...
G<AMr, SPDTTEP
5NORKLeWflCK£R6...

..Att OP WHICH COMNCeS
Me THm-THe ptstinction

OUR PH6AMW0RIP 18

C»weigR(X/5(,y7HIN.

^ .^ -^. ^
The UMass Zone ^ By Mark Rollins

Katfood By ARK

I 7H/NK WL y^j/OMU
01/ 1 V\\'j(tAt^i N(M/,7lt^^ A\ '(yhercm'jJ" ij to

u ; Ml (A/i /.,
: \ Hty^

IH< //.7 (Aim. \ yo(jv£
i>/w//w f^iNrSynAito
^^ ly THI'^GAME

After The Fall

S0,fl4HFA<X, THtY WOOuOn'T
L£r YOO |«>OV£ TO A NEW
KooM, woouo rh£ir?

By R. Miller

YOu'u. SEE I'f^ NOT to
wo W£*Ll. HAVt AOWAT

NOT UK.eLV IfINO

\0oK ATTiTOOC
ToWAftP VJOMEH

VAiWAt IFIK^T OF^ 7/Iau-,chw.W
ATTlTUl?erf|AR£jARI1-

\ LIKE CWOCS// ANIMALS,
NOT l?EOm,
ANP SEcONP

WANTED:
Someone who knows news

The Collegian is looking for one Associate News Editor to coordinate

our coverage of Amherst and the Five College area. Applicants should

have some experience reporting news for a newspaper and be willing to

work hard for low pay. We will provide some training and great

experience. Interested UMass students should apply before next Friday,

Feb 25, to John DiPalazzo at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

545-3500.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tmdc Jaffe
•

v<: I«t3 Im Aaarin Ttam Sra«n<*

ACROSS 50 Art nr>6dia 11 Dulcimer's

1 Guitar part 54 Raised up relative

5 Ta^jnts 58 Church court 12 Or !

10 Lean-to 59 Deduce 13 Hoofed animal

14 Unusual 61 Last word, in 21 Placed
15 Toughen up England 23 Misplays

16 Lose color 62 "And giving 25 Sent
17 Greek warrior , up the 27 Bitter

18 Dishonest chimney. " 28 Famous English

19 Scottish Gaelic 63 Unsophisticated admiral

20 Gossipmonger 64 Buck character 29 Casey
22 Unexpected 65 Slangy approvals 31 Elevator man

winner 66 Water bird 32 E.T isone
24 Readies a rod 67 Network of nerves 33 Push gently

26 Grampus 34 Dickens character,

27 Juxtapose Edwin
30 Clock part 36 Shopping spot

35 Emulate Crosby 39 Ship's marking

36 Bench's 40 Hollywood VIP

equipment DOWN 42 Evidence
37 Persian native 1 Campus org. 43 Immortal actress

38 Partner of file 2 Indian prince 45 Groups of eight

39 lazuli 3 Part of QED 46 Castle feature

40 Antic 4 Primer, for one 49 Town officer, in

41 Presidential 5 Surrender Canada
nickname 6 Lacking pep SO Entreat

42 Army group 7 Hairdo style 51 Top quality

43 San 8 Paleontologist's 52 Standstill

44 Forlorn concerns 53 Hidden danger

46 Pirouetted 9 Box office 55 Story

47 Cow's chew successes 56 French state

48 Syrian religious 10 Politician's 57 Scandinavian

sect specialty 60 Evergreen

1 7 3 4

?1

5 6 7 8 9

23

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

25

30

19

20

?9

22

31 32 33

?4

36

26

?7

I
39 40

34

35

4?
1
43

37

38

45 46

41

P
44

I
51
I
5? P

JT"

60

P 56

47 1
SO

1

54 57

S8 59 61

67 63 64

65 66 67

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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.<: c A rBHwIe s tHl e n t

weather
Wednesday, sunny with

high temperature 35 to 45.

Wednesday night, cloudy.

Low 25 to 30. Thursday,

chance of rain, except rain

or snow in the Berkshires.

Highs 40 to 45.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Hungarian Noodle Bake

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Gravy
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Hungarian N(K)dle Bake

Tofu Pattie/

Sandwich Roll

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter

or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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ATTENTION
SENIORS
Do you WANT TO be In

piCTURCS?

ThE INDEX
(ycARbook)

ScnIor PortraIt Program

is startInq soon!

AppoiNTMENTs will Be taIcen

TuES FeB 22 -Fri FeB 2!f

by cAlliNq ;4»-2874 or

by SToppiNq by CC Rm 107.
9m

The Stockbridge School

of Agriculture

6th Annual
Professional Agriculture

Convention

Evening Guest Speaker

Frances Moore Lappe
author of:

diet for a small plani

TONITE!

Student Union

Ballr< • •III

8:00 P.M.

All are welcome
Free Admission

uniqueness
of the

Bible
Over and over again, like a broken record, I hear the phrase, "Oh, you don't read the Bible

do you?" Sometimes rt is phrased, "Why the Bible is just another book, you ought to read,

.etc." There is the student who is proud because his Bible is on the shelf with his other books,

perhaps dusty, r>ot broken in, but it is there wrth the other "greats."

Then there is the professor who degr«»o6o ihe Bible before his students and snickers at the

thought of reading it, let alone of having it in one's library.

The above questions and observations bothered me when I tried, as a non-Chri«tian, to

r«f\jte tt>e BiWe as God's Word to man. I finally came to the conclusion that they were simpfy

trfte phrases from either biased, prejudiced or simply unknowirtedgeable, men and worrwn.

The Bible should be on the top shelf all by itself. The Bible is "unique. " That's iti The ideas I

(^ppled wMth to describe the Bible are summed up with the word "unique.
"

Webster must have had this "Book of books " in mind when he wrote the definition for "uni-

que": "1. one and only; single; sole. 2. different from all others; having no like or equal."

Profeaaor M. Monttero-Williams (cited by Sidney Collen, AJI About the Bible. Fleming H.

Revell), forrrw Boden professor of Sanskrit, spent 42 years studying Eastern books and said in

comparing them with the Bible:

"Pile them, if you will, on the left side of your study table; but place your own Holy Bible on

the right side - all by itself, all alone - and with a wide gap between them. For,, .there is a

gulf between it and the so-called sacred books of the East which severs the one from the other

utteffy. hopeieasly, and forever. . .a veritable gulf which cannot be bridged over by any science

of religiout th«.>»»yht"

A representative of the Great Books of the Western WoHd came to

my house recruiting salesmen for their series. He spread out the chart

of the Great Books of the Western World series, he spent five minutes

talking to us about the Great Books of the Western World series and

we spent and hour and a half talking to him about the Greatest Book.

I challenged him to take just 10 of the authors, all from one walk of life, one generation, one

place, one time, one mood, one continent, one language and just one controversial subject

(the Bible speaks on hundreds with harmony and agreement)

Then I asked him; "Would they (the authors) agree?"" He paused and then replied, "'Nol"

"What would you have?" I retorted. Immediately he said, "A conglomeration "

Two days later he committed his life to Christ (the theme of the Bible).

Why all this? Very simplel Any man sincerely seeking truth would consider a book with the

atx>ve uniqueness from many other books.

Submitted by Cheryl Majka excerpts from Evidence That Demands A Verdict by Josh

McDowell

Interested?

Come find out more on this "unique" sub-ject

S.B.A. 109 Wednesday 2/16 at 6:30

Campus Crusade for Christ

i pm

2 pm

Coop^rotiv^ Education

^ Job and CQr##r Fair

Thursday, February 17

1-4 pm. Campus C#nt#r, low#r i»y«l

pr«s#ntQtions by

Hompshir* Couty Extension S»rvlc«

Doston Glob*

Wong Lobs Minority Co-op Program

IDM/Poughk*#psi«

D*lch#rtown StQt« School

US D*pt. of Transportation

Cumberland Forms

Lwr. Plonoer VolUy Reg. Planning Auth.

IDM/Hop#w«ll

MITRE Corp.

'

i

<

I

<
>

Chomscop«r Inc.

pm Swoot LIf* Foods

Walt Dlsn^y World
All majors w«lcomo. Pick up a sch»dul# In th«

Co-op Offico

Office for Cooperative Education
Room 110, Thompson Hall

(413)545-2579

HOW MORE THAN EVER. .

EXPERIENCE COUHTS!

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AEPI

Start a tradition by rushing the newest
fraternity on campus! We are young, proud

and backed by a large national fraternal

organization. Our first rush meeting will be
held in room 911 Campus Center on
Wednesday night. For more info call Mike

at 546-4936 or Dave at 546-1144. Check us

outi

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 Datsun 310GX perfect cond. 30000

mi must sell 4100$ or BO 546-6449

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift Thereza 253-7822

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5861

CAR PARTS

Saab 96 Parts: transmission, V-4 engine,

1967 brake master cylinder, tach, special

edition "Monte Carlo" body, other parts.

Call Sam 774-5952 Mon to Fri 1 pm to 5 pm

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break • Bermuda $289. Daytona

$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Staph 54a-5320

ELECTIONS

Presidential /BOG / Residential Commit-
tee nomination papers are available 420

SUB until Feb. 18

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Speciall Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FOR RENT
~

Roommate/s wanted - room in brand
new Brittany Manor Apt. heat & hot w. in-

cd. $230 for 1 , $156 for 2 - visit 140A2 or call

568-1215 after 6 PM
Two bedroom apartment 325 per month
includes utilities available immediately near

bus stop call after five 253-7094

Room for rent furnished Northwood Apts
negotiable call Tom 666-4284

FOR SALE
~

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 -- '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call253-53e9

ATARI 800 COMPUTERS 48k RAM
typewriter keyboerd r>ew condition includes

BASIC cartridge and manuals $499
546-8638

Peruvian Alpaca Wool Sweaters $36
knit caps $7 beach/book bags $15 must see

call Leanne at 256-0693

Large refrigerator $40 253-3931

Smith Corona electric typewriter $200

John 5-2069 days 549-6643 eves

K2 Skiis For Sale $50 or BO interested?

call Margie 256-6612

Typewriter, Sniith-Corona Coronet Super
12. $175 or best offer. 546-7206

Atari 2600, 10 games. $115 or best offer

546-7206

Electric typewriter one year old $260 sew-

ing machine $66 256-6174

Computer Terminal ADM-3A video ter-

minal good condition Phil 549-6994

BOSE 201 Speakers one month oki 150 or

BO Dave 546-5359

FOUND

Found a leather cap on Monday if you

lost it call Maura 6-9340

FUN IN THE SUN

Daytona Beach - Spring Break March

18-27 Party down on the motorcoach. Free

Beer Party, oceanfront accomodations

$165 plus tax & services. Call Kathie or

Robin @ 256-0561 for more info

GIBSON GUITAR

20% Off Coupon

Gibson - customized Paul. Double cut-

away added. Gibson headstock replaced

with "Ricky" in mother of peart. Custom
deep maroon finish. Autographed by John
McLaughlin and Al Dimeola. Pick-ups

wired hotter. One of a kind. A dream. Must
sell fast $475.00 FIRMIII Ricky 6-7754

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs • Summer/year rour>d.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia. Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Earn extra money re^x>n8ible students

needed to conduct weight management
classes will train call Scott 256-6845

Math 120 Tutor needed immediatelyl
Prefer reliable woman senior or older with

lots of patience, but will answer all replies

for Tues and Thurs tutoring sessions. Call

Dan 253-5006 anytime

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari-

bean, Hawaii, Worid. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atrTK}sphere, 12

/MIevard, Lido Beech, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 546-0839

Kitchen help needed for exchange of

meals call 549-0432 or 549-3582 ask for

Waldo

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery in dorms. 7 days a

week. Between 7:00-9:00 AM. 253-7009

HE'S BACKII

Let "The Steve Diamond Show" turn

you on every Thursday morning, 9 to noon
onWMUA91.1 FM

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics

Woritshop. Classroom theory & shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2096

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161
^

Gray and Red Ski Jacket taken from 32

Riverglede on 2/1 1 was Christmas gift from

fiance and I can't see the board without my
glasses copper wireframes $50 reward r>o

questk)ns asked Please call 546-4050

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 2B3-5676 2S3-57G6

PERSONALS

Stop Fee Increeaeal The student senete

will hoW hearings on next yeers student

fees. Come vok» your concerns Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm Tues 15th CCa04 4-7 pm

Tired of the same old routine? All

University Women are invited to Chi

Omega Rush Parties: ^ ^ - ^
Monday Feb. 14 Dinner 5:00^:00

Valentine's Party 7:30-8:15

Wed. Feb. 16 Dynasty Party 9:3M1
Thurs. Feb. 17 Cof^e & Dessert 7-8

Tues. Feb. 22 Chi-0 Rodeo 6:30-7:30

See what makes Chi Omega speciall Conrw

on up to Frat/Sor Park or call 5460162

Did you participate in a porography study

done three years ago here at UMass? If so,

can Micnetle at 546-5862

To Moe Peters: Remember when your

skirt fell down? Everyone else does

Kappa Kappa Gamma Open Rush Par-

ties this week: Mon 4:15 Er 7 PM, Tues.

6:15 Er 7 PM, Thurs 5-6 RSVP 546-0321

545-0320 KKG where lifelong friendships

begin I

Men, Men, Men The Look Calendar now
only $2.00 - Call Jenny 545-0162

All university women invited to
Sigma Kappa Informal Rush

Feb. 14 Mon 7:00
Feb 15 Tue 7:00

Feb 16 Wed 7:00

Feb 17 Thur 7:00
Feb 20 Sunday brunch 12:30

19 Allen St. located behind BKO
to RSVP call 256-6887

SigmaDeltaTauSigmaDeltaTauSigma*

all Univ Women are invited to *

Rush Sigma Delta Tau *

Tues Feb 15 7-9 PM
Wed Feb 169:45-11 PM
Thurs Feb 17 5-6:30

409 N Pleasant St call for info *

ask for Donna *

SigmaDeltaTauSigmaDeltaTauSigma*

JAMAICA
Sprir>g Break

Do it right this year I

For nwre info call 549-0329

What do you give a friend whp has
everything? Rent a Ruggerl C C Con-
course

Whooles Cr Boomer - The past is the past.

All is forgotten, therefore all is forgiven.

Lets just say that Feb 11 never occured.
You both know you'll have my love always.
Mietra

Noo<He and Lentil - I know it seems that

this past week was never ending and un-
forgetable, but in 20 years we'll look back
and laugh. Don't worry we'll all make it. I

love you both I Kidney

ECE 212 tutor neededl Will pay call 6-5876
evenings keep trying

SMURTYI Thanks for V-day (no pun in-

tended) why don't you come up and see me
sometinw? Cherry

There is a state-wide drive going on at all

the state colleges, state universities and
state community colleges to build a state

studnt association. All interested students

are invited to a CAUSE meeting Friday,

Feb. 18, 1963 in Campus Center 903.

546<041 1 pm
Justin: XOXO to my fantastic Valentine.

Love you too, Michelle __

Lisa, Happy 19th Birthday - Bear Mountain
is waiting! I Love ya, Mary-Beth and Shari

Office worker/typist for Student Senate

Office wanted. Apply in 420 Student Union

by Feb. 18. 5-0341 women and people of

cotor erKouraged to apphr

Lambda Delta Phi

invitee all UMass women to

informal sorority rush on Tuesday
Feb. 16th and Thursday Feb 17th

at 7:00 PM (both nights)

for further info call 646-0939

or 2B3-9871 or come by
388 N Pleasant St

A.A. Piccolo: Thank-you for everything I

tove you

To Pee-Pee Happy late VD thanx for all the

goodies hope you enjoy your bears I know I

dkj Luv Buntie

Milton Why do all little boys lie "blindty?"

With four inches I wouldn't kiss and teill

Act your age rwt your —- size

Immi Thanks for a great Valentines Day
tove Fred

Paggy - Pleese forgive me nowl Not a doz.

roses but you're worth this - mayt)e? Jeff

Dave • You're one hell of a brother. Love

Naomi .

Michelle P. (a recent escapee

Melville) Loves BD 253-9774

from

A Touch of Class

All University Women are invited

to Delta Zeta Sorority Rush
parties on the following dates:

17 Feb @ 7-8 PM
20 feb@ 12-1 :15 PM
22 Feb @ 7-8 PM

Delta Zeta 11 Phillips St

any ques. contact Alicia 549-6823

Stop drinking if its causing problems for

you. Contact Health Education 549-2671

(ext. 181) for more information about the

Student Opportunity Program (STOP)

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

Prompt Service / Low Rates 546-4767

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Cases, Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5^)392, 584-7924 _
RESUME WRITING

""

Professional/Confidential/Efficient

special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays

after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or

Newton Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-4786 Keep trying

Ride needed to Ithaca NY 2/18 share ex-

penses Wendi 546-8096

Maine Orono - Bangor area feb 17 or 18

for long wkend Please call Judy 6-7186

Ride wanted to northern New Jersey on
Friday 2/18 call David 546-1144

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: $120/m util inci

starts Feb call Marie or Dan 549-1387

Male to share Brittany Manor apt with

three serious students. $112 per mo call

256-8057

For rent one large bedroom in four

bedroom duplex on bus route 108 +
586-3613

Male or female to share house quiet set-

ting, nonsmoker 200.00/mo util included

call 467-3974 (Granby)

Roommate wanted to shere large

bedrm apt $150 inclusive call 66&49e0
1

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

Typing - Fast - Reliable 1$/pg

trie Nancy 549-1642

IBM Selec-

SKIIS FOR SALE

Brand new never used K2 244 mid skiis

with Sdoman 727 bindings 180 cam ski

length esking $135 caH Joel at 549-4738 or

545-2150

SPRING BREAK

Vacation
Bermuda.
253-3718

Specials:
$125 - $325

Florida, Bahanr>as,

Call Dave or John

TRAVEL

Rorida direct by van. 3/19-27. $158. for

rourtd trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Unas @ 617-724-8810

On the Strip Spring Break in Daytona or R
Lauderdale deluxe hotels from $125 call

Dave or John 253-3718

Bermuda - $315 includes everything - caN

256-6941 after 6

WANTED

Class rings, gold arKi siK^er jewelry arHJ

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amhenrt, 2560710

Phil Collins Tix I need two tickets located

anywherft call Julie after 6 PM 586-1884

Starting carpool to Southern New Hamp-
shire. For info, call 546-5766

Apt Mate Northwood Apts own room,
two bdrm apt 160.00 rent 666-3633 aft 5pm

KNITTING YARNS SPECIAL
20% off yarn & pattern for any sweater

New Spring Yarns are in

r a Winter Yarns are in good shape

,ebs
109 main street, amherst (413) 253-2580

Good through Feb. 22

HASTINGS

Wanted:

Two Associate Graphics Managers

at the Collegian.

For more information stop by to see

Stuart or Sam or call 545-3500.

L

'r^:'4-i-H
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Ultimate Women!

There will be a meeting for all interested in playing

Ultimate Frisbee with ZULU Wednesday, February 16

at 7:30 p.m. in 165-69 Campus Center.

Women hoopstershope

to bounce back at home
By GERRY deSIMAS

Collefcian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team will take to the

hardw(K>d tofiighl in search of win number
six as they host the Central Connecticut

Blue Devils at 5:00 in the Cage.

The Minulewomen are coming off of a

close loss to the University of Maine last

Saturday. In that game. Barbara Hebel.

ranked ninth in the latest Atlantic 10

scoring statistics, regained the scoring

touch that had seemingly abandoned her

earlier this year. The freshman hit for 20

points to lead the Minutewomen.
Maria Chonientov^ski has been playing

very well as of late. The first year forward

pumped in 15 points against Maine.

Against Central, it will take a total effort

on the part of the entire team.

"We are playing well (as of late)," said

head coach Mary Ann O/darski. "We have

to play smart, aggressive basketball."

Rebounding wise. Nadine Jackson.

Rebecca Kuchs and Jerrie Bernier have

been the leaders as of late. Jackson led

UMass with 10 rebounds in the Maine loss.

Wendy Ward. 4th in the league in steals,

sparks the UMass defense which will have

to contend with Central freshman star Hope

Linthium, from Bridgeport. Vl. The fresh

man is ranked sixth in division II scoring

with 21.H points a game.

UMass will be looking for improvement in

their overall game, but Ozdarski has one

maj(tr improvement that she wants to see.

"I want to see us win, ' she stated simply.

"Nothing else is more important."

Game time tomorrow will be an early 5:00

start. UMass is 5 18 at the moment and

have lost two of their last three in close

games.

"There is no sense in playing well and

losing," said Ozdarski.

Men's hoop snowed

under but Hempel hot
By JIM FLOYD

CollcKian St*ff

There was good news and bad news

filtering back to the University of

Massachusetts following Monday night's

make up game with the University of West

Virginia.

The good news: standout freshman

forward John Hempel poured in 37 points to

lead all scorers and tie the league mark for

most points in a single game.

The bad news: another Minuteman loss.

This time the final score was 108 90 (a

shootout!) and, all of a sudden, the UMass
hoopsters are riding a three game losing

streak.

More good news: to its own credit,

JMass was able to put 90 points on the

x>ard against a very tough team, a team

.hat Minuteman coach Tom McLaughlin

sees as the best team in the Atlantic Ten at

this juncture of the season.

"They (West Virginia) are playing the

best ball of any team in the league right

now," said McLaughlin as he removed his

coat in the basketball office to put the

finishing touch on what became an ex

tended road trip south.

And (here we go) still more good news:

the simple fact that the Minutemen are

back in New England, not stranded in

Washington, D.C., where last weekend's

heavy snowstorm left them stranded in

their hotel rooms for several days.

"The layover definitely hurt us," said

McLaughlin. "During that time we had no

practice so we weren t prepared when we
got to West Virginia. The ball handUng and

timing was off."

Off. but not too off. When you consider

that this same Minuteman team was being

written off by a lot of people prior to their

Penn State upset two weeks ago, the game
they played against West Virginia was

pretty respectable.

In fact, according to McLaughlin, but for

one five minute span in the first half,

UMass played the Mountaineers even

throughout the contest.

"From 10 minutes to five minutes in the

first half they spurted on us," said

McLaughlin. "The score was 23 20 and then

four turnovers and a couple of missed free

throws put the score at 40 23."

From there on in things were even the

rest of the way, so even that each team

netted 56 points apiece in the second half.

But. playing even after falling behind by a

substantial margin will not win ball games.

UMass did not win this one.

And so. a long two game road trip that

produced two UMass losses has come to an

end. The Minutemen are back, but not for

long. Tomorrow they travel to Boston to

take on the Huskies of Northeastern

University.

"We're just exhausted," said

McLaughlin, "but, I think after a good

night's sleep tonight, everything will look

brighter tomorrow."

And brighter still Saturday, when the

Minutemen finally return to the Curry

Hicks Cage to play Rhode Island. Ah, home

sweet home.

Women skiers are perfect

By MATT LUCZKOW
Colleician Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts

women's ski team posted back to back

giant slalom victories at Loon Mountain last

weekend to boost their undefeated record

, to 8 in the Women's Intercollegiate Ski

Conference.

In Saturdays giant-slalom race, five

UMass women finished in the top fifteen,

out of a field of 50 racers.

UMass cU»cked a total team time of 241 .09

to give them a ten second margin over

second place Boston College (251.21».

Plymouth State College (254.64) took third

place, while Smith. Amherst. Brown and

Trinity College finished 4th. 5th. 6th and

7th place respectively.

Finishing in rare fashion on Saturday,

were UMass teammates Theresa ColHns

and Sue White, who tied for first place with

a two-run total time of 79.64 seconds. Laura

Hourihan (80.59) and Amy Glackin (81.22)

took 3rd and 4th place for Boston College.

Also skiing well for UMass were Leslie

Dale. Lisa Luczkow. Diana Swain and Kim

Loftus who finished 5th. 8th. 15th, and lytn

place respectively.

UMass sophomore White won her

seventh race of the season in Sunday's

giant slalom, to lead the powerful

Minutewomen to their eighth straight

victory in the WISC league.

UMass teammates Collins and Dale also

continued strong performance by taking

.3rd and i3th place in the giant slalom

competition.

The women skiers will be back in action

this weekend at Berkshire East in

Charlemont. Massachusetts for thier last

meet of the regular season. The following

weekend, the women will travel to

Waterville Valley for the league cham-

pionships. The women look forward to

finishing with a perfect season.

Photo Coortcey of Sporti Infomution

Minutewomen Kelly Collins goes up for two in action from earlier in

the season.

Women swimmers triumph
By BOB BROCK

CoUcfiM Staff

The University of Massachusetts

women's swimming team wound up their

dual meet season in fine style as they

crushed Mt. Holyoke College 92-49. before

an enthusiastic crowd last night at the

Boyden pool.

The Minutewomen, now 10-2 on the year,

never railed during the meet and they also

set three new UMass records.

The 200 yard medley relay team of Anne

Whitlock. Laurie Keen, Maura Sweeney

and Jenn Nicolai set a new pool and varsity

record with a time of 1:55.32, which broke

the existing record of 1:55.92 set back in

1976. The 200 yard free relay team of

Nicolai, Whitlock. Debbie Chisholm and Liz

Feinberg won the event and set a new pool

record of 1:41.90. It broke the old mark set

by Rhode Island of 1:42.64.

UMass was paceo to the win by three

triple winners. Jenn Nicolai swam on both

record-breaking relays and she also took a

first in the 100 yard butterfly with a

1:03.29. It was the first time she swam the

butterfly in a meet. Maura Sweeney swam

on the record-setting medley relay and she

won the 100 yard individual medley in

1:04.41. She also took the 500 yard freestyle

in 5:26.85. The last triple winner, Maura

Sweeney swam a leg on the relay and she

also won the 100 yard freestyle (58.83) and

the 50 yard butterfly (28.71).

UM's Jean Bushee took the 1-meter

diving event scoring 148.65 points and Gina

Perrone was close behind tallying 142.15.

UMass coach Val Turtle was happy with

the win but is now looking forward to the

post season championships next weekend

at Springfield College. Of the 23 members

on the UMass squad, 18 qualified to take

part.

Pkoto by AUn Taupirr

Theresa Collins competing in the giant-slalom this past weekend on

Loon Mountain.
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African trip funding condemned

Collegian pkoto by Michael Margolit

Johnnetta B. Cole, associate provost for

Undergraduate Education, addressed the

Undergraduate Student Senate last night.

Senate approves

General Ed. plan
By RITA MURPHY

CoUcfiaa Staff

Following an emotionally charged speech by Associate

ProTost for Undergraduate Education Johnnetta Cole,

the University of Massachusetts Undergraduate Student

Senate last night endorsed the final report on the General

Education Curriculum proposal.

Saying the present distribution curriculum does not

show students "what it means to live in a complex and

diversified world," Cole urged students to stand behind

the proposal and show that Uiey "care about the natiu-e of

general education."

"This proposal will create an incredibly improved

undergraduate experience that you will never have," she

said.

Cole said even though the proposed changes will not af-

fect present undergraduates, students have the "respon-

sibility as leaders to prepare a better education to folks

you can call your broUiers and sisters in the next genera-

tion to reach this campus."

Cole attacked the present system by saying it is not "do-

ing a decent job in providing basic skills" to

undergraduates

.

"If you leave this University and can say you got a de-

cent and coherent education, then good for you because

you are an exception," she said.

Cole said the proposal is "not a perfect one, but a

framework on which to begin."

Cole said a general education curriculum is needed now

more than ever before because "the world is moving at an

incredibly rapid pace and the average person will change

jobs and careers three to five times in a lifetime and

students must be prepared."

Cole said in order for any curriculum to work, there

must be an effort by both students and faculty "to engage

in self-criticism, in self-examination, in ansilysis and in

reform."

The role of faculty must be geared towards

undergraduate teaching. Cole said. Without that em-

phasis, "the whole nature of education will get lost," she

said.

"If this is not simultaneously a university of

Continued on page 5

By TAMMI BORTON
and JOHN O'CONNELL

Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night

unanimously approved a motion demanding the release of

documents regarding the funding of botany professsor

Robert Wilce's recent trip to South Africa, and denouncing

University sponsorship of any academic or professional

traveling in that country.

The Senate also passed a motion to underwrite $150,000

of the expenses for Union Program Council 1983 Spring

Festival, a concert to be held May 14 in Alumni Stadium.

The first motion, made on behalf of the Third World

Caucus and the Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA) condemned the funding for Wilce's

trip and demanded the formulation of a University policy

regarding any future trips to South Africa.

"What we want the University to do is tell us exactly

what its policies are in regards to South Africa," said

George McKenzie, a member of the Third World Caucus

and sponsor of the motion.

Wilce was awarded $600 by the Faculty Research

Council last January to attend the Sandy Beach Eco-

system Congress in South Africa.

Since the $600 grant for travel is "the maximum amount

allowable from the Faculty Research Council, ' according to

student senator Mindy Chateauvert, the students felt they

should be able to see a proposal for the trip.

"The University does not allow for any classified

research to be carried out with its money, and it is our

place to remind them of that," said a member of the Senate

in closing.

In other business, the Senate approved a motion to

asssume financial obligation for the Spring Festival, with

the stipulation that if appropriate talent is not booked by

April 7, or if projected ticket sales are not reached by April

15. the motion will be void and the show, cancelled.

"No liquor will be sold in the stadium and no containers

will be permitted," Bill Prichett. UPC talent coordinator

said.

If the show is cancelled once talent has been booked, the

UPC residual fund will cover any cancellation expenses

Lisa Potter, senate treasurer said.

Part time students to get full benefits
By EILEEN GALLIGAN

Collcffian Staff

A change of policy for part-time degree-seeking students

at the University of Massachusetts will allow them the

same benefits and services now given only to full-time

students, said Dean of Students William Field.

Field is a member of the Committee on Part-Time

Students, a special task force set up by UMass Chancellor

Joseph B. Duffey, that met for the first time yesterday to

begin implementation of proposals. These proposals were

originally presented to and approved by the Faculty

Senate last December.

The policy proposes that part-time students by given the

same rights and privileges as full time students in such

areas as scheduling, financial aid. counciling and other

support areas.

The Academic Matters Council, an appointed sub-

committee of the Faculty Senate, seeks to accomplish this

by changing the classification status of part-time students

from the Continuing Education Program to the regular

University system, according to their report.

However, Field stressed that the part time student

must be enrolled in a degree program to eligible for the

new status.

"We are not trying to compete with the Division of

Continuing Ed. They will continue to serve the needs of

certain part time students." he said.

Continuing E^. would continue to serve non-degfree

seeking studenU those degree-seeking students enrolled in

the Bachelor of General Studies program, students at-

tending most evening classes and late applicants to the

University who enroll in Continuing Ed. before applying to

the University.

Kevin Aiken, deputy director and financial aid ad-

ministrator of the Continuing Ed. Division and a member

of the committee, said the policy changes will affect only a

small number of Continuing Ed. students since most are

not enroUed in degree programs. However, he said, "the

implementation of the policy is crucial." especially when it

comes to scheduling Continuing Ed. students in regular

University classes. "It wUl give them greater access to

courses in their major, since right now they are only

eligible on a space available basis," Aiken said

Munchy'srefuses Campus Center cans
By MARK J. WELCH

Cdlegian staff

Students who buy Pepsi products in Campus Center

vending machines will have to Uke the empty cans to local

grocery stores to get the nrckel deposit back, because

Munchy's stores — the only on-campus vendor redeeming

cans — will not accept them.

The Munchy's stores purchase Pepsi products from Soda

City in Hadley, whUe the Campus Center buys its Pepsi

products from a coupany in Brattleboro, Vermont. As a

result. Munchy's does not offer Pepsi in cans and is not

required to redeem them, according to Ashoke Ganguli.

director ofAuxilary Services.

Ganguli called the problems associated with redeeming

and storing the cans, "a logistical nightmare."

W. L. Cummings, Jr., manager of the University Store,

said the Campus Center is only required to label the

machines with an expUnatwn of where cans naay be

redeen»d. „
"Wehaveno<*ligati<mtoacc^tthecans, he said.

Cummings noted that the price of soda has been in-

^reaaed oa^ five cents, although the distributor mast be

paid seven cents to cover a two-cent handling charge to be

paid to redemption centers.

Students may be able to redeem cans in the Campus

Center later this semester, however, if plans now being

made by the UMass Recycling Project are implemented.

The Recycling Project hopes to open a can redemption

center, and could be in operation in two to three weeks,

said to Jim Crosby, administrator of the project.

"It's not something that you set up overnight," Crosby

said. "One problwn was the Bottle Bill went into effect

over intersession, so we weren't prepared."

If the proposal being submitted this week is acceptable,

students would receive their deposit back frown the

Recycling Project and the project wouW receive the five

cents plus ail or part (rf the handling charge from the soft

drink distributors.

"We're a student controlled business." Crosby said.

"We're not out to make a profit, but if this generates

revenue, we might be able to expand our newspaper

(recycling) op«ration
,

" \

Crosby said that beer cans and bottles would not be

redeem^, Mnce the operatiwi would be started in the

Campus Center, but that the program might later be

expanded into the dmrms. ^

Speaker tells people to get involved in world hunger fight

By EILEEN GALLIGAN
ColUgiaa staff

Exhorting a crowd of about 250 people in the Student

Union Ballroom last night to abandon dependence on ovu-

worid leaders, Frances Moore Lappe, a leader in the world

hunger movement, urged more individual involvement in

solving hunger.

Lappe's address, titled "The Crisis in American

Agriculture: What is It?," concluded the all-day Profes-

sional Agriculture Convention held yesterday in the Cam-

pus Center Auditorium.

Lappe, the author of "Diet for a Small Planet,' said the

crises found iii agriculture touay si^m iivm a auiimer vi

problems including a general loss of values among

Americans towards farm systems and our economic

svstem.

"We're supposed to believe that hard work and sacrifice

should be rewarded, yet the economic dogma of Amen«
does not reward the small farmer. Instead it rewards

those who have wealth and large farmlands," Lappe said

Lappe went on to outline the other values which -she said

she feels are lacking in our society inchiding the desire to

pass farmland on to children and the myth fertners have

that they are truly feeding the hungry. She said 60 percent

of our food exports go to 12 other Western countries, such

as Mexico and Nigeria-and ?ione goes to where rt is neea-

ed.

"This is a great tragedy; look at where it's all going,"

Lappe said. Lappe urg'H the audience,to have a sense of

outrage for the plight of the bungry.^espeeially, when ac-

cording to her figures, one half of all grain produced today

is fed to livestock.

Lappe strongly criticized the American ecnomic system

saying that the market responds to the demand for

money, not the demand fiwm humans. Yet she said

Americans believe they must accept the economic powers

that threaten tlu- country, because they fear change.

"We ding to what we have, no matter how destructive,

because we fear the only other alUrnative-authoritarian

rnmmunism." she sakl.

^'<M
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Reagan announces re-election bid to Congress
LOS ANGELES - President Reagan is

clearing his 1984 calendar for a re-election

cannpaign, the Los Angeles Times reported
today.

Republican congressional candidates

have been advised not to rely on Reagan's
help in 1984 because the president will be
busy with his own re-election effort, the

paper said.

The report, quoting White House Chief of

Staff James A. Baker III, came less than a

week after Reagan refused to say publicly

whether he would run again.

The Times quoted Baker as saying he
cleared the president's calendar after

conferring with Deputy Chief of Staff

Michael K. Deaver and with Reagan, who
will be almost 74 when his current term
ends.

"I told the president what I was going to

do. and he said, 'fine.'." Baker said. This

approval is "an objective sign" that Reagan
will run for reelection. Baker said.

"I'm more convinced now than I've ever
been that he'll run, just by observing him
and watching his reaction to things." Baker
said.

Last week. Reagan declined to say what
his plans would be, noting that if he said he

would run. people would find "political"

motivations in every decision and if he said

he would not run, they would call him a

"lame duck."

Baker said he told Sen. Richard G. Lugar
of Indiana, the new chairman of the

Republican Senatorial Campaign Com-
mittee, that the committee should ask for

Reagan's campaign help early because the

president would only be available this year.

Republicans hold a 54-46 majority in the

Senate and 19 of their seats wUl be on the

Uneinl984.

Dukakis says more police, prison cells needed
BOSTON — Crime makes many people

afraid whenever they leave their homes and
more police, tougher sentences for career

criminals and more prison cells are needed
to combat it. Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said

Wednesday.
Dukakis chaired the first meeting of his

new Statewide Anti-Crime Council and said

afterwards he will ask the Legislature in a

week or so to approve an anti -crime

package.

"We've got to get more police out in the

street and we're going to do that." Dukakis
said. "The second thing we're going to do is

get tough on career criminals."

Dukakis said he also plans to propose
expanding prison space and developing
alternative sentences where appropriate.

The fear of crime has become so over-

whelming, Dukakis said, that he even
worried about his 17-year-old daughter
when she put on her coat Tuesday night to

go out and mail a letter.

—"We can't have that," he said. "We're not

helple.ss victims. This doesn't have to

continue."

Dukakis said the anti-crime council will

be effective because it brings together all

segments of the criminal justice system.

Harvard to give aid to registration resistors

CAMBRIDGE — A plan is developing for

Harvard University to help students who
are cut off from federal funds because they
refuse military draft registration, says
Dean of Faculty Henry Rosovsky.
Rosovsky spoke about the idea in a

closed-door meeting Tuesday with the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences, according to

the Harvard Crimson.
After the meeting he said final approval

for any universitywide plan is up to Har-
vard President Derek C. Bok and the
Harvard Corporation.

Rosovsky told the Arts and Sciences
meeting that the aid would probably be a
combination of work-study jobs and
guaranteed market rate loans.

The U.S. Department of Education
recently proposed rules to back up a law
passed by Congress last fall requiring all

male applicants for federal aid to show that
they had registered for the draft.

The Crimson said Bok refused to com-
ment on the idea Tuesday, and said he
would wait until the university's nine
faculties study it.

Church worker found stabbed in Marshfield
MARSHFIELD - PoUce found a

bloodied car Wednesday that was missing
less than a mile from the home where a
church worker and her son were found
stabbed to death.

"There were blood stains on the car
keys." Police Chief Charles Chaplin said
after the new. silver Datsun was found in

the parking lot of Plett's Pub about 7:30
a.m.

Chaplin said the car belonged to Kevin
Rehill. 25. an optometrist whose body was
found inside the front door Tuesday af

ternoon by a neighbor with a key to the
house.

The body of his mother. Ruth Rehill. 56.
was found in an upstairs bedroom.
"No weapon was found in the vehicle,"

said Chapline. "But as a result of finding the
vehicle, we have developed some in
formation which has sent us in a better
direction."

The chief said investigators now believe
one person was involved in the fatal
stabbings. No arrests were made im-
mediately.

Six Yale students injured in 2 car accident
EAST LONGMEADOW - Six Yale

University students were injured, one
critically, after the station wagon they were
riding in was struck broadside by another
car Wednesday in this Springfield suburb,
police said.

Police Officer Richard Bates said the
students were part of a singing group, the
Dukesmen, that had been en route to a

performance at Wilbraham Monson
Academy, in nearby Wilbraham.
Bates said the driver of the station

wagon, James Yeadon, 20, of Brattleboro,

Vt.. was cited for running a stop sign. A
car, coming down the side street, slammed
into the wagon in the intersection and four

students in the back seat were ejected

when it spun around and bounced off a
telephone pole, he said.

The driver of the other car. Robert
Kahnko. 22. of Springfield, was treated and
released from Bay State Medical Center in

Springfield, Bates said.
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It'8 a game of "Follow-the-Leader" as three campus geese trudge through web-foot deep

snow.

Amherst voters in^ed: return census
By NANCY GONTER

CollcKimn SUff

Amherst residents who have not returned a census form

sent out in mid-January may be removed from the Hst of

registered voters, according to the Amherst town clerk.

The Amherst town census, which is conducted in

January and February, is a verification of the continuing

residency of registered voters, said Town Clerk Estelle

Matusko.

A state-mandated warning, printed on the census mail-

ing, told people failure to respond to the census could

result in removal from the voter list.

Residency of all on-campus UMass students and all

students at the other five colleges is verified through the

schools' registrar and these students should not be con-

cerned if no census form is mailed to them, Matusko said.

Off-campus students who are registered to vote in

Amherst and who have not returned the census form

should contact the town clerk. Matusko said that it is the

responsibility of the voters to inform the town that they

Students cite link between

sexual activity and herpes

moved.
It is possible to become reinstated after being removed

from the voting list. A resident who has been removed

from the list has a right to prove that he or she has moved

within the town, and could be reinstated as a voter,

Matusko said.

In order to vote in the April 5 town election, Amherst

residents must register to vote by March 16. Registration

will be held in the town clerk's office until 10 p.m. on that

day.

Voter registration is also held during the regular office

hours of the town clerk, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. A special voter

registration session will be held March 12. from noon to 8

p.m.

In order to register, one must sign an affidavit stating

that he or she is a resident. Any resident may register,

even if they are registered in another town. Matusko said

it is her responsibility to inform the town where the per-

son was previously registered.

The town clerk's office is located on the first floor of the

Amherst town hall.

Toxic wastes:

political, social

Mass. problem
By RICHARD NANGLE

Colleciui Staff

Hazardous waste "is obviously a very political, very

social, very technical problem," said a high-ranking ex-

ecutive from Monsanto Corporation of Springfield yester-

day at the University of Massachusetts.

Hank Nowak, environmental control specialist at Mon-

santo discussed the hazardous waste issue to a group of

about 30 engineering students and faculty in Marston

Hall. The talk was part of a series sponsored by the UMass

Department of Civil Engineering.

Currently there are only three hazardous waste treat-

ment facilities which are readily accessable to

Massachusetts corporations, Nowak said. The sites are in

western New York, Ohio and Alabama, he said.

Dumping contractors have proposed four sites in

Massachusetts where treatment facilities could be built,

but none of the sites have received final approval by local

assessment committees, he said.

SRS Inc. had proposed a site in Haverhill but because of

mishaps at a SRS site in Connecticut the project has been

delayed, Nowak said.

IT Co. proposed a site in Warren on land owned by the

Massachusetts Turnpike Authority but residents fought

the idea, he said.

He said proposals have also been made by other corpora-

tions in the Fall River-Rhode Island area and Gardner but

they never got out of the thought stage.

Nowak said he believes few people are aware of the true

definition of hazardous waste and public sentiment is that

hazardous waste regulation is not very good.

Hazardous waste is a solid waste which may cause or

significantly contribute to mortality or serious illness, he

said. Four ways to recognize hazardous waste are to

measure a substances igriitibility, corrosivity, reactivity

and EP toxicity. EP toxicity simulates how a substance

would react in a landfill.

It has been estimated that 290,000 tons of hazardous

waste is generated in Massachusetts each year but no

estimates are available on how much waste is not reported

because it has been illegally dumped, Nowak said.

He said nineteen indictments have been handed down to

people who have participated in the illegal dumping of

hazardous waste.

Progress in regulation depends largely on the attitude )f

the Dukakis administration toward the problem, he sa-J.

The King administration was sympathetic to the need for

treatment facilities, he said.

By TURA GUDMUNDSSON
CoUeKiui Correipondcnt

Editor's Note: This is the fourth ofa five

part series.

While no scientific statistical correlations

have been established so far to relate the

nationwide increase in herpes cases to

college student promiscuity, nine out of 16

students randomly interviewed at the

University of Massachusetts agreed that

such a correlation is likely.

Although only three students did not

know the disease is incurable today, all

students showed basic knowledge con-

cerning what herpes is and how it is

transmitted.

In addition. 13 students said they were

afraid of getting herpes, but only seven of

those said they took the necessary

precautions not to get it.

Greater sexual freedom on campus, high

sexual activity and multiple partners and

greater chances of meeting people were

some of the reasons given by students who

agreed with the suggestwn that herpes was

more likely to be transmitted in a

university environment.

The maturity and educational level of

students were some of the reasons given by

those who disagreed with the suggestion.

"I could sit here and fall in love four or

five times a day." said Jean Paul Fandel
,
a

senior languages and business major. "If

you pursue your lustful habits, then there

are bound to be a lot of little flings going

about."

Jackie Femino. a senior psychology

major, said people at universities "are more

open about sex and have more partners

than other places and often the relation-

ships are not long lasting ones."

Geoffrey Dawson, in the College of Arts

and Sciences a sophomore, agreed with the

higher likelihood of spreading the disease.

"i^s^FA />. i^J^* S^^ MM4ept§ .V^.^exuaijy-

promiscuous. with 20 million cases in the

country, with a peak in younger middle-

class white people, a university is a good

place to find it."

"Not necessarily." said Melissa Hatrak. a

Continuing Eklucation student. "It is pretty

widespread, even older people sleep around

more. College people aren't sleeping

around as much as they used to. They are

getting more mature about it."

While five people admitted they were not

taking any special precautions in

preventing themselves from catching

herpes, most of those who did said that

asking their partner, knowing the persons

you slept with and wearing condoms were

some preventative measures one could

take.

Vicki Hart, a senior majoring in Jour-

nalistic Studies/English said, "I heard of

people who have it and don't want to say

they have it. In a way some people want to

pass it on because they are so messed up by

it themselves and don't want to be the only

one suffering."

Jerry Janofsky, a senior engineering

major said. "I would want to know if the

person I had sex with had it. You have to

know when the herpes sores are on the

surface of the skin, but even if there are no

sores I would still be afraid if I know the

person had it."

Rob Sherman, a sophomore majoring in

business suggested "using contraception

such as condoms and staying with the same

H.A. Sckwelsh. a senior studying

economics, simply suggested "screening out

who you associate with."

Of all 16 interviewed, six said they knew

no one. or had heard of no one. who had

herpes. Seven people said they knew or had

heard of between one to three people who

had it. and three of the people interviewed

said they had heard of or knew of five or

mope paoplewh» had henpee* ..»*•' •
>'
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Heather Milne from Butterfield and a UMass/Stockbridge student

displays a pig she handles in her project. The display was part of the

Professional Agriculture Convention held here yesterday.
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^ WIN A TRIP TO
FLORIDA!

Fly to sunny Ft. Lauderdale anci back,
courtesy of the Sub in Amherst.
This could be your chance to win an

exciting spring break vacation.
Entry blanks are available at the store,^^

fill one out and treat yourself to one of
our tasty subs at the same time!

Contest drawing will be March 7, 1983 iI ^ /

IUfree'bowTtis^

MID WINTER SALE!

EDSBYN X-C SKI
'^-^ PACKAGE

^ $6995

ALL WINTER
PARKAS
20-30%
OFF

9 Ea3l Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002
413 549 5863

IN THE CARR' AGE SHOPS
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JO
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^:
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Styles by Deborah • Styles by Deborah • Styles by Deborah •

GIVE YOUR HAIR
A NEW LIFE WITH A

I
FREE Shampoo with any

JO.

(D Style Haircut
or

FREE

:11J OFCHILI
m^ with every whole reg.

SLb ^^ dble. meat sub

li purchased
H BBi coupon expires March 7, 1963

3:
H.
\^

^\ rncc
|! Reconditioning Treatments
v." With anv nthfir .(;;)lnn R^rvinp
3r
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(0
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>. Please call

With any other salon service g
With this Coupon Coupon expires 2/30/83B
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NOW ANNOUNCING OUR SPECIAL
FAMILY DISCOUNTS

tyles by Deborah
65 University Drive Amherst

549-5610
for an appointment.
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UMASS HKA PI KAPPi^
ti^A ^Ha

I^'^'V-vry

^9ht
^'i^.*^**

4th Annual

campus center UMASS

or PIKE 545-2150

29 Hr

HS
DANCE
MARATHON

PRIZES

1st Prize: $500

2nd Prize: $300

3rd Prize: $200

8, much, much, more'. cpECTATOBS
^'^etcowE

En«rY$lOcoupl«
felundable when

yoo complete

the mar»t*^o"

^^^^^f'f^'f^f'^'miF^riF'^rm'ft'^-^^'f' p^^

"^ Tonight:

MYERS'S
ORIGINAL
RUM CREAM

From 9 - 12
all Myers's Original Rum Cream drinks

^ $^.25

<^t

^1—*^»^^--'TF»'*T^Ff^

Irish Night every Thursday
with

Hungry HUl
now thru St. Patricks Day

Plumbley'^
oir the common*^
Amherst Center • 253-9586

Happy Hours:

Mon-Pri 4-7

& Sun-Tues9-ll

Domestic Drafts 50"
Heineken 75"
Bar Drinks 99"

Webster's Sampler

Chicken Wings, BB ribs,

cheese bocu^ds for 75"

Thursday, February 17, 1983,
Collegian 5

Ft. Lauderdale
"on the strip"

g^rino
reoK
'83

$19.00
one bedroom

per dav. per person,
based on oc c p. of 1

includes full

kite hen & iiv . rm.

^occ^-^fote Co//

Open 7 davs
9AM.9PM

RESERVATION CENTRAL
OF AMERICA. INC.

I lorida s IWst V diues

MUSIC
GALLERY

PfAVCy, IbANEZ,
Tama, JBL, RoUMdr
Acousric, Bosi,
UqcNd, EV-TApc^i^

HoNdo, Dean,
Hamer, Fostex.

Rt. 9 HAdUy
ON tIiE bus ROUTE

986-6228 J

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

B««t Mandarin Food
a2-M Main St.

Amharst
OoMd WednMdayi

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa uaa FRESH
VagataWoa from

Our Own Farm
BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
AU YOU CAN ^T
$5.95

»WiR ĴIVE
EDUCATION

FAIK
TODAY 1-4 PM
ComDus Center lower level

Herpes SuppoRT Croup
The emotional stress of dealing with herpes

can be more difficult to cope with than the

actual virus. If you have herpes and are in-

terested in talking to others who share

similar concerns, this group is open to you.

The group will be co-facilitated by two staff

members from the University Health Ser-

vices and is limited to students of UMass,

Amherst, and Hampshire colleges. It will

begin early in the semester and is limited to

15 people. For more information, call the

Health Education Office at 549-2671, Ext.

181 and ask for Debbie.

mo
8 Days/ 7 Nightsi

Spring Break

RIDA
SPECIAL STUDENT
VACAHON RATES

^99 Ft. Lauderdale

^109 Daytona Beach
RATES INClUOt 7 NIGHTS LOOCINC

Vi^
fr«* i$tSNilY

ORLO
EXCURSIONS
From n^iytoru Beach

Optional

$89
Round trip
Transportation
Available to
Ft Lauderdale &
Daytona Beach

• Daytona Beacn

TRIP DATES CARERIUY PLANNED TO

COINCIOE WffM YOOR SCHOOL BREAK

AM accommofitions are
fully air conaition?o <*i\xr\

private Datri or shower
color televKlon some with
kltchenettw ( are maio
serviced All »'f nearby
the TOP Night Spots

caN atMMit our Spe< al

Carlf*m«0«*r»or
Fort Lau<»er«iai»

'. H^^z-W. '1..'

fME BROCHUPfS INfOIJMATION t IMMFC.-TE 'ONFlRMATlO^ CAi.1

ANDREA (413) 546-9627

w. .Mn»axif<.i«'» t^x^t" , OMi-r. .•(*"<>. li<.vrm'irt.

Act NOW! Doirt be left out
In the COLO. .

.

Newslines...
Career renewal workshop

evening series starts tonight
Career Renewal Evening Workshop Series, a 24 hour

program consisting of eight Thursday night workshops will

begin tonight from 6:30 to 9:30. Participants will examine

life/work experiences, identify personal work values and

learn skills necessary to effect successful career change.

Contact the Adult Career Transitions Division of Con-

tinuing Education at 545-2312 for more information.

Newman Club sponsors talk

on sexuality and the church
The Newman Club of the University of Massachusetts

will begin a spring semester lecture series tonight at the

Newman center. Opening the series at 7:30 p.m. is a

presentation by the Rev. Warren Savage, director of St.

Mary's High School, Westfield. Fr. Savage's talk is en-

titled "The Church Looks at Intimacy and Human
Sex.ality." Stud^^nts and interested members of the

con...iunity are welcome to attend.

WMUA to discuss efforts

of area groups in nuke freeze
A special report on efforts by area peace groups to lobby

members of the U.S. Congress in favor of a nuclear

weapons freeze will be aired tonight at 6 on WMUA, 91.1

FM.
The live, 60 minute forum is presented as a special

feature of "Focus" WMUA's weekly public affairs series.

UMass professor to speak

on conditions of revolution
Professor Gerald Piatt, sociology professor at the

University of Massachusetts will speak on "Revolutions:

Conditions for their Occurrence" at the first Fellows

Lecture of the Institute for Advanced Study in the

Humanities at 8 tonight in room 227 Herter Hall.

English exam to he given
The Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency will

be given at 1:30 today in room 61 of Bartlett Hall. Persons

wishing to take the test should register with the English as

a Second Language (ESL) office in Bartlett.

Other Michigan tests will be given April 7 and May 5.

if Cole
Continued from page 1

undergraduate teaching, of generalized as opposed to

specialized teaching, then something is wrong," she said.

Cole said the proposal will get the faculty "out of the lit-

tle cubby holes called departments and into arenas for

teaching."

The increased role of the faculty can only benefit

students if the students increase the role they play in

education and a general education curriculum, she said.

"We all have the responsibility to engage in universal

education, we must meet that demand," she said.

Painter found dead

in Berkshire House
A 57-year-old University of Massachusetts employee,

who suffered a heart attack while working in a campus

office building, was pronounced dead at 6:46 p.m. Tuesday

at Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.

Myron C. Ball, of 190 E. Leverett Rd., Amherst, a

painter for the dormitory maintenance, was staining

cabinets alone in £in office on the second floor of Berkshire

House when his heart stopped beating. He was found

unconcious by a Housing Security Guard making rounds,

said Robert Campbell, associate director of Housing,

whose office is on the first floor of Berkshire.

According to Sgt. Frank Mazzei of the UMass Police, an

officer called to the scene at 5:46 p.m. and performed car-i

diopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) until an ambulance ar-

rived to take Ball to Cooley-Dickinson.

Ball was bom in Sunderland Dec. 10, 1925, the son of

Forduce and Bessie (Cleveland) Ball. He served with the

Army in World War II and was a UMass employee for 32

years.

He is survived by his wife Marjorie (Demsey) and two

daughters, Kathleen and Deborah, all of Amherst; three

brothers, Elmer of Amherst, Steven of Leverett and

Perry of Hadley; and two sisters, Shirley of Leverett and

Marjorie Herbert also of Leverett.

Funeral services will be held Friday at 2 p.m. from the

Douglas Funeral Home, Amherst, followed by burial in

Wildwood Cemetery, Amherst.

Calling hours are today from 2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.

•f,>:;;
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Hu^b R^taurant

55 University Drive

Amherst
549-5713

To: All Interested Parties

From: The Hungry U Restaurant
Subject: Our Varied Menu
Some people know the Hungry U only for its great

pizza. Well, if you are one of those people, I have a
pleasant surprise for you. Just take a look at our
varied menu selection.

Appetizers

Homemade soups

Deli-style sandwiches

Charbroilers

Specialty sandwiches

Pocket sandwiches

Super salads

Delicious desserts

Daily lunch specials at $2.49

Chef Specialties

Dinner for Two for $10.95

We have something for everyone.

P.S. Don't forget

our Thursday night 8- Friday afternoon Happy Hours

Saturdays

itoUegian 7
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ATTENTION
SENIORS
Do you WANT TO Be In

picTURES?

ThE INDEX

(yEARbook)

SenIoR PORTRAJT PrOQRAM

is STARTiNq soon!

AppoiNTMENTS wILl Be TaUeN

TuES FEb 22 -FrI FEb 2^

by cAlliNq 949-2874 or

by SToppiNq by CC Rm 107.

That's the day our drive-ups really shine at our
Triangle Street, Amherst and
Hamp Plaza, Northampton, offices!

Do your bankins right from the comfort of your car on Saturdays at

two convenient Shawmut Bank of Hampshire County, locations At

Triangle Street we ve even ADDED AN HOUR so you'wont have to

rush' The lobbies are closed at these two offices on Saturday

mornings but the dnve-ups are open Of course, night depositories

and Action 24, our 24 hour automated tellers, 6r^ always available

So, come see us on Saturday mornings We II greet you with a smile'

Our drh^e-ups are open Saturdays from
9 AM 1 PM 9 AM - 1 2 NOON
at Triansle St at Hamp Ptaza

And in Hadley
from 9 AM - 1 2 NQGN

Shawmut
Bank of Hannpshire County

EQUPMENT
:-^. Racquetball Racquets

(
ij Racquetball Balls

K,-^ Racquetball Gloves
"f-^^ Racquetball Glasses

% f Headbands
Also availabla \
Sport Ctothlng \^ / Wristbands
Sport Bags ^^» Whistles

\ Tennis Acceaaories

[t Basketball, Soccer

i Football, Baseball

Frisbaes,

Swimming Accessories

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^JjmVERSITY
STORED

EDITOmMVOHNIQN
iTtitu u*»roi nnx vvwDK^wf
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Snow: A time to panic or to play?

I
have some friends who love snow.

Whenever the skies cloud over, and Amherst gets

covered in a blanket of white powder, these friends,

who live in a neighboring apartment complex, trudge

through snow-covered fields and show up at my door.

They usually don't have that much to say, or even any

special reason for coming over. They just love playing in

the snow and want me to enjoy it with them.

Scott Hersey

There are times when I join them and times when 1 don't

— when they showed up during the third quarter of the

Superbowl was one time when I didn't.

But when I do join them, I'm always treated to a good

time.

With just a tray stolen from the Dining Commons, they

can have a great time sliding down hills. With one riding,

while the other two push, they laugh and smile and seem

to forget the everyday cares and pressures of the world.

They have a great time and want everyone to enjoy it

with them.

1 also have a friend who doesn't like snow.

For him, the first sight of white flakes means instant

panic. He refuses to drive, or even walk outside until the

skies are blue and the sidewalks are clear. For him, a

snowstorm means time inside the house — watching T.V.,

reading, and talking on the phone.

The only time he will venture outside is when the need

for food or drink becomes critical. And even then he will

bundle up like he was going on an Arctic trip, run to his

car, go to the store and run back.

Other than that, he's perfectly content to wait out the

duration of the storm.

Snow affects people in strange ways.

And last weekend was a good example.

There are sun worshipers, those who enjoy a walk in the

rain, and even those who like the cold, but no other type of

weather inspires such emotions — be it love or hate — as

snow.

For some, like my three friends, snow is fun.

For those people a snowstorm means skiing, snowball

fights and for a special group of crazy people from Brit-

tany Manor, games of tackle football.

These f)eople wanted to go out and walk around in the

blinding blizzard last Friday. You saw them walking in the

road at the last possible second before you hit them while

attempting to navigate your car through a blizzard.

And they are the people who happily went cross-

countryskiing in Saturday's beautiful weather while the

rest of us were just digging out.

But there are others, like my other friend, who would

just prefer to "wait it out."

And with more snow scheduled in the next few days, I

think the snow lovers are going to be a lot happier.

Scott Hersey is a Collegian Staff member

Trident sub makers on campus
To the Editor:

Today, 2/17, Electric Boat-General Dynamics is schedul-

ed to interview people on our campus. James Douglass, a

writer and teacher who is presently a member of the

Ground Zero Collective (organizers of the campaign to halt

construction of the Trident submarine base in Bangor,

Washington) was recently arrested for his efforts to stop

the first Trident submarine from entering that base.

Following, are thoughts of his on what such an interview

mi^t mean for some of us.

The following took place at the end of time. (That time is

now.) It was carried by no public media, only the con-

sciousness of a person. The interview began and ended in

,
complete silence.

What is Trident?

Trident is the end of the world. What do you mean?

Trident is a nuclear subnuirine being built now which

wiH be able to destroy 408 cities or areas at one time, each

with a blast five times more powerful than the Hiroshima

bomb. Trident is 2,040 Hiroshimas. One Trident sub-

marine can destroy any country on earth. A fleet of Tri-

dent submarines (EB-GD is contracted to build eleven) can

end life on Earth.
, o n>in

I don't understand? A submarine which equals 2,040

Hiroshimas? (How can anyone understand that?)

Begin vvrith a meditation: To understand Trident say the

word "Hiroshima." Reflect on its meaning for one second.

Say and understand "Hiroshima" again. And again. And

again 2,040 times. Assuming your able to understand

"Hiroshima" in one second, you'll be able to understand

Trident in thirty-four minutes. That's one Tndent sub-

marine. To understand the destructive power of the whole

Trident fleet, it would take you six and a half hours,

devoting one second to each Hiroshima.

Your meditation is impossible. To understand

Hiroshima alone would take a lifetime.

You do^mdergtand.Hi-cOiShima Wd^ theehdot bW.aBilitj^.

to imagine our destructive power, or to measure its conse-

Bad but it's not

a Depression
Hearing the Democrats bray over the unemployment

situation today, one would have the impression

that President Reagan came into office at a time of

national Utopia, waved his magic wand, and instantly in-

voked an evil curse upon the land. For example, the

Democrats seem determined to blame this current reces-

sion on Ronald Reagan, thus allowing them to play the

role of savior in 1984. However, according to the National

Bureau of Economic Research (the cyclical watchdog of

the national economy) the current recession actually

began in July of 1981. Since the President's economic pro-

gram was not even officially enacted until July 30, 1981,

the blame belongs instead with former President Jimmy

Carter and his five economic policies.

quences. Trident is the end of the world.

How does one live at the end of the world?

By taking a simple step towards change. Stop Trident,

stop the world in an end-time, and build a new world.

Richard Morrison
Northampton

Full costing bad for students?

To the Editor:

I'd like to explain how bad full costing is for students.

Currently the Bursars Office employees are paid by the

State of Massachusetts. Full costing envisions their

salaries being paid by each trust fund that uses the Bur-

sars for billing such as dormitories, Dining Commons,
Health Services, Campus Center, FAC, Athletics, etc.

(Each fee on your semester bill goes into a separate trust

fund.) Therefore, all these fees will increase to cover the

increased costs. That's exactly what our Trustees did last

week.

The Trustees are doing this as a way of freeing up state

funds. When the state realizes the budgetary savings they

may decide UMASS doesn't really need as much money

and reduce allocations for the next fiscal year. Taken to an

extreme, it could reult in students paying for almost

everything at a so called "State University".

The most ridiculous extreme of full costing would be the

students paying for the President's salary. We're very

close to that already. The President's office is supported

through the interest on each of the trust funds on campus.

According to the research I've done, this seems to be il-

legal under Chapter 75 Section 10 of Mass (General Laws

(the laws of the (Commonwealth that set up UMASS
Amherst, the section dealing with trustfunds.) It seems

the student should be suing the President's Office for

stealing money from our trust funds rather than paying

more through increased fees.•'•'.,
Barbara Jean Curtis

Belchertown

Katherine Curda

* f f I « f * • « «

As to today's high unemployment, no one considers it to

be a minor problem. Yet Democratic and media attempts

to make the American people believe its as bad as the

Depression are way off the mark. When one looks at

employment figures it is important to note the statistic

known as the employment ratio, which shows the absolute

percentage of the total adult population over 16 that is

employed. As of 1983, the U.S. employment ratio is

roughly 56.7 percent of its adult population. This com-

pares favorably with the 56.0 percent ratio during the

boon years of the 1960's, and certainly better than the

1933 Depression ratio of 41.8 percent. Thus the U.S. is

now employing a higher percentage of its workforce than

at almost any other time in histor>'. When comparing 1983

with the Depression of the 1930's it is also important to

note that during the 1981-82 recession the employment

ratio went from .58.5-56.7 percent, or a loss of 3 percent.

However during the 1929-33 Depression the employment

ratio fell from 53.9-41.8 percent, or a 22.4 percent loss.

Thus, even as people are losing jobs in some areas, many

others are finding them as well. The United States today

is a nation caught in the midst of a changing world and no

quick fix will solve our problems.

It should be noted, however, that this steady rise in the

percentage of Americans employed has led to other pro-

blems. This continually expanding lab(jr force has led to

more competition for jobs at a time of limited economic

growth. According to a report put out by the Joint

Economic Commission of Congress, during the years

1960-79, the teenage labor force rose from 44-58 percent,

working women rose from 37-51 percent, while males over

20 (the most traditional workers) decreased from 86-80

percent. Thus today we have the phenomenon of both

young people and women competing for jobs against the

traditional male worker. This was not such a problem dur-

ing the pre-inflation 60's when women were often in the

kitchen and kids didn't always have to get a job. 40 per-

cent of todays high unemployment figures come from

young people under 25, rather from their mothers and

fathers, who, after all, usually are the real bread winners

in the family. These statistics also do not show how many

jobs are lost to illegal aliens and union workers who have

bargained themselves large pay raises that leave little

room for the employment of more workers.

Another important factor about unemployment that the

Democrats and the media seem to forget is that the bad

statistics do not apply equally to every region or city in the

country. Detroit and Pittsburg may be suffering from

unemployment rates of 18 and 15 percent, but Boston and

Denver are managing rather well with rates of only 5.4

and 6.8 percent. It should also be remembered that we are

in a world wide recession in which most of our friends are

doing even worse. In Canada, under the back-door

socialism of Pierre Trudeau, unemployment is around 12

percent, while inflation is raging at 12-14 percent despite

the drop in oil prices. In France, under the front door

socialism of President Mitterand, unemployment rose two

percentage points to 9.5 percent, inflation has been barely

held in check at 10 percent by faltering wage and price

controls and interest rates remain too high to spur

economic growth. Massive government spending has done

little to solve economic problems, but it has managed to

make things worse.

In conclusion, according to the criteria of unemploy-

ment, Reaganomics appears not to be working, yet neither

is Trudeau-economics or Mitterand-economics. However,

according to the criteria of lower inflation and declining

interest rates, two factors crucial for a strong recovery,

only Reaganomics appears to be working. We must not

turn our backs on the unemployed for many of them are in

true need, but if we allow ourselves to panic and institute

massive spending programs, we will have destroyed all the

progress made so far and a healthy, growing economy,

(the best means for curing unemployment) will once again

slip from our grasp.

Katherine Curda is a Collegian columnist
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It takes more than natural ability to out-perform the competition.
It takes determination. That's 3s true in our game as it is in yours.

At Olympian, we're determined to stay one step ahead of the competition.
Not just in price, but with quality brand name basketball shoes.

Which means at 0\ymp\an, you not only get a price break,

but a chance to improve your fast break, too.

V

Black Affairs
Coach Banda's success is becoming a sports fixture

By TRACY BOBBINS
Colkf: — CoiTMpOMlCBt

At first glance, women's soccer chieftan. Kenny Banda,
is all that he appears to be and more. He is tall and com-
manding, amiable and earthy, and by watching his face as
he talks about his job, it is apparent that he loves coaching.
Banda has been head coach of the women's soccer team

here at the University of Massachusetts for the past three
years, while simultaneously coaching indoor and outdoor
women's track.

Coach Banda enjoys working with the track team
because he likes being part of a process that is responsible
for the emergence of women's athletics. "I promote the
involvement of my teams with the Coaches Association of
the Northeast," Banda said. "It shows people who we are."

Throughout the world of women's college soccer, Banda
is well known. After graduating from UMass in 1975, he
returned to his native country of Malawi, in southeastern
Africa. There he assumed the position of 'Sports Officer,' a
national coach responsible for recruiting the top telent in
that country for international, and eventually Olympic
competition.

As Sport's Officer, he came in contact with coaching both
sexes, and honed his talent for coaching female athletes.
Without making any direct commitment Banda implied

that soccer is his first love. Prior to his appointment as
head soccer coach here, Banda worked as a volunteer with
the women's soccer club. He officially became the head
coach in 1980.

When asked if coaching two varsity teams at one time
causes conflicts, he quipped, "Do you see my desk?"
Banda could be accused of being a workaholic. Twice a

week, he arrives at the gym at 6:45 a.m. to coach off-

season soccer practice. "It gives the girls a chance to pick

up strategies they may have missed during the regular

season," Banda said.

"During the spring we travel to tournaments with

Cotlcfimii file photo b; Num; Goatcr

Coach Kenny Banda continues to win matches
and high school's top talent.

surrounding schools as an auxiliary season." Through the

dedication that Banda shows his team, it is easy to see that

he has become a popular coach among his girls.

When asked how he feels about his popularity he smiled

and denied it was so. "I just love my job to the best of my
ability. I am honest and I love what I do. Coaching is my
hobby."

For the second consecutive year. Coach Band^ has taken
the women's soccer team to the quarter- finals of the NCAA
championship.

The team finished with a 15-4-0 record, with 14 shutouts
and allowed only one goal at home. The Minutewomen
were ranked 5th in the national rankings. .

With the soccer team's success, the season was
highlighted by a special honor bestowed upon Banda.

He was named New England Region Coach of the Year by
the National Soccer Coaches Association. The
Minutewomen's achievements have been attributed to

Coach Banda's ability to utilize a variety of combinations
and substitutions.

Characteristically modest, Banda feels that because of

the team's national exposure, players of a higher caliber
are now attracted to the school. He and his coaching staff

can hand pick the best players that high schools have to
offer.

"We no longer have quantity, but quality also," Banda
said. "The team is selected from players from all over the
country, although our strongest pull is still from New
England."

Banda's coaching strategy includes starting freshmen.
"The girls are coming out of high school with an average of

eight years playing experience," he said. "Our program is

very competitive and it takes a strong mind to handle the
pressure. Those that have what it takes make the t^am."

Clearly Banda is happy doing what he does. He is an
example of a worker content with his position in life, and
that is more than many people can say, and again unlike
many people he seems to be driven not by money, but by
his love for his job.

"If I was a mUlionaire I would do this for free," and he
believes that we all would.

Legendary composer dead, spirit sure to live on
By AUGUSTO MARTINS

Coiiniwsufr

Five days after celebrating his 100th birthday Eubie

Blake, a pianist and composer died of natural causes at his

home in Brooklyn last Saturday, February 12th. Bom on
February 7th, 1883 to former slaves in Baltimore, Blake

was introduced to his lifelong career at age six when he

saw an organ in a department store and began to play.

Seeing his interest in music, his mother sent him to a

music teacher who taught him classical music for six

years.

By age fifteen Blake secretly worked as a ragtime piano

player in a local brothel. After a 1901 tour with Dr.
Frazier's Medicine Show. Blake made his New York debut

in 1902 as a buck dance in the musical "In Old Kentucky."

After he got his start the sky appeared to be the limit as to

where he could go. His number of compositions tallied in

the 900 plus category and among his most popular works
were "I'm just wiW about Harry" and "Memories of You."

Blake made his fame primarily through the musical

language of Ragtime. This was a musical form which

required an awful lot of style. Blake himself had said that

he never considered himself to be a good player, but others

felt differently.

"Ragtime is difficult to play, particularly for people who
haven't heard it," said music writer Max Morath. "Piano

players can play the note but the style is another story.

Eubie's got the kind of style that few can duplicate."

He lived a life that spanned a hundred years. Anyone

who may have seen him, celebrating his 100th birthday on

network TV early last week would summize that he did Uve

and function 100 years in a way that most only could envy.

The sometime ugly fate of dissipation was not ugly at all

for Eubie Blake. For a man who was said to have smoked
cigarettes daily for the better part of his life, and who
woke up to a shot of some king of liquor daily, he was truly

a fortunate individual.

He appeared to be the same Eubie Blake that all would
remember right to his last days. He was lively and vibrant,

coherent in his speech and elegant and proud in his

manner.
He had the type of personality reminiscent of

somebody's grandparent who always has a cheerful word
to add to one's day if they were fortunate enough to catch

your ear. A king of nrmgnetic personality that would make
one put off whatever they might be doing whenever his

face appeared on the television.

There are so many things one could equate with the

name Eubie Blake, so many adjective to describe this

music giant who lived and inspired so many for the better

part of a century.

The only difficult connection left to make now is that

Eubie Blake is dead. Somehow one might have had the
feeling that he would never die. There was certain feeling

of immortality that could be attached to Blake. Others die,

some more famous and definitely younger than he and we
accept it, it's been said that death is the most certain thing

about life.

Think about the last time you saw him on T.V. Mike
Douglas, Merv Griffin, maybe even the Tonight Show.
His charisma made you forget just how old he really was,

and his charm made his age seem irrelevant.

I bet many would not mind having the awareness at 70

that Blake possessed right up to his death.

Eubie Blake is dead, it is finally sinking in. But there is

no reason for any long-term mourn. Because right up to

his last days he was as delightful a hunmn being as has liv-

ed in this country.

Perhaps it is only fitting that his passing should take
place during Black History Month, but even if it hadn't

Eubie Blake has left America, not just Black America,
with a spirit of richness and legacy of goodness that any
civilized people on earth would be happy to claim.

Eubie Blake at 96 when photo was taken now
dead at age 100.
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I 2 Pancakes

rtry Our New SPEEDY LUNCH 11:30-2:30 Daily
Orders Prepared Immediately (if Not Sooner)

iSandwich with a cup of soup Different Every Day
1 ^HKnipnpnWM^^ Only $2.40

iMiiTOaiiMyiaMM i
•2.66 with this couDon |

2 Strips Bacon O .f^-, ^o qq
I 2 Links Sausage _^^ J"* ^y*5*?- ,-, .
S PiMM prMcnt coupon wnon ordoring. Coupon mplroa Fob. 14. IMS. Sorvod on day nytimo. C |

I Our Famous Batter-Dipped Rllets English Style - Served with French Fries, or

I Baked Potato, Cole Slaw, Roll b Butter.
|

I
Reg. •3.25 with this coupon Z lOF $5.4l7 |
Plooao prooont coupon whon ordoring. Couponoxpiroc Fob. 14, 1M3. Sorvod 11 am - 10 pm C a

furoer one greawiew I

Bermuda Burger !

,^^,„^ either reg size at $2.66

|or jumbo 6 oz size 12.96 g«t th« 2nd one % pricJ

I

J

fllllfiBOf MHJg* I B«rTnu<ta Buryw indudM juicv ci^oDp»»d '. »ef on a ti

PIAEA
fkiU u(iM< o1 onion rmga, iMtuco and tomato

SmLmMI ll IMikM

$88.
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That's what your Ceunpus Center fee this yefiu^ was.

Where does that money go? Do you care?

The Campus Center/Student Union Board of Grover-

nors is the governing body of the CC/SU Complex.
WE CARE. The BOG funds:

Union Progrcun Council
Grovemors Program Council

The Crsrft Shop
The Art Gallery
The Cable System

The B.O.G. is responsible for the allocation of stu-

dent office space, the Economic Development of the

Co-ops, and overseeing the general operations of

the Campus Center.
GET INVOLVED

Nomination papers for the Campus Cer.ter/Student

Union Board of Governors are avaiL^:^!^ Room
420* Student Union.
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INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Recreation Facility Weekend Schedule:
Sat 19 Feb thru Mon 21 February 1963

Curry Hicks Building and NOPE Building Closed
Boyden Building

Sat. 19 Feb & Mon. 21 Feb 10 am - 5:30 pm
Sun. 20 Feb noon - 7:30 pm

Boyden Pool:

Sat 19 Feb closed. . swim meet Sun 12:30 pm - 7:30 pm
Mon 12 pm - 5:X pm

Wrestlers. Tournament rates have been changed to the following.

Weigh-ln 28 February, Monday, 4:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Matches begin Tues 1 March 6 pm
Practice time remains tu/th 6 pm - 7:30 pm

Shooter of the week
Female Janet Miller, Misfits 15 points

Male Leo Flotran, Alpha Delta Phi 24 points

Co-Rec Female, Val Singleton, Crowd Pleasers. . .42 points
Co-Rec Male, Mike Rose, PTA's 8 points

Cross Country Skiing race was held Monday 14 February at 4:30 pm.
Bill Tharion won with the time of 26:30 closely followed by Dave
Folweiler at 26:26

Shoot Straight Statewide Tournament (repeat of last week)
here is your chance to do your part for the American Cancer Society,
four dollars will get you a T-shirt and a chance to win a pair of
sneakers, and a chance to play at Boston Garden. Sign-up at the In-

tramural Office, 215 Boyden Building. Scheduled date is Saturday 19
Feb, Boyden Basketball Courts, 9 am 5:30 pm. Open bracket
lege age and over) will shoot from 4 pm - 5:30 pm
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You May
Be Qualified

To Enroll

In One Of Th^
Prestigious

Colleges

Of Chiropractic
In The Nation

NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE
OF CHIROPRACTIC

L'ollfjje crediLs you've already earned may well qualify you for enroll-

ment at Northwe.stern College. (»ne of the highly regarded chiropractic

training centers in the nation.

It you are motivated by a desire to help your fellow man, and desire the

prestige and .security afforded hy a career in the health care tleld. North-
western College of Chiropractic can help you achieve your goals.

For more information, complete the coupon below and mail to North-
western College of Chiropractic. Enrollment is limited, so do it today!

/'/case saui rm' intonnalion on .Xort/iuvstcni ('o/A-t/i' <>/ C/iiropnictic. I
OR Cu// collect at (HI2} 690- 1735 ami asl< for Admissions.

Nami-

Address

Citv State Zip

C'urant li'M'l ((I Kducation:

Send to:

Admissions Office. Northwe.stern College of Chiropractic. 1834 South
Mississippi Boulevard. St. Paul. MN 551 16.
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PRICE BREAK!
HP11C

$75.00
our reg^89:9Q

org List 100.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools

Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP-11C Slim-line Programmable Scientific
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HP - 12C

$99.00
our reg ^31:00.

org list 150.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced

programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert /delete editing

RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and

liquid-crystal dispUry

HP15C

$99.00
our reg

org list 115.00

^
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HP - IOC

$59.00
our regl6&:^
o' 1 80.00

Hewlett Packard's lowest-priced

programmable ever! The new HP- IOC

scientific calculator can make problem

solving easier with:

70 Program Lines, Conditinal Branching

Built-in Trigonometric and Statistics Functions

RPN Logic, Merged Keycodes
Continuous Memory
Liquid Crystal Display

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-16C can

save you time with its built-in functions and

advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal

conversions and operations

Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 16-bit data registers

Sets word size, 1's and 2's complement, unsigned modes
Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic, Continuous Memory, and liquid-crystal display
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HP16C

$99.00
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org list 150.00

OPEN
Mon - Fri 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Arts
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Wire

by
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Special concerts and local favorites are the highpoint
of this weekend's entertainment scene. I'll fill in the ex-
citing details in a second.

First, I'd like to consider a more serious subject. The
music industry has never been known for its altruism and
the events of the past week highlight its callousness. Eubie
Blake, a man who helped shape the sound of popular music
died last weekend. For at least thirty years of his life this
man was ignored completely by the music industry. In the
1920's, when Eubie Blake was big, everyone wanted to
record him. As the music he perfected became less

popular, he was dropped like a rock. Then, no more than
ten years ago, his music was rediscovered. Eubie Blake
had been working all this time as a professional pianist, but
the music industry had forgotten him. The great irony is

that it took turning one-hundred to give Eubie Blake the
national recognition he deserved. Even greater than this

irony was his death this past Saturday. Music has gone
through considerable changes since the turn of the cen-
tury, but its cold hearted ability the predecessors of each
generation has not changed.

Music goers tonight may find their choices limited; Hot
Acoustics is playing at the Bluewall, and Justin is playing
at the Rusty Nail. Friday night may be the night you won't
know where to go first. Wild Kingdom, the Human Sexual
Response tribute band is at the Hangar One, Kaspar
Hauser is at the Bluewall, Willow Creek is at the Wok, and
the Pleasure Dots will be at Sheehan's Cafe.

Saturday night features Eric Preston's Jimi Hendrix
show at the Hangar, Arabus at the Wok, and the Race at

the Rusty Nail.

Sunday afternoon the Iron Horse Coffeehouse will

present a concert well worth attending. Pianist George
Winston will perform at the Academy of Music. Winston's
music is often compared to Keith Jarret, but in a recent
Downbeat Winston mentions fifties rock and roll. New
Orleans jazz, and heavy metal as influences. All this from
the man who is considered a master of ethereal.

Legendary Chicago blues performer Son Seals will perform at the Iron Horse Coffeehouse on
Tuesday, February 22.

Next Tuesday night there are two concerts so good I

don't know which to recommend over the other. At the
Iron Horse Coffeehouse will be a special show for blues

afficionados. Son Seals, a man with the reputation of hving
legend, will perform two shows, at seven and ten o'clock. If

wild blues guitar playing isn't your speed, there is a

concert at Bowker Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall

featuring the music and playing of UMass professor Jeff

Holmes. Holmes writes the original material for the Valley

Big Band in addition to charts for National Acts. This
concert is free and features a composition about Sun-
derland's most famous landmark. Bub's Barbecue, home of

the greasiest ribs in the East. So, ribs or blues, either way
you choose, its rock 'N roll. Till next week, yeah.

"» »iuuii URAD
GROOOOR Neil never sleeps

NEIL YOUNG
Thursday, February 10

Hartford Civic Center, Hartford

By TIMOTHY P. MERRITT
CollcKian Correapondent

That the whole affair was governed by a
larger-than-life white screen that posed as

a giant TV, should have clued me in that

this wasn't going to be a normal concert

event. Indeed, wasn't the singer trying to

make us all feel at home by supplying the
comforts we would have had in our own liv-

ing rooms?
Then that must be it. He was allowing us

to feel at home; in his home.
Me and some 10,000 other strangers.

At $11. 75 a piece (cost of ticket plus cur-

rent service charge) the musi-
cian/songwriter was offering to sit down in

his 'living room' and pick out some of our
(his?) favorite tunes.

Neil Young proved how difficult a task

this could be, and he did it early on Thurs-
day night.

Employing the biggest gag scene since

the Emperor's New Clothes, a large projec-

tor screen was hauled onto the stage,

enabling us to view the pre-concert inter-

views which had been so tediously schedul-

ed. How emotional they seemed! (a CSN
roadie tells us of the keen photos he has of

Springsteen and the Stones).

. Periodically, the interviewer would an-

nounce that Neil was backstage wanning
up and not to worry because tonight's per-

formance was "gonna be real good".

However, he cautioned, we were going to

have to sit in our own seats before the

singer would appear.

Sure enough, as if through prophesy, the

words spoken came to bear. As we sat

10,000 plus strong, each in our own seat,

eyes transfixed on the empty chair in the

living room, the man entered.

He strode across the stage peering into

the crowd that was now on its feet stamp-

ing and shouting, relieved that the volatile

singer, who had cancelled so many
engagements without notice in the past,

was here now and ready to perform.
How sweet his cracked voice sounded on

those first few lines of Sugar Mountain
("with the barkers and the colored

balloons"). The soaring notes from his harp
covered the hall while he strummed his

Hank Williams guitar. A set of synthesized
drums enabled him to create a backbeat by
stamping his feet on the stage floor.

And it was good!

Or was it?

We had been waiting so long to see the
Canadian-born singer, it had to be good.
The music was sweet, vintage Young. But
the sarcasm that ensued!

"Ever been to a circus?"

"Did you see Elvis when they beamed
him live from Hawaii?"

"Wasn't that great?"

"Do any of you have children? Yeah, I

got a couple."

And more;

The false exit after the first song.

His emphasis on the word 'old' in Heart
of Gold (the third song of the evening).

That damned TV!
His motive was obvious.

His darkness and insight brought us here
in the first place and caused us to wear out
two copies of Gold Riish and Harvest, but
now as the notes to 'Helpless' echoed, the

man seemed tired, bitter, and pained.

We had just wanted to hear the voice and
honor the writer who had touched us with

his sincerity. Now, as he sat there in front

of us, alone in his 'living room', it was u^y,
sad, and awkward. I felt uninvited.

I did what many others did; I left.

As I made my way through the crowded
corridor til* surrounds the big arena, the

words htanti through the PA;
"Don't let it bring you down

its only castles burning,

find someone who's turning,

and you will '•ome around."

Neil Young performed at the Hartford Civic Center last Thursday
night. Arts Writers 7t c* ited
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Collegian is

81.2%
In a recent survey of UMass

undergrade , 81.2 percent said
they read the Collegian

regularly, and half of those sedd
they read it every day.

That's more than three times
the UMass readers of any other

area paper!

Hypercurricula

COPYRIGHT 1962 SWANK MOTION P»CTU«fS IMC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

' -r - - «ob«r1 O«born». THC HOLLYWOOD RC^OnTCK

DATE Thursday. Feb. 17 TIME 7. 9. 11 PM
PLACE Engineering East AnMlfiSION $1 .50

Head For The Mountains

A

UMASS SKI CLUB

Sot. Trip

INVERMONT
.„•„ Includes:
'""'^

Lift Tiek»t

^ ^ ^ , Transportation

it. doposit Roqulrod

iQFFICE

4d0 yfRJTOHIOM

G*n Info C^gn Up 4:oo today

Qdv*ntura trov*!
549-4256

Airline tickets

Eurailpasses

Amtrak
233 N. Pleasant St. n

Amherst Carriage Shops

AHACHE
CASE,

black, now yours for the

taking (from Bartlett lob-

by Monday aft.); but

PLEASE have mercy on

67 students whose
papers were insidel Just

drop in any Bartlett of-

fice. Beaty, English

Dept.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are listed unly on the

day they are taking place. Announcements
^ust be submitted on "Hypercurricula"

iurms available in the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not subflut-^

ted on the standard form and not salmiit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the CoUegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-

ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

OLDER STUDENTS 25-PLUS CLUB -
"Live It Up" with the 25 plus club every
Thursday — meeting and social. Short
meeting, long social! Open to all older full-

time and part-time undergrads, grad
students and UWW students. 7? p.m.,
Campus Center 805.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION JOB
AND CAREER FAIR - Representatives

of 13 companies, agencies, and the Office

for Cooperative Eklucation will discuss their

organizations, needs and objectives, and
cooperative education empk>yment op-

portunities. 1 to 4 p.m.. Campus Center.

WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT '

psiTRODUCTORY MEETING - An in-

troductory meeting for a new RSO group.

WLP is committed to promoting women's
empowerment. We are working on a

resource center, networking and
progT'amming. All women are invited. 7

p.m., 811-815 Campus Center.

FILM: JOSH MCDOWELL'S "MORE
THAN A CARPENTER" - Josh McDoweU
has spoken to millions of college students in

over 50 countries. Come and find out about

Biblical archaeology and prophecy. 6:30

p.m.. SBA Room 109.

AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING — We will discuss our upcoming
movie. Anyone interested in ham radio is

welcome. 7:30 p.m., Campus Center 901.

INTRODUCTORY MEETING OF THE
ANTI RACISM TEAM - WiU be held at 4

p.m. in Room 801 at the Campus Center.

ASIAN AMERICAN MEETING -
Welcome back AASA members. Meeting
tonight, new members are welcomed to join

us to plan for a fun semester. 6:30 p.m..

Campus Center ]K)5-09.

UMASS PIRG GENERAL MEETING -*
Who says students can't make a difference?

Come see how you and MASSPIRG can

affect changes in environmental, energy

and consumer issues. 7 p.m., GC 1(B.

Sound&
Music's l^^udiingtoitf

^OneDay
! Only

"°™^*BirtlicUw- Sate"^'
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Goodness 10-8

All Demos

OVER
COST

maxell. UDXLii C90
Cassettes

aSa Model 82C Speakers

JVC LA- 10 Turntable
iiaBOBini M70B Cartridge

ONKYO Tx-U Receiver

^_3 :y.y^ c P5?^j

$299
FRFFM ^^'^ Record Cleaner
*^"^^ Sli with any complete system

2 for $5.49 10 for $25

SONY, TC-FX44
Cassette Deck

with Dolby "C"

$189
4 FREE Cassettes
with any Cassette Deck

OKKirO 'tX-21 Receiver

SONY. PS-LX2 Turntable
I

a ^0:>
Stanton 680EE Cartridge

BottonAcoustics A-60 Speakers $499

ONKYO TA-2055
Cassette Deck

with real-time and

remaining time counter

$295

Teac reel to reel decks

from $299
Pioneer "boom-boxes"
from $99
Nuvox FM walk-abouts

from $19

Jensen 6x9 Coax II car

speakers $60 /pr.

Many unadvertised specials

Quantities limited on some
items

No lay-aways on sale items

'Cost IS hereby defined as the price on our invoice from the manufacturer or suppli.-t

Sound& Music
90-92 King Street (Rte. 5). Northampton. 584-9547 ^f\
Mon -Wed. 10-6. Thurs.. Fri. 10-9. Sat 10-5

"^'''
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

FELLOW FACULTY
MBMSens... ARE yov

So/^^ertnes unsvrs of
WW 70 dJ^oe A 7F>IM

P/\P£fK . W£LL, J-VST 00

WHAT I
00.

you OONT HfiNE TO SF£NO
youd PRECIOUS TiMB
RB^O)NG THE TERJ^

PAPE/K

Slf^PLy WEIGH IT: THE ^0R£ IT

WEIGHS^ THE BETTER TTVf OfiADe

THIS one LOOKS

LIKE AM 'A

Katfood By ARK

OifflCUL-T GAMe., 7-1M -^ M5/DC0MP/T/TC*r^, ft>we^
fML-VfiLS, ANb h^^AN (An^JS

AND Wfc HA5 10 COMPLtIt
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After The Fall By R. Miller

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

koHK.THERES THAT DREAMV^
IHIINK.. scrod!.. MAYBE HtLL

«SK WE OUT?!. .OH god!!

SHES SO UGLY THE TIDE

WOULDN^TTfiKhHEROUr!

WANTED: Someone who knows news

The Collegian is looking for one Associate News Editor to coordinate

our coverage of Amherst and the Five College area. Applicants should

have some experience reporting news for a newspaper and be willing to

work hard for low pay. We will provide some training and great

experience. Interested UMass students should apply before next Friday,

Feb. 25, to John DiPalazzo at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

545-3500.
The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

1 I «

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc

^'l*U iM A*|**n Ham Sta4tcmf

ACROSS 56 Vegetable topping
1 Explorer Tasman 60 Heellessfoot
5 Relative of a covering

61 Sash for a

geisha

62 Justification for

existence

64 Brooch
65 Scout's

specialties

66 Ouechuan people
67 Tennis term

66 Mariner's dir

69 Sunny times

Glengarry

8 Cut sfiorter

11 Part of a

bird's wing
12 goodv/ili

14 Put fight

15 Extreme pre

occupation with

acquiring books
17 Polish

18 Tidal flow
19 Mathematician's

talent

21 Like a certain

lining

23 Encourages
24 Tar's domain
25 Long past

26 Recipe abbr.

30 Wild plum
35 Zoo denizen
36 Feather creation

38 Ben of

iiterature

39 Work unit

40 Also-ran, perhaps
41 Banker's abbr
42 Reader's choice
45 Coin in Siam
47 Writer's need
48 Quarter circle

50 Dostoevski novel

(vi^ith "The ")

53 Actress Andress

DOWN
1 Plausible excuses
2 Addition to the tub

3 House addition

4 Woolen cloth

5 Afternoon social

needs
6 Henry VIM'S se

cond
7 Ripple pattern

fabric

8 Squander
9 Composer

masterpiece
10 Term of

endearment
11 Actor Vigoda and

namesakes
12 Satisfied sound
13 Racetrack

condition

16 On — own
20 Superlative

ending

22 Type of lace.

for stiort

25 Back of the heel

27 Business problem
28 Fashionable

resort

29 Nail

31 Satisfying

exclamations
32 Type of glass

33 Disk or ring

34 Individual person

36 Layette item

37 shoestring

43 Sample once more
44 Western

Hemisphere org

46 Sesame
49 Barton and

namesakes
51 Nightfall

52 Shallow

53 Seagoing initials

54 Performed a

decorator's |ob

55 Experts

56 Relatives of

proms
57 Show biz award
58 Serge suit

wearer's problem
59 Butterflies

63 Royal name in

Spain

1 4 m^i' ' ^^11"
^^TT t^^Hu

^Hl7

19 2^
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weather
Rain beginning by early

afternoon except wet snow
in the Berkshires. High
temperature 35 to 45.
Tonight rain changing to
snow before ending Friday
morning. Low temperature
25 to 35. Tomorrow partly

sunny windy and colder
with high temperature in

the upper 20s to middle 308.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

California Quiche
Hot Corned Beef on Rye

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Ham and Cheese

Florentine

Fruit Plate with

Pumpkin Bread

BASICS LUNCH
California Quiche
Vegetable Taco

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel

Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's haf^ 1

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and
Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter

or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.

.\\\\\\v. .\\\v:\s\a\ss^:\*.<m\^^^^
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riNt ARTS CtNUR

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO SPRING 1983 AT THE RAND THEATER

ASHES
P,^ . „ ^^ , ^ Morch 3-5, 9-12 at 8 00 pmUavid Rudkin s drama of a young couple whose yearning for a
child becomes an obsession as the odds turn more and more

against them is a work of stunning power — frank

compassionate, laced with ironic humor

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS
April 7-9, 13-16 at 8 00 pm

Thii IS not your typicoi Shakespearean play It isn t rom.antic and lyr^

cai It is pure farce, fast and bawdy, peopled with acrobats )ug
glers. musicians, and hookers Think you hate Shakespeare'' You h

love THE COfVtEDY OF ERRORS.

COMPANY
May 5-7, 11-14 at 800 pm

This brilliant, sophisticated musical Dy Stephen Sondheim marioges
to be very funny about the subiect of marriage by faking it very sen

ously Set to music that reflects the pulse of fvlanhattan life

COf^PANY IS about growing up and becoming human in our times

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
STUDENTS PAY ONLY *$4.50 TO SEE ALL THREE SHOWS!

Go to the Rand Theater Box Office (Opposite the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall).

The Box Office is Open from 12 Noon, Monday through Friday.

PHONE: 545-3511
* Offer expires Friday, February 25 at 4:00 pm. After that date

subscriptions cost $6.00.

Non-students pay a slightly higher subscription rate.

CHONA

CONTEMPORARY
FASHION FOR MEN

THORNES MARKET
)50 MAIN SIRfET NORTHAMPTON

^•••••••••••*•••••••
t vmia: s.\>i>iy

U.V\ 1^ VOL !

SM.>L% AIJ*IIA Ml
I KAIi t:\iiv

Com* to our

OPEN RUSH
4-Thuri. Feb. I7th
« Wed b Thurs Feb. 23 b 24

*

1^ "SA^IMIIS"
j^ «M I I Ks:

«4i»«««t*****«*****»

BROTHERHOOD
PARTIES
KARATE
OUR OWN GYM
LITTLE SISTERS PROGRAM
HOME COOKED MEALS

iW€GKeMD€I^

-:^

^••••••••••••*•••••••*•••••<
-^x

f
C
ll

20
«*•«******«****«**«**•**«*« ••«*

Attention
All Juniors

applications are still available for the

Mortor Doord
Honor Society

scholarship - leadership - communitY
involvement

Prerequisite - 3.2+ G.P.A.
Forms may be picked up at the

Dean of Students Office

Deadline - February 25th

Any questions call Annemarie 545-2152

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave messa;:?

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-
wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also
call 6-5851

CAR PARTS
~

Saab 96 Parts: transmission, V-4 engine,
1967 brake master cylinder, tach, special

edition "Monte Carlo" body, other parts.

Call Sam 774-5952 Mon to Fri 1 pm to 5 pm

CRIMSON TRAVEL
~

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona
$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Staph 549-5320

DAYTONA BEACH
~

Daytona Beach Spring Break $299.
Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston -

Daytona. 7 nights Ramada Inn on the
beach Free car rental departs Mar 19
Saugus Travel 617-233-8192, 617-289-6221

ELECTIONS

Presidential/BOG/Residential Commit-
tee nomination papers are available 420
SUB until Feb. 18

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Special! Dorms, greeks. Semis. Paul
549-4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
function? 756-0739

FOR RENT

Roommate/s wanted - room in brand
new Brittany Manor Apt. heat &• hot w. in-

cd. $230 for 1 , $156 for 2 - visit 140A2 or call

568- 121 5 after 6 PM
Two bedroom apartment 325 per nnonth
includes utilities available immediately near
bus stop call after five 253-7094

Room for rent furnished Northwood Apts
negotiable call Tom 665-4284

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals
W. Yarmouth & Dennis, 1, 2, 3, 4 bedroom
units. Rent direct from owners. Call

1-617-8300 or 1-617-771-2233

FOR SALE
~

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 -t- '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call253-53e9

ATARI 800 COMPUTERS 48k RAM
typewriter keyboard new condition includes

BASIC cartridge and manuale $499
54&«38
Large refrigerator $40 253-3931

Smith Corona electric typewriter $200
John 5-2069 days 549-6643 eves

K2 Skiis For Sale $50 or BO interested?

call Margie 256-6612

Electric typewriter one year old $260 sew-
ing machine $66 256-6174

Computer Terminal ADM-3A video ter-

minal good condition Phil 549-6994

BOSE 201 Speakers one month old 150 or

BO Dave 546-5359

2 Eric Clapton tickets March 1 Centrum
$25. call Jim at 6-7146, Tony 6-7126 nights

Large frig for sale $75 or best offer call

Brian 549-6343

Phil Collins Tix - at cost. Call Thurs. after-

noon 545-3500 ask for Joel

75 Olds Starfire 6 cyls AM/FM cassette

good cond. 1275 253-2016

FOUND

ound a leather cap on Monday if you

Post it call Maura 6-9340

FUN IN THE SUN

18
eytona Beach - Spring Break - March

27 Party down on the motorcoach. Free

eer Party, oceanfront accomodations

165 plus tax & services. Call Kathie or

obin @ 256-0561 for more info

GIBSON GUITAR

libson - customized Paul. Double cut-

ly added, Gibson headstock replaced

-vith "Ricky" in mother of pearl. Custom

jeep maroon finish. Autographed by John

IcLaughlin and Al Dimeola. Pick-ups

wired hotter. One of a kind. A dream. Must
sell fast $475.00 FIRMIII Ricky 6-7754

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28,000 Cari
bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-
tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext
Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-
theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens
camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews
March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmosphere, 12
Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include
school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

Kitchen help needed for exchange of
meals call 549-0432 or 549-3582 ask for

Waldo

Dependable people needed for
newspaper delivery in dorms. 7 days a
week. Between 7:00-9:00 AM. 253-7009

Sale Rep Wanted Need extra cash? Self-

motivated? Want to set your own hours?
Bee your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student Bedding,
Inc. Income potential is up to you. Must
have own phone. For further information
write: ARK Student Bedding, Inc. P.O. Box
534 Wenham, Massachusetts 01984

The Commuter Area Govrnment has
two job openings. These positions are

work-study at 15/hours/wk. Must be a

freshman, sophmore or junior
undergraduate. To apply, stop by 404 Stu-
dent Union 9:00-5:00 pm M-F. We are an
Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity
Employer. Third World, women and non-
traditional students encpouraged to apply.
Deadline is February 23.

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory & shop.
Limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

Gray and Red Ski Jacket taken from 32
Riverglade on 2/11 was Christmas gift from
fiance and I can't see the board without my
glasses copper wireframes $50 reward no
questions asked Please call 546-4050

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-5756

PERSONALS

Stop Fee IncreasesI The student senate
will hold hearings on next years student
fees. Come voice your concerns Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm Tues 15th CC804 4-7 pm
Tired of the same old routine? All

University Women are invited to Chi

Omega Rush Parties:

Monday Feb. 14 Dinner 5:00-6:00

Valentine's Party 7:30-8:15

Wed. Feb. 16 Dynasty Party 9:30-11

Thurs. Feb. 17 Coffe & Dessert 7-8

Tues. Feb. 22 Chi-0 Rodeo 6:30-7:30

See what makes Chi Omega special I Come
on up to Frat/Sor Park or call 545-0162

Did you participate in a pomography
study done three years ago here at UMass?
If so, call Michelle at 546-5862

Bob Joubert Happy Birthday - i told you
I wouldn't forget

Wade Thanks for V Day card. Do I know
you? Laurie

THANK YOUIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllillllllll

All those who helped make
Je t'aime roses a success Monday.

Thank you,
Rick

ECE 212 tutor neededl Will pay call 6-5876
evenings keep trying

Chris Ann - Thanks for all the laughter
you're bringing to Chi-0. Sorry about Fri-

day, we'll have to make up for it. Love your
big sis, Cynthia

Kurt you are a nnnti HB Mike and Gary.
Hi to the rest at Gorman. Love the Jens

Kappa Kappa Gamma Open Rush Par-

ties this week: Mon 4:15 Et 7 PM, Tues.
6:15 & 7 PM, Thurs 5-6 RSVP 545-0321
545-0320 KKG where lifelong friendships

begini

All university women invited to
Sigma Kappa Informal Rush

Feb. 14 Mon 7:00

Feb 15 Tue 7:00

Feb 16 Wed 7:00

Feb 17 Thur 7:00

Feb 20 Sunday brunch 12:30
19 Allen St. located behind BKO

to RSVP call 256-6887

SigmaDeltaTauSigmaDeltaTauSigma

• all Univ Women are invited to
• Rush Sigma Delta Tau

Tues Feb 15 7-9 PM
Wed Feb 169:45-11 PM
Thurs Feb 17 5-6:30

• 409 N Pleasant St call for info
• ask for Donna
'SigmaDeltaTau Sigma DeltaTau Sigma

JAMAICA
Spring Break

Do it right this yearl

For more info call 549-0329

Office worker/typist for Student Senate
Office wanted. Apply in 420 Student Union
by Feb. 18. 5-0341 women and people of
color encouraged to apply

Lambda Delta Phi
invites all UMass women to

informal sorority rush on Tuesday
Feb. 15th and Thursday Feb 17th

at 7:00 PM (both nights)
for further info call 546-0939

or 253-9971 or come by
389 N Pleasant St

A Touch of Class

All University Women are invited

to Delta Zeta Sorority Rush
parties on the following dates:

17 Feb @ 7-8 PM
20 Feb @ 12-1 :15 PM
22 Feb @ 7-8 PM

Delta Zeta 1 1 Phillips St
any ques. contact Alicia 549-6823

•

Mike in Kennedy: Did we get our lines

crossed Fri. night or am I just a sentin>ental

fool? M in JQA
The Fate of the Earth: Overpopulation will

get us if The Bomb doesn'tl Conne see a
free flick in Room 306 of the Student Union
BIdg. on Thurs. Feb. 17 "Tragedy of the
Commons" shown by the Coalition For En-
vironmental Quality. Come see some hard
reality and offer sonne stimulating ideasi

7:30 pm
Goodbye Meiskitell Three's company,
four's a crowd. Thank you Sylvia

Happy 20th Annel better late than never
love, your roomie

All Martial Artists and Rghters are in-

vited to an Open Rush at EAM, tonite at

7:00 pm on 395 North Pleasant St

Michael got your note Sun night, t want to
return visit or call but I forgot your address
and #. You know mine so call n>e so I can
get yours. Rhonda

Ron & Gary 2 special guys (even though
not from NJ) thanksl Love you - Pud

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE

Prompt Service / Low Rates 546-4767

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases. Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5-0392.584-7924

RESUME WRITING
~

Professional/Confidential/Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride Needed to Framingham or

Newton Friday afternoons and back to

Umass on Sundays. Will share expenses

call Heidi 546-47K Keep trying

Maine Orono - Bangor area feb 17 or 18
for long wkend Please call Judy 6-7186

Ride wanted to northern New Jersey on
Friday 2/18 call David 546-1144

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Roommate wanted: $120/m util ind
starts Feb call Mark or Dan 549-1387

For rent one large bedroom in four

bedroom duplex on bus route 108 -«-

586-3613

Male or female to share house quiet set-

ting, nonsmoker 200.00/mo util included

call 467-3974 (Granby)

One female to share a room in a three

bedrom apartment near the center of town.
Ninety-nine a month call Aline at 549-6264

Apartment-mate wanted fully-fumished

2 bedroom apt in private home. 5 minute
walk to Amherst Center $250 includes

utils/heat call Todd or leave message
549-6628 or 549-1916

Two bedrooms in three t)edroom owner
occupied home Easthampton 150+ per mo
prefer working grad student with car.

527-5714

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas.
Bermuda. $125 $325. Call Dave or John
253-3718

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT ~
Boltwood is seeking volunteers to par-

ticipate in receation programs for the

developmentally disabled at BSS. Gain
valuable experience. Credit available. Infor-

mation meetings: Thurs Feb 17 and
Wednesday Feb 23 rm 804 CC

TIM LAPOINTE

Rumor has it you are teaching a colloque
entitled "Psuedo Sexy Men Are All Talk
and No Action." The syllatxjs includes: 1.

Reserve readings on "Game Playing" by U.
Pipsqueak due Sat nite 10:00 2. The tex-

tbook: "Mutual Upgrading of a Rela-
tionship." by R. Rent, I. Sweet. Chapter
69, "Between Us: It Can Only Get Better."

3. A case study on men inc., the problem:
the macho man objective of men inc. to ig-

nore women but secretly wish to seduce
them, is currently unmet. 4. Semir^r ses-
sion: private dance lessons on the techni-

ques of blatent and subtle seduction.
Please try to add another section if this one
is oversubscribed. Wed. Feb 23 is good for

us, is it good for you? Lovingly, Tanmy't
Angels

TRAVEL

Florida direct by van. 3/19-27. $158. for
round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info
call now - S.S. Van Unas @ 617-724-8810

On the Strip Sprir>g Break in Daytona or Ft

Lauderdale deluxe hotels from $125 call

Dave or John 253-3718

Bermuda - $315 includes everything - call

256-6941 after 6

WANTED

Class rings, goW and sMvsr jMMky
coins. Osniel Smith, 25 North
Amherst. 256-0710

Phil Collins Tlx I need two tkdcets k>cated

anvwhere call Julie after 6 PM SBB-1884

Apt Mate Northwood Apts own room,
two bdrm apt 160.00 rent 866-3633 aft 5 pm
Partner wanted for MS Dance
Marathon contact Lisa 6-7288

Sincere people wanted to try Shaklee's

new clinically tested weight loss plan and
organic vitamins. Excellent business oppor-

tunity available to market products full or

part time. Call 586-8023, 586-4191,
247-5479 M-F 10 am - 7 pm
Refrigerator - used dorm^-ze call Sun after

6 PM 546-1019

Graphics Staff Meeting TONIGHT at 7:00 PJM.
All Night Graphics Personnel must attend an important meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Graphics

Department. If you can not attend please speak to Sam or Stuart immediately. We need your input!

. ^•^N»»-^'**^'*>"»*'• •
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Women hoopsters comeback nipped
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

coiugun sun

The University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team came back from a

nine point halftime deficit only to falter at

the end of the game and suffer a disappoin

ting 67-63 loss at the hands of Central Con-

necticut at the Cage last night.

"We lost the game because we didn't

play 40 minutes." said Coach Mary Ann

Ozdarski. "Central played very well and we

weren't hungry enough. We had too many

turnovers and lost in the transition game

because we weren't thinking."

UMass was led once again by Karen

Damminger who hit 10 out of 14 field goal

attempts and ended up with 21 points, 11

rebounds and three assists. Wendy Ward

also played well as she controlled the pace

for the Minutewomen and scored 14 points,

had five assists, four rebounds and four

steals. Nadine Jackson pulled down 12 re-

bounds and added seven points.

The game began very slowly as neither

team could settle into their type of game.

Both sides had fast breaks opportunities

but couldn't capitalize on them. Central

took the lead for good very early on in the

contest as they started to hit some shots.

They held the Minutewomen scoreless for

the first 3:15 of the game until Damminger

scored UMass* first eight points.

There were many turnovers and poor

shooting on both sides, but Central used

their si^ed to score on the fast break and

settled for a 36-27 halftime lead.

The Minutewomen came out strong in

the second half as they showed more en-

thusiasm. Barbar Hebel and Wendy Ward

began to find the mark and the defense got

tougher as UMass cut the lead to 49-45

halfway through the second half.

Both teams shooting percentage improv-

ed in the second half, but UMass could only

manage to trade baskets with Central and

they came no closer than four points

throughout most of the second half.

The Minutewomen finally knotted the

ballgame at 58-58 with 4:30 left in the game

on a Maria Chomentowski basket. But the

tie did not last long.

Central began to pressure the young

UMass squad and caused several key tur-

novers. The Minutewomen fell apart down

the stretch as they threw the ball away at

crucial moments and couldn't get a basket

or an offensive rebound for a possible se-

cond shot when they needed it so badly.

Central Connecticut outrebounded

UMass for the game by a count of 54-46,

bit UMass outshot them by a 41 to 34

p'Tcentage, and had 15 assists compared to

Central's four. Central stole the ball 18

times to UMass 12, and UMass committed

more team fouls.

Central was led by Sandy Peay who led

all scorers with 22 points, pulled down 20

rebounds and stole the ball four times.

Hope Linthicum added 18 points and five

steals, and Beryl Piper scored 12 points

and had 11 rebounds.

figur(
By JIM FLOYD

C«il«fflaa Staff

Statistics. Coaches will tell you that

statistics tell a lot about a basketball game,

but not all about a basketball game.

What statistics tell, over the long run

though, is how a team and or an individual

is putting out on an overall basis.

The leading scorer for the Minutemen,

after 20 games, is freshman John Hempel.

Hempel has averaged 15.6 points per game

and, in last Monday's 108-90 loss to West

Virginia, he poured in a career high and

Atlantic Ten record 37 points (that's a

record for all class year's not just

freshmen).

In the same game that Hempel went on a

shooting spree (and don't be surprised to

see him look to light up the scoreboard

again), sophomore forward Horace

Neysmith, who has for some reason

become the Minuteman's most underrated

player, hauled down 17 boards (rebounds

for laymen). Horace is currently ranked

ninth among Atlantic Ten players in re-

bounding with a 7.5 pulls per game

average. He is also averaging 12.7 points

per game for the Mmutemen, good for

third on the squad.

Just ahead of Neysmith in the Atlantic

Ten rebounding category is junior center

Edwin Green, who has been controlling the

glass with 7.7 rebounds per game. Green is

also listed as the third best shot blocker in

the league, averaging 1.5 rejections per

contest. Anyone who has been to a

Minuteman home game knows that a lot of

those blocks have come against taller op-

ponents.

SUtistics, isn't this great. These are the

types of things you can point out to your

friends at other schools when they talk

about their respective team. They are just

like trading baseball cards or something.

(Sure.)

Donald Russell continues to turn in con-

sistent performances as the floor leader

and is scoring at a 14.5 ppg clip, just the

right numbers for second on the team

behind Hempel. Russell is also tied with

Ron Young for the lead in team assists,

with 51, although to be quit* truthful.

Young has logged only 528 minutes com-

pared to Russell's 703 (another team

leading statistic).

So Stat nuts want more, eh? Well,

Hempel leads the team in three point shots

having hit on 13 of 23 attempts for a .565

percentage. Green has a total of 30 blocks

and is trailed by Neysmith and Bobby

Braun, who share second place with five

apiece. Russell has 27 steals followed by

Neysmith with 19 and Green with 16.

On a negative note, Neysmith is the most

charitable player on the team with 71 tur-

novers. He is followed by Hempel, who has

60, and Russell, who has 58.

In case you have missed the REAL
statistic, the team now stands at 5-15, 1-8

in the Atlantic Ten. They will look to im-

prove on that record tonight when they

travel to Boston to take on Northeastern

University in a non-league clash.

Statistics, boy everything you ever

wanted to know about...

Hockey race heats up
By SCOT COOPER

CelUfiM Staff

The UMass Intramural Hockey program,

with over 135 people comprising nine

teams, completed its second week of play on

Tuesday night. Last semesters champions.

What the Puck, found themselves at the top

again, tied for first place with Yukon Jack.

Each team has three wins and a tie.

What the Puck got a blemish on their

unbeaten, untied record when they skated

to a 3-3 tie with the Leafs in the opening

game of the second season. What the Puck,

featuring members of Delta Upsilon and

Kappa Sigma, sports the high flying line of

Jon Femberg, Joe Garaci. and John

McDermott. After their opening game tie.

What the Puck bolted to three straight

wins, featuring demolitwns of the Mice on

Ice 16-2. and the R«bels 7-3.

Yukon Jack. stiU livid alter theu- oustmg

in the second round of last semesters

playoff, crushed the Bumper Stickers 8-2.

walked on the Mice on Ice 16-1. and tied the

Nads 2 2 to grab a piece of first place.

A second place tie, the Nads and the

Leafs both have 2 1 records. The Nads

stung the Rebels 8-5 and the Bumper

Stickers 5-2. The Leafs made their move by

dumping the only non UMass club Ham-

pshire College, 6 3, and the only other

fraternity in the league, the Pikers, 5-2.

Rounding out the lower half of the

standings, the Rebels got their only win

over Hampshire OUege 9-2, Hampshire

won their debut over the Mice on Ice, and

the Pikers got into the win column on the

strength of Peter Lamb's two goals in a 3-2

decision over the Bumper Stickers. The

Mice on Ice and the Bumper Stkkers have

yet to skate to a victory.

Nadine Jackson drives for a shot daring second half action in last

night's 67-63 loss to Central Connecticut at the Cage.

NCAAhoop round up
By DAN LEBERFELD

CoHcfwn Corrcapondcnt

Over the years basketball experts con-

sidered the Big Ten and the ACC as the

premier basketball conferences in the na-

tion. As of late the Big East has joined the

list. Experts, be prepared to add another

conference to the list. The Southeastern

Conference not only has established itself

as one of the best in America this season,

but it could be numero uno.

Alabama, a team in everybodies

preseason top 20 poll is in last place in the

SEC with a 2-8 record. The Crimson Tide,

featuring two of America's top collegians

in center Bobby Lee Hurt and guard En-

nis Whatley, is li-8 overall. To put things

into perspective, this AlaJoama team went

into UCLA's Pauley Pavilion earlier in

the year and beat the Bruins, who were

number one in the nation at the tinrie.

The reason only one team from this con-

ference (Kentucky) is currently ranked is

because the teams are consistantly knock-

ing each other off. Many, if not all of each

team's losses is to other conference

teams. The SEC has no "doormat" teams

that the top conference teams easily han-

dle like the Big East's Providence,

UConn, and Seton Hall. So next time so-

meone asks you which conference you

think is the best, consider the upstart

SEC.
-k -k -k

Yale pulled off a major coup in the

recruiting wars by inking 6' 11" blue-

chipper Ricky Ewing from Nashville. Ew-

ing chose the Elis over Georgetown and

Virginia, who both offered him a full

scholarship. At Yale he will be paying

$12,000 a year. Ewing comments, "At
Yale I will be able to enjoy the college ex-

I
perience."

• • •
America's best high school basketball

player, Dwayne "the pearl" Washington,

has signed on with Syracuse. In

V'-shington, the Orangemen are getting

a V
'

do-it-all guard who knocked in 38

points, a game at Boys and Girls High in

New York City. Many feel he could step

into the pros right now.

• •
UMass Atlantic 10 foes Rutgers and

West Virginia will be decimated by

"graduating" seniors come June so the

two schools went out early this year and

struck it rich. Rutger's has already signed

5 players, 3 of which stand around 6'9"

and West Virginia has signed two 6'8"'s.

k -k -k

Canada has never hui a native son play

in the NBA but come June Syracuse's Leo

Rautins will change that. The scouts pro-

ject this man from up north as a first

round pick. They also think the 6'8"

Rautins will play guard in the NBA.
• • •

There is alot of talent going to waste on

the Big East benches. Two players who
were sick of sitting on the bench are St.

Bonaventure's 6'4" guard Mike Sheehey

(formerly of Syracuse) and Hofstra's 6'9"

250 pound center Miles McPartland

(formerly of Providence). Both players

are doing bang-up jobs and have had

tremendous impacts on their respective

teams' tum-arounds this season. Hofstra

is 14-5 and St. Bonaventure is 14-4.

k it k
UMass coach Tom McLaughlin oh

Minuteman Ron Young's defense against

South Florida's Charles Bradley, the na-

tion's leading scorer, "Ronnie did a good

defensive jobon Charles aiui he scor«l 32

pmnts."
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Eight bias

charges in

six months
By MARY BALDWIN

CollcKian SUff

Eight sexual discrimination cases in the

areas of tenure, merit and salary inequity

have been reported in the last six months

to the Affirmative Action office by various

departments at the University of-

Massachusetts.

Regarding sexual discrimination. Affir-

mative Action Director Thelma Griffith-

Johnson, said "UMass is not in the worst

shape in this country but we're not in the

best shape either."

Johnson said she could not divulge the

departments or the names of the people in-

volved in the discrimination charges.

"Currently we are investigating a charge

involving a female faculty member who is

being judged for tenure by criteria dif-

ferent from those used for men," Johnson.

"Her department had set up a different set

of standards than those used for men."

Johnson said she hopes the criteria is in

writing and if it is not, she will look at

records to compare what criteria has been

used to give tenure for both sexes in the

past.

Six cases of discrimination involving

merit, are being investigated by the Affir

mative Action Office. In these incidences of

discrimination, men in the same depart-

ment with the same job title and

assignments as women are receiving merit

and the women are not, she said.

"In several of these cases, these women

didn't get any merit or very little," she

said.

In a salary inequity case already dealt

with by Affirmative Action, one depart-

ment asked the University to pay a male

applicant for employment $8,000 more

than a woman for the same faculty posi-

tion, Johnson said.

"We challenged it. We wanted txt know

why this woman who had 10 years of

teaching experience and who was very well

published was being offered less than a

male with very little teaching experience

who had written only two articles and his

dissertation," she said.

Johnson said the department's rationale

for the unequal salary request was becaust*

the woman's husband had a job and she

didn't need the money.

"Women are to be judged on their merit

alone and their education and their poten-

tial," Johnson said.

Johnson said the department may have

felt the male applicant was worth the slary

offered because he graduated near the top

of his class.

"In the university there is a market for

people at the top of their class, especially

from a good university. All universities will

struggle to get them on their faculties.

That is accepted traditional behavior." she

said.

"Even so. she came with the qualifica-

tions that demanded a decent salary," she

said.

The department made the adjustment

and they were both hired. The woman was

paid $100 more, she said.

The sad part, Johnson said, is this

woman will never know about the con-

troversies.

"The people who made the decision alwut

salar\' range were men. But it was a male

who "discovered the discrepanry in this of

fice," she said.

The Affirmative Action offi<M' is al.so cur-

rently investigating a formal charge of age

discrimination made by a female classified

employee who is a member of a department

in which everyone is female except the

director.

^» o?^,.

^!^r

Coilepan photo by Jim Power*

The weather took a turn for the wet yesterday, as a cold rain turned

campus snow into slush. Here, an umbrella-carrying pedestrian walks

near the Campus Center at mid-afternoon.

George's prestige threatene

but holiday to go as usual
By JIM FINKLE

CoilcKUUi Staff

Although some may say George

Washington was not a great general, the

University of Massachusetts will still

honor his birthday by closing Monday.

"He was not a great general," UMass
history professor Hugh F. Bell said of

Washington. "It was often said that if the

British had any better general we would

have been beaten. He never really won a

big batUe."

However, Washington's special gift was

his steadfastness. "He stayed with it. he

was never wiped out, he was always

there. People could count on him," Bell

said.

While most UMass employees will have

Monday off and many students will be at

home, some services on campus will re-

main open.

The Goodell and Tower libraries will be

open as usual, 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. The music

library will open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,

while the biological sciences and physical

sciences libraries will open from 8 a.m. to

11 p.m.

The Top of the Campus Lounge will be

open from 4 p.m. to 1 a.m The Blue Wall

will be closed for lunch and open from (i

p.m. to I a.m. The Hatch will open from 8

a.m. to 10 p.m. The Coffee Shop will be

closed all day.

All retail stores are permitted to open.

Package stores will be open during their

normal hours according to a survey of

area esiablishments.

Uity, state and federal offices will close.

The Collegian will no. publish.

The only treat in store for students who

decide to remain at school over the

weekend will be cherry pie served at the

dining commons on Monday night.

However. Washington's life proves

more exciting than the prospect of re-

maining on campus this weekend.

He had a lot of family troubles, in-

cluding an unrequited love and a whining

mother. Bell said. His beloved half

brother Lawrence died young of tuber-

culosis, and Washington never had

children.

Although Washington is now
remembered for his handsome ap-

pearance, he was plagued with huge

hands and feet, a large head, narrow

shoulders, wide hips and a glacial expres-

sion.

Born in Virginia. Washington worked

as a land surveyor and a real estate

speculator before finally becoming a col-

onel in the Virginia Militia.

Bell said his education was rudimen-

tary. "His writing style was ponderous.

He would use six words where one would

do and he liked to use big words.

"Some elements of WashifiKton remind

one of Eisenhower," Bell said He was

quiet, not particularly brilliant intellec-

tually and with a volcanic temper when he

was pushed to the limit.

"I think Washington was really a good

man. We were just lucky to have him on

tho scene."

Court hears

evaluation

case today
By DAVID B. MINER

Collcguui Correspondent

The right of University of Massachusetts

students to have access to University

course and teacher evaluation forms will be

addressed today by the second highest

court in the state.

Arguments in an appeal of a lower court

decision involving a 1978 suit filed by

UMass students against 62 UMass depart-

ment heads will be heard by the state Court

of Appeals in Springfield today.

At issue is whether the course and

teacher evaluation forms passed out by in-

structors for student input, are public

records.

Until the late 1970s, the Academic Af-

fairs Committee of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate had received, from some

department heads, copies of the evalua-

tions and had published the findings in a

student handbook.

After several instructors had objected or

raised questions concerning this practice

guidelines were established which allowed

for the continued publication — only if the

individual instructor did not object.

This issue — the right of students to have

free and access to these forms — caused

two members of the committee, Joseph

Connolly, and Steven Kropp, to file a suit

on behalf of the Academic Affairs Commit-

tee in Hampshire County Superior Court,

said Mark Eckstein, a staff attorney in the

Legal Services Office.

The suit, which was filed in June of 1978,

was heard in 1980 and the decision went

against the students. The committee then

decided to appeal the ruling, which said

that the evaluation forms were personnel,

not public records.

Today, the Appeals Court will review the

Superior Court decision. Eckstein and

Sidney Myers, University Counsel will

argue why the Court should set aside (over-

turn) or ratify (uphold) the lower court rul-

ing.

The court could take one of several

courses of action. It could uphold the lower

court decision, overturn the lower court,

ask for further information, or send the

case back to Supeior Court for a new trial.

The arguments may be heard today, but

it could take the Court several months to

hand down a decision.

Alteration of

current format

sought by all
By DAVID B. MINER

Colleitian ("orreipomlent

The issue of whether University of^

Massachusetts students have the right to

see and to publish course and teacher

evaluations has been a matter of debate

between the students and University facul-

ty for many years.

The issue has l)een pursued in the court

since ly/H. Tcxiay, the Massachusetts

Court of Appeals will hear arguments on

the subject.

Whatever the court decides in the suit,

brought by the Academic Affairs Commit-

tee of the Undergraduate Student Senate

against 62 academic department heads,

there are forces at work which could make

a victory for either side a "moot point."

Although it is not a direct party to the

^i?ii>
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ATTENTION
SENIORS
Do you WANT TO bE ii

PICTURES?

TkE INDEX
(yEARbook)

SenIor PortraIt Program

is startInq soon!

AppoiNTMENTS wiU Be taIcen

TuES FEb 22 -FrI FEb 2>

by cAlliNq 74»-2874 or

'by SToppiNq by CC Rm 107

UMASS FITNESS TESTING CENTER

announces

Aerobic Dance

Free Demonstration
AND PREREGISTRATION

Tues., Feb 22, at 7=00 in Rm. 24 NOPE

TIME = Men. & Wed. Evenings

_^ 5:30-6.45 or

<g^ 6=50-8:05
Beginning Wed., Feb. 23

rm.24 NOPE

$50, or 2 for $75 if you

join with a friend. Fee

includes cardiovascular

fitness test & body composi-

tion analysis.

For more information or preregistration contact Dr. Patty Freedson

at 545-2620 or instructor Kristen Costello at 549-1859

Friday, February 18, 1983 Collegian 3
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SGA Elections

Presidential /BOG / Residential Com-

mittee nomination papers are due to-

day at 3 pm, sharp! All signature

sheets must be date stamped and sub-

mitted to the Governmental Affairs

Committee. No exceptions

For furttier information,

call the Student Senate, at 545-0341

;

or come

up to room 420 of the Student Union Building.

You May
Be Qualified

To Enroll

In One Of The
Prestigious

Colleges

Of Chiropractic
In The Nation

NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE
OF CHIROPRACTIC

V/ollegc credits you've already earned may well qualify y(»u for enroll-

ment at Northwestern College, one of the hi^jhly regarded chiropractic

training centers in the nation.

If you are motivated hy a desire to help your fellow man. and de.sire the

prestige and security afforded hy a career in the health care field. North-

western College of Chiropractic can help you achieve your goals.

K(tr more information, complete the coupon helow and mail to North-

western ColK'ge of Chiropr.ictu- Knrollment is limited, so Jo it todav'

Pkvsc semi nw mtnrwiiti<ni on Xnrthircshrn ColUyc <it Chin i/mn tic.

Oh' Cull lo/hrf III (tilL'l ii9()17:i.'> iind ask fur Sdmissinus.

Special Purchase

Athletic Weight Jersey

Y# bwO w/coupon rag. $9.95

ONE DAY ONLY SALE

100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

/.IP

Sk'wA to:

Admissiono Offici-. Northuesttrn College of Chiropractic. IH:{» South

Mississippi tioiilivard. Si. Paul. >1N .>">1 H>

Maroon

$2.00 ,

Q^f
w/coupon

JERSEY
Reg. $9.95

$2.00

Off

OPEN
M-F 9-5

maroon

Coupon valid only 2/18/83

Located in the Cannpus Center

cr UNIVERSITY
MSTOREf_^

Motion calls for faculty

wide vote on curriculum
By RITA MURPHY

ColicKiui Staff

While criticism continued to be levied

against the General Education Curriculum

Proposal at yesterday's University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate meeting, a

motion was introduced which could affect

the outcome of the final vote on March 17.

The motion, which will be voted on at the

next senate meeting, March 3, calls for the

vote on the General Education proposal to

be made by all faculty members, instead of

only faculty senators.

Jim Murphy, president of the Student

Government Association, who was present

at the meeting, criticized the motion saying

it would "cut students out of the vote."

"It would cut students out of the one

aspect of education that's important, and

that's relevance," Murphy said.

During the meeting, discussion centered

around the proposed Breadth of

Knowledge component of the curriculum.

Several senators expressed doubts as to

whether or not Breadth of Knowledge

would be any different than the present

distribution (core) system.

"I am very troubled by the whole concept

of Breadth of Knowledge. What I see is

that there is very little different in this pro-

posal than the system we currently have,"

said Frank R. Hugus, German language

and literature associate professor.

Hugus said the Breadth of Knowledge

component proposes to "change the basic

character of humanity."

Robert Jones, history professor, criticiz-

ed the implication in the proposal that

students were leaving the university

"without learning anything."

"Are we turning out people that are ig-

norant? If students really want to go

through four years of college and not learn

anything then can we devise a curriculum

that will change that?" Jones said.

Jones also said faculty members do not

know how students feel about the proposal

and could not, therefore, vote on a proposal

which claimed to have "the overwhelming

support of students."

Jones said just because the SGA endors-

ed the measure, they wre not "represen-

tative of the student body."

Murphy called Jones' remarks "pre-

judicial."

"I wouldn't honor his comment by

responding to it," Murphy said.

Murphy said he did not believe the pro-

posal had the "overwhelming support of

the student body, but a lot of students are

in favor of it."

Skills proposal debated
By RITA MURPHY

CollcfWii Staff

Editor's note: This is the third in a series

of stories in General Education.

While much debate and controversy is

expected to surround the General Educa-

tion Curriculum proposal at the next

University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate meeting, not much discussion is ex-

pected on the Skills component of the

report.

The Skills proposal is divided into two

parts: Written Language and Quantitative

Reasoning.

The Written Language part has already

been implemented as the Writing Program.

Quantitative Reasoning would require

students to take a basic course in

mathematics, statistics or computer

science.

The Quantitative Reasoning would have

three goals: It will develop non-trivial

quantitetive methods. The quantitative

method of the course will be applied to

practical problem solving. It will also

devote some amount of time to discussing

and elaborating the critical limits and

potential for abuse of theiorrnal methods

highlighted in the course.

Frank Wattenberg, a member of the Ad

Hoc Committee on General Education, said

the quantitative reasoning requirement is

important because it would help students

to deal with "real world problems."

"The whole purpose behind quantitative

reasoning is to get students to learn and

master basic skills and to know how to app-

ly them in our increasingly technical socie-

ty," he said.

According to the report, "an understan-

ding of the methods and limitations of

quantitative reasoning is essential to a

sophisticated and well-informed citizenry."

One reason Quantitative Reasoning is ex-

pected to receive the approval of the Facul-

ty Senate is that "over eighty percent of

(UMass) students already take courses that

could be modified ... to become part of the

proposed curriculum," according to the

proposal.

Because of this high figure, not many
new courses are needed to fulfill the Quan-

titative Reasoning requirement, Wat-

tenberg said.

But, the committee which researched the

quantitative reasoning requirement releas-

ed a report in which they "encourage the

development of innovative courses ^j^^
specifically address the three broad

guidelines of the quantitative reasoning re-

quirement."

Quantitative Reasoning and the Writing

Program were combined together under

Skills.

"Even though they are both different,

they are both essential and important skills

which every student should acquire at the

university level," said Wattenberg.

Ellen Nylen, task coordinator of the stu-

dent subcommittee on General Education,

said the skills part of the proposal will pro-

bably be passed by the Faculty Senate

without much debate because "no one is

going to argue that students need to write

more or need basic math skills."

Photo by Peter Daley

This view of the Graduate Research Center Towers was taken from

the Marshall Hall Annex yesterday. ^^_^_____

Education urged as antidote

for herpes sensationalism

Colleician photo bv Kevin J Fachelfi

Phil Collins accompanies himself at piano during his sell-out perfor-

mance in the Fine Arts Center last night. ^

By TURA GUDMUNDSSON
CoHeciMi Staff

Edit(yr's noU: This is the last of a five-

part series.

Although the exact number of Herpes

cases nationwide remains uncertain, mak-

ing herpes a reportable disease by law will

not help to control its spread, according to

state public health officials.

In addition, while the media has been ac-

cused of being sensationalizing its coverage

of herpes, it has also helped to increase the

awareness of the disease. But, both local

and state officials say they think that pro-

per education about herpes is needed to

reduce further spreading of the disease.

"A lot of what people read is confusing

and therefore frightens them," said Dr.

Nelson M. Gantz, an associate professor of

Medicine and microbiology and director of

the Sexually Transmitted Division at the

University of Massachusetts Medical

School in Worcester.

Gantz noted that following the ainng of a

television show or the publication of an ar-

ticle concerning herpes, "individuals come

out of the closet and more people come in

to the clinic just for us to have a look if they

have anything."

Comparing the increase in the reporting

of herpes cases to that of toxic shock syn-

drome, Jane McCusker an assistant pro-

fessor in the Department of Public Health

at UMass, said that in both cases "increa.se

in publicity in the media brought reports

pouring in from all over the country."

Defining an epidemic as "excess in-

cidence over what would be expected," Mc-

Cusker said that epidemics are often

discovered "if people report it a little

more."
"What we are seeing for herpes is only

the tip of the iceberg. Underneath, there

are many more cases we can not find out

about, so that although it looks as if we

may have an epidemic of herpes, it is hard

to say so."

According to a March, 1982, report by

the Center for Disease Control (CDC) in

Atlanta, whose data is restricted to those

from sample clinics and private physicians,

there is evidence which "supports the con-

tention of an ongoing epidemic of genital

herpes infection."

While the actual numl)er of herpes cases

in the country is unknown, the CDC report

shows an 9.9 percent increae in all types of

herpes infection between 1973 and 1979.

One of the reasons that no accurate

statistics, or even local figures of herpes

cases, are available is because, unlike

Syphilis and Gonhorrea, herpes is not a

reportable disease under the law.

"There is not much of a need to make

herpes reportable and it is not a priority,"

said Sadie Corey, who, like Penny, is an ad-

visor specialist in the VD section at the

State Department of Public Health in

Boston.

Herpes is, "highly infectious and reinfec-

tious," unlike Syphilis and Gonhorrea,

which are curable and therefore con-

trollable through reportable accounts to

the Health Department, which nudtes sure

that appropriate treatment is available and

supplied for the disease, Corsey said.

"Making it reportable might be helpful in

terms of easing the mind of the public, or

helping researchers establish a correlation

between herpes and cervical cancer, and

making the government spend more money

on research," Corsey said. "But it will not

help to prevent the spread of the disease,"

she said.

"We do not know if there are more cases

this year than last year," said Corey, ad-

ding that it is hard to establish whether the

increases in herpes cases seen across the

nation "is in terms of increase in the repor-

ting, or an actual increase in cases."

A necessary measure needed to decrease

the spread of herpes, according to all

sources interviewed, is through proper

education about the subject.

"If someone gets herpes they need to

find the right information and not let what

people say out there affect how people

think about themselves," said Debbie

Edelman, a health educator in the Univer-

sity Health Service.

Through her herpes workshops Edelman

gave last semester, she hopes "to educate

the community if they have it or not. so

that there won't be the psychological

stigma attached to herpes."

Although Penny claims "a fair section of

the population are ignorant about herpes."

she said her office will go to any community

across the state which invites them to

educate students and the rest of the

population about herpes.

The most serious medical consequence of

herpes, according to (Jantz and Penny, is

possible effects on an infant if the mother

catches the infection for the first time or

has an undetected outbreak while pregnant

ur when she delivers.

"There is much more of a danger to an

infant from a pregnant mother who smokes

or drinks, or takes drugs, then from a

mother with herpes," Penny said.

'^l^\
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BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch

11:30 am - 3 pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.25 per person

MENU
Hot & Sour Soup
Beef with green pepper
Chicken Pan Fried Noodels
Sweet b Spur Chicken
Chinese Style BBQ Pork
Pan Fried Ravioli

Chicken Fingers

Luncheon Special £r Take-Out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun - Thurs 11:30 am - 10 pnrt

Fri h Sat 11:X am - 11 pm
10 Belchertown Road

at Rte 9, Amherat
2B6-9Z62
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^^ THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS
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of
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Rte 9 Hadley Hampshire Mall
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Will DeUver
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OneDay
) Only
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ONXYO TX-21 Receiver

SONY. PS-LX2 Turntable
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ONXYO TA-2055
Cassette Deck

with real-time and

remaining time counter

Teac reel to reel decks
from $299
Pioneer "boom-boxes"
from $99
Nuvox FM walk-abouts

from $19

Jensen 6x9 Coax II car

speakers $60/pr.

Many unadvertised specials

Quantities limited on some
items

$295

No lay-aways on sale items

'Cost is hereby defined as the price on our invoice from the manufacturer or supplier.

Sound&Mu^
90-92 King Street (Rte. 5). Northampton. 584 9547
Mon.-Wed 10-6. Thurs.. Fri. 10-9. Sat. 10-5

Good Advice
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Professor critiques capitalism

L

Collegian photo by Ton Kodla

Diane Patnod, a senior marketing major, shelters her puppy. Officer

Wojohowitz. from the downpour yesterday. Today expect partly sunny

skies but low temperatures.

alterations
Continued from page 1

suit the local chapter of the Massachusetts

Society of Professors (MSP) is involved in

the issue.

MSP President Bruce Laurie said that

his group has asked for clarification on

several questions, including the use of

evaluations in collective bargaining and the

constitutionality of unsigned evaluation

forms. *

Another force at work is a Faculty

Senate committee chaired by Professor

Martin Sevoian. His committee is charged

with looking into the whole evaluation pro-

cess and to come up with recommended
changes.

"The committee is looking into the whole

spectrum of evjiluations, the method of col-

lecting and use and will try an come up

with a University-wide form and system

which will be a fair middle ground, protec-

ting the interests of all parties," Sevoian

said. An interim report is expected within

the next 60 days.

Another factor is the method now used

by the Academic Affairs Committee to col-

lect student course and teacher evalua-

tions. In the past, it had been the practice

for the committee to receive copies of the

evaluations from the department heads.

Now the committee mail an evaluation

form to each student.

Peg O'Neil, former chairwoman of the

Academic Affairs Committee, claims that

the system now in use is better.

"The old system was a good idea, but,

there were problems, such as the release of

the evaluations from the departments,"

she said.

Both O'Neil and Maura Sullivan, a cur-

rent member of the committee, admit that

there is a major problem with the system

now in use — that of low student response.

"Response is not what we would want (in

numbers)," Sullivan said. "If the informa-

tion (evaluations) were public, then

perhaps, more students would feel en-

couraged to fill out the forms."

"The main goal is for the students to

have a means of comparison on how
teachers teach. This would benefit teachers

— it would motivate students," Sullivan

said.

^jiooer for %,
any two entrees

with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
*Every ^Friday

m

By TIM MacPHEE
CaIhgiaaSUff

The chairman of Boston University's

Economics Department highlighted the

strengths and weaknesses of ci^italism to

the developing world last ni^t before an

audience of about 100 in Memorial HaD.

Professor Gustav Papanek mentioned

strengths, including the system's contribur

tion to quick economic growtii in areas like

Hong Kong, while saying that potential

drawbacks concentrated too nnich power in

the hands of an elite rich.

"People who live in these countries are

poor," he said. "Often they live on $100 or

less a year."

"They also tend to have economics with a

different structure than the United Stat^,

dominated by agriculture and a rapid

population growth of 2 to 3 percent a

year," Papanek said.

He said that these countries are no

longer accepting their poverty as ordained

by fate and that their efficiency in produc-

tion often requires machines rather than

unskilled labor.

If (these countries) are going to benefit

from devdlopment, jobs have to be created

for them," Papanek said.

TOI^ffthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor « Campus Center * UMass

Be noted that governments in the less

duveloped worid must achieve three objec-

tives including a hig^ growth rate, an

eqmtable distribution of the benefits of this

growth and a need to achieve growth effi-

ciently.

Papanek said that political instability am
grow in countries where there is hostility

toward the rich. Upon organization, these

countries could cause serious problems for

the few rich countries.

He said it is difficult to conceive of living

in a world indifferent to spending more in

one year on frivolous luximes than the

total amount that billions of people live on

yearly.

"One quarter of humanity spends less on

susistance and survival than we do on keep-

ii^ our pets," Papanek said.

The economist noted capitalism's

strengths as being decentralization of deci-

sions and strong incentives to make effi-

cient decisions resulting in better profits.

"The average growth rate in capitalist

developing countries is 50 percent higher

than in socialist developing countries. A
rapid and efficient rate of growth can be

achieved by private enterprise. In that

form, growth can benefit the poor quite

considerably," Papanek said.

Trustees push full-costing
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

ColleKiui SUff

Due the new full costing policy passed

last week by the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees, the

Campus Center will have to put aside ap-

proximately $336,000 of its budget for the

policy and perhaps increase its fee next

year. The exact amount of the increase is

as yet unsure.

Under full costing, all fees paid by UMass
students, such as residence hall fees, must

include costs paid to other UMass services

such as the Physical Plant.

If the Campus Center can apply the

$140,000 held in a reserve account from the

excess fringe benefit cost that was unused

last year to the money it owes for the new

policy, then next year's fee could be

estimated at $83,000.

But it is uncertain whether the Trust

Fund Management Policy and ultimately

UMass President David C. Knapp's office

will allow this money to be used toward full

costing. If it isn't much a higher fee is ex-

pected.

Ron Keefe, chairman of the Campus
Center Board of Ciovernors, said if this

were to happen it would hurt students at

the University to the point where the BOG
would have to apply much more pressure

on the administration for some favorable

results.

"They are saying that money which

every student paid into for fringe benefit

costs now being held in a reserve account

doesn't count to full costing. If this holds

up, we will start a letter drive to all the

parents of UMass students informing them

of this increase and exactly what the situa-

tion is," Keefe said.

Keefe said he would also urge the

parents to write letters to Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis to inform him of what is happen-

ing. This would really embarass the ad-

ministration and force them to come to a

compromise, he said.

Student (Government Association Presi-

dent Jim Murphy also expressed interest in

participating in the proposed mail drive to

parents of UMass students.

STARTS TODAY!

ROUTE 5 RIVERDALE ROAD
WEST SPRIIMGFIELD 733 5131

BARGAIIVJ MATIIMEE DAILY FIRSTSHOW ONLY 32.50

A comedy for the incurably romantic.
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MOORE McGOVERN

LOVESICK
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Private planes plowed down in Northampton
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - Vandals com-

andeered a runway snowplow and
systematically smashed 23 single-engine

airplanes at a private airfield, dumbfound-
ed officials said yesterday.

One plane owner, who declined to give

his name, called the destruction
"macabre."
"Most people who own these are like

me," he said, "They don't have a lot of

money, but they really like to fly. It really

hurts.'

Russ Benjamin, co-owner and manager
of the LaFleur Airport, said 10 planes,

costing up to $30,000 each, were damaged
beyond repair. He estimated that total

damages could reach $500,000.

"They got into our truck and started it

up somehow. We don't know who did it, ob-

viously. We're just sifting through the rub-

ble," he said.

"WTioever it was took an awful lot of

risks because most of the damage was at

the wings of the planes, near fuel tanks.

One spark and they could have exploded,"

said Edward Stefan of Amherst, who own-

ed a 12-year-old Piper Arrow. "They must

not have had much concern for their own
safety."

Benjamin said the vandals struck

sometime between 8 p.m. Wednesday
when the airport mechanic went home,

leaving the field unattended, and 3:15 a.m.

yesterday, when police on routine patrol

discovered the mess.

Another 70 planes parked at the airport

were undamaged, he said.

"They just drove around the field and

smacked up planes that were parked," said

Dick Giusto, another of the airfield owners.

"I can't understand why people would do

something like this to other people's

planes."

"It must have taken an hour,"he said. "I

can't accuse anyone, but if someone had a

vendetta against us, why smash up private

airplanes?"

The vandals drove a four-ton dump

The snowplow finally came to rest against this aircraft after having

caused $500,000 in dan\ages to 23 airplanes.

NOW AVAILABLE
Hooded
Thermal

Zippered

Sweatshirt

Thermal

Zippered

Vest

Colleipan photo by Jim Powen

Even airplanes inside the hangar were victims of yesterday's van-

dalism. ^
truck, fitted with a wing-shaf)ed plow

blade, into a storage hangar, left open

because of the threat of rain, where they

smashed six planes, pushing one partially

through a rear wall, Giusto said.

"They packed the planes in, then backed

up the truck, smashed them, then backed

up and smashed them again. It was inten-

tional," he said.

The other damaged planes, parked in a

"tie-down" area on a large field near the

runways, were plowed into each other, he

said. Wings were sheered off and mangled,

and thin aluminum fuselages were rup-

tured.

Giusto said the plow had been in the air-

port shop for repairs and he had to use a

tow truck Wednesday to move it outside.

"I don't know how they got it started,

but whoever it was knew what he was do-

ing. I couldn't start it for police this morn-

ing," he said.
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Today's Staff

Ray Beauchemin
Mike Mahoney
Will Hopkins
Tom Kudla

Laura Shanahan, Sam Levitt, Stuart Sajdak

I

Joy McCarthy, Alice Klingener, Mat Atkins, Sue Koczela, Sue Hawkins

Gail Tanzer, Liz Ward, Julie Marcinek, Laurie Frank, Terri Cooper

Marge Hochman, Sheryl Silver, Adrianne Dufour

Due to problems in the production and graphics departments last night, the Col-

legian is unable to provide a full edition today. No paper will be printed on the Mon-

day holiday. Look for the regular edition of the Collegian Tuesday.

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Located in the Camous Center

^UNIVERSITY

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser 12 oz. cans $11.00 case + $1.20 deposit

Rolling Rock 12 oz long necks $10.00 case + $1.50 dep

SchlitZ 12 oz. cans $8.80 case + $1 .20 deposit

Busch 12 oz long necks $9.85 case + $1.50 dep

Gin or Vodka 80° $8.99i.75L

Amaretto 56*> ^-^ 750 mi

Folonari Soave. $3.99 1.5 liter

Many Kegs to choose from

aEZ sr 3z:

TIME OUT
A Good Ploco

to Stort Q

Convorsotion

Hoppy Hour 4 - 6

Giont Dor Drinks $1.75

16 oz. Draft 85'
Sondwichos sorvod 1 1 :30 om - 1 :30 pm

AMHERSrS DIGGEST LITTLE BAR
37 N. Ploosont St.
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riNE ARTS CENTER

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO SPRING 1983 AT THE RAND THEATEK

ASHES
^ ^„ March 3 5, 9-12 at 8 00 pm
David Rudkin s drama of a young couple whose yearning for a
child becomes an obsession as the odds turn more and more

agoinst fhem is d work ot stunning power — frank,

compassionate, laced with ironic humor.

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS
April 7-9. 13-16 at 8 00 pm

Thii IS not your typical Shakespearean play it isn t romantic ond iyn-

col 11 IS pure farce, fast and bawdy peopled with acrobats )ug-

glers. musicians, and hookers Think you hate Shakespeare'' Vou II

love THE COMEDY OF EIJPORS.

COMPANY

ik

May 5-7, 11-14 at 8 00 pm
This brilliant, sophisticatea musical Dy Stephen Sondheim manages

to be very funny about the subiect ot marriage by taking it very sen

ously Set to muS'C that reflects the pulse of Manhattan lite

COMPANY IS about growing up and becoming human in our times

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
STUDENTS PAY ONLY •$4.50 TO SEE ALL THREE SHOWS!

Go to the Rand Theater Box Office (Opposite the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall).

The Box Office is Open from 12 Noon, Monday through Friday.

PHONE: 546-3511

* Offer expires Friday, February 25 at 4:00 pm. After that date

subscriptions cost $6.00.

Non-students pay a slightly higher subscription rate.

FOUR SEASONS
LabattS ale or beer $10.99 case

Miller bottles $9.99 case

Miller Lite bottles $9.99 case

Falstaff cans $6.99 case

Piccala Coffee Liqueur i l $7.49

Strogoff Vodka 1.75 l $8.99

Skol Gin 1.75 l $8.99

McGregor Scotch 750 mi $5.59

Riunite Wines 750 mi $2.69

Almaden Table Wines. . . . . 1.5 l $4.49

CiriaCO lambrusco or Blanco 1.5 L $3.49
Kegs Free

Delivery^ Open 10 AM to 11 PMA in front of the Malls A
Wines/ Liqviors
rtp.9.hadfe\;ma./5848174b i

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors

%

February
Happy Hour

Special
2 for 1

Beck's Light Bottles
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights
4-6 pm 10-midnight

Projjer ID a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141 :

\nfoimav.nr Do'o
Bank

HX>e':J rtoinrio!.,

DB @V® TIPS

545-1555 545-1540

Molson Golden.Thafs Canadian for great taste.

Remember.

Tuesday, Feb. 22
is a Monday

class schedule.

227 Whitmore

a service of the

Dean of Students Office
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Surviving those extra long lectures
Before coming to college, I received many helpful

hints from parents, teachers, and older (supposedly

wiser) friends. For example: Do your laundry when

you can't see the floor anymore, requisition milk crates

and road signs for use as furnishings. Bring a hot-pot and

a popcorn maker. Take notes on everything you read. Br-

ing money.

This was all very well, but there was one situation

which, in my naivete, I was unprepared to handle: the

three-hour lecture. Thus, as a public service, I offer The

Long Lecture Survival Guide: How Not to Die ofBoredom.

Upon arriving at the lecture hall, select a seat in the

back. You'll be determinedly entertaining yourself for

hours on end, so you may as well evade the professor's

roving eye, and not risk actually having to pay attention to

him or her. Oh - there's your roommate. Great! Sit next

to them. Now you'll have someone to walk to the bus stop

with — i/this class ever ends.

Elizabeth Luciano
As the lecture begins, survey the immediate area so

you'll be familiar with, and comfortable in your surroun-

dings. Count how many rows are ahead of you, and ap-

proximate how many people are occupying those rows.

See who's preppie, who's rugged, and who's hungover.

How many blonds can you count? Any cute ones? How
many brunettes? Tally up the number of "No Smoking"

signs versus the number of smokers currently polluting

your air. Glare at them.

Start doodling in your notebook with multicolored Magic

Markers (purchased specifically for this purpose). Draw a

stick-figure self-portrait in the margin, with a parachute

over it. On the top of the page, draw the plane you just

jumped from. Write TWA on the tail, and show a little

pilot waving from the front window. That looks good -

really good. Your roommate, in their boredom, has noted

your artistic talent, and nods in approval.

Using your red pen. trace a heart on the paper, and put

lace around the edges of it. Write the initials of yourself

and your "significant other" inside, in Olde English letter-

ing. Pierce the valentine with an arrow, color it in, then

feel embarrassed for behaving like a child, and scribble the

whole thing out. Your roommate, who liked the artwork,

kicks you angrily.

Twenty minutes into the lecture, realize that your nose

is running. You forgot Kleenex, and are too shy to inter-

rupt the class by getting up and leaving. Hope you can last

for awhile longer. Hope you don't sneeze. Hope nobody

notices. Tap your foot and try to think about something

else.

Time for a nap. Put your elbow on the desk, and

cover your forehead and eyes with your palm, so it looks

like you're studying. Close your eyes . . . slump forward a

little. Wake up when your roommate pokes you.

"You started snoring!" they hiss.

"I did not!" you snap, but the profs giving you a sharp

look. Uh-oh. Stretch, and blink a few times to focus your

eyes. That guy with the bright teal mohawk and the pierc-

ed nose thinks you're winking at him. Stop blinking.

Look down at your jeans - there's a hole in the knee.

Play with the frayed' threads. Braid them, unbraid them,

and twir' them around your finger. Take out a Bic pen and

color in the faded areas. If you're a rock fan, write the

name of your favorite group. If you do drugs, write the

name of your favorite substance. If you do neither, write

your name.
Suddenly become aware that this is your best pair of

jeans, which you've just ruined. Pray that your graphics

will jome out in the wash; you can't afford a new pair.

Your check would bounce from here to Northampton.

"... and I'll see you all here next week." Class is over!

Oh, the dear, blessed fellow! Hurriedly stuff your belong-

ings into your backpack and pull on your coat. Turn to

your roommate.
"Let's get out of here and eat."

"Sorry, I've got to run to my three hour chemistry lee-

A ft

Elizabeth Ludano is a Collegian colur^nist

Letters
ARK comic hurts like hell

To the Editor:

I too am getting sick of reading remarks about the com-

ics in the Collegian. I do have a sense of humor, but ARK's

comic on Tuesday, Feb. 15 hit home. Dear ARK: I wish

you could understand how much you hurt us, the herpes

sufferers of the worid, with insensitive remarks like that.

Don't you think we see enough in the media, hear enough

jokes to make us feel like social outcasts without you ad-

ding to the torture? Maybe the people of this country will

stop the cruel jokes that tear us apart only when they

themselves have the disease. By implying that we are not

datable does not help social awareness in the least. I just

wish you could have seen it through our eyes before you

wrote the strip, because you would have seen how it hurts

like hell.

Name witheld

Is he qualified to judge music?

To the Editor: .

1 am writing in response to the article that appeared m

the F^brar^ 14 edition of the ColUgran on the Arts Page.

'•InaS That's Hazardous to Your Health was ex-

tremelv hard on Robert Hazard's new h.lr
. ....

o7 course the author is entitled to his/her opinion but

what I'd i^e to know is what qualifies this person to ju<ige

Tnd put down music that might be enjoyable to others.

Robert S. Davison
Amherst

Take a stand and VOTE!
To the Editor:

As the Elections Official, I would like to address the arti-

cle which appeared on February 14. This article printed

that I stated that the BOG was not as important as the

Residential Committee. My original remark was over the

concern that not enough students had taken out nomina-

tion papers for any of the positions. A total of seven peo-

ple have obtained papers for the BOG and one person has

taken out papers for the Residential Committee. I am AP-

PALLED that students do not get involved with the elec-

tions to run and show their concerns. I am further

distressed that less than 14 percent of the students ever

bother to vote.

I cannot further stress the importance to get involved,

show concern, and vote. As students, we are all concerned

with the policy of the University, issues in our time, and

the ever increasing expense of higher education. These

should be more than enough reason for you to take a stand

on issues and VOTE!
Melinda J. Ordway
Elections Official

Governmental Affairs

Letters Policy
Ai' ' Iters must be signed and include the

writer's address and teiephoiie number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we re^et
we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and lengt.h.

3 day v^eekends

are a blessing

I
love George Washington, World Wars and labor

unions.

A strange list of favorites, I'll admit, but I have a very

good reason for lumping these seemingly unrelated things

all together. Without them, there would be a real shortage

of three day weekends.

Three day weekend. The words just sort of slide off your

tongue. And the days that comprise a three day weekend

te»nd to sort of slide on by also.

Everyone benefits from these glorious infrequent

breaks. George Washington's birthday is an especially

welcome relief from the first few hectic weeks of the

semester. Just when you think you couldn't possibly fill

out another form with a number two pencil (and what do

you call pendte that aren't number twos?) or stand in line

for one more minute in order to get in a class that has been

oversubscribed five minutes before it's your turn to get in,

you get treated to three full days of free time.

Lots of people don't have to work if there is a three day

weekend on the calendar. Most bosses will begrudgingly

give their employees the day off, vrith promises that their

workers will certainly have to make up this lost time at

some later date. Most people try to look understanding

while choking back the urge to tell the boss how much

they'd like to have a three day weekend named after his

demise. Of course, after these mini-vacations, u always

feels weird when you first get back to the grind of working

for a living. Eveiything seems like it's changed just a lit-

tle, and people wonder how they've managed to put up

with working standards like this for so long.

Of course, what's done with three day weekends is left

up to individual discretion. However, there are three basic

ways to confront an extra day of repose.

Mary Beth Hebert
The first is to go away. The highways and trains are

always clogged with college students going home to get

some good cooking and the customary preferential treat-

ment that is according visiting dignitaries. That means

that you will be treated like a real person and not some

"wise-ass college student" until you get to the dessert at

your first meal home. So much for Mom's cuisine; it's back

to Stouffers.

Other people, those with the smarts to rely on the next

best thing to being there, go away on their own.

Multitudes of friends all squash into a 1973 VW Beatle as

they head off for point unexploited. Once landing in this

virgin territory, these same friends will sneak each other

in and out of hotel rooms, and rip things off from the salad

bar as they pass by the restaurant on the way \o the bar.

Ah, the bar. The shining symbol of the binge celebrating

old George's birthday. A bar where you can get your

favorite alcoholic beverage, argue with your old friends

and pick up new ones. Of course, an immediate relative to

the bar is the party, where kegs freely flow, dense clouds

form around mouth level, and all of the people you have

ever met at UMass plus sue friends of theirs each, plot

together to see how wet they can get your rug before it's

necessary to squeegee it.

Then again, some people can't be bothered with this sort

of childish activity. Either that, or they've already done so

much that they have to take this extra time to hit the

books, they go to the library and stare glumly at the clock

while they think about all of the work they're behind on.

Soon, the staring turns to sulking. After the sulking stage,

rationalizations are formed and soon, all of the work is

done, or time to do it has been alloted for next week's

schedule, "When I'm not going to go out at all and I'll

spend every waking minute doing academics."

I guess the over-all saving grace of having Mondays off

is that they are such refreshing pauses inbetween some of

the longer holiday stretehes. They are our reminder that

there is such a thing as leisure without guilt.

Thank you George, Adolph, and Samuel. I never could

make it without ypu.

Mary Beth Heberf is a Collegian columnist
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Seltzer

art • arcKitecture • duldreni • computer . • eK
A smalt sample

of our wide selection & great prices
RETAIL PRICE OUR PRICE

Road to Wigan Pier - Orwell

Jewish People, Jewish Thought

General Chemistry - Petrucci

Walden 2 - Skinner

Family Therapy - Andolfi

Von Nostrand Scientific Encyclopedia

Women in Sexist Society - Gornick & Moran2.50

Elements of Style - White

Selected Poems &• 2 Plays of Yeats

3.95 2.00

19.95 6.00

29.95 15.00

2.95 1.50

19.95 6.00

100.00 20.00
T2.50 1.25

2.95 1.50

4.95 2.50

^rnC THEATRES
IS2MMTINEEIT«llMr SNOW , ^ HIOUCIOP OMSIUCMMtS t SiWO«CITi;eNiariIH<

584 r'iSO^mCNMPSNIlt*
THIS IS A HELL or AWAY
TOMAKEAirVlNG

Tootsie
DUSTlfi
HOFFXHAN

Fr, (4»@»2(X;' M5. 9 56

iS»t Thu II » b 4 30 (S)
i2.(X» 7 \b. 9 56

rtmC MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 l.i;g».'ll.l»W

Also, we have a large selection of C.S. Lewis, Shakespeare, Mark Twain,

Hawthorne & many other c/assical & popular titles in all subjects -

everything at 50-90% off retail price.

li!o^*^

•m

Pleasant St, Amherst (across from Louis Foods) 256-6438

'••• ••

NEW BOOKS AT HALT PRICE

.•;"S

'aaip] >H?

MERYL STREEP
KEVIN KLINE

SOPHIE'S*
CHOICE ^

, r. 14 00 @ »2 00) 7 on. 9 »
Is S<t Tho, 1:00 t> 4:009 »2.00i 7 00. 9:»

PAUL
NEWMAN **^

THE
VERDICT ^^4

Fri 14.46 @ *2 00) 7 30. 9:56

Sat Thud 45 f) 4 46 @ »2 OOI 7%.
« ISG

STING II Starts Ffi. Fab 25

DUDLEY MOORE
In

P6

LOVESICK
Ff. (5:15 @ $2 00) 7:45, 9 56

bat b Sun (12 46, 2:46, b 5 15

$2 00) 7 46, 9:56

GANDHI
The Man of

the Century.

Fri 14:46 @ *2 00) 8:30~

23 Sat b Sun (1230 b 4:30 @ $2.W) 8:X

11IE
LORDS OP
DIHCIPI.IilK,

Fn (6:00 @ t2.00l 7:», 9:46

Sat . Sun 112:30. 2:46 b 5:W @ »2.00l

7:30 9 46

WmioiiiAliidCE
Fn (4:X @ t2.00l 7:00, 9:46

Sat Thu(1:15 b 4:» @ $2 00) 7:M.

IS JM6 |yg
=""

YEAR OF LIVING
DANGEROUSLY

Fn (5:M @ »2 00) 7 », 9 56

Sat b Sun (? 00 b 5 TO @ »2 TO) 7 »
956

^mC H»«fSHIdl » ALL SEATS MV>

8Days/7Nlghtsi

Spring Break

RIDA
SPECIAL STUDENT
VACimON RATES

^99 Ft. Lauderdale

^ lU9 oaytona Beach
RATES INCIUDE 7 NICHTS LOOCINC

ISNEY
ORLD

EXCURSIONS
From DayTona Beac^

Optional

$89
Rounatrip
Transportation
Avaliapie to
Ft Lauderiaale &
Daytona Beacn

\M«Kome Party
B*er BathM
POO* Partws
sports Tournaments

I
wiener Roasts
A much more

Da/Tona Beach

TRIP DATES CAREPUU.Y PLANNED TO
COINCIDE WITH YOUR SCHOOL BREAK

All accommof itions are Call about our spe< al

fuMv air conditioned witn Car Rental 0««r for

private Darh or snower Fort LauderHit*
color television somewtn
Kitcf>enettes & »r^ maio
serviced Ali are nearciv i i>r.j'HuO«"u *-

tne Too Niqtif Spots '•J. n»A,'e:t\«rq»

FBff BROCMURf S INKWMATION t. IMMEDIATE CONFIRMATION CAU

ANDREA (413) 546-9627

Act NOW! Doirt be left out
in the COLD. .

.

Advancement
WITHOUT

AN
ADVANCED
DEGREE

College seniors. U you plan to get a job

after graduation why not consider

a profession'^

In 3 months, we prepare you for

careers In law. management, finance.

Our 8 Intensive courses arc

nationally recognized for high aca-

demic quality.

Over 90% ofour graduates secure

job? in their specialties Ov"er 5.000

graduates hold positions in law firms,

banks and corporations in 1 10 cities

We pro\1de a substantial tuition

refund ifwf (hihioi seiureajoblor

you in the rit\' of your choice

Guarantee wur future. Learn how t he

Institute can help you advance in ii

I .irifT Our repn'srntiUi\ic will \*- it;

intSON^eCHAIHSItlcSAHt

H
Quadroohania

Monty Python b tha Holy Grail

ThisDeskCanReachMach 2.

r

T/-2 SSi
>i?

's» iJX.-

<.?Some desk jobs are

more exciting than

others.

As a Navy pilot

or flight officer, your

desk can be a sophis-

ticated combination

of supersonic jet air-

craft and advanced electronic equipment

But you can handle it. Because Navy
flight training gives you the navigation,

aerodynamics and other technical

know-how you need.

In return. Navy aviation demands
something of you as an officer:

Leadership.

Your path to leadership starts with

officer training that's among the most

demanding in the military. It's intensive

leadership and professional schooling

combined with rigorous Navy flight

training. And it's all geared to prepare

you and other college

graduates for the

unique challenge of

Navy aviation. The
program is tough but

rewarding.

One important

reward for Navy
officers is decision-

6
^

NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
PO Box 5000. Clifton. NJ 0701.-.

~ Please send me more information about
becoming a member of the Naval Aviation
Team. (V^Ai

making authority.

In the air. and on the

ground, you have

management responsi-

bility from the begin-

ning. And your

responsibility grows

as you gain experience.

No company can give you this kind of

leadership responsibility this fast. And
nothing beats the sheer excitement of

Navy flying.

The salary is exciting, too. Right

away, you'll earn about $18,300 a year.

That's better than the average corpora-

tion will pay you just out of college.

And with regular Navy promotions and

other pay increases, your annual

salary will soar to $31,100 after four

years. That's on top of a full package

of benefits and privileges.

Before you settle down to an earth-

bound desk job, reach

for the sky. Reach for

the coupon. Find out

what it takes to be

part of the Naval

Aviation Ttam. You
could have a desk

that flies at twice the

speed of sound.

W 210

y-.T-t I ..^

\,i<lr."

I

..\(.t

The
Institute

NavyCKficers
Get Responsibility Fast.
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THE ACADEMY:
It's graduates are among the leaders

in Government, the Military and Industry.

THE TRADITIOiVI:

One hundred years of the finest school
turning out the finest young men.

THE CODE:
No cadet will cheat, steal or

dishonor the school.

THE GOAL:
To teach Honor, Integrity, Discipline.

THE TRUTH:
IT WAS ALL A LIE.

There is one cadet
about to expose the system.

...and there is a risk.

STOP fights

booze battle

^•\*±

PARANVDUNT PK:T(JRES PRESEMTS a herb JAFFEAiABRieL KATZKA PRODCJCTlOrs •
A FRANC ROODAM FILM

^^^r*/
THE LORDS OF DtSClPt JNE • DAVID KEiTH-ROBFRT PROSKY-GD SPRADLir^- MUSIC 8V HCWARD BLAKf -BASED UPON THE rOVEL E^MR^r CONROV
K|MaaapifKX^ii'*ir«iiEK!ii^ Jis KVuMAHLuaii

RCSmiCYCO •S^rn '^EAD THE BANTAM BOOK A PARA.'>AO{iNT PiCKJRI

I
PMI»T M *8tl<.TCBIt<MM

Opens February 18th at a theatre near you

••••************************'^****

1^/^-
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at University
By MICHAEL R. FLYNN

Collcfian Correapondrnt

Many UMass students have had the ex-

perience of going out on a Saturday night

with friends, intent on having just a few

beers and waking up the next morning

cotton-mouthed, head thumping, still

drunk and with a Sunday morning hang-

over.

Other times, though, students wake up

the next morning with a clear head, only to

find a single crinkled one dollar bill stuffed

into the corner of his or her wallet.

Morning-after hang-overs and bankrupt-

cy are just two of the problems that drink-

ing students face.

"Approximately 90 percent of the

students on campus drink to some extent,"

said Carlene Riccelli, coordinator of the

Alcohol Education Program and director of

the new Student Opportunity Program

(STOP) that will begin Feb. 23 at the

University Health Services.

STOP is a self-help group designed to

assist and support students whose alcohol

consumption or related behavior is causing

them concern.

"We are looking for students who feel

the need for change," said Ricelli.

"Whether they're unhappy with the drink-

ing crowd, their grades are slipping or

they're worried about their health.

"We want to educate and support

people," she said, "who want to cut back

and are finding it difficult."

The program will combine educational

and clinical techniques to give tangible,

hands-on information to students that will

apply to various drinking situations.

"We will talk about socializing and in-

teracting with people who are drinking."

said Riccelli, "analyzing high risk places

and developing assertiveness to feel com-

fortable in refusing drinks and to remain

friends."

"STOP is a self-help group, not a therapy

ses.sion," she said. "And STOP is only an

acronym; we are not trying to stop people

from drinking, we're trying to help them

live within a drinking society."

Riccelli said alcohol is part of the UMass
society. It is not against the law to Ix? intox-

icated on campus, and campus police will

place a person in protective custody as a

result of alcohol related behavior, not as a

reuslt of alcohol alone, she said.

Riccelli said "the idea is to increase the

realization of alcohol before its related

behavior becomes a problem."

STOP is confidential and participation in

the program will not be recorded in the

students medical record.

The program will begin Feb. 23 with four

weekly group meetings where students will

explore their drinking patterns and social

behavior, determine their individual drink-

ing capacity and set limits if necessary.

Students interested in participating in

the program should call Carlene Riccelli at

University Health Services for an inter-

view, even if the Feb. 23 deadline is passed.

She said Health Services will establish

another group if necessary.

prasants

Toniph.: JUSTIN Sat. Feb. 19 & Sun. Feb. 20 P3Q0

Coming to the Rusty Nail On:
Sat. Feb. 26th Warren Zevon

Sun. Feb. 27th Towor of Powor
ets available at "For the Record" (in Face

k 159 N. Pieasnt St. Amherst A
fti 47 Sunderiand. MA 6eB-«37 Vou must be 18 to enter.

~
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Monday only.

The lowest prices ofthe year.

Open9:OOa.ni. to 10:00p.ni.
^ %,
cm Systems ^
$199 Save $150'

Panasonic SGV05 complete system with

AM/FM stereo receiver cassette deck
turntable & 2-way speakers

8399 Save$28V
Nikko NR-520 30 watt/channel digital

receiver pushbutton tuning

Technics 9 3-way speakers
JVC LA- 10 top-rated, belt-drive.

aulo-^hutotf turntable

Pickering 220E elliptical cartridge

$599 Save $511'

Sony STR-VX4 40 watt/channel digital

receiver pushbutton tuning

EPI 1 200 high-output 1 2 3-way speakers
Akai AP-B210 direct-drive auto-shutoff

turntable

Aud;o-TechnicaAT-90E elliptical cartridge

$899 Save $481'

JVC HX-60 bb watt/channel digital receiver

w/5-band equalizer

0>mC3 3-way speakers, poly woofer New'
Technics SL-DL5 direct-drive linear

tracking turntable

Audio-Technica 200LT elliptical cartridge

^ ^Q^ Car Stereo ^^
Jensen R200 AM/FM stereo cassette

player mini chassis Save $71' $79
Clarion 3700 pushbutton AM/FM stereo

cassette player Save $90! $99
Jensen pushbutton AM/FM stereo cassette

player complete with 2 Jensen 4'/"

dual cone speakers Fits most cars

Save $726' $149
Panasonic CQ-717 pushbutton, auto-

reverse AM/FM stereo cassette player

Save S6T' $159
Pioneer KP-7600 pushbutton, auto-reverse

AM/FM stereo cassette player

Save 590' $189
Pioneer TS-107 dual-cone 4"^" car

cpcakors Save S26/pr' pr. $29
Cerwin-Vega CS-7 high-output 6x9 coax

car speakers Save $5 1/pr' pr. $49
Jensen Series II 6x9" Triax car speakers

Save $56/pr' pr. $89
Parasound EQ600 1 20w car amp w/5-band

equalizer Save J TOO' $99

Cassette
Decks

Furniture

Rateau universal speaker
Stands pr S19 95

Technics SH-536 walnut vinyl equipment
cabinet Save $70' $79

JVC LK-444 walnut vinyl equipment

cabinet, glass doors, casters

Save $131' $119
SDI 883 deluxe walnut veneer equipment

cabinet glass doors, casters

Save $121' $129

Portable
Stereo

Ml

^ Stereo
Receivers

Panasonic 2734 mono portable cassette
recorder Save $14' $29

JVC RC-250 mono portable AM/FM
cassette recorder with shortwave
Save $41' $59

Sony CFS 43 lull-size portable AM/FM
stereo cassette recorder Save $31' $79

Sony CFS-61 full-Size portable AM/FM/
shortwave stereo cassette recorder

Save 90' $99
JVC RCS7 deluxe mid-size portable AM/

FM stereo cassette recorder, digital,

pushbutton tuning Save $200' $149

Computer
Software

All software in stock for Atari, Commodore,
and Timex computers is on sale at up to

40% off, including the 16K Timex

Rampack for )ust $39!

g^ Speakers'-^

EPI A-70 top-fated, 2-way bookshelf

speakers Save $BO/pr' ea. $49
AR 18B 2-way bookshelf speakers New'

Save$100/pr' ea, $69
JVC SK-404 12'

, 3-way floor-standing

speakers Save $82/pr' ea. $89
Technics 1 1", 3-way floor-standing

speakers Save $142/pr' ea. $99
TDC 10 computer-designed 12". 3-way

floor-standing speakers.
Save$l02/pr' ea. $149

Ohm L best-selling 3-way speakers, real

walnut finish Save$102/pr' ea. $169

Akai CFS-12 Dolby" casssette deck soft-

touch control, fluoro meters
Save $81' $99

Technics 224 Dolby" B&C cassette deck,
soft-touch control Save $71' $109

Akai CFS- 14 Dolby' B&C cassette deck,
soft-touch control, fluoro meters
Save $70! $129

Onkyo TA-2055 Dolby" B&C cassette deck
3 motors, AccuBias Save J JO? ' $259

Vector Research 510 Dolby* B&C cassette
deck, solenoid control. 2 motors
SaveST?;' $329

TDC 1500 AM/FM receiver, auto tine-tuning

Save $80' $79
Vector Research 3000 25 w audiophile-

quality receiver Save $6J' $189
Sony STR-VX5 55 w digital receiver,

pushbutton tuning Sa ve J J 6 7
' $269

^ ^%>
am Turntables ^^^

Akai APB1 10 belt-drive, aulo-shutoft

turntable Save $3 »' $69
Technics D-20 direcf-drive auto-shutott

turntable Save $75' $77
Technics SLDL5 direct drive

straight-line tracking automatic

turntable Save $7?' $149

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORES
WILL BE ON SALE AT
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
PRICES!

Rainchecks are available on most items

Power ratings into 8 ohms 20-20KH/
Not responsible lor typographical errors

At participating Tech Hili stores

Personal
Stereo

Crown/Japan CH-20 stereo cassette walk-

person with FM & headphones
Save $4V $39

Parasound Nomad FM stereo walkperson
w/headphones Save i2/' $49

Sony Walkman 6 stereo cassette player
with headphones Save $30' $99

^̂ And More. r̂

tech hifi
Better price. Better advice.

NuMark 2400 10-band graphic equalizer
SaveJJOO' $99

DiscWasher Perfect Path cassette deck
head cleaner Save $2' $4.99

Audio-Technica universal high-fidelify

microphone Save' $19 95
Demon telephone bell silencer

Save' $4 99
Panasonic KXT-1020 speaker phone

Save 5)6' $59
Sony MDR-5 deluxe ultra-light stereo

headphones Save $35' $29 95
AKG K-130 pro lightweight stereo

headphones Save $9' $39

MasterCard
Marshall's Plaza, Boston Rd. & Parker St., Springfield 782-5544

15 East Pleasant Street, Amherst 253-3100
Stores throughout Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire.

Vermont. New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan. Ohio & No Carolina

VtSA

4

r*ATTACHi*»
CASE,

^ black, now yours for thel

^ taking (from Bartlett lob-I

^ by Monday aft.); but^

^ PLEASE have mercy on^
#67 students whosef
papers were insidel Just#
drop in any Bartlett of-#
fice. Beaty, English^

I Dept.

MUSIC
GALLERY
PfAVEy, IbANCZ,

Tama, JBL, RolANd,
Acousric, Boss,

LcqENd, EV-TApco,
HoNcJo, Dean,
Hamer, Fostex.

Rt. 9 HAdUy
ON tIiE bus ROUTE

$86-6228

^^S^Hypercurricula
DouMs

Fri & Sat

a, ';

7:00Thin Man
North by Northwest 905

Sun - Tues

Arthur 7:15

World According to Garp

9:00

Downtow/n Amharst

*»###»»»»»#»»»»»»»»»,#»»»»»»#»»»»»^»##»»#»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»#»»»»#»»»»##»#»#<

— An Alternative —
Offering Quality Mexican Foods

QUICK • WHOLESOME • INEXPENSfVE

— Northampton —
31 Center St.

S84-0673
B.y.O.B.

— Amherst —
41 Softwood Walk

2564317
Beer twine Served:

"Hypercurricula," a listing

of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and
surrounding area, is

published daily in the Col-

ley ian. Events are listed on-

ly on the day they are taking

place. Announcements must
be submitted on "Hypercur-
ricula" forms available in

the Collegian offices, 113

Campu^ Center, and return-

ed to the office by 3 p.m. the

Friday before the event. All

submissions should be writ-

ten in a similar style as they

appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on
the standard form and not

*»*#»*»#»»»*»*###»»»*»»

submitted by the Friday
before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be
given to UMass organiza-

tions.

Today

INTERNSHIP PLANN-
ING SESSION - Detailed

information about intern-

ship opportunities in all

fields. Sign up for a plann-

ing session in person or by

phone. Office of Intern-

ships, 16 Curry Hicks,

545-0727, 2:30 p.m.

Good friendsmil be there
come hell orhighwater.

Ldwenbrau.Here^s to good friends.
iy83b>

SPECIAL SHABBAT
SERVICES - This will be a
special teaching service

with Beth Mascott, NFTY
songleader. ('ome learn new
melodies as we bring in this

special time of reflection

and relaxation, 5 p.m.,

Dukes Room, Student
Union.

Saturday

OLDER STUDENTS
SWIM PARTY - Meet
older students at Boyden
Pool for a swim, followed by
whatever! Pub, dinner, dan-

cing — will consider all op-

tions. "Live it up" with the
25 -K Club. Open to all older

students, 3 p.m., Boyden
Pool.

Sunday

NEED A RIDE TO
CHURCH? - The
CHURCH BUS leaves at

9:30 from Prince House and
stops at Hills North,
Greenough, Grayson,
Fraternity-Sorority Park,

Cashin, and NOPE enroute

to the Amherst churches.

Call UCF - 545-2661 for

more information.

ART EXHIBIT - Acrylic

paintings of Douglas
Cieslak now on di.splay at

Student Union (iallery, Feb.

14 to Feb. 25. Opening

reception, Sunday, 4 to 6

p.m Student Union
Ga"" iv.

SPIRITUAL DIREC-
TION & SUPPORT
GROUP — A group for men
and women willing to ex-

amine different forms of

spirituality and how it can
be reflected fM)sitively in

one's life, 7 to 9 p.m., 428
Student Union.

Next Week

AUDITIONS FOR PLAY
"A RAISIN IN THE SUN"
- \uditions for the play "A
RaK.in in the Sun," written

by Lorraine Hannsberry
and directe<i by Jim Mock.
Tuesday and Wedne.sday, 4

to 6 p.m., Kirby Theater,

Amherst College.

Start
every day
refreshed!

The Collegian

f

MiMii J LL
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MARchS, 1987
8:00 P.M.

TickETS ON SaU fa. 29

STudENTS $.00, 6.00 qEN. pub. 6.00, 7.00

ON cAMpus: rix UNliMiTsd ANd tIie Hne arts center box oFficE

AmNerst: For ThE REcoRd

NoRThAMpTON: woMONFyRE books
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fkmix UMass Arts CounciI
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Arts
Play by Play Subtle shadings of jazz

If you're staying in the Amherst area over the long

weekend and are looking for live entertainment consider

going to the theatre. Here's what's happening this week:

This weekend's best bet is a murder mystery in the

Curtain Theater at UMass. The Department of Theater

presents A Runner Stumbles by Milan Stitt. This play

spent some time on Broadway and was hailed by N.Y.
Times critic Clive Barnes as "... an absolutely

fascinating play . . . one of the best plays I have ever seen

in a long time. It got to me and I cried." The UMass
production is directed by Bruce Browne. The curtain

comes down Saturday so plan on seeing it tonight, tomor-

row or Saturday at 8 p.m. For reservations, call

545-3511. Tickets are $1.50 for students and $2.50 for

the general public.

At the Hampden Theater, you can see Hottentot, a con-

temporary farce by Robert Kornhiser. The show is on
tonight, tomorrow and Saturday at 7:30 in the Hampden
Theater, UMass. Tickets are $2.50 for the public and

$1.50 for students.

A week from this Saturday see For Better, Not for

Worse, a pohtical comedy on South Africa written by

Selaelo Maredi. The play is sponsored by the Third World
Theater Series. The American Committee on Africa

performs in Bowker Auditorium, UMass.

NEW YORK HOT TRUMPET REPERTORY
COMPANY
Tuesday, February 15

Student Union Ballroom

By RICK ALMEIDA
I'ollepan (orreapondent

Valley jazz fans were treated to one of the most original

and exciting shows in some time last night when the New
York Hot Trumpet Repetory Company graced the Stndent

Union Ballroom on the UMass campus.

Consisting of Malachi Thompson. Olu Dara, Lester

Bowie, Bruce Purse and Stanton Davis, the company
utilized the talents of the five trumpeters only. They were

more than enough. After arriving forty "fashionable"

minutes late, the band took the stage to the enthusiastic

cheers of the sparse but excited crowd.
The first set began with subdued, subtle shadings of con-

- temporary jazz. Modds and riifs were set and then ex-
plored, displaying both the cohesion and competiveness of
the company. A vast majority of the music was pure im-

provisation and this led to several unconventional
moments. Horns were exchanged, retired or exercised
with stunning smoothness.

As each new piece began, the band quickly passed over

the ground already covered that evening, and forged ahead

to probe deeper. They never lost their footing, never fell

into the common trap of senseless repetition, and con-

tinued with each note building only towards the next. It

was progressive jazz at its most literal, both in genre and

individual piece.

All band members played with a transient, minimal style

that echoed Miles Davis, but with five trumpets involved

Philippe Noiret and Isabelle Huppert. star in Bertrand Tavernier's Coup De Torchon.

Coup De Torchon Sparkles

('olle|ri*>i photo by Davt Deuix--

The New York Hot Trumpet Repertory Com-
pany performed at the Student Union Ballroom
Tuesday night.

this led to more immediate gratification for the listener,

with the sound always overshadowing the lack of sound,

which is not always the case in contemporary jazz.

While many rock and roll bands pursue a musical tension

and release, the Hot Trumpet Repetory Company explores

tension and the thought of release. By only hinting at the

explosion of sound that seems inevitable, the band

challenges the listener to stick with the music, a challenge

that seemed last night to be mutually rewarding.

Two critical

perspectives
WASHINGTON BALLET
Monday, February 14

\

Fine Arts Center

By ANDREW GORDON
Collefiui SUff

Choo San Goh joined the Washington}

Ballet Company in 1976 and has been aj

godsend. The world-renowned choreogra-;

pher's two pices proved to be the high
points of the company's Monday night per-

formance here.

Goh's "Double Contrasts", which

premiered with the company five years ago,

was a nice opening for the evening. Set in

front of an exploding starry backdrop, the

spectacular piece featured the entire

company in a fast paced and fascinating

number. The asymetrical parts of the piece

were especially appealing, though the

subtle interchanging between symetrical

and asymetrical movement created a

confusion I'm not sure was intended. The
highlight of the night, for me. came in a

heart stopping scene from this piece which

had six white and black clad dancers

moving in stunning precise succession.

"Pas De Quatre" and the grand pas de

deux from "Sleeping Beauty",
choreographed by Maurius F^etipa. were
basically boring and were marred further

by lame sound recording, deafening silence

between scenes and far too many bows.

Despite technical problems and other

distractions (oil that curtain, wiUya?). the

performance was vibrant and enjoyable.

[Editor's Note: As we go to press, Coup De

Torchon has been nominated for Best

Foreign Film. ]

COUP DE TORCHON
Pleasant St. Theatre

Feb. 16 - March 1

By ELAINE SENAY
( ollrcian SUff

It's very rare to find a film that embodies

style, wit, and intelligence without

sacrificing something in the process.

Happily, Bertrand Travernier's Coup De
Torchon (translated as "Clean Slate"), gives

up nothing. Travernier has created a film

noir with some hilarious touches of black

comedy.
Coup De Torchon is set in French West

Africa during the long, hot summer of 1938.

Philippe Noiret plays Lucien Cordier, an

over the hill police chief who doesn't care

about his job because his life seems to

contain enough crimes. He has a wife who
sleeps around with everyone except him
and Lucien believes that he is Jesus Christ.

And you think you've got problems.

To top it all off. Lucien never arrests

anyone he avoids it at all costs. Crime runs

rampant in Bourkassa and Lucien runs

away from it. But our hero gets tired of this

and soon becomes determined to clean up

nis town. Me does this by bumping off every
offender and no one suspects him.

Coup De Torchon's characters sparkle on

the screen. The film boasts some quahty

talent. Stephane Audran plays Lucien's

wife, Hugette, with predatory bitchiness.

Isabelle Huppert is terrific as Rose Mar
caillou. Lucien's mistress. She floats across

the screen like a nymph who happens to

step uiio reality in order to make it look

good.

The film derives much of its black humor
from the little scenes that usually occur

between Lucien and some other character.

There is a Colonel who appears from time to

time in the story: he says a few sentences,

Lucien replies sympathetically, and then

the Colonel exits. Some of the con-

versations loop around each other to the

point where you don't care anymore. The
little details will make you enjoy the film

time and again.

By the time Coup De Torchon draws to a

close, you really begin to think that maybe
Lucien isn't so crazy. The town doesn't

really care about who just got shot. They're

only concerned with living their lives-

perhaps this is why Lucien feels justified.

Coup De Torchon is an official entry for the

Academy Awards this year and there is no

reason why it shouldn't get a nomination.

If you're looking for a film this season

that isn't full of cutesy gloss, Coup De
Torchon is the film to see. It doesn't insult

ydur intelligence and you can feel satisfied

with all it has to offer.

Washington Ballet
grapher Choo San Goh

choreo'
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" SOPHIE'S CHOICE' IS MAGNIHCENT!
THERE IS NOT A FALSE FRAME FROM ITS CAST OR ITS DIRECTOR, ALAN PAKULA.

A GORGEOUS FILM FILLED WITH LUSTY LOVE AND ROBUST LIFE ...

WITH A PERFORMANCE BY MERYL STREEP THAT MAKES HER AN IMMORTAL."

— Gene Shalit. NBC-TV TODAY SHOIV

GOLDEN GLOBE AWARD

BEST
ACTRESS
MERYL
STREEP

SOPHIE'S CHOICE
rrC Entertatmmnt Presents

MerylSttrep Ktvm Kline PeterMaeXkol
in an Alan J. Pakula Film Sop/lieS ClwUe a Keith Harish Pnuliution

'-^TAl/wIPdulti ^t:i%. llWiamSt\nm t^Ti'l ScstorAhmmhus^.isc t':':';:rGe(}r^ Jenkins

t/.,.

.

\l(if'zinHaf}iiisihn.uu. . Miutin Sta/:<ii :////;/./ Pdulti... Kath Haiish ^""^.Wtn 1 Pakuk
; ; >.

I lU h. . t : Oi-mhu!,:! /.,,',., /i. R l»I»T»ICTgD

PI..

.

NOW PLAYING, CHECK LOCAL NEWSPAPERS FOR THEATRES AND SHOWTLMES.

rv'vr.
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

H6UX) MK6. U/fCHINO.

THIS (SIHe BEACON.
W6N6ePAGOOPQUOTE

weoo? ffiowvwAKxn-
(. THIS MORNINe.

/--UkpH M

JTl i^«J ^?^ L
(^i^Sd JF •*

cjB^S s

EhI Sraron L^awtoBi

= ft.

Goop HeAveN6...THey

SnitHAVeWTTOP
THIS YWTHArVtM
MORNING? HUSaANPPatlffTD

THE GIAF/T PORK-
fWCe55IN6/vWCHI»Je

AT WORK?

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

OF THm Movr/

Katfood By ARK

/V/ wow/ UUeL hDK CiA'j',

'AACl , 4Nb t'a>(jHl !Ul UCKl

KtApy jr^UK rwe itciu^i

of Wisdom/ x^^'^i^

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

I
..WHERE THE

^?^* ftrt I?

:>^>^^^?-.

After The Fall By R. Miller

WANTED: Someone who knows news

The Collegian is looking for one Associate News Editor to coordinate

our coverage of Amherst and the Five College area. Applicants should

have some experience reporting news for a newspaper and be willing to

work hard for low pay. We will provide some training and great

experience. Interested UMass students should apply before next Friday,

Feb 25, to John DiPalazzo at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

545-3500.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

CROSSWORD
tailed by IVfarKarel l-arrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS 61 Don of films 21 Auspices

1 Highlander wear 62 Has a good time 25 Cast member
5 The briny 65 Populace outbreak 27 Ice and Stone

9 Liglitweight wood 66 Moslem deity 29 By any possibility

14 Winglike part 67 Third generation 30 Feigned

15 Tan name 31 Nigerian natives

16 Indian or Arctic 68 Edith Boiling 32 Neck area

17 Pine Wilson 33 Shank

18 Show the way 69 Gently, in music 34 You heard

20 Wild ass 70 Went down nothinyet. folks!"

22 Not 71 Relative of rahs 38 Gets the point

(by no means) 40 Daily regimen

23 DC. title 43 subject

24 Location of Dakar DOWN (brush off)

26 Sphere of work 1 Fare, in 45 Soviet regional

28 Engage in Vera Cruz capital near

negotiations 2 Unattached Moscow
33 Raucous 3 Household 46 Companion of

utterance memtjers proper

35 Kind of belt 4 Poet Alan 49 Word to a fly

36 buena (herb) 5 Corrupt 50 Conquistador of

37 Danish-American 6 Habitation, m Mexico

reformer combinations 51 Exceed

39 dear, old 7 Assam silkworm 54 in one

8 Slate of India 55 Riga natives

41 Destination 9 Place to buy 56 Doggone s relative

42 Fasting Wellingtons 57 contendere

44 Speak poorly 10 Prefix before 58 Place for a

47 Verb suffix puncture picnic

48 Stays away from 11 Gives the go 60 Hawaiian storm

52 London area ahead 63 Plant fluid

53 Insignificant 12 Fill too full container

56 Windup 13 In a bit 64 Topped the

59 Kind of barrel 19 Hartebeest competition

1 ? 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

1
9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 ?1 22 23

?4 ?5 26 ?7 I^^?g 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 ^^36
37 38 |^H39 4^^^^H 41

4? ^^^^^1 44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51

ri
H^H^tari^^ 53 54 55

56 57 ^^^Hj 59 60 61

6? 63 64

1

65

66

1
67 68

69 70 71

~l

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE weather

Today partly sunny,

breezy and colder, highs 30

to 40. Tonight clear and

cold, lows in the upper

teens to mid 20s. Tomor-

row sunny, highs 30 to 35.

1

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Torpedo Grinder

Shrimp Chow Mein

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich
Shrimp Chow Mein

DINNER
Ranch Style

Hamburg Steak

Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

BASICS DINNER
Tomato Torte

Baked Cod with

Lemon Slice

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need w .

.

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter

or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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10 a.m. LIOUORS
Kegs • Beer • Wine • Soda • ice

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms

til 11 p.m.

stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

S^'r.d^
9^^

#"

Old Milwaukee i2pk $4.30 + eodep

PabSt bot V0.5IU + 1.50dep

Schaffer cans $8.95 + 1.20 dep

BUSCh cans $9.95 + 1.20dep

Budweiser cans $10.95 +i.20dep

Almaden3L $6.95

California Cellars 15 $4.49

Sebastiani ibl $4.49

Principato white i5l $3.99

Galloi5L $3.99

Canadian Rare 175 $10.25

Canadian Mist 175 $12.59

Gordon's Gin 175 $11.99

Popov Vodka 175 $9.95

Regnier Schnapps il $5.95

Strogoff Vodka 175 $8.20

ROUTE 9

\j^
.^ V

A

/

,JV

'iv

253-5595
not rejNpunsible for typographical errors
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift Thereza 253-7822

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CAR PARTS
~

Saab 96 Parts: transmission, V-4 engine,

1967 brake master cylinder, tach, special

edition "Monte Carlo" body, other parts.

Call Sam 774-5952 Mon to Fri 1 pm to 5 pm

CRIMSON TRAVEL
~

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona
$^. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Staph 549-5320

DAYTONA BEACH

Daytona Beach Spring Break $299.

Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston
-Daytona. 7 nights Ramada Inn on the

beach Free car rental departs Mar 19

Saugus Travel 617-233-8192, 617-289-6221

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Speciall Dorms, greeks. Semis. Paul

549-4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FOR RENT

Room for rent furnished Northwood Apts

negotiable call Tom 665-4284

Storage space available by the month
call Peg (evenings 6-10 PM) 549-6852

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 -t- '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call253-53e9

ATARI 800 COMPUTERS 48k RAM
typewriter keyt)oard new condition includes

BASIC cartridge and manuale $499

546-8^
Smith Corona electric typewriter $200

John 5-2069 days 549-6543 eves

K2 Skiis For Sale $50 or BO interested?

call Margie 256-6612

ADM-3A video ter-

:n Phil 549-6994
Computer TeriJ

minal good con
'

BOSE 201 Speakers one nrK}nth old 150 or

BO Dave 546-5359

Large frig for sale $75 or best offer call

Brian 549-6343

75 Olds Starfire 6 cyls AM/FM cassette

good cond. 1275 253-2016

Caber Ski Boots - used 4 times size 10!^

$35 or best offer 549-0686

Nikon FE for sale with 50f1.8 and 135

telephoto $375 or BO call Scott 253-7465

FOUND

Found gold filled Cross pen in Goodeil

Library. Call to identify 3 initials on skie.

Brian 6-1272

FUN IN THE SUN
~

Daytona Beach - Spring Break - March
18-27 Party down on the owtorcoach. Free

Beer Party, oceanfront accomodations

$166 plus tax £r services. Call Kathie or

Robin @ 25&<3661 for more info

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmosphere, 12

Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

Kitchen help needed for exchange of

meals call 549-0432 or 549-3582 ask for

Chickie

Dependable people needed for

newspap>er delivery in dorms. 7 days a

week. Between 7:00-9:00 AM. 253-7009

The Commuter Area Govrnment has

two job openings. These positions are

work-study at 15/hours/wk. Must be a

freshman, sophmore or junior
undergraduate. To apply, stop by 404 Stu-

dent Union 9:00-5:00 pm M-F. We are an

Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity

Employer. Third World, women and non-

traditional students encpouraged to apply.

Deadline is February 23.

Part-time work available in solar sales.

Call Eric 549-5884

I'LL GIVE YOU TWO DOLLARS

If you have old 103B Microeconomics

final. (Prof Resnick) - northing sleezy

549-5799

INSTRUCTION
~

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8513

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 2S3-S676 2S3-S7SB

MOE, LARRY, CURLEY

Thanks for the fundies unfortunately

they are missing an occupant so please fill

in Thanks HUW
NOHO TO PARIS

All's forgiven, booby. You can come
home. Letters are on the way. Hey we need

a fifth housemate. Are you interested?

Love, Pauline, Stacey, Dan, and Michelle

PERSONALS

Stop Fee Increases! The student senate

will hold hearings on next years student

fees. Come voice your concems Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm lues 15th CC804 4-7 pm

Tired of the same old routine? All

University Women are invited to Chi

Omega Rush Parties:

Monday Feb. 14 Dinner 5:00-6:00

Valentine's Party 7:30-8:15

Wed. Feb. 16 Dynasty Party 9:30-11

Thurs. Feb. 17 Coffe & Dessert 7-8

Tues. Feb. 22 Chi-0 Rodeo 6:30-7:30

See what makes Chi Omega speciall Come
on up to Frat/Sor Park or call 54&-0162

All university women invKed to

Sigma Kappa Infom^al Rush
Feb. 14 Mon 7:00

Feb 15 Tue 7:00

Feb 16 Wed 7:00

Feb 17 Thur 7:00

Feb 20 Sunday bmnch 12:30

19 ANen St. located t>ehind BKO ,

to RSVP call 2S&e887

JAMAICA
Spring Break

Do it right this year!

For more infc call 549-0329

ECE 212 tutor neededl Will pay call 6-5876

evenings keep trying

COMSTU Club Meeting
today

Machmer E 37
4:00 pm

All University Men
Interested in a rewarding Fraternity? Join

the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega in Friend-

ship, Leadership and Service. Tues. @ 7

PM OPEN RUSH Rm 904 CC. Discover the

true meaning of Fraternity. Look for our
table in the CC Concourse on Tuesday.

To Sandy, Thank you for the surprise and
for making my birthday so special. I won't
ever forget. Friends like you make it all wor-
thwhile. Much love, llene

Michael - Happy Easter to you too?!?

Thanks for the cookies. Who are you??
Amy
JIM Sorry I couldn't make it to the Hangor
Monday hopefully some other time Lisa

Peter - You are too important to me to hurt
- sorry. Looking forward to explaining. Kim

Retired V.B.I.: Thanx for the surprise

Valentine message. Call me. Sincerely, No
Appendix

Jane. Am
what? Love,

sensrtive yo
ger

your needs or

Hey Jude the Big 19! I! Do it upl But if you
can't be good at least good at it. Happy
B-Day Luv Roomie

'•••••••Lambda Delta Phi^^^^^^^'
invites all UMass women to
informal sorority rush on

Saturday Feb 19th (dinner) at 5:30

and Tuesday Feb 22nd at 7:00 PM
For further info call 546-0939

or 253-9971 or come by to have
lots of FUN!!!!
IN. Pleasant St

Did you participate in a pornography
study done three years ago here at UMass?
If so, call Michelle at 546-5862

Office worker/typist for Student Senate

Office wanted. Apply in 420 Student Union

by Feb. 18. 5-0341 women and people of

color encouraged to apply

Happy 20th Anne! better late than never

love, your roomie

Pierre - Happy Birthdayl Love Mon Cheri

Michael I'm still waiting for the blender but

I'll settle for going out to dinner Karen

Linda -
I got the hint. Happy 20thl Here's

to the hopes that your knees get plenty of

exercise in the coming year I - S

To the very kind person who returned my
mittens Tues. night: Thank-you!!!

Stop drinking if it's causing problems for

you. Contact Health Education 549-2671

(ext. 181) for nwre information atwut the

Student Opportunity Program (STOP*)

Bryan - One year down - a lifetime to go!

Congradsl Love ya - Beth

Art Bus to N.Y.C. 2eth sign up FAC Cof-

fee Shop: MW 12:15 - 2:15, TTH 2:304:30,

F 10:00 - 11:00 $20 roundtrip

Phil - So you do like my mind. I'm touched

love, Huggykissyface

Happy 20th Birthay Pat - Hope it's a good

one!!! Love, from all your friends on 3

Nancy Messier - Happy 20th Birthday you

can now go wild with all of the fabulous

women of Chi Omeoa

PRECISION TYPING SERVICE ~

Pron^pt Service / Low Rates 54^4767

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, Theses, Cases. Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME WRITING

Professions! /Confidential /Efficient

special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Millers Falls Thur eves 5

PM share expenses call Holly at Outdoor

Center of New England 659-3926

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: $120/m util inci

starts Feb call Merk or Dan 549-1387

Male or female to share house quiet set-

ting, nonsmoker 200.00/mo util included

call 467-3974 (Granby)

Apartment-mate wanted fully-furnished

2 t>edroom apt in private home. 5 minute

walk to Amherst Center $250 includes

utile/ heat call Todd or leeve message
549-6628 or 549-1916

Two bedrooms in three bedroom owner
occupied home Easthampton 150-f per mo
prefer working grad student with car.

527-5714

100/month, new wall-to-wall carpeting,

utilities included. % price for Feb. Only 4

month lease. Brittany Manor 549-4758 leave

message, will call back fast

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

Your typewriter or mine? Accurate,

reliable. $1/page Kitty 6-7302

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials: Florida, Bahamas,
Bermuda. $125 - $325. Call Dave or John
253-371

R

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Boltwood is seeking volunteers to par-

ticipete in receation programs for tlie

developmentally disabled at BSS. Gain

valuable experience. Credit available. Infor-

mation meetings: Thurs Feb 17 and

Wednesday Feb 23 mi 804 CC

TRAVEL

Rorida direct by van. 3/19-Z/. $158. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - SB. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

On the Strip Spring Break in Daytona or Ft

Lauderdale deluxe hotels from $125 call

Dave or John 253-3718

Bermuda - $316 includes everything - call

256-6941 after 6

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Phil Collins T!x I need two tickets kx^ated

anywhere call Julie after 6 PM 586-1884

Apt Mate Northwood Apts own room,
two bdrm apt 160-00 rent 666-3633 aft 5 pm
Sincere people wanted to try Shaklee's

new clinically tested weight loss plan and
organk: vitamins. Excellent business oppor-

tunity available to market products full or

4>art time. Call 586-8023, 586-4191,

247-5479 M-F 10 am - 7 pm
Halp $60 reward for helping ma by your

parents unwanted second car 253-7189

LooKing to buy dorm size refrigerator

immediately call Elair>e 6-9662

w

• •.•••• ,.•....•••••••••••

Attention

All Juniors
applications are still available for the

Mortar Doord

Honor Society
scholarship - leadership - community

involvement

Prerequisite - 3.2-1- G.P.A.

Forms may be picked up at the

Dean of Students Office

Deadline - February 25th

Any questions call Annemarie 545-2152

'±ri

t Th» GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE ^

m

••+K

is Inviting politicolr social,

cuituroi ond ocod^mic groups to

submit roquosts for LINE ITEM

FUNDING for Fiscal Yoor 1964.

For applications and furthor In-

formotion on the budgot pro-

cess, please contact Paul Weiss,

GSS Treasurer, 919 Campus

Center, 545-2696. DEADLINE

^ FOK REQUESTS IS FEDKUARY 26. ^

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

Reporters Needed

The Collegian needs reporters to cover carr 's

and area news and women's affairs. All interes..v.*d

students are welcome to come and work for the

Collegian, the area's largest daily college

newspaper. No experience is needed and we pro-

vide training. Great experience for journalism or

communications majors or anyone interested in

the media. Stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, anytime during the day and ask for an

editor.

.V.' -*''-»

'Yc^i\
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Sports i^i

Northeastern outgims the Minutemen
Neysmith, Green bright

spots in third straight loss
By JIM FLOYD

Collepon ^t«ff

BOSTON — The only way to characterize

last night's 81-67 Minuteman loss to Nor-

theastern University is to point out that the

cheerleaders got lost on the way to the

game and no one at Matthews Arena would

give UMass any soap to shower with.

To be sure, Massachusetts got lost after

taking a 25-19 lead at the 4:47 mark of the

first half, and Northeastern gave the

Minutemen nothing but trouble the rest of

the way.
After a Northeastern timeout was called,

at the aforementioned point, the Huskies

led by junior Mark Braswell, ran off ten

unanswered points and never trailed again.

It was the quick and aggressive play of

Northeastern that proved to be a key as the

Huskies forced several Minuteman tur-

novers (UMass had 24 in the game).

In the second half, the crowd, which was

split equally between UMass and Nor-

theastern fans, thought the game would

stay close as the second efforts of Horace

Neysmith and junior Edwin Green would

close the gap.

Then, the floodgates opened.

The Huskie defense tested the

Minuteman from endline to endline and the

result was a clinc in fast break basketball

for Northeastern.

Junior guard Phil Robinson was the key

benefactory of the Massachusetts tur-

novers. He beat the Minutemen on several

occasions en route to a twenty point even-

ing.

A Robinson breakaway at the 11:48 mark

of the period upped the score to 50-36 and

it was panic time for UMass.

To the Minutemen's credit, they did cut

the lead to seven at the 5:54 mark when a

Donald Russell (19 pts.) jumper made the

score 61-54.

The Minutemen would get no closer,

however, as the Huskie defense sparked

two easy layups and the night was lost but

for the fact that the UMass cheerleaders

did take the floor midway through the se-

cond half.

It is not known if the Minutemen got any

soap to take a shower with.

Boxscore:

MASSACHUSETTS (67) Russell 8-3-19,

Neysmith 3-6-12, Young 2-1-5, Hempel

5-2-12, Carter 0-2-2, Braun 3-0-6, Green

7-2-16 -

NORTHEASTERN (81) Hassell 10-2-22,

Braswell 5-6-16, Byrant 1-4-6, Basquiot

3-3-9, Miller 0-0-0, Cockran 4-0-8, Robinson

6-8-20

Attendance: 1,500

Rhode Island dares to

enter the Cage Saturday
By JIM FLOYD

Collecian SUff

The Curry Hicks Cage was a large, emp-

ty place yesterday afternoon.

It was easy to forget that just 11 days

earlier this now quiet gymnasium had been

roaring to the sounds of Division I basket-

ball when Rutgers tried to invade the

Amherst area, unless you were one of the

fans who were part of the capacity crowd

on hand.

True, the Minuteman lost a heartbreak-

ing 62-60 decision when a John Hempel
shot careened off, first the backboard and

then the rim, before bouncing helplessly

away, but there was a special feeling in the

Cage that night.

It was basketball the way head coach

Tom McLaughlin wanted it to be. It was

spirited, exciting, and in general it was a

whole lot of fun.

The fans jeered at the visiting team and

exploded with each Minuteman hoop or key

defensive play. They grabbed the momen-
tum and intensified it in an effort to carry

their team to victory.

The team responded, playing very good

basketball against a very good basketball

team. They felt the crowd as only the

serious home crowd can be.

And, when all was said and done, and the

Scarlet Knights had slipped out the back

door of the Cage and escaped back to New
Jersey, a very tough victory and prevalent

question remained echoing campus wide.

Gymnasts seek rtvenge

for loss againstUNH
By ELLEN RICHARD

CollfKian SUff

When they last met at the start of the

se; son \t the University of Massachusetts

wo nen's gymnastics invitational, the top-

ranked University of New Hampshire edg-

ed over UMass by a 169.65-167.40 score.

On S nday the two teams will meet

again, ' s time in New Hampshire. It's a

match U,. * UMass has been working to im-

prove for .'1 season.

"I have this feeling we've improved more

than thf'v ahve in the level of difficulty,"

than they have in the level of difficulty."

assistant coach Cher>'l Livingstone said,

bars have improved a lot and our beams are

consistent."

UNH has given UMass its only loss of the

season so far. Sunday's meet is going to be

a close one as UNH has improved to the

na(i i70s and UM ha^ consistently Ijeen

averaging 170 points in its last couple

meets.

The Minutewomen have improved in

vaulting as most of the g\'mnasts have been

working on more difficult vaults. Karen

Knapp will be performing a half on half off

vault which could improve her score by

four points.

Along with the vaulting event, the

uneven bars is going to be an important

event for UMass. The Minutewomen have

been working hard on the vault and bar and

Livingstone thinks this could be the key to

whether UMass wins or loses the meet.

"If we can stay with them on vault and

bars we could win," Livingstone said. "Our

floor and beam are stronger than theirs.

That's where it's a give and take

situation."

According to Livingstone, each gymnast

is matched so whoever wins the meet will

depend on whoever hits. If UMass per-

forms t(i the ability that it has l)een work-

ing up to, the team should have no problem

and should conx^ home with a victory.

"Ken (ooach Anderson) and I are really

excited alK>ut this meet," Livingstone saui.

"We're (I'NH and UMass) pretty much at

the same level, competition wise. It could

go either way."

Ron Young shoots in the Minutemen's loss to Rutgers in their last

home game. UMass hosts URI tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. m the Lage

"When was the next home game".'" those

who had been there and those turned away

at the door asked.

The answer, Minuteman hoop fans, is

quite simple. It is tomorrow.

Minuteman basketball will once again

bounce off the walls of the Curry Hicks

Cage tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. whe the Rams
of University of Rhode Island bull their

way into town.

The first meeting of the season between

these two clubs saw URI hand UMass a

defeat by the margin of ten points. But,

that game was in Rhode Island, not in the

Curry Hicks Cage.

The Rams will be facing a much more

poised Minuteman squad tomorrow. The

Minutemen are a more cohesive unit now,

they have more experience and they are at

home where the UMass fans seem to be

making a major contribution these days.

Any of the 2000 who were turned away
from the Rutgers game will already know
this, come early. The place will fill up quick-

The Cage crazinesss has returned once

aga'n.

Strugglinghoopsters

host Canadian team
By GERRY deSIMAS

Collrgian SUff

Basketball international style comes to

the Curn,' Hicks Cage tomorrow as the

University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team hosts Bishop's College of

Canada at 2:00 p.m.

The Canadians, who posted a 33-2 record

last year, have only one American cm the

team, from Washington state. The majori-

ty of the club comes from Ontario and the

province of Quebec.

The Minutewomen, on the other hand,

have posted a disappointing 5-19 record

this year mainly because the team is so

young.

Inexperience played a factor in Wednes-

day's four point loss to Central Connec-

ticut. UMass, after \mng down liy nine,

battk'<i bark to tie up the score. P.ut the

team faltered under the strength of the

Rlue Devil press, down the stretch.

"After twenty-four games, i was ver>'

disappointed," said head coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski after the loss.

"But, we have to forget and go out and

play a super game." said Ozdarski yester-

day. "Bishops is an outstanding team."

Massachusetts will have to produce more

of a consistent and varied offense against

the Canadians. Karen Damminger, the

leading scorer for UM with 21 against Cen-

tral, was the sole offense threat in the first

half and she scored all of UMass' first eight

points.

Wendy Ward and Barbara Hebel tossed

in a few nice outside bombs, but they will

have to score with more consistency.

Defensively, UMass played well and will

have to do it again against Bishops. Damm-
inger will have to get more help reboun-

ding. She led the team with 1 1 against Cen-

tral.

Bishops may have a slight problem for a

while because in Canada, they play under

international rule? and here in the Ignited

States we don't. Hut. they are a well coach-

ed team according to Ozdarski.

Tip off is at 2:00 tomorrow afternoon.

"1 hope to look for some more intensity

(from the UMass players)," said Ozdarski.
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Lottery begins UMass campaign
for student government presidency

By KEN BAZINET
Colleciui SUff

Candidates for Student Government Association (SGA)

president will officially open their campaigns at 10 a.m. to-

day with the lottery determining the position of each name
on the ballot.

The candidacies include Charlene Allen-Tom Ahem,
Dave Groom (single candidate), Ronald Lipof-Eric Mann,

and Siobban Powers-Fran Hegler.

Mindy Ordway, acting chair of the SGA (]k)vemmental

Affairs committee and supervisor of this vear's election,

said Sunday, that in addition to the lottery determining

ballot position, candidates will today receive their pur-

chase order number which will Jillow them to buy

necessary campaign aids such as posters, leaflets and

advertising space. Each of the four candadacies are allo'"-

ed to spend only the $250 which was allotted to them by

•the SGA. They cannot excede that figure or use their own

money, Ordway said.

Prior to the election which will take place on Monday,

March 7, and Tuesday, March 8, the University of

Massachusets community will have the opportunity to

hear the candidates' views during a SGA-sponsored

debate on Tuesday, march 1. The debate will take place in

Campus Center Room 163-164 at 7 p.m.

Ordway said the candidates will be asked questions by

five member panel representing various UMass groups.

Each candidate will have the opportunity to make an

opening statement, Ordway said, and following the panel

questions, individuals in attendance will have the oppor-

tunity to ask their own questions.

"I believe there are enough issues on campus to get

students to come out and ask questions," Ordway said.

She said arrangements have been made with the Union

Video Center to tape the debate for continuous replay

throughout the remainder of the campaign. Ordway also

said each of the candidacies will make a three minute com-

mercial which will also be aired by the Union Videti

Center.

Committee validates candidacy
By PAUL BASKEN

Collcfuii SUff

The Student Government Association (SGA) presiden-

tial candidacy of David Groom, almost terminated by a

"misunderstanding" before it began was yesterday

validated by an SGA committee decision to overturn a rul-

ing of the election coordinator.

Mindy Ordway, acting chair of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate's Governmental Affairs Committee and elec-

tion coordinator, said Groom had failed to return nomina-

tion papers to the senate office by the 3 p.m., Friday

deadline, and was thus ineligible for official candidacy.

According to SGA President Jim Murphy, Groom in-

stead turned in the nomination papers containing the

signatures of 250 University students at 4:20 that after-

noon.

Groom explained the problem to be a result of misinfor-

mation he received when he called the senate office the

previous day and was informed the deadline was 5 p.m.

Since the office closed at 4 p.m.. Groom said he was unable

to have his papers notarized and complete other required

nomination forms.

Ordway, however, saying the 3 p.m. deadline was listed

on the nomination papers, posted in the senate office, and
advertised in the Collegian, refused to allow an exception

for Groom, Uiereby preventing him from getting his name
on the ballot and from receiving SGA campaign funds.

At a special meeting of the senate's Coordinating Com-
mittee, called yesterday to discuss overturning Ordway's

decision, Murphy argued that deadlines "are not set in

stone," and that disqualifying him is "not fair to him or

the people who signed his nomination papers."

The committee then reversed Ordway's ruling on a voice

vote, despite her reminding members that she still had not

received fully completed forms from Groom and that such

a move could also affect the cases of two candidates for

the d^ampus Center Board of (Jovemors who also submit-

ted late nomination papers.

i/v..w»_a paeto tj Jiai l*»wcn

Senior journalism major Darlene Jackson is framed in by a geometric pattern of stairs as she

studies while working at Boyden Gym on Saturday.

The late Julian H. Gibb

Amherst president

dies after devoting

4 years of service
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

CAllcffiaB SUff

Amherst College President, Julian H. Gibbs, 58, died

early Sunday after having suffered a heart attack Satur-

day.

Amherst College officials said Mary Catherine Bateson,

dean of faculty, will serve as acting president until a

replacement is hired. A search committee for the position

will be formed next week, according to officials.

Gibbs, president of the small coeducatioruil liberal arts

college since 1979, was stricken Saturday while skiing in

Charlemont. He was taken to a Greenfield hospital and

later transferred to Baystate Medical Center, Springfield,

where he died.

Several Amherst Collie officials yesterday spoke

highly of Gibbs.

"As a president, he impressed me, most of all by his far

sightedness. He had ambitions and long range ideas of

where the college should be headed and what it should

be," said Douglas Wilson, secretary for public affairs at

Amherst College.

"I think the remarkable thing about him is that he was
completely down-to-earh. It's unusual to see less preten-

tion in someone who holds such a position of authority. He
was just a totally unpretentious person.

"He had a common touch," Wilson said.

John Callahan, general secretary for the Board of

Trustees of Amherst College, said, "He was an extraor-

dinary man. an academic person and an absolutely first

class teacher who had developed strong administrative in-

stinct and skills. He was doing a first-rate job at the col-

lege."

Gibbs, a 1947 graduate of Amherst, replaced John

William Ward and became the 15th president of the

162-year-old college. Previous to his post at Amherst,

Gibbs taught chemistry at the University of Minnesota

and at Brown University, in Providence, R.I., for twenty

years and also spent several years working in industry. He
served as chemistry department chaimrum at Brown for

several years.

He is the recipient of several Fulbrig^t scholarships and

Guggenheim fellowships.

GiUt)s was bom in Greenfield, June 24, 1924, the son of

Howard B. and Judith M. B. (Hemingway) Gibbs. He was
reared in Albany, N.Y., where his mother still lives. He at-

tended Albany Academy and graduated from Amherst
College after serving in the Naval Reserves during World
Warn.
He received his Ph.D. degree in chemistry from

Princeton University in 1950. He was elected a Princeton

trustee in 1980.

A memorial service for family and friends will be held at

2 p.m. tomorrow in Johnson's Chapel of Amherst College.

A second memorial service open to the college will be

held at 11 a.m. Saturday in Johnson's Chapel.

Douglass Funeral Home, Amherst, is in charge of the

arrangements.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Former vice president declares

candidacy for number one job

HIBBING, Minn. - Former Vice President Walter

Mondale opened his quest for the presidency yesterday

and stumped in one of the nation's most economically

distressed areas, Minnesota's Iron Range.

Unemployment in many mining towns here is more than

30 percent.

In the House chamber of the Minnesota State Capitol,

Mondale cited his experience in state and federal govlem-

ment and declared, "I am ready to be President of the

United States."

He never mentioned President Reagan by name, but his

partisan audience had no doubt to whom he was referring

when he said, "The American people understand that we
also need a president who knows what he's doing."

Mondale was the third Democrat to declare his can-

didacy and is generally regarded as the early front-runner

for the 1984 nomination.

Polls have shown Mondale and Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio,

leading Reagan. Glenn plans to announce his presidential

candidacy in April.

Already in the race are Sens. Alan Cranston of Califor-

nia and Gary Hart of Colorado. Former Gov. Reubin

Askew of Florida will announceYis candidacy tomorrow.

Sen. Ernest Hollings of South Carolina also is expected to

enter the Democratic race.

Speaking to an audience of family, friends and long-time

political allies, Mondale used a low-key delivery for a

speech that emphasized general principles but contained

few specific proposals.

Indira Gandhi tours Assam;

charged with 'Hitlerite tactics'

NEW DELHI, India - Prime Minister Indira Gandhi

paid a six-hour visit to Assam yesterday and briefly reliv-

ed with dazed survivors the eastern Indian state's 19-day-

old holocaust of slaughter, estimated to have taken up to

1,400 lives.

During her absence. Parliament was locked in angry

debate over the controversial election she ordered in

Assam and the bloodbath that ensued.

An opposition speaker, former Railway Minister Madhu
Dandavate, accused the 65-year-old prime minister of us-

ing "Hitlerite tactics" to impose "a live election over dead

bodies" in Assam. Government members charged opposi-

tion parties indirectly supported the violence.

Voting that began Feb. 14 in the multi-stage state elec-

tion ended yesterday, and counting began with Mrs. Gan-

dhi's Congress Party winning 23 of the first 26 races

decided in the balloting for 126 state assembly seats. Her
party was assured of victory because of a low turnout

resulting from the violence and a boycott declared by the

Assamese Movement and major oppK)sition parties.

Malta prime minister refuses

to give in to Libyan hijackers

VALLETTA, Malta - Prime Minister Dom Mintoff was
reported "holding firm" yesterday against three hijackers

threatening to blow up a Libyan jetliner unless he provid-

ed fuel, and food and medicine for 165 people aboard the

Boeing 727.

Officials said 156 passengers, including dozens of

women and children and six crew members, had been held

hostage without food and water since Sunday night

aboard the jet parked on a remote comer of Valletta's Lu-

qa International Airport, 225 miles north of the Libyan

coast.

Government spokesman Paul Mifsud said Mintoff and

three Cabinet ministers were talking by radio with the hi-

jackers, who "are threatening to blow up the plane. But

the prime minister is holding firm."

He said all the passengers had Arabic names, and an air-

port official who asked not to be identified said, "Judging

by their accents, all the hijackers appear to be Libyans."

Asked if the demand for medicine indicated there might

be wounded aboard, airport officials said there was no

sign that there had been any violence. Mifsud said the hi-

jackers were armed, but he did not know what weapons

they had.
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The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in tlie country!

STRAIGHT EDGES/T SQUARES

METRIC RULES/ L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others . .

.

SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE

or SEND FOR CATALOG

FAIR6ATE

RULE CO.. INC -
72 Adimt Av( |

P toi 27» -H
COlO SPRING NV
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DUCK STEWART
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER

Also: Functions, Formols, Portfolios

545 Puffton Vllloge, Amherst, MA
Portraits and Group Settings $15.95

A world of opportuniij^plljifafti^ tHose
~

graduates who choose to #f^^r careers

at the National Security Agency From

the very outset they will influence the

growth and direction of their fields of

specialization They will work m a chal-

lenging and stimulating environment

where matters affecting the security of

the nation are part of our day today acti-

vity

You too can experience this world

of opportunity and challenge m any of

these NISA career fields

Electronic Engineering: There

are opportunities in a variety of

research and development projects

ranging from individual equipments to

very complex interactive systems invol-

ving large numbersof microprocessors

mini-computers and computer graphics

Professional growth is enhanced through

interaction with highly experienced NSA
professionals and through contacts m
the industrial and academic worlds

Facilities for engineering analysis and

design automation are among ihe best

available

Computer Science: At NSA you II

discover one of the largest computer
installations m the world with almost

eveiy maior vendor of computer equip-

-.ment represented NSA careers provide

/•
.: (.

ill rr

rr1ftR'arf?s of such disciplines as systems

analysis and design, scientific applica-

tions programming, data base manage-

ment systems operating systems,

computer networking/security, and

graphics

Mattiematics:You II work on diverse

agency problems applying a variety of

mathematical disciplines Specific

assignments might include solving

communications-related problems

performing long-range mathematical

research or evaluating new techniques

for communications security

Linguists: NSA offers a wide range

of challenging assignments for Slavic

Near Eastern and Asian language maiors

involving translation transcription and

analysis/reporting Newly-hired linguists

can count on receiving advanced train-

ing in their primary language(s) and can
plan on many years of continued profes-

sional growth

The Rewards at NSA
NSA offers a salary and benefit

program that s truly competitive with

private industry There are assignments

for those who wish to travel and abundant

good living in the Baltimore-Washington

aroa tor those who wish to stay close to

home

Countless cultural. historical

ref;reational and educational opportun-

ities are lust minutes away from NSA s

convenient suburban location

To find out more about NSA career

opportunities, schedule an interview

through your college placement office

For additional information on the National

Security Agency, write to hAr William

Shores College Recruitment Officer

National Security Agency Attn fyl322

(WES) Fort George G tVleade Maryland

20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
U.S. Citizenship Required.

The National

. Agency

Where learning never ends.

>',.'' k\
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Aid bill raises

$28M in funds
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN

ColleciAB Corrcapondeal

An effort by the state legislattire's Committee on Joint

Taxation to provide $28 million in additional student aid to

Massachusetts college students is again underwa,y.

At a legislative hearing before the joint taxation com-

mittee, the proposed law to provide additional money for

the Student Higher Educational Assistance Fund,

through a cigarette excise tax, was brought up. After the

hearing the committee voted to give the bill a favorable

recommendation for passage by the legislature.

In order to raise the $28 million that would go into the

fund, a sales tax of 5 percent would be placed on cigaret-

tes. The proposed cigarette excise tax would raise more

money for scholarships and loan funds by earmarking four

cents of 21 cents per package of the cigarette excise tax.

In addition, the proposal would repeal the state's

minimum pricing law, which has been in effect since 1945.

According to this law, retailers are required to increase

the price of cigarettes at least 12.4 percent above the

wholesale price. The repeal of this law would result in in-

creased competition, offsetting the per package price in-

crease caused by the imposed sales tax on cigarettes.

Stan Rosenberg, administrative assistant to Sen. John

Olver (D-Amherst), said "the p^posal for the cigarette ex-

cise tax is the exact same proposal that failed to gain ap-

proval last January 3, before the legislative session recess-

ed."

Rosenberg also said "the bill is of top concern to the

Senate and althou^ it is still at the beginning of a

somewhat lengthy process, it does stand a very good

chance of getting pissed."

The bill has passed the taxation committee, of which

Olver is the chairperson, and it will now go to the House

Ways and Means Committee.

Assuming it passes that conunittee it will procede to the

full House, followed by the Senate Ways and Means com-

mittee and then to the Senate. If the bill makes it that far,

it will go on to a conference committee, then to the House

and the Senate, for foial passage and enactment.

Reporter speaks on
Reagan's progress

By RICHARD NANGLE

CoUefima photo by JoliB DoacctU

A sparBe tree on campus appears immersed in a 'Charlotte's Web' effect as last Friday's warm

sunshine melted some remaining snow. ^^^^.^..^

Elections held in SW area government

Ronald Reagan is "changing his tone from being ex-

tremely conservative and caustic agamst government...to

that of a man not antithetkad to new kinds of programs for

the economy," the Senior White House correspondent of

the New York Times saki last week to a group of about 60

people at Amherst College.

Steven R. Weisman diMMSsed th role of the press in

covering the Presktent and his own perceptwns concern-

ing Reagan's progress to the audience in the Converse

Assembly Room at Amherst.

"We in the press, although we don't like to admit it, play

a role sometimes. But it's a real riddle what role we play in

all this," Weisman said.

"The press helped to bring the urgency of unemploy-

ment to the American people," and made it an issue in the

November elections.

Weisman's commentary was also critical of the press.

"Like sports reporters we tend to be fans an awful lot," he

said, pointing to leniency the press has shown President

Reagan.
, * *

"Ronald Reagan is a very shrewd man with a lot of

native intelligence," he said.

Reagan's strengths include good political instincts, the

ability to communicate and his fairly sound instincts when

issues are thoroughly explained to him, Weisman said. But

forces working against him include the fact that he is not

reflective, not knowledgeable, not energetic and is not

stimulated or challenged by proposals that oppose his

own, he said.

"I've never heard of Ronald Reagan saying to

anyone...'Gee. that's interesting, tell me more about it,"

he said.

Reagan has had the ability to convince people to vote for

his programs and that has contributed to his political

strength, Weisman said. He added that Sen. Paul Laxalt,

D-Nevada, has said more than once that if there had been

a secret ballot in the Senate for Reagan's initial programs

they would have gotten only 10 to 12 votes instead of a

majority.

"We all, I think, can agree that Ronald Reagan has been

successful in conveying to the public his agenda and what

he is thinking," Weisman said. But, he added, most

knowledgeable people would say Reagan's policies have

"prolonged and deepened" the recession.

But the administration realizes this, Weisman said, and

is working to change its public image.

"He's seized at least part of the initiative back on jobs,^

Weisman said. "His aids were saying until recently 'let's

face it, most of the people who are unemployed don't

vote.' There is a realization in the White House that this is

a difficult problem." .

Reagan is trying to buy time with his economic policy in

order to justify staying the course, he said.

"From my vantage point I see a program that was put in

without much thought" or regard to its consequences," he

said.

By ROBERT STACK
C«ll«ciaa Corraapoadeat

Southwest residents Lisa Stratouly and Janice Chicoine

were elected co-vice presidents as Southwest Area

Government held elections for co-vice president, com-

munications coordinator and communications chairperson

last Thursday night.

Stratouly and Chicoine, who ran unopposed, replaced

Steve Carter and Jeanette Maillet, who resigned. Both

representatives are from Cance House with two years ex-

perience, Co-president Jenny Schofield said.

Chicoine said "With our two years experience Lisa and I

have seen ak>t of things going on. We have a big advan-

tage that others didn't have."

Stratouly said, "We feel we are most qualified."

Fran Rosenthal was dected communicatk>ns coor-

dinator replacing Beth Cooney, who also resigned. She

defeated Bridget CahiU.

Rosenthal tives in John Quincy Adams dormitory.

Rosenthal, a sof^more Art naajor, said, "I can organize a

Women's Caucus sets goals to

promote female leadership
By MARK HERSEY

C«ll«fiaa SUff

The Women's Caucus of the Undergraduate Student

Senate last week set goals and elected officials for the new

semester.

"The Women's Caucus, after a defunct fall semester, is

looking foward to a strong program this semester," Sue

Cottle, caucus coordinator said.

Goals drawn up at a recent caucus meeting include pro-

moting unity among women in the senate to further the

empowerment of women senators, encouraging Universi-

ty women to participate in the Stu« jnt Government

Association, developing working relationships with other

women's organizations, and developing leadership skills

for women senators.

The main purpose of the Women's Caucus is to operate

as a support mechanism to promote the development and

empowerment of women of the senate.

Women, as a result of the effects of sexism and racism,

have been denied the opportunity to develop leadership

and assertiveness skills necessary to function effectively

in such areas as the Student Senate, Cottle said.

"By denying these skills to women, a vahiable resource

is lost," Cottle commented.

A three-credit Women's Development Series will be of-

fered to women by the Caucus, and will meet every Tues-

day at 5 p.m.

Other officers elected last week were Jane Johnson and

Mimi Turchinetz. who will serve as representatives to the

Senate Co-ordinating Committee.

Continuing Ed program offers

six-week glassblowing course
The University of Massachusetts Division of Continuing

Education will offer a six-week Glassblowing Workshop

beginning March 10. Lectures and studio sessions will be

conducted by Charles Correll, owner of Correll Glass

Studio in Holyoke.

Sessions will be held from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturdays

and lectures from 7 to 9 p.m. Thursdays at the University.

The fee is $450 which includes instruction, use of fur-

nace, tools and materials.

More information is available from the Credit-Free

Workshop Program Office, Continuing Ed. Division,

545-0475.

good newsletter and 1 am willing to work. I have the time

for the job."

Howard Breslau, who was elected communications

chairperson, is a representative in Patterson Dormitory

and a CASIAC Major.

"I was interested in the chairperson position last

semester," said Breslau who has worked for six years

with youth groups.

Also on the agenda was the announcement of Scott

Kogos of Patterson Dormitory as information coor-

dinator. Schofield said Kogos will "visit other area

governments and report to SWAG."
A motion seeking funds to purchase paint by the JA Up-

per House Counol Rep. Dan Bougain was revoked.

Bougain withdrew the motion "because he felt the thing

was illegal," Schofield said.

All elections were conducted according to accepted

Southwest Area Government procedure, sakl Office

Blanager Lori Weiss.

The Co-president's report was presented by Fran

Hegeler who reported the need for students to aid the

judiicial process.

Representative to interview

UMass graduate candidates

A representative of the New School for Social Research

of New York Ci^ will conduct interviews today from 9

a.m. to noon at the University of BJassachusetts Place-

ment Office, located in Hampshire House.

Rebecca Szabo, an admisswns counselor with the New
School, is looking for students interested in graduate

study in anthropology, economics, liberal studies,

philosophy, political science, psychology and sociology.

For appointments, students may call either Jackie

Warner or Becky Blajda at the Placement Office,

545-2224.

Expert panelists to discuss

'Africa south of the Sahara'

The fourth Great Decisions '83 program entitled "Africa

South of the Sahara: Poverty, Hunger and Refugees," will

be held tonight at 8 p.m. in the main lounge of Webster

House in Orchard Hill. The open discussion will feature

four expert panelists, all teaching in the Five College area.

A tape of the forum will be broadcast over WFCR Radio,

88 5 FM this Thursday between 10 and 11:30 p.m.

Issue of 'an educated person'

to be raised in future debate

University of Massachusetts professors Joyce Berkman

of the History department and James Douglas of Chemical

Engineering will present "What is an Educated Person?"

as part of the UMass-sponsored Dialogue Series. The

event will be held at 8 p.m. Wednesday in room 231,

Herter Hall.

Everywoman's Center offers

help with financial aid forms
Older non-traditional students seeking he'p with the

Financial Aid Form (FAF) can attend walk-in lOurs at the

Everywoman's Center this Thursday and Fn iay from 10

a.m. until noon. The deadline for submitting the FAF is

March. For more information call Martini or Mary at

545-0883.
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Women's Week
TUESPAY

Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERRF) will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center in room 169. Come and help squelch the Squeal

Law.
Support Group for Underemployed Women will meet

at 7 p.m. at the Everywoman Center.

"International Politics of Breast Feeding" will be

held at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse Assembly Room at

Amherst College. Dr. Dana Raphael, director of the

Human Lactation Center, in Bridgeport, Conn, will give

the lecture.

"Images of Afro-Caribbeans and Their Struggle for

Identity in German Literature" will be held at 7:30 p.m.

in McConnell Auditorium at Smith College. The lecture is

the second part of the "Women: Image and Identity"

series.

WEDNESDAY
Lesbian and Gay Men's Counseling Collective Open

House will be held from 4 to 8 p.m. in the Campus Center

in room 101. All women are invited and lesbians interested

in joining are especially welcome.

Workshop on Sexual Disease for Third World
Students will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. in CCEBMS, in the

New Africa House. The workshop will be conducted by

Health Educators from the UMass Health Services.

"The Role of Women in tf>Changing Church" will be

held at 7:30 p.m. in the Sunken Lounge at the Newman
Center. The lectiu-e wil be given by Kathleen Keating,

former president of the National Association of Women
Religious and currently the president of the Sisters of St.

Joseph.

THURSDAY
Anti-Racism Team will hold a general meeting at 4 p.m.

in the Campus Center in room 811.

Jewish Feminist Organization will hold its first

meeting of the semester at 4:30 p.m. in the Dukes Room in

the Student Union Building.

Women Organizing for Occupational Safety and

Health (WOOSH) will hold an open meeting at 5 p.m. at

the Everywoman Center. This group is currently develop-

ing factsheets and starting a speaker's bureau on safety

and health issues for women. Anyone interested in these

issues is welcome. For further information, contact Myra
Hindus at 545-0883.

Coalition of Labor Union Women (CLUW) will hold an

open meeting from 7 to 9 p.m. at Cambridge College

located on the third floor at 58 Gothic Street in Northamp-

ton. All interested union women are invited.

"Images of Asian Women" a lecture and slide presen-

tation, will be given by the Radcliffe Asian Women's
Association at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse Assembly Room
at Amherst College.

FRIDAY
"A United Nations Perspective on Women and Social

Change" will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Merrill 111 at

Amherst College. Leila Doss, undersecretary to the

United Nations, will give the lecture.

SOUTHERN
HOME ,comm

In conjunction with the scheduled events of

Black History Month, the Blueivall Cafeteria

presents a traditional luncheon with the

"down-home" flavor of Southern cuisine.

While you enjoy your meal, a talented jazz

duo will provide musical entertainment.

MENU
Black-eyed Peas and Rice \ ||

Collard Greens \>''

Potato Salads

Spicy Fried Chicken

Smothered Pork Chops
With Onions, Peppers/Gravy

Corn Bread

Sweet Potato Custard

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
11:30 am to 1:30 pm

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If youVe a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned. you*ll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For Mor» Details Call Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen & Soohmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 546-2137

A qreot vCyo'Me

>.-.•-••».*•
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Speaker chides racist repression

By RHONDA SWANN
CoiUgiaa Corrcapondeat

Does racism exist in the laws of our country? Angela

Davis, co-chairperson of the National Alliance Against

Racial and Political Repression (N.A.A.R.P.R.) explored

this topic last Friday, Feb. 18, at Western New England

College.

Davis feels that although the struggle for political and

racial freedom has made some progress over the past two

decades, the true victory has not yet been won. "If we

needed a movement in the sixties and seventies, we

definitely need one now", Davis said.

According to Davis, the U.S. judicial system will go to

almost any lengths to hinder the advancements that

minorities might make in this society. David reflected back

on her own personal experience of being the victim of a

racist attack by our legal system.

In 1967 Davis received a job teaching Marxism at the

iTniversity of California in Los Angeles. Ronald Reagan

was governor of California at the time. According to

Davis, Reagan's attempts to polarize California involved

making inquiries into her political af^iations. Davis

acknowledged that she was a member of the Communist

party which was already common knowledge and tne

reason she received her position teaching Marxism. Davis

feels that Reagan used her involvement with the Com-

munist party to try and discredit her.

'The wrath of Ronald Reagan came down upon me
because I was a Communist", said Davis. Because of

Reagan's "vicious, racist, anti-Communist attack" upon

her, her life was threatened several times and on Aug. 7,

1970, she was falsely accused of murder, conspiracy, and

kidnapping.

Davis was acquitted of the charges against her and to-

day she is aiding in the fight for justice for many who have

become victims of the racism in the legal system.

One of these victims is Mayor Eddie Carthan, the first

black mayor of Tchula, Mississippi, a town whose popula-

tion is eighty percent black.

"Eddie Cardan represents a systematic assault against

the black elected officials in this country," Davis said. Ac-

cording to the N.A.A.R.P.R., the local white power struc-

ture of Tchula would not accept Carthan's challenge to

their misrule and corruption. As a result, Charthan was

framed on charges of assault on a police officer when he

and his deputies were forced to disarm a "police chief

who was illegally appointed by the plantation owners.

When the U.S. Justice Department was asked to in-

vestigate the matter, instead of helping Carthan, they did

just the opposite. The F.B.I, helped Carthan's accusers by

framing him on federal charges of bank fraud. Mayor Ed-

die Carthan now faces seven years in prison.

Ms. Davis appealed not only to minorities, who are more

often than not the \ictims, but to everyone who believes in

the constant struggle for freedom. "It is not enough to op-

pose or verbally disapprove," she said. "We have to get

organized in a collective fashion and take action."

Photo by Chrii Hardin

Archie Shepp in concert at Simon's Rock Col-

lege last Friday in Great Barrington paying

homage to WEB DuBois.
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DANCE
MARATHON

UMASS FITNESS TESTING CENTER

PRIZES

1st Prize. $500

2nd Prize: $300

3rd Prize: $200

& much, much, more!

,.wui„
Student

owe- * P " ^^

announces

-$^

Aerobic Dance
, ^.

Free Demonstration
AND PREREGISTRATION

kv

A^'.

Tues., Feb 22, at 7 00 in Rm. 24 NOPE

TIME : Men. & Wed. Evenings

5:30-645 or
6:50-8=05
Beginning Wed., Feb. 23

Place: rm. 24 NOPE

SPECTATORS
WELCOME

Entry $10 couple

refundable when
you complete

the marathon

$50, or 2 for $75 if you
join with a friend. Fee

includes cardiovascular

fitness test & body composi-
tion analysis.

For more information or preregjstration contact Dr. Patty Freedson

at 545-2620 or instructor Kristen Costellb at 549-1859

prasanu'

Sat. Feb. 26 Sun. Feb. 27

Warren Zevon Tower of Power
Tickets available at "For the Record" (in Faces) Amherst

Rt. 47 Sunderland, MA 666-4937 You must be 18 to enter.
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SPECIALS
ALL DAY
AND NIGHT

Monday thru Thursday:

COMPLETE
MEALS •

Oncluding Drink)
2.15-2.60

With prfcM lih« thmse, why mat at hommT
NORTHAMPTON — 21 Center St. HOURS: Mon.-Thurs., 11-10

AMHERST — 41 Boltwood Walk '"ri & Sat., 1111.. Sun. 3-9 /(

«i..«»M.i...«Miii».«i....»iiiiimiiiiimmiiiimniiiiiiimiiimiiillilln|

Washington D.C. Internships

Summer Applications Due: March 1

Fall Applications Due: April 15

(These deadlines are for

Washington placements only.)

Contact: Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

I 545-0727 _
mwiniiiHmiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiHiiiiwiiiiiiiiiHiiiiwimirm

MUSIC
GALLERY
PcAVEy, IbAwa,

Tama, JBL, RoUwd,
Acousric, Boss,

LEqEMd, EV-TApco,
HoNdo, Dean,
Hamer, Fostex.

Rt. 9 HAdUy
ON tIiE bus ROUTE

!^86-6228

JointheENERGYEXPLOSIONwith
GUMASTEVENSAEROBICS.'

The COMPLETE Fitness Center for Women

• Aerobic Dance Classes

• Individual Aerobic Programs
•30-45 min. Groups
• Easy to Live With Diets

• Advanced Programs
• Maternity Programs

Student Discounts

Availab

Hadley

584-0105

Mon Fri 9 to 9 • Sat 9 to 3

Brin9*2

for a'

,1,1s
COOPOH

I^EBOBIC
CLASS!

Double Feature i4llLjl|l1

Tues
Arthur 7:16

World According to Garp 9

Wed - Sat

A Thouund Clowns 7:00

King of Hearts 9:00

.Downtown Amherst

2S3M26

OF JAPAN

Take the Sunderland Bus from campus -

get dropped off at our front door.

* Our Special Tues. Weds. Thurs.;

Only with a College ID ^

Two Dinners for $10 Dollars

Steak and Chicken Combination includes soup,

salad, vegetable noodle, rice, tea and ice cream

Watch as your personal chef exhibits his talents

in preparing for you the finest foods:

an exciting display

GOTEN OF JAPAN * Excellence in Japanese Cuisine

Full Liquor License

Casual Dress, avoid the wait: call for reservations

Rte. 116 - Sunderland 665-3628
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

~^RON? SHARON WHO?' '^

Press creates economic nightmare
The television set brings the layed off worker into

our hving rooms, as if we can help share the burden.

Newspapers are filled with negative economic

analysis. I seldom go through a day without hearing the

unemployment rate. Look at this issue from a fresh

perspective.

The mass media, eternal prophets of doom, are suc-

ceeding in forming a pessimistic attitude in this country

concerning our economy, specifically the job situation.

Why? Simply because the misleading figure reporting the

percent of the work force without a job now has two digits

instead of one. The same thing happened with inflation.

Don't be troubled when you hear that ten percent figure

for the fourth time today. That means at least 90 percent

of the work force, not counting those that work "under

the table", are working. Moreover, the average income for

families who have someone collecting unemployment in-

surance is $19,000, says Milton Friedman. In a recent poll

by Blue Chip Economic Indicators, forty-five economic

forecasters unanimously predicted Gross National Pro-

duct growth in 1983. Let's hear a human interest story on

one of the 4,000 people who earned $1,000,000 or more in

1982 alone.

I've worked in several states in varied capacities. I've

been in the U.S. Army, worked on loading docks and in

warehouses, been a secretary, a census taker and a cook.

I've seen many a lazy laborer. "Getting over" is not only

commonly accepted, but also glorified. The guy who can

get something for nothing is envied. "Beat the system",

they say. It's no wonder to me why the Germans and

Japanese sell so many cars in this country.

What's more, we pay people who don't work. Those who

collect unemployment insurance in this country take home

more money than most workers who work in the rest of

the worid. I know a guy who takes home over $170 a week

when he's rwt working. He's single, lives with his parents,

and he's always got plenty of pot. I was once in the posi-

tion of either collecting $98 a week or working 40 hours

for $150 mintis taxes. $98 for zero hours, about $130 for

40 hours. Would you work for less than one dollar per

hour? This system takes away incentive to work and en-

courages slothfulness.

The press dramatizes the plight of the unemployed.

Many workers are lazy instead of thankful. The govern-

ment advocates a welfare systm. All these factors suggest

one underlying implication — namely that one has the

right to employment. Not in this country.

The government can take steps to help stimulate the

economy, but the distinction between government and

private enterprise must always remain clear. For without

a free economic system, there could be no free political

system. If government had authority over private enter-

prise concerning hiring or if employment was a right, our

economic system would cease to be free.

Besides the ideological discrepancy, there are also prac-

tical considerations. Workers would lose what little incen-

tive they still have and become even more complacent.

Also, since people are competing for jobs, it behooves

them to do what they do best. Consequently, we end up

having the best mechanics fixing cars, the best writers

writing, and the best basketball players playing basket-

ball.

The Declaration of Independence reads, "life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness", not jobs. The United States

was founded upon the freedoms and rights of the in-

dividual so as to promote the free and mature develop-

ment of the human personality. With any freedom comes

responsibility. Somehow the responsibility of jobs for the

unemployed has been layed in Ronald Reagan's lap, as if

he's everyone's Daddy.

The press has done such a good job of promoting the

fear of unemployment that the whole philosophy of educa-

tion has changed. Universities and colleges across the na-

tion have become vocational schools. In a recent survey

over 70 percent of college freshmen, when asked their

main reason for going to college, answered, "To get a job

when I get out." Higher education used to be more than

job training.

Remember when inflation was the prevalent topic? The

media can't harp on that anymore, so the unemployment

issue comes into the light. There will always be something,

and that something will always be negative — guaranteed.

Mark F. Moran is a UMass student

Politics and
science do mix
As I picked up the February 14th Collegian, my

attention was immediately caught by Mr. Davis'

letter defending his trip to South Africa. Reading

it, I immediately thought of John Donne's lines; "No man
is an island entire of itself; every man is a piece of the con-

tinent."

Mr. Davis' letter stated; "For me, attending meetings in

South Africa in no way lent support, directly or indirectly

to the South African Government." I do not know Mr.

Davis or anything about him, so I will not attempt to

define his personal politics for him. But just as we are not

islands, so our actions have effect and meaning in the

world, whether we like it or not.

South Africa is ruled by the policy of Apartheid: separa-

tion in all aspects of life de jure (by law), based on race.

The Dutch and German Boers who conquered the veld,

and the English who conquered them, have set up the rule

of the white man. Blacks live in shantytowns and are forc-

ed to stay separated from their families for long periods of

time while they look for work. Passbooks are necessary.

The lack of them means loss of jobs and deportation back

to the rural areas (called Bantustans). Wbites in South

Africa enjoy the higher standard of living in the world.

Several years ago it was still cheaper for whites to hire a

Black person to clean then it was to buy a vacuum cleaner.

Brooke States

Letters
SGA Attorney General situation remains unresolved

To the Editor:

In a Feb. 15th editorial Timmi Rudolph charged SGA
President Jim Murphy and the Student Senate with a

wide range of unsubstantiated wrongs. Among the alleg-

ed wrongs is the charge that SGA officers and the Senate

act in a "...less than reliable, less than responsible, and

less than responsive manner...(with the intent of]

...working against the students..." His hollow accusa-

tions and shrill style are not amusing to those familiar

with President Murphy and the Senate. Mr. Rudolph's

tactics remind us of former U.S. Senator Joe McCarthy.

From Mr. Rudolph's editorial, students unfamiliar

with Jim Murphy and the Senate could reasonably im-

agine heinous crimes being committed against students.

In a moment of blatant excess, Timmi said the Senate is

"...aiding in the demise of students." No rational person

could suggest the Senate is contributing to the death of

students. Timmi also charged Jim Murphy with

"...failure to comply with the propensity of duties in-

herent to the office of the Presidency." If Timmi had

substantial argument to make about actual wrongs com-

mitted by the President or the Senate he would not have

to use confusing language that appeals to our fears.

Timmi warned us of a "list of misconduct" four times in

three consecutive sentences, yet did not produce one.

Senator McCarthy also began an Ui-guided crusade with

a list he did not reveal. What is on Mr. Rudolph's list, and

to what reforms does he refer? From Mr. Rudolph's

editorial I hear the drumming of fear, and echoes of the

Michael Leary

Commuter Senator
Amherst

To the Editor:

On February 16th Jim Murphy expressed his opinion in

an article entitled "A Presidential Search for A Student

Attorney (General." The title itself is incorrect in that the

search is mandated by the constitution, and it is up to the

search committee to recommend to the president: the

president does not run the search, it is independent. Mr.

Murphy has failed to carry out his duty to appoint an At-

torney General in the prescribed six weeks.

The search committee has never been informed of any

complaints or problems from outside Murphy's political

clique. Any requests that the student affirmative action

officer made of us were carried out immediately and ex-

actly. Mr. Murphy has never given a legal or constitu-

tional rationale for his refusal to make an appointment.

His claims relate to affirmative action, yet the University

Affirmative Action Office has led us to believe that the

SGA personnel policy of September of 1982 is seriously

flawed*

The bottom line in this matter is the fact that Mr. Mur-

phy has very artfully dodged his constitutional respon-

sibility to the entire student body. The position of At-

torney General has always strived to avoid partisan

politics. He has played political games to the detriment of

the entire student population. The SGA constitution

mandates the appointment of a student attorney general,

not an acting one. Mr. Murphy has failed to fulfill his con-

stitutional duty.

Richard Stewart Kramer
Student Attorney General Search Chairperson

Lawrence Mestel

University Judge, committee member

But despite the poverty and oppression faced by the

Black majority, and the Asian and Colored populations,

resistance is a continuing factor. Many different interna-

tional groups are and have been working to isolate South

Africa, and make that country feel as a pariah among na-

tions. Mr. Davis condems the South African government

in his letter, but he does not seem to understand that na-

tions, like people, cannot stand alone and survive. The

South African government has unceasingly tried to get its

sports teams to function in international competition, it

tries to lure entertainers to perform there, and attract

scientific gatherings. This is done for a very clear reason.

All of these help legitimize that government and say that

they are welcome in the family of nations and the world

community. While each individual conference or perfor-

mance may not mean much by itself, collectively they add

up. Mr. Davis complains about sports, science and culture

as being politicized.

Take sports as an example. Muhammed Ali being denied

his title or refusing the draft. President Carter stopping

United States participation in the Olympics because of the

Russian invasion of Afghanistan, the race of Jessie Owens

under the long shadow of Worid War II. Politics runs

through these and many other events. How can one allow

South Africa to play in a sporting event, when many
members of the opposition team might not be able to eat at

the same restaurant? This is the only country in the world

where racial separation is enforced by law. Everybody

who goes there has an excuse, few have good reason. To

say that sports, science, and culture are not political even-

tually makes it all right for the United States to trade with

South Africa, and for U.S. corporations to make their for-

tunes off of cheap non-unionized Black labor. (Both of

these are the case at this time. In fact, IBM is essential in

the production of the passbooks.) After all, that is just

business and commerce, not politics. The political content

of condemning South Africa is then reduced to empty

phrases and face saving gestures. As Frederick Douglass

said, "Power concedes nothing without a struggle, it

never has and never will." Apartheid will never go away

by itself.

Mr. Davis also writes, "The pursuit of scientific

knowledge must not be directed by political pressures."

This is great in theory. It is not now nor will it ever be

reality. Politics enters virtually all aspects of the pursuit of

scientific knowledge. Who gets funded by whom and for

what is often politically motivated. The struggle to con-

quer space became a political football to beat the Russians.

The first harnessing of the atom was used to destroy two

cities because that was the politically expedient thing to

do. We also had to see if it worked. We have weapons of

destruction that represent the furthest reaches of

technological sophistication, yet we cannot cure herpes or

assure ourselves of clean drinking water for the next thir-

ty years. These scenarios are the result of political involve-

ment in science, and it is here to stay, just as the effects of

our actions on other people and other countries are here to

stay. We function in an interconnected world and must

realize it as such.

Brooke States is a Collegian columniat

Letters Policy
All letters mu.^ t «e signt^d unu include the

writer's addro <•» and telephoi.e number, which

will not be published. Please ty^." doable

spaced at 57 characters per line. Due to space

limitations ai.d the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to arVnowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.
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Collins "in the air" at FAC

CollcciMi pkoto b; David Deabcr

Phil Collins ^ve a "thumbs up" performance
at the FAC Thursday nig^ht.

PHIL COLLINS WITH THE
FABULOUS JACUZZIS AND
THE ONE NEAT GUY

By DEAN RANZO
Collctiaa Staff

When seeing a concert and paying good money to see it,

one of the nicest things that can occur is the development

of a one on one relationship between performer and au-

dience. An essence of mutual appreciation was "in the air"

Thursday night at the FAC as Phil Collins managed a two

hour friendship with anxious UMass students hoping for

at least that from an admired pop figure whom most will

most likely never see again. Collin's chivalrousness was

conveyed through his "2jOO Mass" humorous comments,

his all around college oriented attitude, and mainly

through his and his bands fine display of music.

Collins played just about all of the songs from his two

solo albums, Face Value and Hello, I Must Be Going. He
opened the show sitting behind his unelevated drum set

(there were two) banging away when he ascended and

tranced toward the roaring crowd with crazy intent in his

shifting eyes. He was wearing a slightly large grey suit

with a tie that never came off and worn ankle high

sneakers. This anticipation lead into "I Don't Care

Anymore," and from this song to the end of the how Col-

lins' mannerisms and emotional gestures signified that he

:*<= =»«= ^€= ^«=

Howto followFellini.
n

MARch 8, 1 987
8:00 P.M.

TickETS ON SaIe FeB. 29

STudENTS $.00, 6.00 qEN. pub. 6.00, 7.00

ON cAMpus: tIx UNliMiTcd ANd tIie FIne arts center box oFFicE

AivihERST: For tIie RECoRd

NoRThAMpTON: woMONFyRE books

aU TickETRON loCATioNS

Th*NX UMass Arts CouNcil

fINE ARTS CENTER UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Talk it over, over a cup of Orange Cappuccino. Creamy-rich, with

Ha
'

'an orange tv^ist, it's a little bit of to dokc vita. And it's just one of six deliciously

different flavors lfiiwa^;.irfTB^sa?fesa
"

"

"

from General Foods* ^--^.n- a.*^«^!r >....-^v

International Coffees.
i^i^^

GENERAL FOODS* INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

Available at:

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^ : 1382 General Foods Corporation

^ti sMs sHs s»fc

really believes what he sings. When he says "I don't care

anymore" or "I cannot believe it's true" he means it,

Collin's introduction was followed by yet another ex-

citing introduction, that of the Phenix Horns from Earth

Wind and Fire. The Phenix Horns in their white slacks

and mutli-colored glittering jackets were the exclamation

point of the show. Collins knew what he was doing when

he recruited these guys, they added gusto and spirit to

Collin's zanyness and stole the show in the music departr

ment. They jolted the crowd with the first instrumental

which featured a haunting mdody, dazzling lights, Collins

on the drums, amazing bass by Mo Foster and horn ar-

rangements so hot the brass seemed to melt. It was the

most invigorating, unorthodox jam I'd heard in a while.

Most of the music was unorthodox, revealing Collin's in-

dividual style, straying from any comparisons tx) Genesis.

The one drawback of the show wasn't in the music but in

the pattern it was played. Collins changed the pace too

soon too often. Every time the crowd got going he let

them down right away with a slower tune. His slower

songs though were beautiful especially when he took the

elevated keyboards. Collins has such an eloquent quality

about him that when raised above his band singing a

crystal clear melody, as in "The Roof Is Leaking," with

his silhouette plastered on the screen behind him, it form-

ed a picturesque sight that added perfectly to the beauty

of the song.

The screen was also used to project a bright orange sun

surrounded by clouds to visualize the glorious mood of

"Droned/Hand In Hand," one of the three vigorous in-

strumentals that dominated the show. The instrumentals

dominated the show but "In The Air Tonight" was

definitely the highlight of the evening. Outrageous guitar

feedback, echoing vocals, delicate keyboard gimmickry,

and thundering, precision drumming was totally in-

vigorating. At this point I was really impressed by Collins,

but he let me down momentarily with a weak interpreta-

tion of "You Can't Hurry Love." It was the snappiest tune

of the night, and though the domineering presence of the

Phenix Horns helped, it lacked the power and crispness

that was present in songs like "I Missed Again" and

"Behind the Lines.* "I Missed Again" was just so plea-

sant to listen to with sharp slices of brass from the horns

and vocals from Phil alike.

I can't imagine seeing Phil Collins without the Phenix

Horns to add definition to his music. Collins has too few

songs as intense as "In the Air Tonight" that he could

have relied on to excite the crowd the way his music that

was charged by the horn section did. But the horns were

there, the excitement was there and an aura of good times

for everybody, including Collins was definitely there. Col-

lins said he was going to play until the drugs wore off and

I'm sure everyone there would have gladly contributed

some speed if they could have.
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THIS
WEEKS

o" !»»:» eu>ct>«>« C 16 02

J & J
shampoo

$2.71
less $1.00

mail in rebate

$1.71
final cost

14 02 J & J

powder

$1.78
less $1.00

mail in rebate

78*

^ baby

powder

(jotuvwoM i-floA**«o>i

reg $2.49

Edge shave cream
reg, special, medic cond

$1.51 reg $2.36

Trac-ll 5's

15 02

V05
dry, oily

norm,

Jojoba

Henna
Ex Body

$1.21
•eg $1.99

ll]iimjym|||||lJli*)

Arrid XX
solid 2 02

$1.46
reg $2.60

|

$2.01
reg $2.89

12 02

Boil 'n

Soak

^^
BCHLn
SOAK'

ii^
^.

Health i<x Life

$1.36
Vitamin C
500 mg

100 capsules

Also Available in the Open
Mini Store M-F 9-5

r

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED%i

:|e:|c)|c:|c:|e****9ic:|c9|c**9|e9|c)|c9|e**9|c9ic9|(3|c**4e9|c9|e3|e:|c:|c:|c:|e)|c9|c;^

WedNEsdAY t

march X'' Q-^ \

Campus Cetikr%iJkioriiM

t

feduring: H-scamps
, ,

from me^oriheasi |

'T\/[a3saclmseffi Wnv l:2)ri ^JMjine

{Tape Cod ^ew Hampshire

^ev\j Jersey^ Vermont Temisykam

wil/le inierv/ewim for

Sunmer Emphymmi

Informafion and sian-ups

are avaijaile affjw

Shiaenf fmjJcmierd Office

^^p-fi^jhaore ^oltm'yfelcom\

Simmer Emvlomenl

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Do you WANT TO be In

piCTURES?

The INDEX
(yEARbook)

ScnIor PortraIt PROqRAM

is startInq soon!

AppoiNTMENTS will Be taIcen

TuES FeB 22 -FrI FeB 29

by cAlliNq 949-2874 or

'by sToppiNq by CC Rm 107

:ijim.

1"^^

Gabba Gabba hey! its the RAMONES

WED FEB 23
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Tickets on sale NOW
GENERAL PUBLIC 10.00

UMASS STUDENTS 8.00
• Limit 2 per person

NO CAMERAS, FOOD, DRINK OR SMOKE PLEASE
PRODUCED WITH THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

5**#**********************************

lowenbrAu
Presents
A SpecUd College Pre- release Screening

If 'M M'LI.I'Ck and BKSS ARMSTR()N(; take the

hi, h • Mii to Cl.ir;n on an adventure you'll never forget.

I

'ilJs>il<i>^M»i

H GOL0tNMABV£ST'J*0a*NfllM P-eseri * fPED AEintbauB P-OayCLO" 'O' C''' f ILMS » BB>*N 'o M^j'-'OMi"

lii\l >,H I ^(.K III V- \K\KIVnt\i llli.ll kil\l> HliMISV

j»l»Sl»".n5 )UK iU -ins' \MlliiKI.HKI\in 'I KIlHI-KI \1llHin MXIWHII^MI' i \>^ \\l * \ i. W \

MuliC By JOHN BABRV £ .»cot .f P'OOucf "AVMOND CmOA 8jJ»a J' "» 0Oo> c, jON ClE*" •

ScMnpWvb-SANOB* w£'NTB*uBBOlAN0*"0S lEE POGOSTif. P.oo^c«o c, fOEO AE'MTBai^b 0.'tci« t» BfliAN O hu'TON

ffi'imr'Htmmmmtm^ w—a r>m*»»"^ ^amtm* T»c»in<oto« • Tttr'%ovi».o'' """^^''O'
'"^'

Free to all UMass Students with I.D.

Tuesday, February 22 at 7:30
Amherst Cinema

For Lowenbrau Film Series Information Contact:

Craig B. Keenan 549-4066

Director of College and Youth Marketing

Here%» toaood friends

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the CoUegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

INTERNSHIP PLANNING SESSION - A one-hour

Planning Session which provides detailed information

about internship opportunities in all fields. Sign up in ad-

vance by phone or in person. Office of Internships, 16

Curry Hicks, 545-0727. 4 to5 p.m., Office of Internships

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING -
Educational planning for campus and discussion of

Frances Moose Lappe's talk. For anyone willing to work
on world hunger issues and what can be done. 4 p.m., 428

Student Union.

RECYCLING MEETING - You can help clean up this

campus, save trees and still earn credit. Come to the

meeting and discuss your ideas. 6 p.m.

Union.

423B Student

STUDENT MEETING - UPC General Meeting. AU
new members welcome. 6:30 p.m., 101 Campus Center.

CERRF GENERAL MEETING - Committee foi

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom general meeting

to discuss ideas and strategies for the semester. 6:30 p.m.

169 Campus Center.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING - There will be a mandatory

AZ meeting today. Come and hear about the Cornell trip.

Also, an officer election will be held. Attendance will be

taken. 6:30 p.m., PAIGE - 202.

LECTURE ON KIBBUTZ - Open Lecture entitled

"Utopia and Reality on Kibbutz" will be presented by

MoBhe Giladi. Mr. Giladi has been a member of Kibbutz

Misrah since 1943 and is presently the Dean of Education

for the Kibbutz movement. 7 p.m., Herter 114.

STUDENTS ADVOCATING FINANCIAL AID - h
Financial Aid important to you? SAFA is running a lobby

ing trip to Washington March 6-9 to fight Financial Aic

cuts. This nieeting is open to anyone interested. 7 p.m.

Machmer W-23.

UMASS HORSEMASTER'S CLUB - Meeting to

discuss outcome of Stallion Service Auction and our up-

coming clinic. Everyone welcome. 7 p.m., Stockbridge

311.

UMASS CHESS CLUB MEETING - First meeting

tonight, followed by games. Chess players of all levels are

welcome. 7 p.m., 801 Campus Center.

FILM: STATE OF SIEGE - "...A Riveting, inflam-

matory film...(of) the United States' historical role as Big

Daddy in Latin America..." (N.Y. Times) By Costa -
Gavras ("Missing", "2"). 7:30 p.m., Herter 231.

DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETING
— Meeting aimed at enrolement of new members and task

assigning questions/suggestions and just curious

observers welcome. 7:30 p.m. Bartlett 68.

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - Ger^ra

meeting. Deposits are due for the Florida tour. Discussior

of Spring Break Tour in Virginia. Slide show from pasi

tour of Virginia. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center Rm 171-173.

MASS PIB LADIES BIBLE STUDY - All ladies an
invited to come and study with us in an informal setting

the life and teachings of Jesus Christ as described in th«

BiMc. 8 p.m.. Campus Center 803.

JAZZ CONCERT - Jazz composer and performer Jel

Holmes, along with several faculty and student musicians

will play a program of Holmes' original compositions

spanning a broad range of jazz styles. The concert is fret

8 p.m., Bowker Auditorium.

AL-ANON - Having a problem with someon- els^s

drinking, come to a meeting. 8 p.m.. Campus Center.
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Hours 7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnite
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

USDA
CHOICE

Enjoy the king of oven roasts!

GreatBeef

Rib
Roast

LargeEnd
4th.7thRib

Hotel Style Semi Bonelessr> qq
Rib Roast ^^*"^ ibZ.cIt^

Bottom Round up to s ibs i TQ
Roast Beef «*=«' «°""'' ib 1. / C7

Beef Top uptosms - qq
Round Roast ^rR°""f ibl.OC^
TmnA Choice Beef - r\r\ USDA Choice Beef Round r> r\Q
RumpRoS^t «^^ ibl.99 I RoundTipRoast .b2.Uy

lb
USDA Choice Beef r> p^Q
EyeRound Roast ^°""** ib-i&.Clc^

USDA Choice Beef Round Q C^Q
Top Roimd steak ib^.Ut^
USDA Choice

, o p?Q
BeefRoundCubeSteak ibZ.Oc7
USDA Choice Beef Round

Perdue 5-7 pounds

'Oven Stufifer'
Roasting^^^<
Chicken 5Q
Extra plumpandmeaty Ib^^^^g^^

Twin Pack

Fresh
ComishHens J. lb

DOUBLEMFG.COUPONS
W. Mass and Enfield

see Store for Details

time

SIOPei'

SHOP
. . . AvaUBDle in stores

comer dell feat*iring • service deU

Colonial Beef
^ Bologna

or try their
German Salami lb

m,f Cheddar

White Gem* wiuiback

Chicken Leg
9«arters^0

.UMBuBff

Buinble Bee Tuna^
Cfaunkliglitf^Of
in oil or water
eVaoiuicecan

w* purchasMl th* finest

Wisconsin Cheddar
Chaes* in 7S lo 3001b

Mammoth Blocks Slicad (

to your order

Stop & Shop's own special

brand of chicken, meaty and
delicious. Enjoy it this week.

5-6 lb

pkg

lb

Fresh Boneless
Turkey
Roast ^9

ChickenWings ^»^^^g^'":^^"''*« ib59]
v«,h

,69*

.09
2.39

1 lb can
Coffee
Regular. Electric. Automatic
or Drip Stop& Shop I89

Muellers

Boneless A Skinless
White Gem

Marval
3-41bpackaj?e lb

FreshMarval
Turkey
Dnmistick^^y
With loU of
tender meat

.

Marval
Turkey
Ham
2'/a-31bs

Chicken Breast
produce Freshness comes first at Stop & Shop'

Fresh Florida Grown

Mueller*s
Noodles
Fine Mediiun or Broad

12 ounce package 59

Smoked
& Cooked

r.
9
lb

Terrific Seafood Specials

Fresh Scrod
Haddockf99
Fillets Xib

Fresh
Floundeiv>49
FiUets iK lb

Sw<»rdfish
399

rgLettuce

39Fresh, crisp and
low in calories.

Get your salad off

to a great start! jjead'

Stuikist Fruit

Penn. Dutch.
Mushrooms P"* ^^
Stems & Pieces
4ouncecan . .

Pick Your Own
Lemons
size 75 5"1

Pick Your Own
Navel Tz

Oranges 0"\
Sunkist Kinnow size 105

Frozen lb

Fiesta Brand
Peeled & Cleaned
Shrimp 099
1 lb pkjt; Frozen . . . ^BV

Big Daisy

2'°'99
Bread

Tauigennes
Thompson Seedless

Grapes -v^
Enjoy a natiiraDy sweet snack! ^Hb iD

FreshDandelions '^^"'^/"
bunct. 59^

Fresh BroccoliRabe ib89]

FreshEscarole °^^»^"'^ ib39^

FreshSpinach ^59

Hi-Dii Paper
Towels <J^i1
2 Ply sheet
100 sheet roll

Bathroom
Tissue 4-pac]

Assorted Colors, 1 ply

400 sheet Sun Glory

Filberts
{arine^C^

Sliced Wtui'
Stop » St« If

20oz loaJ

^T * S'op i S^op G

W ~^^' One Pound Can

'.SS*I stop* Shop
' ' Coffee

Sealtest Cot
Cheese
Small or Large Curd or Ligh
N' Lively 16 oz cup

Minute Maid
Orange
Regular or More Pulp

16ouncecan I

m
6.40Z lut>c'

^S0
^ij Rcfiular. Auto

' -' Electric Perk
or Drip

1 1 ^ #
• Stop & Shop

'S I

1 1 \ V.Do^en Large || |

U \ i WhiteEggs 1

1

Aqua-fresh
Ibothpaste^ ^^k^tt^ ^IBIi^^ or Drip ^ ii K

""
.'""L- ('

""'
li

^* ^^^* ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
I 1,.. - —•— Lii.t ^.. a. . i M^t.:^ .f. I ac« (i-.t* n'

__ If"
Golden Quarters |i ^

"p h S^ni Oai'v Coi.f All 1 ^Stop A Shop Grocery Coupo'^ '
fi^^~"

In Oil or Water

IMrs. Filberts li BumbleBeeTuna

1
I

Margarine ||<^

>;tS« Good Su'i
fftah# I I

1 lb

Pk«?

BuMeiiBtf

^hunkLightl|
6''2 ounce M ^^*

j|can

Fefi M Sal ^l^ .* »nepe'rusfom*r 1

A MJ55 Mo" f»t> ?' S»I f«tl n lA»rr,.,rtlhn.aM I
„i«^» -,.-«M 'o. %... Not ,..,l«>., .^ ..«. 'u.s v - >-f fcale.. ... .^0l«.l..^ Cc^,..gt-I '<)«3 t, Slop * S^op S„p.-ma..»., Nol -«poo„hi, !o. l,B<.fl.««.r,.l ,-

udttj"
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

STRIP/ 6W8-7 cALMpowN

macRWiN

OCCA5ION^y WHeM
WE.RNPAN0R>6CnO*«t£
R^AGC IN A COWIC
WHICH MIGKf P055IB(,y

OFFeNPO«R/W)Re
6eN6mvef?£AC€R5,

we 5iwpty tfei
^WHITE IT (x/r." ^

MANNA WO^Mftfr
VW/R*5fiM5lTIVf

R6APa»" < 'ic-

IH'V -rsj

t

/ u«u„n€'a
TO551HAT 1^
RIGHT AU)N6

CROSSWORD
Kdiled by Margaret l-arrar and I rude Jafif

^•iirtrN limr^ StndHSlr

16

17

19

^
Yes?

<i)

i

T
K

vi5THi5-me
a056T0F
flNXienes
0g6ONeiNe7 UNFDffTU-

IDAlVMSmR NmE(.y.
(V\. WNKieV?

,
(AiKe wAUAce
HeRE. IWYI

WITHVOU.'

vesTERt^y.

THE CORNER 7-a£W6N;

5NeAKIN& A P^
lATA^Pwywy..."

i*orivfei?

vTHeeooZE.'

ACROSS
1 God of fire

5 Namesakes of a

president

9 Forces

14 Cereal

15 Immediately
following

Relative of the

raccoon
Lake traversed by

theRfiine

Honest
(truly)

20 Mowed patfi

21 Played swing

music
23 Lyric poem
24 Relevant

26 Son of Zeus and
Hera

27 For each
30 Use a stopwatch

31 Informed,

in a way
33 Fearless

35 Dried root

39 Live

40 Barren

42 Incline

43 Atomic particle

44 Poetic pronoun
46 Edible part

47 Time of day
Poet

48 Sweets

51 Haiie Selassie

for one
54 Doctors gp
55 Drop suddenly,

as a bird

56 Beauty parlor

application

60 The Southland

62 Scold

64 Omit
65 Poet Moore s land

66 City in Oklahoma
67 Evil spirit

68 Shoe part

69 Disintegrates

DOWN
1 Fundamentals
2 Develop

3 Book by Zola

4 Teacher Abbr
5 Literary pieces

6 Name meaning
•favorite son'

7 Agog
8 Entertainer Allen

9 Chemical
compound

10 Presidential

nickname
1

1

Military rank

12 Musical exercise

13 Eats sumptuously
18 -Nothing but

22 Anglo-Saxon
letter

25 Prevaricator

26 Separated
27 in Boots"
28 Chemical

compound
29 Eastern dignitary

32 Gun mechanisms
34 Holy water

receptacles

36 Coins, in Calabria

3/ Drug-yielding

plant

38 Famous English

Quaker
40 Unexpected

successes
41 Kind of sheet

43 City in Kansas
45 Evergreen

48 Worn out

49 A miss IS as good
as

50 Saying
52 Standard for

comparison
53 Clause in a

document
55 Sighted

57 Forbidden item
58 Loretta,

the actress

59 Linemen
61 Nuptial saying

63 Rigid

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Katfood By ARK
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE weather

Sunny today with highs

35 to 40. Clouding over

tonight with a chance of

li^^t snow in the western

hills late at ni^t. Lows 25
to 30. Tomorrow, periods of

lij^t snow or rain in interior

sections, occasional rain

along the coast. High 35 to

40.

Scrod

GOOD MORNING CLASS?!^
PlfASE B6 SEATED!..

By Dan DeBellis

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH
Nutty Noodles

Grilled Cheese

on Wheat Berry

BASICS DINNER
Tofii Nut Loaf
Mushroom Sauce

Greek Style Skillet

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Southern Beef and
Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy

Applesauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Greek Style Skillet

f^U-
53,^-^- «- »

After The Fall

I ^'KOH THAT. PAir NAMe

By R. Miller

WANTED
Someone who knows news
The Collegian is looking for one

Associate News Editor to coordinate our

coverage of Amherst and the Five College

area. Applicant should have some ex-

perience reporting news for a newspaper
and be willing to work hard for low pay. We
will provide some training and great ex

perience. Interested UMass student should

apply before next Friday, Feb. 25, to John

EHPalazzo at the Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, 545-3500.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

L

......A-iA
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STUDENTS SAVE 40%
SUBSCRIBE BY

4:00 PM. FEBRUARY 25!

ASHES
March 3-5, 9-12 at 8:00 pm

David Rudkin's drama of a young couple whose yearning for o
child becomes an obsession as the odds turn more and more

against them is a work of stunning power - frank,

compassionate, laced with ironic humor.

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS
April 7-9, 13-16 at 8:00 pm

This IS not your typical Shakespearean play It isnt romantic and lyn

It is pure farce, fast and bawdy, peopled with acrobats, jug
cai

alers musicians, and hookers. Think you hate Shakespeare'' You'

love THE COMEDY OF ERRORS.

COMPANY

THE

May 5-7, 11-14 at 8:00 pm
This brilliant, sophisticated musical by Stephen Sondheim manages

to be very funny about the subject of marriage by taking it very sen

ously. Set to music that reflects the pulse of Manhattan life,

COMPANY IS about growing up and becomma human in our times.

RAIMDl
TH€0T6R]
FINE ARTf ^tNTER

Phone: 545-3511

"\
WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO-ROCK

35*

pub mugs

9 pm - 1 am no cover

ssBsa

I

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO SPRING 1983 AT THE fi

PtMS« clip and mall to; Rand Thaater Bon Offica, FIna Arta Cantar, UnivaraKy of Mataachuaatta,

Amharat. MA 01003

it Jk

NAMt

SIREfT
CiTV JIAIt ?IP

PHONE (days) (evenings)

I wish to o"3e' Uana Theater subscnptions at S750* eoch o.>d/oi

dates (pteose c»cie one dare for each ptoducfion)

$tu'1»^nt ''.<-f »' .1 < li/"'. '.lit )S( riplK-)ns nt %4 60" each fo( the following

ASHES t^arch

'Hi COMEDv OF Fr«>Of?S Apni

COVPANv Mav

-. 4 5 9 lO 11 12

7 8 V 13 14 15 16

J, 6 7 n 12 13 W

GAIA OPINING NIGHfi

Motch J Apnl 7 May 5

you oie invited to m««l
in* cast at a i«c*ption

all*< th« ttiow

Palruos w^'*t.

.Iiscour.ie'3 i.cke's

must ihr* opc^.^P'iO'**

O ai 'he aoof

t'LEA'.l f: y.i Sobsc'iptwi tof S7 50 and S450 expte Fndov Febiiiafy 'Jh. oi 400 ^n "AjtAcfiptions after that da'e wJl cost $900 lor the

geriero' rxjf*: o'xJ 56GO toe stixJents

tncosea pteose iind rr.y ct-ecv- o» rrxsney ordet lo» S payable to It« Rarid Iheafei

Low Fares of the Week
Hartford to LA or

San Fran $99.00*
one way

Amtrak
Anywhere Fare

$125.00* round trip

'certain restrictions apply

call 256-8931 for more details

15 CowIm Lane, Amherst

m
.

<*

UNION RECORDS WANTS
YOU

!

COME TO OUR WINTER BLIZZARD SALE AND DON*T

BE ONE TO MISS OUT ON THESE GREAT S/^/lNG-S

ON SALE: fSR. 11-25

*5.99 POH^MKSITJ

MISSIN9- rUISOHS- SPWN6- SKSStOM WV
EDPIE MONIY- HOOOHTUDU
BH.LX SQUltft- EMOTI6NS IN MOTION
rW BCHATAA- OCT HCRVCUS
BOB »•»«- WE WSTMtCE
J «IUS ' SHOWTIME

S^li^^A^lj^_;) f^oN STOI«%
<\ lll""RecoBDS

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two daya prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

.Collegian ^^

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

1968 MGA
617-799-0049

all ther to restore $850.

71 Ford Torino AM/FM stereo fair cond.

$300 or BO Diane 253-8453

1973 Plym Grnd Cp. 95000 m AC, stereo Er

more must sell 700$ 549-5877 Joe aft 5

75 Olds Starfire 6 clys AM/FM cassette

good cond 1275 253-2016

BELLYGRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift Thereza 253-7822

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Interested in the Boltwood Project?
Recruitment meeting Wed. Feb. 23 at 7 PM
in804CC

CAPE COD RENTAL

Housemates wanted for summer in Har-

wich 6 bedrooms cottages available also

call 6-5851

CAR PARTS

Saab 96 Parts: transmission, V-4 engine,

1967 brake master cylinder, tach, special

edition "Monte Carlo" body, other parts.

Call Sam 774-5952 Mon to Fri 1 pm to 5 pm

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

session free. Allan Black, 253-5036

COUNSELORS

Association of Independent Camps
seeks qualified counselors fo 75 member
children's camps in Northeast July and
August. Contact: Association of Indepen-

dent Camps (MA), 157 West 57th Street,

New York. New York. 10019 (212)582-3540

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona
$299. Disney $279. More info: Rot>erta or

Steph 549-5320

DAYTONA BEACH

Daytona Beach Spring Break $299.

Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston
-Daytona. 7 nights Ramada Inn or the

beach Free car rental departs Mar 19

Saugus Travel 617-233-8192, 617-289-6221

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Speciall Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Magician - The Great Charles will entenain

at any occasion call Bruce 549-1177 after 6
PM

FOR RENT

Storage space available by the month

call Peg (evenings 6-10 PM) 549-6852

Cape Cod Summer Seesonal Rentals
W. Yarmouth & Dennis; 1 , 2, 3, 4 bedroom
units. Rent direct from owners. Call

1-617-528-8300 or 1-617-771-2233

FOR SALE

Poetry Books - The Watcher' - $2 -i- '10

Jewish American Poets' - $4 Call253-5369

K2 Skiis For Sale $50 or BO interested?

call Margie 256-6612

Nikon FE for sale with 50f1.8 and 135
telephoto $375 or BO call Scott 253-7465

Ski Boots 2 pair: Raichle Freestyle Er Nor-
dica. Both new, both size 10. BO Call Scott

@ 549-6101

Polaroid Sun Instant Camera never been
used comes with case and film best offer

Jill 54^^961

4 ft. python for sale $80. 253-3154.

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Sumnr>er/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $5OO-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

• Free info. Write iJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
' Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28,000 Can-

bean, Hawaii. World. Call for Guide. Direc-

tory. Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atnfK>sphere. 12

Allevard. Lido Beach. NY 11561. Include

school phone numlaer. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfieid 5464)939

Dependable people needed for

newspaper delivery in dorms. 7 days a

week. Between 7:00-9:00 AM. 253-7009

The Commuter Area Government has

two job openings. These positkins are

work-study at 15/hours/wk. Freshperson,

sophomore or junior undergraduate prefer-

red. To apply, stop by 404 Student Union
9:00-5:00 pm M-F. We are an Affirmative

Actk}n Equal Opportunity Employer. Third

World, women and non-traditional

students encpouraged to apply. Deadline is

February 23.

Part-time work available in .solar sales.

r.alt Eric 549-5884 ___^^_
INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and Cartooning
Workshops. Free brochure. 586-8613

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory -f shop.
umited enrollment 253-2098

LOST
~

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

Short Khaki Jacket w/hat and mittens
in Blue Wall Fri nite 2/ 1 1 /83 Please hat and
mittens have sentimental value call

253-9971 Sheila.

Lost - keyson Boston Globe keychain

Paula - 665-7783

the I R^aurant

55 University Drive

Amherst
549-5713

To: All Pizza Lovers

From: The Hungry U Restaurant

Subject: Pizza For Onlvl$1.00|

Now where can you buy a freshly prepared pizza for

$1.00

Read on; starting each night at 9:00 join us for our

famous pizza party. When you purchase a pitcher of

beer you can buy one of our delicious small pizzas for

OA7/y |$1,001

Also we offer happy hour prices each night after 9:00

P.S. Bring this ad and get one free pizza topping

good Mon -Wed 2/21 - 2/23

MICROCOIWeilTlBfrERMINAL

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-5755

PERSONALS

Stop Fee IncreasesI The student senate

will hold hearings on next years student

fees. Come voice your concerns Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm Tues 15th CC804 4-7 pm
JAMAICA
Spring Break

Do it right this year!

For more info call 549-0329

COMSTU Club Meeting
today

Machmer E 37
4:00 pm

All University Men
Interested in a rewarding Fraternity? Join

the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega in Friend-

ship, Leadership and Service. Tues. @ 7

PM OPEN RUSH Rm 904 CC. Discover the

true meaning of Fratemity. Look for our

table in the CC Concourse on Tuesday.

Michael - Happy Easter to you too?l7

Thanks for the cookies. Who are you??

Amy
JIM Sorry I couldn't make it to the Hangor
Monday hopefully some other time Lisa

Retired V.B.I.: Thanx for the surprise

Valentine message. Call me. Sincerely, No
Appendix

To the Fentastic Chi Omega Sisters:

Thanks to all for your help. Stay psyched 1

1

love y'all, Felice.

Art Bus To N.Y.C. February 26th sign up
FAC coffee shop: MW 12:15 - 1:15 TTH
2:30 - 4:30, F 10:00 - 11:00 $20 roundtrip

refreshments 546-7066

Ron Super Happy 22nd you nut luv ya.

Denny Jones.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICF

Dissertations. Theses. Cases. Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5-0392.584-7924

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY
~

Subjects needed, ages 17 -25. who have
lost a parent 1 - 5 years ago, to participate

in an interview study about bereavement.

Experimental credits available. Call

549-4418 AM or PM, or leave a note at

Tobin Hall room 803. with your phone no.

& when to call.

QUISP

Farewell and Goodriddance to dearest

Quisp Burns of Gornun, May the cream in

your cereal always be salty, from Quake
OXXOXX P.S. Cardboard tums me on.

RESUME WRITING
~

Professional/Confidential/Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Millers Falls Thur eves 5
PM share expenses call Holly at Outdoor

Center of New England 669-3926

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted: $120/m util inci

starts Feb call Mark or Dan 548-1387

Apartment-mate wanted fully-furnished

2 bedroom apt in private home. 5 minute

walk to Amherst Center $250 includes

utils/heat call Todd or leave nriessage

549-6628 or 549-1916

100/month, new wall-to-wall carpeting,

utilities included. % price for Feb. Only 4
month lease. Brittany Manor 549-4758 leave

message, will call back fast

One femele to share a room in a three

bedroom apartment near the center of

town. Ninety - Nine a month call Aline at

549-6264

Sunny house on bus route 2Vi miles from
campus in Hadley. available 3/1/83 105

month -t- utilities 586-3406

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

Your typewriter or mine?
reliable. $1 /page Kitty 6-7302

Accurate.

SPRING BREAK

Vacation Specials:

Bermuda. $125 - $325
253-3718

Florida, Bahamas,
Call Dave or John

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Boltwood is seeking volunteers to par-

ticipate in receation programs for the

deveiopmentally disabled at BSS. Gain

valuable experience. Credit available. Infor-

mation meetings: Thurs Feb 17 and
Wednesday Feb 23 rm 804 CC

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom available in Swiss Village apart-

nfwnt call 549-2726

TRAVEL

Roride direct by van. 3/19-27. $158. for

round trip - wine Er cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

Daytona Beech - Spring Break - March
18-27. Party down by motorcoach, free

beer party, oceanfront accomodations $166

plus tax Er services. For more info call

Kathie or Robin @ 256-0561

Bermuda - $315 includes everything - call

256^941 after 6

WANTED

Class rings, gold ar>d silver jewelry and

coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst. 256-0710

Apt Mate Northwood Apts own room,

two bdrm apt 160.00 rent 666-3633 aft 5 pm
Help $60 reward for helping me by your

parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Looking to buy dorm size refrigeretor

immediately call Elaine 6-9662

Math 131 Tutor needed: Will pay call

Chris at 546-6422. Please keep trying.

Three Bedroom Puffton or
Townehouse to rent from June on Sue
546-7393

i

Is there a Bottleneck

in your Life?

Try
The Stimulating Atmosphere of

Saint Louis University's

Academic Year in Madrid

Designed for the concerned student who may not be financially

affluent, the one who demands seriousness in education.

For information call

Shoshanna Wasserman
tel. (413) 549-5630

Enjoy the Theaters, Museums & Cultural Life

of the Spanish Capital

Quality Instruction at Economy Prices in:

Accounting
Foreign Science Political Science
History Pyschology
Language Sociology
Literature Theology
Teaching English as a Second Language

Art

Business Administration

Economics
French

Philosophy

Our Center is located in the Ciudad Universitaria. Staff is recruited from three local

universities. Trans-Atlantic Flights: $255 Accredible courses taught in Spanish, per-

sonal direction, educational travel. Years Tuition: $3700. 3 hundred students cur-

rently enrolled. Maintenance in family or dormitory runs from $275 to $325 per

month according to degree of comfort. Half of our student body is Spanish - Make

friends with your hosts from the first minute.

Informetion: Raymond L. Sullivan, S.J.. Calle de la Vina. 3. Madrid 3. Spain

.' ' 1 - ,*
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Thought about writing sports? Come down to

the Sports desk at the Collegian 113 Campus
Center and get started now.

Minutemen take apart Rhody, 79-64
Green and Neysmith lead
UMass to second league win

By JIM FLOYD
Collciriaii SUff

If only men's basketball coach Tom
McLaughlin could pack the Curry Hicks

Cage and the Minuteman fans in a suitcase

and take them along on road trips the

overall season record for the University of

Massachusetts would look much better.

That notion became evident once again

this past Saturday night when the

Minutemen, led by an awe inspiring perfor-

mance by junior center Edwin Green, rock-

ed the Rams of the University of Rhode

IslaJid 79-64 before 3903 appreciative spec-

tators in the Cage.

"Can you believe this team?"
McLaughlin quizzed reporters after the

game. "We're 6-3 at home."

The home crowd was treated to an offen-

sive and defensive display by Green, who

teamed up with fellow frontcourtmen John

Hempel and Horace Neysmith to score 56

of the team's 79 points.

Green finished the night as the game's

high scorer with 20 points on 8 of 13

shooting from the field and a perfect four

for four from the free throw line. Add to

that 13 rebounds and seven blocked shots

that had a very intimidating effect on Ram
shooting.

"Edwin Green played the best game
anyone has played here since I arrived,"

McLaughlin said matter of factly of his

center's performance.

The Minutemen came out strong from

the outset of the contest and took a 4-0 lead

early on before eight unanswered Ram
points put URI on top 8-4.

From there. Green. Neysmith (18 points,

14 rebounds on the night) and Bobby Braun

(7 first half points off the bench) asserted

the Minuteman strength down low with a

series of layups, short jumpers and dunks

(two heart thumpers from the Green

machine) pulled the locals even and then

ahead of the visitors.

Once the Minutemen put a little distance

on URI with a Neysmith three point play

driving down the lane at 1 1:56 of the period

to make the score 15-12, UMass never look-

ed back.

A key moment in the first half came

when Donald Russell, who has been leading

the Minutemen in scoring for much of the

season, hit the floor pretty hard after being

cut down by a Ram defender on an outlet

pass.

Russell spent a couple of nervous

moments on the hardwood before finally

rising and leaving the game. Though he did

return to the game later, he appeared to

still be feeling the effects of the crash and

saw only spot action throughouUthe rest of

the game.
Despite the handicap to the UMass team,

the Minutemen were able to extend their

lead, again with help from the big men in-

side, and left the floor at halftime with a

36-29 advantage.

In the second half, UMass pulled ahead

slowly for the first seven minutes of the

period. Then, starting at the 13:30 mark of

the period, Mr. Green took matters into his

own hands and broke the game wide open.

First, Green took a feed from John

Hempel down low with the score 51-44,

took one step and blasted a two handed

four star slam through the rim to the

delight of the partisan crowd.

John Hempel got into the act as he buried

a three point shot from 21 feet out to up the

ante to 56-44.

Then, once again, it was Green rejecting

two Ram shots in a row, coming down to

the other end of the floor and hitting two

free throws to make the score 60-44 and,

with less than ten minutes to play, it was
panic time for Rhode Island.

Panic did not help, however, as UMass
held off the Rams and went on to win their

second conference win against eight losses.

C«llcKiaii photo by Dave Dcubcr

Darryl Carter drives to the hoop in the Minutemen's 79-64 win over

Rhode Island Saturday night at the Cage.

Women hoopsters fall again; Bishops prevail
By GERRY deSIMAS

Collec<» SUff

One of the things that is often the

hardest and the most important for a

young basketball team to learn is how to

play with consistency.

Against Bishops College, Saturday after-

noon in the Cage, the Massachusetts

women's basketball team played well and

only trailed the Canadians by three, 34-31

at the half.

But, in the second half, led by the pin-

point shooting of Lynn Poison and Andrea

Blackwell, Bishops ouiscored UMass 45-16

to score a 79-47 victory over the

Minutewomen.
Bishop's Wendy Verrechai scored 14

points to give the visitors three players in

double figures and help hand UMass their

20th loss against five wins this year.

Massachusetts countered with the scor-

ing of Minutewomen high scorer Wendy
Ward who had 12 points. Karen Damm-
inger, Maria Chomentowski, and Barbara
Hebel all scored eight points in the UMass
effort.

Besides the high scoring of the two
Bishops players, the Canadian team also

excelled on defense. They blocked 11

UMass shots while only one Bishops shot

was turned back by UMass. And UMass
committed twenty-Uiree turnovers against

1 1 by the visitors to give Bishops another

edge.

UMass did outrebound Bishops 44-39, led

by Nadine Jackson's 15 rebounds, but it

wasn't enough to catch Bishops.

Tonight, Massachusetts faces the

University of Rhode Island in their only

Atlantic 10 match of the year, at the Cage

at 7:30.

The Lady Rams are a talented team, led

by three time Atlantic 10 Rookie of the

Week Michelle Washington. The 5'9

freshman foward is currently ranked third

in the league in rebounding and led URI
against Northeastern, a 72-65 URI win.

UMass lost to Northeastern earlier this

year.

Barbara Hebel is ranked ninth in the

league in scoring at a 13.3 per game clip.

Carol Smith of URI is second ranked with

3.0 steals a game and Ward is right behind

in third with 2.8 steals a game.
UMass will have to get some consistent

and topnotch performances to keep pace

with Rhode Island. Tip off is at 7:30 p.m.

Men swimmers heating up
By SCOTT HOOD

Collcffian SUfT

The Blue Devils came searching for some

souls to steal Saturday at Boyden pool, but

ended up suffering third-degree bums as

the University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team scorched Central Connec-

ticut 78-35 in the Minutemen's last meet of

the regular season.

Steve Rubin and Owen McGonagle led a

fired-up group of UMass swimmers com-

prised mainly of reserves as several

regulars sat and watched. Sophomore

Rubin and the freshman McGonagle each

registered personal bests in two events as

the Minutemen led beginning to end.

The rout was on from the opening gun.

The 400-yard medley relay team of Howie

Abramson, Mark Surette. ('hris I'orter,

and Rich Plunkett gave I'Mass the eariy

7-0 lead with a victory in time of 3:47.4.

Paul McNeil and Brian Speliman finished

1-2 in the 1000 freestyle to up it to 15-1.

McNeil won the race going away with a

time of 10:24.6.

Chris Porter ripped through the waves in

the 200 freestyle, falling barely a second

off the school record with a time of 1 :47.92.

Dave Swenson finished third.

The closesi Central i^uimecticui would

get to UMass rr,me at 24-10 after the Blue

Devils rang up first and third places in the

50 freestyle. The winning time was 22.50.

But the Minutemen again pulled away in

the 200 Individual Medley with McGonagle
and Rubin each recording personal bests in

the race. McGonagle won in 2:09.56 to

make it 32-11.

After the Blue Devils won the 1 -meter

diving. UMass swept the 200 butterfuly.

Mickey Minutoli led the charge with a time

of 2:01.52.

Central Connecticut closed the gap to

44-26 with a 1-3 finish in the 100 freestyle.

Speliman finished second for UMass.
The rest of the meet was a cruise for the

Minutemen as they won four of the last five

events, outscoring the Devils 34-9 in the

process. John Mulvaney won the 200

backstroke in 2:07.4 aind Porter led a

Minutemen sweep in the 500 freestyle in

5:03.99 to make it 60-28. Dave Hoover and

McGonagle followed Porter.

The I)evils won the 3-meter diving, but

UMass responded with another sweep, this

time in the 200 breaststroke. Tom Lowery
led the charges with a time of 2:19.30.

Rubin finished second, setting his other

personal best in the process.

Men gymnasts finish first
By ELLEN RICHARD

Collcfian SUfl

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team traveled to Lowell on

Saturday and stacked up three more wins

in a four-way meet by defeating Lowell, the

University of Vermont and the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

UMass, which now has a record of 7-4,

was six points over its closest competitor.

The Minutemen scored 240.85, Lowell

scored 234.3, MIT came up with 205.9

points and Vermont was in the basement

vrith 188.45 points.

UMass started out strong winning the

floor event with 44.15 points. The team

performed smooth routines with John

Macurdy taking the top spot with a 9.35.

Peter Lucchini also performed well in the

floor exercises scoring a 9.3 and taking se-

cond in the event. Bert Mathieson put up a

9.0 and Joe DeMarco hit for UMass to

score an 8.8 Co-captain Bob Goulart, not a

regular floor starter, did well scoring a 7.7

in a last minute line up change.

UMass had a hard time on pommel horse

but Lowell and Vermont had it worse, giv-

ing UMass a second place finish with 32.35

points. The team had trouble staying on the

horse and the best it could do as an 8.1

score by Mathieson, placing him second.

Lowell inched by UMass in the riogs

event by a point, 42.75-41.7. Co-captain

John McGonagle had a strong performance

for UMass scoring a 9.1.

The Minutemen were third in the

vaultmg event with a 44.6. Macurdy took

second in the event with 9.5 and Mathieson

scored a 9.0. The team had a little trouble

landing on its feet but Sbarra. Lucchini and

DeMarco came through with scores in the

high eights to give the team its highest

event score in the match.

Macurdy placed second in the parallel

bars event with an 8.65 score and

Mathieson was close behind in third with an

8.6.

Macurdy and Mathieson traded places in

the high bar event with Mathieson leading

the way with a 9.0 and Macurdy in third

place with an 8.7.

The team is still not pleased with its per-

formances but being back home this Satur-

day for the first time in a month, the t«am

may be able to put its problems behind

them.
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South Africa:

NUMMO News' ONLY connection with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian is for the purpose of

distribution.

Image and Reality

is South Africa Acceptable?

Official Action

Last Wednesday night, the Undergraduate Student

Senate unanimously approved the release of

documents regarding the funding of botany professor

Robert Wilce's trip to South Africa.

Last January, Professor Wilce was awarded $600 by
the Faculty Research Council to attend the Sandy
Beach Eco-System Congress in South Africa. The
motion denounces University sponsorship or funding

of any travel to South Africa.

Cause

When asked what the purpose of the motion was.
Undergraduate Student Senator, Charlene Allen

replied, "The motion will make public what is legally

already a right. The Undergraduate Student Senate
wants to see more information. We want to see the

documents."
Allen answered the question- "What was the Impetus

behind the motion", with, "These documents are

already a matter of public record, it's just that nobody
will give them up. They say / can't give you that infor-

mation and send you to another person who tells you
the same thing until you have spoken to every person

there and are repeating yourself.

Finally we asked, "What action will result from this

motion?" The student senator told us, "We want the

University to come forth with a policy. We suspect

that there is no policy at the present time. If this is

true, we would like one written with a good deal of

student input.

She added, " Concrete policies are needed for these

issues. Lack of such policies leads to ambiguity and
mis-steps."

Principles

Although Chancellor Duffey told the Undergraduate

Student Senate that he does not feel travel to coun-

tries like Russia or South Africa should be restricted,

under the principle of academic freedom for academic

purposes, many of the students disagree.

UMass student Robert Texeira called the $600 funding

"A blatant misuse of University money."
A member of Scera's Anti-Racism team reported:

"We have reason to believe that a good portion of this

man's funding was by a group supported by the South

African government."

He went on to say that, "It was a misconception on

the part of Professor Wilce to say that the trip was
non-political. It is trips for academic and entertain-

ment purposes which the South African government

uses as devices for liasons to keep South Africa an ac-

cepted patron of the arts and sciences."

A JQA resident felt that, "South Africa is just trying to

South Africa every day

get scnolars and artists to come to their country so

that people will think South Africa is "civilized", even

the government. People equate "civilized" with

"genteel". South Africa wants to appear genteel to

cover up the barbaric acts of murder and oppression.

They want to cover up the primary situation in their

country."

A CCEBMS student commented, "The world knows,

the United Nations (U.N.) knows, and we should

show them that we know, and will not support - be a

party to their genocidal acts and system of govern-

ment.

A second Scera member said, "The U.N. has con-

demned South Africa, so should we. We are a univer-

sity, supposedly an institution seeking knowledge and
truth for the betterment of human-kind. We should in

no way help South Africa perpetuate a false image of

its country."

by Tracey Bryant

from the Southern Africa Solidarity Committee, UMass

You wake with a start — sirens — lights flashing in

the window. Shouted commands, nightsticks on

doors, babies start to wail — your mind begins to

work: "Where's my passbook? Did I get it stamped

last week?" Your sister, up for the weekend, burrows

under the bed, as you head for the street, where big

men in uniforms and flashing badges are packing peo-

ple in vans. Mostly women, as usual. You squeak by,

but how long will your luck hold? A fine for your sister

would be a half-a-week's wages, at least.

For you, it was only a nightmare. In the Republic of

South Africa, it is a daily trauma for the majority of

citizens. Take, for example, an eyewitness account of

such a raid, reported in the Cape Times, which occur-

red on the 19th of October, 1982, at the "Zone 16

single men's quarters," located on the outskirts of

Capetown. Note: Black workers in urban areas are

prohibited from permanent residency and are not

allowed to bring their families on their constant, forc-

ed migrations.

At 4 a.m., "riot police, uniformed police and In-

spectors of the Western Cape Administration Board

went from door lo door, waking people up with loud

raps. While white Cape Town slept peacefully, the

residents of the barracks a few miles away were being

subjected to a common, yet horrific event in the ex-

perience of Black South Africans — a pass raid. A few
people managed to escape...The rest — men,
women, and children — stumbled from their

beds...They presented themselves in the little front

rooms of each hostel for inspection of their

documents and their right to be in the barracks at 4:00

in the morning. All around were men in uniform,

flashing torches, barking orders...The arrestees,

mostly women, went quietly... retaining their

dignity...A number had babies on their backs, some
wailing at the shock of being awoken so abruptly.

Then, with the final slam of a van door, it was all

over."

The reporter quoted one "legal" worker who was
left behind: "'This is very bad. They come here twice a

week and take people away. But after the fines are

paid the people come back because they have

nowhere else to go. If they cannot pay the fine, we

make a collection, bveryone helps. But we are getting

tired of these raids. We will not accept this kind of

treatment forever.'"

According to the Rand Daily Mail (10-29-82), more

than 2,000 Black people had been arrested in the

Capetown area for pass law violations during the

previous month. "This is more than double the mon-
thly average for last year," the Daily Mail reported.

(Emphasis added).

Passbooks are the documents which Black South

Africans of age are required to have on their persons

at all times. There is an elaborate body of laws and ad-

ministrative apparatus which dete.- mines where you

may live, work, visit, at each hour of the day, accor-

ding to Government defined racial categories.

Sympathizers of the racist regime, following the

Reagan administration's policy of "constructive

engagement," feel that gradual, meaningful change is

under way in South Africa, and that this can be

facilitated by participation in cultural and academic ex-

changes sponsored by the apartheid regime. We
would agree that certain cosmetic chanaes in the

Continued on page 3
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Angela Davis Lectures: Legal forms of racist repression

- continue to present—

By Angela Brown and Brenda Ling

Angela Davis, in a lecture entitled "Racism and the

Law," stressed the pressing need for non-whites to

organize against this country's pervasive racist op-

pression. "If we needed a movement in the late 60's,

in the early 70's, then we really need one now,"' she

said last Friday night to a packed auditorium at

Western New England College. Sponsored by the

Black American Law Students' Association, Davis

said that "we all have to act in an organized, collective

fashion because the power of the state is strong, it is

very strong."

Davis discussed her own case in which she was
charged with several murders that took place during

the Soledad Brothers' trial in 1970. The handgun used

by Jonathan Jackson was registered in Davis' name,

though she was nowhere near the scene at the time of

the courtroom shootings.

Davis described going underground, her arrest, and

her trial, emphasizing that the purpose behind her

persecution was not simply to protect the public from

a so-called dangerous individual, as her guilt was
widely contested from the start. Rather, her persecu-

tion illustrated "the extent to which this system will

go, not to silence me and eliminate me as an in-

dividual, but to terrorize, intimidate, silence and

eliminate an entire mass movement. It could have

been anyone else," she said.

Davis' main theme for her discussion was that the

legal system has to be viewed in its overall context to

see whether it indeed brings about justice. For exam-

ple, while she was still being sought for arrest in 1970,

all over the country "hundreds of Black women were

harrassed," arrested, and suspected of being Davis

herself. "Obviously we don't all look that much alike!"

She said that students of the law should move
towards both understanding that "the law can be us-

ed that way as well as understanding the way it can be

used in conjunction with mass struggle and change."

One highly interesting note about Davis' court case

is how the prosecutor resorted to appealing to the

jury's sexist tendencies after his racist tactics were re

jected, "hoping that he could convince the jury that

after all, I was only a woman." He asserted that she

HEALTH
This article is part of a Health series that

Nummo News will be running. We hope it

will be of service.

"Hypertension — The silent killer"

By Masherrill Fant

Hypertension, more commonly known as high

blood pressure, affects approximately 60 million

Americans. Studies indicate that Blacks are two times

more susceptible to this illness than Whites.

Hypertension is referred to as the "silent killer,"

because it can occur without any warning and may be

asymptomatic, which when undetected or untreated,

may lead to death by a heart attack, stroke, or kidney

failure.^
Blood pressure is the measurement of the pressure

of the blood vessels in the heart muscle during a heart

beat. The systolic pressure, or the top number, is the

heart contracting and the diastolic pressure, or the

bottom number, is the heart relaxing between beats.

A continuous blood pressure reading above 140 over

90 is considered abnormal.

Since hypertension may be asymptomatic, it is ex-

tremely important to periodically check our blood

pressure, especially if we are over the age of forty.

Some other high risk factors linked to hypertension

are obesity, stress, smoking, and high alcohol and

sodium (salt) intake.

Brothers and sisters with hypertension, remember
to take your medication as prescribed and try to

season your foods with herbs and spices instead of

salt. There are several salt substitutes on the market,

as well as special low-salt cookbooks. If you are a stu-

dent, remember you should have your blood pressure

checked at the University Health Services.

was "in love" with George Jackson and would
therefore be capable of murder. She described the

prosecutor's logic: "I might be a philosopher (Davis'

doctoral concentration)... but for a woman in love, ra-

tionality flies out the window."

In the state's "obvious effort to frighten people

away from struggle," racist repression still runs ram-

pant. Davis described Eddie Carthan's case as a

carefully constructed racist attack against the pro-

gress toward bettering Blacks' lives.

In 1977, at age 27, Carthan was elected mayor of his

.

hometown, Tchula, Mississippi, and immediately he

began to improve public services by, for example,

paving roads, building a library, and providing public

housing. This threat to the Southern landowners'

foundation forced a frame-up murder charge against

Carthan in 1981.

The National Alliance Against Racist and Political

Repression, an umbrella organization of multi-faceted

groups fighting racism and political repression on
many fronts, organized mass support; in response to

the national exposure of this extra-legal incident, the

jury, in forty minutes, acquitted Carthan. "The world

was watching...somehow that has a way of making
one far more objective than the judge's instructions."

Davis emphasised this need for official and mass
movements to reinforce each other. Spontaneous
outcries are not powerful enough to effect change,

but systematic legal and political action, combinei

«

with public pressure will help us keep the movement
going.

Pointing out the importance of "making sure that

you are involved in some organization or another so

that you will be ready when you are needed," she bid

all to join the Alliance (which she co-chairs), remin-

ding us, finally, that "we cannot do it alone."

For more information, NUMMO encourages in-

terested persons to contact:

National Alliance Against Racist and Political

Repression

27 Union Square West, Room 306
New York, New York 10003

10th Anniversary Conference: Chicago, May 13-15,

1983

The Hot Trumpets sizzled in perfor-

mance at the Student Union Ballroom
last Tuesday as part of Black History
Month.

The Message In Our Musia ;by Brynne Clarke

The Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five were in

the Pioneer Valley Friday, February 18. The group of

young New Yorkers rocked the USA Roller Rink with

an energetic and colorful show.

The crowd of 700 stood and waited for the first show
which started about 11:00 p.m., with Flash cutting

about nine records. The introductions were made:

Mellee Mel, Mr. Ness, Raheem (who's in all the ladies

dreams). The Kid Creole, and Cowboy - the rappers

themselves.

The show included a lot of calling and answering bet-

ween the performers and the audience. Cowboy and
Raheem kept the ladies shrieking while the guys yelled

"yo-o!"

In between the shows this reporter was granted an in-

terview. I spoke with the group for about an hour.

They expressed their concerns for people and the

need for spreading "The Message."
Flash said that they were scared to cut the song and
even wanted to release "It's a Shame" as the 12 inch

off of the LP, but Mrs. Robinson, their producer said

no.

The group has had about 6 bonafide hits from "Super-

Rappin" to "Scorpio". They have just gotten back

from a tour of Europe and are beginning to tour the

USA; with "The Message".
The group began .about 10 years ago with just The
GrandMaster Flash. The GrandMaster Flash would

play in the parks where the rappin' phenomenon
began. He would hang a microphone over the table; if

the rapper and Flash sounded good together then he

would let them continue. If Flash didn't like them he

would ask them to get off of the mic. Well Cowboy,
Mellie Mel and Mel's brother-The Kid Creole passed

and they became the base of a group. Later on Mr.

Ness and Raheem became part of the crew. The
group as is, has been together for 7 years.

A lot of the early years were done in parks and small

Harlem and South Bronx clubs like "The
T-Connection" and "The Renaissance Ballroom".

After capturing the N.Y. crowds, they recorded their

first national hit, "Freedom".

The "Artist"-as they do call themselves expressed,

much dismay on having one of the largest selling

records of all time (The Message), and not being

nominated for anything. They believe in what they do

and they see it as an art. "Not everybody can rap or

cut well."

When I asked Flash what the* direction of rappin' will

be, he answered with, "I don't know, but it won't die;

and GrandMaster Flash and the Furious Five will be

there."

I was quite impressed with their intelligence and ability

to see what was going on around them. They believe

in themselves and are doers. They are not going to let

people just pass them by. They hope that soon other

artist will recognize that they are doing something and

it's good. This reviewer would like to note that I am
not the biggest fan of rap, but I did like this show.

"Flash is fast, Flash is fast", as Deborah Harry says.

They get you involved in the show and you stay until

it's over. "The Message" is actually quite simple

-Love, Unity and Peace, to all.

• South Africa continued from page 1 •
laws, as well as Reagan's policy, are part of change in

South Africa — and the reality shows that this change
consists of intensified oppression of the majority, tor-

ture and assassination of opposition leaders, and ever-

widening aggression against neighboring states.

The main element in the racists' policy of deceptive

change is the "constitutional reform" currently under

way in South Africa. A three-chamber parliament is

proposed, one chamber each for the "whites," the

"Indians" and the "coloreds". The majority "Black"

population would be excluded altogether. For the

most part the "Indian" and "Colored" communities

are having no part of this attempt to suck them into

becoming powerless accomplices in racist rule. Feel-

ings run so high against collaboration with the regime

that since agreeing to participate in the scheme, the

"Colored Labor Party" "has found it impossible to

hold an open meeting in Capetown, where coloreds

outnumber whites by about two to one." {New York

Times, 2-14-83). Futhermore, "About 60 organiza-

tions — civic associations, student groups, and trade

unions — subscribed to a statement last month that

declared, 'We reject the Labor Party as being in any

way representative of the oppressed in their struggle

for a non-racial, democratic South Africa.'"

Ironically, the most likely result of this phoney

reform will be to set in motion and unite the

democratic political forces that will finally put an end

to the racist regime. Because the main pillars of sup-

port for the regime are Wall Street and Washington, it

is especially important at this time, for us to step up to

support for the campaign to isolate South Africa from

alt forms of official contact and support from abroad:

academic, sports, military, economic, political —
which is consistent with repeated declarations by the

United Nations General Assembly.

Photo of tfie Week

Interviewing techniques a la hysteria

Marilyn
"Yvonne's

Sergeant studying at

in the New Africa House.

By DONNA DAVIS

For graduating seniors this is a time of increased

pressure and anxiety as we struggle to fulfill degree re-

quirements and obtain a job. "The real world" lurks

like a demon, ready to pounce upon us on May 29 (or

May 30 for those with intense hangovers.)

Even the most non-conformist non-conformists are

interviewing. People you thought were born in Levi's

have donned neutral colored suits. Company names,
corporate insignias and annual report data dance in

our heads like the mysterious fruit in a Pac-Man game.
(Waka waka). As you wait for a recruiter to call your

name, palms sweat and you start to imagine that the

most outlandish thing will happen when you try to

stand up. I can see it all now. Your name is called and
before you can shake Mr. /Ms. Corporate America's
hand a hidden fault underneath Hampshire House
opens up and swallows you whole. Well, so much for

the interview.

Having survived the interview experience I can only

say that the fault, if indeed there is one, did not engulf

me. However, I have noted that when pressed the

most simple directives elicit a blank response. I was
told to proceed to cubicle number 6. For a student of

advanced calculus this should have been a simple

task, but nooo! I began to mutter to myself, "One,

four...no it's one, two, three, four.... Oh, oh, what

comes after 4?!" The recruiter's steps seemed to

boom behind me as the distance between us began to

close. Then suddenly just over the horizon loomed

cubicle number 6. Marvelous, simply marvelous.

The actual interview proceeded without any

traumatic hitches. I did not find myself clinging to the

GE man's leg screaming, "Damn it GE, you bring

good things to living, why don't you bring good things

to my life!" I even found my way out of cubicle 6.

This vignette was not meant to scare my interview-

ing breathren. It was simply meant to add some levity

to the college experience. Your academic record is

already documented on your transcript and extracur-

ricular activities are delineated on your resume. For

better or for worst the recruiter already knows what

you've been up to. So relax and enjoy yourself. For

real interviewing techniques, and other help with

career development, use the Berkshire House

Counseling and Career Development facility. The

staff Is excellent and more than willing to help.

.r...-J
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Black History

Month, 1983

^ ir ir

• 111 Tuesday, Feb. 22

Films: Bundle of Blues and Tap Dancin'

Student Union Ballroom, 7:00 and 9:00 pm

• 111 Thursday Feb. 24
Films: Now is the Time and Malcom X:

Struggle for Freedom
Malcolm X Center, Southwest Area, 8:00 pm

• 111 Friday, Feb. 25

DUSK...Patti O'Neal, Dance/Theater Per-

formance
Bowker Auditorium, 8:00 pm

• 111 Saturday, Feb. 26
THIRD WORLD THEATER SERIES
"For Better Not For Worse" A com-
edy/drama about the struggle in South

Africa to fight apartheid. Written by Selaelo

Maredi, author of "Homeland" and

presented by the American Committee on

Africa.

Bowker Auditorium, 8:00 pm, $2. -students,

$3. -general public

Sunday Feb. 27
Sweet Honey in the Rock performs at

Smith College

8:00 pm, Admission

Exhibit: Afro-American, Afro-Carribean and
African Leaders, Past and Present. Feb.

22-28 in Neilson Library, at Smith College.

Third World Women's Task Force Meets the
first Tuesday of every month, Everywoman's
Center, Wilder Hall, UMass.
For more info 545-0883

^••••••••3f
IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Financial Aid deadline for the

83-84 academic year is March 1, 1983.

All Financial Aid Forms must be sent

to the College Scholarship Service by

the above date to receive priority fun-

ding for the next academic year.

Any questions can be referred to the

Financial Aid Office, 243 Whitmore
Hall.

•••••••• 5f

BLACK STUDENTS' ALLIANCE OF
SMITH COLLEGE PRESENTS:

Black Arts Festival

The theme is "Variations: A Spectrum of Our

Cultures." The events for the weekend are:

Thursday, March 3

Tribute to Black Womanhod Award, 8:00 p.m. in

Neilson Browsing Room. This year's recipient is Paule

Marshall, author of Brov^n Girl, Brownstones and

other works about West Indian life in America. A
reception will follow this event.

Friday, March 4

Alumnae Registration, 3-6 p.m. in the Florence

M'Wangi Cultural Center.

Concert featuring "Pieces of a Dream" a

Philadelphia-based jazz ensemble, 8:00 p.m. in John

M. Green Auditorium.

Admission: $4 - Smith students, $6 - non-Smith, $8

- door. Tickets are available in Seelye Basement

(Smith) and Faces (Amherst).

Afterparty following Concert in the M'Wangi

Cultural Center. Admission discount with concert

ticket.

Saturday, March 5

Workshops, 1-3 p.m. in the Florence M'Wangi

Cultural Center. Smith Alumnae will present

workshops on Business, Communications, Law,

Minority Admissions, etc. Open to all Five-College

students and professors on a sign-up basis, contact

the BSA office at ext. 2153 or 2160 for more informa-

tion. Smith College.

Alumnae Banquet and Presentation of the Otelia

Cromwell Award, 5:30 p.m. in the Alumnae House

Banquet Hall. The banquet will also feature a dance

sketch by "Celebrations," a poetry reading by Joyce

Ingram, and songs by Suzanne Greenidge and Valun-

dra Pollard. Admission: $2.50 R.S.V.P. by March 1st

to Mayme Williams (Gardiner House, ext. 2285 or

586-5751).

Semi-formal Cabaret featuring Artie Dixon and

"Sunsight", 9 p.m. - 1 p.m. in the Davis Center

Ballroom. Also a Fashion Show presentation. Admis-

sion: $2.50 in advance, $3 at the door. Available in

Seelye Basement (Smith). Afterparty in the M'Wangi
Cultural Center. Discount with Cabaret ticket.

Sunday, March 6

Gospel Jubilee with Rev. Sam Gardner of the

Abyssinian Baptist Church in New York City, 10:30

a.m. in Helen Hills Chapel.

If you have any further questions, contact Toni

Tubman at 546-3837 or Nita Williams at 584-2700, ext.

304. Please help us make this celebration a success.

Antoinette M. Tubman
Chair, Black Arts

Festival Committee
Nita M. Williams

Chair, Black Students'

Alliance of Smith College

Odetta joined the Archie Shepp Quartet

during Friday night's performance in

celebration of Black History Month at

Simon's Rock College.
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Pam Gaver, a junior communications studies major, stands next to a

plant in Dickinson Hall while both enjoy yesterday's brilliant sunshine.

Referendum proposal would

reduce Undergrad Senate
By JOHN O'CONNELL

CaUagiu C«map«adMt

Students are collecting signatures to put

a referendum on the ballot for the Student

Government Association (SGA) spring

elections which would reorganize the

membership of the Undergraduate Student

Senate at the University of Massachusetts.

The referendum, which proposes to

"delete the senate in its entirety as of April

20. 1983," and adopt a different structure in

its place, must be signed by 25 percent of

the SGA membership by noon tomorrow to

appear on the SGA ballot, elections

coordinator Mindy Ordway said.

The proposal, written by SGA
presidential candidates Siobhan Powers

and Fran Hegeler, was criticized by SGA
President Jim Murphy, who said, "They

took and bastardized an idea I had last

year."

Powers, who said she wrote the

referendum because "students don't think

that the senate is working for them,"

agrees that the proposal is "an idea that

people have been tossing around for years."

The referendum proposes that senators

be elected by residential areas, defined as,

"Southwest, Northeast, Central, Orchard

Hill, Sylvan, Greek Area, and Commuter

Area," and that "there shall be one senate

seat for every three hundred SGA mem-

bers, and one Third World seat for every

sixty Third World SGA members." All fuU-

time undergraduate students are SGA
members.

This would result in approximately 60 to

65 regular senate seats, and 20 to 25 Third

World senate seats. All senators must be

student activities fee-paying un

dergraduates earning 12 or more credits,

and senators must live within their

residential areas, according to the proposal.

Under the present structure, there are 120

senate seats.

Senators are currently elected from their

dorms or by commuter or Greek voters,

plus 15 Third World members appointed by

the senate's Third World caucus. Com-

muters sad (kf^ have one senator for

SGA campaign delayed

cers miss lotteryas nil

W J f « « « .< .».<». \'-^V<J.*-^

every 250 SGA members in their areas.

Elacbdormitory with a population under 250

has one senator, whfle dorms with

populations over 250 have two senators,

and dorms holding over 500 students are

represented by three senators.

Students for Government by Referenda,

the student group working for the

referendum, has collected "about 4,000

signatures with papers still out," according

to spokesman Dave McCarthy. The group

was told by Mindy Ordway to collect 5.500

signatures "to be safe," because no precise

estimate of SGA membership is ciurently

available, McCarthy said.

McCarthy said he thinks the group has "a

good chance" of collecting the signatures by

tomorrow's noon deadline.

The proposal drew sharp criticism from

SGA President Jim Murphy, and Senate

Officers Sharon Davies and Lisa Potter sakl

they had problems with it as well.

"It's obvious that they didn't put any

thought into it," Murphy said. "It's only

three paragraphs to reorganize the entire

senate. I tend to think it's mcH'e of a cam-

paign ploy than anything elsle."

Speaker of the Senate Sharon Davies said

she has "a lot of very substantial problems,"

with the proposal.

Davies, who said that it is "only the

perspective of a fraction," that the senate is

not working effectively, didn't agree with

the reduction of senators per constituents,

and expressed fear that the new structure

would centralize power with unfair results.

Senate Treasurer Lisa Potter said she is

"not quite sure that having new officers and

a new senate come in at once is a good

idea."

McCarthy said reorganization is

necessary because, "many dorms aren't

getting the representation they need, while

other dorms have an abundance of people

willing to work in the students' interest

who aren't able."

Powers said that Murphy's charge "is

ridicuk>us on its faioe. It's obvious that it's

not a campaign issue because we're

bringing it out to refwendum, not just

talking about it."

By KEN BAZINET
and PAUL BASKEN

C«U«ClMSUff

The official start of the Student

Government Association (SGA)
presidential race was delayed one day after

election officials jjostponed to 10 a.m. today

the lottery for ballot positions.

Election coordinator Mindy Ordway.

acting chairperson of the Undergraduate

Student Senate's Governmental Affeiirs

Committee, said the failure of both her and

SGA Treasurer Lisa Potter to attend

yesterday's scheduled 10 a.m. drawing

necessitated the delay.

The names of presidential candidacies

Charlene Allen — Tom Ahern, David

Groom, Ronald Lipof — Eric Mann, and

Siobhan Powers — Fran Hegeler will at

that time be drawn for placement order on

the March 7 and 8 ballot, Ordway said.

Also, Potter will allocate $250 to each of the

four candidacies as their sole source of

campaign funding.

In separate interviews with the Collegian,

the candidates briefly previewed their

campaigns.

All«i-Aheni

Charlene Allen, 20, a junior English

major from Newton, and Tom Ahern, 20, a

sophomore education major from Brimfield

both have chaired committees in the SGA.

Allen, currently of Amherst, is former co-

chair of the Student Senate Budgets

committee. SGA Affirmative Action officer,

and a former member of the Chancellor's

Search Committee interview panel. She has

also served on several campus-wide

committees, and is running as the pair's

Trustee candidate.

Ahem, also currently of Amherst, is

former chair of the Student Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee,

Registrar of Registered Student

Organizations and a member of the Student

Center for Elducational Research and

Advocacy (SCERA). He has also served on

several campus-wide committees.

Allen and Ahem said that during their

campaign they will stress the importance of

developing a newsletter which wUl inform

the student body of the many facets of

UMass politics.

Lipof-Mann

Ronald Lipof. 20, a political science major

from Newton, and Eric Mann, 19, a

business major from Rosslyn, New York,

are sophomores who already hold elected

positions within stuent government.

Lipof, the pair's trustee candidate, has

been a student senator from John Adams
dormitory in the Southwest Residential

CoUege since his freshman year, and is a

student advocate in the student attorney

general's office. Mann, also a student ad

vocate in the office, is co president of John

Adams Upper.

"The most important issue," Mann said in

previewing the upcoming campaign, is

"student input."

As a result, he and Lipof said they planned

to institute systems for increasing the

amount of overall student discussion and

involvement on issues, through such

methods as increased use of phone and mail

surveys and referenda.

Groom

David Groom. 21. a junior history major

from Swampscott, is making his second

consecutive bid for the SGA presidency,

this year as a single candidate.

Although having held no student

government position. Groom is the only

candidate from a previous race, having

sought SGA presidential election last

March with David Stone.

Groom continues from that campaign his

priority theme of revamping the current on-

campus meal plan system.

His centerpiece idea of adopting a "point

system" board plan, which he said is used

by several major universities, is an appeal

for fairness to students that he said he

stressed throughout his plans.

These included Groom's expressed desire

to terminate the University's "assume(d)"

contract with Amherst Towing and replace

it with a student-run organization spon-

soring student scholarships, and his goal to

restructure the administration of the

profitless Campus Center.

Powers-Hegel«r

Siobhan Powers, 20, the trustee can-

didate, a junior English major from Nor-

thboro and Fran Hegeler, 19. a sophomore

pditical science major from Norwell have

worked in the SGA and the Southwest Area

Government since their freshman year at

UMass.
Powers, a resident of Emerson dor-

mitory, is currently chair of the Student

Senate Finance Committee, and is a former

assistant to the Speaker, former dorm
president and has also served on several

University-wide committees. Hegeler, a

resident of Cance dormitory, is currently

co-president of the Southwest Area
Government, a member of the Student

Senate Finance Committee, and a former

member of several University-wide

committees.

Powers and Hegeler said the issues they

plan to address include establishing a solid

General Education proposal, improving the

availability of classes which are currently in

demand, and implementing a restructured

Student Senate.
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Reagan plan's critics

silenced by Arafat
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) - PLO chief Yasser Arafat, in

a victory over hardliners, has convinced the guerrilla

movement's political committee to refrain frob publicly

rejecting President Reagan's Middle East peace plan.

"The Reagan plan is not enough," sources quoted Arafat

as telling the Palestinian Nation Council, or parliament, on

Monday. "But to turn it down flatly would deprive the PLO
of its links with the United States and of the A^-ab sources

of badly needed financial aid."

Arafat's reported reference to "links" with the United

States was unclear because both Washington and Israel

have refused to talk with the Palestine Liberation

Organization until it recognizes the Jewish state.f

PNC spokesman Ahmed Abdel Rahman told a news

conference the council plenary would debate a committee-

approved recommendation on the Reagan plan.

Knowledgeable sources said the recommendation was

virtually certain to win acceptance by the whole council.

The development marked a victory for Arafat, who all

last week fought PLO hardliners opposed to his willingness

to negotiate with Israel. They also refused to accept

anything short of an independent Palestinian State.

High Court opposes
sobriety test refusers

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court, noting the

"carnage caused by drunk drivers" on the nation's high-

ways, ruled yesterday that refusal to take a sobriety test

may be used as evidence of guilt.

In a 7 2 decision, the court said it is not a violation of one's

right against self-incrimination to have such a refusal used

as evidence in court. The court previously held that states

may force suspected drunken drivers to take sobriety tests

such as measurement of alcohol content in the blood

.

In today's case. Justice Sandra Day O'Connor said, "The

situation underiying this case...occurs with tragic

frequency on our nation's highways. The carnage caused

by drunk drivers is well-documented."

The court overturned a ruling by the South Dakota

Supreme Court, which said jurors cannot be told about a

driver's refusal to take a Breathalyzer test because it

would violate the protection against self-incrimination.

AP Laacrphoto

Children of Times Beach residents help ex-

press their parents' concern over toxic waste
contamination; the EPA moved to resolve the

problem yesterday.

EPA to foot relocation

bill for Times Beach
EUREKA, Mo. (AP) — The federal government

promised yesterday to spend $33.1 million to buy the

entire town of Times Beach and move its residents to

protect them from dioxin contamination,

EnvironmenUl Protection Agency administrator Anne

M. Burford told reporters the EPA will pay for the im-

mediate relocation of all the town's residents and

businesses, with Missouri footing the remaining 10 percent

of the cost.

It is the first time the federal government has ever taken

such a step.

"This is the answer to all of our prayers," said Evelyn

Zufall, 49, who has raised seven children in the town. "It's

what everybody wanted, except the very few who don't

realize the dangers ..."

Homeowners are to be paid the prices their homes would

have commanded before the dioxin contamination was

discovered, and before floodwaters damaged virtually all

of the town's 800 homes and businesses. Officials expect to

decide within two or three weeks how to determine what

the homes' value was.

Dioxin, a chemical byproduct of herbicide production,

causes kidney, spleen and liver ailments in laboratory

animals. Its effect on humans is unclear.

The chemical was mixed with waste oil and sprayed on

streets in Times Beach and other towns to control dust a

decade ago. The dioxin came from a plant in Verona, which

produced the herbicide Agent Orange during the Vietnam

War,

OPEC prepares for first price war battle
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) - The United Arab

Emirates declared OPEC's $34 base price dead yesterday

and Saudi Arabia vowed to take whatever measures are

necessary to protect its oil wealth in the face of a global

price war.

The two countries met with fellow Persian Gulf OPEC
members Kuwait and Qatar amid reports they were

considering slashing the price of their oil as much as $7 a

barrel, following a $5.50 cut by OPEC member Nigeria and

$3 cuts in North Sea oil by non-OPEC members Britain and

Norway.
Qatar's oil minister. Sheik Abdul Aziz bin Khalifa al

Thani, said, "For sure there will be a price cut ... a good

chance of by more than $4." He made the conunent after a

three-hour meeting at the home of Saudi Oil Minister

Ahmed Zaki Yamani.

Yamani said earlier that Iraq and Libya were expected

to join the session today, which would decide on lowering

prices and on future ties with other members of OPEC.
Yamani declared that the Gulf Arab oU producers were

"the principal power within OPEC." He did not specify

what steps he envisioned. But possible measures the

Saudis could take include cutting production, lowering

prices or both.

Welfare cuts made
after computer search

BOSTON — The Welfare Department

reported yesterday that it has saved

taxpayers about $8.8 million to date by

closing 1 .680 cases as a result of computer

searches through recipients' bank accounts.

Harry Shea, the agency's director of

finance, said records at 116 banks have

been searched and 2.400 "closing notices"

have gone topients who were found to have

more money in the bank than allowed under

the welfare program from which they are

collecting.

The 116 banks represent about 30 per

cont of the state's banks. Shea said the

department hopes to run the list of 550,000

recipients and their dependents through

computers at the rest of the banks within 90

days.

The closing notices include an appeal

form. Shea said, and benefits are continued

until the appeal is completed.

"A significant number of people don't

appeal," said Shea. "There is no response,

and therefore those cases are closed."

AWACS faced with

Libyan attack threats

Digest
By the Associated Press

Byrne leads in race

for Chicago mayoralty

BEIRUT. Lebanon — Libya has

threatened to shoot down American

AWACS aircraft in Egyptian air space,

rejecting Egypt's contention that the spy

planes are only on a training mission, a

Lebanese newspaper reported today.

The leftist Beirut daily As Safir quoted an

official Libyan announcement as saying "the

excuses of Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak and his pretext that the Egyp
tians wUl be training on these plans are

rejected and will deceive no one."

The Airborne Warning and Control

Systems plane were sent to Egypt after

U.S. and Egyptian officials said they had

detected a movement of Libyan forces that

was threatening Sudan. Washington also

diverted an aircraft carrier to off the

Libjan coast,.
.

Toxic waste contract

OK'd amid charges

WASHINGTON — The EnvironmenUl
Protection Agency sanctioned the award of

a $7.7 million contract for toxic waste

cleanup to a company accused of trying to

cover up its own pollution problems. The
company was represented by a former con-

sultant to the EPA's administrator.

The contract to Chemical Waste
Management Inc. has come under scrutiny

by Congress.

Chemical Waste, of Oak Brook, 111., is

represented by Denver lawyer James

Sanderson, who for 15 months was a paid,

part time consultant to EPA Administrator

Anne Gorsuch — Anne Burford since her

weekend marriage. Sanderson removed

himself from consideration for the No. 3 job

at the EPA after he was accused of im-

properly aiding another client while

working for the agency. The FBI is in

vestigating.

British water strike

settled, sewers flow

Springfield defends

raw sewage plan
ENFIELD, Conn. - The Springfield,

Bfass., public works director yesterday

defended his city's plan to dump raw
sewage into the Connecticut River as a

necessary part of a project contributing to

longterm improvement in water quality,

John J, Lyons told a meeting of about

two dozen federal, Massachusetts, Connec-

ticut and municipal officials that temporary
dumping of untreated sewage appears to

be the most reasonable solution to Spr-

ingfield's problem.

His staff's calculations conclude that the

sewage would be safely broken down in the

nver water and pose no public health

hazard, he said.

Springfield, the most populous city on
the 409-mile Connecticut River, wants to

shut down a 4-foot diameter interceptor

sewage pipe and a pumping station for up
to two weeks next month and another two
weeks in November so it can clean out and
repair the pipe and modernize the pumping
station.

CHICAGO - Incumbent Mayor Jane M.

Byrne jumped to a 19,200 lead over

Richard M. Daley yesterday with nearly

650,000 votes counted in Chicago's three-

way Democratic primary — an election

marred by charges of vote fraud.

U.S. marshals were ordered to impound
all ballots after they were counted for

safekeeping and possible use as evidence in

criminal prosecutions.

The primary pitted Mrs. Byrne against

Daley, the Cook county state's attorney

and eldest son of the late mayor who ruled

the city for 21 years, and U.S. Rep, Harold

Washington, whose crusade-like campaign

made him the first black given a serious

chance of winning the powerful post.

With 1,620 of 2,914 precincts counted,

Mrs. Byrne had 225,833 votes, or 34.8 per-

cent; Daley had 206,609 votes, or 31.8 per-

cent; and Washington had 185,840 votes,

or 28.6 percent. The remainder was divided

among minor candidates.

Former state Rep. Bernard Epton was
unopposed in the Republican primary, and
will face the Democratic nominee April 12.

A Republican hasn't won in half a century.

LONDON — Management and union

negotiators reached agreement yesterday

on a new wage package that should end

Britain's first-ever national water and

sewer strike, a mediator announced.

The walkout, which began nearly five

weeks ago, has left about 91 ,000 homes and

businesses without direct water supply and

forced 8.25 million Britons to boil their

drinking water. Officials of the three

unions representing Britain's 29,000 water

and sewer workeus said the employees

would be asked to return to work yeslei

day.
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Streetli^t request tops

agenda for Selectmen

Robert Kilgo, a junior majoring in environmental chemistry, takes

advanUge of yesterday's unseasonably warm weather by reading

shirtless in the empty rettecting pool near the Fine Arts Center.

Belchertown man convicted

on charge ofraping student
By LAURIE FISHER

Collecian SUfT

A Belchertown man was convicted last

Thursday for the rape, kidnapping and

beating of a 19-year-old Hampshire College

student last April.

Robert L. Manning, 27, of 185 Metacomet

St.. was convicted by a jury in Nor-

thampton Superior Court on four counts of

rape, one count of kidnapping and one count

of beating the woman with a plastic pipe.

Under cross examination by District

Attorney W. Michael Ryan, Manning said

that he and his older brother Lawrence had

discussed finding a woman to rape before

stopping at the Hampshire College campus,

where they asked a woman for directions.

Returning a few minutes later, they asked

the woman to write the directions for them,

and then forced the woman into the van.

Manning said.

See Europe and the world

via International Programs

By E.L. BIRK
Colleruui Staff

Street lights and parking meters were

the high points of last night's Amherst

Board of Selectmen's meeting.

Approximately 10 disgruntled residents,

mostly from Red Gate Lane, approached

the board requesting that a streetlight

•removed from their street more than 10

years ago be replaced. Gerald P. Brophy

spoke for the group from a prepared state-

ment.

"The present lighting on this portion of

Red Gate Lane is woefully inadequate," he

said. "The situation is particularily ag-

gravated when there is foliage on the trees.

"Because of the inadequate lighting, this

stretch of Red Gate Lane has been turned

into a mini 'Combat Zone.' EHscarded beer

cans, v^rine and whiskey bottles and con-

traceptives often litter the roadside. The

Brophy property has been vandalized by

racing automobiles invading the lawn and

'spinning out'. These sessions are generally

terminated by roaring engines, squealing

tires and burning rubber. We believe this

deplorable condition would be greatly

relieved by the installation of a street

Lawrence Manning, who faces charges

similar to those of his brother, has been

declared incompetent to stand trial, and is

undergoing counseling at Bridgewater

State Hospital.

According to the woman's testimony,

after she was repeatedly raped by the

brothers and photographed several times,

they returned to the campus where they

collected her belongings, including her

books and sandals.

They then drove to woods in South

Hadley where what to do with the woman

was discussed, Robert Manning said. She

was released near the college campus after

she convinced the brothers she would not

report the incident to the authorities,

according to her testimony

.

Robert Manning said of his brother, "He

had no intentions of getting caught and that

the best way of getting rid of the evidence

was to just kill and bury her."

By ELLEN M. RYDER
CollcftaaSUff

Those who yearn to visit Shakespeare's

London or learn about Japanese culture in

Tokyo will discover that such opportunities

are offered by the Internatwnal Programs

Office at the University of Massachusetts.

The International Programs Office,

located in the Whitmore Administration

Building, offers a wealth of information

about study abroad, financial aid, academic

credit and related matters. Informational

meeUngs are held during the year, and staff

members offer advice on program selection

and other procedures.

"There's more interest every year, said

Dr. Barbara Burn, director of International

Programs. "Our objective is to give UMass

students the opportunity to study abroad,

and make the experience...as positive as

possible."

Schools participating in the UMass

Overseas Study programs include those m
China. Japan. Taiwan. Australia. Canada,

Great Britain, Ireland, Denmark, Fmalnd.

France. Germany, Sweden, and Swit

zerland.

The International Student Exchange

Program (ISEP) accepts applications for

worldwide universities not sponsored by

light," Brophy said.

The group voiced their concerns during a

review of the department of public works

proposed 1984 fiscal year budget. Stanley

Ziomek, director of the department of

public works responded to Brophy 's state-

ment.

"The public works department is not

overly conservative to putting up lights if

the need is there," he said. "We are guided

by your (selectmen's) policy. If we establish

a policy, the demand for lighting will un-

doubtedly increase and if these are sup-

ported through the tax base maybe we

should provide them."

Board Chairwoman Edith Wilkinson

denied the group's request saying, "If we

grant one or two instances there is no way

we could refuse granting other requests."

In other budgetary action, Ziomek told

the board the last of the one-cent parking

meters in town will be done away with this

year. The meters are located primarily on

Main and Amity streets and will be replac-

ed, at a cost of $100 each, with new meters,

which will cost 10 cent to use, Ziomek said.

Ziomek could not specify off the top of

his head the number of meters to be replac-

ed.

Writing Program gets

director's good review
By PAUL DESMOND

Colleciaii CorrapoMlcBt

The newly-implanted Writing Program is

working "remarkably well" in its first year,

Charles Moran, director of the program,

said.

Moran said he hopes the new program

will stress the importance of writing not

only in the first year, as the old Rhetoric

Program did, but throughout all four years.

1 I\TftSs

Burn said between 400 and 500 students

have been sent abroad to study this year.

Currently more than 30 UMass programs

participate in international exchange.

"Western Europe is the most popular

area of exchange." said Burn, who had

directed IPO for thirteen years.

On the other end of the exchange, UMass

receives about 1000 foreign students from

90 countries. Burn described the majority

of these students as being "extremely

motivated, and having learned a lot about

the United States."

"According to IPO policy. eligibUity to

participate in the international exchange

program varies from program to program,

but in all, good academic standing is a must.

Time spans of study abroad vary from

summer and intersession programs to

semester and year-long stays. Financial aid

may~be applied for to go toward the cost of

overseas study.

Literature avaUable at IPO Ust the

requirements and special areas of study of

each university.

Increasing attention is being paid to the

needs of the handicapped by Great Britain,

the United States, and most of Western

Europe. Opportunities concerning the

exchange program as accessible to the

handicapped is available at IPO.

"This program we've set up has focused on

writing exclusively," he said. "We hope to

incorporate more writing into many courses

that are already in existence."

The new program, which began in

September, consists of a freshman course in

College Writing designed to prepare

students for the type of writing that wiU be

required of them at UMass and later in

their lives, Moran said. That will be

reinforced in the junior year by a writing

course given within the student's major.

Moran was satisfied with the new

program so far.

"I think it's going remarkably well for a

program in its first year," he said.

'It seems to be the case that people aren't

writing any more (than they used to) and

may be writing less," Moran said. "It feels

as if writing is not terribly popular outside

the university context."

The new Writing Program is designed to

help cha: -e that feeling, he said.

Although details of the junior year aspect

of the program are still being worked out,

Moran said it will be complete by fall of 1984

when this year's freshman become juniors.

Moran explained that each academic

department will be responsible for deciding

how to incorporate the writing

requirements into its program. Each

department's proposal will then be subject

to possible change and final approval by the

Faculty Senate. Proposals are due in early

April.

Through the new specialized junior year

requirement, 'teachers will be able to

introduce students to the special con-

ventions of writing in that particular area."

Moran said.

For example, the engineering department

may elect to stress technical writing to

juniors in that department since that is the

type of writing they will most often be

involved with.

"The function of writing in these third

year courses will be to enhance and rein-

force the subject being studied, not to teach

grammar and spelling at the expense of that

subject. Instructors will assist students

primarily in formulating effective

arguments and organization for a specific

topic in a particular discipline." according to

a Faculty Senate report on the Writing

Program.
Although the junior year program is stUl

being developed, the freshman program is

under way.
. .

Entering freshmen will take the Writing

Program Placement Test to determine if

they should register for College Writing,

the required freshman course, or Basic

Writing, for students requiring extra

writing practice. Students may also earn an

exemption from the Freshman Writing

Requirement without credit.

For 1982-83. students may be exempt

from the Freshman Writing Requirement

on the basis of SAT Verbal Aptitude or

English Achievement Tests. Thereafter,

exemptions will only be possible through

the Placement Test or the English

Advanced Placement Examination. No

student wiU be exempt from the junior year

writing requirement.

Photo bjr Cht • JBnpMnii

One anonymous child leans back and relaxes as his companion does

the heavy duty pulling along the walkway ne;.r ine C^mpw Center

recently.
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SOUTHERN
HOME

,

GOOKIN
In conjunction with the scheduled events of

Black History Month, the Bluewall Cafeteria

presents a traditional luncheon with the

"down-home" flavor of Southern cuisine.

While you enjoy your meal, a talented jazz

duo will provide musical entertainment.

MENU
^

Black-eyed Peas and Rice \ \

Collard Greens

Potato Salads

Spicy Fried Chicken

Smothered Pork Chops
^- With Onions, Peppers /Gravy

Corn Bread

Sweet Potato Custard

1

1

Newslines...
Registrar's, Records, Transcript

offices closed for five Thursdays
Due to a backlog in Add/Drop, grade and Thursdays: March 3, 10. 17 and 24^ Any

transcript processing, the Registrar's, questions should be directed to Manon

Records and Transcript Offices will be clos- Markwell at the Registrar s office.

ed this Thursday and on the following

Northampton residents sought for

new Lesbian and Gay task force
A Lesbian and Gay task force is being set

up in Northampton to work with the city's

government. The task force will be design-

ed to form grievance procedures with city

officials and the policy, form a course of ac-

tion against local harasssment and

establish an anti-discrimination ordinance

to city law. Any gay and lesbian Northamp-

ton residents interested in working on the

task force should contact the Gay and Les-

bian Activists, P.O. Box 1084, Northamp-

ton, MA 01060 by Friday, or call 773-2253.

Calls will be kept in strict confidence.

Gays and Lesbians of color and of dif-

ferent age groups are encourage to apply,

but volunteers must be Northampton

residents.

HRTA Career Day scheduled all

day tomorrow in Campus Center

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23

BLUEWALL CAFETERIA
11:30 am to 1:30 pm

i'he Eighth Annual Career Day of the

Department of Hotel, Restaurant and

Travel Administration at the University of

Massachusetts is scheduled for tomorrow
from 8:30 a.m. - 4:40 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium; and is open free of

charge to all interested in the hospitality in-

dustry. The career day will feature formal

and informal discussions and presentations

with representatives from various com-

panies in the hospitality industry. The
presentations will focus on career oppor-

tunities and future trends in the industry.

Dialogue Series asks speakers,

"What is an Educated Person?"
"What is an Educated Person?" is the

topic of the fourth event in the Dialogue

Series sponsored by the Institute for Ad-

vanced Study in the Humanities. This free

event is scheduled for today at 8 p.m. in

120 in the School of Managementroom

(formerly the School of Business Ad-

ministration. The speakers for the event

will be professor Joyce Berkman, depart-

ment of history and Professor James

Douglas, from the department of chemical

engineering.

STUDENTS SAVE 40%
SUBSCRIBE BY

4:00 PM, FEBRUARY 251

ASHES
March 3-5, 9-12 at 8:00 pm

David Rudkin's drama of a young couple whose yearning for a
child becomes an obsession as the odds turn more and more

against them is a work of stunning power — frank,

compassionate, laced with ironic humor.

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS
April 7-9, 13-16 at 8:00 pm

This is not your typical Shakespearean ploy It isn't romantic and lyri-

cal. It is pure farce, fast and be ,/dy, peopled with acrobats, jug-

glers, musicians, and hookers. Think you hate Shakespeare'' You'll

love THE COMEDY OF ERRORS.

COMPANY

COME PARTY: UBiASS • MS at 8.U.B.

Beer & Wine BAR

— Proier I.D.

req aired

LIVE onWMUA

FRIDi T NITE —

Radio — D J. Jeff Tay lor

FEB 26 f^m e:PM-6:lAMI

May 5-7, 11-14 at 8:00 pm
This brilliant, sophisticated musical by Stephen Sondheim manages

to be very funny about the subject of marriage by taking it very seri-

ously. Set to music that reflects the pulse of Manhattan life,

COMPANY is about growing up and becoming human in our times.

RAND
I

"^ ' Phone: 546-3511

Most of religion's doors closed to females

by local clerics^^^^^^^K ^^Mon experiences

By LAURA SHANAHAN
ColleKian SUff

Women should be able to be ordained as

leaders in every religion. This was the

message of various religious leaders inter-

viewed in the An^herst area last week.

The Catholic church still denies women
the priest's role because of their sex,

whereas the Jewish and Episcopalian

faiths allow women as rabbis and

ministers.

"There is nothing within a job descrip-

tion for a priest that no female could do,"

said Reverend Joseph Marchese from the

Newman Center. "There is nothing that

prevents the ordination of women," he said

in reference to the Bible.

Saul Perlmutter, rabbi and director of

Hillel, said some organizations within the

Jewish spiritual community won't allow

women as rabbis due to religious reasons.

The reformed and reconstructionist

movement of Judaism allows women as

rabbis while the orthodox and conservative

movements do not. The first woman rabbi

was ordained in 1973.

The Episcopalian church emphasizes the

celebration of Mass according to Reverend

Elizabeth Orens of Grace Episcopal Church

in Amherst. The theological undersUnding

within the Church is that, "Jesus was a

man, had a male following and appointed

men to follow him," Orens said. Some con-

tend that Jesus intended to have male

leadership within the Church Orens said.

The Mary and Martha story in the New
Testament is an example of Jesus' sym-

pathetic attitudes towards women, she

said. She believes Jesus truly wanted to

find out what women had to say.

Since 1976, the Episcopalian Church has

accepted women in roles as priests, Orens

said. Although Canada, the United States

and recently Kenya, has ordained women,

the Episcopalian church in England has

refused.

Women rabbis are in the United States,

Canada, Israel and a few other countries,

Perlmutter said. He said he believes there

is a "rising consciousness on part of some

Jews as to why this should not be open to

the world."

The early Catholic church did allow

women as deacons Sr. Mildred Marengo

from the Nevmian Center said. Society did

not allow for the emancipation of women,

she said.

"All people have equal rights."

The Catholic Church must deal with

Colleinaii photo by David D«ob*r

Rabbi Ruth Sohn looks on as Reverend Elizabeth Orens makes a point

at a discussion of women's roles in religion Monday night at Amherst

College.

dwindling numbers of priests. Men have

been leaving the priesthood due to the

question of celibacy. Both Marengo and

Marchese said they believe married men

will be welcome back into the Church as

spiritual leaders, before women's ordina-

tion.

There must be a "recognition and return

to ministry of those ordained men, for

various reasons who have left the

ministry" before women can be ordained,

Marengo said.

"Where the need has been, the event has

occurred," she said. "Third Worid chur-

ches, chuches in South America, because

they had a greater need for ministers,

developed lay ministry long before this

country did."

The Episcopalian Church has the op-

posite problem. They have too many

priests and not enough parishes, Orens

said. Orens said she believes women have

to work harder within the Church than

men. Women have to not only deal with

cutbacks, but also have to find a church

that will accept them.

"There are dioceses in which certain

bishops are opposed to women priests and

that makes it hard," she said.

Marengo said she believes instant

pressure and women's persistance to

answer their vocation as priests will result

in women's ordination.

"There always have to be strong

statements made with regards to

discrimination and inequality," Marengo

said. "All things take time."

"Women should be able to respond to that

call," she said. "An attitudinal change has

to continue to take place. No one is above

the other."

Marchese said, "There have to be more

than lip service. We need to come to grip's

with equality in the women's issue within

the Church," he said.

Perlmutter said he believes there is no

tension over women as rabbis in the Refor-

mist Movement of Judaism. Orens said she

feels that within the Episcopalian Church

there is trouble.

"I imagine there will always be some

kind of problem," she said.

By LAURA SHANAHAN
ColleKiui SUff

Obtaining respect and acceptance are

problems women religious leaders are

striving to overcome.

Rabbi Ruth Sohn from Columbia Univer-

sity, Reverend Elizabeth Orens of Grace

Episcopal Church, and Sister Judith O'Col-

leli discussed women's roles on the panel

discussion "Women, Religion, and the

Eighties" Monday night at Amherst Col-

lege.

Rev. Elizabeth Orens expressed difficul-

ty being a woman as women are not always

accepted as ministers.

"We do run into problems with male

bishops. And of couse it depends on so

much of your diocese," she said.

"I see controversy amongst my sisters.

Some women object to the title 'mother' in

that women as they understand it, are to.

bring it together in a new ministry where

there is no hierarchy."

Rabbi Sohn said she has found most

women's reaction towards her as a woman
rabbi to be "overwhelmingly positive."

Women are "expressing reail delight that

women can be rabbis," she said.

"By accepting women as rabbis and or-

daining women as rabbis is saying that the

community accepts women as individuals,"

she said.

O'CoUell said she is enthusiastic about

the changes occurring within the Catholic

Church.

"I feel that the response to present

changes are enormous," she said. "I think

it's essential for women to be ordained in

Catholic Church."

The three women agreed that support

from their families, friends, colleagues and

their communities was essential in their

choice of religious career.

Sohn grew up in a liberal Jewish family

and became deeply interested in Judaism at

college.

"I found that Judaism really had a deep

understanding of human nature and ex-

periences," she said. It's a "challenge to

live a really meaningful life."

Orens said she came from a liberal

Methodist family. Her change of religions

"has to do with sacrament reason" she

said. She enjoys "being the one to celebrate

that liturgy. To bring us all together."

For Sr. O'CoUell "the spirituality that

motivates all of us is the core of what we're

about," she said.

The Credit Union is now
offering

$pring $pedal
Reduced Rate Loan Package

* Borrow $500.00
* At 11.75% interest

* Repay in 7 months

($74.25 monthly)
* All UMSFCU credit policies

applicable

Come in and inquire about your

credit union' B other loan rates

University of Massachusetts

Stv.Jciit Federal Credit Union

oonvenienUy located In the Student Union
545-2800
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air

Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air

Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the

most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the

responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op*

portunities. If you*re a nursing professional or

about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY
OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen & Soohmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 546-2137

•welcome to aitend

A ycotwoyo'Wv

CX>BiE PARTY: UMASS v» MS at S.U.B.

AU18

suid o\er

Beer & Wine BAR!

— Proi)er I.D

req Liired

LIVE on WMUA Radio — D.J. Jeff Taylor

:

:

FRIDAY NITE FEB 25 frbm 9:PM-5:AMI

— 9p»nBor«d by the M.S Danc« Marathon Committee
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SGI-TEGH

BOOKSALE

05-00°^

The Uounselinĝ ;areer
Development Office

will be offering the followingf
workshops throughout the semester:

Workshop
Stress

Management
RelEixation

Dates
2/23
3/8
3/30
4/12

Rm.
308
308
308
308

Study Skills

3/1

3/16
4/5

4/2

322
322
308
.322.

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high-leve
scientific and technical books from
leading publishers Our selection
ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicme
mathematics, engineering, computers
and more Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unboliovabio '^n°:

On Special Sale Tables

located in the R
Trade Book Dept.

w «. ^ «. * « «. w« .^^ .^^ — «. Open M-F 9-b

.V UNIVERSITY ,„3-iM
..% ,f' ^^^ —__ ^^^ ^^^ j^^ Located in

.Jl 1^ -i C>/XV JC/ ^'C^ Campus Center

Time 3/2
Management 3/15

& 4/6
Procrasination

322
322
322

Date
4/27
5/3
5/10

Rm
308
308
308

Choosing a
major
part I

3/30
4/5

322
322

Choosing a
Major
Part II

3/8
4/13
4/19

322
322
322

Test Anxiety 3/9

3/29
4/13

322
322
308

4/19
5/4

308
322

4/26
5/11

322
322

_ & Career
Development Service
Workshop Schedule
4-6 PM Tues & Wed.

Berkshire House (3rd floor)
For further into call 5450333

;:•:•:••••••••::••«•>.•;..•.•. .•.*.•.•.*.v.^sssw.•, 't*>^????C<'»?K».

(^.M^ •i^Htti^'^ State's poverty

worse than ever
Poverty in Massachusetts is growing at an alanning

rate, and is higher now than at any time in the last

twenty years. This is a direct result of the economic

policies of the Reagan administration.

The "New Federalism" of the 1980's, otherwise known

as "Reaganomics" has, by principle, neglected its respon-

sibility toward its citizens. The concept of the state pro-

viding "insurances" such as welfare, disability benefits,

^HOrONW^TRE.YOU'RENOT!'

Is big labor overly pro -defense?

Many a trade group, think tank and private founda-

tion have released alternatives to the Reagan de-

fense budget in recent days, outlining either

possible cuts or ways to improve U.S. military readiness c.t

a more moderate pace.

Not among these, however, is the venerable AFL-CIO.

For most of the last year, the labor giant has been mum

Glen & Shearer
about defense, and it will have little to add at its winter

meeting in Florida next week.

Big labor's taciturnity may not surprise Americans

famUiar with the AFL-CIO's pro-defense tradition. The

federation has always favored military expenditures as a

stimulus to job creation, even to the point that it supports

the idea of a "defense surtax" on both individuals and cor-

porations.

A federation committee's interim report on military ex-

penditures is the only defense-related item on the agenda,

and its contents are based primarily on testimony from-^

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, several of his

predecessors and the Joint Chiefs. (Outspoken Pentagon

critics who asked to address the group were turned down;

perhaps the panel's chairman. Iron Workers president

John Lyons, has been too busy as a member of President

Reagan's MX resurrection commission.)

Letters ^

Black History Month ignored
To the Editor:

I am lodging a formal complaint against the Collegian

staff for their lackadaisical reporting efforts concernmg

Black History Month. „ . *

It may be argued that every Monday a smaU section of

the Collegian is devoted to Black and Third World Affairs.

I laud this opportunity of self-expression. However, is

"Black Affairs" where the Collegian's obligation concerning

black events end; or should the Collegian also Uke it upon

themselves to offer adequate coverage of black events?

If the former be the case, then the Collegian is guilty by

direct implication of supporting the white majority at the

expense of the Black minority: but if the latter is true, then

where is the proof of the pudding? The Black History

Month Planning Committee has scheduled a variety of

events, but where are the articles covenng these hap-

penings? « _ *„ *u«
What I am advocating is a concertive effort from the

Collegian staff to show its support of Black affairs with

informative, intelligent articles, instead of giymg in-

cidenUl sentences (i.e. J.B. Hutto in Live Wire )
to

something whkh cerUinly deserves much more attenUon.

Black History Month is not over, so there is a chance to

redeem yourselves. Nathan Shafner
Northampton

Outreach effort discussed

To the Editor:

I appreciate the publicity that the ColUgian is doing on

the General Education issue. I'm upset, though, about the

wav the discussion at the Student Senate meeting was

reiirted last week ("Senate Approves General Education

Plan
" February 10), because I feel it gives students a

misleading picture of what went on that nigm. it is impor-

tant to me that students know that the Senate n.eetmg

was a discussion of the General Education Proposal. The

Collegian article only covered one speech, and didn t men-

tion that people asked questions about the Proposal for

almost an hour.

Yet labor leaders admit that their pragmatism has been

increasingly difficult to justify. As AFL-CIO spokesman

Rex Hardesty says, "It's hard to keep our constituency in

line on defense. You can't sustain support for national

security when it's being gouged out of people's hides." Ac-

cording to Business Week, popular support for increased

military spending has faUen from 71 to 17 percent of

Americans since 1980.

Indeed, after last week's analysis by the Lansing,

Mich.-based Employment Research Associates revealing

that the $238 bilhon 1984 military budget will mean a net

loss of 2.2 mUlion jobs (most notably in textile and motor

vehicle manufacturing), union members don't need

Republican senators or the Heritage Foundation to teU

them that cuts are in order.

While some AFL-CIO member unions, such as the

Machinists, have long been outspoken about the injurious

effect of defense spending, they have an uphUl battle

ahead of them. Tlie United Auto Workers, for example,

completed a $300,000 federal study last October on con-

version of unemployed autoworkers to employable

weapons makers. Such thinking may prove a touchstone

for Democratic presidential contenders who hope to

gamer the AFL-CIO's endorsement in December. But

who knows? Such an attitude could even make Ronald

Reagan seem palatable as labor's man.

MaxweU Glen and Cody Shearer are syndicated columnists

Josh Meyer

imosi ail uuui. . ,f _. f„, ^ ,

fQf cour8^f)art,of Oi^disai^«on w?s a ^

&tli:m VM G^fefa-EatiMtldrf t)M*nf^dtf UJ'^e

Senate was an outreach effort, and by not giving adequate

coverage,to the questions and debate that took place at

that meeting, the Collegian gave only a partial view of that

effort.

Ellen Nylen
SCERA

A piece of the American dream
To the Editor:

Today's problems are social problems. Poverty, racism,

unemployment; these are the issues that need the

government's and the people's attention now. I urge you,

students and faculty and political office-holders to turn

ears and eyes to witness the inequities in our society

today. Eleven percent of the United SUtes population is

living at or below the national poverty level and this figure

will grow because of cutbacks in unemployment benefits

and a money-starved welfare system which, incidentally, is

the worst of all federal welfare systems in developed

countries in the world today.

Although there are a few citizens receiving unneeded

benefits, federal aid receipients largely are more than

deserving of the money they receive. Freeloaders are the

infrequent exception: worthy, hungry, cold, and isolated

children and elderly are the norm. Workfare can t be the

answer. How can the handicapped or the elderly or

children or mothers with dependent children fmd em

ployment? Less than two percent of welfare recipients are

able bodied males, and of those, many have menUl

disorders.

Racial and sexual discrimination is another major ob-

sUcle in America's path to equality and justice for aU.

Aside from being a very cortly problem (the U.S.

government spends millions of doUars a year in avil rights

cases as a resuH of diseriminatioD) it is also an intolerable

waste of American resources. Surely, most would agree

that an educated minority would help to make a bettw

society. And that an educated minority member would

become a tax payer instead of a welfare recipient in the

future. These victims of discriminatton can be assets to our

society. They can be very valuable. ^ ^ , , ,

Let every American get a piece of the American dreami

^ f , . .r.v * 7 .. /Andre^.^ii.^wiforp'Jf.
Central

social security, and other aspects of the social Safety Net

has been discarded in favor of a laissez-faire attitude in

which virtually no assistance is given, and everyone must

fend for themselves.

The New Federalism initiative has had serious implica-

tions and effects already. It is obvious that this is what the

Reagan administration had in mind when they started

their drive toward economic prosperity and worid leader-

In the words of the illustrious director of the Office of

Management and Budget David Stockman, "I don't think

people are entitled to services. I don't believe that there is

any entitlement, any basic rights to legal services or any

other kind of services ... I don't accept that equality is a

moral principle."

That any administration as ignorant as the one present-

ly "running" this country could collectively promote this

philosophy is a travesty of our supposed principles of

democracy. Its merits could be challenged and proven in-

valid just by looking at the statistics. When Reagan took

office, he vowed to stimulate the economy by increasing

productivity. This justified actions on his part to give

massive tax-breaks to the upper and middle classes, and to

the corporate state. By encouraging increased productivi-

ty, this would promote (along with deregulation measures

designed to increase the cost-effectiveness and profit

margin of the corporations), the GNP would rise, stagfla-

tion would diminish, and the increased wealth would

"trickle down" to the poorer sectors of the population.

This has obviously not happened, in fact, there's no way it

possibly could.

Right now, more people are living below the poverty ime

than at any time since the early 1960's. There has been an

increase of 28 percent in the last ten years. Right now, one

in ten citizens of Massachusetts, or one-half million people

are living below the poverty line. WhUe no geographic

area is immune, areas such as Fall River, Spnngfield-

Chicopee-Holyoke have poverty levels as high as 12 per-

cent. „ , i- e
The poverty level itself is an absurdly low figure of

$9 287 for a family of four. When those at 125 percent of

this, or the "near-poor" is included, the number of people

that are poverty-stricken in the state jumps to one m
seven. The median income of Black, Hispanic and female-

headed households is only slightly above the poverty level.

However, everyone in the state is affected equally, as

evidenced by the fact that nine of every eleven poor people

are white.

The most obvious targets of this federal attack are in-

deed women, minorities, the elderiy and the young. One of

every four Black citizens is officially poor, and a great ma-

jority of the rest are "near-poor." Poverty defines the

social reality of one in three persons of Hispanic origin. In

fact, half of all Hispanic families live on less than $10,000

even though four-and five-children families are the norm.

Another trend that has been occurring is the importance

of family composition in determining class status. Family

compostion has joined race as the most powerful indicator

of poverty. More of the poor are women, and more women

are poor. Four of every seven poor families are headed by

females. More than 97 percent of these families have

chUdren under 18 years of age. As budget cuts take e»»ct,

low-income working families are being cut off from AFDC
benefits, Medicaid, food stamps, child nutrition programs,

day-care subsidies, and housing assistance. It is estimated

that by the year 2000, female headed households and their

children are expected to compromise almost all of the

poor. _„j_«
Editor's Note: Tomorrow we will attempt to project

where these trends iviU take the citizens ofthe state in com-

ing years, particularly the poor. Some possible solutions to

the problem ofincreasing poverty will be discussed as well.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

* " .'.V *^ f

Letters Policy

All letters roust be sig^ned and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limiUtions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledg^e unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

,riwttH.*?"f^^.
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Tomorrow evening

NURSING ALUMNI
CAREER NIGHT
Several Alumni will

speak about their past

and current experiences

in Nursing.
Where?

Campus Center 101
When?

8 pm - 9:30 pm
ALL ARE WELCOME
(students - faculty - others)

Sponsors:

The Division of Nursing
University Placement Service

University Alumni Office

For Additional Information

call the Division

of Niirsing at

545-0405

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Do you WANT TO Be in

piCTURES?

ThE INDEX

(yEARbook)

SenIoR PoRTRAiT PROqRAM

is STARTiNq soonI

AppoiNTMENTS will Be taIcen

TuES FEb 22 -FrI FEb 25

by CAlliNq 545-2874 or

by SToppiNq by CC Rm 105

^ CONTRACT BRIDGE? ^
Minimum Cost, Maximum Enjoyment

Many Area Games
Each Week for Beginners

through Experts

549-5084. 584^261, 1-538-7830

r^ ACBL sanctioned ^

Herpes SuppoRT Group
The emotional stress of dealing with herpes

can be more difficult to cope with than the

actual virus. If you have herpes and are in-

terested in talking to others who share

similar concerns, this group is open to you.

The group will be co-facilitated by two staff

members from the University Health Ser-

vices and is limited to students of UMass,
Amherst, and Hampshire colleges. It will

begin early in the semester and is limited to

15 people. For more information, call the

Health Education Office at 549-2671, Ext.

181 and ask for Debbie.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKSI

Famous US Women's
Alpine Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the

US Wonfien'i Alpine Ski Team mem-
ben used the "Ski Team" diet to lose

20 pounds in two weeks That' s tight -

20 pounds in 1 4 days! The basis of the

diet is chemical food action and was

devised by a famous Colorado physi-

cian especially for the U S Ski Team.

Normal energy is maintained (very

important!) while reducing You keep

"fuir - no starvation - because the

diet is designed that way It's a diet that

is easy to follow whether you work,

travel or stay at home

This is. honestly, a fantastically suc-

cessful diet If it weren't, the U S

Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-

mitted to use ill Right? So, give yourself

I
the same break the U S. Ski Team
;gets Lose weight the scientific, proven

Iway Even if you've tried all the other

Idicts. you owe it to yourself to try the

jU S Women's Ski Team Diet That is.

If you really do want to lose 20 pounds

In two weeks Order today Tear this

out as a reminder

Send only $3 00 ($3 25 for Rush

Service) - cash is O K - to Ski Slim.

PO Box 1372, Monro Bay. CA 93442
Don't order unless you expect to

lose 20 pounds in two weeks' Because

that's what the Ski Team Diet will do
•1982
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presents

LASER PHOTO ART
Poster Size

20"x 24''

4.00 each

for i 0.

lOBOoaBBaBaaBiOBBgooc

presents

Vincent Price
in a one man performance

Monday, March 7
8 pm at the F.A.C.

$2. 5 college students

$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office i

sponsored by University Arts Council 1

and Distin/guished Visitors Program Q

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOBBOOOOOOBOBOBBOBOOOOOOOOOeOOP

Feb. 23, 24, & 25

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

In Front of the

C? UNIVERSITY
iSTORE^

iffiinK
9&SKA

ir.

or

TOI^fthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

II th Floor •Campus Center • UMass

Hypercurricula

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE PRODUC
TION STAFF — Layout and Paste up

training sessions today and tomorrow;

attend one or both. Those members unable

to attend please contact Michele at C.C.

104. Newcomers welcome. 5 to 7 p.m.

Student Union 423.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
Study, action and planning around disar-

mament issues. New participants welcome.

6 p.m. Campus Center.

INTERNSHIP REPRESENTATIVES
AT THE CC CONCOURSE -
Representatives from the Office of

Internships will be available to speak with

students on the CC Concourse. Stop by our

table and have all your questions about

internships answered. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

AMHERST FIRE DEPT. STUDENT
FORCE — Accepting applications to join

the force for next year. Find out about this

municipal fire and ambulance service at

their table in the Campus Center Con-

course.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST - BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "Does

Film: Josh McDowell's "What's Up Josh?" Gandhi have anything to teach us?" is the

He proves the resurrection is a historical topic of discussion led by Rev. Phil Ward,

fact. Josh has spoken to millions of students All are welcome. 12:15 to 1:15 p.m. 428

in over 50 countries. 6:30 p.m. SBA 109. Student Union.

BICYCLE COOP MEETING - There

will be a general meeting to discuss

procedure and completion of requirements

for opening. All are welcome. See Bulletin

Board for place. 6:30 p.m.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING -
Richard Wilson from Merrill Lynch will

give an introduction to the stock market.

This will be an informal question and an-

swer session. New members welcome. 7

p.m. SBA Room 107.

SEXUAL DISEASES - This is the

second of a six-part series on sexuality and
health for third world women. All are in-

vited to attend. 7 p.m. CCEBMS, New
Africa House.

WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP -
A supportive group in which women can

challenge traditional ways of experiencing

spirituality and grow toward a new un-

derstanding of ourselves. 7 p.m., 428

Student Union.

FREE FILM: THE DYBBUK - The
Dybbuk is the unusual story of a Jewish

exorcism in an Eastern European com-

munity. This version wa? made in Israel.

Everyone is welcome to attend. 7:30 p.m.

Thompson 102.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Join

UMass Hillel for another wonderful week of

dancing. This event is open to everyone at

any level of experience. 7:30 p.m. begin-

ners, 8:30 all others. Commonwealth Room,

Student Union.

MIME PERFORMANCE WITH JODY
SCALISE — Free. All are welcome. 8 p.m.

Field Main Lounge.

SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
REPRESENTATIVE ON CAMPUS - A
representative from the School for Field

Studies, which offers unique field ex-

peditions during the summer, will be

available to speak with students on the

Campus Center Concourse from 1 to 5 p.m.

UNA TERTULIA ESPANOLA Y
PORTUGUESA — Would you like to ex-

perience "fiesta" — the Spanish way?

Would you like to increase your Spanish-

speaking skills as well as your knowledge of

Hispanidad? Come "charlar" with other

interested students and teachers. 2:30 to

4:30 p.m. Herter Hall 4th floor lobby.

OLDER STUDENTS 25 PLUS CLUB
SOCIAL - 25 Plus Club Survival Strategy

Forum. No speakers. Check out our

relaxation techniques. Open to all older

students. For info tel. 545-2684. 4 p.m.

Faculty Club.

THE CURRENT ECONOMIC
SITUATION IN VIETNAM — Vietnamese

historian, Ngo Linh Long, will be speaking

about the situation in Vietnam 10 years

after the peace treaty was signed. He
recently visited Vietnam. 4 p.m.. Campus
Center 803.

GAY COUNSELING COLLECTIVE
OPEN HOUSE — Lesbian and Gay Men's

Counseling Collective sponsors an Open

House. Meet collective members and learn

about our services. Everyone is welcome. 4

to 8 p.m. 101 Campus Center.

THE WORLD I1.Y0UR CAMPUS

Slide Presentation

Thursday Feb. 17

7:30 P.M.
Campus Center Room 162

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

AROUND THE WORLD:
1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23)

Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo. Sri Lanka
• Bombay, India • Haifa. Israel or Istanbul,

Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
• CadiA, Spain • Ft. l^uderdale, Florida

Sponsored by the I imersity of Pittsburgh. Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer-
sities.

More than fiO voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the I niversity of

Pillshurgh and other leading universities, augmented b> visiting area experts.

Optional lours. in< liuling s|>»'< iai tours into the Peoples »<'(»iiMi< of China, available
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or cre^d. The S.S.

Iniverse is fully air-conditioned. 18.000 Ions, registered in Liberia and buill in

America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea. ICIS, Iniversily of Pittsburgh. Forties
(/uadrangle, Pittsburgh. PA 15260. or call loll free (KOO) R540I9S (in ( alifornia call
(7 14) 77 1 6590).

t t 4 •»»» g*- t t i. t t t t » t t'4 > 4 4 4 », * ITTJJITflt f!'f^v • !»»*••*•» kV* *. k *: * 1
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Arts
Videodrome is fuzzy
VIDEODROME
Directed by David Cronenberg
Mountain Farms Mall

By ANDREW GORDON
C«llcgwaSUff

David Cronenberg's new film,

Videodrome, began production more than

two years ago and has had its release date

changed about a dozen times since. All

through pre and post production, the film

was veiled in secrecy; it promised to be

different from anything anyone might

expect. In my case they were right; I ex-

p>ected a good movie.

Let me clarify this. Videodrome may not

be a good movie, but it can't be discounted

for that reason. The fflm achieves a lot. It

creates some interesting characters and

then places them into a bizarre world of the

near future which is both fascinating and

disturbing.

It is this world where Vvdeodrome's

strength lies. Writer/director Cronen-

berg's conception of where the power of

cable and video could lead is frightening and

in its own way, quite possible. Cronenberg

draws us into this world, as he does his

main character. Max Renn. Renn, played

by James Woods, is the owner of a sleazy

cable station, which pirates soft-core

broadcasts and plays them over the air.

Soon he begins picking up transmissions of

a hard-core violence program called

Viedodrome. This program, he soon learns,

features violence that is real (snuff T.V.)

and that it is causing him to experience

some strange hallucinations.

The hallucination sequences are fan-

tastic. Most of them involve Nicki Brand

(Debbie Harry), a pop psychologist Max
meets on a talk show. After these dream

sequences, however, the film goes downhill

fast. This is because we lose our reference

point. Throughout the first half hour or so.

Max is as astonished and surprised by the

goings on as we are. When video tapes start

breathing and television sets pulsate and

talk to him, he gasps and stares. But then

the film hits a point where Max stops

questioning what's happening; he un-

derstands what's happening — but we

don't. We can no longer relate to him.

As if for a loss of how to maintain

everything he has created, Cronenberg

introduces new characters and cultivates

some half-baked detective type story with

complicated twists and more shootouts than

Red River. What's worse, he begins taking

James Wood and Deborah Harry star in Videodrome.

it all seriously.

This is not an uncommon occurrence. Ken
Russell's Altered States got silly fast;

Looker, also about future video practices,

didn't make good use of its own

imagination, and Scaniters, Cronenberg's

last film, resorted to chase scenes and

typical action instead of playing out its

more interesting them of mind control.

The gore (what would a David
Cronenberg fihn be without gore?) is gory

all right, but it is unnecessary and

gratuitous in this picture. Make-up effects

artist Rick Baker does have some great

T.V.set effects and puts an opening in

Woods' stomach that deHes explanation.

Oh yeah, and Debbie Harry can't act.

Beatitude is a blessing
BEATITUDE (Geffen)

Ric Ocasek

By TOM VINCENT
C«OcffiaB CMTcapondcBt

When I first listened to Ric Ocasek's

debut solo album I couldn't help but un-

consciously compare it to some of his earlier

works with the Cars. It does have a lot of

the familiar Cars hooks filtered through the

album, and some of the themes could easily

be interchangible, but after I gave it some

time to digest a bit I found myself enjoying

the fresh mature attitude (or "Beatitude")

that Ocasek has shown on this new album.

Ric Ocasek, in the past, has contributed

to much of the writing, and producing for

the Cars. I suppose you could call him the

leader, or front man of the band. So why

should this album be different from any of

the earlier Cars albums? I think it has to do

with concept, and substance. The past Cars

albums have always had interesting titles,

but the material always seemed a bit

juvenile. Ric, however, throws us a curve

ball. The title Beatitude (which means

blessedness) is somewhat paradoxical to the

album's material. As a matter of fact the

people, places, and things he writes about-

(if I may invent a phrase) are very un-

Beatitude.

The album opens up with the song

"Jimmy Jinuny," an epic of a youth who's

caught up in a domestic generation of

teenagers "who aren't like the other kids."

This song is a good example of how "un-

blessed" Ocasek's characters are. The big

commercial success "Something To Grab

For," is probably not one of the better

songs on the album, but it gives us some

dandble comic relief. The second side

presents us with a serious, and somewhat

cynical outkx* on the world today.

So if you were expecting that the new

Rick Ocasek album would be a lot like the

past upbeat Cars albums, don't buy it. This

is not gmng to be one of those albums you

would want to put on at a party to get

everyone on their feet. However, if you

enjoy mature lyrics put to a slower paced

new-wave sound, then you will be

pleasantly surprised. ^^
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Arts
Runner hits stride
THE RUNNER STUMBLES
By Milan Stitt; Directed by Bruce
Brown.
February 15-19

Curtain Theater, FAC

By SARAH BUSH
Coll«(iaa Staff

Tuesday ni^t at 10:30 four^ me both ex-

hausted and excited. I could not decide if I

needed to go to bed or run a mile. It was
opening nig^t for The Runner Stumbles at

the Curtain Theater and I came away more
than impressed.

From the first few opening lines the con-

flict of the play is exposed as a handcuffed

priest (played by Kevin Dyer) is thrust

onstage by an abrupt rustic prison guard
(J. Campbell Finnegan) who wastes little

time explaining that this mjjiister of the

Lord is an accused murderer of a nun of the

same. The play then becomes a series of

flashbacks between the murder trial in the

present, and the past actions leading up to

the arrest.

Director Bruce Brown effectively jux-

taposes these two different time periods by
maximizing the talents of his scene and
lighting designers. The stage is broken up
on four different levels and playing spaces

making the stage both visually exciting and
practical for the actors as just a few steps

could bring them from one time period to

the next. Partial stage lighting clarified

this effect by informing the audience where
to focus its attention.

Such a well-constructed atmosphere

allowed the play to move smoothly and
believably. It also provided a strong base

for the mood of the play to develop,

something which struck me as the essential

ingredient to the success of the production.

Also, organ music was played before both

acts to prepare the audience as to the

religious theme of the play.

The costuming was also a noticeable

form of support for the actions and at-

titudes of each of the characters: the stark

black and white suit of Father Rivard

which symbolized both his occupation and
character, the bold lumber jacket-like plaid

dress of his backwoods idolizing

housekeeper, and the lawyer's stretched-

out sweater and baggy pants which reveal-

ed more about him than any amount of

dialogue. Also, thegirlish dress of Sister

Rita worn in the traumatic love scene in the

end seemed subtely appropo.

Lastly, the actors themselves pulled all of

these elements together to create real peo-

ple who pulled the audience forward in

their seats in worry and anticipation. Kevin

Dyer and Sara Whitcomb adroitly created

a rise in tension throu^ the first act which

increased with such strength that when it

broke with a slap at intermission. I was
h^py to breathe normally again.

The slew of supporting actors were truly

the backbone to the strength and
believability of the two fine leading actors.

Wild King^dom, formerly Human Sexual Response.

Humans go wild
WILD KINGDOM
Friday, February 18

Hangar One, Hadley

By JIM FEIN
CoilcfiMi Correspondent

Wild Kingdom. No, this is not the

television show about animals that used to

be shown on Sunday afternoons. It is the

name of a Boston area band that played to a

medium sized crowd this past Friday night

at the Hangar One. However, they are not

just another local band.

Wild Kingdom formed just a few months

ago, from the remnants of what was one of

Boston's most eccentric, interesting, and

more successful bands. Human Sexual

Response. HSR was in existence for almoSt

five years, during which time they released

two nationally distributed albums, both of

which received favorable response and

achieved modest success. Two of their more

well known songs were "Jackie Onassis"

and "What Does Sex Mean To Me". The

subject matter of their music dealt not only

with sex (primariJ: the psychological

aspects of it), but also with apprehension,

tension, and fear. The band consisted of

three instrumentalists (bass, guitar, and

drums), one lead vocalist, and three

backing vocalists. Their stage presence was

enormous. The four vocalists lined the edge

of the stage, acted in an off the wall

manner, and sang complex, attractive

harmonies. The . combination of the in-

struments and harmonized voices resulted

in very good sounding, danceable music.

However, last April the band decided to call

it quits.

Take the three backing vocalists out of

HSR and the result is Wild Kingdom. The

band is now lead singer/songwriter Larry

Bangor, bassist Chris Maclachan. guitarist

Rich Gilbert, and drummer Malcolm Travis.

.Rather Xhan retread old ground -by- playing,

songs they've been successful with in the

past, the band has chosen to move on. Of

the two sets worth of music they per-

formed, only one was from the band's old

repetoire, the rest was new. A few of the

memorable ones were: "Not Gonna Fall",

"Purpose" and "Faith". The subject matter

of their music seems to have shifted from

sex to other various topics. The sound,

however, is similar.

The bass and drums still provide a

driving rhythm which kept the dance floor

full for much of the night. Rich Gilbert's

guitar playing was nothing less than im-

pressive. Using an assortment of electronic

gadgets, he eked out a myriad of different

sounds from his guitar. He filled out the

band's sound well, playing not only basic

chord schemes, but flighty riffs and stac-

cato as well. Without the harmony section,

the instruments take on an increased

presence and provide what seems to be a

denser sound.

Lead vocalist Larry Bangor is the focal

point of the band's live show. Not having to

share the stage with so many others, he is

more readily visible and really let loose,

dancing about the stage and dance floor

with reckless abandon. His voice and

singing style are unique to say the least. He
sing^ with a nervous edge to his voice, a

certain uneasiness, all in a half serious, half

put-on manner. His delivery was effective

in conveying the apprehension, tension and

fear that is so much a part of this band's

music. My only complaint was an in-

consistency in the clarity of the vocals. At
times they shined through, while at others

they were unclear.

Opening for Wild Kingdom were The
Swallows and R Complex. I accidentally

missed The Swallows as the club started its

entertainment an hour earlier than usual.

R Complex is best described as a new wave
ensemble that plays originals. Their music

^atfi a^#cMKLi»«at,.\yWci>. h^d some of ^h«

crowd dancing.

Kevin J. Dyer, Elsa M. McCann, and Sara Whitcomb star in The Run-
ner Stumbles.

Lynn Randall as the housekeeper made her

presence crucial to the tension and conflict

with just the right amount of energy need-

ed before she would bustle off stage. David

Spenser as the troublesome Monsignor was
marvelously obnoxious and it seemed a

shame that the priest and mm slipped each

other instead of him. Alexandra Lopukhin

was effective comic relief as a young coun-

try girl with forbidden sexual fantasies.

Also, Elsa "McCann as a simple-minded

backwoods farmer's wife ably conveyed the

attitudes and ignorance in which the con-

flict arises.

The writing skills of playwright Milan

Stitt were in safe hands these past few

days at the Curtain Theater, whose version

of The Runner Stumbles at $1.50 a ticket

was more than just a cheap date, it was
well-crafted drama.

Aerosmith back in saddle
AEROSMITH
Friday, February 11

Sprini^eld Civic Center,

Springfield

By YANETT PENA
CollegiMi Correepondent

Remember Aerosmith? They were that

popular Boston-based band of the mid-

seventies that sold millions of albums, made
the cover of Rolling Stone magazine, and

made a lot of people happy (excluding the

critics).

Well, as often happens to many bands.

Aerosmith's career took a nose-dive when
internal conflicts arose, which resulted in

guitarists Joe Perry's and Brad Whitford's

departure. Later on the group slowly

"disappeared," reportedly due to a

motorcycle accident suffered by vocalist

Steven Tyler. And just when you thought it

was over. Aerosmith makes a comeback

with two new members, a new album, and a

worldwide tour.

I recently had a chance to see them, along

with the Pat Travers' Band, at the "re-

opening" of the Springfield Civic Center.

But after what happened Friday night. I

doubt if the city officials will allow any more
concerts there again. Especially since this

was a "trial basis" concert where the

promoters were trying for future concert

bookings at the Civic Center.

At about 8 o'clock, the Pat Travers Band
hit the stage. For the next hour Travers

played a strong set, including new material

from his Black Pearl album along with old

favorites such as "Snortin Whiskey." The
band was tight, and Travers did a quick solo

spot, unlike some egomaniac guitarists who
take an hour. For the encore, "Boom Boom
(Out Go the Lights)" was blasted through

the speakers to the enthusiastic par-

ticipating audience.

It was after Pat Travers that trouble

began.
Whether it was due to the illicit amount

of drug and alcohol intake, or the over-

crowding of the orchestra area (the show

was general admission), or both, at least six

fights broke out while awaiting Aerosmith.

And it wasn't just between the male sex;

there were a couple of female fists flying

through the air.

Later a burly stagehand announced that

although Aerosmith hadn't arrived, a big

snovYStorm had. By this time it was 10

o'clock and the fans were getting restless

and angry. Not surprisingly, more fights

broke out.

At 10:30 the announcer appeared again,

told the audience there was approximately

a foot of snow outside, but alas Aerosmith

had arrived! It took three limousines to get

them there since the cars kept breaking

down due to the weather conditions.

A half hour later, the infamous black

curtains covered the stage. Screeching

noises filled the Center, and as the curtains

were dropped, Aerosmith thundered on

stage with the appropriate "Back in the

Saddle." "Mama Kin" was next and during

the intro Steven Tyler apologized for their

tardiness, dressed as flamboyantly as ever

in a purple songsleeved cape- like article of

clothing with a black shirt underneath,

sprayed on multi-colored pants, and brown

booties. All was forgiven.

To make a long story short, Aerosmith

gave an impressive performance Friday

night; all those rumors of Tyler losing his

voice and sex appeal are bull. Not only was

Tyler's singing in top-notch condition, but

he still looks good and knows how to flaunt

his sexuality — sometimes crude,

sometimes subtle, sometimes arrogant. His

movements ranged from being as graceful

as a ballerina's, to as quirky as a wind-up

doll. Either way, Tyler, with all his ragged

clothes and scarved microphones, has still

got it

The two "new kids on the block," Rick

Dufay and Joey C espo, played loud mean
guitars and were more active on-stagethan

Whitford or Perry ever could be. They gave

the band a younger look and attitude.

After a two hour set which included such

popular oldies as "Toys in the Attic,"

"Dream On," "Walk This Way," some new
material from Rock in the Hard Place, and

the "Train Kept a Rollin" encore.

Aerosmith said goodnight.

Leaving the Civic Center, the stench of

vomit was highly prevalent (especially in

the bathrooms). Shelter was being provided

at the Center for the kids who couldn't go

home in the blizzard. And in a car radio

somewhere, rock n' roll music was being

blasted.

The Aerosmith concert at the Springfield

Civic Center was an example of teenage

decadence at its best (worst'.'), and I had a

great time.

Attention Arts department
There will be a mandatory meeting to discuss the next issue

of the Other Voice on Tuesday, March 1, at 7:30 p.m. in the

'newaroom. .'. 4
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ACROSS
1 Cook s choice

4 Gemstone
8 Longest river in

Europe
13 Hurry-scurry

14 Quibble

16 Paragon
17 Yes, !"

18 Flavoring herb

19 Light brown
20 Snnall fry

22 Play by Ben
Jonson, 1605

24 Residue of a sort

26 Of the back

27 Bouncing sound
29 Botches
34 Bus schedule

abbr
36 High dudgeon
38 Ranger, for one
39 Theatrical VIP

41 Skip

44 Madeahole
in-one

45 Large part of Asia

47 Pinnacle

48 "Moonlight
," familiar

theme so'g
51 Part of a toot

53 Indians of Ohio
and Pennsylvania

55 Oozes
58 Novel by Charles

Kingsley. 1855

63 Stanley

Gardner
64 Toughen
65 Garnishing fruit

67 King Cole

68 Skirt sections

69 In no degree
70 Battle front

of 1944

71 Candied
72 Native of

Copenhagen
73 Sought an office

DOWN
1 Fettucini.e.g.

2 Miguel's

"farewell!
"

3 Citizen of Boston
4 Wood sorrel of

S America
5 Window part

6 Of the birds

7 Lithe

8 Important organs
9 Redolence
10 First place

11 Rent

12 Choir member
15 Well-read

21 Champagne state

23 Part of TWTWTW
26 Dance or rug

28 Word with some
or any

30 Building adjunct

31 Citizen of Miami

32 Annul

33 Sneak a look

34 Amo, ,amat

35 SoaptKJx derby

37 Playing field

40 Lemon or lime

42 Numtier on some
clocks

43 Preserves

46 Teased
49 Just out

50 Brazilian macaw
52 Alphabet letter

54 Hindu diety

56 Silver, in Spain

57 Incite

58 Makeup items

59 •...Wilderness is

Paradise
"'

60 Unfaltering

61 Sycamore
62 Dough chamber
66 In this place,

to Kipling
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weather

Wednesday, snow,
possibly mixing with rain

at times over interior sec-

tions, with wet snow
changing to rain along the

coast. Highs around 40

near the coast and in the

mid to upper 30s over the

interior.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH LUNCH

Garden Sandwich. Chicken Roast Beef Grinder,

a la King/Savory Garden Chicken a la King/Savory

Biscuit Garden Biacuit

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parmigiana,
Baked Cod/Newburg

• • • •
. . Sauce

DINNER
Veal Parmesan, Baked
Cod/Newburg Sauce, Ham
and Turkey Cold
Plate/Saltines, SUPER

SUNDAES

WANTED
Someone who knows news
The Collegian is looking for one

Associate News Editor to coordinate our

coverage of the University's administra-

tion and faculty. Applicant should have

some experience reporting news for a

newspaper and be willing to work hard for

low pay. We will provide some training

and great experience. Interested UMass
students shoidd apply before next Friday,

Feb. 25, to John DiPalazzo at the

Collegian, 113 Campus Center, 545-3500.

•Ww eo««BWiri«i •fi'eqoil-opportnnity «mp»oy«f
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gymnasts drop
ond meet to UNH

By ELLEN RICHARD
CollniutSufl

The performances were not there for the

University of Massachusetts women's

gymnastics team on Sunday as it suffered

its second loss of the season to the

University of New Hampshire. 176.7-

169.85.

"We were a little weak the first three

events," coach Ken Anderson said. "By the

floor (event), there was no competition.

They had an on day and there was no way

we were going to get them with what we

were doing."

It was the women's second loss to New
Hampshire, which defeated UM in the

UMass invitational in December. The

Minutewomen have a record of 8-2 and are

currently ranked sixth in the NCAA
Eastern Region.

UMass had the right attitude at the start

of the meet and scored a strong 43.7 points

in the vault, tying their highest vault score

of the year. Unfortunately, the vault is New
Hampshire's best event and they won it

with 45.1 points.

UNH has three top-ranked all-around

performers and they also took the top spots

in vault. Laura Cavanaugh, Diane Carlin

and Lucia Cancelmo placed with scores of

9.45. 9.05 and 8.95, respectively.

Sue Allen tied for the fourth spot with

New Hampshire's Toby Kapp with a score

of 8.85. Chris Cloutier and Robin Low were

close behind with scores of 8.8.

The uneven bars showed more of the

same. Carlin won the event for UNH with a

9.0. Karen Knapp, the only one who hit her

bar set, according to Anderson, scored an

'8.8.
. ,

Senior Tricia Harrity was competing for

UMass in the all a>ound for the first time

since being injured in her freshman year,

and she scored an 8.65 in vault and 7.9 on

bars.

"Considering it was her first time m all

around she had a very strong showing,"

Anderson said. "I was very happy with it."

The Minutewomen lost the balance beam

event by almost two points. Cavanaugh

took the top score with a 9.35 and Knapp

placed second with a 9.15. Low and Barbara

Lord put in fine performances to score

matching 8.45's.

New Hampshire wrapped up the win in

the floor event, however. Low put in a

strong performance to place first. Low

scored an impressive 9.2. Knapp and Lisa

Griffen scored 8.6 in their floor per-

formances.

A few members of the team had been sick

the past week which made workouts tough

and leaving the team with some empty

spots. Anderson said this contributed to the

weakness in the team's performances.

The Minutewomen will travel to

Southern Connecticut on Saturday with

plans of bringing home their ninth win of

the season before settling at home again the

following week to close out their season.

CoUckUii photo by Jim Powers

Howie Abramson churns through Boyden pool in the 200 meter

breastroke during last Saturday's win over Central Connecticut.

ifskiing-
place), Theresa

Leslie Dale (7th

Continued frcrm. pagel€

were Sue White (2nd

Collins (3rd place) and

place).

All of the UMass men, in a field of 80

racers, finished the slalom in the top thirty.

Also in the top ten for UM were Brian

Prindle (3rd place), Tim Enright (5th) and

Jon Segal (7th place).

In Sunday's giant-slalom race, the UM
women won again to remain undefeated and

the UM men came back to take the victory

over 2nd place Plymouth SC.

White won the women's giant slalom, her

8th win of the season for UM, as teammates

Dale, Collins, and Luczkow followed close

behind in 2nd, 4th and 9th place respec-

tively.

The UMass women completed the regular

season with an incredible record of 65-0

(win/loss ratio) in the WISC league. The

other colleges in order of finish were

Plymouth SC, BC, Brown, Amherst. Smith..

Trinity and Army.
In the NEISC, the UMass men ended

their season with an excellent record of 64 6

(win/loss ratio). The other NEISC colleges,

in order of finish, were. PSC. BC. Brown,

Amherst, UConn, Trinity and Army.
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Martin Luther King Jr. Week
Poster Contest

''Make His Day A Holiday"

The PlEoming Committee for Martin Luther King
Week, April 4th - 9th, is sponsoring a contest to

find a design for the publicity poster. The deadline

for entries will be Meurch 10th. Submit all entries to

the Student Senate, 420 Student Union Building.

Prize for the winning submission to be cuinounced.

In the spirit of Martin Luther King Jr. who ad-

vocated justice and equality, we encourage the en-

tire community to take part in the poster contest

and Martin Luther King week €w;tivities. For more
information, please call 545-0341.

MIMilHII<IIIHIIIIHiMlliMniilllilMlMllllltNllltllllill(lllillll'>llim>li>illlili)'lll'l>tllllll»»^
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Interested in news reporting?

Come find out how real professionals do it

The Collegian is offering introductory reporting workshops facilitated by

two UMass graduates who now work for the nation's largest wire services.

TONIGHT: 7:30 p.m., 901 Campus Center

With Carol Rosenberg of United Press International

TOMORROW: 7:30 p.m., Dukes Room, Student Union

With Joe Quinlan of the Associated Press

Both workshops are free and open to anyone interested. Collegianst^ff

reporters and new correspondents are especially encouraged to attend.

Wednesday, February 23, 1983
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIER
Come to CoUegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

71 Ford Torino AM/FM stereo fair cond.

$. ;.? or BO Diane 253-8463

1973 1- V>^ Grnd Cp. 95000 m AC, stereo 8
more muSt sell 700$ 549-5877 Joe aft 5

76 Olds Starfire 6 clys AM/FM cassette

good cond 1275 253-2016

For sale 1970 Ford Torino - 46,000 original

miles ne^s work - $500 or BO call 545-3G0O

before 5:00 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

1970VW Squareback functk>nal transpor-

tation. Mechanically Er strucuraily sour>d.

$350 firm. Can be seen on campus.
256-0647 evenings

73 Pontiac Grand AM 4 door cruise con
trol climate control bucket seats excelleni

condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549-278E

evenings

BELLYGRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional beHydancer
for mo$t unusual gift Thereza 253-7822

,
BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Interested in the Boltwood Project?

ReCTuitment meeting Wed. Feb. 23 at 7 PM
in804CC

C.A.G. ELECTION
*—— — I

- .
I

Attention I Central Area Government Elec-

tions will be held on March 2nd. Nomina-
tion Papers are now available. For more in-

formation call Kathryn Mahony at 546-8062

or the C.A.G. Office at 545-2080 It's time to

get involved.

CAR PARTS

Saab 96 Parts: transmission, V-4 engine,

1967 brake master cylinder, tach, special

edition "Monte Carlo" body, other parts.

Call Sam 774-5952 Mon to Fri 1 pm to 5 pm

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

session free. Allan Black, 253-5036

COUNSELORS

Association of Independent Camps
seeks qualified counselors fo 75 member
children's camps in Northeast July and
August. Contact: Association of Indepen-

dent Camps (MA), 157 West 57th Street,

New York, New York, 10019 (212)582-3640

CRIMSON TRAVEL
~

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona
$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Staph 549-5320

DAYTONA BEACH
~

Daytona Beach Spring Break $299.

Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston

-Daytona. 7 nights Ramada Inn on the

t>each Free car rental departs Mar 19

Saugus Travel 617-233-8192, 617-289^221

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS

The Rve Collge Chapter of EMT's will

sponsor a seminar this Thursday Feb 24 en-

titled 'The Leagal Implications of Emergen-

cy Medical Care" Speaker: Thomas C.

Grassia, Esquire, REMT-A. Dickenson Hall

(UMPO BIdg.) Room 112 at 6:30 pm sharp.

Approved by OEMS for 3 CEU hours.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Professional DJs F6r Less $99 Winter
Speciall Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

54»4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Magician - The Great Charles will entertain

at any occasion call Bruce 549-1177 after

PM

FOR SALE

K2 Skiis For Sale $50 or BO interested?

call Margie 256-6612

Nikon FE for sale with 50f1.8 and 135

telephoto $375 or BO call Scott 253-7465

Ski Boots 2 pair: Raichle Freestyle Er Nor-

dica. Both new, both size 10. BO Call Scott

@ 549-6101

Large wood stove $200 253-3931

Need luggage for Spring Break? Special

design (CIAOI) bags various colors and
styles call Jodi 546-0661

1972 VW Bug. no rust, runs well, $850 call

549-1304

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$ 1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Can-
bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext
Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmcsphere, 12

Alievard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

Dependable people needed for

r>ewspaper delivery in dorms. 7 days a

week. Between 7:00-9:00 AM. 253-7009

The Commuter Area Government has
two job openings. These positions are

work-study at 15/hours/wk. Freshperson,

sophomore or junior undergraduate prefer-

red. To apply, stop by 404 Student Union
9:00-5:00 pm M-F. We are an Affirmative

Action Equal Opportunity Employer. Third

World, women and non-traditional

students encpouraged to apply. Deadline is

February 23.

Part-time work available in solar sales.

Call Eric 549-5884

INSTRUCTION

Commercial Art and
Workshops. Free brochure.

Cartooning
586-8513

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics

Workshop. Classroom theory + shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2096

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Lighter gold color lost in Thompson Hall

sentimental value $1000 REWARD 6-8813

Navy blue and white ski gloves call

Jackie 665-2463

Blue five-subject notebook, outside Cof-

fee Shop 11:30 Friday 18th. Very important

notes. Please call 1-532-1588. Reward ;

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 253-6676 2B3-57BB

MUSICIANS WANTED
~

Lyricist, vocalist seeks musicians for

formation of rock n' roll band Shawn
256-8938

PERSONALS
~

Stop Fee IncreasesI The student senate

will hold hearings on next years student

fees. Come voice your concerns Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm lues 15th CCa04 4-7 pm

JAMAICA
Spring Break

Do it right this yearl

For more info call 549-0329

RIDE NEEDEI

Ride needed to Millers Falls Thur eves 5
PM share expenses call Hojly at Outdoor
Center of New England

ROOMMATE WAl

Roommate wanted: $120/m util inci

starts Feb call Marie or Dan J549-1387

One female to share a room in a three

bedroom apartment near the center of

town. Ninety - Nine a month call Aline at

549-6264
|

Sunny house on bus route 3 Vi miles from

campus in Hadley, available 3/1/83 105

month -f utilities 586-3406

Female wanted to share Ig bedroom apt

$150 incI 665-4980 I

SERVICE^

JIM Sorry I couldn't make it to the Hangor

Monday hopefully some other time Lisa

Retired V.B.I.: Thanx for the surprise

Valentine message. Call me. Sincerely, No
Appendix

UMMB - 1962 pictures are herel Pick them

up this week, 4-6 p.m., in Chapel

What's up Chooch? Happy Birthdayl Just

friends. I knew that. . .oh, well. . .Arr ArrI

Love ya, M

JNB Hi Cutiel 1-4-3, Tries

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases, Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY
~

Subjects needed, ages 17 -25, who have
lost a parent 1 - 5 years ago, to participate

in an interview study about bereavement.
Experimental credits available. Call

549-4418 AM or PM, or leave a note at

Tobin Hall room 603, with your phone no.

& when to call.

RESUME WRITING ~

Professional /Confidential/ Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor

-english composition 'and grammar
reasonable rates 6-9289

. — I
'

Your typewriter or rfilne? Accurate,

reliable. $1/page Kitty 6-7302

THE BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Boltwood is seeking volunteers to par-

ticipate in receation programs for the

developmentally disabled at BSS. Gain

valuable experience. Credit available. Infor-

mation meetings: Thurs Feb 17 and
Wednnsdav Feb 23 mi 804 CC

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom availsble in Swiss Village spart-

ment call 549-2726

TRAVEL

Horida direct by van. 3/19-27. $148. for

round trip - wine & cheese accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Unas @ 617-724^10

Daytona Beach - Spring Break - March
18-27. Party down by motorcoach, free

beer party, oceanfront accomodations $165

plus tax Er services. For rrmre info call

Kathie or Robin @ 256-0661

Bermuda $315 includes everything - call

256-6941 after 6

WANTED

Class rings, gold and sih/er jewelry and

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Apt Mate Northwood Apts own room,

two bdrm apt 160.00 rent 666-3633 aft 5 pm

Help $50 reward for helping me by your

parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Three Bedroom Puffton or
Townehouse to rent from June on Sue
546-7393

One pair thirteen inch tires w/wo rims

John 253-5467

:•y•:•x.x•:.:v:•:•^:•:•^^:^•^^^^^:«««%=S5S^^

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
Tlmb«r Lok* Campr one of New York State's top co-ed sum-

mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

lUch Tyrol^r

1112 K#nn*dy 546-7762
for application or interview

: :.x.x.x:.x.:.:.x<.xx.x.x.wx->wc^^

MAKE
YOUR
MARK

.,.^'"

^•^fWf

' atOPERATION SONSHIME '83 ^,#^^
DAYTONA BEACH. FLORIDA .,<.,;,

Step into an adventure this spring break. For

6 more information write or caW.

Chris West, 613 JF Kennedy 546-7671

Cynthia Muller, B-7 Emerson 546-7238

*
^ ii^ntf"!! »"iiiJ~iia ^"' ""*

Sponsored by Ompu* Cruv»««e for Christ InteriMtioiMlror t.nn»i inicr»i*aoii«i »

MUSIC
GALLERY

PfAViy, IbANEl,

Tama, JBL, RolANd,

Acousric, Boss,
Lfqevd, EV-TApco,

Hondo, DfAN,
Hamoi, Fosm.

Rt. 9 HAdUy
OM -rilE bus ROUTE

fBh-h229

prasanti?

Sat. Feb. 26 Sun. Feb. 27

Warren Zevon Tower of Power
Tickets available at "For the Record" (In Faces) Amherst

Rt. 47 Sunderland, MA 665-4937 You must be 18 to enter.
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Both UMass hoop teams stumble
URI pulls away from cold

shooting Minutewomen
By GERRY deSIMAS

CoilcKian SUff

The University of Rhode Island

women's basketball team could be held off

for just so long. Last night, the University

of Massachusetts team played well, but

not well enough to keep up with URI and

fell to the WRams, 71-54.

UMass led at points in the first half and

even though they were down by five at the

half, it was anybody's ballgame. UMass
pulled to within three on numerous occa-

sions in the second half, but they could not

capitalize on poor URI shooting (34.7 per-

cent) and feel victim to their own poor

shooting in the last ten minutes of the

game.

The Minutewomen pulled to within

47-44 after Nadine Jackson took a pass

under the hoop, the Massachusetts attack

sputtered. Rhode Island began to assert

themselves.

Offensively, they found the hoop.

Defensively, a nasty press forced UMass
turnovers and the rebounding of the

WRams denied UM the second shots.

The twelve minutes of the game, URI
outscored UMass by a 24-10 margin and

took control of the game.

"We played a good game forty

minutes," said head coach Mary Ann Oz-

darski. "We came down the floor and we

couldn't score. It was the same thing that

happened to us against Bishops.

"Nadine Jackson and Rebecca Kuchs

played outstanding games," the coach ad-

ded.

Kuchs and Jackson didn't come up with

the big hoops, but played well on the

defense. Jackson hustled all over the

court and picked up five steals. Wendy
Ward also excelled in the steals depart-

ment with six.

But it was the scoring department that

UMass fell short in. Karen Damminger,
who got into foul trouble and had to sit

out a good deal of the second half, led the

Minutewomen with 14 points. Barbara
Hebel sank 12 and Kelly Collins sank

eight points.

On the URI side of the board, four
players fell into double figures, most
notably, Barbara Mitlner with 17 and
Judy Ryan with 16.

Massachusetts, now 5-21, faces either

Penn State or Rutgers both ranked in the

top 20, in the Atlantic Ten playoffs on

March 4. It will be a tall order for the

Minutewomen who will look to play with

more consistency.

A vocal crowd of 125 saw the last home
game of the year.

RHODE ISLAND (71) Washington
4-3-11, Quantmeyer 0-0-0, Pereira O-O'O,

Hogan 1-3-5, Hathaway 0-0-0, Calvert

0-0-0, Smith 4-2-10, Miltner 7-3-17, roher
4-4-12. Ryan 6-4-16.

MASSACHUSETTS (54) Kuchs 2-2-6,

Ward 2-0-4, Jackson 3-0-6, Damminger
5-4-14, Collins 3-2-8, Chomentowski 0-0-0,

Bemier 1-2-4, Hebel 6-0-12

Mmutemen embarrassed by

St. Peters without Russell

Pkato by J«ka Doaccttc

UMass' Karen Damminger takes the low road to the hoop between

URI's Ellen Quantmeyer (12) and Barbara Miltner (35) in last night's

loss at Curry Hicks.

By JIM FLOYD
C«ll«tiu> SUff

It is hard to come up with a nice way to

say that your local basketball team has

lost another game when the margin of

defeat was 37 points.

Since it is that difficult, let us just

simply report that the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team

traveled to Jersey City, New Jersey to

play St. Peter's College on Monday night

and was soundly thrashed to the tune of

90^53.

In the Minutemen's defense, the team

was without the services of sophomore

guard Donald Russell, who was hurt in

Saturday's win over the University of

Rhode Island when he hit the floor hard

following a midair collision with a Ram

defender.

Forward Horace Neysmith was forced

to move over to guard and Bobby Braun

took over as a frontcourt starter in an

effort to offset the loss of Russell. It didn't

work.
The ballhandling was a key factor as

UMass had 21 turnovers in the game as

compared to 11 for the Peacocks (nice

nickname!). Minuteman fans may
remember that the only other game of the

season that Russell missed was the

Temple game and the end result of that

contest was the same, a UMass collapse.

The Minutemen held on for the first 13

minutes of the first half and when John

Hempel, who turned in his usual steady

performance with a 19 point effort, scored

at 7:28. UMass was within three at 23-20.

It was all downhill from there, though, as

an offensive explosion by the Peacocks

coincided with a scoring drought for the

Minutemen and St. Peter's outscored

UMass 23-4 for the remainder of the

period. The end result of that spurt was a

46-24 halftime score.

In the second half, the Minutemen were

not even able to crack the 20 point barrier

as the Peacocks (You have to hate losing

to a team with such an abhorrible name,

sorry bird k>vers.) held control of the ball

and the game en route to the 90-53 final

UUy.
Hempel led UMass in scoring with his

19 points and was followed by Edwin

Green who chipped in 12. Bobby Braun

was the only other Minuteman in double

figures as he took advantage of his

starting rde and tossed in 10 paints.

The loss drops the Minutemen to 6-17

on the season and 0-14 on the road. The
Peacocks improve to 20-4.

The next game for the Curry Hicks

Cagers (as they should be called since they

only win at home in the Cage) will be

Thursday night against Duquesne

University in (you gueawd it) the Cage at

7:30 p.m.
MASSACHUSETTS (53) Hempel 9-1-

19, Braun 4-2-10, Green 3-6 12, Neysmith

3-2-8. Young 0-0-0, Smith 0-0-0, Connors

00-0, Carter 2-0-4. Emerson 0-0-0,

Ramming 0-0-0.

ST. PETER'S (90) Best 5-7-17. Gibbs

11-1-23. Krotulis 2-1-5. Murray 6-2-13,

Jamison 2-1-5. Wiggins 2-1-5. Green 6-0-

12. Christel 10-2. Rfley 1-6-8.

Men and women skiers Trackwomen finish third in

advance to Easterns «««! regular season meet
By MATT LUCZKOW

CollagiM CoiT»ipo*dwt

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's ski teams have both been

invited to the NCAA Eastern Regional Ski

Championships in Middlebury. Vermont on

February 25 27.

This coming weekend, at the Middlebury

Winter Carnival, the five best men and

women racers from UMass will come face to

face with the toughest competition in the

E^st. Providing some of that high-caliber

ski competition, will be such New England

powerhouses as Dartmouth, Middlebury.

the University of Vermont and the

University of New Hampshire.

It wasn't until early Monday when UMass

ski coach Bill MacConnell received a call

from Terry AWrick. the NCAA race

chairmen, that the Minutemen were of

5ciaUy invitMl and finally on their way.

"We've been looking forward to this all

season," said head coach BiU MacConnell.

"And by winning out own league titles, we
were practically guaranteed an invitation to

the NCAA's."
For the 14th and 7th consecutive years,

the men and women skiers have captured

their respective division titles in the New
England (NEISC) and Women's (WISC)

Intercollegiate Ski Conferences.

This past weekend both teams ended the

regular season with a slalom and g^nt-

slalom race at Berkshire East in

Charlemont. Mass.

In Saturday's slalom race, the UM
women took first place and the UM men
finished 2nd behind Plymouth State

College.

In the slalom, out of a field of 50 women
racers, all of the UM women finished in the

top twenty-five. In the top ten. for UM,

By MARK FOGARTY
CollcfiM Corrcapondciit

DURHAM, N.H. — The University of

Massachusetts women's track team

highlighted a loss to the University of New
Hampshire and Springfield College with

strong individual performances this past

Saturday at UNH. Led by Leah Loftis,

Maureen O'Reilly and freshman Debbie

Cosams the UMass team compiled 28 Vi

points to 59 for Springfield and 63Vi for

UNH.
Loftis set a track record in the 400 meters

with a time of 59.3 and led the relay team to

its best time of the year, 1:25.3. Also in the

relay were Cindy Coroto, Kristi Kelly and

Sue Bird.

Maureen O'ReiUy also set a track record

by taking first place in the 800 meters in a

ck>se. hard fought battle with UNH's top

.kalT-iailw. CoMh Banda dMcribad her

record settine time of 2:17.9 as "her best

race of the year."

Cosams took first in the shot put with a

personal best of 36', three feet further than

her previous top throw.

Other strong performances came from

Coroto who placed 3rd in the 220 with a

time of 27.9 and 4th in the shot put. Lisa

Small took 4th in the k>ng jump with a

personal best lead of 16'5''. Chris Mason
high jumped 4'10'' to grab 3rd and the mile

relay team got beat at the wire with a time

of 4.08.

Banda was pleased with his yqyng team's

performance and is looking forward to a

strong meet next weekend at New
Englands which take place at UConn. He
feels the mile rday team can go under four

minutes for the first time this year and is

looking for strong performances from

Maureen Ollcflly and Leah Loftis. UMass
j^aaedfifhth stJNew Engtaods last y«ar.»^V

Ramones cancel, but may be rescheduled
By JIM FINKLE

Colleciu SUff

Gabba Gabba maybe!

While hundreds of stu.^ents were disappointed to learn

that last night's Ramones concert was cancelled, the

talent coordinator of the Union Program Council (UPC)

said the group may reschedule its appearance.

The concert was cancelled by the group's management
because their sound equipment was stolen from a trailer

while touring New York, said Bill Prichett, UPC talent

coordinator.

Prichett said the 900 ticket holders may still have a

chance to see the Ramones at UMass, as he is currently

negotiating with the group's management to reschedule

the concert. However, if he is unable to do so, UPC will re-

fund the tickets, which cost $8 for students and $10 for

others. Prichett said he expects to decide today whether it

is possible to reschedule the concert.

Nineteen-year-old freshman Mark Brotman said he was

disappointed by the cancellation.

"I think it's a damn shame," he said. "I am going to

class tonight instead. I hope they don't reschedule it dur-

ing some of my exams."

If the concert is rescheduled for a time that a

ticketholder can't make, they will be able to refund their

ticket, Prichett said.

Kathy Neilly, 20, said she was not as disappointed as

some students.
"1 don't feel bad because I just finished a long paper

and want to go to bed," she said.

(Jne woman, who declined to be named, had other plans,

"We are gonna get juiced," she said. "We are really upset;

we looked foward to it all week." she lamented in front of

the Blue Wall. "How often do you get to see the Ramones
on campus.'
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Discriniination

clause sou^
innew OKitract

By MARY BALDWIN
Colleriui SUff

The Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP), which represents all faculty and

librarians, is trying to change the way
discrimination complaints are dealt with at

the University of Massachusetts.

Bruce Laurie, MSP president, said his

union is trying to establish grievability -the

right to a grievance procedure-- in the new

contract which will become effective in

July.

Currently, complaints of discrimination

because of race, religion, creed, color,

national origin, sex, age, veteran status, or

mental or physical handicap brought

against the university are referred to the

Affirmative Action Office, instead of being

dealt with through the grievance procedure

that is used for all other union member
complaints.

Laurie said the union was forced to

compromise during the negotiations three

years ago for the current contract.

He said the union was able to sharpen the

language on discrimination, but was forced

into a compromise which meant losing

grievability.

Laurie said although there has been

progress recently, there is very little

evidence that Affirmative Action is ef-

fective.

"The grievability procedures will be more

effective," he said.

Asked why grievability procedures will be

effective, Laurie said, "It takes too much
time to develop an effective Affirmative

Action program. The University has a

history of foot dragging."

Thelma Griffith Johnson, who became

director of Affirmative Action at UMass in

1982. said, "In the past nothing may have

happened. I think in a year, they won't be

able to say nothing is happening with

Affirmative Action."

"If you have a reasonably well trained

Affirmative Action office, you should be

able to handle any problems better than an

unspecific union," Johnson said.

Johnson said she would support any union

that was on the side of Affirmative Action

goals of fighting discrimination.

Collcinui photo br Drew Oficr

Lydia Nichy of Northampton examines the Kritosaurus, a duckbill

dinosaur, on display at the Pratt Museum on the campus of Amherst
College.

Candidates for

SGA elections

found scarce
By RICHARD NANGLE

Colleciu SUff

Half of the Campus Center Board of

Governors (BOG) and Residential Commit-
tee positions may not be filled due to a lack

of candidates for the upcoming election.

"I'm appalled that students can do

nothing but moan and complain about

everything but don't have enough (in-

itiative) to get involved," said election coor-

dinator Mindy Ordway, who is also acting

chairperson of the Undergraduate Student

Senate's Governmental Affairs Commit-
tee.

Candidates filing nomination papers for

BOG positions are Maria Caihillane of

Cashin Dormitory in the Sylvan Residential

Area, Paul Agranat of Townhouse Apart-

ments, Paige Femandes of Riverglade

Apartments, Mary Ann Coughlin of

Wheeler Dormitory in the Central Residen-

tial Area and Paid Cunnigham of Butter-

field Dormitory in the Central Residential

Area.

BOG seats are to be filled by one can-

didate from each residential area except

Southwest, which has two, one Greek area

candidate, three commuter candidates and

ten at large candidates. Now that nomina-

tions have been closed, any potential can-

didates will have to run as write-ins, Ord-

way said.

Cahillane is running as the Sylvan can-

didate; Agranat and Fernandes are runn-

ing as commuters; and Coughlin and Cunn-

ingham are running as at large candidates.

Candidates for Residential Committee
seats are Bill Collins of Moore Dormitory in

the Southwest Residential College, Howie
Breslau of Patterson Dormitory in the

Southwest Residential College and Janet

Lannan of Butterfield Dormitory.

Residential Committee seats are to be

filled by one candidate from each of the

residential areas except Southwest, which

has two. Another committee member is ap-

pointed in October by the Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA) president. Ordway
is the current presidential appointee. As in

the case for the BOG, all other candidates

will have to run as write-ins.

ConXinwed on page 12

U.N. ambassador withdraws as Smith speaker

,^*ij'

By JOE QUINLAN
Auoriated Preai

NORTHAMPTON — After students

and professors circulated protest petitions,

Jeane Kirkpatrick, the U.S. ambassador to

the United Nations, withdrew yesterday as

commencement speaker at Smith College.

Joel Blocker, an aide to Ms. Kirkpatrick

at the United Nations, said her decision

stenwned from the college's being unable to

promise adequate security against

demonstrators at the outdoor com-

mencement May 22.

"She believes cdlege commencements

should be pleasant experiences for

students, parents and speakers," Blocker

said.

The 2,(X)0-student College is the nation's

largest privately endowed college for

women. Both President Ronald Reagan's

wife, Nancy, and Vice President (Jeorge

Bush's wife, Barbara, attended Smith.

Citing Ms. Kirkpatrick's support of the

government in El Salvador and other

regimes they called "repressive," several

Smith students formed the Committee
Responsible toe Organizing Against Kirk-

patrick — CROAK — to collect signatures

for a petition urging college trustees not to

award her an honorary degree.

At the same time, 110 professors —
nearly half the full-time faculty — signed a

petition also urging tnistees not to award
her an honorary degree.

Trustees had planned to meet with the

students and professors later this week to

discuss their opposition.

Blocker said college officials and Ms.

Kirkpatrick agreed she may visit the

campus another time lor an indoor speech

to a Smith audience.

Ms. Kirkpatrick was the second choke of

the college's 650 seniors, who cast mail

ballots last sununer for a commencement
speaker. Their first choice, Sandra Day
O'Connor, the first woman appointed to the

U. S. Supreme Court, declined the in-

vitation.

College officials would not reveal how
many votes Ms. Kirkpatrick received.

"Those results are always kept con-

fidential," said Marjorie Gove, a college

spokeswoman.
One of the leaders of CROAK was senior

Miriam Ford of Montclair, N.J., a niece of

Ita Ford, one of three Roman Catholic nuns

found dead Dec. 4, 1980, in El Salvador

during fights between government forces

and rebels.

"I was very surprised, but very pleased,"

Miss Ford said yesterday, citing comments

by Ms. Kirkpatrick about the nuns.

The slain women, Ms. Kirkpatrick said in

1980, were "not just nuns, but politkal

activists."

Ms. Gove said Smith offkials have not

disclosed their plans for a replacement

speaker.
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Reagan launches
*Rx)jed Democracy'
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan's $65 million

program to promote democracy around the world was
unveiled to Congress yesterday, but skeptical con-
gressmen said it was a bad idea that could create enemies,
not friends.

Members of a House subcommittee criticized "Project
Democracy" as too vague, questioned whether the ad-
ministratfon would promote democracy in friendly as well
as unfriendly countries, and predicted that most non-
democratic governments would view the program as an
attempt to subvert them.

"I don't see how this program can possibly do anything
but get us in trouble," said Rep. Peter Kostmayer, D-Pa.,
in urging the administration to reconsider it. "It seems to
be basically a multi-million dollar American propaganda
effort."

"The more we look at this thing, the more nervous I

become over it," said Rep. Joel Pritchard, R-Wash. He
said he fears most nations will regard it as "mischief

-

making" aimed at toppling non-democratic governments.
"I'm trying to find out who is going to spend the

money," said Rep. Dante Fascell, D-Fla., chairman of the
subcommitee on international operations of the House
Foreign Affairs Committee. "If that is not clearly nailed
down in the record, then we are going to have real pro-
blems."

Secretary of State George P. Shultz, who unveiled the
program before the subcommittee, told the congressmen,
"Don't be nervous about democracy, about holding that
torch up there."

He said the funds would be spent to train young leaders
and strengthen democratic institutions, including labor
unions, political parties, news media, businesses and
universities, while the chief focus would be in Africa, Asia
and Latin America, he said programs would be aimed pro-
moting an "evolution...toward democracy" in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe as well.

aP Laserphoto

Ten-year old Juanito, a guerrilla fighter with the leftist army which took control of the town of

Tejutla, El Salvador and its 12,000 residents Tuesday, sits outside a store with local children.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Ignoring the wishes of six coastal

states, Interior Secretary James Watt said yesterday that

only 41 tracts will be deleted from the next lease sale for

offshore oil and gas drilling in the North Atlantic.

Massachusetts, Maine. New Hampshire, Rhode Island,

Connecticut and New Jersey had asked that 98 en-

vironmentally sensitive tracts be deleted from Lease Sale

52. consisting originally of 540 tracts in the rich fishing

grounds of Georges Bank.

Rep. Norman E. D'Amours, D-N.H., criticized the

decision, saying experiments with unproven technology

should not be risked on Georges Bank, given the region's

severe weather.

"Although Interior deleted 41 particularly sensitive

tracts encompassing lobster-and fish-breeding areas, the

agency callously ignored our recommendation that 50

deepwater tracts and seven other critical tracts be

removed from the sale," said D'Amours, chairman of the

House Merchant Marine and Fisheries subcommittee on
oceanography.

Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass., called Watt's decision

an invitation to lawsuits.

Rep. Gerry Studds, D-Mass., whose district includes all

of Cape Cod, plans to introduce legislation in the House to

remove certain tracts from future offshore lease sales.

Similar legislation is expected to be introduced in the
Senate by Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass.

In a statement, Watt said the state of Massachusetts had
informed the Interior Department that it wished to end
negotiations over the terms of Lease Sale 52, scheduled for

March 29 in New York City.

"We regret this decision and hope that it will not

seriously affect future dealings with Massachusetts,"
Watt's statement said.

In his statement. Watt said the Interior Department has
"made a concerted effort to work closely with the New
England states to reach a mutually satisfactory

agreement" concerning Lease Sale 52.

Watt said his department's responsibility was to balance

the national interest with the interests of the New England
coastal states.

"It is unfortunate that external pressures from special

interest groups apparently guided the state of

Massachusetts' position on Lease Sale 52," the statement
said.

"We have not officially received a copy of the decision so

we have no comment," said Brian Hardy, a spokesman for

Massachusetts Environmental Affairs Secretary James
Hoyte, who has led the fight to delete the 98 tracts. Hardy
said the state would respond this morning.
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Agriculture reviving Vietnamese economy
By ANN McCRORY

Collccimn SUff

Trade embargos, destroyed roads and a lack of city in-

dustry have hampered the economic recovery of Vietnam

since 1973, but have not hindered it completely, a noted

Vietnamese historian told a Campus Center audience

yesterday.

Ngo Vinh Long, the author of several books on Vietnam

and a former student of Henry Kissinger at Harvard

University, described his native country, to which he

returned for seven months in 1979, as a nation on the

mend.
"In general, in spite of all the problems, people are

making a lot of headway," said Long, who left the country

in 1964. The population had increased 1,000 percent, from

450.000 to 4.5 million, upon his return there in 1979, while

food production increased from 11.5 million tons in 1973 to

18 million tons of foodstuffs and 13 million tons of rice in

1979, Long said.

"There's no cases of starvatron now," he said, in contrast

to e«»rly post-war years when 10 million refugees roamed
the country-Mde and city children picked through garbage
dumps searching for food

.

Collctpkn photo by Drew Ogiti

Birds rest on the Campus Center parage railing

as the cloud-enveloped Graduate Research Center

tower looms behind them.

Senate condemns

registration law
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Collegiaa Corrcapoadrat

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night condemn-

ed and called for repeal of the Solomon Amendment,

which would cut off federal financial aid to students who

fail to register for the draft.

The senate also approved funding for two financial aid

lobbying trips to Washington, D.C. and placed two

referenda questions on the Student Government Associa

tion ballot March 7 and 8.

The senate moved to "condemn the Solomon Amendment
because of its unconstitutionality and its discriminatory

content," according to the motion.

"Financial assistance is a vital part of...equal access to

higher education," and the Solomon amendment endangers

that equality, the motion said.

Two weeks ago, Financial Aid Director Art Jackson told

the senate that paperwork would double as a result of the

amendment, and that resulting costs would be taken from

financial aid funds. If a student receives aid but has not

registered, Jackson said the University's entire financial

aid program would be endangered.

Jackson and other University of Massachusetts officials

are scheduled to attend a campus wide meeting on

Tuesday, March 1 to initiate a letter writing campaign to

respond to the amendment, which was made into law last

Sept. 8.

The resolution and the letters will provide students with

"something solid to lobby with" when they go down to

Washington, said Sheila Sullivan, chairperson of the

senate's Public Policy Committee.

"It shows unity and strength," Sullivan said.

The senate also allocated $950 to send 48 members of

Students Advocating Financial Aid Assistance (SAFA) to

lobby Congress March 6 — 9. That is the best time to

Continued on page 5

Increased food production has alleviated the problem,

with three and four rice crops a year now being harvested

in North Vietnam. The schedule requires "extremely tight

labor organization" and has given rise to new varieties of

grain. Long said. Peasants decrease the actual supply,

however, by using good grain to feed pigs for pork, or

leaving it unharvested to attract rats, a Vietnamese

delicacy, for game. Long said.

"There's a psychology in Vietnam to make up for what

you feel you've been deprived of during the war years," he

said, citing immense food consumption-a villager would

eat six to ten bowls of rice at one meal -and ignorance of

nutrition as additional problems.

A lack of industry in cities, causing a "chronic problem of

underemployment" is another hindrance to the natwn's

economy. Long said.

Businesses created to service the American military

stationed in the country are no longer in operation, though

the denuind for food and nuinufactured goods for trade

with the peasants has not abated. Poor transportation,

due to roads destroyed by bombs and vehicles with rusted

parts irreplaceable because of trade embargos, has also

limited open market food exchanges for city dwellers.

ColleKimn photo by Drew Oficr

Vietnamese scholar Ngo Vinh Long speaks to

students yesterday in the Campus Center on con-

ditions in Vietnam ten years after the war had of-

ficially ended.

Stockbridge dispells farming myths
By JIM FINKLE

Colleciui Staff

Getting the public to understand the function and pro-

blems of the agricultural community is no easy task, the

chairperson of the Stockbridge professional agriculture

convention said during a recent inter^riew.

Sarah Cleveland, who chaired the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture's sixth annual professional convention, said

she is trying to dispell myths about farmers.

"Agriculture doesn't just mean food production," she

said, nothing that Stockbridge has seven areas of concen-

tration: aboriculture and park management, agriculture

business management, animal agriculture, floriculture,

fruit and vegetable crops, landscape operations and turf

management.
Approximately 350 students are enrolled in the

Stockbridge associate of science degree program, which is

part of the College of Food and Natural Resources at the

University of Massachusetts.

The program, which requires some students to carry

between 16 and 20 credits per semester, involves several

months of full-time practical experience in many areas of

concentration, Cleveland said.

"They really put their all into something — body, heart

and soul," she said.

After completion of the program, students may choose

to seek work in their field of interest or enter a four-year

program at the School of Food and Natural Resources, she

said.

Cleveland said she was chosen to chair this year's pro-

fessional agriculture convention, which was held last week

at the Campus Center, because of her outstanding work in

last year's convention.

She said she plans to choose the chairperson for next

year's convention within the next few weeks. That person,

she said, will then choose representatives from the seven

Stockbridge areas of concentration and begin to recruit

professionals to speak and exhibit.

She said the chairperson should make sure there is "par-

ticipation, not only with students, but with the profes-

sional community."
In dealing with professionals in the field and attempting

to secure proper facilities for the convention, Cleveland

said, "No matter how much planning you do in advance,

you cannot foresee the problems that will severely affect

the final results."

Public awarmess of&nn issues sou^
By JIM FINKLE

C'ollcri*" SUff

The public must become aware of the issues facing the

farm community for the United States to remain

economically stable, according to the Stockbridge Senate

President, Michael Boczanowski.

"If they don't understand issues (facing farmers), then

we may end up in a depression," he said.

In addition to having the practical knowledge necessary

to successfully run a farm, fanners must also act as a

business manager, he said.

"He is not just a man with a shovel who drives a tractor,"

Boczanowski said. "He has to be an economist, a

philosopher."

The modem farmer, he said, has to make choices about

which crops to plant, whether to use pesticides, how much

they should plant, and many other issues that affect their

output.

"Sometimes they don't have the chance to make these

choices," he said. "The farmer has never been a real

political type person. They would rather leave it up to

someone else."

Currently, one percent of the farmers in the United

States produce two thirds of the farm crop. He said more

and more small farmers are going out of business each

year.

"Thomas Jefferson's ideal was a country of small far-

mers," he said. "As an economic unit, the small farm is

much more efficient than the large farm, (where) it's

waste, waste, waste."

While the number of small farms continues to decrease,

Boczanowski said the need for these farms increases,

"because of energy and transportation costs rising."

In addition to fulfilling this need, Boczanowski said he

wants to enter the field because he loves the work.

"I love to plant things, I love to watch them grow," he

said. "I want a quiet, peaceful life that farming will bring.

"I'd like to go off into the woods and be some sort of

naturalist, but there isn't that demand out there."

Couples to dance the night away
By PAULA HOYT

Collepaii Staff

Dancing for 29 hours straight is exhausting, but it is

ko fun and might even help an academic career, ac-

cording to a student sho will be dancing in the fourth

annual Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon this weekend

at the University of Massachusetts.

"After experienceing a dance marathon, pulling an all-

nighter studing is nothing," said Paul Banks, a UMass

senior who danced last year.

Fifty-six couples have signed up to dance from 6 p.m.

Friday until 11 p.m. Saturday in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Each year more people get involved, and more money

is made from the event, said Banks, a member of the Pi

Kappa Alpha (PIKE) fraternity, whkh sp<Hisors the

marathon.

"We now have 56 couples sig^ned up compared to 32

couples at this time last year." Banks said.

A goal of 60 couples has been set, organizers hope to

raise about $20,000 from sponsors this year. Banks said.

The past three marathons raised a total of $36,000 for

Multiple Sclerosis, Banks said.

"The proceeds of the marathon go to fighting Multiple

Sclerosis through public education and research," said

Tom Sinnott, a member of PIKE.

There are three cash prizes for the couples who

complete the marathon and collect the most money. The

first place couple collected more than $1,000 last year.

Banks said.

"The easiest way to make money is for the dancers to

approach businesses in town and at the mall," Banks said.

He said businesses usually are generous sponsors, and

they also help by donating small prizes which are

awarded to dancers. Banks said.

"Our emphasis is on entertaining the dancers," Banks

said. "We have a lot of activities designed to break up the

monotony, such as 'name that tune' contests and limbo

dancing.

There will be a 15 minute break for the couples every

two hours for blood pressure checks and refreshments.

"We provide a lot of citruses and keep up the car-

bohydrate intake with the food," Banks said.

In the past, only a small percentage of dancers have

dropped out before the 29 hours is up, he said.

"Occasionally there is a turned ankle or some blood

pressure problems when the dancers cannot continue,"

he said.

In addition to the dancers. 300 to 400 others are

expected to attend a beer and wine party from 9 p.m. to 1

a.m. on Friday at the S.U.B.

"We're hoping that because of the party, the marathon

will become moreof a campus wide activity.. Banks said.

"At certain points in the middle of the night, after all

the spectators have left, it gets lonely and you wonder

what you're doing there. But when the sun comes up on

Saturday morning you get psyched and realize you're

going to make it,,' said Banks.

"The amount of physical activity the body can endure is

amazing," Banks said. "Last year, when the marathon

was over, we almost went out to the Pub to dance some

more.
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Have You Heard About

Happy Hours:

Mon - Fri 4 - 7

Sun - Tues 9-11
50*^ Domestic Drafts

(Includes your choice of MIchelob, Budweiser,

Miller, Miller Lite, Lowenbrau Dark)

75^ Heinekens (12 oz)

99'' Bar Drinks

Tonight Beck's Night
^^)0 from 9:00 - 11:00

Entertainment - Hungry Hill

Watch for more
information about

Plumbley's
4th Anniversary
Feb. 28 - March 3

Plumbleys
oK I he common
Amherst Center • 253-9586

What's m-m-m-morc...

tor a mere 75C vou <:.\u

sup ou our Webster's

Sampler: enjoy an

appetizing platter of

I^uffalo chicken wings or

BBQ rihs...trv the

Mediterranean bread...or

an hors d'oeu\ res cheese

Kiard!

(^Xllll^ kill. lien IS o(xii)

TONIGHT
NURSING ALUMNI
CAREER NIGHT
Several Alumni will

speak about their past

and current experiences

in Nursing.
Where?

Campus Center 101
When?

8 pm - 9:30 pm
ALL ARE WELCOME
(students - faculty - others)

Sponsors:

The Division of Nursing

University Placement Service

University Alumni Office

For Additional Information

call the Division

of Nursing at

545-0405

WANTED
Someone who knows news

The Collegian is looking for one

Associate News Editor to coordinate our

coverage of the University's administra-

tion and faculty. Applicant should have

some experience reporting news for a

newspaper and be willing to work hard for

low pay. We will provide some training

and great experience. Interested UMass

students should apply before next Friday,

Feb. 25, to John DiPalazzo at the

Collegian, 113 Campus Center, 545-3500.

GALLERY
PcAViy, IbANEZ,
Tama, JBL, RoUwd,
Acoustic, Boss,
UqcNd, EV-TApco,
HoNdo, Dean,
Hamer, Fostex.

Rt. 9 HAdlEy
ON tNe bus ROUTE

986-6228

COUE PARTY: UMASS vs MS at S.U.B.

AU 18

and o\

•welcome to antend

Beer & Wine BAR<

— Proi>er I.D

req Liired

LIVE on WMUA Radio — D.J. Jeff Taylor

FRID/iY NITE FEB 26 from 9:PM 5:AM!

— Sponsored by the MS Danow Marathon Comm-.ttee

SALAOS SUIMARINES

(^ t;he sub
11 A.M. TO 2 AJM / 7 OAVS

33 E. PLEASANT ST . AMM6BST i 549-5160

WIN A TRIP TO
FLORIDA!

Fly to sunny Ft. Lauderdale and i^aw^, -^^
courtesy of the Sub in Amherst. v^w
This could be your chance to win an "^

exciting spring break vacation.
':
^~ Entry blanks are available at the store,.-

fill one out and treat yourself to one of
our tasty subs at the same time!

Contest drawing will be March 7, 1963

iUIFREEBOWLHi
iUJ OF CHI
0^ with every whole

2^^ or dble. meat sub

I
purchased

*i coupon expires March——-lIBBMBBUBBimUIIVBI

LI aji ^ il

.7,1983111; f<^

Thursday

OLDIES
with

Gregg Adams

TWO FOR OME
9 til 11

all liquor drinks

%

leochcombet Tours rannm

14th ANNUAL

College Spring Break In

DAYTONA BEACH

J^ _ ^^^S^X^^^-j^i^'

JKTTOUII
Marcli sa-l«

FhgM 10 Daylon* 8««cr< tro^

Mon

^^J^ rv
BUSTOim
Marck 11-M

•r Maroli f-n
• Rownd ir<p dWuM mcNar ca•c^

lorth*

ALL TOURS mCLUDBi
LAND PACKAGE

* F>r«Ci«MOca«iFranlikccemo.Mtan«toiS«v^|7)N>ghtsittn«D^f«lfin.l

OiMill Ml n—t ioc«t»o dir«:iiy on V Stnp in 0»ylon» Bmci

* WstcoTw Party with plenty a< FMCE KEM.
* E«Clu»i»« l«tti Anni«»fMry ID CtrD lor ditCOonlt •< STKIpt H«»l»ucint» NigM C4ubl t»C

* On c«mput rManration tmrttcm

* Sarv<ca* ol Itw BMChcomlMt Sun
* OPTIONAL KllUilittw. mm CNwi^ Wo>W Tour. Nm Epeot Ctntm »&m»tn m4 '"ant

MowfV ^r« *'n|KMW«r koi* tianioft; »n^ SarTigti^a to B u»llir *''K>^ •^••OW

•fC'Cl OOfS NO' 'NCiuPI •tXl.'OX*! »»aO"C>« T«. r.»«'u"«5 «Nn siovkii

•If•• Dtyrit R«««lrW • XJkmHtmA —— ATaUakto

M.M AVAIlAaLt:

JET FLIQMT ONLY •»!•"

BUS TRANSPORTATION ONLV '1H"
LAND PACKAGE ONLY •!»•
imciudM III M> grituilm md wrv<e«l

SAVEno^
iMla

t k. toft Mit ! tiM

I.

5 in STEVEN
MS-icn

I OArroil* SIACM CM Ml OftftASf »0" MO"« OI»*<vS ««D •H'C'm^-oC^

DBPSNDASILmr . QUALmr » SBKVICB » SWCB leM
room still available

Head For The Mountains

UMASS SKI CLUB
Thurs. Night Trip

D*rkshir* East 4-10

Hot Tub Party 11-12

OKLY $9.
SAT. TRIP TO
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY
VERMONT

Includes:
Transportation

Lift Tlek»t

Rofroshmtnts

OHLY (21
For more Info 5-0407

Newslines...
'-•.•.•-•.-•-•-• •-'-•.•-••••

»••••••.••« »••••••••»< yA''<-V.''A'V.

New women ^s group devoted
toproviding support to area

"Promoting women and helping promote themselves" are

the goals of the Women's Leadership Project (WLP), a new

Recognized Student Organization at the University of

Massachusetts.

WLP member Karen Carmichael-Brown said the

organization devotes itself to "developing leadership and

organizing skiUs for diverse groups of women."

The organization was formed more than a year ago by a

small group of undergraduate UMass women which in-

cluded psychology majors Carmichael-Brown and Jane

Zbyszynski, English/women's studies major Mary Kay
Yearin, and political science major Susan Cottle.

Carmichael-Brown said the group is committed to

"providing women with access to skills they are not

traditionaUy given, so they can participate on an equal

level with men."

This semester, the WLP is offering a 3 credit practicum

for women student senators on assertiveness, leadership

skills, and public speaking.

"One of the group's goals is to make such workshops

available to the University at large," Zbyszynski said.

The WPL meets Thursday evenings.

Amherst Selectmen approve

ban on nightparking at Puffers

Students who plan on partying at Puffer's Pond when
the weather gets warmer should be aware of a recent

decision by the Amherst Board of Selectmant to ban
parking on State Street.

Parking will be banned on State Street (which runs by
Puffer's Pond), from Sand Hill Road to the Central Ver-

mont Railroad Bridge from 8:30 p.m. to 6 a.m. daily.

The ban was proposed by the town's Conservation

Commission and supported by Police Chief Donald Maia

and neighboring residents. Maia said neighbors had

complained about traffic problems and noise during the

summer months.

"The purpose of the ban is to increase safety at the pond
and to eliminate problems of night-time drinking, par-

tying, trashing, and vandalism around the pond," Con-

servation Director Peter Westover said in letter to the

Selectmen.
Westover said neighbors had complained of an increase

in rowdy behavior and destruction around the pond at

night. Much of the trash picked up by the conservation

crew is left their at night, Westover said.

Parking is only allowed on the north side of that section

of State Street during the daytime hours.

South Pleasant St. speech

to focus on Rhock Island rqriiles
Chris Raithel will discuss "Reptiles and Amphibians of

Rhode Island" tomorrow night at 7:30 at the Western
Massachusetts Herpetological Sociaty, 525 South Pleasant
St. Admission is free and open to the public.

Women 's conference seeking

Volunteers for workshops
The Planning Committee for the fourth annual Women

and Business Conference is seeking workshop presenters

for the following topic areas: management skills for

working women, strategic and business planning for the

entrepreneurial woman, and women and economy/issues

of the 1980s. Any person with background in these areas

and experience leading seminars contact Coordinator

Linda Levin at the Division of Continuing Education at

545-2484 for further information. Conference dates are

Nov. 4-6; k)cations in either Northampton or Holyoke are

pending.

Ancient CentralAmerican topic

qfspeedi by Yale professor
Dr. Michael Coe, a professor of anthropology at Yale

University and a pre-eminent scholar of Central American
archaeology and enthnolog^, will speak on "Up-dating the
Olmec" tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in Room w-15 of Machmer
Hall. Wine and cheese will accompany the discussion.

Nurses to share experiences
with students in Career Night

Several nurses employed throughout the state in diverse

clinical settings will share their professional experiences

tonight from 8 to 9:15 in Room 101 of the Campus Center at

the Alumni Career Night, sponsored by the Alunmi Office

and the Division of Nursing of the University Placement
Office. The public is welcome to attend.

* registration
Continued from page S

lobby because the budget proposals will be coming out

then, said SAFA President Jim Quinn. The trip will be "an

excellent way for students to show they are a potent

political force," Quinn said.

Funds were also approved to send five students to the

United States Student Association National Lobbying

Conference, scheduled for March 4 — 6. These students

will not lobby Congress directly, but they will learn ef-

fective lobbying techniques, Sullivan said.

In other business, the senate approved two referenda

questions to appear on the SGA ballot March 7 and 8. The

first question will ask students to approve or oppose the

proposed General Education Curriculum proposal now
under consideration by the Faculty Senate.

The other question will ask students if they support a $1

per semester mandatory fee to fund the State Student

Association of Massachusetts, a statewide student ad-

vocacy group.

Soo«<J
»«

•^•***'"'5

,^-*'tSoy i<"*

Cbapm»?

SOUND in mOTION^
^^ THE CAR STEREO SPECIALISTS

021 Moin StrH»et, Amherst 250-9041

(Just up the stree^ from Whole Wheoi Pizzo^

Store Hours 9 to 5 Mon - Sat
^ .;::-,:: -/A . . .. :. ::::::.:.. . .Sal» Ends Ttris. Satutdayr-
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FOR A MANAGEMENT
CAREER WITH GREAT TASTE

LOOK TO HOST
If you're seeking a career in Restaurant or Retail Management that will be challenging, have impact,

and offer a diversified experience, you'll want to take advantage of this opportunity to meet with a

representative from Host. Fcbrvary 24 at Career Day.

You'll have a chance to learn all about us through our exciting, multi-image audio visual presentation

and afterwards, we'll have the chance to talk with you.

EttablUhcd In 1897. Host International. Inc.. a subsidiary of the Marriott Corporation, is currently

one of th« nation's largest operators of airport terminal food, beverage and merchandise facilities. We
also operate fine dinner houses like Charley Brown's and Casa Maria, located on both coasts.

We're looking for capable, motivated and responsible individuals to help us maintain our unsurpassed

reputation for quality and service. In return, we offer careers with excellent growth potential in a spirit

of friendly professionalism unequaled by any in the industry.

So. don't miss the opportunity to visit with us. We look forward to discussing the many avenues into

the world of Host. If you are unable to meet with us at this time, we'd still like to hear from you in the

form of a resume. Please forward it to:

Corporate Recraitera
Hoat International, Inc.

P.O. Box 1760. Santa Monica. CA 90406

Eqnal Opportnnity Employer M/F

HOST
HOST INTERNATIONAL INC

ammjL e^iavEiJ

Low Fares of the Week

Hartford to LA or

San Fran $99.00*
or>e way

Amtrak
Anywhere Fare

V1 2[D •UU round trip

•certain restrictions apply

call 256-8931 for more details

15 Cowles Lane, Amherst

SAVE 195.00 off list price on a

Personal Computer with printer.

PC 1500 Personal Computer
Now Only 184.95

with store rebate coupon reg list 300.00

CE-150 original printer 169.95 reg 250.00

|T»C-1500

* n«> loo cast h«wdH»ld parsonal eon^trttt lor
prolm luiKl*. (tudanta afid horn* v»»
Tlw PC 1100 iMhiTH an •itandad BASJC languaga
^ra tlnB tydmi capaM* of handling tmymttm*
atanal anan. «aftaWa atrmg langtha. program
rhahttiag, hiM grapMc commanda and many olhar

T>ia K: iMO mcarvoralaa 1«K bylM ol iratam nOM
•Nd rok bflaa at uaar avaitaMa RAM EipandaMa up
•• WOk bylaa o« RAM by using opitonal aipanaton CE-150
Tt* pa^a appMcaMona manual contaim o«ar SO raady
l« uaa piogiawia lar malK bualnaaa. (latlatica.

n^liiiiiliiy and gama appMcattona.

' '*'"*'
» >'''»i"^ . an addad (aalura ttmt

oor^widantVy prv^Ma araaura ol programs or data,
••an «msn ma modal ta lumad o«l

Mt-^yla and OK byls RAM aipantion modutai oMar
groptar programining capacity

AwO bll C moa CPU inatH i lad data proeoaaMg
wMm consuffftinQ UtHe evMf^y.

r 1M do) maMi LCD diaplay Ifial can ba
pregiarmiiad to craalo grapMcs. Ngurat or apacisl

A apodal lona ganwanon alkmr* Iha programmar le
add M«s dimanslan el sound.
A ilmpMllad msirwcMon manual dial alio** a

or an i^aniad prograanmar to

Ths CE ISO. an optional pr«n«ancasa«««o liilartaia.

prooldas lour color grapMcs. 9 dllliawi charactar
•ma and X. Y plotting capabWty
Tha CE ISO can (m programmad to print m • dWioiaiH
cliaraclar tliot ranging Irom 4 lo 3S digits par Hna
Routs commands sHow ttw CE ISO to print up dotm.
lott or rlgM

Comas aHn un attracUva carrying caa*. A<C
adap«arlc«Hirgar. 3 rods ol papor and dual
caaaons caMaa.
Rdnts a liard copy "Har ol your onlira prayam

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes North to

BMONT

SKI CAPITAL of tho EAST.

March 20 - 25
• •\ 59.

Includes: Transportation
5 nights hot*l occomodotions

5 full br«QkfQsts

color TV G stoom both

in ovory room
5 days skiing

Froo Hot Tub Porty

2 Froo Door G WIno Portlos

Indoor Hootod Pool

for moro Info 5-0407

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

15.00 Rebate

on a PC 1500

15.00
Rebate

on PC 1500

15.00 Rebate

on a PC 1500

I Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

J Located in the Campus Center

fiXjmWERSlTY
STORED

SPRING BREAK 63
8 Days 7 Nights Luxurious Hotel on the Strip

Hotel only W/Motor Cooch W/Jet

S149 $275 $369

For more informotion 545-3437

Don't b« obus*d by Prlc« Gomvi
Th* Ski Club hot only luxury hotels

and no hidden costs
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Equal access for all

V.

It recently became apparent that the

Board of Regents were slowing their cam-
paign to raise current admission standards

for state universities and colleges. We
whole heartedly support this change in ac-

tion by the state's omnipotent higher

education board and applaud the Regents'

effort to consult with those most affected

by the standards change before recom-

mending any policy switch.

Like the Regents, we want to see

stronger academic requirements for ad-

mission to the states higher education

system. Higher standards translates into a

stronger academic community, a more
motivated student population and a

teaching faculty with a stronger impetus

for educational devotion. It is the methods
which were proposed and the inevitable

f)roblenis these could still create which the

board opposes.

The first proposal, the raising of SAT
scores for incoming freshmen reflects the

problems inherent in this arbitrary system

of college entrance examinations.
Minorities, who have traditionally attend-

ed schools in districts with below average

academic standards also traditionally

score lower on the SAT's. Because of this

cultural bias, the numbers of minorities

admitted using this new admissions

criteria would inevitably drop.

This University already has a minority

enrollment of less than three percent and
an increased reliance on SAT's will result

in even lower minority enrollment. It is in-

teresting to note that University officials

are expressing concern that the use of

higher SAT's are racist, but have not mov-

ed in correcting the intolerably low minori-

ty population at UMass.
The Regents pledge to increase minority

enrollment by requiring institutions to

develop an Affirmative Action recruit-

ment plan. But unlike the proposed admis-

sion criteria for public colleges and univer-

sities, the Regents are not requiring that

institutions develop minimum guidelines

for Affirmative Action recruitment. The
Regents have the responsibility to set

minimum minority employee student

recruitment levels for the public institu-

tions they control.

The second proposal put forth by the

Regents suggests a stronger weighing of

class rank in determining whether or not a

student should attend a state college or

university. Because of different
demographics throughout the state, dif-

ferent levels of high school education and
the difficulty of comparing class rank from
school to school, many well-qualified

students would be denied admission to

state colleges. Students from highly com-
petitive schools should not be penalized for

their class rank, something which this pro-

posal would inevitably do.

We are not questioning the sincerity of

the recent suggestions concerning admis-

sions standards put forth by the Board of

Regents. It is the discriminatory, ar-

bitrary nature of the proposals which we
oppose. Higher education at the state level

will only be of true quality, when all, and
not a select few, have equal access to the

resources offered by state colleges and
universities.

Policy editorials represent the opinions of
a majority of the Collegian Board of
Editors

A solution to

poverty needed
Editor's Note: This is the last part of a two part series.

Yesterday, we discussed the pr^ ihlem of rising pover1;y

in Massachusetts, and iiow this has been
exacerbated by the decreases in federal aid.

Poverty in the state is higher riow than at any time in

the past twenty years. The "Neu l-t'deraHsm" instituted

by Reagan and his administr;i:ion has neglected its

responsibility toward its citizens. The concept of the state

providing "insurances" such as welfare, disability

benefits, Aid to Families Wii!i Dependent Children

(AFDC), social security, job training programs, and fun-

Josh Meyer

ding for public education have l)een discarded to a large

degree in favor of a laissez-faire attitude in which little

assistance is given, and e\ery()ne must lend for

themselves.

As a result, poverty has ^^^tten worse for a large

number of Massachusetts citizens, and has affected many
more that were otherwise financially independent.

These problems are the result of several trends.

Average family income has been declining in terms of ac-

tual dollars spent after inflation and taxes are taken into

account. Discrimination against women, Blacks,

Hispanics, and other minorities has been increasing as the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and other

federal agencies neglect their duty of prosecuting

discrimination cases. Federal aid for public education has

been decreasing, to the point where those who can afford

to send their kids to private or "g(X)d" public schools are

assuring them of future success or even equal competition.

Some suggestions to these problems would l)e to assess

the effectiveness of exiting social programs and to assess

the actual needs of the poor. Ensuring that the j^veople who
really need the money get it, not students on food stamps

and people who get paid under the table who want the "ex-

tra dough" . Block grants to the state must be allocated ef-

ficiently and to the right sources, to prevent bureaucratic

waste and overlapping of funds. Block grants should in-

clude provisions which guarantee funding for social pro-

grams like welfare, AFDC, disability benefits, job training

programs, education, health and child care.

The needs of working mothers, like day care for their

children and supervision of hiring and wage discrimination

poHcies must be met to reverse the trend of the "feminiza-

tion of poverty." Legal services for the poor must also be

maintained at adequate levels.

It is obvious that Massachusetts will suffer greatly from

the combination of Proposition 2V2 and the cutoff of

federal aid. The New Federalism is a joke, but not a funny

one. The consolidation of human services programs into

block grants provides no assurances that these programs

will be funded at all. The new procedures and re<luced

allocations for federal funds have lowered expenditures

for human service programs in the state by at least $50

million in the next two years. The weight of these cuts,

some of which amount to 50 percent of thj 1981-82

budget, fall disproportionately on the most disadvantaged

groups — women. Blacks, Hispanics, children and the

elderly. Without significant state intervention, or changes

in federal policy, the standard of living for almost

everyone will drop drastically. Children will grow up

underfed and undernourished, undereducated and without

adequate medical care. Despair, hopelessness, and lack of

self-esteem wrill exacerbate the problem into a vicious cy-

cle. Domestic violence, if not, child abuse, family

disintegration, crime and juvenile delinquency, poor men-

tal health, drug and alcohol abuse, and even suicide would

l)e "by-products" of this New Federalism. The attitude of

Ronald Reagan, David Stockman, and the other well-to-do

politicians that have responsibility for the welfare of the

country and the state of Massachusetts is a sickness that

must be cured now, before the changes it has made are ir-

reversible.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Key to winning is fan support

To the Editor: ,

It seems that everytime I pick up a Collegian these days

there is an editorial in it opposing some student group or

organization. I also notice that in every one of these

editorials the writer manages to include the words sexism

or racism. It really never bothered me before until I read

the worse one of them all. It was entitled "40 Minute Gang

rude, unsportsmanlike, and embarassing". The only thing

rude, unsportsmanlike, and embarassing about this letter

was that my fellow UMass students wrote it. I don't care if

you're black, white, yellow, red, male, female or gay. The

bottom line is that you're wrong. It seems that you'd have

more to worry about while attending college than what so-

meone was yelling at a basketball game. Let me tell you

the real facts.

Tom McLaughlin came here two years ago to build a

basketball program. T would say rebuild but he really had

nothing to start with. McLau^in, as weU as any other ma-

jor college coach, knew that the key to winning was first to

regain fan support, then bring in better high school talent.

What great high school star would come to a school with

only 50 people attending the games? McLaughlin establish-

ed the "40 Minute Gang" and launched an advertising

campaign that has restored respect to the UMass Varsity

Basketball team. And if you didn't notice, the talent on the

team has also increased tremendously. I feel the "40

Minute Gang" is instrumental in bringing the crowd back

as well as keeping them in the cage. Instead of putting

some individual down because of what he said, you should

commend him for attending the ^me ahd sup^rting his

team. If what he said bothered you that much, you should

have just walked away and sat somewhere else. There are

plenty of people who are anxious to sit with us (behind the

visitor's bench). It would be nice if athletic contests were

won or lost on the basis of skill and talent of the players,

but that's just not the way it is. I've gone to games at

Villanova, St. Johns, and Boston College. The same type

of attitude is held by their fan clubs. They're pretty

respectable schools. Nothing Dave said was overly obnox-

ious and it's not any different than what you'd hear at

those schools. This 'Home Court Advantage' is very im-

portant in college athletics. It can change the course of a

game so much that it might enable a young, learning

UMass team to beat such national powers as West

Virginia, Rutgers and Penn State.

Alan Oskowsky
40 Minute Gang President
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this summer
cometo
claifk

university
• Late afternoon and evening courses allowing for

summer employment
• Traditional college courses

• Intensive language study

• Study abroad programs in Mexico, Germany,

Italy, and China

• Innovative job related courses for liberal

arts students

Dates:

Summer Session I-May 17-June 24

Summer Session ll-June 27-Aug. 5

Italy summer program-June 5-25

Mexico summer program-June 27-Aug. 5

China summer program-Aug. 18-Sept 3 .

For further information, write:

Summer Programs

College of Professional and Continuing Education

Clark University

Worcester. MA 01610

or call Elizabeth Coates

at Clark Itniversity in Worcester. 793-7217.
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Black Affairs
Organization's proud past blurred by present

By MANNING MARABLE
From The GrasarooU

I first learned about the Congress of Racial Equality

(CORE) in the spring of 1961, during the civil rights

movement. In December, 1960, the Supreme Court ruled

in "Boynton v. Virginia" that racial segregation was illegal

on all interstate buses and trains, and in all transportation

terminals. On May 4. 1961, thirteen members of CORE,
including national director James Farmer, traveled into

the Deep South.

Predictably, the biracial group encountered violent

resistance. John Lewis and another "Freedom Rider"

were assaulted in Rock Hill, South Carolina on May 9.

White mobs in Anniston, Alabama, attacked and burned

one bus. In Montgomery, Alabama, white racists pulled

Freedom Riders off the bus and gave them a brutal

beating. In Jackson, Mississippi, Farmer and a group of 26

Freedom Riders were given 67 day jail sentences for

sitting in the "whites-only" sections of the city's bus depot.

Farmer's jail term served to mobilize every CORE
chapter. Hundreds made the journey south to join the

Freedom Rides.

In later years, CORE became a 'Black Power" formation.

aligning itself with the more radical Student Non-violent

Coordinating Committee. CORE leader Floyd McKissick

stood second only to Stokely Carmichael as a nationally-

known proponent of black nationalism. McKissick and

CORE attacked the Johnson Administration's illegal and

immoral war in Vietnam. One might disagree with CORE's
controversial political stands, but not even its worst critics

could claim that the organization did not identify with the

goals and ideals of the oppressed Black community.

Today, this statement is no longer true. Inch by inch,

CORE has retreated from the vanguard of progressive

struggle into the open arms of the forces of Reaganism,

racism and economic reaction. From "Black Power" of the

1960's, CORE and its leader Roy Innis have abandoned

their militant history for acceptance into the posh corridors

of the ruling military industrial complex.

In 1976, CORE pushed the plan to recruit Afro-Americans

to fight as mercenaries against the nev/ progressive

government of Angola. Innis advocated support for

UNITA, a black puppet organization which is backed by

the Republic of South Africa and the United States.

Objectively, CORE was placing its name and prestige in

the service of international terrorism and white

supremacy.
Finally, last month. CORE reached an all-time low in the

Female quintet to perform
"In it's eight years of existence. Sweet Honey in the powerful expression of traditional Black music." (Sweet

Rock has become as historically vital as the National Ar- Potato, Minn.)

chives" (Washington Post, 3/82). A quintet of Black

women singers whose music is rooted in the tradition of

Black American unaccompanied choral singing, SWEET
HONEY IN THE ROCK returns to Northampton -for a

performance on Sunday, February 27 at 2 PM in J.M.

Greene Hall at Smith College. The concert, produced by

Variations in cooperation with the Smith College Black

Student Alliance, Mwangi Cultural Center, and Women's

Resource Center is Variations tribute to Black History

Month.
Formed out of a vocal workshop in 1973 led by Bernice

Johnson Reagon, then director of the D.C. Black Reper-

tory Theater, Sweet Honey in the Rock is entering its

tenth year of performing, and presently consists of Ber-

nice Johnson Reagon, Evelyn Maria Harris, Yasmeen

Bheti Williams, Ysaye Maria Barnwell, and Aisha Kahlil.

Sweet Honey's name comes from a biblical parable

about a land so rich that honey flows from rocks. Explains

Reagon, "We say that Black women are that land because

it expresses our richness and strength."

The women of Sweet Honey are each accomplished

soloists who combine to create a "stunning, sweet and

They sing spirituals, gospel, blues and rhythm and blues.

Their voices together create an awesome instrument for

the expression of this music, imaginatively using

dissonance and tiered harmonies, wordless growls and

noises, and complex rhythmic structures.

Singing as Black people, as women, as political people;

singing about nuclear power, occupational hazards,

racism, sexism, and even love — Sweet Honey in the Rock

never lose their sense of humor and convey a powerful

message of hope and strength. The issues they address are

hard ones, yet inherent in Sweet Honey's art is optimism

and love.

Tickets for Sweet Honey in the Rock are $6; $7; $9; $4

under 16/over 70/hearing impaired, $1 more at the door.

Tickets are available in Northampton at Country Comfort,

Womonfyre Books, and Platterpus Records; in Amherst

at Food for Thought and For the Record; in Springfield at

Main Music; Greenfield at Worid Eye Bookshop; Brat-

tleboro at Maple Leaf Music; Hartford at Sonya Westone

Books and Cheese; and by mail (send SASE before Feb.

17) from Variations, PO Box 833, Northampton, MA
01061.

Announcements
Greetings! Each year the Black Students Alliance of Smith

College sponsors a Black Arts Festival during the fu-st

weekend of March. The Festival culminates Black History

Month and is a celebration of our rich Black heritage. The

Festival also includes Alumnae activities. This year the

Festival begins on Thursday, March 3 and ends Sunday,

March 6. Our theme for this year is "Variations: A

Spectrum of Our Culture", a theme recognizing that Black

culture encompasses Afro-American, Afro-Caribbean, and

African traditions. We invite you to join us for the

weekend and share the breadth of our culture. The events

for the weekendare:
Thursday, March 3;

.

Tribute to Black Womanhood Award. 8:00 p.m. m Neilson

Browsing Room. This years receipient is Paule Marshall,

author of Brown Giri, Brownstones and other works about

West Indian Ufe in America. A reception wUl follow this

event

-

Friday. March 4;

Alumnae Registration. 3-6 p.m. in the Florence M Wangi

David Graham Dubois Reception (to honor the son of

W.E.B. Debois) Friday. March 4, 1982 at 3:00. Official

opening of traveling exhibit, Augusta Savage Gallery,

New Africa House, 10-5, February 21-March 11

Attention all students of Color!!! The Black Mass

Communication Project needs individuals interested in

Radio, News, and Print media to become involved in our

organization. There will be a meeting Thursday night

2/24/83 at 7 p.m. in rm. 908 C.C. and Monday 2/28/83 at

7:15 in 113, Everywoman's Center. A support group for

underemployed women will be offered at Everywoman's

Center beginning Tuesday, February 15 from 7 to 9:00

p.m.

Meeting for eight sessions, the group will focus on what

underemployment is/isn't, coping with the stresses of

underemployment, and helping individuals to feel com-

fortable with their present life circumstances in light of the

current American economic scene. This support group will

be facilitated by Gerda Kunkel and is free and confidential.

Please contact the Everywoman's Center at 545-0883 to

annals of the civil rights movement. At the fortieth an-

niversary convention of the organization, CORE gave a

special award to a rightwing reactionary, Gen. William

Westmoreland, who commanded U.S. troops in Vietnam.

Innis declared that any criticisms of Westmoreland were

unfair because "the man was (just) carrying out orders."

CORE also presented a special award to a black vice

president of Anheuser Busch brewery. The firm is

currently engaged in a struggle with Jesse Jackson,

Operation PUSH, and other civil rights leaders of the lack

of adequate affirmative action and critical black economic

support. Thus Innis and CORE, by applauding Anheuser

Busch at this time, have undermined efforts of civil rights

activists.

At some point, we must begin to hold our so-called black

leadership accountable when they objectively and

pathetically serve the interests of multinational cor-

porations and international racism. For unlike the Jesse

Jacksons, whose emotional grandstanding and florid

rhetoric may simply irritate, Innis has moved beyond the

boundaries of political opportunism "into the camp of the

enemy". The rich history of CORE and its vision of

equality has been uprooted by a group of self-serving black

elites who reinforce the processes of racist exploitation and

economic oppression.

Political comedy
mirrors struggle
The Third World Theater Series of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst opens the Spring 1983 season

with, 'For Better Not For Worse", a political comedy of

hope and struggle for South Africa's future, presented by

the American Committee on Africa, written by Selaelo

Maredi co-author of last seasons original performance of

"Homeland". With a humorous flair, Selaelo makes us

laugh and cry about the brutal and painful struggles of

living in a country ruled by racial hatred. The drama

revolves around two Black men Shaye and Memphane both

from Johannesburg, both fighting the bitter results of a

system ruled by apartheid.

Memphane.still distraught over the loss of his wife, has

to deal with the disappearance of one of his two daughters

who was followed into exile by the security police and

killed. His other daughter is struggling to go to school in

Pretoria.

This unfortunate drama is skillfully intertwined with

African fables and folk songs which alleviates the tension

caused by the profound message of "For Better Not For

Worse". Free childcare will be provided by calling 545-

0190.

Playwright/actor Selaelo Maredi, will be ap-

pearing in his original play "For Better Not for

Worse." Saturday, February 26, 1983, Bowker
Aud., 8 p.m.

sign up for the group or for more information. Childcare

will be provided upon request.

On Wednesday, March 2, a representative from the

University of Hartford, in conjunction with insurance

companies in the Hartford area will be on campus to in-

terview minority students for summer internships that will

prepare them for a career in insurance and a master's

program in insurance or Business Administration. Only

juniors are eligible. This opportunity is open for ALL
majors. For signups please go to Placement Services,

Room 203. Hampshire House. For more information and

applications, please see John Lopes at CCEBMS, 5-0031.

These are paid positions and an excellent opportunity for

the first 14 students to sign up.

Celebrate African-American culture in fine style with

"DUSK", a dance/theatre collective featuring: Patti

O'Neal, Ingrid Askew, Curtis Santiago, and Michelle

Bodden. "DUSK" will give a free performance on Friday,

February 25th at UMass Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

^'W
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STUDENTS SAVE 40%
SUBSCRIBE BY

4:00 PM, FEBRUARY 25!

ASHES
March 3-5, 9-12 at 8 00 pm

David Rudkins drama of a young couple whose yec ng for a
child becomes on obsession as fhe odds furn more a -id more

agoinsf fhem is a work of sfunning power — frank,

compassionate, laced with ironic humor.

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS
April 7-9, 13-16 at 8;00 pm

This is not your typical Shakespearean play It isn't romantic and lyri-

cal It is pure farce, fast and bawdy, peopled with acrobats, jug-

glers, musicians, and hookers Think you hate Shakespecro'' You'll

love THE COMEDY O^^ ERRORS.

COMPANY

THE

May 5-7, 11-14 at 8 00 pm
This brilliant, sophisticated musical by Stephen Sondheim manages

to be very funnv about the subject of marriage by taking it very seri-

ously. Set to music that reflects the pulse of Manhattan life.

COMPANY is about growing up and becoming human in our times.
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Hi friends! — this is not a good weekend for staying at

home, unless you have an incredibly good excuse. There
are so many quality shows packed into this weekend that I

would suggest emptying your bank accounts right away
and spending every cent you've got on weekend clubbing.

Tonight you have a choice among three local long time
celebrity bands. Jim K. and Co. will be at Sheehan's for a
two night stand. Incredible gijitar player that Jim. Over at

the Hangar is a gjoup that recently became famous as

Judith Ann Marie's backup band, but don't be fooled;

Loose Caboose are very fine purveyors of that slow train

called reggae music. Finally, a mix of rockabilly, Motown,
and blue-eyed soul all come together with Pleasure Dots
over at the Wok.
Friday night features the cry of swing that thing with

local horn threats, the Valley Big Band at the Wok, and
Widespread Depression's vibes player Johnny Holtzman
at the Iron Horse Coffeehouse. Hotzman is starting a new
career as a solo artist and he is hot. He'll be flaying the sw-

ingingest mallets this side of Lionel Hampton, so watch
out.

Saturday night promises all one could ever wish with

everyone's favorite excitable boy, Warren Zevon, perfor-

ming at the Rusty Nail. If the show is sold out, there's

always the Bobbies at the Hangar, the Black History

Month Dance Party at the Bluewall, and Sheehan's will

feature the Pleasure Dots.

Other local news: the Al Fuller band recently released a

single, which is supposed to be pretty good. Other local

bands planning to release material include local fusion

whizzes. Urban Renewal. Word has it a nine song cassette

album is ready and should be out within a few weeks. More
as the story develops.

So, whatever you do with your weekend, be sure to en-

joy it. And if you're driving, be careful, remember, the life

you save could be mine.

Play hi Play
b»

Pam

Madniek

If you have even the slightest interest in theater, this

is the best week to get involved. The Valley is overflowing

with college and professional productions, workshops,

audition.5 and lectures by an internationally-known

director.

Smith College presents

The Miracle Worker, a touching story about Helen

Keller. Performances are tonight, tomorrow and Saturday

at 8 p.m. in Theater 14. at Smith. Tickets are $4 general

admission and $2 for students and senior citizens. For

reservations, call 584-3023.

You Can Never Tell by George Bernard Shaw will be

performed Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. in

Fayerweather Theater, at Amherst College. The

production is directed by Cheryl Toto and will serve as her

senior thesis. Tickets are $1

.

South African actor and playwright Salaelo Maredi will

lecture Saturday at Hampshire College on "Black South

African Theater. At Home and In Exile." The one and a

half hour lecture begins at 1:30 p.m. in Emily Dickenson

Hall, Division 1, Hampshire.

Maredi's For Better, Not For Worse will be performed

Saturday in Bowker Auditorium. The production is

sponsored by the Third World Theater.

Also Saturday, Iris Bloom will lead a one-day workshop

in "Introductory Clowning for Women. "The group will

experiment with basic cbwning. character work, falls,

rolls, tumbles and juggling. For more info., call Iris at 584-

5888.

Gerald Chapman of the Young Playwrights Program will

conduct a "ChUdren's Playwriting Workshop" on Feb. 3

and 4 from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Common Room,

Wright Hall. Smith College. Chapman has worked ex

tensively with minority teenagers here and in London.

Because there is limited enrollment in the workshop, it is

suggested that you reserve a space by calling the Smith

College Theater Department.

Student Dance a real delight
STUDENT DANCE CONCERT
Friday, February 18

Bowker Auditorium

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
CollcriMi Staff

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? Is it Superman? "No, silly", I

found myself saying to the person sitting next to me last

Friday night in Bowker Auditorium. "Those people flying

across the stage are dancers in the University of

Massachusetts' Student Dance Concert!" And as I sat

observing the various dancers seemingly fly across the

stage, I thought to myself, "Wow, these people really can

dance!"

The majority of the dance pieces, eleven in all. were in

modern dance, which seems to be the most popular form of

dance at present. I was genuinely impressed with prac-

tically all of the pieces presented; I witnessed some real

talent.

One of my favorite pieces of the evening was titled

"Bonding",choreographed by Stephen White, and included

the fine artistic dance style of Phoebe Farber, Pamela
Heffler, and Carl House. Tlie way in which they presented

their almost flawless performance of mostly modern dance
was really quite impressive, as they took advantage of the

whole stage to create a mood of attachment between three

people.

Another piece that I especially enjoyed was called

"Soltice" which was more in the style of jazz. This piece

included 8 dancers who donned multi-colored leotards and
skirts, and was beautifully choreographed by Dianna
Williams. This dance was quite representative of a great

many of the pieces I saw, for its tone was light and airy.

Some pieces were, however, rather sombre and the

dancers of these pieces were quite successful in setting

such a mood. The first sequence. "Les Crimes D'Amour"
and the last one before intermission, "Crucifigor Solus",

were especially dark and left the audience anxiously an-

ticipating a revival of spirit in the second half of the show.

AU in all, the show was a real delight as it helped to

illustrate the true talent of many of our University's

promising young dancers. I wish that more people had a

chance to see the show, but don't despair, spring '83

promises more nights of worthwhile dancing en-

tertainment.

Collepan photo hy Ann Lamer;

Student dancers perform a piece called Toute Seule, from the Student Dance Concert which
was held last Friday.

Winston simply extraordinary
GEORGE WINSTON
Sunday, February 20, 1983

Academy of Music, Northampton

By DAVID CHEVAN
Colleitian Staff

One of the hardest tasks facing a performer of so called

"art music" is to draw the audience into the music without

alienating anyone. Sunday's performance by Windham
Hill recording artist George Winston proved that it is

possible to take your audience just about anywhere you
please. Winston, an accomplished pianist, performed

music ranging from open ended tonal pieces to down and

dirty rock 'n roll, yet not once during his performance did

he lose his audience.

The moment he walked on the stage it was apparent this

was not going to be an average show. Dressed in checked

flannels and blue jeans, he was far from the image of

ethereal his music creates. Winston made a few jokes

about having to get up so early in the morning to perform

at two in the afternoon and then commenced to entrance

the audience with an extended piece entitled "Colors."

Winston's compositional style is so extraordinarily simple

one could be easily fooled into thinking there's nothing to

it; however his ability to give each composition a com-

pletely unique personality is not a simple feat. Winston's

music usually begins with a quiet "A" section, during

which a spacey three or four note pattern is repeated and
mouulated. Tuen ne moves iniu as many as three or four

other movements which are often entirely unrelated to the

beginning except for the fact they are still in the same key.

Following the middle movements, Winston restates the

original theme often, allowing his notes to ring on and oo.

This ringing effect is one of the highlights of Winston's

music. He will play a few notes and then allow them to

ring, one into the other. Winston likes this effect and

humorously referred to it at one point as "astral projec-

tion" music.

One of the highpoints of the show came early when
Winston broke the somber atmosphere with a rendition of

Vince Guraldi's music from the Peanuts T.V. specials. The
piece, "Linus and Lucy," came from the Charlie Brown
Christmas..."you know, when Charlie Brown aska

Schroeder to play some music for the Christmas pageant,

but he plays this boogie woogie thing instead." Winston

also played a couple of strident piano pieces including a

Fats Waller composition, "Cat and Mouse."

Not one to be limited strictly to the piano, Winston

performed a short composition on guitar and a three

movement piece on harmonica. The show ended with

another Vince Guraldi composition, "Come Rain or Shine."

Some other features which made the show enjoyable were
the intelligent use of lighting on the stage and Winstons's

ability to give even following the performance. Waiting in

the lobby for all those who wished, were sheet music copies

of two of the pieces he performed during the afternoon.

The show was sponsored by the Iron Horse Coffeehouse, a

club that has become increasingly involved with bringing

quality acts to the area.

Sat. Feb. 26

presanti'

b. 26 Sun. Feb. 27

Warren Zevon Tower of Power— Ticl<e..s available at "For the Record" (in Faces) Amherst
Rt. 47 Sunaerland, MA 6b6-49;i; You must be 18 to enter.
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CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
Tlmb#r Lok* Comp, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, Softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor
heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

aho being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

Rich Tyrol#r

4 412 K*nn*dy 546-7762
for application or inxerview
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SCI-TECH
BOOKSALE

/o

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high-level

scieritific and technical books from
.

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistp/, medicine
mathematics engineering computers
and mere Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable Q0% _
On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.

Open M-F 9-o

^UNIVERSITY :-r.
STORED the

^//"^ K^ ^ V^ X ^ * ^ k'M Campus Center

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events
held at the University of Massachusetts
and the surrounding area, is published dai-

ly in the Collegian. Events are listed on the
day they will take place and are listed only
once. Announcements MUST be submitted
on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the
Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, and
returned by 3:45 p.m. Friday before the
event is to be held. All submissions should
be written in the same style as they appear
in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-
ted on the standard form and not submit-
ted by the Firday before the week the
event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-
ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

SUMMER SCHOOL - ENGLAND - A
representative from the University of War-
wick (England) will be on campus to meet
with interested students about summer
courses in history, law and education in

England. 9 to 11 a.m.. International Pro-

grams Office, 237 Whitmore.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE PRO-
XIES — UMass Peacemakers will have a
table for students, staff, and faculty to sign

proxy forms which will be hand carried to

Washington on March 7 and 8. 9 to 3:30,

Campus Center Concourse.

INTERNSHIPS PLANNING SESSION
— A one-hour Planning Session which will

provide detailed information about intern-

ship opportunities in all fields and applica-

tion procedures. Sign up in advance by

phone or in person. Office of Internships,

16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727. 12-1, 4-5 p.m.,

Office of Internships.

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING - A
general meeting, open to tlie Five-College

students and their faculty. Refreshments
wUl be served. 7:30 p.m., GTWR 1033.

ANTI-RACISM TOWN MEETING -
The Anti-Racism Team is holding it's first

general meeting of the semester. The team
is a group of students committed to

abolishing racism on campus. All are

welcome to attend. 4 p.m., 811 Campus
Center.

ASIAN-AMERICAN MEETING - Im-

portant issues. Co-sponsoring play "Yellow

Fever" and an AASA promotion table in

C.C. Concourse. We need your help in help-

ing everyone of you. 6:30 p.m., Campus
Center 905-09.

FRENCH CLUB MEETINGS - All are

welcome to the next French Club Meeting.

Come learn about French culture, wines,

films, food, etc. Get involved in the many
activities planned for the semester. 4 p.m.,

Herter 3rd floor lounge.

COMMUNICATIONS CLUB MEETING
— There will be a ComStu Club Meeting,
followed by a wine & cheese Happy Hour. 4

p.m., Machmer E-37.

JEWISH FEMINIST ORGANIZATION
MEETING - Come to the first J.F.O.

meeting of the semester to help plan and

organize programming and cultural events

for the semester. 4:30 p.m., Dukes room.

ETA SIGMA PHI LECTURE SERIES
— Prof. Gilbert Lawall will speak on Virtus

and Pietas in Seneca's play Hercules

Furens; general meeting of Classics Club.

After shop-talk; refreshments. 5 p.m.,

Herter 301.

HAMANTASCHEN BAKING - We're
getting ready to celebrate Purim on Satur-

day night and will be making a variety of

different flavors of Hamantaschen. Join in

on the fun! 7 p.m., Earthfoods Kitchen.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNI-
CIAN SEMINAR - (The Five College

chapter of EMTS will sponsor) A seminar
entitled "The Legal Implications of

Emergency Medical Care." The speaker
will be Mr. Thomas C. Grassia; Esquire;

REMT-A. Approved by OEMS for 3 CEV
credit hours. 6:30 p.m., Dickenson Hall,

Room 112.

WINE AND CHEESE CONVERSA-
TION HOURS - Come and speak French

and Italian with native people in a relaxed

atmosphere. An excellent opportunity to

improve your speaking and meet new peo-

ple. Wine and cheese served. 12 to 2 p.m.

Herter 3rd floor lounge.

OLDER STUDENTS 25 PLUS CLUB -
"Live it up" with the 25 Plus Club every

Thursday. Short meeting, long Happy
Hour. For info. tel. 545-2684. Open to all

older full-time and part-time undergrads,

grad students and UWW students. 7 p.m..

Campus Center 805.

UMASS CHESS CLUB MEETING -
General meeting tonight, followed by
games. All levels chess players are en-

couraged to attend. Beginners welcome. 7

p.m., 804-08 Campus Center.

* elections
Continued froTn page 1

The Residential Committee insures that

the Residential System response to the

varied needs of dorm residents through the

provision of adequate facilities, activities

and services. The committee also ovesees

and recommends policy and contractual

changes in the system, Ordway said.

Ordway said sticker campaigns for write-

in candidates are illegal and there are no

spending limits for individual campaigns.

"The student senate does not allocate cam-

paign funds to candidates for Board of

Governors or Residential Comittee seats.

"All I can say is that (write-in candidates)

better make themselves visible," Ordway
said. If candidates have nicknames or

names that are difficult to spell they had
better clarify them since only one version

of a name will be accepted during ballot

counting, she said.

Also, the ballot order for SGA presiden-

tial candidates was drawn yesterday in the

senate office. The order of candidates'

names as they will appear on the ballot for

the March 7 and 8 elections include Siobhan

Powers-Fran Hegeler, Eric Mann-Ron
Lipof, Charlene Allen-Tom Ahem and

David Groom.

VALUABLE COUPONS
FRIED CLAM PLATE BREAKFAST

SPECIAL
Half pound of clam strips lightly breaded and fnec

golden brown Served with vegetable and choice of

baked or fivnch fntd potatoes PLUS CUP OF
CLAM OR CORN CHOWDER.

coupon good Xhni 3/2/83

I C
P\

I

I

I

2 for »8.49 j

2 EGGS
2 PANCAKES

»• pr«$«ni coupon when ordering

WITH THIS COUPON |C

2 STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE

WITH THIS COUPON

2 FOR $3.99
Please present coupon when o-rtennp

SERVED ALL DAY ANYTIME
cc pen good thru J i "ii

I

HOURS:

Sun. -Thurs.

7a.m. to 3a.m.

Fri. & Sat.

24 Hours

eating plaff
CAMPUS SHOPPING PLAZA
RT€. 9. HAOLI{Y. 256-6809

STOP A SHOP

SENIOR CITIZEN

DISCOUNTS
2-5P M 20%

ALL OTHER TIMES

10% .

Does nci apply

to Speci.i!^
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Katfood

By Mark Rollins

DRUGS,

Pe.p+0-

ROCK&ROLL

By ARK
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis

rUOULD SOMEONE PLEASE

Ianswer problem 4>4 . . .

\WM K^WT VOU! IN THE BftCK

Row, WITH THE HAT.

1IlElL..AH..FmST YOU SPREAD^
THE COV MANURE EVENLY.. AH.

.OVER l)A WHOLE FIELD..TMEN..AH..

, I'OUTRINGTOTELLmE
[THIS IS ifrmaMMH ^r\Xi

\N0T BASIC MANURE.. AH. .

sphere's STOCKBRIDGE HAlC^

'fcr*'^'''^^^ H

After The Fall By R.Miller

\T SetfflS LIKE You THINK IT'S

|MPoRT/\»/T. it's NOT AM IMSvja
TOH«sV6 PeoPLt TWMKV*j'ft£.
(iAY, YiSOKjJOV*),

it's MoT
Trt«,T/ IT'i JOiT THAT I

Don't wmjt cqctaikj
xto^ct to •joT cof^Koe*
(V^C f^oR ontTAlNJ *6T\viT1€S'

SEX^WS? -mtY THINK I'Nl

CrAV.

CROSSWORD
Edited by Mart«rel Farrar and Ttiidr Jaffc

CIWJ \m» AmHn IMan S>ii4tc.w

ACROSS 53 "Ivanhoe

"

23 Scantling

1 Appoint maiden 24 Calf or lamb
5 Typ«oftyp«: 55 Table spread delicacy

Abbf 56 Sign of 26 Old oath
9 Occurrences. success 27 Vex

old style 59 Zone 28 Tip

13 Cognizant 60 Montana range 29 Mesabi material

15 Creche 63 Knotted 30 Musician
figures 64 Major additive Williams

16 Biblical King 65 Sill< fabric 32 Chaucer worK
17 Symtjol of envy 66 St Louis bridge 33 My country
19 Waste fiber 67 Peter was one of thee
20 aboard! 68 Poi source 34 Queenly name
21 Fury 35 Aachen one
22 Counterfeit: 36 Rambler

Prefix 39 Moisture
24 Basted DOWN 42 Niblicl^

25 British 1 Goddardagcy 44 Ethereal fluids

whitewails 2 G 1 offense of the gods
26 Attracts 3 Logger stool 47 Enraged
29 Magnum 4 Slip 48 Water wheel
31 Most mature 5 Impression 49 Popular material

33 Slanderer 6 Bandaged 50 Terra

37 Helm position 7 Wharton s The 51 Do a tailors

38 Word of of |ob

farewell Innocence' 52 Disappointing

40 Thalia's 8 Speech feature mark
sister 9 Fragrant vine 54 Aid

41 SIIKsand 10 Love, on the 56 Shore bird

satins Loire 57 Din

43 Compares 1 1 Deadly sin 58 Holy Roman
45 MaKetea 12 Sights on the Emperor
46 Kind of call countryside 61 Verbal

47 Emcee s spiel 14 Emergence contraction

50 Secrete 18 Unrefined 62 Road problem

1 i 4

1

S T- 7 ^

1

9 to 11 17

13 T4 15 16

17

1P

1*

W ^71
^^^^^H?4

i1
39

i

75

n V ;t

pp 3631

I
44

37

1 57

40

41 4?

50

^^^^45

P1
61

46

ppi5«
47 1 4i 49

P
S3

1

55

i9

1
63 64 65

W 67

!!_

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

VlOlLlGiA
weather

Partly cloudy today, highs

30 to 35 with northwest
winds 10-15 m.p.h. Becom-
ing cloudy tonight, lows 20
to 25. Chance of snow
tomorrow, high in the low
30s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Pork Fried Rice

DI^fNER

Simmered Corned Beef

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce,

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Vegetable Fried Rice

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce
Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

Interested in news reporting?

Come find out how real professionals do it

The Collegian is offering an introductory

reporting workshop facilitiated by a

UMass graduate who now works for the

nation's largest wire service.

TONIGHT: 7:30 p.m., Dukes Room, Student Union

With Joe Quinlan of the Associated Press

The workshop is free and open to anyone
interested. Collegian staff reporters and
new correspondents are especially en-

couraged to attend.

••. *^.«. • •

^'^hi\
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air

Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air

Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the

most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the

responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-

portunities. If you're a nursing professional or

about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY
OF LIFE

For More Details Call Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen & SoDhmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 546-2137

What Do...

Muhamm«d AM
Jack Andarson

Usee Atimov

M*l Blanc

Julian Bond

Art Buchwald

Eldridga Cleaver

Barry Comfnoner

Judith Crist

Rev Naughty

AnQcIa Davia

Mra WEB Ouboia

ZiMah Etnstem

Danial Ellabwo

Bette Fnedan

Buckmmstar Fuller

Dick Qr*oory

Gus Hati

Michaal Harrington

Gid-Scott Heron

Huk>«rt Humphray
Russell Johnson

Tad KanfHKty

A/^O^

Have In Common ??

A 9reot of Me

They were all brought to speak

by the Distinguished Visitors Program

Would you like to become involved

with this Committee?

Come To The D.V.P. Introductory Meeting

JV2Monday, Feb. 28, 1983 Rm 804-8 CO. 7:00 p.m.

Refreshments Served

presents

LASER PHOTO ART
Poster Size

20"x 24"

4.00 each

d for i 0. • •

Feb. 23, 24, & 25

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

In Front of the

^,UmVERSITY
iSTORE^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadlir^e is 3:46 two day* prior to publication day

Cash in advance •15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phor>e nunriber FREE

iCollegian is

AUDIO

Panaaonic AM-FM 8-track stereo,
phono & speekers 60$ &-track tapes 21 ee
6^186

AUTO FOR SALE

67VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-BB18 leeve meesage

71 Ford Torino AM/FM stereo feir cond.
»300 or BO Diane 263-8463

1073 Plym Qrrtd Cp. 96000m AC, stereo &
more must sell XWt 649-6877 Joe aft 6

For aala 1970 Ford Torino - 46,000 original

miles needs woric - 1600 or BO call 546-3600
before 6:00 54fr4126 after 6:00 ask for Dan

1970VW Squareback functtonat transpor-

tation. Mechenlcaliy & strucurslly sound.
t360 finn. Can be seen on campus.
2660647 evenings

73 Pontlac Grand AM 4 door cruise con-
trol climate control bucket seets excellent
condltton $800 or BO 82,000 miles 649-2786
evenings

Brand-new Holly 900 4-berrel carborator

retails for $225 must sell $100 or BO call

649-6686 after 11:00

1967 Saab 96 (Monte Cario Edition)

$500. Call Sam 774-5962 1-5 PM or leave

messege

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professionel bellydencer
for most unusual gift Thereza 253-7822

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Interested in the Bottwood Project?
Recruitment meeting Wed. Feb. 23 at 7 PM
ln804CC

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, cering
humanist No connection U Mass. First

seeslon free. Allan Black, 253-5036

COUNSELORS

Association of independent Camps
seeks qualified counselors fo 75 member
children's csmps in Northeast July and
August. Contact: Association of Indepen-

dent Camps (MA), 157 West 57th Street,

New Yort(, New Yortc, 10019 (212)582-3640

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break - Bernuida $289. Daytona
$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Staph 549-6320

DAYTONA BEACH

For Leee $99 Winter
greeks. Semis. Psul

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 266-0739

Megician - The Greet Charies will entertain
at any occask)n cell Bruce 649-1177 after

PM

FOR RENT

Deytone Beech Spring Breek
Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston
-DsytOTM. 7 nights Remade Inn on the

beech Free cer rental deperts Mar 19

Seuqus Trevel 617-233-8192. 617-289-6221

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS

The Rve Coiige Chapter of EMT's will

sponsor s seminar this Thursday Feb 24 en-

titled "The Leegel lmplicatk>ns of Emergen-
cy Medical Care" Speaker: Thomas C.
Grassia, Esquire, REMT-A. Dickenson Hall

(UMPD BIdg.) Room 112 at 6:30 pm sharp.

Approved bv OEMS for 3 CEU hours.

ENTERTAINMENT

Profeeeional DJs
Speciail Dorms,
649-4406

with another
549-1430

June 1 fall option Kathy

Amherst Center 1 bedroom apt $325/mn
available immediately 256-6402

FOR SALE

^QUDl<yMnt^^^|r^^^nehlOuse Apt.

IC2 Skiis For Sele $50 or 80 interested?
call Margie 256^12
Nikon FE for sele with 50f1.8 and 136
telephoto $375 or 80 call Scott 263-7466

Ski Boots 2 psir: Raichle Freestyle & Nor-
dice. Both new, both size 10. BO Call Scott

@ 549-6101

Urge wood etove $200 253-3931

Need iuggege for Spring Break? Special
design (CIAOI) bags various colors and
styles call Jodi 546-9661

Computer for sale. Synertek Systems
SYM-1 computer kit. New never been us-
ed. Very versatile. Asking $190 call Ron at
549-6999

Tickete for Eric Clepton's only NE show
best offer 546-8682 keep trying

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmosphere, 12

Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

The Commuter Aree Government has

two job openings. These positions are

work-study at 15/hours/wk. Freshperson,

sophomore or junior undergraduete prefer-

red. To apply, stop by 404 Student Union
9:00-5:00 pm M-F. We are an Affirmative

Action Equal Opportunity Employer. Third

World, women and non-treditional

students encpouraged to apply. Deedline is

Februery 23.

Like dancing? I need e pertnerl Pleese cell

586-3379 Amy
Selee Reps Wented Need extra cash?

Setf-motiveted? Want to set your own
hours? Be your own boss. Become a sales

representative for ARK Student Bedding,

Inc. Income potential is up to you. Must
have own phone. For further information

write: ARK Student Bedding, Inc. P.O. Box
534 Wenham, Massachusetts 019B4

INSTRUCTION

Know your cer. Basic Auto Mechanics

Worttshop. Classroom theory -^ shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2096

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Cheteeu 546-8161

Lighter gold color lost in Thompson Hell

sentimentel value $10.00 REWARD 6-8813

Nevy blue and white ski gloves cell

Jackie 666-2463

Blue five-eubject notebook, outside Cof-

fee Shop 11:30 Friday 18th. Very important

notes. Pleese cell 1-532-1588. Reward

Aspen Ski Coet end Keys sentimentel

velue smell reward call Rich 546-7878

Keycaae brown N Plees Street 2/7; chess

set Bluewell 2/15 Pleese call 549-0038

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Worke 283-6676 263-6766^<^
1 -rr;

f»e*»*»i»ff«»«r».*»**« ** ^^^^^T^^^T^^^^*

i KnopiQcks

$6.00 ond up
L»Qth«r

Drl*fcQs#f

SOO.OO ond up
^

Mountain Farms Mall f
Flea market ^

t

DYNAMITE RECORDS
DUY SELL TRADE

RENT
Stor#s in Amh#rst ^
ond Northompton >

3
•n i UUl

9

MUSICIANS WANTED

Lyriciet. voceilst seeks musiciens for

forrnetion of rock n' roll bend Shewn
256-8938

PERSONALS

Stop Fee increeeeel The student senate
will hold heerings on next yeers student

fees. Come voice your concerns Mon 14th

CC 101 7 pm Tues 15th CC804 4-7 pm
UMMB - 1962 pictures are herel Pick them
up this week, 4^ p.m., in Chepel

DAN JOYCE from BCHI call Suzi 6-6048

Heppy Birthdey Suel Today's your day so
live it upl Hove a good one love ye. Dee,

Lee & Grunge

Scott - DJ's csn reelly dance - thenks for

en F2 time over the notch - 4th floor SA
Sigme Alphe Mu wants you to attend an
Open Rush tonight et 8:00 p.m., 396 North

Pleessnt St. Come see what fret irnity life is

like

Ail Umess men are invited to an Open
Rush st EAM, tonight at 8:00 pm 395 N
Pleessnt St

Lesblsn/Gey Dence Saturday February
26 9-2 am 10th floor CC 2$ admission call

The People's Gay Alliance at &-0154 for

HDore info

COMSTU CLUB MEETING
today

Machmer E 37
4:00 PM

NImbo - wow - it has been a long time
since I have heard that I Ten years of many
crazy, happy, eventful, confusedl?)
B-days. Hope that this one is unique—aren't
they the most funi? Happy 22-Love-La
Jeune Fille de Paris. P.S. Let's celebrate in

P^?

Go Down with someone you know £r

trust

luxury hotels, no hidden costs Et no BS
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Spring Break 83

UMees Ski Club Goes Down 546-3437

PHI MU DELTA RUSH

Phi Mu Delte is holding rush on Thursday,

feb 24 beginning at 7:30 pm come see a

fraternity that is more then an extension of

the t}oy scouts. The location: 14 Elm Street

call 256-6802

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

DIssertetions, Theees, Cesee. Pepers,
guaranteed acceptence, low retes, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY
~

Subjects needed, ages 17 -25, who have
lost a parent 1 - 5 years ago, to participate

in an interview study about bereavement.
Experimental credits availeble. Call

549-4418 AM or PM, or leave a note at

Tobin Hall room 603, with your phone no.

£t when to call.

RESUME WRITING

Professlonel/Confldentlel/Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
efter 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Millers Fells Thur eves 5

PM shere expenses call Holly st Outdoor

Center of New Englend 669-3926

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femele wented to share Ig bedroom spt

$150 inci 6664980

One bedroom in three bedroom So.
Amherst house call Patrick 253-3124

Roommate wented $115/month Feb

1̂ j^̂ ^j»^; ĴkJm»»»i>»<>»&»0

pakl for Brittany Manor heat hot water inc.

on bus route with tennis courts cell Jamie
John or Mike 253-5606 keep trying

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor
-english composition and grammar
reesoneble retes 6-9289

Your typewriter or mine? Accurate,
relieble. $1/pege Kitty 6-7302

Reletionship difficultiee? Anxieties?
Depression? Try en off-campus weekly
therspy group. Open house Sat 26, AM call

256-8814

SPRINGBREAK
~

Deytone Beech $269 Merch 19-26 Round
trip jet and hotel directly on the beach I

Montreal $59 plus tax and service. March
19-21; 26-28 round trip deluxe motor coach
3 days/2 nights in the Quality Inn

downtown includes welcome party. Alsol

Half-price Delta Airiines couponsi

TRAVEL
~

Florida direct by van. 3/19-27. $148. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

Daytona Beach - Spring Break - March
18-27. Party down tjy motorcoach, free

beer party, oceanfront accomodations $165
plus tax Er services. For more info call

Kathie or Robin @ 256-0551

Bermuda - $315 includes everything - call

256-6941 after 6

Experience the Keys Key West, Fla.

Spring Break March 19-26

Hotel only $159, w/motor coach $299
tax 8- gratuities included

for more info call 549-5969
If you're going down go all the weyl

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
to

Ft. Lauderdale Spring Break 83

8 days 7 nights luxurious hotel

on Ft. Lauderdale strip with parties

at: "The BuHon", "THe Camdy Store"

"Summers" "Area Code 302" "Dallas"

"Art Stocks Playpen" etc. etc. etc.

Hotel only w/motor coach w/jet

$149 $275 $369
tax Et gratuities included

non-memt)ers welcome
for more info call 547-3437

Ski the worid's best powder. Utah! Trip

includes: round trip airfare 7 - nights lodg-

ing at Temple Square HotI 5-day all Utah lift

ticket free rental car with unlimited mileage

all taxes and services. All for $479.(X) con-

tact UMass Ski Club 545-3437

UMass Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20-25

Stowe. Ski club cepitel of the Eest.

Only $159 includes: transportation, hot

tub party, beer Et wine parties, 5 day
lift ticket, all taxes Et gratuities Et much,
much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 546-3437

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst, 256-0710

Apt Mete Northwood Apts own room,
two bdrm apt 160.00 rent 665-3633 aft 5 pm

. Help $60 rewerd for helping me by your

parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Three Bedroom Puffton or
Townehouse to rent from June on Sue
546-7393

Refrlgeretor dormsize cell Sun after 5 PM
6-1019

Two or three bedroom Puffton to rent

from June till August call Letty 546-7464

Time Furniture

Ewr Sunday { L_ThomesMaj1kBt^'» —.»—.—«—.w^

W€€KeMDGR

"STEAK MENU"

*$!^^^ *'

'M'MM
1 * Amherst
1 1 Chinese

1 5 Foods
^ * BMtKlandarin Food

'^ 1 5

«-M Main St.

Amn#f9t
*| «

Closed Wednesdeye

WE DO NOT USE MSG
'S t OR ARTIFICIAL
• ' % COLOR
- > % W« UM FRESH

* Vsgstabisa from j

? Our 0«vn Fann i

% BEER fr WINE LICENSE ]

k SUNDAY BRUNCH \

. ^^ - 4* ' ' ALL YOU CAN FAT <
•crvcA. 1

$6.96
^^mmmmmt

'' '
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UMass men's volleyball team will practice 1:00

p.m. Sunday at Boyden. Old and new members
are invited. For more information call Dave Si-

meone 6-5093.
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It is time to go hunting
for Dukes at the Cage

By JIM FLOYD
Collefrian SUff

Believe what you want. Regardless of

how modern this world is, monsters do ex-

ist.

Some monsters are wicked and evil and
lay in wait to devour unsuspecting human
beings; sometimes whole groups of people

at a time.

The University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team has run into its share of

monsters so far this season. There were big

ferocious ones down in West Virginia and
New Jersey and small tricky ones at Nor-

theastern University. The monsters hurt

our valiant warriors and cost them
precious basketball games.

But, the Curry Hicks Cage has a monster

of its own. It hides all over campus for

much of the week, waiting, plotting, sear-

ching for hew ways to hinder visiting teams
in their quest for a Cage victory.

The monster has 10,000 eyes and 5,000

mouths and, although it doesn't breath fire,

it can make things pretty interesting dur-

ing home basketball games on the UMass
campus.

If there is to be a late season pick for

most valuable player on the Minuteman
squad, the nod should go to the UMass fans

who have stood faithfully and loudly by

their team even though its record has not

been a very good one.

"I can't thank them (the fans) enough,"

said head coach Tom McLaughlin.
"They're 100 percent behind us. I really

want to do well because of the students."

Being behind the Minutemen has meant
that, in the past four home games, three

have been sellouts (with people turned

away at the door no less) and the fourth

was a near capacity crowd in the middle of

a long weekend.
The Curry Hicks Cage has been an in-

timidating place for visiting teams to play

in, and they haven't fared too well. The
UMass hoopsters are 6-3 at home so far

this season and the monster has con-,

tributed.

"It's totally different in the lockerroom

when we play here," said McLaughlin.

"They (the players) really want to play

when they're at home."

The players believe in themselves when
they play at home, according to

McLaughlin. They play tough hard-nosed

basketball for themselves and for their

fans.

And when they play in the Cage, the

monster is their's not the other team's.

The monster will be expected to rise to

the occasion tonight at 7:30 p.m. when the

Dukes of Duquesne University come to

town in what will amount to a big Atlantic

Ten matchup for the Minutemen.
UMass now controls its own destiny in

regard to whether or not they can pull

ahead of the University of Rhode Island in

the East Division race. URI and UMass
each have two conference victories apiece

but the Rams are one game behind in the

loss column with nine compared to the

Minutemen's eight.

Duquesne is coming off a victory over

Penn State this weekend and will be look-

ing to avenge a loss that the Minutemen
gave them the last time these two clubs

met in the Cage during the 1981-82 season.

On a positive note for UMass, Donald
Russell, who hurt his back against URI and
was forced to sit out the St. Peter's game,
should be back in the lineup tonight.

Russell has been undergoing treatment to

alleviate the pain in his back. As was evi-

dent in the loss to St. Peter's, he is a very

necessary link in the Minuteman machine.
And so the monster rises again tonight

but come on down and don't be scared. The
monster is you.

Herschel Walker a pro
ATHENS, Ga. A? — Heisman Trophy

winner Herschel Walker, declared
ineligible to play at Georgia in his senior

season, signed a contract Wednesday with
the New Jersey Generals of the United
States Football League that will make him
football's richest player.

"He's a millionaire right now," said Jack
Manton Walker's attorney, just outside

Walker's apartment in Athens. "It's the

highest contract ever in pro footb&U history

by far."

Manton said he could not disclose details

of the contract, but said various news media
reports were close. Asked if the $16.5

million figure reported earlier was ac

curate, Manton replied, "It could be more,
it could be less."

USFL Commi.ssioner Chet Simmons, at a

news conference in Orlando, Fla., promised

that Walker's signing was not a precursor

to a wholesale raid on collegians "because it

was a special circumstance."

While the furor over Walker's banish-

ment from collegiate football g^ew in this

Southern grid iron bastion, the National

Football League dropped a bombshell of its

own in New York.

An NFL spokesman said Walker's at-

torney approached the league overnight

"and asked if we were interested in signing

Herschel and placing him in a franchise city

of his choice."

"For over 50 years, the NFL has had

rules pertaining to eligibility and the draft

that we believe to be in the best interests of

colleges, players and professional football,"

the spokesman said. "We have no intention

of waiving them for Herschel Walker."

Minutemen football update
By KEVIN DELUCA

Coiicin*" SUff

Tired of the winter sports scene? Do you

long for America's favorite spectator sport

in its purest form — college football? If so,

this article is the next best thing to an ac-

tual game — a summary of the University

of Massachusetts footbal program's
recruiting season.

After a season which saw an injury-

plagued defense often let down a Pearson-

led offense, Coach Bob Pickett and his staff

succeeded in landing many defensive stan-

douts.

UMass recruited four potential

linebackers, some with National Football

League size.

Bruce Strange, All Western Mass as a

sophomore, will be bringing his con-

siderable talent and bulk (230 pounds) to

Alumni Stadium along with another

massive linebacker, the 238 pound Tom
Krawszyk. The latter may also play

noseguard.

Pat Keough, Billy Wise Award wmner
for the Chitstanding Player in Western
Massachusetts, and all-around athlete Mike
Moran are also projected as linebackers.

On offense, with the emphasis now
shifted from the departed Pearson's legs to

quarterback Jim Simeone's arm, the ac-

quisition of wide receivers was a necessity.

That need has been filled by football-

trackmen Scott Brown (a soon to be con-

verted quarterback) and New Yorker Tom
Cioppa.

Stan Kaczorowski can fill spots if need

be. An offensive lineman, Kaczorowski can

also kick, a fact attested to by his 53 yard

field goal. With the departure of senior

placekicker Bob Ross, Kaczorowski's leg

could prove to be very helpful indeed.

Another fine addition to the offensive

line corps is Peter Montini, reputed to be

"the best offensive lineman in

Connecticut."

"We are very happy with the quality and

depth of our recruits," said Pickett.

One can hardly wait for next fall and the

return of Minutemen football.

John Hempel drives to the basket during Saturday night's win
against Rhode Island at the Cage.

They give it up for Lenten
By RUSS WHINNEM

Collegian SUff

As the Easter season approaches,

Christians around the world are currently

celebrating the pre-holiday Lenten
season, giving something up until Easter

Sunday.

The sports world likewise has been af-

fected and below are some of these

"sacrifices." Be cautioned that some may
not last the entire forty days.

Pete Peeters has, for at least a short

time, given up his superhuman displays,

proving, that yes, he is mortal.

Frank "The Animal" Fletcher gave up

his title shot with Marvin Hagler by losing

to Wilfred Skypcion last week. Wilfred

Skypcion may give up his boxing career

after fighting Marvelous Marvin in said ti-

tle shot.

The college pollsters have given up try-

ing to figure out who is really number one

in NCAA basketball, because every time

they rank a team there, that team promp-

tly gets knocked off.

The Philadelphia 76ers seem to have

given up losing. This is one "sacrifice"

that the Boston Celtics and all their

followers hope won't last long.

The Houston Rockets (bet you thought

I'd say Cleveland) and the Pittsburg

Penguins have given up winning.

Many Boston sports fans wish Hayward
Sullivan and Buddy Leroux would give up

the Red Sox.

In an early Lenten project The Miami
Dolphins gave up nearly 150 yards to John
Riggins who in turn evolved them into an

MVF' award and a Super Bowl champion-

ship.

And finally, as if you could stand

anymore, on April 2, one day before the

end of Lent, the NBA players may give up

pro basketball

Go scuba diving with DEEP

How would you like to spend a week
scuba diving in the Florida Keys during
spring break and earn college credit for it?

Project DEEP at UMass., in Key Largo,
Florida worth two credits in (General

Physical Education. The March 20-26

course is open to all students, certified or

not. Students wishing to attend who are

not certified must also participate in a Pro-

)ect DEE^ Pre^oourse Training session

scheduled to start the week of March 7th.

' .
•<

. . ;i V'l;:' .'1. i.iJes lodging, 3
meals a day prepared by a professional
cook, instruction, and boat charters in-

cluding tank and weight belt rental. A
general meeting and slide show will be held
on Friday March 4th in Curry Hicks room
10 at 7 p.m. for anyone wishing to go on the
trip.
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Gubernatorial

entourage here

next week
By KEN BAZINET

ColleffUn Staff

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, Lt. (Jov John Kerry, and six

cabinet members are scheduled to speak at and chair

several workshops during the Western Massachusetts

Economic Development Conference to be held next

Thursday at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Dukakis will address an open meeting at 1:30 in the

Student Union Ballroom and plans to discuss his entire

budget proposal for fiscal year 1984, Sarah Parsons, a

press aide said yesterday. Dukakis is also scheduled to

speak briefly during the opening session at 10 a.m.

Kerry is scheduled to aiddress the federal perspective of

economic development during an open session at 10 a.m.

The Dukakis cabinet members scheduled to speak include

Evelyn Murphy, secretary of Economic Affairs, who will

chair a workshop on economic development; Frederick

Salvucci, secretary of Transportation, who will chair a

transportation workshop; Amy Anthony, secretary of

Communities and Development, who will chair a workshop

on community development. Other Cabinet members
include Sharon PoUard, secretary of Energy, James
Hoyte, secretary of Environmental Affairs and Paula Gold,

secretary of Consumer Affairs, who will co-chair a

workshop on energfy and the environment. All workshops

are open to the public.

This is the second regional meeting Dukakis has planned

since his return to the statehouse in January, Jaymie

Chernoff, special assistant for Economic Development at

UMass, said yesterday. Chernoff met yesterday with

Dukakis staff persons to arrange the Governor's itinerary.

Dukakis held his first regional meeting at Southeastern

Massachusetts University in January and has said he will

meet with mayors, community leaders and residents from

all sections of the state throughout 1983.

Chernoff said she expects between 300 to 600 par-

ticipants in the conference based on figures passed siD to

her by the Dukakis people. She said the Chancellor's

Working Group on Economic Development, of which she is

member, wants to act as a community leader in arranging

the conference.

She said the University is not in the same competitive

spectrum that many cities and towns lie in and can

maintain an objective perspective.

"The Governor will have the opportunity to look at the

economic prospects of the region," Chernoff said, "and (the

University) will let people know what is going on here."

CollcKiMi photo bv Jim Power*

Daryl Elliott hangs a banner in protest of U.S. involvement in El Salvador across the front en-

trance of the Hampshire County Courthouse in Northampton yesterday. Elliott and others

demonstrated yesterday as 18 co-patriots were in a pre-trial hearing for charges stemming from a

demonstration at the Northampton Army Recruiting Office last month.

Court picketed by defendants
By DAVID B. MINER

Callcflu Stmff

Eighteen persons arrested for taking part in a Jan. 25

protest and occupation at the Northampton Army
recruiting station had their day in court yesterday both

inside the courtroom and outside on the street as

Hampshire County District Court Judge Richard Connon

continued all charges against them until April 18.

Prior to their scheduled 9 a.m. appeeirance in Nor-

thampton District Court before Judge Connon, the

protesters and their supporters hung a "U.S. Out"

banner across the main door of the courthouse and

conducted an informational picket on the sidewalk.

Organizers Peter Bohmer and Liesel Tyson said the

purpose of the picket was to inform the general public on

human rights conditions in El Salvador which they claim

have not improved despite President Reagan's recent

annnouncement to the contrary.

Bohmer and Karen Flemion, also arrested last

January, were the only two University of Massachusetts

students arrested in the January protest. They belong to

the UMass-based Western Mass. Latin America

Solidarity Committee. Other protesters were members of

the Northampton Committee on Central America.

"If one makes a decision to break the law, one must be

willing to pay the price," said Mike Cavesco, one of the

defendants.

Inside the courtroom, the "Northampton 18" did just

that. There were no dramatics or Perry Mason-style

questions. The Northampton 18 submitted to "sufficient

facts to warrant a finding of guilty."

Assistant District Attorney Rosemary Tarantino asked

Judge Connon to continue the case without a finding for

four months and to charge each defendant $25 in costs to

the City of Northampton.
Defense attorney Chuck DiMare of the UMass Legal

Services Office and Meade Burrons of the Pioneer

Chapter of the National Lawyers GuUd argued for a

continuance of one month and five hours of community

service work for each defendant.

In making the recommendation, Burrons attempted to

read a statement which the judge interrupted.

"That is a political statement. I will not use this

courtroom for your political beliefs. This is a court of law

and this is not the place to air your poUtical views,"

Connon said.

One of the defendants said, "There doesn't seem to be a

platform anywhere on which we can air our views."

Replied the judge, "There doesn't seem to be any in El

Salvador either." This brought a round of applause from

the defendants.

Flanked on one side by the Am.erican Flag, the state

flag on the other. Judge Connon handed down his

decision: "These cases are continued until April 18, 1983.

I will not order any costs to be paid to the City of Nor-

thampton, nor will I order any community service. Note

that April 18th is Patriot's Day."

Rapist sentenced to four life terms
By TAMI BORTON

Coll«KiM Staff

Robert L. Manning was sentenced to life imprisonment

yesterday by hampshire Superior Court Judge John F.

Murphy, Jr. for the kidnapping, rape and beating of a

19-year-old Hampshire College student in April.

Murphy imposed four life sentences, to be served con-

currently, at Walpole State Prison for four counts of ag-

gravated rape and two sentence of eight to 10 years for

the charges of kidnapping and a.'^sault with a dangerous

weapon, said June Thibodo, cierK oi courts.

The incident occured last April 19 when the woman was

abducted by Manning and his brother. Lawrence, on the

Hampshire College campus. She was repeatedly raped and

beaten by the brothers while dnving through Amherst and

South Hadley in a brown van. Thibodo said.

The victim testified that the two men approached her in

their van asking directions at 3 p.m. the day of the inci-

dent. They returned a few minutes later and asked her to

write down the directions. While she was doing so. they

forced her into the van from behind.

She was hit over the head with a plastic pipe, causing a

wound which required 13 stitches. The brothers repeated-

ly raped her while exchanging places in the van.

"After the crimes were committed, the brothers drove

the woman to a remote area, where she convinced the men

she would not report the incident to the police," said

Michael Ryan, aistrict attorney.

A person sentenced to life is eligible for parole after 15

years.

"Our office felt Manning should not be eligible until he is

50, or for 23 years," Ryan said. For that reason, Ryan call-

ed for concur»-ent terms of between 35 and 50 years, mak-

ing him eligible for parole in 23 years, when two-thirds of

the sentence would have been served.

The sentences imposed by Judge Murphy exceeded the

Superior Court's sentencing guidelines, which would have

made the maximum sentence 13 years, Ryan said. "When
a judge exceeds his guidelines, he must put his reasons in

writing. Murphy felt, as I do, that if the victim was not so

resourceful and brave, she would have been killed by the

brothers," Ryan said.

Manning was convicted for the crimes on February 17

by a jury consisting of eight men and four women.
Lawrence Manning was determined incompetent to

stand trial and is presently undergoing treatment at the

Bridgewater state prison psychiatric institution.

He was recommended for a year of treatment, at which

point he will be evaluated, Ryan said. If he is still unable to

scand trial, he will return to Bridgewater.

Lawrence Manning faces three charges of aggravated

rape, one charge of kidnapping, one charge of assault with

a dangerous weapon and assault with the intent to

murder. Ryan said.

Photo by Nick Moodio*

Keith Burrell, a senior plant and soil science

major, Alls containers with water and nutrients

for hydroponic plants in the Bowditch
Greenhouse.
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Reagan policy rewarding
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan said yesterday his domestic policies

"are beginning to bring rich rewards," and

he applauded the decline in oil prices as

"more good news for the world economy."

The president acknowledged that the

drop in oil prices may cause short-term

problems for some oil-exporting nations.

But he said that in the long run, the price

decUne will spur economic recovery and

"free vast amounts of real resources that

previously had been devoted to energy."

Reagan made his comments in a speech

televised from the White House to

audiences in Washington, London, Tokyo

and Zurich. Switzerland, that were

assembled by Newsweek magazine to mark

its 50th anniversary.

The president said: "As the winter snows

melt in many parts of America, we're

seeing that these policies are beginning to

bring rich rewards. A new vibrancy is

evident in our economy."

He cited increases in consumer spending

and housing sales.

In the transcript of an interview with a

gjoup of reporters which the White House
released yesterday, the president said he

still does not believe the economic recession

began after he took office, as the National

Bureau of Economic Research, a private

think tank in Cambridge, Mass., which

charts such matters, contends.

"We're going to stick with our con-

servative proposals for recovery and hope

we'll be happily surprised," Reagan said.

As for the recession, which most
economists agree ended recently, Reagan
said:

"I still refuse to say that we've had a

separate recession — '79, '80 and another

one in '81 . It's the same recession.

OPEC price cut nixed
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) - Saudi

Arabia held last-ditch talks with Libya

yesterday in an effort to forge a new oil

price reduction agreement within OPEC.
But informed sources said the Saudis were

growing increasingly skeptical of reaching

an accord and might boycott an emergency

meeting of the cartel.

Oil Minister Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani

met for 2 '4 hours at his office with the

Libyan minister, Kamel Hassan Maghur.

Yamani later eluded reporters, and Maghur
said he had "no comment" on their

discussions.

Meanwhile. Venezuelan Energy Minister

Humberto Calderon Berti conferred in

Paris with his counterparts from Kuwait,

Algeria and Mexico. Mexico, which is not an

OPEC member, called for intesification of

contacts among OPEC and non-OPEC
producers to avoid an all-out price war.

The Saudis are believed to be trying to

rally the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries, and other producers,

around a new base price of $30 a barrel — a

$4 cut.

They are facing dissension from some of

their gulf Arab allies, who are reported

demanding immediate action. There also is

opposition from what the Saudis describe as

a number of noncommitted OPEC states,

including Iran and Libya as well as Nigeria

and Ecuador, which already have broken

the $34 base.

Informed sources said the Saudis may not

attend any new OPEC meeting, unless an

agreement is assured of passing.

"The current negotiations in Riyadh are

the last chance to save what can be saved"

for OPEC and the world economy, said the

leading Saudi newspaper Al-Riyadh. The
paper said the "first wave of recession" in a

price war would inundate all oil producers.

AP Laaerpboto

Michael Woodmansee, left, and his lawyer confer during a Rhode

Island Super Court hearing yesterday. Woodmansee was sentenced to a

50-year life sentence for the 1975 slaying of a 5-year-old boy.

Killer saved child's bones
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, R.I. (AP) - An

unemployed amateur actor, who kept the

bones of a 5-year-old in his bedroom,

pleaded guUty yesterday to charges he

killed the fair-haired neighbor boy who

disappeared eight years ago.

Michael E. Woodmansee, 24, of South

Kingstown was sentenced to 50 years in

prison, with 10 years suspended, for

killing Jason Foreman. He pleaded guilty

to a reduced charge of second degree

murder, avoiding a grisly trial.

"The family wants to bury Jason,"

prosecutor Susan McGuirl told Superior

Court Judge Thomas H. Needham before

sentencing. "They want to lay him to

rest."

Needham agreed that "No purpose

would be served by a public trial of the

issues in this case."

Hundreds of volunteers and police

searched eight days for the freckle-faced,

blue eyed boy after he failed to come

home for supper May 18, 1975. Posters

carrying the boy's picture were sent

around the country by his parents, John

and Joice Foreman.

Bay state educators:

boost aid to schools
BOSTON — A legislative committee

heard from school administrators, teachers

and other speakers yesterday night who all

delivered the same message: boost state

aid to public schools in Massachusetts.

Most of the witnesses attacked the Bay
State's current level of state aid, which

ranks 39th in the country, and urged the

Joint Education Committee to push for the

state to pick up 50 percent of local educa-

tion costs.

TYoB year, the state supplied about $719

million in school funds, which covered 32

percent of the costs.

"I think it's clear to all of us that voters

who approved Proposition 2V2 were in-

terested in decreasing the reliance on pro-

perty taxes," state education Commis-

sioner John Lawson told the panel. "It was

not intended to lower the quality of educa-

tion or educational services provided to the

boys and girls of the Commonwealth.
"Yet in fiscal 1982, overall spending in

•dKK^ was reduced 6 percent."

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Duke to recommend
$7B state budget

BOSTON - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

will recommend a $7.36 billion state budget

next week for the year beginning July 1,

including gas and cigarette tax hikes to help

balance it, an administration source said

yesterday.

The source told The Associated Press

that Dukakis wiU propose an increase of

four cents in the cigarette tax, raising it to

25 cents per pack. But he also will

recommend repeal of the law setting

minimum prices for cigarettes, in the belief

that this will lower the retail price, through

competition, and compensate consumers for

the higher tax.

The budget message also will propose a

floor of 11 cents per gallon on the gas tax.

which now is 10 percent of the wholesale

price. The gas tax rose to 1 1 .6 cents in April

1981 . as petroleum prices were climbing but

has fallen steadily since to its current level

of 9.9 cents.

Duke 'II go to court

to stop bank drilling

WASHINGTON — Massachusetts Gov.

Michael Dukakis said yesterday that he

favors going to court to stop the next lease

sale for oil and gas drilling on Georges

Bank, now scheduled for March 29 in New
York City.

"We are now considering whether to go

to court. My feeUng is, we have to take

whatever action is appropriate to stop the

lease sale, but I want to talk to the attorney

general and come to some joint decision

before going ahead." Dukakis said.

In Boston, state Environmental Affairs

Secretary James S. Hoyte said he also

favored court action.

Dukakis said he personally rejected the

compromise worked out last week between

officials from the Interior Department and

the state. The compromise involved the

deletion of 41 environmentally sensitive

tracts from the next lease sale, which

originally consisted of 540 tracts.

State daycare policy

to undergo big shift

BOSTON — Gov. Michael S. Dukakis'

director of human resources promised a

"dramatic shift" in state day care policy

yesterday and said this will be reflected in

the governor's budget proposals next week.

Philip Johnston, Dukakis' staff adviser on

human services, cited the governor's "deep

support for day care in Massachusetts" at a

news conference called by the

Massachusetts Association of Day Care

Agencies, an industry group, and the

governor's advisory task force on day care.

The groups issued a report complaining

about low wages within the industry,

"inappropriate policy decisions by the

state," red tape and other problems.

Bellotti: Arson
is local problem
FRAMINGHAM — The state doesn't

have enough money to continue its arson

prevention and prosecution role, so com-

munities must help take over, says

Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti.

Addressing more than 200 police, fire and

insurance investigators at a conference on

arson strategy, Bellotti said Wednesday
that his office cannot continue the work it

has done since 1980 under the Com-
prehensive Arson Prevention and
Enforcement System. The state

Legislature didn't set aside $600,000

necessary to keep it going this year, he

said.

"We will teach you our key to success,

the attorney general said, "which has been

setting up the necessary groundwork to

prove that the crime of arson has been
committed, based on the only evidence

which is usually available, and that is

circumstantial evidence."

Bellotti said his investigators developed

extensive research into the causes of arson,

and will help community probers to identify

trouble spots.

Arms nominee says

he didn Y say 'sham

'

WASHINGTON - Arms control

nominee Kenneth Adelman denied under

oath yesterday that he ever called nuclear

arms reduction talks a sham, but the

journalist who quoted him as using the

word swore that he believes Adelman "is

not telling the truth."

Adelman, testifying for the third time
before the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee in his fight for confirmation,

said, "I do not recall making such a

statement at any time in my life."

He also said he did not remember ever

being interviewed by the journalist,

columnist Ken Auletta of the New York
Daily News.

DC'9 landing gear
delays Logan flight

BOSTON — An malfunctioning warning

light gave the crew and passengers of an

Eastern Airlines flight a brief scare

yesterday before the pilot and airport

officials figured out that the plane's landing

gear was functioning properly.

The DC-9 flight from Newark with 80

passengers and a crew of five landed at

Logan International Airport without in-

cident after a warning light indicated a

problem with the landing gear.

Clem Bion, operations officer at the

airport's control tower, said the light in the

cockpit sometimes falsely indicates that the

landing gear is not locked in place.
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Presidential race candidates rev engines
Southwest first step

for SGA campaign

By ROBERT STACK
CollcKisB Corrcapondcnt

The campaign for Student Government Association

(SGA) president was in full swing last night as three of

the four candidates spoke at the Southwest Area Govern-

ment meeting to present their platforms and respond to

questions.

Tom Ahem, speaking first for the AJlen-Ahem can-

didacy, proposed that the textbook annex monopoly be

broken as a means of lowering student fees.

"We have to save the students' money," Ahem said,

additng that he would like to work with faculty to reduce

book costs.

Ahem also proposed "a newsletter in every room" that

would lead to a more informed student body.

Ahem said he would initiate more activities for

students by working through the area goverments. Ask-

ed if this would mean more money for area govemments,

he said "if that's what the students want."

He also said he would initiate a student-nm bottle and

can redemption center on campus and voiced support for

rent control in Amherst.

Ron Lipof, representing the Lipof-Mann candidacy,

proposed a reorganization of the student senate but said

"I don't agree with cutting the number of senators." He
said he sought to involve students in governmental con-

cerns.

He proposed an extension of the SGA Hotline, revers-

ing the process to implement a task force to phone

students and get feedback.

Commenting on the Student Activities Trust Fund, he

proposed a closer scrutiny of student dollars.

"We want a breakdown of where the money goes,"

Lipof said.

Lipof also advocated a student sitting on the Board of

Regents.

Speaking for the Powers-Hegeler ticket, Fran Hegeler

SGA Presidential candidates Ron Lipof, Fran Hegeler, Siobhan Powers, Charlene Allen and

Tom Ahern respond to a question posed by a member of the Southwest Area Government.

emphasized senate reorganization along with improve-

ment of communication between area governments.

Hegeler wants "to cut the number of senators by one-

third" and wants senators to be elected by area. She said

40 senate seats (one-third of the senate) are now vacant.

She said some dorms are very active while others are

not and that the reorganization would make the senate

"more competitive."

Helegeler's running mate Siobhan Powers spoke of im-

proving the UMass image statewide, mentioning voter

turnout as an area where University students "could

really make an impact."

Candidate David Groom did not attend the fonun for

personal reasons.

The SWAG reps were encouraged to report to their

dorms on the candidates. In other business they moved tc

table a finance committee request for $350 for Students

Advocating Financial Aid^

Admissions proposal to be rehashed
By KEVIN BOWE

Collcfiui SUff

The much debated minimum admission standards for

the Commonwealth's public colleges and universities pro-

posed by the Board of Regents will face another public

hearing on Monday before the state legislature's Joint

Committee on Education.
.•.•-•."-•. '.•.•.•.•.•." !_•• ••••_•_••••••

• ••_•-•.•.•-•-<

Analysis
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In recent weeks the Regents have been backing off

their specific proposal to rely on SAT scores and

weighted class rank as the primary criteria for admission

into a public four year institution. This proposal has

received considerable opposition from minority groups

and educators since it was unveiled early in January.

Since that time the Regents held a public hearing on

the matter in early February and an educational con-

ference for public college presidents and Trustees a week
later. On both occasions stiff opposition to the specific

proposal was aired. Before these events the Regents

were planning to pass an admission plan in March said

Regents Chairman James Martin. After these events,

Martin said a plan would be passed in May.

The Regents now plan to ease up on the combined SAT
and class rank levels according to a report in the Boston

Sunday Ghbe. The use of class rank was critized by

University of Massachusetts President David C. Knapp,

who said the plan would bar students that had high SATs

but did not graduate in the top half of their high school

classes because of the competitive nature of the school.

The rift, between Knapp and Regents Chancellor John

B. Duff, which initially appeared wide, now appears to

have narrowed. Knapp and Duffs chief assistant Roger

Schinness ironed out several of their differences during

some late night socializing prior to the Regents education

conference, Schinness said.

"We must set our standards as wisely as we can and

give our talented students a fair chance to prove their

ability. Our standards must be within the reach of

students from all our communities. Standards should nor

discourage students from trying to succeed. They should

help us find the students who can succeed," wrote Knapp

in yesterday's Boston Globe.

SGA referendum
first in state for

FinAid proposal

Quartet opens can ofworms Sunday
By JIM FINKLE

CoUcfiui staff

Four distinguished faculty members may have potato

and pastry on their faces after they finish speaking at the

University of Massachusetts B'nai B'rith Hillel's debate

entitled "Latke vs. Hamantaschen."

The satirical debate, which is sponsored annually by

Hillel, is held to celebrate the Jewish holiday Purim.

"Purim is a spooky, fun, crazy kind of holiday," said Hillel

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

Perlmutter said that each year Hillel arranges to have

four University faculty members participate in the "com-

ic" debate.

Participants debate the strengths and weaknesses of the

hamantaschen and latke, two Jewish foods. The haman-

taschen is a three cornered pastry filled with either pop-

pyseeds, prunes, apples or apricots that is served on

Purim. The latke is a potato pancake traditionally served

on Hanukah with sourcream, applesauce or yogurt.

Debating for the latke will be Ellen Wolf, program coor-

dinator of the UMass internship office and Monroe Rabin,

a professor of physics and astronomy. Civil engineering

professor Mike Switzenbaum and sociology professor Rick

Tessler will speak on behalf of the hamantaschen.

Although the participants were hesitant to discuss their

presentations before the debate, they agreed to explain

the basic premises from which they would speak.

Wolf, who will present "The Potato Latke: Microchip of

the Future," said the potato latke represents an organiza-

tion called SPUD (Society for the Prevention of

Undesireable Desserts).

"That organization (SPUD) is dedicated to the future of

all mankind," she said. "It holds the secrets needed to see

into the future by virtue of its eyes."

Accordmg to Professor Rabin who will speak on: "The

Latke: Key to Modem cosmology", the latke was respon-

sible for the creation of the big bang theory in the same

way the apple was responsible for the discovery of gravity

when it dropped upon Isaac Newton's head.

"Getting smacked in the face with a latke led to one of

our cosmological breakthroughs," Rabin said.

The hamantaschen, Rabin argues, rates second to the

latke. "Everything is wrong about it," he said. "It is the

wrong shape; it's the wrong consistency."

Professor Switzenbaum said he has collected evidence,

however, that will prove Rabin's statements false.

Switzenbaum will speak on "Isaac Hamantaschenseed:

The Johnny Appleseed of Purim."

"An unknown folk hero went around the country plan-

ting seeds for Jewish bakeries," Switzenbaum said.

"Some places they grew, some they didn't." While the

Jewish bakery grew extremely well in Brooklyn it was

stunted in Palm Beach, he added.

Professor Tessler praised the hamantaschen for its

foresightedness and criticized the latke for its lack of

substance. The latke, he said, is bitter while the haman-

taschen is sweet. Tessler will present, "Hamantaschen:

For Your Mental Health."

The holiday commemorates the triumph of the fictional

Queen Esther who convinced King Mordechi to save the

Jews from execution by evil Prime Minister Haman.
Traditionally a holiday of celebration and noise making,

Purim is considered a victory against anti-Semitism,

Perlman said.

By RICHARD NANGLE
Colkgimn sun

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst will be the

first college in the state to hold a referendum on the

funding of the newly formed State Student Association of

Massachusetts (SSAM).
Students will decide whether they want to support the

financial aid lobby with a mandatory one dollar fee on their

semester bills during the Student Government Association

(SGA) elections March 7 and 8. The Student Senate ap-

proved the referendum during its Wednesday night

meeting.

"There is a need to organize to protect student interests.

Students have no real input on the decision making level,"

said State Student Coordinator Michael Ferrigno.

Ferrigno said students should support the referendum

because an effective lobby will directly affect their ability

to finance their educations.

"Students pay a lot of money for things they don't see

the benefit for," he said."

Ferrigno said that earlier this month, U.S. Sen. Paul

Tsongas expressed his support for the idea and said

funding stability was essential to the effectiveness of the

group. Senator Edward Kennedy has also expressed in-

terest, Ferrigno said.

Southeastern Massachusetts University, the University

of Lowell and Roxbury Community College are just a few

of the schools along with UMass that are actively working

to fund SSAM, Ferrigno said.

"We have active members who are putting in time at all

levels," he said, adding that an "all for one and one for all"

attitude prevails in the organization.

Ferrigno said the goal of the group is to run a

referendum on every state campus by the end of the year.

But the only other college definitely holding a referendum

this semester is the University of Lowell, he said.

"What we don't get this year, we'll get next year," he

said.

Ferrigno said the UMass referendum has a "good

chance" to pass but at this point he is unsure how the fee

would be implemented. SSAM hopes to gain publicity for

the referendum by lobbying dormitories, advertising in the

Collegian and on WMUA and getting endorsements from

candidates for SGA offices.

"We're asking (students if they) are willing to spend one

dollar a semester to protect and to fight for their

education," he said.

Another SSAM goal is to put students on the Board of

Regents in order to strengthen student decision making

power, he said.
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Toxic spray used on stolen plants
By ANNE McCRORY

Collcfiaii Staff

Two plants sprayed with potentially dangerous chemicals

were stolen sometime between 4 p.m. Wednesday and 8

a.m. yesterday, said University of Massachusetts police.

Two species of strapelia had been hanging in a

greenhouse sprayed that afternoon with the pesticides

Pentac and orthene. said greenhouse manager Ronald

Beckwith. The hazard the substances present depends on

the amount of time lapsed between the spraying and the

time the thief took the plants, he said.

However, Roy Vandriesche, an entomology professor and

pesticide coordinator at UMass, said the chemicals should

have been diluted enough before the spraying so they

would not cause any danger to people.

Signs alerting personnel of the spraying were posted in

the building as is normal procedure, said Philip L. Phillips,

a technical assistant in the greenhouse. It was unknown
whether the burglar had observed the signs, he said.

University Health Services had no information on the

incident, a spokesperson in the director's office said

yesterday.
"It seems unnecessary," Beckwith said of the robbery.

"We would've given the plants away if they came and

asked. They were only stealing from themselves."

The greenhouse will give away pieces of plants to those

who ask for them, he said. The strapelia plant, among
others, is an "easily propagated plant," Beckwith said.

The burglar entered the greenhouse by smashing a back

window valued at $50, said police. There are currently no

susptits in the incident, police said.

"It is fortunate it wasn't a cold night -there was a huge

gap in the window, but no plants were killed,"Beckwith

said.

The two plants were valued at approximately $20, he

said.
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Police apprehend two, probe thefts
By LAURIE FISHER

Collecian Staff

The University of Massachusetts police reported

Thursday a stolen car, three larcenies under $100 and the

arrest of a UMass student.

The student was arrested shortly after 3 Thursday

morning for possesion of a small amount of marijuana. The

man and a friend were arrested in the Northeast

Residential Area quadrangle, police said. Both were in-

toxicated, police said. Police responded to a call indicating

that two men were carrying a couch out of Dwight Dor-

mitory. The incident is still under investigation. The

second man is in protective custody, police said.

A 1970 Camaro was reported stolen from Lot 32 on

campus Wednesday afternoon. Police said that car was

white with green stripes on the hood, trunk and doors had

New Jersey license plates and was stolen after 10 a.m.

Wednesday. The car is valued at $3000, police said.

One hundred dollars was reported stolen from a Brown
dormitory room Wednesday morning. The door to the

room was left unlocked, police said. There are no suspects.

Two telephones were reported stolen from the graduate

student lounge of Marston Hall at 10:34 p.m. Wednesday.

The first phone was stolen from the unlocked lounge on

Friday and the second was stolen between Tuesday and

Wednesday, police said.

Amherst police reported the arrest of a Springfield man
on charges of failure to stay within the marked lines,

driving under the influence of alchohol, and driving

without a license in possesion at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday on

College Street.

Amherst police also received a statement from an in-

dividual at 11 a.m. Tuesday that he had been attacked

after midnight on Feb. 18 in Amherst center. Police said

the man suffered a a broken nose and received head in-

juries. He was taken to the UMass infirmary after the

unprovoked attack. Police have no suspects in the matter.

Gabba Gabba Hey, the show must go on
The Ramones concert cancelled Wednesday has been

rescheduled for 8 p.m. March 31 in the Student Union

Ballroom, according to a spokesman for the Union Pro-

gram Council (UPC).

Students may use their original tickets to attend the

concert.

According to UPC talent coordinator Bill Prichett,

students who were unable to attend the concert on March
31 may return their tickets for a full refund.

Since only 900 of the 1 100 tickets to the concert have

been sold, tickets are still available for the concert.

The concert was cancelled because the Ramones' sound

equipment was stolen while touring in New York.
— Jim Finkle
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Dean Field faces student in reelection bid

Collefian photo b; Jin Power*

Mike Counter, a UMass sophomore economics

major, has announced his candidacy for the

Amherst town manag^er position.

By GLEN GOLDSTEIN
CoUcciuiSUfr

For only the third time in twelve years, Amherst town
moderator William Field, 60, will face opposition in the

town election this time by a University of Massachusetts

student.

Michael Counter, 23, a sophomore economics major, is

contesting Field, who is also Dean of Students at UMass.
The moderator presides over the Amherst town

meetings, tallies votes, and tries "to minimize tricks,"

Field said.

"I'm not running against Field, I'm running for the town
of Amherst," Counter said.

"Field has not used the full weight of the moderator's

position to address issues of importance to the town of

Amherst," Counter said.

The moderator should suggest items to be on the

meeting agenda. Counter said. He mentioned rent control

and the water issue in Anherst as two subjects that in-

terested him.

Field said he believes that the moderator should never

put items on the agenda.

"I may vote on issues, but I never do," Field said. "I

would rather resign than have to break a tie vote."

"The moderator doesn't belong to one group on another,

unlike a house speaker. The moderator's responsibility is

to make sure that all points of view are represented," Field

said.

Counter, former campus campaign manager for Ted
Kennedy, emphasized that he will campaign town-wide.

"The students are instrumental in a successful campaign

for us," Counter said.

Approximately 6,000 UMass students registered to vote

last fall. Counter said.

Field downplayed the students as a significant voting

block.

"Is a graduate student who has lived in Amherst 10

years a student or a town person?" Field asked.

The students have many different interests. They do not

all vote the same way. Field said.

The Amherst town meeting over which the moderator

officiates, begins May 2, running several nights a week.

Collefian photo by Jim Power*

Dean of Students William Field, incumbent

Amherst town moderator, is being challenged

this year in the Amherst election for the first

time in many years.

Past successes flavor MassPIRG Spring Conference
By TIM MacPHEE

Coll*(ima staff

The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

(MassPIRG) will sponsor its annual Spring Conference

this weekend in the University of Massachusetts Campus
Center.

Discussion topics will include environment, energy and

political reform as well as consumer issues.

"The purpose of this conference is to give students an

opportunity to develop their skills in areas such as

research, grassroots fund-raising, lobbying, and the

media," said Cindy Jacques MassPIRG Fundraising Coor-

dinator.

"Students through energy, enthusiasm and determina-

tion have since PIRG's organization been able to eliminate

the student meal tax and have worked on statewide issues

concerning everyone, like social justice, the bottle bill and
hazardous waste," Jacques said.

MassPIRG's headquarter at UMass was founded in 1972

and is one of 1 1 statewide.

"Students started their own group with Ralph Nader's

message to students about concern of issues of the day.

The idea is getting together and doing something rather

than letting history just take its course," Jacques said.

MassPIRG students compose a board of directors active

in PIRG chapters statewide. The board decides issues that

originate throughout the state.

Students work with a professional staff of lawyers, lob-

byers and researchers on issues the students choose. They

hire their own executive director.

A significant cause MassPIRG lobbied for was passage

of the bottle bill.

"We think it's great. It addresses the throwaway men-

tality of our society and is one issue that students all over

the state really sunk their teeth into," Jacques said.

MassPIRG's weekend conference is open to the public.
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Placement urges all majors
By JOYCE HERMAN

Collcfimn Correspondent

Most recruiters coming to the University

of Massachusetts are looking f'^r engineer-

ing, computer science and business majors,

but Placement Services Director Arthur
Hilson argues that liberal arts majors
should not be discouraged.

"For every technical job there is a sup-

port position somewhere in that system,"
Hilson said. Liberal arts skills can be used
in many ways and students should take a
"panoramic view of the work force" in-

stead of "pigeon-holing themselves by look-

ing for specific kinds of positions," he said.

Placement Service is presently installing

a new vidfeo system which will assist

students preparing for interviews.
Students will be able to participate in mock
interviewing situations and view
themselves on tape afterwards, Hilson

said. The new system will also enable
students to see tapes prepared by potential

employers.

The Placement Service also provides a
walk-in resume counseling sendee and
workshops on resume writing and inter-

view techniques. These workshops are held

weekly at the office and can also be arrang-

ed upon request for groups of students.

The office maintains credential files

which consist of references students have

acquired. Files may be updated by the

students at any time. The Placement Ser-

vice will provide potential employers with

references when requested. This is a
lifetime service for UMass students.

The Job Employee Matching System
(JEMS) is also available at the Placement
Office. JEMS is a computer system which

lists employers looking for students with

their qualifications. JEMS is also used by

employers to find the students they are

looking for.

The Placement Service also arranges on-

campus interviews.

"It's imperative that students go down
to Placement as soon as they can and otart

preparing for the job search," Hilson said.

He suggested that students start examin-

ing the job search process and identify

their skills in their sophomore year. By
their junior year, students should begin a

"packaging process" to prepare
themselves for the job market. Students

should view themselves as products and the

employer as the consumer, Hilson said.

Money machines proposed
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

Collcriui SUff

Students tired of waiting in long lines on
Friday afternoons for weekend money at

the Campus Center Credit Union and Check
Cashing Service may soon be relieved if a

new proposal to install Automatic Teller

Machines (ATM) in the Campus Center is

accepted.

Campus Center Director Bill Harris an-

nounced last night at the Campus Center

Board of Governers (BOG) meeting that the

Student Credit Union and Shawmut bank
are making agreements to provide a with-

drawal service in the Campus Center.

Harris said he is all for the idea but that the

process for resolving the project has to be
figured out first.

"This will be advantageous to the student

body and the Campus Center but because

we are a state agency we will have to get

Trustee Approval and put the job out for

bid, "he said.

Harris said the Credit Union is a big

promoter of the project and also mentioned

the possibility of including BayBank in

addition to Shawmut to further expand the

service to a wider range of students.

"The Credit Union will get accounts out of

Shawmut and the ATM system and this will

help them very much since students woukl

be more likely to open an account in the

Credit Union with shorter lines and

unlimited hours." he said.

The ATM service might be located near

the check cashing area on the bottom floor

of the Campus Center, Harris said. The
Campus Center administration will be

working on the issue before Spring Break

and develop a proposal to give to John L.

Denyse, vice-chancellor for Administration

and Finance.

In other business the BOG voted to hire

six students to fill paid coordinator jobs on

the Board for the coming year. The new
coordinators are: Brad Jacob, for public

relations, Jennifer Pancoast, conference

services. Paul Knight, food services, Gary

Ziegelbaum, vendor certification and Janet

Lannan, special projects.

Women 's theater to hold weekend auditions
The Women's Community Theater will

hold auditions over the weekend for its

production "Hollandia45". Auditions will be
held at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. Saturday and at 2

p.m. Sunday at 518 Pleasant Street (across

from the bowling alley.) The show will be

held in early May.

Tony nominee to make Amherst appearance
Elizabeth Swados, writer and composer,

will perform some of her work at 8 p.m.

Sunday in the Amherst College Buckley

Recital Hall. Ms. Swados' most recent

Broadway effort is the musical

Runaways", which has received four Tony

Award nominations.

Labor fUm, Tinally Got the News, 'Monday
The University of Massachusetts Labor

Center Student Caucus will present "Final-

ly Got the News," a 1970 news documen-

tary on the League of Revolutionary Black

Workers, at 7:30 p.m. Monday in Rooms
904-908 of the Campus Center.
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FOREIGN
MEDICAL
EDUCATION

complete service for admission
into schools in the
Dominican Republic, Mexico &
Caribbean
No placement fees
Assistance throughout your
medical education with
clerkships, MSKP/ECFMG
review courses and other
programs
CJ is the only organization
in the U.S. which offers this

service
CONTACT:

CJ Institute/Intermed
Consulting Service
(a not for profit corp.)

139 85th Street,

Brooklyn. NY 11209
(212) 238-0492
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The newest innovation in writing is the

Pilot Precise rolling ball pen. It writes

extra thin and extra smooth because of

its nnicro ball and needle-like stainless

steel collar A unique pen at a

uniquely affordable price.

Only $1.19.
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Advancement
WITHOUT

AN
ADVANCED
DEGREE

The
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training

235 S i 7th St

Philadelphia. PA 19103
12151 732^600

Approved by the

American Bar
Association

Oprraicij b> Pan Legal Inc a

Ppnnsylv-ania Corporation

College seniors, li you plan to get a job

after graduation why not consider

a profession"^

In 3 months, we prepare you for

careers in law. management, finance.

Our 8 intensive courses are

natioiTally recognized for high aca-

demic quality.

Over 90% ofour graduates secure

jobs in their specialties. Over 5.000

graduates hold positions in law firms,

banks and corporations in 1 10 cities.

We provide a substantial tuition

refund if we cannot secure a job for

you in the city of your choice.

Guarantee your future. Learn how the

Institute can help you advance In a

career. Our representative will be on

campus February 28. 1^)83.

D / ux>u(d like to arrange an inter-

view at another time. Please cxill

me at one oj the phones noted.

D Please send me information atx)ut

the Institutejor Paralegal Training.

Name
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City. State. Zip
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Graduation Date
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Present phone Permanent phone

Tours p
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The perils of

pseudo-scholars

Bby eight o'clock every weeknight, most campus li-

braries are packed with pseudo-scholars. Students

only need a quiet place in the corner with good

lighting, but the pseudo-scholar demands more. They have

just finished their fourth cup of coffee in twenty minutes

and are currently scanning the room for familiar faces.

After all, there are two things the pseudo-scholar cannot

study without: caffeine and an audience.

This variety of student does not begin his work without

the- proper accessories. For example, highlighters have

Lise Zeiger

begun to play a major role in higher education. Students

who used to underline formulas in Essentials of Calculus

are now seen highlighting the directions on shampoo con-

tainers. "Shampoo, Rinse, Repeat" is now a fluorescent

yellow, in case one forgets the essential motions after a

good night's sleep. Used textbooks which have been com-

pletely covered in radioactive yellow are also available.

Even the campus center reading room has managed to

produce a breed of students which highlights important

facts in Rolling Stone and TV Guide.

The conscientious scholar has also invested in a

calculator. These multi-function-jet-propulsion-with-70

horsepower engine devices now are capable of distracting

even the most devout scholar from any productive work
for hours at a time. Students who religiously carry a

calculator in one pocket usually carry a Valium in the

other. One is available in case the other doesn't work.

These scholars are equipped with rechargers and Dietzgen

rulers, for more efficient highlighting.

The pseudo-scholar who has neither highlighter or

calculator has probably bought a Walkman. This study-aid

has been crazy-glued to their ears since they were made
available in this part of the nation. Walkmans not only

block out distracting noises when studying, but bother-

some lectures from professors and annoying girlfriends.

One of the most important preparations for studying is

finding the proper atmosphere. This explains why a lot of

pseudo-scholars are attracted to the same type of places.

Scholars of the business persuasion might want to try out

the SBA library. The only ingredient missing here is a

Maitre'D. After all, the SBA pseudo-scholar is usually

dressed for an evening at Anthony Pier Four, and are

always armed with enough Tab and coffee to make it

through four courses at any fine dining establishment.

Students could enter the library and request reserved

reading and a table for two. Near the window, please.

For those with a more relaxed studying style, the cam-

pus center reading room has all the ambiance of a fur-

niture warehouse. This haunt is not recommended for

those who have trouble with minimal decision making

because of its confusing access points. Each morning, a

campus center custodian is dispatched to the reading room

to repair one door and glue another shut. Doors are made
available on a random basis. Those who conquer the doors

can then either join the slouching sleepers on the right or

those planning to soon join them on left.

Another hot nightspot for the pseudo scholar is the

Goodell entertainment center. Here, hard-core scholars

are perfecting the "Goodell Glow" obtained after four

years under flourescent lighting. The "Glow" can also be

obtained in the Morrill Science center, where students are

usually found walking aimlessly either trying to find their

books in the library, or trying to figure out where the

library is in the first place.

The technical pseudo-student has found an emerging

chic spot in the Graduate Research terminal rooms.

Students who have been waiting on line for a few days are

given adequate time to review their notes. Aside from the

polar conditions, and the dirtiest floors on the north end of

campus, printout machines can be a little on the distrac-

ting side. Good lighting though.

Next time you plan to go out to procrastinate, or give

the ol' Eastpack a workout, there are a number of places

to go. You may not get anything done, but at least you'll

be going about it the right way.

Lise Zeiger is a Collegian columnist

Op/Ed is your page!

Have a grievance?

An opinion?

Let us know!

The fine art of being cool on campus
Have you ever wondered why so many people's fa-

vorite comic strip character is Snoopy? The an-

swer is simple: Snoopy has that extra spark of

magic, that special something that sets him apart from,

and — yes, even above — ordinary folks. He is esteemed

and respected in his community. He has unfailing con-

fidence. Simply put. Snoop is just naturally cool.

Not all of us were lucky enough to be born with suave

genes, but with a little training and determination, even

the World's Worst Wimp — someone who was a total klutz

Elizabeth Luciano

all through high school — can acquire seemingly ettortless

savoir-faire. Believe me, this ex-nerd hrurws. In an effort

to achieve just a little more dignity, I've found it helpful to

follow these hints:

DO distinguish the appropriate times at which to be cool.

Why be charming in class? Nobody's paying any attention

to you — they're all listening to the professor. What's the

use of sitting in your room, being debonair for the four

walls, while you trim your toenails? It is correct to be cool

in between classes. It is proper to be cool while hanging

out in the Campus Center. And it is expected, even essen-

tial, to be cool at frat parties.

DON'T be clumsy. It's not chic to take a drag off a

Marlboro Light and then start hacking. Not only will you

look juvenile, but nobody will be thrilled at having tiny

fragments of your lung tissue stuck to their clothing. And
if you're unfortunate enough to frequent the D.C., avoid

dropping your tray. When your fellow diners start ap-

Letters—

^

Neil Young review unfair
To the Editor:

I'm writing in response to the review of the Neil Young

concert on February 10, in Hartford, that appeared in the

February 17 Collegian.

Sugar Mountain was not played in Hartford.

If the writer left the concert while Neil was playing

"Don't Let It Bring You Down", than he left during the

first twenty minutes of the show. A concert that is being

reviewed cannot be reviewed with complete fairness if it is

left by the reviewer. If he had stayed, he would have had

the chance to hear the newer electronic music that was

played towards the end of the show.

The screen that was set up behind the stage occasionally

flashed film clips, some of Neil in his Buffalo Springfield

days, and people were interviewed on it during intermis-

sion. This kept much of the audience interested.

Neil Young brought a crowd of all ages together and did

what he's been doing for years; made many people happy.

Scott Kepnes
Amherst

Presuming human evolution

To the Editor:

Last semester I had the opportunity to speak to a pro-

fessor in the psychology dept. regarding the ongoing

debate over creationism vs. evolution. I'm a creationist. I

told him I was disturbed at the way the theory of evolution

was being presented as undeniable fact. I asked him if I

could share with him some relevant data surrounding the

controversy and promised to not even use the Bible as a

source. He told me he wasn't interested as he knew evolu-

tion to be fact. I brought up the point that unless he left

himself open to examine new facets he was not really be-

ing scientific at all.

plauding, it won't be t)ecause you command respect while

standing in a pile of slimy linguine.

DO appear to be very smart. Practice faking a British

accent, and use big words, like "Kafkasque", and

"psuedocarpous". It's okay if you don't understand them;

chances are that others will feel too stupid to ask for a

definition. Lable your notebooks "Calculus VII", "F'hysics

for Mathematical Prodigies", and "Writing the Immortal

Literary Masterpiece". Carry foreign language

newspapers around, and pretend to eagerly read them
cover-to-cover, with complete comprehension. Own a gold-

tipped walking stick and a gray flannel blazer.

DO pay attention to what you eat. Forego Oodles of

Noodles and soybean burgers in favor of vichysoisse and

steaks Diane. Skip the congo bars and butterscotch sun-

daes, and try lemon mousse for a change. And if you insist

on snacking, throw out your Double Stuff Oreos and head

for a wheel of Brie.

DO be socially graceful. This means not choking and

crossing your eyes after swalling a screwdriver that was

four parts vodka and one part orange juice. It means
holding a beer mug with your pinky out, (which admittedly

takes practice). It means carrying on a conversation while

never letting on that you forgot the other person's name.

Happily, being socially graceful also means saying to the

guy who took your number and never called,

"I'm sorry, but I can't seem to place your face. Are you

certain we've met?"
And, for the truly determined would-be Joe or Jane

"Cool", one final suggestion:

DON'T, under any circumstances, get caught reading

this column.

Rlizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist

Why do I bother to write of this conversation now? I see

that much of what we call science on this campus is no

more than our own philosophical presuppositions. Now
I'm not cutting down philosophy. Philosophy is fine, but

let's not kid ourselves and call it science. It isn't. If we
really have a desire to be scientific we cannot simply ig-

nore the facts that don't fit into our model of reality. Many
creationists are accused of being ignorant of the evolu-

tionary theory. This is probably partly true. But this leads

me to end with a thought provoking question. Have we
written off the Bible as myth, and the supernatural as im-

possible on the grounds of scientific examination of the

facts, or on the grounds of our own presupposed

philosophical assumptions?

Brian Kelley

Orchard Hill

Public employees are people

To the Editor:

As a representative of the UMass Employee's Local

1776, 1 will suffer in silence no longer from the attacks by

cartoonist Mark Rollins on the employees which I repre-

sent. His juvenile form of humor escafn-s me. This is not

the first time that this paper has published a cartoon de-

meaning the state employees.

His allegations as to the productivity of Physical Plant

personnel are akin to the statement that all students are

either Sexual deviates, drug addicts, or alcoholics. Why
pick on us, Mr. Rollins? We're hardworking people that

take pride in the University. Who do you think shovels the

snow, cooks your food and keeps the power plant running?

Public employees have enough problems due to budget

cuts, lack of proper equipment and unsafe buildings. Give

us a break, Mark, we're people too.

Brian S. Walker
President, Local 1776

UMass Employees Union

'••ve Ui
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FREE
OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY

$15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

Old Milwaukee & Light 12 pk

$4.50 + 60< dep

Red White & Blue 12 pk

$4.35 + 60' dep

Carling Black Label 12 pk

$4.30 + 60< dep

Rolling Rock €r Light i2pk

$5.35 + 60' dep

California Cellars Burgundy
3 liters ^ $5.99

c &c
PACKAGE STORE
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumblevs".
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— An Mternative —

Offering Quality Mexican Foods
QUICK • WHOLESOME • INEXPENSIVE
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Northampton -
1\ Center St.
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B.Y.O.R.
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air

FoTce nurse can mean
a lot to you and ycMir

future. It shows that you're part of the Air

Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of die

most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with tlie

responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you*re on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-

portunities. If you're a nursing professional or

about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY
OF LIFE

For More Detalt CaN Sandy Prk:e

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen & Soohmores Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 546-2137
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Sophie a good choice

Meryl Streep and Kevin Kline portray loversin Sophie's Choice.

SOPHIE'S CHOICE
Hampshire Mall

By STEPHEN T. JORDAN
Collegian Correspondent

After viewing the preview footage of

Alan J. Pakula's latest film Sophie's

Choice, one might be inclined to wonder if it

isn't just another film about the atrocities

of Nazi Germany during the second world

war. However, after viewing the first five

minutes of the actual film, any doubts

about it are quickly dispelled . While

Pakula's film is in part a chronicle of the ef-

fects of the war on a young Polish woman it

is clearly so much more. This gripping tale

of a death camp survivor living in post war

Brooklyn may well be the finest film of the

year. Superb acting and a brilliant script

briming with thought provoking themes

combine to make Sophie'8 Choice one of the

finest experiences ever in American film.

As Sophie, Meryl Streep is nothing short

of remarkable. She brings credibility and

compassion to the complex and challenging

character, achieving the apex of her career

in a role that illuminates her talents more

clearly than ever before. In the flashback

sequences Streep speaks flawless German
and attains a visual image of the physical

and emotional torments of Auschwitz and

Dachau that haunt the audience

throughout the film. She manages to make

her audience feel Sophie's pain whether

they want to or not. This is unquestionably

the finest performance to date for Meryl

Streep and one certainly worthy of the

thunderous praise of critics and the public

alike.

Not to be overshadowed by the raves of

Meryl Streep, newcomer Kevin Kline br-

ings the bizarre and disturbing character of

Nathan to life as Sophie's lover, mentor,

and veritable Sven-Ghali. Kline's

characterization of the emotionally erratic

Nathan leaves the viewer wondering what

he will do next and literally begging for

more. Likewise, Peter MacNichol portrays

Stingo, the "down home" boy who comes

to Brooklyn from the deep South and

befriends Sophie and Nathan. He brings

sensitivity and empathy to the story, ad-

ding the third facet to a magical triad of

personalities.

Working with a brilliant script based of

the novel by William Styron these three

central characters develop a friendship

that is at times unusual, often disturbing,

but always somehow beautiful. As they

become closer, the characters expose the

central theme of the film, the painful

secrets of the past. One after another, each

character is developed through the revela-

tion of some secret past experience.

Through these emotional confessions the

viewer is drawn into an ever tightening

web of compassion and a greater

understanding of the motivations of each

character. Each disclosure leads to another

that is more traumatic for both the

characters and the audience, building to

Sophie's final terrifying confession to

Stingo which gives the film its elusive title.

Sophie's secret is as horrifying and pain-

ful for the audience as it is for her. Best of

all however, her secret, like the rest of the

film, is thought provoking and challenging

to the audience in terms of their own

values. In a season of so many shallow fan-

tasy films, it is refreshing to find a picture

that makes its audience think and feel and

care. The complete package, contributed to

by a score of midti-talented individuals

leaves the viewer postively speechless and

numb. S<yphie's Choice is likely to receive

multiple Oscars and countless other awards

from the industry and public alike. More

important than any award however is the

fact that Pakula's new masterpiece of film

proves finally and resolutely that a modem
film can successfully combine pain and joy,

laughter and tears, and most significant,

art and entertainment.

Trailers
by Andy Oordon

The big news in the film world this week

concerns the announcement of the nominees

for the 55th annual Academy Awards.

Topping the list with 11 nominations is

Richard Attenborough's epic Gandhi, with

nominations for best Picture, best actor

(Ben Kingsley) and best director. Tootsie

had 10 nominations, including best picture,

best actor (Dustin Hoffman) and best

supporting actress bids for Ten Garr and

Jessica Lange. Lange, in fact, was the first

performer in 42 years who was nominated

in two categories; in addition to Tootsie,

Lange is up for a best actress award for her

title role in the fibn Frances. Other

nominees for best picture were E.T., The

Verdict and Missing. The award ceremony

will be broadcast on April 12. Look for

Collegian predictions sometime before

then.

The Directors Guild of America has come

out with their annual nominations for

outstanding achievement in a feature film

for 1982. Those nominated were Richard

Attenborough for Gandhi, Taylor Hackford

for An Officer and a Gentlemen,

Wolfgang Petersen for Das Boot, Steven

Spielberg for E. T. and Sydney PoUack for

Tootsie.

Speaking of awards, the N.Y. Film

Critics presented their annual awards at a

banquet at Sardi's last week. Best Picture

went to Gandhi and best actor to it's star,

Ben Kingsley. Meryl Streep was honored as

best actress for her performance in Sophie 's

Choice. Best supporting actress went to

Jessica Lange in Tootsie and supporting

actor to John Lithgow for his role as the

transsexual in The World According to

Garp.

Only eight films are currently in

production by the major studios, five in this

country. Those films are: Heaven, formerly

titled Ladies Night, which stars

Christopher Atkins as a male stripper. Mr.

Mom, To Be or Not to Be, a remake of the

Jake Benny Worid War II comedy sUrring

Mel Brooks and Ann Bancroft, Unfaithfully

Yours, another remake, with Dudley Moore

and Natassia Kinski, and Staying Alive, a

sequel to Saturday Night Fever with John

Travolta reprising his role and Sylvester

Stallone directing. Outside this country,

the three films shooting are Hanna, A
Christmas Story and Stephen King's Dead
Zone.

Meanwhile outside this country, there

has been controversy about several English

and American productions. By now

everyone knows about E.T being kept

from young children in Sweden and other

countries because it "presents adults as the

enemies of children" Elsewhere. Gandhi

met with violent demonstrations and

threats to burn down theaters showing the

film in New Delhi when it opened there last

week. And the film Class of 84 has been

banned in Berne, Switzerland because of

"excessive violence." In Germany, Sophie's

Choice has been pulled from competition in

the Berlin Film festival so the distributor

can arrange for a bigger, flashier premier.

"Superman has a cousin in Chicago," the

ad campaign reads. The advance press

taken out by Superman producer

Alexander Salkind refers to Supergirl,

which will start filming this spring for

presumably a summer, 1984 release. Helen

Slater has been signed for the title role and

Jeannot Szwarc will direct. Szwarc made

such lame shockers as Bug and Jaws II,

though he also directed probably the

scariest episode of Night Gallery I ever

saw.

TRAILERS Trivia: A poster of the shitty

•1979 film Scavenger Hunt to the first

person to tell me A) who made the first

Talking movie and when,and B) in what

film Bill Murray played a convict named

Lefty. Answer to the last question: William

Hurt was Ned Racine in Body Heat,

Richard Mulligan was Felix Farmer in

S.O.B., Ringo Starr played Atouk in

Cavemen and John Belushi was Earl Keese

in Neighbors.

Jessica Lange received a best actress nomination for her role as Frances.

m^\
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RUGBY SHIRT
Extra Heavy Weight

100% cotton

^ . . rubber buttons
Now Arriving

New Colors - New Styles

ij

%

% n

Available Sizes

S-M-L-XL

Regular or

Pinstriped

Assorted Colors

For sports, recreation, or relaxing

Open M-F 9-5 Located in th« Campu* C«nter

Sat 11-4

@.UNIVERSITY

For exceptional College Grads

(and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:

• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• AVIATION • LAW

• MEDICINE ^ INTELLIGENCE

• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

• CIVIL ENGINEERING

Sign up for an interview

in the Career Placement Office

prior to 2 March or call:

Naval Management Programs

(203) 528-9988

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Now is the time!

Get your face in the

yearbook.

The photographer will

be here

Feb 28 to March 17

Stop by CC Rm 178 or

call 545-2874 to

make your appointment.

presents

LASER PHOTO ART
Poster Size

20"X 24"

4.00 eoch

for 10.00
9

Feb. 23, 24, & 25

Open M F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

In Front of the

C,'* UNIVERSITY
:mSTORED

Special Purctiase

Atiiletic Weigiit Jersey

Y# WW w/coupon reg. $9.95

ONE DAY ONLY SALE

100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

Maroon

$2.00 Off

w/coupon
JERSEY
Reg. $9.95

maroon
Coupon valid only

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

'^UNIVERSITY

Hypercurricula

All Weekend

UMASS PEACEMAKERS RETREAT
— At Mt. Toby, learning to work together

and planning futiire work as well as having

fun. Call 545-2661 for more information. 6

p.m. Friday to 6 p.m. Saturday, Mount
Toby Friends Meeting House.

Today

SHABBAT SERVICES - Shabbat is a

special time to recall experiences of the

week, and biing in good energy for the holi-

day. Services are open to everyone.

SHABBOS SERVICES - Everything

you always wanted to experience from a

traditional Sabbath in a really special at-

mosphere. All of our services are followed

by meals. Come for one or the other or

both, no reservations necessary — for more

info. Call 253-9040. Fri. eve-after sunset.

Sat. morn 10:30 a.m., Chabad House, 30 N.

Hadley Rd., Amherst.

Saturday

25 + CLUB SWIM PARTY - Meet older

students at Boyden Pool for a swim, follow-

ed by whatever. "Live it up" with the 25 -i-

Club. Open to all older students. 3 p.m.,

Boyden Gym.

PURIM CELEBRATION!!!- Bring

your noisemakers and your oisy friends!

Purim is the time for celebracion. Includes

Megillah reading and Hamantaschen

reading. 7:30 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge.

PURIM EXTRAVAGANZA - Join us

for the most spirited Purim celebration in

the valley. Featuring the 5 college battle of

the purim spielers. There'll be reading of

the Book of Esther, the play competition,

singing, dancing, drinking and more. 8

p.m., Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley Rd.

$2.00 Off
I

w/coupon
I

2/25/83 MSTOREf I

Sunday

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The

CHURCH BUS leaves at 9:30 from Prince

House and stops at Hills North,

Greenough, Grayson, Fraternity-Sorority

Park, Cashin, and NOPE enroute to the

Amherst churches. Call UCF, 545-2661 , for

more information.

ART MATTHEWS BAND - Jazz

history lecture and concert. Free. All are

welcome. Refreshments served. 1 to 3

p.m., Baker lobby, Central.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH - Come join us for our weekly

Sunday service of worship, praise and

teaching from the Bible. 3:30 p.m., see CC
schedule for room.

ART OPENING - Reception for the

sculptural installation of Rhode Island of

Design graduate student Kristine

Diekman. Show runs from 2/28 to 3/1 1 . 4 to

6 p.m.. Student Union Gallery

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION & SUPPORT
GROUP — A group for men and women
willing to examine different forms of

spirituality and how it can be reflected

positively in one's life. 5 p.m., 428 Student

Union.

FACULTY RECITAL - Flutist Joanne

Tanner, assisted by Peter Tanner on piano

and percussion, will perform a program of

compositions by Bach, Ingolf Dahl, Franz

Krommer, and Francis Poulenc. Admission

is free. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall.
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS*

INTRAMURAL HI0HLI0HT8
Intramural Wraatling Tournamant:

Walgh-ln:Fabruarv 28 from 4:» p.m. until 9:30 p.m.

Matchai bagln Tuaa. March 1 at 7:30 p.m. Wraatllnn

Room Boydan Qymnaalum
Practice Tlmaa: Sat. Fab. 26 ft Sun. Fab. 27 Wraatling

Room 2:00 p.m. until 4:00 p.m.

Entry Dataa
Taama ara ramindad that thay may aignup bafore listed

antry data tha linaa ara ahortar and tha choices ara

graatar.

Softball - Man's/Women's/Co-Rec Entry Data: Thura.

March 3, 1983 with play beginning on March 28, 1983.

Soccar - Man's/Woman's Entry Date: Mon. Feb. 28, 1983

with play beginning on Mon. March 28, 1983

$10.00 forfeit fee required

Co-Rac Bowling one night, total pin fall

$12.00 non-refundable fee per team

Entries due Feb. 24. 1983 with play beginning March 1

Co-Rac Swim Meet entries due March 7, 1983 Boyden

Pool pre-register individually or by teams meet begins at

7:00 pm. ,„••••••••••••

High Shooter of tha Week - Intramural Basketball -

Beginning 2/17/83

Men - Jeremy Visno for the Tigers 34 points

Kelly Dapprich for the Lords with 34 points.

Woman - Janet Millar for the Misfits with 20 points

Sharea McClain for Crampton Women of Color with

20 pointa

Co-Rac Women Aliaon Burke for the PTA's with 46 pts

Men David SanClamente for the Blockheads with 8

Thao Moore for Spirit with 8 points

Grad Fac - Paul Vaniaa for Ruid Motion with 27 pta

tlM!^(SMui(H(!
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BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

Hot b Sour Soup
Beef with green pepper
Chicken Pan Fried Noodels
Sweet b Spur Chicken
Chinese Style BBQ Pork

Pan Fried Ravioli

Chicken Fingers

Luncheon Special b Take-Out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun - Thurs 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri £» Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9, Amherst

2B6-32S2

UMASS SKI CLUBI
Go*s North to

Buy your ticket now for Spring Break.

Then fly nonstop from Bradley Don't delay Seats are going fast.

northeastern
A lot of airline for a little money

Northeastern

has become a

popular jet

highway

to Florida,

thanks to

low fares

and outstanding service. At this low

price, tickets must be bought

within 7 days ofmaking a

reservation. Call your travel agent.

Or call us at (800) 645- 1770 or

(800)327-3788.

*$1 19 weekdays, $129 weekends are

guaranteed to Sept 6. 1983. when ticket

purchased within 7 days of placing a

reservation Certain holiday surcharges

apply ^^^^^

X

X

SKI CAPITAL of the EAST.

March 20 - 25
11159.

Includes: Tronsportotion
5 nights hot«l occomodotlons

5 full br#QkfQSts

color TV & stooffl both

In ovory room
5 doys skiing

Froo Hot Tub Forty

2 Froo Door & WIno Portios

Indoor Hootod Pool

for WKKO Info 5*3437

#.

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPMNG BREAK 83
6 Days 7 Nights Luxunous Hotel oi^ fh« Srnp

Hotel only W/MoTor Cooch W/Jer

S149 S275 S369

r;Or more inforrnotion 545-3437

Don't b« obui#d by Pric* Gornvs

Th* Ski Club hoi only luxury hotols

and no hiddon costs

^ ^-^Sr:.
\

?•
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When famous bowler Don
Carter invited 23 Kingpins to

the First Lite Beer Bowling

Tournannent, it seenned like a

great idea.

It was the guys who drink

Lite Beer fronn Miller p—
because it tastes great,

against the guys who
drink it because it's less

filling. And once again,

the All-Stars proved

they're in a league by

themselves.

After a lot of pins

(and quite a few Lite

Beers) went down and

the smoke finally

cleared, the score was

tied, with only one man left to go.

Rodney Dangerfield.

All he needed to win it was one
pin. A klutz situation. Rodney, in

top form, got the same amount of

pins as he gets respect. None.

Teammate Ben Davidson felt

Rodney deserved a break, or

•at least a fracture. Billy Martin

didn't argue with that. Jim

Honochick couldn't believe his

eyes. Neither could Marv

I
Throneberry.

So the First Lite Beer
Bowling Tournament

ifc ended in a draw. And
the argument over the

best thing about Lite

was left unsettled.

\ But there was one
thing everyone agreed
on. It was truly every-

thing you always

wanted in a bowling

tournament. And less

From left to right Bubba Smith, Dtck BufKus, Frank Robmson, Jim Hooochick. Ray Nrtschke, Ben Dawlson, Don Carlef, B«»y Martin. Matt Snell.

Ftodney Dangorttekl, John Madden. Mickey Spillane, Lee Meredith, Buck Buchanan, Marv Throoeberry. Tommy Heinsohn, Boog Pd«»bII, Rodney

Marsh Steve Mizerak, Deacon Jones. Boom Boom Geoffnon, and Dick Wilhams <- 1982 Miller Brewing Co , Mihrnukee. Wis

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

HeY0oa6(...iFvwRe
5na.THeRe,cuw6 0N
UP ANP CATCH 50/VSe
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ANoroeR.'

GOOPeveNfNG.OUR
IDPSTOR/IDNIGHr:
VA5SIR ARAFAT SHAVeS

AMPANNOl/NCeSRISKy
C/«e6R /AOVe TO PRO

BAPWiniDN.

JUSTAJOKe.
NOWHeRe'5
iweNewa...

RgAGANUROeS
peFeNse o/rs
ANP TAX iNCReASeS.
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

[THAT WAS SOt*£

PASSED OUT
AFTEIK TUfiiT

SiXTH SHOT.

OFFlCEfi., WHAT
ft)Y" IS UP NOStJ

DO you KNOVJ
HOW MUCH IT
COSTS TO
KEPLAa A
CRUlSfR.?

Z.£T5 L£T
HIM TELL
7h£ CHIEF
W PER^SON
what hecau
do w»tw his

n/cwtst/ck!

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Don DeBellis

^JlTtW^ is fiVi 1 CRN
^ TOLERATE IN ONE CLftSS.

BEFOBE WE 60. . ARE IHCTE

V ANY OTHER aUESTIOWSin_^^

oO

Q>

/fES..HftCKSftW!

COULD YOU PIEASE REPEAT
THE PART AFTER..UH..—^™

G''

"^^^^^^^^J

CROSSWORD
Miled by Marjjarel Karnir and Trude Jaffe

IVI.1 1 us ^ntHrs limt\ N«Nd»r«ir

ACROSS
1 Latin dance
6 Deck Items

10 Stare in wonder

14 Once more
15 Raced
16 Egyptian sun god

17 Irrigator

19 Melee
20 Eager

21 Hooter

22 of the road

24 Signet ring,

lor one
25 Huge
27 German river to

the Fuida

29 Liar

33 Place to get tit

36 Neighbor ol Minn

37 Set on lire

38 Welsh dog
40 la vista

41 Trappings

44 Mil entertainment

org

46 Himalayan
denizen

47 Saving
48 See 15 Across

50 One who maligns

52 Tributary ot the

Rhine

56 Writer Gay

After the Fall

59 Ring name
60 Pool adjuncts

61 "I never met

62 White House
location

bb Current hit on

Broadway
66 Fed man Elliot

67 Form of

pollution

68 Former sr

69 Minerals

70 Wagers

DOWN
1 Forsyte etal

2 Amaryllis

3 Singer Callas

4 U S ludgeat
Nuremberg

5 Donkey, m Caen
6 Sidewise, at sea

7 Pacifies

8 Vetch

9 Appearing
10 Fragrant llower

11 In the thicket

12 Indoor game

13 Grafted, in

heraldry

18 Name, to Caesar

23 Scott hero

26 Monkey
28 Lace mats
30 bitsy

31 Negrito ot PI.

32 Pierre s

location Abbr

33 Morals Abbr

34 Seamus Heaney
ot Ireland

35 Southern
constellation

39 Used an
irrigator

42 Dante s '
"

43 Khan
44 Ineffectual

45 Herb cutting

49 Man made
material

51 Billiard shot

53 Accounting
procedure

54 Peewee
55 Slaves of old

56 Pungency
57 Ruler in the

East

58 Turner

63 Above, poetically

64 Anecdotes

By R. Miller

1 7 3 4 i

1
IS

6 7 1 9

1

10 11 12 13

M 15 16

17

P
P

22

19

20 21

;4 25 ^^^H
i

27

P

1

29 30 31 32

33 34 36 37

31 I
42 43 44 45

40

P
41 46

47 4i

S3 54

P
50

P

51

1

57 55

57

1

IT"

59 60

61

I
6S 66 67

&8 69 70

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS_PUZZLE
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WEATHER
Occasional light snow

spreading into all areas by

mid morning, highs in the

low to mid 30s. Tonight

snow continuing, lows in

the 20s. Tomorrow snow
ending from west to east

during the day, higfaa in

the low to mid 30s.

D.C. MENU
•LUNCH

Seafood and Shell

Casserole, Pizza

BASICS LUNCH

Seafood and Shell

Casserole, Pizza

DINNER

Roast Top Round of Beef/-

Jardinere Sauce, Fish Fry
Plate/

Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNEB
Colache, Fish Fry Plate/

Tartar Sauce

Important
Night Graphics

Meeting
Thursday, March 3

7:00 p.m.

'm^
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10 a.m. LIQUORS
Kogs • Beer • Wine • Soda • ice

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms

p.m

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

.c^lto°^

ff^"

t^
ROUTE tie

Old Milwaukee 12 pk $4.30 + eodep

PabSt bot VO.90 + I.BOdep

Schaffer cans ...§o.9o + 1.20 dep

BUSCh cans $9-95 +1.20dep

Budweiser cans $10.95 +i20dep

AlmadensL $6.95

California Cellars is $4.49

Sebastian! ibl $4.49

Principato white ibl $3.99

GalloiBL $3.99

Canadian Rare 175 $10.25

Canadian Mist 175 $12.59

Gordon's Gin 175 $11.99

Popov Vodka 1.75 $9.95

Regnier Schnapps il $5.95

Strogoff Vodka 175 $8.20

ROUTE 9

/

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors

The UMass men's volleyball team will practice

Sunday at 1:00 p.m. in Boyden. Old and new
members are invited. For more information, call

Dave Simeone, 6-5093.

.•:«:«:'KvKv;ss!WSSSS:iS:«:«Xv •.•».•.•.•••••••.•.•.•••.•
.v.v.v.v.* •:'X.:.>x.w.x.! Vi'i'i'.V.V.V.V.V.V.V,

• • ••••••«••••••
l"»"»'« • • i
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Jenn Nicolai balances

women's swim team
By GREG BOURIS
Collegian CorreapoiMlcnt

In team sports , reaching the plateau or

excellence can only be accomplished

through the periection of a team 'chemical

balance." This chemistry has been

achieved by the University of

Massachusetts women's swim team

presently 10-2 and heading for post

season competition in the New England

Championships this weekend.

The success of the women's swim team

is a direct result of a mix of talented young

women swinmiing individually to reach a

team goal: success.

Jennifer Nicolai. a senior from

Greenfield Massachusetts, is a key

element in the team's successful campaign

this year. Nicolai, last season's team

MVP, has proven herself to be a versatile

athlete.

She competes in the 100 yard individual

medely, the 50 yard and 100 yard

freestyles. the 50 yard butterfly, as well

as the 200 and 400 yard relays.

Nicolai is also a dedicated athlete.

Working as an intern for the Boston Red

Sox, she must practice on her own in

Boston area pools, and commute from

Boston whenever the team has a meet.

This has not detracted from her aquatic

success. Heading into the New England

Regionals, Nicolai will be seeded in the

UM women swimmers
head forNew Englands

top four in all her events this weekend.

Nicolai attributes her success to hard I

work, good coaching and a great team
concept.

Apart from being a team swimmer,

Nicolai has been able to enjoy the icing on

the cake; She has amassed school records

in her career, including the 50 yard

freestyle (24.77 sec.), 100 yard freestyle

(54.40 sec), as well as sharing in records in

the 400 yard and 800 yard relays.

Looking ahead to the New England

Regionals and the ECAC Championships,

Nicolai's outlook reverts back to the

concept of chemistry.

"This year's success has been due to the

great at effort we receive from our second
and third place finishers. With the great

depth and total team effort we have we
should be able to better last year's

seventh place finish." she said.

Coach Val Turtle measures Nicolai'^

contribution to the team in terms of the

concept of chemistry.

"Jennifer's biggest contribution to the

team is that she is a good team swimmer
who possesses a burning desire to do her

best for the team,"she said.

It appears that the UMass womens
swim team has earned an A+ in

chemistry as well as swimming. Most like-

ly the two will be combined for a produc-

tive finish in both the New England
Regionals and the ECAC Championships.

Men gymnasts at Boyden
By ELLEN RICHARD

CoUcgUaSUff

The University of Massachusetts
gynmastics team will be looking for more

than a victory when they host Temple

Saturday. The Minutemen wUl be looking to

break the school record of 258 points

against the injury-riddled Owls.

The Minutemen, who have a 7-4 record,

should have no problem defeating Temple,

according to coach Roy Johnson. Temple

was co-champion of the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastic League last year.

However, injuries have hurt the team this

year.

"They were a great team going into

September," coach Johnson said. "If they

didn't have all those injuries they'd be a

good team."

Temple is not the only team with injuries.

UMass has Peter Lucchini and Lew
Wingert on the disabled list. Lucchini, who
competes in five events for UMass, is out

with a sprained knee. Jim Corbett will

replace him against Temple in floor

exercises, vault and parallel bars.

Wingert is still out with a strained elbow.

The Minutemen have four gymnasts in

the top ten in the NCAA Eastern leaders.

By BOB BROCK
Collepui SUff

Armed with a 10-2 record, one of their

bests in recent years, the University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team is

primed and ready for the New England

Championships, which begin tonight at

Springfield College's Linkletter

Natatorium.

Coach Valerie Turtle is optimistic about

her team's prospects for the meet, since

UMass has quaJified in each event, in-

cluding both the one and three meter

diving.

The meet will be comprised of 15 teams

from both Division I and Division II schools,

but Turtle says the team to beat is

defending champion, Boston College.

Incidently, B.C. dealt UMass swimmers
their first loss of the season.

Smith College, Springfield, University of

Maine, and New Hampshire (who beat

UMass two weeks age) all look to field

strong teams.

"I think it could actually be a toss-up

between us, Smith, Springfield, Maine and

UNH," said Turtle. "Thty all have a lot of

balance so every swim counts," she added.

Since the Minutewomen have qualified in

every event, they are entering the com-

petition in excellent shape. So good in fact

that Turtle believes UMass could win some
events.

Bert Mathieson is m sixth place in all

around competition with 52.35 points.

Mathieson is also sixth in pommel horse

with a 9.1.

John Macurdy is tied for eighth in floor

exercises with a 9.25 and also holds the

eighth spot in vaulting with a 9.5. John

McGonagle in in a three way tie for fourth

in rings with a 9.45, and Tony Sbarra is

fourth in high bar with 9.35.

After compiling a 2-3 record on their road

trip, the Minutemen will have the home

advantage again. The team will finish out

the season a week from tomorrow at home

against Springfield.

"The guys are a little more used to their

equipment, " Johnson said. "It will be a good

chance to warm up for Springfield."

On Sunday the team will travel to

Springfield to perform in the New England

Invitational gymnastics meet. About seven

teams will compete in Springfield and the

Minutemen are looking to pile up some

more wins before the Eastern Cham
pionships.

The Minutemen will be performing

tomorrow against Temple hoping to per

form well enough to reach their goal of 258

points. Meet time is 1:00 p.m.

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

Budweiser 12 oz. cans $11.00 case + $1.20 deposit

BuSCh 12 oz Ig necks $9.85 case -f- $1 .50 dep

Labatt's beer or ale 12 oz bottles $3.30 + .30 dep

Roiling Rock 12 oz long necks $10.00 case -t- $1.50 dep

Schaeffer 12 oz Ig necks $8.75 case + $1 .50 dep

Gin or Vodka 80° ^^ 1 75 l

Paul Masson Burgundy, Rose, Chablis, Rhine. . .
.
$4.99 1.5 L

Large selection of Mini Kegs,

^ Kegs and % Kegs

In both the 200 and 400 yard freestyle

relays, Umass is listed as one of the

favorites. As far as individual events go,

Jenn Nicolai is a top contender for a first in

the 50 butterfly.

The Minutewomen also look strong in

other events. Anne Whitlock, Jennifer

Black and Debbie Chisholm hope to score

points in the backstroke competition as do

Laurie Keen and Lisa Cohen in the

breaststroke event.

Besides swimming the fly, Jenn Nicolai

will be looking for points in the sprint

freestyles along with Connie Anderson.

School record holder, Martha Samsel will

be swimming the 1650 freestyle with Nancy
Stevens. Caroline Walsh and Jennifer Black

will be swimming both the 200 and 400

individual medleys.

Coach Turtle is optimistic about the

diving events. She believes that Gina

Perrone and Jean Bushee can score well in

both the 1 meter and 3 meter boards.

Turtle expects good times and is lookmg

to improve on last years' seventh place

finish.

"I'd like to move up a bit, said Turtle. It

should be a real exciting New England's,"

she said.

For people who would like to see some of

the action, prelims begin at 11:00 a.m. and

finals are run at 7:oo p.m. each night.

Admission is $1 with a student ID for

prelims and $1 .50 for finals.

UMass trackmen takeoff

for New England meet
By LAURIE FISHER

CoUcgimn SUff

The University of Massachusetts men's

track team left for Lewiston, Maine today

to compete with 30 schools in the New
England Track finals at Bates College.

"We have a very similar team going to

the finals this year as we did last year. We
have three strong individuals and several

other opportunities for fourth, fifth and

sixth placings," coach Ken O'Brien said.

The strong individuals include tried and

true runner, Brian Osborne, who last year

placed third in the New England 600 yard

dash event. His third place time of 1:10.9

was his personal best.

"Brian rises to the level of competition.

Last year he made his big performance

improvement at the New Englands where

the competition was stiff," O'Brien said.

High hurdler John Wright is included in

the strong UMass trio. John is the leading

hurdler in New England. He is 2.10

seconds faster than his closest com
petitor," O'Brien said.

Wright was unable to compete in the

indoor New Englands last year due to a

sprained ankle, although he placed third

in the outdoor flnals held last May at

Boston College.

Senior Rick Dorion has a good shot at

placing in the top three in the 3000 meter

run according to assistant coach Greg

Roy.

Sunday Dorion will anchor the distance

medley. Last year, the Minuteman relay

team won the medley with a time of 10

minutes. The team, Dorion, John Keelan,

Brian Osborne, is almost the same this

year with Jack Marinilli replacing John

Caffney.

Penthathlers, Greg Mader and Todd

Johnson, ranked fifth and sbcth respec-

tively, left Thursday night to compete in

the Pentathlon held today.

"In order to break into the top three

slots they are going to have to give an

outsUnding performance. They would

have to equal or better their present

records in all five events." Roy said.

"How we finish as a team depends a k>t

on who enters each event," O'Brien said.
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Panasonic AM-FM 8-track stereo,

phono & speakers 50$ 8-track tapes 2$ ea

6-8185

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 3ia-5918 leave message

71 Ford Torino AM/FM stereo fair cond.

$300 or BO Diane 253-8453

1973 Plym Grnd Cp. 95000 m AC, stereo &
more must sell 700$ 549-5877 Joe aft 5

For sale 1970 Ford Torino - 45,000 original

miles needs work - $500 or BO call 545-3500

before 5:00 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

73 Pontiac Grand AM 4 door cruise con-

trol climate control bucket seats excellent

condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549-2785

evenings

Brand-new Holly 600 4-barrel carborator

retails for $225 must sell $100 or BO call

549-5588 after 1 1 :00
^

1967 Saab 96 (Monte Carlo Edition)

$500. Call Sam 774-5952 1-5 PM or leave

message ____^
1973 Cutlass 4 dr 84000 miles stereo well

maintained $1150 Ron 549-2656

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Interested in the Boltwood Project?

Recruitment meeting Wed. Feb. 23 at 7 PM
in804CC

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

session free. Allan Black, 253-5036

COUNSELORS
~

Association of Independent Camps
seeks qualified counselors fo 75 member
children's camps in Northeast July and

August. Contact: Association of Indepen-

dent Camps (MA), 157 West 57th Street,

New York, New York, 10019 (212)582-3540

CRIMSON TRAVEL
~

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona

$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Steph 549 5320

ENTERTAINMENT

Professional DJs For Less $99 Winter
Special! Dorms, greeks, Semis. Paul

549-4405

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Magician - The Great Charles will entertain

at any occasion call Bruce 549-1177 after

P^l

Professional DJs for less $99 special

ends March 15. Book now before price in-

crease 549-4405

M Cr M Music Unlimited Professional

DJ's for all occasions call Mike 546-5259

FINALLY LEGAL

My crazy sweetheart SGC - Wishing you
the happiest birthday ever! This last week
has been beautiful!! Until the weekend. .

.your crazy admirer SLH

FOR RENT

Couple wanted: share Townehouse Apt.

with another June 1 fall option Kathy

548-1430

Amherst Center 1 bedroom apt $325/mn
available immediately 256-6402

Room in Brittany Manor Apt.
160/ month heat & hot water included.

( 1)-568-1215

Storage space available by the month.

Call peg (evenings 6-10 pm) 549-6852

FOR SALE

Nikon FE for sale with 50f1.8 and 135

telephoto $375 or BO call Scott 253-7465

Need luggage for Spring Break? Special

design iCIAO!) bags various colors and
styles call Jodi 546-9661

Computer for sale, Synertek Systems
SYM-1 computer kit. New never been us-

ed. Very versatile. Asking $190 call Ron at

549-6999

Sat. Feb. 26

Tickets for Eric Clapton's only NE show
best offer 546-8682 keep trying

Soft black leather and goose-down vest,

men's 42, women's 12. Almost new $85.

549-2857, Abby

Eric Clapton Tickets, 15th row,
reasonable price, ca ll 546-7504 must sell

Hagstrom Bass $280 Kustom 75w amp
$230 Roland synthesizer $450 549-0453

Artists! Pints of acrylic paints for sale

cheap! Call Louise 546-8527

1969 Volvo 1445. excellent body and in-

terior. Economical!! New mufler, battery,

etc. $1,000 or BO Also, Smith Corona elec-

tric typewriter (case & three cartridges in-

cluded!!) $150 or BO 665-4880

Stylish womans down coat practically

new hardly worn call Debbie 546-9660

FOUND

10k gold signet ring. Tell me the initials

and it's yours. Call Terri at 549-0748 after

5:00 pm.

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28,000 Cari-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes __^
COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmosphere, 12

Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

The Commuter Area Government has

two job openings. These positions are

work-study at 15/hours/wk. Freshperson,

sophomore or junior undergraduate prefer-

red. To apply, stop by 404 Student Union
9:00-5:00 pm M-F. We are an Affirmative

Action Equal Opportunity Employer. Third

World, women and non-traditional

students encpouraged to apply. Deadline is

February 23. _____^__
Like dancing? I need a partner! Please call

586-3379 Amy

INSTRUCTION

Music Instruction: sax, flute, claririet,

piano, brass, and voice. . .ear training, im-

provisation, and reading! John Root

256-8729

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Blue five-subject notebook, outside Cof-

fee Shop 11:30 Friday 18th. Very important

notes. Please call 1-532-1588. Reward

Aspen Ski Coat and Keys sentimental

value small reward call Rich 546-7878

•REWARD*

Lost: 2 charms
highly sentimental

please call 6-6966

•••

Short Khaki Jacket w hat and mittens in

Blue Wall Fri nite 2/1/83 Please hat and

mittens have sentimental value call

253-9971 Sheila

Rosary beads in black leather pouch lost

on Feb 17 Thursday much sentimental

value reward please call Lance at 584-1920

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 253-5676 253-5756

MINDY'S BIRTHDAY
~

MIn - for all the things we've been thru

together - semi-formals; noise from above

(Mindy we're home!); July 4 at the Capes

getting back at ER; JT - Don't fall down the

hill!; the Army Lacrosse game; Rude,

Crude, Raunchy & Socially Unacceptable. .

.These memories & many more to come,

have a great day! Love, Lori, Krista and

Jodi

PERSONALS

DAN JOYCE from BCHI call Suzi 6-6048

All Umass men are invited to an Open
Rush at EAM, tonight at 8:00 pm 395 N
Pleasant St

Little Buddy, I love you and don't know
what I'd do without yal, ME
Cynthia Cay thank-you for everything you
did on 2/221 Have a terrific day love L.F.

Key KevinI Party, party! Happy 22 you've

gotta love it lets tap!

Guitarist wanting to join band. In

Southwest area preferably. All kinds of

music. Call John 6-8800

hey D.U., Sorry we haven't been around

much lately. We've missed you, too!

(Especially you, Tank!!!!) See ya 'round -

wink wink, nudge nudge. Love JoAnne and

Hannah

"And the worms ate into his brain. .

Pink Floyd and Genesis tonight 11-2 on

WSYL-FM 97.7 requests 545-0191

Pookie, Wish I could be with you on your

birthday! I love you. Mommy
Erin, Legal at last in NYC! Shah

Shari's best friend, have a fantastic 19th!

Erin's best friend

Three Stooges Film Festival. 5 Curleys.

Saturday Feb. 26 CCA at 7, 9, 11 PM price

$1.00

Lesbian/Gay Dance Saturday February

26 9-2 am 10th floor CC 2$ admission call

The People's Gay Alliance at 5-0154 for

more info

Go Down with someone you know h
trust

luxury hotels, no hidden costs & no BS
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Spring Break 83

UMass Ski Club Goes Down 546-3437

Bobby & John - UMass Hoop goodluck

Sat! The two UMass Softball players you

saw at the Year of Living Dangerously

Richard Yamartino
Happy 21st

i love you lots!

ME
Bermuda Rugby Tour The Rugby Club is

traveling to Bermuda for Spring Break. We
have room for non-members. Come along

and GO WILD! Contact Mark 549-2760

Scott 253-3544

To Aimee Happy 21st Birthday I'm so glad

I took you in from the Big Bad World. Now
I have a super roommate and friend. You

are the best! Have a great year. I love you

Karen

Robbie - Happy 19th Birthday, Buddy!! Go
wild and celebrate . Hope you have a happy

one love ya! "Psssst"

Jennifer O. Happy 20th Birthday. Hope
you have a great weekend . Love, Ellen

Happy 19th Birthday Broccoli, Your the

sweetest vegetable around. Luv ya! BW

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY

Subjects needed, ages 17 -25, who have

lost a p>arent 1 - 5 years ago, to participate

in an interview study about bereavement.

Experimental credits available. Call

549-4418 AM or PM, or leave a note at

Tobin Hall room 603, with your phone no.

& when to call.

RESUME WRITING

Professional /Confidential/ Efficient
special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays
after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Millers Falls Thur eves 5

PM share expenses call Holly at Outdoor

Center of New England 659-3926

Ride needed to Penn for Spring Break

Going to Leola, Lancaster, Harrisburg, or

Phili. area will share cost. Rita 546-6347

Ride needed Clapton concert Mar. 1

Worcester share expenses call John 6-4760

ROOMMATE WANTED

One bedroom in three bedroom So.

Amherst house call Patrick 253-3124

Roommate wanted $115/month Feb

i^^

rustv nail

paid for Brittany Manor heat hot water inc.

on bus route with tennis courts call Jamie

John or Mike 253-5605 keep trying

Female roommate wanted to share 1 Ig

bdrm apt $150 inci 665-4980

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor
-english composition and grammar
reasonable rates 6-9289

Relationship difficulties? Anxieties?

Depression? Try an off-campus weekly
therapy group. Open house Sat 26, AM call

256-8814

SPRINGBREAK

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 Round
trip jet and hotel directly on the beach!

Montreal $59 plus tax and service. March
19-21; 26-28 round trip deluxe motor coach
3 days/2 nights in the Quality Inn

downtown includes welcome party. Also!

Half-price Delta Airlines coupons!

TRAVEL

Florida direct by van. 3/19-27. $148. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines (g) 617-724-8810

Daytona Beach - Spring Break - March
18-27. Party down by motorcoach, free

beer party, oceanfront accomodations $165

plus tax & services. For more info call

Kathie or Robin @ 256-0551

Bermuda - $315 includes everything - call

256-6941 after 6

Experience the Keys Key West, Fla.

Spring Break March 19-26

Hotel only $ 1^, w /motor coach $299
tax Et gratuities included

for more info call 549-5959

If you're going down go all the way!

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES DOWN
to

Ft. Lauderdale Spring Break 83

8 days 7 nights luxurious hotel

on Ft. Lauderdale strip with parties

at: "The Button", "THe Camdy Store"

"Summers" "Area Code 302" "Dallas"

"Art Stocks Playpen" etc. etc. etc.

Hotel only w/motor coach w/jet

$149 $275 $369

tax Et gratuities included

non-members welcome
for more info call 547-3437

Ski the world's best powder. Utah! Trip

includes: round trip airfare 7 - nights lodg-

ing at Temple Square Hot! 5-day all Utah lift

ticket free rental car with unlimited mileage

all taxes and services. All for $479.00 con-

tact UMass Ski Club 545-3437

UMass Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20-25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.

Only $159 includes: transpyortation, hot

tub party, t)eer & wine parties, 5 day
lift ticket, all taxes h gratuities & much,
much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 545-3437

Europe this Summer? Join a charter leav-

ing on 7/6/83 from NY - London - return

from Paris. Call 549-0524 or 549-4813

Spring Break - Bermuda $269 - Florida

$229 (plus tax) call Debbie 546-9660

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Apt Mate Norihwood Apts own room,

two bdrm apt 160.00 rent 665 3633 aft 5 pm

Help $50 reward for helping me by your

parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Three Bedroom Puffton or

Townehouse to rent from June on Sue
546-7393 ___^
Two or three bedroom Puffton to rent

from June till August call Letty 546-7464

Looking to rent dorm - size refrigerator

call Nadia 546-5901

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 Bedroom Townehouse or Pufton! to

rent from June on Marilyn 549-1377

presents
rtrz

Sun. Feb. 27

Warren Zevon Tower of Power
Tickets available at "For the Record" (in Faces) Amherst

TONIGHT! Party at the S.U.B.
(Student Union Ballroom)

UMASS vs MS
& Wine BAB

Proi)er I.D.

required

All 18

and

welcome to attend

HtGH ItfC

LIVE on WMUA Radio

<j^i^ C-'-.y

J. Jeff Taylor

FRID/lY nite — FEB 25 frc»m 9:PM-6:AM!

••••• ••••••••••••***********'*****

Good Luck
to all the dancers in the Marathon
& special thanks to all MS sponsors

- Sponsored by Pike, WMUA. & MiUer High Life

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 666 4937 You imust be 18 to enter.
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Minutemen knockout Dukes, 85-81

Hempel pours in 29
to give nod to UMass

By JIM FLOYD
CoUcffiu Staff

Good bye Duquesne, bring on St.

Joseph's.

It will be a confident University of

Massachusetts basketball team that takes

the floor Saturday at 7:30 p.m. when the

next Atlantic Ten foe dares to try and take

on the Minutemen in the Curry Hicks Cage.

Confident? Sure, why not? After all, last

night UMass coasted to an easier than it

looks 85-81 victory over a streaking Du-

quesne University team that had won five

of its last six Atlantic Ten conference

games.
The first half was labeled appropriately

the John Hempel show. The standout

freshman forward was outstanding from

both the field and the foul line as he buried

seven of eight shots from the field (in-

cluding three for three from three point

land, say that three times fast) and four for

four from the charity stripe route to a 21

point first half.

Not to be outdone, Horace Neysmith,

operating from the other forward position,

netted ten first half points of his own.

At the half, UMass led the Dukes, 39-35.

In the second half, with a man to man
defense sagging around Hempel, the rest

of the Minutemen squad got into the act.

Edwin Green buried a couple of his

patented fall away jumpers and a suppor-

ting cast of Darryl Carter, who played in

place of a still ailing Donald Russell, Bobby

Braun and Ron Young helped to fill the

Minuteman basket as the home team pulled

out to a 12 point bulge midway through the

half.

The last eight minutes turned into a free

throw clinic as the Dukes were forced to

play catchup ball and did so with some ef-

fectiveness.

The Minutemen were able to withstand a

last ditch comeback effort by Duquesne

and improved their conference record to

3-8.

"John Hempel came ready to play," said

a resolute coach Tom McLaughlin aiter the

contest had finally drawn to a close.

"Everybody came ready to play. They just

played a confident, poised and patient

game."
Hempel finished the game with 29 points,

12 rebounds, two assists and two blocked

shots.

"The shots just felt gobd," said last

week's Atlantic Ten Rookie of the Week.

"When they went man to man on me I just

took the ball to the basket."

Hempel was followed in the Minuteman

scoring by Neysmith, who chipped in 19

points and grabbed 13 rebounds. Carter

also broke into double figures with 12

points.

And now the Minutemen want St. Joe's.

BOX SCORE:
Massachusetts: Neysmith 6-7-19, Hempel
11-4-29, Green 4-0-8, Young 2-4-8, Braun

2-5-9, Carter 3-6-12

Duquesne: Searles 8-0-16, Meyers 3-13-19,

Sisinni 0-0-0, Farrell 2-0-4, Teachout

6-4-20, Eaglin 4-1-9.

C«ll«fiui plioto kr DbthI Dcabcr

Edwin Green goes up for two in last nights 85-81 Minutemen win over

Duquesne.

The UMass 40-Minute Gang: good orbad?
Glorify theZoo Mass image Re

By RICHARD NANGLE
CoUegluSUfr

Jim, you ignorant slut.

Leave it to a beer-swilling boorish frat

brother like yourself to support a bunch of

overgrown children like the 40-Minute

Gang. These guys would fit in well with

those advanced "boy scouts" you live with

in that den of iniquity known as Phi Mu
DelU.
The 40-Minute Gang is the epitome of

the infamous "Zoo Mass" image which

haunts this university inside the Com
monwealth. The insulting comments that

come out of the mouths of these so-called

school spirit types are, I believe, counter

productive to providing a positive attitude

in the Curry Hicks Cage.

A debate has been going on in the

Collegian for the past two weeks proving

that some people have already been put

off by the 40-Minute Gang. The two

writers who supported the "gang's" ac-

tions sounded so militant that perhaps

they should be involved with ROTC rather

than disorganized cheerleading.

And Jim, we already have

cheerleaders. Those are the cheery folk

dressed in Minuteman red and white who

stand on the sideline opposite the team

benches. I don't think Coach McLaughlin

had vicious insults in mind when he

designed the 40 Minute Gang. And I don't

think he'd condone what many people,

including myself, heard at the Rhode

Island game Saturday night.

One of the Rhode Island players made

the tragic mistake of not getting a haircut

before the game and was subjected to real

intelligent remarks like; "H^ number 13,

get a haircut!" 'Hey look at the faggot,

what are you gay? Get a haircut." I think

someone with semi long hair like yourself,

Jim. could understand the irrelevence of

that kind of chastisement.

Some of the commentary was humorous

but at the same time about as original as

my opening sentence. Todd Bozeman was
repeatedly called Bozo and Gavin Scotti

heard for at least the one millioneth time;

"Hey Scotti, they better beam you up!"

But other comments were not so funny.

Yelling at the Rhode Island coach to shut-

up while he's talking to the team during a

time out is one example. Telling the team

that they should have stayed home and

that "we don't want you here," is another.

But Jim, I am not anti-fun. I do, in fact,

cheer the good plays and harass the

referees on bad calls. I just don't think I

should be yellin at the opposing players to

die. I save that for the Dead Kennedys

concerts.

I can also appreciate a good idea. The

g^y with war paint in the shape of the

UMass cheerleaders outfit who leads the

team onto the court and hits a layup

certainly puts the crowd in a good mood.

And when the 40 Minute Gang holds

newspapers in front of their faces while

the visiting team is introduced, there is

also cause for humor. But I can't help

wondering if that is the only time these

clowns ever look at a newspaper —
assuming, of course, that they can read.

During the game Saturday I asked the

guy with the war paint why he felt he had

to verbally abuse the other team when
some of what the 40-Minute Gang does is

productive and funny. His response: "If

that's how you feel, then you don't belong

here. Go sit somewhere else."

Oh, now I see. He's a better fan than me
because he demonstrates his school spirit

by cutting down other teams and other

fans. Wrong again Alpo breath.

Abusive 40 Minute Gang members

should go home and kick their television

sets or radios rather than subject people

to their twisted brand of boosterism. And
you Jim, should join them.

By JIM FLOYD
CollcfiuSUfr

Rich, you egotistical pseudo rock and

roller.

First of all, what do you know about

sporting activities? Everytime I see your

name in the paper you're talking about

bottle bills or wars in foreign countries in-

stead of addressing important issues like

the Celtics, Patriots or other topics that

really interest people.

What I'm getting at is how do you ex-

pect anyone who reads the sports page to

take you seriously when you walk around
campus dressed in Combat Rock gear and
wearing Clash buttons. Basketball is

played to a disco beat. Rich.

You obviously never had the opportuni-

ty to see what major college basketball is

all about. You never heard a crowd carry

its team to victory by intimidating the

visiting team. You were probably too busy,

sleeping on some sidewalk in an effort to

purchase tickets to see Black Flag or the

Dead Kennedys.

To you. Rich, pro wrestling is probably

real.

Once Minuteman basketball hit rock

bottom a couple of years ago, the fans

disappeared. When new fans finally begjan

to fill the venerable Curry Hicks Cage,

they did not understand that there was
more to going to a basketball game than

just going to a basketball game.

You, Rich, being one of the all-time sit

on the hands type fans, will probably

never understand that REAL home fans

want to get involved and be a part of the

game.

This is the purpose that the 40-Minute

Gang serves. They have tried to re-

educate the fans as to how to get involved

in a game and that is with loud vocal sup-

port.

Remember, Rich, that the name of the

game is winning and that vocal fans can

be a very integral part of winning basket-

ball games. I'm terribly sorry if one of the

URI players got made fun of because of

his hair length but, maybe he thought

about that when he went to the free throw

line and missed.

As for my hair, by the way, I'm plann-

ing on getting it cut so that is not a factor

(sorry).

We already have cheerleaders, that is

true. But, what good do they do if there

are a bunch of zombies such as yourself,

sitting silently watching them, waiting to

see if you can get a glimpse of exposed

flesh. (Rich, you pervert!)

What the Curry Hicks Cage needs is to

have everyone present take a lesson from

the 40-Minute Gang and get involved in

the action. Scream some^ing, anything

when an opposing player goes to the free

throw line, howl with delight when a

UMass hoopster steals an inbounds pass

or boo the walls off of the place when the

visiting coach complains about a call that

helped your team.

And, if you think that you are any bet-

ter than any of those "arrogant slobs" or

this "boorish frat brother" then maybe
you should take the suggestion of sitting

someplace else.

Nome, Alaska would be nice.

Oh, and by the way once again, Phi Mu
Delta is an academically oriented institu-

tion not a den of iniquity. (Cough!)
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Complaint filed

because posters

ripped down
By ANNE McCRORY

CollcKiui Staff

Citing First Amendment violations, a member of the

Organization of Arab Students (OAS) is filing a complaint

against student Assistant Attorney General Randy

Chapman for tearing down OAS posters Friday afternoon

in the Campus Center complex.

"I caught him tearing my posters down," said Mustapha

Ossegran. "He said, I have some Zionist friends who would

be offended by these.' He was ripping the posters by no

authority."

The posters said "Zionism is racism," according to

Ossegran.

Chapman, while agreeing he found the content of the

posters "objectionable," said his main reason for tearing

them down was their illegal location.

"There are specific areas on bulletin boards for posters,"

Chapman said. "These were taped up on glass doors."

Chapman added he was almost hit by a door when en-

tering the Campus Center because of the obstructed vision

caused by the posters.

Chapman and Ossegran went to speak with Ron Keefe,

chair of the Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG)

following their confrontation. While Chapman said he felt

the situation "was pretty much resolved" in that office,

Ossegran said Chapman and Keefe spoke privately for

several minutes and returned to say nothing could be done.

Dssptrran thpn <ioinrht rpoonrco with thp Student

Activities Office, the University Legal Services and finally

went to Dean of Students William Field to file a formal

complaint.

Ossegran said he spent an hour and a half in Field's

office.

"He discouraged me not to go in this manner," Os.segran

said, "and was uncooperative."

Field said he referred Ossegran to Jim Murphy, the

Student Government Association (SGA) president. Field

said Murphy will meet with the head of the OAS today to

get the details for the complaint which will be filed in the

dean's office.

Ossegran also said Chapman telephoned him Saturday to

apologize for the incident, though the apology could not be

accepted.

"It's not up to me — it's the OAS' posters," he said.

Ossegran has also called in the OAS' lawyer from

Boston.

"Under the First Amendment, everyone has a right to

say their views," Ossegran said. "Some people are afraid

the truth will change people's minds about Israel. I'm going

to push it (the posters incident) as far as it goes.

Photo bv Nick Moiidia*

Two squirrels scamper up a tree behind

Stockbridge Hall yesterday afternoon.

M*A*S*H's grand finale tonight

By JAY HOLZMAN
Coilefiui Correspondent

Except for a conscientious few students whose pro-

fessors had the nerve to schedule tests for tomorrow,

books vkill take a back seat to the final episode of

M*A*S*H toni^t as University of Massachusetts

students say goSlbye to one of their favorite programs.

Tonight's final episode is expected to be the most wat-

ched television show in history as people across the coun-

try tune in. How will UMass students spend their Mon-

day ni^t?
• , •

Some of their options include watching M A S H on

screens at the Blue Wall, lime Out, the Drake and Col-

lege Pizza. Dormitories also plan to get into the act as

"M*A'S*H bashes" take place around campus. Mean-

while, the Top of the Campus Lounge will be going all out

for its viewers with their special drink, a grape Nehi mar-

tini, served by waiters and waitresses in Army fatigues.

Reactions varied as students randomly interviewed ex-

pressed their feelings on M*A'S'H finally ending after

11 years. For new student Walter Lawton, the last

M*A*S*H will be a tough one to swallow.

"I can't believe it's finally ending. I'd love it to go on

forever. I grew up w\\h M A*S*H," he said.

According to junior Michael Byers, "The end of

M *A'S*H means an end to an era of what was once good

.television."

Sophomore Iheresa Barrett is glad M'A'S'H is going

off the air with a big finish.

"I'm glad they're giving it a sensible ending. I think the

sequels will exploit M*A S'H too much. It's better off

that we let them rest in peace," she said.

Senior Gary Fine has mixed reactions about saying

farewell to M'A'S'H.
"CBS is losing their ace program. It was a show you

could always turn to. I'm psyched about the last episode,

but I'm glad it's going off the air before the ratings go

down. I think we'll all live without M*A*S*H, but we'll

never forget it," he explained.

Some students said they could especially relate to

M'A'S'H because of the things that UMass and Korea

have in common.
"Graduating will be like leaving a segment of your life

that you will never be gh\e to recapture. When tJhey leave

Korea, they'll have to say goodbye and go back home just

like we will," senior Rita Hubner explained.

Sophomore Karen Lawn added, "You take it for

granted being at UMass and playing around. They had it

rough being drafted. They couldn't come home. Here we

can do whatever we want."

Meanwhile, new student Eric Price has his own ideas

of why UMass and Korea are similar.

"I can relate to M'A*S*H because we're eating the

same food they did. Just like being in Korea, no one's

really craxy about being at UMass either," he said.
j

AHA caucus

to determine
candidates

By ANNE McCRORY
Collcfian Suff

In a pre election caucus tomorrow, Amherst voters will

choose the two candidates to run for the Amherst Housing

Authority (AHA) in the April town election. Polls will be

open from noon to 8 p.m. at normal precinct locations.

A caucus is held when more than two candidates are

nominated for a town office post under the state Caucus

Act. The caucus will narrow the race from three to two

candidates for the remaining two years of resigned AHA
board member Nancy Gillis' term.

The caucus will narrow the race from

three to two candidates for the remaining

two years of resigned AHA board member

Nancy Gillis ' term.

The AHA is responsible for coordinating federaUy and

state subsidized housing in Amherst, a total of 378 units,

AHA executive director Carole Collins said. The Authority

places the elderly, handicapped, disabled and low income

families into housing where they pay 25 percent of their

income for rent, she said.

The board is made up of five members, four elected and

one gubernatorial appointee, said AHA chairman Jonathan

Hite.

The following are the three candidates, two of whom will

appear of the April ballot as a result of the caucus.

ROBERT CHISHOLM
Robert Chisolm, the dispatch coordinator for the

Amherst Fire Department, cited his "ability to work
within Uhe) property management restrictions" of the

1980s as his qualification for the office.

"I feel I can bring a perspective not previously

represented (on the board), that of financial expertise,"

said the former UMass accounting student and certified

paralegal.

Chisolm said his prior business experience and political

background will enable him "to bring a new skiU to the
board." He also served on the Landlord Tenant Relations

Committee and has been a Town Meeting member for nine

years.

BERNARD MOREAU
Bernard Moreau, who is serving as acting board member

in place of Nancy Gillis until the April election, said his goal

in office would be "to help people who need help." which he

said is the purpose for the AHA.
"There is less federal funding for rental assistance

(now), but more and more people need it." said Moreau,

who is also a UMass alumnus. "We do whatever we can to

make people's lives better."

Moreau previously served on the AHA board for ten

years, 1%9-1979, during which time the elderly housing

was constructed in Amherst. He said his background, that

of a retired union plumber, gives him a "knowledgeable

perspective on new building projects."

He has been an Amherst Town Meeting member for 18

years and was the chairman of the Amherst Town
Democratic Committee for three years.

PHYLLIS RODIN

Phyllis Rodin, a student in the UMass graduate program

for future studies, is an independent running "for my own

kind — students, handicapped, senior citizens," she said.

"Students need an advocate on the AHA, said Rodin,

who suppports low-cost housing for students and proposes

a student housing project in Amherst open to students

from all area colleges.

Rodin, a resident of Ann Whalen House, a subsidized

building for the elderly in Amherst, said she is also a

candidate for tenants.

"There is no tenant representation on the board — there

never has been," she said. "People (who live in the sub-

sidized housing) are intimidated, they tread very lightly,"

she said.

Rodin's varied pohtical background includes being a

graduate student senator for three years, the educational

director of the New England Farmers Union for 13 years

and a town adviser in New York City.

'•Vi'll'i
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World and national news
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Governors seek

deficit reduction
WASHINGTON — Citing their battered

state budgets, a bipartisan coalition of

governors yesterday moved toward asking

President Reagan and Congress to consider

tax increases and defense cuts to reduce

federal deficits described as "ruinous to our

economy."

A draft budget resolution urging this

stand had strong support among members

of the National Governor's Association

(NGA), but there were misgivings ex-

pressed by chief executives wary of trying

to set specific goals for the federal budget.

"We've had no sense or word from the

White House at aU that they are opposing

what we're trying to do," said Gov. Scott

Matheson, a Democrat from Utah who is

chairman of the governors* association.

However, Matheson and Gov. James

Thompson of Dlinois, a Republican who will

be the next NGA chairman, acknowledged

that the White House was opposed to the

call for trimming Reagan's proposed in-

creases in defense spending.

Thompson told a news conference at the

opening of the association's three-day

winter meeting that "our concern is that

out-year deficits now forecast by almost

everybody would be ruinous to our

economy and certainly by their prospect, if

not actuality, choke off any chance for

recovery."

New leaders promise

bloodshed will cease
NEW DELHI, India — A new gover-

nment was sworn in yesterday in Assam,

and the new chief minister promised to

restore peace and provide relief to victims

of the election-time riots and massacres

that left an estimated 1,300 dead and

100,000 homeless.

Hiteswar Saikai, a member of Prime

Minister Indira Gandhi's Congress Party,

took the oath along with a 12 member

councU of ministers, ending nearly a year of

direct federal rule in the northeastern

state.

Saikai, 44, told reporters in Gauhati, the

main city, that his task would be to end the

bloodshed that erupted Feb. 2 in an attempt

to block the elections and to provide for its

victims.

The Congress Party took 90 seats in the

126-seat state assembly. Violence

prevented voting in 18 districts, whose

seats would remain vacant "indefinitely,

"

election officials said. The major opposition

parties boycotted the election.

•.•."•.•.".•...•..••..•••
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Digest
By the Associated Press

.\P LHHerphotu

Firefighters and arson investigators remove the first victim of a

Brockton apartment house fire. At least three people died in the blaze

and some 50 were left homeless. Authorities say the fire is of

''suspicious origin.*'
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Oil price slash

to $20 possible
KUWAIT — A top member of

Parliament said yesterday that OPEC's

official $34- a-barrel base price for oil is

unsound and could plunge to $20-a-barrel,

the newspaper Al-Watan reported.

"The belief that the present benchmark

can be defended is mistaken and unsound,"

Jassem al-Kborafi, head of Parliament's

Economic and Financial Affairs Committee,

was quoted as saying.

He sharply criticized the Arab states on

the Persian Gulf for their "leniency toward

OPEC outlaws who have been trying to

further the interests of their countries

through violation of OPEC's prices and

production quotas."

He attributed OPEC member states'

inability to defend current prices to the

substantial drop in demand for oil by in-

dustrialized countries, and the success of

consumer nations in developing alter-

natives and energy conservation measures.

"If we are now hesitating to slash our

prices by $3 to $4 a barrel, I am afraid a day
which is not too far will come when we will

be obliged to cut prices to as low as $20 per

barrel," he said.

Toxic waste legislator

criticizes EPA head
NEWPORT. R.I. — The author of the

so-called Superfund legislation for cleaning

toxic waste sites yesterday called for the

replacement of Environmental Protection

Agency(EPA) Administrator Anne M.

Burford.
Rep. James J. Florio, D New Jersey,

criticized Mrs. Burford for a "phUosophy of

non-enforcement" of environmental laws

after he toured Rhode Island's worst

hazardous waste dumps by helicopter.

"She should either resign or be replaced.

The whole agency should be reviewed,"

Florio, an outspoken critic of the EPA, told

the annual meeting of the environmental

group Save the Bay.

"It's clear there is no great interest in the

present EPA administration in enforcing

environmental laws. We are starting to see

now in public debate some real questions of

motivation as to why these laws aren't

enforced," he said.

"I don't think there's any question that a

philosophy of non enforcement and basic

hostility to environmental laws pervades

the department's operations over the last

two years," he added.

Refugees claim

3,000 dead
in tribal raids
BULAWAYO, Zim-

babwe — Prime Minister

Robert Mugabe's troops

are alleged to have killed

as many as 3,000 civilians

over the last few weeks in

the tribal lands that form a

powerbase for opposition

leader Joshua Nkomo.
The government denies

the claims as vastly

exagerrated, but is under

mounting pressure from

church leaders, relief

agencies and human rights

groups to allow an in-

dependent investigation of

the situation in

Matabeleland.

Villagers who have fled

the province, home of the

minority Ndebele tribe,

have told foreign jour-

nalists harrowing tales of

massacre, rape, looting

and torture by the troops,

most of them members of

the dominant Shona tribe.

The refugees say the

atrocities were committed

by North Korean-trained

soldiers of the 5,000-strong

Fifth Brigade — a special

force raised by Mugabe to

battle rebels and guard

against invasion from
white-ruled South Africa.

1

Corporate influence

one topic of conference

( oIkKian photo by Ur»w Oifier

Joel Ario (far left), a MassPIRG consumer advocate, leads a

workshop entitled "Small Claims Court Reform" during the MassPIRG
Annual Conference this weekend at the University of Massachusetts.

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collcfian SUff

More than 200 students from across the

state attended the Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group's (MassPIRG)

annual Spring Conference over the

weekend in the Campus Center at the

University of Massachusetts.

The students attended workshops run by

the MassPIRG staff members. Topics in-

cluded hazardous waste, telephone rate

restructuring, investigative research.

Small Claims Court reform and a forum on

local politics directed by Student Gover-

nment Association President Jim Murphy.

In a workshop entitled "Corporate

Influence in Political Campaigns," citizen

organizer Jonathan Darnell discussed the

heavy influence corporations can have on

referendum questions — notably the bottle

bill.

Darnell said MassPIRG is sponsoring a

bill which would require shareholder ap

proval before corporations can spend

money on referenda or political candidates.

But the measure is unlikely to be supported

since many members of the Massachusetts

State Legislature hierarchy benefit from

corporate expenditures, he said.

The way the law is structured now.

Darnell said, corporations may only spend a

certain amount on candidates but may
spend unlimited amounts on referendum

questions. The reasoning behind it is that

corporations could corrupt candidates but

cannot corrupt voters.

Darnell pointed to the Massachusetts

Bottle Bill vote in 1976 as proof that cor-

porations can indeed corrupt segments of

the voting population. Before the election,

70 percent of the voting population sup-

ported the Bottle Bill, he said. But after

corporations spent $2 million on

"misleading" advertising, the controversial

referendum was defeated by less than one

percentage point, he said.

The vote has gained national recognition

as an example of the need to reduce

potential corporate influence in referendum

campaigns, Darnell said.

An example of indirect corporate in-

volvement is coiporate funding of Public

Broadcasting System television shows, he

said.

"They (corporations) like to think that

they're supporting culture while they're

destroying it at the same time," said Gene
Severins, a former student at Clark

University.

In a workshop concerning emergency
planning for accidents at nuclear power

plants, energy attorney Mike Ernst

discussed what he termed the "absurdity"

of plans to evacuate the Plymouth area in

the event of a mishap at the Pilgrim plant.

He said plans exist to close the bridges to

Cape Cod if the wind is blowing south after

a radiation leak in order lo avoid traffic

congestion with people trying to leave the

immediate area of the site. He added that if

the wind blew south after an accident it

would affect people on Cape Cod who would

have no way to escape.

SSAM officials discuss funding, organization

By MARY CRESSE
Collcrian SUff

If a referendum question supporting

funding of the State Student Association of

Massachusetts (SSAM) passes in next

week's Student Government Association

elections, the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst would be one of the first

universities in the state to support the

SSAM and its drive for increased financial

aid and student power in state government,

SSAM organizer Michael Ferrigno said.

Plans to implement the drive for funding

went into motion Saturday as represen

tatives from area schools met here for a

conference to discuss organizing the group

and wording the referendum.

UMass SSAM officials said they have not

yet decided on the form of the referendum

which could ask to add a mandatory one

dollar fee on the tuition bill or a separate

card calling for an optional donation.

If approved, each chapter of the SSAM
will attempt to obtain funds through these

measures from its school and place the

money in a general fund, which will be

appropriated by a Coordinating Committee.

Regardless of size, each campus will place

one delegate having one vote on the

committee, which will meet monthly to

discuss issues and appropriate money.

The emphasis at this point is on obtaining

the funding, SSAM officials said.

"If there's one thing that can stop us from

being completely successful, it's the fun

ding." said Michael DeLuca. University of

Lowell student president.

"If we get the money, it's a downhill

battle, because we've got the people and

the enthusiasm everywhere," he said.

According to Ferrigno, the group would

be dedicated to increasing student power on

the state level and ensuring that students

are informed of issues affecting them and

can act on these issues.

"For too long the student has been short

shrifted by politicians who don't think we're

worthy of input," he said. Ferrigno pointed

out the lack of student representation on

the Board of Regents and the appointments

of members from high-technical fields

serving on the board.

If the referendum is pa.ssed, Ferrigno

estimates UMass Amherst financial support

of the SSA would be approximately

$17,000.

Other schools interested include North

Adams State College, Holyoke Community
College, Southeastern Massachusetts

University, Mount Wachusett College,

UMass Boston, Bridgewater State College

and Salem State College.

Conference participants listened to

Janice Fein, president of the United States

Student Association, describe a typical SSA
budget, organization of chapters in other

states and how Massachusetts might

consider constructing its chapter.

Fein stressed quick organization and a

firm financial base to get the group started.

"With a strong financial backing, you can

form a chapter that will continue even after

you've graduated, one that will be heard.

Too many politicians consider college

students benign constiuencies who don't

care about or don't pay attention to what is

happening politically. With a strong

organization, you can be heard," Fein said.

Ye\n added that the establishment of an

office and permanent staff members were

crucial to maintaining a strong student

chapter.

HRTA career day a success
By CYNTHIA JOHNSON

Collrri*" (ormpondrnt

An estimated 1.000-1,500 Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration

(HRTA) majors attired in business suits,

talked informally with representatives from

32 companies in the hospitality industry at

the Eighth Annual HRTA Career Day
Thursday in the Campus Center

Auditorium.

Students also attended formal presen

tations by representatives, who described

career opportunities and training programs

available to prospective employees.

"It's a great way for the companies to

know the department and for the students

it's a great way to make connections... all

the seniors are passing out their resumes.

It's not like a formal job interview, it s nice

and casual," said Barbara Hurley, a student

organizer for the event.

Almost everyone in the HRTA depar

tment was involved in the Career Day

preparations, which began six or seven

months ago, she said. HRTA major James

Anello was also a coordinator for the event.

Representatives from all areas of the*

hospitality industry, including catering,

institutional food service, gourmet and fast

food restaurants, and hotel and travel

administration were available to talk with

students.

Art Parks, a student staffing the in-

formation booth for the department, said,

"All the major companies are here.

Students can get an idea of what's hap

pening in the industry. It's a great

program, you can hang out and talk to

people. It's best for seniors, they can find

out about the companies on an informal

basis."

A representative from Denny's

Restaurants. Don Kirkham said, "Both the

students and the industry take a mutual

look at each other, and assess the qualitites

of the individual. It's a day for sharing

expectations and for students to focus on a

career objective more effectively. We're

definitely looking for prospective job

candidates today."

"I feel more comfortable in saying that

we've always met with high quality can

didates from UMass. If an employer hadn't

considered UMass, they'd be making a

mistake. The faculty prepares the student

body to be well informed of the company's

needs and expectations.they groom the

students for the business world. I am
honestly impressed." Kirkham said.

John Weaver, a representative of the

Sheraton Corporation and a 1981 graduate

of the UMass HRTA program agreed with

Kirkham.
"It's the most popular school percentage

wise. We've taken more trainees from

UMass in the past five years than any other

school. It's a well rounded program." he

said.

"Career Day is good for both students

and companies,"' said Jane Tremer. HRTA
major and waitress at the luncheon held for

the representatives.

"Even if you're not a senior, you can get a

feeling for what's going on in the industry.

They try to get a big diversity in the

companies. There's lots of contact

possibilities. Besides, it's fun." Tremer

said.

Photo by Ann Lamrrr

Francis Bradford and Mary Carney dance into the twentieth hour of

the 29 hour MS dance marathon held at the Student Union Ballroom last

weekend.
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By TURA GUDMUNDSSON
CollefiaB Staff

As increasing numbers of African. Asian and Caribbean

countries become free, the more the balance of power in

the United Nations and its priorities change in their favor,

said a former U.N. official during a lecture Friday night at

Amherst College.

In the lecture "Women and Social Change," Leila Doss, a

member of the U.N. for 35 years and the former director of

Social and Economic Information of the U.N. spoke about

the racial changes in the U.N.

"The U.N. used to be a wonderful place because it was

the domain of a few countries who ran it the way they

wanted it and who could buy or pressure for votes, which

happened constantly," Doss said.

"But the U.N. is changing," she said. "In the earlier days

the struggle within the U.N. was that of people wanting to

be free."

"The U.N. is turning brown, yellow and black, anythmg

but the white and pink that have dominated it so far," she

said.

As a result of this, there has been a change m the

priorities, emphasis, voting patterns and the perspectives

of world issues, Doss said.

"The pink and white faces haven't gotten used to this nor

have they absorbed or adopted it yet," she said.

At the first U.N. sponsored Women's Convention in

Mexico in 1975, "Many women didn't know what they were

talking about because they had never been in a political

arena before, and had no idea of what the issues were

about, nor the documents of the voting patterns," she said.

"After the conference I felt that I never wanted to see

another woman in my life again," Doss said.

While Doss criticized the press' "Disdainful coverage" of

the second convention held in Copenhagen in 1980, where

women were accused of behaving like men. Doss said "it

lead to several resolutions as well as many conflicts, but it

showed women had grown up."

"These women were now involved in the real world of

politics. They were no longer wil' pretty people. They had

studied the issues, and came to put ideas across," she said.

Although women represent onw third of the world's labor

force, they earn one tenth of its income, and own less than

one percent of the world's prop *rty, she said.

"Women in Copenhagen ere. ted a plan of action of what

they wanted out of life in the c.omains of education, family

and employment," she said.

The resolutions of the two conventions have become

incorporated in the law of 46 countries, she said, ranging

from the Soviet Union to Sweden, Gabon and Vietnam.

Doss, who grew up in Egypt, said she started to work in

the U.N. "because I believed in the U.N.. and so I walked

into their headquarters in Egypt and told the personnel

officer I was willing to scrub floors for the U.N."

L

Women's Week
MONDAY

"Mid-wifery: Reclaiming Women's Tradition of

Autonomy and Intimacy" will be held at 5 p.m. in the

Neilson Library Browsing Room at Smith College. Mid-

wives Marcia Stahl and Kathy Martin will give the lec-

ture.

Sexual Harassment Workshop will be given at 6:30

p.m. in the Campus Center in room 901. The workshop

will end in plenty of time for M A S H.

"Women on the Left: Views on Social Change" will

be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Wright Hall Common Room at

Smith College.

TUESDAY

growth
\

The Women's Caucus of the Student Senate will

meet at 5 p.m. in the Campus Center in room 803. Senate

issues, publicity and the International Women's Event

will be discussed. All women senators are encouraged Ui

attend. All women students are invited to voice concerns

they may have.

Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERRF) will meet in the Campus Center in

room 165.

Support Group for Underemployed Women will meet

at 7 p.m. at the Everywoman Center.

"Walking Quietly Away from the Jargon: Toward a

Phenomenology of Women's Experience of Self and

Work," by Gail A. Homstein, will be held at 7:30 p m. in

McConnell Auditorium at Smith College.

Eleanor Smeal, former president of the National

Organization of Women (NOW) will speak on "Women
Weren't Bom Democrats, Republicans, or Yesterday"

at 8:30 p.m. in Sage Hall at Smith College. A reception

will follow the lecture. _^_^_
"Nuclear Proliferation: Who is Next to Get the Bomb?"

will be the topic for this year's fifth Great Decisions panel

discussion that will take place at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the

Main Lounge of Webster House in Orchard Hill. Panelists

will be Wayne Decker, department of politics. Mount

Holyoke College; Edward Feit political science. University

of Massachusetts; Allan Krass. division of natural sciences.

Hampshire College: and Kandula Sastry, a nuclear

physicist teaching at UMass.

Court decisions topic of talk

An anthropotogy senrJnar entitled "Access to the Legal

System: A Study-in-Progress of the Decisions of the Clerk

of the Court in Franklin County. Massachusetts" will be

held at 3:45 p.m. today in Machmer Hall, room W 15. The

discussion will be conducted by Barbara Yngvesson. an

associate professor of anthropology at Hampshire College.

•u>^>^^>o<»<»oooooeoooc>oooooo

Vincent Price
in a one man performance

Monday, March 7

8 pm at the F.A.C.

$2. 5 college students

$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office X

sponsored by University Ai ts Council 1

and Distinguished Visitors Program
jj
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ExapnoNAL
MANJIGENIENT

OPPORTUNmES

For exceptional College Grads

(and those who are soon to be)

CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:

• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

• AVIATION • LAW

• MEDICINE • INTELLIGENCE

• SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

• CIVIL ENGINEERING

Sign up for an interview

in the Career Placement Office

prior to 2 March or call:

Naval Management Programs

(203) 528-9988

AN IMPORTANT^
ADDITION

I
TO YOUR

I
UNIFORM

I

The instgnia of an Air I
Force nurse can mean I
a lot to you and your I

future. It shows that you're part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of tlie

most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For More Detaite CaN S»\6y Price

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen & Soohmores C«N Capt. PinkeH

(413) 546-2137

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Now is the time!

Get your face in the

yearbook.

The photographer will

be here

Feb 28 to March 17

Stop by CC Rm 178 or

call 545-2874 to

make your appointment.

Special Purchase

Athletic Weight Jersey

$7.95 w/coupon rag. $9.95

100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

Maroon

$2.00 Off

w/coupon
JERSEY
Reg. $9.95

$2.00 Off

w/coupon

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
I

maroon
Located in the Campus Center

^.^ UNIVERSITY
aUstore^
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Goodbye M*A*S*H
MASH-a metaphor for war
Trudging through the cold, the snow

and the biting wind, I bundled up my
collar as best I could and plodded

toward home. Home to warm food, a fairly

warm house and a dose of insanity,

laughter or perhaps seriousness with a

small helping of intelligent commentary
thrown in for good measure — home to

M*A*S*H. Dorm residents and commuters
alike share this daily ritual of sorts day in

and day out. The wonders of cable T.V.

now allow the true M'A'S'H addict a "fix

from 5 to 8 p.m. Many of us have grown up
with this anything-but-typical T.V. sitcom.

To put it in perspective, in the fall of 1972

when the show began, Nixon was Presi-

dent, Henry Kissinger was saying that

"peace was at hand" in Vietnam, "The

John F. Hudson

Godfather" swept the Academy Awards,

the number one song was "American Pie,"

and the seniors reading this column were

just entering the fifth grade. Forget that

the Korean War was three years long and

M*A*S*H 11, and forget that many claim

the show has gone downhill since its best

writer (Larry Gelbart, a Oscar nominee for

Tootsie) and funniest character (McClean

Stevenson as Colonel Blake) left in 1976. It

has earned its place as a small piece of

Americana, yet its unauspicious beginnings

provided no indication it would rise to the

level of popularity it has today.

At the beginning, M*A*S*H was

enigma, a little known book by a little

known author about a Korean Mobile Army
Surgical Hospital. The book was rejected

by seven publishers before reaching the

stores. As a film, it was a rather dark,

bloody comedy by the eccentric director

Robert Altman, and it earned high grosses

and numerous Academy Award nomina-

tions. Yet disattached limbs, bloody

operating rooms and war-torn Korea were

hardly the stuff which network executives

jumped at for sitcom material. Ignoring

this, Larry Gelbart and Gene Reynolds

brought the idea to CBS. Immediately it

ran into large problems. The executives

were adamantly opposed to such a pro-

gram.
"Blood, death and human suffering are

not the makings of a successful T.V. sit-

com," they said. "Give us a happy white

family, suburbia, and apple pie." Finally

after much haggling and compromise the

show began in September of 1972 and pro-

ceeded to fall right on its face: a ratings

Letters

Is the economy working?

To the Editor:

Mr. Moran's offer of a "fresh perspective"

on the economy in Tuesdays Collegian is

but a stale apology for the collapse of the

economy's ability to provide opportunities

for work, and decent standards of living.

over the past several years. Stating that

the economic forecasting community ex

pects growth in the GNP this year, for

example, does not imply that unem-

ployment will fall; in fact, with a small rate

of growth, an increase in the size of the

labor force could lead to higher unem

ployment by the end of 1983. Moreover,

there is long tradition among those

championing right-wing viewpoints to

bolster their arguments with anecdotal

evidence. It is always possible to trot out a

story about one person who is cheating on

the welfare system. But what is happening

to the average person? Is the economy

working for him/her? I think the answer is

an obvious and resounding no.

Witness the growth of the 'new poor',

that is, of the thousands of famUies who two

or three years ago had a steady income, a

house with a mortgage, etc., who now are

flop. Luckily CBS stuck with it and the rest

is history as they say.

Why has the show been such a huge suc-

cess? Historically, the show hit a very

responsive chord. The setting of Korea

coiild have easily been replaced by the rice

paddies of Southeast Asia. Though 1972

marked the tail end of the Vietnam war,

the questions which pervaded through

many of M*A*S*H's episodes were the

questions many American's were asking

about Vietnam. Like Hawkeye Pierce,

many in the U.S. were rebelling against

this undeclared war. For the first time, the

enemy was no longer easily apparent, the

"good" and "bad" guys were no longer

clear. Instead of Hitler or Mussolini, we

had (in Frank's words) "Godless com-

munists" as our enemies. It was no longer

good vs. evil. It was not East vs. West,

communism vs. democracy, and the "free

world" was being threatened by the

"dominoe theory." Another portion of the

series which reflected the ambiguities of

the Vietnam War were the episodes which

dealt with the victims of the war. The or-

phaned children, teenage soldiers and pom-

pous American generals which passed

through the care of the 4077th could have

easily been replaced by principals which

were involved in the conflict in Southeast

Asia. The children died at the hands of

Liet. Calley at the Mai Lai massacre,

teenagers from Middle America died

fighting for a cause they didn't understand

and General William Westmoreland,

military chief in Vietnam, pompously in-

formed America that we would ^
not be

defeated; on these two levels, M*A*S*H
captured all which was wrong with Viet-

nam.
Though the show comes to end this even-

ing, the problems it so deftly portrayed still

seem to go on. Wars currently rage in the

Middle East, Ireland, and Central

America. The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. seem

to be drawing closer to confrontation, with

each passing day witnessing an increase in

the temperature of rhetoric being exchang-

ed between the two superpowers.

M*A*S*H will be sorely missed for its

irony, humor, grim reality and attempt to

show us war for what it really is, a

tragicomedy of errors where no one truly

wins and everyone loses. Unlike the televi-

sion which we will reluctantly turn off at

the end of M*A*S*H tonight, the specter

of war which threatens humanity cannot be

so easily turned off. That is the real

tragedy.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Exec Ed.

on tne streets ol Denver, rtouston, or San

Fransisco completely penniless and sup

ported only by private charity. Over 1/2 of

those currently unemployed have had their

unemployment benefits run out. And for

those who still have benefits, supporting a

family, mortgage, health insurance, etc.. is

impossible in most cases, forcing them to

deplete whatever savings that they might

have in a matter of months. The NY Times

had an editorial last week which cited the

explosion of infant mortality rates in the

last several years; these rates have risen to

levels comparable to Honduras in areas of

higlf unemployment such as Atlanta and

Detroit. Meanwhile, government programs

to feed poor children are being cut back.

Even in Massachusetts, with a relatively

low rate of unemployment compared to the

U.S. average, we hear of incidents such as

one where a Greenfield man killed himself

by going out to look for jobs within weeks of

having a heart attack, because if he didn't,

his unemployment benefits would have

been cut off. Last but not least, the affects

of the recession on minorities is

exaggerated by comparison, e.g. with black

youth unemployment now sitting above 50

percent.

l..^ leads scores of articles in the papers

over the last several years of how 10„000

people show up when 200 low-paying jobs

Suicide isn't painless
"Suicide is painless, it brings on many

changes,

and I can take or leave it if I please.

"

- Theme song from M*A'S*H

"/ don't like Mondays

— The Boomtown Rats

It
is perhaps the ultimate contemporary

irony that the cast of M*A*S*H
took themselves off the air.

As a member of a generation that grew

up with both the mass media influence of

television and the carnage of the Vietnam

war, the cancellation ofM*A*S*H marks

the end of a thread of continuity that has

run through at least half of my young life.

M*A*S H. I had two kissing fish named
Hot Lips and Frank. For eleven years I

could think, "Well. M'A'S'H is on

tonight," and I would plan my time accor-

dingly. When this monolith of shows

became syndicated, I was thrilled that I

could see the 4077th for an hour and a half,

two hours a day. I couldn't believe it when

Colonel Henry Blake was killed. I cried

that episode, just as I have cried every time

I have seen it since then. My favorite

segments were the ones with the "Spam
lamb," "Yankee Doodle Doctor," and the

time Hawkeye and Margaret were in love

(albeit it lasted only a few hours).

As I grew, M*A*S*H grew with me.

When I was fourteen I loved the practical

jokes that the inhabitants of "the Swamp"
indulged in, while as the years passed, I

came to appreciate the depth, humanity

and sanity of the main characters.

Radar, Winchester, Margaret, Hawkeye.

Their departure from the world of video

truly has the potential of making it a

wasteland. It's like watching your best

friends from next-door move U) Idaho.

I'll never forget watching M*A*S H and

discovering that Klinger and my mother

owned the same dress. (And I won't tell

Mom who looked better either.) Or finding

out that Margaret had left Frank for a

Lieutenant Colonel that ultimately jilted

her. And I always wanted to see Hawkeye's

dad in Crabapple Cove, because Alda had

the ability to make me feel the presence of

such a man, somewhere in Maine.

How am I every going to find a substitute

for these friends of mine that I have laugh-

ed, cried and prayed with for almost as

long as I can remember? Can John Forsyth

fill the vacancy in my heart left by Alan

Alda? Will Wayne Rogers be remembered

more for House Calls than for M*A*S*H?
And what did Larry Linville do after he left

his role of Frank Burns to avoid being

typecast?

I suppose I should be used to having the

rug pulled out from under me by now, but

losing Doonesbury, the Who and M*A*S*H
in such a short time has left me feeling a bit

weak around the knees. And the question

remains: What will I do now?
As a person who believes in the divine

fallability of spin-offs, I doubt I'll watch

much of the sequel which is tentatively titl-

ed, AJier M*A*S*H. Just as Bloom County
is slowly filling the void on the comics

pages left by Doonesbury, so must I turn

my bloodshot eyes to the catho-ray tube

and network programming geniuses to find

another show to win my heart.

I like Hill Street Blues.

Tonight will be the last night the faceless

voice over the P.A. system makes general

announcements to the staff of America's

best-known mobile army surgical hospital.

The helicopters will land on the soil of

celluloid's principal war-torn nation for the

last time; the answer to an eleven years of

pleaing for the end of war's insanity.

Tonight I will dust off my martini glass

and raise a toast to the end of an era. And
yes, I'll have a lx)x of Kleenex within reach

at all times.

In the final analysis, MASH was
always wrong. Suicide isn't painless.

Mary Beth Hebert is the Collegian Assoc.

Exec. Ed.

are advertised in some city. On the other

hand, capacity utilization of manufacturing

capacity is below 70 percent (a post war

low), with utilization rates much lower in

some big industries such as steel. What this

says is that on the one side there is

productive capacity, on the other, willing

workers. Why can't those who are willing

be allowed to be employed?

Meanwhile, the corporations and the

very wealthy were given large tax breaks

two years ago as a means to solve this

problem. The result: the money that the

wealthy were taxed two years ago is now
lent to the same government, and paid

interest. Corporations have taken their

cash and speculated in the stock market,

bought up other companies, and engaged in

other non-job creating endeavors.

No sane person can deny there is a

problem with our economy. The cause

clearly has to do with the forces which lead

the economic policies of President Reagan

and the actions of corporate heads to ignore

the plight of the majority of American

citizens and workers. In bad times as in

good, the profit motive is not cure all for

such problems.

Michael Hillard

Northampton

Artist knows manure

To the Editor:

I found Dan DeBellis' comic strip

"Scrod" February 24, 1983 to be very

distasteful.

1 am a Stockbridge student and very pro-

ud of it. As I read the comic, I realized how
ignorant he was about Stockbridge. He
most likely doesn't know Stockbridge was
the founding school of UMass. I would also

like to inform you that the milk that the

dining commons carry is from the Universi-

ty's farm.

One last word for Mr. DeBellis, you pro-

bably know more about "Basic Manure"
than us Stockbridge students, seeing as

you are the one dishing it out.

Shawn Colliss

Stockbridge Student

WE NEED
COLUMNISTS!

mil^
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What Do.

MuhMnnwd Ali

Jack Andarton

Itaec Aatmov

M*l BOnc

Jul'(n Bond

Aft BuchwaM
C'idridg* Ciuvtf

Barry Commo"af

Jud•l^ Cfit

Rav NaughTv

Anoala Oavta

Mra we B Ouboia

Zillah Einitain

DaoM Ellabara

Batta Frtadan

BuCktnmsiar FuKaf

Dick Qragorv

Cus Hall

Michaal Harrington

Cili-Scoii Maion

Huban Humptvav
Ruitail Johnton

Tad Kannady

Smith College Rec Council

ond the •

University of Mossochusetts Fine Arts

Center

present

The Motlonol Touring Company of

SECOND CITY

aAO^

Have In Common ??

Theater 14, Smith College

March 10, 1983

8:00 pm
5-College $3.00

General Public $5.00

Tickets available at

Fine Arts Box Office, UMass
Seelye Basement, Smith 9:00-12:00

For the Record, Amherst

They were all brought to speak

by the Distinguished Visitors Program

Would you like to become involved

with this Committee?

Come To The D.V.P. Introductory Meeting

J\/2Monday, Feb. 28, 1983 Rm 804-8 C.C. 7:00 p.m.

MONDAY
BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

$ CASH PRIZES $
- $2. entry includes free mug drawing -

- B.Y.O.B. (that's BOARD not beer!) -

- Minors Welcome -

Refreshments Served

Starts 9 pm
EVERY
MONDAY
NIGHT

for info
call Rich
665-7574

Y fPROnUCTlONS

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY

MARCH 17, 1987
8:00 P.M.

SrudENT Unon BaUroom

STudfNTS 8.00 Gen. Public 10.00

On Campus: Tix llNlrd.

AmNerst: For tIie Recor<1

& All TickETRON OutIets

UNivERsiry oF MAssAchusE I

Arts Attention all Arts Staffers:
The meeting concerning the upcoming Other Voice has been changed to

Wed. at 7:30 p.m. in the newsroom. Be there.
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It just gets better

Selaelo
Maredi

FOR BETTER NOT FOR WORSE
By Selaelo Maredi
Saturday, February 26

Bowker Auditorium

By TIM MACPHEE
CollcKian SUff

The Third World Theater Series laun

ched its spring season with a strong

production of Selaelo Maredi's For Better

Not For Worse, Saturday night in Bowker

Auditorium.

The two act play, seen by an audience

approaching 200 young and old, white and

non white — explored the relationship

between two black friends living under the

daily struggle of apartheid (dubbed "apart-

hate" by one) in present day South Africa.

The drama brought the audience through

emotions ranging from quiet empathy to

seeming delight.

As the play opens, Mampane (Moeketsi

Botibe) and Shai (Salaelo Maredi) are

rejoicing over the assassination of their

(white) prime- minister, in Mampane's

cottage where the play is spt.

In this, one of the lighter moments in the

drama, the actors' ability to be off the wall

is highlighted as we explore the bright side

of the characters. The scene is only to be

outdone by Mampane's amusing

recollections of his not so amusing days of

clearing the dirt off of rich white employee's

dogs, and his ride in the car to "Pet 0-

Pet's" shop where his mistress spent more

money on her poodle than Mampane does to

eat.

The highlight of the play, however, came

at the moment that Mampane enters the

stage holding a telegram announcing that

his youngest daughter was blown up by a

package bomb. At this moment not a sound

could be heard from the audience as it

watched the darkened stage lighted cen-

trally on a father's pictures of his daughter.

The exploration of racial injustice was

compounded by music seeping from the

background, gradually forming
recognizable messages, "How long are we
gonna keep running/Why must we suffer

such injustices because of the color of our

skin?"

One particular sensory treat occured

when the two men went out for the evening

and the South African security police

searched Mampane's home (looking for

evidence of his daughter's having been in a

refugee camp.) This scene was particularly

well done and immediately brought to mind

such frightening images as the silent

searches of Orwell's Thought Police.

Through effective lighting, music, and

characterization, Maredi provided us with

not only a sensory treat, but a message that

should stay with one long after leaving the

theatre.

Rock's excitable boy
WARREN ZEVON
Saturday, February 26

Rusty Nail, Sunderland

By ED BEEN
Collcgimn Correspomiciit

Warren Zevon, rock's excitable boy, let

an audience of 700 into his living room

Satuday night — so to speak - and played

soulful renditions of his greatest songs, in

what was billed as a "solo concert recital."

Zevon finally took the stage at midnight

(some people had been there since 7 p.m.),

and armed only with an acoustic 12-string

guitar, opened with a delightful version of

"Lawyers, Guns, and Money."

After sv^dtching to piano, he slowed the

pace with the beautiful ballad, "Hasten

Down The Wind," and the comical "Bill

Lee," at which point Zevon remarked,

"The Spaceman thinks this song is too

short, but that's what I think about his

career."

Zevon also included songs from his latest

release, The Envoy, one of which, "Jesus

Mentioned," is a cynical satire about Elvis

Presley. Just for fun, Zevon did the Stone's

"Before They Make Me Run," at which

point he yelled out, "Where's Keith?"

Zevon wound down his 90 minute perfor-

mance with crowd pleasers like "Roland

The Headless Thompson Gunner," "Poor

Pitiful Me," and "Excitable Boy." But the

man saved the best for last as Zevon con-

cluded the show with an extended version

of his most popular song "Werewolves of

London" that included an "intellectual jazz

break," caustic references to John Hurt

and Jeff Bridges, and the added lyric, "I

saw Ronald and Nancy Reagan walking

with the Queen, and they were doing-

nothing."

Although Warren Zevon has not gained

massive commercial success, he proved

during the show, another stop on his "Live

At Least Tour," why he remains a kind of

cult star. He is honest and accessible.

Dressed in a tweed jacket and sporting a

beard and headband, Zevon shook hands

with everyone in reach and approached the

whole performance with a mellow and con-

fident air, that set the entire evening's

comfortable atmosphere.

Zevon was very professional, but not

overly slick, and he was in complete con-

trol, and lived up to his promise to "play

more music, and do less of this Las Vegas

patter jive." His guitar and harmonica

playing was as impressive as his piano

work, which inchided many extended solos

and instrumental segues, but he more than

made up the deficiency, with vocal energy

and emotion.

Warren Zevon was definitely exciting.

No, this is not John Lennon.

Rusty Nail Saturday night.

(^ollefiui photo by Joacph A. Troiano

It's Warren Zevon who performed at the

Twist and crawl
TWISTING BY THE POOL
(Warner Brothers)

Dire Straits

By DEAN RANZO
Collegiaii SUff

I was really curious when I first saw this

extended dance play disc from Dire Straits.

I had no idea what to expect from Mark

Knophler, the band's nucleus and most con-

sistent rocking R&B songwriter of the

'80s. None of Dire Strait's previous

material could be considered actual dance

floor material and for such a band to com-

mit itself to a "dance" album would require

a lot of self confidence. Oh yeah, it also

takes talent, and it seems that Knophler

has more of both of these attributes than

most current songwriters have of one. As a

result, Knophler has recruited a new line-

up including Rockpile drummer Terry

Williams.

The phrase "extended dance play" is ap-

propriately prominent on the album cover

because it will virtually extend your dance

play to the maximum even if you don't

dance. The title cut "Twisting By The

Pool" is a gyrating twister worthy of only

Dave Edmunds and I think even he will be

jealous of this one. If this tune doesn't get

you to cut the rug then donate your legs to

somebody who needs them.

Knophler extends also the boundaries of

dance as he pulls a Joe Jackson avatar with

"Badges, Posters. Stickers, T-shirts."

Knophler exhausted my presumptions as

he brings swing alive with this fantastic

piece of upbeat yet lazy jazz that I thought

was all but extinct. This song not only

shows Knophler's creative versatility and

guitar expertise, but also his appreciation

for the origins of modem dance music.

"If I Had You" sounds like surplus from

Making Movies. It is the one cut that most

resembles Dire Straits as we all know and

love but it keeps the dance pace; and

Knophler's usually clever lyrics are

regressed to a simple ode to a boy dream-

ing of romance:

If I had you
I 'd go get your name tattoed on my

chest

It 'd just say my baby 's she the best

I could be your superman
You could be my Lois Lane
I could be your Tarzan
You could be my sweet Jane

These simple and corny lyrics dominate the

EP, reflecting the pure fun of it, which is

the way a dance album should be.

Knophler lives up to his consistent lal)el

with Tunsting By The Pool and makes even

more exciting than ever, the anticipation of

Dire Strait's next album. Until then take

the Clash, Michael Jackson, and all new

wave off your turntable and refresh

yourself with Dire Straits.

1<:- ''f
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

Cent

^
^.^
-^ijiA <yC^

13)15^

mill.

The insignia of an Air Force nurse can mean a lot to you and
your future. It shows that you're part of the Air Force Nursel

Corps. A member of one of the most efficient health care teams
in the world. It signifies you are an Air Force officer with the

responsibility and prestige of a leadership position. It indicates

you're on the track toward good pay and almost unlimited educa-

tional opportunities. If you're a nursing professional or about to

complete your nursing education, why not consider Air Force

nursing as part of YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages of an Air Force of-

|ficer. Consider your uniform and our future. Then make it yours.

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF LIFE.

Cal] :SSgt Sandy Price (203)229-9641 or
Capt. Dasher (4 13) 545-2437 (Collect)

TOI^f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Uth Floor •Campus (^nter*UMass

^ /^mfi

A great %vay of life

A Pljv by Ddvid Kudkin

frank Prentue Rand I heater

I niversity ot Wassaihusetts hne Arts Center

March « S 412 198 V H(K)pm

Reservations: S4S^S11

You can still subscribe to all three Rand Theatre productions

Ashes, The Comedy of Errors, and Company

Hypercurricula

STUDENTS FOR GARY HART
MEETING — A meeting to finalize plans

for Sen. Hart's UMass appearance on

March 4th will be held. Anyone interested

should attend. For information call Dave at

256-6255. 7 p.m., Machmer W-23.

ARMENIAN STUDENTS ORG.'-NIZA-

TION MEETING - Important meeting

about semester events. New members
welcome. 7 p.m., Brett Dorm Basement.

STUDENTS AGAINST MILITARISM
MEETING - Find out about what SAM is

doing concerning draft registration, the

arms build-up and U.S. intervention in the

Third World. 7:30 p.m., 801 Campus
Center.

MASS PIB MEN'S BIBLE STUDY -
All men are invited to come and study with

us in an informal setting the life and

teachings of Jesus Christ as described in

the Bible. 8 p.m., Campus Center Room
911.

BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT -
The Amherst Backgammon Club presents

its weekly Monday night tournament. Cash

prizes, free mug drawing, and only $2 en-

try. All welcome, including minors. Spon-

sored by the Amherst Backgammon Club.

9 p.m., The Pub, 15 E. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.

ANIMAL RIGHTS - Filmstrip and

discussion group forming. First meeting

tonight. 4 p.m., 911 Campus Center.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING - Anyone willing to help and

share ideas about solving the problem of

world hunger is welcome. Emphasis on

educating university community. 4 to 5:00

p.m., 428 Student Union.

OPEN HILLEL MEETING - Theme of

tonights meeting: Are you getting your

needs met by Student Senate? New folks

welcome. 6 p.m., Dukes Room, 310 Student

Union.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM - We will

be having a workshop on sexual harass-

ment at the meeting. Please come and br-

ing a friend. 6:30 p.m., 901 Campus
Center.

MEDITATION CLASS - Six week

meditation, relaxation class offered by

Ananda Marga, an international spiritual

socio-political organization which coor-

dinates schools, homes, clinics and other

service work. Free. 6:30 p.m. through

April 11, 177 Campus Center.

g'|ltlll|i|lll|lll|lll|ltl|!|l|l|i|l|i|i|i|i||l|ltl|l|l|i|lli|l|l|l|l|lllli|i|l|l|i|ill|l|l|ilHlllllllllllllllllllllllMllllllli^^^

191 No. Pleasant St. f
Amherst
253-3534

(prices effective

thru March 6, 1983)

I
^'^":^

Expanded College

Stationary Dept.

SPECIALS!
Massengill

g Disposable Douche
1 regular, herbal, vinegar/water and

New belle-mal

6 oz

1 '^^ii^-'^

i i.^

1 C*'

69'
reg. $1.09

ANACIN
— "-•—•-

, M

Anacin
100 tablets

$2.59
reg. $3.29

i

Aspergum
orange or cherry

16 count

95*

^^3 '^- *^'«

._551? 'h'^Bt I

Fostex
Acne Soap

3.75 oz.

$1.39
reg. $2.29

Cepacol
18 oz.

$1.79
reg. $2.69

HEALTH FOOD CENTE'

Health Food Center
by Rexall

Headquarters

<Tllllll|lllti|l|lli|l|i>iti«till|lll<IHIWIllllllllWllim«l(it|l|llllllltlllMltllillltlilllllWlWIMIt)MMIIIIIIWIW^
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Open 24 Hours—7 am Mon. thru FrL Midnite
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

Bottom
Round
Roast

Beef Round Old
BottomRoundSteak ibZ • Lly
USDA Choice Beef Round - q |-v

TopRoundRoast ^p^^^*'^ ibl.O^
Center Cut Bottom Round -• qq
BeefRound Roast ibl.c7C7

USDA Choice Beef Round - qqRump Roast \bL»%Jzj

USDA Choice Beef Round r% CO
EyeRoundRoast ibZ.O^
USDA Choice Beef Chuck •« qq
BonelessChuckSteak ib1 •O^
USDA Choice Beef Chuck O 1 O
ShoulderLondon Broil ibZ • 1C7

USDA Choice Beef Round r> Ctfl
TopRound Steak ibZ*Oc7

Fresh U.S. GradeA

Turkevs

^9
Marval 7^'
Pick up one for

now and one for
the freezer at this _-
special price! ID

AW^reey Marval JltfV
DruiiisiidcsnrxiP

Cutlets ^ lb

Boneless ^^^^^^

Fresh

3-4 lbs

TurkeyRoast± ib
•^ White and dark meat

Double your
coupon savings.

Your nuuiufacturers' coupons are worth twice as much at Stop& Shop!
Details in store.

It's time to

SIOPe.
SI10P

. , . Av%ilaDle in stores
comer aell fraturing aervicT deli

IVeaver Chickeil
^-flB^ RoU
. ^M I |99
SaveaSl apound ^m lb

'White Gem*
Chicken
Wings

WMte
Gem

Three Diamonds
Li^t Tuna. ^^**

Guaranteed fresh,

meaty and delicious

or your money back

5-6 lb

Pkg .59
Money Saving Specials

Semi Boneless
CookedHam
Portions189

lb

ChickenThighs ^"'^^'" ^^ '^'*« ib79'

ChickenDrumsticks ^"^"^ ib89'

Chicken Breast Split "^^ - ^•">^«' m V^
•WhiteGem'ChickenLegS '^ .^69

^ Golden Grain
Dinner ^'-1

Colonial
Water added

1<
Colonial Master
SmokedPork
Shoulderl29
Water added lb

CookedHam
RinnpPdrtkni
Skinless & Shankless HOS^
Colonial water added ^B __

SmokedPork
Butt 199
Arm(jur •«""•<' lb i

Fresh
Scanops079
Florida Calico \^ lb

Fiesta Brand

produce Pick your own fresh produce!

TheFreshestSaladGreensinlbwn!

Lettu(
Red or Green Leaf
Romaine
Boston or
GreenHouse
Fr«-sh Estaroleor f^ S"! I Ualen rt-ssor 1^*
Chicory Z'^" i Radishes *'""*^ ^izf
PickYourOwn, p-Q<t Fresh Qbunche^S1
Fresh spinach lbOc7 | Scalhons o for L

'^ ChunRLight in water
6V2 ounce can 70
Macaroni & Cheddar
7 '/4 ouncepackage . .

Duncan Hines
Cake Mix
Deluxe II Assfd Flavors

1-*) 18'/2 0iuicecan 70

Shrimp 099
1 Ibpk^Frozen . . . ^HJv

Stop&
ShopRaisin

Bread QQ
IHoz loaf Sliced

Pick Your Own!

Red Delicious. Mcintosh.
Fmpire. Ida Red or Cortland. US
Fancy and Extra Fancy 3" min

Colgate
Tbothpaste

991.6 oz Gel or
r> oz Refjiilar

Tube

Apple Sale!

(funkist. Sunshine! frpjsKsr,, ...

^'^ Oranges .'i?'.^:!5 '"''1

Lemons J?" 5 °
'1

Temgeruies -^50
Radicchio •"- ,.1.49

FreshGreenPeppers .59'

Progresso
ClamSaucef^Qi^
Red or White
lOVa ounce can

Scott Big RoU
Ibwels £ijtM
Asst. colors & prints ^K^H^P^V
1191 ply sheet roll ^m^%K^

2 Ply Facial
Tissue r.r
White. Yellow or Aqua
2 ply 200 sheet pkg

Stop& ^^ 3^Shop •»foT H
^"^ ^ M.

Cottage
Cheese

;;^

—

-^ Low Fat or Small Curd
'*"

'

Breakstone's 16 oz cup 00
Ore-Ida

„. Potatoes
yv

I
Dinner Fries. Homestyle. Wedge

T. a Planks or Sliced 24oz pkg J09
Lender's

!j FUiin , Egg orOnion 12oz pkg 50
<= Save 25' "H

I White or Yellow We<lge or White- | |
Bar or Imported Finland Swiss

Stopfli Shop Random Weight Pkg. jj

42 ounce package

jaxLaundry
C Detergent
Sir-miirrlh.in C^C^^

i
1

1

Din

H ' J! J r- - Vl
lO"/* oz can Stop «t Shopjj |l A '." *

'*r'

Tr«f«JM

1191

Chickenwith j j^
C Rice Soup II , ^

CiII33illJL^
i9Cll

()( liH kill

Prcmium I'ack l|
B10)l

119 I ply sheet roll

Tropicana i|| .«^Scott BigRoU
Orange Juice |jWM c Towels i
Mali (..illoii

(.irlnll 99'iil!!^
iNsortfd

4^b 1191 •426

11

ml
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

yooHoo/
STEVeN WHAT?' WHO

iv\e/youR/?t7E/?e60'
vw KNOW, y^i/Re

NOTRBALtyTHG
eexisr, amsr
MACHO UJWKHeAC?
THPO'YOUSeeM...

I'fV\

NOT?

NO/ peep fWM/^j YOUM
ACTVAayt£N5(TIVe.
a>V\m55IONAT^ ANP
MUCH ce66 CONCe»«P
AWX/rVOUR
MACHO IMAee.. CA^J•r

ae...

CROSSWORD
l-xliled b> MurKarel Karrar and Trude Jaffe

i*m\ I (M ^nirit^ limt^ s«nd«ralr

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

ACROSS 51 Sills' solo 9 Hare footed

1 Ot a poem 52 Auction word 10 Thin thread

5 Plenty 53 Violent flow 11 Excited

10 White House 56 Counsel for the 12 face

canine plaintiff 13 Fine

14 Comedienne 60 Willow 21 Popular opera

Imogene 61 Its capital is 23 Word after out

15 Asignot Katmandu and in

spring 63 Tram station, 26 Certain cadets

16 Stravinsky in Toulon 27 Lofty location

17 Ram hard 64 Exploit 26 Rope
18 Emanate 65 Provoked 29 More calamitous

19 Bewildered 66 Somebody or 30 Hideouts

20 Obligations nobody follower 31 Deadline

22 Mammals' hairy 67 Eclat 32 Aspen

coats 68 Organic conveyances

24 Irritate compound 35 Returnees

25 First person 69 Nucleus 38 Autonomous

26 Show oti 40 University

29 Drillers' official

disappointments 43 Angry

33 Aloha symbol 45 Unique

34 Colonnades 48 Churchill's

36 Slowpoke sobriquet

37 Periods of DOWN 50 Bywords

progress 1 Eight Prefix 52 Flood

39 Fabric 2 Person with 53 Slight

41 Proverbial ambiticn quarrel

marcher 3 Bakery worker 54 NZ. Great

42 Light meals 4 Tourist's Barrier island

44 Hammers trapping 55 Paper unit

46 Disencumber 5 Tinseltown types 57 Glen

47 Naval might 6 Plague 58 Scottish Gaelic

49 Scathing 7 Eastern name 59 Wood wind

affairs 8 Bad mouth 62 Way to stand

Katfood By ARK

FOLICB LtQ-FRir>Ay
AT Zy 00 HOURS, A
LOCAL NBVJSPAT^K
WAS MA*^Of^E-5OM0ED:

A LOCAL A&Kl CVL.ro-
RAL SCHOOL LATER
CAUBDTbrAKBf^-

F£i^rti-IZAr/ON:

COLL/S/ON-EP/TDKS
YlEREr NOTMAlLABLl
F0« COMMENT:

12 3 4 ^HS 6 7 19 ^1^° ^^ ^'

1" 1"
n wn Hi"

BHB" H*s iH^rinvn W^^ 30 31 37

34 ^
3^H39 4^UU4I

4^HJ44 4^VH46

4"
wM** ^\

mkt: III iipM
53 54 55 Hm 57 5( 59

61 UUbJ

^Mii ^Mbb

^Mb» ^^69

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

^
nOHHE \ ^T S 00 5EE

-THE KOI^^AN ^i^R Cflme Tt>

i
ACLORIOVJ!) tHO WITH IHE

(3 iffi-r EPl50t>E OF ... .

-s- U^ff^E FHOv>t> TO
<^ ANNOUNCE xN rrs Place

.M_^fl SEXV, 2Ah^y, WONirKfOU.

HEtJ SfT'CCM CAUBb..

JI5/«ND UOV^ BOAT

EVER^BOPYS

I ffit>6£T:nmoo:
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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WEATHER
Mostly sunny and niild

today. Highs 45 to 50.

Increasing cloudiness

tonight. Lows 25 to 35.

Cloudy tomorrow with a

chance of rain developing

coastal areas and a chance

of rain or snow inland.

Highs 35 to 45.

After the Fall By R. Miller

ISHMAti., . ReAUJC OON'r
KMC>V< WHAT Tt> iAV .

I'fA

\'M..,TMAT II. To SAY l'N\.

T^.R.S>T OF ALL, ' Tm NX, ,T

VERY SuJfET OF Yoo-

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Tacos. Corn Fritters/ Spinach Noodle Casserole,

Sausage Links, Maple Corn Fritters/Maple Syrup

Syrup

DINNER
Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint

Jelly, Chicken Short-
cake/Savory Garden
Biscuits, Fruit Plate with

Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Carrot LoafAVhite Sauce,

Chicken Shortcake/Savory

Garden Biscuits

Help Wanted

The Collegian has two job openings for this semester. Both require a little experience, but we

will train.

Associate Managing Editor

Edit Colleffian news copy, AP wire one night per week. Newspaper writing or editing ex-

perience required.

Layout Technician

Design pages of the Collegian one night per week. Arts or design experience preferred.

Interested UMass students should apply before 3 p.m. Friday, March 4. to the Colkgian, 113

Campus Center.

The I'lUlfq^nn ip an e.jurti .•|i(«'rtijnity employer

Important
Night Graphics

Meeting
Thursday, March 3

6:45 p.m.

:-M^^

h »^--
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UMass men gymnasts blow away Owls
By ELLEN RICHARD

(°ollc|rian Staff

Strong performances by University of Massachusetts

gymnasts John Macurdy and Bert Mathieson in Saturday's

victory over Temple boosted the two into the top five in

the East and a step closer to competing in the Nationals.

UMass easily outmanned the injured Owls 252.6-66.8.

Temple had only four healthy performers and sent up only

one man each in four of the six events. The most com-

petitors in any event for the Owls was three in the pommel
horse event.

Although a few gymnasts performed wel' for

Massachusetts, some low scores prevailed and coach Roy
Johnson is looking to improve scores of six and seven up to

the mid-eights.

"It was a good meet for some people," Johnson said. "I

think we're doing everything right in practice because it's

definitely working for some people. If everyone would just

have a little more patience it would all fall together."

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
- FOR -

fiOLD. & SILVIR
INALLFOkUS

I
MANfiAN
lt:>VCLlCI.>*
3 PLEASANT ST «CORNEB OF MAIN)
NORTHAMPTON MA 01060
(413) 584 7000

New England Conservatory
Presents

NEW WORKS
The tive winning compositions in the 1982-1983 New England

Conservatory NEW WORKS Competition will be performed by

the NEC Contemporaty Ensemble,

John Heiss - Artistic Director

Eiji Que - Guest Conductor

The Winners
Peter Child - "Ensennblance

'

Edward Cohen - "The Rum"
Edward J Miller -

' Playing the Odds'
Mark Saya - "Two Lullabies"

Harvey J Stokes - "Values and Proposals"

The Concert
Sunday. March 6

U/MASS Bezanson Recital Hall, Amherst
8 00om

Tickets $3 ($2 senior citizens and students)

FREE POR STUDENTS OF- THE FIVE COLLEGE CONSORTIUM
Fine Arts Center Box Office 545-251

1

Jhis competition and concert have Oeen made possible with

support trom the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and

Humanities a state aqenc\

Colleipan photo by Jim Powers

Willie Stevens prepares to dismount from his

rings routine in Saturday's whipping of Temple.

Mathieson scored a season high 54.2 in all around

competition which moved him into the upper five in the

East. He won three events and shared the high score on

rings with co-captain John McGonagle. Mathieson will

need more scores of 54 and higher to reach the Nationals.

Macurdy won the other two events.

"I just have to keep a real positive attitude and train

efficiently," Mathieson said. "I knew exactly what I had to

work. I zeroed in on (it), followed through and did it."

Macurdy moved up into the first five in the floor

exercises and vaulting. He put in a fine performance in the

floor exercise, scoring a 9.35 and performed an excellent

double front somersault vault to score a 9.65. The vaulting

score tied his all time high in vault. He needs at least one

more good away score to qualify him for Nationals.

The Minutemen performed well in the floor exercises

scoring 44.8 points. Behind Macurdy's9.35 was Mathieson

and Willie Stevens with a 9.0. Joe DeMarco and Jim

Corbett put in fine performances to score 8.75 and 8.7

respectively.

Mathieson won the pommel horse event with a 9.0.

Temple's Joey Accordino placed second with an 8.1 and

Mark Quevillon came in third with an 8.05.

Rings went well for Massachusetts with Mathieson and

McGonagle placing first with matching 8.85's.

Although McGonagle had a shaky performance, he needs

two more away scores of 9.5 or better to qualify him for the

Nationals. His best score is 9.45.

UMass had its best score of the season in vaulting with

46.15 points. Behind Macurdy's 9.65, Stevens hit nicely to

score a 9.4, performing a double front somersault vault.

Mathieson scored a 9.25 and Tony Sbarra scored a 9.05,

both also performing double front somersaults. Corbett hit

for an 8.8.

Mathieson led the way again in parallel bars with a 9.15.

Temple's Accordino placed second with an 8.65 and co-

captain Bob Goulart came in third with an 8.4.

High bar showed Mathieson in front with an 8.95 and

Sbarra placed second with an 8.85.

With Temple short of performers. UMass had the chance

to send up extra men in exhibition. Johnson was pleased

with their performances.

In floor exhibition, Glenn Schaff scored an 8.25. Schaff

also performed on pommel horse, scoring a 7.35 and scored

an 8.0 on rings.

Mark McGaunn performed in pommel horse scoring a

6.75. Jim Emmet scored a 7.7 in pommels.

John Baliunas performed in parallel bars scoring a 6.4

and in the high bar scoring a 7.35.

The Minutemen will close out the season on Saturday at

home against Springfield. The meet will be a close one as

both teams are at the same level in competition.

Assorted Sports
Jerseys $5.95
Assorted Styles & Colors

on Special Sale Rack Reg. $7.95

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE ^

Vincent Price

Film Festival

Sunday march 6

2:00 pm - Theatre of Blood
4:00 pm - Pit and the Pendulum

6:00 pm - The Masque of Red Death
8:00 pm - The Raven

75^ for all you can see

C.C. Auditorium

Monday. February 28, 1983 iCollegian is

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monc^ay Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two day* prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Panasonic AM-FM 8-track stereo,

phono & speakers 50$ 8-track tapes 2$ ea

6-8185

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

For sale 1970 Ford Torino - 45.000 original

miles needs work - $500 or 80 call 545-3500

before 5:00 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

73 Pontlac Grand AM 4 door cruise con-

trol climate control bucket seats excellent

condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549-2785

evenings

Brand-new Holly 600 4-barrel carborator

retails for $225 must sell $100 or BO call

549-5686 after 11:00

1967 Saab 96 (Monte Carlo Edition)

$500. Call Sam 774-5952 1-5 PM or leave

message

1973 Cutlass 4 dr 84000 miles stereo well

maintained $1150 Ron 549-2656

1976 Subaru DL 5-speed AM/FM 30 35

mpg, new tires, $1395 or BO 549-0569

BOLTWOOD PROJECT

Interested in the Boltwood Project?

Recruitment meeting Wed. Feb. 23 at 7 PM
in 804 CC

Eric Clapton Tickets, 15th row,
reasonable price, call 546-7504 must sell

Hagstrom Bass $280 Kustom 75w amp
$230 Roland synthesizer $450 549-0453

ArtistsI Pints of acrylic paints for sale

cheap! Call Louise 546-8527

1969 Volvo 1446, excellent body and in-

terior. Economical!! New mufler, battery,

etc. $1,000 or BO Also, Smith Corona elec-

tric typewriter (case & three cartridges in-

cludedl!) $150 or BO 665-4880

Stylish womans down coat practically

new hardly worn call Debbie 546-9660

Microacoustics multiaxis FRM-3
bookshelf speakers. Excellent condition

$125 pair call 549-6032

New Skis Dynastar Omeglass II Slalom

Cut still in pkg 200 cm $150 call Pit 549-5896

FOUND

10k gold signet ring. Tell me the initials

and it's yours. Call Terri at 549-0748 after

5:00 pm.

HELP WANTED

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

session free. Allan Black, 253-5036

CRIMSON TRAVEL

Spring Break - Bermuda $289. Daytona

$299. Disney $279. More info: Roberta or

Steph 549-5320 _^_
ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Professional DJs for less $99 special

ends March 15. Book now before price in-

crease 549-4405

M Er M Music Unlimited Professional

DJ's for all occasions call Mike 546-5259

FOR RENT

Couple wanted: share Townehouse Apt.

with another June 1 fall option Kathy

549-1430

Amherst Center 1 bedroom apt $325/mn
available immediately 256-6402

Room in Brittany Manor Apt.
160/month heat & hot water included.

(11-568-1215

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmosphere, 12

Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

ALASKA JOBS Summer/year round,

earn great money in this opportunity rich

state, ie., earn $10,000 - $12,000 on three

month fishing boat. Send for 1983

employer listing and information packet

covering all industries. $5.00 Lentel

Research Dept. AA2114 P.O. Box 99405

Cleve., Ohio 44199 satisfaction guaranteed.

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

Tickets for Eric Clapton's only NE show
best offer 546-8682 keep trying

Soft black leather and goose-down vest,

men's 42, women's 12. Almost new $85.

549-2857, Abby

Music Instruction: sax, flute, claririet,

piano, brass, and voice. . .ear training, im-

provisation, and reading! John Root

256-8729

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics

Workshop. Classroom theory & shop.

Limited enrollment 253-2098

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Short Khaki Jacket w hat and mittens in

Blue Wall Fri nite 2/1/83 Please hat and

mittens have sentimental value call

253-9971 Sheila _^__
Calculator Texas Instrument Lost in

Hasbrouck Rm 20 on Tuesday 22 call 6-9464

Glasses in a red case please call Helene

Hw^b RS5?

55 University Dnve
Amherst
549-5713To: All Pizza Lovers

From: The Hungry U Restaurant

Subject: Pizza For Only $1.00

Now where can you buy a freshly prepared pizza for

$1.00

Read on, starting each night at 9:00 join us for our

famous pizza party. When you purchase a pitcher of

beer you can buy one of our delicious small pizzas for

OA7/K$1.00

Also we offer happy hour prices each night after 9:00

P S Bring this ad and get one free pizza topping

good Mon -Wed 2121 - 2/23

665-2848 Reward.

Reward

lost 2 charms
highly sentimental

please call Chris 6-6966

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

The Computer Works 253-5676 2S3-57S6

PERSONALS

Guitarist wanting to join band. In

Southwest area preferably. All kinds of

music. Call John 6-8800

Casey your brain isn't all I love £r yes you

are touched hugs & cuddles.

You've got your ticket, now get to the

station, the "A" train will be coming soon .

To Suey - Happy Birthday Sweetheart! I

love you - Mutt.

Aimee, To a "True" Friend. Happy Birth-

day. Happiness Always! I love you Brenda .

Lila - Happy 20th 2/28

Bermuda Rugby Tour The Rugby Club is

traveling to Bermuda for Spring Break. We.
have room for non-members. Come along'

and GO WILD! Contact Mark 549-2760

Scott 253-3544

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

SPRINGBREAK

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 Round

trip jet and hotel directly on the beach!

Montreal $59 plus tax and service. March

19-21; 26-28 round trip deluxe motor coach

3 days/2 nights in the Quality Inn

downtown includes welcome party. Also!

Half-price Delta Airlines coupons! 253-7625

TRAVEL

Go Down with someone you know £r

trust

luxury hotels, no hidden costs & no BS
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Spring Break 83

UMass Ski Club Goes Down 546-3437

Florida direct by van. 3/19-27. $148. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

Ski the world's best powder. Utah! Trip

includes: round trip airfare 7 - nights lodg-

ing at Temple Square Hot! 5-day all Utah lift

ticket free rental car with unlimited mileage

all taxes and services. All for $479.00 con-

tact UMass Ski Club 545-3437

UMass Ski Club goes north

Spring Break 83 March 20-25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.

Only $159 includes: transportation, hot

tub party, beer & wine parties, 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes & gratuities & much,

much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union

or call 545-3437

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases, Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5-0392, 584-7924

RESUME WRITING

Professional/Confidential/ Efficient

special rates 253-7468 weekends, weekdays

after 5

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Penn for Spring Break

Going to Leola, Lancaster, Harrisburg, or

Phili. area will share cost. Rita 546-6347

Ride needed Clapton concert Mar. 1

Worcester share expenses call John 6-4760

Ride needed to Prov/Newport R.I.

Thurs. March 3rd will share gas expense

Karen 549-6646

Europe this Summer? Join a charter leav-

ing on 7/6/83 from NY - London - return

from Paris. Call 549-0524 or 549-4813

Spring Break - Bermuda $269 Florida

$229 (plus tax) call Debbie 546-9660

Spring Break Riders Wanted to Florida

couple preferred call eves. 253-3908

Last chance Bermuda $315 - call 256-6941

after 6

WANTED

ROOMMATE WANTED

We need an easygoing female to join our

sunny Amherst home please call us at

256-8225

RUDOLPH & STONE

E.T. endorses Timmi W. Rudolph and Jay
Stone for Central Area Co-Presidents.

Animal Rights filmstrip and discussion

group forming tonight at 4:00 p.m. CC
Rm 911. All welcome. Call 253-5674

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Help $50 reward for helping me by your

parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Two or three bedroom Puffton to rent

from June till August call Letty 546-7464

Looking to rent dorm - size refrigerator

call Nadia 546-5901

Scotland and bagpipes do you know

anything about Scottish traditions? If you

do, call 6-9886

Three bedroom apartment in Puffton for

fall 1983 call Mike 546-4116

Cash for your records, tapes 545-2836

(ask for Jaromir/leave message)

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 Bedroom Townehouse or PuftonI to

rent from June on Marilyn 549-1377

Dear Phil, just like Welle Balsam, I love your

hair (what's left of it). If Dick's up to it, I'll

see if we can all get married. ^-^^'^^

UMASS SKI CLUB
Go*s North to

WMONT

SKI CAPITAL of tho EAST.

Morch 20 - 25.
• •

i

i 59.
Includes: Tronsportotlon
5 nights hot#l occomodotions

5 full br#QkfQsts

color TV & st^om both

In •v^ry room
5 doys skiing

ft— Hot Tub Party

2 Fro# D##r b WIno Portlos

Indoor Hootod Pool

for moro info 5-0437

MUSIC
GALLERY
PeAVEY, IbANEZ,

Tama, JBL, RolANd,

Acoustic, Boss,

LEqcNd, EV-TApco,
HoNdo, Dean,

Hamer, Fostex.

Rt. 9 HAdUy
ON tIiE bus ROUTE

>86-6228

Recycle

this

Collegian

-•>•
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Sports More Sports on Page 14

Hawks swoop in on UMass, 89-78
By JIM FLOYD

Collegian SUff

The Minuteman balloon flew high for 45

minutes (40 in regulation and five in

overtime) Saturday night against St.

Joseph's University, but it burst in double

overtime when they were outscored 17-6

and lost 89-78.

If you weren't one of the near capacity

4107 on hand to witness this classic battle

between two Atlantic Ten foes, then you

really missed out.

The Hawks flew ahead early and built up

an 8-0 lead before Darryl Carter, who
started in place of Donald Russell, got the

Minutemen on the scoreboard with a pull up

jumper, to begin what would turn out to be

a catch up struggle that would last over ten

minutes.

The home team did win that struggle, as

a team effort by Edwin Green. John
Hempel. Horace Neysmith. Carter and

Bobby Braun off the bench, started things

cooking to set up a game tying twisting

layup bv Skip Connors and UMass was even

at20-20".

St. Joseph's would have no part in giving

away the lead though. Powered mainly by

the shooting of Bob Lojewski and Maurice

Martin, the Hawks held UMass at bay,

holding bulges as large as sue points after

the tie.

Again the Minutemen began to climb

back into the game. In perfect sequence,

Donald Russell, who despite being plagued

by a painful back injury, stUl logged 27

minutes during the course of the evening,

teamed with Hempel to chip in eight points

to St. Joseph's two in the final three

minutes of the half.

A Russell 18-footer was the final tally of

the half and gave UMass a lead for the first

time, 34 33.

In the second half, the Minutemen
became pursued and St. Joe's became the

pursuer. As in the first half, eventually the

two squads drew even, this time 56-56 with

just 7:29 showing on the clock.

The volume decibal level was high as the

crowd sensed its impact on the visiting

team and began to get louder and louder.

And there was plenty to get loud about.

The Hawks forged ahead, 59-56, on six

unanswered points but Green responded by

calmly launching a three pointer.

Russell pushed UMass ahead with a 16-

footer at the 5:28 mark but the Hawks,
again in the person of Lojewski, tied the

score at 61-61.

Lojewski hit two free throws at the 4:58

mark after being fouled by Braun to put the

Hawks ahead. But a John Hempel three

pointer put UMass back in the drivers seat

63-62.

And then things got interesting.

Following a timeout, Ron Young dribbled

around the top of the key and then

mysteriously fired up a 30-footer with a

man all over him.

"He thought the shot clock was still on,"

said Tom McLaughlin when the game was
over.

St. Joseph's got the ball and Martin was
fouled by Hempel. Martin made one of two
shots and the score was deadlocked again

(again, again, again...) this time at 64-64.

Two Hempel free throws were negated

by another Lojewski hoop before two
Russell free throws at :29 put the

Minutemen ahead 66-64.

UMass then got the ball back when Green
threw a Lojewski shot back in his face with

the Minutemen recovering but, on the

ensuing desperation foul, Young was unable

to hit from the charity stripe. The Hawks
then got a tip in with time running out to

send the contest into overtime.

In the first overtime, the Minutemen
scored the first four points on a Russell

jumper and a Green dunk but Wayne
Williams of St. Joe's scored four points of

his own. Double overtime.

In the second OT, it was all St. Joe's as

the Minuteman machine just ran out of gas.

The Hawks went ahead and never looked

back, to pull away for the 89-78 win.

Editor's note: Jim Floyd had a severe case

of the blahs after the Minuteman loss. Blah,

Blah, Blah...

Collegitn photo br John Ctourctte

Skip Connors drives past the St. Joe's defenders in the first half of

the Minutemen's 89-78 double overtime loss Saturday night at the Cage.

Coach Ozdarski: Will she stay or will she go?

By GERRY deSIMAS

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball coach Mary Ann Ozdarski told

her team Thursday that she would not be

returning next year to coach the

Minutewomen.
But University of Massachusetts athletic

director F>ank Mclnerney released a

statement Friday slating that no decision

has been made on Ozdarski's future and
none will be made until the present seasoii

is over.

Ozdarski was unavailable for comment
this weekend.

The Minutewomen travel to Rutgers
Friday to face, most likely, Penn State,

ranked 15th in the nation, in the Atlantic
Ten basketball championships.

Ozdarski told her team Thursday it was
time for a change, according to freshman
guard Barbara Hebel.

"Coach gave no reason at the time," said

Hebel. "She said that she had enjoyed it

(coaching) and told us (the players) it wasn't

our fault."

The Minutewomen have had a tough
year, posting a 5 20 record so far. This was
the second straight losing year for UMass.
In 1981 82 the team went 9 16. the first

losing women's team since 1971 72.

Under Ozdarski, Massachussetts had
four consecutive winning seasons from
1976 77 to 1980 81. The squad won the

MAIAW state champsionship in 1976-77

(18-5) and 1978-79 (18-7).

"I was really surprised," .said Wendy
Ward. "She has been my coach for three

years and she wasn't just a coach, she was
someone I could talk to. I am disappointed

she's not coming back."

The team was down after Ozdarski told

them her feelinRs. Hebel said.

Rebecca Kuchs expressed similiar

sentiments. "I'm sorry to see her go," said

Kuchs. "I would've liked to see her come

back."

"I feel bad that she's not going to be

around," said Hebel. "She took reaily good

care of us."

But, Ozdarski may not be back next year

and the Minutewomen still have the

Atlantic Ten Championships Friday.

With the announcement by Ozdarski and

the monumental task of playing Penn State,

UMass is practicirg hard for the Nittany

Lions.

"We have nothing to lose," said Hebel.

"We woiuld like to win one more before she

leaves."

Kuchs agreed.

"This will make us work harder. I hope
we can go out with a win."

Trackwomen place seventh
By MARK FOGARTY

Collefian Corrrspondent

Leah Loftis and Elizabeth Patterson

broke school records to lead the

University of Ma.ssachusetts women's

track team to a strong seventh place finish

in New England Championships. Over

thirty schools from throughout the region

competed in the meet at UConn on

Saturday.

lx)ftis broke the record in the 400

meters with a time of 57.8, good enough to

give her a first place finish.

She also led the mile relay team to a

stunning second place finish, upsettting

New England powers such as Boston

College and Fitchburg State. Debbie

Smith led off with a spli» of 59.8, followed

by I^ftis 1.58.6!, Kristi Kelly (61.3), and

anchored by Sue Bird (60.5). The^iime of

4:00.8 was the best this season.

Coach Banda was pleased with the

performance of freshman shot putter

Elizabeth Patterson. After missing a meet
last weekend due to illness, she surprised

everyone by tossing the shot 41*1 3/4",

her personal best and a new UMass
record. The throw was good enough to

give her fourth place.

In other races, Maureen O'Rielly ran

the 800 meters in 2:17.6 to place fifth and

Sue Bird ran the 400 meters in 60.5

seconds but did not place.

Banda was happy with the overall

performance of his team, citing the fact

that among the teams UMass beat were
URI, Vermont and last week's opponent,

Springfield College, all of which are New
England powers. The University of

Connecticut won the meet, followed by

Boston College and Boston University.

Next weekend Leah Loftis will compete

at Easterns along with the mile relay

team.

'^-'Irr-r. ?^ ' < Jin l',.«,rg

Mark Quevillon scored an 8.05 in his pommell horse routine Saturday
against Temple. See storv on page 14.
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UMass Administrators
Oppose SAT standards

By SEGUN EUBANKS

Paul Barrows, Director of the Committee for the

Collegiate Education of Black and Minority Students
(CCEBMS) and Rudolph Jones, University of

Massachusetts Admissions Advisor, have expressed
strong opposition to the attempt to introduce new
minimum standard requirements for admission to

state colleges and universities. Barrows, who testified

against the proposal in a public hearing held on
February 15, by the Board of Regents, called the pro-

posals "unfair to minority and low income urban
students." Jones said the proposal "would create un-

necessary exclusion of a significant percentage of in-

coming students."

A draft of the proposal, which has been under
discussion for the past year, is currently being

distributed by the Board of Regents of

Massachusetts, under the title of "Admissions Stan-

dards." Its chief support has come from Roger
Schiness, Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs for the

Board of Regents. However, the proposal is facing

much criticism and opposition from educators and ad-

ministrators throughout the state.

The supporters of the proposal allege that im-

plementation would improve the quality of students

entering state colleges and universities.

The proposal, if implemented would follow the

three basic criteria of Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
scores, class rank and high school preparation (see

table). A typical high school senior in 1986, in order to

be considered for admissions to the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, would have to score a

combined math and verbal SAT total of 825, be in the

upper 50 percent of the class, have three years of col-

lege prep English, two years of college prep Math, two
years of Social Science, two years of Natural Science,

and one year of a foreign language. The standards in

all categories would increase gradually every year until

1989.

Another important and controversial aspect of the

proposal is a stipulation that would allow colleges and
universities to recommend exceptions to the minimum
standards. According to the proposal: "Each institu-

tion, as a part of its policy, will recommend the special

criteria by which it will evaluate and admit non-

traditional and educationally disadvantaged students

who will be exempted from the minimum standards."

Two such groups mentioned were older students and
minority students.

Barrows, said that the idea of developing excep-

tions to minimum standards would create minority

"quotas" on campuses and would "have the potential

to stigmatize" that group of students. Jones' added
that "In this post-Bakke era the Regents would be set-

ting themselves up for a class action suit by displaced

white students who scored higher than minority

students." Both men also suggested that since col-

leges could only "recommend" criteria, the final deci-

sion of the percentage of exceptions lay in the hands

of the Regents.

Jones' said that the current criteria for admissions is

much more adequate. There is currently no minimum
SAT cutoff, and the admissions office uses a number
of other criteria, including high school transcripts.

Barrows agreed, saying that consideration for admis-

sion to the University must include "the detailed

evidence of competent academic performance, which

a high school transcript provides.

Mr. Barrows also stressed, "I am for the quality of

students and the quality of education at the Universi-

ty." He said that he could support the portion of the

proposal requiring vigorous high school preparation if

the Regents came up with a viable way to supply

Rudy Johnson of the UMass Admissions of-

fice.

Regent Proposal

Fof September 1986

imiiiuiions minimum combined
SAT and weighted

class rank

High school

preparation

UMass Amherst /Worcester 'Boston,

SMU, University of Lowell

775 and upper 40

percent or S2S and

upper 50 percent

'partial compliance

to Carnegie Point

System

Middle Echeton

Nine State College i e FitchtHjrg State 72S and upper 50

percent or 775 and

upper 60 percent

'partial compliance

to Carnegie Point

System

Lower Echelon

Communitv College i e Roxbur/ Open Admissions H S Diploma

Community. STCC
'Carnegie Point Sys'em: Eguival'int o< 16 courses of college prep work i e English. Math.

Soc Science, etc

resources and finances to public high schools,

especially in the urban centers. Mr. Jones says that

the politics behind the proposal is to improve educa

tion in public high schools, however, he also strongh.

questions the availability of resources.

The question of cultural bias in the SAT is another

important consideration. According to Jones, Black

students score an average of 200 points below white

students. He says that 70 percent of the whites score

above 700 while 60 percent of the Blacks score below

700. Barrows feels this is due to inadequate high

school preparation and the lack of coaching for SAT
exam. Studies have also shown that different cultural

and experiencial backgrounds between the racial

groups call into question the val'dity of standard in-

telligence and performance tests.

Barrows also pointed to the potential overload of

community colleges, the unreliability of class rank,

and exclusion of programs such as CCEBMS in the

development stages of the proposal, as a few other

concerns.

When asked what students, especially Third World

and low income students should do to help block the

proposal, Barrows said "anything and everything."

He pointed to the fact that many of us would not be

here if the proposal were in effect. He said that the

best way to show the Regents that they are wrong

about their assumptions that standards are too low is

to excel in all academic areas.

NUMMO News' ONLY connection with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian is for the purpose of

distribution.

SAT Admissions
Standard: Elitist

Trends in higher ed.

By CHARLENE ALLEN
ANGELA BROWN

The recently proposed minimum SAT requirement,

a subject of debate for quite some time, indicates by

its mere existence that there is a strong need to clarify

the issues of access to, and diversity in, public higher

education.

The fact that the proposed SAT scores have actual-

ly been subject to extensive intellectual debate by

those purported to be the most learned in our society

indicates that retrogressive ideas continue to influence

higher education policymakers. It is clearly ludicrous

to seriously consider this proposal a means of

upgrading a university.

Let's begin with the basic rationale maintained by

our esteemed Board of Regents, which put forth this

proposal in the first place. The rationale is:

1

)

the minimum SAT standard will improve the

quality of classroom education by admitting only

those students who have had superior preparation for

college work;

2) the institution of these standards throughout

the state will force the state's secondary schools to

improve their curricula and adminstration and;

3) access to higher education for under-

represented and low-income individuals will be

guaranteed through provisions for students in "special

categories."

Our contention is that the proposed SAT standards

will result in the following:

1) a decrease in access to higher education;

2) a hindrance of the development of a con-

structive approach to the problems of secondary

schools and;

3) an elitist approach to the University's self-

evaluation.

Decreased Access

The SAT requirement will undoubtedly result in

discrimination against those of lower economic or

racially oppressed backgrounds. Every individual has

not had an adequate opportunity to sufficiently

prepare himself to meet traditional admissions criteria.

The "special categories" provision will not allow for

the fair or equal representation of those who are in

every other way qualified to attend. Rather, these in-

dividuals will be admitted in a stigmatized manner,

tainting their college experiences and hindering their

progress. Even when those of "non-traditional"

backgrounds are "allowed" onto this campus, condi-

tions are not always conducive to their academic ef-

forts.

The problems in Massachusetts' secondary schools

will not be alleviated by mere pressure. Unfortunately,

the solution must address the disease, not the symp-

toms. The fact is that Massachusetts high schools are

afflicted by economic problems which cannot be

separated from educational quality. Massachusetts

law mandates that schools receive a minimum level of

funding from state sources that provides only the

skeleton of an educational institution, i.e. a building

and a primary staff. Any further funding must be pro-

vided by the relevant district. Naturally, those districts

with high-income residents are more capable of con-

tributing money to their schools, than are low-income

residents. Furthermore, the economic needs of those

born into low-income families result in the district's

emphasis on a vocational rather than a college-

".' * •? ' . +
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Shirley Chisholm speaks at Hampshire

By RUSSELL D. JORDAN

Former New York congresswonnan, Shirley

Chisholm, spoke at an informal reception held in her

honour at Hampshire College last Tuesday. The recep-

tion was sponsored by the Black Studies Executive

Committee. The Committee is made up of Black facul-

ty here in the five-college area. Chet Davis, chairman

of that organization and Afro-American studies pro-

fessor at the University of Massachusetts, welcomed

Ms. Chisholm to the gathering.

The reception opened with the film, "Chisholm Pur-

suing a Dream." The film chronicled Ms. Chisholm's

unsuccessfi'!, but significant, bid for the 1972

democratic presidential nomination. Ms. Chisholm, a

congresswoman from New York City at the time, said

in the film a main impetus for her campaign was, win

or lose, "to get the white forerunners to deliver

something to the Black masses." Despite her loss,

Ms. Chisholm is credited with shaking up the tradi-

tional, largely white male influence of the party.

Ms. Chisholm said a large degree of success,

despite being Black and a woman, was due to the fact

that she "understood the power of the Black vote."

Ms. Chisholm said after the film, that a large measure

of her strength in dealing with the often biased special

interest groups that dominate the American political

arena lay in the fact that she was always able to

"maneuver". "I am a catalyst for change," she said to

the gathering at the reception. "My goals are and

always have been to enhance and develop an

understanding of Black people, what they mean and

their attitudes
"

Ms. Chisholm, who left political life to accept a

position at Mount Holyoke College, in Hadley,

Massachusetts, said that, "most of the students come

from sheltered backgrounds. They don't have the

breadth and depth of experiences to change their at-

titudes." It is her frankness and honesty, Ms.

Chisholm believes, that allows her to make headway

in opening young people's minds. "My classes are

loaded," she said, "I'm very frank. I step on toes and I

have no time for foolishness. I have a job to do, things

to accomplish. I love people, and naturally, I want

people to love me. But, what someone thinks of me is

their problem, not mine." Ms. Chisholm continued by

saying, "I am a humanitarian. America is a multi-

faceted, variegated country." Ms. Chisholm chastised

both Blacks and Whites for rigid, doctrinaire thinking.

Progress comes through understanding," she said.

Ms. Chisholm, whose political career was based on

championing the cause of the "disenfranchised" and

"disenchanted," said that though her goals may not

be accepted in her time, "I hope they pave the way for

future gain. I've caught hell, but I don't regret

anything I've done." Ms. Chisholm cited a "deep con-

cern" for the young people of this country and an

"unshakeable faith in their character," in her hopes

for the future.

Ms. Chisholm, who spent part of her childhood in

the Caribbean island nation of Barbados, claimed her

disciplined West Indian upbringing, her faith in God

and her "tremendous confidence" in herself, has

stood her in good stead against the rigors of political

life. Ms. Chisholm finished by thanking the Five Col-

lege Black Studies Executive Committee for sponsor-

ing the reception and closed by saying, "I accept the

challenge in this Valley. I don't listen to rumors or peo-

ple with biased feelings. Once I observe and find out

for myself, you can't stop me."

SAT Standard continued
preparatory curricula. In short, a vicious cycle prevails

in the district educational system, which is not ad

dressed by outside attempts to improve its quality.

The Elitist Trend
Closer to home, the minimum SAT proposal has an

immediate effect upon the public's perception of what

an educational institution is all about. The proposal

makes grades the sole objective of a college educa-

tion. Consequently, it reduces students to tunnel-

visioned grade-seekers, rather than individuals seek-

ing the "universal" discoveries embodied in a universi-

ty education. This concept not only bastardizes the in-

tention of higher education, but also makes a negative

statement about those of us who are currently here.

Were these standards already in effect when we were

applying to UMass, many of us would not have been

admitted. The proposal deligitimizes our right to be

here. In fact, it is based on a view which designatesIn fact. It IS based on a view which designates

Se desmoraliza el

Ejencito del Salvador?
Por MIGUEL CEVASCO
CINDY VELAZQUEZ

La ciudad de Suchitato ha estado situada por las

guerrillas desde Feb. 11, 1983. El Gobierno has estado

mandando ayuda militar por medio de helicopteros, ha

havido una lucha constante en las calles de Suchitato.

Suchitato con una poblacion de 6,000 personas, a

27 millas al norte del Salvador, es el puerto mas impor-

tante al norte de la capital, pues esta tience dos pro

yectus hidroelectricos que suplen ma's del la mitad de

la energia electrica del Salvador.

El ejercito salvadoreno esta confundido respecto al

proxima peso a tomar, debido a la ocupacion de Berlin

pjor las fuenzas guerrilleras.

La operacion militar en grande escala ha sido com-

pletamente inefectiva contra las guerrillas del frente de

Liberacion Nacianal Farabundo Marti. Los consejeros

norteamericanos han criticcado las tactica ulitzadas, y

han empujado al ejencito a utilizer peguenas unidades

de patrullas para combatir las guerrilllas, esto le ha

dado mas sentido de inseguridad alos comandantes

del ejercito.

el ejercito del Salvador has creado una dependencia

tal en el entrana miento de los batallones del ejercifo

en Estados Unidos, que es tos no pueden combatir a

menos que sea junto a estos batallones. Con ma's del

60* de las tropas enlistadas y con un entranamiento ir-

regular, el espiritu del ejercito se ha do al piso,

despues del ultimo atague de las guerrillas en Berlin.

Despues de tuomar 293 prisioneros del ejercito

salvadorino, entre octobre y diciembra de 1982, y 153

soldados el pasado mes de energo, prodemos decir

que la politica de las guerrillas de tomar prisioneros ha

sido efectiva.

our presence here the cause of a problem

necessitating the proposal of higher SAT standards in

the first place.

The 'image' Problem

The Board of Regents, by making this proposal, is

essentially asserting that our endeavors, as students

of the University of Massachusetts, are not those

which lend to its ideal image of the University, but is it

not we, the consumers, who ought to be deciding

upon what image we want to create? After all, an "im-

age" is nothing less than a reflection of the underlying

goals we seek to achieve at this university. Therefore,

it becomes clear that this proposal is a starting point

for changing the nature of higher education to suit the

Regents' needs rather than those of UMass students.

The Regents are currently "reconsidering" the SAT
proposal due to the pressure that has been applied on

them from within the state. They have apparently

recognized the folly of bringing to public conscience

the deep-rooted afflictions of the state's education

system. We, however, must take advantage of this

blunder and see to it that the question is not allowed

to fade back into obscurity. This entire situation is in-

dicative of an even larger problem. The afflictions of

the entire system will not cease to haunt us even if this

proposal to intensify them were to disappear. We are

fighting ideas which continuously dawn new
disguises. The struggle must not die with every super-

ficial change. •

NCAA passes minimum
SAT requirement

By KEITH W. JOHNSON

As the state Regents ponders the idea of initiating a

minimum SAT requirement, the NCAA has already

passed a ruling that requires a minimum SAT score of

700 for all athletes who enter college in order to par-

ticipate in varsity sports.

This ruling, titled Proposal 48, was introduced and

passed at the NCAA convention in January in San

Diego and is scheduled to go into effect in August

1986. The ruling was introduced by an all-white com-

mittee that evaluated the proposal.

But it has met with strong opposition with Black

people involved in college sports. Dr. Jesse Stone Jr.,

President of Southern University and Dr. Robert Ran-

dolph, President of Alabama State are but two of

many presidents from predominantly Black colleges

that are opposed to the ruling. Georgetown's famed

basketball coach John Thomson has even come out

against the ruling.

Many feel that the ruling has a racist tone to it. It

has been noted that the SAT's themselves are racially

bias in that they pertain to more white middle class

standards. It is a fact that about 56 percent of Black

high school students receive a score below 700. But

there are also a number of white students that also

receive scores below this figure.

Some feel that the white institutions are trying to

cut down the number of Blacks on their teams. Others

feel that the ruling is an attempt to disrupt the athletic

programs at Black colleges which have just recently

begun to participate in the mainstream of national col-

legiate competition.

Some Blacks are in favor of the ruling. Harry Ed-

wards of the University of California is one. He was

the militant leader of Black athletes on the U.S. team

during the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City. Others feel

that a score of 700 is undermini. g all athletes.

At the conference in San Diego, the head football

coach of National Champion Penn State, Joe Pater-

no, in speaking of the Black opposition to the ruling,

stated, "but it's for your own good..." But many
Blacks can not understand how Paterno knows more

about Blacks than Black people do. Between now and

1986 opponents of the ruling will be trying to overturn

or amend Proposal 48.

Important Notice

The Financial Aid deadline for the 83-84

academic year is March 1, 1983. All Financial

Aid Forms must be sent to the College

Scholarship Service by the above date to

receive priority funding for the next academic

year.

Any questions can be referred to the

Financial Aid Office, 243 Whitmore Hall.

Photo of the Week

Two members of Dusk dancing up a storm at

Bowker Auditorium on Friday.

Patti O'Neal and Dusk
By DONNA DAVIS

"What became of the people of Sumer?"
"Ah," the old man sighed,

"They lost their history and then they died."

Patti O'Neal and Dusk revived some of the history

and culture of Black people Friday evening in Bowker
auditorium. With dance, poetry and a slide show the

troupe recounted the joys and sorrows of the Black

experience.

The futility of loving someone while being a slave

was voiced poignantly by a mother with her child. She
asked how could someone become attached to so-

meone knowing that this person could be sold to a dis-

tant land at any time. The hymn heard in the

background reminded all of the Black person's strug-

gle to remain human while bound to a "peculiar in-

stitution."

The art slides exposed the diversity of creative ex-

pression in Africa. Carefully carved busts of African

women revealed the prevalent norms of beauty

iwithout sacrificing individual traits.

In the proceeding scene Ms. O'Neal mimicked the

unnatural poses characteristic of the Egyptian art

form, her hands and forearms formed angles perpen-

dicular to her body as her shoulders undulated. She
danced rather coolly at first, then her movements
became more frenzied and spastic as the music's tem-

po quickened.

Again slides were used to transport the audience

back in time. Images of Black leaders flashed on the

screen. W.E.B. DuBois, Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X
and Martin Luther King, Jr. were among them.

Children in their Sunday best and folks in the streets

of Harlem came to life. Billie Holiday once again seem-

ed to sing the blues.

The nightclub scene displayed the troupe's ability to

"act up." Each woman in this segment had her own
story to tell about life, love and loving. One woman,
undoubtedly the most enviable of the three, strutted

and sauntered on the stage as her companions yelled,

"Jump back baby, jump backl" She complied with

their request by doing a playful skip. They were Black

women hanging out and just talking about being Black

women.
the performance in Bowker solidified the connec-

tion between knowledge of one's history and survival.

Through creative imagery Patti O'Neal and Dusk
breathed truth into the lives Black people have led.

They captured and pointed out the significance of an

old saying: It is impossible to know where you are go-

ing unless you know where you have been.

HEALTH
777/s article is part of a Health series that

Nummo News will be running. We hope ijt

will be of service.

"Alas, there may be a brighter

future for sickle cell victims"

By MASHERRILL FANT

Sickle Cell Anemia (SCA) is an inherited disease in

which the shape of the red blood cells is adversely af-

fected. Genes inherited from your parents are respon-

sible for the shape and function of the red blood cells.

If a person is born with a sickle gene from both

parents he has SCA. Approximately one in every six

hundred Blacks is born with SCA.
SCA is an incurable, painful, and oftentimes a

debilitating disease that can shorten life expectancy.

However, with proper medical treatment and manage-
ment the severity of the disease can be controlled. Un-
til recently, there has been little, if any hope for the

SCA victims; alas there appears to be a brighter

future.

Recent research from the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute in Bethesda, Md. reports that a new
drug, 5-azacytidine, has proven effective in preventing

SCA by activating dormant adult genes, which cause
the production of normal red blood cells. This drug re-

mains in the experimental stage and is not yet

available on a routine basis.*

Sickle Cell Trait (SCT) is not a disease. If a person is

born with a normal gene from one parent and a sickle

gene from the other parent, he has SCT. One in every

ten Blacks has SCT. If both parents have SCT there is

a one in four chance that each pregnancy will result in

an offspring with SCA.
There is also a brighter future for couples in which

both partners have SCT. There is a new test available

which checks the fetus in vitro for abnormal blood

cells, thus providing a couple with an opportunity for

genetic counselling."

SOURCES
1. JET, Dec. 27, 1982, 63(16):31.

2. The New England Journal of Medicine, July 1,

1982, 307(1 ):32-6.

Martin Luth King, Jr. Week
Essay and Poster Contest
"Make his day a Holiday"

The planning committee for Martin Luther

King, Jr. week, April 4-9 is sponsoring an

essay contest in addition to the poster con-

test. The winning essay will be read at a

candlelight vigil to be held April 4th. The
deadline for poster designs is March 10th and
the due date for essays is March 20th. Please

submit all entries to the Student Senate, 420

Student Union Building. The prize for both

the winning essay and poster will be $75.00.

In the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr. who
advocated justice and equality, we en-

courage the entire community to take part in

the poster and essay contests as well as the

Martin Luther King week activities. For more
information, please call 545-0341.

African dance at

area high school
By RUSSELL D. JORDAN

On February 18th, at the Amherst Regional High

School, a packed house was treated to a concert

honoring the heritage of Black dance and music. The

African dance troupe, directed and choreographed by

Deamma Battle, was sponsored by the Massachusetts

Artists-in-Residence Program. The troupe spent

several weeks at area schools instructing students in

the art of Black dance.

The show was a heart-stopper from st&rt to finish

with the percussion section, headed by Bamidele

Osumarea, leading the dancers in a poetic display of

exuberance in motion. Traditional Black/African

dances from the continent and the diaspora were

featured. The dancers technical expertise was

highlighted by the colorful traditional costumes that

they wore.

The sheer physical and emotional exuberance of the

performers swept the audience along, head bobbing

and hand clapping throughout. After an intermission

the audience saw a brief performance by area

youngsters and members of the Wildwood dance

club. They performed a traditional African ceremonial

dance and the audience was visibly pleased. At the

end of the performance, and a rousing standing ova-

tion, members of the audience, not wanting the magic

to end, crowded onto the stage to join in the dancing.

This reporter, for one, was moved by so vibrant a

representation of the richness and vitality of Black

culture. As an example of the proud heritage that

Blacks everywhere share, this performance was an

unparalleled success.The performers and students

who participated in the performance, in whatever

capacity, are to be commended.

Steven "Chuckle" Bagley and Denise Bulger acting up outside the SUB on Friday.

Moeketsi ootiDe and Selaelo Maredi in "For

Better Nut ror Worse" on February 26th.

For Better Not
For Worse
By KEITH JOHNSON

This past Saturday in Bowker Auditorium the Third

World Theater Series presented the firsttplay of its

spring season entitled "For Better Not For Worse."

The play was written and performed by famed South

African playwright Selaelo Maredi.

The play, a political comedy, was a two-man perfor-

mance. It not only featured Selaelo Maredi as Mam-

pane, but it also featured South African actor Moeket-

si Botibe in the role of Mampane's good friend Shai.

The play is the story of two friends, Mampane and

Shai. As the play opens, Mampane is taking pictures

of himself in order to prepare a passport so that he can

see his daughter in Bophuthatswana, one of the

homelands reserved for Africans. When Sahi comes

over to Mampane's apartment, he tells him the news

that the Prime Minister has been assassinated by

rebels. With this news they celebrate by drinking In

the park.

When they come back Mampane invites Shai to

dinner at the house of a friend. While the two are

away at dinner, the Security Police come to search

Mampane's apartment. When the two men come

back they find the paratment ransacked and the only

things missing are the pictures and a letter from Mam-

pane's daughter.

A couple of days later Mampane receives the terri-

ble news that a package had been sent to his

daughter. When she opened it the package blew up

killing her and six other children. Mampane realizes

that the bomb was sent by the Security police.

Mampane's wife had died long ago and with one of

his daughters murdered he is filled with grief. But then

he receives a letter from his other daghter who lives in

Pretoria. She says that she is leaving the country to

join the rebel forces. Although the news adds to his

grief, he also feels pride. He comes to realize that it is

the only solution to the oppression in his country.

The play was a fine two-man performance. It was

very humorous which can be attested by the good

amount of laughter from the audience. The play also

featured sets of African music that was either sung by

the performers or played in the background. This

displayed the fine harmony that can be found in South

African songs.

The play was a fine mixture of music, humor and

the reality of South African apartheid. It received a

standing ovation from the good sized audience who

definitely enjoyed the evening.

m\^\
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Japanese Film Festival

at Smith College

Tuesday, March 1 Smith College will present

a Japanese Film Festival.

The Story of the Last Chrysanthemum
(1939), MIZOGUCHI

/ Was Born but . . . (1932), OZN
For more information contact Tomiko

Narahara at the Asian Studies Department,
5-0349

The Far World Comes Near
Saturday March 5

Sponsored by the SouthEast Asian Cultural

Society at Pratt Auditorium, Mount Holyoke

College.

12-7 p.m. — Arts & Crafts exhibition

and gourmet food catering service

3 p.m. — Fashion show, music and folk

songs, traditional dances.

Admission: $2, student ID required

9 p.m. — 1 a.m. Asian party, Torry Hall,

Mount Holyoke College

Admission: $2, student ID required

The Asian American Students Association
,

(AASA) is an organization open to all

5-College students who are interested in rais-

ing the awareness of the community to Asian

culture. The group plans and announces

social, education and cultural events in the

area. Co-chaired by Cindy Chin and Phillip

Chung, the AASA is a Registered Student

Organization with an office at 423C SUB.
Weekly meeting are held on Tuesdays at 6:30

in the Campus Center (check Hypercurricula

for the room number). All are encouraged to

partiripatP

Black Arts Festival

The Black Students' Alliance of Smith Col-

lege presents a Black Arts Festival.

The theme is "Variations: A Spectrum of

Our Cultures,"

The events for the weekend are:

Thursday, March 3

Tribute to Black Womanhood
Award, 8:00 p.m. in Neilson

Browsing Room. This year's

recipient is Paule Marshall,

author of Brown Girl,

Brownstones and other works

about West Indian life in

America. A reception will follow

this event.

Friday, l\/larch 4

Alumnae Registration, 3-6 p.m.

in the Florence M'Wangi
Cultural Center

Concert featuring "Pieces of a

Dream" a Philadelphia-based

jazz ensemble, 8:00 p.m. in

John M. Green Aud.

Admission: $4 - Smith students

$6 - non-Smith,

$8 - door.

Tickets are available in Seelye

Basement (Smith) and Faces

(Amherst)

Afterparty following Concert in

the M'Wangi Cultural Center.

Admission discount with con-

cert ticket.

Join the 3rd World Caucus
There will be a 3rd World Caucus meeting

on Wed., March 2nd at 6:00 p.m. in the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs. Rm. 318 SUB.
For more info: call the OTWA at 545-2517

All are invited.

Panorama newscast

Panorama is a Latin-American newscast
every Monday 8 p.m. and Saturdays at 3

p.m. on WMUA91.1 FM. Panorama is a pro-

duction of Concepto Latino.

CONCERTO LATINO - WMUA 545-2876

545-2877

Schedule:

Monday
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

2-6a.m.,7-10p.m.
6-0 a.m.

9-12 noon
1-4 p.m.

Justice Berger of Canadian
Supreme Court at Smith

Thomas R. Berger, justice on the Supreme

Court of British Columbia and an outspoken

defender of native rights and civil liberties in

Canada, will speak at Smith College about

"Human Rights in Canada: The English, the

French, and the Native Peoples" on Tues-

day, March 1, at 4:30 p.m. in the Browsing

Room of the Neilson Library. The free, public

lecture is part of the series "From a Canadian

Perspective" being sponsored by the Five

College Program in Canadian Studies.

Saturday, March 5

• Workshops, 1-3 p.m. in the

Florence M'Wangi Cultural

Center. Smith Alumnae will pre-

sent workshops on Business,

Communications, Law, Minority

Admissions, etc. Open to all

Five-College students and pro-

fessors on a sign-up basis. Con-

tact the BSA office at x2153 or

x2160 for more information.

Smith College.

• Alumnae Banquet and
Presentation of the Otelia

Cromwell Award, 5:30 p.m. in

the Alumnae House Banquet

hall. The banquet will also

feature a dance sketch by

"Celebration," a poetry reading

by Joyce Ingram, and songs by

Suzanne Greenidge and Valun-

dra Pollard. Admission: $2.50.

R.S.V.P. by march 1st to

Mayme Williams (Gardiner

House, x2285 or 585-5751)

• Semi-formal Cabaret featur-

ing Artie Dixon and "Sunsight",

9 p.m. - 1 a.m. in the Davis

Center Ballroom, also a Fashion

Show presentation. Admission:

$2.50 in advance, $3.00 at the

door. Available in Seelye Base-

ment (Smith).

Afterparty in the M'Wangi
Cultural Center. Discount with

Cabaret ticket.

Help Wanted
The Commuter Area Government has two

job openings; Office Manager and Film Coor-

dinator. These positions are work study at 15

hours/week. Freshperson, Sophomore, and
Junior undergraduates preferred. To apply,

stop by 404 Student Union 9:00 - 5:00 p.m.

M-F. We are an Affirmative Action Equal Op-

portunity Employer. Third World, women
and non-traditional students are encouraged

to apply. Deadline for applications has been

extended to March 3rd.

Third World Theater Series

Day of Absence & Los Vendidos

two original one-act plays

Thurs., Fri., Sat., March 3, 4, 5

Hampden Theater 8 p.m.

American Music Festival

Concert features Max
Roach
Members of the University of

Massachusetts music faculty will perform the

second concert of an American Music

Festival at Bezanson Recital Hall in the Fine

Arts Center on Tuesday, March 8, at 8:00

p.m. The all-jazz concert will feature solo

percussionist Max Roach and the University

Chamber Jazz Ensemble. Ensemble
members, along with Roach, are Fred Tillis,

saxophone; David Sporny, trombone; Jeff

Holmes, trumpet and piano; and Salvatore

Vlacchia, bass. Admission to the event is free

Df charge.

The program will feature jazz works com-
)osed by Roach, Tillis, Holmes, Macchia,

Duke Ellington, Clifford Brown, and Charlie

Parker.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Minority Business Students

and those with an interest in business

Meet the Dean of

The School of Management
Have "Dessert with the Dean"

Tuesday, March 1st

7 - 9 p.m. Rm. 1009 Campus Center

Sunday, March 6

Gospel Jubilee with Rev. Sam
Gardner of the Abyssinian Bap-

tist Church in New York City,

10:30 a.m. in Helen Hills Chapel.

If you have any further questions, con-

tact Toni Tubman at 586-3837 or Nita

Williams at 584-2700, x 304. Please help

us make this celebration a success.

An<|C(a Brown
BiiyNNc CUiikf
JohN WKiqhT

MiTRA Samimi

Donna Davk
TRACCy BRyANT
KeItIi JoIin«on

NUMMO SxAff
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Workshop defines harassment
By MICHELLE HYDE

The subject of sexual harassment — its definition, emo-

tiunal consequences, and the possible actions a^inst it -

was discussetl last night at a sexual hara-ssment workshop

given by the Women's Issues Team, part of the Student

Center for Educational Research Advocacy (S.C.E.R.A.).

Sexual harassment was defined at the workshop as

anything ranging from unwanted physical contact, sexual

overtones in a work atm«)8phere. verbal slurs, to requests

or demands for sexual favors.

"A few years ago a survey of UMass women was con-

ducted, which asked the question, 'have you ever been sex-

ually harassed?' and 60 percent said they had experienced

at least a mild form of harassment," said Jane Zbynazyn-

ski, workshop facilitator.

Zbyn.szynski said it is important to emphasize that the

gesture or physical contact is unwanted. "That's where it

should stop," she said.

She also said there was an issue of power involved in

sexual harassment.

Zbynszynski said one topic she likes to discuss in the

workshops is sexual harassment as a women's issue. "Sex-

ual harassment does happen to men, but 96 percent of it

happens to women."

"It makes sense when you look at who the bosses and
professors are." said Tildy Turchinetz, a Wctmen's Issues
Team member. There might be a woman somewhere in

the middle, but chances are, tiie big bones are men," she
said.

Possible solutions and actions that can be made against
sexual harassment including filing a complaint with the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, if the

harassment occurs in an employment situation, Zbynszyn
ski said.

Another step is to write down the exact situation, when
it occurs, she .said.

"Write down when it happened, and where, and who
was around, in order to get it down on paper," she said.

The Everywomen's Center and Legal Services Office of-

fer counseling and referrals to those who have been
harassed, she said.

There are two channels of the Sexual Grievance Pro
cedure, which went into effect this semester, she said. The
first option is an informal complaint filed with the om-
budperson. where the offender may admit to harassment
charges.

The formal option involves filing a complaint with the
Affirmative Action Office and then going before a hearing
panel, which consists of the two parties involved, plus an
objective member.

Biain cheniksds may modulate beha^
By TURA GUDMUNDSSON

c«ii«ffiMi sun

A recently discovered class of brain chemicals called

neuromodulators, suspected to play a major role in

behavior control, is the focus of a University of

Massachusetts research team.

According to the team's director, Profes.sor Gordon A.

Wyse of the zoology department, neuromodulators (NM)
research is "a new and hot field" which will have a

"phenomenal impact" in the areas of medicine and

psychology, while also carrying direct social and political

implications.

Describing NM as a "functional class of brain

chemicals," Wyse explained that NM are thought to act

upon and alter the behavior of another class of brain

chemicals known as neurotransmitters.

It is believed that whereas neurotransmitters act locally

to either excite or inhibit the conduction of information

from one nerve cell to another, NM might have effects

over large regions of the brain simultaneously.

As a consequence, NM may carry the ability to control

overall brain functioning and thus have a direct influence

on behavior and psychological states.

Until the discovery of NM, in the mid-to-late 70's, scien-

tists tried to associate specific behaviors to the specific

neurotransmitters known, Wyse said. For example, sleep

may involve the neurotransmitter seratonine, while motor

behavior was associated with another neurotransmitter

called dopamine.

In addition to the possible interaction between NM and

neurotransmitters, NM also directly affects the hormcme
system by regulating the relea.se of hormones from the

pituitary gland.

For his NM research Wyse and graduate student, Stan

Rane use a single neurotransmitter involving muscle con-

tractions in horseshoe crabs, while observing a specific

NM that might be directly influencing this motor activity.

"This preparation is simple enough to find out how and
where a neuromodulator is working, and how it may turn

a motor behavior on or off," Wyse explained.

Pointing out that the same basic nerve cell structure,

and some common NM and neurotransmitters have been

found in both the horseshoe crab and human nervous

systems, Wyse said that studying simpler systems can

help us to understand how more evolved systems work.

Wyse said that because of the complexity of the

vertebrate nervous systems, you can not tell exactly what

is the function of these new chemicals.

Wyse acknowledged that NM will become highly

medically important because new drugs will be designed

based on NM involvement in specific behaviors. However
in treating problems from simple headaches to

schizophrenia, he cautioned that "brain science can be sub-

ject to social abuse like anything else."

"People may use the information to modulate behaviors

in ways that we do not like," Wyse said citing as an exam-

ple the misuse of psychology and drug therapy in the

Soviet Union for supressing political descent.

"We can paint a Clockwork Orange senario here and say

that we are going to take all anti-social individuals, play

with their neuromodulators, and whip them into shape,"

Wyse said.

Standards face

further criticism
By KEVIN BOWE

Coltecuui Suff

BOSTON — Minimum admissions standards for

students wishing to attend four year public colleges in

Massachusetts underwent another round of opposition

yesterday at a public hearing held by the Legislative

Committee on Education.

State Education Commissioner John R. Lawson said he

"wholeheartedly" endorses the intent of improved ad-

mission standards but expressed serious reservations

about the specific criteria proposed for college entrants by

the Board of Regents.

Lawson wa.s critical of the use of a minimum SAT score

and the requirements that students have a minimum
amount of high school math, science, and foreign language

courses.

"We're not training a sufficient amount of teachers for

this (minimum high school curriculum) needs." l>awson

said.

"Implementation will force school to spend most of their

money on college bound students and ignore non-high

school bound students," he said.

Lawson estimated that about 75 percent of

Massachusetts high school students do not graduate from
college.

The foreign language requirement for college admission

would bar those students attendin^^ vocational schools

because they do not offer foreign language courses,

Lawson said.

The use of a combined SAT score is also flawed, Lawson
said, because the margin of error on the score is ap-

proximately 120 points. The Regents propose the nunimum
combined SAT score of 800 for the Univers^y of

Massachusetts.

"Despite some serious reservations, we support the

improving of admission standards." Lawson said. Chan
celbr of Higher Education John B. Duff defended the

Regents* proposal.

"We believe there will have to be increased funding for

education (from the state." Duff said, in explaining how the

k>cal school districts will find the improved high school

curriculum the Regents want.

"I endorse the concept of earmarking local aid for

education." Duff said.

Representative William MuUins, (D-Ludbw). expressed

concern that emphasis on high school class rank woukJ

hinder a student who has not matured enough to take

school seriously.

Funding proposal

dropped from ballot

By RICHARD NANGLE
( otkfpwi suff

The proposal to fund the State Student A.ssociation of

Massachusetts (SSAM) through a mandatory one dollar

fee on student semester bills will not appear as scheduled

on the Student Government Asso<Mation (SGA) election

ballot next Monday and Tuesday.

SGA leaders met with officials fn»m SSAM, the United

States Student Association (TSSA) and the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) over the weekend and decided tt) pull the

question because the method of funding may not be in the

best interests of either SSAM or MassPIRG, said Sharon

Davies, Speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate at

yesterday's Coordinating Committee meeting.

SSAM had hoped to fund themselves the same way
MassPIRG funds its college chapters, by allowing student

the option of contributing when paying their bills. But of-

ficials from all the groups said they feared that kind of

funding method would once again fuel the fire of certain

state legislators who have supported "Kill MassPIRG"
legislation in the past, said SGA president Jim Murphy.
SGA leaders now propose to fund the group through an

increase in the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF). The
referendum will probably occur after Spring break, Davies

said.

"The idea is to give ourselves about a month's time to do
some campaigning," she said.

"We have to get the wheels in motion. We can't wait till

this time next year," Murphy said. "It's basically an opi-

nion poll."

The Coordinating Committee voted unanimously to

remove the question from the ballot.
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Court affirms
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court upheld the

settlement yesterday that broke up the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.. and ruled separately that

cities may fight local unemployment by insisting that jobs

on public construction projects go to city residents.

The court affirmed the Justice Department's deal with
AT&T without even waiting to hear oral a-'truments in the
case. The justices rejected by a 6 3 vote an appeal by 13

states that said the settlement infringed on state

regulatory powers and may leave phone users with

inadequate service.

By a 7-2 vote, the court said Boston did not violate the

Constitution in requiring that its residents hold one half

the jobs on taxpayer financed projects within the city.

While the Boston case dealt only with a 50 50 job quota.

with AT&T
the decision seemingly grants cities the power to exclude

all nonresidents from jobs supported by local or federal tax

dollars.

The court also:

—Agreed to consider whether public broadcast stations

receiving federal aid can be barred from airing editorials.

A federal judge in Los Angeles struck down law imposing
the ban.

The Federal Communication Commission says the ban is

needed to assure that broadcasters will not be pressured

into becoming government propaganda organs.

—Agreed to decide, in a case that could affect thousands
of self described political refugees, what proof aliens must
show to demonstrate they will be politically persecuted if

deported.

Reagan angrily rejects appeal
WASHINGTON (AP) - An angry President Reagan

"came out swinging" at a meeting yesterday with U.S.

governors and rejected their appeal to consider scaling

down his plans for increasing the defense budget.

"He took strong issue with that part of our budget
resolution which suggests a decrease in the growth rate of

sj)ending for defense." Republican (»<>v. James Thompson
of Illinois said.

One participant in the one-hour meeting who insisted on

anonymity quoted the president as saying, "1 have serious

problems with your calls for excessive cuts in defense

spending."

"He came out swinging on the matter of his defense

position," said Oov. Sc«»tt Matheson of I'tah, a Democrat
who is chairman of the National (lovernors' Association.

The governors, in the capital for their annual mid winter

meeting, are dcbatin;: a resolution calling on Reagan and

Congress to consider reductions in the proposed defense

budget as well as tax increases to cut federal budg«'t

deficits.

The resolution would set a goal of reducing the deficit to

$90 billion by 1988. The Congressional Budget Office

forecasts a $267 billion deficit for that year, while the

White House goal is to get it down to $1 16.7 billion.

Over the period, the president has prop«»sed a 10 percent

average annual increase in defense spending. The gover-

nors want it held to an average annual increase of between
3 and f) percent.

The bipartisan coalition that has l>een working to make

the resolution the official jKilicy of the govermirs' assfx-ia

tion has l)een threatene<l by some iVnuHTats. They want

language c<mdemning the Reagan budget cuts Ixn-ause of

the impact they have hsui on the jKK>r.
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President Reag-an is jn'^^t^d warmly by first

lady Nancy Reagan as he arrives at Point Mugu
Naval Air Station yesterday. The Reagans were
enroute to their Santa Barbara. California ranch,

where thev are scheduled to entertain Queen
Elizabeth H of Enf^land today.

Housing plan to aid the homeless

Mass. (vov. Michael Dukakis

BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Mkrhael S.

Dukakis promoted his proposed $171.6

million public housing program yesterday
as a way to help the homeless and address

the worst housing shortage in the state's

history.

"Never before in the history of the
commonwealth have we faced a housing

shortage of such critical proportions,"

Dukakis said in a statement, read by an
aide, to a legislative committee. "Over the

last few years, housing production has

lagged behind our need by more than 20,000

units each year...

"That the situation has reached a crisis

point is reflected in the many thousands of

people and families in Massachusetts who
are literally without a place to sleep," he
said. There is no question that

homelessness is a symptom of an un

derlymg and increasingly serious problem
in Massachusetts — a severe shortage of

decent and affordable housing."

In his formal message to the Legislature.

Dukakis said the plan rails for building

2.550 units of new public housing, con

struction that will create about 5.000 jobs.

Amy S. Anthony, state secretary of

conrun unities and development, told the

Legislature's Housing and Urban
Development Committee that nationally

housing problems "are the most acute that

they have been since the depression."

llie legislation filed by Dukakis, who
sees it as a first step to meet the homeless'

needs, would provide the first increase in

funding for public housing programs since

1980, she added.

The proposal, she saki. would provide:

—$66.6 million fw constructing 1,500

new units of housing for the elderly.

—$40 million for 700 units of housing for

low income families.

—$10 million to build 350 units of housing
for handicapped people.

—$55 million to improve existing older

public housing.

But. she added, "Clearly the state's

public hou.sing programs cannot meet the
entire need that we face."

Dukakis has created a task force on
private housing to come up with programs
to stimulate housmg production, she said.

Testifying for the bill. Cider Affairs

Secretary Richard Rowland noted the sire

of the state's elderly population — 12.7

percent are 65 years or older — and said

nursing homes have become the housing of

last resort for the elderlv.

Dukakis asked to study

Springfield seuxige plan

WASHINGTON - Connecticut Gov.
William A. O'Neill has asked
Massachusetts' sTovernor Michael Dukakis
to lake a careful look at Sprngfield's plan to

dump sewage into the Connecticut River as

the city improves its sewer system.

The Massachusetts city plans to repair a

sewage pipe and upgrade the York Street

pumping station in March and November.
In the process eight to 10 million gallons of

raw sewage would bypass the Springfield

Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant

daily and be dumped into the river about
4.5 miles north of the Connecticut border.

House passes proposal

to clean waste sites

BOSTON - A bUl creating a $25 mUlion

state "superfund" for hazardous waste
clean up passed the House yesterday and
went to the state Senate, where quick

action also is expected.

A similar bill died before in the state

Senate late last year. But Commissioner
Anthony ('ortese of the Department of

Environmental Quality Engineering said

Senate leaders have assured him they will

move quickly.

"If we don't get the bill by mid-spring, it

will jeopardize federal clean up schedules"

for hazardous waste sites in Massachusetts,

Cortese said.

Digest
By thv Associated Press

Routine traffic violation turns into murder case;

Seven arraigned after state trooper ivas kitled

WORCESTER — Four men and three
women were arraigned in Central District
Court yesterday after State Trooper
George L. Hanna was gunned down in

Auburn, apparently after stopping a car for
a routine traffic violation.

Hanna, 36. of Holliston was killed during
a scuffle in a parking lot at J&S Liquors.
871 Southbridge St.. Auburn, about 8:15
p.m. Saturday, police said.

Hanna. a trooper since 1974. was shot
once in the leg with a large caliber weapon
and six times in the body — including three

times in the back — with a small caliber
weapon, said Medical Examiner Jerome L.
Fielding.

Hanna died about 9:50 p.m. during
surgery at St. Vincent Hospital. Sute
police said Hanna was conscious when he
arrived at the hospiul and asked for a
priest to hear his confession before he died.

Appearing in Central District Court
charged with murder were: Jose William
Hernandez, also knowh as Jose Colon. 32;
Miguel A. Rosado. 32; and Abimael Colon
Cruz, also known as Emilio Otero, 32.
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Judge issues injunction;

segregated voting to stop

DEDHAM - A Norfolk Superior Court
judge yesterday ordered Braintree to stop

its voting practice of making men and
women stand in separate lines at the polis.

for election.

Judge Edith Fine issued the preliminary
injunction, requested by the attorney
general's office, according to Frank Falacci.

spokesman for Attorney General Francis X.
Belbtti.

Salvadorgunfire ceases
as Pope plans his visit

MEXICO CITY - El Salvador's leftist

guerrillas yesterday declared a cease-fire
for Pope John Paul Us visit to their war-
torn homeland next Sunday. March 6.

Guillermo Ungo, the spokesman for the
Democratic Revolutionary Front, an-
nounced the cease fire at a news conference
in Mexico City. He called on the govern-
ment "to make the same decision" and said
the guerrillas of the Farabundo Marti
Liberation Front would defend themselves
if attacked by government forces.

There was no immediate response from
the U.S. -supported conservative gover-
nment in San Salvador. Earlier. Defense
Minister Jose Guillermo Garcia said it was
up to the guerrillas to offer a truce because
they "imposed" the 40 month old civil war
on the government.
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Fight occurs
on PVTA bus

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
C ollegian SUff

A bloody fight on a PVTA bus and a subsequent police

chase resulted in the arrest of a 19-year-old man early

Saturday morning. The man, a Canton resident not listed

as a University of Massachusetts student, was charged
with assault and battery with a dangerous weapon (a shod
foot) at 1:44 a.m. Saturday, Sgt. Frank Mazzei of the

UMass police said.

Police said a group of about four or five students board-

ed the bus near Fearing Street, early Saturday morning.

The assailant and a companion reportedly verbally harass-

ed two women in the group. A man accompanying the

women attempted to defend them and was hit by the

assailant. A second man, also with the group, attempted
to help but was assaulted by the arrested man, who had

braced himself on an overhead bar and kicked the victim in

the face. The driver of the bus notified the PVTA dispat-

cher who in turn notified UMass police.

When the bus stopped at the Campus Center circle, the

assailant and his companion exited the bus and fled. Police

arrived at the scene shortly thereafter and pursued the

assailant on foot to John F. Kennedy dormitory in

Sc)uthwest where he was arrested. The second man was
not arrested.

The victim was taken to the UMass infirmary where he

was treated for facial cuts then released.

In other police business, at 6:13 a.m. Sunday, a 20-year-

old student, who had caused a disturbance in the I'Mass

infirmary, was arrested and charged with possession of a

Class B substance, cocaine, with intent to sell or

distribute. The John Adams resident was in the infirmary

with a cut hand but refu.sed treatment, creating a distur-

bance. When |K)lice arrived, the Franklin native was found

to have in his possession approximately 3 grams of cocaine

packaged with price Uigs in a cigarette case, {K>lice said.

A 19-year-old student, driving along University Drive on

its sidewalk near Lot 22. was arrested Sunday morning
and charged with l)eing a minor trans{M)rting alcohol,

operating a motor vehicle on a sidewalk and possession of

a Class D substance, nmrijuana.

('oUrciaa photo b« John Ooarrtt*

The Blue Wall gears up for its "M'A^S'H
Bash" with this takeoff sign from the hit series

which aired its last episode last night.

Senate proposal

vot^ off ballot
By RICHARD NANGLE

c'oiicinan surr

A referendum that proposes to drastically reorganize

the Undergraduate Student Senate will not appear on next
week's Student Government Association (SGA)
presidential ballot because it conflicts with the SGA
constitution.

In order for the proposed amendment which would cut

the senate by one third and alter its election pr(x:ess to

become law, it must be approved by four of the seven area
governments and two-thirds of the current senate, ac-

cording to Article VI of the SGA bylaws. Because a

reorganization cannot be mandated by just a referendum
as the current wording of the proposal advocates, the

Senate Coordinating Committee voted to keep the question
off next week's ballot.

The referendum calls for area representation in the
senate rather than the current system which allows for

each dormitory on campus to have at least one senator.

Government Affairs Committee member Bruce Levy said

the referendum as worded calls for changes in the bylaws
but does not state what those changes would be.

Senate Speaker Sharon Davies said if the wording has to

be substantially changed, the signatures collected by
Students for Government by Referenda may become in-

valid and new signatures will have to be collected.

Dave McCarthy, a spokesman for the student group
which collected over 6.000 signatures for the referendum
said he disagreed with the Coordinating Committee's
action.

"The Coordinating Committee, demonstrating the

arrogance of a politburo. have shown once again that they

have no conception of the needs and the wants of the

undergraduate populatk)n. ...More than 25 percent of the

undergraduates wanted to see that question on the ballot.

Problems with the wording could have been worked out if

all parties had been brought together, but no one was
notified and again the senate zigged while the students

zagged." McCarthy said.

The referendum will probably take place after Spring
break, said SGA president Jim Murphy,

Women now offered option of midwives
By MARY BALDWIN

( olkrwa SUIT

Pregnant women who are uncomfortable with physkians
and hospitals have another option for complete maternity
care the nurse-midwife.

In a lecture last night at Smith College, Marcia Stahl and
Kathy Martin, both registered nurses and certified nurse
midwives at Hampden County Medical Group in

Springfield spoke on "Midwifery: Reclaiming Women's
Tradition of Autonomy and Intimacy."

"Midwifery is based on the needs of normal women and
family centered care. The child bearing experience is a
family experience." said Stahl.

"Midwifery is the education of women. We try and
educate them to the factors involved." she said.

The role of the mid wife is the care of women by a
certified nurse midwife from the start of pregnancy to

after the birth, including infant care, the speakers said.

A midwife stays with a woman during labor in order to
provide comfort measures and emotional support as well as
to supervise and evaluate the progress of labor, they said.

Instead of hospital care, a woman who chooses the care

of a midwife can have natural childbirth in a birthing

center outside of a hospital which has a home like at

mosphere. Another alternative Stahl said, is fw the
woman to give birth at home with her family.

"When we went to give home births we found the
grandmother, the chikiren and whoever wanted to be
there. In hospitals there is no room for ihLs." Stahl said.

Of traditk>nal maternal care. Suhl said, "While working
for Planned Parenthood, often when the physician left the
room I would be bombarded with questions."

Stahl said not every woman can have natural child birth
because of complicatmns.

If complications are expected, the mid wife immediately
refers the case to an obstetrician who then takes over the
case. Martin said.

Until recently there have not been any maipractke suita

against midwifery, Stahl said.

"This isn't to say that midwives do not make mistakes. It

is just that the nurse midwife and patient have a

relatk)nship and they understand that people make
mistakes." Martin said.

"We work very hard and are very committed and are not

paid very much but bringing new life into the world is very
gratifying." Martin said.

Martin said despite the stormy history of midwifery,

midwives in the United States are more autonomous than

British midwives who are still under the supervisk>n of

physicians.

Stahl said she did not like being a maid to doctors and
patients so she became a midwife.

Fast loans aid nee^ students

Collrfian photo bv Daw l)urb«r

A German language class taught by Mrs. Eva Schiffer got a treat

yesterday when desks and chairs were brought outside Herter Hall

to enjoy the spring temperature.

By PAULA HOYT
c'oikffian surr

Most students think that loans
originating from the Whitmore
Administration Building involve thousands
of dollars, but students faced with unex-
pected emergencies can borrow an im
mediate $25 $50 from the University of

Massachusetts Dean of Students Office.

Students in need of emergency loans can
apply for an interview at the Dean of

Students office. After signing an agreement
to meet a two week payment deadline the

student can pay back the loan interest free,

said Gladys Rodriquez. assistant to the
Dean of Students.

The service is specified for unexpected
problems. Expenses such as book money or

student fees are not included. Rodriguez
said.

"School bills and food expenses are

everyday, run-of-the-mill things which
students are expected to provide for." she

said.

She said emergency loans are given when
something unplanned is involved, such as

for a sick child or for auto repairs. One
example is the problem of delayed

paychecks. Rodriguez said.

"The employment paperwork gets

messed up and the paycheck is late. It

doesn't happen too often, but to me. that is

an emergency." Rodriguez said.

Granting a loan and deciding the amount
is dependent on each individual case. The
average amount borrowed is about $25. she
said.

"We are flexible and will go higher or

lower depending on the situation. After

listening to the student's problem we decide

if the ban is necessary." she said.

Rodriguez said that about 80 emergency
loans have been granted so far this

semester. There are six separate loan funds

in use recently that were granted to the

university from different organizations.

There are some problems with the
emergency loan system, however. A
number of funds which began as healthy

amounts, have been depleted because

people have failed to pay them back, she
said.

Rodriquez said that students who fail to

meet the payment deadlines are subject to

administrative withdrawal. The problem
comes when people leave the university or
move away and don't pay the money back,

she said.

Of six loan funds, only two of the larger

ones are being used this year. Some of the

depleted grants haven't been used in a few
years and the possibility of building them
back up is "down the tubes". Rodriguez
said.

The latest, and largest, endowment
received is the $20,000 Alan Fox student
loan fund. Alan Fox. who was the Assistant
State Librarian in Massachusetts, died in

1979. The fund was established by the
UMass Board of Trustees in December.
Other loans include the Field Fund,

which consists of proceeds from a 30th
anniversary roast for the Dean of Students
held last year. Another new fund is made
up of profits from the freshman dance and
the first week of activities last year,

Rodriguez said.
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ATTENTION
SENIORS
Now is the time!

Get your face in the

yearbook.

The photographer will

be here

Feb 28 to March 17

Stop by CC Rm 178 or

call 545-2874 to

make your appointment.

AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay arnJ advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For More Detalte CaH Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen & Soc>hnK>res Cell Cept. Pinken

(413) 546-2137

/^wn

STRESSED?
I

Learn more about how stress affects

you and some techniques to manage

stress at the UHS Stress Manage-

ment Workshop on Tues. Mar. 1 at 7

in Rm 304. Call 549-2671 ext. 181 for

more info.
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MUSIC
GALLERY
PEAVCy, IbANEZ,

Tama, JBL, RoIamcJ,

Acoustic, Boss,

LEqENd, EV-TApco,
HdNdo, Dean,

Hamer, Fostex.

Rt. 9 HAdUy
OM tIiE bus ROUTE

¥86-6228
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CHO
(jome to a
champagne and
jazz party to
celebrate the
openin3 of

Q^hona /v\en

Thursday

March 3rc1

7-9 pm

CONTLMPORARY
FASHION FOR MEN

^'^^ FLOOR
THORNES MARKET
t'jC MAIN iTfcEn NQyiMAMHON
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On Special Sale Tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.

, ,UNIVERSITY ,

Campus Center

Delegates toparticipate

in nuclear freeze lobby
Local delegates from the Amherst area

will participate in a national citizen's lobby
for the nuclear freeze in Washington, D.C.
on Tuesday, March 8. Original freeze spon-
sors Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
and Rep. Silvio 0. Conte, D-Fittsfield,

along with Sen. Paul E. Tsongas. D-Mass,
are scheduled to meet with lobbyists.

Although the entire Massachusetts
delegation voted for the freeze last year
when it failed in the House 204-202, lobby

organizers said local efforts will now he
aimed at getting the Congressmen to lobby

stronger among their colleagues.

The lobby is planned statewide by the

Massachusetts Coalition for a Nuclear
Weapt)ns F>eeze, and sponsored hwally by
several groups.

The American Friends Service Commit-
tee (AFSC), 3 Langworthy Rd., Northamp-
ton is chartering a bus to Washington for

anyone interest*?d in lobbying. The bus,

which will cost $30 {x?r person, is scheduled
to leave Northampton at 11 p.m. on Mon-
day. March 7. and arrive in Washington the

following morning. A lobby traininjr

workshop and appointments with Con-
gressmen are scheduled for March 8, with

the return bus leaving Washington around
11 p.m.

The AFSC is also collecting proxy forms
in support of the freeze which voters

unal)le to go to Washington may sign and
have brought to the Capitol for them by the

lobbyists.

F'or information either on attending the

lobby or signing a proxy, contact Victoria

Safford at 586-9084 or Frances Crowe at

584-8975.

Lecture on theology
to be addressed tonight
"From Artificial Intelligence to Natural

Theology" is the topic of the second Fellows

Lecture of the Institute for Advanced
Study in the Humanities of the University

of Massachusetts. The lecture will be held

tonight at 8 p.m. in SBA 120. f^fessor
Michael A. Arbib. lASH Fellow and
professor of Information Science at UMasa.
will be the speaker.

News-
lines .

Coiqiles danced to raise

funds forMS marathon
'.'.•.V'M'I'X';'

New financial aid law
will be topic at meeting

The new law affecting the financial aid
eligibility of college men who have not
registered for the draft will \)e the topic of
a meeting tonight in Campus Center, rm.
904 at 7 p.m.

Art Jackson of the Financial Aid Office
and Abbe Bjorklund of IJMass Students
Against Militarism will speak on
arguments against the law and what can be
done at IJMass to oppose it. For more in-

formation, contact Jon Braine of CMass
Students Against Militarism at 253-3713.

SGA candidacy debate
to be aired on WMUA

Candidates for Student Government
Association president will square off twice
tonight in debates on WMUA radio and in

the Campus Center.

At 6 p.m., all four candidacies will

answer questions on WMUA's "Hotline"
show. Listeners may call in questions for

the candidates during the one hour show,
following introductions and questions by
the WMUA news staff.

A debate sponsored by the SGA will be
held from 7:15 to 10 p.m. in room 163 of

the Campus Center. Folk>wing in

troductions of the candidates, the can
didates will be asked questions by four

student senate representatives and by one
Collfgian staff member.

Students will then have the opportunity
to ask questions of the candidates.

Both debates will be moderated by
Mindy Ordway. chair of the student
senate's Governmental Affairs Com
mittee.

By NANCY GONTER
( ollfcian SUff

Forty-four couples danced for 29 hours
to raise a total of $14,000 in the fourth

annual Multiple Sclerosis Dance Marathon
held last weekend in the Student Union
Ballroom.

The marathon, which was co-sponsored
by Pi Kappa Alpha (PIKE) and WMUA.
lasted from 6 p.m. f>iday to 11 p.m.
Saturday. Couples were given a 15 to 30
minute break every two hours.

Three couples failed to last through the

29 hours of dancing. One couple didn't

finish the marathon becau.se one partner

twisted her knee. The other two couples
didn't finish because they had other com-
mitments on Saturday afternoon, accor-
ding to Michael Grady, a member of PIKE
and chairman of the marathon.
The couples who completed the

marathon and who collect the most money
from pledges will be declared the winners
on March 9. Couples have until that date to
collect their pledges.

A beer and wine party held in the
Ballroom Friday night attracted 800 people.
Grady reported. Other events were held
during the Marathon, including a costume
party on Saturday night.

Amhenst police involved in

several recent accidents
By DAVID B. MINER

( oiitriaii surf

Amherst Police ref>orte<l the arrests of

two University of Massachusetts student.^

over the past weekend.
Police said that at 12:40 a.m. on Sunday,

the Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) stop-

ped a 19 year-old UMass student for

speeding on College Street. Police charge*!

the student with sf)ee<hng an<l having an
altered driver's license.

The other arrest. Amherst Police said

was on Saturday P«»lice sai<i that at 11

p.m. another UMass student was stopped
on North Pleasant Street as he was runn-
ing. Amherst Police .said that he was drink-

ing a beer and carrjing a six pack. He was
arrested and charged with l)eing a minor in

possession of alcohol and having an altered

driver's license.

In other news. Amherst Police rep<jrted

several min<»r accidents including a schfK)l

bus and automobile collision on Monday
morning and an accident involving an
Amherst Police cruiser on Thursday after

noon.

Amherst Police say that at 7:40 a.m. on
Monday morning, an automobile driven by
an Amherst resident collided with an
Amherst sch(K)l bus at the intersections of

Gray an<l Taylor Streets. The school Imis

was not carrying passengers at the time.

The driver of the automobile was

( MAKE
iVOUR
MARK

at OPERATION SONSHINE'83

transporte<i to Ccntley-Dickenson Hospital

complaining of back and neck [wiiri. and
was cited by Amherst Police for failure to

stop at a stop sign.

In what has be<-ome one of a series of

mi.shaps involving Amherst Police cruisers

in the past two weeks, two Amherst detec-

tives apparently escaptnl serious injury

when the cruiser they were riding in was
"rear ende<i" on Route 9 in Hadley.

Amherst Police said that the tw() detec-

tives were returning from NorthampUm on
Thursday when they were struck from
behind by another car.

Amherst Police say that the cruiser was
attempting to make a right turn when the

other vehicle's breaks faile<l. The Amherst
cruiser sustaine<l over $5(K» in damage. The
driver of the car was cittni by Hadley Police

for having faulty equipment (brakes).

This was the fifth accident involving an
Amherst cruiser in the past two weeks.

Past accidents, according to Amherst
fK)lice include an incident where a cruiser

sustained extensive damage when ice fell

off the Amherst Town Hall causing nx)f

dama^^; a mishap when another cruiser

was struck while f>arked in Northampton;
an accident where a cruiser was damaged
when it was struck by a car which was
hacking up. and still another incident when
a crui.ser was slightly damage*! in a fender

bender with a state vehicle while respon-

ding to an alarm.

DAVTONA BEACH. FLOmDA .^ ..

Step into An adventure this sprinj^ break For

\ f more inforrrMtiort write or caK

Chris West. 613 JF Kennedy 546^7671

Cynthia Muller, B-7 Emerson 546-7238

Sponsored by CAmput Cruvirte tot ChrtM IntrrrMtton^l

''^^ 'Vincent Price
J^^ \ in a one man performance

Monday, March 7
8 pm at the F.A.C.

$2. 5 college students

$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office
sfjonsored by University Aits Council
and Distinguished Visitors Program
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• *MOVIE••
TAPS
Starring

George C. Scott
Wed. March 2nd

Engineering East Aud.
7, 9» II p.m.

ATTENTION
A SALE FOR YOU

Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaea

Amherst, New Hampshire
(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in

need of Department Directors and Activity

Specialists for this summer in: Athletics,

Gymnastics, Swim Instruction (WSI),

Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts, Camp-
craft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Song, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office

Personnel and Nurses (R.N.). Excellent

Salaries and fringe benefits. Please contact

Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director, 81

Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,

,m-m-^^9.

ALL E ALBUMS
regularly priced

at 8.98

now only 5.99
MASTER RECORDINGS

ARE ONLY 8.98

YOUR SUPPORT
WILL KEEP SALES
ABUNDAIMT!

js. Brandeis
\^ An Educational Adventure
I May 31 - July 1 • July 5 - Aug 5

RtLOPDsl

> *»fUtJ«»'" • RpCi^T

4; } ;4?..>4<»«. 040'

ncJetgrcxJuo!* ufses

• ti^rjtr>f Art- I

• Hffn . .V
• ^.Jeaf i .^'-- ^ ; .- ...... ,.?oJies

• fcho«»o4o^coi ^te*d f^seofc^ m \s< >•

Sn^al classes taught bv BforxK-

SutHj»bart rompus c»osf' *
••'

•

of Bostcx^/Combiiclge

informotton cotatog and oppiicatton

BRANDfiS UNIVERSITY SUMMfR SCHOOl
Walfhom MA 02254 617 647 2796

MATHEMATICALLY TALENTED?

AMBITIOUS?
You need not be an engineer or computer scientist to realize your full salary poten-

tial and the challenges you desire. Consider a business career as an ACTUARY. Ac-
tuaries are mathematically trained executives in the Insurance industry. They evaluate
the risks in insuring, design financially sound insurance and pension programs, and are
involved in virtually every phase of their company's operations. An F.S.A. (Fellow of
the Society of Actuaries - i.e. "Actuary") must complete a rigorous series of 10 exams
administered by the Society. The first five deal with the applied mathematics pertinent
to Actuarial work and the last five cover economics, taxation and legislation affecting
insurance, pricing, etc.. A number of undergraduates pass 1-3 exams. Starting salaries
range from 21-25K while new F.S.A.'s are currently earning 40K + . Actuaries pogress
quickly to management positions and frequently to the executive ranks. According to
labor statisics they are the third highest median income group. There are fewer than
10,000 F.S.A.'s nationwide (versus 500,000 lawyers) and the demand is growing faster
than the supply. Entry level jobs demand at least one exam passed and a G.P.A. of at
last 3.25. Interested? Talk with Mike Gauger, Actuarial Program Director, Room
1115J, GTWR, Telephone # 545-0982. Students are assisted in finding summer and
January-intersession internships (Juniors-Seniors), and eventually in finding perma-
nent positions. Tuition and fees scholarships are available after the second exam is

passed, through a grant funded by Aetna, CIGNA, John Hancock, and Massachusetts
Mutual.

UMASS SKI CLUD
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 83
6 Dcys 7 s 9"*s i-.'.'c^s -^-e ^' '^e Srnp

S149 S275 S369
tax included tax mcludad tax includ«d

fc To-e '«o''i-,Qt.or 545-3437

Don't b« Qbut»d by Pric* Gomti
Th« SKI Club hoi only luxury hotels

and no hidden costs

EDITORIAL/OPINION
!•••••••••••
.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•.•.• ;-:'X^X'X«x^X'X.v.x^>v.:.!.v.v.sw.!.!.!.v.•.-...•.-•-•-.-.

The Hatch
What happens when the Campus Center invests

$35.'3.000 renovating the Hatch and no one
comes? That was the problem that the Campus

Center had to deal with last semster and it must deal
with this semester. Their solution was to close the alter-

natives down and force the students to come to the
Hat^'h. As a result, the Coffee Shop now closes after 3
p.m. daily and on weekends. It is an exercise in irra-

tionality, but the Campus Center Complex does have to

justify those renovations some way.
The fa^cility was originally named the "Tomahawk and

Hatchet" twenty five years ago, hence the origin of the

Chris Ferretti

present name: the Hatch. As a freshman it was always a
toss-up each Friday aftern(M)n as to whether to take ad-

vantage of the drink .specials at the "Hatch" or to wait in

line at the Bluewall for pitchers. It's true, the nK)m was
gaudy, even tacky, but it possessed a character unto
itself. Remember all those wonderful drawings of

tomahawks and peacepipes that decorated the pillars? To
my eyes, the only renovation needed was a coat of paint.

$35f>.000 can buy a lot of paint. Now those things are just

memories, it is 1983 and we have a new "Hatch"; com
plete with white washed pillars, a wine-bar. a deli, an
Italian Restaurant, and a food service area that is chain-

ed up each night. Even the name of the place seems in-

congruent now.

^ The problem remains for F(H)d Services — if they did

not close alternatives like the Coffee Shop no one would
go to the "Hat^-h". With the exception of Friday after-
noons, during the week it has l)een my routine to study at
the Coffee Shop. It has l)een my home away from the
dorm for three and a half years. (Granted, the coffee it

serves is lousy, but that has always I>een a University
tradition. The food it serves is also not great, but edible.
Now I am forced to leave these cherished surroundings
and go to the "HaU-h" ever>' day at 3 p.m. Somehow. I

cannot accustom myself to this new "Hatch."
It is indeed larger and can accomodate more people

than the Coffee Shop, and although there are all th(»se
new tables to spread my work all over, somehow, I ani
not comfortable there. In keeping with tradition, the cof
fee is lousy, and the food is rubbery, just like the Coffee
Shop, but there is more. One has to contend with the con-
tinual blare of the jukebox that always seems to play that
one defective record when you stop socializing and l)egin
studying, turning a three minute song into a fifteen
minute ordeal. Then, there are the periodic an
nouncements of the numbered orders that interrupt the
music. "Numbers 2. 14. and 6." On first hearing those
announcements last semester I figured that it was some
English Major trying to count. Now I know l)etter. even
though I can't count and I am an English Major. The
"Hatch" will also occasionally get busy nights when the
number of orders at La Cuchina exceeds sixty; if you are
lucky, you will hear the nervous snicker that comes when
number "fiy" is announced. In all. its enough to make
you wish tho.se renovations never occurred.
Frt)m a business standpoint I find the Campus Center

Complex's policy of shiftinir funds to W verv unwise.

elephant;?

Under this policy, profits from one trust fund are shifted
to another to cover losses. With this in mind, why would
a business that was making money \w closed, and a
business which was losing it remain of>en? It doesn't take
an Economics or a Management Major to see a level of ir-

rationality in this type of reasoning. The Coffee Shop
was making money, and the "Hatch" was m>t. So what
happens? The Coffee Shop is closeil and the "IlaUh" re-

mains open. The whole idea borders upon the ludicr(»us.
Why bother in the first place? The create<l rationale is

more choice and a better selet'tion.

I.«t's face it, the Campus Center made a mistake. It

created a "white elephant," reared in the grand tradition
of the Ford Edsel. What they have done is to l(M)k a gift
horse (coffee shop) in the mouth and pull all it's teeth out.
The Campus Center does have a policy to maintain a

service like the "Hatch" as a community service, despite
the losses generated. Who is paying for this service? We
are. There is a yearly $H7 fee we pay aside from lK)nd
revenues, that helps curb the effect of such losses. So.
whether or not you use the P"(kkI Service facilities like the
HaU-h, you are helping to pay for them. Does this not
mean then, that we are in fact paying to have the Coffee
Shop closed? In effect, the answer is yes.

Aside from all these problems of pn)fits. losses and
fees, however, my study place still closes at 3 p.m. daily
and on weekends. The Newman Cent4*r and (^Kxlell
Library are too crowded and I am forced to go, n(»t to the
"Hatch ". but t(t another great "white ele -. er... institu-
tion," our Library Tower. Can one ever win? One cannot.
I guess, when dealing with a gift horse at the University!

CAn.s Ferretti in a I'Masa studrnt

Letters-

Hunger article was misleading

To the Editor:

I appreciated the fn»nt page coverage of Francis Moore
l«ip|)e*s talk given Feb. 16. 1'.*H.3. on hunger issues. One
("omplamt however — the article entioit with a ijuoie b#-
Ms. I.Af>pe which discu.vted Americans' fear to lash oui
against the destructive "democratic" system we live

under. The quot*« — "We cling to what we have...f)ecause

we fear the only other alt*'rnative - authoritarian com-
munism" — worries me Iiecause it might give those who
did not attend the sf)eech the feeling that I.,ap(M' siiid the

latter part of it seri(»usly. when in fact the stat«'ment

received laughs fn)m the audience as it was said facetious-

F"ranees M«K»re I.^ppe does not .see communism as the
only alternative to our tn»uble<l nati<»n's p(»litics. fry unif
mt'ans] She would like true dem«HTHcy to reign in our land,

a f>olitic for |^»eople and by }H*oplt>. tmt by im|»«'riHlists for

an insensitive elit4>.

M.K Small
Hunger Tank Force

Gary Hart— looking for Mr. Young Vote Evolution is scientific fact

Gap,
Hart has his work cut out for him.

Already an underdog, Colorado's senior senator
has keyed his chances for 1984's Democratic

presidential nomination on an elusive electoral bl<H': young
voters. On paper. Hart may have an edge with this group.
But circumstances make him no more likely than his rivals

to turn the young and restless to his advantage.
In his announcement Feb. 17 on Colorado's capitol

steps, Hart left little doubt that the "vast, unorganized
majority of Americans" in his sights included many of the

same voters on whom he focused as campaign manager
for George McCovern in 1972. "I believe
Americans...sense the passage we must make between
two worlds — the world of our parents and the one we will

leave to our children " he said.

Glen& (Ainperaajid) Shearer
_____________ I

Yet, in his post-McCovern reincarnation. Hart sees in a

younger America a similarly up-to-date outlcnik: He knows
that it's skeptical about politicians but yearning for so-

meone with an honest, constructive vision of the future.

Hart. 44. has tried to fill that bill. His renunciation of

contributions from political action committees (a not-so-

penitent vow matched by front-runner Walter F. Mondale)

befits a reputation of self-conscious independence

cultivated during his first Senate term. It also caters to

the public's abhorrence of special-interest groups.

Meanwhile, Hart has almost blatantly peddled himself

as an ideal candidate for thinking Americans, among
whose ranks everyone likes to be considered. He talks of

compassion, but within limits; of a strong defense, but at

the right price; of a revived industrial base, but without

protectionism. He has few rivals in his advocacy of

government for high technology and education — two

flashpoints for a younger generation of working

Americans.

Hart s lailh in change and active government has in-

spire<I a significant following of campaign workers from
the professional ranks, many of whom might have hee<led

John Kennedy's call for the best and brightest ha<I they

been old en(»ugh.

Were his battleground the Oxford Union, Hart would
probably win the war of ideas in 19S4. But the U.S. elec-

toral system rei>eatedly rebukes the intellectual. As much
as Hart may have mastered the system's technicalities,

voters may ignore his futurism for the here and now.
Presentiv fnistratinj^^ for Democratic contenders are

reports of an economic upturn. In the end, everyone votes

his or her pocketbook. If the rate of GNP growth and
housing starts are seen to improve, the candidates must
attempt to distinguish them.selves on a variety of other

issues where the distinctions are inevitably fuzzy Indeed,

the scramble has already begim.
Among voters in the 18- to 34-year old bracket. NKC «'x-

it polls last Nov. 2 indicated that the threat of nuclear war.
environmental protection and sfx-ial issues — alK)rtion,

women's rights — were key areas of concern.

The problem is that these issues leave little rf)om for im-

aginative politics. Hart has pledget! to sit down with the

Soviets upon entering office, but so have Mondale and
Sen. Alan Cranston of California. Hart has committe<i

himself to a clean environment, affordable housing and
equitable salaries, but so have the others.

At the same time, younger Americans are more
sophisticated than most politicians give them credit for.

They're drawn to realists, but not self-touting answer
men; they want action but sense the complicated nature of

the nation's ills. In turn, "their" issues provide fiimsy

stepping stones upon which to reach the White House.
If Hart fails to overcome the odds this time. Hart will

have at least set a standard for presidential candidates.

Over time, younger Americans will appreciate someone
who's keeping their futures in mind — whether Hart's the

one or not.

Glen & (Ampersand) Shearer are syndicated columnists

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to Brian Kelly's letter

"Presuming human evolution". Mr. Kelly mentions that

many creationists are pr(tl>ably ignorant of the th«H»r>- of
evolution. Obvicmsly he is the president of this club. Mr.
Kelly insinuates that the theory of evolution, as well as
science in general, is nothing more than imr own
"philosophical presupjK)sitions". I woul<i like to inform
him that the theory of evolution was ascertaintnl by many
years of examining evidence and facts by some of our
greatest thinkers, Charles Darwin Ix-ing the father.

Mr. Kelly claims he has some relevant data which I'm
willing to bet is unsubstantiated data. Th»' Bible merely
presents a bunch of stories which may or may not Ik' true.

The same can lie said for Aesops' Fables I would also like

ti> point out that .scientists do not simply ignore the facts

that don't fit into the mcxlel as Mr. Kelly suggests. Scien-

tists conduct experiments and examine the results to try

and answer these unanswered questions. Please accept
the fact that human l)eings will never know the answers to

all the questifms and the simple mention of the w(»nl COD
will not satisfy the curiosity of all those who seek answers.
It seems to me that creationists are afraid to accept the
fact that we are just another animal. Isn't it an honor to \te

a member of the human sf)ecies which is the highest form
of animal that has evolved on this planet and [jerhaps the
universe?

Jay Salhaney
Amherst

WE NEED
COLUMNISTS!
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Help us celebrate our

6th Birthday!

And you get the gifts,

of course!
FREE beachball

With any cake purchase

(greaT tor Spring Break on thf t>i»H( Hi

FREE gifts with any purchase over $1.
while supplies last

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

28 Mam St »3 9774

Amherst daily! MO pm
across frofn Amherst Comrrwn

Resume Paper
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. PleaHant St., AmherHt

<4Shop

downtown

Amherst''

• April 9, 1983

MCAT
classes start

3/10/83

• April 16, 1983

DAT
classes start

3/5/83

April 23, 1983

GRE
classes start

3/7/83

• June 15, 1983

LSAT
classes start

4/27/83

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL

MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BOS

SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS

SPEED READING

r i > !'!avs Eves & Weekends

^ Amh«(si
253 5108

•^,M »ik»rth Pl«aMnt St

S{>«irv0<i«td

^7 378B
^ Slate StCOUCATlOMAl CfNTfN

TEST PREPARATION ""
'"•"^•'.X^itrtT

^"^
SPECIAL ISTS SXCE 1938 p,, r^.'miJOolnjIlL^

FABULOUS FIRST

ANNIVERSARY SALE
SAT., MARCH 5 - SAT., MARCH 12

Everything Discounted!!
NEW FUJI'S IN STOCK
50".. Off Some Models

20% OFF
'fvc\^.

Cannondale B.igs. All Clothing, Shoes. Rhode L,c.\i I3.ig»,

Rjcks, Ml TIRFS & TUBES (Biiv now for the se.isoni

13 /oOFF All Other accesories in stock

89 MAIN ST., AMHERST 256 - 0880
Behind the ( heese Sh<»|) ,iiid V.illey Farms D.nrv Store

adidas^
Stan Smith Tennis Shoes

$5.00 OFF
from March 1 - 5

SHOC STOPC

The Village Common, Amherst

AF 1028 only

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INN'ITHD TO HLLP US
CELEBRATH OUR "

4th anniversary

Til ihank all of our < •iomrr» wr arr <iffrrin( a ihrrr da> aprrial. . .M parl« \oii won't «>anl to mi«>

Tiie«*clay through ThiirsdHV

IVIarrh I •*! - Mnreh .'ird. ."i p.m. till...

(H R
RH.LI.AK PRIME RIB DINNER $5^5

JOIN THK CKLKBR ATION AS IT MOVKS TO WKBSTKRS
LOl \(;K for 3 SPKt lAL OAYS:

TO>ITK , March 1st

^|.<M.ll St.'lulMi.iv.i \.ylk,i \:jlit ,\ll

- .lkhh.n.iJrink^99C .1! • ,,:

Wednesday, March 2

r

Thursday, March 3rd
Irish Ni({ht with Hunf>r\ Hill

All l.iiiu -. ii'^ Iri^li \Xlii-ki\

nrmk^99C 'I 11 pm Mu-i.

Nv Hiilii;r\ Mill >' p 111 1 .1 in

I'.. |.A I \V,,ll • Ainli. ri

PkiiublcyV
.HI III. iMiiiiion''^

K, r V It i< iii-^ . s ')>>(>

odventuro travel
549-12M

^/^

Airlin* tickets

EuraiipMMs
Amtrak

233 N. Wimnt 8t

Ainh«rM Carttef Shop*

HAIR IDEAS

JD PERMANENT WAVE.
-C'^- as* 'J :„• Bw.

'•
" co'^a • o" "g

'.Ca ciy S28CC wT 'rioo cxv i*o->M 1 •• u

26 MAIN STREET • AMHERSt • 253-9293

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 till 1

1

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

9 Till

.\>«

^t\*^
es

^\A^^ End of Winter Sale

up to 70% Off
<»» ^>i p^^

check our new Spring

fashions for vacations

16 Main Street

across from the Common
Store Hrs. 9-5:30 Mon Sat

Tel. 253-9800

Campus
Card.

\<» m.UIrr v\h.<t vi'iir vhitluli fi »M>rUi>.i.i

n«»v\ dt> viMif K»nktnK .if th»' nrw \ J'rf><> 24 Ux.ilrd in

ibr Nrvsm^n C rnti-r t ,ifi>tfri.i Th^'rr s nnlv «»nr t.trd

th^l k'l<« v»»u A' .»ll vmir roKJilir Kinkinj; ,U rrmrt* ihrtn

.*S0 V rr«'^<» 24>. .triHinJ M.i-s.u hiiM-ll-. thr

n.«vK.tnk<. \ Priss ?4-( .Uil

To grt v«»ur t.»rd iu«.l visii mir Amb«'r<.t t^Hur ,»l

""^ r ««.t ri»-.»v Mif <i»rf»'t »,h).iv

ThfSomething Bettor
'

197 n.
fc

Can we build one for you?;

ONION

CREAAA
.CHEESE

^^ONION

Design your favorite bagel sandwich and bring us the blueprint - we'll build
exact specs. We're the bagel engineers at

It to

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-6314

SALE
20 - 50% off most winter clothing

20- 30% off many styles Chinese shoes
50% off all calendars

Brighten Your Room
Posters

|,nf^- Bedspreads

Mugs-Jewelry- Rugs
Open Daily 10 am - 5:30

MCI^ANTILC
AMMEtST CARRIAGE SHOPS

t
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PATHFINDERS
By Gail Sheehy
Bantam Books, 625 pages, $4.50

By CHRISTINE MARINI
( ollr|n»< suff

Gail Sheehy's Pathfinders did not change

my life. However, to give credit where

credit's due, I must admit that it tried.

Pathfinders is a follow up volume to

Sheehy's "classic" Passages, and runs along

similar pop psychological lines.

Pathfinders is concerned with the process

of successful living as experienced by "high-

well-being" people. Sheehy distributed

questionaires and interviewed people from

all over the country trying to compile a list

of characteristics and modes of expression

common to those who have their lives in

order. Apparently, the resulting book was

meant to be a lesson for the rest of

humanity. But Sheehy's research raises a

lot more questions than answers.

Sheehy opens her book with Robert

Frost's "The Road Not Taken" — a nice

poem, but one quoted to death by

philosophical high school seniors in in

numerable yearbooks. Pathfinders carries

more than a touch of a whimsical, slightly

desperate adolescent mood that makes it

uncomfortable. One can picture Sheehy's

readers all too well — unhappy, bored,

tired and driven to grasping at straws like

this book.

There is a disturbing dichotomy in Path-

finders that adds to the puzzlement. The
brightly covered mass- market paperback

Down the beaten path I Basil passes the word
format seems at odds with the footnoted,

indexed interior. Just whom is this book

really meant for? In her formulas for well-

being Sheehy states that her participants

came from all walks of life, but almost all of

the case studies in Pathfinders deal with

the upper- middle class. Problems of what to

do with that extra Doctorate degree or

MBA seem a little petty these days.

For all of the talk of fulfillment and

meaning in a happy, balanced life, success is

still usually couched by these "pathfinders"

in material terms. One 54-year-old mother

of 12 with a personal income approaching

$750,000 says, "We've done terrific things

together. We've gone to Europe, sent kids

to Harvard, bought antiques..." This

woman is not alone in her materialism.

Most of Sheehy's examples of "high well-

being" people are highly educated,

materially ambitious, and quite well-off,

despite the author's daim that there are

happy and unhappy people at all levels of

society.

Advice is easy to g^ve but hard to

swalk>w if a natural tendency toward the

idea is not pre existent in the individual.

Perhaps Pathfmders' major flaw lies in this

unescapable truth. At best, Pathfinders

might reaffirm natural traits toward

success in those that already have them.

But there is a very real danger that books

like Pathfinders can plant seeds of self-

doubt and inadequacy in a searching mind

ripe for any direction from any source.

What the unfulfilled need least of all is

another book telling them that they are

unfulfilled.

Attention all Arts Staffers:

The meeting concerning the upcoming Other Voice has been changed to
Wed. at 7:30 p.m. in the newsroom. Be there.

WORD OF MOUTH (CHRYSALIS)
Toni Basil

By PETER BENTTINEN
< oll«ri«n suff

To begin with, this album has a bundle of

excellent studio players and letter perfect

production by Greg Mathieson and Trevor

Veitch, who also double as musicians on the

record. It is motion on record. Music on

video. The complete Toni Basil experience

for us to savor.

"Mickey" opens the album with an upbeat

"Oh Mickey you're so fine, you're so fine,

you blow my mind. Hey. Mickey!" A happy,
easily accessible song, it has that Farisfa

organ sound, made popular by South-

western groups, to keep the beat moving

along. This song was written by a famous

duo of English songwriters, Chinn and

Chapman, who pen tunes for the like of Suzi

Quartu.

"Rock On." a song written by David

Essex follows, a tune that was a major hit m
the early seventies. On this album it is as

fresh as ever, with a fine bass and drum

flowing throughout. I wonder where he is

now. I'm sure he would be impressed by
this remake.
Next on side one is a new approach to

songwriting, at least to me. It's called

"Shoppin' From A to Z" and projects a bit of

pop foolishness,going through the alphabet

naming out food items. Nothing for X
though. Toni certainly has a fine voice to

make these songs stand out, ably assisted

by these top class musicians.

The first song on the flip side starts out

with a real rock and roll kick. The guitar

playing on this song, done by Bob
Mothersbaugh and Bob Castle helps the

tune move quickly along. "Nobody" is the

name of this real up-tempo song. The
player's names have been changed to

protect the innocent on this song, but the

synthesizers command attention as does

Goodsall's guitar playing (whoops, I wasn't

supposed to reveal his name) does near the

beginning.

"Space Girls" on side two has some in-

teresting tones, including the over dubbing
of Toni's voice in places as it moves around
the room, jarring you into consciousness.

"Thief On The Loose" again has Goodsall

out front at the beginning and Paul Delph
lending a little meat to the song with his

synthesizer. This tune has a little less depth
to it than "Noboby," yet it is still a fine

composition. The recorded part of Toni's

work ends with "Time After Time." It

starts out with a lot of guitar chording

helped by some fine back up musicianship.

This song has already been recorded by
Nick Gilder on his Rock America album,

and it should of been a hit then.

As mentioned earlier. Word of Mouth is

on video cassette also. Basil conceived,

directed, choreographed and edited

everything on the video. She's quite the

video wizard, so it seems. Anyway, that the

complete Toni Basil experience. You might
be interested in taking it in.

Our low price 76.95
•Less mfgs. ^|. ^^

meil in rebate IwaUU

your Final Cost 61.95

TIMEX
Sinclair 1

Personal Home Computer

org. price 99.95

Learnable and programmable! Single

key entry of command plus full range of

math Ef scientific functions. 2K RAM
expanable to 16K RAM. Use your TV as

display monitor & your cassette

recorder to retrieve and enter programs.

#01-1000.

TIMEX
Sinclair 16K

RAM Module

$44.95

reg. $49.95

Helpful memory bank option lets you do
further advanced programs plus in-

genious graphic displays.

Open MF 9-5

* Rebate coupons available in the store

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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X-ceptional LA punk
Wednesday, February, 23
The Paradise, Boston

By JIM FEIN
Collcpan C'orretpondent

One of America's best punk rock bands.
X, visited the region (Boston, Worcester,
and Hartford) last week. The Los Angeles
based band played their driving,
unrelenting brand of music to a capacity
crowd last Wednesday evening at the
Paradise in Boston. X does not. however,
fit into the stereotyped image of a punk
rock band.

The band is Exene Cervenka (vocals).

John Doe (bass and vocals). Billy Zoom
(guitar), and D.J. Bonebrake (drums).
Their music is a cross between punk and
rockabilly. It's punk in the sense of attitude
— rebellious, honest and desperate — but
not fashion. The band is indiffernt to the
rigorous standards of punk uniform,
dressed casually in non descript jeans and
t shirts. Bass and guitar are played at a

quick pace to generate a grueling and
grinding type of music, which is com
plemented by strong drumming. The guitar

adds the final touch with quick, short,

rockabilly riffs. One would have to consider
X's lyrics to be the band's strong point,

though.

John and Exene, a singing/songwriting
man and wife team, are to be credited for

that. During the course of the band's hour
and twenty minute performance, which
included two encores (much to the crowd's
delight), the subject matter of the songs
was diverse. They sang of paranoia ("The
Hungry Wolf'), infidelity ("White Girl"),

the victimization of women ("Johnny Hit
and Run Paulene"), and other unsettling
topics which highbght some of the more
unfortunate aspects of life. Their straining

voices, when alone, yearn of desperation.
However, in harmony, there is a special

chemistry of sorts between them that in

creases their effectiveness.

X sings of many of the more rotten
aspects of our existences like other punk
bands, but their choice of songs for encores
clearly puts them above the rest. While
many punk bands have a habit of un
covering the problems but offering no
solutions. X considers the bad in life and
tells us what to do about it. Their first

encore was a new song called "True Love."

Billy Zoom, Exene Cervenka, John Doe, and D.J. Bonebrake of X

which they sang eagerly, suggesting

perhaps, that love might be a means of

dealing with the problems of the world.

This was followed by more optimism, an

inspired version of The Doors' "Soul Kit

chen," with emphasis on the phrase "learn

to forget."

The sultry sound ofTower ofPower
TOWER OF POWER
Sunday, February 28

Rusty Nail. Sunderland

By GUS MARTINS
< ull«|paa suff

Sunday night at the Rusty Nail the famed
Tower of Power, preceded by the Mitch

Chakour Band, dualed the price of ad

mission to help make one forget how much
money was left at the door.

Chakour. lead vocals and guitar, has

struck out on his own after a five year stint

with the Joe Cocker band. Much of that

good rhythm and blues sound associated

with Cocker seemed to have rubbed off on

Chakour. whose bluesy vocalizing and

rockin' energy reflect the diverse influences

this band leader has had. Chakour said that

there is a definite religious element in his

sound.

"My father was on an African 2Uonist kick

at a Methodist church when I was growing

up in Connecticut." he said. "I grew up

listening to Ray Charles, other soul players

and Beethoven, but Stevie Wonder is all

over my work."
Most of the compositions they played

were Chakour originals and the last song.

Donny Hathaway's "The Ghetto." capped a

solid performance oy the seven-piece band
which featured the bass and saxophone

players formerly of the Shaboo All Stars, a

former guitarist from a Joe Cocker band,

and a percussionist who has worked with

Chakour over the last five years.

The Tower of Power (yes, that same oW
band west coast funksters who throughout

the 1970's were probably as popular as the

Oakland Raiders football franchise from

where they came) proved that tradition is

the stick from the glue that bonds certain

bodies and allows them to endure.

Even though the band has been absent in

these parts for the last four years, they

have lo««t none of the verve and audacity

that helped establish them.

"The record companies kept telling us

that we couldn't come to the East coa.st

without a new product." said saxophonist

and band spokesman Emibio Castilto. "I

always knew we could play out here and

now that we are back the offers being made
to us are fantastk."

The band, having not recorded in over

three years because of legal disputes in

volving two record companies, could have

something in their new album entitled.

What a Way to Make a Buck, that could

reassert them back in the den of today's

music.

The group possesses that uncanny ability

to fashion the musical elements pervasive in

pop and dance music today, with that

familiar characteristic they brought with

them since they formed in the late 1960's.

However evolving is their sound, it never

totally leaves the parameters from which it

was developed.

"Our sound reflects our environment, and
we take advantage of technobgy and
growth within the mdustry. but we always

sound like the Tower of Power," Castillo

said.

"Formerly we were known as the

Motowns. When we signed our first con-

tract, we changed our name to the Tower of

Power and by 1970 we released "East Bay
Grease." Castilk> said. "Then we switched

to Warner Brothers and did Bumo City with

Steve Cropper."

Castillo then went on to produce the next

seven albums for the band, while they

underwent a few personnel changes that

sound remained intact. Back to Oakland,

Urban Renewal, Tower of Power, Drop It

In The Slot, and Ain't Nothing Stoppin Us
Now were some of the more familiar album
covers.

Lenny Williams, the original lead singer

with the band left in the mid 70's to launch a

solo career. Michael Jeffries, the present

lead vocalist, is a soulful falsetto who has

been with the band since 1977. His sultry

yet urbane sound gives the Tower of Power
that sophisticated lead vocal they have
always had.

The horn section, their most over

whelming component, was as awesome as

ever. Marc Russo. the new face on line,

belted out some strong solos while the
alumni of Greg Adan» trumpet. Mic
Gillette trumpet. Steve Kupka baritone

sax. and Emilio Castillo on tenor sax lived

up to its legendary reputation.

The band reached back into its expansive

reservoir of sound and did some of the

oldies but goodies in medley form. Lead
vocalist Jeffries handled the earlier

numbers with ease, while he belted and/or
caressed the new tunes they played.

It is a good feebng to see the Tower of

Power back and in good form. Some things

come and go, whatever value rt had
depreciates in the volatile arena of what's

happening versus what's not. anymore.
When a certain body or collective is able

to weather the bad as it basked in the good,

and continue to grow, a niche has to be
carved to signify that contribution.

The Tower of Power, then, has left their

mark ingrained in the woodwork of

mainstream American music.

Cultured rock and roll

Boy George, Culture Club's lead singer

CULTURE CLUB
Friday, February 25

Agora Ballroom, W. Hartford

By LISA MOSLEY
( nllrKian Staff

Boy George is a living, breathing con-

tradiction. He emphasizes his gender in

songs like "I'm the Boy," but with his

perfectly made up face, long braided hair

and feminine gestures, he could easily pass

for a woman by anyone's standards. He's

not black, yet in many songs, he disdain

fully snarls at "white boys." Had I never

seen him perform. I'd have shrugged him

off as nothing more than a fadster out to

make a fast buck in the fickle world of pop

music.

But I did see Boy George perform with

his band Culture Club, and I uhu
thoroughly impressed. The Agora Ballroom

was packed to near capacity Friday night

with an interesting mix of hard and fast

Culture Club fans and curious gawkers who
decided that it was worth eight fifty to see

"some guy who looks like a girl." Despite

the diversity, the crowd seemed satisfied

with the show, and well they should have

been.

The band played the sexual ambiguity

theme to the hilt, and had a marvelous time

doing so. Their musical expertise, however,

kept their attitude from becoming haughty

and obnoxious. The drummer, guitarist.

and bassist that form the musical core of

Culture Club were complimented by two
horn players, a keyboardist, and a won
derful round eunuch of a backup singer who
never stopped dancing. The playmg was

smooth, tight, and for the most part,

flawless. Even more important, though, the

band was obviously having fun. It's been a

long time since Fve seen a band enjoy itself

so much. The band members' great rapport

with each other was topped only by Boy
George's rapport with the audience.

Boy George, who wore round sunglasses

and no shoes, sang in a voice that could be

described only as sweet, and he never

stopped his fluid, graceful dancing. His

stage manner perfectly matched Culture

Club's dancable signature sound: energetic,

but controlled.

Throughout the show. George playfully

licked the tip of his microphone and held it

phallicly at his crotch. At one point, he
gleefully asked. "What am I?" to which the

audience responded with shouts that

ranged from "A boy!" to "We don't know,

show us! Don't tease us!" Toward the end of

the encore, George appeased the adoring

crowd by lifting his shades to reveal

colorfully made up eyes and thin penciled on

eyebrows.

The show was flawed only by its length

— just under an hour. A short set is to be
expected, though, from a relatively new
band with only one album.
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SPRING BREAK
ESCAPE

Springfield to Ft. Lauderdale

$125.00 round trip

on Amtrack

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003
545-0500

^g ^g ^'^ ^g-

^

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
JTIiibtr Lab CtM^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

/ RIek Tfr^Ur

1112 Unm4i M6-n62
for application or interview

R«*SPrva!»on«. *i4s <^11

You can still subscribe to all three Rand Theatre productions

Ashes, The Comedy o* Errors, and Company

SURREALIST AND EXPRESSIONIST
THEATRE — "The Marriage of Sartr" and

Jean LucGoddard" Premiere area showing

of this influential 1981 film. Donuts and

Kool Aid at four forty-five. 5 p.m., 231

Herter Hall.

WOMEN'S CAUCUS MEETING - The

caucus will meet to discuss upconung senate

issues publicity and International Women's

Event. All women senators are encouraged

to attend. 5 p.m.. Rm. 803 CC.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
AND REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM - We
will be holding our weekly meeting, and

discussing future activities that CEERF
will be involved in. Everyone is welcome •

come with a friend. 6:30 p.m.. 165 CC.

KIBBUTZ: PAST. PRESENT. FUTURE
— Moshe Giladi, Professor from Haifa,

Israel, will speak on the origins, ideals, and

society of the Kibbutz. Professor Giladi is

the dean of the School of Education for the

Kibbutz movement at Haifa University. 7

p.m.. Herter 114.

COPING WITH STRESS WORKSHOP
— Learn more about how stress affects you

and some techniques to manage it. Better

use of time and relaxation skills are in

eluded. 7 p.m.. 304 University Health

Services.

UMASS FILM PRODUCTION CREW
MEETING — Organizational meeting,

anyone interested in acting or film

production is invited. Films will be shown
and current productions will be discussed.

All ideas welcome. 7 p.m.. 12th floor.

Washinston.

PRE MED CLUB MEETING - New
members welcome. 7 p.m.. 801 Campus
Center.

JOURNALISM CLUB MEETING - We
want to get things started. Come to the

meeting tonight and help us out. 7 p.m..

Bartlett 108.

CAMPUS WIDE MEETING ON DRAFT
REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL AID
— General meeting to discuss the Solomon

Ammendment which will deny federal

financial aid to men who cannot prove that

they have registered for the draft. Speaker,

Art Jackson, Financial Aid Director. 7

p.m.. 904 Campus Center.

UJA CAMPAIGN BEGINS TODAY -
Today is the first day of the UJA campaign.

Featuring a lecture given by Rabbi Y.

Deren.

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB MEETING -
General Meeting. Details of Bike Raffle.

We'll be passing out tip sheets, equipment
lists and itineraries for the Spring Break
Tours. New members welcome. 7:30 p.m.,

Campus Center 803.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN
MEETING — Interested in serving the

campus and community? Would you like to

meet new people and share fun times? A
National Service Sorority Join us. tel. 545
2068. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 174.

MASS PIB WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY -
All women are invited to come and study
with us in an informal setting the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ as described in

the Bible. 8 p.m.. Campus Center Room
901.

AL ANON — Having a problem with
someone else's drinking? Come to a

meeting. 8 p.m.. Campus Center.

RUN FOR RITTER - Mandatory
meeting of all Directors. Anyone interested

in information or pledging support,

welcome. 9 p.m.. Newman Center

Classroom.

AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES MAJORS |

AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AN
ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT

When: Wednesday. March 2, 1983 8:00 PM |

Where: Campus Center 163
|

Graduates of the Department of Afro American I

Studies will discuss and answer questions about I

their careers and your career possibilities.
|

Participating Alumnae:
j

Paul Barrows, Director, CCEBMS, UMass
|

Merianne F.Thelwell, Attorney
|

Gary Lewis, Marketing
|

Imani Kazani, Urban Planning
|

Rudolph Jones, University Admissions/
|

Public Relations
|

Sponsored by: 1

The Alumni Association
|

The University Placement Service |
W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro |

American Studies I

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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Help Wanted

The Collegian has two job openings for this .semester. Both require a little experience, but we
will train.

Associate Mana^ng Editor

Edit Collegian news copy, AP wire one night per week. Newspaper writing or editing ex-

perience required.

Layout Technician

Design pages of the Collegian one night per week. Arts or design experience preferred.

Interested UMass students should apply before 3 p.m. Friday. March 4. to the Collegian, 113

Campus Center.

Th* ColUfxnn is an equal upportunity employer

ACROSS 48 Airline abbr 18 Ending with in

1 Abreast, at sea 49 Disallow pen or tri

6 Small amount. 50 Wake up 22 Mark on 3 com
to Pablo 52 Pull in 23 Creativity

10 Namesakes ot 54 Persian ruler 25 Desert

a Gabor 58 monster feature

14 Cheer from a 59 Lexicon 27 Prefix meaning
crowd 61 Norway s patron lime

15 Early sinner saint 28 Hodgepodge
16 Arrivederci. 62 Jogger s 29 Jargon

problem 30 Do dv/ay with.

1 7 Madam, t v 63 Compact in a way
example 64 Bent ley i;em 32 Recorded

19 Search, as trifc 65 Cars of yore 34 Chinese culinary

horizon 66 Scandm.ivian concoction
20 Winter runner 35 r.um
21 To be. in Brest 36 Minstrel s

2;' Had in mine' companion
23 Word with one 37 Flanders river

or more 39 Basis fur

24 was DOWN glazes

saying t Snakes ol the 42 Algonquian

26 Ranch sound Nile 43 Prime time

27 Sheltered 2 Ancient Semitic 45 Eastern

31 Equatorial Idol princess

African 3 French pronoun 46 Dialect

33 Ononesto^. 4 Greedy 47 Turbulent

34 Head on 5 Calerdar abbr 49 Snacks
38 Italian 6 Political unit 51 Partner of

banknote 7 Redolence sound
39 Hoa< 8 Happened 53 Imitate

40 Hcompense' 9 One s Hat 54 Winter wonder
41 D'.i:tee m Soho land want
43 Haute 10 Gaelic 55 Hearty 5

44 £ • '.. 11 Contents o' partner

h gh living 59 Across 56 Barren
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WEATHER
Today and tonight,

mostly rloudy west and
rioudy east . Occasional

rain on Cape Cod and a

chance of rain els4>where.

except a chance of showers

in the western hills by

afternoon. Hij^hs in the

mid and upper 4()s. l/ows in

the 30s. Becoming partly

cloudy west. Remaining

cloudy tomorrow. Mn{hs40

to 45.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LCNt H

(iardt'tt Sandwich, Ki.sh

Batter/Tartar Sauct-

lAINCH
111 Turkey Ciul» Sandwich,

Fish in Batter/Tartar
Sauce

BASK S DINNER
Tofu Shen. Chili Checs

Puff

1

DINNKR
( Hakerl Ham/Fniif Sauce,

Chili Cheese I'uff, Bake.1

Ziti

Important
Night Graphics

Meeting
Thursday, March 3

6:45 p.m.
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WHERE HILLS

TURK TO J^
MOUHTAINS.

Why conquer hills when you can challenge

a mountain. Just over the border is

Mount Snow with 2 gondolas. 12 chairlifts.

52 trails and 1700 feet of vertical.

More than 6 feet of snow since^anuary and
continuous snownriaking have the skiing

the way you want it. Base depths top off at

6 feet. 50 trails are open on all 3 mountain
faces. Challenge the steepest in the East or

wind your way 2 Vt miles from the 3600 foot

summit. We've got the snow, let yourself

gol

ouniA
notu

VFRMONT
m,i lAi.

( ollripan ptiolo by l>«*e Ueabcr

Coach Tom McLaughlin and the Minutemen won't have the comfort of the Cage when they

travel to Temple Wedneuday night for an Atlantic 10 showdown.

Wright wins NE hurdles title

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING
LOCATED IN EASY TO REACH SOUTHERN VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING (S03) 464 8S01 • SKI REPORT (803) 464 21S1

^••^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^P ^P 1

By LAURIE FISHER
t ollvKian SUff

LEWISTON. Me. — The weekend at the New England

track championships at Bates College was filled with mixed

performances by a University of Massachusetts men's

track team that had nnore than its share of injuries.

Senior John Wright won the high hurdle event. Sunday,

with a time of 7.53 seconds. Saturday, in the trials. Wright

broke the New England record with a 7.41 effort.

Minuteman John Keelan placed fifth in the 1000 yard run

with a 2:12.5. Paul Fisher, from team champion Boston

University, had the fastest time at 2:11.6. Keelans time

qualified him for the IC4A's (International Collegiate

Aniateur American Athletic Association) meet.

"It was a very close race with less than one second

separating the top five people." coach Ken O'Brien said.

Rick Dorion placed sixth in the two mile race with a time

of 9:10.7. Dorion. who three weeks ago ran a time of 8:46.

is on crutches today as a result of strained tendons and
ligaments in his right leg.

Dorion has already qualified for the IC4A's. but because

of his injuries, he may not run. Dorion will take the

situation day by day.

Brian Osborne. 600 yard runner, never got to compete
due to a sprained ankle he suffered practicing the mile

relay at Curry Hicks on Thursday. Osborne, who placed

third in the 600 yard dash last year, was hoping to qualify

for the IC4A's in Maine.

Greg Mader and Todd Johnson finished in fourth and
sixth places respectively in the Pentatholon on Friday.

Mader and Johnson both gave their best performances of

the season, and Mader broke the school record.

Steve Hyder. suffering from strained tendons in his

hand, threw the shot put 53'2" to finish seventh and qualify

himself for the IC4 A's.

The Minutemen finished ninth with a score of 18 poinU.
while BU took the meet with 132 points.
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GRADUATE
Tuesday March

1st
Where:

Student Union Ballroom
When: s pni, 7 pni, 9 pm, II pnt

Cost - Only $1.00 for the f:00 showing
l.co for all others

Vincent Price

Film Festival

Sunday march 6

2:00 pm - Theatre of Blood
4:00 pm - Pit and the Pendulum

6:00 pm - The Masque of Red Death
8:00 pm - The Raven

75^ Cor all you can see

C.C. Auditorium

Tuesday, March 1, 1983

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IS consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

Collegian is

AUDIO

Panasonic AM-FM 8-track stereo,
phono & speakers 50$ 8-track tapes 2$ ea
6-8185

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

For sale 1970 Ford Torino - 45,000 original

miles needs work - $500 or BO call 545-3500
before 5:00 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

73 Pontiac Grand AM 4 door cruise con-

trol climate control bucket seats excellent

condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549-2785

evenings

1987 Saab 96 (Monte Cario Edition)

$500. Call Sam 774-5952 1-5 PM or leave

message

1976 Subaru OL 5-speed AM/FM 30 35
mpg, new tires, $1395 or BO 549-0569

BOLTWOOD PROJECT
~

Interested in the Boltwood Project?
Recruitment meeting Wed. Feb. 23 at 7 PM
in804CC

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTALS

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach six

rooms four bedrooms two baths sleep eight

includes utilities 5-29 83 thru 9-6-83 $4650.

2537436
Duplex newly redone two bedrooms sleeps

four ifKludes utilities $2560. 253-7936

COUNSELING
LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass First

session free. Allan Black, 253-5036

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Professional DJs for less $99 special

ends March 15. Book now before price in

crease 549-4405

M Cr M Music Unlimited Professional

DJs for all occarions call Mike 546^5259

FOR RENT

Couple wanted: share Towr>ehouse Apt.

with another June 1 fall option Kathy

549 1430

Room in Brittany Manor Apt.
160/month heat £r hot water included.

( 1)-568-121S

FOR SALE

Tickets for Eric Clapton's only NE show
best offer 546 8682 keep trying

Soft black leather and goose-down vest

rr>en's 42, women's 12. Almost '>ew $85.

549 2857, Abby

Hagstrom Bass $280 Kustom 75w amp
$230 Roland synthesizer $450 549 0453

Microacoustics multiaxis FRM-3
bookshelf speakers. Excellent condition

$125 pair call 549-6032

New Skis Dynastar Omeglass II Slalom

Cut still in pkg 200 cm $150 call Pit 549-5896

Sweaterladies are back with spring stuff I

40% off retail 3/3 CC 11-4

Kinx Concert! 2 tickets March 31st

Worcester Centrum good seats 546-4419

FOUND

10k gold signet ring. Tell me the initials

and it's yours. Call Terri at 549-0748 after

5:00 pm.

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500 $1200 monthly. Sight seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA 1 Corona

Del Mar, CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14^$28,000 Cari

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor

theastern Pennsylvania. Coed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83 On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmosphere, 12

Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

Crusie Ship Jobs: $14 $28,000 Carri

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1 916-722 1111 ext

Massachusettes ^__
Counselors: Camp Vega for girls will be

present for Camp Day, Wed, March 2, to

interview qualified candidates for

counselors fxjsitions, swimming, tennis,

gymnastics, landsports, waterskiing, sail

ing, hiking, bicycling, camp craft, arts &
crafts, piano accompanist, theater,

horseback riding, secretary.

Applications now being accepted for

part time nights, at Kay Jewelers, Hamp-
shire Mall

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory & shop.
Limited enrollment 253-2096

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

Short Khaki Jacket w hat and mitter>s in

Blue Wall Fri nite 2/1 83 Please hat and
mtttens have sentimental value call

253 9971 Sheila

Glasses in a red case please call Heier>e

665 2848 Reward.

I lost a signet ring with my initials on it

(RRI in the area of Whitmore or Boyden. If

found, pl«Bse call 549 5487 thanks

Big blue scarf - 1st floor bathroom GRTW

^

muAMPf'ERBiATTVS

THE
EXORCIST

D.-»c'»aB.WllLlA^/FBlEWlN

SUB
Wed. Mar. 2

4:30,6:45,9, 11:15

1.50 all shows
•$1. 4;30show

"UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes Horth to

SKI CAPITAL of the EAST.

Morch 20 - 25^

Feb. 16th $ reward $ call Thea 546-5604

MOTORCYCLES

77 Kawasaki KZ 400 less than 6000 mi runs

& looks new 2 helmets must be seen! $950
546-5280

PERSONALS

Guitarist wanting to join band. In

Southwest area preferably. All kinds of

music. Call John 6-8800

Red. You brighten up the days Love Mel

I Balloons! Dear Rand Happy Belated 22nd
B-day. - A balloon admirer -

The "A" Train arrives tomorrow, have
your bags packed I

Write-in Jim Rnkle for SGA President.

Frank Tenore Congratulations! From the

one who knew you could do it.

Go Down with someone you know ft

trust

luxury hotels, no hidden costs & no BS
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Spring Break 83

UMass Ski Club Goes Down 546^3437

Oavey Belt Lives! It loves you and so do
we. Laugh Laugh

Mike Happy 20th Birthday I love you

always Love Sue

••Movie••TAPSiTwedT March 2, Eng.

East Aud.. 7, 9, 11 p.m.

Issingrhu Karate Club organizational

meeting March 2 Wednesday CC 911 7:00

new members welcome PE classes

especially

Katharine with a Kl It's your birthday

sonofabitch! Hope it's great. Thanks for all

the fun! Love ya, Lena

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

SPRINGBREAK

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 Round
trip jet and hou\ directly on the beach!

Montreal $59 plus tax and service. March
19-21; 26-28 round trip Heluxe motor coach
3 days/2 nights in the Quality Inn

downtown includes welcome party. Also!

Half-price Delta Airlines coupons! 253-7625

Dissertations. Theses, Cases, Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5^0392. 584 7924

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Conn, on Fri the 4th So.

Windsor Vernon area or to UConn call

&9648 after 5 pm or before 10:30 am aak for

Adrianne

ROOMMATE WANTED

THE EXORCIST

Wednesday, March 2nd. SUB. 4:30,

6:45, 9:00, 11:15. $1.50 a show. $1.00 at

4:30

TRAVEL

Florida direct by van. 3/19 27. $148 for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now S.S. Van Lines @ 617 724 8810

Ski the world's best powder. Utah! Trip

includes: round trip airfare 7 nights lodg-

ing at Temple Squari Hot' 5-day all Utah lift

ticket free rental car with unlimited mileage

all taxes and rervices. All for $479 00 con

tact UMass Sxi Club 5^3437
UMass Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.

Only $159 includes: transportation, hot

tub party, beer £r wire parties, 5 day
lift ticket, all taxes & yratuities & much,
much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 545 3437

Spring Break Riders Wanted to Fkjrida

couple preferred call eves. 253 3908

Last chance Bermuda $315 call 256^1
after 6

WANTED

We need an easygoing female to join our

sunny Amherst home please call us at

256 8225

Roommate wanted in orie tiedroom Puff-

ton apartment immediately summer option

call Johanna 549^827

RUDOLPH h STONE
~

E.T. endorses Timmi W. Rudolph and Jay

Stone for Central Area Co Presidents

SERVICES

Paper due? cant
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and

coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst. 256 0710

Help^l60 reward for helping me by your

parents unwanted second car 253 7189^

_

Two or three bedroom Puftton to rent

from June till August call Letty 546 7464^

Looking to rent dorm si/e refrigerator

call Nadia 546^5901

Scotland and bagpipes do you knoH
anything about Scottish traditions? If you

do, call 6^9886 ^
Three bedroom apertment in Puffton for

fall 1983 call Mike 546 41 16

Cash for your records, tapes 545 2836

(ask for Jaromir /leave messafigj

Records LPs cash or trade Dynamite

Records 584 1580

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 Bedroom Townehouse or PuftonI to

rent from June on Marilyn 549 1377

> \}\ IH'K \ii • -n I I
- in l»» ItMK Ml n ' I

X

• I159.
Includes: Tronsportotion
5 nights hot«l occomodotlons

5 full brMikfosU

color TV & floom both

In ovory room
5 doys skiing

Froo Hot Tub Porty

2 Froo Door 6 WIno Portlos

Indoor Hootod Pool

lor moro Info 5-0407

NEWWAVE
€r

DESIGN HAIRCUTS ae

I

$8.00 with this coupon
I

>

J-.

I W.50 with shampoo & Blow Dry
\

\ 11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry
j

I
I

I
Free Consultations j

j
please call for an appoin ment |

I

STYLES BY DEBORAH
I 65 University Drive, Amherst

I 549 5610

t.

Z

c
I
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Gymnasts win New England crown
Men take twelve medals

By ELLEN RICHARD
( ollrgian SUff

LOWELL - The University of
Massachusetts men's gymnastics team
captured the New England Collegiate

Gymnastics championship Sunday at the

University of Lowell, highlighted by the

winning of twelve medals.

Nine teams in New hjngland were
represented at the championships and
UMass surpassed them all with 252. 1 points

to take the first place trophy. Lowell came
in second with 229.9 points and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
placed third with 202.65 points.

Bert Mathieson and Willie Stevens
received medals as the top two all arounds
in the competition. Mathieson. who won
two other First Place medals, scored a 53.6

total to capture the all around title and
Stevens had a fine meet particularly on the
hign bar where he won another medal, and
secured second place in the all around with
50.7 points. Pete MacDonald of Southern
Connecticut placed third with 48.75 points.

"All Ive wanted to do is score 50, " said

Stevens, who averaged 50 points last year
and had compUcations this season but has
worked hard to put his performance back
together. 'It was reassuring cause I haven't

done It enough. I was happier today than
I've been lately."

John Macurdy walked away with three
medals including a first place finish with a
strong fkxM- exercise performance. Scoring
his best in floor this season. Macurdy
notched a 9.45 to dommate the exercises.

Mike Elrlich from MIT came in second with
a 9.2

"It was fantastic on a non spring floor,"

coach Roy Johnson said of Macurdy s

performance. "He had a little cleaner
routine. He didn't do as much difficulty and
didn't have as much a chance to lose

points."

First place in the pommel horse event
was accounted for by Mathieson. Perhaps a

little underscored, according to Johnson.
Mathieson received 6.7.

"I thought Bert had a little better per
formance on pommel horse than what his

score is," Johnson said. "I thought that was
the best routine he's ever had. He was
really swinging."

Mathieson said he was happy with his

performance but was a little too excited
before his routine which produced a few
shakes in his performance.

"I was a little nervous so I had a few
bobbles," Mathieson said. "I have to psych
myself down for meets instead of up. I'm

kind of naturally hyper so I didn't quite

psycn myselt down enough.
Jack McCrae and Linus Kelly from MIT

placed second and third respectively behind
Mathieson. McCrae had an 8.15 and Kelly
scored 8.1.

Mathieson and co captain John
McGonagle placed in the still rings event.
Mathieson won a medal for second place

with an 8.95 behind Lowell's Bruce Sutter
who had a 9.35. McGonagle, who had
problenis with his dismount, placed third

with an 8.85.

"He did okay today." Johnson said o!

McGonagle's performance. "He just had a

little trouble with his dismount. It's at the

end of his set so he doesn't have as much
strength."

Macurdy won second place in vaulting

with his second highest score ever. He
performed a powerful double front

somersault which scored 9.6 and placed

behind Knowled who had a 9.65. A three
way tie gave third place to Lowell's Jim
MacCarish. MITs Dave Roberts and
Southern Connecticut's MacDonald each
with a 9.45.

Mathieson controlled the parallel bars,

taking the top spot with an 8.9. Macurdy
placed a close second with a score of 8.85.

"It was basically the best set I've ever
done." Macurdy said. "I'm getting confident

on the parallel bars. I'm really satisfied

with the way I'm swinging. It's the first

time I've gotten a medal for anything but

UM takes 15th
NEISC title

By MATT LUCZKOW
( oiiffiBit surr

For the fifteenth consecutive year.
University of Massachusetts mens ski

coach Bill MacConnell has guided his men
skiers to victory in the New England
Intercollegiate Ski Conference.
Coach MacConnell's men ended their

season on top and kept the winning
tradition alive this past weekend by cap
turing the NEISC Championship crown at

WaterviUe Valley. N.H.
"It's a great feeling to see your team

win." said MacConnell. "And when we win.
it's because we ski so well together as a
team."

The Minutemen took first place overall in

the championship events, ahead of the
eleven other colleges selected from the

Osborne. Thompson and MacBrien divisions

ofthe NEISC league.

UMass dominated Saturday's slalom race
by taking first, second and third place. Co
captain Brian Prindle won the race, while
teammates Dan Conway took 2nd and Tim
Enright came in 3rd. Also skiing well for

UMass. in a field of 60 racers, were Bob
Faigel (9th) and Kris Vanderzee (34th).

The Minutemen clocked a team time of

401.46 seconds (best four individual times)

to finish the slalom in front of 2nd place

Boston College (422.27). Amherst College

took 3rd place with a team time of 447.20.

In Sunday's giant slalom race, UMass
was upset by rival Plymouth State College.

PSC's team time of 520.73 was just fast

enough to beat the Minutemen's total time

o! 521.7.1. b\. was liiiru at o.:r).t>B.

Doug Karwoski from PSC won the giant

slalom, while Brian Prindle. Jon Segal and
Dan Conway fini.shed 2nd, 5th and 6th
place, respectively, for UMass. Enright
(17th). Faigel (24th) and Vanderzee (26th)

also contributed for UMass.
The lIMass men skiers had an out

standing winter of competition in the
NEISC. They finished the season with a 64
6 (win 'loss ratio) record. Conway. Prindle
and Segal took 2nd. 3rd and 4th place

respectively in the individual league
standings. Karwoski from PSC took the
individual title.

The season was highlighted by some
strong individual efforts, some great team
skiing and. most of all. a whole lot of fun.

"The key to our success is in our ability to

work together as a team." said head coach
MacConnell. "We train hard every day
during the month of January and when the

season starts, we're more prepared than
the other teams."

Iveaving the ski team this year will be
senior co captains Brian Prindle and Jock
Montgomery. Prindle. after four years on
the team, has compiled one of the best

records in the history of UMass skiing. He
went out in style this past weekend by
winning the combined title at the cham
pionships.

Coming back next year, in the hopes of

improving their and the team's per
formances, will be the rest of the men's
team. They look forward to hitting the
slopes to continue the king, winning
trad'" '' 'V.IKS ski racing.

( ollrfian phnin h< Jim PoMrr*

UMass' John Macurdy performs on the floor durinf^ last Saturday's
meet with Temple.

floor."

Tony Sbarra executed a solid routine in

the high bar swinging strong and hard to
capture first place medal with a 9.35.

Stevens also had an excellent performance
winning second place with a 9.05.

Stevens performed nicely but had only
one problem with his release skill, which is

a dangerous trick. Stevens said he didn't

swing hard enough and bobbled his kip

before the skill.

"I thought Willie deserved a little higher
score than he got. " Johnson said. "It shows
their (Stevens and Sbarral coming ak)ng.

I'd like to see both of them qualify for finals

at the EIGL's.

Bye Georgia, Hello USFL
Hershel takes the plunge

By RUSS WHINNEM
I •ii*irM« surr

The college football fan stood abne in

the dark room.

He watched the television screen and
listened to reports that Herschel Walker
was now a professional football player.

Shock of the news was setting in. Gone
was the record breaking senior season.
G<ine was another shot at the Heismann
Trophy and the mythical National
Championship. Gone was the Olympic
chance. Born was an instant miUranaire.

The college football fan slid a black and
orange armband on.

The United States Football I>eague

executive sat back in his big chair and
smiled. A friend had just called to say that

Herschel Walker had just inked a pack
with the New Jersey Generals for five

milUon dollars over three y«art. Gone was

Commentary
Walker's eligibility. Born was instant

credibility for his new league. Suddenly,
they had become legitimite instead of a

dream. The USFL executive lit up a cigar.

The college football fan was trying to

figure it all out. He was disillusioned.

Herschel wasn't supposed to do this. He
wasn't supposed to forget all his reasons
for staying in school and get turned inside

out by big money.
Instead, he had simply proved he was

human. Dangle that kind of money round
and not too many people would turn their

back. To the college football fan. though,
Herschel Walker should have.

The USFL executive listened to reports

that college football coaches were furious.

That many were imposing bans on league
scouts. He thought about the accusations

that his league had broken their rule not

to draft undergraduates. Yes, he thought,
they had. But the USFL was sure this was
a one time exception to the rule.

The college football fan heard the same
accusations and even tossed a few out
himself. Was it really as they claimed?
The one exception because Herschel was
so important a catch for the new league?
Or was this only until the next superstar
that the USFL decided they needed came
along? The college football fan was
decidedly angry.

The USFL executive thought about
Walker. He thought about all he had done
in college and how much he would do in

the new league. He thought about the
competition, which was. of course, not the
NFL. The USFL executive thought about
the thousands of yards Walker would run
for.

The college football fan thought about
Herschel's college days. He thought about
the times he watched Herschel run
through, around, and over opponents. He
thought about Herschel saving the lady
from a burning car last season by actually

ripping the door off.

It had been more All-American than
should be humanly possible. The college

football fan thought sadly that possibly

the major rememberance of Herschel's

college days would be a bitter ending.

The USFL executive sat back again in

his big chair and took a puff on his cigar.

He smiled and anticipated the big opening
of his league. For the USFL executive
there was enjoyment.

The college football fan slowly reached
over and turned off the television. For him
there was only disappointment. Sheer
disappointment.
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( ulleinui plioto bv Jim Powrri

Student Government Association presidential candidates listen to a question posed by an-
nouncer Lori Butterfield during last night's forum broadcast by WMUA.

SGA candidates debate issues
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Collefima SuTT

Candidates for Student Government Association (SGA)
president last ni^t debated the merits of a constitutional

convention and reorganization of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Seriate, in the only SGA-sponsored del>ate of the

campaign.
Siobhan Powers and Fran Hegeler, Ron Lipof and Eric

Mann. Charlene Allen and Tom Ahem, and David Groom
took turns answering questions from panelists represen-

ting the senate and the Collegian and from members of the

audience of about 50 people.

Although administrative and funding issues were the

most popular topics, the candidates also addressed Third

World and women's problems, as well as human oppres-

sion in ger>era].

Debate was sharp on a question pertaining to

reorganization of the student senate, but three of the can-

didacies said they would support a proposed constitutional

convention which Hegeler ajni Powers said had been re-

quested by six of the seven area governments. Ahem did

not iiKiicate whether he supported the convention.

"During the last few months, we have been updating the

(SGA) constitution." Ahem said.

Powers, who supported the referendum to reorganize

the senate, said that from her contact with students dur-

ing the campaign, "I find that there is a real problem with

the senate." Powers said students don't know what is hap-

pening in the senate and called the referendum "a more
concrete method for students to make the senate more
responsive and responsible to them."
Groom called the reorganization "entirely unneces-

sary," and that while the senate "could be better," it is

good the way it is.

"I don't think we should just shatter the senate," said

Groom.
Lipof also opposed the reorganization, asking, "How

are you going to increase student input by cutting the

senate by 6r>e-third?"

Responding to Hegeler's argument that reducing the

senate would create competition and increased motivation

for senate seats. Lipof questioned "whether competition
increases nrrativation, I'd like to see that happen."
Tom Ahem agreed, saying, "If you want competition,

you should go to a horse race. We want open communica-
tion."

Ahem said the problem is not lack of student involve-

ment, but "a lack of information on how to become involv-

ed."

All four candklates supported a $2 per year increase in

the Student Activities Fee to fund the State Student
Association of Massachusetts (SSAM) but disagreed on

methods to increase funds granted to the area govem-
ments.

"All student groups are in need of money, " said Ahem.
"We must look externally for funds." Allen suggested

replacing some staff in the Student Activities Office with

students, with the resultuig savings going to the area

governments.
But Hegeler challenged the likelihood of such a move.
"The SGA has been fighting the Student Activities Of-

fice for seven years without success," Hegeler said.

Groom also suggested that an increase in funds could

come from outside the Student Activities Trust Fund
(SATF).
"Union Video could be a profitable organization,"

Groom suggested as an example, if they sold more ser-

vices outside the SATF.
The candidates agreed that trust fund interest should be

returned to campus trust funds, instead of going to the

UMass presidents' office.

Candidates also discussed the possibility of a student

member on the Board of Regents, relations with the

UMass administration, co-ed bathrooms, and Groom's
meal plan proposal, in addition to a number of other ques-

tions.

Chisholm and Moreau to compete in

Amherst Housing Authority election
By NANCY GONTER

Robert Chishobn and Bernard Moreau were the top

vote-getters in a pre election caucus held yesterday to

choose two candidates to run for the single available seat

on the Amherst Housing Authority.

Moreau, of Sunset Avenue, received 283 votes and

Chisholm, of Grantwood Drive, received 259 votes. The

two candidates' names will be placed on the ballot for the

April 5 election. Phyllis Rodin, the third candidate in the

caucus, received 117 votes.

The caucus was held to narrow the race from three to

two candidates for the seat vacated by Nancy Gillis, who

resigned late last fall. Moreau is currently serving as an

acting board member in place of Gillis. Two years remain

in the open term.

The Amherst Housing Authority, (AHA) coordinates

federally and state subsidized housing in Amherst and

places elderly, handicapped, disabled and low income

families and individuals in low-income housing.

The most recently completed project of AHA is Watson

Farms, which opened in September of 1982. Watson h arms
includes 15 apartments of federally subsklized housing

designed for fkmilies. One of the apartments is equipped

for a family with a member who is handicapped.

Moreau, who served on the housing authority for ten

years, from 1969-1979, when elderly housing was con-

structed in Amherst. Moreau said that if he is elected he

will work "to help people who need help."

Because he is a retired union plumber, Moreau said that

he would have a knowledgeable perspective on the

authorities new building projects.

Moreau, a University of Massachusetts alumnus, has

been an Amherst Town Meeting member for 18 years and
was the chairman of the Amherst Town Democratk
Committee for three years.

Chisholm, the dispatch coordinator for the Amherst Fire

Department, said that his financial experience would bring
a new perspective to the authority.

Chisholm is a certified paralegal and former UMass
accounting student. He has served on the Landlord-Tenant
Relations Committee and has been a Town Meeting
member for nine years.

Smeal speaks
about ERA at

Smith College
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

CollvKiM Starr

"Women Were Not Born Democrats, Republicans, or

Yesterday," was the title of a speech given last night by
former National Organization for Women president

Eleanor Smeal to a crowd of more than 350 people at Smith
College last night.

Smeal's speech emphasized the lessons learned from the

Equal Rights Amendment ratification campaign, and the
subsequent formation of women as a voting block.

"I couldn't speak without trying to invoke more people in

the fight for justice," Smeal said.

"The Republicans have deserted women's rights, but the
Democrats have not put us high enough on their list."

Smeal said.

Eighty-three percent of Republican members of Congress
voted no on the ERA, while 55 percent of the Democratic
members of Congress voted yes, according to Smeal.

Smeal laughed while admitting that she was a cheerleader

in high school.

"Cheerleading probably prepared me more for this

(politkal) life than anything else." Smeal said.

Smeal explained that when she was in the balconies of

state legislatures she was on the "sidelines" cheering,

while the players (politicians) were out on the Held.

"The atmosphere at the legislatures is like a stag party,

leading one person to refer to it as 'stagnation'." Smeal
said.

Smeal said that she never had so many passes made at

her as when she was lobbying for the ERA.
"At first I laughed about the passes," Smeal said. "But as

the years get on and my hair gets grayer. I stopped

laughing."

The reason that the female opponents of the ERA were so

well known is that they are so unusual, Smeal said. It m
rare to oppose your own rights, Smeal said.

Smeal mentioned actor Alan Akla as one ofthe many men
who have helped the women's rights movement in the past.

"Men involved in the women's movement have been

subjected to as much ridicule from within the movement as

from the outside," Smeal said.

After the defeat of the ERA last July. Smeal sakj that

NOW "hit the road running for the November electrons."

Smeal believM that a women's voting block exists with

the numbers to swing an electron. It is this voting block

that Smeal refers to as the "gender gap."

The ERA has been introduced in the Congress with over

200 sponsors in the House and 55 in the Senate without an

organized campaign. Smeal said.

"The sponsors saw the power of the gender gap in 1982

elections, and they don't want it to get them in '84." Smeal
said.

Smeal ended her speech by saying that women will never

be considered equal untQ they are involved in military

conscription.

Speaking about the men in Congress, Smeal said.

'They're not protecting you, they're keeping you in a
cowardly state so that they can say that they're protectinf

you."

Smeal's speech was sponsored by the Smith College

Women's Resource Center, the Smith Student Lecture

Committee, and the Hampshire County Chapter of NOW.

Photo bv Mam
Eleanor Smeal, former president of the Na-

tional Organization of Women, emphasizes a

point while speaking at Smith College last

night.
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Led by mounted police, hundreds of state troopers march to St.

Patrick's Cemetary in Natick to honor and lay to rest fellow Trooper

George Hanna. who was slain on duty Saturday during a traffic check.

Senior citizens picket,

protest Reaganpolicies

BOSTON - More than 100 senior

citizens, including the mother of U.S. Rep.
Barney Frank, picketed a federal offlce

building yesterday to protest President

Reagan's ' war on the elderly" and proposed
changes in the Medicare program.

Similar demonstrations were organized

in several other Bay State communities by
the Gray Panthers and Legislative Council

for Older Americans in hopes that op
position would mount to the Medicare plan

in Reagan's F'iscal 1984 budget proposal.

"President Reagan should be ashamed of

himself as a senior citizen," Frank Manning,
president of the legislative council, said as

he watched the seniors march outside a

Sodal Security administrative office in

Boston.

Arlo Guthrie in group
building a TV station
PITTSFIELD - A group of investors,

including folksinger Arlo Guthrie, has been
awarded a construction permit for a new
commercial television station on UHF
channel 51 in Pittsfield.

The Federal Communications Com-
mission said Monday the decision by
Administrative Law Judge Edward J.

Kuhlman will become effective in 50 days
unless an appeal is filed within 30 days.

The judge found that more of

Housatonic's owners had pledged to become
involved in the day-to-day management of

the station, that none of its stockholders

held any other media interests and that four

of the stockholders who pledged to work
full time at the new station also had pledged
to move to Pittsfield.
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Official says Reagan can Y decide the course

on expansion ofmilitary aid to El Salvador

WASHINGTON - The Reagan
administration may expand both the

number and the role of American military

trainers in El Salvador to meet what one

congressman calls a rapidly deteriorating

military situation.

An escalation of U.S. manpower in El

Salvador would be in addition to the ad-

ministration's request for a $60 million

increase in military assistance this year.

A senior American official traveling

aboard President Reagan's plane to

California on Monday told reporters the

administration has been reviewing policy

toward El Salvador for the past four weeks
under orders from the president.

The official, who insisted on anonymity.

said Reagan has not yet made up his mind

on what course to take, partly because he

has been receiving conflicting advice from

his subordinates.

Since March 1981 , the administration has

set a ceiling of 55 military trainers in El

Salvador and limited their role to non-

combat situations. The current number oi

trainers is 37.

The administration's reassessment of the

situation appears to reflect dissatisfaction

with the performance of the Salvadoran

military in recent weeks.

Contrary to American advice, the

Salvadorans have been mounting massive

sweeps of the countryside rather than

&^uent small-scale patrols.

United Steebvorkers approve contract,

savejobs by cutting worker wages, I

PITTSBURGH - The United
Steelworkers of America approved a

historic contract yesterday cutting wages
$1.25 an hour and reducing benefits in an

effort to save jobs by helping the industry

fight foreign competition.

The USW's Basic Steel Industry Con
ference of about 250 local presidents from

mills nationwide ratified a 41 month con

tract by a secret ballot vote 169 63, with

three abstentions.

The concessions — first in the union's 40

year history — took effect immediately

because the 266,000 union workers affected

by them do not vote on contracts under

jnion bylaws.

The granting of substantial wage
reductions by so large a union is unmatched
in modern labor history. The United Auto
Workers union accepted wage freezes, but
not cuts, to help keep the struggling U.S.
automakers afloat in recent years.

"The industry badly needed the interim
relief provided in the new agreement.
Collective bargaining has survived an
important test." said J. Bruce Johnston, a
U.S. Steel Corp. vice president and chief

negotiator for the seven major companies
bargaining with the USW.

Tornado damages Los Angeles buildings and
seven are injured in a ^Midwest' type storm

LOS ANGELES - A tornado ripped off

part of the Los Angeles Convention Cen-

ter's roof and damaged 90 to 100 other

buildings yesterday as the season's worst

storm collapsed a dam. triggered mudslides

and flipped vehicles.

The tornado's fury was centered m a
squaremile residential and commercial
area south of downtown. The section was
sealed off by police following the arrert of

several looters, authorities said.

At least seven people were taken to

hospitals with injuries related to the tor-

nado.

"It was just like in the Midwest." said

Associated Press photographer Wally
Fong. who "stumbled onto" the damage
area on the way to work, shortly after the
8:30 a.m. tornado struck.

"Businesses had broken glass, the sides

of buildings were damaged. I saw a couple

of buikiings that were completely collap-

sed."

Boston Universitypresidentwants to wiOihold

aid to students who don^ register for the draft

BOSTON — President John R. Silber

says Boston University may deny financial

aid of any type next year to young men who
register for classes but faU to register for

the military draft.

"Many people love to parade their

conscience in front of people — until it costs

them something. No one has the right to

live in a free country if they won't make
their contribution to the free country,"

Silber said at an informal quesion and-

answer session Monday night in a student

dormitory.

Federal law requires schools to deny
federal financial aid to non registrants.

Some cdlege administrators are con-

sidering using school funds to nuke up thi^

loss to non registrants, but Silber said he
favored withholding all forms of financial

aid to students who don't sign up.

Wilber said officials have discussed

implementing such a policy next school

year, but nothing has yet bf«n settled. He
provided no further details. A final decision

would likely need approval from the

school's board of trustees.
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This sculpture opposite the Newman Center provides an alternative study site for Claudia

Mackay, a junior Spanish major, as she enjoys the good weather last Sunday.

Amherst picks interim head
By TAMI BORTON

CaiWgiMSurr

.Amherst College trustees named G. Armour Craig, an
Amherst graduate and English professor of 42 years, as

acting president of the college this weekend.
Craig, 68. was selected by the trustees to replace former

president Julian H. Gibbs. who died Feb. 19 of a heart

latack. until a new president can be found, said Carl

Vigeland, associate secretary lor public relations.

The decision was made late Saturday following a

memorial service for Gibbs. The trustees also established a

committee to conduct a search for a new president which

should begin mid March, Vigeland said.

Craig, who was graduated from the college in 1937, has

been teaching English at the school since 1940. He has

served on the Committee of Six, the main facuhy gover

ning committee, since 1981.

The Cleveland. Ohio native earned his masters and

doctoral degree at Harvard University. In 1976. he was

named a Samuel Williston Professor of English and in 1980.

a William R. Kenan Profes.sor of English.

Craig has also served as dean of freshman students from

1978 to 1980. as chairman of the English department, and

was a member of the search committee which selected the

late president Gibbs, Vigeland said.

Five trustees were appointed Saturday to the committee

to search for a permanent replacement for the late

president. Four faculty members, three alumni, and three

students remain to be selected by their respective

colleagues.

"Mary Catherine Bateson, Dean of Faculty, presided

over the college last week." Vigeland said. Both she and

the trustees felt her crucial duties would be best served by

remaining as dean, he said.

Writing program & Freshman Seminar

endorsed by a Faculty Senate report
By SEAN CASEY

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate last night passed a motion expressing its support of

the report of the General Education Committee of the

Faculty Senate.

The nration read: "The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate urges the Faculty Senate to

adopt the final report of the ad hoc committee on General

Ekjucation."

The Senate was addressed by Charles Hutchinson, chair

of the committee, and Johnetta Cole, Assistant Provost for

Undergraduate Education and a member of the committee.

Hutchinson and Cole summarized the 400 plus page report

which was originally started by the six faculty, two
student conrunittee in the spring of 1981

.

The basics of the proposal calls for the continuation of

the writing program and the inclusion of a Freshman
Seminar, Quantitative Reasoning and "Breadth of

Knowledge" requirements.

According to Hutchinson and Cole, one of the most

important features of the proposal is the Freshman
Seminar, in which a team of professors would concentrate

on a certain subject all semester long with the students in

the lecture. Approximately two out of three weekly classes

would be taught by individual professors with roughly a

twenty to one student teacher ratio, while the other

session would be held in a standard lecture format.

The main benefit of this seminar would be an early

"mentoring" process between professors and students.

This "mentoring" is not happening enough or early enough

in education today. Cole said.

The Breadth of Knowledge program wouM require

students to take six courses in the fields of Community and

Change, Expressive Culture. The Individual. Societies and

Institutions, The Biological World, and The Physical

World.

In other business last night, Gustavo Barbosa Canovas,

a senator from the Food Engineering Department, and

Steven Rizk, a graduate student from the Food Science

and Nutrition Department, reported to the senate on the

status of the plan to cmisolidate their two departments.

Barbosa Canovas and Rizk reported that the proposed

merger, which was originally scheduled for March 1, has

been placed on the "back burner" by the departments'

administrations.

Election law subject of Amherst suit
By E.L. BIRK

Coll«giMi SufT

Litigation dominated the discussion at last night's

Amherst Board of Selectman meeting.

At the request of the Assistant Attorney General of

Massachusetts, Paul Lazour, the town of Amherst along

with eight other towns, will be filing suit in United States

District Court of District of Columbia sometime later this

month, Town Counsel Robert W. Ritchie said last night.

The suit will oppose certain "administrative burdens"

imposed on the town after an Amherst voter turnout for

the 1968 Presidential election failed to reach a mininrium

percentage of the town's registered voters as prescribed

by the Voting Rights Act of 1965, Ritchie said. The 1%5
law states that at least 50 percent of a town's registered

voters must participate or the town will have to prove

through extensive documentation that obstacles to voting

are neither implemented nor ignored by town officials.

"Years ago, the percentage of voters fell below that

magic number making the town suspect," Ritchie said.

"This town can withstand scrutiny very well."

The civil action will eventually be brought on behalf of

all Massachusetts cities and towns, he said. Presently the

suit names either other towns: Belchertown, Ayer. Sand-

wich, Wrentham, Harvard, Shirley, Bourne and

Sunderland.

A second civil suit involving the town was brought by a

firefighters union representing personnel stationed at the

North Pleasant Street station, Town Manager Barry L.

Castilho said.

The firefighters want the town to stop substituting them

with part-time personnel on nights when the full-time

fighters are in Northampton attending training sessions,

Castilho said. On those nights only four full-time

firefighters staff the station while one part-time volunteer

joins them, he said. Five full-time firefighters normally

staff the station.

Lt. Richard Jenks, president of the union bringing the

suit, was unavailable for comment at press time. He was

attending a training session at Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton, according to a fire department dispat-

dier.

Stockbridge is

eligible to vote

the SGA ballot
By JOHN O'CONNELL

CallafiwiSutr

All Stockbridge School of Agriculture students are
eligible to vote in next week's Student Government
Association (SGA) elections. Elections Coordinator Mindy
Ordway said.

During last year's SGA spring elections, Ordway in-

structed ballot box attendants not to allow Stockbridge

students to vote.

Ordway said that last year she "was under the

assumption that they (Stockbridge students) couldn't

vote...because I was aware that they had their own class

presidents."

She also said that there was some confusion about

whether the parial Student Activities Fee paid by Stock-

bridge students allowed them to vote in the SGA elections.

Ordway blamed her confusion in last year's election on her

inexperience and lack of preparation for the job.

"Last year I was appointed as elections official in the

first week of February." Ordway said. "By the third week
in February, nomination papers were closed."

Ordway said that during the two weeks of campaigning,

"I had so many questions to ask, and nobody to ask, since

Jim (Murphy I was a candidate." SGA President Jim
Murphy was elections official for the 1981 SGA elections.

"Stockbridge has their own two presidents; one for each

class," Ordway said. "The SGA has a student campus
president/student trustee, and they represent both

schools to the trustees and to the Faculty Senate."

"That's not to say that the Stockbridge presidents are

not officially recognized," she added.

Ordway said she had the misunderstanding announced in

Monday's Stockbridge Senate meeting, to make sure that

Stockbridge students realize they can vote.

The 367 Stockbridge students pay $90 per year to the

Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF), while UMass
undergraduates pay $96 yearly fee, senate Treasurer Lisa

Potter said.

Not only do Stockbridge students pay the student ac-

tivities fee, said Ordway, but "they do pay the Campus
Center fee, so they vote for the Campus Center Board of

Governors, and if they live in the dorms, they vote for the

Residential Committee also."

U.N.'s Kirlqiatrick

will get a degree
from Smith College
NORTHAMPTON (API - Smith College wUI grant an

honorary degree to Jeane Kirkpatrick. the U.S. am
bassador to the United Nations, even though she canceled

her graduation speech amid a campus protest of her

support of El Salvador.

The trustees decided last weekend to abandon traditwn

and award the degree in absentia, college sp<^eswoman

Marjorie Gove said yesterday.

Their decision came after seniors told them they didn't

want Kirkpatrick to receive an honorary because of her

support of the El Salvador government and other foreign

policy positions. The trustees chose Kirkpatrick for an

honorary Doctor of Laws in October but did not disck>se

that decision until last weekend.

Seniors origuially pledged a protest during Kirkpatrick's

speech, and 110 professors added their support by signing

a petition. But Kirkpatrick canceled her speech last week,

saying Smith would be unable to prevent a disruptive

protest during the outdoor ceremony.

Kirkpatrick was heckled last month during a speech at

the University of California at Berkeley, where an

audience protested her support of the El Salvad<ff

government.
"Obviously, we're disappointed," Smith senior Miriam

Ford said. Ford, one of the protesters, also is a niece of Ita

Ford, one of three Catholic nuns killed in 1980 in El

Salvador.

Kirkpatrick said in 1980 that the slain women were "not

just nuns, but political activists."

That comment drew criticism in 1981 at Trinity College

in Washington, D.C., where seniors planned a protest for

Kirkpatrick's scheduled commencement speech there. A
month before the graduation, though, the ambassadw
canceled the speech.

Gove said the "extraordinary " circumstances of Kirk-

patrick's decision to cancel her graduation speech at Smith

possibly played a role as trustees confirmed their vote to

grant the honor. The college frequently picks recipients of

honorary degrees and delays awarding them until

recipients can attend a commencement, Gove said.

A new speaker has not been chosen, Gove said.

"The trustees said they were impressed by our

presentation, and some of them even said they sym-

pathized with our concerns," Smith senior Jennifer Vidis

said of the students' protest.

"But it came down to procedure and the trustees' con-

cern of the public perception of the decision. I suppose they

felt it would have been a di'^hc'^ r > withdraw ihc award,

but for most of us we see giving the award as a dishonor,"

Vidis of Waterloo, Iowa, said.
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yearbook.

The photographer will
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call 545-2874 to
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WMUA publice affairs show
to, discuss the gay community
"Focus," the WMUA weekly public affairs series, will

air a special report on problems facing the gay community
in the Amherst-Northampton area. The show, hosted by
Kenneth Mosakowski, will be on Thursday at 6 p.m. It will

consist of interviews with members of the gay community
about increasing incidents of threats and violence against

homosexuals in the area.

New Africa House Art Gallery

presents paintings, sculptures

The Augusta Savage Art Gallery located in the New
Africa House, i.s currently presenting an exhibition of

paintings and sculptures by Arluro Lindsay which will run

from February 21 to March 11.

Lecture on natural theology
to be addressed tonight in SBA
"From Artificial Intelligence to Natural Theology" is

the topic of the second Fallows Lecture of the Institute for

Advanced Study in the Humanities at the University of

Massachusetts. The lecture will lt)e held tonight at 8 p.m. in

SBA 120. Professor Michael A. Arbih. lASH Fellow and

professor of Information Science at I'Mass, will l>e the

speaker. This notice was inadvertently reported to be held

last night in yesterday's Collegian.

• • • • • I

Some Whitmore offices wiD be

closed next four Thursdays

The Registrar's, Records and Transcripts Offices will be

closed tomorrow and the following Thursdays: March 10,

17, 24. Any questions should be directed to Marion

Markwell at the Registrar's office.

Women's Week events go on

all day at the Five Colleges
TODAY

International Women's Event planning meeting will

be held at 1 p.m. Check Campus Center schedule fur room

number.
Support Group for Lesbian Couples will meet at 7 p.m.

at the Everywoman Center. Call the Center for further in-

formation.

Sexual Violence Workshop will be held at the Bilingual

Collegiate Program office in Wilder Hall. Issues of sexual

violence such as rape, battering and incest will U* discuss-

ed.

"Owning Our Past and Claiming a Feminist Future."

a lecture by feminist author and poet Marge Piercy. will be
held at 7:30 p.m. in the Sage Hall at Smith College.

"Women Depicted in the Judeo Spanish Folktales"

will be discussed by Professor Reginetta Halxmcha at 7:30

p.m. at the Alumni House at Amherst ('ollege.

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
^TlMkr Ub CtM^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor
heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM

• radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

KwR lyfMtf

for application or interview
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In Hpite of Rea^anomirN jobs are holding up well for graduates

in PUBLIC HEALTH
The DiviHion of Public Health at the LniverHity of MaHsaehuHettH

at AmherHt offertt graduate prograniH in

BioHtatiHticH <!(»mniunity Health Education

Environmental Health Epidemiology

Health Administration Public Health Nutrition

For Information

Come to the OPEN HOUSE. Friday. March 4. 1983

10 a.m. -12 noon Room 803, ('umpus Center

CONTACT:
Robert W. Gage. M.D.. Graduate Program Director

31.3 Arnold. I nivemity of !VfaHHachuMettH,

AmherHt, !VIA 01(K)3

(413) .S4.S-1317

OPENINGS ARE STILL AVAILABLE
FOR SEPTEMBER ADMISSION

IrslfeaJtesJteJrtBJflBllglfgg

Vincent Price

Film Festival

Sunday inarch 6

2:00 pm - Theatre off BIckmI

4:00 pm - Pit and the Pendulum
6:00 pm • The Masque off Red Death

8:00 pm • The Raven

75^ Sor all you can see

C.C. Auditorium
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AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES MAJORS
AND ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AN
ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT

When: Wednefiday, March 2, 1983 8:00 PM

Where: Campus Center 163

Graduates of the Department of Afro American
Studies will discuss and answer questions about

their careers and your career possibilities.

Participating Alumnae:
Paul Barrows, Director, CCEBMS, UMass

Merianne F.Thelwell, Attorney
Gary Lewis, Marketing

Imani Kazani, Urban Planning
Rudolph Jones, University Admissions/

Public Relations

Sponsored by:

The Alumni Association

The University Placement Service

W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro
American Studies
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Absentee ballots will be available

from 1 -3 PM in 420 S.U.B.
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GEORGE C. SCOTT
WED. MARCH 2nd

ENGINEERING EAST AUD.
7, 9, II p.m.

Chancellor's Lecture Series

MarkWRoskill
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Pliotojournalisni: Its Karly

Life &1 lines''

Tlnns(la\, March 10, 8 p.m.

Campus CtMitcr Auditorium
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A violation

of conscience
Does anyone remember a 1980 presidential candi-

date named Ronald Reagan? He was a peace-loving
man who looked forward to the eradication of

nuclear weapons from the face of the earth and held a
rather strong position against registration for the draft.

"I am categorically opposed to registration," he proclaim-
ed. "What I am for is an increase in wages in the military
in order to keep talented women and men who would
otherwise turn to the private sector for employment."
Since the Carter-Reagan debate to the Reagan presiden-

Scott Bennett

cy. rhetoric took a U-turn on the road to reality. Niiddle

class and low-income students are now faced with exclu-

sion from federal aid for college if not registered with the
Selective Service.

Aside from the moral questions that arise from the

Reagan about-face, we can ask whether the link between
financial aid and draft registration is even constitutional.

Aside from discriminating on the basis of age, sex, and
race, the new Selective Service legislation assumes guilt

(non-registration) until proof is provided to the contrary.

This seems to contradict the precept of "innocent until

proven guilty," and involves self-incrimination, which is

prohibited under the Fifth Amendment.
Another important problem with the law is its blatant

discrimination on the basis of econoniic class. It is clear

that those people who don't need federal akl to attend col-

lege will remain unscathed by the law. Conservatives
argue that a college education is not a right and those who
choose to obtain federal aid are subject to the federal

restrictions that go along with it. However, "laiaaez-faire"

economics and social mobility, two keys to conservative

philosophy, both depend heavily on an educated popula-
tion. Further, no one "chooses" to get federal aid. Such
aid is distributed on the basis of need, not desire. Perhaps
it is cheaper for the economic elite to keep the working
class on the dreaded "dole" than it is to really cut them a
piece of the economic pie.

This legislation and overall military policy reflect the

Reagan's Administration's choice to ignore the lessons of

Vietnam. Sure, history repeats itself, but Vietnam borders

on being current events. Those of us who hold fast to our
principles will lose vital fmancial aid, which, ironically, will

be spent on advisers to train not American students, but
the armies of a right-wing dictatorship in El Salvador.

This writer fears that capitalism and democracy have
polarized and that the former is superseding the latter in

the legislative process.

Failure to register is a felony, but failure to stand up for

what one believes in is a violation of conscience. As former
Senator George McGovem once said, "Thoughtful

Americans understand that the highest patriotism is not a
blind acceptance of official policy, but a love of one's coun-

try deep enough to call her to a higher standard."

Scott Bennett is a UMass student
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Do we need a National Prayer Day?
During the first half of his Presidency, Ronald

Reagan made many silly and dangerous
statements. However, as he begins his third year in

office, Mr. Reagan's comments and plans have gone too

far in threatening the very underpinning of our country,

the First Amendment.
One of the main duties of the President is to uphold the

Constitution of the United States. That includes the First

Amendment, in particular, the part that guarantees

freedom of religion.

Kevin DeLuca
Freedom of religion is what established our country, ana

what has and still does make the United States of America

better than most other countries. The vital aspect of this

amendment is that be enoouraging freedom of religion, as

a natural outgrowth, freedom of thought is also encourag-

ed. And free-thinking people are the highest form of life

known and the salvation of mankind.

And now our current President, in his infinite wisdom, is

going about erasing freedom of religion.

First, he declares May 5 National Prayer Day. Not so

bad, since prayer is an aspect of nearly all religions, right?

Wrong! Freedom of religion includes the right to live

without formal religion, or any religion at all, if one so

chooses. So all agnostics and atheists are having their

Constitutional rights violated by the alleged upholder of

our Ck)nstitution.

The same argument can h# applied to the practice of

prayer in public schools. Yet the President has said that he

will continue to support a school prayer amendment "until

we succeed in restoring religious freedom in the United

States." (If that statement sounds contradictory, do not

worry, it is. Logic has never been one of President

Reagan's strongsuits.)

Besides, school prayer is an obvious breach of separa-

tion of church and state, and the courts agree. Mr. Rengan
may say that the Federal Courts are "wning," but then

again, what does a nr\an who thinks trees cause air pollu-

tion know? Whenever a government starta to support

religion, the phraae "free<i<>m of is soon edited out.

But declaring May 5 National Prayer Day is not enough

for our pk>u8 Preskient. He also is going to issue a

Presidential Proclamation making 1983 the "year of the

Bible." Mr. Reagan made this statement in front of a

group of preachers (necessarily Protestant). He also added

that the country should "face the future with the Bible."

This all may sound amusing or even encouraging if one

is Protestant or maybe Catholk. But Jews, Islamists, Hin-

dus, Buddhists, those of other faiths, agnostics, and

atheists must wonder what is iroing on.

That Reagan is not going to declare any of the ensuing

years the year of the Koran, Veda, or any other religious

work IS quite obvious with his "tace the future with the Bi-

ble" statement. So what are people who do not worship

the Bible to think and do?

They should probably realize that there are right wing

extremists who will take the President seriously and that

religious persecution seems to lurk just below the surface

of any society.

Consequently, they should safeguard their rights by su-

ing the President through the courts; asking for an injunc-

tion against National Prayer Day and "the year of the Bi-

ble." When it is abused, the Constitution provides for

ways to stop such abuses.

Kevin DeLuca is a Collegian columnist

Letters

Government run by the wealthy

To the Editor:

I have been surprised to see so little mention in the Col-

legian, and no action among students, about the recent

implementation of a law requiring eighteen year old male

students to provide proof of having registered for the

draft in order to be eligible for financial aid.

This is a frightening and dangerous law — it makes
educational institutions assume the role of Big Brother

for the government, compromising a citizen's right to

education by tying that right to an "enforced

patriotism." It is ageist, classist and racist in the ex-

treme fleave it to the Reagan administration to get all

three at once — they're real pros!). Students from

wealthy (and usually white) families can still attend col-

lege, without financial aid and without registering for the

draft. Working class students (usually minorities) are

precisely those who most need financial aid, and who will

be forced to bear the brunt of this kind of coercion. Once
again, in the great American tradition, money and

privilege (hence color) become the standards by which

laws are enforced and the government is run. And what

about Conscientious Objector status? Is that also to

become a privilege of the wealthy?

Many colleges have already spoken out against this

newest assault on our freedom, some stating publicly

they will not support or enforce it. I surely hope there is

enough concern here at UMass among students, faculty

and administration, to do the same. It is an unconstitu-

tional and immoral law; and these kinds of small, quiet

erosions of the rights and freedoms of the non-priveleged

classes have always been recognized (usually in hind-

sight) as painfully clear harbingers of a move toward

totalitarian government. It can happen here — are we so

used to these assaults on our rights and free<loms that we
will now assist in their destruction?

Suf.an MacDonnell
Sunderland

Zevon concert barely aHve

To the Editor:

The review of the recent Warren Zevon show by Ed
Been in the Collegian appears to be of a different show
that I saw at the Rusty Nail. To me Zevon rcprt'sented

complete artistic irresponsibility. Hundreds of f)eople

paid $10 plus 5 hours of flrink prices w;iitin^ for a

drunken egomaniac with a strained voice, an amateurish

talent for piano and guitar, and a harmonica rt-nisniscent

of the worst of Dylan to play HO nunuti-s of unni^pired

trash. The thin crowd remaining at the end testified to

the overwhelming boredom. While a fevs wanted ,in en-

core most wanted a refund. It wasn't, a.s has In't'ti said,

"for fun" that he played "before they makt- nie run."

David (larbose

Helchertown
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SUPER SALE
onHP-34CandHP-38C

only $69.95
(this is not a misprint)

Save almost 50% off our

regular low price of $134.95

Save $80.00 of list price $150.0U

HP-
38C

The HP-38C is an ideal tool for real

estate agents, financial analysts,

accountants, bankers, managers and

business students.

• Advanced financial functions

including discounted cash flow analysis

• Amortization schedules

• 99 program lines for handling

repetitive calculations

• Continuous Memory saves programs

and data

The HP-34C offers computer-strength

"solve" and "integrate" in a handheld
calculator Designed for scientific

students and professionals who need
the flexibility and power of advanced
programming.

• "Solve" key finds real roots of

equations
• "Integrate" key finds definite intearaU

• 210 program lines

Continuous
Memory saves
programs and
data

HP31C
Advanced
Programmable
Scientifir

OPEN
M F9-5
Sat 11-4

Limited

quantities

available

no rainchecks
H

Located in the Campus Centei
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Are the Biblical Records Reliable?
The reliability and mtegritv of the Bi-

ble traditionally have been scorned by
secular scholars. Josh McDowell, well

known Christian speaker and author,

originally set out to completely
discredit Christianity and the Bible As
a result of many hours of research, he
not only was unable to achieve this,

but came to personal faith in Christ. In

his book, "Evidence that Demands a

Verdict", McDowell outlines in detail

his research into the historical reliability

of Christianity A few of the highlights

of his findings concerning the historical

reliabilty of the New Testament will be
presented here.

How is the reliability of any piece of

ancient literature to be evaluated? C.

Sanders, in his text, "Introduction to

Research in English Literary History",

has put forth three basic tests of

historical literature. They are the

bibliographical test and the tests of in-

ternal and external evidence.

The bibliographical test is concerned
with the manuscript support and
transmission of the document from the

original. This involves consideration of

both the number of manuscripts and
the time span between the
manuscripts and the original. Based on
this test it is easily concluded that the

manuscript support for the accuracy of

our present New Testament is far

greater than that of any other piece of

classical literature. There are over
24,000 ancient manuscripts of the New
Testament, over 5,300 in Greek alone
Among ancient classics. Homer's llliad

ranks a distant second with 634
manuscripts. It can now be generally

concluded that the New Testament
was written between 40 and 80 AD.
John Ryland's manuscript, an Egyp-
tian manuscript containing part of

John's Gospel, is dated at 130 AD.
Ditessaron: meaning "a harmony of

four parts". The Greek "dia Tessaron
"

literally means "through four". This

was a harmony of the 4 Gospels done
by Tatian (about 160 AD.) We also

have two nearly complete manuscripts
of the entire New Testament and over
half the Old Testament, Codex
Vaticanus and Codex Sinaiticus, which
are dated about 325. By comparison,
the oldest manuscript of Homer is

dated nearly 500 years after the

original. The comparison of New
Testament manuscript support to that

of other ancient literature is shocking.

Ten manuscripts of Caesar's Gallis

Wars are still in existence, the oldest of

which is dated nearly 1000 years after

For more information on the

Reliability of
tlie Bible come to

SBA 109 6:30 pm
skeptics welcome!

the time of Caesar. Plato's Tetralogies
are supported by only s'^ven
manuswiipts dated 1300 years jfter the
time of Plato.

The test of internal evidence
evaluates the competence of the
sources and the intarnal consistency of
the text. In examining a document,
critics still hold to Aristotle's decree
that the benefit of the doubt belongs to
the document, not to the critic.

Therefore, the claims of a document
must be accepted, unless contradic-
tion or factual error can be proven.
The New Testament authors were

eye-witnesses or took their material

from eye-witnesses. Luke 1:13 is an
example, "Inasmuch as many have
undertaken to compile an account of
the things accomplished among us,

just as those who from the beginning
were eye-witnesses and servants of the
Word have handed them down to us, it

seemed fitting for me as well, having
investigated everything carefully from
the beginning, to write it out for you m
consecutive order, most excellent
Theophilus;". New Testament
witnesses and accounts are clearly

consistent although not word for

word.

Some of the outstanding external

support for the historical accuracy of

Scripture has come from archeology
Nelson Glueck, a former president of
Jewish Theological Seminary and a
leading archeologist has written, "It

may be stated categorically that no ar-

cheological discovery has ever con
troverted a Biblical reference " As part
of a study of Asia Minor, Sir William
Ramsey concluded that Luke, the
author of Acts, "should be placed
among the greatest of historians."

In light of all this evidence, of which
this represents only a very brief

highlight, it is puzzling that many
scholars still regard the Bible as
unreliable. The unbiased critic must
apply the same tests of historical

reliability to all literature, whether
secular or religious.

John Warwick Montgomery says
that, "To be skeptical of the resultant
text of the New Testament books is to
allow all of classical antiquity to slip in-

to obscurity, for no docunr>ent« of the
ancient period are as well attested
bibliographically as the New Testa-
ment " As Josh McDowell s^s. "Re-
ject not. - til you have examined the
evidence.

Submitted by Eric Passler

U.Mass Senior

in Chemical Engineering
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South African speaks openly
By TRACY ROBBINS

CelicgUB CorrcapondcBt

He is the most unlikely looking rebel.

Slightly grayed and middle-aged, charming
and witty. Selaelo Maredi resembles an
Uncle Louie who told you stories of his

Korean War days when you had the

measles.

But. to dig a little further into his life, it

becomes quite apparent that Salaelo Maredi
is anything but a fictional uncle, he is very

serious and determined. Maredi is hoping to

gather support for his revolutionary

movement in his native South Africa.

Born in Sophiatown. one of the oldest

ghettos in Johannesburg. Selaelo was still

at school when all the Black families, in-

cluding his. were "removed from their

homes by policemen and bulldozers,

because Sophiatown had become attractive

to the White community."
He grew to be a man under the harsh

reality of apartheid; he knew both the

victims, the victors, and also those who
kept resisting in a thousand different ways.

Those are the people he brings to life in his

plays.

Theatre has been a life long passion for

Maredi. His first plays were, "A Little

E^ducation Is Dangerous" and "It's My
Blackness They Hate Not Me." He wrote

and directed both and won his first awards
for them from the South African Youth
Club National Theater.

Maredi's next efforts at writing and

directing produced "Prosecution" and
"Mboni." In 1971. he and several associates

formed The Experimental Theater
Workshop. This presented a coUoquim

focusing on theater fundamentals and skills

development.
In the performance of "For Better Not

For Worse." Maredi has encountered

several forces of opposition, as well as

praise for his efforts. "The other night in

Albany. (New York), several whites walked

out of the audience. I don't understand that.

I heard a speaker one night say how
distressed he is when he hears Blacks talk

about slavery: well the Jews still talk about

the Holocause. in my opinion they are

equally relevent parts of history." Maredi

said.

"When Blacks in America and South

Africa speak of their plight with the white

ruling cla.<(s. it is socially unacceptable, it is

a good thing that the whole workl does not

revolve on such a small axis."

When asked if his plays make too much of

a political statement to be performed in his

native South Africa. Maredi answered with

an adamant, yes.

"In South Africa you are permitted to do
nothing. You are required to apply for all

sorts of permits," he said. "I haven't

thought of sending anything home, though
there is a theater in Johannesburg that

wants to produce my play 'Homeland'; I will

give them the script but the penalty will be
on their heads — not mine." he said.

"South African regime would turn its

back on many things, but not a play where
we celebrate the death of the Prime
Minister".

"For Better Not For Worse" will tour the

country through the summer, and there is a

tentative invitation to perform at a theater

festival in Amsterdam in June. Maredi
looks forward to this engagement in

Holland because he feels that by opening
the eyes of people around the world, he can

strive toward a greater understanding of

his country's plight.

"American people, both black and white.

are progressive. They must begin to delve

through the propaganda given them by
American companies. These companies are

not doing South African citizens (black) any
justice."

"We need more support. The boycott we
are trying to mount must succeed. If we
could only influence American entertainers

and make them understand, we would be on

the road to freedom."

Maredi made several comparisons to

racism in America as opposed to racism in

South Africa. "Racism in this country is

apparent, you know it's there — yet it is

very subtle, almost invisible. There is also a

problem in England. Wherever we live

together, no matter where, there will be

tension in some form."

"When people starve, they go for each
other's throats. Black people can relate to

the experiences I give to them in my plays.

They laugh and stomp. Whites often

become very offended.

It seems strange that a comedy by a

talented writer/ director is not always

welcome by the dignitaries of one's own
country, yet often revolutionary artist are

subject to incarceration for displeasing the

regime.

"There is no freedom of speech. The
South African government has money to

sell their propaganda to the world. I have

nothing to lose by telling the truth — only

to gain."

Maredi is creating a revolutionary-

musical comedy with jazz great Hugh
Masakela. "At this point, we are looking for

someone to produce it for us. The play will

be called "Mekxlie." I will write the play —

Bassist Curtis Harmon, keyboardist James Lloyd, and drummer
Cedric Napolean of the jazz trio Pieces of A Dream.

Talented trio to perform
By GUS MARTINS

C'«ll«Ciaii SUIT

The Black Student Alliance of Smith
College will present the musical group
Pieces of a Dream this Friday night at the

John M. Greene Hall at 8 p.m.

This group out of Philadelphia is a fan-

tastic trio of jazz/funk artists whose ex

ceeding abilities are surpassed only by their

surprising youth.

AU three members have yet to turn the

age of 20. but when one listens to their

music one might expect that they have been

playing at least that long.

Their command of electronic in-

strumentation, basses and synthesizers,

along with their appreciation and finesse

toward the acoustic ambiance of the

traditional jazz make the "Pieces of a

Dream " a perfect example of what has been

happening musically for many decades here

in America.
The trio has been playing together since

Jr. High School back in the Mt. Airy section

of Philadelphia. Since then they have

played all the major music halls in their

hometown, including the Philadelphia

Academy of Music.

Drummer Tony Williams helped them in

the early going, but the band has recorded

under G-man productions and
producer/saxophonist Grover Washington.

Washington has played on both albums

recorded by the terrific trio and "Pieces of a

Dream " are currently featured oo
Washington's new album "The Best is Yet
to Come."
The band has been guided by the father

of bassist vocalist Curtis Harmon and he

continues to serve as their manager.
Their first two albums have been top

quality material and the group has been
joined by vocalist Barbara Walker. Her lead

vocal work on "Warm Weather" from the

album Piecet of a Dream and her duet with

Harmon. "You Know I Love You." from
their second LP We Are One adds a nke
dimension to an already accomplished gig.

The band toured Europe in 1982 and
continues to improve with every passing

day. At their remarkably young age it leads

one to wonder which corridor of sound

motion the band should next explore.

Whatever direction it chooses to take, it's

reasonably accurate to presume it will

reach that pinnacle, but more timely now is

that whatever goals this young trio has set.

its accurate to think that the "Pieces of the

Dream" are in immediate reach.

Masakela will write the music. We are

anticipating a large scale musical."

He has said about American capitalism

that, "the production of too many useless

things results in the production of too many
useless people."

"Television's "The Jefferson's' tell us that

it is better to forget and move on up to the

east side, but we must know about the past.

without a past there is no present. No
knowledge of the present leaves no hope for

a future." Maredi said.

Dusk explores Afro-
experience

Announcements
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

c«ii«ffMiisuir

A small audience gathered at Bowker Auditorium on

Friday. February 25th to witness a collection of rich

legacies pertaining to the past, present and future of

Black Americans.

In an hour of songs, dance arul a slkle show, Dusk, a

group of women revived the heritage of a semi-diluted

lineage.

It's an African tradition to reveal inner feelings through

rhythmic body movements. Dusk was extremely able in

doing this. Their dance expressed the struggle of slavery,

the pain of maternal love and psychological damage pro-

duced by this separation and the prototype of the black

women as being a gay, though frustrated individual.

Through every dance, the women of Dusk reached

within themselves and brought their feelings out for the

audience to capture.

The background music in the dances and slide shows

progressively moved the audience through times of strug-

gles for Black Americans. Malcolm X, Marvey Garvy,

Martin Luther King, Civil Rights and the unforgettable

streets of Harlem.

CAMPUS CRUSADE for CHRIST

Always Read
Black Affairs

On March 3. 4. 5. 10. 11. 12 at 8 p.m. in Hampden
Theater in Southwest. UMass, the second production of

the Third World Theater Series of the University of

Massachusetts. Amherst will be a presentation of two

satirical comedies, "Day of Absence" by Douglas Turner

Ward and "Los Vendidos" by Luis Valdez. Both plays

take a comic look at stereotypes of southern Black

Americans and Mexican Americans.

"Day of Absence," written in 1965, is laced with belly

shaking humor. It reverses the concept of the minstrel

show, with black actors in white face portraying white

characters. One day all the the blacks from a small

southern town mysteriously disappear leaving their white

neighbours and employers in total dismay. Through "Day
of Absence" Turner cleverly outlines southern white

stereotypes.

On the other hand, "Los Vendidos," a contemporary of

"Day of Absence." is probably the most well known of the

agit-prop plays which emerg^ from the Chicano Theater

movement. "Los Vendidos" is a fantasy which takes place

in "Old Sancho's Used Mexican Showroom." A represen-

tative from the then Governor Reagan's cabinet is looking

for a "Model" Mexican American for the administration.

The ironic surprise ending reveals the complexities of

Chicano-Angio relations.

All plays are accompanied by a workshop, for this pro-

duction the workshop will be held on March 12 from 4:00

-5:30 p.m. at Hampden Theater. Southwest, UMass.
George Bass, associate professor of Theater and Afro-

American studies at Brown University, and director of

Theater company "Rilts and Reason," will present "Art,

Reality, and the Sacred Rite of Bein^ in the Afro-

American Adventure."

Tickets: $2-students, $3-general at the Fine Arts Center

Box office, M-F 12 4 p.m. (545-2511) or at the dwr the

evening of the performance beginning at 7 p.m. Reserva-

tions of the Hampden show can be made by calling

545-2803. Group discounts available.

The Augusta Savage Memorial Art Gallery will present

a W.E.B. DuBois exhibit from Feb. 21 March 11. A
reception will be held in New Africa House March 4 from

3 - 5 p.m., in honor of visiting instructor and international

journalist David Graham DuBois, all interested people are

welcome.

Martin Lather King, Jr. Week Essay and
Poster Contest '

The planning committee for Martin Luther King, Jr.

week,April 4-9 is sponsoring an essay contest in addition

to the poster contest. The winning essay will be read at a
candlelight vigil to be held April 4th. The d«uiline for

poster designs is March 10th and the due date for essays is

March 20th. Please submit all entries to the Student

Senate, 420 Student Union Building.

The prize for both the winning essay and poster will be
$75.00. In the spirit of Martin Luther King. Jr. who ad-

vocated justice and equality, we encourage the entire com-
munity to take part in the poster and essay contests as

well as the Martin Luther King week activities. For more
information, please call 545-0341.

All members of the Student Senate of the Third World

Caucus are urged to attend the weekly meeting at 6 p.m.

on Wednesday March 2nd in 308 of the Student Union.

Author Paule Marshall will receive the Tribute to Black

Womanhood Award at 8 p.m. on Thursday. March 3, in

the Neilson Library browsing room. Ms. Marshall's novel

"Praisesong for the Widow" has been recently published

by G.P. Putnam's Sons. She writes alx)ut West Indian life

in America, and her works include three other novels,

numerous short stories, articles, and an adaptation for

telelvision of her novel "Brown Girl, Brownst<ines"
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RAMONES
Rescheduled for March 31 -

Student Union Ballroonri

February 23 tickets will be honored

^_ . on March 31

^ ! gdJ ^5^ Students 8.00 - Public 10.00
^

J ]|L
^^ Tickets available: For the Record,

! IPoK^^Z^ ^^^ ^'"^ ^^^ Center £r Tix

Ticket holders

please note:

ticket holders may return

tickets at Tix Unlimited:

March 2

from 8 am to 11 am &
12:15 pm to 1:15 pm
March 3

from 11 am to 2 pm

Assorted Sports
Jerseys $5.95
Assorted Styles & Colors

on Special Sale Rack Reg. $7.95

Open M-F 9-S

Sat 11-4

'^jUNIVERSITY
mMstore^

Monday, March 7
8 pm at the F.A.C.

$2. 5 college students
$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office
sponsored by University Aits Council
and Distinguished Visitors Program

eoooeooo^o^eooooeoBWO<

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
and the

ASBURY JUKES

in kcMoa ol ImtcmatiomaI WoMcn't D«y

•fC kn6 tIm woMcm fvcNT pU«MMM<( cowwiim

^'MARch 8, 1987
8:00 P.M.

SAINT

MARCH 17 S^'^'J^Vy^^

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

8.00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

• TIX UNLIMITED

• UNION RECORDS
UNLIMITED

• FINE ARTS CENTERI
• FOR THE RECORD

YOU WONT WANNA GO HOME!

»TudfMTS >.00, 6.00

p/ qcN. pub. 6.00, 7.00

ON cAMpu«:

TU unliMiTcd And

tIiC fiwf ARTS CCNTCR

box office

AMkcRST:

foR The RecoRd^i-|DcBE\nOUJ
WITh SdeciaI GuestI I Northampton: woMONfyRe books

Dcbbif FicR \J
TltANi UMass Arts CounciI

aU TIckcTRON loCATIONS

^INE ARTS CENTER UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
' «r»-«»W^M*r-«'«r «>« »^%»'^*»%«»**»««*.«a» f •• ^ • «-\'. \^%^f^*V ^^^^*-#'«b'i»' ^ *^4

Arts

Pop country siiifer Eramjloa Hmrrit

Queen of pop country
THRILLER (Epic)

Michael Jackson

By ROBIN ROSIELLO

For the past five years Emmylou Harris,

the undisputed queen of popular country,

has almost nonchalantly delivered a series

of masterpieces. Under the watchful eye of

her husband-producer. Brian Ahem, she's

resurrected legendary country classics

while showcasing the industry's brightest

young writers. For some reason, perhaps

because she's not yet attempted it, Harris

has opted for a live album this time out. For

the first time in years Nashville's

meticulous princess has erred. The flaw in

this album is that she adds absolutely

nothing to her Uve performances. All that

distinguishes this from her studio albums is

the lack of craftsmanship that made thoae

albums something special. That's not toaay

that no craftsmanship goes into her live

shows, but on record the session work is far

more convincing.

Could all this mean that Emmylou Harris

has wasted even an inch of vinyl? Not a

chance, she's just not budgeted it well.

What saves the album is Enrunylou's ex-

traordinary talent. The lady's been blessed

with the voice of an angel, she'll wcn-k with

no one but Nashville's finest, and she can

still pick a great song. If you think that

sounds like the stuff great records are made
<^, you're right, but that's not quite enough.

The haunting reality of last year's cover
of Springsteen's 'The Price You Pay" is

totally k>st on this year's nod to the Boss.

"Racing In The Streets". Harris makes you
believe it when she sings the opening line,

"I got a "69 Chevy with wiih a three ninty

six." but the song's meani.ig is quickly k>st

in the Hat out coi ntry rendition that it

wasn't intended fo . "The cold unadorned
honesty that gave the original version

substance has been a but forgotten and no
efforts been made to t*ing the chorus to it's

forceful climax.

Jackson's a thriller
LAST DATE (Warner Bros.)

Emmylou Harris

By DON NAREY
Collefiaa CorrcspoMlcBt

Vibrant and danceable, Thriller is cer-

tainly Michael Jackson's finest display of

talent. The pulsating beat and melodic

vocals blend together to produce an en-

chanting effect.

The opening two songs, "Wanna Be
Startin' Somethin'" and "Baby Be Mine."

feature a disco beat characteristic of Off the

W<dl and the lyrics are delivered with a

virility that sets the tone for the remainder

of the album. Unfortunately, as soon as you
begin to respond to this energy and sen

suality, you are subjected to "The Girl Is

Mine," a sappy pop duet with Paul

McCartney (you've probably heard it a

million times on the radio!, that dampens
your enthusiasm. Don't lose hope, however,

because this is the only drawback on the

entire album.

Undoubtedly an impressive quality is

Michael Jackson's compatibility with other

artists who enhance his personal style. For

example, a musician as completely different

from Jackson as Eddie Van Halen performs

a solo on "Beat It," effectively combining

the power of a rock guitar with the basic

dance tempo. Even Vincent Price con

tributes to the title cut of the album.

Beginning with the sounds of a creaking

door and the howling of the wind and of a

coyote, the piece progresses to a rap by the

master of horror himself. Price completes

the haunting atmosphere by c<Hicluding the

song with a long, sinister laugh.

By far the most energetic and electrifying

creation on Thriller is 'Billie Jean," the tale

of a man desperately proclaiming his in-

nocence: "She's just a girl who claims that I

am the one/ But the kid is not my son." The
song features an electrifying tempo and

emotional, powerful vocals.

The remaining pieces include one lively

dance number and two ballads which

beautifully express a certain vulnerability

and sensitivity. The slow tempo of these

songs mixes well with the disco/funk style

of the rest of the album.

I suggest you buy Thriller, even if you
are not a disco fanatic. Although disco is the

prevalent style of the album, there is depth
and intensity that surpasses Jackson's last

album. Off the WaU. You will relate to the

release of frustration that obviously in-

spired this record. I especially recommend
it to Jackson Five fans like myself. The
adorable ten year-old soul brother with the

extremely high-pitched voice has developed

into a sophisticated 8ok> artist. Take a look

at the impressive cover photography: note

the adorable tiger cub perched on a sleek

-

looking Michael Jackson's knee! This cover

alone is sufficient reason to part with seven
or eight precious dollars. You will be
thrilled!

Michael Jackson

However, this album
of golden m mtents. G
rendition of ttram Parsoi

"Grievous Angel." Ham
late singer's band whei

song: she's oL iously lea

of the original "outlaw

dixieland piam and so;

make this an anthen
cowboys everywhere. ^

the classic Con« ay Twit!

Love) On Our La it Date

oes have it's share

<^en indeed is her

s desperado epic,

was part of the

le recorded the

ed well from one
Don Johnson's

oig harmony help

highway beaten

ie also excels on

/ ^allad "(Lost His

\gain Johnson's

harmcmy demanus atter ii< i as he sweeps

across the scale with Emmylou. Minus the

doo-wops this song sounds like it should

have been pumped from the speaker of your
'55 Chevy, tucked snugly between Twitty's

"It's Only Make Believe" and perhaps Patsy
CUne's "Crazy" whfle you await the drive in

premier of Gtant or something. Yes, it's

that much of a classic.

Not much can be said about the balance of

the record. The selections range from an

uninspirec version of Hank Snow's "Fm
Moving On" to a somewhat m(H^ lively

cover of the Carl Perkins oldie, "Restless,"

and Neil Young's "Long May You Run"
borders wi boring. Whether it's state-of

the art technok>gy. a more controlled at-

mosphere, or the intimacey of the en-

vironment, these songs could have been
brought to life in Brian Ahern's studio.

Similar ones have been. The failure in doing

this live is exemplified in the last number.
Harris sets aside her folk guitar tor lead and
plays "Buckaroo," this may have been fine

for a live audience to stomp along to, but
does nothing for the listener. She theo
jumps in singing Buck Owens "Love's

Gonna Live Here " ending the album with
virtually no climax where one was so
necessary.

"Live" in this case, was a concept that

achieved nothing and even proved to be a
handicap at times. We can respect

Emmylou Harris for trying to break out and
cross that platinum bridge to super-
stardom. What seemed like a good idea has
produced a good album. The problem is it

could have been great, these songs to be
liked may have, in another setting, been
k)ved.

Martin Luther King, r. Week
Essay and Poster i jntest

"Make His Day A » iliday"
The planning committee for Martin Luther King, v' 'eek, April 4-9 Is sponsonng an

essay contest in addition to the poster contest. T' e /inning essay will be read at a

candlelight vigil to be held April 4th. The deadline for j oster designs is March 10th and

the due date for essays Is March 20th. Please subml* a. entries to the Student Senate,

420 Student Union Building. The prize for both th« w nning essay and poster will be

$75.00. In the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr. who c Ivocated justice and equality,

we encourage the entire community to take part In th ,• poster and essay contests as

well as the Martin Luther King week activities. For more Information, please call

545-0341.

THE HEBREW
UMVERSITY

OF JERUSALEM
NOTHBEnC SCHOOL FOR OVERSEAS STUDENTS

1W3/M MKMRAMS

OM TtAN MKMNMI- r~1
*at C«M*B> •OO'^omorvfl I

—

I tor [iWiy Ktrttm «udv«<
rard 8 A «ry| B Sc Xgi—I

VIAII-
LJ Mm*' • Oacwm •mi

ViMng QrMuM* pravvn*

D 9^1*^ -^ E'>fli<»ti

for ApoiKattor' and intormainn wma

Amancan fntndt ol O* ilaljia* Untartny
lH0*»9nuaoiintAfntfKat Haw ^^yk N* toox

^wspw Sc»»oo' -
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rustv nail
presents

/lyi

Wed. March 2 Thurs. march 3 March 4 Sat. March 5

Heartbreaker Cruise Control David Johansen Mitch Chakour
Tickets available at "For the Record" (in Faces) Amherst
Rt 4/, bunderlciftd. MA 666 4937 You imust be 18 to enter.
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College Spring Break in
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room still available

Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energmng,
lascmanng,
captivating,

exciting,
amnjging,

entertaining,
wiginal

lomDeLuca.

Hypnosis thai

uoes bfivond

••niertainment and
HSP. an original

I omic parody
..fESP

?

OnenliUe
mo«l requested

del* on mlloRe
rampuMS lodav

7
A|)|)<;arin^:

^Student Union Ballroom

4 8:00pm, $1.00

Sunday
March 6th

Recycle

this

Collegian

Hypercurricula

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY -
"Ordination of Women" is today's topic for

theological discussion, led by Rev. Phil

Ward. Ail are welcome. 12:15 to 1:15 p.m.

428 Student Union.

UMASS PEACEMAKERS MEETING -
Work on disarmament issues on campus —
Proxy forms being pushed for rally in D.C.
on March 7-8. Help always welcome. 6 p.m.

CC802.

TIME MANAGEMENT AND
PROCRASTINATION - A one-session

workshop designed to explore behavior of

procrastination and to become aware of

time management strategies. 4 to 6 p.m.

;J22 Berkshire House.

25 PLUS CLUB SOCIAL - Meet other

older students in the relaxing atmosphere
of the Fafulty Club at Stockbrjdge House.
Get answers to questions regarding non-

traditional students. Open to all older

students. For info. tel. 545 2684 or 253-

7814. 4 p.m.. Faculty Club.

"ISSUES FOR UMASS WOMEN" - A
one credit colloq. is being offered by the

Northeast/Sylvan Women's Center. Each
week will feature a different workshop
concerning the stresses of university life. 7

p.m.. Northeast Women's Center located in

the basement of Knowlton.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Another
wonderful week of Israeli folk dancing IS

YOURS just by showing up at the Com
monweaith Room this evening. It is open to

all and lots of fun. 7:30 beginners, 8:30 all

others. Commonwealth Room. S.U.

WHEELER GALLERY OPENING
RECEPTION - VARIETY - works by
Jeff Fitzgerald. Show runs from March 2 —
March 16. All are welcome. 7:30 p.m.,

Wheeler Dorm B 7.
^

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE PRODUC-
TION STAFF — All members please check

office bulletin board by Wednesday.
Meeting. 5 p.m., S.U. 423 Communications
Office.

SENATE WORKSHOPS - Lobbying
and parliamentary procedure workshop will

be held this week. These workshops are

mandatory for senators. 6 p.m. 905-909

Campus Center.

SPANISH CLUB TERTULIA - Come
practice your Spanish. Refreshments wil be

served. 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Herter 4th floor

lobby.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST -
Everyone invited to a talk on the reliability

of the Scriptures, the authenticity of the

Bible. Come for great fellowship. 6:30 p.m.

SBA 109.

WOMEN'S SPIRITl^ALITY GROUP —
A supportive community in which women
can share, question, and grow toward a new
understanding of ourselves. 7 to 9 p.m. 428

Student Union.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO
ASSOCIATION MEETING - This wUl be
a regular club meeting. Newcomers are

welcome. Check the Campus Center
schedule for room number. 4:30 p.m..

Campus Center.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING -
Stockbroker Neale Dobkin. from Shearson
American Express will give a lecture on
Technical analysis and options. A short

meeting will follow this. New members
welcome. 7 p.m. SBA Room 107.

Professors Gur and Dalia Ofer of the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem will be
available to talk to students on an in

dividual basis about programs for
American students at the Hebrew Universi
ty of Jerusalem (1 year/Graduate/summer)
from 11:30 am - 1 pm in the Dukes Room,
Student Union, on Friday, March 4. For ap-
pointments, call Debbie at 545-2526 or drop
by the Hillel Office (302 SU).

Professors Ober will also be speaking at the con
ference on Current Issues facing Israel this

weekend (March 4 6) at Mt. Holyoke College. All

5 College students are invited.

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 83

S149 S275 S369
tax included tax included tax included

545-3407

Don't b# Qbuitd by Pr\c9 Qomts
Th» Ski Club hoi only luxury hotels

ond no hidden costs

STAKT TOUR PUTURI TODAY
Inf^riMlilp Planning •••slont

Arm BAlnfi N«ld Daily

Tliro<P9li April 29

Man now for tmnnMr and fail

Offka of Infomsliipt

1* Corry Nicks

S45-0727

The Clolumban Fatherw extend

AN INVITATION
. . .to younfs Catholir men with idraliMiii.

coiirafEe and fEeneriNiity to join over 8(M)

C.olumban miiwion prieiitii nerving the

poor and needy in eight Third World
rountrie«. . .and have a happy rewar-
ding life.

For more information on becoming h

minfiionary priest, rontart:

Father Michael Harrifion

COLUMBAN FATHERS
310 Adanifi St.

Quincy. Ma. 02169

(617) 472-1494

Low Fares of the Week

ALL AMERICA SALE
$99* or less one way

to most pts within U.S.

AMTRAK
Anywhere Fare

$125* round trip

^certain restrictions apply

256-8931 call our travel

consultants for

further information

15 Cowles Ln. Amherst

i
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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CROSSWORD

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

WtvE GOT TV 97VP

The CjA. FROfA

RSCRUITI/^ SWOBJ^
ON THIS CAMFU5.

THE CIA. IS Be^WHSRBf
J CANT SyBN TAKE A

C.iA. AOftrrs juMPf^o-
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T>€iRt CLinBlMC'

UP MY LEGS.
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Katfood By ARK

4 cache cash

Scrod By Dan DeBelHs

YOUR ugly!

^^:^ <^

vouR drunk!-.
o

X'LL BE SOBER ^

After the Fall By R. Miller

Help Wanted
The Collegian has two job openings for this semester. Both require a little experience, but we

will train.

Associate Managing Editor

Edit Collegian news copy, AP wire one night per week. Newspaper writing or editing ex-

perience required.

Layout Technician

Design pages of the Collegian one night per week. Arts or design experience preferred.

Interested UMass students should apply before 3 p.m. Friday. March 4, to the ColUgian, 113

Campus Center.

TV CoUnfutn in an rqual opportunity empk>y»r

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffc

cms Im Aa«<tai I^m maciH
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Manch* 49 Legal writ 26 Feeble

14 Sailors' aalnt 53 Transparent 27 Vacation horrw
15 Godspaad wrapper 28 Explorer

16 Early caplUI 56 Like some bowls Amundsen
or Nicaragua 56 Faithful, lor Blkhs 29 Artless

17 Son of Eva 57 Turkic tribesman 30 Sandalwoods
18 Common minaral 56 CNamon« figure 31 Pert

20 Computat 59 Baksheesh 33 Martinique
aquipmant 60 Be frugal volcano

22 Hook's partnar 61 Scoria 36 Impressions
23 Chotce through senses
24 North Atlantic 37 Whalers gear

hazard 39 Bingo relative

25 Gap DOWN 40 Rope material

28 Catalysis 1 Jacob's wife 42 Practices

32 What s in 2 Exile isle 43 Partof HHH
n- 3 Pan of US A 45 Province of China

33 Earp's helpers 4 The dumps 46 use rival

34 Parsaghian 5 Oeaart 47 Spool
35 Kintolk 6 VMershlp 48 Bridge coup
36 7 Laugh, m 49 Queen of

porndgahot ' Mawowartre Egyptian gods
37 Hustles 8 Room 50 Wicked
38 Samuels mentor 9 Realty deal 51 Zola work
39 Kind o« laugh 10 Farrier's tool 52 Shake
40 Men ot nr^eans 11 Care for (hurry)

41 Played as music 12 Prospector's find 54 So«T»ething to

43 False doctrine 13 Lulu waar
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WEATHER

Rain ending this morn-
ing and becoming partly

cloudy. Highs m the 40s.

Fair tonight. Lows in the

mids 20 to the low 30s.

Tomorrow, sunny and
niild. Highs in the 50s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll. Kgg-
roll/Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

BASICS LIINCH
Golden Burgers, Eg-
groll/Duc Sauce, Soy

Sauce

DINNER
BBQ Beef Cubes. Baked
Cod/Orange Sauce,

Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod/Orange Sauce,

Squash Bake

Collegianites

SUff Meeting
7 p.m. Thursday
in the newerooin

Important Night
Graphics Meeting

6:45 p.m. Thursday
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Jumbo Head California

Iceberg Lettuce

REE
Strictly Fresh Dozen

Large White Eggs

I i^i:sM I R()\» oi R i)i:i.i(A'i"i:ssiiN

Genuine, Freshly Sliced to Order

Imported Hauiv

I i^LSH mow (){'\{ n.\\\\iu\ dip i

Freshly Baked

ItaJiam Bread

16oz
!x>aves

All Flavors. Half Gallon

Seadtest Ice Creamv
Sealtest

v!^* -
99
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Sliced Bacon
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YOU LL FIND ONL OR Ol R S lOULS CONVLNIENTLY LOCATED NEAR YOU .

Sale starts Mon., Feb. 28 thru Sat, Mar. 5, 1983
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone numt>er FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

For sale 1970 Ford Torino - 45,000 original

miles needs work - $500 or BO call 545-3500
before 5:00 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

73 Pontiac Grand AM 4 door cruise con-
trol climate control bucket seats excellent

condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549-2785
evenings

1976 Subaru DL 5-speed AM/FM 30-35

mpg, new tires, $1395 or BO 549-0569

80 Datsun 310GX excellent condition. Rear
defrost/wiper stereo AM/FM cassette one
owner $4600 549-5686

Grand Prix 72 very dependable 350.00 BO
549-3503 must sell soon.

1973 Cutlass 4 dr 84000 miles stereo well

nrwintained $1150 Ron 549-2666

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL

Duplex newly redone two bedrooms sleep

four includes utilities. Ideal for a group of 4
or 8 $2560. 253 7436

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

session free. Allan Black. 253-5036

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackedisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

Professional DJs for less $99 special

ends March 15. Book now before price in-

crease 549-4405

M Cr M Music Unlimited Professional

DJ's for all occasions call Mike 546-5259

Magician - The Great Charles will entertain

at any occasion call Bruce 549 1 177 after 6
PM

FOR RENT

Cape Cod Summer Seesonal Rentals:

W. Yarmouth & Dennis. 1, 2. 3, & 4

bedroom units. Rent direct from owners &
save. 617/528-8300 or 771-2233.

FOR SALE

Tickets for Eric Clapton's only NE show
best offer 546«82 keep trying

Hegstrom Bass $280 Kustom 75w amp
$230 Roland synthesizer $460 549^)463

Microacoustics multiaxis FRM-3
bookshelf speakers. Excellent condition

$125 pair call 549-8032

Sweaterladies are t>ack with spring stuff I

40% off retail 3/3 CC 11 4

Kinks ConcertI 2 tickets March 31st

Worcester Centrum good seats 546-4419

Round trip sir ticket to Palm t>each open

time schedule $200 or BO Steve 549^6974

Sunglasses: Rayt>ans and Vuamets at low

student prices. Call Andy or Bruce at

549 1177 look for our table in the CC Con
course WedL

Electric typewriter one year old $200 sew-

ing nwchine $60 call 256-6174

1974 Ford Van - Runs well, will probably
run forever $660 firm. Steve 6-6064

Seiko men's digital quartz watches reg

$129 now $60 call Rick 253-3598

HELP WANTED
~

Overseas Jobs - Sumnr>er/year round.

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight-seeing.

Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar. CA 92625

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory. Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext
Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor-

theastern Pennsylvania. Co-ed childrens

camp 6/23-8/23/83. On campus interviews

March 2nd. Friendly, warm atmosphere, 12

Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include

school phone number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfield 545-0939

Crusie Ship Jobs: $14 - $28,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 1-916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

Applications now being accepted for

part time nights, at Kay Jewelers, Hamp-
shire Mall

General Office Help. Must type 50
wpm-f . Work Study preferred. Call Jenny
at UPC 546^2892

INSTRUCTION

Know your cer. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory & shop.

Limited enrollrrtent 253-2096

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Qlesses in a red case please call Heler>e

666-2848 Reward.

Big blue scarf - 1st floor bathroom GRTW
Feb. leth $ reward $ call Thea 546-5604

Blue Eastpack Bookbag with P8ychok>gy

and Law book very important Reward
549^0157. 546-5009

Did you mistakenly take my coat from

Poor Richard's, Friday Feb. 28? Long.
black, wool coat, size 5. brarKl Peabody.
Please call 253-6339

Lost - gold bracelet, Bartlett Thompson
Hall area. I really want it returned - it

belonged to my mother. Reward. 323-5900

Lonq brown corduroy coat kiet Friday

night at Bluewall. Reward. If found, call

54fr7B9B.
.

-

Jodi Leong, vocalist, Mark Baszak. pianist:

TOC Lounge. Fri. & Sat.. March 4 A 5.

MICROCOMPUTER/TERMINAL
RENTALS

COMPUTERM
Terminal wo/monitor $1X/rest of sem.
Terminal wo/nr>onitor $160/aem.
Terminal (complete) $180/sem. @

546-7872

MOTORCYCLES
~

77 Kawasaki KZ 400 less than 6000 mi runs

& looks new 2 helrr^ets must be seen I $950

546-5280

Student Telephone

Directories

Are Here

On-Campus Students: nIII receive directories

through their dormitories.

Off-Campus and Greek Students: can pick up

directories on the Campus Center Concourse.

Because o limited number ore avollobie,

Pleose Dick uo one directory per hone

or dormitory roon.

IDB0\®TIPS a service of the Dean of Students Office

227 WNImor*

NUCLEAR FREEZE

Proxy forms for Nuclear Freeze are

available in 428 SU or at Peace table on
Wed £r Fri. Out of state students encourag-
ed stop byl

PERSONALS

Guitarist wanting to Join band. In

Southwest area preferably. All kinds of

music. CaH John 6-8800

Red. You brighten up the days Love Mel

Write-In Jim FInkle for SGA President.

To the fantastic new pledges of Chi

Omega congratulations and get psyched.

We love you all the sisters and pledges of

Chi Omega
To my scsrecrow alias toastman hope
the next six are even better. Now that we
know it let's celebrate in the sunshine Hap-

py Anniversary to the most special person
in my life -

1 love you love the cutest squirrel

on campus

The "A" train is on campus. Get it on
with Allen and Ahem I

Don't miss the hypnotist Sunday March
6 8:00 PM SUB $1.00 sponsored by GPC
Rschgesicht - Yay. Brer>da. you're 20. Of
course I'm enthused! Have a fantastic day
and don't forget to buy me my booze! Dein

Schatz, Nika

Go Down with someone you know Cr

trust
luxury hotels, no hidden costs h no BS

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Spring Break 83

UMass Ski Club Goes Down 546-3437

••Movle**TAPSII wed.
East Aud., 7, 9. 11 p.m.

March 2, Er)g.

Issingrhu Karate Club organizational
meeting March 2 Wednesday CC 91 1 7:00
new members welcome PE classes
especially

Squint - So, to sorry atxHJt Thursday
night. Promise I won't let it happen again.
Please forgive! Love, Cat

Rich - 7 months until we are together for

ever. I truly love you. Always. Judy

Vote for experience Jay Stone and Jim
Rudolph Central Area Co Presidents

Vote Lori Bellofetto Central Area Vice
President

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, Theeee. Cases, Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, k>w rates, Nancy
5-0392. 584^7924

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Conn, on Fri tt>e 4th So.

Windsor-Vernon area or to UConn call

6-9648 after 5 pm or before 10:X am ask for

Adrianr>e

ROOMMATE WANTED

We need an easygoing femele to join our

sunny Amherst home please call us at

256-8225

Roommate wanted in one t)edroom Puff-

ton apartment immediately summer option

call Johannji 549-4827

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

Typing - Fast Reliable $1/pg. IBM Selec-

tricll nancy 549-1642

SPRINGBREAK

Daytona Beach $269 March 19-26 Round

trip jet and hotel directly on the beach I

Montreal $59 plus tax and service. March

19-21; 26-28 round trip deluxe motor coach

3 days/2 nights in the Quality Inn

downtown includes welcome party. Also!

Half-price Delta Airiines coupons! 253 7625

THE EXORCIST

Wednesdsy, Msrch 2nd. SUB. 4:30.

6:45. 9:00, 11:15. $1.50 a show. $1.00 at

4j30

TRAVEL
~

Florida direct by van. 3/19-27. $148. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Unes @ 617 724 881

Ski the worid's best powder. Utah I Trip

includes: round trip airfare 7 - nights lodg-

ing at Temple Square HotI 5 day all Utah lift

ticket free rental car with unlimited mileage

all taxes and services. All for $479.00 con-

tact UMass Ski Club 545-3437

UMass Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20-25

Stows. Ski club capital of th« East.

Only $159 includes: transporiatkxi, hot

tub party, beer h wine parties, 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes £r gratuities £r much,
much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 546-3437

Spring Breek Riders Wsntedto Florida

couple preferred call eves. 253-3906

Last chance Bermuda $315 call 256-8941

after 6

VOTE GROOM

Vote Groom Dave Groom for SGA Pret -

dent

WANTED
Claes rings, gold arxl silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pteesam,
Amherst, 256^710

Help $60 reward for helping me by your
parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Two or three t>edroom Puffton to rent

from June till August call Letty 546-7464

Looking to rent dorm
call Nadia 546-5901

size refrigerator

Caah for your records, tapee 546-2836

(ask for Jaromir/ leave message)

Records LPs caah or trade Dynamite
Records 584-1580

Progremming Producer wanted for

cable system call GPC: 546-2733

Extra-fine pair of used stereo speakers
500 dollar cash limit 527 5714

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 Bedroom Towr>ehouse or PuftonI to

rent from June on Marilyn 549-1377

WILLIAM PETER BLATTYS

"mE
EXORCIST

DH,c-fdb.WlLLlAA^FI!lE[)«IN

«(S] from Wimr B'OJ

SUB
Wed. Mar. 2

4:30,6:45,9, 11:15

1.50 all shows
•$1. 4;30show

UMASS SKI CLUBl
Goes North to

SKI CAPITAL of the EAST.

Morch 20 • 25
• •1 59.1

IncludM: Tronsportotlon
5 nights hot^l occomodotlont

5 full bfMkfosts

color TV & stoom both

In ovory room
5 doys skiing

Froo Hot Tub Porty

2 FrM Door 6 WIno Portlos

Indoor Hootod Pool

lor mofo Info 3-3437
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Jeff Cohen, Ezecutiye Vice President of the
Boston Breakers, will discuss the operations of
the Boston Breakers from the ^ont office

perspective, tonight at 8 p.m., Rm. C.C. 165-69.

Darryl Carter goen airborne for a shot during^ Saturday ni|^ht*8 disap-

pointing double overtime loss to St. Joseph's at the Cage.

Bob Goulart a late bloomer
By ELLEN RICHARD

c«ii«ctMisufr

University of Massachusetts gymnast
Bob Goulart said he has felt a lot of

pressure in his life during the past few

months while trying to balance school,

gymnastics and a full time job.

"I feel a lot of pressure from all sides."

the senior computer systems engineer

major said. "I'd be in the gym for two or

three hours, run three to five miles and
teach trampoline classes. Then Fd stay up
all night studying. Last semester was the

hardest semester I ever had."

Since last summer. Goulart. co-captain

at the UMass men's gym team, has been
working to develop a programming
system through independent study at

UMass. The project requires ap

proximately five hours a night and. after a

few months of testing, it is now in its

programming stage.

Goulart was bom in Dorchester and
owed to Natick in seventh grade. He did

not start "playing around" with gym-
nastics until his junior year in high school.

"I imagined gymnastics to be all these

people running around in tights and I said

I didn't want to do that. I basically got into

it because all of my friends were getting

into it." he said.

After trying the high bar and vaulting

in high schod. he settled into parallel bars

and still rings in college. Besides gym-
nastics in high school, he did pole

suiting. His high score in pole vaulting is

a memorable one because after vaulting

over he landed between the mats and
broke his leg.

Putting aside his plans of going into the

Navy, he went to UMass to have a good

time but gymnastics was especially im-

portant to him.

"At first gymnastics was the first thing

on my mind." he said. "For some reason

it's just a sport that grabs you. You have

to like being in front of a crowd and I

definitely like being in front of a crowd."

Because Goulart got started late in

gynmastics. he had to work hard to catch

up with his teammates, moat of whom
started in junior high school. His high

school coach worked with only the trained

gymnasts who had experience, but

Goulart was different.

"Usually after their sophomore year I

say, 'You can work out but don't bother

me,' " said his high school coach Robert

Theriaque, now a gymnastics judge. "He
was the exception. He worked outside the

gym to improve. He worked extremely
hard to get where he is today."

Goulart has been captain of the UMass
team for two years and said that he got

the title "Probably because I threw the

best parties." When aaked if it were his

leadership, he joked. "Yeah. I have a big

mouth so they figured, 'if we can't shut
him up, he might as well be captain.'

"

"In gymnastics he always comes
through with clutch performances,"

Umass coach Roy Johnson said. "But it's

very hard to get him to work what he has

to work. He's real easy going."

Engineering has taken time away from
his gymnastics. Although he said he
cannot picture himself in the "real world."

he has to think about what he is going to

do when he graduates next January.
"I want to get into hardware computer

design." he said. "It's like circuit

designing. It's constructing a computer.
There's a lot of programming in it and it

gets a little frustrating but there's more
money in it. I have to think of that."

UMass wants revenge
By JIM FLOYD

Collccimn SUff

The Minutemen will have a score to settle

tonight when they take the ftoor of

McGonigle Hall on the campus of the

Temple University Owls.

The Owls (certainly another candidate for

the All Bogus Nickname team) are the only

team that has been able to come into the

Curry Hicks Cage this season and soundly

defeat the Minutemen. Their visit, during

intersession, resulted in a 19 point loss, 73-

54.

But. that was January 12. Donald Russell

was sidelined with an injury and UMass
lacked the maturity to adjust to playing

without the services of their star guard.

Today, calendar buffs, is March 2 and this

is. quite simply, a different team. This is a

team that has come into its own. The
Minutemen are a much better ballclub than

they were back on that bleak winter night.

And. Donald Russell should be back in

the lineup.

"He (Russell) practiced yesterday for the

first time." said coach Tom McLaughlin. "If

he is able to play I would think he woukl

start."

Russell did not start in the classic double

overtime loss the Minutemen suffered

against St. Joseph's University this past

Saturday in the Cage, but he did come off

the bench and logged 27 minutes of playing

time.

"We brought Donald in when we felt we
needed him to settle things down a bit."

said McLaughlin.

The starting backcourt tandom, Darryl

Carter and Ron Young, did do a pretty

effective job handling the ball.

Offensively, freshman John Hempel has

turned into a scoring machine as of late and

when left open in three point land, can bust

a game wide open with long bombs. In fact.

Hempel leads the Atlantic Ten in scoring

percentage from downtown.
Recordwise, by the way, UMass is now 3-

9 in league play and 7-18 overall while the

Owls possess an identical league record of

3-9 and a 10 14 overall mark.

The Minutemen will also be seeking to

pick up their first win on the road. (That

means that the seven games that they have

won were won at home.)

Game time will be at 7:30 p.m. since Owjs
only come out at night.

Women gymnasts win
By ELLEN RICHARD

C«ll«Cimii SUff

It was not one of the best meets for the

University of Massachusetts women's
gj'mnastics team, who have a rescheduled f

meet tonight at 7:30, but they persevered

to win the nuitch against Southern Con-
necticut State College, 168.6-167.4.

"It was a rough meet for us." coacn

Ken Adnerson said. "Beam really made
the difference for us because we wer
behind 1.4 points and we beat them by
1.75 (in bea[m) so that really turned the

meet around for us."

Christie Clark-Deary of Connecticut

won the vaulting event with a 9.05. Robin

Low had problems with one of her vaults

and took third with an 8.75.

The Minutewomen had a few more com-
plications on the uneven bars and lost it to

Southern by a point. Clark-Deary took the

event with a 9.15. Karen Knapp and Sue
Allen both placed second, each with

8.85's.

UMass was trailing Southern at this

point but did not get discouraged. The

team won the balance beam event by

almost two points and the floor exercises

by almost one point

"It shows the kind of talent we have on

the team." Anderson said. "It's exactly

what nr^e the difference in the meet.

They gni their heads on straight and

pushed through the beam and the floor ex-

ercises and just pulled us away."

Barbara Lord finished first for UM in

the balance beam with an 8.85. Low plac-

ed second with an 8.65.

The women had fine performances in

the floor exercises and won the event with

42.7 points. Low came in second with an

8.8 behind Clark-Deary, who had a 9.05.

Knapp was third with an 8.65.

Allen placed second in the all-around

with 34 points, her career high. Low
scored 33.85 and Knapp had 33.55 points.

The Minutewomen will compete tonight

in Boyden against Springfield in a meet

that was snowed out on February 12. The
rescheduled match will begin at 7:30 and

will be a close one. Coach Anderson said

he is expecting a winning performance

from the women.

Women swimmers do well
By BOB BROCK

r«ll«ffteaSUff

The University of Massachusetts
women's swimming team broke five school

records and won two relays enroute to a

sixth place finish in the New England
Swimming and Diving Championships, hekl

last weekend at Springfield College.

As expected, Boston College took the

team championship for the second year in a

row, tallying 724 points, easily out-

distancing runner up Maine, who scored

630. The host team. Springfield, took third

place honors scoring 564 points followed by
New Hampshire (508), Smith (449), and
UMass (413). The University of Connecticut

finished seventh in the 17 team field with

299 points.

"We had some good swims and some
disappointing ones," said UMass coach
Valerie Turtle. "But we were aiming for the

top six, so we did nuike our goal, we would
have just liked to catch Smith," she added.
The Minutewomen did turn in some

excellent performances. The 200-yard
freestyle relay team of Jenn Nicolai. Anne
Whitlock, Connie Anderson and Liz

Feinberg churned out a 1:40.10, good for

first place and a UMass record. The 400-

yard free relay of Nicolai, Anderson,
Feinberg and Martha Samsel also took a

gold in a UMass record of 3:40.93, just

nipping UMaine at the touchpad.

Three other UMass records were set.

Whitlock, Laurie Keen, Maura Sweeney
and Anderson combined to take third place

in the 200 yard medley relay in 1:55.30.

Keen and Sweeney also swam legs with

Jennifer Black and Feinberg on the 400

medley relay, which finished seventh in a

UM record of 4: 15. 45.

Keen also set a new mark of 2:34.52 in the

200 breastroke. where she finished third.

The freshman finished fourth in both the SO

(:32.97) and the 100 yard breastrokes

(1:11.62).

UMass had other fine showings too.

Nicolai took a second in the 100 freestyle

and a third in the 50 freestyle. She also

added a ninth place in the 50 butterfly.

Anderson placed 4th in the 50 freestyle and

Whitkxrk took third in the 50 backstroke

recording a :29.36. Other UMass swimmers
to score points in their events were Debbie

Chisholra. finishing 15th in the 100

backstroke. Maura Sweeney. 15th in the 50

butterfly and the 800 yard free relay whkh
finished ninth.

The UMass divers fared well as Jean
Bushee finished fifth on the one-meter

board with 361 .30 points. Gina Perrone was
a close sixth, tallying 357.55. On the three-

meter board. Bushee placed eighth (356.90)

and Perrone ninth (349.35).

Looking back on the meet. Coach Turtle

was reasonably happy with her team's

showing.

"We didn't have some good starts in some
events and it hurt us in some events but we
did move up from last year and we did set

five new school records. So it was a good
New England's for us," she said.

Ten UMass swimmers will be going to the
first-ever ECAC Swimming Championships
this weekend at lona College. The meet is

open to all divisions of the NCAA, so Turtle

is not sure just who UMass will be up
against.
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Senate debates reo:

Rea^nment referendum

taken offSGA ballot
By JOHN O'CONNELL
and MARK J. WELCH

CollcKiui SUff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last night rejected a

committee's recommendation to put a revised version of a

referendum to reorganize the senate on next week's

presidential election ballot.

The senate voted to accept an amendment to the com-

mittee's recommendation, delaying the referendum to an

April ballot already scheduled to consider funding of the

State Student Association of Massachusetts. But the

meeting was adjourned before the amended recommenda-
tion could be approved because the majority of the

senators had already left.
'

Earlier in the day, the Governmental Affairs committee

of the senate recommended that the question be nuuie

non-binding and be put on next week's ballot. The revised

referendum will ask students if they favor reducing the

senate by one-third and electing senators by area rather

than by dormitory, if the senate approves.

After hearing arguments that the revised question

would have just five day's publicity, the senate accepted

an amendment to delay the referendum until an April

ballot scheduled to ask students' opinion of increasing the

Student Activities Fee to fund the State Student Associa-

tion of Massachusetts.

Though emphasizing, "we can't ignore 6,000 students'

signatures," Student Government Association President

Jim Murphy argued that students would vot*? m the later

election if the issue was important to them.

Also, earlier in the evening, the senate unanimously ap-

proved a resolution opposing the full-costing plan approv-

ed be the Board of Trustees last month.

The resolution requests the Trustees exempt the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund (SATF) from the 2.4 percent

"tax" they placed on all University trust funds.

Senate Treasurer Lisa Potter explained the SATF
already pays for a number of central costs, including ac-

countmg personnel and Physical Plant overhead. In addi-

tion. Potter said some nwney in the SATF. which spends

about S3 7 million annually, is transferred in from other

trust funds who will be also paying the 2.4 percent "tax
"

Criticizing the "proliferation of surcharges and

recharges." Potter asked that the central costs already

paid be taken into account before assessing the 2.4 percent

charge, or else that the SATF be completely exempted
from the charges.

tion, draft registration
Duffey urges repeal
ofSolonwn amendment

Collrrian photo* b^ Katit Watur*

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, above, speaks on
the Solomon amendment requiring men of draft

age to show proof of registration before being
given financial aid, while Mindy Ordway. below

,

recommends the Senate place a referendum
question for its reorganization on the ballot.

Future can be different

for women in society,

poet tells Smith crowd

By JIM FINKLE
Colkciui Huff

When Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey attended his first

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting last semester, he
sat on the floor because there were no seats available in the
crowded room. Last night, however, he remained stan
ding for nearly an hour as he answered questions from
students.

The evening began with many of the students nodding
their head.s in agreement with Duffey as he responded to a

question on his position on the Soloman amendment.

Terming the law which requires students seeking

financial aid to prove they have registered with the

Selective Service System "a cowardly amendment passed

in the dark of the night," Duffey said he would wurk for its

repeal.

'Many Members of Congress are ashamed of the

amendment, but it is there in law." Duffey said. "I hope it

will be repealed before the spring."

He urged students to work lor repeal ot the law by
requesting the University of Massachusetts Faculty
Senate to pass a motion askine the state's congressional
delegation to work to repeal the oill.

Duffey received criticism from three members of the
audience when they questioned him on the policy regar-

ding the use of University funds for scholars to travel to
the Republic of South Africa.

"I am firmly against any restrictions on travel." Duffey
said. "Many scholars and students can serve the cause of

human rivhts by their travel."

Duffey also sajd he supports naming the Tower Library
in honor of tne late oiacx civii n^nts leader W.E.B
DuBois. The collection of DuBois '

'

writings is housed in the library.

In response to a question on whether Duffey feels co ed
bathrooms are .still an issue with students, he said the topic

was not high on his priority list.

"I have never understood the furor in the first place,"
Duffey said. "I understand for some people it is a serious
issue. I hope it can be resolved without my having to deal
with it."

Prompted by a question regarding the status of Office of

Planning and Budget Director Marie M. Reid, Duffey said

of her special assignment to the School of Educatmn. "I do
not think either of us would describe it as a matter that has

been resolved. It is an arrangement she finds satisfactory.

I still hope she returns to the budget office."

letters and other

By BECKY THATCHER
CollcffiM SUff

We can create alternative institutions if

"we have a vision of what might be." a

feminist poet and author last night said to a

Smith Ccjlege audience.

In a speech titled 'Owning our past and

claiming a feminist future." Marge Piercy

urged people to have a vision and boldly

imagine a future where technology serves

the ordinary people, instead of an elite few.

Piercy said history has not accurately

portrayed women because it has been a

story told by men.

"History has not tokl the story of women
except for queens and a few women who
forced their way into effectiveness," she

said.

Piercy said growing up in the fifties was

being stuck in a perenial adolescence, as

"change seemed inconceivable."

"It was the reign of General Foods.

General Motors, General Eisenhower and

general miasma," she said.

Piercy also spoke of trying to write one of

her most famous novels, H^omen on the

Edge of Thne.

'The hardest part was trying to imagine

a future without sexism, racism, contempt

of the poor and hate of the rich," she said. "I

had to try to imagine a society that valued

people more than things; a society that

stressed cooperation and creativity."

She said society already respects some
kinds of creativity.

"We respect people who juggle the stock

market and rob working people of their

pay." she said.

Piercy said we have to fight being

coerced by a patriarchal culture, and
pursue technology which helps the people.

We can not go to the mass media to find

images of a desireable future because big

conglomerates have bought the publishing

houses and do not publish what might of-

fend, Piercy said.

"Much popular fiction is sold in drug
stores because it is in fact a drug. I urge you
all to support political novelists by buying

them and if necessary, reading them,"

Piercy said.

Piercy concluded her speech by saying

every battle must be fought.

"Somebody has to fight against nuclear

power, somebody has to try to improve
school lunches, somebody has to fight

sexual harrassment. And it all has to be

done this morning," she said. "Let us make
a future ' whose history is one of our

struggle."

Having issued budget,

Dukakis visits UMass

-^

CoMyiltd fron cUff urf AaMriaUd Pm« rvyofta

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who yesterday
filed his proposed |7.3 billion state budget
with the legislature, is scheduled this morn-
ing to take part with Lt. Gov. John Kerry
and cabinet members in the Western
Massachusetts Economic Developn)ent
Conference at the University of
Ma&8achusett8 at Amherst.
UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey is

scheduled to deliver a welcoming address
to the conference at 9:30. After speeches

by several invited guests, Dukakis is

scheduled to discuss economic "Priorities,

Prospects and Processes," and be followed

by Kerry, who will speak on "The Federal
Perspective" of the state's economy.
Dukakis cabinet members scheduled to

speak include Evelyn Muri;rfty, secretary of

economic affairs, who will chair a
workshop on economic development;
Frederick Salvucci, secretary of transpor-

tation, who will chair a transportation

workshop, and Amy Anthony, secretary of

communities and development, who will

chair a workshop on community develop-

ment. Other Cabinet members include

Sharon Pollard, secretary of eneiigy, James
Hoyte. secretary of enviitmmental aSain,
and pMiia Gold, secretary of consumer af-

fairs, who will c<xhair a work8h<^ on
energy and the environment. All evvtnts are

open to the public.

In filing his state budget recommenda-
tions yesterday. Dukakis stressed that his

plans ref^uired legislative cooperation —
not always forthcoming — to succeed. Thus
a hard sell is expected, particularly on the

revenue side of the ledger, which requires

legislative approval of gasoline and
cigarette tax increases and a variety of

ouier measures.

Dukakis' bill, according to an administra-

tion source, depends on new revenue-

raising initiatives for about $215 million.

More than $100 million more of what has
been described as a revenue gap is offset by
management savings steps, improved tax
forecasts and tax enforcement and other

measures, the source said.

The administration has avoided "any tax
increases that will affect all citizens across
the board," Frank Keefe, Dukakis'
secretary of administration and finance,

said Tuesday.
Keefe also acknowledged. "It's fair to

say that in some quarters there seems to be
interest in across-the-board tax increases."

Senate President William M. Bulger
recently proposed a sales tax increase, and
Senate Ways and Means Chairman Chester
G. Atkins issued a report on Monday that

said Massachusetts' recovery from the

recession will be sbwer than the nation's.
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World and national news
()'^yli pushes
healthcare
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Speaker

Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., said yesterday he
favors adding $200 million for health care

programs to a $4.6 billion emergency jobs
program, and wants to strip out "pork
barrel" provisions setting aside tran-

sportation funds to areas represented by
key lawmakers.

O'Neill made his comments as
Republicans drafted their own alternative

jobs bill, a move one aide conceded was
doomed to defeat when the heavily

Democratic House votes today.

By his comments. O'Neill indicated the
$4.6 billion measure would increase in size
by the time it is finally approved, although
he said he wants to avoid a veto con-
frontation with President Reagan. Reagan
has endorsed a $4.3 billion plan for jobs as
well as food and shelter for the needy.

Rep. David Obey, D Wis., is leading the
move to increase spending on the
Democratic bill by $200 million for maternal
and child health care, community based
health centers and other programs.
Comments by O'Neill and other Democratic
leaders indicate that increase is almost
certain to be approved.

As for transportation, O'Neill said a move
by Rep. James Howard. D-N.J., to increase
spending for mass transit and distribute it

more evenly around the country "would
pass overwhelmingly on the floor."

All of the $110 million now in the bill for

mass transit would go to areas represented
by members of the Appropriations Com
mittee or O'NeiU's own area of Boston and
its suburbs.

"I think it is wrong to do thai." O'Neill

said. "I will personally tell them... I per
sonally was disappointed in what they did."

A V180 Calif, residents yesterday use their bodies to shore up a levee
while they wait for more sand bags. The town's residents were
evacuated and Alviso roads were being closed by the hour following
heavy rams throughout the area.

Congress gets EPA records
SANTA BARBARA. Calif. (AP) -

President Reagan yesterday ordered that

Congress be granted access to all

Environmental Protection Agency
documents sought by House and £>enate

committees investigating the agency.

But the president refused to appoint an
independent commission to conduct an
impartial investigation into allegations of

agency misconduct.

Deputy White House Press Secretary
Larry Speakes, who relayed Reagan's
orders to reporters, said Reagan continues

to stand behind EPA Administrator Anne
Burford despite calls from several

congressmen for her resignation.

In a separate interview with The
Associated Press. White House chief of
staff James Baker said "there are no
present plans" to fire the controversial
administrator.

Speakes said Reagan, relaxing at his
mountain top. received a briefing this
mornmg on the EPA situation from Baker.
As a result. Speakes said, the president

directed that Congress "shall continue to
have complete access to any and all

documents they seek in conjunction with
oversight of the Environmental Protection
Agency."

El Salvador
receives Pope
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (AP) - Pope

John Paul II arrived yesterday with

messages of hope and peace for Central

America — a region shattered by violence

that has killed 100,000 people in the past

five years.

The pontiff's plane touched ground at

3:24 p.m. 4:24 p.m. EST after a 14-hour

flight from the Vatican with a stopover in

Portugal. Sirens sounded to mark John
Paul's arrival as his custom Alitalia jetliner

taxied on the tarmac.

Hundreds of thousands of residents of

this heavily Roman Catholic nation of 2.5

million — an oasis of political calm in a
troubled area — lent a festive atmosphere
to the Lenten season, generally a time of

penance for the faithful.

John Paul kissed the ground at San
Jose's Juan Santamaria airport, repeating

a gesture from his three previous trips to

Latin America, and then rode 18 miles to

the city to meet with Central American
bishops. Rain stopped just before the ar-

rival, but skies remained overcast.

Cheering Costa Ricans waved and held
aloft signs saying "Te queremos, Juan
Pablo." Spanish for "We i*)ve you. John
Paul. ' All business shut down at noon, and
the government virtually stopped opera-
tions for the rest of the week, as the whole
country appeared to want tf) make the best
impression possible.

Costa Rica was playing up the religious

aspect of the event. "We do not have to use
his visit for propaganda purposes," said a
government official. He asked not to be
identified, apparently so he would not of-

fend neighlK)nng countries the pope will

visit, where sensitive political issues are in-

volved.

Haig cites FaUdands
as cause of downfall
BOSTON Former Secretary of State

Alexander M. Haig Jr. says his failure to
negotiate an end to the Falkland Islands
war gave "preditators " in the Reagan
administration an excuse to push him out.

"A little blood dripped from the veins for
predators to feast at." Haig told The Boston
Globe in what the newspaper said was his
first interview since he left office eight
months ago.

Haig tdd the Globe his resignation
foibwed a king period of dissatisfaction and
dissension as a member of the Reag.
cabinet. Haig also said he planned to leave
his job after the November elections, but
his offer to resign was quickly accepted by
the president.

"The president took up my op-

tion... because clearly his counselors said
now was the time." he said. "There were
many, many contributors to that. Not only
minute by minute tensions in the Middle
East, but also the Falklands situatmn."

Radiation not needed
for children's leukemia
BOSTON — Routine doses of radiation to

the head can be avoided in treating most
cases of chQdhood leukemia, because drugs
alone will prevent the disease from
recurring just as effectively, researchers

•ay-

Children with acute lymphocytic
leukemia, or ALL. are often given head
radiation to keep the disease from
spreading to their central nervous systems.

Doctors have become increasingly

concerned about the effects of radiation on
the brain. Two studies have shown that

youngsters' IQs typically drop 12 points

after having the treatment.

The latest research, conducted on 506

young leukemia victims, compared the use

of head radiation with a drug called

methotrexate. Some received head
radiation plus spinal injections of

methotrexate, while the rest got both
spinal and intravenous doses of the drug
but not radiation.

When the risk of further disease was
considered to be moderate, the relapse rale

was the same in both groups — 27 percent
during 40 months of follow-up.

Digest
By the Associated Press

ecthn might
infertility

BOSTON — A c<Hnmon. easily curable
bacterial infection appears to be a major
cause of infertility, and treating it may
altow many couples to have children,
research shows.

The bacteria is often passed through
sexual contact, and its symptoms are so
mikl that most victims do not even realize

that they have it.

Dr. Attila Toth said that about a third of
aU childless couples seen at his infertility

clinic at New York HospiUl have this in-

fection is cured with antibiotics. 60 percent
of them are able to achieve pr^nancy
within three years.

The culprit is a germ called Tmyroplasma
or ureaplasma urealyticum that invades the
genital tract in both men and women.
At least 15 percent of all married couples

in the United States are infertile, and Toth
says. "It's my belief that at least half of all

infertility cases are due to infectk>n. and a
large percentage of these are due to
mycoplasma."

Toth's study was published in today's
issue of the New England Journal of
Medicine. A second study on the bacteria,

directed by Dr. Gail H. Cassell at the
University of Alabama in Birmingham, was
also published in the journal.

In the New York study, the doctors used
culture testing to reveal infection in 161
men whose wives had not been able to

become pregnant. Both partners were
given the antibiotic doxycyline. and the
drug wiped out the bacteria in 80 percent of

them.

IXiring the next three years. 60 percent
of those couples who had been freed of the
infection were able to get pregnant, com
pared with 5 percent of those who still had
the infection.

Toth said that other drugs are also effec-

tive against the bacteria, and doctors even
tually are able to clear up the infection in

all but 2 or 3 percent of the cases.

Asbestos in school
forces closing in Ayer
AYER — Concerned about high leveb of

asbestos, school officials yesterday closed
Ayer Junior Senior High School for an
indefmite period, ordering the school's

1,100 students and staff to clean their
lockers.

School Superintendent R. Neville
Markham ordered the school closed by 1 :30

p.m. because of "asbestos problems."
The decision came Tuesday night in an

emergency meeting of the school board.
David Naperstek, director of the Nashoba
Associated Boards of Health and Stephen
Slarsky. chairman of the Ayer Board of

Health, asked school officials to ctose the
school based on the findings of asbestos
tests conducted at the school on Monday.
Markham said those tests found high

levels of asbestos in the school's classrooms,
cafeteria and auditorium.

Alaska man kills 6
in shooting rampage
GLENNALLEN. Alaska - Authorities
say an unemployed computer prt)grammer
went on a shooting rampage in a snow-
bound, backcountry villa^. killing six of its

22 residents before he fled in a snowmobile
and was arrested by tn)opers.

In custody at Anchorage, charged with
six counts of first-degree murder, was 39
year old Louis D. Hastings. He was held
yesterday in lieu of $300,000 bond, and
authorities said they had no clue to what
prompted the shootings.

Christopher Richards, one of two injured
survivors of the violence in the town of
McCarthy, told police he remembered
vividly the words of the man who shot him
Tuesday:

"Look, you're already dead. If you'll just
quit fighting. I'll make it easy for you."

Instead, the 29 year old Richards said, he
grabbed a knife, slashed his assailant and
fied in his stocking feet into the snow.
He was picked up by a neighbor on a

snowmobile and taken to an airstrip in

McCarthy, an old mining town in the
Wrangell Mountains 225 miles east of
Anchorage. It is inaccessible by road in
winter.
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Students crowd nuclear freeze table to sipi proxy forms to express to

their Congressional representatives their support for ending the arms

race.

Peace group asks students

to agn m> fn- nuke fieeze
By TRICIA YACOVONE

CoiWfiuSUfr

Students walking into the Student Union

today and tomorrow will be asked to sign

proxy slip* which will be brought to

congress by the national citizena' lobby for

the nuclear freeze, to be hekl next Tuesday

in Washingtoa. D.C.

The drive, sponsored by the Traproek

Peace Center of DeerOekl and the

University of MasaachuaetU peacemakers.

was organized to have the proxies signed to

be brought to the students' U.S. senators

and representatives, asking them to vote

for the resolution. By noon, yesterday

approximately 200 students had signed

proxy forms, said Lisa Phoenix, a UMass
anthropology major who is interning with

the Traproek ^oup.
Their lobbymg group, which will leave

Northampton for Washinaj.on at 11 p.m.

next Monday, haa taken the responsibility

of delivering these forms to the senators

and representatives.

"Whoever supports the freeze and cannot

be there on Tuesday can sign one of the

proxies to get representation. " Phoenix

said.

Phoenix said only two people who had

approached the table actually said they did

not support the freeze and would not sign

the proxy. Phoenix also said the Nuclear

Freeze issue would gain more support if

people realized the effects of a nuclear war.

"People don't realize that nuclear war is

irreversible and final. There is no such

thing as Civil Defense in a nuclear ex

change. The radioactivity travels

everywhere, getting into everything.

Phoenix said.

The timing of the lobby is crucial in that it

will occur just before the House's vote on

the depk>yment of missiles in Europe, she

said.

"We're going down next Tuesday to show

our support for the freeze before its vote

will occur in the House.

"The freeze is to be voted on either

March 9 or 10, so we're going down to

Washington next Tuesday to show our

support and insure the pasaage of this

referendum before the house votes on

where and how many Cruising and Per

shing missiles it will depk>y in Western
Europe," Phoenix said. "It is important that

we get this referendum passed now,

otherwise it will be very difficult if there

are dready nuclt^ar weapons in Europe."

Coilins daims econcxn^ hurt

as state's schods dedme
By JIM FINKLE

( oii*vMii sun

To compete in the national and in-

tematk>nai economies, Massachusetts must
improve its primary and secondary schools,

according to the chairman of the state

House of Representatives Committee on
Education.

Rep. James G. Coilins. D Amherst, said

in a recent interview that the past few

years have been negative ones for

education in Massachusetts due to the cuts

brought about by Proposition 2Vi.

A 1968 graduate of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. Collins was
appointed chairman of the Committee on

Education in January, replacing retired

chairman Frank Matrango, D Nmlh
Adams.
"The past few years... are reflective of

'what has been happening in this country —
a deterioration of its public school system

and a trend where people are taking their

children out of public schools and putting

them into private schools," Collins said.

"If our children are not educated as well

as they can be educated, if they can't

develop their full potential and talent, then

we are not going to be able to compete with

other countries, such as Japan, West
Germany and the Soviet Union, that are

paying attention to the education of their

children," he said. "If that's the case, then

the children of today, as adults, will not

have work tomorrow. And if that's the case,

there will not be anybody around to pay for

our Social Secu.ily system when I am gray

and needing my Social Security benefits. It

is in everyone's interest that we have

quality education."

"What we intend to do is rebuild the

pubUc schools m this state, increase public

support by increasing the quality of public

education — K through 12 — and mcrease
the support for public higher education."

Collins said.

To inrrea.se support for public education,

ColUns said the state must rebuild its public

primary and secondary schools. Con
sequently. he %aid. the state's public higher

education institutions will receive increased

public support.

"Massatiiusetts has one of the lowest

shares of state support for local education of

any state in the country." Collins said. "In

fact, we rely the most heavily on the k)cal

property tax to raise revenues for the local

schools. That creates a situation of unequal

educational opportunity between wealthy

and poor school districts. Some school

districts spend three times as much as

others on the education of their children.

You get unequal educational opportunity

and the quality of your education depends

on where you live."

Besides increasing funding for k>cal

schools. Collins said his committee will look

at other issues , affecting the local schools

as curriculum, state wide testing to see

how well students are learning the

curriculum, and programs lo provide

professional development of teachers and
administrative staff.

"Basically, I want to elevate the teaching

profession." Collins said. "I think it has

been wrongly attacked. A student at

UMass going into public education 'almost

has to be a martyr or a saint these days,

looking at it practically speaking. This is

not the correct way to look at things if we
want to have excellence in the classroom

and attract dedicated, competent people

into our classes as teachers."

New program strives

to recruit teachers
By BECKY THATCHER

Collecisn SUfT

A new program which intends to attract

talented math and science majors to the

education field, instead of high technology,

will beg^n in June under the auspices of the

University of Massachusetts' School of

Eklucation.

The program, described by the School as

a "coordinated graduate degree program
linking private industry, public schools and

UMass at Amherst," will take place in the

Greater Boston area.

Co-director Dr. Klaus Schultz said the

purpose of the program is to aUevaite a

serious shortage of secondary school

teachers in Massachusetts.

"Of 49 colleges surveyed, the number of

people planning on being certified to teach

are two in chemistry and two in physics,"

Schultz said. "Nationwide, of new teachers

that were hired, 50 percent were not

qualified to teach."

The industries are spelling their own
doom by taking away all the bright people

because they rely on people from local high

schools to fill technician s jobs, the former

physicist said.

The Math/Science/Technology Education
Project will l>e an intensive 14-..n<)nth

masters degree program which will com-
bine work in private industry, teaching in

public schools and courses, in education, he
said.

The participants will be paid for their

work and possibly be given loans to pay
their tuition. "We are trying to provide two
incentives to go into education, one
financial and the other excitement- -the

excitement of being where things are

happening in industry." Schultz said.

"If you have an interest in the human
rewards of teaching, this will make it more
attractive." he said.

Graduates of the program will be cer-

tified to teach in Massachusetts and have a

conunitment to teach in Massachusetts for

three years, he said.

Though recruitment is taking place

across the nation. Schultz said. "I would
like t<) have a good representation of

UMass students."

Salvadoran tells oiher side
By DAVID B. MINER

CoUcfftoaSuff

Lucio Lleras. a spokesman for the

Farabundo Marti Front for National

Liberation (FMLN) movement in El

Salvador, was on the University of

Massachusetts campus yesterday to pre-

sent the FMLN viev^point of the situation

in his country.

Lleras said it is his contention that

because the press in Ei Salvador is under
close government scrutiny, the American
people are not getting a clear picture of

what is happening in the Central American
country which, since 1980, has been engulf-

ed in a bloody civil war that he clainrts has

seen at least 40.000 civilian casualties.

"Contrary to what has been claimed in

the American press." he said, "the FMLN
is not a communist fr<mt."

He claims the FMLN is made up of a
number of different groups and has a wide

spread grass roots popular support.

He said the govemn>ent of Mexico

recognizes the FMLN as the represen-

tative of the Salvadurian people and that

the United Nations has passed a resolution

calling for a negotiated settlement in El
Salvador.

He said the United States has provided

more than $1 billion in aid to the

Salvadorian government, and that Presi-

dent Rea^i^an haa just promised an addi-

tional $60 million in military aid.

He said the American government has
been the biggest supporter of the FMLN,
since most of its military supplies are
"recouped" American weapons.
Lieras concluded his speech by saying,

"Morale is very low in the Salvadorian ar-

my. Many low to middle ranking
Salvadorian army officers favor a negated
settlement (with FMLN). There will be a
morale collapse in the Salvadorian army
which will allow for a FMLN victory.

"The only thing we fear is direct US
military intervention."

Lleras will speak again at 7:30 this even-

ing at Amherst College in place to be an-

nounced today.

Suspect to appear in court
By BILL WALL

C«tl*giai> sun

A New Bedford man, who currently faces

four criminal charges in connection with the

stabbing last semester of freshman

basketball player Arthur J. (A.J.) Wynder
at the University of Massachusetts and has

since been in the Hampshire County House

of Corrections, is schedules to attend a pre-

trial conference Monday.
Micoyan N. Von Dyke. 19. was indicted

by the Hampshire County Grand Jury and

subsequently arraigned in front of the

Hampshire County Superior Court on

charges of assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon, a knife, assault with

intent to murder, assault with a dangerous

weapon, and assault and battery, said

David Angier. the assigned prosecuting

attorney. The latter two charges are in

connection with an alleged incident in-

volving Von Dyke and a mutual female

friend of Von Dyke's and Wynder's. Angier

said.

"There will be a conference in front of the

court on March 7 for the prosecutor and I to

discuss potential plea bargaining and to

exchange evidence." said Richard Rubin,

lawyer for Von Dyke. The exchange of

evidence — "discovery " as it is known —
has to be completed before a trial date can

beset. Rubin said.

A plea of innocent was entered on Von
Dyke's behalf at his arraignment Dec. 6 and

a lawyer was appointed for him. Angier

said. Rubin said the Massachusetts' Public

Defenders Committee located in Springfield

represents the accused in front of the

Superior Court in felony cases.

Angier said the stabbing resulted from a

disagreement between Von Dyke and
Wynder concerning a relationship with

their mutual female friend. Wynder was
stabbed in the lower abdomen at about 10

p.m. on Dec. 5 in the area of Kennedy
Dormitory in the Southwest Residential

College, according to police reports.

Wynder, a six foot two guard from New
York, said he is doing well this semester,

but is not practicing with the team and is

"red-shirted" for the season, which means
he will not play with the team and will

retain a year of eligibility.
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Camp Young Judaea

Amherst, New Hampshire
(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in

need of Department Directors and Activity

Specialists for this summer in: Athletics,

Gymnastics, Swim Instruction (WSI),
Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts, Camp-
craft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk

Song, Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office

Personnel and Nurses (R.N.). Excellent

Salaries and fringe benefits. Please contact
Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director, 81

Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,
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Amherst
ChinMe
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
ClOMd WadoMdays

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm
BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
253-7836

Hart to speak at UMass
By RICHARD NANGLE

Collcran SUff

Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado, candidate for

the Democratic nomination for president, is

scheduled to speak tomorrow morning in

the Student Union Ballroom at the

University of Massachusetts.

The topic of his speech is "Education and
the Economy in the 1980's and 90's."

The event, which is free and open to the

public, is scheduled to begin at 10.:30 with a

speech by Michael Ferrigno who will outline

the goals of the State Student Association

of Massachusetts. James Quinn, president

of Students Advocating Financial Aid.

(SAFA) wUl follow. Quinn will talk about
student involvement with next week's

oi HARVARD
• this summer
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II IIIAcademic
&ia% seeking dean

SAFA lobbying trip to Washington, D.C.
At 10:55, UMass Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey will give the welcoming address for

Hart.

Hart is scheduled to speak for 15 to 20
minutes and then take questions from the
audience for another 15 or 20 minutes.

"In the last four years we have seen an
administration divide the country rather
than unite it. The American public must
work together for the good of the future
country rather than individual special

interests," said Dave Nelson, western
Massachusetts student coordinator for the
Hart campaign and co- president of the
UMass Recognized Student Organization,
Students for Gary Hart.

services

By JIM FINKLE
CollfKian Suff

After nearly a year of operation without
the supervision of a permanent dean, ap
plications for a dean of academic support
services are now U'lng reviewed by a
search committee.
The dean of academic support services

coordinates what interim Dean of
Academic Support Services Larry G.
Benedict calls "enrollment management."
"Enrollment management is the theme

song of academic support services," said
Benedict, who also serves as Associate
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.

Enrollment management is a t<K)l the ad-
ministration uses to look at recruitment,
enrollment, maintenance and graduation of
UMass students, he said. "It is the cuttimr
edge."
"The challenges are always to effect bet-

ter delivery for the students, to look at the
needs of the student as he or she moves
through the system," said Assistant
Chancellor Deidre Ann Ling, who served
as dean of academic support services from
March 1981 to May 1982.
The admissions, counselling and career

development, financial aid, and ID. offices

are under the jurisdiction of that area.

The dean also supervises placement ser-

vices, the registrar's office, the scheduling
office and Veteran's services.

Program Coordinator of the UMass In-

ternship Office, Ellen Wolf, who is heading
the 8-member committee, said Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson asked her to time the search so the
new dean "will be on board this summer."
The search committee is comprised of

two students, two faculty members, one
alumni representative and three represen-
tatives from departments within academic
support services.

Whoever is hired for the job will become
the second dean of academic support ser-

vices. The area was created by Vice
Chancellor Mad.son two years ago during a
reorganization of the entire student affairs

area.

The academic affairs area was created to

allow the admini.stration to better coor-
dinate relateii areas such as admissions and
financial aid, Madson said.

"The most successful dean can concep-
tualize what problems are and pull them in-

to pieces faculty and students can get
after." Madson said. "It's a team leader,

coordinating kind of effort."
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sn't It time you got an ^^A''

The Student Note & Printing Service
Can Help!

If you are currently enrolled in any of
the folloDving courses. • •

Astron 100 Schloerb

BA 210 Hare

Botany 100 Shapiro

COINS 121 Coleson

COINS 123

Com Stu 121 Davis

Com Stu 150 Cronen

Econ 103 C Flamm
Econ 103D Tarditi

• • .then come to

Geo!. 103 Carritt

Mgt. 301 Odiorne

Mktg. 301 Rosenberg

Psych 100 B Moss
Psych 100 C Riseman
Psych 110 D Gold

Psych 150 B Simonson
Soc 103 Chilton

Zoo 102 Coles, Ludlam
Rauch, Nutting

Lj

Econ 104 A Treyz

Econ 104 B Podgursky

Econ 104 C Bausor

Econ 104 D Wolff

Econ 104 E Ackerman
Econ 104 F Deere

FSN 101 Clydesdale

FSN 102 Sawyer
FSN 130 Bert

Geog. 145 McNeill

&l»viNiiiHl

403 Student Union (upstairs)
OPEN: M-Th 9-S Fri 10-3

Tel. S45-227I
Good quality lecture notes for a valuable study aid

(the rest Is up to you)•^••••••a •Maaaaaaaaaaaai ••••I
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Two do^ mirror bored expressioiiB as they wait tied up outside Boyden Gymnasium.

Power outage cripples Boston
BOSTON (AP) A manhole fire destroyed seven power

lines yesterday, blacking out Boston's busy financial

district near the waterfront when the electric company had
to cut power to a six-square mile area of downtown, of-

ficials said.

The blaze knocked out power to the city's major banks

and investment houses, darkening offices, traffic lights.

computers, and trapping dozens of people in stalled

skyscraper elevators. Hundreds of thousands of workers
were forced to leave offices early.

No injuries were reported.

Reinforced police patrols nwved afternoon rush-hour

traffic out of the city's most densly populated commercial

area - including historic Faneuil Hall and guarded the

darkened buildings after nightfall.

Boston Edison Co.. the city utility, said 15 crews were
working to restore power to the approximately six-square-

mile area by this afternoon, said Carl Gustin, Edison's

director of public information.

"We're asking people to treat this like a snowstorm and

not drive to work and take public transportation

tomorrow," Boston Traffic Commissioner John Vitaglione

said yesterday.

The fire broke out in a manhole at Milk and Pearl streets

in the heart of the financial district about 2:30 p.m., said

Mike Monahan. a Boston Exlison spokesman. The fire

destroyed seven cables, and the utility decided to cut off all

other service in the area to prevent further damage to

other equipment.

He said the city had decided against closing the area,

preferring to leave that decision to individual companies.

Besides Faneuil Hall in the middle of the renovated

Quincy Market area, other buildings affected were the

headquarters of the Sheraton Corp.; the headquarters of

the First National Bank of Boston, the nation's 16th

largest; and the waterfront New England Aquarium,

which hooked up a generator truck to its building to

prevent damage to its live fish exhibits.

Women drivers

facing hazards
By LISA PEDULLA

Collegian Suff

The most constructive way for women to avoid physical

assault when they are driving alone is to stay in control of

the situation, said counselor/ advocate Cathy Roach of the

Everywoman's Center (EWC) at the University of

Massachusetts.

Roach said women must be aware that attacks can

happen to anyone and they must take precautions.

"Every situation is different," she said. "We want to talk

about prevention, but we don't want to tell women not to

go out."

One problem, she said, is most women do knot know a tot

about cars. This makes them dependent upon strangers if

their cars break down. It is imp<^ant for women to not put

themselves in this situation, she said.

"Getting lost can be a real hazard. The more women can

travel in control, the better off they will be," Roach said.

Roach also said it helps to be aware of the surroundings

one is in.

"It is easy to get loet in parking garages. Women should

be aware of the exits and where security is k>cated," she

said.

"It is best to park close to where one is going and to try

and find people to walk with going back and forth from

parking k>ts. she said.

When accepting rides from strangers (as through ride

boards), it is important to check out the driver or have

someone familiar along for the trip. Or, Roach said, women
should only accept rides from other women.

"It is sometimes unavoidable. Women have to take

chances a lot." she said. "The best thing is to know where
service places are and to make sure someone is aware of

your destiny, who you're riding with and when you should

arrive," she said.

From the rape handbook of preventive measures put out

by the Hampshire County Rape Information and

Prevention Council and the Family Planning Council of

Western Massachusetts, the following is a list of safety tips

for women drivers.

Be aware of surroundings.

Walk to your car with purpose.

Have keys ready.

Keep doors locked while driving.

Avoid deserted roads.

If you think you're being followed head for the nearest

police station or well lit heavily populated area.

If you run out of gas, k)ck your doors and wait for police.

Do not accept rides from strangers; simply ask them to

call for aid.

If you pass another motorist in trouble, call for help. Do
not stop, it could be a trap.

OMifroverey surrounds int^raticMi of knowledge' proposal
Editor's NoU: Thta ut the ftmrth in n s»n».v <>rt ditwral

Ediuntum.

By RITA MURPHY
('•IIVCIM Staff

One of the most controversial |»arts f»f the (k'neral

Education Curriculum proposal now l>efore the Faculty

Senate of the University of Massachusetts is the Integra-

tion of Knowledge component.
Integration of Knowledge is divided into two parts: the

Freshman Stminar and the Junior/Senior Seminar.

The Freshman Seminar is. according to the proposal,

the 'comerstont' of the General Education rrv>gram.

The seminar would be a class consisting of 20 students

which would deal with "important contemporary issues

from an interdisciplinary perspective," the proposal

states.

One of the major goals of the seminar would be "to in-

troduce students to the General Education Program on

campus," according to the report.

The emphasis placed <»n tenured faculty has created

most of the controversy concerning the seminar "because

it requires the involvement of a large projKirtion of the

faculty and asks them to perform a kind of teaching with

which many of them may not be familiar," according tc

the proposal.

Ellen Nylen. task force coordinator for the student sub-

committee on education, said the seminar would "get

faculty out of research and into classrooms."

Currently, the University does not "reward
undergraduate teaching as heavily as they do research and

publishing,"' Nylen said.

The seminar attempts to change that by giving t«'nured

faculty the incentive to teach, she said.

According to the proposal, the "Provost will give par-

ticular attention to faculty work in freshman seminars"

when awarding "merit pay and pn)motion recommenda-

tions from departments and deans."

There is controversy among senators involving the

economic implications of such a program. At the Feb. 3 /

senat<» meeting, several senators expresse<l doubt,** -as to

whether such a program would be financially jH»ssible.

Since that meeting, the senate still has not been provid-

ed with the |K>tential costs of the prr^jram, and that <»f the

freshman seminar in particular.

According to the proposal. "WiuJe iltv ircaiiiiian

seminar may indeed be costly in terms of financial and

human resources, not to institute this cornerstt)ne of the

(ieneral Education Program may be more costly in terms

of the integrity of the program."

The .lunior/Senior Seminar, if appn>ved by the senate,

would be merged with the third year writing course cxir-

rently under review by a senate committee.

Such a merger means that for every undergraduat*' stu-

dent there will lie one course that integrates i.ssues of

general education with the student's own defmrtmental

major, with practical attentif»n to writing. acc<»rding to the

report.

At its meeting today, the senate is exfjected to focus

debate on the Integration of Knowledge c(»miK»nent of the

proposal.
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Compulsive eaters can get help
By LISA PEDLLLA

("oUrgian SUff

Dr. Robert Bradt is on a mission.

He wants to help people deal with what he calls "the
syndrome of chronic dieting." Brandt, co-director of Focus
Awareness on Compulsive Eating (FACE program) in

Northampton, said the program was developed "tc

restructure attitudes on food and fatness."

"There is an epidemic of compulsive eating on college
campuses that didn't exist 10 years ago," Brandt said.

He said he attributes this to the increase in the
proliferation of dieting.

For college students especiaUy, there is the increased
pressure of grades, social pressure and being away from
home. The issue of compulsive eating often begins in late

high school and early college years, he said. College
students receive mixed messages: one to look good to make
the social scene, and the other to "pig out" with friends, he
said.

"For years people have bought the notion that dieting
equals weight loss," Brandt said. He said he believes
dieting has failed, when people get deprived of food. They
often start hinging and end up gaining more weight than
when they started, he said.

"When a person goes to a party or the dining commons
and others are eating pizza and ice cream, but you can't...

you feel deprived and end up hinging," he said.

The FACE Program helps dieters to develop new
concepts about food, he said. If a person enjoys food more.

they will be more satisfied and actually eat less.

He defined what he called a food-o-stat, which tells when
a person has eaten too much or too little and balances the

two. Brandt said people should be aware that the amount
of food taken in can fluctuate with no harmful effects due to

this built in mechanism.
The program is not behavior modification because that

would be like telling people they're not in control of their

inner feelings, he said.

The program was started two years ago by Brandt, a

licensed clinical psychologist, and his wife, Joan

w-Brandt. a social worker. He said their approach to tht

weight control program is a personal as well as

professional one. i

For ten years, Swerdlow-Brandt fought her own ob-

session with food, during which time she learned to deal

with the issues around food and fatness, and decided to

help others, Brandt said.

It is important to deal with what b on the inside as wel)

as what is on the outside, he said. The program, he said^

works on dealing with peoples attitudes on food and fat*

ness.
'

FACE is a two month program of group discussions

aimed at changing people's attitudes about the foods they

eat. and helping them find the ideal weight for theit

bodies. The sessions include food awareness experiments,

Brandt said, "which work to heighten the awareness of the

taste and quality of food."

UMass police 'shape iq)' for patrols

^

By NEIL RHEIN

Since early January, University of Massachusetts police
have been toning up their bodies at 'The Body Shop" m the
North Physical Education gymnasium.

Forty tnree police and support staff have devoted up to
45 minutes of their regular snifts to workouts on hydraulic
equipment, said Marv Dumas, staff devebpment and
community relations officer for the University police. The
purpose of the program is to prepare police for the
physically demanding aspects of their job. she said.

"The idea for the program was devised by the University
police themselves. Dumas said. In a recent "needs
assessment survey," she said, police indicated the need for

a physical fitness program within the department, ranking
it second in importance.
With the help of AssisUnt Professor Patty Freedson and

Dr. Frank Katch. Chairman of the Exercise Science
Department, Dumas said a battery of fitness evaluation
tests were performed. None of the officers was deemed
physically unfit, she said. Tests included a treadmill streH

test, underwater weighing to determine total body fat. and
an electrocardiogram to assess heart function when the
body is at rest, she said.

The exercise program involves the use of Hydra Fitness

Hydraulic Resistive Exercise equipment. Dumas said.

This IS a new concept which promotes cardiovascular

fitness and strength improvement, she said. Access to the
equipment is provided twenty four hours a day to allow
police on all shifts an opportunity to workout, she said.

Police stay in constant radio conmiunication with
headquarters in case of an extreme emergency. Dumas
said.

The program has received favorable response from the
local community. Dumas said.

"There has been lots of enthusiastic support from
students in The Body Shop."' said Dumas. She cited this
support as being helpful in increasing the popularity of the
program. Currently over 50 percent of the force is

voluntarily participating, she said.

Each of the officers is scheduled to be reevaluated at the
end of May to assess any progress made. Dumas said.

Where the world is

turned upside down
Editor's Note: Rictiard Martin, a Journalistic Stuaien

majorfrom Taunton, is spending his junior year iis an ex-

change studemt at the University of Queensland in
Brisbane, Australia.

By RICHARD MARTIN
('ollegimn SUff

BRISBANE, Australia — The immediate question

that comes to mind is, "Why the hell should I bother to

read about Australia?", isn't it? Most of you know a bit

about the country; it is still tied politically to England, it is

halfway around the world from us (21 hours by air from
Boston), its seasons are reversed and it is home for animals

such as the kangaroo, the wallaby, and the koala.

Australia, however, enjoys fantastic mineral wealth and
has plenty of other natural resources to keep its people

content. The generally warm weather throughout the

country means that energy resources are not spent on

heating homes. In addition, the Australian military forces

are rather small, so their national budget is not burdened

by defense spending.

Despite all this, Australia has always been shackled by a

lack of a national identity, a sense of purpose among its

people that allows the sum to become greater than the

whole of its parts.

This search is further complicated by the fact that

Australia is a land of contrasts. Its land mass is equal to

that of the United States, yet its population is ap
proximately the same as the state of Massachusetts (13

million).

There are many more contrasts. The intense feeling of
environmentalism versus {he desire to expand the country
is a prime example illustrating Australia's internal debate
as they search for a sense of their national self.

Slowly, however, they have made progress on other
leveb. There is legislation pending in their national
government to change the Australian Flag, by removing
England's Union Jack from its place in the upper left hand
corner. Likewise, there is a popular movement abreast to
change the national anthem to something more Australian.

Finaliy. Australia is in the midst of a national election for

their Parliament and Prime Minister, which will go a long
way in deciding their future. Eraser represents the
Liberal Party (actually it is more conservative than our
Republican Party) and has pursued policies over the last

nine years that are similar to Reagan's and England's
Margaret Thatcher's.

The Labour Party's Bob Hawke (their Labour Party is

slightly more conservative than our Democratic Party) is

trying to unseat him and could be successful in a country
with 10 percent unempk>yment. stagnation, and a shoruge
of professional-type people.
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Monday, March 7
8 pm at the F.A.C.

•2. 5 college students

$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office
sponsored by University Aits Council
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Happy Hour
Thursday 9 - close

Friday 2 - 5:30
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50' DRAFTS 99* BAR DRINKS

Vincent Price

Film Festival

Sunday march 6

2:00 pm • Theatre of Blood
4:00 pm - Pit and the Pendulum

6:00 pm - The Masque of Red Death
8:00 pm - The Raven
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NewslineSj^j,^
Polish dranudist to speak in Aniherst area

Polish dramatist Jerzy Grotowski will

present this week at four area colleges a

series of lectures on his innovative work in

theatre. The series will begin today with a

discussion at Mount Holyoke College.

The public is invited to attend the free

lectures. "Theatre of Sources: A Dialogue
Between Jerzy Grotowski and Richard

Mennen" will be presented first today at 1

p.m. in the Theatre Building Auditorium at

Mount Holyoke Collptje. and a^ain next

Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Converse
Assembly Hall at Amherst College.

"Montage for Theatre Directors" will be
presented tomorrow from 11:20 to 2 in Sage
Hall Two at Smith College.

"Before Theatre and Anthropology" will

be delivered Saturday at 1 in the Per-

forming Arts Center at Hampshire College,

and on Sunday and Monday, both at 8 p.m..

in the Converse Assembly Room at

Amherst College.

Vohinteers sought to be swimming instructcms

Photo by John Douretir

Student firefighters get "hands-on" training while hauling their

hose to a blaze.

Student firefi^ters helping

protect campus commurafy

Volunteer swinmiing instructors are

wanted for a seven week instructional

swimming program for children at the

North Sphysical Education (NOPE)

building. Sessions will be held Monday
through Friday from 4 to 5 p.m. Interested

volunteers should inquire at the NOPE
main office.

By MICHAEL R. FLYNN
CollocMa CafrvofMMlcBt

Student firefighters do not pay rent to

live in North Station, home base for the

student firefighting force, but they earn

their keep by fighting fires and responding

to medical emergencies.

The members of the student force are

constantly training tt) maintain their status

as a highly qualified and proficient engine

company of the Amherst Fire Department,

said Doug Osmond, captain of the student

fire fighting force.

"Engine Company 3 of the Amherst Fire

Department is unique among volunteer

forces." Osmond said. "It is an indepen

dent engine company, manned by students

who operate the equipment, drive the

trucks and ambulance, and respond to

emergencies in the Amherst area."

The student force was founded in March

1956 by Paul Knight III of Waltham. a

1959 University of Massachusetts
graduate, to "take up the slack" of the

Amherst Fire Department, according to a

newspaper clipping from Jan. 1962.

"We are here to augment the Amherst

Fire Department." Osmond said. "But we

have the training and the mechanical abili-

ty to be a front line engine company."

"The training we do is very inten.se." Os

mond said. "We require a student to have a

minimum of 100 hours EMT (Emergency

Medical Training) and 25 hours of pump
operator training, before he is considered a

The members of the student fire fighting

force receive no pay for the work they do.

force receive no pay for the work they do.

Last semester, Russell said he was called

to an accident in front of Mike's Westview

Cafe, where two students had been struck

by a car.

When Russell arrived on the scene, he

said the two students were lying in the

road and in need of help.

"One man wasn't breathing properly,"

Russell said, "and the other man had a

crushed foot. I had to decide immediately

what the best course of action would be.

"Fortunately we had enough qualified

people there to help them both. It was cold

out and I remember I was shaking when I

applied pressure to this guys foot. He kept

asking me 'how is my foot, will I play

baseball again?' I wasn't able to tell him un-

til we were in the ambulance.

"Being calm, collected, and decisive in a

pressure situation like that is where the

satisfaction of this job comes from."

The students maintain their proficiency

by keeping a rigorous training schedule.

said Bob Charfoenneau, a lieutenant in the

student company.
"We have a three hour drill once a week

and one all day drill once a month,"
Charbenneau said, with "as much live-fire

training as possible."

Twice a year, the students travel to the

Belchertown smoke-house where members
become acclimated in the use of an oxygen

mask in a smoke-filled building.

"Each member puts on a mask and must

crawl and feel his way around the building

while searching for a simulated victim.
"

said Charbenneau. "It can be a very

disorienting experience."

Women's Week

THURSDAY
Anti-racism team will meet at 4 i).m.

Check the Campus Center schedule for

room number.
"Tribute to Black Womanhood." a leo

ture and aware presentatutn. will I* held at

8 p.m. in the Neilson Library Browsing

RtH)m.

Women's Leadership Project will meet

at 7 p.m. in the Dukes R(X)m in the Student

Union building. The Speaker's Series and

internal education will be discussed. All in-

terested women are invited to attend.

FRIDAY
"Women, Politics and International

Relations" will be discussed at 3:30 p.m. m
the Wright Hall Common R(K)m at Smith

College.

"Goddesses Amon^Us" will be held at

7:30 p.m. at 17 Kellogg Ave. The lecture

will be followed by an intensive weekend
workshop which will explore the different

aspects of the feminine as they affect peo-

ple's lives. For further information, call

584 1.^4.').

Mostly Motown Disco will be held to

celebrate the first anniversary of the Gay
and Lesbian Activists (GALA) from 9 p.m.

to 1 a.m. at the Red Barn at Hampshire
College

UMass, high tech link iq)

By DAVE LINTON
ColWffMa Staff

The financial success this past year of the
University of Massachusetts Applied
Technologies Onter has estabUshed it as a

working link between industry and the

University.

The center ended the 1962 fiscal year
with twice as many contracts and three

times the income of the previous fiscal year

according to Lloyd Kent, managing direcKn*

of the center.

The center had 22 contracts valued at

$710,000 last year, he said.

UMass technobgical expertise and
facilities are made available by the center to

industry for research and development
problems. Kent said. Fees are negotiated

separately for each contract with individual

industrial clients who underwrite the cost

of research and devek>pment projects.

Various companies, including Digital.

IBM. DuPont. North East Utilities and
other smaller Arms, are attracted to the

center because of the reputation and ex-

pertise of the School of Engineering's

faculty. Kent said.

"The program is helpful for both industry

and faculty because the professors learn

about the state of the art. and industry

learns about the theoretical side of the

coin." Kent said.

"At one meeting between two professors

and some hardware designers, both sides

had their notebooks out in 30 seconds and
were learning from each other." he said.

Some of the contract money has been
used to buy equipment to improve the

University's facilities in addition to

financing the center. Kent said.

Occasionally, contracts support research a

professor is doing, but those instances are

rare, he said.

Companies have the center worx ou
research and development problems for

various reasons. Sometimes a company
may not have the manpower or the ex-

pertise to solve a specific problem. Kent
said, and other times a fast growing
company may not want to divert the efforts

of their engineers.
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MmI ttin ad lot Special
Student /Teachor Tariff.

CI NCNTAL I LfASC PURCHASC
I J«•. Piaaa towtm xaaa

Financial Aid Is available

to qualified students

AROl ND THF WORLD:
^

all 1983 (Sept. 14 Dec. 23)
Seattle • Kobe. Japan • Pusan. Korea

• Keelun^. laiwan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta. Indonesia • Colombo. Sri l^nka
• Boniba>. India • Haifa. I.srael or Istanbul.

I urkey • Alexandria, Fgypt • Piraeus, (ireece

^^ • CadiA. Spain • Ft. I^uderdale, Florida
SlM.iiM.red b^ IhM i^t-rnHy «f Pittsburgh. SemrM^r at S,.« „ffer« Mudriil* a «u|HTl»r
lull MiiHst.,- atademM proKram and ftupporling field ixperieme* I hi» one »emeMer
ex|>.-rien,e is avtiilabie In qualified sludenls from all arcrediled college, and univer

More than 60 \o>age related uni%ersil> <our»e!i Karult> drann from the I ni\ersily of
Piltuburgh and titber leading uni\er»itie!t. augmented b\ \ initing area expert*
Optional tour*, including Hpe< iai lour* inin the Peoples Kepublir of ( hina availableSrmeiiter at Sea admit* MudentK nithout regard to <«ilor. rare or creed Ihe SS
I ni\er»e in full> air-conditioned. IN.OOO tontt. regiiilered in I iberia and built in
America
Kor a free color br.K^hure. nrile SemeMer at Sea. I CIS. I niverMts of Pittsburgh Forbr.

ri'?:*?i^9!;;
*'' '^^ '^'**** "' '" •"" '^•- •^*"> '*^' "'«^ "" ( alifornU call

MUSIC
GALLERY
Peavex, IBamcz,

Tama, JBL, RoIamcI,

ACOKSTIC, Bo«s,

LsqiNd, EV-TApco,
HoNdo, Deam,
Hamer, Fostcx.

Rt. 9 HAdUy
ON tWe bus ROtTC

986-6228

Collegian

Staff:

Important
Meeting
Tonight

7:30 p.m.

In the office

EVES OF lAURA MARS

Times 5, 7, 9, 11

ONLY
$1 for all

shows

>

/ 4

Presenting High Bias n and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going
to gugirantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.
Because Permaposs,' our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music stays live.
Notjust the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

We'll guarantee the cassette.
Every facet of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.
Ifyou are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
High Bias n. mail us the tape and well replace it free.

HNLu HuuiERmmi

BITiiVl
ORBIT.
mami

Campus
Center Aud.

odvvnturo travel
549-1254

Airline tickets

Eureilpeseet

Amtrek
233 N. PtMeent 8t «

Amh*r«t Cerriage Shops

Hypnotizing,
magnetizing,
mesmerizing,
energimig,
lascmating,
captivating,

exciting,

amusing,
entertaimng,

original

IcmiDeLuca.

Mvpnosisthal
j;i)es bevund
enlerlainmeni and
BSR an original

r ixnir parody
of ESP

C3neof the

(trls on (Til lege

f ampuses ItidBV

7

\
Appearing:

Student Union Ballroom

hiA Sunday

March 6th

8:00pm, $1.00

Collegian 9

^ Q shopping event I

ATTrt£

ioi/iAIN6T
NMTMAnrTOM

514 M9I
I llii III I i>x.

RCSTAURAMT K SALAD EXPRESS

•BREAKFAST
5>«.^»» I

*.**TV« t - r«.MrA*> ft
• I

•LUNCH

•'^G6IE <
FHUlTTWCfS

PASTRIES

c^RES ..« imI^

CARROT JUfCe
om. HOtMFfKit^

wiyii I iiii ill i '<

HIGHEST PRICES PAiq
-F0«-

OLQASiLVEII
IN ALL FOAMS

MANtiAN

3 n.fASAMT St (COANER OF MAIN)
NORTHAMPTON MA 01060
(413) 504 7000

«r»>*<l

Your Ad Should Be Here

Call 545-3500 For Our

Special Thursday Rates!f

>c »^.

/

f

B K i I F K

\ \ I

.
I M * C

>^ M4 n SI

?0 Cenler SI Northamplon • 8 am Midniqhl ,^ ^^
Inlormalion * Iickel Reserwations 584 0610 4^ V*.
Cale Fare • Full Bar • Cotlee • Desserls m^QoffcchOUSC V*

r '^DYNAMITE RECORDS
\ DUY SELL TRADE

^ RENT
^ Stores in Amherst
^ and Northompton

\ 3

In Paul's Old Time Furniture

57 E. Pleasant, Amherst

C \

[ Thomes Marketplace, Northampton 584-1580;

runner 'shop

'ANNUAL SPKING SHOE SALE

Save as never before! We've got hundreds of sport

shoes on sale at greatly reduced prices. Shoes for

running, tennis, basketball, soccer, volleyball, track,

hiking, etc. And all shoes are priced at

S5.00 (10.00 (15.00 (20.00 (25.00 (30.00

a pair, none higher. All are first quality, no seconds;

these are discontinued, overstocked or slow-selling

models. Our loss is your gain.

Sale ends April 16. Please - no phone calls.

fUnn#f'$hOp 114 Moln Str**t, Northompton, Moss.

®sANvo Mini Stereo Cassette

Player witli Lightweight Headphones!

• cue and review

• protective auto shop

• balance control

I

Extra Special
j

iMaxell UDXL II 090
|

I $2.99 ea.
j

I (with this coupon) I

Rea ^00 SALE $29.88

Electronics Center
586-2270
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545-3500
Could Get You On These Pages

.x>*

^\\^
e«

^\A>^ End of Winter Sale

up to 70% Off

check our new Spring

fashions for vacations

16 Main Street

across from the Common
Store Hrs. 9-5:30 Mon Sat

Tel. 253 9800

Thursday

OLDIES
with

Gregg Adams

TWO FOU ONE
9 til 11

all liquor drinks

#^

UtkAMMUAL

College Spring Break in

D/OTONA BEACH

Campus
Card.

\.> tt\At\rf wh^l vour fthrduir or worik><»d i- vihj 4,»n

now iK< vour K<nkin>: ^i ih*- nrw X Prp*«. 2-1 UH.ited in

thr Nrwm^n C rntrr i.«frfrri,i There* only onte i .«rd

ih.U \rXs viHi do »\\ v»Hjr ri^uKir K«nkin^ M rTH<rf fh.«n

.^SC X f'rr«.<. 24«. .«rt<unJ M.»os<t( hu«ftts »h«

B.ivB;ink<i X Prr^s 24 ""Cud
Tt» Krf vour t.»rd lusl visit our Amhrr*! C>fh(r ^t
"^ r.l-l Pll- l>.jnl 'ilr..l ttni.lV

TkySoiii0Cliiiiy O0Ct0r'

• r«i>CM

• Ikk
• O" <

• tancMoii

ALL TOUmS IMCLUOBi

r iulwj axmcfi or

I lO

ma Stnp m Daywn*

ATI

But TiiaN«*0*t«T.ON Oh
UU«o **C«*0< Ok " •'

SAVEno^
I an* —rwo i ^ T* T ^*

C^wi ' «#• M^aM ^vieaMik* ^ ^

e^i M i Mill »«..^ n"*" •Tivw \

«f ««.««• •'^KM !»•*.»«

.QUALITT

room ^iil availablg

iCan we build one for you?;

OH\Cft^

-LOX
CREAAA

XHBESE
ONION

e°r/:rsp^e^;r;;'^.''/g:ure;",rs"3.'"'"« -^ '"^ •""-""• -" ""- • '<>

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carnage Shops 549-6314

adidasW
Stan Smith Tennis Shoes

i

I

I

}

$5.00 OFF
fronn March 1 - 5

SHOE STORC
The Village Common, Amherst

FABULOUS FIRST
ANNIVERSARY SALE

SAT., MARCH 5 - SAT., MARCH 12

Everything Discounted!!
NEW FUJI'S IN STOCK
30% Oft Some Models

N ^ ^ /: y

207o OFF vcV>
Cannondale Bags. All Clothing, Shoes, Rhode Gear Bags

Racks. ALL TIRES & TUBES (Buy now for the season)
'

i 3 /oOFF All Other dccesories in stock

89 MAIN ST., AMHERST 256 - 0880
Behind the Cheese Shop and Valley Farms Dairy Store

PREPARE FOR

MCAT.LSAT.QMATj
SAT-ACT.DAT*GRE .CPA

• April 9, 1983

MCAT
classes start

3/10/83

* April 16, 1983

DAT
classes start

3/5/83

• April 23, 1983

GRE
classes start

3/7/83

• June 15, 1963

LSAT
classes start

4/27/83

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT • TOEFL
MSKP . NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BOS

SSAT'PSAT- SAT ACHIEVEMENTS

SPEED READING

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

Ir Amhartt
253^5108

V.4 Mo^h PiMMnt St

Sp(ingfwtd
137 3788
% Stat* St

fol IMerinatlOX *»c«t OtIMt Ctfltt't

SP€CIALISTS SINCE 1938 cwi t«ii r*n MOJlilTIJ -

TEST PREPARATION

Help US celebrate our

6th Birthday!

And you get the gifts,

of course!
FREE beachball

with any cake purchase

(great for Spring Break on the beach)

FREE gifts with any purchase over $1.
while supplies last

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICE CREAM STORE

28 Mam St. 253-9774

Amherst daHy 1M pm
across from Amherst Comrr»on

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SE

HAIR IDEAS

JD PERMANENT WAVE.

Now only S28 00 with tni$ oa o"* i<t^m j «•«

26 MAIN STREET • AMHERSt • 2539293

SALE
20 - 50% off most winter clothing

20- 30% off many styles Chinese shoes
50% off all calendars

Brighten Your Room
Posters

"nf'j Bedspreads
Mugs-Jewelry- Rugs

Open Daily 10 am - 5:30

LCCCANTILCj
AMMEUST CARRIAGE SHOPS -^^-^

'k— '

Have You Heard About

Hoppy Hours:

Men - Fri 4 - 7

Sun - Tubs 9-11
SO'' Domestic Drafts

(includes your choice of MIchelob, Budweiser»

Miller, Milter Lite, Lowenbrou Dork)

75^ Heinekens (12 oz)

99^ Bar Drinks

— Tonight —
Jameson's Irish Whiskey Night

SS"" from 9:00 11:00

Entertainment - Hungry Hill

What^s m^m^m^moreee.

I

for a mere 75^ you can

sup on our Webster's

Sampler: enjoy an

appetizing platter of

Buffalo chicken wings or

BBQ ribs.. .try the

Mediterranean bread. ..or

an hors d'oeuvres cheese

board!

(While kitchen i« open)

Plumbleys
off t he common
AtT^herst Center •253-9586

^1^^" p»»^F»rr""^^'^^^'^^"^^*^^^^^^^
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EPA ''Superfund" a super mess
Last night in the news I heard that a "powerful

Democratic congressman" investigating the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) hazardous

waste cleanup effort said that he has "specific information
of criminal conduct" within the administration, and
challenged President Reagan to release all document?
relating to it. It's about #&!%! time!
Not that any evidence of impropriety has emerged

before this. Just because Rita LaVelle, that porcine head of
the EPA Superfund Toxic Waste Cleanup Program, was
fired by Reagan doesn't mean that they're trying to keep
her quiet about anything. Or that two others have been
released due to an "internal Housecleaning" right after
they criticized the EPA has anything to do with a cover-
up.

Josh Meyer
I mean, just because three paper shredders were found

in the EPA's Hazardous Waste Division after they were
asked to turn over their records to Congress doesn't mean
anything is wrong. That would be like saying Dick Nbcon
was covering something up when he "deleted" 18 minutes
of tape from the Watergate proceedings material. Like
the situation at EPA, I'm sure it was just a matter of coin-

cidence.

Let's not kid ourselves. There is definitely a cover-up
over at EPA, and the Reagan Administration is doing all

they can to keep it under wraps. Anne Crorsuch Burford.
head of the EPA claims that withholding evidence from
Congressional committees investigating the EPA is due to

Executive Priviledge, because investigations underway
would have their "covers blown" if the material is releas-

ed. She, with the total and unwavering support of the
President, are using Executive Priviledge in order to
withhold corporations at the expense of us, the citizens. A
technicality like Executive Priviledge should never be us-

ed to prevent Congress from reviewing documents that
are known to show evidence of administrative misconduct
that borders on criminal activity. Particularly when it

relates to something as deadly as toxic waste disposal.

Times Beach, Missouri, where the government had to buy
the town for $33 million because it was unsafe to live in,

gives you an indication of the seriousness of the problem.

Rita LaVelle has already testified that there is "gross

mismanagement at the highest levels" of the EPA. She
denies doing anything improprietous, which would lead

one to believe that she is aware of others doing so. Anne
Gorsuch has been cited for contempt of Congress and for

failure to turn ove^ records, yet nothing has been done.

Attorney General William French Smith is even being in-

vestigated for possible "impeachable offenses" for his

refusal to honor the contempt of Congress citation against

Gorsuch, among other things.

So it seems that Ron (you've seen one redwood, you've

seen 'em all) Reagan and the EPA are scared. Maybe
there's another Watergate brewing — it's certainly possi-

ble. As Newsweek magazine said this past week, toxic

waste disposal and clean-up is a life and death matter that

affects everyone, even those not bom yet. It is an issue

that is literally in voters backyards', as proved by an EPA
report sever^ weeks ago that stated, that there are at

least 14 toxic waste sites above the "dangerous level in

Massachusetts alone, including three of the ten most
dangerous ones in the country. This could prove detrimen-
tal to public support for Reagan — in last weeks
Newsweek poll, 47 percent of the population were not hap-

py with Reagan's environmental policies.

I have found many faults with the Reagan administra-

tion, as I have with all other administrations, Democrat or

Republican. But when a President and the head of
something as powerful as the EPA start hiding things as

dangerous as toxic waste dumps from the public it's time
to put a stop to it. No one wants to get leukemia from
cancer-causing agents, and no one wants their future off-

spring to be born as "frog-babies." These things are
already happening, and the government is well aware of
it. Efforts to prove "improprieties" are a waste of time.

The improprieties are there, and now its time to stop
them. As House Majority Leader Robert Michel said last

week, "Where there is so much smoke, there is surely a lit-

tle fire."

Jofth Meyer ig a Collegian columnist

Nuclear weapons for a Soviet threat
Often seen in the valley are bumper stickers

reading "STEP 1 US/USSR NUCLEAR
FREEZE. "

I frequently wish that I could add,
"STEP 2 - US DIES!"

People supporting any negotiations vk-ith the USSR, par
ticularly a nuclear freeze, are either incredibly naive,

unbelievably uninformed, or are dedicated to the destruc-
tion of the United States.

Consider this after the establishment of the USSR by a
revolution of the most bloody and ferocious sort in 1917.
the new government initiated a series c»f purges unequaled
even by Nazi Germany. This, combined with an organized
denial of even the most basic individual rights, has con-

tributed U) Its oft repeated gf)al of the destruction of the
United States. The U'SSR has never swerved from the
Communist ideal of world domination by any useful

means. Among the list of victims; Poland. F^ast Germany,
Rumania. Albania. Hungary, Czechoslovakia and now
Afghanistan.

Laurence M. Wright

Further, the USSR has never abided by any arms con
trol treaty it has ever signed. Conventions against the use
of chemical and biological agents are laughed at by the
Soviets; confirmed Soviet use of mycotoxins against
undefended civilian populations has been reported in

Afghanistan and Southeast Asia, with indications that An-
thrax, a deadly biological agent, is being produced for'

future use.

Still more alarming, all Soviet armored vehicles are now
designed for use in NBC (Nuclear. Biological. Chemical)
environments, and all Soviet troops are extensively train

ed to operate in NBC contaminated areas. The Soviet
Union also operates a massiTe Civil Defense network
designed to reduce the effectiveness of the United States'
MAD (Mutual Assured Destruction) policy. USSR Civil

Defense is so good that some experts doubt the ability of
the U.S. to inflict serious losses should the USSR launch a
surprise attack against us.

Clearly then, any negotiation with the USSR will be
useless unless conducted from a position of strength, for

the Soviets will only respect an agreement they cannot af-

ford to break. Time and time again it has lieen shown that
the Soviet strategy is to attack the weak and to wait for
the strong to weaken.
The U.S. is engaged in an undeclared war against an

enemy unalterably opposed t^) all things American; a war
we must win or die. Still, the Soviet Union has one great
weakness; its system of government and its economy are
far less efficient than a free market, for it must constantly

feed off the economies of it's satellite countries. If we can
contain and completely isolate the Soviet Union, it wil

decay in its own corrosive policies. The U.S. is still the

"Great Arsenal of Democracy", but the walls are crumbl-

ing, the floors are rotting, and those on the walls are
dopiaed from within.

History shows that great nations collapse only when
they are not willing to fight when attacked. The U.S. must
remember the cause for which the Founding Fathers
fought and bled — "Life. Liberty, and the pursuit of Hap-
piness!" The U.S. must rebuild the walls of our "Arsenal"
to contain the USSR, rebuild the floor to hold the tools we
need to resist tyranny, and show respect for our guardians
once again.

The first step in our rearming must and should be an ex-

tensive program of Civil Defense, to shelter those who can
be sheltered, and to move those who cannot be.

I already have my plans. Do you?

Laurence M. Wr\ght xs a UMau student
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Letters
WiU the U.S. support criminals?
To the Editor.

In response to the growing controversy of failure to

register with the Selective Service System and being
denied Government Financial Aid. I would like to point out
that there is no agrument to be had.

1. The U.S. Government in this case is the creditor and as
such may set its own standards for qualifications for a
loan, just as any other creditor.

2. The law clearly states that all males upon reaching their

18th birthday are required by law to register with the

Selective Service System. Those who have failed to comp-
ly with this are criminals; in direct violation of the law.

Why should the U.S. Government give it's money and
support to criminals against the State? End of discussion.

Andre LaMontagne
Northeast

Cleaning campus poster boards
To the Editor.

It's about time that UMass makes a few changes in its

campus advertising system.

By carefully scrutinizing the various papers and posters

on the hallway walls between the Coffee Shop and the

Hatch, it seems that this particular area is in stiff competi-

tion for 'The Ugliest Scenery of the Year Award".
The truth to t.he matter is that much of this prime adver-

tisement territory looks like hell warmed over (and that's

putting it mildly). An individual really doesn't have to look

too much further to find out why our school is nicknamed,
"Zoo Mass".
Organizations and persons preaching their respective

causes can be very rude and inconsiderate. If a person, for

example, were to staple an ad trying to sell his or her
books, it's a sure bet that by the next day it would either

be torn off or covered by someone else's masterpiece.

I'd like to see the aforementioned area, as well as the

sampltu'all space in the Student Union Building, controll-

ed and policed by a reputable student organization.

Nobody should get an ad placed on a wall bigger than
anyone else. All ads should be stamp-approved and dated.

To cut down some of the confusion, certain sections of the

bulletin board should be designated for specific matters
(i.e. books, {^>artments, activities, rides, etc.)

Paying a nominal fee for this advertising is a very
reasonable idea. Since UMass students are already cutting

each others' throats for ever precious space, I believe all

would benefit from such a plan. The money raised could
perhaps go towards decreasing student fees or some other
humanitarian need.

My proposal may not be the best way to resolve this

dilemma but I believe it's a step in the right direction

Frank Zabierek
Amherst

Evolution's religious theory
To the Editor;

I have enjoyed reading articles in the CoUegian which
are written in support of the scientific theory of evolution.
One such article appeared on Tuesday by Jay Salhaney. In
that article Jay laid down the inviolable law propounded
by evolutionists: "Thou shalt never dispute Darwin's
theory of evolution." This was the between the lines
message of Jay's letter. Jay has also called Charles Dar-
win the father of the theory of evolution. He has therefore
made Charles Darwin both an evolutionist and a crea-
tionist. Charles Darwin is an evolutionist because of his
belief in evolution, and he is a creationist because he is the
father or progenitor of his beliefs.

Mao attributable to Charles Darwin the &ther of the

theory of evolution is the creation of a new religion called

Re-evol ligion or Reevolligion. The adherents of the

religions. Reevolligion, refer to Charles Darwin as simply
Charles the Father. One might wonder if there is such a
religion as Reevolligion? This can be easily verified. All

one has to do is to take the name of Charles the Father in

vain, or to disclaim his theories as false by placing other

theories before them, or to say that there is more to the

existence than that which the theory of evolution em-
braces. Certainly after doing any one of the above, an ar-

dent and reverent devotee of Charles the Father will come
forward, and armed with facts, figures, and most impor-

tantly conjectured opinions based upon the educated
guesses of Reevolligion's prophets — the best known con-

temporar)' prophet being the prf)phet Carl the-Sagan-.

and thoroughly thrash the heretic for being an Anti-

Charles.

But more importantly than the above. Jay states in one
of his most lucid lines the key aspect of Reevolligion's

dogma: "Please accept the fact that human beings will

never know the answers to all the questions...". Faith

plays an important role in the life of a Reevolligion

devotee. This can be easily seen by substituting the word
faith for the word fact in the above quote. Jay sheds fur-

ther light on the doctrine of Reevolligion by stating: "It

seems to me that creationists are afraid to accept the fact

(faith) that we are just another animal. Isn't it an
honor...". I for one am not afraid to accept the fact (faith)

that anyone who purports to hold this doctnne is just

another animal, and 1 will certainly honor him by calling

him or her top dog.

John R. McVey
Amherst

Making it through Amherst mud
To the Editor.

Yes folks. Mud Season is here. You can see its effects as
you watch people with eyes fixed on the ground half

stepping their way across campus. You can see people tip-

toeing through it in their new white Nikes, desperately

trying to avoid that initial splattering of slop. Such
foolishness. The mud will eventiially win out and coat your
feet, it's inevitable.

There is one type of pedestrian who walks tall in this

mud wrestling dilemma — the "Bean Booters!" Bean
Boots are those mocassin type boots that have a unique

charactenstic: they're waterproof. The people who wear
these are the ones who had, and still have, the good sense
to listen to their motiiers when told to "put your rubbers
on."

Mud season is paralleled only by slush season, which we
are still partially experiencing. However, there is a bright

spot to sill this dirty business. Mud Season is a sure indica-

tion of Spring!

So if you can't handle "slip slidin' away" for another

month or so, do what I do: stay off campus until mid April.

Neil Rhein
Amherst

Letters Policy

All letters must be sipied and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and leofth.

The Presidential sideshow has begun
The battle for the Democratic Presidential

nomination has already begun, believe it or not,

despite 1980 promises that the next campaign would

be shorter. The fact is that in order to win a modem
presidential election a strong groundwork must be laid the

winter prior to the New Hampshire primary.

Currently laying that groundwork is former Vice-

President and Senator from Minnesota Walter Mondale,

Senator Alan Cranston of California, Senator John Glenn

of Ohio, Senator Gary Hart of Colorado, Senator Dale

Bumpers of Arkansas,^ Senator Ernest Hollings of South

Carolina and former Florida Governor Reubin Askew.

All of the above have benefitted from Senator Edward
Kennedy's decision not to run. And to an extent the

trailers in the race think they have benefitted from

Arizona Congressman Morris Udall's decision not to run.

But the fact remains that most of them still need a deci-

sion by Mondale not to run in order to have a realistic shot

at the nomination and that won't happen.

Rich Nangle
What had originally looked like a Kennedy/Mondale

dogfight has been transformed to Mondale being por-

trayed by the media as the frontrunner and perhaps right-

ly so. But there is a danger in allowing the media to elect a
president before the voters do. There is still a year to go
before New Hampshire goes to the polls.

Mondale has picked up some key Kennedy and Carter
people who make his organization formidable. He also has
well-t)rganized grassrtH)ts campaigns in Iowa and New
Hampshire. But Cranston and Hart have also established

themselves in the two states. The Iowa caucus may be just

an exhibition game but no candidate can afford not to take
it seriously.

Glenn has not started as strongly as his more liberal

competitors, but as the sU^)ngest of the mtxierate to con-

servative carididates he still has the opportunity to make
up for lost time. Glenn will be the last candidate to official-

ly announce. He will do so in the late spring. He hopes to

gain some attention for himself at that point rather than
join the array of candidates who have announced their in-

tention to run, or stay home, in recent weeks. Glenn has
had a further advantage which unfortunately takes a front

seat to issues in political campaigns. He is the hero can-

didate by virtue of his being in the first spaceship to orbit

the earth. If Glenn is elected, our last four presidents will

have been a football player, a peanut farmer, an actor and
an astronaut.

It's important to recognize the issues and realize that

Glenn (who should eventually weed out ideological similars

like Hollings and Askew) is far apart in the issues depart-

ment from the other Democratic frontrunners. He has not

supported cuts in the military or a nuclear freeze. And it

has been questioned whether he would be in favor of abor-

tion rights or the Equal Rights Amendment.
Cranston has talked only about the nuclear freeze. If he

does not make some headway in other directions his can-

didacy will be in severe trouble early on.

Hart, however, has offered a distinct differential from
the other candidates. He is known as one of the "Atari

Democrats" who are emphasizing high tech and therefore

more funding for higher education. He offers himself as a
liberal who has a greater sense of fiscal responsibility. He
appears to be the only serious candidate who wants to

scale down the ridiculously high military budget by a large

margin.

His chances depend on making early headlines and he

seems to have developed a strong organization to rein-

force his ideas with the people. If students are to take an
active role in deciding who cleans up Reagan's mess, they

would do well to show action, rather than talk. Mr. Hart
begins his own UMass odyssey on Friday. The Presiden-

tial sideshow has begun!

Rick Nangle is a Collegian columnist

Human rights prepress in El Salvador
WRat is progress? Webster's defines it as, "to

move forward, to develop to a more advanced

stage." Apply this definition if you will, to the cur-

rent government in El Salvador, and the Reagan Ad-
ministration's claims of "progress " in the area of human
rights, and you will wonder what dictionary tney are us-

ing.

5339 civilians were killed last year. 450-850 civilians

disappeared, the land reform program that has been pro-

mised is going nowhere, the military still controls the

government...but everything is fine as the Salvadorwi

government makes, "a concerted and significant" effort

to protect human nghts. Who is kidding whom? The
murder of the American nuns has still gone unpunished,

and the murders of two American, agrarian reform ad-

visors has still gone unsolved, yet the government is,

Randolph T, Holhut
"making serious efforts to improve the situation" accor-

ding to our State Department. Their report corwrluded that

(kspite continued problems, human rights are being pro-

tected in El Salvador. This finding has cleared the way for

Congress to send at least 26 million dollars of aid to the

Salvadoran military to fight the guerilla forces for fiscal

1983.

If that wasn't bad enough, this week the Reagan Ad-

ministration has ordered a full-scale review of our involve-

ment in El Salvador. Unfortunately, the reevaluation is

tilted towards committing more military aid to the region.

President Reagan wants an additional 60 million dollars in

military assistance for the govemn>ent, plus more ad-

visors and a possible increased role in their campaign

against the g*ierillas. It is felt that the government cannot

survive without additional U.S. aid. It is also felt that tlie

(nierilla.<« cannot he allowed to. in the words of Secretary of

State George Shultz. "shoot their way into the govern-

ment." Their review apparently does not include any pro-

visions for allowing the guerilla forces to have a role in the

government, or for any kind of peaceful settlement of the

Civil War, which has been raging unabated for the last

four years.

The Reagan Administration has kept anteing up the

stakes in El Salvador, increasing the amount of aid and
advisors. We have painted ourselves in a comer with our
treatment of Central America. Fighting communism is a
noble cause, but when it is fought by supfK)rting right-

wing despots that have no popular support in their

perspective countries, you wonder why more countries in

the region have not exploded into bloody conflicts like El

Salvador. How do we get out of the mess we created for

ourselves? First, we ought to withhold military' aid to the

government. Secondly, a cease-fire should be established

with the government and the guerillas coming to the

bargaining table to work out a peaceful settlement to the

war. Room has to be made in the Assembly for the FMLN,
with the possible inclusion of them in the running of the

government. New elections, with the guerillas involved in

them, would be held. Without .some sort of negotiated set-

tlement to the fighting and later sharing powers with the

guerillas. El Salvador may be doomed to a continuing

bloody civil war, with more American dollars and possibly

soldiers added to make the situation worse. We have wat-

ched the situation deteriorate these past four years.

Things are not likely to get better. Unless the Reagan Ad-
ministration recognizes this, we wil be treated to more of

the same.
Rnndjolph T Hnlhut ut a ('ollegian rolumnist
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SPRING'S HERE
It's Time To Show Your Colors

with UlVlass Imprinted

Shirts and Jerseys

t

Spring

Colors

and

Styles

Now
Available

/

UNIVERSITY
STORED

^ You Can iHypercurricula
AW |SP; Catch The Wave...

I

Wednesday, March 9

^
^**T^!!?**'

•"''" P*<^*». we're getting really ^ood at wtiat we do, and
we're doing n\e rtgh* things the right way. We're on the leoding edge of every
cJ^co* <oc>^"o*ogy In the senniconductor irKtustry. There's still o lot more to
do before we^veNuMliSI One. If you'regood at wtxit you do. talk to AMD and

With your MBA. BS. MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering. Solid State Ptiysics.
Mcterioit Science, or Computer Scierx:e. yoM can catch ttte wove wMh
Advanced Mlcfo Devloee. AMD's wave carries tt>e most exciting career
opportunities in tt»e semicortductor irxJustry with a company that just passed
$300 mHion In soles^ and Ikis its sights set on being a Fortune 500 company

Make on interview appointn>ent at your Career Planning and Placement
Center Or. If you can't nr>alce it on tt>e above date, send your resume to

etaWona Manager. Depi CN-UMC-39.
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale. CaHfomia

Advanced
Micro
Devices£1

An equal opportunity
emplovef m/l/h

NORMA GALO - The
Coordinator for Eastern
Managua of the Christian-

based Communities, and
member of AMNLAE will

speak on Nicaraqua's Strug-

gle: A Woman's Perspec-

tive. 8 p.m., CC 904.

WINE & CHEESE CON-
VERSATION HOUR - All

are welcome to the next

French and Italian conver-

sation hour. Wine and
cheese served. An excellent

opportunity to practice your
FVench or Italian with
native speakers in a relaxed

atmosphere. 12 to 2 p.m.,

Herter 3rd Floor Lounge.

UMASS HANG
GLIDING MEETING -
General meeting to organize

fund raisers and fly iru. 7

p.m., 803 Campus Center.

FRENCH CLUB
MEETINGS - Come to the

next French Club Meeting
and learn all about French
food, films, culture, wines,

etc. Lots going on this

semester you won't want to

miss. New members
welcome. 4 p.m., Herter 3rd
Floor Lobby.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM -
The team will be meeting
this week to discuss plans

for the semester. Also the

film "The Klan, L^acy of

Hate" will be shown. All are

welcome to attend. 4 p.m.,

905 Campus Center.

WORKSHOP
AMHERST RENTAL
HOUSING CRISIS -
Workshop focuses on
Amherst's rental housing

crisis: the need for regula-

tions and controls. 5 p.m..

Campus Center.

It's not what you see.

AMERICA - FROM
HITLER TO REAGAN -
Documentation which ex-

poses America's industrial

support of Hitler; reveals

top corporate and hanking
links with facism; and
shows connection between
bankers and first strike

policies. 7 p.m., room 163
Campus Center.

WOMEN'S LEADER-
SHIP PROJECT
MEETING - WLP wifl

meet to discuss the
speaker's series and inter-

nJal education. All interested

women are encouraged to

attend. Refreshments will

be served. 7 p.m.; Dukes
Room, Student Union.

STUDENTS FOR GARY
HART MEETING - Last
minute preparations for

Sen. Hart's I'Mass ap-

pearance. All are welcome
and volunteers are invited

to press conference pro-

ceeding Sen. Hart's speech.

Call Dave 256-6255. 7 p.m.,

Machmer W23.

25 PLUS CLUB
MEETING & SCK'IAL -
Older students are invited

to "Live it up" with the '25

Plus Club every Thursday.
Variety of activities in the

works. Get in on the plann-

ing. Open to all older

students. Call 253-7814 or

545-2684. 7 p.m.. 805 Cam-
pus Center.

RESUME WORKSHOP
— There will be a resume
workshop for all interested

people. Learn how to set!

yourself to increase job op-

portunities. Members and
nonmembers welcome. 7

p.m.. SBA 108.

NEW TESTAMENT
FELLOWSHIP - Come
join us for an evening of

worship, fellowship and
teaching fn>m the Bible.

7:30 p.m.. 175 Chestnut St.

CREDIT. MONEY &
JOB: LECTURE -
Stephan I^>llan. renowned
author, banker, lawyer, pro-

fessor and lecturer will

show you the right moves.

Start planning now for to-

day's "money" game. Free.

7:30 p.m.. Cape Cod
Lounge.

FACULTY CONCERT -
Violinist Julian Olevsky and
pianist Estela Olevsky will

perform works of
Schumann, Schubert,
Wieniawski, as well as
several popular dance tunes
by Spanish composers. Ad-
mission to the concert is

free. 8 p.m.. Bezanson
Recital Hall.

NURSING-SPONSORED
BAKE SALE - The Divi-

sion of Nursing is alive,

well, and sponsoring a bake
sale to benefit the class of

1983. Stop by and get your
blood pressure taken by a
professiorud. 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.. Campus Center Con-
course.

%

i
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Wrfrth < . 'MJ l<lHt HO(l pm
Reservations S4Sfill

You can still subscribe to all three Rand Theatre productions
Ashes, The Comedy of Errors, and Company

Arts

Right now I'm sitting with Bob Cum-
mings of Urban Renewal listening to their
new cassette album, and if the tunes get
any better, I probably won't get around to
writing Live Wire. This band has got the
L.A. fusion sound down. But don't get me
wrong, these grooves are quite the "Get
down".

Formed in August of '82 by former
Michael Gregory Jackson sideman. Bob
Cummings, the band spent their first six

months as Mitch Chakour's backup band.
By the way, Chakour. former musical

director for Joe Cocker, may soon be found
on vinyl himself; negotiations are un-
derway for a lucrative contract. While
working with Mitch, Urban Renewal also
spent time in New York City with Leah
Kunkel, performing on a special recording
project. Currently, the band has a regular
Wednesday night gig over at Sheehan's
Cafe. Their new album, 'Urban Renewal",
will be out shortly and available at most
local record stores. Incidentally, Bob and
several other band members will be playing
with Mitch Chakour this Saturday at the
Rustv NaU.

Trban Renewal, who've just completed their first self-titled LP, will
perform at Sheehan's, Wednesday night.

Tonight, the Dead's lyricist. Robert
Hunter, will be at the Hangar One. The In

and Instant Improv Players will be at

Hampden Dining Commons at 9:30. that
one's free, and Bellvista. a hot fusion act out
of Boston will be at the Seperate Entrance
in South Deerfield.

Friday night Berlin Airlift will be at the
Hangar, the Neighborhoods will be at the
Bluewall. and the Gun Club is at Hampshire
College. David Johansen will be at the
Rusty Nail.

Loose Caboose will be at the Wok

Saturday night and R-Compiex will be at

Sheehan's Cide.

Next Tuesday is a concert not to be
missed. Brownie McGhcc. veteran of the
long and winding blues road, will be at the
Iron Horse Coffeehouse. Brownie. Sonny
Terry's better half will perform two shows,
at 7 and 10 p.m.

This week's trivia question: Which
member of the Monkees could actually play
a musical instrument?

Send your answer by next Wednesday,
twelve noon. Good luck!

Arts
Collegian 17

Play by Play

Pam

Mailnlek

Have you ever become obsessed with someone or
something that you couldn't have? In David
Rudkin'si4<Aes. a couple in their thirties want desperately
to have a baby. The odds turn more and more against them
as their obsession to be parents grows. Ashes will be
performed by the University Ensemble Theater tonight,
tomorrow and Saturday nights at 8 p.m. in the Rand
Theater. FAC. Tickets are $3.50 for the general public and
$2.50 for students and senior citizens. For reservations
caU 545 3511.

The Third World Theater will perform two original one
act plays this weekend and next in the Hampden Theater.
Day of Absence by Douglas Turner Ward is a salricical

look at minstrely shows, where ihe stereotypical roles of
blacks and whites are reversed The troupe will then
present Los Vendidos by Chicano playwright Luis Ven
didos. Showtimes are tonight, tomorrow and Saturday
night at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theater, Southwest.
Performances will also take place next Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. Tickets are $2 for students and $3 for the
general public. For reservations call 545 2803.

TWT will also hold a workshop with George Bjss.
Associate Professor of Theater and Afro American studies
at Brown University and Director of the Rites and Reasons
Theatre Co.. Bass will speak on "Art. Reality and Sacred
Rites of Being in the Afro- American Adventure." For more
info.,. caU 545-0190.

Well known and controversial theater director Jtrzy
Grotowski will continue a series of guest lectures in the
Valley until March 8. Tomorrow at 11:30 a.m.. he will

speak on "Montage for Theater Directors" at Sage Hall 2.

Smith College.

"Before Theater and Anthropology " is the title of his

lecture to be held Saturday 1 p.m. at the Performing Arts
Center. Hampshire College. The lecture will be repeated

Tom Deluca, a nationally renowned comedian
who integrates hypnotism into his act, will ap-

pear on Sunday March 6 at 8 p.m. in the Blue

Wall. Admission is $1.00. and tickets may be pur-

chased in advance at TIX on Thursday and Fri-

day.

Christine Staples, Moira Driscoll, Alan Arenius and Lawrence Devine star in the Rand Theater
production of Ashes.

twice on March 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. in the Red Room. tk>n

verse Hall. Amherst College.

Need a cheap, but classy date? For just $1. you can see
The Miracle Worker tonight at Smith College. The show

will continue tomorrow and Saturday, but tickets will be $2
for students and senior citizens and $4 for the general

public. The Miracle Worker can be seen in Theater 14 af

Smith.

Ballads with political sting
REVOLUTIONARY SONGS OF EL SALVADOR
(Flyinjf F^ish)

Yolocamba Ita

By ROGER ATWOOD
CaH^pMSUff

A year and a half ago. five musicians from El Salvador
fathered at a Canadian recording studio to cut their first

Nortl American album. All five were members of EI
Salvao >r's Democratic Revolutionary Front, a broad
coalition of anU-govemment groups, and all five were
forced into exile in 1980.

The n suK is this unconventional album of folk songs and
ballads " 'th political sting. Among the tunes are homages
to rev. jtionary martyrs, songs of life among the
guerrila and stem warnings that

if the A' irinet invade

with ti 'ir tanks and planes
here th 'yllfind the& graves ...

The pa. sion of lyrics like these makes Yolocamba Ita so
trikinp Whatever the listener's ideology, he or she will

nave tt. b moved by the raw power even rage of these
lyrics. T ey are sung and printed in Spanish, and tran-

slated w feeling into English.

Not a. e songs are so direct. One. "The Dance of the
Little Ar lals." charms its way through lyrics like:

Three Hi •' animaU . .

.

Thefirsi he gorilla

Who UHt I s back-pack cannot dance ...

Now he mes the little pig,

A lu>ays t< i rom money and coffee . .

.

The thir is a donkey
Who di; ei this showfrom behind the curtains.

Asaluxiys e wears a tie.

Is very n h, and plays games with the other two ...

Gorillas, pigs, donkeys. Now who could they be?
The musicmanship is excellent and entirely acoustic,

consisting mainly of several guitars and percussion of
various types. It is possible, with this ingenuous playing'
and the vocalist's cheerful intonation, to eniov an unin-

formed listen. But pondering the lyrics will give an in-

teresting and entertaining alternative to New York TYmea
coverage of the war. For the power of the music and its

first-rate translations of revolutionary poetry, this record

has enormous value.

Yolocamba Ita is not available in most stores yet. Write
Flying Fish Records. 1304 W. Schubert. Chicago. 60614.

Urban blues keeps Ironhorse moving

David Johansen will be at thr Rusty Nail Friday night.

SON SEALS
Ironhorse Cafe
Tuesday, February 22

By PETER BANTTINEN
Collecuui Sufr

This show shoud have been held in a place where there

was room to dance. I've never heard of a blues concert

held in a hall where there was no room to move your feet.

But the size of the Ironhorse Cafe certainly didn't stop the

Son Seals blues machine from lighting up the heart and
soul of the audience.

The musicians gave their all in both the 7 p.m. and the

10 p.m. performances. The second set was especially fine

since the band had loosened up and become accustomed to

the small stap-e. Son Seals himself had to stand in front o{

the tiny st ge throughout both sets. Scrapper Mitchum,
who sport <1 dreadlocks, played an unusual bass guitar

that appeared to have no tuning head. He is the only

member of the band besides Son himself who played here a

year ago when the band appeared at the Hanger.
The rest of the band included Carl Schcinde on

keyboards, Michael Vaughn, who played rythm guitar,

sang and played saxophone, and an excellent drummer
named Clyde "Youngblood" Tyler.

During the sets, two songs were often segued together.

The best segue was the one between "She's Fine" and

"Call My Job". These songs are on Seals' 1978 release,

Livp and Burning.

Seals' face showed the pains of the blues while lu-

played. The biting notes screeched through the Ironhorse,

cutting right to the heart. From the first few notes, it was
apparent who the leader of this band was. On one song in

the second set, Seals traded in his trusty Guild for a
Fender Stratocaster, which lent a sharper bite to the

music.

On "Everybody Have the Blues", Seals sang and played
remarkably like B B King. It was easy to see the effort put
into old standards such a 'I Can't Hold Out". When you
figure that Seals plays 250 nights a year, and does at least

two sets a stop, it is truly amazing to note the energy he
puts into each song.

As soon as this American tour is over. Seals is going ta

bring his show to Europe. Then there will be another con-

tinent of people who will have had the joy of listening to

his version of the only American musical invention: the ur-

ban blues.
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Buy your ticket now for Spring Break.

Then fly nonstop from Bradley Don't delay Seats are going fast.

FortLauder

All scats

all flights

i

northeastern
A lot of airline for a little money

Northeastern

has become a

'-^^ popularjet

highway

to Flonda.

J/'^ thanks to

ly^ low fares

and outstanding service At this low
price, tickets must be bought
within 7 days ofmaking a

reservation Call your travel agent.

Or caU us at (800) 645 1770 or

(800) 327-3788

*$I 19 weekdays. $129 weekends arc

guaranteed to Sep« 6. 1983. when iickei

purchased within 7 days of plaang a

reservation Certain hobday surcharges

apply

\
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We compete
to win!

Nike* All Court"

Now $18
Mens and Women's

Brook's* Villanova"

NowSiS
Mens and Women's

Nike* Diablo"

Now $18
Men's and Women's

At Olympian, we compete to win
With top quality Brandname styles. Unbeatable prices

Come to where the action is and pick a winner at Olympian.
With famous Nike® and Brooks® styles for only S 18 you 3\g on the

right track io\ all kinds o^ rugged sports or just casual wear.
Sriieends Mcirch 22 1983

^V^veon competition.

I

Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9. Hadley.

/

A Brandeis
v/ An Educational Adventure

E
£
CO

May 31 - July 1 • July 5 - Aug 5
• Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
• Humanities. Social Scier^es Natural
Science: Computer Sciences and Fine
Arts

• Theater Arts Program
• Premedicai Sciences Program
• Near Fostern and Judaic Studies
• Afcf'aeoiogicoi Field f^esearch m isfdel

Small classes taught tv Brdndeis Faculty

Sut'urbori campus close to tt>? excitemer*
of Hosfon/Cambndgc-

Information, catalog and application

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL
Wolthom, MA 02254 6r 647 2796

Thursday, March 3, 198?

Bloom County
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By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

SOtofllML

Katfood By ARK

ti«»is pleRSt tnUr
your jjassvord

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

I he t.>>nin)uiu\..iiion> itMJusir\ is

.Kiclcr.iiiii^ .11 .1 rapid p.Kc
Prd^cnimj; j di.crMtv »>t ex
•.itin^j chjIicDKo thai JcmarKJ
n'mprchcnMvc 'M>lutH>n>

.And M/A (X\M -with over
SS()t> mitlHtn m animal sak>

!»- the loial cofnmuni(;aiion> m^luiu>n

Ihc M/A COM Components droup
manutat tun's ihc hroadcsi line ol
hi^hlv sfx-ciali/ed micriwavc com
jionenis in ihc world- Irom
Iiber optic compt^ncins to communications networks

As pan ol M/A COM » 22<ompjnv dion. wc can offer
\»>u a chailcnuinj? career in a smaller companv environ
rneni N on II cnun leading cd^e v>phiMicaii«>n Hi){h
N isibijitv And the upix>nunnv to plav a vital ^>lc on a
dncrsitv of protects From start to finish

.\kvi the ,.(ialleni{es of the last «rovkiiij{ communicaiions
industry Mcx-i M/A COM The itMal c«immunicalions
s«>liiiion

Opfxirtuniiies exist for individuals who arc candidates for
a BS MS or PhD m Klectrica! or KIccironic Kngincennn.
or students with semiconductor cnnmccrinn interests

UNIVERSITY OF MASS.
INTERVIEWS
TUESDAY

MARCH 15, 1983

Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview,
or if unable to attend please forward your resume and
a cover letter describing your career plans to; Manager
College Relations. M/A COM. Building #3. South
Avenue Burlingion MA 01803

WH^T K-lND OF SICK, SAt>l STIC rnND\
COULl> HAVE PRODUCED SUCH fii

]
FERVHRT^b AXD QBSCtNE COHCET>T|y

--/^..

After the Fall

,-__.:5^3^r:rK'

By R. Miller

J»i4jn htrr. toMy. for-
\once. Orchard H;ll n <juiet

V'm vary lucMy -to be u//fh -

laut a roontmAt^ 3t prcEnt,

Ucpin^ in -this, hi^, noisy,

croiAj^e.J school.

Mf^V Th9 Tom CommunlcaUom Solution

An F9U" Oppoffunity (m»»ov Wt

/f secm^ to be. inoujma a
U/tt/c. Thact r»i*ies rnc

Y^ rcJaxeJ AryciptAek4.
lane/ it reminds rrte. o'f

Ithc £,ilence. of* Vermont
\tvintej7 /really mti<,
\he.mj i^thtjTK. t>y the.
u^oad -fire . .

... Jrinkinj hat cidcr,
€Q.tinq ptopcMyj with
nutri^iarjAl yeMit on it,

/istfirylnj -to someone
S^i'-f'fy strvmmin^ some..

^CU\CM^^

... tnsd/tiom/mi/i/i:

.

Help Wanted
The Collegian has two job openings for this semester. Both require a little experience, but we

will train.

Associate Mana^ng Editor

Edit Collegian news copy, AP wire one night per week. Newspaper writing or editing ex-

perience required.

Layout Technician

Design pages of the Collegian one night per week. Arts or design experience preferred.

Interested UMass students should apply before 3 p.m. Friday, March 4, to the Collegian, 113
Campus Center.

Th* CoUijpan IS an equal opportunity employer

CROSSWORD
indited by Margaret larrar and Trude Jaffe

iCtH} lot Aiitc<r> ItiDn s«»atc>ir

ACROSS
1 HomeofZlon
National Park

5 Porous rock '

9 Sounds of mirth
14 Pro or annual

beginning
15 Iridescent gem
16 Separated
17 Hit hard
18 date
19 Noway
20 Make into

different

form

22 San Diego players

24 Scoffs

26 jacet

(here lies)

27 Bringdown
30 Prophetic

35 Take view of

36 False wing
37 Poet s

before"

38 Starting point

42 Hole in one
43 Antoinette
44 The birds

45 Su line poetic

forms
47 Withdraw
49 Catchall abbr.

50 Brimless. close
fitting hat

52 Eases
55 l^te
59 Mature
60 Small evergreen

tree

62 State

63 Dugout
64 The west wind
65 Transportation

cry

66 Style

67 CerenrK>ny

68 Within: Prefix

DOWN
1 UNinit

2 Prefix in

communications
3 Footballs Stagg
4 Track event

5 Headpiece
6 Sleeping

compartnoent
7 A chance
8 Broadway
mistake

9 Disadvantage
10 Hasty glance,

in France
11 Acquire

12 Greek god
13 Power vessel

Abbr
21 Federal agcy
23 Time and
25 Lone performer
27 Hindu titles

28 Develop
29 Small change
31 Man's nickname
32 Takeoff
33 Curved
34 Delia, the singer

36 City of the

Taj Mahal
39 Copied
40 Cartoon moppet
41 Tear
46 Be a lattletale

47 Escort

48 Where Lux is

51 Singing group
52 Jewish month
53 Half-moon figure

54 Lead
56 Popular name

In Wales
57 Immediately

following

58 Singing group
59 Deed
61 Were

King"
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WEATHER

Today, sunny and miW,
highs in the 50's. Tomor-
n»w. again sunny and mild,

temperature reaching 60.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

BAGEL BONANZA
Assorted Bagels with
Meatballs; Italian
Sausage; Shaved Beef,

Turkey or Ham; Lox and
Cream Cheese

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,

Ratatouille, Spinach and
Mushroom Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
BAGEL BONANZA

Assorted Bagels with
Italian Tofu Balls; Eg-
gplant Cutlet; Vegetable
Grinder Filling; I>>x and

Cream Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme
Sauce, Cranberry Sauce,

Ratatouille

Collegianites
staff Meeting

7 p.m. Thursday
in the newsroom

Important Night
Graphics Meeting
6:45 p.m. Thursday
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an
Force nurse can mean
a lot to ycxi and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams In the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part off

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For More 0«lalli Call

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen & SoohnKKee Call Capt. Pinkell

(413) 546-2137

IN hoNOR oF ImtermatiomaI Womcm's Dax

r
UW ANd tIie WOMCN9 CVCN1 plANNIMC COMMITTff

v^ MARch 8, 1987
^ 8:00 P.M.

;^

r

OM CAMpvs:

TIX UMliMITfd ANd

rltC FlNf ARTS CiNTER

box oHicf

AMkfRtr:

foR rkc RccoRd

WItIi SdeciaI GucstI I Northampton: woMONfyRC bool
Debbie FicR \J

TkANK UMam Art* Co«*Ncil
*** rickftron Iocations

fINE ARTS CENTEA UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Southside Johnny March 17th
Tickets on sqI» tomorrow

Stud#nts (6.00 G*n Public S 10.00

Imagine time-traveling from the era of the
dinosaurs to the age of the stars Discovering
the secrets of a Mayan pyramid Dining
beneath the Eiffel Tov^er Spiroling
through the universe inside an 18-story
sphere
Now, imagine doing it all in one ^

place Walt Disney World
Epcot Center.
Wherever your spring break

takes you in Florida, you'll be
just a step away from the
wonder all the world
IS talking about.

>:•:•:•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• «'X':':'»»>:.:..•••••.•-•.•.•.•;•»:•:•;•:•:•;,•••••.•.•:•:• '.•.•.•.•••••.•••.•.•••;•»:•;•;
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McGonagle shooting for a trip to Nationals
By ELLEN RICHARD

Collegian SUff

Being on top of things is one thing

University of Massachusetts gymnast John
McGonagle knows how to do.

The twenty-two year old mechanical

engineer major is the co-captain of the
UMass men's gymnastics team and the
number one man in the still rings event for

the team. His high score of 9.7 is a school

record that established last year.

This year, McGonagle, who is vice

president of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity,

has a 9.65 for his high score and is looking

for a place in the Nationals. He needs two
more scores of 9.5 or above to qualify. In

November 1981, he broke his wrist and
missed qualifying by over 8/lOOth's of a
point.

"I better score over a 9.7 and go to the
Nationals," he said, "or I'll be very
unhappy."

McGonagle was born in Hyde Park and
moved to Milton in seventh grade. He ran
cross country in ninth grade but was not
interested enough to stick with it.

"I wanted to play another sport." he said.

"I didn't like cross country or soccer and I

was too small for football so I figured I'd try
gymnastics. The head coach bet the
assistant coach I'd quit in two weeks."
He didn't quit and went on to compete in

the still rings event and the pommel horse
for Milton High School in his senior year he
was third in the state in pommel horse and
second in the state rings.

He was second in the Bay State League in

both pommels and rings and won a Globe

All-Scholastic Award.
As a freshman at Boston State College, he

was third in New England rings. After a
year of college as a physics major, he
decided to go into the Marines to get some
discipline to study.

In boot camp he was on top. While at
UMass, he is a Marine reserve member,
which takes up one weekend a month and
two weekends in the summer. When he
graduates, he plans to enter the Navy to be
a nuclear engineer. He entered UMass in

fall 1980 as a continuing education student
and became a full time student that spring.
In the New England Collegiate Cham-
pionships last Sunday, he won third place in
rings with a low score, for him. of 8.85.

"He's been an excellent performer
because even when he misses a routine he

still scores an 8.9," coach Roy Johnson said.
"He's been excellent to have on the team to
strengthen our ring team.
"He was contemplating retiring gym-

nastics this year and after we talked and
designed a special program for him he
decided to continue. I'm glad he did and I

hope he is too."'

With his heavy schedule of being co-
capUin of the team, vice president of his
fraternity, an engineer major and a cor-
poral in the Marines, he said he gets tired
but does not mind it.

"I kind of feel like I'm wasting time when
I sit around," he said. "Sometimes I'm so
tired that I don't want to come to practice.
Sometimes I can't swing because my
shoulders are too sore. But I don't even feel
it when I'm in a meet."

UM women skiers capture New Englands
By MATT LUCZKOW

Catktiu CerrvapoadMrt

The University of Massachusetts
women's ski team is number one in the

Women's Intercollegiate Ski Conference
(WISC) for the seventh consecutive year of

ski competition.

The women outskied seven other colleges

last weekend at Waterville Valley to
capture the WISC crown.

"The women have skied fantastic all

year." said head coach Bill MacConnell.
"And we were expecting to go all the way
by winning at Waterville."

After an undefeated season the
Minutewomen were the team to beat at the
championships. Unfortunately, the skiers

suffered their only loss of the year lo

Plymouth State College on Saturday when
number one skier Sue White fell down in

the slalom.

As a result. PSC posted a team time of
341.34 seconds (best three individual times)
to take the win. UMass (349.03) came in

second and Boston College placed third
(364.43). The other schools in order of finish

were Boston University. Brown University,
Skidmore College. Marist College and
North Adams State.

Finishing the championship slabm in 4th
and 5lh place, respectively for UMass were
Leslie Dale and Theresa Collins. Sue White
managed a 10th place finish despite falling,

while teammates Lba Luczkow (12th) and
Kim I^ftus (15th) also did well. Also skiing
for the Minutewomen were Sue Levy,

Diana Swain and Laurie Webber.
Lisa Klein (Brown) took 1st place in the

slalom, Liz Goodnight (PSC) came in 2nd
and Mary Whipple (PSC) was 3rd.

The women's team snapped back on
Sunday to take the giant slalom race by
storm. UMass clocked a total time of 415.54
to put themselves far ahead of second place

Boston CoUege at 423.71. Brown (429.93)

came in 3rd and PSC (423.11 » came in 4th.

White Collins and Dale contributed to the
UMass victory by uking second, third and
sixth place. Luckzkow (14th) and Loftus
(22nd) also finished well in the 40 women
field, as did their teammates Levy. Swain
and Webber. Amy Glackin from BC won the
race.

The women's ski team was number one

this year in all categories of WISC ski
competition. They ended the regular season
with a flawless record of 65 (win loss
ratio). On top of that. White captured the
individual league title while her teammates
Collins and Dale took third and fourth place
in the standings.

Graduating this year and leaving the ski
team behind will be senior co captain Kim
Loftus and senior Leslie Dale.

In their four years at UMass both
women have achieved numerous p« rsonal
and athletic goals as well as having m^de
substantial contributions to the team.
Next winter, the rest of the wom« n's

team will return to the slopes in in

ticipation of another successful year <A
college ski radng. Think Snow.

m
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
UM-IM Upcoming Entry Dat««
Co-Rec Bowting Entry Deadline extended to Friday, March 4th

at 5 pm Tournament schaduled for Monday March 7th at 5 pm
Soccer Entry Deadline Extended

Co-Rec Swim Meet 3/7

entry at 6 PM ttarts 7 PM Boyden Pool

UM-IM MandMory Maatlnga
Officis;8 (playoff) Baaketball - meeting Mon 3/7 5 pm Boyden
Basketball Playoffs Drawing on Thursday March 3rd at 6 pm
all welcome
Basketball Playoffs scheduled to start on Monday March 7th

Soccer Er Softball Managers Meeting March 13 Er 14

6 pm Boyden BIdg

Shootar of the Waak
Men's Basketball K. MacDonald DT 47 pts

Women's Basketball Miller Misfits 20 pts

Co-Rec Women Drumm - Motor Morons 33 pts

Co-Rec Men Brenner - Motor Morons 6 pts

Come One Coma All

Wrestling Finals Boyden BIdg Aux Gym
March 3 7:30 pm

e/WP COUNSELORS WANTED
^Tlwktr Lab CtM^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, Softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor
heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM

• radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds £r dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

KiCR T||fM§f

1112 KMii^r S4«^n$2
for application or interview

LIFT THE BIG ONE
16 oz of Solid Drink

Thursday All Nite
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ATTENTION
SENIORS
Now is the time!

Get your face in the

yearbook.

The photographer will

be here

Feb 28 to March 17

Stop by CC Rm 178 or

call 545-2874 to

make your appointment.

f f Harvard Summer School

t[;e dance center
11th Season June 26 - August 5, 1983

Co'^pf'e'^ens've Dance Program C^oreograpfiy Workshop/Baiiet/

'/oae''n Jazz Tap'Composition/Dance History/Wntmg for Dance/
StuOent Performance Workshops

Dav.d Brown • Leon Collins • Ins 1/ Fangei • Bill T, Jones • Pamela C.R. Jones
Bill Mackey • Ehsa Monte • Stepf^anle Moy • Katfiryn Pos n • Anamane Sarazin

fvlarcus Schulkind • Beth Soil • Arnold Wengrow • Arnie Zane
Additional faculty to be announced

Harvard Summer Dance Center
20 Garden St., Dept 192. Cambridge, MA 021 38 (617) 495-5535

Director: Ins M. Fanger

In spite of Reafi[anomicR jobfi are holdinfs up well for graduates

ID PUBLIC HEALTH
The Diviiiion of Public Health at the University of MasHarhusetts
at Amherst offers |;raduate programs in

Biostatistics Community Health Education
Environmental Health Epidemiology

Health Administration Public Health Nutrition

For Information

Come to the OPEN HOUSE, Friday, March 4, 1983
10 a.m. - 12 noon Room 803, Campus Center

CONTACT:
Robert W. Gage, M.D., Graduate Program Director

313 Arnold, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA 01003
(4131545-1317

OPENINGS ARE STILL AVAILABLE
FOR SEPTEMBER ADMISSION

SAVE 195.00 off list price on a Personal

Computer with printer.

PC 1500 Personal Computer Now Only 184.96
with store rebate coupon reg list 300.00

CE-160 original printer 169.96 reg 260.00

PC-1500

A n«w low coat hon^hoM ponowl computor fof

profaaatonata atutfonta and homa uaa
1>»a ^C WO faaturaa an anandad BASIC langua«a
eparating ayatam capab4a of handling two dimon
atonal arrays vartaMa a<r«ng langttia prgram
chaining, full graphic commanda and many othar

CE-150

Tha PCmo IncorpofMoa Mil kytoa of ayatant
NOM and 2 Ok bytaa of uaor ovaHaMo RAM Eiipan
daMa up to W Ok bytaa of RAM by waing optional
aapanaton modutaa
M4 paga appllcatlena manttal contalna ovor M
raody to uaa programs tor math, buslnaaa.
statlatlca. anglr^oarfng and gama applications
Mamory tafaguard TM. an addad faatura tttat

convonlantiv pravortts araaura of programs or

data, avan whan tha modal Is turrtod off

4li byta and Oh byta RAM aapartalon modulaa offar

faatar progremmlrtg capacity
An • bit C mos CPU anablaa faat data procaaaing
whtta consuming Httla artorgy

7 I too dot matria LCD diaplay that can ba pro
grammad to craota graphics figuraa or spocM
symbols
A spoclal tono gor>aratlon aNows tfta programmer
to add tha dimanalon of sourtd
A almpllad Instruction manual that sHows s bagin
nar or advancad programmar to bagIn progrsmm
Ing Immadtataly
Automatic Powar Oft lAI^ITM aavas powar by
timing off tha computor whan laft unattandad
M character wide LCD display

Full ASCII character set with upper end lower

The CE in. an optional printer ' cseserte Interface
provMee four color grephlcs I different character
sitee ettd X. Y. plotting capability
Tff CEm cen be programmed to print In • dif
ferent cfteractar sliea rertging from 4 to S digits
per line

Rotate commands aMow the Cf 1M to prtnt up.
down, left or rigftt

Uaee plain paper
Comea whh an artrecthre carrying caaa. A/C
adepeter/ charger, ] roots of paper and dual
caaeette ceblae
Prints a hard copy llet' of your entire system

15.00 Rebate

on a PC 1500

15.00
Rebate

on PC 1500.

15.00 Rebate

on a PC 1500

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

j^nmVERSITY
imSTORED

I
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OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

CQllegiaQ?3

ATTENTION
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

The seminars are Sundays 3/6 and 3/13
at 7 pm in the Commonwealth Room

AUTO FOR SAIe

67 \A/V Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323 5918 leave message

For sale 1970 Ford Torino - 46,000 original

miles needs work $500 or BO call 545 3500
before 5:00 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

73 Pontiac Grand AM 4 door cruise con-
trol climate control bucket seats excellent

condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549 2785
evenings

1976 Subaru OL B-speed AM/FM 30-35

mpg. new tires, $1395 or BO 549 0569

80 Datsun 310GX excellent condition. Rear
defrost /wiper stereo AM/FM cassette one
owner $4500 549-5666

Grand Prix 72 very dependable 360.00 BO
548-3603 must sell soon.

73 Vsliant, good cond. 225 slant six, $700
or 80 253-5956

BELLYQRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253 7822

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL ~

Duplex newly redorw two bedrooms sleep
four includes utilities. Ideal for a group of 4
or 8 $2560 253-7436

CHEENO'S

Hagstrom Bass $280 Kustom 75w amp
$230 Roland synthesizer $450 549-0453

Kinks ConcertI 2 tickets March 31st
Worcester Centrum good seats 546-4419

Sunglasses: Raytians and Vuarnets at low
student prices. Call Andy or Bruce at
549-1177 look for our table in the CC Con-
course Wed.

INSTRUCTrON

Electric typewriter one year old $200 sew-
ing machine $60 call 256-6174

1974 Ford Van - Runs well, will probably
run forever $660 firm. Steve 6-6064

Seiko men's digital quartz watches reg
$129 now $60 call Rick 253-3598

Skis: package deal. Hart, Solomon, Nor-
dica. Steal, $100, must sell 546-531 4
Guitar: Westbury Std. w/DiMarzio pick
ups. Very good cond. $175 w/case.
546-6015

Tom Petty: tickets Worcester Centrum
March 24 (over break) call Rick 549-4007

FOUND

Women's 3 speed bike. No Pleasant St.

Call with registration number after 5
549-4766

HELP WANTED

Cheeno's Thursday on Campus Center
pants, shorts, jSv «fts, sweaters first quality

$10.00

COUNSELING
LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

Allan Black, 253-S036

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency inc.

Bands and disc)Ockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Professional DJs for less $99 special

March 15 Book r>ow before price in-

549 4405

M a M Music Unlimited Professional

DJ's for all occasions call Mike 546-5259

Megicien - The Great Charles will entertain

at any occasion call Bruce 5^1177 after 6
PM
Jodi Leong, vocaittt. 6 Mark Baszak,

pianist TOC Lounge. Fri., Sat., March 4 b
5

FOR RENT

Room for rent BrarKlywine Apts call Mark
or Kenny 549-4719

FOR SALE

Tickets for Eric Clapton's only NE show
ffer 546-8682 keep tr

Overseas Jobs - Summer/year round.
Europe, S. Anr>er., Australia, Asia All

fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sight seeing
Free info. Write IJC Box 52 MA 1 Corona
Del Ma^^ CA^?»
CRUISE SHIPJOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari-

bean. Hawaii, Wortd. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext
Massachusettes

COUNSELORS: Camp Wayne, nor
theastern Pennsylvania Co-ed childrens
camp 6/23-8/23/83 On campus interviews
March 2nd. Frier>dly, warm atmosphere, 12
Allevard, Lido Beach, NY 11561. Include
school phor>e number. Campus Rep: Wen-
dy Edenfieid 546^)939

Crusie Ship Jobs $14 $28,000 Carri

been, Hawaii, World Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter 1 916-722 1111 ext
Massachusettes

Applicetions now being accepted for

part time nights, at Kay Jewelers, Hamp
shire Mall

General Office Help. Must type 50
wpm + . Work Study preferred Call Jenny
at UPC 546 2892

Summer Jobs Let us send you booklet of

200 plus working vacation opportunities.

Resorts. Natior>al Parks. Hotels Act now
for this summer and next, send $2.00 and
self -addressed stamped envelope to
Marand, P.O. Box 7728, Columbus,
Georgia 31908.

Aleska Jobs summer /year round, asm
great money in this opportunity rich state,

ie, eern $10,000 $12,000 on three month
ftshir>g boat. Ser>d for 1983 Employer
Listing and information packet covering all

industries $5.00 Lental Reseach dept
AA2114 satisfaction guaranteed

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory Er shop.
Limited enrollment 253-2(W8

LOST

Keys on blue clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

Glasses in a red case please call Helene
666-2848 Reward.

Blue Eastpack Bookbag with Psychology
and Law book very important Reward
549-0157, 546-5009

Did you mistakenly take my coet from
Poor Richard's, Friday Feb. 26? Long,
black, wool coat, size 5, brand Peabody.
Please call 253 5339

Lost - gold bracelet, Bartlett - Thompson
Hall area. I really want it returned it

belonged to my mother. Reward. 323-5900

Watch timepiece, hamilton, between
Hatch and NOPE, sentimental value. Sue
549-1463

TERMINAL RENTALS
~

COMPUTERM
Terminal wo/nwnitor $130/re8t of sem.
Terminal wo /monitor $160/sem.
Terminal (complete) $180/sem. @

546-7672

MOTORCYCLES

77 Kawasaki KZ 400 less than 6000 mi runs
Ef looks new 2 helmets must be seen I $950
546^5280

NUCLEAR FREEZE

Proxy forms for Nuclear Freeze are
available in 428 SU or at Peace table on
Wed & Fri. Out of state students encourag
ed stop by!

PERSONALS

Guitarist wsnting to ioin bend. Ir

Southwest area preferably. All kinds o'

music. Call John 6-8800

Red. You brighten up the days Love Mel

Write-in Jim Finkle for SGA President.

Don't miss the hypnotist Sunday March
6 8:00 PM SUB $1 00 sponsored by GPC
Felice - Congrats on a great rush! You did

an excellent job! Now get some sleep

Love, Chi-O

Lynn O Had fun Friday, sorry about Satur-

day Night. Mayt>e we can get together

sonr>etime. An Admirer. PS No nrx>re GLC
Dennis Had a great tin>e this weeker>d I

miss having a roomie I love you Liz

Go Oowm with someone you krK>w h
trust

luxury hotels, r>o hidden costs Er no BS
Ft Lauderdale, Fla. Spring Break 83

To the kind woman on Monday's bus. .

.thankyou for the orange. It was delicious
and a great surprise tool CC.
A.S.A. presents bustrip to N.Y.C. March
12 signup FAC coffeeshop MW 9-10:00
12:15-1:15 TuTh 12:15-1:15 2:30-4:30 F
10-11:00 $20 roundtrip refreshments
546-7066

Emergency Care/First Aid Workshop
March 7 @ UHS 7 9 pm for more info/ sign

up call UHS 549 2671

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DIssertetions, Theses, Coses, Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5^092, 584-7924

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Conn, on Fri the 4th So.
Windsor -Vernon area or to UConn call

&-9648 after 5 pm or before 10:30 am ask for

Adrianr>e

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

TRAVEL

UMess Ski Club Goes Down

Rorida direct by van. 3/19-27. $148. for

round trip - wine & cheese - accom. info

call now - S.S. Van Lines @ 617-724-8810

UMess Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stowe. Ski club capitel of the East.
Only $159 includes: transportation, hot
tub p>artv, beer Er wine parties, 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes Er gratuities Er much,
much, more. For more info contact the
UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union

or call 546-3437

Spring Break Riders Wanted to FkKkIa
coupie preferred call eves. 253-3908

Lest chence Bermuda $315 call 256-6941
after 6

»»»»»»^^VOTE GROOM»#»»»# #

Vote Groom Dave Groom for SGA Presi-

dent

WANTED
~

Cless rings, gold and silver jewelry aryj

coins. Daniel Smith, 2i North Pleesant,

Amherst, 256-0710

ig me by your
ir 253 7189

apes
•age)

546^2836

Help MO rewerd for h>

perents unwanted secon

Ceah for your records
leak for Jaromir/leave mi

Programming Producer
cebie system call GPC: 5^ ^.

Extra-fir>e peir of used stereo speakers
500 dollar cash limit 527 ' '4

warned
2733

for

#
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
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BARSELOTTI'S s
_ A

UCMidiinfiMi Llato LUrrice I

EXPERT SAAD & VOLVO REPAIRS !j Thursday Night Special S

i^ 10% OFF PARTS & LABOR ! I
downtown amherst

|
with This Coupon

OHer EndsMorch 3^. 1963

Rte. 116, Sunderlond, Sunoco Stotion

665-7665

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of beer

with this coupon
DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER!

I

^y^

rust\ nail yTy^i

Thurs. March 3
Fri. March 4

Control David Johansen
& the Enemy

Rt. 47, Sunderland. MA 666 4937

presents

Sat. March 5

Mitch Cl|Bkour

You must be 18 to enter
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There will be a meeting for anyone interested

in playing women's JV softball, Friday, March 4

at 4:00 p.m. in Room 153 NOPE. For further in-

formation call 5-0038.
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Temple break loose
against UMass, 91-64
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By BILL SHEA

Philadelphia — Road woes continue for

UMass coach Tom McLaughlin and his

young UMass team as the Minutemen
travelled to Temple University and were
handed a resounding 91-64 loss last night.

The Minutemen were lookin for a little

revenge against the Owls, who came to the

Curry Hicks Cage and pressed UMass into

a 73-54 loss in January. Without guard
Donald Russell, who was sidelined at the

time with an injured wrist, the Minutemen
had no chance against the high-flying Owls.
But with Russell back in and UMass in

the race for the third place in the Atlantic

Ten East division, a spot that would give
the Minutemen an automatic berth to the
conference tournament, the Minutemen
were expect^ to give a better showing.

But. Russell is not nearly a fully

recovered fntm the pamful fall against
Rhode Island a couple of games ago. The
sophomore guard started against the Owls.
\ogged 17 first half minutes and 27 minutes
overall, but finished for 10 from the field

and was not a factor in the game
Just like when the Owls routed the

Minutemen here in January, junior guard
Terence Stansbury stole the show. The
6'5" 180 lb guard busted loose for 39
points, good enough for a career high and
also broke John Hempel" two week old
Atlantic ten single game record of 37
points.

Umass stayed close in the first half and
went to the locker room at intermission
down 38-32.

But Temple, behind Stansbury and junior
guard Jim McLoughlin (23 points), opened
the game up early in the second half, jump-
ing to a 55-38 lejid with 15:11 remaining in

the game.
Charles Rayne was the only other Tem

pie player to hit double figures for the

Owls. The 6'5" forward finished with 10
points.

Edwin Green continues to give coach
McLaughlin excellent play, both offensive-

ly and defensively. The 6*7" junior turned
in a fine performance, scoring 20 points

and pulling down 13 rebounds.
Freshman forward John Hempel was the

only other Minuteman player in double
figures Hempel. who was named Atlantic

Ten R(K)kie of the Week for the second
straight week and third time this year for

his offensive explosions at the Cage, finish

ed with 12 points.

Darryl Carter had nine points. Horace
Neysmith followed with seven and Tom
Emersom. who saw 12 minutes of a action
his most time this year, hit for six points.

The Minutemen now fall into a fourth
place tie with the University of Rhode
Island in the Atlantic Ten F^ast. The fourth
and fifth place finishers play a qualifying

game for the right to join the top three
teams in the conference tourney at the
Spectrum March 7.

The loss gives UMass an 0-14 record on
the road (7-19 overall) this season. For-
tunately, UMass the Minutemen will be at

the Curry Hicks Cage for their all

important Atlantic Ten finale against St.

Bonaventure. Saturday night at 7.30 p.m.

Collfinaii ^Mtto b<r Joka Uovrrlt*

Sue Allen is airborne durinf!^ the pommell horse competition last
night at Boyden.

Ron Youni^ i^oes up for two in the Minutemen's double overtime loss
to St. Joe's Saturday night.

UM women gymnasts
blow out Springfield

By ELLEN THATCHER
( ollrpaii Staff

It was the best meet of the season for the
University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team as it tumbled over
Springfield College 175.5 163.3.
"They were great." coach Ken Anderson

said. "It was their best meet ever. The last

couple of weeks they've been sick and
they're starting to put it together the way I

know they can."

The Minutewomen won the vaulting
event by almost two points and had their
highest score ever. Robin Low and Sue
Allen led UMass with an 8.9 score and solid

vaults. Tricia Harrity was close behind with
an 8.75 as the women dominated
Springfield 43.75 41.9.

Springfield slacked off in the uneven bars
event and the Minutewomen used the
advantage to bounce out to a six point lead,

winning the event 43.65 39.55. AUen was
out in front with an 8.95. Karen Knapp was
right behind in second with an 8.85.

Low was the overall best as her lowest
score in the contest was an 8.8 in the
uneven bars. She won the all around with
35.75 points, close to a 9.0 average.
Knapp performed well for UMass placing

second in the all around with 34.9 points.

Allen had 34.56 points and Harrity scored
34.45 points.

The Minutewomen kept improving. In
the balance beam event the team scored an
all time high of 44 points.

Low had an outstanding balance beam
routine in which she scored an all time best
of 9.05. Barbara L.«rd and Knapp shared
second place with an 8.85. Harrity placed
third with an 8.65.
Massachusetts went a step further in the

floor exercises by scoring 44.1. their best
total in the meet. Lisa Gnffen put out a fine
performance to take the top spot in the
event with a 9.1.

"It was the second time in a meet that
she's ever done a double twisting back
somersault." Anderson said. "She had
trouble with it in Southern Connectkut. but
she stood it up tonight.

"They had a great floor set. Its the first

time they've hit four events in one meet,"
he said.

Low placed second in the fk)or event with
a fine 9.0 performance and Knapp scored
8.95 with a strong routine.

"I told them two months ago that that's
what they were capable of doing (scoring
175)," Anderson said. "That's what they
were striving for and that's what they hit.

Swimmers heading forNew England trials
By SCOTT HOOD

Caltogteii SUff

Ha Ha, you can't fool me. I know what all

iTou UMass sports fans are asking. You're
taking: "How can a 4 7 team actually

(xpect to finish in the upper echelon of a

Tiajor meet?"
For those of you who don't know what all

hese fans are inquiring about, it is the
^Mass men's swim team. And, yes, their

e' ord is right and they do expect to finish

n:ong the elite in the New England
oUegiate swimnrung championships, which
tart today and run until Saturday. March 5
t Springfield College's Linkletter

n-f.: t ( -pri'vi

"The lop two teams are Williams and
Tufts. After that it's going to be a dogfight
for the number three to eight positions",
said UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "With a
few good swims we could do well

"

Key performers for the Minutemen in

elude junior cocaptain Chris Porter and
senior Brian Spellman. Porter is ranked
among the top six in the 200 yard freestyle
and the 100 free«tyle Spellman. although
bothered by shoulder problems and unable
tr uain at full speed, will go in tht sprint,
freestyles and relays.

lAner swin<i..cis uiciuuv i nU w». ^..v»..

described by Yarworth as the hardest
worker on th« tMm, Paul McNeil. Mark

Surette (no relation to Phil), and Brian
Semle.

Phil Surette will swim the 400 individual
medley, the 200 individual medley and the
200 breast-stroke.

"He deserves to do well." said YarwOTth.
McNeil, a sophomore, is hoping to place

in the distance events (1650 and 500
freestyle), plus the 200 freestyle.

Mark Surrette will swim the relays and
the backstrokes, while Semle, like

Spellman. is bothered by a nagging
shoulder but expects to compete in the
distance events.

"Our last four meets we have swam
pretty well, and with Um reft (the

Minutemen's last meet was February 19
against Central Connecticut) we should

perform well in the New England's." sak)

Yarworth. "We are definitely ready. We
look good. Hopefully we can do it."

"Last year was a dogfight and hopefully

we will be in that dogfight again. We are
looking to avenge some of our k>sses in the

meet."

According to Yarworth, UMass prime
competition wiU come out of a group that

includes Southern Connecticut, the Coast
Guard, MIT. University of Rhode Island,

University of New Hampshire, University

of Lowell, Amherst CQU«fe»; .and.i..
Spnngfiekl CoUe|e.

Minutemen face conclusion of Curry Hicks hoop season
By JIM FLOYD

Collcfuui Staff

Tomorrow night's men's basketball clash
between the Minutemen and the Sonnies of

St. Bonaventure may be the last home
appearance for Coach Tom McLaughlin and
his troops this season.

It "may be" because the Curry Hicks
Cage contest and a game between Temple
University (who defeated the Minutemen
Wednesday night) and the University of
Rhode Island both carry important
significance in the pairing of teams for the

upcoming Atlantic Ten playoffs

The results of these two games will

decide the who, what, when aild where's of

the intitial rounds of the playoffs and here's

the way things shape up.

There are two angles at which to ap-

proach this problem; should UMass win and

should UMass lose on Saturday.
Should the Minutemen defeat the

Bonnies and the Rams down the Owls then

UMass, URI and Temple would all finish

4—10 in the conference. But, since UMass
only has one win in the division and URI

and Temple each would finish with three
wins, UMass would finich in last and would
finish with three wins. UMass would finish

in last and would have to play the loser of a
coin flip between the other two at the
loser's home court on Monday night.

If, in a different situation UMass wins
and. Temple beats URI. Temple would
finish third at 5—9 and the Minutemen
would place fourth at 4—10. Consequently,
UMass would host last place URI at home
Monday night at 7:30 p.m. in the
preliminary round.

Now, should UMass lose and URI win,

the same situation as the previous URI win
would arise with a coin flip being held

between URI and Temple. The Minutemen
would play the loser of the flip Monday at

the loser's place.

And finally, should the Minutemen lose

and Temple win. then Temple would finish

in third and UMass and URI would tie but,

since the Rams have a better inter-

divisional record, the Monday night game
would be held at 8 p.m. in Kingston.

Have you got all that? Read it again.
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Conference draws Dukakis
Tuition lid would
be five year first

By KEVLN BOWE
ColkfiM Huff

For the first time in more than five years, students at

the University of Massachusetts may not face an increase

on their tuition bills.

Governor Michael S. Dukakis has recommended in his

19^ budget request that the Board of Regents not in-

crease tuition at any of the public colleges or universities in

the state. During his gubnatorial campaign bkl Dukakis
said that tuitbn rates should be frozen for at least one year
or until a "sensible" tuition policy could be developed.

Yesterday Chancelk>r of Higher Educatk>n John B. Duff
said there is a very good chance that the Board of Regents
would go ak)ng with Dukakis' recommendation.

"I'm quite certain the Board of Regents will be
presupposed to the Governor's recommendatk)n." he said.

"I'm certainly not recommending an increase." Duff said.

Since the Regents were created three years ago. tuition

at UMass rose approximately 35 percent. In May of 1961.

tuition at UMass was $750 a year: today it costs $1129 to

attend UMass.
To ease the impact of the cuts the Regents instituted a

tuitk>n waiver program for students who couk) not afford

the increases. About 12,000 students a year receive a

partial tuition waiver under the program.

But the waiver program did not appease all the critks of

the Regents' tuition increaaea. Many pointed out the room
and board fees were also Inereased with no compensation
to needy students. The tuitbn increases also came at a

time when the Reagan Administration was proposing

massive federal financial aid cuts many students rely on.

Also included in Dukakis' budget recommendatnn is a

$4.1 million increase in the state scholarship program. In

the budget statement Dukakis expressed a commitment to

increase the scholarship fund in the future to levels

"commensurate with other states".

Duke eats turkey
brushes off pie

By E.L. BIRK
C«U«ttaaSuff

The Governor of Massachusetts is not a tall man. But he
is a biff man.
He muct be a big man to sit in the Campus Center

Auditorium and eat the same turkey and lettuce on rye

(hold the mayo) that any UMass student could purchase in

the Hatch.
He also must be a big man to shrug off the time he

visited Umass during his last administration when a wide-

eyed proponent of higher education had hurled an ill-aimed
whipped cream pie at The Duke. The student was ap-

parently angry with several budget cuts Dukakis had
made.

"I think he was throwing it at someone else," the

governor said yesterday during a lunch break between his

economic development conference and budget briefing. "It

was a very difficult period that I never want to go through

again. We went through a troubled period because the

economy was falling apart."

He used words such as, "disasterous and bankrupt," to

describe the state economy way back then. "Fortunately

we've caught it just in time." he said.

UMass' future looks bright. High technology working
with higher education is partly responsible. But the

marriage of politics and higher education must receive

some of the credit.

About the man once described by author Timothy
Crouse as "the would-be senator from Connecticut" and
now Umass Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Dukakis said,

"Joe's experience and success in politks is a benefit to the

University. I've known him for a long time and he's a friend

of mine."

C«ll*fiaa iriMU M Kr<in J FariMfli

Governor Michael S. Dukakis explained hia

proposals for the 1984 state budget during a
press conference/briefing in the Campus Center
yesterday. The budget proposes a $14 million in-

crease to state public higher education next

year.

No faculty vote

on General Ed.
By RITA MURPHY

C«lkffim .SUff

The University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate
yesterday rejected a controversial motion which would
have required faculty-wide approval of any senate action

concerning the General Education Curriculum proposal.

The motion was criticized by some senators who claimed

it defeated the purpose of the Faculty Senate.

The senate is "elected to do this job and we do it quite

well," said Jay Demerath, sociology professor.

Demerath said if the motion were passed it would mean
every time the senate was called upon to decide con

troversial issues, the responsibility would immediately be

shifted from the senate and onto the faculty. "This would
viscerate the role of the senate." he said.

Thomas Ashton, of the English department, defended

the motion, which he introduced at the last senate

meeting, February 17.

"A "no" vote denies colleagues rights to vote," he said.

This denial would "be the same kind of thing that exists

in South Africa and El Salvador." he said.

Demerath said he "resents (Ashton's) parallels to El

Salvador and South Africa" because they have nothing to

do with the motion.

Walker Gibson, professor of English, said the motion "is

an invitation to say no" to the general education proposal.

Jim Murphy, president of the Student Government
Association, urged senators not to vote for the motion

because "it would cut students out of the vote."

Following the rejection of the motion. Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey expressed his approval of the general education

proposal.

Continued on page k

and company
Governor courts
western leaders

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
and TAMI BORTON

I'oilefiM SUff

Governor Mkhael S. Dukakis emphasized the important

link between public higher educatran and the state's

economy in opening remarks to the Western
Massachusetts Economk Development Conference held at

the University of Massachusetts yesterday.

Dukakis, who was here with Lt. Gov .John F.Kerry and
several cabinet secretaries, opened the conference in the

Campus Center yesterday morning. The conference,

organized by concerned western Maaaachuaetts business,

government, education and community leaders, comprised
preliminary remarks from Dukakis, Kerry, UMaaa
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey. conference chairman Gordon
Oakes. and AkJen Raine of the governor's office on
Economic Development. Also included in the agenda were
workshops on economic policy, community development,

education and employment, transportation, environment

and energy and a press conference explaining the fiscal

year 1964 budget.

Dukakis said in an opening statement, "In an economy
increasingly ba.sed upon knowledge, this state's reputatioo

for educatmnal quality and educatwnal excellence is

essential to our economic future. "Fortunately for us, to a

very great extent, whatever success we have had in

economic terms, whatever our special advantage over

other parts of the country is because we have not depended
on the smokestack industry. We have had this very special

resource, education, bruins and technobgy, that has given

us a competitive edge and it is important for us to maintain

and strengthen and build on that."

|tee related ttoriet on page 5)

In a brief speech following Dukakis' address, Kerry urged
careful monitoring of long term effects of the state- federal

relationship regarding the proposed budget.

"With federally imposed tax cuts and defense spending, it

will be hard to avoid a confrontation with the impact of that

budget on the state." Kerry said. A seven percent

reduction in federal block grants imposed by Pi^esident

Ronald Reagan will mean a $200 million cut in

Maaaachuaetts, said Kerry, who has been concentrating on
developin^^a strong relationship with the congressional

delegation in Washington.
However, the governor's budget reflects the impact of the

federal government cuts," Kerry said, "Every bit of our
energy is dedicated to an effort to conserve progress in the
state."

Kerry reiterated the governor's budget and emphasised
the role of regional relations on the economic future of the
state.

"We will monitor present policy, focus on future policy

and continue with programs to help communities move
grants through Washington. We got that message while
campaigning this fall, we took it back and are working with
it."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey wekomed Dukakis and the
other legislators with a feeling of confidence and optimism
in the governor's effort to form what he called " a neigh-

borly mutual concern and cooporatk>n to make things
work."
"The Governor's appearance shows his concern for

western Massachusetts business and education," Duffey
said. However, this is not a new concern for Dukakis,
Duffey said. In his first administration as governor of

Massachusetts, Dukakis visited Massachusetts in efforts to

save the once failing Miller's F'alls Tool Company and
develop other businesses in the area, he said.

The chancellor recognized the interactk)n between
theeastern and western parts of the state in several
analogies. "You bring us lobsters from the Cape and we
send you asparagus. You gave us presidents John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson and I won't mention we gave you
Calvin Coolidge." he said.
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House heads toward approval of
$4. 6 billion recession relief

» • • • • • • • i

WASHINGTON - The House passed
324 95 yesterday a $4.9 billion package of

recession relief designed to provide tem-
porary employment for nearly one million

people as weU as food and shelter for the
neediest.

The plan was attached to $5 billion in

funds needed to assure continued payment
of unemployment benefits. Together, these
provisions constitute the first major anti

recession initiative of the 98th Congress
that took office two months ago.

Final passage came after the House
adopted a last-minute proposal requiring
that most of the jobs funds go to areas with
high unemployment. The vote on that
provision was 335-83.

The Senate is expected to approve its

own. slightly less expensive legislation next
week. President Reagan, after abandoning
earlier opposition to such a jobs bill, has
signaled he will probably sign the measure
when it reaches his desk.

"I hope that the president will help us do
more, by supporting a second-phase
program that restores confidence to those
still facing economic tragedy." House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.. said in a
statement issued after the vote.

"With 11 million people out of work and
two million people without homes, we need
to enact this bill — and we need to do
more."

Soviet Union ambassador to UnitedNations
says his country favors nuke freeze

HANOVER. N.H. - The Soviet Union's

ambassador to the United Nations said

yesterday the Soviets, not just Americans,
favor a nuclear arms freeze.

Ambassador Oleg Troyanovsky also

blamed Washington for breakdowns in

nuclear arms negotiations.

At a news conference at Dartmouth
College. Troyanovsky said the Soviet Union
twice endorsed nuclear freeze resolutions in

Hub fire paralyzes
city 2 days straight
BOSTON - New England's financial hub

was virtually paralyzed for a second
straight day yesterday because a flash fire

in a manhole snapped off electricity to

downtown Boston's high-rise banks and
businesses.

Thousands of workers at brokerage
houses, mutual funds, law firms and banks,

including the Federal Reserve Bank's
regional headquarters, were given the day
off.

Meanwhile, 100 utility workers stretched

power cables above ground around the
ruined manhole yesterday, trying to

restore the power that was cut off Wed
nesday afternoon when the underground
fire near Post Office Square cut seven
power cables.

the United Nations. He noted that the
United States voted against the proposals
and failed to ratify the SALT II agreement
in 1979.

"As far as our country is concerned, I feel

we have a fair position, while I am not sure
about the Americans," he said. The Soviets,

he said, have the feeling that the United
States is seeking arms superiority, not
arms control.

Seabrook builders

seek $30 million
MANCHESTER, N.H. - The buUders

of the Seabrook nuclear power plant sought
permission yesterday to borrow $30 million

from the firm managing the project and to

raise another $35 million through a stock

sale.

Public Service Company of New Ham
pshire asked the Public Utilities Com
mission for approval of the k>an, and for

approval for the sale of 1.4 million shares of

preferred stock at $25 a share, a

spokeswoman said.

Myra Rivera of the company said United
Engineers and Constructors of

Philadelphia, the architects and engineers
for the project, offered to lend the $30
million in a k)ng term note to help finance

construction.
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Phoebe tops program
for Women's Event

I oilcffiui pkoto br Tmi KadU
Norma Galo, coordinator for Eastern Managua of the Christian-baaed

Communities, spoke last night in the Campus Center about the struggle
for liberation in Nicaragua.

Women support revolution
By TRACY ROBBINS

In an effort to secure gains from the
revolution in Nicaragua, women have
become a major force in protecting their

land and children from United States
backed anti revolutionary forces, said the
coordinator for E^astern Managua of the
Christian- based Communities.
Norma Galo spoke last night at the

University of Massachusetts about the

perspective of women in the Nicaraguan
struggle for independence from the

Nicaraguan leader Samosa.
"Samosa ruined our children. He made

them give up God." Galso said. "They saw
despair. Mothers worried because the
Christian youth argued that God was in

allegiance with the anti revolutionary

forces."

The youths of the country argued that

the church responded to the needs of the

capitalists, she said. "Finally, we mothers
had to concede."

Galo said she spoke as a mother who

had a great fear for her children in a war-
torn world. As a mother of five, she was
especially concerned, she said.

"We were wrongly accused of Marxism
and Communism." Oaio »ttid uc.

hometown was, "terribly religious." "The
poor fought to their deaths for bread,

peace, and dignity." she said. Gak) said "it

was the children who started to convert

their pencils to rifles, because for them
there were no guns."

She said she speaks of women because it

was a national force of women that kept

the revolutionary struggle alive.

"Even the elderly women worked in the

forces behind the lines to do their part. At
that point in our country's history, and
still now. the consciousness and in

telligence of our women has been raised to

a plateau never before reached." she said.

Nature provides women with the in-

stinct of protection. They must protect

their homes and children. Without
children, there is no future, she said.

Women play an important and beautiful

role in the world. It is time that they unite

and come together to build a new society."

she said.

By MICHELLE HYDE
(ollfgian Correapondent

International Womens Day. held in honor
of demonstrations by women factory
workers more than 100 years ago. will be
celebrated at the International Women's
Event Monday and Tuesday at the
University of Massachusetts.
The two day event will feature a concert

by Phoebe Snow Tuesday night at the Fine
Arts Center. A photo exhibit, women
venders and a series of workshops and films
will also be held in the Campus Center.

International Women's Day began in

March. 1857. when women from the needle
trade protested their working conditions by
marching to the wealthier neighborhoods to

embarass the rich.

Again in 1908 women garment workers
marched for shortened work days and the
endof child labor.

Then in 1911. Clara Zetkin. a socialist and
leader of the German women's movement
proposed celebrating these women's
demonstrations internationally by
scheduling yearly demonstrations on March
8.

"Women and Work" is the theme of the
event organized at UMass by the Women's
Issues Team, the Women's Leadership
Project and the Commuter Collective.

Karen Olsen, a Women's Issues Team
member, Hfs«Tihed International Women's
Event as a "celebration of women." Tildy
Turchinetz, also a member of the women's
issues team, said the word 'celebration' is

used because International Women's Day is

"the only holiday for women celebrated
around the world besides Mother's Day. but
that doesn't count," she .said.

Planning for International Women's
Event began at the end of October, she
said, with more than 100 phone calls made
and letters sent all over campus. "The main
thing was the public outreach," she said,

which included getting people together to
help organize the event.

During intersession, meetings were held
to discuss "the main thrust" of planning the
event, the structure and theme. "We spent
hours upon hours and never really came up
with one (a theme)," she said. "In the past
they had really poetic phrases like Women
Moving Forward." Women and Work' is

pretty vague; it covers a k)t."

Busy agenda for Event
By MICHELLE HYDE

( ollvfiut < oiT».paMknl

The International Women's Event will be
held Monday and Tuesday at the University
of Massachusetts.

The schedule for Monday ranges from a
poetry reading by Schyleen Quails at noon
in room 163 of the Campus Center to seven
films, including Babies and Banners at 1

p.m.. Hard Work at 3 p.m., and Straight
Talk about Lesbian* at 4 p.m. AU fibns will

be shown in the Campus Center rooms 162
175.

Tuesday's events in the Campus Center
concourse include a photography exhibit

from the Sophia Smith Collection at Smith
College and women singers, including the
New Harmony Sisterhood Band at noon and
Patty Larkm at 2 p.m.

Also scheduled for Tuesday in the
Campus Center are a martial arts

demonstration at 11 a.m. in room 101 and
workshops including "Women and Labor
Unions" at 1 p.m. in room 811-815. "Women

in the Private Realm" at 3 p.m. in room 803
and "Women Finding Their Own Voices " at

9a.m. in room 905.

Members of The Valley Women's Voice
and the Valley Advocate will give a
workshop entitled "Women Finding Their
Own Voices" at 9 a.m. in the Campus
Center in room 905 09.

At 11 a.m.. members of Ahmerst Aikikai,

Valley Women's Martial Arts, and the
Karate Health Fitness Center, among
others, will denwnstrate martial arts in the
Campus Center in room 101

.

An oral history of textile workers will be
given by Victoria Morriss and Lee Ash, who
is employed by Nine to Five in Boston. The
oral history will be given during the
"Women and Labor I'nions" workshop at 1

p.m. in room 811 815.

"Women and the Private Realm" will be
discussed by Janet Shepard. an area lawyer
and Jackie Smethurst, an official at Nor-
thfield Mt. Herman High School in Nor
thfield at 3 p.m. in Campus Center room
lOL

BOG outraged over proposed Campus Center fee boost
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

( •llvfpM Staff

The University of Massachusetts Campus
Center fee is rising again and the Board of

Governors, the student body in charge of

the Campus Center, is upset.

With the passing of the Trust Fund
Management Policy several weeks ago the
Campus Center is now required to pay
$336,000 of its total budget towards "full

costing" and apparently the only source of

this money next year will be students' fee

money.
Ron Keefe. BOG chairperson, said he was

very shocked at the news from Whitmore
ihat the Campus Center fee for next year is

going to increase $8.50 to $87.50 from a $79
fee proposal presented earlier this

semester.

All semester the BOG office has been
attempting to prove to the University and
Campus Center Administration that there
are other sources to account for full costing
rather than students but it is now evident
that their efforts have been for naught.
Even as of last week the BOG had a fairly

positive outlook about next year's fees

because of an agreement with Campus

Scientist confronts religion

Center Director Bill Harris that there
would only be a four dollar increase up from
the proposed $79. Keefe said he felt this

was an acceptable increase, but with the
new increase yesterday he feels it is

"fraud."

"We spent a lot of hours showing that
students should only be paying $79 and now
all of a sudden it is $87.50. We are not sure
who is making this decision. No one seems
to know. Keefe said.

Keefe said he has been getting "the run
around " from everybody on the issue but he
is certain that money for full costing should
come from other sources t han just students.

"We feel the existing management
of the Campus Center such as the
University Store and ReUil Services should
make a substantial portion. The University
Store always underbudgets its revenue
estimate which makes them seem poorer
than they are." he said.

'Everybody is standing behind the $87
and we think the figures are wrong. The
Current Campus Center Budget is $75,000
ahead of what it Ls projected for. but they
are still saying that the revenue and ex
penditure budgets will break even at the
end of the year. It is insane," he said.

By TURA GUDMUNDSSON
( ellvthu Staff

Addressing the issues of reality, God and
free will from a scientist's perspective.

University of Massachusetts professor

Michael Arbib addressed an audience of

about 100 people at the School of

Management Wednesday evening.
In his speech entitled "From Artificial

Intelligence to Natural Theology," Arbib
raised the question 'whether there is any
transcendental reality that goes beyond the

scientific reality of space and time."

Defining natural theobgy. Arbib said "it

involves looking for evidence for the truth

of religion in nature, as disinct from
systematic theok>gy which is looking at the

Holy books and trying to see what they tell

us about the nature of God."
Arbib, who teaches in the Computer and

Information Sciences department,
described himself as an atheist, and said his

interest was to "start from science and go
on from that to see to what religious reality

must be."

While Arbib said that God had different

meanings to different people, he said the

scientists' view of God was closest to the

more abstract notions of God as seen in

Buddhism, or Spinoza's philosophy.

"When scientists use the word "God", it

is in a much more abstract way. it is not a
god of personal conct-rn. but rat I. v. an
expression that there is some sort of wder
in the universe." Arbib said.

"All of us as scientists have staked our
bets on there being some sort of order and
that as we do our science, we will un-

derstand more and more in some way about
this order." he .said

While Arbib maintained that "in prin-

ciple, whatever happens in society can be
understood in terms of what goes on in the
minds of the individuals, which can in turn
be understood in terms of neural in-

teraction. " he admitted "we cannot afford
to throw any other levels of description of
reality away."
Arbib concluded by disagreeing with the

idea that we are going to understand
ourselves better by replacing the notion of

order as used in science, with that of a god
who cares for people or is part of a tran-

scendental reality and salvation.

But. Arbib stressed "that we cannot hold
on to our views in a dogmatic way. There
must be a continuous questioning of our
beliefs, as we try and make our humanity a
little bit more human."

l-holo hy Peter Mark*

This railroad tressel could very well be the subject of a geometric
study in parallel lines as its tracks disappear in the distance.
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Duffey reopens vice- chancellor search
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By JIM FINKLE
CoUcgiu SUff

The beleagured year-long search for a vice-chancellor for

University Relations and Development will face another

delay.

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey said Wednesday night he plans to reopen the search

for the vice-chancellor position to be filled for the first

time.

The search committee, last December, recommended

Regis Ebner, vice president for development at Duquesne

University and David S. Leiderman, director of govern

ment relations for the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies

of New York.

"I have had second thoughts about what should be in-

cluded in the job," Duffey said, "i want a good look at a

broader field of candidates. I feel a need to reexamine the

job description.

He said he decided to reopen the search because of

"many reasons" that are "too complicated to explain."

Duffey declined to say whether he would retain the
original search committee or appoint a new group.

The search continued this fall when Duffey took office in

October. After original screening, the search committee
invited five semi -finalists to visit the campus for a two-day
series of interviews.

Members of the search committee said they wanted to

give the incoming chancellor a chance to have input into

the search process. The search for a chancellor was just

beginning at that time.

The new vice-chancellor will be responsible for coor-

dinating all relations between the University and external

communities. The offices of community relations,

governmental relations and public information at UMass
are under the jurisdiction of that area, according to a

proposed University organization chart.

SWAG kicks into reorganization fund

tW IIP mma %

MARCH
SPECIAL

St. Paoli Girl

jc O'Keefe Bottles

2 for 1
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres
7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm lO-midnight
Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141

By ROBERT STACK
Collcgiaa C'orrrspoiMlcBt

The Southwest Area Government (SWAG) granted $25

to "Students for Government by Referendum" last night to

support a non-binding referendum concerning senate

reorganization on the April ballot.

Dave McCarthy, a representative for the group, said the

referendum would cut the size of the Undergraduate
Student Senate by one third and conduct elections by area.
He said cutting the number of senators would increase

competition and allow Southwest to "flex our muscles for

mo'^." ;ioney."

Howard Breslau, of Patterson Dorm, disagreed with the
policy of reorganization.

"The students should have their voice heard through a

Voter registration to hit road
On Saturday March 5th. a voter regiotration drive will

be held at the following places: 11 a.m. - noon. Puffton

Village Pool; 12:15 1:15 p.m., Colonial Village Pool; 1:30 -

2:30 p.m.. Rolling Green nmin driveway; and 2:45 3:45

p.m., Brittany Manor Pool. Amherst residents must
register to be able to vote in the April 5th town election.

Continued from page 1ifFacISenate
Duffey called the proposal a "bold and risky act for a

university of this size and diversity."

Duffey urged the senate to avoid "petty squabbles" from

within the ranks of the senate.

A curriculum "should be allowed to change and grow."

he said. The general education proposal allows this to

happen, he said.

The proposal is "an ambitious plan" which is "committed

to reconsideration."

"Whether it is accepted or not. revised or not. (general

education) is an ongoing process, and should remain so." he

said.

senator (in their own dormitory) in the Student Govern-

ment Association," Breslau said.

Janice Chicoine, a representative from Cance, said she

likes reorganization because "coming from Southwest as a
senator, intead of a single dormitory, gives power."

Representatives from the Mediation Project informed
SWAG reps about the project. Duncan Mackay, an intern

with the project, said, "We are trying to build a referral

network that recognizes the Mediation Project as an
alternative to the judicial system.

Mackay said the program is "university- based but
community oriented." The mediators assist in disputes

involving housing dormitory and landlord-tenant

problems, sexual harassment cases, racial conflicts and
family disputes, he said.

Women's yoga at Hampshire
A two-day Yogja and meditation seminar for women,

given by Yogic Nim Ananda Marga from the Spiritual and

Social Service Organization, will be held at 3:30 p.m. today

and at 10 a.m. tomorrow at the Hampshire College donut

#5, Greenwich. The seminar is free. For further mforma-
Uon, call 2.S3-9354.

In other action, the senate approved a motion which

urges the "immediate repeal" of the Sokmran amendment

whkh sUtes that draft age college males who have not

registered for the draft cannot receive federal grants and

loans after June 30. 1983.

uuttey urged the senate to repeal the act which would
require the university to "handle 30,000 pieces of paper

which it shouldn't be required to do."

A report released by the senate concerning the act. said

"student access to education must never rest on race, sex.

creed, or political position."
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As Governor Michael S. Dukakis delivers an opening^ address to par-
ticipants of the Western Massachusetts Economic Development Con-
ference, members of his cabinet remain attentive. Later in the program,
the cabinet members led workshops in various areas of economic
development.

Workshops provide forum
for regional idea exchange

Compiled by Collegian staff

An important part of the Western
Massachusetts Economic Development
Conference yesterday was the workshop
segment of the program. Dukakis aides

chaired several panels including economic
policy, community development, education,

training and employment,
transportation,and environment and
energy.

Local legislators, educators and
members of the business community had
their tiUTi to offer suggestions, comments
and criticisms in the "Regional Economic
Development" workshop.
University of Massachusetts President

Knapp stressed that the University offers

more to the western Massachusetts
economy than just an educational institu-

tion.

"Our pa>Toll is the second biggest in

western Mass. and we have a pump prim-

ing problem and infrastructure problem of

the most serious kind," Knapp said.

"Thirty-eight percent of our buildings are
over 25 years old and most of them are

built to last 25 years. We will have a ripple

effect if we begin work on the University

up and down the valley."

Recoiling from a discussion dominated by
the marriage of high technology and higher

education. Big Boy restaurant owner
Ronald Abdow told the panel his business

"provides jobs for youth, for minorities and
for part-time housewives, we hope you ad-

dress our problems."
Secretary of Communities and Develop^

ment. Amy Anthony, informed the 75 com
munity leaders who attended her seminar

that the main emphai>is oi ner administra-

tion will be to increase the linkage between
her department and the communities.

Praising western Massachusetts for its

history of innovative ideas, she pledged her

support in helping the communities develop

means to cope with cuts in funding.

She said that she is chairing a task force

to develop private funding for housing pro-

jects which will take a hard UkA at both

short and long term housing needs.

The "Education, Traming and Employ-
ment" workshop was co-chaired by Lt.

Gov. Kerry and Gerald Indelicato. special

assistant to the governor for Education.

The purpr)se of the workshop was to

discuss the implementation of a job train-

ing partnership program between govern-

ment, business and labor grt)ups.

James Hoyle, secretary of environmental
affairs, Sharon Pollard, secretary of

energy and Paula Gold, secretary of con-

sumer affairs, spoke at a workshop on the

administration's goals to seek "new and
creative" solutions to problems involving

the "Environment and Energy."
Several members of the audience, which

consisted pnmarily (»f local officials from
related environmental fields, questioned
the cabinet members on their plans to deal

with hazardous and other waste treatment
problems.

In the transportation workshop,
Fredrick Salvucci. state secretary of
transportation, said the Dukakis ad-

ministration is prepared to review several

proposals to improve many of the state's

highways and bridges but added that sup-

plemental funds from the federal govern-
ment will be hard to come by because such
projects aren't federal priorities.

Duffey faces showdown
with Regents over budget

By KEN BAZINET
Colkcian Staff

The process that the University of

Massachusetts budget will undergo will be
long and tiring, but that has always been
the case for most of the state's
bureaucracies. This year, however, there is

evidence that l^Mass may be headed for a

showdown with the Chancellor of Higher
Education and the Board of Regents to get
its rightful share of the state's monies.
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has proposed

$406,550,521 for higher education in

Massachusetts, and the figure represents
about an eight percent increase for the
state's colleges and universities. Dukakis
held firm his promise to initiate a drive to
make the state's public schools among the
most competitive in the nation.

"A first rate educational system is

essential to this state's future economically
and otherwise," Dukakis said yesterday
during the Western Massachusetts
Economic Development Conference here.

"We need to build the biggest and the best
network of quaility educational systems in

the U.S. and we have the resources to do
it."

While the Dukakis proposal begins to
ensure growth for UMass and other state

schools, a lack of communication between
UMass and Dr. John Duff, chancellor of

Higher Education, nuiy stifle that promise
for the future.

The problem begins with Duffs belief

that a 5.5 percent increase above last year's

funding for UMass .Amherst is adequate.
"(UMass) Chancellor Joseph Duffey should
be enthusiastic with the increase, he said.

Duffey isn't.

"No comment, " Duffey said, "that should
explain my stand."

Unfortunately, it does not. It does mean
that Duffey is not enthusiastic, but should

he choose to remain silent he will be
cheating the students, faculty and ad-

ministration out of state monies that could

mean extra computer terminals or an extra
teaching assistant or a library subscription

to a rare periodical.

Duffey is quick to say, however, that if

the Dukakis proposal passes its test in the
House and Senate of the Massachu-setts
legislature, there will be more jobs
available at UMass. There is also talk of

News Analysis

.\\y.v.'.%%ssSSSrWS*.W.'Wv.w.S:WS*.w.v^

$3.8 million going towards the repair of the

library tower and by way of some
bureaucratic maneuver, there is the

possibility of freeing an additional $2.5
million for work in the library including new
books and periodicals.

"This wiU enable the University to

restore the library to its fullest capacity."

Duffey said.

While there is no disputing that library

maintenance is a priority, the U.iiversity

administrators should not simply accept

what the Regents decide is best for the

state's so called "premiere university."

Fortunately, most of the administrators

yesterday said they are prepared for a fight

to get UMass' proportional share.

If Duffey goes public with his oppostion

to Duff and the Regents and UMass
President David C. Knapp continues his

campaign against the questionable prac-

tices of the Regents. UMa.ss will come out

with the proper funds to ensure its con-

tinued growth.

Support heard for tax hikes
By DAVID B. MINER

CotUfwaSun

Only a few hours after Governor Michael

S. Dukakis revealed his proposed fiscal

1984 state budget, which included increases

in taxes on cigarettes and gasoline. k>cal

legislators in both the House and Senate
were predicting easy passage of the

"revenue enhancement" package.

The legislators made their predictions

yesterday while attending an economkr

devek>pment conference sponsored by the

governor.

State Senator John Olver. D- Amherst,
said. "No problem."

Rep. William D. Benson. D Greenfield,

called the tax increases. "non
controversial."

Rep. Raymond Jordon. D Springfield,

said the taxes were needed.

"If we are to provide increased state aid

to cities and towns which are in dire need.

we must have these increases", he said.

The governor is proposing a 4 cent per-

pack increase in the tax on a pack of

cigarettes and an at least 11 cents per
gallon tax on gasohne.

Revenues raised from these taxes would
help fund some $28 million in state funding
earmarked for western Massachusetts
which includes $14.6 million for the
University of Massachusetts to repair the
Tower Library, renovations to Marshall
Hall, and other projects.

Although most legislators appear to
support the increases. Rep. Jordan said

that there could be some slight opposition

to the increases by some "persons who put
their interests before the interests of the
community as a whole," he noted.

Jordan said. "Just because I come from a
city that is economically sound, does not
mean that I'm not concerned with the plight

of some of the smaller communities, such as
Sunderland which are hurting."
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WANTED:
Student Staff for

Northeast/Sylvan
Applications for RA/AHR positions are available at the
following information sessions:

Mon., March 7, 9:00 PM: Johnson House, N.E.
9:00 PM: Brown House. Sylvan

Tues., March 8, 5:00 PM: New Africa House
CCEBMS Information School

8:00 PM: Crabtree House, N.E.
9:30 PM: Cashin House, Sylvan

Wed., March 9, 8:00 PM: Thatcher House, N.E.
Third World Applicant

Information Session*
Thurs., March 10. 9:00 PM: Lewis House, N.E.

AppUcation deadline is

*BCP students: contact B.C. P. main office for more information.
Asian-American students: contact NE/S office for further information
(545-0290)

NE/S is cm equal opportunity/affirmative action employer
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Just keeping an eye on clockwatchers
UMass students are obsessed with knowing the

time. F^or example, a woman sits on a bus with a

look of casual indifference. In the past five minutes

she has looked at her watch seven times. If you asked her

what time it was. she would have to lock again. Her ner-

vous quirk began developing in the third ^oude when no
one told her to set her clock back for daylight savings. To-

day her little phobia is a campus trend.

Lisa Zeiger

Fortunately, L'Mass students are not a picky breed

when it comes to matters such as this. Do other univer-

sities have chapel clocks that chime thirteen at six o'clock?

Students don't really care whether they have the correct

time, just a rough approximation will do the trick. That's

why there are places like Herter Hall. Here, non-

conformist clocks present their original versions of the

correct time. Occasionally these clocks experience rather

traumatic moments where they gain forty minutes in a
matter of seconds. This doesn't bother students in the

least; now they have a revised version of the correct

hours.

Dorms have also become a breeding ground for

clockwatchers. Most rtK>ms are equipped with two clocks

so that exchange students from Oregon can set their

clocks according to their home time zones. Some dorm
residents set their clocks seven minutes ahead of everyone
else. They feel that this keeps them one step ahead of the

competition. These are the same lost souls who show up
for Monday classes on a day when the University has

declared that day a Thursday. If nothing else, they were
on time.

Those who don't bother much with clocks put a lot of
stock in their watches. Everyone likes to be seen wearing
a watch, but no one likes to be caught dead l(M)king at it. It

takes years of practice to learn to efficiently glance at a
watch in class without the professor noticing. The worst
time to get caught lookmg at a watch is during a pas-

sionate embrace. Arms can only stretch so far. and even-

tually your boyfriend will figure out what you're up to

Unless you're trying to end the relationship, don't n.sk it.

Watches, like their owners, usually come equipped with

various |)ersonality disorders. I have always wondered
about watches without numbers. These usually have a dot

on them somewhere, to tell the owner when they are up-

side down. These are designed for relaxed j)eople who
don't care if it's four or five. These people don't gt) to

UMass. Umass watches make small beeps in the middle of

lectures, so the rest of us can .see if our own are still work-
ing. The 1812 Overature loses most of its magnificence

when played on a Casio Quartz. This is es^teciaJly true

when its owner is vainly attempting to stifle the symphony
in the middle of the Chem III midterm.
What would UMass students do without their watches?

They could gauge years by the average length of time it

takes for a student to make up an incomplete. They could

gauge a month waiting on hold with health services. They
could gauge a day by recording the length of the library

tower's shadow. The time it takes for a campus center car-

nation to wilt is the equivalent of an hour. It takes one

minute for a Brittany Manor party to clear out when the

keg runs dry. It takes one second for the cf)mputer to

obliterate a lifetime of programs. Hang onto your Timex.

Lise Zeiger it a Collegian Columnist

Letters-

The Solomon Amendment is a

means to a constitutional end
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to a letter to the editor from

Susan MacDonnell that appeared in the "Collegian" on

March 2. Ms. MacDonnell fails to realize one very im-

portant fact. The law that eighteen year dds must register

for the draft is exactly that, a law. It may be a "frightening

and dangerous law" to Ms. MacDonnell. but it is a law. As

most people know, a law that is not enforced will most

likely be a very ineffective law. The Solomon Amendment
which requires students over 18 to register for the draft in

order to be eligible for financial aid is a means of enforcing

a law.

Ms. MacDonnell argues that the Sobmon Amendment
compromises a "citizen's right to education." I think that

this statement is ludicrous on two grounds. First,

although I am not an expert on the Constitution. I do know

that there is no guarantee for a college education in the Bill

of RighU. Second, the only way that financial aid will be

denied to a needy student is if he breaks the law the draft

registration law. When a citizen decides to break a law ol

the people based on moral grounds he/she is engaged in a

form of civil disobedience. When this type of action is

taken, the law-breaker must be willing to accept the

consequences of his/her actions.

Ms. MacDonnell states that the Sok>mon Amendment is

an "assault on our freedom." Wrong again, since when are

citizens allowed the freedom to break laws and not be

punished? Ms. MacDonnell goes on to say that the law (she

does not say which one) is "unconstitutk>nal and immoral."

If Ms. MacDonnell is referring to the Solomon Amendment
then she is wrong. The Solomon Amendment is a

legitimate means of accomplishing a constitutional end.

Whether or not the Solomon Amendment is moral is up to

the individual citizen to decide. If Ms. MacDonnell means
to say that the draft registration law is unconstitutwnal

and immoral then she is wrong again. Article I section 8 of

the constitution states that, "The Congress shall have

power to raise and support armies." Again, this law may
be immoral but the determination of the morality of a law

must be left to individual citizens and not to Ms.
MacDonnell.

Daniel E. Feder
Northeast

•:«•«:•!•!•!•!•!•:•;•:

Fm just wooing
a poetic muse
Sometimes, when I'm trying to sound sophisticated

about writing these columns, I often tell people I

write after wooing the poetic muse that lives within

us all. Let me say that again. I woo muses, not screw
mooses.

Well, once again it was time to exercise my writing

muscles. Unfortuantely, my muse was out to lunch. I tried

getting in touch with it at The Lord Jeff (a place it fre-

quently dines at ever since it talked me intt) giving it an ex-

pense account) but the maitre d' informed me that my
muse was musing and did not wish to be disturbed.

Mary Beth Hebert

I lamented my fate to an old friend of mine who had, at
one time, considered himself to be something of a writer.

This person told me that whenever he had a similar pro-

blem, he called on three small gnome-like creature , named
Satire. Sarcasm, and Cynicism ttt help him out. I must
have looked skeptical, for my friend offered to loan them
out to me on a trial basis, now. and for a limited time only.

How could I resist such a clever marketing ploy?

I should have known better than to expect somethmg for

nothing. Or I should have at least expected that such a
fabulous deal would be wrought with hidden pitfalls.

First, they were all grumpy and ill tempered. They ail

moaned and complained as I tried to take them to my
house. Cynicism thought that this was the dumbest idea he
had ever heard of and told me that my muse had fallen in

love with a blonde buildingsroman and they were running
off to Sweden on the next boat. He mentioned that he
knew where I could get an old romantic for less than half

price. Sarcasm kept l(K)king out the window and mutter-
ing. "Yeah. ..We'll be able to give this woman about as

much help as T.V. evangelists give to their followers."

Satire just UM)ked kmd of sick.

Not only were these little guys a real pain in the ass to

deal with, but they were too small and kept getting l»>st.

That's how I lost poor Sarcasm. Seems he fell intt) the

typewriter and was pecked to death. The last thing I heard
him say was that this was the only way I could get him to

read any of my stuff.

Satire looked tremendously offended at this act of car-

nage on his companion. "What are you trying to do
here?." he yelled at me. "Rum everything? We had such a
marvelous system and now you've ruined a good one third

of it through your carelessness and insensitivity."

"All right. "
I said. "Quite frankly. I've always thought

that dealing with you people was beneath my dignity and
you're certainly proving it." "As a matter of fact." I went
on. as the evil wheel in my brain started turning, "I don't

think I need you at all."

Wham! I smashed Satire's little deformed body into the

back of my filing cabinet and slammed the drawer shut.

Cynicism had no choice but to try to run away.

"Hold on," I said. "Just where do you think you'rego-

ing?"

Cynicism just kind of giggled nervously. "It's just that I

never knew you were such a humanitarian." he said under
his breath.

"What did you say?" I screamed.

"Uhhh...I sakj you ought to give serious thought to

becoming a vegetarian."

I thought that that was such an excellent idea that I

began using him for compost.

A few days later I got a visit from my friend who hap-

pened to be in the neighborhood. He was rather taken
back when I had my muse open the front door to let him in.

"What happened?," he asked her. "I thought you had
run off with the buildingstnrman."

"I was going to but he had some problems with
premature exclaimation and I really couldn't deal with it,"

she replied.

I knew he was going to ask me where his titilating trio

was and he did. I explained to him how I had systematical-

ly destroyed every last one of the little darlings.

"That's all right," he said. "I've got a date tonight with

your muse."

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian eolumnist

I^etters Policy

All letters must r«e sip^ned and include the
writer's address and telepho>.e number, which
will not be published. Please t3'|>e double
spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space
limitations a.;:* the volume of .nail, we rep^'et

we are unable to k.-^'nowledge unpublished
letters. All letters are subject to editing for
clarity and length.

^i^^^^iam^A^^A'J
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A menber of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with tlie

responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you*re on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you*re commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For Mora D9M$ CaN Sandy Prfo9

(203) 229-9641

Freshmen B SoDhnK>ra8 CaN Capt. PkikaN

(413) 546-2137

SPECIAL VALUE
$1.50

UMASi

K
Limited

Quantity

LV
UMass Plastic 12 oz

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITYmSTORED
^ lOOOOOOOOOOOl

Doke

S:*L BLUES IN THE BLUE WALL
Th*

Duk
March 5th March 9th

Eihn.ton ^s^ ^^^^ Taylor James Cotton Band
Committee

Presents

reatunng top jazz artists m an intimate atmosphere

Blues at Its Best
Admision $3.00

General Public

March 4 •

IR. MitcheWWalter Davhh>^ A" ^^^^^ ^^&^

Drums/Piano at 8:00 P.M.

March 11 Jackie McLean/Renee McLean
Saxophone/Reeds

April - Abbey Linco/n (Aninata Moseka)

Piano

All shows begin at 8:00 P.M. Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union Buildimg Free to the public.

Affirmative

Action head
cites issues

By RHONDA SWAN
i'ollegUa CorretpoatfcHt

Thelma Griffith Johnson, Director of the Affimnative

Action department at the University of Massachusetts,

adds strong and capable leadership to a very integral

aspect of campus life.

Johnson is relatively new to this university. She has

been here only eight months. In this time, Johnson says

that she hasn't encountered any problems other than deal-

ing with the slow rate at which the university system
revolves. "The system moves slowly and it is very cumber-
some," said Johnson.

"One needs patience to deal with it." She says that she

doesn't find it difficult, however, because she has a

background in bureaucratic administration.

Johnson was previously employed by the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania in civil rights legislation. In

her capacity as director of a regulatory agency, Johnson
had to deal with several controversial issues and she com-
pares the racial climate in Pennsylvania with that of

UMass.
"In Pennsylvania Third World people know what to ex-

pect," said Johnson. She said that racism there is not

covered up, and no attempt is made to hide it compared to

the situation at this university.

"In some segments of the university, racism is more
8r>phistocated, more Machiavellian and subtle," said

Johnson.

"People coming to the university expect that highly

skilled, intelligent people would put aside stereotypical at-

titudes of other people, but this is not so," said Johnson.

Despite this, Johnson said that not all white people on this

campus arc racist, and, in fact, "some are very decent."

Referring to the educational system at UMass Johnson
rmiaed several questions. "In the history department, are

we letting young white students know about the contribu-

tions made to twentieth century literature by black

authors such as W.E.B. Dubois. Langston Hughes, James
Baldwin, and Ida Welles," asked Johnson?
The answer to this question is no, said Johnson, and

therefore, she believes the works of these authors should

be incorporated into the curriculum.

However, Johnson feels that it should he an addition to,

and not a substitute for the Black Studies department. "I

don't want this to be taken as a sham to disband the Afro-

Am studies department," said Johnst)n.

Johnson believes that the drama department also lacks

contributions from black playwrights. "Why doesn't the

drama department compare the version of "Othello" por-

trayed by Paul Robeson, black patriot and also the first

C«ll«(ian pkoto by Jotin Doyrettf

Minutewomen point-guard Wendy Ward takes

it to the hoop the right way.

UMaas Affirmative
Griffith Johnson.

Collffiui Staff phulo b« Ja« IHtu*

Action Director, Thelma

black to graduate from Rutgers, to that of Lawrence
Olivier as opposed to the comparison of Olivier's to that of
another white actor," asked Johnson?
Johnson said that students in the legal studies depart

ment are ignorant to at least one niajor contribution made
by a black. "Do these students know that Adam Powell.

Jr., a congressman from Harlem, is responsible for the

Elementary-Secondary Schools Act (E.S.S.A. ACT),
which incidentally supported many poor white chiklren."

asked Johnson?
Johnson doesn't believe that blacks have come very far

in terms of education in this society. "We have not made
enormous strides in quality education for minontjes m this

oountry," said Johnson.
Despite this fact she believes that prf>gress is possible.

"I don't believe that oppressed people, once they have
seen the light, will be brought back from where they
came," said Johnson.

In view of this she feels that blacks have certain respon-

sibilities to undertake. "Blacks have a responsibility to

keep their eyes on the ball. Don't get too comfortable with

the good fortune of being on this campus," she warned.
"Keep aware of what affects you and yours, and find

strategies that let the whole society know that ain't

nobody gonna turn you around."

Haitian dictator says

country to hold ballot
Bt kernan turner

AwMwislfd PrvM Wntrr

PORT Ar PRINCE. Haiti (AP) - There are no can

didates. no political ralUes, no radio slogans. Ten months
after President-for Life Jean-Claude Duvalier announced
he would hold "free and honest, democratic elections," he

hasn't said when.
The only things resembling political posters around the

capital city are portraits of Duvalier and his wife Michele

tacked on lampposts.

At night, a string of Ughtbulbs over a dry fountain a few

blocks from the glistening white presidential palace spell

out in French "Long Live Jean Claude Duvalier."

Duvalier promised elections in a speech April 22, the

25th anniversary of his family's autocratic rule. He an-

nounced three concessions to democracy: elections for

town councils and magistrates, appointment of a Natwnal

Human Rights Commission, and a promise to seek a

dialogue with political exiles and to free political prisoners.

Duvalier freed 25 political prisoners, but kept about a

dozen others in jail. He also appointed a Natwnal Human
Rights Commission, which reports directly to him.

But no date has been set for elect k>ns. although they

were promised again in his "State of the Republic" speech

Jan. 2.

Elections are rare in this country of 6 million people, the

poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere. Haiti, which

became independent in 1804. had 22 dictators between
1843 and 1915 and was occupied by U.S. Marines from 1915

to 1934.

Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier declared himself

president-for-life after being elected in 1957. A con-

stitutional amendment granted Jean Claude the same title

when the father died in 1971. A rubber stamp national

legislature was elected in 1979 in balloting supervised by

the military.

Duvalier's style of government in recent years has been
to announce reforms and then crack down hard on
dissidents. '^

Refugee crisis in

West Africa seen
as staggering

By BAYARD RUSTIN
A. Pkilip iUB<lolph iMlitaU

No year passes without some great crisis involving
refugees. The circumstances of each crisis are now almost
predictable. The pattern has been repeated in a variety of

settings. Almost always the victims are black or yellow.

Almost always they are fleeing abject poverty or some
form of political barbarism. Almost always the world
stands by unable or unwilling to prevent the tragedy that
unfolds before its eyes.

Over 2 million Ghanaians have lived in Nigeria for years
as a result of that country's petroleum based economic
expansion. Because oil prices have plummeted as a result

of declining Western demand, Nigerian President Shehu
Shagari ordered the expulsion of all Ghanaians working in

his country. Shagari accused the Ghanaians of ruining his

country'seconomy by taking needed jobs and draining the
country's resources. He told the estimated two million

Ghanaians living in Ni'geria to clear out and return totheir

native land within iwo weeks.
The result was a mass exodus and a refugee problem of

staggering proportions. The virtually uninterrupted sea of

refugees pouring into Ghana brought with them stones o(

incredible inhumanity. Ghanaians were robbed of their

luggage and other belongings by Nigerian thieves. Near
Nigeria's capital in the slums of Ijura. bodies of mutilated
young Ghanaian women were found among eight corpses.

Many of those who fled did not finish the 120 mile trek
back home, having died uf starvation and exhaustion,
buried anonymously in the bush and along the beaches.
Once in Ghana, the refugees were faced with starvation

in a desperately poor country whose government already
faces severe economic difficulties and is on the verge of

bankruptcy.
Some international relief has been forthcoming. The

U.S. has committt^i nearly 800 tons of food: the European
Economic Community has granted $5.5 milUao in

emergency refugee aid.

While some observers recognize that Nigeria could no
bnger afford to cope with a huge population of foreigners
who strained its economy, virtually everyone believes that

the rapidity with which the expulsion order was im-
plemented caused needless suffering and death. Had the
Nigerian leadership acted more responsibly it would have
enabled international relief agencies to prepare for the
influx of refugees into Ghana.

Yet. the blanket expulsion may eventually backfire on
Nigeria. Work reportedly has stopped on a number of

construction sites which utilized Ghanaian workers. The
school system was heavily dependent on Ghanaian
teachers, who. although formally unaffected by the ex-

pulsion order, now find the atmosphere within the country
virtually intolerable. Moreover, such oppressran can lead

to increased tensions within Africa and may rekindle

longstanding ethnic animosities.

In the final analysis the plight of t^e Ghanaians un-

derscores the fact that the idealised view of racial

solidarity is far from a reality in African life. Thus, the fact

that this cruelty has been perpetrated by blacks against

blacks should not surprise us. It should, however, call forth

a vigorous respon.se from both black and white Americans.

What is needed at present is refugee assistance combined
with a strong public condemnation of Nigeria's inhumane
and irresponsible conduct.

Haitian President-for-life. Jean Claude
Duvalier announced there would be free elec-

tions. So far no date has been set, little other in-

dication causes speculation in Haiti.
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SUN TANS
Safe tanning WITHOUT a burn

on our supersun sunbed.

Start your spring or Florida tan now!

RACQUET AND FITNESS CENTER

Rt. 116 Sunderland 3 mi from UMass

Hours M-F 7 am • 9 pm Sat wkends 9 - 9 pm

I ONE FREE VISIT |

I
when you buy two at the I

I
regular price of $5 per visit.

j
[this coupon must be presented to receiveJree visit

j

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser 12 oz. cans $11 .00 case + $1 .20 deposit

Busch 12 oz Ig necks $9.85 case + $1 .50 dep

Miller & Lite 12ozbots $11.00 case + $1.50 dep.

Rolling Rock 12 oz long necks $10.00 case + $1 .50 dep.

Labatt's beer or ale $3.30 6/pack + .30 dep

Gin or Vodka 80° $5.45 liter

Folonari Soave $3.99 1.5 liter

Many More In Store Specials. .

.

Inclading Mini Kegs, Vi Kegs, & Vi Kegi

iN|e*3|c4eate**4e#:|e:)e:|e:|e3|c:(e:|e:(c:ie:|e3|e:|e:|e:|c:|e:|c3Me**9|c*3|e:|c:|e*:|e^jt

S Southw#st ^•sld#nt Asslstonts for Foil 1960

How to Apply:

All those interested in applying nnust must attend an

information session. R.A. applications are available at

information sessions only.

Informotlon Sosslonst

Sun. March 6 7:30 pm John Adams 12th floor lounge

Mon. March 7 7:30 pm Pierpont Main Lounge

lues. March 8 5:00 pm New Africa House Library

Tubs. March 8 9:00 pm Washington 12th floor Lounge

Wed. March 9 7:30 pm Thoreau Main Lounge

(A.S.L. interpreter on hand)

Thurs. March 10 7:30 pm Coolidge 12th floor lounge

**" T jr »«- ag Jg, ^P*—-^n^

TIME OUT
A Good Ploc*
to Start o

Conv*rsotion

Coming Monday:
USFL Night Football
Happy Hour Prices

9 - closing
AMHERSrS DIGGEST LIHLE DAR

07 H. PloQsont St.« *' -' " ^'^ -..- —^ n=H

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Now is the time!

Get your face in the

yearbook.

The photographer will

be here

Feb 28 to March 17

Stop by CC Rm 178 or

call 545-2874 to

make your appointment.

IE

Assorted Sports
Jerseys $5.95
Assorted Styles & Colors

on Special Sale Rack Reg. $7.95

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

sw
^^.

Arts
'CQllggiaQ "
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Freddy's fabulous
FAB FIVE FREDDY
Tuesday, March 1

University Gallery, FAC

By SARAH BUSH
Colleciui ('orrc.pondent

Fred Braithwaite, otherwise known as
Fab Five Freddy performed an hour of
"dance art" at the University Gallery last

Tuesday night. The several spray painted
canvases of his graffiti spread throughout
the room proved not to be the show itself,

but merely one small component.
You see. Fab Five Freddy doesn't just

paint, he raps. Rapping originated in the
streets of New York City when somebody
decided to "rap" along with the music while
simultaneously keeping his peers dancing.
It's flashy sure, but flash is what it's all

about the drab decor of tht University
Gallery must have experienced quite an
identity crisis.

Freddy Braithwaite seems to have
wanted to capture this and show the rest of

the world a rather spontaneous, colorful,

alive art perspective; sort of the culture of a

subculture. His graffiti paintings help to set

the mood and although they had a rather

haphazard style, they still basically adhered

to the mores of composition, as did his

musical program. However, there was
more repetition than anything else, and to
see this show anymore than once would be
positively boring.

But Freddy was cool with his sunglasses,
and black leather jacket. Equipped with an
expensive stereo system and D.J. spy Fab
Five Freddy didn't expect his audience to
passively view his graffitied world, he
expected them to live it. And after about
five minutes of coaxing, Freddy had most of
the audience on its feet and ready to boogy.
Definitely not your average art opening.

It seemed that to Freddy Braithwaite
that life is art and people were making it

downtown as well as uptown; it just doesn't
look the same. Instead of feeling the need to
take art off its pedestals and bring it down
to a street level he was saying it was
already there and that the reverse was
needed. In order to make his statement to

the audience— those gallery viewers and
museum goers— he made them a part of it.

But then again, maybe he just wanted some
attention and found himself a clever and
successful way to get some. Perhaps Fab
Five was doing a bit self glorifying that
rainy Tuesday evening, but that's

okay .because everyone else was too.

That's Robert DeNiro peexing out in a scene from Mn in Scorsese's

new film. The King of Comedy. DeNiro stars as Ru|.ei i Pupkin, an
aspiring comedian who kidnaps a talk-show host (Jt -r Lewis) and
forces him to make him a star. The film will be release >cally in the

next couple of weeks.

Fab Five Freddy

Lords lacks discipline
By STEPHEN T. JORDAN

CoilcfUii CoTT*.p«»dnil

Take five parts An Officer And A
Gentleman, stir in two parts Taps and
sprinkle a little sadism on top for flavor.

Stir carefully and serve to an unsuspecting

audience. The result: Herb Jaffee's new,
hopelessly sophomoric candidate for "B"
movie of the year. TTie Lords ofDiscipline.

This latest installment in a long series of

military academy chronicles is. bar none,

the most disappointing, disreputable and
generally offensive film yet to be released

about the "boys in blue".

The premise of the film is simple enough:

the old g(H)d guys vs. the bad guys.

However, in this film honorable and
dishon«>ral)le. gcxxl and bad are carried to

sickening extremes. The film opens with a
commanding general telling the class of

1964 at the Carolina Military Institute that

"a cadet will not tell a lie. cheat, or steal.

Nor will he tolerate one who does. It's a
simple code, but a stem one." With this lit-

tle tidbit of profound morality firmly

established in the minds of the audience a
.study in the immorality of the system
begins. Soon, the general who speaks these

words of wisdom is identified as the

ultimate "baddie" in the film. Is this sup-

posed to be ironic?

()n "hell night" we are treated to scenes

of severe verbal and physical abuse of the

new cadets by the sea.sone<f seniors. The
honorable young seniors seem to find great

pleasure in whipping, beating, and various

other sadistic games. These hazings are

condoned, indeed even encourage*! hy the

Institute administration in its attempt to

pnniuce the "whole man," The games
cease tt) be fun when a stereotypical misfit

is driven to stiicide by the antics of his

superior officers.

As if to balance the immorality of the

system. Cadet Will (Bubba) McClain is in-

troduced . The role is well acted by David
Keith, but it is essentially the same role he

played in An Officer And A Gentleman.

Yes, they've even stolen the casts of

previou.s academy films. Is this guy ever

going to get a role where he doesn't have to

get a rrewrut and say "yes sir'" every five

Beyond the fact that the plot and
characterizations are contrived and
unoriginal, The Lordn tread on some very
thin «ce in terms of American values. The
film depicts the American military
academies as nightmarish institutions

where sadism and torture are part )f the
day to day education of the cadets. Will is

told "The hazing is part of your duty " by
his superior officers. Time and again we
see scenes that exploit the immoral and in-

human aspects of militarj education, vir-

tually ignoring the benefits of a military
career, until the military becomes the
anatagonist supreme. We are never told

which branch of the military is serviced by
the Carolina Military Institute and there is

good reason to believe that this is becauat
no American military organization would
have its name connected with such a brutal,

n^ative portrait of academy life.

minutes? The morality of his character is,

unfortunately, overbearing to a fault. At
one point in the film a fellow cadet says:

"Bubba's a candidate for sainthood." This
couldn't be closer to the truth. His concern
with the corruption of the system soon
turns into a comic book style crusade that

leaves the audience wondenng if his next
line will be something like "truth, justice,

and the American way."

If the film has one redeeming quality it is

its treatment of the theme of southeni
racism in the early 60's. This issue is dealt
with sensitively by the introduction of
Cadet Pierce, the first black student at the
academy. He is frightened and severely
abused hut wants to succeeed so that other
black students can follow m his ffxjf-.ieps.

Will comes to his aid, providing perhaps
the only true human element in the film.

For all its faults and its que.stionable

morality The Lords ofDiscipline remains a
remarkably boring film. Its characters are

one dimensional imitations and never

manage to draw any compassion from the

audience. Thus, we couldn't care less about
any of them. Paper doll emotions and sim-

ple minded conflicts lead us to a predictable

ending reminiscent of a network T.V.
movie of the week.

r

UxQ
presents

t#^ ^4f|tr'Vincent I'rice
/^^ \ in a one man perfo rmance

Monday, Ma\'ch 7
8 pm at the F.A.C.

$2. 5 college students

$4. Senior (Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office
sponsored by University Aits Council
and Distinguished Visitors Program

Vincent Price

Film Festival

Sunday march 6

2:00 pm • Theatre of Blood
4:00 pm • Pit and the Pendulum

6:00 pm - The Masque of Red Death
8:00 pm - The Ravei

.

7f^ for all you can see

€•€• Auditorium
aeoociMi >oeoos< iMOCDBeDBeaooBeeoBOBBoe o oi
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Saturday
& Sunday

5:00 pm-1 1:00 pm

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

WIN A TRIP TO
FLORIDA!

Fly to sunny Ft. Lauderdale and
courtesy of the Sub in Amherst. ^ .

This could be your chance to win an "^^ _

exerting spring break vacation. jf-
Entry blanks are available at the store^^

fill one out and treat yourself to one of -^

our tasty subs at the same time!

Contest drawing will be March 7. 1963

EUIFREE BOWLTI:
:lij OFCHILI 3D:

iflC

•IL

with every whole reg.

or dble. meat sub
purchased

coupon axpir** March 7, 1

Hypercurricula. .

.

Today
SHABBAT SERVICES - Shabbat is a

chance to be part of an expressive com-
munity, recall experiences of the week, and
receive and give lots of good energy. 5:30

p.m. at the Dukes room. Student Union.

GAY AND LESBIAN DISCO - Gay and
Lesbian Activists (GALA) and the Lesbian
Alliance at Hampshire College are spon-

soring a "Mostly Motown" disco at the Red
Barn at Hampshire College. Refreshments
available. The dance floor is wheelchair
accessible, but bathrooms are not.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE
PROXIES - Stop at UMass Peacemakers'
table to sign proxy forms which will be hand
carried to representatives in Washington,
March 7 8. Special appeal to OUT OF
STATE students. 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. on CC
concourse.

SEN. GARY HART'S UMASS AP
PEARANCE - Presidential Candidate
Sen. Gary Hart will speak on "Education
and the Economy in the 1980's and 90's."

Everyone is welcome and encouraged to

attend. 10:30 a.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.

INTERVIEWS WITH HEBREW
UNIVERSITY REPRESENTATIVES -
Representatives from the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem will be available
today to offer information and answer
questions about their programs. Please
contact Debbie Propper (545 2526) to make
an appointment. 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the
Dukes room. Student Union.

and U.W.W.
p.m. Boyden

ENSEMBLE

25 PLUS CLUB SWIM PARTY - Meet
older students at Boyden Pool fw a swim,
followed by "whatever." This 25 Plus Club
is open to all part-time, full-time un-
dergrads, grad students
students. Tel. 253 7814, 3
Pool.

UNIVERSITY WIND
CONCERT — The 40-member University

Wind Ensemble will present a free concert

of works by Percy Grainger, Aaron
Copland,;, Pierre Leemans, and John
Philip Sousa. The Graduate Woodwind
Quintet will also perform on the program. 8

p.m., Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge

HaU.

SERVICES AND BRUNCH WITH
JEWISH GRADS, OLDER UN-
DERGRADS. AND WORKING FOLKS -
Join the grad group for morning services at
Congregations B'nai Israel in Northampton,
then a brunch following it in Florence, with
a smaU fee for food. New members
welcome. Call 584 1404 for info.

Sunday

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The
CHURCH BUS leaves at 9:30 from Prince
House and stops at Hills North, Greenough,
Grayson. Fraternity Sorority Park. Cashin,
and NOPE enroute to the Amherst chur
ches. CaU UCF, 545 2661, for more in

formation. 9:30 a.m.

Saturday

FIVE COLLEGE COFFEEHOUSE -
Talent in many forms will be shared at this
five college event. Open to all! Sponsored
by B'nai B'rith HiUel. 8:30 p.m.. Elliot

House. Mount Hoiyoke College.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH — All are welcome to join us for

our weekly meeting of worship, fellowship

and teaching from the Bible. 3:30 p.m..

Campus Center.

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION & SUPPORT
GROUP — A group for men and women
willing to examine different forms of
spirituality and how it can be reflected

positively in one's life, 7 to 9 p.m.. 428 Stu-

dent Union.

FOUR SEASONS
LabattS ale or beer $10.99 case

FalStaff cans $6.99 case

Utica Club cans $6.99
Old Milwaukee 12 pk $4.50

Strogoff Vodka 1.75 l $8.99
Wellington Gin 1 75 ntre $8.99
Piccala Coffee Liqueur l $7.49

Riunite Wines 750 mi $2.69
Sebastiani Table Wines. . . . 1.5 l. . . . $4.49
Gallo Varietals 1.5 l $3.99

Kegs

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
In front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rtP.9,hadtN;mu. ?84 8r4

Free
Delivery

2
yy^

Fri, March 4
rust> nail presents

>^^^

David Johansen Sat. March 5

a- the Enemy
Ht. 4/, Sunderland, MA 6bb-4yj/

Mitch Chakour
You must be Id to enter

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

ytESH' WHAT'S i-n . T. I

THAT PURPLE / I T M J"

AND WHITE
CHECKED
l^ONSTmSiT/f^

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

mm
o o

'/f/X£D DRMKS N£VEH

01^ fiGRBE ym ME !

After the Fall

(WE HAVE 5gVgR.AU LIST*. Of
R,5. CyRooPS . VNrtAT SORT

OT &ROOP A«£ roo L00KINC5

For?

By R. Miller

I Don't ^mcXaJ,

ExftcTLV, So/t\erHiM6-

POLITILALUY ACTIVE,

LETTI^T. YOUt<^OoO
WHAT I f^g'VN ?

I THINK. SO.BoT YOO MOST
REAHZ.E THAT YD0R6ENOIR
AND COUOR MAY BE- HAMDI-
^APS ACE VCX) ^AV i

f
"^^((JM . NiO 1

CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Tnide Jaffe

C>I«U IM Amuitn Tian Stuttnu

ACROSS 50 Merrwrial stone 11 Site of a

1 Swoop pile Napoleonic

5 the way 52 The Princess victory, in Italy

9 Not stagnant and the
"

12 Sornewhat

14 Old Norwegian 53 Glare angrily flattened sphere

verse 56 Lab dish 13 Kind of blanKet

15 Colorful 59 French-German 21 Sailor of myth

wading bird river 22 Confer

16 Garlic segment 60 Gradations of Knighthood on

17 Coward color 25 Up for

18 • we 62 Corroded 26 Payoff

forget" 63 Mythical 27 Style of verse

19 Gave a try Norse f>ero 28 Half a laugh

20 Rant and rave 64 Osprey's 30 Ot one s birth

23 OSS follower cousin 31 far. far

24 Prefix with 65 Incites better

surgeon 66 Opposite of 32 Impudent

25 Horticultural acquiesce 35 Old man
asset 67 Current nr>easure 38 Persian or

29 Etats SiaiTtese

33 Capitol Hill fig DOWN 39 By the rules

34 Sewing or 1 Branch of 42 Asked for more

quilting Buddhism 46 Topmast support

35 Persona non 2 The nose Knows 47 Made a textual

36 Latin 1 word this change

37 Suffix with lernon 3 Concert halls 48 Hire

38 Ledger Keeper, 4 Hostility 49 Nut

for short 5 Kind of 51 "The Ok) Maid"

40 Whether woodpecfcer author Zoe

nobler ' 6 Espouse 53 TV producer

41 Waited for 7 One of a Norman
43 Canine s HirKlu triad 54 Preminger

comrnent 8 Respect 55 Make headway
44 Foolish one 9 Belly 56 Ambiertoe

45 Carbine (grouser) 57 HonMOtaaort
46 Unobserved 10 Taste experience. 58 Vigor

frailly to a Briton 61 Clique

1 7— 3— 4—«r- 1— T 1 ! 11 11 a 11a ,.

TT '~^F ^P "

i 1^ " ^
1" w
I" "

ANSWER TO PKCVKMS WZZLE
FtIAInHt]
iMim Moan r3(jr.iiiii

nnnn nam [idni^fi
iir4ficiM(jn rjr.i( 1(1(1(1

nririfid cint-]
llUlKIHtl (luunnnf.Ki
r.11111 ) r.innnr.i n(i«
nn: iiJii(:i(i[i[i(J(J(«r.i[Hi(i

HHri ir.Kind uridd
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WEATHER

Mostly sunny today.
Hi(^s in the mid 408. Winds
norlheast 10 miles an hour.

B«*<»ming cloudy tonight.

Lows 25 to 30. Northeast
winds 10 miles an hour.

Mostly cloudy tomorrow
with a chance of occasional

rain, Hif^s 40 to 45.

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Tuna Boat, Shells

Cheese Sauce

m

BASICS LUNCH
Lentil Spinach Stew, Tuna

Boat

DINNKR
Meatloaf/Salsa Con Ver-

dure. Fish Fry/Tartar
Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Carrot and Cauliflower

Pie, Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Be
A

Star
•

Become a star reporter for the Collegian.

One of New England's largest daily col-

lege newspapers! We need people to

write news and women's affairs. Great

experience for any students interested in

journalism or communications. Come by

the Collegian anytime and ask for an

editor. It's easy and it's fun. Everyone's

welcome.

The Colle^an
113 Campus Center

545-3500

r^t
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10 a.m.

UMass"

ImhersV

, LIQUORS
Kegs • Beer • Wine • Soda • fee

til 11 p.m.

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.
Just Dast UlVass Stadium, from SW dormj

«ut)
Stadium

Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

>»^'

v,^-

St. Paull $14.50.1 50

BUSCh 1202 cans

IvIlllGr 12 oz bottles

Ll iG 12 oz bottles

CarliriQ 12 oz bottles

Budweiser 12 oz cans

O K©6fG 12 oz bottle

Old MilwaukGG 12 pk cans

. $9.95 + 1.20

$9.95 + 1.20

$9.95 + 1.20

$6.95 + 1.50

$10.95 . 1 20

$12.95 ^ 1 20

$4.30 + 60

Paul Masson 15 $4.20

California CGllars antres $5.95

Gallo 15L $3.99

Travola 15 $5.69

Cinzano Asti 750 ml $6.99

Folonari 15 $3.99

Canadian Mist 175 $12.59

Black VGlvGt 175 $12.75

Popov Vodka 175 $9.95

Strogoff Vodka 1 75 $8.20

Gordon's Gin 175 $11.99

Gordon's Vodka 175 $9.95

BurnGtt Gin 175 $11.85

ROUTE 9

A

A.'

/

W
V̂I

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors

Friday, March 4, 1983

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
CofDe to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance * 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

.Collegian ^^

ATTENTION
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

The seminars are Sundays 3/6 and 3/13
at 7 pm in the Commonwealth Room

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or
BO 323-5918 leave message

For sale 1970 Ford Torino
miles needs work

45,000 original

$500 or BO call 545-3500
before 5:00 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan
73 Pontiac Grand AM 4 door cruise con-
trol climate control bucket seats excellent
condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549-2785
evenings

1978 Subaru DL 5-speed AM/FM 30 35
mpg. new tires, $1395 or BO 549-0569

80 Datsun 310GX excellent condition. Rear
defrost /wiper stereo AM/FM cassette one
owner $4600 549-5666

Grand Prix 72 very dependable 350.00 80
549-3503 must sell soon.

73 Valiant, good cond. 225 slant six, $700
or BO 253-5956

BELLYGRAMSII

Delh/ered by professional bellydancer
for fTWSt unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL

Duplex newly redor>e two bedrooms sleep
four includes utilities. Ideal for a group of 4
or 8 $2560. 253 7436

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

session free. Allan Black, 253-5036

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.
Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

Professional DJs for less $99 special
ends March 15. Book now before price in-

crease 549 4405

M €r M Music Unlimited Professional
DJs for all occasions call Mike 546-5259

Magician - The Great Charles will entertain
at any occasion call Bruce 549-1 177 after 6
»»M

Jodi Leong. vocalist, 8 Mark Baszak,
pianist. TOC Lounge, Fn., Sat.. March 4 &

FOR RENT

Room for rent Brandywine Apts call Mark
or Kenny 549 471 9

Cape Cod Summer Seasoftal Rentals
W. Yarmouth h Dennis; 1, 2, 3, Er 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owr>ers &
save. 617/528^8300 or 771 2233

One bedroom in three t)edroom So.
Amherst house call Patrick 2S3-3124

Storage Space Available by the month
call Peg (evening 6-10 pm) 549 6852

FOR SALE
~

Kinks ConcertI 2 tickets March 31 st
Worcester Centrum good seats 546^4419

Electric typewriter one year old $200 sew-
ing machine $60 call 256 6174

1974 Ford Van - Runs well, ^iiTprobaWy
run forever $660 firm. Steve 6-6064

Skis: package deal. Hart, Solomon, Nor
dica. Steal. $100, must sell 546^5314

Round trip ticltet to Palm Beach open
time schedule $200 or BO Steve 549-6974

Ferarri Sunglasses foldable with^rrying
case included limited supply $15 call
256^8962

Raleigh 10 spd men's 26 in ex cond $100 or
BO Pattie 546-9631

Sunglasses: Rayt>ans and Vuarnets at low
student prices call Andy or Bruce at
549-1177 look for our table in the CC Con-
course Friday

FOUND

Women's 3 speed bike. No. Pleasant St.
Call with registration numt>er after 5
549-4766

Found: A large grey winter coat on Feb.
23. Call 546-8069 and ask for Beth

HELP WANTED
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-$28,000 Cari
bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-
tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext
Massachusenes

Cruise Ship Jobs: $14 - $28,000 Carri-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-
tory, Newsletter. 1-916-722-1111 ext
Massachusettes

Applications now being accepted for

part time nights, at Kay Jewelers, Hamp
shire Mall

General Office Halp. Must type 50
wpm+ . Work Study preferred. Call Jenny
at UPC 545-2892

Summer Jobs Let us send you booklet of
200 plus working vacation opportunities.
Resorts, National Parks, Hotels. Act now
for this summer and next. secKJ $2.00 and
self-addressed stamped envelope to
Marand, P 0. Box 7728, Columbus
Georgia 31908.

Alaska Jobs summer/year round, earn
great money in this opportunity nch state,
ie, earn $10,000-$12,000 on three month
fishing boat. Send for 1983 Employer
Li8tir>g and information packet covering all

industries $5 00 Lental Reseach dept
AA2n 4 satisfaction guaranteed

Programming Producer wanted for
cable system call GPC: 545-2733

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,
all occupations. For inforrr^tion call;

802 837 3401 ext 833

Representative wanted for effective,
guaranteed scholarship location service.
Brief profile to DMR Group, 29 Morn-
ingside Onve, Westfieid, MA 01086

INTA8 BIRTHDAY

Feliz cumpliarKM a Inta: Hope you have a
great birthday. Have a wild weekerKJI Long
live Tlapacoyantll

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

Did you mistakenly take my coat from
Poor Richard's, Friday Feb 267 Long,
l)lack, wool coat, size 5, brand Peabody
Please call 253^5339

Lost - gold bracelet, Bartlett Thompson
Hall area. I really want it returned it

belonged to my mother. Reward 323 5900
Blue Eastpack Bookbag with psychotogy
and law bok very important rewatd
549 0157, 546-5009

Lost: Jade teardrop-shaped stor>e with
metal top to put on an earring Has great
sentimental value!! Reward'!! call Lee ®
546-9091

Lost - a gold twisted hoop earring personal
value Kim 6 5100

Lost gold class ring 1946 256-6750

Lost blue plastic folder in Goodell with
very important papers. Can't replace
Reward! Pat: 549-4810

fw^viAAAi<AAiiAftnAAAA<vw¥V¥M¥¥¥Wiiflnnf>nfinnfMvinfinrM^^

Professors Gur and Delia Ofer of the

Hebrew University of Jerusalem will be

availat>le to talk to students on an in-

dividual basis about programs for

American students at the Hebrew

University of Jerusalem (1

year/Graduate/summer) from 11:30

am - 1 pm in the Dukes Room, Student

Union, on Friday, March 4. For ap-

pointments, call Debbie at 545-2526 or

drop by the Hillel Office (302 SU).

Professors Ofer will also be speaking at the con

ference on Current Issues facing Israel this

weekend (March 4-6) at Mt Hotyoke College. All

5-College students are invited.

THE HEBREW
UMVERSITY

OF JERUSALEM
ROTHBERG SCHOOL FOR OVERSEAS STUDENTS
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MOTORCYCLES

77 Kawasaki KZ 400 less than 6000 mi runs
& looks new 2 helmets must be seen! $950
546-5280

NUCLEAR FREEZE

Proxy forms for Nuclear Freeze are
available in 428 SU or at Peace table on
Wed & Fri. Out of state students encourag
ed stop by!

PERSONALS

Guitarist wanting to join band. In

Southwest area preferably. All kinds of

music. Call John 6-8800

Don't miss the hypnotist Sunday March
6 8:00 PM SUB $1.00 sponsored by GPC
B.A.D. Its been alnf>ost a year now. I've

spent Sonne of the best times of my life with
you. I hope you feel the same. Tinrte to

move on. . .Love D.B.A.

Write-in Jim Rnkle for SGA President

To all those "Sammies" and Little

Sisters t>ound for special traing - kick a-

1

Show serwe our sammy spirit

"ills" Koala have a bear-u-tiful and happy
day love "Le"

Kath thanks for coming I k>ve you: your lit-

tle potatoehead

Der Bingle But it is YOU that I lovel Don't
forget the FURBALLI

Drubus - Happy Daze. . .rK>w that you've
awakened. enjoyl Judies H.H., teenies,

hunky dory - welcome to the American way
luv B.T. itz

Go Down with someone you know ir

trust
luxury hotels, no hidden costs b no BS

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Spring Break 83

UMass Ski Club Goes Down 546-3437

To the kind woman on Monday's bus. .

.thankyou for the orange. It was delicious
and a great surprise too! CC
Emergency Care/Rrst Aid Workshop
March 7 @ UHS 7 9 pm for nrH>re info/sign-

up call UHS 549 2671

AnI P. Happy 20th (almost). We're still

waiting to throw you a party! Muahaha
Love Jane

Jaime. Happy Belated Valentine's Day ich
liet>e dich Michael

Ronnie/Mescaline Peak on your 21stl
Iced teas fmc s oranges?! Happy Birth-

day, you nut. Love ar>d XO's, Maura

Gino McP: There is a Kappa after your
heart . . S.

To ttie women of 3A Brsndywjr>ell
Thanks for the terrific time, lets do it again
real soon, or after my r^ext exam!! Your
Rented Rugger

Jodi: "Want some? " Happy 19thl LOve ya-
-Karen

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Cases, Papers.
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancv
5^)392, 584-7924

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Conn, on Fri the 4th So.
Windsor Vernon area or to UConn call

6-9648 after 5 pm or telore 10:30 am ask for

Adrianne

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to San Francisco California on
or about March 23. Need someone to share
expenses. Call Larry: days 7:^-2161 ext.

1 QQ. nights 562 2485

ROOMMATE WANTED ~
Need roomete in Brittany Manor Apt
for March, April, May, June lease call

253 3588 Brian Steve $135 will talk fin.

Male roommatewanted in Puffton. low
rent, call 649-6208

Famale wanted for apartment in Cape
Cod. $50 a week call 546-9617 or 546-9616

Have a beautiful spacious Cape Cod
house short walk to beach 5 spaces left call

Lisa 549 3802

Wanted one person for own room in two
bedroom apartment rent $116/nrK}nth call

666-3104

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

ILLUSTRATIONS done for your papers
ppfessional quality call 413-253-9848

Your typewriter or mina? I'm reliable and
accurate. $1/page Kitty 6-7302

TERMINAL RENTALS

COMPUTERM
Terminal wo/monitor $1X/rest of
Terminal wo/nrwnitor $160/sem.
Terminal (complete) $180/sem

546-7672
@

TO SUBLET

Part furn one bedroom apt in Cliffs.de

$285 OK) inc. option on tease 549-5689

TRAVEL

UMass Ski aub goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20-25

Stows. Ski club capital of the East.
Only $159 includes: transportation, hot
tub party, beer & wme parties, 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes Er gratuities & much,
much. more. For rT>ore info contact tfie

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 546-3437

Last chance Bermuda $315 - call 256-6941
after 6

Ride needed for two to Florida for sprir>g
breek Will share driving and expenses. Cai
665-7076 eves pleesel

WANTED
CleM rings. goM and tihm jewelry and
coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant
Amherst, 256-0710

'»«ini.

Help seo reward for helping me by^
parents unwanted second car 253 7189
Cash for your records, tapes 546-2836
(ask for Jaromir/laave mesaage)
grtra fine pair of usad stereo spadkere
500 dolla r cash limit 527-5714

Ysed Economics book wanted by Paul
Samulson Call Glenn 66&^3079

Drums $100 maximurTTspending^price for
7 piece set wanted by end of March call
between 6 & 9 PM 549 1342

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouse or Puffton
to rent from June on. John 546-9139 Miko
340-9141

"Die Best OuNtteFoMC MEi^O

SUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

Hot & Sour Soup
Bo«f with green pepper
Chicken Pan Fried Noodels
Sweet Et Spur ChicKen
Chinese Style BBQ Porh
Pan Fried Ravioli

Chicken Fir»gers

Luncheon Special b Take Out Service!
Full Cockteil Menu

Sun Thurs 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri a Sat 11:30 am 11 pm

10 Beichertown Road
at Rta 9. Amherst

2ES-«S3

Be
ecological!

Recycle
this

Collegian...

But
read
it

first

L
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UMasB will host the 3rd annual Umass Indoor

Field Hockey Tournament this Saturday in

Boyden Gym. Competition begins at 9:00 a.m.

with the championship game starting at five.

There will be a meeting for anyone interested

in playing women's J.V. softball today at 4:00

p.m. in room 153 NOPE. For further information
call 5-0038.

S^wiwwT! •.•:•:•:•»»;•:•:• :•:•:.:.:•:.:.:.!; '••.•.•.•.•...' :•:•:•:•:•:• ,.•.•-•.• •v.v.v.v.v. »*•*»,•'•.•J

Minutemen looking

for it their way

•wwxwiT^^

By JIM FLOYD
C«U^«.i SUIT

And now, the end is near
and 80 I face, the final curtain
I've loved, my UMass htx/p

when H was good, when it was hurtin

'

I've lived, through those big unns
I've taken losses, just like a man
And proudly now, I tell you all

I'm still a fan

Regrets, they're been so few
SoTne injuries, some missed free throws
But that 's. part of the game
as any real. ho<tp fan knows

The teams all tried their bent

Mfith zone defense and man to man
And now, as U all ends
I'm still a fan

Yes. there were tivtes

I'm sure you knew
The team played well

but. lost by two
But. when they won
we all had fun
The Cage would rock

the team would run
And I saw it all

and / stood tall

"Cause they were my team...

Well, this may be it. The last basketball

game this season at the Curry Hicks Cage
may be tomorrow night. It may be the last

hurrah, the last night of an odd love affair

that has gone on all season between the

Minutemen and their home court advan-

tage, a.k.a. the UMass fans.

For seniors (myself included, sob) it will

be the last chance to be a part of the crowd,

unless a playoff game is held in the Cage.

(See details on page one.)

Sure, you can always come back to see

the Minutemen do battle after graduation,

but then things won't really be quite the

same. You'll be a visitor, not a student. It

won't be "your" team, it will be your alma

mater playing another team.

For underclassmen, the situation is a lit-

tle easier, but then it will still be your last

chance to watch, wish, and cheer as the

Minutemen try to pull out another victory

for at least this season.

The Curry Hicks Cage has been a

magical place for the Minutemen this

season. And a very big part of that magic

has been the support the students have

given to a struggling team in a rebuilding

situation. And the team has responded.

But, no need to lament the end before it

has come. Let's have a party in the Cage
tomorrow. Come dressed weird. Make the

place rock like it hasn't rocked all year, like

there's no tomorrow.
There may not be.

Yes, they were my team (and yours)...

John Hempel and the Minutemen will be shooting for a spot in the
Atlantic Ten playoffs when they host St. Bonaventore.

Women in Atlantic Ten Championships
By GERRY dcSIMAS

r«iWftMiHufr

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team faces t

monumental task as they uke on 10th

ranked (nationaliy) Penn State in the
opening round of the Atlantic Ten
basketball championships at Rutgers this

afternoon, in what may be coach Mary Ann
Ocdarski's Hnale on the UMass bench.

Several papers reported that Ozdarski

would not be back next year and she told

her team that last week, according to team

members. Her status will be clarified once
the season is over.

But the big thing on the mind of the

Minutewomen is today's 3:00 game with

Penn State, the top seed in the conference

with a 20-6 record.

Ma.ssachusetts was seeded eighth in the

eight team tourney with a 5 21 record and
have their work cut out for them.

"We have to do everything near perfect

to win." said Ozdarski. "They Uhe players)

have to play the best game of their lives, as

individuals and as a team."

Penn State will be tough to beat because
of team balance. The Lady Ljons are led by
the latest Atlantic Ten Player of the Week.
Kahaddejah Hebert. Hebert has been a
clutch player for Penn State, scoring and
rebounding in double figures ten times this

year.

Hebert averages 15.7 points a game and
teammate Cheryl Ellison is ck>se behind

averaging 13.7 a game.
UMass is not without its leaders. Fresh-

men Barbara Hebel il2.8 points a game)
and Karen Damminger (12.0) are the top

scorers for the young Minutewomen.

Wendy Ward, with 9.9 points and 2.9

steals a game, is the voice of experience

that leads the Minutewomen on the floor.

What has been a problem all season bng
for the Minutewomen. inexperience, will

probably hurt the team today. If UMass
can overcome this pitfall, the Minutewomen
will have a chance.

The winner of the tourney gets an
automatic bid to the NCAA women's
basketball championships. The Atlantic 10

Final wiU be Sunday at 2:00 p.m.

Gymnastics teams in
By ELLEN RICHARD

CalkftenSun

On Saturday, the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team
will be looking to break the school record

of 257.45 in a tough home match at 7:00

p m. against Springfield College.

"I think we're the better team but were
going to have to hit to win." coach Roy
Johnson said. "If we stay on pommel
horse we should be able to shoot for our
highest score."

Two years ago on March 7. UMass met
Springfield and esublished the school
record. If the Minutemen performances
fall in place the team could have a remake
of that Springfield UMass match.

Last year, the Chiefs defeated UMass
258.55 255.85. The two teams will have a

close competition tomorrow as

Springfield's high score this year is 255.8

and the Minutemen's best is 255.35.

However, Massachusetts has a season

record of 9 4 and Springfield owns a 2-7

record.

"We're probably a litle better than our

record indicates," Springfield College

Sports Information Director Bob Marx
said. "We're fairly consistent. We just

haven't got up to peak yet."

Coach Johnson agreed.

"Thvj 11I.5..I, nut oe looking that good

but they do have the potential to score

252. It could be one of the most exciting

met;i.<< inis year, it cuuiu come Uuwn to
the Ust event."

UMass CO captain John McGonagle will

have competition in the still rings event
against Spnngfield's Jeff Coelho.
McGonagle's top score for the season is

9.65 and Coelho. who is undefeated this

year in the rings, has a high of 9.75.

The two time All American Coelho is

first in the nation in Division II and in the

Eastern Gynuiastics League in rings.

He is also first in the nation in k>ng

horse vaulting which will give
Massachusetts' John Macurdy, 1982 vault

champion, a challenge. Macurdy's best

score is a 9.65 last weekend against

Temple. Coelho is just ahead of Macurdy
with a 9.7.

Bert Mathieson should have no problem

tackling the ChieTs top all around. Mike
Conlon. Mathieson has a high score of

54.2, a 9.0 average, and Conlon's top score

is 52.8. an 8.8 average.

The match will be the last of the season

before the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics Championships on March 11

and 12, which will be held at Springfield

College. It will also be the final ever for

seniors Macurdy and co captains

McGonagle and Bob Goulart.

"It's kind of a sweet and sour type of

thinK," Macurdy said. "For the most part

I've done what I want to do in the sport, so

I don't feel sad about leaving the sport in

that .sense. But I think I am going to mLss

it."

finals this weekend
By ELLEN RICHARD

roiivffteii suff

Coach of the University of

Massachusetts' women's gymnastics team
Ken Anderson said the women will be

performing on Saturday against Rutgers
at 1:00 p.m. mainly to qualify for the

E^astern Regionals and Nationals.

"They're not really much competition."

Anderson said of Rutgers. "We'll try to

repeat what we did last night (Wednesday
night's win against Springfield). We may
be even better."

The Minutewomen are sixth in the
NCAA Eastern Region which is a big
accomplishment considering the Eastern
region is the largest in the country. The
region makes up more than one-third of all

of the gymnastics schools in the country.

"If they produce the performances that
they did last night (Springfield) in the
next three meets, there is an outside
chance we'll go," Anderson said, about the
team's chances to make the Nationals.
"It's a long shot."

The Minutewomen have a 10-2 record

with their only losses coming from top

ranked University of New Hampshire.
The women scored their best team total

this season on Wednesday night in a

rescheduled meet against Springfield,

with a 175.5 score.

Massachusetts is on a roll now and look

to keep rolling its way right into the

Nationals. The match tomorrow against

Rutgers is not going to be a close one with
both teams battling it out down to the
end.

Rather, it will be a meet for UMass to

push itself up in the standings and do its

best. Karen Knapp and Robin Low will

lead the way in the all around competitk)n.

Tricia Harrity and Sue Allen will also be
important in getting top scores in the four

events for UMass.

Barbara Lord will be important for the

Minutewomen in the balance beam event
and Lisa Griffen will be a factor in raising

the scores in the floor exercises. All
around Yael Kantor has been sick but will

compete and be important for UMass.

It will be the last meet for senrars
Karen Knapp and Janice Baker. Knapp
has been a steady performer and a top all

around for Massachusetts. Baker, a 1976
Olympic trialLst, was injured in her fresh-

man year and started competing for

UMass again this season. Baker will not
be competing tomorrow, however,
because of a recent knee injury.

The meet is the last one of the season

and will start at 1:00 p.m. at Boyden.

"It will be a good one because they'll be
putting out their best performances
ever," Anderson said. "They'll be putting
on a show."
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Dormitories

will close

for break
By ANNE McCRORY

C«ll«(uaSufr

University of Massachusetts students
will not be allowed to remain in their

dormitories over March break this year for

security reasons, a recent memo from
Joseph A. Zannini. executive director of

Housing Services, stated.

"We are motivated to adopt this stance in

order to provide a secure residence hall

system while the residents are away from
campus." the memo read.

"It leaves us in an awkward and
vulnerable position." said Jerry Quarles.

Housing Assignment coordinator, of the

former policy.

"We don't have adequate seciirity to

guarantee safety (of the ronaining
residents.) (Also), there's no oneAhere to

guarantee the welfare of condition of the

buildings." he said.

Students having guests or propping open
doors while residence hall staff were away
for the vacatkin jeopardized both dormitory
property and the safety of residents.

Quarles said. Consequently, if something
were to happen to a student, lawsuits coukl
result, and students could be blamed for

dormitory damage occurring when there
are few residents in the buildmg. he said.

Officially there will be no exceptions to
the new polky. although vacancies may be
available in Prince House, a year round
facility, to handicapped or foreign students.

Quarles said. Thus far only one exception
has been made for a handicapped student,

he said.

In the past, students who had "a vaUd
reason for being there." such as students
from distant states, foreign countries or

members of athletic teams, were permitted
to remain on campus during the vacatk)n.

Quarles said. The three percent of students

affected by the policy change will have
seek housing "through personal resources"

this year, he said.

The finishing touch...
rj^-Tv

y^^

Minuteman center Edwin Green reverse slams in two of his fmjne>hi|:h 23
points. 10 rebounds and five blocked shots near the end of Maaaachasctta'
81-72 victory over St. BonaTenture in the Carry Hicks Cafe Saturday nifht.
The win. coupled with Temple's victory over Rhode Island Saturday, brinft

the URI Rams to th^ Cage at 7:30 tonifht for the openinf fuaie of the
Atlantic-10 Conference championships. Tickets for tonifht's cont«st, priced
at $2 for UMaas students and $5 for others, will go on sale this morning in the
Boyden Ticket Office.

SGArace
enters the
final round

By KEN BAZINET
and PAUL BASKEN

The race for the presidency of the
Student Government Association (SGA) of
the University of Massachusetts heads into
homestretch today with the first of two
daysof ballotmg.

Siobhan Powers and Fran Hegeler.
Ronald Lipof and Eric Mann. Charlene
Allen and Tom Ahern. and David (Jroom
will appear, in that order, on the ballot
which also includes the twenty Campus
Center Board of Governors (BOG)
positions, and one referendum question.
Mindy Ordway, acting chairperson of the

Undergraduate Student Senate's Cover
nmental Affairs (Committee, said she is

coordinating and. except for the BOG
contest, officiating the elect k)n.

All full time undergraduates of either the
University or the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture, includinng any continuing
(Kiucation students who have paid their

Student Activities Vee. are eligible to vote,
Ordway said.

Besides the three student government
races to be held through tomorrow, un
dergraduates will be a.sked for their
position on the University's (leneral
Education proposal. currently being
debated by both the faculty and student
M>nates. Voters will indicate whether they
»upport. do not support, or do not have
enough information on the proptMal.
Ordway said.

The question will remain the only on«» on
the ballot, as one addressing reorganizatK>n
of the student senate was last weeJi
rejected by its Coordinating Committee,

ite supporters who .said they collected
? than 6.000 student signatures for it.

('ommuters and Greek area residents can
ote both days from 9 a.m. until A.'M p.m.
I front of the Hatch in the Student Union
uilding. while on campus residents will
ote in their area's dining commons both
lavs from 11 a.m. to6:.30p.m.
In separate interviews with the

'ach candidate di.scussed their priorities for
the elecuon. Continued on page 5

Hart confronts arms race in campaign speech
By RICHARD NANGLE

Calkgtaii Staff

Senator Gary Hart. D Cobrado. attacked Reagan
Administratk>n's policies and pointed to education as a
necessary remedy to the nations woes, in a speech to 500
people in the Student Union Ballroom at the University of
Massachusetts Friday.

Hart was the first of the 1984 presidential hopefuls to
visit the University.

"This country cannot continue to lurch from crisis to
crisis." Hart said. "Ekiucation in this country is becoming a
natk)nal scandal."

Hart said it is imperative to promote educatran in the
United States to ensure the country's abiUty to compete in

the marketplace in years to come.
"Instead of making this country an arsenal of nuclear

weapons we ought to make this country the university of

the world." he said.

As long as the U.S. participates in the "mindless and
unnecessary" arms race. Hart said, it will not become more
secure, but less secure.

The Senator also said he opposes Selective Service

registration and advocates a self-supporting energy policy

to end dependence on foreign fuel. He said he fears if the

U.S. is cut off from Middle Eastern oils, military in

tervention will follow.

"I think if this country shed* the blood of one young
American for someone else's oil it will be a moral outrage,"

he said. "We must resurrect the goal of energy' in-

dependence in our society."

ne aiao denounceu tnv cut-inroai menuiutj tnai »«i^o

we can't cut inflation and unemployment at the same
time."

If elected. Hart said he would engage the nations of the

world in negotiations for sharp arms control reductions and

"hopefully" a nuclear freeze. He said he would also propose
to freeze the production of plutonium. the active ingredient

in a nuclear warhead. He said he would work to prevent
the availability of weapons to terrorist nations.

During a question and answer session with the audience
after his speach. Hart touched upon a variety of topics.

On military aid to El Salvador:

"I think we have to reverse our policies almost 180
degrees in Latin America." Hart said.

On the controversy with the Environmental Protection
Agency:

"I think we ought to fire aD of them and start all over
again."

Concerning the Equal Rights Amendment:
"I will not rest until that amendment has been adopted

and become part of the constitution." Hart said, adding his

support for equal pay for equal work.
Hart called the struggle of gays and lesbians a "fun

damental quest of civil rights and civil liberties."

He also said he supports abortion rights.

"I have consistently voted pro choice and will continue
to." he said.

Although he does not support a national health insurance
plan. Hart said he wants to initiate a comprehensive in-

surance plan for children up to age six. He also expressed
support for "catastrophic insurance" for people of all ages.

"If we can afford to have MX missiles and Bl bombers,
we can afford to have comprehensive health care for the

children of this country," he said.

..lart said ••«. nwu>u ..uv eiiK«gt; l.. a caiiif>aign that might
result in another split in the Democratic party. He said he
would not campaign against other Democratic candidates.

"I'm running against Ronald Reagan and his policies and
for the future of this country." he said.

r-irnn.iifrn othir«! wnrr jrother issue addressed by Hart.

Continued on paijr 3

t«llagteB HM<« tj Jim Powara

Sen. Crary Hart addresses the crowd at the
Stadent Union Ballroom Friday.
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Kohl victorious in West German elections
BONN. West Germany (AP) - Chan-

cellor Helmut Kohl's conservative coalition,

pledged to deploy NATO nuclear missiles in

Western Europe, swept to a solid victory in

yesterday's parliamentary elections.

The executive secretary of Hans Jochen

Vogel's opposition Social Democrats, Peter

Glotz, conceded less than an hour after the

polls closed, saying his party "did not reach

its goal."

Horst Emke, deputy chairman of the

party's parliamentary caucus, said: "We
have to congratulate the CDU for a clear

election victory."

The main domestic issue was the

economy, gripped by recession and high

unemployment, but international attention

focused on the debate over deployment of

Ggarette smoking habit

most common addiction

U.S. -made nuclear missiles in West Ger-

many and other NATO countries.

Kohl and his allies support NATO's

decision to deploy 572 medium-range cruise

and Pershing 2 missiles in Western Europe

later this year — 204 of them in West

Germany — unless an arms-control

agreement is reached with the Soviet Union

that includes a reduction of the SS-20

nussiles targeted on NATO nations.

Vogel wants the United States to nwke a

greater effort toward an agreement with

the Soviets, and said that if he had been

elected, he would deploy the missdes only

under "extreme circumstances." He did not

renounce the missiles or the Western

alliance.

Minutes after th^ polls closed, the ARD

network said its projections showed Kohl's

Christian Democratic Union with 48 per

cent of the vote in balloting for the Bun

destag, the lower house of Parliament that

elects the chancellor.

Kohl's coalition partners, the Free

Democrats, were polling 6.5 percent in the

projection, which would give the cen-

terright coalition a clear majority in the

new Bundestag, which is expected to have

496 seats.

The projection gave Vogel's Social

Democrats 39.5 percent and the anti

nuclear, anti NATO Greens Party 5.5

percent. If that proves correct, the Greens

would enter the Bundestag for the first

time.

Under the West German system, parties

must win at least 5 percent of the vote to

gain seats in the Bundestag.

The preliminary results represented a

sharp drop for the Social Democrats, who

won 42.9 percent of the vote in 1980 under

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.

With so much at stake, both the United

States and the Soviet Union showed intense

interest in the campaign. Vice President

George Bush visited West Germany in

January, and U.S. officials warned that a

Vogel victory could strain German-U.S.

relations.

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko

also visited Bonn in January and warned of

grave implications for peace in Europe if

NATO went ahead with the missile

deployment.

Digest
By the AssocicUed Press

WASHINGTON - Cigarette smoking is :,^.::,,,..y,^:.,.,,,^^^^^^^^^^

"the most widespread example of drug
^ i i

dependence" in the United Sutes and /^H^ tWOVllU ffUardcd^
causes more illness and death than all other

^^ '^ ^
drugs, the government said yesterday in a

[^Qflg cfUmtS fOf PeOCC
new anti smokmg pamphlet.

•^*«^**i^ v,»»^^»»»7 ,^» ^-^^.n^^^*^

;:;«&:

The publication "Why People Smoke
Cigarettes" said the cigarettes puffed by 56

million Americans are addictive because

nicotine "reinforces and strengthens the

desire to smoke and causes users to keep on

smoking."

"For years smoking was thought of as a

habit — a "nasty habit," Mark Twain calU'd

it." it said. "It has now been established

that for many smokers it is more than this,

that It is. in fact, the most widespread

example of drug dependence in our

country."

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador - Pope

John Paul II yesterday led hundreds «)f

thousands of people in war torn El Salvador

in the chant. "We want peace!" and made an

emotional appeal for an end to Central

American warfare that ""has sown the land

with graves."

As he spoke, some 2.000 troopers and

policemen armed with rifles and machine

guns and stationed every 10 yards in some
places stood guard. Overhead, military

helicopters maintained constant patrols.
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There were no reports of battlefield

action in the country, locked for the past 40

months in civil war. Leftist guerrillas had

called a one day truce for the popes visit.

and the Defense Ministry said its forces

would not initiate any combat.

But both left and right had warned of

death plots against the pontiff, and the

government deployed men from the army,

national guard, national police and treasury

police to protect John Paul — who has

survived two assassination attempts.

Students reject Nixon

World Affairs Institute

LA VERNE. CaUf - Trustees of the

private University of La Verne rejected a

proposed $12 million Ri'-hard M. Nixon

WoHd Affairs Institute.

A poll of 276 students by the campus

newspaper last week showed 62 percent

favoring it and 16 percent opposed. Faculty

approved 53 45 vote and the Alunrni

Relations Board backed it 5 4.

But university second vice president

Richard G. Landis said the narrow margin

of approval by faculty and alumni led

trustees to conclude the institute would be

"too divisive."

EPA investigation

continues in D.C
WASHINGTON - Probes of the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
dominate Congress again this week, with

the main event a scheduled committee

appearance Thursday by its chief Anne
McGiU Burford.

Mrs. Burford. under seige and hanging

onto her job. is subpoenaed to apF>ear

before one of the six congressional panels

investigating her agency. She has been

ordered to produce sensitive EPA
documents.

Six panels are investigating the agency "s

handling of the $1.6 billion ' superfund"

program to clean up abandoned chemical

waste dumps.

More women judges

could change attitudes

BOSTON — A woman who resigned her

judgeship to head the .National Conference

of Black Lawyers says the best way to

change sexist attitudes in the legal

profession is to get more women on the

bench.

Margaret Burnham, who resigned

recently as judge in Boston Municipal

Court, said if the public, and wonnen who
have become judges and lawyers, woukl

take a more active role in the bar, it would

make the profession more responsive and

ultimately produce a "genderfree

jurisprudence."

B
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The COMPLETE Fitness Center for Women

• Aerobic Dance Classes

• Individual Aerobic FVograms
•30-45 min. Groups
• Easy to Live With Diets

• Advanced Programs
• Maternity Programs

Stowaway flees

Polish oath

MONTREAL - A Polish

airline mechanic fled to

Canada by hiding in the

freezing baggage com
partment of a Polish jet for

14 hours. He said he left his

homeland because the

government tried to black-

mail him into signing a

loyalty oath.

Speaking through an

interpreter, Ryszard
Kuzminski said in an in-

terview Saturday that the

Communist government told

him he would lose his job

within a month if he did not

sign a document pledging his

allegiance to the military

regime.

Kuzminski arrived dirty,

tired, cold and hungry

Friday at MontreaKs
Mirabel International
Airport. He jumped 10 feet

off the plane to the ground

and ran to approaching

Royal Canadian Mounted
Police to seek asylum.

"I was afraid LOT
(Poland"s national airline)

employees would take me
and force me to go back to

Warsaw," he said.
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Rebel victory seen as solution in El Salvador
By DAVID B. MINER

Collerimn SUfT

Calling this a year of crisis, former
United States Ambassador to El Salvador
Robert E. White said in an interview
Friday that the Reagan Administration
should begin to seek a negotiated set-

tlement in El Salvador.

The former Ambassador made his

remarks on the situation in Central
America following a private luncheon
hosted by his long-time friend. University
of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D.
Duffey.

White said. "This is a year of crisis, both
for the U.S. administration and for El

Salvador. Our coalition (of support) could

quickly fall apart and the potential for

public (U.S.) backlash is great.'"

"The only military solution 1 can see is for

a rebel victory. There is no way the
governrr:'""t csp «''" "" *"» said.

He went on to note that he feels that
there could be an acceptable solution in El

Salvador. "provided the Reagan
Administration accepts the principle of

negotiation."

White, who is a Stoneham, MA native,

has served as Ambassador to Paraguay and
El Salvador, and was formerly the U.S.
representative to the Organization of

American States (OAS) and the Latin
American Director of the Peace Corps.
He retired in 1981 after more than 25

years in the Diplomatic Corps.

Currently he is a senior associate of the

Carnegie Endowment for International

Peace and the president of the Board of

Directors of the American School in

Honduras.
"The rebels in El Salvador could not exist

without wide spread popular support."

(•IWffiM Mwta hy Tom Ka^U

Georf^e Hope, top. a freahman enfpneerin^ major; Mike Zona, left, a

senior zoolo^ major; and Gary Safer a junior hotel, restaurant and
travel administration major shoot a little hoop in Southwest Saturday.

Students vote on General Ed
By RITA MURPHY

roiktua surr

Students will be asked whether or not

they support the General Educatk>n

Curriculum Proposal in a referendum

question during the Student Government
Association (SGA) elections today and

tomorrow.
Although the referendum is non binding,

the results could have a significant impact

on the University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate, which is scheduled to vote on the

proposal April 6.

In recent weeks Faculty Senate members
have doubted whether the proposal has the

support of the student body. Because of this

doubt, several faculty senators have ex-

pressed hesitation at approving the

proposal.

The proposal, if approved by the Senate,

would greatly alter academic requirements

for incoming students in future years.

One of the things the proposal calls for is

the replacement of the current distribution

(core) requirement system with a Breadth

of Knowledge component. Breadth of

Knowledge is divided into six areas:

Continuity and Change. Expressive

Culture, the Individual, biocieties and
Institutions, the Biological World, and the

Physical World. Students would be

required to take at least one course each of

the six areas.

One of the most controversial parts of the

proposal is the Integration of Knowledge
component. There is much debate currently

going on in the Faculty Senate concerning

the Freshman Seminar part of this com
ponent.

One of the requirements of the Freshman
Seminar is that only tenured faculty, as

opposed to non-tenured faculty and
teaching assistants, may teach the courses.

Many faculty oppose the seminar because it

"requires the involvement of a large

proportion of the faculty and asks them to

perform a kind of teaching with which many
of them may not be familiar," according to

the proposal.

The proposal is expected to face stiff

opposition in the Faculty Senate. Many
senators support the Breadth of Knowledge
(omponent. oppose the F'reshman Seminar
and are divided on the proposal as a whole.

While the Senate will vote on the

proposal in three parts, the SGA ballot will

contain only one question.

White noted.

El Salvador is more like Massachusetts
rather than Vermont or New Hampshire,
he said, because Massachusetts is more
urbanized than the other two states.

"There is no place for the rebels to hide.

If the population did not support them,
there would be no rebellion." he said.

White said that the morale of the

Salvadoran armed forces was low.

"For years the Salvadoran leaders had
been telling their troops not to get captured
by the rebels because they would be tor

tured and killed."' he said.

This is not the case. White said.

"In fact." he said, "the rebels treated

their prisoners with such great care that

when they were turned over to the Red
Cross the stories they told were so

favorable to the rebels that they (the

prisoners) were suspected of being fifth

columnists." (consciously aiding the rebels.)

Although the former Ambassador said

that he is not an expert on Vietnam, he did

make a comparison to the early days in

Vietnam and what is now happening in EI

Salvador.

"To date no official has stood up and
given a speech outlining our goals in El

Salvador or told the American public what
is going on,'" he said.

White said the United States could live

with a negotiated settlement with El

Salvador and the "domino theory" does not

apply.

"There is a difference between Soviet-

style Marxism and the style of Marxism as

practiced by the rebel leadership in El

Salvador."' he noted. "These people are
more nationalist than Communist."

"Just because there is revolution in El
Salvador does not mean that there will be

revolution in Honduras,"" he said. "Con-
ditions must be right for a revolution to

happen."'

U.S. orders disclaimer

for controversial film
By MITCH ZEMEL
CalWgiaa CwTvapoadmil

A controversial Canadian film on the

medical effects of nuclear war was shown in

Northampton to area media last Thursday
by the American Friends Service Com-
mittee.

Earlier last week the Justice Department
ordered that the film must include a

disclaimer stating the film is propoganda.

and that film distributors notify the

government who requested the film.

"The incredible success of the

freeze movement is what caused

the censorship, " Crowe said.

"The Pentagon is afraid we're

going to demand a freeze.

"

Frances Crowe. the Western
Massachusetts community representative

of the committee, said their copy of the film

was "donated months ago. before the

Justice Department's ruling, so we do not

have the disclaimer."

"The incredible success of the freeate

movement is what caused the censorship."

Crowe said. 'The Pentagon is afraid we're
going to demand a freeze."

Crowe said she does not know if her
group will have any trouble because they
are not reading the disclaimer. They have
not registered the film yet. either.

"I have no idea if we'll get in trouble for

not registering. I don't know if we have to.'"

she said.

The film consists mainly of a lecture by
the Physicians for Social Responsibility
President Helen CaJdicott. It aJso shows
some of the effects of nuclear explosions by
showing films of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The film was produced by the National Film
Board of Cananda.
Crowe says that the Reagan

Administration's request for more aid to El
Salvador is another attempt to hinder the
freeze movement. She says that this will

draw attention to El Salvador and away
from the freeze movement.
The media is a powerful source <rf

education. Crowe says, and they should
educate the people to the perils of nuclear
war. She also said that the American
Friends Service Committee will rent the
film to whoever wants to see it

.

"We'll come with the projector, the
screen and the film. Just call." she said.

People must learn that if there is a
nuclear war. even if the bombs don't kill

everyone, the chances are great that there
won't even be enough physicians around to

care for the sick, Crowe said.

"There won't be any students, let alone
teachers, if we don't stop the arms race."
she said.

Students lobby in capital

against financial aid cuts
By RICHARD NANGLE

Calleciut Sufr

Today is the first of a three day financial

aid lobbying trip by Students Advocating
Financial .Assistance (SAFA) in

Washington. D.C. The University of

Massachusetts grroup is working in con

junction with the United States Student
Association (USSA) which is sponsoring

National Student Action Day today.

SAFA has been called the most effective

student financial aid lobby in the country by
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, said
SAFA president Jim Quinn.

"This SAFA group is probably better

prepared than any group to go down to

Washington so far."" Quinn said. SAFA
began its lobbying trips in 1980.

The group is lobbying against proposed
financial aid cuts in President Reagan"s
fiscal 1984 budget. If passed in its entirety

the budget would eliminate National Direct

Loans and Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grants, change the rules for

allocating Pell grants to the disadvantage of

low income students, increase the

origination fees on Guaranteed Student

Loans for graduate students from five to

ten percent and increase the College Work
Study (CWS) program by 57 percent, the

lobbyists said.

Quinn said the Reagan administration is

proposing an increase in work study

allocations in order to appear sympathetic
to low income students. The fart is that

even at existing levels some of the (!WS
money is unused because there are not

enough students who can fit a job into their

time schedules, he said.

When there is a larger amount of work-
study money unused at the end of this year
the Reagan Administration will use that as

an excuse to cut the program again. Quinn
said. But by then the other programs will

already have been eliminated and students
will have fewer places to turn for aid. he
said.

Another issue SAFA is addressing is the
Solomon Amendment which would deny
federal education assistance to males who
have not registered for selective service.

Students will lobby on the belief that there

should be no tie-ins with other laws that

would restrict a person"s eligibility for

financial aid. Students will not discuss

whether or not they support the draft itself.

Quinn said.

"It would cost the University of

Ma.ssachusetts about $24.(XK) to enforce the
Solomon Amendment, said Lyn Nichols,

chairperson of the Federal Legislative

Committee for the Massachusetts
Association of Financial Aid
Administration.

The money would pay for labor, com
puter time and maihngs. she said.

"It is not the job of academic institutions

to enforce federal regulations." Quinn said.

There is legislation pending in the Hou.se
and Senate to repeal the Solomon Amen
dment.
A common arguement by conservatives

against federal education grants Ls that

they don't want to be giving money away.
said SAFA member Dave Nelson.
Nelson .said a gotxl response for lobbyists

to use when they confront that argument is

to say 'you re not giving money away.
you"re investing in this country"s future."
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Hart criticizesReagan
By RICHARD NANGLE

Collegian SUff

Presidential candidate Senator Gary
Hart. D-Colorado, discussed his views on
draft registration, defense spending and
human rights in an interview after his

speech to more than 500 people Friday.

Hart said he would work to repeal the

draft as it now stands but said he may be in

favor of what he called "national universal

service" of anywhere from one to two
years.

Service of some form would be man
datory with no exemptions for women as

well as men. he said. However, his support

of the idea would hinge on its cost, he
added.

He said he did not support a "Vietnam

style draft" because it is "highly

discriminatory."

The Senator also denounced the large

amount of defense spending by the Reagan

administration.

While most administrations have in

creased defense by a small amount each

year. Hart said, the Reagan Administration

has proposed increased spending by a large

amount each year.

"He (Reagan) says if you don't accept his

projections you're cutting defense," Hart

said.

Hart said he will deliver a speech soon in

which he will outline his defense proposals.

The plan will include cutting elaborate

weapons systems and spending more on

conventional weapons.

On the issue of human rights, Hart

leveled criticism toward the Reagan
Administration's policies but added "there

is no better platform of criticism than the

presidency."

Hart condemned Reagan's foreign policy,

saying it is destructive, confrontational

with the Soviet Union and supportive of

right wing dictatorships.

"With Reagan everything is black and
white and in cold war terms. Clearly that

has to be reversed," he said.

The Nixon and Ford administrations had

much better human rights records than the

Reagan Administration, he said.

mIn a press conference following the

terview. Hart again dealt with the issue of

political action committee (PAC) money
saying it has too much effect on what
happens in Congress.

PAC money should be restricted but not

abolished altogether, he said. Adding that

there would be no way he could sincerely

attempt to institute reform in that area as

president if he himself accepts it.

Hart was the first presidential candidate

to announce that he will not accept PAC
money in any form. Former Vice President

Walter Mondale has also decided to decline

PAC money.

Hart said his will be the first campaign in

many years to rely heavily on a broad base

of student support. He said he ha.s already

qualified for matching funds and hopes to

raise money through direct mail and benefit

concerts.
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"I'm the first candidate to say I will not

accept contributions from PAC's (political

action committees)." he said. "Others

(other candidates) will have more money. I

will h;i\ f morr ppDplr
"

Hart mentioned the 1972 George
McGovern campaign in which he was
campaign manager.

'That campaign did not leave one cent of

debt and none of us went to jail," he said.
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* Elections
Continued from page 1

Powers-Heg^ler

Siobhan Powers, 20, a junior English
major fron Northboro and Fran Hegeler,

19, a sophomore political science major

from Norwell, have worked in several areas

of the SGA since their first year at UMass.
Powers, who resides in Emerson dor-

mitory in the Southwest Residential

College, said the majority of her experience

comes from her work as chair of the

senate's Finance committee and as former

assistant to the senate speaker. The pair's

trustee candidate, she is also a former

dormitory president and has served on

several University-wide committees.

Hegeler is a resident of Cance dormitory in

the Southwest Residential College and is

currently co-president of the Southwest

Area Government. She has also served on

the senate's Finance Committee and several

University-wide committees.

Powers and Hegeler have shown support

for the senate's reorganization question

removed from the ballot. They also said

they support the Faculty Senate's General

Posts open on today's ballot
By JOHN OCONNELL

CitegiMSUff

Today's Student Government Association

(SGA) ballot lists candidates for less than

half of the positions on both the Campus
Center Board of Governors (BOG) and the

Residential Conrmiittee.

Students who wish to run for these

(Msitions now can be elected as write-in

candidates, according to elections coor-

dinator Mindy Ordway.
The 20 BOG members serve as a policy

board which oversees the running of the

Campus Center/ Student Union Building

complex and everything housed within the

building, said Ordway. BOG seats are to be

filled by one candidate from every

residential area except Southwest, which

has two, one Greek area candidate, three

commuter candidates and ten at-large

candidates.

Candidates listed on the balk>t for BOG
toositions are Maria Cahillane of Cashin

Dormitory, running for the Sylvan

Residential Area position; Paul Agranat. of

Townhouse Apartments, and Paige Fer
nandes, of Riverglade Apartments, running
~ r commuter positions: Mary Ann
Coughlin of Wheeler Dormitory and Paul
Cunningham of Butterfield Dormitory,
running for at large positions on the Board.

The Residential Conrmiittee makes sure

the needs of on-campus students are an

swered by the services of the Residential

System, is involved with any individual

student conflicts with the Residential

Contract and recently finished updating the

Residential Manual and the Contract.

Ordway said.

Residential Committee seats are to be

filled by one candidate from each of the on-

campus residential areas except Southwest,

which has two. Another committee member
is appointed in October by the SGA
president.

Bill Collins of Moore Dormitory and

Howie Breslau of Patterson Dormitory are

candidates for the Southwest Residential

Area positions and Janet Lannan of But

terfield Dormitory is the candidate for the

Central Residential Area position on the

committee.

Any student who wishes to run for one of

these positions and is not listed on the ballot

can conduct a write in campaign, Ordway
said.

"Anybody can do it." she said, adding

that write in candidates should 'secure at

least ten to Fifteen people who are going to

write in the correct name."
Ordway said that all write in votes for

each candidate must be in the correct

position on the ballot.
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Education proposal and want to improve

the availability of required classes which

are currently in demand.
They said they will stress the importance

of reducing the sizes of oversubscribed

classes, and plan to work with ad-

ministrators to create a system which will

allow students access to their classes

required for graduation.

"Just from talking to students around
campus," Powers said, "we have found that

getting into classes is something that

concerns the students more than what is

going on in the (student) senate."

Th^y said they believe student fee

monies which in the future may be chan
neled for the repair of campus buildings

could be better used if put towards
academics.

Lipof-Mann

Ronald Lipof. 20. the pair's trustee

candidate, is a sophomore political science

major from Newton. He has been a student

senator from John Adams Dormitory in the

Southwest Residential Area since his fresh-

man year. Eric Mann. 19. is a sophomore
business major from Rosslyn, New York.

He is currently co- president of John Adams
Upper.

Lipof said they would work toward in-

creasing overall student input, discussion

and involvement on issues, by methods
including mail and phone surveys and

referenda.

"We don't feel that we should be the only

two people who make a decision that's going

to affect 30,000 people," Lipof said. "There

is just not that input in the student

government right now. It's a bureaucracy

of two or three students."

The pair also said they have a goal "to

make the SATF (the Student Activities

Trust Fund, into which students pay an

annul $% fee to fund nriost student

organizations) accountable." They proposed

accomplishing this by educating students on

the fee and by establishing a task force to

investigate the exact usage of it.

Reorganization of the student senate to

obtain representation by the number of

students rather than by dormitory and
caucus is another stated objective of the

candidates.
"H there is a group that makes up two
percent (of the student body), it should not

make up 33.3 percent of the student
senate." Upof said. While stressing he
understood the need for "additional

representation for certain student groups,

he said. "I'm not sure the senate un

derstands exactly how that representation

it determined."

Allen-Ahern

Charlene Allen. 20. a junior English
major from Newton, and Tom Ahern. 20. a

sophomore education major from Brimfield,

both have chaired senate committees.

Allen, currently of Amherst is former co-

chair of the student Senate's Budgets

Committee, an SGA Affirmative Action

officer, and a former member of the

Chancellor's Search Committee interview

panel. She has also served on several

campus wide committees. Ahern, also

currently of Amherst, is former chair of the

student senate Governmental Affairs

Committee, registrar of Registered

Student Organizations and a member of the

Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy. He has also served on
several campus wide committees.

Allen and Ahern have proposed a plan to

open a bottle and can redemption center

and also said they are interested in

establishing a rent control policy for

Amherst.
"A redemption center is especially

needed for students without the time or

transportation to return them," Ahern said.

They said rent control would enable

students to have a choice of places to live.

"After rent control is applied, landlords

will be unable to arbitrarily raise the rent,"

Allen said.

Groom

David Groom, 21. is a junior history

major from Swampscott who has held no

student government position at the

University.

The Amherst resident was, however, on

the ballot last year when he ran as a co-

presidential candidate with David Stone.

Groom said he would concentrate on
advocating changes he feels students have
consistently sought but have been unable to
obtain from a University administration

fearful of change. Groom said his first two
projects in that category would be the
revision of the on campus meal plan system
and the replacement of .\mherst Towing's

University contract with that of a student

run organization.

Groom also applied his observation of

those "afraid to change" to the University's

sports Drograms, which he sees caught in a

rut." Groom said both students and the

state "ought to take pride" in their

I'niversity's athletic program, but rejected

the proposad $20 student fee to help

renovate the basketball sudium, saying the

state also "has an obligation to buy its own
buildings."

"I see it as an investment," Groom said in

explaining the many positive aspects he

sees to be accrued for the entire University

simply through a "more aggressive sports

program."
Groom predicted that his candidacy as an

individual — a recently rarified style made
both successful and controversial only this

past year by Jim Murphy — and as an SGA
"outsider," would prove "most definitely"

to be an advantage, asserting. "Jim
Murphy has proven that one person can do
the job."
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WANTED:
Student Staff for

Northeast/Sylvan
Applications for RA/AHR positions are available at the

following information sessions:

Mon., March 7, 9:00 PM: Johnson House, N.E.

9:00 PM: Brown House. Sylvan

Tues., March 8, 5:00 PM: New Africa House
CCEBMS Information School

8:00 PM: Crabtree House, N.E.

9:30 PM: Cashin House, Sylvan

Wed.. March 9, 8:00 PM: Thatcher House, N.E.

Third World Applicant

Information Session*

Thurs., March 10, 9:00 PM: Lewis House, N.E.

Application deadline is

*BCP students: contfict B.C.P. main office for more information.

Asian-American students: contact NE/S office for further information
(545-0290)
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Womens Week
MONDAY

Poetry reading by Schyleen Quails will

be held at noon in room 163 of the Campus
Crater.

"Babies and Banners: the Story of the

Women's Emergency Brigade" will be

shown at 1 p.m. in the Campus Center in

room 162-75.

Mitiauye and Nellie will be shown at 2

p.m. in the Campus Center in room 162-75.

Hard Work will be shown at 3 p.m. in

the Campus Center in room 162-75.

Straight Talk about Lesbians will be

shown at 4 p.m. in the Campus Center in

room 162-75.

"From Cinderella to Women's Scholar
— The Strains of Selection: The Making
of Academic Women 1870-1920" a lecture

by Patricia Palmieri from Dartmouth Col-

lege, will be held at 4:15 p.m. on the Wright

Hall Common Room at Smith College.

Double Day will be shown at 5 p.m. in

the Campus Center in room 162-75.

N!ai, the Story of a !Kung Wonum will

be shown at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center in

room 162-75.

The Women's Issues Team will meet in

the back of the Hatch for dinner and then

go the the International Women's Event.

Three Sisters will be shown at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center in room 162 75.

"What Do Women Want:
Psychoanalysis and the Question of

Femininity." A lecture by author of

P/tychiHinalysis and Feminigm Juliet Mit-

chell, will be held at 8 p.m. in the Main Lec-

ture Hall at Hampshire College.

THURSDAY

"Women Finding Their Own Voice" a

workshop conducted by local women in-

volved in various forms of communication,

will be held at 9 a.m. in the Campus Center

in room 905-09.

Martial Arts Demonstration will be held

at 11 a.m. in the Campus Center in room

101.

New Harmony Sisterhood Band will

perform at noon on the Campus Center

Concourse.

"Women in Labor Unions" workshop

will be held at 1 p.m. in the Campus Center

in room 811-15.

Patty Larkin, voted one of Boston's

favorite performers by the Boston Globe

Readers' Poll, will perform at 2 p.m. on the

Campus Center Concourse.

"Women in the Private Realm"
workshop will be held at 3 p.m. in the Cam-

pus Center room 803.

Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom will have a

reproductive rights strategy meeting at

6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center in room

165.

"Personal Identities and Collective Vi-

sions: Reflections on Being a Jew and A
Feminist", will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Mc-

Connell Auditorium at Smith College.

THURSDAY

Anti-racism team will meet at 4 p.m.

Check the Campus Center schedule for

room number.
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Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocolatcy, with a hint of
mint, it's a delicious way to postpone the inevitable. And it's just one of
six inspired flavors

from General Foods"
International Coffees.
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AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

A^>aUab\e at: ^,UNIVERSITY
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
JSS^^S^ivSSS

Who will vote?
Today and tomorrow, University of

Massachusetts* undergraduate students have the
opportunity to vote for a number of elected student
positions that will vitally affect them in the next
school year.

While these elections give students a chance to
have their views expressed and represented on
campus and in Boston, voter turnout in the past
has been miserably low. Last year, slightly more
than 4,000 ballots were turned in out of a total of

18,000 students, for a turnout of 22 percent. Since
students don't have to pre-register or go out of
their way to vote, this total is an embarrassment to

the students and the University as a whole. Voter
turnout should be much higher.

The position of SGA president for the next
school year will be determined by the election, no
matter how low the turnout. Duties of the presi-

dent are two-fold; on-campus and student trustee.

The president(s) works as the on-campus president
and represents the student body in all on-campus
student committees, the Faculty Senate, and Whit-
more. The president, as part of the Undergraduate
Student Senate, oversees the $1.5 million budget
(paid for by an annual contribution of $100 from
each student). The duties of the president as the
student trustee are equally important. By being
one of two students on the twelve-member Board

of Trustees, the SGA president maintains contact
with the Trustees in Boston and represents stu-

dent interests.

Students' electoral clout may he exercised in a
number of other areas during the elections. Posi-
tions are open in the Board of Governors and the
Residential Committee. The Board of Governors
(BOG) is the elected student body representing stu-

dent interests in the Campus Center and Student
Union Building. The Residential Committee con-
sists of students elected from each dorm area and
represents the student body in all aspects of dor-
mitory policy.

This year there is one referendum question as
well. Unrelated to the election of any candidate,
the question concerns whether or not students
favor the new (General Education proposal. This is

an extremely important referendum, because it

will indicate how students feel about this potential-

ly far-reaching proposal.

The potential for a real showing of political clout
on the part of students exists. The question is

whether or not today and tomorrow, students will

have the determination to flex their electoral mus-
cle, and make informed decisions. It is muscle,
when used properly, which can change the very
quality of life here at UMass.

All unsigned editorials represent the
majority opinion of the Collegian Board ofEditors

SGA elections

-they do matter
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Yes to National Prayer Day
To the Editor:

After reading Kevin DeLuca's "Do we need a National

Prayer Day?" on March 2, it was truly amazing to see how
far some people will go just to bod mouth President

Reagan. Like DeLuca, I believe there needs to be a

definite separation between church and state. I cannot

understand, though, why anybody would feel threatened

over National Prayer Day and "the year of the Bible."

Kevin's editorial had no interpretation as t<^) what these

two proclamations actually entailed DeLuca did quote

Reagan as saying that this country should "face the future

with the Bible " Personally. I don't take that statement as

a threat, a demand or an order. Do you think, perhaps,

that Reagan might have been rendering the American
people some inspirational advice? Did Reagan
automatically lose his frwdom of religion when he became
President?

As he continues his sermon, DeLuca preaches that non-

Bible believers "should safeguard their rights by suing the

President through the courts, asking for an injunction

against National Prayer Day and "the year of the Bible".

I was always under the impression that the Collegian

laved material like that for their April Fool's edition.

DeLuca fails to realize the meaning of the word "pro-

clamation". According to my dictionary, a proclamation is

"something which is officially announced". So what hap-

pens if someone refuses to aaknowledge either Natiomil

Prayer Day or "the year of the Bible"? Will they be ar-

rested or perhaps killed? What exactly were you sug-

gesting Kevin, when you stated that "there are right wing

extremists who will take the President seriously and that

religious persecution seems to lurk just below the surface

of any society"?

The overall concept behind the Bible, I believe, does

much more good than harm. May I suggest, though, that

non-Bible believers, who still feel discriminated against.

either proclaim a day (or a year) in honor of their own
belief or just ignore Reagans' proclamations and pretend

they don't exist.

Frank Zabierek
Amherst

Anti-freeze campaign deadly
To the Editor:

We need to say a few words in response to Mr.

Lawrence M. Wright's editorial, from Thursday March

3rd.

People who support negotiations with the U.S.S.R. are

people who are concerned about the future and the sur-

vival of this planet. We are not dedicated to the destruc-

tion of the United States.

The U.S.S.R. has gone into Poland, and Hungarj- and

the other places that Mr. Wright mentioned. He condemns

this but he fails to mention the U.S. involvement in Cen-

tral America, South Africa, and The Middle East.

Mr. Wright believes that by isolating the Soviet Union

we can force it to "decay in its own corrosive policies." His

defense of the free market theory is in reality a defense of

monopoly capitalism, which is what the "free market" has

become. We do remember the cause that our founding

fathers and mothers fought for — "Life, liberty and the

pursuit of Happiness." But if the U.S. government con-

tinues to spend our tax dollars on weapons capable of

mass destruction, instead of on ytb» and other stfciaJ pro-

grams like medical care; Life, liberty and the pursuit of

Happiness will be a dream.
We're sure that Mr. Wright is one of those men who

support Jeremiah Denton's (R-Ala.) proposal for a million

dollar anti freeze campaign. He also makes it evident that

he thinks we can survive a nuclear war. He believes that

we need to plan for shelters. He has his plans. So do wel

We will not give up on the klea of negr)tiations between

the I'.S. and the U.S.S.R. F*eace is s<»mething that we will

always work toward. It is a shame that so many people

like Mr. Wright, are brainwashed by the media and its

"Communist threat tactics." I feel sorry for Mr. Wright

but I don't think he can be helped.

BcUy Kraft

Amherst

Denial of financial aid logical
To the Editor:

In Susan MacDonnells' letter of Wednesday, March 2,

she states that the law requiring eight<^n year old male
students to provide proof of registration in order to

receive financial aid from the U.S. government "is un-

constitutional and immoral law." The U.S. government is

operating as a banker to fund higher education in the U.S.,

and as any banking institution should it is protecting its'

interests. Should any lending institution loan funds U) peo-

ple who do not support that institution, and who instead

actively seek its' eventual downfall? Therefore it is only

logical that the U.S. government seek registration from
its' lendees. If we are to look for something illogical then

look to registration itself. This is the main problem.

D. Baldwin Panagorc
Amherst

Evolution scientifically true
To the Editor:

I^et'.s be serious, guys. Evolutionism is not the Eleventh

Commandment nor is it mythology. It is a very well

supported and generally agreed upon scientific theory.

Some of the scientific evidence which I speak of can be

found in fossil records such as the record of the evolution of

the horse. Also the average man of today is physically

different (e.g. taller) than the average man of 1776. This is

an example which can be best explained by the Theory of

Evolution.

The Theory of Evolution is the product of centuries of

research and of scientific methodology. The Theory of

Creationism is the Biblical account of the origin of the
Universe. Perhaps one day there will be a theory that will

make both of these theories look like they were proposed

by Bozo the Clown. As for now the Theory of Evolution

seems to be the most credence in this scientifically minded
sorioty of ours.

Jeff Leichter

Amherst

^ ^ "Y"]^ 7"^^ ^"^ y°" voting for?"

"Does it matter? Is one any different than

the other? They're all politicians."

This was a conversation that I overheard the other day
at the Hatch. Election time, yes it is that time of year
again. Today and tomorrow you will be asked to make a

decision on which candidate for SGA President to vote for.

Therein lies what I have come to regard as the comedy and
tragedy of student government.

"Politicians," it's that all encompassing word; a word
that gives to all of us that touch of cynicism and distrust

that seems so necessary for one's survival in today's

world. It isn't always an evil term and it isn't always a

Chris Ferretti

disparaging name, but the negative connotation does ex-

ist. In most dictionaries you will find it defined as both a
statesman and a schemer; listed between "Polite" and
•Polka." fairly plejisant terms themselves. Most of us
tend to lean towards the latter term, schemer, as that all

important gauge. The forefathers of our country were also

p<jliticians and schemers, so where do you draw the line?

In many ways this is a problem inherent in our political

system and that is the essence of what student govern-
ment at UMass has to contend with.

Until you have l)een actively involved in .student g»)vem-
ment do you begin to realize that most people at UMass
don't know the first thing about what goes on in student
government . This happens l)ecau8e we carry a mindset
from high schotjl — that student government doesn't do
anything. It is always easier to pick apart an organization
like the SCIA than it is to work with it, to help it. Having
l)een involved in four levels: Area. House, the Judiciary,

and the Senate, I cannot help but do the self same thing.

This is a f)erenial problem for the SGA because people
have a hard time adjusting to the fact that the SGA at this

school has real power.
Now a lot of you will either choose to vote or not to vote

in next week's election. In either case the decision will be
based upon very little informali<»n alK»ut the issues, posi-

tions, and promises of the candidates. Some of the can-
didates have addri'ss*^! them.«;elves to this by including in-

formation other than credentials and name on their

literature. This is not a trivial matter, the leadership of

this job does entail responsibility and we do indeed have to

be critical and thoughtful in deciding who it is we want to

represent us.

The length of the SGA presidential camf)aign isn't ade-

quate enough to thoroughly deal with the issues and per
sonalities involved. Most of your opinions will \ie liased

upon whatever the candidates furnish and what this

newspaper reports. In the future maybe this can \n' chang-
ed tf» pntvide more time, but for now all that we can do is

to make the effort to vote for those we honestly feel will do
the best job.

This is not to say that the SGA is by any means a ct)m-

pletely idealistic and effective platform for student affairs,

but the attempt is being made. In an organization that ex
ists largely on ambition, altruism can be a scarce com-
modity, but it does exist and it appears to be growing a lit-

tle bit more each year.

The SGA has often been characterized as a three ring

circus, and as children playing in a sandlxtx — it isn't

either, except in isolated cases. Call it my sense of drama
but I see things slightly different perhaps, there is a
dramatic essence to our student government:
Much of the power games that occur on the fourth floor

of the SUB could be more aptly described as a "Comedy of

Errors."

It is also true that some politicians who lose touch with
their constituents tend to see reality only in the silvery

light of a "Midsummer Night's Dream."
The infighting that so often characterizes student

government as an exercise in "Much Ado About
Nothing."

That uniquely antagonistic relationship that we have
with the administration and the university bureaucracy as

the "Taming of the Shrew."
As a final note, please do vote, vote intelligently, and

vote "As You Like It" because in the long run it is the

students, we, that have the most to lose or gain in making
this choice.

Chris Ferretti is a UMass student

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double
spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space
limitations and the volume of mail, we regret
we are unable to acknowledge unpublished
letters. All letters are subject to editing for
clarity and length.
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Monday - March 7

Poetry reading, Rm 163, Schyleen Quails'
Im, Rm 162-75, "Babies and Banners"
Im, Rm 162-75, "Mitsuye and Nellie"

im, Rm 162-75, "Hard Work"
Im, Rm 162-75, "Straight Talk about Les-
ans"
Im, Rm 1 62-75, "Double Day"
Im, Rm 162-75, "!Nai, the story of a IKung

woman"
Film, Rm 1 62, "Three Sisters"

Tuesday - March 8

All day Campus Center Festivities

9:00 Workshop, Rm 905-09, "Women finding their

own voice"

11:00 Workshop, Rm 101, Martial Arts Demonstra-
tion

1 2:00 New Harmony Sisterhood Band - Concourse
Workshop, Rm 811-815, "Women in Labor
Unions"
Patty Larkin - Concourse
Workshop, Rm 803, "Women in the Private
Realm"
Concert- Phoebe Snow- Fine Arts Center

1:00

2:00
3:00

8:00

Children's Workshops will be available Monday CO 168 and
Tuesday CO 804.

Traduccion de todos los eventos al espanol, asegurada

f ^ \ 1 e ,- ^ ^ t
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Mime into magic
MARCEL MARCEAU
Friday, March 4

Fine Arts Center

By HANNAH HOSOM
ColUffiaaSUfl

Only one man can make the world laugh

at human faults and fantasies, and cry for

pain and waste, without saying a word. The
same man can reach out and give an
audience precious bits of life, ahhough
nothing tangible changes hands. Only

Marcel Marceau, who performed Friday at

the Fine Arts Center, can turn mime into

magic.

Marceau began the evening's per-

formance with two short pieces on the

humor of vices and frustrations. "The Dice

Players" and "The Sculptor." Marceau
makes complete use of his body and facial

expressions to make the audience em-

pathize with the greedy gambler and the

impatient perfectionist, who eventually

whittles his masterpieces to dust.

Then, the lights go off. and come up

briefly on a student of Marceau's holding a

placard that reads "The Public Garden."

The lights are off again only for a second or

two.

A single figure, a statue, is center stage.

Slowly it turns, and becomes a gentleman

walking thorough the park, swinging a

cane. There's an old woman knitting as she

gossips to her husband. He leans on his

cane, listening to her chatter. A small boy is

playing in front of them. Another rides by

on a bicycle. Two lovers meet, wander
about, then part with a passionate embrace.

One man lovingly makes cotton candy while

a near chiM licks it off his arms. Another
vendor hawks helium balloons. A man with

a broom is enjoying watching the park's

vi.sitors as he sweeps the pathways. Only
one man actually stands on stage, bringing

an entire neighborhood to life.

'The Public Garden" was foUowed
shortly by "The Pickpocket's Nightmare."
Marceau. (in black.) stands between two
large black walls. He puts his arm behind
one. and his hand emerges five feet away.
The stage is soon filled with arms,
surrounding Marceau, sometimes trying to

escape him. The timing required is split

second, and the result leaves the audience
watching in fascination. It is difficult to
describe the way Marceau brings out the
child-like awe in his audiences, alternating

the tension of the "nightmare" with
delighted laughter.

After intermission Marcel chose from his

repertoire of Bip pantomimes. What the
Little Tramp was to Charlie Chaplin, Bip is

to Marceau. Bip began as a lion tamer,
dealing with a very reluctant lion. Next, he
travels by train, and faces the difficulties of

heavy luggage which refuses to remain
overhead and losing his ticket — which is

found, of course, in his jacket pocket.

Bip also tells the story of David and
Goliath. Using one black wall, he emerges
on one side as David, a little shepherd boy
playing the flute, and on the other as the
arrogant giant Goliath. Marceau takes the
skit one step further by having Goliath

come out for a curtain call. bow. then signal

for David to join him. One almost believes

the two will appear on the stage at the same
time!

Marceau ended the evening with a piece
entitled "The Maskmaker." Although
Marceau chooses different pieces from his

repertoire each year, he performs this one
regularly.

A maskmaker sits on a box in the middle
of the stage, trying on faces he has created.
He changes from clown to a monkey, until

finally he begins to amuse himself by
putting on first a happy face, then a sad
one. then the happy one again, until he is

switching back and forth so rapidly one can
catch only glimpses of each expression.

They loved it all
KOKO TAYLOR AND THE BLUES
MACHINE
Saturday, March 5
Blue Wall

By SCOTT HERSEY
Calkctaa Staff

"Tell old Pistol Pete that everbody u gcmna

'

meet.

We gonna' get everybody down to that

Union Hall,

We gon' fiua and fight till midnight, tue

gon ' kick out all the doors.

We gonna ' get you wang dang doodle all

night long.

"

"Wang Dang Doodle." a Willie Dixon
song covered by Koko Taylor and the Blues
Machine Saturday night at the Blue Wall.

Early Saturday evening, before any of

the bands had taken the stage, some of the

200 or so people gathered in the Blue Wall
were heard to remark, "who is this Koko
Taylor, and is she really that good?"
And a little later that same evening, after

th Hash Brown Blues Band had turned in a
hot, hour-long set of electric blues and
boogie, those same people were still

wondering about Taylor, and questioning if

she was "as good."
And even later that evening, after the

Blues Machine had taken the stage without
Taylor and was warming up the crowd with
some smooth electric blues of its own,
those same people were still wondenng if

she was "that good."
But by the time that Taylor had gotten

up on stage, and wowed the crowd with her
version of "Wang Dang Doodle," those
people were up and dancing, and seemed to

forget that they ever questioned her abili-

ty-

Koko Taylor is that good.

Because synthesizers, drum machines
and high technology have all but taken
over popular music today, some people
seem to forget how much fun you can have
with some old guitars and traditional

songs.

Koko Taylor helped them remember.
"Went partytn' the other night,

started drinkin ' and got real tight.

I beat each and all my friends,

felt so good I had to do it again.

"

— "Hey Bartender," a song that Taylor
dedicated to all the drinkers in the house.

From the time that Taylor finally took

the stage, dressed in a blue strapless dress

and a huge black wig, the crowd went wild.

Old song or new, boogie or blues, they lov-

ed it all.

Backed by the four-piece Blues Machine
— which Taylor described before the show

Johansen's a natural
DAVID JOHANSEN
Friday, March 4

Rusty Nail, Sunderland

By JIM FEIN
Cirilcgiuii

One of rock music's most enthusiastic

performers, David Johansen, played to a

large crowd at the Rusty Nail last Friday

night. Johansen, who opened for the Who
several times on their '82 U.S. tour,

demonstrated how he earned that honor

with a seventy-five minute set that won the

crowd over from the very beginning.

David Johansen is, quite simply, a
natural. His wide range of facial ex-
pressions, coupled with his ability to "act

out" the lyrics to his songs, show an aspect
of the man that is not captured on his four

albums.

This show was basically the same one he
performed here at the University in 1981.

The set included originals ("Funky But
Chic." "Melody") as weU as faithful ren
ditions of "Build Me A Buttercup. " and the
popular Animals medley. David Johansen
has the uncanny ability to perform cover
songs just as convincingly as the original

artist. A case in point was his version of the
Temptation's 'Reach Out. I'll Be There."
which was the evening's highlight. DurirrT

The genius of g^esture. Marcel Marceau, performed at the Fine Arts
Center Friday night.

Suddenly, the maskmaker becomes trapped
in the happy face. He struggles and
struggles to get out. cries, all with the
joyful grin covering up how he truly feels.

The only way to escape is to destroy the
mask. In desperation he pries the mask off

with a tool, ruining it in the process.

If it were possible to mirrcw humanity as
easily as Marcel Marceau does, he would be
just another performer, but Marceau has an
extraordinary talent for making people
listen to his silence. Once again. Marceau
proved he is not only the master of mime,
but of communication.

Koko Taylor performed at the Blue Wall Saturdaytrghr"'
""'"^

as "small but loud" — Taylor belted out the

classics with a monster voice that she

seemed to drag up from deep inside her.

And she had as g(xxl a time singing as the

crowd did listening.

She smiled the whole night, dedicated a
number of songs to the "great people of

Amherst" g<nd spent time both before and

after the show talking with her admirers.
Because the J.B. Hutto show was cancell-

ed a few weeks ago and rescheduled for

next week, this was the first of the Union
Program Council's "Blues in the Blue
Wall" series.

After seeing this show, I'm going to

make sure I catch the others.

this song he moved along the edge of the
stage, reaching out into the crowd and
grasping every available hand. Then he
threw the mike into the crowd, encouraging
the crowd to sing along. He was very
convincing.

The crowd wooed him back lor two sets at

obligatory encores. These included
energetic versions of "Babylon," and
"Personality Crisis," both songs by the New
York DoUs, an early seventies band (and

une of the pret:uiMirs uf punk) in which
Johansen was the lead singer.

My only criticism of the show was a lack

of new material. Of the seventeen (plus)

songs he played, only one of the songs was
new. Johansen mentioned a new album but
played only two of the songs that are slated

to be on it. If he does not change his

repetoire some, he may risk the danger of

burnout. This would really be a shame, for

David Johansen is a great performer.

Attention Arts Writers:

There will be a mandatory meeting for all arts report'-rs to discuss the
up-conning issue of the Other Voice on Wednesday at 7 p.m. m the newsroom.
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Open 24 Hours-7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnlte
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

SIOPc*
SHOP

MORE WAYS ID SAVE!
DOUBLE COUPON

On
Manufacturers'
Coupons

Manufacturers Coupons are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
we double your savings Details in store

EVERYDAY
LOW PmCES!

-m OVER 100 SPECIALS

^M. IN OUR CIRCULARI
^« m ^ ^u „ .1. «, "^H tra Including Stop & Shop Coupons worth $195
You II find them all over the store Plus \ ''V^Sb Check out every page of this circular It can save

i*^!^ you dollars more Pick one up in the storehundreds of Warehouse Values

SAVE ON ST. PATRICK'S DAY DINNER
Wrm OUR CORNED BEEF BRISKET.

99
Point Cut

lb

Always fresh.

Always meaty
A great buy!

AND CRISP Q
GREEN CABBAGE9
Corned Brisket ^1 7Q

Corned Brisket 1 AQ

Corned Rounds 1 QQ

A,

lb

Swift Brisket .2.19

Smoked Shoulder QQ

1.29

WHITE GEM
YOU CANT BUY A
BETTER CHICKEN AT
A BETTER PRICE.

Chicken Legs

Chicken Thighs
Aiilp Gem S ^ «iPkg

Chicken Drumsticks
rt^ile G*<Ti 'j t> It Pill I

iVINGSON
1W KING OF OVEN ROASTS

.,.79

*.89

'^Mbuj\/^^
Master Shoulder

Fresh
Pollock Fillets J.59

Larqe f ntl 4fh 7rh Rihs

BEEF RIB ROAST
Round Tip Roast

Top Round Roast

Rump Roast

Eye Round Roast

Boneless Chuck Roast

Boneless Chuck Steak

«>2.09

,199

1 1 99

r2.59

189

.1.99

CORNER
ELI

LOWER YOUR FOOD BILL IN 1983!

SAVE ON ITEMS YOU USE EVERY DAY!

La Rosa Pasta gg
Solid White Tuna

] QQ
Lincoln Apple Juicel IQ

.59

.59

.59
Maxwell House 9 QQ
1 Liter Whit* Rock QJ

1

40 oz Prune Juice 1 QQ
Mrs. Grass Soup Mix 70
Ivory Liquid 1 90
&O.S Soap Pads OQ
Pert Shampoo 1 ^Q
r;

SAVE ON FHK FROHN FOOOSI

La Pizzeria Pizza 1 QQ
Vegetables 20 oz QQ

<-<i ^i^*", ^ •urt?^' b.»<

)

Clam Chowder

Cake Mix

Marcal Towels

Orange Juice 1 2 oz

SAVE ON FRESM BAKED GOOOSI

Big Daisy Bread 9 forQQ
English MufRns 3 *^ ^1

Hamburger Rolls 2'*':99

SAVE ON FRESH DAWY FOOOSI

1% Low Fat Milk QQ
Orange Juice 1 IQ
Stop& Shop Yogurt Q *1

.t.ur AsscHtwliinvortTM,'.,!.,. " . ^ '•'I

Cottage Cheese QQ

UVER AND ONIONS
Sliced Beef Liver ^Q
Yellow Onions 19

We slice

whatever you
choose fresh
to your order

'

Deutschmacher
Liverwurst 1

Frankfurts
1.99

• ''•qiiis' or f '

SWE ON 3 GREAT KINDS
OF EilllNG JIPPUS.

Pack a crisp, low-calorie apple in

lunches instead of sticf(y sweets

'

Pick your own!
Red or Golden Delicious

or Crisp IMcintosh

us #r

Extra Fancy
2 y* ' Minimum 2 IM

PIUS MONE GREAT SfECMLSI

Large Avocados 2 1- 89

3h.»1Kiwi Fruit

Fresh Peanuts
I < H^.j «,.,,-,'.»! ,n Shed

I

•Of i SMOPOROCEBTCOUTON^^^^^^^^m" ' C I STOP * SHOP DAIRY rOll-(l>. ^ I
'iT0P»SMfiPR»„tnyf01M•>o^

iF!iEl,,iFIIEEI##iFIIEE!
I Bathroom Tissue

I

•^TOPASMOPCPfH f nyroncv ,

I
1000 Sheet i piy Rod '4

1

I stop & Shop"
fe

\t'^'^lL

^^ "i'C iStop&Sho
lali:*! Sundae^tyle Yogurt

^
I
English Muffins

ilh lh(« coKpO" 4 f so purc*>««« i .m«1 on*

I '^"QmI,)! -.1 S[iht !?(„• Phg nl f, 416

tr^Jt'W
I
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UMass/Boston^
Your Public Unfvefslty

A/IA
special

3tu*es

American Civilization

Critical and Creative Thinking

English

History

History/Archival Methods
History/Historical Archaeology

Mathematics

Mathematics/Computer Science

Sociology (Applied)

MS
Biology

Biology/Applied Marine Ecology

Chemistry

Physics (Applied)

IMEd
Bilingual/Multicultural Education
Counselor Training

English as a Second Language
School Psychology

Special Needs Education

IMBA
Business Administration

PhD
Environmental Science

Meet and talk with faculty members
from UMass/Boston's fine graduate

programs
All these graduate programs permit

full-time or pan-tin>e study on con-

venient schedules Tuiton for the fall

semester of 1983 is $60 per credit,

up to a maximum of $717.

The open house will be heW Thurs-

day March 10, from 3 00 to 7 00 pm.
in the Lounge on the 3rd floor of

Buikling 020 at UMass/Boston's
Hartwr Campus For further mforma
ton about the open house or about

graduate study at UMass/Boston,

call 929-6000

AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you're part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one c^ the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For Mor« DtCais CaN Sundy PfUm
(203) 229-9M1

FrMhmen €r SophmorM CaN Capt. PinkaN

(413) 646-2137

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are listed only on the

day they are taking place. Announcements
must be submitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Collegian offices, 1 13

Campus Center, and retxirned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the {)aper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-

ted on the standard form and not submit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due
to apace limitation*, the CoUegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-
ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA NATIONAL
SERVICE FRATERNITY - Invites all

University men to an open rush meeting.
We are a fraternity with over 600 chapters
across the country. As a service fraternity,

we provide services to both UMass and the
community. Come join us to be a leader, be
of service and be a friend. 7 p.m.. Campus
Center Room 903.

"THREE SISTERS" - Chekhov's
classical play: set during the turn of the
century in small Russian town. Three
cultured young women adjust to "crude"
manners of provincial life. Dedicated to

International Women's Event. 7 p.m..
Room 174 76 Campus Center.

DAILY INTERNSHIP PLANNING
SESSION — A one hour Planning Session

which will provide detailed information

about internship opportunities in all fields

and application procedures. Sign up in

advance by phone or in person. Office of

Internships. 16 Curry Hicks, 545 0727. 2:30

and 3:30 p.m.

MEDITATION CLASS - A beginner's

class in tantric meditation and related

processes. Body work, relaxation, con-

centration, mantra meditation. All are

welcome. Free, 6:30 p.m.. Campus Center

803.

HILLEL COUNCIL "MEET THE
CANDIDATES" NIGHT - Tonights
Council meeting you can meet the can-
didates which will be voted on next Monday
and Tuesday. 6 p.m., Hillel Office.

PASSOVER SONGSHARING - Join
Saul's Jewish Holiday's class tonight for a
special section on songs for Passover. Share
traditional family songs and learn new ones.
Open to all. 8 p.m., Herter Hall Room 108.

WOMEN ISSUES TEAM MEETING -
Join the Women Issues Team for dinner;

afterwards there will be a general

discussion. 6:30 p.m.. back of the Hatch.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING - "Population Pressure: Myth
or Reality'.'" is today's topic for discussion,

led by Karen Riley. All are welcome. 4

p.m.. 428 Student Union.
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UMass/Boston^
Vbur Public Univefsity
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Graduate

House

American Civilization

Critical and Creative Thinking

English

History

History/Archival Methods
Histor/ZHistoncal Archaeology

Mathematics

Mathematics/Computer Science
Sociology (Applied)

Biology

Biology/Applied Marine Ecology

Chemistry

Physics (Applied)

Bilingual/Multicultural Education
Counselor Training

English as a Second Language
School Psychology

Special Needs Education

THIS
WEEKS

$1.91
Noxzema 10 oz.

, Monday, March 7. 1983, .Collegian 13

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Reg. 1.64

Stridex
Pads 42'8

$2.41
Dry Idea

2.5 oz.

Reg. and
Unscented

$1.35
Reg. 1.87

Vitine '^ oz.

$2.11
Reg. 2.89

Boil ft Soak
12 02.

tVbMc.
A6AW,STEV6..

VDUR GRefKT.

NOWWHffl"?

wea,iTH0U6Hr

PTSCWeR HOW VW

\

IN F^CT, C£T'5 C/HtlMIS

'THe MAKING OF AN
f\lf£R\CAH 5T1NKW."

we'u. 57ART wrm
CHAPTER ONe
VWRWinVI

/

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Business Administration

PhD
Environmental Science

Meet and talk with faculty members
from UMass/Boston s firw graduate

programs
All these graduate programs permit

full-lime or pan-tirne study on con-

venient schedules Tuition for the fall

semester of 1983 is $60 per credit,

up to a maximum of $717.

The open house will be held Thurs-

day, March 10. from 3 OC to 7 00 pm,
in the Lounge on the 3rd floor of

Building 020 at UMass/Boston's
Harbor Campus For further informa-

tion about the open house or about
graduate study at UMass/Boston.
call 929-8000

Aim ^=r $1.40
tj^ jj Aim 6.4 oz.

Reg. or Mint

$1.48
Reg. 2.31

Enhance
Shampoo

or
Conditioner
Norm, or

Dry

All sale items also available at the Mini Store located in the Student Union
Located in the Canripus Center

Open M-F 9-5 Sat. 11-4
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It's tunefor this
Sorra to dixrapedd^
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>:^'
presents

V -^ Vincent Price
in a one man performance

Monday, March 7
8 pm at the F.A.C.

After the Fall By R. Miller

UjHAr I NfNffA^J iS THAT

TAKf y&od. Politics

SERIOUSLY p yoo'e.L

A'PA-THCriC .

'

< -*
$2. 5 college students

$4. Senior Citizens

$5. General Public

Tickets on sale now at F.A.C. Box Office
sponsored by University Ai ts Council
and Distinguished Visitors Program
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CROSSWORD
FLdiled by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

l«C.t lot Angvlri Itmry SintfMalr

ACROSS
1 Operatic

highlights

6 Gold cloth

10 Normandy city

14 Sinker

15 Ardor

16 Type of apple

1

7

Last of a series

18 Unencumt>ered
20 annum
21 Learning by heart

23 Rough and ready

24 Completely

26 Suffix of quality

27 Cloak-and-dagger

agcy.

28 Notwithstanding

32 Miserly

36 Four-in-hand. eg
37 Skip over

36 Sgt orcpl

39 European capital

40 Contrary Abbr
41 Bullied

45 Gambler's helper

47 Eastern name
48 Factory worker

49 Fine cigars

53 Relative of the

llama

56 March in a
line

57 • on parte

anglais"

56 Irresolute

60 Fur tr der

John lacob

62 Back of the

neck

63 Men. ion

64 Farm machinery
maker

65 Bandy words
66 River into the

North Sea
67 Tall tales

DOWN
Vote to accept
One of the

Montagues
Languid
Summer mo
Clear kind of

night

Waiting for

7 Century plant

8 Narrieof tame,

in China
9 International pact

10 Point maker
11 Jog along

12 Bind with ropes

13 Submit
19 Like some t)oots

22 Norway s patron

saint

25 Eight, in Main;

26 "Flow gently

sweet "

28 Haberdashery
purchase

29 Pan of molecule
30 Queue
31 Grant temporary

use
32 Carousal Slang

33 Kaffir warrior

34 Notre Dame foot-

ball immortal

35 The Lady
39 Musical verve

41 Lean to

42 Lease
43 English lockup

44 Thus far

46 Sect originating

in England, 1747

49 Sweet or hard

50 Gunpowder
ingredient

51 Potential oak

52 Foals' parents

53 Plant beards
54 Baryshnikov

specialty

55 Memt>er of Bear
family

66 Festive

celebration

59 Icecream
in Berlin

61 The Wdl"
by London
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WEATHER

Occassional rain or
drizzle today through
tomorrow. Ix)ws tonight in

the middle dOs. Highs
today and tomorrow 40 to

50.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Fried Chicken

Cranberry Sauce

Apple Cflazed Corned Beef

BASICS LIJNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Egg an<l Cheddar

Florentine

Fried Chicken
Cranberr>' Sauce

Be
A

Star
•

Become a star reporter for the Collegian.

One of New England's largest daily col-

lege newspapers! We need people to

write news and women's affairs. Great

experience for any students interested in

journalism or communications. Come by

the Collegian anytime and ask for an

editor. It's easy and it's fun. Everyone's

welcome.

The Collegian

113 Cmmpua Center
545-3500
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Gymnastics teams finishing strong
Women routRutgersMen setschool mark

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collciiui Suff

The Cage wasn't the only place on

campus that rocked Saturday night.

Boyden gymnasium stirred with en-

thusiasm as the University of

Massachusetts men's gymnastics team
set a school record for most points in a

meet to attain a goal they set at the start

of the season and appropriately achieved

in the final meet, a 261.9-253.45 victory

over Springfield College.

"It was a fitting end," co captain John
McGonagle said. "We're finally out of our
slump. I knew if we put it together we'd

break it. It just takes the first guy up in

each event to start us off."

The always confident coach Roy
Johnson never stopped believing that his

team, which is now 9-4. could break the

school record of 257.45.

"We finally put it together," Johnson
said. "I believed all along so this is kind of

just in due time. I hope we can have as

good a performance at the EIGL's
(Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics
League*."

Before a small, but enthusiastic crowd
of about 300. the Minutemen had out-

standing performances from Willie

Stevens. Bert Maihieson and Jim Corbet t.

The gym roared with excitement as the

Minutemen performed their best ever.

Mathieson had an all time high of 9.15

on the floor exercises and took the top

spot in the event. An injured John
Macurdy came in third with an 8.95. The
team had an all time high score in the

event with 44.45 points.

The adrenalin flowed among the

spectators as well as the performers, in

the rings event right before McGonagle
performed. McGonagle is shooting for a

trip to the Nationals and got a step closer

as he scored a 9.45. The support of the

crowd made breaking the school record

even better for the team.
"At the end they got pretty intense,"

Corbel t said of the crowd. "Before John
McGonagle went up it just amazed me.

That was fantastic. I was very happy and

gymnastics was very fun tonight."

Stevens agreed. "When you have a

crowd that was compacted and we get into

it, they get into it."

Tony Sbarra started the team off in the

vault event with an 8.9 vault and Corbett

hit his vault scoring a career high 9.3.

Mathieson also had an all time high with a

9.45.

Stevens, who had career highs in floor

with an 8.85 and in rings with a 9.15. had
another career high in vaulting. He also

won the all around with 54 points, his

highest ever.

"I'm psyched we went out with a bang,"

a speechless Goulart said.

the

m
over

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collefimn Staff

Even with a few rough spots.

University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team still came through
Saturday's 173.65-147.15 blowout
Rutgers.

"They're pushing right up there even
with rough spots," coach Ken Anderson
said. "That's the second highest score this

year and ever."

The Minutewomen, who broke the
school record last Wednesday with a 175.5
score, had a little trouble in the vault

event. Robin Low missed her first vault

but hit the second one to receive an 8.9

and take first in the event. Tricia Harrity

Jim corbett bends over backward during: h«8 floor routine Saturday
nifht.

placed second with an 8.75 and Sue Allen
scored an 8.65 to take third.

Rutgers was no competition for UMass
in the uneven bars event as lack of

strength produced choppy routines.

Karen Knapp had an outstanding per-

formance for UMass placing first with a

9.1. Low took the second spot with an 8.7

and Yael Kantor was in third with an 8.55

Balance beam produced few falls for

UMass and a lot of falls for Rutgers.
Knapp had another fine performance and
won the first spot with an 8.9. Barbara
Lord had a good routine and took second
with an 8.7 and Allen placed third with an
8.5.

Massachusetts had an all time high on
the floor exercises with 44.9 points. Low
was outstanding in the exercises as she

performed a lively routine to score a 9.45.

Lisa Griffen also had an excellent per-

formance scoring a 9.1 in second place.

Knapp placed third with a 9.0.

The team honored seniors Knapp and
Janice Baker before the meet.

Baker competed this season for the first

time since her freshman year because of a

knee injury suffered during a meet.
Originally an all around performer. Baker
competed in the balance beam and uneven
ars for the Minutewomen.
Knapp worked her way up to being one

of Massachusetts top all arounds after a

back injury her freshman year slowed her
down. Anderson called Knapp. who broke

the school record in the balance beam
event with a 9.5 this season, a hard
worker who will be tough to replace.

"That's what happens every four

years," Anderson said. "It's very happy
and very sad. I wish them all the best in

the future. I'll miss both of them."
Next on the agenda for the

Minutewomen is the Atlantic Ten
Championships next weekend. The meet
will be held at the University of Rhode
Island on Saturday at 5:00 p.m. and
should find the Minutewomen as one of

the top teams.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

MAJORS:
pREshMfN, SophoMORES, JuNJORS, & SENIORS

You Are InvItecJ To AttencI

AN

ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT
TUES. MARCH 8

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 16J
ANThRopoloqy, EconomIcs

PoUtIcaI ScIence & Socioloqy

CracIuates From EAch

LdEpARTMENT Will disCUSS ANd

ANSWER QUESTIONS AboUT ThEIR

CAREERS ANd yOUR!
Spor«soR»d by tIi( AIumni Assoc Iation ANd

tI«e tlNivERsiry PUcement OFFicE

VOTE TODAY!
Presidentiol/DOG/

Residential Committee
SOUTHWEST
MocKimml*, JQA, JA, Patterson,

Washington, Cone*, PIvrpont ond
Moor* voto In Dorkshiro DC
Jomos, Molvlllo, Thofoou, JFK, Princo,

Crompton, ond Coolldgo

VOtO In Hompshir* D.C.

ORCHARD HILL/CENTRAL
vot# in Fronklin DC

SYLVAN/NORTHEAST
vol* in Worc#st#r DC

i 1 om - 6:30 pm

COMMUTERS/GREEKS
voto In front of tho Hatch

from 9 • 4:30 pm

8t Molces A Difference
'"'

""«*'«"-i
MiimniHiiimiiiiiiiinii

I

Monday, March 7, 1983, Collegian is

OLL.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

The seminars are Sundays 3/6 and 3/13

at 7 pm in the Commonwealth Room

ATTENTION
UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Open meeting of Gamma Sigma Sigma
- uniting collegwomen in the spirit od ser-

vice to humanity - A National Service

Sorority Tue March 8 7:30 PM CC rm 904 -

for more info tel. 545-2068

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs worV $400 or

BO ^23-6918 leeve message

For sale 1970 Ford Torino - 46.000 original

miles needs work - $500 or BO call 545-3500

before 6:00 549-4125 after 5:00 asi< for Dan

73 Pontiec Grand AM 4 door cruise con-

trol climate control bucket seats excellent

condition $800 or BO 82,000 miles 549-2785

evenings

80 Datsun 310GX excellent condition. Rear

defrost/wiper stereo AM/FM cassette one

owner $4600 549-5666

73 Valiant, good cond. 225 slant six, $700

or BO 253-5966

BELLYGRAMSit

Delivered by professional bellydencer

for most unususi gift. Thereze, 253-7822

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL

Weet Yarmouth Seagull Beech duplex

newfy redone two bedrooms each side

sleeps 4 includes all utilities 253-7436 $2560

Memorial Day thru Labor Day

COUNSELING -

LOW STUDENT FEE

Licensed, experienced, caring
humanist No connection U Mass. First

lion free. Allan Black, 253 5036

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackedisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Professions) DJs for leee $98 special

ends March 15. Book now before price in-

cresse 54»4406

M Cr M Music UnllmKed Professionsl

DJs for sll occasions call Mike 546-5259

JodI Leong, vocslist, Er Msrk Baszak,

pianist. TOC Lounge, Fri, Sat., March 4 £r

5

FINKLE FOR PREZ.

Warren Zevon. Phil Collins. CsrI

Ysstremski, Joe Duffy. Denny Medson,

Dsn Rsther. Herschel Welker, Ron Mscho
Guy' Reegan, John Hinckley, Sirhen

Sirhsn, Charles Msnson, Eddie Rabbitt,

Princees Grace, Beer Bryant, Clubber Lang,

The Humungus, Howard Cosell, Andy

Rooney.Jack Nicklaus. Deputy Dewg and

Barr>ey Frank are writir>g-in JIM FINKLE for

SGA preilll

HRE FIGHTERS

Applications for the Amherst Fire Depert

ment Student Force must be submitted to-

day by candidates that wish to be con-

sidered for the 1983-84 school year. For info

call 253-3431

FOR RENT

One bedroom In three bedroom So.
Amherst house call Patrick 253-3124

FOR SALE

Kinks ConcertI 2 tickets March 3l8t

Worcester Centrum good seats 546-4419

Releigh 10 spd men's 26 in ex cond $100 or

BO Pattie 546-9631

19S9 Horse Trailer 700.00 call Nat at

584-2700 x440 price negotibale

21" Univege Gran Tourismo custom
bicycle ex. cond. $250.00 firm 665-4866

FOUND

Found: A Isrge grey winter coet on Feb.

23. Cell 546TO9 and ask for Beth

Gold bracelsit on PVTA bus. To identify

call 546-5920

Gloves In Tobin Hall girlsroom found

Feb 21st contact Rhondi at 253-5109 to

identify

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARCIA

Happy Birthday Msrcis You are the best

friend a person could have Love Reefer

HELP WANTED

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Can-

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722 1111 ext

Massachusettes

Applications now being sccepted for

pert time nights, St Kay Jewelers, Hamp-
shire Mall

General Office Help. Must type SO

wpm -f Work Study preferred. Call Jenny

at UPC 546-2892

Alaska Jobs summer/yeer round, earn

great money in this opportunity rich state,

ie, earn I10,000-$12,000 on three month

fishing best. Send for 1983 Employer

Listing snd informstion pscket covering all

industries $5.00 Lental Reseech dept

AA2114 satisfsction guaranteed

Programming Producer wented for

cable system call GPC 546-2733

Cruise Ship Jobsl Greet income potential.

all occupations For information caW:

602-837 3401 ext 833

Representative wanted for effective,

guaranteed scholership location service.

Brief profile to DMR Group, 29 Mom-
ingside Drive. WestfiekJ. MA 01085

Performers needed for weeknight recree-

tion progrsms (musicians, rmme, etc.) Vsl

6-6623 Sandra 256-0501

Tomorrow's Jobs Know wf»st is snd will

be available through this indispensable

booklet of current Government Studies

covering sll industries and states inc.

Alssks snd Hswaii. $8.75 LYNTEL
RESEARCH Dept. TA2114 P.O. Box 99406

Cleve., Ohio 44199 sstisfsction guaranteed

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechenics
Workshop. CIsssroom theory & shop.

Limited enrolln>ent. 253-2068

LESBIAN fr GAY

FREE trBir>ed Leebiam ar>d Gay P99r

Counseling tnd Referral 433 SU 546-2646

MONDAY
BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

CASH PRIZES $
- $2. entry includes free mug drawing -

- B.Y.O.B. (that's BOARD not beer!) -

- Minors Welcome -

starts 9 pm
EVERY
MONDAY
NIOHT

for info
cclU Rich
665-7574

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le

Chateau 546-8161

Lost - gold bracelet, Bartlett - Thompson
Hall area. I really want it returned - it

belonged to my mother. Reward. 323-5900

Lost: Jade teardrop-shaped stone with

nrtetal top to put on an earring. Has great

sentimental valuell Rewardlll call Lee @
546-9091

Lost gold class ring 1946 256-6750

Keys with burgundy leather compartrrwnt
keychain very important please call

546-5346

Lost eye glasses tinted brown. Between
Thompson 8r>d Orch Hill reward 6-6669

SKI ST^WE
Spring Breek - 5 days, 5 nights. Breakfast,

lift tickets, hotel, t>eer, pool, hot tub and

steambaths all for $149. Call Will at

546-9326 for more infonnation.

Ride wanted to Syracuse/Cortlend for

weekend of 3/11. Please help. Bonnie
546-6074

Couple needs ride to Wash DC area
3/18 or 19 will share expensesi Flex on
departure time. Call Kelley, 6-4207.

ROOMMATE WANTED ~
Need roomate in Brittany Manor Apt
for March, April, May, June lease call

253-3588 Brien Steve $135 wil l talk fin.

Female wanted for apertment in Cape
Cod. $50 a week call 546-9617 or 546-9616

Roommate wented Belchertown Ctr
150+ uti. no pets call 323-6606

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

TERMINAL RENTALS

COMPUTERM
Terminal wo /monitor $1X/rest of sem.
Terminal wo/monitor $160/sem.
Terminal (complete) $180/sem. @

546-7672

PERSONALS

Write-in Jim Hnkle for SGA President

Look who supports us: Wonr>en's Disc

(Zulu), Men's Lacrosse. Women's Swim,
MacKimmie, WorT»en's and Men's Gym-
nastics, Men's Wrestling, Men's
Swim. Men's Water Polo, Emerson,
Women's Soccer, Men's Soccer, Cramp
ton. Orchard Hill Area Gov't, Southwest
Exec. Council, Northeast Exec. Council,

Central Area Gov't Exec. Council. Men's
Rugby. Vote for Powers/ Hegeler

I

Dear Amy. Happy Birthdayl Rumrunriers

& Tommy, here you come, legally (again

M

Congratulaionst Love ya. Your new sisters,

Jules & Chips

Never mind the A-Traint The B-teem says

write in Jim Finkle for SGA PresidentI

Amy - Happy Bday to s greet roomiel

We're lucky to have our poppy, Yeahl Love

Oidaladot Debbie

Write-in "none of the above" for SGA
President TODAYI

ILLUSTRATIONS done for your papers
professional quality call 413-253-9848

TO SUBLET

Part furn orte bedroom apt in Cliffside

$286 mo irK. option on leese 549-5689

TRAVEL

UMass Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.

Only $159 includes: transportation, hot

tub party, beer & wine parties, 5 day
lift ticket, all taxes b gratuities ft much,
much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 545-3437

Ride needed for two to Florida for spring

break. Will share driving and expenses. Call

665-7076 eves pteesel

FLORIDA by van 3/19 27 $148 round trip

wir>e/ cheese acconrxxJation info limited

Its S.S Vsn Lines 617 724-8810

WANTED

Don't conform to the status quo - Vote

Powers - Hegeler for SGA Co Presidents

They only wanted 4o be loved — Vote

Powers - Hegeler for SGA Co-Presidents

Julie

Two yeers of unprecedented fun life

my first try at a persor^ll

I love you. Torn

FREE: 1 yeer old Gernvn Sheperd. good
hon>e onlyl Charlotte 323-6606

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, Theees. Ceses. Pspers,
guaranteed acceptance. k>w rates. Narnry

5^)392. 584-7924

RIDE NEEDED

Over Spring Break to Chicago Aree drive

and pay Dan 253-5369

Class rings, gokl and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Help $60 rewerd for helping me by your
parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Caeh for your records, tapee 545-2836

(ask for Jaromir/leeve rT>essage)

Extra-fine peir of used stereo speekers
500 doller cash limit 527 5714

Drums $100 maximum sper>dir>g price for

7-piece set wanted by end of March call

between 6 £r 9 PM 549-1342

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouee or Puffton

to rent from June on. John 546-9139 Mike
546-9141

1 bedroom epertment for fall 1983 caN

Lori or debbie 546-7701

WRITE-IN

Write-In Stephen Devis for Cempus
Center Boerd of Govttkks st lerge

•M«%s|c9|e4e**3Me***«^«««««#a|e%3|e3|c3|e3Me^4(****'|e*4e*^

*

***WANTED **
Southwest R»ild*nt Assistonti for Foil 1960

How to Apply!

All those interested in applying must must attend an

information session. R.A. applications are available at

information sessions only.

Informotion Sosslonst

Sun. March 6 7:30 pm John Adams 12th floor lounge

Mon. March 7 7:30 pm Pierpont Main Lounge

Tues. March 8 5:00 pm New Africa House Library

Tues. March 8 9:00 pm Washington 12th floor Lounge

Wed. March 9 7:30 pm Thoreau Main Lounge

(A.S.L. interpreter on hand)

Thurs. March 10 7:30 pm Coolidge 12th floor lounge

•X-
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There will be an organizational meeting for
anyone interested in men's Ultimate frisbee
team Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Dukes Room. More
Sports on page 14.

• •••••• ••••••••<
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Green leadshoopmen by Boimies
Host VRI tonight at Cage

By JIM FLOYD
( ollfgiu Suff

Don't turn out the lights and tip up the
floor in the Curry Hicks Cage just yet folks,

we've still got one more game to go.

No, Saturday night's 81 72 Minuteman
victory over a very good St. Bonaventure
team was not the grand finale of the 1982 83

version of Cage Craziness because yes.

Temple defeated the University of Rhode
Island in their Atlantic Ten clash thus

leaving UMass in fourth (not fifth) place in

the East Division.

A fourth place finish means the

Minutemen will host the fifth place finisher.

URI, in the preliminary round of the

Atlantic Ten playoffs tonight at 7:30 p.m.

And, for UMass. being the host means
playing one more game in the Cage,
something the Minutemen seem to enjoy

very much.
They enjoyed the home court advantage

Saturday, as the top team in the West
Division of the league (ahead of West
Virginia) was sent away empty handed by a

combination of a fired up Minuteman attack

and a boisterous capacity crowd.
Things did not look good at the outset of

the contest for UMass, as the Bonnies. led

by the inside outside combination of Eric

Stover and Mike Sheehey. dominated the

first 13 minutes of play and forged an eight

point lead at two junctures (20 12 at the

11:23 mark and 24 16 with 7:24 showing)

before the Minutemen finally got going.

When the Minutemen did get going the

principle operators were Edwin Green and
John Hempel. The big men came to play

this night and made their presence felt with

a series of long and short jumpers that cut

into the lead while the UMass defense
responded holding the Bonnies to only four

points in the last 7:24 of the half.

With just 4:36 left in the period, the

Minutemen finally puUed even at 26 26 on a

Hempel hoop and St. Bonaventure coach
Jim O'Brien called timeout.

When play resumed St. Bonaventure's

Andy Moore hit a top of the key jumper to

give the Bonnies another lead. 28 26, but

that would be all for the visitors in the half.

Green buried two shots in a row.

Hempel banked a turnaround jumper home,
Horace Neysmith got a free throw to drop,

and Green converted a three point play

after a nice feed from Ron Washington. The
end result of this onslaught was a halftime

advantage of 36 28 in favor of the local

team.

The momentum did not turn around in

the second half as the UMass frontcourtmen
again established their dominance, taking

the ball to the hole on offense and allowing

only one St. Bonaventure shot (UMass
outrebounded the Bonnies 51-30) a
sequence.

'The lead continued to increase and, when
Bobby Braun hit a turnaround jumper at

the 7:37 left in the game, the margin had
crept up to 17 points. 61 44. This left the

Bonnies in a catch up situation which
brought the Minutemen to the free throw
line more than a couple of times down the
stretch but, for all intents and purposes,

the contest was over.

Well. over, except for the ovations and
the best dunk of th^ season, a two-hand
reverse slam by the ever dunking Green,
who received as big a cheer from the

partisan crowd when he departed as

Washington, the lone senior on the squad,

got when he was introduced during the pre-

game introductions.

The opportunity to host the first game of

the playoffs will be an interesting measure
of what kind of support the Minuteman fans

really want to give their team because, due
to NCAA regulations, an admission charge
must be levied on anyone attending
tonight's game. The price one must pay in

order to watch two hours of Division I

basketball during playoff time '^ $2 for

students and 15 for non students.

Regardless of the outcome of tonight's

game, this will be the last game held in the

Donald Russell drives on Eric Stover in the 81-72 Massachusetts win
over St. Bonaventure Satruday night at the Cage.

Curry Hicks Cage this year, since the
winner will advance to the East Division

semifinal round to be held in the Spectrum
in Philadelphia.

MASSACHUSETTS - Neysiyith 3 3 9.

Hempel 8 6 22. Green 11 1 23. RusseU 2 10

14. Young 2 2. Braun 10-2. Carter 3 2 8.

Connors 0, Emerson 1-01. Washington
0. Total -81.

ST. BONAVENTURE - Sheehey 10-1

24. Garbade 12 4, Stover 7 4 18. Clarke 4

9. Jones 2-0-4. Samuels 2 3 7. Mungar 1

2. Moore 10 2. Turner 0. Corbett 10-

2. Total - 72.

Grapplers take fourth at NewEngland meet
By STEVE FITZ

It has not been a satisfactory season for

the University of Massachusetts wrestling
team. They have had numerous
disappointments, injuries, and bad breaks
the entire season. Things didn't change
when the grapplers competed in the New
England Wrestling Championships at
Boston University.

Going into the tournament, head coach
Rick Freitas had anticipated three
champions from his squad.

"In the consolation finals we were

wrestling good and everything seemed to
be going well," said Freitas.

UMass had three wrestlers in the
championship match, but the breaks went
against the Minutemen and they ended with
three second place finishers.

158 pounder. John Butto. was winning
his match when he twisted his ankle. The
severe sprain hindered his performance for

the remainder of the match and he went on
to lose by decision.

Senior 167 pounder. Dave McEntee, who
has finished second the past three years,

k>st a 5 4 decision by riding time to Jim

Hanlin from Boston College. In the nutch
Hanlin apparently faked an injury while

McEntee had him in a pinning combination.

The match was stopped and prevented
McEntee from scoring any points. He tost to

Hanlin 6 4 in the finals last year. McEntee
received a bid to go to the NCAA Cham-
pionships in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma next
week.

Scott McQuaide lost to Boston College's

John Murner 9 5 in the 177 pound final.

McQuaide had beaten Murner previously at

a dual meet.

Marc Weisman took third for UMass at

1 18 pounds and Brian O'Boyle took third at

126 pounds. O'Boyle finished the season
with more than 20 wina.

Mike Rodgers pinned Boston College's
190 pounder to capture third place in the
190 pound class.

UMass finished fourth overall in the
tournament.
"We came out of the tournament with a

lot of respect," said Freitas.

"Next year we have leadership back in

Butto and McQuaide plus a legitimate shot
at eight to ten state high school champs
from Massachusetts." said Freitas.

Women hoopsters downed
By GERRY dcSIMAS

C«llafftaB Staff

UNIVERSITY PARK. PENN. - It was
a gallant effort, but the University of
Massachusetts women's basketball team
could not contend with the offensive and
defensive power of the Penn State Nittany
Lions and bowed 92 53 in the Atlantic Ten
basketball playoffs Friday at Rutgers
University.

Massachusetts played well at all times but
Penn State just overwhelmed the
Minutewomen. Penn State was led by
sophomore Kahadeejah Hebert. who scored
16 points and grabbed six rebounds.
But it wasn't a one person effort that did

in UMass, it was the total effort of all ten
Lady Lions.

Karen Damminger, who was selected to

the league's All Rookie team, gave UMass
the early 2 lead, and after four minutes.
UMass led 10 6.

But Penn State clamped down a tight

press and outscored the Minutewomen 17-0

before Wendy Ward broke the drought

eight minutes later. Atier a few more
UMass hoops, the Lady Lions ran off six

unanswered points to build up a 33 14 lead.

At the half, it was 48-24 and in the second
half. Penn State just gradually kept rolling

and could not be stopped.
While Damminger led UMass with 12

points. Nadine Jackson sank 10 points and
grabbed a game high 13 rebounds. Jackson,
who joined the team in mid season had 70
rebounds in the last six games.
The toss ended the Minutewomen season

which saw them finish their second con
secutive losing season and first 20 loss

season.

MASSACHUSETTS - Karen Dam
minger 5 2 12, Nadine Jackson 5-0 10,

KeUy Collins 2 4 8, Wendy Ward 3 2 8.

Barbara Hebel 3 6. Jean Cooper 12 4,

Jerne Bernier 1 1-3, Rebbeca Kuchs 1-0 2.

Total - 53.

PENN STATE - Kahadeejah Hebert 6
4 16. Stacey Dean 6 5 17, Louise
I^imkuhler 3^2 8. Cherly Ellison 3 4 10.

Au..., Aiuyan^ i-o, ijorriuiie mcoirt 4-4-12,

Patti Longenecker 10 2, Joanne O'Brien 3-

2 8. Brenda Larrimer 3-3 9. Carol Fultz 0-0-

0, Andrea Fridley 13 5. Total — 92.

Women swimmers second
By BOB BROCK

('olleffiaa SUff

NEW ROCHELLE, NY - The
University of Massachusetts women's
swimming team put the finishing touches
on a fine season by taking second place at

the first ever ECAC Swimming and
Diving Championships at lona College last

weekend.
The Minutewomen racked up 451

points, just nudging third place finisher

Loyola, but were far behind meet
champion. West Point, who tallied 812.

Incidently, West Point had 17 swim-
mers competing in the meet, compared to
only eight UMass competitors, explaining
the large margin of vktory.
The UMass swimmers won 11 of the 16

events they entered and also scored points
in each event they participated in. Like
the New Englands a week earlier, the
Minutewomen turned in some excellent
performances. On the first night of
competition, the 200 medley relay team of

Anne Whitlock, Lisa Cohen, Jenn Nicolai

and Liz Feinberg combined for a second
place, one second behind the winner.
West Point.

Five events later. Jennifer Black took a

first in the 100 backstroke and after that.

Nicolai and Whitlock went first and third,

in the 50 free. The UMass divers, Jean
Bushee and Gina Perron, then got first

and second in the 1 meter diving to close

out the first night's competition.

The women opened the next day's
competition by winning the 200 yard free

relay. Jenn Nicolai and Liz Feinberg
placed first and third in the 50 butterfly,

with Nicolai recording a :28.06. Anne
Whitlock, Jennifer Black and Debbie
Chisholm made a clean sweep in the 100
backstroke. Whitlock won the event in

1:04.44, her best of the year.

The Minutewomen also showed their
strength in the 100 individual medley. AU
five UMass swimmers entered in the
event scored points. Nicolai won 9,

Feinberg placed fourth. Whittock fifth,

Cohen finished ninth and Chisholm
finished 12th.

Despite the fine showing, the
Minutewomen did suffer losses at this

meet. Namely their betongings. While
spending the day in New York City the
swimmers returned to find their van had
been broken into.
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Real Choices to be Made in Student Government

Highlights of the presidential contest being decided

today, tOHDorrow

By Angela Brown

The competing presidential candidates have made

keen efforts to publicize their positions on various

questions, and their views of which problems are of

most importance to students at UMass, over the past

two weeks However, the notion that the presidential

elections are simply a battle for control of the student

senate is one quickly disposed of after a look at the

programs of each candidate

This IS especially true since today's electoral con-

tenders include a woman of color, Charlene Allen, of

the Allen/Ahern ticket, providing a unique opportuni-

ty for students of color to elect a SGA president with

first-hand experience with issues of Third World con-

cern These issues necessarily underlie the candidates'

deliberations

Still, these issues were not at the forefront of most

of the candidates' programs as was evident in the re-

cent forum sponsored by the Collegian, where the

presidential hopefuls debated and fielded questions

from the SGfi^ Collegian panelists, and from the atten-

ding audience The SGA reorganization proposal put

forth by the Powers/ Hegeler team was a primary sub-

ject for debate. The proposal would cut the size of the

student senate by one-third, with the intention to in-

crease the senate's "accountability", and to cut

"redundant" services now provided by the SGA.

When asked whether racial division exists at

UMass, their vi6ws of its effects on students, as well

as possible solutions to the problem, the candidates

expressed varying approaches to the issue.

"History speaks for itself" stated Ron Lipof for the

Lipof/Mann team, arguing that racial division exists in

general, but at UMass he noted positive experiences

such as being able to attend a party at the Malcolm X

Center and encountering "no hostility" But, he said

"we do have it on campus." He proposed more efforts

to "educate the students
"

Charlene Allen, speaking for the Allen/Ahern team,

said she "wished parties could make it (division) go

away, or ignoring it could. But the answer is to bnng it

out to the point most people avoid." She said racial

division has adverse effects when general problems,

such as the proposed SAT standards, arise With

regard to these "issues of student concern" she said

"we must create the understanding that there are

common goals. ' Tom Ahern added that "racism is a

white people's problem, we're the ones who have to

address it."

Dave Groom, also a candidate, disagreed with

Ahern's statement, saying "it's a two-sided problem",

with "resentments" on both sides, though he gave

the bulk of the responsibility to white people, and

agreed on the need to address the problem.

Fran Hegeler, on behalf of the Powers/ Hegeler duo,

said that she concurred with the view that most peo-

ple "don't recognize it is a substantial problem." She

attributed division to "misunderstandings", saying

"it's everybody's problem." She also supported the

need for educational work to eliminate the problem.

Responses also varied to the question to how to im-

prove student government relations with the UMass

administration. Ron Lipof argued for a conciliatory ap-

proach, saying "you can't break down doors," and

calling for "more give and take on each side." In

S.G.A. Presidential 1983 candidates: L-R, Hegeler, Powers, Lipof. Mann. Allen and Ahern.

(Groom, not appearing) Photo by John Wright

Hopefully, through general interest of the student

body, a large turn-out will be seen today and tomor-

row at the election stations in the dining commons
(and the student union building for commuters) It is a

great opportunity to decide on student leadership af

fecting the entire student body.

Charlene Allen's view the problem is "the administra-

tion does not give us the respect we need, " and that

through conciliation alone "we probably won't get

that kind of respect ", but "...there is power in our

numbers " At present "they have no particular reason

to listen to our demands, " she said Dave Groom also

concurred with a conciliatory approach

Mount Holyoke College Charged

with Discrimination
By TRACEY BRYANT

Zagloul Ayad, an ex-cook at Mount Holyoke College,

IS suing the South Hadley school for $600,000 The

suit filed on Jan. 5, alleges that the 29 yr old

Egyptian-born cook was fired in "bad faith" - without

cause or for malicious reasons

The plaintiff said that Mount Holyoke's personnel

director, Robert Moynihan accused him of kissing a

Mount Holyoke student in the post office Ayad said

that in the personnel director's office he was offered

$500 to sign a release form and was told that if he

didn't sign the release form the alleged information

would be brought to the police.

Denying the accusation, Ayad said that he refused to

resign and asked for a signed or unsigned statement

of time and date from the female student.

Failing to produce the document, the school dropped

the claim, but fired Ayad anyway providing no written

or stated indication of cause The school has refused

to comment on the case at all.

Zagloul Ayad feels that discrimination was the cause

of his dismissal He said that while working at Mt

Holyoke College he was subject to many questions,

comments and innuendos containing racist, anti-

Muslim misperceptions about the non-western world

Mr. Ayad said that when he refused to resign, the per-

sonnel director told him that he was going to call Im-

migration to make sure that Ayad was deported back

to his country. He is married to an American citizen

and IS a legal resident of this country.

Ayad said that during the same meeting there was a

conversation as follows between himself and Mr.

Moynihan:

Moynihan You're Arabic, right?

Ayad Yes, I am.
Moynihan You're a Muslim, right?

Ayad: Yes, I am.

Moynihan: You're dangerous The people around here

are afraid of you Being a Muslim allows you to have
several women, but we're not going to allow that

here, because it's not a jungle here

I would advise you to take this money and keep
your mouth shut. We've been in court several hun-

dred times and we've won every case You don't have

the money to fight against Mt. Holyoke Mt Holyoke
has billions of dollars and contact with government
authorities.

Ayad replied: "I'll try to ask for justice."

Ayad told us that later a conversation transpired bet-

ween the lawyers of both parties. Dunng this conver-

sation Mt. Holyoke's lawyers offered Mr. Ayad $1,000

and a good recommendation if he did not bring his

case to court. George M Nassar of Springfield, the

plaintiff's lawyer told the Mt. Holyoke lawyers that

Mr. Ayad refused to take the money
. Mt. Holyoke College is counter-suing on the claim that

Ayad is simply attempting to discredit the school and
make it pay undue amounts of money The college is

asking that Mr. Ayad pay the school $5(X),000 plus

$30,000 in legal fees. The school is also asking that the

court prevent Mr. Ayad from taking his suit any fur-

ther

Mt. Holyoke has provided the court with no reason for

Mr Ayad's dismissal. According to Ayad the school

has also attempted to cut off his umemployment
benefits.

.
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Roving Reporter .

We asked students to respond to prof

Wilce's recent trip to South Africa.

Question:

What do you think about UMass Professor Wilce,
from the Botany departments recent trip to a
South African conference?

Answers:

Auturo Catapang: "I object to the fact that we
are using university funds to support such activi-

ty. Something like this should be brought to the
attention of the campus before the trip."

1

Bernard Q. Wilder: "I'd like to know more about
the trip and the university's invt)lvement. It's hard
to make a judgement because we don't know id

he went there for good or bad."

Guatemala's new policy:

"'Beans and Guns''
First in a two-part series

By STEVEN O'HALLORAN

The war in Guatemala is becoming increasingly

complex under the rule of self -proclaimed president
General Efrain Rios Nomtt Fornr>er president General
Romeo Lucas Garcias simply killed his opponents and
dismissed critics of his brutal regime as
"communists " As a result, his regime became ex-
tremely isolated internationally The current Rios
Montt government, however, combines an extensive
counter-insurgency campaign and massacres
reaching genocidal proportions with psychological
warfare The government is also waging a
sophisticated propaganda campaign aimed at attrac-

ting both domestic and international support The
steps taken by the government were first delineated in

a National Security and Development Plan following
the March 23, 1962 coup that bought Rios Montt to
power This plan in turn is an adaptation of a 420 page
U.S. counter-insurgency plan called "Program of

Pacification and Eradication of Communism "

Destroying the revolutionary movement and all of

its support systems is still the primary goal of govern
ment policy in Guatemala Estimates of the number of

mostly indigenous Campesmos (peasants) massacred
range from Amnesty International's figure of 2,600 m
three months to the Guatemanan Patriotic Unity Com-
mittee (CGUP) figure of 8,000 in six months The
CGUP further estimates that an average of four people
are killed each hour by government forces Over 200
communities have been completely destroyed. Many
aspects of Indian culture are disintegrating as families

are killed and survivors are forced to leave their land,

often shedding their traditional clothing to avoid being
identified and killed

Beans and Guns

Rios Montt's military strategy, however, is not
limited to massacres and a scorched earth policy.

Known as "beans and guns," the strategy was aptly
interpreted by a Guatemalan officer to mean "if you're
with us we'll feed you, if not, we'll kill you " In an at-

tem:>; to win the "hearts and minds ' of the rural

population, civic action programs are being planned

and food distributed by the army in conjunction with

evangelical churches Most of the food comes from

US Agency for International Development (AID)

funds and UN relief money
The food has a high price however government

support and collaboration food is desperately needed

though, t)ecause the dniiy uurns an uiops in its path
and does not allow people to plant, on the grounds
that they will supply the guerrillas with food

In order to receive food, campesmos must par
ticipate in public works projects, often rebuilding

highways necessary for troops movement and
building model or "luxury" villages as the government
calls them Guatemala's displaced population is for-

cibly relocated by the government into "model
villages" equivalent to strategic hamlets used by the
US in Vietnam to control the population A military

officer recently told New York Times correspondent
Marlise Simons, "We take the villages, put them
under protection and keep them under our control."

Evangelical ministers, whose numbers in Guatemala
have increased by 18 percent since born-agam Chris-
tian Rios Montt took power, distribute food in the
villages They also preach about the evils of com-
munism and the necessity of obeying and respecting
the army and government Operation Lovelift, part of
Gospel Outreach of Eureka, California, is in charge of
the food distribution and village construction. Gospel
Outreach is the US. parent of the Church of the Word
sect that Rios Montt belongs to

THe most insidious way that campesmos are used
m the strategic hamlets is through their forced par-
ticipation m "peasant militias." These militias, or "civil

defense patrols," as they are also called, are para-
military bands used by the army to fight guerrillas

Soldiers dressed as civilians and former military per-

sonnel are the mam participants in and leaders of the
mihtias After clashes between the militias and guer-
rilla units, the army claims that the guerrillas are at-

tacking the civilian population However, refugees
h-'vp ijn.immously stated that the army, not the guer

Update on South
Africa's World-Wide
Isolation

South Africa Solidarity Committee

Playing Cricket with Apartheid

In mid-January, 15 West Indian cricketers arrived in

Johannesburg to start a twelve month tour of South
Africa. Local papers report that this smuggling opera-

tion involved months of secret negotiations, and will

reportedly cost well over $3 million dollars. In London,
Sir Shridath Ramphal, Secretary General of the Com-
monwealth association of former British colonies, said

"South Africa's need to spend fortunes on pirate

tours proved that the Gleneagles Agreement barring

sporting contacts was working and hurting." {Rand
Daily Mail. 1/14/83). Immediately upon their arrival in

South Africa, several of the athletes were expelled for

life from their respective cricket governing bodies, in-

cluding the Jamaican Chcket Board. The Prime
Minister of Jamaica, Edward Seaga promised the

strongest action against the three Jamaicans on the

tour, saying "We cannot condone anyone who col-

laborates with the architects of a regime based on
racial divisions."

Subsequently, the Foreign Minister announced that

the three would be permanently excluded from play-

ing in Jamaica, emphasizing that by violating the
boycott the cricketers "have demonstrated their sup-
port for South Africa's policy of apartheid " {Morning
Star. London, 1/15/83). Later, it was learned that

West Indies cncket captain Clive Lloyd had turned
down large sums of South Afncan money, saying
"There is no way I could go there under the present
system the money is very tempting, but that is not
all in life."

Michigan divests

On hw latt day In offica. New Year's Day. the
Republican Governor of Michigan, William Milliken,

signed into law an amendment to the state's Civil

Rights Act, a measure which requires all state univer-

sities to sell their shares in any company which does
business in South Africa.

The Ford Motor Company, which operates a large

car assembly plant at Port Elizabeth, South Africa, ac-
tively opposed the action. The effort was co-ordir>ated
by the Michigan State Coalition Against Apartheid.

Southern Africa Solidarity Committeo

IVIalcolm X Center: An organization meeting student needs

By RUSSEL D. JORDAN

On March first, Mike Nauls, co-director, with Philip

Pasley, of the Malcolm X Center, gave an interview to

NummoNews. In his interview, Mr. Nauls outlined the
various important roles the Malcolm X Center
fulfills in Black students' lives here at the University.

"We are thought of as being primanly a social

organization, but our efforts are being geared towards
fulfilling the academic needs of Black students as

well." In keeping with that effort, the staff at the

Malcolm X Center is working with Earl Brown, one of

the original founders of the Malcolm X Center, and
CCEBMS (The Committee for the Collegiate Educa-
tion of Black and other Minority Students) office at

the New Africa House, in designing courses that are

of Third World interest and in making people aware of

and educating people about the affects of racism on
Third World students and on society at large. The
Malcolm X Center is also instituting a policy of having

the Center open for study hours only, Sunday through
Thursday, from 6:00 p m to 10:00 p m. "During these

time periods the television will be off and the pool

table and ping-pong table will not be in use," said Mr
Nauls. "We want to provide students with a quiet,

pleasant atmosphere conducive for studying"
Mr Nauls stressed that "the cooperation" that ex-

ists between the vanous Black and Third World
organizations on campus is a key to the success of

running a "smooth, flexible organization." Mr Nauls
continued by saying that, "several of us are involved

with various organizations and fulfill several different

roles in those organizations" When questioned as to

whether this was the result of a lack of a large enough
staff or of the existing staff's enthusiasm, Mr Nauls

responded that it was, "a little of both " "We find that

by doing this we form an invaluable, interconnected
information network"

Mr. r^auis stresseo the need tor incoming Treshmen

to make a commitment to join an organization "Too
often students feel that if they get involved with an
organization, their grades will suffer" Mr Nauls, who
IS a Junior Accounting major, recommended that

students design their studies around their com-
mitments "The key is to get involved early, so that it

will t)ecome a part of your regular pattern of life at the

University," Mr Nauls said While stating that

students have a responsibility to preserve the institu-

tions that were initiated by the "courageous actions"

Photos by John Wright

Malcolm X Center co-coordinators Michael, Nauls and Phil Pasley.

of "brothers and sisters " back in the late 60's and ear-

ly 70's, "it IS up to us to make our organizations attrac

tive to Black and Third World students, " Mr, Nauls
said. "It's true students need to be more politically

conscious, but we have to appeal to the students and
not vise-versa Toward that end we are hoping to

establish some sort of method by which academic
credit can be obtained for work with an organization."

Mr Nauls cited Drum magazine as an example of an
organization that is also an academic course [Drum

magazine is a publication of the Third World students

of the University of Massachusetts that receives inter

national distribution 1 Mr Nauls continued by saying,

"we are now working on getting tutors to instruct

students at the Center as well as the New Africa

House" "In short," Mr Nauls said, "you can always

criticize, but it's important to reach the students
"

"We are hoping to design, in cooperation with

CCEBMS, an information packet that can be handed

out to incoming freshmen, concerned with making

students aware of the various Third World organiza-

tions on campus Our goal is to create organizations
with a strong academic commitment and a comfor
table cultural and social atmosphere." Mr Nauls
urges all interested students to contact him at:

5452819

The Malcolm X Center was formed in the late 60's
by ten students Some of these early pioneers for

Black representation on campus are still active with
the organizations they inspired The Malcolm X
Center's hours of operation are Sunday thru Friday,

noon to 11 00 p m and Saturday noon to 3:00 am.
Study hours are Sunday thru Thursday 6 00 p m to
10:00 p m
Mr Nauls also said a social function was taking

place next week On Friday, March 1 1 starting at 9 00
p m , the Malcolm X Center is sponsoring a "Fun N-
Games Tournament of Champions" The tournament
will feature games of ping-pong, pool, spades, uno
and acey-deucey The Malcolm X Center is located in

the Southwest residential area There is a 50 cent en-

try fee and refreshments will be served.

Norma Gaio speaks on women and the

Nicaraguan revolution

By BRENDA LING and ROXANNA BELL

The Nicaraguan revolution was not simply an

ideological revolution, said Norma Galo last Wednes-
day night. The Eastern Managua activist stressed this

as key to understanding the popular struggle against

injustices committed by the Somoza government In

the people's striving to rid themselves of government

oppression, religion helped to force along this power-

ful, successful movement.
Nicaraguan people have had a long history of col-

onization, violation, and exploitation, continuing into

the twentieth century "The history of Nicaragua is a

painful story, the same as Guatemala and El

Salvador," she said Yet the people "have been going

through the difficult and arduous process" of

liberating themselves from pervasive oppression. The

Fuerzas de Liberacion Nacional (FSLN) embodies this

struggle by working to spread consciousness and to

spark participation. Religion was used as an educa-

tional vehicle to raise the consciousness of the

masses.

The participation of women in the struggle for self-

determination m Nicaragua was also very important

and significant As Galo explained, "the Nicaraguan

women stood behind their children in the struggle to

build a new society, one that is religious and revolu-

tionary as well " Galo mentioned women's very active

role in different community-based committees, for ex-

ample, the high participation of women in health-

related fields, their visiting patients, helping to tend

the ill, etc Consequences of this increase m access to

health care may be reflected m the fact that since the

revolution, there has been no polio; this is akn m-

and improved educational literacy campaigns The
FSLN IS dedicated to the people of Nicaragua as the

first pnority

"Our land has been threatened by the powerful,

divided by the powerful, and now our people are in

search of unity... and now the world is preoccupied

with our problem - we cannot work in peace in the

light of this preoccupation - we want to be left in

peace." Sugar Ray Leonard discusses upcoming career
plans during "Sportsnight '83" in Chicopee last

Monday evening. The event was a benefit for
Sunshine Village.
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Laughter And Realism
In Area Production

By Roxanna Bell

As the sixth season of the Third World Theater
Series progresses, so does their success

During the next showings of "Los Vendidos" and
"Day of Absence", which will be playing next Thurs-
day 10, Friday 11 and Saturday 12 in Hampden
Theater, both a one act show, I am sure the people
who will go and see these performance will be marvel-
ed and amused by the fantastic acting by area per-

formers.

"Los Vendidos"

"Los Vendidos" written by Luis Valdez, is a satirical

look at Mexican stereotypes The characters all repre-

sent the 'common' image of the Mexican. From the

quick minded, fast-talking Sancho Iplayed by Jose

Orlando Bou), the owner of the shop, to Governor

Reagan's secretary, Ms Jimenez,! Ms Gimmenes, as

It IS correctly pronounced in English!), (played

brilliantly by Christina Arcese), all the characters bring

out those qualities that make a Mexican what he or

shesupposed to be.

As the set opens we see the Governor's secretary in

search of a suitable Mexican model to make the

Governors' collection of minorities complete She is in

search of that model which represents all the 'good

honest Mexican American qualities' Sancho shows
her all the types of models that he has, but they all

seem to have something wrong with them. For exam
pie, the " Farm Worker" model (played by Isabella

Ruposo), who IS discnbed as close as you can get to

the ground , who picks anything from cotton to

watermelons and is cheap to have, and who lives on
one plate of beans and tortillas a day, is not exactly

what the Govenor's office has m mind To the

secretary, this model is too Mexican' The second
model she is shown is the typical "Street Hood ',

Johnny Pachuco (played by Jose Joaquin Santiago

Nunez).

He can survive in any city, is completely bilingual

and IS very economical too, he can live on hamburgers
and beer and you can maintain him happy with a good
suoDly of Mota (pot) and any glue that is sniffable He
also comes equipped with his own inferiority complex
and can be used as your everyday scapegoat But, the

only bad quality that he has is stealing to survive He
too IS rejected by the secretary because as she states,

"we can't have any more thieves m the

administration"

The "Standard Revolutionary " (played by Roberto

Montano- Bosque), is the next model she is shown He
IS discnbed as the hero/martyr type Has fought with

and for all the causes there can be He is also hand-

some and agile, good for commercials and very good
with the ladies! The Standard Revolutionary model is

a genuine antique made in Mexico This was almost

like a slap in the face to Ms Gimmenes, at which she

responds, "it's more important to be an American
made product."

When all hope seems to have vanished, Sancho
shows his very latest model, "The New 1970 Mexican
American " (played by Ruben M Ortiz-Rivera) He is

the cream of the crop Completely bilingual, college

educated, able to function on any board, a political

machine and loves America Yet this model is not so

economical, it lives on dry martinis and has Mexican
food only on festive occassions The Mexican
American model will obey at the snap of a finger This

IS the ideal model for the Govenor's collection

The play takes on a big turn. The ideal Mexican
American is no longer the dream model, after he is

payed for, he revels and instead of praising America,

he exclaims, "Viva La Raza", "Viva La Causa"!! The
secretary wants her money back, but. this wasn't a

money back guarantee deal!

"Day of Absence"

What would happen if one day all the Black people

of a small Southern town disapeared?

What actually happens is complete choas filled with

halincjs satire.

In this play, written by Douglas Turner Ward, all

the characters are Black but have a made-up white

face, sort of like the reverse of the old minstrals The

disappearance of the Black people turned the whole
town topsy turvy From the daily home routines to

work in the factories, and even in their daily leisure

routines. Blacks were a major part of the whites lives

In the home of John (played by Steve Jones) and
Mary (Ynez Boyd), the absence of Lulu, their

domestic servant, forces Mary to face the daily duties

of a real housewife, which she is not prepared to deal

with and dosen't have the slidest idea how to begin

Mean while, in the Town Hall, the Mayor is faced

with this state of emergency and is desparate for a

quick solution He initiates a search party to find

them Negroes', mobilized a citizen watch committee,
but to no avail. There is not 'one single Negroe to be
found in the whole darn town, not even the faithful!

Uncle Toms'. The Mayor is even considering bnnging
in Negroes from their neighboring counties, just for

the day.

By this time the whole town is in complete chaos
The white people protest against this situation by
showing that they have been fair' to 'them Negroes'

Even the Grand Wizard of the Imperial Klan protests

because eventhough the Klan has always wanted the

Negroes out of the U.S.. but only "when we say so.

and not before!"

The town Mayor appears on national television

were he implore the Negroes to come back home were
they belong He begs them on bended knee to come
back But nothing No Negroes.
The day of absence is no more For next morning,

life IS the same as always, well almost!

Both plays are wonderfuly directed, produced and
performed Everyone should see them!!!

^ :̂^

ji^n

Koko Taylor put the Blues back in the Blue Wall

last Saturday night, as part of the "Blues in the

Blue Wall" concert series.

Se desmoraliza el

Ejercito del Salvador
This article is reprinted from last week,

due to the high number of errors in last

week's version. Apologies to our Spanish
speaking readers, however, please note
that we need more of your support to

avoid future problems. Thank You for

reading MMMO.

Por MIGUEL CEVASCO
CINDY VELAZQUEZ

La ciudad de Suchitoto ha estado sitiada por las

guerrillas desde Feb 11, 1983 El Gobierno ha estado

mandando ayuda militar por medio de helicopteros y
ha havido una lucha constante en las calles de
Suchitoto

Suchitoto con una poblacion de 6,000 personas, a

27 millas al norte del Salvador, e^ el puerto mas impor-

tante al norte de la capital, pues esta tiene dos proyer-

tos hidroelectricos que suplen m'as del la mitad de .^

energia electrica del Salvador

El ejercito salvadoreno esta confundido respecto al

proxima paso a tomar, debido a la ocupacion de Berlin

por las fuenzas guernlleras La operacion militar en
grande escala ha sido completamente mefectiva con-

tra las guerrillas del frente de Liberacion Nacional

Farabundo Marti Los consejeros norteamencanos
han cnticado las tacticas ulitzadas, y han empujado al

ejercito a utilizar pequenas unidades de patrullas para

combatir las guerrilllas, esto le ha dado mas sentido de
inseguridad a los comandantes del ejercito

El ejercito del Salvador has creado una dependencia
tal en el entrenamiento de los batallones del ejercito en
Estados Unidos, que estos no pueden combatir a

menos que sea junto a estos batallones Con mas del

60% de las tropas enlistadas y on un entrenamiento ir-

regular, el espiritu del ejercito se ha ido al piso,

despues del ultimo ataque de las guerrillas en Berlin

Despues de tomar 293 pnsioneros del ejercito

salvadoreno, entre octobre y diciembre de 1%2, y 153

soldados el pasado mes de enero, prodemos decir que
la politica de las guerrillas de tomar pnsioneros ha sido

efectiva

o
o.

edric Napoleon and "Michelle" of Pieces of a Dream sing
ht at Smith College.lolfl

"If This World Were Mine" Friday

by Donna Davis

A Dream Come True

Friday evening at Smith College three rising black stars

from Mt. Airy Pennsylvania performed for an over
whelmed audience. Known as Pieces of a Dream ihey

stunned spectators with jazz and contemporary music.

With only three members the group displayed its ver

satility and talent. Curtis Harmon was on drums, James
Lloyd on the keyboard and an amazing Sedric Napoleon on
bass, Mr. Lloyd, a sweet eighteen, proved that age is not a
factor in creativity, talent is all that matters.
The group performed their own music as well as material

by Grover Washington Jr.. Luther Vandross and Cheryl
Lvn. To add a feminine touch. "Michelle", also of Penn-

sylvania showcased her vocal abilities. She scatted and

managed to seductively cajole Mr. Napoleon into sub

mission. Highlights of Friday evening's performance in

elude; "The Ka-sv li<jad Home", the mellifluous "Pieces of a

Dream", and of course. "Mt. Airy Groove. The latter song

inspired various members of the audience »<> b**oome ac

livelv involved.

Friday's performance wa.s probably the laM unu- one will

be able to see this promising group for the bargain price of

$6. therefore a special thank you goes out to those involved

in the Black Arts Festival and to Ms. Lorna McAllLsler.

coordinator of the show

Third World Theater Series

On March 10, 11, and 12 at 8 p m. in Hampden
Theater in Southwest, UMass, the second production

of the Third World Theater Series of the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst will be a presentation of two
satirical comedies, "Day of Absence" by Douglas

Turner Ward and "Los Vendidos" by Luis Valdez.

Both plays take a comic look at stereotypes of

southern Black Americans and Mexican Americans.

Workshop - March12, 400 to5;00p.m. Hampden
Theater, UMass

Workshop - March 12, 4-5:00 p.m. Hampden
Theater, Umass
Geroge Bass, associate professor of Theater and

Afro-American studies at Brown University, and direc-

tor of theater company "Rites and Reason" will pre-
sent a lecture entitled "Art, Reality, and the Sacred
Rite of Being in the Afro-American Adventure

"

Workshop - Apnl 16, 1:30-3:00, Smith College,
Green Room

Ernest Abuba of Pan Asian Reperatory will present
a workshop entitled "Introduction to Asian-American
Theater: Acting Workshop".
Play April 16, 8:00 p.m., Bowker Auditonum, UMass

Pan Asian Reperatory will present the runaway hit

of 1982 New York Season "Yellow Fever", by R A
Shiomi.

Workshop April 26, 2:00-3 30 p.m , Hampden
Theater, UMass
Workshop: "Make-up for Non White Actors", Kiki

Smith, costume designer at Smith college, will show
film strip and lead workshop.

Workshop May 3, 1 30-3 00 p m . Hampden Theater,

UMass
Patricia Gonzalez, professor of Spanish at Smith

College will present a lecture and slide presentation

entitled "Latin American Teatro Nuevo" (Latin

American New Theater) about the development and

technique of the popular theater movement in Latin

America
Workshop May 10, 1:30-3 00 pm, Hampden
Theater, UMass

Topic "American Indian Th6ater" a discussion

workshop by Hana Geiogamah, playwright and direc

tor of Native American Theater Ensemble

For further information call 545 0190 All workshops

are free. Theater performances are $2-students.

$3-general
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HEALTH
777/s article is part of a Health series that
Nummo News will be running. We hope it

will be of service.

"'Cancer''

By MASHERILL FANT

The simplest definition for cancer is "an uncon-
trollable growth of abnormal cells." In the past, a

diagnosis of cancer was considered synonymous with

an invalid life or death. Today, early detection and ad-

vanced technology have given remarkable hope to

cancer victims.

Cancer strikes all ages and all races; however, death
rates are higher among Blacks This is because cancer

IS usually diagnosed in the later stages among Blacks,

thus it is extremely important to have an annual

physical. The four most common cancers among
women are breast, colonrectal, uterine, and lung. The
most common cancers among men are lung, colon-

recjai, and prostate.'
Breast cancer continues to cause more deaths

among women than any other cancer Black women
have the highest death rate due to breast cancer,

mostly because of late diagnosis Sisters, it is very im-

portant that we learn and practice breast self-

examination (BSE)
Lung cancer continues to cause more deaths

among men than any other cancer and it has moved
from fourth to third place among cancers causing

death in women. Research has proven that cigarette

smoking is responsible for 80 percent of all lung

cancer and that 90 percent of all lung cancer victims

will not survive Despite this tragic data, a recent

study reported that there has been an increase in the

number of Black women smokers and that urban
Black men are rpuch more heavier smokers than
White men ' Brothers ana sisters, please think twice

before you light your next cigarette

For additional information about cancer you may
contact University Health Services or call this toll free

number 1-800-952-7420, the Cancer Information for

Massachusetts.

SOURCES
1 American Cancer Society
2 CancBf. July 1. 1982, 50nM80-€

Walter Davis, Jr. with Archie Shepp in last Fri-

day's "Solos and Duos" concert.

Photo by Chris Hardin

Films on the Asian-American Experience

March 1 1 . 1983 at 7 00 p m the film "Mitsuye and

Nellie" will be shown in the Anacanoa Center, located

in the basement of Dwight House-UMass campus
The film concerns the experiences of the early

Chinese and Japanese immigrants in America Also

the life of Japanese in Internment Camps in WWII. An
open discussion will follow the film. Sponsored by

Racism Awareness Program. Northeast/ Sylvan

areas

Join the 3rd World Caucus
Thore will be a 3rd World Caucus meeting on Mon.,

March 9th at 6:00 p.m. In the Office of Third World

Affairs. Rm. 318 SUB.
For more info: call the OTWA at 54&-2517

All are Invited.

He really doesn't care

Continued from page 2

rillas, are massacremg the people and that the "pea-

sant militias" are largely comprised of soldiers disguis-

ed as Civilians

Controlling the population is not the only justifica-

tion for building the model vilfages Rios Montt hopes

that the reconstruction necessary after the destruction

of thousands of homes will facilitate foreign loans to

"rebuild" the highlands This is expected to reactivate

the economy and help alleviate the employment pro-

blem by providing jobs in construction Similarly, the

government plans to carry out an extensive reforesta-

tion program to replace the forests burned down by

the army.

The Economy

Despite these grandiose plans, the Guatemalan
economy is in a shambles International reserves have
dropped to $100 million and the deficit in the balance
of payments jumped to $592 million. Rios Montt
recently stated that the country is facing "the worst
moral, political, economic and social crisis in its

history." Accusing the private sector of moral corrup-

tion and incompetence, Rios Montt is seeking foreign

capital, especially through investment in oil,

Guatemala's richest and most marketable resource.

Regulations concerning foreign oil exploration were
recently modified in favor of investors and a new con-
tract was signed with Texaco to explore 40,000 acres

in the Peten.

The private sector is divided around many issues in-

cluding a possible devaluation of the Quetal,

equivalent to the dollar for the last fifty years. In-

dustrialists and the government oppose such a move
since It would be tantamount to admitting that the

country is facing an economic crisis. Devaluation is

favored by the agricultural sector and associates of

former president Lucas Garcia who have already taken

most of their money out of the country and have less

to lose. In general, the private sector is not happy with

Rios Montt but tolerates the regime because the

counter-insurgency program is its only hope for main-

taining the system of massive exploitation of the

workforce and of Guatemala's natural resources.

Max Roach & Jazz
Ensemble to

perform March 8

Members of the University of Massachusetts music
faculty will perform the second concert of an
American Music Festival at Bezanson Recital Hall in

the Fine Arts Center on Tuesday, March 8, at 8:00

p.m. The all-jazz concert will feature solo percus-

sionist Max Roach and the University Chamber Jazz

Ensemble. Ensemble members, along with Roach, are

Fred Tillis, saxophone; David Sporny, trombone; Jeff

Holmes, trumpet and piano; and Salvatore Macchia,

bass. Admission to the event is free of charge.

The program will feature jazz works composed by

Roach, Tillis. Holmes, Macchia, Duke Ellington. Clif-

ford Brown, and Charlie Parker.

Max Roach, one of the handful of drum masters in

the history of jazz, has survived changes in style and
fashion to remain one of the great percussionists of

our time. He first came to prominence in the 1940's

and 1950's as a pioneer of the bebop revolution along

with jazz giants Charlie Parker. Dizzy Gillespie, Miles

Davis, Clifford Brown, and Bud Powell The in-

novative rhythms of bebop demanded a radical

change in drumming, a free-flowing explosion that

made the drummer an intricate part of the ensemble.

A major body of classical jazz recordings made by

Roach and many other prominent artists is a part of

the legacy which documents his contribution to the

field. Since 1972, Roach has been a professor in the

Afro-American Music and Jazz Studies Program at

the University of Massachusetts.

Fred Tillis is a composer and performer with over

sixty-five compositions to his credit, spanning both

the jazz and classical traditions. Among his commis-
sions are vocal, chamber, and orchestral composi-

tions His works have been performed at Carnegie Hall

and recorded on the Serenus and Columbia Record

labels. He performs regularly with the Valley Big Band
and at colleges and cultural institutions in the area. He
IS Director of both the Fine Arts Center and the Afro-

American Music and Jazz Studies Program at the

University of Massachusetts.

American Music Festival, presented by the Depart-

ment of Music and Dance, is a three-concert series of

twentieth-century American chamber music The final

concert in the series will take place on Tuesday, April

12, with a program of works by Macchia, Robert

Stern, and Aaron Copland The series is also being

presented m Boston For further information, call the

music department at 545-2227.

J R Mikhell keepinj? the beat at the S LB last Friday
Pt>oto by Chris Hardin

BMCP presents "Future Communicators
— Our Goals and Missions"

A one-day conference workshop & luncheon, Thurs-

day March 10, 1983, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. CC 905.

Workshops
Eric Reid (National Jazz Network) The oppor-

tunities for African-Ams in cable radio own-
ing/managing your own cable radio station

Kan Njiiri (Engineer) Perspectives on local public

radio broadcasting

Dr David DuBois I Afro-Am) What can be done to

change the image/ perception of 3rd World people in

this country and abroad through news writing/repor-

ting

Rick Scott Gordon (Springfield Enquirer) How to

start your own newspaper 6 the need for more 3rd

World publications

Karen Thomas (Springfield Daily News) Black

reporter at a white-owned newspaper.
If you or your organization would like to attend

please call BMCP by Wednesday at 3 p m to confirm
how manv will be attending

The W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-

American Studies, the Department of

English, and the Women's Studies Program

at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst present a lecture by Nancy More-

jon, Distinguished Cuban Poet and Essayist

on "Cuban Poetry Since the Revolution; A
Focus on Nicolas Guillen"

Wednesday. March 9. 1983 at 4 p.m., Rm 31 1-15 New
Africa House. University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, free and open to the public.

Nancy Morejon is one of Cuba's best-known poets

and essayists Born in Havana in 1944. Morejon is an

editor at the Cuban Writers' and Artists' Union

(UNEAC), where she works with poet Nicolas Guillen.

Her poems appear frequently m Cuban periodicals and

are collected in the books Mutismos (1962), Amor,

Ciudad Atribuida (1964), Richard trajo su flauta

(1967), Parajes de un epoca (1979), and the anthology

Poemas, selected with a prologue by Mexican poet

Efrain Huerta (1980) She is the author of Nacion y

mestizaje en Nicolas Guillen (1980) and other studies

of Cuba's national poet, and of translations of such

Antillean poets as Aime Cesaire, Jacques Roumain,

Rene Depestre, Paul Laraque, and Anthony Phelps.

Like Guillen, Nancy Morejon views all the Antilles,

whether colonized by Dutch, Spanish, English,

French, Danish or Swedes, as united by the common
African heritage and the shared historical experiences

of slavery, colonialism and neocolonialism. Guillen's

poem "Viva Nancy!" (1972) is dedicated to Nancy

Morejon

Nancy Mont'jon
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Announcements

Malcolm X Center in Southwest is open dur-

ing the following times:

Sunday, 12 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Monday, 12 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Tuesday, 12 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Wednesday, 12 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Thursday, 12 p.m.- 11 p.m.

Friday, 12 p.m.- 11 p.m.

Saturday. 12 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Support Group for Underemployed Women
A suport group for underemployed women will be

offered at Everywoman's Center beginning Tuesday,
February 15 from 7 to 9:00 p.m Meeting for eight ses-

sions, the group will focus on what underemployment
is/isn't, coping with the stresses of underemploy-
ment, and helping individuals to feel comfortable with
their present life circumstances in light of the current
American economic scene

This support group will be facilitated by Gerda
Kunkel and is free and confidential Please contact the

Everywoman's Center at 545-0883 to sign up for the
group or for more information Childcare will be pro-

vided upon request

Western Massachusetts Latin American

Solidarity Committee

meets on alternating Mondays 6 Tuesdays every

week The next nr>eeting will be on Tuesday Mar 8, 6

p m , Community Collective Office, SUB.

Southern African Solidarity Committee
will have a meeting Wednesday Mar 9 at 4 00 pm in

the Office of Third World Affairs All are welconr>e

Proxima Reunion de Ahora

Martes 8 de Marzo a las 7:30 p m en el 801 del Cam-

pus Center Importante Asistan Todos

international Womens Event

March 7-8 1983

2:00

:00

:00

«:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

m 163,

"Babies and

"Mitsuye and

"Hard Work"
"Straight Talk

"Double Day"
"Nlai, the

Woman"
"Three

9:00

11 00

12:00

1:00

2:00

300

800

Monday - March 7

Poetry reading, R

Schyleen Quails'

Film, Rm 162-75,

Banners"

Film, Rm 162-75,

Nellie"

Film, Rm 162-75,

Film, Rm 162-75,

about Lesbians

Film. Rm 162-75,

Film, Rm 162-75,

Story of a IKung
Film, Rm 162-75.

Sisters"

Tuesday - March 8

All day Campus Center Festivities

Workshop. Rm 905-09,

"Women Finding Their Own
Voice"

Workshop, Rm 101, Martial Arts

Demonstration

New Harmony Sisterhood Band
- Concourse
Workshop, Rm 811-15.

"Women in Labor Unions"
Patty Larkin - Concourse
Workshop, Rm 803, "Women in

the Private Realm"
Concert — Phoebe Snow -
Fine Arts Center

Children's Workshops will be available Monday CC
168 and Tuesday CC 804

Traduccion de todos los eventos al espanol,

asegurada

Martin Luther King, Jr. Week
Essay and Poster Contest

"Make his day a Holiday"

The planning committee for Martin Luther King, Jr.

week, April 4-9 is sponsoring an essay contest m addi-

tion to the poster contest The winning essay will be

read at a candlelight vigil to be held Apnl 4th The

deadline for poster designs is March 10th and the due

date for essays is March 20th. Please submit all entries

to the Student Senate, 420 Student Union Building

The prize for both the winning essay and poster will be

$75 00 In the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr who ad-

vocated lustice and equality, we encourage the entire

community to take part in the poster and essay con-

tests as well as the Martin Luther King week activities.

For more information, please call 545-0341.

Northeast Regional Student Anti-Apartheid

Conference

Sat Mar 12, 1 00 - 5 00 p m , Amherst College, Con-
verse Hall, Rm 207 Sponsored by the American Com-
mittee on Africa.

Southeast Asia: ASEAN & its Communist
Neighbors

Panel discussion of 5-College faculty, Noah Webster

lounge, Orchard Hill, Tuesday, March 8, 8 p m.

John M Greene Hall. 584-2700, Hatfield HaH.

Announcements policy: All announcements
must be submitted in writing by the Friday

before date of issue.
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Bargaining

may change

for unions
By BROOKE STATES

ColUciM .SUff

The structure of collective bargaining for

unions representing workers in the state's

higher educational institutions could be

radically altered if the Board of Regents

has its way.

General Council for the regents James E.

Samels, has submitted a petition to the

Massachusetts State Labor Relations Com-
mission for a change in the current struc-

ture of negotiating contracts.

There are 16 certified and recognized

classified bargaining units, union locals

statewide representing University of

Massachusetts employees. These are

covered by 14 contracts and cover fuJltime

employees in all the state and community
colleges, and the state universities.

According to the petition, the unions

would hold elections in which workers

would vote for either no unit, or one of 3

Btatev^e units to represent them. These

units would include all but workers at the

medical center and medical school, and

faculty and professional employees.

The petition stated that the nruJceup of

the units would be: clerical and technical

employees, maintenance and trades

employees, and police officers.

In opposition to this, some of the affected

unions have come up with a counter pro-

posal; coordinated bargaining. This would

require the unions to get together and

decide who would sit down to negotiations

with the regents and accept a master con-

tract.

Union leaders at UMass are not happy

about either proposal. The two union locals

that are affected are I>ocal 1776 of the

American Federation of City County and

Municipal Employees and the University

Staff Association of the Massachusetts

Teachers Association.

AFSCME has 1,200 members on campus
and 50,000 sUtewide. This makes it the

largest AFL-CIO union in the state accor

ding to Local 1776 President Brian

Walker.

"This is a union busting move. We are

not sold to the master contract proposal.

Right now we have some of the strongest

contract language in the state, including

overtime by the day. We could lose some of

our rights under a master contract,"

Walker said.

The USA/MTA unit also represents

1,200 people on campus, with 65,000

members in the state, said local union

president Kathy Murray. The Amherst unit

is the only classified one that MTA has in

higher education.

"We have problems with coordinated

bargaining. Though we were able to win

the right to vote on the contract locally, we
still must be certain that the bargaining

structure protects our member's needs.

The coordinated bargaining proposals

we've seen aren't good enough, particular-

ly when you consider the diverse interests

of the employee groups involved," she said.

"The ijetition speaks for itself. We will

ask the commission for a ruling. This will

be a benefit to taxpayers in the state," said

Samels. In the petition the rationale for the

union consolidation was for "the regents to

move forward on its own with the instant

position to consolidate the existing

fragmented and unwieldy classified

bargaining unit structure," Samels said.

roil»ri>ii Pliote br fta*i4 IlvaWr

When the mud comes to campus, students know spring is not far

behind, as indicated by the footprints found during yesterday's incle-

ment weather.

Inventory shows books are

missing from library shelves
By JEFF POTTER

r«ii«cteii sun

Given that an average of 1,600 books are

stolen from the University of

Massachusetts' libraries each year, it is not

uncommon for an unsuspecting student to

scan the stacks for hours looking for a

volume that has been mi.ssing for years.

The last inventory comp-eted in 1974 and

covering a ten-year period, found that

approximately 16,000 volumes have been

lifted off the shelves since the mid 1960's,

said Gordon Fretwell. associate director for

public services for Goodell Library.

"About five or six percent of the

collection is missing, " said George Wright,

deputy associate director of the University

library. "We are typical of most univer-

sities in the country."

Most students who take books from the

collection do so to avoid the fines, he said,

adding that art and business books are the

first to go. But the universities rare book

collection is free from the threat of theft, he

said, because they are stored in locked

rooms placed under supervision.

"If a student can't find a book, we trace it

and usually find it. In most cases, the book

n\ight not have been shelved properly," he

said.

"Most students don't consider this

stealing," Wright continued. "They plan on

bringing the book back after they are

through with it, but more often than not it

doesn't make it back."

The University libraries are equipped

with a security system that detects a strip

of metal in the book binding. When this

metal has not been desensitized by the

check out process, an alarm sounds when

the book is taken out of the library.

"Our security system pays for itself."

Wright said. The system works as a

deterrent to potential thieves and detects

those thieves who try to steal." he said.

"No system is unbeatable," he said. If a

person really wants to steal a book, he or

she will figure out a way to do so. Wright

said. He added that there have been some

problems with the security in the past.

The billing procedure for books that are

missing or overdue starts aboi^ eight days

after the library finds it missing. Betty

Brace, head of the circulation and reference

department said.

Students are charged a flat rate of $30 for

a missing book, which includes the price of

the book and a handling charge, she said.

If students fail to return books or pay

bills, they may be academically withdrawn

from the University by the bursar's office.

Brace said.

Jeanne Kocsis of the collection and

development division, the office whwh
purchases and replaces books, said, "If a

book is not in print and we cannot find a

used copy, the book is withdrawn from the

collection."

The library has a budget of $1.7 million to

buy and replace books for the libraries, she

said.

Most books can be replaced, but a lot of

them have to be withdrawn from the

collection, she said.

Kocsis said the problem is a matter of

public access to the stacks, risking the

possibility of a book getting k>st versus the

preservation of the collection. A book docs

not do any good if it sits on a shelf, she said.

Capitol rally

on education

draws 2,000
By RICH NANGLE

('•iittrwii si«fr

WASH1N(,T0N, D.C. - A delegation of

Massachusetts students lobbied con-

gressmen and attended a rally on the
Capitol Building steps yesterday in con-

junction with National Student Action and
Ix)bby I>ay.

Forty students affiliated with Students

Advocating Financial Assistance (SAFA)
and five United States Student Ass«KMati(m

(USSA) member* were part of the crowd of

two thousand at the rally. SAFA members
also lobbied legislators on financial aid

matters.

"There is not a k>t of sympathy for con-

tinous cuts in education," said Brenda
Welbum. legislative a-ssistant to sen. Paul

Tsf)ngas, D-Mass. Welbum said the mood
is generally optimistic for those who want
to see Congress substantially alter l*resi-

dent Reagan's fiscal 1984 budget.

But although the political climate seems

to be more sympathetic t<» educational fun-

ding, there is continued support for the

Solomon amendment, said William A.

Blakey, aide to Rep. Taui Simon I) III..

Chairperson of the SuWommittee on IVwt

Secondary Education. The Solomon
amendment, which was signed into law by

Reagan last year, denies financial aid to

students who cannot pn)ve they have

registered for the selective .service.

"(Rep. Gerald Sol<»mon. R-N.Y.) is going

to make a legislative record and the

government loooks stupid," Blakey said.

With the df>cumented 98 ;)er<"ent com
pliance for selective service registration,

such a law is unnecessary since the govem-
mer.t will only be chasing down a small

minority, many of whom may not even be

in college, he said.

Blakey was one of many congressmen
and aides who urged students not to lobby

against the Salomon amendment since pen-

ding repeal measures are not likely to pass

Congress.

Rep. Barney Frank, I)-Mass, who ad-

dressed the entire group, was one of a
number of people on Capitol Hill who said

political pressure from the constituency

forced many congressmen to vote for tl»

controversial amendment even though

some of them may have been against it.

"The majority of members, if we had a
secret ballot, would have vo'.>ed against it,"

Frank said.

"The notion that sending all tbe

eighteen-year-olds to the post office will

scare the Russians is ridiculous," he said.

Although supportive of the Solomon

amendment. Rep. Joseph Early, D-Mass.

reiterated his strong opposition to the

Reagan Administration's education cuts.

"You should go to the school of your

choice through your mind, not through

your pocketbook," Early said.

"Legislative victories are temporary, but

strong student organizations are perma-

nent," said .lanice Fine, Chairperson of

USSA at the late afternoon rally. Fine led

chants and introduced speakers
throughout the rally, which included Rep.

Pat Schroeder. D-Colo.. Silvio Conte,

R Mass., and Rep. Robert Edger, D-Pa.,

who has introduced legislation to repeal the

Solomon amendment this year.

"There are more sacred cows grazing in

(Reagan's) budget than there are in the

whole country of India. We're not going to

have a B-grade president and a lot of

B-gjade senators and congressmen turn

this into a B-grade country," Schroeder

said to a cheering crowd.
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Nuclear question

splits Germans
BONN. West Germany (AP) - ChanceUor Helmut Kohl

said Monday his election victory was a mandate for

deployment of new U.S. nuclear missiles in West Ger
many.

But the new — and smallest — party in Parliament

vowed to fight the weapons with "sit ins, lie ins" and other

demonstrations and parliamentary maneuvers.
Kohl, the leader of the conservative Christian

Democrats, and the new Green Party drew battle lines one
day after the voters returned his center right coalition

with 278 of the 497 seats in the Bundestag, Parliament's
lower house.

It was 22 seats more than Kohl mustered when he ousted
socialist Helmut Schmidt of the Social Democratic Party in

a Bundestag vote of no confidence last October, and the
center right coalition's new majority of 59 seats was 14

more than Schmidt's center left coalition won io 1980.

This time the centrist Free Democrats apparently lost

votes to the conservatives, with whom they are now allied,

while the radical Greens took support from the Social

Denx>crats.

Although many observers believed unemployment and
the economy was the chief issue in the election, Kohl told

reporters the voters confirmed his promissile policy. But
the Greens, a party of environmentalists and pacifists, said

they were elected to oppose t^e missiles "within

Parliament and without."

••••1

U.S. army loses

fake Soviet battle
WASHINGTON (AP) - A simulated Soviet regiment

has scored many victories over U.S. Army units seriously

lacking "important go-to- war' skills" in mock battles at the
National Training Center in California, officials said

yesterday.

"They win many of them," said Lt. Col. Dave Mooney
when asked about reports that a training regiment made
up of American soldiers using Soviet tactics has
outgunned U.S. Army tank and mechanized infantry

outfits.

Mooney, a spokesman for the Army Forces Command
which supervises training, said he did not have any scores

which would reflect the margin of victory for the "Soviet"

regiment.

Rules relaxed on

FBI surveillance
WASHINGTON (AP) - Attorney General WiUiam

French Smith relaxed the rules of governing FBI sur-

veillance of domestic groups that advocate social change
through violence.

The new rules, announced yesterday replace guidelines
issued by Attorney General Edward Levi in 1976, which
were designed to curb a series of abuses by the FBI un-
covered by congressional committees.
The committees found that during the 1960's and early

1970's the FBI infiltrated anti-Vietnam War groups, civil

rights groups and the women's liberation movement. The
organization also conducted illegal break ins and tried to
disrupt such organizations and undermine their leaders,
including Martin Luther King Jr.

Smith said the new guidelines for investigating domestK
security and domestic terrorism cases, which take effect
March 21, "will clarify the standards governing these
investigations and reaffirm the importance of gathering
criminal intelligence about violence prone groups while
retaining adequate protections for lawful and peaceful
political dissent."
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Digest
By the Associated Press
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Pope stops at Guatemala
to appeal for human rights

GUATEMALA CITY - Pope John Paul II made an
impassioned appeal to Guatemala's military president
yesterday to protect human life and due process of law
despite his right wing regime's war against leftist

guerrillas.

The pontiff also gave the Roman Catholic Church's
emphatic support to the country's large numbers of Maya
descended Indians, who often are discriminated against
and abused.

Attorney General files law suit

against 13 beer wholesalers
BOSTON - Attorney General Francis X. Beltotti filed a

law suit yesterday against 13 beer wholesalers and a
company they formed in response to the "bottle law."
accusing them of illegally raising the price of beer.

The action in Suffolk Superior Court seeks more than
$700,000 in penalties.

BeUoiti accused the wholesalers and "Mass. CRInc " of
"price fixing, boycotting, monopolization and violations" of
the bottle law which took effect Jan. 17.

Glenn Albrecht. attorney for Mass CRInc, was not

immediately available for comment.
Alan L. Kovacs. an assistant attorney general, said his

office requested a preliminary injunction to halt the firm's
allegedly improper practices but no hearing date has yet
been set.

The attorney general alleged the wholesalers
established CRInc. 'to exclusively conduct the business of
picking up. processing, recycling refillable or nonrefillable
beverage containers of all types."
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G^^ Spring Preview
Tank Tops 2.95 - 5.95

Chinese
Cotton SHOES ^•?;;f SAVE 30-40%

Bamboo Blinds Save 20%
^Winter Clearance

^t^ Save up to 40%
^ Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

100% cotton

Turtlenecks - 6.95

. . __ __ ^_^ Open Daily 10 am - 5:30

MCl^C/iNTILC
AMHEftST CARRIAGE SHOPS

The

S.G.A. Escort Sorvic#

is now offering

2 crodits

to it's volunteers

for more information contact:

Laura O'Shea or

Anne-Marie Maynard in

415 Student Union Building

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

9 till 1

1

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

15 East Plfa»uil $i.

ASftfiflHRJ

Sen/ice. . .

It's a tradition with us.

AIRLINE TICKETS
DOMESTIC and FOREIGN

at Airport Prices
Hotel / Car Rentals / Amtrak

Cruises / Eurail
- CALL US ABOUT OUR LOW
CHARTER PRICES TO EUROPE

AND THE CARRIBBEAN

256-8931

fbii

15 Cowles Ln.

Amherst
HHNMIIiai
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CollagUa PkoU by Dartd DmWt
Sue Goldschmidt, a sophomore HRTA major, passes under the shelter

of the Fine Arts Center during yesterday's rainy weather.

Policemen gather to attend
funeral for former chief
Funeral services will be held this morn-

ing for former University of Massachusetts
police chief Alexander P. "Red" Blasko,

68, who died Saturday at Cooley Dickinson
Hospital in Northampton.
Blasko who had t)een hospitalized after a

long illne.ss, lived at 154 Summer Street,

Amherst.
"I worked under Red way back when I

first came on," said director of public safe-

ty Gerald T. O'Neil.

"He was always a gentlenmn. really sup-

portive of the University. It was his life. I

am saddened by his death but was for-

tunate to have worked with such a man. I

learned how to deal with people and how U)

get along."

A University police color guard under the
direction of Sgt. Franci.s X Mazzei will

lead the delegation of mourners.
State police from Massaohu.setLs. New

York and Vermont as well as represen-

tatives from police forces of Amherst.
Hadley and the surrounding towns,
dignitaries from local judiciaries, the

Massachusetts Chief of Police Association
and the Western Massachusetts Chief of
Police Association are expected to l)e part

of the delegation. Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey will represent the University.

Sgt. Donald Zidik, one of five University

police officers who will serve as j)all

bearers, said "He was certainly a fine man.
As far as I'm concerned, the most
dedicated University employee I knew. He
helped hundreds of people. He was just

that kind of man."
Blasko was bt)m April 10, 1914, in

Amherst, the son of the late Stanley and
Alexandria (Sovoda) Blasko. He was
educated in local sch(x)ls.

In 1933 he joined the University work
force as a mechanical handyman. He later

became a campus electrician. In 1950, he
joined the police department, one of two
UMass police officers. In 1954 he was made
chief of police, a position he held until retir-

ing in 1975. At the time of his retirement,
the force included 45 security personnel
and support staff.

A lifelong resident of Amherst, BIa.sko

was a member of the Massachusetts Chief
of Police Association, the Norwattuck Fish
and Game Club and was a communicant of
St. Brigid's Church, Amherst.

In the late 1950s, he was named by
University students to the Adelpha Senior
Men's Honor Society.

He is survived by his wife, Ann M.
(Adamitis); and five daughters, Dorothy
Pascoe of Leverett, Patricia Williams of
Montague Center, Nancy Stahlman of
Lewi.sberry, Penn.. Elaine Warren of Deer
field and Deborah Blasko at home.
Funeral services will be conducted at

9:15 this morning at the Douglass Funeral
Home, Amherst followed by the liturgy- of
Christian burial at 10 a.m. in St. Bngid's
Church, Amherst. Burial will be in the St.

Brigid Cemetery. Amherst.

- RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Defense spending increase
possibly linked to future war

By DAVID STERN

Citing "defense budgets climbing up to

the trillions of dollars," author of Roott of
War, Richard Barnet told an audience last

Friday at Hampshire College that large

defense spending is not guaranteeing
national security, but is instead increasing

the likelihood of war and hurting the U.S.
economy.

Barnet also spoke at Amherst College on
Saturday.

Barnet's speech launched a week of

student -sponsored events at Hampshire
College that will culminate in a raUy this

Friday to try to persuade Hampshire's
Board of Trustees' Finance Committee to

vote to divest the college's investment
portfolio of certain companies working for

the military. The trustees meet this

weekend.
When the Finance Committee voted

down another divestment proposal last

May, student's protested by occupying
Hampshire's Central Records Office.

Barnet, an attorney, has served in the.

military and has been a Harvard

research fellow. From 1960 61 he

worked with the U.S. Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency in Washington. He
was a consultant to the Department of

Defense, and is co-founder and co-director

of the Institute for Policy Studies. He is co

author of Global Reach: The Power of the

Multi-national Corporation.

Remarking on "how fragile is this system
of war prevention that we've created".

Barnet said that the existing system of

national defense and security is not making
people feel more secure. "The issue is what
are we getting from our expenditures that

we call defense," he said.

Barnet explained that despite the fact

that present U.S. military spending is

harming the economy, "communities cling

to it." He then compared these com-
munities to "a drunk" who "finds himself
unable to get off his dependence on
alcohol—even though it doesn't do him any
good."

In response to a student's question on
how to persuade the trustees that more
weapons do not guarantee security and
prosperity. Barnet suggested pointing out

to them "the leading drunks now preaching

temperance." He then explained that

people once lodged in the military

machinery are now speaking out against it.

He said that the manipulation of society

by the Pentagon and President Reagan to

spend billions of dollars on defense

"depends on a level of acquiescence from
citizens." "This is a time, "barnet stressed,

in which "we should be asking ...deman-

ding...what it is that justifies this ex

penditure."

He warned that what happened in

Germany in World War II proved that a

"fundamentally irrational" system can take

root because people do not oppose it.

Lobbyists await decision
By PAUL BASKEN

Collcffian SUM

A bus carrying 50 local people and the
signatures of 3,000 more left last night for

Washington to lobby Congress for passage
of a nuclear freeze resolution which will face
a vote in the House of Representatives
tomorrow

.

The delegation from Massachusetts' First
Congressional District is expected to arrive
at the capitol this noorning, where they will

join with 12.000 to 15,000 more people from
throughout the country, said Frances
Crowe of the American Friends Service
Committee (AFSC). an organizer of the bus
trip.

After receiving morning instructions and
briefings, the lobbyists are scheduled to

participate in a nuclear freeze rally at noon
on the steps of the Capitol. People at

tending from throughout Massachusetts are
scheduled to meet with Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy and Sen. Paul E. Tsongas after
the rally, with First District residents also
meeting with Rep. Silvio 0. Conte, R
Pittsfield, later this afternoon.

The state's entire Congressional
delegation has sponsored the freeze

resolution and also voted in favor of it last

July when it failed in the House, 204 202.

Rep. Edward J. Markey, D Maiden, who
along with Conte introduced H.J. Res. 2.

yesterday predicted favorable passage of
the bill from the Foreign Affairs Committee
today and full House passage tomorrow.
"We think we are going to win it this

year," said Markes, who was able to gather
188 CO sponsors, an increase from 167 last

year.

The 3,000 signatures in support of the
freeze were collected over the past few
weeks by the AFSC and local freeze
organizations, Crowe said.

She said she expected the additk>nal
support shown both by the forms and by
phone calls to Capitol Hill made today by
constituents who would lead the House to
"overwhelmingly pass the freeze."

Following House passage, the resolution
would then require senate approval before
being sent to the White House to be signed
by the President, who has previously stated
his opposition to it.

Crowe, however, said the fight would not
stop there, and instead promised, "We'll
keep working."

Students depart for Capitol
to lobby for nuclear freeze

By KAREN POLLENS
Collcgiaa l'orre«poitd*iil

This week, llniversity of Massachusetts
students will add their opposition to the
arms race to that of students across the
country. A busload of activists from the
Pioneer Valley set out for the capiul toaijd
their numbers to a national pro nuclear
freeze lobby. The two day action was called
to pressure the passage of a new freeze
resolution which is scheduled to come up
before the House of RepresenUtives
tomorrow.

"I support the freeze movement and I'm
really happy to see UMass students getting
concerned about worMwide issues. This
disproves the notion of the me generation'
and that all our aims are selfish " saki
UMass student, Barbara Brodiey. who is

also the spokesperson of the commuter
assembly.

Last week, many studenu like Brodiey.
who endorses the freeze resolution but
could not travel to Washington, signed
proxy baUots. These statements will be
delivered to original freeze sponsors Sen.
Edward Kennedy. D Mass., Rep. Silvio O.
Conte. D Pittsfield. and Sen. Paul E.
Tsongas. D Mass.. who are scheduled to
meet with the lobbyists in Washington.

This attempt by the National Nuclear
Weapons Freeze Campaign based in St.
Ix)uis to include students in their lobbying
efforts is just one indication of the growmg
interests on campuses across the country in

the disarmament issue.

Thi.s academic year has seen an in

creasing number of educational events such
as lectures and films on nuclear

proliferation, political science and economic
classes addressing the issue of large

military expenditures. "The Race With the
Russians" is a current topic for debating
societies across the US.

This winter many universities in all parts
of the country experienced "a February
freeze."

In a recent Clemson University debate in

North Carolina. Dr. Helen Caldicott.
founder of Physicians for Social Respon
sibility. took the pro^ freeze position.

At Tufts University in Medford. students
have been organizing for more than a year
to transform their school into what their
Disarmament Conunittee has termed "a
nuclear free zone." According to the

committee, a university is "nuclear free"

when it is divested of all nuclear cor
porations and the faculty is prohibited from
contracting research with a military ap
plicatnn.

A significant numberof young people and
students rwently participated in the third

national conference of the Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Campaign in February, according

to k>cal American Friends Service
Committee representative Frances Crowe.
The meeting was called to hammer out a

two-year freeze strategy. One result of the
conference was this week's Washington
lobby.

•Up until now, students haven't seen how
the arms race touched them personally. Or
maybe they didn't want to deal with it

because its distressing. But. once you get
under the weight of the issue and really
start working, it can be exhilarating."
Oowe said.

< nllrKian I'hnlii h> \. , ,i

First year student Alice Bonsi^ore casts her ballot at the Northeast
Dining: Commons in the Student Government Association's first day of
balloting: yesterday. Today is the final day of voting for S(iA president.
Campus Center Board of Governors and Residential Committee. Com-
muters may vote today from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Hatch, and dorm
residents will vote in the dining: commons from 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
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Dean of admissions expects
more first year applicants

By GREG E. MARTEL

More than 16,000 applicants are ex-

pected to compete for admission to next
year's University of Massachusetts
freshman class a 20 percent increase over
last year, according to David Taggart,
Dean of Admissions.

Taggart said, "It is quite an increase in-

deed. Things are going extremely well."

"We expect to receive a total of around
16,000 2^)plications this year compared
with the 13,778 that we received last

year," he said.

Taggart said although more students are
applying to UMass the number of vacancies
has actually decreased because more
students will remain enrolled and fewer
will receive academic suspensions.

According to Taggart last year 4,323
first-year students enrolled, but this year
only 4,100 are expected to enroll.

The implementation of a new "bursars
management system" and delays in the
printing of acceptance materials has meant
that acceptance letters are being mailed
out one month later than usual this year.

Taggart said.

The application deadline for fall admis-
sion was March 1. Applications received
afer March 1 will be marked late but will

still be reviewed, he said.

Each application is reviewed by at least

one of the staff members in the Admissions
Office, Taggart said.

"We are six overworked human beings,"
Taggart said, "It is an overwhelming task
indeed."

Taggart said the past three years have
shown steady growth at UMass, and
especially significant growth this year.
"The University has emerged as a na-

tionally recognized quality institution,"

Taggart said.

The freshman class in general has a much
stronger profile than one year ago, Tag-
gart said, including better SAT scores and
class ranks.

Taggart said this year's increase in the
number of applications reminded him of
1972, the year he took over as Dean of Ad-
missions.

"What a way to begin back in '72, Tag-
gart said, "It was near the end of the Viet-

nam War and we had 21,000 applications
for 3,600 openings."

DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM
WITH HYPERTRICOHSIS?

A comfortaW* •ppro•c^ to hair removal namowa that

Unwantad Hair, tha "palniaaa" way. Wa otfar tha moat aata.

aura and pair>(aas muthod of hair ramovai
for a confldantlal conauitalion and damonatratlorv
• no charga or obligation

• ea« Cloaar taak rSMMI

liBBK
MEDICAL CENTER BUILOINQ
130 MUpto St., Splkd.

utu0uiuei

NEED A TAN?^^
Now you CAN qrr a saFi tan ^^fiV
ON OUR SUpCRStn fUNTAN bid.

If you NORMAlly buRN, you WONTt
Start on youR spRiNCi or RorUIa

TAN NOW ANd Avoid lookiNq

Ukf A lobsTCR Later.

ONE"FRErvrsit
i

when you buy two at the j

regular price of $5 per visit.
j

Ifhi» coupon m%nt hf pmented to recrive free viiit
|

Come to tIie Racouet & Fitnem Center
Rt 116 SuNdERlANd OR caU >49-4>4>

Hours: M-F 7 am - 9 pM
Sat. wkENds f am - f pm

187 ti.

Newslines...

Hampshire College Theater starts to perform
The Hampshire College Theatre Pro-

gram is opening its 1983 spring season
tomorrow at 8 p.m. with the production of

Between Acts: An Evening of Entertain-

ment, produced by Beth Sommers and
Kevin Brown. The cabaret-style perfor-

mance with music, magic, dancing, and

comedy, will also be staged this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. Tickets are $2.50 for

Hampshire students, faculty and staff and
$3.00 for general admission. For reserva-
tions and further information call 549-4600
ext 351.

Editor to speak on American Jews in Israel
Dr. Leonard Fein, editor in-chief of

Moment Magazine, an independent
magazine of Jewish opinion, will speak on
"American Jews in Israel," tomorrow at 4

p.m. in the Campus Center Rm. 804 808.

and at 7:30 p.m. in Wright HaU Common
Room at Smith College. Fein is a well
known writer, activist and scholar of
contemporary Jewish life.

Great Decisions to hold sixth seminar tonight

Great Decisions '83 will continue with its

sixth topic tonight entitled "Southeast
Asia: ASEAN and Its Communist
Neighbors," to be held at 8 p.m. in the main
lounge of Webster House, Orchard Hill.

ASEAN stands for the Association of

Southeast Asian Nations, an organization
of non-Communist states. Panelists will in-

clude James Hafner of the University of
Massachusetts Geography Dept. and
Richard Minear of the UMass History
Dept.

Children's author to speak at writer's program
The second program in the series

"Writers on Writers and Social Respon
sibility" will be held tomorrow night at 8 in

SBA Rm. 120 at the University of

Massachusetts.

The speaker will be children's book
author Shulamith Oppenheim. who has also

produced literary programs for National
Public Radio for seven years.

CMIP eOUNSElORS WANTED
iTIaUr Uhi Caa^. one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor
heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM

• radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

1112 UmUi S44-n42
for application or interview

%•/••
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Thousands of coHege students wM converge on the
Florida coast thb spring break for a week at Daytona
Beach. You can be one of rhem! .- *^"vi'

Come to Operarton Sonshine 83. Youl leave more
than your footprints in the sand. Youl nrwke an indelWe
impact on the lives of others For nxxe information write

"^" Chris West, 613 JF Kennedy. 546-7671
Cynthia Muller, B-7 Emerson, 546-7238
by CMMfiMs CfusMle for OiflM I
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Audio
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W SPRINGFIELD. MA. 0108S
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
mmmmmm

Leaflet misrepresents paper
In the past couple of days, a leaflet advertising

one of the Student Government Association
presidential candidacies has appeared carrying the
logo of the Collegian and a copy of a news story
recently published in this newspaper.
The reproduction of the logo and the story was

done without permission of either the Collegian as
a whole or the writers of the story, although re-

questing permission is a practice commonly
adhered to on this campus.

In addition, the appearance of our logo may, to

some people, indicate that the Collegian favors or
endorse the candidacy. In reality, the Collegian has
not nor will it in any way endorse a candidate in

this or any other on-campus election.

We feel the use of our logo and story was, at
best, a misrepresentation of this newspaper and, at
worst, a gross disregard for the rights of the
paper, its staff members and the students of this

University in general.

All unsigned editorials represent the majority
opinion of the Collegian Board ofEdit&rs

Women's day celebrates achievement

Do you mean faith? Will you take the old Jewish
oath?" And up came 2,000 hands with the prayer;
"If I turn traitor to the cause I now pledge, may

this hand wither from the arm 1 now raise." International
Women's Day was being bom.

International Women's Day was first proposed by Clara
Zetkin, a working class feminist, in 1908, out of the strug-
gles against the Csar of Russia's autocratic rule. While
conditions were not as bad in the United States as in

Russia, the early 1900's were a time of brutal exploitation
for immigrants. The above quote is from a speech
preceeding the famous New York Shirtwaist strike of
1909. 20.000 mostly Jewish women walked off their jobs in

the garment center of New York. The resulting strike

helped bring in the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, and is one of labor's great moments. The
strike was particularly important because of the unity bet-

ween middle and working class women.

States & Chateauvert

The strike was eventually settled but conditions in the

trade remained terrible. On April 20. 1911, 154 women
were burned to death when the triangle shirtwaist factory

caught fire. There were no fire escapes, and management
had locked the exits to keep the girls and women from go-

ing outside.

Out of this series of events came International Women's
Day. Today International Women's Day is celebrated in a
variety of ways. In the 72 years since the original day. the

celebration has expanded to include many different

aspects of women's lives, histories, and accomplishments.
While the country and the American woman's life has

changed since 1908, many of the old problems remain.

Consider the following from the New York Times: Women
are 99 percent of the secretaries and 98 percent of the

dental technicians in the U.S., but only three percent of

the engineers and .05 percent of the plumbers.

This type of employment segregation has a tremendous
effect on women's purchasing power and their ability to

survive. According to the New York Times and Bureau of

Labor statistics, a male electrician earns $398 a week, a
female nurse earns $155. The button that says 59 cents

per the dollars is true when you compare what American
men earn relative to white women. For women of color the

ratio is about 49 cents to the dollar. Forty-five percent of

all families in New York are headed by women according

to the Txme*. This lack of eammg power is serious, even
married couples or those living together cannot afford to

have only one income.

Besides being underpaid, women's work is undervalued.

For example an unpaid housewife contributes over

$15,000 a year in unpaid labor caring for a family, accor-

ding to insurance actuary tables.

In a society that uses sex to sell everything from can-

talopes to cars, women are often treated as objects rather

than as people. Rape occurs every three minutes and a

women is battered every minute in the United States. The
defeat of the ERA and the continual attacks on the right

to choose with regards to abortion, are two more signs of

the struggles that still lie ahead.

Despite the gkx>m and doom pictured above, Interna-

tional Women's Day is a time of rejoicing and celebrating

the positive achievements of women in many different

ways and endeavors. At UMass women were able to win

better lighting and the sexual harassment grievance pro-

cedure. Ail day today there will be events on campus and

tables at the concourse of the Student Union Building.

Check it out. Remember; "Women hold up half the sky."

Brooke States & Mindy Ckateaui^ert

are Collegian columnvtts

Letters

Wright article uses weird logic

To the Editor:

In response to Laurence M. Wright's editorial on u

US/USSR nuclear freeze, I would like to ooint out that if

he plans to hide from the event of a nuclear attack, he is

wasting his time. The forewarning of such an attack will

be too minimal for any serious precautions to be made.

Unless he can somehow move away from the targeted

area in less time than a UMass lecture, he is sure to

become a victim.

Furthermore, history may have shown "that great na-

tions collapse only when they are not willing to fight when
attacked" is an argument not yet proven during the age of

sophisticated nuclear weaponry. The role of our National

Defense Department can no longer be to win wars; it can

only be to avert them. Building more nuclear weapons and

hoping Civil Defense will shelter us from an attack is an

excellent idea if one is an ostrich. Even if we did have the

appropriate forewarning, where and how would we move

the people? The arms we produce will be matched by the

Soviet Union, resulting in a greater chance for a nuclear

holocaust. The nuclear arsend of the world is equal to 300

tons of dynamite for each person in the world. Do we need

more?
Your point about the Soviet Union's production of

devices utilizing chemical and biological agents is one-

sided, since you forgot to mention the United State's

capability of similar weapons.

Finally, there will be no "winner" or "loser" in a

nuclear war — both nations will be crippled or killed. Our

only hope is through better relations and a continuation of

talks with the Soviets. I hope you consider this in your

future plans.
Peter J. Mentor

Amhetst

...and more on Mr. Wright
To the Editor:

I feel compelled to respond to Laurence M. Wright's

piece entitled "Nuclear Wet^ns for a Soviet Threat".

I ask you who is really dedicated to destruction, so

meone who builds bomb or someone who takes it apart.

The answer is simple and obvious.

Who are these "experts" whom you say doubt the abili

ty of the US to inflict serious losses should the USSR
launch a surprise attack against us. Could they by chance
be employed by the huge national defense budget. Does
their own livelihood.s depend upon the continued con.struc-

tion of these gigantic death machines. Is the USSR really

capable of destroying 100 percent of our nuclear weapons
on a first strike? A mere 1 percent of our weapons contain

the force equal to 2800 bombs the size of the one which we
dropped on Hiroshima. This amount of unprecedented

destruction goes far beyond anything which I am capable

of comprehending. Not to mention what the other 99 per-

cent of our stockpile can do.

Is the US really "engaged in an undeclared war against

an enemy...a war we must win or die." No we are not

because it is totally impossible to win a nuclear war. We
must all live together or we will surely all die together.

There is no historical precedent for a nuclear war.

History can teach us nothing about our present situation.

We have entered an era in which we have the power of a
God. God created the Earth in seven days and we can

destroy it in even fewer. Think of anything good, the

ducks in the pond, a basketball game, or a pretty face and
you have thought of something which we are planning to

destroy forever. Never to be recreated, anywhere in the

universe.

In response to your final question, yes I do have a plan

for the possibility of a major nuclear exchange. I plan to

die, along side of every o^er human being on the face of

the earth. There is no longer any question, the present

nuclear firepower of the superpowers is capable of turning

our lush planet into a radioactive wasteland. The time for

seeking refuge in some basement laundry room has long

since passed.

Neal Gifford

Amherst

We need cxdumnists!
Dnopbywitha paeoe, CC 1 13

A Real Bus
Driver's woes
UMass bus drivers come in all colors, sizes, ages

economic classes, alcohol capacities and most
noticeably, all driving abilities. But only some

UMass bus drivers rate the distinction of Real Bus Driver.

Real Bus Driver tales of horrors in bus land are
guaranteed to shock and amaze. Ask any one of them.
Along with their tales of near-death passenger en-

counters. Real Bus Drivers can also bend your ear with ex-

cerpts from the Real Bus Driver's Code of Ethics.

Real Bus Drivers never throttle passengers, though
they would like to, according to former Real UMass Bus
Driver Don Campbell. To prove just how real a Real Bus
Driver Campbell was, he is now terminal manager for

Trailways at the Riverside bus terminal in Newton.
Before graduating to the Boston branch of Busland.

Campbell wrote down a few tenets of Real Bus Driver-

dom, which have since become scripture.

E.L. Birk

Real Bus Drivers hate Campus Shuttles, hate South
Amherst routes, hate Sunderland routes, hate their hours,

hate their pay, hate passengers, hate traffic, but other-

wise love their jobs. Real Bus Driver Bruce Allen once told

me.

Aside from breathing diesel fumes for funsies, Real Bus
Drivers conquer the video universe for 25 cents on their

breaks, they know the location of every bathroom within a
ten-mile radius of campus but, most of all, they dare to

brave the downstairs at The Drake.

That such a code of ethics should evolve over the 10-year

history of the UMass Transit Service is not surprising.

Any group ostracized by the rest of society will band
together and form its own laws, morals and version of

reality. Even the cause of bus drivers' exclusion from the

nuunstream is not shocking; passenger induced psychosis.

Consider the following and then ask yourself if you Uw
would not suffer a range of symptoms fr«)m nervous facial

twitches to loss of motor control in the tongue.

While driving my bus one sunny day. a bus e<quipf)ed

with two destination signs that clearly state

'SLfNDERLAND" as my destination, within an hour,

more than 30 people ask me if my bus goes to Southwest,

15 ask where the Northampton bus is and one says simply,

"UMass buses out of Amherst."
The fear begins to crawl.

Then there's "Just this one Joe." He comes up behind

me on the bus and says. "I know you're not supposed to do
this, but..." What he is really saying is I know you're not

supposed to do this but could jeopardize your job — one of

the best paying student jobs on campus — and let me off

up there so I won't have to walk 50 extra feet?" Then he
threatens to steal my first born if I don't comply.

A cold sweat forms on the back of my neck. Soon all the

passengers are looking at me and they begin to talk. I am
sure I hear the muffled whispers, or is that just the whine
of the engine?

But what really fogs my mirrors, is the earthy-crunchy

who wants to bring his 90-pound Doberman Pinscher (»nto

the bus. You know the type, he's real friendly, would
never bite a person (the dog. that is), and he's really good
with children.

It comes down to a decision whether I can close the

doors faster than the dog can leap for my jugular. It's not

the pain or the blood that would bother me, it's the getting

behind schedule.

So you see, when someone comes up to you and says,

"Real Bus Drivers never come early." or, "Real Bus
Drivers always check their Oug) nuts," you know they're

not being rude. He or she is just being a Real Bus Driver.

E.L. Birk is a Collegian staff member and a UMasa bus
drii'er

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include the writer's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters per line. Due
to space limitations and the volume of mail, we regret we
are unable to acknowledge unpublished letters. All let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

I ^^S^^) y^^ The insignia of an Ahr

I
^^^3^^^^^^ Force nurse can mean

^^(^ a lot to you and your
future. It shows that you're part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A meonber of on^ of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you*re commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY
OF LIFE
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An overwhelming^s^es
ASHES
By David Rudkin
March 3, 4. 5, 9, 10, 11, 12

Rand Theater, FAC

By JANINE S. BRUNELL
Collcgiaa CoiTeapoiMieal

A$he8 is the devastating story of a
courageous couple who go through every
possible rejection in their search for

parenthood. Moira Driscoll as Anne and
Alan Arenius as her husband Colin both did
a spectacular job of portraying obsessive
determination and unending suffering in

their attempt to create new life. Their two
year struggle to conceive, ultimate and
painful miscarriage, and devastating
rejection by an adoption agency takes
themselves and the audience to numerous
institutions and unfeeling specialists. The
result... failure, rejection, and a sense of

undeserved abuse.

Moira Driscoll gives an incredible por
trayal of a determined woman who has been
both hardened and strengthened by life.

Her performance brought the audience
close to tears on a number of occasions.

Alan Arenius' sensitive and perceptive

talent made Colin very real and his

devastating story unbearable.

Supporting performances by Lawrence
M. Devine and Christine Staples were
executed with a great deal of talent and
flexibility. Devine was unquestionably in

his glory playing the unfeeling and witty
professional with a great deal of flair.

Christine Staples was perfect both as a

nurse and as an insensitive friend whose
blunderous advice clearly showed her
inability to understand. Congratulations to

both for an excellent performance.
The visual design involved in the Rand

Theater's production of Ashes was both
innovative and extraordinary. To start, an
unusually clever program design set the

mood for the audience more effectively than
any I have seen before. The harsh lighting

illuminated a set which placed the audience
in the dreaded institutional setting and
succeeded in emphasizing the feehngof cold

and impersonal hospital professionalism. At
times, however, this set was miracuously
transformed to a quiet, sensitive, and
extremely emotional setting. All the design
aspects worked together to create a

powerful and expressive combination.
Overall. Edward Golden's production of

Athet, a play written by David Rudkin.
was powerful and overwhelming. A
combined effort from actors, director, and
designers succeeded in creating an un-

forgettable theater experience.

Christine Staples (far right) portrays the insensitive friend of a
childless couple, played by Moira Driscoll (far left) and Alan Arenius
(center) in Edward Golden's production of A9he9.

Dave Mallet— ballads to hail in spring
DAVE MALLETT
Sunday, February 27
Iron Horse. Northampton

By MIKE SMALL
CaUagiaaCa

It was a fine end to a lovely day. The
sun's been shining more and more lately.

and some of us are bepnning to believe spr-

ing is truly on its way. Listening to Dave
Mallet 8if« "The April Song " and other life-

enriching ballads this past Sunday evening
at the Iron Horse helped to encourage my
hopes.

With his old electric guitarist Michael

Burd and new keyboard-player
Christopher Neville. Dave Mallett perform-

ed a fine show of his works to an ap-

preciative crowd. He crammed many songs

into his 90 minute performance — and
many a worthy note. The troop started off

with a beautiful love song called "Closer

Now Than Ever." The melodies seemed tf»

all go in one direction: up. The upbeat tunes

like these leave your fingers atappin'.

But it is in his lyrics that you will find the

real richness of Mallett's works. The words
are heartfelt and to-the-point. Not just

anybody can make a winner out of the term
'aurora boreal is' from "Northern Lights."

one of the opening tunes which is due to ap-

pear on Mallett's new album coming out

soon.

From the outer reaches of the galaxy.

Mallett brings us right back down to earth

writh a piece that is hard to shake. "Millie"

is what Dave called an old-fashioned love

song with the refrain:

Millie there's a dance in town,

put your broom and dustpan down,
I'll go out and fetch the old gray mere.

The song speaks about square-dancing

and gingham dresses. It's what Mallet

would call "timeless," so even anti-sexists

can't criticize too harshly.

"Photographs and Memories" differs

greatly musically from the Jim Croce song
of the same name, but philosophically it

deals with the same subject. This one made
me think of my nostalgic soon-to-be-

graduating friends: "Whenever I get on
that train of memories. Lord, how I seem
to slip away... Rack when we were all s<»

young and happy, hvin' in the best years of

our lives." Like its predecessor, reminis-

cent of "Christmas eves and summer lawns

and roses," "This Little Town " shows the

day to day life that's soon cause for

reminiscence: "Get your paycheck Friday

night/Monday it's all gone/You don't know
how you'll niake ends meet/But you know
you'll carry on." and "Teach your children

to be kind/They'll all come home at

Christmas time/To catch up on the news."
Rut among the happy memories are sad
ones too as "Inches and Miles" points out.

It's a song of love lost where it could have
been grand, and nobody knows why: "The
distance between is growing by inches and
miles."

"April Song" made its debut next. Mallet

threatened to write one for every month, it

was so well-received.

Getting back to straight-on love tales.

"I've Bwn Around" was next on the agen-

da. The philosopher in Mallet came through

in the first lines: "Nothing real good ever

comes real easy..." The final, firmly

devoted refrain came in loud and clear:

"I'm she<l(ling my jiast love, this is my la.st

love. I'll never need anyone more." And. in

conclusion, "I've been around/You've been
aroundAVe both know — Going it alone is

the long way to go." Sur^irisingly. with a
name like the latter's, "Hard time..." was
easy to swallow as it's rhythm was so

upbeat. The message within was "I don't

want to sing no hard-time love song; we
both know how the trouble starts."

The final song before the encore was a
familiar Mallett tune called "Thanks to

Mother Men-y." In a nutshell, it's a song
about humanity — supporting what pro-

motes our human-ness. and condemning
what belittles us. "Down with the cor-

porate oppressor./Up with the young
p<^)litical one,/Here's to the young believer

looking for a sign./Here's to the gotxi win-

ners./Here's to those who fail./Here's to

the weeping widow. Here's to the unborn
child..." It's a song of Mallett's beliefs and
gratitude: "Thanks to Mother Mer-
cy/Thanks t^) Father Time" and of his cat-

ching sight of the dawn: "I know the night

is over, and we're walkin down the line."

Though I was hoping to hear the old

favorite "Garden Song" as an encore. I

can't say I was disappointed by what was
played.

Look before you leap

Bill Viola, pictured above, will bring his video art festival entitled

Master Cltus, to the University of Massachusetts this week. The show
will take place on Frid.iy, March 11, from 2:00 p.m. throughout the

evening in room 216 of the Student Union.

Viola will be available to answer any questions, and to critique any

works students bring. The entire group will also work on an advanced
production/playback project.

All available equipment of the Union Video Center will be reserved

for this event. Participants are also encouraged to bring their own
video cameras.

LEAP INTO THE VOID
Pleasant St. Theater
March 2 - March 8

By ELAINE SENAY
(olleffiaM Suff

Black comedy takes a bold step in Marco
Rellochio's Leap Into The Void. This film

makes insanity and suicide humorous
without losing its good taste through use of

cheap comedic devices.

The story centers around, Mauro, played
by Michel Piccoli, and his sister. Marta,
played by Anouk Aimee. Mauro is a fussy.

middle-aged magistrate who would love to

get rid of his emotionally disturbed sister.

The tension between these two
characters gives the film its power. The
strain of their relationship is so great that

they have to take Valium before sitting

down to dinner. There seems to be an in-

cestuous aspect to their relationship which
is brought out in several dream sequences
throughout the film.

Eventually Mauro finds a way to kill his

sister. He tries to use Giovanni S^-iabola, a
man susf)ected of convincing his girlfriend

to commit suicide. Sciabola is a real low-life

who lives on his sensual g(W)d-l(H)ks.

Mauro arranges for them Ut meet and
Marta becomes deeply involved for the first

time in her life. Rut her new outlet to the

outside world becomes a positive influence

on her life. You begin to realize that it is

Mauro who is crazy and not Marta.

Michel Piccoli portrays Mauro's emerg-
ing insanity with sublety that becomes a
real howl. You catch bits of it until it seems
to rule his entire life. At first he just seems
to be acting because of the strain in his life

but his behavior turns to genuine insanity.

The outcome of Piccoli 's character seems
to be logical with the development of his

personality.

Leap Into tke Void is a film that you

may not understand immediately but if you

think about it enough you'll see its mean-
ing. So, don't be shy about stretching your
depths of understanding, go see Leap Into

The Void.

Attention Arts Writers:

There will be a mandatory meeting for all arts reporters to discuss the

up-coming issue of the Other Voice on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the newsroom.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

MAJORS:
FresIimen, SophoMORES, JuNioRs, & SenIors

You Are InvItecI To AttencI

AN

ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT
TUES. MARCH 8

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 167
ANTliRopoloqy, EcoNOMics

PoUtIcaI Science & Socioloqy

GRAduATEs From EAch

dEpARTMENT wlU disCUSS ANd

ANSWER QUESrioNS AboUT jIlEiR

CAREERS ANd yOURl
SpoNsoREd by tIie AIumnI Association ANd

Tkc UNivERsiry PIacement Office

SEMESTER AND YEAR EXCHANGES
IN THE U.K. - A representative of

"Higher Education in Europe" will be on
campus to talk to interested students. 10:00

a.m. to noon. International Programs
Office. 239 Whitmore.
HAVING TROUBLE CHOOSING A

MAJOR? — Come to a two- session
workshop designed to initiate choice by
exploring one's personal preferences,

values, and successes. Counseling and
Career Development Center. 4 p.m., 322
Berkshire.

STRESS MANAGEMENT AND
RELAXATION WORKSHOP - This
workshop will focus on the academic and
social stress of college life. Students will

experience relaxation training and will

develop strategies for coping with personal
stress. 4 p.m., 308 Berkshire.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOC. MEETING - Open meeting come
with ideas for future club activities. Film
about Asian American women poet titled

"Mitsuye & Nellie" will be shown. All

members are welcome. 6:30 p.m.. Campus
Center. Rm. 172.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC general
meeting. All new members welcome. 6:30
p.m.. 101 Campus Center.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
AND REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM -
There will be a general meeting to decide
future projects and begin organizing them.
Everyone is encouraged to attend—the
more people the belter. 6 p.m.. 165 Campus
Center.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING - There will

be a mandatory meeting today for all

members. AZ sportswear can be ordered so
bring your checkbooks. Also, refreshments
will be served. 6:30 p.m.. Paige 202.

LECTURE ON THE ROLE OF
RELIGION IN ISRAEL - "The Role of
Religion in Israel" wiU be the topic of a Ulk
by Prof. Jay Berkovitz. Part of an ongoing
series about Israel. All wekome. 7 p.m.
HerlerlH.

JOURNALISM CLUB MEETING -
There's lots of exciting things happening.
Come to the meeting tonight and find out
about them. 7 p.m.. Bartlett 108.

UMASS HORSEMASTERS CLUB
MEETING - UMass Horsemasters Club
Meeting— preparations for the upcoming
Carol Lavell Clinic. Will be discussed. 7
p.m., 311 Stockbridge Hall

HISTORY CLUB MEETING: GUEST
SPEAKER! - Professor Miriam Chrisman
will speak on children and their place in the
family before the 18th Century. New ap-
proach! Slides, discussion, refreshments.
Everyone is welcome. 7:30 p.m., 803
Campus Center.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA OPEN
MEETING — Interested in servng the
campus and community? Would you like to
meet new people and share fun times? A
National Service Sorority—join us. tel. 545-
2068. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center, Rm. 904.
BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - Ust

chance to sign up for the Virginia Spring
Break tour. Free bicycle check for those
going . Bring yours with you. New mem-
bers welcome. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center
811815.
MASS PIB WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY -

All women are invited to come and study
with us in an informal setting the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ as described in
the Bible. 8 p.m.. Campus Center Rm. 901.
MEETING FOR ZOO DISC -

Organizational meeting for all new mem-
bers interested in the Mens Ultimate
Frisbee Team (Zoo Disc). 8 p.m.. Dukes
Room (near Subl.

CONCERT: MAX ROACH AND
UNIVERSITY CHAMBER JAZZ EN
SEMBLE — FREE jazz concert will feature
solo percussionist Max Roach and Ensemble
members: Fred Tillis. saxophone; David
Sporny, trombone: Jeff Holmes, trumpet
and piano: and Salvatore Macchia. bass.

Program includes jazz pieces by Tillis.

Holmes, Roach, Macchia. Duke Ellington,

Clifford Brown, and Charlie Parker,
Sponsored by UMass Music Dept. 8 p.m.,
Bezanson Reciul Hall in Fine Arts Center.
RUN FOR RITTER - Mandatory

n»eeting for all Directors. Anyone in-

terested in helping with the race welccHne.

9 p.m., Newman Center classroom.

IMT€RNATIONAl
WOM€NS
€V€XT

UMASS 5450341
545-0254

MARCH 7'$m^

Tuesday - March 8

All day Campus Center Festivities

9:00 Workshop, Rm 905-09, "Women finding their
own voice"

11:00 Workshop, Rm 101, Martial Arts Demonstra-
tion

1 2:00 New Harmony Sisterhood Band - Concourse
1:00 Workshop, Rm 811-815, "Women in Labor

Unions"
2:00 Patty Larkin - Concourse
3:00 Workshop, Rm 803, "Women in the Private

Realm"
8:00 Concert - Phoebe Snow - Fine Arts Center

Children's Workshops will be available Monday CO 168 and
Tuesday CC 804.

Traduccion de todos los eventos al espanol, asegurada

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

SHfRM. WHERE Did

you Find lyis

I've ncvek seesi

ANfmiNO LIKE \T.y

Ai.LWOfr. JU5T7W/S ONC£

Katfood

SoMa, hxSH^ffts ^^
the search f*-, li

dotujh?The sdvJar-
ShipscTYioes say
we're too middle.

-

income toxijualify

for much Sid

By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

IF YOU KNEVO WHAT IT SMEaEDUKE^
«nER you've been »n txere with f\

niXTORE OF BEER4 5AKMNES IN VOV.
. ..VOO WOUUNT Hm/E TO /^SK »

(GUYS

Li

'-

J'J^'^'Mc^i __rv'^> ! . '. «,'ft^y iV .. <r:

After the Fall By R. Miller

»Co!lc.>4laiI 9

CROSSWORD
lUlited by Margaret Farrar and Trudi- Jaffe

n«tJ IM Aat«tn liaM« s«ii4ks|«

ACROSS
1 Supports
5 Sits

10 Salamander
14 Leave out
15 Word with put or

stand
16 Potpourri

17 Actress Loutse
18 Support a definite

position

20 Plymouth colony
leader

22 Bearded, as grain

23 Alte

24 Anderson o< TV
26 Took notice

29 Show courage
34 Moved stealthily

35 English composer
36 Luau

entertainment
37 California rock

fish: Var

36 South African

towns
39 Ollie's partrier

40 Stand
ceremony

41 Cleveland's

waterfront

42 Fourteen pounds
43 Stage of a sort

45 Sleps. in Seville

46 Pointed end
47 Attila. for one
48 Banker renowned

on Wall St

51 Be conservative

56 Grasp
59 Trifling amount
60 Pate de gras
61 The .Holland
62 Standard
63 Forecast word
64 Sustains
65 Valise

DOWN
1 Oodles
2 Let off

3 Lollobrigida

4 Show approval,

in a way
5 MountairKHJS

region of C Asia
6 Bears, in

Barcelona
7 Indian rr>onotheist

8 Dutch commur>e
9 Red or Black

10 However
11 Verve
12 Specialty of

Bordeaux
13 Mary LirKoln r>ee

19 Beach feature

21 State, eg
24 Alit

25 Singles

26 Underbrush
21 Panchos

pancake
28 Part of a wooden

)olnt

29 Petty tyrant

30 Vehicle for Casey
Jor>es

31 Means of

transportation

32 Vaquero s setting

33 Bowler's bailiwick

38 Jellifies

42 Woven
44 One in court
47 Inferno

48 Devotee
49 Wild ox
50 402. to Vergtl

51 Wise one
52 Carpenter's

aid

53 Like Franklin's

Richard
54 Italian cathedral

town
55 Pipe srTK>ker's

tool

57 Na Na
58 Accounting
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WEATHER

Periods of rain or
drizzle thn>ugh most of
tomorrow. Lows
tonight in the 30's.

Highs today 40 U) 45,
highs tomorrow 45 to
50.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Diplomat Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Samlwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Italian Sweet Sausage/ Hi-Protein Spaghetti/

Spaghetti. Tomato Sauce Tomato Sauce
Stir Fry Beef and Veggies Stir Yry Veggies and Tofu

Fruit Plate with

Banana Bread

Be
A

Star
•

Become a star reporter for the Collegian.

One of New England's largest daily col-

lege newspapers! We need people to

write news and women's affairs. Great
experience for any students interested in

journalism or communications. Come by
the Collegian anytime and ask for an

editor. It's easy and it's fun. Everyone's
welcome.

The Collegian

113 Campus Center
545-3500
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WEIL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at leasr

nvo years of college left,

you can spend six weeks at

our Army ROTC Basic

Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.

And if you qualify, you
can enter the RCTTC 2-

Ycar Proj^am this fall and
receive un to $ 1 .OGQi a year

Rut tnt- big payoff
happiens im fjraduanon day
rhats when you receive

.in officer s commission
S<1 get your btxJy in

sh.tfx' (not to mennon your
Hank acctHjnt)

Fnrolhn.ArmvROIC
K>r more information,

. I «nfact y«>ijr Professor of
Mi!it.ir\ *v icnn-

Af^MYROTC.
C2AUYOUCAHBE.

^i' > Contact:

U ' James C. Mahonay

Chancellor's Lecture Series

itK

MarkW'.Roskill

PlK)t()j()iiriialisiii: Its Karl>'

Life ^ 1 imcs"

rinns(l<i\, March 10, Sp.in.

C'aiiipns C'rnfcr Anditorimn

l'iii\vr^i?\ ol Massac Imsc'tls at Ainhcrsf

VOTE TODAY!
Presidentiol/DGG/

Kesidentiol Committee
SOUTHWEST
MocKimmi*, JQA, JA, Patterson,

Washington, Cone*, Pi*rpont and
Moor* voto in Dorkshiro DC
Jomos, Moiviilo, ThoroQu, JFK, Princ*,

Crompton, and Cooiidgo

VOtO in Hompthir* D.C.

OKCHAKD HILL/CENTRAL
vot» in Fronklin DC

SYLVAN/NOKTHEAST
vot# in Worc#st«r DC

1 1 om - 6:30 pm

COMMUTERS/GKEEKS
vot* in front of tho Hatch

from 9 - 4:00 pm

it Molfes A Difference

Tuesday, March 8, li*«Sij

Collegian n

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

The seminars are Sundays 3/6 and 3/13
at 7 pm in the Commonwealth Room

ATTENTION
UNIVERSITY WOMEN

FOUND
Gold bracelet on PVTA bus. To identify
call 546-5920

Open meeting of Gamma Sigma Sigma
• uniting collegwomen in the spirit od ser-
vice to humanity - A National Service
Sorority Tue March 8 7:30 PM CC rm 904
-for more info tei. 546-2068

AUTO FOR SALE

Gloves in Tobin Hail girlsroom found
Feb 21 St contact Rhondi at 253-5109 to
identify

HELP WANTED

Lost eye glasses tinted brown. Between
Thompson and Orch Hill reward 6-6669
Blue Down Vest Thur Night 2-24 in Col-
iege Pizza. Buttons & inside label read
"Northface" Sentimental value 546-1621

NEW YORK CITY BUSTRIP

67 VW Conv inapected needs worfc $400 or
BO 323-5918 leave meesage

For aale 1970 Ford Torino - 46,000 original
miles needs worfc - $500 or BO call 546-3500
before 6:00 64»412S after 5:00 ask for Dan
73 Valiant, good cond. 225 stent six, $700
or B0 253-SK6

1177 Datsun B210 automatic 66,000 miles
AM/FM stereo 666-4188 or 549-2671 ext
236

1f73 Gutless 4 dr 84000 miles stereo well
maintained $1100 Ron 549-2666

For Sale 88 VW Sua engine runs good
body needs worfc $200 685-3082 J8yT>e

BELLYGRAMSii

Delivered by profeeelonal bellydencer
for nr>oet unusuel gift. Thereze, 253-7822

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL

Weet Yarmouth Seegull Beach duplex
r>ew(y redone two bedrooms each side
sleeps 4 includes all utilities 253 7436 $2560
Metnorial Day thru Labor Day

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertelnment Agency Inc.
Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 2S6-0739

Professionol DJs for lees $99 special
ends March 15. Book now t>efore price in-

crease 54^4406

M €r M Muaic Unlimited Professionel
DJs for ell occasions call Mike 546-5259

Jodi Leong. vocalist, £r Msrfc Bsszak,
pianist TOC Lounge, Fri., Sat., March 4 &
D

FOR RENT

Cape Cod Summer Seeeonal Rentale
W. YamxHJth & Dennie; 1, 2, 3, & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners h
save 617/52B«00 or 771 2233.

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari-
been, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-
tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext
Messachuaettes

General Office Help. Must type 50
wpm -- Worfc Study preferred. Call Jenny
at UPC 546-2892

Aleake Jobe sumnf>er/yeer round, eam
greet money in this opportunity rich state,
ie. eem $10,000-$12,000 on three month
nshing boet. Send for 1983 Employer
Listing srKl information packet covering all

industries $5.00 Lental Resesch dept
AA2114 setisfaction guaranteed

Programming Producer wanted for
cabie system ceil GPC: 546-2733

Cruise Ship Jobel Greet income potential,
all occupatiorM. For information cad:
902-837-3401 ext 833

Repreeentathre wanted for effective,
guaranteed scholarship location service.
Brief profile to DMR Group. 29 Mom-
ingside Drive. Westfiekl, MA 01066

Performers needed for weeknight recres-
tionprogrsms (musicians, mime, etc.) Val
6-6623 Sandra 2SfrO601

Reeldent kitchen maneger end eccoun-
tent Butterfield Co-op Kitchen fall of 83
and spring of 84 manager 40 hours @ M
per hour - acoountant 7 hours (g) 3.50 per
hour - both with room & board information
and applications at Butterfi«ld Kitchen Of-
fice - Butterfiekj Dorm applications due
March 18

Merch 12 aign-up FAC coffeeshop MW
9 10:00 12:15-1:15 TuTh 12:15-1:15
2:30-4:30 Fri 10-11:00 $20 roundtrip
refreshments sponsored by ASA 546-7066

PERSONALS

Write-in Jim Rnkie for SGA President

Look who supporta ua: Women's Disc
(Zulu), Men's Lacrosse, Wonwn's Swim,
MscKimmie. Women's and Men's Gym-
nastics, Men's Wrestling, Men's
Swim. Men's Water Polo, Emerson,
Women's Soccer, Men's Soccer, Cramp-
ton, Orchard Hill Area Gov't, Southwest
Exec. Council, Northeast Exec. Council,
Central Area Gov't Exec. Council, Men's
Rugby. Vote for Powers /Hegeler

I

Write-in "none of the ebove " for SGA
President TODAY I

BoBo Cr Erneat T.

You I - Kim
Happy Birthday I Love

Herr • Have a succeesful and happy yearl
Your Frau. Nifca

Don't conform to the ststus quo - Vote
Powers - Hegeler for SGA Co Presidents

FREE: 1 yeer oW (Sermen Shepard. good
hon>e onlyl Chariotte 323-6606

Eaatem Orthodox Preyer Service in
English is offered each Sunday at 530 PM;
for all interested in a full expression of the
Christien Faith in the Northampton area. A
coffee hour follows. Please call 586-4046
for more info.

SEND A FRIEND A GREEN
CARNATION

Send e friend or aomeone speciel
a green carnation for St. Patricks

Day. Names will printed in the
Collegian for pick up. A table will

t>e on Campus Center Concourse
beginning TODAY till Wed before
Spring Break. Surprise someone

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor
-english composition and grammar
reasonable rates 6-9289

ILLUSTRATIONS done for your papers
professional quality cal l 413-253-9648

Your typewriter or mine? I'm reliable and
accurate. $1/page Kitty 6-7302

TO SUBLET

Pert fum one bedroom ept in Cliffside
$286 wo inc. option on ieese 549-5689

TRAVEL

UMees Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stows. Ski club cepital of the Eaat.
Only $159 includes: transportation, hot
tub party, beer Er wine perties, 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes 6r gratuities & much,
much, more. For more info contact the
UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union

or ceN 54^3437

Reseercher needed vsriety of
sssignments good writing skills essentiai
good pay pieeee call 549-4756 if interested

INSTRUCTION

Kr>ow your cer. Besic Auto Mechenics
Workshop Classroom theory & shop.
Limited enrollment 2S3 2096

LAST CHANCE FOR FLORIDAII

R. Lauderdale or Deytona - March 18-27
hotel and round trip transportation from
$203 Andrea 6-9627

MLG Happy 22nd Birthday - Happiness
always buddy love LBS and EFS

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Diaaertations. Theses,
guaranteed acceptance,
5-0392, 584^7924

Cases, Pspers,
low rates, Nancy

FLORIDA by van 3/19-27 $148 round trip
wine/cheese accomodation info limited

S.S. Van Lines 617 724-8810

WANTED

RIDE NEEDED

Over Spring Break to Chicago Area drive
and pay Dan 253-5389

Ride wented to Syrecuee/Cortland for
weekend of 3/11. Pleese help. Bonnie
546«)74

LESBIAN fr GAY

FOR SALE

Kinks ConcertI 2 tickets Merch 31st
Worceeter Centrum good seets 5464419

IMi Horse Trsiler 700.00 call Nat at
5B4-2700 x440 price negotibete

21" Unhrega Gran Touriemo custom
bkryde ex. cothI. $250.00 firm

Termlnel ADDS 580 perfect for Cyt)er
numenc keyped, white on t>tack, 80 col cali

64781 Scott

FREE trained Lesbiam and Gay P^nt
Counseling and Referral 433 SU 546-2646

LOST

Keya on blue-clip keyring with worda La
Chateeu 546-8161

Loet - gokj breceiet, Bartlett Thompson
Hell sree. I reelly want it returned it

belonged to my mother. Reward 323 5900

Keys with burgundy leether compartnr>ent
keychain very important please call

546^5346

Couple needa ride to Weah DC aree
3/18 or 19 will share expenses! Flex on
deperture time. Call Kelley. 6-4207.

Ride needed to Penn: Stroughsburg or
surrounding area for spring break. Will
Share expenses. Cell Keli 6-8340

Qess rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant
Amherst, 256^710

Help $G0 rewerd for helping me by yot
parents unwanted second car 253 7189

Caah for your records, tapes 546^^
(esk for Jaromir/leayemoaingu)
Extra fine pair of used stereo speakers
500 dollar cash limit 527 5714

Drums $100 maximum spending price for
7-piece set wanted by end of March call
between 6 €r 9 PM 54» 1342

Recorda LPa Cash or Trade Dynemite
Records 584-1580

ROOMMATE WANTED
Need roomete in Brittany Manor Apt
for March, April, May, June lease call

253 3688 Brian Steve $135 will talk fin.

Femele wented for apertment in Cape
Cod $50 a week call 546-9617 or 546-9616

Roommate wented Belchertown Ctr
1S0-I- uti. no pets call 323-6606

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouee or Puffton
to rent from June on John 546-9139 Mike
546-9141

1 bedroom epertment for fell 1983 cali
Lori or debbie 546-7701

2 or 3 bedroom apartment wanted in
Puffton starting June through fall semester
cell Letty or Karen 546-7464

WRITE-IN

Write-in Stephen Devie for Campua
Center Board of (jovmors at large

I
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS

^ COHTKACT DKIDGE? ^

Minimum Cost, Maximum Enjoyment
Many Area Games

Each Week for Beginners

through Experts

549-5084, 584-4261, 1-538-7830

rn ACBL sanctioned ^
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: Nov* Irons

\
Will Troval

] boked on cost Iron with

\ choke of topplnoi
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$8.00

V,

with this coupon

j
10.50 with shampoo & Blow Dry

\ 11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry

I
Free Consultations

{
please call for an appoin merit

I
STYLES BY DEBORAH

j
65 UniversiTy Drive. Amherst

I 549 567(7
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EXPERT SAAD & VOLVO REPAIRS

i^ 10% OFF PARTS & LABOR
with This Coupon

Offer Endi Motch 3f, 1983

Rte. 116, Sunderland, Sunoco Station

665-7665
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UMass soars overURI in playoffwin
By JIM FLOYD

CWUgiMSUff

Ron Washington scored his first point of

the season last night, something indicative

of the way things went for the Minutemen
as they out shot, out rebounded, out

assisted, out blocked and. most im-

portantly^ outscored the University of

Rhode Island en route to a 91-74

whitewashing of the Rams.
When it rains it pours and. as UMass

rode the surf, the Rams floundered. The
Minutemen jumped out right away behind a

balanced attack by the starting five.

Horace Neysmith drew first blood with a

five foot turnaround after a nice feed from
Donald Russell, who returned to the

starting lineup for the first time in several

games due to back problems suffered in a

regular season clash with the Rams.
Horace Pappy" Owens, one of the

premier players in the Atlantic Ten. an
swered back a few seconds later with a

drive and the score was knotted at 2 2.

After Owens scored though, the
floodgates opened and the Minutemen took

off.

John Hempel was the next UMass player

in the scoreK»k when he buried one of his

patented th.ee pointers from deep in the

left corner. Hempel, who has taken over as

the leading scorer since Russell got hurt,

eventually finished the night with 18 points

to break Russell's freshnun scoring record

of 432 points by six points.

Hempel was followed by Edwin Green.

then Darryl Carter, then Green again and,
after a Rhode Island time out, Hempel hit

again before Owens hit one of two free

throws to end the Rhode Island scoring
drought with the score 13-3 in favor of

UMass.
Two blinks later the score had reached

18 3 on a Russell 15 footer and a Hempel
three point play (the old fashioned kind
where a player gets fouled and scores at the

same time).

Thus began a long first half for the Rams
as they tried desperately to claw back into

the game which was, after all, a do or die

playoff situation. But, by halftime, after

.some regrouping, the margin was 11 points

with UMass on top, 49 38.

The second half was a more of the-same
type deal. The Minutemen pushed their

lead up to the high teens and low 20's and
then Rhode Island would claw back to

almost within striking distance but never
quite close enough.

And as the clock ran down and the
regulars were sitting comfortably on the
bench, Washington entered the contest.

With 1:28 showing on the clock, a Ram
made the mistake of fouling the sharp
shooting senior and he calmly stepped to
the line and buried his first shot. He missed
the second but the crowd didn't care,

Washington got an ovation anyway.
It was Washington's first point and the

Minutemen's first step in the Atlantic Ten
playoffs. They now travel to the Spectrum
in Philadelphia to take on Rutgers
University Wednesday night.

Saying goodbye to four

years of hoop memories
By ELLIOTT KALB

r«u«gwii suff

rU miss the Cage. I already miss
Alumni Stadium. Fm a senior sports fan
who has spent the better part of the last

four years rooting for the Minutemen.
There were a lot of disappointments, but
also a lot of fun. The basketball team
never came close to a national cham
pionship. but winning isn't everything, is

it?

The basketball team won four less

games in four years (20) than St. John's
has won this year. Coach Pickett's football

team won more games in the 1979 1983
penod than the basketball team.

Commentary
All this means is that, as basketball

fans, we have had to settle for less as
undergraduates of the Julius Erving
University. The following are personal
memories which stand out.

* * *
Games at the Cage in '79 '80 being held

up due to the rudeness of certain dogs,
•lid in one case, a raccoon.

it it ir
Coach Ray Wilson — one of the nicest

men on campus — handling a difficult

situation. A team consisting of Pedro
deLa Cruz. Ty Nedd, and Jeff Bierly just

didn't match up with visiting talent like

John Pinooe, Alex Bradley, Kevin Troy,
Earl Belcher. Sam Clancy, and Carlton
Neverson.

if ir it

The recruitment and preseason buildup
over a center transfer from West
Virginia's College of the Ozarks named
Jim Mosier. Never have so few booed so
loudly for someone who committed tur-

novers at a dizzying rate.

it it it
High school All American Pat Ewing

from the Boston area narrowing his list of

possible colleges to 16, mcluding UMass.

it it it
Playboy Magazine picking UMass as

one of the worst Division I schools in the

country in 1960 81. You take natwnwide
publicity where you can get it.

it it it

The upset victory at home in December
1981 against Duquesne. That was UMass'
first conference victory (and first victory

over a Division I opponent) in over a year.

it it it
The three year career of center Edwin

Green. He was there in the ashes of a

once great hoop program, and is the

foundation of this rebuilding squad.

it if it
The development of John Hempel over

the course of the current season. He will

be the premier forward in the conference
soon, if he isn't ahready.

if it it
The play of the Minutemen at home

over the last six weeks. As Rutgers and
St. Joseph's found out after escaping the

Cage with narrow victories, the joke is

over. Duquesne. Rhode Island, and St.

Bonaventure came away empty handed,
beaten by a clearly superior team.

it it it

The Minutemen fans over the last four

years remember Jay Stewart, the
starting center in 1979. and Ron
Washington, who once was the starting

playmaker. They remember the class of

coach Wils<Mi. and the enthusiasm and
accessability of coach McLaughlin.
Minutemen fans will finally experience

a contending team over the next two
years. UMass hoop has indeed stayed the

course, and has turned the corner on bad
times. It wasn't so long ago that WMUA
was the only station to cover the
Minutemen.
A tremendous goodbye and good luck to

coach Mclaughlin and next year's squad.

There is no better bargain in the Pioneer
Valley than a basketball game at the

Cage.

For seniors, we will follow the

Minutemen through sketchy AP or UPI
reports. It will not b^ long till conference

championships and playoff bids come
Massachusetts' way.
So we didn't make the Final Four this

year. Ah. most of us couldn't afford the
plane fare to New Mexico anyway.

C«ll«CMii ptMto by JoIm DwwvtU
Senior ^ard Ron Washington readies himself to shoot a free throw.

Washin^on connected to up the UMass lead to 90-69 and notch his first
point of the season.

The Qirry Hicks fever

that engul£s the people
By DAVID B. MINER

CoUafMa sua

I read with some amusement the Col-

leffian articles written by my two col-

leagues Jim Floyd and Rich Nangle con-
cerning the famous or infamous 40
Minute Gang.
How one would classify this group,

heroes or bums is. as Casey Stengel once
said, a matter of choice. Myself. I kind of
get a chuckle frf>m their antics.

Commentary
Both Rich and Jim make valid points;

about the 40 Minute Gang.
There can be no question that in show-

ing their affection for their Team. My
Team. Our Team, the UMass Minutemen.
that some members of the 40 Minute
Gang allow their enthusiasm to carry
them to extremes.

There can be no question that UMass
basketball fans need to be re-educated,

the 40 Minute Gang included, not, as you
point out Jim. on how to get involved in a
game, but in how to deal with something
over which they have no control. The
Fever.

I thought that at 35 years of age, having
experience in the 1%7 Red Sox, the 1969
Mets, cock fights in Asia, the running of
the bulls in Spain, even horse racing at
Royal Ascot in England, that I was im-
mune to the fever, but, I found that I

wasn't.

I tried to put the blame on you, Jim (you
did write in one of your articles that in

order to ge a seat at Curry Hicks Cage,
one must get in line at least an hour early,

and I being a first semester student on
campus took that advice.

What is this mysterious malady which
causes an admittedly overweight, over
the hill nonjock whose main ambition in

life is to obtain a college degree to sit

down and think of reasons to skip his

evening classes in order to watch of all

things, college basketball?

Is it school spirit?

Is it a desire to lose one's self in the

midst of a crowd, to be able to let out a
primative scream to let it all out?

No, the answer is not quite that simple.

Jim, you may have touched on the cause
when you refered to the Curry Hicks
Cage as venerable.

Taking your advise to go early, I arrived

for the Rhode Island game at 6:1.5 and.

except for stadium personel. the Cage
was pretty well deserted.

Upon entering, I experienced a feeling

that only once before has overwhelmed
me. This feeling is hard to express in

words and I can only do so by comparing
this occasion with the previous happen-
ing.

At that time I was stationed in England
and stopped in, as tourists are apt to do,

to visit the buildings of Parliament in Lon-
don. The oldest part is what was once the

Throne Room for the rulers of England,
Westminster.

It, like Curry Hicks Cage is a plain,

unadorned, empty room. Empty except
for the presence. It was here that Nelson.

Churchill, Kings, Queens. Heads of State

were laid out in splendor. It was here that

Sir Thomas Moore roared out his defiance

to Henry VIII. Here is where 1000 years
of English history was lived. One can not
help but feel the presence, it's overpower-
ing.

Two steps into the Cage, I knew that

once again I was being cau^t up by a
force over which I had no control.

Curry Hicks Cage was and still is our
sense of history, our tradition of
greatness past, our hope of greatness yet
to come.
While the spirit of Westminster spurred

the people of England on to greater ef-

forts during the dark days of the Blitz

during WW II, so does the spirit of Curry
Hicks spur the residents of the University

of Massachusetts to greater efforts. This
is why there isstanding room only for

home games. This is why members of the

Minutemen feel up for games at the Cage.
Rich, Jim, there is no use blaming the 40

Minute Gang, they, like I and the 5000
others who crowd the venerable old place

have no control over our emotions once
we cross through the doors. You, like us
can only do one thing, enjoy the ex-

perience because seldom is one so

priviledged.

V
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Allen andAhem winby a landslide
Powers, Hegeler place 2nd,

voter turnout up from 1982
And the winners are ..

.

By JOHN O'CONNELL
and MARK WELCH

CWlagiMiSufr

Charlene Allen and Tom Ahem caputred
49 percent of a large voter turnout to win a
landslide victory over three opposing can-

didacies for the office of Student Govern-
ment Association (SGA) President.

Allen and Ahem received 2,371 out of a
total 4,838 votes cast, while runners-up
Siobhan Powers and Fran Hegeler took 30
percent, with 1,454 votes. David Groom
came in third with 521 votes and Ron Lipof
and Eric Mann got 237 votes, according to

Mindy Ordway, chair of the Governmental
Affairs Committee. Write-in candidate Jim
Finkle received 38 votes.

A referendum question on the General
Education Curriculum proposal received

more undecided votes than votes either

supporting or opposing the proposal. Only
1,409 students indicated they approve of

question blank.

"I'm psyched," said winning Trustee
candidate Charlene Allen when she learned
she and Ahem had won. "We're going to

get the chance to do a lot of things we
wanted to do for students."

"I've never won a presidency before,"
said Ahem. "I don't know what to say."

"I'd like to thank everybody who worked
on our campaign. We couldn't have done it

without them."
Ahem congratulated the other can-

didates on their effort and concern.

"We're going for a unified student body,
and we hofje the students support our
endeavors, ' said Allen.

After the election. Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate Speaker Sharon Davies of-

fered praise for the manner in which Elec-

tions Coordinator Mindy Ordway ran the
elections this year.

"I think Mindy did a wonderful job with
the elections." Davies said. "It's an ex-

the proposal, with 754 opposed to it, while tremely difficult job to pull off, because you
1.925 said they did not have enough infor- have lots of conflicting opinions."
mation to decide and almost 900 left the "I think that her experience from last

Charlene Allen

and

Tom Ahem
2,371 votes

Siobhian Powers, Fran Hegeler 1,454
Dave Groom 521
Ron Lipoff, Eric Mann 237
Jim Finkle (write in) 38

year really helped out with this year's elec-

tions," Davies said.

IMmout at this election with 4,838 votes
cast, was much higher than last year, when
4, 162 students cast ballots in the first elec-

tion and almost as many voted in a runoff
election. However, while last year's two
top vote-getters took only 32 percent of the
vote each, this year's top two candidacies

took 49 percent and 30 percent of the vote.

During their campaign. Allen and Ahem
encouraged the establishment of a bottle

and can redemption center in the Campus
Center and proposed that a monthly
newsletter be sent to all students. They
also support rent control and siiggested

possible changes in UMass bus scheduler.

None of the other candidates listed on
the ballot were available for comment
following the election results.

Dukakis asks $3.8 million
for library facade repairs

SAFA targets

for successful

Rep. Joseph Early. 0-Maas.. responds to qaestions Monday in his
Capitol Hill office from the Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA)
g^up, which is lobbying to preserve financial aid in Washinfton this
week.

conservatives

lobby efforts
example of why Reagan's needs test is

illogical.

Per.«ional testimonies are very important
to legislators. Quinn said. Legislators can
grasp the problem much more easily when
given specific examples, he said.

An aide to Carl Perkins, D Kentucky,
chairman of the House Educatmn and Labor
Committee, advocated passing out packets
of personal testimony documenting
students' financial troubles, to legi.slators

voting on aid programs. The aide. Alan
Lovesce. also told SAFA members that it is

important for the group to lobby
congressmen in districts other than their

own. Legislators often beUeve that this

shows that bbbyists are concerned for all

students, not just the ones in their districts,

he said.

Some legislators, however, have refused

to see SAFA members since no members
are from their district or state.

In another appointment. Mark Powden,
legislative assistant to Rep. James Jef-

fords. R Vermont, criticized the Reagan
administration for proposed increases in

Pell grants at the expense of other

programs.
"A common thing with all their programs

is that they combine two programs and
come up with a figure that's something less

(than the two amounts combined)," Powden
said.

By RICH NANGLE
CaltefiMSUff

(.'onservative legislators were the targets

of lobbying efforts yesterday by llniversity

of Massachusetts' Students Advocating
Financial As.sistance (SAFA).
Many SAFA members knocked on the

doors of congressmen who were likely to

support the Reagan administration's

proposed budget cuts. Not all of the efforts

were in vain.

SAFA president Jim Quinn said he

believed his group may have changed the

opinions of an aide to Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-

Nevada. Laxalt is a staunch conservative

who has consistently voted for Reagan's

programs.
Quinn said Barbara Burgess, Laxalt's

legislative assistant on education, told the

group she learned good arguments to relay

to the senator on funding priorities. SAFA
explain(>d to Burgess that moi'e funding for

work study programs is useless to college

students since there are not enough jobs to

go around even at the present level.

Burgess also told SAFA members she

was unaware that individual needs tests,

advocated by the Reagan administration,

did not take into account the number of

col lege-age children in a family.

Quinn told Burgess that there will be five

people in college from his family next year.

Burgess replied she believes that this is an

By JIM FINKLE
C«ll«ffiM SUIT

Two proposals pending in the state

legislature would allow the University of

Massachusetts to fully utilize the struc-

turally deficient Tower Library, riddled

with problems since its opening in 1973.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis last week re-

quested the state legislature to appropriate

$3,830,000 "for repairs and renovation to

the library building." according to the

governor's fiscal year 1984 capital outlay

recommendations

.

These funds would eventually be used to

remedy bricks spalling from the facade of

the Tower Library, according to UMass
Director of Planning H.J. Littlefield.

Spalling occurs when pieces of brick chip

from the facade, falling to the ground,

potentially upon pedestrians.

The University has already been ap-

propriated $2.5 million for "repairs and
renovations" on the Tower Library, Lit-

tlefield said.

Because replacing or repairing the

facade is a complicated process that needs

to be studied carefully before beginning

work, Littlefield said the administration

will concentrate on other renovations that

will make the building fully operational as

soon as possible.

Littlefield said the University must
repair thf building's elevators and erect a
covered walkway at the entrance level to

protect pedestrians from the spalling

bricks until the facade is repaired or replac-

ed.

The University has asked the state

legislature to change the wording in the

$2.5 million appropriation passed in 1980,

so improvements, such as erecting a
walkway, can be implemented.

Litueiieiu saiu iiie UMass adminstration,

trustees, state Board of Regents and local

legislators have been helpful in supporting

the wording change. However, the bill that

the change was attached to — the gover-

nor's supplemental appropriations — ran

into trouble in December and was not pass-

ed.

Stan Rosenberg, an aide to Sen. John
Olver, D-Amherst, said Olver is actively

working to pass the wording change.

He said the December defeat of the pro-

posal was not reflective of its content, but

was a victim of legislative intricacies "I

think it (the change) would be a non-

controversial item," Rosenberg said

He said that while he cannot predict

when the change will be considered by the

legislature it could be included in either the

governor's supplemental budget or the

governor's jobs bill — House 5000.

"There is not an imminent danger of los-

ing sections of brick veneer," Littlefield

said. "However, the spalling will continue

until we do something about the expansion

joints."

Expansion joints are designed to absorb

pressure when the building materials ex-

pand and contract due to weather condi-

tions. The mortar-filled expansion joints in

the building are not flexible enough to ab-

sorb that pressure.

"It's a situation where the cure might be

worse than the disease." Littlefield said.

"But, you've got to take more care than

that (in repairing the brick facade)."

Ul the $2.f) million appropriation, Lit-

tlefield estimated the University would use

$.5 million to hire a consultant to deter-

mine exactly how to solve the spalling pro-

blem.

"It's going to take time, testing, and
analysis before implementation," Lit-

tlefield said.

The library was constructed by Daniel

O'Connell and Sons Inc. of Holyoke from
designs by the architectural firm of

Edward Durell Stone and Associates. The
tower has been repeate<lly plagued with

problems originating from its brick facade.

Concern for the safety of the students,

employees, and the general public due to

falling brick chips forced the initial closing

of and the continued restricted access to

the tower. An independent engineering

consulting firm, Loomis and Loomis Inc..

was hired to review the building and
recommend ways to rectify the problem.

Their conclusions that serious problems ex-

isted led to the intiaJ closing.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Springfield plan to dump sewage into river

halted by EPA official for insufficient data
BOSTON — A request by the city of

Springfield to temporarily dump
wastewater into the Connecticut River will

require more examination, delaying the

plan until at least the fall, federal officials

said yesterday.

Paul Keough, the acting deputy regional

admmistrator for the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, said more time was
needed to study the city's request.

"We plan to have full public input into the

decision process," he said. "But we feel it

would be better to hold the session after all

possible alternatives have been thoroughly

reviewed."
Springfield officials had asked permission

to dump from eight to 10 million gallons of

combined waste and storm sewage daily

into the Connecticut while repairs are made
to its York Street pump station. The
repairs are believed to require about two
weeks to complete.
The city had asked for a quick decision,

saying that the work had to be completed
by April 1 to minimize any possible harm
the dumping could have on aquatic life.

OPEC ministers meet in London on prices;

failure to compromise could worsen world glut
Petroleum Exportmg Countries. The result

could mean lower energy prices worldwide.
Saudi Arabia and its Persian Gulf allies,

representing the biggest oil-producing bloc

in the world, have said they would reduce
their prices unilaterally if the full cartel

could not agree on a lower price. The gulf

nations produce about 40 percent of OPEC's
oU.

Humberto Calderon Berti, who shuttled

between the hotel suites of various OPEC
leaders Tuesday morning, said after all 13

members had met that only the question of

cutting prices had been discussed.

Calderon said a new benchmark price

between $28.50 and $30 a barrel, down from
a current $34. was the range discussed at

Tuesday's summit.

LONDON — A key Arab oil minister said

yesterday chances had dimmed that OPEC
could agree on a uniform price cut to avoid a

global price war. A series of meetings by

the cartel's leaders yielded no signs of

compromise.
Mana Saeed Oteiba. the oil chief of the

United Arab Emirates, told reporters

during a break in the talks that chances of

agreement were "not very good."

The cartel is under intense pressure to

cut prices for the first time in its 22 year

history because a world oil glut has reduced

its sales. lx>wer prices would be expected to

stimulate demand.
Failure to reach agreement in London

could trigger a series of price cuts by hard

pressed members of the Organization of

APLaMrplMto

Maine Department of Transportation employee Frank Waterman is

able to ^o about his job of keeping the highways clean due to the recent

rain falls which washed away the snow.

British lawmakers extend controversial anti-

terrorism act amid unexpected opposition
LONDON — The House of Commons has

voted to extend for a year the controversial

act which grants police special powers to

combat terrorism m Northern Ireland and
elsewhere.
Over opposition from the Labor Party,

legislators voted 217 to 129 Monday night to

renew the Prevention of Terrorism Act.
wKioK yvn% introduced in 1976. It was the

first time the Laborites have voted against

annual renewal of the act's anti-terrorist

powers, which were due to expire March
24.

The vtrte was taken after Home Secretary
William Whitelaw said the government

f»lans to propose new ant i terrorist

egislation in Parliament.
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Reagan orders evangelists to pulpits against

support ofpopular nuclear freeze movement
ORLANDO, Fla. - President Reagan

urged Christian evangelists yesterday to

use their pulpits to preach against a nuclear

weapons freeze and spread the message
that the Cnited States and the Soviet I'nion

are in a ".struggle between right and wrong,
good and evil."

Reagan's assault upon freeze advocates

and "'those who would place the I'nited

States in a position of military and moral
inferiority" followed by two hours the

House F'oreign Affairs Committee's formal
endorsement of a weapons freeze proposal.

The panel approved a freeze resolution

27 9 as an estimated .5.000 supporters

cheered outside the Capitol. A similar

measure, calling for a mutual, verifiable

halt in nuclear weapons production, failed

in the House last year by just two votes,

but sponsors are confident of passage this

time in the chamber. A stiffer test is ex

p^H-ted in the Senate.

Reagan branded the Soviet Union an
"evil empire" bent on aggression and
denounced totalitarian states as "the focus

of evil in the modern world."

and win
a trip to

Daytona
Beach.
Enter the Bump n Jump video
game championship on campus at

th* place and times listed below U
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tournament Dodge wiM tly you lo
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Singer Patty Larkin perforins in front of a crowd of people in the

Campus Center yesterday in conjunction with International Women'a
Day. She was sponsored by the GoYemor'a Program Council.

Women's Event celebration

a success over last year's

By CRIS SCHUSTER
C«ileffiMauff

Balloons flew and singers sang
yesterday as the two day Intemationiu
Women's Event at the University of

Massachusetts cante to a close.

The event, in honor of the International

Women's Day, was sponsored by the

DisHiTKuished Visitors Projfram, the Fine
Arts Council. Union Program Council, the

Undergraduate and Graduate Senate, and
the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA).
The event was an "exciting celebration"

with a lot of enthusiasm, said Tildy

Turchinetz, a staff member of SCERA.
"It was much more of a celebration than

a political event," she said. "Women
celebrating is a political event."

Turchinetz said some people involved in

the planning, said the event was like being

in Filene's Basement with all the ex

citement.

More than 1000 balloons stamped with

International Women's Day were given

away on the concourse as well as 150 T
shirts, she said.

"Over 2000 brochures were given away.
That's a lot of enthusiasm." she said.

beven movies were shown on Monday
as the first part of the event. Movies
included Mitruye and Nellie, Straight

Talk about Letbians, and Do Blande$
Have More Fun.
Two workshops were held yesterday

dealing with women's working conditions

in labor unions and women in the private
and public realm. One workshop. "Women
Fintfing Their Own Voice." was cancelled

because of a lack of organization, she said.

Turchinetz said this year's two dav
event was more successfulthan last year s

week long event for Internation Women's
Day.

Thousands of students participated.

"

she said. There was more celebration and
participation this year as a result of tables

and entertainment in the Campus Center
concourse sponsored by the event. The
event received much more attention from

the campus community than last year, she

said.

A martial arts demonstration by

Amherst Aikikai and Valley Women's
Martial Arts was also held in the con

course. New Harmony Sisterhood Band
and Patty Larkin performed yesterday

afternoon. The Phoebe Snow concert la.st

night at the Fine Arts Center concluded
the day long Internationa] Women's
event.

'Women still oppressed'

labor force speakers say
By ROBIN MANDEL

('•llvgiM Staff

The women's role in the labor industry
is substantially more oppressed than the

male's role, said Victoria Morris, one of

four women who particioated in a labor

force panel discussion for International

Women's Week yesterday.

Morris, member of the Mass. Coalition

of Battered Women's Movement, joined

Lee Ash, Myra Hindus and Karen Gerstel

to speak about the frustrations women
face as members of the American labor

force.

Today, women earn only 59 cents to a

man's dollar, said Lee Ash, member of the

Boston 9 5 women's organization.

"Before the turn of the century, clerical

work had been a male dominated job field.

Men were well respected and well paid

but by the beginning of the 20th century,

women started to try their hand at this

profession. Gradually, this male
dominated field, shifted to a female

dominated field," Ash said.

According to Ash, one out of every three

women in 1983 is doing clerical work,

representing more than 20 million women
in the world. As a result, 20 million

women are oppressed, she said.

women to take necessary, aggressive

steps to inform women about health

hazards such as migraine headaches,
cataracts, eye strain and risks to unborn
babies, said Hindus, representative of the

Western Massachusetts chapter of

Coalition of Labor . Union Women
(CCLUW).
Women must be informed and warned

about sexual discrimination, she said.

Morris, who did a study on Southern
textile women workers, said, "women
have been oppressed for many centuries.

According to author Louis McDonald's
book. Southern Mill's Hill, women in the

early 1900's were taught to learn with

silence. Men were able to crush women
with their dominance and women became
known for their Southern passivity."

Morris said her study, consisting of

interviews with mill women, examines the
frustrations that three specific women
have undergone during their lives.

According to Morris, Bertha Miller, one of

her case studies, was all of 11 years old

when she went to work.
"Bertha as well as all the other women

in the textile factories are subjected to

horrible health hazards. Bertha and her
colleagues had to learn to dip snuff

(tobacco) to keep the cotton dust out of

their throats," she said.

Administrators refuse

SGA election control
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Colleriui SUff

A letter signed by five of the seven Area
Government presidents was sent to

University of Massachusetts officials last

week requesting that the administration

assist in overseeing the Student Govern-

ment elections, citing a "documented

history of election improprieties.*^

However, both Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson and

Dean of Students William F. Field said they

would take no action on the letters, though

both said they had received and read it.

The letter asks that University ad

ministration members "assist the Student

Government Association in overseeing the

elections." However, Dean Field said, "I

don't think they really believed anything

was going to come out of that."

The SGA runs the election." Dean Field

said. "They didn't ask me to be involved

this year and I never volunteered."

Vice Chancellor Madson said that he had

not seriously considered the letter, either,

and that he was not concerned with the

election in general.

"I really count on Rany (Donant). as

director of student activities, to oversee

that," Madson said.

Randy Donant, Director of the Student

Activities Office (SAO), said he had not

received a copy of the letter, and he kept

with the usual policy of having SAO per

sonnel volunteer time at the ballot boxes to

make sure they stayed open in case student

volunteers did not show up.

The letter was signed by the five

Residential Area Government presidents

and was sent to the administration by

Southwest Area Government co-president

and SGA presidential candidate Fran

Hegeler, but it was written by Powers
Hegler campaign worker Dave McCarthy.

Asked to substantiate the "history of

election improprieties" mentioned in the

letter, McCarthy referred to ballot boxes

"found massively stuffed" in the 1980

election, and ballot boxes taken off campus
and possibly tampered with in the 1977

election. McCarthy would not elaborate on

these accounts, but said they were

"documented by Whitmore" in a "report on

the elections."

Elections coordinator Mindy Ordway said

she heard "nothing official" about ad-

ministration involvement.

"I'm the only official person recognized,"

she said.

7,000 arms freeze supporters

cheer resolution's passage

By PAUL BASKEN
CMfimmSutt

WASHINGTON - Mort? than 7.000

persons from nearly all 50 states, including

80 persons from Massachusetts. Hrst

Congressional District, yesterday brought
their message of support for a nuclear arms
freeze to Capitol Hill with a rally lobby day.

The day's events were highlighted by a

rally at noon on the west steps of the

Capitol where several legislators sup
porting the freeze promised their continued
work for it.

Sen. Alan Cranson. D Cahf.. the only

declared presidential candidate to address

the rally, reiterated his pledge of support

for the freeze and his plans to make it a

primary campaign issue in 1984.

"I run for the presidency of the United

States deeply committed to the belief that

we must end this nightmare." Cranston said

of the prospect for nuclear war.

Following Cranston. Rep. Jim I>ach. R
Iowa, walked to the podium with an an

nouncement that "ten minutes ago. the

House Foreign Affairs Committee voted 27

to 9 in favor of the freeze." After applause

for the vote, which sent the resolution to

the full House for a vote next week. Leach

described arms control as "far too im

portant a concern to be left to a few

politicians."

Before the rally. Rep. Edward J.

Markey. D Maiden, co sponsor of House

Joint Resolution 2. predicted passage of

that freeze resolution in both the committee
and the full House as a result of last

November's elections in which "it was a

very important issue in two to three dozen
races."

After passage of the freeze, a non-

binding "sense of the Congress" resolution,

Markey said a possible path for its

proponents to subsequently follow would be

to watch Defense Authorization bills in

which the funding for weapons is itemized

and "fenced." P'encing the spending

authorization would mean the funding for

an item would only be approbed if the

Soviet Union begins production of a .similar

item. Markey said. He rejected the

argument now offered by some freeze

opponents that verifiability in arms
agreements is unachievable, and instead

claims present technology allows such

verification from outside the Soviet I'nion.

During the lobbying period of the day.

persons from Massachusetts' First

Congressional District delivered more than
3,0<ro proxy forms signed by freeze sup
porters to their Congre.ssman, Rep. Silvio

0. Conte, R Pittsfield.

"These things were a cinch," to collect,

lobbyist Jana Catuccio said. "People were
signing them in droves."

"If anyone said we'd come within two
votes of passing the freeze (in the House
last year, 204 202), I'd have said 'no way.'

"

said Conte, who along with Markey in-

troduced the bill. "This time we'll win it.

We won it in the committee today and well
win it in the House."

Nuclear freeze opponents

gathered on Capitol Hill
By PAUL BASKEN

C«llntteaHufr

WASHINGTON - WhUe pro nuclear

freeze activists called for an end to the arms
race on the Capitol's west lawn,
Congressmen and others of the Coallition

for Peace Through Strength rallied for

increased weapons spending on its north
side.

'The bad news is we had to sit and
swallow all kinds of garbage this morning,"
said Rep. Mark Siljander, R Mich., wno
earlier in the day sat in opposition on the

House F'oreign Affairs Committee as it

passed the nuclear freeze resolution 27 to 9.

"The good news is that the people of this

country are not going to stand for it."

Siljander said.

A crowd of about 500 persons consisting

primarily of uniformed members of the

Veterans of Foreign Wars hstened for more
than an hour as several Congressmen.
Coalition members, and the Rev. Jerry

Falwell of the Moral Majority spoke against

the freeze resolution at their noon rally.

Many audience members held signs issued

by rally organizers which stated. "The
Soviet Union wants you — support a U.S.

nuclear freeze.' " and "Ask an Afghan
about Soviet peace."

Congressional members of the Coalition

for Peace Through Strength, a bi partisan

pro defense group, which has in the past

fought the ratification by the Senate of both

SALT treaties with the Soviet Union,

announced plans at the rally to re introduce

their 'Peace Through Strength

Resolution." which did not achieve passage

last year in Congress.

"History shows that weakness in the face

of expansionism always leads to war or

surrender," John M. Fisher, executive

chairman of the coalition, said explaining

the bill. "The American people won't buy
the freeze when they learn the facts.

Today, marks the beginning of that

educational process."
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New administrators

to help relations
By GREG BROWN

C'ollcffiui Staff

Two new administrative positions, created a year ago by
the Division of Housing Services, were filled this semester
in order to "build better relations between students and
staff in the residence halls," Joseph Zannini, Housing
Services director, said recently.

Assistant Director, Charles Durant. will supervise

residential education activities in Southwest, while Larry
Moneta will be assistant director of residential education
for the remainder of the campus.

Zannini said since his arrival in Sept. 1981. the Division

of Housing Services was formed as a combination of the

Office of Residential Life and the Housing Administration.

"These new positions are a part of that consolidation," he

said.

"Besides coordinating administrative tasks, the new
assistant directors will be supervising the residential

staffs, and trying to match staff programming to student

needs." Zannini said.

Moneta and Durant will also be in charge of residential

and judiciary activities and the integration of student

staffs with professional ones. Zannini said.

Moneta said that he wants to "redefine the purposes of

residential education, and try to complement physical

comfort with student growth."

Zannini said. "We have 364 RAs in the dorms, whose
j<^. we feel is to develop an environment to help students

reach their personal as well as academic goals."

The residential education directors will supervise the

student RAs. Zannini added.

GPC plans events
By MICHAEL HOTALING

l'oll*cMii ('«rr*«po«tf»at

Most Students are aware of the variety of entertainment

that Lakes place in the Campus ('enter. What they don't

realize is that many of these events are sponsored by the

Governor's ProRram Council (GP(')

"GPC sponsors a variety of entertainment in the Cam-
pus Center complex at mmimal or no cost to students.

"

Barbara Jean Curtis, GPC coordinator said.

Entertainment sponsored by GPC has included comedy
nights at the Blue Wall, the comic group "Slaphappy."
which performed on Metawampe Lawn, and mimes and
musicians who have performed in the lobby of the Student
Union.

A musical slide show, "I Saw the Wind," was co-

produced with the Hampden Student Center in Southwest
and was performed in the Student Union Ballr(K>m, at

Hampden, and at Worcester Dining Commons. Curtis said

she hopes to work with Bob Antil to produce events that

would be performed in two shows, one in the Blue Wall
and a second at Hampden, making the event available U^

all students Also being considered. Curtis said, is the

possibility of a comedy night at the back of the Hatch,
where students of all ages could attend.

GPC also sponsors the cable system which works with
the Union Video Council to present videotaped events in

the Student I 'ninn The cable system is available to groups
wanting to record events.

Curtis, who was formerly office manager at the Union
Program Council (UPC), said cooperation between the two
Recognized Student Organizations is ver>- goo<l. On March
29 they will be co sp<>nw)ring an Open Mike comedy con-

teat at the Blue Wall, to be judged by a representative of

the "Catch a Rising Star" com«iy nightclub in New York.
The wnnner will travel U) New York to perform at the rlub.

On April 5 three comedians from the New York club will

be here to perform at the Blue Wall.

Newslines...
Moment magazine editor

to speak on American Jews

Dr. Leonard Fein, editor-in-chief of MOMENT
magazine, an independent magazine of Jewish opinion, is

scheduled to speak on "American Jews and Israel," at 4

p.m. today in Room 804-08 of the ('ampus ('enter. He will

also speak at 7:30 tonight in Wnght Hall ('ommon Room
at Smith (Jollege.

Some Whilmore offices closed

for next three Thursdays

The Registrar's, Records and Transcripts Offices will be

closed tomorrow and the following Thursdays: March 17,

24. Any questions should be directed to Marion Markw*»ll

at the Registrar's office.

Former Gnomon Copy workers

open a new 'collective store'
By PAULA HOYT

Collefiu Staff

When Gnomon Copy Center in downtown Amherst

closed recently, six of the employees decided that the

town still needed their copy service, and that they needed

jobs.

Last week, those six workers opened a new shop in

Amherst, Collective Copies, to replace the service pro-

vided by Gnomon.
Gnomon copy workers went on a three-month strike

beginning in September, 1982. In the middle of January,

just after the strike had been settled, Gnomon Copy was

without a lease and was asked to shut down by the

landlord, said Carol MacColl, a former Gnomon employee

who is now a worker at Collective Copies.

The Gnomon workers had denianded wage increases

which they had not received in 20 months. MacColl said

the need for better health and safety conditions within

the shop was also an issue of the strike. The workers'

health insurance had lapsed, and at the onset of the

strike they had none, she said.

Between the beginning of the strike and the final settl-

ing negotiations, the landlord ordered the eviction. Ac-

cording to MacColl, the owners of Gnomon settled the

strike because of the eviction demanded as well as the

fact that Gnomon had been $20,000 in debt.

She said the onwers had hoped that after the strike had

been settled, the landlord would change his mind.

The six former Gnomon employees began their plans in

December to open the new collective shop.

"We decided Gnomon was a service that was still

necessary. We as workers had a good reputation and I

think we have brought that with us," said MacColl.

She said an article discussing plans for the shop

resulted in a number of people contacting them and offer-

ing donations. The $14,000 necesary to open was col-

lected within six weeks through personal loans.

"People were so generous and responsive. We got

enough money that we didn't have to go to banks," Mac-

Coll said.

Other funds were collected from people willing to pre-

pay for their copies at a 25 percent discount, MacColl

said.

Collective Copies is almost the same service that was
offered by Gnomon. A major difference, according to

MacColl, is that all six employees now share the manage-

ment and have equal say.

"There is no hierarchy, but before we were simply

employees and didn't have much to say about decisions,"

MacO>U said.

Gnomon was part of an eight-store Amnchise, with a

central office in Boston. Collective Copies is locally own-

ed, which MacColl said makes it easier for the customers.

"Now all the money stays in the community and charge

customers don't have to deal with paper work in

Boston," she said.

Two of the Collective Copies workers are employed

part time, the other four work full time. The shop is open

during late-night hours and seven days a week. The other

four former Gnomon workers have gone on to work
elsewhere, MacColl said.

MacColl said, after being open a week, that the new
shop seems to be headed toward being as good as

Gnomon copy.

"We've definitely had business. We're just starting

out, and like any business, it takes a while to build it up,"

she said.
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Duff gets reappointment

Collcffiui piMto b; Drew Opcr

It seems as if the world is flying by junior Marc Cajolet as he and his

bike are stationary, but the COINS major was taking a ride last Sunday
outside Amherst High School.

Graduate Senate discusses

South African conference
By SEAN CASEY
CclkcUa r<MT««|»aad**(

The University of Massachusetts
Graduate Student Senate discussed last

ni^ht the motion passed by the Senate two
weeks ago concerning University fiinding

for Prof. Robert Wilce's trip to the Sandy
Beach Ecosystem Congress conference

held in the Republic of South Africa.

The Senate passed on February 15 a mo-
tion which stated: "The University of

Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate is

opposed to the use of University funds to

finance academic and professional contacts

with the Republic of South Africa.

Georffe W. (!laxton. a senator from the

Anthropology Department, questioned the

possible precedent set by the Senate if it

passed a motion solely concerning research

done in South Africa.

"If we were to prepare a list of countries

that oppress their people. South Africa

would probably be low on our list when
compared to some other areas around the

world," Claxton said. "If we try to cut

ourselves off from areas that oppress its

people, we'd cut ourselves off from

everywhere," Claxton added.

Claxton said the Senate should rescind

the motion and come up with a new one or

provide exceptions to the motion, such as if

the research being done could not be done

anywhere else in the world.

Attending the Senate meeting to oppose

Claxton and applaud the senate on its

"positive action" in passing the motion was
Gleorge McKenzie, a member of the Third

World Caucus.

"Of course one could scan the globe to

find many areas of oppression, but the

situation in South Africa is unique,"

McKenzie said. "South Africa has done

more than any other nation to find holes in

the international attitudes toward it in

order to get people to do things with it to

increase its contact with the Western
World." McKenzie added.

Claxton added that "All research is

politically influenced, but can we impose

restrictions on where someone can do

research or who they can talk to?"

"It is one thing to speak about academic

freedom, but it is another thing to consider

how the information exchanged will be us-

ed by the regime governing South Africa,"

McKenzie said.

The senate finally decided to table all

discussion until its next meeting where the

motion will be discussed again and kept,

amended, or dropped.

By ANNE McCRORY
Collefian SUfl

Chancellor of Higher Education John B.

Duff was reappointed for a four year term
in a unanimous decision yesterday at the
Board of Regents meeting in Boston.

Duffs reappointment, effective April 1,

will be under the same terms as his present
contract, instituted in 1981 when he was
appointed by a search committee, said Neil
Harrington, assistant to the Chancellor.
The Chancellor's $65,000 salary is set by
statute and therefore will not change, he
said.

In other business, the regents
unanimously approved a new degree
program. Engineering Management, for

the llniversity of Massachusetts.
The 36 credit Master of Science program

will enable its students to "make a tran-

sition and learn other skills over and above
the technical skills they already have." said

Richard Giglio. acting dean of the School of

B^ngineering at UMass. who co developed
the curriculum with assistant professor of

industrial engineering Michael Burstein.

Approximately 30 to 40 students
"currently working in technical positions"

all over the state enrolled in the program
last fall in the industrial engineering

department, expecting the degree proposal

would be approved. Giglio said.

Courses in industrial psychology, in

dustrial logistics and economic decision

making, among others, compose the joint

curriculum of the engineering, psychology

and business departments, mainly taught
by correspondence through video taped
lectures and by professors who held

telephone office hours. Students convene on
the Amherst campus for "two intensive

days to deal with open ended issues." Giglio

said.

Giglio said the degree program proposal

was a result of a recommendation by the
Advisory Board for the School of

Engineering, which cited the need for such
a program in industry.

The regents also discussed briefly

proposed minimum admissions standards.
The Chancellor gave a brief overview of the
matter, noting the "media tension"

surroQnding the controversy, said regents
spokeswoman F]stelle Shanley.

Board of Regents Chair James Martin
called Governor Michael S. Dukakis'
proposed higher education budget "ex
cellent" in a presentation given by vice
chancellor of Fiscal Affairs and
Management Joseph Finnegan.

In other action, the regents approved a
degree change from medical technology to
clinical science at the University of Lowell.
Harrington said. Roger A. Van Winkle was
appointed the new president of
Massachusetts Bay Community College.
David Bartley was reappointed president of
Holyoke Community College and a salary
adjustment for I.,eonard C<»llamore at

Springfield Technical Community College
was also passed, he said.

Attempted suicide fails
By LAURIE FISHER

C«UagMaSUir

A man who attempted to hang himself in

an Amherst Police Department jail cell

Saturday night checked himself out at 9:50

p.m. Monday of Cooley Dickinson Hospital

against medical advice.

The man. in his mid thirties, allegedly

attempted suicide by hanging himself with

his shirt after being taken into protective

custody late Saturday night for suspicion of

drunkeness. police said.

After routine booking he was signed into a

ceil monitored by video camera and 10

minutes later was found uncon.scious

hanging from the cell door. He was revived

by two on duty officers at the station and

taken to the Cooley Dickinson Hospital by

the Amherst Fire Department ambulance.

The television monitor in the cell was in

operation at the time, although the officer

on duty was busy with phone calls and other

matters during the 10 minute period, pohce

said.

"There was nothing but the highest

performances from the offkers on duty, I

must commend the two who revived the

man for staying so calm and acting so

quickly." Pohce Chief Donald Maia said

yesterday.

Maia said he was very surprised to learn

of the man's discharge Monday evening

because Monday at noon he received a call

from the hospital indicating the man was in

critical condition.

Police have requested a routine check

into the circumstances by District Attorney
Matthew Ryan.

The last attempted hanging incident in

the Amherst jail occurred in December.
1979 when a UMass student failed a suicide

attempt and was revived by the desk
sergeant.

DIWIK SPEIIIHS

Boyden Bowl

FREE DOWLING
Clip this ad for one free game

(when you bowl one game at $ 1 oo reguleo* price)

Good Friday and Saturday Only
Boyden Ten-Pin Lanes (at Boyden Basement)

One free game F)er customer only
exp. 4/ 1 7/83

•r.

f
or

fri

n»'

TOI»,f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor •Campus Center • UMass

-•

I

I

I

Open Bowling:
Mon-Fri 4-10:30 pm Sat 1-7:30 pm

Union Video Center Presents:

BILL VIOLA
Video Artist

A Two-Day Residency

Thursday, March 10, 8:00 pm:
"An Evening with Bill Viola"

An Exhibition of the Artist's Works
in the Cape Cod Lounge

Friday, March 11, 2:00 pm
"Master Class by Bill Viola"

A Hands-on Participation Workshop
in the Commuter Lounge

For more call UVC 545-1336
SDonsored bv UMass Arts Council
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By ROBERTA RUBIN
CoUepan CorreapomicBt

Robert W. Tucker, professor of political

science at John Hopkins University said

that since containment policies concerning
communist nations had been adopted by the

United States, the nation has been unhappy
and there has been a constant search for

alternative methods.
Addressing a capacity audience last week

in the Converse Red Room at Amherst
College, Tucker states that containment is

the subject of much criticism because it is

too demanding on the country's resources
and it condemns countries to be in per-

manent defensive positions. However, the
Reagan administration's foreign policy to

date is far more moderate in action than it

had been credited for. For example, Tucker
said, America's behavior towards Eastern
Europe has been marked by caution and not
by risky behavior.

Even though he said there are no ap-

parent risks with containment. Tucker
stated that the alternatives are discussed in

the Reagan administration because of

America's need to appease domestic allies

who are unhappy with their own and
American pohcies.

There are three alternatives to con
tainment according to Tucker. The first one
is confrontation, which is for America to

have a showdown with the Soviet Union in

order to resolve the conflict. However,
Tucker said, this could be a great risk, and
a prelude to war and mass destruction.

Another alternative seeks victory through

accommodation and compromise. However,
there must be some kind of equality in

volved in this option or the countries will

immediately go back into conflict. Tucker

said.

The third and the best alternative ac

cording to Tucker is withdrawal. This

suggests that one of the countries will

eventually weary of the conflict and will

withdraw. Withdrawal, he said, can either

be done to displace conflict or it can be done

in order to evoke into existence a new
political world.

The consequences of withdrawal, Tucker

said, would be the United States becoming

a distant second military power and the rise

of Soviet influence.

Tucker feels the post war order is in

separable from the order of containment

but he also feels that the wars occurring in

the last 35 years have not been too

destructive. Tucker said the Reagan ad

ministration's efforts on improving

American defense has had a positive impact

on the future of the world economy and on
the world's view of America.

Joel Priestley, a senior interior design major, carefully shapes his

wax fifure sculpture which is to be cast in bronze yesterday at the

FoundrK Metal Sculpture studio.
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Record must be
set straight
Last semester a four part editorial appeared in the

Collegian which attempted to outline the problems
facing the Student Government Association at the

University of Massachusetts and suggested reforms to ad-

dress the problems. Yet in suggesting their reforms, the

authors straddled the very fine line between fair and open
discussion and questionable journalistic practices.

The series itself contributed to a healthy discussion

regarding the accountability of our elected student

leaders. Arrogance of power, misuse of official positions

Kevin Bowe
to further private interests or misrepresentation of the

will of a majority, points brought out in the series, are
often symptoms of a sick democracy. It is the responsibili-

ty of all citizens to expose this disease at all levels; be it the

U.S. Congress, the Massachusetts Legislature or the

UMass Student Government.
However, this series went far beyond the realm of ex-

posing bad government and suggesting how to make it

better. The authors, Dave McCarthy (the principal writer),

Rodman Snelling and Craig SherwtKxi, used half truths,

emotional appeals and deception to present their case that

the SGA was not serving the students. Hardley the tactics

people interested in the principles of good government
would use.

The most disturbing aspect of the series was their plan

to reorganize the SGA. On at least three occasions the

authors explained the reorganization plan was their plan

to "return student government back to the students." Ap-
parently this was not the case. Many of the reforms posed
by the authors were, in fact, suggestions made by UMass
administrators several years ago. The suggestions of

Mr. McCarthy and a memo written by Dean of Students

William F^ield are remarkably amsistent.

In fact one could theorize that, after examining the two
pieces, someone got lazy and decided to slightly alter

sentences from the Field memo and used it in the editorial.

For example, in addressing the funding of the artistic

programs on campus, the Field memo stated: "artistic

endeavors without having to demonstrate that their ex-

hibit or play is more important than weekend bus service

or child care."

The editorial, on the same subject matter, states "ar-

tistic endeavors without having to demonstrate that art is

more important than child care or weekend bus service."

The memo: "The users, supporters, and technical ex-

perts from the entire community should be represented in

the budget development and service prognuns." (In

regards to funding the transit system)

The editorial stated: "This fee (the transit fee) . . . would

be overseen by a board of users, supporters and technical

experts from the entire community."
Other examples abound.

It has been the policy ef the Collegian in the past, and it

continues to be the policy, that all sources of information a

reporter or columnist uses must be attributed to the pro-

per sources.

The right of free and open expression brings with it a

responsibility to be fair and honest. When a breach of this

responsibility is committed, the record must be set

straight.

Kerrin Bowe is the Collegian Editor-in-Chief
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South Africa lacks academic freedom
(Editor's note: This is thefirst ofa tuH) part senes whieh

teiU examine the problems surrounding the ongoing debate

between those who advocate academif freedtrm x^ermis those

who oppose apartheid South Africa. Mr. Nkomo is

originally from South Africa.)

The devastating social diseaj;e of South African ra-

cism has been reassured and accorded dignity by

the company of external academics who claim that

to be scientific is to be socially neutral and to be

disinterested in political affairs. U.S. academics who are

invited to South Africa invoke academic freedom as

justification for entering this country much to the pleasure

of S. Africa where respect for this principle is non-

existent. In the current debate taking place at the univer-

sity, the claim by .such academics is either a case of naivete

Mokubung Nkomo
or sheer duplicity. Academic freedom in apartheid S.

Africa is a hoax and a contradiction in terms. How is this

so, the airious might ask?

Educational segregation in S. Africa is mandated by law

from elementary through the university level. In the latter

case, universities are differentiated according to race and
ethnicity. There are universities for the Afrikaans-

speaking population, for the English speaking population,

for the Asian population, for the "(Jolored" population

and for Africans. African universities are further sub-

divided into ethnic categories. White blacks (Africans,

Asians & "Coloreds ') constitute 84 percent of the popula-

tion, only 25 percent attend wiiversities. Twelve percent

of these are Africans who constitute 72 percent of the

population. On the other hand, whites who constitute 16

percent of the population have 76 percent representation

in university enrollment. A white child, chosen randomly,

has a chance that is 100 times greater to be admitted to a

university than a black chiW. On the average, the govern-

ment spends ten times more on the education of each

white child than on the black child. Blacks are prevented

by law from attending any university of their choice

without ministerial permission, which is seldom granted.

The black ethnic universities do not have such depart-

ments as engineering, architecture, astronomy and

physics. They do not have adequate financial support as

state instutitions to acquire necessary equipment, con-

struction of essential facilities, and/or grants to engage in

advanced research projects in such areas as botany,

technology or coasUad ecosystems. If a black student

desires to pursue studies in these areas, he or she must ob-

tain ministerial permission. As a result there are extreme

ly few blacks who have been trained, can teach, do
research, and share their findings at international con-

gresses that deal with certain specific scientific areas.

They are not there because of lack of ability, but by

deliberate policy design. The consequence has Ijeen the

denial of intellectual development and creativity.

It is for this reason that many universities and individual

academics abroad who cherish the principle of academic

fn-edom — i.e. thought and expression — have

demonstrated their opposition to the deleterious effects

that apartheid "higher" education has on blacks. One ex-

ample is thai in 1980, the British Association of University

Teachers, with a 31,000 membership, strengthened its

academic boycott of S. Africa by cutting all of the renmin-

ing academic links between British and S. African univer-

sities. They observed that all higher education in S. Africa

is based on the criminal policy of apartheid. Other such

resolutions have been adopted in many parts of the world

since. These actions along with many others elsewhere,

are consistent with the United Nations declaration that

"apartheid is a crime against humanity."

The U.N. has al.so called for the imposition of com-

prehensive sanctions against S. Africa in support of the

struggle for democracy and the restitution of fundamental

human rights.

Here at the university we are presently enveloped in a

debate over the case of a dispassionate scholar, who
recently travelled to S. Africa to share his research fin-

dings and enhance communication with his colleagries at

an international congresaw To him, the social and political

contest is of no significanee. We are inevitably confronted

with that sacred principle of acadenuc freedom. Yes. and

truly, don't we all cherish this principle? But let us pauae

for a moment, before we plunge over the brink. Academic

freedom is not to be understood in isolation from other

broader demwratic and human freedoms. It is a product,

a dynamic part, simbiotically related to the oth«r

freedoms. As such, it is both indivisible and inseparable

from the others. Understood in this broad framework,

academic freedom must be interpreted, logically, to mean
among other things, the defense of social, political and

personal freedom outside as well as inside this university,

within the U.S. and abroad. This is even more important

when academic freedom is coupled with its sibling,

academic democracy.

Tomorrow the discussion will focus on the inadvisibility

of professional academic exchanges with racist S. African!

institutions.

Mokubung Nkomo is a UMass student

Letters

Cartoonist clarifies strip

To the Editor:

I am writing to respond to some of the problems that

have been brought to my attention concerning my After

The Fall comic strip of March fourth.

It has been pointed out to me that many of the organiza-

tions which I appeared to be treating so lightly have work-

ed long and hard to reach their present strengths, and are

still struggling to be accepted and listented to. It was not

my intention to suggest that these organizations are

discriminators in their acceptance of new members, or

that they should not be taken seriously. I would never in-

tentionally try to work against gay or Jewish organiza-

tions, or against any of the other groups implied in the

strip.

However, I am aware that by making the point of the

strip vague, I made it possible for people to interpret it in

ways that were quite different than what I had in mind. In

failing to give careful consideration to possible interpreta-

tions, I made a great mistake. For this I apologize.

For the record, the point that I was trying to make (in a

very unserious way) was that a straight male WASP must

make his own way in the leftist political scene, and if he

isn't very serious and dedicated, he may as well give it up.

R. Miller

Amhcrat

Debate team seeks coverage

To the Editor:

Isn't UMass supposed to be an institution for higher

education? How is it that all activities and events that oc-

cur at our university, and that concern our university, are

reported in the Collegian, except one of the most directly

related educational activities — debate?

It seems to me that if UMass wants to live up to its name
of being an instution for higher education, then. we. as

students, should be informed of those events which fur-

ther promote this notion.

Karen E. Fovargue
Southwest
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at the University of Rhode Island
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BMCP confronts

slot cancellations
By JENNIFER HARDY

Collcfiui Suff

Presently the Black Mass Communication Project
(BMCP) has been undergoing problems that have resulteci
in the rescinding of two radio slots formerly programmed
by BMCP, said Lezlie Harrison.
The two slots totalling six hours were popular among

the campus audience said Harrison. The conflict started
last semester but became heated this semester shortly
after the election of a new program director for WMUA,
said Harrison the acting Third World Coordinator.
Harrison said that BMCP and Concepto Latino elects a

Third World coordinator for WMUA. The Third Worid
Coordinator is to meet with the program director of
WMUA and the Women's Affairs Director to do a master
schedule for WMUA. WMUA's air time consists of 160
hours a week and 60 of those hours are presently allocated
to BMCP.
"The Program Director never sat down with the Third

World Coordinator or the Women's Affairs Director to

make the schedule, violating the constitutions of WMUA,"
said Harrison. The Third Worid Coordinator at the time of
this mishap was Ken Johnston, who no longer is a student
at UMass.

Harrison, the acting Third World Coordinator who was
appointed by the BMCP board, said she decided that it was
tune to have a meeting. The meeting would be between
herself, the Program Director and the Women's Affairs
Director to finally make up the master schedule for

WMUA.
Harrison said at the meeting that instead of nmking up a

schedule the Program Director had one in her possession
already completed. "She did this without consulting
anyone," said Harrison.

Harrison said at this point she looked at the schedule
and saw that the Monday morning wake up and the Friday
morning wake up had been removed from BMCP D.J.'s

and given to other D.J.'s of WMUA.
"It is possible that the Thursday afternoon drive will be

taken away also," said Harrison. Harrison said she then
presented the problem to the BMCP General Body
Members who rejected the proposal of the Program Direc-

tor to give the airtime to someone else.

During all this conflict a Third World Coordinator was
elected and Harrison was released as acting Third Worid
Coordinator.

Harrison said the Program Director said she decided to

put someone else in the two slots who she was familiar

with at the station and who had put in a lot of hours there.

Harrison said the Program Director's basic argument in

her personal opinion was that BMCP was not doing its

part in programming Black Music.

"The Program Director doesn't understand the role of

BMCP with the station." said Harrison. Harrison said the
Program Director doesn't know all the conflict it has
taken to get the hours BMCP has gotten. Thursday there

will be a WMUA meeting in the Campus Center room 1 12
and hopefully the problems will be summed said Harrison.

Grenada's liberation

day commemorated
To commemorate the fourth anniversary of the people's

revolution in Grenada, the Amherst chapter of the U.S.

-Grenada Friendship Society plans a day of celebration.

Activities planned for this occassion include a film presen-

tation and slide show to be held in room 172-175 Campus
Center, on the University of Massachusetts campus in

Amherst. The film to be shown is the highly acclaimed

Nobody's Backyard, a documentary on the struggles in

Grenada and the Caribbean Basin for poltical and

economic independence. The Friendship Society plans two

showings of the film and slide show, one at 2:00 in the

afternoon, the other at 7:00 in the evening on Sunday,

March 13. 1983

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON GRENADA

On March 13, 1979 the people of Grenada joined

together in a revolutionary action which ousted the 28

year Eric Gairy dictatorship and resulted in the formation

of the F'eoples Revolutionary (Government. This new
government was founded on the principles of popular

democracy and self-sufficiency rather than de{H'ndency,

and as such serves as a symbol to other interests, mainly

United States business and government defense.

The reason for this is that Grenada's revolution marked

a turning point in Caribbean politics. It is the first English

speaking Caribbean island to revolt and set up an alter-

native form of government which takes the political pt)wer

out of the hands of a small elite, and puts it into the hands

of the people.

Investigation begun after shooting
HOLYOKE. Mass. (AP) — Police began an investigation

Tuesday into the wounding of a Hoiyoke man by a
patrolman outside a liquor store.

Hoiyoke Police Chief Harold Skelton alleged that the
injured man, Roberto Perez, 25, had pulled a gun on
Patrolman Gary Bennett. Bennett shot Perez at about
10:30 p.m. Monday.
Bennett, a 5 year veteran, was reassigned according to

department policy to work inside the police station pending
results of the investigatwn, Skelton said.

Perez remained in the intensive care unit of Hoiyoke
Hospital on Tuesday. Skelton .said Perez suffered a gun
shot wound to a lower thigh.

Skelton said Bennett shot Perez when Perez and another
man began to flee after being stopped for questioning

outside Conway Package Store. Bennett had rc>sponded to
the area after police received a report of gunshots.

In fleeing, Perez pulled out a handgun. Skelton con-

tended and a .22 caliber handgun was recovered from
Perez.

Skelton said the investigation had not determined
whether Perez' handgun had been fired. Skelton also

refused to say whether Perez had pointed the gun at

Bennett.
Perez was charged with assault with a dangerous

weapon — a handgun, illegal possession of ammunition and
possession of a handgun without a firearms identification

card, Skelton said.

Raul Jiminez, 23. and Angel Oquendo, 17, both of
Hoiyoke, were arrested at the scene and charged with
disorderly conduct. Skelton said.

Washington's Chicago victory represents

qualitative difference in national black voting

By DR. MANNING MARABLE
"FrMi tW CrMiriiU"

Harold Washington's "upset" victory in last month's
Chicago Democratic mayoral primary represents
something qualitatively different in national black politics.

Until recent years, black voter participatk>n in Chicago
was exceptionally k>w. Out of 950.000 eligible black voters,

less than 400.000 were regi.stered as late as three years
ago. Of these registered vters. participation rates of only

22 to 35 percent were customary. Other than Allan

Streeter (17th Ward) and Danny Davis (29th Ward), the
majority of black Aldermen repeatedly vote in favor of the

machine against the black community's economic and
political interests. Latino electoral politics are even more
tightly controlled than for blacks. Two of the city's major
Latino officeholders. State Representative Joseph Barrios

and Alderman Joseph Martinez, are both the "chents" of

Democratic machine boss Thomas Keane.

Even when blacks have exercised the ballot to attack the

machine, their efforts have been betrayed. In the 1979

primary, 63 percent of the black vote went to underdog
Jane Byrne, a protege of former mayor Richard Daley, in

her successful effort to unseat the regular Democratic

mayoral candidate Michael A. Bilandic. Byrne immediately

repaid her black supporters by supporting a Republican

sponsored bill which increased mass transit fares. She

refused to negotiate with striking city transit workers
unions, both directed by blacks: in 1979 she by-passed a

black deputy superintendent of public schools. Dr.

Manfred Byrd, and appointed his white subordinate to the

superintendent's post. Byrne effectively alienated black

middle class constituents by failing to advance black

professionals into middle level bureaucratic posts, and by

alloting a miniscule number of the city's lucrative contracts

to black entrepreneurs. Under both Bilandic and Byrne,

the general economic conditions for Chicago's black

working class and the poor reached crisis levels. According
to the Mayor's Office of Employment and Training, by 1980

over 350.000 children and 300.000 adults were public aid

recipients. Over 100.000 Chicagoans were officially listed

as unemployed. Another 510.000 nonwhites were
described by the Chicago Reporter as being "permanently
trapped in poverty." Byrne's response to the flight of

manufacturing firms from the city was to embrace
Reaganomics. In late 1982 she bragged to reporters. "How
do you lure bu.sines.s?...! would like it to clearly show that

we are lowering taxes. We just reduced the tax for next

year by 22 million, and the head tax by eight million."

Still another omnipresent factor in Chicago politics is the

repressive and "interventionist" character of the pohce
force. F^arly in her term of office. Byrne infuriated blacks

by skipping over Sam Nolan, a black assistant police chief,

in favor of naming a white reactionary, Richard J.

Brzeczek, as police chief. Throughout 1981 and 1982 a

series of blatant police attacks escalated across the black

community. Perhaps the worst in.'5iances m police ))rutality

occurred in the aftermath of the February 9, 1982 shooting

of two white patrolmen by two blacks. For several weeks,
the police made hundreds of illegal house to- house sear-

ches within the black community, physically and verbally

abusing residents, and randomly destroying blacks'

personal property. On February 25. a 45 year old black
paraplegic. Frederick Kemp. Sr.. was shot in the chest by
a white policeman under at best questionable cir-

cunistances. Despite innumerable citizen protests. Byrne
consi.stently praised the brutal actions of the police force.

The "favor" was returned this year when police chief

Brzeczek did an unprecedented commercial endorsing
Byrne's reelectk)n bid.

By 1981. two political factors had been clearly

established: that without critical black support. Byrne was
clearly vulnerable, and that the son of (^hk-ago's former
political boss. State's Attorney Richard M. Daley, would
run again.st her. A series of surprising events, however,
catapulted Washington into the mayoraJ race. Washington
had served as state repre.sentative from 1965 to 1977. and
as state senator from 1977 to 1981, representing the South
Side's 26th District. Washington's reputation as an anti-

machine maverick began in 1972 when he led a walkout
when then Vice President Spiro T. Agnew addres.sed the
Illinois State Legislature. In November, 1980, Washington
defeated a powerful black machine candidate. Bennett M.
Stewart, in the first Congressional district on Chicago's
South Side. Massive voter registration campaigns in-

creased the total number of Chicago's black voters from
400.000 to almost 600.000 in two vears.

Conventional political wisdom first had it that
Washington was a "spoiler" who would simply split the
antiByrne vote. When it became apparent that un
precedented numbers of black voters would turn out. and
that the Congressman was running a close second to Byrne
in public opinion polls, the incumbent desperately altered
her tactics. Byrne elevated a black attorney. Earl L. Neal,
to the board of the Chicago Housing .Authority. On
December 23, the mayor ordered city work crews to take
down iron gates which segregated a white enclave.

Canaryville, from the mostly black Fuller Park in the
crucial 11th Ward. Byrne boldly visited several black

churches on the South Side, declaring that she had not

"written off the black community." On primary election

day, February 22, it was clear that Byrne's strategy had
failed, despite the efforts of black machine political

operatives and poll watchers who tried to intimidate black
and Latino voters. Washington rtn-eived about 420,000
votes or about 36.5 percent of the mayoral vote (compared
to Byrne's 33.8 percent and Daley's 29.9 percent) out of

about 1.25 million total votes cast. "By this vote,"

Washington delcared in his dawn victory speech, "the

Democratic Party has been returned to the people. We
shall have an open and fair government in which all people

of all colors, races and creeds are treated fairly, equally

and equitably." The most powerful and probably the most
corrupt political machine in modern American history had
been defeated.
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AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that you*re part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A mcsiber of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-

tion. It indicates you*re on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you*re a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part oJF

YOUR future? From the day you're commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.

AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY
OF LIFE

For Mora DtCalto CaH Sandy Prtoa

(203) 229-9641

Freshman & SophnK>rat Call Capt. PmkaN

(413) 646-2137 A Play by David Rudkin
Frank Prantica Rand Thaatar

Univaraity of Maaaachuaatta Fina Arta Cantar
March 9-12, 1983, 8:00 pm
Raaarvationa: 646-3611

YOU CAN STILL SUBSCRIBE TO ALL THREE RAND THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
ASHES. THE COMEDY OF ERRORS. AND COMPANY

Arts Attention Arts Writers:
There will be a mandatory meeting for all arts reporters to discuss the

up-coming issue of the Other Voice on Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the newsroom.

*te5

The villain entertains
THE VILLAINS STILL
PURSUE ME
Monday, March 7

Fine Arts Center

By ELAINE SENAY
CoUcciaa SUff

Vincent Price enchanted a receptive
audience in the Fine Arts Center last night
with "The Villians Still Pursue Me, a

lecture sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program. His genuine interest in

the stereotyped villian role that he plays so

often gave the entire lecture credibility and
heightened the audience's enjoyment. Price
reminisced about the roles he has played
and how they relate to villainy. But he
returned again and again to the notion that

his decision to take parts as a villain marked
a turning point in his career.

Price never tried to minimize this fact

during the lecture. Playing villains was the
reason for his success. He said everyone in

Hollywood is typecast; this is what makes
actors famous. Price went on to delight the

audience with his declaration, "I want to

assure you that I am very famous."

Price then began to seriously lecture

about villainy. The only thing that I could

possibly slight him for at this point was his

occasional tendency to dwell too long on a

story or stray off on a tangent. But I could

see that he really loves to talk, especially

about villains. I guess he just wanted to

give a complete picture of what a villain is

all about across to the audience.

Price drew on the reflections and

knowledge of other great villains. He
mentioned Basil Rathbone. who is best

known for his appearance in the series of

Sherlock Holmes movies, but is not

recognized today as a villain. Price said that

Rathbone wrote in his autobiography that

the audience really sympathizes with the
villain. Usually the villain is more real than
the hero and seems more like you or I. At
the end of the story, he is someone who
failed just as you or I sometimes«do in our
lives.

In outlining the purpose of the villain.

Price showed that the role requires more
thought than playing a hero. The villain

must keep up the suspense in order to keep
the audience guessing. Also, he must
maintain a conflict between good and evil.

Thus, your typical villain actually has more
facets to his character than your average
hero.

Aristotle believed that the ideal villain

should have some specific characteristics

and a certain appearance, said Price. The
villain whom Price portrayed in Dragon-
wyck. Nicholas Von Rhyne, is the villain

who best illustrates Aristotles' ideal. Von
Rhyne is well educated, handsome,
charming, and wealthy. But the ideal villain

has an added dimension to his character. In

Dragonwyck, Von Rhyne cannot tolerate a

wife who is second rate in his opinion and
he can't stand anything second rate. So. his

poor wife gets bumped-off by eating cake
that has a deadly frosting. Too bad.

Throughout the lecture. Price related

with relish the various unpleasant

characters he has played or read about over
the years. He knows human nature and all

of the fears and phobias. He definitely

knows what scares us and I left the lecture

feeling that the art of villainy is well-

preserved in the hands of its roaster.

Vincent Prica.

Vincent Price gives a "villainous" performance at the FAC, Monday
ni^t.

Hunterwimps out

A DeadHead confesses
ROBERT HUNTER
Hangar One, Hadley
Thursday, March 3

By PETER WISSOKER
C«il«trMa Stair

It seems like most folksingers today

sound pretty much alike. They all have a
certain jot de fv and a critical but witty

outlook on life. Robert Hunter is no excep-

tion. He d<»es. however, have a certain

romanticism that the others are missing.

Hunter, lyricist for the (Irateful Dead
since the late sixties, tells stones of love f(»r

far-off places, love and lust (a key Grateful

Dead word), and love for other people.

Many of Hunter's songs have historical set-

tings, yet more in feeling than actual

physical description.

At his performance last week at Hangar
One, Hunter played only about four of the

many songs he has written for the (Jrateful

Dead. He played both guitar and har-

monica as well, his harmonica playing com-

ing out much better than Neil Young's or

Bob Dylan's.

Even if you don't like the Grateful Dead,

I would recommend going to see Robert

Hunter. His voice and his songs contribute

a whole different angle to traditional folk

music.

Editor's Note: Peter WxsHi^ker mnfefiam

hinwelfto be a reformed Dead Head. That m
io say, at this moment, he no longer listena

extitutii^ly to the Dead ("They're a good

dance hand. " remarks Peter. f. But prr thoae

ofyou who hatten 't quite placed the Dead in-

to proper pmrpeettt'e. here's your review:

DEAD HEAD'S REVIEW

Robert Hunter played last Thursday at

Hangar One. It was pretty good but not

great. I think that Hunter is still wimping
out. although not as badly as last tour. He
only playe<1 the first half <>f "Terrapin" (
Ivory Wheels) and a slowed down version

of "Friend of the Devil." Both sets were
less than 45 minutes in duration.

On the good side of things, he played

"(iolden Road" and the traditional "Pro-
mentory Rider." "Tiger Rose," and "Slack

String Quarter." All in all it was a pretty

entertaining show.

Other notes: it seems like there were a
few people taping off the board, so tapes

are available. Also, look for Dinosaur

tapes. In fact, if you have any please con-

tact the author of this article c/o the Col-

legian Arts desk. You're saying what are

the Dinosaurs? Answer: Allen Gin^HUg,
Robert Hunter, Barry Melton, and John
CippoUena.

An absorbing tapestry spanning half a globe
THE COLOR PURPLE
By Alice Walker
Harcoort Brace Jovanorich, 245

pi^CB. 16.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
C«llagim Staff

Alice Walker's novel The Color Purple is

a finely woven, deeply absorbing tapestry

that spans half a century and half of the

globe in its pages. Written in epistolary

form. The Color Purple tells of the lives of

Cecie and Nettie, black women growing up

in the poverty stricken south in the 1910's

and '20's.

As young girls, Cecie and Nettie share

their hellish hves, filled with incest,

madness, and death, in their letters to God

and each other. Cecie. the elder, "an ugly,

stupid, bad girl," is repeatedly raped by her
stepfather and bears her first cnild at the

age of 14. Through her moving letters to

God, the reader can feel her pain, guiK, and
rage at the man who imprecates her and
then sells her children. Cecie's stepfather
marries her off when she is 20 to a man who
wants her pretty sister, Nettie; he is talked

into marrying Cecie because she is now
barren and will produce no more mouths to

feed.

Meanwhile, Nettie — through a twist of

fate — manages to break out of the cycle of

grinding poverty and degradation. She
becomes a missionary in Africa, and
befriends the preacher's family that

adopted Cecie's natural children. Nettie's

sojourns to New York, London, and various

parts of Africa increase her sophistication.

auu ner stu^pvcye picks out many truths

about the\ irailty of human nature,

regardless of the sex or color of its package.

The years pass, and both women change
and grow, coming to terms with their

respective lives and circumstances. Cecie

deals as best she can with a hard, loveless

husband and wild stepchildren. It is only

through sharing the tough wisdom of her

husband's mistress, the fiery singer Shug
Avery, that Cecie finally learns to respect

and defend herself. Nettie, half a world
away, fights the ignorance and indifference

of the very people she is trying to help, and
struggles with her faith. Yet in spite of the

dissimilarity of their situations, the two
sisters continue to write to one another,

and their love and mutual concern bridge
the chasm of time and distance.

All of this sounds terribly complex and

messy, but it is a tribute to Walker's UWnt
as a writer that she can keep the pk>t in

order, ne Color Purple is actually easy to

follow. Walker makes Ceyie's near illiteracy

and Nettie's educated writing equally

moving and equally believable. It is only

through her idealism that Walker loses

some of her authenticity; one is hard

pressed to believe in the many unlikely

coincidences and total character reversals.

Sadly, things in real life do not always turn

out for the best or even for the good, and
the accruement of years is not often ac-

companied by the development of the kind

of wisdom and maturity Walker's
characters display. Nonetheless, The Color

Purple stands as a well written example of,

if not the way people usually turn out, then

at the very least the way that they could.
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4.1s the Bible really the word of God?

There are a numner of facts that make it

reasonable to believe that the Bible is ac-

curate and reliable. Jesus, the Son of

God, and the greatest spiritual authority

of all time, attested to the accuracy of the

Bible, even to the 'smallest letter or

stroke.'"

Rousseau, French philosopher and
author of the eighteenth century said con-
coming the Gospels "Jewish authors
would never have invented either that

style nor that morality; and the gospel has
marks of truth so great, so striking, so ut-

teriy inimitable, that the invention of it

would be nnore astonishing than the
hefO."»

Archeology, while not proving the Bi-

ble, has aided in affirming its historical ac-

curacy. Numerous examples could be
cited, but suffice it to say that no
discovery in this field has provqd the Bible

to be in error, but, rather, the opposite
has been true. Biblical manuscripts
numbering in the thousands, and dated in

some cases less than 100 years from the
actual occurence of events that they
describe, give us by far the best anested
historical document we possess.

The Bible's amazing unity even though
composed of 66 books written over a
period of 1,500 years by over 40 different

authors from widely different cultures and
parts of the wodd - attests that there was
divine superintendence over its writing

The Bible not only claims to be the Word
of God,' but, through the minute fulfill-

ment of prophecy and the miraculous
transformation of men who have believed

its message, it has proved itself over and
over to be such.

1 Manhew 5:18; 2 Quotad in Th« Son of M«n,
Richard Worn, p 17; 3 II rimothy 3:16; II Pater 1 20
21

For more information on the

ReUabiUty of the Bible
come to SBA 109 at 6:30 pm. WED.

Mar. 9 - A Sure Foundation - Film

Mar. 16 - The Resurrection - Hoax or History

skeptics welcome! Campus Crusade for Christ

Hypercurricula. .

.

K

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of
Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day
they will take place and are

listed only once. An-
nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by

3:45 p.m. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same .<^tyle a.s ; hey ap-

pear in the paper.

EUROPE >' CAR
INT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

Nn> »i»k N> MXSJO
'^«« u'l.'i -lai KMO

Mail ata ad lor SpKial
Slwtf»nt/T*acit»r Taritl

INTERVIEWS AND
INFORMATION ABOUT
ISRAEL PROGRAMS -
Interviews and information
about Israel programs will

be available all day long
today with a representative
from the Kiobutz and
Habonim movements. Call

Debbie at 545 2526 to make
an appointment. 11:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Hillel office.

BROWN BAG
THEOLOGY - "The Pope
and the Church in Central
America" is today's topic for

the theological discussion

led by Rev. PhU Ward. AU
are welcome. 12:15 to 1:15

p.m. 428 Student Union.

WINE AND CHEESE
SOCIAL HOUR - There is

a wine and cheese social

hour for all Undergraduate
Business Club members
from 4 6 p.m. in the Faculty

Lounge. 3rd floor. School of

Management. Please join us

to me«*l fellow members and
business faculty.

We stock the largest

selection of Gourmet,

Specialty and Natural Foods

and Vitamins of any store

in this area. If we missed

your favorite food, please

let us know and we'll try

to get it for you,,.

TEST ANXIETY
WORKSHOP - You are

invited to a one-session

workshop designed to

identify test anxieties
behaviors and to develop

effective coping strategies.

A timely opportunity to deal

with mid-term test

anxieties. 4 p.m., 322
Berkshire.

SPEAKER: LEONARD
FEIN AT UMASS -
"American Jews in Israel"

will be the topic of a talk by
Dr. Leonard Fein, editor in-

chief of M<mient magazine.
Dr. Fein is well-known as a

writer, activist, and scholar

on Jewish and Mideast
issues. AU are welcome to

attend. 4 p.m.. Campus
Center 804 05.

UMASS
PEACEMAKERS
MEETING - Study, action,

planning around disar
mament issues. Post proxy
wrap up. 6 p.m., CC905 09.

CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHRIST - FILM: A
SURE FOUNDATION.
Come and see this great film

about the Bible and the sure

foundation that it promises.

Good Christian fellowship

and sharing. 6:30 p.m., SBA
109.

WOMEN'S
SPIRITl'ALITY GROUP -
A supportive community in

whicli women can share,

question, and grow toward a

new understanding of

ourselves. 7 to 9 p.m.. 428

Student Union.

INVESTMENT CLUB
MEETING - Edward
Connolly. Vice President of

Kidder Peabody will speak
on "Institutional Investing."

A short meetmg will follow

this lecture. New members
are welcome. 7 p.m.. SBA
Room 107.

STUDENT OP
PORTUNITY PROGRAM
— The Student Opportunity
Program (STOP) offers

education and eroup support
to students whose drinKing
is causing problems. Call

549 2671 X181 for in

formation. 7 p.m.,
U'niversity Health Center.

CHESS CLUB MEETING
— All members and players

at all levels are welcome.
Chess players and
backgammon players are

asked to bring their own
sets if possible. 7 p.m., 904
08 Campus Center.

FIFTH ANNUAL
FESTIVAL OF CON
TEMPORARY UNOF
FICIAL RUSSIAN ARTS
AND LETTERS - Dr.
Alma Law (of Columbia
University and CUNY.
foremost U.S. specialist on
Soviet Theater, translator of

numerous contemporary
Soviet plays): Soviet
Theatre' Of/Off Red Sqvare
(slide show and lecture in

English). 7:30 p.m.. Herter
301.

SPANISH CLUB
MEETING - Come to a
meeting of the Spanish Club
and express your ideas on
possible events for the
semester. We already are
having a Bake Sale and
Raffle but need new ideas.
Refreshments will be
served. 8 p.m.. 6th Floor
Lounge Herter.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
CROSSWORD
Kdiled by Maritarel Karrar and Irude Jaffe
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The UMasB Zone By Mark Rollins

I'M STOPPING FOK
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Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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After the Fall By R. Miller
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ACROSS 46 Humdinger 13 Armyabbrs
1 Gelling agent 47 Business 18 Laurel and Musial

5 Without frills arrangement 22 smile be

10 Small shoot 49 Of water your umbrella"

14 Mountaineer's 52 Water birds 24 Made fun of

need 56 Walled town 26 Isolationist

15 Heart part 57 Watch part 27 Love, in Livorno

16 Kind of horse 60 Contentment 28 Beef Wellington.

17 Best seller of 1921 61 Napoleons for one
19 Solar disc, of troops 29 King

Egypt 62 Roofed theatres. 31 Tools for an

20 Become ragged of ancient Greece irrigator

21 Moths with 63 One who changes 32 Proverb

powdery wings colors 33 Roman date

23 Dili of old 64 Elegance 35 Taboos
25 Avoid an obstacle 66 Cry the blues 38 Civil War vessel

26 See 65 Across 39 Joes

30 Paulof|a22 41 Two
34 Namesakes of a DOWN 42 Spring sight

Bradley 1 Location of the 44 Ancient catapult

35 Flora and fauna of humerus 45 Homes for the

a region 2 Capricorn s sign clergy

36 Stir 3 Capital of Samoa 48 Feudal workers

37 Short fiber 4 Lessor's sign 49 Tucked in for the

38 Salts buddy 5 Kind of leather night

39 Composer 6 Peter of films 50 Ship loading area

Carlo Merwiti 7 Metric rrteasure 51 Retnef

40 S«a bird 8 Part of a shopping 53 Forward of aH
41 Driving mishaps list 54 Plato's Idea

"

42 Modifying 9 Yuletide scene 55 Cut. old style

influence 10 Port of Kerry 58 " rambling

43 Right to demand county wreck from

payment 11 Plp«sofatype Georgia Tech "

45 Upsets 12 Baker's assistant 59 Hiatus
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WEATHER
Today, rain, heavy at

times until mid day and
possibly a thunderstorm,

highs in the 40s. Easteriy

winds 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight rain and drinle

ending, lows an>und 40.

Winds becoming westerly

at 10 to 15 mph.

lj.Kj* rFXXJi.1 VJ

LUNCH
Lazy Ciolompki

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASIC'S LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew
Grillwi Cheese on

Wheat Berry

DINNER
NEW ENGLAND NIGHT

Roast Turkey/

Whole Cranberr>' Sauce

F>esh Baked Scrod with

Mornay Sauce

BASICS DINNER
NEW ENGLAND NIGHT

i

Stuffed Baked Eggplant
Fresh Baked Scrod with

Mornay Sauce

Be
A

Star
•

Become a star reporter for the Collegian.

One of New England's largest daily col-

lege newspapers! We need people to

write news and women's affairs. Great

experience for any students interested in

journalism or communications. Come by

the Collegian anytime and ask for an

editor. It's easy and it's fun. Everyone's

welcome.

The Collegian

113 Campus Center
S45-3600
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SOME FACTS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
AS AN AIR FORCE NURSE

^
There are many nurs-

ing positions which of-

fer career fulfillmenl.

Being an Air Force

nurse can fulfill that

need. There is also a lot

more to life than work
and Air Force nursing

provides that something

extra. In addition to

your nursing uniform,

you'll wear the uniform

of an Ail Force officer.

\ciu'Il have the prestige and responsibility of a leader with

equal opponunily for advancement. You'll have the advan*

tages of the Air Force's great way of life — 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year, medical and dental care, educa-

tional opportunity and recreational facilities. There are

many more personal and financial rewards. If you qualify.

vf'U nay compete for Air Force nursing specialties. Add the

challenge, the responsibility and the opportunity of Air

Forc^' nursing to your future. Contact an Air Force nurse

recruiter today for more information. Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641 collect calls excepted or Capt. Dasher

(413) 545-2437

* Located on Special Sale

Tables In the Trade Book Dept.

A 9t»o« wov of Me

PAPERRACKrn%
original

price

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Imagine time-traveling from the era of the
dinosaurs to the age ot the stars Discovering
the secrets of a Mayan pyramid Dining
beneath the Eiffel Tower Spiraling

through the universe inside an 18-story

sphere
Now, imagine doing it all in one ^

place Walt Disney World ^

Epcot Center.
Wherever your spring break

takes you in Florida, you'll be
just a step away from the
wonder all the world
is talking about A single-day admission

to this new world of

wonder is only $15, and a
three-day World Passport -

allowing admission to both
Epcot Center and the Magic
Kingdom - is just $35.

This year make your visit to
Florida more than a break.
Make it a break away from

the world of today
And an adventure into the

dreams of tomorrow.

1 1«3 WM Onwy Productian*

Wednesday, March 9, 1983, iCoileglan is

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

The seminars are Sundays 3/6 and 3/13
at 7 pm in the Commonwealth Room

AUTO FOR SALE

07 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

73 Valiant, good cond. 225 slant six, $700
or BO 253-5956

1077 Datsun B210 automatic 66,000 miles

AM/FM stereo 665-4188 or 549-2671 ext.

2X
1t73 Cutlass 4 dr 84000 miles stereo well

maintained $1100 Ron 549-2666

For Sale 68 VW Bus engine runs good
body needs work $200 666-3062 Jayne

1070 • Ford Torino - 46,000 original miles

425 or best offer - call 545-3500 before 5:00
• 648-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza. 253 7822

CAPE COD SUI^MER RENTAL ~

Weet Yarmouth Seagull Beach duplex
rww4y redone two t>edrooms each side

^aepe 4 includes all utilities 253 7436 $2560.

Memorial Day thru Latwr Day

CHICAGO?
~

Hound trip ride to Chicago desperately
for Spring Break. I'll gladly share

and dnving. Call Cris at 546 8150
adter 9 p.m. or at 546-3500 from 2 9 p.m.

DAYTONA BEACH
~

Daytorta Beech Spring Breek $21i.

Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston
Oaytona. 7 nights Ranr>ada Inn on the

beach. Free car rental. Departs Mar 19.

Call Saugus Travel 617 233 8192,
617289-6221

ENTERTAINMENT

Reckedisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and disc)ockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

M fr M Music UnlimKed Professional

PJ's for all occasions call Mike 546 5259

Jodi Leong. vocalist, £f Mark Baszak.

ji^ist. TOG Lounge. Fri.. Sat.. March 4 & 5

FOR RENT
~

Falmouth - 2 women wanted to share

house 635 ea Amy 549 4169

FOR SALE
~

Kinks ConcertI 2 tickets March 31st

Worcester Centrum good seats 546^419

Rush Tickets for sale, cheap, April Foot's

Day in Hartford 546 7504

Taxes Instruments TIS8C fully program
mable calculator 50$ call 546 1166 John

Raybans and Vuarnets at low student

prices call Andy or Bruce 549 1177 you will

rK>t find a better price anywhere look for us

at the CC Concourse Wednesday and Fri-

day afternoons

GINSU KNIVES?

Forget about H. Good musk:? That's right.

. .The Steve Diamond Show Thursday

momlnas 9 to noon on WMUA 911 FM

HELP WANTED

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI $14-$28,000 Cari

bean, Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext

Massachusettes

Alaska Jobs summer/year round, earn
great money in this opportunity rich state,

ie, earn $10,000-$12,000 on three month
fishing boat. Send for 1983 Employer
Listing and information packet covering all

industries $5.00 Lental Reseach dept
AA21 14 satisfaction guaranteed

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For information call:

602-837-3401 ext 833

Representative wanted for effective,

guaranteed scholarship location service.

Brief profile to DMR Group, 29 Morn-
ingside Drive, Westfield, MA 01085

Performers needed for weeknight recrea-

tion programs (musicians, mime, etc.) Vsl

6-6623 Sandra 256-0501

Resident kitchen maneger and accoun-
tant Butterfield Co-op Kitchen fall of 83
and spring of 84 - manager 40 hours @ $4
per hour - acoountant 7 hours @ 3.50 per
hour - both with room & board information

ar>d applications at Butterfield Kitchen Of-

fice - Butterfield Dorm - applications due
March 18

Researcher needed variety of
assignments good writing skills essential

good pay please call 549-4756 if interested .

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1-800-421-3217

Need moneyl International cosmetic com-
pany new to this area will tram selected

people to represent their all natural Aloe
Vera products. Call after 5 p.m. Sheila

Mellen 566-8620

IN8TRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Auto Mechanics
Workshop. Classroom theory ft shop.
Limited enrollment. 253-2096

LAST CHANCE FOR FLORIDAll

R. Lauderdele or DaytOfM • March 18-27

hotel and round trip transportation from
$203 Andrea 6-9627

LESBIAN ir PAY

FREE trair>ed Lesbiam and Gay Peer
Counseting and Referral A33 SU 545^2645

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546^8161

Blue Down Vest Thur Night 2 24 in Col

lege Pizza Buttons £r inside label read
• Northface" Sentimental value 546 1021

Lost: small gold Star of-David charm with

pearl in the center Very sentimental.

Reward. 549 3699

Women's grey coat lost at the Pub on
February 26 Please call 6-8367

REWARD: necklace lost m^ U Ballroom
2/25/83 sentimental value: has steel hand,
simulated turquoise Su 367-2110 keep tryir>g

Sleek three ring notebook in Thompson
104 marketing and stats Paul 68571

NOTETAKERS •

Notetakers needed: Comstu. Econ 311,

YOUR

%-/•
DATTOMA BEACH. FLOBIDJI

Thousands of college students will converge on ttie

Florida coast this spring break for a week at Daytona

Beach You can be one of them! .••V."y<'

Come to Operatkxi Sonshine '83 Youll leave more

ttvin your fcxjtprints in ttie sand You'll make an indelible

impact on ttie lives of others. For nnore informatkMi write

^ "" Chris West, 613 JF Kennedy. 546-7671

Cynthia Muller, B-7 Ennerson, 546-7238

Sfv>n«or«<l by Cunpus CniMidr for ChiH« InlvnMtfofwU

Soc. apply SNPS 403 Student Union til

3/16 5 PM EOE

PERSONALS

Laura, Good luck with your interview! I

know you will make the best stewardess. I

love you Bob

Happy Birthday Nancy. I hope you have
a great day. Love always, Scott

To: the cute blonde from Brittany Manor
with the famous last name. . .1 remember
everything tHJt your name. . .come to the
Pub Wed, , ,The 9 year old

Happy Birthday Keili love the Bear and
the Pope

••Movie**Arthur** starring Dudley
Moore - Thurs. March 10 - Engineerir>g East
Aud. 7, 9, 11 pm
Denomy Babes: It's time you learn not to
burn. Trace Babes

Holly - There's just sontething about you. .

See you tonight! Love Bill

Happy Birthday SusanI Now you're legal

in California, it should come in handy - love
you. Brian

Happy Birthday Penelopel Love, from
your wuwing Warren

Scott - You're so cutel Let's go dancin'l
Luv ya • Lii

Lulgl. Happy Birthdayl See you on Sat.
night love always. Mariene

Ellen: Nothing much is said. t)ut much is

appreciated this semster. Let's keep things
going on the right track. Jodi

Happy B-day Norm! See you in Oaytona I

Buddy GLWJ Party

Tad saw you in R.R. asleep you looked so
cute. I'll keep in touch
"
Charlie" I love you, tool Patty

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DIseertations. Theaea, Ceaee. Paper*.
guaranteed acceptance, k>w rates, Nancy
5-0392. 564^7924

RIDE NEEDED
~

Over Spring Break to Chicago Area drive

and pay Dan 253 5369

Ride wanted^ to Syracuse/Cortland for

weeker>d of 3/11. Please help. Bonnie
54frB074

Couple needs ride to Wesh DC area
3/18 or 19 will share expenses I Flex on
departure time. Call Kelley, 6-4207.

Ride needed to Penn: Stroughsburg or

surrounding area for spring break. Will

share expenses. Call Keii 6-^40

Ride needed to U. Of Delewere. 5 nr>ins

off I 95 March 17 or 18 Denise 54»3512

Ride needed; Maryland. DC, or Virginia

Spring Break call Claudia 546-7240

Wanted:
return

Ride to Philadelphia on 3/11
Sunday 3/13 Please keep trying.

call 256-0195 will share expeneaa

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Sen Frencisco CelHomie on
or atxMJt March 23. Ned someone to share

experwes. Call Larry dyes 732-2161 ext 109.

nights 562 2486

ROOiWIVIATE WANTED

Femele wented for apartment in Cape
Cod. ISO a week call 546-9617 or 546-9616

Cape Cod bound this summer? Have

spacious house in West Yarmouth short

walk to Seagull Beach call Lisa 549-3802

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

ILLUSTRATIONS done for your papers

professional quality call 413-253-9648

Experienced Spanish Tutor available call

Liz 323-6022

Responsible College Student looking for

bebysitting job. Available weeknights and
Monday afternoons. Call Pam 6-32B1 . Keep
trying.

Typing - fast - reliable $1 /pg. IBM Selectric

II Nancy 549-1642

TO SUBLET

Part fum one bedroom apt in CliffskJe

1286 mo inc. option on lease 549-5689

3 Bedroom Apt. to sublet w/possible fall

optkKi 549-1377

TRAVEL

UMeaa Ski Qub goee north
Spring Break 83 March 20-25

Stowa. Ski club capital of the East.
Only $159 includes: transportation, hot
tub party, beer & wine parties. 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes £r grstuitias £r much.
much, more. For more info contact the
UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union

or call 546-3437

FLORIDA by van 3/19 27 •148 round trip

wine/ cheese accomodation info limited

seats S.S. Van Lines 617 724«10
Ride needed for two to Fk>rkte for sprir>g

break. Will share driving and expenses, call

666-7076 eves, pleesel

WANTED

Cless rings, gold and silver iewelry and
coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst. 256-0710

Help 160 reward for helping me by your

parents unwanted second car 253 7189

Cash for your records, tepee 546-2836

(ask for Jaromir/ leave

Extra-fine peir of used stereo speekera
500 dollar cash limit 527 5714

Drums $100 maximum spendir>g price for

7 -piece set wsnted by end of March call

between 6 & 9 PM 549 1342

Records LPs Cash or Trade Dynamite
Records 584 1680

Tom Petty Tickets 3/25 Providence

please call Cynthia 2S6-06S3 or Jane
549-4036.

WANTED TO RENT
~

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouse or Puffton
to rent from Jur>e on. John 546-9139 Mike
546-9141

1 bedroom apartment for fall 1983 cat
Lori or Debbie 546-7701

2 or 3 bedroom apartmem wanted in

Puffton starting June through fall sen>ester

call Letty or Karen 546^7464

cm? COUNSELORS WMITE»
iiiUr Ub CiM^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
I radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

1112 KMNM4y S44-n62
for application or interview

u^^

rustv nail
presents

yzAZ

Wed. March 9

e Thurs March 10

Justin w/Rococo

Fri. March 11

Robin Lane €r

Heartbreaker

Rt 4/, Sunderldnd. MA 666 4937

Sat March 12

NRBQ
& The Whole
Wheat Horns

Sun. March 13

Justin

Coming March 18
The Stompers

You imust be 18 to enter,
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Sports
UMass ready to take on

Rutgers in quarter-final
By JIM FLOYD

C«llcciwi SUff

BRONX. NY - The road to the Atlantic
Ten playoffs has been filled with pitfalls and
potholes for the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen this season.

So. rather than continue on the road,

coach Tom Mclaughlin and his highflying

men's basketball team that won its first

playoff game in five years Monday night,

opted for the air and flew to Philadelphia

yesterday to prepare for playoff step

number two.

But. while the team boarded an aircraft.

McLaughlin's wife Debbie and sons Corry

and Tommy John piled into the McLaughlin
car and began a two step trip to the

Spectrum.

The plan was simple. The first stop would

be the coach's home in the Bronx for an

overnight. The next day. having left the

kids in the hands of the grandparents.

Debbie would continue on to watch the

Minutemen take on the ever tough Scarlet

Knights of Rutgers University.

Several hours of pelting rain. Tommy
John crying, and Corry wondering "how
much longer before we're there.** later, the

car was finally arriving towards the corner

of Katonah and 241st. one of the last

remaining good sections in the Bronx,

according to Tom McLaughlin's mother.

"This is it on the left." said a relieved

Debbie McLaughlin. "We're here at last."

And that was only the first leg of the trip.

One had to wonder what Debbie would
think after a rainy afternoon's journey
toward the Spectrum and the playoffs.

"There had better be a big win." she
smiled.

And. if it is to be a win for the Minutemen
it will be a big one.

Rutgers has held a jinx over
Massachusetts for some time and most
UMass basketball fans will remember the
62-60 win the Scarlet Knights snuck away
with just three short weeks ago at the
Cage.

Rutgers finished in first place in the East
Division of the Atlantic "ren and will, no
doubt, be looking to prove they are a better

team than this upstart Minuteman squad,

which seems to have come into it.s own in

the last few games. But. if ever the

Minutemen were ready to play a basketball

game, it should be tonight.

Led by the emerging talent of John
Hempel. the resurrected prowess of Edwin
Green, and the return of floor leader

Donald Russell the Minutemen look

hungry, willing and able.

And, UMass will be able to unveil

something different tonight against

Rutgers. Not only are they now able to

handle the full court pressure that hindered

them all season, they have also learned to

play well when Russell takes to the bench
for a breather.

It will take a total team effort to beat

Rutgers but. last night, after the long drive

to the Bronx from Amherst, Debbie
McLaughlin put aside basketball for a few
minutes.

"Dinner time" she yelled up the stairs to

Tom McLaughlin's old room. "Dinner time."

And there could be no arguments to logic

like that.

FAitur't note: Jim Floyd i< probably out of
tkf Bronx by now.

Minuteman swimmers take

10th at New Englands
By SCOTT HOOD

< alkffiM Hufl

The University of Massachusetts men's
swimming team Hnished tenth out of 31

schools at the New England Collegiate

Swimming championships this past

weekend at Springfield College.

Wiliams College won the meet with a

total c)f 528 points. Tufts wound up se-

cond with 303>**i. Other schools finishing

ahead of the Minutemen include MIT
(260). Spnngfield (242), University of

Lowell (224). University of Rhode Island

(212). University of New Hampshire
(205), and University of Connecticut

(168). UMass had 160 points.

Mark Surette was the star performer
for the Minutemen, rapturing a pair of

sixth place finishes. Surette set a new
school record in the 200 Backstroke with

a time of 2:00.43. His other fine perfor-

numce came in the 100 Back, recorded a

time of :56.44. Surette also set another

school record in the backstroke portion of

the 400 Medley Relay. Swimming leadoff,

Surette rocketed through the water in

:55.65, spurring the others, Tom Lowery,
Chris Clarke, and Brian Spellman, on to a

seventh place finish.

But Surette was not alone. Clarke also

had an outstanding meet, registering a

fifth-place finish in the 100 Butterfly at

:52.35, and a ninth-place finish in the 200

Butterfly, setting a new school record in

the process with a time of 1:58.17.

Other top ten finished by UMass swim-
mers include: a seventh place for

Spellman in the SO Freestyle in :21.76. a
seventh place for Paul McNeil in the 1600

free m 17:(X).32. an eighth place for Chris
Porter in the 100 Free in 48.26. (his best

one ever in the event), ninth place for the

400 Free Relay team of Porter, Steve
Samuels, Rich Plunkett, and Spellman,
and a ninth place spot for the 800 Free
Relay team of Porter. Surette, McNeil,
and Spellman.

Lowery (2:15.75) and Phil Surette

(2:16.38) wound up thirteenth and four-

teenth, respectively, in the 200
Breaststroke. Porter (1:47.57) ended up
twelfth in the 200 Free.

"I hoped to finish higher, but as I look

back, I don't see how we could have
beaten anyone except UConn." said

Oach Russ Yarworth. "We lack the top-

notch swimmers that the top teams
have."

"It was a great season, nonetheless. To
see the kids I have improve during the

season was nice. Now we turn to

recruiting. I have several fine swimmers
lined up but it's hard to get out-of-state

kids in here because I have to deal with
admissions. This year we lost a lot of the

kids I recruited because they dropped out.

But, overall, the kids who swam did well."

John Hempel looks past URI's Horace "Pappy" Owens as Edwin
Green (52) watches in Monday's playoff win over URI. Tonight, UMass
takes on Rutgers in the Spectrum in Philadelphia.

Intramural playoffe start
By TONY BETROS

t •Ikffwa Sufl

Just because the Cage will no longer be
shaking with Atlantic 10 action doesn't

mean that basketball is finished. On the
contrary, it's that time of the sea.son again
— the intramural basketball playoffs. And
this year looks exciting as ever.

The playoffs began Monday night with
first round competition. In the men's
bracket. 70 teams qualified by winning at

least three out of five games. GQ FV. last

years champ, will be looking; for four years
in a row on top. but there will be a host of

teams trying to shoot them down.
Many of last year's final 16 will be

competing again for first place. Phi Sigma
Kappa and Horsefeathers went through the

regular season undefeated and look to be
the toughest competition for GQ IV. The
Conquistadores. Chadbourne Maroons.
Down West Express. Mission Impossible,

and Beta Kappa Phi A also return from last

year's final 16.

Seventeen teams are in contention in the
women's division (all of them in other
words). The defending champs, the
Hoopsters. are goin^ by a different name
this year — the Beepers. They will be
challenged by Back in Black. Wimps 1 and
2. The Mighty Pequenos. and the
Pretenders, who are all returning from last

year.

Co rec has six teams in the playoffs, with

last year's champs, the Crowdpleasers.
heading the pack. Grad Fac has 17 teams in

the playoffs. Ubiquity will be trying to

repeat as champs but will be facing stiff

oompetition from Sludge. Fluid Motions,
and Kxercise Sciences, who all went un-

defeated in the regular season.

So. although there will be no more hoop
at the Cage, the upper level at Boyden Gym
will be rocking for the next few weeks with
a lot of action.

While one sport is just beginning the road
to the championship, another was con
eluding last Thursday.
The BLT's won the 1983 wrestling

championship, for their third year in a row.
This year was quite a struggle, climaxing
with a one point victory over the Madmen
in the finals. Mike Villardi (135 lbs.). Brian
Conrad (155). and Daniel Masselli (185)

were winners for the BLT's. as they also

took three second place finishes.

The most exciting match had to be Nigel
Ijewis 13 10 thriller over Matt King. The
two 160 pounders battled it down to the
wire, with Lewis eventually winning for the

Madmen.

The fact that the BLT's never faced the

Madmen in any weight class in the final

decision made it tough for the Madmen to

catch the champs. Phi Sigma Kappa came in

third with two firsts.

Trackmen finish season at IC4A championships
By LAURIE FISHER

C allcinui Staff

School records were broker )>y

University of Massachusetts shot putter,

Stephen Hyder and runner John Keelan at

the Intercollegiate American Amateur
Athletic Association (IC4Ast la«t weekend
in Princeton. New Jersey.

Stephen Hyder, whose incioor .^"ason

started off rocky, broke his own shot put

record with a distance of 53'6.5". for a ninth

place finish in the meet

.

"Stephen threw well. Before the IC4As
meet he was eighth in New England, now
he is ninth in the East." roach Ken O'Brien
said.

Sophomore Keelan placed sixth in the
1000 meter run trials on Saturday with a
lime of 2:29. The top four times are taken
for the semi finals. Although Keelan did not

maki" the semi's he did break the school

record previously held by Steven

Mati^uuKuli sti in 197H (2:30).

The tnird and last man to represent
UMass at the final meet of the indoor track
season was high hurdler John Wright. The
meet started off well for Wright when he
placed second in the high hurdle 55 meter

even with a time of 7.5 seconds. Wright tost

to Eugene Norman from Rutgers
University. Norman was the eventual
winner of the high hurdles event Sunday.
Wright went on to take fifth in the semi-
finals, eiiminating him from the finals.

"I was disappointed." O'Brien said, "John
has had an outstanding season. It is too bad
that the last meet was not indicitive of the
season."

VUlanova won the meet with George
Mason and Rutgers tying for second place.

O'Brien said it was one of the most exciting

championship meets ever.

"There were more quality competitors
and a lot of schools that were previously no

threat were placing in the top slots, such as

George Mason and Boston University."

Rutgers edges UMass in Tourney,
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Olver wants
more grants

for UMass
By TAMI BORTON

CWIafisaSUff

Senator John W. Olver. D-Amherst, has
initiated an effort to recognize the
Universitv of Massachusetts as a rich
resource for the state government.

"It is important the state university be
seen and used as the source of research
information that it is and the Western
Mass. administrators play a role in state
policy making." said Stan Rosenberg,
legislative aide to Sen. Olver.

"All too often, research contracts are
awarded to private institutions at high
rates." Rosenberg said. 'The private in

stitutes turn around and hire UMass for

their research."

The senator learned of the trend at a
meeting Thursday with Secretary of

Environmental Affairs James S. Hoyte and
UMass professors and graduate students
from the College of Food and natural
resources, according to Cleve Willis,

professor of Agricultural and Resource
Economics.
The purpose of the meeting was to find

ways for the state to better utilize UMa."«s

facilities, professors and graduate students
for research, and to establish a formalized
linkage between western Massachusetts
and the state government, Willis said.

Two instances of the problem were cited

at the meeting by Joseph S. Larson,
Chairman of the Department of Forestry
and Wildlife Management at UMass. Willis

said. The first was a case in which a state

contract for a study of the management of

state forests was awarded to Harvard
University at a ninety percent overhead
rate. Harvard faculty and staff then used
data from the UMass forestry department
for the basis of their study. WUUs said.

Another studv in which UMass research
was used as a foundation was a report on
land use surrounding airports in the state.

The contract was awarded to Arthur D.
Little Consulting firm in Cambridge at an
overhead rate of 100 percent.

"The taxpayers are in a sense paying
twice for the research, plus overhead,"
Willis said. "UMass charges state agencies
ten percent or zero percent overhead,
depending on the study."

"In times of fixed budgets and pressing
issues in environmental affairs, this

discrepancy needs attentwn." Willis said.

As a result of the meeting, Hoyte and
Daniel I. Padberg. dean of the College of
Food and Natural Resources, will work
together to name a liason between the

college and the state government. Willis

said.

"The purpose of this positton will be to
aid the state by informing state ad-

ministrators of resources available at

UMass and to bring back information on
topics being addressed by the state, a

perspective whkh is sometimes tost over
the 90 miles." Willis said.

The liason will give UMass an op-

portunity to compete for research con-

tracts, whereas previously they were not

informed until after the fact, Willis said.

"In this way we can offer research results

from some of the best researchers at less

overhead than private organizations."

In addition, students will benefit from the

plan.

"Not only will they be involved in

providing the research, but it will serve as a
learning experience," WiUis said. Also, he
said, contract money can help finance

research projects.

"The senator wants to insure that there

are high level policy makers from western
Mass. invdved in every secretariat and the

role of a university as a public service is

developed, " Rosenbierg said.

-^^ -v_ .
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Rowboats lined up alonf^ the bank of the Quabbin Reservoir patiently
await the warmer weather that will melt the remaining snow and brini?

paasengerfii flocking; to them.

Campus building repairs

estimated at $120 million
By KEN BAZINET

('•llnitea sun
The deterioration of several University

of Massachusetts buildings and the high
risk of their electrical, plumbing ami
heating systems breaking down would cost
an estimated $120 million in repairs at the
Amherst campus over the next five years, a
buildings consultant has reported.

In a preliminary report to UMass Presi-

dent David C. Knapp, Willard Prince, a
private consultant and retired director of
planning and facilities at UMass, Boston,
stated that the Amherst campus' buildings

are in the poorest condition of the three
schools in the system.
According to every maintenance budget

proposal made by UMass since 1979,
repairing the Tower Library is the first

priority. Several studies have determined
that the tower's spalling brick facade and
electrical system are faulty, and several o^
tions for repairing the building have been
proposed.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has proposed
that $3,830,000 of next year's (FY84)
Capital Outlay Budget go directly for the
repau- of the library. There is also a
possibility that $2.5 million which was on
schedule in the fiscalyear 1981 Capital

'

OuUay BtiMMi^lpirbe forwarded to

UMass b^^JP^Hvf Capita] Planning
and Operatiw* (I^R)). DCIX) withheld
that money because of a discrepancy in the
wording of the appropriation, H. Jackson
Littlefield, director of planning and
facilities at UMass, Amherst said Monday.

Littlefield, who oversees building
maintenance at UMass, said ventilation

and power capacity problems in the

Graduate Research Center (ORG) are also

a high priority. The GRC houses two cyber

computer systems and several terminals

which are in danger of breaking down dur

ing the summer because of extreme heat

and the potential failure of the cooling and

ventilation system, Littlefield said.

Littlefield said that among other pro-

blems, the Fine Arts Center suffers from a

faulty plumbing system and Marshall Hall,

which Dukakis has proposed that $205,000

be put aside for. also requires immediate

rennovations.

There are also several dormitories which

requite it:pair and many of the older

academic ouiidings are in need of moder-

nizing. Littlefield said.

Patricia Byre, Knapp's director of special

projects, yesterday said FVince's estimates

do not include the cost of new academic

equipment or new construction.

'"The estimates are for renovations,

repairs and deferred maintenance," she

said.

Byre said the estimates are preliminary

and will be reviewed by the three

chancellors, who wUl report back to Knapp
with their findings.

"The President artd the chancellors are

trying to assess what the specific needs of

the University are," she said. "(The

University) has to find out what (its)

priorities are; what should be done first,

and what should be done last."

Last week at the Western Massachusetts
Economic Development Conference,
Knapp said if the state begins repairing

UMass' buildings it can provide jobs for

many of the r^on's unemployed. Knapp
also said the physical atmosphere of the

University also plays a role in attracting a
strong faculty and staff.

Senate may
sue UMass

overSATF
By JOHN O'CONNELL

C«llaciMSUff

Student Government Association (SGA)
President Jim Murphy last night was
granted $2,000 by the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate to consult with a New York
law firm on whether the SGA should sue
the University of Massachussetts for con-

trol of the student Activities Trust Fund
(SATF).
"The time has come" to sue the Universi-

ty for control of the SATF. Murphy said,

because the administration has "gone Xao

far" in trying to gain contn)! of student

funds in many areas.

"It's gotten to the point where
something ha.s to be done," Murphy said.

Both Murphy and his assistant. Bruce
Levy, outlined alleged University almses of

funds, in particular citing those by Student
Activities Office (SAO) Director Randy Do-
nant. Levy said both Donant and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson have "ignored established person

nel policies" which he said guaranteed stu-

dent input into hiring and promotions in

the SAO.
"The director's salary has gone up

$10,00 since Randy took office," Levy said.

"That s $10.(XK) that can't be allocate*! to

student groups and activities."

Murphy said the $2,000 will go Ui the law

firm of Ral)inowitz, Bowdin, and Standard

as a consulting fee to explore the possibility

of a suit. That firm won the 1 ^Mass' I>egal

Services Office the right to sue the Univer-

sity in 1975, Murphy said. The Legal Ser-

vices Office has done preliminary research

on the case, but the case is potentially so

extensive that "it would take away from
the day-to-day operation of the offke,"

Murphy said.

If the senate decides to sue, the case

would "probably take three to four years,

maybe five." Mur^)hy said, and if the

University wins, the SGA would appeal.

"Potentially, this case could cost us a tot

of money," Murphy said, but "it will be
money well spent."

"We're playing for all the marbles,"

Murphy said.

Levy said the suit could be based on a
1970 case that ruled the President of Fit-

chburg State College had no power over

student funds once they are allocated for

student activities. Donant has claimed con-

trol of organizations funded through the

student government, Levy said.

"We're saying that they have no control

over our expenditures of funds for these

organizations," Levy said.

The UMass Board of Trustees took con-

trol of the SAO budget in 1980, Levy said.

That budget should now be set by Vice

Chancellor Madson in consultation with

student government members, but Madson
has ignored the new policy. Levy said.

Murphy said that SGA presidents have
been "holding it (the threat of suit) for

years as an ace in the hole" in dealing with

the administration, but it is becoming "an
idle threat," and must be used soon.

In other business, appointments of new
senators from several residential areas

were tabled until next week following ac-

cusations that an attempt was being made
to "stack" the senate prior to next week's

election for senate speaker and treasurer.

Earlier in the meeting, the senate accepted

the resignation of Dave McCarthy from hit

seat in McKimmie Dormitory in the

Southwest Residentifld Collie.
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Burford resigns post asEPAhead

AP LaMrpkoto

Anne M. Burford heads for the door after

President Reagan yesterday accepted her
resifiiiiation as head of the scandal-plagued En-
vironmental Protection Agency.

WASHINGTON - Anne McGUI Burford quit as chief of

the troubled Environmental Protection Agency
yesterday, while the White House announced it would
release all documents congressional investigators had

demanded in their investigations of the EPA.
Despite the resignation and President Reagan's

agreement to surrender the documents. House in-

vestigators said their inquiries into EPA management of

the $1.6 billion "superfund" would continue.

Rep. Mike Synar, D-Okla, chairman of one subcommittee

investigating charges of mismanagement and political

manipulation of the fund, was asked if Mrs. Burford's

resignation meant an end to the EPA investigations.

it may in the media, but it won't in the Congress, " he

Sen. Robert T. Stafford, R-Vt., chairman of the Senate

Environment and PubUc Works Conrunittee, also sakl his

committee will continue its ctose scrutiny of EPA
operations.

The resignation of the EPA chief came as chairmen of

House investigating subcommittees exerted new pressure

for release of the documents — documents which Mrs.

Burford had continually refused to supply, leading to a

contempt of Congress charge against her.

"Your resignation today is an occasion of sorrow for us

all," Reagan said. "But it is more than that: it is an act of

unselfishness and personal courage that once again

demonstrates your loyalty to the nation."

Mrs. Burford had been under considerable pressure to

quit, but Reai^an had continued to defend her. He ««iH in

Klamath Falls, Ore., last Saturday that she could "stay as

long as she wants to."

The 40 year old Mrs. Burford, whose conservative

policies had angered many environmentalists, had also said

repeatedly that she would not quit despite calls for her

resignation from such prominent Republicans as House

Minority Leader Bob Michel of Illinois.

Larry Speakes, the chief deputy White House press

secretary, said Mrs. Burford met with Reagan at 5:25 p.m.

EST to hand in her resignation.

Her deputy administrator, John Hernandez, will fill in as

acting administrator, Speakes said, until a permanent
director can be found.

The documents to be released to Congress are at the

center of a half dozen investigations into the agency's $1.6

billion "superfund" program to clean up toxic waste

dumps.

The agreement was announced on Capitol Hill by Rep.
John Dingell, D Mich., chairman of the House Energy and
Commerce investigations subcommittee, and Rep. James
T. Broyhill, R N.C., its ranking Republican.

The release of documents came on a day when Dingell

had threatened another contempt of Congress charge
against Mrs. Burford, and three other House Sub-
committee chairman had said the president's claims of

executive privilege were a sham. The three chairmen
accused the White House of withholding EPA files from
Congress while it was giving copies to companies accused
of polluting.

Reagan says nuclear freeze

motion mil 'delight' Soviets
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration took the

offensive yesterday against a nuclear weapons freeze plan

headed for a House vote next week, charging that the

measure would "delight the Soviets" and increase the

danger of war.

House Minority Leader Robert Michel, R-Ill., said he

told President Reagan that the Democratic-controlled

House is likely t^> pass the resolution, endorsed Tuesday
bv the House Foreign Affairs Committee on a 27-9 vote.

"Obviously, he (Reagan) didn't like it," Michel com-
mented lo reporters
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Reagan says new report shows

large Soviet military build-up
WASHIN(;T0N - in a blaze of orchestrated publicity,

the administration issued yesterday a report which Presi-

dent Reagan said gives the American people the "straight

facts" on an unflagging Soviet buildup to military

superiority on the ground, in the oceans, through the air

and even space.

The objective, as both Reagan and Defense Secretary

Cas{>ar Weinberger made clear, is to marshal support for

the administration's record $1.6 trillion program to "re-

arm America." That pn)gram is being buffeted by
demands even fn»m Republicans that it be cut.

"The Soviets have not slowed the pace of their enour-
mous military buildup." said Reagan in a statement put
out before Weinberger presented the 107-page report at a
Pentagitn news conference.

"In little over a year, they have begun testing new
models in almost every class of nuclear weapons." Reagan
added.

it
Life in the Global Village - World Development Issues"
Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Sponsored by The Chancellor's Office, The Center for International Education, The Center for International Agricultural
Monday, March 14 Studies, and the Peace Corps.
3:00 - 5:00
Opening Session, Room 10C. Chancellor Joseph Duffy 3;3o . 50O
Keynote Address, Abdulrahman Mohamed Babu, Visitjnfl "Footj gnd Agriculture", Room 804-08

John Foster, Food and Resource Economics
Nola Reinhardt, Economics, Smith College
Mary Pritchard, OXFAM

Professor of Black Studies, Amherst College, Room 163-C

7:30 9:30
Reception for Returned Peace Corps Volunteers, families and
fhends, Menr>onal Hall, UMass Campus

Tuesday, March 16
9:00 12:00

Filnrw on International Development, Room 803

Gilbert Mottia, Center for lnternatior>al Agricultural Studies.
Moderator

Wednesday, March 16
9:00 - 12:00
Films on Intematiorvil Development, Room 803wme&

"Language and Culture", Room 802
Josephir>e M. Ryan, Education

10:00- 11:00

"Forestry in Central Anwrica", Room 806-09
Gary Bumiske, Forestry

11:00- 12:00

"Rural Agricultural Devetopment". Room 811-B
Valerie Mailler, Plant arnl Soil Sciences
Tom Mahor>ey, F*tant and Soil Sciences

11:00- 12:00
"Education in India", Room 802
Renia Pai, Future Studies

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
1:5) y:uu
"Women in Devetopment", Room 805-08
Pana Putnam, Center for International Education
Nancy Herman, Anthropology
Carol Wzorek. Peace Corps
Pat McGuire, Center for International Education, Moderator

mm^
'Changing Peoples Eating Habits", Room 802
Dahlia Aspillera, Food Science

10:00- 11:00

"InternatioTYal Careers", Room 806-09
Sterling Lamet, International Programs Office, UMass

11:00 12:00
"Cooperath^es as a Development Tool"
Room 811-B
Doudou Jome, CLE.
BartMra Hovrald, CLE.

Ws^ISCUSSIQNS

Dioxin exposure in Vietnam
not as bad as Times Beach
WASHINGTON - Why Times Beach and not Vietnam?

When a veteran asked why the government bought out a
town in Missouri that was exposed to dioxin but won't

compensate veterans exposed to the same substance in

Vietnam, Air Force Major Alvin Young was ready.

He flashed onto a screen a slide showing an orange and
an apple.

His point was that the degree of exposure was so much
greater in Times Beach. Mo., than in Vietnam that com-
paring the two situations was like comparing, well, apples

ami oranges.

For years, the Veterans Administration has dismissed

veterans' claims that dioxin in the herbicides sprayed in

Vietnam damaged their health. So the VA was put on the

spot when another agency of government moved so fast

after dioxin was found in Times Beach, population 2,400.

Young, an environmental sf)ecialist on loan to the VA,
has collected a pile of data intended to prove that her-

bicides sprayed in Vietnam were not the culprit, but his

data hasn't persuaded the veterans.

The issue won't go away. Other veterans keep asking
the question that Hugh Walkup of Seattle raised at a
meeting of the VA's Advisory Committee on Herbicides:

Why Times Beach and not Vietnam?
The Centers for Disease Control decided that one part

per billion of dioxin was enough to be a health risk.

Harvard

students try

to get ROTC
CAMBRIIXJE - A group

of Harvard students is try-

ing to bring back the

Reserve Officers Training

Corps in the form of a club,

14 years after ROTC was
banished from the campus.

Harvard junior Andrew
Deardorff, an Army cadet,

is seeking permission to

form a "Harvard-Radcliffe

ROTC Club," open to all

students, "to promote in-

terest in an understanding
of military matters through
publications, meetings,
seminars and other educa-

tional activities."

School and military of-

ficials say the club would
not mean a return of the

military training program
to the school.

'The Role of the U.S. in Wodd Development".
Room 804-08
Randall Stokes, Sociology

E. Jefferson Murphy, 5 College Coordin.
Ralph Faulkir>gham.AnthroDoloav

There will be an exhibit of photographs by Stan Sherer which
pertain to conference topics on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, 8th floor lounge.

"The college has received

a proposal to form an ROTC
club, which would be entitl-

ed to use the Harvard name
and campus meeting
space," Dean of Students

Archie C. Epps III said

Tuesday night.

,
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Peace symbol sign is resurrected from the sixties at nuclear freeze
rally which attracted several thousand supporters to Capitol Hill Tues-
day.

Washington lobby for freeze

feels good response locally
By PAUL BASKEN

( ollecMn Suff

The nationwide nuclear freeze rally heM
Tuesday in Washington was a success on

the local level, yet still left uncertainty for

the resolution's national acceptance,

participants said yesterday.

"I think we made real communication
with (U.S. Rep. Silvio 0.1 Conte.; R Pit

tsfield) ," said Victoria Safford of the

American Friends Service Committee
( AFSC), a k>cal organizing group for the bus

which carried 45 local people, including four

University of Massachusetts students, to

the rally.

Safford said Conte has in the past sent

her group "a lot of polite letters." but that

this time he took more effort in explaining

how freeze supporters could be more
successful in lobbying other Congressmen.

Conte gave his constituents the names of

key Congressmen and committee and staff

members to push for passage. Safford said,

M well as a "committment to continue

communications" with the freeze groups in

his distncl.

"I'll just continue what I've been doing."

Conte told his visiter's Tuesday. Assessing

the result to date. Conte reassured lob

byists. "We've created a very persuasive

national debate, and that in and of itself is a

success."

The national aspect of the freeze was.

however, the area in which the day was
"not entirely successful." .said lobbyist

Martha Glaser of Northampton, a part time

student at UMass. She said that while the

Massachusetts delegation on Capitol Hill

has sponsored and strongly supported the

resolution, lobbyists from other parts of the

country, such as New York, were refused

meeting appointments by their

Congressmen.
Frances Crowe, a member of the AFSC

who said she became involved in the anti-

nuclear movement at age 26 when t)ie first

atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima

and Nagasaki, said that "even if we don't

have a nuclear war. the arms race is killing

us now."

"I want my children to live." Crowe gave
as the motivation for her spending two
straight nights on the Washington bus,

sleeping in the overhead rack. "I want life

on this planet to goon."

At a meeting Tuesday in the Russell

Senate Office Building. Jana Catuccio of

Westfield presented Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. I) Mass.. and Sen. Paul E.

Tsongas. D Mass.. with 3.000 proxy forms

signed by western Massachusetts freeze

supporters who were unable to attend the

rally.

"When you tell people what they're losing

in their own community, their ears perk

up." Catuccio told the senators when
describing the work done colleclmg

signatures. "We are not running away from

a challenge; we are rising to an even

greater challenge."

Student subcommittee uses

election to push General Ed
By RITA MURPHY

coikfitn surr

In an effort to persuade the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate that more

discussion is needed on the Generad F^duca-

tion Curriculum Proposal, the student sub

committee on General Education will use

the results of a Student Government
Association (SGA) referendum question.

The referendum question on the Creneral

Education Curriculum proposal was on the

SGA ballot Monday and Tuesday, and

received more undecided than either affir

mative or negative votes.

Of the 4,088 students who responded to

the referendum, 1,409 expressed support

of the proposal, 754 opposed it. and 1,925

said they did not have enough information

to decide.

Subcommittee Task Coordinator Ellen

Nylen said that because of the complexity

of the whole general education issue and its

importance, more discussion is needed by

both students and faculty before any action

should be taken by the senate.

For students to answer they do not have

enough information on the proposal

"shows the need to keep the discussion go-

ing," she said.

"An 'I don't know vote' is as good as a

'yea vote. VVliai we ttiie stuucin. ouocom-

mitee) must do is show the senate that,"

she said.

Steven Zeil, a Faculty Senator, said the

student vote is different from the faculty

vote because the students were asked

whether they support the entire proposal

while the faculty v/ill be asked what parts

of the proposal they support.

Students may have voted "thinking they

support one or two parts of the proposal,

but the way the question was asked doesn't

separate the parts." he said.

The results of the question can not be

weighted too heavily, he said.

Nylen said someone from the student

gfroup would probably speak at either the

March 17 or April 7 senate meeting to urge

senators to hold off voting on the proposal

until "more discu.ssion can be generated."

In the coming weeks, the student group

will be using other lobbying tactics such as

calling UMass students and urging their at-

tendance at the next two meetings,

especially the April 7 senate meeting at

which a vote on the proposal is expected.

"If students show up at those meetings,

it will show the senat<> they really do care

abtiut the issue." she said.

Zeil said such a lobbying effort "May be

effective," and could have an impact on the

senate.

Students see lobbying
in capital as success

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collegian SUff

WASHINGTON Students Advocating
Financial Assistance (SAFA) members
yesterday agreed this week's lobbying trip

to Capitol HiU involved a new challenge that

was handled successfully by the group as a

whole.

For the first time. SAFA lobbyists had to

be knowledgeable about financial aid policy

issues as well as dollars, said Lyn Nichols,

chairwoman of the federal legislation

committee of the Massachusetts
Association of Financial Aid
Administrators. Nichols, along with Gerald
Grady, coordinator of community relations

at the University of Massachusetts, ac

companied the group as advisors.

"It was a more difficult challenge than
any of the previous four trips. I was quite

concerned that we wouldn't pull it off,"

Grady said. But, he said, "The group spirit

was very high."

SAFA lobbied Capitol Hill legislators for

three days against proposed restructuring

of financial aid policy in the fiscal 1984

Reagan Administration budget. The
budget, if passed, would eliminate all grant
programs except the Pell Grant, which
would be slightly increased. It would also

increase funding for the college work study
program by 57 percent.

SAFA also lobbied against the Solomon
Amendment, which prohibits students that

cannot prove they have registered for the
draft from receiving federal education

funds.

Massachusetts congressmen Joseph
Moakley, D Mass. and Edward J. Markey.
D Maiden, were visited by SAFA lobbyists

yesterday. The purpose of the visits was to

thank them for their continued support of

higher education, said SAFA member Jim
Shaw.

"I'll have to find something on education

to vote against," Markey said jokingly. "It

looks like I'm in the lank with you.

"

There were disappointments with

conservative Republicans, however.
An aid to Sen. Mark Mattingley, R

Georgia, said Mattingley is opposed to any
increases in financial aid and believes a

three year budget freeze will pull the

United States out of the national debt, said

SAFA secretary Cindy Howland.
But a meeting with Sen. Joseph Skeen,

R- New Mexico, by SAFA's Roberto
Palencia was an example of the fact that

many legislators are unaware of some of the

consequences of financial aid cuts.

Palencia, a Hispanic student, said he told

Skeen that tuition hikes and budget cuts

are particularly bad for Hispanics, most of

whom are below the poverty level in

America.
When Skeen heard that argument la

large part of his constituency is Hispanic),

he told his aides that they will have to

discuss the matter in further detail,

Palencia said. Skeen has one of the lowest

United States Student Association (USSA)
voting records in the Senate.

"I'm afraid a lot of Hispanics and a lot of

Third World people wil not be able to go to

college (in the future)," Palencia said.

Palencia said that some conservatives

seemed to be flexible on financial aid issues.

"The hard liners in the issue are them-
selves surprised, saying, 'why the hell is

the President doing this.'" when told of the

education situation. Palencia said.

Shaw related a similar incident involving

an aide to Sen. John Stennis. D Miss.

The aid told Shaw that Stennis was
sympathetic to education issues, he said.

"But when we told him Stennis had a 31

percent (I'SSAl voting record, he nearly

fell out of his chair," Shaw said. The aide

then asked the group to send him the

statistics, he said.

Jim Crosby. SAFA treasurer, and Bill

Keegan. who represented the Graduate
Student Senate, were both optimistic about

rejection of the Reagan Budget.

"As far as the actual result, I don't think

the proposal that Reagan nude is going to

go through." Crosby said. "The people that

matter think (the Solomon amendment) is a

sham".
Keegan. along with three other graduate

students, concentrated their efforts on the

proposed five percent hike in the

origination fee of the Guaranteed Student

Loan program to 10 percent. Keegan said

even some "hard core Republicans" were
against the proposal after it wa.s explained

to them.

Pkolo by Maria Rati

Debbie Dawson sits in relative safety alongside a smashed window on
the second floor of Herter Hall.
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SOME FACTS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
AS AN AIR FORCE NURSE

V
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There zre many nurs-

ing positions which of-

fer career fulfilinient.

Being an Air Force
nurse can fulfill that

need. There is also a lot

more to life than work
and Air Force nursing

provides that something
extra. In addition to

your nursing uniform,

youMI wear the uniform
of an Ail Force officer.

NV»u*II have the prestige an^ responsibility of a leader with
equal opponunity for advancement. You'll have the advan-
tages of the Air Force's great way of life — 30 days of vaca-
tion with pay each year, medical and dental care, educa-
tional opportunity and recreational facilities. There are
man\. more personal and financial rewards. If you qualify.

vf'U nay compete for Air Force nursing specialties Add the
chailnnge. the responsibility and the opportunity of Air
Fdrc*' nursing to your future. Contact an Air Force nurse
recruiter today for more information. Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641 collect ca lls excepted or Capt. Dasher
(413) 545-2437

25% OFF
on selected

Hooded
Sweatshirts

Clearance

Sale

Limited

quantity

Hooded
Pastel

Sweatshirts

A 9t»ot woy of life

r 4tli Annual
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No Rainchecks

Assorted

Styles & Colors On Special

Sale Table

in Clothing

Not all

sizes or

colors available

Located in the Campus Center

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
^XJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

JCRGaS
ttt

.A Store-full of Ideas

MARCH
MARCH
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iUMGLfiSSES
reg.-5;95- 3.95

20% OFF

TANK TOPS
reg.

4.95
•"^p»i

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst Open K)-^ Mon.-5at

< oikpan pknlo hy Kalw Waltrr*

Puddles such as the one reflecting^ two chilled passers-bv outside the

Old Chapel have formed all over campus in the rain of the past three

days.

Happy Hour

FREE PIZZA
UNIVEMITT or

50' DRAFTS 99* BAR DRINKS

Physical Plant construction

to alta* traffic and bus routes
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

CollcKiui SUff

Upon return from spring break, students

at the University of Massachusetts and
visitors to the campus will see several

temporary changes to campus traffic

patterns while a pollution control system
called a "baghouse" is being built next to

the power plane.

The baghouse, which filters particulate

matter in the form of fly ash from the

emissions of the smoke stacks, is being built

in order to meet standards of the Lower
Pioneer Valley Air Pollution Control

District on air quality in Massachusetts.

Construction of the project requires the

closing of Campus Center Way for a period

of fourteen months. As a result, routes for

cars and buses normally using this road will

be revised.

All buses now operating from the

Campus Center circle, such as those run by
PVTA and Peter Pan. will instead be
stopping at the Haigis Mall between the

Whitmore Administration Building and the

School of Business Administration.

Motor vehicles using the Campus Center
garage will be rerouted to Governors
Drive, where they can enter the garage by
using a temporary roadway that travels

past Hatch Laboratory and inbetween Flint

and Chenoweth Laboratories.

Trucks going to and from the Cold

Storage Plant will have to use the road in

front of Holdsworth Hall from Information

Booth Six.

As stipulated in the construction con-

tract, there will be a walkway past the
construction site that will enable
pedestrians to walk to the Textbook Annex
and points beyond it.

Bill Barrett, director of Transportation

and Parking, said the new bus stop is the

biggest change and should present the most
problems.

"Students will still have to buy their

Peter Pan bus tickets in the lobby of the

Hotel, but now they have to walk all the

way with their baggage to the Haigis Mall."

he said.

"Timewise, people are going to have to

realize it is a longer walk and they are going

to have to plan ahead an extra ten to fifteen

minutes," said Meredith Schmidt, manager

of the Campus Center Hotel.

H. Jackson Littlefield. director of

facilities planning, said the change, "is a

matter of getting reacclimated to a dif

ferent route.

"The person most affected will be the one

who day in and day out has been taking a

bus to the Campus Center Circle and then

walking to the north side of campus. It

either means a longer walk of gelling on a

campus shuttle and getting off on Cover
nors Drive."

The new routes and bus stops will not

only cause obvious problems in the form of

longer walks, but also little things like

installing informational signs to inform

pedestrians where cars are going to be.

Director of Public Safety Gerald O'Neill

said he is working closely with Physical

Plant to prepare the new garage access

road to accomodate both cars and people.

"There must be stop signs put up by all

the walkways. Information Booth Six must
be removed by the Physical Plant so trucks

can get by, and there is an exit door in food

tech (Chenoweth Laboratories) which opens

right into the road, and thus needs a sign to

inform people," he said.

O'Neill said it will take time for people to

get used to all the changes, including the

new bus stop, and it is going to cause many
inconveniences.

"We will be looking for potential

problems and addressing citizen com
plaints," he said.

Schmidt said she and members of Con
ference Services are considering tran-

sportation to the Campus Center for people

staying in the Hotel and involved with

conferences who have taken a bus to the

Haigis Mall.

"There will be directional signs telling

people how to walk to the Campus Center
and possibly there is going to be a shuttle

bus from the Haigis Mall to the Hotel." she

said.
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338 College Street

Tuborg u & ok $2.70/6 pk.

Becks Lt & Dk $3.99/6 pk

Carling 12 01 exports $7.45/c8e

Miller £r Lite 12 oz ioom t>otti«t $10.95/cm

Bud 12 oz loosa can* $10.95/cse

Foster Lager 25 oz c«n $1 .55/m

Plenty of Cold Draft Barrels

On Hand
Prices don't indud* deposit.

Fleishmann's Whiskey 1.751 $13.75

Jameson Irish Whiskey tgo mi $10.99

Piccala Coffee Liq. Tsomi $5.99

Crown Russe Vodka 100° tgo mi $5.19

Ron Rico Rum Tsomi $5.45

Cartier Blanc de Blanc tgo mi $1 .99

Buena Vista Gamay Beaujolais tgo ml . . . $2.99

We Welcome
Your Empty Btis €r Cans

not fMpcnaibla for typographical arrors
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Open
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mSTORE

AN IMPORTANT
ADDITION
TO YOUR
UNIFORM

The insignia of an Air
Force nurse can mean
a lot to you and your

future. It shows that youVe part of the Air
Force Nurse Corps. A member of one of the
most efficient health care teams in the world. It

signifies you are an Air Force officer with the
responsibility and prestige of a leadership posi-
tion. It indicates you're on the track toward
good pay and almost unlimited educational op-
portunities. If you're a nursing professional or
about to complete your nursing education, why
not consider Air Force nursing as part of
YOUR future? From the day you*re commis-
sioned, you'll receive the pay and advantages
of an Air Force officer. Consider your uniform
and our future. Then make it yours.
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY

OF LIFE

For Mor« Oelili CaH Sandy PH09
(203) 229-9S41

Frashmen €r Soohmoraa CaH Capt. PinkaN

(413) 546-2137

r Thursday

OLDIES
with

Gregg Adams

TWO FOR ONE
9 til 11

all liquor drinks

no
cover

SEE BRUCE LEE
AT HIS BEST

- in -

''GAME OF
DEATH"

Thurs, March 10th

Student Union
Ballroom

$1.00 admission

7. 9. 11 PM

Recycle

this

Collegian
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Starring

Dudley Moore and Liza Minnelli
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

MarkW. Roskill

''Pliotojournalisni: Its Early
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riiuisdaN, Miiich 10, Hp.m.
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Alcoholism in women often called
nervousness or hysteria by doctors
Editor's Note: This is the first of a two

part series.

By MARY BALDWIN
Collcfimn Suff

There may be more women alcoholics than
people realize due to poor detection by the
medical community, said the director of a
problem drinking program in Northampton.
"Frequently more women alcoholics than

men are diagnosed as having a mental
health problem or a depressive problem
rather than being alcoholic."

As a result, "women alcoholics are more
apt to be prescribed drugs for an emotional
problem rather than to be diagnosed
alcohoHc,'' she said.

One reason women alcoholics are
misdiagnosed is because alcohoUsm has a lot

to do with emotion. Moriarty said.

Therefore women alcoholics who are
emotional are described by physicians as
being hysterical, she said.

A longer delay in alcoholism detection in

women occures because physical
examinations do not always show
alcoholism. Moriarty said.

According to a study, alcoholism in women
goes undetected because of the reluctance

of workers to ask questions about alcohol

use.

"Women have been more protected from
alcoholism," Moriarty said. "They are not
arrested as often, adding to the longer
delay in detection."

However, results from a 1977 study in-

dicate an increase in drunkenness offense
rates for women. Other indicators, ac
cording to the study, are an increase in liver

cirrhosis mortality, alcoholic mortality and
the number of women receiving treatment
for drinking problems.
There is also a tendency for women lo

deny to themselves that they have a

problem and to hide their drinking from
their doctors because of the stigma our
society attaches to women who drink.

Moriarty said.

However, the medical community is

becoming more aware of the problem, she
said.

Another study found that the number of

women alcoholics may be increasing

because more women are admitting they
have a problem and seeking help.

Advertising, emancipation, stress because
of employment, domestic stress, role

ambiguity and self-image problems are
other causes for an increase in women
alcoholics, according to the study.

walk this way
to the dasse cafe

•ffordabl* illning, night & day
Sunday

- 10 pn 7 am - a pm
^^fllllng tha gap In amharat*^

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

B.st Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amharst
CloMd WMnMdav*

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from
Our Own Farm

BEER ft WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2B3-7836

Have You Heard About

Happy Hours:
Mon - Thurs 4-7

Friday 3 - 6

Sun - Tubs 9 - 11

50' Domestic Drafts
(includes your choice of Michelob, Budweiser,

Miller, Miller Lite, Lowenbrau Dark)

75' Heinekens (12 oz)
99' Bar drinks

— Tonite —
Featured at Webster's

50^ Miller Drafts from 9 to close

Entertainment - Hungry HUl

What^s m^m^m^more..*

for a mere 75C you can

I

sup on our Webster's

Sampler: enjoy an

appetizing platter of

Buffalo chicken wings or

BBQ ribs. ..try the

Mediterranean bread...or

an hers d'oeuvres cheese

board!

(Willie kitchen i« i>pcn)

Plumbleys
off the common
Amherst Center • 253-9586

Rzza delivery at UMass is

becoming a dangerous job
By DAVID MUNIZ
Collegimn CorrccpoiMiciit

University of Massachusetts police

confirmed a report that an employee of

Domino's Pizza was robbed of his pizzas

and a sack of cash containing twenty
dollars -near Cance and Pierpont dor-

mitories in the Southwest Residential

College last week, and that similar in-

stances have happened since then.

Most pizza companies the Collegian

interviewed recently said that so far this

semester thefts from pizza delivery people

have been a recurring problem.
Last semester. University of

Massachusetts police reported at least 15

cases in which drivers were the victims of

thieves who stole pizzas, cash, or both.

Last October, a driver for Domino's Pizza

had a bottle hurled at his face. It broke

his nose.

Bruno Matarazzo. an employee of

Pinocchio's. said. "The crowd's changed in

the past two years. The entire attitude (of

the students) has changed."

He attributed the change to "a com
bination of luck and being careful."

Pinocchio's drivers are advised to make
"shady areas" their last stop, and to lock

pizzas in the trunks of their cars. They
are also advised not to carry a lot of cash
Jim Stevens, an employee of Domino's

Pizza, said, "There is no problem on
Hampshire or Amherst College campuses,
just at UMass." Domino's employees
wear uniforms, which other owners say

make a deliverer more vulnerable.

"The visibility is more of a gain, in that

it gives a lot of free publicity to the piz

zeria, and the drivers have no qualms
about wearing uniforms," he said.

Unlike Domino's. Whole Wheat Pizza's

manager said problems are not only at

UMass. but also at nearby Amherst
College. Last semester, a Whole Wheat
driver was robbed of his pizzas at

knifepoint at Amherst College. It is not

known if the assailant was a student at the
college, or a stranger on the campus.

Most pizza vendors also tell their
drivers to run lo and from dorms. This
makes them harder to catch, and it also

keeps the pizzas hot.

Pizzas, equalizer and tapes
stolen from Southwest area

Suspects are sought by University of

Massachusetts police in connection with
the robbery of two large cheese pi/zas and
the assault and battery of a pizza delivery

person early Wednesday morning.
Police said the incident occurred in the

driveway of James Dormitory in the
Southwest Residential College. The
victim had entered the bbby of James and
asked for the party that ordered the

pizzas, police said. Police said the party
said they would come down to get the

pizzas, but never showed.
The deliveryman returned to his car

where he was accosted by two men. police

snid. The suspect punched the victim on

the right side of the face while the second

person grabbed the pizzas, police said,

and both then ran toward Emerson
Dormitory.
The pizzas were valued at $16.

The case is still under investigation.

An $80 graphic equalizer and 72 tapes

valued at $360 were reported stolen from
a student's car parked in Lot 22. The
incident occurred sometime between 7

p.m. Sunday and 7:45 p.m. luesday. police

said. The perpitrator gained entrance by
breaking the driver's side window, which
was valued at $80, police said.

- RAY BKAUCHEMIN
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^ Q shopping event!

DYNAMITE RECORDS
DUY SELL

^ RENT
^ Stor#s in Amherst
f ond Northampton

TRADE )

I

I Thornes Marketplace, Northampton 584-1580|

In Paul's Old Time Furniture

57 E. Pleasant, Amherst

Your Ad Should Be Here

Call 545-3500 For Our
/

Special Thursday Rates!
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LENTEN COUPON SPECIALS

MRBEOUED STARE RIBS
M Yn €• !•»

reg. 7.95

j hm NOW
$2.00 OFF
with coupon

It

I
(one coupon per person)

I
^^served with DOtato. cote slaw, rolls/butter

Coupon CkKtd Thru Good Friday. 1983

BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

2 EGGS 2 STRIPS BACOM
2 PANCAKES 2 LINKS SAUSAGE

WITH THIC COUPON

2 FOR $3.99
Pttase pritint coupon whtp o'dctm;

p SERVED ALL DAY ANYTiME
^ Coupon Good Thru UmhI Knday

. 1 »K3

HOURS:
Sun. - Thurs.

7a. m. to 3a.m.

Fri. & Sat.

24 Hours

ealing place
CAMPUS SNOOPING PLAZA
RTf . 9. HAOLffY. 2S«^tt«

»TCf> A SNOr

SENIOR CITIZEN

DISCOUNTS
2-5P M 20%

ALL OTHER TIMES

lO'o

Obes roi rippiy

to Sptcuts

''Look what*s
cooking** '»i«V

»>'

.y"

PIZZA OUR SPECIALTY
CHICKEN - SPAGHETTI
ORDERS PUl UP TO TAKE OUT

HIQHPST PWCES PAID
" -FOR-
QOLO ft SILVER

IN ALL FOMHIS
MANfiAN

3 PUASANT St (COWNCfl OF MAtNl
NOftTHAMFTON MA 01060
,4131 SM 7000

BEARDSLEY'S ^SJMOMainSt.;
NorthAfnptoa/586-2699

584-0204 Kitrhra llwirt II M A M 1 1 3t P M
??3 Plnasanl SI . Nonhamptoo J

I*-

^^

V*•••••••••••••••••*•***•**•••••*•• ••••••**jj

TOHIGHTl
Q. What do DAN AKROYD, JOHN BELUSHI, MARY J
GROSS, TIM KAZURINSKY, ROBERT KLEIN, J

GILDA RADNER, JOAN RIVERS, and FRED J
WILLARD all have in conpion? J
A. They all started with The Second City improviza- J
tional comedy troupe.

Com* %— th« com#dy of

Th* Notionol Touring Compony of

SECOND CITY
jThfeater 14, Smith College Tickets available at the door

*' " '" , 5-College $3.00

General Public $5.00

<,r
^

V^^ .! 'X'^
V

?<o.^

?0 Center SI Northampton • 8 am Midnight O ^^#^
Inlormation A IicVet Reservations 584 0610 4ft» O
Cale Fare • Full Bar • Collee • Desserts ^^^QnffcctlOlISCl^

Tres Bon!
Rediscover the areas

finest French restaurant.

Lunch, Dinner, Sunday Brunch

Dinner reservations suggested.

jCale-Rest^airaLnt

March 10, 1983

5 8:00 pm
co-SF>onsored by

jj Smith College Rec Council and the Fine Arts Center/ UMass

Wondering About

The Weather ?

runner shop

/AKNUAL SPRING SHOE SALE

Save as never before! We've got hundreds of sport

shoes on sale at greatly reduced prices. Shoes for

running, tennis, basketball, soccer, volleyball, track,

hiking, etc. And all shoes are priced at

(5.00 S 10.00 $15.00 120.00 $25.00 $00.00

a pair, none higher. All are first quality, no seconds;

these are discontinued, overstocked or slow-selling

models. Our loss is your gain.

Sale ends April 16. Please - no phone calls.

runn#r'shOp 114 Main Str**t, Northampton, Mou.

Call "T/RST at 545-1540

and ask for tape

^1532

for the Dail\; Weather Report

or

for Dail\; Campus Events

ask for tape

#J5I5

Wormaton Da^o
berk

leased Wormcrton
Phone Servtce

C H O N A

ConterDporary Fashion Thornes Market, Northampton

IDB @\® TIPS
a service of the Dean of Students Office

Look in your Student Telephone Directory

for a complete "TIPS" listing.

Electronic messages a sign of

the times in Campus Center
By TOM BURGOMASTER

ColleKiu> Correapondrnt

Students walking through the Campus
Center this week may have noticed a new
addition outside the Blue Wall and inside

the University Store: electronic message
boards. The signs have been provided to

the University as part of a nationwide

marketing study by Guaranteed Sales of

New Jersey.

"I was amazed when they (Guaranteed
Sales) first showed me the film about the

signs," said Winthrop L. Cummings,
manager of the University Store.

Each sign cost about $2,500. Cummings
said, and the Campus Center now has three
which they payed nothing for. The cost of

the sign is made, Cummings said, through
the advertising the company sells to include

on the sign. The two operational signs now
outside the Blue Wall and inside the
University Store have advertisements for

International Coffees and Pontiac.
"I have to get a special agreement to

refuse any advertising," Cummings said

about the ads. which get changed about
once a month. He said products such as No-
Doz (which the Health Services does not

want the store to carry) would not be
allowed to put ads on the signs.

The signs are part of a nationwide
marketing study which includes six cam-
puses with student populations of 20.000 or

more. The program Ls scheduled to last

about two TPOntlle

If it is successful and Guaranteed Sales

continues the program, the Campus Center

will probably keep their signs. Cummings
said, and may even decide to expand the

number of signs.

Right now. However. Cummings is still

trying to find a place to put the third one

they already have.

"It was above the Mini Store, but I was
afraid that it might get vandalized,"

cummings said, noting the sign had been

out in the open because there was no room
to put it behind the glass inside the Mini

Store. The sign is now down with no

decision yet made as to where to put it up

again.

The messages on the electronic bulletin

boards are programmed by the Blue Wall or

sales and specials at the store.

Though Cummings said he does not think

they will expand to include students'

personal messages, he said he does see the

signs being used to announce events of

interest to the entire University, such as

events at the Fine Arts Center or remin

ders to students of add/drop deadlines.

"The signs have so much capacity, when
yve get more proficient at programming
them we'll see how they'll be expanded."
Cummings said, he also said the number o*

messages on the signs now is about half of

what they can hold.

"They have a lot of versatility. " Cum-
mings said, but the store for now is just

learning how to program them.

Protest of El Salvador on Common Saturday
A rally to protest any escalatmn of U.S

involvement in the war in EI Salvador Ls

scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Saturday at the

Amherst Common. A march through
Northampton ( with subsequent carpooling

to Amherst Common) is scheduled to begin

at noon from Pulaski Park. Another march
is planned to start at 12:30 p.m. from in

front of the UMass Student union Building

and both will converge on the common for

the day's events.

The events will include a speaker, music

of Central America, guerrilla theater and

letter writing to Hep. Silvio Conte (R-

Mass.l. The purpose of the rally is to

educate area residents and pressure federal

representatives on the issue of4^1 Salvador.

The event is sponsored by the Western
Mass. Latin American Solidarity Com-
mittee, the Radical Student Union and
other area groups.

Area peace activists to speak on WMUA
WMUA will air coverage of area peace resolution in. Washington D.C. this week at

activists' k>bbying efforU on behalf of a 6 p. m^ today, including a meeting with U.S.

Congressional nuclear weapons freeze Rep. Silvio Conte (R Mass.).

West German election topic of lecture today

A talk and appraisal of the recent West By Dr. Manfred Sussen. director of the

German elections is planned for today at 3 f^^w York office of the German Academic

p.m. in room 804 808 of the Campus Center Exchange Service.

^" WIN A TRIP TO
FLORIDA!

Ry to sutmy Ft. Lauderdale and bacl
courtesy of the Sub in Amherst.
This could be your chance to win an

exciting spring break vacation.
Entry blanks are available at the store^*"

fill one out and treat yourself to one of
our tasty subs at the same time!

Contest drawing will be March 7. 1963

SliJFREE BOWLH:
:IJJ OF CHILI 3:
0^ with every whole re^. i*^^

2 ^b or dble. meat sub |l| 5^^
li purchased

H a^a coupon expire* Marcti 7, 1963 I " I
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Academic exchange

must be open to all

ortmna

(Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series

which nfill examine the problems surrounding the ongoing

debate between those who claim academic freedom^ versus

those who ojrpose apartheid South Africa. Mr. Nkomo is

on^naUy from South Africa.)

iven that academic freedom is not a vacuous

•concept, any genuine and democratic-minded

will be repulsed by the gross infringements suffered

by fellow colleagues in S. Africa. They would go there with

the express intention of exposing the hypocrisy. Claims of

a desire and love for free communication would not be

made if the severe proscriptions to free communication on

the basis of color in S. Africa were taken into account.

We are further told that what motivates our learne<J

professors are human and not political concerns. How can

this be so? The two are inseparable in reality, if not in

theory. The claim is as preposterous as saying one is in-

Mokubung Nkomo
terested in the ecosystem but not in the preservation of

the various organisms that constitute the system. The con-

tradictions are staggering and reveal a dangerous attitude

which would not have surfaced had comment been

restrained. For instance, while disclaiming expertise in

political matters, a pronouncement on the political ability

of blacks to take charge of the S. African state is made.

This is reminiscent of the now discredited prediction «»f

Ian Smith, of the expired state of Rhodesia, that majority

rule would not be realized in a thousand years. Hardly a

decade elapsed before this prediction was consigned to the

waste basket.

The existence of injustice in the U.S. or anywhere else

on the globe should not be reas^m to stJ»p frf)m struggling

against it. because it is so ubiquitous. If there is any
qualitative difference in the civil rights of blacks and other

national minorities in the U.S.. between the 19f)0s and
19H,'V it is because r)f the vigorous protests, boycotts.

dem«>nstrati<»ns and cre<lible condemnations of injustice by

concerned persons. That struggle still c«»ntinues. Cynical

resignation has never been an effective instrument for

social change. The same logic extends to the struggle for

total democracy in S. Africa which is waged not only inter-

nally but externally as well.

It is not excessive, therefore, to compare fraternizing

with S. African academics in exclusively while congresses

to exchanges with German scientists at the height of the

programs sponsored by the Nazi government . Any sterile

expression of interest in free communication with scien-

tists at the German universities who had capitulated to the

Nazi political order would have been treated with utter

contempt by enlightened academics the world over.

Those who would belittle such condemnation as "un-

pn>fessional" or "unscientific" implicitly, and probably

unintentionally, identify themselves with the efficient pro-

fessionalism and singular pursuit of "duty" that inspired

Eichmann and Barbie. tJranted. the modes of function are

different but the effects are the same. There is a danger in

the creed of "science no matter what the toll might be in

human terms."

It must be resolved that like its fascist predesstirs. the S.

African racist regime does not deserve to be dignified by

the company of U.S. scholars. The message has to be

unambiguous, Exchanges can only take place under condi-

tions of free communication among all scholars regardless

of race, color, sex or creed. This means under conditions

of genuine academic freedom and democracy. The present

character of the S. African state prevents the achievement
of these freedoms. Censure, both at the individual and in-

stitutional level, is the only effective way of contributing

to greater democracy. Anything less will embolden the S.

African regime which is wise enough to turn such ex-

changes into political capital.

Mokubung Nkomo is a UMass student

r
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Letters

Taking a balloon is not enough
To the Editor:

Tuesday was International Women's Day (IWD). IWD
honors the struggle of women garment workers for safer

working conditions. Any gams women have made have

come through struggle, for example the right to vote and

the legalization of abortion. Women on this campus have

fought for enwrgency phones, the Women's Studies Dept.

and the Sexual Harassment Grievance Procedure. Women
secured these gains through organized education and

agitation.

Currently women's rights are under vicious attack.

Choice of reproduction is in serious jeopardy. Affirmative

Action is being undermined; and women still earn only 57

cents to a mans dollar. At the same lime women students

are apathetic. Residential women's centers lay dormant

due to lack of interest. Women's organizations are con

stantly struggling to generate fresh ideas and new
membership. The needs of women students are not

adejjuately addressed because women do not step forward

to air their concerns.

History illustrates that the situation of women won't

change on its own. Many people were happy to com
memorate the only holiday dedicated to women by taking a

balloon. However, as women living in a country where not

even an Equal rights Amendment can pass (remember all

men are created equal) merely taking a balloon is not

enough!

Usa Nazzaro
Amherst

BMCP news story editorializes

To the Editor:

I was appalled by the lack of journalistic responsibiUty

evidenced in yesterday's story "BMCP Confronts Slot

Cancellations." As program director of WMUA. and a

former reporter. I am astonished that a story so blatantly

libelous was run by the Black Affairs Page. In reckless

disregard of journalistic ethics, no attempt was made to

contact me or any other representative of the station

concerning the issue addressed in the article. What was
ostensibly, to the average reader, a factual news artkle

was in fact nothing more than an editorial.

Because space here does not allow me to provide a

rebuttal a second article is necessary to rectify this unjust

situation as well as make amends for the disservice done to

Collegvan readers. I am expecting a phone call.

Michelle Murray
Program Director. WMUA

Resisters are true patriots

To the Editor:

I was seized with fear and disgust upon reading Andre
LaMontagne's arrogant and indefensible letter to the

editor on Thursday. March 3. Mr. LaMontagne says that

since those who refuse to register for the draft are

technically committing a crime they are "criminals against

the State."

His accusation reminded me of a scene in a famous
Italian movie. Rome, Open City, filmed during the Nazi
occupation of Italy in the 1940's. A Roman Catholic priest

is arrested and accused of the heinous crime of aiding the

Italian resistence. A Nazi offwial convicts.him of "crimes

against the state" and moments later he is executed by a
firing squad.

Foltowing the twisted logic used by Mr. LaMontagne it

was legal and therefore just to execute the priest, just as it

was legal and just to commit horrible atrocities to

American Black Slaves if they broke the law by trying to

escape to freedom. These atrocities differ from his

statement only in degree, not in kind.

In short. Mr. LaMontagne's argument is not based on

any discussion of what is ethically right or wrong but solely

on the basis of what is legal and illegal. In so doing he

ignores history and climbs in bed with the great tyrants

and fascists of all time.

Rather than calling those who refuse to register

"criminals against the state" I hope that one day he will

recognize and appreciate those who, like the priest in Open
City, selflessly endanger their lives in the name of

humanity. It is these people who are the true patriots. Mr.
LaMontagne. and they do all of us a favor.

Carl Hoffman
Amherst

Creating a true defense system
To the Editor:

The f»ast few years have witnes.sed a great deal of atten

tion focuse<l <»n defense spending and defense systems.

However, the existing and proposed systems built and be-

ing argued over seem to be counter-offensive rather than
defensive devices. I define these terms in the following ex-

amples:

A counter-offensive system is one whose implementa-
tion is a retaliation against an enemy strike. I have a
sword, you have a sword, in striking at me you risk a mor-
tal blow from me. This is the basis of Mutually Assured
Destruction (MAD).
A defensive system is one whose activation deflects, in-

capacitates or otherwise renders harmless any incoming
threat. You iiave a sword, but I have a shield, do your
worse but you can wound me not.

These are the type of systems that should be developed
with the "defense" budget: short range devices whose
purpose is to deactivate or disarm incoming warheads. In

devising an effective method of rendering these weapons
inoperable, the surest method of preventing nuclear war
will be created, stronger than the precarious balance of

deterring forces, or the feeble oaths of fickle hearts. The
greatest sword of Democles that hangs over our heads to-

day shall be alleviated.

Guy Letoumeau
Amherst

Student clarifies remarks

To the Editor:

With regard to the CffUegian article on the Graduate
School Senate meeting of 9 March 1983, 1 feel that I must
respond to what the reporter chronicled as my remarks.
The misrepresentation of my arguments does damage not
only to me but to the debate and the students of this

University.

At no time did I suggest that South Africa was not an
extremely oppressive regime and. in fact, is one of the
most repressive. My comment was that, given the present
administration in Washington and the general conser-
vative outlook of the country, when areas of the world
begin to be excluded from contact we will, no doubt, first

be barred from places like the Soviet Union. Eastern
Europe, and Cuba, and not South Africa, which the
government considers to be an ally.

This is the precedent that I consider to be dangerous;
for, if one can prevent academic and scientific access to

one area, it can be legitimately prevented in all areas.

George W. Claxton

Graduate Student Senate
Dept. of Anthropology

Voter apathy hurts students
If you failed to vote in 1980 or 1982, you should

know about the effects on education that result from
your apathy. You deserve to know, just as you

deserve to suffer. Unfortunately, you have by your inac-

tion also attacked the quality of public education received

by your younger brothers and sisters. Take a look at the

party and the Administration you have brought to power
in Washington, and how your laziness will be rewarded.

"Laissez-faire" is a great philosophy of the Republicans,

one which they have not only propounded, but consistently

put into action. On one hand, President Reagan has pro-

mised to veto any grand-scale jobs programs, his rationale

being that the number ofjobs should flourish in the private

sector once his economic policies bring prosperity to

employers. On the other hand, the Administration
(through the Department of Education), doubled spending

Scott Bennett

on private schools in Massachusetts in 1982 while halving

federal funds to the state's public schools during the same
period (Bostcm Globe, 21 Nov. 82). It is rare to see our

President overburdened with facts, but isn't it fairly ob-

vious that if resources were directed toward improving

the quality of public education, then the need for middle

class parents to send their children to private schools

would disappear? If public schools were improved, then

spending public money on private schools would be like

giving Valium to victims of narcolepsy.

Such policy is the creation of both loyal Republicans and

apathetic non-voters. According to the U.S. Census

Bureau, in the 1980 presidential election, the lowest voter

tiuTiout was among people aged 18 through 20 (36 per-

cent). The second lowest (44 percent) was among those ag-

ed 21 through 24. It is strange to think you may have cut

your own social security student benefits. Pell grant, state

scholarship, and Guaranteed Student Loan by simply not

getting involved.

It is easy to understand your not bothering to vote if you

have twenty thousand or more dollars set aside for your

tour through the University. Hopefully, though, you will

have invested it carefully at a hij^ rate of interest for the

time your brothers apd sisters attend college, because if

current policies continue, they will need the remaining

cash desperately.

As students and citizens we are in a position to change

these policies. We can "stay the course," and continue see-

ing our needs ignored, or we can lobby, write letters to

Congress, and vote to show that we care about quality

public education. We will use our power to make sure that

we get it. Our brothers and sisters will thank us, and we
can thank ourselves.

Conservatives are correct in pointing out that a college

education is not a right. You won't find it anywhere in the

Constitution or the Bill of Rights. It is our resp<»nsibility U)

use the rights we have, specifically freedoms of speech,

press and assembly, and the right to vote, to make our

voices heard. Civil rights activists since the Sixties have

realized "there is no progress without a struggle
"

Scott Bennett is a t7Ma,s.s student

Solomon's political and moral problems
The way in which the proposed regulations of the

Solomon Amendment (the law that denies Financial

Aid to men who cannot prove they have registered

for the draft) will work is that when you apply for aid you
will have to sign a statement sa,ying that you are in com-

pliance with Selective Service law. Those who are suppos-

ed to register will be required to include proof of registra-

tion in order to receive aid. If you are denied aid on those

grounds y«>u can appeal to a designate of the Secretar>' of

Education. There is no provision ff»r appeal to any court of

law.

I and many others on this campus oppose the law for the

following reasons:

1. This law discriminates between those who can afford

school withf)Ut federal aid (loan, grant, or work-study),

making no effort to punish them, and those (most of us)

who need aid to go to school. It does not discern which are

"sincere" resisters and which are not. There are no provi-

sions for point of view or conscience.

2. This law should be unconstitutional because men are

assumed guilty until proven innocent. There is already a

harsh penalty of five years in prison and/or $10,0(K) fine

for not registering for the draft. This means that if you are

I'onvicted of not registering for the draft you will probably

Jon Braine

not be in school at all. If you have not been convicted of not

registering then you should not be denied aid on those

grounds.

3. Because the legal system is not involved at all in en-

forcement of this law. men denied aid do not even have the

traditional rights of criminal defendants such as represen-

tation and trial by peers. Even the type of defense allowed

is very restricted.

4. Since the proposed regulations put the burden of veri-

fying registration with the financial aid offices of univer-

sities around the country, there will be even more

bureacracy in getting aid. Art Jackson. Director of the

Financial Aid Office here at UMass, estimates that this

law will mean an additional 25,000 to 30,000 documents

for the 38 office staff to handle. This will cause additional

delays of several weeks added to the already long delays in

receiving financial aid. The delays alone will mean that

many people will not be able to stay in school merely

because they do not have the cash on hand to last that

many weeks until money comes. The fact is that every one

of the Financial Aid Office staff will have to process an ad-

ditional thousand documents. Since this office is being

level-funded, there will be less money available since the

administration will cost more.

5. Not only does this law appear to be discriminatory

and to violate rights of due process, it also violates an in-

dividuals' rights against self-incrimination according to

the Fifth Amendment. The proposed regulations explicitly

require a person to state whether they have complied with

the law.

6. Loans have already become more difficult due to un-

willingness on the part of banks. Rep. Simon (D-Il) said

banks "are reluctant right now to make student loans

because we are making it more and more complicated.

You complicate it further with this, and if you think

bankers in this Nation are going to make student loans as

widely as they do now. you are living in a dream world.

Therefore, this law will actually reduce the number of stu-

dent loans made which means that less people will be able

to g<j to secondary sch<K>l.

7. This law is also in violation of the 1974 Privacy Act by

forcing students tt) share with sch(H)l administrations

draft registration information which is irrelevant to the

distribution of financial aid but becomes a permanent part

of their recorfi with the e<iucational institution. Institu

tions may be required to turn this information over to

Selective Service for verification. The I'niversity should

never be put in the position of turning names over to

Selective Service potentially for pn>secution.

8. In addition to the legal, practical, and moral

arguments against this law, there are important pt>litical

ramifications. The pniposed regulations are geared

toward rej)ressing dissent of the registration program.

This is refltH'ted most clearly in Section 668.27 (c) which

forbids a student to discuss at his appeal hearing any

issues concerning the fairness or constitutionality of the

registration requirement. Such suppression of dissent,

which has c<»nsistently characterized the draft registration

program, is inappropriate to a democratic system and

dem«»cratic institutions of higher education. Thus far, in

addition to the Post Office, the Social Security Ad-

ministration, the Internal Revenue Service, the Depart

ment of Education, every financial Aid Office in the coun

try, and perhaps even banks are ail being brought onto the

job of enforcing the Military Selective Service Act. In

discussion of this law in the House of Representatives,

Rep. Schroeder (D Lo) said, "Do we really want U>

deputize America's bankers to enforce selective service

law? Do we really want to deputize all the different schools

to enforce tie selective service law? Let me propose a fur-

ther amendment. I think every student ought to be

registered to vote. Do we want to say that before they get

student aid we want to make sure that they are registered

to vote?... I mean, we can turn this thing into a big, gigan

tic police state, and I think that is the problem." This was

said in Congress, far from a left-wing group.

Jon Braine is a UMass student

Looking for an
American dream
Last week, Newsweek magazine celebrated its 50th

anniversary publication with a cover story entitled

"The American Dream". In light of this, a re-

examination of the American dream is long overdue. The

old cliche is alive and well you know. Across America

young and old, rich and poor are engaged in the day to day

process ot American "dreaming". Sadly however, the

spirit of the original American dream seems to have been

forgotten by the nouveau-American masses, (ione are the

dreams of private enterprise in a growing and thriving

democracy. (Jone are the simple joys of establishing a

small neighborhood business that produces g(K)ds a pro-

prietor can take pride in, goods a consumer can have faith

in. Replacing the simple American dream of the past is a

new dream. Or is it, perhaps, a new nightmare?

"Cet rich quick!" By now this cliche should seem
familiar enough to the American populus. Sacrifice

anything and everything in pursuit of the almighty dollar,

the all nourishing greenback, the fast and easy buck. Our
generation, the college students of tfKlay. are among the

worst offenders, pro{x>gating the worship of financiiil sue-

Stephen T. Jordan

cess under the g^ise of education. Ask the next student

you meet why he is in college. The answer is likely to be

"So I can get a job and make lots of money and thus be in-

credibly happy." Question: What do you want to be when
you graduate? Typical Answer: Rich, (hir generation has

equated happiness with material wealth finally and

resolutely. The days of knowledge have passetl us by. We
now regard learning as a means to an end. rather than

recognizing knowledge as an end in and of itself.

We can hardly be blamed for our delusions however.

Parental mcnlels, f»eer riv;flries. and s<»cial pressure have

(licLateii to us just what our American dream should Uv "I

want vou to have all the things I never had" is a common
remark of many well-meaning parents. Those things they

never had of course include fast cars. l)eautiful homes, and

semi-annual Eun»pean vacations financed via the trusty

charge can!.

Not only do our |>arents expect financial success f)f their

children but our peers demand it as well. Meet a Classics

major or a Philosophy major sometime and he will quickly

confirm that the question he answers most is "What are

you ever going to do with a Classics degree?" Underlying

that question is its natural con)llary: "How will you ever

make any money**"

The l«istardization of the American ideal extends

beyond the University walls however. The American
businessman is never satisfie<l unless he is moving up. up,

up. Higher salaries and bigger expense accounts have

become the passionate fantasies of American's white col-

lar businessman. For the average blue collar factory

worker little better can be said. 'There is a little known
ancestor to the factory worker who is now extinct forever.

He was called the artisan, a simple cabinet maker or cob-

bler who took pride in his work. He was directly responsi-

ble for his production and thus, turned out a high quality

good. Today, assembly line pnxluction and dozens of mid-

dle men have subverted the critical element of pride in

American pnxluction. American workers couldn't care

less about quality of the work they pniduce so long as it is

in sufficient quantity to bring a high financial yield.

Granted, increased production is critical to an expanding

society but our obsession with economic growth during the

60's and 70's has left us crying with the economic analysts

of the 80's. How soon we torgel the 1930's wnen
unemployment was 25 percent on the national average,

more than twice what it is today. Yet those Americans,

with their simple ideals, survived the great depression

because they never lost their dream. And, naturally those

who had the most wealth to begin with were the worst hit.

Ould today's America survive another great depression?

It's hardly probable, for far t<x) many of us would lose our

only dream, our dream of material wealth.

Perhaps we could all take a lesson from the liberal arts

majors or the hearty middle classes of the 1930's. It's time

we returned to the simple basis for the American dream
and turned our backs on the mutant form of it to which we
now so readily subscribe. A chicken in every pot will do;

we don't have to have pheasant under glass.

Stephen T. Jordan is a UMass student

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone
number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.
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It'sgood weather, for a change
PROCESSION (Columbia)
Weather Report

By JULIE SUSSMAN
C'oUcciaa Correspondent

Whomever had the idea that Weather
Report would pass into oblivion with the

departure of the beloved Jaco Pastorius had
better sit up and give Procession a listen.

And you can't help but sit up as you listen •

this album cooks!

Jaco Pastorius is certainly a tough act for

any bassist to follow, but young Victor

Bailey (who incidently. appeared with
Clouds last November in the SUB)
demonstrates he can hold his own, and then

some. In "T\*b Lines." Bailey provides a

solid walking bass line behind W.R. Daddy
Josef Zawmul's characteristic atonal

"melody" hne. With a slight tempo change.

the same tune lapses into a funky fusion jam
in which Bailey proves himself a master of

the fret less bass. He jumps around the

octaves with ease, even sounding Jaco
esque in places. Wayne Shorter, another

veteran of the old group, does some nice

tenor sax work here, but I kept finding

myself closely attuned to Bailey's playing.

Omar Hakim, the group's current

drummer, proves to be a man of diverse

talents. Hakim, who also appeared with

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
jTkiUr Ub Coni^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, Softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor
heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

for application or interview

BONUS
Leroux Irish Cream Night

on the rocks V 1.^O
- FREE -

T-shirts & Hats

LIFT THE BIG ONE
1 6 oz of Solid Drink

Thursday All Nite

Bailey in the Clouds concert, plays some
rhythm guitar and writes as well. His
"Molasses Run" includes an extremely tasty

bop solo on tenor by Shorter, and Zawinul's

synthesizer solo almost makes sense on this

one. Hakim's playing is nothing less than
outstanding on this cut as well as on the
rest of the album. He and Bailey always
maintain a close rhythmic rapport (the

Clouds concert was living proof that these
guys work very well as a team). An in-

teresting feature on "Molasses Run"are the
backing vocals by the members of

Manhattan Transfer in the beginning and
between solos.

The Transfer are ^iven the spotlight on
the album's piece with lyrics, '^Vhere the
Moon Goes." which surprisingly, happens
to be my favorite. I say surprisingly
because I tend to denounce vocalists as
bemg "in the way of the music" when the
soloists are of as high a caliber as these. On
the contrary, there is ample room for both
instrumental and vocal prowess on this

tribal dance- like masterpiece.
And believe me. they do! The percussion

rings with sounds of Africa, South America,
and the Far East, while Shorter's soprano
sax achieves a sitar like quality. The
tension builds with every measure, adding
a catchy riff, increased tempo, and hand
clapping (reminiscent of "Birdland") until

the cutoff. If the song wasn't eight minutes

k)ng, it could easily be another "Birdland"

in terms of commercial success.

Did I forget to mention the percussionist?

My apologies to Jose Rossy, the happy
little man without whom all the rhythmic
buzzess, bings, drum sounds, etc.. would
not be possible. Rossy gets center stage in

"Plaza Real." where he repeats a haunting
concertina melody in counterpoint to a
heartbeat bassline.

If you Uked Weather Report at all before,

you will not be disappointed in the least by
Procession, on the contrary, you will

probably pick up the liner notes after your
first listen to see who that bass player is

again. If you know nothing at all about the

group, this album will surely leave you with

a good first impresion.

Five stars for this one!

the battle Is on!

UNION RECORDS vs

THE COMPETITION

-m

WE ARE A STUDENT RUN ORGANIZATION
AND WE NEED YOUR HELP
TO BEAT THE COMPETITION !!!

S|3ecial Cut Prices
•ALBUMS ONLY $5.99

MASTER RECORDINGS $8.98

fOI Slu<ient (;nM'

l/niv ot M«<l

Amhn%l MA ()t(«>l

14111 US04n) <>4iit

ff<f \>udn» Hun Krro'd Itorr

C^->C

Fn March'iV

Robin Lane &

rustv nail presents

Sat. March 12

NRBQ
& The Whole
Wheat Horns

Rt..47, Sunderldnd, MA 666 4937

Sun March 13 Coming March 17
' James Brown

Justin tickets available at

For the Record (Faces)
You /mutt bo 18 to enter.
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Play by Play

Pan

Ma4slek
Variety is the spice of life.

There certainly is quite a variety of theater offerings

this week in the Five College area. This weekend you can
opt to see a modern or classic drama, a political comedy, a

cabaret or a children's show.

This is your last chance to see Ashes by David Rudkin in

the Fine Arts Center's Rand Theater. Ashes, performed
by the University Ensemble Theater, is the painful story of

a couple who yearn to have a child, but can't for medical
reasons. The curtain goes up tonight, tomorrow and
Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for students and
$3.50 for the public. For reservations, call 545 3511.

Two satirical comedies. Day of Absence by Douglas
Turner Ward and Los Vendidos by Luis Valdez take a
comic look at stereotypes of southern Black Americans and
Mexican Americans. The plays are performed by five

college students and are sponsored by the Third World
Theater. Showtimes are tonight, tomorrow and Saturday
at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theater, in Southwest. Tickets

are $2 for students and $3 for the general public. For
reservations call 545 2803 or 545 2804.

The Department of Dramatic Arts of .Amherst College
presents The Cenci by Percy Bysshe Shelley as a senior

thesis production, directed by Mark Staples. The Cenci
was written in 1820 and tells the tragic story of a family

living in Rome in the late 1500's. Performance begins at 8
p.m. on Friday and Saturday in the Kirby Theater.
Amherst. Tickets are $1.00. For reservations call 542
2277.

Come to the Cabaret.... Hampshire College students will

present a cabaret with song, dance, comedy and magic
tonight, tomorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Per
forming Arts Center. Hampshire. "Between Acts"
features 13 singing dancers, a quartet, a comedian and a

magician. Refreshments will be available. Tickets are
$2.50 for students and $3 for the general public.

Smith College offers children's theater this weekend.
The Noodle Doodle Box will be performed in the Hallie

F'lanagan Studio Theater Saturday at 10 a.m. and Sunday
at 2 p.m. Tickets are $1. Reservations: 584 3023.

Live

Wire
Davf

CliMan

So. you say the cost of concerts, the smoke of the bars,

and the price of drinks are keeping you away from live

music? Well, these excuses and those hundreds of others

which are constantly used for avoiding live music are quite

reasonable. Anyone living on campus without a car cer

tainly knows how hard it is to get over to even Hangar One

to see a band. But. if you do like live music and hate paying

big bucks for it. there are some alternatives. At 11:15

every Tuesday and nearly every Thursday morning, the

music department sponsors free concerts at the Bezanson

Reciul Hall in the Fine Arts Center. The Tuesday concerts

feature classical musicians and the Thursday concerts

showcase jazz players. There are fine musicians, in both

categories and considering the cost — nothing — it is an
opportunity that shouldn't be missed. I^ocal artists often

perform as well. So. if you have that time slot open, check

it out: good music doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg.

L you do have ihe arm and leg to spare, there arc a

few good acts worth checking out this weekend. Tonight

you'll find Zion Iniution at the Hangar, and Justin at the

Rusty Nail. Friday night offers several original bands. The

Boston based November Group will play the Bluewall.

their leader, guitarist Ann Prym. is one of the most

creative songwriters in the Boston new music scene. Ex
chartbuster Robin Lane will perform at the Rusty NaJl.

and the Stompers will be at the Hangar. At Sheehan's,

k)cal rockers the Pleasure Dots will be playing originals

and solid danceable covers.

Saturday night's best bet is a toss up between two hot

blues acts. J. B. Hutto. hot sulUn of the slide guiUr. will

be at the Bluewall. Over at the Rusty Nail, an excellent

alternative, that hot quartet. NRBQ. will do their thing. If

you prefer your rock with a modem beat. The neats. with

Fast, Clean, and Safe, will be at the Hangar

Looking ahead to next weeK. Winham Hill recording

artists Scott Cossu and Michael Hedges will be at the Iron

Horse C-offeehouse. Both artists specialize in introspective

jazz flavored music. The Windham Hill label is best known

for the material of George Winston, who performed at the

Academy of Music two weeks ago. Both Hedges and Cossu

fall into the same mold, however, they have developed a

sound all their own. Other upcoming concerts include

James Brown next week at the Nail, and Adam Ant coming

soon after the spring break.

Alas. 1 am shocked and dismayed to report that not

one person responded to last week's trivia contest. I am

thoroughly convinced the level of apathy at this schiwl has

reached an all time high. I mean look, not one person out of

all twenty odd thousand potential winners even

bothered to venture a guess, ergo, that's it. I've had it

with tne invia contest, a ui.ui. Kaput, genug, bye bye.

Sorry, you don't get another chance. So, farewell to trivia,

I'm keeping all the wonderful prizes I have for myself.

Now, all of y'>v Ha"" t fur h-.it g".'U ridden weekend.

Shimon Okshteyn's "On Sholom Street" is part of an exhibit of his works currently on display

at Herter Gallery.

A painter's skeptical view
SHIMON OKSHTEYN
February 28 • March 18

Herter Gallery

By JILL TAMKIN

When I first saw the paintings of Russian artist Shimon
Okshteyn. I knew I wanted this assignment. Okshteyn's

paintings, which will be on exhibit from February 28. to

March 18 at the Herter Art Gallery, are filled with a sense

of curiosity and depth.

Okshteyn. a Russian immigrant, arrived in America in

April. 1980. and now resides with his wife and son in

Springfield. Massachusetts. He was permitted by the

Soviet government to bring to the U.S. only two thirds of

his numerous paintings. Since he paints with a freedom of

expression, many of his paintings portray the streets of

I.«nin in a skeptical way. Iherefore. the Kussian gover

nment viewed many of Okshteyn's works as a threatenitig

fallacy, and were reluctant to letting them leave the

country.

Each painting is effected by the artist's mood at any

given time. "One day I can paint an oil color, and the next

day a completely different water color. I don't want to

restrict myself to a particular way of painting, because I

am then a prisoner of the mind."

Okshetyn u.ses Chernovitz. where he was born in 1951.

as a key focus in many of his paintings. As in "On Sholom

Street." painted vividly and structurally, he clears the

streets of people, infringing on the viewer a deep sense of

emptmess. Although this is an emotion the artist telt while

painting, here exists a paradox. On the contrary. Cher-
novitz. which boarders Romania, is filled with activity.

One of his most recent paintings "In Feast of My
Memory," gives the viewer a sense of deja vu. This is a

Russian street scene, similar to the latter, however it is

painted two years later in another place and lime.

The buildings float around vaguely on the canvas in a
disoriented manner as to imply the memory of the artist's

Russian home town floating around in his own mind. Since

he is living here now, his paintings portray visions and
moods of the present. Russia, he feels, is another life

physically and artistically, so he can only paint what he

remembers.
Okshteyn stresses that he strongly dislikes the word

style. He says. "Artists never find style. What is the

definition of style? I paint what 1 feel. I don't like setting

my work into categories. Critics like to define art. They
always look for symbolism.'

That is why Okshteyn prefers not to exhibit his work on

the commercial market. lie thinks that once a person selb

his work, he is figuratively dead because he no longer

expresses himself. Instead, the artist paints what people

want him to paint.

Okshteyn compares art with love. "Love is a strong

feeling that hopefully remains with you for life. If you loose

something as deep as that feeling, what do you have? An
artist's paintings are the result of strong feelings and
perceptions. When you stop painting how you feel, and

start painting what you're supposed to paint, what do you
have?" Okshteyn perceives art as something you can't

explain. "It is like a person you live with all your life and
never know."

A rousing evening of classics

CONTEMPORARY ENSEMBLE OF
THE NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
Sunday, March 5

Bezanson Recital Hall

By FRED STEINWAY
Collcgiui Vom9pam4tn%

The Contemporary Ensemble of the New England

Conservatory of Music presented works of 5 composers

Sunday night. The composers were present, and each

Ulked briefly about their composition before it was per

formed.
First on the program, two "Lullabies" featured poetry

of Stephen Knauth set to string quartet and voice by

composer Mark Saya, The lone was soft, dark, lyric and

melodic. "Lullabies" featured an outstanding vocal per

formance by soprano Lisa Saffer. The second of the two

pieces contained gentle reference to the "Kin

dertotenlieder" of Gustav Mahler.

"Enselmblance " by composer Peter Child was scored

for chamber ensemble and electronic tape. The tape

contained sounds that simulated in.struments and sounds
totally unlike any instrument. "Ensemblance" included a

stunning section toward the end of serial repetitions in the

winds haloed by radiant chords from the tape. The "thunk"

of the tape set turning on and off, a not unwelcome ad-

ditional percussive effect.

The next piece. "The Ruin" by Edward Cohen, set a

10th century Anglo-Saxon poem, freely translated, to

piano, violin and voice.

"Values and Proposals No. 6" by Harvey Stokes was
scored for seven saxophones. The piece showed traces of

jazz influence in its tonal warmth and improvisory

character, although the seemingly spontaneous passages

were all written out, note for note.

The concluding piece, "Playing the Odds," by Edward
J. Miller, was scored for 11 brass and orerecorded syn-

thesized tape. Guest conductor Eiji Oue directed the

ensemble with great energy, in a rousing finish to a varied

evening.
The program, also presented in Boston and Wor

cester, included a printed Post-Concert Survey for con-

cert-goers to fill out and return to the Conservatory for

feedback. Questions inlcuded "Which compositions would

you particularly want to hear again?" and ""Which com-

position(s), if any, did you find to be problematic?"
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GetyourcareerofftoaflyingstartwhfleyouVe stiD in college.
This is a great opportunity for men who
want to be leaders and have tlie drive to

earn the respect and self-confidence of

a Marine Corps Officer.

You can get started on a great career

with us while you're still in cc^llege and
earn up to $100 a month in the Marine
Corps Platoon Leaders Class ( PLC ). In

PLC aviation we can guarantee flight

school and civilian flying lessons during

your senior year. And in PLC law we can
guarantee summer employment in the

iegal field while you're gaining your
advanced degree in law.

There are no interruptions of classes,

no on-campus drills or uniforms during

tfie school year. Initial training can be
done in one of two wavs. Freshmen and

sophomores train in two six-week sum-
mer sessions and juniors have one
ten-week session.

If you're entering college or are already

on your way to a degree, check out the

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class.

Make an appointment with your Marint

Corps Officer Selection Officer through
vour college placement center

^,»c»beone
w^^^^*-

^

Hypercurricula

SPANISH CLUB BAKE SALE - Help
support the Spanish Club by buying some
goodies at our Bake Sale. Being held today

on the Campus Center Concourse. 9 a.m. to

5 p.m.. Campus Center.

DAILY INTERNSHIP PLANNING
SESSION — A one hour Planning Session
which will provide detailed information

about internship opportunities in all fields

and application procedures. Sign up in

advance by phone or in person. Office of

Internships. 16 Curry Hicks. 545 0727. 11
a.m. to 12 p.m.. 4 to 5 p.m.

WINE AND CHEESE CON
VERSATION HOURS-AIl are encouraged
to come attend today's conversation hour:
an excellent opportunity to meet and speak
with native French and Italian speakers.

Relaxed atmosphere. Noon, Herter third

floor lounge.

FRENCH CLUB MEETING - Come to
the next French Club meeting and le&m
about French food, culture, wine, films, etc.

Come get involved in and help plan many
exciting activities. 4 p.m., Herter third

floor lobby.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION -
Meeting open to all. for more info, call 546-

4789. 6 p.m.. Knowlton Dormitory, third

floor lounge.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
ORGANIZATION - U meeting every
Thurs. Everyone is welcome at our
meetings to listen and ask questbns. 7

p.m. , Campus Center.

"PINK TRIANGLES" - An historical

examination of gay and lesbian oppression
from the time of Naziism to the present. (96

min.) Free. 7 p.m.. 917 Campus Center.

UMASS FILM PRODUCTION CREW
MEETING — Organizational meeting,
anyone interested in acting or film

production is invited. All ideas welcome.
Will discuss current productions.
Questions? 546 9058. 7:90 p.m.. Campus
Center, Rm. 802.

INTERNATIONAL FAIR tPUBLICTY
COMMITTEE MEETING) - Publicity

Committee will meet today as scheduled.

Others interested in participating and
organizing the forthcoming International

Fair are encouraged to attend. Brmg your
ideas. 7:30 p.m.. Prince House, main
k>unge.

ASTRONOMY CLUB MEETING -
Welcome meeting to old & new members.
Open to all 5 college students and faculty.

Refreshments will be served. 7:30 p.m.,

GTWR 1033.

25 PLUS CLUB ROLLER SKATING
PARTY — Older students are invited to

meet at the Campus Center Concourse for

car pool to Interskate 91 Rollerdrome.
Roller skating replaces regular meeting.
2.'>3 7814. 8 p.m., Campus Center.

m
w
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Last Call
for a 19 year old

University of Massachusetts
Sophomore to become a
2 1 year old Army Officer.

M

U
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The Army offers college sophomores the

oppjortunity to earn an officer's commis-
sion in two years. The deadline for this

year's class is soon.
Apply now and once you are accepted for

the special two year program, you attend a
six week's summer camp, for which you'll

be paid approximately •400. And that's not

all. You may find yourself in the best

physical condition you've ever been in.

Then back to college and the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the fsdl. If you've done
exceptionally well at camp, you may be

heading back to college with a full two-year

scholarship.

For the next two years, you leam what it

takes to be an Army officer. You get the
kind of management and leadership and
experience that will be eui asset to you in
any career, military or civilian. You will
earn an extra 1 100 an month up to 20 mon-
ths. And when you graduate, you will have
earned your college degree along with the
gclH bars of an Army officer.

The Army ROTC
Two-Year Program

If this is the kind of challenge you are looking
for, you are the kind of student we are looking for.

p>, xm
INVITfS AU SOUOBItv WOMfN to

SORORITY NIGHT
Tu«i Match 15 6 to 9 p m
tO% OFF ALL SILKS
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Call:

James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

Leam what it takes to lead
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March at the

Fine Arts Center

QncinnaH

Tuesday, March 15 8 pm

John Houseman's

COMPANY
()N KXIK K)RTHf

.JOHN h KtNNHA CI NTfcR

Twelfth Night"

Wed.. March 16

8 pm

Tartuffe"

Thurs.. Marchl7
8 pm

TOKYO
STRING QUARTET

Wednesday. March 30 8pm
Tickets On Sale Now

Box Office: Noon to 4 pm
(413)545 - 2511 Mattercard Vim Accepted

laocH<om>f To«m
14th ANNUAL

%

College Spring Break In

DAYTONA BEACH
ROOM STILL AVAILABLE

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

jrr TOU1I
M«r«h It l«
mUmttm 19-aft

IUr«h II M
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ALL TOURS INCLUOBi
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Papa Qino^
PIZZA DELIVERY

SERVICE
Salutes UMASS Students!

• Your Pizza Guaranteed Hot On Delivery

• Fast, Courteous Service

• Only $ 1 .00 Delivery Charge For One Pizza

or Two Pizzas!

Here's How You Save with Papa Gino's^—

—

When You Buy:
• One Cheese Pizza

Large Round or

Thick Pan.

• Two Cheese Pizzas

Large Round or

Thick Pan.

Papa Gino*s

Delivered Price:

$4.55 Pizza

LOO

$5.55

$ 9.10

LOO

$10.10

Delivery Chg.

Total Price

Pizzas

Delivery Chg.

Total Price
Price Per Piza
Delivered S5.05

THE MORE YOU PURCHASE, THE MORE YOU SAVE

Gall 5S4-0220
Mountain Farms Man, Hadley

$100off
PIZZA DELIVERY
With This Coupon
Delivery Orders Only
Linnit 1 Coupon Per Delivery

PIZZA&MORE

1 r

J L

^3«>off
Purchase of $10 or more
With This Coupon
Delivery Orders Only
Limit 1 Coupon Per Delivery

nZZA&MORE

s
m

L
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Summer
UPWARD DOUND/

UMASS AMHERST
Positions Available:

Instructors

(for College Preparatory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 18, 1983

The

S.G.A. Escort S«ryic»

is now offering

2 credits

to it's volunteers

for more information contact:

Laura O'Shea or

Anne-Marie Maynard in

415 Student Union Building

^i

At l^dg»mont High
OnlyttfRulm
gmtBusttM

Friday, March 11

Engin. East Aud.
5. 7, 9, 11 PM

$1.50

MASS SKI CLUDi
SAT 3/12 TKIP

to

Qdllington

ONLY $20
Includes:

Lift Ticket

Tronsportotion

ll*fr*thm#nts

D»st Skiing in th» Eost

For moro info

400 Studont Union 5-0407

LOOK
NO COMICS!

For one dAy, we Nave dEcidEd to skip our REqulAR coMics pAigc

ANd spEAk diREcrly to our REAdERs. We NEEd youR AdvicE.

So Far This semester, our coMic STRips Iiave oFpENdEd i^
FoUowiNq:

* CREEks
• PliysicAl PIant WoRkERs
* STockbRidqE STudENTS

• CAys ANd LesBIans

• Women
• AntI-NucIear AcTivisTs

* ANd SEVERAL MORE. . .

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Let us kNow wkAT we skould do wiTh ThE ComIcs PAqE.

Should WE discoNTiNUE It coMplETEly? Should we canceI certaIn

comIcs? Should we pUcE riqhTER controIs on our artIsts? You
TeU us. Fill iN ThE COUpON ANd SENd iT TO ThE ColUqiAN, 117
Campus Center, UMass. We'U Iet you kNow whAT you hAd to
SAY.

WhAT do you ThiNk oF our coMics?

BlooM CouNTy
ThE Umass Zone

KATFood

ScRod

AFter ThE FaU

Should WE hAVE ANy COMicS AT aU?.

How AboUT ThE CROSSWORd?
WhAT eIse do you ThiNk? Your comments are AppREciATEd.

SENd to:

ThE ColUqiAN, 117 Campus Center, UMass, AmhERST, MA
01007
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Special Purchase
Athletic Weight Jersey

$7.95
rag. $9.95

100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

Maroon

OPEN
M-F9-5
Sat 11-4

On Special

Sales Table

In Clothing

Located In the Campus Center

A Play by David Rudkin
Frank Prentice Rand Theater

University of Mataachusetts Fine Arts Center
March 9-12, 1983, 8:00 pm
Reservstions: 546-3611

YOU CAN STILL SUBSCRIBE TO ALL THREE RAND THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
ASHES. THE COMEDY OF ERRORS. AND COMPANY

^yUNIVERSITY
STORED

T«>^o

.^ I ^> ^^i

r>\

ii

Budweiser,
KING OF BEERS«

INTRAMURAL HIOHLIOHTS
Co Rec Swim Meet was held at the Boyden Gymnasium on Monday night
March 7. 1983
The winning team Crack of Dawn swimmers: Jenny Schofield, Beth MellilJ,

Alice Roner, Georgia Wood, Mike Sousa, Paul reardon, Scott Kogos. Jim Allen,
Mike O'Neill and Jeff Poulton. Crack of Dawn swam to four first place finishes in

eight events. For a total point accumulation of 38 points Second place went to
Pick -Up closely followed by Odell's Fishes and Lightenir>g Bolts

Basketball Championship games are scheduled for the following dates and
times;

Women's Championship Wed March 16 at 6 pm Court 2
Men's Championship Wed. March 16 at 7 pm Court 2
Graduate Faculty - Wed. March 16 at 7 pm Court 6

Co-Rec Championship - Wed. March 16 at 8 pm Court 2
High Scorers of the Week - Men's Only Thomas Carty

for the Mooseheads with 27 points.

Softball and Soccer Mar>«ger's Meetings are scheduled for the 14th ft 15th of
March 1963, Room 215 Boyden Buildir>g at 6:00 pm Officials Meetings 7 pm

There are still a few remainir>g slots for Softball and Soccer teams. Entry forms
and health screening •heat* may be picked up at the Intramural Office. Room
215 Boyden.

Co-Rec Tennis entries are due Monday March 14, players meeting 8:00 pm room
215 Boyden

Intramural photographs, action and team, basketball, wrestling, etc. on sale in

215 Boyden Monday Friday 1 pm - 3 pm contact Intramural photographw
Michael Chan.

Ice Hockey
The Yukon Jacks skated into first place with an overall record of 7-0-1, good for

15 pts. They'll face off against the leafs (4-2-2) Sunday night at 7:00 PM. The
Nads. 15-2-1) second place finishers, will go against Puck (5-2-1) Sunday at 8:10.
The winners w.ll then play a best 2 out of 3 series starting Mon. March 14 at 8:00
pm.

tlrimiS.U\il(H([

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
CoHDe to CoHagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

The seminars are Sundays 3/6 and 3/13
at 7 pm in the Commonwealth Room

AUDIO
~

* Stereo Earphones £r Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

now!! Mitch 54^4379

AUTO FOR SALE
~

f7 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

80 323-5918 leave message

1973 Cutlass 4 dr 84000 miles stereo well

maintained $1100 Ron 549-2666

1970 - Ford Torino - 46,000 original milee

425 or best offer call 546-3600 before 5:00
• 549-4126 after 5:00 ask for Dan

1970 Cutlass too many options to list call

for price 546-5610

BEUYQRAMSII

Deih/ered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL
~

West Yarmouth Seagull Beach duplex
newly redone two bedrooms each side

sleeps 4 includes all utilities 253-7436 $2560.
Memorial Day thru Labor Day

CHICAQ07
~

Round trip ride to Chicago desperately
r>eeded for Sprir>g Break. I'll gladly share
expenses and driving. Call Oris at 546-8150
adter 9 p.m. or at 546-3600 from 2-9 p.m.

DAYTONA BEACH

Daytona Beach Spring Break
Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston-
Daytona. 7 nights Ramada Inn on the
beach. Free car rental. Departs Mar. 19.

Call Saugus Travel 617 233 8192.
617 28^6221

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and dtscjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256^)739

M fr M Music Unlimited Professional

DJ's for aU occasions call Mike 546-5258

FOR RENT
~

Falmouth - 2 women warted to share
house 6K ea Amy 549-4169

Cape Cod Summer SeasorMi Rentals:
W. Yamwuth & Dennis; 1. 2, 3, £r 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners &
save. 617^528 8300 Of 771 2233.

FOR SALE

Kinks Concert! 2 tickets March 31 st

Worcester Centrum good seats 5464419

Stereo Equipment: Two complete
systems many pieces - rrK)St still under war-
ranty $1500 for everything or will split up
Call Steve 549^5845

HELP WANTED
~

CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14^$28,000 Can
bean. Hawaii, World. Call for Guide, Direc-

tory, Newsletter. 916-722-1111 ext
Massachusettes

Alaska Jobs summer/year round, earn
great money in this opportunity rich state,

ie, earn $10,000-$12,000 on three month
fishing boat. Send for 1963 Employer
Listing and information packet covering all

industries $5.00 Lenta! Reseach dept
AA21 14 satisfaction guaranteed

Cruise Ship Jobs! Great income potential,
all occupations. For information call:
602-837-3401 ext 833

Performers needed for weeknight recrea
tion programs (musicians, mime, etc.) Val
6-6623 Sandra 256-0501

Resident kitchen manager and accoun-
tant Bunerfield Co-op Kitchen - fall of 83
and spring of 84 - manager 40 hours @ $4
per hour - acoountant 7 hours @ 3.50 per
hour - both with room & board information
and applications at Butterfield Kitchen Of-
fice - Butterfield Dorm applications due
March 18

Researcher needed variety of
assignnr>ents good writing skills essential
good pay please call 549-4756 if interested .

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1-800-42 1 3217

Need moneyl lnternatior>al cosmetic com-
pany new to this area will train selected
people to represent their all natural Aloe
Vera products. Call after 5 p.m. Sheila
Mellen 566-8620

Tomorrow's Joba Know what is and will
be available through this indispensible
booklet of current government studies
covering all industries and states inc.
Alaska and Hawaii. $8.75 Lyntel Research
Dept. TA21 14 P.O. Box 99405 Cheve. Ohio
44199 satisfaction guaranteed

Improv. Blues Pianist play mood music
for theater production. Performanc« 4/19
- 4/23, sorry no nwney. Leave message
with name and phone for Iris at 546-3490

LESBIAN ir QAY
FREE trained Lesbiam and Gay Peer
Counseling and Referral 433 SU 546-2645

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546^8161

Lost: small gold Star-of-David charm with
pearl in the center Very sentimental.
Reward 549-3699

Women's grey coat lost at the Pub on
February 26. Please call 6 8367

REWARD: necklace lost in S.U. Ballroom
2 '25/83 sentimental value: has steel hand,
simulated turquoise Su 367 2110 keep try
ing

N0TETAKER8

Notetakers needed: Comstu, Econ 311,
Soc apply SNPS 403 Student Unwn t«
3/16 5 PM EOE

PERSONALS
-Jules, Happy Birthdayl Love, an X 18

••Movle**Arthur*» starring Dudley
Moore - Thurs. March 10 - Engineering East
Aud. 7, 9. 11 pm
TS - Thanx for all my surprises - 1 k>ve you!
- LO

eVC^
* TONIGHT •

^ \^ " iJNioN Video CcNTCii presents: '^^^

''An EvENiNq Wirh Bill VioU''
'

At 8:00 pM in tIie Cape Cod Lounqe
An ExhibirioN ancI

by tIie ARxisT
:--':-x:>:w::::;:":

'

:;:M!":;j^^

;:•:

^ Wdiks TO bf skowN:

HATSU-YUME (H^t

SILENT UFE
ancient of days

yyi&i>yy^:>ry^;^:yiiii^

0^

FREE
For more InFo caU $43^-1776

spoMsoRcd by UNaw AMTS^Cmyicji

Animal Rights Coalition Meeting
Thurs., 3/10 at 6:00 p.m. at Knowlton
Dorm., 3rd floor lounge. For more info call

546-4789

Yol UMMB! First of the season Friday, 8
o'clock. Chapel Be There! Aloha

Happy Birthday Lisa!! I hope this is the

best one yet! Love always, Adam
Carefree pet needs home grey cockatiel

with cage needs home (roommaets
graduating) $40.00 call 256-8297

Cat - Your beauty extends beyond your
physical features. I am strong enough for

two, lean one me. Ti Vouglo Bene

Mark - I hope the months to come are as
great as this first one has been. IHappy An-
niversary Sweetheart I love you Gail

Lena - Happy Birthday gawddammrti Love
Grandpa Necco. Wayne (ho, ho, ho)
Newton and Katharine. Ceil and ah Jean
send ah warm wishes on your lawn I Love
ya

Happy 20th Julie Siegel we will do many
G & T's this weekend I

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392, 584-7924

REWARD
~

$25 for return of wallet kMt Sat. night,

Amherst bus stop 549-0919 no questions

RIDE NEEDED

Couple needs ride to Wash DC area
3/18 or 19 will share expenses! Flex on
departure time. Call Keiley. 6-4207.

Ride needed to U. Of Delaware, 5 mins
off I 95 March 17 or 18 Denise 549-3612

Ride needed: Maryland. DC, or Virginia

Spring Break call Claudia 546^7240

Wanted: Ride to Philadelphia on 3/11

return - Sunday 3/13. Please keep trying,

call 256-0195 will share expenses

Ride needed to Wash DC area 3/18 19 or

20 back 3/27 will share expertses Ingrid

2560186

Anywhere in Canada for spring break
Let's share expensesi Call Lori 546^6958

Ride needed to March 15 Hall and Gates
Concert at Hartford Civic Center call either

Jim at 546 7042 or Jon at 546 7050 will pay
expenses

Ride needed to Wyoming after finals

before 6/6. Must know sooni Ann 256 6056

ROOMMATE WANTED
Female wanted for apartment in Cape
Cod $50 a week call 546^9617 or 546 9616

Cape Cod bour>d this summer? Have
spacious house in West Yarmouth short

walk to Seagull Beach call Lisa^549 3802

Two roommates needed to share a

bedroom in a West YarrrYouth duplex. Ex-

cellent location, call 549-1643

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor
-english composition and grammar
reasonable rates 6-9289

Experienced Spanish Tutor available call

Liz 323 6022

Typing - fast reliable $1/pg. IBM Selectric
I ! Nancy 549-1642

Your typewriter or mine? I'm reliable and
accurate. $1/page Kitty 6-7302

SUMMER JOBS
Country club in Millis Mass. now inter
viewing for pool director and lifeguards.
Must be available 5/25/83 - 9/5/83
617 376-2978

SEND A FRIEND
A GREEN CARNATION

• Send a friend or someone special *

• a green carnation for St. Patricks Day. *

• Names will be printed in the *

• Collegian for pick up. A table will
*

• be on Campus Center Concourse *

beginning TODAY till Wed before
• Spring Break. Surprise someone *

TO SUBLET

Part furn one bedroom apt in Cliffside

$285 mo inc. option on lease 549 5689

3 Bedroom Apt. to sublet w/possible fall

option 549-1377

Apt. in Squire Village $$96 mth + utilities

fall option call 665^2127

TRAVEL
~

UMass Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.

Only $159 includes: transportation, hot

tub party, beer (t wine parties, 5 day
lift ticket, all taxes b gratuities Er much,
much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 54S 3437

FLORIDA by van 3/19 27 $148 round trip

wine /cheese accomodation info limited

seats S.S. Van Lines 617-724-881

Ride needed for two to Florida for spring

break Will share driving and expenses, call

665 7076 eves, please!

WANTED

Claas rings. goM and sflver iewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst. 256-0710

Help $60 reward for helping nr>e by your

parents unwanted second car 253 7189

Cash for your records, tapes 5462836
(ask for Jaromir /leave message)

Extra-fine pair of used stereo speakers
500 dollar cash linwt 527-5714

Drums $100 maximum spending price for

7-piece set wanted by end of March call

betvyeen 6 & 9 PM 549 1342

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouse or Puffton
to rent from June on. John 546-9139 Mike
546914 1

1 bedroom apertment for fall 1983 call

Lori or Debbie 546-7701

2 or 3 bedroom apartment wanted in

Puffton starting June through fall semester

call Letty or Karen 546-7464

A two bedroom apartment in eitfter

Brandywine or Townehouse starting from
June on call Katharine 549-6623 or Leslie

549-5870

raniBUOuo

INEED A TAN?
Now you CAN qiT a saN tan

ON OUR MJpCRfUN SUNTAN bcd.

if you NORMAlly btiRN, you WONTI
Start on youn spiiiNq on RoRidA

TAN NOW ANd AVOld loolUNq

liki A lob«Tcii Iatoi.

I ONE FREE visit
i when you buy two at the

j
regular price of $5 per visiL

Ithii coupon must be pr««ented to r^ccivr f»** vi<«l

CoMc TO Tki Racquet & Rtncss Ccntcr
Rt 1U SuNdfRlANd OR caU ;49^$4^

Hours: M-F 7 Am - f pai

wkENds 9 AM - 9 piM

'^MMHHMHHNMMMNP
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Minuteman comeback falls short
By JIM FLOYD

Coll*rian SUff

PHILADELPHIA - The Massachusetts
Minutemen need not be ashamed about the
performance they turned in last night in

their Atlantiac Ten Playoff game. True, the
final tally was 79 73 and the result was
elimination from the tournament, but this

young team turned in a gutsy performance.
Down by 14 points with only 3:39

remaining in the contest, the Minutemen
scratched and clawed their way back into

contention only to have their rally fall

short.

Before the game, the UMass players

were staying relaxed by watching Temple
University drop St. Joseph's 88 69, and the
team attitude was a positive one. "Let's go
out and win this one." said Skip Connors as

the team headed into the locker room to

dress.

But when warm up time for the East
Division semi final game came around, one
Scarlet Knight was suspiciously absent
from the floor. Then, the Rutgers
University band started to play the theme
from Superman, the Movie as Roy Hinson
slowly jauntered onto the hardwood amid
screams and applause.

Hinson heard the music and applause and
responded with what amounted to a coUosal
performance.
"We got the ball into Hinson better than

we had anytime all season, " said Rutgers
coach Tom Young.
AU Hinson did was score 31 points, bk>ck

seven shots, pulled down six rebounds, and
dished out two assists to help advance the
Scarlvt Knight to the East finals against
Temple tonight.

The Minutemen had a superman of their

own in the first half as John Hempel
bombed from his spot, the deep left corner,

to lead UMass with 15 first half points.

But, as Hempel hit the twine, the rest of

the Minutemen struggled due mainly to the

inside dominance of Hinson, and some early

foul trouble to a key performer, Edwin
Green, who drew the unenviable task of

guarding the streaking Hinson in the early

going.

The score at halftime was 34 27 in favor

of the Scarlet Knights.

In the second half Rutgers blasted out of

the box and held leads as high as 19 points

before the Minuteman comeback.
Down the stretch, UMass pulled as close

as it would ever get at 77 73 with just 10

seconds to go but the Minutemen were
forced to foul. Kevin Black hit both ends of

a one and one and the contest was over.

After the game, the Minuteman locker

room was resolutely quiet as Green
chattered with a few reporters. "This team
will be back," he said quietly. "Yes,
definitely we will be back."

BOX SCORE:

MASSACHl
Hempel 8 3 20
Carter 3 3 10;

Connors 0;

RUTGERS:
Hinson 12 7 31

7 13; RemleyO
12 4: TOTAL:

JSETTS: Neysmith 339;
; Green 3 6; Russell 3 8 15:

Braun 2 2 6; Young 2 5;

Smith 10 2; TOTAL: 73

Black 2 2 6: Tillman 4 08;
Ellerbe 2 6 10; Brunson 3-

0; Battle 3 7; Nieberlein

79

DISQUALIFICATION:
MASSACHUSETTS: Green. Russell

RUTGERS: Nieberlein

ATTENDANCE: 4.512

The hoop class of '86
By DAN LEBERFELD

4 aii*ria« surr

With high school basketball talent

getting better every year, the immediate
impart incoming freshmen have continues
to increase. Last year the players who
had greatest immediate impact on their

respective colleges were Patrick Ewingat
Georgetown iHe led his team to the
national finals before losing to North
Carolina.) and Keith l/ee at Memphis
State (He came out of nowhere to turn the

perrenial dormant Tigers into a top ten

team.).

This season you can fill a whole starting

five with incoming freshmen who have
almost single handedly brought their

schools respectability or instant success

upon their arrival. The folk)wing is the

AU-Frosh Human Electric Shock Treat-
ment ream rihese players have woken up
their colleges through their electric play.).

Wayman Tisdale 6'9" forward center

Oklahoma the Sooners didn't do poorly

last year (they finished 20 10 and third in

the Big Eight) but they lacked the man in

the middle. So insert America's premier
high school big man into a lineup of seniors

including All American's Davio Little and

Commentary
Chucky Bamett and you have a team that

may take it all. Tisdale. who has led the
Sooners to a 21 7 record thus far. is

averaging 26.3 points per game which is

good for sixth in the nation. Add 10.3

rebounds a clip and you have a player who
could turn pro tomorrow.

Karl Mak>ne -6'9" forward Louisiana

Tech he has gotten little press due to

what Tisdale has done but tiiis guy can

play. H* has put the men's team on the

ma^ a^a srfktol where the women are the

big sliow. He is in the top 30 in scoring

with 21.3 points per game and is number
18 in rebounding with 10.4 boards a

contest. His presence has lifted the

Bulldogs from a last place finish in the

1981 82 season to second this year in the

Southland conference.

Mark Price 6'0" guard Georgia Tech

has done it all for Yellow .Jacket coach

Bobby Cremins. Mark has chipped in 19

points a game in leading the team back to

respectability in the tough ACC. Georgia
Tech was the cellar dweller in the con
ference last year and now they are slowly

but surely moving up by playing steady
..500 ball. Believe it or not Price was
Oklahoma's high school player of the year
beating out none other than Tisdale. He
consistently hits 25 footers and has in

credible court savvy, handing out assists

left and right. In two years, Tech will be
on top of the ACC when their outstanding
freshmen crop of this year matures. One
man has already matured and his name is

Mark Price.

Troy Webster 6'4" guard George
Washington just ask any UMass player
how good Webster is. He tore apart the
Minutemen and beat them with a jumper
as time expired. For years the Colonials

were abominable but now with new coach
Gerry Gimelstob on the scene, super
center Mike Brown and super freshman
Webster can play with the best. Webster
has been hitting for 18 points a night and
has given all the other players on the team
a tremendous boost. George Washington
is currently playing .500 ball but with
Troy around for three more years they are
a team to be reckoned with, that's how
good he is.

John Hempel 6T' forward University
of Masachusetts he is the best shooting
power forward in America. John has not
received his just desserts because he
plays in the Death Valley of media. How
many freshmen do you know that can go
down to West Virginia and score 37 points

in the unfriendly confines of the West
Virginia Coliseum. He had the Moun
taineer fans oohing and ahhing with his

outstanding outside shooting. John, who
has been named Atlantic Ten Rookie of

the week three times, is averaging 17

points a game. He lead< the league in 3
point field goal percentage and is fourth in

free throw percentage at 80 percent.
Remember this is a burly big man who you
would expect to kill you inside, which he
also does. You might think that this is

bias reporting by a UMass student, but if

you can show me a freshman forward who
performs with as much poise as John, I'll

buy that bridge in Brooklyn. He hasn't
turned the program around yet but give
him lime.

^1 Rutirers* Brian Ellerbe and Massachusetts* Darryl Carter go after a
loose ball during: the first half last ni|^ht in Philadelphia.

Give the referees a break
By JUDY KELLIHER

Well, it's that time of year a^n, time
for teams to do battle, all trying to prove
themselves worthy of the championship.

Commentary
Bl«x)d. sweat and (maybe) tears are

results of these athletic confrontations.

NCAA basketball tx>urnament you say?

Or possibly the NBA playoffs? Sorry

sports fan, it's intramural basketball

playoff time — probably the most intense

level of all the intramural sfx»rts. N«»t only

are bodies flying all over the place, but

temfiers as well.

Unfortunately, the brunt of these

temper tantrums gets aimed at the of-

ficials. There always has to be a scapegoat

and the officials seems to get placed in

that category all too often.

The officials expressed views concern-

ing the players treatment of them.

"You spend the majority of time ex-

plaining the call and then they complain
that you're wasting the clocks running
time." said Beth Cameron.

In the same light another official ex-

pressed a similar view.

"I don't feel I have to explain a call to

them. I usually just shake it off if they

complain," said Jon Clemens.
Contrary to popular belief, officials are

human, they can make mistakes. Just like

you're entitled to make at least one lousy

pass or shoot up an airball, they are also

entitled to make an error

Women's track sets marks

The unfortunate aspect of basketltall is

that the majority of calls are judgement
calls, these being split second decisions

such as a foul or travelling violation. Once
the whistle has blown, the call stands. All

the arguing in the world won't change
that. It may just get you a technical,

though.

All Uk) often complaints are made and
the complainer doesn't know the rule.

There's probably nothing more
frustrating for an official than to catch so

meone's flack who doesn't know the cor-

rect rule. Managers of teams should be

just as aware of the rules as the officials.

These vital tidbits of information should

also be passcni on to their players.

The Intramural Department provides

the potential officials with clinics to learn

the rules and the proper officiating pro-

cedures. Any person may be an in-

tramural official. Possessing work-study
is not the determining factor.

Officials also hail from the intramural

officiating class that's offered. These
students are required to do a certain

number of games for all the activities of-

fered during the semester.

The officials' feelings are probably best

summed up by Nancy Frye who says.

"They get their $3.50*s worth out of me".
The officials don't intentionally go out

and make bad calls Just like you don't in-

tentionally go out and commit a violation.

Put yourself in their sneakers. Don't get

caught up in the intensity of the game.
Remember that these officials are yotir

peers. They are students just like you.

By GERRY deSIMAS
CalWipui sufr

Leah Loftis highlighted two record
breaking performances by the University of
Massachusetts women's indoor track team
as they finished up their season at the
Easterns at Harvard last weekend.

Loftis. running in the 440 yard run. and
the UMass 400 relay team both set school
records in fine performances.

First, Loftis broke the school record in

the qualifying for the 440 with a time of
:57.2 seconds, seeding her fourth in the
finals.

However, before she ran in the 440 finals,

she had'to run with the relay team who had
lost Kristi Kelly just before the race. Kelly
sprained her ankle in. a freak accident

warming up about thirty minutes before the
race.

So, along with Debbie Smith, Maureen
O'Reilly, and Susan Bird, Loftis led the

relay team to a speedy 3:57.5, and a school

record. Loftis had the fastest split (57.1) on
the relay team, which narrowly missed
qualifying for the finals^

Then Loftis took her ran in the finals and
finished in fifth place with a respectable
:57.5

"It was a good ending (for the team) and a
good beginning," said coach Kalekeni
Banda. "We're looking forward to the
outdoor season."
Banda also praised the shot putting of

EUzabeth Patterson.
The women open their outdoor season on

April 9th.
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McLaughlin out; future uncertain
B7KENBAZINET

('•IWstaa photo hy Da** D««Wr

Thomas McLaughlin, head coach of the
University men's basketball team for two
seasons, will no longer walk Minutemen
sidelines as coach, it was reported yesterday.

After two years as head coach of the University of

Massachusetts mens' basketbaU team, Thomas M.
McLaughlin has walked the Minuteman sidehnes for the

last time.

Sources dose to the bsL.etball team and members of

that team yesterday coofirmed reports that McLaughlin
will be fired or wfll resign as early as today. McLaughlin
31, coached his final Minuteman basketball game
Wednesday, a "79 73 defeat to Rutgers University in the

second round of the Atlantic Ten Conference playoffs in

Phila delphia. In his two years as head coach. McLaughlin
compiled a 16^40 record. The team went 9 20 this year.

Francis P.McInemey. UMass athletic director

yesterday said only that "the UMass administration

anticipates making an announcement early next week as

tu the future of the mens' basketball program."
McLaughlin was unavailable for comment yesterday

and according to his brother Frank.who is the head coach

at Harvard. McLaughlin was out recruiting next year's

freshman players.

Some of the members of the team last night said there

were communication problems between McLaughlin and
some of the players. One pbyer. who wished to remain

anonymous, said "McLaughlin didn't have a firm back-

bone while coaching." and "If be stayed around I'd have

to do some serious thinking about whether I would stay."

Several of the players and administrators last night

said McLaughlin worked better as a recruiter than as a

coach.

McLaughlin came to the University in March of 1961

promising a great rebirth of the once powerful basketball

program. He graduated from UMass in 1973 and played

with the Minutemen for three years where he averaged

close to 10 points a game.
McLaughlin played on two teams which went to the

National Invitational Tournament and was a teamate of

Julius Erving and Al Skinner. After graduation he played

for two years in Switzerland and returned to the U.S. in

1975 as assistant coach and recruiting coordinator at

Stanford University. In 1979. he was hired as an assi.stant

coach at Notre Dame, where he served under Coach
"Digger" Phelps.

McLaughlin's wife is also a UMass graduate. The
McLaughlin's made national headlines last April when
their second child. Tommy John, was born on their

bathroom floor as blizzard conditions prevented the two
from getting to a hospital.

The birth of their son was indicative of what seemed to

be a storybook career for McLaughlin. Always flam

boyant. McLaughlin spent much of his first year at

UMass speaking at dormitory meetings and rallies where
he tried to rejuvenate the basketball program.

Controversy heightens over aid
Author defends

Solomon Act
By RICHARD NANGLE

ColloKtea sun

One of the hottest issues on Capitol Hill right now is

whether financial aid should be tied to Selective Service

registration. The so-called Solomon Amendment has

been called repressive and unconstitutwnal by some and
s proper means to enforce a patriotic law by others.

GaraU B. H. Sobmon. R New York, explained his

rsssons for sponsoring the controversial law during an
interview Wednesday in Washington. D.C. He also

described two additions to the law which would appear to

solve the much talked about verification problems that

opponents of the law have complained about.

Solomon believes his legislation has been effective in

coercing draft age men to register. Before the law was
originally propoeed early last year 30 percent had not

registered, according to Selective Service figures. Now
that figure is approximately four percent, he said.

Although many have said the law dtscriminates against

poor and middle class males, Sok>nK>n said flnancial aid is

only one aspect of a more wide-ranging plan he has for

non registrants.

He is also sponsoring new legislation that wouM
prohibit non -registrants from receiving any type of

federal benefit. This woukl affect food stamps, welfare,

passports and a myriad of other government programs.
Solomon maintained the legislatnn would affect people
from all walks of life who do not register.

Already there is a law. also sponsored by Solomoo,
that prohibits non-registrants from participating in the
Defense Production Act which provides training in the
private sector. Solomon* said that law has received no
publicity partly because of the controversial nature of the
financial aid law.

Students have no given right to federal money for

education, the congressman contended. Therefore they
shouldn't get funds if they do not comply with federal

regulations, i.e. draft registration.

"The original intent was to educate about the law and
do everything to encourage (non registrants) to live up to

their obligation and obey the law," he said.

Solomon said peopie who don't register actually

discriminate against those who do by increasing their

chances of getting chosen if a draft is implemented.
One of ^iomon's five children is of araft age. he said,

adding that he doesn't like the fact that non registrants

increase the chances of his son's probability of getting

drafted.

But Solomon believes that most of the large number of

last year's non registrants were that way due to

ignorance of the seriousness with which the government
treats non-registratron.

"Let them know the federal government does mean
business and will prosecute," he said.

Continued on page 7

Rep. Gerald B. H. Soloaoa, aathor of the so-

called Solomon ameadBwat proposing that col-

lege males not registered with the Selective Ser-

Tice be refused federal financial assistance,

spoke in hia WaakiaftoB D.C. office Wednesday.

Aid law found

unconstitutional
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — A federal judge yesterday

barred the government from enforcing a law that would
deny education loans to students who have not registered

for the draft.

Saying the law violated students' constitutional rights

against selfincriminatioii, U.S. District Judge Donald D.
Alsop issued a preliminary injunction in a lawsuit that

draft resisters and educators viewed as a national test

The suit challenged the law signed by President
Reagan last Sept. 8. It required male students applying
for tuition help to disclose whether they had registered

for the draft, and prohibited them from receiving any
federal assistance unless they had done so.

"It takes no great stretch of the inoagination to discern
how plaintiffs identification of themselves as non-

registrants could incriminate them or provide a

significant link in the chain of evidence tending to

estabtish their guiH," Abop wrote in his 26 page opinion.

Folk>wing passage of the law. the Department of

Education announced in January rules for carrying out

the measure. The rules were to take effect in May and

apply to student k>ans for the 1983-84 school year.

In Washington. Rep. Gerald B.H. Sok>mon, R-N.Y.,

author of the requirement linking student akl to draft

registration, said that if the injunction becomes oer-

manent. the Selective Service System would appeal it.

and he felt confident the law would be upheld.

Educators deny

endorsement of

revised standards
By MARY CRESSE

C«Ui«tMSUIf

In asserting the University of Massachusetts "over-

whelmingly" supported revisions of the admissions

standards proposals brought before the Massacbu.setts

Board of Regents last week. Chancellor of Higher
Education John B. Duff nuy have acted prematurely,

according to three campus officials who bad little or ao
knowledge of his statement.

Duff Tuesday told the regents that the University.

which opposed the original plans calling for primary

emphasis on SAT scores and class rank for admission,

would support the plans once they are revised to in-

corporate a sliding scale which would allow students to

offset poor SAT scores with high class rank and vice versa.

UMass administrators do not affirm the statement and
even went so far as to repudiate it.

"We see no signs of 'overwhelming' support for these

standards statewide." Joyce Kacoyanis, aid to UMass
President David C. Knapp said.

"We're still assessing the workability of a sliding scale

system and we're not ntoving in any direction until we are
able to study the effects of that type of program on in-

coming students," she said.

Some officials were not informed <rf DufTs approval of

the proposed revisions until they read about it in Wed-
nesday's Baton Gbbe.

"1 was not aware the campus had taken that (af-

firmative) position, I have not seen any revised plan at all."

Vice Chancellor for Administratmn and Finance John L.

DeNyse said yesterday.

Revisions for the proposal were made in early Februar}

but were criticized by educators and minority groups who
challenged the fairness of the proposal to students who had
exceptionally competitive high school classes. This high

school ranking method was rejected by President Knapp.
while it was favored by Duff. '

Kacoyanis sees a main problem of determining admission
in part by class rank would ignore special student
situations.

"TheoretKally, if you get a number of students from a
place like Lexington High School, which has no class rank
system, you would have to refuse those students ad-

mission," she said.

Meanwhile, other officials are waiting for more in-

formation.

"We're witholding statement on the matter untfl we can

study more about the issue." David Taggert. director <rf

freshman admissions, said.

Because of the controversy, the regents scrapped their

plan to pass the motk>n this month, dccivii i.k instead to

wait until May.
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Women hold march, protest New Bedford gang rape
NEW BEDFORD!AP) - Anp-y women

vowed yesterday to hold a candlelight
march on City Hall to protest the ordeal of a
young woman who was repeatedly raped on
a barroom pool table while patrons cheered.
Even though the bar was voluntarily

closed permanently Wednesday, the
switchboard at the New Bedford police
station was jammed with calls from women
expressing abhorrence at the attack.

The rape occurred Sunday night at Big
Dan's, a tavern in a blue coUar neigh
borhood of this southeastern Massachusetts
city.

According to police, a 21 year old woman
went into the bar to buy a pack of cigarettes

and stayed to have a drink with a friend.
When she tried to leave, a man grabbed her
and dragged her to a pool table, where she
was repeatedly raped for at least two
hours.

A group formed to protest the rape and
"sexist violence" announced it would hoW a
candlelight march to City Hall Monday
night.

"Closing that bar, unfortunately, is not
going to stop rapes in New Bedford," Rita
Moniz, a leader of the coalition, said

yesterday. "We weren't protesting that
particular bar as much as we're showing our
outrage."

Meanwhile, calls poured in at the police

station.

"The phone was ringing all night," said

desk officer Henry Nichols. "They were
very, very mad. They said they should hang
the suspects."

Four men were charged with rape in the
case and were released on $1,000 bail.

District Attorney Ronald A. Pina said he
would seek indictments against them next
week.

Police have identified the arrested men
as Joseph Vieira, 26, of Pomfret, Conn.,
and Daniel Silvia, 26, of New Bedford,
charged with rape and committing un

natural acts; and Victor Raposo,22, and
John Cordeiro, 23, both of New Bedford,
charged with rape. They have pleaded
innocent.

The incident began about 9:30 p.m.
Sunday when the woman, who has not been
identified, went into Big Dan's to buy
cigarettes because other nearby stores

were closed.

According to Sgt. Ronald R. Cabral and
Detective Kenneth Gormley, she met a
friend who was a waitress in the bar and
stayed to have a drink with her. The friend

got off duty and left; the victim lingered at

the bar for a few minutes.

Reagan requests

more for Salvador
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, setting the

stage for a fierce battle in Congress, requested $1 10 million

in increased miliury aid yesterday for El Salvador and
suggested he will send in more U.S. advisers if the money
is not approved in full.

Reagan said leftist guerrillas have seized the initiative in

the embattled Central American nation after three years of

bloody civil war.

"How bad is the military sttuatmn?" Reagan asked. "It is

not good."

. On Capitol Hill. Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill sakl
Reagan's request was m trouble. "I don't see the votes
around here at the present time . . . He's going to have to do
a lot of selling." O'Neill said.

Reagan's request likely will provide the focus for a
debate over the U.S. role in El Salvador and demands that

U.S. aid be linked to a requirement that the Salvadoran
government seek a negotiated settlement of the war.

In a speech to the National Association of Manufac-
turers. Reagan said the countries of Central America "are

in the midst of the gravest crisis in their history."

In addition to seeking more money for El Salvador,

Reagan proposed increasing military aid by a total of $20
million for Honduras. Costa Rica and F'anama Canal
secutity — bringing the total request for t^is year to $39
million.

He also sought $168 million in additional economic
assistance for El Salvador, Costa Rica. Honduras and
Belize.

Reagan said a guerrilla victory in El Salvador would
spread revolution to Guatemala. Honduras and Costa Rica

and increase the threat to Panama, the canal and Mexico.

Ultimately at stake, he said, is the security of the Ignited

States.

While pledging not to send U.S. forces into combat.
Reagan said 'the number of U.S. trainers in El Salvador
will depend upon the resources available" from Congress.
A senior administration official, speaking on condition he

not be identified, explained that it costs 10 times more to

train Salvadoran units in the United States than in their

own country.

Kremlin ousts

U.S. diplomat

Digest
r————^

Mass, legislators weigh

offshore drilling bill

WASHINGTON - Massachusetts and
California legislators yesterday introduced
a bill to protect environmentally sensitive
areas of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
from offshore gas and oil drilling.

The legislation would remove from all

lease sales until the year 2000 specific tracts
off the coasts of Massachusetts and
California, along with a buffer zone con
sisting of waters within 50 miles of the
Massachusetts coastline.

It would also set aside for study until

1990 other tracts on the rich fishing
grounds of Georges Bank off New England.
The senators and congressmen in

troducing the bill are Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, Sen. Paul E. Tsongas and Rep.
Gerry E. Studds, all of Massachusetts, and
Sen. Alan Cranston and Rep. Leon Panetta,
both of Cahfomia. All are Democrats.

"I believe that if (Interior Secretary)
James Watt had his way. we'd be drilling
for oil in the Tidal Basin," Kennedy told
reporters at a news conference to announce
thebiU.

The impetus for the legislation was a
Feb. 23 decision by Watt to delete only 41
tracU from the next lease sale for offshore
oil and gas drilling in the North Atlantic.

_ AP UarrylNtta
Pope John Paul 11 ^eets Polish Primate Jozef

Glemp upon the pontiff's arrival at Rome's
miliUry airport Thursday. The Pope was return-
ing from an 8-day tour of Central America, in-
cluding El Salvador. Nicaragua and Costa Rica.

MOSCOW (AP) — The Kremlin ordered the expulsion of
a U.S. diplomat yesterday and charged he was caught "red
handed" in Moscow with radio equipment used for spying.
The U.S. Embassy confirmed that that Rkhard W.

Osborne, a first secretary in the economic section, had
been declared persona non grata by the Soviet government
and was making preparations to leave the country with his

wife and two young daughters. His departure date was not
known.
Embassy spokesman Frank Tonini said he had "no

comment" on the substance of the Soviet allegations

against Osborne, and the diplomat was not available for

comment. In Washington. White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said only. "We don't have anything on that."

Izvestia. the Soviet government newspaper, said that
Osborne "was detained red handed in Moscow on March 7.

this year, while working with espionage radio apparatus."
"Confiscated from him was a set of portable intelligence

special purpose apparatus for the transmission of

espionage information via the U.S. Marisat com
munications satellites, and his own notes which were
written in a pad made of paper quif'kly soluble in water,
and which exposed Osborne's espionage activities,"

Izvestia said.

The report also was distributed by the official Tass news
agency and read on Soviet evening television news.

Izvestia provided no details about Osborne's detention
and the embassy refused all comment. American sources
quoted one of Osborne's two young daughters as saying "a
terrible thing" had happened to the family in recent days,
and that she was told not to discuss it.

Osborne arrived in Moscow in August 1982 from
Washington.
Western observers in Moscow speculated that Moscow's

action could have been in retaliation for espionage ac
cusations against several Soviet in recent months.

Soviet diplomats and government employees have been
arrested on spy charges or expelled from Switzerland, the
Netherlands. Britain. West Germany. Italy. Denmark and
Canada.

By the Associated Press

Lowell man ordered

to Bridgewater
LOWELL — A man accused of mur-

dering a 67 year old widow after he
wrecked a car near her home and then
demanded car keys from her was ordered
yesterday to a state hospital for evaluatmn.

Alcide Dupont, 60. of Lowell was
arrested Wednesday shortly after he
allegedly shot through the door at the
Tynsgboro home of Ruth Lamb. She died at
St. Joseph's HospiUl in Nashua. N.H., at
2:10 p.m. after being shot in the stomach.
Dupont was arraigned in District Court

yesterday on five counts charging murder,
armed robbery, theft of a motor vehicle,
unlawful carrying of a firearm and assault
with a dangerous weapon. He was ordered
to Bridgewater SUte Hospital for
psychiatric evaluation, and his case was
continued to March 29.

Assistant Middlesex Distict Attorney
Joel Fishman told the court that Dupont
was charged with taking a station wagon
and a .30-30 Winchester rifle from his
employer. George Eno.

After uking the car and the rifle. Fish
man told the court. Dupont drove to New
Hampshire where he obtained ammunition
and was driving back through Tyngsboro
when an accident occurred, folk>wed by the
shooting.

Michigan college student paper shut down;

denial of editorial censorship order blamed
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich. - Chimes, the

Calvin College student newspaper, has
been shut down for defying a censorship
order by printing editorials and letters
about counsek>rs' confidentiality policies.

"They (Chimes) have been disbanded,"
Calvin President Anthony Diekema said
Wednesday. "The present staff has been
disbanded and the publication suspended
until there is a new editor in chief."

The school's Communicatk>ns Board,
which governs campus media, voted
Tuesday to suspend publication of Chimes.
Diekema said.

Staff members at the weekly newspaper

said they heard rumors last month that a
college chaplain or a counselor had disclosed
information given in confidence, and that
another faculty member involved in the
incident had resigned.

Keith Essenburg, associate editor of the
paper, said the sUff began investigating
the case, but could not subsUntiate the
rumors. "We found a lot of hesiUtion on the
part of the administration to discuss it,"
Essenburg said.

Rod Ludema, editor of the paper, said he
then wrote an editorial for the paper's
March 4 issue asking. "Why had we been
stonewaUed? Why had the issue sUrted?"

Today's Staff

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician
Photo Technician

Composition

Ray Beauchemin
Anne McCrory
Will Hopkins
Tom Kudla

A 1 1,.
Donna Maurice, Julie Marcinek, Sue Hawkins

Alice Klingener. Alyssa Rusiecki, Sam Levitt, Sue Koczela
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By BROOKE STATES
CoUcgian SUff

Alan James, national organizer for the student section
of the British Campaign for a Nuclear Disarmament, ad-

dressed 25 students on the European peace movement last

night. James, who spoke in room 162 of the Campus
Center, was sponsored by the Progressive Student Net-
work.
"We have until December of 1983 to stop the build-up of

nuclear arms. After that the cruise missile will be
deployed," James said. "We support unilateral disarma-

ment of Great Britain for three reasons: these are
geographic, economic and common sense," James said.

According to James, the United Kingdom is the largest

aircraft carrier in the world. "There are 103 United States

bases and 275 British military bases on the island. The
cruise missile is 14 feet long and can be fired from a
truck." James said that this would make the whole of

southern England a target, as the Soviet Union would
have to develop a massive strike capacity to knock out the

missiles.

"Education in Great Britain has taken a 32 percent cut.

We are taking 27 percent cuts across the board in all sec-

tors except the military. Defense is the only growth area

and is the largest item in the budget except for unemploy-
ment benefits. This is another reason we oppose the

Cruise Missile and the defenaa budget," James said.

In West Gemrumy the peace movement haseoncentrated
more on the Pershing Two miaailes, according to James.

"The specifications of the Penfeang Two call for it to hit

within 100 feet of target. It wodM be able to hit targets in

the Soviet Union, while the continental Unit«d States can-

not be hit by the Soviet SS 20 missiles." Janws said that if

these missiles are deployed, th« Soviet Union has warned
that it will have to go to the Launch on Warning Mode to

protect itself. According to James the Soviet defense com-

puters are probabfy five times less acojtHtffe then the

North American Air Defense Cownmsnd cofffputers.

"Between January of 1979 and June of 1980 the NOR-
DAD system had 147 false alarms. These are not the

statistics of the peace movement, but of your Senate Arm-
ed Services Subcommittee," James sajd. "The Soviets

have only four to six minutes warning time with the Per-

shings in West Germany. There will be no chance for a

false alarm or mistake," James said.

"You never hear about the eastern European peace

movement. That is because NATO needs to paint the

eastern block as monolithic," James said.

...
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Alan James of the British-based Campaii^ for

a Nuclear Disanoament spoke last night in the
Campos Center.

James stated that on the anniversary of the firebombing
of the dty of Dresden in World War II. 5,000 pwiple
gathered in a church for a non-governmental service. Ac-
cording to James the focus was looking towards the
future, rather then the East German governments
ceremony which remembered the past.

"At 10:15 p.m.. the exact time the first wave of allied

^pMhers swept over the city, 2,000 people marched in a
oamnelight processiM. The next day police befan ar
resting people who Wefw still in vigil. They had to stop
because three of the first ten that they grabbed were
children of high party officials," James said.

"CND has 52 peteent of the people io Great Britain in

favor of unilateral disarmament, we have 3,000 local

chapters around the country. CND just celebrated its 25th
anniversary," James said. "I think it can all be summe<l up
by one sign I saw in a demonstratbn in England. The sign

said 'Historians for the right to work. We demand a conti-

nuing supply of history.' " said James.

State reps visit campus, initiate rapport
By TAMI BORTON

CaUafiM Staff

State representatives Stephen Dorin (D— LexingtonI

and Christopher Hodgkins (D— Lee), both University of

Massachusetts graduates, visited their alma mater
yesterday as a part of an effort to form important ties

between the state government and the University.

The legislators toured the campus and met with

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and their constituents here.

"We have been meeting with our student constituents to

make them aware of their particular involvement in the

slate legislature." Hodgkins said. "Our coming symbolizes

the importance of this and of writing or calling state reps.

who really do look at their mail." he said.

"The administration is just starting to harness the

political power of the university." Dorin said. "UMass has

a chancellor who is politically savvy, a UMass graduate as

chair of the committee on education. (James Collins,

D— AmherstI and an administration that is getting in

volved. The only potential missing link is politically

aroused students and their families." he said.

"We have been living in the shadow of Ivy League
legislators, which has caused an indifference to university

problems and policies." he added.
However, both legislators have noticed a reverse in this

trend. "More graduates of the university are getting in

volved in state tssues, " Dorin said. Hodgkins added. "This
trend is noticed by what the administration is doing in

inviting us here."

"The difference between l^Mass and private institutions

is that our facilities are the best, whether it be the dorms,
buildings, educations or opportunities" Hodgkins said,

stressing the importance of utilization of the University by
the state.

"We are also exposed to the problems of the school and
campus by visiting the University." Dorin sakl.

Dorin met with the chancellor to discuss the capital

outlay of building repairs on campus which have been

earmarked as top priority projects for Governor Michael S.

Dukakis' $92 million "jobs bill."

"We have a fine University here, whkh is appreciated

more after returning." said Hodgkins. who graduated from

UMass in 1980 (Dorin graduated in 1978). "I will be leaving

with a rejuvenated willingness to become a vocal advocate

of the University in state legislature." Hodgkins said.

"Umass is the best kept secret in Massachusetts." Dorin

said. "I have a renewed committment to the healthy

sharing of the state administration and UMass faculty."

Cnllrtpan phntn b« Tnm KadU

Two members of the University track team stretch prior to a work-out in the Curry Hicks Cage.

They are Peter Leary, a sophomore English major, left, and John Weinshel, a freshman com-

munications major. _^

Funding efforts '

gaining support
By KEN BAZINET

CollagiaB surf

Saying "the future of the Commonwealth rests on
knowledge-based industry," State Rep. James Collins,

D-Amherst, yesterday told the Professional Association
of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
(PAUMA) Senate the legislature is beginning to view
higher education as an investment, not an expenditure.

Collins, the house chairman of the Joint Committee on
Education, said UMass must do its own lobbying at the
State House in Boston to be assured of its proper budget
appropriations.

"The University in Amherst has b^un to develop a
strong grassroots organization across the state," Collins

said. "When UMass is able to galvanize the support of
alumni and registered voters in the state, the University
can get the budgets it needs and that is not just wishful
thinking," said Collins, a 1968 graduate of
UMass/Anrtherst.
Collins said the legislature is going to be assertive in its

effort to ensure that no "super boards" exist or operate
behind closed doors.

"We are going to make sure that the Board of Regents
and higher education (in general) work in an open
forum," Collins said.

He said he supports strong local governance at the
state's campuses and fears thftt the regents may be
overstepping their limits on decision nuddng policies.

"While I did not support how the regents were created,

I will applaud them for aDowing 90 percent of the deci-

sions to be nuide on the individual campuses up to this

point," h« said. Homerw, Collins said the recent posi-

tion the regents hmjt tf^en on creating a statewide col-

lective bargtuung poflc^ uid minitnuxn criteria for admis-
sion to the state's schools show signs that the regents are
changing their feelings on local governance.

"If (the regents) are not wise, they will find themselves
acting in areas that they shouldn't," he said. 'The proper
balance (for higher education)." he said, "is central coor-

dination by the regents with emphasis on local gover-
nance."

He also said the regents should not considn* re-

appropriating the budget which the Governor and
legislature will produce for higher education.

"I think the regents would lose all credibility with the
legislature if they start re-appropriating the budget." he
said.

State Rep. Jim Collins. D-Amherst. spoke at a
PAL'MA meeting Thursday.

Collins says cash
should flow soon

By KEN BAZINET
(n»rfimt SufT

State Rep. James Collins. D-Amherst, yesterday said

he expects the Massachusetts legislature to provide the

University of Massachusetts with the mtmey it needs to

repair its deteriorating buildings within the next five

years.

Collins said that if it will cost the state $120 million to

repair and renovate the lIMass buildings, then that is the

amount of money the University should expect to

receive.

Collins said the state has been "horrendous" in the

area of deferred maintenance and added that the pro-

blem with the state in the past was that it was "crisis-

oriented" and not careful enough with preventive

maintenance.

"I think the (Commonwealth is distraught with the

UMass buildings," Collins said, "The legislature should,

in order to protect the buildings, make the necessary

capital improvements within the next five years."

Collins also said the University should stress the

number of jobs that repairs can provide for western

Massachusetts residents.

"There is a new direction in Boston," he said. "We are

very interested in putting j)eople back to work." He said

UMass must use this area to get approval for its renova-

tions and repairs.

"What I think the University must do is slide its pro-

grams under this plan," he said.

He said the University must develop a capital outlay re-

(juest which prioritizes its needs and explains in dejith

the problems with its deteriorating buildings and

.systems.
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Life crises cited as cause

of alcoholism inwomen
By MARY BALDWIN

Editor's Note: This is the second part ofa
tivO'part series.

It is more difficult fcH* women alcoholics to deal with
their drinking problem than it is for men alcoholics

because of the stigma society attaches to women who
drink, said the director of a problem drinking program in

Northampton.

Mar> Moriarty, director of the Hampshire Problem
Drinking Program said, "In men, drinking is more
toletated and is considered to be accepted behavior in our
society .

"We offer a special service to women because we
recognize there are unique things that women suffer from
alcoholism," Moriarty said.

As the disease progresses, the woman alcoholic is apt
to become angry and aggressive. This is normally
thought of as unfeminine behavior, Moriarty said.

"It is more difficult for women to accept this behavior

in their value systems and society's value system than it

is for a man." she said.

Moriarty estimated that 60 to 75 percent of the people
treated at her problem drinking program are women.
These figures show an increase over the past few years.

She said no particular group of women becomes akoholic.
She treats an equal number of housewives and career
women, she said.

According to recent studies done on alcoholism

treatment, it has been found that most researchers

concern themselves with the treatment of men alcoholics.

They then apply their findings to women. However,
evidence shows that males and females respond dif-

ferently to alcoholism and the treatment of the disease.

Referring to traditional treatment of alcoholism. Dr.

Jean Kirkpatrick, the founder of Woman for Sobriety

said, "Many women's emotional problems and distur-

bances are all tied up in the male female relationship;

rehabilitation via a male- female organization is not the

answer at that specific time."

Kirkpatrick, an alcoholic for 28 years before her reform

said, "All women in our culture feel guilt for not being

perfect and fitting into the unrealistic mold that

American society has cast for them.

"Their alcoholism and recovery is all involved with the
removal of these guilt feelings," she said.

One study stated the onset of drinking is more often

closely tied to specific life crises in women akoholics than
in men alcoholics. Crises such as divorce, separation,

husband's death, marital problem, death of a parent and
children growing older can bring on drinking.

According to the study, the potential woman akoholic

fits a pattern. She values traditional female roles but she
has chronic doubts about her own adequacy as a woman.
The woman alcoholic often lacks a feminine identity

resulting from personal problems such as her husband
leaving her.

So, she turns to alcohol in an attempt to gain feeling of

womanliness which eventually result in the loss of control

of her drinking, researchers said.

Ihf fme%\ ak brrwfd and bottled m Canada Impnrted by Martlrt Importing Co , Inc . Great Neck, NY t 1983.

Engineering goals

cited by new dean
By GREG BROWN

Collefiu SUfr

The increased use of computers in engineering educa-

tion is a major goal of the engineering department at the

University of Massachusetts, said Dean of Engineering

James E. A. John, who was appointed in January.

John said that computers are constantly becoming a big-

ger part of the engineering industry and that "we have to

increase their use now so that in a few years we'll be even
more competitive."

John, who was formerly the head of Ohio State's

mechanical engineering department, said that he thinks

UMass engineering is very competitive, but that "we
should lead the state in engineering, since we're the

state's public university."

John also wants to increase interaction between the

school of engineering and the engineering industry. He
said that the new Engineering Management degree pro-

gram, approved Wednesday by the Board of Regents, will

help increase communications between the school and in-

dustry.

"The engineering industry needs something like this, a
program which gives them easy access to the new
developments in engineering," John said. "Many of the

courses in the program are videotaped and sent around
the state."

John called the program "a very efficient way to teach

courses to people already in the industry."
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Half-ton telescope installed in observatory
Marks new em for stargazing,

celestial photography at UMass
By RUSSELL TURNER

CoUcfUn SUff

Final installations were made Wednes-
day on the University of Massachusetts Or-

chard Hill Observatory's new astronomical

telescope. The $20,000, 16-inch reflector

telescope replaces an older one which had
not worked for more than eight years.

"This will give students, or anyone who
is interested, an opportunity to use an
observatory-class telescope," said Kenneth
E. Cole, president of the Five College

Astronomy Club.

The telescope, which stands seven feet

high and weighs 1,000 pounds, belongs to

the astronomy department but has been
kept in storage for the last 10 years for lack

of an observatory. Last semester, on the

initiative of students from the astronomy
club, the decision was made to scrap the old

telescope and put in the new one.

Two weeks ago, with the help of Dante
Petrozzi from the Quabbin Observatory,

the base and mid-section of the telescope

were lowered into place by crane through

the observatory's dome. This section

allows the telescope to pivot along the axis

of the earth's equator so that the stars can

be followed during the course of a night as

they move across the sky, according to

Cole.

Last Monday students from the
astronomy club transported the telescope

tube containing the 16-inch parabolic mir-

ror to the observatory and installed it

under the supervision of Five College

Astronomy Club technknan Ron Zissell.

The telescope tube, which weighs 100

pounds and is five feet long, was lifted into

place by hand and bolted to the telescope's

base.

On Wednesday the 24-hour clock drive,

which keeps it pointed towards the same
part of the sky as the earth turns, was in-

stalled and the telescope was made opera-

tional. All that remains to be done is align-

ment, which will be done by calibrating the

telescope against various known stars, ac-

cording to Cole, a senior physics and
astronomy major.

The installation of the new telescope

marks the beginning of a new era for the

astronomy club and for observational

astronomy at UMass, said astronomy club

secretary Gary F. Clinch. It is intended for

the use of the astronomy club and
undergraduate astronomy majors and it

may be used in some astronomy courses, he

said. The only other comparable optical

telescope in the area is the 24-inch reflector

at Mount Holyoke College.

The astronomy club will be using the

telescope to photograph stars, planets and
other celestial objects, to search for comets

and asteroids and to conduct nova surveys.

It will also sponsor general observing

nights for the public and will teach obser-

vatory techniques to anyone who wants to

learn. Clinch said.

In the 1970s, interest in astronomy at

UMass shifted away from traditional op-

tical astronomy and towards radio

astronomy. After a long period of inactivi-

ty, the astronomy club mounted a

semester-long campaign last fall to make a

working telescope available on the UMass
campus again. Cole said. The telescope was
origmally scheduled to be installed before

Christmas but was delayed for two months.

"For six years there had been a 20-inch

telescope which was inoperative," said

Cole. "The original telescope, which was in-

stalled in 1962, was an exact one-tenth

scale model of the 200-inch Mount Palomar
telescope, built from scratch. By the 1970s

it began to deteriorate, and when the clock

drive broke down there was not enough in-

terest in the UBftass community to get it

working again, he said.

"We put a lot of effort in two years ago
to get the 20-inch telescope fixed, but we
were in over our heads. We failed, ' Cole

said.

Members of the Five College Astronomy Club make flnal adjustments
to a half-ton, $20,000 telescope, the most recent addition to the Orchard
Hill Observatory.
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U.S. guns in El Salvador
subject of Amherst march

By TRICIA YACOVONE
C«U«giaaSUfr

People who want to voice their opinion

about the U.S. involvement in El Salvador
will have the opportunity tomorrow at 1 :30

p.m. on the Amherst Town Common. Eigh-

teen area organizations, wielding the ban-

ner, "Say NO! To another Vietnam!" are

sponsoring the event which will be preced-

ed by marches leaving Northampton's
Pulaski Park at noon and the University of

Massachusetts Student Union Building at

12:30.

The rally comes at a very important time

as President Reagan requested yesterday a

%l 10 million increase in military aid for the

Central American nation.

"We need to make a visible protest to

how that people don't accept this action .

.

. to say we will not allow El Salvador to

beconte another Vietnam," said Peter

Bohmer, a graduate student in economics

at UMass and. a member of the Northamp-
ton Committee on Central America
(NCOCA), one of the main organizers for

the march.

"nie similarities between the U.S. in-

volvement in ¥A Salvador and those in Viet-

nam are what give this issue such force,

said spokespeople from various organizing

groups

"People who hear 'El Salvador' now
think 'Vietnam' and the country will not go
for another Vietnam, especially because

we're coming from a more knowledgeable

background than in the 60s," sakl Karen

Flammia, a senior social thought and
political economy (STPEC) and women's
studies major and member ot the NCCX'A
and the Western Massachusetts Latin

American Solidarity Committee
(WMLASC).
"Things are escalating quickly right now,

so we feel that emergency measures are

necessary. The rally will mobilize people in

the community to show their resistance to

the escalation," said Laurie Bozzi, a junior

STPEC major and member of the

WMLASC.
Flammia added that participants in the

rally will be able to express their anger

about the escalation, the government and
the connection between the military

buildup and the cuts in domestic programs.

All the organizers stressed the impor-

tance of this rally as a grassroots forum to

show state representatives Conte,

R-Pittsfield, and Boland, D-Springfield,

that the people are in opposition to the pro-

posed escalation.

Margaret Lobenstine, an active member
of the NCOCA, will speak at the rally and

Tom Juravich, a local folksinger, will per-

form. Flammia said "we tried to stay away
from big names to see people expressing

their reactions on a grassroots level."

After the rally, at 3 p.m., the groups will

be holding a meeting at the Congrega-
tionalist Church to discuss plans for ac-

tivities to be held in April. Bohmer .said the

actions will be centered on the Pittsfield

area because that is Rep. Conte's base.

Art historian gives lecture
By GREG BROWN

Colleriwi Suff

As part of the Chancellor's Lecture

Series, an art historian last night ex-

plained the slowness with which

photojournalism originally replaced

graphic arts in magazines.

Mark W. Roskill, professor of art

history at the University of

Massachusetts, said a major reason that

photojournalism did not immediately

replace the graphic illustration of

magazines in the 19th century was "a

reluctance on the part of editors to change
from what the public was used to,"

drawings and graphic illustration.

He defined photojournalism as the

"placement of photos in newspapers and
magazines of social or economic im-

portance." Roskill said that the people

involved in illustration for magazines
"fought hard to hold onto their

prerogatives." To show the slow

replacement of graphic illustration, he
cited as examples photographs and

illustrations from magazines of that

Reriod, such as the Dlustrated London
lews and Harper's Weekly.

In explaining the photographs, KoskiU
pointed out they had been retouched to
give them the appearance of illustrations,

and that graphic representation "enlarged
and epitomized the characters." This
attribute was explained as another factor

in the slow development of photojour-

nalism.

RoskUl said that the photography of

Jacob Reese, which was considered the

best of the 1890's, "came in as a rival to

and ultimately displaced graphic
illustration" as a means of presenting the

public with images.

Roskill has received many awards and
last night he received the Chancellor's

Medal for service to the University, an
award given to all participants of the
lecture series. The series serves as a

means of recognizing distinguished

members of the UMass faculty.

Asian immigration film rolls tonight
A film portraying the experiences of ear-

ly Chinese and Japanese immigrants to

America, "Mitsuye and Nellie," will be
shown at 7 p.m. today in the Anacanoa

Center, located in the basement of Dwight
House. The film is sponsored by the Racism
Awareness Program.
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Reagan, Congress criticized

for stance on financial aid

Collegian 7

By RICHARD NANGLE
Collcfian Suff

The Executive Director of the National
Association of Financial Aid Administrators
blasted Congress and the Reagan
Administration for cutting federal funding
for higher education in a meeting with
Students Advocating Financial Assistance
(SAFA) Sunday in Washington D.C. The
University of Massachusetts group was in

the nation's capital to lobby against the
fiscal 1984 Reagan Administration budget.
"Nobody's worried about seven years

from now." said Dallas Martin. "They're
worrying about getting re elected in 1984."
Much of the Reagan and conservative

philosophy is based on the perception that
students are freeloading the system,
Martin said.

"A lot of people don't believe that
students still work," Martin said. Nobody
objects to the concept of self-help, it's just

what is reasonable for students to do."
Martin criticized White House officials

for the proposed changes in Hnancial aid

policy in the budget.

"You've got a bunch of bureaucrats over
there who don't know what the hell they're

doing. The only way they can justify their

m ^OlOltlOfl C<mtinuedjr<mpage 1

One of the strongest arguments against the Solomon
Amendment is the distinct possibihty it carries of
preventing students who have registered from receiving

federal funds due to bureaucracy. An independent study
conducted by Dallas Martin, executive director of the
National Association of Financial Aid Administrators,
prove« it takes anywhere from nine weeks to a year to
receive registration verification from Selective Service.

Without verification, according to the law as it

presently stands, a student cannot receive federal

funding for higher education.

"I'm very sympathetic to that," Soktmon said.

A new proposal wouki allow students who have
misplaced their verification, or who have not yet received
it. to go to any post office in the country and reregfister
regardless of their permanent residence. The post office

wouki then make a copy of the registration form and the

existence is if they come up with some
theoretical bullshit," he said.

If the budget passes "the only people who
will believe they are getting something are

the ignorant, " he said.

"The biggest problem we're facing in

education today is stability, stability in

predictability (of funding methods),"
Martin said.

"There are some people who think
student aid is linked to socialism and
communism and nobody should have it.

There are some real all out idiots out
there," he said.

Martin was also highly critical of the
Solomon Amendment. which denies
financial aid to students who cannot prove
they have registered for the draft.

"I think this is a terrible law. It's kind of
like putting gasoline and fire together. It

makes no sense at all. There are some bills
in Congress that would repeal it. but it's

Uke voting against motherhood, apple pie
and Chevrolet," Martin said. "The last

thing (Congressmen) want to hear is that
people don't want to register."

Martin predicted problems with the
verification clause in the legislation could
prevent some registered students from
attending college. Selective Service has
said it can have mailed requests for

r«ll.flaa pkoto by turn f*mun
Jim Quinn. president of Students Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA)

diligently takes notes during a speech by Dallas Martina, executive
director of a national financial aid directors' group.

verification sent back to students within
two weeks, he said.

"It takes those people two weeks to stkk
a piece of paper in an envelope," he said.

Don't be afraid of these people
(Congressmen)." Martin toW the group.

"They're not any different than you are.

They have bad breath in the morning and

they leave toothpaste in the sink. Probably
most of you in this room have a better
understanding of the issues than they do."

student could bring it to his or her financial aid office.

He would also eliminate the confusion surrounding
freshmen who have not yet reached draft age by ex-
tending the current 30-day grace period a person has to
register before their 18th birthday to 120 days.

The latter proposal has been embraced by the
Department of Education. SolomiHi said, but the status of

the former is in question.

A self proclaimed "conservative republican" Solomon
said his ideology would make the thought placing added
Durdens on any mstitution reprehensible. Therefore, he
said, he may support repeal measures which are pending
in the House and Senate if these problems are not cleared

up in time for the scheduled July 1 implementation of the
law.

"We've got to do something to alleviate the problems
caused by verification." he said.

These reforms, according to Sok)mon. would cut
projected enforcement costs at the University of

Massachusetts ($24,000) by 90 percent.

But other schools might not be so fortunate.

"In small schools no matter what you do it will create a
financial burden," he said.

Solomon said that despite a statement made by Rep.
Barney Frank, D Mass., that poUtical pressure forced

people to vote for the Sok>mon Amendment, repeal
measures will not pass without his approval.

"I've always been a very strong supporter of financial

aid." Sobnrmn said. But the record states otherwise.

According to the 1961 82 United States Student
Associatk>n (USSA) target report Solomon has a tero

percent rating on 17 key education votes. He is one of

nine House members who did not vote on a single issue in

a manner satisfactory to USSA.
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HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, sophomores and Stockbridge students who
wish to live off-campus for the Fall Semester 1983
should apply for an exemption from the on-campus
housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications
are now available In the Housing Assignment office,

room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than THUMDAY, MARCH 01, 1960. Applications will

not be accepted after this date. Please submit all ap-
plications to the Housing Assignment Office, 235
Whitmore.

IMPORTANT NOTES;
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

• Signing a lease Is not valid grounds for receiving an
exemption from the on-campus housing requirement.

DO HOT SIGH A LEASE UHLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED
AH EXEMPTIOH. Any student who signs a lease

without prior approval from the Housing Assignment
Office is responsible for all on-campus fees and will be
required to reside on-campus.
* Students who are granted an exemption from the

on-campus housing regulation will lose their housing
assignment for the Fall 1983 Semester approximately

two weeks after the exemption is granted, unless

prior arrangements are made with the Housing
Assignment Office.

Thank you.
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FREE
OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY

$15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

BudweiSer 12ozcn8$11.00 case + dep.

Guinness & Harp$2.99/4pk^dep

Schaefer 12 oz retmabies. . . $8.30/

Rolling Rock 12 oz refmabies

vIO.OO/case -»- dep.

Beer Balls $15.99

c&c
PACKAGE STORE

61 MAIN STREET
"Across the street from Plumbleys"
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+ dep.
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Stop harassment before it's too late
You may remember, back in the fall of 1981, the

emergence of a group called UTOPIA. Nobody
knew who they were or where they came from.

They posted a hate-filled flyer all over this campus, which
attacked blacks, gays, and other minorities and groups.
They planned a rally on the steps of the Student Union
Building to make known their views. When the appointed
hour arrived, they never showed up. Instead, several hun-
dred people turned out to protest I'TOPIA and it's tactics.

UTOPIA was never heard from again.

Randolph T. Holhut
Now. almost two years later, a similar group has emerg-

ed in Amherst. They call themselves SHUN (Stop

Homosexual Unity Now) and they have embarked on a
campaign of threats, violence, axKl harassment against the

Pioneer Valley's gay community. Last month, abi^ut 200

gays met with Northampton Mayor David Musante,
Hampshire-Franklin District Attorney Michael Ryan, and
various Northampton police officers. It was felt that city

officials were not doing enough to insure for the safety of

the gay community and that they were not taking a vocal

enough stand on the issue.

When the meetmg was finished, steps were begun to set

up a task force nuule up of dty officials and members of

the gay community to help bring an end to the harass-

ment. They will also deal with such matters as making the

police and city publicly acknowledge that there is a pro-

blem of gays in the valley being harassed, and that it is no

different than harassment that other oppressed groups

have been receiving.

Unfortunately, the city has been moving slowly on the

problem, and they have done their best to try and dilute

the demands that were made by the gays at the meeting.

The longer they delay, the worse the problem gets. Over

Lettero

Food Services uses bad quote
To the Editor:

"The morals of our people (New Engianders) are much
better; their manners are more p^ilite and agreeable; they

are purer English; our language is better, our persons are

handsomer; our spirit is greater; our laws are wiser, our

religion is superior, our education is better."

— John Adams, 1774)

The latter quote was printed on the front of a dining

commons flyer advertising New England Night dinner.

If we as a people had made great progress in social

maturity during the past 200 years the statement could

have been seen as a quaint relic of our narrow-minded

past. However, since chauvinism and xenophobia are still

quite evident among members of the University communi-

ty, the quote is insidious indeed. It serves to reinforce

those base instincts which civilization attempts to control.

Certainly, the University Food Services has no place en

couraging such provincial attitudes. I hope that those

responsible for the flyer will be more thoughtful in the

future.

Everett Harman
Amherst

UMass Nursing alive and well

To the Editor:

Recently at the Blue Wall I struck up a conversation

with someone and naturally we discussed majors, after ex-

pressing mine being nursing I received responses such as:

"Oh, I didn't realize UMass had a nursing program," and

"I thought that school died out years ago!"

Yes, there is a nursing program at UMass/Amherst, it's

accredited, a member of the Massachusetts Board of

Registered Nurses, and the National League of Nursing.

the last several months, there have been a series oi

assaults on lesbians. The Womonfyre Bookstore and the

New Alexandria Lesbian Library in Northampton have
received numerous threats of violence. Other cases of

harassment have escalated. Gays in the valley no longer

feel safe.

The fires of homophobia have been burning brightly

here in the valley. The Daily Hampshire Gazette has en-

couraged and promoted it by running st'vt'ral anti-gay let-

ters on it's editorial page, and by running homophobic col-

umns by syndicated columnist Joseph Sobran. a noted
nght-wing reactionary Groups like SHUN and other

homophobes have made the atmosphere ripe for violence.

Some may try to laugh off the death threats, as just

some pranksters with a sick sense of humor having some
fun. But it has gone beyond the joking stage, and has got-

ten very serious. Homophobia has been around for a long

time. People who refuse to show tolerance for the gay
lifestyle have long harassed or violently attacked gays. As
an all(»gedly free and open society, we should be able to

tolerate differences in lifestyles. The sad truth is that we
do not, and time and time again we harm anyone who does
not fit into our comfortable mindsets. If we are to live up
to our heritage of freedom, we must speak up and take a
stand against this and any infringements on our
freedom.You may think that this is not important and that

it dr»es not affect you . . . but senseless violence to any of

us. gay or straight, affects all of us.

Right now, gays in the valley are worried, not about
whether the attacks will get worse hut about what form
the next attack will take. They are also angry over the lack

of concern and sensitivity by Northampton to their pro-

blems. It may take something tragic to happen before any
action is taken to put an end tt» the violence, but by then, it

will be too late. Let's hope the harassment will stop before

it gets to that point.
'^

Randolph T. HoUiut is a Collegian columnut

Personally, I'm speaking from a "generic" point of

view, but on a whole the students of the nursing program

here are a group of individuals with a wide range of

backgrounds and interests.

The Nursing program here at UMass is based upon the

study of human life. Nursing students are enrolled in

diverse, competitive, and challenging courses on campus,

additionally we are involved with contemporary health

setting situations, we function as health professionals and
participate in the "real" world. The end product of the

program is a person with a well-rounded education,

humanistically centered with a strong science background.

True, the Nursing department only devotes two pages to

the undergraduate course catalogue, but we do exist on

campus.
Part of our success here at UMass, along with hardwork

and sincere interest has prompted the reinstitution of the

"Student Nurses Association" which promises to bring

about many opportunities for students to become involved

with faculty, and communicate on a national level with

other nursing schools.

Deb Brown
Amherst

An old-timer reminisces...

To the Editor:

First, the Beatles now, M*A*S*H I am 24 years

old, I guess it is time to get a job!

P.J.M. Mara
Westwood, MA
Amherst, MA

London, England
Blacksburg. VA

London, England (again)

Amherst, MA (again)

Mass drinkers

sad over suds
Since the start of the Bottle Bill almost two months

ago, beer wholesalers have been cleaning up in more
ways than one. Beer prices have gone up $2.60 and

more in some cases, plus a $1.50 deposit. Much of this is

unnecessary and unfair, and thirteen wholesalers are be-

ing brought to court for it. For imjK)verished college

students, this, the ultimate of injustices, must l)e rectified.

Josh Meyer
Earlier this week, Attfirney General Francis X. Bellotti

filed suit against the wholesalers charging them with price

fixing, monopolization and violation of bottle deposit laws.

Ten of these companies had formed the Container
Recovery Inc., (CRInc.) in order to facilitate the collection

and return of lK)ttles and cans, using a collective approach,
thus making it cheaj)er and more efficient. The suit alleges

that this has not happened, and that they, in fact, have
raised their prices higher than any other distributors. Ap-
parently, the incorporated in order to "fix, raise, maintain
and stabilize" the artificially high ct)st of beer in the state.

Since CRInc. 's wholesalers sell 75 percent of the five

million barrels of beer every year, it's easy to see how they
could get away with it.

The distributors in CRInc. have unlawfully excluded all

other competition in the collection and return business by
threatening tt) cut off beer supplies to retailers dealing

with any other company, and by delaying the deiH)sit aii<1

handling payments to the companies com[)eting with them
for empties.

CRInc. 's logic is that by collecting all bottles and cans in

one clean swoop, it will be faster and cheaper. Since the

opposite has been the case, the Bellotti suit hopes that by

introducing competition into the market, both the retailers

and the consumers would benefit from lower prices. The
monopoly that exists now enables them to charge

whatever they want for beer, and for collecting the emp-
ties.

Local retailers all agree that CRInc. is raking in much
more of a profit than anyone else, and much more than
that which is reasfjnable. One area store owner, who asked
to remain anonymous, said that a local distributor told him
before the Bill passed that he expected to make money
from it, and that it would "serve the consumers right." A
spiteful move, no doubt, directed against all those loony

environmentalists in the state.

Here is a breakdown of the price increases, and what
they mean for consumers. Take the case of Budweiser, the

unanimous pick of \'alley package store owners as the

number One pncegouger (distributed by Williams of Spr-

ingfield). The price has increased from $2.65 to $3.30 a
six-pack, plus $1.50 dep<isit per case. Multiply this by four,

and you have $2.90 per case (including the extra 30 cents

tacked on for the deposit of the case which they haven't

justified yet). In a hearing earlier this week, CRInc
estimated that the bottle bill cost them $1.00 per case —
48 cents to the retailer and 52 cents to the consumer for

their handling charges). This leaves an added unjustified

profit of $1.90 per case. Multiply this by the 70 million

cases (10 million kegs) of beer sold annually, and you come
up with an obscene amount, well over $100 million dollars.

Add to this the approximately $10 million in uncollected

deposits estimated for 1984 by Gov. Dukakis, and you can

see why CRInc. hasn't been complaining about the Bottlle

Bill.

The suit that is in court now demands $700,000 in civil

suit penalties, and unspecified damages to be repaid to the

consumers of the state, estimated by Bellotti to be in the

millions. This should be done right away, and the monopo-

ly of CRInc. in collecting and returning bottles and cans

should l)e smashed, in favor of non-profit redemption

centers that are easily accessible to everyone. A bill in-

itiated by Dukakis in the State House calls for a require-

ment mandating that all uncollected dejxisits be turned

over to the State treasury. The railroading of students in-

to paying exhorbitant, unnecessary prices for beer just

because they voted for a cleaner environment, is one of the

ultimate injustices of the year, and must be done away
with.

Josh Meyer is a Collegian columnist

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the
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acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.
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SOME FACTS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
AS AN AIR FORCE NURSE

There are many nurs-

ing positions which of-

fer career fulfillment.

Being an Air Force
nurse can fulfill that

need. There is also a lot

more to life than work
and Air Force nursing

provides that something
extra. In addition to

your nursing uniform,

you'll wear the uniform
of an Ail Force officer.

\(tu'\\ have the prestige aruJ responsibility of a leader with
equa! opponunity for advancement. You'll have the advan*
tages of the Air Force's great way of life — 30 days of vaca-
tion with pay each year, medical and dental care, educa-
tional opportunity and recreational facilities. There are
manv more personal and financial rewards. If you qualify.

V r>u nay compete for Air Force nursing specialties Add the
challonge. the responsibility and the opportunity of Air
Fore*' nursing to your future. Contact an Air Force nurse
recruiter today for more information. Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641 collect calls excepted or Capt. Dasher

A 9t*o« wov of life
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AVIATION

OPPORTUNITIES
College graduates (BS/BA), or students

within 18 months of graduation wanted to

operate jets and prop aircraft. No
experience required. Fully-paid training

program. Also manage personnel and
equipment in aviation environment.

$18,300 to start. Over $30,000 in four

years. Outstanding benefit package
includes:

* 30 days paid vacation /year
* Free medical and dental
* Post-graduate education
* Family benefits

Positions require good health. 20/20
vision (some positions available with

20/20 correctable) U.S. citizen, age to

2872. International travel expected. For
more information call collect Mon-Thu,
9 am -2 pm (518)462-6119.
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New for Spring

V-Neck and Boat Neck

pastel sweat shirts

10.95
your choice

Assorted

Spring

Colors

Many other

New Spring Styles

available

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

'i^VNIVERSITY
AiiSTORE^

SPRING'S HERE
It's Time To Show Your Colors

with UMass Imprinted

Shirts and Jerseys
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Arab student voices

concerns on campus
By TRACEY ROBBINS

Collaffiui (V>iTv*p«a4Mit

A member of the OrganizatioD of Arab
Students (GAS), yesterday discussed the

problems that the organization has had on
campus since its formation last May.
Moustapha Osseyran, the founder of the

UMass chapter started in the Boston based
chapter of the GAS while studying in

Boston.

The GAS, is a faction of a national group
that first originated in the 1950's. Chapters

of the organization exist on just about every

campus in the United States and Canada.
"Chapters have been founded on cam-

puses all across the country for the purpose

of telling people the other side of the story

of the Middle Eastern crisis, said

Gsseyran." "There are journalistic Zionists

who have told the opposite side of the story

for too many years."

"We founded the chapter to protect our

rights, our views and to say what is im-

portant because the press does not ac-

curately represent us," he said. "There are

great difficulties in understanding the

Middle East problem and we are hoping to

establish a line of communication to inform

the American public of our opinions.'*

The GAS is a member of the Recognized

Students Organization. Through this

campus connection, organized groups are

assured support for any endeavor.

Gsseyran said they have encountered

difficulty in securing support from them.

"We have had difficulty in getting rooms in

the Campus Center for meetings and lee

tures. We have also felt opposition and
pressure from several groups, such as

HiUel." Osseyran said.

"What makes it harder is that Hillel has

many allies on campus. So far many of the

posters that we have hung announcing
meetings have been ripped down.
Whenever we have a speaker a picket line is

formed to intimidate anyone who attends.

They try to stop the things that we
do."Gsseyran said.

The GAS has found an uncooperative ear

when they have approached the RSG and

the Dean ot Students. "I found one student

tearing down a poster. I took him to the

director of RSG." Gsseyran said. "They

refused to believe that this man could do
such a thing. We then went to Dean Field,

the Dean of Students, I have yet to receive
any response from him."
"We have seen the Student Senate and

former SGA President Jim Murphy, they
all said they were powerless in the issue."

On February 25, the GAS filed an official

suit with Dean Field. Gsseyran feels that

their complaint has not been heard.

"Field told us that no one likes the Arab
students here on campus," he said. "I was
surprised he said, "that just like the Ku
Klux Klan was resented, so was our
organization. I asked him to please not
associate us with them. He also said that if

we were to file this suit, we would gain

even more unpopularity."

"I think though that if you press legal

litigation, you should be notified. So far

there has been no word."
The GAS tries to do many things to raise

the political conscience on campus.
"Last semester we tried to do a lot of

things on campus, yet at every turn we
were stunted." said Osseyran. "There have
been blockings in publicity.and letters of

editorial that have not been printed."

"People drew swastikas on published

material of Hillel and there were public

accusations that we were behind it," he
said. "No one took the time to ask us and
whan we proved our innocence there was no
public apology made."
'The discrimination on this campus runs

rampant and there is no one wilUng to help
stop it." said Osseyran Osseyran feels

"Offended and horrified by the lack of

support on this campus.
"UMass is supposed to be one of the most

politically active schools in the country. I

can only wonder where their motivations
lie."

"Everyday there are stories of gays and
lesbians in the paper. Everday. 25 to 30
people are killed at the hands of the Israeli

soMiers. It is a sin that that is not con
sidered news. What interests people is who
sleeps with who."
"No one seems to care about the fact that

last June when Israel invaded Lebanon and
claimed the country as their territory.

18.000 people died." said Gsseyran.

Pope's visit may shed light
By PAUL HETZNECKER

SfKtel to BUrk AfIMn

"The rich, the indifferent, unjust and
complacent in their possessions must and
should change..." These were the words of
Pope John Paul II as he addressed the
cheering crowd of over one half million

people upon his arrival in El Salvador
earuer this week.
The Pope's visit comes in the wake of

reeent guerrilla successes and a heated
Coi^ressional debate over Reagan's

request for an additional $60 plus million in

military aid to the tiny war torn country.

The immediate political implications

became apparent when provisional

President Magana announced that elections

would be held this year afid that all parties

would be welcome to participate. T.ieFDR-
FMLN guerrilla front has called for

negotiations, something the right winged
Salvadoran government and the Reagan
administration would never agree to.

Although the Pope did not support the

negotiations outright, his call for peace and

a "dialogue" could be interpreted as implkit

support for a negotiated settlement bet-

ween the guerrillas and the government.

Even though the Pope's visit was brief

the message he carried has a legacy that is

one of the most significant factors un-

derlying the changing political situation in

Central America and throughout Latin

America. The full impact of the Pontiffs
visit here will not be clearly realized for

some time but there is no doubt that it is an
important chapter, possibly the climax for

the Salvadorans, in the recent history d the
changing role of the Catholk Church in

Latin America.
In the last fifteen years liberation

theology, as it has been termed, has

redefined the role of the churdi. For the

time in history the aflianee betwven
church, the ruling elite and the military

Since the late sixties bishops began doing
what many parish priests had b^n doing
for years, condemning the poverty, in
justice and repression that the Church had
helped to maintain for centuries. With the
support of the Church hierarchy priests
became more outspoken in ththeir op
position to social injustice and the political

and economic reasons for it.

El Salvador is a country in which
liberation theology has strong roots,
especially among the peasants. Two thirds
of the population are peasants and of that
two thirds. 90 percent have no land.

For decades the peasants have been
forced off their communal lands to make
room for large cotton, sugar, and coffee
plantations. Any attempts at agrarian
reform were labeled "communist inspired"

and met with brutal repressimi by the
landowners.

The Church took an active role in support
of the peasants and found themselves ac-

cused of encouraging rebellion and in-

stigating class -warfare. The Church has
served to educate the peasants and as one
priest put it simply "that God has created
all men equal, including priests, peasants,
and landowners."

• To the peasants the priest represents a
moral force, one that unites and protects
against injustice and repression, but it is

the changing attitudes of the Church
hierarchy which has frightened the ruling
families and the military. 'They may end up
as nuutvrs but my priests are not going to
leave El Salvador because they are with the
people."

Xnis statement of support by the Jesuit
Superior General made a few years ago
symbotixes the commitment the Church has
made against social injustice in Latin

Annerica. A commitment that has the

Reagan administration desperately ac-

cusing the priests of EI Salvador of seeking

toenhance Soviet influenoe in the region.
^ —

Conflict at WMUA is one
step closer to being solved

By JENNIFER HARDY
C«llefiaa Suff

In an interview with Michelle Murray and
Lezlie Harrison of WMUA, Murray said,

"No one owns time at the station, it is the

property of the federal communications

committee."
Murray, the program director for

WMUA said that she did meet several

times with the Assistant of the Third World

Coordinator and the Assistant of the
Women's Affairs Director to make up the

master schedule for WMUA.
Murray said she talked to other

organizations concerning the master

schedule because BMCP was not the only

group involved. Murray said that Concepto

Latino and the Country Blues and Blue

Grass also had say in the development of

the master schedule of WMUA.
Murray said that Ken Johnston the

previous Third World Coordinator was
never at the station and that she didn't get

along with him. That was why Lezlie

Harrison was acting as Third WorW
Coordinator.

Murray did say that she hadn't met with

the Women Affair's Director because she
hadn't seen her all semester. "If people are

concerned about airtime they should come
to me because I have to deal with more than
one organization, "said Murray.
Murray said that she has to make the

master schedule for WMl'A with the other
organizations involved but the constitution

states that the final analysis will fall upon
her shoulder.

"A lot of people want to be on the air but

to be on the air is not a right it is a
privilege." said Murray.

"The people from BMCP toward the end
of last semester weren't doing their shows,"
said Murray. lezlie Harrison the acting

Third World Coordinator then said that the
shows were being done.

Murray said that during intersession the

wake up slot and the grave yard slot

weren't being done. She said that she was
getting calls from people who said that the
shows weren't on tne air.

Harrison the acting Third World
Coordinator at the time said she left a Ust of

D.J.'s that would be able to fill the slots

over intersession. Murray said she did look

at a list of D.J.'s that could fill the slots but

the people would not show up all the time.

Murray said that there is no .set formula

for who is going to get certain slots.

"WMUA is a training ground for students

and it can t be ignored." said Murray.
Murray said if a person puts in a lot of

time at WMUA he or she deserves

something. "I don't think it is fair for people

who put in time not to have slots."

Murray said that it is true to a certain

degree that BMCP is not doing its part in

programming black music. "People doing

the reggae shows are predominately

white." said Murray. BMCP does not cover
a wide range of Black music, said Murray.
Murray said that BMCP could have the
10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. sbt on Sunday if it

will program historical Black Classical

music.

Harrison, the Director of BMCP said, she
would hke to see WMUA's constitution

revised so that it states a minimum amount
of hours for Third World programming.
Murray said the only way to resolve the
problems at this point is to have the con-
stitution revised.

PiMto hf (liris Haidiii

Saxophonist Rene Mcl^ean and his father Jackie will perform at the
Cape Cod Lounge as part of the Solos and Duos concerts.

Cuban poet speaks for masses
By RHONDA SWAN

CollcCiu SUff

A celebrated Cuban poet and essayist

Nancy Morejon presented a lecture entitled

"Cuban Poetry Since the Revolution: A
Focus on Nicolas Guillen," in the New
Africa House Wednesday, March 9th.

Because of what Morejon referred to as

"the principle of the matter," she chose to

speak in Spanish rather than English, with

the aid of an interpreter for the benefit of

the non-Spanish speaking members of the

audience.

Morejon feels that Nicolas Guillen,

Cuba's national poet, has been a major pro-

ponent of the rich, cultural heritage of

Cuba.
"Guillen's poetry expresses Cuba's na-

tional particularity," said Morejon. "K has

enormous innovation that has contributed

to Latin American poetry of the twentieth

century."

Morejon believes Guillen's poetry has had

such impact because he is a num of the peo-

ple and his poetry is expressive of their

culture and identity.

"Guillen identifies hintself with the

popular. His poetry has always been

against the establishment and for the

•masses, particularly the Third World and
minorities everywhere," said Morejon.

Previously in history. Cuba's culture was
considered a "passive dependent of

Spain." It was thought that Cuba consisted

primarily of Creoles. However this is not

the case.

"Cuba's culture is one of synthesis," said

Morejon. "Cuba's population consist of

blacks, whites, and millattoes. It's culture

has undergone a "hurricane of
transculturation." Cuba has components of

both Spanish and African heritages.

A major conquest that Morejon feels

Guillen has been instrumental in bringing

about through his poetry, is the "absolute

recognition of African heritage in Cuba
that couldn't be imagined in the beginning

of the twentieth century."

Morejon feels that Guillen's poetry is "in-

clined towards an ideological strujggie of

the masses." The masses are in tWs case

not just the people of Cuba but the oppress-

ed people everywhere, specifically

minorities. Morejon believes the stmgs^le is

one for freedom of expression and recogni-

tion and we should not rest until that goal

has beeri attained.

^« '••«••« »*»*m»m»*
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Arts
Traibri

^ Andy Gordon
Magnum,P.I. fans, take notice. Tom Selleck will come

bursting from the small box to blaze across the big screen
in High Road to China early next month. The man with the

bushy moustache plays one "Patrick O'Malley, a down and
out ex-air ace with a fondness for other men's wives
matched only by his contempt for the idle rich." Bess
Armstrong also stars. It could become a classic.

In TRAILERS last semester I mentioned that Marilyn
Chambers was shooting a soft core feature called Up 'n

Coming which would be rated R. Well, the film has been
completed, the press stills are out and . guess what, the
picture is not rated R and is by no means soft-core. My
mistake. For the record, the film costars Lisa DeLeeuw.
Cody NicoU and "Long Ron" Jeremy and should be coming
to pom theaters everywhere next month.

On the way from 20th Century Fox's new classics
division is the screen version of Harold Pinter's Betrayal,
which was directed by David Jones. The film stars Jeremy
Irons. Patricia Hodge and Ben Kingsley. It is a love
triangle and moves backwards in time over a period of nine
years. As Pinter states, "the story is about the various
different kinds of betrayal and of the impermanence of

love. Word has it Kingsley is excellent in the film, which
may increase his chances of winning a best actor Oscar for

his role as Gandhi.
They're letting Michael Cimino direct another movie.

"Hard to believe. ' as David Letterman would say. Cimino,
the man who poured away 50 million dollars for Heaven's
Gate, will make Footloose for Paramount. The picture will

be a light musical with dramatic overtones.
Valley Girl and Deal Of the Century, directed by William

Fnedkin, have completed shooting and are now in post-

production. More on these two films next week.
Local Best Bets: Fast Times at Ridgemont High will play

tonight at Engineering East. It's very funny. The Rolling

Stones' new movie opens today at the Mall. The Calvin has
Frances, and starting Sunday at the Amherst Cinema will

be showing a James Dean double feature of East of Eden
and Rebel Without a Cause.

Tom Selleck as Pat O'Malley in

High Road to China.

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Busch 12 oz Ig necks $9.85 case + $1 .50 dep

Schaefer 12 oz Ig necks $8.50 case + $1 .50 dep

Budweiser 12 oz cans $11.00 case + $1.20 dep

Rolling Rock 12 oz long necks $1

1

.00 case + $1 .50 dep

Ballantine Beer 1* oz cans. . $2.10 6 pk $8.00 case -^ dep

Guiness Stout $3.35 4 pk ^^ dep

Jameson Irish Whiskey all sizes at popular prices

•Hy A OfftMi Hr y«vr St. Wmd^'u Day Cli««rs

WINBS&
LIQUORS

338 College Street

Tuborgit&Dk $2.70/6pk
Becks Lt&Dk $3.99/6 pk

Carling 12 oz exports $7.45/c8e

Miller Er Lite 12 oz loose bottles $10.95/cse

Bud 12 oz loose cans $10.95/cse

Foster Lager 25 oz can $1 .55/ ea

Plenty of Cold Draft Barrels

On Hand
Pricas don't include dspoait.

Fleishmann's Whiskey 1.751 $13.75

Jameson Irish Whiskey 750 mi $10.99

Piccala Coffee Liq. 750 mi $5.99

Crown Russe Vodka 100° 750 mi $5.19

Ron Rico Rum 750 mi $5.45

Cartier Blanc de Blanc 750 mi $1.99

Buena Vista Gamay Beaujolais750mi ...$2.99

' We Welcome
Your Empty Btis & Cans

^^ n M #^ H M ^^ M M M M ^>^

•TODAY* %.
^ Union Video Center preeents: ^

''Master Class by BUI Viola'*

A Hands-on, participation workshop
lead by Bill Viola

at 2:00 pm in the Commuter Loun^
^^ Explore the techniques & thinking
behind the creation of a video artwork
-^ Bring your own video tapes to
review and analyze^ Participate in Psycho-physical exercises
—^ Participate in groui>-video projects

FREE
For more info call UVC: 545-1336
Sponsored by UMass Arts Council

^4 #^ ^«^«#««M##«l#N«.^|ri^Hii#4i ^^ ¥^

' riist> nail^ ••

********
«t 47 Sunderland VIA 6tf6 4937 »ou

SPECIAL
EVENING

WITH THE

GODFATHER
OF SOUL

JAMES

vou "^uit t>« ^9 to •'^

*•

liiiiNMNnoiiiHiniiii

not r««pon8ibl0 for typographical errors

iiNiaiiNNMiiMa«NiMiiiiiaiiNNNNiiaNiiNmiiiaiiiiNtiiiiiaiMiiNnii"^t'

BROWN
THURSDAY,
MARCH 17th
Doors Open 7 pm

Tickets:

$10.00 in advance
$12.50 at door

Available at

For the Record at Faces
in Amherst

Arts
l¥:;Sfi::::y:::::::::::::W:::::

Snow melts theFAC
PHOEBE SNOW
Tuesday, March 8

Fine Arts Center

By CRIS SCHUSTER
Collefian Suff

She boogied. She teased. She astonished

her audience by the incredible range of her

voice. If there had been any glass on the

^ stage as she performed, not doubt it would
2 have shattered.

Phoebe Snow and her five member band

performed their concert in style although

Snow could have performed the entire show

without a band. She is an extraordinary

guitar player and just hearing her voice

made the performance worthwhile. But

with the band, the tempo and the spirit of

the concert reached an incredible level.

Although Snow and her band have only

been working together for two months,

their timing and their combined vocal and

musical talents worked beautifully

together.

"People seem to love this combination of

me with this band. " she said at a press

conference after the show. "The minute I

heard them, I said this is it"." she was

right.

The concert's best songs though were the

mellow, low beat songs written by Snow.

"Drunk Driver," a song she recently wrote

for a friend c_' hers, was the song where she

really showed off her skills as a songwriter

and the band showed off its skills in har-

monizing.

Snow also performed a song she wrote for

her deaf daughter Valerie Rose. "Whatever
this songs means to you, you can have it."

she told the audience. And it was clear to

the audience that the song meant a great

deal to her by the way she sang her love for

her daughter and the expressions on her

face.

There was no doubt that Phoebe Snow
and her band are going places in the near

future. If they were that good and worked
that well Tuesday night after only two
months of being together, who know's what
will happen.

Hopefully, the band will learn that they

should take more advantage of the band's

singing talent. They don't have the renge

that Snow has. but then again, very few

people do. But the band is good at har-

monizing and there just wasn't enough of

that in the concert.

Pkoto br Hanitati H«

Phoebe Snow as she performed at the Fine Arts Center on Monday
night.

This ain't no Mudd Qub, no CBGB
ANN MAGNUSON
Tuesday. March 8

University Gallery

By DOUGLAS MUISE
( olWiUB Staff

The University Gallery is a far cry from
the campy, quasi esoteric ambience of the

East Village's Club 57 (too much concrete. I

thinkl. and that's probably the major
reason why Ann Magnuson's new wave
cabaret didn't go over as well as I had
hoped.

It seems to me that Maf^nuson's 9how

would be much more ideally suited to a

trendier night club setting, where an

audience is accustomed to taking in pop art

aspirations with a grain of salt. I certainly

wouldn't consider Maij^^uson an "artist" by

any means, maybe an "entertainer" at best,

and even then she's not all that convincing.

And performing in an environment where
one is used to patronizing teriout art

events, her pop culture parodies at times

seemed down right silly.

The main gallery space was divided into

four small adjoining stages, creating a

square. EUich of the stages faced a small

inner pit in which all the members of the

audience were supposed sit. crouch,

scrunch, or whatever. Supposed is the key
word here, for the area could only hold

about twenty people at best. F^veryone else

was forced to sit around the perimeter of

the stages, where most of Magnuson's
presence was obstructed. Apparently.

Magnuson lor maybe the University

Gallery?) was expecting a marginal turn

out.

Well, from what I could see from where I

was sitting, each stage presented the

audience with a different comic /artistic

motif: the first was the living room of the

Bible belting host of a "TOO club esque

"Tammy Kaye Show," in what was sup-

posed to be a parody piece. It was spoiled

by an inadequate PA system, however.
What actually transpired on the other three

stages is anyone's guess. One stage

presented us what I would judge to have
been a spoof on the inanety of TV com-
mercials, but I can't be sure.

Overall. I'd say a Magnuson and her

troupe need a little more practice and a

greater sense of professionalism before

they hit the road again. It's really a shame
that University Gallery's ambitious DO.
DID, DONE series has to end on such a

contrived and sourly pretentious note.

The genesis ofrock

Malvolio (Jeff Rubin) reads a love letter he believes is from Olivia, in

the Acting Company's production of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night to be

performed at 8 p.m., Thursday, March 17, in the Fine Arts Center.

FOR THE FIRST TIME
ANYWHERE (MCA)
Buddy Holly

By DON NAREY
('•Hcfian Carrxfw^iit

Twenty four years after the death of this

rock music legend. MCA executive. Steve

Hoffman. discovered ten previously

unreleased Buddy Holly recordings. The
recently uncovered treasure presents some
of Holly's earliest work, including prime

examples of authentic rockabilly and allout

rockers serving as testimony to the

strength and influence of his music.

According to Hoffman. Holly acted as his

own producer at these sessions, "to show
Decca (his record company) exactly how he

wanted his music to sound." before Norman
Petty took over production, forming a

relationship resulting in a string of hit

singles. Included here are the original

versions of "Bo Didley," Brown Eyed
Handsome Man." and "Maybe Baby," all of

which were re-recorded with overdubbed
vocal and musical background and released

between '57 and '59. This however, is pure

Buddy Holly, his concepts, production and
arrangements creating a sound as distinct

as it is timeless.

"Ro/>v .\ Bye Rock." one of Holly's more
obscure songs, exhibits the awesome power
of his voice while his group, the Crickets,

provides classic guitar work that would lay

the foundation lor twenty five years of

popular music. He whoops and hollers on
"I'm Gonna Set My Foot Down" and
"Changing All Those Changes," two more
hot numbers that could easily stand along

side his better known standards like "It's So
Easy." That'll Be The Day," "Peggy Sue"

and "Not Fade Away." The soft touch of his

country influence can be felt on "It's Not My
Fault," and "That's My Desire," but the

arrangements are basic enough for his own
simple style, the beginning of "pop." to

reshape the musical texture.

There is a striking simplicity to this

music. It's solid, brash, rock 'n roll in it's

only true form, unadorned by crowded

overdubs and flashy arrangements. The
lyrics are conspicuously innocent of the

sociopolitical sentiments that many
modern songwriters think are so neccesary.

Each instrument, including Holly's voice,

stands out. distinctly carrying it's own
weight, yet blends with the others as one

pounding entity. That entity is the e.ssence

and the genesis of rock music. When it

seems that we've heard it all in rock music,

hearing what started it all is both

refreshing and facinating. Hearing this,

you'll understand why it's a sound that most

definitely will "not fade away."

JnDY HOTJ.^
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Parsons School of Design
offers intermediate to advanced courses

for college students this summer

in New York City.

Five weeks June 27 to Juty 29. 1983

Drawmg/Pamting/Environmental Design/

IRuatration/Convnunicatioo Design/

Photography/Fashion Design/Fasnon
lllLisiration/Clay. Fiber, Melai Deeior>

Each 4-credii course meets Monday
through Thursday, from 9 00 am to 4 00
pm. and ndudae wlenaiv studo iwork-

shops. f«td tnpe. vnils from guM lectur-

ers. portfotK) and career adviaemer>t

For addtonal rrtormaton on the course*,

houang and registration, please return the

coupon or can 212 741-8975

1983 College Summer Session

Brochure Request

Parsons School of Design

Ottce o< Special Prograrr^

66 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 1001

1

cawtM*

20

Mr. Boston Schnapps.
I K»' .»/ H • i' i«^, r»«r(no»ooo«i» 'hr Cofdial (.ooliinnQkM«<i ««) Ihp SfMilnl [Vsspf I Qwde

A»a>i.ibie * book slorps o« Ihtough W-wnri Bi)»k ;

?5 flociiefeilci Pia/a ?vp<>c ia> S*es [)«>p( 6 Hm Y<>tk f*>« Vhm 10019

' BoMso ScMxpc w •.< p......,w.hy M. B -.1 -!>.«*rw f,«».mrt> KV **Mnt OA

Hypercurricula

Today

STUDY IN GREECE - A represen-

tative of "Study in Greece" will be on cam-
pus. Opportunities include semester and
year programs in modern greek studies.

Knowledge in modern greek language is

not necessary. 11 a.m., International Pro-

grams Office, 239 Whitmore.

"MITSUYE AND NELLIE" - A film

which concerns the experience of the early

Chinese and Japanese immigrants in

America. Also the life of Japanese in Int-

ernment camps. A discussion will be held

after the film. 7 p.m., Anacanoa Center,

Dwight House.

FFA HAYRIDE - There will be a

hayride (or sleigh if snow) sponsored by the

Collegiate FFA. Ride and refreshments.

Bring a few friends. All welcome. 7 p.m.,

Meet at Campus Center circle.

ONEG SHABBAi/SERVICES -
Jewish Grads, older undergrads, and work-

ing folk are offering an Oneg Shabbat/Ser-

vices tonight at 121 Meadow St., Amherst.
Bring desserts and musical instruments.

Call 549-6682 for more info. 8 p.m.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Shabbat is a

wonderful time to reflect on the week,

receive and give lots of good energy, and be

part of an expressive community, 5:30 p.m.

Dukes room, Student Union.

Saturday

26 PLUS CLUB SWIM PARTY - Meet

older students at Boyden Pool for a swim

followed by "whatever." This 25 Plus Club

is open to all part-time, full-time

undergrads, grad students, and UWW
students. Tel. 263-7814. 3 p.m.. Boyden

Pool.

Sunday

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The
CHURCH BUS leaves at 9:30 from Prince

House and stops at Hills North,
Greenough, Grayson, Fraternity-Sorority

Park, Cashin, and NOPE enroute to the

Amherst churches. Call UCF, 545-2661, for

more information. 9:30 a.m.

BRUNCH ON PRE-MARITAL SEX -
"Judaism and Pre-Marital Sex: Two
Views" will be the topic of this week's

brunch. With Shifre Deren and Rabbi Louis

Rieser. All welcome. Small fee for the

brunch, but the Program is free. Noon
Brunch, 12:45 program, Commonwealth
Room, Student Union.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH — Come join us for our weekly
meeting of worship, praise, fellowship and
teaching from the Bible. 3:30 p.m., Campus
Center.

SPIRITUAL DIRECTION & SUPPORT
GROUP — A group for men and women
willing to examine different forms of

spirituality and how it can be reflected

positively in one's life. 7 p.m., 428 Student
Union.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events
held at the University of Massachusetts
and surrounding area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are listed only on the

day they are taking place. Announcement*
must be submitted on "Hypercumcuia"
forms available in the Collegian offices, 1 13
Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

.
.jr.-

A Play by David Rudkin
Frank Pr«ntic« Rand ThMtar

UnlvttrattY of MasMchuMtts Rna Arts Canter
March 9-12, 19«3, 8:00 pm
Raasrvationa: 546-3611

YOU CAN STILL SUBSCRIBE TO ALL THREE RAND THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
ASHES. THE COMEDY OF ERRORS, AND COMPANY

-VV..1.T

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

STINKER-." CHAPTER FOUR:
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

A FEW W9W)S wrrw /My Roeny.

HfTW "Wf PHySiCAL PlMNl

QOT ITS NAIM'>

LET'S STAKT By BRSAKlNC- DOW/v

THE WOUD PHYSICAL PLMJT. 'mSlCAl!

PEfOTMNS TO TMT dOCfi, And a 'PIANT

IS /W OBJTCT THAT CP^SriT nO\/Z

So THE WORD
"pHySicAL Plant'
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis

After the Fall
By R. Miller
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffr

^M<U I.M A^t«n IIan s«>«rM«

ACROSS 49 Be a model of 21 Mod music
1 Heroic verse twfiavior 23 Nisei child

5 Used In brewing 54 Exceed dietary 25 degradable

9 Ocean-going limit 26 Wimbledon star.

vessel, 1492 55 Decorator 1975

13 Sea salvage 59 Boat rope 27 Ending with clef

15 Winged 60 Opulent orrad

16 Distinctive 62 Gettysburg 28 Ptwnonrwnon of

periods ger>eral 1921

17 French scNool 63 Harrow's rival 31 Secret

18 Down: Prefix 64 Greeting, in Soho 33 Lacking zip

19 British expression 65 Quaking 34 Joshes
of disbelief 66 Poet Teasdale 35 Gaelic

20 Xylophone's 67 Forest ruminant 37 Worn, as a book
relative 68 Forwarded 39 Lack of color

22 Intrinsic 42 Measured by
properly DOWN 60 degrees

24 Etiquette, in a wa)1 1 Sch level 43 Former queen of

26 Hokkaido people 2 So American Spam
29 the neck rodent 44 Medicinal

30 Milan's La 3 Stravinsky compourfd
32 Early Hebrew 4 Roman emperor 47 Saratoga or Vichy

leader (37.41) 49 Flatfish

33 Three. Italian 5 Name In road- 50 Webber Rice hit

style building musical
36 Risk 6 carte 51 Purport

36 Mer>d 7 Certain sails 52 Playing area
40 New Haven 8 Junkter 53 Pizarro s city

name 9 Beersheba's 56 Broadcast
41 Trigonometric desert procedure

function Abbr 10 Tabriz residents 57 Idyllic spot

45 Feet for a poet 1 1 Numt>ness: Prefix 58 Part of the

46 Certain rockets 12 TV's Grant overhead
48 majeety 14 Verne captain 61 Little one Suffix

12 14 ^s I ^Ht 1 n u

^14
N 77 n Hi'* liH

1 U 19

«• M »1 U " 1HHm 1 17 M
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IllNHflMTl
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WEATHER

Muddy. Rain continiiing

into the afternoon. Hi|i^8

in the low H)a.

Yes!
The comics are

back!
The Collegian

editors, however,
would

appreciate response
to the comic survey

in yesterday's

paper. We respect

the opinions of our
readers in regard to

the newspaper, and
the comic

section is no
exception.
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10 a.m.
„ LIQUORS
Kegt • Beer • Wine • Soda • ice

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.
Just past UVass Stadium, from SW dorms

p.m.

Stadium
Liquors

^t> .*

:>'
UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

^^'^ ,^-

ROUTE tW

St. Pauli $14.50 +150

BUSCh 12o2cans $9.95 +1.20

Miller 12 oz bottles $9.95 + 1.20

Lite 12ozbottles $9.95 + 1.20

Carliny uoztotties $6.95 + 1.50

Budweiser 12 oz cans $10.95 + 1.20

O'Keefe i2ozbottie $12.95 + 120

Old Milwaukee i2pkcans $4.30 + eo

Paul Masson 15 $4.20

California Cellars 3 litres $5.95

GalloisL $3.99

Tavola 15 $5.69

Cinzano Asti 750mi $6.99

Folonari 15 $3.99

Canadian Mist 175 $12.59

Black Velvet 175 $12.75

Popov Vodka 175 $9.95

Strogoff Vodka 175 $8.20

Gordon's Gin 175 $11.99

Gordon's Vodka 175 $9.95

Burnett Gin 175 $11.85

ROUTE 9

McEntee: a versatile star

Collegian 17

By STEVE FITZ
Colleriui Correapondrnt

Two-sport collegiate athletes are rarely

heard of in today's society, where
specialization of one sport has become
popular. Most athletes have enough
problems with the time needed for just one
sport.

This is not the case for senior economics
major Dave McEntee. McEntee has been
able to participate in two college level

sports in the past four years at the
University of Massachusetts.

A three sport man in high school,

McEntee competes on the varsity level in

both wrestling and lacrosse at UMass.
Having wrestled only two years prior to

college, McEntee. a 167-pounder, adjusted

to college wrestling well and has finished in

second place the past four years at the New
England Championships.

This year he -has fulfilled a long range
goal, earning a wildcard berth to the NCAA
Wrestling Tournament held in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma this week.

"I expected to win New England's this

year, but hthere was some controversy in

the championship match," said McEntee.

McEntee lost to Boston College's Jim
Hanlin 5 4. The one point advantage came
via riding time. McEntee lost to Hanlin in

the final of the New England Cham-
pionships last year by one point.

Only the first place winners in each
division from the New England conference
get to go to the Nationals, but there are also

wildcard bids for outstanding second place

finishers.

McEntee, one of six brothers, was
pushed into the sport of wrestling by his

older male siblings. He started wrestling in

his senior year of high school in Huntington,
New York. That year he posted a 24 2
record despite participating in both cross
country and lacrosse. -^^ •

When comparing high school and college

wrestling McEntee feels collegiate par-

ticipation is more demanding.
"It's tougher in college, you need a lot

more endurance and there is no domination
of weight classes because there is someone
who can always beat you." he observed.

According to McEntee, he has matured
as a wrestler since his freshman year at

UMass.
"In my first two years I used to get

behind a lot, now Fm wrestling more solid

and don't have to rely on catching guys
anymore," said McEntee.

Pkoto tmitXaty of Mp.rt. l.fiiiM.tw

Dave McEntee in action earlier in the wrestlinfi^ seaaon. McEntee
doubles as a lacrosse player.

^ *

[\
.^:

^V' V

Ai

^.^

253-5595
not responsible for typographical errors

. Wk.aSka*).*
• • •'^Kv\VC<iV>V\V%^%VV%\\>^V -^^^^>>^^\3li^V^^\'w\^%'
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ThE PcopUS CAy AIUakce

•^^ PRESENTS

LesbiAN / Cay Dance
9 - 2 AM SATURdAy, MARch 1 2, 1 987

$2 AdJMissioN

Music by MorhcR D EouipMCNT by Audio PROMEdiA

^ LiqhTS by DwElUy ^
For more iNFoRMArioN caU tNe PGA at $-01 $4

The

S.6.A. Escort S»ryic«

is now offering

2 credits

to it's volunteers

for more information contact:

Laura O'Shea or

Anne-Marie Maynard in

415 Student Union Building

R LAST 2 YEARS OFCOLLE(
COULD BE YOUR FIRST
a YEARS OFMANAGEMENT

\i

X
.'T.

^,

'b^V
-.V

^'

'S' V m.
fit'

•

^

vfV

i^ •-

•Tj^'

1*
::iJsn.3!S3Li:

'-^^.

"irrc

y'>J

The Arm\ ROTC
Z-vc .u p;t>i:r.un tr.nn^ \ou
tobt'ccnu' anntticcr f4»r a

mtxlern ori:ani:.'itif»n -

lod.iv «i Arm\ u Kivh nl>o

iiKluJc^'ih*. Armv Re^trve

and Arrnv N.TK>n.il Guard
Anottuvr whoisnot

onl\ a leader o\ men, hut a

mni'..ii:er o\ mi»nev and
niatcnaKas well

That >« \vh\ one of the

thmys vou II learn \n our

2-vcar proyram is manage-
ment framing skills

Your trainmg will start,

the summer after vour

phomorc vear. at a six-

week Armv ROTC Basic

Camp
Vou 11 earn over S400

ityf atti-nding Basic Camp
id up to6l \Wtor each

ut v(Hir last 2 vears

of Armv ROTC
But the biggest re-

u ard K>me'> on graduatii»n

dav Dial •- when \ou
recei\ e htuh a degree m
vour chosen major and a

nimissKin And loin the

Armv management tram
for rn. >re int< irn-!,i'u>n.

\s IlU

ARMY ROTC.
LIL\RN WHAT

ITTAKtSTOLHAD

Contact
James C. Mahoney

546-2321/2322

AtRkh^morttHigh
Only Htm Rulm
gmtBuslmdl

"4»—Wtn—>» cowO

rtimm*. fotimr 1^ "torai >iit KW mcrf r»tt

Jaim mmtttn. mi mm fomn rtmts

aw or nm Momti
MDMCM KlUaOTIMCII* (W !«•

Friday, March 11

Engin. East Aud.
5, 7, 9, 11 PM

$1.50

UMASS SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

/

* •".<
*!'

'^ilt*-4MtS

-><,'-i
'*Vm .^Si'

-.#.

SPRING BREAK 83
8 Days 7 Nights Luxurious Hotel on the Strip

Hotel only W/Motor Coach W/Jet

S149 $275 $069
tax indudad tax included tax included

For more information 545-3437

LAST CHANCE
coll 545-0437

u^>

Fn Mnrch 1^

Robin Lane &
Heartbreaker

rustv nail presents
^fy-z

Sat. March 12

NRBQ
& The Whole
Wheat Horns

Rt. 47, Sunderland, MA 666 4937

Sun March 13 Coming March 17

James Brown
Justin tickets available at

For the Record (Faces)
You imust be 18 to enter.

Justin

Friday, March 11, 1983
iCollegian i9

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:46 Monday - Friday • Deadlir>e is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS

Don't forget to come to Alpha Chi
Omega's Monte Carlo Night. Friday, March
1 1th, 8 pm - 1 am. Prizes, refreshments and
funi $3.00 donation at door all proceeds to
Cystic Fibrosis

ATTENTION
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

The seminars are Sundays 3/6 and 3/13
at 7 pm in the Commonwealth Room

AUDIO
~

* Stereo Earphones €r Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

nowll Mitch 54»4379

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323-5918 leave message

1973 Cutlass 4 dr 84000 miles stereo well

maintained $1100 Ron 549-2666

1970 • Ford Torino - 46,000 original miles
425 or best offer - call 545-3600 before 5:00
- 54»412S after 5:00 ask for Dan

1970 Cutlass too many options to list call

for price 546-5610

For Sale 68 VW Bug engine runs good
body needs work $200 666-3082 Jayne

BELLYQRAMSII

Delh^ered by profeesiortal bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL
~

West Yarmouth Saagull Beach duplex
newly redone two bedrooms each side
sleeps 4 includes all utilities 253-7436 $2560.
Memonal Day thru Labor Day

CMICAQO?

Round trip ride to Chicago desperately
f>eeded for Spring Break. I'll gladly share
expenses and driving. Call Cris at 5468150
adtef 9 p.m. or at 646-3600 from 2-9 p.m.

DAYTONA BEACH

Daytona Beach Spring Break $299.
Round trip direct non-stop tet Boston-
Daytor>a. 7 nights Ramada Inn on the
beach. Free car rental. Departs Mar 19.

Call Saugus Travel 617 233 8192,
617-2BM221

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256^739

FOR RENT

FalnwMith • 2 \women wanted to share
house 636 ea Amy 549-41 69

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals:
W Yarmouth b Dennis; 1, 2, 3, % 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owners £r

save. 617/52B-B300 or 771 2233.

FOR SALE

Kinks ConcertI 2 tickets March 31st
Worcester Centrum good seats 546-4419

Stereo Equipment: Two complete
systems many pieces most still under war-
ranty $1500 for everything or will split up
Call Steve 549-6846

HELP WANTED
Alaska Jobs sumrT>er/yesr rourxJ, earn
great mor>ey in this opportunity rich state,

ie, earn $10,000-$12,000 on three month
fishing boat. Send for 1963 Employer
Listing and information packet covering all

industries $5.00 Lental Reseach dept
AA2114 satJsfactkxi guaranteed

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For information call:

602-837-3401 ext 833

Performers needed for weeknight recrea-
tion programs (musicians, mime, etc.) Val
6-6623 Sandra 2S6-0501

Resident kitchen manager and accoun-
tant Butterfieid Co-op Kitchen - fall of 83
and spring of 84 - manager 40 hours @ $4
per hour - accountant 7 hours @ 3.50 per
hour - both with room Er board information
and applications at Butterfieid Kitchen Of-
fice - Butterfieid Dorm - applications due
March 18

Researcher needed variety of
assignments good writing skills essential

good pay please call 549-4756 if interested .

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1-800-421-3217

Improv. Blues Pianist play mood music
for theater production. Performances 4/19
- 4/23, sorry no nrioney. Leave message
with name and phone for Iris at 546-3490

Earn extra mor>ey responsible students
needed to conduct weight management
clinic call Scott 256-^846

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For information call:

602-837 3401 ext 833

LESBIAN b PAY
~

FREE trained Lesbiam and Gay Peer
Counseling and Referral 433 SU 546-2646

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with words Le
Chateau 546-8161

Women's grey coat k>st at ttta Pub on
February 26. Please call 6-8367

MAURA'S aO

There's Maura ann dare igoe. Where'd
she go? To the Bluewall. Why? Because to-

day she turns 201 Happy Birthday Maura,
you're a year ckieer to 25. That's wt>en the
nunery will except you. Aren't you psych-
ed? It's awesome fer sure. Have a (K>od
onel

NOTETAKERS

Notetakers needed: Comstu, Econ 311,
Soc apply SNPS 403 Student Union til

3/16 5 PM EOE

PERSONALS

Bye Bye Stu

or>e down and
or>e to go.

Elise and other TBS Pledges • Get psych-
ed fo 2r>d degreel Keep up the good job.
Love afKJ smiles Mary

A-TRAIN Thanks crew arxl riders • Tom Cr
Charler>e

Happy Birthday A.P.S.
your frierHl A.P.S.

a day late from

Kitchen help wanted work in exchange
for meels for more info call Paul 54»3582
Jenny thought a little thought for all of you
who came to my rescue last week - you are
my sweethearts of UMass Transitu Thank
you John. Jane, Vicki, Dave, and Belt (He
lives I) Love, JB PS I hope you are among
the 82% who do ar>d enjoy iti

Bun - Hope the next year and a half is as
much fun as the first love Fake

To our Red Mother: Flyin', how's it H' in

TTKA mothers, BKO sisters. Phi Mu sons,
teamsters, come Ian eeyup, the pub, drug
mothers. Blues Bros, cruise sisters,

rumpless, little green men, still, Pete Moss,
spaghetti sauce, I want muscles, swiss
cheese, shots, t>ones, V £r OJ at the
Newman. Happy 21st, we love you I Your
Twi sons. Swir>g Man-Nlcelll

Hares to 6 months of morning snuggles
and mkJnight kises - I love you Stinky (ska
Clambreath)

acc zs

DARSELOTTI'S
Can Make You Happy

All Night For Only
25' AN INCH!

At Our Friday Happy Hour
from 5 - ?

Come And Check It Out
Amherst Center

ss SB sr

Happy Birthday Brianl
To the most wonderful and kind brother
that I could ever ask for. . .

I love you very much, Susan

Happy Birthday Janie to the gre-greatest
roomnrtate ever love Robyn Debbie Audrey

Amy, Sorry for missed time togett>er. I'll

make it up to you. I love you Actom

Hey Squito, Have a wild and wet 19th
keep buzzing love. Ducks and Inc

Happy Birthday Linda 1 1 Hope it's the best
ever I Love. Tim

Otter
Take your time, think alot, think

of everything you've got cause you
will still be here tomorrow but your
dreams may not! 1 !^ is a long time.

I tove you, Tank

Weezy. Congratulations on "Landscape"!
I knew you coukl do K. Best of luck love
Martha __^
To the duo in 706 - Dickinson Thanks for

all the laughs and happy times you gave us

Peter, Take my hand; I'm beskJe you all the
way. I love you. Betty

D, M, Hera's to our 2nd annual 3-day
B-day Party weekendl Let's Get Off! Love,
Lei

Leebian/GAy Dance Saturday March 12

10th floor Campus Center 9-2 AM adn>is-

sk>n $2 for more info call The PGA at 5^154

UMass Ski Club Goes Down
to

Fort Lauderdale Springbreak "93

Hotel $149 w/bus $275 w/jet $369
tax included no hidden costs

__
Last chance call 646-3437 now

Happy Birthday "J"\ Hope your last teen
year is tf>e best everl Love, Bev

Hey Mark E. Happy Birthday eariyi And
you thought I would forget? Love Rose

"CHARLIE"
I LOVE YOU, TOOl

PATTY

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses. Caaes. Papers.
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
6^X392. 564-7924

RIDE NEEDED
~

Couple needs ride to Wesh DC area
3/18 or 19 will share expenses! Flex on
departure tin>e. Call Kelley, 6-4207.

Ride needed: Maryland, DC, or Virginia

Spnng Break call Claudia 546^7240

Wanted: Ride to Philadelphia on 3/11
return Sunday 3/13. Pleeee keep tryir>g.

call 256-0195 will share expenees

Ride needed to Wesh DC eree 3/18 19 or

20 back 3/27 will share expenses Ingrid

256-0186

Anywhere in Ceneda for spring break
Let's sliare expensesl Call Lor i 546-6958

Ride needed to March 15 Hall and Gates
Concert at Hartford Civic Center call either

Jim at 546-7042 or Jon at 546-7050 will pay
expenses

Ride needed to Wyoming after fir>als

before 6/6. Must know sooni Ann 256-6066

Ride needed to DC. for Spring Break will

pay $ piease call: Betsy 253-3794

RIDERS WANTED
~

To Fort Lauderdale Spring Break I'll supp-
ly free ride if you supply free lodging
546-6259

ROOMMATE WANTED ~
Female wanted for apartment in Cape
Cod $50 a week call 546-9617 or 546-9616

Two roommates needad to share a
bedroom in a West YarrrK>uth duplex. Ex-

illent location, call 549-1643

>••••••

"l^i^tAOiamhU

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

SUMMER JOBS

Country club in Millis Mass. now inter-

viewir>g for pool director and lifeguards.

Must be available 5/25/83 - 9/5/83
617-376-2978

SEND A FRIEND
A QREEN CARNATION

Send e friend or someone special

a green carnation for St. Patricks Day.
Names will be printed in the

Collegian for pick up. A tabie will

be on Campus Cerrter Concourse
beginning TODAY till Wed before

Sprir>g Break. Surprise someone

THANKS

Thenks to tfie 38 members
of the F-Troop

who voted Jim Finkle for SGA Prez

special thanks to the B-Team.
7-South arnJ the BOC members.
Also, thanks for a greet victory

party!

TO SUBLET

3 Bedroom Apt.
optkMi 549-1377

to sublet w/poseible fal

Apt. in Squire Village $$96 mth 4^

fall ootion call 666-2127
utilities

TRAVEL

UMaae Ski Club goee north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.
Only $159 includes transportation, hot
tub party, beer & wine parties, 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes & gratuities & much,
much, more. For more info contact the
UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union

or call 545-3437

FLORIDA by van 3/19 27 $148 round trip
wine/cheese accomodation info limited
seats S.S. Van Lines 617 724-8810

Ride needed for two to Fk>rida for spring
break Will share driving and expenses call

666-7076 eves. pleai>oi

WANTED
Qaes rings, gold and silver

jewelry arnf
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.
Amherst, 256^710

Help $60 reward for helping me by your
parents unwanted secornJ car 253-7189

Cash for your records, tapes 546-2836
(ask for Jaromir/ leave message)

Ride to JFK airport 3/18 by 11 am
desperate call Karen 253 2169

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouse or Puffton
to rent from June on. John 546-9139 Mike
646-9141

1 bedroom apartment for fall 1983 call

Lori or Debbie 546-7701

Rewerd for locating 2 bdr apt for two
giris to share with 2 others for 83-84
546-1449, 546-5028

ME4\o

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs
5 pm - 8 pm

Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$6.25 pw parson

Hot Gr Sour Soup
B««f with gr««n p«pp«r
Chicken Pan Fn«d Noo(Ms '.

Sweet & Sour Chicken
Ch<ne«e Sryle BBQ Porti •

Pan Fried Revioli '.

Chicken Firtgefi

•

LunchMn SpMiel a Take Out Swvtce'
FuN CodilaH Menu

Smh - Thwra 11:30 am 10 pm
FH a 8« 11:30 em 11pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rta t. Ambarat

* CI#QrQnc# '**'

# LMther *
pock^tbooks #
shoulder bogs $

^ assorted colors $
fnmlt#d quontitlM %

ll|e#4n|uieii.4i%3Me4eV^
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More Sports on Page 17
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Gymnastics teams to compete in championstiips
Men await
busy weekend

Women shoot
for top spot

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collcffiu SUff

Seven women's gymnastics teams will

be competing on Saturday in the Atlantic

10 Championships at Rhode Island and
University of Massachusetts coach Ken
Anderson said it is possible for the women
to place ahead of top ranked Penn State

and West Virginia.

"I figure the worst we can do is third

place and the best we can do is first

place," Anderson said. "I feel West

Virginia has only got a very slight edge

and I think we could catch them. They're

not that far away from us."

The Minutewomen ended their season

with a 10-2 record and established the

school record a week ago against Spr-

ingfield when they scored 175.5 points.

TJvB team's average going into the cham-

pionships is 172.5. West Virginia is

averaging 173.3 and Penn State's season

average is 175.6.

After having consistently scored in the

low 170's in their last few meets. Ander-

son said it is possible for Massachusetts to

win the meet.

"If the ladies can put together a real

good performance and juat do what they

can do, they could give both of these

teams an awful lot of pressure," Ander-

son said. "This is the peak time so they

should be able to do it. I think they can do

it."

This will be the first time for the

Minutewomen in the Atlantic 10 Cham-
pionships. Prior to this year the women
were in the Massachusetts State Cham-
pionships. UMass dn)pped out of the state

championships because there was no com-

petition in this area for them.

The University of Rhode Island, George

Washington University, Temple and
Rutgers are the other teams that will be

competing on Saturday. The four events

— vaulting, uneven bars, balance beam,

floor exercises — will be going on con-

tinuously throughout the meet.

Beyond the championships will be the

rcgionals in two weeks. The
Minutewomen are ranked fifth in the

region and could move up to third if they

defeat Penn State and West Virginia

tomorrow.

After regionals, Adnerson said Robin

Low could have a chance at competing in

the all around at the Nationals. Her top

score is a 36.2 and she needs to get a few

more of those high scores at the cham-

pionships and the Regionals to make it in.

Coll«ffMa piMta kjr JalM DMntI*

Freshman Sue Allen, above, performs an aerial walkover on the
balance beam while below senior John Macurdy does his routine on the
parallel bars.

C*Utffiu HMto kr Ty« I

By ELLEN RICHARD
C«llccUnSUfr

The University of Massachusetts men's
gymnastics team will head to Springfield

CoU^e today aiming for a second place

finish at the Eastern Intercollegiate Gym-
nastics League Championships starting at

7:30 p.m.
The Minutemen ended their season last

week by scoring 261.9 points and break-

ing the school record of 253.45. To come
in second in the championships and third

in the league, coach Roy Johnson said the

team will have to have strong perfor-

mances on the pommel horse, their

weakest event.

"I think we can go high 250's,"

Johnsons said. "It's no totally out of the

picture. They're ready to go 260. They
just have to stay on the horse."

The championships will be the second
one since 1979 for the Minutemen. This

February the team went to the New
England Intercollegiate Championships
and UMass placed first in a field of 10

teams.

Bert Mathieson and Willy Stevens will

be trying to get into both the individual

finals on Saturday and in the all around
competition on Friday. Each of them had
their highest scores of the season against

Springfield last weekend with a 53.85 for

Mathieson and 54 points for Stevens.

"I'm hoping to see five guys make it to

the finals," Johnson said. "That's our
goal."

Johnson said he is hoping for Mathieson
and Stevens to place in the all around and
in the indi'.TduaJ events. According to

Johnsons, John McGonagle should place

on the rings, and Tony Sbarra and John
Macurdy should make it to the finals on
Saturday. "Hie top eight finishers in each
event will qualify for the finals.

Johnson said Jim Corbett could have a
chance at making it into the finals because
of his clean routines in the floor exercises

and the vaulting event. He could possibly

place in the parallel bars event.

Besides UMass and Springfield,
Southern Connecticut, Syracuse, Temple,
East Stroudsburg, Army and Navy will be
competing. UMass is in fifth place behind
Stroudsburg, Army, Navy and
undefeated Connecticut. Johnson said the

team should have no problem beating

Stroudsburg and Army, but Navy should

be a tough competitor.

The team championships will start

tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Blake Arena at

Springfield College. The individual cham-
pmnship will be on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

The price is $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for

students.

Two Minutewomen softball players

to tryout for Pan-American team
By GERRY dcSlMAS

CoiteffiMiSun

Two University of Massachusetts softball players are
among the elite in the East and the country.
All-American's Jackie Gaw and Allyson Rioux have been
selected to tryout for the United States team U> play in

this summer's Pan American games.
Other than Gaw and Rioux, only one other player on the

East coast, South Carolina's Pat Dufficey, was chosen to

tryout for the team.
The two UMass players sharpened their skills and gain-

ed valuable exposure playing for Raybestos, of Stamford,
Connecticut, a famous women's softball team that has
won 17 national championships in the last 25 years, in-

cluding last summer's.
For Rioux, a second baseman on Raybestos, it was her

fourth year, while last year was Gaw's first.

"It's good exposure and we play a lot of people from all

over the country. We play the best competition." said

Rioux.

For Gaw, a 1982 NCAA All-American catcher, last sum
mo^s tour with Ri^ybestos helped her skills wise and 'she

gUL uit: CA^<auic uiAt JrUU lldtc \AJ riHVt;, MCCOrding tO

UMass softball coach Elaine Sortino.

Gaw, the starting designated hitter for Raybestos, prov-

ed that she could play with "the big girls."

Rioux, coming off a leg injury last spring, regained her
top form and .was named to the All-Tourney team at the

National tournament as a second baseman. It was the se-

cond time Rioux had made the All-American team.
Being on the summer All-American team was Rioux's

ticket to tryouts, while seven NCAA All-Americans were
taken and that was Gaw's ticket to go
"Allyson and Jackie are money ballplayers," said Sor-

tino.

The duo will get a chance to cash in their chips when
they travel to the tryouts on June 3-10 at the National

Sports Complex in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

The two will travel back out to Colorado Springs a few
weeks later for the National Sports Festival with

Raybestos. If they make the Pan Am team they will be in

Venezuela in August.

But, alt this will be after the Massachusetts softball

season that starts up on March 19 in South Carolina. For
Rioux, a junior, and Gaw, a senior, it will be a busy softball

season.

UMass All-American Allyson Rioux (above) and
All-American catcher Jackie Gaw are among: the
country's elite aoftbell players. They have been
aaked to tryoat for the Pan-Am team.

Officials say McLaugMin will resign today
By E.L. BIRK

and KEN BAZINET
ColUcian Staff

Thomas M. McLaughlin, head coach of

the men's basketball team at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts will resign from his

position today on the advice of his attorney

Robert Woolf of Brookline, according to a

UMass administrator.

UMass Athletic Director Frank
Mclnemey said, following a conversation

late last night with Woolf, that McLaughlin

is expected to resign sometime early this

week. Other sources have indicated that

McLaughlin will resign following a 4 p.m.

meeting today with team members. The

r

location of that meeting is unknown.
"I am of the impression that Coach

McLaughlin will be resigning," Mclnemey
said. He added that the University has

taken no position on McLau^lin's status.

Mclnemey said McLaughlin has initiated

his own action to leave.

Several players last week said their rela-

tionship with McLaughlin has been
hampered by a communications problem.

Those same players and several UMass ati-

ministrators also said they feel

McLaughlin's strength is in his recruiting

and not in his on-court coaching.

McLaughlin began his coaching career at

UMass in March 1981 when he began to

recruit his first class. McLaughlin was able

to lure such talented basketball players as

forward Horace Neysmith and guard
Donald Russell his first year, and compris-

ed a season record of 7-20. He was able to

recruit a strong second class this season

and persuaded high school All-American

John Hemf)el to join the team, which earn-

ed a 9-20 record.

McLaughlin is a 1973 UMass graduate

and played for three years with the

Minutemen where he averaged 9.5 points a

game.
Before his 1973 graduation, McLaughlin

played three years of basketball with teams
that featured names such as Julius Erving

and Al Skinner. Following graduation he

played and coached for two years in

Switzerland before going to Stanford

University as a recruiter ard assistant

coach. He moved on in 1979 to become
assistant coach under "Digger" Phelps at

Notre Dame.
Debbie McLaughlin, married to the

coach, also graduated from UMass and is

credited with giving birth to their son.

Tommy John, on their bathroom floor dur-

ing the April blizzard last year.

Their son's birth follows suit, among
other events that have highlighted

McLaughlin's flamboyant coaching career.

McLaughlin devote<l much of his time here

to drumming up fan support. The con-

troversial "40 Minute Gang" was one
result of his efforts.
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Hampshire Trusteesvote
to cut nuke investment

CalWgiM pli»«t by Am
Melodic Burns takes in the whole picture at Saturday's El Salvador

rally on the Amherst Common.

Dukakis' tuition freeze will

retain academic accessibility
By MICHAEL R. FLYNN

C«iltfiui Comiyg«d« iit

Governor Michael S. Dukakis recom-

mended ui his 1984 budget that the Board of

Regents not increase tuition at any public

college or university this year in an attempt

to keep these institutions accessible to all

people, said Stan Rosenberg, ad
ministrative aid to State Senator John W.
Olver. D Amherst.

"This tuition freeze has been iro

plemented to allow a task force to develop a

rational, sensible approach to standardize

increases in tuition so we will not price

ourselves out of the academic market and

defeat the purpose of public universities,"

Rosenberg said.

For the first time in eight years, students

at the University of Massachusetts will not

face an increase in tuition, though "the

required fees and the price of room and

board will increase to help cover the cost,"

said Dean of Students William F. FieW.

"This is not a political move by Dukakis

at all," said Neil Harrington, administrative

aid to Chancellor John B. Duff. "The Board

of Regents decided that they do not need to

increase tuition this year and the decision

was dependent to the overall percentage of

cost to educate a student.

"One thing many students don't realize is

that the total co.st of what a student pays

for his education at the llniversity is only

about 24 percent of the total cost to educate

that student," Harrington said.

"Public schools rely on a budget from the

state, where private schools do not." he

said.

"We can look at this freeze in terms of

financial aid." said Art Jack.son. director of

the Financial Aid Office at UMass. "If we
increase tuition then the need for financial

aid increases with it.

"A tuition freeze is the best form of

financial aid because it afiecis every

student." he said.

"Massachusetts ranks 46 out of the 50

states in per capita dollars being spent on
public education." said Jackson.

This means that the University is

receiving less funds per student than say,

the University of New York, or the

Universities of Michigan or Wtsconsin."

"One of the major problems facing the

University of Massachusetts is the intense

competition for funds with Harvard
University. Clark University, Boston
University and Boston College." Jackson
said.

"In comparison to these other univer

sities the University of Massachusetts is a

recent phenomenon," he continued.

"Harvard is the flagship university of

Massachusetts and every other university

must compare themselves to them, and
they've been around since 1659.

"In the Midwest, there isn't this type of

competition. Their funds go to the big state

universities without this intense com-
petition," Jackson said.

"This freeze is a step in the right

direction." he said. "It's an excellent start

to help the university system draw more
students and increase credibility."

"The image problem we have had over

the last few years is changing." said Dave^
Taggart. director of Freshman Admissions.

"We are now being perceived as a quality

academic option.

"Our applicant pool for September is

16,0()0 people." he said, "a 20 percent in

crease of a year ago. Out-of-state ap-

plications are up 21 percent."

"We hope that in the future Gov. Dukakis

will maintain a low tuition standard for the

University and keep it accessible to

students who can't afford to attend the high

priced private schools, ' said Jackson.

By DAVID STERN
Fi«r4 oll*K* I orrrapomlcnl

In an unprecedented move, the Hamp
shire College Board of Trustees voted

Saturday to prohibit investing in cor

porations engaging in the product k)n or sale

of components and technologies for nuclear

warheads.
The announcement was made at 1:30

p.m. by Chris Lyons, student Trustee, to

some 50 students who had been meeting

since 10 a.m. and waiting for the results of

the Board's vote.

"They niade a half statement. " said

Debbie Knight, student member of the

Task F'orce on Investment Responsibility in

a telephone interview. "Yes they said we
don't like warheads... but it lacks the moral

conviction behind it."

Knight was referring to the fact the

Board passed an amended version of the

original proposal which had also prohibited

investmg in corporations selling and

producing delivery systems for warheads.

Lyons said that he amended the original

proposal because it would have been

defeated.

"Were dissatisfied." said Matthew

Goodman, echoing the feelings of many
students at a meeting of the students and

eight Trustees right after the vote,

"because we feel... the real thrust of what

we believe in has been ignored."

Referring to the delivery systems not

addressed in the passed proposal. Goodman
said. "We wanted the school to say. 'Yes,

they are equally culpable.'"

"But it's a statement." said Knight, "and

it's important. . . and it will spread."

The new guideline does not affect

Hampshire's current investment portfolio.

said Trustee Vanessa Gamble, adding that

it is a guide for the future.

Concerning the Board's approval of the

amended version. Trustee Cora Weiss said

that "to expect more than that from a Board
of Trustees that represents a fairly large

part of the military industrial complex is loo

great."

Some Board members opposed the

proposal because they felt it is an "improper
channel for political expression." explained

Tru.stee Richard Ullman. and that "in

stituiions should not take stands" on
political issues.

He added that this was "about as far as

the institution can go."

The Board voted 9 6. with three ab
stentions. in favor of the investment

proposal, according to Gamble.
The full Board's vote overruled the

Finance Committee, which voted 4 3

against both the original and amended
versions in favor of the proposal on Friday,

according to Knight.

More than 100 students and fM>ulty had

marched in support of the proposal to Blair

HaJI. where the Finance Committee was
meeting at 4 p.m. Earlier, the marchers had

held a rally in Hampshire's Community
Center.

In another policy decision, the Board

agreed to let the Hampshire admmistration

use its discretion in finding alternative

sources of financial aid for non registrants

of the draft, according to Jim Matlack.

executive assistant at Hampshire who
attended the meeting.

Matlack said, however, that if it woukl

cost the college any extra mnoney, then

then the full Board would vote on it as s

budget consideration.

Unidentified man dies from

heart attack at PGA dance
By TAMI BORTON

CoiitipM SUff

A man died of a cardiac condition early

yesterday morning at a dance sponsored by

the Peoples Gay Alliance held in the

University of Ma.ssachusetts Campus
Center, according to a report from the

Amherst Fire Department.
The man was pronounced dead on arrival

at Cooley Dickenson Hospital according to

UMass Police, He was identified as a white

male, age 40 to 45, with blue eyes, ac

cording to witnesses at the scene.

Neither UMass Police or hospital .staff

would identify the man.

The man suffered what appeared to be a

massive heart attack at 1:30 a.m.. said a

witness who wished to remain anonymous.

Cardio Pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) was

administered about a minute later by CPR
instructors, who happened to be at the

dance.

.An ambulance from th»' .Amherst Fire

Department arrived on the scene iweniv

minutes later, said Dispatcher Richard

Spates.

The bar stopped .serving alcohol at 12:30

a.m. Jay Cohen, bartender, said. "We
were out back cleaning up when security

(for the dance) said someone was having a

heart attack," he said. "They (security)

called an ambulance."

"We went out front and started clearing

people," Cohen said. "CPR was ad
ministered until the ambulance came."
A spokesperson from Cooley Dickenson

Hospital did not disclose any information.

UMass police also did not comment any
further on the matter.

"He wa.s definitely over heated," the
anonymous witness said, "and whoever he
was dancing with wouldn't admit it."

The man fell on his face in the middle of

the song "It's Raining Men." the witness
said. "Obviously, the dance stopped."
"The crowd was unreal, they wouldn't

move," the witness said. "They wouldn't let

helu throuirh.

'
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Officials denounce selection ofparade marshal
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NEW YORK - The election of an 81

year old retired insurance supervisor as

grand marshal of the St. Patrick's Day
Parade might seem an unlikely cause for

controversy — but not when the man is a

supporter of the Irish Republican Army.
Michael Flannery's outspoken support for

the IRA has sparked debate among
politicians, church leaders and editorial

writers. It has caused dissension among
other Irish Americans who don't want to be

identified with what they consider

terrorism in Northern Ireland.

Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan and former

Gov. Hugh Carey say they won't march as

they traditionally do in Thursday's parade

up Manhattan's Fifth Avenue.
Cardinal Terence Cooke. Roman Catholic

archbishop of New York, said the parade in

honor of the patron saint of Ireland

traditionally has been a religious, cultural

and family event. To make it pro IRA was a

"danger." he said.

The Irish government was the first to

react to the near unanimous selection of

Flannery by the 492 member parade

committee last month. It said all of its

agencies, including Aer Lingus. the Irish

airline, would boycott the march.

Its terse statement said Flannery "has an

avowed personal involvement in sponsoring

violence in Ireland."

F'lannery was acquitted last November in

federal court in Brooklyn of charges he

conspired to smuggle weapons to the IRA.

Defense lawyers had convmced the jury

that any gun running had been sanctioned

by the CIA and therefore was legal; the
CIA denied any involvement.

Shortly after the Irish government's
statement, Moynihan announced "with
sorrow but without regret" that he would
not march in "the big parade."

"I reject without qualification the
violence of the provisional wing of the IRA,
which does great disservice to the cause of

Irish unity," he said.

He called on "concerned Americans to

join in supporting a constitutional effort to

ease tensions ... and end the division of the

Irish people."

Carey, too. said he would not march. A
former grand marshal himself, he said, "I

don't think the parade should be led by
anyone sympathetic to an organization that

stands for terrorism."

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D Mass..
joined in, saying organizers of the parade
were "endorsing IRA violence in Northern
Ireland."

The Archdiocese of New York pulled out

of the parade four high schools that usually

march, saying it "has assumed a political

stance which seems to be overshadowing
the cultural celebration."

Both New York Gov. Mario Cuomo and

New York City Mayor Edward I. Koch plan

to march in New York's parade. They said

they denounce violence and terrorism, but

would not allow pro IRA sympathizers to

"hijack" the parade from its purpose of

honoring St. Patrick and the contributions

of Irish Americans to the United States.

AP LaMrflM>U>

Noted Irish Republican Army supporter Michael Flannery, rig^ht,

marches in Newark, N.J. St. Patrick's Day Parade yesterday. Next to

Flannery in the line of march is the Rev. Kevin Flanagan of St. Claire's

Church in Clifton, N.J.

Georgetoicn seeks

secession from D.C
WASHINGTON - Historic Georgetown,

home of many of the wealthiest and most
powerful people in the nation's capital, is

talking about seceding from the District of

Columbia.

For years, the 8.000 residents of

Georgetown have been at odds with city

officials, primarily over development plans

for the small, picturesque neighborhood of

tree lined cobblestone streets, expensive
townhouses and bustling retail shops.

City officials have accuiM>d (leorgetown
residents of standing in the way of progress

in the name of hi.storical preservation.

Rights of Canadian

natives to &e defined

OTTAWA — Canada, where many take

pride in what they consider fair treatment
of Indians and P^skimos. will start this week
to work out a settlement of the native

population^claims to self government, land

and natural resources.

The Canadian constitution, enacted last

April, affirmed the "existing" rights of a

half million or more naitves but said a

special conference would have to define

those rules.

Digest
By the Associated Press

'.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•-•.'

100th anniversary

ofMarx death hailed
The general secretary of China's Com-

munist Party yesterday hailed Karl Marx
as the world's "most outstanding in

tellectual." while Moscow held a lukewarm
commemoration of the 100th anniversary of

the death of the Communist revolution's

father.

In Marx's birthplace of Trier. West
Germany, the philosopher was hailed as

"one of the most important shapers of

recent hi.story."

Marx died 100 years ago today in Ixindon.

after spending years hounded by poverty,

illness and the death of several of his

<hildren.

St. Patty's Day
spurs campaigning
BOSTON - They call it the St. Patricks

Day Celebration, and sometimes the

Evacuation Day Parade, but one thing is

sure: it brings all kinds of politicians to the

enclave of South Boston for a bit of business

and fun.

"We've got presidential candidates galore

around here. «nd they're all looking for the

Erie Pub. " said Senate President William

M. Bulger with an impish grin. "Let me tell

you. Reagan has ruined the Erie Pub.

"With all that publicity, it isn't safe for

even the city no shows anymore." The
kidding referred to the Dorchester tavern

where President Reagan dropped in for an

impromptu beer during a visit to Boston in

January.

Mudslide^ flooding

continue in nation
A fresh Pacific storm doused soggy

California with as much as 7 inches of rain,

closing roads with dozens of mudslides and
chasing some residents from their homes
yesterday, while a departing New England
snowstorm left snow a foot deep.

A Jekyll and-Hy^-^e winter beginning its

last week also sent fk>odwaters from
torrential rain and melting snow gushing
through the gambling mecca of Reno, Nev.,

blocking some bridges and forcing the
evacuation of 40 pri.soners from a jail, while

police went door to door warning residents

of the danger.
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450 rally to end U.S. intervention in El Salvador
Spirits not dampened by rain 1

By TRICIA YACOVONE
Colleipan Staff

Despite rainy, windy, sleety weather,
about 450 people gathered Saturday af

ternoon on the Amherst Town Common to

demonstrate against the U.S. involvement
in El Salvador.

The crowd, made up of elementary school

age children. adults, workers and
university students shouted "What do we
want? U.S. out! When do we want it ?

Now!" and carried signs which said "El

Salvador is Spanish for Vietnam." and
"Reaganism means Terrorism."

The larger group of 450 was previously

split into two separate groups. One mar
ched through Northampton, and the other

through the University of Massachusetts
campus and Amherst center. Peter Boh
mer. of the Northampton Committee on
Central America (NCOCA) began the
march through UMass with an appeal to the

marchers' spirits.

"We may not be large in numbers, but

we'll make up for it in spirit. The only way
we can stop this escalation is if people are in

the streets. Our demonstration shows that

we will not albw the people of El Salvador

to be slaughtered." he said.

At 12:45. the marchers left the front of

the Student Union chanting, "No draft, no
war. U.S. out of El Salvador!", to march
through campus, the Southwest Residential

College, up Sunset Drive. Fearing Street,

and North Plea.sant Street to arrive at the

Common to meet their counterparts from
Northampton.

The keynote speaker at the rally,

Margaret Lobenstine of Ware, a rtiember of

the NCOCA, made several references to the

Vietnam conflict to her audience seated in

the trees and gathered around the

makeshift stage.

"Remember the last time the U.S. sent

'only advisers'...and how the army ruined

Vietnam to 'save it for democracy,'

Lobenstine said.

As the conclusion of her speech,

Lobenstine stressed, "Our money and our

bodies cannot be used to defeat the goals of

the FDR and FMLN. We say no!" The
crowd exploded and chanted, "The people

united will never be defeated!" as the rain

and snow began to fall even harder on the

brisk March afternoon.

At 2:45, Bohmer ended the water logged
rally by thanking the people for coming
despite the weather, adding "The spirit of

the people is greater than man's
technology."

Bohmer said he was very pleased with
the rally overall, but was a little di.sap

pointed with the turnout which had been
almost three times greater two years ago.

At a meeting of the organizing groups
which followed the rally, the spirit was
high. A spokesperson from the Gay and
Lesbian Activists summed up the
prevailing sentiment well. "\ thought it was
great, especially because we only organized
it in a week. The weather was the only

uncooperative part, and the people staying

really showed that the movement is

strong."

< ollrinan pkoto b« Jolm Ituarrtir

This youngster, who participated in Saturday's El Salvador rally in

Amherst, is living proof that activists get an early start in the Pioneer
Valley.

increase under new policy

UMass parking ticket fines

SGA escorts to receive credit

By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

A new parking ticket policy going into

effect rould result in higher fines and the

loss of drivers licenses for people w ho park

at the University of Massachusetts.

"We're going to squeeze the students till

they bleed." laughed one parkmg en

forcemenl employee. "We're going to have

a lot of fun with this pobcy."

Under the new policy, tickets not paid

within 21 days will have a $5 surcharge

added to them, said Larry Holmes,

assistant director of parking enforcement at

UMass.
UMass could have legally added a charge

of up to $.30 to the tickets, but chose the five

dollar figure. Holmes said.

If the ticket remains unpaid another 21

days after the first surcharge, an additional

$10 fine will be added.

At that time the Massachusetts Registry

of Motor Vehicles will be notified. The
parking violator will not be able to renew

his drivers license or his vehicle

registration in Massachusetts until the

tickets are paid. F'ive dollars of that fine

will go tn 'he motor vehicle agency. Holmes

said.

The Registry of Motor Vehicles will have

records of parking tickets issued anywhere

in Massarhusett*.. All tickets must be paid

for violators to be cleared for renewal by

the motor vehicle agency. Holmes said.

"People dont take the parking policy

here seriously." Holmes said. The Parking

Enforcement Office currently issues over

40.000 tickets a year. Holmes said.

"We think that we'll write fewer tickets

when p«*ople realize that they have to pay

them." Holmes said.

If a person accumulates five unpaid

tickets for violations incurred on UMass
property, he may now havie his car towed.

Holmes said.

An advertisement appearing in the

Collegian last November notified students

of the new policy. Holmes said. Students

with outstanding tickets affected by the

policy will receive letters soon. Holmes

said.

As in the past, all the parking fines

collected by the University will go to a

student scholarship fund. Holmes said.

The new policy was approved by the

Board of Trustees in December.

By THERESA GALVLN
(ollftpaa < orrrapoMlrni

Students now have an opfKirtunily to

earn two credits for participation in the

newly revived Student Government
Association Escort Service which is

scheduled to resume Monday March 28.

Escorts must take one course, entitled

Seminar in Civility: Awareness and
Interpersonal Communication, which is

offered by the Department of Human
Services, according to Joanne Jones, a

graduate student in the department.
"We were approached to offer the course

under the Human Services division." she

said. The department will insure reasonable

and acceptable standards for credit.

"I will coiV'inue to woiit throughout the

semester to make sure it's happening."

Jones said.

According to Anne Maynard, co-

coordinator of the program, escorts are

required to "walk" two and one half hours

each week and must attend six out of eight

workshops to meet the mandatory

requirements for academii credit. Public

safety. rape awareness, and crisis in-

tervention are topics which will be
discussed in the workshops, she said.

All escorts are also required to attend a

training session with the I'Mass I>eparl

ment of Public Safety. Maynard said. This

training provides escorts with information

necessary to deal with problem^; which may
arise on campus, she .said.

The €«cort routes connect the library and

residential areas and go by the help phones

on campus, according to Laura O'Shea. co

coordinator of the service. Students work in

male female pairs and are required to wear

an escort photo I.I), with an up to date SGA
Escort Service sticker. "We dont want

people to feel threatened by the escorts.**

O'Shea said.

The .service is sponsored by the SGA
President's Office and is financed by the

Chanceltor's Office. It will be in operation

Sunday through Thursday, from 7 p.m. to

midnight, O'Shea said

"We have been getting a good response.

People are going out of their way to find out

about the service," O'Shea said.

Smith cuts fi^eshmen class

to face enrollment decline
By ROBERT NOLAN

Refusing to lower acceptance standards

as the nation faces a decline in college

enrollment. Smith College cut its freshman

class this fall by 10 percent as part of a new
long range plan put into effect this

semester.

"Between now and 1990 fewer people will

be graduating from high school, and

colleges will feel a decline in enrollment."

said Marjorie Gove, assistant for News and

Public Relations at Smith. "We're declining

applicants now and preparing for the

reduction in enrollment while we can still

think the situation through.
"

The new Smith plan, which involves

reducing the freshman class by 70. also

includes expanding the number of older

women in the Ada Comstock Scholars

Program by 40 students and plans to recruit

students from regions having less decline in

population. 'The plan is intended not to

include fewer people, just fewer freshman,

as the student body should remain con

slant." Gove said.

Also included in the Smith plan are

considerations for a system of core

requiienienis and change> m iiuaiinai aio

status concerning "the aid needs of students

whose financial situation changes after

enrollment at Smith." according to Gove.

Although Gove warned that "most
studies show everyone will feel the decline

in college enrollment", at least two other

colleges in the area are not planning to

make reductions at present.

"The University, of Massachusetts is an

entirely different type of institution as it

contains a diiiereni socio-economic mix."

.said David Taggart. director of Freshman
Admissions, who expects "a move from

private to public colleges in the next three

to five years."

Although UMass is ahead this year in

enrollment, this situation may be tem
porary. 'Enrollment at the University of

Massachusetts will decline 37 percent by
1995." said Deirdre Ling, assistant chan

eel lor. based on a study made by the

Western Interstate Commission for Higher

Education.

At Mount Holyoke College there are no

plans to make enrollment cutbacks.

"Classes will be held .it the same level at

this point in time." said Irma Rahbino.

director of Public Relations. "We .see no

reason to cut back enrollment." she added.

('nll.Klan pholn hv John l><>urrlir

Amidst the myriad of University of Massachusetts structures the

Chapel is often lost in the shuffle. But in this view from the Fine Arts
Center it basks in the solo splendor of its glory.
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Prisoner's release
sought by campaign

By CHRIS SCHUSTER
( oiicpan surr

The nationwide campaign by Amnesty International

U.S.A. to obtain the release of five women "prisoners of

conscience" has received local attention.

Christine Rioux, spokesperson for the Northampton
chapter of Amnesty International, said the campaign, in

honor of International Women's Day, had been underway
for three weeks. More than 250 letters have been sent to

appropriate foreign officials requesting the women's
release.

"Amnesty International operates on an individual basis

for writing letters. If enough letters are sent on behalf of

enough people that says a lot. It means a lot," Rioux said.

The number of women prisoners of conscience is in-

creasing due to more frequent participation in movements
for social change and human rights, she said.

The five prisoners are Carolina Wiff Seplveda, a Chilean

social worker who disappeared in 1975; Kongit Kebede, an

official of an outlawed women's organization in Ethiopia

who disappeared in 19K0; Mampe NLshingwa, a member of

a group working to raise black consciousness in South

Africa who has been held without charge since her arrest

in May; Lu Hsir Lieh, a Taiwanese lawyer and feminist

sentence<I to 12 years in prison following a Human Rights

Day rally; and Hanna Vasilena Mykhaylenko, an advocate

of Ukranian rights confined for an indefinite f)erif>d of

time in an psychiatric hospital.

Women's Week
MONDAY

The Women's Issues Team will meet at 6:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center in room HOI. There will be an Eating

Disorders Workshop during the meeting. Everyone is

welcome to attend.

Family Life and Women's Issues in Contemporary
Poland will l)e discussed by Polish journalist Agnieska

Wroblewska at 8 p.m. in Herter Hall room 231. There

will be English translation for the speech.

TUESDAY
"Women in Development", is the topic of a panel

discussion to be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center

in room 804-8. The panel is part of a three-day con-

ference on "Life in the Global Villlage."

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERKF) will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center in room 804.

WEDNESDAY
"Personhood, Open-textured Concepts and Abor-

tion" will be discussed by Professor Jay Garfield at 7:30

p.m. in Chapin 201 at Amherst College.

THURSDAY
The Anti-racism Team will meet at 4 p.m. in the Cam-

pus Center in room 801.

uwaiw^
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INVITES ALL SORORITY WOMEN to

SORORITY NIGHT
Tues. March 15, 6 to 9 p.m.

10% OFF ALL SILKS
The perfect touch for a romantic vacation.

Wine and Cheese will be served

Come Join Us!

Robes, fine lingerie, silks, loungewear, teddies,

,
camisoles and tap pants, g-strings, crotchless

underpants, garter belts and stockings and mychi

more!
Carriage Shops (upper level)

233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst, 549-6915

1

Come to a

Christian Science lecture

^^ExploRiMq Tkc ReaIm of

DiviME SpiRir''

Men. March 14 at 7:30 pm

—

room 175 CC —
1

HIGHEST PRICES PAID

-FOfl-

GOLD & SILVER
IN ALL FOHMS

MANfiAN

3 PtCASANt ST (CORNEH of MAIN)
NORTHAMPTOM MA 0)O60
(4131 584 7000

ORGANIZATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
STUDENT
NETWORK

Are you interested in making organiza-

tions work more efficiently and effec-

tively? Attend the ODSN introductory

meeting at the School of Education.

Time: March 14, 1983 3 - 5 PM
Place: Rm 151 Hills South

Topics: Suggestions & Directions

A Graduate Student Organization

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
IMPROVE SPORTS ABILITY

HYPM)SIS (Ay HELP YOl MAKE IT PERMASES
Many of our clientn arf doctor referrals.

OVERiOME AyXlETIES. FEARS & PHOBIAS
Lone Weii^t • Stop SmnkinK • InHomnia • Nail Biting

Self Confidenre • Sexual Problems • Bed Wettinif

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Milton H. .\skino8s. Member A.A.E.H.

Available Lecture Demonstrations

Call or Write for Free Brochure

The Farrirk Ruildinf;. Kte. 9. Hadley. Ma.
3/10 mile Hampshire .Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware)

584-1 919 bv Appt. Only

round trip air only

SEATS STILL AVAILABLE
call

TRIPP ASSOCIATES, LTD.
564-0224

r FT. LAUDERDAlT]
fromS2l6.00 II

M rm inH trir\ air ^\r«l%y *

.1

Green Hearts

Green Douquets
[

Call 665-7664 visa/mc
t^ ^r " '^^ -^g- ^g-

March at the

Fine Arts Center

Qncmmiti

^ymphom/Qnhcstm

Tuesday. March 15 8 pm

John Houseman's

Qp^ACTING
COMPANY
ON TOtlR hOH THf

.K)»<N F KINNinv ( I Sim

"Tu/elfth Night" 'Tartuffe"

Wed.. March 16 Thurs.. Marchl?
8 pm 6 pm

TOKYO
STRING QUARTET

Wednesday. March 30 8pm
Tickets On Sale Now

Box Office: Noon to 4 pm
(413)545 - 2511 MasiPrc^rd Visd A< < pptpd

FineArts
sCenter
Concert Hall

I
c^ Spring Preview

Tank Tops 2.95 - 5.95

Chinese
Cotton SHOES Selected

Styles SAVE 30-40%

Bamboo Blinds Save 20%

<>Winter Clearance
jy^ Save up to 40%
^ Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

100% cotton

Turtlenecks - 6.95

Open Daily 10 am - 5:30

MEI^ANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

_

THECHLlt)RnjRE

Teaching new dogs some old tricks

On principle is it not the duty of an educational insti-

tution to promote and maintain an atmosphere of

learning? Does this atmosphere have to taJte place

in the classroom? Does it have to be confined U> a single

discipline, or it may cross many disciplines? Every

semester the University offers approximately four thou-

sand courses, in that myriad of course offerings that run

from Computer Science to Econometrics to Leisure

Studies — there is one course that is not given formal

university credit. Why shouldn't the University grant us

credit for our every day dealings with xta cumbersome
bureaucracy?

Chris Ferretti

Is this such an outlandish request? Just stand back a mo
ment and consider hours, your credit hours that are spent

over eight semesters learning to deal with the University

bureaucraiy.

The bureaucratic structure in s<)me ways is not unlike

the common cold, it is just as contagious and it is just as

difficult to live with. Unlike a cold which can be cured in a

week or two — bureaucracy never is cured. There are

many kinds of bureaucracies on this campus which

manifest themselves in such items as the preregistration

procedure, in add/drop, scheduling problems, and even in

those voluminous waiting lists for classes. These are im-

portant and do contribute to the learning process. Besides,

bureaucracy is the one resource that the I'niversily never

ever seems to be short of.

Waiting in line is prevalent on campus. Wlio can forget

those registration lines for Rhetoric and Economics on the

first day of classes? How about those concert ticket lines

at Union Records and the Fine Arts Center? The food lines

at the Dining Commons? Whitmore lines though, are the

creme-de la-creme, they are slower, more tedious and

because of departmental compartmentalization - very,

ver>' frustrating; you have to wait in more than one line

just to take care of one problem! Except money. The

University loves your money, if nothing else, billing is the

most efficient and streamlined process in Whitmore.

Whether you are paying tuition or just lab fees, they have

a great system: pay or else!

The University also loves forms. "Form-itis" is quite

common, yc»u fill out housing mntracts in September,

forms to declare a major in October, preregistration forms

in November — not to mention, forms for add/drop, forms

for pass/fail, and forms for retroactive drops. The new
vogue in monetary supply economics involves calculating

the velocity of the growth of the money supply. Whitmore

can be gauged in this manner — by the velocity and

growth of its paper supply.

Granting credit is the first problem, but it really isn't.

The University grants credit in so many ways already why
shouldn't we be given credit for taking advantage of yet

another University resource?

Through Continuing Education you can at least receive

a certificate if you pass Basic Bartending. The Physical

Education Department is Utaded with courses that can Ix*

taken for credit. If you are so inclined there is Bowling I

and Golf II. If you are more athletically adapt there is G51.

Frisbee. For that sophisticated streak in all of us there is

S<x'ial Dance I and II. Finally, do not overlook all th(»se

one credit student taught collogues where you can get

credit for both learning and teaching such fundamentals

as how to tie fishing lures, or elemtritary bicycle repair.

The next concern is how the University could accredit

bureaucratic training as an academic program. This can be

solved by structuring it as a four year interdisciplinary

course that is an ungraded pass for 6 credits. During the

freshman year it cf>uld be entitled "IntnxJuction to Com-

munication Studies: 190A," the University faculty could

dedicate the first two minutes of class to relate personal

tips on surviving the University bureaucracy. One would

then progress fn>m the lecture phase to the analytic with

"The Bureaucratic Mentality: 2^A " when one becomes a

sophomore. In the junior year comes stage one of the

practical application phase. "Red Tape and the Individual:

390A." The last part of this phase cn-curs during the senior

year — "Bureaucratic Management: 490A." This struc

ture of instruction would not force on the University any

additional cost and each student would be rewarded credit

for being able to survive four years.

As my friend Mortimer observes - ".lust dealing with

Whitmore is an education in itself.' Yes. it is an education

and as consumers of education we must demand more for

our dollars - Why shouldn't we benefit from all the

facilities that the University has to offer?

Cfcrus Ferretti is a UMiiss student

Letters———^-^——
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Cast your vote for rent control

To the Editor:

Now is the time for students to take a stand against the

high cost of Amherst housing. During the last year, rents

in our town have skyrocketed well above the inflation rate.

For example, at properties owned by D. H. Jones, a major

realtor, rents have increased by as much as 34 percent in

the last eight month.s.

The vast majority of Amherst renters (students and non

students) are of low to moderate income and they are

spending much more than 35 percent (considered the

norm I of their income towards rent. I am a year round

tenant at Pufton Village (considered one of the best deals

around* and spend half my income on rent. High rents in

town affect on campus students as well. Dorm costs rise in

proportion to the rents in town. And the landlords want

more!
, ,. ,

Approximately 60 landlords, includmg Jones, are

organized and are running for town meeting. Their aim is

to stop rent control and in the process assert their own

ami tenaiii iiiifiesls (condo convprsion» over the town.

Rent control is a law which would require the major Ian

dlords to justify all increases in rent.

But students and community people are organized too.

Many students are candidates in the upcoming town
elections on April .Sth. Issues such as rent control, con

tinued funding of the P.V.T.A. (which is facing federal

cuts) and adequate, affordable childcare are all important

concerns to students that will be addressed in Town
Meeting. We need to turn out the student vote to have the

town take our concerns seriously.

The first step in (nis process is to register to vote IN

AMHERST. You can do this on March 14 and 15 from 10 2

p.m. at the voter registration table in the Campus Center

Concourse. The more students who register, the better our

chances for electing candidates who support our concerns

on April 5th. Let's prove that as students we are a political

force to be reckoned with. REGISTER TO VOTE, THAT'S
THE FIRST STEP.

Peter Brown
Commuter Area Government

Racism alive

here at UMass
Racism is alive and ill on the UMass campus,

whether we recognize it or not. Although racial

tension might not be as bad or violent as it was a

few years ago, there are many indications that racism still

exists (racist graffiti can be just as emotionallly disturbing

as violent attacks on fieople of cf)lor). Another form of

racism is institutional racism, which can l)e even harder to

fight.

Institutional racism, it has l»een suggesttni, is the pro-

duct of many attitudes towards people of color, attitudes

which are reflected and substantiate*] by rules and regula-

tions of an organization. P'or example, using tests to deter-

mine academic promise designed by white people (such as

SATs and IQ Tests), does little to re<*ognize the historical

Mindy Chateauvert

experiences of people of color. Policies that use such

culturally-biased tests (based on white, middle-class

norms), as a means of admitting students to the universi-

ty, are one form of institutional racism. Another example

of institutional racism is the use of tracking systems which

encourage people of color to seek training for non-

professional, service-oriented fields.

One reason why many whites fail to recognize racism in

their communities is that they fail to see the more subtle

situations under which racism flourishes. Racism appears

not to be a problem when a community has a sound

economy, a predominance of "liberal" attitudes, and a

seemingly diverse and multi racial population. However,

racism often grows because of these precepts. When in-

stitutional racism is manifested in the lack of educational

and material resources, jobs are often unavailable to peo-

ple of color.

Even sound economies, in which people have jobs

available to them, often mean that white men and women
have opportunities for employment, but people of color

are often faced with unemployment rates double, and even

triple, those of whites. "Liberal" attitudes imply that peo

pie of color are able to become part of the predominant

society; though, in practice, this is often not the case

because of the institutional and personal racism which ex-

cludes them. Multi racial communities do not make for an

absence of racism: indeed, such only give the community

the (ifrpenrnnre of good will towards all. In such situations

racism, flourishes.

The effects of racism can be felt by both those attuned to

the situation and those ignorant of it. The effe<'ts of racism

are made apparent when, in an academic .setting, courses

do not use the literature of people of color. Ignoring con-

tributions to various fields of science and history madr by

people of color, undermine the worth of such research.

Governing bodies composed .solely of whites will also often

implement policies that are discriminator>' towards people

of color. Hiring committees often use qualifications based

on white standards of professionalism and/or fail to adver-

tise positions in places that people of color frequent, or in

journals directed at the Third World community. This fails

to create an atmosphere in which people of color feel en-

couraged tt> apply for such jobs. When no people of color

apply, and the committee makes the decision to hire

(another) white employee. I)ased on the al)ove practices,

the place of employment suffers from the effects of in-

stitutional racism. Racism becomes institutionalized when

practices that discriminate against people of color become

part of the norm.

Alleviating the effects of institutional racism can mean
taking many different actions. Recognizing racism, in both

its blatant and institutionalized forms, is only the first

step. Real change involves a much bigger process. It

means fighting the institution itself: through

consciousness-raising, making the controlling bodies

recognize their racism and racist policies, and changing

such policies so that they do not exclude or have adverse

effects on people of color. Confronting course instructors

and asking them why they have not included books by peo-

ple of color on their syllabi is one example of an action you

can take. Raising the question of why there are p>eople of

color working in your office or place of employment and

then taking action to ensure that affirmative action

guidelines are u.sed in the hiring process is another way of

fighting institutional racism. These are just a few of the

steps that anyone can take to combat racism.

Racism is flourishing on this campus because many peo-

ple refuse to do anything about it. Whether or not you

erase racist graffiti on the wall, or confront the people

who help to keep racism institutionalized is a personal

decision. Any action can be fK)litical; confronting racism

when it occurs is a productive action. Letting it go by,

without a thought or without taking action, will not help to

eradicate racism.

Mindy Chateauvert i.s a UMasa student

WE NEED
COLUxvlNISTS!
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MONDAY

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

$ CASH FRIZES $

- $2. entry includes free mug drawing -

- B.Y.O.B. (that's BOARD not beer!) -

^
Collegian i

starts 9 pm
EVERY
MONDAY

for info
call Rich
665-7574

GRADIWTE
TO GOLD...

AND
DIAMONDS!

With a Diamond College Ring

from ArtCarved.

—L-^^*"*

r^

Your ArtCarvod Representative
IS here riow With the beautifully aHord-
able Designer Diamond Collection An
ArtCarved exclusive Exquisitely crafted designs all set with genuine
diamonds m lOK or 14K gold Of choose the elegant diamond-substitute
Cubic Zircoma

Let your ArtCarved Representative show you this beautiful class ring

collection today Gold and diamonds its the only way to go'

-WE PREVAIL-
the sale still goes
on due to your
continued support

LOW PRICES

/IRKTIRVED

March 14, 15, 16 10-4 pm
Tlf«-

:^^^ UNIVERSITY,

^" Campus Center ^P
'cutjs ; •^eaui'&c '/.v-io- '>j,-)f>~i,r,g (^iist". •. oli;

I
lyi 'm,)! 'jJO'^

can still GOdown
8.98 AlbuMs now 5-99
Master Records 8.98

WE AT UNION RECORDS WANT
TO THANK YOU UlTiaSS

Arts
•J'^m. 1 mm armrmr^ B a a

»_•_••_• • «
»•••_•_•.•_•_« •.•-•.•.•.•-•-•.•.' ••-•-••-•.•.•-•.•

Prim and proper
NOVEMBER GROUP
Friday, March 11

Blue Wall

By DOUGLAS MUISE
Colleciui Suff

I didn't think I could ever look another

synth-pop band again in the face without

being overcome with a fit of intense gig-

gles .

After all, 1982 was the year of the syn-

thesizer, don't you know, and '83 looks —
at least thus far — as if it's going to follow

suit. The Human League, Flock of

Seagulls, Soft Cell — which is to say

nothing of the New Romantic swill (ah,

remember "New Romance?") f)erpetrated

by the likes of Spandau Ballet, OMD, and

Visage — all of these outfits give us

fashion-conscious pop that's mostly fizz,

electronic bubble-gum which never

disposes of the wrapper.

.\h, but my passion for that rectangular

cabinet of hulkinR technology has been
renewed. The gloriou.s (objectivity out the

window, please), Boston based November

Group performed in the Blue Wall (let's

hear it for B Wall booking!! Friday night

and this is how a synth band should sound:

Fronted by the inimiubly hip Ann Prim

who does this woman's hair? — mar
velousi I on guitar and lead vocals. Kearney

Kirby on synthesizers (yup) and backing

vocals, Don Foote on bass (and weird

percussion things), and Alvin Long on

drums — November Group exudes a

glistening sheen of highly technical, in

tensely controlled pop proficiency. And you

can dance to it too.

Kearneys synthesizers run rampant

across the November Group sound surging

and whoosing, romping about with

measured intensity to provide a stark,

mesmerizing dance backing for Ann's deft

guitar strokes.

But what makes November Group such

an exceptional band is not the synthesizers,

but Ann Prim: her vocals and just her stage

presence. Ann projects an image of teutonic

lyes) coolness in her singing, but it's a cool

underscored with an equally impressive

vein of humanism. She is an extraordinarily

expressive performer, evoking more

emotion with an economic, raised eye brow

gaze, than most rockers can exhort with an

entire body.

The band played a fairly longish set of

highlights from their Friday night —
"Pictures of the Homeland." a chunky

version of "Shake It Off. " and a rather limp

rendition of the ever popular "We Dance"
— as well as several new songs such as"rp

to the Champions" (?), and the sizzlingly

sonic "I Live Alone." The crowd was

unusally receptive (for a second or two. I

thought I was at a Stompers show), visibly

throbbing up and down to the furious NG
beat.
November Group has come a long way

since Ann and Kearney began their artsy

dabblings in Wunderkind. their first band.

As November Group, their first single, the

eerie "We Dance." became an instant

underground hit. earning them the

prestigious "first band" position on the

.s^H-ond Modern Method compilation album.

And now. as a consolidated, viably artistic

unit with a hit EP under their belts.

Ann Prim of November (iroup: teutonic cool
Pkato hif iukm IIimkv«i«

November Group's success is undoubtably
well assured.

Though self described as "politically

oriented with a good dance beat."

November Group's politics never seem to

get in the way of their music, or the fun it

inspires. Iiel's just hope that the Atlantic*

and the Stompers steer clear of the Blue

Wall for a white. If this is politics. 1 want

more

Love Lives ridiculous and degrading

W'livWbincii
BcliavctlicWm

rhcvl)()iii
Rclatic nisi lips

LOVE LIVES: WHY WOMEN
BEHAVE THE WAY THEY DO IN
RELATIONSHIPS
By Carol Botwin
Bantam. 273 pp.. $3.50

By LAURA LAEMMLE
C'allecta* ("fTnyoiidnit

Attention women: Are you a Bed Hopper?
A Martyr? A Bitch? A Home Wrecker? Ac
cording to Carol Botwin's new book, if you
don't fit into f)ne of these categories, there

are forty-six other chapters describing

equally negative "types" of women. In-

evitably you will be able to find yourself in

at least one. These are supposedly the "fif-

ty basic typ« .s
" of women, and "every

woman you know is in this book."

I formed a bad attitude alwut this book
just by reading I'ne naiT.e.s of the chapters

and the back cover which, promises to

show V"u:

-The sixteen things women do wrong
in relationships.

-What men complain alK>ut most

when it comes t<» the women they

know.
The 270 pages are devoted to the impor-

tance women place on relationships with

men and the problems these women cause

due to inse<'urities and jK-rsonality flaws.

The four page chapter "The Well Adjusted

Woman" is not among the fifty chapters

outlining the "basic types" of women.
Men are portrayed as helpless partners

whose actions are the result of the terrible

things that women do. At times. Botwin

has a realistic and liberal understanding of

women. However. Lm^r Lvrs reminde<l me
of Maribel Morgan's The Total Woman, a

bcK)k which devotes it.self to the idea that

women are resj»onsible for making a rela

tionship a good one, despite whether or not

their j)artner will help them attain that

goal.

Fortunately, Lour Lives does not give

such ridiculous, degrading sulvice.

However, I don't feel that the advice she

does give can be that helpful. She devotes

pages to each type of woman but only a

paragraph for how each can help herself.

Although some may find Loi'e Liivs in-

teresting, and may actually see parts of

themselves in the various {K>rtrait.s, it is

basically degrading and tries to fit women
into categories. Men, on the other hand,

are fxtrtraye*! as (tatient and smart,

although helpless, bystanders to women's

neuroses. If you have a positive self image

and are aware that, although you may not

be perfect, you are an individual with uni-

que i]ualities you may find the book
thought -provoking.

IjOiy Iai^s df»es provnif >ome insignus in-

to sex roles in ()ur society and may be

helpful in that respect. However, as a self-

help book I feel that most women would be

better off without it.

Come celebrate St. Patty's Day cause. . .

with

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
and the

ASBURY JUKES
SAINT

MARCH 17 ^^"^D^^*
STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

8.00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

•TIX UNLIMITED

• UNION RECORDS
UNLIMITED

• FINE ARTS CENTER
• FOR THE RECORD

SPRINGnELD CIVIC CENTER
UmitedCapacHy "Little Arena"*

April lath-^8:00pm
All seats reserved-'S.SO

On sale at Springfield Civic Center Box Office,

all Stop & Shop "Datatix" Outlets, Platterpus

Records — Northampton and Westfield, For the Record —
Amherst, Record Town — Ingleside Mall and Music World — Enfield

Mastercard and Visa
phone-charge
(413)787-6600

Charge tickets or pay by check
TOLL-FREE

1-800-243-4842

TICKET SALES BEGIN WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16th!

Event co-ordinated by #2!OVATION ENTERTAINMENT

J
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THIS
WEEKS

$1.91
Noxzema 10 oz.

$1.01
Reg. 1.64

Stridex

Pads 42's

DRY IDEA

$2.41
Dry Idea

2.5 oz.

Reg. and
Unscented

$1.35
Reg. 1.87

Vitine !4 oz.

$2.11
Reg. 2.89

Boil £r Soak
12 oz.

^~:::-

Aim-
^ $1.40
^ Aim 6.4 oi.

Rag. or Mint

$1.48
Reg. 2.31

Enhance
Shampoo

or

Conditioner
Norm, or

Dry

All sale items also available at the Mini Store located in the Student Union

Located in the Campus Center

Oper)M-F 9-5 Sat. 11-4

^XJNIVERSITY

SOME FACTS ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
AS AN AIR FORCE NURSE

There arr many nurs-

ing positions which of-

fer career fulfillment.

Being an Air Force
nurse can fulfill that

need. There is also a lot

more to hfc than work
and Air Force nursing

provides that something
extra. In addition to

your nursing uniform.

youMI wear the uniform

of an Ail Force officer.

N'ou'll have the prestige and responsibility of a leader with

equa' opponunity for advancement. You'll have the advan*
tages of the Air Force's great way of life — 30 days of vaca-

tion with pay each year, medical and dental care, educa-
tional opportunity and recreational facilities. There are

manv more personal and financial rewards. If you qualify.

yf'U nay compete for Air Force nursing specialties. Add the

challf^nge. the responsibility and the opportunity of Air

Fore*' nursing to your future. Contact an Air Force nurse
recruiter today for more information. ^ Sandy Price

(203) 229-9641 collect calls excepted or Capt. Dasher

A grcot woy of life

Hypercurricula

MARTIN LUTHER KING PLANNING
COMMITTEE - Martin Luther King
planning comniittee will meet to judge

posters and discuss plans for MLK week,

5:30 p.m.. 804 Campus Center.

MEETING: HOTEL SALES
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION -
Spring break sales blitzes and elections will

be discussed. Attendance mandatory for all

those involved with blitzes and/or elec-

tions, 6 p.m.. Flint 105.

MEMORIAL VIGIL FOR EMIL
GRUNZWEIG - A vigil will be held in

memory of Emil Grunzweig, an Israeli

Peace Now activist who was killed in an anti

Begin government rally one month ago

today. This vigil will be occurinir

simultaneously at 43 other campuses and in

Israel. 1 p.m.. Campus Center 802.

LIFE IN THE GLOBAL VILLAGE -
Opening session of conference on world

development issues. Speakers: Chancellor

Duffey. Mr. A.M. Babu. Amherst College.

3 p.m.. Campus Center 163C.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — "Corporate Influence on the

World Food Situation" is today's topic for

discussion facilitated by Nancy and Bud
Stockford. All are welcome. 4 p.m., 428

Student Union.

DRAFT REGISTRATION COUN
SELLING — Have you been debating about

whether to register for the draft? Coun
sellors will be available to answer your
questions and discuss legal and moral
issues. Call 545 3429. 10 a.m. to 12 p.m..

Student Union room406G.

VOTER REGISTRATION - Register to

vote in Amherst for upcoming town elec

tions. Help elect pro student candidates

who support rent control, child care, and

other student issues, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m..

Campus Center Concourse.

BUMP AND JUMP TOURNAMENT -
Try to win a free four day trip to Daytona
Beach this spring break. Play the newest in

video games. "Bump n Jump." Tournament
hours are 12 3:30 p.m. today and tomorrow.
Sponsored by Undergraduate Business
Club, in front of the Hatch.

OPEN HILLEL PLANNING MEETING
— Help plan for Israel Independence day.

Everyone is welcome. Vote for Hillei

Council today anbd tomorrow. 6 p.m..

Dukes Room. Student Union 310.

WOMAN'S ISSUES TEAM - There will

be a meeting held Monday evening at 6:30.

A workshop will be conducted on "Eating

Disorders." Everyone is welcome to attend,

6:30 p.m.. 801 Campus Center.

FOOD SCIENCE CLUB MEETING -
It's time to get started. Come plan for

annual dinner and semester's activities.

Refreshments will be served. All Food

Science majors encouraged to join us, 6:30

p.m..Chenoweth227.

ARMENIAN STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION MEETING - Important

meeting. New members welcome., 7 p.m.,

Brett basement.

"SOVIET THEATRE OFF OFF RED
SQl^ARE - Slide lecture by Prof. Alma
Law (of Columbia University and CUNY)
foremost U.S. specialist on Soviet Theatre,

translator of numerous contemporary
Soviet plays. Lecture in English, 7:30 p.m..

Herter301.

A CHRISTIAN SCIENCE LECTURE -
entitled "Exploring The Realm of Divine

Spirit" given by Jack Hubbell. C.S.B.

member of the Christian Science Board of

lectureship, 7:30 p.m.. room 175 Campus
Center.

MASS PIB MEN'S BIBLE STUDY - AU
men are invited to come and study with us
in an informal setting the life and teachings

of Jesus Christ as described in the Bible, 8

p.m. , Campus Center room 901

.

FAMILY LIFE AND WOMEN'S
ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY POLAND
— Talk (in Polish with English translation)

by journalist Agnieszka Wroblewska. 25

years experience as journalist in Poland.

Topics will include social policy, the state as

protector: what was promised and what
resulted, whether sociaUsm has made
people happy, 8 p.m., Herter231.

AASA BUDGET MEETING WITH SGA
— We will need members to be present at

our budget meeting with the SGA. Check
the Campus Center daily schedule under

the heading "SGA" for room number. 8:30

p.m.

BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT -
The Amherst Backgammon Club presents

its weekly Monday nighty tournament.

Cash prizes, free mug drawing, and only %2
entry. All welcome, including minors. 9

p.m. The Pub, 15 E. Pleasant St.. Amherst.

Pre-Law
Summer College Institute

May 31-July 9. 1983

Are you considering law school? Experience a case

analysis, legal method, legal research and writing course
taught by law professors and librarians.

Two Sections— Saturdays

or Monday and

Wednesday evenings

Three-credit course— $435
Housing and meal plan

are available

'^TT^'
University of Bridgeport l>aw Center
Division of Continuing Legal Kducation
Bridgeport, CT 06601 (203) 576-4641

Please forward program material for the Pre-Law
Summer College Institute

Name:

Address:

City: State:

Telephone: (inci udc arp a c odf)

Zip:
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

IFEELUKEGHANDI

Alter the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Kdited b> Maritarel Farrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Stylish

5 Mild oath

9 C«ase
13 Biblical word of

reproach
14 Stories

16 Greek letter

17 Cupid
18 Soap substitute
19 Smile

20 Try

22 SpecK of dust
23 Hodgepodge
24 Honorary society

for scholars
27 Gelling agent

26 Clandestine
32 Spring mo.
35 Hold
36 Greek letter

39 Crustacean
41 Pancake topping
43 Concerning
44 Primitive symbol
46 Bernhardt
48 Aviv

49 Plash floods

51 Dash
53 Like phone book

listings

59 Playtll offering

62 Den
63 Forrr sr Italian

mon jtary units

64 Hav ng wings
65 Norwegian

playwright

67 Short jacket

68 Colophone. eg
69 Diacritical mark
70 Money, in Milan
71 Nasty
72 Examination
73 Desires

DOWN
1 Move stealthily

2 Rough
3 Twenty Comb
form

4 Melon
5 Greek letter

6 Electromagnetic
radiations

7 Take
(examine)

6 Greek letter

9 The Sweetheart
of

10 Ripped
1

1

Elevator man

12 Moves, as a TV
camera

15 Oozes
21 Safecracker

25 pinafore" roles

26 Rover, for one
29 Lease
30 To be Fr

31 East Asian weight

32 Deeds
33 Support
34 Pro

36 Relative Of Mrs
37 Pedigreed

animals
40 Electron

accelerator

42 Enclosure
45 Ott or Torme
47 Fashion Items

50 Banana treat

52 Agreeably
54 Custom
55 Two on the—
56 Slick chick

57 Decorste

56 Queues
59 Serene
60 Lily plant

61 Long story

66 Ensnare
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WEATHER
Today — mostly sunn)

Highs around 50. Cloud -

tonight with a chance cf

light rain or snow late at

night. Lows is the 30s.

Tomorrow — cloudy.

Highs in the mid 40s.

D.C. MENU

LUNCH
Turkey Divan

Deli Ham on Water Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy

Spiced Apples

BBQ Beef Cubes
Tuna Salad Plate/Chips

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Nut Loaf/

Mushroom Sauce

Baked Cod with Lemon

Be
A

Star
•

Become a star reporter for the Collegian.

One of New England's largest daily col-

lege newspapers! We need people to

write news and women's affairs. Great
experience for any students interested in

journalism or communications. Come by
the Collegian anytime and ask for an

editor. It's easy and it's fun. Everyone's

welcome.

The Collegian

113 Campus Center
545-3500
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Open 24 Hours-7 am Mon. thru Sal. Midnlle
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

STOP6(
SI10P

MORE WAYS TO SAVEI
On
Manufacturers'
Coupons

Manufacturers ' Couporis are rryore

valuable at Stop & Shop because
we double your savings Details in store

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICESI
You'll find them all over the store. Plus

hundreds of Warehouse Values.

OVER 190 SPECIALS

Including our Stop & Shop Coupons worth dOf
Check out every page of this circular It can save
you dollars more Pick one up in the store

FEED A FAMILY
GREAT DUY ON US

LESS WITH THIS

GRADE A TURKEY

'm
White

FmFJ^4

Frozen

agemofaIniy

OUR 1C00MIG WITHCQUNT
LABELSHBP YOU PflffME

^^ OUR era^@
\

turkey IS one of your most
economical meat c^xxres
It rates very high m protem,

very low in tat A plump
turkey provides plenty of

tender meat tor dinner with

delicious letiovers torsand-
wiches Yes. turkey is a
terrific t>u y espeoally af

Stop & Shop'

Fresh Turkey

Swift Butterball ^^79

Turkey Breasts ^^ , ^ Q

Swift Breasts ^^ ^^Q

T"?*^ •»?»« »1.49

Turkey Drumsticks ^Q
Turkey Cutlets |^2.39

Choice of 2 great brands

'

Perdue Oven Stuffer
or WhiteGem
Roasting Chicken t «

Chicken Leg Quarters
.Vn.w» Ctefrt Al^^ 8* « ATl*.fieO S h t Phg

,r49

I^Mehj^A
Fresh Sliced
Cod Steak .1.49

VSa« CNMCf HCf IMM

TOP ROUND ROAST
Rump Roast bonom Round > 1 .99

Bottom Rourxj Roast

Eye Round Roast
usbA Otxc* Beef «ouno

Top Round Steak
USD* Chcce Bet' Hou-xi

r189

t,2.59

...2.59

ITSTINETOCUTYOURGROCERYDILU
SAVE ON ITEMS YOU USE EVERY DAYl

c:^^ *m '•«'"•
I

I ^ II I iT| I T III

I 7i

SELF SERVICE DEU...
Sun Qlory Bacon 1_58

Chicken Bologna BA i

Colonial Ham

We siice It

fresh to order

Bumble Bee Tuna 7Q
Spigadoro Pasta 2«o^ 1

CriscoOil 1 49
Kraft Miracle Whip 1 3Q
Apple Sauce 70
C A C Cola 2 Liter ^Q
Krispy Crackers QQ
Chock full o* Nuts 1 QQ
Viva PaparTowels 7Q
Kleenex Tissues

Clorox Bleach

5 Pkp. Bic Razors ^QQ
Natures Organics Plus 9 29

UVE 01 HKFMZEI FOODS!

Ellio's Pizza 2.19
Oranga Juice 1 2 oz 7Q
Vegetables 20 OZ ftO

Hood Ice Cream \ ^QQ
SAVE ON FRESH OAKEDQOODSI

Hot Cross Buns
\ ^29

Littla Dabbia Snacks 79
SAVE ON FRESH DAIRY FOODSI

Hood Orange Juice 1 99
Mrs. FHbaft'a

Cottage Cheese

American Slices
S' .;, ^ SNk, ".

1 1/ Plig lrK|fv«1uH"y

A Ml 'I •"I .V*" » • »'' 'i» •(•,",( t ««1

Ftorida Grapefruit
Indian River Red or White

Size 40 _ _
Sfop & Snop oroduce txiyers save you moneyon
frte txst America s growers have to offer,

naturally delicious, lowolone citrus fruits!

Pick em now at Stop & Shop'

SAVE ON THE SIZE THArS BEST FOR YOU!^ SUNKBT NAVEL ORANBES ^
i-^'g*

PLUS MORE
OREAI SPECIALS..

1.29

1.39

Crisp Carrots
Pic" C>N What Votj Ni»<kJ

Yellow Onions
PlC» T'O-J' Own

Fresh Turnips

3 *s»1

.12

12
nne»

FREE! . >
Dozen Large »
White Eggs ^
Slot. * Sf>0[, Cj'^rtf A

Ci "iTOP* SHOP BAH fBT COUPON

'/IFREEI
I

I Big Daisy
Wh -lite BreadJH^

C I
•i'r**«.MOPOBCiCf»i'r.rK(PnN Q |

FRSI m IFHE!
C" STOP (lSMOPG»KXf«T COUPON

Campbells J.„
Tomato Soup ;;.,^„,^ ,

I
Stop A SMo[, Siirpfi ?rio/ .,, ,' • inr)4o/(^n ^ — '< ! ^ifvn,'

^ r,nt Pia.n o' lof1i7ert

IM-cutHMn*- GoMSux Mat MM.' rt 'Ml SMOPa I p*"u>li>m»> QaadSyx »•' 'I*.. 19 "Wl SHOP# P»'uiiom«. ri^o>I<.u" Mk 'IW.i m mil SMOPV o^ruAiom.. OoodSun M.< I3««i I. "WiSnOPw

! Diamond
Crystal Salt

I I

Green Cabbage ^ Q

PraahYams ^19
Maine Potatoes ^Q
Praah Chicory %|S1
or Escarole & I

srop&a
SHOP

in TIME TO STOP&SHOe

Monday, March 14, 1983, CQiiegiaa ^

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:4&-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATARI 800 COMPUTER

Atari 800 Computer 48 or 64k RAM
typewriter keyboard, new condition,
BASIC book, Pac Man $499. 546-8838
Franklin ACE 1000 full Apple II com-
patability, 64k, 72 keys, disk drive and
monitor $1399 546-8638

AUDIO

* Stereo Earphones & Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

nowll Mitch 549-4379

AUTO FOR SALE
~

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323 5918 leave message

1970 - Ford Torino - 46,000 original miles

425 or best offer call 545-3500 before 5:00
549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

1970 Cutlass too many options to list call

for price 546-5610

VW Super Beetle. 1972, excellent engine,

OK body, heat, AM/FM radio, good tires,

sun roof $800 Call Rob, 666^17 8-9 AM or

6-9 PM. Keep trying I

DAYTONA BEACH

Daytona Beach Spring Break $299.

Round trip direct non-stop jet Boston-
Daytona. 7 nights Rannada Inn on the

beach. Free car rental. Departs Mar. 19.

Call Saugus Travel 617 233 8192,
617-289^221

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

PROFESSTONAL DJs FOrTeSS Dorrm.
Semis, Greeks. Call N-Save Paul 549-4406

FOUND
Pair of red winter gloves in SBA at the
end of Feb. Call 546-6311 to identify

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Falmouth • 2 women wanted to share

house 635 ea ^rnyj|^j4169

Caps Cod Summer Seesortal Rentals:

W. Yamr>outh & Dennis; 1, 2, 3, & 4

bedroom units Rent direct from owners &
save 617/528-8300 or 771 2233

FOR SALE

Kinka ConcertI 2 tk:kets March 31st

Worcester Centrum good seats 546-4419

Tires 13" Michelin Radials pair for $40 or

BO 549 1346

For XK remote radar detector all packag-

ing etc. just recond. by fact. $90.00

253 9678

Brsnd new Jensen 4Vi Coaxll $70.00 or

BO Deb 2S6-0873

KLH512 Speakers $100 00 each; Vector

Raaearch VR2600 receiver $150 firm; one

oM Hugh 546-7113

Alaaka Jobs summer/year round, earn
great money in this opportunity rich state,

ie, earn $10,000-$12,000 on three month
fishing boat. Send for 1983 Employer
Listing and information packet covering all

industries $5.00 Lental Reseach dept
AA2114 satisfaction guaranteed

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
nr^arket yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1-80O421-3217

Earn extre money responsible students
needed to conduct weight management
clinic call Scott 256-6845

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For information call:

602-837 3401 ext 833

Earthfoods restaurant is hiring. We need
students to fill the following hours ONLY.
T 10-12 £f 11-3, W 112 Th 10-1 h 11-5, F
2-5. Applications available at the Ear-

thfoods kitchen in the Student Union.
Deadline is 3/16 at 5 p.m. 3rd worid
students, men ft women encouraged to ap-
plv.

KEUIEI

S.T. Happy Birthday GorgeousI Finely

the t>tg two ol Je t'ainr>e, I love youl Let's

celebrate our life together. . .Always, Dean

LESBIAN e PAY

FREE trair>ed Lesbian and Gay Peer
Counseling and Referral 433 SU 546-2645

LOST

Keys on blue-clip keyring with weds La
Chateau 546-8161

Bifocal gold frame glai

nyton wallet Diane 546-9493
in a goM

Rugby Jacket lost at Pub 3-9 wallet in

pocket, if found call 546-3197 reward

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Kawasaki KZBBO LTD saddle bags.
Bell helmet, chain and lock, cover, low
milage, good shape $2100/80 546-7164

Garv

PHIL How-touched-am-17 Huggykissyface

UMass Ski Club Goes Down
to

Fort Lauderdale Springbreak '83

Hotel $149 w/bus $275 w/jet $369
tax included no hidden costs

Last chance call B46-3437 now
Dance with the Museum DirektorsI

March 17, Newnrwn center 9-11

Cart I Love youl Smiles, Mary

Mike O'Connell will be drinking Yukon
Jack during the intramural hockey firwis.

M. Baseball players n^y not study, but we
can have a good time. Baseball Jock

My dearest Zitface, when will your rhino

breath cease? Love Er Kisses

PETER Mcdonough the stud~

Congrats, Big 21 just in time for Maryland,
Happy B-day. . .we'll miss ya. . .Dave,

Neil, A2. Betsy, Sheila, Nancy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers.
guaranteed acceptance, k>w rates, Nancy
50392, 584 7924

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Wyoming after finals

before 6/6. Must know sooni Ann 256-6066

Ride needed to Philadelphia area on
3/16 or 3/17 call Rachel 546-8740

I need e ride to Rockland County New
York or within the general area I am willing

to sliare expenses and conversation, ready

to leave March 18 or 19th or wt>er>ever ride

is available at that time. Thanks please call

Sue at 549-1692 or at 549-5487 if not honr>e

please leave a message and I will get back
to you. Thanks

RIDERS WANTED
~

To Fort Lauderdale Spring Break I'll supp-
ly free ride if you supply free lodging

546-5259

SERVICES

viewing for pool director and lifeguards.

Must be available 5/25/83 - 9/5/83
617-376-2978

SEND A FRIEND
A GREEN CARNATION

Send a friend or someone special

a green camation for St. Patricks Day.

Names will be printed in the

Collegian for pick up. A table will

be on Campus Center Concourse
beginning TODAY till Wed before

Spring Break. Surprise someone

THANK YOU

Thanks to all of those wt>o sponsored
Teresa and Craig in the Muhiple Sclerosis

Dance Marathon.

TO SUBLET

3 Bedroom Apt.
option 549-1377

to sublet w/ possible fall

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 69289

WRITE? Tutor

and grammar

PERSONALS
Kitchen help wanted work in exchange

for meals for more info call Paul 549-3562

JOHN GILLIS
IS GOING TO
CALIFORNIA

MAD Here's wishing you a Happy 21st

b-day ar>d happir>ess always I love ya! Min

dy

MnmHki Happy Belated Birthday! fronr

your late but loving Moms

If you're tired of unexciting portrsKs,
have your custom-made glamour photos
produced at THE STUDIO, home of fine

photography. 664 Main, Amherst.
253-6091. Yes, we do portfolio work.

ST. PATRICKS DAY BENEFIT

Live! The Museum Direktors' March 17th,

9 pm - 1 am Newman Center

SUMMER JOBS

Courrtry club In Mlllls Mess. r>ow inter-

Apt. in Squire Village $$95 mth + utilitiea

fall option call 666-2127

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apt, summer
sublet, fell option 253-5966

TRAVEL
~

UMess Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.

Only $158 includes: transportation, hot

tub party, beer ft wine parties, 5 day
lift ticket, all taxes Er gratuities & much,
much, more. For more info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 545-3437

FLORIDA by van 3/19 - 27 $148 round trip

wine/cheese accomodation info limited

seats SS. Van Lines 617 724-8810

Ride needed for two to Rorida for spring

break. Will share driving and expenses, call

665-7076 eves, pleasel

WANTED
~

Class rings. goM and silver jewelry ar>d
coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,
Amherst, 266-0710

Help $60 rewerd for helping me by your
parents unwanted second car 253-7189

Cash for your records, tapes 545^2836
(ask for Jaromir /leave message)

Ride to JFK eirport 3/18 by 11 am
desperate call Karen 253-2169

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouse or Puffton
to rent from Jur>e on. John 546-9139 Mike
546^9141

$25 Rewerd for locating 2 bdr apt for two
girls to share with 2 others for 83-84
546-1449. 546-5028

"Life in the Global Village - World Development Issues"

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Sponsored by The Chancellor's Office, The Center for International Education, The Center for International Agricultural

Monday. March 14 Studies, and the Peace Corps.

3:00 5:00
Opening Session, Room 163 C, Chancellor Joseph Duffy 330 - 5:00
Keynote Address, Abdulrahnnan Mohamed Babu, Visitir>g 'Food and Agriculture". Room 804-06
Professor of Black Studies. Amherst College, Room 163-C john Foster. Food and Resource Economics

Nola Reinhardt. Economics, Smith College

Mary Pritchard, OXFAM7:30 9:30
Reception for Returned Peace Corps Volunteers, families and
friends. Memorial Hall, UMass Campus

Tuesday. March 16
9:00 12:00

Films on International Development, Room 803

"Language and Culture", Room 802
Josephine M. Ryan, Education

10:00 11:00

"Forestry in Central America", Room 805-09

Gary Bumiske, Forestry

11:00- 12:00
"Rural Agricultural Development". Room 811-B ^
Valerie Mailler, Plant and Soil Sciences

Tom Mahoney, Plant and Soil Sciences

11:00- 12:W
"Education in India", Room 802

Rema Pai, Future Studies

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
1:10 3:(W
"Women in Development", Room 805-08

Pane Putnam, Center for International Education

Nancy Herman, Anthropology
Carol Wzorek, Peace Corps
Pat McGuire, Center for International Education, Moderator

Gilbert Mottle,

Moderator
Center for International Agricultural Studies.

Wednesday. March 16

9:00 12:00

Filrr>s on International Development, Room 803

mw^
"Changing Peoples Eating Habits", Room 802
Dahlia Aspillera, Food Science

10:00 11:00

"International Careers", Room 805-09

Sterling Lamet, International Programs Office, UMass

11:00 12:00

"Cooperatives as a Development Tool"
Room 811-B
Doudou Jome, CLE.
Barbara Howald, C.I.E.

m
BOOKSHOP
Open 9 am til 9 pm
Monday - Saturday

Open 10 - 3

on Sunday

.New.

f^^S^^ft
l8CU88 IOW8

"The Role of the U.S. in World Development",

Room 804-08
Randall Stokes, Sociology

E. Jefferson Murphy, 5 College Coordin.

Ralph Faulkinaham.AnthroDoloov

There will be an exhibit of photographs by Stan Sherer which

pertain to conference topics on Monday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday, 8th floor lounge.

EUROPE -CAR
HINT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* Hodi«MI«' Pla/a
N»» Vtork. NV 10020
PTwoB (21?) 561 3040

Mail SMS ad for Specwl
StodoAl/Tvacher Tartft

I ) NCNTAI. i , fAM . ! PUtKHAM
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Candidates for the women's golf team should

attend a meeting Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Room 223

Boyden. Anyone who cannot attend should con-

tact Jack Leaman at Room 228 Boyden or call

545-1301.

•••.v.v.v.v.v. •:•:•:•;•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:

McLaugWin? You can't meanMcLaugWin

Collero" pttoto bT (>•>> l)»a:«i

It appears Tom McLaughlin will not return to coach the Minutemen
next year.

By JIM FLOYD
Collccian Suff

An era will come to an end before it even

got started sometime (very probably today)

in the near future in regard to the

University of Massachusetts men's
basketball program.
Second year head coach Tom

McLaughlin's head is on the chopping block

and it doesn't look like there will be a last

second reprieve.

Tom McLaughlin? You mean the guy who
took over the reigns of one of the worst

Division I programs in the entire nation and

somehow turned the tide and began the

uphill battle towards respectability.

Commentary
You mean the coach who brought such

talented athletes as Donald Russell. John
Hempel, Horace Neysmith and Darryl

Carter, to mention just a few. into the

Curry Hicks Cage and convinced them to

play in a Minuteman uniform anyway (the

Cage, while appeanng very quaint, is a relic

of a gymnasium).
U that's who you mean, then you must

also mean the fellow who was able to

generate enough enthusiasm on the UMass
campus to sell out most of the home games
the Minutemen played this past season.

And. if you mean that fellow, then you
most certainly are referring to the kid who
captained the 1972 73 version of

Massachusetts Minuteman basketball and
then went on to play pro ball in Europe
before stints as an assistant coach at first,

Stanford and then. Notre Dame led him
back to his alma mater.

The guy even married his college

sweetheart and had two boys, one of which
was born in a snowbound McLaughlin home
without a doctor present during last year's

April blizzard.

If there was ever to be a fairytale to be
written about UMass. Tom McLaughlin
would have been cast as the leading man.
And yet. dismissal from the post of head

honcho of the UMass basketball program
seems imminent.
And now appears the big question: Why

is someone who has done so much in so httle

time being handed his walking papers so

soon?
Well, the answers could be found by

asking those people involved, ad-

ministrators, coaches, players, etc. but, for

some reason, the people who can be reached

don't seem to know anything and those who
would be expected to know just can't be

located.

That leaves only one method of ex-

planation, speculation. Did McLaughlin
climb too high too fast? Surely there were
those who saw the young coach quickly

turning into the most recognizable figure on

the UMass campus. That can cause some
animosity between people. Maybe
McLaughlin was growing too big. too

popular, for some.

Was he too outspoken? McLaughlin took

a lot of heat because of the way he

promoted his team. He made big predic-

tions prior to the start of this season and.

when the squad failed to come up with some
of the predicted victories, he was left

holding the ball.

Was it his coaching? True, McLaughlin

was not the best bench coach that ever

guided a basketball team. But, bench

coaches are like teachers: they are not

great right away, it is a skill thai lakes time

to learn.

Then again, who cares about why Tom
Mclaughlin is supposed to be Weaving the

University. The rea.son is not so important

as the fact that, when next season rolls

around, he will not be crouched on the

sidelines barking instructions to the

Minutemen.
He will not jump and start waving his

arms to let his players know to keep their

hands up on defense while knowing full well

that the action is not so much a sign to the

players for defense as it is a signal to the

fans to start making some noise.

Tom McLaughlin was a positive step for

Minuteman basketball, a big step. He will

be sorely missed.

Men gymnasts take
fourth place in East

By ELLEN RICBARD
( •lUriMi sun

It was an exhilarating and rewarding

meet for the University of Massachusetts

men's gymnastics team, placing fourth

with their second highest season total

256.15 at the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics Championships.

"Some feelings I had after the meet is

that we waited three years before having

a championship and it was well worth the

wait. " coach Roy Johnson said. "We really

hit. if not our goals, ck>se to our goals."

The Minutemen placed behind East

Stroudsburg Sute with 257 points. Navy
with 262.3 points and Southern Con
necticul with 270 points, in the oldest

championship in the country. The team
reached one goal of having five men reach

the finals of the weekend competition.

The team placed fifth in the high bar

event with a score of 44.05. Tony Sbarra

and William Stevens both placed fourth to

qualify for the finals with 9.2 scores.

Saturday's scores were added to

Friday's preliminary scores and medals

were given to the top six of the eight

finalists. Stevens finished seventh with a

17.75 missing a medal by five-one hun

dredthsof a point.

According to Johnson. Sbarra had one
of his best routines but rotated quicker

ihan usual which made him fall back on his

dismount. His combined scores came to

17.8. giving him a sixth place medal.

Although John Macurdy competed with

pain in his wrists, he put in a fine per
formance in the floor exerci.ses lo win
second place with 18.5 points.

'f, captain .John Mc(ionagle qualiliecj

.\ith .1 '.*..'i.') in the ring event in Fridays

competition and had an outstanding

performance in finals to score a 9.4.'). for a

total of 18.8 points. Johnson said he felt

McGonagle had his best performance of

the entire year but was slighlly un-

derscored.

Bert Mathieson, who won a trophy for

his sixth place Hnish in all around with a

score of 53 points, qualified for the

pommel horse event with a 9.2. In the

Hnals. Mathieson had a break in con-

centration in his routine giving him fourth

place with a total of 17.9 points.

The Minutemen had an outstanding
vault score of 46.45 and Macurdy quahfied
with a 9.65 score. In the finals, he placed
in a three way tie for third with 19.1

points. Johnson said he felt Macurdy was
a little underscored on his first vault.

Johnson said for next season he would
like to see the team improve five points on
pommel horse and a couple points on high
bar.

It was the final meet for seniors

Macurdy. McGonagle and Bob Goulart
who put in fine performances for the
University in their careers.

Women place second in

Atlantic Ten meet
By ELLEN RICHARD

r*lkffiMi Suff

It was a close meet but the University of

Massachusetts women's gymnastics
team,ranked fifth in the Ea.st, came in se-

cond in the Atlantic Ten Championships
ahead of fourth ranked West Virginia and
only three and a half points away from
first-ranked Penn State.

"I knew it was going to be between the

three of us," coach Ken Anderson said. "I

was very pleased with their perfor-

mances. They had trouble at the begin-

ning of the meet but got in there and said

'we're going to do it'. It's quite an ac-

complishment for this team to be ranked
where they are."

Ohio State is ranked second and Univer-

sity of New Hampshire is third and
UMass has worked hard to get their rank-

ing. The Eastern region is the largest in

the nation, containing better than a third

of the schools in the country.

The team had an all time high on the

Tricia Harrity performs on the

year.

I nilririan photo hy Jnhn itmirrllr

uneven bars in a meet earlier in the

uneven bars placing second with a 43.7

score. Senior Karen Knapp has been

working hard on her bars routine and it

paid off as she came in second place with

her highest score ever, a 9.25. Teammate
Sue Allen tied for fourth place with Penn
State's Renee Bunker, both with 9.05. It

was a season high score for Allen.

The Minutewomen placed second in the

balance beam event vtrith a total of 42.3

points. Knapp and Tricia Harrity tied for

fourth place with matching 8.65's. Unfor-

tunately, Knapp fell off the beam once
and Harrity had trouble with her dis-

mount keeping their scores lower than
possible.

Robin Low had a rough time on the

beam and did not place in the all around
competition, according to Anderson. Low
performed well in the other three

events.but the beam performance held

her back.

Massachusetts also had an all time high

on the vault with a total of 44.15 points.

Lisa Griffen came in third place with a
9.05. She performed a full twist on-hand
spring off, a new vault she has been work-
ing on near the end of the season.

In the floor exercises, the team came in

second with 42.85 points and Anderson
said he felt the women were underscored
in this event.

After putting together an 11-2 record
and their fine p)erformance at the cham-
pion.ships, the women are still not finish-

ed. In two weeks on March 26, the
Minutewomen will travel to West Virginia
for the regionals.

"We're starting to fieak at the rijrht

time and if they work hard the next two
weeks they could be up there," Anderson
said of the t.eam's chances of climbing
hitrher in the Fnst
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BMCP Conflict Unresolved
By Russell D. Jordan

At the WMUA general meeting last Thursday in the

Carr\pus Center, the continuing controversy between

the Black Mass Communications Project (BMCP) and
WMUA program director Michelle Murray came to a

head. Charges and counter-charges were bandied

about between the two groups and angry words were

exchanged.

Keith Johnson, a member of BMCP, accused Ms
Murray of pre-empting two BMCP programming slots

without consulting either the Third World Coordinator

or any member of the BMCP management board

"This is in direct violation of the policy directive of the

WMUA constitution," Mr Johnson said

Ms. Murray countered by saying, "during the in-

tersession two BMCP slots were left absent on several

occasions, and I took the initiative to fill those slots

with people, who though not regular DJ's at WMUA,
they have worked at the station and deserved shows."

Keith Johnson responded by saying, "several

shows had problems during intersession. Scheduling

during intersession is often chaotic, and regardless of

this, I take issue with Ms Murray's penalizing BMCP
as a whole for the negligence of individual DJ's" Mr
Johnson continued by saying, "this entire problem

could have been avoided if Ms. Murray had consulted

a list of BMCP member DJ's left her by Lezlie Har-

rison, then acting Third World jCoordinator for

WMUA
Ms Murray also accused BMCP of not airing a

broad range of Black music, "BMCP's programming is

heavily weighted towards funk and very contemporary

Black music I think BMCP programs should reflect

the wide range of Black music, such as the Blues,

Reggae, Motown oldies, Jazz past and present, etc
"

Ms Murray said she would use the slots appropriated

from BMCP to air a more diversified representation of

Black music.

Kan Njirii, BMCP member and DJ of the highly

rated show, "Pan Afrique," objected to Ms Murray's

"presumption of what constitutes good Black pro-

gramming," and "if Ms Murray was concerned about

the content or lack of content of our shows, she

should have come to BMCP with her complaints in-

stead of responding in such a heavy-handed fashion."

Brynne Clarke, an inactive member of BMCP, com-
plained that Ms Murray ""has not consulted BMCP
with any of her program changes or policies If con-

sultation means exchange of ideas and equal input

from all parties concerned, then Ms. Murray has not

fulfilled her responsibilities as stated in the constitu-

tion
"

Ms. Murray claimed, "I tried on numerous occas-

sions to contact BMCP and was not successful
""

With this remark the room erupted with accusations

and denunciations by several BMCP members pre-

sent Several other individual DJ's and organizations

separate from BMCP were also upset with Ms. Mur-
ray's programing policies, including Country. Blues

and Bluegrass. Undercurrents, Concepto Latino and
the Scotty Dread Show
No real solutions were reached, but some were pro-

posed such as amending the constitution to guarantee

programming hours for the various WMUA members,
and designing a more sjjecific definition of the pro-

gramming goals of WMUA Ms Murray was invited

by Keith Johnson to attend the next BMCP meeting.

Demonstrators protested against US aid to El Salvador on Saturday,

despite bad weather

NUMMO News' ONLY connection with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian is for the purpose of

distribution.

Tenants face-off against

landlords on rent control

By Joel Saxe

Amherst may not seem like a Third World country,

but the landholdmg patterns make the difference bet

ween the haves and have-nots just as sharp While

students and tenants comprise the majority of twon
residents, less than 20 landlords own 70 percent of the

rental housing in Amherst. And half of those are

wealthy absentee property-owners from Boston, Hart-

ford, East Longmeadow, New York, etc

Students have not, and D.H Jones has Aside from

his real estate agency, he personally owns 57 rental

units, large and small. Counting the rest of the Jones
clan, which includes father Walter Jones, brother Paul

Jones, and WD Cowls lumt)er, their property

doubles m holdings

Now, with town elections less than a month away
(April 5), a battle between tenants and landlords is

heating up with the issue of rent control fueling the

fire.

Some 50 realtors, landlords, and apartment com-
plex managers are running for town meeting, fearful

of the possibility that rent control could soon beconne

law. At last May's town nr>eeting, rent control came
the closest it's ever come in the decade-long effort by
tenant activists to regulate the profit margins of the

local elite, losing by only 16 votes - 89 to 105

Town Meeting, a body of 240 representatives

elected from eight precincts town wide sets all the

laws and financial decisions for the town
As tenant organizing has shown gradual success,

slowly increasing tf>e number of tenants in town
meeting over the past decade, landlord interests have

gone on the defensive. This year, for the first time

ever, many of the town's major realtors and property

owners have gotten directly involved in elections In

addition to D H Jones who's running in precinct four,

a heavily student area including Southwest, five

realtors employed by Jones are also running Town
and Country Realtors have five agents running in-

cluding owner Ann Hastings Kathy and Ed Stefan of

Stefan Real Estate, and Charlotte Dwyer of Dwyer
Real Estate are also running

What these landlords fear is the rent control bylaw

tenants plan to present at this May"s town meeting,

mandating an immediate rent freeze, while a rent con-

trol board made up of tenants and property owners is

set up The rent control board would evaluate rent

hikes by landlords, allowing them to raise rents only

after a hearing is held to determine a "fair" increase.

Tenant organizers say that last summers rent in-

creases - averaging 15 to 20 percent town wide - is

proof that rent control is needed "Rental prices

jumped anywhere from 8 percent to 34 percent,"

observed Joanne Levenson, a candidate for select-

man, and Director of the Off-Campus Housing Office,

UMass, ""That's quite incredible given the rate of infla-

tion was considerably lower If they"re not gouging,

why was there such an upswing this year? It makes it

all the more obvious they don't care about rental

housing
'"

Tenant activists themselves appear prepared for the

election battle with 75 candidates running on their

side. Pro-tenant slates, including many students, are

running in all eight precincts, and an informal town-
wide strategy and coordinating group has been form-

ed with help from the UMass Tenant Organizing Pro-

ject, the Commuter Area Government, and Off-

Campus Housing Office.

With the majority of Amherst residents being

students and tenants, rent control supporters are

Continued on page 3
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Roving Reporter....
Why do you think BMCP should keep its

hours. Should they have more?

Deidre F H Bushel

We need these hours and more because there are

too tew stations in the area that offer the kind of

music that BMCP plays

Richard Pma:
I feel that there is a strong need for minority pro-

gramming, chiefly an effort for informing, but also as

a source fo entertainment that is relevant to the Third

World Community Rock & Roll is on the FM Band
from 88 108 The few hours that BMCP does pro-

gram, are hours where there is relatively light listener-

ship I feel that a schedule incorporating BMCP pro-

gramming in the prime-time slots 7- 10 weekdays
would be beneficial to our community and also to

WMUA heads

Letter to the Editor

President Reagan's frantic attempt to give El

Salvador's military government another $60 million for

munitions and helicopters points up the failure of

American policy m Central America Despite roughly

$750 million US tax dollars invested since October,

1979, the Salvadoran dictatorship is losing the war

The Salvadoran government is losing the war

because very few people support them Here is a

government that has killed almost 40,000 unarmed

Civilians and created half a million refugees It has

turned its back on land reform and set about

eliminating any signs of opposition from church,

labor, peasant, professional, or political groups While

supporters of the dictatorship talk of dialogue with

Salvadoran moderates, for instance, the dictatorship

systematically murders them
American citizens should be very concerned about

continued aid to El Salvador We all know by now that

Salvadoran soldiers have executed at least five US
citizens and no one has yet gone to jail When we give

money to the same government, it rewards them for

their bad behavior They know that they can get away
with murder

More importantly, if we do not stop funding this

war against the Salvadoran people, we are going to

have to send American men and women to fight it

Battlefield reports show that even the best Salvadoran

troops have been defeated by the guerrillas and that

the guerrillas have widened their area of control

Logically then, the Salvadoran military government

will be defeated eventually, or US combat troops will

be sent in great numbers Think about it - do you

want your children, husbands, and friends to die

fighting for a government that you would not tolerate

in your own community'* The time to act is now - call

your representative to congress
Andrew Glace
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Guatemala's New
Policy: "Beans and

Guns"
second in a two-part series

By Steve O'Halioran

(Editor's Note: Part one of Steve D'HaUoran's com-

prehensive look at Guatemala's current situation dealt

with dictator Rios Montt's activities against the grow-

ing resistance of Guatemala's guerrillas and

campesinos (peasants). His forces have responded by

nrtassacnng up to 8,000 mostty indigenous peasants in

the last six months. I

Council of State

On September 15, a thirty-member Council of

State, representing numerous sectors of Guatemalan

society, was established by the Rios Montt regime

The Council is a strictly advisory body since Rios

Montt has sole governing powers under the state of

siege The creation of the Council is basically a

government propaganda move to give the military

regime a facade of democracy. At the Council's in-

auguration, Rios Montt declared that his government

IS reformist, aimed at restoring democracy, constitu-

tionality and civil rights in Guatemala

Much controversy surrounds the council already It

IS not known, for example, how the representatives of

the different Indian groups or the labor representatives

were chosen The four rightist "anti-fraud" parties

that backed the coup refused to participate in the

Council, claiming that it is powerless and should have

legislative power They also charged that they would

be under-represented on the council with only 1 1 per

cent of the seats The four parties - Christian

Democrats, National Renewal Party, Authentic Na-

tionalist Central (CAN), and Natwnal Liberation Move-

ment (MLN) - announced the formation of a Con-

stitutionalist Multiparty Front to return the country to

an electoral constitutional democracy.

The government responded with a warning that

political party activity is prohibited under the prevail-

ing state of siege and forbade the press to report any

such activity Previously, only reporting on guerrilla

activity was specifically forbidden.

The government's tough stance on the parties is

partially a result of an alleged coup plot in August by

members of the CAN, MLN and their military sup

porters The eight party members arrested have since

been released, while Leonel Sisniega Otero, president

of the ultra right MLN, has apparently fled the coun-

try

Regime Seeks Aid

Rios Montt desperately needs international ap

proval, paticularly from the US. to regain access to

multilateral loans and military and economic

assistance In an attempt to gam legitimacy for his

discredited regime, Rios Montt allowed the National

Why Denounce

South Africa??
By The Sovihem Africa Solidarity Committee

A point of view has surfaced in the campus debate

over the United Nations initiated boycott movement

against apartheid which opposes such boycotts on

the grounds of a fantastic notion of "academic

freedom." From this perspective, the South African

government is admittedly "oppressive," but, as

human rights violations are widespread in our

world, why single out South Africa? Will this not

lead to further attack on ideal academic freedom?

The overriding motivation of the South African

boycott movement is not widespread torture in the

prisons, the lack of trade union rights, unbridled ag-

gression against neighboring states.

It is the system of apartheid which represen-

tatives of many countries, socialist and capitalist,

democratic and undemocratic, consider reprehensi-

ble. This system strictly apportions all rights —
political, cultural, and economic — on the basis of

constitutionally defined "racial" categories. Many
countries employ curfew, only in South Africa are

curfew statutes written according to "racial"

categories. Many nations have franchise restric-

tions, only in South Africa is one racial group of

citizens allowed, while another is denied, the right

to vote and sit in parliament. Only South Africa

declares entire subgroups of its own "African"

citizenry to be foreigners in the land of their birth

and stripped of any rights (the regions declared in-

dependent have been recognized as such by no coun-

try on earth). In any other country, individuals are

stripped of citizenship only in very, very extreme

cases. Meanwhile, white-skinned foreigners are urg-

ed to immigrate, and become citizens. In all coun-

tries, personal identification papers are carried, on-

ly in South Africa are they used by the authorities to

ascertain where you are allowed to be every hour of

the day, and what you may be doing, according to

the color of your skin.

Apartheid has been declared by international opi-

nion to be in the same category with slavery and

genocide, something which belongs in humanity's

past. In spite of our many serious and diverse in-

justices, humanity can advance by isolating and

eliminating those practices which we decide by com-

mon agreement are most abhorent. It was in this

spirit that the United Nations General Assembly

has declared South African apartheid to be a "crime

against humanity" and, in 1980 voted for the im-

position of comprehensive sanctions — military,

economic, cultural, athletic and academic — against

the racist regime of South Africa.

With this in mind, we can begin to put the ques-

tion of academic freedom in perspective. There are

a variety of practices which scholars and resear-

chers are — by law, moral custom, international

greement — proscribed from engaging in while in

pursuit of knowledge. Surely the fight against

cancer would be accelerated by the use of human
subjects instead of animal? Yet no one raises

academic freedom in this connection.

It boils down in the end to a matter of moral

judgement: does apartheid differ in kind, or only in

degree, from other forms of injustice? Pro-

apartheid spokepeople regularly argue the latter.

They say, "you have race problems, we have race

problems, it is unfair to single out South Africa."

The anti-apartheid movement responds: all humani-

ty will progress if we can eliminate through joint ac-

tion the moral abomination of South African apar-

theid.

Council of Churches (NCCl access to Chimaltenango

in November Rios Montt hoped they would clear the

regime of human rights abuses However, the NCC
document distributed on November 23 charges and

enumerates in detail that "there are gross and consis-

tent violations of human rights carried out by the arm-

ed forces of Guatemala and that there is a policy of

continuity in this regard between previous and present

regimes."

The European Economic Community has not been

fooled by Rios Montt's posturing and recently voted

against granting economic aid to Guatemala along

witl-. El Salvador and Haiti. The Canadian government

also stopped all development assistance to

Guatemala
The US, however, will go to any lengths to justify

the renewal of aid to a country where "the implica-

tions of a Marxist takeover ... are more serious than

in El Salvador," according to Lt. General Wallace Nut-

ting, commander of US troops in Panama. He added

that the U.S. should play "essentially the same role"

Continued on page 3

Co-presidents Allen

and Ahern Express

Optimism for the
Future
By Angela Brown

Charlene Allen and Tom Ahern, recent winners of

the student body presidential elections, are "moving

forward" as their slogan states, on the momentum of

an extraordinary landslide victory in last week's con-

tent. They captured 49 percent of the voter turn-out,

which was higher than the average of recent elec-

tions.

"We're really pleased," said Charlene Allen. "It

shows students are interested in the positive changes

we've proposed . . . it's great!"

Tom Ahern added that they "had a solid, well-

organized campaign, with hard-working people . . .

standing out in the rain" referring to the bad weather

that has plagued the last two presidential elections.

When asked what they would do differently com-
pared with past presidents, Tom Ahern said they

would "inform the student body via the outreach let-

ter (to be issued out of the president's office bi-

weekly) and be available to students
"

"We will actively solicit input," Allen said.

Ahern continued: "We want to serve them ... to

save them money" by creating a bottle redemption

center, by supporting financial aid, and so on

"We hope that by doing that we will develop stu-

dent involvement and participation on the issues that

affect them at the University," Ahern concluded

The co-Presidents stated that they would move pro-

mptly on their specific proposals, for the redemption

center, for rescheduled bus service later on weekends,

etc., as well as on what will be ongoing efforts such as

running for town meeting, to support rent control m
Amherst, and building the Massachusetts State

Students' Association, to lobby for state support of

public higher education

Both expressed thankfulness to the student body,

and the hope that they would be able to accomplish all

they have set out to do Allen added that "there will

be many chances for involvement" directly with their

efforts, and asked that students "keep their eyes open

for these opportunities " They also expressed thanks

to the Third World Community for its support.

hopeful, though cautious, about the possibility of a

victory this year, if those two groups get out and vote

They note that several of the precincts with large

landlord slates have overwhelmingly student popula

tions, such as precinct three, which includes most

Central dorms, and precinct four which includes

Southwest A large student turnout they say. will put

tenant supporters in and keep landlords out

To vote in town elections on April 5, residents on

and off-campus must be registered by March 16

Voter registration tables will be in the Campus Center

on Monday, March 14 and Tuesday, March 15. Con-

cerned people can also register at the Clerk's office in

Town Hall.

South African Catholics

Oppose Racist Regime
At a Conference of Catholics held in Johannesburg,

South Africa during January, the Archbishop of Win-

dhoek, Namibia, reported "There is a real war in

Namibia at th«s moment. We cannot allow this war to

go on indefinitely. It is not only the soliders who are

killed, maimed and injured - it is the ordinary people

who suffer in the same way. The majonty of Nami-

bians want the war to stop." Archbishop Hurley, who
is President of the South African Catholic Bishops'

Conference reported, at the same meeting, "The six

bishops who itoured Namibia in Sept.. 1981, also

found that SWAPO is seen as the national liberation

army by the local population, who believe SWAPO
will win any election hands down All the observations

we have made have been corroborated by indepen-

dent sources," the Archbishop emphasized (Johan-

nesburg Star. January 31, 1983)

Mike Nauis and Bill Lopes rehang the New Africa

House sign this past Friday.

Recording Artists with Style By Richard Thorpe

"Cascades": a pleasing blend of music

Azymuth Have you heard of them? Of course not.

Would you like to? Of course you do Why else would

I have this column?

The busy metropolis of Rio De Janiero, Brazil forms

the setting for this talented trio of musicians; and

although in their native land they are reknowned and

popular, in the U.S. acclaim is still waning Not that

they are unknown. "Telecommunications," the last

release, was both critically and commercially suc-

cessful.

With the release of "Cascades," the group's fourth

LP on the Milestone label. Azymuth's potential has

been realized It is a display of group coherence and

the ability to play a wide range The music is a mix of

jazz, Latin American culture and Brazilian rhythms.

This mix IS attained through the talents of the in-

dividual members of the ensemble

The members are as follows Jose Roberto Ber

trami, the group's leader, producer and keyboardist;

Alex Malheiros, bass and percussion, and Ivan Conti,

drummer and percussionist Their playing is strong,

intense and very tight musically Bertrami has full

reign over the keyboards He is able to gently coax the

fender rhodes into gentle subtle notes on "A Woman "

and "Through the Window," and just as easily ag-

gressively strike the keys on the up-tempo numbers.

Alex Malheiros coaxes fat, full notes out of his

tretless, flanged bass, and Conti on drums, provides

the rhythm and punch that is needed on the fast selec-

tions but, they also team up for some exciting call and

response on "A Woman"
In the past Azymuth had relied on synthesizers and

vocorder but now the musicianship comes shining

through Azymuth has arrived They are here to

challenge the confinds of jazz and further explore the

realm of music On the real tip, this is the best LP by

this group to date and hopefully the acclaim that rams

on them m Brazil will eventually fall on them here

Check It out!

"The Best is Yet to Come"
from Grover Washington

Rene MclAun floft) and Jackie Mc Lean (rij^ht) in Solos and Duos
i iidav

Grover Washington, the musician The name, style

and music of the man are easily reconizable and

especially unforgettable It seems as though there is

no stopping G-man, an appropriate acronym for one

who has such a mastery with soulful-jazz Grover cur-

rently has three albums on the lastest Billboard charts

and, one of those, "Winelight," has been on for an as-

tounding 119 weeks That's almost two and a half

years This story of success is not the entire story

Who could forget "Mister Magic," "Live at the Bi-

jou" or "Come Morning" (his last release)? It seems as

though, like wine, he gets better with age and, like his

new album suggests, "The Best is Yet to Come"
On this record, Grover is surrounded by some of to-

day's best session players People like Marcus Miller,

Eric Gale, Richard Tee, Lee Ritenour, Harvey Mason,

and also, individual artists such as, Patti Labelle, Dex-

ter Wanzel and Washington's protegees, Cedric

Napoleon and James Lloyd from "Pieces of a

Dream" These musicians help to provide an exciting

atmosphere and all of them work well together

The highlight of the album is duet between Grover

on tenor saxophone and Patti Labelle on the title

song, "The Best is Yet to Come" The song pro-

gresses to a call and response with Patti taking the

lead and Grover following Also memorable is Bobby
McFerrin"s scatting on "Things are Getting Better,"

and, the singing and bass of Cednc Napoleon Be on

the watch for Cynthia Biggs, Bobby McFernn and

"Pieces of a Dream" who are also on the LP Along

with Grover, they will be around for a long time

Guaianab, awiined —^———^-»
in (juatemaia as in ti Salvador and it appears that

US policy IS indeed heading in that direction.

In October, the State Department announced it

would no longer block development bank loans to

Guatemala On the basis of that decision, the treasury

secretary supported an $18 million loan request from

Rios Montt Shortly thereafter the Inter-American

Development Bank approved a $71 million loan to

Guatemala $18 million for a rural telephone system,

$23 million for small industries and $30 million for

specialized education in rural areas

Rep Jerry N Patterson (D CA), Chair of the Sub-

committee on International Development Institutions

of the House Banking Committee, opposed the $18

million for the rural telephone project because of

"documented government atrocities against the In-

dian population of the very areas where this project

will go" Moreover, he declared, "improving com-

munications in areas where the goverment is commit-

ting atrocities . . is a form of indirect military aid."

In addition, US Agency for International Develop-

ment (AID) has proposed $8 million in development

assistance and $5,009,000 in PL. 480 title II (Food for

Peace) for fisal year 1983 AID has also recently

financed a number of projects in Guatemala including

a government-sponsored resettlement and coloniza-

tion program and aid to a number of private voluntary

organizations in Guatemala's area of conflict In addi-

tion, the Reagan administration is asking for $3 4

million for helicopter spare parts and $250,000 for

military training.

Under the Caribbean Basin Initiative, Guatemala

was granted $11 million in economic support funds

Economic and development assistance is used by the

government as a stop-gap measure to bolster the Rios

Montt regime until full U.S. military assistance is

restored Asked about resuming aid which had been

discontinued to Guatemala in 1977, Reagan said that

"This would depend on the material he (Rios Montt)

has provided us ... I would think so."
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Announcements
Join the 3rd World Caucus

There will be a 3rd World Caucus meeting on Wed.,
March 16 at 6:00 p.m. in the Office of Third World Af-

fairs, Rm. 318 SUB.
For more info, call the Office of Third World Affairs

at 545 2517.

All are invited.

Operation Crossroads

Representative of Operation Crossroads Africa of

N.Y. Patrick Mazzeo, will be at UMass on Wed.,
March 16 10:00 - 1:00 in the New Africa House. The
program involves volunteer work in rural areas in

Africa. Mazzeo will be available to advise on the pro-

gram, and will show slides of the program.

Application deadline has been extended until the

end of March.

Eyewitness Report
from Central America

Beverly Truemann
Campus Center 174-176

UMass/Amherst 01003
Wednesday, March 16th, 1963

7:30 p.m.

Ms. Truemann, a UMass graduate and a represen-

tative of the Unitarian Universalist Committee has
recently returned from Nicaragua and El Salvador
where she witnessed the effects of increasing US
military involvement.

Ms. Trueman will speak about the revolution in

Nicaragua and El Salvador and discuss the impact of

us advisors on Nicaraguan counterrevolutionaries

and the Salvadoran army.

Come learn about the US war in Central Anr>erican

and what you can do to stop it.

Summer Jobs
Amherst Upward Bound

Instructors for college preparatory curriculum (BA or

BS required)

Counselor/Tutors for residential component
Pick up applications at: 205 New Africa House.

UMass, Amherst, MA.
Deadline: March 18. 1963

Proxlma Reunion de

AHORA
Martes 14 a las 7:X p.m. en el Campus Center

(numero de salon sera anuciado)

Cast from the Play
"

performed last week
Southwest.

Day of Absence" which was
at Hampden Theater in

taking back our bodies

Sponsored by the Progressive Student Network
March 25, 26. and 27 at UPenn/Phila
$2 donation is requested

Housing and childcare will be provided.
Roundtrip transportation is $10 for UMass students
For further information contact Mindy Chateauvert,
P Box 414, Northampton, MA 01060 or call (413)

545-0341 <work) or (413) 253-5137 (nights)

Malcolm X Center in Southwest is open dur-

ing the following times:

Sunday, 12 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Monday, 12 p.m. - 10 p m.

Tuesday, 12 p m - 11 p m.

Wednesday, 12 p.m. - 11 p.m
Thursday, 12 p m- 11 p.m.

Friday, 12 p.m - 11 p.m.

Saturday. 12 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Latin American Theatre
£/ Campo

By GrisekJo Gambaro
Monday, March 14

T.V. Studio

Smith Coliao«
8:00 p.m.

Free Admission
Sponsored by Nostias (Smith Hispanic Organization)

"Life In the Global Village - World Development Issues"
Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, AmherstSponsored by The Chancellofs Otf.ce, The Centef foe International Educafon. The Center for International Agriculturrt

Monday. March 14 Studies, and the Peace Corps.
^

3 00 5 00
Opening Seasion, Room 163^0, Ch8r>c«J»of Joseph Duffy
Keynote Addreas, Abdulrahman Mohamed Babu. Visiting
Profesaor of Black Studies, Amharst CoUege. Room 163-C

7:30 9:30
Reception for Returned Peace Corps Volunteers, f^ Tiflies and
friends. Memorial Hsn. UMass Campus

Tuesday, March 16
9:00 12:00
FHfTw on International Devsk)pn'>ent. Room 803

JMQRKfiHQPS
§:M 15M

3:30 5:00
"Food and Agncultura", Room 804-06
John Foster, Food and Resource Economica
Nola Retnhardt, Economics, Smith Colleae
Mary Pntcherd, OXFAM
Gilben Mottia, Carter for International Agricultural Studies
Moderator

Wedneaday, March It
900 1200
Films on International Development, Room 803

"Language and Culture", Room 802
Josephine M Ryan, Education

wme&

10:M 11 00

"Forestry in Central America"
Gary Burnislte, Forestry

Room 805-09

11 00 12:00
"Rural Agricultural Development ' Room 811-
Valerie Mailler, Plant and Soil Sciences
Tom Mahor>ey, Plant arnJ Soil Sciences

11:00- 12:00
"Education in lr>dia". Room 802
Rerr>a Pai, Future Studies

Changing Peoples Eating Habits", Room 802
Dahlia Aspillera, Food Science

t

10:00 11:00

"International Careers", Room 806-09
Steriing Lanr»et, International Programs Office, UMass

11:00 12:00

"Cooperatives as a Development Tool"
Room 811 B
Doudou Jome, CLE.
Barbara Howald, C I E

fys^gscussiQwa

j>y|LD.SCUSS .

.

!QN£

Pf»ant'"Women in Develof*nant", Room 806-06
Pane Putnam, Center for International Education
Nancy Herman, Anthropology
Carol Wzorek, Peece Corps
Pat McGuire, Center for International Education, Moderator

"The Role of the U.S. in World Development",
Room 804-08
Randall Stokes. Sociology
E Jefferson Murphy, 5 College Coordin.
Ralph Faulkingham.Anthrooolr>ov
There will be an exhibit of photographs by Stan Sherer which
pertain to conference topics on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, 8th floor lounge

Support Group for Underemployed Women
A suport group for underemployed women will be

offered at Everywoman's Center beginning Tuesday.
February 15 from 7 to 9:00 p.m. Meeting for eight ses-

sions, the group will focus on what underemployment
is/isn't, coping with the stresses of underemploy-
ment, and helping individuals to feel comfortable with
their present life circumstances in light of the current
American economic scene.

This support group will be facilitated by Gerda
Kunkel and is free and confidential Please contact the
Everywoman's Center at 545-0883 to sign up for the
group or for more information. Childcare will be pro-

vided upon request.

Third World Theater Series

Workshop - Apnl 16, 1:30-3:00. Smith College.

Green Room
Ernest Abuba of Pan Asian Reperatory will present

a workshop entitled "Introduction to Asian-American
Theater: Acting Workshop".
Play April 16, 8:00 p m , Bowker Auditorium, UMass
Pan Asian Reperatory will present the runaway hit

of 1982 New York Season "Yellow Fever", by R.A.
Shiomi.

Workshop April 26, 2:00-3:» p.m., Hampden
Theater, UMass
Workshop "Make-up for Non-White Actors", Kiki

Smith, costume designer at Smith college, will show
film strip and lead workshop.
Workshop May 3, 1:30-3:00 p.m., Hampden Theater,

UMass
Patricia Gonzalez, professor of Spanish at Smith

College will present a lecture and slide presentation

entitled "Latin American Teatro Nuevo" (Latin

American New Theater) about the development and
technique of the popular theater movement in Latin

America.

Workshop May 10, 1:X-3:00 p.m., Hampden
Theater, UMass

Topic: "American Indian Theater" a discussion

workshop by Hana Geiogamah, playwright and direc-

tor of Native American Theater Ensemble.
For further information call 545-0190. All workshops

are free, Theater performances are $2-students,

$3-general.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Week
Essay and Poster Contest

"Make his day a Holiday"
The planning committee for Martin Luther King, Jr.

week, Apnl 4-9 is sponsoring an essay contest in addi-
tion to the poster contest. The winning essay will be
read at a candlelight vigil to be held April 4th. The
deadline for poster designs is March 10th and the due
date for essays is March 20th. Please submit all entries
to the Student Senate, 420 Student Union Building
The prize for both the winning essay and poster will be
$75 00 In the spirit of Martin Luther King, Jr. who ad-
vocated justice and equality, we encourage the entire
community to take part in the poster and essay con-
tests as well as the Martin Luther King week activities.
For more information, please call 545-0341.

Spring: Break is cominjc! Special full of ideas inside
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It's official:McLaughlin resigns
"~\

V

< alkfftMi piMto bT Da** Drakvr

Tom McLaughlin is shown crouching at courtside during the
February 20 contest with URL Behind him is assistant coach Ron
Gerlufsen who haa been named McLaughlin's temporary replacement.

UMass Judiciary convenes

to consider request for writ
By JOHN OTONNELL

CcUagtaat

The l^niversity Judiciary will meet
tonight to consider last week's
Undergraduate Student Senate decision

to delay appointments of 12 senators until

after senate officer elections. The
hearings originally scheduled for last

night, was postponed because a judge
failed to show up.

The hearing must be held by tonight

because the decision will affect whether or

not these appointees are seated in time for

the officer elections to be held tomorrow
night. The senate voted to delay seating

these appointees last week, following

accusations that an attempt was being

made to "stack" the senate prior to

tomorrow's elections.

The hearing was called to consider a

Writ of Mandamus filed by Southwest
Area Government (SWAG) treasurer

Carol Rafferty who was appointed to the

MacKimmie dormitory senate seat by her
house council.

A Writ of Mandamus is made to "in-

struct a student official to perform his or

her job accordmg to the bylaws" of the

Student Government Association con
stitution. clerk of court Chris Cook said.

"The senate is not being charged with

anything," Cook said.

Rafferty charges that she has been
"denied rightful seat and place as a

senator," and "therefore I request that

the Undergraduate Student Senate and
(senate speaker! Sharon Davies im-

mediately place me on the roll," according

to the official Writ.

Student advocate Brian Cantor,

representing Rafferty. said that if the
Judiciary decides in favor of Rafferty.

then it "opens the floodgates," for seating

the other appointees.

Cantor said he will argue that, since

"there has been no violation of the election

rules, then these people are already

members of the senate," and it only

remains for them to be seated.

Last Thursday, the Southwest Area
Government (SWAG) approved a

resolution condemning the senate decision

to delay appointments, and SWAG co-

president Fran Hegeler said last night

that other area governments are "upset
about the denial of representation."

He wants to take a break,

announces no future plans
By E.L. BIRK

and KEN BAZINET
( ollccwa Suff

Thomas M. McLaughlin, former head

coach of the I'niversity of Massachusetts

men's basketball team last nij^ht said he

resigned from his position because basket-

ball became his entire life.

Now he wants Ui lake a break.

"I have a family to take care of." he

said in an interview at his Amherst home.
"It's been a very long seastm for my fami-

ly and it's time for me to take a step back
from basketball to see what I'm doing."

The announcement of his resignation

came at a news conference yesterday

aftern(K)n following a meeting In'lween

team members, assistant coaches Ronald
Gerlufsen and Mark Shea, and Athletic

Director Francis P. Mclnerney. Gerlufsen

was ruimed acting head coach at that

meeting which McLaughlin did not at-

tend.

McLaunchhn said he has asked his frierHJ

and agent Robert W(K)lf t»f Brookline to

work out the remaining legal details in his

contract.

"I want to find out when my family's

health insurance expires and things like

that. " he said.

The future is open for Tom McLaughlin,
but he said he does not see himself

coaching in basketball again for some
time.

"The last place I want to be looking for

a job is as a baskettwill coach." he said

bouncing his son Tommy John off his knee
— the same son he and wife Debbie
delivered last April on their bathroom
floor when blizzard conditions kept them
from getting to Cooley Dickinson
Hospital.

McLaughlin did not mention any job of-

fer he may have lined-up, but he did say
"a wise man <i<>es not leave a job without

having something in hand."
The coach became disillusione<l with his

performance after the Minutemen's loss

U> St. Peter's. iK) to 53 on February 21.

That loss gave the team a 6 and 1 7 record.

"I was very upset after the St. Peter's

game, the big loss," he said. "It was em
harassing."

Sitting in his living room with his son

and his wife Debbie, another I 'Mass
graduate, McLaughlin's calm demeanor
defied his critics' attacks on his emo-
tionalism and side-line acti<»n. S<)mt* fans

faulte<i him for his support (»f the inflam-

matory "40-minute gang' and for his

"ahrasiveness." That is nothing he tried

to plav down however. ;is he jixikifl in

^ec riii^leU ^tory «n page 12

retrospect over the season.

"They look at me ana say 'he's crazy,*

but I'm very laid hack," he said.

"However I get emoti(»nal on the

sidelines."

Others talke<f alH)ut his (KTasionaJ

tendency to alienate players. But now
that Mclaughlin is gone, not many of the
players are anxious to criticize. Forward
Bobby Braun attended yesterday's
meeting and described the atmosphere as
somber.

"It was quiet." Braun said. 'A majority
of the players were discouraged to hear
that Coach McLaughlin w(»uld be gone.
They t^>ld us it's for personal reasons. We
can lielieve that and just wish him success
in the future."

Braun would not comment on the possi-

ble affect McLaughlin's def>arture would
have on the team. "I gotta clean my

Continued on p. 6
J

Blackout hits Southwest
By ANNE McCRORY

< «ikinaii sun

Firecrackers, toilet paper and flaming

objects flew from the windows in

Southwest last night when a blackout

swept through half of the residential col-

lege.

John Adams, John Quincy Adams and
Washington towers, lowrises MacKim-
mie. Patterson, Crampton, and Prince as

well as Hampden Commons were affected

by the power outage which began at 9:35

p.m. Emergency hallway and roof

lighting was restored after several

minutes and elevators also resumed func-

tioning at that time.

Neither UMass police nor the physical

plant staff had information on the cause

of the shortage or knew when the power
would be restored.

The housing security dispatcher said

UMass police were "out there in full force

patrolling the area" after security recep-

tionists called in to report the incident.

"It's pretty crazy out there," said

dispatcher Susan [no last name was
given), citing flaming newspapers drop-

ped from the upper floors of John Adams
dorm as an example.

The police are trying to keep everything

under control," she said adding that

blackouts happen periodically at UMass
and "people go crazy and then calm
down."
Noise levels had lessened considerably

by 11 p.m. as students returned to their

dorms after congregating outside.

Resident hall staffs, who alsft had no in-

formation on the cause of the situation,

had their hands full.

"We have to make sure no one throws
stuff, that the generator lights are work-
ing and that people stay calm 'til the
lights go on," said Dave Vegilanti. a resi-

dent assistant in MacKimmie.
"We are making sure the screens are

back on and trying to keep noise to a
minimum." said Dave Lennon. resident

assistant on the twentieth floor of John
Adams tower.

Students had mixed reactions to the

scene.

"I'm upset with the power outage
because I have an exam tomorrow." said

MacKimmie resident Richard Thorpe.
"It's an interesting experience," said

Paula Nicholas of John Quincy Adams.
"It's brought people out of their rooms.

I don't know how I'm going to get up in

the morning if the power doesn't go back
on," said Robin Ilosiello. a MacKimmie
resident who has a 9:30 class.

Editor 's note: Power uma reMored to the

area at 11.%5 last night.
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World and National News
OPECto slash oil prices;

limitsmemberproduction
LONDON (AP) - The OPEC oil cartel,

staggered by the threat of a global price

war, announced an agreement yesterday to

cut its prices nearly 15 percent and U) limit

each member's oil production.

The $5 reduction in the base price of the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Countries — to $29 a barrel - may shave a

few cents off the price of a gallon of

gasoline in oil-importing countries,

analysts believe.

But if the agreement succeeds in drying

up the world oil glut gasoline prices may
stop falling and could begin rising later this

year.

Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani. Saudi

Arabia's oil minister, predicted that within

two weeks, oil prices "will firm up and

start increasing.
'

Yamani and other oil ministers said they

believed the agreement was a significant

turning point for the 13-meml)er group,

whose influence on prices has been eroded

by conservation and new oil discoveries in

non-OPEC countries that have cut the

cartel's share to less than half the Western

market.

"I have a strong feeling that this will

really work out, and OPEC will be in the

driver's seat." Yamani said.

Oil industry circles in the Middle East,

however, were skeptical.

With oil selling on the spot market for

about $1.50 less than the new OPEC base

price, some analysLs believe oil-exporting

countries will remain under pressure to cut

prices further.

The success of the accord may hinge on

whether or how much non-OPEC Britain

reduces the price of its North Sea oil, which

it cut last month to $30.50 a barrel. $3.50

less than the OPEC base.

There was no immediate reaction from

Mexico, another major non-OPEC pro-

ducer. But the Mexicans for years have us-

ed OPEC guidelines in pricing their oil and

are expected to announce a cut in their cur-

rent price of $32.50 a l:)arrel.

OPEC's first agreement to cut prices and

adhere to production quotas was worked

out in a string of intense and grueling

negotiations in London's Intercontinental

Hotel.

Besides dropping the benchmark price —
based on Saudi. Arabian light crude — to

$29, the cartel set an overall production

limit of 17.5 million barrels a day. Within

that total, each member except Saudi

Arabia pledged itself to a national quota.

The ceiling is about 4 million barrels a

day above current estimated OPEC pro-

duction. Yamani said it was an average for

the rest of 1983, and he expects production

to increase gradually over the next few

months.

The Saudis refused to accept a set quota,

but Yamani said they would be the "swing

producer," meaning they would cut or

raise output to meet changes in demand.

AP l.aiirrphoto

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass. left, joins with former CIA Director

William Colby, center, and Mike Farrell, co-star of the former

M*A*S*H television series, in calling on House members to approve a

joint resolution for nuclear weapons and reductions. The three ap-

peared at a Capitol Hill news conference yesterday.

Air controllers suffer fatigue
WASHINGTON (AP) - While un

covering no clear threat to safety, federal

investigators remain troubled 18 months

after the dismissal of 11.500 air traffic

controllers about controller fatigue,

training and the reporting of errors.

The concerns are outlined in a staff

report to be presented Tuesday to the

National Transportation Safety Board after

a three month study of the Federal

Aviation Administration's air traffk control

system.

In addition to interviews of controllers at

36 FAA facilities nationwide, the NTSB
investigators leaned heavily on the

responses of more than 500 controllers to a

detailed questionnaire, said sources close to

the investigation, who spoke on conditk)n

they not be named.

The concerns surface despite assurances

from the FAA that the controller work

force, diminished after the controllers

launched an illegal strike in August 1981. is

being rebuilt on schedule and that safety

remains the top priority.

The FAA expects returning to pre strike

air traffk levels later this year. There are

about 14,000 supervisors and controllers

now working with about half the 12,000

controllers fully trained.

The boards final report is expected to

conclude that air travel is safe, as it did in a

similar study a year ago.

New England women gather for

march to protest gang rape
NEW BEDFORD - Angry women from throughout

New England gathered yesterday for a candlelight march
on City Hall to protest a gang rape in a neighborhood

tavern.

Organizers said they expected several hundred women
to participate in the march from the YWCA to City Hall,

where officials planned a meeting to decide what, if any.

action to take against the bar's operators.

The assault occurred March 6 at Big Dan's bar. A 21-

year old woman who had gone into the tavern to buy
cigarettes was allegedly dragged to a pool table and
repeatedly raped for two hours. Police said some of the

patrons in the bar cheered the attackers.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Senate rider could threaten

additional jobless benefits

WASHINGTON — With 27 slates nearly out of money
for unemployment benefits, the Senate struggled

yesterday to crawl out of a legislative mire in which a tax

withholding nder threatens enactment of the needed funds

ak>ng with a major jobs bill.

A majority of the Senate favors repealing a new law

requiring withholding of taxes on dividends and interest —
which is what the rider would accomplish — but President

Keagan has said he would veto the job bill if the amend
mentis included.

Asked Monday if he had found a way out of the dilemma.

Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker said, "No, I don't

have a deal."

The jobless money needed to pay unemployment
benefits to millions of out of work Americans is attached to

a $3.8 billion hill designed to put people back to work. So

the amendment on withholding has thrown into jeopardy

the entire recession relief package.

Court holds medical records

exempt from public info laws
BOSTON - The slate Supreme Court held yesterday

that medical and personnel records of public employees are

exempt from Massachusetts' public records law.

The 21 page unanimous ruling came in a case brought by

The Boston Globe, which was seeking the medkal reason

why public employees in Boston sought and were given

disability pensions by the Boston Retirement Board.

The board had been enjoined in Superior Court from

disclosing this information after the state supervisor of

public records issued an order for its release.

"We have concluded that the supervisor erred.... ' the

Supreme Court said.

"We conclude that medical and personnel files or in-

fornution are absolutely exempt from mandatory

disclosure where the files or information are of a personal

nature and relate to a particular individual."

The court also said, however, that "informatwn which

does not permit the identificiation of any individual is not

exempt."

But in this case, the court noted that the retirement

board was "obligated to release considerable amounts of

other information concerning the awarding of indivklual

pensions."

"We conclude that the release of the medical statements,

even without other particular identifying detafls, creates a

grave risk of indirect identifkation."

NEED A TAN?
Now you CAN qfT a saFi tan

ON OUR »UpCIISUN SUNTAN bcd.

IF you NORMAlly buRN, you WONT!
Start on youR spRiNq or FloRidA

TAN NOW ANd AVoid looklNq

like A lobsTER Iater.

I
ONE FREE VISIT |

I
when you buy two at the I

I regular price of SS per visit. '

Ithi* coupon must he presented to receive free visit
j

CotMC TO tIie Racouet & FiTNESs Center

Rt 116 SuNdERlANd OR caU >49-4»4>
Hours: M-F 7 am - 9 pM
wkENds 9 AIM - 9 pN

tflwiK^iiurs

363 Main Street, Amherst

SOAP OPERA SPECIAL
Mon - Fri 11:30 am - 7:00 pm

SMALL PIZZA
with 2 toppings

$3.75
expires 3/31/83

Call 256-8587 for Free Fast Delivery
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Students added
to voting lists

By NANCY GONTER
Collcihan SUff

More than 100 students registered to vote in the town
elections yesterday at voter registration tables set up in

the University of Massachusetts Campus Center.
A coalition of student groups, including the Commuter

Area government, the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA). the Undergraduate
Student Senate's Public Policy Committee and the Tenant
Organizing Project (TOP) organized the effort.

"We are pleased with the turnout and hope that students
will continue to register on Tuesday", student organizer
Mitch Gaslin said.

Students registered for a variety of reasons including
the desire for more student input into town government
and the issue of rent control.

"There are issues in the air that will be voted on such as
rent control. Students must organize to be heard. Our lives
are being shaped without our say. and without our power
or significance being Uken into account." said Paul Abbott,
a sophomore philosophy major and newly registered voter.

"Students are definitely part of the system and things

going in town will definitely affect me. especially when I

move off campus," another registered voter. Rory
MacKenzie said.

The town's assistant registrars were impressed by the
turnout.

"It has been brisker than I thought it woukl be. There
seems to be interest in the town elections. The students
who are registering possibly have friends running for town
meeting so naturally they have an interest." assistant

registrar Clotilda Gawienowski said.

Wednesday is the last day to register to be able to vote
in the April 5 town election. The Town Clerk's office will be
open until 10 p.m. on that day.

Marilyn O'Neil, a senior political science major, ex
plained that she didn't register to vote before the last

presidential election.

"I wasn't registered and I was disappointed and I blew
H. I want to vote in the town election, and now Im ready."
she said.

Registration organizer Sue Cottle said that because
students are here for four years, they should register to
vote.

"Amherst is as much the student's town an anyone else's,

ksues vital to life in Amherst are resolved m tow n politics

and we need to be a part of that process."

Photo hj Mikt Wallace

Deke Kohler, a senior HRTA student, displays

his skills with the hacky sack in Southwest Satur-

day afternoon. •

CoHegiaa Hm>o ^ !>•*• l)Mber

Yesterday's mild weather prompted many students to pause on the steps of the Student Union
to read the most popular paper on campus.

BOG election results out after delay
By MARK J. WELCH

CoUacMaSufl

Final election results for Campus Center Board oi

Governors (BOG> and Residential Committee were
released yesterday by Mindy Ordway. elections official and
chair of the Governmental Affairs Committee of the
Undergraduate Student Senate.
The results were delayed because most of the candidates

ran as "write ins". Ordway said, which required a longer
time to count the votes.

Elected to the BOG's ten "at large" positions were:
Roberto Abele. Michael J. Akrep, Michael J. Brennan.
Peter P. Chmielinski. Stephen G. Davis. John Murphy,
and Harry W. "Bill" Prichetl. all of whom are commuters.
Mary A. Coughlin of Wheeler. Paul C. Cunningham of

Butterfield. and David A. Moses of John Adams.
Elected to the Greek area BOG post was Suzanne M.

Ferris. Andrew M. Porter of Grayson took the Orchard
Hill seat, David A. Shumsky of Brooks will occupy the
Central seat. Maria T. Cahillane of Cashin will represent
the Sylvan Residential Area. Ronald W. Homa. Jr. of
I/ewis will represent Northeast, and Waldo G. Vazquez of
Thoreau and Steve Miranda of Coolidge will represent
Southwest.

F'ive of the six Residential Committee seats were also
filk*d in the election. Janet M. Lannan of ButterHeld will

represent Central. David Zeller of Hamhn will represent
Northeast, John F. Kennedy of Cashin will represent
Sylvan, and William U. Collins and Howard L. Breslau will

repreM'nl Southwest.

The Orchard Hill seat on the Residential Committee was
not filled in the election.

Duffey to represent UMass at NYU
By RICHARD NANGLE

CalitffMa SUff

Chancellor Joseph Duffey will represent the University

of Ma.ssachusetts in a sp«»ech before the Subcommittee on
Graduate Education of the National Commission on
Student Financial Assistance today in New York City.

Duffey's prepared remarks were released to the
Otllegian yesterday.

In the speech, which will be delivered at the lAieb

Student Center at New York University. Duffey will

criticize the decrea.se in emphasis on the arts, humanities
and social sciences in graduate education.

Citing three common fallacies often a.ssociated with

graduate education. Duffey will assert the need to reverse

the policies which have b»een largely orchestrated by the
Reagan administration.

Duffey refutes the beliefs that graduate education in the

humanities is merely an enterprise in "teaching teachers",

humanities are only of marginal importance in today's

sticiety. and that the quantity of graduate students in the
humanities is more important than the quality of the
students.

Due to the decrea.se in graduate student Kuppori. ac-

cording to the text of Duffey's speech, many gifted
students in the arts "turn away from their natural talents."

While endorsing the monies appropriated for math and
sciences Duffey asks for an increase in other areas.

According to the prepared text Duffey will tell the
commission that "...we as a nation must maintain a balance
between science and mathematk-s on the one hand and
humanities, the arts and social sciences on the other.
Computer literacy does not do the country any good if

people are illiterate in the traditional sense."
Duffey will citi- a Reagan budget retjuest whi«'h includes

"a Presidential Initiative for young investigators." which is

open to "scientists in all disciplines except the social and
behavioral sciences."

Because of these decreases, according to the text,

enrollment in the humanities in graduate school has
declined 17 percent since 1976.

UMass students will help participa

$5 million mall renovation project
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

< oUffian Slafr

Students at the University of Massachusetts will help
plan part of the $5 millkin facelift of the Mountain Farms
Mall in Hadley by its new director. Charles Shutter.
The mall, renamed Manufacturers' Hyper Marche

(pronounced "mar shay." Uterally meaning Super Market)
will feature stores that sell items directly from the
manufacturers to the pubhc.

This will result in significant savings for both the
customers and the businesses that lease space in the mall.

Shutter said.

Besides the retail stores, the interior of the mall will

include many service-style businesses hand picked by
Shutter such as a Haagen Dazs Ice Cream parlour, a dry
cleaners, and a post office.

Over the next two years Shutter expects to see con
struction projects at the mall add a drug store, a heahh
club, and the expansion of the current movie theater from
four screens to six. he said.

The exterior of the mall will receive a new design from a
plan put together by students and faculty at UMass. The
plan includes extensive landscaping, murals, a free tram,
that will transport shoppers between the mall and the
parking lot. and the repair of the niali's decaying parking
lot. according to Shutter.

^hulle^ does not just want a place to park a thousand
cars, he wants to build the best parking bt in the world.
Ellin Goetz. one of the graduate students involved in the
project said.

The cost of the exterior improvements to the mall has
been estimated at more than $1 million. Shutter said.

"Shutter ha.s a lot of wild and crazy ideas. But the ideas
came from group meetings, not just from Shutter." Mark
Jacobucci said.

Jaculiucci and Goetz are both candidates for masters
degrees in landscape architecture and regional planning at
UMass. The agreed that the project was a terrific ex
perience for them.
Why not ju.st hire a large Boston or New York planning

company to redesign the mall?

'"The kids are more alert." Shutter said. "They (the
students) are not stereotyped in their ideas. They came up
with a imaginative design. When you hire a big design
company, you find that all the malls they design look the
same."

The students are paid similarly to teaching assistants at

UMa.ss. The each receive $900 and a tuition fee waiver for

their work on the project.

The mall is scheduled for opening in May of this year.

However, the grand opening will not be held until Sep-
tember of 1984. The mall will employ 600 to 700 people
" • "1 it iscomoleled.
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Polish journalist comments on
nation'semployment inequities

By CRIS SCHUSTER
CollcfiM SUff

Although the socialist laws in Poland are equal for men
and women, the differences in their salaries and
professional promotions continue to discriminate against
women, said a Polish journalist during a lecture last night

at the University of Massachusetts.

Agnieszka Wroblewska, a former domestic affairs editor

for two PolLsh newspapers and member of the executive
committee of the Society of Polish Journalists, spoke to

more than 50 people about the current status of women in

Poland.

"Emancipation came to us in a revolutionary way. It was
given to the nation as a gift. Women moved from home to

work. The possibility of education on every level opened
new chances for women and they took advantage."
Wroblewska said.

"Women in Poland are very well educated. But the

average wages of women are 25 to 30 percent lower than
the average wages of men," she said.

However, Wroblewska said, the trend of women
working outside the home has shifted drastically and more
and more Polish women are choosing to remain at home
rather than work.

"Students are saying more often that they don't want to

work," she said. "There is now a period in Poland that

women are taking advantage of the fart that they don't

have to work. There is a growing tendency to take ad

vantage of the support of the government to have a child

and not work."

The problem of working parents in the United States

resemble those of the Pohsh ones, the problem of coping

with a job and child care simultaneously, she said.

"Childcare centers are scarce. Women have to choose

between raising a child or pursumg a career," she said.

Poland and Sweden are the only countries in the world

where fathers are allowed work leave to take care of

children. Wroblewska said. However, in terms of waees, if
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Agnieszka Wroblewska during her lecture
last night.

is more expensive for a father to stay home to take care of

the children than for the mother, she said.

Although the original intention of the Polish government
was to improve Poland with socialist policies, it has not

succeeded, she said.

"Exclusive apartments were given to workers who had
never experienced running water, but they were merely
symbols. The lines waiting for houses were growing.

Disillusionment is growing. Three and a half million

families are waiting for housing," she said.

New assistant town manager named,

veteran of college town government
By NANCY (;ONTER

( allvriaii staff

Town Manager Barry L. Del Castilho yesterday an

nounced the appomtment of Michael D. I^etcher as

assistant town manager.

lietcher. 29, had been the a.ssistant town manager of

Chark>ttesville. Virginia, since 1978. Charlottesville is a

city of 40.000 and home of the I'niversity of Virginia.

I^tcher's experiences and responsibihties in Chark>t

tesville will have direct applic,i(ion in Amherst. Del

Castilho said.

I.*trher is currently responsible for managing

Charkjttesville's cable television franchise, and ha.s

established an agreement with the University of Virginia

for interns in city departments.

lietcher was selected from a field of eleven candidates.

He will begin work in Amherst (Mi May 2 at a salary of

$25,230.

Because of Del Castilho's new municipal reorganization

plan, the responsibilities of the assistant have been

altered. The assistant will no longer assume the position of

acting town manager in Del Castilho's absence. The
rearrangement will not be a demotion for the assistant. Del

Castilho said.

Some of the assistant's responsibilities will be the ad

ministration of town personnel, and the coordination of the

human ser\'ice operating budget and capital program.

The assistant's position was vacated by Christine Hart

who left the job on December 22. 1982.

c^ Spring Preview
Tank Tops 2.95 - 5.95

co«r SHOES ^IX' SAVE 30-40%

Bamboo Blinds Save 20%

^Winter Clearance

^J^ Save up to 40%
I ^^ Blouses - Skirts - Dresses

100% cotton

Turtlenecks - 6.95

Open Daily 10 am 5:30

iMEI^ANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

MARCH
SPECIAL

St. Paali Girl

& O'Keefe Bottles

2 for 1
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights
4-6 pm 10-midnight
Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

Ht 253-5141

EXPLORE NEW
DIMENSIONS...
Talk To Drap>er
Draper — the wond-renowned research center, located
in the Technology Square complex in Cambridge.
Massachusetts, handles a volume of more thar 1 15
million dollars each year and employs over 1700 people
throughout the Laboratory

As leaders m the industry, we're breaking new ground in

Guidance. Navigation and Control. Fault Tolerant Com-
puting, Precision Pointing and Tracking, Advanced
Spacecraft. Industrial Automation and Undersea Vehicle
Systems Design And. Ijecause Draper is m the forefront
of high technology — we offer hands-on experience in a
working laboratory environment

We do fascinating and rewarding work, attracting some
of the nations most imaginative inventive people If

you re one of them, graduating with a BS/MS/PhD in

Electrical Engineering or Computer Science, or an
MS/PhD in Mechanical Engineering, arrange for a
Draper interview

We will be at
University of Massachusetts

on Aprils, 1983

See your Placement Office to arrange for an orvcampus
inten^iew. or send your resume to: Dr. Daniel E.
Gladkowski. Depi C, The Charles Stark Draper

Laboratory, Inc.. 555 Technology Square. Cambridge,
MA 02139.

1^ The Charles Stark

J^ Draper Laboratory; bK.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
SGA election

anything new?

I
didn't vote for you, Tom Ahern and Charlene

Allen.

If my former roommate — a true blue SCERAite —
was still in town, he probably would have convinced me to.

But he's left for Cape Cod, and I have a friend who was
fxart of an opposing candidacy, so my vote went
somewhere else.

But you won without my vote, and what I want to
know is what you're going to do now.
You made some nice campaign promises — I particularly

like the one about a bottle and can redemption center —
but let's look at history.

Promises are not always kept.

I was only a sophomore, and had yet to be initiated to

the world of student politics, when Larry Kocot and Kevin
Mangan ran for the same office that you are about to take
charge of.

I don't remember much about their campaign. But I do
remember Kevin Mangan coming to a d<jrm meeting and
promising the 100 or so students gathered there that "co-

ed bathr(M>ms are here to stay."

Now Kevin Mangan may have gotten himself on the Phil

Donohue show by leading the bathroom rally, but per
tonally, I think that's about all that the rally accomplished.

Scott Hersey
The rally attracted a whole lot of negative publicity for

UMass — something which we get more than enough of
anyway — and succeeded only in getting the administra-
tion to agree to a number of insignificant demands which
they never said they wouldn't agree to in the first place.

I rememt)er a lot more about Jim Mur|)hy. 1 rememljer
being really impressed with the fresh and different ideas

that he offered. These were ideas that were different from
anything that the other three teams were talking about.

I remem^ier being really impressed with the idea of

students buying a b(»nd on the Campus Center I also liked

the ideas of making the student senate .smaller,

establishing a police misconduct review hoard and work-
ing for rent control.

I even voted for Jim Murphy because I liked his ideas.

But one year later I realize that they were just ideas —
und not very realistic ones at that The idea of buying a
bond was kicked around for a while but eventually drop-

ped, the senate has ref»eat««dly shot df)wn any att*'mpts at

reorganization and I've never heard a thing since the elec-

tion about a review lK)ard.

I don't fault the ideas and I really don't know about the
efforts.

What I do fault is pr<»mising things that can't be
(fclivered.

From reading the Collegtan, I understand that you have
prc)mised to oj»en a l>ottle and can redemption center and
to work for rent control.

They're both great ideas — I'm sure that a great numU'r
of the 2,371 students who voted for you are l>eer drinkers

who have no where to put their bottles.

But can you do it?

How would a redemption center be financed? Who
would work there? Who would run it?

As far as rent control goes, that's something that people

have been promising fftr as long as I can remember. But
there is a powerful landlord lobby in town and until you
can get students to mobilize and vote, it will never happen.

So Tom and Charlene, I'm waiting to see if you can be

different. Some people say that you could be.

I didn't vote for you Tom and Charlene. Why don't you
make me wish I did?

Smtt Hersey w a Collegian staff memher
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iK^T SHOULD MOLD IbM Rl^ A Bit.'
'

Spring break vacations for losers
It's

that time of the year again when thousands
of students from UMass and other colleges in the

northern tundra pack their bags, shelve their b(K)ks

and go south.

Therefore one would expect a tribute to these hearty
vacationers t^) appear on the editorial page. Well...not

fn)m me. Spring Break vacationers? I hate their fish

eating gut&.

Some of us can't afford to drive, much less fly. down to

to Florida. Bermuda and the like for a week of drinking
beer, soaking in the sun and blowing chow. For myself,

not only can't I afford this luxury, I don't even want it.

It is to laugh. Most of the AC/IX3 types who make the

annual trip refM)rtedly po to "chas«' broafls" Invariably

Rich Nangle

they do their chasing in Ft. Lauderdale where the ratio of

men to women during spring break weeks is roughly .'M.

This projjably results in much frustration and accounts for

the (irunkeness.

F\>r many students the end of this wtfk will effe<-tiu*i^

be the end of the aca<lemic semester. After the party

animal vacationers return from their excursions with their

preppie tans and inflated egos the party tends to extend
itsf If through finals week. In April and May more fKMiple

can be found sitting by the Campus Pond listening to

"Crank it up" WAAF trashnKk than studying in the

library.

But this column isn't merely on attack on those who
waste their lives listening to southern rock and drinking

southern Ihht (if it's bought below the Mason-Dixon line it

is southern). This column is dedicate*! to those who go
home for a week in March and subj<H't thems<>lves to bit-

ching f>arents. rec^kless little sisters and cats that piss all

over the place. In this way students prepare themselves

for homelife in the summer and dormlife doesn't seem that

had afterall.

Then" are numerous things to do during a poverty in-

spired spring break. Golfers can drag their well reste<^

clubs to the muddy links and attempt to make some sense
out of a game that is sorely lacking in that aspect. Maybe
this year I will find out if orange golf Iwills can be more
e;isily seen in mud puddles

Baseball fanatics can catch up on all the annual spring

magazines that fl(K»d the market at this time of year. The
questions abound. Can Yaz hit .,'i(K) and lea<l the Re<i Sox
to the World Series in his final campaign? Will Dick
Williams turn the F'adres into consistent winners as he did

with the Re<l Sox. Athletics and Expos? Will Billy Martin
make the Yankee's a force to Ik* reckt»ne<i with again?

Do you think Florida types worry aliout the baseball

season? I>i they catch an exhibition game during their

trip? Wrong.
And now there is the USFL. Spring break presents an

excellent chance to see tht> Boston Bn-aktrs in a»'ti«»n (>n«>

can also ponder how a professional sin»rt.s tvam can expect
to be prr»fitable when it plays at B<»ston I'niversity's

Nickerson Field

If sp«trt is not your bag. there may be some yardwork to

be done at home. Try raking those leaves fn)m last ^all.

Then, of c(»urse. there is the music s«'ene. This spring

hreak offers some first class live a<'ts. Try H;ill & Oates at

the Centrum. L<ni Miami and the Knzmetix are having
record release parties in Pptvidence and Boston. Iggy Pop
is invading the Boston area again. And to tof) it off,

Johnny (Rotten) Lydon and Public Imajre Limitinl are
making a rare Boston appearance.

I>et's not forget employment. I'ndergrads can l<Mik f(>r

summer jobs while they are home and seniors can l<K)k f«)r

the real thing (Ouch)

The most imf»ortant thing tu rememlter ;Ut«»ut spring

break is to take what you have and make the Itest of it.

Don't be jealous of the pseudos and fM>sers who choose to
spend a week in the sun.

The next time some fHH>ple tell you that they an* going
south this weekend give them a message from me.

Tell them to "DIE."
It will make you feel l)etler. 1 guarantee it.

fitrh Nnnqlr is n Collegian mlumntst

Letters-—-————^—
Comic strips' humor harmless

To the Editor:

Apparently, some people feel threatened by the humor
of a few of the CoUeg^nn comic strips. Threatened surely

by the whopping political and social impact of a few

doodlings stuffed in the school paper, with the mere in-

tentions of rousing a chuckle. Granted, a few of the strips

may have been a bit bawdy, even tasteless at times but to

take them seriously is a genuine mistake.

F^irst of all, if one does have the notion that they are

crude or offensive, who says they have to read them?

Also, to think that the strips are offering a social com-

mentary is absurd and would be insulting to the mentali-

ty of readers.

If a person (or a group) doesn't like being the focal

point of innocently satirical humor, he or she is admitting

that they cannot laugh at themselves.

The thought of discontinuing the comics altogether

would be a blaring absurdity. Moreover, it would be sad

to discover that so many hvpersensitive personalities ex-

ist at our school. If this is, in fact the case, then maybe we
should change our name to Bleeding Heart U. — better

still, let's not.

Chris Bacich
Sunderland

Anonymous quotes questioned

To the Editor:

As one of the people who was present at the People's

Gay Alliance dance on Saturday night, and as a witness

to the unfortunate incident referred to in yesterday's
('nlleffinn (the heart attack suffered by an unidentified
man), I would like to comment on the Cnlleginv's repor
ting of the "facts" of the event. According to an
"anonymous witness. " the "crowd was unreal ...they

wouldn't let help through." Not only is this inflam-
matory, sensationalistic journalism, it is also blatantly
false. I can attest to the fact that the P(iA security peo-
ple cleared out the 425 people present as quickly as p<issi-

ble. The "crowd" was cooperative and quiet despite the
fact that many of the people did not know what was hap-
pening, and despite the fact that the police were giving
contradictory orders about the use of the stairs and the
elevators. I consider it to be irresponsible reporting for
the ColUgian to use such quotes from an unidentified
source without checking on their accuracy. I also con-
sider it to be in poor taste to report what song was play-
ing when the man suffered the heart attack.

Commendation should be given to the two CPR in-

structors present who kept up their efforts at resuscita-
tion until the arrival of the ambulance. Their prompt ac-
tions, as well as the efforts of the PGA security people to
clear the area, are what the Collegian should emphasize
in their reporting instead of focusing on sensationalistic,

anonymous "quotes."

Beverly Davjg
Northampton

(Editor's Note — The quotes contained within the story
about the crowd were substantiated by two eyewitnesses.
It should aUto be noted that officials of the People 's Gay
Alliance refused comment when contacted by the

reporter.} -
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Man identified from dance death;

police report potpourri of other sn
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

University of Massachusetts police yesterday identified
a 44 year old man who died early Saturday morning at a
People's Gay Alliance dance as David E. Mitchell of Center
Street, E^sthampton. Mitchell had collapsed while dancing
and was dead on arrival at Cooley Dickinson Hospital.
Northampton.

In other police business, a 20 year old Sudbury resident

was arrested by police Friday at 11:19 a.m. at the

University Apts. playground. He was charged with open
aiH PToss lasciviousness and lewd behavior.

An AM/FM stereo cassette player valued at $225 and a
graphic equalizer valued at $90 were reported stolen form
a car parked between level four and five of the Campus
Center Garage. Friday night. The driver's side door was
found unlocked, with no sign of forced entry, police said.

Extensive damage was done to the dash and rear deck area
of the car. they said.

An 18 year old student from Baker dormitory was
arrested Friday night in the Campus Center for possession

of an altered license and procurement of alcoholic

beverages by false representation. The Concord resident

was reported passed out in the Hatch after having used the

altered license to gain entrance to the Blue Wall.

A 19-year-old woman was arrested Saturday night at

Infirmary Way and charged with driving while intoxicated

with no driver's license in her possession. She was also

given a citation for driving the wrong way on a one way
street.

A Pembroke resident, observed by police driving over

an embankment near Lot 25 and failing to stop for a

flashing red light at Massachusetts Ave. and University

Drive, was arrested after midnight Sunday. The 22-year-

old man was charged with driving while intoxicated,

failure to stop for a flashing red light and cited for not

having a proper inspection sticker for his vehicle.

An 18 year old man, who police said was causing a

disturbance on the third and fourth floors of Gorman
dormitory by discharging fire extinguishers and kicking

over trash barrels, was arrested Saturday and charged
with disorderly conduct, being a minor in possession of

alcohol and assault and battery on a police officer. The
man. not listed as a UMass student, was grabbed by a
police officer whom he hit in the chest. Police said the
suspect was not alone in the disturbance, but they made no
other arrests.

ifMcLaughlin
Continued from p. 1

locker," he said.

Substantial talk of the coach's resignation started to

surface as early as last week but the players may have

known sooner.

"I don't think they knew," McLaughlin said. "But they

know me well enough to know something was up in the

last week."
"I hope they stay here," McLaughlin said about players

who might transfer. "It's a great university and that's

why I brought them here."

As far as Mclnerney is concerned, McLaughlin said he

had a business relationship with him and there were no

problems.

Looking to the future, acting Head Coach Ronald

Gerlufsen may take over as head coach but not before a

nation-wide search is conducted by the University.

No matter who becomes coach, it's all the same to

McLaughlin. It's college basketball. It's athletics and it's

UMass.
"I'd go watch," he said about future UMass games.

"Why not, it's college basketball? Hell, I might even join

the "40-minute gang. When you resign, you gotta resign

with dignity."

(Jim Floyd also contributed to this article.)

Newslines . . .

Engineering East holds

film festival tonight

The Amherst Railway Society will spon.sor a film

festival at 8 p.m. tonight in the Engineering Ea.st building

auditorium. Two of the films in the film package include
"Operation Reading. " and "Rails Across the Summit."

Recent visitor will report

conditions in Central America
An "Eyewitness Rep«)rt fn»m Central America" will be

given at 7:30 tnmorr»>w night in Campus Center Room
174- 176.

Beverly TruemaJi, a L'Mass graduate and represen-
tative of the Unitarian Universalist Committee will be the
speaker. She has recently returned from Nicaragua and El
Salvador where she observed the effects that revolution

and U.S. aid have had in the region.

Dialogue Series continues with

'Literary Grcumstances'
"Literary Circumstances of the Humanities" is the topic

of the fifth event in the Dialogue Series at the University

of Massachusetts. Chancellor Joseph Duffey and Pro-

fessor Jules Chametzky of the English Department at

UMass are the speakers.

The Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities in-

vites the public to attend this free event which will be held

at 8 p.m. tomorrow in SBA 120.

^ALLEGE 3TUDENT?
UNEMPLOYED?

WINN FREE TRIP!! WIN!!
One week all expense paid trip to

the Caribbean. Cruise on a private

yacht!

PLUS PLUS
Learn the easiest way in the world
to make money, right where you
are, fast! Send $2.00 (cost of
printing and mailing) for full infor-

mation. M B Company Box 486
Jte Walsh. CO 81090.

I
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Summer
UPWARD DOUND/

UMASS AMHERST
Positions Available:

Instructors

(for College Preparatory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House
Deadline: March 18, 1983

Si

* Located on Special Sale

Tables in the Trade Book Dept.

PAPERBACK

Life in the Global Village -

World Development Issues"
Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Sponsored by Th« Ch«r>c«lk)f t Offic«, Th« Canter fof lntefn«tion»l Education, The Centw fof International

. ^ .. ._ .» Aflficultural Studiea and the Peace Corpa.
Tuesday. March 16

9:00 1200
Films on International Development, Room 803
WORKSHOPS
9:00 10 00 "Language and CuHura", Room 802
Josephine M Ryan, Education

10:00 11:00 "Forestry in Central America'
Gary Burniske, Forestry

Room 805-09

original

price

I

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

11:00 12:00 "Rural Agricultural Development" Room 811 B
Valerie Mailler, Plant and Soil Sciences and Tom Mahoney. Plant arnl Soil Sciences

11:00 12:00 "Education in India", Room 802
Rema Pai, Future Studies

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
1:30 3:00 "Women in Development", Room 805-08
Pana Putnam, Center for International Education
Nancy Herman, Anthropology, Carol Wzorek, Peace Corps, Pat McGuire, Center for Interna
tional Education, Moderator
3:30 5:00 "Food and Agriculture", Room 804 08
John Foster, Food and Resource Economics: Nola Reinhardt, Economics, Smith College:
Mary Pritchard, OXFAM; Gilben Mottia, Center for International Agricultural Studies
Moderator
Wednesday, March 16
9:00 12 00 Films on International Development, Room 803
WORKSHOPS
9:00 10:00 "Changing Peoples Eating Habits", Room 802
Dahlia Aspillera, Food Science

10 00 11:00 "International Careers", Room 805 09 '

Sterling Lamet, International Programs Office, UMass

11:00 12:00 "Cooperatives as a Development Tool" Room 811 B
Doudou Jome, C I.E.; Barbara Howald, CLE.
PANEL OlSCUbSlUNb
130 3:30 "The Role of the U.S. in World Development",

Room 804 08
Randall Stokes, Sociology; E. Jefferson Murphy, 5 College Coordin.; Ralph Faulkingham.An
thropology

*

There will be an exhibit of photographs by Stan Sherer which pertain to conference topics on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, 8th floor lounqe

U^yi ^»> 1^^ . ^^ ii^». . i

Arts
Images in wire

and watercolor
TOM MANlARAin AND DONNA EOTABROOKS
Student Union Art Gallery

March 12-26

By FRED STEINWAY
( ollccian ( orrrtpondent

The Student Union Art Gallery opened a new show last

Saturday that featured wire sculpture by Tom Mangiaratti

and drawings by Donna Estabrooks.

Mangiaratti has constructed a well appointed roomful of

objects made entirely of heavy wire. These include a sofa,

grandfather clock, mantel, bureau and piano. All the

objects are life sized, and the clocks in the art gallery

"living room" are synchronized at 8 o'clock.

These works create an unusual sense of substance and
invisibility. They are so real that a baby present at the

opening tried to climb into the wire replica of a stuffed

chair.

Mangiaratti. who has also exhibited at Zone Gallery in

Springfield, was present wearing a necktie made out of

wire.

The artist sharing the show. Donna Estabrooks,

displayed works showing exciting artistic development

over the last few years. Black-and white lithographs titled

"Weatherman" and "The Beast" contain motifs of a

valentine heart and the windowed outline of a building or

home. The canvas "Sum of Them" shows a row of male

Figures — black suit, tie and dark hat with sunglasses —
depicted as so many paper doll cutouts. Estabrooks also

shows a preference for a rounded square shape that often

appears in the form of windows, or numbered titles in a
piece caUed "LOBO YES."
These images recur in Estabrooks' more recent works in

pastel. The house and heart recur m "Cleverly Disguised."

A spontaneous and humorous element appears in these
recent works. "Meme pas" is a drawing of a ringbinder

Salvatore Macchia, string: bass, accompanied

by Robert Stern, piano, will perform a variety of

twentieth-century compositions written

original for the bass, at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday,

March 17. at Bezanson Recital Hall.

Macchia is a g^raduate of Hartt College of

Music and Yale University. He has been a pro-

fessor of music at the University of

Massachusetts since 1978.

Stern, also a professor of music at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, was recently chosen by

the American Society of Composers, Authors

and Publishers to receive its 1982-83 award.

The concert, which is a part of the faculty

recital series, is free of charge.

"Tension** is one of Donna Estabrooks* pastels currently on display in the Student Union Ctallery.

page with "DEAR" blocked out in blue and the name
"Michael" scrawled out below, followed by a buzz of

writing and a large arrow pointing to the other side.

"Tension." painted after a visit to Manhattan, shows two
cats facing off over a stack of bananas.

EstabriM>ks' work shows an increa-sing interest in love.

The faceless figures b«H'ome "Bride and linxim in •)ne

pastel. All the recent pastels show increa.sed spontaneity

of stroke and harmony of color and shap<> composition.

Passional*' reds and purple are combined comfortably with

MKrthing blue greens.

The show will be open to the public until March 26.

Off the Wall ison the level
MOSTLY OFF THE WALL WORKS
Various Artists

Hamden Gallery

March 8-17

By NELLIE SCIULLO
I ollripaa ( orrrapoMlriil

Mostly Off the Wail Works is an exhibit in Hampden
Gallery (.Southwest Residential Area) that is on di.splay

from March eighth through the seventeenth. The works
are those of TMass Art Department graduate .students and
technicians. Not only is this exhibit one which shows
talent, but the \ariety of art catcht^ your interest as you
walk in thedcH»r.

Precariously hung above the entrance of the gallery Ls

(ieorge Petersons "Never Give Guns to Fish." Make of it

what you will, it certainly captures one's attention. An
extended fishing pole dangles the figure of a gun at eye

level. Is it possible that each person who enters the door is

the "fish" that Peterson's title describes?

In this exhibit, there is an immense range of abstract

art. sculptures, and cloth creations, ("olleen Lucas'

"Homage to Anonymous Women" is a satin and lace

tapestry that says "feminine." Cotton and embroidery are

coupled with the satin and lace. The diversity of texture

.seems lo brin^ a personality to the lapestr>

.

There are several abstract paintings in the gallery.

Some are done in black and white, while others con

centrate on colors that activate the surface. "Changing Self

Series. Number 14" By Jane Bergenn is in between in its

color pattern. She uses black and white with green. There

are three distinct figures m the painting. One seems to be

falling, another dancing, and one in the center has a

defin<Hl face and an upraised arm. This painting is like s

three dimensional reflection.

Steve Finley's "Advent of Technology" is a sculpture

thai mimics man's inventions. A sign tm the ground that

reads "Step Lively!!!" is wired to the wtjod sculpture of a

bird. Stepping on the sign causes the wings of the bird to

m«»ve. Felice Ciavanos "Venus" is another moving

sculpture. A reproduction of the goddess Venus stands on

a podium. Of course, the arms are non existent past the

shoulders. But in this ca-M-. there are about 10 arms en

circling the statue. The arms seem l<» be growing from the

podium - each in a different pose and each in motion.

Obviously this annual spring exhibition of I'Mass art

could hardly bore anyone. The talent is impressive and the

ideas are amusing. The hours of Hampden Gallery srs

Monday Friday 4 8 p.m.. and Sunday 2 5.

Photo hv Drew 0|n«r

JB Hutto, master of the slide guitar, wowed a packed Blue Wall last Saturday night.
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GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip—any size group—call or visit us
for a price quotation No obligation— it will be our

pleasure to quote you our
economical rates.

^\/!i«^
CHARTER SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel, Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches flestroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For
Information. Call 781-3320

Tranwtl Ibna. Bus Lirit^ Inc
99 Aftiold Street Springfield. MA

General Office A Charter Service: 783-021

1

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

Hp

yipercui
"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of
Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian.

Events are listed on the day
they will take place and are
listed only once. An-
nouncements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"
forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by
3:45 p.m. Friday before the
event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written
in the same style a'. hey ap-

pear in the paper.

A
umass x^rts council

Excellence, scope and

cultural diversity"

The Arts Council is now
accepting proposals for

DLOCK GRANTS
for more information call us at

545-0202.

.-JM.^.eadHne^is Ap/;il_8^,£PM
••I———>*

New for Spring

V-Neck and Boat Neck
pastel sweat shirts

A
, . — . 10.95

\ir-**'ss*cMusttts\

Assorted

Spring

Colors

Many other

New Spring Styles

available

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 1 1 -4

Located in the Campus Centei

'i^ UNIVERSITY
;A^STORE*

PRE MED CLUB
MEETING - New
Members Welcome. 7 p.m.,

Duke's Room, Student
Union Building.

S.A.F.A. - STUDENTS
ADVOCATING FINAN-
CIAL ASSISTANCE -
Group Meeting — The
review of the trip and com-
ing semester projects. 7

p.m., Mach W-23.

COLLOQUIUM ON
JEWISH IDENTITY -
This colloq will meet on a
weekly basis to discuss the

relevance and continuity of

Jewish tradition. 1 credit is

available. Contact the colloq

office in JA lobby for fur-

ther info. 7 to 9 p.m.,

Mackimmie House Main
Lounge.

AL ANON - Having a
problem with someone
else's drinking — come to a
meeting at the Campus
Center, check schedule for

room. 7 p.m.

TRY WOMEN'S
WATER POLO -
Organization of a women's
water polo team. Practices

this Spiing for game skills

and strategies. Strong
swimming skills required.

Coached by Russ Yarworth.
4 to 6 p.m., Boyden Pool.

P.G.A. Meeting -
People's Gay Alliance
meeting. All are welcome. 6

p.m., Campus Center room
911.

COMMITTEE FOR
EQUAL RIGHTS AND
REPRODUCTIVE
FREEDOM GENERAL
MEETING - Join us to

brainstorm for a new skit.

We will also be doing
roleplays about reproduc-

tive rights — Everyone is

welcome — Bring a friend.

6:30 p.m., 803 Campus
Center.

THE BICYCLE CLUB
— Bicycle Club meeting.

Mandatory for Virginia

Tour — pre-trip meeting.

Discuss upcoming race. 7:30

p.m., C.C. Room 81 IB.

STUDENT MEETING -
UPC General Meeting. New
Members Welcome. 6:30

p.m., 165 Campus Center.

MASS PIB WOMEN'S
BIBLE STUDY - All

women are invited to come
and study with us in an in-

formal setting the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ as

described in the Bible. 8
p.m., Campus Center Room
902.

LIFE IN THE GLOBAL
VILLAGE - Conference
on world development
issues; films, workshops,

panel discussions: Women
in Development, Food and
Agriculture, Role of the US
in Development. 9 a.m. - 5

p.m., 8th floor, Campus
Center.

BUMP AND JUMP
TOURNAMENT - Win a

free trip to Daytona Beach
this Spring breaik. Enter the

"Bump and Jump" Tourna-
ment. LAST DAY. Touma
ment Hours are from
12-3:30 p.m. Located in

front of Hatch. Spon.s(»red

by Undergraduate Business

Club.

This Passover, come to
OUR housE foR rkE SecIers!

MoN. MARch 28 ANCI/OR

Tucs. MARch 29
7:70 p.m.
Call 2S3 9040 for reservations by
Mor). afternoon March 28th

Chabad House
30 N Hadley Rd
Across from Whitmore UMass

• Traditional Home Cooked Passover Mea
$800 Sedar both for $15 00

Esn

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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After the Fall By R. Miller
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret larrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Poker bid

6 Move like a
hummingbird

10 Hill or Spade
13 Mideast religion

14 Item In a tool shed
15 Cadet
17 Plays the stock

market
19 Hibernia

20 Letter

21 Kind of duck?
22 Lineman
24 Kind of tiger

25 Ranch animal

26 Double quartet

29 Small amount
31 More precious

33 Seductive

37 Qambling
considerations

38 To love, In France

40 Fad news org

41 Expressions of

esteem
43 Tea type

45 When days are

done
46 Mother of Perseus
47 Soft-shoe

50 Woodland deity

53 Grieg's dancer
55 Winged figure

56 St Anthonys
cross

59 Small monkey
60 Looking back
63 Hgt
64 Proceedings
65 Mysterious

66 Before, poetically

67 Shoal marker

68 Muslin

measurements

DOWN
1 Ascend
2 Adders
3 Parts of France
4 Squid's pouch
5 Rival

6 Kind of house
7 Procrastlnator's

word
8 White House
name

9 Tryout

10 Lavish TV show
11 Similar

12 Oberon of films

16 Hops product

18 Luxury's local*

23 Wine city

24 Vista

26 Repute
27 Relinquish

28 Tykes
29 Suffix for sal

30 Other, on the Ebro

32 Derby

33 Column measures
34 'The frost

the punkin"

35 Historic caravel

36 Plum
39

"

a Cinch'

42 Always
44 Epic of unknown

origin

47 Tryst

48 Infirm

49 Saltpeter

50 Bout
51 Panoply

52 Plus

54 Nomad
56 Amer Samoa, a.o.

57 Ill-humored

56 Salt Lake team
61 French com of old

62 Coal size

1 t ) 4 t
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WEATHER

M(»slly iloudy today.

Hi^hs in the 40s. Cloudy

tonijjht. lows fn)m the up-

per 2<>s to the upper 30s.

Cloudy east, sunny west

tomorrow. Hi^jhs 40 to .SO.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich
KfTfrs Fof) Yung/lXjc Sau«e

Soy Sauce

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/

Supreme Sauce
Cranl>erry Sauce

Meatballs Hawaiian
Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASK S LI Nt H
Humus VejfeUihle P<H'ket

Sandwich

Kkp? K(k) Yung/I >uc Sauce

Sov Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Spinach Casserole

Chicken CuUet/

Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Be
A

Star
•

Become a star reporter for the Collegian.

One of New England's largest daily col-

lege newspapers! We need people to

write news and women's affairs. Great

experience for any students interested in

journalism or communications. Come by

the Collegian anytime and ask for an

editor. It's easy and it's fun. Everyone's

welcome.

The Collepian

113 Campus Center
545-3500
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The Resurrection Hoax or History?

said: "Taking all the evidence

together, it is not too much to

say that there is no historic inci-

dent better or more variously

supported than the resurrection

of Christ. Nothing but the

antecedent assumption that it

might be false could have sug-

gested the idea of deficiency in

the proof of it."

Dr Paul L. Maier, professor of

ancient history at Western
Michigan University, concludes

that: "If all the evidence is weigh

ed carefully and fairly, it is

indeed justifiable, according to

the canons of historical research,

to conclude that the tomb in

which Jesus was buned was ac-

tually empty on the morning of

the first Easter. And no shred of

evidence has been discovered

in literary source, epigraphy or ar-

cheaology that would disprove

this statement."

Evidence for the
Resurrection

Professor Thomas Arnold, for

14 years the headmaster of

Rugby, author of a famous three

volume History of Rome and ap

pointed to the chair of Modern
History at Oxford, was well ac-

quainted with the value of

evidence in determining historical

facts.

This great scholar said, "I have

been used for many years to

study the histories of other times,

and to examine and weigh the

evidence of those who have writ-

ten about them, and I know of no
one fact in the historyof mankind
which is proved by better and

fuller evidence of every sort, to

the understanding of a fair in-

quirer, than the great sign which

God hath given us that Christ

died and rose agin from the

dead."

Brooke Foss Westcott
(1825 1901), an English scholar.

For more information come to:

SBA 109 at 6:30 pm WED. March 16

skeptics welcome!

Campus C'usade for Christ

TOMORROW
All InterestecI StucIents!!

(SenIors, JunIors,

SophoivioRES, FIrst Year)

You ARE CORdiAlly iNviTEcJ TO

ATTENd AluMNl/AluMNAE

Career NiqIiT.

CRAduATES oF Four UNivERsiry

dEpARTMENTS will SpEAk ANd
]

ANSWER QUESTIONS AboUT tNeIR

CAREERS ANd YOURS.
WHEN:

WfdNEsdAy, MARch 16, 1987

WHERE:
Campus Center, Room 167

SPONSORS:
The AluMNi Association

|

Ths llNivERsiTy PIacement Service

TliE ColUqE of Food ANd NatuaI Resources

YOUR f*' *^v ^^'^',

->i^^'

§t atOPERATION 80NSHINC '83

DAVTONA BEACH. FLOIIIDA

.,v

^••1
.*''«r^

S?
Step into an cKlventure thts spring bre<<k

1 s, I, at Daytona Beach. Flonda |oin thousands

of other Chnsnan students from around

^ the country for an acnon packed week at

Operation Sonshine 83 You II enioy the

sun and the beach .:^-'.

But you'll also |o«n thousands erf other
'

'

students •M^o will have the exating prtvi

lege erf seeing hves changed This spnng

|osh McDo\*HI. NFL pros and other

dynamic speakers will help you make your

mark

Send in this coupon for a brochure and
registratHXi form

.•#r-v<1

SpontorMi b> Cjunput Cjuutttr fof Chrta

IntrtTuitonAl

TCSl Send me a brochure.

Address

City

su«e zr
MUl tor ^^"^ ^"^^ *^^ "' Kannady

Cynthia Mull«r 8 7 Emarton

546-7871 . bm^rzxoruil( )

Mm

J

'/.PRODUCTIONS

Come celebrate St. Patty's Day cause.

with

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
and the

ASBURY JUKES
SAINT

MARCH 17 ^""""J^^^
STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

8:00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

• TIX UNLIMITED

• UNION RECORDS
UNLIMITED

• FINE ARTS CENTER
• FOR THE RECORD

Save$25.
on Ilk isM C(»ileKe Rinpk.

j»r>' 'V

^'

DATF March 1<,15. 16

TMf 10-4 PM

Campus Center

.

.'
. ^o* s f^e time to thmk abou'
/ your college rmg Not just any

'ing a 14K Gold CoUege R" :^ t-om ArtCarved The karat gold
lewei'v that s designed and hand

crafted lor lasting value
And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold

CoMoge Ring IS more affordable than you
thiHK Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings aoo
save $25 This oflc is for a limited time
only so come m and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom optioris
"hat can let you have the rmg of your
choice the way you want it

So graduate in style Graduate to gold'

Masie'Ca'd o' V'sa Accepin:/IRKTIRVED
XaAss«.NGs,N( f^^upfivERSIT
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two day* prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATARI 800 COMPUTER

Atari 800 Computer 48 or 64k RAM
typewriter keyboard, new condition,
BASIC book, Pac-Man $499. 546-8638
Franklin ACE 1000 full Apple II com-
patability, 64k, 72 keys, disk drive and
nrwnitor $1399 546-8638

AUDIO
* Stereo Earphones Er Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

now!! Mitch 549 4379

AUTO FOR SALE

67 VW Conv inspected needs work $400 or

BO 323 5918 leave nr>essage

1970 - Ford Torino - 45,000 original miles

425 or best offer call 545-3500 before 5:00
- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

VW Super Beetle, 1972, excellent engine,

OK body, heat, AM/FM radio, good tires,

sun roof $800 Call Rob, 666-4817 8 9 AM or

6-9 PM. Keep trying!

68 Mustang goodcond AM Fm cassette

549-078J ask for Bill

1973 Chevy Wagon always starts sticker

$225 Mike 546-5302

BELLYQRAMSH

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

EMERQENY MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS

"Patient Evaluation and Reporting"
Thursday, March 17 1983 Cooley Dickinson

Hospital (McCallum BIdg.) Northampton
6:30 PM sharp submitted to OEMS for 3

CEU hours sponsored by the Five College

Chapter of MAEMT

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadiec Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256 0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS Dornw.
Semis. Greeks. CaN-N-Save Paul 54S.i4nc

FOR RENT

Cape Cod Summer Seasonal Rentals:

W. Yamrtouth & Dennis; 1, 2, 3, & 4

bedroom units. Rent direct from owners &
•eve. 617/528^00 or 771 2233.

FOR SALE

Tires 13" Michelin Radials pair for $40 or

BO 549-1346

For XK remote radar detector all packag-

ing etc. just recoTMl. by fact. $90.00

253^9678

Brand new Jensen 4H Coaxll $70.00 or

BO Deb 2S&OS72

KLH512 Speakers $100 00 each. Vector

Research VR2500 receiver $150 firm; one

year old Hugh 546-7113

Round trip ticket to Rorida open time

schedule $200 or BO Steve 549^74
Qenuine French rabbit fur coets all pric-

ed from $66 - $100 call 253 7462 Mike or

Jeff

5 piece bedroom set excellent condition
$250.00 call aftei 6 pm
Cheeno's Today in Campus Center
pants, shorts, jackets, sweater first quality

$JI0

Three tix for the Kinks 10/% floor seats
at Worcester Centrum BO 546-8842

Two New Haven Dead tickets Sat. night
April 23 to trade for two Friday April 22
tickets call Sue if interested 665-7194

FOUND
~

Pair of red winter gloves in SBA at the
end of Feb. Call 546-6311 to identify

HELP WANTED
~

Alaska Jobs summer/year round, earn
great money in this opportunity rich state,

ie, earn $10,000-$12,000 on three month
fishing t>oat. Send for 1983 Employer
Listing and information packet covering all

industries $5.00 Lental Reseach dept
AA2114 satisfaction guaranteed

— Seniors — Jobs are available nr>ass

market yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1-800-421 3217

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,
all occupations. For information call:

602-837-3401 ext 833

Earthfoods restaurant is hiring. We need
students to fill the following hours ONLY.
T 10-12 & 11-3, W 112 Th 10-1 & 11-5, F
2-5. Applications available at the Ear-

thfoods kitchen in the Student Union.
Deadline is 3/16 at 5 p.m. 3rd world
students, men Er wonr>en encouraged to ap

PJV;

HERPES
~

Persons with genital herpes needed for
study. Help improve health care. Private in-

terview. Confidentiality guaranteed. Call

Mary2S3-8461.

KELLIEI

S.T. Happy Birthday QorgeousI Finely

the big two o! Je t'aime, I love you I Let's

celebrate our life together . . .Always. Dean

LOST

BHocel gold frame gi***** in a goM
nyton wallet Diane 546^9493

Rugby Jacket lost at Pub 3-9 wallet in

pocket, if found call 545-3197 reward

Lost wstch Mon, March 7 r>esr MorriN

ladies Timex digital please call 546-4661

MOTORCYCLES

1981 Kawasaki KZG60 LTD saddle bags.

Bell heirT>et, chain and kx:k, cover, k>w
milage, good shape $2100/B0 546-7164

Gary

PERSONALS

KKchen help wanted work in exchange

for nf>eab for nrwre info call Paul 549-3582

Susan have a great t}irthdaylt Love, Laura

and SDT

SPRINGHELD CIVIC CENTER
Umited Capadty "Little Arena*'

April 13th-8:00pm
All seats reserved-'S.SO

On sale at Springfield Civic Center Box Office,

all Stop & Shop "Datatix" Outlets, Platterpus

Records — Northampton and Westfield. For the Record —
Amherst Record Town — Ingleside Mall and Music World — Enfield

Mastercard and Visa
phone-charge
(413)787-6600

Charge tickets or pay by check
TOLL-FREE

1-800-243-4842

TICKET SALES BEGIN WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16

Event co-ordinated by ©^OVATION ENTERTAINMENT

th!

To my dearest Hermi, Happy Anniver

saryl How would you Wke to celebrate

w/your favorite pillow? You buy the cham-
pagne and I'll guarantee love & service w/a
smile. I love you Honey! - MooMoo

Dance with the Mueeum DirektorsI

March 17, Newman center 9-11

Beth. Have the time of your life in Cal.

Now you've had your own personall I'll

miss you I I love you I Bryan

Laura, Happy 2l8t B-day, sweethearti I

love you and can't wait until your 22nd
(Europe, together) Ooh Poxy, I love you,

Keith

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertetions. Theses, Cases, Papers.
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0392. 584 7924

SEND A FRIEND
A GREEN CARNATION

REWARD

Silver 24" S-chain necklace lost on N.

Pleasant St. between Health Center & Ar-

nold House (across from GRC) or on bus on
Fri morning sentimental value call 665^4430

Send a friend or someone special

a green carnation for St. Patricks Day.

Names will he printed in the

Collegian for picic up. A table will

be on Campus Center Concourse

beginning TODAY till Wed before

Spring Break. Surprise someone

TO SUBLET

3 Bedroom Apt. to sublet w/possit>le fall

option 549 1377

Apt. in Squire Village $$95 mth + utilities

fall option call 666-2127

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apt, summer
sublet, fall option 253-5956

Two bedroom apt - Brandywine for sublet

for summer call 549 2773 after 6:00 PM

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

2 bedroom apt. townhouse in Squire

Village $265 mo inc. option on lease Phil or

Leah 665 7537

RIDE NEEDED
Ride needed to Wyoming after firMis

t)efore 6/6. Must know sooni Ann 256-6056

Ride needed to Philadelphia area on
3/16 or 3/17 call Rachel 546 8740

Ride wented to Framingham on Friday

3/18 at about 2:30ish call 549- 1511

Ride wanted to Rorida Spring Break
share expenses driving call Eric 256-8382

RIDERS WANTED
To Fort Lauderdale Spring Break I'll supp-
ly free ride if you supply free lodging
546^5259

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femele wented for summer rental in Yar-

mouth 3 minute walk to beach. For more in-

fo call Kathy or Gail 546 4133 or 546-4136

SERVICES

PAPER DUE? CANT WRITE? Tutor
-english composition and grammar
reasonable rates 69289
If you're tired of unexciting portraits.

have your custom made glamour photos
produced at THE STUDIO, honne of fir>e

photography. 664 Mam, Amherst.
253-6091. Yes. we do Dorrfolio work.

ST. PATRICKS DAY BENEFIT

Uvel The Museum DirektorsI Merch 17th.

9 pm - 1 am Newman Center

SUMMER JOBS
~

Country club in MiHis Mesa, now inter-

viewing for pool director and lifeguards.

Must be available 5/25/83 - 9/5/83
617376-2978

TRAVEL

UMass Ski Club goes north

Spring Break 83 March 20-25

Stowa. Ski club capital of the East.

Only $159 includes: transportation, hot

tub p)arly, beer & wine parties, 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes h gratuities & much,

much, rrwre. For nwre info contact the

UMass Ski Club Rm 430A Student Union
or call 545^3437

FLORIDA by van 3/19 - 27 1148 round trip

wir>e/cheeae eccomodation mfo limited

seats S.S . Van Lines 617 724 8810

Ride needed for two to Florida for spring

breek Will share driving and expenses call

606-7076 eves, pieasel

WANTED

Claea ringe. goM arxl silver iewelry arKi

coins Daniel Smith. 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 2560710

Help 160 rewerd for helping nne by your

parents unwanted secornl car 253-71 89

Caeh for your records, tapes 545-2836

(ask for Jaromir/ leave message)

Ride to JFK airport 3/18 by 11 am
desperate call Karen 253 2169

Records LPs Cash or Trade Dyrtamite

Re-ords 584 1580

Guitar teecher wented pop, rock. Wwit
to leem tp lay by ear Call 69i396

WANTED TO RENT

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouse or Puffton

to rent from June on. John 546 9139 Mike
546-9141

> III m»i< Ml • tMi^ in hi HOK Ml >n II ~ in i»i i("MMii •
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS

$8.00 vv/f/? this coupon
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65 University Drive, Amherst I
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Candidates for the Stockbridge golf team
should attend a meeting today, Tuesday, at 4:30

p.m. in Room 223 Boyden. Anyone who cannot at-

tend the meeting should contact Jack Leaman at

Rm. 228 Boyden or call 545-1301;^

Gerlufsennamed temporaryUMhoopcoach
By BILL SHEA

CalleffUa Su/T

Ron Gerlufsen is in a difficult position.

The former assistant coach under the

departed Tom McLaughlin, who resigned as

expected yesterday, has been named acting

head coach of the University of

Massachusetts basketball program and
apparently does not know how long his

appointment will be effective.

Gerlufsen accepted the request of the
University to serve as acting head coach

while procedures are drawn up to appoint a

permanent head coach.

Assistant coach Mark Shea, who has

worked with Gerlufsen the past two
seasons, will remain as an assistant to

Gerlufsen at least until a permanent coach

is appointed.

The uncertainty surrounding the

program could cause problems, especially

involving recruiting.

"I think the temporary status will have
an effect on recruiting. A lot of times these
high school players want to know who they
are going to be playing for," he said. "We
will stress the University as much as

possible while talking to recruits."

Uncertain of his future status Gerlufsen
is concerned about the spring, about
keeping players in shape both physically

and mentally.

"Our first concern is academics," he said.

"We have to make sure all the players are

set academically. Then, there is weight
training and recruiting in the spring."

"It's a temporary position," continued
Gerlufsen. "There has been nothing said

about when the position will be filled."

Gerlufsen has been an assistant coach at

UMass for the past two years, and con

tributed to the rise of the program the last

two seasons.

And the new head coach gives credit

where credit is due.

"We take a look at what this program was
a couple of years ago. It was in the cellar of

this building (Cage). Now it's not. Coach
McLaughlin has to be credited with a lot of

that."

Gerlufsen indicated he would be in

terested in a permanent appointment as

head hoop coach at UMass.
"Since I've gotten out of college and

coached on the seventh grade level one of

my goals has been to coach on the major
college level." he said. "I'd be very in

terested in that."

Gerlufsen was named head coach at

Manasquan High School in .New Jersey
from 1974 to 1981 where his teams posted a

99 76 record and won three Shore Con

ference Championships.

A 1971 graduate of East Stroudsburg
(Pa. I. Gerlufsen started his coaching career
at Eisenhower Intermediate School in

Freehold Township. New Jersey, before
moving to Manasquan as a junior varsity

coach in 1973.

With the shake up in the coaching staff,

players transferring is a concern but
Gerlufsen has heard nothing solid ak>ng
these lines.

"Most of what I've heard along those lines

is rumor," he said. "Nobody, as far as I

know, is transferring next year."

Gerlufsen didn't set any specific goals,

but he already has a firm idea on what he
would do as UMass head coach.

'I think we played well at times and saw
things we did on the floor that were positive

but we just have to refine them a bit, " he
said.

Women's basketball: Not the best year to remember

Karen Dammin^er. named to The Atlantic 10 All-Rookie team, in ac-
tion af^ainst Providence earlier this year had some superb efforts for
UMass this season as did Barbara Hebel (54, background).

By GERRY deSIMAS
t iill»Ciaii sun

For the eight freshmen, three
sophomores, one junior and departing
coach Mary Ann Ozdarski. the 19H2 83
women's basketball season was a long one
— one that they would like to forget

.

For you see. the University of

Massachusetts only won five of 27 games
mainly due to the inexperience of the
freshmen, who made up four fifths of the
lineup.

The good thing about this year is that

no one is graduating and the
Minutewomen will be better just for the
fact that the team has a year of experience
under their belts.

However, 1982 83 was not a year to

make a highlight film from. The
Minutewomen did put together good
efforts in wins over Siena. I'Conn.
Harvard. Vermont, and Dartmouth and in

losses from F'ordham. Maine. Central
Connecticut and Fairfield, but other than
those games, the rest were on the most
part blowouts.

"Inexperience played a big part (in

UMass' problems)." said junior Wendy
Ward. "At times we played well. Against
Fordham. we were down by 23 and we
came back and tied it up. But. they kept
their composure and we lost."

"They (other teams) could tell that we
were freshmen." said Barbara Hebel. "We
would get excited and wouldn't be able to
take control at the end."

While Massachusetts outlasted Siena in

a 66 61 opening game win (a real con
fidence booster for the young UMass
team) they dropped a two point bss to
Fairfield, and Maine, along with the
narrow one point bss to Fordham in the
middle of January.
Things looked on the up and up as the

Minutewomen took a 4 6 record into in

tersession. where the bottom fell out.
UMass got stuck on an 11 game losing
streak and won only one of their last 17
games.

That was a win over Dartmouth, then
114. in one of the year's best efforts, said

Ward.
"We played the best in the Dartmouth

game." said Ward. "It was a total 40
minute effort."

Part of the UMass problem was that
they could not put together a consistent 40
minute effort all the time. But some in

dividualsdid.

Karen Damminger. the team's second
leading scorer at 12.0 a game, was named
Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week twice and
was named to the conference All Rookie
team. She scored 27 points in the win over
Harvard.

Barbara Hebel. who was the team's
leading scorer at 12.8 a game and con
sistently ranked in the top 10 in league
scoring, put in some steady efforts for

UMass including a spectacular 37 point

effort against Siena m the season opener.
Wendy Ward led the team at the point

guard position. She was the leader on the
floor and the team's third leading s<'orer.

Another important nud season plus for

UMass wa.s the fact that Nadine Jackson
rejoined the team. The Amherst native
was a big factor and immediate help in the
rebounding department.

Center Kelly Collms matured over the
course of the season and Rebecca Kuchs.
Jerrie Bernier. Jean Cooper and Maria
Chomentowski played well and learned.

Patty Maguire. Jennifer Todd and
Elizabeth Bruhn .saw limited action.

All these players will be back next year,
but coach Ozdarski will not. She told her
team before the Penn State playoff match
that she would not be returning next year.

It was only the second losing season
under Ozdarski. The year before UMass
was 9 16.

"The year didn't go that well as far as
wins/losses were concerned." said Ward,
"but the team grew and came a long way
that didn't show in the win/loss column."
The wealth and benefit of experience

should make itself apparent next year.

Horsefeathers and GQ IV in intramural final four
By KEVIN DELUCA

CaiWrmii sun

There was plenty of excitement and one
near gigantic upset as the intramurals
basketball quarterfinals were held last

night at Boyden Gym. The semifinals will

be held tonight at 6 p.m.
The most exciting game, by far. was the

GQ IV Running Rebels matchup. GQ IV,

led by Garry Pearson. Dwayne Lopes.
Grady Fuller, Wilbur Jackson and Abe
Yacteen has been undefeated for the past

four years and is going for a fourth straight
championship.

Last night, however, the Running Rebels
almost put an end to that streak.

The score was tied at 40 40 with 45
seconds remaining and with GQ IV in

possession. Pearson and Lopes played catch
for 35 seconds before Pearson drove for the
layup and was fouled.

After a timeout, Pearson hit the front
end of a one and one to break the deadlock.
He missed the second shot, though, and
Brad McGrath of the Rebels headed upcourt
with the ball.

At that point. Lopes made a near game
losing error by fouling McGrath in the
backcourt. Fortunately for GQ IV, McGrath
missed the front end of the one and one and
the game belonged to GQ IV. The final tally
was 41 40.

Yacteen led the winners with 17 points
and Jackson added 11.

In other quarterfinal games, the Hor
sefeathers, now 10 0. defeated the
Greenough T.C.'s in a competitive, up and
down game by the score of 55 48.

The Horsefeathers led by four points at
halftime and maintained their lead

throughout the second naif. Greenough did
come within three at 48 45 with only a few
minutes remaining in the contest. Hor-
sefeathers held on to win and now face GQ
IV in the semifinals tonight at 6 p.m. in

Boyden.

Mike Shea led the winners with 15 points.
In the other two games, the

Honeymooners made a successful comeback
and defeated Phi Sigma Kappa 37 33 and
Black Magic annihilated Skip Kids by the
score of 36 22. The Honeymooners will
meet Black Magic in the other semifinal,
also at 6 p.m. tonight in Boyden. A publicATioN oF tIie UMass DAily ColUqiAN MARch 1 9, 1987
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Berkshires means vacation is always nearby

Amherst sans

books is a second

world

.

.

.

By NAM Y (JONTER
t iilUipan Stsff

Some people just don't have the money or inclination to

fjo south, north or home for Spring Break. These people

remain in the Amherst area for the vacation.

The Amherst area doesn't have to be a dull place when

the students are gone. There are a variety of events,

places to go. and things to do here.

Maple sujjimng, drinking, a re-enactment ot the first

women's l.H.sketl>all game and Holyoke's Saint Patrick's

Day parade are possible diversions in the IMoneer Valley

during March break.

Several maple sugar houses are open m the area. Clarlyle

Field and Sons, off Route tvJ in Leverett, is open daily,

selling maple pnKlucts More information can be obtained

by callmg 549 1h94.

The maple sugar house operated by Steve Telega is

located on Route 116. next to the Sute Fish Hatchery (on

the Sunderland bus routel. Telega's is open daily and sells

maple products. More information can be obtained by

calling 549 1H94.

Breakfa-si. mcluding freshly made maple syrup, is

served at (Jrays Sugar House in Ashfield. Follow Route

116 to the center of Ashfield, and take a right at the sign

for Gray's. (loing to Gray's involves a long, scenic drive,

but the food and real maple syrup (no more generic syrup),

are well worth the drive. Grav's is only open on weekends.

For thos*' sports oriented people remaining in the area.

Smith College women are presenting a re enactment of the

first women's basketball game on March 22 for the 9()th

anniversary of women s intercollegiate basketball. The

game will feature costumes of that period and will be held

at Smith. F*or information and reservations call the

Northampton Chamber of Commerce at 5H4 ItKX).

The NCAA Division H basketball championships will be

held at the Springfield Civic Center on March 24 26. Semi

finals will be held on the 24th and 25th. and finals of both

men's and women's teams will be held on the 26lh. For

more information call 781 6500.

A Saint Patty's Day parade will be held at noon on

March 20 in Holyoke. For more information, call John

0'Neilat5:J6 5Ill.

.\fier weeks of inactivity and studying, hiking can be a

welcome change. Mount Sugarloaf. located on Route 116

b<>tween Sunderland and South Deerfield. provides a 30

minute hike and a good view.

Amherst's conservation areas are equipped with a

variety of trails. Trails are located on Pine Street, by

Puffers I'ond. and at the Miller River Recreation Area,

near the center of North Amherst.

Quabbin Reservoir has miles of hiking trails picnic area,

and a scenic area. Quabbin. the largest body of water in

Massachusetts, reports that 24 eag:les are residing on its

watershed area. To get to Quabbin, take Route 9 east

through Bekhertown center.

* ollririmii photo bt Ke«i* Fsrhrlti

The Chesterfield Gorge, located in nearby Chesterfield, is an idyllic place to spend a sunny day

by enjoying its natural beauty.

While another is a short ride away
By EILEEN GALLIGAN

( oilecwa SUH

Students arriving in western Massachusetts from aiher

areas soon discover the natural beauty found in the

Pioneer Vallev and beyond in the Berkshire Hills.

Many of thes«' spectacular sites are only a few miles

away from the University of Ma-ssachusetts and make

enjoyable dav trips for those wanting to hike, bicycle,

picnic, or just stretch out and discover spring all over

again. A good place to do this is Chesterfield Gorge, a

scenic canyon located in the tiny hilltown of Chesterfield,

about 30 miles from I 'Mass.

Granite cliffs carved by glacial ice and centuries of

rushing waters from the Westerfield River has formed the

sides of the canyon, which was recently made a historic

natural landmark by the Massachusets Trustees for

Reservations, an organization located in Milton w hich is in

charge of state reservations.

At the upper end of the gorge where the waters How

downstream to the west, are the crumbling remains of a

bridge constructed in 1739 as part of the old Boston to

Albanv Post Road. Since the gorge was made a reservation

in 1929. several adjoining acres that are filled with spruce

and hemlock trees have been purchased and donated by

both private citizens and local companies.

The gorg^* >s still officially closed and exploring along the

narrow high paths alx»ve the canyon is not recr>mmended

yel because there is still plenty of snow and ice there.

However, the ice formations suspended from the cliffs are

beautiful this lime of year, said Naomi Sturtevant. a

Chesterfield resident and town librarian.

Starting May 1. a full time guide will be stationed at the

gorge from 10 a.m. until sunset and scenic viewing,

fishing, hiking, picnicking in designated areas, and white

water canoeing are allowed.

Swimming is not allowed due to the dangerous rushing

waters, and overnight camping and fires are also

prohibited, said Warren Drew, superintendent for Win
dsor Management, the local firm that oversees Chester

field Gorge and several other area reservations.

Drew said he has b«'en kept busy year round for 15 years

at the reservations by outdoor enthusiasts who come in

both winter and summer. Other sites include Notchview

reservation in Windsor where cross country skiing is

popular, and Pettycoat HiU in Williamsburg, about 25

miles from campus, where stone was once mined in the

high ground.

Also under Windsor Management are four other

reservations including two waterfall sites, one called

(ilendale Falls in Middlefield. about 33 miles away, and

Chapel Brook Falls, also a good rock cUmbing area. 22

miles away in Ashfield. Bears Swamp, also in Ashfield. has

extensive hiking trails, and for those interested in the

prehistoric era. genuine footprints from some of the

deUghtful creatures back then can be seen at Dinosaur

Fm)t prints on Route 5 in Holyoke. only a 15 miles drive

away.
So for the price of a few gallons of gas and maybe some

picnic essentials of fried chicken and beer, students can

rejoice in the coming of spring by exploring these natural

wonders right in their own backyard.
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It's more than the sun that attracts students to Florida
By LISA MOSLEY

CollcKian Staff

Every Spring, thousands of college

students swarm to Florida to frolic on the

beaches and go on extended alcoholic

binges. And while chugging cans of Old
Milwaukee in a crowded motel room will

produce the desired physical effect, most
people prefer a more social setting in which
to imbibe. So when the sun goes down,
students abandon the sand and surf and
head for their favorite nightspots.

Ft. Lauderdale, a veritable student
haven, boasts several fine drinking

establishments. The bar that seems to be
the hands down favorite is the Button. This
Ft. I^uderdale institution features daily

wet T shirt and jock strap contests, college

drink-offs, and 50 cents drinks during
happy hour.

No one seems to take the contests too

seriously, and most students at the least

seem mDdly amused by them. Sam Bargod,
who spent last Spring break in Ft.

Lauderdale, describes the Wet Willy (wet

jockstrap) contests as "very funny."

According to Patrick Gallagher, a

sophomore and a Bluewall bouncer, it's the

Button's atmosphere that people enjoy.

"It's pretty wild. Everyone's all over it."

said Gallagher.

Another popular Ft. Lauderdale bar is

the Candy Store. Like the Button, it holds

wet garment contests for both sexes, drink-

offs that pit rival college teams against each

other, and sensual banana eating contests

in which the male contestant holds a banana

between his legs and his female partner

eats it. The Candy Store, however, has the

added attraction of its own pool.

Donna Burns, a junior, refers to the

Candy Store as "just wild" and says that

most people enjoy the happy hours beside

the pool.

According to Gina Potito, a junior who
spent last Spring break in Ft. Lauderdale.

"The Candy Store was wild. There were

crazy people, good times. It was fun."

For those who require live music to
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Florida is the popular place to be for Spring? Break, and loun^ng
around on a sun-drenched beach is a great way to spend time there.

These people have the right idea in that respect.
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Bring this ad for Vi price t-shirt

'"on the beach"

3 blocks north of Los Olas
//; , '/
In the middle of everything

compliment their poison, there's Mr. Pips.

This club usually features big name bands

and draws a large student crowd.

Daytona Beach, another frequent choice

for Spring break vacationing, is also packed

with student tailored bars. Perhaps the

most popular here is The Hole, where the

DJs spin exclusively oldies and Motown,
the beer is relatively cheap (7.5 cents), and
there's no cover charge. This is the easy

relaxed sort of place where you drink hard

and dance hard all night long . . . It's also

reputed to attract the best looking women
in Daytona.
Another Daytona Beach favorite is Big

Daddy's. According to Kevin P'achetti. as

far as bars in Daytona go. "Big Daddy's is

it." This sprawling bar consists of five

levels, four bars and three bandstands.

Although there's a $5 cover charge, patrons

receive free visors and T shirts at the door.

Big Daddy's also boasts some of the most
fabulous drink specials in town. From noon
until 6:00 p.m., the drafts are 50 cents,

there arc H for 1 drinks, and even 25 «'en«s

hot dogs. Early in the evening (7 p.m. to 9

p.m.), a $7 cover charge lets you drink for

free.

Big Daddy's also features the ever

popular beer chugging and wet underwear
competitions.

Not everyone who ventures south for

Spring break is looking for a seven day long

keg party, and Florida has bars that cater

to the more mellow of us as well. They are

usually found in the cities located more
inland, where there is a chance that there

will be fewer students.

A favored bar in St. Petersburg, for

example, is the Hurricane Lounge. It's a

jazz lovers paradise that features hot in-

strumentalists nightly. Sal Mariglio. a

recent I'Mass graduate, calls the Hurricane

"a hip place." Says Mariglio, "It's not on the

east coast, so it's not real touristy. It's

definitely not meant for northerners."

Whatever your preference in nightspots,

Florida probably has something that'll suit

your tastes. So. drink up. and remember,
keep those T shirts dripping.
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Western Massachusetts is its own attraction
Both indoors and outdoors,

even a half state can rate
By BECKY THATCHER

( ollfiriaii Stmff

Even though Brodie, Jiminy Veak and

Butternut Basin are not making promises

of snow during spring break, there are still

other options for activity in the Berkshires.

For some interesting indoor entertain-

ment, and maybe some culture if you are

not careful, head to the Clark Art Institute

in Williamstown. They claim to have the

third largest collection of paintings by the

Impressionist Renoir in the world.

Clark Art will also have on display a

sf)ecial show of Japanese and American

Art called "Eastern Winds," and an ex-

hibit of Spanish art. The hours at the Clark

Art Institute are from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

and they are closed on Mondays.

If you are still interested in museums,
you can try the Hancock Shaker museum in

Hancock and the Berkshire Museum in Pit-

tsfield.

Mount Greylock, the highest mountain in

Massachusetts, offers some scenic hiking

and eight miles of the Appalachian trail.

For those interested in wildlife, there is

an active beaver colony at the Pleasant

Valley Wildlife Sanctuary in Lenox. One
can walk up Lenox mountain from Plea

sant Valley to a fire tower for an excellent

view of the Berkshires, and if it is a clear

day you can see New York state.

College student guide a musil

for Florida-bound neophyte

0*<4

rullrcian pholo (i« Katif Watirr*

This sculpture by Degas is one of many fine works of art that are on

view at the Clark institute of Art in Williamstown.

The Rites of Spring
By Bruce Jacobsen and
Rollin Riggs
Priam Books
125 pp.

By LISA MOSLEY
Caiinrtu sun

If you plan to spend Spring Break in

Florida, the last place you'd probably seek

information on what's hot and what's not

is in a book, but a brand new guidebook to

Florida by 1982 Yale graduates Bruce

Jacobsen and Rollin Riggs might change

your mind.
Thf Rites of Spring could be a lifesaver

for the student on a first ever adventure

to Florida. Written expressly for college

students, this guide contains a separate

chapter on each major vacation spot in the

state. Jacobsen and Riggs not only

provide endless listings of hotels,

. restaurants, bars and clubs, but also

provide invaluable information about the

establishments, like prices, how the

management reacts to students, and how
many and what kinds of students frequent

the establishments. The authors were
even good enough to disclose the prices of

beer at various Florida nightspots.

Jacobsen and Riggs also provide sec-

tions advising the traveler on how to have

successful one night stands, curing

hangovers, avoiding sunburn, and
packing. I suppose a little comic relief is

necessary to keep any travel guide from

becoming too dry and tedious, but these

chapters are inane and offensive. Reading
them made me wonder why I was ever led

to believe that Yale only admitted in-

telligent people.

For its thoroughly researched listings,

however, this book is worth every penny
of the five dollars it costs. If you're headed
for Fk>rida next week, deflnitely sacrifice

a few beers and make the small in

vestment. You'll be glad you did.
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Good Things* Spring 1983' Cotton

New Ideas, New Styles,

New Fabrics...

Naturally!

SUGARLOAF SHORTS
Stonewashed Cotton in Grey,
Khaki or Blue.with fitted waist
and loose hips, roomy saddle
pockets, pleats in front and
back.Sizes:XS.S.M,L,XL

22.00

A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE • S2 Main SI., Northampton • sa6-S403

SPECIALISTS FOR ALL
YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS
Air Tickets

Amtrak
Ticketron
Eurailpasses

Hotel Reservations

Charter Packages
Car Rentals
Cruises

Campus Center 2nd Floor
545-0500
UMass Amherst 01003

'Spring Break' is a movie
By ANDY GORDON

Collrgfina SUff

Spring Break has traditionally been a
time when UMass students and tens of

thousands of other college students across

the country pack their bags and swarm to

Ft. Lauderdale. After a week of rest, relax-

ation and extensive partying, they return

and tell the rest of us what a great time we
missed.

This year will be different. In addition to

hearing about what a great time we miss-

ed, we the underprivileged will get to see it

as well; thanks to a new movie called Spr-

ing Break, which is being released to coin-

cide with the vacation.

Billed as an epic of "sun, sand, surf, sex

and suds," the flick was directed by Sean
S. Cunningham. This may not mean much
to non film-buffs, but Cunningham's name
on a credit is almost synonymous with ex-

ploitation. When The Bad News Bears turn-

ed a profit, Cunningham made Here Come
the Tigers. When Halloween turned a pro-

fit, Cunningham made Friday the ISth.

Last summer. Porky 's turned a profit.

I don't mean to trash the movie lt)efore it

opens. The spirit of the film will be a
deciding factor. The cast seeems in-

teresting. In one leading role, Corinne
AJphen plays a "seductive siren." Alphen
was 1982's Penthouse Pet of the Year. The
production values all seem admirable. The
picture was filmed on location all along the

strip last July. It includes scenes at Button-

on-the-Beach and The Candy Store, two
popular clubs, and has such famed competi-
tions as the wet T-shirt, the teenie-weenie

bikmi and the erotic banana eating con-

tests.

Seeing the whole deal as free advertis-

ing, store owners gladly allowed the streets

to be tied up by film crews. For the record,

over sixty percent of the business on the

Ft. Lauderdale strip for the entire year is

done during Spring Break.

imSH COFFEE
Good St. Patrick's Day

when you dine in

CARBUR'S or RIB IT ROOM
plus Bass Ale $1.00

Guiness Stout $ 1 .00

HAPPY HOUR 4-6 & 9- 1

1

Carburs Rt9 Hadley 586-1978

runnei'shop

ANNUAL SPRING SHOE SALE

Save as never before! We've got hundreds of sport

shoes on sale at greatly reduced prices. Shoes for

running, tennis, basketball, soccer, volleyball, track,

hiking, etc. And all shoes are priced at

$5.00 $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $00.00

a pair, none higher. All are first quality, no seconds;

these are discontinued, overstocked or slow-selling

models. Our loss is your gain.

Sale ends April 16. Please - no phone calls.

fUnn^f'shOp 114 Main Str»»t. Morthompton. Moss.

Good Things • Spring 1983' CoKton. I

New Ideas, New Styles,

New Fabrics...

'aft/ra//y.' FLOUNCE skirt
A regional design, made In New
Hampshire Single floufx:e. side

seam pockets, full buttoned

front In lightweight. 100% cotton

sheeting Lush colors S.M.L

25.75

\ V,|i

coUtxtivt: inc.
,

52 Main St Northampton • 586-5403 • A WORKER'S COOPERATIVeJ

Seniors

Spring Dreol^ Special

Get your tonned face in the yearbook.

Due to demand - the photographer will

be here for 2 weeks after break.
«

Morch 26 - April d - Lost Chance

call 545-2674 or stop by rm i 76 CC
•v I • I ^fw
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Dormitory closings force

housing search at break
B}' EL. BIKK

( ollfKian Staff

Upwards of 500 dormitory residents will

find themselves without housing for Spring

Break as of 6 p.m. on Friday March 18.

That will be the result of a decision to

completely close UMass dormitories made
by executive Director of Housing Services

Joseph Zannini, according to Gerald

Quarles, director of the Housing Assign

ment Office.

Quarles said between 300 and 500

residents usually remain in the dormitories

during spring break. Their reasons for

Staying vary.

Some stay because they are members of

athletic teams and practice during the

week off from academics to gain a cnm-

petetive edge. Some stay l)ecause they live

far enough away that the cost and inconve-

nience of traveling is not justified.

Joanne Levenson, director of the Off

Campus Housing Office, said she had heard

of the change m pohcy over the phone in a

conversation with a CoUfgian reporter. As

a result, she said her office could not

guarantee short term placements.

In order to aid a student in

finding temporary housing. Levenson pro

vided the list of agencies printed below.

She suggested students work with her of

fice if working on their own proved

fruitless Quarles of the H«»using Assign

ment Office said his office always make
referrals routmely to the Greek system and

to the Off Campus Housmg Office.

Une of the most attractive housing op
portunities is the Campus Center Hotel

which has set aside 20 rooms for students at

a special rate, according to Hotel manager
Merideth Schmidt. While most of the

houses in the Greek system contacted had
no plans for renting, students are urged to

contact house trea.surers for possible

arrangements.
Good luck finding a room but if none turn

up. make a sign that reads "Ft. louder
dale." and head south.

Campus Center Hotel

549 6000

$100 for the week of spring break

Village Inn tThe Drake)

85 Amity St.

2.53 2548

$65 to $75 weekly

Howard Johnsons
Route 9

Hadley
586 0114

$.35 single night, no weekly rates

Amherst Motel
Route 9

.Amherst
2.56 8122
$130/week one person
$150/week two people

liord Jefferv Inn

.30 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253 2576

no weekly rates

$.50 double room night

University Motor Lodge
:J45No. Plea-sant St.

Amherst
256 8111

$;iO to $46 per night

Windjammer Motor Inn

Route 9

Amherst
256 6426
weekly rates by arrangement
$29 night single

$:t5 night double

rollectan photo R> Ann L,aiiwr>

These four students obviously enjoy what for many will be a favorite

Spring Break pasttime, indulging in drinking binges.

Break doesn't stop drinkers

from making rounds

UMass Does Spring Break SUff

Editor Mary Beth Hebert

Copy Editor Paul Basken
[.Ayout Technician Hd lyevine

Much thanks Ur. Lisa Mosley, Bill Wall

Stuart SadjaJt. Laura Shanahan.

Nancy Gallo, Craig Robins.

Ke\in Fachetti. the Amherst Journalism

Review and all contributing ad reps.

graphics staff, writers and
photographers.

By SCOTT MERSEY
Coilrcian Staff

Chances are that most of you are

probably looking forward to the upcoming

spring vacation.

.And chances are even better that you

plan to do something over this vacation.

Some people, who just can't seem to get

winter out of their systems, will head

north to Vermont or New Hampshire and

spend the week skiing on the little amount

of snow that's left on the mountains.

Others, who have had enough of the coW.

will head south to Florida and spend the

week lying on the beach trying to get a

tan. Still others will go home, or use the

week to catch up on sleep, cleaning their

hou.ses or. if they are really bored,

homework.
Hut chances are the best that no matter

what you do over spring vacation you will

spend a great deal of time drinking.

And more than likely you will be

drinking beer.

The University of Massachusetts is a

beer drinking school.

.Anyone who has driven by Stadium

Liquors on a Friday afternoon knows that

this is true.

By 5 p.m. on any Friday, the Amherst
Shopping ('enters parking lot. where
Stadium is located, is filled with cars and
students going to buy beer. Attempting to

drive up to the store is tough. Even Joey

Chitwood — of "Joey Chitwood Auto
Thrill Show" fame — would have trouble

negotiating around the dozens of bodies

carrying cases of Molson. Miller. Lite and
Budweiser.
UMass is also a Budweiser school.

Just walk by any dormitory early on a

Monday morning and watch the janitors

take out the triish. By Monday morning,

you see, all those cases that people bought

on Friday afternoon are finished.

And of those thrown away, most are the

brown, thick necked bottles of that mean
Budweiser.

Personally. I can't tell the difference

between most domestic beers, and
therefore prefer the cheaper brands like

Schafer and Rolling Rock. But there

seems to be some mystique about the red.

white and blue labels that drives people to

drink the beer.

So if you're going north. I'm sure you
will be spending as much time in the ski

kxige as on the slopes. If you're going

south, everyone knows that although you
will be on the beach all day, you will be in

the bars all night. And even if you're

going to .stay in Amherst, when there is

nothing else to do, you can always head

for the Drake, The Pub, ('harlie's or any

of Amherst's other drinking establish-

ments.

And I hope for everyone's sake that no
matter where you are. they have Bud on
tap.
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Howard Johnsons Mtr. Lodge
Kt*. 9, 401 Russ«ll St., HQdl*y

DRAND HEW MATTKESS
AHD FOUHDATIOHS

$38

$38

I

from $216.00
round trip air only

SEATS STILL AVAILABLE
call

TRIPP ASSOCIATES. LTD.
564-0224

Twin Size Mattress. &^
Twin Size Foundation.

Full Size Mattress

^^ch Piece

^J-fc

Full Size Foundation.

.

Be Early For Best Selection /No Phone

Orders, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new,

factory sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection.

Bring your car, truck or station wagon. We will load for you. SALE CON-
DUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

SALE - Wed. March 16 - 3 PM - 8 PM
Thurs. March 17 - 10 AM - 3 PM

Mastercard. . .VISA. . .Cash &- Carry

50 to 60% Off Nationally Advertised Top of the Line

Twin - Full - Queen & King Sizes Available Warranty when purchased In sets.

%

St. Patrick's
Special Happy Hour

St. Pauli Girl

& O'Keefe Bottles
2 for 1

plus our original
twofers and hers d*oevres

St. Patty's Day Only
Happy Hour
3-6 PM and
10-midnight
Proper ID a must

4. B7 N. Pleasant St.

^ 253-5141
l>M«H s*
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fun in the Florida sun
By JOHN HUDSON

('oll«ih>n Staff

The pamphlel.s and adverlisements

always make it sound so fantastic.

"Daylona Beach and p-ort Lauderdale for

Spring Break!." they say. "A hedonistic

haven for the harried, hasseled college

student!" Yet. like all so called inexpensive

travel plans, the descriptions given in the

brochures or promised by bright eyed,

enthusiastic travel agent must be taken

with a grain of salt lor perhaps sand, as the

case may be).

When they say. "Travel will be provided

in the comfortable atmosphere of our

custom built, chauffer driven motorcoach.

"

they really mean you'll have to sweat out at

least twenty four hours of grueling travel in

a beat up. used, rusty, slightly dangerous

yellow school bus. When it gets too hot. the

air conditioners will refuse to open, just as

they refused to close when you hit that

freak snow storm in Georgia.

F'or the men. the sad fact is that the ratio

of men to women m Port Lauderdale, for

instance, is estimated to be three to one

during spring break. As the Boston Glubf

so eloquently put it. "Despite its romantic

reputation, beer drinking is a more popular

activity than necking at Lauderdale

because of the high male to female ratio.

There is also an active gay scene."" So you

can forget the idyllic picture of man and

woman, romping barefwjt down a sun

drenched beach.

.After reading my put down of the so

called hot spots for spring break, the

reader may wonder why all the animosity,

why the bitching, the moaning and the

groaning, cold coffee, ex convict bus

drivers, and fume filled beaches? Jealousy,

envy — never. I'll be spending my break in

beautiful, sun filled Bedford. New Ham
pshire watching Lovt^ Hoat reruns. Leave it

to Btavtr and Th*' Richard Simnums Show
— what more could one ask for".* A post card

would be nice.

Home: the vacation hideaway
By BILL WALL

( olleKian Staff

While many of your friends and

acquaintances may be fortunate enough or

determined enough to escape the confines

of UMass or home and enjoy spring break in

the sunny climes of Fort Lauderdale or

Miami Beach, there are those amongst us

who. by choice or no. intend to spend the

vacation at home.

But despair not. as there is much at home
one can do during the upcoming nine days of

freedom from classes and area jobs.

For instance, a student has that rarest of

opportunities during the break, time to

catch up on academics. There won't be the

distractions of extra curncular activities or

the demands of a job to deter the student

from potential studying. Others may come
back with tans, but tho.se who get caught up

academically can find solace in their ac

complishment.

With an entire week to spend in the home

area, the diligent searcher will be able to

scour high and k)w for that elusive summer
job. Although success is by no means

assured, the conscientious job hunter has a

head start in the market on those who
choose to idle away their hours on a sun

drenched beach. "The future benefits of

summer employment will hopefully out

weigh the instant gratification obtained in

Florida enough to justify missing out on the

fun and sun.

If studying or searching for a job doesn't

make your boat float, then a seldom seen

home offers a student varied comforts

purportedly unavailable in the Amherst

area, such as a comfortable bed and food

that is distinguishable from dogmeat

.

A great way to expand your cultural

horizons, especially if you live near a

metropolitan location, is to visit a museum
or the tourist attractions that are always

ignored by the locals, most of which are

worthwhile. What with special student

rates and occa.sional freebies, these are

places not to be overlooked by the student

who aspires to do more than watch "Happy
Days" reruns during the days of relaxatk>n

accorded students in March.

But whatever one chooses to do this

break, one should rememfn-r that after it is

over, it is back to the books and jobs and

lack of sleep, with very little relief until

finals are over. (No. let's not think about

finals). So it is incumbent upon us who are

free for nine days to take advantage of it.

As they say in Econ 104 — Maximize your

utihtv!
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL

$2.55
2 Eggs 2 Pancakes,

2 Strips Bacon

, 2 Links Sausage
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Summer's outdoor athletes

should begin spring training
By ANNE Met RORY

( ollrman Staff

As the sun begins its slow southward

rotation and the days gradually begin to

lengthen, shedding more light and

warmth on this barren campus, a trend

will begin to take place.

Joggers, increasing from the few

dedicated to the streaming masses of

spring fevered sprinters, will join the

hordes of frisbee freaks and sun wor

shippers. People are in the mood to break

free from winter's clutches into summer's

open arms. Hut they have to get into

shape first.

The yearly transition from winter's

sluggish forces and all the pounds they put

on to spring shorts and shaping up is

never easy. This guide is designed to

provide a little motivation before summer
surprises anybody with thighs too flabby

to show off. The list is composed from

available information on fitness center^-

bot h on and off campus.

The Fitnt'ss Testing Service gives a

thorough examination, including a resting

electrocardiogram, a treadmill stress test,

a flexibility test, a pulmonary test, a blood

lipid analysis and a body com
position body fat test, to evaluate the

initial fitness level and prescribe in

dividual fitness programs. The cost of

testing is $50 for students. $100 for

faculty, staff and alumni, and $150 for

others.

The service is open Tuesday and

Thursday from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and

Friday from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Appomt
ments can be scheduled at University

Health Services. .549 2671. ext. 225.

The Body Shop
The liody Shop offers a hydraulic

resistance exerci.se machine which

provides a circuit type workout to im

prove endurance and strength. The

program is open to both faculty and

students for $45 a semester; facihties are

k)cated in NOPK and Bovden g>'ms.

Interested parties can call Frank Katch of

the exercise science department at 545

ia37.

Women'8 World
Northampton Plaza. Northampton

Woman's World, a facility fealurmg

exercise bikes, three and five pound

weights. 30 minute aerobics cla.sses, and

aerobics/exercise classes for 50 minutes,

has an introductory program, six weeks

for $25. Nutritional guidance is available

and weigh in is not required. Monday

through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 8::W p.m.

and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Racquet and Fitness Center

Rte. 116 jnd Plumtree Rd.. Sunderland

This club offers tennis, raquetball and

sauna facilities to students for a $.55 a year

membership fee. $85 for non students.

Nautilus tHjuipment is available for a

separate of $85 for three months, less with

membership. Suntanning facihties are

also available at $.> a shot. Courts can be

UooktHl from 7 a.m. to 12 midnight seven

days a week.
Hilltop Health ( luh

Webster recreation room. Orchard Hill

Planning to open in April, this facility

will offer fitness testing and will prescribe

personal programs. Weight training,

aerobics and jogging programs and health

workshops will be available. A mem
bership fee will be charged and par

ticipation is limitwl to Orchard Hill

residents.

Aerobic Dance

Taught by graduate student Kirsten

Costello, who has a thorough background

in training and conditioning, these classes

meet twice weekly for ten weeks and last

an hour and fifteen minutes. Tests are

administered at the beginning of every

program to evaluate cardiova.scular fit

ness and to determine the percentage of

body fat and are repeated at the end of the

program to show progress. However, the

program only begins at the beginning of

each semester; for future referencf. the

cost is $50 per semester.

Collrgiui phnin bv Ka(i« Walter*

Hitting the moguls, a spring skiier takes a jump at Brodie mountain

in the Berkshires. ^
Hot Tub Rooms
J J West St. NortIiaivipton

For Reservations:

1 1 AM - 1 AM 586-684J

I
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8 Spring Break

Change in season, change in clothes

By JODI GOLDSTEIN
('olleipan Corrrapondenl

As I sit in the Hatch, my daily ritual, I observe the

fashions that parade by me and let me tell you, they are a

sight to see. People parade by in their cotton pants worn
with wool sweaters and boots, the so called fashionable

with their mini mini skirts and stockings, legwarmers and

boots. The bizarre stroll in their socks and sandals and

then there are always a few who walk by clothed head-to-

toe in their polyester. I said to myself, they definitely need

help on how to dress.

SJo students, as we prepare for our spring break in those

warm climates that we all have chosen, here are some
ideas on spring fashions for you.

Many fashions have nipped in waists and hip hugging

skirts. Big hats are back and so are gloves. Polka dots are

showing up on everything from stockings to shirts. Skirts

with slits, fifties circle skirts, capri pants, jumpsuits and

drop evening gowns are the other new fashions.

If you can't afford to spend a lot on clothes, then why
don't you buy something in white".' Whether it is a white

cotton shirt or a skirt or even a pair of pants, white is a

must have because it is crisp and clean; what typifies spr-

ing more than white?

The hottest look in bathing suits this spring is the bikini

in pastels or brights, solids or prints. Covered up by t

shirts and bermuda shorts.

T shirts are big this year, oversized and worn with the
sleeves rolled, and layered one on top of the other. Along
with the t shirt tops are the v neck backed dresses and
blouson dresses which come just above the knee.
Not only are t shirt dresses falling above the knee, but

so are skirts. The ever popular mini skirt is around again
but this time in blue or dyed denim, cotton or sweatshirt
material; all the best dressed legs are wearing them.
One needs the right accessories to look their best.

Cotton sweaters and tops look best with mini skirts. Other
accessories for this spring are wide belts, denim jackets
and vests and jewelry made out of steel. When one wants
to dress up, one only need use the right accessories and the
outfit will look great.

So, when you're ready to purchase your spring war
drobe, remember, white, pastels, polka dots, t shirts,

mini skirts and dresses and you will look like you walked
right off the pages of your favorite fashion magazine.

CollririaR photo b> Ann l.annrrt

Kim Milinazzo and Tierney Kennedy get
dressed for Spring break in cool and comfor-
table clothes.
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INVITES ALL SORORITY WOMEN to

SORORITY NIGHT
Tue*. March 15, 6 to 9 p.m.

10% OFF ALL SILKS
The parfect tocch for a romantic vacation.

Wine and Cheese will be served

Come Join Us/

Robes, fine lingerie, silks, loungewear, teddies.

, camisoles and tap pants, g stnngs. crotcNess

underpants, garter belts and stockings and much^
'more'

Carnage Shops (upper level)

233 N Pleasant St.. Amherst. 549-6915

'-fAW/*1i>%%^^^^^

WHERE HILLS

TURK TO J^
MOUHTAIHS.

Why conqufr hills uhen ym\ can challenge

a mountain. .Just over the border Is

Mount Snow with 2 gondolas. 12 chairlifts.

52 trails and 17()() feet of vertical.

We've qoT tIie

snow!

Let youRSElF qo!

)niitu

**,%

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING
LOCATED IN EASY TO REACH SOUTHERN VERMONT ON VT 100

LOOOING (•<») 464 8S0I • SKI REPORT (802) 4«4 ?1S1

Make this a Spring Break to remember' Come on down to Florida for a golden tan

(sunburn) and a needed vacation And while in Daytona Beach and Ft Lauderdale, visit

our Welcome Centers for free Miller High Life posters, novelties and merchandise and
catch the latest E videos on our large screen TV Plus, don't forget to take part in our
daily promotions at selected poolside sites Welcome to Miller Time and Spring Break 83.

Bring this ad to any Miller High Life "veicome center and pick up a free official
Spring Break painter hat (Limit one per person while supply lasts )
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UMass employee
claims discrimination

( iMtfXAJt phtitu b> I una htxlls

Eig^ht-year-old Nathan Karelia, left, and his brother Judd, 11, use the
Fine Arts Center to bounce their tennis balls Monday.

By MICHELLE HYDE
CollcsiuSuff

Mary Wentworth, the Poor Women's
Task Force Coordinator at the
Everywomen's Center and former U.S.

House of Representatives candidate, said

yesterday the University of Massachusetts

administration is "trying to get rid of her

by not renewing her one-year contract.

Wentworth, who spoke at a press con-

ference yesterday, said she might lose her

job because the administration feels she is

publicly too vocal al)<)ut women's issues

and because she is not paying enough at-

tention to the admissions aspect of her job.

Wentworth said that in the annual per-

formance evaluation done by her im-

mediate supervisor la.st spring, her perfor-

mance was rated "outstanding." Yet in Ju-

ly, she said, another evaluation was done
by Robert Welch, special assistant to the

vice chancellor, rating her performance as

"minimally satisfactory."

Wentworth questioned both the reasons

behind the second evaluation and Welch's

qualifications to evaluate her because it is

supposed to be done by her immediate
sup«'rvisor.

She said the decision to fire her was
nmde at the same time the second evalua-

tion was made.
However, Ruth Weekes Washington,

Director of the Everywomen's Center said

the second evluation was done by Welch
who was acting as interim supervisor

before she (Weekes Washington) became
the director. The new evaluation was made
because the first evaluation "had
problems."

Welch refused to comnrient on Went-
worth 's allegations because they involved

confidential perstmnel information.

"I am extremely reluctant to say

anything. If I do so I am guilt of violating

her confidentiality," he said.

Wentworth said that in December, she

received a note from Weekes-Washington
which said she wasn't prepared to make a

recommendation for reappointment after

reading her second evaluation, and that a
decision would be made at the end of

March.
Wentworth filed a written grievance

against the University Office of Student
Affairs because she said she had not been
given sufficient notice about whether her

contract would be renewed in June. She

said non-professional I'niversity employees

have a right to six months notice before a

contract is renewed or discontinue*].

Weekes-Washington said the delay in the

decision to renew Wentworth's contract

was not made as a result t)f the evaluation.

Weekes-Washington said there was not a
clear fK)licy about contract renewals.

Wentworth said the second evaluation

concluded the work she had done was ex-

cellent except for her admissions work.

The University divides her job respon-

sibilities into two categories, she said. The
"welfare" category includes pnividing in-

formation about daycare, housing, and
legal problems. The other category is "ad-

missions" which includes pn»viding poor

women with information aixMit attending

inifass, she said.

Wentworth described her job as the

"most overloaded" job at an already "over-

worked" center, and said she only has 30
hours per week in which to perform it.

"I'm expected to sit down and plan a pro-

gram and do outreach to target the popula-

tion of women who want to go to school.

But I have set priorities." she said.

New shelteropens in April for area homeless
By VIRGINIA WARFIELD

C«il«ffMII C<

Starting next month, area homeless will find more beds

and longer hours as a new county-wide shelter oj)ens in

Northampton, replacing the Amherst-based Prospect
House.

After eight months of providing food and temporary,

shelter for individuals and families of Amherst. Prospect

House will shut its doors for good at the end of this month,
Priscilla Braman. director of the new shelter, said.

The new shelter, which is partially funded by the state

and Hampshire County communities, will have 20 beds

and be open 24 hours each day at its 82 Bridge St. loca-

tion.

According to Braman. who did an initial survey to deter-

mine the need for a new center, the shelter will be open to

all the people in the county.

"We have a need for more shelter than Prospect House
can provide." she said.

Currently, Prospect House is only open from 6 p.m. to 9
a.m., and can old up to 13 people, who may stay no more
than two weeks.

The seven-bed shelter is located behind the Village Inn

on Amity St., and its doors are locked during the day.

Food for the center is provided by the Western
Massachusetts Food Bank, though only dinner and

breakfast are served.

Ms. Braman said the two shelters will merge their ser-

vices, and rw>ne of the eight pe«iple at Prospect Hou.se now
will be inconvenienced or left homeless.

Patty Smith, one of three I'niversity of Ma-ssachusetts

interns on the staff at Prospect Hmise. said that sttidents

usually do not have to seek lodpnp therp. so thev should

not be hindered by the change in location.

However, she said, many of the volunteers at Prospect
House are college students who will not join the staff of

the new shelter.

"They don't want to travel all the way to
Northampton." she said.

The Bridge St. center is schedule*! to n\wx\ April I .

Vice chancellor proposes

deferred tuition payment plan

llu.H I in \

19113 Bwf Br«*ffl n» 'Kf Millef BtMring Compan* MilwaukR Wuconsin

By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Colleihaii ( orfrnpondfiit

Beginning next fall students may be able

to pay their tuition and fees in installments

rather than in one lump sum if a plan

proposed by Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis L. Mad.son is approved.
"If the plan goes into effect for the 1983

school year opening, payments will begin
around May first." said Madson.
The plan proposed would be under the

management of one of two companies, EFI
Fund Management or Academic
Management Services (AMS).
Both companies offer budget plans which

provide students or parents the op
portunity to budget educational expenses
over a period of months. There are no in

terest charges on the plans. The only cost Ls

a fixed annual non refundable application

fee.

If payments were to begin on May first.

the University ot Ma.ssachusetts would
receive the first payment in June. This

means the cash fiow during the summer
months would be greater than normal,

according to the proposal. The interest

earned on these advance payments would

offset the interest lost currently on

delinquent bill payments.
Nationally the average participation in

these two programs is 650 out of every

10,000 students, the proposal said.

The percentage of delinquencies has

been 1 percent or less. No financial charges

are levied on delinquent accounts, but they

will be dealt with by the management
company and the University.

Other proposals have been suggested,

Madson said. Two of them were in-house

installment plans based on those at Boston

College and Cornell University. These two

plans are similar to the plan already

mentioned, but Cornell's in-house plan

includes a $50 late payment charge.

n phnto h» Jim I'owfm

Ron Art of Philadelphia draws a crowd in the Student Union yester-

day as he practices his art, producing paintings on the spot for sale.
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World and National News
Non-OPEC oil producers hold key to

any possible future price cuts
LONDON (AP) — Britain and other oil-

exporting nations outside OPEC may
determine whether world oil prices fall

further following the cartel's decision to cut

its base price from $34 to S29 a barrel.
Already, the Soviet Union, the world's

biggest oil producer, has raised a possible
threat to the new OPEC price.

The Soviets, eager to hold European
customers in a shrinking oil market, cut the
price of their crude by $1 .25 to $28 a barrel,

oil industry sources in Rome said yester
day. The Soviet Union exports about 1

million barrels of oil a day to Western
Europe, with an additional 2 million a day
going to Communist nations.

The main spotlight, however, has turned

to Britain.

Its price cut of $3 a barrel last month was
the main reason the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries held an
emergency meeting in London to devise a

strategy for stabilizing prices.

OPEC decided Monday, after 12 straight
days of haggling, to reduce its price about
15 percent and to limit the oil production of

each of the 13 members. They argued, as

one minister put it, "until our tongues
became heavy as lead," before agreeing on
the first price cut in OPEC's 22 year
history.

OPEC's goal is to prevent an oversupply
from causing price collapse.

Staffing levels draw transportation

safety board fears of fatigue danger

AP Laarrpkoto

Kevin McCaslin. a laid-off steel worker from I^orain. Ohio, takes part
in an unemployment demonstration yesterday on Capitol Hill to
pressure Congress for more jobs.

WASHINGTON <AP) - The chairman of

the National Transportation Safety Board
said yesterday the government is allowing

air traffic to reach normal levels too quickly

amid continuing questions about the
training and long hours of air traffic con
t rollers.

The Federal Aviation Administration
ordered strict ceilings on air traffic after

the 1981 controllers' strike and the firing of
11.500 controllers, but FAA officials say

they intend to lift all restrictions by the end
of the year.
The volume of traffic nationwide is ex
peeled to return topre strike levels by next
month, although there are still far fewer
controllers workmg than before the strike

and many supervisors are still directing
aircraft, rather than only watching over
their staffs.

Jim Burnett, chairma.i of the NTSB.
suggested the FAA should slow down its

push to lift restrictions, which have put
ceilings on air traffic at 20 major airports.
"I feel that we're dropping the traffic

controls fa.ster than we should." Burnett
remarked during a break in the board's
discussions of a three month study of the
control system by an NTSB task force.

I..ater he said in an interview that his

concern about the pace of returning air

traffic levels, which began with the strike,

continued now that the FAA was plannmg
to lift all restrictions.

Republicans delay defense spending vote to force Reagan concessions
WASHINGTON (AP> - Senate Republicans yesterday

reluctantly postponed critical votes on defense spending in

hopes of workmg out sharp differences with President
Reagan, while House Democrats announced a "consensus

"

budget blueprint of their own for fiscal 1984.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. and other
Democratic leaders speUed out a Democratic alternative
budget callmg for much slower growth in defense spending
than Reagan wants, additional spending for domestic
programs and new job training and education programs.

"This IS a consensus budget." O'Neill said of the $863.5
biJUon plan, conceding there are still some differences
anK>ng Democrats on increasing tax revenues and other
issues. Reagan's budget proposal is $848.5 billion.

Meanwhile, senior Senate Republicans deadlocked with
the president over cuts in his proposed 1984 defense
budget reluctantly agreed yesterday to a personal request

from Reagan to delay action on the plan.

Sen. Pete Domenici. R N.M., chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee, said Reagan promised to look for ways
to stow the proposed increase in military spending for next
year and beyond.

But Domenici said Reagan made no specific promises to
reduce his $238.6 billion 1984 PenUgon budget plan far

enough to meet the demands of a broad majority of

Republicans and Democrats on the committee.
Meanwhile, at the While House, presidential spokesman

Larry Speakes said Reagan "obviously prefers" that
Congress adopt his defense program with no changes.

In the House, work was to begin on the Democratic
spending plan in the Budget Committee today.

The plan includes defen.se spending of $235.4 billion, a 4

percent increase over this year after mflation but 6 percent
less than Reagan asked for. It also include $30 billion in

additional tax revenues. $11 billion in 1984 for a long term
job training program and $8 billion for extending unem-
ployment benefits.

O'Neill said no decision has been made on whether to

recommend eliminating the third year of a personal income
tax cut which takes effect in July or whether to cap it so

that middle-and low income people wouM get the
reduction, but those earning more would n<H.

Reagan wants the lax reduction, enacted in 1980. to take
effect.

If the alternative budget were adopted, it wouM mark
the first time in three years that House Democrats have
lined up behind a single spending plan.

In the Senate, some Democrats said they were skeptical

that Reagan really intends to compromise on his defense
proposal, but instead was hoping a White House campaign
would succeed in changing votes on the issue in Congress.

*5./6 jobs bill stalls

as Senate battles tax

BRIDGEWATER - Jamie Ftske. the
thriving youngster who became a symbol of

life givmg organ transplants, will head for

Washington with her parents who have
agreed to tell her story to Congress.
"They told us they wanted to take a look

at the whole human side of what we went
through as a family." said her father.

Charles Fiske. of a request to testify before
a subcommittee of the Committee on
Science and Technology.
The hearing is scheduled April 13 14.

Fiske said he and his wife. Marilyn, have
had a wide variety of requests for help since
the successful surgery on Jamie, who had
her first birthday on Thanksgiving Day.

House approves gas tax
BOSTON - The Massachusetts House

gave initial approval yesterday to Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis' proposed increase in

the gasoline tax.

The vote was 85 62 and the measure —
which would be effective April 1 — has
additional hurdles to clear before going to

the Senate.

The bill sets an 1 1 cents per gallon floor

on the levy, which is set at 10 percent of the

wholesale price, computed quarterly. At
current costs, this is a 1.1 cent per gallon

increa.se — a hike of more than 10 percent.

Before the Legislature, under Gov.
Edward J. King, switched the gasoline tax

to a percentage of wholesale prices, it had
been 8.5 cents per gallon.

Digest By the Associated Press

Fbculty laites Andropov Manson asks transfer

CAMBRIDGE - More than 70 faculty at

Harvard University have appealed to

Soviet Secretary General Yuri Andropov to

end the imprisonment of Analoly
Shcharansky, a professor of engineering.

In a letter made public yesterday on the
sixth anniversary of Shcharansky's arrest

in the Soviet Union, the group also asked
for an end to harassment of other Jewish
scholars.

"Many of our colleagues have been
demotod or dismissed, have had their

scholarly works suppressed and have been
prevented from collaborating with the rest

of the Soviet academic community," the
letter said.

MOUNDSVILLE. W.Va - Charles
Manson wants to come home to West
Virginia — to th? prison where his relatives
once did time, says state penitentiary
Warden Donald Bordenkircher.

In a letter, Manson asked Bordenkircher
to accept him as a transfer from the
Vacaville, Calif.. Medical Facility, where
Manson is serving multiple life sentences
for the murders of actress Sharon Tate and
six other people in Los Angeles in 1969.

'Some of his relatives did time in the
facility here, and he said they helped build a
lot of roads in the area." Bordenkircher
said.

"He just wanted to carry on the family
tradition, I guess."

Today's Staff
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Bill Wall
Edward L. Kirk

Susan Bankert
Jim Powers

Nancy Gallo, Jenny Winslow, Andrea Repass
Laura Shanahan, Will Hopkins, Mat Alkins. Sam Levitt

James Shanahan. Doug Chapman, Laurie Frank, Sweeper Dufour
Gail Tanzer, Brian Fitz Maurice, Sean Bunny. Joy McCarthy

Jamie Flshe's parents

to testify in Congress

WASHINGTON - Final Senate action

on a stalled $5. 1 billion jobs bill was delayed
yesterday by a battle over an amendment
that would kill the federal withholding lax

on interest and dividends.

In addition, the jobs bill was weighed
down with three more amendments to allow

the government to use surplus crops to feed

the needy in inner city areas, speed up
federal payments to repair San Francisco

cable cars and express Senate opposition to

administration plans to sell government
weather satellites.

Squad violates rights

SPRINGFIELD - A truant squad

questioning and apprehending youths who
roam streets during school hours may
violate their civil liberties, a lawyer says.

"There are a lot of loose ends to this,"

Springfield lawyer Archer Baltisla says of

the "Springfeld New Attendance Pohcy.

"

Baltisla, the legal affairs vice chairman of

Hampden County's chapter of the Civil

Liberties Union of Massachusetts, says the

group has yet to take a position on the

program, launched Friday in the state's

third largest city.

Under the program. poUce and school

officials question youths spotted in stores

and parks during school hours. Youths who
are students in Springfield public schools

are brought to school. Youths who refuse to

identify themselves are detained until

police determine their names.

' Jim Po««r>

Bicyclist maneuvers between parked cars and heavy late-afternoon
traffic in the center of Amherst yesterday.

Bicycle Committee requests

road renovations for safety
By JANICE ANDERSON

CalWgua CtrTHHB<i»t

A recent report on bicycle safety in

Amherst recommended that major roads

be widened to accomodate bicyclists along

with the ftow of traffic. The report,

compiled by the town Committee on

Bicycling, has been taken under ad

visement by the Amherst Board of

Selectmen.

The report found bike paths too ex-

pensive to construct as well as dangerous,

and bike lanes to be an unsafe alternative.

Bike paths would remove bicyclists from

the flow of traffic, but the nrast likely

place for an accident to occur would be at

the intersection of a bike path and a road.

Bicyclists would have to cross the road at

points where nMlonsts would not be

tooking for crossing traffic. Bike lanes

along the side of the road wouM force

bicyclists into "dangerous maneuvers" at

intersections, the committee's report

staled. Another reason that bike lanes

would be unsatisfactory is that without

the "sweeping action" of passing cars, the

lanes would quickly become debris

covered.

The report recommends that instead of

.separating bicycles from traffic, roads be

widened to accomodate bicycles within the

fiow of traffic. Instead of the standard 12

feet from the center line to the white line

on the right side of the road, lanes would

be widened to 14 feet wide, plus a paved

shoulder. Bicyclists would ride just on the

inside of the line on the edge of the road.

Motorists would have niom to overtake

bicyclists without having to go into on

coming traffic, yet not enough room to

encourage them to travel two abreast.

Naturally, the plan has its obstacles.

Arthur Swift, chairman of the committee

said of the recommendation. "The plan has

its problems — there would be pretty

trees in the way. it would require the

taking of land by eminent domain, and a

14 foot roadway is not standard. There is

a question of the willingness of the town to

construct a nonstandard road." When
North Pleasant Street was reworked it

was agreed to make it 14 feet wide, which

it is. But in some places 14 feet is right to

the curb, so it does not make it that much
better for bicyclists.

The committee does not expect all

major roads to be widened right away. It

would like to see the recommendations
endorsed by the Board of Selectmen, and
agreement made to construct new roads

to the specifications recommended in the
report. "The selectmen are amenable to

placing signs at dangerous intersections."

Swift said.

The report recommends that Amherst
enforce bicycle laws for the safety of the

riders themselves.

Law enforcement, too. presents
problems. "The town's initial reaction was
against" fines because they would have to

be collected in District Court in Nor
thampton. Swift said. Amherst is

reluctant to clog up District Court with
bicycle tickets.

Another problem of enforcement is that

"the Amherst Police Department is

already very busy, and a step up in en

forcement would probably require nwre
manpower." said Swift.

Selectmen are considering the report,

but they have raised some concerns.

Chairwoman Eklith Wilkinson said. "If

roads are wider, will cars go faster? Also.

I*m concerned about the idea of young
children learning to ride in traffic."

Wilkinson said the selectboard is con
sidenng more immediate aids to bicyclists

such as sweeping roads better and more
often, and fixing drains and curbs so they
aren t hazards.

Haverhill murder suspect

draws local group's help
By ONAIDA FOX
Colle(i*n Corrc*pon<l*Ht

The arrest of a University of
Massachusetts student for the murder last

January of a Hampshire College student in

Haverhill, has resulted in a battle of words
between the Essex County District At-

torney's office and Medusa, a local

organization struggling for the rights of

mental patients.

Shulmit F'ishman, a member of Medusa
said the organization, located in the South
Hadley area, was established after the

murder of Gina Sindoni, 21. The organiza-

tion is acting as "Defense Committee' for

the defendant, Gena Spero, 19. Members
include ex-mental patients, lesbians and
friends of the victim or defendant, who
have collected money for lawryers fees and
expert witnesses, she said.

"She (Spero) said she did not do it. The
only reason she was arrested is because she

is black, a lesbian, and an ex-mental pa-

tient. It is a perfect witch hunt," she said.

Robert Zieman, the Essex County
district attorney handling the case was not

available for comment; however, Karen
McLaughlin, a spokesperson for Zieman
said, Fishman's accusation of a witch hunt
is "off-base."

"Does she recommend we not prosecute

a murderer, just because she is a lesbian

and a black, regardless of evidence,"

McLaughlin said.

Fishman said hundreds of poor and black

people are prosecuted yearly, and they are

the same ones on death row. The justice

system is used to prosecute these people

"down the line."

There were other possible suspects who
were not thoroughly questioned, she said.

Spero's past made it easy to pin the murder
on her.

McLaughlin said the distict attorney does
not have evidence to implicate anyone
other than Spero.

"If anyone has information on a suspect,

they should write a letter to the district at-

torney, and he will follow through with it,"

she said.

The D.A.'s office would not prosecute a
person whose father and uncles are on the

police department unless they had "strong

evidence of her guilt," McLaughlin said.

"The person who has made these specula-

tions is out to lunch."

Often friends and family members of the

defendant try to put up smoke screens to

hide the facts," she said.

All of the information released about

Medusa to the media came from the D.A.'s

office. "Of course they do not want other

viewpoints," Fishman said.

Struggling to change the labeling

system, for the rights of mental patients,

"They hope to re-educate the public on the

facts of mental institutions." she said.

"Institutions are like meat lockers.

Society does not know what it is to be

without rights," she said.

Judy Louis Cyr ordered Spero to Fram-
ingham State Prison for psychiatric obser-

vation. She was found not competent to

stand trial for six months.

""It does not look as if she will be going to

trial," F'ishman said.

Campus-wide space shortages

cause Campus Center crowding
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

('•iwgMa sun

The University of Massachusetts Cam-
pus Center is one of the largest of its kind

in the country, yet many problems over of-

fice and meeting room space exist

.

Both student groups and administrators

are in search of more office space in the

Campus Center hut there is nowhere to go.

Conference Services nee<ls more ad-

ministrative space to accomm(xiate their

drive to bring in more sales and generate

more revenue for the Campus Center l)ut

currently no room is available.

"Conference Services would like to ex-

pand in this building but there is no real

space." said Bill Harn.»i. director of the

Campus Center.

Students are also feeling the effects of

the lack of space. Steve Berg, space alloca-

tions ctxirdinator for the Campus Center

Board of Governors said that he has a list

of over twelve organizations which are try-

ing to find office space in the ('ampus

Center but there is nowhere to put them.

"Student groups are m)W in competition

with each other in the search for more

space, to work out of. There is so little

room in the Student Union Building." he
said.

This problem, he added, will be com-
plicated when the student radio station

WMl'A moves into the latilding toward the

end of this semester. The station is in the

process of being evicted from its current

location at Marston Hall by the engineering
department.
Harris said a main part of the problem is

the lack of availal)le meeting-nM)m space on
campus which forces many gr«)ups to use

office space in the Campus Center.

Other issues over space in the Campus
C/enter continue to arise. Currently, there

is a problem in the Hatch Restaurant and
the Coffee Shop of customers not l>eing

able to find a free tal)le during lunch

because many people are using the tables

to study. "The Hatch is so crowded bet-

ween 12;0() and 2:(H) with people doing
homework that it creates a serious problem
for those who want to sit down and eat," he
said.

Harris said his office is going to put up
table tents in the Hatch asking (leople to

eave after they have finishe<l eating in

irder to prevent the problem in the future.

Escort Service to lose its office
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

cwiiftM Stair

Two weeks after they received approval to offer student

escorts academic credits, the Student Government

Association Escort Service has found itself without an

office.

The Campus Center Board of Governors last Thursday

night voted to remove the Escort Service from their office

in the Student Union Building room 415 following

arguments that "the Escort Service never used their office

space or made moves to secure it after they come up for

reapproval." according to Steve Berg, space allocations

coordinator for the BOG. and other members.

"It was a matter of enforcing Board policy on the use of

student office space." Berg said.

The Escort Service was not utilizing its space this

semester or la.st and that other people who work in the

same office never saw anyone from the Escort Service.

Berg said.

Due to the lack of office space in the building and the

increase in student demand for space the MOC has -^ -kp

sure that every room is used properly. Twelve oii.er

students groups have put in requests for office space.

"We had six organizations whose status was questionable

so we sent out letters asking them to come to an appeals

hearing. " he said.

Two of those groups responded but me t-scort Service

didn't. "We gave them notice but they never replied. I feel

badly but you have to be fair to the other groups. " Berg
said.

Response from the Escort Service has not been one of

regret but that they would bke an appeal from the BOG. "I

can understand why it happened because we had a lot of

problems last semester but right now I would like the

Board to reconsider since we have worked so hard to offer

student escorts credit," said Laura O'Shea, co-coordinator

of the service.

"It is going to make it real hard if we don't have an office

because we will be holding workshops in the Campus
Center and we need a place to organize and keep our files,"

she said.

Berg said the BOG and the Escort Service may be able to

work out something and also suggested the library as a

place to which they could possibly go. "I would like to help

them find space but there is so little room in the Student
Union building." he said.

Berg .said he wanted to emphasize the fact that every

group has a space on a year to year basis rather than

H'troactively.

"All the rooms come up for reapproval and as long as the

space is being utiUzed the BOG won't take it away. We give

everybody the same treatment." he said.

Judges deny seat plea;

action already taken
By MARK J. WELCH

C«ll«g>M Staff

The University Judiciary last night refused to order the

Undergraduate Student Senate to seat 12 new members
before tonight's elections for .senate officers.

Presiding Judge Lawrence Mestel announced the

unanimous decision, ruling that a petition for a writ of

mandamus was not the proper judicial action. A writ of

mandamus would compel an officer of the senate to take

some action.

"Action was taken by (Senate Speaker Sharon) Davies

in tabling the motion," Mestel said. "The real question is

the propriety of that action," and such a decision would be

covered under a different procedure. Mestel said.

The three member judicial tribunal was convened to act

on a petition filed by Southwest Area (iovemment

Treasurer Carol Rafferty, who was chosen by the McKim-
niie House Council last week to fill the dorm's vacant seat.

The senate last week refused to seat Rafferty and 11

other newly-appointed senators following charges by some
.senators that an attempt was being made to "stack" the

senate before tonight's election of new officers. The
senate tabled the appointments until after the elections.
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Tdeviaon set theft

and cash larceny

enA up on police log

By LAURIE FISHER

Amherst police yesterday reported arresting a 29-year

old man in connection with an attempted theft of a

television set from an Amherst store on Monday.

Police said the man and two companions walked into

Mientka Radio TV Inc. on Monday morning. While the two
companions talked with the owner, the third man ran out

of the front door with a 19 inch RCA television, valued at

$449.

Police said the owner, realizing the set had been taken,

ran out the door after the man. screaming at him. The man
and the two companions fled the scene in a car that was

later identified by a passing pedestrian, police said.

Using information supplied by the pedestrian, police

were able to track down the car and later arrest the man,

who was charged with larceny over $100 and with giving

police a false name. The suspect was then turned over to

state police, who had a warrant for his arrest. Police said

the two companions were not arrested.

Ater inquiring about different bicycles in Peloton's

Monday afternoon, a man jumped on a $400 12 speed

I'nivega bicycle and rode out of the store, police said. The
man was chased by an employee on another bicycle down
East Pleasant Street.

A resident of Meadow Street reported the theft of $495

in cash and three checks worth $&4 at 8:45 a.m. Monday,
police said. The suspect is thought to have entered through

an unbcked front door, police said.

A New York man was arrested at 8:30 p.m. Monday for

operating an unregistered motorcycle without a license,

police said. Police noticed the older motorcycle plates on

the vehicle while patrolling on University Drive.

A car stero was reported stolen from an Audi Fox on

Monday. Police valued the stereo at $150 and believed it to

have been stolen between 4 a.m. Feb. 12 and midnight

Feb. 13.

Summer Session

continues this year
By (iLENDA CAREY

The Division of Continuing Education will again be

offering its Summer Session despite anticipated economic

difficulties due to R(>aganomics. according to the Co-

ordinator of Credit Programs Angel (i. Ramirez.

"It IS difficult to project if the enrollment will suffer

because of the present economic conditions." Ramirez said.

He added the enrollment in a class is the key factor in

determining if it will be offered.

The Summer Session, which has been run by Continuing

Ekiucation since 1975. receives between 3.500 and 4.000

registration applications annually. For the most part, all

courses offered are requirements fiw a panirular major

within the department which offers it.

Not surprisingly, the most popular courses in the summer
are often the ones which are most difficult to get into

during the academic year. "There is a tremendous demand
due to scheduling conflicts, especially by the School of

Management." he said.

Students also find the Summer Session allows them to

shorten their stay at the University, thereby decreasing

their educational costs. Said one student. "I couldn't find a

job anyway, so I took some classes that will allow me to

graduate early."

No significant increases in the tuition for Summer
Session are projected, said Ramirez. He added that further

information will be available during mid April.
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Women's development projects

subject ofPeace Corps talk

Speaker calls for democratic approach
to higher education for stopping bias

By CRIS SCHUSTER
ColUriu SUff

The needs and wishes of people living in Third World

countries must be considered in development programs,

according to a member of the Africa bureau of the

Washington D.C. Peace Corps yesterday.

Carol Wzorek spoke about what development programs

need during a panel discussion yesterday on "Women and

Development" at the University of Massachusetts.

"I cannot think of a phrase that gets more people's backs

up than 'women in development.' People think women in

development is a program. It is not a support system for

western women. It is not an export of western feminism to

other countries," she said.

However, women have been neglected in development

projects, she said. Consideration of women's roles must be

taken into account by the projects.

Consideration of women's liberation in Third World
countries must by nature be different because of the

difference in cultures, said Nancy Herman, a UMass
graduate student in anthropology and former Peace Corps

worker in Senegal.

"Assuming universal subordination of women can cause

misconceptions," she said.

Panna Putnam, coordinator of the Third World Women's
Task Force at the University of Massachusetts and a

student at the Center for International Studies at the

University, said inequality and oppression have many
reasons behind them.

"Development projects must not become a tool to

prevent basic social change. They must work with the
people themselves," she said.

1983 Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee. Wl

By REBECCA L. THATCHER
Collcriwi Suff

Last night at Smith College a former University of

Massachusetts professor urged administrators and
educators to promote a democratic, plurahstic approach
to education that helps eliminate the Anglo-American,
ethnocentric bias.

In a speech titled, "Democratizing Higher Education
In A Pluralistic Society: A Challenge to Higher Educa-
tion," Dean of Graduate Studies and Research at Califor-

nia State University at Los Angeles Bob Suzuki explain-

ed the need for pluralism in higher education and how to

translate his theories into practice.

During the sixties there was a rise of ethnic con-

sciousness which paralled the feminist movement, Suzuki

said. "It has been within the context of this ferment that

the concept of pluralism appeared in higher education,"

he said.

There are dangers in a simplistic view of cultural

studies," Suzuki said. "It is not enough to say there is go-

ing to be unity with diversity."

Suzuki cautioned against an incorrect interpretation of

the study of ethnic groups which can result in "runaway
laissez-faire ethnicity" of "the concept of pluralism

which perpetuates inequalities instead of eliminating

them.

"The institutions of higher learning have a responsibili-

ty to help solve the problem," he said. "When any group

suffers oppression, the entire society is degraded by this

dehumanization
. '

'

They have a responsibility, Suzuki said, because they

have a virtual monopoly on intellectual resources, and

they train world leaders, administrators and voters.

Institutions have abdicated their responsibility, Suzuki

said. "The schools are not meeting the educational needs
— either the academic or social — of many racial and

ethnic minorities, particularly those who are poor,

because they are victimized by the sociocultural milieu of

the schools." he said.

"White schools preach a lot about democracy, freedom

and equality, but the social structure of most schools pro-

motes values and behavior that are quite antithetical to

their ideals." he said.
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Selectmen approve

plan for road width
By TAMI BORTON

coiiffiMi surr

The Amherst Board of Selectmen unanimously voted to

endorse a plan for bicycles and cars to share area roads by
widening them and to promote consideration of bicycle

safety at their meeting last night.

The motion was made following a discussion on a report

released by the town committee on bicycling last month
which called for a widening of roads from the center line to

the shoulder line from 12 feet to 14 feet, according to

Arthur Swift, committee chair.

"This distance will leave room for cars to pass bikes but

won't encourage cars to pass other cars," Swift said.

However, adopting this motion will not call for any road

construction or alteration, chairwoman Edith L. Wilkenson

said.

"This motion entails a psychological rethinkL.g on the

part of bicyclers and motorists." said Selectman Richard

H. Minear.

The 14 foot shared roadway will serve bicyclists as an
alternative to bike paths, according to the bicycling

committee report.

Currently. Swift and Del Castilho are discussing

recommendations issued to the selectmen by the town
manager.
In other business, Wilkenson reminded town members of

the date Town Meeting Warrant closes, March 18, and
reviewed a tentative list of articles for the meeting, which
begins May 3.

Tne contract with the Town Manager was also

unanimously approved by the selectmen.

Thinness ideal

gets the blame
for poor health

By MARY BALDWIN
<«ll«C>aa Sun

The media and their efforts to promote consumerism is a

major cause of eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa,

bulimia and obesity according to a consensus of women at a

workshop Monday at the University of Massachusetts.

"Consumerism, the force that created this country is

keeping women down and unhealthy. It is a destructive

thing." said [..aurie Orton. a member of the women's issues

team of the Student Center for (Educational Re.seirch and

Advocacy

.

The women thert- expressed their feelings regarding

societal pressure on women to be thin.

The media, and their promotion of thinness was blamed

by the women for influencing eating habits and shaping the

way women think about themselves.

"Profit is what the people who run the media are in

terested in." one woman said.

"Advertisers don't care what you look like as long as they

are making money and the consequences of these ad-

vertisements oppress and handicap women." Jane

Zbyszynski, also a women's issues member, said.

The women discussed fat discrimination and the physical

fitness, body building craze advocated by Jane Fonda and

others.

"Fat discrimination is a type of discrimination that is

completely overlooked." one woman said.

The other women agreed that women are otten hired as

ornaments.
"Never mind your mind, just look good." another woman
addf^.
One member recalled an incident that happened to her at

work. She called her boss out of his office to meet a woman
who was there for an interview. The woman was over

weight and wore little makeup. The man took one look at

her and refused to see her because she was not good

looking, the woman said.

Incidents such as this cause women to beheve that their

whole sense of success or failure is centered around eating,

one member said.

The women agreed that having some sense of yourself

and some successes so that you do not judge yourself

according to social standards of thinness and beauty is very

imponant.
The physical fitness craze was believed by most women to

be a positive force, however, they agreed that the people

out there in the industries related to the craze are

capitalizing on and exploiting women.
"In other words, wont you look cute in your new Nike

sweatpants. " one woman said.

"Body building is stiU geared towards looking good and

getting a man." she said.

Make sure you g^et there
buy a Rand McNally

Road Atlas

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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The! 1983
Commencement exercise

at the

University

of Massachusetts
at Amherst
will be held on
SATURDAY,
MAY 28, 1983

Learn German
This Summer

June 27-

August 5. 1983

The German Summer School of the Atlantic

at the University of Rhode \sland

German >mII be the sole language of communication and Ger-

man hie and culture the heart ot this accredited intensive

language program available at all levels

Live and scKiali/e in comfortable surroundings minutes aMa>

from Rhode Island s beaches and scenic Newport

Earn 8 undergraduate or graduate credits

SPtCIAL COURSES FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE

A three week course will stress conversational survival Ger-

man lor business and travel

For details Dr lohn M Crattdln or

Or Otio Dornberf Oepartmrni of

L«n«ua«c» Univer«lt> of Rhode liland

KIngMon Rl 02MI 14011792)911

The Columban Father§ extend

AN INVITATION
. . .to younfs C.atholir men with idealii»m,

courage and generosity to join over 800
Columban mission priests serving the

poor and needy in eight Third World
countries. . .and have a happy rewar>
ding life.

For more information on becoming a
missionary priest, contact:

Father Michael Harrison

COLUMBAN FATHERS
310 AdaitiH St.

Quincy, Ma. 02169

(617) 472-1494
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EXPLORE NEW
DIMENSIONS...
Talk To Draper
Draper — the worl()-rer>owr>ed research center, located
in the Technology Square complex in Cambridge.
Massachusetts, handles a volume of more than 115
million dollars each year and employs over 1700 people
throughout the Laboratory

As leaders m the industry, we're breaking new ground m
Guidance, Navigation and Control. Fault Tolerant Com-
puting, Precision Pointing and Tracking. Advanced
Spacecraft, Industrial Automation and Undersea Vehicle
Systems Design And, because Draper is in the forefront

of high technology — we offer handa-on experience in a
"worKing laboratory " environment.

'We do fascinating and rewarding work, attracting some
of the nation s most imaginative, inventive people. If

you're one of them, graduating with a BS/MS/PhD in

Electrical Engineering or Computer Science, or an
MS/PhD in Mechanical Engineenng, arrange for a
Draper inteiview

We will be at
Unh^erslty of Massachusetts

on Aprils, 1983

S«e your Placement Office to arrange for an oivcampus
interview, or send your resume to: Dr. Daniel E
Gladkowski, Depl. C. The Charles Stark Draper

Laboratory. Inc.. 555 Technology Square. Canibrtdge,
MA 02130.

1^ The Charles Starh
l!^ Draper Laboratory; bK.

EDITORLAL/OPINION
We will have to

repeat our past
In

the second week of November some 150,000 vete
rans of the Vietnam War walked past the Washington,
D.C. monument erected to their sacrifice. While to a

large extent the conflict has receded from public memory,
one lesson has still held. The vast majority of Americans
do not want to fight another war.Qf this type again.
Unfortunately, the Reagan Administration is not in-

terested in learning from the past, or from public opinion.
In 1980 the I'nited States government requested 5.9
million in military aid for El Salvador. Reagan is now a.sk-

ing for $110 million U) support the El Salvadorian armeiJ
forces against the guerrillas. Plans are also afoot for El
Salvadorian troops to be trained in the United States, and
for an increased presence of U.S. advisors.

Brooke States

The parallels with Vietnam are irresistible, but not total-

ly accurate. The government will not be able to hoodwink
the public as it did during Vietnam. The e<'onomic pro-

blems in the country are such that it will be extremely dif

ficult to finance the conflict on a scale remotely ap-

proaching Vietnam, without tremendous pf>litical fallout

at home.
But sending more advisors is a problem. In describing

the American buildup in Vietnam William O'Neil, in his

book Coming Apart, states. "America was now wedded to

the war, by the blood of the men it sent to die there." Once
Americans are killed, or once we reach a certain number
of advisors, the situation changes. For more troops will be

needed to protect those there. At this point the advi.sors

stop being advisors, and the casualties become not dead
Americans, but take on a political asf)ect. This is where it

is similar to Vietnam, the slow build up, in this case, very
slow. Each step seems like a little. We are told there are
no plans for a "wider war." But the sum of the steps being

taken is much more then the parts.

The increase in aid is little, compared with overall

figures being thrt>wn around in the budget Itattles up on
Capitol Hill. But that money could go to better things.

Those standing in the unemployment lines today, or those

that are not because their benefits ran out, will be glad to

know that the cause of freedom is being defended in El

Salvador.

The real question is what are we doing in El Salvador at

all? We are iiAd that we are defending a countr>' with a

moderate leader from hordes of degenerate dupes, backed
by the Soviet Union and Cuba. This is a lie. It is true that

the rebels get help from the Cubans in the form of

weapons. It is very little. After all, they can hardly expect

the United States to help them. We are giving aid in far

greater amounts to the official government. It's

legitimacy rests on the previous elections. These were a

farce. The rebels were not able to participate, because

they would have been killed. The "leftist opposition" in-

dudes many former Christian Democrats, and numerous
other independents. It is not only Communist,

El Salvador has had fifty years of military rule. In these

fifty years the exploitation of the peasants and urban

workers, has changed little. The rural oligarchy still pulls

the strings. We are backing a government that is looking

back towards the past. The rebels represent the future of

the country, whether that is negotiated or militarily ac-

complished. To further mire ourselves in the conflict will

not help.

El Salvador is not essential to the survival of America.

It is essential to Ronald Reagan's attempt to define

"American interests" in terms of a political philosophy.

We cannot and do not have the right to police the world.

Nor can we keep socialism out of Central America,

because to do so would mean attacking institutions and

governments that support us now. "Those who choose to

ignore the mistakes of the past are doomed to repeat

them."

Brooke States is a Collegain columnist
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Flyer lacked social responsibility

On most college campuses there exists a certain de-

gree of political idealism. Students learning more
about our government and coming to terms with it

failures as well as its triumphs see. perhaps more clearly

than others, the promise for improvements. From the

socialist movement of the 1930's to the nationwide

crusade for peace in the 1960's, history has shown this to

be the case. The generation of the 19H0's is no exception.

We, also eager to right the wn»ngs <»f a powerful govern-

ment, are often prepared to take our causes to the public.

There are those who wish to abuse that sense of promise

to achieve their own motives which may be totally con-

trary to the ideals that they're professing to. In the name
of democracy, they actually obscure it; in the name of

fairplay, they discredit their opponents through unfair tac-

tics; in the name of bn)ad-based human rights, they sup-

port regimes that know no such concept.

Don Narey
Last Friday an organization, which chose not to identify

Itself, distributed a pamphlet pn>claiming that "Reagan
wants to escalate the war in El Salvatior." There was no
attempt to explain why a president plagued by a historical

national debt would want to increase the war effort of a
nation greatly dependent on American financial support.

The point, however, is that it stated that Reagan wants to

escalate the war. not the government of El Salvaflor nor

the Marxist guernllas that they're fighting but Ronald

Reagan. Are we then to believe that the President of the

United States is the aggressor in this conflict rather than

the Marxist who chose military confrontation over the

electoral process that they were invited to take part in a
year ago? Granted, American presidents have instigated

foreign wars, but in this case the opposing forces must
bear some of the responsibility.

The unauthored pagiphlet then descriU's what "con-

stitutes the escalation " as the President's alleged interest

in increasing the "number of U.S. military advisors from
.55 to 100." This implies that there are currently 55
American military advisors in VA Salvador. 55 is the ad-

ministrations self-im(M>sed limit on advisors not the

number of advisors currently in that ctmntry. The current
issue of Newsuvek numbers the advisors at 37, Whether
there are 37. 55, or 100 advisors is not the issue here. The
issue is that this pamphlet makes an implication that it

does not attempt to defend.

The "likely outcome, " we're told, is that the U.S. "will

offer the Salvadorian dictatorship counterinsurgency
training and high-tech weaponry." Sources for this and
other claims are cited as "compiled fn)m several st)urce8

particularly from The Natitm March 12." The above
.assumption is based on an editorial that ran in that issue of

The Natum, however, The Nation offered no news
coverage of the situation in El Salvador in that issue. The
"several sources" remain a mystery.

This pamphlet was endorsed by the Northampton
Comm. ()n C'entral America, Gay and l>esbian Activists,

Students Against Militarism, Radical Student Union and
several other student organizations, none of which have
claimed responsibility for its allegations or distribution.

Nowhere in the pamphlet is it stated who funded this cam-
paign to raise support for the March 12 rally on the

.Amherst Common.
Certainly, there have been well-formulated cases

against U.S. support for Salvadorian autocracy, as there

have been solid cases supporting it. The i.ssue here though,

is one of social responsibility. The tactics used to drum up
support for this rally were irresponsible and deceiving, but

'more importantly they stand as an insult to the in-

itelligence of UMass students and a travesty of serious

political movements.

Don Narey is a UMass student

Letters

Is Senate vote stacked?
To the Editor:

We would like to call attention to an objectionable deci-

sion made by the Undergraduate Student Senate this

past Wednesday night. When a motion was brought

before the Senate to appoint new Senators who had been

chosen and accepted by their respective House Councils,

a motion was brought to "table" the appointments until

after the internal elections for Speaker and Treasurer.

The elections are scheduled to be held at the next Stu-

dent Senate meeting. The reason given for tabling was to

prevent the "stacking" of votes prior to the upcoming

election. A justification for this motion was the conten-

tion that the new Senators would not have enough

knowledge of the candidates to make a proper decision.

It is our personal judgement that since no prior an-

nouncement of candidacy was made before this Senate

meeting, no Senator could have better knowledge of the

candidates than the next. Each Senator will have an am-

ple opportunity to learn about the candidates through the

forthcoming speeches of each candidate and the subse-

quent debate period.

One serious consequence of the Senate's decision will

be the misrepresentation of the hundreds of students

who will not be represented in any Senate decisions for

the next two weeks. The very purpose of the Senate is to

represent the interests of the students of this university.

The Senate's ruling actively denies students their right

to representation.

As the Senate stands now, a majority faction exists,

the very one which voted to implement the tabling of the

new Senators' appointments. As concerned members of

the ^,QA-^ we feel th^J^ thi? n)i9represenj4tiori should be

publicly denounced and brought to the attention of all

concerned students. Senator Michael Bcaa
Senator Andrew Naidcck

Undergraduate Student Senate

New parking policy unfair
To the Editor:

I was appalled and infuriated to read about the new
parking ticket policy (March 14). It is not the policy that

irritates me so much as the attitude connected to it. I

quote from the article: " 'We're going to squeeze the
students till they bleed', laughed one parking enforce-

ment employee. 'We're going to have a lot of fun with
this policy.' " The "parking enforcement employee" (I

call them 'rangers') was not named but if possible, 1

would like to inform this inconsiderate asshole that I am
a university student, not a prisoner in a concentration

camp, and I do not wish to be "squeezed . . . till (I) bleed".

I pay almost $2,000 a semester to come here, and
another $25 a year to park in one of UMass' spacious,

well-lit. well-plowed, state of the art parking lots, and I

feel that I deserve a little compassion, if not respect. I

have received $5 tickets for parking in a Southwest lot

for an hour to just pick up my girlfriend and take her out,

and last year my stereo was taken from my car in my
own lot ($200 loss total) and I was told that nothing could

be done. How can this be justified? True, being a ranger
at UMass is one of the lowest occupations I can think of,

but it's tough being a student, so lay off us a little and
remember that we're humans, and not zits that you ob-

viously like to "squeeze . . . till they bleed".

Jason Rubin

. . . . . . . . .v,*v%.%%^,.. . .. ffP^.. . .%
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Resurrection: Hoax or History
Does the historical evidence support the ressurection of Jesus Christ? To be sure, this is

quite a remarkable claim, but what kind of evidence do we have to be able to come to a logical

well thought out conclusion either way?
Several explanations have been offered down through the ages to explain this phenomenon.

Any explanation that can be posed must adequately explain not just a few, but all of the

historical facts surrounding the situation, a few of which follow:

1.) The feared power of Rome was ignored by breaking a Roman seal on Jesus' tomb.
2.) Both the Jews and Romans admitted that the tomb was empty.

3.) A highly disciplined Roman military guard fled their watch and had to be bribed by the of

ficials to lie about what happened.
4.) A two ton stone was somehow moved from the entrance of the tomb while a Roman

guard stood watch.

5.) The Christian religion began in Jerusalem, the city in which Jesus was crucified and
buried, and NO ONE produced a body.

John Warwick Montgonr>ery, Dean of Simon Greenleaf School of Law has this to say,

"It passes the bounds of credibility that the early Christians could have manufactured such a

tale and then preached it among those who might easily have refuted it by simply producing

the body of Jasus."

We must not bias our perusal of the evidence simply because we are dealing with Jesus. We
must examine the evidence as we would examine any other historical document

Philip Schaff, historian, says. "The purpose of the historian is not to construct a history

from preconceived notions and adjust it to his own likir>g, but to reproduce it from the best

evidence ar>d let it speak for itself
"

Have you ever really checked out the resurrection in an unbiased histoncal study? Christiani

ty means nothing if this proposition does not hold true

Brian Kelley

For more information on the
ReUability of the Bible

come to SBA 109 at 6:30 pm WED Mar. 16

The Resurrection - Hoax or History
skeptics welcome! Campus Crusade for Christ

1

SENIORS

AFTER BREAK
SPECIAL
Yearbook

Senior Portraits

held over

for 2 weeks

March 28 - April 8
Come in with your

tan.

Stop by Rm 178 CC
or call 545-2874

'Drum' winsnational awardupon first entry
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL

Special to Black Affair*

On the inside cover of DRUM we are told that the

DRUM is "one of the art forms" that was taken away
from blacks upon their arrival in America. That 12 years
ago "after great struggle" the DRUM was revived in

Amherst. That there is a constant "danger of losing"

DRUM as art forms are being lost one by one. What a
tragic loss it would be to lose our DRUM!
DRUM is the Black Literary Magazine at the Universi-

ty, which focuses on the urgent issues facing America's
minorities, yet focusing finely in an artistic way. The issue

of art and politics is debatable, but that a magazine can
have apolitical focus and still be an art form is not.

The Spring 1982 (most recent) edition of DRUM, its first

entry to the Columbia Scholastic Press Association na-

tional competition, won first prize in the Fine Art and
Literary category. The DRUM long recognized by its loyal

readership deserves national acclaim.

After flipping the back cover featuring an inspirational

mural, entitled Builders of the Cultunc Present, DRUM
opens with a beautiful, however political poem by Andrew
Salkey. The first half of the magazine is most timely and
critical articles about music, ranging in topic from Bob
Marley to Thelonius Monk and including many fine photos.

The midpoint of the magazine displays the color artworks
which are reproduced rather nicely against a black

background with white trim.

Especially eye-catching is the centerpiece of a mixed
media piece by Varnette Honeywood, Kujichaguua, and a
mixed media collage by Napolean Jones-Henderson, Bla^'k

People Rise, So We Too. There is an informative article

about Martin Luther King by F'hilip Martin, a student. A
black and white collage by Laurie Spinelli, another stu-

dent, urges us to unite behind Liberty and defeat oppres-
sion.

This work is particularly impressive because it ties

together the seemingly disparate entities of racism, sex-

ism and capitalist oppression in the form of nuclear

politics. Later, there is another article by Martin on
Solidarity Day in Washington. As the magazine ends with

many articles of international, national, and community
concern to bladk people, it must also be said that it crosses

racial barriers jn writing things of concern to all people.

For instance, there is an interview with Jimmy Cliff

which is very revealing and compelling. The back cover ex-

presses the universality of the expression on one's face

with a mask which gives one the feeling of something bet-

ween a person and a lion.

In his interview, Jimmy Cliff traces the roots of reggae
to the slave trade in Jamaica, commenting that, while in

America the slaves' drums were taken away from them, in

Jamaica the slaves were allowed to keep their DRUM. I

hope we can keep our DRUM here at UMass.
The issue in production now is dedicated to Martin

Luther King and will be out in May.

i

mtA
Is the Third World image
still impaired by the press?

( oll«Ktan plioto bt Ja.i <>W

Dr. Ray Copeland (left) of Hampshire Colleg^e alon^ with Barry Htif^f^

(saxophone, UMass) Fred Clayton Bass and an unidentified drummer
get down at Hampshire earlier this month.

Former minister discusses

Tanzanian development
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

t'oti*(iaa SUft

Problems experienced by developing na-

tions were outlined at the l^niversity of

Massachusetts Monday during a speech by

a former Tanzanian government minister.

The speech by Abdulraham Mohamed
Babu, a former Tanzanian official and now
a visiting lecturer of Black Studies at

Amherst C<)llege, was the keynote ad-

dresser of a three-day conference entitled

"Life in the Global Village - World

Development Issues."

Bahu said many of the problems now ex-

perienced by developing rwitions are caused

by their former colonial economic systems

that the countries have not yet been able to

change.

"Our economies were built on the col-

onial system." he said. "We never

bothered to restructure our country."

Babu said that under the economic

systems used by many developing coun-

tries, most of the agricultural resources

went toward production of crops that could

be exported for cash, rather than crops

that could be consumed by the country's

own population.

"We have the resources to feed

ourselves, but unfortunately we cannot

feed ourselves." Babu said.

"Instead of producing for the world

market we should produce for the people,"

he said.

Babu said that a balance between

argriculture and industry must be struck in

developing nations.

Initial industrialization in developing na-

tions had many negative effects on local

economies and populations, he said.

Babu said industry in the cities, which

produce gfxxis mainly for export, drain

people from rural areas. This, he said,

leaves fewer pe<^>ple to work in agricultural

endeavors.

"We cannot ignore agriculture." he said.

Another effect of workers moving to

cities to work in industry is that more of

the work goes to producing go<Kis for ex-

port, rather than goods that would Ite con-

sumed within the country.

Babu cited what he called a "massive

transfer of wealth from poor countries to

rich countries." saying that $5 million to $6

million of poor nations' wealth is exported

to richer nations each hour.

"What goes in is miniscule compared to

what goes out," he said.

By RHONDA SWAN
( iilleciaii I onrm^ottdrnt

Throughout history the news media, both

the print medium and television have been
criticized for their bias toward a particular

political party and social class and its

inability to present veritable facts.

Although the asptTl of party and social

cla.ss bias has hardly disappeared, it has,

however, decreased remarkably due to

rhanges in society and technob^ical ad

vances.

Commentary
Despite the advances made in presenting

impartial information to Americans about

the United States, the media doesn't seem
to have nude the same progress with

respect to Third World nations.

As stated by both Tony Brown, author

and prtKlucer of "Tony Brown's Journal".

and Angela Davis, noted civil rights ac

tivists. one of the major problems that

blacks in American society have to deal

with today is the lack of true and accurate

information dealing with the Third World

as It is presented by the news media.

One example <rf the print medium's

inaccurate account of a Third World nation

event can be found in Neutweek. one of the

most popular and widely read national and

international news magazines in the United

States.

In its February 14. 1983 issue. New*U)€ek
published an article entitled. "Nigeria's

Outcasts: The Cruel Exodus." The story

dealt with Nigeria and the plight of its

Ghanaian refugees.

Accompanying the article was a

photograph of Ghanaian refugees being

threatened by soldiers which was cap

tioned. "Crowd control. Nigerian style: A
chilling strategy for economic recovery."

Subsequently, the person on the

Neu'SUfeek staff responsible for the

photographical department should un-

doubtedly be familiar with the differences

between the Benin Tt>go and Nigeria

borders. Even without personal knowledge
of the two localities, more care should have
been taken to see that the right photograph
was accompanied with the right article.

Fortunately for Sewsweek readers,

Ibrahim Kiu knew the difference and was
concerned enough about the way Nigeria

was represented to voice that concern.

However, the photograph was not related

*n the artk*le and this fact was pointed out

to Newsweek by Ibrahim M. Biu. Consulate

General of Nigeria.

"This photograph was not taken anywhere
near Nigeria. Nigeria is governed by a

democratically elected government, and the

Nigerian government does not use soldiers

for crowd control." wrote Biu.

In response to Biu's letter, Neusweek
answered. "Newtweek regrets the error.

The photograph was taken at the Benin-

Togo border."

When Newtweek referred to the

mistaken picture as an "error", it was
simply admitting to a shght oversight,

being that the word "error" is usually taken
to mean a mistake that is generally unin-

tentional and whose repercussions are mild

if any.

However, the Benin Togo border is at

least two hundred mik>s away from Nigeria.

A discrepancy between locations of two
hundred miles apart can hardly be seen as a

mere error, but more appropriately as a

gross blunder.

Announcement
The Third World Caucus of the Student

Government will hold a very important
meeting on Wednesday. March 16 at 6:00
p.m. in room 169 of the Campus Center. For
more information call 545 2517.

Does Jesse Jackson's record qualify him as presidential candidate?
By MANNING MARABLE

froai The UraaartMrti

Many Americans recognize that next year's presidential

race will be more than referendum on Reaganism.

Properly understood, Reaganism represents an attempt by

the c9rporations to accelerate capital accumulation at the

-expense of workers, an effort to reduce permanently the

levels of social services and public programs at the expense

of an unprecedented arms buildup. In short, the baskr

tenor of our debate with the Right must be cast into three

slogans — jobs, peace and freedom.

In this regard, members of the Congressional Black

Caucus have taken the lead in defining the pressing con

cerns which affects Blacks. Latinos, poor and working class

people. John Conyers of Detroit is developing perhaps the

most progressive full employment bill in U.S. history.

Parren Mitchell of Baltimore has taken the lead in

denouncing Reagan's economic austerity programs. And

Washington D.C.'s Walter Fauntroy was even arrested

last year in a public demonstration against the dumping of

toxic waste in a rural. Black North Carolina county.

The problem before us. therefore, is making sure that

these questions of jobs (a full employment economy), peace

(reductions in both conventional and nuclear weapons) and

freedom (affirmative action legislatwn, a restoration of

human services, etc.) become part of the presidential

debate.

As I see matters, there are only two ways tx) begin this

process. One strategy would involve running a progressive

Black candidate for the Democratic Party nomination in a

select group of ten to twelve states. The states should have

either sizeable blocs of Black Latino, and trade union

voters, or a tradition of political liberalism (for example.

New York. Massachusetts, Michigan, Illinois, Penn
sylvania, California, Washington, D.C.).

The goal of this strategy would be not to win the

nomination, of course, but to force the frontrunner,

Mondale, to the left. Whomever emerges as the

Democratic party's alternative to Reagan — whether

Mondale. Glenn, or any of the other lesser lights — he will

not respond to the demands of the Black freedom

Movement except in token gestures, unless he is ab-

solutely forced to do so.

This cannot be done unless a progressive black candidate

goes into the convention with 300 to 400 delegate votes,

and when no single white candidate has a majority of

delegate votes. This also means, of course, that Mondale
must be denied a first-ballot victory at the conventk>n.

Unquestionably, the best quaUfied candidate for this

strategy is Ronald V. Dellums. Since his election to

Congress, Dellums has represented the most principled

and progressive alternative available in American politics.

His unique strength is his ability to relate a diverse con-

stituency: Blacks, trade unionists, feminists. Latinos,

environmentalists, peace activists, etc.

Unfortunately, some Black Caucus niembers and other

fSiiticos have in recent days put forward another can-

didate who would be the centerpiece of^^l^e, ^r,^gy
,

outlined above: the country preacher him.self, Jesse

Jackson.

He has never been elected to public offkre. Jackson's

defenders claim that he is the best known Black political

figure in America. Name recognition is of course a valuable

factor, but insufficient in itself to validate a person's

political credentials. Everyone still knows who Jesse

James was, but I sincerely doubt that this nineteenth

century rogue was a suitable candidate for high office!

The chief weakness of a potential Jack.son campaign,

however, is in the candidate's inability to awaken the

support of progressives outside of the Black community.

Jackson's PUSH has no meaningful contacts within the

women's movement, and Jackson's own ego has earned

him many enemies within the civil rights leadership. Black

nationalists and most leftists view Jackson with un-

disguised contempt as a political opportunit, a chameleon
whose colors change with the issues. There is a real danger

that Jackson the candidate would capitulate to Mondale
(or even Glenn) at the convention, after a deal had been cut

behind the .scenes, leaving Blacks and progressives out in

the proverbial cold.

The strategy to realign American politics in 1984 must
begin with a candidate who can be trusted to represent our

interst. As far as I'm concerned, Jesse Jackson disqualified

himself a decade ago. Jack.son is not a black leader — he is

a celebrity. And tbt* seriousness of the political crisis which

is before us demands that any independent campaign start

,y«jUx;<lpvelof unquestioned integrity.
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classic to the contemporary And
choose the ring ar»d custom options

that most eloquently express you
Now IS your time to get what you

deserve And remember—nothir^g

else feels like real gold.

You re ready' For the biggest and
the best that life has to offer And for

the college nng that will speak vol-

umes about you—and your achieve-

ments—for years to come
Whats more— you can afford it'

Because now. for a limited time you
can order from tfie entire ArtCarved
collection of 14K gold college rings

and save S25 Come and see the

exquisitely crafted styles— from the

Campus Center
Date: March Time: 10 4 PM piace: '^VNIVERSltY

T'eposil Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted <4» I'K

Rt 47 Sunderland. MA 665 4937 You mu»i

SPECIAL
EVENING

WITH THE

GODFATHER
OF SOUL

JAMES
^

BROWN
THURSDAY,
MARCH 17th
Doors Open 7 pm

Tickets:

$10.00 in advance
$12.50 at door

Available at

For the Record at Faces
in Amherst

You mutt b« 18 to •nitr

:»^

lr=Jr=Jfe=Jr=Jr=lf=J^=JftgJr^lf=yr=JFgiP5
3

TONIGHT
All iNTERESTEd StucIents!!

(SENioRS, JuNioRS,

SophoMORES, F'lRST YeAR)

You ARE CORdiAlly INvixEd TO

ATTENd AlufMNl/AluiVINAE

Career NiqhT.

CRAduATEs of Four UNivERsiTy

dEpARTIMENTS wiU SpEAk ANd '

ANSWER OUESTIONS aBoUT TllEiR

CAREERS ANd YOURS.
WHEN:

WEdNEsdAy, MARch 16, 1987

WHERE:
Campus Center, Room 1 67

SPONSORS:
TkE AIumnI AssociATioN

TkE UNivERsiry PIacement ServIce

TliE CoS'EqE of Food ANd NatuaI Resources

Join us tonight
W^dn^sdoy 9 - clos«

for 25"^ beers

& good-CQunchiesI

i -ai

^» L> €>

•located on University Dr. between Southwest & Stadium Liquors

Arts
Bob Wills' labor oflove
THE TIFFANY TRANSCRIPTIONS Vol. 1

(KALEIDOSCOPE)
Bob Wills and his Texas Playboys

By DAVID CHEVAN
CollefUn SUff

Once in a great while an album appears on the market

whose creation can only be described as a labor of love.

For several years, Kaleidoscope Records, a small Califor-

nia record company, has possessed a series of recordings

known as the Tiffany Transcriptions. The Tiffany

Transcriptions are a series of over 300 recordings from

the 40's, by the king of Texas swing, Bob Wills and his

Texas Playboys.

Who, you may ask, is Bob Wills? Bob Wills was one of

the originators of early country music. His band, the

Texas Playboys, played everything from straight ahead

eight to the beer-bar country music to big band swing. To-

day's biggest names in country music either started with

Will's band or learned their chops from his recordings.

The Tiffany Transcriptions were recorded during one of

the best periods in the Playboys' history. The band smokes

through every tune in a manner more reminiscent of big

band jazz than the Eddie Rabbit schlock that is passed off

Alvin's still got it

as country music nowadays. As each player gets a chance
to play a solo Wills calls out his name to let you know who
the player is. This friendly loose style of sharing the music
with the band and the audience is often lacking in today's

tightly arranged technical music world.

The album is an even mix of instrumental and vocal

numbers. The instrumentals include at least one song.

Missing to Moscow, that could easily blow away anything

on the country market ttniay. Another interesting item is

an old Count Basic standard, Jumpin ' at the Woodside.

Usually this is a big band shout number, but the Texas
Playboys turn it irfto a smoking western swing boogie

piece.

Wills left the singing to three excellent front people, but

occasionally he interjects a few comments into a song.

During one slow song. Blackout Blues, he reiterates singer

Tommy Duncan's line in such a humorous manner that

Duncan breaks out into uncontrolled laughter and has

trouble completing the tune.

Kaleidoscope Records is such a small outfit you'll pro-

bably have to send for the record by mail, but it is easily

worth the trouble. Their address is Kaleidoscope Records,

Post Office Box O, El Cerrito. California. 94530. If you
have any interest in the growth of music in general, or if

you just like to boogie, this record is worth the effort you'll

have to make to get it.

ALVIN LEE
E.M. Loew't
March 5

By BRIAN DUDLEY
('•tIcgMa ('rr^yJft

Alvin Lee ha.s still got it. He proved that

on March 5th by showing a full house at

E.M. Loew's that he stiU possesses the fleet

fingered filigree that made him a genuine

guitar legend. From the opening chord of

"One of These Days" to the closing strains

of "Choo Choo Mama" Alvin took the

audience on a journey of amazing guitar

pyrotechnics and tasteful, imaginative

musicianship that left his fretboard

smoking and the crowd screaming for more.

Mr. Lee culled his repertoire from many

of the classic numbers of Ten Years After,

including "Good Morning Little Schoolgirl

"

and. of course, "Tm Coin" Home."
Naturally, each of these tunes included

patented Alvin Lee sobs, although he had a

tendency to rely a little too heavily on some
cliches, he nonetheless made up for it by
producing some stellar musical statements
that could only come from a true talent.

However, he really proved himself to be a

master of the blues. With "Sk)w Blues in 'C"

and Bud Williamson's "Help Me" he
alternated between the plaintive and the

urgent, but at all times was tasteful and a

joy to hear.

His stage manner was very refreshing.

He really seemed to enjoy being there, and
he was constantly mugging to the crowd
and performing his little musical interludes

like "Scat Thing" and "Classical thing"

(which he regarded, with tongue in cheek.

as his contribution to "a bit of culture")

.

After hearing this concert billed, on

radio, as a reunion of the original Ten Years

Afte*". it was a minor disappointment to see

that this wasn't the case. However, it only

served to prove the man's talent that he

could produce such a full sound with only

bass and drums as accompaniment. Yes,

Alvin Lee has still got it and one can only

hope that we will be hearing more from this

immense talent who has given us so much
through the years.

\('oming Soon! Coming Soon! Coming Sfton! Coming Soon!

the other voice

Coming S<ton! Coming Stton! Coming Soon! Coming Soonl

fjfjf.* » 1 M * *fff '.'f,'f f,- ff f ,\ .t.tf jttj, j, J, , f^f t^ ,^ , f ,t f f '^^//.^.^^^^^^^^v/////A^^v////////////////,//.^^^^^v//.////V.///..

Coming in the next
issue of

the other voice!

An exclusive interview with Vincent
Price by Elaine Senay
Julie Procopiow on 5-College dance
John Hudson's Oscar pix
Dan Narey on the Rockabilly Revival

Look for it March 3 1 in the
Collegian!

PRODUCTIONS

Come celebrate St. Patty's Daycausei

with

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
and the

ASBURY JUKES
SAINT

MARCH 17 ^'"^^.^

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

8:00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

• TIX UNLIMITED

• UNION nECORDS
UNLIMITED

• FINE ARTS CENTER
• FOR THE RECORD
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CI RIOUS ABOLT
Career Opportunities in

NATUROPATHIC
MEDICINE?

JBCNM s Dean of Admissions

will be in Connecticut in March
to provide information about

the College s four-year resident

degree program

Monday, March 28
Westport, Ct.

Tuesday, March 29
Glastonbury, Ct.

(Oil.
\All K

\t» ll

l<

1 « 11

AIIIU

144 N.E. 54th
Seattle. Wa 98105
206/5239585

Wnle or call

the College for

appommieni

Hypercurricula
LIFE IN THE GLOBAL VILLAGE - Conference on

world development issues; films, workshops, panel

discussions: Women in Development. Food and

Agriculture. Role of U.S. in Development. 9 a.m. to 5

p.m.. 8th floor C.C.

CROSSROADS AFRICA - Crossroads provides op-

portunities to work on community based development

projects in a variety of fields and areas in African coun-

tries. A representative. Patric Mazzeo. will be on campus

to meet with interested students. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.. 325

New Africa House.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "The Verdict" is today's

topic for theological discussion led by Rev. Phil Ward. All

are invited to attend. 12:15 p.m., 428 Student Union.

DAILY INTERNSHIP PLANNING SESSION - A one-

hour Planning Session which will provide detailed in-

formation about internship opportunities in all fields and
application procedures. Sign up in advance by phone or in

person. Office of Internships, 16 Curry Hicks, 545-0727.

12:30 and 2:30 p.m.

SPANISH CLUB TERTULIA - Come and speak

Spanish for 5. 10. 15 or 20 minutes or as long as you like.

All levels of Spanish welcome. A good way to practice.

Refreshment will be served. 2:30 to 4:30 p.m., 4th floor

lobby Herter.

COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
MEETING— Dr. Wolgrin — Director of the Computing
Center — will speak on the computer system. All Coins

and Pre Coins welcome. 3:30 p.m.. GRC A 127.

SHARE. ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING - The
Student Human Awareness and Resource Exchange
iS.H.A.R.E.I is having its first organizational meeting.

Share is open to all members of the University community.

4 p.m.. 174 Campus Center.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING - Our trip to the Civil Defense Headquarters
in Belchertown will be discussed. Anyone interested in

amateur radio is welcome. 4:30 p.m.. Campus Center,

room 177.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD MEETING
— Guest speaker: Dr. Brian O'Connor on "Medical School."

New members welcome. 5 p.m.. UHS room 302.

I'RE MED CLUB SPECIAL MEETING - Dr.

O'Connor. Chairman of the Pre Medical Advisory Com-
mittee, will speak on the medical school experience. 5
p.m.. Room 302. University Health Center.

PEACEMAKERS/STUDENTS AGAINST
MILITARISM MEETING - Combined meeting to

coordinate and discuss work concerning disarmament, the
draft, and related issues. New people are wekome. 6 p.m..

Campus Center 165.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST - The
Resurrection: Hoax or History? Slide show and lecture.

Reject not until you have examined the evidence. Open
invitation to all. Come, decide for yourself. 6:30 p.m.. SBA
109.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING - A presentation wUI
be given by Dr. Klingener of the UMass Zoology Depar
tment entitled "BATS." 7 p.m.. 203 Holdsworth Hall.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING - There will be a

general meeting to discuss the club's portfolio and ac-

tivities, and to hear committee reports. New members are
welcome. 7 p.m.. SBA room 107.

CHESS CLUB MEETING - All players and members
are welcome. Plea.se bring your own set. 7 to 11 p.m.. 904-

908 Campus Center.

25 PLUS CLUB ROLLER SKATING PARTY - Free
roller skating tickets for older students at the CC con
course. Car poohng to Interskate 91. For info telephone
546 1485.

"FEAST OF MEMORY: TRANSFORMATION OF
REALITY IN ART" - Talk in Russian with English
translation by Soviet emigre artist Shimon Okshteyn at an
exhibition of his recent paintings and of works from the
Soviet Union. 7:.'30 p.m., Herter Art Gallery.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Join us tonight for more
of the same good fun! Israeli dancing is taught by Rich
Raron from Hampshire College. Instruction at many levels.
All welcome. 7:30 beginners. 8:30 all others. Com-
monwealth room. vStudent Union.
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After the Fall By R. Miller

Kdited by Margaret Farrar and Trudr Jaffe
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ACROSS 43 Gave recompense 22 Kind of apple
1 Conclusion In 45 Storage places 24 Jam and jelly.

music 46 Road, to Romulus for example
5 Sandy spots on 47 Indian wear 26 Pickled bud

the green 49 OnewhoflrwJs 27 Basic chemical
10 Short, tor a 52 Relaxed compound

sutjordlnate relationship 28 Heros
14 In the center of 57 American editor 29 Common article

15 Tidal bore 58 Smoothes 31 Entertainer Diana
16 Port of Okinawa 60 Printer s word 32 Type of fungus
17 Soap fragrance 61 M Zola 33 British weapons
19 Drawer part 62 Word with weed 35 Local government
20 Span support or wood In ancient Attica

21 Holiday 63 Naturalness 38 American
happenings 64 At -,— and Beauties

23 Mate of his sevens 39 Dander
25 Craggy hills 65 Pigeons place 41 Allowance tor

26 Beaver hat waste
30 Man and others DOWN 42 Musical comedy's
34 Babys>tters, 1 Throw of dice Rivera

Asian style 2 The tent maker 44 of Honey "

35 Crowd of cattle 3 Wine's partner 45 suzetta
36 Scrap 4 Totals 48 Confuse
37 Kind of cone 5 Scientist Edward 49 Come in second
38 Dodger player of 6 Less polished 50 Precedent of

the good old days 7 Past chord or meter
39 •Plcnic 8 Stage r>«cessity 51 Nerve brai>ches

playwright 9 Calming drug 53 The "Iliad

40 Result ' 10 Capital of Turkey 54 Pianist Petef
41 Melodic 11 Neutral colors 55 Turkey or fox
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WEATHER

Wednesday, mostly sunny
with hi^hs in the 40s along

the coast. .'>0s inland
Wednesday night cloudy

along the roa.st. fair inland,

liows mostly in the 90s.

D.C. MENU
LINCH

Cheeseburger
Macaroni and ('heese

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Gra\7
Fried Shrimp Dinner/

Tartar Sauce.

('ocktail Sauce
HANI) DIFTED ICE

CREAM WITH SAUCES
OR CONES

BASIC'S LIIN( H
Tofu Pattie/Sandwich Roll

Macan»ni and Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Barley-St)ybean ('asserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner
Tartar Sauce.

Cocktail Sauce
HAND DIPF'ED ICE
CREAM WITH SAUCES

OR CONES

Be
A

Star
•

Become a star reporter for the Collegian.

One of New England's largest daily col-

lege newspapers! We need people to

write news and women's affairs. Great
experience for any students interested in

journalism or communications. Come by
the Collegian anytime and ask for an

editor. It's easy and it's fun. Everyone's
welcome.

The Collegian
113 Campus Center

545-3500

Al
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Located on Special Sale Tables

in the Book Dept.
i
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PUCE
1

off original prices
^

Quality Titles
|

from the Active Lists a

of America's Leading Publishers i

&nNIVERSITY
ImSTORE*
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Juniors/Seniors

Put your degree to work

Whatever your degree will be, the navy can give you

a management position (if you qualify). You'll get

technical training and managerial experience. The
Navy offers managerial positions in the following

areas:

* Aviation

* Electronics

* Engineering

* Business Administration/ Purchasing
* Personnel Administration

* Systems Analysis

All you need is a minimum of a BS/BA degree, be

no more than 34 years old and be able to pass

aptitude and physical examinations. (U.S. citizenship

required.) Your benefits package included 30 days

earned annual vacation, medical/dental/ low cost

life insurance coverage plus other tax-free incentives.

If you're interested in gaining managerial and

technical responsibilities fast, call collect Mon-Thu,

9 AM -2 PM. (518)462-6119

This Passover, come to

OUR housE For tNe SecIers!

MoN. MARch 28 ANd/oR

TuEs. MARch 29
7:70 p.M.
Call 253-9040 for reservations by
Mon. afternoon March 28th

Chabad House
30 N Hadley Rd.
Across from Whitmore/UMass
* Traditional Honne Cooked Passover Mea

$8.00 Sedar both for $15.00

Wednesday, March 16, 1983, Collegian is

'Life in the Global Village -

World Development Issues''
Campus Center,

University of IN/lassachusetts, Amherst
Sponsored by The Chancellor's Office, The Center for International Education, The

|

Center for International Agricultural Studies, arKi ttie Peace Corps.

Wednesday. March 16

9:00 - 12:00 - Filnns on International Development, Room 803

WORKSHOPS
9:00 - 10:00 - "Changing Peoples Eating Habits", Room 802

Dahlia Aspillera, Food Science

10:00 - 11:00 - "International Careeis", Room 805-09

Sterling Lamet, International Programs Office, UMass

11:00 - 12:00 - "Cooperatives as a Development Tool"

Room 811-8

Doudou Jome, C.I.E.; Barbara Howald, CLE.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
1:30 - 3:30 - "The Role of the U.S. in Worid Development",

Room 80^-08

Randall Siokes, Sociology; E. Jefferson Murphy, 5 College

Coordin.; Ralph Faulkingham,Anthropology

There will be an exhibit of photographs by Stan Sharer which pertain

to conference topics on Monday. Tuesday, and Wednesday, 8th

floor lounge.

QiunK SPEEimS
U.fn v>.

Of

in

!••

TOI^ffthe
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11th Floor 'Campus Center 'UMass

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

ATARI 800 COMPUTER

Atari 800 Computer 48 or 64k RAM
typewriter keyboard, new condition,

BASIC book, Pac-Man $499. 546-8638

Franklin ACE 1000 full Apple II com-
patability, 64k, 72 keys, disk drive and
monitor $1399 546-8638

AUDIO

* Stereo Earphones €r Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

nowll Mitch 549-4379

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1970 - Ford Torino - 46,000 original miles

425 or best offer call 545-3500 before 5:00
- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

VW Super Beetle, 1972. excellent engine,

OK body, heat, AM/FM radio, good tires,

sun roof $800 Call Rob, 665-4817 8 9 AM or

6-9 PM. Keep trying I

68 Mustang goodcond AM Fm cassette

549-0781 ask for Bill

1973 Chavy Wagon always starts sticker

$225 Mike 546-5302

BELLYQRAMSII
~

Dalivared by professional ballydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

EMERGENY MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS

"Patient Evaluation and Reporting"
Thursday, March 17 1963 Cooiey Dickinson

Hospital (McCallum BIdg.) Northampton
6:30 PM sharp submmed to OEMS for 3

CEU hours sponsored by the Five College

Chapter of MAEMT

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FOR RENT

Cape Cod Summer Seeaonal Rentala:
W. Yarmouth & Dennis; 1, 2, 3, & 4
bedroom units. Rent direct from owr>ers Er

save. 617/528-8300 or 771 2233.

FOR SALE
~

KLH612 Speekers $100.00 each; Vector
Reaearch VR2500 receiver $150 firm; or>e

old Hugh 546-7113

Round trip ticket to Florida open time

schedule »200 or BO Steve 549-6974

Genuine French rabbit fur coats all pric-

ed from $66 $100 call 253-7462 Mike or

Jeff

Three tix for the Kink* 10/30 floor seats

at Worcester Centrum BO 546-8842

Box Spring 4 monttts oM excellent; mat-
tress; twin size $50 best offer; can deliver

2S3-3494. Jim

Nordica Air System Ski Boots rag 256.00

100.00 size 8H used % seaaon call John
256-6646

FOUND
~

Scarf found in Hatch on Friday. Call Rick

564-4887 or 546-2541 4^12 PM

HELP WANTED

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with OF>erations Research
International toll free 1-800-421-3217

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For information call:

602-837 3401 ext 833

Earthfoods restaurant is hiring. We need
students to fill the fv Mowing hours ONLY.
T 10-12 & 11-3, W 11-2 Th 10-1 & 11-5, F
2-5. Applications available at the Ear-

thfoods kitchen in the Student Union.
Deadline is 3/16 at 5 p.m. 3rd world
students, nr>en Er women encouraged to ap-

Pjy^

Interskata 91 in Hampshire Mall is look-

ing for a DJ IMMEDIATELY. To apply con-
tact Kevin or Jay (soon I) at 586-8345

HERPES

Persons with genital herpes needed for
study. Help improve health care. Private in-

terview Confidentiality guaranteed. Call

Mary 256-8461

.

HEY BANKE
~

Beth B.r Just a remir>der to let you know
what I'm thinking. Let's talk about 434
Lowes St. or how about the phone bills.

Forget them, I love you 1 1 See you tonight I

Happy St. Patricks's Day. Love, hugs, and
kisses The Bear - your buddy.

LOST

Rugby Jecket lost at Pub 3-9 wallet in

pocket, if found call 545-3197 reward

Lost - tapebox - Friday 3/11 Baker Cirde -

Reward call Ted 6-6134 or Baker 402

Black vinyl art portfolio-21 "x27". Left

on Sunderland /So. Amherst bus, Monday,
14 march can identify content of folio. Con-
tact Chris 666-2767 evenings Rewaid

II PAUL II

~

Happy Birthday to my Big Bro' Boy, are

you getting old I - Love, Mez PS. This is

your present-take it or leave iti

PERSONALS

Sharon Happy 19th or>e more to go its go-
if>g to be a great year Love Robby

To Barb, Art. Ron Cr Joe. Thanks for all

your help. What a party I The Ladies of Bed
ford Court

Residents of 4th floor Brett: You made
my 20th birthday special and a kjt of fun, so
rK>w it's time for a "packy run". Many
tt>ankst Jainwe

Congratulations Pat Palmer on your ac-

ceptance to Eta Sigma Dettal Your hard
work has paid off love Jane

EmHyl Happy Birthday

Love, Cindy arxJ Red
two days latel

"BIN" from "Allentown" (or is it Lee
High?) you owe me a chkken wing, but I'll

settle for a dnnk insteed. TOC 9 PM Wed
3/16 see you ttieral

CNS I can't stop thinking atwut you missed
you in Boston ILY Lizzy

ATTENTION ^;,\ |

fFootball

Sun
Mon
Tues
Wed

27th

28th

29th

30th
Thurs 3i8t

Cheerleading
Tryouts

Boyden Gym
4-8 PM ^. Organizational

8-11 PM
8-11 PM
8-11 PM
8-11 PM

Meeting
€r

Practice

(first tryouts)

I ... „.- ,
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Can*t come on Sun, thoiRr Monday!
Any qucstlont call Paula S4f-0046

!

Dance with the Museum DirektorsI
March 17, Newman center 9-11

Girafrey - Happy Birthday Babel Hugs and
kisses from your cookie

Margie Marty Rainbow, you never make
me unhappy, always happy. We have many
years ahead for us. I can't wait to bring you
home again I I love you Jim

Cheryle I'll never forget all the great times
we had together. Thanks for everything. I

only wish it didn't have to end. Happy St.

Patty's Day. "keep in touch - -"
I'll always

love you.

Hey Mister pole-vaulter. Don't give up,

you're getting close to clearing the wall.

Happy Birthday Larry Have a good onel

Love Del

Eastern Orthodox Prayer Service in

English is offered each Sunday at 5:X PM,
for all interested in a full expression of the

Christian faith in the Northampton area. A
coffee hour follows. Please call 586-4045

for more information.

To bus driver Friday night North Amherst
route. Thanks for the kindness. Sorry for

the confusion From 2 no shoes

PHOTO COOP
~

Color Rim Developing Sale week after

Spring Break I Bring in your vacation shots!

5.56 for 36; 4.44 for 241

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, Theaea, Caaes, Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates. Nancy
5-0392,584^7924

REWARD
~

Silver 24" S-chain necklace k>st on N.

Pleasant St. between Health Center & Ar
nold House (across from GRC) or on bus on
Fri mornir>g sentimental value call 666-4430

Responsible college student looking for

babysitting job. Available weeknights and

Monday afternoons. Call Pam 6-3281 . Keep
trying

ST. PATRICK'S DAY BENEFIT ~

Uvel The Museum DirektorsI March 17th,

9 pm - 1 am Newman Center

SUMMER JOBS

Country club in Millis Mass. now inter-

viewing for pool director and lifeguards.

Must be available 5/25/83 - 9/5/83

617 376-2978

TO SUBLET

Apt. in Squire Village $$95 mth + utilities

fall option call 666-2127

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apt, summer
sublet, fall option 253-5956

Two bedroom apt - Brandywine for sublet
for summer call 549 2773 after 6:00 PM
Two bedroom apartment available for
June through Sept. at Brittany manor
Michael 253 7040

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to Wyoming after ftrwis

before 6/6. Must know sooni Ann 256-6066

Ride needed to Philadelphia area on
3/16 or 3/17 call Rachel 546-8740

Ride wanted to Framir>gham on Friday

3/18 at about 2:30iah call 54»1S11

Ride wanted to Rorida 5phng Break
share expenses driving call Enc 256-8382

Ride rteeded to Washington DC Spring

Break will share expenses Denise 546-5102

To Rorida will share gas and driving. Rob
546-4097 eves

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted for sunwner rental in Yar-

mouth 3 minute walk to beach. For mon in-

fo call Kathy or Gail 5464133 or 546^136

Female wented to share orte iMdroom
Brandywine Apt for April 1 call 549^3873

Being relocated avail immed 1 t>dr in 4 bdr
farmhouse 170 acres bus route fall option

heat inci 150 mo 253-3362

SERVICES

2 bedroom apt. townhouse in Squire
Village $265 mo inc. option on lease Phil or
Leah 665^7537

TRAVEL

PAPER DUE? CANT
-english composition
reasonable rates 6-9289

WRITE? Tutor
and grammar

UMass Ski Club goes north
Spring Break 83 March 20 25

Stowe. Ski club capital of the East.
Only $159 includes: transportation, hot
tub party, t>eer Er wtr>e p>arties. 5 day

lift ticket, all taxes & gratuities Et much,
much, more. For mote info contact the
UMass Ski Club Rm 4XA Student Union

or call 54^3437

FLORIDA by van 3/19 • 27 $148 round trip

wine /cheese accomodation info limited

seats S S Van Lines 617 724-8810

Ride needed for two to Florida for spring
break Will share driving and expenses call

666-7076 eves, pleasel

One way ticket to Miami leaves Mar 425
PM from Logan $85 00 545^1996 Glenn 9-5
PM
Deytona Beach leaving Fri afternoon 3/18
and back on Sun 3/27 $100.00 each (room
for two) Kim 6-4860, keep trying

WANTED
~

Class rings, goM and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst, 256^10
Help $60 reward for helping me by your
parents unwanted second car 253-718B

Caah for your records, tapea 546-2836
(ask for Jaromir/ leave maaasge)

Records LPs Cash
Raconte 584-1580

or Trade Dynamite

Guitar teacher wanted pop, rock. Want
to leam tp lay by ear. Call 6-9896

WANTED TO RENT
~

2 or 3 bedroom Townhouse or Puffton
to rent from Jur>e on. John 546-9139 Mike
546-9141

187 n. st^atnherst
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There will be a mandatory meeting for all

sportswriters tonight at 7:00 p.m. Spring
assignments will be discussed. New writers are

welcome.

Horsefeathers upsetsGQ IV inOT
first setback in four years

Gary Freker of Horsefeathers scores a crucial basket on a reverse
layup during their intramural semifinal victory over GQ IV at Boyden
gymnasium last night.

Janice Baker's up and down
career comes to a close

By ELLEN RICHARD
CalWffMaSun

Althouirh her college jfymnastics career

has been plagued with injuries. 1976

Olympic triaJist Janice Baker has traveled

round the nation to compete since she was
12 years old.

"I traveled so many places when I was
little," the 21 year old physical education

major said, "it's just like gymnastics was
the only thing on my mind. I think I've done
all my body can do. It's a lot of wear and
tear on your body. It makes you feel as if

you're 10 years older than you really are."

Baker came to UMass in 1979 and started

in the all around. In the beginning of March
1980. however, she suffered a knee injury

when she landed wrong after a vault. After

an operation a week later and therapy

throughout her sophomore year, she was
eager to start working out. But she could

not work out until she got a brace to protect

her knee. It took two months to come in and

another season was lost.

She came back in her senior year to

compete in three meets for I'Mass. Injuries

still haunted her as she hyperextended her

knee one month ago forcing her to quit

early.

"She obviously had a lot of talent." UMass
gymnastics coach Ken Anderson said.

"When I told her to do something she

caught on real fast. It's too bad the injury

held her back."

Baker started gymnastics in sixth grade in

her hometown of Central Square. NY. She
entered the Syracuse School of Gymnastics

in a beginners cias^ and within three weeks
started competing with the team.

"My first year was really terrible." she

said. "After I g(A through my first year I

just progressed rapidly, you might say."

At age 14. her scores put her in 16th

place and into the Olympic tryouts in Los
Angeles. California. She finished first in the

balance beam with a high score of 9.7 and
10th in the all around with 37.2 points. She
needed to be in the top seven to make it to

the Olympics.

"I sat there thinking 'I'm having a fun time

over here and I probably won't place but I'll

try to do good.' After the first round I found

myself in the all around and it blew my
mind. All of a sudden I started putting

expectations on myself."

She also competed in Russia that year

and placed seventh in all around in the

Moscow News Invitational and came in

fourth in the floor exercises in the Riga Cup
Invitational.

Her plans for after graduation are dim
right now. She said she will probably work
at a gymnastics school this summer and go

on to graduate school later.

"There's really nothing more for an old

dead gymna.st." she said. "I really think I

don't want to do it anymore. It was nice to

get back in there this year. It's not a life

time sport. You can't be swinging around

the uneven bars when you're .50 years old. I

wouldn't want to.

"I'm happy and sad it's over. I'm happy

because my body aches and I feel so old. I'm

sad because it's always been there. It's like

a close friend, saying goodbye. But I'll

manage it."

Talk show on McLaughlin
WMUA radio's 'Sports Cafe" program tonight will focus on the recent resigna

tion of head basketball Coach Tom McLaughlin. Co-hosts Elliott Kalb and Greg

Wells along with the Collegian reporters covering the resignation will discuss the

issue and take calls from listeners. The show will air from 6 to 7 tonight on WMUA,
91.1 FM.

By TONY BETROS
c«iicfuii sufr

"We kept our poise at the end."

That statement by John O'Neil summed
up the match of the year as he and his

Horsefeathers" teammates upset GQ IV, 49

47 in overtime to spoil GQ IV's bid for an

unprecedented fourth straight cham

pionship. in the men's intramural basketball

semifinals.

Horsefeathers will play Black Magic, who

beat the Honeymooners. 39 32.

The GQ Horsefeathers matchup was a

classic one. pitting GQ's muscle against the

outside shooting of the Horsefeathers.

GQ led all the way in the first half, but

only came away with a 22-21 lead. It was a

balanced attack for GQ. as Abe Yacteen.

Garry i'earson. and Wilbur Jackson each

had 4 points. Horsefeathers was led by

Mike Shea with nine points and Billy Shea

with eight.

The second half saw Horsefeathers jump
out early. Billy Shea scored five straight

points to build an ever so slight lead

through much of the second half. But the

GQ backcourt of Pearson and Dwane Lopes

brought them back.

Things didn't look good for GQ IV when
Pearson picked up his fourth foul with 10

minutes remaining, but one again, the

board work of Yacteen gave GQ second and

third shots and with one minute left, the

score was t ied 4141.

The Horsefeathers. now m possession,

decided to hold the ball for one last shot,

but Billy Shea missed with 7 seconds left

and gave GQ one last chance, but Pearson

couldn't connect and it was time for OT.
The start of the overtime was not a good

one for GQ. as they tost Dwane Lopes, who
fouled out with only six points. Neither

team scored until two minutes into the

overtime, when Mike Shea hit for two for

the Horsefeathers.

But GQ. showing the experience that led

them to three straight championships, came
back to take a 45-44 lead with a minute left.

However, a technical foul against GQ for

stalling gave the Horsefeathers possession.

Gary Freker was fouled and the stage was
set..

Freker responded to the pressure and
canned both free throws to give Hor-

sefeathers a 46-45 lead.

Don't go away yet, folks. GQ still had the

ball with 20 seconds left. But as time

winded down. Yacteen was charged with an

offensive foul on a gutsy call by the of-

ficial. Mike Shea hit both free throws to ice

the game for the Horsefeathers.

Mike Shea led the Horsefeathers with 16

points and Billy Shea added 13. Pearson led

GQ with 10.

In the other semifinal game. Black Magic
used its height dominance to take an 18-10

halftime lead. The first half was a slow one,

with both teams going to the free throw line

often. Theo Moore's 6 points and David

Perez' rebounding led Black Magic.

Most of the second half was just Black

Magic and The Honeymooners trading

baskets. Down by eight with five minutes

left, the Honeymooners came back, hitting

free throws down the stretch to cut the lead

to 3. But time ran out and they had to foul.

Theo Moore hit a key three point play to ice

the game for Black Magic.

So. while the NCAA's are going on in the

quest to Albequerque. Boyden gym will be

the scene for the intramural final —
Horsefeathers vs. Black Magic. Game time

is at 7 p.m.

In the women's league, it will be Back in

Black vs. Crampton Women. Back in Black

beat Fast Une 34 31. led by Chris

Taggart's 13 points. Crampton beat the

Horry Hams 31 23 with Sharee McClain

hitting for 20 for the winners. Game time is

at six.
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Darik Corzine and Leslie Blank of the University of Massachusetts
Juggling and Circus Acts Club practice their routine yesterday near the
Campus Pond.

Court to rule on student's suit

against Fitzwilly's tomorrow

PItolQ romrtMy sf Sport* InfonaatiMi

Janice Baker performing. The UMass senior was once an Olympian
hopeful.

By MICHELLE HYDE
( •llvcuui Huff

The U.S. District Court in Springfield is

scheduled to hear arguments tomorrow
about whether a University of

Massachusetts student will be able to sue

FitzwiUy's Resuurant in Northampton for

the emotional distress arising from alleged

sexual harassment.

Ruth Diaz, staff attorney for the UMass
I>egal Services Office, said tomorrow's
court proceedings will be a preliminary step
in the suit filed against FitzwiUy's last

5>eptember. It involves a motion made by
the defendents to dismiss claims of in-

tentional inflictk)n of emotmnal distress and
other personal injury claims by Miriam
Domonique. a former FitzwiUy's waitress.

"It's a motion on a technical point, " said

Frederick SulUvan of Sullivan and Hayes
Law Firm, which is representing the
defendents.

Robert CoviU, the current general
manager of FitzwiUy's, said he knew
nothing about the court date and refused to

comment.
Diaz said FitzwiUy's position is that

Domonique is only entitled to Workmen's
Compensation. whUe she wUl argue the
court has the right to hear the personal
claim.

"Workmen's Compensation is not suf
ficient for the injury she suffered." she said.

She said the court will decide whether
Domonique will be able to sue the
restaurant for the emotional di.stress

claims.

"If the court grants the motion, it means
that women wiU only be covered by Work
men's Compensation, which is only an
insurance benefit." Diaz said.

"Before the trial they (FitzwiUy's) are

trying to narrow it down by throwing out
the claims that are the meat of the case."

she said.

"Women who are subject to sexual
hara.ssment suffer emotionaUy. They lose

their dignity as human beings." she said.

'This is a reaUy important case for women."
Last March. Domonique filed a complaint

against Fitzwillys with the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination and the

Equal Employment Opportunity Com
mission for emotional distress, unsolicited

physical contact, intimidation, and verbal
propositions allegedly made by former
immediate supervisor Richard Burbine.
She was later fired for stealing an article

that did not belong to her, according to a

former FitzwiUy's manager. Ray CaUahan.
who denied Domonique's allegations.

Diaz said Domonique was not violating

company policy because she claimed an
article that was left behind.

Domonique fUed suit in the U.S. District

Court for $250,000. Diaz said, with $150,000
of that sum for emotional distress and other
persona] injury claims.

Diaz said because tomorrow's
proceedings, which wiU begin at 10 a.m..
wiU be public, it would be beneficial if

people attended.

"If they're interested they have a right to
attend." she said. "This is especiaUy im
portant to womeo."
A group of women, including some

members of the Women's Issues Team, are
planning to attend the proceedings. Jane
Zbyszynski. a member of the Student
Center for Research and Advocacy, said

"Any women who are able to should go.

This case is something that affects every
woman on this campus, and we have to

stand behind each other."

Senate elects officers

amid debate overSATF
By JOHN OCONNELL

I olWfUa SUff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night elected a new senate speaker and
Student Government Association (SGA)
treasurer, with control of the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund (SATFi a major cam
paign issue.

Chris Sullivan, nominated by I'ublic

F^olJcy Commiltee chair Sheila Sullivan,

defeated Andy Sparks for the speaker's

position. Eric Nitzsche, nominated by

Rents and Fees Committee Chair Mitch

understanding of the question."

Sheila Sullivan (no relation to Chris
Sullivan) said in her nominating speech
that "Chris has made a serious commit-
ment to the senate" over the past year,
l:)eginning in the Public Policy Committee,
and then as assistant to the SGA president
and co-chair of the Budgets Committee.
Chris Sullivan said that as Budgets Com-

mittee chair, "the difficult and imp)<)rtant

decisions you must daily make and facing
the often negative reaction to these deci

sions" has prepared him for the speaker's

Last ni^t's winners: Speaker-elect Chris Sullivan, left, and
i Treasurer-elect Eric Nitzsche.

Gaslin and Women's Caucus Coordinator
Sue Cottle, won a close race over Ami^
Connelly for the treasurer's office.

"I'm happy that the senate considered

me the best candidate," Sullivan said. "I've

always worked for the student interest,

and together we can make the student

voice heard."

In his campaign speech, .Sullivan said he

is "totally committed to gain full control of

the SATF," and that as speaker he would
build a case for student control.

Sullivan said he would demonstrate that

"students have the experience" and "we
are determined" to gain control of the

SATF.
Although he said he was "staying away

from campaign promises." Sullivan pro-

j)osed a "training program for new
senators." with "personal interviews with

new senators U) explain the senate, their

resfK)nsibilities, and solicit input." He said

he also hoped to raise awareness of issues

l>efore they come up in senate meetings to

avoid the prol)lem of senators "voting

along with personalities, rather than on an

job.

Job experience and control of student
funds were issues in the treasurer's elec

tion. Eric Nitzsche, a finance major and
member of the Rents and Fees Committee,
won a close race over Anne Confielly. who
was nominated by senate Treasurer Lisa
potter and has worked in the treasurer's

office for three semesters.

In his nominating speech for Nitzsche.

Rents and Fees Committee Chair Mitch
(fuslin said that although Nitzsche has no
experience in the treasurer's office, "he
has gair>ed a lot of exf»erience in related

areas...especially with full costing and the
impingement of the Student Activities Of-

fice (SAO) on the budget."

Nitzsche cited his "working relations

with the committee chairs," aiid his "con-
tacts in (Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Dennis L.) Madson's and (Chancellor

Joseph D.) Duffey's offices," in his cam-
paign speech.

"The Administration has usurj)ed control
over the (SAO) office, and I think it's time
we get it back," Nitzsche said .

CollcKiM plMtto by John DmKcCte

Mark Skinder, a Natural Resources and Environmental Studies ma-
jor, and Penny Kupferberp, a University of Massachusetts graduate,
relax with their dog, Sunshine, yesterday at the Campus Pond.
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World and NationalNews
House freezes

nuclear debate
WASHINGTON (AP) - House

Republicans, with help from the

Democratic side of the aisle, blocked a vote

last night on a nuclear freeze resolution

that Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,

predicted would pass by a substantial

margin.

Republicans voted solidly against a mo-

tion to limit debate so that the resolution

could be put to a vote by midnight. They
were joined by more than 40 Democrats to

prevent the Democratic majority from for-

cing an early decision on the measure.

The action put the resolution off until

Monday at the earliest, since the House
plans to do no legislative business today,

which is St. Patrick's Day, and will not be

in session tomorrow.

Majority Leader Jim Wright. D-Texas,

said it was "by no means certain" that the

freeze would be the first ordder of business

when the House returns next week. He
said a decision would be made "after we
have had a chance to regroup."

O'Neill. D Cambridge, a supporter of the

freeze, estimated that the measure had

enough support to pass by 60 to 100 votes.

Before quitting for the night, the House
rejected, 226-195, a move by opp<jnents to

allow the United States to add more
nuclear weapons to its arsenal.

The vote came on an amendement by

Rep. Samuel S. Stratton. D-N.Y. to permit

"modernization and deployment" of

weapons needed to maintain the U.S.

nuclear deterrent.

Earlier, the lawmakers rejected,

215-209, an amendment calling on U.S.

negotiators to seek reducUons

AP I.aa*rplK>ta

Arthur Godfrey, who died yesterday in New York of pneumonia and
emphysema, is shown playing his ukelele in his former television pro*

gram. "The Old Redhead" was king of the airwaves in the 19508 with
two weekly prime-time series for CBS, as well as a daily radio show,
playing talent scout and host to stars and occasionally singing in his

trademark rusty voice. Godfrey, who greeted his millions of radio and
television fans with a cheery "Howa'ya, howa'ya" and treated them to
homespun humor and conversation, was 79.

Salvadoran nun
trial dismissed
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) A

Salvadoran appeals judge has ruled there is

insufficient evidence to order a trial for four

national guardsmen accused in the slaying

of four American churchwomen, a court

source said yesterday.

The action sends the proceedings back to

a lower court, but the future of the four is

uncertain.

The source, who asked not to be quoted

by name, said Judge Luis Melara at the 3rd

Appeal Court in San Vicente. 37 miles east

of the capital, had ruled for the defense.

Melara confirmed in a telephone in

terview that he had made the ruling, but

refused to comment on it.

Defense lawyers in December had ap

pealed a prosecution request that the

guardsmen be brought to trial.

The bodies of Maryknoll sisters Ita Ford,

40. and Maura Clarke. 49. both of New
York, and Ursuhne sister Dorothy Kazel.

41. and lay religious worker Jean Donovan.

27. both of Cleveland, were found in a
shallow grave 30 miles southeast of the

capitalDec. 4. 1980.

The decision means that a lower court

must collect enough evidence to demon-

strate there are grounds for a trial, which a

court source in Zacatecoluca said could take

months.

It also is not clear if more evidence wUI be

available than that already collected in the

year since the guardsmen were accused of

the killings.

The guardsmen were taken into custody

in February 1962 and the bwer court issued

its order to trial the equivalent of an in-

dictment in November.

Digest
By the Associated Press

State Senate passes

second divestiture bill

BOSTON The sute Senate approved a

bill yesterday, the eve of St. Patrick's Day.

that would force the stale to sell off public

pension fund investments in companies

"contributing to the oppression in Northern

Ireland."

The divestiture measure was nf>odeled

after a 1982 law removing public pension

funds from firms dotnf; business in the

Republic of South Africa, because of it<

racial policies.

The Northern Ireland divestiture was
restricted to firms involved in some way
with munitions or other military equip

ment.

Roman emperors may

have l)een poisoned

BOSTON - Two-thirds of the emperors

of ancient Rome may have been poisoned

and even mentally unhinged by high doses

of lead in their wine and food, and that

could have been a cause of the fall of the

Roman Empire, a study concludes.

A researcher calculated that Roman

aristocrats consumed six times as much
lead as modem safety standards allow, and
he said many of them had gout, a disease

that can be caused by lead poisoning.

Dr. Jerome O. Nriagu analyzed the per

sonalities and habits of the emperors and
others who held power between 30 B.C.

and 220 AD. He found that about two-

thirds of them — including C'aligula and
other cruel pleasure-seekers — "had a

predilection to" lead-tainted food and wine.

U. Lowell gets center

for industrial robotics
BOSTON A talking robot named Hero

scrawled an "H" onto a contract yesterday,

symbolizing the start of a new program at

the University of Ixiwell for training

workers in the use of industrial roboLs.

"This guy has an ego that rivals John
Hancock's." Lt. Gov. John Kerry said as he

looked at the huge "H" on the contract,

which was also signed by the state funded

Bay State Skills Corporation. Digital

Equipment Coro. and Analop Devices.

The skills corporation and Digital each

agreed to contribute (95.000 while Analog
kickfd in StiU.UUU for the college program,
which begins this September with a course
for more than 60 professionals in advanced
automation.

New Bedford gang rape

results in 6 iruUctments
NEW BEDFORD - A Bristol County

grand jury handed down six secret indict-

ments yesterday in the gang rape at Big

Dan's Tavern, and the police immediately

arrested two bar patrons who witnessed

the incident.

District Attorney Ronald A. Pina im-

pounded the indictments after they were
handed down at 5:40 p.m. and said an ar-

raignment was scheduled for this morning.

The police arrested two unrelated New
Bedford men named Medieros, Virgilio, 23,

and Jose, 22, who said they were in the bar
on March 6 when a woman claimed she was
raped for two hours by four men while

other patrons watched. The polkre have
said some customers cheered on the at-

tackers.

The police said the two Medieros men
would be charged with being accessories

before the fact of rape.

The Medieroses said they were in the

courthouse because they had been sub-

poenaed for the grand }\iry hearing.

Correction

Due to a reporting error, the caption of a photograph published on page
one of Monday's paper incorrectly identified a woman sitting in a tree as

Melodie Burns. The woman in the picture was actually Sharon Farber, a

University of Massachusetts student.
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Broken power cable
cited as cause of

Southwest blackout
By ANNE McCRORY

Collcgiaa sun

An electric fx)wer cable which broke just outside Boyden
gym has been determined as the cause of Monday night's

blackout at the University of Massachusetts, a physical

plant engineer said yesterday.

Crews from the Standard Electric Testing company of

Chicopee spent Tuesday testing wires to locate the

suspected cable fault, said Gene Robinson, an electrical

engineer at the University. Because of the system's high

voltage of 13,800 volts, licensed outside companies must
be called in to find, inspect and repair any problems, he

said.

Collins Electric, also of Chicopee, will most likely be the

company called in to repair the cable, Robinson said. Cost

and time estimates for the project were not available, he

said.

Police reported no arrests during the blackout which left

approximately 3,000 residents of the Southwest Residen-

tial College without electricity for over two hours. Police

said patrols were dispatched to the area following

numerous phone calls regarding the power failure, which

incited behavior such as the throwing of objects from dor-

mitory rooms, the setting off of smoke bombs and general

noisemaking. No injuries were reported, according to

police.

Power was initially restored to the area when the elec-

trical system "backfed certain selective switching ar-

rangements," Robinson said. The system operates from
two sources of electricity, he explained, and when one fail-

ed the power was fed in the other way. Backfeeding is not

a substitute system but rather an alternate one, he said,

and a second blackout would not occur solely from its pro-

longed use.

Another blackout cannot, however, be ruled out entire-

ly, he said.

"You never know what's going to happen," he caution-

ed, saying Monday's power failure was unexpected and
could potentially reoccur at any time.

Puffers caretaker

position included

in Amherst budget
By ROBERTA RUBIN

c»iugt— suif

Budgeting for the positmn of carKaker of Puffers Pond
in Amherst will be included in the fiscal vear 1984 budget
to be proposed at the spring Town Meeting, according to
Town Manager Barry Del Castilho.

Peter Westover. who is in charge of the Amherst
Conservation Services, said this position was created
because too many people have been coming into the pond

area with cases of beer, creating noise, vandalism and
garbage.
Westover said the caretaker would keep the area clean

by picking up the trash and making sure the vegetation is

not destroyed.

Also, he said the caretaker wouM watch for people who
try to go into the pond area with ak'ohd. since there is an

alcohol regulation law covering all conservation land in

Amherst.
The caretaker would also offer aid to people if needed, he

said. The person would carry a police radio but would not

be making arrests or become involved in problem

situations, he said.

"If there are any problems." Westover said, "the

caretaker will call the Amherst Polkre.who are offering full

aid."

Westover said the positmn as caretaker will probably be

filled by a retired person who knows the town weH and who
wil be a "figure of authority". There will also be two part-

time workers and a substitute in case either part-time

worker is unable to work, he said.

Westover also said he would like to put signs up in early

May to advise people against swimming to and climbing on

the dam and the cliffs because the town of Amherst takes

no responsibility for people who injure themselves.

The caretaker position will cost Amherst $4,200 a year,

which is inexpensive, according to Westover. The town
budget starts on July I, and Conservation Services is

asking $1,200 from the town reserve funds to hire the

caretaker in May instead of June.

Westover said he feels the combination of the

caretaker's position, and the 8 p.m. parking ban on State

Street will reduce the number of people climbing onto the

dam. bringing alcohol, destroying property and disturbing

the neighbors.

"However." he said, "the users of the pond have to help

in complying with regulations and in going where they're

supposed to. This way. we will not have to take such

drastic measures such as draining the pond in order to

keep people out."

Westover said there will be a community cleanup day at

Puffer's Pond on May 7, "so the caretaker will have a good

start."

"I feel that Puffers Pond can once again be a really nice

quiet family pond for all people to enjoy," Westover said.

('IWgiaa fkMa hj Aaa I ry
Juongbonf^bot Le uses one of the rare patches of gjass in front of Marston Hall to do some stu-

dying: Tuesday afternoon.

^Breadth of knowledge' to replace cores

Editor's note — Thin is tkefifth in a series examining the

General Educatum proposal.

By MARY ANNE BEEN
C«UafiaaSuff

The component of the General Education proposal

generating the most discussion lately in the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate is the Breadth of

Knowledge section.

One of the three components of the proposed General

Education curriculum, Breadth of Knowledge is seen by

some campus administrators as a possible catalyst for

change in the distnbution requirement system of the

University.

If approved this semester, Breadth of Knowledge would
eventually replace the present 'C,' 'D.' and 'E' core re-

quirement courses. It consists of six areas: Continuity and
Change, Expressive Culture, The Individual, Societies and
Institutions, The Biological World, and The Physical

World. Each student will be required to complete at least

one 4<redit course in each of the six areas, for a total of

twenty-four credits.

"One of the reasons behind the Breadth of Knowledge is

to give a rationale to the curriculum and the system as a
whole." said Ellen Nylen. .student ta.sk coordinator for the

Student Subcommilee on General KHucation.

"Courses have to have a rationale, an explanation (for

course requirements). Breadth of Knowledge gives one."

she said.

It is proposed that many of the courses that become part

of the comjx)neni will t)c based on undergraduate courses

currently offered by departments, some of which may
need modifications designed to insure that they are part of

a student's general education rather than serving as

prerequisite ctiurses within a department major.

According to a report released last February by the

Faculty Senate's Ad Hoc Committee on General Educa-
tion, the actual number of Breadth of Knowledge courses

will be far smaller than that of the present "distribution"

courses. It is also expected that the range of material and
approach of each of the courses will bniaden, meaning
there will be more courses with more specialized material.

But Charles Hutchinson, chairman of the committee,

said, "The new courses will be more extensive, depending
on the course and the instructor."

There has also been debate over the role of teaching

assistants, which Hutchinson said "will be used just as

they are now."
"Breadth of Knowledge is probably the least controver-

sial of the three proposed components," Nylen said. "It

doesn't involve any nnoney or many new courses."

According to Nylen, it is the task of the UMass General
Education Council to establish clear limits of the number
of courses that satisfy Breadth of Knowledge.

"The Council will absorb responsibility to play an active

role in initiating, evaluating, and changing courses in the

Breadth of Knowledge romfK)nent," Nylen said. "There
will be just as much choice in the Breadth of Knowledge
courses as there is at present with the 'C,' 'D.' and 'E'

core requirement courses."

Nylen said the Faculty Senate hopes to vote on this pro-

posal within three weeks.

HRTA students will receive 3 credits

for Mexican cruise over spring vacation
By BOB OLSON
CoUcgiM CWTMpOMlCBt

It would be a dream come true to go on a cruise in the

Gulf of Mexico during spring break and it would be even

better to receive three academic credits for doing so.

For some students m the department of Hotel,

Restaurant and Travel Administration (HRTA). this

dream will be reality next week.

An experimental course. HRTA 496 "Cruise

Management," was designed by Professor Abraham Pizam

of HRTA. He said the idea of offering a cruise

management program is very unique, and said few schools,

if any, offer a course such as this.

"Not may people have the expertise to teach a course in

cruise management; it is a new area and a significant part

of the industry." Pizam .said.

The ship, which part of the course will be offered on, the

SS Veracuz, will depart from Tampa. Florida on Saturday.

It will make stops at Cancun and Cozumel in Mexico, and
finally dock at Key West.

The aci.Jcnuc portion of tne cruise oegan weeKs aneao ot

the actual departure date. Pizam said a "sandwich ap

proach" will be u.sed, in which a student will be given

lectures before and after the cruise. Before the departure

date students received lectures on the cruise business as a

whole. This provided them with an overview of the cruise

companies and the international domestic markets in

cruise u>ui lam. i izain saio.

Once on the crui.se, emptoyees from each :^ the ship's

departments are scheduled to make a presentation. Some
of these onboard lectures will include food and beverage

management, social activities and recreatk)n, engine room
operations, and navigation. The courses on the cruise will

take up about six hours a day. Pizam said.

After the cruise is over there will still remain more
lectures and a term paper that participating students will

have to complete. The one week time limit on the cruise

creates a need to compress a great deal of information into

a short space of time, Pizam said.

"It's like an intense summer course." he said. Pizam also

said this cruise was particularly hard to book. Until last

year, many of the cruise lines, when approached with the

idea of assisting in a cruise managment program, were less

than receptive, he said.

"I spoke many times with cruise managers and they all

told me we would have to pay the basic rate.'" Pizam said.

"Then last year a serious economic crisis hit the cruise

lines—now I'm getting even better offers than the original

ones I had asked for".

The Cunard Line owns the ship. SS Veracuz, on which

the course will take place and Cunard has offered a 40 to 60

percent reduction in price. The $440 per person cost of the

cruise gives one access to a swimming pool, gym. casino,

bar, raquet courts, and movies. Each stateroom, which

three or four students will share, has its own private

facilities.
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FLORIDA!

Fly to sunny Ft. Lauderdale and
courtesy of the Sub in Amherst.
This could be your chance to win an "^^

exciting spring break vacation.
Entry blanks are available at the store^'

fill one out and treat yourself to one of
our tasty subs at the same time!

umass /Irts council

Excellence, scope and

cultural diversity"

The Arts Council is now
accepting proposals for

BLOCK GRANTS
for more information call us at!

545-0202.

The deadline is April 8. 4 PM
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Oedit Union offermg reduced loan rates
By SUSAN BROWN

Colkfiaa CorrM^adMit

The UMass Student Federal Credit Union is now of

fering their lowest interest rate ever on a sp>ecial reduced
rate loan pack^e. Qualifying account holders can now
borrow $500 and pay 11.75 percent interst.

This special was recently approved by the Credit Union
Board of Directors. Mark Sullivan, student loan officer,

said he hopes this special will act as a "catalyst" and attract

more business to the Credit Union.

"The students just don't know what we have to offer.

We have the lowest interest rates in the country. We also

have the cheapest checking rates." Sullivan said.

The Credit Union currently has approximately $1 million

in assets. They can loan up to (8.000 per individual and

they are presently working on raising that.

There are many advantages to having an account at the

Credit Union. Sullivan said. The immediate family of an
account holder automatically qualifies for all services

offered by the Credit Union.
Also, he said, it is particularly advantageous for a senior

to open an account since, even after graduation, that
person can lake part in the low rates and specials of the
Credit Union for years.

A student with an account at the Credit Union must
meet certain standards and provide collateral, such as a co
signer, stocks, or title to a car. when applying for the loan.

By standard policy, the loan is to be repaid starting one
month after issuance.

The Credit Union expects a big response to the special,

Sullivan said.

"It is mutually beneficial for the students and the Credit
Union." Sullivan said. "It gets the word out about the
Credit Union and it offers more to the students."

Sullivan also said this special is "geared towards seniors"

since their last semester holds many extra expenses. Also,

with spring break coming up the response may be even
gfreater.

Although the deadline for applying has not been decided,

the loan will not be offered for long. Students are advised

to act now. according to Sullivan. A student without an

account at the Credit Union can open one and apply for the

loan on the same day.

The Credit Union is "not making a cent" on this special.

Sullivan said. The Credit Union wants to "get the word
out" about itself. Sullivan said, and is presently working to

expand. If all goes as planned, he said, an Automatic

Teller Machine will be installed by September.
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Duffey, Chametzky

discuss humanities
By JOSH MEYER

Coil*fiaa SufT

As part of the Dialogue Series of the Institute For
Advanced Study in the Humanities, Chancellor Joseph D.
Duffey and Institute Director Jules Chametzky last night
spoke on that most easily defined subject: the meaning of

words.
The topic of discussion for the evening was the "Literary

Circumstances in the Humanities." The purpose, ac-

cording to Duffey. was to "experience the world of ideas

without reaching conclusions—to revel in the art of

discourse." something Duffey said he cherished as a

genuine academic diversion for him.

Duffey said his experience as chairman for the National

Endowment For The Humanities enabled him to become
very practiced in the procedure of defining the humanities.

"While the government used to be a buffer with respect

to the public (in terms of keeping federal funding for the

humanities), the opposite has occurred. Now the people

are the buffers, or those 'who talk out to the higher ups',"

Duffey said. "As the chair. I have been incessantly called

to speak about the humanities, and why the public should

support it—occassionally an extremely frustrating ex-

perience."

"The challenge is in learning to keep oneself open to see

the world through as many disciplines as possible." Duffey

said. While the closed mindedness of science furthers

progress, "the narrowness of its sc<^ impedes vision,"

Duffey said.

Jules Chametzky, director of the Institute for Th«
Advanced Study in the Humanities, followed Duffey's

remarks with his "own vision of the humanities."

Chametzky, a professor of Enghsh at the University of

Massachusetts, said that after he gave the topic of the
night some thought, "it really isn't that mysterious after

all."

"Literature and language are not merely reflections of.

or diversions from reaUty." Chametzky said. "They are
themselves a constitutive and expressive element of

reality."

According to Chametzky, the problem of our time is to

fully understand the relationship Ijetween science and the

humanities. While the sciences are crucial as a means of
progress, literature is also important because "even if

there is a world outside th<' text, we can't do anything

about tt."

In summing up the message of his speech. Chametzky
posited, "Do we dare, and are we (people in the

Humanities) equipped to take on the world and its com
plexities? 1 say we must—the how and what of it remain*

an open question."
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SAY IT WITH GREEN
The following people have received the "Gift of Green". To pick up your carnations, come down to the Campus

Center concourse with positive identification. Happy St. Patrick's Day from PIKEI
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3LENN MACDONNELL
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JOANNE MACDONALD
LISA MACDONALP
LAURIE MACDONNEIl.
f ATY MACDONNELL
MARY MACCUILICUTY
PAT MAFFEI
ANN MAQUIRE
TRACEY MAKES
PARGIE MALI.OY
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GetyourcareerofftDaflyingslartwhOeyou're still in college.
This is a great opportunity for men who
want to l)t» leaders and have the drive to

earn the respect and self-confidence of

a Marine Corps Officer.

You can get started on a great career

with us while you're still in college and
earn up to $1(K) a month in the Marine
Corps Platoon l^eaders Class ( PLC). In

PLC aviation we can guarantee flight

scluK)l and civilian flying lessons during sophomores train in two six-week sum-

Aiui in PLC law we can mer sessions and juniors have one
your senior year

guarantee summer employment in the

legal field while you're gaining your

advanced degree in law.

There are no interruptions of classes,

no on-campus drills or uniforms during

the school year. Initial training can be

ten-week session.

If you're entering college or are already

on your way to a degree, check out the

Marine C()ri)S Platoon U^aders Class.

Make an appointment with your Marini

Corps Officer Selection Officer through

done in one of two ways. Fre.shmen and vour college placement center

•Jbeyoucanbeone
5"Tbe'^'^^^'""'

a.TheMarmes.
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Amherst youth injured
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Coiicfiui surf

A three car accident in Amherst early yesterday
morning resulted in the hospitalization of a 17 year old
youth, according to Amherst police and an official of Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton.

Scott Rikkers, son of George Andrews of Montague
Road and a passenger in Andrews' vehicle, received
lacerations to the face and scalp in the accident which
involved two other cars, the boy's father said. Andrews
said his son received about 50 stitches. A hospital nursing
supervisor last night said Rikkers was in stable condition

in the pediatrics unit.

Amherst police said the accident occurred at 8:34 a.m.

yesterday at tlie intersection of Route 116 and Meadow
Street. James L. Lipton. 20. of Gay Street. Sharon.
Conn., was driving north on Route 116. The Andrews
vehicle was proceeding west on Meadow Street. As
Andrews pulled into the intersection it was struck by the

Lipton car. police said.

The Lipton vehicle then struck a car driven by Brenda
Clemmons. 29 of North Street, Whately, which was
stopped at a red traffic light, police said. She was heading
south on Route 116, police said.

Passengers in the Clemmons vehicle received injuries

but were not transported to the hospital. The case is still

under investigation, police said.

A University of Massachusetts employee will be
reprimanded by the administration, UMass police said
yesterday, for altering a car's parking decal.

An Infirmary employee altered the decal, police said, by
switching the nine in "Lot 49" to a six as in "Lot 46". a

parkmg lot closer to the Infirmary. The car was towed,
police said.

Police also said they will be checking serial numbers on
parking decals to make sure it corresponds with the proper
parking lot number. Cars with altered decals will be towed
imnrjediately. police said. There have been five such
alterations in the past week, police said.

NcWSlinCS •
foreign md forum on WMV

a

Harassment pmgram on cable

A program that addresses the response of the
University of Massachusetts administration to sexual
harassment is scheduled to be aired at 8 tonight through
the Cable Community Access Television Station. The
program, entitled Sexual Harastment. the Problem, the
Policy and the Procedure, will consist of a panel in-

terview involving Chancelk)r Joseph Duffey. Thelma
Griffith Johnson, Howard Gadlin and Janet Rifkin. The
interviewer will be Bonnie Strickland, chair of the
Psychology Department. The program was produced as
part of the Sexual Harassment Student Awareness
Campaign by Julie Santiago.

Tonight at 6. WMUA (91.1 FM) will air highlights of a
public forum on United States involvement in Central
America which was held Tuesday night at Northampton
High School.

The forum sponsored by the Northampton Committee
on Central America and the Smith College Program in

Public Policy, was one of a series of events staged over the
past week to focus public attention on current proposals
by the Reagan administration to increase military aid to
El Salvador.

Participants in the forum included Melville E Blake Jr.,

a State Department spokesman; Gerald Fresia of the Nor-
thampton Committee on Central America; Morton
Halpren, a deputy assistant secretary of defense under
President .Johnson; and Beverly Treumarui of the
Unitarian Church.

UNIVtHSII' t'f MAS^ACMUStTTS AT AMHtRST

AMERICAN
HERITAGE FESTIVAL

Bella Lewitzsky
Dance Company
Friday. April 8 S p.m.

On Vale March It

Springfield Symphony
Orchestra

with the

Billy Taylor Trio
Sunday. April 10 8 p.m.

On S«l« March It

Dexter Gordon Quartet
Thursday. April 14 8 p.m.

On Sal* March 24

Tokyo String Quartet
Wednesday, March )0 8 p.m.

On Sale Now

Boa OffK* Noon lo 4 p m
(41]) S4S 2SI I Mastercard Vi«a Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

r

*

Summer Jobs

UPWARD DOUHD/

UMASS AMHERST
Positions Available:

Instructors

(for College Preparatory Curriculum)

Counselor/Tutors
(for residential component)

Pick up applications at

205 New Africa House

Deadline: March 18, 1983

lnternships^[so^ya^ilab]e^

•'\

^i

Cl Riots ABOUT
Career Opportunities in

NATl ROP/VrHIC
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ATTENTION

iColleaian

MassPIRG wants
industry held liable

for toxic waste
By MARK HERSEY

Collcfian C'orrcipoiMleiit

Grass Roots, a project group staffed by University of

Massachusetts students, is currently involved in the fight
for the passage of a "Superfund" bill in the State House
which would make industries responsible for their toxic
waste disposal.

Members of Grass Roots, a division of the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group, have
been on the Campus Center concourse encouraging
passersby to write their state representatives to ask they
bring the bill to a vote quickly and discuss it with other
legislators.

"The creation of a state Superfund to pay for clean up
by the state and provide matchmg monies to receive

federal grants is essential," said Cynthia Jacques, Grass
Roots project representative.

The bill would raise money by assessing a fee on the

industries that handle hazardous wastes to pay the costs

of public dean -up. The pending state Superfund would
hold producers and transporters of waste liable for

property damage suffered by private persons from

hazardous waste dumps.

Federal Superfund monies could provide 90 percent of

the funds for clean up of up to 14 sites in the Com-
monwealth. But the receipt of this money by
Massachusetts is contingent upon the availability of state

funds to pay the other 10 percent.

Early in 1963, the State Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering expects to run out of matching
funds.

"IronicaUy. the Superfund bill, in its present form, has
been approved several times in both houses. The last

legislative session closed just as the bill was being for

mally typed, making the bill void." Jacques said.

'The bill must now be reintroduced and voted on again.

Grass Roots is urging representatives to pass the same
bill and get it on the referendum as soon as possible,

making it impossible for the industries of Massachusetts
to weaken the bill."

Legislators will be meeting with Grass Roots project
representatives and concerned students in the next week
or two. Some interns may travel to Boston to lobby.
Jacques said.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Students need
to add input
Two years ago, 100 students packed the 332nd

Faculty Senate meeting to show their support

for the University's pass/fail option. The Senate was
to vote on three proposed changes to the pass/fail poHcy,

all of which a number of students were opposed to. Before

the meeting, it was expected that the Senate would easily

approve the changes. Five or six students stood up in the

Sienate that afternoon and gave short (spontaneous) ac-

counts of persona! pass/fail experiences, sf)eaking in favor

of keeping the poli' y as it stood. After substantial debate,

the Senate did in fact vote. 33 to 25, to oppose the propos-

ed changes.

Ellen Nylen
The presence of students at that Senate meeting

undeniaibly made the difference. Faculty Senator Harry

Schumer said (at the time), there was "no doubt" that the

students had an effect on the vote. Then-SGA-co-

President Kevin M^^ngan credited students with influenc-

ing some Senators' vote: "The representation was there. I

think students swayed some faculty members." Of course

there isn't any proof of this. But anyone who was present

that afternoon remembers feeling that it was the 100

students who made the difference in the Senate's vote.

This time, it's not the pass/fail option. This time, it's the

General Education Proposal, and student support for it is

crucial at this time. Faculty and administrators both agree

that student opinion is what can push the General Educa-

tion vote one way or another. We need students to support

the issue, by supporting the Proposal, at the final Faculty

Senate "General Education" sessions. The issue has been

debated in the Senate for the past month, in a format

much looser than usual Senate procedure. I would guess

that the senate hasn't heard a discussion like this in a

while. There is opportunity for "outsiders" to ask ques-

tions, or to comment. And Senators have ctrntinuaUy

shown that they do (for whatever reason) want to know
where students stand on the issue.

\Mmt you're wondenng is why you should take the time
to go when you don't even know enough about the General

Education Proposal to have an opinion one way or

another, right? Thai's a problem. Believe me. though, if

you're at all interested in the issue, it is crucial that you
say so by showing up at the Senate meeting. I don't know
how else to say it. The Faculty Senate has succeeded in

avoiding the "issue" of what is wrong with the current

General Education (i.e. "core") system, by picking the

Proposal apart and focusing the discussion on budget and
departmental concerns. Not that these aren't necessary
concerns, but they shouldn't be allowed to restrict the

future of the Proposal before it is at least adequately

discussed in principle The student body should be com-
mended for "talking about" the General Education Pro-

posal at the level they do, no matter how infrequent or

scattered the discussion may be. When students ask ques-

tions about the Proposal, they're still asking about ideas.

On Thursday afternoon, you have the chance to in-

fluence a nuyor issue just by saying. "I know this is going
to affect students, and for that reason alone. I care enough
to show up tfxiay." Hearing what the Faculty Senate has
to say on the General Education Proposal could prompt
you to form an opinion on it. At any rate, the debate in the

Faculty S>enate needs our presence. If we are there, we
are the ones who can pick the discussion up. If we're not

there, we can't. Please don't pass up the chance. The
Senate meeting is Thursday. March 17th at 3:30 in the

SEA auditorium. It will make a difference.

Ellen Nylen is a UMass student
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Campaign promises were kept

To the Editor:

Having been mentioned in detail in Scott Hersey's

editorial to the newly elected SGA Presidents, I pulled out

some of my old campaign literature. In terms of what I

promised to deal with, I found the following:

Financial Axd. The SGA published a pamphlet on aid.

made presentations to the Regents, and was largely

responsible for the aid bill now in the legislature.

Stat* Student Ansoctation. There will be a referendum

on whether students wish to fund it in a few weeks. All the

other org&nizing has been done.

Police Misconduct. Two weeks ago. I announced that the

administration had agreed to a police policy review board;

although it received little attention from the Collegian.

Sexual Harassment. We now have a grievance pro-

cedure.

Rent Control. Last year we lost by only 16 votes. This

year we have 90 people running for town meeting, and

5000 registered students.

SGA Aeeess^lity. A table was set up. once a week on

the Campus Center Concourse last semeser. In addition, a

concerted effort was made to keep the Collegian informed

on issues affecting students. A perusal of back Cotlegvins

will bear this out.

In short, nearly everj'thing I spoke of while seeking elec-

tion was successfully dealt with during this year. To in-

timate otherwise is to misrepresent the truth, and insult

the many people who put in their time and hard work. This

year we tried to put forward the idea of a student govern-

ment that worked for something more than the career ad-

vancement of its leaders. I feel confident that this has

been achieved.

I'm .sorry for not having blown my own horn more often,

Scott, but I had more important things to do. Of course,

had you checked your facts before writing, you might have

known that.

Jim Murphy
SGA President

Supporting co-op education

To the Editor:

The Reagan administration has recently proposed to

Congress that federal matching funds for cooperative

education programs, like the one here at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, be rescinded from the 1983-84

budget. If successful, Mr. Reagan will deprive business

and government of an excellent resource for locating and
training candidates for temporary and/or permanent
employment and students the opportunity to gain valuable

work experience that will increase their marketability

upon graiduation and give them greater direction in their

studies.

As one who has benefitted from a cooperative education

experience, I believe that it would be a mistake to abolish

these programs. Cooperative education programs are an

important source of paraprofessional and preprofessional

manpower for govemn^nt and industry. They serve as a

screen for students and employers to evaluate one

another, save money by reducing recruitment and training

costs and lend themselves to increased access to minority

employees U) fulfill equal employment opportunity objec-

tives. Furthermore, informed students make intelligent

career choices. Cooperative education produces well-

prepared and employable college graduates with insight

into rapidly changing technology.

Congress must be made aware that we are disillusioned

with the administration's manpower and education

policies. Support experiential education. Write your

representatives immediately to support the preser\'ation

of cooperative education. Congress will be voting on the

measure within the next two weeks.
Norvuuid L. Richard

Hadlcy

Turning green for spring break

To the Editor
I. as a hard working student at UMass. strongly object

to Tuesday's editorial by Rich Nangle. It is true that I plan

to spend this break in Bermuda but it is not because of

•omething that I don't want to face at home and not

because I want to go around bar hopping and heaving my
guts out! I worked forty hours per week, every week, last

summer without a single week off. This semester I am
working hard at my classes and feel that I actually do need

to get away and enjoy some sun. I am sorry that Mr.

Nangle can't afford to do so also, but that scarcely gives

him the right to attack those who can the way he did in his

editorial. His abusiveness suggested that perhaps he is

showing a fitting color for St. Patricks day — a nice deep

heavy shade of green! All the comnrients that he made
sounded like an attempt to make others feel guilty or even

embarassed for seeking a little fun out of life. The best

suggestion I can make to Mr. Nangle is to walk over to the

nearest mirror and repeat the message that he gives to

others to himself just to see if it sounds any better from
the other end of the stick. As for me I will be lazing around
in the sun on the beaches of Bermuda and the only thing

spewing forth from my mouth might be the slightest

chuckle at knowing that somewhere hack in good old

wintery Massachusetts, Rich Nangle is miserable.

Greg Schneider
Sunderland

Questionable fund-raising

To the Editor:

Recently I was at a local fast food restaurant. After

placing my order with the girl behind the counter, she ask-

ed me whether I would also like to order a fruit pie for

desert. Pies are great.

The question irks me every time it's asked (and it usually

is) because it is a huge corportion trying to milk me. and
millions of others, out of a couple extra quarters each. In

short, I resent having someone (for something) trying to

manipulate me.

Every semester I feel the same sort of resentment when
my bill from the Bursar's Office includes a Masspirg fee.

The point is that its method of fund raising is a form of

manipulation.

Or if there is nothing vUrong with this fund raising

method, then why is Masspirg the only public interest

group that can use it? Maybe we could be billed for dona-

tions to the American Heart Association, the Red Cross,

the Cancer Society, the Christian Children's Fund,
etc...These are all deserving orgjanizations. On the back of

our bills we could just check off which organizations we
don't want to contribute to, and subtract the appropriate

amount from our total.

1 don't know how these things are decided, but there

must be some group of people somewhere (is it the Stu-

dent Senate?) that decides that we should all have a

default charge for Masspirg. If they feel so strongly about
it, maybe they could organize groups of people and go door
to door collecting donations instead.

Dan Solis

Amherst

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Will legislature kill MassPIRG?
The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

(Mass PIRG) is currently under legislative attack,

a victim of its own political success and prowess.

The truly ironic part of this frustratingly illogical action by

the State Legislature, is that more than any other group in

the past ten years. Mass PIRG has truly had the public's

interest in mind. It has worked time and time again

against special interests fat cats, and the backroom deal-

ing which has crippled Mass. state politics for years and

John F. Hudson

robbed the taxpayer of millions of tax dollar^. Sensing
this, our legislature, (which is the best money can buy), has
moved in for the kill, all under the guise of acting in an
equitable manner towards the poor, poor students, state

colleges and universities.

Representative Francis Manning (D-Milton) has in-

troduced a bill which would change the current negative

check off system, now used by Mass PIRG to collect most
of its budget, to a charitable check-off system. In other

words, when the students at all state colleges and univer-

sities receive their bills, they can currently "check-off
and decline to give a fee to Mass PIRG. Manning would
like to see this changed to a charitable check-off. one in

which students would have to indicate on the bill if they

wanted to contribute to this organization. On paper, it

does sound rather equitable. Manning, out of compassion
for student's pockellKK)ks, wants to see this inequity cor-

rected — wrong. As in any political situation, the answers
are neither that simple. n(tr that cut and dried.

In the first place. Mass PIRG. in the 1981 legislative ses

sion. ran up against a bill of the same type and hammered
out a compromise which all sides agreed upon. Basically,

the Legislature and then — Governor King passeii and
signed a bill which allowed state universities and colleges

to keep the current negative checkoff system proved that

a majority of the student body favored such a policy in

SGA sanctioned elections. Last year in an SGA sponsored

election on campus, students voted overwhelmingly, 89
percent in favor, to keep the present system. Obviously,

the students, at least here at UMass. are in favor of Mas?

PIRG.
Is it possible Representative Manning may have

something personally against Mass PIRG? In 1981, Mann-
ing was one of the opponents of the Bottle Bill. Realizing

this Bottle Bill organizers (including Mass PIRG),

gathered pro-bottle bill constituents of Manning together

and paid a visit to the Representative. Perhaps the fact

that 150-200 people visited the legislator at once has

something to do with the filing of this anti-PIRG legisla-

tion. It is something to think about.

Is it possible Speaker McGee and ex-Governor King may
resent the political power Mass 1^1RG showed in its stunn-

ing Bottle Bill victory in both the State House and

statewide elections? It is no secret both men vehemently

opposed the Bottle Bill. It is something to think about.

For over ten years. Mass PIRG, using mostly student

resources and student personnel have made a significant

contribution to the quality of life here in the Bay State. A
charitable check-off system would severly cripple its fun

ding base. The major Ixittlers maybe mad because of the

success of the Bottle Bill and PlRG's large part in passing

it. No matter-the public good has been served. The
chemical industry may resent F'IRG's part in helping, to

pass the Toxic Waste Superfund bill. Those of the public

who are threatened by this environmental time-bomb ap-

preciate PIRG's efforts. Mass PIRG will be necessary un-

til the high rollers who arrogantly dominate
Massachusetts politics are literally flushed out of the

system. Until that time, students and other concerned

citizens alike must let their legislators know that the Man-
nmg bill is wrong, that to kill PIRG, would be like cutting

off the arm to save the hand. It just doesn't make sense.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Executive Editor

Reforming our prison systems
Before the late eighteenth century, punishment

tended to be of the "eye for an eye, tooth

for a tooth" variety practiced since ancient civiliza

tions first made provisions for crime. The hands of the

common thief were severed, the rapist castrated. Today

our prison situation at both the state and federal levels is

not so far from this ancient system of justice as we would

like to believe. Incarceration has liecome a means of

repaying injustice with more injustice. In just a few hun-

dred years we've managed to come full circle and have

succeeded in developing a modern day version of the "eye

for an eye" justice of the ancients. In its failure to

recognize the importance of rehabilitation rather than

Stephen T. Jordan

punishment, the crime of negligent incarceration has ex

tended far beyond the walls of our prison facilities and has

become a fast growing threat to our public safety. Cur

rently. our nations prisons house some 568,000 prisoners

at an annual cost of around $15,000 per inmate per year.

In short we're spending a bundle on a system that, quite

simply, is failing to achieve any measure of success and it's

about time we became aware of the inequities that exist

within the American prison system.

Clearly, a substantial amount of money is already spent

to operate American prisons, but it simply isn't enough.

American prisons are pathetically substandard in virtually

every aspect of incarceration. Prisoners are frequently

denied the basic requirements of human existence.

Healthy diets, sanitary surroundings and adequate health

care exist only in the self-perpetuating delusions of our

legislators and in the hopeful anticipations of America's

incarcerated populus. Furthermore, it has become increas-

ingly apparent in the past decade that the salaries and

benefits offered to correctional officers are at such low

levels that hoping to attract qualified personnel is at best a

pipe dream. Instead, our prisons are staffed by largely

uneducated, underqualified sentinels who are willing to

work for below average wages only because their limited

skills force them into menial security work.

The results of these deficiencies should be painfully ob-

vious. Discontentment among prisoners can hardly be

deemed unreasonable given the circumstances which sur-

round them. The inequities of our penal system push the

prisoner to the point where he has no faith in the "justice"

that condemned him. Without faith in that justice any

hopes of rehabilitation are futile. A prison system should

be designed not merely to store prisoners but rather to

rehabilitate them and facilitate their return to society as

productive community members. Sadly however, a com-

bination of administrative and public apathy, misguidance,

and sheer ignorance precludes the rehabilitation of the

criminal mind within our nations penal institutions. In-

stead of precincts of rehabilitation, our prisons have

become storehouses of human dynamite eagerly an-

ticipating an opportunity to explode into the raging fires

of internal rebellion.

The most recent uprising, in New Mexico during

February of 1980 left 33 guards, inmates, and police of-

ficers dead. In California alone 100 persons have been kill

ed in prison related incidents since 1970. W^at all the

statistics boil down to is the fact that our "correctional"

institutions have nothing tf) do with correction at all.

Clearly, the most fertile ground for the cultivation of

crime is the prison system itself. What we fail to recognize

is the danger that our inade<^uate facilities put c»ur society

in every day. It is an indisputable fact that the overwhelm-

ing majority of today's prisoners will eventually be releas-

ed to return to the mainstream of society. Add to this fact

the disturbing statistic that 75 percent of all ex -convicts

will commit another crime and the problem crystalizes in

the mind of even the most unconcerned individual.

Clearly, more effective rehabilitation must be the

primary goal of our pris<tn system. But before we can hope

to rehabilitate prisoners, we must strive to rehabilitate

our prison facilities. New and better facilities, thoroughly

trained personnel with reasonable salaries, and

mainstreaming programs are all primary goals in the pur-

suit of the much larger and more significant goal of

rehabilitation. It is natural to expect that many Americans

would be skeptical about the capacity of the criminal mind

for reform. However, we should recall that we once

doubted the feasibility of rehabilitation for the mentally ill.

Punishment is no longer as easy as it was for the ancient

cultures of the world. Today we must curtail our deep

human desire for revenge and retaliation and devote our

efforts to the rehabilitation of criminals. We must

recognize that in striving to gain its "eye for an eye and

tooth for a tooth" our current penal system is doing

nothing more than leaving behind vast numbers of blind,

toothless, and potentially dangerous criminals.

Stephen T. Jordan is a UMass student
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Ticket policy —
give it the boot

The problem of parking at UMass is a severe one;

over 46,000 tickets were issued last year alone,

yet more and more students are trying to park their

cars in the already immensely overcrowded university

parking lots.

The recent changes in F'arking Enforcement policy will

not help to alleviate the problem; it will just make it more
expensive. If students don't comply with the law, they will

not be able to renew their license and registration until

they pay their fines. And as another last-minute surprise,

it has just been determined that violators of the law will

Josh Meyer

receive the initial $5 late surcharge even though they

weren't aware of the change in policy. After 21 days, an
additional surcharge of $10 will be added to the previous

one.

While the administration is trying to curb the parking
violations by making them more expensive, the pn>blem is

that there are just not enough parking spaces. As
evidence, the number of tickets has l)een steadily increas-

ing over the past few years; 31,000 in 1980, 37,000 in

1981, and 46,000 last year. At the same time that the

number of tickets have gone up, so have applications f(»r

parking stickers.

"There's just too many people for what we have to offer

(in terms of parking spaces)," according to Patricia Echols

of the University Parking Office. "La^t year, by August
we issued more than 10,000 stickers. This year, we passed

that mark before spring semester... I wouldn't even begin

to estimate what will happen by the em. )f thi-- vear."

Echols added that in years past. Spring ha*' been • e time

many people put their cars on the road and uring Uiem up
to school.

While some peripheral parking lots (P Lot and the

others out "in the boonies") are open, waiting lists for

long- and short-term parking stickers anywhere near cam-
pus are up to two years long.

The problem does not lie in the attitude of the students,

as the proponents of the new policy would suggest. The
problem lies in the fact that there are not enough parking

spaces, and inadequate bus service, for those who live,

work, and study on campus, "('onsidering the community
we're serving, cars weren't really considered when the

Master FMan (of the s<'h<K»l) was drawn up," according to

Jerr>' O'Neil, Director of Parking Enforcement at the

Department of Public Safety. "In that aspect, the com-

munity is not a<lequately served."

The new policy will allow University parking officials to

work in conjunction with the Massachusetts Registry of

Motor Vehicles. Thus, if someone has more than four

tickets, they will be towed, and forced to pay $29 in cash to

Amherst Towing just to get their car back, only after pay-

ing the tickets. The changes also "involve the Registry of

Motor Vehicles in a system designed to block renewal of

license and driver registration when (>arking tickets re-

main unpaid after the normal collection process." In other

words, students cannot renew their license or registration

until they pay their fines.

Parking Enforcement officials agree that the problem

lies not in enforcement of existing policies but in the

policies themselves. "We just maintain enforcement,"

said Larry Holmes, assistant director of parking enforce-

ment. "We have no direct input into the planning of the

system. While buses supposedly reduce the number of cart

(and tickets), I don't think they have."

Apparently, the person responsible for coordinating the

bus routes and parking policies in order to provide com-

prehensive service is William Barrett, Director of

Transportation and Parking, who said that he "fails to see

how the two connect." So it seems that while University

officials recognize the problem of inadequate parking and
mass transit facilities, no one claims responsibility for rec-

tifying the situation.

The new policy will certainly increase revenues for the

Parking Enforcement Office, who in turn "donate" the

money to the General Scholarship Fund. When asked why
the additional money can't be used to repair or enlarge ad-

ditional parking facilities or pay for extra bus lines. Barret

said that "Putting the tax revenue back into the system

has been a tough question that has been asked several

times before." Apparently it will be asked again and again

without ever being answered. This one constructive way
of dealing with the problem makes too much sense to be a
viable alternative. But that's UMass.
The new change in policy will not decrease the number

of tickets written. It will just make it h^Hxler on the

students, who are not to blame in the first place. The need
for more parking, or better bus service is embarrassingly
obvious. The need for giving parking enforcement officials

"more teeth to work with," as one oficial put it, is

ludicrous. The problem must be solved at the source, not

at the symptoms.
Josh Meyer is a Collegian Associate Executive Editor
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NO BLARNEY

m SPECIALS

^ GKEEN DEER - 50^ Mlil*r/Llt* drafts

corn b*«f »ondwlch*t all doy ^ifi^i

Trodltlenal corn b»»f dinner 5:00 • 9:00 y": l^^*

m I

.^ -.
3

HUNORY-U

Happy Hour
Thursday 9 close

Friday 2 5 30

FRFF P1ZSSA
UNfVERtltY tf

ikcrvtMaaa. TEL. f49-f71S

St. Patty'sDay for Irish

or those who just pretend
By TOM BURGOMASTER The Blu^Wall is having an all-day, all-

ColicKU" Correipondcnt

St. Patrick's Day has long been the day

when everyone becomes a "little bit Irish."

It is a day for wearing green, being proud

that you are Irish (or pretending that you

are Irish), and for celebrating.

"The reason that everybody is a little bit

Irish on St. Patrick's Day is because it has

become a celebration of ethnicity," said

Maria Tymoczko, a specialist in Irish

literature and folklore at the University of

Massachusetts.

"We enjoy remembering the ethnic

dimension of life," she said.

Although the wearing of green is impor-

tant to the holiday today, it hasn't always

been that way. In earlier Irish history,

green had a much different meaning.

"Green was considered an unlucky color,

a color associated with fairies," Tymoczko
said. "It might be an invitation to the

fairies to take you away to the fairie

mounds. That's why the emblems of St.

Patrick's Day were only a little green

rosette or a tiny piece of green ribbon."

Unlike the wearing of the color green,

celebrating has always been an integral

part of the holiday.

"St. Patrick's Day is celebrated at one of

the major turning points of the solar year,"

Tymoczko said. It meant the return of

longer lighted days and more warmth,
Tymoczko said, and since Ireland was
mainly agricultural, this was important. It

also falls during Lent, and the Irish would
make an exception to their fasting for St.

Patrick's Day.
"It was one of the few days when pe<jple

could eat meat and have a little something
special to eat and drink," Tymoczko said.

Some of the old customs for celebrating

St. Patrick's Day have been lost, but

celebrating will be very much alive at

UMass today. A sampling of liars and
restaurants on and off campus produced
evidence to that.

night happy hour. It is planning to have
Irish music from 3 p.m. until 1 a.m., featur-

ing the Widdershins, Paul Wayne, and the

Armstrong Brothers. The Blue Wall will

also be serving special St. Patrick's Day
drinks.

The Hatch will have happy hour from
3:30 p.m. until 7 p.m. Their music will be
provided by Sheila and Shaun Casey and
they will be serving 50 cent beers.

The Top of the Campus will have drink
specials including all Jameson drinks for

$1, Heineken and Molson at happy hour
prices (because of the green bottles of

course), and "Frozen Shamrocks". .

That fine eatery frequented by many
UMass students, the Dining Commons,
won't be doing much to celebrate — just

green decorations and some green cake for

desert. Corned beef sandwiches will be
served for lunch, but the traditional corned
beef and cabbage will not be served at din-

ner.

Off campus, The Pub in Amherst will

have happy hour from 2-6 with specials on
Irish beer. The first 100 people get a free

bottle of O'Keefe Ale. They will have green
beer and a Corned Beef and cabbage dinner

will be served until 9:00.

Delano's will extend their happy hour
from 3 until 6 and 10 till 12. They will have
specials on Irish l)eer and Jameson Irish

Whiskey. Green beer and happy hour hors

d'oeuvres will be featured.

Plumbley's will serve corned beef and
cabbage for lunch and dinner, and Insh
music by Hungry Hill will begin downstairs

at 9.

Time Out will have green beer and
special St. Patrick's Day drinks and music.

Carbur's and the Rib It Room will be ser-

ving free Irish coffee with dinner. They will

also have Bass Ale and Guinness Stout for

$1.

You don't have to be Irish to celebrate

St. Patrick's Day, you just have to know
how to celebrate!

Foi^t the Irish whiskey^.
It's Evacuation Day today

By ANNE MKRORY
( oii»rw« Staff

Few people will stop between sips of Irish

Coffee, shots of Irish whiskey and mugs of

green beer to realize today is also

Evacuation Day.
This day. a legal holiday in Suffolk

County since 1938, does not involve nuclear

war tartks. as one out of- state student
believed, but rather relebrates the 207th
anniversary of British troops leaving

Boston for the last time.

Public schools and offices in the state's

capital will be closed a.s a result, while other

state offices, such as those at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
will be operating on a skeleton crew basis.

University class schedules will not be

affected.

While "it is more than just coincidence"

that this patriotic victcH'y shares its an-

niversary with that of St. Patrick, past

speculation has not led to a direct

correlation between the two holidays, said
Art Clifford of the UMass News Bureau.

The downfall of British troops leading to

their evacuation be^an nine months earlier,

when the Redcoats failed to follow through

their June 17, 1775 victory at Bunker Hill

with an attack on nearby Dorchester

Heights. Two weeks after Bunker Hill.

George Washington's forces led the Siege of

Boston, where arms were collected for the

future confrontation in Dorchester.

The evening of March 4. 1776 saw 2.000

men invade the sleeping Heights, construct

barriers of felled trees, rock filled barrels

and a timber wall and lay in wait of dawn.
It was apparent to the British upon seeing

the patriots forces, which includtld a British

cannon acquired at Fort Ticonderoga, that

an affront was necessary to protect their

vessels moored in Boston Harbor.
The 2.400 Redc:ats sent by sea to sur

prise the American troops encountered a

wet New England storm, however, during
which time a council called for a British

evacuation. The British commander
consented, if only for the preservation of his

fleet.

oannpus
Card.

No m.«ttpr wh,»t vour ^rhcdulr or workload i*. you (An
now do vour b.«nkinK •' the new X-Pr«Mi«. 2A loc;«led in

ihr Npwm.»n Center c^frlpr^ There's only one i.»rd

ihM lets vou do a\\ vour reguUr banking ^t more thi»n

3S0 X Press 24s around Massachusetts - the
BayBanks X Press 24*" Card
To f»et your card, lust visit our Amherst Office at

75 East Pleasant Street todav

1>ySomethingBatter

Enjoy your St. Patrick's Day with Us —
Traditional Food & Drink for a Great Day

00 Yiapfifyyinun
3 00 O 00

TWO FOR ONE DRINKS
GREEN BEER

SpKid 12 oz HARP LAGER BEER

FREE HATS
Sptcid

OXeefe

PIZZlfACTp^^

»-,
^ OYIVi S

A A A A A * * Clt r^fjYlC A A A A A A A

A Free Bottle of O'Keefe Ale
TO THE FIRST IQO f*EOPLE STARTING AT 9 00

;\iin

TWO for ONE - .^11 mixed drinks O till | • FREE HATS
SPECIAL on HARP Uger Beer from Ireland • GREEN BEER

St. Patrick's Day Special
11:30 am - 2 am

Large Green Pepper
or Mushroom Pizza

OO
includes meal tax

Fast Free Delivery

in Amherst Area
Hours:

Men - Thurs 1 1 :30 am - 2 pm
Fri - Sun 1 1 :30 am - 3 pm

256-8587
CALL US FOR OUR DAILY SPECIALS

SENIORS

AFTER BREAK
SPECIAL
Yearbook

Senior Portraits

held over

for 2 weeks

March 28 - April 8
Come in with your

tan.

Stop by Rm 178 CC
or call 545-2874
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Corre celebrate St. Patty's Day 'cause.

.

opening guests
THE VALENTINES

y"

YOU WONT WANNA GO HOME!

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

MARCH 17 8:00 P.M.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

• TIX UNLIMITED

• UNION RECORDS
UNLIV.iTED

• FINE ARTS CENTER
• FOR THE RECORD
• TICKETRON

Students S8 00 General Pub'ic SiQ 00

RAMONES
RESchEduUd For MARch 71 ^7^ 7/|Lk^ ^-

pEbRUARy 27 rickcTS will bE hoNOREd

ON MARch 71

StucIents 8.00 Public 10.00

Tickets available only at Union Records Unltd.

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Tuesday, March 29 Come see the stars of the future.

OPEN MIKE COMEDY NIGHT AT THE BLUEWALL
a chance to win $50 plus appear in New Yorks

Ay077£Sr night club.

sponsored by UPC €r GPC
thanks BOG and Arts Council

sign up with the MC the night of the show or

call GPC at 546-2733

Arts
Collegian i3

Live

Wire
Pave

Chevan

Jessica Lange plays Frances Fanner in Francea.

Francesredeemedby Lange
FRANCES
Calvin Theater, Northampton

By JOHN HUDSON
coikcMB sun

FntnceM is the type of movie one goes to see and truly

wants to like; a movie that tries terribly hard to be serious

and consistent, but ends up being uneven and unematkally
frustrating.

The movie, directed by Graeme Clifford, chronicles the

life of Frances Farmer, a potentially brilliant, yet doomed
actress who took Hollywood and Broadway by storm in the

1930's and forties. Doomed because Farmer refused to

bend to the will of the star system of Hollywood, her

strong willed mother or the barbaric California Mental

Health system. Yet. in the end her own self destructive

impulses and a crudely performed loboiomy (harrowingly

portrayed in the film) snuffed out any spark of creative

energy Fanner had left after fighting the "powers that

be". Ironically, like the actress it so nobley tried to por

tray. Frances is an enigma, a confused film, strong m some
parts, but very weak in others.

Jessica Lange, in the most brilliant performance of her

career (which includes such bombs as King Kong and How

In defense ofromance

to Beat the High Co$t of Living) portrays Miss Farmer
with an intensity that literally supports the entire film.

Lange is the torn actress, raging at a society which she

doesn't understand, and rebelling against a mother who
brutally pushes F'armer towards the brmk of insanity.

And just when you think the script is about to give way ,

Ms. Lange rescues it. takes what little may be there, and

turns in a tremendous performance. If Ms. Lange does not

win an Oscar for this exceptional performance, the

Academy should be cited for sheer stupidity.

The photography in the movie is also exceptional. Laszio

Kovacs lovingly places his characters in convincing,

realistic settings, whether it be Seattle in 19,32 or a

honkytonk bar circa 1945. The asylum scenes, probably

the most effective, gut wrenching portrayal of mental

health facilities since One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,

lower the viewer into the hell holes which characterized

past treatment of the mentally ill.

The script and pacing of this film are where Frances goes

wrong. One of the roost nebulous characters in the film.

Harry York, a private detective, shows up to help Frances

out of tight spots at the most opportune times. Yet we
learn very little about this dubious knight in shining

armor. What are his motivations? How does he know just

One of the best things about this year's St. Patrick's Day
is that UMass has been nice enough to give us a week off to

recover from it. I don't know about any of you. but I could

sure use the break.

p'or those of you who plan to "party hearty" there are

more concerts and shows available on this one night than

almost any other entire weekend of the year. P'irst.

Goddaddy of 'em all. James Brown will be doing the total

"thang" experience all over the Rusty Nail. Sure the man
is old and fat. but he can still knock those grooves out.

Meanwhile, back at UMass, a variation on the same theme.

Those other boys from New Jersey, Southside Johnny and

the Asbury Jukes, will be putting on the boogie at the

Student Cnion Ballroom. Southside's band is red hot and

in top form; and besides, his trombone player is the

wildest. On the other side of campus, at Bezanson Recital

Hall, there will be a performance by bassist Salvatore

Macchia, and pianist composer Robert Stern. Included in

the program are several world premieres. It promises to

be exciting and could prove an excellent alternative for

those who prefer a toned Paddy's Day celebration.

As if those concerts weren't enough, the bar scene is

going to really be rockin' it up. Roger Salloom will be at

Sheehan's Cafe, the Bush Tetras will perform at the

Hangar One, and the Peasure Dots will rock the Wok.

If anyone has recovered enough tomorrow to go out, you

can see the Stompers at the Rusty Nail or attend the final

performance of Pryvate Tunings. They've decided to go
the way of so many bands, into the land of memories. It's

sad to see any band with potential break up and if you've

never seen them before, this is your last chance.

Saturday is going to be relatively skiw, since most
everyone will be headed home by then. If you're still

around Saturday night. Loose Caboose will be at the Wok
and R Complex will play down at the Hangar. By the way.
tickets fot ine Ramones. rescheduled for March 31, are still

available.

So enjoy yourselves tonight, but be careful if you're

driving. We'll see you again in two weeks and have a good
vacation. |

when to come to Frances' aid? The character plays an

extremely important part in Ms. Fanner's life, yet the

scriptwriters have decided not to explain the man to an

obviously perplexed audience. Too often. Frances leaves

us wondering "why" and searching for answers about the

pk>t that obviously needed to be given.

Even though Frances is a seriously flawed movie, it

should be viewed just for the tremendous performance of

Jessica Lange as the tragically doomed Frances Farmw

.

It is a tour de force not to be missed.

By DEAN RANZO
C«ltegM« Staff

There you go again Doug. It seems that

whenever you have something critical to

say about the excesses of new music, you

inevitably pick on the sounds of such in

novative acts as Flock Of Seagulls. Visage,

and Orchestral Maneuvers in the Dark.

The evolution of rock has been passed into

the hands of these and other techno pop or

New Romantic bands, and it's exciting to be

a part of this obscure assult on traditional

rock. Granted. November Group is an

impressive band who out on a irr^m «how

Saturday night, but to martyr the

sforemention«i bands for the benefit of

November Group is nothing more than a

blind assessment.

How can you consider FkKk Of Seagulls

to be bubble gum? For that matter, how
can you dislike this young, gifted band who,

despite the atrocities of the anti new music

Emmy awards, managed a best Ln-

itrumental nomination. It's bands like

Flock of Seagulls that restore my faith in

new music. They're danceable. original,

tight, classy, and crisp as electricity itself.

Their pace is energetic but diverse, and the

kicker is Doug, they're fine musicians who
can transform their intense studio sound

into an even more intense, soul gripping

stage show. And I think you're missing the

significance of this band, Doug. Flock Of

Seagulls, along with Duran Duran and

Human League are breaking the ice for

many of the stubborn hard-core rockers

who refuse to listen to modern dance bands.

Commercial airplay is what new music

needs and these bands are getting it.

Now Doug, I do remember New
Romance. Though many of the New
Romantic bands will either fade away or

readjust to current fads, there's one band

Visage n New Romanticism in quin-

tessence. The synthesized, mostly dan

ceable music complimented by the dreamy,

velvet voice of Steve Strange create images

of mystical adventure and fanciful romance,

the true constituents of New R<miance.

True. Spandau Ballet is a poor excuse for

dance music whose .style regresses into

boring disco patterns; but so long as Steve

Strange's voice continues to bray silk and
Ultravox members Midge Ure and Billy

Currie continue to add their lavish,

productive ingenuity. Bisage will continue

to break down any barriers to the

imagination or ennotions within us.

As for OMD. Doug, they're in a class all

by themselves. Their one top-forty tune

"Electricity", is a predictable dance piece

reminiscent of Human League, with an

overtly cute synthesizer mek>dy dominating

it. Here is an example of a border line son

that will attract pop listeners, but this song

is not characteristic of OMD's music. UMU
creates some of the deepest music Fve

heard. Listening to OMD is like listening to

a man climb Mt. Everest; his emotions and
tribulations portrayed through the dire,

boyish vocals of Paul Humphreys and Andy
McCluckey. atong with the continuous drift

of synthesizer melodies and obscure

gimmickry. OMD is both glorious and

relaxed and always interesting.

Soft Cell and Spandau Ballet are "hurting

bands" that do "give us fashion-conscious

pop that's mostly fizz." and Human League,

spared only by its fantastic Love
Action/Hard Times EP, generally fares

below average. However, Flock Of

Seagulls. Visage, and Orchestral
Maneuvers in the Dark are bands who use

electronics intelligently, not to exploit

them. And so long as they and many other

techno pop and/or synthesizer bands

continue to do so, the future of new music

^fiik«'U^hi*ve«.4he^ isding «wiMi»i * .Vi««g<^ * . 4eHuiinB4B««><Mi hands*

,

• •••••«.• •V* *«,^ ^*^«'i»«'«. «««*» -
* Stmmlmr ftnltetr-fvewKoina
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NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

^INIiliaiillHHHIiaillUtilllliaiUIIINIIIIOIIIINNIUiaMNIHIIIIiailNNNIIIIOIIHimilliaillMININiafll

Pi kAppA AlphA FraternIty
ANd rhE

I MulripU ScIerosIs SociEry

I
ThANk EVERyONE who hElpEd OUT

STUDENT
LOAN?

S If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Lx)an or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1. 1975. consider

spending a couple oi years in the Army
If you train for certam specialties, the government will release

you from 1 /3 ofyour indebtedness ( or $ 1 . 500. whichever is greater ) for

each year of active duty

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100% of your debt

But ifyou sign up for the Army s exclusive twoyear enlistment option,

we'll snll cancel 2/3 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educatumal incentives.

To find out how to serve your counrrv and gel out ot debt, call

the number below

ARMY.BEAUYOUCAN BE.

Contact the Northampton Army Recruiter

at 584-2157

In other areas,

consult the Yellow Pages under "Recruiting"

ThE MS Dance MARArhoN
Your coNXRibuxioNS ancI services

WERE qREAxly AppRECJAXEd.
MS GIFTS' LIST

Domino's Pizza

Fred Houck Jewelers

I
The Pub

I The Mercantile

K-Mart, Hadley

Musicland

Merle Norman Cosmetics
Kay Jewelers

John Dellaria Salon

La Mia Pizza

Ye Curling Iron

A.J. Hastings

C & C Liquors

The University Store

College Drug
Whole Wheat Pizza Factory

Hungry U
The Sub
Furnari Jewelers

Plumbley's

Russell's Liquors

Salt Box
House of Walsh
Dream Machine
Four Seasons Liquors

Campus Pizza

College Pizza

Old Thyme Foods
Colchester Egg Farm
Snak-time Vendors

fi
Seven Up, Springfield

^IINIIOIIIUimillCSfllllllHIIiailNMNNIiamiNIIIIIICJMIIIIMIMfStNNNMIIi

Pepsi-Cola Bottling, Vermont
Hallsmith Co.

City paper Co.

Dannon Yogurt
Louis Foods Inc.

Bagel Deli

The Cookie Hut
D'Angelo's Sandwich Shop
Pewter Pot Restaurant

E £r J Distributors

Coca Cola Bottling, Northampton
Atkins Fruit Bowl
Good Thyme Deli

Witkin Provision Co.
Swift Co.

Denver Beef Co.

Colombo Food Products

Amherst Dell

Bess Eaton Donuts
Dunkin Donuts
Sandy's Chicken Kitchen

Soda City

Taylor Rental

Dioger's Florists

Montgomery Florists

Coffee Gallery

Nuttleman's Florists

Butler Ef Ullman
Price Chopper
The Hatch
UMass Dining Commons
The TO C

Special Purchase
Athletic Weight Jersey

$7.95
rag. $9.95

100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

Maroon

OPEN
M-F9-5

On Special

Sales Table

In Clothing

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
STORED

m luowusut*)

^^I^'^il^.

SAMMY HAGAR
IIIRLt LOCK »C)\

CASSETTE

NEW

RELEASES

CHRISTOPHER CROSS
ANOTHER

PAGE

ricocssek
t^eatltude

5.99
your
choice

ERIC CLAPTON

CASSETTE

\ ^-

/5i£1
'm..

Wi^^

\
. i<« Ar • v.

.«•

Many other Sale Albums

available

JsfEn.VOUTfG
W^mtatrM-.-k^i^^^^

Pi«
CASSETTE

Located in the

Cannpus Center

Open M-F 9-5

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS*

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

Basketball Semi- Finals High Scorers

Mens: Mike Shea 16 pts

Womens: Sharee McClain 20 pts

Grad/Fac: Vic Vaughn 20 pts

Co-Rec: Sharee McClaine 29 pts

Softball and Soccer officials are still needed. Anyone interested,

come to Rm. 215 Boyden for an application.

There are still Mixed Doubles entries being accepted. Teams please

come to Rm. 215 Boyden for entry form.

Badminton Doubles and One-On-One entires are due Tues. 3/29.

Play begins on Mon. 4/4. Pick up entries in Rm. 215 Boyden.

Any Softball or Soccer managers who did not attend the

manager's meetings must pick up their schedules in Rm. 215

Boyden.

Intramural Ice Hockey finals were concluded last night. Yukon won

2 of 3 games, both of them in overtime. Tuesday's score was 4-3

and last nights OT win was 3-2.

iURuhlfifni

Hypercurricula. ,

Collegian is

WINE & CHEESE CONVERSATION
HOURS — Come speak French and Italian

in a relaxed atmosphere with native

speakers! All are welcome, 12 to 2 p.m.,

Herter 3rd P^loor Lounge.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING -
The Anti— Racism Team of SCERA will

meet to discuss semester goals. 4 p.m., 801

CC.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION
MEETING - New RSO group, anyone
interested, please come. All are welcome.

Call 545 3260 for more information. 6 p.m.,

170 Campus Center.

PATIENT EVALUATION AND
REPORTING - A lecture and practical

review session to strengthen the

Emergency Medical Technicians" skills in

proper patient assessment and com
munications. Submitted to OEMS for 3

CEU hours, 6:30 p.m.. Cooley Dickenson

Hospital Northampton (McCallum Bldg)

WOMEN S LEADERSHIP PROJECT -
The Project will have a wine & cheese

gathering. Bring negative ad images of

women: we will be doing a collage, and a

discussion of future plans.. 6:30 p.m.. 415

Student I'nion Bldg.

PROGRESSIVE ZIONIST ALLIANCE
MEETING — For anyone interested in

exploring the option of Socialtst Zionism.

New members and ideas for programming
are wek-ome. 7 p.m.. Hillel office, S.U..

302.

ANIMAL RIGHTS MEETING - Daryl

Elliot, board member of Animal Rights

Mobilization, will present a film strip,

followed by discussion. A local group to

work against animal abuse will be forming.

7 p.m.. Jones library. Amherst Rm.

"THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" -
Detective infilitrates the Maguires; flnds

himself torn between his conscience and

material interests. He must decide

whether to side with the Maguires or mine
owners. 7 p.m., 101 Campus Center.

UMASS FILM PRODUCTION CREW
MEETING — Anyone interested in acting

or film production is invited. All ideas

welcome. Production include: live action,

animation, make up and other effects. 546-

9058. 7:30 p.m.. CC. rm 804.

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP -
All are welcome to join us for our meeting

of worship, praise, and teaching from the

Bible, 7:30. 175 Chestnut St

.

FACULTY RECITAL SERIES
PRESENTS SALVATORE MACCHIA.
STRING BASS - Salvalore Matchia.

string ba.ss, and Itobert Stern, piano, will

perform a program of 20th century com
positions, including the premiere of Stern's

"Cross Country," a set of three jazz-

oriented pieces for double bass and piano.

Concert is 8 p.m., Bezonson Recital Hall.

•25 PLUS CLUB MEETING & "IRISH"
SOCIAL — I.4i.st meeting before spring

break. Publicity and poster chau-men
needed for spring party. Bring musical

instruments. Irish songs and stories. For
info. 2.53 7814. 8 p.m.. iX rm. 902.

"CAMERA BUFF" POLISH FIIJH

WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES -
Krzysztof Kieslowski's film shared the top

prize at the 1980 Moscow Film F'estival and

was shown at the New York Film Festival

the same year. It is a comedy about a man
who buys a nnovie camera to Film his new
baby daughter and is iransform(>d into a

raging movie maker. 8:i.' p.m.. Thompson
102.

• • M • • •

If ^tMf4f &tttl

[A WINES&
^LIQUORS

338 College Street

11
Tuborg Lt&ok $2.70/6pk.

I Becks Lt ef Dk $3.99/6 pk

II
Carling 12 oz exports $7.45/c»e

Miller & Lite 12 oz loose bottles $10.95/cse

Bud 12 oz loose cans $10.95/cse

Foster Lager 25 oz can $1 .55/ea

Plenty of Cold Draft Barrels

On Hand
Pficos don't includo doposit.

Fleishmann's Whiskey 1.75 1 $13.75

Jameson Irish Whiskey Tsomi $10.99

Piccala Coffee Liq. Tsomi $5.99

Crown Russe Vodka 100° 750 mi $5.19

Ron Rico Rum 750 ml $5.45

11 Cartier Blanc de Blanc 750mi $1.99

I
Buena Vista Camay Beaujolais 750 ml. . . . $2.99

We Welcome
'^ Your Empty Btis & Cans
,^ not responsible for typographical errors

'9iiiiHiiiiiiaiiiiiir'iMiqiiiiiiiiiiiiaMiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiitiiiaiiiHiiMiiiaiuiHNtiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiii(ii"«r^**
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-WE PREVAIL-
the sale still goes
on due to your
continued support

LOW PRICES

I

can still GOdown
8.98 AlbuMs now 599
Master Records 8.98

WE AT UNION RECORDS WANT
TO THANK YOU umass

4

Assorted Sports
Jerseys $5.95
Assorted Styles & Colors

on Special Sale Rack Reg. $7.95

Open M-F 9-5 ^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

'" rust> nail^ "-

********
Rt 47 Sunderland MA 6t>5 4937 vou mu.t

SPECIAL
EVENING

WITH THE

GODFATHER
OF SOUL

JAMES

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

**
BROWN

THURSDAY,
MARCH 17th
Doors Open 7 pm

Tickets:

$10.00 in advance
$12.50 at door

Available at

For the Record at Faces

in Amherst

PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Steve Hyder, Indoor Track
This month's Miller High Life

Player of the Month award goes
to UMass track sensation Steve
Hyder.

Hyder, a four year member of
the track team, capped off an ex-
cellent indoor track career by set-

ting a new standard for the shot
put. then resetting that standard
and then, not to slack off, reset-

ting that record.

Hyder, a hotel, restuarant and
travel major, will be leaving

UMass in the spring but his name
will remian, in the record books.

It's Miller Time Stevel

Hyder's throws:
- 527" versus URI and UNH, January 29

- 53'2" in the Eastern Championships, Feb. 12
- 53'6V4" in the New England Championships,

Feb. 26
Congratulations, Steve Hyder!

PLAYER OF THE WEEK
SPONSORED BY THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis

%
SCROD!.. UHY ARE YOU COLORED

GREEN?.. you're NOT IRISH !
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HAVE TO DO W^TH I TO THROW -UP! ..
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After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Kdited b> IV1art>arel larrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Cooktxxjk
direction

5 Report

9 Applaud
14 Caen's river *

16 Khayyam
16 Presidential name
17 Coolidgeand

others

18 Something (or

43 Across
19 Hit musical

20 Involuntary

reaction

22 Shakespearean
forest

23 Faithful beau
24 Fraud
25 506, in old Roma
26 Ballerina s

specialty

30 Flatfish

33 Profit

35 down
36 See 12 Down
38 Behrmars"

Sumrrwr

"

40 Author of great

se^ tale

41 Do work
43 Domingo, for one
45 Chess pieces

Abbr

l'•ll<l••^ \nitrlr\ I iin<'> ^^ ndi< air

46 King or queen
48 ' Town"
50 Another flat fish

51 Goddess of

wisdom
54 Undersized

56 Popular cut of

beef

58 Job
59 Monte in

the Alps

60 Brownish pu'ple

61 Monograph
62 Passage
63 Son of Aphrodite

64 Wrong
65 City on the Oka
66 Cashews

DOWN
Argyle. (or

example
Prefix with port

or pose
Small bay
Lawn task

Steep plunge
Atlanta university

Stroll

8 Rialtosigr

9 Masquerade
10 Servant

1

1

1

Sea raptor

12 Emerald isle

13 Bakery purchase
21 Neighbor of Bah
22 Star of the RAF
24 Congressman
26 over (got by)

27 Minn s neighbor

28 Penny
29 Periods

30 Unheeding
31 Verdi heroine

32 Bric a

34 Cave, in poetry

37 Disagreeable

views

39 The game of

Broncos and
Coifs

42 Beauw pageant
(uoges

44 Rhirw tributary

47 High note

49 Start again
51 Corridor

52 Pacific republic

53 Town near Epsom
Downs

54 Counterfeit

55 Pueblo dweller

56 Bellow

57 Novel herotrte

58 Tax expert

59 Greek letter
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WEATHER

Mostly sunny today.

Hif^s in the 50s. except up-

per 40s aJon^ the comU
BecoYning cloudy at night

with rain likely by tomor-

row evening. Lows tonight

in the SOs. Highs tomorrow
in the 40s.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LIINCH
Vegetable Taco

California (Quiche

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing

(Iravy, Cranberry Sauce

Ham and Cheese
Florentine

Fruit Plate with

Pumpkin Bread

LIJNCH
California Quiche

Hot Cornell Beef on Rye

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese

Strudel

Roast Turkey/Dressing
Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Nancy Gonter

or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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10 a.m
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ImhersV

„ LIQUORS
Keg« • Be«r • Wine • Soda • ice

til 11 p.m

University Drive, Amherst, Mass.
Just past UlVass Stadium, from SW dorma

Stadium
Liquors

*^^V UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

-5>^

ROUTE 116

St. Pauri $14.50 + 1.50

DUSCh 12 oz cans

IvIlllGr 12 oz bottles

LiXG 12 oz bottles

CarliriQ 12 oz bottles

Budweiser i2ozcans

O KBBTB 12 oz bottle

Old Milwaukee 12 pk cans

. $9.95 + 1.20

.$9.95 + 1.20

$9.95 + 1.20

$6.95 + 1.50

$10.95 + 1 20

$12.95 + 1 20

$4.30 + 60

Paul Masson 15 $4.20

California Cellars antres $5.95

Gallo 15L $3.99

Tavola 15 $5.69

Cinzano Asti 750 ml $6.99

Folonari 15 $3.99

Canadian Mist 175 $12.59

Black Velvet 175 $12.75

Popov Vodka 1 75 $9.95

Strogoff Vodka 1 75 $8.20

Gordon's Gin 175 $11.99

Gordon's Vodka 175 $9.95

Burnett Gin 175 $11.85

ROUTE 9

l\
»\

V

.^^ii^i

/

253-5595
not respunsible for typographical errors
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadlir>e is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ATARI 800 COMPUTER

Atari 800 Computer 48 or 64k RAM
typewriter keyboard, new condition,
BASIC book, Pac-Man $499. 546-8638
Franklin ACE 1000 full Apple II com-
patability, 64k, 72 keys, disk drive and
monitor $1399 546-8638

AUDIO
~

* Stereo Earphones Cr Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

nowll Mitcf) 549-4379

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1970 • Ford Torino - 46.000 original miles
425 or best offer call 545-3500 before 5:00
- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

66 Mustang goodcond AM Fm cassette
549-0781 ask for Bill

1973 Chevy Wagon always starts sticker

$225 Mike 546-5302

BELLYORAMSI!
~

Delivered by professionei bellydancer
for motx unusual gift. Theresa, 253-7822

EMERQENY MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS

"Patient Eveluetion and Reporting"
Thursday, March 17 1983 Cooley Dickinson
Hospital (McCallum Bkig.) Northampton
6:M PM sharp submitted to OEMS for 3
CEU hours sponsored by the Five College
Chapter of MAEMT

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256^739

FOR RENT

Room for rent Downtown Amherst
available inrunediately call 2M-7934

FOR SALE

KLH612 Speekers $100.00 each; Vector
Research VR2600 receiver $150 firm; one
yearokj Hugh 546-7113

Genuine French rebbh fur coats ail pric-

ed from $66 $100 call 253-7462 Mike or

Jeff

Threa tin for the Kinks 10/X fk>or seats

at Worcester Centrum BO 546-8842

Box Spring 4 nr>onths old excellent; rrtat

tress; twin size $50 best offer, can deliver

253 3494, Jim

Ski Lift Pass for Sugarfoush frve day
good any Mon - Fri caH 583-2284

Going to the beech 71 AinrxMt r>ew FM
Sony WalkmanI Best offer 546-9787

FOUND
~

Scarf found in Hatch on Friday. Call Rick

584 4887 or 545 2541 4-12 PM

HACHAWANA
HB from your roomies who think you're

very special I The lifetime supply of Tab and
popcorn is on its way - hope its what you

wanted but beggars can't be pteasy

HELP WANTED
— Seniors — Jol)s are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1 800-421-3217

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,
all occupations. For information call:

602-837 3401 ext 833

There is a position available for a work-
study person to work for the Collegian.
Stop by the Collegian Office between 9 am
- 3 pm to apply

Summer Bike Trip Leaders 3 5 trips
with teens 7-33 days duration. Cape Cod,
Nova Scotia, Virginia, West Coast and
more. Desired: First Aid and Life saving
certification. Experience preferred working
with kids, bike tounng. Salary $1200+ Ap
plication addtional inforn>ation and ap
pointment at Student Employment Office
or call 203 226-4221 On campus interviews
March 3Q

LOST
Lost - tapetx}x Friday 3/11- Baker Circle

Reward call Ted 6-6134 or Baker 402

Black vinyl art portfollo--21 "x27 ' Left
on Sunderland /So. Amherst bus, Monday,
14 march can identify content of folio. Con-
tact Chris 666^2767 evenings Reward
Lost: Women's leather coat; wine colored
reward call Jean S-4740

Lost: Black wallet sentinnental value please
call Jodt 253 7360

Red purse et Poor Dicks reward need
glasses no questions 546-6209 please

PERSONALS

AlmKa Happy St Patrick's Day and con-
gratulations Metis

Heppy Eariy Birthday Melinda Grean
You will b9 legal everywhere wt>en you turn
"21" on March 21st Love xoxo Sabina

WANTEDI WANTEDI WANTED all over
the woHdl Happy Birthday Shelly Johnson
wish her a Happy Birthday 253 9464

Meureen Smith. Happy St Patty's Day^
you mir>d perserverer>ce?

Heppy Birthday Nancy Eisner from your
"5" beerloss frierHJ

CAK - Being a frier>d mt»n% never havir>g
to say you're sorry. Frier>ds forever - ET
"r»ads" for your B-day we give you our left

ones S, J & T

You cute crazies. Annmarie, LirKto €r

Lisa Happy St Patty's Day I Looking for

ward to completing the foursome. ShouM
be "interesting". Wife? B ill

To the Irishman from Newton - JM Hap •

py St Patrick s Day

Gik - Have a great birthday arnJ breek I k>ve
you - Sur>shine

Shari you can't have your cake and eat it

too JH

Nancy (Vanessa) Happy Birthday! Oniy^l
day late I'm tMjyingl Julie

Tom Happy St Pat'sl Can't wait til Jun*
18 love future Mrs C

JoiAnne?) Happy Birthday. See I didn't

forget. Where are my t>alloons7 Lets have

a great spring break. Love always Staph

To my favorite rugger Happy St Patty's

Day! I love you! Your ball and chain

£

Maura O Happy 19th B-dayll And have a

great St. Pat's Day tool I Luv Snubby
Beth. Happy Birthday get pysched for
Florida and a 2nd half of a semester many
happy returns love Audrey

Julie. . .yes you! You finally hit the big
time. . .'Soap Queen' (So give me a date
huh?)

Frankenstein. Happy St Patricks day, flea

Linda and Jerrie

Ellen Statik Gannon relax! Have a wild

time in Florida love, the Klingz and G.R.

Biene Hippobirdie to my favorite green

-

bene on your 19th luv Er kisses your cute £r

adorable roomie

Dance with the Museum DirektorsI
March 17, Newman center 9-11

Tom Lucey Happy 21st Birthday
Celebrating will t>e fun I xoxo Julie

Mortar Board Selections Committee
thanks for all your help (and patience) Sun-
day night I Have a great break! Annn^rie

BJW. Have a great time in Florida, don't

get too burnt (get it) with Pam. I'll t>e think-

ing of you in California Love "D"

Mike - Here's one for you! Happy St
Patricks Day have a good one Jo

John Happy St Patricks Day 1 1 I'm look-

ing forward to seeing you tonight at the
party. Watch out I'm going to get you really

drunk to celetnate Love always your Pally

Pat, Here's to chewing tot>acco, Ma Ball

and stalling. Congrats you did it! Pam
To the women of 96B: Thanks for ttw Flea

Market. tf>e lunch, the rr>ovies, the cover
letters, and all of your support. You guys
are the greatest. Mushroom omelets
tonight?

Leslie H. Fk>rida t>ouur>d I may be tHJt my
wishes for a fantabulous birthday are here
to stay. DO IT UP! Enjoy I'll be thinking of

you. Love Yael

To the revishing, dominating, snide, con-
descer>ding brunette wench who wears
pants with no t>ody. . . .Don't let the pic-

ture of you in ttte CoMegian go to your
bead. It's tieen a fast tNee weeks since you
kept me out al m{^. . .Have a great vaca
tion. . .Cape Cod Love Chris

M--I always wondered wfiat UM would be
like when you left, but luckily I didn't have
to find out — Good thing for (tKoken
down) cars Er short highways. Have a Fun
B day (I'll try my best) Here's to. . .

Janice, happy 20th B-day Hopa it's a
great day beceuse you are the besti Luv
ya Laurie

Chris and Laure Hope your ten days an
filled with sex sunshine and sights and that

your nir>e nights are filled with rr>oments

men and moonlight have a few drinks in

rerT>embrance of me k}ve your roommate
who's lor^ely in New Jersey

Happy 21st Birthday Robin. Hope you
receive some nice jeweiryl» PLEASEtIf ^^ ~

Desperately need a ride to Frammgham
Friday afternoon 2:30ish. Please call Bucko
549-1511

PHOTO COOP

Color Film Developing Sale week after

Spring BreakI Bring in your vacation shotsi

5^55 for 36; 4.44 for ?4I

.OFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations. Theses, Cases. Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
6^)392, 584-7924

REWARD

SHver 24" S-chein necklece lost on N.
Pleasant St. l)etween Health Center £r Ar-

nold House (across from GRC) or on bus on
Fri morning sentimental value call 665-4430

RIDE NEEDED
Ride needed to Washington DC Spring

Break will share ex(}enses Denise 546-5102

Ride needed to New York/Long Islsnd

Friday, March 18 call Margie 256-6612 as

soon as possible

ROOMMATE WANTED

Femele wented to share one bedroom
Brandywine Apt for Apr i 1 call 549-3873

Being relocated avail in^nned 1 bdr in 4 bdr

farmhouse 170 acres b>is route fall option

heat inci 150 mo 253 3362

RUSS

Heppy Seint Pat's Day!! and don't forget

»Kout my party

ST. PATRICK'S DAY BENEFIT

Live! The Museum DirektorsI March 17th,

^ nm - 1 am Newman Center

TO SUBLET

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom afM, summer
sublet, fall option 253 5956

Two bedroom apt • Brandywine for sublet

for sumn>er call 549-2773 after 6:00 PM
Two bedroom apertment availat>le for

June through Sept. at Brittany manor
Mk:hael 253-7040

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

2 badroom apt. townhouse in

Village $266 mo irK. option on i'

Leah 666-7537

Squire
Phil or

TRAVEL

Daytona Beach leaving Fri afternoon 3/18
and back on Sun 3/27 $100.00 eech (room
for two) Kim 6-4860. keep trying

WANTED

Claea ringa. gokl and
coins. Daniel Smith. ?'

Amherst, 256-0710

Cash for your records
(ask for Jaromir /leave

Records LPs Cash <

Records 584 1580

Convertable Rat or M
dition call Gary at 617 "

Mon

b. '•/or jewelry artd

North Pleesant,

3pes 546-2836
>ge)

ide Dynamite

y year or con-
J9 Fri through

WANTED TO ^NT

3 bedroom apt wa'
Fall call Lori 546-8251

•nywhara for

t)ie 546 9106

tn^

Windsor, Connecticut

Public Schools to Recruit

on Campus
April 4, 1983

Please arrange for interviews through the

placement office.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

Hlfi^gST PRICES PAID
,
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Ainbewl Ceirlaf Ihops'

DARSELOTTI'S
ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY

ALL DAY
O'Keefe Ale and a shot of

Jameson Irish Whiskey

Si.99
T-Shirts Prizes 9-?

Downtown Amherst

DYNAMITE RECORDS
BUY SELL TRADE

^ RENT
^ Stores In Amherst
^ ond Northompton

a

r»i»'^»»»-* M^wjki

n
C )

In Paul's Old Time Furniture

57 E. Pleasant, Amherst

9
7i

i

Thornes Marketplace, Northampton 584-1580(

Amherst
Chlneee
Foods

Beet Mandarin Food
82 64 Main St.

Amheret

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR A* , IFICIAL

C .OR
We u FRESH
Vegpt. les from

Our Own Farm

BEER Et

SUNL
ALL y:

2bi

NJE LICENSE
BRUNCH
CAN EAT

.96
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Horsefeatherswins
intramural championship

By TONY BETROS
Collcriaii Suff

The backcourt tandem of Mike and Billy

Shea combined for 36 points to lead

Horsefeathers to a 53-34 victory over
Black Magic last night to clinch the men's
intramural basketball league champion-
ship.

Horsefeathers, still riding high after

their upset victory over GQ-IV, went
through the season undefeated to claim

their first crown.

Black Magic, coming off their semifinal

victory over the Honeymooners, needed to

get inside to do its damage.
The first half started out as a fairly even

match. Black Magic utilized the inside scor-

ing of Frank Oglesby, who responded with

six points. But the continued outside

shooting tear by Mike Shea kept the

Horsefeathers even.

Early foul trouble for Black Magic (nine

minutes into the game) gave Horsefeathers
some early breaks with free throws.
Horsefeathers then settled in to a 2-3 ione
to stifle the Black Magic attack. When Billy

Shea hit from the outside. Black Magic sud-

denly found themselves down by nine.

The game then got a little more ag-

gressive, with a lot «»f pushing underneath
between Scott I^Fond and Dave P'erez,

and a tough full court press from Black
Magic. But, when Black Magic went back
into a man-to-man defense, they fouled

again. Horsefeathers took advantage of the

freethrows, hitting 13 of 14 from the line.

The first half ended at 25-17
Horsefeathers. with Billy and Mike Shea
each hitting for eight points. Oglesby led

Black Magic with 12.

The second half didnt start out too well

fc. Black Magic, as their top rebounder.
PWw, qxiickly picked up his fourth foul. It

was the Mike Shea show after that, as he
hit for 7 straight points, including a
twisting three-point play, to give
Horsefeathers a 14 point lead.

Black Magic then made a run of its own,
hitting three in a row from the field to cut

the margin to 8. Then, a little extracur-

ricular activity occurred.

A slight shoving match between Billy

Shea and Jason Buffin ensued at half court,

with Buffin getting the technical and ejec-

tion. After order was restored, Mike Shea
hit the free throws giving Horsefeathers a
13 point lead.

An even bigger blow occurred for Black
Magic as their number one player, Frank
Oglesby. fouled out with four minutes left.

Black Magic was forced to foul, and, as
they did in the regular season,
Horsefeathers hit from the line, stretching

their lead to 17 points. The last few
minutes was a lot of the same stuff, with

Black Magic putting up desperate shots,

sometimes making them, sometimes
leading to easy Horsefeather fast breaks.

As he final buzzer sounded,
Horsefeathers found themselves on top,

with a 53-34 victory.

"We just kept the pressure on them."
said Mike Shea. "We really gt)t ready
tonight." Shea finished with a game high

20 points, including a perfect 10 for 10
from the line. His cousin, Billy, ended up
with 16. as he hit eight out of 10 from the
charity stripe. Oglesby was high for Black
Magic with 16.

The women's league also concluded its

season, and it was Back in Black ending up
victorious. 37-28, over Crampton Women.
Once again. Chris Taggart was high for the
winners with 18, as Back in Black over-

came a five point halftime deficit to com*
away with the victory. Sharee McClain waf
high for Crampton with 12 points.

Senior Karen Knapp on the balance beam.
C«li««rtea pkoto br iukm DMr*llf

Knapp: a dedicated gymnast
By DAVH) WOOD
CalWffiM ( orrvapoKdviil

The Eastern Regional Championships
are the crown jewel of New England col-

legiatf women's K>'mnastics. Every schtx>l

and individual thrives to do well at these
championships and .senior gymnast Karen
Knapp believes UMass will do just that.

"I am very excite(J about the Easterns,"
she said. "I feel the team will do very
well." Knapp also hopes to close out her
career with a strong individual perfor-
mance at the regionals.

Knapp has an outside chance at making it

to the NCAA championships with a strong
performance at the Easterns. If the team
fails to qualify, she could qualify as an all-

around, but she feels she would have to im
prove and be close to perfect in all hen
events.

"Right now Easterns are the most im-
portant. The Nationals would be fantastic
but, realistically, my chances are not that
good. Robin (teammate Robin Low) could
make it, but at this time I'm only scoring
about thirty-five in the all-around and you
neeii at least a thirty-six to make it," she
observed.

Coach Ken Anderson also believes Knapf
will d(» well in the Easterns and has plentj

of praise for the hard-working senior.

"Karen is one of the hardest and most
Lwrkers I have ever Been, She is

a pleasure to work with." Ine coach ai.so

feels that this determinatiftn pays off for
her.

"She does ever>ahing she is sup|)osed to

do in her workouts and puts out 100 per-
cent. It shows when she is in a meet. So far
she hasn't "hit" all her routines in one
meet but I think she will and it will happen
soon."

What will Knapp do now that her career
is ending? She seems to have her future
planned well.

"This summer I hope to get an internship
at a gymnastics school and from there get a
job working in a gymnastics school," she
said.

Knapp IS a Sport Management major and
believes that her experience competing for

three years should help her attain her
goals.

"The business approach to sports that
Sport Management takes will be a strong
asset. I'll know more how to run the
business side of the school and from com-
peting I know how to teach. After
establishing myself I would like to

somewhen- lUtwn the road ofH?n my own
gymnastics school," said Knapp.
Karen Knapp has high g»jals set for

herself lx)th at UMass and in her future.

She is the type of person that will reach her
gr)als and hopefully she will start achieving
them at the Eastern Regionals in West
Virginia. ____

Horsefeathera' Mike Shea Rhoots in traffic during^ their victory over
Black Ma^c in the intramural basketball championship game.

Yukon Jack skates to title
By SCOT COOPER

( olkftMi suff

Two intramural hockey powers. Yukon
Jack and What the Puck, squared off

Monday night in the best two out of three
champranship series. Yukon Jack swept
last semester's defending champs What the
I'uck m two exciting overtime wins.

In the opening game of the finals. What
the Puck seemed to be dwelling on the fact
that they lost to Yukon .3 2 in the regular
season. They quickly fell behind 10 when
John Kuppen smacked a knuckleball
through the legs of Puck goalie Rhmey
Neville.

Yukon's lead evaporated before it had a
chance to register on the scoreboard when
John McDermott. Hal OHalloran and Joe
Gorrasi pushed shots by Montana for a 3 to
1 Puck lead.

The Kame had only one penalty called, an
early tripping call on McDermott. The
referees seemed content to let the boys
play.

Frankie Adorns tip in off a Brian
Beaudreault slapper from the point cut the
Puck lead to one, and Joe Cronin's third
period tally sent the game into overtime.
The fans went silent, the workers at the

rink stopped pushing their mops and the
)layers all looked at each other, wondering
vho would take control in the extra session.

It only took Yukon's Tom Barclay fifty

seconds to send What the Puck to the locker
^^m down one ^ame to none Barclay

swung behind the Puck goal and his fUp out
in front of the net caromed off of goalie
Neville's pad and came to rest in the back of
the net. giving Yukon Jack a 4 3 overtime
win in the first game.

Game two was unlike game one because it

was a physical game, with the sticks used
for leverage throughout. Yukon's Joe
Bellini, after ringing the goalpost early in

the first period, seemed intent on making
his team win shorthanded, as he was called

for holding, playing with a broken stick,

and throwing his stick.

Mike Cronin's first goal did come in a
shorthanded situation and evened the score
at one following another tally by McDer
mott. Cronin again found the range from
the top of the crease.

What the Puck >fot a bit steamed after
the goal and slammed into high gear to get
the equalizer with under five minutes to
play. Overtime was the order of the night
after Chris Carr whacked a rebound of a
Eugene Limoni shot past Montana. Yukon
had one chance to put it away before
regulation time expired, but a Paul Marmai
drive from seventy feet was wide.

Barclay had the answer in overtime once
again, when he slipped over the blue line

with two minutes into the period and
snapped a bullet of a wrist shot by the
outstretched leg of Neville.

The goal gave Yukon Jack a two game
sweep and sent What the Puck home
thinking about a rematch next November

Wishing you all a happy and safe March vacation ...
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UMass profe

face a break
without pay

By RICHARD NANGLE
CWkciuSuff

Eleven University of Massachusetts
professors face one week suspensions

unless they resolve to pay dues to a faculty

union today.

UMass President David C. Knapp sent

notification to the professors this week that

unless they pay the S235 agency fee. file

litigation or file a grievance they will be

suspended for one week starting Monday.
The professors in question have refused

to join the Massachusetts Society of

Professors (MSP) because they believe

there is no reason for the union to exist,

said Michael Kreisler. a professor of physks
and astronomy.

"I personally am one who believes that a

nuijor university should not have a union."

he said. "By its very nature it reduces the

quality of the institutk>n."

Kriesler said by joining the union

professors may be lending their support to

a particular political stance with which they

do not agree.

"None of the major prestigious high

quality universities in the U.S. have

organized. A union here can do nothing to

help us in our striving to become a great

university and can, in fact, hurt our drive."

Kreisler said.

According to The Morning Union of

Springfield, Knapp stated in his letter to

the professors. "Although I am reluctant to

accede to the union's demands, your failure

to act on your behalf has forced me into one
of the most distasteful positions of my
entire career. .

."

The suspensk>ns will coincide with spring

break week at UMass and end when classes

resume March 28.

Kreisler said the suspension without pay
would effectively rescind pay from the
professors for work they have already

done. He said, in his opinion, the University

has no right to take this actk>n. The
professors are paid on a weekly salary.

Kreisler said the group, which he

referred to as the "Amherst 11" is not as

upset about the money as it is about the

principle of being forced to join the union.

"We're not really a group. We're just 11

people who are being persecuted," he said.

Profes.sors also oppose the union because

it has not opened its financial records to the

public and unionizing eliminates the im-

portance of tenure. Kreisler said.

The fee. which is for the 198182
academic year, could probably be reduced

to approximately $50 if the union was held

to financial accountability, he said.

Individual letters of notification were
delivered by limousine to each of the 11

professors' homes earlier this week.

Kreisler said.

( nllpipftn ptinto h. Tnm Kurfls
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This scene will be a familiar one today as University students and
others leave for March break. Karl Williams, above; a junior le^al

studies major, left yesterday. Williams, who will be leaving from
Logan, will enjoy the sunny beaches of Florida next week.

Fall semester
to commence
week later

By RITA MURPHY

Responding to the concerns <jf the Jewish

community, the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate j^relerday

approved a motion which will delay the

start of classes by one week in the coming

fall 1983 semester.

The motion means the start of classes

will be delayed from September 5 to

September 12 next semester.

Concern was raised by the Jewish com-

munity because the scheduled beginning of

school coincided with Rt>sh Mashanah, one

of the most important Jewish holy days.

The motion was criticized by some
senators who feared it infringed upon the

notion of separation of church and state

and would disrupt non-Jewish students

more than it would inconvenience Jewish

students if no change m'curred.

"We're messing with people's lives

academically," said Rene Bemasconi,

history professor.

This motion is a hardship. It isn't

anything that deals with religion. Lord

knows," he said.

Masha Rudman, education professor,

defended the motion by saying the issue

was a matter of equal aooeas because of

one's religious affiliation." she said.

Thelma (Jriffith Johnson, director of Af-

firmative Action urged senators to approve

the motion because failure to do so woukl

create a "constitutionally unlawful act of

discrimination."

"The law requires that the religious

needs of employees be met by employers."

she said.

Griffith-Johnson said 1.3.1 percent of the

student body list themselves as .lewish and

failure to "reasonably accomcnlate" them

would be an ""overt breach of civil rights

laws."

Leaving the calendar as it presently is

would create "undue hanlship" on .Jewish

students and faculty, she said.

But, some senat«)rs expressed doubt on

which segment of the student population

would suffer the most hardship.

"The (juestion here is one of academic

hardship, " said Mary Wickwire. history

professor.

"How many Jewish students really prac-

tice Rosh Hashanah?" .she asked.

Some senators suggested moving up the

start of classes by one week, rather than

delaying them by one week.

"I think we should seriously consider

permanently lessening the semester to 13

weeks, other colleges do it," said Jesse Or-

tiz, public health professor.

UMass students working way through school, study shows

Jodi ferrelli. captain of Yukon Jack, takes the puck up the ice
against What the Puck during the final round of the intramural hockey
playoffs, which Yukon Jack won.

By ERIC LEHAN
roUcfian ( orrcafondciit

In 1979, when current senior University

of Massachusetts students were freshmen,

a student working for minimum wage 20

hours per week, every week of the year,

could pay for nearly 90 percent of his or her

eductatmn.

But this year, a student working the

same amount of hours at minimum wage

can make only about 60 percent of the cost

of education.

In order to meet the cost of education,

many students must work during the

semester. A 1982 survey by the Umass
Chancellor's offrce found that 49.9 percent

of all students work during the semester

and of those who work, the average number
of hours worked is 12 per week.

The cost of a UMass education, as

calculated by the Financial Aid Office,

includes tuition and fees, room and board
and miscellaneous expenses — basically,

the minimum cost of living and attending
the University.

The number of students determined to
have financial need by the Financial Aid
Office increased by 117 percent since 1979.

"Financial need." as determined by
Financial Aid's needs test, is the difference
between a student's cost of education and
the students resources.

While no major changes are expected for

the 1983 84 academic year Reagan's
proposals for the 1984 85 academic year
could have serious effects. Since 1980, the
stated goals of the Reagan administration
have been to reduce the number of gift

grants, such as the PELL grant and the
Supplementary Educatbnal Opportunity

Grant (SEOG) and to cuauuei more money

to work and k>an programs.

In the 1984-85 academic year, Reagan
proposes to eliminate the SEOG and in

crease the PELL grant.

Assistant Director of Financial Aid

Gerald F. Scanlon said last Wednesday that

the increase in PELL grant ""will in no way"
make up for the eUmination of the SEOG
program.

In addition to decreasing the amount of

gift grants, Reagan's proposals for 1984 85

include a change in the formula for awar-

ding gift grants which Scanlon says will

effectively reduce the number of students

eligible for the grants.

To compensate for the decrea.se in gift

grants, Reagan's 1984 85 proposal.s include

a 60 percent nati«'wido increxse m federal

College Work Study Grants. Some increase

in work study funds is desireable but
Scanlon is concerned that such a large

increase in the student work load could be
harmful to academics.

Arthur Jackson, director of Financial AW
at UMass said Thursday that a 60 percent

increase in employment could not be ab-

sorbed by the University.

"This would raise the expected hours of

employment from 12 to 20 hours per week,"
said Jackson." This is an unworkable
solution".

Work study was first conceived as a

means of providing employment for a

student within the student's field of study,

but this is no longer the case, Jackson said.

Work study is now used to provide student

income, but with little concern for the

educational value of the job, he said.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Senate approves $5JB job bill

WASHINGTON - The Senate approved
82 16 today a $5.1 billion anti- recession jobs

package after backers of a move to repeal

the withholding tax on interest and
dividends abandoned their week long effort

to attach it to the jobs bill.

A House-Senate conference committee
will have to reconcile differences between
the Senate bill and a $4.9 billion version

previously approved by the House.

As part of the compromise that broke the

legislative log jam. Senate leaders

promised a vote on the withholding

amendment as part of a separate piece of

legislation that the Senate will debate April

15.

The Senate temporarily put aside its

work on a Social Security financial bailout

bill to pass the jobs measure.
However, there remained a possible new

snag — a suggestion by Sens. Russell Long,

D La., and Jesse Helms, R-N.C, that they

or others might offer the withholding
repealer as an amendment to the Social

Security bill.

The jobs bill compromise was backed by
Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker
Jr., R Tenn., and Sen. Bob Kasten. D Wis.,

the main sponsor of the withholding tax
proposal, and was unanimously approved
by the Senate.

The final vote on the jobs bill was delayed
temporarily this afternoon while senators
returned from a St. Patrick's Day party at

the Irish Embassy.

Soviets react to missile plan
MOSCOW - A senior Soviet official said

yesterday that the Kremlin would have to

deploy missiles "near American borders" to

gain equality if NATO goes ahead with

plans to place medium range nuclear

rockets in Western Europe.
Today's edition of the newspaper Pravda

added that "a timely and effective answer
will be given to the growth of the threat to

the security of the I'.S.S.R. and its allies,

which the new American missiles in

Western Europe would constitute."

In yesterday's edition of the Communist
Party paper, Georgi Arbatov, director of

the I'.S.A. and Canada Institute of the
Soviet Academy of Science, wrote:

"As far as equaUty is concerned, in that

case tor the sake of this equaUty we would
have not only to add to our missiles in

Europe, but also deploy them near
American borders." Arbatov. considered a
Kremlin spokesman, did not specify where.

It was believed to be the first time any
Soviet ofFicial had so directly outlined what
the Soviets might do if NATO goes ahead
with plans to deploy 572 American made
missiles in Europe late this year.

Marshal Nikolai V. Ogarkov. chief of the
Soviet general staff and a first deputy
defense minister, told The New York Times
in an interview yesterday that Americans
should know that I'.S. missiles fired from
Europe at the Soviets would result in a
direct retaliatory strike not only on Europe
but on the I'nited States as well.

Weinberger supports Marine claim
WASHINGTON - Defense Secretary

Caspar Weinberger yesterday stood behind
his Marine Corps commandant's blunt

allegations of "orchestrated** provocations
against I'.S. troops in I^ebanon by Israeli

forces, and said the protest has been put
directly to Prime Minister Menachem
Begin's government.

But. "I have every hope" that such m
cidents will stop, the Pentagon chief said.

At least two epi.sodes purportedly involved
shooting — but no casualties — according
to defense sources who asked not to be
identified.

Wemberger. talking with reporters at

nearby Andrews Air Force Base after

returning from a commanders' conference
in Florida, delcared he would let the angry
letter written by Marine Gen. Robert
Barrow "speak for itself."

In other words. Weinberger stood behind
Barrow's charges.

Unemplof/ment bill

gets Duke signature

BOSTON - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
signed emergency legislation yesterday to

guarantee unempk)yment compensation
benefits for two weeks for some 20.000

persons who have exhausted basic benefits.

The governor said the prompt action by
the Legislature will assure continued
benefits for participants in the Federal
Supplemental Compensation Benefits
Program.
"Nothing can be more unsettling in this

economy," DukakLs said, "than to be
unemployed, and then to And that the
benefits that you earned will not be paid

you.*'

Bradford Allen, a spokesman for the

Senate Ways and Means Committee, said

funds had run out for the federally financed

program. He said the extra weeks of

benefw * authorized extend to March 31

.

The officer claimed that the Israelis have
been responsible for "serious harassing
incidents" against U.S. military officers

attached to the United Nations Truce
Supervisory Organization, as well as
"timed, wchestrated" provocations against
Marines serving with the separate
multinational peacekeeping force.

He made no mention of shooting in

cidents. but classified documents pur
portedly speak of at least two. Knight
Bidder Newspapers reported that in one.
an Israeli tank opened fire with a .50 caliber
machine gun on the road in front of a U.S.
patrol.

The Israeli Embassy said in an official

statement that "Israel views itself as an ally

of the United States and the Israeli Defense
Forces as a natural ally of American forces.

We welcome the Marine contingent in the
Beirut area and wish to have the fullest

cooperation with them."

Harvard should abstain

on anti-nuke question

CAMBRIDGE - Harvard
University should abstain on anti nuclear
shareholder resolutions requiring cor
porations in which it holds stock to end
nuclear research or weapons production, a

12 member advisory committee recom
mended yesterday.

"We believe abstentions on such
resolutions best reflects the wide spectrum
of opinion on the nuclear threat held within
the campus, said a statement issued by the
Advisory Committee on Shareholder
Responsibility.

The committee of four faculty members,
four students and four alumni advises the
six member Harvard C^rjwration. which
governs the institution.

The recommendation specified
resolutions requiring corporations to cease
nuclear research or production of nuclear
weapons. .
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Ray Beauchemin
Will Hopkins
Tom Kudla

Will Hopkins, Susan Hawkins, Ray Beauchemin
Liz Ward, Julie Marcinek. Laura Shanahan, Tim Riviere

Adrianne Dufour, Laune Frank, (iail Tanzer
and of course — Sam Levitt, we'll miss you!
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Chris Upalm. a junior fine arts major, adds watercolors of her own to Tc'Sredtiin of'stJdentwork along a wall in the Fine Arts Center.
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Outside firm to redo Amhei^ intersection
By MARYSHEILA LOUGHLIN

ColWslaB Conva^aaAral

After five years, the delay for the redisigning the
dangerous intersection at Amherst's Main. Southeast, and
Northeast streets may be over and reconstruction could
take place in the near future.

"Because of many accidents, including fatalities.

Amherst residenu were led to fill out a petition in 1977.
stating that something ought to be done about the in-

tersection." said Town Engineer James A. Smith.
In June of 1978. the Board of Selectmen held a meeting

to discuss a remedy to the dangerous intersection. The
town hired the firm of Ahner Huntley and Associates of
Northampton to design a plan to realign the roads and
build stop lights. Smith said.

At a public hearing held last year to review the first

plans nude by the design firm, many people protested

against them, including the Amherst Historical Com
mission. The Selectmen also opposed the plans. They felt

they were more suited to an urban area then to Amherst,
said Selectmen Chairman Eklith Wilkinson.
The Massachusetts State Historical Commission hekl a

routine hearing on the subject. There was also some
confusion concerning whether the state Department of

Transportation would be required to conduct a 4F review,
which is done whenever devebpment will have major
effects on historical districts and parklands. This would
have delayed reconstruction even longer.

"Elight changes were made by Aimer Huntley and
Associates to the original plan, meeting the approval of the
Amherst liistorical Commission as well as the Board of

Selectmen. With these changes the Massachusetts State
Historical Commission filed a no impact report and the 4F
hearing was not hekl." Wilkinson said.

Squeal Law major
priority of CERRF

By PEGGY SHAW
Collcfian Corrrapomifnl

Viewed as an invasion of privacy by the government and
discrimatory against females, the Squeal Law is a major
concern of the Committee for Equal Rights and Reproduc
tive Freedom (CERRF) at the University of
Massachusetts.

The Squeal Law would require federally-funde<l agen
cies to notify parents when their daughters applied for
birth control devices.

CERRF is an active student organization affiliated with

the Student Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy (SCERA), "working to educate the UMass com-

munity in relation to present reproductive rights and
legislation," said Beki Boyd, a member of the group.

"CERRF is constantly sending letters to members of
Congress airing disapproval (»f the Squeal Law," said Lisa
Nazzaro. a member of CERRF.

"We are lucky here at UMass. Many schools have no ac-

tive organizations at all. A lot of students are apathetic,"

Nazzaro said.

"The organizations should educate the pflblic while

students should get involved. It's a dual responsibility. If

you are not educated, you can't do anything," she said.

"The committee really doesn't have official members,
just people who attend the meetings regularly," said Artie

Walsh, one of the few male members of CERRF. The
organizer of the group, Tildy Turchinetz said, "We would
really like to get more people involved no matter what
their sex is."

This semester CERRF is planning to concentrate on
public outreach. A few major projects in line are improv-
ing the table on the concourse every Tuesday, distributing

informative posters U) the dorms, and developing a new
traveling skit tt) be performed in the residential areas on
campus.

"We would like to have a much stronger presence on
campus," Nazan-o said.

However, she said "there are difficulties involved in

keeping up with things. They (the legislators), make it con-

fusing so as not to let organizations keep up with
anything. It is very confusing here at L'Mass so you can
imagine how it must be in Washington," Nazzaro said.

The committee holds weekly meetings at 6:30 every
Tuesday night.

Assorted Sports
Jerseys $5.95
Assorted Styles & Colors

on Special Sale Rack Reg. $7.95

Open M-F 9-5 ^jUmVERSlTY
mSTORE^

MHC ok's new sports complex
By LIZ WEISS

SOUTH HADLEY - The Mount
Holyoke College trustees last weekend ap-

proved construction of a $9 million sports

complex which, when completed, will

create three times as many athletic

facilities as those presently in use.

Sharon Crow, chairman of the physical

education department at Mt. Holyoke. said

the project was undertaken in response to

the very large enmllment of Mt. Holyoke
students in physical education classes and
that the present facilities do not provide

sufficient quality or quantity. Since 70 per-

cent of the student body participates in the

courses, there is little or no free time for

students to use the facilities.

Crow said it has not yet been worked out

whether or not students from the other col-

leges can use the new sports center, but

that the policy in the last 10 to 1.5 years has

been that the facilities of any of the five col-

leges are for students of that college only.

However. University of Massachusetts

students and students at the other five col-

leges will be able to use the facilities by
enrolling in a physical education course at

Mt. Holyoke. Crow said.

The plans include a new field house,

squash and raquetball courts, a new pool

and diving tank, an outdoor track with new
competition playing fields, a weight and
training room, performing dance studio

and renovations to the existing building.

"Mt. Holyoke's taking an enormous
step." Crow said. "It's the largest project

we've ever had. The trustees are finally

.sensing that women want to be active."

Students have petitioned to have the
center built for the last five years and more
than fiOO students signe<i the f»etiti«ins urg-
ing trustees U» approve the addition. Many
participated in events last fall to raise

funds for the project.

Construction is expected to begin as soon
as possible, with the projected date of com-
pletion in August 1984. Mt. H«>lyoike is fun-

ding the sports center, which is begin con-

structed by Aquadro and Cerruti Inc. of
Northampton. Upon its completion, the
school said it expects to have the best

facilities in the area.

No damage in JFK alarm

( ollrinaii pkoto b^ Ton Kndla

The stripes on this tigrer cat caught in the midst of a balance beam
routine offer an interesting study in perpendicular lines.

By ray BEAUCHEMIN
and DAVID B. MINER

roHvfiu .Huff

A mid-afternoon malfunction in a sixth

floor washing machine yesterday caused

the evacuation of the John F. Kennedy dor-

mitory in the Southwest college area.

Lt. Coulombe of the Amherst Fire

Department said the 3:40 alarm was set off

by a faulty belt in the machine which had
caused the machine to overheat, smoke,

and thus trip the alarm.

(Coulombe said there was no damage and
the 250 evacuees were allowed into the

building after 15 minutes.

The Amherst Fire Department also

responded to a fire in Crampton dormitory

in Southwest shortly after 8 last night. The
fire, contained in a second fl<K)r trash bar-

rel, caused no damage, but extensive

smoke to the area, ?aid Lt. Timothy E. At-

teridge of the Amherst Fire Dept.

In other police related business yester-

day:

'A 19-year-old University of
Massachusetts student was arrested
Wednesday night in Boyden gym and
charged with receiving stolen property
over $100, UMass police said yesterday.

Police said they received a call at 8:18
p.m. Wednesday from a man who said his

jacket had been stolen Feb. 20 and was be-

ing worn by another man in Boyden gym.
Police met the complaintant in the gym
then arrested the youth.

•A 21-year-old Pittsfield man, travelling

south on North F'leasant Street Wednesday
morning was arrested and charged with

speeding and driving while under the in-

fluence of alcohol, police said. The man was
travelling 50 mph in a 25 mph zone when he
was stopped by UMass police.

• A cassette player, a set of rear deck
speakers and a set of door speakers were
reported missing from a car parked in the

Fraternity/Sorority Park, police said

yesterday. The incident happened between
March 12 and Wednesday. Total value was
estimated at $285, police said.
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Laughter in the Happy Valley
Second City Comedy Troupe
Thursday, March 10

Smith College

Comedy at the Blue Wall

Tuesday, March 15

Blue Wall

By ANDREW GORDON
Collefian Staff

Good drama can be powerful, good dance

can be beautiful and fascinating and good

music can rock and shake you and get you

moving. But nothing is as much a

guarantee of a great night as good comedy.

Everyone has a good time. This semester

has had a wealth of such nights, showcas-

ing the talents of professional comedians

from Boston and across the country.

On Thursday of last week the touring

company of Chicago's Second City Comedy
troupe performed at Smith College's

Theatre 14. The first co-effort by Smith

and the IJMass Fine Arts Council, the show

combined skits, blackouts and some
outrageous bits of improvisation. The six-

member group opened with a series of bits

running the gamut from video games to

Nancy Reagan to religious satire. The first

highlight came with an improv gune called

"freeie" in which two cast members could

gtop the scene by yelling freeze, at which

point they would take the place of one of

the two and begin a new scene. The

quicJcness and versatility of the cast was

proved beyond Question in these scenes.

Second City has. of course, been a train

ing ground for up and coming comedic per-

formers. Many highly acclaimed comedians

have gone from the troupe to bigger

things, like the casts of Saturday Night

Live and SCTV. Why the troupe played

Smith of all places is questionable. UMass

It is a possibility that the troupe will be

brought here. The Blue Wall would be

ideal. As one cast member remarked in an

informal reception following the show,

small clubs are perfect. "Everyone's drunk

so it makes everything seem that much fun

nier.

Catch a Rising Star, the New York com-

edy club, will be sending their touring

group to the Blue Wall on April 5, the se-

cond Tuesday after break. Catch a Rising

Star has some outrageous comedians and

their performance here should not be miss-

ed. J.J. Wall, Steve Sweeney and the com-

edy team of Schmock and Vallely will be

ap[>earing. Cover will be a low $2.00.

Comedy nights at the Blue Wall also

deserve attention. Presented every other

Tuesday by the Governor's Program Coun-

cil, they feature several professional come-

dians and usually a local or two. This past

Tuesday's show was one of the best of the

semester. Mike Moto. Kenny Rogerson and

Lenny Clark, all regulars on the Boston

club circuit, brought their original and

diverse humor to a crowded Wall.

Opening the show were amateures Dana
Gould and Kevin Brown. Both have played

here before and both show potential. Gould

was better than usual, playing more to the

audience than in the past. Brown, on the

other hand, wasn't up to his usual par. The
routine he did Tuesday seemed overly

situational and contrived.

is a looser and cooler and would seem more

suitable to their type of humor. Feminist

folk singer take-offs and male-oriented bits

didn't go over quite as well to the

predominantly female audience. A skit

with a wife complaining about the toilet

seat t)eing left up, however got a big Smith

laugh.

The second act. after a half-hour inter-

mission, quickly had the audier)ce laughing

again. High points were another improvisa-

Lose yourseM in Qnciimati
CINCINNATI SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Fine Arts Center
Tuesday, March 15

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
CollcffuaSun

The timpani thundered, the flutes sang

out in sweet melody, and the strings

hummed in perfect synchronization whUe
the audience just sat back in awe Tuesday

night as the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra filled the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall with beautiful music.

It is unfortunate that more people did not

attend the concert to give tribute to this

fine orchestra which, directed by Michael

Gielen, is the country's , fifth oldest sym-

phony orchestra. The three pieces played

gave the audience a wonderful opportunity

to escape from the pressures and problems

of everyday in exchanjfe for just a couple of

hours of classical delight.

Beethoven's "Leonore" Overture No.3 in

C Major. Opus 72, was the first piece of the

program and my as well favorite. "Leonore"

is Beethoven's final and much shorter

version of his first and only opera, Fidelio,

which is a story idealizing themes of un-

selfish love, byalty. courage, sacrifice,

endurance, and heroism.

The Orchestra's full sound succeeded in

portraying the different themes by ac-

centing the variability of tempos. A number
of flute solos were beautifully executed in

addition to the fine interjectmg passages
from the whole violin section.

Following the Beethoven piece came
"Variazioni" by the contemporary artist.

George Crumb. This particular work
seemed to take a number of the people in

the audience by surprise as its con-
temporary style did not quite meet their
expectations of traditional classical music.

I enjoyed the piece specifically for its

interesting and energizing style, which
might be termed "pointillism" where the
melodic line is broken up among several
instruments, each playing no more than
three of four notes before passing the
melody on. Such a style resembles a
somewhat playful dialogue between various
instruments.

Crumb also introduced the harp and bells

in this piece to add to the colorfull

uniqueness of the variation.

After a brief intermission, the orchestra

beautifully put its audience back into a

serene mood with Johannes Brahm's
classic. Symphony Number I in C Minor,

Opus 68. With professional ease and
sophistication, the Orchestra gave credit to

Brahm's genius with its practically flawless

performance. The piece was quite long yet

very easy to sit through because of its

relaxing mood.

I left the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Tuesday night thoroughly satisfied, yet

somewhat disappointed as well that more
people did not take this golden opportunity

to lose themselves in the Cincinnati

Symphony's magical talent.

tional routine and a skit about the last cou-

ple on Earth (a woman from Beacon Hill

and a guy from Southie). If there was

anything bad about the show it was the

sliortness of some of the bits; in particular

with a Christian Scientist waiting for a

broken chair to heal itself. T^us one and

others ended just as they were getting go-

ing.

For those not old enough to attend com-
edy nights at the Wall, the G.P.C. will be

presenting the Best of Comedy on video in

the back of the Hatch on April 26. It will be

free.

New for Spring

V-Neck and Boat Neck

pastel sweat shirts

Assorted

Spring

Colors

Special Purchase

Athletic Weight Jersey

$7.95
reg. $9.96

Many other

New Spring Styles

available

Located in the Campus Center

., ^MVLRSITY
AliSTORE^

m»m——••••— • •w * * *•** * ******•— *•—*•*

100% Cotton

Heavy Weight

Maroon

OPEN
M-F 9-5

On Special

Sales Table

In Clothing

Located in the Campus Center

!••—•••••^ I ^^ STORE

EDITORIAL/OPINION
iCollegian &

Junior year
at UMass
Confusion is a great word. At UMass it is a commonly

used word that is present in almost all everday situ-

ations to some degree. It is a built-in defense mech-
anism that warns us that things are getting out of control.

This is also the word that best characterizes one's junior

year.

The junior year is traditionally the most difficult year in

college. For starters a major has to be decleared, which is

not as easy as it looks. Four years ago the Economics
Department required eight courses for a major, today

fourteen are required. The academic advisor is also

around to remind you of such changes and to remind you

Chris Ferretti

that you must fulfill your college cores and to advise you of

the field that you should not nmjor in. Then if you are not

squeezed out of your major by overcrowded classes or

secure a place on a course waiting list that numbers less

than twenty — this will probably be your most enjoyable

year.

To further add to this confusion, you must also decide

upon such educational niceties as foreign and domestic ex-

changes, no, not credit markets — but the option to study

at another schtn.)!. Most people will opt for such choices as

Europe and Asia. For others if the choice is not limited to

a special country or an academic department at a par-

ticular institution, then the University of California at

Santa Barbara and the University of Miami at Coral

Gables are favorites. For the better part of a year you can

major in suntanning.

The junior year is also the time for one to gain some first

hand experience at a job, preferably one in your field of

study through internships. These jobs are traditionally un-

paid and are voluntary in nature — but you have the

chance to gain some experience and some college credit.

Very often this type of work will be an office job where

you can learn the fme art of pushing paper clips from

behind your own desk, and the eccentricities of advanced

photocopying. The Washington internship offers the uni-

que opportunity to study the first class makings of a com-

plex and nebulous bureaucracy, better known as our

Federal Government.
Lastly there are people that will elect to take some time

off from school for purely personal reasons. These reasons

vary: some do so to get their head together, others want U)

distance themelves away from the academic mindset, and

still others have a measure of uncertainty about their

academic plans. They all offer the opportunity to sample a

slice of the real world. F'or nmny it will be a first time ex

perience dealing with such things as the help-wanted ads,

salaried paychecks and filing that income tax return.

What are some of the things that one can do? Travel,

sleep or get a job.

In order to secure that first job most employers will ask

that dreaded question — have you ever done this kind of

work before? If you are suave and sophisticated and are an

exceptional wordspinner then you can relate to this kind of

question with the proper answer, yes. Most of us though

are not exceptional word spinners. Do no lie. Employers

on the whole do not tolerate this, but a stretched truth

although frowned upon will gamer you some respect on

the basis of ingenuity and presentation, and you might

have earned a job.

The key ingredient, of course, is not to be skillful at han

ding out lines or to exhibit an ordinate amount of job flex-

ibility, no, the key is to plan ahead. If possible talk to a

friend who has taken time off. find out about the kind of

work that person did, and what that person did gain from

their experiences. You will also run into people that will be

of no help whatsoever - whose father bought them a seat

on the NY Stock Exchange, or worked for a corporate law

firm for a salary that approached weekly what you took in

monthly the previous summer. On the whole though, you

will get a realistic perspective on the job market.

So when your junior year does swing around and you do

become confused, relax. Make your choice, but nutke it

with a grain of sale and a measure of tolerance — that is

what life it seems is all about outskie the confines of the

university.

Chrix Ferretti is a Collegian columnist

Letters Policy ^
All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.

What's the use of playing sick?
I'd

hate to be one of those people who constantly

whines and complains, but last week was really lousy.

On Monday, my English paper was due, and I left all

thirty perfectly typed pages of it on the desK in my r(K>m.

One of my mid-terms was on Tuesday: 60 trivia questions

on twelve interminable textUxik chapters. It was a lot of

fun trying to take the test without my contact lens, which

I lost in the bathroom that morning. On Wednesday, I

locked myself out of my room not once, not twice, but

three times, and was too embarassed to hunt down an

R.A. to let me in. And on Thursday. I lost the Spanish

books whkh I needed to study for Friday's exam, which

turned out to be impossible, anyway. One could safely say

it was not a good week. So on Saturday, I did what any
normal, self-respecting human being wouki do: I played

aick^

Elizabeth Luciano
Playing sick differs greatly from hypochondria.

Hypochondriacs truly believe that they have been stricken

with a senous (or at least moderately senous) illness. Play-

ing sick is just that: playing. As a kid, I did it all the time,

putting on Academy Award-winning acts for my mother,

and praying that my temperature was slightly above ^8.6^

Playing sick is a fun. relatively harmless activitiy which I

should have outgrown by now. Instead. I've worked hard

at trying to perfect it.

It's best to start off in the correct frame of mind: self-

indulgent. Here it is. the weekend, and everyone else is

outside, playing Frisbee and catching a few rays in the

fresh spnng sunshine. It's just not fair that you're stuck

indoors, too sick to even study in the Hatch, or nurse a cup

of coffee.

Settle back against a big pile of pillows, and mummify
yourself in the sheets. Keep a lap desk handy, in the

unlikely event you get inspired to study I'sing a chair as a

nightstand, cover it with a bottle of aspirin, a box of

Kleenex, a thermometer, some honey-fiavored Pine

Brothers cough drops, and a T.V. (iuide. Comfort yourself

by holding your only stuffed animal, a purple mouse that

liad gave you three years ago. when you really were sick.

Letters——^^———

^

Narey editorial is off-base
To the Editor:

Don Narey's editorial in Wednesday's ColUgtan

("Flyer Lacked Social Responsibility ") is a blatant at

tempt to discredit the anti-intervention movement in

general and the recent rally on the Amherst Common in

particular. Instead of discu.ssing the goals of the rally,

Mr. Narey chose to create an atmosphere of suspicion

around the poster publicizing the event. Phrased such as

"... an organization, which chose not to identify itself,"

"(t)he unauthored pamphlet," and "remain a mystery"

abound, attacking the integrity of rally organizers.

First a little history. An idea for an emergency

response to the Reagan Administration's escalation of

the war in El Salvador was first proposed at the Nor-

thampton Committee on Central America (NCOCA)'s

meeting on March 2. NCOCA contacted other groups for

a representatives from at least 7 different groups, ac

cepted the idea of an early rally on the Amherst Common
followed by a march/caravan to Pittsfield in late March

or April.

This, then, was the "organization which diose not to

identify itself." In fact in the Endorsing Groups box on

the poster, all the groups participating in the coalition

were identified.

Mr. Narey continues this startling character assassina-

tion when he "exposed": "(n)owhere in the pamphlet is it

stated who funded this campaign to raise support for the

March 12 rally ..." Leaving aside the question of when

you ever do see that sort of information, this subtle ac-

cusation may have introduced fears and suspicion at

I'Mass and the community about financing by sinister

"outside elements" and we therefore answer it directly.

$265 was raised at the rally by donations, while NCOCA,

with appendicitis.

Be vague when your roommate asks what's wrong —
you can't claim appendicitis twice, you know. Mumble
something about a cold coming on, or having a headache,

or your stomach feeling "funny." Sigh a lot. and keep
checking to .see whether your forehead is hot. Your roomie
will probably guess what you're up to, but if he or she has

any common courtesy, they'll play along and buy you a
get-well-soon card.

If they offer to get you something to eat. tell them you
could only hold down something smooth, like peanut but-

ter. Get a spoon and eat Skippy straight fn)m the jar. then

top it off with a chocolate bar, like on the T.V a)mmercfai.
Look disdainful if your roommate suggests that you'd be
better off with chicken soup or cinnamon toast. You're the

sick one — what the hell do they know?
Most roomnuites will eventually get fed up with you and

stomp off to the library. This will give you an hour or two
of privacy. You can keep busy by watching cartoons on
television, taking a nap, going over some lecture notes, or

getting on the phone and calling everyone you've met
since September of your freshman year. If you're

desperately bored out of your mind, consider posting a
message on your memo board:

> I'M SICK TODAY. PLEASE VISIT ME.
No one with a conscience could resist a plea like that, so

chances are you'll have plenty of company in no time at all.

Do some cougtiing'and sneezing for their benefit.

"Hey," st>meb<>dy'll say, "that cold sounds pretty bad."

"Oh, it is." assure him or her. "My nose is all stuffed up,

and I feel like the inside of my throat was run over by a
carrot grater." Play it up!

"That's too bad." someone else will shake their head.

"We were going to ask you go to to PlumWey's with us,

for dinner. But you're obvious not well enough."

"I am starting to feel hungry ..." tell them.

"Nope. No use in pushing your lucJt and getting sicker."

The crowd begins sneaking out your door. "Besides, we
don't want to catch whatever you've got. It sounds
rotten."

Elizabeth Luciano is a C>ollegian rolumnigt

Western Mass. Latin American Solidarity Committee,

and Gay and Lesbian Activists each contributed $50.

Haymarket Peoples Fund put up to $100. (Xir deficit of

$30 will be met by individuals.

Garrett Schenck
Leverett

(Doflk̂ ji^S^ii:^
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ACROSS
1 Embarrass
6 People
10 Muggy
14 Cariadian

peninsula

15 Pollsler Roper
16 Off Broadway

award
17 SMIIongs state

18 Unlfonnity

20 Publtcspirited

22 Hertchmen
23 Or

(ultimatum)

24 Fam rrwmPers
25 Hairstyle

26 Visit

28 Certain fireworks

32 You re a belter

man than "

35 Garden paltis

38 Not slack

39 Symbol of

freedom
42 Soup to nut*

43 Jot and
44 Bosun's answer
45 Hockey teams
47 Finis

49 July 3. (or

example
50 Oppoaed to pro

52 <^inm

56 Family of

American artists

59 Sculptor

responsible for

39 Across
61 Flourisfiing

63 Par

64 Wampum
65 Concept
66 Space rocKet

67 Bor>e Comb form

68 Word with bag or

pole

69 Doll up

DOWN
1 Brotherly love

2 FurnJamental

3 Deputies Abbr
4 Bowling scores

5 Half Prefix

6 Gaucho's g**'
7 Oewgnw ^arry

£ Havir>g to do with

ammonia
9 Nautical record

10 Take charge
1

1

Ready for sleep
12 Dig for ore
*3 Family favorites

19 Kir>d of mile A»)br

21 Brunch often r>g

25 Lie doggo
27 Claire. Wise

28 Move vigorously

29 avis

30 Obligation

31 Eye problem
32 Distinctive

doctrirtes

33 Suit to

34 Isle of Man peopta

36 Superman's
girlfriend

37 Salamander
40 Guiding influence

41 Entertairter

4« Quits

48 Roundup
aasignrT>ent

50 Capital of Crete

51 -grtrtder

53 High up the social

ladder

54 Feel great

forxlr^ess lor

55 Nut pine

56 Pumpkin or

squash
57 Fofr»»er males
56 Give on the

back
59 Tarry

60 Lyra

62 Bob bait
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WEATHER

Cloudy and windy with

rain developing. Fog along

the coast. Highs near 40.

Tonight and tomorrow
rainy and windy. Temper-
atures mostly 35 to 40.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Torpedo Grinder
Tuna Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Salisbury Steak/

Mushroom Sauce,

French Fried Onion Rings

Baked Cod with Lemon

BASICS DINNER
Tomato Torte

Baked Cod with Lemon

BASICS LITNCH
Flat Hrea<i Sandwich
Tuna Noodle Casserole

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and
Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great
experience and the chance to write for one
of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami
Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Confie to CoMagian Offic« CO 113 • 8:4&-3:46 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

* Stereo Earphones Cr Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

nowll Mitch 549-4379

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 - Ford Torino - 45,000 original miles

425 or best offer - call 545-3500 before 5:00
- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

68 Mustang goodcond AM Fm cassette

549 0781 ask for Bill

CALCULATOR

HP-41CV in box with manuals $200.

54&^19

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student
functions ?«ifi-nT«

FOR RENT

Room for rent Downtown Amherst

available imrT>ediately call 253-7934

FOR SALE

KLHS12 Speaker* $100 00 each; Vector

Research VR2500 receiver $150 firm; one

year old Hugh 546-7113

Genuine French rabbit fur coats all pric-

ed from $66 - $100 call 253 7462 Mike or

Jeff

Three tix for the Kinks 10/30 floor seats

at Worcester Centrum BO 546-8842

Box Spring 4 rrranths old excellent; mat-

tress; twin size $50 t)est offer; can deliver

253 3494, Jim

Ski Lift Pass for Sugarbush five day

good any Mon - Fri call 583 2284

HELP WANTED
— Seniors — Jot>s are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1-800-421-3217

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For information call:

602-837 3401 ext 833

There is a position available for a work-
study person to work for the Collegian.

Stop by the Collegian Office t}etween 9 am
- 3 pm to apply

Summer Bike Trip Leaders 3 - 5 trips

with teens 7-33 days duration. Cape Cod,
Nova Scotia, Virginia, West Coast and
nr>ore. Desired: First Aid and Life saving
certification. Experience preferred working
with kids, bike touring. Salary $1200+ Ap-
plication addtional information and ap-

pointment at Student Employment Office

or call 203-226-4221 On campus interviews

March 30

Cruise Ship Jobs! Great incorr>e potential,

all occupations. For more information call:

602^37 3401 ext 833

LOST

Lost - tapebox Friday 3/11 - Baker Circle
•Reward call Ted 6-6134 or Baker 402

Black vinyl art portfolio -21 "x27". Left

on Sunderland/So. Amherst bus, Monday,
14 march can identify content of folio. Con-
tact Chris 666-2767 evenings Reward

Lost: Wonf>en'8 leather coat; wine colored

reward call Jean 6-4740

Red purse at Poor Dicks 3/13 rewsrd

need glsssss no questions 546-5209

Eyeglasses in brown case 3/11/83 near

Fearing St area reward call &9030 or 6-9022

MOTORCYCLES

1980 CB7S0F supersport low miles extras

best over $2000 546-6019

Honda 1977 S60K crashbars, sissyt>ar, rack

$ 1100 or BO by May 10 call 527-7375

PERSONALS
~

Momma Fox Happy Birthday to our
dearest friend. Have a fantastic day I Love,

the Foxettes Are ya glad?

Coski • California here we come! Coski 2

To Brian: Happy Birthday dammit! Love
your roomies. Patsy and Flash

Happy 22nd "Slippery" Let's be together
for the 23rd etc Love ya "The Little

Woman"
Christopher,

I'm in a canoe. . .

Hey Dick, We didn't forget. Have a Happy
Birthday. Be careful don't Break your Spr-
ing. The Hole Gang

Happy 21st Birthday Robin, Hope you
receive some nice jewelry!

Squeeks
S.S.

Best six months I I k>ve you I

Rich, you can't get there from here yar,

take care I'll miss you. Love Judy (this is for

real)

Mr. Turf - We'll miss you when you go
back to the farm - K.C.I Don't forget you

Campus Center friends!

Happy Birthday Lumpy! Love ya Tweety

Deer Erfie. Happy 20th B day, I'm so glad

we're both at UMass! Love Huchawana

Gary. Have a great vacation and a happy
20th tMrthday! I'll miss you. Love, Lori

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses, Cases, Papers,
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nar>cy
5-0392, 584-7924

RIDE NEEDED

Ride needed to New York/Long Island
Friday, March 18 call Margie 256-6612 as
soon as possible

TO SUBLET

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom apt. summer
sublet, fall option 253-5966

Two bedroom apt - Brandywine for sublet
for summer call 549-2773 after 6:00 PM

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION ~
2 bedroom apt. townhouse in Squire
Village $266 mo inc. option on lease Phil or

Leah 665-7537

WANTED
Class rings, gold and sih/er jewelry arxl

coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst, 256-0710

Cash for your records, tapes 546-2836
(ask for Jaromir/ leave message)

Records LPs Cash or Trade Dyrtamite
Records 584-1580

Convertable Fiat or MQ any year or con-
dition call Gary at 617-825^0939 Fri through
Mon

WANTED TO RENT

3 bedroom apt wanted anywhere for

Fall call Lori 546-8251 or Debbie 546-9106

Spring:

Break

Hypercurrieula

on

Begins Fricla\;. March 18 after last class.

Classes will resume on Monday. March 28

All residence halls will be closed from 6 pm.

Fridav. March 18 to noon Sunda\^ March 27

j^ For more information call TIPS 545*1540 &
jj.

^ ask for tape # 7000 or # 7000 S in Spanish ^

y^

y^

y^

y^

1^

j^

y^

1^

y^

y^ IUd ®rv® I IrO • service of the Dean of Students Office j}.

"Hypercurrieula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and the sur-

n)undinK area, is published

daily in the CoUegxan.

Events are listed on the day
they will take place and are

listed only once. An-
nouricements MUST be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurrieula"

forms available in the Col-

legian office, 113 Campus
Center, and returned by

3:45 p.m. Friday before the

event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written

in the same style a.s they ap-

pear in the p^x^r.

Today

DAILY INTERNSHIP
PLANNING SESSION -
A one-hour Planning Ses-

sion which will provide

detailed information about

internship opportunities in

all fields and application

pnx!edures. Sign-up m ad-

vance by phone or in person.

Office of Internships. 16

Curry Hicks. .545-0727. 9:30

a.m. and 12:30 p.m.

DEADLINE VOK PUR
CHASING PASSOVER
MEAL TICKETS - IMxy
is the dealine for purchasing

Passover meal tickets. They
must be pun^hased t<»day

fn)m the Franklin Dining

Commons Ijetwfen 10 a.m.

and 4 p.m. For more infor-

mation, please contact the

Hillel office.

Sunday

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -
All are welcome to join us

for teaching from the Kibie

at our weekly worship
meeting. 3:30 p.m., check

the C.C. schedule for room.

^ V.
Ross University

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

Now accepting applications for study leading to

degree in both Medtcme and Vetennary Medicine.

Courses laughi m English Programs under guidance

ol American Dean utilising Amcncan curriculum

Transfer students accepted Semesters t>egin July

and f^ovember 1983 We are an accredited school

and listed m W HO and affiliated with US hospitals

for clinical rotation Direct inquires to:

Ross University
Portsmouth. Oomimcit. kV/ Anention Mr Butktt

Of Citnbbenn Admissions, Inc

16 West 32 Street. New York. N.Y 10001

'^

^ Dean's List 4

;( Students t
^ For a photo (free) and press release for J^
^your hometown paper, come to room J^

162 of the

(downstairs).

Campus Center)^

j^A - L, Wed., March 30, 10 am to 4 pm J
j^M - 2, Thurs. , March 31 , 10 am to 4 pm J"

J For more info call Joan AshWell, j^-

^ New Bureau, 545-0444. jL.
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Macurdy is looking for
some excitement

John Macurdy performs in a meet earlier this year.

By ELLEN RICHARD
( ollepan SUff

Although John Macurdy is finishing his

gymnastics career at the University of

Massachusetts, he will pick up where he
left off in high school to compete in diving

and the decathalon and begin a career

related to his sports management major.

"My life really centers around the

athletic arena." Macurdy said. "I figure 1

might as well do something with it. What
my education prepares me for and what I

can see as a viable path is training

professional athletes to be better.

He was born in Queens, NY but moved
to Stamford. Connecticut when he was
three years (Jd. It was not until he was in

high school that he began to get serious

about gymnastics.

In his senior year at Westhill High
School he came in second at the Fairfield

County Championships Ln the all around,
floor excercises and vault, and placed

third in the high bar event. In the Con
necticut state championships, he placed
second in the high bar event and third in

the all around and vaulting event.

"I think a k)t of it came from watching
Tarzan and Robin Hood," he said of his

interest in gymnastics. 'Those guys
always went flipping around the forest

like it was nothing and I wanted to do it.

There was no one thing in particular. I

was just drawn to it. The other sports
seemed easy in comparison."
Macurdy also competed for three years

in track and Held and still holds the high

school record in pole vaulting with a 13.6

feet. He dove for two years while in high
school and rame in second at the State
Open Championships.

When he entered UMass, he started

competing for the men's gymnastics team
in the floor exercises and vaulting, his two
best events. His top score in floor of 9.55

was established this year and he received

his high vault score of 9.65 for the first

time last year. In the New England
Championships held three weeks ago,

Macurdy won a first place medal in floor

with a 9.45 and took second in vaulting

with a 9.6 and in the parallel bars with an
8.85.

He competed with sore wrists and
managed to place second in the floor

exercises with scores of 9.2 and 9.3 and
third in vaulting with a 9.6 and a 9.45, at

the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics
League Championships held at Springfield

last weekend. The Nationals will be next if

he can qualify in the vault.

Handling a heavy sports and academic
schedule is hard but Macurdy likes it that

way.

"I wouldn't have it any other way, " he
said. "I guess I just like living on the edge.
I work best under the gun, under
pressure."

With his father being an opera singer,

the "activity minded" Macurdy has had
the opportunity to travel to Europe and
surrounding islands where he has gone
scuba diving, surfing and water skiing.

In the fall, he will come back to UMass
to attend graduate school for exercise
science and prepare for his career of

training professional athletes.

"Or I might go out to Hollywood and be
a stuntman," he said. "Tve always enjoyed
flying through the air. That's the kind of

thing I could really see myself doing. I

can't see myself leading a very boring
Ufe."

Softball squad to get it togetherdown south
By GERRY deSlMAS

raikcMs staff

The University of Massachusetts Softball

team has a good case of cabin fever. They're
healthy and ready to go. They re set to

play.

And play they will, as tht- Minut«'wom«*n
travel to South Carohna for Spring Rreak
and 13 games as they open their 1983

season.

Massachusetts games in South Carolina

will not count in the regular season record,

but if I'Mass does well enough to be con
sidered for a .\('A.'\ bid at the end of the

year, the South Carolina games will count
towards the Minutewomen's record.

The Minutt'women. who posted a injury

filled 18 17 record last year, are all healthy

at the moment, except for sophomore Fatty
Masury with a muscle pull.

Coach Elaine Sortinos team has eight

returning ballplayers, six of whom started

last year. Seven newcomers dot the roster

which includes four seniors, four
sophomores and a freshmen.

"They are ready to play. " said Sortmo
after the team's first outdoor practice of the

semester Tuesday.
"The team is experienced ki positions of

leadership. We have young pitching and are
experienced defensively.

"The youth will give us a shot in the arm.
They're exciting to work with."

Sortino hasn't decided what lineup will

work for the Minutewomen. but there is

competition for all of the starting positions

and no one has locked up a spot.

"We are covering our tracks this year
(having a backup for each position)." said

Sortino-. A rash of injuries in the wrong
places hurt last year's team.

"I've learned my lesson." she said and
even though UMass has depth this year.
"We are more specialized."

All /\mei ican catcfiei J^^^.,. v.o«, wiiuis

third in the country in lifetime hatting Ls

being challenged by fri'shman Beth Talboti

Talbott (one of the best late finds ever,

according to Sortino) has a great arm and

can be used behind the plate or in the
outfield.

Gaw. a leading hitter last year can also

play third base where returning senior

Chris Coughlin combs the territory.

Coughlin. who has been an All New
England pick for three years can also play

shortstop, where All American Allison

Roiux. who missed the entire season last

year due to a leg injury, is only a junior.

At second base', senior Debbie Pickett,

who played shortstop last year on a hurt
leg. will be at full strength this year and is

being challenged by sophomore Missy
Oman, who also missed last year with a leg

injury.

Oman, ls also able to play at first, where
freshman Sally Mahar is competmg.

In the outfield, second team All

American Tina Coffin heads the list that

includes Senior Mary Ann lx)mbardi, and
newcomers Ann Ringrose. Judy Kelly,

Talbott and Gaw.

While there is ample experience in the
field, the pitching staff is on the young side,

featuring two freshmen and two
sophomores. Sophmore Masury is back
again and improved and joined by Krista

Stanton. Lynn Stockley and Cathy Reed
bring in some specialized talent that

enhances the UMass pitching staff.

Hitting wise, hopefully. I'Mass will

improve over the thin performances that
they sometimes had last year.

"Contact wise we need to do a better job
hitting. I'd like to sUy out of the 10 11

inning one run games." said Sortino

"The team is excited to go down south
and see how they stack up against the other
teams." she said.

UMass will go up against Michigan.
South Carolina, Seton Hall, Rutgers and
Ohio University among the teams on the
srhedulf

The teams home slate begins on March
31 with a doubleheader against Brown. But
that is after the trek through South
('arolina.

"Let's go!" said Sortino. "We're ready!"

Pkoto riHirtcaT nf Sport* Information

Debbie Pickett will be trying to earn her spot in the Minutewomen
line-up when the team makes the Southern swing over Spring Break.
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Kathy Bruce, a University of Massachusetts junior, runs with her dog Sarah along the chores of
a beach in her hometown of Newburyport. R.I. during spring break.

Break: A world of relaxation
By JIM FINKLK

( ollvpan Staff

Spring break is over.

Some students used the week to catch up on their

studies while others chose to escape.

"I went out partying the whole time." said Cara Milks, a

sophomore from North Brookfield who spent most of the

week in Boston.

"I wish I could have gone to Florida, but I didn't have

enough money and I had too much homework." she said,

noting that she spent the end of the week at home catching

up on her homework.
Undeclared first year student Marsha Karr also spent

her week trapped in the world of academia.

"I did major studying," Karr said. "I'm a week ahead in

four out of my five subjects. I don't have to open a book

until next weekend except for zoology."

"I lounged around." bragged business major Lynda
Harboid. "I didn't work on any school work." However, she

said her absence from school may have led to a new
scientific discovery.

"My refrigerator got accidentally defrosted. We have

discovered new forms of life." she announced proudly.

Junior English major Siobhan Powers spent her time
k>oth reclining and studying.

"I had a boring spring break." Powers said. "I slept a lot

and caught up on all the work I mis.sed when I was running
for (Student Government A.ssociation) President.

"It (spring break) is kind of a personal time." Powers
said. "They (students) should do whatever they need to

do." she advised.

While many students chose to head south for the week. <

at least two students chose to remain in New England
where the temperature averaged bekiw 45 degrees.

"I couldn't go home becau.se I hve in Florida. " West Palm
Beach native Mary Mackenzie said. "It rotted. I had a

cold." she lamented.

"I thought I'd stay here and relax." said senior Jack
Rooney who worked at the C^ampus Center Print Shop last

week. "Every time I went away (during past spring

breaks) I came back and had to take a few days to relax."

Whether or not you get away from the area. Rooney
advised. "Spring break is a great chance to get away from
school."

Campus Center bus stop relocated
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

CoUcfMn SUff

University of Massachusetts students coming back from
spring break last night on Peter Pan Bus Lines found

themselves dropped off at a new location on campus,
marking the beginning of several University traffic

changes that will be in effect for the next fourteen

months.

That is the amount of time it is expected to take to build

a new pollution control system next to the coal burning

power plant, which has forced the closing of Campus
Center Way. until the project is completed.

As a result of the closing, routes for cars and buses nor-

mally using this road have been revised.

All buses, including those run by the Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority and Peter Pan. that had formerly stop-

ped at the Campus Center circle are now stopping at the

far end of the Haigis Mall, which is the large ofyen area

between the Whitmnre Administration Building and the

Sch(Kjl of Business Administration.

Bus tickets for all Peter Pan buses will still be purchased

in the lobby of the Campus Center Hotel, which means
that people are going to have to plan for extra time to

walk to Haigis Mall and catch their bus.

People with cars wishing to use the Campus Center

parking garage are now going to have drive on to Cover-

nors Drive where they can gain access to the garage by us-

ing a temporary roadway that travels past Hatch

Laboratory and then in between h'lint and Chenoweth
Laboratories. Directional signs have been installed to in-

form people of the new route.

Trucks going to and fmm the Cold Storage Plant will

have to use the road in front of Holdsworth Hall from In

formation Booth Six.

The construction of the project will not affect

pedestrians since there will be a walkway past the con-

struction site that will enable people to walk to the Text-

book Annex and points beyond it.

Installation of F'ollution Control System, called a

baghouse, is being funded by the state in order to meet
standards of the Lower I^ioneer Valley Air Pollution Con-
trol District on air quality in Massachusetts.

The baghouse will be a small building next to the power
plant designed to control fly ash and smoke emissions
coming out of the boiler before it goes out the smokestacks
and into the environment.

H. Jackson Littlefield, director of facilities planning,

described the haghou.se as a large vacuum cleaner with

fans that draw the smoke through hags, trapping the fly

ash but releasing the pure gas and thus improving the

quality of the smoke from the stacks.

"We have no choice about this, we have to do it," he said

of the baghouse. "The University burns coal to save
millions of dollars a year but with it, you have a pollution

problem. To solve the problem you have to build a
baghouse and it must be built close to where the coal is

burned."

Hoxise advises

aid increases
By KEVIN BOWE

(ollrmaii SUff

The Massachusetts House of Representatives will

recommend an increase in student aid when it releases its

version of the state budget. House Ways and .Means

('hairman Michael Creedon. I) Brockton, said last week.

"I think we have to address the situation... absolutely

(there will be an increase). Creedon said in a telephone

interview last Wednesday.
"Without those programs (student assistance). 1 would

not have been able to attend college." he said.

The state st-holarship program has not been increased

in more than five years. Last year, three of ever>- four

qualified studrnts were denied state scholarships because

of a lack of funds.

Recent attempts have been made to increase the

funding ise«' related sloryi. but this is the first time

Creedon, who chairs the committee which drawN up the

state budget recommendations for the House, has

publicly supported an increase.

Creedon said he supports earmarking some money for

loans and stressed the need for repayment of such loans

"1 will be paying off my loans until .April of 1986,"

Creedon said. "I'm 'M* now and I'll be ;W when my loans

from college and law s4-hool are paid off. I didn't default

— I've paid my responsibilities."

l*resently Massachusetts has no publicly supp<»rtwl

ban program.
Th« committment received from the House of

Representatives is the third step of a six step budgetary
process.

Last November the Board of Regents recommended a

$10 million increase in the present $14 million funding

level oi the scholarship program. The recommendation
was then forwarded to the governor. In February. Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis recommended a $4 million increase

and committed himself to a steady increase over the next

few years. The budget recommendation then went to the

House, where it still lies.

Any increase in the scholarship program will be

available to students for the next academic year.

Aid tax argued
By MARY CRESSK

I oltrciM SUff

A proposed two cent per galbn gasoline tax increase

could contribute to $25 million in state scholarship aid if

the Massachusetts House of Representatives this week
approves a tax bill calling for cigarette taxes to be placed

in a special scholarship fund.

The Senate voted last week to take $25 million of

cigarette taxes and put it toward a fund to be called the

Student Higher Education Assistance Fund. An extra

penny of a proposed two cent hike over the present 10

cent a gallon gasoline tax would go into the state budget

to make up for the revenue toss in the budget from

diversion of the cigarette tax revenue, according to the

Senate proposal

.

The Senate passed the additional penny tax as an

amendment to the House version, which called for an 11

cent tax. The action followed four hours of debate and a

19 18 vote, with a tiebreaker cast by Senate President

Wilham M.Bulger Jr.

The state is trying to gain revenue tost through

plunging gas prices. Because the taxes are based on

percentages, the amount of available state aid lessens,

when the gas price drops, and the state toses money it

would ordinarily use to support state funded programs,

such as financial aid and welfare.

'Both the governor and the legislature are in favor of

financial aid," said Stan Rosenberg, aide to Sen. John

Olver, D Amherst.

But Gov. Michael S. Dukakis staunchly opposed the

Senate version, and told another legislator it was "hard

enough trying to get the 1 cent increase."

Other legislative opponents of the proposal said it is

unfair for the taxpayers to assume another increase, and

contributing to financial aid would be wasting revenues.

Sen. Richard Kraus. D West Arlington, a proponent of

the amended version, said defeat of the bill would not

mean defeat of increa.sed financial aid monies, but added

that additional money would be difficult to gain.

"There is so much support of financial aid in the

legislature that funding will come up again, though

maybe not in as generous as a proposal as this one," he

.said.

The legislature is expected to elect a committee this

week to iron out the differences and vote again on the tax

plan. The deadline for pas.sage is Thursday.
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World and National News
Soviet rebuttle

shrugged off

by Weinberger
WASHINGTON (API - Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger shrugged off

yesterday the si rongly worded Soviet

attack of President Reagan's anti missile

defense plans as "simple, standard Soviet

disinformation that has poured out for

years."

Appearing on NBC's "Meet the Press."

Weinberger responded to questions about

Soviet leader Yuri V. Andropov's

statements that Reagan's plans are "in

sane" and "extremely perilous."

Andropov said in an interview for

yesterday's edition of the Communist daily

newspaper Pravda that Reagan told a

"dehberale lie " last week in asserting that

the Soviet Cnion had not kept to a

moratorium on deploying medium range

nuclear missiles. He also said Reagan's plan

is aimed at rendering the Soviet I'nion

defenseless to a C.S. nuclear attack.

"I don't think its all that remarkable, to

be perfe<tly frank about il.' Weinberger

said of the published interview. "It s the

simple standard Soviet disinformation that

has be«'n poured out for years."

Weinberger said he couldn't "think of any

particular specific incident" in which a

Soviet leader had called an American

president a liar, adding "They say it alK)ut

me. they say it about several other people

in the government and I have no doubt

they've said it about the president."

Reagan's plan, announced Wednesday,

calk for a longterm research effort to find a

futuristic defense system that could destroy

ballistic nussiles aimed at the I'nited

States. Wemberger said the plan is to deter

nuclear war through defense and said the

Soviets "know perfectly well that we will

never launch a first strike" against them.

Meanwhile. Dr. Wolfgang Panofsky of

Stanford Cniversity said Reagan's plan is "a

very old idea, " but "you can't curb

lechnol(}gy by policy." He said he had "real

problems"" with the proposal.

AP (.aMf^holo

Recent Yale University fp-aduate Charles Bork of New Haven. Conn,

sets up a camera amid what he has described as ruins from a Soviet

helicopter attack on a mountain village in AfKhanistann Pakita Pro-

vince. BoVk said he wore a turban and serape and masqueraded as an

Afghan peasant to avoid Soviet-backed secret police during a two week

tour of Afghanistan earlier this month.

China hopeful

for US ties

PEKING (AP) — A Chinese leader told

U.S. House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip"
.

O'Neill Sunday there are obstacles in the

way of good U.S. China relations now. but

that China is optimistic about relations in

the long term.

In his own speech at a welcoming

banquet. O'Neill, DMass.. said both the

United States and China are aware of the

dangers posed by expansionism in the

world, which was an apparent reference to

the Soviet Union.

China, however, accuses both Americans

and the Soviets of being hegemonists

seeking to dominate the world. Meanwhile,

it has been holding consultations with the

Soviets on improving relations.

Liao Chengzhi, a vice chairman of the

National People's Congress standing

committee and member of the Communist

Party Politburo, told the banquet that from

a long term point of view, we are optimistic

about the prospects of future development

of our relations with the United States.

If the two sides live up to their joint

communiques and do not interfere in each

others internal affairs, he said, they shall

be able to surmount present difficulties and

obsUcles and see the healthy development

of our relations.

He referred to the communique on

establishing relations in 1979 and the

August 19H2 communique in which the

United States promised to limit arms sales

to Taiwan.
In the last month. China has protested

that President Reagan distorted the

August communique and that planned I'.S.

arms sales to Taiwan in 1983 and 1984

violate the agreement.

It calls U.S. policy toward Taiwan in-

terference in China's internal affairs, and

also says the United States does not treat

China as an equal on a number of issues.

Both Liao and 0"Neill called good Sino-

U.S. relations conducive to world peace and

stability.

Superfund chief

says cleanup is

moving speedily
MEDFORD - The cleanup of New

England's hazardous waste dumps is

moving faster than the pubhc thinks it is.

the federal admini-strator in charge of the

region's Superfund cleanup program said

yesterday.

"The public perception is that the

program is moving slowly because it

thought since Congress passed the law and

made money available bulldozers would b«-

on the sites immediately, taking the wa^t*-

away." said Merrill S. Hohman.

Envinmmental Protection Agency director

of waste management for the New England

area.

Hohman said he repeatedly gets com

plaints from people who hve near the '.Hi

New England sites to be cleaned up under

the $16 billion program.

The perception of the people, he said, is

that the EPA is doing little to remove the

waste.

Democratic maf/oral

candidate is harassed
CHICAGO — An angry crowd shouting

"Go home! " forced Democratic mayoral

candidate Harold Washington to cut short a

campaign appearance with former vice

president Walter Mondale in a

predominantly white neighborhood

yesterday.

Washington, seeking to become the cit y -

first black mayor, later said he believed the

crowd at a Roman Catholic church on the

city's North Side was organized by sup

porters of GOP candidate Bernard Epton.

Epton denied any knowledge of the in

cident and condemned it

.

Washington and Mondale were leaving

St. Pascal's Church when they wen-

surrounded by several dozen p«'ople. som«-

shouting 'thief and crook" and others

carrying Epton signs.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Inspections to f}egin

for exhaust emissions
BOSTON - In the license plate lottery . the

lucky numbers are one. two and three.

Cars with rejfist rations ending in those

numbers won't come up for inspection until

19K4.

Most others have to l)e inspected - for

exhaust emissions and safety - this year.

After much delay, the stale's new auto

ins{>ection pmgram begins Friday, ami

cars with license plates ending in the

numlKT four have to be tested in April.

The twic«' yearly safety inspection, at $4

a shot, is no longer. If s now a oncea year

inspection, costing $10. including a new

lest for exhaust emissions that most cars

will have to pass

Holffoke fire blamed

on burning candles
HOLYOKE - An apartment fire that

killed three adults and two children and

drove 60 other residents from a tenement

over the weekend was blamed on burning

candles.

Police Ll. Gerald McuUan. working on an

overtime shift, discovered the blaze at 3:30

a.m. Saturday, called in for help and then

began arousing residents. No other injuries

were reported.

Four years after TMI,

nuke safety questioned

WASHINGTON - About 4.300 safety

changes have been made at atomic power
plants since the Three Mile Island accident.

But critics contend the changes don't go far

enough to make nuclear power safer.

Some critics say the industry made only

the easy, cheap changes and not the dif

ficult. most important improvements.

Officials overseeing the industry

acknowledge that a dozen of the 198 fixes

given the highest priority after the March

28. 1979. TMI accident have fallen more

than a year behind schedule.

Harold Denton, whose calm defused the

panic four years ago at Harrisburg. Pa.,

said he was too optimistic about how fast

regulators could turn around an industry

with 65 nuclear utilities, four reactor

makers, a dozen architect engineers and

thousands of subcontractors.
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Cancer from coffee

causing skepticism

among doctors
BOSTON — Two years ago. a team of

Harvard doctors made a shocking

discovery: Coffee seems to cause cancer.

But does if.' The question is still as murky

as a cup of day old Java.

The furor began in March 1981 when Dr.

Brian MacMahon published a study showing

that coffee drinkers are twice as likely as

non users to have cancer of the pancreas.

He estimated that coffee could cause more
than half of all ca.ses of the di.sea.se in the

United States.

In the past two years, doctors have

checked hospital admissions interviews and

other data to see if they could confirm the

a.s.sociation. Four of these studies have been

published, all as letters to the editors of

medical journals. Three of them found no

link between coffee and pancreatic cancer;

one spotted a "modest increase.""

"The major point is that nobody has come
up with anything like what MacMahon
found."' said Dr. Alan I>eviton. an

epidemiologist at Children"s Hospital

Medical Center in Boston and consultant to

the National Coffee Association.

Registration of blacks

encouraged in Boston
BOSTON — Community activists are

trying to get an additional .5.000 blacks

registered to vole by election time next fall.

"We know that when you have heavy

voter turnout, you gel belter city services."

said Margaret Morrison, president of the

Roxbury and Dorchester branches of

Massachusetts Fair Share, an activist

citizens group.

"We felt there"s a lot of strength and

power in our neighborhf»ods. and it has to

be awakened."" she said.

She said 41 percent of eligible blacks in

the city are registered to vote while 68.5

percent of all eligible residents are

registered.
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Sunday store openings
receive mixed reactions

( ollrrian ptiolii b* K**iii J Kkriirlli

Two voun^ ruHtomerR take advantage yesterday of the Sunday open*
in|^ of Hampshire Mall in Hadley by shoppinfi^ in its CVS store.

By EILEEN GALLI(;AN
( ullrK>*n Staff

Most area shoppers welcomed the
opening of retail stores yesterday, but
salespeople found stores quiet with only

sporadic customers.

Yesterday marked the first Sunday retail

stores had the option of opening from noon
until 5 p.m.. since the state's Blue Laws
were repealed last December by the

Massachusetts Legislature.

The University store in Campus Center
will not be open on Sundays since the mini

store in the Student Union Building is

normally open then. Winthrop Cummings.
University Store manager, and manager of

retail said.

At the Hampshire Mall in Hadley shopper
Dina Gonsal' es of Springfield said she liked

the idea of the stores being open Sunday
because working people might need this

time to get their shopping done.

"Usually I do my hou.sework on Saturdays
and don"t have lime to shop then."' she said.

Some >alespeople at the mall did not

welcome the Sunday opening. Honey
Gordon, an employee of J.C. Penney at

Hampshire .Mall said the only incentive she

had for agreeing to work yesterday, wa.s

the lime and a half pay stores are required
to pay their employees.

"The money will be good but I'd rather be
home with my children today."" she said.

F'or Ed Tausky. an employee at K Mart
at Hampshire Mall, it was business as usual

since he usually works Suiydays from 8 a.m.

until 8 p.m. '•earranging merchandise, and
stocking shelves. However, he said, the

repeal of the law means he will now have to

work more hours to earn the same amount
oj" money.

"Before I worked twelve hours on
Sundays at time and a half pay. but now I

am only scheduled to work from noon until

five at that rate. I guess I'll have to pick up
some hours during the week." Tausky said.

While every story at the Hampshire Mall
chose to open yesterday except the Bell

Phone Center Store, several .stores in

downtown Amherst remained closed,

although many originally said they would
be«)pen.

Retail stores open in downtown Amherst
yesterday were Faces of Earth. Bolles

Shoes. Aubuchon Hardware. and
L«xlestone. which opened from noon until 4

p.m. instead of 5 p.m.

According to the ChamlH'r of Commerce,
questionnaires were sent to downtown
merchants a few weeks ago. asking if they
would be open, what their hours woukl be.

and if their Sunday opening was on an
experimental basis.

Chamber of Commerce Executive
Secretary Anne Campney said the results

indicated that between one half and two
thirds of the merchants wuuld stay open.

Laurie Tauer. a sales person at Bolles

Shoes in .Amherst Center, said she thinks

many downtown stores will wait until next

Sunday to start opening because many
students would not be returning from
spring vacation until late today. ^^

UMass
Edttor't Note: This is the first article tn a
three part series on the Trust Fund
Management PoUryand "full ntsttnq" at the

University of Massachusetts.

By MARK J. WEL( H
t ollvcian Staff

A controversial policy approved last

month by the UMass Board of Trustees will

cost each student at least $100 per year by
implementing "full costing." a proposal

which was fought by campus adminLstralors

and students for more than two years.

The full costing policy will force such

trust funds as the Residence Halls and
Boarding Halls, which are paid directly by

students, to pay for a share of the state

funded central administrative services it

uses. Included in a 2.4 percent charge

assessed on all trust fund spending woukl

be accounting, data processing, personnel

and fee collection services. Those services

account for 2.4 percent of the total campus
budget.

The Trust Fund Management Policy will

take effect next fall and is scheduled to be

implemented by the 19K4 K5 academic year,

but part of the resulting fee increases were
put in effect this year in anticipation of the

poUcy.

The philosophy behind full costing is

simple: each trust fund on the campus
should pay for all the services it uses. Thus,

if a broken pipe in the residence halls needs
to be fixed by a Physical Plant empk)yee.
the employee's time and e«juipment should

be paid for from student dormitory fees.

While I'hysical Plant ha-s billed other

campus agencies for many years for its

services and for overhead needed to

provide services, most of the campus
"central services" did not. Thus money
albcated by the state legislature was u.sed

to pay for Bursar's Office employees who
might spend half their time working on

Residence Hall and Boarding Hall bills.

.State funds were also used to pay for ad

ministrative salaries in some of the student

fee based tru.st funds.

In 1981. the Massachusetts S«'nate Ways
and Means Committee examined the

Campus ('enter at UMass and pointed out

that state subsidy of some Campus Center

maintenance was improper. The Senate

report, which was included with the 1981 82

budget, charged that such a subsidy was in

violation of the MassachuM-tts law which

permits the University to establish and

operate trust funds.

The Massachusetts General Laws.

("hapter 75. section 11. states that. "The
(I 'Mass Board of) Trustws may, from time
to lime, establish and manage trust funds
for self amortizing projects and student
supporttKl or s««lf >upporting activities...."

As a result of that report, the University
began investigating the meaning of "self

supporting."" according to John L. DeNyse.
Vice ("hancellor for .Administration and
Financ*'

A commit H'e was appointed in early 1981

by former Vice ("hancellor for

Administration and Finance George Beatty
to consider what direct and indin'ct costs

should b«' billed to t he various trust funds.

The committee determined that the
problem concerned all three campuses, and
a new University wide Ta.sk Force on Trust
F'und Management was appointed in late

1981 by UMass President David C. Knapp
The task force discussed what should or

should not be included in full costing, and
made a number of recommendations to

Knapp. but did not issue a formal report or

list of specific recommendations. Based on
the task forces efforts, Knapps staff

prepartHl the Trust Fund Management
Policy approved by the Trustees in

February.
Some students and administrators have

opposed the full costing policy on
philosophical grounds. Former Student
Government Association (SGA) ('o

I*resident and student Trustee S. I.Awrence
Kocot argued that public higher educatmn
ought to be subsidized by the state.

Kocot said in a report prepared in late

1981 that campus activities by the trust
funds, including the resilience halls, always
have l)een and should be subsidized because
they are an ^^entiai part of a public

university.

Kocot had served on the U.sk force, but
graduated before any final action had been
taken. Jim .Murphy, who replaced Koiot a.s

SGA President and student Trustee in

.April 1982, said the process was loo far

along when it cann- before the Trustees. He
wa> the only Trustee to vote against the
policy when it was approved in February.
19«.3.

One major concern while the policy was

being considered was the pos.sibility that if

the University did not implement full

costing, the state might send in auditors to

force imolementation. Some administrators

fear that if the state boked at the issue, it

might choose to charge the trust funds for

other services not included in the

University's full cost ing proposal.

Harassment suit underway
By TRACEY BRYANT

( ollrKian ( arreapondrnl

A U.S. District Court judge in

Springfif'ld ruled in a preliminary hearing

last Friday that a University of

Massachusetts student can sue Fitzwillys

Restaurant in Northampton for emotional

distress claims for alleged sexual

harassment.

Judge Freedman denied a motion made
by attorneys representing Fitzwillys to

dismiss the suit on the grounds that the

Workman's Compensation Act gives

adequate recompense for sexual

harassment injuries claimed by Miriam

Domonique. a former Fitzw illys waitress.

Freedman ruled that emotional distress

and other personal injuries arising from

Si'xual harassment are not hazards of

employment and are not covered by Work
man"s Compens.Ttion.

Attorney Ruth Diaz of the UMass Legal

Services Office, representing I)«)monique.

said if the court granted the motion made

by Fitzwillys. il would have meant women
would be covered only by Workman's

Compensation, which is only an insurance

benefit.

Freedman. however, denied the motion

and said sexual harassment was distinct

from .(rruJeiiuu t»r (lisahling injuries con

templated in the Compensation Act.

Citing the case oi Foley vs. Polaruui. the

law firm of Sullivan and Hayes representing

Fitzwilly's argued that the Workman's
Compensation Act is the only remedy
available for the injuries alleged by

Domonique.
The attorneys said their motk)n "only

requires that she use the proper statutory

procedures. " A denial of their motion would

deprive their client of his rights, they said.

Diaz said the emotional distress and

other personal injury claims arose from a

civil rights violation and is not a hazard of

employment within the meaning of Work
man's Compensation.

Dt)monique. a part time waitress at

Fitzwilly's for three years, claimed her

immediate supervisor, Richard Burbine.

continually made sexual advances toward

her.

"It was the intentional conduct of the

employer to get sexual gratification. " Diaz

said. "It is our position that sexual

harassment is extreme and outrageous

conduct which causes severe emotional

distress "

"This IS an important case for women
because sexual harassment is a widespread

stK'ial problem. Women want to he hired

and retained based on work performance,

not sexual compliance," Diaz said.

(ollrrian phntn bt Krvm J Karhrlti

Robin Huenniger kisses Fubar the robot in return for marrying her to

Larry Hawks, far right, yesterday afternoon at the Hampshire Mall in

Hadley. Fubar appeared at the Mall as part of a promotion for the Sun-

day opening of retail stores, which was beginning for the first time in

Massachusetts since the repeal of the state's Blue Laws.
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UMass
A fire in Houston took the life of a University of

Massachusetts student and two others March 20.

Christine OMalley. 18. a freshman College of Arts and

Sciences student and resident of John Quincy Adams

dormitory in the Southwest Residential College. Cheryl

'Small. 20. of Houston and David Rougeau. 20. also of

Houston, were found trapped in the upstairs bedroom of a

two story townhouse by fire officials attempting to quell

the 5 a.m. blaze.

O'Malley was in Houston for spring vacation.

The fire was put out about an hour later, a fire depar

tment spokesman said. Arson investigators are looking

into the cause of the fire. Authorities said one of the

women was found in a closet.

O'Malley was born in Springfield Oct. 28. 1964, the

daughter of Patrick C. and Theresa (Major) O'MaUey of 54

Womens Week
MONDAY

Women's Issues Team will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the

Campus Onter in r<K)m 801.

Women's Support Group will meet at 7 p.m. at the Syn-

thesis Center in Amherst. The ffroup will meet every Mon-

day evening for eight weeks. Vor further information, call

Jane Williams at 253 3937.

TUESDAY
The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CEKKF) will meet at 6:30 p.m. m the Campus

Center in Room 802.

WEDNESDAY
A Career Support Group for women will meet at 7

p.m. at the Everywoman's Center. Meeting f<»r eight ses-

sions, the group will consider jol» goals and skills, and will

look at jol) options for w<»men. For more information, call

the Center at r>45-088:i.

I^rohlems and issues faced by mothers who are

employed will lie discussed by Bonnie Mitelman and

Jeanne Bodin. authors of the b(»ok Mothers Wlut Work:

Strategies /(tr Cofnng. at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse

Ass«'ml)ly Room at Amherst College.

THIRSDAY
The Anti-racism Team will meet at 4 f».m. in the Cam-

jms Center. Che<"k th«' schedule for the nnim numlier.

Brunswick St.. Springfield.

She was a 1982 graduate of Cathedral High School.

Springfield, where she was a member of the women's cross

country team for four years and captain of the team her

senior year.

She was a member of the 40 minute gang at the

University.

O'Malley also leaves a brother, Patrick of Houston, and

five sisters. MicheUe M. O'Malley of Boston; Catherine 0.

Burke of Bethlehem. Penn.; Theresa M.. Jennifer M.. and

Bridget M. O'MaUey. all of Springfield; and a grand

mother. Margaret M. O'MaUey of Palmer.

She was buried last week in St. Michael's Cemetery,

Springfield.

-RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Dog licenses now available

The 1983 dog licenses are now available at the Amherst

Town Clerk's office. Last year's licenses expire March 31.

All dogs three months old or over are required to be

licensed, and pr(K)f of vaccination against rabies must l)e

presented at the time of licensing. The vaccination must

be repeated every three years.

females, and $4 for spaye<l females (a certificate from a

verternarian must be presented as proof of spaying.)

veternarian must be presented as proof of spaying.

A change in the by-law is that a penalty of $5 shall be im-

pt)sed upon all owners or keepers of dogs failing to renew

licenses by June 1st of each year.

Anti-rape march postponed

The "March Against Rape." scheduled to lake place

tomorrow night on the Amherst Common, has been

cancelled due to Passover. The march, sponsored by the

Sisters in Health, will be rescheduled for the middle of

April.
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\ WAHTED SUMMER 1960 ^
Ji CAMP NATCHEZ - top co-ed camp

J
m located in Berkshire mountains is looking 1^

W for exciting active people with abundant k
v^ enerav for the following positions:
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General counselor

Backpacking
Camp Crafts

Sailing

Canoeing
W.S.I.
Environa>ental Ecotogv

Soccer
Gymnastics
Tennis
Tennis Director

Sports
Ceramics &
Photography

We will be on campus Wednesday March 30th

Rm 801 Campus Center 10 am 4:30 pm.

Please drop in or call student employment.

Come show us
YOUR TAN!
MARCH SPECIAL

St. Pauli Girl &
O'Keefe Ale Bottles

2 for 1
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

I
7 days 7 nights

I
4-6 pm 10-midnight

I Proper ID a must I

I
67 N. Pleasant St. 1

4^ 253-6141 4J
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Like a g^iant serpent, coiled and ready to strike, this hose belches
gasoline into the tanks of the Power Test station in Amherst, as Wayne
Tyrrell supervises the operation.

Student assoc. seeking funds
By JOHN O'CONNELL

CollcKtan Staff

University of Massachusetts students

will vote April 11 and 12 on whether to in-

crease the Student Activities F'ee by $2 a

year to support the State Student Associa-

tion of Massachusetts (SSAM).

The referendum question, which will ask

UMass studentii to support SSAM, will be

run on at least six other campuses

statewide this sprinjf. according to State

Student Organizer Michael Ferrigno. The

money will provide a permanent funding

base for SSAM, Ferrigno said.

Once fully organized. SSAM will repre-

sent all state college and university

students in the state legislature and other

policy-making bodies, Ferrigno said.

"We'll certainly be more effective as a

unified body than working separately." he

said.

The UMass Undergraduate Student

Senate ratified the SSAM constitution and

approved the $300 "initiation and con-

ference fee" earlier this month. Nine other

state school student governments have

ratified the constitution and approved the

fee. Ferrign<» said. He expects five more

schools to ratify the constitution in the next

two weeks, and "by the end ol the year,

we'll have them all."

F'errigno, a 1981 graduate of UMass.
Amherst, said students have tried to

organize themselves in the state public

higher education system since 1965. If the

five schools ratify the SSAM constitution

this week as expected, "that will mark the

first time in the history of the

(Massachusetts) state sch(x>ls that a majori

ty of the schools have ratified the same con-

stitution." he said.

"The state students association (SSA)

has n^ver come this far liefore." Ferrigng

said. "They never had more than one or

two schools fund the SSA."
The initiation fees paid by the member

schools will pay for referenda campaigns at

all state colleges and universities, and for

two conferences this spring, but will not be

enough to keep the organization going for

long Ferrigno said.

Ferrigno said SSAM members plan to go

to the April 9 Democratic Issues Con-

ference in Springfield to "try to influence

the platform by making higher education

an issue with the I)em«x*ratic Party."

SSAM is "als<» fighting for a three year

tuition freeze and a student representative

on the Board of Regents." Ferrigno said.

UPenn conference brings

progressives together
By BROOKE STATES

1 ollffian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - Forty students

from the Five College area who did not go
lo Fort Lauderdale last week spent time

discussing the subject of their bodies, but

not getting suntans.

The students were part of the Northeast

Regional Progressive Student Network
iPSN) conference entitled "Taking Back
Our Bodies, Taking Back Our Lives." The
conference took place F>iday and Saturday

at the University of Pennsylvania.

According to Helena Michie. a UPenn
womens studies instructor and conference

organizer, 180 students representatives

from 12 campuses came to the conference.

The conference was organized by the

UPenn Progressive Student Alliance.

The conference began Friday night with

songs and poetry by area women per

formers, and street theater by the UPenn
group Bens Feet. Saturday was filled with

ten workshops that ranged from exploring

and changing the power relationships

between men and women, to self-help and

positive self image for women.
"We took the various kinds of oppression

that women face and joined them into the

theme of the conference "Taking Back Our

Bodies, Taking Back Our Lives," Mk-hie

said. "We saw women's bodies as the first

line of defense or offense depending on how

you look at it. Violence in women's lives has

extended right into our bodies."

Friday afternoon featured a panel

discussion on problems women face, and

solutions to them. JohnetU Miller of the

Philadelphia Women Organized Against

Rape spoke on "Racism and the Womens
Movement."

"The most important thing for me is that

in the 60's doors were opening and in the

80's doors are closing." Miller said. "I l(K)k

at my two beautiful grandchildren and

think how will they get through the doors

when they are closed. You are the ones who
have to get out there and do it. Racism will

not change in my lifetime. But for the two
little boys I love so dearly, let's make the

change for them.
"When I was growing up I thought the

only thing I had to deal with was racism.

When you began to burn your bras, we
could not ?fford to buy them. As a black

woman, I realized I was a born feminist. I

had to work to take care of myself. I was

never taught that some man could take care

of me. I understand very well about back

street abortions — when I was 20 I had

one."
"I am tired of being in training to be tall,

blond, and beautiful, " said Teresa KolLsh of

the llniversity of Massachusetts PSN.

Kolish outlined the problems that women
face when getting abortions, when ex

plotted by the media for advertising pur

poses, and cited the need for women to be

better organized.

"The conference was designed to pull in

women that did not define themselves as

feminist and or activists, as well as those

who do, " Michie said. "If you don't get new

blood, people get stale. When you pull these

two groups together sparks fly."

The PSN includes both single and multi-

issue student groups in the south, east

coast, and midwest, according lo Lisa

Nazzaro of the UMass PSN. Nazzaro said

the PSN Women's Caucus would be taking

the initiative in the building of the next

PSN conference, and that this will be the

fourth annual national conference of the

PSN.
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You're Needed
All Over the

World.
Ask Peoce Corps volunteers why rheir ingenuity ond flexibility

ore OS Virol os rheir degrees They'll rell you rhey ore helping

rhe world s poorest peoples orroin self sufficiency m rhe oreos

of food produaion, energy conservonon educorion, econonnjc

development ond health services And rhey II rell you obour

rhe rewords of honds on co^eer experience overseos They II

rell you it s rhe roughest job you II ever love

PEACE COIU>S
See M^ry-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall,

UMASS, 545-2105

Tuesdays 12:00 - 3:30

Wednesdays 9:00 - 12:00

Thursdays 12:00 - 5:00
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An historical document, a personal saga

OBASAN
By Joy Kogawa
Godline Publishers 250 pp $4.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
('oii*in>> SUIT

Within the vast framework of history, it

is sometimes the case that small, clear

voices are more effective, and more moving

than loud, reverberating outcries. Such is

the case with Joy Kogawa's first novel.

Obasan. Out of the archives of World War

II. with all of its damning atrocities and

experiences of human anguish, Kogawa has

pulled one small, yet vital, thread and with

it has illustrated beautifully many of the

truths of war and human nature.

Obasan is the saga of a Japanese

Canadian family irrevocably torn by the

events of the second World War. As the

novel opens we see Naomi Nakane. a 36

year old schoolteacher, arranging the

funeral of her great uncle. It is 1972. and it

appears that the sour memories of the war

years are nearly forgotten. Canada, and its

citizens of Japanese descent, seem at last to

be at peace.

The funeral guests arrive, each in his own

way stirring up the past with reminiscences

of the dead man. The war years inevitably

come up. and at this point Obasan really

"begins." Naonu departs on a historical and

personal venture into her own past — a

past that has kept her in chains for most of

her hfe.

Before the war the Nakane fanuly.

prosperous and closely knit, thrived in

Vancouver. British Columbia. The 1930's

were good years for them, and no one could

Absence and Vendidos

explode stereotypes
DAY OF ABSENCE
By Doui^las Turner Ward
LOS VENDIDOS
By Luis Valdez

March 12

Hampden Theater. Southwest
By JERRY LAWLER

\jasi wefk ended the Third World

Theaters TrtMluclion of Days uf Abserwe by

Doublas Turner Ward and Lot Vendidos by

Luis Valdez. two satirical plays of American

stereotypes.

As usual of the Third WorW Productions,

the plays messages wero strong and hit

home making the audience think while also

grazing the funnybone.

The first play shown Los Vendidos was

served as sort of an appetizer, leaving the

audience with a bitter after taste and a

perception of a world whose message is. as

your neighbor screws you screw him back.

It dealt with the stereotypes of two groups

o( thieves. poUticians and Mexicans.

The play opens at Sanchos" used Mexican

Shop. On the very simple set there are

three wood frame showca.ses. each con

taining a different model Mexican. Sancho

(played by Jose Orlando Bou) is dusting the

mannequin like figures. A foxy high class

Anglo American lady (Christina Arcese)

enters the shop. She is the typical sexatary.

on a typical "errand for the boss on my
lunch break" run. with the typical errand;

her boss is a politician and she has to find a

Mexican to fill a minority quota in their

office.

Sancho shows the secretary each of the

odeb. First a farm worker. Intelligent,

hardworking, economical to run, its only

upkeep was chili and beans. But this model

(ailed. For one. it had a smelly exhaust

gystem due to its fuel, and more im-

portantly it was trained to strike.

The second model was called Johnny

Pachuco. a trained scape goat that the

secretary just loved. "Ooooh he's so soft

and fun to kick!" she exclaimed, as she

demonstrated on stage. But unfortunately

he had the special option of being a thief and

the secretary had to reject him. "No. he

won't do. we don't need anymore thieves in

the administration.

The last model was a handsome
Revolucionario suggested because he'd

attract the women voters. He was per

feet... but he was not American. The boss

wouldnt lake a product that was not

American.
Finally Sancho brings in his newest most

expensive model. A Mexican American

Businessman complete with grey suit,

briefcase, and little American flag. The

secretary just adored this model and

decided she must have him regardless of hi.s

uneconomical, expensive upkeep. ..wining

and dining with at least three martinis a

day. She paid the bUI - $1.5,000.00 -
which she just happened to have in cash.

The play ends in an interesting turn of

events with the secetary fleeing in horror.

As soon as Sancho got the money the

Mexican American broke down and turned

on the secretary along with the three other

Mexicans. Come to find out. that Sancho

the owner was the real model and the other

four were in business just to bum people

who wanted made to order Mexicans. As

the saying goes, fight fire with fire.

The second play "Day of Absence" was a

take off on the minstrel shows when white

comedians would put on black faces. But in

this play all the comedians were black with

white faces, portraying the whites of a

small southern town who frantically search

a whole day for the "negros" who
mysteriously disappeared without a trace.

The actors, some making their debut some
veterans, all gave superb performances

convincingly bringing alive the dilemma we
would face if we suddenly lost our

scapegoats.

In one amusing scene there is an on the

spot reporter interviewing some whiles

picketing for the blacks to come back.

Among the picketers is a Ku Klux Klan

member. The reporter asks him why he

wants them back, since his purpose was to

get rid of them? "Well of course! I'm

working for the time when there will he no

more negros and we'll be rid of them but the

timing just ain't right now." he replied.

At the end of the day the blacks still

imagine the fate that was just around the

corner. The Nakane family was Canadian to

the core, having lived in Vancouver for

almost 100 years. Only their Asian ap

pearance had marked them from total

assimilation. Naomi describes a childhood

full of baseball, piano lessons, and pretty

dresses that was identical to that of any

other upper middle class Canadian growing

up at that time.

But the atmosphere chilled as war broke

out. Persecution of the Japanese

Canadians, confiscation of their property,

and incarceration in "holding camps"

replaced the comfortable life in Vancouver,

and ripped the Nakane family apart. Young

Naomi lost her parents and her whole world

was blown away. Kogawa's dry. factual

narrative fails to conceal the fear and pain

and bewilderment that these Canadian

nationalists feH at the rough treatment

they received from their government.

The years after the war were little

better. The Canadian government seemed

to have forgiven the Japanese in Japan but

not those of Japanese descent in Canada.

Naomi's youth was spent working on a beet

farm, watching as her family's bonds

dissolved while they labwed at the only

jobs "internal refugees" could get. The

Nakane family struggled for normal life, not

realizing that the scars were too deep to

uproot.

Obasan is a beautifully written novel.

Kogawa's careful yet direct treatment of

the subject matter makes the novel work

both afi a document and as a personal

statement — not against the Canadian

government per se. but against the

prejudices of the human mind.

At 8 p.m. on Wednesday. April 6. the second annual Jazz Showcase

will be presented in the Fine Arts (enter. The Showcase, presented by

the UMass Department of Music and Dance, will feature selections

from rai^ime to contemporary jazz as performed by members of the

faculty as well as UMass students. Bruce Matton (above) is one of the

featured artists. Admission is free.

hadn't been found, depression set in the

townspeople and life drained away. In the

final scene two old timers sit talking.

Suddenly a black man appears. The two

men filled with joy. jump up to meet him.

"Wher ya been?" they ask him. "I've been

no place I ain't gfone anywhere! What you

talkin bout?" As far as the blacks were

concerned the day of absence had never

occured.

A member of the audience had com
mented to me that the play had made her

feel guilty that she was white, but I don't

think that was the play's intent. Philip

Grant (who played the klan member and

one of the old men I said in his program

profile "This is an amusing play and I'm

sure that everyone will enjoy it. but I hope

that It's meaning will not be lost."

I think what the play was trying to get

across was the idea of the vicious circle in

which we don't appreciate what we have

until it's gone, complaining and placing the

was his purpose. The very last Une of the

play one of the old men says to the other

after the blacks have returned "Well 1

guess everythings back to normal." The
other rephes, "Is it?"

Would things be different in the town?

Maybe for a while, but even if the whites

didn't use the blacks for their scapegoats,

they'd just find something else to pick on.

It's human nature. We're always trying to

make life perfect or at least better and
when we can't, we find something, or

somebody to put the blame on. We all have

to learn to deal with the fact that at some
point, some part of life is going to be sur-

pressed. After all if it weren't we wouldn't

have institutions such as Third World
Theaters, that bring people together to

fight for a worthy cause. The key words are

not to fight, but instead, to bring people

together.

Instead of pointing the blame at others

we should see where it lies in ourselves. As
the writer Ralph Waldo Trine wrote.

blame always on someone else, like the klan "Scapegoats are convenient things, even if

member whose life was spent trying to get the only thing they do for us is to aid us in

rid of blacks, but when they were gone so our constant efforts at self delusion."

LOU MIAMI AND THE KOSMETIX
Modern Method

By JIM FLOYD
( oUfffiM Hurr

Ix)u Miami is not a night spot in Florida.

Ix)u Miami and the Kosmetix are a band

and they've been playing around the Boston

nightclub scene for several years now.

Many limes, there has been talk among the

Lou faithful of an upcoming record release

but until this week only a single. "To Sir

Wi h I>ove b/w Facist Lover. " had this local

band on vinyl.

But. now is the hour. Lou Miami and the

Kosmetix have put out a debut EP.

From Lou, with love
featuring six songs, and it's nifty as all hell.

Unfortunately, the band has. for whatever

reason, decided not to use any of the songs

that made lx)u something close to a cult

figure around Boston, but. again, some Lou

is better than no Lou.

Side one starts with the lone standby Lou

Miami tune on the F^P "Italian Movie." a

song which wildly rocks out. Lou delivers a

couple of verses and then allows the listener

to rest as the chorus slows to a crawl before

sending the scene back into a frenzy.

GuiUrist Jack RooToo. the only band

member (besides Lou of course) who stayed

with the group all along, lends his surfer

music like sound to this one.

The second song. "Women in a Western

Bar," is by Lou's new bassist, who is

referred to in the credits as H.P. For your

information, H.P. is a she. as in Laurel (the

name probably gave this one away anyway)

Blanchard, who handles the drums. The

song is a deviation from regular Miami

songs in that it jogs along instead of

plunf^ng frantically forward.

"Dance wi;h Death." which Lou

dedicated to Kar»n Carpenter a few weeks

ago. is another haunting tune that rolls

instead of rocks.

b«ic* twit leaiures "New Romantix." one

of Lou's better new songs, "Vehicle for

Love. " an attempt at sounding techno, and

"Monster Mash" (yes, "Monster Mash."

"When you knock on the door tell them

liouie sent you").

Overall, it's a good buy for Lou Miami

fans but what has happened to "My Baby

Wears Rubber Pants," "Blonde in a White

Car." "Boy Detective" and "Shake and

Bake?" Those are the songs that made Lou

I, a.ni nom-ething. Hopefully, this attempt

at broadening his appeal will noj^

discourage his regular fans.

EDITORIAL/OPINION

SGA politics - the same everywhere
Criticism of Student Government Association (SGA)

elections and SGA politics in general at I 'Mass is

often voiced on these pages. I've often wondered if

there isn't a better way to run an SGA. Surely, with all the

colleges and universities in the nation, sirmeitnf must do it

right.

But after a month of reading a dozen or so newspapers
from other schwjls, I'm beginning to wonder if maybe
we're not doing such a Itad job.

Mark Welch

(.'barges have been made that ele<'tiona at UMass have
been problematic. Stuffed ballot boxes, campaign lies, ad-

ministration interference, po.ster rem<»val and illegal

posting of campaign literature are annual complaints,
though often unfounded, at TMajw.
Forget it — we're not alone, and it gets worse.
By far, the most interesting election I've read about is at

the University of Washington (I'W). The As.S4)ciated

StudenUs at UW (ASUW) held their elect itms in late

Fehruar>', but the charges are still fl.ving.

The ASrW incumbent president ha.s Ut-n charged with

forging the signature of a former Amerian Indian Student
Association leader on an endorsement letter. Although the

two "beneficianes" of the bogus endorsement said they

didn't know about it, the Elections Administration C^m
mittee recommende<l that they l>e disqualifiwl (they had
won the election). That committee was un.seated. however,
following charges that they were biased.

Later, a court order was needed to open an improperly

closed hearing by a new committee, and the hearing lasted

14 hours Itefore adjourning for the night. I'm still waiting

for the results.

I^etters —^^—^—^^^—
A new way to screen applicants
To the Editor:

It seems to me that basing admissions so strongly upon

academic prowess is an oversold concept. Academic

standards are important but not to the exclusion or

bel It 1 1mg of ot her criteria

.

A person of even below average ability who is instilled

with qualities like industry, honesty, integrity, discipline,

eic, will, on all but a few occasions, outperform one of far

greater ability lacking these traits. It is also a distinct

pleasure to know such individuals. They challenge the rest

of us and cause us to reflect upon our own behavior.

A word could be said about the personal desire to be

here. It is obvious that education or training acquired for

the purposes of providing the individual with the means to

serve his or her community will benefit everyone even

lually while that same education acquired solely to serve

selfish and materialistic interests may benefit no one or

give benefit only coincidentally. Such has always been the

case: illuminate a garden and the result is beauty;

illuminate a carcass in a pit and the result is replusion.

Look around this University. All have come to be

educated but each for a diffferent reason. I..ook now at the

buildings: there are broken toilet fixtures, paper strewn

about, graffiti on the walls, stolen articles and destroyed

property. On the basis of this dreary scene it might be

concluded that the administration is testing for the wrong

qualities. Other personal capacities, the presence or ab

sence of which can heal or turn rotten a living system must

be considered. Unless more emphasis is placed upon them

the continual degradation of this school is a certainty. The

administration must begin to select more for character

than they have up to now. Failure in this area will mean

even the least and most obvious solution to our mounting

social problems will remain pathetically out of reach.

Success in this area will mean that even the complex of

problems will see solutions carried out

Daltn H. Garis

Amherst

UMass isn't the only school where the so-called "Pro-

gressives" swept the elections. At the University of Iowa,

the "Progressives '83" party won the election, which also

included a "Students for Representative Choice" party, a

"Student Reform Party" and an interesting "Beauty-

Amiability-Trustworthiness (BAT) Party."

The BAT Party [>romise<l to provide more Fri.sltee-

throwing space by filling in the Iowa River and to carpet

the streets. Since a few of them won. I'm watching to see

if they fulfill their campaign promises.

Election complaints filed the day of the election charged

that campaign literature contained lies and jH)sters were
improperly pcjsted and challenged the residency of one
candidate.

At UMa.ss/Boston, the losing student tru.stee candidate

charge*! that the winnner had not fulfilled pre-election re-

quirements and hati campaigned in improper places.

"Those charges were rejected by a (irievance C'-ommittee.

Even the issues aren't unique to UMass. Senate
recrganizaton, an aborted referen<lum effort and cam-

paign issue, has al.so been profxistni at Boston C^ollege and
at l)artm<)Uth. (No results yet.)

Unfilled seats and a(>athetic senators were n'asons

given for the Senate reorganization. Well, at M.I.T.. only

seven of 100 members showed up for an Undergraduate

Association General A.s.sembly meeting. At the University

of Utah, attendance at an Assembly meeting wasn't high

enough to allow (>assage of bylaw amendments.

Perhaps the only article on student government that

couldn't 1h« pick»»d up and drop|>ed into the Cnllerfinn vir-

tually unchanged without prompting dislielief would be

the University of New Hampshire's Student Activity F'ee

Council's proposal to reduce that fee. That, at least,

proves that not ail student governments are alike

Mark ./. Welch xs a Collegian AnM*nate Sru's EdH<rr

Is job security in jeopardy?
To the Editor:

My thanks to Michelle Hyde for her reporting of my
situation to the campus community.

The issue of job security that is being played out in my
case is an important one for all "02" employees. Is the

University administration using my case to also break with

precedent and begin the practice of a three months notice

of reappointment/nonreappointment rather than following

the six months notice procedure that is laid out in the

Professional Non»Academic Employee Handbook?

Another question involved in my atttempted dismissal is

who is setting priorities for Everywoman's Onter? Is the

Center going to be completely de politicized and its stated

commitment to social change shunted to one side? Is the

Center going to be completely shaped to serve the needs of

the University rather than the needs of campus and

community women?

Mary Wentworth
Coordinator

Poor Women's Task Force
Everywoman's Center

Rent control
needs support
( 4 g^k "J* house, is a very very fine house, with two

I I cats in the yard," trying to pay the rent's soVy hard.

Crosby, Stills and Nash may not have U) worry about
paying rent, or trying to find a place to live in Amherst,
but the rest of us do. Some of our complexes and housing
have swimming p<K>ls. tennis courts, and even nxmis with
a view. We do not have many of the problems that urlian

renters face. But as tenants we still suffer from high rents
and low vacancies.

Rents in Amherst have increased by 98 percent over the

last ten years. In the fall of 1982 some rents went up as
much as 30 percent. For working people it becomes harder
and harder to live in town. Many residents of Amherst and
the Commonwealth will be "renters for life", as the cost of
buying a house stays high. Without some form of control

over rents, landlords can charge what the market will

bear. Because of the large numbers of students who live in

the area to go to school, landlords are assured a steady
supply of tenants, and low and m<Hlerate income families

are forced out of town.

Vacancy rates in Amherst are extremely low. Depen-
ding on the time of year and whom you talk to, vacancies

are between 1 and 3 percent. This is defined as "an
emergency situation" by the United States Department of

Housing and Urban Development. In Decemlier of 1982

the Amherst Bulletin contacte<l managers <»f 13 complexes
representing over 2.(KM) rental units. They found 1 1 vacan-

cies. With this kind of situation we are forced to take hous-

ing at any price.

The answer to this is rent ccmtrol. This is the k?gal

mechanism for bringing about a balance Itetween the c«>sts

of the landlords, and the rents (»f tenants. I^an<llords,

along with l>anking and financial intermits in the cttuntry

have waged a long struggle against rent contn)l, because

they do not wish to have a lever placed against their prt>-

fits.

Rent contn)! is supposed t*» inhibit new housing con-

.struction. A study cited by the Bonlnn (ihthe, and commis-
sionetl by the State I.^gislative and S<KMal Affairs C^»mmit-

tee. refutes this. Acconiing to the study there has ln-en ih>

noticeable drop in housing construction in the five plus

years that Massachus«»tts has had rent contn>l as a Uwal

option. There has l)een a drt»p in housing starts due U) high

interest rates, and the general economic situation. R«>nt

control does not mean a freez*^ in rents. It pn>vid«^ for an
increase in rents based on c(»sts for maint(>nance and
materials, as well as lalM>r. Approximately 40 percent of

landlords costs are fixed, such a.*; mortgag*' payments.

An<»ther argument made against rent control is that it

ertKJes the tax base in a community. There is no pnM»f of

this. In fact, the only people that do gain from lack of rent

contn>l are the p<twerful financial forces of the communi-

ty. Neighl>orh<»ods and homeowners suffer liecause tur-

nover of renters is higher without controlled costs, and the

tax Iki.s«» liecomes more unstable.

Besides large scale owners of complexes and multiple

housing, there are many people who rent out one or two
r<x>ms. or part of their house, t«i help m.'ike en<ls meet or

make a little extra money. These people are exempt from

rent contn>l. as is new housing cc instruction.

Housing is both a right and a necessity. The 1976 I Inited

Nations World Conference on Human Settlements in Van-

couver. Canada declared: "Private land ownership also is

a principal instrument of accumulation and concentration

of wealth, and therefore contributes to .s«icial injustice."

Across the country there is a massive shortage of affor-

dable housing. Rent gauging, condo-conversion, and
manipulation of housing stock by |K»werful finan<'ial in-

terests have all contributed to this. The smaller the supply

of housing the higher the price.

In Amherst, as in many other communities, people are

refusing to al>ide by this any longer. In last year's town
meeting rent control only lost by 1.5 votes. This year a
number of landlords and realtors are running for town
meeting on anti-rent control planks. There is also signifi--

cant pro-rent control .sentiment among other town

meeting candidates.

If you are a student or resident renter, l»e sure to vote

April b for town meeting members. Vote for the pro-rent

control candidates if you want some control over what you

pay to live. If you rent out one or two rooms in your hou.se,

think about what rent contn>l could do to help where you

live. If we all vote, rent control could win this year.

Brooke States is n Collegian columnist
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FALL 1982 DEAN'S LIST
The following undergraduate students have earned the congratula-

tions of the University by qualifying for the Dean's List for the Fall

Semester, 1982. iThese students compiled a semester cumulative

average of at least 3.5 with twelve or more graded credits. Fewer than

15% of the University's students meet this high standard.

Congratulations! -Joseph Duffey, Chancellor

The University News Bureau would like to send a photo (free) and a press release about

your academic achieviment to your hometown newspaper. You may have your picture

taken and fill out a press release form In Room 162 of the Campus Center (downstairs).

A - L Wednesday, March 30, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

M - Z Thursday, March 31, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

If you have any questions, please call Joan Ashwell at the News Bureau, 545-0444.
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MITCHEiitROBERT St
NOilNtNINA R,
MONKStbRIAN Gt
NOONtlAURELLE M.

MOORE .CAROi S.
MOORE .THOMAS L»
MORAN.GFRAiO E.

MORIARTY.JONN 0.
NORI ARTY.REVIN P.
MORRIS. VICTOR N.

MURK I SUN. PAUL Of
MOSCAIFLLI .CATHARINE M,

MOSROWITZ, JANET N.

NOTIFY, RAVFH A,

MOUOIOS.NICROLAS.
MUELLER. NAKR WILLAM.
MUllETT.OONNA M.

MUILIN. GREGORY J.
MUlllN. RATHER INF Gt
M'JNORUR.NAYA.
N<INKO.SCUTT rft

•tUKDOCRtJUOITil M,

MJAPHV.LOLLEEN A,
MURPHY,MAUREFN A,

MURPHY, SUZANNE Rt
«U»»RAY,»«ARGARET M,

><U»«kAY ,MICHAFl Pt

NAHLOvSRYt JOANNt
Mf EOHA*. DAVIO R.

NH SON, JAMES L,

.r» 4Axk , ,C:1TT 4,

'<.*JYr*. tf 1A< Vt
^i ^Z'»a';' ,s «A i-'/A \,

ilK." i .N i»".i,l I 4 ».\ J.
• i»t z;.i .<iAi>4«i':>ir t

.

Ni)R» ...a-v 1,

'(MIAN.WAKV I,
NOKDSfl *,.)£ U)-'AM I*'!*,
4.}R|UN.I f ITH" J,
Nis^A.^ICAri ^,

'i jvr s .
•' u L I t

,

»'JN H llt.'M ANA i.
^VIARI.AS'^l'X .,

NYiFN.S J jA.I F ,

; ••K|rN,»n'' N I ,

>•••< IF\tl ••'•'•U ' .

IC1.4NEII t»»A-Jl , J-
' UU.-TtP'f ^ J.
•IFt^tNBFfc j.A «" I ,

l.GICk .A-l»k!:*.

I'OACV.SIA'I .».

PHI A»'.N,Ml-.U'^l A,
UK»l"«i*.. J liR. p.
nRUN.jKL Jt
IRUNtNtM V ».

DlRKYCM.f »<.H "•' »,

r-n.-^.L** »».

Gl.luj.il I 4, >HAk U 4,

I'Htll ,f ATHtP INF \t
»»* IL . JfM'4 c.
itN.JrfAir.l I >) r.
tRl«SRY.'/». tw"" Y <.,

JPIt'LAf I .J i5V ' ,

IS*tN.STf f> If. •',

OSTl»t.UA'l| Li P.

OSUIL IVA'4t M^l < J,
DSoll IVA*;t^A-<Y rtAVuAF'^T

I'lfAfii, U»'!f L,
>Ul ToNtbAP »»^ *.

r»AGANJZ»l .v.<l<* I -vT I*l» T,

PAwlFI .••A»> Y J,
PALANl.r tl I >A,
•*AlF:K|.N|Ct<A£l A,

^'Al^ ni (c V ^jL :^, «AI iMt V

PAH'Sl..' liiNP ».

PAKCPI.'il ')S. lA.'HV. (,

"ANZICt.l JWAH J <.

PAMtNI.LlSA '.t

(•AKREf^t JAVIO W.

»'ARrEiS*''>1.".*'»EI >.
PAt'KLf'.bl :VF N L,
PAi*NcNT|«t. ,S>NLV I.

PACKTTT . 1\-.r H.
PAt-'S^M.^I'-H^H I .

PARTALEPIS.JUniTH A.
PARTRIDGE . JOHN R

.

PASStCJUGawY A.

PAS/KUt TANYA I ,

PATIFkNr.'iARY N.

PAUKUl IS.RA^ENA.
PAYNE .AOAN J,
pPAkSAll tJOMN <•.

PFLIISSIER.1'1 JISL N,

PF.^GFRPlH.tHN f JF N.

I'T-IPLEStNICPl A J,
PERKINS, ANNE I Tt I.

PFf<LNJTirR,ALAr< C.
PERRON. JOHN F

.

'FRRMNF, jI'IA "*.

(•E^-^Y.! I SA i,

PF TP»<S.ANiJi<FA >,

PETERS. CYNTHIA A

.

PETERSON, KAREN L

.

PFTEKSOK.LA'JRENL.: V,
P F TER SON, L INOA Jt
PEIRJLAVAGE.JlANNe.
PFTTr.<tTINl)IHY S,
PFUHL.CHKI STOPHEK S,

PHILL IPStOITTE 0.
PHINNEYtKURT M.
PICARO.l INOa R,
P|KJRA,Ci-tE«YL A,

PIPP.HOILY A.

PIKOtANTHONY J.JR
PiMKJtPAUL M,
PIZZIFEPRI .MICHELLE A.

PI/ZOTTI .LINOA A,
PLANTt.PHILl IP J,
PIATT. SANMA J,

»nC0S1t JULIE B.
P3KLENBA,0CBRA,
PnLK,EAkl£ F,jK
PULLENS, KAREN F,

>»ORTFk,JfcNES M,

HOTUFSKY ,ALl%N St
POTORSKI ,MAKY H,
POULIOT.JOAN M.

POVINKI l.OANIcl J.

POWELL. PATRICIA A,
POkFfl:>.SIC<l)HAN S.
I'KLSTDN, THUJAS •< .

PRICE .Mill lAM R,

PQJSFX,A!>R lANA G.
PRUNIIM .RATHIEIN I

PtKiH. IMrH^S J.
k'lWKt .'•tCHAFl M,

OUtFF LI ICL ISt A.

O'jra AN. SUSAN *,

OUIN IN'^S.AGNPS.

QUIRIUN. TERESA F.
R ARRANI .1 AOAN.
KAHIM.AAMIH R.
RAMIREZ. 01 ANA M,
M AMIKl /.MARIA F.

RAMSEY. SUSAN L.

RANCIN, HEIDI A,

RAVECH.PAUL E.
KEARICR.1EH0RAH M.

REf MAN. HEME M.

REESE, MICHAEL C,

REGAN,CHKI STOPHER J.

REICHE .SUSAN.
REICHWE IN. LAURIE A.

RFIHY.JIHN R.
«rillY.ANN T.

REl/IAN.lEE M.
MFNOA.OINU.
KESTIVO. MARIA C.
REUTTER. RICHARD H.
RICHARD. NANCY F.

RiLHAkO. SHARON A

,

R iCHARUStGRETCHEN St

RICHARnsuN.EirHME M,
RIOOIF .GREGORY T.

RIDER. SARA J.
KIGALI. HAVI*? M.
RITSON. TIMOTHY J*
R IITFR.kilLLIAM J,
RIVRIN.LAURA H.

ROBERT S.JOHN Ft
ROBERT SON. BRIAN Ot
ROMINSTN.IVOIA S.
R(IBINS^1^, STFVFN illCHA

knBY.IY T,

ROCHA.kUXANA it
RnCFKS.HOMARO T,

ROHAN.RC SENARY F ,

ROMANO. CHARLES PAIR,
KOOT. ERICA A,
ROOT.HAHLAN Ct
MtlRABACR,CAY A,

ROSAnO.GLORIA Et
ROSE .DEAN A.
ROSl.NAKA F.

ROSEN, PATRICIA A.
KOSFN,>AUM,GRAD R ,

RUSINBERG. JEFFREY T.

ROSENBLATT. RUTH F.
*nsS, CHRISTOPHER A.

IISSI. SHARON M,

KOTMRAFn.MA^TI i A,
• ROTCLO.OtlNNA ^,

ROTTER. ALICE E.

ROYF.NI T( HFLL .

RUBENFELO.IORI A*
RUBIN.GARY A.
RUBIN. JOOI A.

RUBIN. RONALD B.

RUBlEV.DFbORAH L

.

RUBY.MORNAN F ,tll
RUECC, SCOTT,
RUESCH,ALAN R,
RUFFNEk.VICKI A,

MULLMAN, MARTHA A,
HUSIECRI .STEPHEN M,
RUSSELL tJ1^AW At

RUSSOtCRAlC At
RUTH.JUilENNE i,
RYANtJULIA Mt
RYANtTHOMAS St
KYAN. VIRGINIA A,

RVBAR.MYRWA P.
RYDER. ELL EN N.
RYDF R.SUSAN E.
SABLE. LINDA C.
SACCO. SCOTT Ct
SACKS. STACEY E.

SAFA.NITRA Mi
SAGE, MEL ISSA A,

SALTERS. LAUREN J,
SAMPSON. CHARinr M,

SAMUEL SUN. MEL ANIE L.

SANOBERGtMELANIE S,

SANDERS.GRFGG A,
SANDERStNARIANNEt
SANFORD.PAUi T.

SANTOS, JOSEPH F,

SARAS. CARL Rt
SARGENT. MARY Et
SASTRYtSRIRAUT Kf
SATHERtMARGARET Kt
SAUCIERtJAMES A,

SAUL, PAMELA S.
SAVARO. CHRISTOPHER E.

SAXON, KATHRYN A,

SBROCCAtll SA i.
SCHEUREP.MARK N.

SCHNF I OER. CATHERINE A.
tCHOLl.PAUL F,
icHONZE IT, MICHAEL A.

SCHULERtMAKIBEFH.
SCHULTHEtSS.ClItT A.

SCHUSTER, CRISTINA F.

SCHWARTZ.FAYE Ft

SCULLY, NARJORIF A,

StJORtSUSAN At

SINGHAS.PE IF«t
SEVERANCE |i€OWARO J,

SFXIOri, THOMAS Pt

SHAFIK.Nt iM I,

SHAM>4AS.t^Ub^KI S,
SHAR-lUN.'FLlSSt \.

SHAUSMNF jj^tt t)'A^ ) r*.

SHF^HAN, ^H.tAH. K,

SHFLHY.KAIHY A,

SHELTUN. WILLI A>« I .

SHEPPLRS'IN..iAK 1A-(A A,

SHIR.l4^.•'Y J,

SHIH.UAVIO i,

SHIPNA <.t.r<l A'4 ',

SHOLK|N,PA'«ri a j,
SKilNA'i.RAHf N ",

SFRJNAN,ANN ' ,

SI01ALI ,-1A-<K H,

Sit »t»..FA- l^^f A *,

SIFGF l,t.*^'JY J,

SIFF .SU/mN 4( ,

SILVFk.KAJ'YN I ,

siivFKsn I ;,A>iv ',

SllVf SThI , <ATHV A.

SIMMS.J»'.4Uf " >> ,

S IM)N,ll*'^l I .

SIMPSiN.ST' Vl i J,
SIMPSoN.iJSA'j I ,

SINGE". HAVI" A.

SINGF'l.I'AVr^ P,

SINjII ! 'I.VAl* U .

SINlCi.,"! AN« 1.

SKAt'TA'M Tl lr<.J>4»iUP i>.

SRI I VAjtANY.
SRUI NlLK.Al I* ANl)li> J.
SR.UNICK ,'«\KK ',

SNIlH.t *-•< Y '
,

SM|IH,( A'A t ,

SM|H.i>AWN M,

S»«l tH.nctJuLAi ( .

S**||H.KAi'£N J,
S»«ITM.KIV|N r .

SNl tH.Kl •»»-Kl T.

SNIIH.H'ioEi* St
SNL(K,r..|C 1,

SOai L.T*'«A «,

stM'!,i,» e»< )" t J.

SOl*KI .-^ •.«••• * >
*• *•.

sniACK,'>,;,l ITH",
S^AiXJUI.- ' «• -» I t .

SPAfRS .«>! >•" - .

sp« •;.» •• tl i-*N' t ,

SPIl K» ••. «*•«•. At

S»»U»^l* Vt J^'F T I . .

iT CV»-, i.*^ .. ..Y Vt

SI U^|lt*^"IF P.

ST jrA"tl LI/A «• T.I \,

ItTA'.N! t^«' iAi '.'T *.

^TANTUN.HAURFEN P.

SIAPK S.Cnm STINl A.
STAKSIARt')ONAi;i I .

>TAlHJP(lJL )St J'*»l S K.
STEFHINS.OAVI J •(.

STFERttSUSANNE M,
STEIN. Fl IZABFTM A.
STLIN.ERIC.
STFNCJIST.IOR I K ,

STfPHE'.S.RTiEKl Kt
STtPRINS^YtRTSM If Gt

STFRNtEkICA G,
*TETSUNtCHKIST IPHf ««

.

iTtNAVI tFREOFRICK A.

iTTW^HTtSANTJA H,
STICKl^H.L AUfiFS At
STHFLl ti'i ^ff I « t

STINSfJN.RF "iECCA A.

STuCKM'k J.UANI''l C.

STUCKFUm. -lANCY J.

STl»Nl tPf l«|-<.

iTi<r<II..KARFN K.

STkAtuUlY.t I iA •• .

STRA/;iAS.r.<EGCKY St

STRf Kt'«liNA At
STRO'^SOtHFFR.LFSL IF •< t

STk( W-^AKtSHEl I'Y o.

SULK! NtP:iiJF*'T A E t

jUI i I VAN,G( ^ALi; F ,

Smi IVAfi, JOSEPH.
sun I VA\.««ARK ">,

S<Jll I VAN.'^AKL A M ,

SOI I I .•AN,'«ICHAri f ,

S<M I » VAN.Nl M V ,

S H» I VW.VAIFHII J,

j'Jll I VAN. WILL I A,*. ,', «

S'JSSHAN.JJlir ^,

iVt '{J'JlLi.PF TEi* A.
SfAH/.^ ILl I »^ FWANf I S,

S..I r >i? Y .will I A ' H.

SWf ! r «M». ,ir A-« I ,

Si«F\Sr'<.»'A )l P,

SWIFHC/.AI A 4 NAf K.
iWlNl ,SFA\ A,
IA,M'~Ar4G ",
f &;M t.¥.««n:iRI rv,

TACKTf ,»^K tC .),

TAuEN.AP^lL i.

lAGGA iTtG^^tt. JHY A,

FAI.Gmt-.;.c K,

r A-^U.'nCKL Y r ,

I AN>lFKT,K4'rH-<Y ( «,

IA.<K,R^ YuNJT A ,

T HuSKY »• ILllKHf" .ruff ri

r ^Yl ", A' N'^^-'A'^ i( ,

TEOtSCO, CHRISTINA P.
TEFEKRA.AMSALE,
I ENNFY.l LSI IE J.
r( PlOM.Ot B IKAH k.
I F»<«Y.K)MJNM H,
IHAI. lUAN K,
THATCHER.SANOkA L.
THAYEk.kOBERT "

,

THECOORAS, OENISE K,

IHGNA,lYNNt A.
THUMA,MlC-lAH A,

I f^iNAS.IUUJ S.
THONP;>i;NtANl TA I ,

T IIJStGiLL IAN <.

TOHINtAlAN S.
T»'i5INti*AKY F,

T»)OntU'lNNA U
lURGOVE.ANiJPEW J.
TURRFYtlARULYN N,

TRALY.lfliH M,
I KfN MI H.J it I A Ft
T"! an;. .MCHwL Aj PAIklCRt
IPnCK 1,1 I ISA <*,

IRUNriFI I A, PATRICK N,
IRUMRc Tl At SEE VFN Pt

I ROY, All SUN,
TyUCM|NSKA,.SU»ANt
T SI ANw.K ') ) S,
I'JMAVILUS,' I LFN K,
1 UKNF H, J» NNlF E« At

JLLHI CH, IE BORAH A,

VAN AMPUKI,.KAKI>L K.

VAN Mill IGfN.FIA P.

VANASSF.KAIMlll S \.

VASII .FIAI 4F C.

VATLHI», JFNNIFm A.

V r.tlM , JUHN G.

VIT IKUS.AL THEA A,

VI A'iN.PAT^K I A A.
VI»Sf .IHAfl IS L.JII
V«!lMSl I AS, ^ICHAFl I*.

• Av/UrsPALR,PHIll IP "t

- AlLiK.''ICMAR4) J.
riALOttXttliKAH Ht
t.AlSM.«<AURrFNt
».Al *,H.NfiI>'A i t

.<AN«M kMA,<,„F N 1Y s.

.tAKKUklL/t^'AUl N.

H A>>1 .ANIHUMY w,
•.AkSHAI>.JA-|» L,

^AIIKS.I ATHrRI'l' ^,

-All. Jl»»«l Y T.

, A«iF /Y4l AKtUHflSI iNt *,

. Ar .-^^k'.AKf » t.

.<( A^Fi*.UAN> 't

WEINRFRGtANNF Nt
MFINBEPGtB''TH I t

MFINGAMTNFKtOIANF P.
rtl INSIUN.MAmSA ^NNE,
HEISBl RG, ANNA N.

MFISS. ARIEL H.
MEISS. ELIZABETH i,
welch. kathleen a,
melfoko.mary c.
MFll AND, PAN I t

HlLSHtt ISA V,
WELSH. RICHARD I.
WFSTMAN.KRIST INE 0.
WFYCANOT, PATRICIA Jt
HHAlFNtTHONAS J,
MHIATUN, THOMAS Et
MHFFLt R,LYNNF f,

MHCFIER.MOMRI S H,
MHITF ,JUOI TH E,

HHI TFNFTT,'3AVin Gt
HHI TNEV.STPVFN A,
WHIITFN.OAWNE F.

HirKStREHLCCA S.

MItCZOROMSKI.fETER Rt
MluREN.STFPHFN R.
MllUING.KELLl.
NllF .KATHlff N R.

Will lAWi, NANCY F .

Will IAHS')N.TH JM«S Et
HlllNANN.KiM FIANCt
WINRFKG.ERIK Gt
M INKLEYtSTACEV A,
WIRTH.GPFGDRY O,

Ml>HAKT.WARrHA N,
MOlFS^IO.v.Al INA,
wUN(.tCAkl>L A,

iilI')n.TI"«t)THY J,

wrWK MAN. UE BORAH R,

WUkTHlNG. JANF A,

tiklG^T.HAZri Kt
mMIUHI tf^''ISlFN L .

MRIuHI.I ISA T

.

Mkl'Bl l( KAt JON Tt

riVNFK. CASSIA,
XtNAKIS.NICMril F A,

VA(.1VI,N! .PATH ILIA A,

YA-nifl kSKI .SJSAN N,

YANGtRIIIY C.
Y'»ONG, SCUTT L .

YUOOw.lAURA Jt
/ A«?-UJ,"»tCHAEL St

/HYS/ YflSKi .JACK ,

i'Mijt •. .1 ISA A,

/LftS.MA'^M Jt

/U F ,1 LILN J,

ZONAtMICHAEL A,

ZUCKEHNANtNARK Lt

/VGIELtJOHN OtJ"
ZYmEKtMAHJO'^lF At

HARRIS, TERESE
REARICK, DEBORAH

EDUCATION
AAl P3LL,KAT)«Y Jt

A IF K SON, SUSAN Jt

CAiir Lr-^iiY J,

HAL J* I'.t'^AiY St

HA-.^FY.>1A.»'' Ct
oEkPY. NANCY A.
»<POh'*»,'»A'*FLA M,

„ ALLAMAN.FkANCIo

At

•t

c.

IY«^T I I,<FLl Y

L I. IF N, I'M ns\
L:tirN»,N.MA»'. It -t

:R|NP,r athfm INI •*.

I ^».J-^"Ill^ .FHO I ST 1*^1

l-UllFN,P^ »LA

IFNNIN..,-' •a:f,

jTCKTiS' '•.VALL'n A,

,AKNICMA^L-rtPOW^tK^H^N ft Jlvn.JiHN V.

I N.1, }| A""F E ,

FAHEl .ri IZAOE TH J,

r AY, JACWM I INF / .

t INN.IO S,
FriKlGA^'O.srUX,
RFFL,">«,NN» N.

GllH IA\' .kliCCO A,
U."<ASS I.CHF-tfl P.
^'(AROI A.'IANCY L.

MArl I •JO.r^lCHAL,

Mill .lA'JklF ^.

JABIUNSK !.!*•» I AN R,
JALORSt'il'l KAH L ,

JElFSCHrFF .FLFNA N,

<AJINLFF,D1"lt Ell t «i

KAIT/ tS .'SA 4 N,

KAUf NAt,,N': /A It

KEHNEtOL«»'3RA^ It

KLlirY,*lv.HFL F Ht
KlfJNf^JY, JI LL At

Ku.ns.'r'At
KUKPSKl . •1AkY>.4,\ f

I V)iJ«" .'AT-?ICI^.
I llMJ.1?. I IN.
I l/JTIF .It Bi<A J.

NrHA»l^Y,KFk.<l L,
UNOLl .IflANF .

" V.r.AJPA-l, JEf F.^!=Y

4A<I .-'ILHII "^ L,

'A-*! I^J.AKTHJ? L.

^AnTli'l S.CAHillYN,
4Cf IR"Y,ANMKF A J,

•*4.<EA <NFr,»-»IKA '

tlLL*: !.LAJ«lf Jt

4lNEk,SlACIt
^ONTI.HAll IF \,
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NiCHnLAS.PAUL A Rt
JCUNNUR.AN'^F M,

nrFENHA'-TZ, KATHLEEN H,
OAlJMLiO,HAHr»" J,
PAPAt f 'J.jnFLLFN,
PAKKcMtMAKiAN I,

PITKIN, BARBARA
POtI SE.JUHN S,
P«Y6rLn,>4ARIHA
PUINA><,PAJL ^~,

w'JlNN.knftFKf L,

KniM.GlSELA A,
t<OTHBARn,jA"^ICfc
bHtP.JUniTH,

H, SIl VFPSTFl-^.RUTH A,
SLiNSKY.HICHAtl J,
SfXCL.IV.IANtf L 0,
SPEAK, SUSAN E

,

bTEIM.MICHELE A,
SlevFNS.MAttJ IKIf L,
STFteART.OOKnTHY J,
SiLAJkFNT, iUiA'J £,

SWfFT.AHY J,
lAYLJK.OlBOt^AH I ,

\/AtCA, CHRISTINE D,
WICKIAN.'IONNA J,
WII 3RI N.KAKTN A,
••IlLl AHS iN,LA'J?IC B,

/ASKFY,J3AN ^f

BAGGE RYNERSON, BARBARA J
CLAFFEE. LORRAINE
CRYER, JAflES E.

HELLMAN. tWRY C.
KROLL, SHARON B.

LANG, SUSAN
MILLER, ROBERT J.

MOYLAN, GAIL A.

ROBBINS. HILARY
SEAflAN. MAUREEN J.

SWITZER, BRIAN J.
TASSEL. ANNE P.

ZIEFF, BETH A.

HEALTH SCIENCES

ENGINEERING
AftHU r.CATMf PINT A,
40AIR,rr»?L^I wK e,
AHlAOAS.sTt VFN J,
Al ilJI I ,lHu ^lA*; r,
A^bANI .Vl^^Al K,
4MtS,ANllA 0,
AMINI.AMIO A,
-NOf o.iUf .CaRJI a,
AVJUil'^'.LfD'IA'T r,

iN'-^F^^.tOwATJ S,.lK

>*KtH, A^Nhf'A*' P •«•,

f. 4^<^NJ^,^LTt" j,
"AKTlf TI.ANORtrl C,
t.ASsi .DAvn p

,

h/tVAfJ.J, JlAN f'lt'^'^F,
HFNNF IT,r»t T'"R ,

lJ€^!r),ri(,ij.;tAS I.,

•<ISjJN,t'AT"If K J,
•'LtlWMiS.SC »TI J,
•J.WOKH^, )4NICI ,

I )ijTH,"1CHAFI s,
••u»' »,;, «i.|SI ML L,
rt"SSiJai£ A,
!»UUl AIS.r^AYNF r,

liOFNNAS, 1H0<^S f ,

HKil If .irx, Jl'HN t (

-"•tu'j.^iu in ¥ , J,.

•'IKK, M' '\ri L tr.t»L,

CI I CrtyF It .«*: f>« '

,

-AllAN.PIlN.^A JCAN,
CA»-k,SC.?r A,
CAKTf S,JA<»c J <,

I ASI IlL' ,L J**? \|Me L,
( \brP»M« F c,
CHAJl i, MICHAEL J,
CliAN.J-.hN Ct
CHANr. ,»H NRY St
:'€'ijf«lf- lAf-l c,
w'<f J•l«|^Afll4'< L,
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OEPALMA.ANNE CHANOl EJ* ,

JfVLIN, JEFFREY J,
DING*<AN,CAKV P,
JiMAHJE, Jl]H»I P,

ilONOGHtiF , MARTIN K,
t)Ut<GAN,«'|CHAEL H,
DOUGLAS, MA SON.
nucMiSNrAU.Por.fp r,

l>»^IG^T,•);»NAl 1 M,

fAHLS.JA<ES P,

t UFlSIf IN.'flCHAlL H.
ENOEKS.PAJl 3,
ENGtMf NGlUNGf
T APRIU.CHARI FS rf.

fFFNFY, BRIAN P,

r FKGUSON, JANIFL d,
HfLOS.GKEGC^y F,
FKIRE.PAJL 0.
FLYNN.ncKi s N,
FOtKF Ilfw.OAVIO S.
FUwir.l'ICY M,
F UKTAUr.KUSSFLI .

UAuE, GLENN A,

GAIAT.RI GINA*
CALLAGHEK.KFVIN G,
GAVXriN.SIEVEN THOMAS.
CELiiAKT.ROOr^ICK M.
CENOKD^.PAJL J.
GENIILf .SIFNN C.
GlLL.JU:>kPH PETEK,
CIlLFLANO.MICMIlir l.
GlIOnCN.SHfRXILl A,

coif N.ft ANCIS S.

SOOONAN.TAKA 1,

SKAV.IAKHV e.
CRIEN. KENNETH.

GRFENarRG.HAYLFY B,
GRE»^Nr,<'HIL IP 0,
G«CENLArt,t«4«»K P.
GRFGT <y .r.HAOL FS K,
GKIShOLO.JUHN A.JR
&RYGnPCEi<ICZ.S-)PHIE L.
GJARINr.LlJIS H,

GULATI ,KAJJ,
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HAINES. CHAKLE S A,
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HANNIGAN, JAMFS F , JK
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HAPT.JCMV U,
HAPTKF.AlA-t (.

HAXTT, KEITH .>.

HASS.All AN P.
^ATHA<4AY.RTr. iAKD K.
HFA«D.CM»'lbTOPH£R S.
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H''SLH,CakA L»
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LAGASSF.^ICHAEl J.
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LAMRFNCF.CHAPLFS K,

lAKTON.GARY P.
LAMTON.MARK O,
LEAKY, KtVIN J,
LFBCrjF ,MAKK r,

LFVREAUl T.KEVIN R.

LI POO SKY, PANE LA R.
LOS. MICHAEL E.
mVFLL, JAMES F.
LOM.KAH KJCN,
HACHAnn, MICHAEL E,
MALL3SKY,MARK A.
MAtrSINUSKl .PICHARl) C.
MALLALIFU.MARK R.
MALONCV, MAURA A,
MAHCJS, DANIEL L,
MAKKnSKI ,J.)HN P,
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MAZ2J. JANES N.
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METS<y,ALLAV J,
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MtJNAGnAN. SUSAN P.
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PALUOOA.JOHM M.
PALIMOOA.NARV A.
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PAOUET.OUNALO A. JR
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SALEM, OAVIO M.
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SANOSERu. KENNETH M,
jANTALA.MARKKU Jt
SAMTOS. MICHAEL A,
SLHIFRMAN.CARL P.
SCHNAll .MARTIN E

.

SCHMART/.GLEN S.
SELKIRK. »'A<X A.
SENLt.MPIAN 0.
SFNGFR.MARY P.

SFOS.JOHN r>.

SHAYE.UAVID ».
SHEA. LINDA M,
SHIELnS, FRANCIS Ht
SHONE.Klt.HARO E,
SIMON, KE ITH M.
SMITH. OANIFl J.

iM|TH.inu3LAS M,
SMITH, TALRdI B.
SOUCV.KATHKYN A,
SOUCV.kOBErtT M.
SPAOA, RICHARD ANTKJNY,
SPIEMAK. RAYMOND J,
SPINNEY, UHRISTOPHFR,
ST UNCt.GABY E,
STAN/IN. CATHERINE A.
STEVENS, MILLIAM L,
SULLIVAN, PETER L ,

SURFTIF.MARC R,
SKFFTLANJ, SCOTT A.
TALBOT. HARy f,
TANNFR.AIAN B.
TARR.JEfFRFY S.
TENNV.J CHRIS.
TFRWILLIGER.GRFGORV P.
TFSTAKMATA.KrviN M,
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TRA^t. TUAN M.
TROCHER. SHARON L
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UTSTEIN. CLIFFORD S,
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VASIL. STEPHEN J,
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IN T.
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JilH I A,
*KiA»l f M,
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L J,
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Nf.Y I,
l.A^v J,
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F^FY L,
II H,
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t STFN I ,
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KlLGT.xriHERf W.
K I ^;;,AN"KrM G .

•^ I>«LAN »,<FITH -»,

KLAUS. LAURA K,
KLlNi.OhiK.E rf»

<Ni»)P.R^uCK P,
KJHIFH.OAVI'' J.
KVPIIA, PATRICIA M.

fct'STFLKI.L YNN T,

KRLmSPN.UANDALL K.
KK ;FGi K.MONICA M.
K IKAS.CATHIECN A,
L AlLY.L )mA»,) M,

I AM.CMHtSTjPnrK J.

I >fAMF I ,l'r .NAK" i,

I FMl »r ( .lEil'-'A I ,

uFai AMI .S^NPRA J,

lEbLAN« .«IIL t A-« '<,. I

ICE. HUM V.
LEF^ ,|«iif ,

L^-AY. JAC.Mi'^t I >t -,

t EMIEJX. J. NNA L,
LFNAKT.LAJi^lF <OSf,
IFSSf K,>iH.MAri J,
LEVE»iJNE,R U HAJO J,
LFhIS.OAFBAt'*. ^,

lEMlS.MAKIFLLrN r

.

LO*'lAPr)I.M|rnAfl J.
'

LONG,SH4'<CN C.
LnvETI,»'4Ch'"l '*
LUFT.FFl ICIA v..

I JSSIt P.COKfNN' A,
MACHAMK, 4|lHA' L K,
MAM f ITf .KA-»P 4 «»,

MAldY ,1K lA J P,
MANFIL.SISAN *,
MANFRI , PATRICIA.
MAhA.rf'ITM E,
MAnk.UAKOT.JF A >* <• ,

MAm r4i',-»E TFR A,

MAitJIT.HPPi t'MlY,
MASnN.CATM^R INF M,

MASON.CHXISTO^HF* ».
MAlHItS' V.'^eRT K,
mflai lu'',tkacv a,
MCLAKTNF Y,l)F'<OI Ah j,
MCUrM«ALO. EOrfAR.) J,
NCKINSTnY. JUFL f

.

MCKIT IMICK.-AKTMA T.
MCI A JGMl IN.SHtt^-P I t,
HfiFNE-Y.JAMr S <<.

MCNABC lA.JLNNIFFK A,
MEL/Y»iOP,C APOLt^ A,
MENOF WALL. MICHEL r M,

MFRJIAN.'-.ARY S,

•F'T/LUFFT.LOPI A.
MEUREM. JANET A.
MlLES/Ki;,M|CHArL J,
^ll/NEK,FREO ••,

MOON. IRF AH,
MCONCAI.JOANNA M,
MfWIN.MllL I AM L,
HUMRA.'UKISA A,
KfKR IS. SUSAN V,
MiilSF.JiLL M,

MMLAN.Jf FFRFV B.
MUNNE Y.CATHERINE A.
•«URrtrr.ooNNA m,

MURRAY, I A'JKFN A,
MURRf TT.AMV J.
MllSHICir.JOAH E.

NAOLAJ.MILLIAM A.

NAIAUPSKT.MOSALIEt
NIDUS. BFNJAMIN N.
NIIENSON.SfACEYt
NUONANtRATHRYN.
NOPGtIN.KAJSA I.
OL SON. V It I OR I A n.
PAOUl A.JOHN J.
PALAROY. HUBERT O,
PA^PAS.VAIEPIE.
PATRICK. KOMIN I.
PATKOLlA.dRlAN F,
PATIERSiiNtDLBURAH Lt
PFARV,JAi«S S,
PFNN.HATHANIEL F,
PFREl lA.JJSFPH R,
PETERSEN. CHRISTINA •».

PFTFRSON.niCHAFl ^,

PETTENCIiL. MICHAEL A.
PIEIR/YK.STANIFV L.JR
PODRA/A. ROBERT J.
PONH, I INDA M,
P"NIFi.Ct JRGE.JK
PRESTON. JANIS L,
ORINCE.JACUUEIINF
PRf.KUS.JANE A.
PULCETTI.CINA J.
•»TOTT,CHRISTnPHFH
QUAE K I N««JS H.ANNE
3UIPK,PAJLiNE M,

RACfcTIE.su/ANNE FSTELLE.
RADUCHA.JCANN C.
RANOAIL.Al lOA L.
RANDAL L.SJSAN F.
KAN/n.UEAN R,
RAVIT/.LLLEN J,
<tAY. BARBARA J.
REAROON.STEPHEN J,
RICH, LISA B,
ROCKwono.jnHN p,
RODMAN, CHERYL P,
ROOT. BR I AN G.
ROSFMAN.LAURA B,
RUBIN, MELISSA,
RYAN, SHEILA N,
SARACFNtt.lFO O.
SCANNELI. ROBERT E,
SCARlATEll I,KENNETH R.
SCHEERERntPMnr R,
SCNlMHERfMIN J,
SCHOENTfLVtJtLL E*
SCHMARTtTftrreA At
SEAQUISTtNARVl At
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SHEtHTEF ,STAr y a,
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SKAfF. MICHAEL J.
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S l.>KAVi. SUSAN /,
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I II Tn-4,np)^%A L.
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T^t-l '.JANF J.
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IKUTAU.MAKY E.
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WHITF .TFPPI ANN,
WHlTldCK.AL ISUN L

,

WHl THICK, JAIL C,
wIEOERGC'TT.TFPFSA L,
WILLIAMS, JONATHAN 0,
K INGLEI'.HARBAHA J,
KOJAN,LYNr)A L ,

nCih'lEN, WILLIAM L,
VFF.AaTHJK G,
VOUN'i.MAHK E ,

ZACHS,KISS J,
/'J/G3,JAL3JEL INF M,
CHECHICK. DAVID R.
MAGRONE, GUY

•JEPNlLiR ,CAPL A A,

rtFRNS.KAKEN L

,

HLOOM.HAKH IF T D

,

BnF'CHc''b»-N,LM'4A H,

rt-tENC,PA'JL F,
BKUUKS.L'IRKAI '^F r> ,

BRIIWN.FAITtI I,

HRDWNt,NAN f

,

BUKKF.CH^ISMNA '1,

HUPWEIL.LI^A A,

CHKlT IFN.CLMKf A,

COGSWELL , EL IZAl«F TH ,{

,

LUHEN,HtMJAMIN,
CONWAY, LYVrj f. ,

: JLL'^iiTuN.'^ICHFLLE 0,
CUKI tS.LiH I A,

PAIi'.LL ,('l •^13'= '',

ABBOTT, ALEXANOE" P.
ABBOTT. P ICHAPi) SL.
ABPAMS, ALISON L.

A •A-'S.F' ICMARO Lt
A()AMS,THEl)0'»RF M,

aghjavan,jil.. m,

almas, ilfne h,

al^eioa.sanura,
al.:ngi.picharo v,

Al TNEU. MICHAEL Jf

ANOFPSON.L YNM M,

ANOR«"wS.rAVn -4,

ANGFLHNE ,A»;N MAO IE ,

ANSEL. JODI F,

APPF.LSTE IN. MATTHEW J.
ARSENAUL T.JAMES H,
AUGUSTO, 4PTM.JR,
A/ABOFF,SHtRYL L,
BA ILF Y.RIJIFRT J.
HAK, DIANE S.

BALL ATI, BONN IE L.
.1AKACK.MI TCHELl M.
BACKFO.CF SLIE A,

BAORE TT, THERESA A.
9AKT010MF0. TAMMY M.
•*AJM,PHLY A.
BECKf f.IPVlNC S,

81 JTLICM. MICHAEL L.
BFLL .£TF ^F N J,

BELL IM. CHRISTOPHER J.
HEf-^AN.SMFKOI S.

HF5MEP.LAU«>A L.
BFST.RISA J.
K| AGir.ll.4EKCE0rS <>.

bilgof'.lesli y»

BICLCS.JA-ES -.
K|R3. JCSNIFER L.

3L IT/.MARCY G.
91 IT/.0ICHAP'1 S,
RL -CK.JUl If A.
BinriM. BARRY C.
BUNNEY.EF- IC J.
90\SIGNURE. ALICE B.
BUPLE.CAROLF R,
Rr'i)-4E.''ARJ W IF ( ,

HOYF P.LISA \,
RHIVJNTHAL .STFP.lFN it,

HPFAULT.LISA A,

BUF'IA.DEAN J.

d»-ENNAN. MICHAEL A,
BR lEN. MARGARET S.
BRCwN.FOMARO H.

BROWN.GPFGORV H.
RPn»N, MICHAEL J.
RPUG'. CHRIS L,

BUCK. RONALD J,
BURAS, JENNIFER P.
BURGOMASTER. THOMAS J.
BURKE,EILEEN P.

BURNS. TERRE N,
B/OEL.MITOLO.
CALLANAN, NANCY L.
CAPOBIANCO. SUSAN,
CAREY. RICHARD F,

CAKNAHAN. NANCY A,

CARNFVALE .TRACY A.
CAFPFN1ER.MARK j.
CARPINTERI.KIMBFRLV A.
CARTY. THOMAS J,
CA'SIOY, MEGAN M,
CA-iT INE, CHENEY m,

CAVAGNAC.LINOA A,

CaVALIERO, JOHNNY J.
CERRUTI.HELAYNE R.

CCRRUTO.CINA.

ALLEN. SUSAN ^,
BAKE". JANICE W.

n ASTAKACHF .RICKY J,

BEtKW|TH,OAUL F,

BLA/FJEk^iM ."^A-** J.

BLOOMguiST .NFNA L,

B ra. CE R . N A NC Y^^^_|

AIIFN.JUIIC J.
HEJFNKdP.RlJ^FKT I,

BIAI OSK* ,A )AM L,

rt jti'iu.jan: a,

eiYKNt .K| ^Af^r'l t A.

riUNG. DANIEL W,

LHkISTIANSUN.SI'LLLY l

LLINF ,C' J<TI ANi^ W,

UALTUN.KATHLFeN H,
UAUIbW.^LLiNOA S.
TEMfRi.LVNi^ A,
'KNKEWICZ, LAURIE J.
UFNI ,NUFL,
DGFTl JCK,i^ANCY,
HICKINSuS.MAk ThA M,
• liESSA.LA^i L YN,
'JONNfcK.LAJAV BFTH.
"»RUkY,JAYNL T,
FFINGCIU,L ISA,
FCPMAN. SHELLY HOi>r.
FCKKCIKA, PAMELA A.
FLYNN.OFeUKAH J,
FBIEU1AN,KA^ FN L ,

^ Jl'l ANM .KATMLfCN M,
.jAk »Nt -(,IJ1 A'JF M,

GAKVEY.JJDITH P,

GFNN.SHAKI J,
GLUSTEK. MAUREEN,
GOULD.L INJA R,
GRAY, MARY LOOISF.
GRllCH'iAL «L 1 SA A,
oUIGLi.LlNJA M,

HANKINS.KONAL'I J,
HARL3W,LA« OL FRANCES,
HLKSH.MAN,SHAR 1 A,

HIGH.JAIKLYN J,

HdYT,CMKlSTINA J,
Htj«*i'H«i.V,SISVV -*,

KAJI •<AN,LAU'-'FN J,
KC(iri<,KATHLF'"*l I,

<FlLFY,LiIS A,
K^'jAKASKl , JA>41C^ 't

I ANZl LL 1 ,>'e'>:;t J,

LEUF M; ,Ki\wrN R,

I FtlMA'. , >>U/.>NJE r ,

LFIM3fMS.-<UTH MARY.
LtNSnf4, CAROL E.
HAGNANI.AMY <"

,

MASTJN.FHANF T,

MlCJE^,C ANOENCe L,
MCG3wAN,JANE,
MCKE'J.N, PATRICIA A,
M IHLEK.umdBAH L ,

I'HNFMJS.I LLEN M,

3WtN,SI ALF V A,
PAl"£^,CATHt'< INE V,

"AJJIN.OFNISE A,

PAKKS.MlLHfLLE A,

PERRY, LFEANNE.
PHAIR.Sm ILA,
PHILLIPS, CLAUDIA,
PKJLIN.t YNIMl A L ,

PU/NER,( HARL^S N,
KENNICK, PATRICIA A,

RICE, SALLY J,
R ICKFK,»"APGARFT M,

ROBERTS, LlN'lA J,

SAaMENFd.NDI A tS
SCHULZL.VICTORI'A L.

SCOTT, lAURA M,

SHEA, ANN I ,

SlMnNtA'J,L ISA i,

SINGLE T UN. r.OLLFFN F,

SOLJMCN.llEIH I,

SPICFR.LAUW IE t.

STACK, SHARON A,

S tea: IF ,[JEBORAr<,
STETSdM, DONNA L,
STICKLf K.NANCY S,
SUSSMAM, SUSAN T,
T AKANI INU, TINA m

,

THOMAS, C<FRYL A,
TRIST AN.MARi^ARFTA A,
VAUL ANCJURT.PMW IC lA M,

VALIJNAS, JURAT* ,

VJLJfAS.CHRISTI'U A,
WALL ACE, L INOA M,
WALLACt .SHER (. A,

WiNN,NANCl| F^,

WfHjD,L INUif f*,

SMITH. LISA A.

MANAGEMENT
CHAMPAGNE, CHARLES 0.
CHAPMAN, LAWRENCE S,

CHIAVACCI ,ANN€ T.

CHPI STENSEN.DEBRA E,

CLARK, LAURIE J.
CLARK, NANCY L,

CL INF , JANET E,
CORB.JEFFPEY M.
COBIN.LINOA B,

COHEN. DEBORAH S,

COHEN, JOOI L.
COHEN.MARC E,

COLBY, JEANETTE A,

COLE, STUART N,
OLL INS, ROBERT P.
COLLIRUSSO, CLARE P.
CONNALLY, THOMAS J.
COKNER. THOMAS K,

CONNORS. JENNIFER M,
CONSENTINO, CYNTHIA N,
COO'»ER,TERRI G.
CORCPRAN.MARK C.
CORS INO, MICHAEL J.
COSTALOS.KATHERINE A.
COSTELLO, OAVIO J.
CUTLER. IRA M.

COTTTN. JAMES A,

COULTER. JOHN M.

COUTURE. DIANE N,
COWIE,CHERYL A,
CRATTY, CYNTHIA A,
CRFVIER. DAVID B.
CR IMMINS, JFNNIFFF M,

CPCKE. MAPI ANNE M,
CUMMINCS,MAKT E.
lAlF *,Fur.F NC L.
OAITCN.ANN F.

OAVIS.OEBOHAH A,

Otlfl.BETM A,
l)F»NF»«Y, TF-l SA ( .

DENNIS. KEITH E,
0FNTi'EMCNT.KICHAR3,C,
U£S'<A«,SUJ»N J.
DiAMrND.ALYSF «.

OrNTIVAN.JANf M.
OnXEY.DUNNA J,
DOmNINCFILFEN H,
DUCHASME .JIANE I .

OUF F.SUSAN I

,

DUVAL. DIANE.
ECmiFF.JAVtT K,

ELlISON.kA^hlF F'. •,
ElNFKAVE.M'l«l,
ENr.<Y.LINO\ '»,

EPBAN.PFBiCCA I .

Fri:SCN,E»IC i.
F ACHf TTI .DAVIO J,
FAlk.OAVID a.

FALL JN.KATHLLEN M,

FAUTCUX, EDGAR L.
FEOfR,GLENN E.
FFLJMAN, ANDREW K.
FEN/EL. JCAN M,

FEHKIS.STEVFN H.
FIEPPU. STEVEN J.
F |NK.««ARCY L.
F INiKCL.AMY C.
f i:her,?merr i-afin.
FlUG. JEFFREY S.
FLYNN,JANICF P,

FOOTF.COREFN.
FORTUNE, L ISA,
FdSTFR. SUSAN A.
FBANKFl, MICHAEL J.
FR |Fn««AN,*UPK E,

FRir/LEH.CINnA A.

FUCHS.JACK K,

GALL AGHER, TIMOTHY JOHN,
GAILCNANCY,
GARnNER.MICXAFL A,

GARDNER. BOBERT C,

GAUTHIER ,GARY R,

GEORGE, BRENOA Y,

GFROMF, KENNETH A,

GEPSHAW.THilMAS F,

GiBBES. PAULA L .

GIBSON. DAVID R,

GILLESPIE, MARIE E,

6ITTELMAN,CHERYL A,
GITTINS.ELI/ASFFH A,

GLIOOPN.LISA A,

GLOVER. JEFFREY R.

GdLOSTEIN. JEFFREY 0,
GOPEN, MICHAEL L,
GDROCN.ALAN R,

GORHAM.E ILEEN M,

GORDShkO.R ICK. .

GOSS.KELLIF L,

GOUOSWARD.OI ANA B.
GRAHAM, RONALD N,
GRANOPPE, CATHERINE m,
GRAY, GUY T.

GOAY.JUl lA F ,

GREENBEfG. ELLIN F.

CflCSS.ELLFN R,

GR CUT, SUSAN E,
GPUNER HEGGF.FINAR C,
CU/nwSKl .OANIELLE C,
GwO/0/,BR!AN M,

HARITCN.GAIL L.
• :AKTShO»N.ShFLLFY S,
HA.ES, SARAH i ,

HAYES, KATHLiEN M.

HFALEY. MICHAEL A.

HE gerich.laurk a.

HI IMANN. GEORGIA M,

HF'.LER.El I/ARETh 0,
HFRUS.NIKA,
HFF /OG.OEANA T,

HICKFY. CAROLINE M,

HUBAN.MERFOI TH.
HUL/MAN, OAVIO A,

HCPKER. OF BORAH L,
HU».lANO.JFR«Y.
HUr.HfS, ANTHONY C.
HUSID. ALISON I,
HYMAN, PAMELA,
INCANOELA.DENISF ,

JACK.KEV IN J,

JANI/EN. PETER J,

JAHVAIS, JANET.
JARVIS. ROBERT C.
jFNNfTTE. CYNTHIA I .

JOBSKV.EOWAPO A.
JPHNSON, JEFFREY C.
JOLOA.OEBRA A.

KAGAN, JONATHAN M,

KANOFLL.PAMEL A J.
KAPLAN, AIMEE B.
KARAS. KAREN J.
KASUBA.MARK E.
KAT/ .NANCY G,
KAT/ELNICK,MARK C.
KA/ANT|S,CHP ISTOPHFR A.

KEELEY,MARK J,

KEENAN.STACIE L,
KELLY, PATRICIA L,
KELLY. PAUL J.
KENNEDY. MARCO,
KERLLENEVICH,SONIA M,

RE RMAN, JOYCE E,
KIEL .SHARON M,

KINDER. KATHLEEN M.

KOFMAN, ANDREW T,

KOMAREK. MICHAEL P.

KOOCHER.DEAN F,

KnPMANN,L AURI C,

KOVACS.LORNA M,

KRASON.CAROLYN M,

KUSHINSKY.ALAN P,

KUSTANOVIT/,DARLENE L,

LANE, TIMOTHY P,
LAPIOES.DEBRA E,

LAPIERRE, KENNETH J,

LASH, KEVIN.
LAVIGNE. EILEEN M.

LFAMAN. LAURA F>

LFNAH AN, KATHLEEN,
LEPIKSAAR.KALLE.
LESHNE.JODY D,

LESS. DANIEL A.

LEVI CK, AMANDA R.
LFVIN. OAVIO E.

LFVINE.RICHARO A,

LEWIS, BARRY R.

L ICCIAROELLO.ROSEMARIE.
LIChTENTHAL.ELANA T.

L I r«1STR0M. JANICE E.

LIPKA.JANE 0.

LI/OTTE.LISA L.
LOOK. MICHAEL.
LOUGHNANF, JOSEPH P,

LOVt .LAURA I ,

LOVFNSKIOLO.PEOFR C.

LOVOTTI.CARL J.

LYNCH. JANICE M.

LYNCH. JOHN W.
MACOONNELl .HARK J.
MACK AY. BR I AN C.
MACNEIl, DANIEL J.
MAIAMAS. PETER J.
MAIFSTA, MICHAEL S.
MALEY.JOHN T.
MANN.DE6RA L.
MANN. ERIC I.

MANNING. JOHN F

.

MARANHAS. MICHAEL S.

MARSH. SUSAN N,
MATTHEWS. MICHAEL X,

MATTHEWS, SUSAN A.

MATUL IS. RICHARD J.JR
MCELLIGOTT, MARGARET L.

MCKENNA. DANIEL A.

MCMANUS. DONNA M.

•CNEAR.JOHN W.JR
MCPADDEN, WILLIAM Gt
MEALEYtJOHN J,
ME I. VALERIE L.

NERLONI. SUSAN M.

MFSTEL.LAWRENCE St
MEYER.CAROL R.

MICHEL. NARCOT A,

MILLER, ALtSA S,
MISKINIS,PAULA L,
MITCHELL, SUSAN C,
MOINEAU. PHILIP J,
MCLINA-CACHO. JOSE A.

MOLINE. JUDITH A.

MORE IRA. DULCE N.
MORE NCY. DAVID P,

MULL ANEY, OAVIO Rt
MULLIGAN, BARBARA J,
MULLIN.HUGH H.

MURRAY, LINDA D,
NATHAN, RICHARD B.
NEVILLE, KEITH M,

NEVINS. MICHAEL K,
NEYLON, THOMAS F,lll

NICKERSON, JANICE A.

NIGROSH, JASON E,
NILANO, WILLI AN M,
NOELTE,KERRI A,

NOLAN. ROBERT 0,
NORBERG.DEBRA N,

NOVAK, SUSAN E,

NYE, LAURIE E.
OBRIEN.JOHN J.
OCONNOR, KAREN E,

OCONNOR. PATRICIA A.
OHARA. KATHLEEN M,
OLSEN, PETER C.
ONEILL, JOANNE C.
OSMOND. DOUGLAS W.
OUELLETTE. NICOLA.
OXLEV. SUSAN E.

PANNIER. PAUL J,

PARLENGAS, RONALD M .||R

PECK, ADAM L. ' '

REKAR. JENNIFER A.

RENOERCASr.LVNN M,
perdue, sonja l.
perkIns.michele o.
phair. thomas j,
PHAKdS.ALEX K,
PIASCIK. BARBARA,
PICKFhiNo, SHA«'t >>,

PICKETT, UE^JRAM J,
Pill ,nAvI.l.
PIS. PHILIP •*,

PL i|»«. Ji-,MN i)AVli),

PI,"! Fl A.MARl A •<,

PdWTER.LHfl|STlU» It » »•.

Pd(.t INGTON.SC'IT^ J,
'•11// ANGHF 3r,MA»»ISA »,

P'l//l',PA'tl A,

OJA.JAYNF Y,

yUFENFY.lHlMAS J.
rjUIK'4Y,KATHlirN M,

UUiMAN,LEd P,

gil!HAN,M|C»4*ri f,

REK ICR.SPTM \.

RF DY.MAKY.
R»N/Ull I.-AP* C,
RFSNIC.AIAN D,

RINALOI.FILIS » .

R»^«*1INS.:R Al G *,
RORtRTS.lYNN K,
RODMAN.

T

IMdTMY J.
RONDOLETTn. NICHOLAS J.
Rf'SF .LISA.
rus(;n.lle s,
rothman.bhonca j,
RrY,» PANCIS 0.
RimN,LAU"4FNC= M,

RUr.MCPO.STFPiiF 4 F .

RYAN.AfW J.
RYTER. WENDY A,

SAAhl.EF IC P.
SAt YAOOt-.KffRY A,

S»*aIS. CLARE M.

SANTPY«MARYTE"FiA.
SCHIFFMAN.S1 EVf N J,
SCH.)F|C10. JENNIFER L,
SCMURACK.MAKC G,
SCHULEm, PAMELA J,
SfH'Jl/,CARl J.

Sf I R/IFllO,GREGORY.
«FLl EW, GEORGE M,

SHANE, ^LFNN A,
SHANE. JlJHN E .

SHAh.MARCLD j.
ShF'»ARD.*«ARK S,
SHFTTLEK,nnNNA M,

SKOPE S.APThjF ^.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BdNTEMPI .1 ISA.
UOlRlHr R,l ILFIN M.
PUTLt^iN.u CHRISTOPHER,
UaANEY.IiR IAN C,

EMERSON, BRUCE G,
FUSTATHI IN. ANN.
F ASSl FK, A-Y 0,

F INF .DE?dR AH L,

F |NL,C«.H|AK'j. JdSEPH.
FLti:i.F^.SA^nRA L.
GAlNiMSKI .HOBFKT S.

CIILISSON.EVA.
CREENBF'.j.TOBY At

HACKWt RTM.l ; SA A.
HAM|LTi>-.8MYAN R,
HAPTJNC, KENNY J,

HJfBARi>,MlLl lAi F ,11
Kd^lOSKI , SUSAN L ,

MACDONAl 1,SC ITT 0,
••l,>'l*A,(HiNNA M,

MDKSf .1 0<.l N>A L ,

MUELIEK. HILARY E ,

NOt'TJN.JllJITH A,

IJHALIS.KAN.MAR Y ANN,
PETRJ/f I lA.MA^K A.

PIIPHU.JJI I AINA •» ,

RALi'H.J' NNIF [ P f .

OTHER CATEGORIES

N,

SHOSTEK.STFVFN I,

SiroFL.RUY I ,

SILVER. SHFRYL L,

S I LVFPSTF IN. I AWPFNf.F
SIMONITSCH.KIRSTEN <*,

SKVORIC , VIOLET,
SLARSKEY,JEAN F ,

SLOANE.PRISC ILLA J,
SMITH, CHERYL M.
SM ITH, CYNTHIA t ,

SMITH,GAIL A,

SMITH, II |9A K,
SMITH, SHARON G.
SliCKOL.ERIC 9.

SOLOMON. JEFFREY 0.
SPENCER. BRAilFORll A,

STANCE, KELLY J,
STANTIAL.JOHN E,

STFNBFRC, LAURIE (•.

STFmARO.BRYN C.

STCLLER, SUSAN M.
SITNE.JAY S,
SUi.Ai»MAN,MA«>SHAli CPAIG.
SULl iWAN.OERdRAH.
SVFTL ICHNY,RJ»I S 0,
WIFR/EWSKI .STANLEY J,

AHMOUSH, FRANK G.JR
TENC/AR.OANIEL R.

Tf PP ir, RICHARD J

.

TIBFRT, SUSAN E

,

TliROSIAN.JANE^ P.

TRf LI A.CHAPLES C.
TI>EMARrHE .MARIE R,

TP IKFL.DANA R.

TUCKi R.MARGIE J,

TD**, .Ell EFN F .

Twl'»Lf ,JACO»JFlYN I .

U.*^ NITA W.
VAllES. ALAIN K.

VAN'^FLl .CARPI A,

V»Ni>UTTIN.CAROLtN J.

VAHEl AKtS.OESPINA A.

VINER. MICHELLE R,

WAIL ACE, MICHAEL R.

mAIION. Jll )SnN C.

WE AvFR. JONATHAN S,

WEEK AS INGA W.JAN ARTMA NAN
WELCH. MILLIAM I ,

WCNNETT, DEBBIE S,

WENTMURTH.SARA L .

WFXIEB.L AURFN F,

WHI Tf .T MOD C.
WHITNEY. GWFN.
WlEUERHOlD.rONRAO N,
Wl JFYlSINGHt ,RdCHEN,
WILL lAMS.MILHAEL R,

Wl STRE ICH.AURIFNNE M,

W|TTV,0EB1RAH,
wnoO.MARTIN F ,

MU, DAVID C,
HYSK.LAJRIF A,

VACU/ZO. LAURIE A,
VEILE. ROBERT R,
YOPKS.ANN.
ZANE TTI.RECINA M.
/ARRILLI.MARY GINA.
/APROW. KAREN B,

/FITLAN. SCOTT W.

/IFMBA. JOANNE.
/I VMFRMANN, ROBERT «.
/UCKERMAN,LESL IE A,
COOPER, CYNTHIA
EISENBERG, ALAN E.
HAL PER, AUDREY
KARBOLO, LYNDA

SHlA.f>A|K|CIA A.

SOIIR*CAIHERINE I.

:>PELl MAN.BRI AN W.
VANCHEHI.JANF r,

WATT'^Rin,wiMBE»L Y A.

WnOUS.JM F ^f Y A,

I JV'PER.KtLL* K,

C JKlHFLL.KArHC^rN*^ I .

:')>TA,OF lEP -I,

DiSVliCC'JR, Jt'^INlNE A

f TTL,LCSLir*A.
GASKlLL.MFLlMr J,

GBAFl-E,*- I FA ItNE.
^Ai..ST-('>',NANCV '-,

HL^ ?ST« ^'.S JS\N I ,

HIIULE.ANIHl f ,

JAir-.F R,OtijGl \S R.

jFFF^lFs.b <ir. 1.

K AK-'.MAK I A A,

R'>»N.XK.«A-('; 4,

'•t,C'iY,n'. I A 4»; i.,

MCKFNNA.MAI-Jt •^'' ^,

MllNiUr., JCH t.
IINANI A\,l AUFI r A,
PESJNFN, UKI "*,

Pl'^ir Y.VFNF T I A C
K\l fH, Al C I ,0N K ,

'•ENSHArt.LYNN ^,

K'KCUtLCRKA'N' * .

rviliif ,Kk| ST I 4A r.

'^dSSMA'I.MA^I'^ KATllLfFN,
fVAi.KLllY -4.

SM l"" Y.l AUh^ -I > ,

SilAP|»n,iMV|i) S
snA.yiCHALL A.

I Air«,SISA^, ,

SMAli .I'iUSf ,l>ANiE L J,
Sf'^AN.)!U^r..SUiAN J,

I AfKMINA, J AV^E T.
T l(;Nir4'.,KA^IN K,
IIIMIt A,A( I SON K.
IFUSTF I ,HP| AN .1,

WFISS.CAT lY.

oIlCJX.FAtl D,
Kdf.i, .Hlf'NI L S Jl ,

KBRIDGE
The Stockbridge School also has their own Stockbridge Dean's LisHor tneir s-o^ants who achieve a 3.0 or^above with twelve or

ANDFRSON. RAYMOND N.. JR. CLEVELAND. SARAH G :i!?:*I'"^^:,Tu»^n HUSKA. STEVEN F. MOORE. RQNAN P.ANDERSON. RAYMOND N

ANDERSON. WILLIAM B.

BAGONZI. ROBERT A.

BERARD, DAVID J.

BLANCHARD. PAUL

BOSTROM, KEITH R.

BURRINGTON. FRANCES M

CHMURA. ANNMARY

CLEVELAND. SARAH G

CONROY SHEPLEY. PATRICIA E.

DAVIS. RONALD S.

DAVIS. SALLY L.

DORN. GARY R.

DUNCAN. COLIN P.

DZIURA. STANLEY M

FERRIS. JOSEPH E

FITZPATRICK. THOMAS R.

FOUL ICES, JONATHAN P.

GOODWIN. THOMAS B.

GRIMES, CHARLES D.

HALL. ALEXANDER G.

HART, KIM S.

HERZOG, PETER E.

HOtLIDAY. TRACE Y A.

HOLM. ERICK B.

HUSKA. STEVEN F,

JILLSON, TRACY A.

KNAGGS. MARY P.

KNOWLES. ALICE E.

LAUGHEAO, MARC A.

MATZ. SHAWN M.

MAZALEWSKI. LINDA J.

MONIZ. GARY K.

MOORE. RONAN P.

MORGADO. PAUL J.

NELSON. MICHAEL J.

OKEEFE. JOHN P.

ORMAN. PATRICIA F.

PADUCH. JAMES B.

PRESTON. PHILIP E.

ThTbean's List is compiled and published under the auspices of the Dean of Students Office.

more graded credits.

SAZAHA. NANCY M.

SCOTT. JEFFREY M.

SMITH, ELLEN M

SOTTILE. JANET M.

SULLIVAN. OAVIO W.

TRUITT, OSCAR R.

TURNER, CATHERINE
MALORON, LYNNE S.

WILLIAMS. NAOMI J.
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POOR RICHARD'S
\-^/y^ Presents

A TAN PARTY
Where: Poor Richards

When: Tuesday, March 29

CASH PRIZES -

for best tans

3 DRAFTS for 1$
$2.00 Pitchers

$1.00 Cover 8-1

• ^

Hypercurricula. .

.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit^
ted on the standard form and not submit^
ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian can-
not ^arantee printing of all "Hypercur*
ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are listed only on the

day they are taking place. Announcements

must be submitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Collegian offices, 1 13

Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

suL missions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

TRUMPET AND ORGAN CONCERT -
The Department of Music and Dance will

present Byron Pearson, professor of music

at Oberlin School of Music, and organist

Arthur Vidrich in a free concert. Trum-
peter Walter Chesnut of the UMass faculty

will also perform on the program in works
by Manfredini and Valente, 7 p.m..

Bezanson Recital Hall.

HISTORY CLUB MEETING -
Organizational meeting for possible project

dealing with UMass in the 1960s. New
members welcome, 7:30 p.m., Herter 6th

Floor Lounge.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — "Corporate Influence on the

World Food Situation" is the topic for

discussion facilitated by Nancy and Bud
Stockford. All are welcome, 4 5 p.m., 428

Student Union.

WOMEN'S ISSUES TEAM MEETING
— All women are invited to tonight's

meeting where we will discuss internal and
community education about women's
issues, 6:30 p.m., Campus Center 801.

WWrAdWH/TF.
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

yic . HOW w/»-s

YOt;g "VACATION?

VOU G-OTrAJ

This Passovcr, come to
OUR house foR rhE SecIers!

MoN. MARch 28 ANd/oR
TuES. MARch 29
7:70 p.M.
Call 253-9040 for reservations by
Mon. afternoon March 28th

Chabad House
30 N Hadley Rd
Across from Whitmore UMass

• Traditional Home Cooked Passover Mea
$8 GO Sedar both for $15.00

EF

MAN you wo ftON r SBU€y£ IT. WE

SAW /\ "8£sr Buns on the seach^^ con-^

TEST; P/^RT/ED f\/f/?y
^

WG^T 'T)LL 3 00; AND
iT WAS SO suNNy r \ V

Katfood By ARK

Summer
at Adelphi

takes the heat
off school
in the fall.

Then- are m» many jJikhI rea.sons to he part ot .Vltlphis Summer
SeNMon. .Maybe yi>u need fo jjiw more time to a really Jemandm^! ci>urse

Or want to take a bu.sme.ss elective to round out a liberal art.s decree
< >r hope to Iijihten your fall schedule so you can put more ettort intf»

career plannmi!. .Maybe you simply want to learn . . . for the fun of it.

Summer at .Adelphi lets undergraduates and graduates acct»mplish

al! these things and more. In a .setting thats relaxed Kem«ved from

the pressures of the regular school vear but close trt the pleasures

of the season.

Our vast choice ol courses ltH.u.se.N uti iverything fr<»m busiiK.vs and
computers to liberal arts and the sciences. \Ve ha\v special interest

workshops for educators, and highh regarded pre professional programs
tor students preparing for careers in medicine, dentistrv. lavv and
business.

Summer at .Vdelphi. Its learning, in a brand new light Call <516l

hh;M12(> or (2I2).'U7-946<I for complete information. Or u.se the

Cftup<»n belcM'.

Our students succeed.

Please send mure infnrmatinn i>n .\dilplii

I niwrsitys Summer sessicms.

Name

Addres.s

C ity

State -Zip.

ADCLPHI
UNIV^RSITV

Telerhiine.

•Vltlphi I niviTsitv lnguir\ Room Oarden City. Sew
York U'xW
Utiphi InixtrMS IS irimmilted lo culrnijing tijuji eduijlional
iippurlunitv 1(1 ill thoM whii ^uaiitx avad»inKail\

"rrankiyJosK,! don\5ee why

^^ dav of TdsscJver.JT^Tp—^-

Scrod
By Dan DeBellis

nms UP!!

.o ,

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Hdiled b> Marjjarel Karrar and I rude Jatfe

iwm 1 tiH ^n»rlr^ Itmr^ svnd'iilr

ACROSS 51 Portend 21 Drowse

1 The 52 Ship s direction 24 Decorticate

Vanishes' 53 Ermine 25 Preferences

5 Isaac s mother 56 Culture medium 26 Chopper

10 Chimney 57 Biblical lion 27 Like some
14 Concerning 60 Conciliator committees

15 Greek letter 63 Gambol 28 French queen

16 July birthstone 64 Aleutian island 29 Clips

17 Bearing 65 Showing maturity 30 Horn

18 Profitable venture 66 Coop dwellers 31 Insensitive

20 Pacino and Hirt 67 Loch 32 Fame
21 Famous Wolfe 68 Lone Ranger ally 35 Swiniy

22 Pavarotti forte 69 Hence 38 Distant

23 Fine china 41 island in the Nile

26 Scandinavian DOWN 44 Cover

27 Battleships 1 Bean 45 Restraint of

29 The Moon 2 Indigo plant trade

and 3 Couturier 48 Calculator

33 Abby 4 Craving 50 Poetic

34 New Englander 5 In the future contraction

36 Whale 6 Love, in Sicily 52 Ten percenter

37 Scout at 7 Nevada resort 53 Nine inches

times 8 Middle or old 54 Wig old style

39 Easy as 9 Before wire 55 Dobbin tare

40 Partner of error or loft 56 Related

42 Digit 10 Fountain offering 58 Boxing mmeu
43 Expire 11 Book of the 59 facto

46 Mountain m Bible 61 Table decor

Thessaly 12 Above in Bonn 62 Make of

4 7 Pottery products 13 Wildcat 63 Stoops to

49 unassuming 19 Young one Conquer
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ANSWER TO PMEVIOUS PUZZLE
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WEATHER
Periods of rain today.

Chance of a few thun

d»T>t<)rm.s. HiKh.> ')() to .55.

ToniRhl, showers endini;

beeoniinK partly cloudy

lows in the 30s. Tomorrow,
variable cloudiness windy

and cold with a chance of

snow flurries. Highs
around 40.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH:

Cheese Enchilaila.s with

Onions. Peppers.

Avacado, Sour Oeam
and lots of HOT sauce

BASICS DINNER:
Veggie Lasagna
Caesar Salad

Garlic Bread

Ked Wine

LUNCH:
Cheeseburgers

French Fnes
Milkshakes

DINNER:
Fillet Mignon

String Bean Almondine

Baked Potatoes with

Sour Cream
Strawberry Daquiries

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami

Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.



Open 24 Hours-7 amMon. thru Sat.
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

SIOP6
SHOP

Monday, March 28, 1983

Sunday 12 Noon to 6pm

OUR BEST FOR THE HOUDAYSI
DOUBLE COUPON
SAVINGS fzonT'"'
Manufacturers Coupons are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
we double your savings Details m store

EVERYDAY
LOW PmCES!
you'll find them all over the store Plus
hundreds of Warehouse Values

OVER 325 SPECIALS

IN OUR CIRCUUR!
Including Stop & Shop Coupons worth : Ot
Check out every page of this circular It can save
vou dollars more Pick one up m the store

FEAST ON A GREAT STOP & SHOP EASTER !l!^S^,W!^„,,
BUY!... COLONIAL SEMI-BONELESS HAM! ""™ "wsro*™^'

Cooked $
Portions

vV 1
'
I • Allots I

PINEAPPLES
VJETFRESH

FROM HAWAII

Extra Trim Ham ^1jH

MasUr Carve Ham OjlQ

Armour Ham ^329
Hormel Cure 81

Swift.Cudahy 3. 5,99
Rath 3 lb Ham j qq
Stop A Shop 3 lb Ham7jiQ

Majesty 3 lb Ham J^

U.S. Grade A
|;||

Turkeys iiaKI

US Grade A Fresh Turkeys . 69

Butterbaii Ti irkp\/<^ r 79

FOREASTEROR PASSOVER A
CHOICE STOPSSHOP ROAST

1 u

Boneless Turkey Roast r 1 49

Roasfinq Chickens 69

^%^ALf^ /

WE MAKE HOLIDAYS SPECIAL!

SAVE OH ITEMS YOU USE EVERY DAY!

I »ricw»:i Vi

Pillsbury Plus Cake gQ
Pillsbury Flour 5 lb 'iQ
Skippy 1 8 oz Jar 1 M\
Stop & Shop Coffee 1 OQ
Fruit Coclctail RQ
Bumble Bee 7Q
2 Liter Coke i'qQ

stewed Tomatoes RQ
Planter's Snacks QQ

Cranberry Sauce RR
Hi-Dri Towels RQ
"Our Own" Diapers R /kn

Aim Toothpaste QQ

Fresh Scrod
Cod Fillets 1

H \m

BJJBJ
Our Com«r D«li's ^j^Jr

Colonial Bologna 1

Jordan Franks ^ 1

Id 4!fi-7?n Ric

DEEF

RIB ROAST
Top Round Roast

Round Tip Roast ,199

Beef Rump Roast r 1 99

Fresh Beef Brisket 1 1 89

Boneless Rib Eye Steak t 4 79

Pork Loin Roast , 1 59
Mt Ml'

Sirloin Half Roast , 1 69

ENJOY A TRADmONAL
EASIIRBKAKF^
Polish kfelbassa ^jj^
Smoked Sausage 9.19

SAV! ON RNE FROZEN FOODSI

Vegetables 20 oz QQ

Orange Juice
•or RQ

Cool Whip QQ

Seattest Ice Cream 1 gQ
SAVE ON FRESH BAKED GOODS!

Chocolate Eclairs QQ
Bake at Home Rolls 70

SAVE ON FRESH OAIRY FOOOSl

Philadelphia 8 OZ 7Q
Cafabro Ricotta O QQ
Colombo Yogurt 9 for 70
Fleischmann's QQ

M^ FRESH STOP ft SHOP FRUITS

.^FOR HOUOAY DESSERTS!
XAC^ /

FRESH RED HffE fkfki^

CO^ STRAWBERRIES k SSI''

PICK OUR
FRESHEST DUYS
FOR A GRAHD
HOLIDAY FEAST!

V- ^

3 lb Carton Fresh
Mushrooms h AQ
Large Artichokes 2'" .89

Easter
Fruit Basket

Beautiful
Easter Lilies

6" Pot
Tulip Plant

Beautiful
Mum Plants

Some Bin

Ideas tor

the

Holidays

7^

.4.99

.4.99
s SmOM ijP» X^t Hv CXXJPD'

FREE!
I Jell-O Gelatin
I 3 oz. package

I rr.rssrti: v-^ —

«

FREE!

•'»Or)UPri )P 1 "^HOP BAKf Or c ,i_.ui-

I
CountryClubSoda

I

I 32 oz. bottle
l»I

*'• SHOP# I .».««— <ta..fc.. iM > .... SHOP«
I

^ I^-FREE! m
3! English Muffins aB/ j

Colombo YogurTviP
H Regular or Split f \^

FREE!
ounce cup

i.»««.i ti—... «t« SIDfVf
. ••^••a ••• )* «»• I '•

$»10P«

SIOI%#
SHOPr

ITS TIME TO STOP& SHOE

Monday, March 28, 1983, Collegian is

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUegien Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

* Stereo Earphones & Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players ' just $10 pr * call

now!! IS^itch 549-4379

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 - Ford Torino • 45,000 original miles

425 or best offer - call 545 3500 before 5:00

549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Enterteinment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FOR SALE

Genuine French rabbit fur coats all pric

ed from $65 $100 call 253 7462 Mike or

Jeff

HELP WANTED
~

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research

International toll free 1-800 421 3217

Summer Bike Trip Leaders 3 - 5 trips

with teens 7-33 days duration. Cape Cod,
Nova Scotia, Virginia, West Coast and
more. Desired: First Aid and Life saving

certification. Experience preferred working
with kids, bike touring. Salary $1200 -t^ Ap-
plication addtional information and ap-

pointment at Student Employment Office

or call 203-226-4221 On campus interviews

March 30

Cruise Ship Jobs! Great income potential,

all occupations. For more information call:

602 837 3401 ext 833

Alaska Jobs summer/year round. Earn

great money in this opportunity rich state

ie, earn $10,000 12,000 on three month
fishing boat. Send for 1983 employer listing

and information packet covering all in

dustries. $5.00 Lyntel Research Dept
AA2114 PO Box 99405 Clev, Ohio 44199
satisfaction guaranteed

LOST

Lost - tapebox - Friday 3/11 Baker Circle

Reward call Ted 6 6134 or Baker 402

Eyeglasses in brown case 3/11/83 near

Fearing St area reward call 6-9030 or 6-9022

Purple eyeglasses. If found, please call

Alicia 584 7627 Thanks

PERSONALS
~

Nike, Due to popular support, your birth-

day has NOT been cancelled! All your

friends wish you a happy birthday enjoy a

wonderful day! Love, Brenda and Mark

Happy Birthday Norah Mahoneyl
You're the greatest Happy 22

Nancy (Vanessa) Happy Birthday! Only 1

day late! I'm buying! Julie

Ronnie Q
I love you and I thank you. We

have begun to climb mountains.

Together

.

Your someone,
CAT

TO SUBLET

One bedroom apartment with fall op-

tion. !6 mile from campus, on two bus

routes, airconditioning. $360/month in

eludes everything call 549-4193

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Cases, Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5^0392, 584 7924

WANTED

Class rings, gold and silver jewelry and
coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Cash for your records, tepes 545-2836

(ask for Jaromir/leave message)

Records LPs Cash or Trade Dynamite
Records 584 1580

WANTED TO RENT

3 bedroom apt wanted anywhere for

Fall call Lori 546 8251 or Debbie 546-9106

$25 reward if you help us to find a 3

bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept call

Amy 6 5816 or Andrea 6 5498

rnMONDAY

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

$ CASH PRIZES •

- $2. entry includes free mug drawing -

- B.Y.O.B. (that's BOARD not beer!) -

Starts 9 pm
EVERY
MONDAY
NIGHT

for info
call Rich
665-7574

WEll PAY YOU
SHAPE THIS

TO CET INTO
SUMMER.

**».':**•*'*'••* S,.' M»' ."
' ^S':-.""*'* *» •4*.>« '.» 'gM to .m-i 4«»slcilftf«» oAc o' •«» .l«mi <jf'*f«4 lot w*« Not a«aMah,# ,r , tnt -oi* o* u> nth«» awn ^s r>f ^vvm^v^'p"

If you have ar least

rvfc'o years of college left,

vou can spencJ six u eeks at

our Army ROTC Basic

Camp thts summer and earn

apprciximatcly S^OO.

And it you qualify, you

can enter the RtTTC 2-

Year Pn>i,Tam this fall and
reccnc up to %\ .CXX^ a year

Rut the hij^ payoff

hippenson j^raduanon day

TTiaf s \\ hen you receive

an officer s commis.sion

Set v»et your Kxiy m
sh.ifx- (not to mention your

bank a».<ounl)

Fnroll in Army ROTC
Rh rtiore intorination,

conf.Kl \o\\t rrofi-ss<ir of

Milif.trs' Si iiMH e

A'XMYROTC.
OZAUYOUCAM

/Jt^^V Contact:
/y' James C. Mahoney
/' 545-2321/2322

^

Planning to go to

LAW SCHOOL?
CONSIDER

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY'S
SCHOOL OF LAW

PRE-LAW SUMMER INSTITUTE
The Hofstra University School of Law will offer a "PreLaw
Summer Institute' for five weeks from March 31 to June 30
tor the weekday section and tor the evening section (Tues
days and Thursdays) and from May 26 to June 25 for the Sat
urday section The Institute will be of value to those already
planning to attend law school or those still undecided
Taught by the Hofstra Law School faculty, the Institute

seeks to develop analytical skills and to introduce the stu-

dent to the law library and legal writing techniques These
are essential tools for competent performance m law
school The Institute will be conducted m the same manner
as regular law school courses and will include case and stat-

utory analyses and research tecnmques

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Applicants must have successfully completed at

least two years of college. For further information and
application, call S16-560-5916 or write:

«c»

PRE LAW INSTITUTE/SCHOOL OF LAW

I !( )PSTIV\
liiM\EllSin
Hempstead Long island New York 11550

^ ANd tIiE qOVERNORS pROqRAM COUNCil pRESENT . X

% AT THE BLUEWALL MAR. 29tIi )

OPEN MIKE COMEDY NIGHT
j

IT could Be yoiiR cIiance to wIn $50 / wd appear at NY's
^

IfOTTEST NiqhT club, CATCH A RISING STAR. j

• BRiNq youR solo, duo or iMpRov coMEdy act to tIic blUEWAll ^
MARck 29. Siqw up tIie wiqliT oP tIie sIiow witIi tIie MC or caU A
CPC AT 545-27Jf • FREE! • ^
^^tVlV-A-

^
k*^b*A*A*4
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The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team will be off
and running at home Thursday at 3 p.m.. when they take on Yale at

Gerlufeen takes control

ofUMass hoop program
By BILL SHEA

( oiWvtM .sun

Ron Gerluf5»en. appointed acting head
roach of the I'niversity of Massachusetts
basketball program after the resignation of

Tom Mclaughlin two weeks ago. can now
concentrate on performing a.s head coach.

(ierlufsen took over responsibility of the
program as acting head coach March 14.

when it was announced that Gerlufsen's
position was "temporary" while a
University search committee scanned the
nation for a suitable replacement.
Now. the former assistant coach at

UMass has been chosen as the best
replacement for the outgoing Mclaughlin.

"1 consider this appointment both an
honor and a challenge," said Gerlufsen.
"They are a hard working, dedicated group
of players who are anxious to win."
Winning is one thing the Mmutemen

would like to do more of next year.
Under Mclaughlin the Minutemen were

16 40. covering the two year span
McLaughlin stalked the UMass sidelines,

exhorting his squad and pleading with
officials for calls.

It was entertaining, but now I'Mass fans
want more than flair. They want victories.

Victories are what coUef^ coaches and
programs are measured by and UMass is no
exception and he realizes that fact.

"UMass is a great basketball school with
a great basketball tradition." (H>rlufsen
said. "We feel that we are once again
competitive in the Atlantic Ten. We would
now hke to become a more serious threat
for the title. The Atlantic Ten is one of the
most challenging conferences in the
country. If we can win the league, we'll be
recogniz-iHl nationally."

Hopefully, in the not too distant future, a

University of Massachusetts basketball
squad could be the Georgia of the NCAA
tournament.

Gerlufsen, a native of Matawan, New
Jersey, started his coaching career at

E^isenhower Intermediate School in

Freehold Township, New Jersey, before
moving up to Manasquan High as a junior
varsity then a varsity coach. His team at

Manasquan compiled a 99 76 record, in

eluding a combined mark of 37 11 the last

two years.

Right now Gerlufsen's job is to keep the
UMass program moving forward. This
would be a bad time to take a step back.

UMwomen lacrosse team
splits over Spring Break

By ELLEN RICHARD
( ollefiM Sun

A victory and a loss opened the season for

the University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team as it powered over Old
Dominion 9 2 last Wednesday and lost a
close one to James Madison yesterday.
The Minutewomen played in the home

opener against James Madison with Pam
Moryl scoring three goals and Michelle
Boyer netting the other two goals.

"I was really pleased with the way we
played." coach Pam Hixon said. "We've had
some injuries and we're playing a lot of

people in different positions. We have some
new people in the offense and it will take
some time for them to get a feel for each
other."

James Madison got on the board first at

21:08 of the first half. Less than a minute
later at 20:2.5. Moryl tied it up for

Massachusetts.

After James Madison took a small lead

with two more goals, Boyer and Moryl got

them back before the end of the period. At
7:32 James Madison went ahead again and
held the lead at the half.

In the second half, with the score tied at

five, UMass nearly took the lead, but a call

did not go the home team's way. An ap
parent goal was scored by the
Minutewomen and bounded out of the net.
according to Hixon, but the officials took
away the goal, claiming it had hit the cross
bar and bounced out.

Hixon said she was pleased with the way
Rita Hubner played in goal and also had
praise for mid field players Mary Scott. Sue
Kosloski and Moryl.
Wednesday at Old Dominion, the

Minutewomen bombarded the team with
nme goals and Moryl and Tish Stevens led
the way with three goals each. Other goal
scorers in the rout included Kosloski with
two goals and also Linda Haytayan.

Massachusetts, which was the National
Champions last year with an undefeated
league record of 10 0. will be at home again
on Thursday when it faces Yale at 3 p.m.

Georgia is off to the Final Four in their first appearance in the NCAA
tourney.

Dawgs, Cards, Houston, NC State remain
SYRACUSE. NY. (AP) - Underdog

Georgia, led by James Banks and Vern
Fleming, ruined North Carolina's bid for a
second straight national basketball title

Sunday, shocking the Tar Heels 82 77 for
the NCAA F^ast Regional championship and
a trip to the Final Four.
The 18th ranked Bulldogs, competing in

the NCAA playoffs for the first time, will

meet North Carolina State. Saturdays
upset winner over Virginia and Ralph
Sampson in the West Region, in national
semifinals at Albuquerque, N.M.. next
Saturday

The small but quick Bulldogs continued
their victorious march in post season play

by dominating the Tar Heels inside and
going on a 12 2 spree early in the second
half to pile up a big enough lead to hold off a
desperate North Carolina comeback.

Georgia, which got into the NCAA
playoffs only by winning the Southeastern
Confen-nr(> tournament. knocked off
Virginia Commonwealth and third ranked
St. John's to advance to the regional final.

Sunday, the Bulldogs did it despite the
absence of their high scorer. Terry Fair, for
all but two minutes of the second half
b«Tause of foul trouble.

Banks, a 6 foot 6 junior, U'd the way with
20 points, while Fleming and Gerald Crosby
each scored 17.

All American Michael Jordan of North
Carolina scored 16 of his game high 26
points in the first half, when Georgia led 37
.35.

With Syracuse and St. John's already
gone from the tournament field, a crowd of

22,894 at the Carrier Dome jumped on the
Bulldog bandwagon and cheered them on as
they played a close first half.

Second ranked liouisville heads for

college basketball's Final Four for the third

time in four years thanks to a relentless

full court defensive press that turned its

"dream game" against Kentucky into an
overtime rout.

The Cardinals, reeling off their 16th

consecutive victory, buried No. 12 Ken
tucky 80 68 Saturday by scoring the first 14
points of the overtime period in the first

clash in 24 years between the two Bluegrass
powers.

Kentucky simply came unglued and the
rout was on as the Cards. 32 3. surged to a
76 62 advantage before Dirk Minniefield's
lay up ended the Wildcat's scoreless
drought with only 34 seconds remaining.
The victory sends Louisville, champion

of the Metro Conference, into a national
semifinal conte.st at Albuquerque, N.M..
next Saturday against top ranked Houston!
winner of Sundays Midwest Regional title

89 71,overNo. 13Villanova.
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Paper Work ToPeople Work : caucus Members Leam a Lot

The Third World Caucus is a small number of Third

World undergraduates doing an important and

necessary job

When asked to explain the structure of the Caucus,

Third World Caucus member, Robert Teixeira

reported that, "Out of the Student Government

Association's 120 seats, 15 are reserved for Third

World Caucus members" These members are elected

by the Caucus Other members of the Caucus become
senators through Dormitory or Commuter Area

Government elections The Third World Caucus

elects a chairperson, usually the senior member of the

group.

This year's chairperson, Adna Crum, explained that

the Caucus usually votes in a block "Often during a

Senate meeting, the Caucus will convene outside to

discuss a new piece of legislature Presenting both

sides of the argument we choose the side we believe

to be most beneficial to the Third World community

We then return to the senate meeting and vote accor-

dingly
"

At their weekly meetings caucus memters discuss

current actions and pertinent issues in reference to

their effect on Third World people, particularly the

Third World students on campus
The Third World Caucus is responsible for securing

the needs of Third World students at UMass.

Amherst The Caucus is to insure that Third World

student interests are supported in the daily processes

of the Student Government Association (SGA), which

IS the governing student body of the University The

group also acts as a facilitator for Third World

organizations unrecognized by the SGA
In stating the purpose and goal of the Caucus, Adna
Crum said, "The Third World Caucus works to secure

parity (equality) within the framework of the Universi

ty George McKenzie said, "It attempts to bring to

the forefront issues concerning Third World people

not only nationally, but also internationally
"

Members of the Caucus would like to initiate a search

for a Director of Third World Affairs According to

McKenzie. they are "having difficuly in gaming certain

administrators' cooperation in effectively setting up
and carrying out the search ' McKenzie added. "It ap
pears as though we will need the cooperation of the

Third World community on campus to abort the Ad
ministration's efforts to usurp control over the search

process " Caucus members believe that having a

Third World Affairs Director that understands and is

abreast of Third World issues, is paramount for their

continued effectiveness

The Caucus is presently working against the New Ad
missions Bill which would raise minimum SAT stan

dards for state colleges and universities in

Massachusetts They feel it will impede Third World

college applicants

Along with the Committee for the Collegiate Educa-

tion of Blacks and other Minority Students

(CCEBMS), and other University agencies, the

Caucus IS initiating a process to increase the universi-

ty's recruitment efforts of Third World students

Caucus members also stated that they intend to push

to make Martin Luther King, Jr s birthday a national

holiday.

To an inqury abo"» Caucus achievements, senator

Crum replied, "As a g. _up we've gained the respect of

our fellow students and se^ jrs."

^he Third World Caucus held the largest one day

voter registration drive in the history of ' Corn-

by Tracey Bryant

monwealth The Boston newspaper. The Globe wrote

a lengthy article describing the achievement

Said Robert Teixeira, individual members of the

Caucus have reached the highest echelons of the

SGA president, speaker, chairpersons of many dif

ferent committees

Caucus members feel that participation in the Third

World Caucus will provide any interested Third World

student with invaluable training and experience

They detailed this statement by saying that the SGA is

a microcosm of the state legislative body One

becomes familiar with parliamentary procedures, and

learns to manage and allocate funds In certain SGA
positions one can learn how state trust funds operate,

and there is always accounting and bookkeeping

One learns to effectively lobby on ;he university, state

and national levels There is also the social education

dealing with racism, sexism, classism and cultural

diversity

Ms. Crum feels that her participation in the Senate has

taught her "how to deal with people, particularly peo-

ple who are not of color, in an effective way I learned

to circumvent those (racists) who can do damage

Also It has made me a very good judge of character.

Because of my different dealings I've gone to

workshops on racism, sexism and assertiveness train-

ing to bring out better parts of my personality I've

gained effective leadership skills and an analytical way

of thinking."

Mr McKenzie said, "I've learned that the democratic

process as oresently existing, is a farce and does not

truly manifest the needs or desires of those who lack

political power It is therefore fair to say that for Third

World people to achieve any kind of access to

resources one must first become politically abreast,

and secondly use that political knowledge to further

the interests of the Third World community '

Caucus Projections for the Eighties

"As the U S economy struggles, the struggle of Third

World people will become more intense The '80's

therefore require that the Third World community

come together and utilize its consolidated strength to

maintain what has already been achieved and further

demand that which we've yet to achieve; i.e. making

Martin Luther King, Jr 's birthday a national holiday"

Members of the Third Wortd Caucus

The Third World Caucus urges all interested Third

World students to get involved with the Caucus by
calling the Office of Third World Affairs at 545-2517,

or by coming to a Caucus meeting Meetings are held

every Wednesday night at 6 00 in the Campus Center.
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Third World
Caucus
Developments
by Robert Teixeira

The election of Third World Caucus member Charlene

Allen to Student Government Association (SGA) Co-

Presidency and the departure of Sharon Davies from

her post as Speaker of the SGA were the major

highlights concerning the Third World Caucus dunng

the week of March 9th - 16th

"I feel very good about Charlene's election victory,"

said Gary Lee, Director of the Office of Third World

Affairs "I think Charlene is a very competent and in-

telligent individual who has a good understanding and

an acute insight into the complexities of her new job."

Mr. Lee said when asked about Charlene Allen's

qualifications

Charlene Allen was recently elected to the position as

SGA Co-President with Tom Ahern As Co President,

Charlene will serve as the student representative on

the Board of Trustees UMass, while Tom will mainly

be responsible for on-campus issues and representa-

tion

As student trustee, Charlene places herself m a highly

responsible position. "As a Trustee I get to make deci-

sions on Trust Fund Allocations to the various

academic departments and vote on all tenure deci-

sions for University professors," Charlene said when

asked how she would most effectively represent stu-

dent interests on the Board of Trustees She also add-

ed that "Given the fact that UMass students elected a

Black woman to the position, should do a lot to

change some of the values and understanding of a

few older trustees '

In other news concerning the Third World Caucus,

Sharon Davies. Speaker of the SGA announced her

planned departure from her position at last Wednes

day's Senate meeting As a Third World Caucus

member and executive officer of the Senate. Sharon

took on a position of great responsibility Responsible

for the operation of and presiding over all Senate

meetings were a few of her job duties

When asked about the accomplishments during

Sharon's one year tenure as Speaker. Joel Weissman,

Executive Director of Students' Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy (SCERAI, said that she

"stemmed the tide of negativism " "Senate people

felt that they were doing something good" He said

Weissman added that "Sharon left the Senate m a

stronger position by making headway on questions

concerning control of the SATF and by articulating

those problems to students
"

Budget Co Chairperson, Jennifer Kirby agreed "I feel

Sharon has tjeen a strong force in resolving many of

the problems concerning the control of the SATF"
And finally, Charlene Allen said that "As a woman of

color, Sharon m her capacity as Speaker has inspired

many Third World students to get involved
"

In other news. Third World Caucus member Eugene

Bull was elected to the position of co-chair of the SGA
Budgets Committee along -with current co-chair. Jen-

nifer Kirby

The Martin Luther King Jr

Cultural Center
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By Keith Johnson

The Martin Luther King Jr. Cultural Center is located

in Dickinson House in the Orchard Hill Residence

Area. The Center provides academic, social and

cultural services for students who live in the Orchard

Hill and Central Residence Areas.

^tUght
The center was revitalized in 1981 after a long period

of virtual inactivity. At that time it was known as the

Orchard Hill Cultural Center but in the spring of '81,

students dedicated the Center in the name of Martin

Luther King Jr.

The King Center is equipped with a typewriter, stereo,

library, and office space There are also ping-pong and

pool tables just outside the Center in the dorm lounge.

The soft lounge chairs and magazines make the

Center a great lounge area where students of color
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can come relax and exchange experiences. Most

nights it is a quiet study lounge.

In the past year the Center has put on numerous

events such as movies, poetry readings, and dinners.

There have even been jazz performances in the center

recently. These social and cultural gatherings have

been enjoyed by the students from all across campus.

The Center is funded by Orchard Hill and Central Area

Governments and is run collectively by a number of

students who live in the area. Soon a part-time coor-

dinator will be selected to assist with the administra-

tion of the Center.

The center is open nightly and for more information

call 545-0578

Get Involved in

Nummo!
Get involved?! The time is ripe for students

who've always wanted to learn how an in-

dependent Third World weekly is produced,

because NUMMO is extending a special in-

vitation to interested persons to come on
down emd check us out!!

There are a whole range of skills,

technical, creative, literate, artistic and
otherwise, that go into newspaper produc-

tion. All eu-e encouraged to find out how to

expand their capabilities and contribute to

an important collective effort at the same
time. The Black. Latino, and Asian-

American communities should take the time

to remember and consider the fact that

NUMMO is the community's mode of

cultural, political, social, philosophical and
multi-dimensional expression. It exists to

voice the concerns cf underrepresented

groups, concerns that are traditionally

overlooked or distorted in the mainstream
media. These concerns should not be

centered around the negative elements of

life in Amherst, in New England, and in the

United States. Tl^iese concerns include

anything that constitutes a dynamic
response to the flow of history, to change
and possibility, to the educational process.

Gdl of which influence our lives as students
of color at the University of Massachusetts.

WHAT IS NEEDED IN NUMMO NEWS ???

NUMMO necHis students who are willing

to take the responsibilty for continuing the
process of communication through words,
thoughts and deeds. NUMMO needs the
responsiveness of the community in orderto
accomplish its goals. The power of the writ-

ten and spoken word is its use in teaching
and questioning, in analysis and interpreta-

tion, and especially in its use for expression!
This is not some mystical power but speaks
to the nature of human life, right now. in the
world we live in. NUMMO asks that you. the
reader, consider taking an active stcuice

toward your education, through involve-

ment in any form.particularly since there
are so many options available, even within
NUMMO itself!

^'Sert.

Latin American Week to
be Celebrated at UMass
by Roxana Bell

Once again the Latin American organization, AHORA,

at Uf\^ASS Will be celebrating its annual Latin

American Week. This year the week will be dedicated

to Latin American Women, and will be held during the

month of April

During the various activities folkloric dances perform-

ed by area children will be featured AHORA will be

co-sponsoring a lecture by Robert Armstrong, a cor-

respondent of NACLA Report on the Americas and

The Guardian newspaper The lecture will deal with

the current situation in Central America.

During the Latin American Week, AHORA will be

featuring several documentary films which will deal

with subiects such as the moving film "The Steriliza-

tion", by Ana Maria Garcia, which deals with the forc-

ed sterilization of the Puerto Rican women Also many

documentary films on and about Latin America will be

shown
As this year's Latin American Week is dedicated to

Latin American Women, there will be a panel discus-

sion titled "Women m Struggle", with participants

from the Revolutionary Democratic Front of El

Salvador, representatives from Casa Nicaragua from

New York, and a representative from Cuba This panel

will be moderated by Soma Nieto.

Also there will be a lecture by the Taller de Arte y

Cultura of Ad)untas, Puerto Rico, on the subject of

the exploitation of Puerto Rican lands.

And as usual, the organization will have its "Social

Night" which will be Friday, April 22, in the Student

Union Ballroom. This event will feature a cultural

dance group named, LOS PLENEROS DE LA 23 ABA-
JO, directly from Puerto Rico and the Group SAOCO
from Boston

All these activities are a collective effort on the part of

the members of the Latin American Organization

AHORA, with the sincere hope of maintaining the

Latin American presence at UMass, one that is active

and alive Take part in these activities, they are meant

to be enjoyed by all, and help us maintain Simon

Bolivars' dream of a "United Latin America"

ALIVE"!!!!

S e m a n a Latinoamerican
Se Celebrara en UMass

por Roxana Bell

Nuevamente la organizacion AHORA, de la univer

sidad de Massachusetts, presentara LA SEMANA
LATINOAMERICANA Esta semana se llevara acabo

durante el rnes de Abnl Como las semanas que se

ban celebrado antenormente, la organizacion estara

dedicando esta semana a La Mu|er Latmoamencana

Entre la vanedad de actividades se bnndaran un baile

folklonco de nmos del area, una charia sobre la situa

cion actual en America Central con Robert Arm

strong, corresponsal del periodico The Guardian, y

NACLA Report on the Americas, que se llevara acabo

el 19 de Abnl

Las peliculas siempre son un agradable complemento,

durante esta semana la organizacion AHORA les

traera la pelicula "La esterehzacion" de Ana Maria

Garcia, un documental emocionante sobre la

esterelizacion de la muier Puertonquena Tambien

habra vanas peliculas sobre America Latma

Como esta semana sera dedicada a la mu|er

latmoamencana, habra un panel titulado. "La Mu|er

En Lucha", con participantes de diferentes grupos

come el Frente Democratico de Revolucion de El

Salvador, representantes de La Casa Nicaragua de

The DuBois Corner

Nueva York y una representante de Cuba Este panel

sera moderado por la Profesora Sonia Nieto

El Taller de Arte y Cultura de Adjuntas, Puerto Rico

presento una ponencia ante el comite de descoloniza

cion de las Orgamzaciones de las Naciones Unidas la

cual enfatisa la explotacion de la isia de Puerto Rico de

parte de los Estado Unidos Dos representantes del

Taller de Arte y Cultura bnndaran una charia sobre el

Plan 2020, que tratara sobre la explotacion fisica,

economica y psycologica de Puerto Rico

Y como de costumbre, la organizacion AHORA tendra

su noche social la cual se llevara acabo el viernes 22 en

el Student Union Ballroom les presentaremos LOS
PLENEROS DE LA 23 ABAJO. directamente de Puer

to Rico, alternando con el grupo SAOCO de Boston

Todas estas actividades se las brjnda la organizacion

AHORA por medio de un esfuerzo colectivo, con el

deseo de mantener la presencia Latmoamencana ac

tiva en la Universidad de Massachusetts Participen en

estas actividades que son para ustedes y ayudenos a

mantener vivo el sueno de Simon Bolivar, "Una

America Latma Unida".

by Keith Johnson

WEB DuBois was one of our greatest Black

Ijistonans This feature is dedicated to his life struggle

and depicts the history of Blacks in America.

On February 1, 1960, four Black students from nearby

North Carolina A + T brought students into the

forefront of the civil rights movement by sitting down

at the all white restaurant counter at the Woolworths

Store in Greensboro, North Carolina

When the students tried politely to ask for service they

were ignored but they sat there until the store closed

The next day they came back with the support of 25

other students Soon even white students joined m the

sit-ins.

Within several months the peaceful protest led to the

opening of the counter to all races But what is more

important is that within two weeks the sit in move-

ment had spread to 14 cities in five southern states

The student movement captured the heart and soul of

the civil rights movement and increased it's momen

turn that was felt all over the country

Leaders from the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)

tried to organize and take over the sit-in movement by

making suggestions that the students should concen-

trate on the Woolworth's chain But the students did

not accept CORE trying to take the lead m this move

mem, in which no other organization had decided to

take such a bold approach as this before

But the students at North Carolina A ^^ T had had a

history of political activity They had boycotted local

movie houses that had cut out scenes with Negro ac

tors and they booed the governor three times when he

once used the word "nigra" in a speech Unlike other

Black college campuses. North Carolina A + T had

eighty student-controlled organizations, a unique

situation for a public institution

During the sn ms that followed students were spat on,

burned with cigarettes, slapped, beaten, called "nig

ger", and even bomb threats were sent to stores that

were allowing sit ins Upon arrest some were beaten

by police and others were hosed by firemen In the

first 6 months 1600 students were arrested

The Greensboro sit in of I960 immortalizes the

students of that era as being in the forefront of the

civil rights movement But students did not stop

there. They were also very active with Martin Luther

King, Jr ,
NAACP, and SNCC Student involvement

can be considered one of the most influential parts of

civil rights movement and students of this era must

continue the struggle

Korean Students Association presents:

Films on various aspects ot Korean Culture All are

invited March 30 and 31 , CC 904 8 at 7 00 p m each

night

Announcmg
Korean Film Series, sponsored by the Korean Stu-

dent Association

March 30 (Wednesday) 7 00 p m , Campus Center

Rm 904 8 "Pi Mak" (The Hut) - winner of Special

Prize in the Berlin film festival, the story of a forbid-

den love in a village of "slash and burn" economy,

1 % hours

March 31 (Thursday) 7:00 p m , Campus Center Rm
904 8, Three cultural films "Bong San Mask

Dance", 30 minutes. "Korea USA Centennial

Friendship ', 44 minutes. "Traditional Korean

Music ", 20 minutes

A Career Support Group for Women
will be offered by the Everywoman's Center beginning

Wednesday, March 30 from 7 00 to 9 00 p m Meeting

for eight sessions, the group will consider job goals

and skills, will look at career options, and will discuss

)ob search strategies such as resume writing and inter

viewing skills

The support group will be facilitated by Shari

O'Brien and is free Advance registration is required

Please contact the Everywoman's Center at 545-0883

to register or for more information.

Contact Shan O'Brien or Myra Hindus Everywoman's

Center 545 0883
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Announcements
U.S. Intervention in Central America:

Should we get out? Should we stay? Nor-

thampton Forum on Central America

Moderated by Mayor Musante. Debate and open
nnike panelists;

US. State Dept Representative Mel Blake,

Senior Ass't to Thonnas Enders on Central

American Policy

Morton Halpenn, Center for National Security

Studies, Ass't Secretary of Defense Dept (1967-69)

Beverly Treuman, Unitarian Universalis^ Service

Committee

US. Congressperson Silvio Conte (invited)

US Congressperson Edward Boland (invited)

Represenataive of Nortfiampton Committee on

Central America

Nortfiampton High School (Little Theatre), Tues-

day, March 15, 7:00 p m

Services for Survivors of Rape

In 1981, a total of 82,088 rapes were reported to

police nationally Countless other crimes of sexual

violence and battering went unreported due to the vie

tim's fear and shame For the past seven years, the

Counselor /Advocates have been helping victims and

their families to cope with this life threatening ex

penence Based at the Everywoman's Center at

UMass and offering free, confidential services to cam

pus and community alike, the Counselor/Advocates

provide emotional support and legal information To

reach a Counselor Advocate call the crisis line at

545-0800 any time including nights, weekends and

holidays If you are interested m becoming a

Counselor /Adovcate and are available through the

Summer months, please call Catherine Roach at

Everywoman's Center, 545 0883, or pick up an ap

plication form in Wilder Hall, UMass. Amherst

Contact Cathenne Roach, Amy Harper, 545 0883

New Support Group: Woman's Journey Into

Self

Beginning Tuesday, April 5, an 8 session values

clarification group for women will be held at the

Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall, UMass Amherst

Susan Alquist, the group leader, is a Counselor with

the Violence Against Women program, an expenenc

ed educator and has trained under Or Sidney Simon

in values clarification workshop techniques The

group, which meets weekly from 7 00 8 30 p.m.. will

focus on such topics as self esteem, overall wellness,

relationships and "getting unstuck " The format will

include small group discussions and structured exer

cises There is no fee for Women's Journey Into

Self", but pre registration is required Interested

women of all ages are invited to participate For more

information and sign up, please call the

Everywoman's Center at 545 0883

Contact Person Catherine C Roach or Amy K

Harper. 545 0883

Announcements policy: All announcements
must be submitted in writing by the Friday

before date of issue.

The UMass Southern Africa Solidarity Com-
mittee and the Distinguished Visitors Pro-

gram

are pleased to sponsor the visit to our community of

Mr. Theo Ben-Gurirab, Chief Representative of the

Permanent Observer Mission of the South-West

Africa Peoples' Organization (SWAPO) to the United

Nations Mr Ben Gurirab will speak on Thursday,

April 7th, 1983, at 8:00 p.m., in room 101 of the Cam
pus Center at th. University of Massachusetts.

Mr Ben-Gurirab will address the current status and

future of the struggle for Nambian independence

amidst the profound and expanding Washigton

Pretoria connection SWAPO's attitude and position

on the latest proposals and on the negotiation process

seldom have been presented directly in the United

States. The appearance of the Chief Representative m
our area is a valuable opportunity to learn and interact.

Apart from the public appearance in the evening,

Mr Ben-Gurirab will make sme classroom ap

pearances as well. For further information we invite

you to conact us at the Office of Third World Affairs in

the Student Union Building at UMass The phone

number is: 545-2517

We look forward to your attendance and participa

tion

Sincerely yours,

The Southern Africa Solidarity Committee

Everywoman's Center Services Calendar

According to most Resident Coordinator Heads in

UMass dorms, the amount of information

undergraduate women have about their own sex

uality has shrunk dramatically since the '60's and

'70's The majority of women did not, even then,

have lots of information about sex Information

about woman's sexuality has usually, in modern

times, been relegated to infirmaries, as tf sex is a

purely anatomical "objective " function, separate

from relationships, thus further distancing from the

workings of their bodies

The recent increase in the society's general inten

sity of fear and repression has made it even harder

for people to risk exposing their ignorance of such

tender and personal areas

For Third World Women, the difficulty of obtain

ing information about sexuality is further com
pounded by the mtimadationg, white, male at-

mosphere of health clinics, a history, for most Third

World groups, of bad experience with family plann

ing clinics (such as stenhzaton abuse, careless

prescriptions), and for many, an upbringing in

which result of this ignorance, for all young women,

IS unwanted pregnancies and power draining rela

tionships with boyfriends

For all these reasons, when the Third WoMd
WOW^"WUyfaf?i of The EWC asked BCP and

CCEMBS what kinds of workshops the Third World

woman at UMass might find particularly useful,

many of these women asked for a series of

workshops which would not be intimidating but

would be informative and relaxed The Spring

Workshop Series were all held m comfortable,

familiar places, and all but one was run by a Third

World Woman The workshops used slides, han

douts, models, and snacks were provided for the

curious and the hungry

The Third World Woman's Program coordinators

hope to have a get together after the last workshop
on, Improving Relationships Between Men and
Women Through Better Communications on March
16. 1983 at BCP between the hours of 7-9 00 p m.

MARCH 13 Sunday night there will be a workshop,

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMAN at Coolige Tower in

the mam lounge, 7 30 p m
March 16 SPRING WORKSHOP SERIES INPROV
ING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MEN AND
WOMEN THROUGH BETTER COMMUNICATIONS
at BCP 7900 p m Sponsored by BCP, THIRD

WORLDWOMEN'S TASK FORCE of the EWC tel no

545 0883 and CCEMBS Contact EWC
MARCH 30 SUPPORT GROUP FOR CAREER
WOMEN meets Thursday at the EWC, 7 9 00 p m
APRIL 5 VALUES CLARIFICATION FOR CAREER
WOMEN A different focus ech week to include rela

tionships, self esteem, managing time, and getting

unstuck Starts at 7 8 30p m and each Tuesday after

that same time for 8 weeks Contact the EWC at

545 0883

APRIL 20 SUPPORT GROUP FOR LESBIAN
COUPLES Couples will explore commonalities with

each other, will identify unique stresses and rewards

of being in a Lesbian Couple Starts March 2nd

Wednesday evenings and the last meeting is APRIL

20

TUESDAY Of every month the THIRD WORLD
WOMEN'S TASK FORCE meets at the EWC For

more info contact Panna or Malika

Press Release

The University of Massachusetts has recently com-
pleted arrangements for an exchange agreement bet-

ween UMass and the Universidad de los Andes,
Bogota, Colombia The exchange will be open for

both students and faculty from the Five Colleges

Students who participate in the exchange will live

with Colombian families and must speak Spanish
Universidad de los Andes offers a full program of

study including arts and sciences, administration,

engineering, architecture, law, economics and
philosophy The goal is to have four students ex

change m each direction beginning the Fall 1983
semester.

This new agreement promises to provide an exciting

opportunity for students who wish to study in Latin

America and for faculty interested m expanding their

teaching experience abroad More information can be
obtained at the International Programs office, 239
Whitmore at 545-0746.

The two workshops for women only, "Sex-

ual Violence" and "Assertiveness Train-

ing,"

addressed issues which are often ignored by, or

separated from, typical informational discussions of

sexuality Sexual Violence is a confusing issue for

many women because in many cultures (including

US), a man's slapping or raping a woman is seen as

a sign of love, an act of passion rather than the act

of violence, which in fact it is. Many women do not

know if they have been battered, especially if a

friend or lover is committing the violence Lack of

assertiveness is a problem which especially plagues

us gentle women In the "Assertiveness Training"

workshops, women began to learn to say "NO,"

when they meant no, and, "YES," when they meant

yes.

In addition to organizing workshops and films

series, the Third World Woman's Task Force of the

EWC is open to all as a resource for direct service

information, and referrals.
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Kim Mead, a junior Exercise Science major, found yesterday warm
enoug^h to carry her sweater while still cool enough to maintain a
snowbank by the Campus Center ^rai^e.

Tip tax withholding results

in skimpy checks for some
By VIRGINIA WARFIELI)

l'*ll«(tMi ('•rTrapon4««l

Some area waiters and waitresses say

their payrhet'ks yield no money now that a

new tax law has gone into effect at the

start of this year.

"With the new law in effect. I now
receive negative paychecks" said Barbara

Bagge-Rynerson, a senior majoring in

educatif)n at the I'niversity of

Massachusetts, and a full time waitress at

Fitzwilly's in Northam|)ton.

The law, according to a description pro

vided by H & R Block, requires tipped

employees of large food and l)everage

establishments to report to the Internal

Revenue Service tips on at least 8 percent

of total sales.

For instance, if a waiter or waitress sells

$1.00() worth of f(X)d on a particular day,

he or she is automatically taxtnl on $S0 in

tips, whether %H^ is made or not.

And many times the employee's sales

and the amount taxed on them exceeds

what would normally he a week's pay. This

is the case with Bagge-Rynerson.

She said often the employees "owe"

money on their checks l^ecause of insurance

or to<i much taxation.

"Now I'm working only for my tips." she

added. 'What do I do when the tips aren't

there?"

Amy Hartnett, another Fitzwilly's

waitress, said this can l)e a problem. She

said many people don't think they need to

tip at all.

"I've seen customers leave as little as

$1.75 on a $23 check. What happened to

Uie sUirKlarU i<> perctriil. ?>oe asivcu.

Though the "standard" tip should be

about \h percent, the new law taxes the

wajtperson on only 8 fjercent. However, as

in the situation Hartnett mentioned, some
tips fall below this rate and the employee is

overtaxed.

Some waiters and waitresses feel that

customers who cannot afford to tip should

realize that they also cannot afford to eat

out.

"People don't understand that now our

income is solely dependent on the tips they

leave."

However, not ever)'<»ne is subject to taxa-

tion by the law. said Bagge-Rynerson.

Michael Davey. a senior management
major at I'Mass. and a waiter at the Deer-

field Inn in Deerfield. said he is not af-

fected by the new law.

According to the provisions of the law,

establishments with less than ten

employees on a particular day are not re-

quired to comply.

"We never have enough people on a

shift," Davey said. "Not even on our

busiest nights."

Another HMass student, (ie<'rge Parr>',

is bartender at Plumbley's. (»ff the Com
mon in Amherst. He claims the law does

.lot hurt the bartenders as much.
"I've seen the wait resides get zerr)

paychecks, but it's not as bad for us," he

said.

Asked if his cust(^mers ever "forget" to

tip him. Parry replied that ()eople usually

will leave something.

"But if there's a happy hour and the lx*er

is cheap," he said, "most people don't tip at

all."

Hadley vote threatens

Northampton bus routes
By TRICIA YACOVONE

Coii»ir»" Starr

Traveling to the malls, the movies or fast

food restaurants to satisfy the late night

munchies will be made more difficult next

semester for most students if Hadley with

draws funding for the Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority (PVTAl.
Last week at the Town Meeting. Hadleys

citizens voted to withdraw funding for the

PVTA buses, which travel from Amherst to

Northampton, making six stops in Hadley.

including the Hampshire and Mountain
Farms malls. If this proposal passes, it will

go into effect on July 1.

The citizens at the Town Meeting voted

unanimously to withdraw their $15,000 in

funding becaus*- the federal reimbursement
of $«0.0()0 that is proposed in the budget

stiU has not been processed. Therefore, the

town may be liable for this money, said

Joseph Zgrodnick, chairman of the Hadley

Planning Board.

The decision resulted from the prevailing

sentiment that the townspeople do not get

enough use out of the bus system, and while

the town expenditure has increased by 150

percent in the past three years, the quality

of service has not. according to Zgrodnick.

PVTA has rejected the Hadley decision,

claiming that under the Massachusetts
General Laws, Chapter 161B. Section !.'>.

the town has lo hold a special ballot election

regarding the issue before it can legally

withdraw from a regional transit authority.

Selectman Donald Pipczynski said.

.Although no formal dale has been set for

an election, the issue will be disruss«-d at a

selectman's meeting to be held next

Tuesday night, Pipczynski said.

If the legislation passes, the lack of bus

service in Hadley will undoubtedly have

adverse affects on students at the five

colleges and the merchants of the area.

Meanwhile, many students who are

employed in Hadley may have to find other

transportation to work if they now rely on

the bus service. Liz Ars«»naull. a junk>r

psychology major, said she needs her job at

Burger King to pay for school and rent

.

"The buses don't even go often enough
now. and sometimes I even have to hit

chhike because there hasn't been enough
room on the bus. I don't like hitchhiking at

all, but it will probably be necessary when
the bus service stops," Arsenault »aid.

"A lot of people count on that bus to get

to work, and I don't know what they're

going to do either," she added.

Stadium concert cancelled;

UPC plans alternative event
By TAMI BORTON

(•iivruii .surr

There will be no stadium concert at the

University of Massachusetts this spring,

but an alternative event will be heki.

according to Union Program Council

(UPO Talent Coordinator Bill IVichett.

The show, which was to be held in

Alumni Stadium at UMass. was cancelled

because UPC was unable lo book talent

with enough drawing power to fill the

stadium. "The talent just isn't out there."

Pnchett said.

Many performers do not bt^in their

summer tours until after the evenl. he

said.

"We will hold an outside show on

campus. However, we won't let people

know where or when it will be held until

very close to the show." Prichett said. The

purpose of this is to prevent non sludetits

from attending the show, he said.

A rough plan for the alternative event
has been devised by \'\*i\ but Prichett is

not sure of whether UPC will plan a single

show or .series, as was held last spring.

"We have to present our new proposal

to the Undergraduate Stud«»nt S(>nateand

ask for money ito underwrite the show)

before decisions are made," Prichett said.

The show will, however, include a wide
variety of talent, although none is planned

as of yet. he said.

Prichett plans to announce there will be

no stadium show at the student senate

meeting tomorrow night. The new
proposal will probably be presented at the

meeting held the following week, he said.

Earlier in the semester the Student
Senate had voted to underwrite $199,000

for the stadium event.

(oIlrinBn phntii h« \nn l.am*rT

Gabriel Silverman and Joshua Wallace romp together in the Nor-

theast quad Saturday afternoon. They are the sons of houseparents in

Leach and Hamlin dorms.
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World and National News

L-

A medical student secures his jfr>P *» h« ^»^^^ » ^o"*' «^ downtown Strasbourg in eastern

France while climbinj? the Strasbourg Cathedral yesterday with four classmates The grroup was

protesting medical reforms to be implemented by the Socialist administration of French Prime

Minister Pierre Mauron. Several marches protesting the reforms have been held in France over

the last two weeks.

Subway death trial

gets first verdicts
BOSTON (AP) — Before recessing for the night, a

Suffolk Superior Court jury returned a partial verdict of

guilty yesterday evening against two white men charged in

the death of a black man allegedly chased onto train tracks.

The panel of 11 whites and five blacks found Francis X.

Devin. 20. and William M. Joyce. 19. both of Boston, guilty

of three counts each of assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon.

Judge Roger Donahue sequestered the panel until 9:30

a.m. today.

Devin and Joyce are charged in the death of William F.

Atkinson. The 30 year old Boston maintenance worker

was struck by a train on March 13. 1982.

The panel got the case at about 11 a.m. Monday, and

took several breaks for questions and a lunch recess.

In closing arguments before Judge Donahue, prosecutor

John J. Kiernan said Friday that Devin and Joyce — who

are among five charged in the case — deprived Atkinson of

his rights when they allegedly forced him onto the tracks in

front of an approaching rapid transit train.

Kdward Tuffo. 18. Michael Nowacki. 20. and Paul

MacCiregor. 19. all of Boston, are awaiting trial.

All were accused of hurling bottles, shouting racial

epithets and chasing Atkinson and a white companion.

William Grady. 24. of Boston into the Savin Hill station of

the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority.

Defense attorney Geoffrey Packard warned the jury

Friday not to aHow the concept of racism to impede

deliberations.

"The prosecution is charging that because of race, and

for no other reason. Mr. Atkinson jumped onto the MBTA
tracks," Packard said. "But the concept of racism is not on

trial here. Indeed, that concept has been tried and con

vicled several times."

Correction

The following people were elected to positions on

the Campus Center Board of Governors in the Stu-

dent Government Association election on March 7

and 8: Paige Fernandes. Paul S. Agranat. and

Gregory I). Frick. They will represent commuters

on the Board of Governors. Their names were in-

advertently omitted from the recent report of the

election results.

Haddad called obstacle to peace talks
BEIRUT. Lebanon »AP» - Lebanese news media and

Israeli sources said yesterday that the role of militia

commander Saad Haddad. Israels aUy in southern

Lebanon. Ls the la-st obstacle to progress in the troop with

drawal negotiations.

'The talks remain deadlocked because Israel insists on

giving Maj. Saad Haddad and his militia a major security

role in the South." the Lebanese state radio reported as

r.S. presidential envoy Philip C. Habib returned to Beirut

from Israel with no indications of a breakthrough.

The U.S. Israeli Lebanese talks on the withdrawal of

foreign troops from I^banon resume Thursday in the

Israeli border town of Kiryat Shmona. Israeli sources, who

asked anonymity, agreed that settlement was blocked by

the dispute over liaddads future role in security

arrangements to keep the Palestinian guerrillas from

returning to south I>ebanon.

The I^bani'se government last week rejected Israel's

demand that Haddad. who defied the Beirut government

and set up his own territory along the Israeli I^ebanese

b«irder. be reinstated in the Lebanese army and put in

charge of security arrangements in the South.

"The Israehs contend he has more experience than the

newly restructured l.*banese army in combating

guerrillas." the I..ebanese radio said. Israeli Foreign

Minister Yitzhak Shamir was quoted as telling Habib that

Israel "learned to work with (Haddad* and we can rely on

him" to keep the guerrillas out of range of the border.
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Full costing policy still

faces campus opposition
Editor's Note: This is the second article

in a three-part series on the Trust Fund
Management Policy and "full costing" at

the University of Massachusetts.

By MARK J. WELCH
Collcciui Staff

The Trust Fund Management Policy ap-

proved by the University of Massachusetts
Board of Trustees last month was the

result of over two years of campus and
University-wide study, but many campus
administrators still oppose the "full

costing" policy, which will cost each UMass
student over $100 per year.

Most of the trust fund managers and
other administrators interviewed said their

opposition to the policy was not seriously

considered during planning stages and that

once the policy was proposed, suggestions

that the policy not be put into effect were
ignored.

trust funds. Snow removal and ground-
skeeping services by the Physical Plant are
also not passed on, and many trust funds
pay either nothing or very low rates for

utilities.

"How far can it go? We really don't
know," said one administrator.

Other colleges and universities charge
for all central services, and student fees

are much higher at those schools. In a few
cases, campus trust funds at other institu-

tions have been used to subsidize academic
areas by charging higher-than-reasonable

rates for full costing, according to one ad-

ministrator.

Several administrators complained about
"double-dipping," or paying for full costing

more than once. Some trust funds already

pay for some of the central services includ-

ed in the full costing charge, but must also

pay the charge.

The Residence Halls Trust Fund pays
$88,000 for salaries of employees in the

**I don't see any turnaround," said one trust

fund manager. **There aren't any positive benefits

for students paying the fees."

But pressure from the UMass
President's Office kept those ad-

ministrators from publicly opposing the

policy, and n^ine wished to be quoted, fear-

ing retribution.

Some opposition was voiced publicly, of

course. Student leaders opposed full

costing throughout the pn>cess, ami some
trust fund managers argued against

specific parts of the policy.

But when the trustees considered and

voted on the policy, no campus ail-

ministrators were allowed to publicly op-

pose the proposal, and UMass President

David ('. Knapp gave no indication that

there was any opposition <»n the Amherst
campus.
The necessity of the policy was challeng

ed by many administrators. No payments
had previously been made for the central

services included in the new 2 4 percent full

costing charge.

"I don't see any tumanund." said one

trust fund manager. "There should be a

trade-off. but I don't see any tangible off-

set. There aren't any positive benefits for

student* [)aying the fees."

But several administrators also admitted

they had been getting a "free ride" by

receiving the central ser\'ices at n«» charge.

"No one wants to pay more money for

anything." said one.

A common fear among administrators is

that full costing might be more strictly im

plemented in future years. Services by

high level administrators (the President,

the Chancellor and the vice-Chancellors

and their staffs) are not now charged to the

Bursar's. Accounting and Personnel of-

fices. The Boarding Halls Trust Fund pavs
$36,000 for additional salaries in those of-

fices.

But those trust funds will not be permit
te(i either to subtract the j>ayments from
the full costing assessment or to stop mak-
ing the direct payment^s. The financial

managers of both trust funds .said this was
unfair even given the full costing policy ap
proved by the Trustees.

Also. |»ayments to Physical Plant, which
are considered a part of full costing by
some administrators, are still assessed the

same 2.4 i_>ercent rate as other expen
ditures.

Some administrators argued that money
being transferred to other trust furuls was
lieing "full costed" twice: once by charging
the trust fund making the transfer, an<i

again when the money is spent by the trust

fuixl receiving it.

F'ull costing charges on bond payments
were op|x)sed by many a<lministrators

When guidelines were sent out last year,

administrators were told not to j>ay the full

costing rate on those payments or on
transfers, but this guideline force each
trust fund to pay 2.4 percent on all ex
penses.

John L. DeNyse. vice-Chancellor for Ad-
ministration and Finance, compared this

method to a "flat rate" income tax. Rather
than allowing complicated deductions and
charging a high "tax" rate, a low rate can
be charged on all income. While the total

collected is the same, paperwork is reduced
using the 'fiat rate."

Voluntary funding bill may
number MassPIRG's days

s^«9 ant^iwt'sC

By MITCH ZEMEL
rollrfiaR < orrmponrfeiil

A bill has been filed in the Ma.ssachu.'^'tt,';

state legislature to reorganize the funding

of Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (Ma.ssF'IRCi) chapters, which one

student leader is calling "a serious ;itta»'k

on student rights."

Cindy Jacques of the University of

Massachusetts' MassPIRG chapter said the

bill, filetl by state Rei). .loseph Manning.

D-Milton, would change the MassPIRCi

funding from a "waivable" .system to a

"charitable" system.

Last year a compromise was reached

with the UMass trustees, which changed

the funding from a mandatory refundable

system, which allowed students to get a re-

fund if they did not want to support

MassPIRCi, to a waivable system. The

waivable system now in effect requires

students to'check (»ff the two dollar charge

on tuition bills if they don't want to fund

MassPIR(;.

The proposed charitable system would

remove the funding from the tuition bill

and would make all contributions volun

tary.

The Joint Education Committee will hold

a' hearing on Ifie bill on Wednesday. State

iw^(. .«atlle^ L/olhns, D-Amherst, is the com-
mittee chairman. Two weeks ago about .SO

I»eople met with Collins to discuss the bill.

According to Jacques. Collins was
"favorably impres.sed" and said that he
would make an effort t<« <l«'ft'nd student

rights.

Approximately 30 UMass students will

go to Bostf)n on Wednesday to talk to com
mitte*' members and testify at the hearing.

"It would be very difficult for a nonprofit

organization to get money on the soliciting

route." said (ireg Dillard. legislative aide

to Collins.

Jacques said that MassPIRC "would not

survive in terms of being effective" if the

charitable system were to take effect.

According to .Jacques, when the com-
promise was agreed upon la.st year,

everyone was satisfied and felt that there

would be no need to go through it again.

"This isn't being done to save students

the two dollars, " Jacques said. "People are

getting their toes stepped on by PIRG, and
they don't like it."

"If we weren't getting anything done
they wouldn't attack us. We just want to

show them that we're there and not sleep-

ing," she .said.

Jacques said that she hopes 100 people
from around the state will attend the

meeting. •' - • — --

( nllvfiut plHila hT INlvr Itrabrr

As the ice melts down and temperatures rise, bicycles befrin to

emerj^e from their winter storaf^e. Some riders found convenient park*

'\n% in front of the Student llnion yesterday.

Student Escort Service back

in operation as two-credit

offering generates interest

By MARY BALDWIN
( ollnhaa .surf

The University of Massachusetts campus
may be a safer place to walk around due to

the .Student Government Association iSGA)
Kscort Service which was scheduled to

make its first runs of \\\v senu-stcr List

night.

The student run service provides a man
and woman team as escorts Sunday through

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. to midni^jht. The
routes run to and from the UMass libraries.

Orchard Hill and Southwest.

Reports of assaults on campus,
inadequate lighting and a lack of help

phones prompted the establishment of the

escort service program in the fall of 1981,

said Anne Maynard. co coordinator and co-

founder of the program.

The service was inoperative during the

fall of 1982 because of a lack of volunteers,

she said. This semester, two credits are

being offered to any student who each week
works as an escort for two and a half hours

and attends a two and a half hour seminar

offered by the Department of Human
Services. "We decided we needed an

organization to make people feel safe on

campus." Maynard said.

After its first year of service there was a

decrease in vandalism. Maynard said.

V'andalism decrea.sed from 259 reported

incidents during the 1980 81 academic year

to 224 during the 1981 82 academic year

when the .service was in operation, ac

cording to statistics from the department of

public safety.

"If people can be observed they are leM
apt to do something wrong such as break a
window." said Mary Dumas. Staff As.si.stant

to the Director of Public Safety.

The escorts stop at the Campus Center
information desk and Goodell library as weU
as the library tower. "They will escort

anyone who wants to walk with them,"

Maynard said.

Maynard said the service is not offered on
Friday and Saturday nights becausr there

are so many people on campus thosr nights

that nobody will be walking alone. "There is

safety in numbers," she said.

"The primary concern of the escort

service is to provide students with access to

academic needs such as the library." said

Dumas, who has worked with the escort

service in its program development. "The
weekend traffic is to and from parties, not

to and from the library, except at finals

time." she said.

There are other contributing factors

along with the escort service that have
helped to fight crime on campus, such as

improved lighting, .said Larry Holmes,

Assistant Director of Public Safety.

Another critical part of the succe.ss of the

escort service has been the emergency
telephones on campus, said Dumas.
"The phones are mechanical. The person

is important. The phone can be there but if

no one is willing to use it. you're out of

luck." she said. The escort service provides

the people who put the phones to their best

possible use by using them to report crime,

she said.
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Students default arrest leads

to discovery of stolen goods
An 18 year old University of

Massachusetts student, arrested Sunday by

IJMass police on a default warrant for non

payment of a fine or bail might also be

charged with possession of stolen property,

UMass police said yesterday.

When police entered the man's

MacKimmie dormitory room they found a

traffic Ught and several traffic signs. Fohce

confiscated the stolen property but the man
has not been charged with possession of

stolen property, police said.

Pohce did say that either the man or his

roommate will be so charged but the case is

still under investigation.

Police yesterday also reported a stereo

receiver valued at $250 missing from a room

in John Quincy Adams dormitory in South

west. The receiver was reported missing

between midnight and 12:10 a.m.

yesterday.

The complaint reported three subjects

entered his room to use a phone and then

left. The man went to the floor lounge,

leaving his door unlocked and when he

returned the receiver was missing.

- RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Newslines . .

.

Legal Studies presents

a series of lectures

The I>egal Studies Student Association

(l^SSA) would like to present a lecture

series to all students. Topics and speakers

will be cho>en by those who become in

volved. If interested please leave your

name. ad«lress. and telephone number on

the sign up sheet outside the legal studies

office at room 21H Hampshire House. A
general meeting will be announced in the

future.

ID Card Office refuses

student cash payments
Effective immediately. the Iden

tiflration Card Office will not longer ac

cept cash payments. Students needmg an

identification card must pay at the

Bursar's Office and obtain a receipt. This

receipt must be presented when

requesting a replacement card. The cost

of each replacement is $2.00.

Questions regarding this change should

be directed to Susan Rieff in the Iden

tification Card Office, Hampden Dining

Commons.

Amherst to distribute

$8544 for art sake
The Amherst Arts Council has an

nounced that the Town of Amherst has

received a grant of $8.,544 from the

Massachusetts Arts Ix>ttery Council as a

result of a very successful Megabucks
game. Applications for funding from the

grant will be accepted through the close of

the business on F'riday. April 1 in the

Town Manager's office in the Amherst
Town Hall.

Applicants must use the application

forms provided for the process which are

available in the Town Manager's office.

.Applicants will also be given a copy of the

guidelines established by the Amherst
Arts Council.

An easy way
to preview slides

witliout a viewer.

New Kodak
slidecontact

prints.
NOW get an actual color print of each 35 mm slide

from all Kodachrome and Kodak Ektachrome

films Kodak slide contaa prints give you the full

slide image This new Kodak processing labs ser-

vice is a great help in selecting slides for prints,

enlargements, presentations, filing, etc -and
reduces fingerprints and scratches on^slides

^UNIVERSiTV
diSTORE^
Located in the Campus Centw;
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Star Wars plan

is dangerous
The controversy over the defense budget rages on in

Washington. F'resident Reagan is lobbying hard for

his five-year. $1.6 trillion military buildup, ami a

lilHjra] mindetl Congress is seeking to cut that figure to a

more reasonable amount. Last week, the showdown came

to a head. The House voted for a budget that w(»uld rut the

president's proposed ten percent increase in defense spen-

ding for fiscal 1984 down to four percent, despite much
pressure from the White House. Their vote came minutes

before a nationally broadcast speech by the president, in

which he would take his case for more defense spending to

the people.

Studying on campus is hard to do
There seems to be a plague festering at UMass,

one which has probably been here longer than

herpes and will probably continue to be here years

after herpes is cured. This annoyance is Nuisance
Librnriou» (medical reference) or commonly referred to

as a pain in the ass. Unfortunately, the disease is found in

every major study spot on campus. Even as I write, the af
fiction has infiltrate*! this study space I so carefully chose.

Michael Byers
The disease takes two forms. (It actually takes more

than two but I am in no mood to write a three volume

oook.) The library newcomer is the most flagrant of the

species. Take as an example a person, who after fifteen

weeks of searching, finally stumbles upon the steps of

Goodell or the Tower or anyplace else the university

houses books. Unfortunately it is finals week and I, along

with 20.000 others are attempting to study in quite seclu-

swn. I have always asked myself the question: "Why are

they here?." which is always followetl by the nastier in-

quir>' directed at the violators themselves: "Uh, excuse

me. what the hell do you want from my life and why are

you making so much noise?'" This is my favorite.

The real kick is observing them. It is sort of like wat-

ching cancer cells develop under a microscope. First, you

can hear them talking as they walk into the librar>',

especially in the area where people are hardest at work.

Interestingly enough if you stand in a com field in Hadley

Letters ———^—
Watch out for Uncle Sam
To the Editor:

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING FINANCIAL
AID.
On the green form sent out from the Federal Depart

ment of Education (not sent out by I'Mass) there Ls a

sentence which .says that everyone applying for aid is

required to sign the Statement of Educational Pur

pose/Registration Compliance. THIS IS UNTRUE for two

rea-sons.

One: the regulations approving this statement are not

finalized (only the proposed regulations have come out) and

therefore they should not be allowed to include that on the

form.

Secondly and more important: the law (Solomon

Amendment! which requires proof of registration (if of that

age and sex) before obtaining financial aid has been ruled

UNCONSTITUTIONAL. This is a nationwide injunction.

The Pell Grant hotline office in California admits that

despite the fact that their form says that everyone Ls

required to sign that statement, that is in fact not true.

NOBODY is required to sign the registration part of the

statement.

According to Brlice Bidle of the Pell Grant hotline office,

schools cannot hold up aid if you do not sign the

registration part of the SUtement. Further, if the ruling

changes and you are required to sign such a statement at a

later date you will be given notice and several chances to

sign.

For more information call the Pell Grant office toll free

at 1 800 638 6700.

Jon Braine
Northampton

Panel member's quote wrong

To the Editor:

In an article headlined "Women's development projects

subject of Peace Corps talk" (Wednesday. March 16) I feel

a statement I made was taken out of context and may

you could also hear them talking fn)m there. These people

do not whisper, they holler at each other. Then they pro

ceed to devour an eighteen course meal. I really wouldn't

mind the food, especially if it was something like jello. You
know, a nice quiet food. No, they bring what seems to be a

small truckload of Doritos, and they crunch for an eternity

with their mouths open. But wait, dessert is bubbU'gum.

I'm waiting for the Wide World of Sports to film the Big-

gest Bubble Contest here. In a quiet room the sound of a

bubble bursting sounds like a small nuclear explosion.

These fieople are on a virtual mental valuation and are giv-

ing me a nervous breakdown.
However, my favorite little quirk that I have against all

these pains-in-the-asses is listening to them before a major

exam. SBA library before a Marketing 301 exam. This is

the creme-de-la-creme. There is no worse feeling in the

world than hearing 150 people panic simultaneously. I

think it can only be compared to a real big league disaster,

like an earthquake or heartburn. Psychiatrists love these

people. What makes them so special is that they have

waited until the proverbial last minute and rather than

study, they bitch and moan. The most prepared student in

the world who sits among this is sure t<» fall to pieces. If

you ask them to be quiet you will either be told to drop

dead or be told that they were whispering. Please

remember this. If someone asks you to be quiet, they did

so for a reason. Better yet, when you d«» come by the

library for your annual visit please leave your lunch

buckets and neurosis at home.
AftcAflW Bym \» a UMa»» student

therefore be misconstrued. I quote from the CoUegian.

"Assuming universal subordination of women can cause

misconceptions. " In my panel talk at the conference en

thied "Life in the Gbbal Village — WorW Devefopment

Issues" the thrust of my point about this particular issue

was that I do feel there is universal subordination of

women but that each culture must be looked at individually

in order to understand how that subordination manifests

itself. The article made it sound as if I don t believe there is

universal subordination of women, which is wrong. I also

object to the fact that the incorrect statement was set off in

quotes as if I had been interviewed by a representative of

the Collegian, which I was not. Finally, this panel was part

of a larger event which was not mentioned — it was part of

a 2'/2 day conference which .should have been mentwned in

the reporter's coverage of this one event.

Nancy B. Herman
Amherst

Randolph T. Holhut

In that speech, Reagan painted a picture of American

weakness and Soviet strength. He spoke of the Soviet

Union's massive military buildup, and how the U.S. lagged

behind in several key areas. He showed pictures of Soviet

installations in Central America and the t-arribean. In

short, the Soviet menace is getting worse, and we must do
something atK)ut it.

Reagan again denounced the nuclear freeze, he urged

Americans to write their representatives in Washingtxin,

and let them know that they want increased defense spen-

ding, in order to keep this country safe.

If that wasn't bad enough. Reagan also proposed a

massive program aimed at "eliminating the thrt'at p«>sed

by strategic nuclear mi.ssiles." New defense technoUigies.

like high energy lasers and particle beam weapons, wouM
be developed tf) destroy incoming nuclear weapons.

"Killer satellites" and other exotic hardware wouki be

develofieil also. This plan. deride<i as "Ruck Kodgers" and

"Star Wars" type technolog>', would in the presi4ient's

words, "give us the means of rendering offensive nuclear

weapons impotent and obsolete."

The United States is currently s^KTiding altout $1 billion

annually on research and development of tht»e sort of

weap<ms. At the current rate of developnwnt, they will

pn>bably not lie operational by the 21st Century. Evident-

ly, instead of pu.shing for elimination of nuclear weap«>ns,

the Reagan atlministration would rather find new ways of

fighting a nuclear war. using the aforementioned

technologies as a way for making the thought of a nuclear

war more plausible.

The administration is still pushing for the "zen>^iem"

option, where the U.S. would not deploy any missiles in

Western Europe in return for the Soviets dismantling the

many missiles they have aimed at Eumpe. But they are

also pushing for the MX and other new mi.Hsiles and

delivery systems, like the B 1 U»mber and the Tndent II

sub, to get the nukes there. And despite any peace over-

tures by the administration, they still want to move for-

ward on the $1.6 billion defense buildup.

So. what does it all boil down to? President Reagan is

still fighting the cold war. still preaching the "peace

through .strength" theory, and is still resolutely against a

nuclear freeze or similar type of arms re<iuction plan. t3on-

gress doesn't seem to be buying any of the president's

rhetoric and neither do the American f)eople. Peace is not

achieved by building more weapons, peace is achieved by

trying to get rid of them.

Randolph T. Holhut is a UMass student
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Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.

Weneed columnists!
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Tartuffe exudes comic energy
TARTUFFE
Thursday. March 17

Fine Arts Center

By JANINE BRUNELL
CollrKikii CorrrapoiMlrnl

The University of Massachusetts was recently honored

by a visit from the Acting Company whose production of

Tartuffe was both pleasurable and well performed. No
doubt a comedy written during the period of French

Classicism in the 1660s has a hmited appeal to today's

audience. Nonetheless. Molieres Tartuffe remains an

active part of our contemporary repertory. Concerned

with religious hypocrisy the theme from Tartuffe is far

from outdated, however. I think the sheer comic pleasure

of the play is what appeals to the modern audience the

most. An evening w ith the Acting Company's production of

Tartufft^ was educationally and comically fulfilling.

The actors, coming from such widely acclaimed drama

schools as the Julliard School and Yale Repertory, gave

performances that were as impressive as their

biographies. Philip Goodwin, although not the corpulent

man originally intended (the part was written to the irony

of Tarluffes adamant declaration of being a man of religion

and fasting) did a wonderful job of portraying the plays

namesake Tartuffe. His display of hypocracy. sensuaUty.

false humility, and p-eed was done with skill andease. a_nd_

he succeeded in creating a thoroughly detestable man.

Both the audience and Orgon's family react to him with

barely subdued contempt.

Of course. Tartuffes false piousness is complimented

and only allowed to exist because of the blind stupidity and

naivete of the wealthy Orgon. Richard S. Iglewski played

Wanna a free hook?
We need book reviewers.

Apply at the Collegian arts desk.

the gullible extremist with a wide range of comic skill that

arroused his family's and the audience's impatience. Orgon

shows the extent to which he has been taken in by Tartuffe

when he insists that his daughter Mariane marry him. and

when he disowns his son for Tartuffe's sake. The son

Damis, played by John Stelin. is a man of harsh words who

thinks before he acts in much the same manner as his

father. Magaret Reed played the unfortunate daughter

Mariane well, but perhaps with a few more whines than

necessary.

The young and beautiful E'mire. the wife of Orgon and

recipient of Tartuffe's passion, was played well by Megan

Gallagher. Although all but ignored during the beginning

of the play, Gallagher reaches her glory in Act IV when she

unmaskes Tartuffe. and proves to her husband that he is a

fake. With Orgon hidden under a table and Elmire falsely

displaying a pa.ssion for Tartuffe. the scene is extremely

funny in and of itself. However, the comic acting of Megan

Gallagher succeeded in heightening the humor still more.

An excellent performance was given by Lynn Chausow

as Dorine. Dorine is the maid of the house, but she is not

the typical quiet maid that does only as she is told. Dorine's

purpose in the play is to show the extent to which others

are exaggerated in their behavior. Lynn Chausow played

Dorine with such comic skill that the audience was literally

begging for more. My one complaint is that Dorine

becomes such an obscure character after the introduction

of Tartuffe. What a shame to create such a charming and

funny character only to have her practically disappear.

Recognition should also be given to Ray Virta as Valere

and J. Andrew Mc Grath as Cleante. Virta does a won
derful job of portraying the lovesick fiance and McGrath is

completely behevable as the "common sense" figure of

Cleante.

All in all. the Acting Company's Tartuffe was all that I

had expected. The acting was impressive and the whole

expierience was really enjoyable. For those of you who
mi'^sed Tartuffe, if the chance should arise again... don't

hesitate to take it in!

Double trouble:

calling all twins
The UMass Department of Theater keeps coming up

with more resourceful and creative ideas for promoting

upcoming productions. The latest gimmick is to get iden-

tical twins to attend Comedy of Errors, ShakesDeare's

story of twins separated at birth. Complimentary tickets

will be given to identical twins in exchange for their

photos, which v^ll be displayed in the lobby of the Rand

Theater during the week of the show.

Dick Trousdell, who directs the production, and Andrew

Dolan and Lenny Egan, who play the roles of the twins,

recently talked about the problems of trying to realistical-

ly portray identical twins. "If someone KH)ks exactly like

you, then who are you?" Trousdell mused. He decided that

the best way to understand the play's central characters

was to interview several sets of identical twins. He asked

them about their experiences involving being twins,

specifically how they felt about trying to fool others about

their identities, often being misidentified, and having

strangers constantly ask their parents if they were alike in

personality, interest and temperment.

One man Trousdell interviewed remembered getting in

trouble f<»r things his twin brother had done wrong, when

they were very young. His parents finally dressed them in

different colored sneakers in order to distinguish the two.

This twin was ver>' defensive when confronted with the

notion that twins are mentally and emotionally the same.

He explained that despite their identical physical ap-

pearance, twins have very different abilities and interests.

Such statements should hopefully give Dolan and Egan

some insight into the characters that they are going U)

portray.

Identical twins wishing t«i take advantage of the free

ticket offer should contact publicist I^slie Stainton as

s<x)n as px>ssible at 545-3490. All photos submitted for

display will be retume<l.

Comedy of Errors will be performed by the Unti^ersity

Kriiiemble Theater on April 7, 8. 9 and 13. U, 15, and 16 in

the Rand Theater, FAC. Ticket inthrmatitm i* amilaMe

I
through the Rand Thetit,-r B<>t (Hfyce nt r,:,.'i-S51l.

I
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Let Your
Love Come Down
with

Evelyn King
with special guest

Soulsonic Force

April 21

Fine Arts Center

8:00 P.M.

TIX:

UMass Students: 6.50, 7.50

Gen. Pub. 7.50, 8.50

on sale April 4th

Available at Fine Arts Center

URL), For the Record (Amherst)

and all Ticketron outlets
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Attention

STUDENTS
Th» Textbook Ann#x will b»gln return-

ing unsold textbooks to publishers on

April 4, 1983.

De sure of your textbook requirements

for the remainder of the semester to

ensure that you hove the books you

need.

Open Mon-Fri 9-4

Located in the Physical Plant Duilding

TEXTBOOK
AKHEX

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

Johnny be good
SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
Thursday. March 17

Student Union Ballroom

By SCOTT HERSEY
( ollcfian SUff

red backlighting of the stage lights and

legions of wildly screaming fans.

But the houselights in the packed

Student Union Ballroom didn't come on.

This meant that the band would come back

for one more song. And everyone knew

what it would be.

That's when it happened. It started as a

From the wild rock n' roll opening of murmur. But gradually more and more of

"Talk To Me. " through "Trapped Again. " the crowd picked up on it till it grew to a

"Vertigo." and the closing "All I want is full fledged chant.

Everything.' the Jukes gave the crowd a The crowd hadn't bothered to wait for the

real old fashioned rock n' roll show. band to come back. They were singing the

As usiial. there were different members Jukes' signature song, Sam Cooke's "We"re

of the band than the last time they were Having a Party."

here, including an entirely new horn sec- When the band did come back on;they

tjon Ive heard rumors that the usual held their microphones out to the crowd and

"Miami Horns" are on tour with Diana let everyone sing the entire first verse

Ross. The new horn players did well for before breaking into the jaunty rhythm of

themselves; however. It"s when they punch the old classic.

those sharp holes through the taut melody And . like always, they found a new way

of the soul songs that I find myself itching to rework the song this time with rock n"

to dance. roll organ and saxophone solos and

And for a change, the band even everyone danced, sang along, and generally

previewed a few new songs, which seem to had a good lime.

show more of a distinct dance beat than any Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes

of their previous stuff. area whole lot of fun.

Maybe after all these years. Southside is They"ve been around for a while. Their

trying for a hit single. shows never really change that much.

Call me old fashioned. And I know that Theyre always a little too loud. And I never

high technology is what music is all about miss a chance to s«'e them,

music today. But give a show like this Because of the large size of the band two

anytime, a couple of beers and some friends keyboardists: two drummers, bass guiUr,

to dance with, and I'll be happy.

And it seems like a lot of people agree.

It was about 10:40 p.m. on St. t'atrick's

Day when Southside Johnny and the

Asbury Jukes finished their encore song.

"This Time It's For Real." Southside a

small man with spiky red hair and an impish

grim that seemed perfect for the hohday

thanked the crowd, and wished everyone a

and four horns they can be really ver

satile. At the snap of a finger; or a count to

three, they can jump from the heavy rhyth

m and blues of "Waiting on Your Reply." to

the pure soul of "Keep Our Love Simple." to

the blues of the introduction to Bruce

Springsteen's "The Fever." at almost a

moment's notice.

But the best part is that no matter what

good night. The 10 piece band then they play, they make you dance, smile, and

departed the stage: leaving only the soft have fun.

Borderline virtuosity

i

ADVENTURES IN SUBURBIA
(Downtown Records)

Urban Renewal

By DAVID CHEVAN
coitrihaii surr

Local fusion artists. Urban Renewal,

have finally released the first ever locally

recorded and produced album. The tracks

were put down and mixed in the Multi Trax

studio in Northampton, but they sound

almost as good as anything out of L.A.

Writer Bob Cummings has put together

some exciting melodies and the band plays

them with a flourish that is borderUne

virtuousity.

Urban Renewal is a six. sometimes seven

man outfit with a lineup of local name

players who are about the best in the

valley. They have a regular Wednesday

night gig at Sheehans Cafe in Nor

thampton, where they have honed their

material down to a tight but freewheelmg

jazz- rock sound.

The material on the album is so catchy 1

don't know which tunes I should deUU. One

song in particular. Clearu>ater, is currently

being turned into a video. The song is about

Clearwater. Florida, and it Ukes httle

imagination to feel the soft breezes and hot

sun burning down on you. Something

Samba is an impeccable mix of latin and

straighter rhythms. During the solos, sax

player Bruce Krasin takes a wild double

tracked solo with himself. The two lines

weave in and out of one another in a manner

that leaves you begging for more, so later in

the tune Krasin blows even hotter lines

against a burning, but tasteful Cummings

synthesizer line.

The song I like most is a quiet number

Cummings wrote for drummer Doug

Plavin's newly born daughter. Jya. Several

understated lead lines move into a guest

harmonica appearance by another local

talent. Mitch Chakour. Chakours solo is a

model of melodic beauty. He manages, in

only a few bars, to capture the exact feeling

of the piece and bring the whole song into a

new sphere. Guitarist Joe Belmonts

subsequent solo also sUnds out as one of

the best on the album.

Belmont is no shirker, and his two

writing contributions. Everyfhinq'f Gomvr-

James Brown — the godfather's still rockin*.

A little bit of soul
JAMES BROWN
Thursday. March 17

Rusty Nail

By PETER WISSOKER
( ollvKtM SUff

Imagine you're a little bit overweight.

You're standing at the back of the stage

aftt-r having *»ung for about an hour and a

half when all of a sudden, a man in a white

tuxi'do strps up to the microphone and

shouts your name. The lights are hot as the

audiencr i<»«> begins shouting your name
over the grinding dance beat. Finally, you

step up to the microphone and cooly say

'That's me." Congratulations you're James

Brown.
With horns blaring the Godfather of Soul.

James Brown, and his band, the JB's

performed their fhythm and blues review

at the Rusty Nail. Brown, whose voice isn't

quite what it used to be. sang for about two

hours using the "James Brown/That's mel"

routine about four or five more times. The
show is a well thought out "show." There

was nothing particularly spontaneous about

it, but the act was effective as hell. From
the op<>ning notes, the crowd was dancing

like someone had put muscle relaxers in the

beer.

Running through classics like "It's a

Man's Man's Worid." "Papa's Got a Brand

New Bag."' and "Please, Please. Plea.se.
"

Brown let the hand do most of the people

moving. During Its a Man's Mans World.

"

Brown stopped to pay tribute to some of the

greats of our time. Otis Redding. Janis

Joplin. B. B. King, and John lielushi. It was

pretty funny. But. of course, it was great.

The man can do no wrong!

One of the great vices the Nail held for

Hn»wn is that the stage was just not big

enough for the man to dance. Perhaps for

other act.s. but Brown had a nine piece with

him. He did do a few on his patented

backstep' twirls 'sidesteps. He even went
for the famous cape trick at the end of

"Please. Please, Plea.se."

At a time when most white musicians are

returning to black music to replaci- their

own lack of creativity and their own need to

dance, it is extremely refn'shing to see the

unadulterated original. A recent ad for

James Brown in the Village Voice "defies

you to find a hotter show" and I would be
inclined to agree. James has the art of

crowd manipulation down pat. and it was a
blast.

In order to get the crowd ready. Mitch

Chakour warmed up with a tight set of rock

and soul music. Backed up by Urban
Renewal (who are nowhere as interesting

on their own). Chakour got the crowd ready

with a particularly fine version of "You
Can't Judge a Book by it's Cover." I would
recommend going to see Mitch as a

reasonable substitute for James Brown if

you want to dance.

« ..Of>

Urban Renewal

Be Alngfit. and One Word, both groove

with a smoothness that is ever so fine. All in

all. this is one album you should get for the

spring weather. Just pop it into your Walk

man and you can be ready to take on anyone

and anything.

The album is currently available in

«.a..»etie loriii oniy. luu lan gti il uin-iiiy

from the band at any of their regular

Wednesday night Sheehan's gigs, or at

Backroom Records in Amherst, the Union

Records Unlimited in the Campus Center.

Dynamite Records, and the Globe

Bookstore in Northampton.
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';j£'LL PAY YOU TO GST lOTO
S!L%Pg THIS SPM^gR.

ij

If you have at least

two years o{ college left,

you can spend six weeks at

our Army ROTC Basic

Camp this siimmer and earn

approximately $600.

And ifyou qualify, you
can enter tne ROTC 2-

Year Program this tall and
rc^ccive up to $1 .000 a year.

But tne big payoff

happens on graduation day.

TTiat's when you receive

an officer's commission.

So get your body in

shape (not to mention your

barik account).

Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,

contaa your Professor of

Military Science.

Hypercurriciila
"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the

standard form and not submitted by the Friday before

the week the event will take place will not be run. Due

to space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee

printing of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be given to UMass organizations.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on

the day they are taking place. Announcennents must be

submitted on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to

the office by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All sub-

missions should be written in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

>::x<v; ^immif^^

BEAUYOUCAiNtJE
Contact:

\ James C. Mahoney

PASSOVER MORNING SERVICES - Everyone is

welcome to attend Passover Morning Services. Today is

the first day of Passover. 10:30 a.m., Dukes Room.
Student I'nion.

TEST ANXIETY WORKSHOP - This is a one session

workshop designed to identify test anxious behaviors and

to develop effective coping strategies. Students should use

this opportunity to deal with midterm lest anxiety. 4 to 6

p.m.. Room 322 Berkshire House.

PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE MEETING - Peoples

Gay Alliance meeting, all are welcome. 6 p.m.. Campus
Center room 911.

ALPHA Z^TA MEETING - There wUI be a mandatory
meeting for all members today. Topics such as spring

formal and new officer elections will be discussed. 6:30

p.m.. Stockbridge311.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS AND
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM MEETING - Join us to

discuss our work and plan a new skit. Writers and people

with acting talent please come! Everyone wekomel 6:30

p.m.. Campus Center 802

AL ANON — Having a problem with someone else's

drinking".' Come to a nweting. 8 p.m.. Campus Center.

HISTORY CLUB MEETING - Organizational meeting

for possible project dealing with UMass in the 1960's. New
members welcome. This one's for real! 7:30 p.m.. Herter 6

floor lounge.

Trade - In Days!

High Schools Rings are worth $36.

and $61 . for womens & mens respectively

on

anyjostet^gddrii^

Men, Tue, Wed
March 28, 29, 30

10 - 3 pm

mSTORE^
VISA'

$15. Deposit
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Katfood By ARK
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Scrod
By Dan DeBellis

,, ^J SCUM' pHEN/iMtS

[ GET YOIJr' BUir OT HEK£]1 • . SCROW .

.
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After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
l^ited by Margaret I'arrar and Trude Jaffe

,c l«t.^ 1 ns Sntrtry limr\ Stndicair

ACROSS 64 Said 26 Seizes

1 Quahog 65 Mother of Apollo 27 Blue dye

5 Pull or tug 66 Brake and 28 Rum cake

9 Eliot sMarner bracken 29 U S dramatist

14 Theater box 67 Commencement and director

15 Sea bird time 31 Chief evil

16 Maxim 68 River through spirit

17 Type of lacket Florence 33 Obiect

18 Coins ot 69 Rendezvous 36 Saucy

Albania 70 Silver Abbr 37 Northern Italian

19 Ale additive 71 Tears partner city

20 Object ot art 38 Play the leading

22 Historic role

Georgia to*n 40 Objects

23 Ob)ect lesson shaped like

26 Affirmative vote DOWN doughnuts

26 Ricti, powerful 1 Symbol on a 42 Popular

man musical staff entertainment

30 Diagonal masts 2 Louis Mane 45 Device on a

32 Coronet Julien Viaud computer

34 Part of a foot 3 Excited 48 Least colorful

35 Gibraltar denizens 4 Chef s concern 49 Laurence of

39 Obiet dart 5 Spiral literature

41 Obiect 6 Sports areas 51 Toward the stern

43 Piece of wood 7 Neither clean nor 52 More certain

44 Rocky hill neat 53 Ravening

46 Lacedaemon 8 French article 55 Aquatic mammal

4; Skyline features 9 Medieval helmet 57 Blunderbuss

50 Stage direction 10 1 have no ' matchlock et al

51 rule 11 Witch or vampire 59 Talon

54 Pilot 12 Anguish 60 At thispoinl

56 Botch 13 Prudence 61 Sicilian volcano

58 Obieclive 21 Renegade 62 Entrance

63 Reason for or 22 Tool chest item 64 Something to

against 24 Support wear

1
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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WEATHER

Partly sunny and windy

today. hiKhs45tor)0. Clear

toniKhl with lows in the

20s to low 30s. Tomorrow,

sunny and pleasant wiib

hi^hs around 50.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Horseburffers

Sea Turtle Soup
Jack Daniels

on the HJcks

DINNER
Mystery Loaf

Chicken Pucks
Chocolate covered

termites

Buffalo Chips

Jack r^anieis

on the TXKks

BASICS
Refne<l T<»fu

Cral>tfrass Ik-ltKht

Sautetnl Woodshavings

BASICS DINNER
Dirt Au Jus

Bio 101 rejtH-ts

Sodburjfers

Stockbrid^*" Hjish

I'inecones for tlessert

Five-College Students
«

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami

Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-8500, weekday afternoons.

mfmimm » ' P 1 I I
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the I'liivcrsUv Stored
MURRAY O. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01003

•t C«»pus Canur
t Taiitbooti AiMMK

(4131 S452619
14131 M5 3S70

March 16. 1983

Dear Faculty Member,

In ou continuing effort to serve the University Community we are asking for your

cooperation in placing your textbook orders for the Fall semester It is important that we

have your textbook requirements at an early date and therefore we are requesting that

orders for the Fall 1983 semester be submitted by April 15th. We encourage your cooperation

tn submitting your orders early to help us better serve the students on this campus Order

forms may be picked up at your departmental offices or at the Textbook Annex

It is our desire to develop a better line of communication with the faculty. We encourage

^.>u to visit the Textbook Anr.ex and follow-up your textbook order prior to the semester

start The entire staff of the Annex is anxious to meet and help you whenever possible.

The return of unsold textbooks to the publishers will begin Apnl 4th Please notify

your students to purchase the textbooks needed for the remairuier of the semester prior to

this date

If you have any questions please call Justma Kielec or Russell Evans at 545-3570

Thank you for your cooperatton.

//(juL-4.4Jl^if d^-*'-^^

Russell Evans

.66'
r,\S

6^^

Club
Party

No Cover ^^^ % Cash Bar

MIKE and the JAZZ KINGS
'ed . March 30, 8 p.m. Campus Center - 10th Flooi

ANci tIiE qOVERNORS pROqRAM COUNcil pRESENT

AT THE BLUEWALL MAR. 29jU

OPEN MIKE COMEDY INICHT
It could bE youR cNance to wIn $50 * wd appear at NY's

^

HOTTEST NiqhT club, CATCH A RISIfNC STAR. :

• BRiNq yotR *olo, dto or impRov coMEdy act to tJie bltcwAU ^
MarcN 29. SiqN tp jUi NiqhT of lUi s'low wiTh tIii MC or caU ^
GPC AT 54J-27?? • FREE! • ^
trir^it

OLLE6IAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

AUDIO

* Stereo Earphones Er Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr • call

nowll Mitch 549-4379

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 - Ford Torino - 46,000 original miles

425 or best offer call 546-3500 before 5:00

- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

bellygrams

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

HELP WANTED

calculator

HP-41CV
546-6019

in box with nr^nuals $200.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands and discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FOR RENT

Hyannis Town or Beach roonns, apts,

cottages, kitchen privledges $43.00 up

weekly 2 per room season only 778-1158

1 729-0905

SUMMER sublet FALL OPTION
SOUTHWOOD 2 bedroom sunny! Call

253 7529 quick

FOUND

Class Ring Found • Auburn High School,

in Bluewall Weds 3-16. Identify class year

and color of stone and its yours. Will,

549 3609

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research

I nternational toll free 1-800-421-3217

Summer Bike Trip Leaders 3 - 5 trips

with teens 7-33 days duration. Cape Cod,

Nova Scotia, Virginia, West Coast and

more. Desired: First Aid and Life saving

certification. Experience preferred working

with kids, bike touring. Salary $1200 -^ Ap-

plication addtional information and ap-

pointment at Student Employment Office

or call 203-226-4221 On campus interviews

March 30

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For more inforrr«tion call:

602 837 3401 ext 833

HYANNIS NEAR BEACH Assertive

honest female for overseeing dorm type

complex free board May 1st thru Labor

Day, possible commission 739-0905

THERE IS A POSITION AVAILABLE for

a workstudy person to work for the Col-

legian. Stop by the Collegian Office bet-

ween 9 am - 3 pm to apply.

Earn extra money in spare time. Ground
floor opportunity. SR Limited 584-0491

after 5:» PM
Juniors - summer and fall employnrwnt op-

portunities for qualified individuals in

university telephone marketing and solicita-

tion. For application and information con-

tact Telefund Program at Merrwrial Hall

HELP WANTED
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Rights. MASSPIRG, the state's largest

Public Interest Organization, has summer
and pernr^nent staff positions available

'

public education and fundraising, will train.

$150-$250/week. Interviews 3/31, contact

student employnnent office 546-1951.

LOST

Lost - tapetMJx - Friday 3/11 - Baker Circle

-Reward call Ted 6-6134 or Baker 402

Eyeglessss in brown case 3/11/83 near

Fea

r

ing St area reward call 6^9030 or 6-9022

Wallet Hills area, March 18th. Important

documents. Reward. Call Thuemmel
546-2731

MOTORCYCLES

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theses. Ceses, Papers,

guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5-0392, 584 7924

TO SUBLET

SUMMER JOBS PROMOTING
ECOLOGY Safe Energy and Consumer

1980 CB750F supersport low miles extras

best over $2000 546-6019

PERSONALS

Janice, Happy B-Day Hope it's a great day
because you are the best! Luv ya Laurie

Wine Tasting sponsored by the French

Club March 31 (Thurs) Herter 3rd floor

lounge. Sign up French Club bulletin board

(3rd floor) $3.00 payable at the door.

Delicious!

David Charies Happy 21stl Stay some
weekend soon so we can show you how to

really celebrate! Love your harem

Jeenne - Happy 2l8t Birthday! 11 You want

to be the mother duck?? Love, Kellee and

Joy
^

Kidney -
I rtvvw knew a bean couW be so

loveable! Happy 20th! Love yal Noodle

Suzy and Margie - seen you in the Hatch,

like to get to know you your admirers

One bedroom apartment with fall op-

tion. Vi mile from campus, on two bus

routes, airconditioning. $360/month in-

cludes everything call 549-4193

. VOTE

Joanne Levenson for Selectwomen
vote Tuesday April 5 Amherst town elec-

tion

WANTED

Cash for your records, tepes 546-2836

(ssk for Jaromir/ leave message)

Records LPs Cash
Records 584 1580

or Trade Dynamite

Records LPs Cash or Trade Dynamite
Records 584 1580

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT
""

3 bedroom apt wanted anywhere for

Fall call Lori 546 8251 or Debbie 546 9106

$2S reward if you help us to find a 3

bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept call

Amy 6 5816 or Andrea 65498

IXhc London School ol Economics and Political Science
(University ol Londt)n)

VISITING LONDON?
SUMMER VACATION 1983

GROUPS INDIVIDUALS WILL BE WELCOME AT LSE HALLS OF RESIDENCE.

CENTRAL LONDON. ALSO. SELF-CATERING FLATS AVAILABLE

SUMMER Hails of Residence

4 July-24 September from C6 90 to CIO 35 including VAT per person per night

Self-Catering Flats {2 5 persons weekly lettmgs)

9 July- 17 September from C1 12 70 including VAT weekly for 2 people

to C305 90 including VAT weekly lor 5 people

NOTE Halls prices include English breakfast

Apply direct to Hall Bursar:

Passfield Hall

1 Endsieigh Place

London WC1H OPW,
Tel: 387 7743

387 3584

Carr-Saunders Hall

(also for flats)

18-24 Fitzroy Street

London W1P 6AE
Tel: 580 6338

Rosebery Avenue Hall

90 Roset)€ry Avenue
London EC1R 4TY

Tel: 278 3251

or write for leaflets to Miss Barbara Powrie, London School of Economics.

Houghton Street. London WC2A 2AE

EUROPE »< CAR
RINT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

N«« Varfe NV MKUO
Ptnrw (717) Ml 3O«0

ilail Stw ad tof Spvcurt

Sluttrml/ Teacher Tsritt

IllMMTAi lAM eu»CM»M

Be
ecological!

Recycle
this

Collegian...

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

Still 11

with

music by

RACKADISC

r

ionlan inaii;li

Find out what it means to be an

executive for New England's largest

Department Store Our informal group

session is open to anyone interested m
finding out more atxjut careers in

retailing Representatives from Jordan

Marsh Will be present to provide

information and answer questions

regarding our Executive Training

Program Fall semester internship and

other career opportunities

Informational Presontotlon

Wednesday, March 30. 4:00 p.m.

Campus Center, Room S04-808

I

I

I

I

I

CoLLeccive
opies

rtesunes
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UM Softball gears up in SoutH Carolina
By GERRY deSIMAS

( ollefian Staff

After a shaky start in which the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts softball team dro[)p>ed

their first two ^mes of the year, the

Minutewomen ran off an impressive seven

game winning streak, posting wins over

Rutgers and South Carolina during the

team's trip down to South Carolina last

week.
"It was our l)est trip down ever." said

head coach Elaine Sortino. "I feel really

proud of the team. The defense was in-

credible. Tough as nails. Both pitchers pro-

ved themselves."

The team jelled during the trip. The
defense solidified, the pitching came

around and the hitting was there.

I'Mass, after winning a exhibition

against East Strousbourg, dropped two
tough games to Michigan, 2-0 and 6-4. An
infield bunt decided the first game and in

the second, a UMass rally fell short.

Massachusetts took their next three with
wins over Grassboro (5-2), Ohio University
(3-0). and Seton Hall (9-1).

Freshman pitcher Cathy Reed, who com-
piled a 5-1 mark last week, threw a two hit-

ter against Atlantic 10 rival Rutgers
enroute to a 1-0 UM win. Senior Ail-

American catcher Jackie Caw hit a home
run in the 4th to win the game.
UMass disposed of South Carolina, who

had just wt>n the Oklahoma Tournament —
a very prestigious division I tourney, 3-1 in

their next game. Freshman outfielder Beth

Talbott hit a three run homer in the fourth

to provide the winning margin. It was the

first time in three years that UMass had

beaten SC said Sortino.

Thursday's game with Rutgers was
snowed out and the next day Ohio U. fell in

two games, 8-0, and 4-1. Reed had a no-

hitter in the first game and narrowly miss-

ed a perfect game. She retired 22 batters in

a row.

"The team played tough all week and
they played great," said Sortino. "They
were diving all over the place all week
long."

Throughout the course of the week,
everyone at one time or another turned in a

spectacular game and/or play.

The defensive lineup used in South
Carolina featured Gaw behind the plate,

Gymnasts 2nd in Atlantic 10
By ELLEN RICHARD

I ollrKiaa .Suff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team ended a sue

cessful season Saturday, placing fifth at

Regionals held in West Virginia after

compilmg an 11 2 season record and taking

second place at the Atlantic Ten Cham
pionships.

Although the Minutewomen had a rough
meet, according to coach Ken Anderson,
they scored 169.05 points. There were no
individual placings. however, but Anderson
said freshman Sue Allen had a fine per

formance on the uneven bars.

"We put together a good team this year."

Anderson said. "The judges came downj
hard. I was hoping we could move
anywhere from fifth place to first. The
ladies did very well considering the injury

problems we had."

The Minutewomen did have a decent

season even without two of the team's top

all arounds. Freshman Tricia Harrily was
out for a good part of the season with an
ankle injury. Senior Janice Baker was out

for most of the year with a nagging knee
injury.

At the regional. UMass was consistent in

the vaulting event. Anderson said the

Minutewomen were scored hard and should
have been scored higher.

The women did not have a good day on
the uneven bars, but the balance beam and
floor exercise events turned what could
have been a disappointing day into a
respectable performance.

"Our floor team k>oked pretty good,"
Anderson said.

Most of the Minutewomen will be
reluming next year, as the team will lose

only two seniors. Baker and Karen Knapp
closed out their gymnastics careers ihLs

season and performed well for the
Minutewomen.

Dunks-booming; blocks-mean

theMVP belongs to Green
By JIM FLOYD

CaiWpM Staff

It was a season of highs and lows, of

peaks and valleys, of turnovers and
turnarounds, hirings and firings, and
heroes and villains.

And when the end finally came and the

dust be^an to settle on the 19H2 83 version

of the University of Massachusetts
Minuteman basketball team, three things

were certain:

The team was playing better basketball

and that makes the future look bright for

next year.

Ron GeHufsen will be at the helm of the

Curry Hicks Cagers, not Tom
McLaughlin, who disappeared in a puff of

smoke just days after the team lost a

touKh 79 73 Eastern Regional semifinal

game to Rutgers l^niversity in the

Atlantic Ten playoffs.

And, last but not least. Edwin Green
emerfjed as one of the more dominant
players the Cage has seen in some time.

Apologies extended to super freshman
John Hempel. an Atlantic Ten Ail Rookie
selection for his efforts this year, and of

course, sophomores Donald Russell and
Horace Neysmilh, two stablizing

"veterans" on the young Minuteman
squad. But. when the selection committee
for the Collegian Men's Basketball

Sportswriter's Most Valuable Plaver
Award (CMBSMVPA for short) "got

together, the thought of an Edwin Green
two handed slam danced in his head.

.^nd Edwin Green did a lot more than
just dunk the ball. When asked to com
pare Greens shot blocking abilities with

pa.st UMass players. Stockbridge athletic

director and UMass women's golf coach
Jack I.#aman held Green in high esteem.
"He can play with anybody with the

exception of probably Julius (p^rvingl,"

I^eaman said and he should know. Before

taking over his present duties he was the

Minuteman head coach for 13 years in

eluding the tenure of one Julius "The

Doctah" F]r\'ing. now of the Philadelphia
76'ers.

"The thing I remembered most about
Edwin Green." Leaman continued, "was
whenever there was one rebound up there
that they had to get, he got it. He played
the entire year like a winner."
tierlufsen. who only recently was able

to start decorating his new office, saw the

improvement of Eklwin Green as the

result of one main ingredient, desire.

With the team hitting the post season.
it is time for Gerlufsen to figure on what
aspects of the game to work on in order to
continue to bring Division I basketball
back to UMass.

(Gerlufsen has a lot of tools to work
with. Only Ron Washington, the senior
point guard, will be missing from the
regulars and A.J. Wynder. who never
really got his chance to play before getting
hurt, will be absent (Wynder withdrew
from school, according to Gerluf.sen).

Back will be Hempel, the new record
holder of the I'Mass freshman scoring
mark. He led the Atlantic Ten in field goal
percentage from outside the three point
Ime and emerged as a genuine offensive
machine capable of taking control of a
game.
Back will be the intense concentration

of Russell and the night to night con
sistency of Neysmith. Ron Young and
Darry! Carter will continue to improve
and improve and improve. Bobby Braun,
.Skip Connors and George Ramming will

enhance the attack, they've already got a

new kid named Jackie Sheehan and rumor
has it that Tommy Emerson wants to
make his presence felt next year.
And showing the way will be Edwin

Green, a ballplayer who has taken his

various skills and put them to good use. A
man deserving of more than token
recognition in a college newspaper. A
winner.

'If he continues to make that kind of

improvement. " said Gerlufsen, "then next
year he's gonna be someone that people
will have to reckon with

freshman Sally Mahar at first, senior Deb-
bie Pickett and sophomore Missy Oman
rotating at second, All-American junior
Allyson Rioux at short and All-New
England senior Chris Coughlin at third.

While the freshman Reed and Lynn
Stockley handled the pitching, Talbott,

junior Tina Coffin and senior Mary Ann
Lombardi combed the outfield.

Sophomore pitcher Patty Masury wasn't
able to pitch due to a back injury.

After such an optimistic trip, Sortino
thinks that UMass will have to be con-

sidered number one in New England. They
will have a chance to prove that as they
open their northern slate on Thursday with
a doubleheader against Brown at home.
Rival Rutgers, just itching for another shot
at UMass. will be here for two on Saturday.

Aggies end year, 14-1
By GERRY deSIMAS

CallcffiM suff

The Stockbridge basketball team ended
up with an outstanding 14 1 record for the
1982 83 season. The Aggies, who had an
eleven game winning streak at one point,

have won 24 of their last 25 games.
The leader on coach Jack Leaman's

squad was senior John Paquette of South
Hadley. who was chosen as the team
MVP. Paquette was the squad's leading

scorer, averaging 19.9 points a game.
Paquette was not the only senior on the

Aggie squad. Senior Craig Manning led

the team in rebounding (10.3) and fellow

senior Mike O'Connor led the team in

assists (4.0 per game).

Paquette was not the only senior on the

Aggie squad. Senior Craig Manmng led the

team m rebounding (10.3) and fellow

senior .MiKe O'Connor led the team in

assists (4.0 per gantje).

Underclassmen also made important
contributions. Pittsfield freshman Chris

Storie was the team's second leading

scorer ( 15.7 a game).

Stockbridge took double wins over
Hampshire C^ollege. Southern Vermont.
Greenfield Community and Holyoke
Community, and the margins of victory

never fell lower than 13 points.

The only loss of the year was in 'the

battle of Amherst' against Amherst
College, a division III school. The Lord
Jeffs proved to be too much for the Aggies
and they suffered only their third k>ss in

two seasons.

Besides Paquette. O'Connor and
Manning. Andrew Fritsche. Shawn'
Cameron. Dennis Houle. and Pearl Keyes
will graduate. Storie. John Bmndo. Garth
Dickson and Peter McDonough will return

next year for roach I^amans hoopsters.

rnllrfian pholn h« l>a«r \trattrt 1

Junior Edwin Green, MVP, goen up for a shot against Rhode Island |

earlier in the year. ^1
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Profcnor Dean Alfange. who was recently appointed Acting Pro-

vost, responda to a question in his office Monday.

Professor Alfange is

appointed acting provost

By JIM FINKLE
Stan

Newly appointed acting Vice Chancellor

for Academic Affairs and Provost Dean
Alfange said one of his Tirst challenges m
his new position will be to tad the

University of Massachu.setts Faculty

Senate in devek>ping an amended version of

the general education curriculum proposal

that has been hotly debated by the entire

University faculty during past months.

"There is no consensus in the Faculty

Senate on this question," Alfange said in an

interview Monday. "I'd like to come up with

a proposal that will achieve a consensus."

'7*d like to come up urith a

proposal that mill achieve a

ccmsensus (on General Educa-

turn). " Dean Alfange said.

Alfange, who began work as ' acting

leader of academic programs last week, said

that while he is familiar with the work of

the Faculty Senates Ad Hoc Committee on

General Educatwn. he plans to meet with

the committee before making any specific

suggestwns for revisions in the proposal.

"The general education committee has

come up with a number of interesting and

exciting proposals that need to be

evaluated," Alfange said. "It may be we

ought not to change, but I think you never

know until you have examined proposals for

change."

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey announced

that Alfange would serve as acting vice

chancellor, replacing Loren Baritz who will

be away from the University until he begins

work as an adviser to the chancelk>r and a

full time prdlessor in the UMass history

department.

Alfange will receive an annual salary of

$52,000 for his work in the University

administration. He received $45,930 for his

work as a political science professor.

Baritz will be on vacatmn from his duties

at UMaas until he begins his new job in

June.

"His (Baritzsl accrued (vacation) time

runs to June 1 and if he doesn't take it. he'll

toseit." Duffey said.

Duffey said he expects the provost search

committee to complete its work by June 1.

allowing him to place the new administrator

in office by August.

Until the new provost arrives on campus,

Alfange will be responsible for all the

administrative duties of the provost in

addition to his duties as a professor.

"I have two full time jobs." Alfange said

while sitting behind his steel desk in his

office in Thompson Hall. "The problem is

going to be adjusting to the fact that I will

have no spare time until this all ends." He is

currently teaching two courses on con

stitutional law.

Alfange, who served as acting provost

from June of 1975 to October of 1976 after

former Provost Robert L. Gluckstem left

UMass to become Chanceltor of the

University of Maryland, said he does not

want to become permanent provost.

"I'm doing it because somebody needs to

do it." he said. "It's not what I want to do.

The chancellor asked me to do it and I could

not reasonably think of an excuse that

would not have been applicable for

somebody else he asked to do it."

Alfange came to UMass in 1967 as an

assistant professor in the political science

department with an undergraduate degree

from Hamilton College, a master's degree

from the University of Cobrado and a

doctorate from Cornell University.

In 1970 he became acting dean of the

faculty of social and behavioral sciences

until he was appointed permanent dean in

1971. After taking a leave of absence from

the University in 1977. Alfange returned to

the political science department in 1978 as a

tenured professor.

Faculty Senate survey

rejects General Ed. plan
By RITA MURPHY

( ollrfian Suft

The General Education Curriculum

Proposal now before the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate is not

supported by a majority of senators, who
responded to a recent survey by the

Collegian.

The survey was sent to all 111 senators.

Anonymous quest wnnaires were returned

by 46 out of 1 1 1 surveys mailed out.

The survey asked senators whether

they supported the three motions of the

proposal which the Senate is expected to

vote on at its next meeting April 7.

All three motions were defeated in the

survey.

The general educatwn Lssue is. ac

cording to one senator, a "political hot

cake" which has "divided the Senate and

caused infighting which may take a while

to heal."

Debate within the Senate ha.s focused

on three major issues: the Breadth of

Knowledge proposal, the Freshman

Seminar and the cost of instituting these

two parts of the proposal.

In the survey, many senators said

because their questions concerning these

issues have yet to be answered, they could

not approve the motions.

The first motion calls for the

replacement of the present C. D. and E
distribution (core' reijuirements with six.

four credit courses from dusriplines more

strictly defined than core requirements.

Of the senators responding to the «»urvey.

22 opposed this motion and 19 favored it.

Five senators were undecided.

One senator expressed disapproval with

Breadth of Knowledge becau.se it "ignores

the diversity of background and interest

of students and tends to homogenize the

curriculum."

One of the nujor concerns raised by

senators concerning the seminar was the

cost of such a program

.

"The Freshman Seminars appear to be a

good idea, though I believe that the

proponents of this proposal have grossly

underestimated their impact financially."

wrote one senator.

Several senators expressed approval of

the motion and the Freshman Seminar.

"The seminar will give teachers and

students an opportunity to finally be able

to interact with one another the way they

aren't currently able to do." responded

one senator.

The seminar is an "imaginative idea

which should be given a try." responde<l

one senator.

Another question on the survey asked

senators whether they approved of the

motion calling for the establishment of the

administrative structure for educatk>n.

The motion was defeated 19 8 with six

senators undei'ided.

A question asking senators whether they

supported a foreign language requriemer.t

was supported by a 16 13 margin. The

Senate will not vote on a foreign language

requirement.

"A u>p to bottom rewrite is un

necessary. We should keep the current

(core) requirements, but wt- should

release (reduce! the number of options."

wrote another senator.

One senator expressed support of

Breadth of Knowledge calling it "long

overdue."

"The present system has no rationale

except that it helps departments in their

'turf protection."

The second motion calls for the approval

of the Integration of Knowledge com
ponent of the proposal. Within Integration

of Knowledge is the Freshman Seminar.

While the Senate has debated the entire

proposal this semester, the F^reshman

Seminar has proven to be the most
controversial and heavily debated motion.

In the survey, the motion was defeated

23 16 with eight undecided votes.

"It will require a tremendous amount of

resources to teach the rather vaguely-

defined seminar. It just isn't worth it,"

responded one senator.

Senate survey results

Questions Yes No Unde-
cided

I will approve the motion calling for 19

Breadth of Knowledge and QuantiUtive

Reasoning

22

I will approve the motion calling for the 16

approval of Integration of Knowledge.
23 8

I will approve the motion calling for the 13

establishment of the administrative

structure for education

24

I believe the proposal is in the best 18

interest of students, faculty, and admini-

stration

19

I believe the present system is a failure 18 22

I support a foreign language require- 21

ment

18

I believe this proposal is economically 23

impossible

15
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World and National News
Bombing of Iraq refinery causes oil slick

that threatens environmental damage
MANAMA, Bahrain - Patches of a

^rrowing, 100 square-mile oil slick from

Iran floated closer tx) the island-nation of

Bahrain and other Persian Gulf countries

yesterday threatening "untold en-

vironmental and ecological damage," ex-

perts said.

Fears were expressed in Bahrain that the

6-week-old slick - which could not be

cleaned up immediately because of the

Iraq-Iran war — was capable of "engulfing

the whole island" of 360,(X)0 inhabitants.

The crude from two bombed oil fields, con-

tinued to gush into the widening slick.

In the neighboring state of Qatar, second

in the line of the slick's main area, the

government issued a statement urging

youth to "be ready to respond to the call of

duty when asked."

Experts from 19 oil companies met in

Bahrain and issued a warning that unless a

partial cease-fire was arranged between

Iraq and Iran in the blazing and leaking

area of the Nowruz oilfield, the entire Per-

sian Gulf would "become one vast oil-lake."

Iraq and Iran were not represented at

the Bahrain meeting. But Iran has de<-lared

its readiness to cooperate in caping the

bombed oilfields.

Iraq has made no firm response so far,

and the Iraqi Embassy in Manama refused

any comment.
The statement by the 19 oil companies

warned that the damaged wells "have the

potential for untold environmental and

ecological damage, and the total combined

anti-pollution equipment available would be

of little use unless top priority is given to

the repair and capping of the wells — the

source of the continuing pollution."

The statement urged the two warring na-

tions to declare the Nowruz field zone,

south of the main Iranian oil terminal at

Kharg Island, "an operationally safe area

for as long as it takes for repairs to be ef-

fected by international experts, who are on

continuous standby waiting for the go-

ahead."
Kharg has been a favorite target of Iraqi

bombings. The Iranian ambassador to

Kuwait has accused Iraq of preventing col-

leagues of American firefighting expert

Red Adair from operating at Nowruz.

The envoy also charged that the Iraqis

were using the threat of the slick to exert

pressure for a cease-fire in the 31 -month-

old gulf war but asserted the Iranians were

ready only for a partial truce in the af-

fected area.

Beharain's newspapers said the islands

may have to fight "a sacrificial" battle

against the advancing spill — maneuvering

the slick into areas with the least in-

habitants and to econmic installations so as

to spare fishing waters and the vital wat«r

desalination plant at Sitra island.

Christian
BONN. West Germany (AP) -

Traditional political parties barred the anti

NATO Greens Party from key posts in the

new Parliament y slerday and formally

elected Chancellor Helmut Kohl, whose

Christian Democrats swept to victory in

national elections.

The Greens, who paraded to the

Parliament buildmg in jeans and sweaters

with supporters playing bongo drums and

waving flowers, voted against Kohl and

boycotted his inauguration.

The Greens were shut out of the five

member presidium that chairs the chamber.

All the other parties are represented on the

presidium.

That meant no member of the Greens,

whose anti nuclear views are feared by

many in the ParUament. will ever be able to

control the gavel and thus the debate in the

West German Parliament.

The Greens also saw their chances of

getting on some other important com

mittees sharply reduced after the Bun

destag voted to keep the chamber's oW
rules of order.

The rules include a proportional system

of committee representation. That means

the Greens probably will not be on some

smaller committees at all, including two

that deal with internal security and

terrorists.

Some conservatives have worried

publicly about the Greens' access to state

secrets discussed in committees. Several

memb«'rs of the Greens have said they will

reveal state secrets, despite parliamentary

secrecy rules, if they believe it to be in the

public interest.

The decision barring them from key posts

was blasted by Greens deputy Willi Hoss.

who charged the esublished parties were

abusing the minority.

•When the traditional parties

represented in the Bundestag refuse our

request (to be on the presidium), they are

signaling the way in whkrh they will treat

minorities in the country." Hoss said.

A Greens' statement announcing the

boycott of Keel's swearLng in said the

chancelk)r was "responsible for policies that

endanger the existence of our people." a

reference to his backing a NATO plan to

deploy new nuclear missiles in Western

Europe later this year.

Northampton man judged fit

in plane smashing case

NORTHAMPTON — A man accused of smashing rows

of private airplanes in a late night rampage with a snow

plow, was released yesterday on condition that he

voluntarily return to a state mental hospiul.

Northampton District Judge Alvertus Morse said

psychiatrists at Bridgewater State Hospital had found

Robert A. Borucki, 34. of Northampton, competent to

stand trial.

But saying "I don't think it wouW be good for him to be

out in the community," Morse released Borucki without

bail on condition that he return to Bridgewater.

Morse also directed hospital officials to inform the

court three days in advance if Borucki sought to leave

before his next scheduled court appearance, .\pril 7.

Ten planes, costing up to $30,000 each, were destroyed

•nd 13 others damaged in the bizarre incident Feb. 17 at

the LaFleur Airport. Richard Giusto. part owner of the

airfield, estimated the toul damage at $500,000.

Most of the smashed planes were plowed into each

other in a tangled jumble of twisted propellers and torn

fuselages as they sat on a field adjacent to the runway.

Six were shoved into a storage hanger and pulverized

with the plow.

Borucki was arrested the following night at the

downtown Northampton rooming house where he lived.

Since then, he has been held at Bridgewater on two

charges involving damagt to one of the planes and the

four ton dump truck, equipped with wing plow, that was

used to smash the aircraft.

Accused arsonist—mental

patient incompetent for trial

NORTHAMPTON - A mental patient accused of

setting a fatal fire while on a day pass from Northampton
State Hospital was found incompetent yesterday to stand

trial.

Two women were killed in the fire last year in

downtown Northampton.

Superior Court Judge Charles Alberti made the ruling

after a court appointed psychiatrist. Dr. Harry

Michelson, examined Sandra Gosselin. He ordered her

sent to Metropolitan State Hospiul in Waltham for

observation as a possible step toward involuntary

commitment.
Mlss Gosselin, 35. was charged with arson and murder

in the February 1982 fire in a Main Street apartment

building that killed Leona Andrus, 71, and her daughter,

Jean Maslowski, 47. The women were trapped in a third

fkxM- apartment.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Reagan arms compromise

may break talks deadlock
WASHINGTON ~ President Reagan yesterday sent a

compromise arms proposal to Soviet negotiators to take

back to Moscow in hopes of breaking the deadlock on

limiting medium range nuclear missiles in Europe, a senior

administration official said.

Reagan personally refused to comment on the develop

ment. but promised he would have an announcement on

the subject today.

The president said he dehberately has made it clear in the

past that "we would negotiate in good faith on any

legitimate proposal" and that his "zero zero" plan to

eliminate all medium range missiles in Europe should "not

be taken asacomplete, take it or leave it proposition."

In an interview with six journalists. Reagan said the

zero zero formula remains his ultimate goal. As to the

planned deployment of U.S cruise and Pershing II missiles

in Europe at the end of this year. Reagan said. "We've

never retreated from our position that we are going to

deploy on schedule."

Refusing to discuss developments in the arms talks.

Reagan said. "We've made no change in our own goal, but

beyond that I cant speak until tomorrow
."

Reagan's proposal was outlined in Geneva, Switzerland,

by chief U.S. negotiator Paul Nitze on the last day of the

talks before the recess, according to a senior ad

ministration official who refused to be identified. The

compromise calls for an interim agreement that falls short

of Reagan's "zero zero" plan.
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House , Senate pass gas tax ,

increase to occur Fridag

BOSTON — The Massachusetts House and Senate

agreed last night to increase the sUte gasobne tax just

over a penny, to 1 1 cents per gallon, effective Friday.

Combined with an increase in the federal fuels tax, it

means a total tax increase of 6.1 cents per galton April 1

above what motorists pay now.

Without a new law. the state tax on gasoline would drop

nearly one cent on Friday. It now is 9.9 cents per gallon

and would have dropped to about nine cents.

After legislative leaders announced agreement on a bill,

the Senate quickly accepted it. 19 13. and the measure

then won approval in the House, 85 57.

The tax increase, which was being linked to increased

scholarship aid for higher educatmn. was expected to be

signed by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis la.st night. James
Dorsey. a spokesman for Dukakis, said the governor would

sign the bill in private at home.
Final action was needed by yesterday in order to give

the state time to send notices to gasoline dealers, it was
reported.

"We're voting a bad deal for the Massachusetts tax-

payer," said Sen. Paul Doane, R-Harwich.

Two weeks ago, the House voted for Dukakis' original

recommendation of an 11 cents per gallon tax. but the

Senate voted for 12 cents last week.

The Senate proposal would have committed the

equivalent of a penny on the tax, or $20 $25 million a year,

to new scholarship aid.

Charlestown men charged in

rape of 17—year—old girl

BOSTON — Seven men were arrested yesterday after a

17 year old girl told police she was abducted at a bus

station, taken to an apartment and gang raped.

Police said two women came to the apartment during the

attack, but did nothing to help the girl and left after asking

if the men were having a "good time."

"Nobody did anything to assist her in that apartment."

said detective Sgt. Francis Graham, who headed the in-

vestigation. "They saw the girl there and made a

statement to the effect, 'you boys having a good time?' and

left."

The women were not charged. Under Massachusetts

law, it is not a crime to fail to aid a victim.

The seven men were arraigned in Charlestown District

Court, where Judge Mary Brennan set bail ranging from

$2,000 to $50,000 cash or $20,000 to $200,000 bond.

They walked into the courtroom with jackets hiding

their faces and kept the jacltets over their heads when they

rose to answer the judge's questrans.
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Old tires play a useful role in retirement by holding down a manure
pile covering at the livestock barns near the Boyden playing fields.

Budget confusion reigns

around full costing issue
By MARK J. WELCH

CalltfiMi Staff

Editor's Note: This is the final article m a

three part series on the Trust Fund
Management Policy and "full costing "at the

University of Massachusetts.

The dollar impact of the "full costing"

policy approved by the University of

MassachusetU Board of Trustees last

month is still not clear, but it will cost each

student at least $100 per year.

When the policy was submitted to the

Trustees for approval, the impact was

expected to total $104.18. accordmg to

Stephen Saudek. budget director for

UMass President David C Knapp. But

Saudek later admitted that he had not

taken inflation into consideration in his

figures.

And some administrators predkrled that

although efforts are being made to "soften

the blow" of full costing, higher than

normal fee increases will occur in the 1985

86 school year after reserves are depleted.

Another concern was that the full costing

charge, which will increase from 2.4 per

cent in 19K1 84 to 2.7 percent in 1984 85.

could be increased further in later years,

since some indirect services provided using

state funds are not included in the "full

costing" charge.

The fee increases due to full costing are

difficult to separate from inflation and other

increased costs, but this year's budget

confusion caused each trust fund to prepare

two complete budgets, reflecting the im

pact of full costing.

Without full costing, student fees, room

and board would total $2.7!>3. a $35 increase

over this year. When full costing charges

were added, the total rose to $2,791.50, a

$73.50 increase.

The "impact" of full costing this year

could then be interpreted as a difference of

$38. ,50 between the fee increase proposals.

But some trust funds will be offsetting

increases using reserves established last

year, effectively delaying the increase until

next year or the following year.

A "full costing reserve " was established

last year to offset the policy's expected

impact on many trust funds. In addition,

reserves were set aside to pay for an ex

pected fringe benefit assessment which has

not yet been charged. That amount needed

for the reserve was overestimated,

.however, so that many trust funds will be

able to use excess fringe benefit reserves to

pay for full costing this year.

After the Trustees voted on the policy in

February. Saudek said the full costing and

excess fringe benefit reserves would be

taken away by the University to offset

"Past years" of unpaid expenses. But that

was changed to alk>w the reserves to offset

fee increases in the 1983 84 and 1984 85

budgets.

"This takes the total impact and divides it

over a longer lime span," said Saudek. "It

softens the blow."

But some administrators said that the

reserves were being used to conceal the

toUl impact of full costing by delaying it

until the 1985 86 budget. Several of them
predicted severe increases for that year.

Saudek. however, denied this was the case.

After the full costing policy was ap

proved, the Residence Hall Trust Fund, the

largest trust fund on campus, requested no

additional fee increase. But some of the

assumptions made at that time may not

come through, and the level of services in

the dormitories might not be kept up.

According to Ann Koski. assistant

director for finance for Housing Services,

the revised budget assumes that excess

construction funds from the UMass
Building Authority will be used for some

repairs and that bond payments will not be

made for I'roject 1 dormitories (Brett and

Gormanl. But those two changes might not

occur, following confusion at the February

meeting of the Building Authority after a

presentation by legal counsel.

If the authority money isn't received and

if the extra bond payment must be made.

Koski predicted new services planne<l for

next year might be cancelled and repairs

might have to be further delayed in order to

avoid an extra fee increase.

Several other trust funds which did not

increase their budgets after the full costing

policy was approved also expect to cut back

some services to pay the charges. Included

in this are the Student Activities Trust

Fund and the Athletic Trust Fund.

Jeol Watson, financial manager for the

Student Health Services Trust Fund, said

that reserves would be used to partly offset

the full costing impact this year.

Campus Center Director Bill Harris said

new revenue from the Campus Center

would be used to offset the full costing

charge, almost completely offsetting a

planned $9 fee reduction originally

proposed by the Campus Center.

The money generated by full costing has

not been allocated yet. Saudek said the

money would be used to boost activities in

"areas which have had longstanding need"

but which have been unable to expand

because the trust funds had caused central

services costs to rise.

Despite suggestions by student

government leaders that the state

legislature might reduce the UMass state

budget to reflect full costing, Saudek and

DeNyse both said they considered that

option unlikely.

No matter what the money Is used for,

student '''es will rise, and campus ad

ministrators will have lost a long battle.

Financial aid allotment

doubled to $30 million
By KEVIN BOWE

C«ll*giaa Staff

State leaders late yesterday agreed to

double the amount of state student

assistance, climaxing more than one year of

lobbying by student aid proponents.

The House of Representatives passed and

the State Senate passed and enacted an

appropriations bill increasing the

Massachusetts General Scholarship

Program to $30 million for the next

academic year from the present level of $15

million.

After thtf House votes to officially enact

the legislation, which is usually a formality

taken after initial passage, the bill will go to

Governor Michael S. Dukakis for his

signature.

According to several legislative and press

reports. Dukakis has promised to sign the

bill as part of a compromise proposal drawn

up by legislative leaders.

The need for a compromise arose when

the House passed a one cent per gallon gas

tax. proposed by Dukakis. The Senate

passed a two-cent gas tax hike, earmarking

the additional one cent for student aid.

"We acceded to the size of the gas tax,"

Sen. John Olver, D Amherst, who atong

with Sen. Chester Atkins, was the major

supporter of an increase, said. "They

agreed to an up front, $34 million

(scholarship) appropriation."

The increase will mean that mwe
students will be able to receive a

scholarship and each scholarship will be

larger. Presently 75 percent of the

financially needy students who apply for a

State Scholarship are denied aid because of

lack of funds. Currently the maximum
scholarship a University of Massachusetts

student can receive is $300.

Olver said it was important that the

increased appropriation be passed quickly

because the State Scholarship Office must
notify students soon so that the aid can be

used for next year.

Handicapped Affairs offers

vital transportation services
By MIRIAM ZOLL

Approximately 400 University of

Massachusetts students could not attend

classes at the Amherst campus if they

were not provided with van tran

sportation and other services by the

Handicapped Student Affairs Office

located in the Whitmore Administration

Building.

Tory Grenier. a second year cUnkral

psychology graduate student uses the van
services every day to get to and from
school.

"The van service is very good." Grenier

says, returning from classes via the van.

She also hires personal care assistants,

another service offered by the office, to

record her texts.

The van service is. however, the most

utilized ser\'ice provided by the office.

Overcrowding is a problem this semester.

"Spring semester brings bad weather

and ice and snow, and students depend on

the van more." Caroline Gould, a full time

staff member and van driver for the

Handicapped Student Affairs Office says

as she adjusts the locks on a student's

wheelchair.

Goukl says the van drivers work a tight

schedule. "If I'm scheduled to meet

someone at 2:30 p.m. and they're not here

by 2:35. I leave. The schedule is too

crowded to wait five extra minutes for

someone who is late." Gould says.

Maria Leanders says she is displeased

with this semesters van service.

"The vans are always backed up with

students and it's impossible to get on the

schedule because its booked up two

months in advance." l>eanders says from

the back seat of the van. "I have been

forced to cancel many appointments

because I couldn't get rides because the

van is on such a tight schedule," she says.

She has used the van service for four

semesters and this is the first semester

she has had problems with her scheduling,

she says.

Paul Appleby, coordinator for the

Handicapped Student Affairs Office, says

the bad spring weather and additional

temporary injured students add to the

crowded van scheduling.

"An increase in staff and vans woukl

help the problem but we do not have the

funds to do this." Appleby says. The
Alumni Association has provided money
for equipment and vans in the pa.si

The Handicapped Student Affau"s Office

also has equipment to accommodate deaf

and blind students. "We have a brailling

machine, a large print typewriter for the

vision impaired, audio tapes. American
Sign Language interpreters and volunteer

j

readers." Appleby says.

An estimated 50 students with severe

disabilities use the office's services

regularly. Another 100 students use the

services each semester due to temporary
injuries such as broken legs.

"All the services our office provides are

free to all students." Appleby says.

"Personal care assistants and volunteer

readers are paid by the students who hire

them, but the handicapped students are

reimbursed by Massachusetts
Rehabihtation and Medicaid," he says.

Before 1973. no significant fundmg was

albtted to handicapped services at

UMass. Renovations to make dormitories

and academic buildings wheelchair ac

cessible are financed by the Housing

Office and Student Affairs.

Approximately $100,000 a year is

allocated by the state to Handicapped

Affairs for staff salaries and office ex

penses.

Gould says the most frustrating part of

her job is dealing with the pedestrians on

campus.
"They get in the way and don't move.

It's really tiring when I'm trying to rush

students to class and the walking students

get mad because the van is driving on the

sidewalk," she says.

"This job helps me deal with other

peoples disabilities, Gould says. "After

dnving around with the students and

building friendships with some of them
you realize that disabihty or no disability

they're ju.st people."

('olle|h*n photo bT Kevin KuliMti

Marie Conway, a senior Community Services major, gets a lift from

the Handicapped Affairs van on the way to classes.
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Selectmen debate rent control
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN

( ollciriaii SUff

At the Amherst Selectman's meeting last night a town

meeting warrant, which pertains to rent control, as well as

three other petitions was reviewed.

The petition to renew rent control was introduced on the

grounds that Amherst is a university town and many

people are looking for temporary housing. The petition was

introduced by Deborah Dizard who said because there are

few vacancies in housing, the marketing system is not

working, therefore rent needs to be regulated.

It is proposed that a rent control board be set up that will

be supported by fees paid by the renters. Out of the 4,500

rental units in Amherst, about 3.000 would be affected by

the rent control board. The board will represent the

renters.

Other issues under the warrant included a motor vehicle

excise tax exemption for prisoners of war. License plates

will be granted to the P.O.W.'s, of which there are 7 in

Amherst. The majority of people affected by this will be

older than 55, predominantly from World War IL

The third issue under the warrant pertained to a zoning

amendment. This petition dealt with 37 acres of land on

East Hadley Road in Amherst, near BritUny Manor
Apartments. The petition contained a suggestion to build

rental units on the property and the effects of this were

discussed.

The last issue on the warrant was similar to one in

troduced in May. 1982, which was concerned with a design

plan for the town of Amherst. It suggests the redesigning

of certain areas in Amherst, such as the land behind Jones

library. It was proposed that the money for this would

come from grants from the Executive Office of Com-
munities and Development.

(downstairs

Campus Center)^

FAC equipment reported stolen
Perpetrators partly dismantled a st<jrage room door in

the backstage area of the Fine Arts Center concert hall

Sunday evening and stole an amplifier and five

microphones. University of Massachusetts police said

yesterday.

Police valued the equipment at $1,500. Damage t<> the

door and room was minimal and has since been repaired,

the production numager for the Fine Arts Center said

yesterday.

In other police action:

— Dominoe's Pizza has filed charged of larceny and

forgery against several John F. Kennedy Tower residents

in a case involving bad checks, police said.

The checks, from a stolen account that has since been

closed, have been used by the suspects since December.

The case is under investigation.

— A six-year-old bass guitar valued at $1,000 was

reported missing from a room in Chadboume dormitory

yesterday. The guitar was last seen before spring break,

police said.

— A case involving an 18-year-old UMass student and

his roommmate and possession of a stolen traffic light and

signs has been suspended, police said.

The youths said they found the light in a Weymouth
town dump, but Weymouth officials reported no traffic

light either missing or stolen. The youths also said the

signs were purchased at a tag sale.

- RAY BEAUCHEMIN
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Employee denied job in contract controversy

By LISA PEDULLA
Coilcfiui Suff

A decision was reached not to renew the one-year

contract of Mary Wentworth. coordinator of the Poor

Women's Task Force at the Everywoman's Center (EWC).

Wentworth, who filed a written grievance against the

University Office of Student Affairs, said there was no

basis for the decision not to reappont iier to the position

she has held since December 1979.

"The University has violated the established policy on

the amount of time professional non academic employees

are supposed to be given on decisions of appointment and

reappointment." Wentworth said. She said employees are

to be given six months notice and she was given only three

months notice.

Wentworth said she was told in December that a decision

would be made in March. "I think the decision was made in

the vice chancellors office, as early as last July," she said.

The decision was made in response to a second evaluation

of her work, conducted by Special AssisUnt to the

Chancellor, Robert Welch, Wentworth said. The Director

of the Everywoman's Center. Ruth Weekes Washington

has the power to hire and fire the center's employees,

Wentworth said. Neither Welch nor Weekes Washington

could be reached for comment.

An Ad Hoc support committee was formed Sunday night

to generate campus and community support for the issue.

Wentworth said. She said the major issue in the decision is

who is in control and to whom the EWC must be held

accountable.

"The issue is will the Everywoman's Center be ac-

countable to the women's community or to the white male

dominated administration. " Wentworth said.

The committee will distribute letters and petitions

demanding her reappointment by Chancellor Duffy.

Wentworth said.

It was the feeling on the part of the administration that

she had not fulfilled the specifics of her job description, she

said. "I was told I haven't fulfilled examples of duties in the

job description." she said.

"I believe the fact is that I have been too outspoken an

advocate of AFDC (Aid to Families with Dependent

Children) to women in the community and in the state.

"

Wentworth said.

She had always received excellent evaluations in past

years, she said. She said she is proud of the work she has

done and the women with whom she has worked to help in

their struggles.

"Just because they are in school as welfare recipients,

doesn't mean these women do not live in a state of financial

crisis," Wentworth said.

Eating disorders in women prompt

events this week, including films

By PAUL BELVAL
('•IWffiaa Sufl

In response to a growing trend of women on college

campuses who suffer from eating disorders, a week of

events examining women's self image and the problems

that arise from these images is beinK held at the University

of Massachusetts.

Five to*20 percent of college students suffer from eating

disorders nationwide, said Carol Monaco, the sexism

coordinator for the east side of campus and co-organizer of

the event entitled "Our Bodies and Ourselves."

The events which began Monday with two films

examining women in the media and continue until

tomorrow night are sponsored by Residential Education

and the Northeast Sylvan and Orchard Hill ('entral

Women's Centers. Specific events are being sponsored by

Food Services and Health Services.

The events are needed because of the rising incidence of

eating disorders, a direct result of a woman's dtstorted

self image. Monaco said.

"Eating disorders are increasing, but people are also

k)oking for help more." she said.

"Eating disorders are a manifesution of society s

distorted image of women." she said. "I think a lot of

education has to happen in order for things to change.

Anorexia and bulemia are important issues on campus.

They are a result of women's self images."

Referring to Karen Carpenter who died of anorexia

nerNosa. Monaco said it is unfortunate that it took the

death of a famous person to make people conscious of

eating disorders.

"It is terrible that it had to go to that extent to get at

tenlion." she said.

l.,ast night, the Northampton based theatrical P"oup

"Present Suge" performed the play "Food Fright" in

Worcester Dining Commons. The play addressed issues

surrounding anorexics and bulemics.

At 7 pm tonight. Lynn Bechtel and I.«slie Cham^ers of

Health Education are giving a workshop titled "Food and

Feelings" in the basement of Knowlton dormitory. The

workshop also addresses eating disorders.

A film series examining women's self images is

scheduled for 7 p.m. tomorrow night. "Size 10." "Dieting:

The Danger Point." and "Women. The Question of Self

Concept ' will be shown in both the Orchard Hill /Central

Women's Center in Wheeler dormitory and the Nor

theast/Sylvan Women's Center in Knowlton dormitory.
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Ahora continues to funnel hispanic students into one
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

1 olleiriM Suff

The decade of the 1970's was a long period of readjust-

ment and struggle for hispanic students as they tried to

succeed in the culturally diverse campus of the University

of Massachusetts.

The future of these students and of their community

was at stake, thus it was imperative to unite and build an

organization to voice the ideas, philosophies and interests

of the hispanic community here at UMass.

With various efforts in mind, an organization was

established with the main goal of recruiting hispanics to

the university. The organization was named AHORA.
which was Spanish for now. because of the immediate need

for reform.

AHORA promoted educational programs aimed toward

career and job advancement, developed activities t«

i

Jury convicts whites in

death of black man
BOSTON t AP» — A jury convicted two young white men

of manslaughter Tuesday in the death of a black man who

ran into the path of a subway train trying to flee a gang of

whites who were stoning and jeering him.

The jury of eight whites and four blacks deliberated all

day Monday before finding Francis X. Devin, 20. and

William M. Joyce. 19. guilty of three counts each of assault

with a dangerous weapon. The jury met for half an hour

Tuesday morning before finding the two Boston youths

guilty of manslaughter.

Attorneys for the two said they will appeal the verdkru.

The prosecutk»n charged that on the night of March 13.

1982. William Atkinson, a 30 year old maintenance

worker, ran into the Savin Hill rapid transit suiion in the

city s Dorchester section to escape the jeering youths.

They threw rocks and bottles and shouted racial slurs at

Atkinson, the prosecution said.

Atkinson, who died when he ran into the path of a

subway train, found himself "in a funnel from whk-h there

was no escape." the prosecution contended. A while man

who was with him was knocked unconscious during the

attack, but later escaped.

Three other Boston men. Edward Tuffo. 18. Michael

Nowacki. 20. and Paul MacGregor. 19. are awaiting trial.

Atkinson's sister. Regina. was in the courtroom when

the verdict was announced, and said. "Maybe the decision

that was made here today will stop" violence in the city.

"These attacks on people have to stop." she added.

Joyce shook his head as the verdict was read; Bevin stood

impassively.

Suffolk Superior Judge Roger Donahue ordered them

held without bail until sentencing April S. Devin and Joyce

face up to 20 years in prison for manslaughter and five

yMtrs for each assault convkrtk)n.

Donahue told the jury that to convict Joyce and Devin of

manslaughter, the panel had to believe that the attack set

in motion "a natural and continuous sequence that

produces death."

Recover}' signs still doubtful

By NORMAN HILL
K Pkihp Randolph InMltal*

A January rise in the leading economic indicators, a

decline in the world price of oil, and a lower rate of inflation

resulted in a wave of euphoria among certain conservative

economists and politicians. "At last, the Reagan program is

taking hold." Admini-stration, spokesmen were trum

petmg. "A strong recovery is on the way." they said.

Yet only weeks after the initial euphoria. Administration

spokesmen have suddenly become more cautious. Martin

Feldstein the chairman of the President's Council of

Ekronomic Advisers, has asserted that the statistics for

January had overstated the strength of the recovery. Paul

Volcker, who as Chairman of the Federal Reserve has been

a principle architect of the current recession, stated that

there had been "a certain amount of wishful thinking in

recent weeks " and that the economy confronts substantial

difficulties.

Indeed, statistics from the Department of Commerce
confirm this new found pessimism. The Commerce
Department's figures which show a decline of nearly one

percent in retail sales for the first two months of the year:

Hardly the stuff from which a recovery is made.
In the past, critics of the Administration's economic

program focused on its inequities: substantial tax

reductions for the wealthy; meager tax savings for

workers and cutbacks in services and social spending on

those most in need. However, there is another reason to be

opposed lo Reaganomics program: no significant economic
recovery is possible unless it is led by consumer spending.

The weakness of the recovery for which we now are

wailing is a direct consequence of the fact that today

millions fewer consumers hold jobs than when the

President look office. Moreover, fewer paychecks means

that there are fewer workers who can spend their dollars.

Therefore, it is not at all surprising that retail sales ton

tinue to decline.

magnify the awareness of the students toward the

hispanic community, and to break language.barriers and

ciiltiu^ isolation.

With its concern for the future of the hispanic communi-

ty. AHORA founded the Billingual Collegiate Program

(BCP). BCP was founded in 1974 nruiinly to recruit

hispanics and offered such services as academic, personal/

tutorial and financial aid counseling.

Although lack of representation is no longer a problem

in the hispanic community here, there still is a problem of

readjustment within the university. Many of the hispanic

students on campus are the first in their families to leave

home. This separation causes a psychological setback and

can help to destroy a student's academics. AHORA at-

tempts to enlighten the student's social and political in

terests, said AHORA's president Cynthia Estriba.

"AHORA has a financially secure future, but students

efforts and active participation are more important now,"

Estriba explained.

Solidarity among hispanics is essential if there is to be a

future for AHORA and for the hispanic community,

stressed Estriba.

"If hispanics do not establish a bureaucracy in the

university, AHORA and other organizations will

desintegrate." Estriba added. "AHORA's future is in the

hands of its students."

We have organizations like AHORA because in the past

others cared to build a future for today's students. We
should further this action by keeping AHORA alive.

All it takes is a few hours a week to discuss plans for the

upcoming year and to broaden student's pei^pective on

the hispanic community.

We are the future of Latin America and the hispanic

community in the United States, without our efforts,

there will never be a tomorrow for Bolivar's beloved conti-

nent.

Murder victim William F. Atkinson who was

found dead next to subway tracks in Dorchester

last year. Two white youths were found gruilty of

manslaughter yesterday in Suffolk Superior

Court in Boston in connection with his death.

Community call says

halt to klan activities

The Ku Klux Klan has announced plans to rally in

Meridan. Connectkrut on April 30. and possibly in Boston.

Massachusetts on May 1. They have proclaimed this

"National White Christian Solidarity Day". This will be the

third year in a row that the Klan has rallied in Meridan and

their second appearance in the last year in Boston.

In recent years, and in particular since 1978. Connecticut

has experienced a significant increase in the number of

white supremacist attacks against Black people.

Seventeen cross burnings occurred in 1979, according to

a report issued by the state's Commission on Human
Rights. This was followed by the emergence of the Klan

publicly at a 1980 cross burning and rally in Scotland,

Connecticut, on the land of a Mr. Rood, a former member

of the fascist, military organization, the Minute Men.

The level of pubUc Klan organizing has intensified since

that time under the leadership of Bill Wilkinsons faction of

the Klan. the Invisable Empire of the Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan. Wilkenson has admitted to being on the FBI's

payroll, in an interview with the Nashville Tennessean. In

the Spring of 1981. the Klan marched in support of killer

cop Eugene Hale, who only weeks before had been

responsible for the shooting death of a young Black man in

Hartford. Connecticut.

Since then the Klan has rallied every year in Meridan

and elsewhere, in support of the police in particular. .\i

every point the Klan has received full police protection. In

fact, a total of seventy police received awards for

protecting the Klan in the '81 rally. When the Klan at

tempted to rally in Boston in November of this year, the

police, after escorting the Klan away from approximately

2.(K)0 demonstrators, launched a vk>lent attack on the

demonstration.

Acts of resistence to the Klan are not partkrular to

Connecticut alone. In the past year, the Klan has been met

with active resistance in Boston. Washington. D.C.. and

most recently in Austin. Texas.

The Klan is a paramilitary force organizing for genocide

against Black and other Third World people within the

U.S. boarders. It is a basic human rights struggle that the

Klan not be allowed to march.

Join us in stoppmj? the Klan in Meridan on April 30th.

and in Boston on May 1st. The John Brown Anti Klan

Committee invites people interested in this mobilization

and in ongoing work against white supremacy to an open

meeting on March 31st.

A discussk)n will follow a presentation by the John

Brown Anti Klan Committee, and a film on the history and

current rise of the Klan. The meeting will be held at UMass
Campus Center Room 172 at 6:30 p.m. Child care wiU be

provided and the room is wheelchair accessable.

For more information call 584 4569. or write P.O. Box

742. Amherst. MA.

Al' Ijprrpholo

St. Louis police keep a watchful eye on a portion of the more than 1,000 youth that spilled out

onto 14th Street Near Kiel Auditorium. The youth were seeking job applications for an estimated

4,000 summer positions^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Blind claims

lacks brains
Editor's Note: This is the first in a three part series which
will examine U.S. foreign poilicy in South America unth a

partictilar emphasis on America's role in El Salvador.

As one examines the ciirrent debate over U.S. in-

volvement in El Salvador one can not help but be

struck by the total onesidedness of the critics who
protest against U.S. intervention. Over and over we are

told that all the people of El Salvador want is a rebel vic-

tory since they do not support the current government
which has been labelled brutal and inhumane. This belief,

however, is rather dubious since 80 percent of the elec-

torate braved guerilla threats and bullets to vote in an

election that the rebels played no part in. Also, if one was
to listen to the protesters, one would have the impression

that the guerillas never killed anyone. This particular

belief is an example of one of the most interesting

characteristics of these protesters. Their righteous in-

digfnation and abhorrence of human rights abuses always

seem to disappear once any sort of revolutionary group
comes to power. The most current example of this selec-

tive indignation is the case of Nicaragua.

Katherine Curda
Four years after the revolution which ousted Somoza

and gave many of us the hope that things would now be

better, the revolution has been betrayed. Freedom of ex-

pression is severely limited, and press and radio are sub-

ject to strict censorship. Managua has copied Castro's

neighb()rh<H><l political-control groups and created its own
"defense committees". Those who don't join are labled

counter-revolutionaries and are thus unable to get a ration

card. Today Nicaragua's armed forces are twice the size of

Somoza's National Guard and now represent the largest

armed forces in Central America. In July of 1981, Eden
Pastora Gomez, known as Commander Zen> and a hero of

the revolution, fled his country denouncing the growing

repression and Cubanization of his country.

Earlier in January of 1981 the two moderate members
of the 5 man revolutionary junta, businessman Alphonso

Robelo Callejas and the proclaimed "symb*)! of the revolu-

tion" Violeta de Chainorro. widow of assassinated

newsj»af»er editor I'edro Chamorro. resigned fn>m the jun-

ta, leavmg power to the .self-proclaimed Marxists Daniel

Ortega Saavendra and Moises Hassan Morales. In examin-

ing these three prominent defections fn>m the Nicaraguan
revolution, the hy-pocrisy of the protesters became ap-

parent. When the more radical elements of Salvadorian

politics hrctke away from the 1979 revolution to form the

Marxist FMLN. they were given suppt)rt by all g(H)d pro-

gressives and today are being prf)claimed the true voice of

the people. However, when three moderate supporters of

the Nicaraguan revolution broke away, no support was
given to them. Apparently only certain dissident

movements are pure enough to merit the support of the

protesters.

One of the most prominent anti-Sandinista protesters is

Jose Esteban (ionzales. the 1977 organizer of the

Nicaraguan Commission on Human Rights against

Somoza. who now leads the Nicaraguan Committee for

Human Rights in exile. Writing in March of 1981 Gonzales

sUted. "What has been happening in Nicaragua is very

grim. There have been massacres of political prisoners. 1

myself, with other members of the committee, examined

mass graves on two different sight^r. These killings cannot

be dismissed as rash acts of post-revolutionar>' anger.

They have occured for over two years - some have oc-

cured within the past few months."

Having examined these various examples of the grow-

ing political repression and human rights al>uses going on

in Nicaragua, what is most interesting is the fact that the

very people continually complaining about the human

rights abuses in El Salvador, which is fighting a guerilla

war, ignore those same abuses occurring in Nicaragua

which ended its revolution four years ago. We who sup-

port U.S. intervention in EI Salvador realize that the coun-

try has a long way to go. It would be nice if those pro-

testers who seem so eager to believe every bad report

from El Salvador were as critical of the Sandinistas of

Nicaragua. As George Orwell once wrote. "Actions are

held to be good or bad, not on their own merits but accor-

ding to who does them, and there is almost no kind of

outrage which does not change its moral color when it is

committed by our side." Perhaps if the protesters were to

also lend their support to the growing dissident

in Nicaragua, their protests about El Salvador might seem

more sincere.

Kathy Curda is a Collegian columnist

Have a grievance?

An opinion?

Let us know!
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Improving UMass' image will help aid

During a March 7th hearing in Washington for the

National Commission on Student Financial Aid. a

young man from Suffolk University in

Massachusetts, and a member of the National Coalition of

Independent College & University Students (COPUS).

made a very startling and unflattering comment about

UMass-Amherst.
He told the commission of how he and a close friend

were able to have the same choice of sch(M)ls. (presumably

because of federal aid) and that his friend who went to

UMass-Amherst was disappointed that he dkin't have

enough "access" U> his professors. Oh - there's more to

come. The man from Suffolk even went so far as to tell the

commission that the smallest classes, (according to his

buddy attending UMass Amherst) held a hundred or more
students.

Steven P. Barrett

When asked abt>ut his information concerning the class

size and lack of "accessability" at UMass-Amherst when

the c:OPUS heanng was over, he replie<l. "My friend told

me this, and I believe my friend." Understandable, but

with such well informeil and enlightentHl friends like his.

the gent from Suffolk d(H*sn't need any m«»re adversaries.

All his friend ever had to do before pnividing the false

nonsense about class size and "accessability" was to simp

ly stroll the ground flmtr classrooms in Herter Hall, or

take a closer look at the small newswriting labs in the

Journalism Department, (twelve or so students).

Yes — there are some large lecture classes, and in a

large institution, they are a logistical necessity. But, logic

— even plain political logic is often ign«»red when emo-

tional and highly pf)liticize<l issues like student aid are con-

cerneii. The man from Suffolk, after being presente<l with

some hard, cold and irrefutable facts, admitted his error

and promised to include his corrections when he forwards

his final statement to the ct>mmission. Unfortunately, it's

too late, and the damage is done. No one will ever bother

to remember whether or not he changed his views and

facts wth regard to the class size and "accessability" at

UMass Amherst. But those who attended the hearing who

may be unaware of UMass' outstanding credibility as an

academic instituion were misled, and I IMass-Amherst was

in effect, slandered.

I'arents don't want to send their children to an over-

crow(ie<i public institution. Politicians l)ecome wary of pn»-

viding additional support for them. an<l common
stereotypes are only cemente*! in the minds of many tax

payers.

Stereotypes an denigration of UMa.ss-Amherst are not

uncommon in the Commonwealth. But isn't it a di-sgrace

when a state's nuijor public university eanis more resj>e<-t

outside of ius lK)rders? Yes. UMass Amherst has to com-

pete hard with an unusually high concentration of ex-

cellent private colleges and universities - Suffolk am<mg
them. But. the man from Suffolk did not help the prestige

of his institution by slandering UMa.ss Amherst -

es{»e<'ially when his comments were l:»ased uj)on fallacious

nonsense for evidence.

His comnrjents also did harm to the students' cause. In

fact, they smacked of unbridle«l snol»lx>ry and elitism. And
besides, why should extra taxfiayer money be sf)ent to pn>-

vide for him and others the opportunity of choice to attend

the more expensive private institutions when one of the

best universities in the entire nation is virtually in his

liackyard — especially at a lower cost?

Contrary to common misperceptions - public univer-

.sities are not "cheap ". The people who atten<l them and

work for them are no less valuable, intelligent or comjie-

tent than their counterparts in the private educational sec-

tor.

Think about it for a moment - why does the word

cheapness always have to be connected with another term
— relatively less expensive? In addition, the Sufff>lk stu-

dent's comments, which albeit were not given with any

deliberate nudice against UMass-Amherst or other public

institutions of higher learning with the common
misperception as the "cheaper alternative ".

Let's hope the student movement will gain a sense of

sobrietry and come U) its senses when delaying with of-

ficials in Washington. Sob stories which in effect have

bordered on manufactured fear, and fueled by demagt^
"leaders" in the student movement, (who in reality are on-

ly looking out for themselves and their political futures)

only serve to impede their movement rather than aid it.

Stnw P. Barrett us a UMnss student xening a%
internship in Washington, D.C.

Letters

'

No to Amherst rent control!

To the Editor:

Once again, the drums are beating for rent control. I am
referring to Brooke States' column of 3/28. Brooke offered

several reasons why Amherst should have rent control. I

totally disagree with all of them.

First, apartment vacancies in Amherst are quoted that

are anywhere between 1 and 3 percent. When supply is

tight, prices will rise, as Brooke duly noted. If this means
increased profits, capital will flow into contruction of new
housing. Obviously, it hasn't. Why? Because Amherst
effectively banned apartment building (Joanne Levenson,
Amherst Bulletin, 3/16/82). So the free market was
subverted by government interference. The solution? If

you can believe it, Brooke proposed more government
interference via rent control.

Second, experience has taught us that rent control

inhibits new private apartment construction. Brooke
attempted to negate this fact with obfuscation. A Boston

Globe article was cited which said that there has been no

noticeable drop in housing construction in the five years

that Massachusetts has had rent control as a k)cal optron.

Question: Is that apartment construction or housing in

fifeneral? Does it include both private and punlic protects'^

Better yet, do you really think that rent control is seriously

considered in most towns in this state? I would venture to

say that rent control is a viable Issue only in certain

communities, such as Amherst and Boston, where renters

make up a large block of voters. Can you now tell me that

private apartment constructwn in those two towns hasn't

"dropped noticeably" over the last five years?

Finally, what interested me the most about Brooke's

column was the following quote: "Private land ownership

also is a principal instrument of accumulatwn and con-

centratin of wealth, and therefore contributes to social

injustice." This quote, in essence, is what the real

argument is all about: collectivism versus private

ownership; socialism versus capitalism; slavery versus

freedom. If rent control wins, we are one step closer to a

new fascism: rule by consensus (to borrow a phrase from

AynRand).
I urge students to vote on April 5 for candidates who

support freedom and oppose rent control.

Michael J. Fayer
Amherst

Weneed oolumniErts!

Dropbywitha pieoe, CC 113
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
MAY. 1983

The two-hour examination periods are Identified by code numbers

according to the following chart:

FRI

MAY 20

SAT

MAY 21

MON
MAY 23

TUES
MAY 24

WED
MAY 25

THURS
•WY 26

8:00a« 1

10:30aii 2

1:30pir 3

4:0(Hm 4

COURSE SECTION

ACCTG
221 2.4.5.6

CHEW
262 1

imi I90A 44

15

16

\1 ---Implies that sections "".KS * f of

ACCT1 221 will be exawined on

WEO. '1AY 25 at 1:10pm.

•19 ---Itiplles that CHEM 26?, section 1

will be examined jt MED, MAY 25 at

1:30p«.

17 ---Implies that CHEM 262, section 2

win be examined on UEO. MAY 25 at

8:00am.

-13 .--Implies that only section 44 of FHGL

190A win have an exam, and it w<M
be on TUES. NAY 24 at 8:00am.

MTTC WHEN SECTION WlMBEM friTHlU A rCuKSi APf IISTCP. KSSM( T-AT ANV

UMtZSTEP SCCTtc'>N 1% '.'(7T SC«EP«itfP T09 AN tXAl!.

II. See your Instructor for information on the place of examination. He or

she win HOT have this Information before May 9. 1983.

m. CONFLICTS or MORE THAU TMO EXAMINATIONS IN ONE DAY. Students who have

conflicts in their examlnatlor, schedule (as published in this schedule)

or who have more t»ian three examinationr scheduled for one calender day.

may report to the Schedule Office '168 Mhilmore) for resolution of these

problems

FiEASE eciuw THIS scmvmi cAtifunv. rne !iCHf^iLi crnct will assist

IN KlSCLVVir, KtLATfV Plfl>8ltMS WPt^PTf OH CP BffCfll 'te« », I9I«. AFTfl?

that V*Tf yruPlHTS '«IST rCVTACT THfIR XCAPfUK PfA*/.

A&R EC

S02
S*i6

S08
S12

S15
102

211

?62
312

32?
390A
3900
452
47?
474

ACCTG
221

22?
222H

311

31?

321

322
331

33S

AN SCI

SO 2

S06
S08
247
311

3^3
356
35T

412
420
430
432
490A

ANTM
lOOA
1008
102A

103A

1038
104A

1

2.4,5.6
3

7

8

1-12

1

1.2

1.2

1.2
1.2.3
1

1

22
9

1

4

5

20
7

8
IS

3

16
2

S

16
18

17

19

14

11
10
19

19

19

17

6

12

4

V

16
n
11

11

15
It
22
3
4

13
t
It
?

1«
13
20
7

li

3

ANTH
104B
233
297B
331

336
338

369
3978
481
4978

.AR PK

S12

ARABIC
146

220

,^RTHIS

321

521

ASTPON

3

7

15

14

2

12

14

11

IS

15

7

t

23

23

100 1.2.4 9

3 18

5 5

112 1 15

222 I Ifl

i» 1 3

6A
497 1.2 23

1 21
4 16

5 5

6.9 22
7 6
A 18

BIOC»«
190E 1 21

205 1 in

:")5A 1 18

42n 1 14

S2« 1 17

SOTANY
ion lA

»

2S r.

101 1 .•?

2» 1

2 8

BOTANY
250
372

510
512

514

519
524
541

560

C E

201
240
241

260
270
310
320
321

331

332

333
334
342

360
370

385
515
535

536
557

56C
562
569
573
581

CH E

226
333
338
358
361

445
446
4928

CHEM
10?
107

108

110

111

.2

.2.3

.2

' ? 3

4

7

13

5

11

3

2

23

7

8

10

14
15

11

ir
c

16

2

12

2

3

20
13
6

22
9

IS
12
1«
16
9
7

18
17

2
13
s

15

12

9
3

;
•»

•1

!7

HIST
115

120
121
140

7

1

14

7

1

HRTA
202 1

211 i

220 1

15
• 18

1 10

.2 13

I 17

LATIN
110

120
230
240

246C

1.2.3
1-8

1.2
1-4

1

2

16

21

4

17

141 lA 10

18

221 1

300 1

1 , 10

I 22

321 1 13

l.« 13

8
4

301

310
I 11

I 15

? 9

LD ARC
597E 1 17

ISO lA
28
3N.40

S

13

20

330

367

I 19

t 18

I 8

LO OPR
S06
S13

1

1

23
19

151 lA

2B

22

14

392A
394A

I 15

1 2 LEfJkL

?S0 1 9
3M 10

3

1

1

1

6

151A

SO 11

S

s

WJMOEV
270 1 17

2 13

297r,

397C
49'L

3

1

15
301 3

303
305
312

1

17

21

I E

255

271

1.2 2

1 13

LINT,

101 1.6
2

3

S

11

i3

3

5

316 9 272 I 13

317 5 453 1.2 2

329 19 454 1 4

330 13 473 1.2 2

333

335
339

346
349P
3S0 1.311

15

14

3

7

7

4

480
520
522
532
538
556

1 22

1 8

1 4

1 9

1 5

1 6

LSM
211

264
320

362

390C

3

8

10
2

9

352L
3S4

11

11

590T 1 10

2 11 M E

201 14
360
361

367
371M

19

22

12

15

ITAL
120
240

1-6 2

1.2 2

202
210
211

S.6

7

20

16
17

23
19

15

11

s

1

21

373 14 246 1 15

375
379

381

384

HOM EC

1.2

23
6
4

11

?25M

3908

JAPAN
no
144

1 12

1 20

1.2 3

1 20

214

230
302
310
313

26S
270
272
276
282

in

15

2

6
16

JUDAIC
102A

102B
102C

1 16

1 10

1 18

314

318
330
335
336
340
344

354

10

22
18

13

11

23
3

17

357
374

39SC

1

10

8
5

191A
394A

4S4

1 11

1 12

I 16

M E

MATH

MATH
355 1 2 431 3.6 9

398A 1 23 1

560 1 11 6

573 I 13 431C 5
58C 1 12 442 11
590E 1 8 451 8
5901 1 10 45? 2
597A 1 4 456

497E
526

9

22
S

S04A 1 15 534 11
010 1.2.3 23 563 13
Oil 1.2 15

104 1 19 MGT
104A 1.2.3 19 301 1.2 20
104S 1 19 301A 2

106 1-4 21 314 1.2 14
107 1-4 23 7

107A 1-5 23 4,5 13
llOS 1 19 330 1.2.3,4 23
114 1 21 5.6 16

120 1N.2N.
13A

21 331 1.2 23

18
120A 1 21 347 I
121 1N.2N.

3N.4N.
21

36S
17
19

5N.11A. 445 1.2 20
128 481 21

127 1N.2N.
3N.4N.
SN.llA

23 482
491

IS
10

128 \H,2M. 23 MIC6I0
3N.4N. 160 18
SN.llA 320 4

1288 1 23

131 1-13 19 in SCI
132 1-21 22 ?9oe 14
132M I 22 313 1.2 6
133H 1 11 413 1.2 2
233 1.S.6

2.7

23
3 NKT6

3 19 301 1.2 3

4 9 341 4
235 1

2

19

18
S
9

3 10 410 1.2 13
4.6 17 412 1.2 3

5 8 23
236 1-6 19 421 '6

412 1 19 422 2
421 1 10 425 22
426 1 15 491C 20
431 1

2

17

12

MUSIC
100

101

113

213
301

327

502

NS&M

NURSE
100

301

360

OHI
107A
191U

PEP
301

311

PHIL
100

tOOA
110

160

39 3A

394C

PHYSIC
100
114
115
117

139
141

14?

161

162

1

2

1

1.2
3

1.2

1

1

1

197C 1.3

lA

28

3N
4N

1

1.5
2
3
4

1.3
2

4

5

1

I

1.2
1

I

1

1

1

1.2
1.2

I

U
S

10

1

11

5

19

17

11

15

11

1

7

14

14

11

7

16

1

7

9

12

11

12

18

4

11

13

S

9
4

11

17

13
20
17
4
22
IS

15

21

21

COURSE SECTION PD. COURSE SFCTION PO. COURSE SECTION P9.
COURSE SECTION PO. COUPSE SECTION PO. COURSE SECTION PO. CO'JRSE SECTION PO. COURSE SECTION PO. COURSE SECTION PD.

CHEr
112
114

?41

250
261

26?

2.3.4

1

1

1

1

1

2

1"
u

19

P
?64 1-6 f,

266 1 5

312 1 10

3<' 1 3

471 1 23

476 1 10

496 1 12

5n 1 23

519 1 13

547 1
4

S'^l 1 19

CHN5E
451 i 11

«97» 1 21

CLSICS
100 1 2ft

10? 1
?'!

in? 1 i;

10' I

1?

CO!T.
PI 1.2 n
121 14

201 1.? 4

250 7

7P7 1.2.3 13

^?n 3

511 ?

SO? 14

SOI 5

577 6

COMPIS
211 17

314 5

315
1

540 1

COIL IT

lOlA 19

110 1

144 20

302A 4

COMSTU
1?1 7

150 10

221 19

22^ 14

20

?34 1.2 21

266 6

310 1.2 15

340 19

352 1.2 17

355 4

394A 1

514 1?

WTCH

ECE

24 :>

21?

214
2??
316
35P

364

397»

S67

570
579

5ft 1

585
5<'7A

597Q

597n

ECOM
in3A
1038

in3C

1030
104A

104B

104C
1040
n4f
104F

104H
10«.

105A
303
304

1.:'

1

1

1

1.2

:.?

1

1

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

1

1

1

1.5
2

3

4

6

7.8

15

2

7

20
o

3

18

11

23

V
4

16

20

5

2

n

20
s
7

1

4

9
12

6

6
18

8
18
6
17

6

13

4

9

18

12

£CON
304H

305

306

307

311

321

322
no
36?

391A
3978

397C

397D
«5?

491E
491F
514

S3?
541

S47

581

ENGin
103

ENGL

1

1

2

3

1

1

1

1.?

1

1

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

EOUC 1

256 1 ,2

n
10
7

23

20
17

7

1

18

23
10

11

12

14

11

3

11

15

21

17

14

16

1158 18

125 4

11

133 14

140 7

14

5

163 6

I'OA 14

190A 44 13

201 9

4

202 15

9

203 10

222 3.4 ?3

272 7

9

1

273 ?1

3

5

344 17

3S1 1-7 1

ENGL
361

36?

36 3H

374

470C
4818

ENVOES
140

335

391A
544

544A
548
54 8A

556
5918

EXSCI
130

210
261

S04

305

306
474

478

FO ENG
281

381

497A
531

FISH
597C
5970

FOREST
212
316

329
334

492A

FRENCH
110
120
121
126H

230

-11

-18

.2

.9.12

19
5

11

1

13
14

22
14

12

15

16

20

20

3

3

17

20

10

6

8

4

9

11

23
20

10

16
7

9

16

1

n
6

20

2

16

9

11

20
2

FRENCH
230

240
244

?46
247
?49

?50

251

324H

325

371

387
409
465
474

FSUN
101

102
130

230
232
261

467
467A
524

530
542

552
562
57?
578
sno
582

GB FIN
260

301

302
303
304

320
330
333

361

6-8

.2

.?

.?.4-6

.2

.2

.2

.2

16

3

5

n
10
16
3

8

16

16
7

2

14

14

2

13

23
8

16

12

1

11

22
13

11

1

1

5

16
12

15

23
6
4

20

19

23
7

14

22

1

2

15
10

19

9

8

5

10

1

GB FIN
362
370

472

GEOG
3978

CEOL 101

106
107

285
310
320
430
449
517

GERMAN
110

120

230
240
242
245
246

?48
250
261
297
310
315
320
370
375

432
584

GREEK
120
246

HEBREW
102
112
202

HIST

A.2B.3C.
D.5E.6F
A.3C.
5E.6F,7G
B

40

.2,3

.4

ICU
101

11

2

13

3

11

14

6

11

13

9

3

13

14

5

10

16

15

II

3

7

20

13

11

9

17

5

14

2

17

14

3

15

16

9

10

12

8

18

14

14

17

PHYSIC
182
263

282
284
422
423
531

532

553

PL SOIL
5048

S16
S20
S22
S28
S30
S36
120
350
545
565

POLISH
120

POL SCI
101

111

121

151A
1518
171A
189A

208
214

2SS
302
301
314
IIS
317
320
321
337
3S0
351
352
3S4

360

2A

11

14

21
11

20

19
8

14

22

11

14

11

17

2

17

10

8

10

15
14

13

7

14

6

15

22
8

1

11

18

9

3

6

21

10

22
17

14

20
20
4

10
7

14

17

19

2

15

POLSCI
361

365

371

374
374A
381
391H
392H
393H
394H
395H
397H

PORT
110
120

PSYCH
lOOA
lOOB
lOOC

1000
105
llOA
HOB
HOC
1100

150A

150B

150C
1500
150H

240A
240B
240C
741

290F
290G
305A
307A

307B

310
31 5A

315H
320A
330A
330H

335
3S0A
3S0B
355
360H

370A
380A

1.2
1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

12

21

5

23
2

10

IS

1

3

13
6
13

6
IS

8
8
5
28
8
22
10
6
17

20
4

8
3

4
17
U
S

21

4

14

9

12

12

7

2

20
6

3

3

19
9

6

8

17

8

20

PSYCH
3808
455
480
486
4900
535
5908

PUB HL
123

331

RUSS
110
120

230
240
302
353

560

I

1

1

1

1

1

I

1.2
3

1

1.2
1.2

1

1

1

1

1

S BA

S13
514
S72
S9(M)

SOCIOL
102

103

105

105H

106

107

107A
107H

110

llOH
201
201H

211
212

220
222

241

1

1

1.2
1

1

lA

2N

1

2

1

lA
2N

1

2

I

1

lA

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

lA

2N

1

241H 1

14

6

13

14

6

10

9

15

20

3

3

5

13

17

11

21

20

6

19

2

IS

10

22

3

1

1

14

8

8
13

14

13

5

3

5

14

14

3

?

15

22

15

10

15

15

1

COURSE SECTION PO.

SOCIOL
242
242N
261
261H
2978
308
313
321
321N
323
32 3H

324
324H

342

360
360N
383
397A
3978

397C
443
401

SPAN

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

5

5

11

8

15

12

12
4

4

8

8

11

17

17

17

19

18

17

13

23

110 1-16 16

120 1-28 2

120A 1 2

126H 1 8

230 1-13 16

tm 1-lS 16

320 1.2 20

321 I 3

390C 1.2 16

465 1 1

^.PORST

ISO 1 18

200 1 9

201 1.2 1

210 1 20

392A 1 21

431 I 6

S63 1 14

STAT IS
121 1.2.3 22

140 1.2.3
4.9A IS

415 1-4 12

416 1 7

461 1 1

481 1 19

COURSE SECTION PO.

SWEDISH
246 1 16

THEATP
120 1 13

2 11

160 1 17

321H 1 23

NOTECH
402 1 10
404 1 5
506 1 9

WILDLF
261 1 5
490A 1 18

WOST
2918 1 21

ZOOL
101 I 12
102 1 12
103 1 8
HOE 1 21
200 1 6
235 1 12
261 1 3
4 30 1 2
510 1 18
5?1 1 21

522 1 9
523 1 11

531 1 5
532 1 8
535 1 11

54? 1 11

544 1 4
543 1 17
550 1 11

560 1 12
560A I 12
570 1 1

571 1 18
57? I 1

580 1 21
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ANOinER tfx:hnc)L(x;k:al advanci: from sharp.

INTRODUCBVG

isH/ f»OCK£T COMPUTER FC^2?t>

^**^

|g IQS f«| Q @

Handbook

If you've been
waiting to get into computers, the new
Sharp PC- 1250 is the computer you've been

waiting for. Not only is it an advanced personal

computer that nts in

your pocket, it's also an

excellent teacher.

It comes with a

self-teaching manual
prepared especially for

Sharp by the New York

Instimte of Technology.

It teaches you quickly

and easily how to master

the Extended BASIC
language—one of the most widely used and

respeaed programming languages in

the computer mdustry today.

And before long, you 11 be taking

full advantage of the PC-1250's

prc^amming versatility

and large memory capacity.

And even before you learn how to use it as

a computer, the PC- 1250 can perform many
valuabk classroom calculations as well. It pro-

vides trigonometric, logarithmic, exponential

funaions plus extraction of square roots, finan-

cial and statistical calculations.

But best of all, size isn't the only thing

that's small about our new computer. Its price is

well within the student budget.

The Sharp PC- 1250. The computer youVe

been waiting for. Also available with CE-125

cassette

and
printer.

i

Watch for our VV
commercial lo learn

about the latest

advance in computer
teclmology from
Sharp.We j^fi

replaced a half-million i-ansistors EX
and dicxles with one tin • "chip" B^g4

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTS

Sharp Ekcironjcs (.orpt)raiion

10 Sharp Plaza, Paramus, N.J. 076521
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Echo's Porcupine bristles with contradiction
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN (Korova)

Porcupine

By DOUGLAS MUISE

Echo and the Bunnymen — such a great moniker for a

psychedelic rock outfit. The title's got a mean, kind of

dada absurdist nonsensical buzz to it which sort of twinges

the spine with fascination. Porcupine, Echo's latest

product, twinges the spine as well — but not under the

innocuous pretext of merely nudging this strip of viscera.

The work intends to rip it out. Or at least convince us to

that effect.

Porcupine approaches us in standard Echo fashion:

snorting and snarling — like a rodent in heat — bristling

with unfathomable metaphor, confounded contradiction,

and unsolvable paradox. The title supposedly says it all:

tangle with this mother and you'll peal away with a mass of

Lydon's new public image
PUBLIC IMAGE LIMITED
Sunday, March 27

9 Landsdowne, Boston

By ALICIA MARQUIS

The crowd was kept waiting outside in the rain while the

management of Boston's "newest hot spot" (yuck!) got its

act together. Sunday night was the first Boston ap

pearance of the British band. Public Image Limited, since

their October 7 performance at the Channel. An in

teresting array of characters it seemed, had shown up to

re welcome John Lydon and Keith Licvene. The per

formance that evening at 9 I.Ansdowne. however, turned

out to be worth the aggrevation. and every cent of the

overpriced tickets ($12 for a non commercial band?).

Opening for PIL was the Dark, mediocre rock and

rollers with punk haircuts, and not much more. After their

45 minute set and a brief intermission. Lydon. Levene (and

louring musicians currently working with them) appeared

on suge. Lydon immediately established his routine

love/hate relationship with the audience, greeting them

while inserting his customary cynical jabs and insults. He

opened with "l>owlife. " scorning ego mania.

PILs style is not easily catagorized; it is unique to say

the least, perhaps "avant garde" punk (as opposed to

hardcore, pseudo. etc.). The direction that PIL has taken is

an entirely new departure for Lydon (who sand for the Sex

Pistols in the late "TO'st and the music stands in direct

opposition to what is commercially offered today. Lydon is

a socially conscious lyricist — you'll find no mention of

chicks, sexual exploits, and beer parties, (a la Van Halen)

— and the impressive levene is equally unique and ex

perimental in his guiur work. It is a refreshing modern

alternative, free of sickening love ballads and repetitive

electro synthesized beats — the trap into which many
"new music" bands have fallen.

The focus of the show was primarily on the more dan

ceable songs from Public Image First Issue and Second

Edition, although others were included. In "Religion II."

Lydon followed in the footsteps of Chaucer in denouncing

money hungry pulpit preachers who offer empty promises.

and the mockery of salvation and deUverance. Performed

exceptionally well with strong vocals was "Public Image.

'

although Lydon jestingly introduced it as "pop"

(presumably because it has received the most exposure).

Lydon at one point asked the crowd what they wanted to

hear, then opted to make something up' This was the

only time there was dissent from the crowd: the more

devoted fans viewed it as a treat, while a few others were

angered with Lydon's presumptuousness. During the rest

of the show, which included "Attack." "Swan Lake. " "Bad

Baby. " and "AnnaUsa. " the crowd danced, slammed (a few

diligent fans actually made their way onto the si age i, and

along with the band, seemed to enjoy themselves

tremendously.

prickly quills lodged in your snout. But is the message

really worth this hardship'.'

Beginning with the edgy, spaghetti western guitar

strains of "The Cutter," Ian McCulloch's apocalypse pop

vision begins to take shape. The bridges and beats are all

in total inimiUble Echo style, as shades of Crocodile and

Heaven Up Here bubble up through the constructions.

This is the current single (for whatever "current" is

worth), and little wonder. With the possible exception of

"Back of Love, " one would be hard pressed to come up with

a more accessible cut on the album. McCulloch's poetry has

always be difficilt to discern, but here at least I think I

know what he's talking about — the standard "sythe of

death" stuff. Old hat. yes, but the song remains con

vincing. powerful, and poppy as hell.

But not as poppy, perhaps, as "Back of I>ove." a single

which incited a slight riot on the pop charts of the summer

past. The song is definitely quirky — "Fm on the choppin'

block, choppin' off my stompin' thoughts" — but when the

psycho mystical mist clears, you've still got all white meat;

its solid pop with very little filler. McCulloch groans and

grimaces his way through this ode to a love forsaken as

Will Sergeant's bunny hop guiUr blips piggyback the song

through your loud speakers. By far the record's most

entertaining tune.

I can't say for sure, but I guess from this point on we

become involved in somewhat of a downward progression

as far as quahty (and comprehensibility) is concerned. I

find that I enjoy the record as a mysterious, total ambience

piece (to be listened to late at night, just before that last

cigarette), but as you go on it becomes increasmgly ap

parent that things are getting pretty weird and for the

worst. McCulloch's lyrics begin to stray into the unin

telligible. and even the banal. In "My White Devil. '
his

fondness for making heavy duty literary references Ls once

again revealed, but I cant really figure out the point he's

trying to make here: "John Webster was one of the best

there was He was the author of two majw tragedies."

What's that you're saying?

Though "Clay" has got some nifty industrial battle field

clatter in the background, the poetry is stilted: "Am 1 the

half of half and half, or am I the half that's whole'.'" At this

point. I'm pretty confused. The music will carry us through

this scenario of torture and despair, but the heavy handed

psychedelia tends to muddle the message.

To sum. Porcupine stands as a potent, if prickly dialectic

on stagnation and despair. And though I'm sure that

there's a ton of heart and meaning at the core of this mass

of quills. rU be damned if I'm going to grapple for it.

CAMP COUNSELORS WMITEO
iTkiUr lib Ccn^, one of New York State's top coed sum-

mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

.roller hookey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds £f dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

Miii TfrtlM

1111 KMMtiy S46-n62
for application or interview

miiiiK
spcanis

Take a GUINNESS

GUINNESS BOOK OF
WORLD RECORDS

The bran(d new edition!

^Bantain. bantam books INC .
666Fifth Avenue. New York 10103

TOI»»ff the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

nth Floor •Campus Center 'UMas^
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Martina Arroyo, Ruby Dee. Ada Louise Huxtable, Bess

Myerson, fack Newfield, Svlvia htrter ami l\arU*riimis

all spent their junior year' at Hunter ioUe^e.

Iktw about you}

Junior Year Abroad
-in New York!
Take y(mr lunuu year at Hiinttr C:«)lk>;f, stiulyin^; ami

holding intirnships in your choice ol Tut Akis

(dance, tihn, theatre, music, visual arts), ei»MMiiNi

c AiioNs itelevision, radio, uturnalisinl, Ukuan

LiAntKsmi' Studies (political science soeioto>;v ami

urban attairs', and Emu aiion «m im t.inin and

TALiNitn lelementary and secoiularvl You'll he able

to stav at tile College's low cost doimilorv and

study at mil main campus on Manhattan s I'aik Avenue

And the tees are modest

IXadline tor applications tor |9K.i «4 April 1^, IW ^

Hypercurricula. .

.

l'an«l ihrit freshman,

siiphoiiiorc Jiid

M'tiiiit \»'jr>. HM»1

I'kjM sciiJ UK inloiinaui.n on lum-.t Vat AiMiMil in V« V.fK

N.imc

\>I.Itc*» -••r
ti liph«>iH-

s. !.- hriktmei Stutlcni t.ui.ltv OiIki «;/../•.''. "'

V'ur ni.«i->i tuiJ I'l -.pmahiJiKin

DEMONSTRATION PARACHUTE
JUMP — The UMASS Parachute Club will

skydive onto the mall between SBA and

Whitmore. Noon, Haigus Mall.

BROWN BAG THEOLOGY - "The

Meaning of Easter" is today's topic for

theological discussion, facilitated by Rev.

Phil Ward. Bring a lunch and join us. 12:15

1:15 p.m. 428 Student Union.

STRESS MANAGEMENT AND
RELAXATION WORKSHOP - This

workshop will focus on the academic and

social stress of college life. Students will

experience relaxation training and will

develop strategies for coping with personal

stress. 4 to 6 p.m.. Room 308 Berkshire

House.

A WORKSHOP FOR CHOOSING A
MAJOR PART 1 - Having trouble

choosing a major? Come to a two sesswn

workshop designed to initiate chokre by

helping individuals explore personal and

academic preferences, values and suc-

cesses. 4 to 6 p.m., Room 322 Berkshire

House.

ETA SIGMA PHI CLASSICAL LEC-
TURE SERIES — Dr. Marios Philippides

will speak on "Macedonian Weapons: New
Finds from the Royal Tombs at Vergina."

Refreshments and informal meeting after

talk.4p.m..Herter205.

YEARBOOK PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
— There will be a meeting of photographers

interested- in working for the Index.

Photographers must have newspaper or

yearbook experience. 7 p.m., 103 Campus
Center.

25 PLUS CLUB SPRING PARTY -
Older studenU — Party with Mike and the

Jazz Kings, 5- piece band. No cover. Free

Munchies. Cash Bar. For all older un

dergrads and grad students. Continuing Ed
and U.W.W. 8 p.m.. Campus Center 10th

Fk>or.

Return as. Mn.n as p<issibk to lunior Year in New York \\n\ |(W^.yN. Uunin (. olkui

6W^ I'ark Avenue, New York, New York KKJJI ' I ' "<> >^ »

C«S/p
MHarmMy

o N

SUMMER 1983

Bentley College Graduate Center

With the completion of its new graduate center.

Bentley College will expand its full-time programs

leading to the

Master of Business Administratior^ and
Master of Science in Accountancy.

Full-tuition assistantships and financial aid for full-

time graduate students are available

For more information, call (617) 891-2108 or

return the coupon below to Bentley College

Graduate School. Waltham. (^Massachusetts 02254

Fkas*' >^'nd iiu- information on;

L Master of Bu.%iness Administration

n Master nf Science in Accountancs

Master of Stience in Computer Information

Svstfms

L , Master of Seienee in Finance

D Mastfr of Seienee in Taxation

I am interested in:

D Full-time studs

D Part-time studv

Nai

Sirt-tt

Cllx Slair Z.,.

CiillfKr )irrsrn(U ^tdndinK

IVntlcv folle^e, (iraduate Seh(X)K Waltham, MA 02254

COLLEGE
GRADUATES
who are ^oing

places are soing

toCYS
Now that you're graduating and about to

start on the next phase of your life, it's impor-

tant to make the right decision about your

career

If retailing interests you then CVS can make
all the difference. Our Store Managers will tell

you how important it is to join a company that

aggressively hires college graduates and is

firmly committed to growth.

We have unlimited opportunities for women
and men with some retail experience Excel-

lent training program, competitive salaries

and benefits package including health and
dental plan, tuition assistance, manager's

bonus and more.

FOR A LOCAL INTERVIEW,

Call COLLECT on Monday and
Tuesday, April 4 and 5,

between 9am and 5pm:

(413)736-0921

Or send resume to:

Ms. Sharon LaChapelle
CVS

KMart Plaza

Union Street and Memorial Avenue
West Springfield, MA 01089

CVS/pharmacy
A Division of Melville Corp

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F No agencies please

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

HOW I tO^ 70 mtH M. */VORN,

WfTH OOU^ bON THAT ^INt^,

lA'ABOWeTONlCO-YWAKW
THfcSe PWWTY 7066 Of WIKfe.

THt wiNf POTH iA5Tt a »n«swe£i
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,

I ecT \n duonH through aTHt«f>

uKe THOse (X...
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The UMass Zone

RlCENTty ADO pre A
pouci sTAimo 8v
THE UNWtERSirr OF

ILLINOIS CAnpvs
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^Hf^y/E /^ 2 CUM
TO WORK ON THB

pAPeR ThfRfFoRS,

ONLY TWosf COUECi^
STAFFCfiS VJirn A 20
OR. Benen cum
iW^WfO UP TO V/ORK \/ .

By Mark Rollins

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

After the Fall By R. Miller

5TAe.SHl^^ SAlO I SHOULD

g6 Th6 ONe TO INIFOR.M

YOO THAT 5H6 WAS Aj^CADn

Urv\, iM A RELATIONSHIP
WITH Mt J0H€SJ Yoo, \i>^y

APPROACHED Hg<>
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CROSSWORD
Kdited b> Margaret Karrar and Irude Jaffe

ACROSS 51 Of the ear 21 Gracie Mansion

1 Seat of justice 52 Unit of resident

5 VanzettI resistance 22 Imperfection

case 53 Outdoorsman s 26 Rule, in

10 City in Normandy hobby Rangipur

14 Perfume 60 Woe' 27 Rhyme scheme
15 Company 62 Student said 28 Soft drink

16 mater 63 Dilemma 29 Frat relig org

17 Name meaning 64 the 30 Not taut

princess Knife' 31 Cab
18 Belgian marble 65 "What •'• 32 Crack

19 Change direction. 66 Welshman s 34 Bric a

at sea name meaning 35 Guinness

20 Wizard! young warrior

"

36 Amontillado

23 Bee follower 67 Black holder

24 Hawaiian timber 68 Bark fibers 37 Travel

trees 69 Chatters accessories

25 Troubled 39 Lingerie item

27 Antiaircraft 42 Elec

fire measurement

30 Columnist DOWN 43 Newspaper name

Alexander 1 Kind of pear for short

33 Salesman's 2 Hebrew month 44 Like a starlet

place 3 Mrs Thinman 45 Carnage for hire

34 Las Vegas 4 Have a 47 Is impolite

specialty 5 Trait of 48 Me, too'

38 Companion of character 49 Mounted lancer

Fred 6 Sandarac trees 50 Kiss, in a way

39 Pair as of 7 Part of speech 51 The Threepenny

pigeons Abbr

40 Choo 6n 8 Caesar s partner 54 Smell

41 Retreat from a 9 Headline cartef 55 Caribbean island

position 10 Lynxor manx 56 Solid sound

44 Piece o( 11 See 60 Across 57 Hawkeye state

furniture 12 Man with a mike 58 Fhckertail St

46 Ruin's companion 13 Mailer's The 59 Military abbrs

47 Slum sights and the 61 Word with light

48 Raw fish dish Dead or lir^
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WEATHER
Mass.. R.I.. Conn. —

Wednesday, sunny. Highs
in the upper 40s and lower
5<Js Wednesday night,

clear. Low temperature in

the lower 20s to lower 90s.

Thursday, clouds in

creasing. Highs* in the
upper 40s and lower 50s.

D.C. MENU
•
• LUNCH
9 Roast Beef Grinder,
• Chicken a la King/Savory,
• Garden Biscuit

•

k BASICS LUNCH
• Garden Sandwich, Chicken

2 a la King/Savory Garden
Biscuit

DINNER
Veal Parmesan, Baked
Cod/Newburg Sauce,
Turkey Salad Plate with

Saltines

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parmigiana,
Baked Cod/Newburg

Sauce

DEALING '^'^-

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami

Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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Business
Manag^ement
Positions

For grade or those within 18 months
of graduation.

If you are looking for responsibility, take a
look at today's Navy Supply Core. As a Sup-
ply Core officer you are the Navy's business
manager, specializing in finance, transpor-

tation, inventory control and other fields of

supply logistics. We offer fully paid training

programs with a salary range of $17,8(30 to

steun;, to over $28,000 within four years.

Other benefits include:
* Free medical and dental coverage
Low cost life insurance
Non-contributory retirement plan

* Tax-free allowances
* Paid post-graduate educational

opportunities
Positions require that you have a superior

academic record, have a BS/BA degree, or be
within 18 months of your degree, be in good
health, are less than 34 years old and can
p€U9S our aptitude and physical examina-
tions. If you meet these basic requirements,

you may be qualified to be one of the best.

For more information call the Navy
Management Programs Office collect Mon-
Thu, 9 am - 2 pm. (518) 462-61 19

Trade - In Days!

High Schools Rings are worth $36.

and $61 . for womens & mens respectively

on

anyJostei^ gold ring

Mon, Tue, Wed
March 28, 29, 30

10 - 3 pm

^yUNIVERSITY
ihUsTORE^

I

WW
$15. Deposit

I

Attention

STUDENTS
Th# Textbook Ann^x will b^gln return-

ing unsold textbooks to publishers on

April 4, 1963.

Do suro of your toxtbook roquiromonts

for the romolndor of tho somostor to

•nsuro thot you hovo tho books you

nood.

Open Mon-Frl 9-4

LocQtod In tho Physlcol Plont Building

TEXTDOOK
ANNEX

STORED
1

I

OLLEGIAN CL.ASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

* Stereo Earphones Er Mini Speakers for

•n Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

nowll Mitch 54»4379

Anyone with a small (10-40w) guitar

amp to rent /sell call 586-1049 soon.

AUTO FOR SALE

1070 - Ford Torino - 46,000 original miles

425 or best offer - call 545-3500 before 5:00

- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

Mens brown leather bike jacket size 42

new $90 Mark &^9704

FOUND

Cless Ring Found - Auburn High School,

in Bluewall Weds 3-16. Identify class year

and color of stone and it's yours. Will,

549-3609

HELP WANTED

1f77 Datsun BZ10. 4 cyl.

oellent running condition.

4:» 247 5431.

66,000 miles. Ex-

$2,000. Call after

1M7 Valient. Needs work. Good engine

100 or BO John 256-8829 aft. & eve

BELLYGRAMS

Delh^ered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

COUNSELORS

Private co-ed camp in Berkshires has

openings for head and assistant instructors

In: arts and crafts, basketball, gymnastics,

golf, lacrosse, soccer, softball, tennis,

dramatics, music director/piano accom-

panist, video /film making, photography,

model rocketry, radio stattion (AM), hik-

ing/backpacking, computers, waterfront

(WSI). and sailing. Also needed: general

bunk counselors (nriale openings only) and

DnH Leaders. Good salaries friendly at

moephere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krour>er

Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace

Brookline, Massachusens 02146 277 7600,

tfays9-S

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bar>ds discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Disc|Ockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N Save Paul

64^4405

FOR RENT

SUMMER SUBLET - FALL OPTION
SOUTHWOOD 2 bedroom - sunny! Call

2S3-7529 quk:k

FOR SALE

B1 Yamaha 1100 1 season old 3300 n^.

mint cond asking $3200 666^3447 eves.

Ramones TIx, cheap
1920 or 584-4471

.call Lance or Bill at

2 fix Kinks Hsrtford April 3 546-8893 beat

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research

International toll free 1-800-421-3217

Summer Bike Trip Leaders 3 - 5 trips

with teens 7 33 days duration. Cape Cod,

Nova Scotia, Virginia. West Coast and

more. Desired: First Aid and Life saving

certification. Experience preferred working

with kids, bike touring. Salary $1200 -^ Ap-

plication addtional information and ap-

pointment at Student Employment Office

or call 203-226-4221 On campus interviews

March 30

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For more information call:

802^37-3401 ext 833

THERE IS A POSITION AVAILABLE for

a workstudy person to work for the Col-

legian. Stop by the Collegian Office bet-

ween 9 am - 3 pm to apply.

Earn extra money in spare time. Grour>d

floor opportunity. SR Limited 584-0491

after 5:30 PM
Juniors - summer and fall employnrient op-

portunities for qualified individuals in

university telephone marketing and solicita-

tion. For application and information con-

tact Telefund Program at Memorial Ha ll

EARN TRAVEL SELLING AIRLINE
TICKETS to Florida Major airline is looking

for student representatives on campus to

sell tickets. Earn travel. Contact Marketing

Director, Classified Ad, P 0. Box 21747 Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida 33335

HELP WANTED
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

SUMMER JOBS PROMOTING
ECOLOGY Safe Energy and Consumer
Rights. MASSPIRG, the states largest

Public Interest Organization, has sumnr»er

and permaf>ent staff positions available fro

public education ar>d fundraising, will train.

$150 $250'week Interviews 3/31, contact

student employment office 545-1961.

LOST

Eyeglasses in brown case 3/11/83 near

Fearing St area reward call 6-9030 or 6-9022

Wallet Hills area, March 18th. Important

documents. Reward. Call Thuemmel
545-2731

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki KZ400 1977 excellent condition

for sale best offer call Steve 546 6088

RAFFLE

Free Tuition Raffle CC Concourse M-F
9-3 1st prize: in-state tuition or equivalent

(564.50)

RHODE ISLAND
~

Looking for a ride to the North Kingstown

R.I. area on April 1. Will sharia expenses.

Call Janet 546-6882

PERSONALS

Welcome Back Bear. How was Ohio?

What about phone calls?

.Please don't say it

Buffy

INSTRUCTiOr*

Wanted 48 overweight people wanting

to lose weight. Limited number call

546-9742

Pam - About Fri 3/18. .

figures. I'm really sorry.

Experience Hawaiill Domino's Pizza in-

vites you to try their new pineapple topp-

ing. Free just ask. 256-891 1

Party at Hangar One tonight 2 for 1 drinks

Rack A Disc DJ proceeds go to the Tri

County Youth Organization dance and

drink for a good cause sponsored by

Coolidge and Moore __^
frnVIA CONTEST

Thursday, April 14 Win $60 teams of 4

nruiy participate. For info call Eric

6^188 or GPC 5-2733 sponsored by GPC

TO BETTY: Thanks for all the hospitality in

Fla. Sorry for any aggravations with the

oianager. You're a dahlin'. Love Dave,

Steve b Doug

Laguana uturn nachos maps Beast Billie

Jean wooh kinda like blankets gorillas

baseball perfect I Love Marci

Pamela • Filene's Basement foreverl

Thanks for an "expensive " break love ya

HAPPY BIRTHOAY~RED Four years

without a personal? That ain't all you
haven't gonen Hope your 22nd year is

nriore productive than your first 21 . Have a

good one - Jeff

Robo bananas and women spring break

only secoTKl place must mean you pack a

carrot

STOWE "83 Forget LAGNAF just party till

you drop For the kiddies, it's the Flyir>g

Tomatoe, in bed by 10 Us older folks prefer

BK's/ Rusty Nail. And our bus driver gets

stuck in the mud. . TWICE I

ROOMMATES WANTED

Available immediately one room in

house two minutes to bu<- one mile to cam-

pus fall option 1 50 2W^33ffi

2 females needed to vhare 2 bedroom 2

bathroom cottage in Hyonnis. Call Sue or

Mike 549-6837 or 545-2152

SUMMER SUBLET

Furnished Clifside Apt bus route pool

$250 monthly June to r^'^px 1 666-3107

TO SUBLET

One bedroom apartment with fall op-

tion. % mile from campus, on two bus

routes, airconditioning. $380/month in-

cludes everything call 549 4133

Two bedroom apartment for sublet with

fall option Cliffside Sunderiand evenings

665 3473

Brandywine Apt for summer two
bedroom fall option Dave 546-8730 nights

Sublet four bedroom epartment for

sumrr>er and save 253-5218

VOTE

Joanne Levenson for Selectwoman
vote Tuesday April 5 Amherst town e«ec-

tion

WANTED

Cash for your records
(ask for Jaromir/ leave mi

tapes 545^2836

)

SCOTT F. BAILEY

Happy 20th. Sorry it's late,

me. Love Floyd's ex.

forgive

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, Theeee.
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy

5^)392, 584-7924

Records LPs Cash or Trade Dyr^mite
Records 584^1580

Records LPs Cash or Trade Dynamite

Records 584 1580

Class Rings. GoM and Silver Jewelry and
Coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst. 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

3 bedroom apt wanted anywttere for

Fall call Lon 546-8251 or Det>bie 546^9106

•25 reward if you help us to fir>d a 3
bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept

Amy &5B16 or Andrea 6-5498

£K
LIVESI

Club Meeting

March 30
Time 7-11 pm
Room 174

Campus Center

Films, Info

for ST £f SF fans

All Welcome!

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Ow HodtaMNN Pl««
Hmm Vorli NV lOOTD
PhooK?17)S«i 1040

kmt ••• ad lot SptcM
Shidcfit/ Teacher Tactfl

1 1 MNTM C*Sf niNCMAM

Leant German
This Summer

lune 27-

August 5, 1983

DCUTSCnC
SONNER
ISCHULE

AM
ATLAimK

The German Summer S(hool of the MlantU

at the University of Rhode Island

German vkiH be the sole lanjuajte ot communication and Ger-

man life and culture the heart o( this accredited intensive

lan|tiia((e pro(tram available at all levels

Live and sociali/e in comtortable surroundings minute* a\*av

from Rhode Island s beaches and Menu Nei*port

Earn 8 undergraduate or graduate credits

SPECIAL COURSES FOR BUSINESS PEOPLE

A three work (.oursf «.ll «.trfss lonversalionai survival Ger-

man for business anil travel

For details Or lohn M Crandin or

Dr Otto Dornberg Department of

Lan(ua«e« Unlver»lt> of Rhode liland

Kingston Rl 02881 (40ll79JJ»ll

H^NG^n
4^ cT MOORE HOUSE COOLIDGE PART>

2 for 1 Bar Drinks 8 1030!

. *N New Wave Dance Parry'

** THE IVIUSEUA/I DIREKTORS
and

THE CHILLS 'featuring members
of the Elevators and Signal)

2 for 1 Bar Drinks til 10:00

.;^

Rock 'n Roll to the maxi

BRATT
Special Guests: WITZ END

Free Beer 8 9 2 for 1 Bar Drinks 9 10 93 00

^^^
The Renegades of Ruvn N Roll'

special guest* CRUISER
75' Pint Drafts and 2 for 1 til 10 00
cover »3 50 S2 50 with UMass ID

Co M wf. Cance Party 4 6. Queen Ida 4 7

Wild Kingdom 4/8, Fat and Attic 4 9

AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES

18 and 19 yrs OK
must have ID

253-2280

WANTED SUMMER 1960
CAMP NATCHEZ - top co-ed camp
located in Berkshire mountains is looking

for exciting active people with abundant
energy for the following positions:

5

General Counselor flKcer
Backpacking
Camp Crafts

Sailing

Canoeing
W.S.I.

^nnastics

Btnis Director

jj^mics ft

Environmental Ecology Hptography

We will be on campus Wednesd^ March 30th

Rm 801 Cannpus Center 10 artfv- 4:30 pm.

Please drop in or call student employment.
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All Stockbridge golf candidates! There will be
a meeting Thursday, 3/31 at 4:30 p.m. at Rm.
223, Boyden. Contact Jack Leaman (Rm. 228) at

545-1301 if unable to attend.

Baseball team spends

vacation in California

By KEVIN DELUCA

While most University of Massachusetts
students spent this past week relaxin^^.

either at home or in Florida, the members
of the University of Massachusetts baseball

team were busy starting their season with

nine games in, as a consolation for missing

spring break, California.

The results of the trip might seem
disappointing on the surface — 3 6 with one

of the victOTies coming in an exhibition

game — but four of the losses were by two
runs or less and the young pitching staff

gave some promising performances.

Besides, this trip was the college equivalent

of spring training before the Minutemen get

into league play.

UMass opened its western swing by

feasting upon Imperial Valley Junior

CoUege, 19 5. Senior southpaw Adam
Grossman was the winning pitcher with the

offense being provided by senior outfielder

Chris Was7-czuk. who knocked in five runs,

and first baseman Todd Comeau, who drove

in four more. Waszczuk also hit a home run.

Co-captain and leadoff batter Dean
Bennett also had a good game, scoring

three runs, as did sophomore shortstop

Angelo Salustri. who had three hits and two
runs batted in.

In their next game, the Minutemen could

not turn their hits into runs and lost to

Lewis and Clark. 2 1. despite a 9-4 ad
vantage in hits. £ven though the team tost.

Scott Foster and Dave V^aldanbrini pitched

very effectively. Valdanbrini took the loss.

Salustri's first career homer accounted
for the tone UMass run.

The Minutemen picked up another tough
loss the next day against Central

Washington University. 7 6 in 10 innings.

Newcomer Bob Kostro was impressive on

the mound while catcher Butch LeBlanc,
with three RBI, and Waszczuk. with

another home run, starred on offense.

Co captain Bruce Emerson, in a switch

from his shortstop positton of last year,

pitched when UMass faced the University

of Washington. Emerson tost in his debut.

75.
Mired in a three game tosing streak, the

Minutemen behind the arm of staff ace

Tony Presnal, defeated United States

Internattonal University, 7 5.

Waszczuk. with still another home run

and three RBI, once again provided the

bulk of the offense. It looks like Waszczuk
will provide some of the power that left

when Warren McReddie signed with the

Texas Tangers.

The next two games the team would
rather forget. UMass lost to San Diego
State University. 14 3, and then they were
bombed by Lewis and Clark State, 19 0.

The .Minutemen rebounded to lose

narrowly to the University of California at

San Diego, 7 5 in their next outing.

Emerson picked up his second toss of the

trip.

ITMass ended their California journey

with a victory, edging the University of

California at Santa Barbara. 6-5.

Matt "Submarine" Subocs was the

beneficiary of some timely hitting as

Waszczuk tied the game in the eighth in

ning with a two run home run and then
Bennett knocked in the winning run in the

ninth with a sacrifice fly.

The team is now back EmsI and will play

at Yale at .3 p.m. tomorrow before hosting

national power Maine I'niversity April 2 at

noon.

The biggest mistake that

the NBA can make IStrike!
By SCOTT HOOD

Collecian SUfT

The date lurks menacingly like a thief in

chenight: AprU2. 1983.

Most religious folks will recognize the

date as Holy Saturday, the day before

Easter. But, ironically, on a weekend that

celebrates new life, a major professional

sports league could breathe its last.

For on the aforementioned date, the

players association of the National

Basketball Association have plans to strike

to protest the nonexistent of a collective

bargaining agreement between themselves

and NBA management.
Let's not kid ourselves, people^ If the

strike does indeed come off. it just might

signal the end of the NBA as we have come
to know. Oh sure, some teams may survive,

but the vast majority will not. Why? Unlike

major league baseball and pro football, both

of whom nicely survived labor disturbances

of their own. the NBA is plagued by publkr

disinterest, mismanagement, and failing

franchises, many of them up for sale with no

takers (or is it suckers?). In many league

cities, the NBA ranks somewhere below

shoveling snow (or sun bathing if you
happen to be San Diego) in popularity as a

recreational activity.

As a collective unit, the NBA tost $35

millton last year. If the league closes its

doors on April 2 that figure couki approach

$75 million. Stripped of lucrative playoff

and TV monies (CBS shells out $1 million

per team), the owners will simply fold,

instead of taking a financial bath in red ink.

The TV money already keeps several

franchises' heads barely above water.

Without it. they will drown.
Three-quarters of the franchises (18 of

23) lost money last season, with some

teams. Cleveland for example. losing up
wards of $4 million.

As far as the strike talks go, the players,

who average $250,000 per season, are

willing to settle for status quo. It's the

owners who want change.

Management is proposing a cap on team
salaries. The figure of $3.8 million per team
is now being tossed around. Right now.

several clubs exceed the proposed limit,

with Philadelphia's $5 million tops. The
players would receive, as proposed by the

owners. 53 percent of the gross revenue,

estimated to be $160 million.

The owners also want elimination of the

right of first refusal and restoratton of

compensation for free agents. Other items

desired include elimination of mandatory

first class travel and a share of the players

shoe endorsement money.

So far negotiations have not been going

well. Larry Fleisher. general counsel for

the players, walked out of a meeting last

week after only 20 minutes. Since then, a

news blackout has bieen imposed on the

talks. The only thing known is that they are

being held somewhere in New York City.

The NBA Board of Governors will meet

Thursday morning. At that meeting, they

will either vote to allow the strike or to go

ahead with last minute negotiattons. In a

straw vote taken last week, the 23 owners

were unanimous in letting the strike

happen. Harry Mangurian. owner of the

Boston Celtics, is on record as saying that a

strike will happen and that most owners are

not crying because they stand to lose less if

the players walk.

So. in the final analysis, it looks like there

will be a strike. One final quest ton remains:

With Final Four fever sweeping the land

and all eyes on Albuquerque, with the new
ba.seball season only days away, will

anybody ncAk-e if the NBA players strike,

or worse, even care?

Boyden Hill: The constant

force for Garber's Gorillas

The Gorillas will have to do without the services of now assistant
coach Jim Weller in Saturday's showdown with Hobart at 1 p.m. at
Boyden.

By JIM FLOYD
(•llnCMa SUIT

"Go go gorillas, go go gorillas." ran

through my head as I sat and watched the

University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team prepare for Saturday's season opener

against Hobart. (Game time 1 p.m.)

Suddenly, a voice that seemed almost

stereophonic spoke out to me. not from any

real direction, but from all around me.

"What are you doing here? This is only a

practkre. The game is not until Saturday."

the Walkman like voice inquired of me.
I looked around but could not lay an eye

on anyone except a few people with late

classes working their way back to South-

west but slowing down by the field to watch
the springtime ritual. UMass lacrosse, in

preparation for battle.

"Who said that?" I said, hoping that

nobody sane would notice that I was talking

to myself.

"This is the hill." the voice said, "Boyden
HUl."

"Boyden Hill." I said in amazement.
"Hills don't talk. Who is this anyway? I

don't think this is funny."

"No. it's really me. Hills can talk. We just

don't usually get into talking to tower life

forms like humans." I heard echoing back at

me. "But. me. I'm different, I like humans.
That's why I'm here."

Now Boyden Hill would be a pretty

knowledgeable authority on Gorilla

Warfare and I was not altogether sure that

I had a Spring Break hangover big enough
that I would be hallucinating something like

this.

"Oh yeah." I said back in my best Perry
Mason voice, "if you're Boyden Hill, then
why don't you explain to me a little bit of

the history of the lacrosse that's been
played here?"

"Oh." he answered. "I've had the

greatest time the last couple of years. The
team has been nationally ranked and pretty

high at that. And with the team being so

excitmg and so good, people came in droves

to watch the games. Like I said. I enjoy the

company. I like people."

"Must be kind of tonely." I said, "since

you have to wait so tong between visits. I

mean, people are just starting to go to

soccer games in the fall, so you really don't

get packed until spring."

"That's very true." he said as I thought to

myself that if this was one of my friends

playing a trick on me. I WOULD get

revenge.

"But." Mr. Hill continued. "I get the

visits during the best time of the school

year. Thousands of kids, real fans gomg
crazy, sunning themselves and having a

party all over me. All those buns make me
warm all over."

I asked him if he were able to change
anything over the past couple of years,

would he have anything in mind.
"No question about it." he responded

quk'kly. "I woukl have atoohol back in here.

I had the greatest time late in close games
when sloshed students started spilling beer

all over me. What a buzz! When people tokl

stories about the hill rocking near the end of

a close game, they weren't kidding."

Then, of course. I had to ask the next

best authority to 29 year veteran head

coach Dick Garber. how this year's squad
was going to fare this season.

"They are a loose bunch, a very good

team. too. " he answered. "It's going to be

tough to look across the way over to the

bench and see Jimmy Weller (now the

assistant coach) and know that he can't

come in and play anymore. If I had had any

pull over on the Whitmore Mound, he

wouldn't have graduated. I miss him

already.

"But," he said, "these guys look good.

The talent is here. The desire is here.

"

"And." he said with a gleeful tone, "the

people will be here soon too."

And then I woke up and realized that the

whole thing had been nothing but a dream.

The Hill sure is comfortable though.
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Plan revision

attacked by
SGA president

By MARK J. WELCH
C'olltfuui SUff

BOSTON The University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees yesterday

discussed an extensively revised version of

the Long Range Plan, and heard strong

criticism of the plan by Student Govern

ment Associatton (SGA) President and

Student Trustee Jim Murphy.

Murphy attacked two parts of the plan

dealing with Student Activities and with

the Residential College system. The

Trustees did not vote on the plan, but sakl

they will consider it at their April 13

meeting.

Murphy attacked the plan as an attempt

to remove student control over the Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATF) and also

criticized the revistons made to the plan

after an earlier version was approved by a

campus wide committee last year.

The revised plan recommends the

University "submit for Trustee approval a

charter for the SGA."
It also reconnends the University "un-

dertake a more substantive review of the

Student Senate's annual budget," and

suggested the SATF be divided into several

smaller components.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said he had

"extensively rewnlten and edited" an

earlier plan approved by several campus

agencies, including students. He said the

revised document "is being widely cir

culated on the campus." but that time for a

thorough review will not be available before

the Trustees are required to submit a long

range plan to the Board of Regents.

Murphy strongly criticized the lack of

student input into changes in the plan.

"One could easily suppose the school was

being set up, and we were waiting for the

students to arrive on a bus." Murphy said.

"Students play a role in assessing the

relevence of their education."

Murphy called the student activities

section of the plan "very negative."

"What the sect ton is asking for is to take

the Student Activities system and take it

apart, piece by piece." Murphy said.

Murphy also charged the Student

Activities division on the Amherst campus

did not deal in good faith.

"We don't feel comforUble submitting a

constitution to a Student Affau-s Division

that has shown nothing but bad faith,"

Murphy said.

As an example of "bad faith." Murphy

cited a recent effort by student government

offlcials to submit their longstanding

dispute over control of the SATF to

mediation. But Murphy said that shortly

before it was to begin, the director of

Student Activities withdrew, saying he had

nothing to negotiate.

Duffey said he understood a new effort

was under way to resume mediation, but

Murphy said he was not aware of the effort.

Murphy also criticized the plan's section

on the Residential Colleges. The Board did

not vote on the Long Range Plan, but

planned to vote at their April 13 meeting

following discussions between Murphy and

Duffey and following minor revistons ex

pected to plans submitted by all three

UMass campuses.

Later in the day. the Trustee Committee

on Budget and Financial Affairs recom

mended the full Etoard approve most fee

increases requested for next year.

Following charges by Murphy that the

Campus Center budget was in violatton of

the Trust Fund Management Policy ap

proved by the Board last month, the

committee voted to delay consideration of

that fee until a meeting April 13 before the

full Board meeting.

University Store

may swallow
Coffee Shop

By DAVID K. SUMMERSBY
ColWfima SufI

In the past year, the demand for more
space in the Campus Center has vastly

surpassed the supply available. With such

a clear cut lack of room in the building, how
can groups now acquire more space if they

have a justifyable need to do so? The an-

swer just might be that one operatton wUl

end up displacing pari of another if it the

move is beneficial to the buikling as a

whole.

This week, officials at the University

Store proposed to the Campus Center

Administration that the Coffee Shop be

closed and the space instead be used as an

annex of the store.

We are currently overcrowded in our

existing space and we would like to expand

our operations by adding more ctothing

lines and also by selling personal computers

to students and faculty." said David Curley.

assistant manager of the store.

"We just need more space," he said.

The Administration said it is in the process

of evaluating the proposal from every angle

to see if the Campus Center could benefit by

the move and if Food Services could provide

as good or better service without the Coffee

Shop.

*'*W€ just need more
space, ' (Assistant Manager
David Curley) said.

Rich Wahlstrom of the University of Massachusetts Parachute Club

starts his plunge toward campus in a demonstration jump yesterday.

The Southwest Residential College is visible in the lower right, while

the Haigis Mall area of campus can be seen above the airplane's laun-

ching step in the lower left comer.

Senate swears in new officers

in non-traditional ceremony
By JOHN O'CONNELL
and MARK J. WELCH

('«ll«friaa SUff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night swore in new officers and approved a

fifth referendum question to be added to

the April ballot.

In a departure from Student Govern-

ment Association (SGA) custom, outgoing

President Jim Murphy did not swear in co-

presidents Charlene Allen and Tom Ahem
using a copy of the SGA Constitution.

Instead, Murphy, a self-described anar-

chist, had Allen and Ahem "swear in" us-

ing a copy of Kropotkin's Rei>oltUionaiy

Pamphlets*.

Murphy gave the traditional bottle of

champagne to Allen and Ahem, but

qualified it because he dislikes tradition.

"This is not just a bottle of champagne,"

Murphy said. "This is a bottle of cheap

champagne. It's cheap because that's what

they're going to get paid."

Allen and Ahem gave Murphy a gift also:

a clip-on tie. Murphy has never worn a suit

or tie to the Board of Trustees meetings.

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche and Senate

Speaker Chris Sullivan were also sworn in.

A referendum question on the Universi-

ty's policy on "academic contact with

South Africa" was also added to the SGA
ballot.

"Do you favor University regulation and

reviewing of UMass funding and sponsor-

ship of academic contacts with South

African euuc-iiiiuiuu iiibuiuuuns, govem-

ment and corporations?" the question will

ask.

After the question was added to the

ballot, a motion to spend $250 to promote

the referendum was defeated.

Publicity of all five refrenda will be done

through a $500 advertising and leaflet cam-

paign by the Senate's (K)vernmental Af

fairs Committee. A grant of $7.50 from the

Finance Committee to the State Student

Association of Massachusetts last week
will also publicize that question.

In other business. Union Program Coun-

cil Talent Coordinator Bill Prichett official-

ly announced "there will be no Spring Con-

cert in Alumni Stadium."

Prichett said he would ask the Student

Senate for funds next week to fund a con-

cert series which he called "The Mystery

Series."

"It will be similar to the F'ond Series, but

not by the pond and the talent will be

upgraded," Prichett said in reference to

the three-day spring event held last year.

He would not specify the date or time of

the event for security reasons, he said.

Academic Affairs Committee Chair

Lauren Bertsch announced that the Course

And Teacher Evaluation (GATE) forms

were sent out to students last week, and

encouraged senators to return them and to

ask others to send them in.

The forms will be used to produce "On
the Other Hand." a student evaluation

guide produced each year by the SGA.

»»

"What we have done is to ask our Food

ServH*es manager. Dick Ellis, to take a look

at the Blue Wall and the Hatch to see what

changes coukl be made to absorb services in

as good or better manner than they are

now." said Bernard Wilkes, assistant

director of the Campus Center.

"The Blue Wall is valuable real estate that

is underutilized, and maybe to improve

efficiency in Food Servkes we can move all

the services of the Coffee Shop into the Blue

Wall. We want better utilization of space

within the facility, better service and in

creased revenue." he said.

"I think people have to realize it is just not

going to be a closing of the Coffee Shop

without other changes." Wilkes added.

If the proposal passes examinatton.

starting next September the University

Store would move into the space and create

a UMass Impressions Shop selling all their

clothes and imprinted giftware.

Paul Knight, Food Service Coordinator

on the Campus Center Board of Governors

(BOG), said the proposal has its advantages

and disadvantages.

"It seems like a good idea to me because I

don't use the Coffee Shop, but there are

people who do and are very attached to it,

and that is something to consider." he said.

With this in mind, the Board of Governors

announced that within the next week it will

be conducting a questionnaire in the

Campus Center to inform people of the

proposal and see how students stand on the

issue.

"We do not want this decision to go by so

fast that students are not given a chance to

voice their opinions on the issue." Knight

said.

"My initial impression is that the Coffee

Shop should not be closed down." said Ron

Keefe BOG Chair. "I think students would

rather have a Coffee Shqj than a clothes

boutique," he said.
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World and National News
Reagan seeks
new arms pact
WASHINGTON! AP) President Reagan,

accusing the Kremlin of failing to offer

serious arms control proposals, spelled out

a new plan yesterday calling for the United

States to install new nuclear missiles in

Europe and the Soviet Union to dismantle

part of its arsenal.

Reagan proposed that the United States

cut back the planned deployment of Per

shing 2 and cruise missiles late this year if

the Soviet Union agreed to reduce the

number of warheads on medium range

missiles throughout the world.

Both superpowers would be limited to an

equal number of warheads on medium

range weapons. Reagon did not propose

specific limits, and a senior administration

official said that would be open to

negotiation.

Reaffirming his goal of eliminating all

medium range missiles. Reagan said "it

would be better to have none than to have

some. But. if there must be some, it is

better to have few than to have many."

Speaking to NATO diplomats invited to

hear his address, he said. "If the Soviets

will not now agree to the total elimination of

these weapons. I hope they will at least join

us in an interim agreement that woukl

substantially reduce these forces to equal

levels on both sides."

His speech is part of an intensified

campaign to win worldwide support

particularly in Euope for U.S. arms

proposals and to put pressure on the

Soviets to move toward an agreement.

After the address and a meeting with

Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda.

Reagan flew to California for a five day stay

and a speech today in Los Angeles on

curbing nuclear arms, chemical weapons

and cutting the size of conventional fwces

in F^urope.

British Army Lt. Col. John Lmne rises to the occasion yesterday in

Korbecke. West Germany to review a rank of bug^lers who turned out at

the crack of dawn to celebrate his promotion and transfer to a new unit

with an extra loud reveille. The buglers are from his new unit. The

Royal Green Jackets, and could reasonably be expected not to repeat

the performance.

Lobbyists spend $8 million
WASHINGTON (AP) - Groups backing

6.500 registered lobbyists shelled out at

least $8,756,609 trying to influence Con-

gress in the final months of 1982, House
and Senate records show. And the biggest

declared spender of them all was ('ommon
Cause, the self styled citizens loliby.

The Washington-based organization said

it spent $442,537 on loW)ying activities in

the last quarter of 1982 — nearly 25 per

cent more than the second highest spender

in the latest spending reports, a gun con-

trol group.

The latest quarterly expenditures, if sus-

tained for a year, would top $35 million or

about $65,000 for each of the 535 members
of Congress.

But people such as Fred Wertheimer.

president of Common Cause, say the actual

amount could be much higher and that

some loW)_vists are using kxipholes in the

disclosure law to avoid reporting all their

expenditures.

Hondi^ans fear

leftist attack
TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras (AP)

Hundreds of poor Honduran villagers were

reported fleeing their homes along the

Nicaraguan border yesterday, fearing

attacks by leftist Nicaragua's army in

retaliation for attacks by rightist exiles

based in Honduras.

Eighty residents of the tense Choluteca

border zone, on the Gulf of Fonseca bet

ween Nicaragua and El Salvador,

petitioned President Roberto Suazo Cor

dova for troop reinforcements. They

claimed Nicaragua's Sandinista government

had put 1.500 troops on the other side of the

border.

The petition said hundreds of peasants

have been leaving their villages in recent

weeks, fearing fighting would break out.

The Sandinistas "are constantly watchmg

our every movement," said the petitioners.

"We cannot live, we cannot work, we
cannot breathe in a ...climate charged with

tension due to constant incursions by air

and overland by Nicaragua's Sandinista

guards."

There was no immediate comment from

the Honduran government, which has 400

soldiers patrolling the Choluteca area.

Shooting across the border has been

reported frequently, and the government

claims the Sandinistas have been smuggling

weapons through the area to leftist rebels

Hghting the U.S. supported conservative

government of El Salvador. It reported

Tuesday that an army patrol intercepted 12

Nicaraguan soldiers last week near

Nacaome. 52 miles from the Nicaraguan

border, with a "large amount" of weapons.

Dozens of people have been killed or

wounded in clashes between Nicaraguan

and Honduran soldiers along the sparsely

populated border in the four years since the

Sandinistas overthrew right wing

President Anastasio Somtoa, and an

estimated 26.000 Nicaraguans fled to

rightist ruled Honduras.

Scholarship increase

viewed as 'significant'

Digest
By the Associated Press

BOSTON — The agreement to increase

state scholarship aid that got a gasoline tax

increase through the legislature "is one of

the mcit significant developments for

higher education" in Massachusetts

history. Northeastern University's presi

dent said yesterday. ^ • j • Ls J Jf*
•This will open the doors to college for facc tniuiiignt (teaaline

10.000 young men and women from low

and middle income Massachusetts families

pealed, under the state's anti-snob zoning

law. to the slate Housing Appeals Commit-

tee, which granted the permit.

State ux)rker contracts

who otherwise might have knocked on the

doors and found Uiem barred." said Nor

theaslem President Kenneth G. Ryder.

About a dozen public and private college

presidents joined Senate President William

M. Bulger, Hou.se Speaker Thomas W.
McGee and other iegislatx)rs at a meeting tx)

discuss the impact of the proposed $15

million scholarship increase that cleared

most legislative hurdles Tuesday night.

The $34 million appropriation for the

school year beginning in September re-

quires only enactment votes in the House

and Senate, usually routine, before going

to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

Dukakis, who had requested $23 million

in state scholarship aid in his budget

recommendations for the next fiscal year,

has announced his support for the new

figure.

BOSTON Negotiations for a new

contract with about 30.000 sUte workers

intensified yesterday, as a top state official

predicted "a fair chance" of settlement

before the old contract expires at midnight

tonight.

"We hope to wrap up negotiations by the

deadline." Frank Keefe. administration and

finance secretary, told a news conference.

Joseph Bonavita. chairman of the state

workers' Alliance, said in a statement. "We

are prepared to bargain round the clock to

reach an agreement by midnight."

About 1.500 angry members of the

Alliance, a coalition of several state em-

ployee unions, pressed for a settlement in a

demonstration last week. The workers

complained the state's then latest offer of 4

percent raises each year of a new three

year contract wasn't enough, and Alliance

leaders raised the threat of an illegal strike

if an agreement isn't reached soon.Low income housing ^ , ,,
Boston colleges may

approved for Greenfield ^^^ ^^ exemptions

U Neill said his bill, co-sponsored by state

Rep. Michael F. Flaherty. D Boston, would

not tax actual church buildings, but other

properiy which religious organizations may
own and not pay taxes on.

Merrimack Valley cited

as good business area

LAWRENCE The Merrimack Valley

area in northeastern Massachusetts is a

good example of where "older industry,

high tech and resurgent downtowns can all

happen together." Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

said yesterday.

Dukakis spoke to officials from 25 valley

communities during the state's third

conference on drafting strategies to

promote regional development.

Similar meetings have been held in the

southeastern and western parts of the

state, at Southeastern Massachusetts

University and the University

<rf Massachusetts at Amherst.

"Economic development translates into

jobs for people, and that is and will remain

the No. 1 priority for this administration,"

Dukakis said in a speech at Lawrence High

School. "With recovery and jobs comes

community revitalization, something the

Merrimack Valley has come to stand for
"

AP Laaerpiio«o

The earliest person bom on

record, tiny Ernestine Hud^ns,
born seven weeks ago at 22 weeks
gestation, gets loving attention

from her mother, Gloria Patterson,

and her father, Ernest Hudgins,

Tuesday at Children's Hospital in

San Diego.

BOSTON - An Appeals Court panel said

yesterday that developer Raymond Dad-

dario was entitled to a comprehensive per-

mit to construct 60 low or moderate income

housing units in Greenfield.

However, l)ecause of a technical defect,

the opinion left it Uj the parties involved to

arrange a resolution of the dispute.

The litigation stemmed from a

Deoemljer, 1979. application by Daddario

for a construction permit on a 10-acre tract

on Homestead Avenue. This was denied by

the local zoning board and Daddario ap

BOSTON Colleges and universities

continue to swallow up property in Boston,

causing the percentage of tax exempt

buildings to rise. City Councilor Albert L.

O'Neil told a legislative committee

yesterday.

O'Neil urged the Taxation Committee to

approve a bill that would eliminate

property tax exemptions currently enjoyed

by colleges, churches, charitable

organizations and state authorities within

the city of Boston.
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Protesters clash with students in Campus Center
Masked demonstrators assail

Iranian information table
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

Colleirian SUff

A series of clashes yesterday in the

Campus Center concourse between sup-

porters and opponents of the Khomeini

regime in Iran resulted in Campus Center

officials shutting down an informational

table.

Anti Khomeini protesters arrived at the

Campus Center yesterday at 11 a.m. Many
of the protesters wore masks that had

written on them, "Stop squealing on Iranian

students".

The protesters said they were being spied

on by pro- Khomeini students. The masked

students said if pictures were taken of them

being involved in an anti-Khomeini protest,

or attending a progressive class, reached

Iran, their educations and their families

would be in danger.

"If my parents want to exchange currency

in Iran to send some of their own money to

me in the United States, they have to go

through an Iranian government office," a

masked protester said. "If the Iranian

government finds out that I am suspected of

activities like this, they will not let my
parents send the money."

The protesters said they know of five to

ten students at the University of

Massachusetts that have been financially

cut off from home in this manner.
The protesters said the main focus of their

action yesterday was the table set up by the

other students in the Cmpus Center.

"To us it's as if during World War II some
German students had wanted to set up a

pro-Nazi information table here," a

protester said.

The informational table that was picketed

yesterday had a sign on it saying, "Islam

Republ'c". Campus Center officials said

they thought the table had been signed out

tor use by the Islamic Society, a Recognized

Student Organization at UMass. The
president of the Islamic society. Antar

Shakir denied this.

"The people who had the table did not

have my permission or permission from the

majority of the group (the Islam Society).

They had the table illegally. I am the only

person in the group that is supposed to have

signature power to get the use of an in-

formation table. Someone slipped by this

rule," Shakir said.

At about 11:15 a.m. the protesters were

asked to move behind a table by Dudley

Bridges, director of building operations,

sro#» T<
r«ll*inw> pkoto b; lUti* Watur*

Masked anti-Khomeini Iranian students picket in the Campus Center
yesterday. The protesters said they wore the masks for fear of reprisals

by the Iranian government against their families in Iran if the students

identities were known.
because they were blocking exits. Bridges

said.

A spokesman for the protesters said later

the picketers left the Campus Center

around 12:30 p.m. A crowd estimated at

100 150 then started arguing in front of the

information table, and it was then shut

down by Campus Center officials.

Court ruling, policy changes
may hurt registration law

By JOHN O'CONNELL
C«lkffi» SUfl

The Solomon Amendment, a law which

requires students to provide proof of draft

registration on their financial aid forms, has

run into problems from several sources

which may block its enforcement.

A Minnesota judge earUer this month

stnick down the law as unconstitutuinal,

and issued an injunction which the

government has until April 8 to appeal.

Also, the Department of Eklucation has

announced it plans to revise its rule con-

cerning enforcement of the Sok)mon

Amendment. Students will still fill out

draft information on the financial aid forms,

but the schools will not be requuvd to

request verification from the draft board

for the next two years.

Finally, a House of Representatives

subcommittee voted to delay appUcation of

the law for seven months to allow for

organization of enforcement procedures.

The subcommittee bill is currently being

considered by the full House.

"The law torcing students to present proof

of draft registration when applying for

financial aid is in limbo for another few

weeks," said Art Jackson, director of

financial aid at UMass. "No one knows the

implications of the law. that's why its being

reviewed."

Jackson recommended students use "their

personal judgement" as to whether they

should fill out the draft registration in

formation on the financial forms.

"Right now the forms say students must

sign, but we don't know how long that is

going to continue to be true." Jackson said.

Students who fail to fill out information

regarding draft registration will not be

penalized or denied aid according to

Jackson. Students may, however, have to

provide the information at a later date.

The lack of direct communication bet

ween the Department of Education and the

schools has created some of the confusion as

to whether students have to provide proftf

of draft registration. "What we have been

receiving is second hand news." Jackson

said.

Proposals seek student
on R^ents, building board

By LISA MARIE CANTWELL

BOSTON Members of the

Undergraduate Student Senate's Public

Policy Committee yesterday testified to the

state legislature's Joint Committee on

Education in support of several bills that

could directly affect University of

Massachusetts students.

The education committee wfll make
recommendations on the six bills, which

range from student membership on the

Board of Regents to shoplifting at the

University Store, either today or

tomorrow, according to Rep. Joan Menard.

D-Somerset, vice-chair of the education

committee.

Although public policy committee
members come to Boston once a week to

k>bby legislature, "we only get the chance

to do this (te.stify) once a year," committee

member Doug Storey said. "The first step

is getting the bills out of Uhe legislative)

committee."

The bill, which would add a student to the

Board of Regents, would also require that

all gubernatorial appointments to the Board

be confirmed by the education committee,

and would prohibit persons who are

principally employed by private in-

stitutuions" from serving on the board.

These changes would "prevent conflict of

interest" in the Board members. Storey

said in his testimony to the committee.

The student member of the Board of

Regents would be chosen by a Student

Advisory Council, to be composed of

student trustees from the state. Storey

said. The bill would add a student to the

Board to increase the accountability of the

Board, he said.

Another bill supported by the Public

Policy Committee would "give the control of

budgeting each campus to the legislature."

according to a Public Pohcy Committee

statement, because "the legislature is a far

more accountable body for such an im-

portant allocation." Under the bill, the

legislature would disburse money to each

campus by "line item appropriation. ' rather

than giving the Board of Regents a lump

sum amount to distribut» to campuses as

they see fit.

Students also testified in support of a bill

that would place a student on the Public

Education Building Authority Board.

There has been no opposition to this plan by

the University or the Board, student

committee member John Flynn said.

Legislature expected to leave

MassPIRG funding on bill

< oll«Ki«n photo bv !>«* D*ab*r

The coal conveyer belt and truck behind Tillson Farm lies still as the

beginning of warm weather ends their activity.

By JOHN OTONNELL
C«U«fliMiSUff

BOSTON The Joint Committee on

Education of the state legislature will likely

recommend that a bill which would

reorganize the funding of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPIRG) chapters should not

pass the state legislature, after hearing

testimony from MassPIRG members
yesterday.

The bill, filed by Rep. Joseph Manning.

D Milton, would change the MassPIRG
funding from the present system, where

students can check off the two dollar charge

if they do not want to fund MassPIRG, to a

system that would remove the funding from

the tuition bill and force MassPIRG to seek

charitable contributions.

About 50 members of MassPIRG from

chapters around the state crowded into the

hearing room yesterday, prompting senate

committee chair Gerard D'Amico, D-

Worcester. to hear testimony against the

Manning bill earlier than planned.

"I appreciate the anxiety that has

brought a large number of the student body

here today." said D'Amico. who asked that

the committee give the bill a negative

recommendation.

"We worked out a very fair deal last

year." D'Amico said, referring to the

compromise between MassPIRG and the

University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees, which resulted in the present

funding system.

"It's too soon to make any radical changes

in the system," he said.

D'Amico said he has opposed the Man-
ning bill from the beginning, but he was
impressed by the turnout nonetheless.

MassPIRG executive director Doug
Phelps noted the present funding system
passed unanimou.sly in both houses of the

legislature before it was signed by former

Gov. Edward J. King, and UMass chapter

chair Lisa DeCarolis stressed the "real

educational value" of MassPIRG experience

to the committee.
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Cane tree stolen from Student Union lobby

A four foot high yucca cane tree, com-

plete with green leaves, brown bark and a

plastic pot, was reported stolen from the

Student Union lobby Tuesday. University

of Massachusetts police said yesterday.

The tree, valued at $75. was last seen

Monday at 4:30 p.m. when it received its

last watering by Scott Cashman. who is in

charge of plants for the Student Union

complex.

The plant is one of six trees which adorn

the lobby of the building.^ They are located

on a window platform above the main

entrance doors to the Student Union.

UMass police also reported yesterday the

arrest of a 33 year old Holyoke man. Philip

P. Seymour of Main Street, Holyoke, was

placed under protective custody at 12:17

p.m. Tuesday at the Haigis Mall on a Peter

Pan bus, where he had passed out, police

said.

Upon booking, police said they found out

he was wanted on a default warrant held by

Barnstable poUce. At 12:30 a.m. yesterday,

poUce said he was placed under arrest on

the default warrant and later released to

Barnstable police.

Student arrested on motor vehicle charges

Thursday, March 31, 1983 •Collegian &

Amherst Police yesterday reported the

arrest of a University of Massachusetts

student on motor vehicle violations.

Amherst PoUce Detective David Burns

said the student, from Seattle. Washington,

was arrested at 1:20 yesterday after he was

observed by Amherst Police making a U
turn in traffice on Lincoln Ave.

Amherst Police said the student was

unable to produce a vehicle registration and

was driving with an expired state of

Washington driver's license. He was

arrested on the no license charge and cited

on the U turn and no registration com

plaints, police said.

Bums said the student was released on

bail for an appearance in Northampton
District Court later in the morning.

Amherst selectmen, town office candidate

debates to air on WMUA, CCATV tonight

The League of Women Voters (LWV)
will sponsor a Candidates Night at 7:30

tonight at the Bangs Center. Voters will

have the (»pportunity to hear the can-

didates for U)wn offices make short presen

tations concernmg the issues facing

Amherst and their particular committees.

Questions from the audience will follow

This p()rtion of the pn>gra.7i will lie taped

by CCATV. cable channel 3. and will be

aired at 6 p.m. tomorrt>w. at 7 p.m. Sun-

day, and at 6 p.m. Monday.
Candidates for Town Meeting will meet

with voters by precincts to introduce

them.selves and briefly state why they are

rannmg for office.

The ballot question concerning the

caucus act will be discussed.

The public is cordially invited lo attend,

for further information. f)hone the LW' V at

253-7776.

Also, at 6 tonight. WMUA (University of

Massachusetts radio. 91.1 FM) will air a
live debate with the three candidates for

Selectman in next Tuesday's town election.

The 60 minute debate is being presented

as a special feature of "F<x"us," WMUA's
weekly public affairs series produced by

Vickie Bates and hosted by Kenneth
Mosakowski.

The three candidates^ incumbent
Frederick Steinbeck, and .loanne I^evens^in

and Allen Torrey, will field questions from
a panel of area news reporters.

CONTEMPORARY FASHION
FOR WOMEN
THORNES NORTHAMPTON

BIN 187 n. pleasant st^ amherst

The Fine Arts Center
has internships available in

* Arts Management
* Concert Hall and Facilities Management

* Facilities Management;
Backstage Management

* Publicity and Promotion
~ Summer Session and Fall Semester -

Inquire at the Office of Internships

16 Currv Hicks 545-0727

FineArts
.Center
IConcert Hall

CONTLMPORARY FASHION FOR MEN IxxS Floor Thornes Northampton

Selectmen's positions to be voted on Tuesday
By E.L. BIRK

and TRICIA YACOVONE
Colleriaa SUfT

Two of the five seats on the Amherst Board of Select-

men are up for grabs and voters will have the opportunity

to fill them in the town elections next Tuesday.
Probably the oldest elecitve position in American

government, according to John Gillespie of the Bureau of

Government Research at the University of Massachusetts

in a booklet called the Handbook for Massachusetts Select-

men, each seat on the board carries a three-year term.
Both of the seats opening up are for the full term and

are sought after by the following three candidates, as they

appear on the ballot: Frederick Steinbeck, Allen Torrey
and Joanne Levenson.
Current Selectwoman Francesca Maltese will not seek

to retain her seat while incumbent Steinbeck will.

FREDERICK STEINBECK
Selectman Frederick Steinbeck is a lifelong resident of

Amherst. Steinbeck, a contractor based in the town, was
never involved in the Antherst government until elected to

his present position one and a half years ago.

"I have been a moderate public official and I can stand

on my record," said Steinbeck. "I feel pretty confident

about the election."

He said his only platform is "moderation and

objectivity," which is evidenced in his position on rent con-

trol. Unlike the other two candidates, Steinbeck said he

does not make a definite decision at this time because he

has not had the opportunity to explore all sides of the

issue.

"I voted against rent control at the last town meeting

because there was not sufficient evidence to warrant it.

However, I am not for or against it," he said.

Steinbeck suggested that Uie proponents of rent control

ask the town to set up a study committee so that a rational

decision can be reached.

"In the past, we have had to extract facts from differing

reports presented by the landlords and the proponents of

rent control. A report done by a study committee would be

a wise decision."

Right now, on the knowledge he has, Steinbeck is

against rent control "unless there is a significant change

in the circumstances of rents from last year."

ALLEN TORREY
Former Town Manager Allen Torrey has spent 29 years

in Amherst. Many of those 29 years have been spent in

town government. From 1954 to 1975, Torrey was town

manager, and since 1975 he has served as a town meeting

member.
"Based on the number of years I have lived here," said

Torrey, "and my experience with municipal government,

I'd be helpful to the board."

Torrey, who earns a living as treasurer and business

manager for Hampshire College, says his experience at

Hampshire "is tailor made to municipal government.

There's not much difference with my job at Hampshire

and my work with the town."

"At least maintaining and improving municipal

services," is what Torrey hopes to accomplish as a

member of the Board, he said.

"I don't have a great philosophical difference with rent

control," he said about one currently popular issue, "I

think it's an administrative nightmare."

JOANNE LEVENSON
Currently the Director of the Off-campus Housing Of-

fice at the University of Massachusetts, Levenson said she

is "the best person running to represent the diverse needs

of the Amherst community."
While the other candidates may contest that statement,

Levenson said she will stand on her record of community
activities to convince voters she deserves the seat.

She chaired the town's Fair Housing Commission, a

body set up to receive and act on complaints of discrimina-

tion in local housing. She has participated in the Con-

dominium Conversion Commission, and is a member of the

League of Women Voters and the Hampshire After

School Program.
"The financial picture for Amherst," she said, "is not a

bad one. This is the best possible time to improve

services."

Some of the issues that she said stand out in her mind as

worthy of federal and state funds mclude street lighting,

child care, parking spaces, instituting rent control, keep-

ing the tax rate stable and reenfranchising the elderly and
younger populations into the mainstream of town ac-

tivities.

Coolidge uses dorm funds to support area youth programs
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN

In an effort to increase student involvement with the

surrounding communities, the House Council of Coolidge

Dormitory in the Southwest Residential College is taking a

step forward through their support of two knral social

programs.

Glen Daly, assistant head of residence of Coolidge Lower,

said, "the first of the two programs that Coolidge Dor

mitory is participating in is to sponsor a foster child in one

of the nearby communities, who will be referred to as

Coolidge Kid.'

Sponsoring this child will include such expenses as

clothing, food and school supplies. If the program is a

success, the child will be sponsored until he or she is 18

years old. he said.

The second commitment Coolidge is undertaking. Daly

said, is to ccotribute towards Tri County Youth, a social

service agency in Northampton. The agency offers ser

vices and housing by the staU> for emotionally disturbed

adolescents, according to an agency employee.

The agency has two houses in Northampton and a school

in Easihampton. The adolescents are placed in foster

homes and eventually move out on their own.

The contribution to the Tri County Youth Agency won'U

be much, compared lo what they need, but it will help."

Daly said.

"C^oolidge dorm government is currently in the process of

making the arrangements necessary to a sound beginning

of both programs, which will hopefully go into effect next

semester. " Daly said. The money for these programs will

come from dorm dues and from fund raisers, he said.

Dorm committees put on a benefit at the Hangar One last

night, and proceeds from the event will go toward Tri-

County Youth and sponsoring a foster child.

The House Council has designated Penny Salter of

Coolidge Dormitory as "Social Action C'oordinator".

"This position was established to ensure the continuance

of the two programs in future years." Salter said. "One of

her responsibilities will be to maintain contact with the

foster child through letters."

"The reason we are pushing these programs is so the

students on campus can get involved with events in the

surrounding communities." Daly said. "Living on campus

can tend to isolate us from the outside world. Coolidge

Dormitory would like to encourage other dorms to get

involved in these programs."
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WINES«t
LIQUORS

338 College Street
Bud loose 12 oz cans $ l0.99/cs

Rolling Rock 1201 exports $9.50/cs

Schm idts le oz ret btis $8.99/cs

Bulldog 12 02 btis $3.99/6 pk

Becks 12 oz btis $3.99/6 pk

Heineken 12 oz btis $4.25/6 pk

Fosters 25 oz cans. ^1 .55/ea
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Plenty of Cold Draft Barrels
On Hand

Prices do not include deposit.
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Cuervo Especial Tequila $8.75/750 mi

Stolichnaya Vodka $6.49/500 mi

Tanqueray Gin $9.99/750 mi

Country Club Soda $1.29/2l
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Beringer Dry French Colombard .. $4.99/750mi

Saint Michel Cabernet D'Anjou Rose $3.79/750 mi

Bornheimer Adelberg Kabinett $3.99/750 mi

HmilMIIIIHIimillltllHNHIIIIIiniHIIinninillllilHMHIIMMIIIIMIIHIIIIIIIHHIIinilllllllllHMIIIIMIIIinilHIIIiLWe Welcome
Your Empty Btis &- Cans

not responsible for typographical errors
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This Summer Spend

Six Weeks in England

July 15 -August 26, 1983

^'^
Live in Pforwich, England and

dnd Tour study Cnghsh History and

Literature while earning 6 undergraduate credits

(non credit by special arrangement). Explore England

and ScoUand with many side trips. The price of $2640

includes round trip Ek>ston-London air fare, single

room accommodaUons with full English Breakfast, all

tour/admission charges, tips and gratuities. Space is

limited. Deadline: April 15, 1983^^,..^^----=^,

ror tfcUrils contact: rrof. Jordan nillcr.

DepL of Cnslish University of Rhode Island

lUii^tOM. It.l. 02MI (401 ) 792^931

m^
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Colleft of Continuing Education

University of Rhode island

Cassette
Sale
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COLLEGE
GRADUATES
who are soing

places are going
toCVS

Now that you're graduating and about to

start on the next phase of your life, its inripor-

tant to make the right decision about your

career

If retailing interests you then CVS can make
all the difference Our Store Managers will tell

you how important it is to )Oin a company that

aggressively hires college graduates and is

firmly committed to growth

We have unlimited opportunities for women
and men with some retail experience. Excel-

lent training program, competitive salaries

and benefits package including health and
dental plan, tuition assistance, manager's

bonus and more

FOR A LOCAL INTERVIEW,

Call COLLECT on Monday and
Tuesday, April 4 and 5,

between 9am and 5pm:

(413)7360921

Or send resume to:

Ms. Sharon LaChapelle
CVS

K-Mart Plaza

Union Street and Memorial Avenue
West Springfield, MA 01089

CVS/pharmacy
A Division ol Melville Corp

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F No agencies please

Don*t Miss The Boat

ScfonA&MusSc
90 92 King Street (Rte 5). Northampton. 584-9547
Mon Wed 10-6. Thurs . Fri 10 9. Sat 10-5

HjKH'st l*rKf
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March 16 1983

Dear faculty Member,

In ou continuing effort to serve the University Community we are asking for your

cooperation in placing your textbook orders for the Fall semester It is important that we

have your textbook requirements at an early date and therefore we are requesting that

orders for the Fall 1983 semester be submitted by April 15th We encourage your cooperation

m submitting your orders early to help us better serve the students on this campus Order

(arms may be picked up at your departmental offices or at the Textbook Annex.

It IS our desire to develop a better line of communication with the faculty. We encourage

you to visit the Textbook Anr.ex and follow-up your textbook order prior to the semester

start The entire staff of the Annex is anxious to meet and help you whenever possible

The return of unsold textbooks to the publishers will begin April 4th Please notify

your students to purchase the textbooks needed for the remainder of the semester prior to

this date.

If you have any questions, please call Justina Kielec or Russell Evans at 545-3570.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Russell Evans

CHARLIE
.4 oi conc«ntr«t«d cologn* iprtv

or

SCOUNDREL
.6 0< oonoantrstad eologn* iprav

your

choic* $3.99

CANDY SPECIALS
Rodda
Marshmallow Peeps 2/98*

Coco Cream Egg 4 oz 2/99*

Regular or Tiny

Jelly Bird Eggs 12 oz 75*

Bortz Foil Wrapped - Solid

Chocolate Eggs 8 oz bag

Working mothers examined
By RITA MURPHY

Collefian SUff

Working mothers of today are better

able to cope with the pressures of manag-

ing both a career and a family than they

ever have been, the co-authors of a book on

working women said last night at Amherst
College.

Bonnie Mitelman and Jeanne Bodin.

authors of Mothers Who Work; Strategies

for Coping, said many working women are

finding it less difficult balancing family life

and the work place because of society's ac-

ceptance of working mothers.

"There are new expectations of women
which are propelling women into new
roles," Bodin said.

There have been "changes in the

economic climate and the sticial world"

which have increased the need and oppor-

tunity for women in the professional world,

she said.

Despite the increase of working women,
there still exists a great deal of pressure on

mothers who decide to leave the house and

enter the work force, she said.

"Many working mothers don't have time

for friends and are under a great deal of

stress both at home and at work." she said.

"In our society there still exists very

traditional views about what mothers

should do," she said. As a result, many
working mothers feel "defensive and

isolated, like they are doing everything

alone," she said.

In compiling their book, Mitelman and

Bodin said they sent surveys to thousands

of working mothers.

"From the responses we got, we found a

lot of women manage families and careers

very well," Mitelman said.

Stress, however, continues to be a pro-

blem confronting working mothers, she

said.

"People that had the less stress were

those more clear on their priorities,"

Mitelman said.

Women who know exac-tly what their

goals are in their career and in their family,

are the ones who manage I letter in the

work place, she said.

South African ties knocked
By SEAN CASEY

I olkfiui SUff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate Tuesday night

clarified its position on academic contact

with the Republic of South Africa by merg

ing two different resolutions.

Resolutions were presented to the

Senate by John Howley. a graduate stu

dent in the economics department, and by

students in the anthropology department.

The final motion, which [)assed 25-0 with

two abstentions. sUtes in part "that the

responsible University authorities should

immeiiiately enact strict regulations to en-

sure that no (University) division, depart

ment, council, center, or other affiliate

organization shall provide funds,

regardless of their source, or titherwise

provide sponsorship f«)r any form of con-

tact with South Africa, including teachmg,

research, or attending conferences.

"Furthermore, that the University will

not provide funds for any scholar or other

indi\idual visiting from South Africa."

The prop<»sal also asked that future pro-

posal for research in South Africa not

covered by the suggested guidelines be ex-

amined for political ramifications to see if

the work would aid South Afnca. and to

see if the work could be done elsewhere.

This new motion sujiercedes the mt>tion

previously accepted by the senate which

was considered by some graduate students

and senators to be too broad and general a

statement.

HUHCntT-U

IT'S
MAFFY
HOUR

FREE PIZZA
55

UNIVERSITY or
Amherst Mass. TEL. f49-S71S

50^ DRAFTS 9r BAR DRINKS
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The Collegian comics controversy continues

Survey results

show readers'

opinions divided
By ED LEVINE

Collcffian SUff

When we orginally planned to survey our readers on

their opinions of the comic strips, we honestly did not

know what kind of response to expect. In the end, to say

the least, we were surprised.

Nearly 600 Collegian readers took the time to fill out the

surveys and express their opinions, numy adding lengthy

letters detailing their thoughLs. While the volume of

responses was impressive, the actual results of the survey

were somewhat confusing.

In a nutshell, it appears as if something can never be all

things to all people. "The UMass Zone," the most con-

troversial of all comic strips, received very mixed reviews

from our readers. People either hated or loved it, with few

in between. Many of the comments added to the question-

naires reflected on "The UMass Zone." with opinions

spanning the spectrum.

In their comments, some readers suggested the Col-

legian editors remove some or all of the existing comic

strips and replace them with others, either student-drawn

strips or professional syndicated strips. l'nfortunat«ly,

syndicated strips cost money and in these times of tight

dollars, the Collegian is not in a position to afford a second

syndicated strip beyond "Bloom County." As for other

student strips, we have yet to see submissions of greater

quality than we currently have in the paper. Others

wanted to see "Under the Influence" or other local strips

return. Besides the syndicated strips, however, we only

run material drawn by current students, not those who
have graduated or left school.

In attemptmg to evaluate the results of the survey, we
weighed the responses to each comic strip. "Great"

responses were given a value of five points, "good' four

and so on, down to "awful." with one point. Overall,

"Bloom County" rated the best, with an astonishing 4.59

points out of a possible five. Of the student-drawn strips.

"Scrod" rated 3.46. falling somewhere in between "fair"

and "good." "The UMass Zone" was next with 3.07,

slightly above a "fair" ratmg. Only "Katfood" (2.15) and

"After the Fall" (2.48) received less than an overall "fair"

rating.

While it is clear "Bloom County," "The UMass Zone"

and "Scrod" have the approval of a majority of those

responding to the survey, the fate of "After the Fall" and

"Katfood" remains less certain. However, we do not, at

this time, plan to remove any of the comic strips until we
aee s<jmething we feel is better.

To achieve this end. we encourage any readers who feel

they can draw a superior comic strip to give it a try. In-

terested UMass students should draw up at least 10 sam
pie strips with black pen on white paper of the same
dimensions of the CoUeginn comics and submit them to our

offices at room 113 Campus Center. If we like what we
see. we'll give them a shot, replacing those current strips

with which received the lowest reader approval rate.

Many thanks to all the readers who look the time to res

pond to the survey. We enjoyed hearing fntm you and

hope you will continue to let us know what you think of

your newspaper.

Ed Lfnnne i,s the Collegian mnnnging fditor and editor of

the comics page.

Results of the 1983 Collegian comic survey

**Bloom
County"

"UMass
Zone"

Great Good Fair Poor Awful Average

««
Katfood'

**Scrod"

**After

the Fall"

446

156

26

164

56

82

113

49

158

97

20

87

147

119

124

15

47

133

59

95

18

181

218

78

212

4.59

3.07

2.15

3.47

2.48

Total votes: 581 (maximum) Overall Average: 3.15 (2.79 without "Bloom")

Comics soapbox: The readers speak
The following w a sampling of the comments returned by

our readers on the issue of the comic strips:

if people can't uke an artist's joke, then they shouldn't

be reading their strips. I think the funniest ones are the

ones that cut people down, especially the ones that are

practical and talk about sex. That's what students are

into, not drunken fish... Satire is acceptable. Out and out

harassment is not...The UMass Zone wallows in the gutter

of bigotry and contemptable behavior...There is a fine line

between 'p(^ng fun' and insulting the object of the joke

and I think sometimes that line crossed and then people

should hollar long and loud, but so far there have been, in

my opinion, few reasons for it... I think you have some

nerve denying me Bkxxn County on a Thursday morning

when just thinking of seeing h got me through a three and

one half hour accounting exam on Wednesday
night... Don't let a few paranoid individuals stop the wheels

of free speech from printing what the majority of us enjoy

reading...There's a difference between insults and

parodies...Comics should not be taken so seriously. That's

why they're called comks...The comics are the only reason

I go out of my way to pick up a Collegian. Then, after I

read them, I may take notice of some of the articles...

A

liberal newspaper such as yours shoukl not be hypocritKal

and indulge in censorship...What kind of impressMn do you

think our shoddy comics leave on prospective students and

their parents when they visit our campus? Whether you

like it or not. our paper shoukl be representative of the

school and I think the I'Mass comics are too vulgar to be

printed in our paper...AU the fuss about people being

offended by the comics is silly because they are not funny

and rather moronic and those who find them funny are also

moronic... Humor, whether good or bad. allows people to

keep a sense of perspective about life... You don't see

President Reagan getting pissed off because of some fun

making cartoon, do you'.'...these comics are grating and

inconsistent with the rest of the Collegian, which is in

formative, professional and enjoyable...! realize it may be

hard to think of new ideas day after day. but the con

sistency of humor is bad...Maybe you should stop printing

the stupid letters attacking the comKS authors...What
makes someone laugh won't do the same to another...The
comics alk>w some of us to express our feelings toward

subjects in Amherst, there will always be someone who is

offended by something in the Collegian, comics...Do we
need a constant diet of sexism, rock & roll and bragging

about pot and beer consumption?...The Collegian has many
more serious problems than the comks to worry about...You
have to insult someone. Insult me, I don't care...Opus is

God...[)on't let a bunch of right wing, stiff necked,

reactionary stuffed shirts stifle free expression...There

must be something wrong with me. When I read the

Collegian's comic section I may laugh. I may not, but I

don't take offense...The characterization of Scrod himself

is hilarious and would amuse me no matter what situatk>n

you put him in... Although just a comic, the 'UMass Zone'

goes too far in justifying the Zoo Mass image of this

campus... Several times I have felt that certain comic strips

were tasteless, but so k>ng as they are put forth in the

interest of humor. I feel we must be big enough to laugh at

ourselves...! think Opus is the sexiest, cutest, most in

telligent. lovable f>enguin I've had the f)leasure of getting to

krK)w through 'Bloom C/Oupty'...comics are very imp(jrtant

to the morale of the school. To cancel them will cause

widespread depression and quite possibly mass
suicide...These comics do not deserve to be called ar-

t...What about Polish and Italians who have humorously

taken jokes about their natk>nality and laughed together?

I should know. I'm Italian... Sinee so many people have

complained, maybe instead we should be asking ourselves

whether we are all losing our sense of humor... People who
are offended by something as insignificant as a comic strip

obviously have a problem...The Collegian should get rid of

the editorial page and put in another page of comics...As a

comedian myself, I too have encountered the problem of

easily offended persons. The sheer term 'comic' (as in

performer or printed ^serial) implies that the subject

matter is not being presented in a serious tone. If one

insists on taking everything she or he reads so seriously

and as a personal attack, that is their problem..."

The comics debate: A professional examines the issue
tiditor's note: The folUrunng letter, received m rettponse

to our comics survey, examines the issue so loell, we have
derided to print major portions of it.

Satire is a delicate art, a balancing act and an exercise in

community trust. In an environment where racial or

ethnic tensions are high, where conflicting economic or

political interest* are perceived, or where the members of

varied interest groups suspect each other's motives, the

most innocent fun-poke can become magnified into an af-

front or an assault on one's dignity and character. Unfor-

tunately, these perceived conflicts and tensions exist at

UMass.
There is no easy answer for this problem — except that

the cartoonist should strive to place him/herself in the

shoes, if only for a moment, of the "victim," and should

decide realistically how he or she would feel if on the

receiving end of a perceived insult. Then act — or draw —
accordingly.

Some targets are fair game for everyone. «>f course.

Those who are in a position of imposed power and authori-

ty over us can expect to be harpooned. It's part of the

psychological redress, the impulse to freedom which

chafes at imposed, external controls and laws which one

has never been consulted about prior to their irr'-osition by

force.

The problem with the cartoons doe^ not lie n his direc

tjon. It arises where people who are in a position of

perceived pou>erieiu>ntn»f or social disadvantage in the

social order (whether or not their perception is justified)

find themselves victimized by the perceived "haves." or at

least by individuals who are "not of their own kind," and

who are therefore felt to be unauthorized to make fun of

the socisJ condition of a group in which the cartoonist is

not a peer.

The extreme examples are obvious: nobodv in this dav
and age (I hope, but sometimes I wonder) wouW dare to draw

a black-faced, gap-toothed, banjo-strumming, striped-

suited minstrel, and label him "Dean of Black Culture."

The immediate horror, revulsion and outrage from the

community as a whole would simply not bear it, and the

cartoonist would be quickly sacked.

What about the "shadow areas"? The categories, and

assignments of "peer privilege" to poke fun, can be sub-

jective.

Gays and lesbians, ideologically-feminist-separatist

women, and anti-nuclear activists, are alt politically-

partisan minorities to some degree. It would seem to me
that the ideologies they represent are fair game in the

marketplace of debate (which includes the privilege of

peer satire), while some care should be taken by the car-

toonist not to create cruel or derogatory ("black-faced

minstrel") stereotypes of the people involved in the

ideological debate. Clearly, there are gay, feminist and

anli nuclear cartoonists as well, with firm claims to peer

privilege in criticizing their own.

What should be off-limits is the mockery or criticism of
'"

i:i! or religious groups, by cartoonist

"outsiders" who do not have peer standing to make fun of

a minority culture. That sort of intervention is rightly

perceived as arrogant, insulting, and meddling — and I

believe it leads to most of the ill-feeling engendered by the

Collegian's cartoons. The stink from one bad mis-fire casts

a pall over the legitimate role of satirical cartooning, and
makes the whole community less likely or less able to

laugh at things which could use a little laughter. Car-

toonists should be self policing and self vigilant in this

matter. Empathy and reflection should be at the tip of the

pen — but the mischievous twinkle in the eye does not

need to be dimmed because of that!

On the issue of political satire, we need to be thicker-

skinned — and that includes ALL of us! People who take

entrenched political positions, whether against nukes,

against nuclear families, or against the myriad other

perceived political ills of the society — need to be reminded
that not everyone believes the salvation of the world turns

upon their partirtdar cause! We all have a right to lob

satirical vollies at each other in the purely political arena,

so long as this does not degenerate into vicious character

assassination or brutal personal attack.

I hope this goes some distance toward ventilating the

issue of collegiate cartooning and I expect that I'll con-

tinue to find the Collegian's cartoons to be the most con-

sistently enjoyable part of the paper!

Dave Bcauvais

Mafic Media Services

Amhtnt

EDITORIAL/OPINION
El Salvador is

not Vietnam
Editor's note: T%is is the second inaS part series which

wHl examine U.S. foreign policy in Central America urith

a particular emphasis on America's role in El Salvador.

Of all the buzz words swirling around the current

protests against U.S. intervention in El Salvador,

none is more prevalent than the rallying cry, "No
More Vietnams!". Now this phrase is part of a much big-

ger entity known collectively as: THE LESSONS OF
VIETNAM. Or perhaps, more precisely: WHAT THE
LIBERALS HAVE DECIDED ARE THE LESSONS OF
VIETNAM. Now I'd be the last person to say there is

nothing to be learned from Vietnam. However, since

everybody has come up with some example of the lessons

of Vietnam, one should be more careful in using this am
biguous phrase. Be the reasons economic, strategic,

cultural or historical, trying to lump the two countries

together is simply not [wssible. Each is unique in its own
right.

Katherine curda ^he end result of co-ed living
Now right about now I suspect a lot of people out there

are saying to themselves, "Aha! She's one of those right-

wing paranoids who hasn't gotten over her inordinate fear

of communism like we have and who hasn't yet realized

that not all Marxist-Leninists are totalitarian stooges of

the Soviets." Au contraire people. I am simply someone
who has kept up with world affairs and who is quite aware
of what has happened to other countries in which groups,

similar to the rebels in El Salvador, have taken over. Dur-

ing the Vietnam war similar protesters stated adamantly
that the U.S. supported Saigon government was brutal

and corrupt, while the Vietcong and their North Viet-

namese allies really represented the people of Vietnam.
Since the El Salvador protesters are so intent on linking

El Salvador to America's war in Vietnam, let us look at

Vietnam eight years after "liberation."

In 1975 when North Vietnamese tanks rolled into

Saigon and America left with its tail kicked in. most pro-

gressives cheered. Some may have had reservations, but

more probably agreed with Tom Hayden who said. "We
knew what the Vietnamese contribution to humane
socialism would be. Here we began to understand the

possibilities for a socialism of the heart." Well contrary to

Tom Hayden, (ieorge Mc(jovem and the rest of the anti-

war crowd, Vietnam today is not an example of socialism

of the heart, but of the gun. As of today it is almost com-

pletely dependent on the Soviet Union for economic and

military support as well as for emergency food, all totall-

ing roughly three million dollars a day. More than one

million people have risked their lives fleeing Vietnam in

small boats rather than live under the Hanoi regime. As
one elderly woman stated. "It is better to die at sea than

live under the communists in Vietnam. There is no life for

anyone anymore in Vietnam."

Of those who remained. 50.000 skilled workers, labeled

as "unreliables". have been sent to "re-education camps'.

Many others have been sent to so-called "New Economic

Zones", which are better known as harsh lands that the

workers are suppose to make livable, often without proper

tools or supplies. Recently it was revealed that Hanoi sent

30,000 poHtical prisoners to the Soviet Union as "guest

workers" to labor under harsh conditions on the natural

gas pipeline. Also let us not forget that over 200,000 Viet

namese troops are fighting in Cambodia, while 50,000 now

occupy Laos.

Now given these examples of the abuses of human

rights, one would assume that thfe progressives would be

up in arms. Some are. For example Joan Baez in 1979

wrote "An Open Letter to the Socialist Republic of Viet-

nam", protesting these and other abuses. In response she

received a rebuttal by a number of former war critics who,

most likely, are now active in the El Salvador protest

movement. In their letter these progressive intellectuals

attacked Joan Baez for her public criticisms of the new

regime in Vietnam and insisted that, "Vietnam now en-

joys human rights as it has never known in history."

Statements such as this may salve the consciences of guilt

ridden intellectuals, but a lie is still a lie, even in defense of

socialism.

In disagreeing with the El Salvador protesters. 1 do not

doubt their sincerity. Rather, it is their track record I find

inexcusable. Idealists and armchair revolutionaries such

as these have existed forever, I suspect. The first genera

tion bowed to Stalin, the second to Mao, Castro and Ho

Chi Mihn, and now the newest generation pays homage to

the Sandinistas of Nicaragua and the rebels of El

Salvador. One of these days they may get it right, but

luckily for them they do not have to live under the

"socialism of the heart" they feel is so wonderful for

others. Perhaps the rebels in El Salvador are different,

but somehow I doubt it. Let us hope that El Salvador does

not become another Vietnam, one is bad enough.

Katherine Curda is a Collegian columnist

Sleeping around is not a new phenomenon to

UMass, it is timeless tradition that deserves

more recognition than it is currently getting. At one

time or another, we have all explained tx) mom and dad

that co-ed living is similar to a family environment. We ex-

plain that we feel more comfortable in a more realistic set-

ting. Maybe we've developed a warped idea of just how

re^istic our environment is. Or are families doing

stranger things these days?

Lise Zeiger

Take a look at this campus at six in the morning: Bleary

eyed sophomores are groping their way up Orchard Hill to

their rooms in Webster. Simultaneously, half the third

floor of Leach is wondering when they can return to their

own beds. A freshman is stranded in JQA wondenng why
the escort service doesn't run a shift at dawn. A high

school kid from Natick is trying to figure out where is

older sister went in the middle of the night. No son,

McNamara doesn't have a library.

These students are not out consuming knowledge in

Goodell. They are not stalling around the pt)nd discussing

The Ascent of Man. The library closes at twelve, the Pub
locks up at one. and the computer rooms aren't big enough

to handle all the people who claim to be there No mom.
they're hard-core students now, the product of their in-

novative co-ed living. They're sleeping around.

Some dormitory floors are more incestuous than others.

Everyone is with somet)ne. and no one can keep track of

the current pairings. Intricate systems have l»een

developed so that roommates do not appear at the wrong

time. Suddenly ties appear on the doorknobs. Masking

tape covers the key holes, and the memo boards warn "Do
not even think of entering this room."

Other masters of the trade are more subtle. Did you ever

notice that some women go out to study with their

boyfriends just in time to catch the last bus to Southwood?

The same type of person knows when the first bus leaves

from Sunderland on Friday morning even though he lives

in Ck>rman. Some residents of Southwest have two local

addresses, one in Kennedy and one in Crampton. Hopeful-

ly this is helping to explain why your RA isn't around

much.

No, your RA didn't take the job because he looks for-

ward to 36 hour marathon w<»rkshops on time-

management. He's not the socially aware kid on the bk)ck

for nothing. He's got a single, or in local lingo, the RA's

best friend. Singles are useful for all types of functions.

You can have privacy, solitude, and no one will question

your taste when your perfume collection contains both Ta-

tiana and Brut. We know what's going on in there — must

be that community atmosphere they talked about at

Freshman (hnentation. Remember that three day festival

of knowledge one summer where they told you each dorm

had a j)ersonality of its own. Rubbish. Every dorm .sleeps

around.

And so do many of the more refined kK)king women we
see on campus. They live in Brett because they feel safer

in a quiet dorm with men around. They go to sleep

religiously at ten each night. They still believe in ironing,

and when guys come in the room, the d(K>r stays open.

Sounds inmn^ent enough. The picture on the dresser is a

210 pound linebacker for BC. She might even he there this

weekend. But if her mother calls. Miss Innocence is out

studying. And mom, don't worr>'. its just like l)eing at

home

Lise Zeiger w a Collegian columnitt

Letters—-^^-^^—^—^—
Skiiers in Florida get burned
To the Editor;

As a member of the UMass Ski Club I feel that it should

be brought to their attention the dissatisfaction that I

and other members feel about the poor bus service used

to take us to and from Ft. Lauderdale.

On our way back from Florida, we ran out of gas twice,

suffered a broken fuel pump, flat tire, and were forced to

put up with an eight hour delay. During this ordeal, our

drivers gave us very little information, making it seem

that it wasn't important to tell us what was wrong.

I feel that those of us who put up with this for thirty

eight hours should be given some form of compensation

by getting some of the money back that we gave the Ski

Club expecting a proper bus service to be used.

Rick Valdivia

Southwest

"On The Other Hand"...Hands off

To the Editor:

Those of you that have found it necessary to take a

C.A.T.E. poster for your very own, 1 can understand

your actions. We are proud of our work as well and think

this year's Course and Teacher Evaluation poster is one

of the finest an amateur collector can find on campus.

However, we would appreciate it if they were left up for

at least a few more weeks. This way everyone can benefit

from the art work of our staff. Please, if you can't wait

that long, call us at the SGA and we'll give you one per-

sonally.

We hope that everyone will "take the time" to return

their forms. The Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide,

"On the Other Hand", is a totally student run and sup-

ported project, and if we all cooperate with it, we all

benefit from it.

The staff of On the Other Hattd

Board of Editor*
"N

Kevin Bowe
Rd Levine

Jame* Shanahan
Joel Mycraon
John Hndaon

John DiPalaxxo

Oris Schoater
Doug Muisc
Gas Martina

Billy Shea
Kevin J. Fachctti

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

Production Manager
Business Manager
Executive Editor

News Editor

Women's Editor

Arts Editor

Black Affairs EditM-

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Associate Editors

Paul A. Raskrn. Ray Beaurhemin. Richard Nanjrle.

Michael Mahoney. Bill Wall. A.s.s<Kiat.- Mana^niig F.'litors

William Hopkins, Marianne Walsh, Asa<.ciate PnKiuction

Managers; Mary Beth Hebcrt. Josh Meyer, Associate Ex

Mutiv*' Editor; Mary Baldwin. Associate Women's Editor;

Lisa Mosley, Associate Arts Editor; Jim Powers. A.sjwxiate

I'hoto Editor; Tami Borton, Mary Cresse. Mark J. Welch,

A'.sociate News Editors; Gerry deSimas, Kevin IleLuca.

AssiX-iate SporUs Editors; Yadiera A. Betances, As«oci.-»te

I H!ack Affairs ^'hu^r

\ >
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EVERYTHING

ALL H I T E

Thursday

AT POOR RICHARDS

Attention

STUDEKTS
Th» T#xtbook Ann^x will b^gln return-

ing unsold textbooks to publishers on

April 4, 1963.

De sure of your textbook requirements

for the remolnder of the semester to

ensure thot you hove the books you

need.

Open Mon-Frl 9-4

Locoted In the Physlcol Plont Building

TEXTBOOK
AKNEX

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE

k i

Let Your

Love Come Down
v\/ith

Evelyn King
with special guest

Soulsonic Force
April 21

Fine Arts Center

8:00 P.M. Tickets
UMass Students: 6.50, 7.50 Available
Gen. Pub. 7.50, 8.50

Available at Fine Arts Center 11 IvlO PI

.

URU, For the Record (Amherst)

and all Ticketron outlets April 4

TIX:

Arts
\<-\<<'yyA<<rV

It was a very good year

I don't know about the rest of you, but I'm glad we had

that vacation. It was a much needed break from the

schooling, but. by gum. we're back and gosh are we all

ready to roll. I'm proud to say I passed all my midterms

so ru be here till at least the end of the semester, heh.

heh. heh.

Hopefully you went out a lot and spent all your money
during vacation because when it comes to going out this

weekend, there aren't too many exciting acts to choose

from. I guess that's okay 'cuz if you were like me, you

probably didn't get to work on all those papers you

promised yourself you'd do last week. Tonight you'll find

those classic swingers. Roomful of Blues, at the Rusty

Nail, and the Museum Direktors. who have just released

their first 45. with the Chills at the Hangar One.

Friday, April Fool's night is Northampton night with

the New England Jazz Quartet at the Iron Horse. The
members of this group are four of the best players in the

area and perform both original and cover jazz. If you like

to dance, the Pleasure Dots will be at Sheehan's Cafe.

Their covers draw from the world of Motown and

Rockabilly and their original material reflects these

roots.

Saturday night features R-Complex at Sheehan's and

Bratt at the Wok. Upcoming area concerts include Adam
Ant at the Springfield Civic Center on April 13, and
Evelyn King at UMass on April 21.

YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY
Hampshire 4 Theaters

By JANE BUCHBINDER
Collcfiaa Suff

Vou are an Austrailian journalist on your first overseas

assignment. You are just off of the South East coast of

Asia, in Djakara. There is poverty and starvation all

around you, and a threat of communism in the air. Now
ask yourself the question asked initially by Billy Kwan and

repeated periodically throughout this film, "What then,

must we do?". The answer: You are a journalist, so you

remain detached and barbarously "headline hungry".

This is both Guy Hamilton's story and the story Guy»

Hamilton, as a journalist, tries to get. Our narrator is the

reporters adopted native photographer, Billy Kwan.

Kwan's idealistic honesty makes available to him the major

political contacts of which reporters dream. It is Billy's

perceived faith in Guy as a righteous man before reporter

that leads him to use his influence to make Guy's ex

pedition extremely successful.

In order to undersUnd the people of Djakara. Billy tells

us. we must understand the story of their puppets. Here,

symbolically, the characters and their roles for the

duration of the film are spelled out for us— "the left and

right in constant conflict." Billy is certain that Guy will

choose the proper side. It is this identiflcatton with the

prospective do gooder that induces Billy to subtly arrange

for the meeting and re meetings of Guy with the woman
Billy himself loves but cannot have: J illy Bryant.

Jilly. a British diplomat, is equally as beautiful as Guy is

and. subordinate to the political theme, the two fall in love.

Jilly tells Guy of the civil war that is about to break k>ose

in an a t to save his life. Unfortunately, once again woman
sacrifices for man. and man uses woman lo further himself.

In a mad rush to broadcast this top secret information.

Hamilton uses all his resources in the hope that someone

else will expose it to him. an underhanded, indirect way of

exposing the woman he "loves".

Billy is more crushed by this betrayal than is Jilly. For

the first time, he sees his light of hope as a mutinous flame.

"All is clouded by desire." he toW us earlier. This is

clearly the case of our disappointing romantic lead. "I gave

you my trust. I made you see things. I created you." the

frantically bewildered Billy shouts. What then must we
do?

After his faith in Guy is destroyed. Billy decides he must

take it upon himself, with the powerlessness of singularity

(as opposed to the powerfuUness of the media) to make a

radical plea for justice.

The story ends as the war breaks out and the assembly

line killing begirds. Our anti hero, with one usable eye and

a soon to be dead employee at his service, finds his way out

of the war and into his lover's arms again. What then must

we do? Stand up, drained of emotion from a powerful plot,

but dissatisfied with the lead who selflessly errs, and leave

the theater.

M by Pl«v
bf Nm IMM

I BARSELOTTI'S !

B Thursday Night Special 8

I

!

I

If you love theater or just like inexpensive entertain-

ment then you're in luck. There will be at least 15 produc-

tions in the Hampshire Valley before school closes, so stay

tuned.

This week's rundown:
The Amherst College Department of Theater will pre-

sent Harold IMnter's The Birthday Party, an avante-garde

classic, that demonstrates Pinter's sense of control and his

use of elusive and subliminal language. Performances

begin at 8 p.m. on Fnday, Saturday and Sunday, in

Fayerweather Theater at Amherst College. Tickets are

$1.(X) general admission. For reservations, call 542-2277.

Shakespeare's Mtuch Ado AbouJt Nothing will be per-

formed in the Mount Holyoke Lab Theater at 8 p.m this

Saturday and Sunday, as well as April 6-10. Tickets are $4

for the general public and $2 for students.

This is your last chance to see the Stage West prtxiuc

tion ofA Streetcar Named Desx re by Tennessee Williams.

The show closes Saturday night. For ticket information,

call 7812340.

Amenean Buffalo plays at 8:00 p.m. every Friday and

Saturday night throughout Apnl at the Present Stage. 19

Hawley Street Northampton. Tickets are $5.00. For more

info: 586-5886.

Next week's picks:

Reser\e your tickets now for Burxed Child, an intrigu

ing drama about a man who returns home to alienation

because of some traffic, horrid acts that U)ok place years

earlier. The play is full of underlining meanings and has a

great cast. Buried Child will be presented at Hampden
Theater April 7 10 with evening performances at 8 p.m.,

and Sunday matinees beginning at 2 p.m. Tickets are

$1 .50 for students and |2.50 for the general public. Reser

vaUons: 545-2803.

Another promising show is the UMass Department ol

Theater's Comedy of Errors, Shakespeare's sUiry of twin

brothers who are separated at birth and who meet many

years later. The Rand Theater show runs April 7-9 and

13-16. Performances begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3.50 for

the general public and $2.50 for students. Call for reserva

tions: 545-3511.

The Third Worid Theater Series will close iUs 1983 Spr

ing Season with YelUrw Ferrer, a PanAsian satire on Hum
phry Bogart's character Sam Spade. The play will be

presented at 8 p.m. on April 16, at Bowker Auditorium.

For further information call 545-25n.

I

DOWNTOWN AMHERST

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of beer

with this coupon
DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER!

CMP COUNSELORS VMNTEP
^Thiktr Uhi tm^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-

'mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

.roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
• radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

Rteli Tfrtltr

for application or interview

SPRINGRELD CMC CENTER
UiiiitedCa|»acity"LittleArMUi'*

April 13th-8K)0pm
All seats reserved~*9.50

On sale at Springfield Civic Center Box Office,

all Stop & Shop "Datatix" Outlets, Platterpus

Records — Northampton and Westfield, For the Record —
Amherst, Record Town — Ingleside Mall and Music World — Enfield

Mastercard and Visa
phone-charge
(413)787-6600

Charge tickets or pay by check
TOLL-FREE

1-800-243-4842

Good Seats Still Available
Produced by #£OVATION ENTERTAINMENT
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OLDIES
with

Gregg Adams

TWO FOR ONE
9 til 11

all liquor drinks

no
cover

^. yr liEat PImmiu Si. T x^

Hypercurricula

INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP Join us for

singing, Bible study, and

fun. We meet weekly in the

Campus Center, 7 p.m..

Campus Center.

PARACHUTING IN
STRUCTION The UMass
Parachute Club will hold a

First Jump course. The
course is open to all 5-college

students, faculty and em-
ployees and costs $85, 7

p.m..CC, Rm.802.

SKYDIVING
DEMONSTRATION The
UMass Parachute Club will

jump onto the mall between

SBA and Whitmore, noon,

Haigus Mall (between SBA
and Whitmore).

WINE & CHEESE
CONVERSATION HOURS
Come speak French and

Italian in a relaxed at

mosphere with native

speakers! All are welcome,

12 2 p.m.. Herter. 3rd fl.

lounge.

ATTENTION ALL
CCEBMS STUDENTS
Summer co-ops will be the

topic of an informational

meeting at CCEBMS.
Business, economics, and

journalism majors are

especially urged to attend. 2

p.m.. New Africa House
Library.

BOARD OF GOVER
NORS MEETING Come
and express your ideas and

opinions. Our meetings

range from your student fee

to selling in the Campus

Center to dogs on the con-

course, 6 p.m.. 805 CC.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
COLLEGE
ORGANIZATION Meets

every Thursday, everyone is

welcome to come, listen and

ask questions. 7 p.m.. check

information desk.

"ISRAEL AND THE
THIRD WORLD" Michael

Cohen. AZYF coordinator,

will speak on Israel's

humanitarian work in the

Third World, including

solar research, water
management. industrial

and other. WUl include

discussion, questions.

Open to all, 7 p.m.. Herter

114.

NEW TESTAMENT
FELLOWSHIP Come join

us at our weekly fellowship

meeting for worship and
teaching from the Bible, 7:30

p.m.. 175 Chestnut Street.

Good friendswiU helpyou study angles
when allyou can think ahout is curves.

It didn't take a genius to tell your mind wasn't

on your studies. But it did take a couple of

smart roomies to do srmietliing about it.

So out came the calculators. And the

doughnuts. .'Xnd they started drilling you

until you knew physics as well as

vou know yourself.

When It was all over, you

showed them that there was
one more thing you knew
omething about -gratitude,

lonight. let it be Lowervbrau.

. Herels to good friends.

BOOKSHOP
Watch for our Sale

beginning

Men. April 4th

Open 9 am til 9 pm
MoTKiav - Saturday

Opwt 10 3

on Sunday

%«4 0)74

Amherst
Chinese
Foods

B««t Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amhertt

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER ft WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2S3-7836

1983 Beef Brewed m U S A by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee Wl

Go to sea
and earn credit
this Fall.

S^il Ihc CaribbMn and Alljotic on tn

85 tool schooner lor 8 week' as pari

ot Southampton Co<iege s 1S»83 St A
mesler"* program

Study the coast ime pame'
and coral reets mannf iiie snd more
Visit ma^H seaports and po<ni<; ot

interest Take up to 16 underqrad

uate r 'edits Courses include

•CMtM Ectttfy

•OcMMfraahK TKhni^Mei
•IMMtcM SurvM •( Ita AtUntic

iM CsriMaM CsMt
•tMtfMtfMi iiu#tM lite avMaMe

Applications are now available

tor Fan 1983 cmse
for more mlormalton contact

StAmester'"
Otiice ot Continuing Education

Southampton Collof

•

of L.I.U.
Southampton NY 11968

or call (S16)
28S-4000
e«t 117

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

H€LLO TOA/y' TH/S
15 SHUIA fiEMzmm^

iV£ efts/ sick ANO I wf'^T

70 TH^ boc70K X roRO€T

IT Bec^iNS hiirn AN H

MET AT THC PUQ£
LAST W^K. W/Wi (/f

'

TTATs oooo LOOK. TAul i^cASy
AnO rtt TALK To yOV LAilElK

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

l'MQuniiNt"mE"ff^.^
Cl^H'TTWCE "WIS CONSTANT

A»vstTO«VBot>s!.«M..

-^^ e^_ _/^:>>.^,,
rtiiHiiM

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
|':dited by Margaret l-jirrar and Irude Jaffe

ACROSS 49 Famous Italian 23 Indulged fully

1 Handled hook tor drive 24 Rodge- 3 partner

tishing 52 Locale of Fort in song

5 Standard ot Dodge 25 Calms down
pertection 53 Choose 26 Distinguished

10 Indication 56 Entertainer Ives Grandma
14 Composer 57 Seafood treat 27 Take on

Stravinsky 60 Commune in Italy 28 Capital ot

15 Blackbird 61 Forty
,

Bulgaria

16 Dorsal bones Clementine's 29 Sam Brownes

17 Supplier ot small father 30 Baseball great

seatood 62 AnONeill 31 Vigilant

19 -High
'

63 British carbine 32 Composer of

20 Actor, ot sorts 64 Catches sight ot Oer Freischutz"

21 Breaks bread 65 Stakes 34 Like some
22 Shrewd faucets

24 Dutch genre 37 Continental

painter DOWN 38 Troublesome

25 The Great 1 Dorothy or people

Compromiser" Lillian 39 Scorch

26 Palestinian site 2 VIP of the 45 Quails

of a Roman seige East 46 Frost

29 carrp 3 Behavior 47 Tuckered out

30 Gullet 4 Solomon 48 Musical

33 Bouquet Grundy s worst composition

34 Sierra day Abbr 49 Down with Fr

35 Reverence 5 African antelope 50 Has to

36 Seafood treat 6 Obligations 51 Johnson the

40 Roof feature 7 Son of Aphrodite comic

41 Applies warmth 8 mode 52 There time

42 Camper s outing 9 Not to mention like Spring

43 Depot Abbr 10 Likeaiulep 53 Amerind

44 Part of BPOE 1 1 Baseball family 54 Confined

45 One in pursuit 12 Laugh 55 Xmaspoem
47 A friend in need 13 Citizen opener

46 Land area in 18 Anthropologist 58 Puppy s plea

Devon Margaret 59 Kind of sister
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WEATHER
Today, a little sun

thniugh some thin cloucb

early in thf day then clouds

will be thickening up by

midday. ('<k)I. hi^hs in the

mid 40s. Tonight, cloudy

skies and cool. There may
be some wet sn«»w late ttt

nij{ht Overnight lows
30-35. >•

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

drilled Cheese Sandwich.

Vegetable Fried Kice/Soy

Sauce

DINNER
Simmered Corned
Beef/Horseradish. Steam-

ed Cabbage. Chicken
Cutlet/Supreme Sauce.

Cranberry Sauce. Spinach

and Mushroom Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese on Wheat
Berry, Vegetable Fried

Rice/Soy Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Chicken (^lutlet/Supreme

Sauce. Cranberry Sauce,

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

Attention
Collegian Photographers

Important Meeting
6:30 p.m.

Tonight
In The Newsroom
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UM Softball team inhome opener
By GERKY deSIMAS

< olleKUB Suff

Mother Nature has no respect for

opening day.

The University of Massachusetts softball

team opens their home slate this afternoon

at 2:30 p.m. with a doubleheader against

Brown University. And it looks to be as

cold as the past few days.

That does not make coach Elaine Sortino

very happy.

"It will be critical that our pitchers use

some change-ups to keep Brown off stride.

Brown is a free swinging club that can hit

the ball," said Sortino.

If there is a lot of wind, which has been

the case the past few days, it could give

ta fomrltty ot apart* lnfona«tioii

Jmckie Gaw takes a rip in action last year. The Minutewomen take on
Brown in a doubleheader starting at 2:30 p.m. at Lower NOPE field.

UMass' two freshman pitchers a problem.

Cathy Reed will start the first game and

Lynn Stockley is slated to start the second

game. Both pitchers saw extensive action

during the trip to South Carolina where

both turned in solid performances.

Stockley threw well in wins over Seton

Hall (by a 9 1 score) and East Strousbourg

(4 1, exhibition win).

"They still have a lot to learn," said

Sortino after the trip. But you would never

know that they were freshmen by the way

they played in some tough situations."

Reed tossed a two hitter in the 1-0 win

over Rutgers and came close to throwing a

perfect game against Ohio University, but

had to settle for a no-hitter in a 8-0 win.

Against Ohio, Reed retired 22 batters in a

row.

The Minutewomen came away from their

southern trip with an impressive 7 2 record

and now everyone will be trying to knock

them off.

"Brown will be up, up. up for us," ex-

plained Sortino. "We're a major challenge

for them.

"We have been a little spotty since

coming back. It has been hard to con

centrate. The last two practices have been

held in the freezing cold. But we have to

play in weather like that."

Massachusetts will send out a tough

defensive line-up anchored by Jackie Gaw
behind the plate. Allyson Rioux will be at

shortstop. Chris Coughlin at third, Debbie

Pickett at second and Sally Mahar at first.

Beth Talbott. Tina Coffin and Mary Ann
Lombardi form the outfield corp.

Injurywise, Patty Masury (pitcher) is

still out and second baseman Missy Oman is

questionable with a sprained left wrist.

Oman, who rotates at second with Pickett,

may be saved for this weekend's big

matchup with Rutgers on Saturday.

UMass' Atlantic 10 rivals are anxiously

awaiting a chance to avenge the 10 loss

inflicted upon them in South Carolina.

But. the game at hand is Brown.

The Minutewomen proved themselves

down in South Carolina and now "we have

to prove ourselves up here (north)." said

Sortino.

Gametinrje is 2:30 p.m. at NOPE, where

the Minutewomen have redone their infiekl

and recently installed a new fence in the

outfield.

And hopefully. Mother Nature will And it

in her heart to make it a playable opening

day.

papa Qino^

I

PIZZA DELIVERY
SERVICE
Call: 548-0220

Your Pizza Guaranteed Hot On Delivery

Fast, Courteous Service

Only $1.00 Delivery Charge For One Pizza

or Two Pizzas! (Within Delivery Area)

Here's How You Save with Papa Gino's

Papa Gino's

Delivered Price:

$4.55 Pizza

When You Buy:
• One Cheese Pizza

Large Round or

Thick Pan. 1.00

Two Cheese Pizzas

Large Round or

Thick Pan.

$5.55

$ 9.10

1.00

$10.10

Delivery Chg.

Total Price

Pizzas

Delivery Chg.

Total Price
Price Per Pizza

Delivered $5.05

THE MORE YOU PURCHASE, THE MORE YOU SAVE

Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley

FREE "^"^

5<IQPM Bruce U€
chuj< r Return of
Cf^uS^ The Draiion
TllH^ ^CC^lA^'lfcC' his last perlormance IS his best'

SfOOoff
PIZZA DELIVERY
With This Coupon
Delivery Orders Only

Limit 1 Coupon Per Delivery

papa 9ino^
PIZZA& MORE Exp4/24/83j

n r

Purchase of $10 or more

With This Coupon
Delivery Orders Only

Limit 1 Coupon Per Delivery

papa Qino'^
PIZZA& MOREExp.^/24j^83j

ICELANDIUR IS STILL

YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE
LUXEMBOURG

ROUNDTRIP

^89 ^99 ni39
FROM

NEW YORK

FROM
BALTIMORE/
WASWNGTON

FROM
CHICAGO

Suprr APKX furri April I Aptil H> IMM3 7 W -lat »m 14 rta* j(1>»m( puff h«»f rrquir«1

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS. FRANKFURT. AMSTERDAM AND
NICE AND, REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE

BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:

Free dt-luxr tnotnri <>ach triim l.uxtmbnurn in hrankluri. I>usseldorf

Cologn*', RiiburK. Mannh«ini. Wupptrtal and Kehl. Germany Rargair

1 ar rt-ntals from $Wwt'ek m Luxembourg. Free wme with dmner.

1 (ifjnac after.

I< 'anrfair t'> Luiirmb"ur|| tuMir M>nnr(tiMg \frviif (nn(hrr dfttmatmnt

(I hinfri MidorrkFarr i Pur(h«t i" kflsm I S All(irp»<ub)».t Imhirtr «n<S ||"v*tnni»nl

approval Srr y <ur :ravrl acrni r < all ftOOiSS.S 1212 ti>r .nr toll-lrrr lirlandatr numbrr in

v'tur art*a

ICELANDAIR
morn WM (¥1(1 roueiai vtm W(ukof(

1

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:46-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

AUDIO

* Stereo Earphones €r Mini Speakers for

all Walkman type players * just $10 pr * call

now!! Mitch 549-4379

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 - Ford Torino - 46,000 original miles

425 or best offer call 545-3500 before 5:00
- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

1977 Datsun BZ10. 4 cyl.

cellent running condition.

4:30 247-5431.

66,000 miles. Ex-

$2,000. Call after

1976 Pinto station wagon - $500 or best

offer call 253-5713, ask for Barbara

72 Plymouth 4sd 4cl looks/runs great 38
mpg $600 or BO 546-4122 after 9:30

BELLYGRAMS ~

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

COUNSELORS
~

Private co-ed camp in Berkshires has

openings for head and assistant instructors

in: arts and crafts, basketball, gymnastics,

golf, lacrosse, soccer, softt}all, tennis,

dramatics, music director /piano accom-
panist, video/film making, photography,

model rocketry, radio stattion (AM), hik-

ing/backp>acking, computers, waterfront

(WSI), and sailing. Also needed: general

bunk counselors (rr>ale openings only) and
Unit Leaders. Good salaries friendly at-

mosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner

-Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277 7600,

days 9-5

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJt FOR LESSI
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. CallN-Save. Paul

549 4405

DONT GO NEAR THE WATER Jaws
Torwght 7, 9, 11 Mahar Auditorium 11.50

FOR RENT

SUMMER SUBLET • FALL OPTION (

SOUTHWOOD 2 bedroom sunny! Call
J

253 7529 quick J

2 roommates wanted to live in S. Yar-

fTK>uth, 1 mile from Seagull t>each for the

summer. Call 6-7720 or 6-7790

Attractive Brittany Manor apartment
fof summer sublet call for info 256-0682

2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom apt summer
sublet pos Fall option fully furnished one
t}edroom available April 1st call Chuck or

Jose 549-1399 Townhouse Apts

2 bedroom cottages available for sum-
mer in Harwich sleeps 4 walk to beach
$2600 call 6-5851

FOR SALE
~

81 Yamaha 1100 1 season old 3300 mi.

mint cond. asking $3200 665-3447 eves.

2 tix Kinks Hartford April 3 546-8693 best
offer

Mans brown leather bike jacket size 42
new $90 Mark 6-9704

Peavey Standard Guitar Amp 130 w/ch
2 channel effects and straight comes with
duel 12" cabinet make offer call Rob
546-5595 great price

FOUND

Umbrella found in Campus Center March
28 666-2456

HELP WANTED
~

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
Interrmtional toll free 1 800-421 3217

Cruise Ship Jobsl Great income potential,

all occupations. For more information call:

602 837-3401 ext 833

THERE IS A POSITION AVAILABLE for

a workstudy person to work for the Col-

legian. Stop by the Collegian Office bet-

ween 9 am - 3 pm to apply.

Earn extra money in spere time. Ground
floor opportunity. SR Limited 584^)491
after 5:30 PM
Juniors - summer and fail employment op-
portunities for qualified individuals in

university telephone marketing and solicita-

tion. For application and information con-

tact Telefund Program at Merrwrial Hall

Earn extra money at home! Persor>able,

conscientious person to make appoint-

a>ents on phone. Call 549-5141.

ALASKA JOBS summer /year round, earn

great money m this opportunity rich state,

ie, earn $10,000-912,000 on three nK>nth

fishing boat Send for 1963 employer listing

and information packet covering all in-

dustries $5.00 Lyntel Research dept
AA2114 Cleve Ohio 44199 satisfaction

guaranteed

Employees needed MWF 9-12 am only

responsible people need apply. Not work
study. Call Mary 546 9399

INSTRUCTION

LOST T
Wallet Hills area, March 18th. Important
documents. Reward. Call Thuemmel
545-2731

RHODE ISLAND

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki KZ400 1977 excellent condition

for sale best offer call Steve 546-6088

OPEN RUSH FOR
LAMBDA DELTA PHI

All UMass Women are invited to

Lambda Delta Phi's Open Rush
Friday 4/1 Happy Hour 4-6 PM

Saturday 4/2 Brunch 12:30-2:30 PM
Monday 4/4 Dinner 530 PM

Tuesday 4/5 Happy Hour 4-6 PM
Wednesday 4/6 Dinner 5:30 PM

RSVP 545-0939

PERSONALS

TRIVIA CONTEST
Thursday, April 14 - Win $60 teams of 4

may participate. For info call Eric '

6-6188 or GPC 52733 sponsored by GPC
Big K - Have a Happy Birthdayl Love, your

ugly stepsisters

To the giri in 117 Gorman Happy B-day
blow town on anyt>ody lately? Guess
Who?? Hint I still owe you a dinnerll

EASTER SPECIAL! I Can't make it home
for Easter? Why not try a Ham and Pineap-

ple Pizza. Domino's Pizza is offering

PINEAPPLE. Free for the asking. 256^8911

To Wendy h Joanne, the roomies from
LOP St Pats was great thanks to you sexy

and fun chicksl We'll be in touch - MD ft

KJ
Chrissie - To the best roommate ever,

ever, EVER in a jiliion years! Happy Birth-

day, honey!

JoJo - You're awesome! Are green carna-

tions kosher? It doesn't really matter cause I

am! Mike

To 3 awesome AXO pledges • Cynthia,

Linda and Eileen Thanks for everything in

Ft. Lauderdale. We love you I Sue and

Karen

COME SEE THE SNAPPERI JAWS
Tonight 7, 9, 11 Mahar Auditorium $1 50^

To the pledgee of Chi Omega get psych

ed for spring • you're the greatest I The
Sisters

"professional TYPING SERVICE

Looking for a ride to the North Kingstown
R.I. area on April 1. Will share expenses.

Call Janet 546-6882

ROOM WANTED

1 bedroom ept wented in Puffton for

end of May call Doris 530 - 7:30 549-6702

ROOMMATES WANTED ~
Available immediately one room in

house two minutes to bus one mile to cam-
pus fall option 150 253-3362

2 fomaies needed to share 2 bedroom 2

bathroom cottage in Hyannis. Call Sue or

Marie 549 6837 or 545-2152

SUMMER SUBLET

Furnished Clifside Apt bus route pool

$250 monthly June to Sept 1 665-3107

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apartment for sublet with

fall option Cliffside Sunderland evenings

666-3473

Brandywine Apt for summer two

bedroom fall option Dave 546-87X nights

Unique one bedroom Southwood
apertment pool, tennis, bus, garden plot.

$310 includes everything start June 1

2535766

For summer w/fall option 5 t>edroom

house in Amherst center call 253 9487

1 bedroom ept Cliffside available im-

mediately fall option $275/mo utilities ind

bus route w/pool courts Nilesh 256^6926

Summer Sublet Fail option, one
bedroom. Colonial Village, pool, laundry,

on bus route, terms negotiable. 256-0179

VOTE

Joenne Levenson for Selectwoman
vote Tuesday April 5 Amherst town elec-

tion

WANTED

Dissertations.
guaranteed acceptance,

54X302. 584^7924

Cash for your records, tapes 545-2836

(ask for Jaromir/leava message)

Cless Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry ar>d

Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted 48 overweight people wanting
to lose weight. Limited number call

546-9742

RAFFLE

low rates, Nancy )

i

Free Tuition Raffle CC Concourse M-F
9-3 1st prize: in-state tuitk>n or equivalent

I2S reward if you help us to firnl a 3
bedroom Fuffton Apt beg June or Sept can

Amy fr 58 16 or Andrea 6-5498

3 bdrm apt anywhere starting June or

Sept call 6-8132 6-8131

EVERYONE
IS PICKING UP
ON PILOT PENS

WATCH OUT FOR

THE STUDY HALL SNATCHERS
They know (hot the 89c

eitro fine Pilot Rozor

Point mofker pen wntes

OS smooth OS silii And

the custom fit metol

cotlor helps keep that

point extro fine poge (?

after poge That s why

'

when it comes to o

Razor Point, it's love

at first write

I

I

I

I

^Summer Jobs'
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now

hiring students for temporary summer positions as

desk clerks, housekeepers, and student supervisors

There are limited full and part-time openings, all

shifts, plus weekends
Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, Room 918 of the Cam-
pus Center

Deadline for return of applications is 5 00 pm. Fn

day, April 12. 1983

We are an equal opportunity employer Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply

I

I

I

I

»

c
I

c
ll

1
O

_0

Naiionol Sponsor o' MDA/ Jerry LewiS Telethon

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next tnp—any size group— call or visit us

lor a price quotation No obligation— it will be our

pleasure to quote you our

economical rates

^V"
CHARTER SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel, Meal &

Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway

Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For

Information, Call 781-3320

FIM CHOCOLATES \SD CONnCTlCNS

Over 100 kinds of candy;

Easter Basket!:s

99 Arnold Street, Springfield M
General Office ft Charter Service: 783

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297
3-0211 I

I

j^Easier gifts and gift certificate^^

Quality ChocokUe ^
Gourmet Jellv Bean^

Tins (il.iNNVk.ir>* .ml nuirc

iO«iv^nl(>^n -Vmhcrsi o ^'<MiinSl Nurih.impi.it

558*^ 5S6-4IS<1
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Attention sports staff writers! John Powers of

the Boston Globe will speak at 1:30 p.m. in the

newsroom on sports reporting and the newspaper
industry.

More sports on page 14

All Stockbridg^e g^olf candidates, there will be a meeting

today at 4:30 p.m. in Rm. 223, Boyden. If unable to attend

conUct Jack Leaman (Rm. 228) at 545-1301.

Gorilla warfare returns to UMass
By BILL SHEA

CoUcfUa Sufr

"This is going to be an exiting team to

watch."

When he made the statement, a smile

splashed across Richard Garbers face and

you knew there was no reason to doubt him.

"There won't be as much dash or flash as

before but this group here is going to get

the job done." Garber predicted. "We've

scrimmaged a couple of times now and

these guys were making some great plays,"

said Garber in his voice of enthusiasm.

"Great to watch."

Gorilla Warfare begins Saturday in

Amherst, 1 p.m. at Boyden Field and those

who don't head home for Easter are advised

not to miss this one.

Hobart is the defending Division III

champion and also handed defending

Division I champ North Carolina Tar Heels

their first loss in three years earlier this

m<Mith.

No doubt about it. General Garbers

troops will have to be armed and dangerous

when they step into battle Saturday at

Boyden Hill and a mob of Gorilla worshipers

would help the war effort.

"U we can't get up for this one then I

don't know when we will, " said Garber.

"But we have to be up every game because

every team on our schedule is good."

Indeed, when you scan the Gorilla's

schedule, there is no cease fire in sight

.

After Hobart Saturday, the Minuiemen

face Cornell Wednesday, and Rutgers next

Saturday at h<Hne. both with top notch

lacrosse programs. Syracuse and

Maryland, both nationally ranked, will

come to Boyden Hill later this season and

the Gorillas must go to Army territory

when they take on the Cadets later this

year.

But the main concern now is Hobart.

"We have to take games one at a time and

stay on an even keel," said Garber.

The Gorillas defeated Hobart 12 9 last

year but the main UMass scoring threat.

The Gorillu will look to put the

opener.

Weller, who netted six goals in the win last

year, can only watch from the sideline as an

assistant coach under Garber.

Defensively, Garber feels the Gorillas are

solid. The Gorillas gave up a total of 52

goals in the final four game nosedive last

year after surrendering 37 goals in their

first six games in which they were 6 0. but

Garber doesn't fsuK the defense for

tailspin.

"We were banged up a bit in the Syracuse

game and then we stayed there and it

rained a couple days and we played Cornell

and lost a tough game. We had four games

squeeze on Hobart, Saturdaj, at 1 p.m., at Boyden Field in the aeaaoii

in one week because of makeup ganies late

in the year and we were hurt."

Ray Cozzi is gone as is Steve Martino but

Garber has junior in captain John Mincone

back for his third year on defense, along

with returnees Bradly Broadwell and Barry

Cain.

Freshmen Tom Aid rich and Mark

Stratton will see plenty of action at defense,

but Garber plans to bring the freshn»en

along at a slower pare.

"We're playing more freshmen this year

than in the past," said Garber. "But I like

to play them 15 or 20 minutes at first to get

them used to Division I college lacrosse."

The goaltending situation, which was a

revolving door last year, is still up for grabs

but it looks like junior Jerry Moreau will

get the start in the nets against Hobart.

"Moreau has been playing well lately."

said Garber, "but Bennie (senior Chris

Bennedetto) and Dan Altschuler, who
rotated last year depending on who was
hot, are excellent players."

Regardless of who is in goal. Gorilla

watchers shouldn't miss the initial assault

on the home front Saturday.

UM women's lacrosse

face the Fightin' Elis

Pkolo rmirtMy of SpMt* Infonnstmn

Pam Moryl should be the main offensive threat for UMass, when the

Minutewonien take on Yale at 3 p.m. at NOPE field.

By ELLEN RICHARD
{'•IWctui SUIT

As the defending national champion

University of Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team prepare for the third game of

the season, head coach Pam Hixon said her

team will face tougher competition this

year, but still anticipates a successful

sea.son for her squad.

"A coach never likes to speculate that

they're going to be first place champions,"

Hixon said. "But. there's not going to be a

team that's going to bk)w us out. The

schedule on the whole is beefed up. The
games will become a little more difficult but

I think we'll do well."

The Minutewomen, who will take all
record to Nope field today at 3:00 to play

Yale, have been ranked in the top 10 in the

country for the past five years. In 1982

UMass was the national champion with a

10 record and came in second in 1979. The

Minutewomen have been the New England

Champions for three years.

Leading the attack on offense against Yale

this afternoon will be sophomore Pam
Moryl and juniors Linda Haytayan and

Tish Stevens. Moryl was the

Minutewomen's leading scorer last sea.son

with 38 goals and 12 assists for 50 points.

Already this year Moryl has scored two hat

tricks to give her six points on the season.

"I anticipate her to do well in the scoring

department again this year." Hixon said of

Moryl.

Stevens had 18 goals and 12 assists and

Haytayan scored 17 goals with five assists

last sea.son as the third and fourth leading

goal scorers.

"With those three coming back. I think we
have the potential to score a lot of goab."

Hixon said.

"Attack wise we definitely have made
some changes." Hixon said that due to in-

juries some position switching has been
going on.

"It takes a while for you to have a sen.se for

each other." she said. "The more we play,

the more consistent we'll develop in our

attack."

According to Hixon the defensive picture

is "secure". Returning goaltenders senior

Rita Hubner and sophomore Debbie

DeJesus wiU share the net duties for the

season. Last year the two combined had an

average of less than one goal per game
scored on them during the season.

Returning defensemen are .senior Ro
Tudryn. juniors Carol Progulske and

Yvette Rheault and sophomore Linda

Bevelandwr.

"With the exception of Kathy Hourihan

(senior) the rest of the defense are back in

the same positions they were in last year,"

Hixon said. "Kathy is the only new
defensive player in that unit and she does a

good job."

Hixon said she feels the match against

Yale will be a close one. Yale's top scorer

Nichole Piasecki had 18 goals and 12 assists

last season and has three goals .scored in

two games this season. Carolyn Thorson
was the second leading scorer for Yale last

year with 22 goals and four assists.

The two teams have equal records of 11.

Yale beat Trenton 11 7 and lost to AIW
champions Temple 18-1. Last year. UMass
defeated! Yale on the road, 10 2. but Hixon

said she expects the game to be closer this

year.
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Oscar '83: competition's pretty stiff
By ANDREW GORDON

I might as well admit right off that I'm

not going into these Oscar predictions with

the greatest track record. Last year I got

only one category correct (John Gielgud for

Best Supporting Actor in Arthur) and said

something to the effect of "One thing's for

sure. Chariots of Fire definitely won't win
(best picture)." My Collegian predictions

the year before were no better; again, only

one right (Robert DeNiro for Raging Bull).

I'd like to say that this year picking the
winners will be easier; but that's not the

case. The competition for the 55th Annual
Academy Awards is the stiffest it's been in

years.

I'll start with Best Supporting Actor,

because that's the award they usually begin

with. This year the category exemplifies

the commercialism that has always been a

part of the academy. Dozens of great

performances in smaller films (everyone in

Diner) were passed over for some pat. stock

peformances by Hollywood veterans.

Charles Durning was nominated for his

comedic role as the mayor in T^*- Bett Little

Whorehouse in Texas while truly funny

men Eddie Murphy and Michael Keaton
went unnoticed for their parts in 48 Hours
and Night Shift, respectively. This year
only one nominee, John Lithgow in a

brilliant performance as the transexual

Roberta Muldoon in The World According
to Garp, truly deserves the award, but I

don't think he'll get it. Neither will Durning
or Robert Preston for Victor/Victoria.

James Mason has a shot. The Verdict, but I

think the award will go to Lx>uis Gossett for

his sappy, overrated drill sergeant role in

An Officer arui a Gentleman.

There are some good performers vying

for Best Supporting Actress. Lesley Ann

Warren won't win for her bombshell in

Victoria/Victoria and although I love Teri
Garr I don't think she will either. Garr's
Tootsie co-star Jessica Lange has a better
shot. Kim Stanley, who plays Lange's
mother in Frances, is an acclaimed legit

actress and she, too. has a shot. Glenn Close
should win for Garp — she was tremendous
— but I'm guessing they'll give it to

Hollywoood's newest darling: Jessica
Lange.

The Best Actress category has really only
two potential winners: Jessica Lange for

Frances and Meryl Streep for Sophie's
Choice. Performances by Julie Andrews
{Victor/Victoria) and Debra Winger {An
Officer and a Gentleman) can't hold a candle
to them. Sissy Spacek, for Missing, also

won't win. Her role is too small and she won
the award two years ago. It's a toss-up
between Lange and Streep. Although she
won the award only three years ago. I think

Meryl Streep will win — and deservedly —
for her incredible and powerful per-

formance.

Best Actor; here things really start

getting tricky. The nominees are Ben
Kingsley [Gandhi), Dustin Hoffman
{Tootsie), Jack Lemmon {Missing), Paul
Newman {The Verdict), and Peter OToole
{My Favorite Year). Right off I^mmon
and O'Toole have no chance. Lemmon has
already won the award Oscar twice and
Missing is a too controversial a film for

the academy's taste. O'Toole's performance
just wasn't good enough. Every year there
are usually two front runner films who vie

for top honors in almost every category.

This year the two are Tootsie and Gandhi
and this category will probably be a race
between Hoffman and Kingsley. although
Newman can't be discounted. Politics come
into play. Newman has been making films
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Meryl Streep's Sophie: an incredible and powerful performance and
an assured Best Actress take.

Gandhi will sweep the Oscars with Best Picture, Best Actor (Ben
Kingsley: left), and Best Director (Richard Attenborough: right).

for years and he is widely liked and
respected in Hollywood; yet he has never

won the Oscar. His performance in The
Verdict is also his best in years. Newnian
has a shot. In any other year he'd be a

ringer, but against Hoffman and Kingsley is

another story. Both men deserve it. but

several external factors may tip the scale

towards Kingsley. Hoffman has already

won the award (three years ago for Kramer
vs. Kramer) and has a reputation for being

difficult. Kingsley will undoubtedly be

aided by his powerful performance in the

recently released film Betrayal. Fm
guessing Kingsley.

The nominees for Best Picture are

Crandhi E.T.. Missing, Tootsie and The
Verdtct. Now, Film Comment magazine

thinks it will be a race between E. T. and
Gandhi, but again I think it's Tootsie and
Gandhi. Althoug last year's winner

{Chariots of Fire) was a British production.

as is Gandhi, the academy may not want to

give them another award so soon. Further, *

I think the seriousness of the film is an

asset. Comedies just about never win

{Annie Hall and You Can't Take It WUh You
being the expectiwis). Gandhi is my pick.

The Best Director almost always parallels

Best Picture. Thus I'm predicting Richard
Attenborough. Other nominees are Steven
Spielberg. {E.T.), Sydney PoUack (root-

si*'!. Wolfgang Petersen iDas Boot), and
Sidney Lumet {The Verdict). Incidentally.

Attenborough has already received this

honor from the Directors Guild.

My predictions in the minor categories

are as folbws: Sophie's Choice for

cinematography, screenplay (adapution).
and costumes; E. T for original score and
visual effects; Gandhi for editing, art

direction and make up; Tootsie for original

screenplay; Das Boot for sound; and "Eye of

the Tiger" for best song.

The award cermony will be broadcaston
Monday. April 11 at 10:00 p.m. The show
will be hosted this year by Walter Matthau.
Liza Minelli. Dudley Moore and Richard
Pryor. who replace former M.C.. John
Carson.

The women in themselves
By NELLIE SCIUTTO

There is a sudden emphasis on "the

woman in every man" in our most popular

movies. As woman's rights progress,

similarities in man and woman are un-
masked. The World According to Garp and
Tootsie are two cinematic examples of men
recognizing the woman in themselves.

Roberta Muldoon (John Lithgow). the

hulking transvestite and ex Philadelphia

Eagle in Garp, is much happier as a woman
than as a man. His/her monstrous figure

dances across the screen and manages to be

feminine — yet never pretty. Muldoon

faces difficulites as a woman (and as a

transvestite since her appearance is

somewhat revealing of her true identity),

yet she never regrets the change she has

made.
Lithgow as Roberta has a sensitivity and

even an empathy for women that fools the

audience. You begin to forget that he is a

man. despite his massiveness.

Dustin Hoffman, perhaps becuase of his

size, is a visually more convincing woman in

Tootsie. The make up routine that Michael

Dorsey goes through to become Dorothy
Michaels begin at 5-.V00 a.m. and includes

silicon pieces to ereat a woman's figure.

Upon hearing Dustin Hoffman speak of

his character on 20/20, his emphasis was on

the fact that Dorothy Michaels is really just

an emphasized part of Michael Dorsey's

inner self. He claims that he wishes to be

more likv L»«roiny m hi.s everuay Ute. Yet.

when all is revealed in the climax of

Tootsie, the topic at hand is dropped.

Michael Dorsey passes off his masquerade
as an act of desperation for a job. Although

Dorsey's original reason for creating

Dorothy is financial, the disguise is more
than skin deep. Why is the issue dropped as

the movie ends?

The dress and curled hair are hardly any
help to a nun of Lithgow s size, his

technique is what carries him through.

Muldoon never betrays his womanhood.
Even with the diffculties Roberta faces, he

doesn't deny it. Lithgow's Muldoon is a

woman in the body of a man. It is for this

reason that Muldoon becomes a tran

svestite. However humorously it's carried

through, the issue at hand is never dropped

by Muldoon.
Although Tootsie received rave reviews,

and I still see lines around the corners near

New York City theaters where it's showing,

and although I loved the film there is an

abruptness to the end of Dorothy Michaels.

Robert Muldoon, on the other hand, is still

expressing himself through Roberta

Muldoon in the closing of Garp. The entire

crusade that Michael claimed to his agent in

defense of himself seems to become only a

pecuniary matter.

The most moving characteristic about

each movie is that they are not female

chauvinistic. The present an important

issue with a sense of humor. Both accept

women as equals with differences. Dustin Hoffman's Tootsie: the woman in every man?

DonNarey traces rockabilly *s roots
By DON NAREY

It was early 1954 and black radio

stations, mostly segregated at the time,

were quickly warming-up to the sounds of

Laverne Baker and Fats Domino as rhythm
and blues was coming of age. Throughout
the South, country music was (as it still is)

the dominant force. Miss Kitty Wells,

Ernest Tubb, and the legendary Carters

reigned supreme and showed no sign of

dropping their crowns. The sound of

popular music was still the sound of the Big

Band, but the contagious drive of R&B and

growing interest in electric guitars had

planted the seeds of change.

Those seeds bore fruit that same year in

Memphis, Tennessee where a young
trucker laid down a vocal track as a bir

thday gift for his mother. The song was a

lively R&B number called "That's Allright."

and the silver throated singer was the

young Elvis Presley. Presley's early sound

was fueled by the energy of the region's

black soul music, but with a solid country

sound. When Sun records released "That's

Allright" and the f<dlow up "Mystery

Train," it was clear that hillbilly blues had

meant rhythm and blues. Rockabilly was

born. The music that Alan Freed christened

1955 when Bill Hailey's "Crazy Man
Crazy" became the first of such songs to

hit the pop charts. Also inspired by R&B.
straight rock and roll was a more diverse

sound not as true to southern hillbilly and

soul as was rockabilly.

Rockabilly is marked by a big country

curred voice wailing over a backbeat that

you just can't shake, a twanging lead guitar

and a frantic acoustic bassline. It was
spawned from a time and place where racial

lines were drawn all too clearly, but where

blacks and whites still had to live together

resulting in great cross-cultural influences.

Though closely akin to R&B. rockabilly was
distinctly white. Southern, working class,

and male. It was the release of years of pent

up frustration of a society bound and at

times stiffled by its own manners. The
Southern working class had had a hard day,

was out to have a good timt-. and didn't give

a damn what the neighbors thought.

The sound of Elvis Presley had spread

quickly and was embraced by Lubbock High

School student. Buddy Holly. Holly. Ukethe
Southern rockabilly singers, used a four

piece band, then a new concept. His early

recordings. "Changing All Those Changes."

the Presley like. "Baby Won't You Come
Out Tonight." and the R&B sUndard. "Bo

Didley" were true to the rockabilly sound,

but producer Norman Petty set him on a

more commercially successful track. Sun.

the home of Elvis, soon signed Roy Orbison

("Ooby Dooby ") Johnny Cash ("Cry, Cry,

Cry"), and Jerry Lee Lewis ("Whole Lotta

Shakin' Going On"). Not to be outdone.

Capital Records signed Eddie Cochran

hose "Summertime Blues" remains a rock

assic and Gene V'incent. whose success

was impaired by a lack of live per-

formances. For the crippled Vincent,

performances meant great difficulty, but

occasionally he'd take the stage; there he'd

stand, eyes closed leaning into the mike. He
stood immobile from the waist down, but

his torso thrusting to every beat of "Be-

Bob a Lula." His soaring voice was
unassailable, his pained expression

authentic. Carl Perkins seemed well on his

way when Capital released "Blue Suede
Shoes," but an auto accident soon

thereafter detained his success and sent

him into oblivion. It looked as though
Johnny Burnnett would carry the sound
into the next decade with "You're Sixteen"

and "Dreaming." but that was not the case.

A series of strange and often tragic twLsts

of fate brought the rockabilly era to a

premature end.

Johnny Burnnett's life ended in a 1964

boating accident, but 15 years later his son.

Rocky, would carry on the rockabilly

legacy. On February 3. 1959 a twin engine

plane chartered by Buddy Holly crashed to

a frozen Iowa Held leaving no survivors.

One year later Eddie Cochran was killed in

the London car wreck that left Gene
Vincent in a worsened physical state.

Uncle Sam temporarily drew a legend

into the rank and file when Elvis Presley

was drafted in 1968. Jerry Lee Lewis'

marriage to his 14 year old cousin exploded
into controversey forcing him to take his

talents to Europe where rock 'n roll was
being discovered a decade after its birth.

As Jerry Lee did a "whole lotta shakin"'on

the other side of the Atlantic, the Beatles

left Liverpool heading in the opposite

direction and American musk was due for a

change.

There was little room for the few

remaining good 'ole boys of rock in the

politically oriented sixties. A generation

challenging a system that it couldn't make
sense of couki hardly appreciate the con

fident tales of the good times and bad of a

way of life they no longer recognized.

"Mod" music competed with hard rock; acid

rock and psychedelic rock meant to

challenge the values of an older America.

Youth of the time grew disillusioned with

the government's actions and the rejection

of the status quo was reflected in the music

and the styles of the lime. Daringly short

skirts and new sexual mores rpbiiked the

Artists like the Stray CaU

have helped put rockabilly

back on the pop charts.

Alvin Lee of LA's Blasters

"esUbUshment" to the beat of the British

invasion. Janis Joplin's carefree lifestyle as

well as her firey voice demanded attention

and The IXxirs' Jim Morrison gave many
fathers reason to think about raising their

daughters curfews. It was a time of social

•consciousness. Glen Frey wrote, "we
thought we could change this world with

words like 'bve' and 'freedom'," but it

changed at it's own pace.

The deaths of Morrison. Joplin. and Jimi

Hendrix proved life in the fast lane was not

all it was cracked up to be. The 19A9

tragedy at Kent stands as a symbolic end to

the age of the flower children. The kilHng of

four students by Natk)nal Guardsmen
caused all Americans to consider what we
had. what we wanted, and what we were
willing to sacrifice. F'our years later, the

bulk of .American forces returned from

Vietnam and there could be peace at home
as well as abroad.

San Francisco, home of psychedelic rock,

bowed to lios Angeles, the new music

captial. and "laid back" was the music on

the horizon. The Eagles "Take It Eiasy" hit

the charts in the early Seventies and was
quickly accepted as the style of the day. We
read Htm^ To Be Your Own Best Friend
while Jackson Browne sang of life as a

rambling man, and Linda Ronstadt sold her

heartbreak songs to the tune of 70 million

albums. Gloria Gaynor's hit. "I Will Sur
vive," testified that broken hearts didn't

mean broken lives, and the "me generation"

had loving, losing and leaving on its mind.

By the end of the 1970's, musical narcissism

had run its course. Filling the void was a

radical, long awaited change.

The self defeating concept of punk was an

export of British youth. It didnt storm the

States as predicted, but it's watered down
cousin, new wave, .seemed to be the shape

of things to come. Punk was akin to rock n

roll of the fifties. It was different, loud and

obnoxious. But punk was confrontations,

marked by instability and recognized no

home base. In Great Britain, a stoic in

dustrial nation marred by economic dif

ficulties, much of the youth was looking for

stability and an undercurrent to punk

began to gain momentum.
The British rockabilly revival erupted

from the club scene as the word spread that

the "cats" were back. The PolecaLs, The
. T" r. 1 t- „„^ f^p <3trnvrats

(formerly the Tomcats) were doing all

right. Ducktail haircuts, black shoes with

pink socks, the stand up bass and singers

who behed 'em from the heart provided

something that was missing in the animated

fury of punk: the satisfaction derived from

the art of being cool.

In the U.S.. Rocky Burnnett. Johnny's

son. scored a hit in '79; his own HK-kabilly

number. "Tired of Towing The Line." and

album appropriately titled, S<m of Rock 'N

Roll. That year Queen offered a more

sophisticated version of the sound with

Crazy Little Thing Called Ix>ve'

The Straycats. originally from New
York, returned to the U.S. rejuvenated by

three hits on the British charts and signed

with EMI America. Last June they

released Built For Sp*fd. which went

platinum (over 1 million copies sold) and

broke the top ten with two singles "Rock

This Town" and Stray Cat Strut. " I^st year

New York's Peppermint lounge held a

series of successful "rockabilly riots" and it

appears that rockabilly is currently a

formidable undercurrent to the new-

wavish, pop dance music that dominates

the American music scene. And it's not

limited to its Southern birthplace or trendy

New York nightspots. The L.A. based

Blasters recently relea.sed a modern

rockabilly disc, American Music, on Warner

Bros. Houston's Teddy Boys are holding

their own and Boston's Memphis Rockabilly

Band sounds hke, well, a Memphis
rockabilly band.

The generation of the 1980's may be

searching for .something that might have

been accessable in another time and place.

After moving from the synthetic glamour of

disco to the aimless frustration of punk, it

may be time to search out a more secure

base from which to release the angst of

these uncertain times. Like their ooun

lorparts of the 1950's the eighties

generation cautiously watches the heating

of a cold war. We live in a time of great

economic uncertainty and may be tryng to

relive a past in which things seemed a little

easier and winning was more than a mere
possibility. Like those rockabilly rebels

before us though, we'll try our best, do our

jobs, go home and maybe go a little crazy.

And that's allright, because the cats are
I— i.t
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The Price is Right
Vincent Price speaks out on villainy, theater, and the state of the arts

By ELAINE SENAY

Vincent Price is perhaps one of the most accomplished

individtuds of the twentieth century. His career spanning

five decades, he has made his mark on Broadway, on the

London stage, xn Hollywood, American and British radio

and television, the art world, the lecture circuit, literature

and haute cuisine. His acting ability has only recently been

acknowledged, but he has always endured unth audiences,

young and old.

Price is a native ofSt. Louis, Sfissouri and he graduated

from. Yale urith. a degree in English and Art History. His
first major role vxw on the London stage in "Victor
Regina " which brought him to Broadway playing opposite

Helen Hayes. He began his film career playing romantic

leading men until he turned to his morefamous villainous

roles. He is perhaps best knownfor the series offilms based

on the stories ofEdgar Allen Poe. Price has draum praise

for his oneman portrayal of Oscar Wilde m "Diversions

and Delights. " The show ran on Broadway and enjoyed a
national lour.

This interview was conducted in the office of the chair-

man of the UMass Theater Department. The interview was
part of Price's three-day insit to the University of

Massachusetts and his appearance in his presentation of
"The Villains StiU Pursue Me.

"

Other Voice: Tell me about your most recent book, "The
Man and the Monster. " Lh it about villainy^ Or is it just a

comic piece?

Vincent Price: No, it isn't about either, really. It is a very

serious book that my son and I did toj^ether about the

things in life, and in mythology, and m all of histA)ry that

are larger than life. "The monster," chaos, the Leviathan,

you know — the things that were there right from the

beginning of folklore and mythology and had U) be over

come. The book deals with the kind of subliminal fears that

people have of things larger than life. But it was really a

much deeper book than that and I think the publisher —
who fmally went out of busmess — was really very sloppy

in the handling of it. He wanted it to be a kind of facetious

books and to be about movie monsters — and well, there

have been dozens of those and we didn't want to do that. It

got very good notices, actually. But it was the the kind of

book, that they (the publishers) wanted, therefore they

didn't push it.

O.V.: It seems from your lecture last ntght that you 'tv

made really an in-depth study of mllniny, and of the

mllainous roles that you'i'e done. Do you find that these

basic fears that you cot<ered in the book haiv reflected in a
lot of the movies, and in a lot of the literature that's been

published in the 20th century. ?

Price: Oh, yes. I mean, very much. It all stems out of

the Gothic novel of the 19th century, and a lot of it out of

Edgar Allen Poe. He was one of the ver>' first people to

deal in this area and out of it came the romantic novel —
the Gothic novel, as they call it. And then, you know, the

other people like the French short story writers - who

were really following Poe and his initiative of the basic

fears and passions of man — took it from there.

O.V.: Last night you stated yourfeelings on today's hor-

rorfilms. I was hoping you couldfirst re-iterate that point,

and secondly, I'd like to know if this is why you 've made so

few films since the early '70's, in terms of the pure horror

genre?

Price: Really, the last films that I made were the ones that

I really enjoyed, like Theater of Blood which was a

marvelous send-up. They never really sent me any scripts

after that. When I did get some, they'd be exactly the

same story (as Theater of Blood) in a different way, you

know, in a different plot maybe, but I mean basically the

same story. Or they were overly violent. Since I am active

in other areas, I really didn't need to take them.

O.V.: But do you believe that today's films are no longer

suspenseful ?

Price: I think they've lost a sense of humor, and I really

think that humor — and I don't mean funny or send-ups —
I mean that they have a basic sense of humor. But some of-

them are really terrible. You know, I mean they're violent

and they have no writing in them at all. They're just a

series of technical acts of violence. And I know how

they're done and consequently, they don't take me in!

O.V.: Do you have any thoughts on the idea that the

violence in horrorfilms carries over into the inolence that 's

m society?

Price: Well, I think there is some of that; I don't think

there is any question about it. But my definition of a hor-

ror picture was Taxi Driver, which I think was one of the

most terrifying pictures I ever saw. Or Marathm Man,

you know, they were really frightening pictures for me.

Tart Drix^er was the inspiration for that little fellow who
took a potshot at the president, you know. Yes, I do think

they have some influence, but no more than the front-page

of the newspaper. I just think there is too much violence

even though they're valid films to make. I think we are at

a point in America where we have no humor at all.

Everything is so serious, you know, and so boring.

Because there is fun in life, I mean, there is the fun of

Charlie Brown, isn't there. Oh, thank God for the car

toonists. The political cartoonists, I think, are the mo*

fun m the world; I'd rather read a gfK>d political cartoor

than all of Reagan's speeches combined.

O.V.: What do you think offilm and theater critics i:

general f

Price lectures on theater and art
By ELAINE SENAY

During Vii. c-nt Price's visit to TMass, he spoke to a

parked audience of Theater majors and faculty at the

Curtain Theater in the Fine Arts Center. Price was in

troduced by Theater Department Chairman. Harry

Mahnken. as "an institution.

"

Price began the seminar by making a few remarks about

the theater and his career. But the time was mostly

devoted to Price answering the eager questions of the

audience. Price had no trouble responding to the questions

about the theater, his Ufe, and his role in advancing the

cause of the arts.

Price said that he boked in the dictionary to find the

best definition of the arts. He quoted. " art is all of the

works of man as differentiated from the works of nature.'
"

He seemed to be pointing out that the idea of the arts is

broad based. When we speak of the arts, we should think

of all of them, not just the most familiar 1 all the works of

humanity.

Price went on to say that he felt the theater "...is the

most exciting Ufe in the whole world." He wouM not

discourage any student from entering the theater. But he

said, "theater is the mother of the arts.I really love it
"

Although Price has performed in only a small number of

productions, he justifies this by saying that he "...was

always active, working all the time " He recalled the first

time he met Cary Grant. The suave leading man said to

him. "You're the working actor aren't you?"

Price chuckled when he admitted that he couldn't tell his

left foot from his right foot. He said that in the theater

"...you learn how to move, how to dance..." He said that

James Cagney learned how to move in the theater. I^eo G.

Carroll, a revered character of the stage and screen once

said to Price "...acting is nine-tenths movement." If the

timing is wrong, the entire performance on stage or screen

can be ruined.

Price continued by making some comments on the

established theater especially about the I»ndon and

Broadway stage. He said that the British love American

theater and do not snub Americans. Playwrights like

Tennessee Williams and Edward Albee are major con

tributors to England's interest in American theater.

Price pointed out that the British theater "...is having

terrible problems... British junk is tackier than ours. " But

he again stres.^ed that the theaier utining in England is

exciting.

American theater rtio not escape Prices' comments.

New York is second rate."' he said. Price feels that
' hi'aier is alive in the colleges and universities: the real

i«idi«»n'* i« ther*". .Also he criticized the American theater

or noi having any theaters tor the development ot ex

;»enmenlal plays. The can be found in London but there are

none in New York.

Vincent Prices's seminar on theater was both en
tertaining and informative. He and the audience ex

changed ideas and questions for an hour. Everyone en
joyed themselves despite the cramped quarters, and the

time seemed to pass all too quickly.

Vincent Price concluded his visit by holding a semmsr
for members of the Art History Department in a Bartleti

classroom. He began as in the theater seminar with some
opening remarks and then fiekled quiestions from the

audience.

The reason that Price gives these lectures is "...to

awaken the American people to the extraordinary riches of

art." He urged the public to appreciate and support art.

Since the government has "...little interest in art, "
it is

our responsibility to "'realire how important art is."

Again. Price quoted the dKtIoanry's definitwn of art

meaning" ...all the worksof mankind..." He said that there

is . . .a wealth of art and experiences that we can share in."

He feels the promotion of art has jeopardized it making it

vulnerable to theft and vandalism. Price said that we
should stop talking about art in terms of money. Art is part

of our heritage, our personal background.
Price pointed out that "Americans shun their artists

after their success." He said that great writers like

Tennessee Williams were forced into obscurity. And yet
such a figure greatly infiuenced British theater said Price.

But American art has a great appeal to Americans said

Price. The reason is that "the appeal is our freedom to do
what we want to do." He said that the Russians are very
dictated, "'very politicized."

Commenting on the newer forms of art. Price said that

computer art "...will not advance." But he said that
"...photography is the most exciting thing today." Price

admires the early photographers and said that today the

medium is constantly different and changing.

Price said that the future of art seems secure in terms of

creativity: "art changes so quickly that it is unlikely that it

will be entrapped."

Price: I think there are some of them who are

marvelous. When I started to do the Oscar Wilde thing, I

started out in San Francisco, and San Francisco's a
wonderful theater town, a very educated audience because

of ACT: American Contemporary Theater. I read the

notices, and they were very, very good notices — they

made it a hit. But they were critical about a certain area in

the second act. We looked at it very carefully and 1 said:

"Well, you know, I agree with them. I think we're really

getting a message here that's something to follow." And
so did the director, and so did the author, and we sat down
and re-wrote the whole second act, right from the critics

suggestions. I mean, they didn't tell us line by line, I don't

mean that, but a certain mood and a kind of indulgence

that was going on in the second act that shouldn't have

been there. They were dead right. But there are the ones

like Simon in New York. I can't tell you, he makes me so

angry. And even if it's not about somebody I know, you
know, I get so angry with him I want to kill him. I want to

go and tear the paper up, bum it down, arson, murder! A
real critic like George Bernard Shaw could be construc-

tive. They can be destructive, murderous, but they should

also be constructive. Vincent Canby I think is very good, a
very good critic. Simon, I think, is writing for his own
amusement. He's writing because everyone thinks he's

witty. There's always been someone like that in New
York. But we have dreadful critics out on the West Coast.

We have one woman who's very good, the rest of them
don't know what they are talking about. I mean, you go to

see a play and you read the notice the next day and you
think, "that ain't the play I saw!"

O.V.: You spoke about a short, animate piece you nar-

rated. Don't you get a lot of submissions like this?

Price: Oh yea, and I do a lot of them too. A bunch of

kids came up from San Diego one time. There was a young
boy, a Japanese boy who was a brilliant photographer and
he showed me some stills they had done in a thing called

"Annabelle Lee." It was very simple, really, very simple.

But it was so beautiful and they asked me if I would do the

narration for it because then they felt with a "name" at-

tached to it, they'd be able to get some attention. And they

did, they got right up to the Academy Awards! It was just

fun to do, because that's what I think the person who's

been in it a long time should do — that's what he's there

for, to be used.

O.V.: Are there any projects that you have been consider-

ing lately — say a play or something — where you 'd like to

have control over, or better, a real say m uhat's going <m
and how \t 's going to be done?

Price: Well I try now. you know. I've l»een at it for near-

ly fifty years now and I really try not tt» accept things that

are not a challenge. And, I mean, another mystery show
or horror show is something I wouldn't do unless it really

was witty and fun and scary, and everything was nght
about it. Otherwise, I wouldn't do it; I wouldn't want any
part of it.

O.V.: You 're the host of "Mystery" and when I unitch the

show, right before it. they fill time unth some quick car-

toons by Gorey. Do youfind his kind of Victorian, low-key

sensibility appealing? Would y(ni like to do a film or
sttmething uith that kind of element to it. that kind of low-

key dryness?

Price: Yes, I think I would. I think that kind of Charles

Adams humor is terribly funny. I don't think they've every

really caught it on the screen. But I really want to do what
I want to do. Today, being with that class is such an excite-

ment, it's a challenge! How much can you get out of the.

'7 think we are at

that point in
America where we
have no humor at all.

Everything is so

serioTis, and so bor-

ing.
}}
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how much can you give them. It's a tremendous challenge!

O.V.: / know in your lecture last night you commented
how Clark Gable and Humphrey Bogart. hai>e a certain

"unsettling quality" about them — Is he really good or

bad? That sort of thing. I find, to go back to Gorey, that

when you start reading "Amphi-gorey" and some of the

other books that there's a certain unsettling quality to these

cartoons as utell. Just like, "What is he talking about?"
Price: I love it. I love Gorey. There's something funny

in the reasoning for those introductions to the Mystery
thing. The British don't make television to fit our time pat

tern. When they get through making it, that's the end of
it. In London, a show will go of the air at 16 minutes
before nine o'clock and the next will go on at five after
nine. You know, they just don't think anything about that
at all because the BBC isn't commercial. So it's a funny

thing; you have to pad, there's no question about it. So

they got Gorey to come in and do some of the animation

which I love.

O.V.: About radio, E. G. Marshall still hosts "Mystery

Theater" (on the radio) and do you. find that the medium
request more imagination and skill than theater or film?

Price: Yes, but it depends an awful lot on the writing.

The only thing I have against the E. G. Marshall produc-

tions, is that they are a little "old-fashioned." I mean, they

sort of are consciously old-fashioned as though "here we
are kiddies, listening to an old medium." Radio is not an

old medium. It's a very present medium. I do a series in

London for Worid Service on BBC called The Price of

Fear, and the listening audience is a hundred-million peo-

ple — which ain't bad! The stories are written by the very

best writers in England and the actors are unbelievable.

"I think that's one

ofthe things we're go-

ing to have to get used

to. The world is not

going to he as affluent

as it was ever
again.

"

O.V.: Doywiaeetke Pricefamily becoming another ac-

ting family like the Carradines?

Price: Oh my (Jod, I don't believe I have that many kids!

(heavy laughter) No, but my daughter loves theater and I

don't know if she's going to do it or not. My son is a writer,

yes. But they're all 'doing the things that they like to do. My

son IS a poet and a very good one. He s t)een published all

over the world and the money you make from poetry, let

me tell you. you'd starve to death in the first three weeks.

I asked him (»ne time: "Doesn't it bother you?" He said:

"I'm the richest man I know." And he w»! He lives his life

the way he wants to live it and he'll do anything U) be able

to keep at that poetry thing. He's the editor of a small

magazine as well, and it's constant work — he works

harder than any man I know and less pay. But he's happy!

I think that's one of the things we're all going to have to

get used to. You see, the world is not going to be as af-

fluent as it was ever again; I don't see how it can be.

O.V.: You spoke about how in London they have a theater

that's strictly experimental. Would you be interested in

trying to get something like that going over here?

Price: Oh gosh. I've joined everything. I'm a joiner,

don't you know. It's a tough country to work in that way,

it really is. There's 15 groups out in California who've

tried it, and none of them have made it yet.

O.V.: Do you find that the British are more receptive to

new ideas in theater?

Price: Yes. And yet, our theater has been tremendously

influential over there. But you see, the thing is it's a coun-

try vrith almost a 1(XK) years of audience education. And

it's incredible. The English go to the theater the way they

drink tea. It's part of the necessity of life and with us it's a

luxtiry. Unfortunately, it's becoming a luxury in England

too. It's almost like New York now. monetarily.

O.V.: Are you pleased with the adaptation for television

of some of the stage dramas, "Nicholas Nickelby. "for in-

stance?

Price: Gosh, I found it difficult I know you're not

meant to; you should be very high-browed and say: "I

adored it!" / was sound asleep! It looked to me like a

phot(^raphed stage play. I wish I had seen it in the

theater because it must have been terribly exciting.

O.V.: Once Alistair Cooke on "Masterpiece Theater"

talked about British actors and how the British support

their actors. He made a comment to the effect that in

England, they have so many regional companies all over

the place, that if you u/ant say, tO extras, boom, they're

there in an hour.

Price: Yes, you can get them there. I mean, when I did

"Theater ^f Blood" we had Michael Horten who's just

been made a knight, you know; he's one of the great

Shakespearean actors. We had Harry Andrews who was

considered the greatest supporting Shakespearean actor

in the business. Every single person in the company was a

huge star. And they came out from plays that they were

doing in the West End, only about an hour's drive to the

movie studios. And they did their day's work and the

movie was worked around them. I mean, I was the »taro{

the picture and 1 would have to stay late to do all of the fill-

in scenes so that so-and-so could go back and do his play at

the National Theater. Which is bloody well right! More im-

portant I should have him working with me and doing a lit-

tle work to have the privilege of having him.

O.V.: Of all the horror stars you've worked with, who

was your favorite?
, ^ ,, . j

Price: Boris, I would think. (Boris KarlofO He had a

Vincent Price fields a question.
OtiMr Vate* rkato ky !•*« farkMI

nuu-velous sense of humor and he always struck me as

very funny. Because of that sort of lisp that he had and

that strange complexion — which was green, you know —
he was a funny man. He was always sinister, but at the

same time hysterically funny so I adored working with

him. I loved him as a person too. Wonderful!

O.V.: Are there any parts or roles that you've never played

that you a like to have played, but never got the chance?

Price: Oh, I suppose so, I mean King Lear or something

like that. You know, as I've said u^e've aluniys got

Shakearpeare! (much laughter) Thank God. Well, you know,

I think the English do it so much better than we do. Let

them do it. We are not good at it. We're self-conscious at

Shakespeare and with the English — ah — it just happens.
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Area students dance the night away
Dance

By JULIE PROCOPIOW

Among the numerous academic departments found in

the neighboring five colleges lies a very special program

that is virtually unique to the Pioneer Valley: the Five-

College Dance Department. What makes this program so

exciting is the great opportunity it offers to students who
feel the need for diversity in their study of the fine art of

dance. In speaking with representatives of the depart-

ment from the varying colleges, I gained firsthand

knowledge of the program's excellence. This increased my
great respect for not only the program's overall success,

but also for the talented dancers that support the pro-

gram.

The variety of dance classes offered at the five colleges

is so tempting as to persuade even the least surefooted

and graceless of people to signup for a dance class. For

example, at UMass courses are offered to dance majors as

well as non-dance majors from beginning to advanced

levels in ballet, jazz and modern dance. Relat«i theory

courses are taught as well.

At Amherst College, "dance is taught in the department

of dramatic arts," according to Irene Rothberg of that

department. "We have nf) separate dance department."

VV'hile most of the dance taught at Amherst is modern,

such interesting classes as West African Dance are also in-

cluded in the curriculum. "Were not a large department,"

says Ms. Rothl>erg, "and we depend on the memljership of

the (other four) colleges."

Gemze deLappe of Smith College teaches in their

department of Musical Theater where they "have begin-

ning, modem, intermediate modern, and advanced

modem, (as well as) all kinds of composition classes." ex-

plained deLappe. Most of the students are from Smith,

however they still do gel students from UMass and Hamp
shire as well as a few from Mount Holyoke.

Basic technique classes in modem as well as occasional

ballet courses are also taught at Hampshire College.

"Hampshire is unique in that we offer classes in Laban

Movement Analysis." said Becky Nordstrom of Hamp-
shire's dance department, "which is a method of analyzing

movement." Dance classes at Hampshire are "inter

disciplinary," which means students can combine the

study of dance with other concentrations such as an-

thropology.

At Mount Holyoke College, classes are taught in ballet,

point, composition, as well as scientific aspects or simple

anatomy. Hanna Wiley, the chairperson of the Five

College Dance Department as well as a dance instructor at

Mount Holyoke feels that m the Five-College Dance

Department, "there are academic courses" and "there is a

big body of academic knowledge in dance" that is impor-

tant to the dancer.

In addition to the diversity of courses offered at the five

colleges, the degrees granted to the dancers of the pro-

gram also vary. Students at UMass receive a Bachelor of

Fine Arts with a major in dance.

However, students at Smith receive a degree in theater

with an emphasis on dance This is comparable to a dance

min<»r. Amherst studenlj^ receive a Bachelor of Arts

degree with a concentration in dance and must major in

something else. Hampshire students must work with a

A Five-College dancer in flight.

totally different system from any previously mentioned.
The students "don't have a dance major," said Ms. Nord-
strom. "Instead, students do concentrated work in par-

ticular fields of study as a project of their division exams.
"The next step for us is instituting at the five colleges a

Bachelor of Arts major," claims Ms. Wiley. "That's pro-

bably the last big tackle and we hope to have it (put into ef-

fect) by not this fall but the following fall."

As far as career goals are concerned for the dance
students of the program, the faculty finds the overwhelm-
ing majority aspiring to go on to pmfessional dance
careers. Andrea Watkins of UMass seems quite aware of

this movement and has helped students to plan according-

ly. She feels that, "in order to get employment as a profes-

sional dancer, you need to be familiar with all three dance
idioms: ballet, jazz and modem."
"The majority of our students go on to perform and we

have had graduates perform in such well known pnxiuc-

tions as Ifnnnn '. Bomum. and A Chorus Lirw," adds Ms.
Wiley, "and we have dancers who are also dancing in

ballet companies."

.tll^crp r^ -• Tlpnortr «•»» •»-• •* - -«J

At Hampshire, Ms. Nordstrom finds that "some
students lean towards work in dance therapy (and also)

performing." She adds that, "we have three recent alumni

who are starting a grf>up in New York with Trisha Brown,

and a student (Mark Ramsey) who graduated in 1974 has a
company in New York."
0)nsequently, deLappe, who has spent a lot of her

career off Broadway, anticipates some students pursuing

a professional career. "I teach a class on some repertoire

and all the technique: it's on all the things you may need to

get into a Broadway show."
While student teaching does go on at UMass and as it is

quite a beneficial teaming experience for the students, Ms.

Wiley feels that, "the students who (obtain) a Bachelor of

Fine Arts at the University are looking for a performing

career."

The Five-College Dance Department recently
"celebrated" the fine accomplishments of two of its facul-

ty members who are now quite a source of pride to the pro-

gram. At the New England-New York (College Dance
Festival held in New York a little while back, two of its

faculty members brought acclaim to the program. There
were over seventy dances that were adjudicated at the

festival. There were 43 colleges represented, and nine

dances were selected for the gala concert in New York. Of
those nine, two of them were from UMass which is a most
admirable feat. As a matter of fact. UMass was the only

school from the Five-College Dance Department that .sent

choreography to the festival. The choreographers of these

two winning pieces were UMass Andrea Watkins and
Richard .Jones.

Concerning the overall feelings towards the Five-

College Dance Department, the faculty members and
representatives I spoke with all possessed positive feelings

about the program. Ms. Watkins feels that, "the program
is quite young and it's just now becoming really known or

recognized at all."

Ms. Nordstrom of Hampshire College also feels quite

positive towards the department. "I think we're getting

better known in the field; we're developing programs and
guest residencies that are quite exciting."

"What makes (the program) very attractive to prospec-

tive students is that they have so much to choose from,"
she adds.

"The Five-College Dance Department was first adopted
approximately twelve years ago." claims Ms. Wiley. "The
program was initiated because the dance faculty felt the

need to find and seek out people with similar interests

(who needed to) perform with each other."

In response to my question of how she thought about the

program now. Ms. Wiley exclaimed, "I'd say that during

the past decade, a lot of groundwork (has been) set. Stu-

dent exchange and faculty rotation is really going like

wildfire now!"
So, for any of you who have an interest in dance, either

as a major or just for fun, hopefully you now have a better

understanding of one of the country's finer dance depart-

ments. I hope you will seriously consider taking advantage
of such a goldmine of creative instruction. And for those

of you who simply enjoy watching the dancing talent of the

five colleges, keep your eyes open for the upcoming Five-
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I come from the land down imder
Smolam and Park capture

the essence of Australia
By ROGER ATWOOD

It is rare enough for even a dozen top-

name photographers to gather for a
common project. But when 100 gather for a

single day and all photograph the same
subject — that is a photographic event.

The day was March 6. 1981. And the

subject was Australia.

100 of the world's top photojournalists

were flown to every part of the country to

take photos for a splashy book aptly ctdled

A Day in the Life ofAuttrolia. Financed by

several corporatioDS and photographers,

the project was the brainchild of American

photographer Rick Smolan and Australian

Andy Park. The book has been in the stores

since the fall and contains 288 pages of

exhilirating photos of the land and Ufe down
under.

The book is hardly a tourist rag. Subjects

range from sheep ranches to prison convicts

to truck stop prostitutes. There is not a

single koala bear in the entire book, and

only one kangaroo.

The terms were generous. Each

photographer spent eight days in Australia,

all expense paid, and all were given 35 rolb

of film for the one day of shooting — an

average of about one picture for every 65

seconds.

One of the photographers was New York
native Jane Evelyn Atwood. who has

worked extensively with "marginal" people

in Paris since the mid 1970s

"The whole project was such a big.

complicated thing to arrange." she said.

"Even when we (the photographers) got

there, it seemed like the project was still

getting off the ground."

Funding was a problem from the start.

Smoland and Park invested their total.

meager fortunes and set up loans where
they could. Slowly, corporations began

pledging support. The participation of

Australia's then-Prime Minister. Malcolm
Eraser, assured government backing.

But even more important than dollars

was the very spirit of the photographers

themselves.

"Everyone was in the spirit of the thing."

said Atwood. "We all wanted it to work."

'There has been no bitching or whining."

said Canadian photographer Douglas

Kirkland in the book's afterword, "and
there is a feeling of brotherhood that I've

never experienced before."

Editing the 96.000 photos proved a

herculean task — "mindboggiing" one
organizer termed it. Since selection was
based strictly on merit, about a quarter of

the photographers found not one of their

photos in the book.

"It must have been very sad and
disappointing for them" said Atwood.
whose photographs of Mebk>urne blind

children fill seven, black and white pages.

The final product, which lists at $35.00. is

a remarkable portrait of a people and a

nation. Shaky at the outset, the Day in the

Life project proved a stunning success.

'The printing looks good, most of the lay-

Oit looks good." said Atwood. "All around,
it's quite a nice book."

Pkattt kf Brian l.uik*f

"Australian girl waiting in a train station." from A Day in the Life of

Auatralia,

Modern jazz: searching for newinnovations

Innovative jazz artists Oliver Lake and Jump Up.

By DAVID CHEVAN

Jazz music is dying. Jazz music is alive

and well. Jazz music is this. Jazz music is

that. Jazz music just took out an IRA ac-

count at the Heritage Savings bank. Seems
like everyone and his uncle can tell you ex-

actly what jazz music is doing these days.

Well that's good, but what does it sound

like? It has been ages since anyone talked

about any players the way folks spoke

about that hot young sax player John Col-

trane. but does that mean there is no new
music available?

The question, obviously, is a rhetorical

one. There are many new jazz artists. In

the past several years there has been an in-

creasing level of output from the jazz

labels, of both recently recorded music and

much undiscovered or previously unreleas-

ed recordings from the so called "heyday"

of jazz.

Amongst these older reissues and

rediscoveries is a new album reissues series

on the Fantasy label. The Original Jazz

Classics series focuses on the old Riverside

and Prestige jazz albums of the Fifties and

Sixties. Many of the albums available in

this series have been out of print for twen-

ty or thirty years, yet are letter perfect fac-

similes of the originals. Even the misprints

are the same. Among the albums reissued

are works by John Coltrane with Thelonius

Monk, a much younger nonelectric Miles

David. The Modem Jazz Quartet, and Wes
Montgomery.
One album, the Cannonball Adderly

Group recorded live, reveals just how much
jazz music has changed and yet remained

the same over the years. The album was
recorded in 1959. but the music sounds like

something you could catch any evening at a

New York jazz club. Cannonball Adderly.

with his brother Nat, blow bluesy riffs over

odd time signatures and fast moving tem-

pos. In fact, it's reminiscent of the music

today's young musicians are labeling as

new.

Another album in the reissue series,

Brilliant Comers, features the late

Thelonius Monk leading one of the more
star-studded casts of musicians ever

brought together for a recording session.

Players like Max Roach. Oscar Pettiford,

and Sonny Rollins are placed before some
of the oddest and toughest charts they've

ever performed. The prtniuction quality of

this alubm surpasses most works of its

time, and the music, is total "Monky"
tNisiness. The album contains the now
classic "Bemsha Swing," and one piece

worthy of rediscovery, "Ba-lues-are Bo-li-

var."

But all the music coming out these days is

not old. On the flip side of the coin, there

are some fine debut albums currently

available by artists who sound a lot older

than their years, and display enormous
potential for growing even ftirther. One
player is young guitarist Kevin Eubanks.

whose debut album, GuitanM. has just

been released on the Elektra/Musician

label. Despite some occasional excesses of

guitar pyrotechnics. Eubanks' playing

reveals a studied, tasteful style which is

often reminiscent of players like Wes Mon-

tgomery. The stand-out cuts on the allnim

are two in which Eubanks plays alone. The

Novice "Bounce. " and "Blue in Green ' an

old Miles Davis piece.

Elektra/Mu.sician has also re-released

John Klemmer's 1980 direct-to-disc

Nautilus LP, Finesse. Call him pop schlock,

a throwaway artist, or whatever you will,

Klemmer's style is commercial and catchy,

but it is good. He's got some fine chops and

his playing is very tasteful on this album.

Sure, the music is commercially mellow but

Klemmer does not lose any points for in-

tegrity in his playing. He knows how to use

a sax well.

But some of us are not as mellow as

Klemmer and demand a more brash and

brassy style. Fortunately big band swing is

not dead. Two recent releases, the latest

from Widespread Jazz Orchestra. Surin^ is

the Thing, on Adelphi Records, and Lightn-

ing Strikes, by the local Valley Big Band
both catch the big band feel and use it

tastefully to their own ends. The Valley Big

Band features original Duke Ellington

charts, and several hot items by local com-

poser/arranger Jeff Holmes. The
Widespread Jazz chose a broader swing

style, treating their material like boogie-

woogie. They do some fine renditions of old

Count Basic tunes, and a hot rendition of

the Lionel Hampton/Benny Goodman
classic, "Flying Home".

In the midst of all these relea.ses, one

thing becomes increasingly clearer: jazz

music has diversified itself into as many
forms and fields as rock music, but with

some obvious differences. One of the unfor-

tunate differences is the current lack of any
recent breakthrough in the music. If

anything, jazz seems to be entrenching

itself further and further into its already

otablished grotjves without much in the

way of forward motion. It could be argued
that BIfKxI timer's harmolcnlics is "new,"
but t)mette Coleman was doing that stuff

in the Fifties. One of the few exceptions to

this lack of exploratory gn>wth is Oliver

I.ake's new group. Jump Up. I^e is ex-

ploring a new groove first begun on his re-

cent Gramavision release, also entitled,

Jump Up. l^ake uses reggae grooves in

much the same way Charlie Parker and
Dizzy Gillespie used the latin grooves in the

forties. However to its current status as a
more commercial outfit, Jump Up has not
caught on with the jazz community. The en-

tire phenomenon could become simply

isolated to a single artist.

Jazz music obviously is not dead, but it

remains to be seen how and where it will

grow. With the increasing number of

smaller labels and independent releases,

new artists otherwise undiscovered, may
spring up. Whether they will have anything

new of importance to add to the music,

thou^. is a question available for specula-

tion.

Kevin Eubanks

-a.
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Allen Ginsberg finally comes out
Charles F. Carroll reviews First Blues

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL

Allen Ginsberg's album First Blues is finally available.

To many the album comes as as surprise or novelty, but to

Ginsberg's following, it has meant a long wait for this

serious, significant work. These are the songs that Gin-

sberg has been singing down through the Seventies, with a

number of recent numbers for the Eighties. Unless you

saw him at Passim's Coffeehouse in Cambridge in late

March on his annual spring fling, First Blues may provide

the only opportunity to hear Ginsberg for some time (his

upcoming Iron Horse appearance having been cancelled).

The enthusiasm of a prior article of mine on "The Ode in

Plutonium Ode" was somewhat confirmed thereafter.

Plutonium Ode won the L. A. Times Book Award for 1982.

1

also reported on the long overdue release of First Blues,

but I must admit that I did so without really knowing for

certain whether or not the album would ever be released.

If it wasn't for John Hammond. Sr., the tapes never would

have made it onto vinyl. Hammond eventually produced

the record independently of Columbia Records on his own
label. He explains, "I recorded AUen in 1976. but CBS
refused to issue the results, considering the songs ob-

scene. .

."

In a generation as sexually frank as our own. doesn't it

seem slightly ridiculous that Ginsberg's music was cen-

sured. Fxrst Blues is only sordid if the very nature of life

itself is sordid. And that is why one sings the blues.

Ginsberg contends that "old blues songs were allowed to be

dirty like. . .take off your pants, sit down on the bed, and

sing me the blues."

"The session, which was to be for the album as first

conceived, occured in 1976. It is mostly blues singing for

over five years His previous experience was relegated to

singing "ragged ditties. . .with Jack Kerouac under

Brooklyn Bridge." Ginsberg attributes his first blues

listening experience to Rabbit Brown, but also mentions

Ma Rainey. Bessie Smith. Billie Holliday, and, fur

Ihermore, the Leadbelly programs on WNYC while in high

^hool. But there is no doubt that Ginsberg's main in

fluence is Bob Dylan, an influence which might well be fek

in two ways.
Knowing the profound effects of Dylan meeting Woodie

Guthrie early on. one wonders just how much influence

Ginsberg ha.s had upon Dylan. I would say it is con-

siderable, and that one could then see evidence of K in

Dylan'.s .song writing, his movie Renaldo & Clara, and his

tour with the Rdhng Thunder Revue.

What was originally planned to be the First Blurs album

is sandwiched like melted cheese in the middle of a two-

rerord set of additional material from recording dates in

1971 and 1981. The tracks are arranged chronologically,

and the first three songs were recorded within weeks of

Ginsberg getting together with Dylan. Other than bud
dhlst chants and mantras, this really is the beginning of

Ginsberg's singing.

Dylan was in the audience of poetry reading at NYU in

Gre«»nwich Village in 1971 when Ginsberg began im

provismg poetn,- on the theme of "^Miy write poetry down
on paper when you have to cut down trees to make poetry

books." Dylan was so impressed by Ginsberg's spon

taneous composition that he contacted Gmsberg and soon

afterward recorded several songs with him.

Ginsberg's voice is unrefined, sometimes off key, but the

driving rhythm section — especially Happy Traum on

banjo and Jon Scholle and Dylan on guitars — more than

compensate, and, at times, carry the tunes. For instance,

the songs that I think hold together best are "Vomit
Express" or "I'm going down to Puerto Rico." David
Amram's piano solos counter Ginsberg's vocals to the

polished latin sound that has played so prominent a role in

Dylan's music. The lyrics are interesting in that they are

straight forward, easily understood, and often ex-

temporaneous. Because of this last fact alone, one might

say that they are important in that they represent Gin-

sberg's response to a challenge by Jack Kerouac, and,

later, Chogyam Trungpa, to compose poetry with

"spontaneous mind-mouth tongue." But these songs also

represent Dylan's response to Ginsberg. Unlike their work
together on Leonard Cohen's Death of a Lady's Man.
Ginsberg and Dylan stand out distinctively and yet

compliment each other in the spirit of comradery on the

songs.

The second recording session is far more sophisticated:

both Ginsberg's voice and music has matured. Dylan is

replaced by his Rolling Thunder Revue side- kick. David
Mansfield, but John Scholle, a jazz guitarist who played

behind Ester Phillips, is on lead (more on Scholle later).

Aside from "C.I.A. Dope Calypso," a latin riff exposing a

CIA heroin smugghng in Southeast Asia — what might be

called calypso manifesto — the rest of the songs are blues.

This blues session could have easily stood on its own six

years ago as the album was intended.
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Ginsberg takes blues a little further by incorporating

Buddhist themes into traditional black blues forms. One
could make a case that all blues bear out the F'irsi Noble

Truth of Buddhism: life is suffering. Most notable of

several songs with direct buddhist references is. "Gospel

Noble Truths Ginsberg explams: "Gospel Noble Truths

features the celebrated Three Marks (or characteristics) of

Existence: Suffering. Change. & Egolessness; The Four

Noble Truths: D Exi.stence is suffering; 2) Cause of Suf

fering i.s Ignorance, Desire & Grasping: 31 End of Suffering

is Wisdom. Detachment & Compassion. 4» The Eightfold

path: Right Views, Right .Xspirations. Right Speech, Right

.Xction, Right Labor. Right F^nergy, Right Mindfulness.

Right Meditation. What follows is instruction for mediation

practice while Sitting, Reclining & Walking; then an ac

counting of sex senses. Sight, Sound, Taste, Touch. Smell

P1m>Io bf EIm Dorfmaim

Bob Dylan gives Allen Ginsberg his first guitar lesson while with the Rolling Thunder Revue.

& Mind." To cover so much material in a song seems im

possible, yet Ginsberg succeeds in translating it into

American vernacular. He sbws down the beat with breath

concentration, and offers a rendition which elaborates the

traditional themes of blues, love and death. Yet Ginsberg

bravely accepts fate, and faces it in the moment rather like

Sonny Terry singing "The Sun's Gonna Shine in My Back

Boor Someday." "Gospel Noble Truths" is a tranformative

piece which could be very influential for its rhyme and

reason.

Not all the songs are as innovative as "Gospel Noble

Truth." however. Yet many are ambitious, even if they

only refer to old blues songs in style and manner. Gin-

sberg's sense of humour is bawdy without becoming banal.

The songs are very entertaining, but if one is put off by

blunt wit, there is more than enough humility to coun

teract this. Ginsberg's critical views, as expressed in his

lyrics, are much less cruel than they may sound: I wouW
argue that he is actually very kind.

In particular. "Guru Blues" is refreshingly frank.

Ginsberg candidly admits the remote emptiness he feels

toward Chogyam Trungpa. his guru. The honesty is

liberating as he moves from the alienatmn of losing touch

with particular problems to engage in an overwhelming

chaos. Until defeated, he regains himself through the re-

identification with his Guru. Trungpa is still Trungpa.

Allen is still Allen. Except (iinsberg is re affirmed by his

self realization, and the song ends on a triumphant note.

The la-st cut on the album is comprised of eleven songs.

some of which are blues, although the la.st side shifts away
from the blues. This transition is achieved, for better or

worse, by the fast paced, .Ws styled 'Dope Fiend Blues."

It features an invigorated Jon Scholle on guitar abng with

Stephen Taytor, a new ulent under Ginsberg's wing with

five years experience on the road with him. His first song

features a sok> reflecting a strong voice and sure hand. I

say for belter or worse because, unhke the other sides, the

fourth side is eclectic and not consistent. And yet, in many
ways, this is the best side.

We are treate<l to some new Blake material on the record

as well. Ginsberg first recorded William Blake's Songs of

Innncrncp and Erperirncr in 1970 for MGM, and then

recorded another album of Blake in 1971 with F'antasy

Galaxy Records which was never released. Ginsberg is the

first person to understand that Blake's songs are actually

meant to be sung and are not simply poems to be recited.

This may not be of interest to non poets, but Ginsberg

cants Blake's trochaic rhythm to "a heartbeat." as

described by Robert Duncan, to perform a moving version

<rf 'Tyger. " This is foltowed by a bluegrass take off of the

great haiku by Basho as 'arranged' by Ginsberg:

"The old pond — a frog jumps in, kerplunk!"

Certainly the album's most sacreligious piece.

In between these songs is a wild and wooly "You Are My
Dildo" by Peter Orlovsky. which sticks out a bit awk
wardly (no pun please). Not to belittle the song — which is

rather nice — only to question its occurrence here. It

should be said that Orlovsky sings background vocals in

most of the songs.

The double album ends with a most extraordinary song,

"the international new wave hit lyric," "Capital Air." It is

hard to believe it's Jon Scholle on overdub guitars.

Ginsberg is more in his poetic mileau when he speaks out

against the military on both sides; you will soon be hearing

it somewhere else. It recites too many names, places, and
events to be ignored and not receive air play. The word
has made a slight comeback in rock and we may see a
return to meaning in the eighties.

But is it poetry? When Ferlinghetti spoke at Hampden
Theatre in 1979, he said. "Once you have music with
poetry, its not poetry anymore." Gmsberg himself warns

of a "doggerel element in the poetry" which he attempts to

overcome with a Campian series of images, but in the

American grain, 'a la Bob Dylan "flashing" images through

the line. But Ginsberg also raps academia for disregarding

the blues which he claims are as legitimate a poetics as

Scottish ballads and Elizabethan songs.

It is not an unreasonable charge since Ginsberg's poetry

is as disliked and ignored by academics as it is liked.

Ginsberg's songs are not as simple they might appear to

the unitiated, and yet simple enough to inform via a

common language. I think First Blues has something for

everybody, even the academics.
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A fleet of intergallactir space vehicles launched an attack on the University of Massachusetts
laat night. The two mother ships can be seen landing on the Campus Center as students in the

lower right hand corner of the photo flee in terror. Creatures from the vehicle told the

photographer before they drew blood that they were on a "mission from God."

Engineering dept. gets $25B from Feds
By E.Z. LKIZAR

('•llnrMui star

The University of Massachusetts engineering depart-

ment has received $2.S billion in federal funds to research

and develop President Reagan's "Star Wars" plan.

The plan, which calls for satellites containing laser gun
units to orbit the earth ready to "zap" launched nuclear

missiles before they leave the launch pad, will be

developed in collaboration with the physics and astronomy
dej>artments at UMass, said Jon. G. McGowen, professor

of mechanical engineering.

"This is a wonderful opportunity for some of our

graduate students to try out their skills, develop a rapport

with other scholars and really do something for our coun-

try and the world," he said. "Strictly speaking as an

engineer, I'm thrilled."

President Reagan chose the UMass engineering depart-

ment because of their national reputation and facilities.

"The graduate catalog I received was most impressive,"

Reagan said, "If I were doing it all again, 1 would study at

UMass."
Muhammad Afdal of the physics and astronomy depart-

ment declined comment on the issue. "At this p«)int we are

still quite unsure of what involvement our departments

will take and of our stand politically." he said.

"The issue is no longer political at the engineering

department." Thomas J. Lardner. civil engineering pro

fessor, said when asked of his stand. "We are accepting

this money as engineers. Period."

"I think the whole thing is great, funding will supj»ort a

lot of grad students," Mark Dominovic, a graduate stu

dent who will be working on the project. "I estimate I'll

bring home six figures for my work."

"It's a wild space age problem. I'm very, very excited,"

he said, "Nobody better launch any missiles when we're

finished.'

When asked what he will do with his newfound wealth,

he replied, "I'm going to buy a Camaro and marry the

woman next door."

Housing policy

to close dorms
on weekends

By IMA HOMELESS
Ei-t ollegiaa Suff

Following the successful closing of the dormitories f)ver

spring break last week, the University of Mas.sachuselLs

Housing Services announced today that dorms will close

every weekend for the remainder of the semester.

Director of Housing Services Joe Nazzizi said dosing the

dorms on the weekends will eliminate "virtually all the

vandalism and partying that gi> on in the dorms."

Nazzizi said the policy will go into effe<'t tonight. All

dorms will clo.se at 6 p.m. and will reofn-n at noon on Sun-

day.

Twelve hours is certainly enough time for student.s to

find a place to stay over the weekend, he said.

"Of course it's not short notice," he said. "Hell, we only

gave the students tw«) weeks notice ab<»ut closing the

dorms over Spring Break. Surely they know they can ex

pect this type of cheap policy coming frx)m us (Housing

Services)," Nazzizi said.

Naturally a few r<K>m8 in the Campus Center hotel will

be set a.side for students wh(» have nowhere to go, Nazzizi

said. The price for the rc»om will lie twice the usual rate for

students, according to the manager of the h<»tel.

"Hey, this is our big chance to finally make some money
off these students," said Lou "Bleed 'em Dry" Lincoln.

Emergency shelters will also be set up in the ("!offee

Sh(»p and in the music reading nK>m in the Campus
Center. These arrangements will only be for this weekend.

Nazzizi said.

"By next week we will have our act together and figure

out some other places for students to stay," he said.

"There is no doubt in my mind that this policy will be a

success. Just think, j)eople will finally have to eat i;i the

Hatch because the dining commons will be closed. Van-

dalism will decrease and Southwest will finally be tjuiet.

There will be no elevator damage and no n<»ise j)ollution,"

he said.

Student randomly jH)IIed in the Campus Center Con-

course said the idea was really stupid and unfair.

"It was bad enough trying to find a place to stay over

Spring Break, but every weekend? That will be

impossible," said Mark Jones, a sophomore who lives in

John F. Kennedy dormitory in the Southwest area.

"Does the University really expect everyone to eat in

the Hatch?" asked Amy Wilson, a junior economics major.

"I can handle camping out in the Campus Center, but I

can't handle the Hatch food."

Squeal rule raises contraception age
By LISA CANTWRITE

WASHINGTON - The Department of Health and

Human Services raised the age to twenty-five, on a pro-

posed rule which would require women seeking contracep-

tion from any federally-funded clinic to obtain signed con-

sent from their parents.

The new "Squeal Rule" is expected to pass through a

Congressiotial subcommittee later today, before being

presented to the full house.

The goal of the proposed rule is to "strengthen the

American family, by opening channels of communication

between parents and offspring," said Phyllis Blindly, a

spokesperson for MLR (Make Life Rosey), a group sup-

porting the proposal.

"We also hope to hinder herpes," Blindly stated.

MLR is seeking to attach a "Grandfather Clause" to the

propsed rule. "We feel grandparents should also be in-

formed in order tti enhance and help stabilize family rela-

tions," Blindly said.

Groups lobbying against the proposal include two major

federally funded clinics. Planning Family and Parenthood

Planned. "It's unfair. It simply isn't fair. W^at an unfair

rule. We don't like it because that's not fair," said Mimi

Starr, representataive for the two groups. "Raspberries

to you MLR" Starr, a former Grateful Dead groupie, add

ed.

Escalation of unwanted pregnancies and loss of

business, are two problems the opposition groups feel the

proposal will create if it is enforced.

"Women will be afraid to ask their mothers and fathers

and grandparents," said Myra Steinburgh, a clinician at

the University of Massachusetts Health Services. "My
grandmother is a devout Irish Catholic convert, she would

have a mental fit if she knew I used birth control. Ninety-

two is just not a safe age to have fits of that nature. I think

many young women will be faced with this problem if the

proposal is approved," Steinburgh said in a statement

made against the "Squeal Rule."

Famous author to teach in JS dept.
By JOHNNY DEADLINE

NatkNtal Affair* Rnh

Dr. Hunter S. Thompson, the acid-crazed author best

known for his book Feor and LtHithing in Las Vegan, has

been named visiting lecturer at the University of

Massachusetts.

Dr. Thompson is schedulo<f to teach two courses in the

journalistic studies program next .semester, according to

journalism studies director James Boylan.

Tht)mpst)n will teach 'Chemical-induced reporting" and

a seminar titled "Journalism and Neo-fascist America."

Bovlan said that Thompson was invited to teach at

UMass because of the "overwhelming interest among jour-

nalism students in areas that Dr. Thompson is uniquely

qualified to teach."

In a telephone interview yesterday with the Collegian,

Thompson refused to comment on his appointment, but

snarled 'I'll rip your lungs out, you chickenshit wimp,"

before starting to giggle uncontrollably.

roll«fiaK photo b? Ann Litry

Recent enactment of the Bottle Bill in

Massachusetts has prompted penny pinchers,

misers and hardly working work-study students

to scrounge for bottles and collect the 5 and 10

cent deposits. Here, Bertha Putrid, a MassPRIG
volunteer, finds herself scraping the bottom of

the barrel for tin can wealth.
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World and National News
Solomon denies Stir story

linking him and Weinberger
WASHINGTON — Secretary of Defense

Caspar Weinberger and Rep. Gerald B.H.

Solomon. R N.Y.. author of the so called

Solomon amendment, have been roman

tically linked, it was reported this morning

in the National Stir.

The article was based on anonymous

statements of a Cabinet aide and a page in

Solomon's office.

The two provided photographs of the two

national leaders together.

They also said federal financial aid

refused to male students who failed to

register with the selective service was

being pumped into the defense department

budget

.

The report has created some stir among
congressional leaders and White House

officals many of whom had previously

believed both Weinberger and Solomon
were heterosexual. Weinberger has neither

confirmed nor denied the accusation.

Solomon has come out strongly against the

article and said he intends to file a libel suit.

In a nationally broadcast news conference

last night, he said. "It's just another ploy of

liberal. Communist pink<Jfags — it's just

another ploy of liberal communists always

looking to get some head — oh. dear — to

get ahead, by sodomizing — slandering. I

mean — others."
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President Ronald Rea^n last night spoke out against porno^aphy in

an address to members of CRAP (Citizens Repulsed At Pornography) in

Washington. Reagan said he was developing a high technology plan to

rid the U.S. of pornographic films and literature by the 21st century.
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Riot at Fac. Senate results in five arrested profis

Angry senators attack General Ed
while secretary does nothing to help

By D. CORE
Collegian U«apondrnt

Five University of Massachusetts Facul-

ty Senators were arrested and charged
with assault and battery yesterday follow-

ing a riot which erupted after a controver-

sial speech by General Ed.

The riot erupted after General Ed. pro-

posed a curriculum change calling for the

integration of English and animal science

courses into a separate curriculum known
as Bread of Birds.

Following the announcement of his plan,

Gen. Ed. was attacked by senators from
both departments.

"It was like incre<lible. All of a sudden

they just got up and started punching and

beating the poor guy to a pulp," said one

eyewitness who asked not U) be identified.

"They started squeezing him till he

bled," he said.

Johnetta Hatchinson, ass<x"iate Provost

for Whitmore affairs, was the only person

at the meeting who came to Gen. Ed's

defense.

"I just had to come to the defense of Gen.

Ed. VVTiat he was saying was perfectly ac-

ceptable," she said.

Some senators blamed Hatchinson for

contributing to the riot.

One senator characterized her as an

"emotionally charged woman who just

couldn't control her actions at the

meeting."

"She went too far. There's just no ra-

tionale for what she did," said senator Jay

Wrath.
Gen. Ed suffered minor injuries but was

taken to Coolly your son's a Dick hospital.

On the way to the hospital, Cien. Ed suf

fered a heart attack and was revived with

the Breadth of Life.

Senate Secretary Jimmy Laysme could

not comment on the fight at the senate

because he was busy checking to see if riots

were allowable in the senate constitution.

One arrested senator defended his ac-

tions of beating upon Gen. Ed, saying, "the

guy's a total loser. He should be shot. All

he kept talking about was knowledge this

and knowle<lge that. What the hell does

knowledge have to do with education'?"

said senator Jaw Bones.

Other senators who attacked Gen. Ed
said they were upset with his plan calling

for the elimination of the C, D, and E cor»

requirements and replacing them with a

new X, Y, and Z curriculum.

One part of the new curriculum which

upset senators the most was the proposed

freshmen seminary.

"This is a public institution. We can't re-

quire students to enter the seminary if they

don't want to," said senator Michiline

Tires.

General Ed is shown here addressing the ITMass Faculty Senate. The
shot, by Collegian photographer, C. Core, was taken moments before

Gen. Ed was brutally attacked by senators and hospitalized.

Army ROTC members take over SGA in bloody coup
By KLOWIN BOZO

( aikffMa sun

Armed members of the Army ROTC
bursted into the homes and offices of stu-

dent government official lates last night in

a successful but bloody coup of the Student

Government Association.

The leaders of the coup have promised to

hold free elections sometime next fall. The
reason for the overthrow, said a military

spokesman in a statement read over

WMUA after the radio station was seized,

is to "return student government hack to

the students."

The self proclaimed "liberators of the op-

pressed majority" name<l Dean of Students

William Field, SGA President and Vice-

Chancellor Dennis Madson Speaker of the

Senate until new elections are held.

The coup occured during the transition of

SGA officers. Military sources said the

overthn>w was timed to coincide with the

transition.

"We wanted to get them while they were

coming and going at the same time." the

source reported.

Former SGA leaders Vladimir Murpinski

and Euphoria David and present leaders

Che Ahern and Comrade Allen were last

seen being aliducted from their rtx>ms by

armed masked men in military fatigues late

last night.

They have not lieen heani from since

The whereabi>uts of the other SGA of

ficers are still unknown, however sources

close to the SGA speculated that they may
have Hetl into the hills and requested

asylum with the Hamj)shire College stu-

dent government.

"They (the SGA leaders) won't give up."

the source said. "There are a lot of hills in

the valley. I think they'll wa^ a gijerrilla

war against the new fascist re^me."

Parking policy is revised

Tolkfian pholn* by IH*» RIimmI

Officials of the Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA) yesterday

unveiled two new lines of "custom-comfort" passenger vehicles. The

new buses will be "twice as comfortable and efficient as any we've ever

used," said Peter Greyhound of the PVTA. UMass Transit officials said

the lines would start in the fall of 1983. Officials there said the present

buses will be remodeled to serve as extra housing for dormless students

during the great influx at the beginning of terms.

IM APIG
( otWiiaa Traill

University of Massachusett.s Police will

not be giving out any more tickets to

students who park illegally on campus.

"We have come to the realization that

giving out tickets is nothing more than busy

work designed to justify our jobs. "said an

officer yesterday who asked to remain

anonymous.

W < only write tickets becau.se we hate

-^tudenls and we ran no longer get away
with ignoring the more imp«irtant aspects of

our jobs," he said.

S<ime of the more important aspects cited

included arresting minors who consume

alcohol on campus, arresting people who

yell out of the windows in the dormitories

and holding longer and more involved

checker tournaments at police

headquarters.

"I mean we have real problems here." the

unidentified officer said. "There are people

who play their stereos too loud on week

days. And let's not forget the idiots who hit

video games when they don't play well;

that's a felony."

The officer said t here would not be a cut

in staff since all meter maids will be

reassigned outside key noisy dormitcuies

and in parking lots on weekends.

"That way we'll catch those law breaking

beer drinkers with the goods." the offker

said.

Police said they would don new uniforms

to coincide with the new duties their jobs

entail.

They will now wearclownsuits.

Dave Donovan, a student, said he was

extremely upset with the new regulations.

"P'irst of all. I don't have a car so what do

1 care about parking? I want to drink. I'm

mad. I'm a party animal," Donovan said.

Huffey assumes new position

By KLOWIN BOZO
Colleinan Staff

Citing the need for more effective

management of the University of

Massachusetts. Chancellor Joseph Huffey

has decided to elevate himself to Emperor

of UMass.
In a dramatic move, Huffey will hold a

coronation on April 30 and will be declared

Imperial Emperor of the Cow College and

Lord of the Granola Valley.

Plans for Huffey's coronation are already

underway. F'ive million dollars of student

Trust Fund money will be used to

"enhance" the events.

Heads of state from .50 countries have

been invited, including Queen Elizabeth

and Pope John Paul II.

"I was going to ask the Pope to crown me.

but I decided to do it myself. Why answer

to him'.'" said Huffey, a self described left

footed Irish Proic-Mu....

Students from the fashion marketing

department are designing the Imperial

Robe to be worn for the ceremony. Details

of the robe remain secret, although inside

sources say it is studded with diamonds and

gold lace. The robe is sakl to have a train of

more than 50 feet.

It has been rumored that Huffey has

granted the requests of David C. Knapp.

Michael S.Dukakis. William Bulger and

Thomas McGee the opportunity to carry his

robe as he is being coronated.

"I've been here for almost six months and

I've found every excuse to have a party.

Now I have to be more imaginative to find a

reason to have a party," Huffey said.

After being crowned, Huffey's first order

will he to remove the four vice chancellors

and the Office of Planning because, "I can

nevtT figure out who's coming and who's

going," Huffey said.
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Trustees approve minimum cum policy

By MARK FINKLE
and JIM WELCH
FonBcr Collffikn SUff

Despite the absence of Student Government Association

Co President and Student Trustee Charlene AUen, the

University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees yesterday

approved a controversial policy which requires students

involved in any campus activities to have at least a 2.0

grade point average (GPA).

A 2 p.m. meeting was announced at 12:30 p.m. Allen

arrived at the meeting room at 2:20. after the meeting

ended.

According to Byron Flak, press secreUry for the

Trustees, only one vote was taken by the Board at

yesterday's meeting.

"They didn't do much." Flak said. "The meeting lasted

about 15 minutes. Once they voted on the first item, they

adiourned and disappeared."

Th* new rule requires that any undergraduate student

have at least a 2.0 GPA to participate in any ex-

tracurricular activities, including student government and

the Cdlegian, effective today.

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan

was aghast at the new rules.

"According to the list the Records Office sent, only three

people wUl be left in the Senate." SuUiv.an said. "There

were 89 senators yesterday and three today."

The Records Office refused to turn over lists to the

Collegian because no "valid" sUff reporters could be found.

Every reporter sent to the office was toW he or she had

been "suspended from extracurricular activities until (his

or her) grades improve."

Members of the UMass fraternity will have to find other sources for lodfnnf? after their frat

house burned. The frat could not be identified because its name was burned, too. Fire officials

said the cause of the blare was rope burn from tug-of-war competitions held at the frat recently.

Dislocated frat members could not recall the name of the frat either.
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RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

n th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

Kegs • Beer • Wine • Soda • ice
University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just oast UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms
not responsible for typograph.ical errors

Tavern Club Vodka 175 $8.20

Cossack Gin 175 $8.20

Calvert Whiskey 175 $11.95

Gilbey Ginv75 $10.95

Gordon's Vodka 175 $9.95

Almaden 3 l premium $6.95

Almaden 1 sLpremium $4.50

Sebastian! Varietais is $4.50

Gallo premium 3l $5.95

Paul Masson premium 15

$4.20

1Genesee Ale i2prcans $4.00 + eo

Duke beer bot $6.95 + 1 20

Carling laozbot $6.95 +*i.5o

Utica Club laozbot $6.95 +120

Old Milwaukee i2pi<cans$4.30 ^ w
Bud or Bud Light 'cVn',$10.95^i2o

(alUfiaa pkolo b« Abu l.aai«rt

Deborah Kusek and Linda Donohue took advantaji^e of moderately warm temperatures yester-

day to study for midterms and exercise at the same time. Look for warm temperatures again to-

day and this weekend.

Four UMass profs are suspended

after refusal to pay MSP union fee
By RICHARD NANGLE

C«llagiM Staff

Four University of Massachusetts professors were

suspended last week without pay for refusing to pay a $235

agency fee to the Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP).

The suspensions coincided with spring break week so as

no to interfere with classes. The four are part of a group

that calls itself the "Amherst 11."

Professors Edward Harrison of astronomy. Hugh Davis

of landscape architecture. Douglas Jensen of physics and

Alan Marra ok wood science and technology were
suspended by UMass President David C. Knapp.

Professors John Palmer of zook>gy. Vere Chappell of

philosophy. William Randall and Robert Kent of landscape

architecture. Bruce Jacobson of biochemistry and Michael

Kreisler of physics opted to challenge the fee through the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commusion and therefore

avoided suspension. John Rhodes . a part time employee at

I'mass. arranged to pay a pra rated portion of the fee.

Kreisler said, in a telephone interview, that the group is

opposed to mandatory unionization on a college campus

because it hampers academic freedom.

"You do not have the choice to ignore the union's

existence." Kreisler said. "I believe I can do a k>t better

without the union. The union is a very ineffective union."

Increases in salary bargained for by the union are

roughly parallel to those acquired by sute workers, he

said.

Harrison said in a telephone interview that he wrote a

petition yesterday that will be circulated to all faculty and

iibrarians at I'Mass' Amherst and Boston campuses. The

petition will ask for a repeal of the agency fee.

MSP president Bruce Laurie said mandatory fees are

part of the union contract to establish a principle of fair

ness and insure the integrity of the organization.

Those who object to the actions of the union can apply

for conscientious objecter status. If they are approved by

the union their money would go to a scholarship fund

controlled by ihe union. Laurie said.

Kreisler said the conscientious objector provision is

completely arbitrary and subject to the whims of the

union. He said one professor was denied conscientious

objector status after sending in. the identical application

used by another professor who had already been approved.

Campus Center

proposes funds

forWMUA move
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

Cellvfian Staff

Assistant Director of the Campus Center, Bernard

Wilkes, last night reported at the Campus Center Board of

Governors meeting, that the Campus Center has received

an unexpected "windfall" of $63,000.

He said the money is a kickback resulting from paying

off the bonds on the Student Union Building on time.

The Campus Center Administration proposed that half

that money, amounting to $31,000. be used to fund the

moving and accommodation of the student radio station

WMUA into the Campus Center.

WMl'A is being forced to move out of their current

location in Marston Hall because the engineering depar

tment needs more space in the building for academic use.

"WMUA is looking for a home and we have offered them

space on the first floor by the Collegian office." Wilkes

said.

According to Wilkes the idea to place the radio station on

the first floor next to the Collegian is to tie in news services

and create a "communication complex" within the building.

"They must move out before September 1 so the move

into the Campus Center has to happen during the sum
mer." he said.

In other BOG action: A committee will be created to

review the possibiblity of installing Automatic Teller

Machines »ATM) in the Campus Center. . ^ .^ -

Wilkes said the committee will consider the idea of

ATMs in the builidng and will make recommendations to

the University so that the issue of ATMs can be brought to

the Board of Trustees for their approval.

"We are studymg the possibility of having Teller

Machines in the Campus Center and we hope to look at

them soon in the building." Wilkes said.

Wilkes added that live years ago the idea of banking in

the Campus Center received very little support but since

then times have changed and now there is a real need for

such service in the building.

The University Store reported it is now looking into the

idea of selling perso.>al computers to students and faculty

which is one of the rtisons why they have proposed tur

ning theexistmg Coffee .'hop into an annex of their store.

"In the next five year.^ we will be moving into the

computer era and we are goL^g to have to have space for it.

You have to look to the future." Wilkes said.

Ron Keefe. BOG chairman, said that for now BOG is

remaining neutral on the University Store s proposal of

expansion into the Coffee Shop.

The BOG is trying to objectively educate people on the

details of the idea and see exactly what kind of a reaction it

causes by putting out a questionnaire.

"We want to get an idea of the current use of the Food

Service areas before a decision on the proposal on the

project is madf." Keefe said.

Socialist mayor visits Smith College
By BROOKE STATES

( oiinpM SUff

Bemie Sanders spoke about socialism and his ex-

perience with it in Vermont to a crowd of about 7.5 people

at Smith College last night. Sanders is the socialist

mayor of Burlington. Vermont and the first stx-ialist

mayor in the country since the Depression.

"Many of the dreams and visions that we had are not

going to be incorporated into Burlington." Sanders said.

"But there are two differences. When you get city

workers involved in writing regulations that they will be

working on. when you treat people vnih respect, then

they resp<jnd." he said.

"Most of the support that we have came from poor and

working class people. We got 68 percent of the vote in

the two poorest wards. These are people who were never

allowed in government before. They are walking taller

now," he said.

The Democratic mayor preceding Sanders had been in

power for five two-year terms. Sanders defeated him in a

three-way race in March of 1981. with 52 percent of the

vote. "More people voted in the mayor's race then vot^

in the last presidential elections," Sanders said.

"I was elected mayor because of the people who put

lots of time and energy running up and down Vermont

talking radical ideas for the last 12 years. The first time

that you say an idea people say its nuts. But you keep on

saying it and things change," Sanders said.

Sanders said he has run for governor and senator in

\ermont a number of times. "1 got one jwrcent one time,

six percent another." he said.

Sanders was brought to Smith by the local Democratic

Socialists of America chapter. He urged j)eople not to

take an>thing for granted. "One of the things that hap-

pens when you are a .•socialist is that you can not l;>e red-

i)aited. The word implies a change in class relationships,"

Sanders said.

"The nature of class struggle in capitalism is the in-

herent conflict between those who own and those who
work. If I am an owner you have no say in what type of

job you get. If you do not do what I say I will get ten

other people to do the job. If you want more money, I can

pick up my factory and move it to Malaysia or some other

place. That's what capitalism is all about." Sanders said.

"One part of this is that your personality and how you

are thinking gets warped. You get men who get drunk

and frustrated and beat their wives becau.se they do not

have guts or the ability to take on the boss. But you won't

see any of this on T.V.. he .said.

Sanders also urged the audience not to "get down" on

people because they might not have as much education or

have the time to study everything. "Everybody can't go

to Smith," Sanders said.

"Change is possible. The system is a lot shakier than

people realize. People are much more disgusted then you

think. One of the deep beliefs of capitalism is that human
beings arc motivated by greed. That it is a dog eat dog

world. As socialists we believe that it makes more sense

for us to Hork together," he said.

(ollrfian ph»<i> h> Tnm Kudia

Mayor Bernie Sanders of Burlington, Ver-

mont, the first socialist mayor of a city since the

Great Depression, spoke last night to an au-

dience at Smith College.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

With gas taxed, attention on Hill turns to butts
BOSTON - With gasoline taxes up 6.1 cents per gallon

today — to a total of 20 cents per gallon in state and federal

levies — attention in the Legislature now turns to

cigarettes.

The House Ways and Means chairman. Rep. Michael C.

Creedon. D Brockton, said the House would be taking up

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' proposal to increase the cigarette

Ux four cents, to 25 cents per package, in a few weeks.

The governor's office, under the "revenue enforcement

and protection program" proposed when Dukakis filed

$7.36 biLMon worth of budget recommendations March 2,

explained ti:e cigarette plan in literature distributed to the

media thusly:

"The tax upon cigarettes would be modified from its

present level of 21 cents to 25 cents per package."

In recent Senate debate. Sen. Edward Burke, D-

Framingham. described the state gasoline tax hike as a

correction.

State and Hub officials want Navy in Boston
BOSTON — State and city officials joined business and

labor leaders yesterday in a bid to bring the Navy back to

Boston.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis and Mayor Kevin H. White

announced that a proposal drafted by a government

business labor task force was filed with the Navy to make

Boston the home port for a Surface Action Group, con

sisting of five to seven vessels.

The Navy pulled out of the city in 1974. breaking a link

between the city and the service that dated to the

American Revolution.

According to the announcement at Anthony's Pier 4

restaurant alongside the ha»'bor. the Navy wants to

disperse its East Coast fleet, based at Norfolk. Va.. and is

considering three ports for an SAG group — Boston.

Newport. R.I.. and New York.

Officials estimated that a homeport operation here

would provide 3.000 civilian jobs, with a $75 million annual

payroll, plus an estimated $68 million military payroll. The

Navy's initial capital investment was estimated at $50

million.

IIieBtttCiuiMeFBwl" MENU

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per parson

Hot Er Sour Soup
Beef with green pepper
Chicken Pan Fried Noodels
Sweet h Spur Chicken
Chinese Styte BBG Pork
Pan Fried Ravioli

Chicken Fingers

Luncheon Special & Take-Out Service
Full Cockuil Menu

Sun Thura 11:30 am - 10 pm
FrI Cr Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte 9. Amherst

i
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Senate sends scholarship aid bill to Duke
BOSTON — The state Senate enacted and sent to Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis a bill yesterday increasing state

scholarship aid to higher education by $15 million for the

next school year.

Dukakis "looks very favorably" on the $34 million

scholarship appropriation, said Richard Gureghian. an

aide, although he stopped short of guaranteeing that the

governor would sign it.

The bill surfaced earlier this week as part of an

agreement between the House and Senate that led to

passage of the gasohne tax increase of just over a penny a

gallon, which takes effect Friday.

Voila! It's April Fool's Day again and to celebrate this festive occas-

sion, the Collegian once again has produced its satirical edition. To all our

readers: we are hardly — we mean, heartily — sorry for having offended

thee. Hey, it's all in fun.

APRIL
SPECIAL

Kronenbourg Bottles

2 for 1

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevree

7 days 7 nights
4-6 pm lO-midnight

Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141Ht ^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
t
¥
¥
¥

SENIORS
This is your LAST

cliance to got in

fflio 1983

Yoariioolie

will bo lioro for

two moro wooks
onlye

Call 545-2874 to

mako your

appointment.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Th* Distlngvleked Vlalters Pre«raM
prPMenlH

Pavel

Litvinov

Soviet Dissident

''Views on the Past

and Future off Russia"

Monday April 4, 1983

Campus Center Rm 163

8s00 P.M.

Admission Free

Selectmen candidates

discuss campaign issues
By PAUL DESMOND

Collerian SUff

Candidates for a three-year term on the

Amherst Board of Selectmen discussed

issues last night at Candidates Night sj)on-

sored by the League of Women Voters.

Issues ranged from municipal services to

housing problems.

Frederick Steint)eck, the incumbent

selectman candidate, stressed his ac-

complishments during his past one and one

half years as a selectman. He emphasizetl

the water quality task force established

during that time.

"I feel very comforted by the profes-

sionalism of this commission. We do not

have bacteria in our water. The water is

safe to drink," Steinbeck said. He
acknowledged, however, that problems still

existed with Atkins Reservoir bill pledged

the continued [H'rseverence of the select-

men on that issue.

Allen Torrey, current Hampshire College

business manager and treasurer, con-

sidered municipal services to U* of prime
concern for selectmen.

"We need to continue to maintain the

highest level that we can of ser\'ices we are

most dependent on," Torrey said.

"Town government exists to provide ser-

vices we can't provide for ourselves," he
said.

Torrey also saw Amherst as playing a

leading role in the introductionof services

for the elderly such as "Meals on Wheels'

and the Bangs Community Center. He said

an educational community such as Amherst
should play such a role and he would con-

tribute to it as a selectman.

Joanne Levenson, director of the Off-

Campus Housing Office and Older

Students' Services Network at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, stressed water con-

servation and housing as the most impor-

tant issues. Levenson is the only candidate

for selectman that supjK)rts rent control.

"Affordable housing is a concern of the

town," she said. "As long as there are

elderly it will always l>e a concern of

theirs."

Levenson said her ex|.>erience as a

department head, trained mediator an<l

chairman of two town committees qualifies

her for the selectman f>osition.

Former prof refused medal

in protest of UMass policy
Bv KI( HARD NANGLE

t •llrrian Sun

A retired University of Massarhu.setts

professor and former chancellor last year

declined acceptance of the University

Medal for outstanding service because he

opposed the threatened firings of

professors who did not join a teachers'

union.

In a letter to then Chancelkir Henr.\

Koffler. dated January 11. 19H2. Oswald

Tippo declined the award citing potential

loss of "academic freedom'" by forcing all

university instructors to join the

Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSPI

at the risk of losing their jobs.

In a recent telephone interview Tippo

said. "They don't have to incorporate what I

consider a reprehensible provision of the

contract."

Tippo was a provost from 1964 to 1969.

chancellor from 1969 to 1971 and a professor

of boUny from 1971 to June of last year

when he retired.

In the letter Tipp«^ stated. "I am sorry

but I cannot bring myself to accept a medal

from an institution which is so brutal to

people whose only offense is that they do

not wish to join the union or pay tribute to

ar
Tippo recently sent copies of the letter to

Chancellor Joseph Duffey after learning of

a letter circulated by UMass president

David Knapp to 11 faculty members
threatening them with suspension. Tippo

said he would release the letter to the

publit* if the suspensions w»Te carried out

When the 11 professors failed to pay the

$235 agency fee for the 1981 82 academic

year by March 18 they were suspended

without pay for spring break week.

Tippc» said it Ls unfair to force profesvjrs

who have been at a university for a long

period of time to j<Nn a union

.

i would prefer to leave (joming the

union I on a voluntary basis, but a grand

father clause would certainly be

preferable," he said.

Tippo said he never paid MSP dues as a

professor.

In the letter Tippo also criticized U'Mass

for joining the union in "enforcing this

violation of academic freedom and tenure."

He said UMass should have "rejected the

objectionable paragraphs, as does the

courageous Amherst Pelham school board,

saying: These have no place in an academic

institution."

From staunch defenders of academic

freedom. (UMass has) become tenure

destroyers, joining a long line of religious

fundamentalists. antievolutionists.

economic royahsts and anti intellectuals"

Tippo stated in the letter.

Size doesn't count at FCR
By JAY HOLZMAN

For WFCR radio in Amherst, bigger is

not necessarily better.

lyx-ated on the third floor of Hampshire

House at the University of

Massachusetts, not many students are

aware that the station and its services ex-

ist

WFCR (88.5 FM) is a public radio sta-

tion serving the greater Pioneer Valley

that is professionally run and supported

by underwritings and public contribu-

tions. Half of the station's funding comes

from the Five College system ($104,000

per year) of which $95,000 comes from

UMass.
According to John Montanari, acting

program director, WFCR is a gcKxi invest-

ment.

"The station could be considered an

educational outreach of the colleges," he

said.

"Our mandate is to provide programs

that will entertain as well as educate. We
want to treat our audience as serious

listeners," he explained.

Montanari said that the station's format

consists of 60 percent classical music,

along with jazz and folk music. African.

West Indian and other ethnic programm-

ing are also offered to serve the students'

special interests and the station's

estimated 90,000 listeners who tune in

each week.

The station currently sports programm-

ing such as "Great Decisions" aired on

Thursday at 10 p.m. dealing with political

issues of timely interest. WFCR also

receives programming from the National

Public Radio Network located in

Washington, D.C. along with shows from

pri .ate producers.

In the past, WFCR has carried such

programs as "Kid's Word," "Valley

Folk" and "Poems to a Listener."

According to Montanari, listeners can

also look forward to October when "New
England Almanac," a documentary about

the sounds and portraits of New England

life, begins. Montanari saia he also hopes

to record more noted speakers that come
to UMass in the future.

Along with its alternative programm-

ing, WFCR also gives students the oppor-

tunity to work at the station on work

study or as interns. F'ive interns from the

Five College system work at WFCR this

semester.

Does Montanari feel that WFCR is com
pcting with UMass' student -run WMUA'.'

"I don't like to think we're competing.

Our goal is to provide programming that

v-an't be found on other stations," he said.

^'>.^ \>

Asphalt containefH to be used for road repairs near the Worcester

Dining Common lie prone awaiting the big meltdown.liming I ommon lie prone awaiiing me Dig meiiaown.

Women exposing math elitism

major goal of feminist groiq)
By MIRIAM ZOLL

Exposing the elitism in the math and

science fields is the feminist movement's

most lasting contribution to mathematics,

said yesterday the co founder of the

National Organization of Women (NOWt at

the University of Ma.ssachusetts.

Sheila Tobias, feminist author of M<Uh

Anxiety and What Kind of Guns Are Thfy

Buying for Your Butterf said. "Math, for

women, is a barrier in terms of career

choice and it is costly to women."

Tobias said women need to know the

language of business mathematics because

it is essential for continuing in management

positions.

"We are fighting a torrential waterfall of

attitudes and men's egos are involved," she

said.

"The heart of the problem is our sexist

society. " Tobias said. "We need to eradicate

the view that women are dumber than men
in math."

Tobias said there are layers of parental,

cultural and personal ideas in society that

reflect women and girls who are gifted in

math.

Western culture associates the image of

genius with math and science and more

often than not the "genius " is male. Tobias

said.

Math is the last inner circle women will

be allowed into." she said.

Feminists blame sex differences in math
ability on .society's sexual role expectations,

Tobias said.

"Being poor at math is the bright girl's

way of meeting these expectations." she

said.

Girls associate math with masculinity

because society's mathematicians,

engineers and physicists are mostly white,

elite men. Tobias said.

"Mathematicians say it's ok for women to

enter into every field except math." she

said. "We can be writers and

congresswomen but not mathematicians."

Tobias said there is no evidence of a male

math gene or chemical that accounts for

males having better math ability than

women. There is. however, a correlation

between women's math ability and spatial

visual ability.

"Spatial visual ability is learnable."

Tobais said. "Many women who are gifted

in math are also athletes and have had more
practice with visual spatial skills."

Tobias also said teaching needs to be

defined and the student needs to become
teacher proof. That is, a student needs to

take herself out of a state of dependence on

the teacher and become more self

sufficient.

Fine Arts Center robbed again
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

( ollrman Staff

The University of Massac hu.setts Fine

Arts Center for the second time this week

was the victim of a break in and theft and

the production stage manag»T there says

there is no chance of ever lelrievmg items

stolen if the thief or theives are not caught

lii\la.>s police ; esterda.> said iwo am
plifiers and two speakers valutni at $1770,

were stolen from a room in the music

department of the Fine Arts Center,

sometime between late Tuesday and 10

A.m. 'vWdnesday.

The equipment, owned by the Fine Arts

Center and used by students, ts uninsured

by the University as is all equipment of

University property, said Lou

I/ourame, production stage manager for the

FAC.
Because the equipment is uninsured

there is no chance of receiving

Because the equipment if uninsured there

is no chance of receiving similar equipment

unless next year's budget makes room for

such costs.

The room is the same room pried into

>-»u..,ia^ evoniii^; froi.i which an amplitier

and five microphones, valued at $1500.

were reported stolen. Louraine said.

riom p. ice anu LX)uraine said the thefts

are related, but neither have any suspects.

The case is under investigation.

1 here s no one to put our finger on."

Louraine said.
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iUMASS SKI CLUB
SUGARDUSH

Security Deposits or* IN

com» by th« office

today
430 Stud#nt union 9-4

or coll 5-3437

•X*

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One RocfcalsHei Plua
New Yoffc, NY t0020
Phone (?1?) Ml 3040

Mai Ihta ad tor Special
Studonl/Tcacher TarHt.
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Be
ecological!

Recycle
this

Collegian...
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YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON
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Still the Best Happy Hour
in town.

Buffet including Hot &, Cold
dishes.

All you can carry & eat only
$1.00

also 66 oz Pitchers of

Rolling Rock Beer $2.95
3:00 -7:00

Bottles of Rolling Rock
$1.46
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Wear theshoes
thatcompetelikeapro.
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the

standard form and not submitted by the Friday before

the week the event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian cannot ^arantee
printing of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be given to UMass organizations.

SHABBAT SERVICES AND DINNER — Shabbat is a

time for reflection, relaxation, singing, and sharing and

receiving good energy. We are having Shabbat Dinners

foUowing services, please sign up in the Hillel office by 10

a.m. today. 5:30 p.m.. Dukes room. S.U.

JEWISH GRAD GROUP SHABBAT AND SEDER -
Jewish Grads. older undergrads, and working foUc will be

having a Pesach seder and Shabbat dinner in Hadley. It

wiU be a potluck. and RSVP's are crucial! Please caU 546-

9979 or 549 6582 for info. 6 p.m.. Hadley.

Saturday
WAR TAX RESISTANCE CLINIC - Reasons for and

methods of war tax resistance will be explored at a clinic,

with a potluck lunch at noon. 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.. White

Church Community Center in Old Deerfield. Saturday

Aprir2.

SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE - Torah Study

foUowed by a light snack. All welcome. 10:30 a.m. Dukes

Room, S.U.

Sunday
NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The CHURCH BUS

leaves at 9:30 from Prince House and stops at Hills North,

Greenough. Grayson. Fraternity Sorority Park. Cashin.

and NOPE enroute to the Amherst churches. Call UCF.
545 2661. for more information.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH -
All are welcome to join us for our weekly worship service

of praise and leaching from the Bible. 3:30 p.m., see C.C.

schedule for room number.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

AMERICAN
HERITAGE FESTIVAL

Bella Lewitzsky
Dance Company
Friday. April 8 8 p.m.

On Sale Now

Springfield Symphony
Orchestra

with the

Billy Taylor Trio
Sunday, April 10 8 p.m.

OnSataNow

Dexter Gordon Quartet
Thursday. April 14 8 p.m.

On Sal* Now
Soa OfOcv: Noon to 4 p.m.

(411) S4S-2SI I MaMcrcard Viu Accoptod

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Asics* Tiger"

for Men
$50.00 Rpq S64<W

Often nmes it ib ttie slightest edge
rtv^t m,^kes you out-perform the competition M.f?ny times that

sigh! edge is the shoes on your feet Ttiey c<n tie the difTetence

between v^inmng arxj losing At OtyTTipi^r> we hold the secret to

tnat slight edge Winning styles at vvinmng pnces So
come mfo Olyrrpan and v^aik out feeiifig like a pro

Srile ends /\pni 17. 1983

^ ^ucbina

9'<

A*

% \Ms thriveon cxHnpetltlon.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.
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Anti - Klan group to oppose march

Randy Patterson of the John Y. Brown anti-

Klan committee addressing a small contingent

last night in Campus Center.

Latin America week

salutes women's roles
By YADIRA A. BBTANCES

t ollripan Staff

Issues on women's strugi^les highli|?ht the 1983 Latin

American Week that start on April IHth and run to the

30th.

"Women have been a great influence in society."

AHORA's president Cynthia Estriba explained. "This is a

good enough reason for dedicating the celebration to her

struggles."

Women in Latin America are in a constant struggle

against sexism because the culture is mainly patriarchal.

Through time women have slowly acquired recognition,

but the battle against sexism is not yet over.

A recent improvement has been made in Nicaragua as a

result of the revolution that occtired there according to

Nicaraguan sources. In addition to holding their concepts

of liberty and basic human rights, the notion of "new
women" under the New Republic is widespread.

During the Latin American Week celebration there will

be two contrasting events featuring women's struggles.

The first event will be a panel discussion entitled "Women
in Struggle."

Moderated by Sonia Prieto its participants will include

members from the Revolutionary Democratic front of El

Salvador, emissaries from Casa Nicaragua in New York

and a representative from Cuba.

The other event showing an additional example of

women's struggles is Ana Maria Garcia's documentary

"The Sterilization." The film, based on the forced

sterilization of Puerto Rican women is an example of sex

ism where women have become prey of their own fate.

By TRACEY ROBBINS
CaUcgUaSUff

"Our task is to generate consciousness within the white

community. Before the only people in opposition with the

Ku Klux Klan were those of the third worki," said Aleta

Borrud of the John Brown Anti Klan Committee.

There was an open meeting last night in the Campus
Center of the John Brown Committee. Beginning at 6:30. a

discussion of the goals of the Committee, followed by a

showing of the film, "The Klan: Legacy Of Hate."

"It is important for whites to become involved with the

struggle, there is a real questbn of genocide that whites

don't understand." said Borrud. "The United States

Government plays a major role in their organization. So

far, the brunt of the crisis has been shoved upon third

world people."

The Klan plans to march the 30th of April in Meriden,

Connecticut and the first of May in Boston. The John

Brown Committee is looking for support to thwart these

efforts.

In February of 1983. the Klan marched in Au.stin, Texas.

In an attempt to prevent them from gaining support and

approval. 2,000 anti- Klan demonstrators gathered at the

scene. Although thp conditions under which they marched

were severe, the Klan prodeeded as planned.

"The rally in Austin was a significant victory over the

Klan," said Borrud. "At Austin Paul Hernandez, the leader

of a local Hispanic organization, was beaten over the head

by police officers protecting the Klansmen. Also, before

the rally began, the police held a briefing with the press

and asked them not to be present at the demonstration,"

Borrud said.

Kandy Patterson, a member of the John Brown Com-
mittee, disclosed that members of the Brown Committee

received death threats from Erroll Banta, a leader of the

Committee of Ten Million, a Klan Front Group, as a result

of their identification of him previously.

"Our goal is to expose to the public that the Klan is not a

rational force of protection. They are a terrorist force.

They aim for the mass genocide of all Third World people."

Patterson said.

"There has been an incredible rise in white supremacist

terrorists. The FBI supports the Klan and the Green

Berets train them." said Borrud.

Presently, the committee hopes for support in their anti

Klan demonstratwn in Meriden this month. "We were

suprised at the level of police protection the Klan receives.

In Meriden several offkers were given awards of merit for

prole«-ling thv lives of the Klan." said Borrud.

First celebrated in the Spring of 1973,. the Latin

American Week celebration aimed at enlightening

f)eople*s perspective toward hispanics through numen>u.s

activities.

Latin American Week also served as the source that

helfHMl cultivate communication l)etween the Amhi'rst

community and the hispanic jKtpulation on campus.

Other major events held through the Latin American

Week celebration will be a le<'ture on the current situation

in central America by guest speaker Robert Armstrong,

correspondent of The Guardian and NACLA-Report on

the Americas.

A f(jlkloric dance performance, and a series of movies on

Latin America and AHORA's own "Social Night" will also

be held. Performing in the "Social Night" will be U)S
PLENEROS DE LA 23 ABAJO directly from Puerto Rico

and the group SAOCO from Boston.

"It raises no doubt thai the celebration is a good instru

n»ent in reflecting ourselves and our culture." Estriba

said.

B.A. says goodbye
Surting next week the Black Affairs sUff will stop

printing its regular editions of the Black A^airs page due

to a lack of community interest about the staff and the page

itself. In the recent past the suff members have un

dergone traumatic experiences surrounding the production

of the page and have come to the consensus that no news is

good news!

We regret to inform you of our intentions and hope that

you will excuse our apathy. Take care and have a great

April Fool's day.

Announcements
The office of Third World Affairs and the Third World

Caucus presents the Distinguished Speaker Series which
will be held during ('aucus meetings every Wednesday
beginning March 30 through the end of the semester, from
6:30 7:00 p.m. (rooms will be announced in the Campus
Center). Refreshments wiU be served and everyone is

invited to attend.

Everywoman's Center will be offering a career support

group beginning Mar. 30 from 7:00 9:00 p.m. The group

will meet for eight sessions and will consider job goals and

skills, will kx>k at career options, and will discuss job

search strategies such as resume writing and intervwwing

skills. Advanced registration is required. For noore info

contact Shan O'Brien at 545 0883.

A series of lunchtime workshops on "Women and Office

Automation in the 80's" wUI be offered Tuesdays from

12:00 1:00 in room 81 IB of the Campus Center.

The April Black Study Group To Begin. There will be a

one month k>ng April Black Study Group that will meet

once a week to discuss and study Black Culture and

Politics. All Black students and non students alike are

invited and urged to partkripate. The first meeting of the

April Black Study Group will take plaqp Wednesday April

6th at 7:30 p.m. at A 7 North Village Apts., Amherst, Ma.

01002. For sign up and further informatk>n call: Steve

C^ns (549 4523) or Eshu Elegba (253 2286).

The third program in the .series "Writers on Writers and
Social Responsibility" will be held on Wednesday. April 6.

at 8:00 p.m. in SBA 120 at the University of

Massachusetts.

^^JxS)^^#%$>^a^

FtST CMOCOI-ATtS <ND CONFECTICNS

Over 100 kinds of candyi
Easter Baskets

Easter gifts and gift certificaK

Quality ChocokUe
Gourmet JellvBeani

Tim. GUi>\»»;if.' .irxl n>irc

[>mnitMn Amherst a mMmmSi NnriKimrK<«»1

:5.V5589
°^

586-4|S<^ ^-^

oorM^tek

70% Off
on all remaining
sale merchandise

sale ends
this Saturday

16 Main Street

across from the Common
Store Hrs. 9-5:30 Mon-Sa*

Tel. 2&3-98J0
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Arts
Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Steaming hot blues
DON'T LOSE YOUR COOL
(Alligator)

Albert Collins

By DAVID CHEVAN
< ollcKian Staff

The cold chisel and steel ice pick have ar-

rived in town for another session of brutal

honesty. The man who bears these

weafM>ns uses them tenderly, but always
with a true p'ip. All)ert Collins, Texas
blues guitarist extraordinaire has made a

living out of a unique style that sends cold

shivers through your spine. His singles

from the early years. Frosty. Defrt)s(. and

The Freezf all concentrate on this guitar

style, which as the liner notes put it is,

"hard. fast, steaming like dry ice."

Don't Lose Your (\>o! adds new insight

to the Collins myth. There are. as always,

some new icey blue songs, most notably.

/>(»« 7 Lone Your Coo/, Melt Down, and, . . .

But I Wait Cool. But it is the blues feel, the

overall excitement «»f the album that grabs

the listener. Bassist Johnny "Be Gotxie"

Gaydon, and drummer Casey Jones refuse

to let up for even one second and they push

Collins to new heights of ecstasy. In addi-

tion to Collin's regular saxophone foil, A.C.

Reed, there is a new reedman. Abb Locke
who is spellbinding during his Meltdown
solo.

The album sounds like it was recorded

live in the studio. While this increases the

rtK)m and likelih(K)d of mistakes by the

players, (missed cues and the like), it also

raises the energy level by 360 degrees.

These guys are really putting on the heat.

Except for Collins who puts the frost

machine up to full blast.

Whether its the fast pace<i Quirksand or

the slower, "my woman's left me and now
my minds alniut to leave me t(K)." Collin's

v<x'al ability is also in top form on this LP.
The only weakness appears to Iw the

backgr<)und vocals on the otherwise

humorous. Ego Trip. Considering the

quality of the remainder of the album it is a

shame Collins did not work harder with tht-

other singers on this track. Still, despite it.*^

flaws, its always giHKl to hear some new
steaming ice-hot blues these days.
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Pink Floyd discovers politics

The Third World Theater Series will close its spring season with the
presentation of Yelhir Fever, as performed by the Pan Asian Rep.
Theater, at 8 p.m. on Saturday April 16 in Bowker Auditorium.

THE FINAL CUT (Warner Bros.)

Pink Floyd

By WILLIAM PYNE
t oticcian I tirrmpondrni

Thought I ougkta hare my
mikfd ffelirigx

thought J oughta tear the rur-

tnin down
I hrlp the Made m tremMing

hiiniLs

preptired to make it hut ju^
thm thf phone rang

I rwi¥*r had th <#'-•!. f,, make
the final cut

tFntm "Final Cut" by PtnJc FloydI

Pink Kl«)yd has just released a new album
entitle*! the Final Cut. If not exactly con-

forming to today's apparent con.servative

view, it is certainly an album that tells us

where we. the pet)ple of this planet, are
head«*d. Thf Final Cut is definitely a work
of unparalleled! |K)litical foresight. Contain-

ed in this album are songs descriptive of

(Ireat Britain's current foreign jK>licy.

es|>eiiHlly centering around the crisis in the

Falkland Islands.

As is expected, Pink Floyd has managed
to blend in several music variations to

make this album seemingly interesting to

listen to. especially if one is equipp(*d with a
set of headphones. Featurtnl on this album
aru the National Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted and arrange<l by Michjiel

Kamen. Credit is alt«> in «»rder for Raphael
Ravens<Tofl for his explicit sax soU»s.

To thc»se of you who might not be
familiar with the music of F*ink Floyd let

me clarify the |Knnt that this allnim is not

of the variety to dance to, nor do I Ijelieve

that it is the type of music to l>e playeil at a
party. I feel that this album is tt» be ap-

preciatefl to its fullest extent by ha%ing the

listener sit back, relax, and enjoy the mu.sjc

while at the .same time fK»ndering the lyrws
that accompany the music.

Fr<»m hard rock to electronic synthesized

stupor and then finally to delicate, if not

cla.ssical music. Pink Floy<l has f>nce again
finalized another album that is sure to

become one of the finest musical pieces of
the year.
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Katfood By ARK

C»i.c£cciursc-
it's^pnl /

I.

Jlappy Jlour

• lIMIHENDftXVIOfi)
• FAB Five PR£ooY

• DACA VISION
•Muun-MEOiA
£XTPAVA6AriZA

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

TH: hand theater • FINE ARTS CENTER • UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
APRIL 7 9 13 16 1983 • 8 00 PM • RESERVATIONS 545 3511

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

/OH MY LHILE BmTERcUP

JYOOK EYES ARE LIK-E R\>BlfS

I. .YOUR HAIR UKE "WE FINEST

IsiLK. . YOUR.. YOOR . . MOUTH.

IL

t)H ! . . SC^CD YOU
DON'T KWOU)HOU)1VE

I
L0N6ED TO HE A R TViOSE

U)0R:DS1 . - KISS WEI.

f>>S_^rT ^

After the Fall By R. Miller

JP^Tho^jw^thST?

CROSSWORD
Kdiled b> MarKarel Karrar and Irude Jaffe

9
14

ACROSS
Stole

and away..."

Partner of

skittles

blank

Inst for plebes

15 Pronoun lor Mirni

16 Flennish name lor

Ypres
17 Compared with

18 Iranian com
19 Be furtive

20 Have one s

(be m control)

23 Pet kind of pie''

24 Flourish

25 Asiatic deer

26 Seaman s sheet

30 Soul, in Spain

33 time

34 Org for Eagles
35 Have one s

(be practical)

40 Oick Deadeye.
for one

41 Thm Man' role

42 Counsel Abbr
43 Framework
45 Watchdog s

warning
47 Put into place

Abbr
46 Theater districts

52 Have one s

(t)e offended)

55 Tooth surface

56 One of the tenses
57 Whale
58 Deserves
59 Dust Bowl victim

60 Gordian
61 Building material

62 Exigency

63 Divides Abbr

DOWN
Penmen, for short

Drat'

Pointless

Take a

(look over)

Name meaning
brave warrior.'

tor short

Top drawer
Kmgof Israel

Banish
Shame
Resumes
Foil s

relative

The common
(general welfare)

13 Aged boat
21 Sioux

22 one s hands
(Show concerni

6
7

8

9
10

11

12

26 American naval

historian.

1840 1914

27 Border on
28 Common verbal

contraction

29 Finger or

slipper

30 Parts of

a punt

31 Valve problem
32 Sheer
36 Take

(relax)

37 Theirs

reason why
38 Walked over

39 Tholes
44 Make smaller

45 Highly

talented

46 Reign, m Hindu
48 O Grady lass

49 Has. m Baia
50 Winning
51 Editors words
52 Likeapm,

tissaid

53 Word with

latch or catch

54 Give s
companion

55 Title akm
toMme

1 7 3 4

1

s t 7 t

1

t 10 11 17 13

14

1

IS

1

— 16

17 11 'ii

'

1 1

"55"
??

73

1

IT"

I
3t

n 7t ?t

30 31 3? u 34

1

35

*4

36 17

48

1

1

41

1
I 47

«3 45 a

1
47

p
4« SO tT

1

1

S7
—a

•
I

s«

1St St M-

ti 17 "
1 1 1
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ETTIS

I WEATHER

2 to 4 inches of white Peru-
vian flake today. Over-
night hijfhs of teens, twen-

ties and everyone else who
happens to be around. Up-
pers will s(K)n follow. Have
a pleasant day.

•

I
(kissm^mv PRINCE [.KissrtElJI

;

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Kal-Kan dinners a la

modern. Peanut butter &
bananas.

:

J DINNER
• LEFT OVER BANANA
• NIGHT
9 Mooshed bananas, banana

ice cream, banana bread,

banana stew.

BASICS LUNCH
Meatless Kal-Kan dinners

a la modern, drilled

bananas.

BASICS DINNER
RECYCLED BANANA

NIGHT!
Banana juice, banana ex-

tract, yummy bananas,

and brown bananas.

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear

what's happening at your school.

We need writers to cover and
human interest stories. Amherst,
Hampshire, Smith and Mt. Holyoke
colleges. Pay is $300 - $500 commen-
surate with experience.

If interested, please contact Ed
Levine, managing editor at the Col-

legian, 545-3500, weekday after-

noons.
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NEW YORK (AP) - The National Basketball Aasociation
averted a threatened strike when its players' union and
management agreed on a tentative contract Thursday that
will make the league the flrst to guarantee players a share of
gross revenues.
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Women's lacrosse , in

comeback, defeats Yale
By ELLEN RICHARD

( •illeinan Suff

Usually when a team keeps losing key

players to injuries it shows up through

gaping holes in the team's play. This was
not the case yesterday with the University

of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team,

which is missing two key starters, as it

came back from a 3- 1 deficit at half time to

overtake Yale, 4-3.

"We've got a lot of injuries and we've got

to get a starting lineup that's going to play

together a while." coach Fam Hixon said.

"We weren't taking good shots when we
had them and we were taking poor shots

when we didn't have to. I knew they'd

(Yalel be good and with the injuries we just

have to go one day at a time."

For the second game in a row the

Minutewomen lost one of their starting

players. Defender Linda Belevander
sprained her ankle at the beginning of

yesterday's game and Tish Stevens, last

year's third leading scorer, is out with a

knee injury.

UMass had a rough time in the first half

and Yale capitalized on it by scoring three

goals. Nicole Piasecki. Yale's leading

scorer, got her team on the board first with

a goal at 20 :U5.

Pam Meryl, who recorded her third hat

trick in as many games, evened it up ten

minutes later with an unassisted goal.

Yale turned on the attack in the

remaining minutes of the first half. After

getting a pass from in back of the net.

Carolyn Thorson wasted no time slamming

it into the net for her team's second goal at

3:09.

At the 2:26 mark. EUie Hirschhorn

popped the ball into the net after it trickled

out from a save by UMass goaltender Rita

Hubner.

In the second half. Hubner held her

ground and with the help of the UM
defense, stopped Yale's scoring attack. The
UMass offense went to work also by scoring

three goals in three minutes.

Moryl scored her second goal of the game
for I'Mass at 21:22. From in front of the

net. Moryl shot into the left hand corner for

the score.

At 19:50. Linda Haytayan received a pass

from Michelle Boyer behind the net and

tossed it in from the right side of the Yale

goalkeeper.

One final goal for the Minutewomen
enabled them to walk away with a victory.

With a quick now you see it now you don't

goal. Moryl swept past the net and shoved

the ball in. Her hat trick was completed at

18:23.

Hixon had praise for her defense in

eluding Carol Progulske and Yvette
Rheault. She also mentioned Beth
Guinivan. a junior varsity player who
replaced Bevelander in the game.

The women will not play again untU
Thursday against SpringfieM as their

match with Boston University was post-

poned until April 18.

Colleciaa lUff pkoto ky John Do«r*IU

UMass' Pam Moryl scooping the ball during yesterday's 4-3 victory
over Yale.

Softball team clobbers Brown in doubleheader
By GERRY dcSIMAS

< •livfwii Hun

Overcoming a sluggish start in yester

day's doubleheader with Brown I'niversity.

the University of Massachuwtts softball

team pounded their way to a 6 0. 11 1

sweep of the Bruins to open their home
season.

Freshmen led the charge along with

veterans Jackie Gaw. AUyson Rioux. and

Chris Coughlin.

Pitcher Cathy Reed gave up three hits in

the opener and retired 19 batters in a row.

With the shutout, she upped her record to

second game and raised her record to 3-1.

Southpaw Lynn Stockley won the second
game and raised her record to 3 1. UMass is

9 2 after the sweep.

Offensively, first basemen Sally Mahar
sent a shot to centerfield for a two run
double in the first game and hit three
singles in the second. Leftfielder Beth
Talbott outran two hunts, slapped a double
to right. stole second and got two RBI on the

afternoon. DH Ann Ringrose went 2 for 3 in

the first game.

"The rookies came through with big hits,

"said Sortino.

6 1. Southpaw Lynn Stockley won the Not to take anything away from the

veterans. Jackie Gaw hit a triple and four

RBI over the course of the afternoon. Chris

Coughlin hit 4 RBI in the second game, and
Allyson Rioux hit two doubles and showed
how a sacrifice bunt should be dropped.

"We looked a little sluggish in the
beginning." said Sortino. 'But then we
started to hit the ball."

In the opener. Reed had trouble in the
first inning but from there on she gave up
only one hit. UMass didn't get things rolling

until Mahar's double scored Talbott and
Gaw in the third and UM was on their way.

Coughlin hit in Talbott in the fifth and in

the sixth UMa.ss exploded for three more
runs highlighted bv Gaws two run single.

In the second game. Umass scored at

least two runs every inning except for the
sixth. Coughlin. Rioux. Gaw and Mahar
highlighted the offense.

Stockley had some problems walking too

many people and giving up too many hits-

but she kept the runs off the board.

"The team." Sortino said, "played very

solid defense (only one error) and we made
things happen."

UMass' next task is a tough one. They
face Atlantic 10 rival Rutgers in an af

ternoon doubleheader tomorrow at 2:00

p.m. at NOPE. Rutgers is itching to avenge
their 1-0 South Carolina loss.

Minutemen on offense

for big lacrosse clash
By BILL SHEA

Yastrzemski replaced Williams at

Fenway. Cowens followed Russell at the
Garden and Mantle kept the Yankee
tradition alive in centerfield after Joe
DLMaggio called it quits.

The question UMass lacrosse coach
Richard Garber i.s being asked a.s the

opener of the 1983 season approaches
tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Boyden Field, is

who will replace Jim Welter, a two time
All American and the heart of the Gorilla

attack the la.st two years, in the Gorilla

offense.

"We're not going to replace a player of

the caliber of Jimmy Weller, ' Garber said

of the man who took the stick out of his

hand and put a whistle in his mouth this

spring as assistant coach under Garber.
"We might not have a Weller now but

hopefully there is one in the making.

"

Garber said.

What is apparent is that the Gorilla

offense will not have the 'flash and dash"
Wc'IUt provided but will consistently put
the ball in the net to give the Gorillas a

shot at the national playoff berth that got

away last year because of a late season
tailspin.

"We don't have great speed at attack

and sometimes the guys think I'm putting

them down but I'm not. They do a great

job. It just means that we have to take

advantage of broken plays and also take

advantage of three on twos and four on

threes." said Garber.
"(Jur offensive strength this year is at

midfield." said Garber. "That's where we
have the most experience. The midfielder

can get the ball on the defensive end and
run it to the offensive end. so we can
attack from in front of the net."

Senior midfielder Tim Cutler is the

most experienced middle for the Gorillas.

The 5'9 160 lb Manhasset. N. Y. native

posesses exceptional quickness making
him the top playmaker for the Gorillas.

At the opposite end of the experience
spectrum, it appears freshmen attackman
Greg Fisk. from Ixingmeadow, wiD step in

and contribute immediately.

Senior Dave McEntee ( 1 1 goals) returns
on attack from last year as does junior

Sean Dolan (4 goals), who has been
hampered by the fiu during; preseason
workouts.

Baseball team hopes to

rebomid against Maine
By KEVIN DELUCA

CnllfKian Staff

Offense may attract fans but defense
wins games, as the University of

Massachusetts baseball team learned the
hard way when they traveled to Yale
yesterday and picked up a tough 6 5 loss.

The Minutemen started strongly behind
a three run first inning home run by Todd
Comeau.
Mistakes caught up with the

Minutemen, however, as errors gave Yale
four unearned runs. Pitcher Bruce
Emerson was the hard luck loser. He is

now 3.

The Minutemen now play their first

Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
(North) games tomorrow at noon, hosting
the University of Maine Black Bears at the
Earl E. Lorden Field.

In Maine. UMass will be facing a
national power, a team which finished
third in the College World Series last year
at Omaha. Nebraska.
With all hut five members of that team

returning. Maine figures to be just as
g(x)d this season.

Junior pitcher Bill Swift is the top
player on the Maine squad and a bona fide

professional prospect. He is scheduled to

pitch the first game of tomorrow's
doubleheader. Swift was on the United
States Collegiate All SUr team this

summer that was coached by UMass coach
Dick Bergquist.

'Bill Swift is a great pitcher and an
exceptional athlete. He could be one of the
top picks in this year's pro draft." said

Bergquist.

The Minutemen hope to be joining
Maine in post season play this year. To do
that they will have to be among the top
four finishers in the league.

"It is important for us to win three of
our first four league games against Maine.
Holy Cross, and the University of Con
necticut. We are looking forward to

playing a top team hke Maine," remarked
Bergquist.

To beat the Black Bears. UMass will

have to rely on power hitters Chris
Waszc7.uk and Comeau to drive in runs in

support of pitchers Tony Presnal and Bob
Kostro. That, and they will need better
defense than they got against Yale.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
It's the spit

for them folks

Students have serious problems
You students are so apathetic it makes me sick. If 1

hear one more student say they don't read the

"Daily Delusion" because it sucks or the comics

aren't good anynwre. I think I'm going to puke.

Just because UMass is a haven for academic rejects ar>d

pseudo-scholars, there's no excuse for the apathy I've

seen in terms of student response. So far this semester on

the editorial page, I have lied, cheated, and made up so

many things in my columns that 1 would normally be in jail

for libel, character assassination and a lot of other things.

Spew F. Orth

But noooooo, not here. The only thing people use the

Collegian for is to clean their dope. Nobody even reads it.

People wouldn't realize an important issue if it hit them in

the face. And since the literacy rate has declined to the

point where only one of three students at UMass even

kn(»w how to read, we're going tf) cut the circulation of the

paper from 17.000 U) 500. And you bimbos probably won't

even notice. Actually, you dolts don't notice much of

anything. For all three of you that have g»>tten this far. I'll

let you in on some secrets: For one. the real wmner of the

SGA elections. Ann Anarchist, quit when she found out

how many pompous, patronizing assholes there are on the

Fourth Floor. For another, J<»e Duffey worked in a Biu^fer

Kifig in Hadiey before he became Chancellor.

Some "scoops" we've had have gone unpublished

because, frankly, you students don't deserve to know
them. We haven't told you of the massive campus-wide

drug and extortion ring led by "student leaders" with SGA
appr«»rpiated student money, with the tacit approval of

the administration. What do you think they do in the of-

fices all day, huh? And hf»w i^)ut all those runny n<»s«»s?

And we haven't told you that Jeanne Kirkpatrick is giving

the commencement address this year, in the cage. Or that

the faculty Senate approved a strike by all profes.sors

before fifials this year. Or that all records m the University

computer system were erased by a deranged, sexually

frustrated computer jock, making it impossible to give

academic credit to anyone taking courses during the past

three years.

Why should we? It's not worth our time or efforts. Go
back to your marketing, engineering, or business ad-

ministration classes and give up trying to figure out

what's going on. You haven't got a clue.

Spew F. Orth is a Collegian columnist

Letters

UPC continues quality tradition

To the Editor:

Has anyone noticed what a tremendous job UPC has

done with Spring Concert since that dull Allman brothers

fiasco in 1979. Bonnie Raitt in '81 was great. Where else

but UMass could you see Bonnie 10 times in two years?

The Pond Series last year was also great. Though many
complained no one had ever heard of Toots and the

Maytalls or Billy Cobham. I had a great time. And now the

mystery concert. Who else but UPC would come up with

the tremendous idea of tricking 23.000 students leaving

them in the dark about location and talent ~ wow! It's

because they have found anybody yet. Not me. If the

caliber of talent matches the last two years a good time

should be had by all.

S. Whitman
Lech Dorm
Northeast

Every little spit helps. . .

To the Editor:

The droolers of America have been ignored by the

CMegian long enough— it is time the paper gave adequate

coverage to this oppressed minority, a minority which has

been ostracized because of a simple physical problem. Our

group. "Droolers for Democracy. " demand that certain

conditions be met by this paper and university.

1. Coverage by the Sports Page—Our National

Drool— Off. the Worid Series of Drooling, and Drooling

For Dollars have all recieved inadequate coverage at the

hands of this insensitive newspaper.

2. Dear Drool— this section in the paper would be

devoted to problems encountered by droolers all over

UMass. Questions such as. 'Is drooling on the first date

appropriate?".and "Is there a test for drooDng at Health

Services?" would all be included.

3. Finally the Arts page shouiu devote more coverage to

movies which specifically cater to the droolers on this

campus. Why weren't The World According to Drool,

Sophie 't Drool and D. T. ( Drooling Terrestial) reviewed*.'

The droolers must be recognized by the CoUegtan. Our

struggle continues spit by spit. Will you help?

Dan Drool

Grand Rapids
South DakoU

Disneyland in New England
To the Editor:

I just want to let you people know that I think that

UMass is the best place I've ever been to. So what if I've

lived under a rock for the past eighteen years of my life? I

think that this place is better than Disneyland. We've got

floors with single women mixed right in with men, we've

got cafeterias that serve meat, and we've got not one, but

two "main" libraries. So what if the buses run late; at

least they're free. We get cheap movies on weekends and

there are plenty of places on campus to get stoned. All of

my professors have office hours that fit inperfectly with

my schedule. While I'm just a freshman ComStu major,

my advisor in the placement office assures me that unlike

the people who* are graduating now, there will be plenty

for me in the future. Gosh, is life great.

Rose Glasses
Amherst

Letters Policy

This sccTioN of -rlif pAqc is dcvorcd to tIiosc of you

who ACTUAlly rhimk wi cam whAT rhi hell youR opiwioM

is. If you AHf duMb iMOuqh to send a Uttcr in, it must

be wnirrcN m a ccRTAin wAy. Lcttcrs should be hAlf

spAced, bfTwccM NiNCTy And oNf-hundiicd limes, WRirrcn

in BulqARiAM, Awd dfvoid of aU ncffRfNcts to Thf Ut-

ters ''A,'' ''L," ANd ''N." Also, if iT's AbouT The comics

pAqi, foRqcT iT. If you arc so scNsiTivc ThAT These

hARMless ArreMprs at huMOR ACTUAlly offend you, don'T

expecT us to TAke you seRiously.

I
have always written with the conviction that it is

always better to make a bad joke out of a poor situa-

tion, then to make a poor situation out of a bad joke.

But I can no longer be bright and cheery about certain

people that really make me angjy. People that make me
see red. Hey, I'm talking about people who really piss me
off. These people make me so mad Vd like to see them
roasting on a spit.

That's right. A barbeque spit of appropriate size. A spit

with a fire that would be a pyromaniacs delight. A spit

where I could see all the people who piss me off writhe in

agony as their flesh is roasted to an appropriate crispness.

W^o, you may ask are the people that are so horrible

that they have aroused my wrath to such a degree? I'll tell

you.

Milton Bradley

People who work the early evening shifis at the Hatch.

This will be the closest thing to a cooking lesson they'll

ever see. It will also serve as their intrtxluction to the use

of fire or heat to make things hot.

William Futman. In case you don't recognize the name,
he's that brilliantly articulate station manager for Channel
22 in Springfield. Let's try melting those horribly tacky

polyester outfits to his flesh and then tearing them off.

Customer servire people from the phone company. I 'd

love to put them in the hot seat for once. I can imagine
having them beg for mercy while I remember all the times
I've had to beg them for a just a few more days to pay my
bill.

Anyone who is eifen remotely connected with the recent

Burger King slam campaign against McIX>nalds. They're
ahs<»lutely right. Flame br«)iling is better than frying.

I'd also like to see my second grade teacher skewered
and put on a spit. No one puts me in the comer and geLs

away with it.

Dm<ers who don't use directinnaU*. Talk about rude, in-

considerate ami just plain dangerous. Burn these f>e<>ple

before they burn you.

People whii wait in line overnight .to they gt-t nmrtrt

ticketji. Hey. excuse me f<»r not wanting to risk getting

stepped on. po.ssibly developing Iwck pn)blems for the rest

of my life or having my money stolen from the guy who
sold me bad acid. Put all those overly-avid fans <»n spiLs .so

they won't be in front of me in line.

Eiferyone wh* thirtk.t they are to*} good tn he jmt <m n spit.

This includes liljerals. conservatives, and middle-<»fthe-

roaders. Also, people who take the bus from Hashn)uck to

the Fine Arts Center, those who don't flush toilet-s after

using them, and people who bring their own special drinks

to parties. (If you don't drink beer, you don't belong in col-

lege.)

1 must remember to buy Bar-B-Q sauce.

Milton Bradley is a Collegian c^dumniat

1 \
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Tarts ^^ V f

r aSCiSt By Adolph

Live Wire ^^"^"
( )kay you bunch of sniveling louts, blubl)ering wort hogs,

and quivering puddles of putrific protoplasm — ON YOl'R
FKKT! Rise and acknowledge the ixew emperor of.

weekend entertainment. David Chevan. the previous

writer »f Live Wire, has been replaced; he is. er, well he's

temporarily in disposed. Let's just say — between you and
me — that I've arranged a little vacation for David. In his

stead, I, Ado|f)h Chevan {Darnd Chet^an 'k younger hrotht-r

from Jt-rsfy — Kd.) — Der F^uhrer. to you - will

henceforth he compiling the Live Wire column. So you'd

l>etter get used to it kiddies! YOU VILL READ DER
LIVE WIRE EVERY VEEK, UND YOU VILL
FOLLOW MY INSTRl'CTIONS TO ZE LETTER! But

more importantly. ZOO VILL TARTY UND ZOO VILL
HAVE FUN! ZAT DIS UN ORDER! Now sit down,
l(K)sen-up your jack lK)ots and relax.

Der Fuhrer's favorite Urban Renewal tribute band, the

Pleasure Dots will l)e performing tonight at Himhan's

Cafe in Noho. They are without a doubt the absolute wick-

ed pisser awesomest band in the entire known world. And
Ixty. are they CORCEOUS! Es{)ecially the bass player,

who's known by all as Darlin' Dave. He's probably the sex-

iest cat around, and I know quite a few girl-type Dot fans

who'd heartily agree. You can make private appointments
with Darlin' Dave during intermission tonight, but be sure
to have aUiut $'^^ cash handv •

And now for the local music scene as it stands this

weekend. Echo and the Bunnymen will bring their special

brand of revived Dsvchedeli;: •- the Lyceum in London
tonight. If you don't want to trek quite that far, however.

Culture Club, featuring that cuddley eunuch Boy George,

will be appearing at the doldeii Guinna in Birmingham. At
15 pf)unds, though, it'd prol>ably be worth the haul

elsewnere. Tomorrow promises to present difficult

choices, with Spandau Ballet's brand of synthetic, new
romantic swill storming Liverpool's Dingwall, and F"'lock

of Seagulls bringing their pop-schlock schtock to the Ap-
polo Theater in C)xford. Visage, those impeccably-attire<l

scum-bunnies will be performing at the Birmingham
Odeon sometime next week, but I strongly urge you to

avoid them if you can; it's just more new romantic sludge.

Well that's about it, you peons. One word of parting ad-

vice: Nazi punks are people too.

however, he chases two young girls into an
alley with a pneumatic drill, and puts as

many holes in my age theory as he does in

their faces.

Mr. Willie slashes his way through the

middle part of the film, including a par-

ticularly clever hatchet montage in which

the victims are introduced moments I>efore

they are split in half. Oftentimes slasher

films try to establish a character before

they kill him. but Slaughter doesn't waste

our time with this nonsense. Hence we get

twice as much carnage for our admission

price.

The film ends in an original and clever

manner. It just stops. It doesn't attempt to

summarize or answer any questions we
might have, because in life itself there are

few answers. Lance Slaughter's knowledge
of theoretical psychology is strongly

prevalent here. He also has many rich and
fascinating allusions to such varied sources

as androcentrism and gourmet cooking.

His screenplay is a l:x)w to his idols: John
Steinbeck. William Shakespeare and Abe
Vigoda. I can't recommend this clever film

enough.

/ Think I'll Kill Yoii. Part II will be play-

ing at the mall through Tuesday. It is rated

R.

Mr. Willie stalks in for another
sequel.

/ Think I'll Kill You'h clever

Killer on the loose again
I THINK ILL KILL YOl'. PART II

Directed by Lance Slauj^hter

By ANDY RANSOFARAWAY

When l^nce Slaughter's clever I Think
I'll Kill You. Part I o^H-ned last October
(see review (k-t. 29). it created a lot of ex-

citement and brought respect to the richly

deservmg slasher genre.

Our main character is again Mr. Willie

and the film opens where the last one left

off — at the orphanage. Mr. Willie finds a

pocket gn»up of children he missed in the

original and quickly dispatches them
through a series of very clever and
authentic-looking dismemberments.
We follow as Mr. Willie then tracks the

nephew/deputy of Detective Faison (again

played by Joe Spinell) to an old basement,
where he ties him up and hammers nails in-

to his back. It's interesting and clever how
Slaughter has his hero/pn)tagoni»t work
his way up thn)ugh the ages of his victims;

beginning with small children and continu-

ing until he hangs an elderly couple.

Towards the latter part of the film.

THE

Featuring Bpecial guest performer

Appearing ut Hangar One
April 6. 8 p.m.
Tickets:

Tickets available through
•350. t250. Sirs

TioktroD Not a UPC production

FOITI SFASONS
Bud £f Bud Light 12 oz cans $10.95
Miller Lite 12 02 bts $9.95
LabattS beer or ate 12 02 bts $11.99
Carling Black Label. bts. $6.95 plus deposit

Strogoff Vodka i 75 $7.99
Wellington Gin 1.75 $7.99

Ron Roberto Rum 1.75 $9.99

Kahlua 750 $10.49

California Cellars 1.5 $4.99

Keller Geller (nice with ham) 1.5 $4.99

RanchO Rose . . . (nice with turkey) 4 L. . . $7.99

Zonin Asti Spumante 1.5 $10.99

i.e^'^ . ^ . . . ^®//VWe would also be happy

to accept your empties

Open 10 AM to 11 PM
in front of the Malls

Wines/ Liquors
rte.9,hadt\;mo 5848174

«A|

?

8
TAPE SALE

at
ft

f DYNAMITE RECORDS K,
'j2 Maxell n

S2.50 7
S UDXL-II
"*

C90
TDKSA

I mH I homes Marketplace

^^ Northampton
584-1580 3^

HAPPY EASTER
from Two

TIME OUT

AMHERST'S DIGGEST LITTLE DAR
37 N. PI«QSQnt St.

Friday, April 9. 1961 iCollegian 15

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 - Ford Torino - 45,000 original miles

425 or best offer - call 545-3500 before 5:00
- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

1977 Datsun BZ10. 4 cyl. 66,000 miles. Ex-

cellent running condition. $2,000. Call after

4:30 247-5431.

1976 Monza 4 cyl 5 spd 28 + hwy must pay
bills 700 or your offer 256-8041 late

1976 Capri hatchback, V6, auto., A/C,
exc. radials, no rot. $2200 or BO 256-8027

COUNSELORS
~

«-
~

Private co-ad camp in Barkshiras has
op>enings for head and assistant instructors

in: arts and crafts, basketball, gymnastics,

golf, lacrosse, soccer, Softball, tennis,

dramatics, music director /piano accom-
panist, video/film making, photography,

model rocketry, radio stattion (AM), hik-

ing/backpacking, computers, waterfront

(WSI), and sailing. Also needed: general

bunk counselors (male openings only) and
Unit Leaders. Good salaries friendly at-

mosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner

Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277 7600,

days 9-5

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256^0739

PROFFsSIONAL DJs for LESS!
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

549 4405

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

SUMMER SUBLET - FALL OPTION
SOUTHWOOD 2 bedroom - sunny! Call

253 75a quick

Attractive Brittany Manor apartment
for summer sublet call for info 256-0682

2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom apt sumnr>er

sublet pos Fall option fully furnished one

bedroom available April 1st call Chuck or

Jose 549-1399 Townhouse ApU
2 bedroom cottages available for sum-
mer in Harwich sleeps 4 walk to beach

2600 ca« 6-5661

FOR SALE

Peavey Standard Guitar Amp 130 w/ch
2 chanr>el effects and straight connes with

duel 12" cabinet make offer call Rob
646 5695 great price

Sunglasses: Rayt>ans ft Vuamets call An-

dy or Bruce 549 1177 Look for us Friday

afternoon in CC Concourse

FOUND
~

UmbreHa found in Campus Center March
28 666-2466

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PAM

To a tuperfragalistic p vsonl
Have the Happiest Birthday ever!

Your Friend

Sue

— Seniors — Jot are available mass
market yourself witl. >era;ions Research
International toll free 1 uOO-4ri 3217

Earn extra money tit home! Personable,

conscientious person to make appoint-

ments on phone Call 549-5141.

Employees needed MWF 9-12 am only

responsible people neec apply. Not work
study. Call Mary 546 9399

Cruise Ship J jos! Great income potential,

all occupations. For ir formation call:

602 837 3401 ext 833

Juniors - Spring, i> ii ler and Fall

employment oportunities for qualified in-

dividuals in university telephone marketing
and solicitation. For application and infor-

mation contact Telefund Program at

Memorial Hall

INSTRUCTION
~

Wanted 48 overweight people wanting

to lose weight. Limited nunr^>er call

546-9742

LOST

HP-41CV near Enge East BIdg on Tues.,

3-29. $20 00 cash reward, no questions ask-

ed. 546-5420. Mike

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki KZ400 1977 excellent condition

for sale best offer call Steve 546-6068

OPEN RUSH FOR
LAMBDA DELTA PHI

AH UMass Women are invited to

Lambda Delta Phi's Open Rush
Friday 4/1 Happy Hour 4-6 PM

Saturday 4/2 Brunch 12 30 2:30 PM
Monday 4/4 Dinner 5 30 PM

Tuesday 4/5 Happy Hour 4^6 PM
Wednesday 4/6 Dinner 5:30 PM

R8VP

PERSONALS

EASTER SPECIALII Can't make it horTie

for Easter? Why not try a Ham ar>d Pineap

pie Pizza. Domino's Pizza is offering

PINEAPPLE. Free for the asking 256-891

1

John DZ. (that's Joe Gus) Ding, dong,

the Gweep is gone. Yee ha!l Love. JB PS
wink, wink. . .

Steven Fla wilt never be the same Thanks
for a great time. Love the Honorary Snake

llene Osherow Filer>e's Eye Irene Oshkosh
-surprise, your first personal Happy Birth

day we love youl Suzy iSmurfface), Margie

(Midge). JHIian and Rob

Whoever "accidentally" took my blue

coat from ADP on 3/17 please return it a

reward the coat is blue wool w/a tan collar

call 6-4916 thanjis

Photography: Hurry while still tani The
sharpshooters can take care of your

photographic needs; modeling & artwork
portfolios etc. With this ad: one free 8x10
with any order. Low prices. Call Manie
256 0665, Mike 6 1100

Sue Smith Happy 20th Birthday your final-

ly legal get psyched! CES

Whichways - Good Luck at tryouts. Give a
cheer for me.

Big Pal: This is my message of love to you
forever, JR! Me
Jane-O. Happy Birthday, Ya Big Loaf

Ibbi - Here's the personal you wanted!
Have a great weekend but watch out for

that Die B.I.I! See you at the race! Charlie !

Ducky-Doo we love you
Love

Kimba h Deana

To the pledges of Chi Omega get psych-

ed for spring - you're the greatest! The
Sisters

Mirya: I'm really glad you're here. Thanks a

lot for coming. Rosi

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at

Newman Center

Political Science Honors Society - Pi

Sigma Alpha nr»andatory meeting 4/4/83

Monday at 4 pm Thompson 6th floor Inge

Pamela,
Happy Birthday, Happy April Fool's

and Happy Easterl

Love, Jack i

Liz Happy 19th Sorry it's late last semester

was great junior year will be better love ya

Flo _^__

Bob Neely - Hope your birthday is ex-

cellent. 21 and still a pumpkin. Happy
B-day, Love, Mr. Wundert>ar

Hey Putchkey
Thanks for 6 great ones.

Remember I do what I do for special

reasons so bear with me 0K7
Love Magic

Eileen D the Big E been prayir>o for cute

men wearing belly hugging turtleriecks in

cfHirch lately?

Wanted rich handsome man looking for

woman who loves cheap red wine, spen

ding money and round cookies, (to hell

with medtech) call Dawn S

Mitch—flave "the best" B-day I'll try

hard I may not be here next year but that

doesn't mean that you lost your favorite

drinking buddy - Love ya --GSW

Personal for Kathy Riley

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Boston
Tuesday April 5
for Opening Day

please call Paul or Ken
256 0186 or 545 3500

ROOM WANTED

1 bedroom apt wanted in Puffton for

end of May call Doris 5:30 7:30 549 6702

~ ROOMMATES WANTED

Available immediately one room in

house two minutes to bus one mile to cam-
pus fall option 150 253 3362

SUMMER SUBLET

Personal for Jane Johnson

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Disseftatlons, TfNMes. Caeea. Papers.
guaranteed acceptance, k>w rates, Nancy
5^XB2. 584-7924

160.00 REWARD

For dk green nepsack lost in CC Video
Rm name, etc on name tag contents very

important mid terms are here! Please con
tact Dave Blodgett 549 0857 no ioke'

Furnished Clifside Apt bus route pool

$250 monthly June to Sept 1 665-3107

TO SUBLET

Two bedroom apartment for sublet wiih

fall option Cliffside Sunderiand evenings

665-3473

Brendywine Apt for summer two
t)edroom fall option Dave 546-87X nights

Unique one bedroom Southwood
apartment pool, tennis, bus, garden plot.

$310 includes everything start June 1

253 5766

For summer w/fall option 5 bedroom
house in Amherst center call 253 9487

1 bedroom apt Cliffside available im-

nnediately fall option $275/ mo utilities inCt

bus route w/pool courts l^ilesh 256-6926

Two bedroom ept with fall optk>n but

stop 340/nrK)nth rent negotiable 666-7586

2 bedroom epartment on bus route in

Amherst. Available June 1 $296 mo with

fall option call 253-3342

Summer Sublet - Fall option. Colonial

Village, one bedroom, pool, laundry, on

bus rte., terms negotiable, 256-0179.

VOTE

Joanne Levenson for Setectwomen
vote Tuesday April 5 Amherst town elec-

tion

WANTED

Cesh for your records, tapes 545-2836

(ask for Jaronmr /leave message]

Class Rings. Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256^0710

Young foxy ledy who lives in 311 JFK to

spend her birthday with the guy who loves

her. Heppy Birthday Jen. Love PD

WANTED TO RENT

$26 rewerd if you help us to find a 3

bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept caH

Amy 6 5816 or Andrea 6 5498

3 bdrm apt anywhere starting June or

Sept call 6-8132 6 8131

UIMilllMHIMHMMiliniiinillinillMlliininillllllllllllliilMMMIIIIIIIMIIIMIinHillllllliMniNMIMIIMinilMIHiiHIMMniHI'-

FREE
OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY

$15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

I
Canadian Mist 1 nter $7.85

I
King William's Scotch inter $8.25

I
Bu rnett's G in 1 nter $7.69

I
Jim Beam Bourbon i nter $7.85

I Almaden Mtn Wines 1.5 nter $4.65

I
Taylor Burgundy 3 nter $5.99
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I Beer Balls $15.99

C &C
PACKAGE STORE
61 MAIN STREET
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A few good horses are needed for the varsity water polo

team. Taller horses are prefered because they can go in the

deep end. Also, please bring your own scoopers because the

pool cleaners didn't like us last year. For more information,

contact Puss Yarworthless either at Boyden or in the C.C. pond

NBA iPlavers Association walks
By 1. M. PIG
I'allfinan Troth

After closed door meetings with

negotiations or poker games going round

the clock, the National Basketball Player's

Association has decided to strike the

remainder of their season until an

agreement can be worked out.

Currently, NBA players receive an

average salary of $246,000 plus $20,000 in

benefits. However, the NBA players feel

this isn't enough. "Man, I was given more

than that when I played in college just my
freshman year and the drugs were

cheaper, too." quotes an anonomous player.

The differences between the players and

the owners were far too great to be able to

reach an agreement. The players started

out negotiations in a man for man defense,

but the owners tightly packed and unified

zone thwarted any efforts to get any

proposals off. Later, the players called their

last time out, and the owners refused to

foul. The negotiations went into overtime,

where they remain to this point.

The owners have sought to reach an

agreement putting a salary cap on them-

selves, thereby limiting the amount that a

middle aged balding owner can pay a 7-foot

cocaine junkie at $5 million dollars a year;

for which he will run around in his un-

derwear 82 times a year for 48 minutes each

time.

If the walkout goes on for longer than a

couple of days, the effect in America could

be enormous. Husbands will have more
time with their wives, families could be

reunited, no longer will Tuesday and

Thursday nights be filled with the sound of

bouncing balls of the NBA games.

The NBA players took the owners by

surprise, forcing their strike action

yesterday at a time when everyone's in-

terest in the NBA is at a peak. Non one

spends anytime outdoors in this weather,

there is no other professional sport for fans

to pick up and follow; according to one

player, "We have them by the balls!"

NBA owners have talked about hiring

scabs to play in the remainder of the NBA
games, but have met the resistance of

qualified players to play in these games. An
•)lto<-na*» nlan has been devi.sed bv Celtics

general manager Red Auerbach, who
suggests getting old-time NBA Players who
were aU-stars (since few of them are dead)

to play for their old teams. Since most of

these old-timers do not have the stamina to

play 48 minutes a game, Auerbach proposes
three minute games. "Hell, that's all you
have to see of any NBA game," echoes NBA
Commissioner Larry O'Brien.

Meanwhile, the Players have a proposal

of their own, should there be an extended
strike. Players Association head Larry
Fleisher met today with a group of moguls
consisting of Ted Turner, Elliott Kalb, and
JimFloyd; to talk about presenting a series

of fund raiser games with NBA striking

players, to be played at the Curry Hicks
Cage, in Amherst, Massachusetts.

No moreUM basketball

program is disbanded
By I.M. HERE

The men's basketball program at the

University of Mas.sachusetts has been

eliminated following the release of head

coach Tom McI jiughlin.

"If McLaughlin couldn't coach this team

nobody can." Frank Mclnerney he said. "I

think everything went his way and he had

everything to take."

"One thing is for sure." he said, "we gave

Tom the red carpet. The sky was the limit."

The athletic department said they were

disappointed that basketball failed at

UMass, but "the most imporunt thing is

that we keep functioning."

Mclnerney said he thinks UMass can

make it on its own.

"We have a competitive lacrosse team,

and a competitive field hockey team," He
said.

"We're the best, and its in those two

sports that we excell." he said. "Hell, They

don't cost us anything, and we like them.

"

"Another thing is that we are mediocre in

football and we like that," he said. "Nobody

likes having the ultimate in sports out here

in Amherst."

McLaughlin agreed with Mclnerney.

"H they cant make it with someone with

my training they aren't going to make it

with anybody."

"I like UMass. he said, "but they're

nowhere in hoop."

"God, they're going to have to bring back

Julius," he said. "Although I don't think

he'll be back. I think he had the right idea in

the first place."

One of the more disturbing points to be

brought up at the most recent athletic

department meeting was that the women's

basketball program would also be cut.

"I m not happy, said Mclnerney, "but

what's good for the goose is good for the

gander."

Mary Ann Ozdarski, former head ocoach

of women's basketball said she feels bad for

the players she recruited and the program

as a whole.

"It's bad." she said I'm not quite sure

what to think. I hope they restore the

program, but at the same time, if they

couldn't make it with me and Tom, they

aren't going to make it with anybody."

Mclnerney said he felt the University

was wrong to give both of these coaches

'the red carpet treatment".but he said "its

time for these people to learn what the real

world is like."

"God, this is afteraU. a University."

Mc Inerney said he doesn't hold himself

responsible for any of the happenings

around UMass.

"I like to think of myself as the best."

I by MHt (oiv Slaw

Garry Pearson, who completed his final season for the University of

Massachusetts football team this past fall, had better ^et his resume
together.

It was reported yesterday that Pearson, who turned down what was
reported to be a lucrative offer from the Boston Breakers of the United

States Football Leafrue earlier this spring, will not be selected in the

NFL draft April 26.

Pearson's agent Dom Doner said the NFL scouts claimed the all-time

leading rusher in UMass history lacked the speed necessary to be a star

in the NFL. Pearson was last seen heading to Canada.

Sports Notices
» •_• •_•_•_« w.sssssv.w.S!.ss:.s: •.•.•.•-•.•."

AMHERST. Ma. - Softball coach Elaine

Sortino is pushing for the renaming of the

I 'Mass Minutewomen sf»ftball team to the

UMass Nutmeggera due to the high influx

of (juality Connecticut players on the club.

The former Yale coach said, "There is no
finer place than Connecticut for blue chip

athletes. Better yet with Connecticut!"

Sortino turned down a ten year pact from
UConn because the team had too many
New Jersey players and not enough from
Connecticut.

Andre the Giant, reputed to be the

greatest athlete that ever lived, will be the

opposition in jello wrestling against top

notch UMass athletes, on the Southwest
pyramids, tonight. Andre will face Mark
'UMass Zone' Rollins followed by Jim 'The
Crippler' Floyd, Howie 'Pink Belly'

Kilpatrick, and John 'The HAMMER'
Hempel. John Mincone will be the ringside

annou cer. Proceeds will go to buy kegs for

the always hardworking Collegian sports

staff. Ladies welcome.

Hooker wants to straighten some things out here
By B.J. HOOKER
Gmnt ScHin I>riM>li»li*r

fkiitor'M Note: For $ome reason my TV
recexvei shows a week in advance. Here's

some of next week's Saturday night party

hour specialfilmed at UMass.

I've discovered corruption in the athletic

department and I intend to track it down

and apprehend it because, if I don't, and it

gets away to cause harm again, I don't

know how I could live with myself.

I don't know exactly where the problem

lies, but when you've been a policeman on

these streets for as k>ng I have you get to

just have these feelings, these inklings,

that tell you that something's wrong.

Romano and I were driving down the

streets when all of a sudden Romano says

he sees trouble brewing over by the Curry

Hicks Cage.

You know how rookies can be sometimes,

though. They get impetuous, ready to jump
right in on something without knowing

what's going on. That's why they're paired

with veterans, like me.

I decided we should take a look just the

same. A good cop doesn't just jump to

conclusions and jump all over someone for

nothing though, so we pulled the car around

slowly from the back of the place for a quick

radio check.

Well, just when we thought we were
catching .something going on, it was time

for us to get back to the Academy for class.

I ran through the obstacle course, shooting

desperado dummies, twirling, tripping and
crawling my way to a ^core that was way
above those "kids that we're trying to turn

into good police officers. I never even lost

the part in my hair.

But, I'm on my way back now, maggot.

Ana i m gonna nail you good, and for good.

I know you're out there. I'm going to be

breathing down your back day in and day

out. And when I'm not breathing down your

back I'll be breathing in your face. I won't

rest until your kind of filth is put away
where it doesn't stink up the air anymore.

I'm coming for you. scum.

Hey, Romano, get away from Heather
Lockleg's aerobic class and get in the car.

We've got work to rio

Editor's Note: Every Saturday night is

AprilFool's Night nm T\'
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A fence separates sober and drunken fans during UMass' awe inspiring 11-4 victory over

Hobart in a lacrosse match.

New inspection process underway to

test carbon emissions from automobiles
By JOSH MEYER

\a%\. Friday was the first day of the state's annual

combined safety and emissions testing program for

automobiles, and in Amherst, everything went well.

The new plan requires car owners to have their vehicles

inspected for high levels of carbon monoxide and

hydrfjcarbon emissions.

''Lots of times the older cars have an

easier time passing, becaiise the standards

are louder, 'Stone said. "Most cars that fail

need minor adjustments — carburetor ad-

jfustvfients and spark plug replacement

usually do the job.
"

The $10 inspection process uses a computerized in-

spection system to determine whether a car passes the

emission safety test, and adds approximately three

minutes onto the normal inspection process.

"The new requirements are designed to reduce

emissions of the major pollutants by 20 percent." according

to David Stone of the Belchertown Road Sunoco station in

Amherst.
"We've had the machine for over a month, and we've

inspected about one hundred cars," Stone said. "A lot of

people aren't sure that their car will pass, or about when

they should get the inspection," Stone said.

The new policy states that license plates whose last

number on the right is the number 4 must be inspected in

April and those with number 5 must be tested in May. The

emissions test is mandatory for post 1967. non diesel

motor vehicles under 10.000 pounds. The hydrocarbon

emission standards differ accorduig to the type and year of

the car, the number of cylinders and other pertinent in

formation.

So far. according to Stone, approximately 85 percent of

the cars inspected have passed.

'IaAs of times the older cars have an easier time passing,

because the standards are lower." Stone said. "Most cars

that fail need minor adjustments — carburetor ad

justments and spark plug replacement usually do the job."

he said. Estimates for fixing a car with faulty emissions

levels range from a $30 tune up to a $150 new exhaust

system, he said.

With the new policy in effect. Mas.sachu.setts drivers will

need to inspect their cars once a year, instead of bi

annually. The computerized vehicle inspection system,

which costs $9,000, must be applied for by gas stations.

The station is then inspected by the Massachusetts

Department of Environmental Quality Engineering and

given a license. So far, five or six gas statrans in the

Amherst area expect to have the system set up shortly.

"Since a lot less stations will be giving inspections

because of the cost of the machine, we'll probably be

swamped now," Stone said.

New long-range

plan is unveiled
By BILL WALL

CollcKua sun

A new long range plan, designed to serve as a guide for

the University of Massachusetts and focus attention on

current issues and problems on the campus, was released

last week by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

The 214 page document is divided into two parts, one

concerning academic affairs and the other addressing the

non academic aspects of the University.

The academic affairs section had been submitted to the

campus last fall by former Provost Ixiren Baritz, while the

non academic section in the document is presented for the

first time, according to a letter by Duffey accompanying

the plan.

The letter acknowledges that the document is an early

version of the first plan and therefore is subject to review.

Duffey states in the letter that due to requests from the

University Board of Trustees and the Board of Regents the

plan is being forwarded with the "caveat" that it is subject

to change.

The plan's academic affairs section is divided into four

parts. The first pertains to the quality of the iJniversity in

the areas of faculty, graduate and undergraduate students,

and the physical condition of the campus. The second is

concerned with the allocatwn of resources to better

manage available space on campus, to replace worn out

e4)uipment. and to redirect resources to departments

overburdened by student demand by way of the flexibility

ifforded by the expected attrition of faculty. The third

part of the Academic Affairs section deals with academic

issues. It supports t he current di.vrussion of revision of the

general education curriculum. It also calls for en-

couragement and expansion of the Honors Program, in

ternational programs and contacts, the Divusum of Con

tinuing Education, the Five College consortium and the

advising of undergraduates by the faculty. An
examination of foreign language instruction is advocated,

as well as the development of a program in the History of

Science and Technology, and the creation of a Center for

Individualized Instruction composed of the current

Bachelor s Degree with Individual Concentration program,

the Honors program, the Internship program and

University Without Walls. The fourth part covers the

administration of research on campus and calls for the

creation of a campus based research foundation to provide

administrative support for campus research and provide

advice on policy issues relevant to research.

The non academic section of the long range plan is

apportioned into three parts: Student Life, University

Relations, and Physical Facilities and Space. The Student

Life section touches upon admissions, counseling,

residential life, safety, student activities and Five College

cooperation. The section makes a number of proposals for

each area, in particular calling for the "phasing out" of the

current residential colleges and the consideration of

splitting the Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) into

smaller components and proposing that the campus ad-

ministration undertake a "substantive " review of the

Student Senate's annual budget recommendations for the

SATF. The University Relations section calls for the

expansion of the public presence, service and interaction of

the University and the promotion of alumni relations and

organization. The third section on the physical facilities of

the campus advocates a concerted effort to reverse the

declining condition of the campus facilities and to locate

funding in order to proceed with the accumulated deferred

maintenance on campus.

Five college graduates acquire fame and fortune
By DAVID MUNIZ

( oil*itian J'orrMpoiMlmt

Wliat do Nancy Reagan, Julia Child. Dr.

J., Bill Cosby, Emily Dickinson, and

Richard Gere all have in common? The

answer is that they all went to school in

the five college area.

Nancy Reagan and Julia Child both

went to Smith College. Back then, Julia

Child was a french major. She graduated

from Smith in 1934.

Julius (Dr. J) Erving of the Philadelphia

76ers pro basketball team went to UMass,

as did Bill Cosby, who went to graduate

school here, and Richard Ctere, the star of

the movie "An Officer and a Gentleman,"

and "An American Gigolo," who left

UMass his sophomore year.

Emily Dickinson was a poet, and a

graduate of Mt. Holyoke College.

The list of famous and successful people

does not stop there. From Amherst Col-

lege comes Ken Howard, star of the now
defunct television series "The White

Shadow," who graduated in 1963, and

Prince Albert Grimaldi, of Monaco, who
graduated in 1981.

Hampshire College, whose oldest

graduates are only approaching 33 years

of age, already has several noted profes-

sionals in their fields. Steven RfM*he. a

Hampshire graduate, won the Lumina
Award for lighting design, one of the

highest awards p)ossible in the lighting in-

dustry. Another Hampshire graduate is

designing a stamp for the U.S. Postal Ser-

vice.

F^ver since there has been a college in

the Pioneer Valley, there have been

famous graduates from here, according to

Vee Wailgum. Lucy Stone, the first

woman to retain her maiden name after

marrying, graduated from Mt. Holyoke in

1839. Any woman who retaine<l her

maiden name after Lucy Stone was refer-

red to as a "Lucy Stoner." The first presi

dent of Wellesley College, Ada L.

Howard, was also a graduate of Mt.

Holyoke in 18.53.

Famous five college graduates can be

found in almost every field.

William Webster, the director of the

FBI is a 1945 graduate of Amherst Col-

ege. Ella Grasso. the late governor of

' •infnnu'fi nn page 6
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World and National News
Smaller families on the rise
RIO DE JANEIRO. Brazil lAP) - The

Latin American tradition of large families is

coming to an end as young parents abandon

the belief that children are the "richness" of

a nation and proof of their father's

masculinity.

Population experts cite increased ur-

banization, the entry of women into the

labor force, better education and health

services and the widespread availability of

contraceptive information and devices as

the factors creating the new attitudes.

And economic woes may be accelerating

the trend.

One of the most dramatic examples is

Colombia, where the birth rate dropped

during the last 20 years from 46 live births

per 1.000 inhabiunts to 30. During that

period, the average number of children for

each adult Colombian woman fell from 6.5

to2.9.

Although the rates vary from country to

country, all show the same downward
trend. In Brazil, the region's most populous

nation with 125 million people, the birth

rate decreased from 43 to 30 births per

1,000, while Mexico's rate went from 45 to

37 between 1%0 and 1980, according to the

World Bank.

These figures are still far above the

current U.S. rate of 16 births per 1.000 or

West Germany's 11. But while North

America and European rates stabilized in

the last half of the 1970s, Latin America's

figures indicate the drop here is continuing.

Despite the dominant Roman Catholic

Church's formal opposition to artificial birth

control, contraceptives are universally

available. In most Latin countries, the pill

can be bought even at neighborhood drug

stores without a prescription.

Nuke protests span Europe
FRANKFCRT, West Germany (AP) -

An estimated 200.000 peace protesters

blocked I'.S. military bases, staged mock

atomic holocausts and decorated a nuclear

submarine port with daffodils yesterday,

climaxing a chilly Easter weekend of

European demonstrations.

Police arrested 70 people at a U.S.

military radar station atop a Berlin hill, and

hundreds were reported detained briefly

elsewhere.

Officers dragged a parliamentarian and

former army general from the entrance of

one army ba.s*' in West Germany to the

cheers of his 250 fellow protesters.

There were no reports of injuries in the

demonstrations.

In Kaslane, Scotland, more than 2,000

protesters with yellow daffodils descended

on the Royal Navy's top security Polaris

nuclear submarine base on the Clyde River,

bedecking its barbed wire fence with peace

symbols fashioned from the flowers.

Security squads seized five demon

strators. including two women dressed as

Easter bunnies, who clambered over a

fence and occupied a sentry post. Other

marchers later staged a mock funeral at the

main gates, leaving a symbohc coffin filled

with nowers.

"This is our last chance to stop the

missiles and we want to make the most of

it." said Helbig lx>thar. 23. a psychology

student from Giessen University who

m.irched near Frankfurt.

New law to permit public lashings
MAPUTO. Mozambique (API -

Mozambique will begm publicly flogging

subversives, the official stale news agency

reported.

Citing a new law by a standing committee

of the Peoples As.sembly. the agency AIM
reported Saturday that people found guilty

of "crimes against the security of the people

and people's state" can be publicly lashed

three to 30 times.

AP

Composite of a family planning pamphlet used by the Private Benfam
Foundation in rural and poor areas of Brazil encourages families to

bear less children than their predecessors.

Digest
By the Associated Press.

Marine chokes to death in donut eating contest

Dukakis ctaims tax hikes set minimum rate

BOSTON — The whole kit and caboodle

is called a "revenue enforcement and

protection program" by the Dukakis ad

ministration. It's come to be known as

"reap" in the I>egislature.

It proposes that the "tax upon cigarettes

would be modified from its present level of

21 cents to 25 cents per package, " according

to literature distributed by Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' administration March 2.

The same explanatory material called the

ga.soline lax hike from 9.9 cents per gallon

to 11 rents that look effect Friday a

proposal estabhshmg "a mininiuni lau-.

rather than an increase.

In recent Senate debate, one legislator

said thus bill was simply "correcting" the

1980 variable ga.soline tax law that per

milted the levy to float upward with the

price of ga.soline and, not expected at the

lime, back down in recent months.

While the Democratic legislative leaders

generally support "reap." a term coined by

House Tax Chairman Charles F. Flaherty,

many also say the tax hikes and nearly two

do7.en other budget balancing measures the

Democratic governor filed are insufficient.

NEWPORT. N.C. - A 25 year oW

Marine choked to death on a half dozen

glazed doughnuts during a speed eating

contest at a festival here, officials and

witnesses say.

Cpl. Richard Drown, of Green Springs.

Ohio, died Saturday of "apparent

respiratory arrest." according to a

statement issued by the U.S. Marine Corps

Air Station at Cherry Point.

Drown was among 10 contestants in the

doughnut eating match which followed the

Newport Pig Cooking Contest.

He gobbled four doughnuts succes.sfully.

ale two more and. while swallowing those,

gagged when he put three additional

doughnuts in his mouth.

"When they said he had 10 seconds left,

he stuffed three more in his mouth at one

time." said (ireg Pehrsen. another Marine

who witnessed the contest. "He walked off

the stage, looked like he was starting to

collapse and fell to the ground."

By.slanders tried to perform the Heimlich

maneuver in an attempt to force the

doughnuts out of his airway, but were

unsuccessful.

UJS. divorce rate down for first time in 20 gears

State seeks plan to retain high tech workforce

BOSTON — Massachusetts must retain

its high technology edge to avoid the kind of

wholesale job loss it suffered earlier this

century, according to a congressional panel

which has a jobs hearing set for today.

Five members of the states Wa.shington

delegation will hear from government

officials, educators, bankers and labor

leaders on ways to train and retrain

workers in hopes of holding onto as many
jobs as possible.

"pA'ery regional economist I'm aware of

has stressed the fact that New England's

major economic advantage is having a

highly educated and highly skilled work

force." said Bailey Spencer, executive

director of the New F^ngland t'ongressional

caucus, which organized the hearing.

NEW BRITAIN. Conn. - One year does

not a trend make, but one of the so called

backbones of our way of life — marriage —
is showing signs of new life after a long

dormant period.

The U.S. divorce rate actually dropped in

19H2. a healthy sign for this supposedly

moribund institution. The last lime the

divorce rale went down was in the pre

Beatles, pre Vietnam era. 1962. when 2.2

divorces per 1 .000 people were recorded by

the National C'enter for Health Statistics.

In the intervening 20 years divorces

increased from 413.000 to 1.18 million last

year, or .5.1 divorces per 1.000 people. And
that was actually three percent less that in

19H1.

Sometimes overlooked while the divorce

rate climbed were the millions of happy,

successful marriages. Even as the failure

rate .skyrocketed so loo did the number of

rale skyrocketed so to© did the number of

new marriages.

Wrong man cremated in corpse mix-up

KANSAS CITY. Mo. - Nearly 60 family

and friends who gathered at a funeral home

to view a body were told the remains had

been cremated by mistake, and the services

were called off.

Deno M. Hudson. '22, died last week from

an accidental gunshot wound. His coffin was

placed next to that of another gunshot

victim who was to be cremated, the

Lawrence A. Jones & Sons funeral home

said.

"I have been in the business since 1950

and this is the first lime this has happened,"

said Jones, who added that name tags will

now be put on all coffins to avoid such

mixups.

Blondell Hudson, mother of the deceased,

said "this is unforgivable. It was a hideous

mistake."
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Full funding for

third world picnic

denied by SWAG
By ROBERT STACK

Colleician (orrrapcindrnt

Southwest Area Government (SWAG) leaders repealed

last year's fiery debate over funding of the Malcolm X

Third World Center's annual picnic Thursday night, when

the assembly voted to allot $880 to the Center although

$1200 was requested by Malcolm X representatives.

Four proposals were made to reduce the event's funding,

with a final vote of 18 14 supporting an $880 allocation.

"This is the only thing we come for. and it causes a great

fight every year.' said Michael Nauls. co director of

the Malcoln X Center. "The picnic cost more this year than

last and the potential outside funding sources could not

come through with money this year."

Mark Lipof. a SWAG representative said. "I left the

meeting in disgust. It was totally discriminaory. The

executive body related their views to the body as they

always do in cases where their personal opinions are in

volved. They forced their opinions on the body. "
Lipof

said.

Neil Grant, last year's Malcolm X director said. "This

Uhe picnic) is the only thing black people and third world

people can come to. Each year. SWAG brings en

tertainment and tries to pass it off as a third world event

some reggae band that appears each month and doesn't

attract any third world people."

The picnic, which is open to all University students, is

scheduled for Saturday. May 14 at the Southwest hor

seshoe area.

Professor granted

funds to research

food poisoning
By BRIAN FITZ MAURICE

( aUvtMa surr

The United States Army recently granted $60,000 to Dr.

Ronald G. Labbe, assistant professor of Food Science and

Nutrition at the University of Massachusetts, to study

spores responsible for food poisoning.

The spore being studied. "Ctostridium Perfringens"

(CP). is the third most common cause of food poisoning.

Labbe said. The CP spores are normally a highly resistant

dormant stage of bacteria, but if conditions are right these

CP spores will grow. Labbe said.

This spore is present in half of all fresh meats and in a

variety of meat products, Labbe said.

"This is not unusual because CP is found in the intestines

of all warm blooded animals including man. During the

slaughter it is not hard to see how these spores nught get

into the cuts of meat." Labbe said.

"That alone is not a danger, " Labbe said. "The problen-

with CP spores arises when meat products' temperature*

are abused," l>abbe said.

Calling it the "church picnic effect." Labbe said the

contamination of nrwat products by CP spores is most

common when there is a large amount of food being

prepared well in advance. Mistakes are made in defrosting

and refrigeration when amateurs prepare large amounts of

food without breaking them down into portion sizes. Labbe

said.

"If a large pot of gravy is put into a refrigerator to cool

overnight, the outside will cool, but the inside will stay

warm, a perfect temperature for the CP spores to grow."

Labbe said.

The hazard of the CP organisms is that once allowed to

grow, they have the ability to recover from heat injury, so

that food poisoning may occur even after the food is

cooked. Labbe said

The most common forms oi food poisoning,

"Staphylococcus aureus" (ptomaine food poisoning).

"Salmonella" and "Clostridium Perfringens" (CP). cause

diarrhea, vomiting, and se\ere abdominal cramps,

generally incapacitating the victim. Labbe said.

The army's interest in further research of CP is sparked

by the lack of "basic research" about CP in comparison

with "Staphylococcus aureus" and "Salmonella" research,

which goes back over 50 years, Labbe said. Although CP
has always existed, it wasn't discovered until 20 years ago

when there were improve nents in scientific

methodologies. Labbe said.

The army s hopes, according to Labbe, are that a clearer

understand'ing of CP might better avoid incapacitation of

troops in the field caused by food poisoning.

The CP research is expected to last two or three years,

and will focus on the discovery of how a certain enzyme is

allowing .some spores to survive the cooking process, and

under what conditions the survivors will continue to grow.

Labbe said.

CoikcUK photo by Drew Ogiw

Yesterday was a beautiful day to play frisbee on the Amherst College practice field as Jim

Fontenarosa, a senior chemical eni^ineering major, and Johanna Brice, a junior fashion

marketing major, found out.

Hard times inspire faith at Easter
By JOHN DiPALAZZO

C'oikr*" ^>«"

The large crowds that turned out at the Newman Center

chapel to hear Easter Mass yesterday were a reflection on

"distress in so<Mety" according to the center's director.

The Rev. Joseph Quigley said Ea.ster Masses and Holy

Week services were "amazingly well attended."

More than 600 of the faithful jammed the center's chapel

to hear Mass at 11 a.m. yesterday, according to Quigley.

The other six services held there yesterday enjoyed

similar turnouts.

"I think religion is getting big play probably because of

the times." Quigley said. ""There's a real stress in society."

Quigley said that people usually turn to the church in

times of trouble.

"When you're desperate, who do you turn to? What've

you got left?" he said. "You can come to me gratis."

"I think people are hurting, and I think they need to be

reassured." Quigley said.

People need to be reassured because there are "damn
few leaders today." Quigley said.

"You don't find people taking a definite stand," he said.

"Very few people stick their necks out to do anything."

Another cause of the anxiety in society that Quigley

mentioned was a lack of respect people have for other's

"Do we love our neighbor? No. we don't." Quigley
staled. "I ask people 'do we respect one another*.'' I really

don't think we do." he said.

""We haven't got a good spirit in our society." he said.

This disillusionment in society is timely on Elaster

because "'thts is the morning that the Ix>rd ap|H»ared to

men who had begun to lose hope." Quigley said.

Quigley said one of the main points of his sermon

yesterday was ihal "We've gol to have a virion.

"

"I ihink we've got to start respecting others. We've got

to lake to heart what we only purport to take to heart ." he

concluded.

Writing aid available to area workers
By PAULA HOYT

(olle(iMi surf

Some professors at the University of Massachusetts

extend their teaching beyond the students into the

business world by helping area professionals with writing

skUb.

The Writing Center of the UMass Division of Continuing

Education offers credit free, cost free workshops for area

industry workers who have problems with writing, saki

Mike Munley. coordinator of the Writing Center.

"We want to arouse a little interest in writing.

Everyone can write and should write. " Munk»y said.

Munley will be traveling in a UMass van to area shop

ping centers in the next two weeks with informatk>n for

local residents who have writing concerns or want to

imnrove the"- skiUs.

He said a common service by the Division of C^ntinumg

Education is to go off campus to industries and find out the

writing problems of workers. Workshops such as

"Conquering Writing Blocks", to be offered in April, are

also given regularly.

Free writing advice will be available from Munley from

9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.. April 11 at Thorne s market in

Northampton, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. April 26 at the

Springfield City Library, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. March 19

and from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.. March 24. at the Holyoke Mall

and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Bayside West in downtown

Springfield.

Munley. former editor of the North Adams Transcript,

was a journalist for eight years and worked for businesses

in Washington. New York, and Berkshire County.

IDB and TIPS; UMass by phone
By LISA PEDULLA

C»lhgi— »toff

The Information DaU Bank (IDB) and Taped Infor

mation Phone Service (TIPS I are sources of information on

matters of general interest to the University community.

IDB is a telephone or walk in referal service maintaining

up to date information on University policies and

procedure, bus. library and athletk* schedules, and current

on campus events.

"It is a referral center lor a variety of things about the

University," said Associate Dean of Students Robert N.

Brooks.

TIPS is a library of over 200 cassettes providing in

formation on specific topics of interest, such as: "Financial

Aid at the University, " "Pre registration for Courses," and

'"llndergraduate Fees." Brooks said the service will tape

just about anything that is of interest to students. All the

tapes are also available in Spanish and are being made

available for the hearing impaired too. Brooks said.

Brooks said the services were an outgrowth from the

Blue Ribbon Committee on Red Tape, a committee started

by Brooks six years ago to determine how to get in

formation out to students and faculty from one central

location.

The service are run through the Dean of Students Office

and employ 18 to 20 work study students who respond to

inquiries and answer calls. Brooks said IDB and TIPS are

run at a minimum cost to the University, the major ex-

pense being the cost of the tapes. He said the electronic

equipment, which has already been paid for, was worth the

investment cost.

"As the University gets larger, the need for IDB and
TIPS becomes greater," Brooks said. Students face a

greater need for a place to turn to for information and put

the services to gnr^ater use, he said.

"If a call comes in and we don't have the information. I

charge the students to get it." Brooks said.

Since October 31, 1982, Brooks said the total number of

calls to IDB were 1806, to TIPS were 2468. He said the

greatest number of combined calls in a given week were

594. the first week of the spring semester, and the smallest

number of combined calls was 149 during Thanksgiving

week.

Brooks said he is presently putting together a loose-leaf

notebook on every piece of printed information at the

University. "It will be a data control reference point with

information on areas such as the library, the University

Health Services, and Greek Affairs." Brooks said.

Brooks added he would like to make IDB and TIPS more

visible to the students. "What I want is more business, " he

said. At present a wall in the Whilmore office is being

taken down to make the equipment more visible.

Brooks said he hopes to see more electronical changes

and hopes in time to have monitors running with course

selection information and registration updates located in

key spots to keep students informed.
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The Choice Is Clear

Joanne Levenson
for

Selectman

She Has Experience:
it Director, UMass Off-Campus

Housing Office for seven years.

it Town Meeting Member since 1977

it Fair Housing Compliance Officer

for the Town of Amherst
it Chair, Town of Amherst Fair

Housing Commission. Helped draft

the Town of Amherst Fair Housing Plan.

it Hampshire After School Care
Program, Fort River School.

Wrote Title XX state grant proposal that nnade

possible scholarships and sliding fee scale

for after school supervised play.

it Certified Mediator. Mediation
Trair>ers and Consultants, Inc. Boston. Ma.

it B.A. University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

VOTE
Amherst

Town Election

Tuesday April 5, 1983

for by Jo*nn« L«v*n*oo Campaign Commma*

POLITICAL ADVERTI8EMEMT

Service fraternity offers an alternative
By ROBERT NOLAN

C'oll«fiBn (^orrcipondcnt

Most University of Massachusetts fraternities have a

house, but for Alpha Phi Omega, a national fraternity that

emphasizes community service, this is not the case.

"We're an in between fraternity." claims Jim Pisini,

president of Alpha Phi Omega and a junior from Franklin,

adding that the fraternity is "an alternative to the Greek

System."

Termed a "University service fraternity" by the Greek

Affairs Office, the fifteen member fraternity, whose ideals

are derived from scouting, is responsible for numerous

charity drives.

To become a member, pledges must contribute 15 hours

to such events as "Operation I.D.. ' "Las Vegas Night."

blood drives and several other events. There is no hazing.

"It's the whole idea of volunteering." said Pisini. who

said Alpha Phi Omega's ideals are "similar to that of the

Rotary Club."

"But we're not a club, as you get a real sense of

brotherhood." said Pisini. adding that "we're more than

iust a group, yet not quite a frat."

The main difference between Alpha Phi Omega and

other fraternities is that members are not loyal to the frat

house but to the ideals of "campus and community ser-

vice." Most of the members are former Eagle Scouts,

although it is not necessary to have been a Boy Scout to

join.

Founded in 1925 to carry on the scouting ideals in

college, the 600 chapter national fraternity came to UMass
in 1952. where it has since held a "good name" on campus.

"They do more fund raising for charity" than the average

fraternity, claimed Kenneth Abert. the program adviser

for the student acitivites in the Greek Affairs Office.

Alpha Phi Omega is now carrying on "Operation LD." in

coordination with the UMass Police Department. The

project involves indentifying students' valuables with

social security numbers so that stolen articles recovered by

the police may be identified. Pisini said.

In the fall semester Alpha Phi Omega holds an anuual

"Las Vegas Night" mock gambhng casino. Profits go to

charity.

Alpha Phi Omega's sister sorority is Gamma Sigma
Sigma, which recently held a book elchange.

Collvcix* plkolo bT Ih-rm < ^\rt

Bill Botticelli (upper left), a junior at UMass, gazes out at the landscape known as the Pioneer

Vallev from the top of Mt. Sugarloaf yesterday.
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SGA ex-President Jim Murphy has his say
He's for student power, as radical as ever

and remains a force to be contended with
By KEN BAZINET

C'oiieriui sun

Jim Murphy is a comfortable man — whether he is work-

ing or simply passing the time talking with members of his

entourage. He can usually be found with his feet up on his

rickety desk, in the oblong box called the "president's of-

fice."

And it's difficult to find Murphy all wound up or tense;

he has yet to be seen rushing off to a meeting or running

around his office looking for some obscure document on

rent control or general education.

negative opinion — at least not on the fourth floor of the

Student Union Building where the SGA offices are

located.

But Murphy can boast that he has never "burned"

another student, and this may be a part of the reason why
he is a respected member of the SGA. He also has the

benefit of being aligned with Sharon Davies, the former

speaker of the senate, Chris Sullivan, the newly elected

speaker, and several other powerful senators.

It is no fluke that Murj)hy was able to generate support

for his bid for the presidency. He had participated in

senate activities for three years and was originally elected

"The man is mellow" Murphy *s peers in the SGA mill admitfreely, "He has a grip on
his role at (UMa^s).

"

Murphy's closest friends all agree that while the job of

president of the Student Government Association (SGA),

from which Murphy stepped down last week, is deman-

ding and tiring and sometimes monotonous, Jim Murphy
is able tt) stay c<x»l.

"The man is mellow," his peers in the SGA will admit

freely. "He has a grip on his role at the University of

Massachusetts."

(Murphy's) year as campus president officially came to

an end last Wednesday at the senate meeting when Tom
Ahem and Charlene Allen were sworn in as his sue-

as a member of the Progressive Student Alliance (PSA)
slate. The PSA was organized to elect a faction of the

students who shared the same beliefs and ideals, Murphy
explained.

"The last of the PSA people will be gone after this year,

which isn't necessarily bad," he reasoned. "The SGA re-

quires change to function correctly. I'd like to believe the

PSA was an effective slate during its time."

While Murphy and others will argue that there is not a

party system within the SGA, it is easy to prove different

ly. Murphy, a self-acclaimed anarchist and a long-time

member of the Radical Student Union, falls into a
category which has been labeled "rads" or "progressive"
by various SGA members.

He refers to the candidacy of Fran Hegeler and Siobhan
Powers, true opfwnents of the Murphy line, as the "con-

servative tram " of the recent presidential elections. He
even played a part in a whisper campaign which charged
those two with red -baiting after the distribution of a
leaflet which had a drawing of the Kremlin on its cover
bearing the words "Student Union Building."

rollririan pholu h« Jin >*(>wrr*

Former Student Government Association
President Jim Murphy.

honorably. "I'm not trying to impress anyone by being

nice to them but I'm not going out of my way to be mean to

them either."

Murphy's current activities include seeking to have rent
control implemented in Amherst as well as child care. He
would like to see voter registration increase to a level

where UMass can dictate a social change in town politics.

(Murphy) refers to the candidacy of Fran Hegeler and Siobhan Powers, true op-

ponents of the Murphy line, as the "conservative tram" of the recent SGA presidential

electums.

oeMors. Murphy campaigned for Ahem and Allen and

says he is confident they can succeed in working for the in-

terests of the students.

"The transition between Charlene, Tom and myself

should go well," as he explains, "we have worked together

in the past and have worked well."

Murphy is just reaping his greatest advantage fn)m run-

ning as a single candidate.

While he has been relieved of his duties as campus presi-

dent, his term as a member of the UMass Board of

Trustees runs through June.

"I needed someone intelligent and compatible to run

with," he says as his justification for running as a sole can-

didate, "and those people were not interested in running."

"They dug their own graves with that one," he said,

quite i^eased with the outcome of the elections. 'You have

to give the students more credit than to pull a stunt like

that."

On what is labeled the "conservative side" of the SGA,

Powers and Hegeler stand virtually poweHess, and this is

something which Murphy smiles at. He is alim pleased with

the "fall from grace" which Sen. Dave Mc<.:arthy. Powers

and Hegeler's campaign manager, recently experienced.

McCarthy was verbally castigated by the senate and Kevin

Bowe. the Editor-in-Chief of the Collegian.

McCarthy resigned following the Kremlin leaflet

distribution and Bowe charge<l McCarthy with unethically

misrepresenting another person's views in a Collegian ar-

ticle written last semester.

"This is not resp<^)nsihle leadership." Murphy says, poin-

ting out the Powers/Hegeler team used the slogan

"Wanted: Responsible Student Leaders" throughout their

short-lived bid for the presidency.

His relationship with the administrative hierarchy is

similar. There are some who admire Murphy's idealism

and respect his judgement, and there are those who think

his presence on the Board of Trustees was detrimental to

the University's image.

"I question the style some administrators use when
dealing with students," he says. "I just don't believe they

should get away with patronizing students the way they

do."

"It looks like there will be enough of our people elected

to Town Meeting and will probably get rent control this

year," he says with the hope that he will be one of those

people elected to Town Meeting.

Murphy plans to return to Weymouth, his home town

following this year but may return tfl study part time. He
enjoys spending time with his father, a WeyTTM»uth police

officer, and his mother, an art teacher in the Weymouth
public schools.

"I'm going to go home and hopefully play a few clubs

and bars," says Murphy, who is a talented accoustic gxiitar

player.

"But I'll just play the SUte Street T Station down on

the Blue line in Boston, where I can play for people

heading out to the race track or the airport,' he says. "It's

a quiet station. The trains are spaced far enugh apart so

you can get in a few songs before the train comes flying in

and drowns everything out."

Jim Murphy seems like a comfortable man. He probably

is.

"I question the style some administrators use when dealing with students, " (Mur-

phy) says. "Ijust don't believe they should get away with patronizing students the way

they do.
"

Murphy grins as he talks about his role as a trustee. He

has enjoyed his term as one of the University's chief policy

makers and admittedly it is the part of his job he enjoyed

the most.

"The trustees are the University's policy making

board," he says not so modestly. "And there is no question

that the .students must be represented on the board. " He

is defensive about this, as if the students' seat with the

trustees is constantly in jeopardy.

"Students are in a better position to judge what is good

for the students, " he says defending the turf which has

become sacred tdo him. "There is no way to ensure stu-

dent input without a seat on the board."

Murphy's performance as a trustee fares well with many
of his peers, but there are those who say he has been inef-

fective. It is difficult, however, to hear a blatantly

;.;j.:...;.;,^.^..:...,*;...;......5,V;;;;;;;^^^

William Field, dean of students and Randy Donant,

director of student activities, are two names which fre-

quently surface when Murphy speaks of his "patronizing

sidministrators."

His perception of UMass president David C. Knapp, a

person he must frequently deal with as a trustee, is uni-

que. Murphy views Knapp as a person who considers the

image of UMass before he considers the students and the

educational process.

"He is concerned with how I dress." says Murphy who
has yet to wear a tie or a dress jacket to a trustee's

meeting. "I feel no need to walk up to Knapp in a suit and

tie and have to treat him as if he's my father.

"I'm trying to truly represent the students, " he says
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Study reveals woodburning stoves produce carcinogens
By ABBY NEITERMAN

Collrffimn (orrcapondent

Wood burning stoves, a popular solution

for keeping the home warm, may be doing

so at the expense of clean air. Some of the

same chemicals that produce carcinogens in

cigarette smoke are produced in wood

burning smoke, said Professor Salvatore

Dinardi of the School of Public Health at the

University of Massachusetts.

Dinardi has recently conducted studies

on woodburningstoves and their effects.

He attributes the production of carcinogens

Vo two reasons- -woodburning stoves burn

at a low temperature, and they do not burn

with an adequate amount of oxygen.

There are 1000 to 2000 woodburning

stoves in the Amherst area which burn

approximately three cords of wood an

nually. Dinardi said. These stoves produce

about 100 pounds of carcinogens a year, he

said.

"There is a problem, it has the potential to

be harmful." Dinardi said. "It takes

everyone collectively to put the heat on the

State Government. There is a real danger

in using woodburning stoves, especially for

the very young, the very old and the

unhealthy." he said. "But before the health

effects can be determined, research must

be conducted and woodstoves monitored."

Until then. Dinardi's findings will not

effect woodburning stoves as a source of

heat.

"Nothing will change, people will still use

them." he said. "I believe that people will

not take my concerns seriously, but it has

the same potential danger as smoking

cigarettes."

If people are going to continue to use their

woodburning stoves they can decrease the

danger if they use them correctly and

cautiously. Use woodstoves moderately,

and don't burn wet wood. Dinardi

suggested.

Before consumers take any precautions

they must be educated, and aware of the

dangers. Dinardi said "At this time those

are the only feasible solutions to the

problem."

Perhaps a future solution would be to get

the manufacturers to redesign the stove,

but to accomplish this all manufacturers

would have to be involved, he said.

Although manufacturers have expressed

their concerns they probably will not take

any action until more evidence can be found

and more extensive research is completed,

he said.

"Without this research no one will ever

know how dangerous woodburning smoke is

until perhaps it is too late," he said.
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Woman's Week
MONDAY

La QuaranUine (Beyond Forty) in

French, will be shown at 5:30 p.m. in

Herter Hall room 231. Anne-Claire Poirier.

the director of the film, will be on hand to

answer questions about her films and

women's filmmaking.

Women's Issues Team will meet at 6:30

p.m. Check Campus Center schedule for

room number.

TUESDAY

The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will

meet at 6:30 p.m. c;heck the ('ampus

Center schedule for r(H>m number.

Women's Journey into Self Support

Group will meet at 7 p.m. at the

Everywomans Center. The gnrnp will

focus on topics such as .selfesteem, overall

wellness and relationships. Pre-

repstratjon is required; call the center at

.'>4r>-0HHii.

ifgraduates
i 'otitifiutii iftf {"ig*" I

Connecticut was a li*40 ^rraduate of Mt.

Holyoke.

Famou.s f»e<>ple who ^jraflualfd in the

.W.s include Sen. Thomas Ea^fleton.

l)-Mi.ss«>un. a 1950 grariuat(> of Amherst,

ami Cloria Steinem. a 1956 ^Taduate of

Smith College. Steinem is tht* t'ditor and

founder «)f "Ms. ' mapizine.

.John F. Welch. Jr.. a 1957 UMass
graduate is the chairman and chief ex-

ecutive officer of (General Electric. Joseph

B. Flavin, a 1953 UMass graduate went

on t*> become the chairperson and chief

executive officer of Singer, the c<»mpany

that makes sewing machines.

Greg Landry graduated from I'Mass in

1968 and went on to play pro football with

the Detroit Lions and the Baltimore

Colts. He is now the quarterback for the

Chicagr. Blitz of the new I SFL. Taj

Mahal. wh«) al.so graduated from UMass

in 1968 is now a famous reggae per-

former.

Shelley Hack is a Smith graduate

known for her appearances in ads for

Charlie perfume, and her role on

"Charlie's Angels". Natalie Cole,

daughter of Nat King Cole and a

respected singer in her own right,

graduated from UMass in 1972.

To put any rumors to rest, there is no

truth to the story that Brooke Shields ap-

plied to Smith.

Contexts of Identity, a panel discussion

will be held at 7:30 p.m. in McConnell

Auditorium at Smith Collejje.

The Female as an Outsider: New
Perspectives on Old Subjects, will be

given by Sheila Tobias, the co-founder of

the National Organization of Women
(NOW) at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center in

room 804-8.

Nudity. Vulgarity and Protest will be

given by Shirley Aniener, »^^" euiL<>. of

Perceiving Women, at 8 p.m. in the New
York Room at Mount Holyoke College.

Mourir a Tue-tete (A Scream from

Silence) will be shown at 8 p.m. in Thomo-
st)n Hall 104. Anne-Claire Poirier, the

director will be on hand to answer ques-

tions.

BARSELOTTI'S
Has the NCAA
championship
LIVE TONITE!

75* MOlson Drafts
All Nite
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Wed like you to think — ;u$f for a few

minutes — about somefhing you may
not like thinking about how you're

going fo pay oH your GSL. NDSL or

fISL itudent hans
Not long after you leave school,

you'll have to start making student

loan payments Right novy you may
have no idea how much you'll have to

pay every month, but it moy be more

than you will be able to pay Particu

larly when you consider that your in

come will probat^y be lower at fhof

point than it will ever be again

Now. for the good news There's

o way for you to reduce those student

loan payments dramatKally— by up

to 50% — ma unique program called

OPTIONS

Loon
Catmgory

fypKol

Otd
Poymont

Jypkol

OPTIONS

$5,001 $7,500

$7,501 IJ 1.000

11 1.001 -SI 5,999

$16.000-ormore

$ 9600
12200
16600
21400

$58 00
77 00
9600
12300

Collegian nir pitoto

Nancy Reagan got her conser-

vative background from an unlikely

place; Smith College.

First, figure out how much youll

owe. Do a litlle mental arithmetic to

see how much you're going to owe in

GSL. NDSL or FISL loons Find the closest

total on the chart The nexf column

shows fhe approximate amount you'll

be paying every month In the last col

umn, you'll see the average OPTIONS

payment you could make instead

' 1983 Siudanf loon Mortafiog Anociotan

/f% called OPTIONS
because that's what you gefl When
most lenders set up your payback

schedule, fhey won'f ask you how you'd

like to do It They'll /usf tell you how it's

going fo be Period

OPTIONS IS different With

OPTIONS, you decide within broad

guidelines what your payments will

be. and how long you'll pay

After you pKk your own payment

phn, Sallie Mae pays off your existing

GSL NDSL and FISL loans and creates

orye new, 7%-interest. guaranteed

student /oon wifh no prepayment pen-

alty Working with you. we draw

up a payback schedule you can

live with, based on one of 3 bask

OPTIONS
OPTION I lets you extend

the payback period and make
lower, unchanging payments

OPTION 2 also gives you more

time, but features payments that start

out very low and then gradually rise —

tike your income OPTION 3 gives you

graduated payments too, but lets you

pay the loan off faster

learn more about OPTIONS now,

so you'll be prepared when the time

comes. We urge you to start planning

now for fhot day when you endone
rhof first student loan payment

Sallie Mae — a private corpora-

tion chartered by act of Congress m
1977 to make it easier for lenders to

provide student loans — is now oufho

med to moke sfudenf loans easier to

payoff

Ask your school's financial aid

office obouf So/lie ^Aae and its

OPTIONS program Or, for a free

brochure, fill out and return the

coupon

I

AixAffU

c*»

Slow /»!

SAail fo Sfydenf Loon Morkefing ""
Assooofion OPTIONS, 1050 Thomos
Jefferson Sl.NW. Woshingfon, DC 20007

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Colle^^ian ?
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El Salvador

still struggles
(Editor's note — This is the third in a three-part series

examining U.S. foreign policy in C. America. The third

part was ommitted on Friday becatute of the Collegian's

special April Fool's edition. We regret any irwor} oenieric^

this may have caused.

On October 15, 1979 an important revolution occur-

red in El Salvador. Instituted by the middle level of

the officer corp its first act was to expell % of the

senior officers from the army. The new revolutionary

government was supported by a wide political spectrum

including Guilermo Ungo. head of the (iOO member Social

Democratic Party, as well as several prominent com-

munists, while it totally exclude*! the now infamous "14

families." By March of 1980 the new revolutionary

government had nati«»nalized all l>anks and ex|)ort com-

panies and had confiscated 25* » large estates and given

160,000 peasant families ownership of the land they had

tilled. To most people this would seem a healthy begin-

Katherine Curda
ning, however, it was around this time that El Salvador's

current troubles kwgan.

Members of the old ruling class went into exile in Miami,

using their wealth to organize death squads to assassinate

those supporting the new government. It also trie<l unsuc-

cessfully to organize military coups against the new
government, all three of which failed. At the same time

several radical Salvadoran political groups met in Havana
and, with Castro's help, agreed to form what was to

become the FMLN, in order to fight the new government

from the left. Thus, the new revolutionary government

found itself buffeted by both the left and the right, with no

end in sight. Since January 1980 over 20.000 Salvadorans

and others have died in the violence. Some of the deaths

were explosive, such as the murder of the four American

nuns, while others are quiet; perhaps a villager who would

not contribute to the rebel's cause. BUkxI is blood and

death is death, and America is now struggling with itself

over how to put an end to the suffering of this tiny nation.

As I look at the situation, there seems to be three possi-

ble solutions. The first is the easiest. All we have to do is

abandon our support of the government of President

Alvaro Magana to the rebels. Many protesters would like

to see a rebel victory, for they feel the rebels are sup-

ported by the people. Yet, if this is so, why did none of the

people respond when the rebels called for general strikes

in May. August and September of 1980? It was certainly

more dangenius for the peof)le of Poland, yet they, unlike

the Salvadorans, felt the need far outweighed the risks. In

January of 1981 the FMLN fielded a well-armed fc»rce of

5 6,000 troops as they launched their "final offensive"

which failed, most notalily due to total lack of support

from the people. ()n March 28. 1982. 80% of the electorate

braved guerilla threats and Imllets to vote in El Salvador's

first real election. Many here in the U.S. were upset that

the right won more than expected, but nevertheless. El

Salvador's election was real and fair, while the world is

still waiting for elections in Culia, Vietnam and Nicaragua.

Another solution would be to negf)tiate with the

guerillas and form a united front. The revolution in

Nicaragua was settUti by negotiations in 1979 m w hich the

Marxist Sandinistas agreed to share power with the

moderates. Yet. from the l>eginning, it failtnl. Moderates

have either been forced out of office or they quit in

frustration. According to Jose Ruiz, a meml>er of the

rebel's directorate. "There are parts of Ho Chi Mihn.

I«irts of Mao. and parts of Kim II Sung that apf)eal to us.
"

Perhaps a united front with the rebels would work, but

none of the leaders the rebels profess to admire ever

allowed democracy in their countries.

Thus we come to the third solution for El Salvador's

dilemma. The U.S. must simultaneously support the pre-

sent government as it inchs its way toward dcmocracv.

while at the same aiding it in its struggle against the

violence from the left and the right. The government is

presently continuing land and social reform perhaps at a

slower pace, but it continues nontheless. The guerillas, on

the other hand, have disrupted power supplies, blown up

factories, destroyed power plants, blasted commuter

buses, burned crops and commandeered food supplies.

How these actions help the people is very difficult to

fathom.
Democracy is a fragile flower which needs both time and

care to blossom, and it is rarely known to flourish during a

war. It cannot be created by D'oclamation, but rather it

must be built into the systen Jnly by helping to create

strong, independent institutions in such areas as business,

politics and society, will the U.S. create in El Salvador a

formula for lasting peace. The struggle toward true

political freedom and pluralism in El Salvador will be a

tough and at times unpleasant job. Yet this solution is far

more realistic than the cries of those who put their trust in

the left-wing revolutionaries. Slogans do not build

Democracy, patience and hard work does.

Kathenne Curda is a Collegian columnist

Smoke-Out—give your lungs a break
Four years of strict field study has le<l me to the con

elusion that there are several sure-fire meth<Hls of

escape from the perennial mind-numbing lecture.

Tapping your fingers U) the l)eat of your favorite

Genesis tune, writing letters for the sole purjpose of reliev-

ing scKial obligations, avoiding eye contact with the pro-

fessor while soliciting that same contat't fn^m the newly

noticed classmate you think you love l>ased on an entire

seven minutes of careful observation — these are what I

call "classic" measures and are as effective as nothing

short of staging a rude and (ielil)erately disruptive exit.

These means of eliminating boredom and stamping out

the dreaded pie-eye are second to none in their field of

endeavor, but will serve no practical purpose here. This is

because I am not here to spend my time pumping out stag-

nant lectures. I'm here io promote a cause, and a
devastatingly important cause at that.

Now hold on a minute, don't turn to the sports section

yet (they probably lost anyway). I still don't have to tell

you a few more things. For example, you don't need to be

told that 77 million work days are lost and 88 million days
are spent in bed each year due to smoking. If not of

yourself, then think of others who don't have to tell vou
that one day spent in an office with a smoker is equivalent

to smoking ten cigarettes.

Finallv. I am al^lutely positive I don't have tn tell you

that pregnant women who smoke, and just hap|K»n U> !>e

carrying around highly impressional)le bundles of j<»v that

can only live off what motner supplies, tend to have lower

than average birth rates in relation to non sm«>king

women.
So much for the lecture that never was. You may now

remove the t(K)thpicks from your eyes. The point I am try

ing to put across is that smoking, however socially or

nhysically fileasing it may In* to some people, is not worth

rxith the 'immeiliate fifiancial costs and the highly potential

physical costs. It's disturt)ing to think how most
Americans are "processed" in a society which pnmiotes a

"more, more, m«>re, ..now, now, now" attitude ti)wanl

life. The problem here is that the more, nfW)re, m<>re smoke
you filter through your lungs now, n<»w. now, the worse

off you're going to be down the road when the returns

begin ^* diminish and there's nothing but uphill battles on

all fronts.

On April 20, there will be a campus-wide "SinokeX)ut"
sponsored by the American Cancer Society, the Am«»rican

Lung Association, and a small group of concerned

students. Why not give your lungs a break for the <iay? If

you would like U^ quit smoking, stop by the table in the

Campus Center for some great hints and informatHm.

Come on with us... jump «»n the wagtm and hold on ft>r

dear life because the roald will only get rougher.

Dai'e Former is a UMns* stiutmt

r

letters———^——

—

U.S. - hands off El Salvador
To the Editor:

In her recent column. Kathering Curda initially grasps

a truth when she says ihet Salvador f.rolesters want an

end to U.S. interventwn. Then in the most "balanced

"

fashion possible, she goes on to argue about what the

Salvardorans want, which is an entirely different matter.

I am sure that Salvadorans want an end to war.

Whether they would prefer a government by the

guerillas, who (by recent eyewitness account I set up

clinics and schools and feed their prisoners or by the

National Guard leadership, who (also by eyewitness

account) skin prisoners alive, massacre villages, and

napalm civilians, is perhaps open to debate. 1 haven't

been there and I don't know for sure.

But what Salvadorans want is their own business. I'm a

taxpayinK U.S. citizen, and I know what I want. I want

my government to get the hell out of El Salvador and out

of Central America. I want my money spent on the 20 30

percent of people who live below the poverty level in

Boston, or Chicago, or Cleveland, not to line the pockets

of rich nazi friends of Jean Kirkpatrick. Whether our

approach is "balanced" or not. El Salvador and Nicaragua

are none of our Yanqui business.

Lindsay Gillies

Amherst

Sleeping around not funny
To the Editor:

This is a letter in response to an editorial written by

Lise Zeiger, that appeared in the UMass Collegian 3-31-

83.

Whether or not "sleeping around" is a timeless

tradition (at UMass) that deserves more attention than it

is getting," is true or not, the fact that such an editorial,

written on the basis of insinuation that borders on the

libelous is printed in the Collegian, is something

deserving of more attention than it is getting.

Co-educational living has been a touchy subject at

UMass for a long time, culminating in the co-ed bathroom

issue in 1981 . Zeiger's editorial, without the use oi laci oi

verifiable evidence, only succeeds in making a complex

issue more complex. It was irresponsibly written, and

more irresponsibly cleared by the Collegian's editors.

Briefly, here are some of the students, as described by

^Zeiger. accused of "sleeping around.": Bleary eyed

sophomores groping their way at six a.m. up Orchard Hill

to their rooms in Webster, a half of the third floor of

I>each Dormitory who "wonder when they can return to

their own beds." a freshman stranded at JQA, women
who study with their boyfriends, all RAs. women who
live in Brett dormitory, and the assertion that "every

dorm sleeps around."

Where did Zeiger accumulate the facts (or lack of them)

reported in the editorial? Is the author able to read the

minds of those "'bleary eyvd sophomores." at Orchard

Hill? If not. the assertion that they have been "sleeping

around" does not hold much weight, nor do any of

Zeiger's other assertions.

Sexuality and co habitation are issues that must be

explored r.itionally and with respect to personal

preference and privacy. An editorial such as Zi'iger's

only promotes ignorance, apprehension and resentment

among both students and parents. It hurts a k>t of

people, but hurts no one as much as the editors of the

ColU quin who allowed it to appear.

Myles (lordon

Amherst

BOG member clarifies quotes

To the Editor:

I would like to clear up a misunderstanding as to what I

actually said in an interview which appeared in the

Collegian concerning the University Store's takeover of

the coffee shop (March 30). I was quoted as saying that I

thought the proposal was a good idea because I don't use

the coffee shop: this is not true. I admit the proposal has

its good points and I admit a closing of the coffee shop

wouldn't affect me as it would other students. However

this is exactly why we at the Board of Governors have

drawn up a questionnaire concerning this issue. The

BOG is interested in learning the opinions of the

students, staff, and faculty who patronize the coffee shop

as they are the ones to be affected. The questionnaire

can be found in the coffee shop as well as other areas in

the Campus Center starting Monday. April 4. .Anyone

who wishes to pursue the matter further shouM contact

the BOG. I apologize to the reporter for not being a little

clearer on exactly what I was trying to say.

Paul Knight
Food Service Coordinator

RO(;
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Arts
Leaving less to the imagination

mmmmim^^mi^^^^^^^x^^^^^'^'^^^^^^^'^^^^^^

By PAM MADNICK

Have you ever listened to Mystery

Theater on the radio? How does the ex-

perience in which you involve yourself iri

listening to that program compare to see-

ing a play, performed live in a theater? Is

one more believable? Is one more profes-

sional?

Since its debut on public radio, WICN,
the Blackbird Portable Theater has to deal

with questions like these twice a month for

five years. Blackbird is devoted to giving

the local writers a chance to have their

plays produced. Blackbird has worked with

comedy, historical drama, doc u drama,

science fiction and other forms of theater.

Radio theater "leaves less to the

imagination." according to actor, director

To Petti bone this type of theater is the

most challenging because actors arrive the

night of the performance and are given a

practice. Actors are expected to perform

live on the air. In some ways, its like going

to audition for a play because oftentimes

actors are given cold readings,

actors are given cold readings.

"When we began, we tried to emulate the

spooky shows on PB (Public Broad

casting)." producer William Gagnon said.

When Gagnon and company were

searching for a radio station to produce

radio plays, they were concerned about

being censored. WICN. a national radio

affiliate, gave the group complete creative

control.

There are problems with the status of

this radio theater group because it is not

recognized by the rest of the theater

community in Worcester. As Gagnon puts

it. theater critics see it as "a little radio

project." Because it is viewed in this light.

Blackbird is not critiqued in theater

reviews found in area newspapers, making

it difficult for people to find out about the

show

.

"The attitude is. if you don't pay for it. it

isn't theater." Gaenon explained.

To Gagnon, not paying for theater is a

plus. "You have an audience that doesn't

have to pay to see you and you go right into

their homes, unlike other theater com-

panies."

Until last year, the program was

reaching people between the ages of 35 50

and the very young, under 10 years old.

Since last year, there has been a heavy

teenage audience, which Gagnon said is

"strange seeing that we're on 9 10 p.m. on

Saturday." He said teens don't usually call

in about plays, but call to comment on the

improvisations that Blackbird performs

several times a year.

The Blackbird Theater has also worked
with video on cable channel 1.3 in Wor
cester. before the station went out of

business following a federal aid cut. Nine

plays and various talk shows interviewing

people from the arts community were

produced at the Channel 13 studios.

"It was a lot of fun. There was more
rehearsal involved. Actors had to memorize

scripts." said Gagnon. "We're not quite as

dedicated to doing that as radio or video

because that's where the real challenge is,"

Gagnon said. "It's a great release for the

people involved. We all get along so well,

probably because it is so small, so intimate.

We know each other pretty well," Gagnon
said.

In the radio situation, actors read with

their scripts. And because radio is heard

not seen, the only props needed are sound

effects.

None of the company members are paid.

People perform to have fun or they don't

perform. What financial aid the group does

receive comt^i from privaate and public

agencies. Blackbird has been underwritten

by Wyman Gordon for $1,000. which will

keep the show going for an extra six

months. They also receive grants from the

.Massachusetts Council for the Arts. Black

bird has not been effected by the federal

cutbark> that have been wiping out many of

the smaller theater groups in the Worcester

and Amherst areas.

Much of the aid Blackbird receives is in

the form of volunteer labor from their host

station, WICN in Worcester. Blackbird has

access to the equipment and the station

technician's, yet maintains complete

creative control.

Blackbird has one major responsibility to

the station to remain on the station's public

airwaves: to raise enough money to pay for

the show. Each year there is at least one

pledge drive.

Blackbird airs twice a month on WICN
(located in Worcester) during the first and

last Saturday of every month from 9 p.m. to

10 p.m. Shows are done live.

Eleven Alumni, the first art

alumni invitational exhibition in

the history of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, will be
on display at the University Gallery

in the Fine Arts Center from March
31 through June 5. The gallery is

open to the public Tuesday through
Friday, 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and 2

p.m. to 5 p.m. weekends.

MONDAY

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

9 CASH PRIZES 9

- $2. entry includes free mug drawing -

- B.Y.O.B. (that's BOARD not beer!) -

\
u

Starts 9 pm
EVERY

I
MONDAY

I
NIGHT

for info
caURich

Cassette
Sale

THURSDAY, APRIL 7

2 SHOUDS -7:00 & 0:30
f,

'
]''
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[JLlllllli9
<^'

IICKFTP, SROn
To Reserve Tickets call:

542 4244 4243
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DonH Miss The Boat

Sound & Mutic
90 92 Kinq Street (Ktf 5). Northampton. 584-9547
Mon Wed 10 6. Thurs . Fri. 10-9. Sat. 10-5

G<kk1 AiKke
Ikvwst l*rkf
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Back in a garage
THE RAMONES
Thursday, March 31

Student Union Ballroom

By LISA MOSLEY
lulleKUn SUff

An experiment especially for those who
are indifferent to the Raniones:

Pick up any Ramones' album and give it a

listen. Then decide if you like it, dislike it.

Now listen to another Ramones' album —
any one will do. I guarantee that your opi-

nion won't change. In fact, listening to two

more, three more, — whatever — won't do

the trick, because the Ramones' sound is

unchanging. Call it classic, like a Kelly

green fair isle sweater, if you will.

Their performances don't change all that

much from one club to another, one year to

another, either.

How can you possibly, then, review a

l)and whose stage show never changes in

format and rarely changes in content? How
do you discuss progressions and innova-

tions that just don't exist? The answer is

you don't.

The only way to judge the quality of a

Ramones' concert is to compare it with

past performances. In this respect, the

iK)ys from NY City put on a superb show

Thurs<lay night at the Student Union

Ballroom.

From the moment they took to the stage,

on the heels of the strains of "The Gotxi.

The Bad, and The Ugly" (how
appropriate), the Ramones gave the small

but fervered crowd what it had been

waiting almost two months for.

A strong Teenage Lohotomy kicked off

the better part of an hour's worth of that

fast, punchy. n»ugh edged sound that

Ramones' fans have come to love. Anthems

like "Rockaway Beach", "Creatin Hop",

and a very much speeded up "Sheena is a

Punk Rocker" were delivered with a higher

level of energy than I've seen from this

band in the recent past.

They plowed through these numbers the

last couple of times 1 caught their act. This

time, each number, though still separated

from its predecessor by nothing but a quick

"onetwothreefourl!" seemed to exist on its

own.
This can be partially explained by the

replacement of drummer Marky by a

relatively unknown veteran of Velveteen

and the Shirts named Ritchie. (Sorry — no

surname available. Loss of identity seems a

small price to pay for the privilege of

becoming a walk-on living legend).

Ritchie's by far the l)est drummer to play

with the band (Tommy and Marky were the

two previous percussionist extraor-

dinaires), and his hard driving beat never

wavered Thursday night.

The l)and didn't stick only with the tried

and true classics, but also played material

from their just released Sire album, Suhter-

rnnean Jungle, including that album's best

cut, a cover of "Little Bit of Soul".

It's hard to say how l<tng the Rjimones

will go on like this. Rum<)r has it that after

the next album is released in the spring of
'84 it'll be all over, and the garage ban<l

that changed the shape of r<M'k and roll will

cease to be.

1 find this rather difficult to accept. After

all, when I saw Rock and Roll High SchxA
at the age of sixteen, it changed my life.

But, we shall have to wait and see.

Opening for the Ramones was Shrapnel.

Joey Ramones favorite up and comifig

band, (iosh Joey, I worship the gn>und you
drtK)l on, but I have to differ with you.

Sure, they were loud and fast, but they

weren't much else. Enough said.

^ IS
AmHo hy Jolin lloiirrUe

riMta by Jaha Itovrvit*

Hey ho let's go — Joey Ramone whips the SUB crowd into a frenzy

Thursday night.

Crawford rambles along

Drummer Ritchie, the newest member of the Ramones, keeps the

beat.

MIDNIGHT RAMBLE (MILESTONE)
Hank Crawford

By DAVID (HEVAN
( •tlvsiaa Staff

The room is dimly lit. the air is thick with

smoke, the ruR exudes the distinct smell of

too many spilled beers, and on stage the sax

player, wearing a pair of sunglasses, and

dresst-d in black, steps up to the

microphone, puts the horn to his lips. . . and

blows. And bbws. and blows. And all you

can do is hope the damn shivers running up

and down your spine will stop already.

Okay, so the scenario is cliched, you've

heard it all before. Yeah, but has it ever

really happened? Have you ever heard a

sax player so dirty bluesy that the notes hit

you that way?
Some of the newer sax players, like

David Sanborn, often get that true, but few

of today's young players grew up while

performing in the given scenario. Hank

Crawford is one of those few. Crawford's

played with some of the bluesiest of the

Memphis players. He's backed B.B. King,

liohby Bland, and for five years worked

with Mr. Soul himself, Ray Charles.

Midnight Ramble, an apt title for this

kind of music is a return to roots album for

Crawford. His recent work has focused

more on the jazz side of his playing. But

Crawford has realized, as so many players

do when they get older, that it is good to

look back once in a while, even as you forge

ahead. He carefully chose his sidemen for

this project, using some of the hottest R&B
musicians you could ever hope to find. On
guitar IS Calvin Newborne. a Memphis

blues player with a clean but r(M!king sound.

Newborne is better known around the

Memphis arf*a than in the nalranal scene,

but hopefully his appearance on the album

will give him the notice he deserves. The

rhythm section consists of Charles (ireene.

Crawford's longtime bass man. and studio

whiz. Bernard Purdie on drums. To
complete the basic unit Crawford enlisted

the nimble fingers of Mac Rebt>nnack's

favorite alter ego. Dr. John.

The band swings, shuffles, and then

cruises through seven songs in tight but

bar band fashion. The OJays' 'Forever

Mine", gets the classic blues ballad

treatment in a manner that only Crawford

could give it. but the real stand out is the

closing cut. an old traditional gospel

number. "Deep River ". The band seems to

have reached right into the gut for this

piece as the song slowly and sacredly grabs

you. Other songs include a hot Basie

rendition, and the title track, "Midnight

Ramble", an altered blues arrangen>ent

featuring Crawford at his wailingest.

So. if you can't find a bar with the kind of

sound you like, put this record on the

turntable, turn down the lights, and ctose

your eyes. Can't you picture it. over there

at the mike, the horn is blowing and the

hand is swaying in time to the music . . .

Stein and Zotolla: they're live and kicking
LIVE AT THE DOME
(DREAMSTREET)

Lou Stein Trio

LIVE AT EDDIE CONDON'S
(DREAMSTREET)

Glenn Zotolla

By DAVID CHEVAN
( ollririan Stmff

More than any other current popular

musical form, jazz is performance oriented

art Unlike rock music, which is often the

end result of hundreds of studio overdubs.

jazz music is the result of immediate and

unrehearsed combinations of sounds occur-

ring when several musicians play together.

Therefore, it is not surprising that much of

the best jazz music ever recorded comes

from live settings. Two such albums have

been recently released by Dreamstreet, a

small New Jersey based record company.

Lou Stein is a pianist whose performing

days go back as far as Charlie Parker.

Though he has few albums of his own. the

roster of people he's backed is enormous.

On Live at the Dome, Stein is accompanied

by bassist Bob Haggart and drummer

Butch Miles. Most of the material on the

album consists of old standards like "My

Funny Valentine," and "Take the A'

Train," but Stein's playing turns these

Chestnuts into dynamic, cruising numbers.

One song."PowI", a Stein original, gets s(»

frenzied the crowd starts cheering the

band along. The trio format gives the

players extra soloing room, es|H»cially since

most of the tunes clock in at around five

minutes. Especially good are Butch Mile's

drum licks on "'A' Train."

Cilenn Zottola is one of those musicians

who could not stop after he'd learned to

play just one instrument. 2^ttola is not on

ly an accomplished flugelhom and trumj)et

player, he is also a critically acclaimed

master of the saxophone. Zottola's Live at

Kddie Condon's, gives him ample oppor

tunity to show off all his chops, and (»n "My
Little Sue(fe Shoes, " an old Charlie Parker

nunil»er, proves not only that he can play

.sax well, but that he is no done. He uses a

warmer, cleaner tone than most players

use for Parker material, and it works well.

rti rviiim ^inys tciiur sax with enormous

grace on this album: the interplay between

Zottola and Klink is very strong, (^n "Easy

to Love," the two players take turns blow-

ing the melody while the other solos in and

out and around the lead line.

Zottola's rhythm section is anything but

a group of shirkers. Harold Dankio, of the

Thad Jones/Mel I^wis Big Band carries

the keys while Line Milliman and Al

Harew(X)d pl;w bass and drums res|>ective-

ly. Dreamsti et Records is a very small

label and the r material is often unavailable

in record stores. If you are interestetl in

either of these albums or obtaining their

catalogue, your iK'st l»et would Ix- to write

to them at this addres.s; DKKAMSTKKET
RECORDS. P.O. Box 1".«3. lloHoKus.

N.J.. 07423.
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ENGINEERING STUDENTS
AIM HIGH

ANd ThE qOVERNORS pROQRAM COIiNCil pRESENT y

AT THE BLUEWALL APRIL 5tIi

If you're a senior or second semester junior

and have a 2.5 GPA in electrical engineer-

ing, you might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering Program (CSEP).

CSEP members are paid nearly $1,000 per

month during their senior year! Your com-

mitment is 4 years as a commissioned of-

ficer on the Air Force Aerospace Engineer-

ing Team after graduation and completion

of the three month Officer Training School.

If you want to be part of the leading edge

of technology. . . .CHECK US OUT!

Call TSgt Art Courtemanche

(413) 785-0352 collect

^ .^ms\

STAC fi

CRACKING UP?
Come [A\)^fU This TuEsdAy vvNen J.J. WaII, Srtvi Sweeny

& SchMock & VAlUy From New YorU, wrll pfrForm
^

tNeIR fAST-pACECi COMEciy ROUTINES AloNq wilh UMaSS' J^

OWN Dan^a Gould (winner of Iast Wf^tUs opiN Mlkl (O^- ^

test) * AdMissioN oNly $2.00 * ^

Losing 20 poundss^
something about Gloria Stevens:

itworks.

Pat Cotter tried

everything. Fad diets. Fad
exercises.

But nothing worked until

she tried Gloria Stevens.

Injust six weeks at

Gloria's, she lost twenty

pounds and 20 inches.

And as you can see, the

results were really terrific

Ifyou'd like results

like Pat's, come in to

Gloria Stevens. You'll find

it's notjust another quick-

loss diet center. Or an im-

personal fitness center.

It's a warm, friendly

place where expert

technicians really care

about you.

They'll help you

1

custom-design your own
shape-up program.

With a diet you can actually

stick to. Exercises you
don't have to be an
athlete to do. Plus fun

activities like group
work-outs and aerobics.

6 weeks for^25.

You can try Gloria

Stevens for six weeks
at only $25. And that

includes unlimited

visits, so you really get

your money's worth.

nCUmESMLOMS

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Route 9

684-0106

Hvpercurricula

* 'Hypercurricula' '

notices not submitted on
the standard fo:m and not

submitted by the Friday

before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not ^arantee printinfr of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

g^ven to UMass organiza-

tions.

UMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE MEETING -
"Malnutrition" will be the

topic of discussion, led by

Mary Jo LanRston. HTF"

member and grad student in

Food Science & Nutrition.

All are welcome. 4 5:(X)

p.m. . 428 Student Union.

ANIMALS RIGHTS
COALITION MEETING -
Important. Please come.

New comers more than

welcome. For more in

formation: call 546 3260. 6

p.m., CC room 811.

UNDERGRADUATE
ACS STUDENT AF
FILIATES PRESENT -
The great periodic table

painting of the semester.

Get intimate with an

element. Your help will

benefit all who use Peter's

Auditorium. Refreshment*

served. 7:30 p.m.. 101

GTWR.

WOMEN'S ISSUES
TEAM MEETING - The
Women's Issues Team will

be meeting to discuss

currrent issues and
strategies. We will also be

creating an ads collage,

noon, 422 Student Unk>n
Building.

POLITICAL SCIEN
CE PI SIGMA ALPHA -
Mandatory meeting for all Pi

Sigma Alpha members to

discuss upcoming awards

banquet May 1st and
election of next year's of

fleets. Graduating seniors

must attend. New members
welcome. 4 p.m.. 6th Floor

Lounge Thompson Hall.

STRESS MANAGE
MENT WORKSHOP -
Find out about stress —
How it affects us — How to

manage it — I^arn stress

reduction techniques.
Refreshments served. 7:30

to 8:.30 p.m.. Grayson Main
Lounge.

MASS PIE MENS BIBLE
STUDY — All men are
invited to come and study
with us in an informal
setting the life and teachings
of Jesus Christ as described
in the Bible. 8 p.m.. CC 902.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

JUST
HeUO ^ CHeCKiNG,

MRS.UP5HaZ.

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

I DIONT WAL/ZE

SO MfCH GAAP
tN THIS (ynci.

CLOSETS CL£AN...ALL
rVf GOT LEFT IS MY
0£SK TO CL£AW OUT.
GOO.THiS PLACl HOlM

SO n/v^ nfMORits

Tll miss men all..

Th£ TfATI, ThT FANS,
THE OiEERLlAQSRS, (^» H
r»E 30 MINUTE QAi^G

THE CAGE

b

ITS A SWAMf.. JF X
WASN'T A WHITE n^£ I
WOULD pROBABLy a£ ABLE
TO 5VE TH£ LlNlVER,ilTy.

FOR 01 $

Katfood By ARK

ifr/,vArrAli»C«fjef
Shcp'^l need Ci^ftine!

MyTihti paper IS due.

in htdjdn
* houTdnd-T
neeAchtnucal
<;limuldU6n if

l''m foinf to

run - Mcdoi't hAve «f»*y ame^
£ui how aiMut a Tsinrl ^
OraSW&riShirt^Or

juf,u^t ^iudenl^ nasi morr

urder

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

bO..V0U W^nT to be ^n^T

OF "Wt UiOt^LDS W05T auE
TIGHTING FC^Ct(..UWVp..

^(^

J

SERVE >(OU^CCWKW?.

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Kxliled b> Margarel larrar and Trudr Jaffe

l««l 1 in ^agrtr. Iiiitr. Mi>4M«lr

ACROSS 48 Porcine home 13 Unsteady

1 Bit ol sea food 49 Office group 21 Twice told Item

5 Hogmanay 50 Legal excuse 25 Compassion
celebrant 52 Heading for 27 Springtime

9 Singing sound Europe gamboler

14 Molten stuff 57 Piece of the links 28 Result of cere-

15 Gourmet s delight 58 Pearl S Buck bration

16 Sharpener character 29 Motorists fee

17 Native Americans 59 Lose energy 30 Soothing stuff

18 Pavarotti 60 Town in a Hersey 31 Arranged in

sp>ecialty title mosaic pattern

19 Upper class 61 Elder Fr 33 Farm critter

20 Withdraw from a 62 First name in 34 Facial feature

position American 35 Word with way or

22 Contradict literature work

23 River seen from 63 Purpon 36 Hungers

Manhattan 64 Spree 38 American author

24 Prefix with gram 65 Mailer s The Howard
26 Photographer s Park 41 Caller

abbr 42 Sleep like

27 Diminutive 44 Hood of a Rolls

30 Wilt the DOWN Royce

32 Kind of bricK 1 Social group 45 Memorable Mid-

33 Slogan, in a way 2 Pro east leader

37 BlacK Prefix 3 plaisir' 46 Gloss over

38 PaddocK dweller 4 Team sporl 47 Furniture item

39 Famous lockey's 5 Meager 49 Concert hall

nicKname 6 Precious weight feature

40 Plumber s item 7 Auricular 51 Pro publico

42 Iraqi 8 Kitchen need 53 Melange

43 Hosiery material, 9 Foot 54 Partner of high

of old 10 Thespian s desire and handsome
44 Mixes in with 11 Old womanish 55 British composer
45 Latin but 12 Admit 56 Leap
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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WEATHER

Fog and drizzle ending

but remaining mostly

cloudy. Highs 45 to 50.

Partly cloudy tonight.

lx)ws 35 to 40. Mostly

cloudy tomorrow . Highs

around 50.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH DINNER

Royal Zucchini Beef OnenUl Stew

Parmesan Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Grille*! Ham and Cheese Cheese and Egg Cold Plate

Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

BASICS DINNER
Mexican Vegetable Bake

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Tell us

what you think

Got a gripe about the Collegian ? Want
to tell us something? Or do you just

want to know more
about your campus newspaper?
Come to the Collegian open forum

noon to 1 p.m.

and 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow

both in room 904-8

Campus Center
Collegian editors will be on hand to talk about
the paper, answer questions and respond to your

concerns. Everyone is welcome.
For more information call Kevin Bowe at

545-3500.
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Open 24 Hours-7 am Mon. thru sat miidnlte- Sunday 12 Noon to a pm
in Hadley-Amherst and Pittsfield stores.

SIORe.1
SHOP

YOU DO BETTER WITH USI
On
Manufacturers'
Coupons

Manufacturers Coupons are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
we double your savings Details m store

EVERYDAY
LOW PRIGESl

^ OVER 100 SPECIALS
M| IN OUR CIRCULAR!

You'll find them all over the store Plus \%i0^.^
hundreds of Warehouse Values. \'5'L-«*»*«

SAVE ON RURGERS COOKED AT HOME
wiiH smnn premium

Bon«l«ss Chuck Roas'vl.79
Bottom Round Roast 1 I

Rump Round Roast ^1 QQ

.2^9Eya Round Roast
. ;. •. . , n,,.. I., ,, ,]

Laan Ground Baaf

Extra Laan Baaf
,h Ground

Round Tip Roast

I
usolc

Round Roast

.1J»

.1J9

SUPER BUY «r

Including Slop & Shop Coupons ^orth -2 20
Check out every page 0/ this circular It can save
you dollars more Pick one up m the store

OURMIMTEeENUIEST
CMCKENM THESE PIRTSI

White

Grill and
serve with

crisp bacon

Skinnad A Davainad
Beef Liver I::::: m
Sliced Calves Liver

1 Lb Pkg Sliced Bacon

1 Lb Pkg Bacon Sliced
Slop & Shop fteq Mac>» a- T».u «

Morrell Bacon

49
lb 1.59

lb 1.59

lb 169

lb 1.79

STOCK YOUR PMITRY
SAVE OH ITEMS YOU

SPECULS.

EVERY DAY.

.59

Solid White Tuna

Spaghetti Owl
CMaw^' o< Eon* */l*ci'orf

Spaghetti Sauo«

Cake Mix

Apple Juice 1

Apple Sauce QQ
Vegetables 16 ozcanM m

stewed Tomatoes O^^t 1

Tuna for Cats O tor1

Facial Tissues 9i»<1

PaperTowals ^R
Trash Bags

Dish Detergent

Ice Cream 1 CQ
Cheese Ravioli | |

Stop A Shop Fries

Green Beans ^.D/en \fj^\

SfffE ORRm IIRED OOOBS:

Hot Dog Rolls 9tor QQ

UVE OH nra DAIRY FOODS:

Orange Juice 1

C<»ttage Cheese

1% Low Fat Milk 1

Yogurt 8 Oz. Cup Qh^ QR
Siw'S'. Style As<;t (1 fiavo'^ IP a^P^P

REUIY FRESH FWI
Free rec*)es in our stores

Fresh _ ^^^
Pollock FilleU .1 30
HrusMM*^ lefton and Bum* B>u« B laW^P
Fresh Flounder Fillets t>2 99

SELFSERVREDEU...
Child Mild Frank* QQ
Mv4ir'«n»tOn»nourdPacM9» mVV
' 'ro 9 ''.t rtiq 0«»i' CnwW Mol Do^ When Y Cj Blrt

Beef Hot Dogs 179
' Lti f*^ Then A(«tr V»l««?y

WhitP G^m S-6 lb Pkg

DREAST
Chicken Livers

w<m
Bach Rl

lb 99

WhileGem " Chicken Legs it 69

WhiteGem ' Chicken Wings it 59

Whole Chicken Breast t)1.19

Chicken Leg CXiarters ib 49

Perdue Chicken Legs t». 79

Perdue Chicken Wings d .69
S 6 1) pacMQ*

Carando Hard or
Qanoa Salami
Colonial
Choppad Ham

.2^9

.1il9

4 POPUIAR SIZES, 4 SPECIAL URGES
ON JUKY SUNKIST NAVEL ORANOESI

Muffins

f(-

.-<.:f.
A .|.- "^4,^1

SIZE 72 SIZEM SIZE 113 SIZE 1M

5"il 7o.*l lD«il 15^1

Ju/cy navel oranges

ideal for eating out

of hand, for making

your own juice or

for fresh fruit cups

Pick the size that s

perfect for you.

PERKCT FOR SUUS OR
UPS.

CallfornI
Avocados
Australian Bartlett Pears *>.69
ffesh and Crisp »

Washington An)ou Pear^ t,.69
largpSirt

Saute and acM
to brown gravy€%
Mushrooms ...:^.?!.?:i..1.l9

4.o,M

' U >^ i*^^'f4

j 2 Ply Papar Towal
.;

f -qof 125
I Asc,' ! coio'S P^n I

AssoflPd Flavors

COUCUN S ' .> « )r ijBU i HY GOUfX 1^^

I

I

I

I Swiss Styla Yogurt
I Slop & Shop 8 oz cup

I

Com .rOraan Baans^irvToH Chlckan Rica Soup
^^ I Stop 9. Shop lO'/j oz can

Jumbo Spanish Onions
f or Slicing Put a stice nn you' burger

Crisi

SlOPfi
S110P

.59

ITS TIME TO STOP&SHOE
P>«;«»"»t''V«Mo'' *o< < $« *«< > lnl«(m««lcou>i:u»'om»c» •• ••«*rM th« »gM lo limil ul«s Ir, mta* PKkagai C •' - i»'>-«':t«(..-(llo«l»i>» Nnf avaiiMM .n r «<* >ol> r» lo oinw Mawit i» •hol»Ml»i» Copv-ig"! '«!b| Slop « '.'.I ^..p»'"irli»t« NolrMOonlOW tor l»l>09r«p»» •!•"»«

Collegian is

UM softballers split with Knights

Jackie Gaw is

NOPE field. The

('allrri*n photo br (tin* Junirm*""

retired at first base during game one of a softball double header Saturday at

Minutewomen split with Rutgers a 3-2 win and a 5-4 loss.

1

By GERRY deSIMAS

The University of Massachusetts softball team and

Rutgers University are two similar teams. They are both

scrappers, battlers and teams that don't know the meaning

of the word quit or defeated.

This was evident as the two Atlantic 10 rivals split a

doubleheader at NOPF: on Saturday afternoon. I'Mass

came from behind to take the first game. 3 2, while the

Scarlet Knights overcame another UMass comeback to

take the second game. 5 4.

"They were both great games to watch. " said UMass

head coach Elaine Sortino. "We were really tight in the

first game and I was pleased to see that we came back."

Through the first five innings of the opener. UMass' only

offense output were bunts that Jackie Gaw and Tina t^offin

beat out. Rutgers on the other hand scrambled for two

runs in the second and pitcher Lisa Murray was cruising

along, keeping UMass at bay.

The cruise ended for Rutgers in the bottom of the sixth

when UMass pounded out five hits. g«x)d for three runs.

Ally son Rioux led off with a single, moved to second on a

Missy Oman bunt Oman beat out and scored on a Gaw

single. Beth Talbott suigled, beating the throw from third,

and Sally Maher doubled to drive in Gaw. Talbott scored

moments later on a Rutgers error.

Cathy Reed, a freshman, picked up her seventh win in

eight starts. Gaw led the Minutewomen offense with two

singles and a RBI.

In the second game, it was more wide open as both sides

rapped out hits. Rutgers jumped out ahead right away

with a Robin Powell two RBI double off of Lynn Stockley in

the first and led 4 1 after three innings.

After Rioux doubled in the third and Coffin sacrificed

her over to second. Gaw knocked the junior shortstop in.

In the fourth, the Minutewomen came aUve with some

clutch hitting. Maher. Chris Coughlin. Mary Ann I>om

bardi and Gaw all singled and due to some Rutgers errors

and some alert baserunning. UMass picked up three runs.

A possible fourth run was lost when Ix>mbardi w as tagged

out in a rundown between home and third to end the in

ning.

The next inning. Rutgers loaded the ba.ses. Reed had

come on in relief and Sue Recher toaded the bases thanks

to another UMass error. However, Reed worked her way

out of the inning.

Rutgers pounded out three consecutive singles in the

sixth and look the one run lead. UMass. who left nine on

the ba-sepaths. could not muster up the tying run.

The closest UM came was when Maher reached third

base in the bottom of the seventh. Maher went '^ for 4 in

the
•They are one of the toughest teams around." said

Sortino. "We have to keep hitting t?) win. We almost did it

in the second game, we just ended up a little short."

With the split. UMass moves to 10 3 while Rutgers is

now 7 4. Stockley took the toss in the second game to drop

to 3 2.

Coughlin went 2 for 4 (2 singles) and Gaw had another

great game going 2 for 4 and throwing one runner out.

UMass takes on Keene Slate tomorrow in another

doubleheader at NOPE. Garnet ime is at 2 p.m.

Sports Notices

Women interested in women's varsity tennis

should report to NOPK tennis courts at 3 p.m.

Tuesday and be prepared to play. For more info

call Pat Stewart at 5-1950.

TAPE SALE

DYNAMITE RECORDS |

HH

Maxell

UDXL-II

C90
TDKSA

Thornes Marketplace

Northampton

$2.50
O

584-1580 5

ZE ZZ ZS as ZK
Resume Paper &

Envelopes to Match

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

U5 S. Plea.sant St., Amherst
aoE as zx ir JiKi
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IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
IMPROVE SPORTS ABILITY

fiYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOU MAKE IT PERMANES1\
Many of our clientn are doctor referrals.

OVERCOME ANXIETIES, FEARS & PHOBIAS
Lose Weight • Stop Smoking • InHomnia • Nail Biting

Self Confidence • Sexual Problems • Bed Wetting

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER

Milton H. Askinoss. Member A.A.E.H.
Available Lecture Demonstrations
Call or Write for Free Brochure

The Farrick Building. Kte. 9. Hadley, Ma.
3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rockv's Hardware)

584-1919 by Appt. Only

^J^F^F^r^r^p^F^F^F^r^F^F^F^^^^^P^F^F^F^F^F^p^F^F^F^^

UMASS SKI CLUB
SUGAKDUSH

Security Deposits ore IN

come by tho office

todoy
430 Student union 9-4

or CQli 5-3437

•X-

J||ta|e4()fe%)|e4H|c:|e:|c:|c:|c9|c:|e:|e:|e9|c:|e9|c3|e:|e:fe:|c:|e:|c^

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

AMERICAN
HERITAGE FESTIVAL

Bella Lewitzsky
Dance Company
Friday, April 8 8 p.m.

On Sale Now

Springfield Symphony
Orchestra

with the

Billy Taylor Trio
Sunday. April 10 8 p.m.

On Sal* Now

Dexter Gordon Quartet
Thursday. April 14 8 p.m.

On Sale Now
Boa Office: Noon to 4 p.m.

(413) S4S-2SII Mastercard Viu Accepted

FineArts .

Center
Concert Hall

Have something to say?

Have something to sell?

Give the Collegian ClassiAeds a try.

They work!
You can now place your classified

quickly and easily

from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

on the Campus Center Concourse.

Look for our table there

or stop by our office,

113 Campus Center.

Collegian classifieds do work for you!

^Summer Jobs**
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now

hiring students for temporary summer positions as

desk clerks, housekeepers, and student supervisors

There are limited full and part time openings, all

shifts, plus weekends
Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, Room 918 of the Cam
pus Center

Deadline for return of applications is 5:00 pm, Fri-

day, April 12, 1983

We are an equal opportunity employer Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply

I

I

I

I

Washington D.C. Internship

Application Deadline

All applications for Fall 1983

Washington D.C. Internships

are due April 15

Office of Internships

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

Thm DIsfiiHI«isli«d VIslfort

pre»»ent«

Pavel

Litvinov

Soviet Dissident

"Views on the Past

and Future eff Russia''

Monday April 4, 1983

Campus Center Rm 163
SiOO P.M.

Admission Free

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

SENIORS
Tliis is your LAST

in

tiio 1083

Yoari»ooii.

TliO piiotograplier

will bo hero for

two more weeks
only.

Call S45-a874 to

make your

appointment.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoW«o»«" Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ASSISTANT TO THE SPEAKER

Workttudy, non-workstudy position as
assistant to the Speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, wodcing
around student issues and maintaining
Senate records. Apply 420 Student Union
or call Chris Sullivan 545-0341 . Women and
Third Worid students encouraged to apply .

AUDIO

Philips pre-amp AH6721 excellent specs
condition. $600 new, sell for $200. Call after

9:» P.M. Mart(, 527-4319

AUTO FOR SALE
~

197Q - Ford Torino - 45,000 original miles

425 or best offer - call 546-3500 before 5:00
- 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

1977 Datsun BZ10. 4 cyl. 66,000 miles. Ex-

cellent running condition. $2,000. Call after

4:30 247 5431.

73 Pontiac Grandvllle mechanic's special

$100 also 73 Continental classic car power-
everything $300 call 549-1456 before 4 p.m .

1973 Pontiac Lemans excellent running

condition $560 or best offer 253 3497

1975 Ford Granada excellent condition

must be seen to believel $2,200 546-9669

COUNSELORS
~

Private co-ed camp in Berkshires has
openings for head and assistant instructors

in: arts and crafts, t>askett>all, gymnastics
golf, lacrosse, soccer, softt>all, tennis

dramatics, music director /piano accom
panist, video/film nriaking, photography
model rocketry, radio stattion (AM), hik

ing/ backpacking, computers, waterfront

(WSI), and sailing. Also needed: general

bunk counselors (nnale OF>enings only) and
Unit Leaders. Good salaries friendly at-

nfK>sphere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner

Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277 7600,

days 9-5

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS!
Dorms, Semts, Greeks. Call N Save. Paul

549-4405

Trade me 2 4/23 New Haven Dead tix for

my 2 Providence 4/20 tickets plus cash
6^864

bedroom available April 1st call Chuck or

Jose 549-1399 Townhouse Apts

Come to Cape Cod this summer.
Reasonable rates: Seamist Lodge, 174

Main St Box 342, Hyannis, MA 02601,

1 -617-771-8423

2 bedroom Southwood apt - summer
sublet w/fall option 256-8868

FOR SALE

"FREEZE NUCLEAR WEAPONS NOW!"
T shirt. Send $9.95. S/M/L/X: Aritex, Rt 2

Box 536 Hillsboro Or 97123

Olin Mark V skis, 186 cm; Scott poles;

Hanson boots, women's 9 after 9 pm
6-7170

GRATEFUL DEAD

Bus to Prov show 4/20 $9 round trip call

Steve 6-6141 or 6-6133

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

2 bedrooma in 3 bedroom apt summer
sublet pes Fall option fully furnished one

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
International toll free 1-800-421-3217

Juniors - Spring, Summer and Fall

employment oportunities for qualified in-

dividuals in university telephone marketing
and solicitation For application and infor-

mation contact Telefund Program at

Memorial Hall

Tomorrow's Jobs: Know what is and will

be available through this indispensable
booklet of current government studies
covering all industries and states inc.

Alaska and Hawaii $8 75 Lyntel Research
Dept TA2114 PC Box 99405 Cleve., Ohio
44198 satisfaction guaranteed

INBTWUCTION

Wanted 48 overweight people wanting
to lose weight. Limited numt)er call

546^9742

LOST

HP-41CV ntmf Enge East Bklg on Tues..
3 29 $20 00 cash reward, no questions ask-
ed 546 5420. Mike

Brown leather wallet 3/30. Important
documents. Reward. Any info call 54&6665

PERSONALS

Steven Fla will never be the same Thanks
for a great time. Love ttie Honorary Snake

Photogrephy: Hurry while still tani The
sharpshooters can take care of your
photographic needs; modeling £r artwork
portfolios etc. With this ad: or>e free 8x10
with any order. Low prices. Call Manie
256-0866, Mike 6-1100

Days Inn eel mongers, we'd be happy as
clams to exchange Florida photos this

week. J Er S from Clammeter

Heppy 2Dth Birthdey Barbara Susan
Karen. Love Karen, Barb tinr>e to celebrate

Domino's Pizza brings you a taste of

Hawaii. Free pineapple topping - just askll

256-8911

'SigmaDeltaTauSigmsDelteTauS*
* All Univ Women are invited to *
* Rush Sigma Delta Tau *

* Tues April 5 7-8 PM *

* Wed April 6 5-6:30 dinner *

* Thur April 7 8j30pm •

* Call Donna at 646-0627 for info *
* 409 No Pleasant St *

•SIgmaDealtaTauSigmaDeltaTau*
Trivia Contest

Thursday, April 14 - win $60 teams of 4
may participate for info call Eric

6-6188 or GPC 5-2733 sponsored by GPC
RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at
Newman Center

Political Science Honors Society - Pi

Sigma Alpha mandatory meeting 4/4/83
Monday at 4 pm Thompson 6th floor Inge

Jay 'Todd" Holland Happy Birthday to
one of the three sickest bastards we knowll
Now you can RUM-OUT everywherel The
other two

Atten. 713 Deys Inn I Thanks for tt>e week
long party we like your stylel Daytona may
r>ever be the same! Love Laura and Chris

I don:t need to vot in the town elec-
tions tomorrow - I can afford $700/np»o
rent

Joe-student - we just met. Meet me at the
polls Tuesday April 5

Get Physical! Sports Coop in Student
Union. We have sneakers, racquets arxl
balls. Check it out !

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Diaeertatione. Theeee . Caaea. Papers.
guaranteed acceptance, low rates, Nancy
5-0382. 584 7924

tBO.OO REWARD
For dk green nepseck lost in CC Vkleo
Rm ruime, etc on name tag contents very
important mid terms are here! Please con-
tact Dave Blodgett 549-0867 no jokel

ROOMMATES WANTED ~
Availeble immediatefy orte room in

house two minutes to bus one mile to cam-
Dus fan ootipnJ5 253-3362 ^

SGA^AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION OFFICER

Wortesmdv. THm-workattidv part-time

student position as Affirmative Action Of-

ficer, overseeing SGA personnel policies.

Apply 420 Student Union or call 545 0341.

Women and Third Worid students en-

couraged to apply.

SUBLET IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE

AprN thru Aufuat faN optton one bdrm all

elec included $ negotiable 666-2020

SUMMER SUBLET

Furnished Cllfside Apt bus route pool

$250 monthly June to Sept 1 666-3107

Femele wented to summer sublet Bran-

dywine room. For more information

549-0425 ___^
House loceted In Amherst Center with

fall option call Gary at 253-5395

House Bvailable June 1 near Amherst Ctr.

and UMass. Fall option. On bus route.

253 2819.

TO SUBLET
~

Two bedroom apartment for sublet with

fall option Cliffside Sunderland evenings
666-3473

Brandywine Apt for summer two
bedroom fall option Dave 546-8730 nights

Unique one bedroom Southwood
apartment pool, tennis, bus. garden plot.

$310 includes everything start June 1

:^5765
Two bedroom apt with fall option bui.

stop 340/month rent negotiable 665-7586

2 bedroom apartment on bus route in

Amherst. Available June 1 $295 mo with

fall option call 253 9342

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton Village

June to August 549 0423

WANTED
Cash for your records, tapes 546-2836

(ask for Jaromir/ leave message)

Cless Rings. Gokl and Silver Jewelry arKl

Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst, 256-0710

A refrig to rent or buy sm size inexpen-
sive if possit>le call 546^7296

Size 14 radial tires new or used in good
condition call 549 1456 before 4 p.m.

WANTED TO RENT

MB rewerd if you help us to find s 3
bedroom Puffton Apt beg Jur>e or Sept call

Amy 6-5816 or Andrea 6-5496

3 bdrm apt anywhere
Sept call 6^8132 &8131

startir^g June or

256-8587
V^oKi^he 'If

PIZIA FACTOlBT 256-8587

363 Main St. Amherst

Introduces FREE Cokes:
one FREE coke with any small

one or more item pizza

two FREE cokes with any large

two or more item pizza

SOAP OPERA SPECIAL
Mon-Fri 11:30 am - 7:00 pm

Small Pizza with two toppings

ONLY $4.00

Prices Include meals tax Amherst Store Only

M^^^.
^ %

jam
*/.

'I

Shape Your Own Future
l>u deeiigTting an interdiscipLinary

MAJOR
^ suited to your ^
V goals y.W7 p.m.

AprU 6th
Baker
Conference Rm.

7 p.in.

AprU 6th
Dickenson

Main Lounge

Come to an Introductory meeting
For more info call 545-0736

or come to Bartlett Hall Rm 15

.
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Gorillas march through Hobart, 11-4
By BILL SHEA

I oilcfian Suff

The estimated crowd of 5000 Gorilla

observers watched on this sundrenched

Saturday afternoon, and some couldn't

believe what they were witnessing.

In the midst of the second period 6-2

scoring spree by the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team, which gave

them a 8 3 halftime lead and iced a 114 win

over Division III national champ Hobart. a

voice seeped through the crowd, offering an

opinion to nobody in particular.

"I can't believe this team (Hobart) beat

North Carolina," the voice said. 'They look

like they don't know what they're doing."

Indeed. Hobart handed two time

defending national champ North Carolina

their first loss in three years. 12 9 a few

short weeks ago. and didn't play like

national champs, but scores can be

deceiving.

"North Carolina played run and gun with

them and got burned." explained Garber.

**I didn't think we could run with them for

60 minutes. If we did the score might have

been 15 12 either way. We played super

well."

What the voice didn't realize was Hobart

knew what they were doing, but a hard

hitting defense and a relentless Gorilla

attack made it impossible for Hobart to get

into any kind of team rhythm.

"I didn't expect that." smiled Garber.

after watching his team, ranked 1 1th in the

nation, play the season opener in mid
season form. "You work on things in

practice but you never expect them to work
so well in the game."

After falling behind early ("We always
give up the first goal" Garber 1

1
'Mass came

right back with goals by Tim Cutler and

Peter Martino.

In the second period, sophomore attack

Mike Fionni. unveiling several twisting

offensive moves, scored twice. Freshman
Greg Fisk. Chns Schmitz. Paul Fogarty.

and Rich Messina also scored, as I'Mass

dominated second period action and took

the game away from Hobart.

Mi'ssma struck from directly in front

after Karl Hatton made a nice rush, fed

Fogarty on the right side, who gave

Jackie G«w it retired at first base darinf fame one of a aoftball doable header Saturdaj at

NOPE field. The Minutewomen aplit with Rutfers a 3-2 win and a 5-4 lota.

Messina a nice leed in the middle and the

senior middle drilled home his first goal of

the year.

Fisk. who played the entire game on
attack in his first gan>e as a Gorilla scored

next, scooping up a loose ball after some
tough work by Schmitz in front of the net

and hitting right corner, to give lIMassa4-
1 lead.

Hobart's Marty Wood brought his team
as close as they would come when he scored

at 1 1:44 of the second period to pull Hobart

within 4 2.

I'Mass came right back. Cutler made a

few nice moves and hit Schmitz in front of

the net and the senior midfielder wheeled

and fired past Van Arsdale from about 15

feet away to give UMassaS 2lead.

Fogarty pushed the lead to 6 2 when he

took a pass from Tom Aldrich on a 2 on 1

and his shot was deflected high by Van

Arsdale, but Fogarty went up and swatted
the rebound home.

More hard work by Schmitz set up the

next Gorilla goal. Schmitz was leveled at

midfield after scooping up a k>ose ball but

still got a pass away to Fisk who found

Fionni on the left side and the sophomore
knocked home his second goal.

The second half had much less offense,

but at times was more entertaining than the

flrst half.

Defenseman Brad Broadwell continually

buried Hobart attack Marty Wood in thf

left corner, much to the delight of the

Gorilla faithful, who sat no more than ten

feet from the action.

Defensemen John Mincone and Barry
Cain delivered a couple of bone crunching

hits themselves, with Mincone really

putting the sting on Hobart's Tim Grimaldi,

who had to leave the game after meeting
head to head with Mincone.

One play that exemplifies the benefits of

hard hitting was a second period hit by

Schmitz on Hobart's John Endie. After

Schmitz's hit knocked Endie's helmet
completely off. Schmitz picked up the k>ose

ball, scooped to Fiorini. who hit Karl

Hatton at the right point but Hobart goalie

Van Arsdale caught the Hatton's screamer
from twenty feet.

"We're not really a hitting team." in

sisted Garber. who would have a hard time

convincing Endie and Grimaldi of the

validity of that statement.

"We don't teach much hitting. For a non-

hitting team, that's a hell of a game."
Garber admitted.

When late game slashing by Hobari was
over, and the whistle blew insuring the 1 1 4

Gorilla win. coach Garber could only smile,

and think about what had just occurred.

"I really didn't expect this."

Maine Black Bears take two from Minutemen
By KEVIN DELUCA

( •ll*ri*i< staff

Former Chicago Cub great Ernie Banks

would have said:

'll's a wonderful day for baseball, let's

play two."

Thai is what the University of

Massachusetts and Maine did Saturday at

Earl I/orden Field, with the visiting Black

Bears winning both games from the

Minutt-men, 5 in seven innings and 8 4 in

extra innings.

I .Mass knew it woukl be an offensive

struggle in the first game, facing Maine ace

Bill Swift, one of the top college players in

the country.

The Minutemen did nothing to tarnish

Swift's reputation, as the Black Bear star

zipped through the I'Mass order, using his

sinking fasllxill. (which numerous scouts at

the game timed in the vicinity of 87 miles

p<'r hour I. and tantalizing slider to retire

the majority of CMass batters on inef

f»«clu.il grounders or strikeouts.

The onlv serious Minuteman threat

( nllrinan phntn h> Jim Pnwrm

Todd Ezold scores the tyinjf run in the seventh inning of the second

game against Maine. The Minutemen dropped the game 8-4 in extra in-

nings and lost the first game 5-0.

orrurred in the sixth inning when Andy
Connors and Steve Messina both singled to

start the inning. However, a fielder's

choice and double play ended the threat.

Swift's counterpart. UMass pitcher Tony
Presnal. after a rocky start, pitched a

commendable game himself.

After escaping a ba.ses loaded jam in the

first, Presnal gave up a run in each of the

next two innings before settling down.

With the exrepti«)n of an unearned run in

the sixth for the Black Bears, no one scored

until Maine's Bill Beynolds reached Presnal

for a two run home run to close out the

scoring.

With his three hit shutout, Swift upped

his record to 3 2, while the loss left Presnal

at 1 1.

"The main thing is control, and Swift had

it today (Swift issued only two walks while

striking out six). He pitched his usual

steady game." commented Maine coach

John Winkin.

"Our hitters spent the game in awe of him

(Swift)." lamented UMass coach Dick

Bergquist.

Though it took awhile, the Minuteman
offense finally started to hit and score runs

halfway through the nightcap, to turn what

had been a ho hum game into the most

exciting contest of the young season.

After Maine second baseman Jeff Paul

had driven in two runs to stake the Black

Bears to a 3 lead after three innings,

UMass got one back in the fourth when
Connors, after a long single by Messina had

loaded the bases, scored on a Dean Bennett

grounder.

In the next inning, UMass knotted the

score on a towering homer by Chris

Waszczuk, which scored Todd Comeau, who

had singled off of Maine starter Stu

Lacognata.

The tie lasted until the seventh (double-

headers are only seven innings long), when
Maine's designated hitter, Dick Whitten,

singled off of I'Mass starter, freshman Bob

Kostro. to drive in pinch hitter Fred

Staples, who had singled and survived a

UMass double play attempt.

Down 4-3 with one out remaining, things

looked dim for the Minutemen. But catcher

Todd Ezold drew a walk and then shortstop

triple. Connors left Salustri stranded at

third and the game entered extra innings,

third and the game entered extra innings.

In the top of the eighth, Maine's Kevin

Bernier reached base on a Bennett error

and Paul lined a single. After Bergquist

had a conference with Kostro. Maine career

home run king Brad Colton added another

one to his total. His three run shot gave

Maine a 7 4 lead, the eventual 8 4 victory,

and made Colton Maine's career BBI leader

with 106.

John Kowalski, in relief of Lacognata,

retired the Minutemen without any trouble

to pick up the win. He is now 11, while

Kostro fell to 2.

"Give Colton credit. We had been getting

him out with curveballs, but he took a good
curveball and hit it out of here," explained

Bergquist.

'"I thought we should have won the

second game. I was very pleased with

Kostro. Both our pitchers did well. The
team is a little down now after this tough

loss and the one at Yale. I can talk to them
but what we need is a win to pick us up."

Maine is now 9 12 while UMass. which

plays at Holy (^ross tomorrow afternoon at

3 p.m.. is 2 9
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Winning King Essay
Along with the Martin Luther King, Jr.

Planning Committee, Nummo News would

like to congratulate Russell Jordan on his

poignant, first place essay.

We also would like to congratulate Robert

Lynch on winning the Martin Luther King, Jr.

poster contest.

By Russell Jordan

The following is an excerpt from the winning entr y of the

Martin L uther King, Jr. Esssy Contest.

I was awed that a single black aian could so alter a

•ystem of oppression that had t>een black people's lot m the

South for so many tortured generations. I was singularly

inr^ressed that a black preacher from the South, with all

the social strictures that the position implied, could touch

the spirit of a long suffering people in such a way that they

would purposefully endure more directly the torments of

institutional raasm in the South

I. like many, saw Martin Luther King as merely a avil

rights leader, unknowingly pigeonholing the commitment
and concern this noble and righteous man had for all

humankind During my research, I came to recognize the

all encompassing compassion that Dr. King had for all the

people of the world who suffered under the yoke of op-

pression and in)ustice

I have come to realize that the best and most effective

praise that can be made of Martin Luther King does not lie

in chroniding the events of his mcBt extraordinary and

short-lived life, but in emphasizing the t>eliefs he held and

the solutions he had for a world where people live in peace

and harmony rather than in strife and confrontation.

Above all. I learned that Martin Luther King, though he

fought mightily for the uplifting of his own people in the

United States, was a man whose concerns were not rooted

simply in the advancement of his own people, but in ex

posing simply and graphically the subtleties of oppression

as they exist worldwide

The parallels between the state of this country and its

world context at the time of Martin Luther King's

assassination, and now, are striking and for those of us

concerned, disheartening too.

Prior to his death Dr. King railed against the white

backlash that followed the early gains of the avil rights

movement Raost attacks were or the rise, poignantly and

tragically displayed by the murders of black and white avil

rights workers in Mississippi.

Today we have a resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan, and
the murders of two innocent black men at the hands of the

police in Miami. We have a President who attempted to

grant tax exempt status to schools that practice racial

discrimination, and who guts the tinuous footholds Blacks

and other minorities have established in the workplace by

nullifying Affirmative Action programs and rendering

those agenaes empcMvered to protect people from

discrimination effectively powerless.

Also prior to Martin Luther King's death, he attacked

the lackluster attitudes exhibited by Congress in ad

dressing the problems of poverty and unemployment while

spending money hand over fist for a war in Vietnam that

Dr. King and much of the country saw as immoral.

Dr. King pointed out that in our efforts to "defend" the

Vietnamese from communist aggression, this country

supported one of the world's most brutal dictators.

President Diem of South Vietnam.

Dr . King saw clearly that if the United States interests

were as noble as claimed, they would not be siding with

puppet dictatorships that exploited people, but rather with

the people suffering under this exploitation.

Dr. King saw, where few others saw, that as long as the

United States viewed the world through the myopic tunnel

vision of East West confrontation, it would be blinded to

the real issues that motivated people to violent action.

Today we have a President who has slashed virtually

every socially progressive program, from CETA job

training centers to school lunch programs for economically

deprived children. We have a President who is hastily

divesting the government from direct responsibility for the

welfare of its people, and with chilling deja vu instituting

NUMMO News' ONLY connection with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian is for the purpose of

distri^rution.

Rep. Louis Stokes: King Week Speaker
By Rahim Imani

As part erf Martin Luther King Jr Week, The Honorable
Louis Stokes will t>ea guest speaker here at the University

of Massachusetts in Amherst on Wednesday, April 6, 1983.

Louis Stokes is the House Representative from the 21st

District of Ohio in Cleveland.

Louis Stokes is one of the most prominent leaders in the

Congressional legislative process He was first elected to

Congress on November 5, 1968 and became the first Black

memt>er of Congress from the State of Ohio. During his

second term of office, he was appointed as the first Black

member ever to sit on the Appropriations Committee of

the House.

As a member of the Congressional Black Caucus he has

been elected chairman twice. He is also the co-chairman of

the Black Caucus' Health Brain Trust. In 1980 he was

one of the most massive arms build ups in America's peace

time history.

This same President seeks the tripling of the United

States' military presence in El Salvador, and the granting

of a military aid package for that country in excess of 100

million dollars.

Dr. King, a man passionately commited to non violent

social action, may have decried the methods of the guerilla

fighters in that country, but, I feel he would have saved his

strongest critiasm for this country, which, once again,

finds itself supporting another dictatorship; a dictatorship

whose armed forces and supporters, even by United States

estimates, is responsible for more civilian deaths that the

guerilla forces it seeks todestroy.

These words by Martin Luther King ring echoingly true

today as they did more than fifteen years ago:

"The United States is substantially challenged to

demonstrate that it can abolish not only the evils of raasm,

but the scourge of poverty of Whites as well as Blacks and

the horrors of war that transcend national borders and

involve all mankind.
"

presented with the William L. Dawson Award by hi«

colleagues m the Black Caucus in recognition c^ his unique

leadership in the development erf legislation.

In 1976 Stokes was apFK>nted to serve on the Select

Committee to conduct an investigation and study orf the

circumstances surrounding the death of President John F.

Kennedy and the death of Martin Luther King, Jr. The

next year he was appointed chairman of the committee. In

1978 he filed a 27 volume Final Report and recom-

mendations for administrative and legislative reform with

the House of Representatives.

Coming from a political family, Louis Stokes brother,

Carl, who is now aiournalist and news commentator, made

history as the frist Black Mayor of a maicr American dty

when he was elected in the Stokes' hometCMrn of Cleveland

in 1967. His mother was the recipient of numerous awards,

including Cleveland's Woman of the Year and Ohio's

Mother of the Year awards.

Louis Stokes practiced law for 14 years before gang into

office an has participated in several U.S. Supreme Court

cases In 1968 he personally argued the landmark 'stop and

frisk " case of Terry vs. Ohio.

Rep. Stokes has Ijeen named by Ebony magazine as one

of the 100 most influential Black Americans Rep. Stokes

has also been the recipient c* seven he>norary doctorate

degrees. He has been awarded the Martin Luther King, Jr.

Award in recognition of his significant and enduring

achievements in government and dedication to the ideas

that characterized the life of Dr. King which makes him the

perfect speaker for ML K Week.
The lecture will be Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium here at the University. It is

free and open to the public. For more information call (413)

545 0341.
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Perceptions of a Great Leader^
By Donna Davis

As we begin our remembrance of Martin Luther

King, Jr we must ask ourselves, what makes a great

leader of the people? What I have heard, read and

learned about the greatest leaders tells me that they

are untiring, self-less, shrewd and courageous people

Surely Kings' actions indicated that those adjectives,

along with many others, described his attitude. He

marched endlessly, gave of himself often, and made

bold political maneuvers and always placed himself on

the front line - with the people, not behind them.

He did many things for people of all races and never

seemed to ask, "What am I going to get out of it?"

Draft Registration

Requirement afflicts

all students
Editorial by Angela Brown

It seems rather surprising that many students are

not particularly worried about the Solomon Amend-
ment. Much of the silence on the question can be at-

tributed to the widespread confusion about the law.

which requires that all draft-age men seeking federal

student aid must provide proof of having registered

with the Selective Service to receive such aid. This

confusion has been caused by the many changes in,

and problems of, the specific regulations related to the

law Many issues have been brought out by the

Solomon Amendment The fact that low-income men
are targeted to enforce the law, rather than doing so

by due process of law, and that colleges and univer-

sities are being used to enforce the law - often caus

ing extreme administrative duress for college students

and officials alike - are two important issues worth

serious thought

Currently, US interventionist policies appear to be

behind the military conflict in Nicaragua, and Reagan

IS promoting "Star Wars" military efforts, while at-

tacking the peace movement now fiahtina bark

against the threat of nuclear annihilation The

Solomon Amendment is part of this political trend,

which shows that Reagan's policies, heading to both a

deepening economic crisis and an increaed threat of

war, are interrelated Now, students are being forced,

directly, to comply with these policies

But, the impact of the Solomon Amendment will be

felt directly by only those students receiving federal

financial aid The most needy students have no

recourse or alternative way to attend school, and.

since people of color are disproportionately

represented in the lowest income bracket in the US.
students of color are especially targeted to comply

with draft registration A look back through history

reveals that this is also part of the American pattern

people of color have been disproportionately used for

cannon fodder up through the Vietnam War
Martin Luther King, Jr was among those who

recognized that increased militarism, through the

military build-up. is a primary cause of the economic
hardships of America's poor Funding for human ser

vices, such as student aid. is repeatedly cut. while the

Pentagon is scheduled to receive over $2 trillion in the

duration of Reagan's term in office. The Solomon
Amendment is a clear cut case where those whose
families are already victims of the economic crisis, (or

of the ongoing economic problems built into the fabric

of the US.) are being forced to comply with the war

preparations

One thing is clear, though; UMass students should

all be concerned about such legislation that unduly

ties up the administration.
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When someone helps others and casts aside all selfish

motivation he or she can only be respected. That is

how King earned the support and devotion of a

multitude of people. They knew that he cared about

them so they reciprocated the affection.

But again we must ask, what makes a great leader?

What makes a person deny him/herself most of the

frivolous pleasures of life? What makes a person say I

will only sleep 3-4 hours a day? I will give speeches,

march, meet people to help others. I will sometimes

neglect my family because I am securing the bread

and butter of an even larger family - humanity. I will

place myself directly in the line of fire. I will not be

tempted by offers to trade my struggle for

materialism. What makes a person say I will not give

up until I have done all that I can, and I would do it

again if given the chance? What makes a person do all

these things and not once become embittered if

his/her efforts are overlooked?

Do great leaders have illusions of grandeur? Do they

imagine themselves to be God? I say no. They were
realists looking through windows glazed with

idealism. Without a realistic perception they would
not have been agitated to bring about profound

changes in their environments. The glazed windows
show them a picture of what could be if. . .

What makes a great leader is the passionate desire

to change the w?y things are, to the way they can be.

Gandhi: The Man and the Movie:

By Donna Davis

Gandhi was the subject of a three hour long movie
The film, starring Ben Kingsley, is up for numerous
academy awards, in virtually every category It has

already won the award for best picture in England.

The movie is about the spiritual and political career of

a man that touched millions.

Mohandas K Gandhi started out as an attorney

While traveling through South Africa he was thrown

off a tram because a European official said there were

no Indian lawyers allowed in the region

In the extremely racist, English-ruled regime of In

dia, Gandhi began to defy imperialist oppression He
encouraged other Indians to resist the laws that subor

dinated them. The first law he assailed was the pass

law, which required that non-whites carry identifica-

tion at all times As Gandhi set each pass aglow he

was struck by a South African policeman until he fell

unconscious

The regime reacted to Gandhi's insolence by at

tempting to change the law It required that Indians be

fingerprinted. In court Gandhi completely rejected the

new regulation

Soon after, mounted South African police tried to

trample Gandhi and his companions An Indian

ordered the entire party to lie down Surprisingly, not

one horse placed a hoof on the Indians They reared

up on their hind legs, nayed loudly and ignored the in-

sistent spurs of their riders Frustrated South African

policemen were forced to retreat

Upon arrival in Bombay, India in 1915, he resolved

to end the tyranny that 100,000 Bntains had unleashed

upon 3b0 million Indians Gandhi was warmly received

as news of his triumphs preceded his arrival The

people loved him so much that they renamed him

Mahatma Great Soul He further developed the prin-

ciples of nonviolent resistance and discouraged all

forms of violence

He relentlessly sought ways to agitate the British in-

to ineffective responses Gandhi's actions were
deliberate and targeted. In contrast, the British struck

out blindly against a small brown man wearing a
loincloth

The frustration of British Authority culminated in

the massacre and maiming of over 1,500 peacefully

assembled Indians Troops entered an enclosed arena
and opened fire on every man, woman and child. The
leader ordered gunmen to fire into "the thickest part
of the crowd"
The massacre prompted a crusade of blood and

bludgeoning as the Indians retaliated Gandhi ordered
an end to the violence To him "an eye for an eye
makes everyone blind." He fasted until all fighting

stopped

India's ensuing independence from Britain is

credited to Mahatma Gandhi The leader of India was
imprisoned many times by officials, but the nonviolent
resistance movement did not cease. Upon each
release from confinement he immediately reimmersed
himself in the struggle As Britain became more ent-
wined in World War II she could no longer squelch the
roar of 350 million people

Gandhi's miraculous achievements were marred on-
ly by the subsequent violence between the Hindu and
Moslem sects Indian pitted himself against Indian in a
ghastly civil war Again Gandhi sought to stop the
fighting by beginning a fast that almost cost him his

life The fighting subsided as the people's love for him
overcame the divisions amongst themselves At
temples throughout India they vowed to not harm one
another

Richard Attenborough's film of Gandhi's life will

leave an indelible mark upon all viewers The story is

poignantly told Ben Kmgsley's performance is warm,
sometimes funny and very persuasive.

The film is also important because it gives those
with an interest in history a chance to see the birth of

non-violent resistance Students of the Civil Rights

Movement will see how principles developed in the

early 1900's were reapplied over 50 years later by Dr.

Martin Luther King. Jr.

Black Musician's Conference dedicated to

Thelonious Monk
By Keith W. Johnson

During the week c* April 10-17 the 12th Annual Black

Musiaan's Conference will take place here in the Five

College area. The conference this year is dedicated to the

living memory ctf Thelonious Sphere Monk and will indude
numerous events such as concerts, lectures, art exhibits

and films. What is also important is that it will attract a

number of Black Classical (Jazz) performers to the area.

The conference was founded a decade ago and began a

unique tradition of bringing together musicians, educators,

students, and the public in a celebration and exchange
which moved beyond the convent inal concert setting. The
purpose of the conference is to recognize the major con-

tribution that Black Americans have made to American
and world music on American life and contemporary
thought.

But unlike many other music conferences, this con-

ference deals with the perspective of Black Classical Music.

Many people are not aware of the fact that this area is

basically a haven for Black Classical Music. A number of

some of the finest musicians have lived in this area, at-

tending or teaching in the area schools. Billy Taylor and
Max Roach received doctorates from UMass and Prof. Ray
Copeiand of Hampshire College and Prof. Archie Shepp of

UMass are known the world over . Yusef Lateef and Marion
Brown are both residents of the Valley.

The number of performers that come through the area

annually would leave some jazz lovers speechless. Carmen

MacRae, Betty Carter. Sonny Rollins, Dizzy Gillespie, Ron
Carter, and Miles Davis are but a few performers that

have come to UMass in the last few years. Even during the

summer there is the Hampshire Jazz Festival and the

Bright Moments Series here at UMass. So it is no wonder
that a conference such as this would come out of this area.

Highlights a< this year's conference include concerts by

Billy TaylCT and the Springfield Orchestra, The Dexter

Gordon Quartet, Marion Brown, Abby Lincoln, Ray
Copeiand and a gospel presentation by Horace Boyer and
Herbert Smith. Visual artists exhibiting this year are

Richard Yarde, Adger Ccwvans, Arturo Lindsay, James
Phillips, and Ademda Olugebefda. There will be two
panels, one exploring the relationship between music and
painting invdving the aforementioned artists, and a

second, entitled "Perspectives on Black Music," which will

bring together musidans Donald Byrd and Archie Shepp,

with Jeff Anthony of the National E ndowment for the Arts
and Jazz educator, Warrick Carter.

Many events, except for the major concerts, are free and
open to the public. The conference was organized by a

committee of students, faculty and administrators. It

should prove to be an educational experience as well as

entertaining. I suggest that jazz lovers and those that are

not into the music as much, should take advantage of as

much of this fine program as possible. For a schedule of

events and further information call (413) 545-0190.

Evelyn King Comes to UMass By Keith W. Johnson

The DuBois Corner
King and the

Montgomery Boycott
By Rahim Inrtani

On Thursday. December 1. 1955 a Montgomery Ci

ty Lines bus passed by Court Square m Montgomery.

Alabama headed for the Empire Theater stop It was

also headed into direct conflict A conflict that would

begin the elevation of a local clergyman named Martin

Luther King. Jr to one of the greatest leaders for

peace m American history

On the bus were 24 Negroes and 12 whites As the

bus received passengers at the next stop, the bus

driver went toward the rear to tell the Negroes who
were in their usual rear seats to remove themselves so

that white people could sit down A seamstress nam
ed Rosa Parks decided that she would not get up

because she was tired from shopping and her feet

hurt Ms Parks was arrested for violating a law that

required passengers to follow the drivers seating

assignments and was fined $10

Overnight the news had spread through Mon
tgomery and within two days leaflets were spread call

ing for an all out boycott of the buses By the next

Monday, Negroes were taking other means of going

to work with many )ust walking 90 percent of the

Negro community supported the stnke.

Two dozen ministers from the area came together

to plan their demands, and organized the Mon-

tgomery Improvement Association (MIA). To avoid

past feuds with old rival factions, a minister who was a

newcomer to the area was selected as president He

was a 27 year old clergyman from the Dexter Ave

Baptist Church whose name was Martin Luther King,

Jr.

With the leadership of King, the boycott would last

well into 1956 They would raise, through the church

and other meetings, large sums of money that would

support the movement including a carpool system

The local courts would try to freeze these assets but

King would outsmart them by placing them in

numerous banks that were out of reach of the courts

The police would harass King and other members of

the movement White terronsts would send prank

phone calls to the home of King and other leaders

Churches and homes were bombed as Montgomery

almost exploded into violent eruption But it was the

non-violent attitude of King that would prevail

One day in 1956 while King and other MIA members

were in court fighting an injunction against the MIA's

carpool system, the news came of a US. Supreme

court decision that declared bus segregation in Mon-

tgomery Illegal. The boycott had been successful and

the Negroes of Montgomery had won
But what was even more important was that the

movement had brought Martin Luther King, Jr. into

the picture as a leader in the civil rights movement In

years to come he would go on to win other battles

against segregation He would go on to become one

of the greatest Black leaders in history

On Thursday, April 21, contemporary rhythm and
blues returns to the Fine Arts Center here at the
University of Massachusetts with a performance by
RCA recording artist Evelyn King. The show will be
produced by the Duke Ellington Committee and UPC
Productions. It will also feature Soulsonic Force of

"Planet Rock" fame
Discovered while cleaning the recording studios of

Philadelphia International. Evelyn King has come a

long way since 1977. At that time she was 16. but had
just released her first album. Smooth Talk. On that

album the single "Shame" left a definite impression
on the music world and turned Evelyn into a bonafied
star.

Since then Evelyn has traveled around the world
visiting such places as Europe, Chile, the Phillippmes.
Jamaica, and Canada This included a White House
performance in 1979 during President Carter's tribute

to Black Music.

In between tours she has found time to cut five

albums Two of them. Smooth Talk and Music Box.
became gold albums Her recent album. Get Loose,
has once again sent her to the top of the charts with
the single "Love Come Down" making her the first

female soloist to top Billboard's Black singles list twice
in this decade
With Evelyn's family background it is no wonder

that she has become such a success Her father. Erick

Ameneta Moseka will perform In concert

as part of the Solos and Duos series at the

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union on Fri-

day, April 15 at 8:00 p.m.

Photo by Ed Cohen

George Clinton's Games

George Clinton is at it again The man who brought

you "Aqua Boogie," "Flashlight," "One Nation Under

a Groove," and "Knee Deep " is once again on, or

near, postboxes, record stores and radio stations.

Despite numerous setbacks, including a departure of

several key members and a couple of lawsuits filed

against him, George has nonetheless persisted The
entire current p-funk amalgamation is featured,

replete with Sir Nose and George's unorthodox in-

troduction to funk: the chorus.

From the beginning to the end of the album
Clinton's genius shines through The opening offering

on side one entitled, "Get Dressed," is a parody of

backstage life just before a concert "We're the open-

ing act, can't turn back, ya gits no mo", we git no en-

core!"' This song features William 'Bootsy' Collins on

bass and his arrangement of the Horny Horns, Fred

Wesley, Maceo Parker, Larry Hatch and Richard Grif-

fith Next on this arcade concept Ip is "Man's Best

Friend." Sir Nose once again proves that he can be a

nuisance simply by the virtue of his presence.

"Loopzilla" IS a parody of New York's top radio sta

King, was a stand-in performer at Harlem's historic

Apollo Theater and was the choreographer who
helped Buddy Holly in his unprecedented appearance
as the first white rock 6 roll performer to play at the
Apollo Her uncle, Avon Long, who was the original

"Sportin' Life" in Porky & Bess and was also in

Broadway's Bubbling Brown Sugar, left a strong im-
pression on Evelyn and the rest of the King children.

At times the family living room would be turned into
a stage as the family would participate in the "The
King Family Amateur Hour." Today all the members
of the family are involved in the business. Evelyn's
mother is now managing her five brothers and their

own group, while her father is producing acts.
Evelyn's sister Wanda, who used to travel with her as
a background singer, is now on her own and is about
to release her own album

Evelyn King is one of those rare performers who you
have the pleasure of seeing mature through the years.
She IS no longer a teenager, but a young woman.
Although she still likes to do fast, upbeat music, her
image and style are changing with her maturity

Evelyn is right now at one of the highest points in

her career and it is a pleasure to have her at the
University The show will begin at 8 p m and tickets
will be available starting today at Ticketron, Union
Records Unlimited. For the Record in Amherst, and
the Fine Arts Center Box office.

Marion Brown will open the Black Musi-

cian's concert on Monday, April 11 with a

solo saxophone recital entitled "Ode to

Monk." The performance is part of the

opening for "Canvas Rhythms" and will

take place in the Augusta Savage Art

Gallery, New Africa House from 5 to 7 p.m.

Photo by Ed Cohen

-By Richard Thorpe

tions and "Pot Sharing Tots" is a lyrical voyage of

silliness with George taking reign at lead vocals

If the record has any seriousness, it can be found on

the second side "Atomic Dog" is the album's slow-

breaking smash hit and, after a couple of months, four

different versions (one not available commercially)

and ample air time, this little street ditty about

romance is virtually George and company on a tour.

What IS so unusual about the song is it's heavy per-

cussive hand-claps, they help this groove achieve a

scratch sound The rest of the album is primarily for

listening "Free Alternations" has a social con-

sciousness," "One Fun at a Time" preaches the old

adage anything in excess is bad, and "Computer
Games," the title song, recreates the video game
craze.

This album is about as good, if not better than,

"Uncle Jam Wants You" and although there is no

"Knee Deep" to speak of, everyone, whether or not

they be hardcore Parliament-Funkadelic freaks or

newly exposed, should enjoy "Computer Games" Ex-

pect a lot more to come from this genius of funk.
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Martin Luther King, Jr. Week
1983

Monday, April 4, 1983

1. Housing Discrimination Workshop presented by Joanne

Levenson, Director, Off-Campus Housing. CC Rm. 803 10;30

a.m. - noon. Free.

2. Combatting Racism Through Video - Exhibition and Discus-

sion, CC Rm 811, 200 p.m
3. "Martin Luther King and His Relevancy to Today's World"

-presented by Thelma Griffith-Johnson, Director, Affirmative Ac-

tion Office, CC Rm. 803, 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Free.

4. Candlelight Vigil - Campus Pond, 6:30 p.m.

5. Film: "From Montgomery to Memphis", Student Union

Ballroom, 7:30 p.m. Free.

Tuesday. April 5, 1983

1. Gospel Jubilee by the Rev. Dr. J. P. Morgan Choirs of the Ho-

ly Tnnity Church of God and Christ:

The Morgan Ensemble
Senior Choir

Young Adult Choir

Sunshine Choir

Men's Choir

Campus Center Auditorium, 8 00 p.m Free.

Wednesday. April 6, 1983

1 Workshop "King - the Dream Never Dies " presented by

Mitchell Smith, Director of the Amherst Chapter of A Better

Chance Program (ABC) CC RM 917, 9:00 am. - 2:00 p m Free

2. Lecture by the Honorable Louis Stokes, Congressional

Representative from Cleveland and member of the Congressional

Black Caucus - CCA, 8:00 p m Free

Friday. April 8, 1983

1 Spectrum in Motion - Poetry /Dance Performance by Olivia ll-

ano Butterfield Lounge 8 00 p m Free

2 Film "A Raisin in the Sun " CC Rm 163, 7:00 p.m Free

For further information, please contact Elliot at the Martin Luther King Plan-

ning Committee, 545 0341

Thursday at 8:00 p.m.. the Malcom X Center in con-

junction with Martin Luther King. Jr. Week will be
sponsoring a program entitled Unity Night at the X.

Speaking will be David DuBois.

Black Musicians Conference
Sun., April 10 - Sun., April 17

Schedule of Events

All events are free unless otherwise noted.

Sun., April 10 - Concert:

Billy Taylor with the Springfield Symphony Or-

chestra, Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m., $11, 9, 7 -

UMass, Hampshire, Smith, and Mt. Hoiyoke
students Vi price.

Mon., April 11 - Radio Program:

The Black Mass Communications Project sa-

lutes the Annual Black Musicians' conference
on WMUA91.1 FM

12:15 - 3:00 p.m. "A Tribute to Thelonious
Monk"
3:00 - 5:30 p.m "Black Musicians' Confe-
rence Retrospective"

6:00 - 7:00 p m. Live radio concert: "Marion
Brown, Ode to Monk: Music for Solo
Saxophone"

Jazz Clinic with the Billy Taylor Trio:

Billy Taylor - piano. Victor Gaskin - bass. Keith

Cop)eland - drums.

Host: Ray Copeland
Recital Hall, Music and Dance BIdg., Hamp-
shire College, 1:00 p.m.

Concert and opening:

"Canvas Rhythms": A group show by Adger
Cowans, Arturo Lindsay, James Phillips, and
Ademola Olugebefola concert and radio simul-

cast Marion Brown solo saxophone. 5:00 - 7:00

Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House.
Exhibit runs April 1 - 17.

Tubs.

Course Proposals Sought
The Malcolm X Center (located m the Southwest
Residential Area) is accepting class proposals for the
Fall 1983 84 semester Anyone interested call 545-2819
or come down to the Center Monday through Friday
12:00p.m llOOp.m. or Saturday 1200p.m. 3:00
p.m.

Human Relations Forum
Mediation Skills for Service Providers
Through the use of prepared simulations, represen

tatives of the Mediation Proiect and a number of train-

ed mediators will discuss mediation as a set of skills

that can be particularly useful to University staff and
faculty who provide services to students Wednesday,
Apnl 6, 1983 from 12 00 1:30 p.m. in CC Room
165 169

The presentation will also touch on alternative

methods of dispute resolution and highlight the

development of the Mediation Proiect on our campus

Asian Theater to hit UMass
with a "Fever"

On Saturday, Apnl 16th at 8 p m in Bowker
Auditorium at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst, the Third World Theater

Series will close its 1983 Spring season with a dynamic
and innovative presentation by the Pan Asian Reper

tory Theater entitled "Yellow Fever ' "Yellow Fever,"

a mystery comedy, is written by Canadian playwright.

Rick Shiomi

"Yellow Fever" toys with the slick, suave character

of Humphrey Bogart's Sam Spade and creates with a

Pan Asian flair, a Canadian nisei (second generation

Japanese) detective, Sam Shikaze From Powell

Street, Vancouver's Asian Ghetto, Sam seeks to solve

the mystery of the kidnapped Cherry Blossom Queen
while balancing his romantic life with reporter, Nancy
Wing. Through comedy author Shiomi shows us the

viscious attitudes of the Canadian majority towards its

Asian minority population

The Pan Asian Repertory Theater is a New York

based Theatrical group which has established the first

east coast professional Asian American Theater com
pany They have previously appeared at UMass in

their touring productions of "Flowers of Household
Gods" and "The Soul Shall Dance"

Each play is accompanied by a free workshop On
Saturday, April 16 from 1 30 - 3:00 at Smith College in

the Green Room, Ernest Abuba of the Pan Asian

Repertory Theater will conduct a workshop entitled,

"Introduction to Asian-American Theater: Acting

Workshop" All workshops are FREE!

Panel:

April 12 Gallery Opening:

"Selected Works by Richard Yarde." Hamp-
den Theater, S West, 5 00 - 7:00 p m.
Exhibit runs April 5 16

"Perspective on Black Music" with Jeff An-
thony. Donald Byrd, Warrick Carter, and
Archie Shepp Moderator Fred Tillis Cape
Cod Lounge, 7 30 p m

Weds . Apnl 13 Rim:
"On the Road with Duke Ellington," and "Elvin

Jones A Different Drummer," Campus Center
101. 7:00 pm.

Thurs , April 14 Concert:

Dexter Gordon Quartet. Fine Arts Center,

8 00 p.m , $10. 8, 6, UMass. Hampshire. Am-
herst, and Smith - '/^ price

Fri , Apnl 15 Panel and Reception:

"Canvas Rhythms Reflections on Music in

Art" with Adger Cowans, Arturo Lindsay, and
Ademola Olugebefola Moderator Nelson

Stevens.

Concert:

Solos and Duos presents Ameneta Moseka
(Abbey Lincoln) Cape Cod Lounge, 8 00 p.m.

Sun , April 17 Concert:

'"Gospel on a Sunday Afternoon", a presenta-
tion by Horace Boyer and Herbert Smith.
Memorial
Hall, 2 00p m

Third World Caucus Spring

Speaker Series

The Office of Third World Affairs and the third

World Caucus invites all members of your group to at-

tend the Speakers Series at Caucus meetings The
meetings take place every Wednesday from March
30th through the end of the semester, 6:30 7 00 p.m.
(rooms will be announced in the Campus Center)
every week There will be a distinguished speaker at

the meetings You will have the opportunity to talk

with speakers, other organization members and
Caucus members Recruitment for organizations will

be one of the topics refreshments and wine will be
served Your participation is urgently requested. It will

be appreciated

A schedule for the coming weeks is as follows:

April 6 David G. DuBois: Afro-Am Studies Depart-
ment
April 13 - Judy Toyama: Minority Graduate Recruit-

ment Program
April 20 - Ernie Allen: Chair, Afro-Am Department
Apnl 27 - Thelma Griffith-Johnson: Affirmative Action
Office

Concert:

Cabaret with "Dr Jazz" Ray Copeland and
Friends, with Patty ONeil, and Rick Scott
Gordon. Dining Commons. Hampshire Col-

lege, 8:00 p m Admission info 549-4600.

ext. 223.

For further information call 1413) 545-0190.

This program made possible by Augusta Savage
Gallery, Black Mass Communications Project, Board
of Governors. Commuter Area Government, Duke Ell

ington Committee/Union Prog'am Council, Fine Arts

Center, Nummo News, Office of the Chancellor, Of
fice of Third World Affairs, WEB Dubois Depart
ment of Afro American Studies, Union Video Center,

Hampden Arts Program, UMass Arts Council, S
West Area Government, Hampshire College
S U R C E

April Black Study Group
The April Black Study Group to Begin: There will be

a one month long April Black Study Group that will

meet once a week to discuss and study Black Culture

and Politics. All Black students and non-students alike

are invited and urged to participate The first meeting
of the April Black Study Group will take place
Wednesday, April 6th at 7 30 p m at A 7 North
Village Apts , Amherst, MA. 01002 For sign-up and
further information call Steve Coons (549-4523) or

Eshu Elegba (253-2286)

Examination of Black Politics

Dr. Maulana Karenga will speak on "The State anc

Direction of Black Politics: A Critical Examination,

Sunday, April 17 at 7:30 p.m. in Wright Hall at Smitf

College The Executive Director of the Institute o

Pan African Studies in Los Angeles is active m com
munity service and professional activities and stresse;

cultural struggle as a means of fundamental socia

change
Dr Karenga has long been a kindred spirit to the

issues of freedom, liberation, struggle and humar

nghts. At a time when crucial matter of the crisis o

Black leadership meets headlong with a most critica

issue of our time, human rights, his analysis and posi-

tion are both timely and pertinent

For more information contact Leecia Ere a

584-2700, ext. 306.
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Physical Plant employee Georjfe Hubbard takes down a snowfence on

the playing; fields across from the Southwest Residential College on

Friday. The fence will be rolled up and stored until next winter.

Long Range Plan II opens

to mixed campus reviews
By BILL WALL

('•Hrman SufT

The releasf c»f the new l«»njj nin^re plan

fc»r the University of Massachusetts has

elicited varied respctnses from c<>ncerne<1

fanilty and student jfroups rejjardinp the

contents of the plan and the time all<K'ate«f

for its review and revision.

The ()verall plan was circulated to the

campus community last week for the first

time by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

although the academic affairs comf>onent

was derived fn)m w()rk done by outgoing

provost Loren Baritz and had been

previously discussed on campus. The plan

is to be considered for approval at the

Board of Trustees' next meeting. April 13.

"There won't be adequate time (for cam
pus groups do discuss it) before it goes to

the regents,'" iXiffey said.

But Duffey acknowledgeti that review

and revision of the plan will W ongoing.

"I don't think it should be treated as a

final draft. It stimulates dis<-ussion of the

issues." Duffey said.

Bruce Levy, assistant to the president of

the Student Government Association

(SCi A) said he was concerned with the short

period of time available to review the plan

before the Board of Trustees considers a|)-

proving it at their uj)coming April 13

meeting.

"We didn't even know it was being

prepared until we happene<i to receive a

copy on yesterday," Levy said.

Jim Murphy, former president of the

SGA. expressed his disappointment with

the lack oi .sLutu- iii\<'i> \ii'« 111

ning process.

"We had no input into it. It doesn't make
any specific mention of student's roles in

wiia'. Vlll^ aiiivef^r.jr ::» ;uiu u«>v.>. lou can t

have a university operate without students

having a role in it. It won't work." Muqthy
said.

Bryan Harvey. <me of the memlH*rs <»f

Diiffey's staff who worked t>n the plan, ob-

jected to the idea that once the plan g<»es to

the regents, it won't be subject to modifica-

tion.

"Any plans inherently change as cir-

cumstances change. As experience mounts,

you are going to change your plan. One «»f

the functions that the plan serves is to

galvanize thought on pressing issues. It's

supf)osed to focus thinking, not close it."

Harvey said.

James I.ieheny. professor of English and

a member of the Faculty Senate, said that

the Rules Committee would consider the

plan at its meeting Friday.

"The part that is of primary concern to

the Faculty Senate is the Academic Affairs

sections and that is something that the

faculty has reviewed. There are other

things we've seen for the first time that we
haven't studied." Leheny said.

Jack Delmond, president of the Graduate

Student Senate, said that his senate has a

committee reviewing the plan and will

report back to the Graduate Senate which

is to review the plan at its meeting last

night.

"In general it seems to be well-thought of

and good, especially concerning graduate

education. It recognizes the importance of

graduate education to the University. The

plan seems to be in the right direction."

IX'lmond said.

The Graduate Senate had previously ap

pr(»ve(i the Academic Affairs section in a

vote !;iK<n last semester.

A copy of the plan is on reserve in the

hlirary.

Amherst voters to select

town office candidates
By NANCY GONTER

Colkthan Staff

Amherst voters wUI head for the polls

today to choose candidates for numerous

town offices, including The Board of

Selectmen, town meetuiR. moderator, and

Housing Authority.

Voters will also choose from ap-

proximately 180 randidates for the 98

available Town Meeting seals. (See related

story. I

Voters will also select candidates for the

Jones Library Trustee and School Com
miltee.

Three candidates are running for the two
available seats of the Board of Selectmen.

Allen Torrey. and Joanne Levenson are

challenging incumbent Frederick Steinbeck

in the race.

I>evenson. the Director of Off campus

Housing Office at UMass. said if elected she

will support funding of child care and the

institution of rent control.

Chairing the town's Fair Housing

Commission, and membership in the

League of Women Voters and the Con
dominium Conversion Commission are s<Mne

of the su>tivities that Levenson said will help

her represent the Amherst community.
Lifelong Amherst resident Steinbeck said

that although he voted against rent

control at last year's Town Meeting, he is

"not for or against it." Steinbeck first

became involved in the town government
when he was elected to the board one and a

half years ago.

Torrey. Amherst's first town manager,
has been a Town Meeting member since

1975. He is treasurer and business manager
for Hampshire College.

Torrey said that his experience in

municipal government will be helpful to the

Hoard of Selectmen. He also said that he

doesn't ha\»» "a great philosophical dif

ference" with rent control, but noted that it

could be an "administrativ*- nightmare."

In the race for Town Meeting Mod«-ralor.

st>phomore economics major Michael

Counter is challenging UMass Dean of

Students William Field. Counif>r said that

he IS not running agamst F'i(>ld. he is

running for the Town of Amherst.

Counter said Field is ^>ecoming apathetr
in the position of moderator. The moderator
should encourage groups to be more active

in Town Meeting and should go out and talk

to the town's people. Counter said.

Rent control emerges

as major issue in race
By NANCY GONTER-

CaUaC*M8l«n

Feelings about rent control appear to

have inspired large numbers of candidates

for town meeting membership, including

over 20 Five College students.

Progressive and conservative candidates

have organized throughout the precincts,

using informational letters andd flyers to

promote themselves.

The University of Massachusetts Student

Senate is also supporting student can

didates. The Senate appropriated $982 to

the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy. tSCERAl for voter

registration and to get students out to vole,

according to Mitch Gaslin. chair of the

Senate's rents and fees committee.

SCERA and the Commuter Area

Government have sent flyers with in

formation on voting and on rent control and

are renting vans to transport voters to

polling places.

Most student candidates interviewed

cited rent control, childcare and water

In Prjctncl I, th» ftiiknnnK randidatm »n runninit f<w thr**

\rnt tenri* Thom«» Ah«n». Lrnrrmnw W BojfmrU Rifh«rd

l<<itf»f1i. Ihuiwl Bup»««. William P»ul l'nw»man M»n» l^rwh
("hmrlotti" r>*y»r. MilcMI (iaalin, Judi Jf^n.v.n Paulirw

Kuzrrwiilii. Stephen V ("uffer Jr . Rn>n Sabrl, l.inda Smith

M«rv Sial». Janirr Wi>hl, and Victor Zumbnjski Shanr* Kpatrin

am) Mary .Soiwmng iwV nmninK for nne year term*.

In l*r»cmct Two. the followinf randidate* an* running for

threeyfvr term* Ruth Barkn. Joyce Berkman, [Viloreii

<'hi*>l'm. Robert Chuolm. Shirley Ann HmIiii. (lene Keeyan.
.Iiian M».><on. Jane Mathews, Sandra Mullin Pnvid Ros,' Mvra
Rom, Paul Shumwav, Rnherl Shumway. ( Alire Sunne. t'A

ward Stefan. Kathleen Stefan. Otto Stein. Andrew Sleinl»rK.

Joanne Swift (ieor|{e Vax<|uez. Jerry Lile Watson, and Thoma.«

Wilkinson Ann HantinK^ i» runninu for a two-year term

In frermrt Three, the following rarKlidates are runniiig for

three year term!" Ihianr Railey .Inhn Boden. Jame* Crosby.

.lanet l^in. Harry Chickllelano. Linda [Kivle, M BeUy Kiran.

Richard K^n. Merle Howes. Keith Kanela. IMiorah l^wrcnoe
Riddell. I.inda l»ckwood. W Brian O Connor, and l^verne
Thilen Jame!> Luipold. Roy RoaenMatt and .lohn Sullivan are

ninnmif for two year terms Klliof Clisl is running for a one year
term

quality as issues that were important to

them.
Tom Ahem. Student Government

Association co President, is a candidate for

a one year term in Precinct One who
supports rent control.

"Rents go up 15 30 percent a year.

Students can't handle this. We should have
rent control, the tenants deserve it.

Gaslin. who is running for reelection, said

that he is interested m water quality and
supports rent control. He is concerned
about landlords who are running for town
meeting.

"I feel landlords are running on a single

issue. The only reason they're running is to

stop rent control." Gaslin said.

Over 100 of the candidates are local

property owners, according to the list of tax

valuations. A number of landlords, in

eluding Dennison H. Jones, the owner of

D.H. Jones Real Estate Agency and
Stephen F'uffer Jr., who is associate with

Pufton Village, are running.

At least 20 others who own more than

$200,000 worth of property in town are

running for town meeting.

n Prenm-I tvr the rnilowing (lefifrie are runniry lor three
vear terms Judith Bmrk. Huahxh ( hickenng Michael
lleSherfcinin. [to«^ KWrr. Mary Ford. Caul K.*d. Vincent
'irandontro. Mauncio Hamantin. PHihp < oveltm. Francesra
Maltese. Karl Meyer. Kenneth Mo^akaowski. Fvelyn
(itiWenherg. Meline Kaiipanan KleafK>r gumt Peter Sands, Joel
Sa»e, Janice Shumway. Richard Weiler and Carolyn Wills
Freda IlePiliis. Horace l.apnHle, and Tereaa I,a|irade are runn
ing for two year terms

In IVecinct Si«, the following (ieo|><e are running for three
year terms Joan Ranks. Timothy Hanks, Bru<-e Bergertm.
Carolyn RIondsworth, F.litaheth Carter. Charlotte (^uyer. Mar
jone Karelson, .loan Riws Ixwan. James Murfihy. Jean Murray,
Arthur Pickering fVrry Root. Klisaheth Rus.sell thana Souia.
Ijiura Sternheim Ronald Story. Michael Sullivan. Ann .Sutliff

Bruce T.sikna.s. Roger Wallace. Mary Wentworth, Sara W.»«)
bury, and Fred Wentworth Y.rw Finhom and (ieraJd Jolly »re
runniap for two year terms Theresa Kolith. W Clark R<«>f ami
F.llen Story are running for one year terms

'% }'^'V^ 'f running for three
ic Carlon Thomas ( oaklcy, Mar\

In Precinct Four, the folkiwing candidates are runnirig

three year terms ("hariene Allen. Stephen Austin. Ann Ma
Bolgrer, Natalie I>rakc, Francis "
Wilfiam Hart Donald Hastings

for

lane
Francis Frotino, Florence Frank,

ham Hart IkmaKl Hastings, .lewetl Mathewson, Ijewui

Maimer Stanley Mos,s, Chnstina Piatt, Maurya Sullivsn Joseph
Tiidryn. Kve Turrhineli, Fdward Yochman, Dou^rlass McCrae.
Dennison Jor>es. Ronald Lipos, Charles Meakim, F.liiabeth

Meakim, Bernard Moreau. and Robert Plattner Edward
Mc<;iynn, C'harles Oioooff and (.aurer. Bertach are running for

two-year terms Helen Pettvtohn is running for a one year term

In Precinct Seven, the fo)l<

year terms Palrina Bums t,r>c

Powles ( ommager <rt>orgr Como. Stevenson Fletcher. R.ihert
(irtise, Irving Howards. Deborah Jarque. Ronald Jacigue
Richard Johnsim. Wiliam i.ambert. Tnnie Mann. Jemme
Milner. David Nelson. Robert Rakoff Hruie Ritchings. .Sandra
.Stiles. Arthur Swift, and Stephen Walciak Knr Nittsche is run
ning for a one year term

in Precinct Eight, the folkiwing randidalea are rwinirw for
three year terms IVhorah Berkman. Sl.-f.hen BtoomTield
ThomaH Brock Homer Cowles, Orald C.radv. Walter Hoffman
Fliiabeth Holtiman, Marjone l,evenson. Peter Mac<"onriell Fd
wart Markert, Madeline Marauei, John Matthews. Benjamin
Meskin Carol Ann M<K>re, Paul Page, Janice Ratner Fredenck
Rice, Richard Ware IMores Sutton is running for a one year
term

I
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World and National Neivs
Warring Iran, Iraq join other Arab

states in effort to contain oil slick
MANAMA. Bahrain (AP) —

Representatives of eight Persian Gulf
nations met yesterday in the first joint

effort to contain a big Iranian oil slick which
threatens the food, water and power
supplies of nations which line the Gulf.

Khaled P^akhro, director of the Bahrain-

based Gulf Mutual Aid Emergency Center,
described the meeting as "technical." But it

was expected to produce recommendations
for a ministerial level meeting planned for

tomorrow in Kuwait.

Warring Iran and Iraq sent delegates to

the meeting as well as Saudi Arabia.

Kuwait. Qatar, the United Arab Emirates.
Oman and Bahrain. The eight nations are

members of the Regional Organization for

the Protection of Marine Environment.

The 2'? year war between Iran and Iraq

has prevented efforts to cap the two off-

shore wells in Iran's Nowruz oil field,

damaged in Iraqi bombing raids on Feb. 8

and spewing oil ever since.

Experts at the University of Petroleum

and Minerals in Saudi Arabia estimate that

150,000 barrels of crude oil have spread

over an area 240 miles long and 30 miles

wide.

Dead fish were sighted on Bahrain's

southern beaches yesterday, and dead sea

creatures washed up Sunday on the eastern

shores of Saudi Arabia. It was not im

mediately clear whether they were killed

by oil pollution.

Drinking water was selling here for $60 a
liarrel — twice the price of light crude oil.

In Qatar, the price of mineral water shot up
to $145.

Months of waiting end as second

shuttle sends astronauts skyward

AP l,Mlf»l»ulo

President Ronald Reagan took time out to auto^aph Easter eggn on
the White House lawn yesterday. The occaKJon was the annual Faster

e^K roll, a White House tradition since the administration of Ruther-

ford B. Hayes.

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. <AP) -
Challenger shrugged off 2'? months of

troubles yesterday and rocketed spec

tacularly from its launch pad, carrying four

astronauts to certify it as the second ship in

America's space shuttle fleet.

The ship's inaugural flight began with a

burst of flame and billow of steam as the

three main engines and two solid fuel

rockets blazed to life at 1::» p.m. after a

near flawless five day countdown.

The $1.2 billion spaceship cleared the

;J47 foot sea-side launch tower in seven

seconds and twisted northwestward over

the Atlantic Ocean, leaving a serpentine

trail of white smoke across a brilliantly

clear sky.

At about 50 seconds, the spaceship

pierced through the most dangerous point

in. the ascent — an area known as Max (J.

where it was subjected to its maximum
aerodynamic pressures.

Earlier yesterday. NASA officials had
been concerned about a jet stream of 105

mph winds whipping through this area. But
ut midmorning meteorologists studied

weather balloon data, noted the winds had
slackened and gave the all clear for the
countdown to proceed.

\l 2 minutes. 6 seconds. Challenger shed
its two 149 foot boosters, hurling them
toward a planned parachute landing in the
Atlantic where ships waited to recover

them.

Firebomber sentenced

to 8 life prison terms
Digest
By the Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE - A man who admitted

hurling a firebomb into a I>owell tenement,

but later said he tried to help eight people

trapped in the flaming building, was
sentenced yesterday to eight life prison

terms.

Victor Rosario will be eligibk» for parole

in 15 years.

Superior Court .Judge Henry Travers

rejected a prosecutor's re«iuest for tougher

terms requiring Rosario to serve at least 30

years before parole.

A Middlesex Superior ('ourl jury last

week convicted the 25 year old Lowell

resident of eight counts of second degree

murder and one of arson. He was accused of

starting a March 5, 1982. bla/e that killed

five children and three adults.

Travers sentenced Rosario to concurrent

life terms in Walpole State Prison for each

murder conviction, and 18 to 20 years for

arson.

Patients rally to keep

(hetor out ofprison

SPRINGFIELD - About 30 people

marched and carried signs in front of City

Hall on Monday in an effort to keep their

S9anish speaking doctor from being sent to

Dr. Milton Kobrosky, 68, of Longmeadow
was one of four men sentenced recently for

their part in a $1.2 million insurance fraud

scheme.
"Don't lock up our only doctor" and "Help

us keep our Doctor Milton Kobrosky," read

signs in the crowd.

The protesters said that Kobrosky was
the only general practitioner in their

Memorial Square neighborhood, and he

spoke Spanish in the heavily Hispanic

section of the city.

Kol)rosky was given a six month pri.son

sentence by U.S. District Court Judge
F."' ' Freedman. The doctor is trying to

A . • his guilty plea through appeal

and has asked that his sentence be delayed.

Three of four Everett police officers charje^ed with murder, assault

and battery with a dani^erous weapon, and violation of civil rights, ap-

peared in court in Cambridge yesterday. Seated from left are Attorney
Gerry Alch, and Officer William McClusky, and Attorney Mary Guerrin.

Jury selection begins in motel brawl case
CAMBRIDGE - More than 40

prospective jurors from the first group of

more than 100 were excused yesterday at

the start of trial for five police officers on

murder and assault charges in a July 1982

Chelsea motel brawl.

"It is contemplated by the court that this

ca.se probably will last four weeks," Judge
Robert Barton in .Middlesex Superior Court

told the full group of prospective jurors. "It

may go to six weeks."

He added that the jury would be

sequestered.

Barton turned down a defense request to

ban pictures of the 105 jury prospects

during the selection process. One still

photographer and one television camera
crew were in the courtroom as trial began.

On trial are four Everett police officers —
John Mcl^eod. 38. WiMiam McClusky. 39.

Richard Aiello, 30. and John Macauda, .30,

charged with murder, assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon and violation of

civil rights.
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State legislation bans

N. Ireland investments
BOSTON - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

signed into law yesterday legislation

prohibiting public pension fund investments
that are in any way related to munitions for

Northern Ireland.

Surrounded by legislative leaders with
Irish American backgrounds, the governor
said. "Mas.sachusetts is once again making a

very strong statement about human
rights."

Dukakis said these statements are im
portant when "intolerance or oppression"
exists in nations like South Africa. Nor
ihern Ireland and Cyprus. Dukakis is of
(ireek descent.

Three teens charged

in Melrose gangrape
MELROSE — Three teenagers were

headed to court yesterday for arraignment
on charges of gang raping a 17 year old girl

at a party this weekend, police said.

The three were arrested early Saturday
at the party, held in a basement recreation
room at the home of one of the accused. The
girl, a Melrose High School student whose
identity was withheld, had attended the
party along with two girlfriends, according
to Melrose Police Detective George Bus'ay.
Busby said at about 1 a.m. Saturday one

of the boys made a pass at the girl.

"The girl went into another room of the
basement, and was followed by one boy who
began unbuttoning her blouse," Busby said.

"A second boy began helping, while a third
stood by."

Correction

A ."Story- apf>earing in Thursday's Col-

Irgmn concerning picketers protesting an
informational table in the Campus Center,
and a subsequent verbal confrontation,

was partly incorrect. Antar Shakir, presi-

dent of the Islamic Society, said Friday
that the table had been staffe<i by
meml)er.s of the society, although he was
(iu()te<i ill the story as saying that th

group had no connection with the table.

Costly fix-up of Chancellor's House finished
By JIM FINKLE

Colleihaii Staff

The University of Massachusetts spent

$92,200 to perform improvements, renova-

tions and repairs done this past fall on the

125-year-old Chancellor's House located

near the Orchard Hill Residential Area.

"We planned carefully to make the house

suitable for public use as well as a home,"
Chancellor Joseph D. IXiffey said yester-

day. Duffey lives in the 15-room house with

his wife Anne Wexler and two sons.

"After looking at the house, it (making

the improvements) was a collective deci-

sion," Vice Chancellor for Administration

and Finance John L. DeNyse said last

week. "That house was in deplorable condi-

tion. There were waterstains on the

wallpaper and rips in the carpet."

In addition to making changes necessary

to repair physical damages and deteriora-

tion of the house, the University converted

three previously unused r<K)ms on the se-

cond floor into guest bedr(K>ms, DeNyse
said.

"It would make a much better setting for

(overnight) visit<^)rs coming to campus,"

DeNyse said of the guest rooms. "It's go-

ing U.) save us money over the long haul.

We usually pick up their (jfuests) expenses

for their stay here."

Fifty thousand dollars was spent on

refurbishing and purchasing furniture for

the house. DeNyse said much of this money
went toward the purchase of furniture for

the guest rooms that had previously been

completely unfurnished.

"It was necessary to put in one more
bathroom on the second floor," DeNyse
said. Installation of that bathroom,
wallpapering and carpeting cost approx-
imately $32,000, DeNyse said.

The University spent $7,300 to pay for

what DeNyse called "special materials,"

such as linens for the guestrooms, slate for

the fireplace and curtains. The school spent

$2,900 for a 48-piece set of dishes,

glassware and stainless steel flatware for

entertaining, DeNyse said.

Chancellor Duffey said the im-
provements were made on the house so it

could serve as a facility to entertain visitors

on campus.

"I think the (entertaining) activity ought

to be mtxiest, but we certainly ought to

have this kind of activity. The University

cannot act as though it's still where it was
l.S years ago. It's a major research Univer-

sity."

NV'hen Duffey first arrived on campus in

Septeml»er he lived in the Campus Center

Hotel for almost three months at a cost of

$1,900. Before moving into the
Chancellor's House he lived in a rented fur-

nished house in Amherst at a cost of

$2,900, according to DeNyse.
Duffey receives an annual salary of

$75,000.

( ollrinan plMln k« 0*«r linker

The Merrill Science Centre at Amherst Colleife is in the process of a

facelift of sorts. Here a workman is shown perched atop the addition

which is still under construction.

Caucus elections threatened

by referendum question
By JOHN OCONNELL

roiirm*" ^*»^

A referendum question on the Amherst
town election ballot could revoke the so-

called "Caucus Act", which governs town

elections, if approved by voters today.

The question reads: "Shall the accep-

tance by the town of an act passed by the

General Court in the year 1955, entitled

'An Act Relative to Nominations and Elec-

tions for Municipal Offices in the Town of

Amherst' (Caucus Act) be revoked?
"

The Caucus Act "governs the

nominating process of town officers,"

Town clerk of Amherst Kstelle M. Matusko

said. Caucus elections are held "whenever

there are more than two people who file

nomination papers for a single office," she

said.

"Its purpose is a primary elettf i.

"

Matusko said, noting that "any town office

could be affected by a caucus if there are

more than two candidates tor the office.

If the act is revoked, the town would not

hold preliminary elections, and more than

two candidates could run for one office, she

said.

A preliminary caucus election held in ear-

ly March eliminated Phyllis Rtxfin from the

race for the single available seat on the

Amherst Housing Authority. Voters today

will choose either Robert Chisolm or Ber-

nard Moreau to fill that position.

Rodin told the CnHeg\nn after her defeat

that she would initiate the p)etition to have
the act revoked, saying the act i.s

"calculated to keep everyone <>ut except...

the insiders."

A se«'ti»>n of the Caucus Act provides for

this question to be put on the ballot if a

petition signed by two percent of Amherst
registered voters is filed 30 days l)efore the

election. Matusko said that the petition,

which needed 276 signatures to put the

question on the ballot, was signed by 329

voters.

Film-maker claims career

taught her to cope with self
By CRIS SCHUSTER

I •ii«ruu> ><(Arr

Her films have made her a woman and a

film-maker.

At least that is what Canadian film-

maker Anne Claire F'<»irier says.

F^oirier, who has directed and produced

more than 20 films, said she has learnetl to

deal with herself as a woman, a feminist, a

mother and film-maker by researching,

writing and directing her films.

"I don't like hem\f, taken as a woman
film-maker. 1 was lK)rn a woman and I

l»ecame a film maker. I don't see why we
need to categorize women film-makers,"

Poirier said in an interview yesterday.

Poirier, who is on campus for two days

for the shtiwing of two of her films, said she

d«»es n<»t consider herself a "feminist film-

maker," although she directed the first

feature film made by a woman in Queliec.

However she said, when she was

younger, she was not taken seriously by

male film-makers in Can.'ida.

"With the subjects I profK»8e<I (to film) I

was never in accordance with the priorities

of the committee, of the producers, all

males. I began to question myself and feel

guilty that 1 was not like the others." she

said.

However, after having two children, "1

came to a deep reality I had to live with. I

could not be a man. I had to be a woman or

else 1 would be nothing," she said, "Before

that very special reality of my life, of

motherhood, I took myself as a man.

"After I had children, I realiieil my time

had to be shared. I started to question

myself and I started U) bring subjects that

were close to me. I realize^! my priorities

were just as strong as theirs (other film-

makers).

In Poirier's film Mother-to-be, which was
filmed after the birth of Poirier's second

child, she describe<l "my anguish and feel

ing of being only half of the two realities,

only half a mother attache<i to my profes-

sion and on the other hand, half a film

maker" because she was a mother, she

said.

Poirier said she researches her films for

herself. "I hope by going through the

research of who I am myself. I invite otht-r

wonn'n to i|o the sam*- for th«'n>s4-lv«'^ " ><^»'

sail!

In A Srream from Stlfm-*, l'i>irier .»Hi«l

she did the film on ra|)e "l>ecause I c«»uldn't

understand how it could be that ra|H' ex-

isLs. I'm n()t sure I understand even now
"

"In any film that I make. I read

everything I can put my hands on and d« a
lot of interviews with fK'ople who are c«»n-

cemed with the film." she said. "I want to

film myself with the subje<"t I want to a\>

pro.ich and only fn>m there can I com
municate."

Poirier. who has made films on abortion.

ir>cest and pregnancy, said .she is currently

writing a script about "the pn»cess of a

i-ouple, how does a couple go thn»ugh life

when the mystery (of a relationship) is

replaced by knowledge."

When not filming, Poirier teaches

theater at the Natwnal Theatre Sch<x»l of

Montreal, a couple of nK>nths a year, she

said.

Poirier's film about rape, A Scream from
Silmre. which was shown at the Cannes

F'ilm Festival in 1978, will be shown
tonight at 8 p.m. in Thompson Hall 104.

The film will be in French with English sub-

titles.

Copycards earn stamp of

approval from Fac Senate
By MARY ANNE BEEN

(ollffian ( nm«pnn4fnl

Recommendations to redttce the prke of

coin operated photocopiers through the use

of "copicards." introduced on the UMass
campus last semester, have been endorsed

by the F^aculty Senate.

According to a special report presented

by the Service Departments Committee
and approved at the March 17 Faculty

Senate meeting, the coin cost of self service

photocopying machines increased from five

to ten cents in July, 1982. Students and

faculty were then given the option of

buying copicards, enabling them to operate

copiers on campus without the use of coins.

"Substantial savings are realized only

with a high volume card." Jeanne Kocsis.

chair of the Service Departments Com
mittee, said. "Cost goes down as volume

goes up."

Director of Administrative Services

Marabeth Clapp suggested that it would be

possible to achieve the objective of lowered

cost, one of the recommendations, ac

cording to the report. At present, a 100

copy card can be purchased for $9.00,

reducing the cost per copy to nine cents.

Clapp suggested reducing the price of the

WO^copy card to $7.00, thereby reducing

the per copy c<Mt to seven «ents.

"The financial benefits affect the most

frequent users, the students." Kocsis said.

The University, according to the report,

contracts with a private vendor. Copy Co.

of Boston. Copy Co. owns and services the

machines and pays the University a

commission ba.sed on the volume of sales.

The commission goes into the Copy Center

Trust Fund, which is used to offset the

expenses of administering the operator

assisted Copy Center.

The price reduction, according to the

report, would mean less commission

revenue for the University, but not

significantly less.

Other recommendations included in the

report suggest an increa.sed effort to inform

students of purchasing copicards and the

selling of the cards at more than one

location, making their purchase more
convenient. At present, copicards can only

be purchased at the University Store in the

Campus Center.
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Wakefield man faces 17 charges after

leading police on high speed chase

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Coll*iri>n Staff

A high speed chase Saturday evening that began at

Routes 2 and 63 in Montague, wound through Amherst and

the University of Massachusetts and ended at the hor-

seshoe in the Southwest Residential College, resulting in

the arrest of a 19 year old Wakefield man, UMass pohce

said yesterday.

He was arrested and booked on 17 charges. They are:

two counts of assault by means of a dangerous weapon U
motor vehicle), being a disorderly person, disturbing the

peace, reckless driving, being a minor in possession of

alcohol, being in possession of a class I) narcotic substance

(marijuanai. operating an unregistered motor vehicle, two

counts of failure to stop for a red light, four counts of

failure to stop for a stop sign, speeding, and improper

passing (on the right).

Montague police observed the suspect, who is not a

UMass student, speeding and proceeded to chase him

down North Pleasant Street. UMass police said. He turned

west onto Governor's Drive and drove head on toward a

University police cruiser that left the road to avoid ac

cident. and then joined the chase.

I'olice said he failed to stop for the light at

Massachusetts and Commonwealth Aves.. turned east on

Massachusetts Ave. then south on Sunset Ave. He

narrowly missed a group of students there, police said.

He passed the stop sign at Fearing St. and Sunset Ave.,

police said, turning east on Fearing St. At the intersection

of Fearing and Lincoln Streets, police said he again passed

the stop sign.

Police said they approximated his speed as being bet-

ween 65 and 70 mph as he continued on Lincoln, failing to

stop at the Amity Street intersection.

He then passed the stop sign at Lincoln Street and Route

9. turning west there, police said. Police said he headed

toward another UMass cruiser on Route 9 that was also

forced off the road to avoid collision.

Police said he passed six to eight vehicles then turned

onto University Drive, failing to recognize the red light

there.

UMa-ss cruisers set up a road block on University Drive,

but they said the driver left the roadway and drove around

the cars.

He continued north on University Drive, going through

a green light at the Amity St. intersection. A UMass
cruiser caught up to him near the Southwest horseshoe and

nudged him to the side of the road using the right fender of

the car. police said.

There were no injuries involved, police said, and damage
to the cars involved was minimal.

The suspect was arraigned yesterday morning in

Hampshire County District court. A pre trial conference

has been scheduled for April 28.

The Choice Is Clear

Joanne Levenson
for

Selectman

Weekend roundup by Amherst Police

nets four UMass students, one other
By DAVID B. MINER

( nllrfiui Staff

Amherst Police announced yesterday that they arrested

five persons over the Easter weekend, four of whom were
University of Massachusetts students.

Amherst Police said they arrested a 20 year old I'Mass

student Friday at 9:19 p.m. on charges of malicious

destruction of personal property and disorderly conduct

after he was reportedly seen by an Amherst Community
Service Officer destroying a sign on North Plea.sant Street.

Another UMass student faces two charges in Hampshire
District Court, one of which is a felony complaint. Amherst
Police said that they arrested a 19 year old at 11:20 p.m.

on Saturday after he allegedly purchased a bottle of wine
from Triangle Street establishment.

Police say that he is charged with being a person under
20 in possession of alcohol and being m possession of an

altered Massachusetts Liquor Identification card, a felony.

The other two arrests involving UMass students were
for drinking and driving violations.

In other police news. Amherst Police report a 1:15 a.m.
»^-ident on Saturday in which two Amhersi residents
received extensive personal injuries.

Police report that the 1969 Camaro in which the two
were riding was traveling south on West Street when it

apparently struck a storm drain and became airborne for
about 20 feet, knocking over two road signs.

The driver of the vehicle sustamed severe broken bones
and internal injuries,and his wife, who was a pa.ssenger.
suffered extensive contusions and lacerations.

Finally. Amherst Police report that a 21 year old man
will face a show cause hearing in District C-ourt after he
was reportedly observed by a Community Service Officer
taking part of a sign located on the front of the Hampshire
Gazette office at 1:40 a.m. on Saturday.

1^ y y
She Has Experience:

it Director, UMass Off-Campus
Housing Office for seven years.

it Town Meeting Member since 1977

it Fair Housing Compliance Officer

for the Town of Amherst
it Chair, Town of Amherst Fair

Housing Commission. Helped draft

the Town of Amherst Fair Housing Plan.

it Hampshire After School Care
Program, Fort River School.

Wrote Title XX state grant proposal that made
possible scholarship>s and sliding fee scale

for after school supervised play.

it Certified Mediator. Mediation
Trainers and Consultants, Inc. Boston, Ma.

it B.A. University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.

VOTE
Amherst

Town Election

Tuesday April 5, 1983

Paid for by Joann* L*v«nM>n Campaign Committa*

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

» I •

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
TlivUr Ub Ctii^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-

mer camps, is seeking high-qualitv general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball. soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds h dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

RIeli Tfroltr

1112 Kmm^ S46^n62
for application or interview

liiimniiiiiiA
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2 SHOWS

7:00 « 9:30

BUCKLEY
RECITAL HAIL

'^xrrrrrrmrf 1 1 1 1 1

V

Tickets: $6.00

on sale Campus Center Concourse

To Reserve Tickets call:

542 4244 4243
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Vote for change

Every time there is an election of any elections,

sort that students can participate in, the Students can send a serious message to

Collegian prints an editorial urging those state legislators that they do care and are

students to demonstrate their power by not apathetic by helpmg to elect UMass stu-

^Q^- j^
dent Mike Counter as Town Moderator. It s

Today's Amherst town elections have not that UMass Dean of Students William

serious implications for students and Field has done a bad job, it's just that

should not be overlooked. The issue of rent Counter is running at a time when student

control is on the line and it is important for POwer is becoming an increased necessity,

students to vote for the candidates who and Field has only been challenged twice in

support rent control. It is also their right to his 12 years as moderator. If Counter is

^Q gQ elected, national attention could be drawn

Remember that there would be very few to Amherst. Very few students have ever

apartment complexes in Amherst if there held such a position m the history of the

were no students to fill them with. It is only country. Counter calls himself a caring resi-

because students need a place to live that dent of Amherst who also happens to be a

landlords are able to make a profit and it is student and he has already established a

Get U.S. to note

King's birthday

only fair that these same students have

their say in the rent control issue.

Another thing students should keep in

mind is that many businesses in Amherst

bloc of support in the town through his

campaigning.

A large student turnout will insure vic-

tories for Counter and rent control can-

would not exist if it were not for the abun- didates in the other races. There are also

dance of students who contribute to the many other pro-rent control students runn-

town's economy eight months out of the ing for the Town Meeting that Counter

year. Students have a right to participate in wants to preside over,

the decision making process of a town If you care about reasonable costs for

which is benefiting from their spending housing and are concerned with the affor-

^Q^Qy dability of your school, show it by taking a

There are 6.000 University of few minutes to go and vote. Especially to-

Massachusetts students registered to vote. day. your vote does make a difference.

600 students registered at Amherst Col-
. • •.

lege and 300 at Hampshire College. Policy editorials represent the majority

Numbers like these can, and should, control opinion of the Collegian Board of EditorsJ
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Amherst voters must be encouraged to support rent control

To the Kdilor:

Colleffe students now living <»ff oampus. or those con-

sidering moving off at some time in the future, should take

great interest in this year's Amherst town meeting elec

lions. Why? Because a rent nmtrol proposal (which nar-

rowly lost by 17 votes last year) is again l»eing considered

in this year's town meeting and has therefore become one

of the major issues separating the candidates.

Unlike past town meeting elections, where there were

no candidates running for several positions, this one is

shaping up to become one of the most competitive in re-

cent years. There are 180 candidates competing ff)r the 98

open positions (of a total 240) in the eight districts.

Basically, the candidates are divided into two groups -

the realtors or landlords on one side, and the tenants or

rent -control sup{)orters on the other. Tenants represent

more than 50 percent of Amherst's population. This ma-

jority should remember the town's past rent increases

(which last summer averaged \h to 20 percent) and vote in

those candidates who are rent-control supporters.

Realtors and landlords argue that rent-control will

discourage new building in town, thus taking away com

petition that would bring rents down. Ultimately, it is

argued, the resulting situation would make it more dif-

ficult for low-income residents and young families to move

to Amherst.

This argument, however, is not true Kent-control .sup

}Mirters are planning to submit a pnifnisal which will ex

elude newly built housing and owner-o<'cupie<l units. They

also cite studies which have l»een conductcfl aroun<l

Boston, New Jersey, ami Los Angeles, which found that

over a long-range jH«riod, rent-control laws had no efftvt

on the rate of new housing construction.

The success or failure of the rent-control proposal will

be determined at the election on April 5th. If you're a te

nant now, or are considering becoming one in the future,

get out and vote for a candidate who represents yf)ur

views. The rent-control proposal cannot succeed without

your help.

Linda Lodigiani

Amherst

To the Editor:

Michael J. Payer's letter in the Collegian last week

asserted that those who favored rent control represented

"slavery" and those who opposed rent control were the

forces of "freedom." Payer misrepresents or

misunderstands that rent control is, at its essence, a

democratic demand. The struggle for rent control pro-

motes .iiid uph(>lds democracy in two ways.

F^irsi , rent control represents the needs of a great ma-

jority of people (tenants, students, low and moderate in-

come peoples) versus the wealthier land-owning elite. It is

not designed to affect the small, owner-occupied dwell-

Wi^ ^"XTTT^*" ^f^''^ through painful experience that

freedom is never voluntarily given by the

oppressor. It must he demanded by the op-

pressed." These words of Martin Luther King. Jr.

describe his life and times as a {xilitical activist. Pifteen

years ago yesterday he was assassinated, and America has

lost a great leader.

Reverend King was thrust into a position of nation.il

leadership for the ('ivil Rights Movement, following the

Montgomery, Alabama bus lrK)ycott of 1955. Until his

murder in 1968 he worked for the ending of segregation

and racism in all its forms. The Civil Rights movement
was important for securing social legislation on a scale

matched only by the Great Depression period. Millions of

Black Americans said "No more Mr. nice guy" and forced

America to listen and act on problems that ha<i been ig

nored for too long. This did not happen by magic. Hun-

dreds of people were killed or injured by the police and the

Klan, as well as in the urban rebellions that swept the

country.

Dr. King was often attacked by militants and radicals as

too conservative, and by white suppf>rters and some Black

leaders as too radical. The truth lies somewhere in bet-

ween these polarities. While committed to non violence,

King used and supported confrontational tat'tics. Speak-

ing to supporters in 1967 he stated: "We have learned

from hard and bitter experience that our government does

not move to correct a problem involving race, until it is

confronted directly and dramatically." Dr. King was not

just an individual, but nee<is to be seen as part of the social

tapestry and conditions of the time.

One of the best examples of King's principles was his

early opposition to the Vietnam War. Many combat units

in Vietnam had up to 20 percent black troop strength, and

elite units 25 percent. Overall. Blacks in the army at the

time made up only 12 percent. Blacks were being sent to

protect somebody's fr««dom thousands of miles away, but

could not get it at home.
On April 4. 1967 he called for an immediate cease fire,

anc called the United States "the greatest purveyor of

violence in the world today." Most of the lilieral leadership

of the country was still hesitant about g«)ing this far. This

stance cost King money and support from those who sup-

ported non-violence as long aa it was confined to the

domestic .scene.

On April 4. 1968. Dr. King went to Memphis to work on

an upcoming national mach, and to help a mostly Black

local union of sanitation workers, who were on strike. He
was assassinated later that day.

Since King's death there has been a movement to get

the country to ofHcially honor Dr. King and his ideals in an

official capacity Here at UMass this week is Martin

Luther King Week, with a variety of events planned.

Stevie Wonder has helfKnl fK)pulari7.e the idea, by putting

out this album. Hotter Then July, and organizing national

marches in Washington demanding that Kings birthday

(.January 15) be a national holiday.

Much of the opposition to this profMiretl holiday, in-

cluding Reagan's, has taken the tack that it would cost the

government tf>o much money, and that it wcuild ofn-n th«»

df>or to creating other national holidays. This resjMUise has

also l>een voicecj in rfs|M»n.st^ to attempts to get it di-t-iare*!

as a state holiday in many fjlai-es.

These arguments have vali«iity onl\ if the\ an luoktil at

in the abstract. Southern stjites give their »'mploy«'»-s (iays

off for .lefferson Davis l>:iy. RoU-rt K. Lee Day. and Con-

federate .Memorial Day. Martin Luther King nxant much
more to the ideals of this country then did •.\v\ of thes«'

'>ther rememl»ere<i fn'ople.

The real fjuestion is what Dr. Kin^' >t.'<«i lor and a<'

(••»mj»lishefi. To institutionalize his birthday ii.e a holiday,

you also legitimize what he did and how. This is something

That the government . and in particular the right wing does

not want to do.

On March 25. 1!»65. Dr. King ;isked as cr«)wd in the

capital of the «>ld confe<leracy; Selma. .Mabania, "How
long?" How long must this In- endureci; how long'.' The rep-

ly was "not long." The question is still being aske«i today,

as the gains that were paid for so dearly are K'ing chisled

away. But. as in Poland, the government cannot stop peo-

ple from recognizing something by refusing to officially

celebrate it. Remember King and what he sto«Kl for.

Brooke States w a Collegian mlumnist

ings. Nor will it prevent rent increases. What r< nt control

will do is to make the major landlords in Amherst accoun-

table for all rent increases to an independent town board.

This will ensure that landlords won't be able to continue to

abuse the low vacancy rate in the area by charging

astronomical rents and accumulating large profits.

Second, the struggle for rent control is one that will give

the Town of Amherst greater local control versus the

power and authority of the State of Massachusetts. The
passing of rent control at Town Meeting will request from

the State Legislature that Amherst assert local jurisdic-

tion over the regulation of rents, if its citizens so desire.

Thus, on Tuesday. April 5. voters will have a chance to

uphold and promote democracy if they vote for the pro

rent control candidates in their precincts. Vote April 5.

Tenants Organizing Project

Amherst
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Speaker discusses myth concerning

"sex differences in math learning"

Tuesday, April 5, 1983

By LISA PEDULLA

( ollririaii surf

The issue of sex differences in mathematics is one which

is unique to this culture, according to Sheila Tobias, a past

associate provost at Wesleyan College and co founder of

the National Organization for Women (NOW).
"The female brain is viewed as weaker and different

when it comes to the abstraction of mathematics," Tobias

said in her lecture, entitled "Sex Differences in

Mathematics Learning: An Update."

Tobias said most girls start out performing as well as

boys in math class on the elementary level. In later stages

boys were found to take more chances in solving problems

with which they were unfamiliar, where girls balked at

such problems, she said.

Much of the research done in the last few years on math
anxiety, has come out of the feminist movement's efforts to

dispel the myths concerning sex differences and math
ability, she said.

A study done a few years ago which introduced the

notion of a "Math gene" was particularly damaging, Tobias

said.

"The researchers speculated that there might be a

genetically structured answer." Tobias said.

She continued, "What we need is for the culture to

change for girls to feel comfortable with mathematics.

The difference between boys and girls, according to

Tobias, is that boys will take risks and then suffer the

consequences, where girls are always talking themselves

into failure.

Tobias said one of the major influences upon the actions

of pre adolescent girls is the opinion of junior high age

boys. "Boys view as masculine that which girls don't do."

she said.

"There is a reluctance to believe that women can do

anything." She added that this reluctance runs very deep

in our culture.

Despite changes which have been made. Tobias said she

is not satisfied "we have exercised the myth of male

domination in mathematics."

She said women have faced the problem in the past that

chemistry and math departments at many coed colleges

didn't care if they dropped out. She said there have been

more women geniuses graduating from all women's

colleges.
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GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip—any size group call or visit us

for a price quotation No obligation— it will be our

pleasure to quote you our

economical rates

CHARTER SERVICE
To All PoinU In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel, Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway

Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For

Information, Call 781-3320

JhMMBl Jbna. Bus l.jrit^ /nc

99 Artiold Street, Spnngfield MA
General Office A Cfiarter Service: 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297
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RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On« Rorti««lHlii PU/a
Nm> Vorlk NV HXOO

M«il etw ad tot SpKial
Sluo<>««l/T«aclwr Tafitt

IIMMTAl CAM PVWCMASf
' MMIAM. «IA«a a T«WTI) »&••

^Summ«r Jobs'
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now

hiring students for temporary summer posmons a%

desk clerks, rmusokeepers, and student supervisors

There are iimi?*»d ull and part time openings, an

shifts, plus V

Af pi.ra'i'- ; ! picked up tn the Umversitv

Office. Room 918 of the Cam
'fjf

FnLtt-dd.ine for return of applications is 5 00 pm,

day. April 12, 1983

We are an equal opportumtv employer Worrwjr

iffl mmofii^^s a^r '^'"~''' Jraged to apr^v

.^
1^

^^.o*'
.ole-^whe,

iPiiiAMCTg^^

363 Main Street

SPRING SPECIAL
Tuesday and Wednesday

Large Pepperoni Pizza $6.25
One FREE coke with any small one or more item pizza

Two FREE cokes with any large one or more item pizza
Please rei^ueat eokt'B when ordering

CALL 256-8587
Pnc<» mrludoH mesial ArTihersl store only

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Week 1983

Monday, April 4, 1983
1

.

Housing Discrimination Workshop - presented by

Joanne Levenson, Director, Off-Campus

Housing.

CC Rm. 803 - 10:30 AM - Noon FREE

2. Combating Racism Through Video - Exhibition

and Discussion, CC Rm. 811 - 2:00 PM

3. **Martin Luther King and His Relevancy to

Today's World" - presented by Thelma Griffith

Johnson,

Director, Affirmative Action Office CC Rm. 803

4:00 PM - 6:30 pm FREE

4. Candlelight Vigil - Campus Pond - 6:30 PM

5. Film: "From Montgomery to Memphis**, Student

Union Ballroom - 7:30 PM FREE

Tuesday, April 5, 1983
1. Gospel Jubilee by the Dr. J.P. Morgan Choirs

of the Holy Trinity Church of God and Christ

Campus Center Auditorium - 8:00 PM FREE

Wednesday, April 6, 1983
1. Workshop: **King - the Dream Never Dies" -

presented by Mitchell Smith, Director of the

Amherst Chapter of A Better Chance Program
(ABC) Cc Rm. 917 - 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM FREE

2. Lecture by the Honorable Louis Stokes,

Congressional Representative from Cleveland

and member of the Congressional Black Caucus
CCA - 8:00 PM - FREE

Thursday, April 7, 1983
1. Film: *'Black Brittannia" - Campus Center Rm

101 - 7:00 and 8:30 - FREE

Friday, April 8, 1983
1. Spectniin in Motion - Poetry/Dance Performan<

by Olivia llano - Butterfield Lounge - 8:00 PM
FREE ^

2. Film: Raisin in the Sun" - CC Rm. 163 - 7:00 PM|
FREE

For further information, please contact Elliot Glist,

Martin Luther King Planning Committee - 545-0341

Tuesday, April 5, 1983 Colie^icm ^

Arts
Beyond the translation of notes on a page

TOKYO STRING QUARTET
Wednesday. March 30

Fine Arts Center

By PETER WISSOKER
( olleKian Staff

The concert experience is so transient that one can only

realistically absorb so much at one time. The performance
by the Tokyo String Quartet at the FAC Wednesday night

was good but not great. Their choice of music was good.

Although the Mozart piece they started with ("Hunt"

Quartet in B F'lat major) took a while to get started, by the

time it reached the second movement, the Adagio, it began
to achieve a sense that a simple translation of the notes on
the page into pressure changes in the air could never
achieve. I can never figure out why an ensemble has to

slow down in order to catch the first really breathtaking

moment of performance.

The concert shifted into overdrive with the opening of

Shostakovich's Quartet No. 8. Their is something about

this piece that makes it exude such an extraordinary

ambience (one must use this word at least once per review)

that gives one just the most amazing feeling. Of course, the

presentation must have been exceptional to give me and
other people I talked to this feeling. This seems to me to be

one of the external questions in reviewing a "Classical"

music concert. Is it more important to judge the music or

the performance'.' It M-ems to me that, as it was with this

piece by Shostakovich, the mark of a truly good ensemble
is that one forgets that they are there.

Yet this does not seem quite acurate. as the Tokyo
String Quartet were very entertaining to watch. Kikuei
Ikeda and Sadao liarada, the second violinist and celloi.st

respectively. Ixith had a very personal feel to their playing.

In fact my only real complaint about the performance was
that the first violini.st. I'eler Oundjian. Kicked any real

tone to his piayinkj txi-ept in the middle of the Mozart
ouartet

This III (nursf hrinK^ us amuncl lull i ir<U-. IKe «nsemble

played incredibly well together. They always knew where
each other were and their sound was extremely coherent.

Watching each member working together captured what

was the dominant idea in the first place: t«» play li»gelher.

to produce something more.

The program concluded with Fieethovens Quartet No. 9

in (' Major. I found this piece to be less grandiose than

most of Beethoven's works and even rather pleasing to

li.sten to. The piece was well executed and demonstrated

the ensemble's ability to play together. The instruments

they played on were made by Nicolo Amati. the man who
taught Stratavarius how to make violins. The Quartet

came back for an encore, to play a short piece by Men

The Tokyo String Quartet
-M

del son.

The audience sei'med to enjoy (he string (juartet's

performance, as did I. What's more, the quartet seemed to

enjoy playing. Robert Fripp once said, that in order to

have a real performance there has to be a strong in

teraction In'tween the music, the audience, and the
musicians. While this was not (he most entertaining

concert I have seen. I found that this interaction was there

and that the concert was a successful presentation of the
composer's work.

Catch a rising laugh

New York comic Steve Sweeney

By LISA MOSLEY
CaiWriMi surr

What's that you say? You need something to make you

laugh, but you've seen those same Three Stooges reruns

eighty zillion times already? Well, if you're suffering from

a severe lack of stimulating comedy these days, then

you're in for a real treat tonight, because for the second

year in a row. Catch a Rising Star, one of New York's

foremost comedy clubs, will bring its talented comedians to

the Blue Wall.

At 8 p.m.. some of the Big Apple's finest comics will take

to the stage. Scheduled performers include Steve Sweeny,

who wowed a packed Blue Wall last month with his side

splitting impersonations and anecdotes.

Other stand up comics who will perform tonight are J.J.

Wall and Schmock & Valley.

Also performing this evening will be Dana Cfould. the

IJMass student who won last week's Blue Wall open mike

night. As part of his prize. Gouki will have the opportunity

to bring his routine to Catch a Rising Star, the nightclub

that launched such great performers as David Brenner.

Chevy (!hase, and Richard Belzer.

Tonight's admission will be $2 at the door — a mere
pittance for the high caliber entertainment it's going to buy

you.

Catch a Rising Star is being presented by the Governor's

Program Council in collaboration with UPC. If you havt

any qliestions concerning tonight's show or future UMass
comedy events, contact GPC at 545 2733.

By the way. let's have a hand for GPC. They've brought

us some great acts this semester — let's hope thb it only

the beginning.

More quality classical music
BYRON PEARSON
ARTHUR VIDRICH
Wednesday, March 30
BciaMon Recital HaU

N

By FRED STEINWAY
Cwtwyi Nt

On Monday. The UMass Department of Muak featured a

recital of 16th and 17lh century music for brass and organ.

The guest artists for the evening were Byron Pearson of

Oberlin College Conservatory of Music, and Arthur

Vidrich. organist. Byron Pearson and Arthur Vidrfch

perform together regularly, and have produced two

classical recordings on Cy«ttal label. Their most rece^J.^.

album was available for purchase in the lobby. fvv

Pearson and Vidrich began the evening with a bright

"Prelude to a Te Deum." a fanfare for trumpet and organ in

four sections, by Marc Antoine Charpentier.

Mr. Vidrich foltowed this with a performance of Tomaso

Albinoni's renowned 'Celebre Adagio " on the organ. Mr.

Vidrich's performance was unusual in that he learns his

pieces by means of the BraiUe Music Code.

As Mr. Vidrkh explained to the audience, he requests

the assi9tanoe of a music student wherever he performs.

He introduced Barbara Richardson, who helped to set the

organ stops and monitor the performance last night.

Next. UMass music (acuity member Waiter Chesnut

joined Pearson and Vidrich in a lively performance of "Lo

Balk) Del' Intorcia." by Antonio Valente. a blind Italian

organist and composer of the 16th century. This cheerful

piece brought much applause.

Between sections. Professor Chesnut warmed his

trumpet under his coat. Temperature changes the

resonant properties of the brass. Heat improves the

musitaj quality of the sound.

Following the intermission, we heard "Sonata in F." by

Daniel Purcell. the J.S. Bach "Tocatta. Adagio and Fugue

in C Major." and a Concerto for two trumpets by Francesco

Manfredini.

On April 5th the UMass Department of Music will

feature Chamber Winds, conducted by John Jenkins, in

the Bezanson Recital Hall. FAC at 8 p.m.

Becket Royce and Andrew Dolan star in the

Rand Theater production of William
Shakespeare's The Comedg •f Error* at the

UMass Fine Arts Center. April 7-9 and 13-16

p.m. at 8:00 p.m. For further information call

545-351L
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Hypercurricula. .

.

Collegian 9

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-

ted on the standard form and not submit-

ted by the Friday before the week the

event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-
ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

PASSOVER SERVICE - Today's ser-

vice for the last day of passover will include

the Yizkor (memorial service).

EARTH DAY MEETING - Students

excited about helping to make Earth Day
(April 22) happen are welcome. If survival

of the planet concerns you, this is where
you want to be. 7:30 p.m.. SU 306.

UNDERGRADUATE ACS STUDENT
APTILIATES PRESENT - The great

periodic table painting of the semester. Get
intimate with an element. Your help will

benefit all who use Peter's Auditorium.

Refreshments served., 7:30 p.m.. 151

Goessmait.

PGA. MEETING - Come to People's
Gay Alliance meeting. All are welcome. 6
p.m., Campus Center Room 911.

CHAMBER WINDS CONCERT -
French music from the 1920's. including

wind works of Jacques Ibert and cabaret

songs of Erik Satie. performed by the

University Chamber Winds, conducted by
John Jenkins. Guest artists are Leopold

Teraspulsky, cello, and Susanne Peck,

soprano. Free. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recit&l

Hall.

MASS PIE WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY
— All women are invited to come and study

with us in an informal setting the life and

teachings of Jesus Christ as described in

the Bible. 8 p.m.. Campus Center R<K>m

801

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS &
REPRODUCTIVE FREEIX)M - Join us
To discuss the legislation f>t»nding that
Aould outlaw abortion and what we can do
;ilM»ut it. All welcome. 6:30 p.m.. Campus
Center.L

AMHERST TOWN ELECTIONS -
Support Rent Control! Vote today for

Town Moderator, selectboard, and Town
Meeting candidates. Polls open from 12 to

8 p.m. call 5-2145 for information on polls

and candidates.

BLOODMOBILE - On April 5. 6, & 7,

from 9:30 - 3:30, Student Union Ballroom,

Sponsored by Faculty Wives, Alpha f^hi

Omega & Gamma Sigma Sigma.

AL-ANON - The UMass Al-Anon
meeting will no longer be held in the Cam-
pus Center. The meeting will be at the Bap-

tist Church parking lot entrance. 8 to 9:30

p.m.. Baptist Church.

STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP - This

single session workshop will focus on effec-

tive study techniques including attitudes,

planning, note taking, concentration and
memory. Participants will receive specific

guidelines on improving current perfor-

mance. 4 to 6 p.m.. Room 308 Berkshire

House.

A WORKSHOP IN CHOOSING A MA-
JOR — Having trouble choosing a major?

Come to a two-session workshop designed

to initiate choice by exploring one's per-

sonal preferences, values, and successes.

Counseling and Career Development
Center. 4 p.m., 322 Berkshire.

FOLKSINGER NICK PLAKIAS -
Guitar, banjo, harmonica — folk and blue

grass. Free and all are welcome. 8 p.m.,

Gorman Lobby.

AASA MEETING - Guest speaker -
Glenn Wong will be present to talk about
sports law. News on upcoming play 'Yellow
Fever* See daily schedule for room
number. 6:30 p.m.. Campus Center.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETINt; -
Explanation of the Bachelor's I>egree with
Individual C<»ncentration (BDIC) Program,
a degree granting program which allows a
student the opjjortunity to design their

own major 7 p.m.. Baker Conference Rm.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

THE t^ANO THEATER • FINE ARTS CENTER • UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
APRIL 7 t. 13 «. 1M3 • • 00 PM • RESERVATIONS: MS-3B11
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ACROSS 51 Kind of paper 13 Correct

1 Seraglio 54 Leader on a 16 Cleverly amusing

6 Time period fish hook 20 Haute

10 Steinbeck 56 Arbor 24 Secluded spots

character 57 Baby sword 26 Wasteland

14 14th cen Duke 59 Staged a 27 Sci workshops

ot Moscow disorderly 28 Robt

15 Free scope demonstration 29 Qualified

17 Mining tinds 63 Cuts of meat 33 Namesakes 0*

18 Restraint ot a sort 66 Historic Mount Singer Gluck

19 First name in 67 Gate in a 34 Hank of yarn

American footpath 36 Variety of

literature 68 Prelude to peace cheese

21 Kind of author 69 Summers, in Pans 37 Split

22 Author Yutang 70 Hurried 38 Sea moss
23 Solar disks o» 71 Ciockmaker 41 Noted Swiss

Egypt Thomas and geometrician

26 Near by namesakes 42 Professional

27 Place for a designers

picnic DOWN 45 Capable of t>eing

30 East Indonesian 1 Apiary misplaced

islands 2 Declare as true 47 Subjects of many
31 American 3 Weather word artworks

humorist 4 Nine Prefix 48 Scarcity

32 Victim of the 5 Narrate 51 Sample
Ancient Mariner s incorrectly 52 A contribution

crossbow 6 Spot for an 53 Entanglement

35 Canyon mouth entanglement 55 Valley or river.

39 Pottery from 7 Runs its course of France

Ireland 8 Rio into the 58 Early in the

40 Small falcon Mediterranean 6th cen

43 Appear 9 Chinese 60 Piece of hardware

44 Job for a neighbor 61 Everyone

gumshoe 10 Killer whale 62 Stamping devices

46 Connecting word 11 Australian 64 VIPs in health

49 Unctuous mammal work

50 Greek letter 12 First aid item 65 But Latin
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weather

Partly cloudy skies
through tonight Lows
tonight in the 30s. Highs to-

day in the 50s. Con.siderable

cloudiness tomorrow. Highs
45 to 55.
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D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH LUNCH

rhicken Cutlt't Sandwich/ Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/

Crariltery Sauce. California Cranlierry Sauce, C;ilifomia

(^iche Quiche

BASICS DINNER DINNER
(Hilden Carrot Bake/ White Rotini/Tomato Sauce.
Sauce, Hi-Frotein Spaghetti Italian Sweet Sausage,
/Tomato Sauce with Tofu Meatloaf/Onion Gravy,

and Mu.shrooms Fruit Plate with Banana
Bread

After the Fall By R. Miller
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Tell us

what you think

Got a ^ipe about the Collegian ? Want
to tell us something? Or do you just

want to know more
about your campus newspaper?
Come to the Collegian open forum

noon to 1 p.m.

and 7:30 p.m.

tod.o
both in room 904-8

Campu.'i Center

Collegian editors v,i\\ be on hand to talk about

the paper, answer questions and respond to your

concerns. Kveryone is welcome.
For more information call Kevin Bowe at

.')ir)-3500.
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Have something to say?

Have something to sell?

Give the Collegian Classifieds a try.

They work!

You can now place your classified

quickly and easily

from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

on the Campus Center Concourse.
Look for our table there

or stop by our office,

113 Campus Center.

Collegian classifieds do work for you!
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ASSISTANT TO THE SPEAKER

Workstudy, non-workstudy position as

assistant to the Speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, working
around student issues and maintaining

Senate records. Apply 420 Student Union
or call Chris Sullivan 545-0341 . Women and
Third World students encouraged to apply .

AUDIO
~

Philips pre-amp AH5721 excellent specs
condition. $600 new, sell for $200. Call after

9:30 P.M. Mark, 527-4319

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 - Ford Torino - 45,000 original miles

425 or best offer - call 545-3500 before 5:00
• 549-4125 after 5:00 ask for Dan

1977 Oatsun BZ10. 4 cyl. 66,000 miles. Ex-

cellent running condition. $2,000. Call after

4:X 247-5431

.

73 Pontiac Grandvilla mechanic's special

$100 also 73 Continental classic car p>ower-

everything $300 call 549 1456 before 4 p.m .

1973 Pontiac Lemans excellent running

condition $560 or best offer 253-3497

1975 Ford Granada excellent condition

must be seen to believe! $2,200 546^9559

72 Plymouth 4 sd 4 cl looks/ runs great 38
mpg $600 or 80 546-4122 after 9:30

BELLYQRAMS
~

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza. 253 7822

COUNSELORS

Private co-ed camp in Beritshires has
openings for head and assistant instructors

in: arts and crafts, tiasketbali, gymnastics,

golf, lacrosse, soccer, softt>all, tennis,

drarr>atics, music director /piano accom-
panist, vtdeo/film making, photography,
n>odel rocketry, radio station (AM), hik-

ing/backpacking, computers, waterfront

(WSI), and sailing. Also needed: general

bunk counselors (male openings only) and
Unit Leaders Good salaries friendly at-

mosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner
-Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277 7600,

days 9-5

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Disqockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. C«ii N Save. Paul

549 4405

FOR RENT

2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom apt summer
sublet pos Fall option fully furnished one

bedroom available April 1st call Chuck or

Jose 549 1399 Townhouse Apts

summer

Suminer sublet fall option boutnwooc
Apts call 253-9235

FOR SALE

Olin Mark V skis, 185 cm; Scott poles
Hanson boots, women's 9 after 9 pm
6-7170

FOUND
~

I found a pair of fur mittens in the Cam
pus Center Coffee Shop. Call Seth
253 5566

HELP WANTED
~

— Seniors — Jobs are available mass
market yourself with Operations Research
I nternational toll free 1-800-421-3217

Juniors - Spring, Summer and Fall

employment oportunities for qualified in-

dividuals in university telephone marketing
and solicitation. For application and infor-

mation contact Telefund Program at

Memorial Hall

BOYS CAMP LENOX MASS • Counselor
Specialists: Baseball, Canoeing, Song
Leader, Sailing, Street Hockey, Swimming,
Tennis, Waterskiing, Computer Science,
Woodworking. Send details, references -

Camp Mah-Kee-Nac, 20 Allen Court, South
Orange. N.J. 07079

LOST

HP-41CV near Enge East BIdg on Tues.,
3-29. $20.00 cash reward, no questions ask-

ed^546^20, Mike

Brown leather wallet 3/30. Important
documents. Reward. Any info call 546-6665

******************
Izod Wallet Hampshire DC, Thurs, 3-31

$30 cash reward - no questions asked!
Most important - card with

"FOOTPRINTS"
Means everything to me! To remain
anoymous - stick card in my mailbox.
PLEASE 304 James 546 7549 Eric

******************
MOTORCYCLES

71 Classic Triumph 660 BonnavMe ex-

cellent corK<itk>n very fast WeO.OO 546^964

PAT POLI8HUK

Happy Birthday one day latel Mar^ hap-

py returns! from your roomie

PERSONALS
~

Steven Fla will nvvw be ttie sanr>e Thanks
for a great time. Love the Honorary Snakm

Trivia Contest
Thursday. April 14 win $60 teams of 4

may participate for info call Eric

6-6188 or GPC 5-2733 sponsored by GPC
Barrie Darryl Cynthia Sarah - the last

two days in Lauderdale made the vacation.
H»»f»»«; n Bia L from the biooest L's

To the sisters of Chi Omega,
Wake up was a little starteling but

b-fast was terrific. We Love you.
The

Jeff Happy 21 st Birthday you old
chameleon you. 10th floor

Ellen T. When are we getting together?
G.T.'sT.O.C I Jim

*SigmaDeltaTauSigmaDeltaTauS
* All Univ Women are invited to
* Rush Sigma Delta Tau

Tues April 5 7 8 PM
* Wed April 6 5-6:30 dinner
* Thur April 7 8:30 pm
* Call Donna at 546-0627 for info
* 409 No Pleasant St
'SigmaOealtaTauSigmaDeltaTau

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at

Newman Center

Get Physical! Sports Coop in Student
Union. We have sneakers, racquets and
balls. Check it out!

Students - can you afford $250/mo rent?

Vote for those who support rent control
TODAY! I

I told you before: the answer is no, unless
you meet me at the voter vans today!!

Domino's Pizia invites you to HAWAII!!
Try our new tropical topping PINEAPPLE.
Free for the asking. 256-8911

Heppy Birthdey Cindyl Only one year left

until your 20. Have a good one. Love, your
brother Chuck.

<e0.00 REWARD

For dk green nepseck lost in CC Video
Rm name, etc on name tag contents very

important mid terms are here' Please con-

tact Dave Blodgett 549 0867 no joke!

RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted to Philadelphia on Thurs
April 7, or Friday April 8 anytime. V/ill share
$ and driving. Please call!! Keep trying

2560195

RIDERS WANTED
~

Rider wanted to South Carolina leavir>g

May 27 caM Bmce after 6 S46-971S

ROOMMATES WANTED
Two roommates for fail semester Puff-

ton Village apartment call Randi 549-4460

SERVICES

Typiftg fast - reiieble $1/pg. IBM Selectric

II cell Nancy 549-1642

SUBLET IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE

April thru August fall option one txlrm all

elec included $ negotiable 666-2020

SUMMER SUBLET

Furnished Clifside /Kpt bus route pool
$250 rronthly June to Sept 1 665-3107

Fem«ie wented to summer sublet Bran-
dywine room. For more information
549 0425

House located in Amherst Center with
fall option call Gary at 253-5395

One bedroom in beautiful, sunny five

bedroom S. Amherst house. Large
backyard, quiet neighborhood. On bus
route. Avail. June 1 w/possible fall option
Jennifer 253-5196

SUMMER SUBLET
AT PUFFER'S POND

Room in house w/3 other housemates.
$130/mo Possible fall option. Lynn
549-0663 after 6 weekdays

TO SUBLET

SGA AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION OFFICER

Workstudy, non-workstudy pan-time
student position as Affirmative Action Of
ficer, overseeing SGA p>ersonnel policies.

Apply 420 Student Union or call 545-0341.

Women and Third World students en-

couraged to apply.

Unique one bedroom Soutbwood
apartment pool, tennis, bus, garden plot.

$310 includes everything start June 1

2M57a
Two bedroom apt with fall option bus
stop 340/ month rent negotiable 666-7586

2 bedroom apartment on bus route in

Amherst. Available June 1 $295 mo with
fall optiori^call 253 9342

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton Village
June to August 549 0423

3 bedroom apt for rent w fall option 390
» utilities Mam St Amherst 2S3 5941

WANTED
Cash for your records, tapea S45^2836
(ask for Jaromir/

l

eave message)

Class Rings. Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins Daniel Smith, 26 North Pleesant,
Arnherst^ 256-0710

A refrig to rent or buy sm size ir>expen-

sive if possible call 546 7296

Size 14 radial tires new or used in good
condition call 549- 1456 before 4 p.m.

Telephone sales in our pffice. no ex
perierKe necessary Monday through Fri-

day 1 pm to 4 pm, 5 pm to 9 pm. Saturday 9
am to 1 pm, 1:30 pm to 5:30 pm Apply in

person. Campus Center room 177

WANTED TO RENT

I2B reward if you help us to firKi a 3
bedroom Puffton Apt t)eg Jur>e or Sept call

Amy 6 5816 or Andrea 6 5496

3 bdrm apt anywhere starting June or
Sept call 6 8132 6 8131

Puffton 3 bedroom epertment beginning
June or September 6^5625 or 256 8463

The following RSO Groups have Accounts in the Student Activities

Trust Fund that have been suspended and are pending withdrawal

from the RSO System, To reactivate the RSO Accounts listed below

please contact the Assistant Business Manager in the Student Ac-

tivities Office, Room 416 Student Union Building, 545-3600, bet-

ween 1:00 pm and 4:00pm weekdays.

ig TAPE SALE

"f DYNAMITE RECORDS
*2 Maxell

1 "fso"' $2.50
TDKSA

I

M

H Thornes Marketplace coii icoo

>2S Northampton
1^

Aikikai Karate

Social Theorists

Table Tennis Club

Democratic Student Committee

Consumer Affairs

Patria Libre

Heymakers
Third World Scientists

India Association

Christians of UMass
Racial Awareness

Dance Studio 1 Club

Zeta Nu
Drama Study Club

Communication Council

Badminton Club

Lab Technology Club

(NOT Undergrad Communications

Angel Flight

Archery Club

Arnold Air Society

Cape Cod Club

Classics Society

Coin Club

Fashion Marketing

Feminist Ecology Conference

Field Hockey

Hockey Club

Home Economics

Inst. Electrical Engineering

Japanese American Club

Judaica Resources

Judo Club

Kennedy Election

Lutheran Students

Club)

Near Eastern Organizations

Nurse Association /Student
(NOT Student Nurse Assoc.)

Photographers Guild

Plant/Soil Science

Pre-Dental Club

Project Re-entry

Racquet Club

Rev. Communist Youth

Silver Screen Film

Socialist Feminist

So. Asian Cultural Society

Stop Amherst Towing

Students of Objectivism

Tennis Club

SUPE
Campus Scouts

Bullpen Club

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

Still 11

with

.Tiusic by

RACKADISC
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The UMass softball team (10-3) will host Keene

St. in a doubleheader today at 2:00 p.m. at NOPE.
Southpaw Lynn Stockley will pitch the first game

and righty Cathy Reed the second.

Lorenzo Charlea' dunk shot with one second remaining
fulfilled North Carolina State's impossible dream Monday
night, giving the Wolfpack a 54-52 victory over top-ranked
Houston for the NCAA basketball championship.

Minutemen drop 4-1 decision to Holy Cross
By TONY BETROS

C«llcr>ii Staff

It has been said that good defense will

win games for you. It must follow that bad

defense will lose gannes for you.

Yesterday's game between the University

of Massachusetts baseball team and the

Holy Cross Crusaders was definitely an ex-

ample of the latter.

Five errors by the UMass defense allow-

ed Holy Cross to push across three unearn-

ed runs and give them a 4-1 victory over

the Minutemen at Earl Lorden field.

This offset a fine pitching performam-e

for UMass Hurler Dave Valdanbrini, who
yielded only ii hits and 1 earned run. But.

he was upstaged by Holy Cross ace Jim Ir-

zyk. who gave up only three hits and

stymied the I'Mass bats.

UMass knew they needed a good |>erfor-

mance from Valdanbrini as they brought

their .227 team average again.st a piU'her

who l)eat them last year. 4,3. Valdanbrini

started «>ut stn»ng. retiring the first ^> l»at-

ters, although Jack O'Keefe sent

Minuteman centerfielder Steve Messina

deep with a sh«»t in the sei'ond inning.

Irzylt was just as strong in the first two

innings, giving up only a leadoff single to

second l>aseman Dean Bennet. who abrupt-

ly g)t f»icke<i off first.

There w;us a little scare in the third for

Valdanbrini. as Mike (Jermano singled and

was sacrificed over to second. But a

strikeout and a gn)undout got Valdanbrini

out of the jam. UMass alst> stranded a run

ner at seccmd in their half of the innir^

(they would only get a runner as far as se-

cond one more time in the game).

Unearned run numU-r one came in the

fourth. After OKeefe sent another shot to

the warning track, errors by third baseman

Andy Conners and first baseman Bruce

Emerson enabled Gary Cox to score from

third and give Holy Cross a 1-0 lead.

UMass got that run back in the fifth.

Emerson led off with a single to left. After

Conners sacrificed him over with a

beautiful bunt, Todd Ezold came up and hit

a bullet. Unfortunately, it was ri^t at se-

cond baseman Dean Casagrande. With two

outs, Bruce Kingman hit a gapper between

left and center, scoring Emerson and win-

ding up with is first double and RBI of the

year to knot it at 1-1.

Another error by UMass put runners at

first and third with two outs for the

Crusaders at the top of the sixth. Gary

Quinlan then delivered a clutch single to

right field, giving Holy Cn)ss a 2 1 lead.

Both pitchers retired the side in order in

the seventh. Irzyk helped his own cause

with a nice fielding play on a hit up the mid-

dle by ('onners. but I'Mass was .still close

going into the eighth.

Gerry Cox le<l off the eighth with a dou-

ble. Vin Eruzione (his brother Mike, if you

recall, played for the 19W> Olympic hockey

team), came in to pinch run. and advance<l

to third on a groundout. Dean Casagrande
then hit a gn>undl>all to third which was
hobbled by Conners. allowing Eruzione tt»

scurv the Crusaders third run.

Irzyk. meanwhile was Inisy retiring 10

Minutemen in a row going into the last inn-

ing, but his team would score another run

before he would take the mound.
Tony Froio punched a two out single to

right, scoring John Quinn. giving Holy

Cross their fourth run and their first earn-

ed run. Matt Subocz came in relief of

Valdanbrini and got the final out.

Irzyk finished off his masterpiece, retir-

< oll*r<aii ptiolo hy Sitk Mom4ka»

Senior David Valdanbrini hurls during^ yesterday's 4-1 loss to Holy

Cross at Lorden Field.

ing the side in order in the ninth. UMass'
record dips to 2-10 while Holy Cross moves
up to 3-5.

"He really kept us off l»alance," UMass
c<)ach Dick Berquist said of Irzyk. "But

Valdanbrini pitched well enough U) win. I

was disappointed with our defense."

UMass will go with Emerson on the mound
as UMass travels to UConn for a game to-

day at 3.

UMass crew goes *woof, woof on Boston's river Charles
By JIM FLOYD

(•ll«ctaa SUff

BOSTON - Saturday was what the

Preppie Handbook would have referred to

as a "woof, woof day for crew in the most
"woof, woof place for the rowing of eight

oared shells to occur, the Charles River.

"Woof. woof. Woof, woof." echoed up

and down the banks of the Charles as

members of the University of

Massachusetts. Boston University, the

University of New Hampshire, alumni,

family and friends, and rowing groupies

sunned themselves under ideal warm,
calm weather conditions.

But, woof, woof Just what exactly is a

woof, woof The terminokigy may confuse

you at first but. then again, so will the

sport itself.

Crew is a sport that works out here at

l^Mass from the first day of classes m
September until late in May when the

team travels down to Philadelphia to

compete in their divisk>n's version of the

national championship (Div. II). the Dad
Vail.

What the entire concept comes down to

n that teams spend a whole year

preparing for about 10 different races

which last six minutes apiece (ap

proximately, for you nit pickers on ac-

curacy). There is no excuse for error. The
effort must be of maximal proportions for

six minutes, just six minutes.

Crew is supposedly a preppie sport

since only the more expensive prep

schools can afford the luxury of owning
racing shells (Those big. long boats cost

around $8.(KX)). Thus. preppy type
schools, such as Harvard and Yale,

possess top notch programs. They are the

woof, woof of collegiate rowing.

UMass lies in the category of non woof,

woof schools. They are the working class

breed who put in the extra hours without

the extra equipment, without the extra

budget money.
But. then again. UMass is a very

competitive program in its own division

and can even stay with some of the big

boys. That probably makes the locrl

oarsmen a one woof squad.

This was to be a two woof day on the

Charles, though. UMass looked good in

both the first and second varsity races but

k>st to BU in both 2000 meter jaunts

upstream. UNH. a no woof team, trailed

both races in third.

The women's varsity eight and the

respective novice teams of both genders

had some trouble but. barring a toll booth

stop by the men's novice boat (technical

problems hindered the boat), all boats

turned in good performances.

The times? They really dont mean that

much. Times are deceptive since con-

ditions on the water are always changing.

The bottom line was that BU got to woof,

woof about the shoreline showing off their

new UMass tee shirts.

UMass teeshirts? Why? Where did

those come from? Crew is so confusing.

Next class, students of the oar. next

class.

AL East predictions : The Brewers first in close one
By RICHARD NANCiLE

< ollritian Staff

KdHfirs S'otr The following arf Rich

NariqU's prrdictiims for the 1983
Ameriran League Eastern Division race.

Milwaukee Brewers — This team is

loaded with hitting talent and therefore,

despite the kiss of Pete Vuckovich (18

wins! and the questionable status of

savemaster RoUie Fingers. I look for them
to repeat. (lorman Thomas, Cecil Cooper
and Ben Oglivie are all serious home run

hitters and Robin Vount is for real. If any

of the other teams in the league looked

really outstanding the Brewers could not

possible be contenders considering their

injuries. But this is a league with some
very good teams and no great teams.

Boston Red Sox — Something about

this team really excites me. Maybe it's

because it's Carl Yastrzemski's last year,

but I sense a winning chemistry on this

team. The Jim Rice, Tony Armas and

Dwighl Evans <»ut field should be gix)d for

at least 90 homcruns and 2.50 RBIs. The
infield doesn't kwk too shabby with Dave
Stapleton finding a home at first base.

Julio Valdez at second until Jerry Remy
returns, defensive minded Glenn Hoffman

at short and Wade Boggs at third. And the

starting pitching looks better now that

the Sox don't have Mike Torrez to kick

around anymore. Although starting pit-

ching is still a problem, the bullpen still

looks solid even without Tom Burgmeier.

Lo<jk for Yaz to have gtKxl year. He still

has the ability at 43. A |)ennant is not out

of the question by any means, but they

can't get blown out in County Stadium.

Baltimore Orioles — This team has the

best pitching in the American I^eague so

what else is new? The real questmn is

hitting and the true worth of retired

Manager Earl Weaver. It's always been

my contention that Weaver was worth

five games a year to this team. Don't

forget that he took some mediocre clubs in

the late seventies and made them con

tenders. But remember that Jim Palmer

hated Weaver's guts. Maybe he will have

a big year with that weight off his back. If

injuries rill mt- ited Sox. Yankees and
Brewers, the Orioles will win the division

easily.

New York Yankees - Many people,

(including ba.sebali god Peter Gammons)
have picked them higher but 1 can't see

how they can win again with Billy Martin,

liet's face it folks. Billy and George
Sleinbrenner despise each other and the

only reason they're back together is

becau.se Steinbrenner wants a winner so

bad he can taste it. Once again the

Yankees purged the free agent market for

outfielder Steve Kemp and First base/DH
Don Baylor. Overall the lineup is chock

full of hitters so much .so that dissension

could develop. But pitching could be a

problem. If the Yankees aren't in the thkk
of things by mid-June there will be fiare

ups like you've never seen before. Time
will tell.

Detroit Tigers — On paper this team
looks good, but I can't forget the way they

fell apart last year when they lost an

incredible amount of games in July. In the

west they'd be certain contenders. But
here they will surely flounder despite the
talent. This team needs to trade for a
proven star who can hit. then they will

flourish. But by then, the Sparky Anderson
romance may be over. He made this team
what it is today.

Toronto Blue Jays — A much improved
team with great starting pitching,

llnfortunately they do not have a lef

thander and their batting lineup is not

solid. They're a year or two away from

contending, but without a good showing

this year pitching talent like Jim Clancy,

Dave Stieb and Luis Leal may want out.

Cleveland Indians — Last place, but not

a bad team.

AP Laacrpholo

Boston's Jim Rice is looking for

another productive year in Boston's
drive to the top.
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Torr^y, Steinbeck

victors in Amherst
selectmen race

By NANCY GONTER
ColUcimn SUff

Allen Torrey and Frederick Steinbeck emerged vic-

torious in the race for the two available seats on the

Amherst Board of Selectmen in yesterday's town election.

Torrey, who was the top vote getter with 2096 votes,

and Steinbeck, with 1793. defeated Joanne Levenson. who
had 1698 votes.

University of Massachusetts student Mkhael Counter

was defeated by UMass Dean of Students William Field,

2274 to 693.

Voter turnout was over 25 percent, or 3589 of Amherst's

12,389 registered voters. Town Clerk Estelle Matuskosaid

that the turnout was nearly exactly the same as in the 1977

town election, when a comparable number of candidates

were running.

After hearing the election results, Steinbeck, who was

the incumbent, said that he was "elated", but that he was

sorry someone had to lose.

"I'm going to stick in the course of moderation and ob

jectivity." Steinbeck said. "One imporUnt issue we will

have to face up to (in the next three years) is water

quality."

Bernard Moreau was victorious over Robert Chisholm in

the contest for the one available seat on the Housing

Authority. Moreau had more than 700 votes than

Chisholm. 1917 to 1146.

Moreau attributed his victory to name recognition, and

noted that he has been involved in town government tor 20

years.
• "I'm nwre empathetic to elderly and those who need

housing, " Moreau said. "I want to help those who need

help," he said.

Casey Clark and Peter Murphy were elected to the town

• :
•

'
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Jalia Wojciechowski, 4. peers out from beneath the voting booth curtains while her mother.

Janet, votes at the Precinct Two polls during yesterday's election at the Eaat Pleasant Street fire

station.

available seats on the school committee, defeating Karin

Winter. Clark had 1960 votes. Murphy had 1625, and

Winter had U 44.

The referendum question, which asked voters if they

wanted the caucus act revoked, was defeated 705 to 675.

occurrence

but a problem for physical plant
By MIRIAM ZOLL
CrtligwCirtnpi»<m

"Dope is a fascist pk)t designed to anesthetic the

masses."

"Lesbianism is choice."

"Affluence is a state of mind."

Students won't find these quotes in the pages of their

textbooks, students will find them splattered on

bathroom stalls, hallways and cla.ssrooms campus wide at

the University of Massachusetts.

Graffiti is derived from the Italian word graffio

meaning an inscription, slogan, drawing...crudely

scratched or scribbled on a wall or other publk? surface.

Graffiti's aesthetic value has always been debated. Is it

art or is it destruction of public property?

"If $40,000 worth of meUl in the middle of the Fine

Arts Center is art. then graffiti is too. And its free,

"

Greg Gonye, a junior bio chemical/microbiology major

said.

Anthony Fusco, assistant superintendent at the

Physical Plant said, 'Graffiti is a form of expression, but

the taxp<»yers have to pay for it."

He said the labor and nuiintenance costs needed to

clean up graffiti and other vandalism is reflected in rent

and fee increases.

UMass graffiti is versatile and there are i)o specific

guidelines or graffiti writing rules to foltew:^

— There is one word graffiti: "Anarchy."

— Response graffiti: "UMass is quite an ex-

perience. "..."So is a tobotomy."
— Drug related graffiti: "I stood here tripping writing

this on the wall and you are reading this now! Have you

hugged your children today?"
— Political graffiti: "Support the revolution! Remove

Reagan in the 80's...and elect Nixon you lily white

bleeding heart liberal."

— Philosophical graffiti: "Character is the compass of

Life."

Sexual remarks and drawings are the most common
graffiti at UMass: "Do people who do it have more fun?"

Many students said they dislike the pornographic and

sexual graffiti they see on campus.

Wendy Lorraine, a junior botany major said,

"Interesting graffiti is informative and relevant to life but

I don't like the pornographic kind."

"A lot of the graffiti is lewd." Dick Friend said from the

stairwell of the Tower Library.

At UMass, graffiti is spray painted on walls in

numerous colors and shapes: written in pen, pencil.

highlighter and lipstick. Or carefully scratched into

painted surfaces or cut into wood.

UMass spends hundreds of dollars annually cleaning

graffiti in the dormitories and academk buildings. Two
years ago the entire stairwell in the Tower Library was

repainted white and the "fiashcube" area at the top of the

Graduate Research Tower was painted twice in the past

three years. Today both areas are covered with sktgans

and pictures.

Preventative measures have been taken to c«mbat

graffiti artists on campus 'We put a chain fence up to

block the stairs in the Coithcube and they broke the lock

on the door, " Norman Campell, institution maintenance

foreman, said.

According to Fusco the Southwest residential area has

the most graffiti and vandalism damage at UMass. He
also said the total cost of graffiti cleanup is too difficult to

pinpoint because individual dorms and buildings are

billed for damages. .

Most campus examples of graffiti aren't quite

as stark as this one in the tower library, but all

manage to convey a message.

Herta Paulsen and H. Hills Skillings were both re

elected to Jones Library Trustees. Paulsen had 1791 votes

and Skilling received 2292 votes.

Rosemary Sprague was elected as the Electm- of the

Oliver Smith WUI. with 2289 votes.

Motions introduced

in Faculty Senate
By RITA MURPHY

('•IWfftaa SUff

Three new motions have been introduced to the Univer-

sity of MassachusetUs Faculty Senate which could affect

tomorrow's scheduled vote on the General Education Cur-

riculum Prof)<»sal.

The motittns, if approved by the senate. w<Hild create a

General Education Council to continue discussing both the

General Education pmposal now before the .senate and the

issue of general education at UMass, according to a .sfjecial

report of the Academic Matters Council of the senate.

Chancellor .loseph D. Duffey said Monday he l>elieves

more discussion is needed on the general e<lucati«in issue

regardless of the outcome of the senate vote on the pro-

posal.

"It is possible and now appears likely that the faculty

will want more discussion (on the proposal) to consider

some parts of the program." Duffey said.

The motions, which will be considered at tomorrow's

senate meeting, are designed to promote more discussion,

according to the report.

The first motion asks the senate to "receive" the

Genreal Education proposal, the Academic Matters Coun-

cil report and all "other responses elicited by" the pro-

posal.

The second motion calls for the creation and appoint-

ment of a Geiieral Education Council.

The creation of the council is the "main thrust of the

Academic Matters report," said Micheline Dufau, chair of

the Academic ikatters Council.

"The council will be an advisory body which will submit

recommendations to the senate," she said.

The third motion before the senate asks the senate to

refer "the reservations and alternatives elicited by the"

proposal.

The three new motions are in addition to three old mo-

tions which have been before the senate during the past

four meetings.

Senate Secretary James Leheny said it is "unlikely" all

six motions will be voted on at the meeting. There is a

possibility Ad Hoc Committee on General Education will

withdraw three previous motions, he said.

Charles Hutchinson, chair of the committee, said he and

the committee had not yet decided what their plan of ac-

tion would l)e during the meeting.

He said while he did not disagree with the Academic

Matters Report, he thinks "ours is better."
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Reagan criticized

on guerilla stance
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two Democratic senators

charged yesterday that the Reagan administration may be

violating U.S. law and a 1948 international agreement by

supporting anti Sandinista guerrillas in Nicuragua.

"What we are dealing with here is not a partisan issue of

whether the administration's Central America policy is

right or wrong." Sen. Patrick Leahy, D Vt.. told the

Senate. "The question is whether it is within the letter and

the spirit of the law.

"

Leahy and Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, vice chairman

of the Senate Intelligence Committee, said the ad

nunistration may be violating legislation restricting covert

activities in Nicaragua.

The Intelligence Committee, of which Leahy is a

member, has heard testimony behind closed doors on U.S.

involvement in the Central American country. Moynihan

said the committee would Uke the matter up again April

12.

Moynihan said such involvement by the United States

also would violate a 1948 agreement establishing the

Organization of American States. The signatories agreed

not to interfere in each others internal affairs.

Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes refused

yesterday to discuss the nature of U.S. involvement in

Nicaragua but maintained that "we're complying with the

law."

Asked about reports that U.S. miliUry advisers are

training anti government insurgents. Speakes said: "We
just don't get into denying or confirming allegations of this

type ... We're just not commenting beyond the fact that

whatever we're doing is consistent with the law."

Moynihan said the leftist Sandinista government in

Nicaragua also is violating the 1948 agreement by sup

plying arms to rebels in neighboring El Salvador but this

"should come as no surprise to any of us who have seen its

degeneration into a Marxist Leninist state."

The Nicaraguan government's action, he added, "does

not absolve any other government from its obligatwns"

under the agreement.

Leahy, who visited several Ontral Anrierican countries

in January, said he submitted a highly classified report to

the Intelligence Committee that "bears materially on the

question of whether the executive branch is complying"

with the congressional legislation.

A private bank guard in Sao Paulo, Braxil. prepares for oncoming demonatratort, but they pass-

ed without incident, although elswhere they looted supermarkets and stores. The demonstrators

were protesting against unemployment and inflation. .

Mideast talks still locked in stalemate
KHALDE. Lebanon (AP) - U.S.. Lebanese and Israeli

negotiators failed to break the deadlock in troop with

drawal Ulks yesterday, and PLO chief Yasser Arafat and

Jordan's King Hussein seemed far apart in their

negotiations.

Meanwhile, military sources in Tel Aviv reported two

bombings but no casualties in Lebanon's Israeli occupied

port of Sidon. The Lebanese National Resistance Front

claimed responsibility for the atucks and claimed an

undetermined number of Israeli soldiers were wounded.

Beirut newspapers also reported mounting tension

between Syrian and Israeli forces in eastern Lebanon's

Bekaa Valley, where thousands of guerrillas fled folbwing

the forced evacuation of PLO forces from west Beirut in

August.

The Syrians have been in Lebanon since snuffing out the

Moslem Christian civil war in 1976. and the Israelis since

invading June 6 to smash the Palestine Liberation

Organization. There are several thousand PLO guerrillas

still in Lebanon behind Syrian lines.

The latest round of withdrawal talks lasted about three

hours in Khalde's Lebanon Beach Hotel. Lebanese

spokesman Daoud Sayegh said the deliberations con

centrated on future relations between I^ebanon and Israel

and on security arrangements to shield Israel against

renewed Palestinian guerrilla attacks.

He quoted Israeli chief delegate Davkl Kimche as saying

in an opening statement. "We want an early agreement

with Lebanon and I think we are now ck)se to it." Kimche.

director general of Israel's Foreign Ministry, did not speak

to reporters.

Sayegh did not say whether any specific agreement had

been reached on either issue and none of the negotiating

team members was able to report any breakthrough in the

three month old negotiations. Sayegh said the next round

of Ulks was slated for tomorrow in the Israeli border town

of Kiryat Shmona.

Reagan to request Congress to

reduce spending next year
WASHINGTON — President Reagan intends to ask

Congress to reduce spending by about $900 million next

year to offset part of the cost of the $4.6 billion jobs bill he

signed last month, offlcials said yesterday.

Administration and congressional officials said the

president would submit the formal request next week

when he submiu budget revisions for the 1984 fiscal year

that begins Oct. 1

.

The disclosures came as Reagan arranged an afternoon

meeting with Republican members of the Senate Budget

Committee to discuss his proposed 1984 tax and spending

plan.

Most of the discussion was expected to center around the

president's proposed defense budget, which Sen. Pete V.

Domeniri. the committee chairman, and many other GOP
lawmakers beheve must be cut.

Sources said Domenici used a 10 day congressional

vacation to develop and submit to the White House a

revised budget blueprint calling for defense spending

increases averaging about 7 percent after inflation for the

next five years.

The 7 percent figure is significantly above the 5 percent

spending increase Domenici favored earlier in the year,

but well below Reagan's original proposal, which called for

about a 10 percent increase.

Gas station owner protests tax

by cuttingprice to 13"a gallon
WORCESTER - He said it cost him about $1,000. but

filling sUtion owner Jerry Kontny did his bit yesterday to

keep down the cost of living by selling gasoline for one wild

hour for 13 cents a gallon

.

That amount used to be equal to the gasoline tax. but

that was last month.

Hundreds mobbed Kontny's station, including four men
sleeping in two cars, when he opened for business at 7 a.m.

But only 65 had time to inch past his pumps during the

appointed hour, from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. They bought

927 gallons of gasoline.

Radio disc jockeys pumped gas. one radio station gave

away Frisbees. and a soda pop company gave waiting

motorists free samples.

"It was unbelievable." said Kontny. who has sold

gasoline at the location for 30 years. "We didn't have

trouble with anybody."

One line of gas hungry motorists stretched a mile, past

patrolling poUce. he said.

"I lost one dollar a gallon, but with the advertising I got

out of this, with people saying thanks, well, I could have

gone to the race track, bought a bale of hay for a pony and

come back with nothing, " said Kontny.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Catholic bishops soften policy

for a nuclear iceapons freeze

WASHINGTON - Months after a White House

outcry, Roman Catholic bishops softened on yesterday

their call for a nuclear weapons freeze and added a warning

against negotiating "naively " with the Soviet Union. But

an administration official still labeled as 'wrong headed

"

their attempt to set church policy on war and peace.

Two earlier drafts of a ground breaking pastoral letter

— a departure from customary CalhoUc hawkishness on

national defense issues — called for bilateral agreements

to "halt " testing, production and deployment of nuclear

weapons — a nuclear arms freeze.

But the new proposal calls for agreements to "curb"

testing, production and deployment — a change that may

be hotly debated when the document is laid before the

nations 28.5 Catholic bishops in Chicago May 2 3. Adoption

by a two thirds vote would make it official policy of the

American branch of the church.

"Admittedly this document is more flexible than the

previous documents but I submit that the document as a

whole has not really lost its prophetic character or its basic

moral thrust. " Cardinal Joseph Bernardin. archbishop of

Chicago, told a news conference.

In a break with administration policy. Bernardin and his

colleagues on the committee termed "an unjustifiable

moral risk " the American threat to retaliate with nuclear

weapons if the Soviets move into Western Europe with

conventional forces.
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Quarter of Mass area schools

are found to contain asbestos

BOSTON — Asbestos has been found in at least 479

public schools — about a quarter of Massachusetts' schools

— and cleaning up the cancer causing msulation will cost

more than $47 million, educators said yesterday.

And since the figures were based on an incomplete

survey, officials said, the eventual touls could be higher

and the cleanup could cost $65 million.

Some $40 million of that is a rough estimate for the cost

to solve the problems at about 1(K> schools in Boston ak>ne.

Education Commissioner John I^wson said.

"It is the first time we have in Massachusetts a clear idea

of the extent of the asbestos problem in our public

schools." said Sen. Chester Atkins. Senate Ways and

Means Commmittee chairman.

Atkins is backing a bill to provide $15 million on top of

the $1.3 million already available for reimbursing com

munities for removing or covering their asbestos

problems.

"The report demonstrates a Massachusetts commitment

to ehminate entirely the asbestos hazards in our public

schools and to create an absolutely safe environment for

children in the public schools." he added.

John A. Calabro. school building assistance director,

said only 107 of the 286 school superintendents around the

state have responded to a survey of asbestos problems

conducted by the state I>epartment of Education.

Former governor Edward King
hired by public relations firm
BOSTON — Former Gov. Edward J. King has joined the

upper ranks of Hill and Knowlton Inc.. a worldwide public

relations and consulting firm, the company announced

yesterday.

James A. Baar, the company's senior vice president,

said the firm's clients represent one third of the Fortune
500 companies.

"The governor will meet with top executives of cor-

porations around the country on various issues and

problems which are confronting business and the nation."

Baar said. "The governor will not be knocking out press

releases." he added, laughing.

Other senior consultants to the firm include Anthony G.

De liorenzo. former vice president in charge of public

relations for General Motors; Douglas MacArthur II,

former ambassador to Japan and Iran, and Najeeb E.

Halaby . former chairman and chief executive officer of Pan
American World Airways.

In a statement released today by the company, King
called the job "an exciting opportunity to help build our
economy, particulary our growth industries, at a critical

period in our history."
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Students with fake ID's

could face jail sentence

Coilcgiaa plMto bjr Jn Power*

Sheila Tobias speaks on "Females as Outsiders" at the Campus

Center.

Differences among the sexes

result of patriarchy by men
By LISA MOSLEY

(.'oiivfiu suir

"There are differences between men and

women, but these are the resiilt and not the

cause of patriarchy." according U) the co-

founder of the National Organization of

Women (NOW).
Sheila Tobias lectured last night at the

University of Massachusetts' Campus

Center and read from her unfinished paper

entitled "The Female as Outsider: New
Perspectives on an Old Subject." to an au-

dience of 15-20 people. Tobias said. "As

long as these diffferences between men and

women exist, they can be a source of in-

sight and criticism of patriarchy."

Citing the works of Simone De Beauvoir

and Kate Millet. Tobias explained that

throughout history women have been ex-

cluded from the decision making process by

men in the power structure who considered

them to be "something different and less

than human."
"Throughout most of the first decade of

the new feminism," Tobias continued, "the

'theory of 'otherness' provided a useful

paradigm both for theory and practice. If

(it) was artificially imposed, it could in

course be eliminated."

Tobias said, however, that espedally

after the introduction of women's study

courses caused vast amounts of material in-

dicating the existence of a "women's

culture" to be unearthed, many feminists

began to focus on the "specialness" of their

"separatism".

"Now herein lies the danger" cautioned

Tobias, "for if there is nothing men need or

that a mixed society would benefit from,

then how are we going to justify our right

to be here?"

According to Tobias, "Suddenly, those of

us who had been working to challenge and

to erase all the 'natural' and artificial bar

riers between the sexes that were holding

women back, found ourselves challenged

on the left as well as on the right."

Tobias said that a possible resolution lies

in women applying the theories they have

developed from their observations as "out-

siders" to social problems.

Tobias said she feels that they have

"new, fresher visions of subjects from

which they have been outcast for

centuries."

Tobias illustrates her thesis with two

subjects that she has researched and writ-

ten about extensively. These are, oddly

enough, two seemingly unrelated topics of

inability to learn mathematics" which

manifests itself in "sexism in mathematics

testbooks and prejudicial treatment of

girls
"

By DAVID B. MINER
ColleriMi Staff

University of Massachusetts students

who use an altered identification card now

face up to five years in a federal prison and

a $25,000 fine.

Charies J. DiMare, Director of the

UMass Legal Services Office (LSO) said

that they (LSO) are extremely concerned

over the effect which a recently enacted

federal law will have on UMass students

who are arrested for purchasing or attemp-

ting to purchase alcohol with an altered

identification card.

DiMare said the "LSO is starting a con-

certed effort to educate the UMass student

population on the dangers of jwsessing an

altered identification card."

"Some of the things we plan to do." he

said, "are to publish an e<iucational pam-

phlet and to conduct workshops."

The federal law, which went into effect

December 31, 1982 is titled "the False

Identification Crime Control Act of 1982"

and the intent, as published in the Congres-

sional Record is to place, "a document

made or issued by or under the authority of

the United States Government, a State,

political subdivision of a State, issued solely

for the purpose of identification. " under

the scope of the law and t<» make the mere

possession of such an altered diR-ument a

fe<leral crime.

Russian physicist discusses

Soviet political suppression
By TURA GUDMUNDSSON

(ollvKiaii Staff

Speaking of his open political activism in

the Soviet Union, and Soviet society in

general, physicist Pavel Litvinov. who was

exiU'd to the west in 1974. spoke Monday to

about 150 people in the Campus Center.

Recalling the beginning of his poUtical

activism in Russia. Litvinov said "before

then. I held on to the convenient philosophy

of — there is nothing that I can do. There is

nothing that I can change."

It was only following the trial of two

Russian authors in 1965. who were sent to

labor camps for refusing to recognize their

supposed wrongdoing in having published

their works abroad, that Litvinov said he

decided to "openly protest."

"Our protest was based on the principles

of Humas Rights. Soviet law. and the

constitution, which does contain sUtements

about freedom of speech and conscience,

although only vaguely stated as such."

Litvinov said.

"We demanded that the court not violate

their own laws. " Litvinov said, recalling

that while there were about 200 demon

strators there might have been as many as

300 KGB agents at the protest.

Litvanov started to openly meet with

western reporters and send signed letters

to foreign and Russian newspapers about

such issues as the enclosement of political

activists in mental institutions.

"Our principle was that we wanted to

force them to care. but. while our talk about

human rights was serious, everybody

laughed," Litvinov said.

The KGB fired me from my job and

stopped my dissertation work in physics at

Moscow University. It then arrested me on

the charges of being a parasite upon

society, because I had no job." he said.

Following an additional demonstration

about Russia's invasion of Czechoslovakia

in 1968. Litvinov was sent to internal exile

in Siberia to work as an electrician in the

mines for four years, after which he was

advised by the government to apply for an

exit visa.

Describing the Soviet Union as a "die

tatorship" with "dangerous pohtical op

portunism." Litvinov said that while the

country is run by a small privileged group,

"most people couldn't care less about the

Communist Party, they just want to live

their own lives."

Saying he wanted to clear up some

misconceptions about the Russians. Lit

vinov said ""not all Russians are com

munists. There are only 17 million people in

the party out of 250 million people
"

"There are more Marxists in the United

States than in the Soviet Union." Litvinov

said. "If a person in Russia seriously starts

to speak about communism and socialism in

the Soviet Union, he is considered insane,"

he added.

"The strongest point of the Soviet

authorities is their control of com

munications, and any group that speaks

independently is likely to be arrested,"

Litvinov said.

"The Soviet Union is a consumer society,

yet you can not get anything without a

bribe. It is a capitalist society without the

virtues of capitali.sm as we know them."

Litvinov said.

Litvinov was invited by the University of

Massachusetts' Distinguished Visitors

Program. He is currently a physics

profesisor in New York state.

Included under the law would be: driver's

licenses, Alcohol Beverage Commission

identification cards, and student ID's. The

law states that anyone who, "knowingly

and without lawful authority produces (the

term "produce' includes alter, authenticate,

or assemble) or knowingly posesses with in-

tent tx> use unlawfully shall suffer a punish-

ment of a fine of not more than $25,000 or

imprisonment for not more than five years,

or both."

The Act also sets penalties for holding

more than five cards (intent U> distribute)

and makes it an offense for all order look-a-

like ID's not to have a disclaimer stating on

bt)th the front and back "NOT A
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT". The
punishment for each crime is: not more

than a $15,000 fine, and/or three years in

prison; and not more than a $1,(KK) fine,

and/or one year in prison. resj>e<-tively.

Although the LSO does not know of any

UMass student who has been chargetl

under this law, it is {K)ssible that law en

forcement officials could decide that the

current Massachusetts law which calls for a

fine of not more than $.S00, imprisonment

in a state prison for n(»t more than five

years or in a jail or House of Correction for

not more than two years is not as stn)ng a

deterrent as the fe<leral law and could start

prosecuting under the ftnleral statutes.

"This is what worries me," IhMare con-

cludeil.

Petition could aid strikers
By ANNE McCRORY

{'•IkcM* suff

A petition to prohibit the availability of

employment in the town of Amherst for the

purpose of strikebreaking during labor

disputes was discussed by former strikers

at last night's Board of Selectmen meeting.

The petition. Article 78 of the town

warrant, defines a strikebreaker as "one

who takes the place of a worker who has left

his/her work in an effort to force the

employer to agree to demands. " It will be

voted on at Town Meeting which begins

May 2.

"By taking measures towards this end.

perhaps resolutions will be reached with

more expediency." said petitioner I.ie8lie

Horner, noting that two strikes in Amherst

in the past three years have been prolonged

by strikebreakers.

"People undercutting prolong

strikes... (their working) lakes away power

in the fight for benefits." said Mary Erin

Crook, a former emptoyee of Gnomon Copy

which had a labor di.spute last year.

"« Strikebreaking! sets a precedent where

the employer doesn't deal fairly with the

employees and (it) prolongs the dispute."

said Carl Meyer, an Amherst Nursing

Home employee who was involved in a labor

dispute at the home last year.

In other business, the Board heard

petition for Article "26 of the warrant to

appropriate $60,000 for a study of the

accumulation of silt over many years at

Puffer's Pond. The study, which will in

elude an analysis of pollutants in the pond,

will "determine whether there is reason to

go for a grant...to improve the pond itself,

rather than let it fill in and become

stagnant." Leigh Andrews of the Con

ser\ation C-ommission.

The $60,000 sum is the potential estimate

for the cost of hiring an engineering firm to

perform the study. Of that sum. $42,000

would be appropriated by the state and the

town would be responsible for the

remaining $18,000. However, the

IJniversily of Massachusetts Department of

Environmental Science may qualify as a bid

for the project, having proposed a $16,000

fee of which the town would be expected to

provide $5..'i00.

Petitioner Andrew Blase of the Amherst

Committee on El Salvador, which is

requesting the town "to direct the Board of

Selectmen to advise the Towns
Congressional Representatives that the

town opposes any form of miliUry or

economic aid on behalf of the present

government." spoke in favor of his motion.

"(Our aid dollars) are going to suppwt a

government that's going to fall." he said. "If

it falls we don't want American troops

there...especially from our town. We need a

statement to bolster this important

message to the President and Congress.

"

Additionally, Sunday, June 12 was

declared "Flag Recognition Day" by the

Board and will be celebrated by Fl.ag Day

ceremonies by the Northampton Ixxlge of

Elks and a Flag Day Parade. Saturday.

April 23 was also approved as Town
Cleanup Day.

Consulting firm begins study
By JIM FINKLE

C«li*ri*n ^t*ff

Last week a private consulting firm

began a study of administration and finance

at the University of Massachusetts that is

part of a 9 month assessment of the campus'

budget and administrative organizations.

The study is being conducted by Klaudis

and Associates, a consulting firm based in

Nashville that specializes in administrative,

financial and executive management.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said Monday.

""They'll be looking at administrative and

financial management." Duffey said. The

group will make its study in April and will

submit a final report in May. Duffey said.

The 9 month assessment of administration

and finance at l^Mass was announced in

February along with the appointment of

John L. DeNyse as permanent vic^

chancellor for that area.

DeNyse said yesterday that he will

examine the Klaudis report before con

tinuinK with hi^ t wew of the area.

Last month DeNyse announced that Paul

J. Page will serve as acting diri* Iwi y' 'I.*'

Office of Planning and Budget while that

office's director Marie M. Heid is on special

assignment at the UMass School of

Education.

While heading the budget office. Page

wUl continue to direct the Office of

Financial Affairs as he has since 1980.

Financial Affairs includes the departments

of procurement, accounting, property and

inventory control, and the Bursar's offices

at UMass.
""It's going to be a strain." Page said of

running both areas. He said he plans to rely

heavily on the staff in both areas to assure

that functions continue to run smoothly

until Reid's return, he said yesterday.

DeNyse also announced the planned

retirement of Physical Plant Director

George A. Norton.

"I have been associated with George for

many years, and have valued his judgement

in dealing with the large physical plant here

at the University. " DeNyse said of the 17

year UMass employee. "He has done a very

good job under often trying conditions of

i 'uleqiiat*' budgets and aging facilities."

Norton plans to take accrued leave before

his retirement begins in January. DeNyse

said he hopes to appoint a new director

within the next few months to assure a

smooth transition.
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Graduate students request their senate

to approve funds for teach-in on issues
By SEAN CASEY

( ollripan Suff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate last night was addressed by Joel Kaye. a graduate

history student. Kaye. along with a group of about 20 other

students from various departments, are in the process of

organizing a "teach in" on American foreign policy.

According to Kaye. the teach in will be a day of panel

discussions and debates on different facets of U.S. foreign

policy including relations with Central America, U.S.-

Soviet superpower confrontation and the nuclear freeze

arms control issues.

"The teach in will serve to get students' minds open to

the legitimacy of dissent." Kaye said.

The teach in will present speakers on both sides of the

issues, Kaye added.

The teach in will also include a series of films on the

issues.

The organizers hope to get such speakers as

Congressnun Edward Markey (D Ma.), and RoberU
Manning, a Soviet expert at Boston University.

Kaye's request for funding for the event from the senate

was deferred until details of the day's speakers and events

were more certain. Senate Treasurer Paul Weiss offered

the finance committees help in organizing the day's event.

Kaye intends to seek funding from other campus

sources, including the Distinguished Visitor's Program, to

finance the May 7 event.

In other business, the senate passed its budget for fiscal

year 1984.

The $197,714 budget's largest allocation is the $70,350

for the UMass Transit Service. This allocation is based on a

$21 fee per graduate student that the senate previously

agreed to in a contract which raises fees gradually from $15

to $22 by 1985.

The senate wiU also fund $42,859 to the Legal Services

Office. Legal services is funded one quarter from the

Graduate Senate and three quarters from the Student

Government Association.

The senate also announced it will sponsor "aid to the

unemployed" day one week from Friday across from the

Credit Union in the Student Union. Proceeds from this

fundraiser will go to the Franklin County Council of the

Unemployed.

g TAPE SALE

DYNAMITE RECORDS S
^«^ Maxell O

Tso" S2.50 7
TDKSA 3

H Thornes Marketplace 534.1500 S
j^ Northampton

<K^ QUEEN IDA
^^ and th« Bontamps Zyd«co Band

not Bluos • not Reggae • not Ju-Ju

but Zydecol

Tix: $4.00 at door showtinDe 8:»

OPEN
6 A.M. to

MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS
A WEEK

YOUR STORE

A Total New Wave Dance Party!

WILD KINGDOM
Iformerty Human Sexual Response)

^^ special guests: THE DECENTZ
^rM Draft 8-9

2 For 1 Drinks 9-10

^v
83.00

special guest; ATTIC
prizes • Give-Aways
Free Draft 8-9

2 for 1 Drinks 9-10

$3.50

A Rock N Roll Break Out!

CoHDing. . Thru the Doors 4/14, The Bobbys 4/15

Kate Er Ann McGarrigle 4/22, The Lines 4/28, Jamea
Montgomery, Berlin Airlift 4/29

PRESENTS
THE MASK

Rt a AmhTat/Hiirfiiiv Una 963-228Q_

jiasi

FRIDAY APRIL 8TH
8PM ON WVIT CHANNEL 30

SPECIAL 3-D GLASSES ONLY AVAILABLE AT DAIRY MARTS

Hired!*'
If you're like most gradu&ting students,

these are the two words you want to hear most
But today the job search is tougher than ever
Fewer jobs, more applicants You know it We
know It

We ^so krow you're skeptical of people sell
mg answers by mail So we wont guarantee that
our book. "How to Land the Job You Want" will
send a flood of jOb offers your way We wtll. how
ever, guarantee that if you dedicate vourself to
Its precepts, you'll maximize your :hances of
someone telling yoiv "\'ouTe hired"

How to Land the Joi; you Want" provides
pncticAl guidelines for all phases of 'he job
search^ not theoretical job huntiug rhetoric It

will help you identify otr^er alt. rnatives '..net

make the most sense for you Write an ef* "^llv

resume Oet p.-epar- fcr and hand'e :ntcr. <«w8
And decide between job offers

What makes our bo k special' It was devel
oped by the very people yo-i want to hire vou ex
ecuilves at majo- U £ corpo.-atlons We've used
the principles outlined in How to Land the Job
You Want" tc advance our own careers We ve
successfully coached others to advance theirs
And we've interviewed applicants who have
followed them as well as those who haven't
You're hired" is what we've satd to those
who have

Get the edge on yo\.r competition Send for
your copy of "How to Land the Job You Want " Do
It today The book is orly 19 95 The results
could be worth a whole lot more
t .>H^ t
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FRISBEES
A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdecder and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Singing Telegrams

Balloon Deliveries &
Professional

Bellydancers

for ALL occasions

Spring Special

available at

University Store

Campus Center

Dairy Mart

468 West St.

S. Amherst

Enclose S9 95 , cash, check or money order ;

: each copy of 'How to Land the Job Yov; Want,"
'iTdered Gonnec'c <: res.cJer.ts ati-i 7 .% ;ax
Ma:: cn.p-'- to r«tiiruB Manafamant Orovp,
P.O. Box lL*4f , Oraenwlch, CTOeesO. Allow Z

. " P K S ! ' r T" 1
7 " T

',

A *

t r ^ ^

Zip

Desirerl Jf-b FieJd

I would bo
wi;iin)!if) par
licip&te in a na
iionai career
)oh survey i NO
rURCHASK
NFCF.SEARY i

The Original Sperry Topeider
This classic leather moccasin is the most popular

shoe for year around wear on land and deck. The

special elk tanned leather dries to its original softness

no matter how often it's wet. Handlasted and harid-

stitched. Easy going comfort that goes with

everything you wear.

Available in the original brown.

Mens: in medium width, % and whole sizes, 6-14

Womens: in medium width, Vi and whole sizes, 5-11

Price: $36.50 postage paid

To order by mail, complete the following form and

send to the Outdoor Goods Store, University Mail

Order Depart., 41 East Main Street, P.O. Box 528,

Avon, CT OeOOI. Allow 2-3 days for delivery.

Name Phone

Address

City

Size

State Zip

Enclose check or money order for $36.50. There is no

sales tax for deliveries within MA. If by credit card,

please provide card type and account number. Our

Guarantee: if for any reason you are not satisfied

with an item you buy from us, even after prolonged

use, return it, and we will refund your full purchase

price.
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Nudity and vulgarity are seen as form

of protest and expression by professor
By ABBY BULKLEY

Collegian Corrcapondcnt

Nudity and vulgarity have been used effectively as

forms of passive protest and hostile expression in cultures

ranging from West Africa to the United States, according

to Shirley Ardener, Professor of Social Anthropology and

Chair of the Women's Study Program at Oxford University

in England.
"Removing clothes is an effective way to make other

people uncomfortable and angry. " Ardener said during her

lecture "Nudity. Vulgarity and Protest" last night at

Mount Holyoke College.

"There's no need to fear retaliation in kind because the

result would be ludicrous. " Ardener said.

Incidents of nudity and vulgarity occurred in societies in

which the women usually behaved according to a moral

custom, where there was a general passivity and lack of

social expression or aggression. Ardener said.

Just as clothes are a form of communication and status,

"nudity is a language accessible to those who are powerless

or whose identity has been threatened. " she said. There

are few instances where nude protest must be planned to

be effective, and it is applicable to all situations.

In West African societies nudity and vulgar dances were

used by women to shame anyone who had insuled a

woman's sexuality or private parts. Ardener said. The

Doukhobours. a religious Russian seci which emigrated to

Canada at the turn of the century used nude parades so

effectively that a special "D Force" of the Royal Canadian

Mounties was created to control them.

Ardener said the "mooning" incidents of the 1950's and

1%0's related to this need for a repressed group or person

to express outrage, citing an Iowa college case where the

women who were confined in their uorms regularly

"mooned" the men who were not. She also said the "burn

your bra" movement of the women's liberation movement

was a way for women to demonstrate their identity and

anger at the repression of their gender.

Psychiatrists and psychologists have tried to explain

these occurrences in terms of aberrations and deviations,

but in many historical cases it was simply a hostile act.

Ardener said. "Streaking occurred during Vietnam when

many men felt powerless." she said. The community and

media tried to treat it as a joke, psychologists tried to

redefine it, but the norm was repudiated by this non-

violent statement.

Overseas study program offers variety
By JEAN AMARAL

Colleftaa Cocmyoadfnt

Editor* note: Part one of a two part series.

The overseas study program at the University of

Massachusetts offers many opportunities for continuing

education abroad, in several countries and at any time of

the year, fall or spring semester, intersession. or summer.

International programs during the summer include those

in France. Spain, and Portugal.

To improve fluency in a foreign language, students often

travel to France. Spain or Portugal. According to Melanie

Jackson, assistant director of the French program at the

University of Dijon in France, students are accepted from

many colleges in both Europe and America. Jackson said

students study the French language and literature at their

own level of ability.

"The language courses emphasize oral and written

French, and all are taught by native speakers." she sUted.

Topics of other courses include civilization, history, and

culture. Jackson pomted out that students do not just

study: they also participate in social events such as

receptions, sports events and parties. The cost is ap

proximately $800. which covers tuition and housing. Ms.

Jackson explained. Also covered in the fee are excurswns

to historical and cultural sighu. Jackson emphasized that

the program is still accepting students for this summer's

program. There will be a meeting for all interested

students in mid April.

The director of the summer program at the Colegk) de

Espana in Salamanca. Spain said that this university was

one of the first established in the worW. being founded

around the year 1320. Prof. F. Fernandez Turienzo said

that this program "offers students the opportunity to come

in contact with Spanish and European culture."

There are two programs at Salamanca, according to

Professor Fernandez, one is for students interested in the

Spanish language and the other for those students in

terested in literature. Professor Fernandez recommended

that students have Uken at least two semesters of college

Spanish before attending the university, because all

classes are conducted in Spanish by native speakers.

Students receive six credits for participating in the

program.

He also added that Salamanca is especially suited for

studying Spanish heritage because many famous Spanish

artists and writers have worked there.

The University of Lisbon in Portugal offers students the

opportunity to increase their knowledge of the language

and the culture of the country. The director of the

program. Francisco Fagundes. said the students have been

"very, very positive" about their experience at the

university. Lisbon is the capiUl of Portugal and "the

cultural and enterUmment center of the country. ..the

place to go in Portugal", according to Professor Fagundes.

Fagundes said students enjoyed meeting with other

students from all over the worW who were also interested

in the Portugese language. This program also has three

entry levels and Professor Fagundes stated that all

studenU must take an entry exam to ensure placement in

the appropriate level.

He also pointed out that there are scholarships

available to students "who show a genuine interest for the

language and culture of Portugal or Brazil." A student's

academic record is also taken into consideration when he or

she is applying for these scholarships which are provided

by the Portuguese government.

For more information on any of these three programs,

students should contact the individual departments and

ask for the directors named in this article. The program at

Trinity College in Oxford. England and the one at Hokaida

university in Sappora. Japan will be presented in an article

in tomorrows Collegian.

The following RSO Groups have Accounts in the Student Activities

Trust Fund that have been suspended and are pending withdrawal

from the RSO System, To reactivate the RSO Accounts listed below

please contact the Assistant Business Manager in the Student Ac-

tivities OfTice, Room 416 Student Union Building, 545-3600, bet-

ween 1:00 pm and 4:00 pm weekdays.

Aikikai Karate

Social Theorists

Table Tennis Club

Democratic Student Committee

Consumer Affairs

Patria Libre

Heymakers

Third World Scientists

India Association

Christians of UMass
Racial Awareness

Dance Studio 1 Club

Zeta Nu
Drama Study Club

Communication Council

Badminton Club

Lab Technology Club

(NOT Undergrad Communications

Angel Flight

Archery Club

Arnold Air Society

Cape Cod Club

Classics Society

Coin Club

Fashion Marketing

Feminist Ecology Conference

Field Hockey

Hockey Club

Home Economics

Inst. Electrical Engineering

Japanese American Club

Judaica Resources

Judo Club

Kennedy Election

Lutheran Students

Club)

Near Eastern Organizations

Nurse Association/Student

(NOT Student Nurse Assoc.)

Photographers Guild

Plant/Soil Science

Pre- Dental Club

Project Re-entry

Racquet Club

Rev. Communist Youth

Silver Screen Film

Socialist Feminist

So. Asian Cultural Society

Stop Amherst Towing

Students of Objectivism

Tennis Club

SUPE
Campus Scouts

Bullpen Club

:; '^f^v
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Variety of events to be held

on number of women's issues

WEDNESDAY

Stones of Women and Judaism, a panel discussion will

be given at 7 p.m. in the Blue R(Mim of the Worcester Din-

ing Commons.
A Career Support Group will meet at 7 p.m. at the

Everywoman Center.

THURSDAY

The Anti-racism Team will meet at 4 p.m. Check Cam
pus ('enter schedule for room number.

"When is an Issue a Women's Issue." will be given at

4 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge by Sheila Tobias, the co-

founder of the National Organization for Women (NOW).

I.Anguage and the Body: Recent French Women
Writers will k' discussed by ('hristiane Makward,

associate professor of French at Pennsylvania State

University at 2:30 p.m. in the Herter Hall third fl<H)r

lounge.

Veteran UMass police officer

elected to Greenfield board

A 13 year veteran of the Cniversity of Massachusetts

Police Department. Robert K. "Butch " Hawkins, has been

elected to serve a three year term on the Greenfield School

Committee.
In elections held last Monday, the 3.5 year old Hawkins

oulpolled his closest rival by 420 votes to win his first full

three year term. He had been elected last year to fill an

unexpired one year term to the board.

Hawkins was also elected as a Town Meelmjf Member.

Police report woman assaulted

in Franklin D.C. parking lot

A female student was assaulted by a man Monday in the

Franklin Dining Commons parking lot after she made
indecent remarks about him. University of Massachusetts

police said yesterday.

The man allegedly grabbed her sweater and knocked her

down, police said. Police advised the woman of how to

press charges.

Police yesterday also reported that three geranium

plants, valued at $65, were stolen from the Durfey

Greenhouse. The incident occurred some time over the

weekend. Perpetrators gained entrance by breaking a

window and reaching in. police said.

A light post in the West Experiment Station parking lot

was the object of a hit and run Monday, police said. The

cement post was valued at $1,000. There are no suspects.

USandSouth Africa issues

topic ofdiscussion at meeting
On Thursday, the chief representative of the South West

Africa People's Organization Mission to the United Nations

will speak on "The I'nited States. South Africa, and

Namibia's Independence." at 8 p.m. in Room 101 of the

Campus Center. It is free and open to the public.

BOG coffee shop survey taken

today in Campus Center

Beginning today, the Board of Governors will be handing

out questionnaires asking students whether or not they

support the proposed closing of the Campus Center Coffee

Shop and making it into a part of the University Store.

If the coffee shop is closed, both the Blue Wall and the

Hatch are expected to undergo renovations to handle the

increase of students into the facilities.

Flag is taken from town hall

then returned without arrest

The Amherst Police yesterday said they observed two

University of Massachusetts students removing an

American flag from the front of the Amherst Town Hall at

4:55 a.m. Tuesday. The pohce said the students were not

arrested because the flag was returned upon request of the

officers.

A Colonial Village resident reported the forced entry

through the front door and the theft of two wood carved

statues at 6:30 p.m. Monday. Police said the burglary

orcured between 3 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday and there

are no suspects.

WE ARE NOW YOUR M nioMeen

STEREO DEALERS IN THE AREA.
Come help us celebrate with these

EXTRA SPECIAL SPECIALS!!!

/

T o n o '-^" o ^ Q C
SX303

MAXELL UDXL II €-90
BLANK CASSETTE TAPE

2 FOR $5.97

ON SALE:
A 45 Watt /Channel Receiver

for

only $158.00
Reg. $200.

UJ^.

ON SALH:
A PAIR OF 8" TWO WAY
SPEAKERS FOR

ONLY $148.00
Reg $190

Lrr Daisy's dAzili you For i\
BREAKFAST. LUNCH AND NOW %/

DINNER
We pROlKJly ANMOUNCE tIiE OpENIMq of OUR NfW

Ml Dimmer memu FEATURiMq:

HomcmacJe Qiiiclic & Soup

SpEciAlry VfqqiE Items,

HoMEbAkEd BreaiIs AMd Desserts

& MUck, Mtch MORE
DINNER HOURS THURS - SUN 4 - 9 PM

AT THE LIGHTS IN N. AMHERST

TDK SA-C90 BLANK
CASSETTF TAPE

2 FOR $5.75

CSG lOOW

ON SALE:
ADOLBYB/C
CASSETTE DECK
WITHLE.D.VUMEFEKS
MUSIC SEARCH
AND MUCH MORE FOR

ONLY $158,001
Reg. $200

SALE ENDS SAT., APRIL 9th

COME IN AND ASK ABOUT OUR TAPE G1VEAV.AVI

^dfs Electronics Center
32 Pleasant St.

Northampton. MA 586-2270

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Debate on General Education

Academic freedom lost? Issue is one of priorities

Areasonable approach to curriculum

reform is, I think, based upon the

following presuppositions:

1

.

The present distribution requirements

are too loose and chaotic and have not been
adequately justified. So many courses

fulfill "C", "D" and "E" requirements

that there is no general education "core"

at this University.

2. Any major curriculum reform will re-

quire major new resources and/or an exten-

sive reallocation of existing resources. We
cannot be confident that new resources will

be forthcoming. Nor is it prudent to insist

Prof. Glen Gordon

on extensive reallocation at a time when
many majors are heavily overenrolled,

when the University is embarking on a new
writing program and when the University

has already engaged in substantial

reallocations stemming from the Ad-

ministration's commitments to the high

technology sectors of the campus.

3. Any general education curriculum

must recognize that there is no consensus

on this campus as to what constitutes an

"educated" p)erson. The present distribu-

tion requirements, anarchic though they

may be. live comfortably with this reality.

While we want to move towards a more

cttherent core, we must avoid an over

zealous commitment to particular courses

or criteria and we must avoid an over-

zealous commitment to particular courses

or criteria and we must build some ciwice

and (Jejrilnht if int*» our requirements.

The new curriculum proposed by the Ad
Hoc Committee on (Jeneral Education,

runs into severe difficulties by failing to

take these presuppt>sitions into account.

The new Breadth of Knowledge
categories are even more difficult to apply

than the old "C", "D" and "E". How and

who distinguishes an "individual" course

from "societies" course. The difficulty of

making these distinctions will lead to

otuntless petitK>ns for exceptions destined

tt> drive CASIAC ctmnselors mad.

Not only are the Breadth of Knowledge

categories exceedingly difficult to apply

but the criteria listed under each categt>ry

are greatly in need of improvement. These

criteria are often based upon a

philosophically naive and even dangerous

sociology of knowledge. To use but one ex

ample, the section on Societies and Institu

tions assert^s that "the social arrangements

characteristic of one's immediate social

milieu often seem 'natural'; and sometimes

they are perceived as 'superior' to those of

other groups or societies. They are neither.

That point must be communicated by every

Breadth of Knowledge course in this area."

If I am teaching a comparative politics

course on the United States and Germany,

I must be free to argue that the Nazi

regime was an evil one compared to ours. It

will not do to insist that Hitler was no bet-

ter or worse than FDR; that he was just a

product of a culture with a somewhat

unusual aversion to Jews. It is one thing to

be sensitive to the problem of ethnocen-

trism. It is quite another matter to insist

that all value questions are relative and

that it is impossible to make moral distinc-

tions. This is cultural relativism run wild

and it deprives us all of one of the fun-

damental purposes of general education —
to strive to understand the good as well as

the true.

Finally, there is the question of the con-

tent of the breadth of knowledge courses.

The Ad Hoc Committee seems to be com-

mitted to the magic of interdisciplinary

study. The Committee is hostile to any

teaching which deals "solely with politics,

or with literature, or with economics." or

any such discipline. As Professor Mainzer

n»»tes in his memorandum to the Faculty

Senate:

The committee st^ms to Iwlieve that n(tt

only is the faculty committed to their

departments but that "their teaching con-

tinued to center on the training of

specialists in their own field." But do most

arts and sciences faculty really f>erceive of

their undergraduates as apprentice profes-

sionals who simply require specialized

"training"? 1 think not. Certainly an
undergraduate major in psychology is not a

psychologist. One of the great virtues of be-

ing at a large university is the opportunity

it provides for students in professional

disciplines like engineering and business

administration to broaden their education

by coming in contact with highly (jualifie*!

faculty in the lilieral arts disci[)lines. It

will not do to portray these de|>artment.s

and disciplines a* the enemies of general

education when in fact they are its greatest

resource.

The Ad H<h' Committee has worked hard

and diligently but unfortunately they have

produced a curriculum which demands an

ideological purity which threatens

academic freedom; which is imprudent in

its use of res<»urces; and which is overly

rigid in its requiremenLss. We can use some
of their insights, we can build upon what

they have done, but we cannot accept this

proposal without extensive reexamination

and revision.

Prof. Glen Gordon is Chairj)en(nn of the

Political Science Department

For the past two years General Edu-

cation has been a topic of consider-

able discussion within the UMass
community. This discussion and debate is

part of a larger one occurring throughout

the nation. Curriculum improvement is,

and undoubtedly should be. an item for con-

tinuous discussion in any academic com-

munity such as ours. It is important to view

the current debate as simply part of that

continuum.

The Faculty Senate appointed an Ad Hot-

Committee in the Spring of 1981 with the

following charge:

Prof. Charles
Hutchinson

1. Study and evaluate the present

undergraduate curriculum with special at-

tention to the first two years of the cur-

riculum and to the distribution re-

quirements;

2. Identify weaknesses, deficiencies and

ambiguities in the present academic regula-

tion, if any;

'A. Develop a projM>sal f(»r modifications

of the curriculum designed to enhance the

quality of general education of

undergraduates.

That Ad Hoc Committee presented a

preliminary proposal in May 1982 and a

Final Report in February 198,'^.

Disp(»sition of that reijort with its fin-

dings and recommendations has l>een the

topic of the last four Faculty S<>nate

meetings and will again be a major topic at

the senate meeting this week.

In the discussions with stutlents and

fatnilty over the past two years the C'om-

mittee identified three primary issues ujK>n

which there was clear consensus.

1. The current distribution requirement

lacks a clear rationale and specific criteria

fr»r courses that satisfy the requirement.

This has led to a pn>liferation of courses

and confusion as to how l>est to ch«H>se

courses for a coherent pn»gram.

2. The quality of undergraduate educa-

tion would be significantly enhanced by

more faculty/student interaction early in

the student's program. Students spoke

often of a ne<><l for enhanct'*! advising, for

example.

3. Faculty are convince*! that their

reward system is such that emphasis on

undergraduate education is n<»t in their

best interest. Some even go so far as to say

that such an emphasis places them "at

{.leril" for pr(»motion and tenure.

It is these issues that led the Committee

to propose the pn»gram included in the

Final Report.

In addressing the first issue, that of the

current distribution requirement, the Com-
mittee proposed a Breadth of Knowledge

component and a Quantitative Reasoning

requirement. The Breadth of Knowledge

component contains six areas; Continuity

and Change, Expressive Culture, The In-

dividual, Societies and Institutions, The
Biological Worid, and The Physical World.

Rationale and initial guidelines for courses

in these areas are included in the Commit-

tee's report. Further, in addressing this

same issue the Committee proposed that

the Senate establish a General Education

Council and charge it with the responsibili-

ty for the ongoing process of improving

General Education on the campus.

A Freshman Seminar was proposed as a

way of addressing the second issue —
faculty/student interaction. If a concern is

such interaction, what better way exists to

address that issue than to place students

and faculty together at a 20:1 ration in a

"seminar" environment? A Junior/Senior

Seminar was also proposed as a way of fur

ther addressing this same issue. The }K»r

tion of the Committee's report is the most

controversial on the grounds of both

philosophy and resources. There is a

danger that experiences of this tyj>e can

lack rigor, and that must not hap|)en. If

faculty/student interaction is to Ik? increas-

ed it has to be at some ct)st.

The issue then bect)mes one of pri(»rities.

The charge to the Committee from the

senate was clear in that regani ".
. .

enhance the quality of general education of

undergraduates.

"

The remaining issue (the faculty reward

system) is more difficult to deal with as it is

not always clear what is real ami what is

fHTception.

It is clear that the perception as stated

above is real and widespread. The Ad Hik-

Committee discussed this issue at length.

There are no easy answers However the

recommendations made should improve

the situati(»n; recognition of fa<*ulty activity

by the Administration, and rwognition of

the im|)ortance of General Education by

the senate.

The repftrt of the Committee is exten-

sive, complex, and c<»mprehensive. It is not

perfect as there is no f)erfe<'t curriculum. It

is. however, <lesigne<l to present and ad-

dress the primary issues raised by faculty

and students on this campus.

We have presented them to the Faculty

Senate and and the two student senates for

their consideration in that spirit.

Charlfs Hutchinson ux Chair of the

Facility Senate Ad Hoc Committee (m

General Ed.

Letters

TIPS gets info for students

To the Editor:

According to the Information Data Bank article in Mon
day's Collegian, if we do not have the information a stu

dent needs in the IDB/TIPS files, Associate Dean of

Students Robert Brooks "charges " students to get it. This

is not true.

The IDB staff is "charged" with the responsibility of fin

ding information not readily available, and returning a call

to the student who needs it. There is no monetary charge

for IDB/TIPS services.

Johanna Hosom
Coordinator. IDB/TIPS

Letters Policy

All letters must be sipied and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limiUtions and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length.

IHSW-.

\
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Mandatory meeting for all Collegian columnists —
Thurs., April 14, 1982 at 7:30 p.m. in CC 113 - RSVP as

soon as possible!!
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Join us tonight
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Aak>T« Haw

located on University Dr. between Southwest & Stadium Liquors

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Week 1983

Monday, April 4, 1983
1 . Housing Discrimination Workshop - presented by

Joanne Levenson, Director, Off-Campus
Housing.

CC Rm. 803 - 10:30 AM - Noon FREE

2. Combating Racism Through Video - Exhibition

and Discussion, CC Rm. 811 - 2:00 PM

3. **Martin Luther King and His Relevancy to

Today's World'' - presented by Thelma Griffith

Johnson,

Director, Affirmative Action Office CC Rm. 803
4:00 PM - 6:30 pm FREE

4. Candlelight Vigil - Campus Pond - 6:30 PM

5. Film: **From Montgomery to Memphis", Student
Union Ballroom - 7:30 PM FREE

Tuesday, April 5, 1983
1. Gospel Jubilee by the Dr. J.P. Morgan Choirs

of the Holy Trinity Church of God and Christ

Campus Center Auditorium - 8:00 PM FREE

Wednesday, April 6, 1983
1. Workshop: **King - the Dream Never Dies" -

presented by Mitchell Smith, Director of the
Amherst Chapter of A Better Chance Program
(ABC) Cc Rm. 917 - 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM FREE

2. Lecture by the Honorable Louis Stokes,
Congressional Representative from Cleveland
and member of the Congressional Black Caucus
CCA - 8:00 PM - FREE

Thursday, April 7, 1983
1. Film: "Black Brittannia" - Campus Center Rm

101 - 7:00 and 8:30 - FREE

Friday, April 8, 1983
1. Spectrum in Motion - Poetry/Dance Performance]

by Olivia llano - Butterfield Lounge - 8:00 PM
FREE

2. Film: Raisin in the Sun" - CC Rm. 163 - 7:00 Pm|
FREE

For further information, please contact Elliot Glist,

Martin Luther King Planning Committee - 545-03^1

Law student relates experiences at King memorial banquet
By TRACY ROBBINS

Collegian Staff

Last night, the Martin Luther King Week Planning
Committee in conjunction with Chancellor Joseph Duffy,
sponsored a banquet in memory of the 15th anniversary of
the assassination of the famed civil rights leader, Martin
Luther King.

The keynote address was made by Muhammad
Kenyatta, President of the Harvard Law School Black
Student Association.

Kenyatta began his speech by telling of his experiences
within the Harvard Law School Association. "The recent
situation involving the appointment of Jack Greenberg to
instruct a class at the law school was simply a microcosm of
many similar situations at schools all over the country," he
said.

This was in reference to the 1982 boycott staged by
minority students of Harvard in objection to Greenberg's
appointment to teach a course that historically has been
taught by a black professor.

"We felt that the affirmative action plan had been
ignored. The excuse was given that an overly qualified

white man was better suited than a mediocre black,"

Kenyatta said.

"The school (Harvard) shows no interest in either adding
minority faculty or giving tenure to those faculty members
already holding positions." he said.

"It is important to realize that the agenda and interest of
black students does not necessarily concur with that of the
a);enda and interest of white students." Kenvatta said.

Kenyatta also added that our responsibility is to move
ahead with our desires and needs.

"The struggle for the desegregation of our schools is

important because it mirrors the wishes of many
students," he said.

Believing that the children educated today are not fools is

Kenyatta's goal. He holds a long record of public service

and plans to return to teaching after graduating from
Harvard's Law School.

Citing the low levels of self-esteem of black students, he
said. "There is a crisis of confidence among black students,

this results from the situation of alienation of being a

marginal minority
."

"I am inspired that through the practicums of struggle

students are learning, and I am proud to contribute to a

society in which humanity is in scarce premium but great

demand." he said.

Kenyatta was introduced by his longtime friend and
colleague. Bill Strickland. University of Massachusetts

Professor of Afro American studies.

"Muhammad embodies every aspect of Martin's legacy in

his work," said Strickland in his introductory speech.

The Martin Luther King Week Planning Committee and
Professor Stephen Gates of the History Department both

received awards from UMass Chancellor Duffy.

'Gates" book. Let the Trumpet Sound', is a biography of

King that has helped to keep alive the legacy of King,"

Duffy said.

"No one has a history unless they comprehend and take

hold of it. and the work of Martin Luther King has helped

us to clear our eyes of the past and open them to the

present and future." the Chancellor said.

C«ll«ciaa pkoto kv Jla Powvn

Muhammad Kenyatta, President of Harvard
Law School Black Students Association spoke in

behalf of Chancellor Duffey and the Martin
Luther King Week Planning Committee last

night in the Campus Center.

Announcements
On Saturday April 16th at 8 p.m. at Bowker Auditorium

the Third World Theater Series will close the spring

weapon with a presentation by the Pan Asian Repertory

Theater entitled "Yellow Fever".

Immediately following the performance there will be a

reception in the Campus Center, room 1009. We hope you

will attend the performance and join u.s at the reception in

celebrating our 7th successful season. Child care provided.

Call 545-0190 to reserve space.

The third preogram in the series "Writers on Writers

and Social Responsibility" will be held on Wednesday.

April 6, at 8:00 p.m. in SBA 120 at the University of

Massachusets.

The speaker will be Michael Thelwell. A native of

Jamaica, Michael Thelwell is the author of the novel. The
Harder They Came, which critics accalimed when it was
published in 1980. Also known as a short story writer and
literary critic, his essay. "Back with the Wind: Mr. Styron

and the Reverend Turner." remains one of the classics of

contem{)orar>' black literary criticism. One of the founders

of the W.E.B. DuBois De|)artment of Afro-American

Studies at the University of Massachusetts. Michael

Thelwell has been a professor in that deparetment since

1970.

There will be a one month only Black Study Group with

only four meetings (one a week) that will be conductetl to

discuss and study current pn)blems facing images; the

draft; e<lucation and college and university .student loans;

the environment; U.S. militari.sm and nucU-ar w«'a{><ins

build-up; police brutality and harassment; racism, sexism;

unemployment; violence and crime in American society,

etc. The only studyreader for the one-month seminar will

be Manning Marable's Frvm (he (Wnxx Roots. All bisu'k

students and non students are urged to (>articipate. Please

sign-up as soon as possible. For more information and sign

up call: Steve Coons (549 4r»2.'<) or F^shu Elegt>a

(25;V2286).

The Malcolm X Center in conjunction w th the Martin

Luther King planning committee presents: I'nity night at

the Malcolm X followed by fun and games featurifig Gueat

lecturer: Dr. David DuBois. The evening b<*gins at 7:30

p.m. on Thursday. April 7. 1983 at the Malcolm X Center

in the Southwest Residential Area.

Fear campaign waged to justify social security cuts
By MANNING MARABLE

t ollegiaa ('»iiiiy»»<i»t

The limited success achieved by the

Democratic Party in last year's

Congressional elections was in no small

measure due to the public's general fears

about Social Security cutbacks. In the

worst kept political secret in recent years,

virtually everyone in Washington un

derstood that Reaganites were going to

target Social Security in the 1983 Congress

for massive reductions. Repeatedly, almost

monotonously, the White House and GOP
leaders denied piously that Social Security

was not in jeopardy.

Within twenty four hours after the mid

.erm elections, however. Republican

leaders made a 180 degree turn. Politicians

delcared that the basic dd age and sur

vivors benefits (GASI) is now confronted

with massive financing problems. Social

Security would be bankrupt in a matter of

months, we were told. The media joined in

the campaign to terrorize the public, and

was so effective that by December most

American workers under 45 expressed the

view that they woukl not be able to obtain

Social Security benefits when they are

scheduled to retire. The only hope was to

drastically weaken the amount of benefits

to the elderly.

Robert Beck, an insurance company
executive and an influential member of the

National Commission on Social Security

Reform, explained to the press: "This

country has become far too dependent on

Social Security. We must reduce that

dependence by encouraging individual

saving and the expansion of private pension

plans." Typical of the hypocritical hysteria

promoted by the Right were the views of

columnist William F. Buckley: 'Suppose

you were to tax everyone in America 44

percent of his salary — this in addition to

the taxes he is already paying. What do you

say to that proposal'.^ But that is exactly

how much tax Americans would need to pay

by the year 2035 if current arrangements

concerning Social Security prevail. The
(Democrats) treat any suggestions about

modifying Social Security benefits as if

President Reagan, paintbrush in hand, was

setting out to touch up the Mona Lisa.

"

So much for the fiction. What are the

facts about Social Security?

The first fact is to admit the obvious:

Social Security, for the next decade, is in

serious fiscal trouble — but there are

simple ways to finance the existing system

without restructuring it for at least another

40 years.

Originally. Social Security wis
established as a self financing agency.

OASI's money comes from employer and

employee payroll taxes. Medicare
hospitalization insurance and disability

insurance are operated from different

funds. In recent years OASI's trust fund

has been running short of money to pay out

retirement benefits for two simple reasons:

the ratio of workers to retired persons has

dropped, because the elderly are living

longer, and because the U.S. economy has

been in a "recession state", on and off.

since 1973. That's the bad news — but the

good news is that by 1990 or so. a new
generation of workers will flood the labor

force, pumping in billions of dollars into the

Social Security fund. The real crisis wilt not

occur now. but in about four decades.

Meanwhile, for the next seven years or so.

Social Security's OASI requires roughly

$150 billion. Where is the money going to

come from?
Liberal politicians urge that the funds be

obtained from the general revenue, or

income taxes. Conservative Democrats,

including the House Ways and Means chair

Dan Rostenkowski. and almost all

Republicans, attack the suggestion as

dangerous and unsound. Instead of raising

new funds, they propose to slash old age

benefits. And the only way they can carry

out "Reaganonucs" within Social Security is

to wage an unprincipled scare campaign
across the nation.

Duke Ellington Committee

welcomes Evelyn King
On Thursday, April 21, the Duke

Ellington Committee and UPC Productions

proudly presents the captivating sounds of

Evelyn King at the Fine Arts Center,

UMass Amherst.
Evelyn first hit the charts and airwaves

in 1977 with the smash hit single 'Shame

"

on her debut album. Smooth Talk. After

this meteoric success. Evelyn's career

continued to grow. She went on tour with

the Fabulous O'Jays. and made several

guest appearances on such shows as the

Dick Clark Show. Don Kirshner's Rock

Concert and The Midnight Special.

In 1979. Evelyn was selected to perform

at the White House as part of President

Carter's Tribute to Black Music in whkh

she wooed the entire audience.

Evelyn has performed throughout the

world, including stops In Paris (where she

not only captured the hearts oi her

audience, but also the media whom she

completely enthralled with her. as one

reporter put it. "joie di vivre"). Venezuela.

Jamaica, the Philippines and throughout

Canada. At the ripe old age of 22. Evelyn

King is far from the end of the road.

Evelyn's latest album. Get Loose, with

the hit single. "Love Come Down", is

certified gold and still on the charts. Evelyn

now has three gold albums and twice as

many gold singles to her credit, and the list

will continue to grow.

Appearing with Evelyn King will be

Soulsonic Force, a serious source of funky R
n'B.

This will be Evelyn King's first area

appearance, and it will prove to be one of

the funkiest extravaganzas to appear in the

Valley in some years.

^^t^M1
^I^^^^^^^B J^^H

/ :

L . 1,
Fast-rising singing star Evelyn King is to appear at the Fine Arts

Center on Thursday, April 21.
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CAMP COUNSELORS WMITEP
iTlMbtr Ub Can^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-
mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

UUk Tfnitr

1112 KtiiM^y S4^7762
for application or interview

Free Champagne

For the Ladies

From 8:00 - 10:30

A»»Carbur's Lounge**'*

I
I^ WINGS

ARE BACK!!
Monday - Thursday

4 - 6 pm
Free Chicken Wings with Double Drinks

Rt.9HadJe);, 5fiP.-J.^Z?. ,

All Well Liquor
Drinks 75*

25<^ Off on all

Liquor and Drinks

UMASS SKI CLUBl
SAT 4/9 TRIP

to

illington

ONLY $16
Includes:

Lift Ticket

Transportation

^•froshmonts

D»st Skiing in th« East

For mor* info

400 Student Union 5-3407

Medical Scfiool
Tampko, Mexico

I Whit Makes

r« AQiility

Mcdicsl Sclioii?

I.FimPKdhr

2.Gootfrtel«M

3.0MMvSW«ilBotfy

4. Nm NY. Sta«« Etfu-

ution D«9>rlTr>«nt

approval Km th« pur-

poM o( (iacing 3tl

or 4tft rw modtcai

itutf^nti tn climcal

clortiiMpa in iMch-

mf hoiplfcH in N.Y

SUIa

Soi tmia (totMt ..WHO t-»«^

Unlv*r«lda<l D«l Nor*s(«
II0fo«l4) VKT. htf 1001'

^appy ^our

5:8pjn
' T0MA^IJn-6J)

/

• 1H€ HOU$fM& n^osie^

810pm

LiPC fl/r\€( Arfs i/JimOJ^

OKf)e;tJt(o^ ^('hnar:^ Mfi*r60«M<

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

U

K

iiCs ^
^

ti

THE ftANO THEATER • FINE ARTS CENTER • UNIVERSITY OF WASSACHlKiFTTC
APRIL7 9 13 16 19«3 • 8 00 PM . RESFRVATIOWc c« «„RESERVATIONS 546^3611

Arts
U2's War: an album for a world in conflict

U2
WAR (Island)

By JIM FEIN
i oltreiui Stmff

Since their first album Boy was released three years

ago, U2 has received rave responses from both critics and
audiences alike, establishing them as one of the best post-

punk bands of the eighties. This was quite an achievement

because their music rarely received airplay. This lack of

exposure was probably due to the fact that their music was
different and not easily classified: a unique brand of rock

and roll, with songs ranging from slow and mellow, to fast,

energetic and enthusiastic.

War, I12's third album, has a musical style similar to that

of their first two albums. The difference, however, lies in

the increased social awareness of the lyrics. War concerns

itself not only with war, but with love and peace as well.

Some excellent lyrics, combined with infectious music,

make this the band's most important work to dale, re

establishing their position as the \w>K new band of the

eighties.

U2 are Bono dead vocals)

Clayton (bass*, and Larry

struments compliment each

plenty of room for Bono to use his excellent singing voice.

They are essentially a group of optimists, who view the

world and its problems in a positive light. The band

showed their special ability to create a specific atmosphere

with their music, and then add appropriate, convincing

lyrics on fioj/ and October. This album is no exception.

The opening song. "Sunday Bloody Sunday." starts the

album off in fine fashion. Set to the beat of a militaristic

drum, the song insists the political and social problems of

Northern Ireland must not be ignored, while condemning

violence and senseless deaths:

I can't helievt tke news today,

I can 't close m y eyes and make it go away.

The Edge (guitar), Adam
Mullen idrums). The in

other well, while leaving

U2: post-punk optimism

/ uon '( heed the battU call.

It puts my back upagmnst the uxiU.

There's many lost but tell me who has u^on.

"Seconds." a slow paced song set to a bass lead, con-

siders the horrible possibility of nuclear blackmail, while

"Like a Song" concerns the essence of the punk rock

movement.

The album also contains some good love songs.

"Drowning Man" features acoustic guitar and a distinct

Irish sound courtesy of electric violin. "40" is a very

spiritual song, with slow bass and drums, and pretty,

choir like background vocals, which create a transcendent

type of atmosphere. "Two Hearts Beat as One" is an up

beat, catchy song with a dance orientated beat.

An overly optimistic viewpoint on the unfortunate plight

of a refugee woman is given in "Refugee." "Surrender,"

which depicts late night city life, has a certain mood that

does wonders in helping the listener imagine the setting.

The best song on the album though, unquestionably, is

"New Year's Day." an acknowledgement of the Solidarity

movement in Poland. Musically, this song is a gem.
Haunting piano and bass, scratchy staccato guitar (a great
guitar solo by The Edge), and superlative singing by Bono,
give this song a sad, yet desperate tone.

The negative aspects of this album are few. "Red Light"
is a love song that experiments with trumpet and special
background vocab (by non band members) and is the
album's only bad song. The lack of a complete lyric sheet,
and the mumbled lyrics of "40" are the only other bad
pfMnts of this album.
Overall, this is an excellent record, similar in sound to

112*8 previous work, and containing some very relevant
social statements. I recommend it highly to everyone.

Lou's legendary heart

Reed's new album is for fans only

LEGENDARY HEARTS
(R( A Records)
Lou Reed

By WILLIAM PYNE
r«ll*tr>aii C yr i l if<<

Did you ever have to make up your mind?

As a result of listening to l»u Reeds latest

album Legendary Hearts. I had to. Not

being too familiar with the music of this

man made it difficult for me to decide

whether or not I enjoy this particular LP.

At first listen. I wasn't too plea.sed with the

album, but after a while it started to grow

on me. lx)u Reed has a unique style of

singing - singing out of key — but we
musn't hold this against him as that is what

makes him l>ou Reed.

The title song "l.iegendary Hearts" is fine

musical composition whose lyrics describe

an idealistic lover that supposedly stands

out above the rest. This lover it turns out,

is ju.st an ordinary person like you and I.

One of my favorite songs on the album,

"Martial Law." speaks of a confident person

that would rather declare martial law than

deal directly with people to help them solve

their problems. Another song on this album

that appeals to me is "Pow Wow." I get the

impression that Lou Reed wants to dance

with me. Listen to this song yourself and

see if you can decipher its meaning. Finally,

try to picture yourself in a seemingly down

and out bar in Flagstaff, Arizona way out in

lilt- middle of nowhere, the bar is luied

with smoke that hangs heavy in the air and

you're slowly on your way to becoming

inebriated. Next, flip to side B of Legen-
dary Hearts and listen to "Home of the

Brave." I think that the last two items I

spoke of go together like rum and Coke.

Needless to say. "Home of the Brave" is a

slow ballad, the kind you dance to with your
girlfriend or boyfriend.

Thus. Lou Reed's Legendary Hearts is a

mediocre album. I wouldn't rale it excelfent

nor would I go to the other extent by
terming it poor. If you happen to be partial

to the music of liou Reed by all means go
out and buy it. but if you haven't associated

yourself with the music of Lou Reed,
borrow t his album and judge for yourself.

Lou Reed: singing out of key

Play by Play

f In Tknn4a/i ColUsian Pan MadniCK
I
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'"Summer Jobs**
The Summer Conference Housing Office is now

hiring students for temporary summer positions as

desk clerks, housekeepers, and student supervisors

There are limited full and part-time openings, all

shifts, plus weekends
Applications may be picked up in the University

Conference Services Office, Room 918 of the Cam
pus Center.

Deadline for return of applications is 5 00 pm, Fri

day, April 12, 1983

We are an equal opportunity employer. Women
and minorities are encouraged to apply
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2 SHOWS:

7:00^0:30 :

BUCKLEY
3 RECITAL HALL
H ^

Tickets: MOO
on %m\m Campus Csntsr Concourss

To Rsssrve Ticksts call:

642-4244 -4243

Hypercurricula

' * Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on
the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday
before the week the event
will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of
all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be
given to L'Mass organiza-
tions.

TIME MANAGEMENT
AND PROCRASTINATION
— A one- session workshop

designed to explore

behavior of procrastination

and to become aware of time

management strategies. 4 to

6 p.m.. 322 Berkshire

House.

"CHRISTIANS SHOULD
PROSELYTIZE?" - is

today's topic of discusion for

Brown Bag Theology
facilitated by Rev. Phil

Ward. All are welcome.

12:15 1:15 p.m.. 428 Student

Union.

INTERVIEWS AND
INFORMATION ABOUT
ISRAEL PROGRAMS - A
representative from the

Kibbutz and Habonim
movements will be available

today to give information

about summer and year

round programs in Israel.

Call Debbie 545 2526 to

make an appointment. 11:30

to 5 p.m.. Suffolk Room.

VIDEO BY FURBISH -
Old movies and new works
shown in the back of the

Hatch. Bar specials. 5 to 10

p.m.. the Hatch.

UMASS AMATEUR
RADIO ASSOCIATION
MEETING - Plans for field

day will be discussed.

Newcomers are welcome.

Check schedule for room
number. 4:30 p.m.. Campus
Center.

HANG GLIDING
MEETING - If you want to

learn how to fly on the

weekend of April 23-24.

bring a $20 deposit to this

meeting. All members
welcome. 7 p.m., C.C. rm.

90408.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL
MEETING - Explanation

of the Bachelor's Degree
with Individual Con-
centration (BDIC) program,
a degree granting program
which allows a student the

opportunity to design their

own major. 7 p.m..
Dickinson Main Lounge.

GODS OF METAL -
This 27 minute film ap-

proaches the nuclear arms
race from a religious per-

spective, noting its effects

on the economy and the

Third World. Sponsored by

UMass Peacemakers. 7:30

p.m.. CC 165 69.

ISRAEU FOLK DAN-
CING - Come dance to

these beautiful rhythms!

Instruction available at all

levels. All welcome. 7:30

beginners. 8:30 all others.

Commonwealth Room. S.U.

WOMEN IN RUSSIA:
LIDIA CHUKOVSKAYA &
EYGENIA GINSBURG -
Talk (in Russian with

English translation) by Dr.

Sarah Babyonyshev. a

Soviet literary scholar now
living in the U.S. 7:30 p.m..

HerterdOl.

WHEELER GALLERY
"SOUL TO SOLE' -
Opening reception. Works
by Kathryn Feldman and

Michele McDade. All are

welcome! 7:30 to 10 p.m. B 7

Wheeler Dorm.

HISTORY CLUB
MEETING - Discuss

Vietnam and other related

issues with Professor

Richard Minear. Everyone
welcome. Refreshments.

7:30 p.m.. Rm. 903 Campus
Center.

CONCERT: SECOND
ANNUAL JAZZ
SHOWCASE - A free

concert featuring the

University Jazz Ensemble I.

Jazz Ensemble II. the Vocal

Jazz Ensemble and faculty

musicians Nigel Coxe. Jeff

Holmes. Salvatore Macchia,

Dave Sporny. and Fred

Tillis. Guest artist is per

cussionist Dave Barrett.

Selections from ragtime to

contemporary jazz tunes will

be performed. 8 p.m.. Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.

25 PLUS CLUB SOCIAL
— Older Students — "Live
it up" with us. Meet other
older students in the relaxed

atmosphere of the Faculty
Club, next toEverywoman's
Center. 4 p.m., Faculty
Club.

CHESS CLUB MEETING
— General meeting, and

games afterward. All

members and nonmembers
are welcome. 9 p.m.. 168c

Campus Center.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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After the Fall By R. Miller
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CROSSWORD
Mited b> MarKarel Karrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Flabbergasted

6 House
10 Small

salamanders
14 How Revere

travelled

15 Ich dich

16 Century plant

17 Kind ot merger

19 fire

20 Outstanding

21 Love
23 A queen's

subjects

24 Questioned

25 Civilian attires

28 British birds

31 Actress Burstyn

32 Town on Baranot

Island

33 Yorkshire river

34 Wall support

35 Fracas
36 Pique
37 Sandy's favorite

expretston

38 Giving person
39 IMuslcal "hush!

"

40 Shades of
orange

42 Ravel opus

' l«ti ia\ 4atflr< timrs '»mtUr%H

43 Ireland 11 One-sixteenth of

personified a pint

44 Pass quickly 12 Toreador s quarry

45 French 13 Exposed
impressionist 18 Cell material

47 Kind ot harp 22 Pod plant

50 October drinks 24 More relevant

51 Induces 25 Tablelands

54 Pith 26 Too too

55 Arranges 27 Airy condition

56 Small case 28 Storage cylinders

57 Rider 29 More wrong-

58 Jagged headed
59 Title for a 30 Quarrel

nwnarch 32 Medicinal herb

35 Heavenly event

36 Crackers

38 German numeral

DOWN 39 Linen

1 Leap across 41 " the

2 Sparks Snowman"
3 St Vincent 42 Shirtwaist

Millay 44 Hat fabrics

4 Let down 45 Dudgeon
5 Cornflowers 46 Literary nom de
6 Encumbrances plume
7 Mad specialty 47 Mod hairstyle

8 Primary school 48 Dramatic

lesson beginning

9 Reminder of the 49 Nerve Prefix

past 52 Scand country

10 Spring event 53 She, in Frankfurt
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WEATHER
Today: Sunny. Hi^^hs in

the 508 to near 60 in the in-

terior. Wedni-sday nijfht,

partly r|(»u«ly, exrept alun^

the south coast clouding up
with a chance of rain late

at night. Low.s around 40.

Thursday: Becoming
cloudy with a chance of

rain. Highs around 50.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Italian Hoagie. Fried Clams
/Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Diplomat Sandwich, Roast

Top Round of Beef/Au Jus,

Broccoli Royale

BASICS LUNCH
Veifetable (Irinder, Fried

Clams/Tartar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
'

Seafood Supreme, Spinach
Casserole

Wonted:
Graphics Paste-up Trainee

No experience necessary

Apply at

Collegian Graphics Department

Room 113 Campus Center

Tonight between 7 and 8:00 p.m.

Ask for James
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SENIORS
This is your

LAST
chance to get in

the 1983
Yearbook.

The
photographer
will be here for
THIS WEEK
ONLY.

Call 545-2874 to
make your

appointment.

SGA ELECTION
On Monday and Tuesday, April 1

1

& 12, there will be five (5) referen-
da questions that MUST be voted
on:

1) State Student Association of
Massachusetts

2) The proposed reorganization of

the Undergraduate Student
Senate

3) A proposed change in the on-
campus living options

4) the Residential Colleges; and
5) University policy over academic

contacts in South Africa.

If you live: Vote at:

in Patterson, JA, JQA, Washington,
Mackinunie, Canoe, Moore
or Pierpont Berkshire

in Crampton, Prince, Coolidge, JFK, James,
Emerson, Melville or Thoreau. . . Hampshire
in Orchard Hill/Central Franklin

in Northeast/Sylvan Worcester
12 - 7 pm

Commuters in front of the Hatch
9 - 4 pm

Greeks in the Newman Center
1 2 - 5 pm
VOTE!!!

Hoop tourney in retrospect
By ELLIOT KALB

Collririmn SUff

The 1983 NCAA College Basketball

Championship Tournament has been most

unusual. After a year of playing with ex

perimenUl shot clocks and 3 point plays,

coaches have been forced to go back to play

without shot clocks, or the 3 pointer. The

Final Four featured two teams everyone

thought would be in Alberquerque

(Louisville and Houston) — and two sur

prise teams — Georgia and North Carolina

State. Here are my impressions of the

tournament.

BEST GAME - Although I am not a

particular fan of either team, Louisville

Arkansas played a great game. Darrell

Walker and the Razorbacks really gave

Denny Crum's Cardinals all they could

handle before a final tip in by Rodney

McRae pulled it out for the Cardinals 64 62.

WORST GAME — North Carolina SUte

Utah. This one was on ESPN at 1:30 on tape

delay; one deserves a special medal of hoop

addiction if they stayed up to watch this

one.

WORST CLICHE - The CBS people

persist on calling the Houston frontcourt.

"Phi Slamma Jamma". O.K., it was funny

the first time 1 heard it, but enough is

enough. CBS's fraternity could be called

"Phi Bulla Shitta".

LEAST AMOUNT OF CLASS FROM
SOMEONE YOU WOULDN'T EXPECT
TO BE CLASSLESS — John Pinone.

Villanova after saying that Houston center

Akeem Olujiouan was not an intimidating

center or the difference in the ballgame.

BEST TEAM NOT TO MAKE THE
FINAL FOUR — For some mysterious

reason, St. John's. Lou Carnesseca will

never have a better team than this year's

squad.

BEST BAR IN AMHERST TO CALL IF

YOU ABSOLUTELY POSITIVELY HAVE
TO HAVE A TOURNAMENT SCORE
IMMEDIATELY - The Drake.

BEST NCAA TOURNAMENT
BROADCASTER - BiUy Packer.

WORST NCAA TOURNAMENT
BROADCASTER - ESPN's Dick ViUle.

BEST SHOWING BY A TEAM THAT
CAME WITHIN A LAST SECOND SHOT
BY JOHN HEMPEL OF LOSING IN THE
CURRY HICKS CAGE THIS SEASON -
Rutgers strong showing against St. John's

in the Eastern Regional.

Some NCAA final thoughts
By RUSS WHINNEM

In the end you could take all of Houston's

flash, all their rejections, all their dunks,

and stuff em. North Carolina State truly

was a team of destiny.

Here are some lasting impressions of not

one of the best played NCAA finals but one

of the most exciting:

— Watching the first eight minutes and

wondering if I had ever seen a worse

shooting display in an NCAA title game.

— Waiting patiently (okay, not so

patiently) for Phi Slamma Jamma's first

dunk and finally getting it from Akeem.

then expecting more any moment and

iteeing it never happen.

— Watching N.C. State coach Jim

Valvano. who has become America's coach,

every chance I got. He's just one of those

guys that you never get tired of watching.

— Marvellmg. along with the rest of the

free world, at Mr. (emphasis on the Mr.)

Olajuwon. Akeem would finish with 20

points. 18 rebounds, and 8 blocked shots. In

the final three tourney games he compiled

over 50 points, 50 rebounds, and 20

rejections. He simply made people forget

Pat Ewing and ask the question, Ralph

who?
— Expecting Wittenburg's desperation

bomb to be picked off by some Cougar and

the game to go into overtime, only to see

Lorenzo Charles become a hero. It's

amazing how time seems to stop in that

type of situation.

— Taking in perhaps the most telling

part of these games, the emotion af

terwards. After seeing Valvano leaping

atop his players, one reaUzes why the guy is

so easily identified with.

— Then, down the other end. seeing the

Houston players walking, sitting, or lying

down in shock. Akeem is sUring into space.

Another Houstan player lies under basket

pounding the floor with his fist.

It was supposed to be the ballad of Phi

Slamma Jamma. It was supposed to be

Clyde's glide and Akeem's dream. It was

supposed to be... It is North Carolina SUte's

championship.
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TOI^f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor 'Campus Center 'UMass

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ASSISTANT TO THE SPEAKER

Workstudy, non-workstudy position as

assistant to the Speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, working

around student issues and nnaintaining

Senate records. Apply 420 Student Union

or call Chris Sullivan 545-0341 . Women and
Third World students encouraged to apply.

AUDIO

Philips pre-amp AH5721 excellent specs

condition. $600 new, sell for $200. Call after

9:30 P.M. Mark, 527-4319

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Pontiac Lemans excellent running

condition $560 or best offer 253-3497

1975 Ford Granada excellent condition

must be seen to believe! $2,200 546^9569

72 Plymouth 4 sd 4 cl looks/ runs great 38

mpg $600 or BO 546-4122 after 9:X

72 Toyota runs great first $200.00 takes it.

Wayne 323-4231

71 Volvo excellent condition. Red,

autonrtatic, $850. 549^759 call evenings

BELLYQRAMS
~

Delivered by professional beilydancer

for nrK)St unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

DINNER DATE

No excuses now, Jana: 7 pm no RSVP
Chris

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment AgerK:y Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 266-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

649-4406

Let 2 bustrips to NYC. April 23, May 7.

$18. roundtrip. Refreshments. Cash only.

Please sign-up one week m advance. FAC
Coffeeshop MW 9-10:00 12:15-1:15 TTh
12:15^1:15 2:30-4:30 F 10-11:00 546-7065

summer

FOR RENT

2 bedroom Southwood apt
sublet w/fsll option 256-8868

Summer sublet fsit option Southwood
Apts call 253-9235

3 bedroom apt North Amherst start Jur>e
549-1684 John days

FOR SALE

Olln Mark V skis, 185 cm. Scott poles;
Hanson boots, women's 9 after 9 pm
6-7170

Diamond Cocktail/Engsgement Ring
appraised at $2960.00 will sell for $1200.00
call 58^4207

Sunglasses: Rayban, Vuarnet and
Serengeti (chameleon) reduced 20-X% off

retail prices call Ar>dy or Bruce look for us
at the CC Concourse this afternoon
549^1177

FOUND

I found e peir of fur mittens in the Cam-
pus Center Coffee Shop. Call Seth

253 5666

Found men's wetch outside Poor Dk:ks

call 253-5491 description needed

Found on bus AM/FM tape radio must
ID call Mike P. at 253-7040

Found Sunday 4/3 men's watch near

Whitmore Information Booth call Bahsara

253-9859 to identify

Soft contacts, plastic case. Call 256-0192

Jamie

GUITAR FOR SALE
~

Natural finish Fender Stratocaster ex-

cellent condition $400 or hear offer even-

ings call 584-2679

HELP WANTED
~

BOYS CAMP LENOX MASS - Counselor

Specialists: Baseball, Canoeing, Song
Leader, Sailing, Street Hockey, Swimming,
Tennis, Waterskiing, Computer Science,

Woodworking. Send details, references

-Camp Mah-Kee-Nac, 20 Allen Court,

South Orange, N.J. 07079

Speaker of French wented for Fren-

ch/English conversation exchange.
323^4661

Artist-in-Residence: Arts relsted oMterial

and financial skills needed work w/students
w/access to studios. Semi-furnished three

room apartment. Butterfield Dormitory.

546 3283 M-F 12-5 PM or Stephanie at

546-1 137 applk:atk>ns in Van Meter office

LOST

Brown leather wellet 3/30. Important

documents. Reward. Any info call 546-6666

Keys Frklay leather keychain bottle oper>er

small reward Mitch 256-6712

Lost keys at Lacrosse game April 2nd
reward call Becky 546-8866

MOTORCYCLES

Hey Vinnie - Carle's feet! Signed the Pope
and the Bear

RUN FOR RITTER
Newman Center

April 23rd info at

Qet Physicolt Sports Coop in Student

Union. We have sneakers, racquets and

balls. Check it outi

Orchard Hill Area Government Elec-

tions nomination papaers may be picked

up Sun - Thurs from 7-11. Papers are due

by 5:00 on April 19

Deerest Stephy
Lve YFMTA

Someday you'll be minel

71 Classic Triumph 6n Bonneville ex-

ceHent conditkHi very fast $950.00 546-6954

1979 Yamaha SX excellent cor>d. many ex-

tras. just tuned $1000 253-5910

PARTY WfTH CANCE

Cence doee the Hengar • TONIGHT-2 for

Is-entertsinment by Rsck-A-Disc-Be
therel

PERSONALS

Trivie Contest
Thursday. April 14 win $60 teems of 4

nruy participate for info caH Erk:

6-6188 or GPC 5-2733 sponsored by GPC

Brien C . Heppy 19th Birthday Love Ruth B

Karen and Brian Have a greet birthday

you twol Love. Christy

We want you at lota Gamma UpsitonI

Open Rush coming toon. Come learn about

sorority life. All unh/ersity women invited.

Alaskan I Like to speak with people in

terested in work this sumr^er orpeople wtw
have dor>e it t)efore Glen 546-9263

Birthdey see st the

Mini-Store Cutis with the bright eyes

what you need is a woman

UMass Dance congratulations to the par-

ticipants of the American College Dance
Festival your going to the nationals

DJ Heppy Birthdey I love you MBJS KAR

•••••••••••Sigma Delta Jeu^^^^*******
Open Rush

Wed 4-6 5:00 dinner
Thurs 4-7 8:30

Mon 4-11 12:00 Lunch
Tues 4-12 6:00 Dinner

••••For Info call Donna et 646^)B27****

There are over 120.000 students in the

state higher ed system. Let's organize

ourselvesi Vote in the upcoming referen-

dum to fund the State Student Assoc, of

Mass., SSAM, Mon and Tues April 11 and

12

RIDE WANTED

Ride wented to Philadelphie on Thurs

April 7, or Friday April 8 anytin>e. Will share

$ and driving. Please call 1 1 Keep trying

256^196

RIDERS WANTED

Rider wented to South Ceroline leaving

May 27 call Bruce after 6 546-9715

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two roommetee for fall semeeter Puff-

ton Village apartnr>ent cal l Randi S^-jjgO

Looking for roommate to share two
bedroom apt in Puftton Village $140 per

month per person cat)le TV call Neil

546"430e

Summer/Fell Nortttwood Apt 666-4388

bus route, pool, own room, furnished

SERVICES

Stella Happy
strar>glers Den

Zanderat, you knave • How art thou?

Long Xim9 no typel As you have probably

guened. my validation was nuked last sem.

Lady Lisa and I are just wondering how
things are? "Mail" to nr^e through Dad.

Long lost Flash

Doug F. Congratulatk>ns on your job but

what happens when they find out you

count on your fingers? Love Dianne

Happy Birthday Cindyl Only one year left

until your 20. Have a good one. Love,

your brother Chuck.

Typing fast reliable $1/pg. IBM Selectric

II can Nancy 549 1642

SQA AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION OFFICER

One bedroom in beautiful, sunny five

bedroom S. Amherst house. Large

backyard, quiet neighborhood. On bus

route. Avail. June 1 w/possible fall option

Jennifer 253-5196

SUMMER SUBLET
AT PUFFER'S POND

Room in house w/3 other housemates.
$130/mo Possible fall option. Lynn
549-0663 after 6 weekdays

TO SUBLET

Unique one bedroom Southwood
apartment pool, tennis, bus, garden plot.

$310 includes everything start June 1

2535766

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton Villege

June to August 549-0423

3 bedroom ept for rent w/fatt option 390
-» utilities Main St Amherst 253 5941

w fell option one bedroom in two
bedroom apt inexpensive 256-8373 Tricia

2 bdrms in Amherst sublet 150 mo utilities

included fall option Carl/Mitch 256-6712

Two bedroom apt in Southwood fail op-

tion call 253-7136

Roommate wented for summer sublet

w/fell option in Puffton epertments
64»8411

Summer sublet - furnished two bedrooms
Townehouse apts 549-6364

Summer Sublet - 4 bedroom, Swiss
Village, rent 1-4 rooms, $166/mon. utilities

included, w/fall option. 253-3154.

Brendywine ept for summer two
bedroom fail option Dave 546-8730 nights

Beeutifully ioceted two bedroom MiH

Hollow apartment (next to Puffers Pond
and waterfaH) with fall optk>n call Bruce or

Andy 549-1177 evenings

One bedroom ept for summer sut>let with

fall opt Cliffskle eves 666-3960 549-6499

2 bedroom ept with fell optM>n Cotonial

ViHage 296/month 2S6«33
Colonial VIg 1 bdrm ept furnishing

$266 + 253 7797 »umrT>er sub /fall opt

Orte bedroom townhouse Southwood
Apts $310/nfx>nth Jur>e 1 - Aug 31

256-8823

WANTED
~

Caeh for your recorde. tapee 546-2B36
(esk for Jaromir/leeve nr>essoge)

WoHtstudy. non-wofkatudv part time

student positk>n as Affirmative Action Of-

ficer, overseeing SGA personnel policies.

Apply 420 Student Unk>n or call 546^0341

Women and Third Worid studenu en-

couiaged to apply.

SUBLET IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE

April thru August fall option one bdrm all

elec iTKluded $ negotiable 666-2020

SUMMER SUBLET

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry arKl

Coins. Daniel Sntith, 25 North Plaaiant.

An>herst, 256^10
BUNDY FLUTE - used in good cond
549-4861

WANTED TO RENT

$25 rewerd if you help us to fir>d s 3
tMdroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept caM

Amy 6 5816 or Andrea 6-5498

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment beginnif>g

June or September 6- 5625 or 256 8463

3 bdrm ept in Puffton or Townehovee
beginning June or September call Sheryl

6-9680 or Shan 6-9623

Femele wented to summer sublet Bren-

dywine room. For more information

549-0425

5-bedroom house with fall option.

Available June 1 $250/month 253 2819.

2 femelee seek summer housing on
Cape, call Nancy 549-1642

YOUNO JUDAEA ~
Students needed to leed local clube. A
strong Jewish t)ackground and /or Israel ex-

perience preferred. Hiring immediately

546-6632 Lizzy

Representative of

Kibbutz Desk

will be at UMass toda^

call 545-2526

for appointment.

Lj^rwidest choice of

programs including...

—^ ..IBBUTZ*STUDY»SPORTS •

TOURING •RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
Over 50,000 students have

experienced 'our' Israel

Call or write for free brochure

Call or stop by: Debora Propper 302 Student Union 546-2526

,r cell: Americen Zionist Youth Foundetlon 616 Perk Ave. NY. NY. 10022 (2121 751-6070

Wednesday

JimPlunkett

PUB MUG NIGHT
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More sports on page 14

A meeting for sports reporters will be held

tonight at 7:00 p.m. Headshots will be taken.

Gorillas face Cornell
By JIM FLOYD

Cail«fiMSUfr

The real season for the men's lacrosse

team at the University of Massachusetts

begins today, as Cornell University takes

the field at 3 p.m. to do battle with the local

laxmen. Cornell, currently ranked 5th in

the national poll, will be playing Dick

Garber's 30th squad for UMass. The
Gorillas's have been ranked 7th in the

nation after their 114 victory over a tough

Hobart College squad Saturday at Boyden
field.

This will be the first opportunity for all

Gorilla fans to attend a home lacrosse game
since last weekend when Hobart visited

was a holiday weekend and most students

were not around.

Even without a full campus the Gorilla's

were able to draw over 5500 in the Hobart

game and so with ideal weather conditions

being predicted, a large turnout is expected

for today's game.
Defensively, the Gorilla's will be boking

for stronf; performances from John Min

cone, Barry Broadwell, and Barry Kane, a

defensive unit which held a surging Hobart
offense to just four goals in four periods in

the season opener.

Offensively, UMass will once again be

looking to assert itself with a balanced

scoring attack. Saturday UMass was able to

pick up two goals apiece from Greg Fisk,

Chris Schmitz, and Mike Fiorini.

Boyden Field, which has throughout the

years been known as a haven for the k>cal

team, will once again be expected to be

filled well in advance of game time.

The Gorilla's, who face one of the most

challenging schedules of any Division I

lacrosse team in the nation, can only move
up in the rankings with a victory over

Cornell.

UMass scoring:

Goals: Greg Fisk, Chris Schmitz. Michael

Fiorini (2); Tim Cutler. Peter Martino. Rich

Messina. Paul Fogarty and Thomas
Lukacovic(l).

Assists: Cutler. Martino. Messina,

Fogarty, Karl Hatton, James Goodhart U).

Tennis has high hopes
By SCOTT HOOD

C«U*KiMi Staff

The next time you walk past the Upper
Boyden Tennis courts (located behind

Goodell Library) look ck>sely. You just

nught see the outline of a huge smile.

It is there for good reason. For this

snule is for the 1983 edition of the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis

team, undoubtedly one fo the strongest

ever assembled on this campus.

Tennis talk around the courts expresses

not just plain old fashioned optimism for

the upcoming campaign, but goes deeper

into dreams of undefeated seasons.

Atlantic 10 Championships, and top five

finishes in the New England Cham
pionships.

Don't laugh. The squad won eight often

matches in the fall, including victories

over highly regarded Albany State and
Boston liniversily. and according to coach

Bob Szlosek. all members returned fit and
dandy, both mentally and physically.

"There is a lot nrwre confidence in the

key individual players and the team as a

unit." says Szlosek. "They're continuing.

at this point, to play aggressive tennis.

They're hitting the ball, where a year ago.

no one was hitting, they were pushing,

hoping the other guy was going to nruike

an error."

The top five players will remain the same
from the fall. Neal Mackertich. the lone

senior, will return at number one singles,

followed, in order, by Steve Jordan.

Stuart Goodman. Nick Julian, and Rich

Lindgren.

But the lineup is not set in stone. I

expect a lot of movement." said Szlosek,

adding, "it's going to change. I have a

feehng. back to where it was in the fall

(which had Mackertich number one.

folk)wed by Julian. Goodman. Jordan, and
Lindgren). Onaday to day basis it's going

to change."

The number six singles sk>t is as yet

undetermined. Szlosek is hopeful someone
will emerge from a large field that in

eludes Dave Salem. Dave Singer. Mark
Gelinas. and Mike Duseau.

Here are the key players:

NEAL MACKERTICH: The Big Mac
Attack was 9 1 in individual play last fall

(his only loss came at the hands of Army's

Ted Wilson) and is beginning his third

consecutive spring as the Minutemen's

number one singles player. Hailing from

Westfield. MA Mackertich is considered

one of the top players in New England
Collegiate tennis, along with being the

best netman in the Atlantic 10. He will

journey to France this summer to begin a

pro career.

"I think Neal can go undefeated. He's

hitting the ball real well. I keep l«>oking

for the tiger in the guy. he can win by jusi

outlasting people." said Szlosek. "He's

hitting his backhand more than sUcing it.

It's become a weapon, instead of a shot the

other guy is going to make an error on.

The backhand is going by people and it

makes his slice backhand more effective.

"Neal is deceptively quick on his feet and

has fast hands at the net. I'll go on record

as saying that I think he is going to win

the Atlantic 10 Championship." said

Szlosek.

STEVE JORDAN: He has risen from

number four in the fall to number two.

The key'.' "Steadiness." says Szk>sek.

"Last fall he started to let people push him

around. So far this spring he's not letting

people push him around. He's holding his

ground and playing his tennis. He's

playing a bit smarter.

STIART GOODMAN: From Pitt

sburgh. PA and only a freshman.
Goodman was 8 2 in the fall. He now holds

down the third singles spot.

"He's good and he's going to get a helluva

lot better. Right now he's a decent

number two. a great number three, or a

phenomenal number four," .said Szlosek of

his prize recruit. "He's got a k)t of

everything you need. Nothing is really

outstanding and nothing is weak. He's got

good foot speed, good quickness, a good
serve, good concentration, plus he's got

size and some power. Add it all up. and it's

solid. He'll be one of the top players in

New England the next three vears."

NICK JULIAN: When Mackertich was
injured last spring. Julian stepped in and
played number one singles for several

matches. A steady player with a big

forehand. Julian"s fall to number four is

only considered temporary
'With a couple of days of good weather.

Nick can put his game together and really

roll. Im not worried about Nick. This will

make Nick more tenacious. He'll definitely

make a run for number two." said Szbsek.
In the doubles, the expected teams are

Mackertich Julian. Jordan Lindgren. (7

in the fall, including a dramatic win at BU
after surviving triple match point) and
Goodman will be matched with Gelinas.

Duseau. or Salem.
Although the schedule has three tough
matches in the first week (Thursday vs.

Vermont. Saturday vs. Boston College
and Monday vs. Rhode Island, all at home)
am undefeated season is anticipated. One
reason is that seven of the nine dual
matches are in Amherst.

"It's going to be great. We're going to

stay here and play on our courts and be
used to our wind." said Szlosek. "It's just

murder when you have to get out of the
van two or three times. Everybody is

coming here, so it works out real well."

As mentioned, the squad will begin
Thursday against the University of

Vermont. La.st fall the Minutemen edged
the Catamounts 5 4 in Burlington. VT.
Szlosek states: "Our goals are these: We

want to improve on last spring's record (3

4). we want to win the Atlantic 10. we
want to finish top five in the New
England's and we want to beat every team
that beat us a year ago."

C«Maffiaa H^U ^ JaiMi pMratto

UMass lacrosse players Paul Fogarty and Michael Fiorini celebrating

during the Minutemen victory over Hobart Saturday.

Softball team is a big winner
By GERRY dcSIMAS

raikpaa Staff

There are various words that coukj

describe yesterday's bone chilling

University of Massachusetts — Keene
.State Softball game. One is bk)wout. others

are romp, wipeout. slaughter, and an-

nihilation.

In the numbing cold with a nasty wind,

UMass disposed of division II Keene St. 13-

0. Southpaw Lynn Stockley. in raising her

record to 4 1 . tossed a one hitter and struck

out eight.

UMass pounded out lf> hits and went

through the entire batting order in the

second, third and fifth innings.

"It's rough to come down and play a game
like this after a douhleheader with

Rutgers," said head coach Elaine Sortino.

"The thing I Uked about the game was the

kids maintained their intensity level. They
didn't fall asleep."

Sortino also made some lineup changes in

the game, putting freshman catcher Beth

Talbott behind the plate for some college

catching experience. Regular catcher

Jackie Gaw took the day off from behind the

plate and handled the DH duties.

Regular DH Ann Ringrose played right

field and Mary Ann Lombardi filled in at

Talbott's left field spot.

It wasn't a particularly exciting game

although the UMass offense did their best,

hitting the stuffings out of the ball to en

tertain the few chilly fans.

In the second, the Minutenoen rolled

through the order highlighted by Talbott's

two run shot up the third base line. In the

third, the inning was sparked by AUysoo

Rioux's double, a shot to left.

It was a day to hit and hit and hit. Rioux

went 3 for 3 with a double and 2 RBI. Gaw
went 3 for 4 with a double and 3 RBI.

Talbott (two doubles). Chris Coughlin and

Debbie Pickett all went 2 for 4,

Next up for UMass is another

douhleheader. this lime with Atlantic 10

rival Rhode Island, in Kingston tomorrow

at 2:30. URI has some young pitchers on

their staff.

UMass only played one game with Keene

because the New Hampshire team doesn't

have a junior varsity team.

The UMass junior varsity won their

second game of the year downing Keene St.

(2nd stringers) by a 8 3 score. The JV
Minutewomen were led by sophomore

pitcher Krista Stanton who only gave up

two hits while striking out 11. Stanton had

a perfect game going into the fifth inning.

Offensively, second baseman Jackie Swist

led the team with three hits and two runs.

Janet Miller and Ellen Arcieri each added

two hits to the winning cause, UMass. who
defeated Smith 10 3 earlier this season, is

undefeated.

UMass baseball victorious
By KEVIN DELUCA

Callariaa SUff

The University of Massachusetts baseball

team, with a big five run eighth inning,

finally won a game in New England,
defeating the University of Connecticut, 7-

5, at UConn yesterday.

The game started slowly, with neither

team scoring until UMass broke the ice with

a run in the top of the third off of Huskies'

starter. Ken Brown.
However, by the end of seven innings,

UConn had scored three runs against

Minuteman starter Bruce Emerson while

the UMass offense had added only one more
run, to leaveihe Minutemen trailing. 3-2.

The big blows of the inning were
delivered by Dean Bennett and Chris

Waszczuk. Bennett drove in two runs with

a single while Waszczuk clobbered his fifth

home run, a solo shot.

In the bottom of the ninth, UConn
mounted a serious threat, scoring two runs

and leaving the bases loaded. Reliever Matt
Subocz ended the threat after walking in a

run. but not without the help of a fine

defensive play by third baseman Andy
Connors to get the final out. Subocz earned

a save, while Emerson, the converted

shortstop, picked up his first victory of the

year.

UMass is now 3 10. The Minutemen play

a double header this Saturday at New
Hampshire.
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Two members of the University of
Massachusetts Parachute Club avoid the state

flagpole as thej float down on Haig^s Mall dur-

ing a demonstration jump yesterday at noon.

General Ed. plan

faces vote today
By RITA MURPHY

Cattagtea Staff

After nearly two months of both criticizing and praising

the General Education Curriculum proposal, the

University of Ma-ssachusetts Faculty Senate will vote

today on the controversial plan.

The proposal has taken nearly two years to reach the

floor of the senate.

During the past four senate meetings, senators have

expressed both approval and di.saffection with the plan,

which would, if passed, significantly alter undergraduate

University requirements.

The proposal calls for. among other things, the

elimination of the current distribution requirements which

require undergraduates to elect a number of courses from

•*C. " "D." and "E" cores.

That distribution system would be replaced by a new

curriculum having Skills. Breadth of Knowledge and

Integration of Knowledge components.

There are six motions before the senate concerning the

proposal.

Three of the motions concern the specifics of each

component of the prop<isal. The other three motions were

recently introduced by the sennte AraHemir Matters
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Students gain input on SATF, SGA
components ofnew Long Range Plan

By BILL WALL
CalWfiaa SUff

As a result of a meeting Tuesday between student

government leaders and top administrators, the section of

the new Long-Range Plan for the University of

Massachusetts dealing with the Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF) and the role of the Student Government
Association (SGA) has been extensively modified and

revised.

The original section of the Long-Range Plan was a

source of concern for the SGA leadership because of "a

lack of student input, negative rhetoric concerning stu-

dent control of the SATF, the administration's desire to

take control of the SATF, and their attempt to define the

role of the SGA," said SGA co-president Tom Ahem.
"The orginal plan showed an extreme lack of concern

for student needs and involvement," SGA co-president

Charlene Allen said.

In response to what was perceived as a challenge to the

SGA's autonomy, Ahern, Allen, and Student Trustee Jim
Murphy met with Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey last Thurs

day and Friday to express their concern over the contents

of the section, Allen said.

"We wanted massive changes in the original — not just

U> reword it. So Duffey asked us to come up with our pro-

posal over the weekend and he would review it Monday
and discuss it with us Tuesday." Ahem said.

The Tuesday meeting was attended by Allen, Ahem,
Murphy, Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker Chris

Sullivan, SGA treasurer Eric Nitzache, Vice-Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson, Duffey. and his

associate, Bonnie Stricklund. At it, Duffey presented a
revised proposal which "was the supposed combined ef-

fort between student leaders and the chancellor's staff,

but there was some negative things in it which we (both

sides) went through and agreed to reword," Allen said.

"We tried together to come up with a text that would
represent both concerns, those of the SGA and of the Ad-

ministration, with respect to their responsibilities," Duf-

fey said. "I appreciate what they are trying to say but we
are coming at it from different angles. I don't think I can

be fully responsive to all their concerns."

The plan differs frf)m the original by a re-ordering of

priorities, by incorporating involvement by studenUs in the

creation of the planning process, an SGA charter, and in

defining the role of the SGA.
The section's original priorities (improving financial

management and defining the role of the SGA) have been

changed to: expanding the academic mission of the

University by providing services to students, combatting

oppression, insuring the financial integrity and long-term

stability of the SATF, and defining the role of the SGA.
Barring any further modifications, the revised edition of

the section will be placed in the new Long- Range F'lan and
will be sent to the Board of Trustees for their approval.

Student pro-tenant candidates take five

of eight precincts in Town Meeting
By NANCY GONTER

CaOaffteaSuff

Students and pro-tenant candidates for Town Meeting
swept the ballots in five of Amherst's eight precincts in

Tuesday's town election.

In precincts one, three, four, five, and six, pro-rent con-

trol, progressive slates won out over candidates who are

related to the rental industry in Amherst.

The progressive candidates support rent control legisla

Uon, the regulation of condominium conversion, town sup-

ported child care, and the continued support of the no-fare

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA) bus service, ac

cording to flyers sent out in some of the precincts.

University of Massachusetts student organizers from

the Student Center for Educational Research and Ad
vocacy (SCERA) the Commuter Area Government, and
Tenants Organizing Prtyect (TOP), said they were disap-

pointed with the student turnout at the polls.

"I'm fairly disappointed in the student turnout. We put

a lot of work into getting out to students," TOP member
Mitch Gasiin said.

Gaslm, who was reelected to Town Meeting in Precinct

One, said progressive organizers are going to work even

harder to get the student vote next year.

Organizers said they were pleased by the large amount
of pro-tenant candidates who were elected, citing the

60-55 elected in all the precincts.

"We were very pleased that a substantial number of

students and pro-tenant people were elected," Laura

Gallant, student coordinator of SCERA and a member of

TOP, said.

Gasiin also said he was fairly optimistic about the

passage of rent control at this spring's Town Meeting. He
said the rent control article lost by only 15 votes at last

year's Town Meeting. However, the Board of Selectmen
endorsed rent control last year, he said, and probably

won't this year because of ita newly elected member. Allen

Torrey.

Several students involved in student government were
elected to Town Meeting, including Student Government
Association co-presidenLs (Charlene Allen (m Precinct

Four), and Tom Ahem (in Precinct One). Former SGA
President Jim Murphy was also elected in Precinct Six.
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year). ElWn Story (one ynr)
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Dukakis expected to sign tuition aid bill

By MARY CRESSE
CaHagUaSUfl

Relief from escalating tuition bills is apparently in sight,

as Gov. Michael S. Dukakis is expected tomorrow to sign a

bill allocating a total of S34 million in state scholarship aid,

an aide to the governor said yesterday.

Jim Hinkle, administrative assistant for education for

the governor, yesterday said Dukakis will sign into law the

$15 million increase in the current state financial aid

package that was supported earlier by the legislature. The
amount is an $11 million increase over the amount
originally requested by the governor for the academic year

1983 4.

"It's the result of a long term joint effort on the part of

the legislature and the governor," Hinkle said.

I'nder the plan, aid will be divided into three categories:

i^cnoral scholarship aid for Massachusetts public and

private colleges, special scholarships, and special private

grant programs.

The Massachusetts Board of Regents would oversee the

implementation of the funding which would go into effect

July 1, 19K3. the beginning of fiscal year 1984. and extend
into the 1983 84 academic year.

General scholarship aid wouki total $15 million and
provide upwards of ^,000 grants and financial awards to

students. Special scholarships, a "new item," according to

Hinkle, would receive $15 million, while the fund which
provides additional monies for students receiving aid from
private corporations would receive $4 million.

The bill was passed in the House and Senate on March 30

and 31 respectively, after a proposed two-cent per gallon

gasoline tax increase, which called indirectly iot $25

million in student financial aid assistance, failed.

If the governor signs the bill, it will be considered a

victory for many legislators who have been fighting for it.

including the two Amherst Democrats. Rep. James Collins

and Sen. John Giver, who have been pushing for a financial

aid bill since mid 1962.

"It will be particularly satisfying," Giver aide Stan

Rosenberg said.
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World and National News
Reagan blasts

Democrat plan
PITTSBURGH (AP) — As thousands of

unemployed workers demonstrated outside

in drenching rain. President Reagan
yesterday touted his economic policies and

charged that the Democrats' spending plan

would plunge the nation back into an even

worse recession.

Speaking at a jobs conference in this

economically depressed steel town, Reagan
turned up the heat in his battle against the

proposed Democratic budget alternative

approved by the House.

"I've never seen a budget proposal with a

more flagrant disregard for its con

sequences — and those consequences would

be more unemployed Americans, higher

interest rates, more government spending

and a recession worse than the one we're

just emerging from," he said.

Reagan flew here to inspect a job

retraining program intended to teach

computer skills to laid off workers and to

address a conference on unempk>yment
caused by the decline in heavy industry.

Five thousand protesters, by police

estimate, jammed the streets outside the

downtown hotel where Reagan was
speaking, waving banners, chanting

slogans and booing the president when he
arrived.

"Reagan. Reagan, he's no good. Send him
back to Hollywood!" they shouted.

Among the placards held aloft was one
reading, "Want jobs, not voodoo
economics " Another read. "Cannot live

with Reaganomics."

Tecuya, the second California Condor ever hatched in captivity, rests

Tuesday after hatching; at the San Diego Zoo. Tecuya appears in good

health, though smaller than Sisquoc, the first Condor that hatched

there last Wednesday.

Soviets deploy new missile
WASHINGTON (AP) The Soviet Union

has developed a new, long range land at

tack cruise missile which it may deploy on

mobile launchers as a fresh threat to

Western Europe, U.S. intelligence sources

said yesterday.

The missile, designated by intelligence

officials as the SSCX 4. is said to have a

range of nearly 1.900 miles, more than the

American cruise, the GLCM, scheduled for

deployment in Europe late this year.

U.S. reconnaissance satellites recently

detected what analysts believe is a possible

mobile launcher for the SSCX 4 at a test

center in the Soviet Union. It was
described as a wheeled tractor trailer

vehicle big enough to launch four missiles.

Intelligence analysts, speaking only on

condition that they reniam anonymous, said

the Soviets might be able to move such

missiles around relatively rapidly over long

distances and that they could bring most

key targets in Western Europe within their

range if they were deployed in Eastern

European nations belonging to the Soviet

led Warsaw Pact.

There was no prediction as to when the

new Soviet land attack ground launched

cruise missile might become operational.

If the U.S. intelligence assessments

prove to be accurate, such new missiles

would add to the perceived threat to

Western Europe represented by in

termediate range nuclear ballistic missiles,

such as the much discussed SS 20. which

carries thrc^e warheads, has a range of more

than 3.100 miles and can hit Western

Europe from well inside the Soviet Union.

Astronauts do

practice walk
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Two

astronauts who will take the first U.S.

space walk in nine years tested their space

suits yesterday and pronounced them fit for

the next day's adventure in the shuttle

Challenger's open cargo bay.

Mission specialists Story Musgrave and

Don Peterson were so eager to get ready

that they completed many of the two hours

of tests by the time they were supposed to

start them.

At White Sands, N.M., meanwhile,

engineers firmed up plans to correct the

orbit of the huge communications satellite

that went astray after being ejected from

Challenger on Monday. They ran into

trouble with the errant satellite again and

got out of it, again.

The astronauts' practice session involved

putting on the bulky suits and pressurizing

the airlock, everything short of actually

leaving the spaceship, and checking the

suits' pressure and communications.

"The checkout... was totally normal,"

Musgrave reported.

The excursion into the ship's 60 foot long

cargo bay will have one element not

planned before the flight. Mission Control

told Musgrave to photograph nylon

covering flapping loose on ihe ship's tail.

Musgrave and Peterson will be tethered

by 50 foot cables. One flight director said

Musgrave may "kind of hop up" to aim his

camera over a maneuvering engine toward

the nylon.

On the last flight of Columbia problems

with both space suits were discovered

hours before the astronauts were to make
their space walk. The exercise was can

celed.

Springfieldworkers

suffer lung damage
SPRINGFIELD - According to a

company-commissioned study, almost one

out of eight workers exposed to asbestos at

Monsanto Co.'s plant here has suffered

asbestos-related lung damage.

In 1978, the chemical company began a

study of 487 workers that nuiy have been

exposed to asbestos used in the plant's

phenolic manufacturing operation from

1941 until 1959, company spokesman Gar
Fletcher said yesterday.

Fletcher said X rays showed fi.'i workers,

or 13 percent of those examined, had suf

fered "pleural thickening" of lung tissue

related to a-sbestos exposure.

No deaths have ocurred among the

workers as the result of the exposure to

asbestos, he said.

Several former Monsanto employees,

diagnosed as suffering from asbestosis,

had been among hundreds of former

asbestos workers across the country to file

suit against the Johns- Manville Corp..

which supplied Monsanto with asbestos.

Johns-Mansville has since filed for

bankruptcy.

Churches call 1982

'good religious year'

Religious rights are being trampled in 24

of the world's nations, but there are scat-

tered areas of improvements, says a sum-

mary of data gathered from around the

globe.

While suppression has increased in some
countries, it has lessened in others, making
1982 "on balance, a good religious year,"

the report says.

Nevertheless, in some places "your

beliefs could still cost you your life." says

the report compiled by A.D.. an official

monthly published jointly by the United

Church of Christ and the United

Presbyterian Church.

The third such annual study, it wsis based

on questionnaire responses from govern

ments. religious centers, denominations

and councils, academic researchers and

human rights groups, as well as news
reports and staff interviews in many coun

tries.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Peter Velei, left, of Lenox, pro-

moter of "Ladies Mudwrestling' in

Pownal, Vt., tells Paul Harsch. a
leader of a P'oup of Pownal
residents protesting the show, that

he respects their right to protest
the event. Velez brought mud-
wrestling to PownaPs American
Legion Hall after several nearby
Massachusetts towns refused him a
license. About 400 attended the
show, which a dozen protesters

said exploited women.

Miss, residents say

"better dead than red'

BOSTON - Nearly one half of the

Massachusetts residents polled by a univer-

sity survey center say they'd prefer all-out

nuclear war to communist rule and one in

three said, in effect, they would rather be

'Dead than Red."

Of 792 residents surveyed by telephone,

49 percent said they would prefer all-out

nuclear war to living under Communist
rule, 40 percent chose Communist rule and
11 percent couldn't decide.

When told that nuclear war would mean
death for everyone in the United States

and many other nations, a third of those

polled still picked war.

"One in three in effect said 'Better Dead
than Red,'" said Prof. Padraig O'Malley, a
senior policy analyst at the Center for

policy Studies at the University of

Massachusetts, which released results of

the poll Tuesday.

"The concept of nuclear war is so un-

thinkable, that pe<»ple have difficulty even
in accepting it. It remains an abstraction

even when its consequences are explicitly

described," he said.

It shows how the process of politicization

has left a deeply ingrained impression in

the public mind of what Communist rule

would be like."
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Democratic minorities

want more delegates

BOSTON - Blacks and Hispanics caUed

for a stronger voice yesterday in future

Democratic party affairs.

Rep. Raymond Jordan, D SpringfieM. told

a Statehouse news conference that

minorities would seek a guarantee of 6

percent representation at future con

vent ions.

The 6 percent minimum will be one of the

platform issues blacks and Hispanics will

support at this weekend's Democratic State

Convention in Springfield. He said there

will be only about 75 to 100 blacks and

Hispanics among the 4.000 delegates.

Jordan speculated that another 100 blacks

and Hispanics sought delegate status at

party caucuses but were not elected.

Ban on nightjogging

bill meets opposition
BOSTON Even Rep. Mary

Jeanette Murray's son is against her

proposal to ban night jogging.

But the Cohasset Republican isn't

sweating it, even after four workers in the

House clerk's office complained when she

filed the bill.

Murray is serious about the legislation

and she says she filed it to protect the

joggers.
"1 filed that jogging bill because so many

times we've almost hit people," she said

yesterday after asking the Pubhc Safety

Committee to support her bill. "I represent

three small towns. We have some really

windy roads, and, with Proposition 2 1/2, so

many of the towns have cut out street

lights."

Station owners claim

snags with new test
BOSTON (AP) — State officials said

Wednesday the first week of the new auto

emissions testing program is going

smoothly, but a spokeman for service

stations described troubles with test

(Mjuipmi'nl as a "serious problem."

James Ayott«> of the Bay Slate Gasoline

Retailers .\ss(K'iation and a represent at i\»'

of an equipment manufacturer both agreed,

however, that problems will diminish when
the mechanics get used to the emissions

analyzers.
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Northampton clown Henry Brown entertains some enthusiastic fans

yesterday beneath the Fine Arts Center sculpture. Brown was on cam-

pus to promote the Seventh Annual New England Artist Festival,

which is moving from Northampton to the University of Massachusetts

this year. New England's largest multi-arts festival will be held June 4

and 5 in and around the Haigis Mall and Fine Arts Center. The festival

IB sponsored by the UMass Arts Extension Service.

'On the other Hand' wants to

use official evaluations to

write annual publication
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

('•iiffiaii surr

The decision whether to allow the Course

and Teacher Evaluation (CATE» Project to

us«' departmental teacher evaluations in the

production of their annual publication, "On
The Other Hand." will have a great effect

on future publications of that book, project

coordinator Peter A. DeLiso said

yesterday.

The case is presently in appeals court and

has been for a few months. DeLiso said.

Results of the case are expected this month

or next month, he said.

The question that has been raised in court

concerns the release of departmental

teacher evaluations to CATE for the

purpose of including statements by

students in the annual "On The Other

Hand."
CATE maintains the evaluations are

statements of performance and not covered

by the right to privacy act, wnicii uiaiiivf is

and protects personnel and medical files.

The opposing side said the evaluations are

filed under personnel and are therefore

statements of personnel, DeLiso said.

"If we do win. we will be able to look at the

departmental evaluations. A lot more
evaluations will be available to us." he said.

"If we lose, we're going to make the book

anyway, and continue to do so whether the

administration wants us to or not. Students

give us a good evaluation on their own

outside the classroom." he said.

But if the case is decided agaiii>-i 'He

project, the number of evaluations (A IK

currently uses from cooperating depart

ments will decrease.

Senate givesUPC $25,000 for
* Mystery Series' concerts

•o.. ,^«xi r^.i-r^MTMVi I «ya. Romeo Void, the Joe F
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Collc(iMi SUff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night granted $25,000 to the Union

Program Council (UPC) to help finance this

year's spring concert, now called "Mystery

Series 1983".

UPC Talent Coordinator Bill Prichett said

the concert will be "a two day show," with

"approximately three acts a day," but he

would not reveal the exact dates and

location of the concerts "for security

reasons."

"We'll let you know where it is," Prichett

told the senators, "but I'd really rather not

say right now."

As an example of the effectiveness of

secrecy, Prichett told senators of a man
from the University of Massachusetts at

Boston who came into the UPC office

yesterday and "asked for the (concert)

dates so he could bring up ten busloads of

students from UMass, Boston" for the

concert.

UPC will announce the details of the

concerts "probably five days before the

event," through advertisements in the

Collegian. Prichett said. Vice Chancellor of

Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson
recommended the policy "to keep the

concert to the campus," Prichett said.

Dave Edmunds. Angela Bofill. Spyro

"The chemical engineering department

has been good to us." he said. 'Some

professors cooperate occasionally. Right

now most departments and professors are

playing it middle of the road. There is

some peer pressure going on here".

"On The Other Hand evaluations are

tabulated by students in the project and the

Academic Affairs Office each summer and

circulated during September and October

before ring registration. It is funded

through student fees, although DeLiso did

not say how much the book costs.

"Let's just say it costs as much as you

would expect a book of that nature to cost.

It's not cheap." DeLiso said. "But. on the

other hand, we do do a good job at keeping

the price to a minimum. We shop around

for the best buys. We're saving the

students money.

"Last year the work was done on a

volunteer basis. This year. 90 percent of

the work was done in the Whitmore

Administration Building, which leaves us

more time to publicize. This year more

students should know what the project is.

"The paradox simply is it can provide good

service to students but only if the students

serve it. It's really students helping

students."

"Another paradox is the departments that

say the respondents are not enough to give

a good cross section of evaluation

therefore they're not going to give

evaluations, but they say they think it's a

good service."

Perry Project,

and Sonny Rollins are all possible acts for

the event, Prichett said, but he would not

say whether any of these acts had signed

with UPC to perform.

The concert should cost approximately

$39,400 Prichett said, but there will be no

admission charge. UPC will pay $8,000 into

the event, and the Campus Center Board of

Governors will contribute $6,000, in ad

dition to the $25,000 contributed by the

Student Government Association (SGA).

In other business last night, the senate

voted to delay for two weeks the election of

a UMass, Amherst chapter representative

to the State Students Association of

Massachusetts (SSAM) General Assembly.

State Student organi/er Michael Ferrigno

protested that neither he nor many of the

chapter members knew the election would

be held.

"There are a lot of people active in SSAM
who aren't senators." Ferrigno said. "It

just makes sense that we should hold a

meeting of the chapter before we go ahead

on this. In two weeks we'll have time to sit

down and discuss this among the chapter

members and come up with a good

recommendation for the SGA." Some
senators argued students would know more

about SS.\M in two weeks, and a wider

range of candidates would be available to

represent the University to the SSAM.

Non-union professors attack

Knapp's stance on contract
By RICHARD NANGLE

LsUcgua SUff

An open letter sent Monday to Universi-

ty of Massachusetts President David C.

Knapp ar>d sijfned by 1 1 UMass professors

criticized his support of a union contract

which forces all faculty and librarians to

join or risk being fired.

Four of the so called "Amherst 11" were

susperKled during spring break week after

refusing to choose one of the three options

given to them by Knapp in a hand-delivered

tetter to each in March. The professors are

protesting being forced to join the

Massachusetts Society of Professors

(MSP), the faculty union on the Amherst
and Boston campuses.

Six of the professors were iwt fired

because they filed litigation with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commit-

tee. The other choices Knapp gave included

filing a grievance or paying the $235 agen-

cy fee.

"We are writing to you filled with shame
for our University." the open letter said.

"By your recent actions, we believe you

have chosen to abrogate the concept of

tenure and have thereby severely shaken

the foundations of academic freedom at the

University of Massachusetts.

"We were granted tenure for

demonstrating excellence in research,

teaching and service. To make our con-

tinued employment contingent on the pay-

ment of a fee makes a mockery of the

original award of tenure.

"To claim that (the contract) is the law

ignores the fact that you did not have to

sign a contract with such a clause or to en-

force the union's demands so willingly or

brutally. Were we uncharitable, we might

suspect that you chose suspensions so that

the stigma of firing tenured faculty would

not taint y(»ur career.

"As faculty members, we are apfialled by

the lack of notice about your action. Did

you take this action on your own? Why
didn't the various Chancellors and Deans

comment loudly about your action?

"As faculty members, we are depressed

by the fact that your action forces some of

us to lose a considerable amount of nwi^y.

Others have been forced to join in litigation

about the size of the agency fee an 1 not

about its existence. They are being forced

to fight the wrong fight.

"Many of our fellow faculty have told us

that they support our position. They would

take similar action but are terrified of

similar suspensions. Thus, your action has

effectively blocked other faculty from the

expression of their beliefs.

"UMass is the first major university to

abandon completely tenure and aspects of

academic freedom."

Professor William C. Conner of the

chemical engineering dept.. who has been

active in the hearings disputing the agency

fee. also signed the letter

Professor John Palmer of the zoology

department, one of the signers of the let-

ter, called the contract "a guarant*^ of

mediocrity." He said good teachers aiKl

great scholars would be dissuaded from

coming to UMass in the future if man-

dat4^»ry union fees are not eliminated.

"The quality of University faculty will

drop to that of a community college and the

students will lose a hell of a lot." he said.

At hearing yesterday in Boston, the MSP
was asked to open its account books for the

Boston Labor Relations Committee

Knapp and MSP president Bruce Laurie

were unavailable for comment yesterday.

Good times roll for fraternity
By PAUL DESMOND

C«U*tiMiSuff

Travellers using Route 9 this weekend

nruiy come across some unusual traffic bet-

ween Amherst and Boston. Members of

Bete Kappa Phi Fraternity will be rolling a

keg from Faneuil Hall in Boston to

Amherst to benefit the United Way.

So far, at least $2,000 in pledges has

been promised, according to Bete Kappa

brother Paul Gentili.

"We're going to merchants in town and

hitting up friends and relatives," Cientili

said. Sponsors are asked to pledge a cer-

tein amount of money per mile.

Approximately 25 fraternity brothers

will do the actual rolling and running while

another 20 will be riding along the route in

vans, conducting various promotional ac-

tivities and providing protection for run-

ners from the sometimes hazardous condi-

tions along Route 9, (lentili said.

"It's a cooperative effort by the whole

house," he said, "and all precautions are

being taken" for the runner's safety.

The crew is scheduled to leave Boston at

about 10 a.m. Saturday and spend Satur-

day night in Worcester. (Jentili "aid he ex-

pecte 5ie keg to roll into Amherst around 2

or 3 p.m. Sunday.

Proceeds from the keg roll will be given

to the Hampshire Community United Way.
It in turn will distribute money to the 23

agencies that make up the United Way,
such as the Association for Retarded

Citizens, Children's Aid and Family Ser-

vice, and Visiting Nurses Associations.

The key roll is the brain child of Bete

Kappa brother Craig Keenan, who works

for Miller Brewing Co., donators of the

sacrificial keg.

Any person interested in making a

pledge or receiving more information about

the keg roll can call Paul Danello or Craig

Keenan at Bete Kappa.
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WorldHealthDay tries

forhealth by year2000
"Better Lifestyle, Better Health" is the

theme of World Health Day. which is being

observed today by several groups spon-

soring tables on the Campus Center

Concourse.

Sponsored by the World Health
Organization (WHO). World Health Day
will be recognized worldwide under the

theme "Health for AU By the Year 2000:

The Countdown has begun."

As a part of World Health Day, a survey

was taken recently at the University of

Massachusetts in which only half of the 300

students questioned were able to correctly

answer 5 of the 10 questions asked. None of

the students answered all 10 questions

correctly, according to Margaret A. Brew
and Marina Najjar, the students who
conducted the survey.

Fewer than half the students answering

the survey were aware that 25 percent of

the world's population has no access to safe

drinking water, that in poorer nations

infant mortality is more than ten percent,

or that one fourth of the world's population

is chronically undernourished.

Information about the survey will be

available at the table on the Campus Center

concourse.

Also as a part of World Health Day, a

collection will be uken at the concourse

table, in Earthfoods. and at the Peoples

Market to help build a health clinic in the

African nation of Burundi.

Early morningprank
causes waterdamage
An automatic fire hose activated early

yesterday morning in the Graduate

Research Center caused extensive water

damage to the first, second and third floors,

liniversily of Massachusetts police said

yesterday.

According to poUce, perpitrators turned

on the hoses at full pressure, leaving up to

two inches of water on the second and third

SlSSl^iSfft;*:;: iXiSHm*^-

floors of the tower and causing heavy

damage to the ceiling tiles of the first and

second floors. The water has since been

removed.
The vandalism was reported at 3:15 a.m.

yesterday.

Police said nozzles were reported missing

from fire hoses on the first and ninth floors.

There are no suspects, police said. The case

is still under investigation.

Disney Worldgiving
information session

Any student who attended the Magic

Kingdom College Program presentation,

either at the Cooperative Education Fair or

at the HRTA Career Day. are asked to

attend a final presentation. The final in

formation session and an opportunity to

sign up for an interview will be held next

Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. in Flint Laboratory

(HRTA Bldg.). The actual interviews will

be held during the following day. Students

must have attended one of the information

sessions held in February in order to sign

up for an interview. If you have any

questions about the Magic Kingdom College

Program or about the interviews, please

contact John Best at 546 6423 or Craig

Ahrens at 256 8798.
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Collegian News
Reporters

There will be a man-
datory meeting for all Col-

legian news reporters, cor-

respondents and staff

members, tonight at 6:30

p.m. in the newsroom.
Regular assignments and
other pressing matters will

be discussed.
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS,

INTRAMURAL HIOHUOHTS

Announcttmentt:
Basketball forfeit fees are in - bring your 10 to 215

Boyden to claim your check.

Schedules available for Badminton doubles

Mens Badminton begins Thursday 4/7

Womens Badminton begins Monday 4/11

Co-Rec Badminton begins 4/7

Meetings:
Spring Track entries are due April 19

for meet on April 26

Qualified soccer and softball officials needed: please ap-

ply 215 Boyden Building.

Work study office supervisor needed: 215 Boyden
52693
Softball /Soccer managers are reminded to call the IM

Office regarding rescheduled games.

Come One Come AM
Boyden Swim is: M - 8 am 9 am Tu thru Thurs 7:30

u J '

SHOE
M9Aa^ 187 n. fileasant st^ antherst

oLlecave
opies

nesunes
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IT'S
HAPPY
HOUR

PIZZA,
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Happy Hour
Thursday 9 - close

Friday 2 - 5:30

FREE PIZZA
UNIVERSITY orAnhcm Mass. TEL. S494713

SO' DRAFTS 99* BAR DRINKS

Debate Team does surprisingly well,

finishes in top sixteen in tournament
By JAY HOLZMAN

Collcgiui CorrcspoiMicat

Beside its teams in the Curry Hicks Cage and Alumni
Stadium, the University of Massachusetts has another

team to cheer for. It's the UMass Debate Team.
After returning from the four day National Debate
Tournament (NDT) in Denver, Colorado, on Sunday, the

UMass Debate Team established itself as one of the top

teams in the country.

Represented by juniors Steve Anderson and Eric Jensen,

UMass finished the tournament with a 5-3 record, placing

them as one of the top 16 teams in the nation. Among their

losses was to runner-up Dartmouth. UMass equaled their

best record in the history of their NDT entries.

"They did better than anyone expected." Coach Star Muir

said pointing out that this was to be a rebuilding year for

his team.
"Other coaches and judges were saying how they (the

UMass team) set themselves up nicely for a good showing

next year. They really deserved this." the first year coach

added.

Junior Eric Jensen came away from the tournament

optimistic.

"It looks good for next year because we'll have lots of

seniors while other teams will be losing a lot of people to

graduation," he explained.

Along with their showing in the NDT, the team of Jensen
and freshman Danny Povinelli came away with first place

in the Novice Nationals, heW two weeks ago at Nor

thwestern University in Chicago. The Novice Nationals

are set up for first year debaters. In that tournament, 48

teams from 22 states attended.

Unlike star running backs, basketball stars, or Garber's

Gorillas. UMass debaters need an American Express Card
to be recognized on campus. However, according to team
members, the effort they put in is worth it.

"It's fun. It gives you a chance to think on your feet and
outhink others," freshman Danny PovineUi said.

As for time committments, Povinelli added, "In an

average week, I'll spend 10-20 hours a week at the Debate
Union (located in Munson Hall) or at the library doing

research. We do the equivalent of two or three research

papers a week. Now it takes me only an hour to research a

term paper."

Junior Steve Anderson said, "If a debater sticks with the

activity for a year, he'll definitely improve his speaking

and research skills. In addition, you get to meet lots of

new people from around the nation."

For junior Ike Hawkins, the debate team fits right in with

his plans to be a lawyer.

"It teaches you to speak coherently and organize your

thoughts. No debater would be nervous in front of a crowd
of any size." Hawkins said.

"It's very educational. Even when we lose, it helps us

point out our weaknesses," Jensen added.

The competitive season, which began in October, is now
over. However, activities still continue for the 16 member
team. This summer, UMass will be the site for workshops
for debaters from across the country.

The students also participate in a public debate program
which presents debates on current topics to schools,

citizens groups, social clubs, and the general public. This

year's debate topics include "The Nuclear Freeze," "The
Moral Majority, " "The Value of a College Education, " and
"Foreign Arms Sales."

r«ll«CiM pkmU hf Urn Po«m

Univertitj of MassachuBetts Debate Team memberB Danny Povinelli. Eric Jensen, and Stephen

Anderton, left to right, peer out over a collection of trophies the team haa won in recent yeara.

UMASS SKI CLUDI
SAT 4/9 TRIP

to

QdlKnglon
ONLY sia

lnclud#s:

Lift Ticket

Tronsportotion

R*fr*shm*nts

D#st Skiing in th# Eqs«

For mor* Info

.430 Stu^nt Union 5-0407

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHEKS1

»

AMERICAN
HERITAGE FESTIVAL

Bella Lewltzsky
Dance Company
Friday. April 8 8 p.m.

On Sal* Now

Springfield Symphony
Orchestra

with the

Billy Taylor Trio
Sunday, April fO 8 pjn.

On Sal* Now

Dexter Gordon Quartet
Thursday, April 14 8 p.m.

On Sal* Now
SoK Office: Noon to 4 p.m.

(413) S4S-2SI I Mastercard/Visa Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Beehives stolen

from Amherst farm
By DAVID B. MINER

coiicfMii sun

Amherst police yesterday said they are investigating the

theft of 15 beehives from Alkin's F'arm in South Amherst.
Police say the theft occurred sometime Monday night

and that each of the hives was valued at $100.

Richard Bonney. a noted bee keeper who teaches at the

University of Massachusetts, said the thief was "probably

another bee keeper who wanted to increase his stock of

hives."

"While the theft of hives is unusual for this area, it is a

fairly common practice nationally. In California, for

example, it is not uncommon for thousands of hives to be

stolen at a time." he said.

Bonney said Atkin's Farm does not raise bees as much
for their honey production (the average hive produces

about 50 pounds of honey per year) as for pollenation of

apple trees.

"Bees are an essential link in the process of pollenating

the apple trees," he said.

He estimated it would cost Atkin's Farm between $20
and $25 per hive to rent replacements.

He estimated each of the stolen hives contained about
35,000 bees.

* General ED
< 'iinl in ufd front page I

Because of the number of motions before the senate,
there is a possibility one or more components of the plan
may not be passed.

During debate over the proposal, the senate has been

divided on the issue of Breadth of Knowledge and

Integration of Knowk'dge. and specifically the proposed

Freshman Seminar.

Breadth of Knowledge is divided mto ma rti«-ds; con

tinuity and change, expressive culture, the individual,

societies and institutions, the biological world and the

physical world.

Some senators have said Breadth of Knowledge g<¥'s too

far. while olhtTs have said it d<H*sn t go far enough.

"I am very troubled by the whole concept of Breadth of

Knowledge. What I s«'e is that there is very litlk different

in this proposal than the system we currently have." said

Frank R. Hugus. German language and literature associate

professor at a recent senate meet injj.

Other senators have praised Breadth of KnowlfKlge.

calling it long overdue.

"We need some kind of a system so we can explain why'
to students when they are taking courses." said Micheline

Dufau. a professor of French and Italian.

The Integration of Knowledge component of the
proposal has been the most heavily debated part of the
plan.

Integration of Knowledge contains the Freshmen
Seminar, w hich has been both highly criticiz«>d and praised
by senators.

The aeminar encourages tenured faculty to teach smaller
classes comprised of freshmen.
There is very httle concensus in the senate on how the

vote will turn out.

"I don't think anyone ran say for sure how this thing it

going to turn out until the final vote is taken." said Charles
Hutchinson, chair of the Ad Hoc Committee on General
(ixlucation.

TAPE SALE p

DYNAMITE RECORDS |
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Maxell

UDXL-II

C90
TDKSA

Thornes Marketplace

Northampton

$2.50 7

584-1580
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363 Main Street

THURSDAY SPECIAL
Large Mushroom Pizza ONLY $5.50

One FREE coke with any small one or more item pizza

Two FREE cokes with any large one or more item pizza
(pleeise request cokes when ordering)

CaU 256-8587
i Price includes meeds tax open 1 1 :30 am - 2 am

Amherst store only

UJ

campuTER
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p^ Microcomputer
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Featuring

Apple II plus

Franklin ACE
Day, Weekly, or Monthly

PUDLIC NOTICE
i DAY ONLY
Selling At The

Howard Johnsons Mtr. Lodge
Rte. 9, 401 Russell St., Hodley

! DRAND NEW SURPLUS
MOTEL MATTRESS G FOUNDATIONS

I

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip— any size group— call or visit us
for a price quotation No obligation- it will be our

pleasure to quote you our
economical rates

1 Twin Size Mattress (40
i Twin Size Foundation. . #40

I
FuH Size Mattress % 50

I
FuM Size Foundation. . . #50

" - -•.». *v (46!
. * *^ *^ •-

'
>

'

;;-rr

-^H

Each Piece

And Up

I

CHARTER SERVICE
To All PoinU In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel, Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom EquipF>ed and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For
Information. Call 781-3320

Bus Lirit^ /r\-

99 Arnold Street Springfield MA
G*n«ral Ottic* A Chartor S*nrtc«: 7S3-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

1

FuM Size Foundation.
3e Carly For Best Selection No Phone
Ortters, Please

N' t to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new,

factory sealed m heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protecMon

Bring your car, truck or station wagon. We will load for you. SALE CON-
DUCTED INSIDE BUi'-DING

SALE - SUNDAY APRIL 10 -

10:30 am - 2:00 pm
Mastercard. . .VISA. . .Cash €r Carry

50 to 60% Off Nationally Advertised Top of the Line
Twin - Full Quaan h King Sizas Availabia - Warranty whan purchasad in tats.

The following RSO Groups have Accounts in the Student Activities

Trust Fund that have been suspended and are pending withdrawal
from the RSO System, To reactivate the RSO Accounts listed below

please contact the Assistant Business Manager in the Student Ac-

tivities Office, Room 416 Student Union Building, 545-3600, bet-

ween 1:00 pm and 4:00 pm weekdays.

Alklkal Karate

Social Theorists

Table Tennis Club

Democratic Student Committee
Consumer Affairs

Patria Libre

Heymakers
Third World Scientists

India Association

Christians of UMass
Racial Awareness

Dance Studio 1 Club

Zeta Nu
Drama Study Club

Communication Council

Badminton Club

Lab Technology Club

(NOT Undergrad Communications

Angel Flight

Archery Club

Arnold Air Society

Cape Cod Club

Classics Society

Coin Club

Fashion Marketing

Feminist Ecology Conference

Field Hockey

Hockey Club

Home Economics

Inst. Electrical Engineering

Japanese American Club

Judaica Resources

Judo Club

Kennedy Election

Lutheran Students

Club)

Near Eastern Organizations

Nurse Association /Student
(NOT Student Nurse Assoc.)

Photographers Guild

Plant/ Soil Science

Pre- Dental Club

Project Re-entry

Racquet Club

Rev. Communist Youth
Silver Screen Film

Socialist Feminist

So. Asian Cultural Society

Stop Amherst Towing
Students of Objectivism

Tennis Club

SUPE
Campus Scouts

Bullpen Club

Hlred!^
If you're like most graduating students,

these are the two words yo\i want to hear most
But today the job search is tougher than ever
Fewer jobs, more applicants You know it We
know It

We also know you're skeptical of people sell

mg answers by mail So we won't guarantee that
our book. "How to Land the Joh You WantT will
send a flood of job offers your way We will, how
ever, guarantee that if you dedicate yourself to
its precepts, you'll maximize your chances of
someone telling you. "You're hired"

"How to Land the Job You Want" provides
prActiCAl guidelines for all phases of the job
search not theoretical job hunting rhetoric
will help you identify career alternatives that
make the most sense for you Write an effective
resume Get. prepare for and handle interviews
And decide between job offers

What makes our book special'' It was devel
oped by the very people you want t ) hire you ex
ecutives at major US corporations We've used
the principles outlined in "How to Land the Job
You Want" to advance our own careers We ve
successfully coached others to advance theirs
And we've Interviewed applicants who have
followed them as well as those who haven't
"You're hired" is what we ve said to those
who have

Oet the edge on your competition Send for
your copy of "How to Land the Job You Want" Do
It today The book is only t9 95 The results
could be worth a whole lot more

It

r IBSS rulur'ii MtniMcmfni Oroup

Enclose 19 95 ( cash, check or money order )

for each copy of "How to Land the Job You Want"
ordered Conneclicui residents add 7'/^% tax
Mall coupon to r«tiar«* llaaaf«m«Bt ttromp,
P.O. Box isas, Or««Bwicli, CT 06830. Allow 2
4 weeks for delivery

Name

Address,

cay

Class of 198 , Major.

Desired Job Field

-State. .Zip

1 1 1 wculd be
willing to par
ticipale in a na
ttonal career/
Job survey (NO
PURCHASE
NECESSARY)
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State energy secretary visits UMass
By DAVID KIRKWOOD SUMMERSBY

Collcfian Staff

A public forum on energy was held yesterday at the

University of Massachusetts in which newly appointed

state Secretary of Energy Sharon Pollard and members of

her office sh£u*ed ideas, heard suggestions and became
familiar with a variety of representatives from groups in-

volved with energy in Western Massachusetts.
The Executive Office of Energy Resources (EOER) in

Massachusetts is in the process of planning its energy pro-

grams for the next four years, and is now receiving input

from people across the state on where the needs and con-

cerns for energy planning and funding lie.

"New directions and priorities are appropriate consider-

ing the changing energy picture, Gov. (Michael S.)

Dukakis' priorities, and new opportunities that are

available to us," Pollard told teachers, utility officials, and
representatives of energy advocacy groups, community
development offices and private industry.

One of the main topics discussed was the allocation of

$6.6 million received by Massachusetts and other states

from an oil overcharge lawsuit.

After hearing comments on how this money should be
allocated in the future. Pollard said, "We will carry out

our responsibility to return the money that consumers
were overcharged by designing programs for all kinds of

energy users."

Education, travel combined in program
By JEAN AMARAL

CallagiM C»mapomiamt

Part tuH) ofa tioo part series.

There are summer programs offered for students who
want to travel abroad but do not want to improve a foreign

language. These students may attend Trinity college in

Oxford. England or Hokaida University in Sapporo, Japan.
For the student who would like to travel to England,

there is a program offered at Trinity College, Oxford.

Director Richard Haven said this college was founded in

1555 and has very large grounds including "one of the most
beautiful gardens in England."

He added the college is very small providing a ck>se,

relaxed atmosphere for the six weeks students spend
there.

Haven said "the biggest difference in the colleges in

England and America are the smaller classes in British

universities." The classes at Oxford contain no more than

twelve students and are taught as tutorials, which means
the "students are expected to initiate ideas and do a lot

more talking.

Essays are written on subjects before these subjects are

discussed in class." Haven said. There is a wide range of

courses offered, according to Haven, including Chaucer,

Paleography, Metaphysicals and Cavaliers, and
Eighteenth Century English Poetry. Most courses involve

studying literature, but there are a few which do not:

Creative Writing Workshop: A British View. Art and the

Rise of Industrialism and a new Comparative law course.

Haven said normally one four credit course is taken for

the six weeks, but it is possible to earn four more credits

by enrolling in a three credit course that lasts for three

weeks, and a one credit Shakespeare course.

Haven said, "the faculty consist of all British professors,

several from Oxford, one well-known one from Cambridge,
and a few from other universities who have been at Oxford
at one time or another."
"Students are very positive about their experience, and
many come back a second time," Haven said.

Haven said the many non-English majors who attend this

program also find it a very satisfying and valuable ex

perience.

The other overseas summer program involves the

Hokaida University in Sapporo. Japan.

According to the brochure provided by the International

Programs Office, this college is closely related to UMass
because it was founded by Dr. William S. Clark who at the

time was President of the Massachusetts Agricultural

College now UMass.
The brochure states that the program is organized around
the theme of "contemporary Japan". Students participate

in lectures, field trips, and traditional arts such as the tea

ceremony.
Lectures are given in English. This program is offered

every other year in even numbered years.

For more information on the Oxford program, students

should contact Professor Richard Haven or the Inter

national Programs Office. This office Ls also the place to

obtain more information about the Hokaida I'niversity.

Soviet government

suppresses writers
By CRIS SCHUSTER

CollcKian SUff

Women writers in Russia are no more discriminated

against than are men writers as long as they conform to the

govt"-nment's standards, according to Soviet literary

scholar who spoke last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

Dr. Sarah Babyonyshev, who was exiled from the Soviet

Union in 1981 for her dissident activities, lectured on

"Women in Russia: Lidia Chukovskaya and Eygenia

Ginsburg" to 30 people at Herter Hall.

"Feminism as it is in this country does not exist in

Russia," she said. "In the 20th Century, everyone is in the

same boat. There is absolute equality in the labor camps
and in the prisons."

However, she said, both men and women writers are

discriminated against and may lose certain priveleges

allowed writers if they step over the limits set by the

government.
Babyonyshev spoke about Chukovskaya and Ginsburg.

two well known authors whom she had known while living

in Russia.

"There are many remarkable women in Russia." she

said. "Even though these two women are interesting

characters, they are different in artistic make ups and
personalities."

Ginsburg. who spent 18 years in a labor camp. "Was a

very feminine personality. She was very interested in

appearing as a lady." Babyonyshev said.

Chukovskaya. on the other hand, was different, she said.

Chukovksaya was a political personality since she was 16

years old. When she was 18, she decided to join the

Socialist Party in Russia.

Currently, Chukovskaya is living in Russia and will not

leave unless she is physically forced, because she feels

("those who leave Russia are exactly those who are needed

there." Babyonyshev said.

Ginsburg said if she had not spent time in the labor

camp, she would have "become a bad writer because i

would have had nothing to write about." according to

Babyonyshev.

wmr

Thursday

OLDIES
with

Gregg Adams

TWO FOR ONE
9 til 11

all liquor drinks

no
cover

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
ITInWr Ub CtM^, one of New York State's top co-ed sum-

mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

.roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

RMR TyfftWC

1112 KMii«4y S4«^n62
for application or interview

Amh«rst
ChinM«
Foods

B««t Mandarin Food
82 64 Main St

Amharat

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
Wa uaa FRESH
Vagatabtas from

Our Own Farm
BEER b WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
25^-7836

:% '•:<•. ••;. '-x-. •«-. x* "•¥:.."-::::..18:

ICEUNDMR IS STILL

YOUR BEST VRLUE
TO EUROPE

I

LUXEMBOURG —
ROUNOTRIP

^89*499 ^539
FROM

NEW YORK

FROM
I

BALTIMORE/
|

WASHINGTON
J L

FROM
CHICAQO

h;i«.#* r^f|iiirri1
^u.^T \V\ \ Vi.- Apn' Act :

tc "•XT - «'

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS FRANKFURT AMSTERDAM AND

NICE AND. REMEMBER ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE

BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS

Krff dtluxr niotonoai h from Luxf-mbourR In Frankfurt. Dusseldorf

LoloKnc. BiihurR. Mannh<im. Wupptrlal and KthL Gt-rmanv HarR^i

car rentals fr->ni $W week in Luxt-nibmirK Free wine with dinner.

(.riftnac after

I. undair I. l-u«rmlv.ur(| LuMir i "nm-. ! . .thcr «1rslm«ii.>n^

u hi.«ipiM«)»rrl<K.ri- ifuf.hasrtifliff... .
,-. . -uh^ it... hang. .,r- !k -irm.'^

jppr.val SrrV'iut:r»vrU|t«iI - iiBRIIO f> .v 1. Il-fter IrrtJr
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ICELANDAIR
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Legal Assistant Interns Wanted

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for

full-time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1983 semester.

Up to fifteen credits may be received from academic depart-

ments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of the Legal Services

Office with client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District

and Superior Courts of Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin

Counties, and participation in administrative hearings and
federal litigation. Legal assistants maintain continuing

caseload under supervision of attorneys. For advice on ar-

ranging an internship and credit, contact the Office of In-

ternships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, contact Legal Services Office, 922
Campus Center. Applications due Friday, April 22, 1983, at

Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

«;•.•:•? X*' X'?* .-s^' .•??'.•??•.x .'V.-' a-v av .:••.•rV-.-ftXx^-'x-x.^y .c-x .?• x^x .c-x x^' .•ft:'".-??''.-Sx..::?*Vftx.-?->".«x^ .-x-' .•::• .•>•.••
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careerofftoa flyingstart
This is a i^rcit ()[)|)()rtiinity for nicn who
w.inl to Ih' IckUts and have the drive to

earn the respect and self-confidence of

a Marine Corps Officer

You can t»et started on a qre.il c.ireer

with us v\'hile you" re still in college and
earn u[) to $100 a month in the Maririe

Cor[)s IM.itoon U'aders Class ( PLC ). In

V\.C aviation we can guarantee flight

school and civilian flyint; lessons during

vonr senior year. And in PLC law we can

guarantee summer employment in the

legal field while you're gaining your

advanced degree in law.

There are no interruptions of classes,

no on-campiis drills or uniforms during

the school year. Initial training can he

done in one of two w<»vs. P'reshmen and

sophomores train in two six-week sum-

Hjer sessions and juniors have one
ten-week session.

If youre entering college or are alreadv

on your way to a degree, check out the

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class.

Make an ap|)ointment with your Marine

Corps ( )fficer Selection ( )fficer through

vour college |)lacement center

•TONIGHT*
SCHOOL of EDUCATION

GRADUATES and UNDERGRADUATES
are invited to attend the

ALUMNI SKILLS BANK PROGRAM

co-sponsored by UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE
OFFICE of STUDENT and ALUMNI AFFAIRS

and UMASS ALUMNI OFFICE

"CORPORATE OPPORTUNITIES
for EDUCATION MAJORS"

Alumni Panelists:

Lynda Goldman deAlvarez (M.Ed. '82) - Dynamic Personnel

Bruce Young Canderlaria (Ed.D 75) Merrill Lynch International

Jeffrey Wilkes (M Ed '81) International Business Machines

Wayne Wilson (Ed D. 79) Digital Equipment Corporation

Thursday - April 7, 1983 - 8:00 PM -

Campus Center Room 163

for further imformation contact:

Dr Floyd Martin Jr University Placement Serv res 545-2224

Dr James DeShit'Hs School of Education '' 6-2648 or 545 0133

rCII I iM>M '•'••Met

MaV^V«^
canbeone

j:rT^few.TheproU'
d.The Marines.

* Located on Special Sale

Tables in the Trade Book Dept.

PAPERBACK

BOOKS
original

price

L

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located In the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
STORED

Hypercurricula. .

.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING -
Is anyone concerned about our coffee shop

or our student fee? Something about the

CC or SU must bother you? We want to

know. 6p.m..Rm. 805CC.

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP -
Come join us for our weekly meeting of

fellowship, worship and teaching from the

Bible. 7:30 p.m.. 175 Chestnut St.

I'MASS FILM PRODUCTION CREW
MEETING — Production on two films ho

begin. Anyone interested in acting or film

production is invited. All ideas welcome.

Casting for films to begin. Questions? Call

546 9058. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 802.

EXPERIENCE IN MEDITATION -
Practkal instruction in the practice of

Tanlric Meditation including mantra,

philosophy, personal, social and political

impUcations. All are welcome. Free. 7:30

p.m.. Campus Center 801.

SLOVAK FILM - A Slovak historical

drama, "The Master Executioner" (Majster

Kat) is a cok)r film in Slovak with English
subtitles, dealing with the life and times of

the 16th century sculptor Pavol of Levoca. 8

p.m.. Thompson 106.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING -
We will be discussing our semester's plans

such as a film, a pamphlet and a cultural

dinner. Anyone who is interested is

welcome to attend. 4 p.m.. Campus Center.

SHELIA TOBIAS - SheUa Tobias, co^

founder of the National Organization for

Women (N.O.W.) is speaking on 'When is

an Issue a Women's Issue?" Cape Cod
I.^)unge. Thursday— April 7: 4.00 p.m.

Sponsored by the Women's Leadership

Project. 4 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge.

WINE AND CHEESE CONVERSATION
HOUR — Come speak French and Itahan in

a relaxed atmosphere with native speakers.

An excellent opportunity to practice your
language skills. All are welcome. 12 to 2

p.m., Herter 3rd Floor Lounge.

ANIMAL RIGHTS
COALITION-MEETING AND FILM
STRIP — Are you concerned about

animals? There will be a filmstrip and
discussion tonight, please come. All are

welcome. For more information, call 546-

3260. 6 p.m.. CC room 811.

25 PLUS CLUB MEETING & SOCIAL -
OLDER STUDENTS- "Live it up" with

the 25 Plus Club. Help plan Spring events

and outdoor activities. Open to all older

undergraduates, grad students. U.W.W.
and Cont. Ed. 8 p.m.. Student Union

Dukes Room.

2'o,-t

OH
EVEKYTHING

ALL N I T E

Thursday

AT POOR RICHARDS
^iiinntuirniit#ini#iiiiiiitimiiii"iiiiiii>*itiiii>iii*iui>ii"iiiii""iiiH^

I RumpI* Minz» Party |
% with FREE T-shlrtSr hots and oth*r giveaways €
jiriiiiiiniuiiiniitftMgnianMiitiMiiiiTiiii^^^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
Coping with
UMass' New Math
Do you remember the New Math? It was

the system in grammer school; designed to

teach you a whole new perception to the use of

numbers. It was something that I was not very good at.

During my first year here as a freshman I found that the

University offers its own version of this math. It does not

satisfy the E-core Requirement, but this is a math that I

munt be good at, because without a complete mastery -

graduation is not possible. I call this University Math.

This math is divided into the sort of categories that one

learns in Elementary Algebra, the difference lies in the

more literal meaning of these terms:

The first thing that you become acquaint^ with are

Real Numbers. These are your student number and your

social security number. Without these numbers you are

not a real person. This is a large university and your name

just doesn't count. Each of these numbers are stamped on

your tdentificatum card. This card is more important on

campus than your American Kxpre^ss Card, regardless of

Tom I^ndry and Robert Indium. You shouldn't leave

home without your "Am Ex" card, but you cannot get

anything done at UMass without that ID card.

Rational Numbers are equally important. You must

familiarize ytmrself with these numbers because you can-

not get home or to class without the building, floor, and

room numbers sufficiently memorized. Telephones on

campus alst> act differently, off campus calls require you

to dial 9 first, and on<aunpus calls only require five digits.

With the arrival of registration. Whole Numbers become

meaningful. You cannot take courses without the proper

categorization coordination on your registration form.

Scheduling numbers, section numbers, course numbers,

discussion numbers, alternate selection numbers, and

Chris Ferretti

waiting list numbers - make up the set of whole numbers.

Addition is also given a new meaning ..There is the

university billing procedure adding to your gnef with fees

that almost exceed the cost of tuititm. Addition is also

very important in your senior year as you strive for a little

addition to your quality jxiint average and in your ac

cumulation of graduation credits.

Subtraction is not a popular exercise. It is a fact of life

that at the beginning of the semester there is subtraction

from overenrolled classes, closed majors, and amount of

available financial akl grants. The university specializes in

guhtraction: the semi annual checkbtK>k nmlette at the

Textbook Annex to perhaps the ultimate form of subtrac

tion — academic withdrawal for the non-payment of a lab

fee

Who can leave out Word Problemsl...T\\e best example

of this can be shown in the amount of dining commons
meals you care tf> eat as compared to yf)ur actual meal

plan. The n^eal system is very organized, you are given the

choice of 19. 14 and 10 meals each week. From this set of

facts you learn why very few of us opt for the 19 - three

meals a day for three days and two meals a day for five

days. Why most of us after our first year will opt for the

10 instead of the 14. (especially if you've lived in Sylvan) -
two meals a day for five days, except weekends - when it

is r(K>m service pizza for two days. You also learn that

these numbers are not perfect squares, but then, neither is

the food.

These are the kinds of things that you must learn in

order to ensure that your four year stay is enjoyable.

Without a firm grasp of these fundamentals, your college

experience will he a confusing and unrewarding ex

perience. So the next time that you are home, you can ex-

plain U) your parents what you have learned and exactly

why they had to re-mortgage the house to put you thrhugh

college.

Chris Ferretti us a (>>llegian columnutt

Letters Policy

All letters must be si^ed and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spared at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledfre unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and lenf^h.

JUSTICE IN ll ?AIVM)0I^

/•

We need cxdumnists!
Dropby vvitha pdeoe, C!C 1 13

Letters—
Jim Murphy: A new perspective

To the Editor:

This is written in response to the article on ex-SGA

President Jim Murphy on Monday April 4th. First of all let

me say that the article was unique to the Collegian — it

was well written and fairly accurate. Secondly I believe

Jim Murphy did not do a 'bad* job as President either. But

after this, we have a problem.

Is Jim Murphy running for God? Is (the articles author)

his campaign manager? The article though written well,

was very one-sided and biased in it's content.

Mellow definitely describes Jim Murphy, but class does

not. As Preskient, Murphy addresses a crowd of 10,000

people, with the now immortal words — "holy shit". No
wonder President Knapp was concerned with our school's

image. Jim Mur|:^y obvwusly was not.

For about 10 percent of the student population Jim Mur-

phy dki an excellent job. for the other 90 percent who

weren't affected by his programs, who still wait in long

lines to register for classes, who still cannot get reqmred

courses, and who have no real representative to go

through in dealing with Whitmore. he did nothing. This is

not a politkal or biased position, this is a fact.

As for 'conservatives' being in the Student Senate. I've

been there and my impression is that Mao Tse-Tung would

be labeled a conservative in that Senate. The Senate is run

by a dictatorship of the far left that will not even consider

any other views.

No one faults Jim Murphy for all of this. But to call the

recent elections "representative" of the student popula-

tion is at best inaccurate. The current Presidents were

elected by Mi of »/• of the students. What is more represen-

tative is Uiat the Student Senate is so unresponsive to stu-

dent needs that 65 percent of those they supposedly repre-

sent, did not even bother to vote.

So the next time the Collegian decides to take a look at

the SGA President or Senate, please give us both sides of

the story, not one.

Chuck KoHtro
Amherst

Factual foul play in columns
To the Editor:

Last week, in a three article series about the situation in

Central America, in a most pathetic example of intellec-

tual sterility, guest columnist Kathy Curda exposed her ig-

norance about historical and geographical facts; Ms. Cur-

da basically claims that the U.S. is actually following a

progressive policy in that region of the world and that "all

the people who criticize the Salvadorean regime should be

opposing the Nicaraguan regime," that the withdrawal of

U.S. troops from Vietnam (and the end to massive lx)mb-

ing of the Vietnamese people) has cau.sed the deterioration

of human rights situation in Vietnam, and that finally, if

we were to extend the dangerously distorted argument to

its logical conclusion, all progressives should actually sup-

port direct I'.S. military intervention to solve the

"Salvadorean problem"!

All the arguments of Ms. Curda are false to the core!

The facts are too stublx)rn and blatant for Ms. Curda to be

able to get away with her distortions. The fact is that the

Salvadorean f)eople have l>een living for 50 years under a

re|)ressive fascist military regime, under extremely harsh

and archaic economic structures and conditions of abject

poverty. Moreover, this military dictatorship has been

armed and financed by the I'.S. and its allies f(»r the last

;')() years. What we are facing in KI Salvador is 50 years of

institutionalized state terrorism against the kxal |)opula-

tion. The Revolutionary Democratic Front (FDR) is mere-

ly the emiKxiimant of the will of the Salvadorean people to

final'' rurl-* li-i' '
'""'w.o >fi f'nrda have the audacity to

question the recognized fact that .35,000 civilians have
l>een butchered by a regime armed and financed by
Washington, and not by the Red Army?

The fact is that it was the U.S.. not the Soviet Unwn.

who has destroyed 60 percent of all Vietnamese forestry

and agriculture through intensive aerial bombardment

and is therefore res{H)nsible for the hunger and poverty in

that country; the attempt of right-wingers to break every

record of lying and hypocrisy by putting the blame on the

democratic government of Vietnam is totally

preposterous. It is totally ludicrous, for those who support

and arm the most barbaric regimes in the world (e.g.

Guatemala. Chile. El Salvador. South Korea, etc..) U) ac-

cuse the Sandinista government, the first truly denrKKrratic

and pt>pular regime in the history of Nicaragxia, of human

right "violations", or of having more weapons than it ac-

tually needs, for two simple reasons: 1 — The U.S. has the

highest military budget in the history of mankind.

2 - The U.S. has invaded Nicaragua three times in the

tortured history of that country, and therefore it is more

than justified for the pn>gressive regime of Nkaragua to

fear another aggression from an ever more reactionary,

and militaristic administration in Washington

The only reasonable course of action to be taken by

Washington with regard to the Central American crisis

would be to start negotiations with the popular

movements of El Salvador, and the Sandinista govern

ment. unconditionally and immediately.
Foad Vafaei

Amherst

Speaking up for recycling
To the Editor:

It has come time for me to set the record straight about

on campus bottle and can redemptk>n. Of all the articles

and editorials printed in the C<jUegian in recent weeks,

only one has mentioned the group on campus who is ac-

tively working on redemption. That group is the Recycling

Project. We first began research on the feasibility of on

campus redemption in September 1982. before the bottle

bill referendum even pa.ssed in November. Research and

initial negotiations continued during last semester up until

January. In January of this year I was hired as the ad

minislrator of the Recycling Project. Since that time our

entire staff ha.s been actively working towards making

redemption a reality, in addition to our many other duties.'

This work has included massive amounts of research,

and a continuing series of negotiations with all of the

varied parties involved. A partial list of our contact people

include Coca Cola Co. Inc.. Pepsico. Mass Crinc. Valley

Redemption, the Economk- Development Office, the SGA
Treasurer's office. MassPirg. and a host of UMas.s ad

ministrators (who have, in every instance, been extremely

helpful and supportive). The only student candidates who
contacted and pledged their support to our efforts were

Tom Ahern and Charlene Allen. We are indebted to aU

those listed above, and everyone else not mentioned

above, for their help and support.

At this time I would like to give a brief description of

where campus redemption stands and where it is going.

The basic formal of our collection system has been

established. We have tentative contracts with four

companies who are willing to purchase the redeemed

containers from us. We have an agreement with

University officials to go ahead with most of our plan as it

stands. There are. however, a few more kinks to be

worked out of the system. We are confident that at least a

partial redemption effort will be in place before the end of

the semester. To set up a full scale operation may take us

into the summer. At this time 1 cannot forsee any ob

stacies which would prevent us from operating a full scale,

campus wide, bottle and can redemption effort by Sep

tember. Our primary objective, as a student controlled

business, is to set up an efficient, long lasting operation

which will serve the University community to the fullest

extent possible. We are more concerned with financial

stability than political expediency.

Jim Crosl^

Administrator — Recydinf Project

No need for

U.S. intervention
In

considering the three editorials on El Salvador by
Katherine Curda that have recently appeared on
these pages. I was struck with the realization that in

not one instance did she address what has to be viewed by

all as the crucial question concerning current U.S. involve-

ment in El Salvador. And that question is: Why must the

United States government intervene in the internal affairs

of any Latin American nation?

It occurs to me that Curda's misguided attack on the op-

ponents to U.S. involvement and her recitation of selected

facts and interpretations of the situations in Nicaragua, El

Salvador and Vietnam allow her brand of knee-jerk con-

servatism to obscure the larger, more fundamental issue

at hand. She does not justify her support for having our

government take a vested interest in a country approx-

imately the size of Mas.sachusetts.

Bill Wall
Surely Curda can not possibly mean to imply that such

justification can be found by the necessity of preserving El

Salvador's economic relationship with the United States.

Even the most ardent imperialist looking to expand

markets for U.S. goods and services can not find much op-

portunity for profit in the war-torn, economically ravaged

land of El Salvador. And any rational policy-maker will

realize the expenditure necessary to prop up an unstable

government with an uncertain future will be far more ex-

oeMive than the eventual expected rate of retiun on

business investment and exports to that country. For

once, it is conceivable that the interests of multinational

corporations are not guiding and shaping our foreign

policy because of the lack of possibilities for an economic

profit. Therefore economic considerations are not the

principal motivations governing our conduct.

Another alternative available to explain the necessity

for U.S. involvement is that El Salvador is of invaluable

assistance in akling the U.S. in preserving "democracy" in

the Western Hemisphere and that its future, by virtue of

its geographical location, is inextricably linked to that of

the U.S., and as such its government must be compatible

with our kieok)gy.

But is it so crucial to our standing as a world power and

a great nation to lower ourselves to suppoK a government

and its supporters who are known for violating basic

human rights in the' most cruel of manners. I think not.

The worst conceivable event that could occur, from the

standpoint of the current administration, would be that El

Salvador wouM be able to shape its own destiny by self-

determination. And if that nation were to be overtaken by

"Marxist" guerillas (a likely occurrence without our help,

according to the State Department), what possible harm

couM result to the U.S.? I see none of great possible

significance.

The guerillas currently operating in El Salvador would

not have to turn to the Soviet Union and its proxies for

s(4)port of the U.S. dki not support the government I

believe the guerillas would rather be able to do without it

because any movement would either be in control of its

own destiny. If the U.S. would withdraw, the guerillas

wo«ild not feel outnumbered and forced to accept outskle

help.

But if the U.S. were to disengage itself from this in-

humane government, it could present itself to the world a»

a nation that respects the rights of other people for self-

determination. And if, by non-intervention, it gains a

moral edge in the world's eye. especially in the developing

and Third World nations concerned with the appearance

of current U.S. hegemony, then I submit that that would

be worth far more in the long run than any benefits

possibly to be derived from confounding the already

tumultuous situation in El Salvador in partictilar and

Latin America in general. Not much can be said for U.S.

intervention in El Salvador in light of its insignificance in

the world context.

Bill Wail ia a Collegian Staff member
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Is it necessary to legislate caring?

Can you force someone to care?

Apparently some people think that you can.

After hearing the nationwide news reports of the

now-famous gang rape at Big Dan's in New Bedford.

Wisconsin state legislator Donald K. Stitt says he plans

to sponsor legislation providing for a fine to any witness

of a violent crime who does not attempt to help the vic-

tim.

Rep. Stitt cited the New Bedford case as a major factor

in his decision to file legislation, sajing "1 read with hor-

ror the account of the incident."

He was not the only one. The idea of a woman teing

gang raped in a public establishment while everyone

around cheered is repugnant and disgusting enough to

make all of us men feel a twinge of shame.

Scott Hersey

)me say that she should have known that the place

was rough, and she shouldn't have gone in there by

herself. But she. along with every other woman shouldn't

have to worry about that kind of thing.

Because of her sex. should she be l)anned from certain

places? The whole idea is ridiculous.

1 was thinking about the whole mess the other night

while I was enjoying a cold Molson at one of Amherst's

quieter bars. A news report about the incident came on

the television over the bar. and three men sitting across

from me began discussing it. They all agreed that it was a

terrible thing and that the men who did it should be

punished. But when 1 leaned over and asked Ihem what

they would have done if they were in Big Dan's that

night, they all became strangely silent.

Just after the question was asked, and their silence

hung in the air like humidity on a hot summer night, a

lone won\an walked into the bar.

Now this place is nothing like what I would picture Rig

Dan's to be. And this woman had no reason to Ix' afraid

to walk in the bar alone. But the four of us silently stare<i

at her.

I've never been to New Bedford in my life, but sudden-

ly the small, quiet bar became Big Dan's. The lights grew
(limmer. The glass 1 was drinking from l)ec"ame dirtier.

And instead of Molson, the beer strangely l)egan to taste

more like Old Milwaukee.

The three men across the bar from me were no longer

fellow students, with the same attitudes and problems as

myself, but instead they were sweaty fat men in dark

t-shirts.

That lone woman never ma<le it to the bar in my mind.

She was picked up and thrown on the pool table. When a

crowd gathered around the table and started cheering, 1

thought 1 was witnessing the ra|»e.

And I didn't know what 1 would do.

Would 1 brave the crowd and try to pull her away? 1

i-ould get myself seriously hurt.

Would I break the beer bottle in my hand and threaten

to slash everyone? I could get more than seriously hurt. I

could get killed.

Would 1 try to run for the police? I might not make it in

time.

Eventually someone put a song on the jukebox and

drove me back to reality. The woman was calmly sitting

at a table studying. The three men were watching the

news. 1 was shaking. My hands were clammy.

1 sat and thought about it for a while, and alth(»ugh I

still wasn't sure what I would have done. I know 1 would

have done something.

I would have cared and 1 wouldn't have needed a law to

make me do it.

And I hope most people feel the same.

Scott Heraey ia a Collegian rolumniat

General Education — the time is now
/"Vi April 7 the University of Massachusetts at

I Jkmherst has a historic opportunity to seue

\^ti position of leadership in American higher educa-

tion. On that date the Faculty Senate will vote on the

General Education Proposal. This proposal, the product of

thoughtful and prodigious efforts of students, factilty and

administrators offera, if nothing else. hope. Hope for the

future, a hope that higher education in America can begin

to come to terms with what it means to be an educated

person in the last years of the Twentieth Century. It

presents an opportunity for this educational community to

design a learning envu-onment that empowers those who

George Gilmore

come here to study with those skills needed to be produc

tive citiiens of the Commonwealth, the Natwn and th«

Planet.

This historic opportunity, however, is in jeopardy. Some
faculty members, so thoroughly mired in the parochialism

of their isolated disciplines, have decided that too much is

at stake, that we should not proceed too fast. Sadly, some

feel threatened by the more progressive elements of the

proposal and have retreated into entrenched self-interest,

a self-interest obscured by a rhetorical smoke screen of in-

tellectual "substance" and "rigor"

As so often has been the case in the past 20 years, it faUs

to the students of this University, undergraduate and

graduate, to provide the direction and leadership needed

to see the project through. Students have the power to

"encourage" faculty members to broaden their educa-

tional horizons and begin to work with other disciplines in-

stead of working in isolation from them.

Why is the General Ed Proposal of such significance?

What is historic about it? In brief, it begins to put our

education into a context. Without a context, education

makes little sense, it lacks coherent meaning. "Making

sense" and "coherent" are the operative concepts here.

Much of what students are now offered lacks these two

essential dimensions. The present curriculum presents

students with an incoherent mishmash of major re-

quirements, cores and electives. MWF from 8 until 8:50,

you take an English Writing course. At 8:50 you pack up

your books, head across campus and enter the world of

Computer Science for fifty minutes. After a cup of coffee

and a quick glance at the Collegian, it's off to Chemistry.

After lunch there's Intro, to Macroeconomics. Tuesdays

and Thursdays, there's Calculus and Social Problems. As

the saying goes: "What's wrong with this picture?" If you

are lucky, you've picked up some interesting and wor-

thwhile facts in each class. Perhaps you even made some

connections between the poverty discussed in Sociology

and the economic system described in Economics. Perhl^)8

— but more likely not.

The problem with the present curriculum is that it does

not encourage such integration of learning. In fact, it

militates against it. Is it unreasonable to believe that the

currimlum can be designed in such a way that the inter-

relationship of what we learn is made coherent and ex-

pUdt? And if that interrelatk)nship were to be made real

within a historical context whkh allowed us to discover

that a particular philosopher was prominent during a cer-

tain period because he or she provided an ideological

bulkhead for the dominant political power, our courses

woukl make all the more sense.

During the Faoilty Senate debate of March 17.

arguments advanced against the Oneral Ed Proposal can

most generously be characterized as specious: they appear

substantive without really being so. One Senator asserted

that the proposal is not intellectually "distinguished". Un-

fortunately the gentleman neglected to define such an am-

biguous concept. The General Ed Proposal is not a hip,

educational "innovatron" with all the negative baggage

that idea carries. Rather, it restores the curriculum to a

tradition as oki as Socrates: it is as much a rejtoration as

it is a plunge into the future. Writes Walter Benjamin: "In

every era, the attempt must be made to wrest tradition

away from a conformism that is about to overcome it." A
ctose reading of the General Ed Proposal demonstrates

clearly that it is faithful to the tradition of critkal inquiry

and that it attempts to restore* order and coherence to the

chaos that presently characterizes the curriculum.

Finally, some faculty members equate the approval of

the proposal with the advent of totalitarian rule at UMass.

It is not clear exactly why this would be the case. A pro-

fessor presently teaching a course on Milton could con-

tinue to do so. The General Ed Proposal does not propose

an arrangement that frustrates change and development;

its ratiorude rests on the importance of change and evolu-

tion in the curriculum. The Faculty would retain the power

role it currently enjoys. Surely the transitional period will

present a challenge that calls forth the best efforts of the

entire community. Just as surely, it is a challenge that

history, the present and the future call us to meet.

If you support the proposal, let your professors know.

Urge them to lobby their representatives. And try to at-

tend the Faculty Senate meeting on April 7 (3:30 p.m.,

SBA 120).

George Gilmore w a doctoral candidate and a member

of the Center for CurrictUum Studies

r
The Collegian Board of Editors en-

thusiastically endorses the General Educa-

tion proposal now before the Faculty

Senate. We encourage all informed

students to attend today's meeting and let

your opinion be heard, whether pro or con.

Faculty Senate Meeting

Place - S.B.A. 120

Time - 3:30 today

I Speak up and be heard — the future is

I now. ^
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A film without meaning
MONTY PYTHON'S
THE MEANING OF LIFE
Mt. Farms Mall

By ELAINE SENAY
Collerian SUff

Disappointing best describes Monty
Python's latest film. After the success and

almost cult following of Monty Python and

the Holy Grail and Life of Brian, the six

member comedy troup has fallen short of

their own standards. But there are some
wonderful moments in Meaning of Life that

hint at great Pythonesque humor of days

gone by. Sad to say, though, they blew it.

The Python team wrote the story (or what

there is of it) themselves. It seems they

had two or three terrific sketches and they

stuffed lots of filler between them. This

bulk doesn't keep the film afloat. Instead

Meaning of Life sinks slowly and painfully

into the end credits. This devout Python

fan was saddened by the film especii.lly

because I went into the theater wanting to

love it.

There is one gem among all the wreckage.

It is a 10 minute featurette called The

Crimsmt Assurance Company. Monty

Python should have only released this short

film and forgotten about making Afeanmg of

Life. This tale of a staid English firm

rebelling against The Very Big Corporation

of America was hilarious and engaging.

Mtaning of Life has a few redeeming

scenes. You can't help laughing at the

production number about birth, in which

Michael Palin leads a huge chorus of

ragamuffin children in a song called "Every

S|)erm is Sacred". Well, I

have a warning to those of you with weak

stomachs. There is one scene that could put

you off your food for a couple of days.

Enough said about that bit.

Monty Python's The Meaning of Life is one

of those films that tries to pretend to have a

message or concept, but the troop should

have left this one alone until they really had

a movie to make about the meaning of life.

Thursday, April 7, 1983 iColiegian 13

Terry Jones, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Graham i^hapman, Eric Idle

and Michael Palin star in Meaning of Life.

The Fine Arts Center
has internships available in

* Arts Management
* Concert Hall and Facilities Management

* Facilities Managements-

Backstage Management
* Publicity and Promotion

-- Summer Session and Fall Semester -

Inquire at the Office of Internships

16 Currv Hicks 545-0727

FineArts
-Center
IConcert Hall

^
Your

Love Come Down
v/ith

Evelyn King
with special guest

Soulsonic Force
April 21

Fine Arts Center

Tix 8:00 P.M. Tickets
UMass Students: 6.50, 7.50 Available
Gen. Pub. 7.50, 8.50

Available at Fine Arts Center

URU, For the Record (Amherst)

and all Ticketron outlets

on Men.

April 4

Arts

Editor's Note: People are often uniting to go great

lengths to appear funny or especially clei>er in the eyes of

their peers. Humor is a delicate business, however. Often

we lose sight, in our labors of wit, of other people's sen-

sibilities. We confuse that which is humorously offensive,

with offensive humor. As a result, we end up appearing

less and less like funny people, and more and more like

complete idiots.

Well, despite the fact that last Friday's Collegian was an

April Fools Day issue, the parody of David Che van's Live

Wire column that appeared (m the arts page therein was

offensive, and I do feel Uke an idiot. I apologize. And to

set the record straight, I'd like to say that David Chevan

had TUtthing whatsoever to do with the conception of that

parody. Nothing. As Arts Editor, it was completely my
own fabrication. I'd Uke to stress further that no offense to

the Jewish community of UMass was intended.

Once again, I'd Uke to apologize to David, and to anyone
else who judged the cohimn to be in bad taste.

On a more melodic note, kudos should be handed out to

the Iron Horse Coffeehouse for their continued effort to

bring quality entertainment to the Valley. Tonight's in

stallment in their contmuing "not at the Iron Horse" series

is a Louisiana based Cajun band. Queen Ida and the Bon

Temps Zydeco band, performing at the Hangar One.

Actually the band insists they're more Zydeco than Cajun

or anything else. Either way. this may be one of the few

times we'll have an opportunity to hear the authentic

version of a traditional American music form.

Tomorrow night will feature s<Miie area favorites at the

local clubs. Jim K.. guiur whiz, will be playing at

Sheehan's Cafe. Wild Kingdom, featuring the old Human
Sexual Response front line, will be at the Hangar One. and

First Rate will rock the Wok. Jim K. and First Rate will

both be reappearing Saturday night at the same clubs.

Of local interest is the formation of a new blues band, the

Amherst All Stars. The All Stars wiU be performing a

regular gig Wednesday nights downstairs at the Drake.

Admission is free, and with the colorful ambiance of the

Drake, things are sure to be rockin".

Violinist, Donq Suk Kang will perform at 8:00

p.m.. on Tuesday April 19 in Bezanson ReciUl

Hall in the Fine Arts Center. There will be no ad-

mission fee. For further information, call

545-2227.

Queen Ida will bring her special kind of blues to the Hanger tonight when she performs with

her Bon Temps Zydeco Band.

The list of local bands breaking up or performing

massive personnel surgery continues to grow. Syn
copation Station. Bratt. R Complex are the most recent

victims of these hard times. Now we can add still another

name to this swiftly growing list. Live Wire bids a fond

adieu to those jolly rockers, the Pleasure Dots. They'll be

Play bf Play

playing their last gig next Wednesday. April 13. at

SheehanS Cafe. Well be down there to catch those last

ever sets, and to wonder as Ray Davies once put it.

"Where have all the good times gone'.'*' Bye guys, you

were a swell band while you lasted.

^ Hm VMnltii

Tired of eating alone or just of eating in the dining

commons? Well. then, brown bag it on Fridays and have

lunch in the Old Chapel at UMass while being entertained

by dancers, musicians and actors from the Performing

Arts Division. The Brown Bag Presentations begin at

noon each Friday in April. These performances are free

and open to the public.

Shakespeare plays seem to be popular this month. Much
Ado About Nothing will be performed tonight through

Sunday at 8 p.m. in the l>ab Theater at Mt. Holyoke

College. Much Ado is a romantic comedy about love and

deception that has a happy ending. Tickets are $4 for the

general public and $2 for students. Reservations can be

made by calling: 538 2406.

Comedy of Errors, a story involving two sets of twins

who are set looie in a sleazy city in the Middle East, will be

performed by the University Ensemble Theater tonight,

tomorrow and Saturday as well as April 13-16 in the Rand
Theater. Performances begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $3.50

for the general public and $2.50 for students. For

reservations, call 545 351 1

.

Buned Child is Sam Shepard's drama about what can

happen when people live in the past or become too

emotionally involved with events that happened years ago.

It's an intense play that gets more and more puzzling with

each new scene. It will definitely make you forget your

problems. Buried Child opens tonight and continues

through tomorrow. Saturday and Sunday in the Hampden
Theater in Southwest. Showtime is 8 p.m. with a 2 p.m.

Saturday matinee. Tickets are $1.50 for students and

$2..'30 for the general public. Reservations: 545 2803.

A dance workshop presentation called Celebrations will

be presented by the Smith College Department of Theater

tonight, tomorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theater in Northampton.
The Time of the Boghouse Mind opens tomorrow and

continues Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. in Emily

Dickinson Hall, Hampshire College. Tickets are $2.50 for

the general public and $2.00 for students. For reser

vations. call 549 4600, ext. 351.

That's it for this week. Have a good one.

Buried Child opens tonight at the Hampden
Theater.
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Have something to say?

Have soiiietning to sell?

Give the Collegian Classifieds a try.

They work!

You can now place your classified

quickly and easily

from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

on the Campus Center Concourse.

Look for our table there

or stop by our office,

113 Campus Center.

Collegian classifieds do work for you!

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Erianger 12 oz bots $9.00/cse + $i .20 dep

Miller or Lite 12 oz bots $11.00/cse + $1.20 dep

Budweiser 12 oz cans $11 .00/cse -»- $1 .20 dep

Ballantine Beer 16 oz cans $8.00/case -»- $i .20 dep

Gin or Vodka 80° $8.99/i .75 liters

Paul MasSOn Wines (while they last) $2.49/750 ml

Burgundy, Rose, Chablls $3.99/1.5 liter

All Beer Cr Wine Specials are

ICE COLD!!
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NEW WAVE
&

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

vD.OU with this coupon

10. 50 with shampoo B Blow Diy

11.50 long hair shampoo & Blow Dry

Free Consultations
pfease caff for an appoin ment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Dnve, Amherst

549 5610
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INTROVUCim CUR

BoARd PUn plus $1.00
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EUROPE "CAR
RENT or RUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Hortn>»»ui Pla/a
Nm> Vorti NV 10020
P»»n« (?12) sai 30*0

M«l M«to ad lor S|mcmI
Sluocfit/ Teacher Tarifl

1 i NCMTAL , CAM . i PUMCNAU
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AT 000
TWROUOtl APRIL 50

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

THE HAND THEATER • FINE ARTS CENTER • UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
APRIL 7 9. 13 16 1983 • 8 00 PM • RESERVATIONS 546 3511

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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CAnE For So long'

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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After the Fall
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ACROSS
1 Subsequent
devels.

5 ease
10 CkJlumnist

Bombeck
14 From which: Lat

15 Pass a rope

through

16 Tobacco portion

17 Twofold
18 Walk
19 Annapolis, tor

short

20 Humorist Cobb
22 Recited, in a way
24 Popular color

25 Treat with

disdain

26 Screenplay

30 Perches
34 Worship
35 Actress Magnani
37 Handle
38 Act Suffix

39 Center of mil

operations

40 Amt
42 Book of paper

size Abbr
43 To the point

45 Royal name m
Arabia

47 Letters

48 Valuables

50 Disguised

celebrants'

52 Tremble
54 Halves of halves

Abbr
55 Monte Carlo

personage
58 Egg-shaped
60 Sumptuousness
61 Pieo' a sort

63 Overlay with

plaster

65 Mideast gulf

66 Anoint, as of old

67 River through
Florence

68 Body shop
concern

69 For the birds

70 Mount near

Olympus

DOWN
Depressed
Prefix with

distant or

lateral

Spatters

Nail polish

remover for one
Household utensil

Author Oeighton
7 Uses, in a way
8 About the birds

9 Fear
10 Earths circle

11 Deteriorate

12 Abundant source

13 Course fiber

21 Mrs McKinley
23 Like underground

plants

26 Roman shields

27 Medicineman s

claims

28 Fan scry
29 Asks Abbr
31 Removes
32 Snuffy Smiths

baby
33 Glacier side of

a hill

36 See 24 Across

39 Outfit

41 Six pt scores
44 Succeeding
46 Punishes by

fining

47 Caribbean cruise

stop

49 Island in the

Marianas
51 Which see Abbr

53 New Hampshire
city

55 Dressed
56 Unpolished
57 Draft animals

58 Federal reserve

notes

59 One to

Wunderkinder
62 High m music
64 Mauna
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WEATHER
Cloudy with a chance of

rain southwest sections

spreading to eastern areas

by early afternoon. Highs in

the mid 40s to around 50.

Occasional rain at night.

Lows around 40. Rain en-

ding early tomorrow. Some
sunshine by afternoon.
Highs in the mid SOs.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LITMCH

Hamburg on Roll. Macaroni CkM^.^ Burgers, Macan)ni
and Cheese ^nd Cheese

DINNER
SOUTH SEAS NIGHT

Luau Roast Fork with

Sauce. Chicken Hawaiian
with Hoomalimali Sauce,

Shrimp Egg Roll/Hot
Mustard Sauce, Sweet &

Sour Sauce

BASICS DINNER
SOUTH SEAS NIGHT

Polynesian Vegetables with

Tofu, Chicken Hawaiian
with Hoomalim^i Sauce,

Shrimp Egg Roll/Hot
Mustard Sauce, Sweet &

Sour Sauce

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami

Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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UNITED WAY

MiUer High Life Keg RoU
sponsored by

BETA KAPPA PHI

Fanueil Hall Boston to Downtown Amherst
100 miles

WBLCOMB TO

:l

ffJTLBR^jmT/MB

/ iij^M

muLT #«irnu 0^

Sat. April 9
Sun. April 10

Thanks to those who have pledg^ed donations!

For information on making a pledge contact:

Craig B. Keenan

549-4066

or

BKQ
Paul DaneUo

549-3582

Sports

Gazelleshost Springfield College
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

CoUcgiaoSUff

The defending NCAA champion
University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team will take a 2 1 record to

NOPE field this afternoon when they face

Springfield College at 3 p.m.

UMass will be without the services of

defender Linda Bevelander who will be out

for another week with torn ligaments in her

ankle.

"Her injury took away some of our

defensive effectiveness, but we have ad

justed well." said Coach Pam Hixon.

Attacker Tish Stevens has been prac

ticing all week and probably will start.

Bunny Forbes will also be an attack wing

and hopefully can help the scoring attack.

As far as Springfield College goes. Hixon

says they are an improved squad since last

year, although she hasn't seen theni play

that much.
"I don't know what to expect, but I an-

ticipate they will play a zone against us and

our strategy will be to fast break against

that zone." said Hixon. "We have been

concentrating on our midfield game all

week in practice and trying to link the
offense and the defense better. I think
today's game against Springfield will show
that's one phase of the game we will be
better at than we were against Yale," said

Hixon.

Pam Moryl leads the team in scoring with
nine goals, with a hat trick in each of the
Minutewomen's three games this season.

They will need her consistent scoring in

order to be effective, but Hixon would like

to see some more scoring output from the
rest of the team as well as Moryl's.
"For us to be effective as a team we have

to get that scoring elsewhere. But without
a set starting lineup so far. our scoring
attack has been hurt. I look for Linda
Hartayan and Tish Stevens to help pick up
some of the scoring slack," said Hixon.
One thing that has been consistent is the

defense and goaltending.

"We have been outstanding defensively
and the goaltending has been superb. Rita
Hubner has been a big help to us. She has
made some great saves and done a spec
tacular job," said Hixon.
The Minutewomen will go for their third

victory of the season. The game begins at 3
p.m. on Upper NOPE field. Pam Moryl \% off and running in action earlier this year.

Tennis hosts Vermont

ralkffMa phM* br Tmb Kb4U

REMAINDER OF GORILLA SCHEDULE
April 9 RITTGERS 2 p.m.

13 at Brown 3 p.m.

16 BOSTON COLLEGE 2 p.m.

18 NEW HAMPSHIRE 3 p.m.

20 at Hoftstra 7:30 p.m.

23 at Yale 2 p.m.

27 at Harvard 3 p.m.

30 at Army 12 p.m.

May 3 DARTMOUTH 3 p.m
6 SYRACUSE 3 p.m.

8 MARYLAND 1 p.m.

10 at C.W. Post 3 p.m.

14 at New Hampshire 2 p.m.

Coach Dick Garber

By SCOTT HOOD
( olUcwa Huff

Raise the curtain and let the show begin.

Its time to turn words into action. For the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis

team their 11 act play begins today on the

Boyden Courts at 3 p.m. against the

University of Vermont, who will be out for

revenge due to last fall's 5 4 loss to the

Minutemen in Burlington.

The Catamounts come to Amherst to face

a I Mass squad filled with optimism and

high hopes. Many of the players talk about

an undefeated sea.Hon and winning the

Atlantic 10 championship, words rarely

spoken around these parts when it comes to

the game of tennis. "This is the best team
I've been on," said Neal Mackertich, the

number one singles player. "It's so deep.

I've never seen a team play better than

this. It looks good. I'm the only senior, so

it k>oks good for the future too.

"

Many of the players believe UMass. long

shunned in New England collegiate circles

will finally get their due this season, maybe
even within the week, as they face Boston

College, the Big East champion. Saturday

and Rhode Island McNiday. both at

Amherst.

"Even though these teams have heard we
are good they'll have to see it first. These
matches are important in that we can show
New England how good we are." said

Mackertich.

"I think we started to gain respect at the

end of last season (fall of 1982> when we
went 8 2. Before that, everybody just

thought we were a hack tennis team. We
beat a couple of good teams in the fall and I

think that gave us a k>t of respect right

there," said Rich Lindgren. the number five

singles player. "W'hen we go down to the

.Atlantic 10 we're not going to see a lot of

teams (only URI» that we play in the

regular season, and they're not going to

know how good we are, so I think we're

going to impress them."

"I think we can compete with some of the

top schools in the F'a-st," said Nick Julian,

number four singles player.

Individually, all the players feel they have
improved their games over the winter.

Stuart Goodman, number three singles

player, spent several weeks in Florida

during intersession and also made the trip

south for Spring Break. Mackertich and

Steve Jordan, number two singles player,

both compet<»d in tournaments in the New
England area.

"In the fall I was mainly a ba.seUne player.

All the collegiate players I played serve and

volley, so I worked on devek)ping a winning

forehand from the baseline to pass the

serve and volliers and I concentrated on a

net game to put pressure on opponents

when I'm serving. My serve and my
backhand are key to my game," said

Goodman.
"Fm stronger at the net and my serve is

stronger. This style of play is gomg to win

me more matches." said Julian.

All You Can Eat

Sweet & Sour

Chicken
Tempura Batter - Dipped
Chicken served with french fries,

coleslaw rolls & butter.

All you can cat with this coupon.
Served II m.m.-tO p.m.

Please prc*«at coapoa when ordcrlag
Gm4 fftr* W«4.. 4 to as.

4.95

u

Sun.-Tbun.

7 a.(n.*3 ••w.

FrI. & Sat.

24 Hours

CAMPUS SHOPPING PLAZA

SENIOR CmZEN
DISCOUNTS
DISCOUNTS
24 P.M. 20%

ALL OTHER TIMES 10%
Oo«» No" App ,

'.n Sp»fo'«

9. HADLEY, 2564889

•J

$" •

WINBSft
LIPOTM

338 Coll«g« 8tr««t

Budweiser loose cans $ l0.9b/c8

Heineken light and dark $4.25/6 pk

Labatt's beer and ale $3.45/6 pk

(deposits not included)

J.Roget American Champagne $2.99/750 mi

Dragone Lambrusco $1 .99/750 mi

Crown Russe Vodka 100° $4.99/750 mi

Tanqueray Gin $9.99/750 mi

MANY OTHcH SPRING SPECIALS STOREWIDE
Bottle and Can Returns Always Welcome

not responsible for tyoographical errors
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SENIORS
This is your

LAST
chance to get in

the 1983
Yearbook.

The
photographer
will be here for
THIS WEEK
ONLY.

Call 546-2874 to
make your

lintment.f •

Located in the Campus Center

r,r.J4aSTORE<Sg>

SGA ELECTION
On Monday and Tuesday, April 1

1

& 12, there will be five (5) referen-
da questions that MUST be voted
on:

1) State Student Association of
Massachusetts

2) The proposed reorganization of
the Undergraduate Student
Senate

3) A proposed change in the on-
campus living options

4) the Residential Colleges; and
5) University policy over academic

contacts in South Africa.
If you live: Vote at:
in Patterson, JA, JQA, Washington,
Mackimmie, Canoe, Moore
or Pierpont Berkshire
in Crampton, Prince, Coolidge, JFK, James,
Emerson, Melville or Thoreau. . . Hampshire
in Orchard HilVCentral Franklin
in Northeast/Sylvan Worcester

12 - 7 pm
Commuters in front of the Hatch

9 - 4 pm
Greeks in the Newman Center

12 - 5 pm
VOTE!!!

i

GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speaker at Commencement '83 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Bryan Harvey

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

319 Whitmore

545-2334

I

I

L.

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 22, 1983

I

I

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
:olle^ian i^

Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Doadline is 3:45 two day» prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

ASSISTANT TO THE SPEAKER

Workttudy, non-workstudy position as
assistant to the Speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate, working
around student issues and maintaining

Senate records. Apply 420 Student Union
or call Chris Sullivan 545-0341 . Women and
Third World students encouraged to apply.

AUTO FOR SALE

1973 Pontiac Lomans excellent running
condition $560 or best offer 253-3497

1975 Ford Qranada excellent condition

must be seen to believe! $2,200 546-9569

72 Plymouth 4 sd 4 cl looks/runs great 38
mpg $600 or BO 546^122 after 9:30

72 Toyota runs great first $200.00 takes it.

Wayne 323-4231

71 Volvo excellent condition. Red,
automatic, $860. 549-0759 call evenings

1976 Audi LS100 AM/FM sunroof radials

call evenings 666-7541

10 Valiant 318 ci $560 caN Jere 546-9424

BELLYQRAMS

Dalivared by professional ballydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LES8I
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

54»4406

FERRARI TYPING SERVICE

Typing and Sunglasses under 1 roof.

3 types of Ferrari glasses: $5. each

Speedy typing service: $1 50 per page
Call Jim, Dan, or Mike: 546-7042

FOR RENT

2 bedroom Southwood apt - summer
sublet w/fall option 256-8868

Summter sublet fall option Southwood
Apts call 253-9236

3 bedroom apt North Amherst start Jurte

549 1684 John days

Two bedroom epertment eveilable now
three twenty five per rr>onth no utility near

bus stop tel 253-7094

1 bedrm Puffton apt. for rent; avail.

June 1. Call Jesse: 546^2707, 549^5915

Available now: sunny spacious room in

Mam St apt $147 253 9646

FOR SALE

Diamond Cocktail/Engagement Ring

appraised at $2960.00 will sell for $1200 00

call 586-4207

Sunglasses: Rayban, Vuarnet and
Serengeti (chameleon) reduced 20-30% off

retail prices call Andy or Bruce look for us

at the CC Concourse this afternoon

549-1177

Rossignol 175 cam new Solomon 727's w
brakes best offer Jim 549-4691

"Howard" red wood folk guitar b offer

546^8161

FOUND

Found men's watch outside Poor Dicks

call 253 5491 description needed

Found on bus AM/FM tape radio must
ID call Mike D at 253-7040

Found Sunday 4/3 men's watch near

Dan AKROYD

Whitmore Information Booth call Barbara

253-9869 to identify

Soft contacts, plastic case. Call 256-0192

Jamie

Set of keys (car, PC box, ?) - call 546-6638

to claim

Found keys intramural fields 4/4 pick up at

CC Info Desk

HELP WANTED

Speaker of French wanted for Fren-

ch/English conversation exchange.
323-4661

BONDABLE STUDENT REPRESEN
TATIVE wanted for on-campus refrigerator

company. Should be well organized w/a
clean driver's license. Call Mrs. Masters col-

lect 212 371-3500

Tomorrow's jobs know what is and will be

available through this indispensible booklet

of current government studies covering all

industries and states inc. Alaska and

Hawaii. $8.75 Lyntel Research Dept.

TA2114 PO Box 88405 Cleve., Ohio 44199

satisfaction guaranteed

Earn a credit and satisfaction. Help

w/the new CC and SUB Recycling project.

For info call Leah 545-0199 or call the

Recycling Coop 546-0618. Be persistant.

A SIGNIFICANT SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT EXPERIENCE: in a mstic residen

tial camp serving disadvantaged children.

Stop by the concourse level II April 13 for

more information. Or call TRAIL BLAZER
CAMPS (212) 431-8390

LEOAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legel Services Office has eight posi-

tions available tor full time legal assistant

interns for Fall 1983 senr>ester. Up to 15

credits nr^y t>e received from acadenr>«c

departments Aid atorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiatioru, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney super-

vision. For advice on arr8r>ging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building Applications

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intern-

ships Writing sample required Further in-

fornr>ation. LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Loat keys at Lacroeee game April TrA
reward call Becky 546-8866

Beige Pocketbookl RewardI Paula 6-5107

PERSONALS

Deer Maypo Happy 19th Birthday k>ve

Poptart

Jolly Green Gient I love you! your little

Green Sprout

Sherf have the t>est B-day - you're the
greatest love Cyn and East

Sheila Happy Birxhoay to great Big Sis!

Have a good one love, Sharon

Z.O. I love your little black purse. It's so
chic. An Admirer ^
Kenny from NY. in my COINS disc, your

gorgeous - CE.

RUN FOR RITTER
Newman Center

April 23rd info at

Get Physicell Sports Coop in Student

Union. We have sneakers, racquets and

balls. Check it out!

Orchard Hill Area Government Elec-

tions nomination oapaers mav t)e picked

John BELUSHI

THE BLUES BROTHERS
Friday. AprU 8, 1983

Campus Center Auditorium

4:00 show $ 1 .00 6:30. 9:00. 1 1 :30 - $ 1 .50

up Sun - Thurs from 7-11. Papers are due

by 5:00 on April 19

•••••••••••Sigma Delta Jau***********
Open Rush

Wed 4-6 5:00 dinner
Thurs 4-7 8:30

Mon 4-11 12:00 Lunch
Tues 4-12 5:00 Dinner

••••For Info call Donna at 546-0S27****

Hey Crazy RuggersI You can kidnap me
any time anywhere! Thanks love you both -

KUP -

Hey Rugby Team, hope your ready for a

wild evening at Chi Omega!

ACE (priesti) You're the besti! L.

Elizabeth Crane Morgan - Happy Birth-

day! i hope it is one of the best, you deserve

it) S -

HEY BOB CRONIN watch out for tickling

bed bugs

IKAMUNGOOOSI! Happy Birthday to a

pretty much groovy chick Tricia Newell

love Cassie £r Rot>in

PETER BUCKLEY

There's been a crisis - no nutter your

t)est frierKte love you • Jenny and Morw.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5 0392,

584 7924 Nancy.

RIDE WANTED

Ride wented to Philadelphia on Thurs

April 7, or Friday April 8 anytime Will share

$ and dnving. Please call!! Keep trying

256-0195

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two roommates for fail semester Puff

ton Village apartment call Randi 549 446

Looking for roommate to s^tare two
bedroom apt in Puffton Village $140 per

month per person cable TV call Neil

546 4309

Summer/Fall Northwood Apt 666^4388

bus route, pool, own room, furnished

One Roomate for summer apartment in

Yarmouth near Seagull Beach good loca-

tion 548-1643

Two considerste roommatea to share

apt in Brt Mnr in Sept (females) call Karen

2535796

SUBLET IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE

April thru August faN option one bdrm aH

alec included $ negotiable 666^2020

SUMMER SUBLET

Female wanted to summer sublet Bran-

dywine room. For more information

549 0425

Or>e bedroom in beautiful, sunny five

bedroom S. Amherst house. Large

backyard, quiet neighborhood. On bus

route. Avail June 1 w/possible fall option

Jennifer 253 5196

SUMMER SUBLET
AT PUFFER'S POND

Room in house w/3 other housemates.
$130/mo Possible fall option. Lynn
r^o-nwy^ wftwr 6 weekdavs

TO SUBLET

Summer sublet 3 t>edroom Puffton Village

June to August 549-0423

3 tiedroom apt for rent w/fall option 390
-f utilities Main St Amherst 253-5941

Lease w fall option one t>edroom in two
bedroom apt inexpensive 256-8373 Tricia

•••••••••••*•••***
Summer Sublet — 4 bedroom, Swiss

Village, rent 1-4 rooms, $165/person.

utilities included, w/fall option. 253-.'il54.

2 bdrms in Amherst sublet 150 mo utilities

included fall option Cari/Mitch 256-6712

Two bedroom apt in Southwood fall op-

tion call 253-7136

Roommate wented for summer sublet

w/fall option in Puffton apartments
549-6411

Summer sublet - furnished two t>edrooms

Townehouse apts 549-6354

Beautifully located two bedroom Milt

Hollow apartment (next to Puffers Pond
and waterfall) with fall option call Bruce or

Andy 549 1177 evenings

One bedroom apt for sumrr>er sublet with

fall opt Cliffside eves 666^3960 549 6499

2 bedroom apt with fall option Colonial

Village 295/month 256 8833

Colonial VIg 1 bdrm apt furnishing

$265 + 253-7797 summer sub /fall opt

One bedroom townhouse Southwood
Apts $310/month June 1 - Aug 31

256^923

Rolling Green furnished 3 t>edroom apt air

conditioned all util inci avail June 1

256^389

Summer sublet need 3 people call

256-0506 Brittany Manor

Two bedroom Colonial Village Apt
room for three, on bus route, laundry and
pool facilities. $100 per month each Call

253^7158

Brandywine 2 bedroom apt furnished

AC, pool, cable June 1 to Sept 1 549-4181

Two bdrm Brandywine Apt pool, AC,
bus rte , avib 6/1 - 9/1. rent negtt)!

549^741

Specious gerden apt on bus route with

fall option 2 bedrooms rent negotiat>le

666-2719

Northampton four bedrooms June -

August $5e0/nx>nth two floors two t>aths

584-8126

WANTED
~

C^ih for your records, tapes 546-2836

(ask for Jaromir/ leave n>ess8ge)

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry sfKl

Coins. Dantel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst 256^710

BUNDY FLUTE
549-4861

used in good cortd

Storage space for summer. Out-of-

state2 student wishes to store t>elongir>gs

plus some furniture call 6^7248 anytirr»e

Need housing desperately - Marthas
Vineyard, May 29 thru sunvner Amy
586 3379

WANTED TO RENT

reward if you help us to find a 3
l)edroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept caM

Amy 6 5816 or Andrea 6^5498 _^
Puffton 3 bedroom apartment t>eginnir>g

June or Septemt>er 6-5625 or 256-8463

3 bdrm apt in Puffton or Townehouse
beginning June or September call Sheryl

6^968 or Shan 6-9623

2 females seek summer housing on
Cape, call Nancy 549 1642

3 bedroom Townehouse A|>t to rent

summer/fall beginning June. Linda
549 5848

Looking for a place on the Cape (Hyan-
nis area) for summer rental. If you are

female and need a roommate, please call

Ann at 6 5440 Leave message

Boyden Bowl

FREE DOWLING
Clip this ad for one free game

(when you bowl one game at $ 1 .00 reprular price)

Good Friday's and Saturday's Only
Boyden Ten-Pin Lanes (at Boyden Basement)

One free game per cuBtomer only
exp. 4/17/83

•
e
e

•
e
e
e

Open Bowling:
Mon-Fri 4-10:30 pm Sat 1-7:30 pm

•••••••••••••••••••••••A
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Cornell wears out Gorillas, 11-6
By JIM FLOYD

( ollcfMII SUff

About an hour after Cornell University

had stunned the Gorillas in a not so pretty

116 game between the two nationally

ranked teams. Noreen Moreau was won

dering why her son. Gerry didn't get much

mention in the press.

"And. if you do mention him." she said,

"it's Gerry with a 'G' not a 'J'."

Well. Gerry with a G' Moreau. who plays

in the net for the Gorillas earned some

notice yesterday. Sure, he gave up 11 goals

but. things could have been much worse.

The local laxters had trouble from the

outset of the contest. They were hitting

we'.l and hustline all over the field, but for

some strange reason, they simply couldn't

hold onto the ball. Cornell, on the other

hand, gave Moreau fits by keeping the ball

in the UMass end of the field for much of the

game.
"We couldn't pick it Uhe ball) up and we

couldn't catch it." said head coach Dick

Garber after the final tick of the clock. "We

couldn't clear the ball because we couldn't

throw and catch it."

What the lack of control amounted to was

a lot of Cornell shots on the Gorilla goal.

But, for a big portion of the game. Gerry

with a *G' was there to thwart several Big

Red scoring attempts.

"Gerry did a great job in goal. I have

absolutely no complaints about him." said

Garber of his junior goaltender.

The Gorillas got on the board first 4:45

into the first period when Rich Messina

bounct'd a shot past Cornell goalie Pet«r

Huchkin.

The Big Red answered right back just 24

s<-conds later when Matt Crowley let a

rocket fly which beat Moreau to the lower

right comer.
Once again. Cornell seemed to always be

on offense as the Gorillas were unable to

clear the ball from their own end. As

Moreau was forced to make save after save,

it appeared as if someone had sewn the local

team's sticks shut.

Cornell scored again twice, first on a Ken
Entenmann goal from Keven Cook, and

next on a Bruce Bruno from Entenmann

connection.

The first quarter ended with Cornell on

top 3 1

The second period was a scoreless affair

that allowed lovers of physical violence to

enjoy a very hard hitting period. The key

bad nruui for the Gorillas was Messina, who
delivered several tough hits around the

midfield area.

As the second half began, the crowd on

Boyden Field, estimated at about 7.000.

was starting to get restless. They sensed

that perhaps the Gorillas were not going to

come back in time.

And. just as the halftime mumblings about

a poor performance were subsiding, just 49

seconds into the half. Paul Fogarty drove

the ball home and the Gorillas climbed back

into contention at 3 2.

Again, Cornell answered back at the 5:44

mark and then again at 10:48 to up the

margin to three goals. 5 2, but the Gorillas

refused to yield.

Chris Schmitz and Gregory Fisk each

netted a goal down the stretch of the third

stanza and, when the horn sounded, UMass

was once again knocking on the door at 5-4.

1 hen came the disa.strous fourth quarter.

The defense, which had been tiring all

game due to the fact that the ball was in the

UMass end of the fieW 80 percent of the

game, began to slow down, creating one on

one opportunities for the Cornell attack.

During a period of time which lasted just

under five nunutes. the Big Red was able to

score five times, upping the ante to a rough

10 4 spread.

UMass managed two more goals by Mike

Fiorini and Fisk to make things interesting

but it was Cornell who would reign in the

sunshine on this particular day.

"We had a mediocre afternoon game
against one of the top teams in the country,

said Garber. "and you don't win like that."

The loss drops the Gorillas, who were

ranked seventh in the nation in this weeks

Gorilla goalie Gerry Moreau feela preaaure from CornelPi Brian

Perry in the Gorillas* 11-6 Iom yesterday at Boyden Field.

We wont be doing anything different.'poll, to 11.

The next game for the Gorillas will be
Saturday when UMass hosts another
perenial lacrosse power, Rutgers
University, on Boyden Field at 2 p.m.

said Garber. "This is a good lacrosse team.

We'll be back on Saturday.

"

Mrs. Moreau may be back too. if her son

doesn't get some more ink in the paper.

Zoo Disc plays well in April Fools tourney
By BILL SHEA

tailMMii Staff

The University of Massachusetts Zoo

Disc squad travelled to Manassas. Virginia

to compete in the seventh annual April

Fools Ultimate Frisbee tournament and the

UMass representatives performed well in

the 28 team tournament that included last

year's National Champions."Ilude Boys.

The Rude Boys, an ultimate club out of

Boston was defeated by the Berkeley

Flying Circus in the final. Zoo Disc was the

only team to defeat Berkeley in the entire

tourney.

Although Zoo Disc wasn't around for the

finals they did play sonoe excellent frisbee

and considered the trip a success.

The competition consisted of qualifying

rounds Saturday with the top two teams in

each of the four brackets advancing to the

final round Sunday.
Zoo Disc, ranked ninth in the country and

one of only two college teams ranked in the

Frisbee WorW top 20. defeated 19th ranked

United Air and Space 16 4 in the first game

Saturday.

On the same day Tjoo Disc took on fourth

ranked. The Gang, and took advantage of a

game tying pass from John Knisley to

Robert Barnicle with .03 seconds remaining

in regulation time and went on to knock off

The Gang 12 9 in overtime.

Zoo Di-sc then took on the Berkeley

Flying Circus and defeated the 10th ranked

team from Berkeley. California and the

eventual tournament champion 10 7.

In the final round Sunday, single

elimination as compared to double

elimination in the qualifying round. Zoo

Disc ran into the Rude Boys and dropped a
13 11 decision in soggy field conditions.

"We feel we had an excellent tourney."

said senior Jimmy Melody. "We had a very

tough draw but we played well. Our
success was a total team effort . There were

no real stars."

Next week Zoo Disc travels to Rutgers to

participate in a tourney sponsored by The
Gang and then look forward to the first ever

('oUegiate National Championship to be

held at SUNY Purchase later this

spring. Zoo Disc should be the top seed

entering the tournament.

American League West:A three team race
By RICHARD NANGLE

CaiUffiaa staff

The fMowing are Rich Nanglt'$

predictioTU for the 1983 American League

Western Division race.

Kansas City Royals The Royals are by

no means a great team. But they're

playing in a division which also includes

four terrible teams and two better than

average teams. Dan Qui.senberry is one of

the keys for this club. If he can come up

with another big year it won't matter that

the Royals" starting pitching staff is not

full of stoppers. I mean, this team has

Steve Renko in the rotation. Hal McRae is

the world's best DH, and he should have

another great year. When you do nothing

in a game except come to the plate five

times age is not so much of a factor.

California Angels The New York

Yankees of the western division have the

free agent superstars, minus Don Baylor.

And they also have an owner in signing

cowboy Gene Autry who thirsts for

victory as much as George Steinbrenner,

except Autry keeps it under control.

Guys hke Fred Lynn, Doug DeCinces,

Rod Carew and Reggie Jackson could

have great years and bk>w the Royals

away. But something tells me that this

team doesn't have the desire or the pit

ching to win. Gene Mauch will be missed

too.

Chicago White Sox While Carlton Fisk

and Greg Luzinski can not do it all for this

team, there is hope on the horizon. The
bullpen is tough and should be more than

adequate. Starter Ftoyd Bannister was

the number one man to get in the free

agent draft. And left fieWer Ron Kittle

and first baseman Greg Walker are bona

fide Rookie of the Year candidates. But

until the White Sox get normal looking

uniforms, they won't go anywhere.

Oakland Athletics the A :> «ue me o«;st

of the worst. No more Billyball for these

guys. The Athletics weakened a strong

outfield and strengthened a weak infield

when they traded Tony Armas to « he rCed

Sox for Carney I^nsford. While their

pitching staff is fairly young and has

possibilities, the fact remains the

Athletics are back to where they were

before Billy Martin became manager.

And the future could be worse.

Seattle Mariners the Mariners were

contending for a while in the middle of last

season. It may have been a fiuke but it

was exciting. With Bannister gone they

can forget about any chance of winning

the division. There are two divisions in

the west anyway; the three good teams

and the four lousy teams. Seattle is in the

race for the latter.

Minnesota Twins Even though the

team is deplorable thanks to Calvin

(cheapskate) Griffith, baseball is exciting

in Minnesota thanks to the miniature

ba.seball field known as the Hubert H.

Humphrey Metrodome. This is a park

wherq even Bucky Dent could hit 30

home runs. Th*> Twins are a team full of

talented rookies including Kent Hrbek,

oary oaeili an«i jim bisenreicn. ttutthey

are at least two years away from con

lending. Some pitching would help.

Texas Ranger- What a joke. I feel

sorry for the Texas Rangers. They have

to play for a certain last place team in a

city where nobody cares.
i think the

Rangers have an excellent chance lo break

the levuiu loi lilt: worst icv-uiu in baaeuaii

history. Technically, they shouldn't win a

single game all sea.son. Maybe they won't!

>
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Kanaaa City Royals will make a
mn for the pennant Kgun this year.
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Faculty Senate sidesteps General Education plan
More debateneededif

Senate topassplan

ColWgiaa H>*U ky Toa Karfta

Faculty Senate member Jack Ta^er, a professor in the history department, poses a question to

Micheline Dufau, chair of the Academic Matters Council and a French and Italian professor, at

yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting.

Senate action on curriculum proposal

could postpone approval to December
By RITA Ml RPHY

< «ll*K>aa .Maf

r

After spending nearly two years formulating a General

Education Curriculum proposal, the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate yesterday approved three

new motions w hich could extend debate on the issue until

December. 19H;J.

During the past two months, the Senate has both

criticized and praised the proposal.

Yesterday was supposed to be the culmination of all of

the debate with a vote on the proposal.

By approving the three new motions, the Senate

avoided facing the question of whether to approve the

proposal.

The first molK.n rails for the Senate to receive the

proposal and continue discussing it.

That motion replaced the original Senate motion calling

for the approval of the Breadth of Knowledge and Skilb

component of the pn>posal.

The Nwond new motion requests the Senate Rules

Committee lo initiate a bylaw change to create a (Jeneral

Education Council.

This motion is complicated because in the Senate

constitution, any bylaw change must be read at three

S<*nate meetings and then must be approved by a two-

thirds majority of the Senate.

This means that not until at least May 19 will the

Senate vote on the creation of the ('ouncil.

This further delays di.scussion of any new general

educatk>n curriculum which may come about

.

The third motion calls for the .Senate to forward to the

council, if created, the reservations and alterations

elk-ited by the Ad Hoc Committee on General Education.

It also instructs the council to submit new recom

rnendations on general ««ducation lo the Senate sometime

before December. 19H3.

By RITA ML'RPHY
Callcciaa SUff

The University of Massachusetts Faculty Senate

yesterday sidestepped voting on the General Education

Curriculum proposal by neither accepting nor rejecting

the controversial plan.

The Senate voted to just "receive" the proposal.

The Senate threw out all six motions on yesterday's

agenda and replaced them with three controversial

motions.

Using the three new motions receive the proposal into

the Senate, request the Rules Committee to "initiate a

bylaw change to create and appoint a "general Education

Council." and if that council is created, lo accept the

"reservations and alterations suggested by the Ad Hoc
Committee's General Education report and the Academic
Matters Council report."

The motions were criticized by many who attended the
meeting because of the motion's non committal nature.

"What a display. It shows the cowardice of the Senale
to try anything new." former Student Government
Association president Jim Murphy said.

Jay Demerath, sociology professor, defended the

motions which he introduced, claiming they wouM
generate more discussion on the issue.

"I resent what has gone on here. I resent the language

that appears here. Is this (the proposal) ever going to

come before us? I doubt it. When are we going lo vote?

Donald Gjertsen. asian studies professor, said.

The issue of general education is a "matter of

widespread resolve" which needs further .study, he said.

The three motions "indicate the concept of general

education lo be an important one," he said.

But. some s<>nalors disagreed with Demerath claiming

the motions merely put off voting on the plan.

"I resent what has gone on here. I resent the language

that appears here. Is this (the proposal) ever going to

come before us? I doubt it . When are we going lo vote?"

Donald Gjertsen. asian studies professor, said.

Other senators said more discussion was needed on the

proposal b«'fore a vote could be taken.

"in the last month, the Senale has stimulated a lot of

"discussion on general education. Until something is

<>pelled out in definable terms." the Senate should not

vote on the proposal. Fern John.son. communication

studies professor, said.

The debate on general education "hasn't gone on k)ng

enough," she said.

Waning input hurts women's movement
By MARY BALDWIN

(ollrcian Staff

A lack of interest in feminism by women in their 20's is

one of the problems facing the women's movement today,

the CO founder of the Natmnal Organization of Women
(NOW) said yesterday in the Campus Center of the

University of Massachusetts.

"Continuity in the women's movement is essential. To

k)se momentum would be a disaster." Sheila Tobias said

during her lecture titled, "When is an Issue a Woman's

Issue".

Five months ago an article appeared in the New York

Times stating that women in their 20's have no perceptwn

of how things have come to be the way they are, she said.

"Young women may not realize what it used to be like.

Many young women think there has always been an Equal

Pay Act. available birth control on college campuses and

laws against job discrimination." she said.

"There is a shortness of memory on the part of younger

women to older feminists." she said.

In the past any woman who questioned her role in

society was considered to be a lesbian, Tobias said.

"Young women do not want to be identified with

feminism because they believe feminists are lesbians, "
she

said.

"I am very understanding on the part of young women to

formulate their own analysis of feminism but to associate

feminism with lesbianism is damaging," she said.

Tobias, creator of one of the first women's studies

in the country, spoke about their beginnings and

why such courses are necessary.

"Many history majors knew nothing about women's

history. At first we saw women's studies as filling gaps in

the curriculum and making up for the omls.sions. Basically

the academics of those days were not interested in

women's issues. It was our responsibility to create interest

in women's studies." she said.

Tobias spoke about how books ignore and trivialize the

accomplishments of women during periods in histcH'y such

as the American Revolution, the suffrage movement and

peace movements of the past.

The suffrage movement involved two million members.

"It was a really big operatmn and will be treated in history

books as a side show." she said.

Another major movement, "the Womens Strike For

Peace " in the 1950's which resulted in the banning of the

testing of nuclear bombs in the atmosphere has received

the same lack of recognition.

"They (the strikers) succeeded in passing the greatest

environmental health pact in the world, " Tobias said.

The movement was brought on by the damage done to

chikJren by strontium 90. a radioactive isotope found in the

air after atmospheric nuclear testing, she said.

"Mothers took the sUnd that nuclear testing should be

banned," Tobias said.

Women often fight for peace as mothers, Tobias said.

The movement for peace and ending militarism should be a

feminist issue, not only a mothers' issue, she saiH

Coll«|paa Mm** br Taa KaMa

Hank Pottier gives a lift to his smiling, three-

year-old daughter, Elisha, Wednesday near the

Fine Arts Center.
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World and National News
Senate cuts

defense rise

by 50 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

Budget Committee, in open defiance of

President Reagan, voted 17 4 yesterday to

slash his Pentagon buildup in half next

year.

The panels alternative grants the

Defense Department an increase in

spending authority of 5 percent after in

nation for fiscal 1984. in contrast to

Reagan's demand for a 10 percent hike.

Reagan's version was first rejected 19 2.

An 8 percent option offered by Sen. John

Tower. R Texas, failed 14 7. before eight

Republicans joined nine Democrats to adopt

the ') percent plan.

Immediately before the vote. Chairman

Pete Domenici. R N.M.. made it clear he

blamed administration intransigence for the

defeat.

"I think its rather incredutous to say that

you cant defend this country without a 10

percent increase, and there aren't any

options. " he declared.

Because of the nature of the Pentagaons

long term contracting, the vote would cut

$3.3 billion from Reagan's budget for the

year beginning Oct. 1. but the savings

would total nearly $89 billion over five

years.

It was the second highly visible budget

defeat in a row for Reagan, who scored

multiple successes in his first two years in

office

.

Late last month, the House of

Representatives approval a DemcM-ratk*

drafted budget thai rut Reagan s defense

builduf- by vwn more, while calling for a

$.30 billion tax increase and restoratuin ••'

$.33 billion m cuts in sc»cial pn>grams

Hepubiican*. hold a 12 10 maj^wity on the

panel. Those voting against the 5 percent

plan includf-d Republicans Tower. Orrin

Hatch of Ctah. Steven Symms of Idaho and

Charles (u'assley. an low an who favors a

spending freeze for defens«v

AT IjiMrphoto

Ron DeChambeau of East Bridgewater tried to jump over this dunip-

ster in his car when he discovered his reverse gear wasn't operating.

Needless to sav, he wasn't successful and had to be towed.

Dukakis doubles student aid
BOSTON (API - A bill providing $34

million in state scholarship aid for the next

school year, nearly double this year's ap

propriation. was signed by Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis on yesterday.

"I view this as just a first step in what I

hope will be a strong effort to improve

education in this state." Dukakis said.

The measure was part of an agreement

iH'lween House and Senate leaders which

led to passage of the state gasoline tax

increa-M' that took effect April 1

.

The Senate had voted to raise the tax.

from 9.9 cents per gallon to 12 cents, and

commit (he ei|uivalent of a penny - about

$2."i million -- to increased scholarship aid.

The House had voted a more modest tax

in»Tea.M-. The final agre«*menl hiked the tax

to 11 cents and increa.s«'d scholarship aid

$1.') million without commiting any specific

tax source to fund it.

The new scholarships are expected to

provide assistance to 10,000 additional

students, for a total of more than 35.000.

But Senate Ways and Means Chairman

Chester G. Atkins said that 65.000 eligible

applicants still will be turned away, "and a

good percentage of these will not go on to

higher education."

Challenger crew

swings in space
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) - Tied

to 50 foot leashes, two astronauts made the

first U.S. space walk in nearly a decade

yesterday. floating joyously around

Challenger's open cargo bay to practice

repair jobs for future shuttle missions.

Astronaut Story Musgrave nearly swung

himself over the side of the space ship,

doing a handstand on the rail, restrained by

his tether. At times, television showed the

Karth spinning 176 miles below them.

it's so bright out here." said Musgrave,

the first out. Astronaut Don Peterson

followed a minute later, each tying his

tether to slide wires that run the length of

the 60 foot long cargo bay.

Mission Control asked how the real thing

compared with the training in a large

swimming tank.

it's a little deeper pool than I'm used to

working in," said Musgrave.

Peterson immediately went to a box and

removed tools specially built for space use.

Both astronauts flexed their arms and

moved their legs to evaluate the mobility of

the new $2.1 million suits.

Musgrave also climbed up the side of the

rear bulkhead to take a look at the material

that is flapping loose behind one engine.
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Sunday Brunch
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person
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B««1 Mfith grs«n pepper
Chtcfcan Pan Fri«d Noodais
Swaat b Spur Chicken
Chinnm Styta BBQ Port
Pan Fried Ravioti
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2B«t2S2
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dishes.

AU you ccui carry & eat only
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also 66 oz Pitchers of
Rolling Rock Beer $2.96

3:00 -7:00
Bottles of Rolling Rock

$1.46
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(oHefiBM photo b* Jin Po«»n

Harry Cutter washes down a front window at Sweetie's confec-
tionary shop on Main St. in Northampton yesterday.

UMass employees to vote

in Democratic convention
By PAUL BASKEN

Five University of Massachusetts
employees will be among the 12 delegates

elected to represent Amherst at the

Democratic State Committee's issues con-

vention tomorrow in Springfield, which

will feature one of the nation's first straw

polls for the party's 1984 presidential

nominee.

However, delegates in Amherst, as well

as many of the more than 4,000 from

throughout the state, have expressed

displeasure with the overshadowing effect

they feel the ballot has had on what was
designed originally as a meeting solely to

determine the state's Democratic party

platform.

"Clearly there has been a problem with

presidential candidates exploiting the con-

vention," said Joanne Levenson, director

of the Off-Campus Housing Office, who as

a delegate has been receiving almost daily

letters from each of the six candidates

scheduled to attend.

The annual Democratic gathering is

traditionally reserved for debating and for-

mulating party issues in the off-year from

elections, but the opportunity to make
Massachusetts the first industrial state

without a native candidate to go on record

was not passed up by its party leaders.

"It's suposed to be an issues

convention," said delegate Mary Went-

worth, coordinator of the Poor Women's

Task Force at the Everywomen's Center,

"although it's a potpourri to see who is go-

ing to be the first presidential winner. We
have to look at the issues and make sure

the issues are those which people feel are

important."

"It's too easy for a party to get away

from their grassroots constituency,"

Levenson said.

However, second-year delegate Donald

Ross, foreign student advisor in the Inter-

national Programs Office, said the poll

would give the state an opportunity to have

its voice heard by candidates, who usually

become less accessible after receiving their

party nomination.

As Progressive Caucus whip for

delegates from the local state senate

district, Ross said he would press for

passage of a "peace package" amendment
to the party platform. He expects passage

for that coalition of issues, which include a

nuclear freeze and rejection of the U.S.

nuclear civil defense crisis relocation plans,

he said.

Herb Bryan, a delegate who is a non-

professiond employee at UMass, said he

favored an anticipated rules amendment
which would allow delegates to cast a vote

for an issue (such as "jobs," indicating the

nominee should make creating jobs his

priority), rather than an individual.

Abortion supporters, meanwhile, plan to

poll delegates before the convention to

judge an attempt at seeking pro-choice

language in the platform, as opposed to

simply settling for a ban on anti-abortion

stances.

"My position is that if we lose, it would
show women where we stand and that we
hav to get going," said Wentworth, who
plans to push for the stronger pro-choice

language regardless of its chance for suc-

cess.

However, veteran delegate F^lorence

Frank, a part-time lecturer in the Writing

Program, agreed with the pro-choice

language, but disagreed with Wentworth 's

tactics, fearing the "emotional blackmail"

which could prevent people from publicly

supporting the language and the out-of-

state reaction to a liberal state's "real

message to the anti-abortion people that

they've got it."

CROAK, Smith students defend

rejection of Kirkpatrick
By BROOKE STATES

CollcKian Staff

A hundred and twenty Smith College

Students and supporters gathered Monday
afternoon to protest Jean Kirkpatrick's

stand on human rights, and to dramatize

why they were opposed to her speaking at

Smith's upcoming commencement.
"Jean Kirkpatrick is not going to come to

Smith to speak on commencement," said

Rosemary Reed, a member of the Commit-
tee Responsible for Organizing Against

Kirkpatrick, (CROAK). "The press has in-

terpreted this as a freedom of speech issue.

They claim she has l)een driven off campus.

"We protested Smith College honoring

Jean Kirkpatrick because we feel that we
have a responsibility to our values and
morals namely individual worth and the

human condition. It is an honor to be

chosen and the member of the graduating

class looks to the speaker for inspiration,"

she said.

John McAward also spoke at the rally.

McAward works with the Unitarian

Church Service Committee. He said he has

been to El Salvador 30 times and has

helped organize eight Congressional fact-

finding trip.s to ¥.\ Salvador.

"Despite the fact that the president of El

Salvador is constitutionally capable of

changing and removing ministers he does

not have the power to do that because the

military won't let him. In El Salvador 90

percent of the pe<jple are living in substan-

dard conditions and 40 percent are il-

literate," McAward said.

Others also expressed their opposition to

Kirkpatrick.

"Several days ago the Iranian Am-
bassador was invited to San P>ancisco

State College to speak. The head of the

United States Mission to the U.N. refused

to let him in. That was Jean Kirkpatrick,"

said Andy Zimbalist, a professor in the

economics department at Smith, and one of

the faculty organizers against Kirkpatrick.

"Three weeks ago the wife of the former

Chilean president Allende was refuse<l a

visa to go on a speaking tour of American

colleges. When Mrs. Kirkpatrick went to

Chile she refused to comment on human
rights there," he said. "This is the foreign

policy she has helped formulate."

According to Zimbalist five to 10 percent

of the population is in exile and 30,000 peo-

ple have been killed since the coup that

brought the military to power.

Still, others spoke out.

"We were opposed to her speaking at

graduation because of what she stocxl for

and because the ballot process for choosing

the speaker was faulty. If she wants to

speak at a lecture or class that is a different

matter," said Cheng-Sin-Lin of CROAK.

Culinary controversy caused

by Campus Center crepes
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

('allr(i«a Kuff

Controversy is now being stirred in the

Campus Center over the issue of a

University of Ma.ssachusetts student

trying to sell crepes in the building.

Yesterday. Director of Kuilding

Operations Dudley Bridges called the

police to confront Mary Kate Small upon

learning that she was selling hot crepes in

the Student Union Building without a

license or a food waiver to sell food.

"She was not supposed to be there."

Bridges said.

That incident was settled without a

confrontation because the policemen did

not have a no trespass notice with whk-h

to evict Small from the building but the

issue goes on and both sides are standing

firm.

For the past six months SmaD has

attempted to sell her crepes in order to

raise money for a Health clinic in Africa

but the Campus Center Administration

has forbidden her to do so because it

violates policy on the sale of prepared food

in the building.

According to Bill Harris, director of the

Campus Center, Food Services has an

exclusive right to sell hot food in the

Campus ("enter and no one else is alk>wed

to sell food unless they have an approved

food waiver.

The barring of Small was a

"management deciswn" based on a health

report by Environmental, Health and

Safety Specialist CJeorge Reed which said

the Campus Center "is not a suiubie

environment for preparing food" due to

liability and sanitation reasons. Bernard

Wilkes, assistant director of the Campus

Center, said.

Small, however, said she feels this is

wrong and is determined to keep on

fighting.

"Why won't they pve me a waiver?

They allow people to sell baked goods and

I ran use the same equipment that follows

the same standards as the Hot Dog stand

set up by Food Services." Small said.

A friend of Small's asks "what is the

difference between mustard and catsup on

a hot dog and putting butter and sugar on

a crepe?"

Small said Reed did approve her selling

of crepes but with "reservations" about

the Campus Center being a suitable place

to do it. and thus the Campus Center

.Administration has denied her the right to

sell.

"I have never given up. but my attempt

has been dampened by the

Administration. I want to sell legally but I

need support to do it. I don't like conflict

but I have been forced into it." she saki.

Small is out to attract attentioo.

Bridges said.

"She defies everyone and wants to

make a scene, and we are not about to let

her doit." he said.

"In the future we will take care of the

matter within. She will not be here."

Dudley said.

Selling crepes is a questmn of liability

and it is a risk the Campus Center cannot

take. Wilkes said.

"People cannot just cmne in the building

'

and do what they want to do without prior

approval." Wilkes said.

"The reason I set up in the Student

Union is because it was World Health day

and my goal is to raise money to build a

health clinic in Burundi." Small said.

4 iillcKOn phdio

Cindy Constantine, ripfht, and Margaret Bresnahan buy crepes from

Mary Kate Small in the Student Union Building. Small is embroiled in a

controversy over her selling with the Campus Center Administration.
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Bus passenger hospitalized,

JFK resident, 21, arrested
A 32 year old man, placed under

protective custody Wednesday morning by

University of Massachusetts police and

released 10 hours bter, was picked up later

that night and brought to the University

infirmary, police said yesterday. Police said

they had reason to believe the Holyoke man
might have been diabetic.

The man was placed in protective custody

at 9:25 a.m. Wednesday while on a

Trailways bus at the Haigis Mall. He was
released at 7:32 p.m. and later found on a

PVTA bus at the Haigis Mall at 11:41 p.m.

Wednesday. He was then treated at the

infirmary and brought to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital. Northampton, police said. He is

now in the Intensive Care Unit there.

Officials at both the infirmary and Cooley

Dickinson could not specify whether the

nian was afflicted with diabetes.

The man, who also has a Worcester

address, had been placed in protective

custody on a Peter Pan bus at the Haisris

Mall on March 29 and later placed under

arrest on a default warrant from Barnstable

police.

In other police action:

A 21 year old University student was

arrested yesterday morning and charged

with driving while under the influence,

failing to stop for a flashing red light, failing

to stop for a red light and speeding, police

said.

The John F. Kennedy tower resident was

observed shortly after 1:15 a.m. yesterday

speeding north on University Drive and

executing a right hand turn onto

Massachusetts Ave. without stopping for

the flashing red light, police said.

The suspect continued at a high rate of

speed through the red light at the in

tersection of Commonwealth and
Massachusetts Avenues and was stopped

before North Pleasant Street, police said.

1RAY BEAUCHEMIN

If you think our

Hoppy Hours oro good.

dinnor iOOcloUl

p* • •

Tiw days ofHillel'Sponsoredevents scheduled in

Holocaust tragedy remembrance
Two days of speakers and films scheduled

by HiUel at the University of Massachusetts

will help commemorate Yom Hasoa— a day

of rememberance of the Holocaust —
beginning Sunday, April 10.

Beginning with a noon brunch Sunday,

the day will continue with a lecture by ifir

director of the National Yiddish Book

Exchange, titled; "The Holocaust and the

Struggle for Jewish Identity." From 2 p.m.

lo 3:30 p.m., participants can take part in

two workshops: "We Are All Survivors."

and "Where Do We Go From Here?" A
memorial service will follow at 3:30 p.m.

Two films will highlight Monday's
schedule; "The Wave." and "The Boat is

Full." All events are open to the public. For
more information call the Hillel office at

545-2526.

'Voicesofthe GvilRightsMovement, 'icill be

subject ofone-credit colloquium in April

The Residential E^ducalion East Racial

Awareness program is sponsoring a one

credit colloquium "Voices of the Civil Rights

Movement" which will focus on the Civil

Rights Movement in the late 1950 s through

the mid 19«0's. The meeting times are from

I p.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

April y. 10 and from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Sunday, April 24. All events will be held in

Webster House lounge. For more in

formation and or registration, contact Sally

Jean Majewski, 545-0290. or 546-4567.
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BOG backs Coffee Shop

(.'ollvfiaii photo bv Ton Kudia

Two horses communicate in their own unique way yesterday at the
livestock barns across from Boyden gymnasium.

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Catlcftaa Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors
(BOG) this week put out a questionnaire

testing student reaction on the University

Store proposal to move into the Coffee

Shop.

So far, the survey results have revealed

overwhelming opposition to the proposed
move, said Ron Keefe, BOG chair.

"At this point our constituency says the

Coffee Shop should be kept open. I feel the

issue is reaching a point where we have to

say, 'look, this is how we feel,' and we want
to meet with the Administration to make
sure the move doesn't happen," Keefe said.

At the BOG meeting last night, the issue

of the proposal was heavily disctissed and
although no actual vote was opposed, the

majority of BOG sentiment supported stop-

ping the University Store from moving into

the Coffee Shop.

Tom Ahem, newly-appointed Student
Government Association (SGA) co-

president, also spoke out against the pro-

posal and said the SGA will support the

BOG on the issue.

"We want to have a Coffee Shop and you

have oiu* backing. We will be glad to help

you," Ahem said.

Two principle arguments exist against
the store's using the Coffee Shop as an an-

nex, Keefe said.

"It is just not going to bring in more
money than the Coffee Shop currently is.

The Coffee Shop is very popular and does
very well," he said.

"The University Store and Campus
Center Administration say the issue is only

in the planning stages but they are already
taking requests to renovate the store and
change over the Coffee Shop," Keefe said.

BOG members are afraid the proposal
will be enacted by the University store no
matter what student opinion on the matter
is and ideas of possibly having a sit-in or
boycott of the store were raised to prevent
this.

For Keefe, however, the best way to go
about it is to "finish the petition drive and
take the results to the Administration and
try and force the issue," he said.

Indoor pollution on the rise from wood and gas stoves

CICCL

Duke

Ellioftoa

Coaaittee

So-io^ & 'DciO-4'
In aiMociation with the 12th Annual Black Muiiciaiu Comferenet.

Special Thanks

to the

B.O.G.

Finale Concert featuring

Abbey Lincoln (Aninata Moseka)

Friday, April 15th

Cape Cod Lounge

8:00 PM
admission is free

By ANN CARRNS
Call«Ktaa i«(>n

Nearly 100 people gathered at the

University of Massachusetts yesterday to

hear health professionals from several New
England universities discuss the health

effects of indoor pollution.

The conference, co sponsored by the

Massachusetts Public Health Association

and the Public Health Division of the

I'Mass School of Heath Sciences, was
designed to update information in the

relatively new area of indoor pollution.

Sources of pollution discussed ranged from

gas stoves, wood burning stoves and
kerosene heaters to building materials such

as plywood, panicle board and concrete.

Stephen D. Frazier. vice-president for

research at Rurh Hampton Industries in

Longwood. FMa. said indoor pollution is

becoming increasingly relevant as high fuel

priced force people to find alternative

means to heal their homes. People also

insulate their homes more tightly, he said,

and this increases concentrations of

pollutants from wood stoves and kerosene

heaters by reducing air ventilation.

In addition to this trend, Frazier said,

people now spend between 70 and 90

percent of their time indoors. This lifestyle

increases their exposure to pollutants from

both heating sources and building

materials.

Robert W. Tuthill. a UMass public health

professor, said New Englanders first

turned to wood burning stoves during the

1978 energy crisis.

"Given the large woodland area in New
England." he said, "that trend is probably

here to stay."

However, wood burning produced both

gaseous and particulate materials which can

be harmful, he said. These include cancer

causing hydrocarbons, which are produced

in greater amount by burning wood than by

burning coal, and carbon monoxide and

sulfur gas. he said.

Pollution from wood burning stoves can
be minimized by burning the stove "hot."

Tuthill said, because at high temperatures
produce fewer pollutants than cooler,

smoldering fires. In addition, proper
ventilation will help prevent the pollutants

from concentrating to harmful levels, he
said.

Kerosene heaters are a source of carbon

monoxide if their wicks are not cleaned

properly, according to Brian P. l^eaderer.

associate professor of Public Health at Yale

University. Carbon monoxide is an odorless

gas which interferes with the oxygen
carrying capacity of the blood.

Radon gas Is produced from decay of the

radioactive element radium which is found

in granite and elsewhere in the earth's

crust.

The radon is emitted from rocks used for

passive solar heat storage in the form of

tiny panicles which become lodged in the
lungs when inhaled. William Dundulis a
radiological health .specialist said, and may
increasf iht- risk of lung vancer.

Although these and other materials are
suspected of increasing the risk of cancer
and other di.s«>as«'s. there is little ex
perimenlal data to confirm it. said P^dward
Calabrese, a professor of public health at

UMass. "I think society is making a lot of

demands on this science (the study of indoor
pollution) before its really ready to give the
answers." he said.

Calahrese said individuals have their own
threshold for the amount of carcinogens lo

which they can be exposed before they

develop a disease. Because of the difficulty

in relating doses given lo laboratory

animals to humans, he said, it is hard to

determine a specific risk factor for exposure
to these materials.

Saturday, April 9th

The James Cotton Band
8:00

Admission - $3.00 general public

BLUES IN THE BLUE WALL

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

253-5595

^^APIU/U
U.Mass

4mhef»^

Kegs • Beer • Wine * Soda • ice
University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just oast UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms
not responsible for typographical errors

Bud loosecans $10.95 + $1.20

Tuborg itordk $9.25 +$1.20

$4.00 mail in

$5.25

Carling i2ozbot $6.95 +$1.50

BUSCh 12ozbot $9.00 + $1.50

Nat. Light 12ozcansloose...$9.50 -t-$1.20

Rossi 3L $5.29

Aimaden 31 $6.95

Almadeni5L $4.50

Sebastianii.5 var $4.50

Vodka 175 r^ $8.20

Gin 175 $8.20

Rumi75 $9.95

Calvert 175 $11.95

Seagrams 1.75 $12.95

Beam 175 $11.95
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PUBLIC NOTICE
i DAY ONLY
Selling At The

Howard Johnsons Mtr. Lodge
Rt*. 9, 401 Russ*ll St., Hodl*y

DRAHD HEW SURPLUS
MOTEL MATTRESS & FOUHDATIOHS
Twin Size Mattress.

Twin Size Foundation.

Full Size Mattress

S46
$56
$50

$48
Each Piece

And Up

I

Full Size Foundation.
3e Garly For Best Selection /No Phone
Orflers, Please

Not to be confused with bedding used in this motel, every piece is brand new,

factory sealed in heavy clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection.

Bnng your car, truck or station wagon. We will load for you. SALE CON-
DUCTED INSIDE BUILDING.

SALE - SUNDAY APRIL 10 -

10:30 am - 2:00 pm
Mastercard. . .VISA. . .Cash €r Carry

50 to 60% Off Nationally Advertised Top of the Line

Twin Full Queen & King Sizes Available Warranty when purchased in sets.

#|||IIIWI«IIMIIIIIIItlHllllimillllllllllMIIIIIIII«NIWillll>l*M*M*MIMimiHIIIIIIII(il|liUlltll|llli(tl|||M

I You Au To WAsh Your Car

I where you can soap,

I bubble, brush, rinse, wax,

I engine degrease and
whitewall clean.

- Open 24 hours of every day -

ThE AMhERST SuNshiNE

Car WAsh
789 ColUqE St.

ACROSS flKOM SpiRIT HaUS
PMItiliMtlilttiHIlMIWIiliMiniiHtMliHHMilllWMIilMIIMIMIIIIimtlllRltltllMttM

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENTS

You're Needed All Over
theWorid.

Ask Oeoce Co»pi vohjoreeo why iheif tngeotHty and ftexibiiffv ow os wfcK

OS fheir degrees They ii »ell yoo ihey ore helping ihe wortrfs poorea
peoples onoin sett sofftcieocy m the oreos o» food ptodoction energy

conservorion edi ' onon ecorxsmic developrnerv ond heolih iefv<es

And ihey n red you obour »he rewords o< hands on career experience

overieos They U re<i you ir s (he rougher fOb ycKt'U ever love
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PEACE CORPS

See Mary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall, UM,>S3i
5'4S-21C5

7Uf5b>na
CAMPUS
CENTER
Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

Lunch: 11 am 2 pm/ Monday Friday

Weather Permittmg

TV finnl air brrwrd and bottled m Canada Importfd by Martlet Jmportng G> , Int . Cifeat Neik, NY. C 1963

Free potter/Guide to Beer Taating Parties.

Send aelf-addretted stamped # 10 envelope to: Mobon Golden Guide. 886 Seyenth Avenue. Box M. Nnv York. NY 10106.

APRIL
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL

Kronenbourg Bottles

2 for 1
plus our origincd

twofers and hors d^oevree
7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight
Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141

EDITORIAL/OPINION

^'mx
Oftlr

-^^^

\mi WtofA TUB T)«5K V«MT^ , M. Tl^lUMW OF SUWIYSHX VERiDE^ ITS ?R0BABLY A TRk:K,'
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What more could a person ask?

I
could go on and on about why I love apple pie. Chevix>-

let and my mother, but I won't because there is some-

thing more exciting on the scene. It's time for me to

come out from under my checkbook and proclaim io the

world "I love automale<l banking machines!"
Automated banking machines you ask. what's so special

about those funny little machines that go beep in the night,

during the day and on Sunday'.' Love, that's what so special

about them.

Rita Murphy
Before abm's iget used to the terminology 1 1 would stand

in the long lines at my k)cal multi functional bank. As I

would stand in the line with people counting their tens,

twenties, and fifties, a skk feeling would come over me
while I counted my ones.

The bald man. with the cigar sticking out of his mouth,

would sneeze and shower me with affection. The old lady

knitting (what else is there to do in a bank line?) would

smile at me with a "oh. how cute, you're putting your

allowance in the bank" k>ok. Little did she know the pain

and embarrassment her smile caused.

Then of course there are the people who bring little Sally

and little Billy. The little twirps run all over the place

screaming and shouting and making disgusting sounds

with their armpits. r>on"t get me wrong 1 don't mmd kids \

I really don't mind kids. I gave it up when 1 was 15.) Rut

why are they such little darlings outside and once they get

in the bank, such demonic ankle biters? It just doesn't

make sense. And oh. the comments they make. "Look

mom. her shirt says I'Mass. when we go to college will we
be as poor as she is?" Oh. how cute the little twits are.

Then of course, there are the wise little ones who say

"You're really not going to deposit THAT in the bank are

you? Why bother?" Oh. how 1 love tho.se kids.

Now back to the bank.

After waiting in the line for about 20 minutes. I finally

reach a teller. So I do just that. I tell her what a wonderful
day it is and she replies. "Is this all you want to put in your
account?" She snickers. I guess I made her day. The
transaction is complete, so 1 say "have a nice day. She
replies with a yell. "Next."

So much for conventional banks, back to the abm's.

When I approach my friendly little machine there are no
lines to keep me waiting. I give my little card with my little

name on it to my little machine and it politely gobbles it up.

It asks me for my little password. Just my machine and I

know the word. It's a secret we will share forever.

A friendly little message is then flashed on the screen,

and only my machine and I know what it says.

After several beeps (a nice tune I may add) my little

machine gives me my money or takes my little envelope
filled with my last paycheck. The abm doesn't snicker or

giggle at me regardless of the amount. It respects me. and
I respect it.

My machine dwsn't pass value judgements on me. I can

wear jeans and sneakers and it won't look at me with

distaste. It won't pretend to like me when it really doesn't

care about me or my money. By the tone of its beeps. I

know my little machine really does like me.
When I leave my abm. it bt'eps a little goodbye and

flashes a thank you on the little screen. If I forget to take
my little card with my little name on it. it beeps louder.

How nice it is!

I love my abm! and it loves me! What more coukl a

person ask from a bank?

Rita Murphy Li a Collegian staff m*'mhrr.
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Condemning criticism on Collegian critical commentary

^

To the Editor:

Whcu I saw that a review was written in the Collegian of

the Tokyo String Quartet's performance last Wednesday

evening. I anticipated reading a review full of praise that

was truly deserved. After hearing the concert myself, it

seemed to me that the review would be an easy one to

write; the concert was magnificent. AU moments were

breathtaking. The Tokyo String Quartet's high standard

of excellence was maintained.

I have always been interested in how reviewers come up

with some of their alleged ideas. Are they incredibly well-

educated in the field of music? Or are they outside looking

in? I must humbly say that although I have been a musi-

cian for a number of years and have heard a number of

concerts, I still do not feel qualified to review a concert. To

condemn or to congratulate? I would probably feels a bit

intimidated by the readers of my article. If I wrote a bad

review, would I be condemned? I know I wouldn't enjoy

the feeling of condemnation and now I'm giving it to Mr.

Wissoker. My apologies. It's something I think I should

say for the sake of the Tokyo String Quartet.

Now I will contradict myself Although I don't feel

qualified to write a review of some local musicians or a

struggling pianist. I do feel that my opinion of the Tokyo

String Quartet's performance has some merit. I can safe-

ly, honestly, and firmly say that I know when it's good.

The opening phrase in Peter Wissoker's opening is what

really put me in a minor mood. "The performance of the

Tokyo String Quartet at the FAC Wednesday was good

but not great." How, Mr. Wissoker, can you sit at your

desk and write something like that? How are you qualified

to make such a judgement?
, „

I shouldn't complain excessively, after all. everyone is

entitled to their own opinion. I merely want to present

some very to-the-point and valid things. I feel however

that at the next concert. Mr. Wissoker should get a better

seat.

Amy Elisabeth Renak
South Deerfield

To the Editor:

I am writing in response to the April 6 review written by

William PyT»e on the new Lou Reed album. "Legendary
Hearts."

Aside from being offended as a Lou Reed fan. I am also

disgusted at the lack of professionalism in Mr. Pyne's

writing. I don't think that the sports editor would send a

reporter to a football game if that reporter knew nothing

of the game or that the managing editor would let an

unknowing novice assemble the front page.

Why then should the arts be any different? If the arts

editor lets his staff proceed in this fashion for all their

assignments, I suggest he should establish some sort of

guidelines for reviewers, or at least brief them on their

subject beforehand.

On a strictly personal note, I would like to add that the

word "mediocre" should never be applied to Lou Reed.

Mr. Reed's music has long been critically acclaimed for

its style and originality. His "out of key singing", as Mr.

Pyne so quaintly phrases it, is an integral part of his

music.

Neal O'Shea
Amherst

Mandatory meeting for all

columnists. Thursday, April

14 at 7:30 p.m. in the

newsroom. RSVP ASAP.

Forget work;
stay in school

I
was in the Campus Center yesterday, copying over

notes while relaxing on a couch outside the Blue Wall

when my friend, Harry, gl(M)mily t(M)k a seat l)eside

me. He announced his arrival by waving his hand l)etween

my notebook and my face. Harry is not what could l)t> call-

ed "mature for his age." which happens to l>e twenty-one.

"Hiya. What's new?" he asked, but not in his usual,

cheerful voice. I glanctnl up.

"My (iod. you l(><»k horrible!" I gasiH^l. with all the tact

of a three-year-old child. I coul<in't help it. Harry's

shoulders were hunched down, his eyes had a far-out,

"Twilight Zone" glaze, and his flannel shirt l<H>ke<l like it

had just l»et*n resurrwtecl from the bottom of the laurulry

l>ag. And Itetween you and me. he would have In'tiefitted

from standing a little closer to a bar of Safeguard. t<K>.

"Yeah. I know," he admitte<i, not taking offense. "I got

some bad news from my academic dean this morning."

"Are you flunking out again?" I asketl sharply. Harry's

one of those aggravating j)eople who's brilliant, but thinks

the Tower Library is a branch of Southwest.

"No. it's worse than that," he replie<l. sadly. "I'm going

to have tt) graduate in May. I've racket! uf) all the credits,

fulfilled my core requirements and everything. They're

kicking me out, into the real world."

"I guess you'll be working, huh?"
"Witrking?" Harry ga[)ed. as though he'd never heard

the word l;>efore.

"It's not unheard of. Some people di» it as often as five

days a week," 1 said sarcastically. "Just send out some
resumes."
"Oh, sure!" Harry laughed. "I can just see the cover let-

ter:. . . 'I'm very interestetl in obtaining employment. I

feel that polishing railroad tracks would not only l>e en-

joyable, but also beneficial in a practical sense. My skills

include counting to twenty in Russian, tying my own
shi>es. and making a terrific grille<i cheese s;indwich. And
I'm always pleasant because I'm constantly stor>ed.' " He
chuckled, appre<*iating his own wit. and then continued.

" 'Please consider the excellent courses which I ^'ave

taken in preparation for a career in trat-k (N)lishing, in-

cluding ChtK>-(^hoos of the World. There will l)e no otijec-

ti«m. however, to my doing tnld jobs; I have wonderful

eyesight and would Ik? of great help in picking little specks

of dirt off the fitnir with my fingers." He demonstrated by

l>ulling a stray thread off his shirt. "Vf>ila!
"

"Be serious. Harr)'. WTiat qqalifications can you f>ut on

your resume?"
"How about thi.s?", he snickere*!. " '

<
';ui(lnlate was

granted summa cum lau<le from Happy Morning Nursery

.School, Class of 1964. He is currently attend the Universi-

ty of Ma.ssachu.setts. alth<iugh his academic well-

being is s<»mewhat tenuous."

"Very funny. What alxtut a job objective'"

"Huh?" he lfK»ke<l blank.

"Why do you want to work there?"

"Well, that's pretty ol)vious — 1 need the money!"
Harry snapi>ed. as if I were a slowminde*! child.

"You're supposed to say that you want the ex|)erience."
* "Oh, don't worry. I've got plenty of experience!" he

gnnned, winking suggestively, and putting his arm
anmnd me.

"I meant in the job market!"

"I know. I know. Only kidding." He removed his arm
and sat quietly for a moment. "I'd re-apply as a freshman,

but I'm afraid of getting caught. It might l»e a fekmy, or

something."

"W^y don't you just fail all your classes?" I joked. "That

way. you could play Frisbee all spring long, get a gorgeous

tan, and come back in September."

"Say, that's not a bad idea!" a smile crept across his

face, and he straightened his .shoulders. "Thanks, you
really saved my life!" Harry impulsively kissed me, then
rushed off to find a F'risbee and some suntan oil.

"I really tt>as only kidding. . .

Elizabeth Luriano is a Collegian columnigt
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SGA ELECTION
On Monday and Tuesday, April 1

1

& 12, there will be five (5) referen-
da questions that MUST be voted
on:

1) State Student Association of
Massachusetts

2) The proposed reorganization of
the Undergraduate Student
Senate

3) A proposed change in the on-
campus living options

4) the Residential Colleges; and
5) University policy over academic

contacts in South Africa.
If you live: Vote at:

in Patterson, JA, JQA, Washington,
Mackinunie, Cance, Moore
or Pierpont Berkshire
in Crampton, Prince, Coolidge, JFK. James,
Emerson, Melville or Thoreau. . . Hampshire
in Orchard Hill/Central Franklin
in Northeast/Sylvan Worcester

12 - 7 pm
Commuters in front of the Hatch

9 - 4 pm
Greeks in the Newman Center

12 - 5 pm
VOTE!!!

r

Mascot
Stripper

Sweatshirt

Sleeve Imprinted

Hooded Sweatshirt

grey

^^ir^-ir^^^^^^^^^^iririr^^^i^i^^^irf

UNDECLARED MAJOR

mojoring in th* following:

^ m»#tings for studonts int#rostod in

^ Business Tg4-5Mochm#f W-15
^ COIMS Tu 4-5 Hosbrouck 20

? ComStu W»d 4-5 Mochm#f £-07

jj. Economics Mon 4-5 Thompson 102

^ Pot Sci/Pr#-LQW Mon 4-5 Mochmor E-37

s^

y^

y^

y>

y^

y^

y^

NEW FOR SPRING

100% cotton

leisure pants

ijnavv, white, tan

L
«:? UNIVERSITY
j^'iSTORE^ Open M F 9 5

Sat 1 1 4

FOUR SEASONS
Miller Lite btit $9.95 c*

Bud €r Bud Light. . . can. $10.95 cs

LabattS bMr or ale bta $11 .99 cs

Carting Black Label bu $6.95 cs

Busch bti $8.99

{+ daposit)

Strogoff Vodka 1.75 $7.99

Wellington Gin 1.75 $7.99

Myers Dark Rum tbo mi $7.99

Ron Roberto Rum 1.75 $9.99

Old Crow Bourbon 1.75 $11.99

Sebastiani Table Wines.... 3 l....$6.99

Andre Champagne 760 mi $2.99

Botter Lambrusco 1.6 l $3.99

1981 Liebfraumilch 760 mi $2.99

1982 Beau Jolait Villago has arrivad

Wa would also be happy

•^^ to accapt your amptias "^^

^e<2? Wines/ Lic|iK)rs L
rtp.9.hadtv; ma./ 5848174 Pkw

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^Ewery ^Friday

rM.f.'.f...J.-

TOPoff the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11 th Floor • Campus Center • UMass

Conference slated
During the week of April 10 17, 1983. the University of

Massachusetts wiU commemorate the 12th Annual Black
Musician's Conference.

Founded a decade ago (the original conference was
biannual), the conference began a unique tradition of

bringing together musicians, educators, students, and
audiences in a celebration and exchange which moved
beyond the conventional concert setting.

The purpose of the conference is to recognize the major
contribution that Black Americans have made to American
and world music and to explore the impact of this music on
American life and contemporary thought.

To this end the conference has addressed a spectrum of

artistic disciplines including dance, poetry, and the visual

and plastic arts, and included lectures and panel

discussions on the historical and social implications of Black

Music. This year's conference is dedicated to the living

memory of Thelonious Sphere Monk (Oct. 10, 1917 Feb.

17. 1982).

Highlights of this year's conference include concerts by
Billy Taylor and the Springfield Orchestra. The Dexter
Gordon Quartet. Marion Brown, Abbey Lincoln. "Dr.
Jazz" Ray Copeland. and a gospel presentation by Horace
Boyer and Herbert Smith. Visual artists exhibiting this

year are Richard Yarde. Adger Cowans. Arturo Lindsay.

James Phillips, and Ademola Olugebefula.

There will be two panels; one exploring the relationship

between music and painting involving the aforementioned
artists, and a se<-ond. entitled "PersjH'ctives on Black

Music", which will bring together musicians Donald Byrd
and Archie Shepp. with Jeff Anthony of the National

Endowment for the Arts and jazz educator. Warrick
Carter.

Calltfftaa ptttlU kf !•« KaHwtti

Afro-Am professor Homer Meade caug^ht in a
joyous ^in at one of this week's events com-
memorating the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Meade was an instrumental actor on the week's
activities and once aeain he demonstrated his

commitment to the achievement and progress of
the black community here, and everywhere.

Congressman Stokes tells of inquiry

into King's death
By JENNIFER HARDY

( oH«Kian Staff

Ohio congressman Ix)uis Stokes told a sparse but in-

terested audience Wednesday evening about the com-

mittee he chaired that was formed to investigate the

assassination of the late civil rights leader Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. Stokes said the committee was formed

by Congress in 1977.

btoKes. an impressive k>oking six footer peered over
the podium when stating a committee finding that 80
percent of the American people believe that someone in

addition to James Earl Ray helped in the assassination of

Dr. King.

Stokes said he had to raise funds for the committee
because at its inception it had none. The funds that were
raised grossed six million dollars. "I had to have
everything necessary to do the investigation right" said

Stokes.

Sadly recounting when his close friend Dr. King was
assa.ssinated, Stokes told the audience he was riding in

his car in Cleveland Ohio when he turned on his radio and
heard the distressing news of Kings murder. "King was
one of the greatest men who ever walked the earth,

another was the late Egyptian leader Anwar Sadat" said

Stokes.

In questioning James Earl Ray. the convicted assassin

of Dr. King. Stokes said he found that Ray was lacking

consistency in his testimony that he had not killed King.

"I am convinced he killed King" said Stokes. "We have
witnesses who said they frequently saw Ray using the

bathroom in a boarding house across the street from the

Hotel where King was murdered" said Stokes.

Stokes said he had a limited amount of time to complete
the investigation and said he could not have an extention.

In closing his lecture Stokes said the committee did a

Stokes has been named by Ebony Magazine as one of

the 100 most influential Black Americans. Stokes is also

the recipient of seven honorary doctorate degrees as well
as being in Congress for 15 years.

Ohio Conin'essman Louis Stokes speaking at

the Campus Center auditorium Wednesday even-

ing.

Culture plagued by dual-role
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

r«iic(Masufr

A powerful performance at Mount Holyoke College last

Friday April 1st. bewildered an audience of students,

teachers and the general public with a comedy and satire

about the difficulty Hispanics fare of retaining their

culture while living in the l!nite<l States.

I>espite its short duration, "Coser y Cantar" (to sew and
to sing) made a startling impact, as the audience's reac-

tions and commenU revea)e<i.

Written by Cuban Playwright Dolores f*rida the play

was an excellent example of the struggles Hispanics suffer

while trying to decide which cultural values t(» preserve.

The play's characters while operating nameless were
al>le to make the play stand like a m<xlel representing the

fei'lings of Hispanics that sometimes sadly fit into a
dubious category of culture confusion.

"Most of my works come from personal experiences,"
said Prida. "They touch the Latino theme l>ecause I am
one of them."

According to Prida, the Latino theme is not well

d«K'umented in the American scK-iety, esjieciaJly in the ar-

tistic realm. "I write drama because it talks to the world."

The play "coser y cantar" not only talked to the mixed
audience of Amencans and Hispanics. but it also helfted

erase the character imj>erfections the media has imposed

about Hispanics. Through the comedic performance of

Maria Cross, the auth<»r showed that factors such as a sor-

did environment, and infected cultural values in the

American society drive Hisftanics to a dea<l end.

Some might join, while others resolve U» maintain the

cultural ideals of the Hispanic culture. The end result can

be said in a simple, yet common phrase: "If you can't beat

them, join them."

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Erianger i2ozbot8 $9.00/cse + $1.20 dep

Miller or Lite i2ozbots $11.00/cse + $1.20 dep

Budweiser 12 oz cans $11.00/cse -- $1.20 dep

Ballantine Beer I6 oz cans $8.00/case + $1 .20 dep

Gin or Vodka 80° $8.99/i .75 liters

Paul Masson Wines (while they last) $2.49/750 mi

Burgundy, Rose, Chablis $3.99/l .5 liter

All Beer Sr Wine Specials are

ICE COLD!!

TIME OUT
ft—

Popcorn

The
FUN PLACE!

Amherst's Biggest Little Dor

07 H Pleosont St. Amherst
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Tootsie
DUSTIN
^^'*b 00 ^2 001 /» 9^_

S«i b Sun (2 30 b 5 00 p $2 001 ; »
2J6 .

School ( out but
Bnbby >

.duc...„n ^^
fb*gun

bLVsl PE-VN R EM SANTON I

fh (4:46 9 I2.00I 7:», 9:66
[Sat 6 Sun (2:16 6 4:46 9 t2.a0) 7:30.

ff> if> 30 ^ tl aoi 7 *b 10 16
S«l b Sun (2 <6 b 5 30 a »2 001 7 46 '0 'S

9:G6

High Road /^
Tb China SJl
TOM SELLECK J^^

Fri (6:00 © $2 00) 7 15 9:30
ISat £r Sun (2: 15 b 500 12 00) 7 15
l^c 930

SSSnjthe
MEANING

Fri (6:ar(f irOO) 7:16. 9:46
Sat 6 Sun {2:0b ft 500 a $2 00) 7 15

9:46

(

SPRING BREAK
Fri (6:16 a 12.00) 7 30. 9:56

Sat ft Sun (2:16 & 6 15 » 12.00) 7:»,
9:66

They were lookinq to belonq.MAX DUGAN
RETURNS

Fri Sun (4 46 @ 12 00) 7:15. 9 15

I

Fn (6 15 a « 001 7:46. 10:15BLACK STALDON RETURNS Sat b Sun (2:30 fr 6: 15 a 12 00) 7
^o Matinaa Sat Sun 2 00 © M 00 p, io 15 ^ ~ """

ai Outsliclers
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^ NEW BOOKS AT HALF PRICE ^

MIDNIGHT AAiQVIfl MADNISS
omcaaanataft

lA/BAnOS

LVr- iM«^\m

We've expanded our selection of books in

Archeology/Anthropology, Automotive, Education,

Law, Poetry and Political Science, and

We're gearing up for your Spring graduation and

Summer travel needs.

Come on in. You'll buy books you never thought you

could afford.

\n % "PluU^i^ St. /4mA4ft4t

\

I
256-649$- ^fU* - S^ \

r

Have something to say?
Have something to sell?

Give the Collegian Classifieds a try.

They work!

You can now place your classified

quickly and easily

from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on the Campus Center Concourse.

Look for our table there

or stop by our office,

113 Campus Center.

UHNMMIMIIIIIIIIIIIHMIHIUIMHIIIHininilinillllllliilHIIIIMIMHIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIilMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIJI

FREE
I OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY
i $15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

j Beer Balls $15.99

I Hofbrau 12 oz cans $7.60/c8e + dap

I
Carling 12 oz refillables $7.50/c8e + dep

I
Rolling Rock 12ozrefillable8$10.00/c8e -h dep

I
Cartier Blanc de Blancs $1 .99/750 mi

I
Taylor Burgundy $5.99/3 liters

I Almaden Mtn Wines $4.65/i.5 liters

New for Spring

V-Neck and Boat Neck
pastel sweat shirts

/ \ 10.95
your choice

Assorted

Spring

Colors

Many other

New Spring Styles

available

c &c
PACKAGE STORE
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"
*"**' MIMIIIiHiMIHIIIHIH IMIMIHHMIMH I MIIIMIMMMinMHMMIilMHIMMHHIIIMIIMIIIHIMMIIM|l||||||f:
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•:: UNIVERSITY
A^STORE^
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WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S

THE HAND THEATER • FINE ARTS CENTER . UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
APRIL 7 9 13 16 1983 • 8 00 PM • RESERVATIONS &«6 3511

Arts
«.*s!S

trailers
Mf ^tU%

Just a month ago there were only eleven pictures in

production by the majors. The figure is far, far higher now,

and when you include the fibns in pre -and post-product ion

it's high in the hundreds. An outrageously big percentage
of these films fall into two of the lamer categories of motion
pictures: sequels and 3-D flicks. Several fit in both.

Jaws S-D is set during opening week of the world's

largest sea park. Dennis Quaid, Bess Armstrong and Lou

Gossett are on hand as bait. The picture, which was
directed by special effects wiz Joe Alves. is scheduled for

release on July 22nd.

AmityvUU 3D, from Dino DiLaurentis, has not been

cast yet, but is already scheduled for an August '83

release. Should be really gory.

EmmanueUe i in 3-D should add a new twist to soft-core

porn. Emmanuelle is 40 when the film opens, but soon

enters a special rejuvenation clinic which returns her body
to the condition it was in when she was 19. complete with

virginity.

Taking it one step further, porno star Samantha Fox

stars in a hard core 3D feature called Foxy Boxing. I'm

not permitted to disclose here how the effect is used, but

guys in the audience will be doing a lot of ducking.

Then there's Treasure of the Four Crovms, a 3D ad

venture; 99 Women, a 3D women's prison flick; Hit the

Road Again, a 3 D trucker film; and the Amazing 3D Man,
starring David Carradine.

The list of sequels is a nule long. Steven Spielberg is

directing three of them (actually four if you count the soon

to be released TV'ilight Zone movie). First he's shooting
Raiders of the Lost Ark. Part 2. which has Harrison Ford
reprising his role and lakes place three years earlier than

the original. Henry Thomas and Drew Barrymore return

for E.T. II, with a screenplay by Melissa Mathison. and

then Spielberg will take on WW. Odyssey II, w-itten by

Arthur Clarke.

Harrison Ford also returns, as do the other original

characters. Xo Rexenge of the Jedi, the third installment in

the Star Wars saga, due in May. Superman III is also due

soon. It again stars Christopher Reeve and Margot Kidder

(in a teeny role, after she publicly ragged on the producer)

as well as Richard I*ryor and new romantic interest

Annette OToole. Superman IV. incidentally, is now in pre

prtxiurtion and shooting ha.s been completed on Supergiri.

with Helen Slater m the lead.

Also repri-sing original roles will be Arnold Sch

warzenhegger in Conan II, and the original cast back for

more in Star Trek III In Search ofSpock.
Sequels we really don't need include Porky's II: The

Next DayJLox^e at Second Bite, again starring George

Hamilton; Beach Party II, with Frankie Avalon and

Annette Funicello; Airplane III; Smokey is the Bandit,

Part II and The Sting II, both starring Jackie Gleason; and

Surf II, vhose title is strictly a gimmick, there never was a

Parti.

On the horror market, there's Halloween IV, produced

by John Carpenter; The Howling II; AUgator II; The
Boogeyman //.ator

On the horror market, there's Halloween IV, produced

by John Carpenter; The HowUng II; AUgator II; The
Roogeyman //.and, get psyched, Anthony Perkins as

Norman Bates returning after 22 years in a mental hospital

in Psycho II.

LOCAL BEST BET: Harold and Maude is showing

tomorrow night at the Campus Center Auditorium.

Directed by Hal Ashby, the picture stars Bud Cort and
Ruth Gordon, with music by Cat Stevens. It's a must see.

Teri Garr and Jackie Gleason clown it up in

The l^ing 11, currently in releaae.

Robin's throb-

in' failure
THROBBING PYTHON OF LOVE (Casablanca)

Robin Williams

By DAVID CHEVAN
C«lleciaB SUfT

In 1978 Robin Williams made "na-no na no" a household

term. His weekly half hour sitcom, Mork and Mindy,

became an overnight sensation thanks prinmrily to

Williams's comic timing and almost nonstop im-

provisatory style. But the corporate powers that be would

have nothing to do with this stuff, and kept adding more

"fixed" (i.e., non-improvisator>') lines, weird characters,

and Jonathan Winters, almost obliterating any of

Williams's abilities all in the name of high ratings.

Five years later, Williams struck out on his own with

work like Popeye and Garp, two highly anticipated and

consequently disappointing films. On the tail of this, his

critical nadir, it is not surprising that Williams has come
out with is his most commercial work to date. From a

lesser artist, Throbtnng Python ofLmye, Williams second

comedy album, might be considereil reasonably good.

However, in comparison to Williams's live appearances,

his sketches on Mork and Mindy, and his first comedy

album Reality. What a Concept, this album is but another

disappointment. The album is one overextended gag
focusing on Williams's sexual prowess, on his "Throbbing

python of love", or "Mr. Happy" for the younger set.

While 1 have nothing against dirty jokes, this all falls far

below the standards Williams has set previously.

On his first album there was an entirely improvised

sketch entitled. "A Meltdowner's Nightmare", a

Shakespearean partnly of Three Mile Islaml. there was a

visit to Mr. Rogers Neighl»<»rh<MKi, ami a William F.

Buckley interpretation of Little Red Riding H<kh1. on the

new album Williams approaches women in the audience

and asks them if they want to "Shake Hands with Mr.

Happy." There are a couple of quick clever sketches in-

cluding an Elmer Fudd imitation of Bruce Springsteen

(Springsteen imitations are in v«>gue this spnng). This

album is commercial comedy designed for a fourteen year

old male mentality, gtxxl for some, but I'll .stick with my
old Williams.

V

y:

into
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We want everyone
to enjoy your own
favorite music hits.

so BUY TAPES
AND TAPE YOUR OWN!

with Special Opening Guest

$3.00 COVER
sponsorad by U.P.C.

and tha Duka Ellington Commlttaa

new sale:
TDK SA-90«N»

MJtXELl BDXIII 90

only $3.50e*

©/ '^^^^M
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t(..<fcv%
363 Main Street

WEEKEND SPECIAL (Fri - Sun)

Large Two Item Pizza

only $6.50
One FREE coke with any small one or more item pizza

Two FREE cokes with any large one or more item pizza
(please request ookes when ordering)

CaU 256-8587

Prioe includes meals tax
Open 1 1 :30 am - 3 am

Amherst store only

BROWN BAG LUNCH 'N LISTEN - Enjoy a free

hour of live entertainment by Bryan Taylor and Robin

Warshaw. The Performing Arts Division at UMass is

sponsoring a brown bag lunch 'n listen. 12:15 p.m., in the

Old Chapel Seminar Room.

SHABBAT SERVICES - Shabbat is a wonderful op-

portunity to be part of a creative service, share good
energy, and reflect on the week that has passed. Services

are open to all and will be followed by a Shabbat Dinner.

Please sign-up by 10 a.m. for the dinner in the Hillel office.

5:30 p.m., Dukes room, S.U.

UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT CON-
FERENCE - "Christian Community: With or Without
Political Commitment?" is the theme of this conference.

Call UCF, 545-2661 for more information or to register.

Friday, 6 p.m., Sunday, 9 a.m.. First Congregational

Church.

RAISIN IN THE SUN - The film version of an award
winning play about the impact of an insurance bequest on
a Black Chicago family. 7 p.m., CC 163.

CONCERT: JAZZ ENSEMBLE II - Directed by David

Spomy, the Ensemble will perform a variety of big band
music, including tunes by Freddie Hubbard, Oliver

Nelson, and Benny Golsen. Free. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital

HaU.

Saturday

25+ CLUB SWIM - Older students - time to get in

shape. Join us for a swim, followed by "whatever."

545-2145 for info. 3 p.m., Boyden Pool.

DIETRICH BONHOEFFER: MEMORIES AND
PERSPECTIVES - A new feature length documentary

film on the German church struggle and political

resistance to Hitler during the Third Reich. 8 p.m., First

Congregational Church, Amherst.

Sunday
HOLCK'AUST REMEMBRANCE DAY - A brunch,

discussion, two workshops, and a memorial service will

take place in the Commonwealth R<K)m today in Remem-
brance of the HolcK'aust. The brunch and talk will begin at

noon, the workshops at 2:00 p.m., the memorial serivce at

3:30 p.m. All are welcome to attend. Noon to 5 p.m.. Com-
monwealth R<H»m, S.U.

PIANO AND FLUTE RECITAL - Susan Sedor (piano)

and Jane Hirshberg (flute). assisUnl h\ Susanne Dewart
(harpsichord) will f)erforni wf>rks by Bach. Hindemith,

Roussel, Mozart, and Brahms. 3:00 p.m.. Bezanson Recital

Hall.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT (HI KCH -
All are welcome to join us for imr weekly service of wor-

ship, praise and leaching fn>m the Bible. 3:.30 p.m.. see

CC. schedule for room. ___^__

[ I I
253-5673

campuTER
r^ Microcomputer

H& Peripheral

Rentals

'-^ Featuring

Apple II plus

Franklin ACE
Day, Weekly, or Monthly

UMASS SKI CLUB
SAY 4/9 TRIP

to

Q^illington

ONLY S16
Includes:

Lift Ticket

Tronsportotlon

R*fr»shm*nts

D#st Skiing in th« East

For mor* info

400 Studont Union 5-0407

Bloom County By Berke Breathed CROSSWORD
Kdited by Marfarrl Fmrrar and Trade Jaffc

CAN you
H0U?(T0N6

RftOe/CHOKIHIS
0Nean:..PEC6Kr
CMIN^FUNNyNOSe.

NO CH£6T..

WHAPPVA 1HIHK,

RftCHetri5AV

Hei5A*5i:
PA550KG0/

wmm

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

'SO..HOU)t)»t)\WUKE

1\0UR FIRST 'CHAlHSmlNIGHl'l

Ut the clob... pretty
AU)ESOME .>H\JH».

(iTWlVHlHaSUM^NIIW^!)—._^

After the Fall
By R. Miller

hJO, cSoDOAIVn/vmT/ YoO
HAV6 To VCLt. 08S2E*lg

THlM(yS A»TMf«. ^N)D

THREATEN HHC^MEN

tvAwr TO (j€T "^ ^

HAMCr Of THIS.
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ACROSS 54 Surrounded by 13 Comic page

1 Derisive 57 Chinese dynasty exclamations

interlection 58 A Bell tor 19 Asian holiday

5 Dreary Adano" autfK>r 21 Louis XIV

9 Filler 59 Kind of meeting 26 Zoo sound

14 Algerian seaport 62 Actor Bogarde 28 Confabulate

15 Ireland, once 63 Love, Italian 30 Ctose together

16 Actress Dickinson style 31 Augury

17 fault 64 Cultivate 32 Good •:

(complain) 65 An Adams 1927 musical

18 Aces, sometimes 66 Up tight 33 French clergyman

20 Millinery 67 Skittered 34 Hamsuns
purchase 68 Sandra, Ruby and Growth of

22 Hasten Frances the
••

23 Works by Pindar 38 Architect

and Keats Saarinen

24 Houston athletes 39 Expose

25 Within: Prefix 40 Wife of

27 Covered with FloZtegfelt/^

basketry material 43 Grammatical

29 Bean or Welles classifications

33 Tennis great DOWN 44 Foot feature

35 Abyssinian prince 1 Name in labor 45 Accumulated

36 a dozen history treasures

37 Pur piece 2 Indian, canal 47 Arts partner

38 Unusual discern and lake 48 Alphabetic trio

ment. for short 3 Kind of combat 50 However, for short

39 River into the 4 Sanction 52 Lofty dwelling

Rhine 5 Denigrators place

41 Morning nfwisture 6 Long, narrow 53 Little Shavers

42 Spree creek 54 Hl^w chance

44 Liz2ie 7 Bunker, etal (have little

45 Layers 8 to possibility)

46 Church officer animals 55 Rosalind Russell

47 Kind of pipe 9 Word with Paulo role

49 Dame or Miguel 56 Religious image

51 Marx brothers 10 Boat adjunct 60 off

film.' tf»« 11 Mild oath 61 Year in the

Races' 12 versa time of PiusI
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WEATHER
Considerable cloudinesa

with 50 percent chance of

rain in late afternoon and

early evening. High
temperatures ranging
from 60 to 65.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Tuna Salad on Water R«ill. Herbed Soybean ('as.sen»lf.

Turkey Divan Turkey Divan

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Baked C .ni/NewburK East West Lasagna. Baked

Sauce, Cheese Lasagna Cod/Newburg Sauce. Egg^

with Tomato Sauce. Egg^ with Sharj) Cheese Cold

with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

Plate

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami

Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Colkgian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.

M
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Assorted Sports
Jerseys $5.95
Assorted Styles & Colors

on Special Sale Rack Reg. $7.95

Open M-F 9-5 f^nmvERSlTY
mSTORE^

SHOE
MSuA^ 187 n. pleasant st^ amlierst

FREE COPIES
Bring this to Paper House Copy Shop

with your name & address on it

and get 25 High Quality

Copies for Nothing.

Behind Peter Pan Bus • Behind Town €r Country

Paper House

I

Copy Shop

79 South Pleasant St. 253-9511

an Dua

Hi
Name

write legibly

Address

One per customer. Good until 4/ 15 '83

This semester discover a better way to study European
history Kronenbourg The beer tt^at s been brewed since

1664 IS now brewing up a lot of excitement around
campus It has the great body you d expect from a fine

European beer without all the bitterness So graduate to

Europe s #1 bottle of beer Kronenbourg. And drink better.

Not bitter

BL . TER.NOT BinER.

SGA ELECTION
On Monday and Tuesday, April 1

1

& 12, there will be five (5) referen-
da questions that MUST be voted
on:

1) State Student Association of
Massachusetts

2) The proposed reorganization of
the Undergraduate Student
Senate

3) A proposed change in the on-
campus living options

4) the Residential Colleges; and
5) University policy over academic

contacts in South Africa.
If you live: Vote at:
in Patterson, JA, JQA, Washington,
Mackinimie, Cance, Moore
or Pierpont Berkshire
in Crampton, Prince, Coolidge, JFK, James,
Emerson, MelviUe or Thoreau. . . Hampshire
in Orchard Hill/Central Franklin
in Northeast/Sylvan Worcester

12 - 7 pm
Commuters in front of the Hatch

9 - 4 pm
Greeks in the Newman Center

12 - 5 pm
VOTE!!!

^^^iri^^it^^it^it^^ir^iriri^^^^^^^<rf

UNDECLARED MAJOR
m#»tings for stud#nts int»r*st»d in

mojoring in th* foilowing:

j^ Business Tu4-5MQchm«rW-13
^ COINS Tu 4-5 Hosbrouck 20

^ ComStu W»d 4-5 Mochm^f E-07

j^ Economics Mon 4-5 Thompson 102

7^ Pol Scl/Pr*-LQw Mon 4-5 Mochmor E-07

y^

y^

y>

y^

y>

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

r
NEW FOR SPRING

Sleeve Imprinted

Hooded Sweatshirt

Mascot
Stripper

Sweatshirt

navy &
purple TilM 100% cotton

leisure pants

V>Jjnavy, white, tan

oi2\i9iEFi0\0tB\00i0WU5\s\£naie\s\s\s\s\finp?

l:

e UNIVERSITY
^iSTORE^ Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

FOUR SEASONS
Miller Lite bti. $9.95 c.

Bud €r Bud Light. . . cant $10.95 ct

Labette b«er or ale bts $11 .99 C8

Carling Bleck Lebel bu $6.95 cs

Buech bti $8.99

(•f dapoalt)

Strogoff Vodka its $7.99

Wellington Gin 1.75 $7.99

Myere Derk Rum tgo mi $7.99

Ron Roberto Rum 1.75 $9.99

Old Crow Bourbon i.tb $11.99

Sebastiani Table Wines... 3 l....$6.99

Andre Champagne tbo mi $2.99

Botter Lambrusco 1.6 l $3.99

1981 Liebfraumilch tbo mi $2.99

1982 Beau Jolais Village has arrived

We would also be happy

m^^ to accept your empties ^^^

^nf^ Wines/ Liquors L
kc rtP.9.hadtN;mu. ^^8174

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^very ^^riday

TOIJ^ff the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
nth Floor 'Campus Center 'UMass
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The Gorillas to challenge Rutgers
By BILL SHEA

Coikipmn St«ff

Even though his team had been blown off

the field in the fourth quarter by an out
standing Cornell University team and lost,

116, University of Massachusetts lacrosse

coach Dick Garber still smiled, as he ex
plained the collapse.

"We just ran out of gas," said the Gorilla

mentor. "That's the only reason I can think
of. I think our close defensemen got tired of

chasing the quick attack of Cornell."

That may have been the reason for the
fourth quarter demise, but it only seemed a

matter of time before Cornell puUed away.
The Gorillas simply played a mediocre game
against one of the top ranked teams in the
nation and got burned. Dropping balls and
making bad passes catches up with a team
playing such high quality competition.

P>en Garber admitted a 3 1 halftime
score between two nationally ranked teams
was ridiculous, but actually the Gorillas

were fortunate to still be in the game.
After the third period, in which the

Gorillas managed to stay close. 5 4. the
quickness of the Cornell attack began to
take ius toll on the Gorilla "D".

Cornell scored four goals on isolation one
on ones and the Gorilla defense, which was

supportive in the first three quarters,

reacted a step slow. Umass was down 10 4

and a comeback did not seem likely.

"We had opportunites that we did not

capitalize on and if we had we still might

have pulled it out. But all of a sudden you're

down 10 4 and you're in trouble," com-

mented Garber.

What the Gorillas must do now is wipe
Wednesday's loss from their minds and get

ready mentally for Rutgers when they

knock heads with the Scarlet Knights

lommorow at 2 p.m. at Boyden Field.

"They're a very good team." said Garber.

"They had potential last year and this year

they have an excellent team."

Rutgers (3 2), ranked number 12 by the

latest United States Intercollegiate

I^acrosse Association poll, lost to New
Hampshire 12 11 and top ranked Syracuse

20 11.

The top man for Rutgers is returning All

American midfielder Al Ray. who takes

care of the faceoff duties for the Knights,

and returns for his final year of eligibility

after handling the fullback duties for the

Rutgers football team the last couple of

years.

Gerry Moreau. who was bombardf>d by

57 shots against Cornell, will start in the

net for the Gorillas, who will be looking to

return to the form that earned them a 114
win over Ilobart last Saturday.

UMms lacrosse will be knockinf^ heads with Rutg^ers (2:00 p.m.)
tomorrow at Boj'den field.

Women's lacrosse shuts out Springfield, 9-0
By ELLEN RK HARD

« vlleci*" SUff

Although it was a cold day for a lacrc

game, the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team wa.s hot as it

trampled over Springfield, 9 (>.

The Gazelles fired 25 8h<»t,s «tn Springfield

grjaltender I.,yn Dulick. Ti.sh Stevens leail

the attack with a hat trick and two assists

after missing two games with a knc^ in-

jury.

"Tish is a visible fterson in the attack,"

coach Pam Hixon said. "I think it shows
statistically in the attack. She was <>ur

third highest scorer last year. We know she

can prr>duce goals. We just need to have

her out there t«> d'< it."

The UMass defense was e<)ually im-

pressive in the rout as UM g«»alk«f|ier Deb

hie DeJesus only had to turn away five Spr-

ingfield shots.

"We play a combination rone." Hixon
said. "When Springfield had the hall we
stayed active to put the pressure on the

hall. We playetl l)etter today than against

Yale (a 4-3 c«jme fn>m behind win la.st

week). We're putting together a gcHMJ

squad."

Six of the (iazelles nine goals came in the

second f»eri<Ki when Springfield was spen-

ding time trying to net a score on DeJesus.

Ro Tudryn started DMass off four minutes
into the game an<f I..inda Haytayan and
i^tevens foll«)wetf to giv»« M;iss;irhusetts a
:U) lead al halftime

Throughout the start of the second

peri(»d. Springfield was hu.stling hard but

running in circles. The voire of Hixon could

be heard in the UMass end saying,

"pressure, intercept, pressure ball!" as

Springfield held the ball and tried to get a
sh<»t on the net.

But every time Springfield would bring

the ball to the (jazelle's end. UMass would
turn around, pass the ball back to the Spr-

ingfield end and, most of the time, score.

"The Springfield goalie playeii a sujht

game." Hixon said of Dulick. "The sc<)re

could have been a lot higher. She made a lot

of saves Unlay."

Stevens scored the fourth goal of the con

test for I'Mass at 23:.37 of the ser«»nd

pernHJ, After receiving a pass fn>m Pam
Moryl. Stevens passed in fnmt of the net

and whirle<l the Isdl jia.st the left shoulder

(»f Dulick.

Moryl came hack four minutes lat<r u.

get the first of two goals for the aggressive
attacker with an assist from Stevens. After
getting the pass. Moryl whipped the ball in

from the side of the net.

Michelle Boyer scored the Gazelles sixth

goal at 17:40 with a l^eautiful play. After
connecting with Moryl, Boyer Uxik the pass
and ran across the net while holding the

l)all long enough to pull Dulick to the side of

the net. Boyer reached over her shoulder to

sweep the hall jKist the moving goalie.

Haytayan and Moryl each s«'ored their se-

cond goal's of the game two minutes apart
and Stevens completed her hat trick by
putting in her third goal just U'f<»n- the

ituzzer.

With a recc»rd of :M, the (iazelles will

Lake on Northeastern University on Satur-

day with a !:0() start.

Softball split at Brown
By GERRY deSIMAS

Lallcffua SUff

KINGSTON. R.l The University of

Rhode Island and the University of

Massachusetts played two gcxxl games
yesterday in Rhode Island. The two
Atlantic Ten rivals split their double

header with URI shutting down UMa.ss. 3

in the opener and the Minutewome" taking

the second game 3 1

.

UMass only managed a Sally Maher
single in theop«'ner. but in the second game
was able to get eight hits, most of them
scattered throughout the lineup.

"1 felt like we offensively couldn't break

anything open in either game." said head

coach hiairif .-^ortino. "1 can honestly say

nothing went our way offensively. It was
frustrating."

Sophomore liOri Whidden frustrated

Minutewomen batters by only giving up a

single to Maher and walks to AILson Rioux

and Beth 1 albott while striking out two.

URI managed two runs in the third and a

triple by Debbie Pereira and a home run by

Tracey Turner on consecutive long shots

down the right field line. URI scored again

in the fourth to take a 3 lead.

UMass' best shot came in the seventh

inning when Jackie Gaw got on base due to

a URI error. Talbot walked but then the

rally died and so did the game.

"Those hitters were lucky (talking about

Turner and Pereira). They were late." said

Sortino.

In the second game, UMass had no in

tention of playing catch up. After Rioux

sent a shot downtown to centerfield that

was caught. ( hri«. » oughlin rearhi-d tirst

base after URIs P«>reira dropped the

throw from the third baseman. Talbot

walked two hatters later and Maher. who
has btH-n hitting very well lately lat a .319

clipl. smacked a three run home run to

right

That, as things turned out. would be all

that UMass needi'd in this game. But URI
r<iuld never b<' counted out. In the rest of

the game the UMass offensive effort kept

shortcircuiting due to some bad calls and
some mental errors. URI picked up a run in

the fourth and that was it.

Maher shone at the plate, going two for

three with a homer and a single with three
KHI s in the second game and getting the
only hit in the first game.

Janet Miller sent a deep shot to left field

for a double but was thrown out trying to

stretch it into a triple. Marianne lyombardi

also played well going two for three ttwo
singles).

Both pitchers threw well in both games.

Lynn Stockley picked up her second loss

against four wins in the opener and Kathy
Reed upped her record to 8 2 with a one

hitter in the nightcap.

UMass now 12 4 travels to New Ham
pshire for another double header tomorrow
at Durham.
"We are going to work on our bunting

and base running. ' said Sortino. That's

where UMa.ss made .several of their errors.

NOTES: Gaw played DH nursing a sore

shoulder and Talbot filled in very well

behind the plate. Rioux showed why she's

an All American shortstop by pulling off

some super plays.

Men's track team to start its

uncertain season tomorrow
By LAURIE FLSHER

( allrgiaa Staff

After a challenging fall season, the

University of Massachusetts men's track

team is not easing back into competition

this spring. Their first meet of the outdoor

season will be this weekend against three

of the top four New Kngland schools,

Dartmouth College. North Eastern
University and Boston College which is

hosting the meet. Coach Ken O'Brien has

no illusions as to where the UMass track

team stands in respect to their Division I

competitors.

I've absolutely no idea of what the
results will be. we haven't competed in six

weeks. This weekend will enable us to

as.sess our situati<m and draw up a game
plan for the season," O'Brien said

Thursday.

Here Ls a brief profile of the top UMass
track competitors:

JOHN WRIGHT: "I think John will

continue to perform as one of the best high

hurdlers in New Kngland. I hope his

consistent performances indoors will

carry over to the outdoor season,"

commented O'Brien.

Wright, a senior, won the high hurdle

event al the New England track cham
pionships with a time of 7.53 seconds in

early March.
BRIAN OSBORN: A junior who placed

third last year at the New p^ngland in the
400 yard dash continues to make progress.

"Brian is a stronger runner, he can run

the same distance with less effort."

O'Brien said.

JOHN KEELAN: He has traditionally

been a middle distance runner, placing

fifth in the 1000 meter event last year,

although he has the ability to run 5000
meters.

O'Brien said Keelan will be an ex
periment this season as they try to push
him into the k)nger distances where he has
more of a chance of placing.

STEVE HYDER: The UMass shotput
record holder with a distance of 53'6.5"

has significantly improved this year — he
throws over a foot further.
"Steve is working on the hammer.
Although it is not his best throwing event.

it is the one I think he has the most future

potential in." O'Brien added.

RONALD FARBER: A sophomore who
won the Eastern discus event last spring

ran expect a tough season with most of the

good discus throwers returning for

another season.

JOHN PANACCIONE: The leading

freshman runner has the potential to

consistently score if he can shake his

injury jinx, O'Brien said. He has a knee
tendon probem that arose from too much
training.

Greg Mader and Todd Johnson will

continue to compete in the decathlon
event.

Middle distance runner Rick Dorion
continues to be plagued with seriously

strained tendons.
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University reseachers gain access to

w^orld renowned supercomputer today
Bj JIM FINKLE

University of Massachusetts researchers will com-
municate with one ol the world's most powerful computers
for the first time today as they sign a timesharing

agreement that wiU provide regular access to Cok>rado

State Universitjr's Cyber 205 supercomputer.

The Cyber 206. one of only 41 of its kind in the world, is

known in the research community as a class VI computer
and is manufactured by Control DaU Corporatk>n.

The supercomputer wiU communicate with UMass
through an already insUlled 1.601 mile phone line, ac
cording to University Computing Center Director Conrad
A. Wogrin.

The computer is valued between $12 and $15 million.

The Cyber 205 and the Cray 1. its competitor, are the only

class VI computers in the world.

These class VI supercomputers are at the forefront of
biomedical research, atmospheric studies, geophysics and
petroleum engineering because of highly sophisticated

modeling abflity, according to Ekiward H. Coughran.
director of the Institute for Computational Studies at

Cok>rado State University.

"It (the timesharing agreement) is mainly for people who
have very large problems of a kind that don't go on the

computers we have here." Wogrin said.

He said Colorado State's computer can complete 200
million operations per second while the system at UMass is

able to compute only 7 million operations each second.

Colorado State University will charge each institutbn
researcher $1,000 per hour of computer time, which will be
charged to individual researchers.

"It is strictly out of the research grants and contracts

that it (the fee) is paid from. " Wogrin said. The UMass
Computing Center charges $800 per hour of computer
time, Wogrin said.

While the computer system at UMass is an interactive

system, the Cyber 205 is a batch system. The computer
reads in sets of date, instructions for computing those data

and "runs till it's finished." Wogrin said.

He said that while UMass will benefit from the enhanced
computer facilities. Cok)rado State will benefit as well

because "being where we (UMass/Amherst) are. we can
attract people from different institutions." Increasing use
of the system will help to defray the $400,000 monthly
lease payment Colorado State makes for use of the system,
Wogrin added.

"You can't maintain a ranking University without giving
faculty the facilities that give it the reputation," Wogrin
said. "For a faculty of that type, you have to have those
facilities."

Student input

to beheard

via referenda
By PAUL DESMO^a)

c«it«giu8ufr

Today and tomorrow the Student Government
Association (SGA) is holdir g elections on five referendum
questions.

The issues being voted m are: the establishment of the

State Student A^soctati)n of Massachusetts on the
University of Massachus !tts at Amherst campus; the
proposed reorganization <f the Undergraduate Student
Senate; proposed changes in on campus living optwns;
Residential CoWege academic and social programs; and
University policy concerning^uth Africa.

Students from Orchard Hill and Central will cast their

balk>ts at Franklin Dining Comnwns. Northeast and
Sylvan residents vote at Worcester DC. commuters in

front of the Hatch, and Greeks in the Newman Center.
Southwest residents should vote at the dining commons
nearest their dormitory.

Question one asks whether students support the
establishment of a UMass/ Amherst Chapter of the State
Student Association ol Massachusetts (SSAM) funded
through a $1 dollar per semester increase in the Student
Activities Fee.

SSAM is seeking the support of all state colleges and
universities. A similar referendum question will be run on
at least six other state campuses this spring, according to
Mike Ferrigno, State Student Coordinator.

Once fully organized, SSAM would represent ail state

college and university students' interest in the state

legislature and other policy making groups in areas such as
financial aid. Ferrigno said.

Ferrigno expects the referendum question will have
widespread student support and emphasized the need for a
large turnout.

"We have a track record students can respect and be
proud of." he said, citing SSAM's registration of more than
6.000 students statewide for last fall's gubernatorial

election as an example of the group's effectivensM.

Question two asks students to decide if the
Undergraduate Student Senate should be reorganized to

reduce the number of senators and to elect them at large.

Senators are currently elected from each dormitory, from
among commuters and Greeks, and from the Third WorW
Caucus.

Former student senator David McCarthy supports the

reorganization effort. He believes issues would be more
manageable in a smaller senate.

"There's an oki adage that you can't accomplish anything

Continued on page ••

Democrats supportMondale
By DAVID B. MINER

CoHerUn SUff

This past weekend more than 4.000

Massachusetts Democrats met in

Springfield to establish a party platform for

the next two years.

Billed as an L«.sues convention, the event
turned into a showcase which attracted

national media coverage after Massachu-
setts senior Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
removed his hat from the ring.

^^^^:•x•:%•:%i:%:ss:¥::S::ft%%%::%W^

See related convention
stories on page 5

All six of the announced national

Democratic hopefuls were on hand to woo
delegates as they voted in the first

presidential preference poll to be conducted

in a major industrial state without a

favorite son candidate.

As expected, the front runner, former
Vice President Walter Mondale, won the

endorsement of the convention, narrowly

defeating an initiative put forth by the

Massachusetts AFL CIO in whkh delegates
cast their votes for "jobs" rather than
selecting a candidate. By doing this the
AFL-CIO wanted to show that jobs were
the primary issue on the voters' minds.

Mondale received 29.3 percent of the vote

compared to 25.6 percent for jobs.

California Sen. Alan Cranston dkl better

than he had predicted in his preconventbn
press conference. He said he was "ranked
by the national press as being a distant

fourth in the six man race."

"My object in coming to Springfield is to

show that I am competitive with the other

candidates, to give credibility to my
campaign. I will be happy with any per
centage above one percent of the total

vote."

He did better than that, receiving 16.9

percent of the total which leaped him past

senators John Glenn (15.3 percent) and
Gary Hart (10.5 percent). The other two
hopefuls, Fritz HoUings and Reubin Askew
each received less than one percent.

Over shadowed by the preference poll

was the main reason the Dennocrats met,
that of setting a party platform.

The Charter of the Massachusetts
Democratic Party mandates that in odd-

Continued on pagv 5

Wmlter and Jomn Mondale wave to the crowd at Springfield's

Democratic iasuei convention. Mondale won the atraw poU with over

1,000 of more than 4,000 delegatca Totea.
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World and National News
Palestinian gunman murders
mediator for Israeli peace
ALBUFEIRA. Portugal (AP) - A

leading PLO advocate of reconciliation with

Israel was assassinated Sunday by a

gunman who pumped five bullets into his

head and chest at point blank range in a

crowded hotel lobby and escaped under

police gunfire.

An extremist Palestinian splinter group

claimed responsibility for the murder.

Issam Sartawi, the Palestine Liberation

Organization's European coordinator,

collapsed in a pool of blood by the hotel

reception desk. Police said he died instantly

and that an aide suffered a thigh wound in

the attack.

Sartawi was representing the PLO at the

16th Socialist International, a conference of

socialist politicians held in this coastal

resort.

Witnesses said bystanders screamed in

panic as the gunman, dressed in a light suit,

walked up to Sartawi. shot him five times,

then ran out of the hotel waving a pistol.

In Damascus, Syria, a fanatic PLO
splinter group blamed for several attacks

on moderate Palestinians claimed

responsibility for the killing, saying Sar

tawi had tried to sell out the Palestinian

cause.

"It is our pleasure to communicate to you

our success in implementing the death

sentence towards a criminal and a traitor,"

said a statement by the Revolutionary

Council of the Fatah. Vhe faction is led by

Abu Nidal. a PLO renegade.

The PLO blamed Israeli secret police for

the killing, but Israeli officials condemned

the attack.

On the Israeli occupied West Bank,

where Sartawi was born. Palestinian

newspaper editor Ziad Abu Ziad said. "He

was one of the best Palestinian minds."

The 47 year old. U.S. educated car

diologist was a key figure in contacts

between Israelis and the PLO. He helped

set up a four hour meeting in January

between PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat and

three Israeli leftists.

Sartawi also reportedly worked to

arrange swaps of Israeli and Palestinian

prisoners from last June's Israeli invasion

of I^ebanon. His efforts won him a

nomination for the 1983 Nobel Peace Prize.

Sartawi joined the PLO after the 1967

Arab Israeli war. He was a leader of al

Fatah. Arafat's guerrilla organization, but

later formed his own Action Committee for

the Liberation of Palestine.

U.S. Rep. Phillip Burton. D-California, died early yesterday in a San
Francisco hospital after being stricken in his hotel room.

Otizens supportive ofnuke freeze in muddy Moscow
MOSCOW (AP) - Mud. not missiles,

troubles Muscovites in this month of

downpours. But. just as in Dubuque or

Dusseldorf. the mention of a "nuclear

freeze" can draw a quick nod from the

ordinary Russian.

"Of course, its the best idea, this freeze."

said Yevgeny Dimitrovich. a carpenter who

leisurely window shopped with his wife on

Kutusovsky Prospekt. "More bombs won't

help either you or us."

The comment was typical among people

questioned by an American reporter m
central Moscow.

The Soviet population is bombarded each

day with repwts and commentaries on the

complexities of the U.S. Soviet missile

deadlock.

Some grasp the details. Young radio

technician Vitaly Shakov, for example,

recited the Kremlin line on the issue of

medium range missiles in Europe:

President Reagan's call for a cutback in

Soviet rockets would mean "one sided

disarmament" by the Soviets, and U.S.

aircraft should be counted in the nuclear

equation.

But other Muscovites were as unfamiliar

with the intricacies of warheads, throw

weights and first strikes as are most

Americans.

Instead, in the spring thaw, they are

preoccupied with maneuvering through the

mud and with angling a good assignment in

next Saturday's "subbotnik." the annual

spring cleanup when everyone volunteers a

day's work as streetsweeper. trash hauler

or seedplanter.

Questions about the arms race still coukl

turn Muscovites talkative. There are two

things they said they were sure of: the

"goodness" of the American people, and the

"common sense" of a nuclear freeze.

"Ordinary Americans are a sympathetic

people, a good nation, " said Shakov. 26. "...

We have the same skies over us."

Shakov and the others interviewed

through an interpreter knew about the U.S.

nuclear freeze movement, and said they

liked it.

"I think it is a very, very reasonable

idea." Irina Kovalenko said. "It's only

common sense. And then in the future I

think they should destroy all the weapons."

Bustofburglar

moddedby witness

SANTA FE. N.M. - A woman who
witnessed a burglary last month gave police

a description of the man in the form of a

seven inch bust she fashioned out of clay.

The bust, signed "Mountain" by the

Santa Fe artist, is being kept well watered

by detectives who hope it will yield a clue

before it dries up and falls apart, police

said.

The bust is of a man the woman repor

tedly saw robbing her neighbor's house on

March 18, officers said.

Little information, including the name of

the Santa Fe artist, could be released on the

burglary. Santa Fe police Sgt. Gilbert

Ulibarri said.

Police Capl. Rick Montoya was skeptical

the sculpture would help in identifying the

burglar.

"It looks like anyone." he said.

Black mayoral defeat

couldthin voles in '84

CHICAGO — Democrats are keeping a

nervous watch on Chicago's bitter mayoral

campaign, fearing defeat for Harold

Washington on Tuesday could drain away

vital black support for their 1984

presidential nominee.

Some Democrats already are speaking of

disciplinary measures against Chicago ward

bosses who are backing Republican Bernard

Epton against Washington, hoping to be the

city's first black mayor.

Some black leaders, meanwhile, say the

party must be held to account if it can't

deliver white votes. Some predict a

Washington defeat would discourage blacks

from turning out in 1984.

Digest
By the Associated Press

President Reag^an gestures as Secretary of State George Shultz looks

on while talking to reporters at the White House yesterday after retur-

ning from a weekend at Camp David, Maryland. The President hlamed
*
'radical elements'* in the Palestine Liberation Organization for Jor-

dan's refusal to join the Middle East Peace Talks.
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Murdererhappy

in luxuryjail

BEDFORD HILLS. N.Y. - Jean Harris,

the former school headmistress serving a

15 year to life sentence for murdering
"Scarsdale Diet" author Dr. Herman
Tarnower. says she is much happier in her

new living quarters than she was in regular

prison.

She is among 26 Bedford Hills Correc

tional Center inmates housed in Fiske

Cottage under a program for prisoners with

good records.

The brick building has private rooms,

patios, wall to- wall carpeting and portable

televisions.

"We all love it here, " Mrs. Harris was
quoted as saying in the New York Daily

News yesterday. "We think it's a great

place."

Mrs. Harris' room has pink, green and
yellow curtains, with matching piltow

cases.

Livemannequinsno

'dummy 'ofa deal

BOSTON - Eleven out of 12 people walk

right by model Mary Murphy without a

second glance. But that twelfth sees

something different — a mannequin that

needs to blink occasionally.

Helen Aiken, the owner of a women's
clothing store in the city's Copley Square.

has hired two women to model clothes in

her shop window.
They must pose, motionless.

"A human being shows off the clothes so

much better, " said Ms. Aiken. "I can hire a

lot of models for what I'd spend on a

dummy."
Sitting or standing mannequins cost $600

to $1,200 she said.
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Women unite for on
-the-job safety

By ONAIDA FOX
CoIWcUb C«rT««pon4«iil

Women Organized for Occupational Safety and Health
(WOOSH) at the University of Massachusetts merged last

week with a Boston-based occupational safety coalition to

serve as watchdogs for women in the Valley against health

hazards in the work place.

Myra Hindus, a member of WOOSH, said the purpose of

the merge with the Massachusetts Coalition for Occupa-
tional Safety and Health (MassCosh) was to provide

stronger support for women in hazardous work places.

Members of WOOSH expressed concern as to whether
the merge with MassCosh would be in the group's best in-

terest.

"I want to know that MassCosh needs us as much as

we need them," one member said. She said she wanted to

know more about MassCosh politics before she had to in-

vest money in membership fees.

MassCosh is made up of 1 1 members from unions in both
eastern and western Massachusetts.
WOOSH, which was organized three months ago, nas

written fact sheets on women and safety in the valley in

clerical, laundry, retail, and food service work. Members
recently wrote a fact sheet on video display teiitiinals,

VDT's and their health effects, said Jenni Gunnell, a
member of the group.

"Writing this fact sheet was controversial enough,"

because of problems with the University, one member
said.

WOOSH is funded by the Haynuu-ket fund and by fun-

draising events conducted by the members.

Meetings are held at 5:15 p.m. every Thursday in the

Everywonum's Center located in Wilder Hall. The five-

member organization would like to draw more members in

the community, Hindus said.

Alertness the key to

exam performance
By FRED STEINWAY

C#mgiMiCininii<iBl

For most students, the demand for good performance in

examinations creates some stress and anxiety. But there

are some things students can do and avoid doing that can

make exam time easier and more successful, according to

health officials at the University of Ma.ssachusetts.

"Some physical exercise is important so body and mind

are both alert." said David Kraft M.D.. director of the

University Mental Health Services at Hills House South.

"If you have a routine of exercise, don't leave it off during

exam times." he said.

"In preparing for exams students often don't take time

off for themselves." said Kraft. "Pace yourself. A 10-

minute or half hour break can really improve your per

fonnance." Kraft said.

Staying up late to study will harm test performance,

although some individuals do well, Kraft said.

"Caffeine can keep you awake." Kraft said, if the student

is about to fall asleep. "You're better awake than asleep at

an exam." he said.

It is wise to be cautious, though, in the use of coffee. "If a

person is sensitive to caffeine, (he) better be careful."

Kraft said. Have half a cup and sit quietly for a while

without talking, until you feel the stimulus from the coffee.

Then go to your work. "Know yourself, " counsels Kraft.

Drugs are probably the least helpful way to prepare for

an exam. "Be very careful about using very strong

stimulants. " Kraft said. "I have seen students flunk tests

this way." he said.

Mental health educator Lynn Bechtel presents an Exam
Alert Workshop to fraternities or residences upon request.

She can be contacted for a workshop at the University

MenUl Health Services. 545 2337.

C«lkgteB ptMU hj Drrw 0(wr

Beta Kappa Phi fraternity members slosh through the rain during; yesterday's keg; roll from
Boston to Amherst. Proceeds from pledges to the fraternity are ^ing to benefit the United Way.

Radiation, pregnancy an ongoing study
By CATHERINE COLLINS

An ongoing controversy as to whether or not pregnant

women who operate Video Display Terminab (VDT) are in

danger of adverse pregnancy effects due to radiation is

currently being addressed at the University of

Massachusetts.

"Radiation is on the minds of the people these days.

There is no radiation problem at this time." said Jim Tocci.

radiation safety officer for the department of Environ

mental Health and Safety.

Myra Hindus, the coordinator for Working Women's
Task Force at the University of Massachusetts

Everywoman's Center, said."There is a need for more

study. It isn't an open and shut case."

The issue first surfaced in Canada where occurrences

were reported at a Vancouver hospital. Since the in

stallation of VDT's at the hospital in 1978. it was reported

that only one of six pregnancies among women working at

the machines resulted in a normal full term birth. Hindus

said.

One study conducted by the U.S. Army found that

during the period between Octdt)er 1979 through October

1980. seven miscarriages were reported as well as three

cases of congenital malformation.

Even though there are other more obvious problems
which affect all VDT users such as eye and muscle strain,

the radiation problem is the one whkh attracts the most
attention, said .\nita Seroll. environmental hygienist with

the I'Mass Department of Environmental Health and

Safety.

"Radiation gets bad publicity," she said.

A study reported by the "Health Physics Journal" in

1982 stated very few VDT's have been found to emit x-rays

at levels exceeding the regulatory limit. The VDTs which

exceeded the limits were either withdrawn from the

market or modified.

Hindus said."There is low level radiation. It is the

cumulative effect of working on those machines that is

being questioned."

A study will soon begin by the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) on the impact of

VDT's on pregnant women. Present plans are to include

5.000 6,000 pregnancies in a retrospective study. Tocci

said, however, he believed the issue has already been "put

to sleep very carefully."

('urrently. workers in Canada and at Boston University

have won the right to do alternative work during

pregnancy. According to Tocci. "Radiation is a part of the

universe. Technok>gy knows better.

"We're going to have to live with it and we're going to

have to understand it." he .said.

-Women's Week
MONDAY

Effects of Power on the Inhibition of Social Change"
will be presented by Joan Butler P\)rd from the depart

ment of sociology at Stanford University at 4:15 p.m. in

the Wright Hall Common Room at Smith College.

Women's Issues Team will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center in room 801.

Women, CreatiTity and Power in Africa will be

discussed by Anita Glaze, associate professor of art

history at the University of Illinois at 8 p.m. in Gamble
Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College.

TUESDAY

Health EffecU of Office Automation Workshop will

be conducted by Dorothy Hayden from the 9 to 5

Organization at noon in the Campus Center in room 81 IB.

The Committee for Equal RighU and Reprodnctire

Freedom (CERRF) will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus

Center m room 178.

Pre-menstrual Syndrome Workshop will be given at 7
p.m. in the Bangs Community Center. The workshop is

free and open to the public.

WEDNESDAY

Sexual Harassment Training Workshop for people in-

terested in becoming trainers for sexual harassment
work.shops will be held at 6 p.m. Check the Campus Cento*
schedule for room number.

Reproductive Rights Program will be held at 7:30 p.m.

in the Northampton Unitarian church. The program will

include an update on legislative activities. Slide show

Dieting — the Danger Point and Women '• Self-lmm§e
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in the Southwest Women's
Center.

Women is Science — Social Change and the Great
Enterprise will be discussed by author Vivian Gomick at

8:30 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

Aman oftwo faces relays kindness through spirituality

Baba Ram Daas
C^kfiM pkoto br Jim Powwt

By GLEN GOLDSTEIN
Callctpan Staff

The incense and flowers on the stage at Northampton

High School yesterday seemed to be waiting for the

speaker, spiritual seeker Baba Ram Dass. A small minority

of the crowd, drugged, with glazed eyes, were awaiting

Dr. Richard Alper. former Harvard professor turned

psychedelic mushroom muncher. The audience got both,

from one man.

Sitting on a blue reclining chair while he spoke. Ram
Dass (Alpert) looked not like the .stereotyped image of a

spiritual seeker (flowering robes and beads) as much as he

looked like your old uncle from New York.

Ram Dass explained that there is Ram Dass. who is

spiritual, beautiiful and kind. There is also Dr. Richard

Alpert. who is greedy and lustful — two sides of the same
man.

People would approach Ram Dass and tell him that his

spiritual books had changed their lives and made them
happy.

"For years everybody wauled Ivaiii ifa.t.-*, uot /vi^cil."

Ram Dass said, "but sometimes Alpert would sneak out."

Ram Dass made several jokes about the two sides of his

personality, but most of his talk was on the desire to help

people while knowing that not everybody in need can be

helped.

"I know that there are people in India who are blind

because of cataracts. They need an operation that costs $10

and takes four minutes." Ram Dass said. "Three of us went

to see the new Monty Python movie last night. That was

$10 right there."

If the person who was blind and needed the $10 was his

father, cousin, or even a person outside the auditorium

begging. Ram Dass said that of course they would get the

money from him, because they would be of "us."

"Where is the level where 'them' becomes one of 'us7**

Ram Dass asked.

Later Ram Dass ulked briefly about his work with the

anti nuclear movement. He said the fear that makes him

protest against nuclear weapons is the same fear that

causes the paranoia in some people that make them want

nuclear weapons.
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UMass professor dies from heart attack at 53
University of Massachusetts Professor FUchard W.

Trueswell. 53. died of a heart attack Friday at Boiling Air

Force Base, Washington. D.C.

Trueswell. of 3 Kennedy Drive, Hadley, was a professor

in the department of industrial engineering and operations

researcii at the School of Engineering, where he had been

department head for 10 years.

He was a consultant to Boiling AFB on leave of absence

from UMass and a retired colonel in the Air Force Reserve.

Born in Newark. N.J., Trueswell was graduated from

the Stevens Institute of Technology. Hoboken. N.J.,

where he rereived a harhelor's deirree in mechanical

engineering and master's degree in industrial

management. He received his doctorate from Nor-

thwestern University. Evanston, 111.

He was a member of a number of honorary and

professional societies.

He leaves his wife, Wilma (Morgan) Trueswell; three

sons, Richard, William and John, all at home; and a

daughter. Wilma Mary Trueswell of Manilus N. Y.

Visiting hours will be from 2-4 p.m. and 7 9 p.m.

Tuesday. Funeral Services will be Wednesday at 9 a.m. at

Douglas Funeral Home. Amherst, with burial in

Massachusetts National Cemetery. Bourne.

Double FMturc J:
Sunday - Tuesday

Moonlighting .7:15

Man of Iron 9:00

Wednesday - Saturday

Hair 7:00

FafTw 9:00
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International Week to feature cultural events
Today is the first day of the International Week,

sponsored by the International Students Association.

During the week, any group with a political or cultural

interest can sponsor an event such as a film or workshop.

Throughout the week, the International Students

Association will have a table on the Campus Center

Concourse and various international and cultural events

will take place around campus.

The International Fair, a one day event that offers

students an opportunity to populari7e various cultures is

scheduled for 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday, April 16 at the

Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is free for the food,

entertainment and displays from over 25 countries offered

at the fair. A raffle will be drawn at 3 p.m.

The Fair will be followed at 9 p.m. by a disco/party in

the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission to the event is

$1.50.

•5GA
Continued from page 1

in a committee of over 12 members," he said.

McCarthy said a smaller senate would encourage better

attendance and more active participation among senators,

something that is lacking in the current senate.

"Even at the most important meetings we can only get

three quarters of the senate to show up," he said.

But Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan disagrees with

McCarthy.

'Reorganization would cut down on representation and

nruke the senate less responsive to student needs." he said.

"What the referendum question doesn't address is that

wed have the same problems (with attendancel with less

senators." Sullivan said. "A smaller group would only

develop more centralization of power."

Question three, if ratified, would express students'

desire for the administration to allow the option of co ed

bathrooms in co ed dormitories to eliminate forcing

students to use bathrooms on a floor other than the floor

they live on.

Mark Welch, author of the question, said the basis of the

question is to allow students the opportunity to choose

their own living conditions.

"All options now exist, but you cant select which you

want." Welch said.

Director of Housing Services Dr. Joseph Zannini said it

is unlikely the administration will change its policy on the

co-ed bathroom issue.

"Our policy is clear." Zannini said. "It appears to me that

the referendum is an opinion survey. I don't think an

opinion survey is going to change our position. We don't

feel it (coed bathrooms) is a policy we can support or

defend."

Question four concerns an administration proposal to

eliminate the academic, social and arts programs offered in

the Residential Colleges. Students are asked to indicate

whether they favor the continuation of these programs.

Bruce Levy, an assistant to the SGA president, supports

the Residential College programs.

"I think the programs are very valuable to people in the

dorms." Levy said. "They bring academics down to where

people live. They help break down the hugeness of the

University."

Zannini said he also supports continuation of the

programs.

"I strongly support the idea of academics in our

residence halls. " Zannini said. He also indicated that he

would like to see the programs expand.

The final question deals with I'Mass funding and

sponsorship of academic contacts with South Africa.
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16 Cowles Ln
Amherst

Referenda Elections
These are the questions which appear on the ballot:

1. Do you support the establishnrjent of a UMaas - Amhearst Chapter of a State

Student Association of Massachusetts through a one dollar ($1.00) per

student/per semester fee allocated from Student Activities Trust Fund? This will

represent a one dollar increase in the Student Activities Fee per semester.

YES
This will establish a funding mechanism for the UMass contribution to fund a

State Student Association of Massachusetts for the purpose of lobbying for stu-

dent concerns. The SSAM would be composed of the 28 State schools working

in unified effort to link students together. This could result in more student

representation and recognition on the state level.

NO
SSAM would be forced to be funded through alternative means. Either through

SATF monies without a raise in the present fee, or through grants from the ad-

ministration.

2. The Student Senate currently consists of 130 members, with representatives

elected from each dorm, the commuters, the Greeks, and the Third World

Caucus. It has been proposed to reorganize the Senate to reduce the number of

•enators and to elect at large. Do you feel the Undergraduate Student Senate

should initiate the process to amend the SGA Constitution to reorganize the

membership of the Senate to reflect this proposed change?

YES
This would advise the Senate to initiate an investigation of the present

Undergraduate Student Senate. By restructuring the Senate, there would be a

reduction of senator seats and would change the constituencies to multiple

dor .4 per seat.

NO
The Senate would continue to exist in its present form and would not change to

reflect this proposal. Each dorm /house would continue to have it's presently

allocated number of seats.

3. Do you favor a plan which would expand the University Residence Hall living

options to include the four options listed below, replacing and adding to the two
living options now available. The four options would be: 1. A completely single

/SGAl
April 11 & 12

sex dorm; 2. A single sex floor in Co-ed dorm; 3. A Co-ed floor with single sex
bathroom; and 4. A Co-ed floor with Co-ed bathroom.
YES
This would ask the University Administration to add #3 £r 14 as options to the

present living arrangements, giving students a larger number of living options.

NO
WoukJ maintain the present perference of single sex or co-ed dorms with single

sex bathrooms.

NO PREFERENCE
I live off campus.

4. The Residential Colleges support a variety of academic, social issues, and fine

and performing arts course throughout the residence hall system. The University

administration has proposed to eliminate these programs. Do you favor the con-
tinuation of residentially-based academic programs?

YES
This would recommend to the Faculty Senate who is at present time debating
this issue, to maintain the Residential Colleges as they presently exist. The
Residential Colleges are supported by the School of Education and off r courses
that are not otherwise offered in a community setting. They also provide educa-
tional centers in the community.
NO
Means that you do not favor the present residentially based programs and would
prefer to have all courses taught in academic buildings.

5. Do you favor University regulation and reviewing of Umass funding and spon-

sorship of academic contacts with South African educational institutions,

government and corporations?

YES
This would suggest to the Board of Trustees and /or Faculty Senate to regulate

University funded academic contact with South Africa.

NO
You do not think that the University should establish such regulations In this

area.

If you have any questions or want more information, ptase contact the SGA
•\ Hotline, 545-0341./'

[VOTE! J

Local voice heard at Democratic convention
Delegates supportMandate,

go with the flow on issues
By PAUL BASKEN

Collepan SUff

Amherst delegates to the Demcx^ratic

State Committee's issues convention
Saturday in Springfield expressed satisfac-

tion with nrmny of the issues endorsed,
while overwhelmingly tagging Walter
Mondale as their choice for President.

Seven Amherst delegates, including

three of the five from the University of

Massachusetts, cast their vote for the

former vice-president and Minnesota
senator, while Sen. Alan Cranston of

California recieved two of the town's 12

votes. Two no preference and one vote for

"jobs" were also issued by Amherst
representatives.

State Rep. James Collins, one of the 12

Amherst delegates, voted with the town
majority, because "Mondale has a longer

and stronger record " on eduation issues.

Within the Frnaklin/Hampshire County
state senate district, 29 votes were cast for

"Jobs." 25 for Mondale. 20 for Cranston,

and eight for Sen. John Clenn of Ohio.

Despite being the only candidate of the

six to speak in Amherst (March 4 at

UMass). Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado
received no votes in the town and six of 98
cast in the district.

With only 10.5 percent of the total con-

vention vote, however. Hart remained con-

fident, and afterward implored his circle of

student supporters, "Don't be
discouraged."

"Naturally we would have liked him to

get 15-18 percent," said David Nelson of

Students for Gary Hart, a Recognized Stu-

dent Organization at UMass. However, he

said Hart improved from receiving five

percent of a similar vote held earlier this

year in California, and that his campaign is

"moving forward."

"It's growing every day," Hart said of

his student forces, which he said now exist

on more than 150 campuses (up from 104

when he visited UMass) in all 50 states.

Conceding "Mondale has his foot pretty

much in the door" in Amherst despite

Hart's large student support there. Nelson

said Hart is not depending; "on students

alone. He's not naive."

Donald Ross, foreign student advisor in

the UMass International Programs Office,

said most of the issue planks sought by the

Progressive Caucus, of which he served as

district whip, were passed.

He said, however, this did not include the

"peace package" containing the nuclear

freeze and related proposals, which did not

see a vote due to an earlier party

leadership-backed roll call on a legislative

rules changes vote.

SSAM signatures gain large

delegate support on platform
By RICHARD NANGLE

( oii«(iu sun

A pledge to build a new Roxbury Com-
munity College supported by the State Stu-

dent Association of Massachusetts (SSAM)
became part of the Massachusetts
Democratic Party platform after a voice vote

during Saturday's issues convention in Spr-

ingfield.

The measure, offered to the convention by
State Student C(x)rdinator Mike Ferrigno,

was endorsed by Arthur Osbom, president

of the Massachusetts AFL-<:iO Saturday

morning. F'erngno has been active in

organizing the SSAM at the University of

Masschusetts.

Ferrigno arni some other SSAM sup-

porters collected more than the 400
neces.<iary signatures from convention

delegates during the presidential candidate

^teeches and straw vote before the platform

votes. Ferrigno said the platform vote was a
boost to the new organization's quest to be

respected by state legislators. UMass
students are voting today and tomorrow on
whether or not they support a $1 check -<iff

fee on their semester bUls to fund the finan-

cial aid advocate group.

Osbom said before the vote that passage

would show the ability of labor and educa-

tion to work together. He added that labor

would be instrumental in any facet of the

convention.

"All the candidates centered their

speeches on jobs and the economy," Oslntm
said. "Labor will deliver to the chosen can-

diate solid and true support."

Osbom also preilicted the overwhelming
|:»ssage of the Roxbury Comn unity College

measure.
"We're going to get the word out that it's

the type of amendment that we should sup-

port," he said.

Osbom also said he supports having a stu-

dent on the Board of Regents.

Ferrigno .said the minority caucus helped

deliver the vote on the convention fliKir. He
said the passage of the measure was due
mainly to labor support and an earlier pledge

of support by Governor Michael S. Dukakis.

The platform amendment forces the issue

of building a new Roxbury Community Col-

lege into the limelight after being a largely ig-

nored issue for 17 years, Ferrigno said.

"It's just another victory for the SSA," he
said.

Problems developed for the SSAM when
no bus left from UMass Saturday morning.
Supporters had hoped to collect the
necessary signatures from AFL-CIO
members at an early morning labor issues

forum. But because of the mix-up. the sup-

porters arrived late and had to scurry for

signatures on the convention floor after fin-

ding their own transportation to Springfield.

SGA ELECTION
On Monday and Tuesday, April 1

1

& 12, there will be five (5) referen-

da questions that MUST be voted

on:
Ifyottlive: VoMhat:
in Patterson. JA. JQA, Washington,
Mackinunie. Canoe. Moore
or Pierpont Berkshire

in Crampton, Prince, Coolidge, JFK, James,

Emerson, Melville orThoreau. . . Hampshire
in Orchard Hill/Central Franklin

in Northeast/Sylvan Worcester

12 • 7 pm
Commuters in front of the Hatch

9 ' 4 pm
Greeks in the Newman Center

12 - 5 pm
VOTEIII

Dele^te Joe Donovan, of Marahfield hHowh his support for straw

poll winner Walter Mondale at Springfield'a Democratic iaauea conven-

tion.

*democrats-
Continiied from page 1

numbered years there shall be a State

Issues Convention for the purpose of

adopting a party agenda and or platform.

The party met to consider such i.s.sues as

abortion. U.S. involvement in Central

America, acid rain, handgun control and

other issues of kKal. national, and in-

ternational concern.

The first major issue the convention

faced was a measure changing the method

of selecting members to the state com
mittee. The previous method had all state

committeemen selected at a general

elect»n. Now the number of committeemen

IS enlarged and half are to be elected at local

caucuses.

One of the issues the delegates debated

which has been presented at the past three

conventions a the abortion question. Pro-

choice backers argued that it is the right of

each and every woman to choose whether

or not to have an abortion. The measure

passed on a roll call vote.

On another woman's issue, a unanimous

vote pushed for passage of a national Equal

Rights Amendment.

Delegates also pa.s.sed a measure dealing

with education, voting to push for a new
community college to be located in Roxbury
as quickly as possible.

Three measures dealing with crime came
up for votes, each pa.ssing with no oppositi-

on — a total ban on the national level of all

snub nosed hand guns, stronger crime

control laws with repeal of the death

penalty, and passage of laws which would
protect victinrts and witnesses of crimes.

On issues affecting senior citizens, the

delegates voted for full medicare funding,

measures to make the social .security tax

more progressive, and income tax credita

for those caring for senior citizens at home.
Proponents of no smoking sections in

public places passed a plank calling for the

establishment of no smoking sections in all

restaurants.

In other issues, the convention called for

testing of Vietnam veterans and their

children for the effects of agent orangv;

indexing of public assistant payments for

cost of living, and backing the right of

federal employees to engage in collective

bargaining over working conditions.

^^••Carbur's Lounge^^ii

wm

WINOS
ARI BACK!!

Monday - Thursday
4 - 6 pm

Free Chicken Wings with Double Drinks
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Add experience

to your degree.
Facts indicaie ihai you ma> work

in three to five different careers. It won't he

unusual to make changes as you go. And it's

entirely possible that \our final career does

not e\en exist toda>.

Often in a first job. you are an

assistant to the assistant. Nour responsibility is

limited to a desk and txpewriier.

But when >our first job is an

Arm\ 21.T, vou'll ha\e real management

experience. You'll be

in charge. On a

specific job

assignment, you

could base 30 to 40

people working for

you. And you could

be responsible for

millions of dollars in

equipment

.

Responsibilii\ lor people and

resources is cxaciK the kind of "lake charec"

experience ci\ilian emplo\ers seek. It's a

margin of difference in the increasingh

compel it i\e job market.

Prepare to rise to the lop in >our

field. Make your first job 3 or 4 sears as an

\rm\ Officer.

If \ou have two years remaining

in -school, vou can begin ROTC this summer.
^ ^ou'll be

compensated

financially;

stimulated ph>sicall\

and mentally. To
add experience to

your degree contact

James C. Mahoney
646-2321/2322

Understanding & Coping With Stress

Stress Management Workshop
April 12, 1983

7:00 - 9:30 PIVI

Room 304

University Health Center

Pre-Registration: 549-2671 ext. 181

777/s Summer Choose

UMass/Boston
YOU can choose aay or evening c'asses m
trie ans and sciences educaVon ana man-

agement at OW Harboi Huntington Avenue

or Dokvofovvo campuses

Amiy ROTC. Leani what it takes to lead*

Few foHhe' inlormalton and a summer
buli^in call 731 ?4 70 of use this coupon

A If. mt^-***-*-**^* ^^m ** # .#.
i , J li. »* I . .•»**»»«*i rfp^ QQ

FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES
The Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Program can offer y6u an aviation guarantee if

you qualify. We can also offer you free flying lessons in your senior year. Interested? Find

out more about the Marine Corps PLC Aviation Program for this summer by calling collect

at 203-722-2168/2169 or make an appointment to see the Officer Selection Team in the

Campus Center 11-13 April.

FLY MARINE

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 7
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Why don't

we vote?
Okay, so you claim to be incurably cynical about the

potential power of our generation. Sure, you've

seen the signs for today and tomorrow's referen-

dum to fund the new State Student Association, (SSAM)
but you figure it's just students and it's not going to make
a difference anyway, so why bother voting.

Why should you feel otherwise?

Young people, as we know too well, don't vote in

numbers anywhere near proportional to our numbers in

the population. Since 1972, when the Twenty-Sixth

Amendment to the United States Constitution gave

18-year-olds the right to vote for the first time, young peo-

ple have failed to develop any sort of electoral political

clout. Not surprisingly, this has resulted in an appalling

lack of political representation for young people.

But why has this happened? Why haven't young people

become involved in the political process? Why don't young
people vote?

Jackson Katz
These are crucial questions, but they don't lend

themselves to the kind of simplistic answers you often

hear when people talk about our generation. Statements

such as "young people Uxlay are apathetic" or "all the Me-
Generation cares about is designer jeans and getting rich"

do not adequately deal with the complexity of the issue.

Rather, there are a number of related phenomena that,

when taken together, can help explain why young people

for the most part have foregone their p<»tential fK)litical

power and chosen instead to accept the consequences.

For one, young people share with the rest of society the

stifling feeling of p<jwerlessness. "You can't fight city

hall" is a slogan deeply imbedded in the national con-

sciousness. My vote means nothing, the logic goes, so why
bother?

Also, today's younger generation of potential voters

came of age in the era of Vietnam, Watergate, and ever

more-frequently occurring economic crises. When Jimmy
Carter spoke of a "crisis of confidence" in government, he

articulated the concern of millions of Americans old and

young who share the view that our government is in-

herently corrupt, burdensomely bureaucratic and
unresponsive to individual's needs.

Another reason for the lack of younger voter participa-

tion is our absence of a generational identity that would

enable us to see some major issues in terms of them being

"our" issues. Draft registration and financial aid cuts are

obviously student issues in the 80's, but so are nuclear

arms control, abortion rights, enviromental protection,

jobs, etc For us to get involved in the political decision-

making process, we have to realize that it is in our own
•elf-interest to do so.

On a more positive note, the election of Michael Dukakis

in Massachusetts and the liberal Democratic gains in

several states and Congress in last fall's mid-term elec-

tions are cause for optimism. As people say, Ronald

Resigmn's most enduring contribution may very well be his

reactivation of many of the progressive elements in our

society, not the least important of which could turn out to

be the current generaiton of young people and students.

In the past couple of years, more and more progressive

people have begun to realize that while the vote is not the

final solution to the myriad problems plaguing our coun

try. it is essential that young people and progressives of all

ages become involved in the electoral process.

We've all too clearly seen what happens when we don't,

and special interest coalitions like the New Right and reac-

tionary politicians like Ronald Reagan, traditionally on the

extreme fringe of American politics, subsequently acquire

disproportionate political influence.

If we do get our act together and begin to exert the

political muscle that our numbers alone give us (seventy-

five million Americans were born in the "Baby-Boom"

generation of 1946-19(>4) we have a lot to look forward to

in terms of progressive leadership in the troubled times to

come.
In fact, if we had become actively involved sooner, we

wouldn't even have some of our present worries.

Remember, possibly the single greatest factor con-

tributing to the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 was the

exceedingly low voter turn-out. The lowest in a presiden-

tial election in thirty-two years, the "Reagan mandate"

was delivered by only 27 percent of American voters.

And just think. Reagan defeated Carter in

Massachusetts in 1980 by only 3458 votes. If a little more

than half of the people in Southwest alone had voted back

then, we Mass. residents could hold our heads high once

again and boast about being the only state in the country

to vote against both Nixon and Reagan!

As far as Ed King goes, we wouldn't have had to suffer

through four years of his administration if we had mobil-

ized voung voters back in 1978. King beat Dukakis in the

Democratic primary by 57,000 votes. In the

Massachusetts public higher education system alone,

there are over 120.000 students, more than 400.000

students in all. And this is just students! Think about it.

Jackson Katz. a resident ofAmherst and UMcuss alumnus,

is a freelance urrit^n- working on a book atxmt the current

generation of young Americans

Defense plans

bad for jobs
One common myth that most people cling to is that

defense spending helps create jobs. You would

think with all of the money that the Reagan ad-

ministration is spending on defense, that lots t)f people

would be going back to work to build the weapons to help

stave off the Soviet threat. Wrong. A study just released

by Employment Research Associates of Lansing,

Michigan shows that money pumped into defense spen-

ding actually helps cause unemployment.

According to the study, for each $1 billion spent on buy-

ing new weapons, 24,000 jobs were create<l. But if that

same amount was spent by taxpayers to buy consumer
goods and services, it would have create<l 38.(KK) jobs. In

1981, $20 billion was spent by the Defense and Energy
departments for nuclear weaj)ons research and develop-

Randolph T. Holhut

Letters-

Rape column shows sensitivity

To the Editor:

I would like to thank Scott Hersey for his sensitive

editorial (4/17) about the gang rape in New Bedford His

thoughts moved me and I would like to think the majority

of people who read his editorial have examined their own
consciences and placed themselves in a similar situation.

I was horrified and pretty shaken up when I first read

about the rape. I thought to myself, "God. that could

have been me." I am angry that, as a woman, I have to

take extra precautions to protect myself in a society that

could allow such a hideous action. How many other such

incidents have occurred and gone unreported? How
many more women will be subjected to the brutality of

rape?

My heart went out to that woman in New Bedford. The
thought of rape scares the shit out of me. as it does for

most women. I would rather not think about it. It's easy

to say. "That could never happen to me." But in reality,

I'm just as susceptible as any woman to being raped.

That's what scares me the most; the fact that despite the

precautions I take, I may be raped. I'm tired of the rules

I have to follow and the games I have to play because I'm

female Sometimes I wish I were neuter. 1 wish I had no

sex so I would be judged by my personality and character

and not by the fact that I have breasts and a vagina.

Rape isn't going to go away and neither is the sexism

that I and every woman face every day. I refuse to be in

timidaied by the rules society expects me to play. I know

I'm not poweHess, and I know I can take care of myself,

but I'm still damn afraid and that fear won't go away

either.

Joanne V. Mei
Northeast

Cashiers — they are people too
To the Editor:

Standing in line for food at the Hatch or Coffee Shop

can be a pain in the ass. So is getting your ID card out.

But do not take it out on the cashiers. Going through the

lines we have heard them being called sluts, bitches, etc.

Would you call your mother that?

The cashiers are only following the law. They are

required to collect tax from non-students using the Hatch

and Coffee Shop. These include conference people, those

staying at the hotel for various reasons, and emptoyees of

the University. Many of these are young and could be

mistaken for students. The state feels that it needs to tax

these people to make revenue.

You have to show ID at a bank, to police officers, and at

many other times. It is not too much to ask to have it

ready, particularly when you are standing in line for five

minutes waiting. Abusing the cashiers because you had a

hard day, have nothing to do. or because you cannot be

bothered to reach into your pocket is assinine. If you

don't like the law. do something about it. It does not hurt

to show people a little respect, because they are working

instead of going to college. You will be there soon

enough.

Alan Compafnon
Amherst

Mandatory meeting for all

columnists. Thursday, April

14 at 7:30 p.m. in the

newsroom. RSVP ASAP.

ment, as well as for buying new and maintaining old

weapons. That outlay generated 475.000 jobs. If that

money wasn't transferred to the Pentagon by consumers.

745.000 jobs would have been created in industry,

agriculture, mining, commerce, and the service industries

by consumer spending. So that $20 billi(»n in weapons
spending cost the U.S. 270,000 jobs.

More than 87 percent of the working population is

employed in industries of businesses that art- affecUl for

the worse with every increase in Pentagon spenciing on

nuclear weapons. Virtually every worker is affected by

runaway defense spending.

Why doesn't defense spending create more jobs. Accor-

ding to the study, it is because (1) making military pro-

ducts is more capital-intensive than most pn>duction for

consumer gtxxls, (2) the military- makes the bulk of its

purchases from contractors who spend more on expensive

machinery and less on personnel than the businesses that

make consumer g<K)ds, and (3) the industries an<l

businesses that the military' buys from have a higher rate

of inflation than do civilian industries, so money spent by

the military stimulates less activity than money spent by

consumers.

The equation is simple; the more money that is spent on

defense, the fewer jobs are created. As the Reagan ad-

ministration runs full bore towards building up the

military* machine, what they will discover is while they

make this country strtmger militarily, they will also make
us weaker economically. How deep would this recessicm

have been if less money was spent on arms? Would

recovery already have occurred if fewer dollars were

spent on weapons? If this study is true, and it was com
piled using figures from the Pentagon an<i Bureau of

Labor Statistics, the President's economic recovery plan

is being undermined by his plans for defense.

Defense spending doesn't just take jobs away from

American workers. It takes away capital that could be us-

ed to develop new technologies. In 1977. way before the

current build-up. for every $100 of new fixed capital for-

mation. $46 was spent on the military. The comparable

military expenditure for West Germany was $18. for

Japan. $3. While we w^re pumping money into weapons,

our allies were investing in consumer pnxlucts (like cars

and cameras). Is it any wonder why we lag so far behind

our foreign comf)etitors?

Money spent on defense is like throwing money down a

bottomless pit, there is no limit to how much is thrown

down. It is putting a tremendous drain on our economy, in

the form of fewer new jobs, lower pnxluctivity and slower

development of new technologies. Is the Soviet threat so

great that we have to bankrupt ourselves to ward it off?

They say that the price of freedom isn't cheap, but on the

basis of these figures, we have already paid too much.

r
Randolph T. Holhut w a Collegian columnist
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An easy way
to preview slides

without a viewer.
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New Kodak
slidecontact

prints.
NOW get an actual color print of each 35 mm slide

from all Kodachrome and Kodak Ektachrome

films Kodak slide contact prints give you the full

slWe image This new Kodak processing labs ser-

vice is a great help in seleamg slides for prints,

enlargements, presentations, filing, etc-and

reduces fingerprints and saatches on slides.

^UNIVERSITY

Located in the Campus Center Sat 1 1 -4

UNDECLARED MAJOR
m#«tings for stud#nts Int^rMt^d in

mojoring in th# following:

Dullness Tu4-5Mochm»rW-15

COmS Tu 4-5 Hosbrouck 20

^ ComStu W»d 4-5 Mochm^f E-07

5 Economics Mon 4-5 Thompson 102

}^ Pol Scl/Pro-Low Mon 4-5 Mochmor E-07

GRADUATINGSOON?

You're Needed
All Overtime

World.
Ask Peoce Corps volunteers why rheir ir»ger>uiTy ond flexibility

ore OS vitol os their degrees They'll tell you they ore helpir^g

the world s poorest peoples otroin self sufficiency in the oreos

of food production, energy conservotion, education, economic

development ond heolth services And they II tell you obout

rUe rewords of honds on coreer expenence overseos. They'll

tell you its the toughey job you II ever love.

PEACE CORPS
See Mary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper HaW.

UMASS, 545-2105

Tuesdays 12:00 - 3:30

Wednesdays 9:00 - 12:00

Thursdays 12:00 - 5:00

GRADUATE
TO GOLD...

AND
DIAMONDS!

With a Diamond College Ring

from ArtCarved.

Stayfree 30's Mini Pads

79*

Reg.

$1.27

Colgate
regular 3 oz

Colgate
Gel 2.7 oz

, .. . . . ., . , Located in the Campus Center

Open ' *^^

M-F9-5 mSTORE^

Your ArtCarved Representative

IV hc-re now With the beautifully aHord-

fr.f' Designer Diamond Collection An
-^rtCarved pxclus've Exquisitely crafted designs all set with genuine

diamonds ^ *0Kori4Kgold Or choose the elegant darnond- substitute

Cubic Zirconia

Let your ArtCarw'ed Representative show you this beautiful class ring

rol'ection today Gold dnd diamonds its tfie cniv, way to go'

/IRTGIKVED
Last chance before Graduation!

ifi - 4 PNi Outside U -diversity Store

PLACE

10K and
14K Gold Sale •

125 Off I

April 11, 12, 13

DATE

Deposit RequireC Vi.Hsle'Card O' Visa A xepted

T:iVll:

>*«hffig etee fee«s l»t<e rpal goW

Arts
v^^:--yy.<. -.•-

''^'.yii':y^y>' ismiw

Not as hard as it seems
AN EVENING OF HARDCORE
(The Freeze, et. al)

Saturday, April 9

Pulaski Hall, Easthampton

By RICHARD NANGLE
ColleciM Suff

Hardcore punk rock concerts are one of

the most misunderstood forms of en

tertainment today. People tend to equate

punk with violence and therefore condemn

an entire genre of music which is not only

innovative and highly enjoyable, but also

non violent.

The problem, of course, lies in the fact

that well over 99 percent of the general

public have never been to a hardcore show

and have never been exposed to the music

on record. The only exposure most people

have to punk is a couple of misinformed

television shows written by ignorant fools

who know nothing about hardcore and what

it represents. Recent Quincy and CHtP$

episodes have molded the thoughts of

countless otherwise ignorant individuals

about punk music.

The hardcore show at the Pulaski Club in

Easthampton Saturday night was further

evidence that kids can be responsible in

pulling off a music event. There were no

adults of the mother or father kind in the

club that I could see. And the show went off

without any kind of major incident, con

tradicting the Quincy and CHiP$
misrepresentations.

The first thmg one notices when walking

into most all ages hardcore shows is a sign

that says "No alcohol or smoking allowed in

the building." Hardcore youth know that

one does not need to be in an altered state

in w^er to have a good tune, and they're

right. I'm just bothered by the fact that my
mother has been telling me that for years.

Unfortunately I did not get to see the

entire show. Although it began at 6 p.m.. I

did not show up until around 10 due to my
presence at the Democratic convention in

Springfield. But 1 still got to see five of the

advertised ten or so bands. To the bands

who will not get mentioned here, all I can

say is "forgive me."

All White Jury was just getting ready to

begin when I arrived which was fine with

me. I've seen them three times and while

they may not be the most talented band in

the area, they make up for it in style. At

least two of the band members, the bass

player and lead singer Simon, can be seen

on campus here at UMass. Simon is the

punk with the evil looking mohawk who

gets his share of stares and snide remarks

from narrowminds who can't deal with

people who don't wear alligator shirts or

monogrammed sweaters.

All White Jury never wastes any time in

insulting people they don't like. Simon

dedicated one song to people who belong in

fraternities calling them all "Phi Kappa

Wanker." Another song "I'm a Jock"

describes the beer drinking, get laid at

titude of many athletic types in a less than

positive manner.

At one point the guitarist made a motion

to a room in the back of the club hall where

beer was being served (no one with beer

was allowed out of the room)

.

"I need beer man. because Molly Hatchet

rules, you faggot." he yelled into his

microphone. At another point, the guitarist

introduced a song critical about hunting by

saying people who like to kill animals do so

because a certain part of their bodies is not

quite up to scratch.

The Outpatients were next and they put

on a very impressive set that featured some

excellent hardcore instrumentals. They

displayed the most energy of any of the

bands I saw. They also played the longest

set — 45 minutes.

Da Stupids feature a female lead singer (a

rarity). During one song which lambasted

football fans, the band threw a football into

the crowd which provided some added

excitement. I couldn't help but wonder

what would have happened if the same

thing had happened at a heavy metal show.

I'm sure a crowd full of jerks couW have

caused some serious damage to the Pulaski

Club. Next to the stage was a glass encased

Ht Malcaai iMWt

Simon of All White July: angst in a mohawk.

list with the heading "Honor Roll," It was

not broken during the course of the

evening. But I'm not surprised since

hardcore crowds are the most well behaved

groups of people I have come in contact

with. They are far more conscientious than

REO Speedwagon and Red Sox crowds

whom I have also come in contact with.

Borscht can»e up from New York City and

provided what I consider to be the best set

of the night. They brought out the most

intensity from the slamdancers (who by the

way contained the least amount of goons

that I have seen in quite some time).

Slamdancing can be extremely violent

and even dangerous if idiots are on the

dance fk>or looking to see how many heads

they can bash in. But slamdancing is not

violent at all when people engage in it for

the purpose of simply crashing into people

and having a good time. Good slamdancers

pick people up when they fall and don't

throw elbows into other people's faces. Bad
slamdancers are filmed on Quincy and

CHiPs and written about in People

magazine. The scene in Western
Massachusetts has produced very few if any

siamgoons.
The final band of the evening was the

ever popular F'reeze who went through

their usual set of hits. A hardcore hit is any

song that most people have never heard

more than once, since there isn't a com-

mercial radio station on the face of the earth

that has the guts to play the music on the

air. After all. what would the advertisers

say?

The next big hardcore event in Western

Mass. will be at the Grange in GreenfieM

featuring Crucifix from San Francisco and

Boston's SS Decontrol. If you haven't seen

Decontrol yet, make sure May 14th is an

open date on your calendar. This band is not

to be missed.

James Cotton gives a spelling lesson

JAMES COTTON
Saturday. April 9

Blue Wall

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
CaiteciM Staff

I went to the Blue Wall for a spelling

lesson Saturday night. I wanted to know

how to spell "boogie." And I'll tell ya

something. "Boogie" is spelled "COT TO
N."

Yes. Jan>es Cotton and his Blues Band

know how to boogie. I'd almost go as far as

to say they coined the word. Cotton's hour

and a half performance for a near capacity

Blue Wall crowd Saturday night, was the

third and final act in the Blues in the Blue

Wall Series (sponsored by UPC and the

Duke Ellington Committee) that also in

eluded such blues masters as J. B. Hutto

and Koko Taylor.

Natural Boogie opened for C<^ton in a

performance that bordered on the

mediocre. They were impressive at first

but...Hey, I have yet to find an opening act

that does anything for me the way the New

Riders of the Purple Sage did opening for

Leon Russell oh so many years ago.

The Cotton Blues Band took to the stage

after the opening act. jamming and soloing

for almost half an hour, just before being

joined on stage by Cotton himself.

Although he did not cover all of the hits I

expecte<l. Cotton periormed many oW

favorites including "Jelly Roll Blues." for

New Orleans' immortal Jelly Roll Morton,

"Part Time Love." Rockett'88." and 'Can't

Do It On My Own."
The group left the stage after an ex

cellent rendition of "Boogie Thmg." one of

Cotton's more recognizable blues tunes (to

those unfamiliar with the master that had

the entire audience on its feet dancing to

James' special boogie beat.)

Cotton returned for an encore, the Cotton

blues sUndard. "When It All Comes

Down." And as the song drew to a close.

Cotton and his band left their instrumenU,

joined center stage arm in arm and led the

audience in singing,

•When it aU

Cornea doum
III $tiU

Be around.
"

The end was dramatic, and touching to say

the least. Its reassuring to know that after

all. the 25 to 30 weeks for 13 years on the

road, the hundreds of sweaty power packed

performances and all the miles and miles

between them. James Cotton will still be

there.

"It's hard to get record companies into the

blues." Cotton said after the performance.

"Only we're showing them ourselves. We're

working twice as hard."

James, you just keep on working. You're

doing beautifully. And the next time I need

a spellin' lesson. I'll know you'll still be

there.

Cotton bcllowa the blnet on Satordmy nifht.

C«lta«tea Pk«** ^
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/i^ ?^ENGINEERING STUDENTS
AIM HIGH

If you're a senior or second semester junior

and have a 2.5 GPA in electrical engineer-

ing, you might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering Program (CSEP).

CSEP members are paid nearly $1,000 per

month during their senior yearl Your com-
mitment is 4 years as a commissioned of-

ficer on the Air Force Aerospace Engineer-

ing Team after graduation and completion

of the three month Officer Training School.

If you want to be part of the leading edge
of technology. . . .CHECK US OUT!

Call TSgt Art Courtemanche
(413) 785-0352 collect

^ /^mn

\v» «:C^W'csi? Cfri^o-^tc^i? Z£^^cr'';:is^ ^£:^cir'>!:is^ ccg"

^ A Touch of CUss S

g DELTA ZETA SORORITY ^

iNviTES M UNivERsiry women to
ATTENd OUR OpEN RUSk pARTy.

MoN ApRil 11 6:90 pM
TliuRS ApRil 14 7:70-? pM

wiNE ANd chEESE
1 1 Phillips St across From BKO, I

Hospital Scrub Suits

^aV\ 100% preshrunk cotton

L \ Shirts $7.00 Pants $8.00

iCampus Center Concourse

April 11-13

sponsored by: Pre Med Society

on sale while supplies last

Losing 20 poundss^
something about Gloria Stevens:

itworks.

Pat Cotter tried

everything. Fad diets. Fad
exercises.

But nothing worked until

she tried Gloria Stevens.

Injust six weeks at

Gloria's, she lost twenty
pounds and 20 inches.

And as you can see, the

results were really terrific.

Ifyou'd like results

like Pat's, come in to

Gloria Stevens. You'll find

it's notjust another quick-

loss diet center. Or an im-

personal fitness center.

It's a warm, friendly

place where expert

technicians really care

about you.

They'll help you i

custom-design your own
shape-up program.
With a diet you can actually

stick to. Exercises you
don't have to be an
athlete to do. Plus fun

activities like group
work-outs and aerobics.

6weeks for^25.

You can try Gloria

Stevens for six weeks
at only $25. And that

includes unlimited

visits, so you really get

your money's worth.

Hampshire Mall

Hadloy, Route 9

584-0106

Hypercurricula

"Hypercuiricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts
and surrounding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are listed only on
the day they are taking place. An-
nouncements must be submitted on
"Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center,

and returned to the office by 3 p.m. the

Friday before the event. All submissions

should be written in a similar style as they

appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit*

ted on the standard form and not sub-

mitted by the Friday before the week
the event will take place will not be
run. Due to space limitations, the Col-

legian cannot guarantee printing of all

"Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be given to UMass organizations.

ALL DAY SHOWING OF "THE
WAVE" — This made for television

documentary illustrates how masses of

people can rally behind a manic leader.

Part of Holocaust remembrance day ac-

tivities. 11 a.m., 1 p.m., 3 p.m., Cape Cod
Lounge.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — Miriam Bergman leads to-

day's discussion: "Cash vfe. Subsistence,

Crops, and Division of Labor Between the

Sexes in Africa." All are welcome. 4 p.m.,

428 Student Union.

POLIICAL SCIENCE HONORS
SCX'IETY MEETING - A mandatory
meeting of Pi Sigma Alpha. To be discuss-

ed: Senior Awards Banquet, awards, elec-

tion for new officers. This is an important
meeting, do not miss it. 4 p.m., 6th floor

Thompson Tower.

CONCERT — Solo saxophone perfor-

mance by Marion Brown. 5 p.m., Augusta
Savage Gallery in New Africa House.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING -
Hillel's council is the major decision mak-
ing body. Come and share your views! 6
p.m., Dukes room. Student Union.

MEDITATION CLASS - Basic instruc-

tion in meditation including mantra
philosophy, relaxation, exercise and per-

sonal development. All are welcome, no ex-
perience necessary. Free. For info, call

253 9354. 6 p.m., CSC 803

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION
MEETING — Newcomers, please come!
We will be working on the bus trip to
Boston to protest the Primate Res^rrh
Center. For more information, call

546-3260. 6 p.m.. CC room 811.

WOMEN'S ISvSUES TEAM MEETING
— The Women's Issues Team will be
discussing current events and working on
the Women's Issues Team table. We also
will making an ads collage. 6:30 p.m., CC
801

ARMENIAN STUDENTS ORGANI
ATION MEETING - MandaUir> meeting
for upcoming commemoration activities. 7
p.m., Brett B34.

FILM: THE BOAT IS FULL -
Nominated a.«; the best foreign film of 1982.
this is the gripping story of five Jews and
one Nazi deserter who fled Germany at the
onset of World War II. Free 7:30 p.m
Thompson Hall 104.

MASS PIB MEN'S BIBLE STUDY -
All men are invited to come and study with
us in an informal setting the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ as described in
the Bible. 8 p.m. CC Room 902.

PIANO RECITAL - Yukari Saegusa,
winner of the 1982 UMass Young Pianists,
Competition, will perform works of Bach,'
Beethoven, Debussy. Chopin, and Mennin!
Concert is free. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital
Hall.

PLEASE
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Katfood By ARK
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After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Mited b> Marftarcl Farrar and Trudc Jaffe

l«U 1 •> Aa«r«n IMm N»4traw

ACROSS 61 Christmas tree 24 Attack

1 Low in pitch remainder 25 Flower pari

5 Certain weights 63 Neglect 26 Netherlands

10 Fibrous 64 Army group Antilles isle

14 Kille» wha:o 65 for 21 Capital of

15 Equip a spacious Morocco

Knight 66 Piece of gossip 28 Von German

16 Inter 67 Proofreader s chancellor

17 Horse mackerel word (1900-09)

18 c-aul Bunyan. e g 68 Inclines 29 A passing fancy

20 Computer gear 69 Word of approval 30 Harangue

22 Legal papers 31 More strange

23 Kind of drtve 32 Common interjec-

24 Map tion, to Pierre

abbreviations DOWN 35 Marking post

25 Forefather 1 Tommyrot 38 See 46 down
28 Something to 2 Reliquary 40 Unnecessary

put forward 3 Mountain mark 43 Cinereous

33 Period 4 Seat for Cordero 45 Disencumbers

34 Down the drain 5 Malayan State on 46 Presidential

36 Famous NY Thailand border sobriquet

restaurateur 6 Toughen with 38 Down
37 Oompah source 7 Showy fabric 50 American

39 Modern material 8 Enclose. Indian

41 Miami s county poetically 52 Troubled

42 Addis 9 Small silvery 53 Tater

44 Solitary one fishes 54 Prong

46 Perfect number 10 Indian prince 55 Oyestuff

47 Insomniac s 1 1 Palm leaves 56 Portion out

delight 12 Quarter of an 57 Norse god

49 Large birds anna 56 Moslem reugious

51 Sweets 13 Asian beasts leader

52 Egyptian skmk 19 Musical notations 59 Historic river

53 Flower part 21 Flirtatious 60 British weapon

57 Sailor s garb maneuver 62 Piece (out)

1 } 3 4 wm% 1 7 I ^H^" '* TT
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WEATHER
Cloudy with scattered

showers expecUxi. Highs

50 to 55. Some acid rain

expected tonijfht Tomor-
row cloudy with scattered

showers. Highs in the mid
50b.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
Squash Bake

DINNER
Roast top Round of Beef/

Mushroom Sauce

Sausage Grinder

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata with

Pocket Bread
Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Cheese Ix>af/

Cheese Sauce

Baked Cod/Lemon Slice

Deviled Egg Cold PUte

Have something to

say?
Have something to

sell?
Give the Collegian Classifieds

a try.

They work!
You can now place your classified

quickly and easily from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on the Campus Center
Concourse. Look for our table

there or stop by our office,

113 Caiapus Center.
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Open 24 Hours-7 am HMon. mru sat Midnite- Sunday 12 Noon to 6 om
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

SlOPb
SHOP

MORE WAYS TOSAV
DOUBLE COUPON

On
Manufacturers

'

Coupons
Manufacturers Coupons are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
tve double your savings Details m store

--- .:v^L

' typy* •r*'":I<4'
••jr. Vr%^ ^-'i^

EVERYDAY
LOW PMCES!
You'll find them all over the store. Plus

hundreds of Warehouse Values.

OVER 185 SPECUU^

•<!SU

Includmg Stop & Shop Coupons worth S2 87
Check out every page of this circular It can save
you dollars more Pick one up in the store.

3 DEUCIOUS NUIN-MEALMAKERS AT
ONE SPECIAL STOP & SHOP PRKE:

lO

lb

Point Cuts

IMSTERSMOKa • I

FffiSH WHITE fiEMCHMiKn.
ONLY STOP & SHOP HASm

a&6RIIDEAQQ«
u9«TURKEY BREAST

Corned BMf BrlBk«t 1 HQ

Corned Boof Round 1 RQ
Sr»akfa«t Sausage 1 i|C|

Italian Sausage 1 CQ

Li. t :^^v:i

Fr^sh Pork Shoulder QQ

Peril Loin Roast

Pork Loin Roast

Fresh Pork Butts

11i9

1.69

US

ITS TIINE TO DO THE BEST YOU
SPECIAL PRICES ON TOP NAME

Prince Pasta 1 lb
i\ , . .,

CAC Cola 2 Liter

Lays Potato Chips

.59

Rofizoni Noodles

Geisha Tuna

Stop A Shop Jellies

Brownie Mix

Friskies Buffet

Dow Saran Wrap
Bounty Towels

Scotties Tissues

Cheerl

Finesi

1.09

1.

.79

.79

.89

.79

.79

Minute MaM r^o^en
r-jngp Ajir* • p O? Car nag o Mor» PoO

Heinz Deep Fries

Pound Cake
'>#<1

. •>* ' OVi (.); P*- kaqe

Hendrie's Ice Cream

SAVE 01 HUN IMB
Raisin Bread
''X \ ' •'< '

> «>•• ' '; .oat

Drake's Devil Dogs
'?OjPiig<yeofCo«l«eCa«i»sj' BHOiPhg
O' 9 Of VodKi 7' • O? P»io n( S F J-nl^ Par*

SAVE 01 FKSN DAMY

Hood Orange Juice

RAargarinel iliPkg.

CokMnbo Yogurt

1.19

1.09

1.49

1.79

J9

1.29

.59

.79

%MI or large Cortfof MMM in LowlU

'Whtt* Oem' 5-e lb pkg ^f%
Chicken l-egs ib.oS
White Gem Chicken Wings ii..59

Chicken Thighs ib.79
Whoe C«rrt 5 « K> Package

Chicken Drumsticks it.89

Split Chicken Breasts t,1 .09
AMiic Gerr. lA^im Back S 6 «> P<«( •<«()••

REUIY FRESH RSHI
Free recipes in our stores

Fresh Cod
Scrod Fillets 1 QQ
F resh Steamer Clams «> 1 29

SELF SERVICE DELU
Colonial Bacon

Extra Mild Franks
Sioo A Snrx) i lb Package

1.59
1.19

CHUCK ROAST $
USDA Choice Beef Round
or Boneless Beef Chuck

Rump Roast
USlJA Choce Bee« ftiurxl

Top Round Roast
USOA CAoce B«e« Round

Round Tip Roast

Eye Round Roast
uSOA Cfv»ce Bee* Rouna

Chuck Steak
USOA Cnoc« Bonsmt BmI Chuck

Blade Steak
USt)A C fom.e Buoet«4 B«*« C^ix »

Round Tip Steak

Shoukler London Broil
USOA Ooc* BmI CNx:k

1
79

r,199

ib1.99

«>209

.,259

t,1.99

»>2.39

«>2.69

«,2.19

r.{^.*^
CORNER DEU
SPECIALS.
\r, our stotes wilh a s«rvic« deh.

Deutsehmaoher
"Cello" Franks
Deutschmacher
Uverwurst.

CORNtR
DELI

1J)9

1.59

FORAPE.
ORSOMMES.

PICK OUR FRESH

Fresh ripe strawOerries %
in a graham cracker pie shell.

filled with a quart of strawberries 1

AFULiOyUTOF
.JTRINBERRB
L-.- '

.^
f'resh /\nd a w5f

. \fiubv f^ed'

>*V Bo» 1
•HoodWhip^edCream

7 OrAe'oa;! Can InsMnl

Fcesh^ubarb' *

'^ 3f StrawtMKTy RhUjart P*

99

»>.9»

Tasty, nutritious'

Try some different

new varieties this

"'^^ ^*eek

Escarole
Great In Soup Or Satarts

Fresh Crisp Chicory
P»»i«» up A Satart

Fresh Hardy Kale
Burw: r>

Fresh Collard Greens
Runcr-

Fresh Dandelion Greens
Borx:^

Fresh Turnip Greens
Bunr h

Fresh Spinach
Puk YCHjin*'

2-1
2^»1

59

59

.59

.59

»,.69

».33

S'CiF
.

>.i BAKERY COUPON Q STOP 4 SHOP GROCERY COUPON

rREEi^lFflEEl
Bi^ rk-«... ^^•^ Prince^ I Macaroni
Big Daisy
White Bread

'_^^ I 1 Ifc Pi<g Rigatori' or Z'M wirh hnes *^9

STOP 4 SHOP GROCERY COUPON

FREEI 'M
Hunt's Elbow
Tomato Sauce
P '!',nr.f> ran
wm> tM« c««e*M e««4 Swn . Aer* ie
Sat A»«« 4« iset Llt«>N*««»«r CMVtom^

• STOP & SHOP GROCERY COUPON

I

I

j
Chicken with

I
Stars Soup

snow
I

•« **M 1*. i*«i UMmnM* «.«••«« SMOPe'

ATMTEOFStiNIMHniME

klwetenmieion

SlOPe.
SI10P

irS TIME 10 SrOPA SHOP
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Mens tennis falls to Boston College
By SCOTT HOOD

I'ollrrian SUff

And you thought Boston College had on-

ly good basketball and football teams.

Taking a cue from my fellow writer Jim
Floyd: Wrong, Racquet breath.

Let me introduce you to the BC men's

tennis team, reigning Big East champions

and conquerors of the University of

Massachusetts men's tennis team, 6-3,

Saturday on the Boyden Courts.

Utilizing talent from distant lands (BC's

top two singles players were importe<l

from California and Argentina), the

Eagles, quickly b)ecame a force in New
England collegiate tennis, and beat a fine

UMass team whose hopes of an unbeaten

season crumbled under the weight of an ag-

gressive and powerful BC attack.

UMass could muster only two of the

singles and saw its superb doubles tandem
of Steve Jordan-Rich Lindgren suffer an

extremely rare defeat (they were 7-0 in the

fall).

Neal Mackertich and Stuart (ioodman, at

number one and three singles, respectively,

registered the Minutemen wins in singles.

Mackertich struggled early, fell l[)ehind, but

rebounded to ease past John O'Connell 7-6,

6-1.

"I started to slow because I was really

tight. This being the first match probably

had something to do with it. His serve was
big. He goes for winners by coming in and

following his serve. It took a long time to

discover that his forehand was much
weaker than his backhand." said Macker-

tich.

Goodman got by Carlos Silva in a hostile

match plagued by several heated
arguments over disputed calls. Goodman
hung tough though, and eventually won,
7-5, 4-6, 6-3.

Boston College victories in singles were
recorded by Louis Nunez over Steve Jor-

dan, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3. at number two singles by
Bill Kelly beat Nick Julian. 6-4, 6-4 at

number four singles and Jim Garaventi at

numh)er five singles beat Rich Lindgren,
6-4, 0-6, 6-3. Bob Conklin made quick work
of Mark (ielinas, 6-0, 6-2.

"He was very good at the net." said

Julian of Kelly. "He put everything away
and made tough shots which 1 couldn't do

anything with."

In doubles. Jordan-Lindgren fell to

O'Connell-Kelly, 6-4, 7-5. in a match in

which the UMass duo had set point at 4-5 in

the second set before losing the game and

the next two games to drop the set and the

match.
Mackertich-Mike Duseau got the lone

UMass doubles win with a 7-5, 6-2 triumph

over Nunez-Conklin at numU'r two.

CKKximan-Dave Salem lost at numlxr three

to Silva-Garaventi, 7-5. 6-3.

"This was a tough first match," said

Coach Bob Szlosek. "After URl (this after-

noon at 3 p.m. on the Boyden Courts) we
should roll. I just want to be ready for the

team championships. I still say we will win

the Atlantic 10 (April 22-23 at FMttsburgh)

and finish top five in the New Englands

(April 29-30 at Yale)."

After the URI match today, the

Minutemen face Holy Cross in Worcester

Tuesday. MIT on Thursday in Amherst,

and Central Connecticut-Bowd<»in in a tri-

match Saturday on the Boyden Courts.

UMass rugby team rally

fallsshortl9-17
By SCOT COOPER

( •llfftaa Starr

The University of Massachusetts Rugby

learn had an optimistic outk>ok when they

faced the visiting University of Paris last

Tuesday afternoon.

After all. Paris had worked hard to tie

Boston University 0. and UMass had

stuffed the Terriers 14 4 last Saturday.

However, the Frenchmen scored early,

capitalizing on UMass penalties, and held

off a late surge lo win 19 17.

Many observers watched in amazement

as the Paris team couldn't do anylhinR

offensively in the first half.

Everytime they moved over half field.

UMass would hunch up and retard their

drive. The first half ended with Paris ahead

9 4, with all points resulls of capitalizing on

UMass penalties. UMass chose the wrong

half to gel Ugged with penalties, because a

stiff breeze was at the hacks of the Fren

chmen and ihey converted three out of five

kicks for their nine points.

William Carroll and Al Borght helped

UMass win a scrum close to the Paris goal

line, and captain Mike DaCampo scooped

the ball off to winger Simon Bunce who
touched the ball down for UMass" only

points of the half. UMass fullback Marty

Bluck had the wind in his face and a bad

angle lo contend with and his conversion

kick fell short.

The second half was a copy of the first

half, but this lime UMass grabbed onto the

ring. With the exception of line outs.

UMass was winning every phase of the

game. Jack Harney battled against Paris'

eight man alt afternoon.

Despite the chilly temperatures, the

tempers got hotter as the day went on. It

was especially hot when a UMass try was

called back and the Unicorns were staring

al a nine point {leficit.

A holding call against Paris put the ball

within Bluck's range and he popped it

through to make the score 13 7 — UMass
was climbing out of the hole. It \ock only

two minutes for the rout to become a game
again. Mike Holmes, who bends like

Gumby. went in for another four points in

the comeback bid. Bluck's kick would have

tied the score at 13. but it hit the post.

Paris put some more distance between a

possible tie with another penally that made
the score l&ll. UMass hit two more
penalty kicks and F*aris notched one to

account for the final of 19 17.

Overall. Tuesday s match was far belter

than the BU game. UMass controlled the

ball for a good portion of the contest. When
they didn't have the ball, their defense got

it back quickly.

UMass travels to Hartford to battle with

the Wanderers this weekend. They return

home a week from Saturday, game lime

12:00 noon, against Southern Connecticut

State College.

Sports Notices
Women's lacrosse, softball. and men's baseball did not see action this

weekend because of wet field ronditinns.

Tim Cutler (22) and his teammates were up after a Cutler (foal ifave

the r.orillas a 13-12 lead with under two minutes to play but Rutgers

rallied for a 14-13 win.

SUMMER OF ''87 ff

GIRL SCOUTS

Summer staH wantecI fon lARqt CIrI Scout resicIent

Camp iM TollANd, Mass. Posirlows AVAiUbU:

WATERFRONT DIRECTOR,

Current W.S.I. AMd wAjERhioMT ExpeiieicE

SMALLCRAFT DIRECTOR, experIewce in smaU craFt.

For more iNfoRMATioN caU or write:

TimBer TraIIs, Star Route US, ToIUncI, MA 01054

4n-258-4>92

zz: ZE ZK 33: ZK ^mJ^

TIME OUT
SPECIAL
USFL

Monday Night Football

Hoppy Hour Pricers

9 " closing

AMHERST'S DIGGEST LiniE DAK
37 N. Pleasant St.
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Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Ford Granada excetient condition
must be seen to believel »2.200 546-9569

72 Toyota runs great first $200.00 tsices it.

Wayne 323-4231

1975 Audi LS100 AM/FM sunroof radials

call evenings 666-7541
•
70 Valiant 318 ci $660 call Jere 546-9424

1979 Ford Flasta mint poverty must sell

great gas 546-0244 549-0363

n VW Bug great condition, excellent gas
mileage. Dependable, asking $400. firm.

Call 253-5660 ask for Steve

76 Blaiar new parts rust 1800 253-3301

71 VW Bus • Many new parts good
engir>e. Good tires - body good but needs
paint. $1200.00 call Curt after five 253-7695

must sell.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadlac Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS!
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

54»4406

Last 2 buetripe to NYC April 23, May 7.

Price reduced $18. roundtrip.
Refreshments. Cash only. Sign-up
deadlines: 4/15, 4/29. FAC Coffeeshop
MW 9-10:00 12:15-1:15 TuTh 12:15-1:15

2:30-4:M F 10:00-11:00 546-7065

FOR RENT

2 bedroom Southwood ai>t

sut)let w/fall option

summer

Summer sublet fall option Soutfvwood
Apts call 253-9236

3 bedroom apt North Amherst start June
549-1664 John days

Two bedroom apartment available now
three twenty five per month no utility near

bus stop tel 253-7094

1 bedrm Puffton apt. for rent; avail.

June 1. Call Jesse; 546-2707. 549-5915

Available now: sunny spacious room in

Mam St apt $147 253-9646

2 females wanted for large t)edroom in 2
bedroom Rolling Green Apt 130. each in-

dudae everything. Summer sublet with fall

option. 256-0607

Quiet and private room. Downtown
Amherst. Available immediately. Call

253-7934

Sumrfter sublet/fall option 1 or 2
bedrooms in 2 bedroom Sunderland apt.

Bus directly out front negotiable 666-3186

Rolling Green avail. June 1 3 txlrms in 4
bdrm townhouse $114-134-142 ind. util.

AC. pool, on bus rt lit 256-8261

Come to Cape Cod this summer.
Reesonable rates: Seamist Lodge, _174
Mam St Box 342, Hyannis, MA 02601,
1-617771-8423

FOR SALE

Diamond Cocktail/Engagement Ring
appraised at $2950.00 will sell for $1200.00
call 566^4207

Rosaignol 175 cam new Solomon TZTt w
brakes best offer Jim 549^4691

"Howard" red-wood folk guitar b offer

546-8161

For Sale Portable Stereo/Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9619 for info

Saitex Telephoto Lens 136mm fits Pantax
K 75.0 Scon 546-7439

Camera - Nikon EM and matching Nikon
SB-E flash $140 549-6999 Dave

Bicycle, 1982 Motot>ecane Grand Joxinng,

18 speed, mint condition, 253-5966

Gibson ES336 Sunburst, shaller heads,

stop tail piece, very good cond. $560 or BO
666-2127

FOUND
~

Found on bus AM/FM tape radio must
ID call Mike D. at 253-7040

Found Sunday 4/3 men's watch near
Whitmore Information Booth call Barbara
253-9869 to identify

Set of keys (car, PC box, 7) call 546-6638
to claim

Found keys intramural fields 4/4 pick up at

CC Info Desk

Dorm Key on silver ring. Outside Dickin-

son Dorm, near Grayson Gail after 9 PM
546-6629

Found woman's watch call 549-4769
description needed

HELP WANTED
~~

BONDABLE STUDENT REPRESEN-
TATIVE wanted for on-campus refrigerator

company. Should be well organized w/a
clean driver's license. Call Mrs. Masters col-

lect 212 371-3600

Earn a credK and satisfaction. Help
w/the new CC and SUB Recycling project.
For info call Leah 545-0199 or call the
Recycling Coop 546-0618. Be persistant.

A SIGNIFICANT SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT EXPERIENCE: in a rustic residen-
tial camp serving disadvantaged children.

Stop by the concourse level II April 13 for
more information. Or call TRAIL BLAZER
CAMPS (212) 431-8390

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Great income
potential, all occupations. For information
call: 602-837-3401 ext 833

Telephone sales in our office. No ex-
perience necessary. Monday through Fri-

day 4 pm to 9 pm Saturday 10 am to 3 pm.
Apply in person. Campus Center room 177

Earn IGOO or more each school year.
Rexible hours. Monthly payment for plac-

ing poster on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well.
800-526^)883

Wilderness Trip Leaders Needed for

summer program, experience in either rock
climbing, canoeing, caving, more impor-
tant is ability to work with children. $1100
*-, 203-226-4222

Alaska Jobs sumnner/year round. Earn
great money in this opportunity rich state,

i.e., earn $10,000 - 12,000 on three month
fishing boat. Send for 1983 employer listing

and information packet covering all in-

dustries. $5.00 Lental Reeearch Dept
AA2114 PC Box 99405 Clev Ohio 44199
satisfaction guaranteed

HERPES RESEARCH
~

Graduate Psychology student doing
thesis resesrch on coping with genital
herpes If you have genital herpes, please
call 549-1091 aher 6:00 pm.

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Jewish Sundsy School needs
teacher, Hebrew, history, music and teen

leader. PO Box 906 Amtmnx for spplicatk>n

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
OPEN RUSH

All UMass women are cordially Invited

to Lambda Delta Phi's Open Rush Dinners

Mon thru Fri. April 11-15 The delicious

meals will be served at 5:30p.m. feel free to

bring friends RSVP 546^)939

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
~

The Legel Services Office has eight posi-

tions availat>le for full-time legal assistant

interns tor Fall 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may t>e received from academic
departn>ents Aid atorT>eys at LSO with

client interviewir>g, investigations, legal

resesrch, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearir>gs in District sr>d Superior
Courts, and perticipation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation Maintain

continuing caseload ur>der attorney super-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship ar>d credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, at (Dtfice of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Furtf>er in-

formation, LSO, 922 Csmpus Center.

Loyr

Lost keys st Lacrosee game April 2nd
reward call Becky 546-^866

Beige Pocketbook Student Union!
Reward! Keep n>or>ey need vsluables Paula
6-5107

Brown checkbook sixe wellet very im-

portant that it is retumed please! Call Kathy
546-1436 keep trying

Lost 4/6 ladles wetch with leether band
has sentimental vslue call Maureen
54&«410

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Room needed for summer in O.B., V.H.
or Edgsrtown call Teresa 5460162

MOTORCYCLE FUN
~

72 Honds 3E0 - orange, great shape, real

cute. Sissy bsr, 2 matching helmets,

manual included. Best offer. Call Tami at

666-4395 or 546-3600. Leave message

MOTORCYCLES

1979 Yamaha SX excellent cond. many ex-

tras, just tuned $1000, 253-5910

PERSONALS
~

Jolly Green Gient I love you! your little

Green Sprout

Kenny from N.Y. in my COINS disc, your
gorgeous - C.E.

NOTICE the big new BARRELS in the CC

and SUB. These are for you to use starting

Monday, April 11th. Dump your
newspapers (and your neighbor's
newspapers) in them and help make UMass
a model recycling center just as it is a
leading coop and free transportation
system center. For more info call Leah
546-0199 or 549-4620. Be persistant!

Karen M. Thanks for all the love and sup-
port I love you MBB
Glenn - I'd never hurt you like you think I

did. I'm sorry things turned out this way I

love you. Kim

'T" Happy 20th Birthday, Je amour vous
"Q"

Pamster, Finally thersi The Big 2-0 now
you can be a wild woman legally. Happy
Birthday, Love Mike

Glenn McKinstry Call Jane about B. Har-
bor 549-5110

Leesle: A friend like you is precious! Hope
your day is super but remember that the
best is yet to come love ya, sh Happy 20th !

MamI - Sorry about the vodka - Stu

Happy Birthday Mary Celebrate with
bong hits and mesci Love Jen and Jeff

UMaaa Undergraduateal I'm sure you
don't need to t>e reminded at>out today's
referendum voting, but just in case. .

.VOTE TODAY and tonwrrow for state stu-

dent power! Vote in the campus-wide ref

.

lota Gamma Upsilon Open Rush Monday
4/11 7:30^:30 Tuesday 4/12 5:00 dinner
Thursday 4/14 8:00-9:00 all university

women invited for more infonnation call

Beth or Hilary at 256-6874

Sigms Delta Jmxt***—*****
Open Rush

Mon 4-11 12:00 Lunch
Tues 4-12 6:00 Dinner

•••For Info csll Donna 646-06Z7*****

2B322Z7 you are tt>e nxMt wor>derful person
I ever met. Love ya 5670327

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at

Newman Center

Get Physicsll Sports Coop in Student
Union. We have sneakers, racquets and
balls. Check it out!

Orcherd Hill Area Govemmem Elec-

tions r>omination papaers may t>e picked

up Sun - Thurs from 7-11. Papers are due
by 5:00 on April 19

ACE (priestU Yours the bestll L.

Leesle: You're legal again* Happy B-Dsy
wishing you rainbows today arid always
-Ksl

Lynne Melllll Happy 20th Birthdayl What
shall It t>e, Chat>iis on the rocks? you're the

best!

Caring individual wanted for 9 wk old

half lab - half German shepard puppy.
Paper trair>ed great disposition! You'll love

her. Call Trecy 256-0316

Bill Thank you for the poem but who?
Source of sunshir>e

Free trained Lesbian/Gay P^er Counselir>g

Refers! MTuThF 433 SU 4-8 pm 546-2646

Surprise! Chris K. one year ar>d a half and
rrwny more love Gir^a

Beth S. You're only twenty once, but we'll

be friends 4-eval Happy B-dsy! Love, Ellen

Jenny Squash nr>e dead! Rob

Hensom Hansom Adam, (hopefully

you'll see THIS one!) Have a wicked good
birthday! Don't GakI Love Janet

Noddle Thank you for the persofMl. But
who are you? Please identify yourself Love
ya Kidney (Bean)

Northeest Aree Government Elections
President, Vice-President, Tressurer,
Secretary. All paid positk>ns. Nomination
papers available from 109 Mary Lyon. Due
April 25. Elections May 4 £r 5 questions call

Doris 6-4808

Heppy 21st Psull Wish I couki be there to

celebrstsi A toast from Bsttell! Love, Bert

Msrk, Jon. John snd Kevin. Friday night
was great too bad the suicidal fish couldn't
make it. Love, Leslie

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers
guaranteed acceptance k>w rates 5-0392,
584-7924 Nancy.

ROOMMATES WANTED
Two roommates for fall semester Puff-

ton Village apartment call Randi 549-4460

Looking for roommate to share two
bedroom apt in Puffton Village $140 per
month per person cable TV call Neil

546-4309

Summer/ Fell Northwood Apt 666-4388
bus route, pool, own room, furnished

One Roomste for summer apartment in

Yarmouth near Seagull Beach good loca-

tion 549-1643

Two considerste roommates to share
apt in Brt Mnr in Sept (females) call Karen
253-5798

Roommate wanted in fall for one
bedroom in two bedroom Brittany Manor
apt call Doug immediateiyi 253-7125

Cape Cod rental room for 4 people in Den-
nisport call 546-5021

Roommates wanted for fall semester in

townhouse apartments 1 or 2 bedrooms
availat>ie call Suzanne 549-2866

SHERYL

Sheryl - Do yourself a favor. . .Have a dou-
k)le celebration Happy 22nd Birthday and
congratulations on your r>ew job. Best of
wishes and good luck - Love your Collegian
buddies

SUMMER SUBLET

Femsle wanted to summer sublet Brsn-
dywine room. For more information
549^)425

One bedroom in beautiful, sunny five

bedroom S. Amherst house. Large
backyard, quiet r>eighborfK>od. On bus
route. Avail. June 1 w/possit)(e fail option
Jennifer 253-5196

TO SUBLET
~

3 bedroom apt for rent w/fall option 390
* utilities Main St Amherst 253-6941

Leeae w fall option one bedroom in two
bedroom apt inexpensive 266-8373 Tricia

2 bdrms In Amherst sublet ISO mo utilities

included fall option Cari/ Mitch 256-6712

Two bedroom apt in Southwood fall op-
tion call 253-7136

Summer sublet - furnished two bedrooms
Townehouse apts 549-6364

Beeutlfully located two bedroom MHI
Hollow apartment (next to Puffers Pond
and waterfall) with fall option call Bruce or
Ar>dy 549-1177 evenings

One bedroom apt for sunwner sublet with
fall opt Cliffside evee 666-3960 54^6499

2 bedroom ept with fall option Colonial
Village 296/month 2S6-8B33

Colonial VIg 1 bdrm apt fumishir>g
$266-*- 253-7797 summer sub/fall opt

One bedroom townhouse Southwood
Apts $310/ month June 1 • Aug 31
2S6-8923

Rolling Green furnished 3 bedroom spt sir

conditioned all util irtd avail Jur>e 1

256^389

Two bedroom Colonial VWege Apt
room for three, on bus route, laur>dry ar>d

pool facilities, $100 per nionth each Call
253^7158

Brandywine 2 bedroom apt furnished
AC, pool, cable June 1 to Sept 1 549-4181

Two bdrm Brartdywine Apt pool, AC,
bus rte., avib 6/1 - 9/1, rent negtbl
549-4741

Specious garden apt on bus route with
fall option 2 bedrooms rent negotiat}le
666-2719

Northampton four bedrooms June
-August $660/month two floors two baths
564-8126

Furnished apartment Brandywine orw
bedroom nice furniture avail June 1 - Sept 1

poss fall option 320 per month includes
utilities call 549-0460

2 bedroom apartment at Rhrergiade
apts. Sumn>er sublet with fell option.
Available June 1. $32S/m 253-2084 Lary/-
Julie

AveHeMe for summer sublet furnished 1

bdr Brandywine $330/nrH)nth call evenings
349-1306 Duncan

Summer sublet 2 bdrm apt 3 min walk to
town 10 minutes to campus furnished
286.00 per month call 256-8639

Summer sublet w/fsll opt. 2 bdrm
Southwood Apt, pool, tennis, bus route,
heat inci 256-6739

Summer sublet - fall option 3 bdrm in
Sunderiand on bus $330/mo call 666-7028

One bedroom Cliffside apartment sum-
mer sublet w/fall option utilities included
666-2294

1 or 2 rooms In 2 bedroom Southwood
spt for summer and possible fall optioni
$206 for one room - big enough to shara.
Call 256-8323 except during any major spor-
ting event of before 10 am
Puffton 1 bedroom apt for summer
lublet with fall option 549-1331

Brandywine Apt for summer two
oedroom fall option Dave 546-8730 nights

Summer: N Woods 16C/mo male or

female nonsmoker call 666-7130 Thomas Wanted Need housing desperstsly - Marthas

Vineyard, May 29 thru summer Amy
586-3379

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment beginning

June or September 6-5625 or 256-8463

Summer sublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom |
i;asn tor your recoras, tspes VKyzsx

3 bedroom Townehouse Apt to rent

summer/fall beginning June. Linda

549 5848

apt w/fall option Squire Village rent for (ask for Jaromir/ leave message) Providence Dead ticket needed. Will

buy or trade 546-6172summer negotiable 666-2127 Class Rings. Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710
4 bedroom spt in Riverglsde 295/mo call

253-5487
1 need housing on Nantucket Island this

summer call Peter 546-4732
Looking for a place on the Cape (Hyan-

nis area) for summer rental. If you are
Summer Sublet Fall option, one
bedroom. Colonial Village, pool, laundry.

BUNDY FLUTE - used in good cond
649-4861 WANTED TO RENT female and need a roommate, please call

Ann at 6^5440 Leave message
on bus route, terms negotiable. 266-0179

5 bdrm house near UMass and ctr. on bus
route, $750/mth. Fall Option. 253 2819.

Storage spsce for summer. Out-of-

state2 student wishes to store belongings
plus some furniture call 6-7248 anytime

$25 reward if you help us to find a 3
bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept call

Amy 6-5816 or Andrea 6-5498

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt in Puffton for

June w/fall option 549-0/8/

msmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm'msmmw^i
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CAREER NIGHT

for

ENGLISH MAJORS
April 12 8 p.m.

Campus Center 163
Six alumni/ae will return to

talk about their jobs - and yours.

refreshments
For further information contact Sponsored by:

Elngllah Undergraduate Studies University Placement Service

BarUett 262, Alumni Offlee
fS038S English Department
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' B.D.I.C. \
oould be the eolution

V̂
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Come to an introductory meeting

Shape Your Own Future
><udesi^nin(( an interdiecipUnary
-^ MAJOR

suited to your
\ goals y^W7 p.m.

April 12
Brett
Main Lounge

7 p.m.
April 13
Brown

BAaln Lounge

For more info call 5460736
or come to Bartlett Hall Rm 16

m
Introducing

State Student Association of l^assachusetts

''Linking Students Statewide9 9

SSAM

To increase State Financial Aid
To continue the Freeze on Tuition
To gain Student Representation on the Board of
Regents
To guarantee Equal Access to Public Higher
Education
To insure a Quality Public Higher Education for
every citizen in the Commonwealth

MOrc^
^^s

?^"^
\^ 8^

A*

Your coKective voice in the Statehouse

Vote YES on Question 1

For more Information eall the Student Senate Offflee

«m
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Knights escape Gorillas
Gorilla win
slipsaway

Bj BILL SHEA
CMUgiMSUff

After viewing the film of his team's 14-13

loss to Rutgers University Saturday at

Hoyden Field, UMass head lacrosse ioach

Dick Garber may have summed up many
observers feelings when he thought about
Saturday's events.

"Had we won it would have been the end
of a super day" said the always upbeat
leader of the Gorillas (now 1-2).

"Looking at the film I was impressed by
the play from a competitive point of view,"

said Garber. "It was one great lacrosse

game."
One great lacrosse game is right, as

8,000 Gorilla watchers packed both sides of

the Boyden Hill fence and witnessed an of

fensive explosion of sorts by the Gorillas,

and also saw an AllAmerican midfielder

from Rutgers take control of the game.
Al Ray, who played halfback on the

Rutgers varsity football team for four

yem but failed to make the NFL Denver
Broncos chose to enroll as a graduate stu-

dent at Rutgers and take advantage of his

final year of lacrosse eligibility.

Ray showed why he was an All-

Amencan, winning 23 faceoffs and losing

only eight, and helped control the tempo of

the game.
"UMass is an explosive team," sakl

Scarlet Knight head coach Tom Hayes."
But Al Ray is just unbelieveable. Winning
the faceoffs is important because it helps

you control the pace of the game. If there's

somebody better than Al, I want to see

him.
"

Ray finished with two goals and two
MBits in the game, but it was obvious he
was the main threat for the Knights, and
like any true star he came through when
the chips were down.
More than a few heads hung on the

Rutgers bench when Tim Cutler gave the

Gor^las a 13-12 lead with 1:48 remaining
after a see-saw half that saw five lead

flanges. But Ray won the next faceoff,

niahed down the gut of the Gorilla defense,

and beat goalie Gerry Moreau from about
fifteen feet. It took only six seconds.

Ray displayed a few halfback moves a
few seconds later when he niahed, was
forced left by the Gorilla "D", but dished

off to Bnan Krost. who fired from ten feet

on the left with 1:12 left to score what pro-

ved to be the gamewinner.
The game was not without controversy

<- •ll«(imB pksto by Jaka P>t i«««

Rick MeMina upended Al Ray on this hit, hut in the end it was Raj
and Rutgers that upended the Gorillas 14-13.

with the referees receiving extreme heat
from Hayes throughout the game, but par-

ticularly in the fourth quarter when the
Rutgers coach claimed UMass had scored
an illegal goal.

Rutgers Chris Hefferan put the Knights
up for the first time since early in the third

quarter with 6:30 remaining in the game,
then the controversy occured.

Mike Fiorini came back after the very
next faceoff and faked a shot high and
whipped the ball k>w to beat goalie John
Maslonski to tie the score at twelve.

Hayes contended Gorilla freshman Mark
Stratton was substituted for illegally when
Stratton nustakenly thought he was sup-

posed to come out and ran towards the
substitution box but was pushed back on
the field by his teammates. Hayes clainried

the contact was illegal but the referees
disagreed and the goal stood.

Cutler scored his goal to put the Gorillas

up 13-12 but Ray went into his savior act
and stole the game from UMass.
"Albert Ray was a major factor winning

all those faceoffs," said Garber. "You look
at their team without Ray and I think
would have handled them."

we would have handled them."
The Gorillas received exceptional perfor-

combination of Rich Messina (1 goal, 2
assists), Karl Hatton (1 goal. 1 assist) and
Peter Martino (2 goals, 1 assist), and also

from Paul Fogarty (2 assists), who made
several nice passes, Mike Fiorini (3 goals. 1

amist) and Tom Lukacovic (3 goals) on at-

tack.

"After looking at the films. I felt much
better and I'm sure the players will feel

better after they see the film Monday,"
said Garber, "I knew we played well. I

knew we made some mistakes but we also

made some great plays. Some of those

plays by Karl Hatton were unbelieveable

and Tommy Luckacovic came on and gave
us three gCNals. So we did some good things

out there."

The Gorillas have an important week
coming up, playing three teams they will be
challenging for the New England lacrosse
title.

After travelling to Brown to take on the

Bruins Wednesday, the Gorillas return

home against Boston College Saturday and
the University of New Hampshire Monday.

Fans enjoy
Hill life

By JIM FLOYD
CoUigiaaSuff

As the final seconds ticked off the clock

on the Boyden Field scoreboard Saturday,

what sounded like a police siren slowed to a
crawl and then died as the Gorillas trudged
offthefiekl.

And, Kurt Richardson (aka, the man with
the siren) was not the only UMass fan to
contribute a little extra to what has for

some time at the university been more than
just a game.

To be sure, UMass lacrosse is a social

phenomenon, a rare mixture of athletics

and partying, of spectating and sunbathing,

cheering and chatting.

Each time the Gorillas host a team at

Boyden Field, throngs of students num
bering in the thousands fk)ck to the Hill,

whether in the drinking or non drinking
sections (as the inside and outskle portions
of the fence around the field h4ve come to

be known).

"I think they should allow beer back on
the field. " said Richardson from outside the
fence. "Us not the same since the new
policy took effect.

"

At no time has the policy been more
evidently enforced as on this past Saturday.

Kegs were sent away from even the outside

of the fence as police uniforms appeared to

be part of a new trend in fashion in the
crowd.

Though the two year okl poikry has
altered the scenario of laxomania days past.

it has given the event a new look that

makes the Hill resemble an airplane with
two classes <^ seating.

In the tourist class, that being the inside,

fans are treated to top notch collegiate

lacrosse (hey. so they're 12. this is still the

upper echek>n of Division One.) without the

need to wipe beer from their behinds as

they depart for home. It is supportive in

tourist class and the view of the game is

better (so is the opportunity for tanning).

Back in the social compartment, the

atmosphere is a bit more casual. People pay
attention, but almost no one sees every goal

(some people don't see any goals and a few
never see anything).

Gorilla Airfare won't travel again untfl

Saturday when everybody in the state's

favorite school. Boston College, comes to

town. But that's okay because it gives Kurt
Richardson time to fix his siren. "The handle
broke.

National League East: Exposhave the talent

UMass jjad Jeff Reardon is a big

part of the Montreal Expos as their

top reliever.

By ELLIOTT KALB
csiicfiM .surr

Editors Note: This is how EUiot Kaib
thijikt the 1983 National League East will

finish.

The National League has won four

consecutive World Series, hammered the
junior circuit shamelessly in All Star
games, and retained the pitcher's spot in

the batting order. In short, the National

League is for purists. The National

league East alone could field all star

teams that would dominate a team made
up of the other three divisions in baseball.

No less than four teams from the N.L.
East would run away from every other
team in the N.L. West, while the Cubs
and the Mets would contend for the West
title. Here is how the division looks to

shape up in early April.

EXPOS: No team in baseball has won

more games over the last four years, and

this could be the year the fans from

Montreal do their celebrating off the ice.

Outfielders Andre Dawson and Tim
Raines are among the league's most

dangerous threat. Defending batting

champ Al Oliver, catcher supreme Gary
Carter, and starting and bullpen aces

Steve Rogers and Jeff Reardon will enable

the Expos, under new manager Bill

Virdon. to "out talent " every other team

in baseball.

CARDS: This team has everything
needed to repeat as \yorld Champs in

1983. Joaquin Andujar should emerge as a
superstar on the mound, and manager
Whitey Herzog has both depth and quality
on the mound and in the field. Bruce
Sutter is the key to the Cardinals' hopes,
lor no matter how well Hernandez. Ozzie
Smith, Lonnie Smith, et. al. perform,
they'll only advance as far as Sutter takes
them. And that could be a long way.

PHILLIES: It will be asking a lot for

Philadelphia to bring home the divisran

title in 1983. At age 38. Steve Carlton

should pick up his 300th career victory (he

needs 15). but after Lefty, the pitching

becomes thin and unproven. If everyone
stays healthy, and with more help this

year in the bullpen and off the bench to

spell relics like Pete Rose, Philadelphia

has the savvy to make things interesting.

PIRATES: Like the Red Sox, some
teams will always count on a strong of

fensive attack. Look for Dave Parker to
put some big numbers on the board, and
Lee Mazzilli to have a good year. Bill

Madlock and Jason Thompson should
provide enough offense for the Pirates to
battle the top three teams in the divisk>n

and hold off the pesky Cubs for another
year.

CUBS: Yogi and Boo Boo are not the
only bears I like. I like the Cubbies from
Chicago. They socked 110 homers a year
ago, then picked up Ron Cey from the

Dodgers. Bill Buckner, Larry Bowa and

Keith Moreland are all solid performers,
although Bowa and Cey will cover only the
ground they stand on. They need arms.

METS: I've heard so much about Daryll

Strawberry that there is no way he can

live up to expectations. George Foster and
Dave Kingman are both capable of better

years than 1982. and there are unproven
ballplayers in at least three positions

(catcher, right field, and shortstop). Mike
Torrez. Tom Seaver. and Craig Swan
head up the pitching staff. The team to

watch in 1986.
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Louis Stokes Honors KingWeek
by Tracey Bn ant

In 1977 a Congressional Select Committee
was formed to investigate the assassina-
tions of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther
King , Jr

.

At that time 80 per cent of the Americai
public believed that neither Lee Harvey
Oswald nor James Earl Ray acted singularly
in t^heir assassinations but were part of
a conspiracy.

Due to rumors floating around claiming
FBI involvement in the murders, and also
the insistence of the Congressional Black
Caucus to have the murder of Martin Luther
King investigated, one committee was formed.
Congressman Louis Stokes from Ohio was

the fourth person to chair the committee

,

and the first Black to ever chair a congres-
sional committee of national scope.

Before his chairship the committee had
no funding emd was basically disfunctional.
Said Stokes , "Many people never wanted this
investigation to go forth. We had a partic-
ularly tough time getting Congress to fund

it."
In taking on the position Representative

Stokes vowed, "to leave no stone unturned
in an uncompromised search for truth", and

to have an integrated staff incorporating
some of the best Black professionals aw

the country.
Of the investigation Stolces concluded,

"I feel our major findings will withstand
the scrutiny of history."

The Cornnittee does believe that James
Earl Ray commited the act of assassination
alone, but they are also confident that
a $50,000 bounty offered by two St. Louis
businessmen was the primary motivation.

Although the two businessmen were as

far as the committee could trace a con-
spiracy, they did thoroughly investigate
FBI files and question FBI official.
They found that the FBI under J. Edgar

Hoover had enacted a huge project to
"destroy" Martin Luther King. This project
included all types of surveillamce in-

cluding room and wire tappings. There was
also an i.itense hatred of King generated
by Hoover , said Stokes

.

In their plot to destroy King, the FBI

had sent King an ultimatum letter and had

pic)ced out a candidate to replace King as

the Blac)c leader. Congressman Stokes de-

clined to mention who the FBI had chosen.

In relaying the history of his acquain-

tance with King , Stokes told the audience

that in 1965 King came to Cleveland to

lead a voter registration drive. It was

the brother of Louis Stokes, Carl Stokes

running for mayor in that city. Carl Stokes

lost that election by 1700 votes. Said

Louis Stokes ,
" The Black community was

just not ready or even able to believe that

they could elect a mayor of a large city."

In 1967 King returned for a second time

and they got an even larger voter turnout

and his brother Carl did become Mayor of

Cleveland, Ohio.

Chicago race: possible electoral

continued on page 3

by Rhami Imani

All eyes are directed at Chicago this weei' t)ecause

tomorrow Chicago will possibly elect the first Black

mayor in that city's history But what is even more im

portant is that this election will be a political indicator

of the strength and direction of Black electoral politics

as we head toward the 1984 presidential elections

Last semester this reporter enthusiastically wrote

about two electoral races that had Black politicians

leading their opponents before the election Unfor-

tunately, both candidates, Tom Bradley, runnning for

governor of California and Rotjert Clark, running for

U.S. Representative of Mississippi, lost their races by

close margins Both would have been historic elec

tions, with Bradley being the first Black governor in

the US and Clark the first Black representative from

Mississippi since Reconstruction.

Yet those effort may have been a stepping stone in

the current resurgence in Black politics that reaches

from coast to coast. But it is the Chicago election that

IS in the limelight now Democratic presidential

hopefuls are all flocking to Chicago in support of

Harold Washington.

The situation is a classic one with Chacago being

the second largest and yet most segregated city in the

country The Democratic hopeful is Black, the

Republican, Bernard Epton, is white. Yet this city

which has such strong racial lines drawn is traditional-

ly Democratic, leaving many whites to decide whether

they will either vote along party or racial lines.

Washington, a former state legislator and current

U.S. Representative, is the most qualified person for

the position. He is definitely more qualified than the

current mayor Jayne Burns who Washington
defeated m the primaries The 60-vear-old native

resurgence
cnicagoan is a graduate of Northwestern law and a

World War II veteran with a long history of local

Chicago politics behind him beginning from when he

used to distribute political leaflets for his father, who
was a Democratic precinct captain, as a youngster

But, the important thing about Chicago is that it is

the most political Black community in the country and

has even been titled the center of Black politics, on

the same level as New York is the center of Black arts

With this title the Black community's pride is running

with Washington as the community has come behind

him with an unprecendented 85 percent Black vote

Although Washington is leading in the polls he has

a number of obstacles in his path One is the Chicago

media which has been criticized for not giving a fair

perspective of the race, even by white media prac-

tioners There has been moves to have a wnte-m can-

didate on the ticket such as Jayne Burne or the former

governor of the state. But the major obstacle is that of

the blatant racism that exists in the white

neighborhoods of Chicago, the same racists who met

Rev. Martin Luther King with one of the most vicious

mobs that had been seen by King. ,

Yet many believe that the time is ripe for a

Washington victory. BIcks across the country are sup-

porting Washington. Down the road is the

Philadelphia election on May 17 which may put the

first Black mayor in that office with the election of W.
Wilson Goode After that the country may have to

deal with one of the most important elections in our

history: a Black vice presidential or presidential

nomination The Washington election is the key as it is

the indicator of the rise in Black political power, power

that cannot be ignored
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Editorial Comment:

S.G.A. Elections: A
chance for progress
By Angela Brown

The special referenda elections, being held today

and tomorrow, include ballot questions of great con-

cern to all students, but perhaps not of immediate

significance. These issues range having an interna-

tional dimension, as does the question on UMass rela-

tions with South Africa, to the more everyday, but

personally experienced question of choice of campus
living options with respect to coed vs. single-sex

bathrooms
Two of the five ballot questions deserving special

note are #1 and #5, on the State Student Association

of Massachusetts, and on establishing a policy

regulating university-funded academic contact with

South Africa, respectively

The issue of university-funded academic contact

with South Africa has been skirted by the administra-

tion since the UMass community discovered Professor

Wilce was granted $600 to attend a conference m that

racially oppressive nation This remains the case

despite resolutions from both the undergraduate and

the graduate senates demanding action Although

broad concern has been voiced, officials remain silent,

and in fact dtsplay confusion as to the jurisdiction

such a problem should fall within A positive vote on

Question #5 would demonstrate how widely students

are concerned about such activities of a public institu-

tion Also. It would show alliance with the world com-
munity's condemnation of South Africa, as shown m
the UN, etc Every act of disassociation with the

South African government brings closer the day when
the regime will be destroyed and the nation

reconstructed by all of its own people

The regulation of university-funded relations with

South Africa would be consistent with other

Massachusetts initiatives since the state legislature

has recently ruled that all public pension funds be

taken out of apartheid South Africa, and invested in

Massachusetts enterprises whenever possible

Question #1 , which would establish funding for the

State Student Association of Massachusetts, is wor-

thy of firm student support The State Student

Association has a long and active history behind it,

beginning with the arrival of Gov King in office, and

the concurrent reorganization of the state's higher

educational system (which left us at the mercy of the

Board of Regents and its tuition hikes) As such, the

association has its roots in the fight back against the

tuition hikes that so drastically changed the make up

of the UMass student body Students from many
state schools, from UMass Amherst to Roxbury Com
munity College, were in those days packing the halls

of the Board of Regents Now, the association is

undergoing further development it is near becoming a

full-fledged lobbying mechanism that provides a

means for sustained, united action for all students of

Massachusetts

The referenda elections offer exciting options to

make political advances However, one ballot ques

tion, #2, proposes that the student senate drop some
of these issues of real importance, to submerge itself

in a protracted period of self -contemplation The
"reorganization" of the Student Government Associa

tion. as has been recently proposed during the

presidential elections, calls for an electoral mechanism
that would severely curtail its representativeness

Senator elections by dorm, and continuance of the

Third World Caucus, are two keystones to campus
wide representation in student government

Matter Drummer Pablo Landnim will girt a

cUm TncMUy, Hampden Theater, Southwest.

Draft Registration

Requirement Delayed

By Changes

By Angela Brown

According to the Financial Aid Director, Arthur

Jackson, and the Chronicle of Higher Education, a

federal court ruling and planned revisions in regula-

tions have created confusion as to how and whether

lhg.^p[pmon Amendment is to be enforced. The law

which would bar males from receiving federal student

aid unless they register for the draft, was scheduled to

take effect for school terms beginning July 1.

A Minnesota federal district judge delayed enforce-

ment of the new law when he filed a temporary injunc-

tion last month. Judge Donald D Alsop ruled that the

law was likely to be found unconstitutional, and bar-

red Its enforcement

Also, the US. Deot of Education has announced it

will drop a requirement that draft age men provide

college administrators with copies of their draft

registration documents before they can receive federal

aid at least for two years. But, students are presently

asked to provide draft registration information on

federal financial aid forms. However, the UMass
Financial Aid Office at the present time will not deny

aid to those who do not provide the information, since

the provision itself may be found unconstitutional, ac-

cording to Jackson. Students may later be asked tor

the information.

Art Jackson said that the decision will have to be
either overturned or sustained in the near future The
Justice Department has until April 8, to file an appeal

against the injunction.

According to the Chronicle of Higher Education

(3-23-1983), Judge Alsop's ruling states that the

students will probably prove that the law violates their

rights against self-incrimination They might also

prove the law is unconstitutional t)ecause it punishes

men (for not registering) before they have been found

guilty of breaking selective service law.

Many schools are experiencing confusion as to

whether to request draft registration information, or if

such requests constitute enforcement of a law now
barred in federal district court

The revised regulations are expected to be finalized

by the Department of Education in early May.
But. more congressional action may change the

situation in the near future as changes may be brought

to the floor of the House after approval of two sub-

committees

Evelyn King Comes
to UMass

On Thursday, April 21, contemporary rhythm and
blues returns to the Fine Arts Center here at the

University of Massachusetts with a performance by
RCA recording artist Evelyn King The show will be
produced by the Duke Ellington Committee and UPC
Productions It will also feature Soulsonic Force of

"Planet Rock" fame.
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Gil Noble, prizewinning producer of the ABC television

public affairs show "Like It Is", gave an address for the

Strait Ahead Committee's weekend program com-
memorating Martin Luther King. Jr. at Amherst College.

Sunday. After showing an extrentely moving film on King
entitled "An Amazing Grace", he briefly commented on
King's life and death, and went on to call for a revitalized

Black consciousness in the current generation of Black
college students through a stronger grasp of history.

On King's life. Noble emphasized that although King fed

the civil rights movement "he was not the movement it

self." He attributed King's death to "a combination of

events that were brewing." including the FBFs conflict

with King, and the formation of racist hate groups.
But. the body of his talk was devoted to an analysis of

the sentiments of Black college students, the situation they
face under current conditions, in the job market, for

example, and the juncture in history as it affects all Black
people.

In speaking of the civil rights movement he said "we now
have a generation of Black students that seem somehow to
have missed this." Noble stated that this adversely affects
"their ethics, their agendas and their morality."

"1 would admonish those in institutions such as this not
to limit yourself to academics." he said. "There is another
dimension to education... your pohtical development." he

continued, adding that Black history is "the womb from
which pohtical development springs."
Noble stressed that without a sense of history Black

students are in danger of becoming "mainstream swim
mers." And. this danger is prevalent since Black students
"are graduating from college who have never taken a Black
Studies course," according to Noble, because they are not

required to do so. He said that these graduates may be "so

articulate, so bright, so charming... (but) mis using the

clout that has been conferred on them." by seeking per-

sonal gain. "Maybe that is why is has been given to them."
he added.

He argued that Black students should not be misled to

believe that their "temporary affluence and success" upon
graduation is guaranteed. "You are not going to stay ther

long unless you can build up a power base," he warned.
He declared that Blacks have rarely "made it" on the

basis of merit, saying "we got there because of politics,

there was pressure... broadcasting included, that is the

reason I am working there, because some people I don't

even know were out in the streets, fighting."

"It's mandatory for Black people, students, to become
students of self," he concluded. Even to "shape your

behavior pattern in the job market," is necessary, he

added, with the feeling that this prevails in all aspects of

survival, and growth.

Continued from page 1

What this meant, continued Stokes, is
that if Blacks could show that kind of
political maturity in Cleveland, it
could happen all over America. "This is
what it meant to Dr. King;", said Stokes.
"He took pride in this kind of work."
Five months later Louis Stokes was running

in an election ceimpaign. While riding in
his car he heard on the radio that Martin
Luther King had been shot, and was dead.
Stokes called King, "one of the greatest
human beings" he'd "ever had the privi-
lege of meeting.

"

In describing King, Stokes related
a story about the night of his brother's
mayoral victory. "King refused to go
downstairs because he didn't want to
take any of the glitter off of Carl."
The congressperson also said that Dr.

King had a "tremendous mind... and was
many years ahead of his time." He urged
everyone to look at King's April 4, 1957
speech. It linked domestic and intern-
ational struggles. He continued, "The
message in this speech is perhaps more
relevant today than it was even in its
time." "His (king's) deep perception
can be seen, and applied today.", Stokes
added

.

In discussing the bill to have Martin
Luther King's birthday declared a nat-
ional holiday. Representative Stokes told
the audience that the bill had met with a
great deal of antagonism on the floor and
had lost. He said that the major oppos-
itional argument was the loss of a day's
production.

Congressperson Stokes incited everyone
••who loves this country and has a deep
appreciation of it" to sign a petition
for this bill.
When asked what he thought about people

just taking the holiday instead of con-
tinually "begging" Congress for it, Mr.
Stokes replied: "There is a mechanism in
place, a procedure to be followed the
same as any other lobbying group. We should
keep putting pressure on the Congress for
national recognition, continue to lobby and
continue to take it on our own. We should
continue all of these. •*

He responded to a question 'concerning
Harold Washington's candidacy stating that
when he was in Chicago, he could sense that
•Ve were on the threshold of a history-
making event; like in Cleveland in 1967.

"

He said that he with Black leaders from all
over America Ccunpaigned Saturday nil over
Chicago. '•The place was so elective," re-
ported Washington.

Louis Stokes believes that this election
"symbolizes something significant." When
asked what it would mean if a Black man be-
came mayor of the second largest city in
America, Stokes jokingly replied, "It means
New York is next." He followed with a more
serious note, "It means that there are
200,000 new voters registered. It says to
Black people all over America that they do
have power." Stokes continued, "The sig-
nificance is that this act can be duplicated
all over the country."
Stokes believes that Harold Washington can

win, and if he does will have overccvme a
great deal of racism.

He also believes that Ronald Reagan will
win the next presidential election. Unless
the Democrats run a Black mnn as Vice-
President , Reagan will walk off with the
Precidency, contends Stokes and an older
member of Congress. "Reagan will not be
easily defeated."

Stokes also stated that "We should never have
all our eggs in ona basket. We have to acquire
the political sophistication of dividing so
they don't know which way we'll go."

"Voter registration is an area where we have
not exercised King's dream." "The only way
any ethnic group has ever pulled themselves
up was through exercising political and eco-
nomic power.

"

"In most cities we are underregistered and
voter turnout is even lower that white voter
turn out." He chastised, "There is no reason
we ought not to be utilizing the power and
potential we have. Until we do, we will con-
tinually find ourselves shortchanged in pol-
itics and in this country."

What happened to

Venereal Diseases?

Part f-

By Masheirill Faiit

Venereal Diseases (VD) are still around, however,

today they are called Sexually Transmitted Diseases

(STD). Part one of this two-part series will discuss two

of the most common STD's, gonorrhea and syphilis.

Gonorrhea remains the most common STD. It is

caused by the gonococcus organism and, if un

treated, can cause arthritis, sterility, heart disease or

serious pelvic disorders This should never happen

because gonorrhea can be easily diagnosed and cured

by proper medical attention

In the male, the first symptoms of gonorrhea occur

two to six days after contact with an infected person.

The symptoms consist of painful urination and a pus-

like discharge from the penis. Females with gonorrhea

rarely have symptoms, but if they do, these may be a

pus-like vaginal discharge and lower backache or

lower abdominal pain

Syphilis IS another common STD. It is caused by a

spirochete organism and if untreated may cause

damage to vital organs, insanity, crippling paralysis,

heart disease, blindness or deafness Syphilis can also

be easily diagnosed by a blood test and cured by pro

per medical attention; however, in the later svages,

the damage to the body can not be undone
Syphilis occurs in three stages: 1) two to six weeks

after contact with an infected person, a painless sore

(chancre) occurs where the organism entered the

body and disappears with or without treatment, 2)

two to SIX months after the chancre disappears a

widespread non-itchy rash occurs and fades away,
even without treatment, and 3) the last stage is where
the serious damage occurs which may lead to death

These symptoms are the same for females and males.

It IS extremely important for anyone with symptoms
or who thinks he/she has been in contact with an in-

fected person to seek medical attention as soon as

possible Students can be treated at the University

Health Services with confidentiality or you rpay con
tact the VD Hotline at toll free 1 -800-227 8922

Source
Health Education Department. University Health

Services, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA.
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David Du Bois

promotes unity at

the MXC

By Brenda Ling

David Du Bois, visiting professor of Journalism and
Afro-American American Studies, spoke last Thurs-
day on the need for unity in Third World students
struggles Beginning by acknowledging that "there
are things on your minds, there are things on my mind
also," Du Bois continued on to pinpoint apathy and
lack of respect as barriers to Third World students'
gaming more control By parallelling peoples' striving

for self determination around the world with students'
need to gam influence on campus, Du Bois outlined
the urgency of combatting the "agenda to exter-

minate any expression of Black consciousness, in-

cluding destroying Black communities" in a world that

consists of 75 percent non whites
Du Bois emphasized that, m response to constant

racial attack, "we've got to get our act together fast,

we've got to think of ourselves as a famt/y " We can't
afford "to succumb to apathy or to think of ourselves
as individuals." Instead all must "make a contribution
to our (collective) survival" through consciousness of,

and participation in, eradicating discriminatory prac-
tices

Du Bois described the relation of Africans' and
African Americans' oppression as "a connection
which this country's power structure doesn't want to

come into existence" He mentioned WEB Du Bois,

Martin Luther King, Jr. , and Malcolm X as three great
black leaders who understood the shared oppression
of Blacks worldwide. Since one common goal of all
Third World peoples is to maintain a sense of self-
respect, Du Bois proposed "Demonstrating our com-
mitment to assure our survival and to contribute to our
liberation"

For Africans, family stands highest as an extended
social institution and as a "life-long interaction" In

this tradition, Du Bois suggested that "there has to be
a way to bnng together key individuals to sit together
and to work out an unbrella (organization), through
which problems can be resolved." Perhaps if we all

commit ourselves on this campus to begin to

establish a community of togetherness, if students do
"not leave it up to the administration to resolve con-
flicts," we may take "a first step toward dealing with
apathy and lack of respect"
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Washington's Program for ChicagoAn eye toward needed solutions==
1. OPEN GOVERNMENT

As Mayor of Chicago. Harold Washington will open city government to iU citizens. People
will have direct acceM to city ofBclals. departments and public records. Citizen input will be
encouraged at all Icvcb In the administration. They will be afforded opportunities and a struc-

ture for participation In municipal planning and budgeting.

In order to bring about a truly open government. Harold Washington will:

• Insfttute a comprehenalve Freedom oflnformaiton Act for Chicago.
• Provide an expanded period of City Council and citizen review of the city't budget prior to

adoption.

• Support coOective bargaining with the unlon» of choice of alt city employee: ^
• EstoMisli aformal neighborhood planning and program development procem, providing
the ttructure for neighborhoodu to be effective partnen In development.

• Encourage the City Council to reettabllBh Itaeif at an open, active and deliberate '«««• ^« '^^^'^ «co»»o»n»c •^ political vitality depends on literacy, work sklUs. self-respect

legislative body. *"^ social awareness of Its citizens. Providing educational leadership, Harold Washington, as

• Select appointees committed to open government for major positions and boards and ^•V^^' »»^" ^o* '^»* *»»« Board of Education and the City Colleges to:

commissions. * Fight for a state Income tax Increase In order to get the money necessary to operate our

2. MORE JOBS FOR CHICAGO schoola with st/^clent teachers and manageable class sises.

• Change the method of selecting School Board members, either by a statutory
More )obs for Chicago Is Harold Washington's highest prfortty. His admintotratior nominating panel appointment method or by electing members from districts,

will begin efforts immediately to reverse 15 years of job loss and declining economk* Promote quality education to Improve literacy and vocational training, improving
vftalHy. To reuin and produce )obs. his administration wUI form partnerships wit! graduates opportunities for continuing education or for entering the job market.
business, labor and neighborhoods so that government dollars, in concert with prtvat« • Recommend improvement In bilingual and bicultural programs which serve Spanish-

speaking children and children from 20 other language groups.

•Adopt a tenant bill of rights. Including a f - ilr Rent Commission.
-End housing discrlmlnatfon.

-Increase the stock of housing for fow-income iamlUes.

•Work to shelter Chicago's homeless indlge* t and elderly people.

Generate low-cost funds for housing by utllLckig tax-exempt bond financing for multi-

family as well as single-family housing.

• To reform the Chicago Housing Authority, the administration will:

'Appoint CHA board members who have substantial backgrounds in housing.

•Increase the formal Involvement of CHA tenants In building mamtgement.
•Hire residents to Improve strfety conditions.

EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

Excellence Is the only acceptable standard for all Chicago public schools and the city col-

doUars. achieve maximum results

As Mayor. Harold Washington will:

• Improve the economic climate by:

•Simplifying bureaucratic procedures for those who do business with the city.

•Refurbishing the basic infrastructure of the city and making service more efficient.

•Eacouraging focal purchasing by both the city and private companies.
* Promote economic development In the city by: ^*

•Expanding the pool of private and public Investment capital for small, medium and large

• Promote a rational approach to decentralisalon which will slgn(/lcantfy inv<^ve prln*

cipals, teachers and parents In the operation of their local schoolf.

• Advocate a greater Involvement in the schools by business, labor and community
groups.

SECURE COMMUNITIES

There Is no place for vfolence In our great cHy. People should be able to walk the streets In
buetoesses by creating a Chicago Industrial Development Corporation to target in- ,„y „.,ghborhood without fear. Secure neighborhoods depend upon the acth^ invoK^ement of
vestments toward economic devefopment. ,„ ^, ^, ^„i,,„, ,^ , reUtfonship of trust between the people and the police.
•Esubiishing a pollcir<ecommending CouncU on Empfoyment and Economic Develop- As Mayor. Harold Washington wHI forge partnerships Involving the Police Department,
ment with representatives from commerce and industry, labor, and communitycommunity groups, and other governmental and private agencies to fight crime and protect
devefopment organlzatfons. „„, nelnhborhoods.
Seeking to minimize plant closings by providing business support and financing, and by
developing programs directly aimed at distressed industries such at steel

•Esubltohing Neighborhood Devefopment Boards which will plan for iielgliborhood job
development.

• Refoln and create jobs, by:

•Involving public schools, cHy colleges, and community-based organizations with the
private sector to improve fob training programs to create a skilled workforce.
•Fighting for an increased share of suu and federal economic devefopment money that
can create fobs.

•Eatabllshing an affirmative action program that will end dlscriminatfon in city fobs and
contract*

«

S. A SOUND HSCAL POUCY

To guarantee the best police protection, the Washington administration will:

•Insist upon professfonal and highly qualified leadership for the Police Department.
•Renew professfonal pride throughout the department.

•Increase on-thc-strc«t police activity.

•Establish an independent review procaaa for the carcfol and attenthre handling of cMaen
complaints regarding the police.

To involve citlsens In making their communities safe, the Washington administration
will:

•Examine the succeaafol crime education/citisen participation prograaM la other cWaa
for possible adoptation here.

•Improve the woilUng relatfon with the State's Attorney's OAce for more ettcient pro>
secutfon and Improve the effocthmieas of the OAce of Municipal Inveatigatton.

The short- and fong-term fbcal polkies of the Washfogton admlnlstratfon wHI emphasize'??****
•«<^«*« <*•*• »" crime widely available to cWtens and community

lability, realistic program priorities and budgetary control.
-Provide Increaaed police protection for senfor citiaem.

This can only happen In ar. atmosphere of openness and public confidence in the way the'*"*^*^ security at CHA and CTA facilities,

city handles Its money. Chlcagoane need to be shown that the services they get are commen- t. AFFORDABLE QUALITY HEALTH CARE
surate with the tax burden.

Chicago's infant mortality rate, one of the highest In the industrial worM. is symptomatic
To bring order to the city ftnances. Harold Washington w«: f*

***• serious probfoms in public health and private care that HaroM Washington Is determined
to r

•Cut u^ to $iOO mifffon In waste from the city budget, thus releasing funds for
^^ prescription begins with prevention. It calls for an upgrading of medfoal services and

neighborhood and other priorities. insists on the coordination of available resources in order to make all Chkagoans well and
• Institute a FInoncio/ Monogemenf Program that emphasises effkieney and Innovation to

"""^ *!!!'" ***** '^•^

• ''»* »•*»• odmlnlsrrortons health care program will:

totheOlyendtothe nibtols Inceme tax to i

to meet Ms Is^of

''•*^~^ *" Chicago's shmre of state and federal moitep.
^^''^^'^^•^'Mubkfor them mkhhw and modsnte Income supporting

pcvaofMf exmnptlom and capping the taxes on wtffffy

4. NEIGHBORHOOD INVOLVEMENT IN REVITAUZATION

• Muksthe
k9tm

. Wo^tolncruasethemnolslnc^taxtosn^.,A.tu^ ^^.^^^.
iJr.'T^'lir^rlj;^ J^^^

•«* P'-ent heahh problems a, the focal level

H^iri^^
»^h •ducatfon by bringing together the schools, the Department ofHeahh and private and public heahh deUvery systems.

*/ep«imeni oi

•Coordinate the sharing of the medical resources and tM-hnAkw.. ^
and private institutions.

resources and technology of our governmental

^j:z r:::: M::::i":rM^ra"s"
-" '-•*'• ^^^—^ "• -^-

revitarj:i::^:nd"rnrr::7^ trt-:i.:r!?rmit
"^' """^ '"^ ^ '""^ "^' ""''"•' "^^ - '"^"^ -^^"^^ •" '^-

Me. To help neighborhoods help themsekes. Harokl Washington wlU: -Rwtore como^nhy-based heahh and mental heahh
• Work to ensure a fair balance between neighborhood developrnent and doumlowii
deue/opment.

• Target resources to revitalise local commercial strips throughout the city.

• Ensure fairness In resource allocations among all neighborhoods.
• Support the self-help projects Initiated by local community organisations.

y BETTER. AFFORDABLE HOUSING

•Streamline emergency medical services.
•Train and place home heahh care workers.

9. IMPROVE RACE RELATIONS

programs.

can we worfc together to accomplish the massive tasks which lie ahead.

Harokl Washington wants every Chkagoan to Ihre In a humane and affordable dweUlng. other minoritirr*hrrihll!Id*ll^''t'^'lJr^IirJ^k^
La«nos. Asians and our many

His administration will worii to preserve the extotlng housing stock as an IrrepUceable MualHv and unitv wlU rl»-rJ!!h.. 11*2*
u. *^:. "^ commitment to human dignity.

resource drawing upon the energies of private and community devefopers. It wSiprovide ^y^J^^'^^^^^ W-hlngtoj. admlnlstratfon.

r..t«r assistance to those who have the fewest resources. doe. IkIm^^^^T^^Z^^ *** ^^ '^ ''^"**' ''^'" '^^ -"Imosltles. Dh.er.lty

The CHy wUI use its ffscal leverage to increase the avaiUbUlty of private ffnancing for the co^^tZ^TZ^^H^ ^l^^m^Z";:^"""^ '^^'^ "**" ****"^"^
rehabUhatlon of dweUlngs and the bulMing of new housing. " ""•^ '••****^

Reorganizatfon and reform of the Department of Housing and the Chicago HoualnffO. FAIRNESS AND EQUTTY
Authority Is critical.

All programs and appoaches of the Washington admlnlstratfon «rill be based on the km-
damental principles of fairness and equity which have, for too fong, been ignored by CHy Hal.

•Use Community Devefopment Block Grant fbnds lor housing more eflecthwiy.
^* domlnatfon of city government by a small group of insiders has pi^oducad a fong Mat of

•Reform the Chfoago Bulkling Code to make rehabilitation cheaper and easier.
**** exchided and Ignored. As Mayor. HaroM Washlgton wlU reverM thi. proceM. He i. com-

•Implement the recommendatfons of the Chfoago Energy Commllaton to reduce housina
™*"*^ *®" '"c^^foe admlnbtratfon. one which will draw on the talents and skills of everyoM

cost, for properly ovmers and renters. — women as well as men. black and Latino, a. wall a. wMtc, poor a. well a. waaMiy, and the

To bring /eimcee and joslfce to the housing markH, the administration wUl:
diwWed a. weU a. the aMe^bodfod.

houeing coarla. ^ ffroup* wlU be Included hi the admlniatratlve poaltton. and aO groopa wll share

• To improve the quality and quantity ofthe housing stock, the Washington administration

Du Bois Corner

By Rahim Imani

During the 1920's a period existed called the
"Harlem Renaissance" that turned Harlem into not
only the Black Arts mecca of the country but also the
most noted Black community in the world. During this

time the pride of the Black community rose to a level

that made many people believe that the rights of Black
people would probably come aobut Although this did

not come about, the artistic work of Black people was
promoted like never before.

Out of this period came the works of Countee
Cullen and Langston Hughes who portrayed the Black
community in their literary works The work of Aaron
Douglass was exhibited on canvas while James Van
Der Zee captured the period with his photography
Also, white writers and musicians seemed to change
their perspective of Black people as many of them
began to examine and write more about the Black
community
The music of the "Harlem Renaissance" became

one of the most powerful elements of the period as
musicians such as Duke Ellington and Count Basic led

their big bands in nightclubs called Small's Paradise
and the Cotton Club. The rich white community
would come uptown night after night for here was the
best entertainment New York could offer

The "Harlem Renaissance" was a period when
Black culture was on the rise and Black people took
pride in being who they were From art, to literature,

to music and even photography, the image of Black
America was brought to the forefront of American
culture. A strong and positive cultural image that

would effect proceeding generations up to this day

Grenadan Ambassador to speak on U.S.

policy in Caribbean
Dessima Williams, Grenada's Ambassador to the

Organization of American States will be visiting

Amherst on Thursday, April 14, to address the

academic community and the general public. Am-
bassador Williams will hold a press conference from

10 to 11:30 a.m. on the 14th, at the Faculty Club on

the UMass/Amherst campus. She will be discussing

Grenada's role in the Caribbean and Central America

and its connection with United States defense ac-

tivities in that area. She wil also give a public talk "The
Role of United States in the Canbbean: Focus on
Grenada" on Thursday evening at 8:00 p.m. in SB. A.

116. Her visit is being sponsopred by the Western

Massachusetts chapter of the U.S. -Grenada Friend-

ship Society and other organizations.

The small Eastern Caribbean island of Greneada has

been a focus of attention in theCanbbean and Central

America in connection with U.S. defense activities in

that area. The island won its independence from Great

Britain in 1974, and in March 1979, the New Jewel

Movement ousted Eric Gairy, who had ruled through

dictatorship for 28 years.

The People's Revolutionary Government formed by

the New Jewel Movement has been criticized by the

US government because of its relationship with

Cuba Although Williams was appointed Ambassador
to the U.S. in April 1979, neither Carter nor the

Reagan Administration has accepted her credentials.

Williams, an organizer of the New Jewel Movement
in Grenada, has served as the island's Ambassador to

the OAS for the last four years. She holds a B A in In-

ternational Relations from the University of Min-

by Angela Brown

There is still cause for hopeful excitement around

tomorrow's Chicago election. Regardless of the

results, the electoral race has already done much to in-

crease Black political power: 200,000 new Black

voters were registered during the primary race when

Harold Washington emerged the Democratic party

victor in a strongly organized campaign.

By now Americans have heard about Washington's

bid, but, undoubtedly what is known about him is

limited to the racial strife and division the city is ex-

periencing over the race and the controversy over his

tax violations, (which occured during the 1960's).

These factors of the Chicago race have been em-

phasized to the exclusion of what Washington truly

represents: something more than the traditional

Democratic party output. (This may explain why

Democrats have been slow to extend their support for

him).

In light of the open appeal to racist fears used in

Republican Bernard Epton's campaign - his slogan is

"Epton, before it's two late" - a Washington loss

would indicate that a deeper struggle may be at hand

before Americans can hope for change. A look at

Washington's broad and incisive mayoral platform

reveals such.

i|H
1
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Grenada's Ambassador, Dessima Williams will

be speaking at the S.B.A. on Thursday at 8:00

p.m.

nesota, an MA. from American University, and was
•studying for her Ph.D. when she was appointed AM-
bassador.

Other sponsors of Williams' visit include th Five Col-
lege Black Studies Executive Committee, the Five Col-
lege Women's Studies Faculty Seminar, and UMass
International Programs Office, Third World Women's
Task Force, Department of Anthropology, Latin
American Studies and Afro-American Studies pro
grams

USE

YOUR
KNOWLEDGE
TO LIGHT

THE

WAY!

, : /^^

equitably In the reeourcee and contracts of the cHy. As an example of this emphasis on equity.

Harokl Washington will establish an Office of Womet«'s Affairs which wlU gh/e special attention

to the employment, health, housing and safety concerns of women. This office will reach out to

women's organttatlons and community groups to provide resources to assist them with their

programs. A high priority «vlll be given to the especially serious problems facing poor and
minority women.

Our city will be rebuilt by Including all groups and utilizing fully the Ulents and leadership

capacities of all Chicago's communities.

11. EUMINAnNG THE ABUSES OF PATRONAGE

Harold Washington's administration will see to It that dty employees are paid for the work
they perform, not for political activities they are required to do. The Washington admlnlstra*

tlon arlll respect and adhere to the law. codified In the Shakman decrees.

In keeping wHh the professfonal expectatfons of city employees, hiring and Bring will no

longer be baaed on poUtkal clout or connectfons. This single step will eliminate mlllfons of

dollars of waste. It will free city workers from the demeaning demands of kickbacks, fond-

ralslng donatfons and feudal loyalties.

The end of patronage abuse will also asaure competent and dedicated city workers that

they no longer have to fear political reprlsab for doing thefr Jobs. The Washington admlnlstra-

tfon will challenge city workers to work to their capacities, and reward them for performance.

12. STRONG LEADERSHIP/NEW PARTNERSHIPS

Not until Harold Washington have Chkagoans had an opportunity to elect a Mayor of

such strong, experienced and determined leadership. Two decades of leadership at focal, state

and natfonal leveb have finally produced a candidate for Mayor who can forge the cooperative

alliances and coalHfons that can make a complex city work.

Chicago can be revitalized and rebulh. The people of Chicago can be put back to work.

Healthy communities can flourish. Principles of folmess and equity can prevail.

Harold Washington Is a classic example of a historical meeting of the man, the moment
and the misafon. And we must seize this opportunity to create a new history and a new vision of

polltks In Chicago.

Harold Waahlngton cannot rebuild Chicago alone. He can give us a common vision, a

common fHirpoae and a common set of chaUcngca so that we can become partners In the effort

to build.
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Abbey Lincoln in concert: Black Musicians Conference

Abbey Lincoln will perform Friday in the Stu-

dent Union.

The Duke Ellington Committee/UPC Productions in

association with the 12th Annual Black Musicians
Conference proudly presents vocalist/composer Ab-
bey Lincoln (Anninata Moseka) as a part of the 5th an-
nual Solos and Duos concert series, Friday, April 15.

Born in Chicago, Illinois and named Anna Maria,
she began her career as a child of six performing to au-

diences in both church and school. At the age of nine-

teen, she made her professional debut when she was
hired by the minister of a local church to perform for

her peers in a cabaret atmosphere in the basement of

th*e church.

Later, she continued to perform in small clubs in

California, the Northwest, and Honolulu. In

Hollywood, she met songwnter Bob Russell, and this

began a fruitful collaboration. In 1956, Abbey released

her first album, "Affair" which was followed by ap-

pearances in supper clubs throughout America.

In the 60's, Abbey collaborated with Max Roach in

the collection of Evergreen recordings which set her

apart, and established her as one of the outstanding

contributors to music.

While on a trip to Africa in 1973, she was given the

names Aminata and Moseka. And for Abbey Lincoln,

a name change has always meant a new phase in her
caieer. Mooey continues to perform today, and that

now includes lectures and presentations as well as
musical entertainment. In addition to her extensive

musical achievements. Abbey is also a highly regarded
actress having appeared on Broadway in "Jamaica"
as well as on several television shows
The show will begin at 8 00 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Lounge, Student Union Building. The show is free to
the public.

Also, on Sunday, April 17, the Duke Ellington Com-
mittee in association with the 12th Annual Black Musi-

cians Conference is honored to present a Day of
Gospel with Horace Boyer and Herbert Smith, at

Memorial Hall, UMass-Amherst.
Horace Boyer is presently an Associate Professor of

Music at the University of Mass. /Amherst. He is also
a highly regarded gospel performer, having worked
with such Gospel greats as Mahalia Jackson, Dorothy
Love Coates and the legendary James Cleveland, and
has recorded on the Savoy and Nashboro labels. Pro-
fessor Boyer has written numerous articles on the
history of Gospel music and currently serves as Con-
sultant to the Smithsonian Institution on Afro-
American Sacred Music.

Herbert Smith was born and raised with gospel
music in Dallas, Texas. As a young man, he per-
formed with gospel choirs and ensembles, and also
performed with the James Cleveland Gospel
Workshop. He is also a trained pantomime, and has
used this art as a tool to teach children. Mr. Smith is

currently a doctoral candidate at the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst, and he has performed with
the University Jazz Ensemble and the Voices of
Jubilee.

This promises to be a special event, and one that is

long over due The show will begin at 2:00 p.m..
Memorial Hall, UMass Admission is free to the public.

a
Perspectives on Black Music" Panel

Chick Corea does it again
by Richard Thorpe

Chick Corea - his expression of jazz has given rise to

numerous jazz artists )ust breaking the scene: Tom
Browne, Rodney Franklin, Bernard Wright, Chico

Freeman, and last year's sensation, Wynton Marsailis.

The influence of his music on these young artists can

be compared with the influence Coltrane had on

countless musicians and that of Miles Davis on Corea

and fellow musicians Stanley Clarke, Herbie Hancock
and Lenny White Chick is no longer recording solo,

rather for the time being, he has settled in smugly with

the quintet known as Touchstone
The same ensemble that performed on the Ip

"Touchstone" is featured on Chick's new album aptly

titled, "Again and Again". The performers include,

Steve Kuyala flute and sax, Carlos Benavent bass,

Don Alias - percussion, Tom Brecktiein - drums, and
wrote all the compositions) is also felt Side two also

has that "Weather Report Return to Forever" sound
that may be a bit too intense for many people, the
opening three minutes of "Twang" is simply a journey
through synthesized textures over the rest of the
ensemble. This takes away from the song and makes
It sound emotionless

Probably the harshest comment that I can make
about this record doesn't refer to the music but where
It was recorded. South Africa I don't understand why
Chick Corea would even attempt to perform in the
very country where apartheid - racial hatred and sub-
humane conditions for Blacks are the rule The recor
ding of this record at the South African Broadcasting
Company in Johannesburg, South Africa was totally

uncalled for.

of course. Chick residing at the keyboards Having

seen this group last November, I know just how ex

ceptional they are Most of the material on the album

seems tailor-made for them and they handle it with

grace and ease.

The album is appropriately titled because three of

the SIX pieces were either recorded or performed in

concert

Pianist Chick Corea

To classify the record, side one is primarily straight

ahead jazz It features the haunting yet controlled flute

of Steve Kuyala, the "fretless" bass virtuosity of

Carlos Benavent and the exceptionally gifted percus

sionist, Don Alias. Side two has more of a progressive

or fusion sound to it and this really reaches the fore on

the concluding number "Twang" Chick's tight play

ing and overall direction (he produced, arranged and

Announcements ^ Announcements

New York Times Correspondent to Speak
on Nuclear War

Richard Halloran, Pentagon correspondent of the

New York Times, will speak on "Rearming America
Preparing to Win a Protracted Nuclear War," on
Wednesday, April 13, at 8 00 p m in the New York
Room, Mary Woolley Hall, at Mount Holyoke College

The lecture is free and open to the public

Sponsors for the talk are the Five College Project on
Peace and Disarmament and the Department of

Politics, the International Relations Club, and the Lee

ture Committee of Mount Holyoke College.

International Student's Fair

Saturday, Apnl 16, 1963, 11 00 to 500pm , Cam-
pus Center Auditorium

The Brigada Antonio Maceo will represent "Cuba
"

at the International Student's Fair There will be
audio-visual presentations, food, music, literature and
records from Cuba

Represented at the Fair will be over 20 countries

Everyone is invited to share in this special cultural af-

fair and It IS free

Sponsored by the International Students Organiza-

tion

8:00 p m International Students Fair disco, CCA.

The Reverend J. Bryan Hehir

will speak on "Deterrence The Catholic Church and
the Wider Discussion" on Wednesday, April 20 The
talk, which is free and open to the public, will be at

Smith College, Wright Hall Auditorium at 4 00 p m.
Father Hehir is the top adviser to Cardinal Bernardin's

committee on nuclear arms and one of the key

drafters of the Catholic bishops' letter on deterrence.

He IS speaking in the speakers series on deterrence

sponsored by the Five College Project on Peace and
Disarmament

On Tuesday, April 12, 1983 at 7:30 p m in the Cape
Cod Lounge, UMass, the 12th Annual Black Musi
cians Conference will present a panel discussion entitl

ed "Perspectives on Black Music " Four prominent
figures in jazz music, trumpeter/ethnomusicologist
Donald Byrd, musician/playwright Archie Shepp,
President of the National Association of Jazz

Educators, Dr Warrick Carter, and Jazz program
specialist from the National Endowment for the Arts,

Jeff Anthony, will convene to discuss the state of

Black music and its future The Panel will be
moderated by Frederick Tillis, Director of the Fine Arts

Center

The following are brief biographical descriptions of

the panel participants

Donald Byrd was born in Detroit, a city that had
supplied many of the stalwarts of Bop and Hard Bop
Byrd established himself in New York City with Art

Blakey's Messengers and Max Roach in the 1960's He
received his Masters m Music Education and a Ph D
in college teaching Concerned with the history and
culture of Afro-American music, he is a leading

ethnomusicologist His playing with the Blackbyrds

avoided the musical cliches of the period and invented

new routes to old destinations. Byrd lectures at

various campuses on education. Black music, and law

as It pertains to music and musicians concentrating on
promoting respect of Black music

Archie Shepp. tenor saxophonist, band leader, and
playwright was born in Florida in 1937 and made his

earliest recordings with Cecil Taylor in 1960. By 1962

he had emerged as an original voice with the New
York Contemporary Five From the mid-60's he has

led his own groups. In the late 60's he toured Europe
extensively with musicians of the Bop movement.
Hank Hobley and Philly Joe Jones. His attempt to in

troduce" an element of Africanism into his work
reflects his concern for Africa where he first played in

1969 In the 70's, Shepp embarked on a new aspect of
his career, that of college professor, teaching at the
University of Buffalo and then, at the Uriiversity of
Massachusetts in Amherst, where he presently is a

professor of Music and Afro-American studies
Among his many awards, Shepp was voted by
Dowr)beBt's International Music Critic's poll the 1982
Tenor Saxoohonist of the year.

Warrick Carter is the President of the National
Association of Jazz Educators He received his B S. in

Music from Tennessee State University, and his
Masters and Ph D in Music Education from Michigan
University. He has performed extensively as a drum-
mer, both nationally and internationally, and has writ-
ten arrangements for recording artists including Peabo
Bryson and Natalie Cole He is a widely published
authority on Jazz education and history Currently he
IS the Chairman of the Division of Fine and Performing
Arts at Governor's State University.

Jeff Anthony is the head of Jazz Programs for the
National Endowment for the Arts. He received his

B A. from Georgetown University in Arts Administra-
tion With a minor in Music and is presently working on
his Masters at George Washington University in Arts
Administration. He has worked as a consultant for
Jazz organizations 'Smithsonian Institute, Kennedy
Center) and radio stations in addition to doing book-
ings and promotion for several jazz groups. An ac-
complished bassist, Anthony has performed
throughout the country with outstanding musicians of
Jazz music

Donald Byrd, trumpeter and ethnomusicologist

will appear as part of a panel of Perspectives of

Black Music, April 12th (Tues.) at 7:30 p.m. in

the Cape Cod Lounge — UMass.

President of Hispanic Workers
Alliance to speak

A presentation entitled "Mmonties in the Labor
Movement Today" by Jose LaLuz will take place on
Wednesday, April 20 at 7:CX) p m m Campus Center

Room 803 LaLuz is president of the Hispanic

Workers Alliance and organizer from the Connecticut

State Federation of Teachers Laluz's appearance is

sponsored by trie Labor Relations & Research Center

Examination of Black Politics

Dr. Maulana Karenga will speak on "The State and

Direction of Black Politics: A Cntical Examination,
"

Sunday, April 17 at 7:30 p.m in Wright Hall at Smith

College. The Executive Director of the Institute of

Pan-African Studies in Los Angeles is active in com-

munity service and professional activities and stresses

cultural struggle as a means of fundamental social

change.

Dr. Karenga has long been a kindred spirit to the

issues of freedom, liberation, struggle and human
rights. At a time when crucial matter of the cnsis of

Black leadership meets headlona with a most cntirfll

issue of our time, human rights, his analysis and posi-

tion are both timely and pertinent.

For more information contact Leecia Ere at

584-2700, ext. 306.

Asian Theater to hit UMass
with a "Fever"

On Saturday, April 16th at 8 p.m in Bowker
Auditorium at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst, the Third World Theater
Series will close its 1983 Spring season with a dynamic
and innovative presentation by the Pan Asian Reper
tory Theater entitled "Yellow Fever" "Yellow Fever,"

a mystery comedy, is written by Canadian playwright.

Rick Shiomi.

"Yellow Fever" toys with the slick, suave character

of Humphrey Bogart's Sam Spade and creates with a

Pan Asian flair, a Canadian nisei (second generation

Japanese) detective, Sam Shikaze. From Powell

Street, Vancouver's Asian Ghetto, Sam seeks to solve

the mystery of the kidnapped Cherry Blossom Queen
while balancing his romantic life with reporter, Nancy
Wing Through comedy author Shiomi shows us the

viscious attitudes of the Canadian majority towards its

Asian minority population.

The Pan Asian Repertory Theater is a New York
based Theatrical group which has established the first

east coast professional Asian American Theater r«»"-

pany. They have previously appeared at UMass in

their tounng productions of "Flowers of Household
Gods" and "The Soul Shall Dance."

Each play is accompanied by a free workshop. On
Saturday, April 16 from 1 30 - 3:00 at Smith College in

the Green Room, Ernest Abuba of the Pan Asian
Repertory Theater will conduct a workshop entitled,

"Introduction to Asian-American Theater: Acting
Workshop." All workshops are FREEI

Third World Caucus Spring

Speaker Series

The Office of Third World Affairs and the Third

World Caucus invites all members of your group to at-

tend the Speakers Series at Caucus meetings The

meetings take place every Wednesday from March

30th through the end of the semester, 6:30 - 7:00 pm,
(rooms Will be announced in the Campus Center)

every week There will be a distinguished speaker at

the meetings You will have the opportunity to talk

with speakers, other organization members and

Caucus members Recruitment for organizations will

be one of the topics. Refreshments and will will be

served Your participation is urgently requested It will

be appreciated.

Apnl 13 - Judy Toyama: Minority Graduate Recruit-

PDent Program
Apnl 20 - Ernie Allen: Chair, Afro-Am Department
April 27 - Thelma Griffith-Johnson: Affirmative Action

Office

Gallery Opening

Watercolors by Richard Yarde will be exhibited April

1-15, 1983, at Hampden Gallery, Southwest Residen-

tial College, UMass A reception will be held Tuesday,

Apnl 12, 5-7 p m , in conjunction with the Black Musi-

cians Conference (April 10-17).
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Black Musicians Conference

Sun., April 10 - Sun., April 17

Schedule of Events

All events are free unless otherwise noted.

Mon., April 11 - Radio Program:

The Black Mass Communications Project sa-

lutes the Annual Black Musicians' conference

on WMUA91.1 FM
12:15 - 3:00 p.m. "A Tribute to Thelonious

Monk"
3:00 - 5:30 p.m. "Black Musicians' Confe-

rence Retrospective"

6:00 - 7:00 p.m. Live radio concert: "Marion
Brown, 'Ode to Monk: Music for Solo

Saxophone"

Jazz Clinic with the Billy Taylor Trio:

Billy Taylor - piano, Victor Gaskin - bass. Keith

Copeland - drums.

Host: Ray Copeland
Recital Hall, Music and Dance BIdg., Hamp-
shire College, 100 p.m.

Concert and opening:

"Canvas Rhythms": A group show by Adger
Cowans, Arturo Lindsay, James Phillips, and
Ademola Olugebefola concert and radio simul-

cast Marion Brown solo saxophone 5:00 - 7:00

Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House
Exhibit runs April 1 - 17.

Tues

Panel:

, April 12: Gallery Opening:

"Selected Works by Richard Yarde, " Hamp-
den Theater, S West, 5 00 - 7:00 p.m
Exhibit runs April 5 • 16.

"Perspective on Black Music " with Jeff An-
thony, Donald Byrd, Warrick Carter, and
Archie Shepp. Moderator: Fred Tillis. Cape
Cod Lounge, 7:30 p.m.

Weds , April 13: Film:

"On the Road with Duke Ellington," and "Elvin

Jones: A Different Drummer,"' Campus Center
101. 7:00 pm.

Thurs , Apnl 14 Concert:

Dexter Gordon Quartet, Fine Arts Center.

8 00 p m , $10. 8, 6, UMass, Hampshire. Am-
herst, and Smith - Vi price.

Fri., April 15: Panel and Reception:

"Canvas Rhythms Reflections on Music in

Art" with Adger Cowans. Arturo Lindsay, and
Ademola Olugebefola. Moderator: Nelson
Stevens

Concert:

Solos and Duos presents Ameneta Moseka
(Abbey Lincoln) Cape Cod Lounge. 8:00 p m

Sun.. April 17 Concert:

"Gospel on a Sunday Afternoon, ' a presenta-
tion by Horace Boyer and Herbert Smith.
Memorial Hall, 2 00 p.m.

Concert:

Cabaret with "Dr. Jazz" Ray Copeland and
Friends, with Patty O'Neil, and Rick Scott
Gordon Dining Commons, Hampshire
College, 800 p m Admission Info: 549-4600,

X223

For further information call (413) 545-0190.

This program made possible by Augusta Savage
Gallery, Black Mass Communications Project Board of

Governors, Commuter Area Government. Duke Ell-

ington Committee/ Union Program Council, Fine Arts

Center, Nummo News, Office of the Chancellor, Of-

fice of Third World Affairs, WEB. Du Bois Depart-

ment of Afro-American Studies, Union Video Center,

Hampden Arts Program, UMass Arts council, S. West
Area Government, Hampshire College SOURCE.

Course Proposals Sought

The Malcolm X Center (located in the Southwest
Residential Area) is accepting class proposals for the
Fall 1983-84 semester. Anyone interested call 545-2819
or come down to the Center Monday through Fnday
12 00p.m - 11:00p.m., or Saturday 12:00p.m. -3:00
p.m.

Latin American Week

April 19-30

Dedicated to the Latin

American Women
April 17-30

VILLA SIN MIE DO ART EXHIBIT

Photography by Mel Rosenthal

Text by John Brentlinger

Student Union Gallery

Tuesday April 19th

CONFERENCE
"Vietnamization of Central America"

by Robert Armstrong

Campus Center room 162

Co- Sponsored by: AHORA, Brigada Antonio Maceo and

Western Mass. Solidarity Committee

Friday April 22nd

DANCE
Live music with "LOS PLENEROS DE LA 23 ABAJO"
directly from Puerto Rico and from Boston "ORQUESTA
SAGOO"

Student Union Ballroom

8PM 3AM

Donation: $3.50 with Student ID

$5.00 general public

Friday April 22

POLITICAL ART OF LATIN AMERICA
LECTURE AND SLIDES
by Mel Rosenthal

Commonwealth Room

Student Union Building

35PM

Sunday April 24th

CULTURAL EVENT

"BALLET FOLKLORICO DE MASSACHUSETTS" and

the folk group "SOROBEY", of the Spanish Enrichment

Program of UMass, School of E ducation

Campus Center Auditorium

4PM 8PM

Friday April 29th

PANEL DISCUSSION

"WOMEN IN STRUGGLE"

Speakers from the Frente Democratico Revoiudonario,

Circulo Cubano, Casa Nicaragua, and Comite Sdidaridad

con Guatemala

Moderated by Sonia Nieto

Campus Center room 162

7:30 PM

Saturday April 30th

FILM

"LAOPERACION"

Film by Ana Maria Garcia dealing with sterilization of

Puerto Rican women.

Campus Center room 101

8PM

Dessima Wiltianns, Grenada's Ambassador

to speak

Dessima Williams, Grenada's Ambassador to the

Orgainzation of America States (OAS), will speak on
"The Role of the United States in the Carnbean
Focus on Grenada" on Thursday, April 14, at UMass,
8 00 p m in the SB. A Open to the public Am-
bassador Wiliams' visit is sponsored by the Western
Massachusetts chapter of the US Grenada Friend-

ship Society and a number of UMass and Five College

Afro-Amencan, Women's, Latin Americna, and Inter-

national programs and organizations

Tuesday, April 12

Afro-Cuban Drum and Dance Classes with Freddy
Alvarez, former lead dancer for the National Ballet of

Cuba (folklore) and Pablo Landrum, certified Master

drummer, world renowned musician and teacher, and
former member of Drums of Passion.

Drum class - 6 00-7:00 p m.
Dance class - 7:00-8:30 p.m

in the Hampden Theatre in Southwest at UMass. Ad-
mission - $8. For more info: 323-5009

The April Black Study Group —
The first study session has been set for Tuesday,

Apnl 12th, 1983 from 6:30-8:30 p.m at D-34 North
Village Apts , Amherst, Ma. 01002. All area Black
students and non-students are cordially invited and
encouraged to attend Childcare can be arranged For
further information call Steve Coons (549-4523) or
Eshu Elegba (253-2286).

Lunchtime Workshops
will be offered Tuesdays from 12 00-1 (X)p m in CC

811 at UMass Amherst The workshop schedule is as

follows:

April 12, 1983 Health Effects of Office Automation
— Dorothy Hayden

April 19, 1983 "New Technology - Whose Pro-

gress?" — film and discussion

April 26, 1983 Job Stress in the Office - Myra Hin-

dus and Betsy Hamilton

All community and University members are

welcome to attend these workshops. The workshops
are sponsoored by the Working Women's Task Force
of the Everywoman's Center They are co-sponsored
by the Labor Relations Center and the University Staff

Association (USA/MTA) All workshops are free For

more information contact Myra Hindus at 545-0883.

Career Information

A series of four lunchtime workshops on Career In-

formation will be offered on Thursdays from 12-1:00

p.m. in the Campus Center, UMass. The workshop

schedule is as follows:

April 14, 1963: Job Search Strategies - Shari

O'Brien - room 911 CC.

April 21, 1983: Interviewing Skills - Shari O'Brien

-room 903 CC
April 28, 1983: Resume Writing - Alice Smith

-room 911 CC May 5, 1983: Finding Job Oppor-

tunities - Alice Smith - room 911 CC.

All community and University members are

welcome. The workshops are sponsored by the Work-

ing Women's Task Force of the Everywoman's

Center All workshops are free of charge For more in-

formation contact Myra Hindus at 545-0883.
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The second floor of the Student Union Building provides this rmrely

seen view of Campus Center.

Coverage of "Amherst 11

may harmUMass, sayofficials

-ms

By RICHARD NANGLE
raii»cM« Hurr

The University of Massachusetts can on-

ly he harmed through the publication of the

ongoing struggle between the so-called

"Amherst ll" and the Massachusetts

Society of Professors, according to an of-

ficial from lIMa.ss President David C.

Knapp's office and MSP President Bruce

Laurie.

Edward Kelley, vice president for human
resources said only time will tell whether

the events will "help or tarnish" UMas«
reputation.

"I'm not interested in going to press, it

can only hurt the institution." Laurie said.

Both responded to an open letter signed

by the 11 pn)fessors who are questioning

the legality of the MSP agency fee. Four of

the professors were suspended without pay

during spring break for refusing to act on

payment of the fee.

Knapp suspended professors Edward
Harrison of astronomy, Hugh Davis of

landscape architecture, Douglas Jensen of

physics and Alan Marra of wood science

and technology.

The professors refused to file litigation

with the Massachusett's Labor Relations

Commission (MLRC) because they believed

challenging the size of the fee rather than

the fee itself was "fighting the wrong

fight."

Professors John Palmer of zoology. Vere

Chappell of philosophy, William Randall

and Robert Kent of landscape architecture,

Bruce Jacobson of biochemistry and

Michael Kreisler of physics opted to

challenge the fee through the MLRC and

therefore avoided suspension. John

Rhodes, a part time employee at UMass,

arranged to pay a pro-rated portion of the

fee.

"1 don't believe that any of the

president's actions forced them to fight the

wrong fight," Keitey saiu. iuey chose for

the longest time to do nothing. We don't

have that perogative in this ct)untry."

"They are not forced to join the union.

They are asked t<» pay a fair share of what

it costs the union to negotiate a contract

that benefits all the faculty," he said.

"If all individuals are going to take part

in a ct>ntract, all should pay. If one is gf)ing

to stand up to pnnciple one should expect

to pay for it," Laurie said, defending the

suspensions

Laune said he did not support termina-

tion of faculty who did not pay the agency

fee. but would have if left no other choice.

He said su8j)en8ions were used as an alter-

native only after their legality was deter-

mined in a California court case

The professors could afford to challenge

the existence of the fee through the courts

since the National Right to Work Council

has supported them in the past, Laurie said

in refuting the professors' claim that they

can only afford to fight the size of the fee.

He said the action was taken due to inter-

nal struggles within the union.

"Some faculty were bragging that they

had never paid the fee. You can imagine

the position that put.s us in," he said.

He said the Massachusetts Supreme
Court has upheld the legality of agency

fees in a recent case.

Responding to the professor's charge

that UMass is the first university in the

country to abandon academic freedom and

tenure, Laurie said both are never ab-

solute. But, he added, they have not been

abrogated in this case.

"The university has not abandoned

tenure or academic freedom," Kelley said.

Mandatory agency fees were agreed

upon as part of the collective bargaining

process when the union was first formed,

Kelley said. He said that provision was
made in exchange for something else in

order to work out the details of the con-

tract.

UMass linked to Colorado

Supercomputer via telephone
By JIM FINKLE

Colleriui Staff

Officials sipped champagne yesterday

after cutting the ribbon on a telephone line

that will link the University of

Massachusetts with one of the world's most

powerful computers.

Representatives from UMass, Colorado

State University (CSU) and Control Data

Corporation gathered yesterday to

celebrate the signing of an agreement that

allows researchers in New England access

to CSU's Cyber 205 supercomputer.

The supercomputer, located at CSl?'s

Center for Computational Studies in Fort

Collins, is linked to UMass through a 1,601

mile phone link that was installed last

month. CSU's Cyber 205 is one of 60 class

VI computers in the world. UMa.ss becomes

the fourth University in the nation to have

access to a class VI computer.

The Cyber 205 supercomputer is able to

perform up to 400 million operations per

second while UMass' computer, a Cyber

175. can compute a maximum of 13 million

operations per second.

"We can really do problenris we couldn't

do before." I'Mass chemical engineering

professor Michael F. Malone said yester

day.

Malone. who will use the Cyber 205 to

continue his 8 years of research on the flow

of polymer liquids, recently received a

grant fn>m the Control Data Corporation.

( vt>er s manufacturer, for $10,000 worth of

lime on the Cyber 205. CSU's Center for

Computations! Studies charires researchers

$1,000 per hour.

George OLsen, vice president of CSU's
Research Foundation, said he made the

agreement with UMass after I'Mass

Computing Center Director Conrad A.

Wogrin approached him to .secure such an

agreement.

"UMass now has the facility (hook upi

because they were approachabU'." Olsen

said. "UMass has a sound, central com
puting facility. Harvard and M.l.T. do not."

"We also have Connie Wogrin." com
mented Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

"M.l.T. and Harvard do not."

Wogrin said CSU will benefit from the

agreement because the phone line will

increase the number of users paying for the

system. CSU leases the supercomputer
from Control Data Corporation for

$4000,000 per month.
Currently CSU. along with users from

five oil companies and 27 research projects,

uses 'M) percent of the machine's potential

capacity, a spokesman for CSU said.

While defraying the cost of CSU's lease,

researchers will be able to save grant funds

because of the supercomputer's high cost

efficiency.

One UMass researcher who will use the

Cyber 205 to perform color enhancements
of photographs said the supercomputer will

operate 20 limes faster than the Cyber 175.

While the UMass computer would lake 12

hours to complete an analysis of a photo, at

a charge of $9600. the CSl- supercomputer
would complete the job in 40 minutes at a

cost of $600.

Collcfriaa Photo br K**iii Ftrhriti

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey logs onto Cyber 205 computer of the

University of Colorado at a UMass terminal. Looking on is James R.

Burrill.
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World and National News
Soviet's say mail

is from Americans
MOSCOW (AP) - The Communist Parly

newspaper Pravda yesterday printed

excerpts of letters to party leader Yuri V.

Andropov — letters it said were written by

American citizens.

Pravda ran a photograph of a batch of

letters and said that in some Western

circles the fact that the letters expressed

respect for Andropov and the Soviet Union

was met with disapproval.

There was no means of verifying the

letters' authenticity.

It was the second time in two months that

Pravda has carried such a selection of

excerpts. Its article Monday, referring to a

similar one Feb. 22. said "Unprejudiced

readers saw. in the quoted expressions of

the Americans, the exposure of respect by

the foreign public of the Soviet leader, and

their understanding of the important role

which the I'.S.S.R. plays in international

affairs, as well as acknowledgement of the

constructive contribution of our country in

search of p<»aceful solutions of the most

acute problems of our lime."

Pravda said Those in the West who are

dropping venomous seeds of hostility and

tension, as well as (who) try to poison the

conscience of people by fables of Soviet

military threat and whip up the arms race

did not like the letters."

Il said The New York Times tried to

question the authenticity of the letters by

reporting some of the authors could not be

found in telephone books and that some of

those identified as letter writers denied

having written to Andropov.

"But never mind how (this irriUlest

these sptH-ialisls on disinformation." Pravda

said. Kverythmg which we quote in our

view was expressed by real, existing

Americans and accurately reprinted."

Th«; newspaper said many of the letters

expose the "disinformation of Americans,

and the results of the protagonists of the

miliury industrial complex.

'

Spring has sprung enough for these four residents of Amherst, N.Y.
to stroll home with evergreens to mdorn their Niagra Falls area proper-
ty. ^ :

Chicagoans to go to polls today
CHICAGO (API - Harold Washington

stumped at a breakneck pace yesterday to

shore up support among white liberals,

while opponent Bernard Kpton coasted to

the finish line in the city's most bitter

mayoral contest in decades.

Washington, a twoterm Democratic
congressman who hopes today's election

will make him Chicago's first black mayor,
n-turned yesterday to a North Side
lakefront area where he had rallied with
hundreds of white lihenil supporters over
the weekend.

"I don't like the word battleground, but
this is the focus." he said during one of

about 10 stops in a hectic campaign day.

He also invited Democratic Mayor Jane
M. Byrne and Democratic leaders sup
porting Kpton to ioin Washintrton in a unity
cert-mony after the ele?lk>n. But he warned
them they would be working with an
"aggressive, progressive mayor. " Mrs.
Byrne endors€»d Washington immediately
after losing the Democratic primary to him.
thi'n briefly considered a write in campaign
and has remained silent about him since.

Seven year-old

tells of abuse
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - A fidgety seven-

year-old boy testified at a babysitter's

murder trial yesterday that his 3 year old

sister was lifted by her hair and hurled to

the ground the day she was fatally injured.

A prosecutor said the toddler suffered a

"regular routine" of beatings for months

before her death.

'She pulled her up by the hair and threw

her on the ground." young Ray Mallett told

a Middlesex Superior Court jury con

sidering a murder charge against Elizabeth

Hutchinson, 31, in the 1982 death of Brandy
Mallett.

Ms. Hutchinson moved into the children's

home early last year, about the time the

children's mother moved out, a neighbor

said. Other testimony yesterday indicated

she and the children's father were lovers.

The prosecutor told the jury that neigh

bors of the Everett home heard the

babysitter screaming obscenities and

beating Brandy virtually every day for

months before the toddler died.

"They had a regular routine of slapping

and beating going on within the walls," said

Thomas Drechsler. an assistant district

attorney.

A neighbor, Linda Isbart. told the court

yesterday that once she saw a bruise the

shape of a handprint covering one side of

Brandy's face.

She also said she heard banging against

the wall of the house on Oct. 14. two days
iH'fore the child was fatally injured.

"During the banging I could hear Brandy
crying and crying. She was saying "Please,

Mummy, don't hit me. I'll be a good girl. I

promise.'" Ms. Isbart said.

Ms. Isbart said she reported the incident

to the Department of Social Services.

Brandy died of a blood clot Oct. 29 at

Massachusetts General Hospital. 13 days

after she was admitted with body bruises, a

broken leg and head injuries.

Digest
By the Assoriated Press

Guilty but insaneplea urgedby representative
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Little Irish girl 'Tiaunts"Chicago castle

CHICAGO - The Irish Castle on the

South Side is only a copy and not even a

century old. but folks say it has a wee
ghostie — with a brogue, yet.

The ghost is >aid to be a little I rush girl

named Colleen who appears in a long, white

dress.

The peculiar three turreted place,

supposedly uninhabited, is also said to emit

mysterious party sounds.

Witnes.ses to little Colleen's appearances

are as hard to pin down as she is. though

ther*' are plenty of second hand accounts.

There is one witness to the party sounds,

but she asks to remain anonymous.

The building's current tenants are

membt-rs of the Beverly Unitarian Church.

Hearing the ghost stories has become an

informal initiation rite for new members
and the little girl's visit is re enacted every

Halloween.

BOSTON — Massachusetts should worry
more about protecting the public and less

about safeguarding the rights of the ac-

cused, a legislator said yesterday in urging

approval of a new "guilty but in.sane" plea m
criminal cases.

Rep. William (J. Robinson. R Melrose
said the Bay State legal system has tilted

too far in favor of suspects charged with a

crime, who can literally get away with

murder by pleading "innocent by rea.son of

insanity."

"The general public is absolutely appalled

when a defendant is allowed to escape

punishment which I believe is due them."
Robinson said, citing the uproar following

John Hinckley's acquittal on in.sanity

grounds m the shooting of President

Reagan.
Critics of Robinson's plan told the joint

Criminal Justice Committee that the in

sanity plea is used rarely in criminal cases

and the issue has been bk)wn out of

proportion due to heavily publicized cases

like Hinckley's.

Robinson and other GOP lawmakers have

filed eight bills changing the handling of

defendants who say they suffered from

mental illness during the time they were
charged with committing a crime.

The bills would change the normal plea of

innocent by reason of insanity to one of

guilty but insane. It would be up to the

defendant - not the prosecution — to show
such a plea w as justified.

Dramatist teaches allhe knows in 26minutes
BALTIMORE - Dramatist Edward

Albee says he refuses to teach college

courses because he would complete the

lessons in a half hour and then have nothing

to do for the rest of the semester.

Albee spoke to .50 students at John
Hopkins University, where he taught a 26

minute playwrighting workshop.

Albee advised, "Have the major speeches

by the main characters given on stage and

not off. Have the climax toward the end.

Know what everyone has written. But don"t

always read masterpieces, read some
failures, too. If anything, it's encouraging.
And that's about it. I taught you everything
I know about writing in about 26 minutes."
He commented briefly on the critics'

mostly negative reviews of "The Man Who
Had Three Arms," his latest Broadway
play.

"If they had reviewed the play as a play I

had written instead of as a play they had
hoped I had written, then the reviews
would have b<«en better." Albee said.

\

AP l.a*«r|ihnln

Silhouetted viHJtors are dwarfed by the sweeping curve of the Monu-
ment to Spare t onquerors in Moscow. Today is the world day of Avia-
tionJHtR and CoNmonauts in the Soviet Union, a day initiated in 1962 to

commemorate the April 12, 1961 space flight of Yuri Gagarin, the first

man in space. ^ J
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Student left locked out

< ollrfiai) pKuto b> !>** I)*uber

Two students begin their descent of the steps next to Worcester Din-

ing Commons. The symmetry of the scene is in sharp contrast to the ill-

fated worms pictured below.

A look back at union's past
By BROOKE STATES

Celkciwi Huff

April 12. 1963. AFLCIO president

George Meany came to UMass to present

(Local 1776. American Federation of City,

County, and Municipal Emptoyees) with its

charter. Today, its twentieth anniversary,

the union faces new challenges and old

problems.

The drive for union recognition began in

early 1963 when 75 janitors picketed the old

South College Administration building for

two days, protesting working conditions

and personnel decisions.

Many people including myself were

dissatisfied because promotions were given

to friends. Hiring of personnel was done in a

very lackadaisical way." said Paul Korpita.

first union president.

The state labor relations commission held

elections in May of 1968 to determine ad

ditional representation for workers on

campus, according to Bernie Davidow's

history of Ixical 1776. As a result of these

elections AFSCME won representation

rights for workers in service maintenance,

agricultural and manual, security, and later

food service classifications. The local

represents 1200 workers on campus.

Members oJ 1776 were instrumental in

getting the Federal Credit Iinion on campus

for employees. A 1776 member was the

credit unions first president, according to

Davidow.
Davidow sUtes that on September 16.

1968. 120 workers refused to come to work,

complaining about low wage scales, lack of

job classifications, and poor parking con

ditions. At the time millions of dollars

worth of buildings were under construction

on campus. Workers refused to cross picket

lines set up by local 1776. The university

Anti-semitism trainers hired

Controversy arose in John Adams

dormitory at the University of

Massachusetts when a second floor resident

who allegedly had left her curling iron on

was not let into her locked room by the area

head of residence (HR).

Robin Pontremoli said she had sought

assistance from HR Jim Drackley after

locking herself out of her room. Friday

morning. He refused to unlock the door,

even after I told him my curling iron was

on," she said.

Recognizing the potential fire hazard,

second floor residents felt Drackley was

jeopardizing the safety of the entire dorm.

Pontremoli said.

However. Drackley may not have known

about the curling iron.

"At no time was it indicated that this was

the reason the women wanted her door

unlocked." Robert White. Associate

Director of Southwest said.

"Each house oosts hours of available

agreed that no action would be taken,

provided that striking employees took the

time as sick leave or vacation.

On April 1. 1973 the University created

the position of coordinator of labor

relations, and the current structure of

collective bargaining took place. Davidow

said.

"We had the best college contract in

Western Massachusetts. We were able to

resolve grievances before they got on

paper." said Roland Messier. Messier was

union president in 1976 1977. He is still

active with AFSCME in Boston.

"We had a good relationship with the

administration. We also had good stewards

and they knew what to do. 1 am afraid that

we will k)s«* rights that we have won when

the next contract comes up." Messier said.

"We have a long history of struggle,

service and leadership, innocative

grievances, and a sophisticated mem
iH'rship." said John Tuttle. Tuttle was

union president from 1978 to 1982.

"I'nions are a fact of public employment

in Massachusetts. The Board of R»'gents

does not appear to be more anti union than

the Trustees were, they will probably try to

force a bargaining unit election to minimize

the number of contracts that they will have

to deal with. Tuttle said.

"The problem that AFSCME faces is the

problem that many public sector unions face

after PATCO. They are afraid to strike. No
strike clauses restrain the rights of

workers." said Alan Compagnon, AFSCME
shop steward.

"We are negotiating with the Board of

Regents for the first time, instead of the

Trustees. They want to limit andd constrain

our future contracts. We were active in the

Democratic Party issues convention, but

we need to be more active, and be a more

democratic union." Compagnon said.

By PAUL DESMOND
Collnia" SUff

The University of Massachusetts has

become the first school in the nation to hire

Jewish Awareness/ anti Semitism trainers

to deal with the problem of anti-Semitism

on campus.
Two trainers, both graduate students,

have been hired as a result of the recom

mendations of a committee of faculty, staff,

and students who were part of last year's

campus wide "Year Toward Civility"

campaign. That year long program focused

on the problems of racism, sexism, anti

Semitism and other forms of oppression on

campus.
The trainers run workshops, plan

programs, work as consultants and ad

vocates. and make recommendations for

further study in the area of anti Semitism.

One trainer works in the residence halls

while the other works with Recognized

assistance and this must have occurred

during a time when no one was available,"

he said.

Drackley declined to comment on the

issue.

After being denied admittance into her

room. Pontremoli telephoned both the

Amherst fire department and the UMass

police.

The Amherst fire department reports

receiving a call at 10 a.m. Friday morning

from Pontremoli during which she said she

was locked out. her curling iron was on and

she would not be let into her room by the

HR. The dispatch notified the UMass

police, who said they would handle the

situation.

When UMass police phoned Drackley "it

was the first time the fact about the curling

iron had been introduced." White said.

Drackley then unlocked the room,

Pontremoli said.

Hampshire starts new program
By RICHARD EISENDORF

(ollefian < arrrapoMlfiil

New students entering Hampshire

College this year have the option of par

ticipating in a new program designed to

integrate them into Hampshire life as

smoothly as possible.

By combining a sense of community, a

common set of goals and close teacher to

student interaction, the (Coordinated Basic

Studies program (CBS) got underway.

A similar program exists at Evergreen

State College in Washington where Richard

Muller, one of three founding professors,

saw the program in effect and brought the

idea back to Hampshire College.

After its first semester's trial run. CBS
has "worked moderately well", said Donald

Poe. Swial Science professor in the

program. For most students, the program

provided more structure and more in

dividual attention for the first semester.

Under the regular system many students

were not able to handle the unstructured

nature of the individually designed

curriculum. According to Andrew Scott.

Director of Programs for New Students,

although Hampshire C-ollege fares well

compared to other alternative educational

institutions, 35 to 40 percent of entering

students do not return for a second year.

To change this trend CBS tries to ease

the transition from high school to college.

This aim is exemplified by the goals of the

program: to teach a subject matter and to

familiarize students with Hampshire
College thus facilitating their adjustment.

CBS "acttnl like a bridge" from a

structured high school to Hampshire

iCollege. said I'ier Takal. a first year

student in the program.

The goals of CBS are achieved through

three courM's: one based on readings, guest

speakers, and discussions; the second

devoted to the theme of "Living with

Technology"; and the third involving the

Hampshire College program in which

students have workshops on writing skills,

research, and Division I exams.
Regular students Lake a 'smorgasbord of

courses" for the first semester, said Poe.
^

and are on their own to work on their

Division I exams. In CBS students work

closely with professors in a more structured

curriculum. Many students saw thus as an

advantage and they are "moving through

the system faster." observed Poe.

In addition CBS provided a strong sense

of community for the new students by

starting the semester with a one week

retreat in Cape Cod. In daily contact with

professors and other CBS students. som«'

feel the tight community was the on** a.sp«*rt

of the program that didn't work
Joanna DAmato said she found the

community "kind of swamping" where they

were always seeing the same p«'ople. in and

out of cla.ss. I'oe describes this as the

"greenhous** effect."

"wq

Ptecipitation forcesworms
up from earthly homesteads

Student Organizations (RSOs) and campus

agencies.

Robin Miller, the trainer working with

RSOs and campus agencies. »aio so ui

student response has been very good.

"Every workshop has been remarkably

successful and very moving." Miller said.

Workshops are designed to raise

awareness about identifying anti-Semitism

and stereotypes she said.

"Student response has usually been one

of amazement at how much learning

happens in workshops." Miller said.

"People don't realize about stereotypes and

how much they dont know about Jews.

"

Miller said her workshops attempt to

promote a positive understanding of Jewish

history and culture which she believes will

result in the decline of anti Semitism.

Another function of the anti-Semitism

trainers, according to Miller, is to serve as

"crisis interveners ". The trainers will check

up on reports of anti Semitism among
faculty, in dorms, or elsewhere on campus.

By RITA MURPHY
roikffiui sufr

Did you ever think about worms?
They're those slimy little animals

seventh graders like to fling at their

classmates when the teacher is not look-

ing.

They're also those Lumbrica terrestri

students dissect in high school.

They're those things that you've been

squashing and slipping on for the past

couple of days on your way to Physics for

Poets.

Because of the recent downpour of rain

in the area, worms have come out of the

ground in "unusually large numbers."

said Doug Smith, curator of invertebrates

in the zoology department.

"Because of the unusual amount of rain,

worms have been forced to leave their

homes in the ground and come to the sur-

face. If they don't, they will drown," said

Smith.

After the worms emerge from the

ground, they crawl around trying to get

away from the water, but usuaJly meet up

with a worse fate than drowning, he said.

"Worms are easy pickings. If they don't

drown, then they usually either get

stomped on by people or are eaten by

birds," he said.

This area has a large number of starl-

ings which eat worms for sur/ival, he

said.

If worms get squished or drown, it

doesn't take long for their bodies to

decompose, usually only a few days, he

said.

Most of the worms in the area are on

the average, about four to five inches

long, but "I've seen nightcrawlers a foot

long stretched out," said Ralph
Mankowsky, entomology professor.

Worms are very important to area

farmers because they take air out of the

soil, thus enabling plants to breathe bet-

ter, Mankowsky said the recent rainfall

may even produce a shortage of e&r-

thworms.
Because of the recent rain "there is no

question there are going to be fewer ear-

thworms around," how few is still

unknown, he said.

Smith said there have been hundreds of

thousands of worms killed in recent days,

but "millions still < .nain in the area."

"There is a hu,.',e mortality rate with

worms, but they /produce at an in-

credibly rapid ratt-
''

• said.
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Student charged with assault

in Southwest auto rampage

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
CollcfUn SUff

A 19 year old student was arrested by

University of Massachusetts police early

Sunday morning and charged with driving

while intoxicated, several motor vehicle

violations and assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon (an automobile), police

said yeslerday.

Police said the incident occured on

Fearing St. near the Southwest Residential

College at about 2:30 a.m. Sunday. Police

observed the Duxbury resident leave the

scene of a disturbance and strike a parked

vehicle twice, moving it about five feet,

they said.

Police said a woman stated the student

hit her car and attempted to strike a friend

of hers with his car. Police also reported

that a person had to jump on the hood of a

car to avoid being hit.

The student was also charged with

operating to endanger and operating

without a license in his possession.

In other pohce action:

— A 19 year old student from Mashpee

was arrested Saturday night and charged

with breaking entermg in the nighttime

with intent to commit a felony in connectiwi

with an incident at the John Adams dor

mitory in Southwest.

- Police arrested a 19 year old man

early Saturday morning and charged him

with having no license in possession, failing

to operate in a single lane and being a minor

transporting alcoholic beverages.

Police said the North Andover resident

was observed weaving south on North

Pleasant Street. He was unable to produce

a license upon request, police said, and was

arrested after taking a field sobriety test.

— A jeep carrying seven people near

Alumni Stadium was pulled over Saturday

evening and the operator arrested after he

refused to submit a license and registration

to a police officer, police said.

The 23 year old driver was charged with

refusing to submit a license and registration

to a police officer, driving while impeded

(having an excess amount of people in the

vehicle) and having no license in possession.

— Police said they stopped a 20 year old

Deerfield man near Campus Center Way
and charged him with possession of a

firearm on campus. The gun. a .22 caliber

bold action rifle, and a box of ammunition

were found in the man's pickup truck.

— A 22 year old Brockton man was

arrested Saturday nighl shortly after 8

p.m. after pohce observed him attempt to

back his vehicle over a curb on Eastman

l>ane. police said.

Police said the man was arrested and

charged with driving while under the in

fluence of alcohol. A 21 year old woman
pas.senger in the vehicle was placed in

protective custcxly

.

Newslines
»f:^

Course schedule books for fall semester available

Friday on Campus Center Concourse

('ourse schedule b«K>ks for the fall

semester will be distributed on Friday.

April 15. at a booth adjacent to the infor-

mation desk in the Campus Center con-

course from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. A

spokesman from the university scheduling

office said only one booklet will be

distributed per person, and requests for ad-

ditional copies will be denied.

Amherst police report several flasher incidents in

vicinity of North lYospect street in past week
Amherst Police reported several in

cidents of indecent exposure last week in

the vicinity of North Prospect St. Police

said they responded to a caH from a young

woman at 12:48 a.m. last Wednesday who

said a man in his early 20s was banging on

the rear window of her ground floor

apartment and performing an indecent

sexual act. Police returned to the scene

after a second call at 1:29 a.m. when the

woman said the flasher had returned.

Similar incidents have been reported

from that neighborhood, police said, in-

cluding one occurrence in the rain last

Thursday. No one has been apprehended in

connection with the incidents.

Controversial Canadian film to be shown in CCA
followed by audience discussion Wednesday

The controversial Canadian film "If You
Love This Planet" will be presented at 1

p.m. tomorrow in the Campus Center

Auditorium through the Public Health pro-

gram at the University of Massachusetts.

Admission is free.

The film will be followed by an audience Responsibility

discussion and a speech by Dr. Alan Krass,

professor of physics and scientific policy

assessment at Hampshire College, entitled

"The Myth of Deterrence." Krass. was
formerly an associate of the Stockholm

Peace Research Institute, and is currently

a member of the Physicians for Social

Western Mass, Science Fair to be held today

as junior, senior high school students gather.

More than 100 junior and senior high

school students will display exhibits in the

student Union Ballroom today as they

compete in the WesU>rn Massachusetts

Science F'air.

The contestants, who are from schools in

the four western counties of Massachusetts,

will enter projects in tthe areas of

biological, behavioral, physical and en

vironmental sciences, and engineering. In

each category there is a junior division for

seventh and eighth graders and a senior

division for the four highest grades.

A panel of volunteers from educational

institutions, government and industry will

judge the entries. The top winners will be

eligible to go to the state science fair to be

held April 29 and 30 at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in Cambridge.

The fair is open to the public from 10 a.m.

to .5 p.m. Visitors are asked to make an

optional donation to attend.

Start
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Australians and beer go hand in hand Women idealized in

African sculpturesBy RICHARD MARTIN
Collcfiui SUff

Editor's note: second in a series of articles from

Australia.

BRISBANE AUSTRALIA - AustraUan beer is so rich,

tasty, and satisfying that it worth every penny of the

11,000 mile trip to get Down Under, even to spend just one

night in an Australian pub. Australian beer and drinking

habits, however take a little while to get used to.

First of all, the beer in the State of Queensland has about

three times as much alcohol as American beer making it

impossible to drink twelve beers and remember where the

car is parked.

Everybody in Australia calls beer "piss." Instead of

"drinking beer", Aussies go out and "sink piss." Instead of

"getting drunk", Aussies "get pissed." In different parts of

the country beer can be called "grog" or ever "brew."

There is no such thing as a "bar" in Australia. A "pub" is

usually a place to go just to drink, and not necessarily to

listen to music or meet people. A "hotel" is a drinking

establishment that is usually open air and spills out on to

the sidewalk. Hotels usually have a live band playing, and

more often than not it is also outdoors. A "Club" is limited

to members and their guests, and it is a combination of

both a pub and hotel (somewhat like downtown Amherst's

"The Pub"). It usually has a live band on the weekend, but

it also has pool tables, video games.and recreation.

Whether in a pub. hotel, or club in Australia there are

three different beer sizes. When a "beer" is ordered, it

comes in a seven ounce glass. Ask for a "schooner" and it

comes in a 16-ounce mug. Instead of ordering a "pitcher" of

beer customers ask for a "jug."

The drinking age in the state of Queensland is 18, but it

is not enforced. However, owners of drinkine establish-

ments are just as financially liable if a patron leaves a place

in a drunken condition and cause some type of damage.

This law Is strictly enforced, so its not unusual to see a

bartender deny somebody a drink.

Drinkers don't "buy a round" of beer, they "shout tor

piss, or shout for "grog". In other words, each person

sitting at a table takes turns buying the beers. It is con

sidered to be extremely rude to shout for beer out of turn

or buy one beer.

Beer drinking is considered to be a masculine thing in

Australia, and Australians take their beer drinking

seriously: they consume 30 gallons per every man, woman
and child — which is staggering when considering that

females and children don't drink beer. That average, by

the way, puts them slightly behind the Belgians and

Bavarians, but Aussie beer is twice as strong as those

brands.

Most pubs have nightly "skulling" contests. "Skulling" a

beer means drinking a full beer (whatever size it happens

to be) all at once. This is usually done in teams of four

drinkers in relay fashion. In order to signify that he has

finished drinking his beer, the "skuller" must tip the beer

glass upside down and place it on top of his head. If any

remaining beer drips onto him then the team is

automatically disqualified.

What do the winners get? Why. usually they com
plimentary pub mugs to drink more beer. What else?

Sporting goods co-op provides variety ofgoods
By MICHELE DOLAN

The sporting goods co op, appropriately named "Get

Physical — Sporting Goods for Less", is a student run

business organized to "provide tow cost sporting equip-

ment to students", said Sue Kindlund. manager.

The inventory of the store has doubled since last year.

Kindlund said. In addition to the usual racquets, balls, and

athletic shoes found in sporting goods stores, the co op has

the "largest supply of frisbees in Amherst". Kindlund said.

The store will be getting in Hacky Sacks, hand sized bean

bags that are juggled by deflection off the knees and feet.

"Basically all the merchandise in our store is new.

however, some of it is blemi.shed". said Kindlund. a fashion

marketing major. A blemish that might appear on a

racquetball racquet wouldn't effect play, but would reduce

the cost from $53 to $25. she added.

All of the sneakers in the store are new. A pair of

Converse All SUr leather high tops. $44 at the Hampshire

Mall in Hadley. would cost $37 at the caop.

The new equipment is bought wholesale and the prices

are low because there is a low mark up. The store keeps its

inventory high by procuring a tot of equipment on con

signment.

The store was sUrted in 1978 by students in the

university's sports management program. It Is now being

run by nine students, four of whom are marketing majors.

Some students working in the caop receive three credits

per semester for their work.

Kindlund attributes the success of the caop to the

"innovative marketing done by the marketing

representatives", who have promoted the coop by

spreading flyers around the campus, setting up window

displays, and working at a Uble set up in the Campus

Center.

An intramural frisbee team will be organized by the co

op within the next few weeks. There will abo be a freestyle

frisbee competition sponsored by the co op later in the

spring.

The sporting goods co op is open to everyone. The co op

is located in the Student Union, next to the Post Office. It

is open from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday.

By ROBERTA RUBIN
Collcfitui CorrcapoiidcBt

The African woman has become an idealized woman in

African sculptural themes, said an art history professor

from the University of Illinois, last night at Mount

Holyoke College.

"One finds idealized images in traditional African art,

of womankind concerning purity, maidenhood before

marriage and the hard labors for the woman after she is

married," said Anita Glazer.

Glazer makes references to the slides of sculptures and

nrmsks which she used to describe the different art forms

that visually praise women as having spiritual and

physical power.

Glazer describes the Queen Mother in an African tribe

as being a mother to not simply her own offspring but to

all the women of her kingdom.

"The infancy mortality rate is

very high and so, children are very

precious to an African mother.
"

The Queen Mother is a commemorative f^^^ure, honw-

ing women of the highest rank, she said. The term

"mother" not only describes the woman who nourishes

and protects her child, she said. She becomes a syvnkxA

for someone who cares about the community of the tribe.

Through the art, she said, the fenmie is conceived as

having higher stature as well as having a fuller human

form. This could be shown through the sculptures which

present women as having elongated wombs, full breasts

and an exaggerated naval.

"The infancy mortality rate is very high and so,

children are very precious to an African mother," she

said.

Besides the role of an African wonrum as a mother, one

of the most interesting aspects of the Afncan tribes is

the emphasis on the nude-female couple, she said.

The ideal social unit in the African tribe is the rr»ale-

female pair, she said.

Figure sculptures with a man or a wonum alone, are

missing a half, she said. Glazer said that it is the Wending

of male and fenude elements to become the completed

whole which makes it the most interesting.

Glazer also said that she finds the fascinating interrela-

tionships are the crosses between the male and the

female.

A human person has all the elements of male and

female traits. The female and the male are both con-

sidered as aggressive, stable and active, she said.

,•«.*•», !»•«..»••, .»»«...•».»•» >•«..»•'..••«<*••.
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SUMMER OF ''SV

GIRL SCOUTS

Summer STAff wamtecI foR URqi CIrI Scout rcsIiIent

Camp \h TollANd, Mass. PosItIons AVAiUbU:

WATERFRONT DIRECTOR,

Current W.S.I. ANd waterHiont experience

SMALLCRAFT DIRECTOR, experience in smaU craFt.

For more InFormatIon caU or wrIte:

TImBer TRAilv Star Route 198, ToUancI, MA 01074

417-298-4»92

SGA ELECTION
On Monday and Tuesday, April 1

1

& 12, there will be five (5) referen-

da questions that MUST be voted

on:
If you live: Vote at:

in Patterson. JA. JQA, Washington,
Mcu;kininiie. Cance, Moore
or Pierpont Berkshire

in Crampton, Prince. Coolidge. JFK, James.
Emerson. Melville or Thoreau. . . Hemipshire

in Orchard Hill/Central Franklin

in Northeast/Sylvan Worcester
12-7 pm

Commuters in front of the Hatch
9 - 4 pm

Greeks in the Newman Center
12 - 5 pm
VOTEIII

r
^g" ^g *» ^g* ^^ T -*" -mw Ji t -^ MW ^t ^r Jl. IC JK- re ac ,i

I

The Institute for Advanced Study

in the Humanities

Spring Conference

"The Social Responsibility of Science"

April 13 - 14, 1983
Wed., April 13

Campus Center

Room 101

2-4:30 P.M.

Wed., April 13

Mahar Aud.

8:30 P.M.

Thurs. April 14

Campus Center

Room 168 C
3:30 - 5:30 P.M.

Panel:

Lecture:

Panel:

Thurs. April 14

Mahar Aud.

8:30 P.M.

Lecture:

"Science, Technology and Human Values"

Prof. Linda Slakey, Biochem., U. Mass.

Prof. Richard Giglio, Ind. Eng., U.Mass.

Prof. Merle Bruno, Biology, Hampshire Coll.

Prof. Charles K. Smith, English, U. Mass.

Ms. Vivian Gornick, author of Essays in Feminism

"Women and Science:

Social Change and the Great Enterprise"

"Scientists confront 'Scientific'

Creationism"
Prof. Kenneth Miller, Biology, Brown Univ.

Prof. Steven Schaefersman, Geology, Rice Univ.

Prof. Laurie Godfrey, Anthropology, U.Mass.

Prof. Jean Elshtain, Pol. Sci., U.Mass.

(co-sponsored by Sigma Xi)

Prof. Richard Lewontin, Biology, Harvard

"Science as a Social Weapon"

,

zs zs az zz zz

All events are free and the public is cordially invited

For more information, call 545-0407
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Escort service

is important

Ar
lives.

t the core of many vital issues commanding our

attention today, lies the basic preniise that people

e deeply about a subiect that influences their

REAL MERlCmS MUST K TPsngTEP fROMM SCUIW£g ElBf^NTI

'

Full Costing — another botched play

This is a year of changes, there is now the

USFL, and the Red Sox are again considered

to be pennant contenders. There is one constant, no

- make that one unconstant that has been maintained in

my life for the past four years - you never know what can

happen at this university. So after all this time it comes as

no surprise to me that the Board of Trustees have endors-

ed a proposal which would guarantee a large increase m
fees for next year.

Chris Ferretti

To any Football fan, puntirui <m firvt and goal would not

only be a major tactical error, it is simply not done in the

game of Football. It seems however that the Board has in

effect committed such an inopportune tumm<er. All this

was accomplished when the motion to implement the "Full

Costing" proposal was passed, rather, fumbled by the

Board two months ago.

Full Costing is the title given to a budgetar>- measure

which will ensure that all the university trust funds must

be financially accountable for their administrative costs.

On theory this seems sensible - as a layman fan I would

probably have voted for this proposal too. However, I ex-

pected a little more from our Trustees who are seiuontd

veterans. Pros of this type should not hefaked out by what

seemed to be a simple answer to a complex problem.

In terms of responsibility they have taken this proposal

and they h&\e fumbled on the University's goal Itne. This

proposal will be an improvement over the old measures

alright, but only in the areas of redundancy. No where is it

sUted that this change will result in a gain in efficiency.

In fact, there is absolutely no rationale that even men-

tions the possibility of efficiency - the thrust of the pro-

posal is U) guarantee the accountability of administrative

Letters —
SSAM one of five questions
To the Editor:

Today. April 12. UMass students should vote to fund the

State Student Association of Massachusetts (SSAM). The

SSAM funding referendum is #1 of five important

questions we must settle in this SGA sponsored electwn.

spon.sored election.

SSAM is new. but already it's a proven, effective

guardian of state students' interests. Last year SSAM and

the office of Third World Affairs coordinated the largest

one day voter registration drive in Massachusetts history

— 1.400 Amherst voters registered. Statewide, SSAM
registered 6,000 students. Without funding, SSAM has

had its constitution approved at fourteen state schools,

including UMass; run a hugely successful voter

registration drive; worked with student organizers, labor

representatives, state legislators and community leaders

to rally support for financially starved Roxbury Com

munity College; and continues to inform and organize

students. SSAM's record more than justifies this request

for support, and the need is clear.

Under Dukakis and King, from 1974 to 198^.

Massachusetts dropped to 49th place in sUte higher

education funding. Decreased aid was combined with

tuition hikes far outpacing inflation. Under Reagan, the

Department of Education wUl be dismembered, and state

power over our funding and policies wiU increase. If the

first Dukakis administrations record on education is an

indicator, state students have cause for alarm. We must

unite to defend ourselves against more fundmg cuts,

tuition hikes, and regressive educational poUcy makmg.

CoUege administrations have staff and funding to press

their claims on the legislature; faculty members have a

costs. There is no mention of any kind of reform through

this measure - realistically we will actually be paying

even more for less service. By passing this proposal the

Board has demonstrated that it has the potential for ex-

ceeding the iVpu' Jersey Generals offensii^e line in terms of

vulnerability to the blitz.

Instead of a projected increase of $3.5. this new measure

guarantees at least a minimum increase of $1(H). Pass

rushes, screenj< and lateral passes are a part of Football,

that is how the game is played. When a new budgetary

proposal is to be considered however, then that should not

be the strategy to be followed. Because in the end it is not

the quarterback who gets sacked, it is us, that do.

The figure 2.4 is most quoted. No. not the size of Hershel

Walker's contract - but the percentage of the cost of this

measure on each trust fund. This is the amount that each

trust fund must pay for their accounting, date processing,

personnel and fee collection services.

It is hard to find any real justification in this measure,

but the implications are obvious. It marks a gradual in

crease m me responsiDiniy oi tiie students to carry wnat

has been the financial burden of the state. What in the

short term means an escalation of our fees, means in the

long term a gradual reduction in the obligations of the

state to its financial commitment to public higher educa

tion. From an extreme point of view our only penalty is

that we are a public university, and our defensive line —
the Board of Trustees have allowed the opposing team to

nforf at our own goal, and the resulting toucKback is now

our problem.

This time in an effort to provide financial stability, the

University Trustees have decided to punt on the first

doum. and that I am afraid, is not the way to win

ballgames.
Chris Ferretti is a Collegian columnist

Here at UMass, campus crime is one such issue. If there

is a righteous service available that promotes the aversion

of violence, that service deserves heralding exposure.

It is my intent to both praise and explain the recently

revived campus escort service, not simply because myself

and many others have chosen to join, but because the con-

cept behind the service represents a forthright effort

towards humanitarianism. In today's turbulent, unsure

world, even the smallest step in a philanthropic direction

is an instrumental achievement. The finest place to make

that step is on a college campus.

Wholeheartedly dedicated to the cause are the program

coordinators, Anne-Marie Maynard and Laura OShea,

who have dilengently applied themselves to the task of

planning and organizing the service. According to Ms.

O'Shea, "The service was initially put into operation

because of violence on campus. Safety in numbers was the

original intent. In addition to making people feel safe, it's

a nice way to travel back and forth. It's nice to know so-

meone cares about your well-being and it gives you a sense

of security."

Beginning Monday the eleventh day of April, an escort

may be easily identifiable. They will wear baiiges clipped

to their clothing. The badges will look exactly like an I.D.

card with bright yellow stickers applied to them.

Jorge A. Syiek

union. We also must have a funding and a network of

advocates to defend our interesUs as students. Funding

SSAM will guarantee student input in decisions affecting

students. SSAM would have the sUbility. strength, and

resources to ensure our voice is heard. SSAM will propose

a three year statewide public education tuition freeze, back

legislation to put a student on the Board of Regents, and

work with other State Student Associations on national

issues.

As with the SGA presidential election, ballot boxes are

in dining commons, the Hatch, and the Newman Center.

Show your support and act now. vote YES on Question 1

Chris Sullivan. Speaker of the SGA Senate

Registrants not represented

To the Editor:

I am writing in the interests of students who are sub-

jected to the unfair representation anti draft registration

letters received in this section. A great majority of the

male students have registered for the draft and don't like

reading about 'students who can't get financial aid because

they refuse to register.'.' Worse than that. I have read only

one letter in favor of the Solomon Amendment. It is the

responsibility of the Collegian to consistently print both

points of view when selecting letters to be printed (no

matter what the topic). You will probably not print this,

but you'll also lose your credibiUty by continuing your

current practrces.

Brian MacKay
Amhcnt

The escorts travel in pairs, and there are two primary

routes. The first leaves Orchard Hill/Central at WebsU>r.

on the hour beginning at seven P.M.. making a sU>p at the

Tower Library in the vicinity of twenty past the hour, and

completing the route around half j>ast the hour at (kK)dell

Library. On the opposite end of campus, another pair of

escorts will leave Southwest at J.Q. Adams also at seven

P.M.. make a stop at the Tower Library at fifteen minutes

past the hour, and travel onto Goodell Library, arriving at

half past the hour. The escorts then retrace their steps,

returning to the point of origin (dorm) to begin the route

again. The service continues thrf)ugh twelve midnight

Monday through Thursday evenings.

When asked. "What role does the escort play?'* Laura

O'Shea said, "He or she plays the role of a c(tmf)anion. So-

meone who cares about other people on campus Escorts

are friendly. They take the responsibility of approaching

people in a positive manner. If they see someone

hesitating who looks like they might feel a little funny ask-

ing, escorts will take the step instead of making people

feel intimidated. Escorts are not police, not elders, they

hold no rank other than responsible peer.

When asked. How are escorts prepared to be responsi

ble? She said. "We tried to devise a coherent program in

eluding human services. We attempted to get workshops

pertinent to information an escort should know. For ex-

ample, the confrontation workshop explains to the escort

exactly what procedures he or she follow, what their

responsibilities are, and how to carry them out in the

event of a given confrontation situation while on their

route. The subject of another workshop, basic first aid

emergency training, will help them in the future as well as

their role as escort. Another example, is the rape

awareness workshop, where in case anything happens, the

escort is taught emergency techniques and provided

emergency phone numbers that will assist them in dealing

with the situation."

Students earn two Human Service credits with pass/^

grading from the Education Department upon completion

of a semester's commitment. The service is funded by the

Chancellor's office.

"Hopefully, the service will grow to be an accepted an

integral part of the University," O'Shea said. "I don't

think any group directly opposes the escort service. Cer-

tain people do not see the need, they don't think there is a

problem with people being intimidated by walking alone.

They are not representative of the entire University. As

long as people appreciate and need the service, we think

it's necessary regardless of the numbers."

Feel free to join your escorts while they walk their

routes. They are there to support you, but can only do so if

you support them.
Jorge A. Syxek is a UMass student

^•••••••••••*****
^ The 1984 Presidential race begins J
M Thursday on the Op/Ed page-Catch it. j^

r Issues, Candidates, Media, J^-

^ Winners and Losers T
-^ We'll cover all the angles. ^
^iriririririr'kiriririr'kific^*
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Bella Lewitsky- dance with a touch of magic

^y

*
^Hi^'

/ ^
Members of the California-based Bella Lewit-

sky Dance Company wowed UMass students Fri-

day nii^ht.

BELLA LEWITSKY DANCE COMPANY
Friday, April 8

Fine Arts Center

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
CotleKian Suff

I left the UMass Fine Arts Center last Friday night in a

state of awe. No. I hadn't just seen Bruce Springsteen in

concert, nor had I witnessed a performance of the Ringling

Brothers and Barnum Bailey Circus. I saw, simply, one of

the best magic shows in the world, the Bella Lewitsky

Dance Company.

This California based modern dance group treated its

audience to a night full of magical dance, and three curtain

calls the company received at the conclusion of their

performance perfe<-tly expressed everyone's delight.

.Artistry in space distmguishes the Bella Lewitsky

troupe. They are internationally recognized for their in

terpretation of contemporary dance, combining rhythmic

and acrobatic movement in time and space.

The first piece performed. "Changes and Choices,"

included the whole cast, as they danced to the music of

Larry Attaway. This piece was really quite amusing and

served as a successful ice breaker to those first time

viewers of modern dance.

Accompanied by the abstract synthesizer rhythms of

Attaway, the company filled the stage wearing identical,

all white leotards. This piece really got under way in about

five minutes, when a funny looking line, with strings

hanging from it like a clothesline, was brought on sUge. At

this point, the changes began. I couldn't believe what I saw

on stage. The dancers were actually changing costume on

stage, as the couples took turns running back and forth to

the line and yanking garb off the line. The donned gloves.

sleeves, leg warmers, bands which covered the chest and

even trunks! It was hilarious and innovative, if not a quite

interesting idea.

After a brief intermission, the second piece, "Con-

tinum". followed. Danced to the music of the classical

artist. Igor Stravinsky. "Continuum" was especially in

leresting. The piece included a prelude, followed by a solo

first, second, and third duet and a finale. This reminded

me of movements motifs that one finds in classical music. I

found the classical overtones of the music, along with the

movements, a pleasant compliment to the modern style of

the dance.

"Spaces Between" followed the final intermission, and

was a phenomenal exhibition of the group's excellence.

Accompanying the music of Cara Bradbury Marcus, the

piece's nine dancers heightened the work's dark imagery

by appearing in greenish navy leotards.

After the cast's commencement, various plexiglass like

boards were lowered from the ceiling. A sense of vast

spaciousness dominated the stage, as it was difficuR to see

how the boards were suspended. At points during the

piece, members of the troupe would stand on these boards

as they gently swayed.

Interesting images were also created by the dancers.

Mirror like images were produced as dancers walked

across the board while members below the board reflected

their movement. The resulting illusory effect was

magnificent.

As the lights dimmed at the conclusion of the show. I like

everyone else in the audience, just sat in amazement. We'd

all fallen prey to the hypnotizing magic of the Bella

Lewitsky troupe performance. Never have I been so af

fected by a dance concert, but I hope if won't be the last

lime. ..when did you say the Five College Faculty Dance
Concert wjls?

Daniel Albert shares some
insights into his profession

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
t ollvglM suff

One member of the Bella Lewitsky Dance
Company was especially excited to be per-

forming in last Friday night's dance ct)n-

cert. You see. Daniel Albert, who is now a
professional dancer with the Lewitsky
Company, is also a UMass alumus (Class of

1977).

Albert was in his fifth year at the univer-

sity as a science major when he decided to

take Modem Dance I (under the instruction

of Micky Taylor) as an elective. The rest is

all history.

After graduation from the university,

Albert moved to California to dance with

the San Francisco Moving Company for

about a year. He then thought he should

apply hinrself more intensely, and so he

went to New York on a scholarship to work
at the Alvin Alley Dance Center and also

with Jennifer Muller. In completing his

work at the Center. Albert went back to

San Francisco and worked with the San
Francisco Opera, before eventually

heading to Canada to work with the Dance
Makers of Toronto.

Surprisingly enough. All»ert quit dancing

between the summer of 1980 and the sum-
mer of 19H1 because it was "too much like

an expensive habit." However, he did

decide to take a master-class from Bella

Lewitsky in San Francisco in April of 1981.

He later attended her summer workshop
and two weeks later was invited to be an

apprentice to the group. Albert is now on a
contract with the Company until

September of 1984.

"It's a ver}' demanding and disciplined

career I've launched myself into, but I love

it," Albert said after the show Friday

night.

When asked how he felt about perform-

ing at UMass. Albert responded, flashing a

smile, "It's special to me."
On the dance program here at the univer-

sity, Albert claims, "1 learned a lot at

UMass. not only in dance technique but

also in (just) thinking about dance."

"There's a professional attitude here."

Albert added, "and I feel that (the depart-

ment) is strong in prepping their dancers

for the professional world of dance."

If this is true, maybe the world should be

prepping iUtelf for the emergence of other

UMass dancers like Daniel Albert. They,

too, will undoubtedly contribute to the

magic of performance that groups like the

Bella Lewitsky Dance Company so

beautifully create.

UMass Department of dance alumnus Daniel Albert now performs

with the Bella Lewitskv Dance Company.
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS
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I 10.50 with shampoo & Blow Dry
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STYLES BY DEBORAH
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Saturday,
April 30

8 p.m.

Complete Brandenburg Concerti
Tickets Now On Sale

BoK Office: Noon to 4 p.m.

(411) S4S-2SI I Mastercard Vita Accepted

C
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FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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Back to show their stuff
ELEVEN ALUMNI
April 9 - June 5

University Gallery, FAC

By FRED STEINWAY
Collcfuui (orrctpondcnt

On Saturday April 9, the University

Gallery in the Fine Arts Center opened
Elei'en Alumni, on exhibit of the works of

graduates of UMass' MFA program. It is

the first alumni exhibit at the University

Gallery.

Barbara Haskell, curator at the Whitney
Museum of American Art, and Sam
Hunter, a professor at Princeton Universi

ty,%elected the eleven finalists from among
228 UMass graduates who submitted
slides.

The Gallery filled rapidly on Saturday for

what Director Hugh Davies observed was
"the largest show opening attendance

we've had. We're mobbed," he said.

Prominent in the display are paintings by
Northampton resident Scott Prior. Realist

in mode. Prior's works do more than
reproduce his home's interior detail for

detail. Each painting is filled with an am-
bient sense of light Prior says "is like God's
voice, the way it touches and plays over all

things." One of the works includes a por-

trait of Prior's wife, Manny. I noticed, with

a double-take, that she was present at the

opening with the artist.

is he comfortable with the sobriquet

"superrealist"? "Realist is enough," smil-

ed Prior, who's work is also on exhibit at

the Maxwell Davidson Gallery in Manhat-
tan. Asked to explain the pulling sensation

his works produce. Prior explained that his

work "intensified reality with more detail.

I look very carefully — it's my business,"

he said with a twinkle in eyes clear and
warm as the light in his paintings.

Alumni Al Souza's work included a large

encaustic and oil painting and several

recently completed paint and Xerox
transfer works. Many of these show very

striking juxtapositions. One shows a falling

orange figure pierced by a jagged line.

Hawley Hussey, BFA candidate present at

the opening, commented, "This is an actual

sign in France, warning of lightning

danger. I know because I've seen it there,"

she said.

Across the room, Saul Ostrow's stencil

and spraypaint installation spread across

the wall. "This mural features portraits of

oppressed peoples. "That piece would pro-

l»bly do even better on its own," said can-

didate Hussey of Ostrow's mural. "It's

very site-specific. Here it has to compete
with other works."

Alumni Deborah Coolidge displayed

several large pieces in clay and paint.

These colorful towers and cuplike shapes
rested on the Gallery rug as if they had
grown there overnight. They looked like

Scott Prior's realistic painting. Bedroom Morning.

nothing usual or familiar, rather, like

thoughts and emotions have shape and col-

or.

UMass MFA (82) MaryLou Blakeslee,

who is currently teaching art at Hampshire
College, showed a special attraction for

Coolidge's clay pieces, "probably because
it's what I'm interested in working with.

They're optomistic, and she's doing things

with clay I haven't seen a lot of," said

Blakeslee.

In a comer of the room alumni Harvey
Goldman's low fire earthenware glowed in

the Gallery's effective lighting which was
used here to special advantage. The odd,

squat shapes were far from utilitarian,

although they might have held a single

flower. But the artist's intent was more
sculptural than functional. Orangutan, an

enormous bellybutton-shaped object, show-

ed reddish glaze cracked like mosaic tile

around the top, the rest a marled green and
white crazed surface.

Kids and adults clambered up and down
on SeparaU Ground by alumni artist Jef-

frey Schiff. Later it served as an informal

cocktail bar where visitors lounged to chat

and observe.

Also in the exhibit were drawings of

public gardens by Bart>ara S. Solomon,
paintings and lithographs by Oriole Farb
Feshbach, paintings and sculpture by
Stevan Jennis, Christine Couture's
predella paintings, Elizabeth Strasser

Rubin's abstracts with their echoes of

swatch and patch, and Carolyn Webb's
arcs in sculpture and drawing.

Live from New Jersey

Uncle Floyd: outrageously funny, impeccably dressed, and a role

model for kiddies everywhere.

THE UNCLE FLOYD SHOW
ALBUM (MERCURY)
The Uncle Floyd Show

By DAVID CHEVAN
( •IWffiaa sun

Bark in 1974 a new kiddie show was aired

for the first lime on New Jersey televiskin.

It had all the important elements of a kiddie

show: clown outfits, contests and audience

participation, but somehow the show
seemed more to resembk* a visit to the

Twilif^ht Zone than a kiddie show. Finally

the TV executives got the bright idea to air

the show late at night and thus the Uncle

^'loyd show was born.

Uncle Floyd, an alias for the inimitable

Ftoyd Vivino. is one of the funniest

comedians on the air. His specialty, had

humor, puts most other romedians to

shame. What makes him so funny is. to be

brutally honest, he is absolutely not funny

at all. His jokes fall flat. hLs skits are

horrendous, and anything that is at all

funny is dragged out so long it loses its

punch. So why is he so funny? I don't know,

liut the album, his first, is a good example

of what makes F'hyd work.

Mixed in with all of Floyd's bad humor Ls

a vaudevillian's sen.se of timing. Had Fk>yd

been around b«»fore the advent of television,

he d probablv have b«^n the opening act of

the vaudeville show and movie at the local

theater. His jokes ring of that era. and the

songs Floyd performs tend to be old

chestnuts like the classk-. "Josephina
Please No Ijenna on the Bell. " the tale of a

girl who rings bells in New York
tenements. Like any good showman. Uncle
hlnyd writes or n'writes material to fit his

needs. In the Dull Family skit, the Dull

family, the dullest family in all America,
sings their rendition of "There's No
Business Like Show Business." Not one
voice is in synch or in key with any other,

perhaps never before in the history of

rec<»rded sound has anything this bad been

captured on vinyl. It's great.

Floyd's tribute to Bruce .Springsteen.

"On the Boardwalk." features a voice which
sounds inrrt^ibly like the "B<»s" himself.

The harmonica and piano opening are

arranged just as Springsteen would set

them up. The lyrics are all about a guy
taking a girl to the Fkiardwalk. eating raw
clams. Italian sausage sandwiches, jumbo
shrimp, frozen custard, salt water taffy,

and sno cones. Following this he takes her
on a ride, whereupon .something goes
wrong; the guy starts blowing his food all

over his dale. Bruce Springsteen finally

telling life a.s it rraUy is? No. just another of

Uncle Floyd's excessive romps in bad taste.

WMUA puts the blues

back into 'bluegrass'
By LISA MOSLEY

C«lkgw" !**•"

Sure, a lot of great blues acts played in

the valley this semester, but what hap

pened to all those great country and

bluegrass bands? Well, for all you fans of

these particular genres, the folks al WMUA
who bring you the weekly "Country. Blues

and Bluegrass" radio program, will present

the Fifth Annual Country. Blues and

Bluegrass Festival at 1:00 p.m. on Monday.

April 18. at Hangar One in Hadley.

The festival, which has become a valley

institution, has showcased such greats as

J.B. Hutto in previous years.

This year, festival participants will in

elude sixteen talented and diverse bands

(listed in tentative order of appearance):

J.D. Smith. Company Creek. Debbie Fish

and Diane Sanabria. Huellas, Irish

Tradition. Ragtime Bill Busteed. Double

Decker String Band. Nick Plakias, String

Fling, Borderline. Cowboy Jazz. WiW
Turkey Jazz Band. Nevard and the

Barrelhouse Boys. Ed Vadas and the

Fabulous Heavyweights. Maestro Saunders

and His Kings of Rhythm, and the Jimmy
Johnson Blues Band.

Proceeds from the festival will be used by

WMUA to expand its traditional music

library, update its equipment, and to

promote similar concerts throughout the

year.

Tickets for the festival are available al

For the Record and Backroom Records in

Amherst; Downtown Sounds, and

Dynamite Records in Northampton; World

Eye Booksh<^ in Greenfield; Goodbodies in

South Hadley; or by maU. P.O. Box 1017.

Amherst MA 01004.

Discounts are available for senior citizens

and children, and the Hangar is wheelchair

accessible.

For further information, call Al Flanagan

or Lou Graham ar 323 6454.

Mike Blacksum will perform at WMUA's fifth annual Country Blues

and Bluegrass Festival.
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• Many Kinds

• Several Thicknesses
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89 Main Street

Amherst, MA 01002

256-0880

NOW HAS

RENTALS
• 10 Speeds
• 3 Speeds
• Tandem

• Accessories
Rates start at $7.00/day

Now In Srock

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip—any size group—call or visit us

for a price quotation No obligation— it will be our
pleasure to quote you our

economical rates
'"'
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BOLLES SHOES
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8 Main St.

ACROSS From rhc common

opiN MoN - Sat 9:00 - y.fO

Support

your

downtown

merchants
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Fantastic Spring

SALE!
fr^ Trunks and Shorts $12.-

Pants and Hawaiians $15.-

Sweaters and Jackets $25.-

T-Shirts $6.- and $10.-

CHARTER SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mmi-buses • School buses • Hotel. Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For

Information. Call 781-3320

99 Arnold Street Springfield MA
General Office & Charter Service: 783-0211

Toll Free m MA 1 800-322-0297

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

Still 11

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC
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CAREER NIGHT
for

ENGLISH MAJORS

Hypercurricula

MASS PIB WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY - All women are

invited to come and study with us in an informal setting the

life and teachings of Jesus Christ as described in the Bible.

8 p.m.. Campus Center Room 801

.

GENERAL MEETING UMASS LESBIAN UNION -

Come with ideas. A meeting to organize, discuss, talk, or

just meet new people. Join us! Open to all university

womyn. 8 p.m.. CC 102.

AL ANON - The UMass Al Anon meeting will no

longer be held in the Campus Center. It has been moved to

the Baptist Church (parking lot entrance) across from the

Newman Center. 8 to9:30 p.m.. Baptist Church.

P^REE FRENCH FILM - "La Regie du Jeu" (Rules of

the Game) in French with subtitles. Preceded by the

classic "Bambi Meets GodziUa." Excellent entertainment. 8

p.m..CC 165 169.

AMERICAN MUSIC P^ESTIVAL - Members of the

I'Mass music faculty will perform works by Robert Stern.

Salvatore Macchia. and Paul Creston in a program of 20th

century American music. 8 p.m.. Bezanson Recital Hall.

POLISH FILM — A film bast'd on an heroic episode of

j
the war time resistance in Poland, "Operation .Arsenal"

I Akcja pod Arsenalem) is a 1977 color film directed by Jan

Lomnicki dealing with an event of March. 1943. The film is

in Polish with English subtitles. 8 p.m.. Thompson 104.

I

INTERVIEWS: ISRAEL PROGRAMS - Danny Pins.

National Shaliach for Israel Programs, will be available 12

5 p.m. today for interviews with students interested in

AprU 12 1X1

Campus Center 163
Six alumni/ae will return to

talk about their jobs - and yours

refreshments

ocean paciTic sunwear.
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For further information contact

g English Undergraduate Studies

^ Bartlett 262.
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Sponsored by:

University Placement Service
Alumni Office

English Department
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REDUCTIONS

Scholl Exercise Sandals
the patented sandal

Cool comfort from sculptured

European beechwooo.
foam-cushioned streps in

light or Jerk-toned wood
end strep colors thet go
everywhere, with

everything

I

I

I

I

I
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Regular Scholl's Sandals $12.99 I

! with this coupon expires 4/17 I

Bic Pens 19^

Faberge Organics Shampoo i5oz..$1.19

5-Subject Notebook
150 sheet Reg. $2.29 now $1 .29

3-Subject Notebook 120 sheet $1.19

Oral B Toothbrush 40and60 99^

Scotch Mounting Squares 79*

Scotch Transparent Tape % mby3ooin49*
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Legal Assistant Interns Wanted

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for

full-time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1983 semester.

Up to fifteen credits may be received from academic depart-

ments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of the Legal Services

Office with client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District

and Superior Courts of Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin

Counties, and participation in administrative hearings and

federal Utigation. Legal assistants maintain continuing

caseload under supervision of attorneys. For advice on ar-

ranging an internship and credit, contact the Office of In-

ternships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, contact Legal Services Office, 922

Campus Center. Applications due Friday, April 22, 1983, at

Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

W.

internships, work, or study in Israel.

Office. :\02 Student Union.

12 5 p.m. Hillel

INTERNATIONAL WEEK - "Persistent Miscon

ceptions of the Soviet I'nion in the U.S." A luncheon

seminar with Prof. Hollander. 1 to 2 p.m.. 10th floor

Campus C'enter.

STRESS MANAGEMENT & RELAXATION
WORKSHOP - This workshop w ill focus on the academic

and social stress of college life. Students will experience

relaxation training and will develop strategies for coping

with personal stress. 4 p.m., 308 Berkshire House.

COMBATTING RACISM THROIGH MEDIA The

Performance Art of Rapping by Fab Five Freddy. The

tap«* of everybody moving with the groove in the

University Gallery. 4 p.m.. ('ampus Center BIL

AFROCUBAN DRUM & DANCE CLASS - Drum

class with Pablo l,andrun from Olatunji - Drums of

Passion and Dance class with Freddy Alvarez - x

principle dancer for the Ballet of Cuba. 6:00 Drum. 7:30

Dance. Hampden Theatre.

PEOPLE'S GAY ALLIANCE MECTING - There will

be a short, interesting meeting of the Peoples Gay

Alliance, everyone welcome. 6 p.m.. 413 Student Union.

STUDENT MECTING - UPC general meeting. New

members welcome. 6:30 p.m.. 174 Campus Center.

CERRF MEETING - Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom. Meeting to discuss "Alice in

Wonderland" and legi.slative update. 6:30 p.m.. Campus

Center 178.

THE
IDEAI
speak on „

on Israeli .society. Ope

^

E ISRAEL DEFENSE FORCES: ORIGINS.

LS" — Danny Pins. Israeli represenUtive. will

on the origins of the IDF. its ideals, and its influence

leli society. Open to all. 7 p.m.. Herter 114.

HAVING TROUBLE CHOOSINf; A MAJOR.' - Come

to a workshop designed by Counseling & Career

Development Services to help you initiate choice by ex

ploring one's personal preferences, values and successes.

Bring $2.50 for materials. 7 p.m.. 101 Campus Center.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING - Explanation of

the Bachelor's Degree with Individual Concentration

(BDIC) Program, a degree granting program which allows

a student the opportunity to design his her own major. 7

p.m., Brett.

STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP - "Under

standing and Coping with Stre.ss": A 2*'? hour workshop.

Learn to recognize and manage the stress you face in

everyday life. Pre registration required. Call .549 2671 ext.

181. 7 p.m.. University Health Center. Room 304.

DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
meeting. 7 p.m., 68 Bartlett.

General

M
PWf.«••.•»• x^--x<-- X«" ..:*••:•:•.•:•:• •V>?'x*-. A-y ..«•• x-x .»•^^\<^^^^^^^ •^•^•* ••"' .^k

WORLD PEACE MARCHERS - Slide presentation:

"Balancing the Land - Ancient Buddhist Stupa

Monuments" with Rev. Mamoru Kato and Prof. Robert

Thurman. Preceded by potluck supper. 5 p.m., at Grace

Church.7:30p.m.. Jones Library. Amity Street.

UMASS HORSEMASTERS CLUB - Quick meeting.

Guest speaker Dr. Schmitt D.V.M. 7:30. Paige 202.
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GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speaker at Commencement '83 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Bryan Harvey

Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

319 Whitmore

545-2334

I

I

HL..

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 22. 1983
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FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES
The Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Program can offer you an aviation guarantee if

you qualify. We can also offer you free flying lessons in your senior year. Interested? Find

out more about the Marine Corps PLC Aviation Program for this summer by calling collect

at 203-722-2168/2169 or make an appointment to see the Officer Selection Team in the

Campus Center 11-13 April.

FLY MARINE
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

IF A yifiCiN £\/£R

GRADUATES FROM
HERE. (uyiMs^)

M£TAVJAr^PE WOULD
SURELy OROP His

SPEAd?

M>N1M0Ui fOlr^ (, jftt

Hi JCiDS. r KNOW MY
SPEAR LOOKS UK! Kll,
But it \\^A5 broken

WHEN A
FRAT

THREW ME
INTO THE

PONO IN

THE SO's

IT'S 1983 NOW, AND I'M

STILL HoLOiNG IT Ho^rm
AS VIE NEAfK

GRADUATION.

I CAN
FEEL ny
FINGERS

SliPPihc-!

[coMf ON KIDS youRt

NOT TRyiNG HARD
Enough. rhERE ARE
ONLy H6 DAys ^
LEfT! J ^ 7^

Katfood By ARK

( So wha=l'£ wrorx
J

,> • , i i 1.

1

... lb put 1 1 Simply

T

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

WHV DOES SOUR CRtftM
^

HUVE AN EXPIRATION WTE?!j
1:;^ ^

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
hdiced b> Marfcarel Karrar and I rude Jaffe

ivm I i»\ ^ngrlrv I imr% NvWirau

ACROSS 48 Pacific porgy 21 Ernestines

1 Construct 49 Feminine ending cousins

5 Eyelashes 50 Debussy La 22 Archeologists

10 Office copy. ' mileu
for short 52 D Day monogram 1'5 Gre<jK first

14 Evergreen tree 54 An eternity 26 Prepared for

genus 62 So be It transport

15 Scented Rare 63 Trivial 27 Territorial

16 Plinth 64 Dutch export 29 Mother of PoUux

17 Judge s chair 66 <He forget 3' Positive pole

18 Eleanor to 67 Release 32 GreeK goddess

Teddy 68 Go by bus and others

19 Cutot nneat 69 Fine or 33 Abounds

20 Ages liberal 36 a bit

23 Copenhagen 70 Miz2ens. eg 37 Carpentry need

com 71 Certain votes 38 Favors both sides

24 Honours list 41 Sustenance

title 42 Caustic

25 Near Eastern DOWN 47 Miss Sills.

cloaK 1 Watch Cham familiarly

28 Nat library org 2 Norse name 51 Picture pui7le

30 Fairy tale 3 Nevada City 53 All possible

character 4 Large 54 Famous White

34 Household god 5 Meet House canine

35 Hollywood hype 6 Nastase 55 Hebrew measure

types 7 Sinister looK 56 Musical symbol

39 Plain to 8 Peruvian 57 Indian p'lnce

Pierre 9 Solar discs 58 Opposed
40 Sign ot the times 10 Sun room 59 Brad

43 Restore 11 Walked on 60 An Adams
44 Ringed planet 12 Inter 61 Brit acting

45 Pol party 13 Broadway school

46 Comedian s forte award 65 French pronoun
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS FUZZU

PAR
-• -

E R A

ABABA

WEATHER

MorninR clouds giving
way to partial sun.shine.

HiKhs 50 to 55. Mostly
dear tonight. Lows in the
.'JOs. Tomorrow, sunny.
Highs from the uppt-r 50s
to middle 60s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

9 Cheeseburger. Spajfhetti Beanburgers. Spaghetti
• with Garden Vegetables with Garden Vegetables

I DINNER
• Roast Turkey/Dressing,

J Gravy, Cranberry Sauce,

Frank Reuben

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rice Casserole.

Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy. Cranberry Sauce

Attention
Collegian Staff

Dr. James Boylan, chair of the Journalistic studies

program will be giving a talk on:

FreecKtm of Information Act
at 7:30 p.m.

tonig^ht

in the Suffolk Room, Student Union
Anyone interested in this interesting and infor-

mative topic is welcome to attend.

For more information, call Ken Bazinet at 545-3500.
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All that UMass babbling:

watch out for the worms

l'*lkt:taa phato hy Au I try
Todd Comeau just filets back to base in the Holy Cross ^ame earlier

this season. UMaas hosts Harvard in a doubleheader today at 1:00 p.m.

at Lorden Field.

By JIM FLOYD
Collcffiaa SUff

Some random thoughts accumulated

over some tall six packs of the cheapest

beer that could be found in an area which

is quickly becoming devoid of empty cans

and bottles.

Some enterprising students found that

it is more profitable to wander around the

outskirts of Boyden P'ield on Saturday

collecting empties. They were treated

with comtempt by a lot of fans who
assisted the collection by throwing cans

(empty of course) at these garbage

collectors.

Gorilla goaltender Gerry Moreau went

for a run on Sunday to help take his mind

off of the Rutgers loss (14 13). It was

raining very hard on Sunday.

But. it wasn't raining on Saturday.

Whoever controls the weather around

here is obviously a lacrosse fan. The three

best days of the semester (unless you like

rain, snow and/ or cold weather) have

been the days of the first three Gorilla

games. Regardless of the outcomes (one

good, two not so good), the fans got tans

or burns or burnt.

Speaking of lacrosse, rumor has it that

the Maryland game scheduled for May 8

may be held in Alumni Stadium. We'll

have to wait and see.

Why is men's lacros.se the only sport

with any sizable drawing power during

the spring? People should realize that

baseball, women's lacrosse, softball. and

tennis all put on pretty good shows, too.

And. for those fans who never really

watch anyway, all you have to do is get

organized and start your own trend in

attendance.

Rumors abound as to whether or not

certain men's basketball team members"

are going to transfer out of the Univer-

sity. These are. of course, unconfirmed

rumors and no one is really saying

anything concrete but. some hoopsters do

have their eyes open in case any desirable

opportunities present themselves.

UMass sports information director

Howie Davis got to go to the final Four of

the NCAA tournament where he mixed

both with and for reporters. Apparently.

Davis was the official bartender in the

press courtesy room, according to a

source at his office.

The eventual champion of the tour

nament was the Wolfpack of North

Carolina State in case you didn't know. I

know because I owe several people sums

of money due to the outcome of the final

game (But. I wasn't really gambUng.

Mom.).

Time to see what the Celtics are really

made of as the NBA playoffs approach at a

rapid rate. If they do manage to rise up

and get it back. Larry Bird will be the

hero. He has to be the main force.

Be careful, spring joggers. April

showers bring May flowers but. they also

litter the streets and sidewalks with

worms.

After a comment like that. I'm sure to

be banished from the newsroom. Oh well,

back to the packy for more killer b's. And
I'll take my own empties thank you.

New York City and UMass water polo don't mix that well
Driving to New York City is tough.

Driving to New York and then jumping into

a pool and playing water polo is even
tougher. New York and Queens College was
the destination of the University of

Massachusetts women's water polo team
this weekend and they ended up dropping
two t^ugh games.

l Mass dropped their first game to host

Queens College. 5 2. after driving three and

a half hours to the city and getting there
half an hour before the meet. The
Minutewomen didn't get any warmup lime.

Still. UMass wasn't ice cold and Caroline
Freitas and Nancy Connolly scored the two

I' Mass goals. Kerry O'Brien also played

well.

- GERRY deSIMAS

PHOTOGRAPHERS!
Enter ThE ORchARd Hill

Arts FestIvaI PhoTO Contest!

Prizes For rhE Best bUck & whiTE pkoTO
of CAMpUS UFe ANd bEST ColoR pNoTO of

PiONEER VAlUy lANdsCApE,

FIrst pRizE \h EAch cATEqoRy is $29.00
qifr CERxificATE at tNe Camera Shop in

A^hERST.

DeUver aU entrIes to McIntIre House
(Miwiwuw »iic 8"x10'^)jjouwTtd A wATTtd by Apwil 20.

Attention
Student

Infant care

applications

available now for

Sept '83-May '84

Infont Doy Cor*
C*nt»r

SHInn#r Holl

545-2400
%••••••••••••••

WEIL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

:=3z

Book Now for

Low Summer Charter

Flights to Europe!

We also do:

Eurailpasses

Youth Hostel Cards

Car Rentals in Europe

Train Tickets

Tours

Cannpus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 010C3

545-0500

aK ag nr y>gag 3 C zs SB

If you have at least

two years of college left,

you can spend six weeks at

our Army ROTC Basic

Camp this summer and earn

approximately $600
And if you qualify, you

can enter the ROTC 2-

Year Program this fall and
receive up to $ 1 ,000 a year

But the big payoff

happens on graduanon day
That s when you receive

an officer 5 commission
So get your body in

sh,ipe (n(»t to mennon your

bank account)

Fnrolhn Army ROTC
R>r more information,

conf/ict voiir Professor of

Mili(,ir\ Scrncc

ARMYROK.
BEAUYOUCANBE.

o ,V Contact:

'%h^ Jannet C. Mahonay

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoWagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monoay Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Audi LS100 AM/FM sunroof radials

call evenings 666-7541

70 Valiant 318 ci $560 call Jere 546-9424

1979 Ford Fiesta mint poverty must sell

great gas 545-0244 549-0363

78 Blazer new parts rust 1800 253-3301

71 VW But - Many new parts - good
engine. Good tires - body good but needs

paint. $1200.00 call Curt after five 253-7695

must sell.

BELLYGRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional bellydancer

for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

CHEENOS
~

Today in Campus Center new stuff pents

$10 shorts, shirts $5

CLIFF8IDE SUBLET

Summer sublet wKh fall option • 2

bedroom apt. equipped with dishwasher;

and laundry in building. Area has a pol, ten-

nis courts. Located on bus route. $296 per

month including everything. Call 545-0182

before 5:00, 666^7729 after 5:00

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Enterteinment Agency Inc.

Bands Oiscjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

549-4405

It's the day after PaulamasI Let's make
woopee by the moonlight cause I love you

(honest). Mr. Deep

FOR RENT

3 bedroom apt North Amherst start June
549 1684 John days

1 bedrm
June 1

Puffton ept. for rent: avail.

Call Jesse: 545-2707. 549 5915

Available now: sunny spacious room in

Mam St apt $J41253 9646

2 females wanted for large bedroom in 2

bedroom Rolling Green Apt. 130. each in-

cludes everything. Summer sublet with fall

option 256-0807

Quiet and private room. Downtown
Amherst. Available immediately. Call

2537934

Summer sublet/fall option 1 or 2

bedrooms in 2 bedroom Sunderland apt

Bus directly out front negotiable 666-3188

FOR SALE

"Howerd" red-wood folk guitar b offer

546^8161

For Sele Portable Stereo/Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546 981 9 fo r info

Saitex Telephoto Lens 135mm fits Pentax

K 75.00 Scott 546-7439

Bicycle. 1982 Motobecane Grand Touring,

18 speed, mint condition, 253 5956

Gibson ES33B Sunburst, shaller heads,

stop tail piece, very good cond. $560 or 80
666-2127

FOUND
~

Dorm Key on silver ring. Outside Dickin

son Dorm, near Grayson Call after 9 PM
646^6a
Found women's
description needed

watch can 549-4768

Young, female, short-haired black cat

with long ears Er long legs. Found in vicinity

of Stop ft Shop. She recently had a litter -

if she is yours or would like to adopt her

please call 253 7057

HELP WANTED

BONDABLE STUDENT REPRESEN
TATIVE wanted for on-campus refrigerator

company. Should be well organized w/a
clean driver's license. Call Mrs. Masters col-

tect 212 371-3500

A SIGNIFICANT SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT EXPERIENCE: in a rustic residen-

tial camp serving disadvantaged children.

Stop by the concourse level II April 13 for

more information. Or call TRAIL BLAZER
CAMPS (212) 431-8390

Earn $600 or more each school year.

Flexible hours. Monthly payment for plac

ing poster on campus. Bonus based on

results Prizes awarded as well.

800-526-0683

Wilderness Trip Leaders Needed for

summer program, experience in either rock

climbing, canoeing, caving, more impor-

tant is ability to work with children. $1100

-»-. 203-226-4222

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate Psychology student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

herpes. If you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 pm.

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Jewish Sunday School needs
teacher, Hebrew, history, music and teen

leader. PC Box 606 Amherst for application

JOE ENO
~

Let me wine f» dine you. 1-2-3. Gum,
you're a good, good boy. Love, luf ft lust,

Mona *

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
OPEN RUSH

All UMass women are cordially invited

to Lambda Delta Phi's Open Rush Dinners

Mon thru Fri, April 11-15 The delicious

meals will be served at 5:30 p.m. feel free to

bring friends RSVP 546-0939

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
~

The Legal Services Office has eight posi

tions available for full-time legal assistant

interns for Fall 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid atorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Sup>erior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under anorney super-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required Further in-

formation, LSO. 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Brown checkbook size wallet very im

portent that it is returned please! Call Kathy

546-1435 keep trying

Lost 4/6 ladies wetch with leather band
has sentimental value call Maureen
546-8410

Levi's Jeen Jacquet with Mt Snow lift

ticket had an ID inside Lost Wed April 6 at

the Pub I think I've got yours by error. Call

Anabei 546-5380

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Room needed for summer in O.B.. V.H.

or Edgartown call Teresa 545-0162

MOTORCYCLE FUN

72 Honda 380 • orange, greet shape, reel

cute. Sissy ber. 2 matching helmets,

nrtanuel included Best offer. Call Tami at

6664395 or 54&3500 Leave message

MOTORCYCLES

1979 Yamaha 400XS. Greet cond. Many
extras, just tuned up, must sell $1000 or BO
call 253-jaiP A nice bikw —

PERSONALS

Jolly Green Gient I k>ve youl your little

Green Sprout

Qlerm McKinstry Call Jane about B Har

bor 549-51 10

lota Gamma Upsilon Open Rush Monday
4/11 7:30-8:30 Tuesday 4/12 5:00 dinner

Thursday 4/14 8:00-9:00 all university

women invited for more information call

Beth or Hilary at 256^6874

•••••••••••Sigma Delta Tbu**^******^
Open Rush

Mon 4-11 12:00 Lunch
Tues 4-12 5:00 Dinner

—•••For Info call Donna 546-0627*****

2M2227 you are the most wonderful person

I ever met. Love ya 5670327

Serious ebout losing weight? Support

group starting which utilizes a safe new ef-

fective program 584-0491 after 5:30 pm

Hey folks! Today is the last day of the big

referendum. Help us build a strong student

association. Vote today! Ballots in the DCs
and Hatch!

Happy B-day Julie the big 20 at last have

fun in Fla. Love ya, Peon

Ever thought of eeting in your own
dorm? For anyone interested in living in

Butterfieid Dorm next semester and enjoy-

ing this luxury there will be an information

session held on Wednesday and Thursday

April 13 and 14 in the Butterfield Lounge
from 6:15 to 7:00 pm

RUN FOR RITTER
Newman Center

April 23rd info at

Bill Thank you for the poem but who?
Source of sunshine

Free trained Lesbian/Gay Peer Counseling
Referal MTuThF 433 SU 4-8 pm 545-2645

Noddle Thank you for the personal. But
who are you? Please identify yourself Love
ya Kidney (Bean)

Northeest Area Government Elections

President, Vice-President, Treasurer,
Secretary. All paid positions. Nomination
papers available from 109 Mary Lyon. Due
April 25. Elections May 4 Er 5 questions call

Doris 6-4806

Daniel Happy Belated 21st You've made
my year a lot nicer. Thanx for always being

there. Love, Stacie

Spinney Its been fun brightening up your

bedroom, especially when the doors shut.

Kurt

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Open Rush

All UMass won>en invited

Tues April 12 9:00 - 10:00

Wed April 13 9:30- 11:00

Thurs April 14 9:00 10:00

Tues Apnl 19 9:00 - 10:00

Wed April 20 9:X 11:00

Tri-Sigma 382 N. Pleasant St

Questions: call 545-0046/0075

Eastern Orthodox Prayer Service in

English is offered each Sunday at 5:30 PM,
for all interested in a full expression of the

Christian faith in the Northampton area. A
coffee hour follows Please call 586-4046

for more information

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

5847924 Nancy.

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two roommetes for fell semester Puff-

ton Village apartment call Randi 549-4460

Looking for roommate to share two
bedroom apt in Puffton Village $140 per

nwnth per person cable TV call Neil

546-4309

Roommate wanted In fall for one
bedroom in two bedroom Brittany Manor
apt call Doug immediatelYl 253 7125

Cape Cod rentel room for 4 peopte in Den-

nisport call 546-5021

Roommates wanted for fell semester in

townhouse apartments 1 or 2 bedrooms
availabie call Suzanne 549-2866

Hyannis Beach House 2 females to share

room call Jane 549-4736.

One femele roommete wanted for two
bedroom Brittany Manor Apartment
256^6632

drandywine 3 roorr>ates for summer with

faHooation 549-4114.

SERVICES

Typing fast • reliable $1/pg. IBM selectric

all Nancy 548-1642

TO SUBLET

3 bedroom apt for rent w/fall option 390
- utilities Main St Amherst 253 5941

2 bdrms in Amherst sublet 150 mo utilities

included fall option Cari/ Mitch 256-671 2

Summer sublet - furnished two bedrooms
Townehouse apts 549-6354

One bedroom apt for summer sublet with

fall opt Cliffside eves 665^3960 549 6-^9^

Colonial VIg 1 bdrm apt furnishing

$265+ 253 7797 summer sub/fall opt

One bedroom townhouse Southwood
Apts $310/month June 1 Aug 31

256 8923

Cheap furnished 3 bedroom apt air cond all

util incl summer only 256-83^1

Two bedroom Colonial Village Apt
room for three, on bus route, laundry and
pool facilities, $100 per month each Call

2537158
Brandywine 2 bedroom ept furnished

AC, pool, cable June 1 to Sept 1 549-418 1

Two bdrm Brandywine Apt pool, AC,

bus rte., avib 6/1 - 9/1, rent negtbl

549-4741

Spacious garden ept on bus route with

fall option 2 bedrooms rent negotiable

665-2719

Northampton four bedrooms June
August $560/month two floors two baths

5848126

2 bedroom apartment at Riverglade

apts. Summer sublet with fall option.

Available June 1. $325/m 253 2084 Lary/-

Julie

Availabie for summer sublet furnished 1

bdr Brandywine $330/ month call evenings

549 1 305 Duncan

Summer sublet 2 bdrm^apt 3 min walk to

town 10 minutes to campus furnished

285.00 per month call 256 8539

Summer — 2 bedrtwm Brandywine apt.

clean and furnished. Call 549-6745.

Summer sublet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm
Southwood Apt. pool, tennis, bus route,

heat incl 256-6739

Summer sublet - fall option 3 bdrm in

Sunderland on bus $330/mo call 665-7028

One bedroom Cliffside apartment sum
mer sublet w/fall option utilities included

665 2294

1 or 2 rooms in 2 bedroom Southwood
apt for summer and possible fall option!

$206 for one room - big enough to share.

Call 256-8323 except during any major spor

ting even t of before 10 am

Summer: N Woods 160/mo male or

female nonsmoker call 666-7130 Thomas

Summer sublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apt w/fall option Squire Village rent for

summer negotiable 665-2127

4 bedroom apt in Riverglade 295/mo call

253 5487

2 bdrm Brittant apertment best offer fall

option one p>erson 256-0506

One bedroom in Brandywine apt, 6/1 -

9/1 rent negot. call Sagron 549 0393

Two bedroom apartment Cliffsidel

Pool, T-court, on busline 12 minutes to

UMass summer w/fall option 665-3904

Two bedrom apartment with fall option
Cliffside $350 utilities included 666 4580

One bedroom apartment June 1 with fall

option swimming pool tennis courts
666^4761

Rolling Green two bedroom air condition

ing balcony summer fall option 253-7924

Summer sublet fall option large two
bedroom apartment on bus route $360
nrwnthjcall^ 665-36ffl

Up and downstairs apt with 1 % batt>s.

Located V^ mi from campus in rural part of

N Amherst on Hobart Lane. Summer sublet

fall^ptjon 549 1 74^

Sublet /fall option 1 bedroom Puffton

$290 -» utilities 549-4877

One bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood townhouse available June 1

with fall option 253 3497

2 bedroom apt Cliffside Sunderland fall

option call evenings 665 3473

3 bedrooms avail in Echo Hill apt with

fall option 253-7770

Two bedroom summer sublet fell op-
tion bus route pool call 256-0223

Roommated wanted for summer sublet
w/fall option in Puffton apartments
549 64JI1^

2 bedroom Qiffside ept summer sublet

fall option 340/month 666-7914 nit«

3 bedroom ept in Puffton Village %JSO
month available June 1 Sept 1 call

5496912

SUMMER SUBLET
~

Femele wented to summer sublet Bran-
dywine room. For more information
549 0425

Attrective Brineny Menor Apartment
for summer sublet call for info 256-0682

Summer sublet Townhouse epts. fur-

nished 3 bedroom rent negotiable call Betsy
or Shorn 549 6709.

WANTED

Cash for your records, tapes 545-2836
(ask for Jaromir/leave rressage)

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

Providence Deed ticket

buy or trade 546 6172
needed. Will

1 need housing on Nantucket Islsnd this

summer call Peter 546 4732

WANTED TO RENT
~

$25 reward if you help us to find a 3
bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept call

Amy 6 5816 or Andrea 6 5498

Puffton 3 bedroom apartment beginning
June or September 6-5S2S or 256-8463

Looking for a place on the Cape (Hyan
nis area) for summer rental. If you are

female and need a roommate, please call

Ann at 6-5440 Leave message

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt in Puffton for

June w/fall option 549-0787

2 or 3 bedroom apt dor 6/1 or 9/1 call

6-9126 or 6-9132

$30 reward for 3 bedroom apt - Puffton or

Townehouse call Sheryl 6-9680 Shari

6^9623

Three bedroom Townehouse apt to rent

summer/fall beginning June call Stu 6-5445

Steve 6 5467
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More sports on page 14

Injury riddled softball

team takes on Westfield
By GERRY deSIMAS

('oll»t>ui SUff

Like a curse that is just waiting to

pounce on you, it patiently waits. Then, all

of a sudden, with full fury, it hits you. It is

the malady that every coach dreads, the in-

jury bug.

l^Mass softball coach Elaine Sortino is

well aware of this not so welcome pest.

Last season, it crippled the softball team.

This year, it is at it again. Four key players

have been hurt and it is questionable where

these players will play in today's 2:30 p.m.

doubleheader with Westfield State at

NOPE if they can even play at all.

The situation shapes up as follows.

UMass started the season with two healthy

top-notch catchers. Now they have none

(totally healthy). And the number two bat

in the lineup and the only pitcher with ex-

perience from last year are hurt.

"The rain (it cancelled Saturday's

doublehAder with New Hampshire) was

frustrating, but we needed the rest. We're

hurting in key positions."

Ail American catcher Jackie Gaw has

been plagued with a sore arm since the day

after last weeks doubleheader with

Rut^fers. Against URL Gaw played DH to

rest her arm. Sortino hopes to use her in

the outfield tomorrow.

"It handicaps us to use her as a DH. It's

too big of a hole to fill offensively and

defensively." said Sortino.

Gaw's backup, the equally capable Beth

TalbfJtt, woke up Friday morning after the

URI game with a swollen knee. Talbott had

originally hurt her knee in South Carolina

earlier this Spring and catching the

doubleheader irritated the knee. It should

be OK for Talbott to play today hopes Sor-

tino.

At second base, Missy Oman is missing

her second consecutive year due to injury.

She hurt her wrist in South Carolina

sliding into a base. Sortino had expected

her back last week and hopes to use her in

at least one game tcxlay at second base.

Oman, was the number two batter in SC
and a top notch hunter.

Pitcher Patty Masury, the only pitcher

with any varsity experience this year, is

gone for the year with a bad shoulder.

"It was a devastating injury," said Sor-

tino, "because we lost a player who could

do a few more things for us (than just

pitch)."

This afternoon at 2:30. the

Minutewomen, 12-4 face a toiigh Westfield

State squad, that finished 3rd in Division

III (in the nation last year and had three

AIlAmericans (Div. III).

With help from the JV. Janet Miller and

Krista Stanton, and the reemergence of

Mary Ann Lombardi's hitting and the

steady play of Allyson Rioux and the rest of

the team. UM will attempt to shake the ole

injury bug off and get back on the healthy

track.

CallaciM HmM kr Mm DMratte

Tina Coffin will be out in centerfield at UMasa (12-4) takes on

Westfield St. in a doubleheader todaj at NOPE at 2:30 p.m.

Herder likes his new shirt
By JIM FLOYD

CalWcteBSUff

John Herder's favorite tee-shirt is the

one that has the Trinity College emblem
right smack dab in the middle of the chest.

In fact, he wore it all day on Saturday after

he took it from a member of the Trinity

College crew team.

When crew teams race against each

other they bet shirts, known appropriately

as bettmg tees on the race (except for pro-

grams like Amherst College who only bet

shirts when they know they can win which

is not against L'Mass). Whichever team

connes in first place gets the shirts from

their vanquished opponents.

John Herder rows in the varsity eight for

the University of Massachusetts crew team

which, for the first time in six years,

defeated Trinity during the regular season

on Saturday in one of the most exciting

races the two srh'>'>ls have had in quite

some time.

It was a headto-head battle on the Trini-

ty course from start to finish as neither

boat was able to pull ahead until, in the

final 30 strokes of the 2000 meter race, the

UMass eight was able to outpull Trinity in

the sprint enroute U> a scant two second

victory.

"The varsity's win over Trinity was the

most important win for any crew I've put

on the water in five years," said a jubulant

head coach Dave "Cook" Kumlin. who was

a L'Mass oarsman himself before becoming

first the freshman coach and then head

mentor.

In the junior varsity race. UMass held a

slight lead throughout the race but ran into

control problems down the stretch and lost

by a slim one second margin, but Kumlin

still thinks that they will be a force to be

reckoned with in the future.

"The JV 8 is one of the best JV boats

we've had in a long time. They should leave

just as many crews in their wake as the

varsity will," he said.

Stning talk, but the prtwf was self evi-

dent on Sunday when Wesleyan College

came to I'Mass water to face the local

oarsmen on the Connecticut River and

were sent away winless (and shirtless, too).

"Wesleyan is caught in a rebuilding

year." said Kumlin. "Their varsity eight

was never really a threat and was buried by

28 seconds. The jayvees had a tougher race

but walked away from Wesleyan in the last

1000 meters."

This Saturday, the team will host a very

tough Temple I'niversity crew which plac-

ed second in the nationals last season. John

Herder would like to be able to pull out

another victory over the water going Owls.

"I like their tee shirts, too." Herder smil-

ed.

Men's track impressive

in 4th place finish at BC
By LAURIE FISHER

r*iwr>*SMa

Although, they did not upset the

strongest track teams in New England
such as Northea.stfm. Dartmouth and
B<iston College, who hosted the meet, the

University of Massachusetts men's track

team came through with some impressive

performances and finished fourth, Satur-

day, in a field of six.

The team finished where they expected

to with the leading individuals showing

that they are ready to score after a six

week competitive lay off and with some
freshman indicating they have the depth

to perform well against the top teams,

coach Ken O'Brien said yesterday.

The sea.soned competitors not only

scf)red high, hut they all improved their

individual performances from last year.

Senior. John Wright won the 110 high

hurdle event hands down with a time f)f

14.2 seconds.

"He was a flight (a hurdle) ahead of

everyone else. " O'Brien said. I..ast year.

Wright's time was 14.6 showing "signifi-

cant improvement."

Despite nagging injuries, Steve Hyder
took third in the shot put event throwing

a distance of 52' 3 ". It was a good exam-
ple of his improvement because last year
at the first outdoor meet he threw 49' 6".

Runner Brian Osborne followed suit

and took a third in the 400 meter event

and junior. Rodney I.aFlamme, placed

fourth in the steeplechase event.

The freshmen refused to be ignored.

Ferde Adobe took second in the triple

jump with a distance of 44' 10" and Tom
Tullie placed fourth in the pole vault event

at 13' 6".

The throwers were equally impressive.

Freshman Kyler Foster threw the javelin

193' 2" and took second. After coming
out of shoulder surgery in September. Al

Madonna also placed in the javelin event.

A distance of 189' earned him third.

"Both looked exceptionally go<Kl for an
opening meet, giving us reason to believe

this should be a strong event." O'Brien

said.

(3'Brien is hoping for another sunny,

breezy day this Saturday when the mens
and womens track department will host

over 50 .schools in the 1'Ma.ss relays.

NL West: Padres look to take first title

»>

Phil Niekro
Braves riding

AP Laarrphoto

has the hopes of the

on his a^ng arm.

By ELLIOTT KALB
( oUvftMn Hurr

Since divisional play infested major

league baseball in K^*i9. the National

l^eague West has been the east competitive

division. Only two teams have ever won the

World Series (the Cincinnati Reds and the

Ixjs Angeles Dodgers) from this division,

while thr Padres and Astros have never

seen a World Series g;ame without benefit

of a ticket and the Atlanta Braves and San

Francisco Giants have to go back over 20

years. This year, things could be different.

SAN DIF]GO: In the words of an ancient

Bible sportswriler, "And the last shall be

first." Or at least competitive. This team

has a legitimate Hall of Famer in ex

Dodger Sieve Garvey; several All Stars

like catcher Terry Kennedy and shortstop

Garry Templeton; and a youthful pitching

staff headed by Tim Lollar. In this division,

it may be enough.

ATLANTA: This really is America's

team, sent into orbit via the satellite. Ted
1 uner may be eccentric, but this ballteam

was constructed by solid baseball men and
may well sneak off with their second

consecutive division title. This is a team
without the frontline pitching that San
Diego or Ix>s Angeles h.is, but it counters

with the best two man bullpen in the

majors. Gene Garber and Steve Bedrosian

will have plenty of opportunity to put out

enemy fires.

LOS ANGELES: This is a team
struggling to put their finger into a dyke
and plug holes. They have several players

playing out of position, including Pedro
Guererro at third base and Mike Marshall in

right field. They are weak in the bullpen,

behind the plate, and their manager isn't

going to win any games for them. Still, if

San Diego is still a year away and Fernando
Valenzuela and Jerry Reuss put good years

together, they may be capable of pulling it

out.

SAN FRANCISCO: Frank Robinson did

it with mirrors last year and the Giants will

have difficulty maintaining last year's

stretch run. They are a second division club

with several weaknesses. They lost the

heart and soul of their club when Joe
Morgan and Reggie Smith left. They need

big years from Chili Davis and Jack Clark,

hope that a few clubs fall apart, and then

maybe they can come away with the West.
Not this year.

CINCINNATI: After hating the Reds for

so long. I almost hope that the other teams
keep stomping on the Reds now that they

are down and in a period of decline. Without

Sparky. Pete and company, it is hard to

believe that this is the same Reds
organb.ation. If Latin America turns out the

way Reagan is afraid it may, then it would

be only appropriate for this team with Latin

Americans like Dave Concepcion and Mario

Soto to be nicknamed the Reds.

ASTROS: The Astros are merely
following the lead of the other contending

professional sports teams from Houston:

the Oilers and the Rockets. They are a

terrible team, with the poorest offense and
the most porous defense. That is not the

way to win baseball games.
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SSAM passes

while Senate

remix stumbles
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Coll*Kl>n SUff

University of Massachusetts students overwhelmingly

voted to support the State Student Association of

Massachusetts (SSAM) in the Student Ck>vemment

AssiK'iation's (SGA) Referenda elections on M(»nday and

Tuesday.
Students also gave strong support to a plan that would

expand University Residence Hall living options and

favore<J continuation of the residential colleges, in the non-

binding referenda. Opinion was more closely divided on

question two, which asked students if they favor a propos-

ed plan to reorganize the Undergraduate Student Senate

and question five, which conceme<l University funding

and sponsorship of academic contacts with South African

educational and government institutions.

The unofficial turnout was 2.5r)« votes out of 17,073

eligible student voters. Elections Coordinator Mindy Ord-

way said the 13 percent turnout was "pretty gcKKJ for the

second election in a semester," but emphasiz«'<1 that

"nothing is binding."

UMass students voted to increase the Student Activities

Fee by $1 per semester to fund the UMass chapter's con

tribution to SSAM. SSAM. a lobt)y group for student con-

cerns in the state legislature and other policy making

groups, will eventually have chapters on all 28 state col-

lege and university campuses. State Student C«M»rdmator

Michael Ferrigno said.

Students voted to support SSAM by 2.135 for votes to

387 against.

"It's an overwhelming victory," Ferrigno said. "We
clearly got a vote of confidence fn)m the students."

A plan which would expand on-campus living options

was favored by 6^ percent t»f student voters. Mark Welch,

author of the question, said this expresses student desire

for the administration to allow the option of co-ed

bathrooms in co-ed dormitories which eliminates f<»rcing

students to use bathrooms on a flf»or other than a floor on

which they live.

Students voted 1,893 to 339 to continue residentially-

based academic programs in the residential colleges.

Bruce Levy, assistant U) the SGA president, said he wrt>te

the questions in response to administration and faculty

proposals which would eliminate the system.

"The residential programs provide direct service to the

student* and we felt it was important to ask students if

they want them to ctmtinue," Levy said.

Students voted down the proposal to reorganize the

Undergraduate Student Senate by only 52 percent Forty-

eight percent, or 1,109. voted to "reduce the number of

senators and elect at large," and 1,319, 52 percent, voted

to keep the system where senators are elected by dorm,

from the Third World population, and from the Greek and

commuter areas.

Speaker of the Senate Chris Sullivan, an opponent of

reorganization said. "I don't think that cutting the size of

the Senate in any way addresses the problems that the

proponents of cutting the senate say exist. " He added that

the vote is "an indication that people feel the senate is

working for them."
Students favored regulation of UMass funding and

sponshorship of academic contacts with South Africa by

1.454 votes to 819.

George McKenzie, student senaU)r and Third WorW
Caucus member, initiated the question. He .said he hoped

that this would be the first step in establishing "a specific

policy to deal with academic exchanges with South

Africa

"

Regents appease Board of Education

over admission standards disagreement
By KEVIN BOWE

< •ikftM sun

The Massachusetts Board of Regents is attempting to

make amends with the state Board of Education, which has

opposed the Regents' proposed admissmn standards

policy.

Chancellor of Higher Educatmn John B. Duff said

yesterday that the Regents will pass "interim " admission

standards policy at their May meeting, after which the

Regents will hold a joint meeting in June with the Board of

Education to discuss the implementation of that policy.

"They (the Board of Educatran) have suggested a joint

meeting before this summer to discuss several

issues... (including) admission standards." Duff said.

The interim admission standards policy will be passed in

May so it nuy be implemented by next fall. Duff said. The

polky will be re examined during this time and any

changes that are needed will be made then, he said.

Duff said the Regents' plan will include a sliding scale

dmisswns policy that will enable students with high SAT
scores but low high school class rank or low SAT scores

with a high class rank to be eligible for college acceptance

at the state institutions. Previously the Regents proposed

that students achieve a minimum level in both criteria for

eligibility.

"The word 'interim' is to stress the Regents' willingness

to make changes." James Martin, chairman of the Regents

said.

The Regents were asked by the Board of Educatk>n to

support the earmarking of a certain proportion of local aid

for primary and secondary education, however it was

tabled until next month.

"Our proposal to increase admission standards is going

to cost money." Duff said endorsing the plan.

Commissioner of Education John Lawson has expressed

opposition to the Regents admission policy because it

would cost school districts to much money to implement.

Duff said. "Education, the kindergarten to tweltlh

grade, has suffered much more under Proposition 2'/2 than

any other servke.

"This Board should see educatmn as a whole, from

kindergarten to graduate school. This (secondary schools)

is where (college) students eventually come from." he said.

Several of the Regents requested more information on

the specifics of the law before they were willing to vote on

the endorsement.

"I sense enough reservatwn among the Regents (to

endorsing earmarking local aid for education). However no

one should interpret this postponement. ..as oppositwn,

"

Martin said.

In other business. Duff announced that the Regents will

pass guidelines for the dispersal of $15 million in newly-

alkjcated student aid at the May meeting.

Duff said the additional money will be used to increase

the number of students receiving scholarships by 10,(X)0 as

well as increasing the amount of money a student can

receive.

Also students from families with incomes of between

$15,000 and $20,000 will be eligible to receive assistance.

Duff said.

Redenbacher popcorn, Bounty found all wet at science fair

By DAN STOCKFORD

Popcorn, ice cream and acid rain were among the topics

of science projects presented yesterday by more than 100

junior and senior high school students participating in the

Western Massachusetts Science Fair held in the Student

Union Ballroom.
The contestants entered their projects in five categories.

including the behavioral, biological, environmental and

physical sciences and engineering.

Twelve year old lionnie Barber's, was to evaluate

several different brands of popcorn attempting to

determine which brand was the best value.

Orville Redenbacher Popcorn lost becau.se it co.st 8.3

cents an ounce, while others cost less than a penny an

ounce, she said. "Also there were 27 unpopped kernels in

an ounce of Redenbacher, and it had the lowest volume of

any of them."

Other projects ranged from "The Effects of Thyroxine

on the Metamorphosis of the Rana Pipien" to "Getting

Your Licksout of Ice Cream."

Mark Lin. 12. of Dalton. concluded from his experiment,

titled "Which Paper Towel is the Best?" that Job Squad

brand paper towels were best. He said. "Bounty did pretty

goixl. but it costs more than a couple of the others so it lost

out." Price Chopper paper towels placed second, he said.

"The Biological and Environmental Effects of Volcanism

on Acid Rain Phase 11" was the title of the project

presented by Kristin Skrabis, 17. of Orange. She said she

spent over two years on the heavily detailed presentation,

which included aquariums and terrariums showing fish and

plants in environments of differing acidity.

Anthony Strout. 13, also of Dalton. showed an animated

film in his presentation entitilt>d "3D Animation." "I've

been interested in animation for a long time." Strout said.

"I got the idea from watching Christmas specials like

"Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer.

"

The winners received their awards at a special banquet

in the ('ampus Center. The participants had the op

port unity to view slidesof their exhibits.

The projects were judged by a large panel of volunteers

from government, industry, and education, including many
UMass professors.

The top winners in the senior division will go to the state

science fair at M.I.T. and Harvard on April 29 and 30.

according to Chris Emery, a science teacher at Amherst
Regional High School and chairman of the event
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World and National News
Waffiingtonsurpasses Epton in the homestretch
CHICAGO tAP) - Rep. Harold

Washinjflon. bidding to become the city's

first black mayor, pushed into a narrow

lead over Republican Bernard Epton on last

night after a record turnout in a racially

charged election.

Kpton. a white millionaire lawyer, hoped

to become the city's first Republican chief

executive in 52 years, while Democratic

Washington bid to become the city's first

black mayor.

With 1.847 of 2.194 precincts reported.

Washington had 395.331 votes or 50 percent

to Eptons 390. 638 or 49 percent. Socialist

candidate Ed Warren received 2.338 votes.

It was not known which parts of the city

were reporting first, so it was unclear how

well the early pattern would hold up.

The Chicago Board of Election Com

missioners estimated that 88 percent of the

1.6 million voters had cast ballots under

sunny skies. That would eclipse a record 77

fiercent turnout in the Feb. 22 primary in

which Washington narrowly captured the

Democratic nomination in a three way race.

A WLS TV poll of people leaving the

voting booth projected shortly after the

balloting ended at 7 p.m. that Washington

would win with 55 percent.

Another exit poll conducted for WBBM
TV said Wai.hington was leading in early

returns and was running stronger than

expected in the predominantly white

Northwest Side and the liberal North Side

lakefront area. However. WBBM did not

project a winner.

Washington's own pollsters projected a

victory margin of 160.000 votes, according

to WBBM.

"We feel good. It looks solid."

Washington. 60. said after a deli breakfast

in his Hyde Part enighborhood where he

votes. "We've been ahead since day one."

Washington planned to campaign

through the day. while Epton — who had

been a quiet candidate in the final days —
headed for the Chicago White Sox home

opener against the Baltomore Orioles.

"Hopefully we'll start off with a victory

there, and if we're lucky and the Lord is

willing we'll has a victory when we end the

day." Epton. 61. told reporters at a movie

theater where he voted.

As in the primary, assistant US. at

torneys and others monitored for possible

vote fraud. By late morning, the offices of

the U.S. Attorney and the Cook County's

state's atttorney reported more than 200

complaints. The elections board reported a

quiet election.

ChicaRO Democratic mavoral candidate Harold Washington took a

slight lead last night in early precinct results there. He is pictured here

at a news conference March 16.

Reaffan proposes new hotline link to avert nuclear accident^ ^
.. h;„;-w„-„». .t . now« TK^ nrnnn^aU wprp announced a day a showdown vote on Kenneth L. Adelm;

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan

administration proposed yesterday the

twlstering of "hot line" communications

with the Soviet Union, including a new link

between miliUry centers, as a means ior

averting nuclear war through accident or

miscalculation.

"These are very simple things. They

would benefit everybody." said Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger at a news

conference.

The proposals include upgrading the

existmg teleprinter 'hot line" between U.S.

and Soviet leaders to a high speed system

that could relay photos and charts, creation

of separate lines between military com

mands and also between embassies, and

provisions for consultation over nuclear

terrorist incidents.

The proposals were announced a day

before the House is scheduled to vote on a

resolution calling for a freeze on nuclear

weapons, a measure strongly opposed by

President Reagan. One worry of nuclear

freeze advocates is the possibilty of ac

ridental nuclear war.

The announcement, effectively making

formal ideas aired by Reagan himself

months ago. also comes as the Senate nears

a showdown vote on Kenneth L. Adelman

as the nation's arms control director.

But "No. there's no relation to any other

events involved." insisted Weinberger.

Weinberger said he talked over the

proposals last Thursday in a meeting with

Soviet ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin.

Dobrynin was "noncomittal" and promised

to transmit the proposals to his govern

ment. Weinberger said.

Amendment supporting guns

proposedby Quincy legislator

BOSTON — A proposed amendment to the state

constitution guaranteeing the right to own guns was

defended by a legislator yesterday as a way to prevent

sUte and local bans on handguns.

The bill, filed by Rep. Robert A. Cerasoli. D Quincy.

spells out the right of the "law abiding citizen " to own and

use firearms, including handguns, pLstols and rifles, and

proponent s of handgun bans quickly opposed it.

"We oppose this bill because it makes a mockery of our

constitution and because it will decimate almost every

existing handgun control provtsion currently found in our

statutes." Steven Masters, director of Citizens for Han

dgun Control, said in a statement prepared for the hearing

before the liegislatures Natural Resources Committee.

Cerasoli said he proposed the constitutional amendment

to safeguard gun ownership in the face of the annual on

slaught of anti handgun proposals.

"If we address it in the constitution, we don't have to

worry about local ordinances." the legislator, a life

member of the National Rifle Association, told the com

miltee.

He added later that his proposal would also promote

hunting — as a sport and as a "necesssary method of

fostering the propagation, growth, conservation and wise

use of our renewable wildlife resources.""

A proposed constitutional amendment has to be ap

proved by two successive legislatures before going to

voters for ratification.

"I think there is a tot of support for it out there,

"

Cerasoli said in a telephone interview

Di
By the Associated Press

Reagan ups deficit forecasts

WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration issued a

revised budget forecast yesterday that adds 14 billion to

the record deficits previously projected for fiscal 1983 and

1984. But it said the red ink in later years will be less than

expected.

The White House Office of Management and Budget said

the deficit for the current fiscal year is now predicted at

$21 billion, up $2.5 billion from the last official estimate

made in January. The deficit for 1984 was put at $190

billion, up 1.4 billion.

The budget office said a reduction in the deficits

stemming from an improved foreca.st of economic activity

in 1983 was more than offset by other factors, such as

lower tax revenues from oil producers because of a decline

in petroleum prices and higher spending on Social Security

and the jobs program recently enacted into law.

During fiscal years 1985 through 1988. however, the

deficits will shrink from the January forecast, by

amounts ranging from as Uttle as 3.1 biUion in 1986 to as

much as $14 biUion in 1988. according to the report. The

smaller deficits are due entirely to the improved economic

forecast for 1983, budget officials said.

Still, the administration, which came into office

promising to balance the budget, foresees chronic deficits

exceeding $100 billion a year through 1988.

N. Y. rep. predictsMXdeath

WASHINGTON — The congressman who led the

successful fight to deny the Defense Department money to

produce the MX missile predicted yesterday that the new

nuclear weapon will finally go to its grave this year.

But the MX critic. Rep. Joseph P. Addabbo. D N.Y..

also said he believes the margin of defeat for the missile

will be far ctoser this time than the 245 176 vote last

December by which the House deleted the $988 million

earmarked for building the first five missiles.

Addabbo, chairman of the House Appropriations sub-

committee on defense, said part of the reason, besides the

simple reluctance of some congressman to kill the MX. is

that a presidential advisory commission has linked its

development to a proposal to build a snuU. single warhead

missile that would be more politically popular.

In what was seen as an effort to make the MX program

more palatable, the panel recommended Monday that 100

of the 96 ton. 72 foot MX missiles be placed in un

derground silos now housing Minuteman III weapons in

Wyoming and Nebraska, while an arsenal of 1.000 15 ton

mobile missiles is developed and produced over the next

decade.

Some congressional moderates, including Sen. John

Glenn. D Ohio, have long supported the concept of the

smaller, single warhead missiles, dubbed "Midgetmen,"

instead of the MX "Peacekeeper"' intercontinental missile,

which would carry 10 warheads each.

"We will not win by the majority that we did last

December, but we still have enough of those members of

the House " who consider the MX a waste of money and will

defeat it. Addabbo told reporters.
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Correction
Two stories in this past Monday's Collegian dealing with occupational safety

hazards for women contained several factual errors. In a story about Women
Organized for Occupational Safety and Health (WOOSH). it was incorrectly reported

that the newly formed local chapter had joined with a group based in Boston. The

local WOOSH, in fact, has joined with a western Massachusetts group, based in

Springfield. In addition, it was reported the organization comprised 11 members.

The executive board of WOOSH has 1 1 members but the total membership totals 34

unions and 30 individuals in western Massachusetts, including 11 individuals from

UMass and the surrounding area. The organuation formed two years ago, not three

months ago, as stated in the article.

In an accompanying story on the effects of Video Display Terminals (VDTs) on

pregnant women, Myra Hindus, coordinator of the Working Women's Task Force of

the Everywomen's Center, was quoted as saying that a study done at a Canadian

Hospital showed VDTs do have an effect on pregnancy. Hindus did not make the

statement. The information came from the Radiological Health Bulletin from the

National Center for Devices and Radiological Health.

The CoUeqian regrets the errors and any inconviences they may have caused.

Pltolo b« Mikr Wsllar*

Kennv Ledwiti. a sophomore engineering major, defies laws of gravi-

ty as he remains on his skateboard riding this steep embankment near

the Fine Arts Center.

Duffey says colleges to stay

despite Long Range Plan
By BILL WALL

cwtvp^sufr

Although the academic affairs section oi

the Long Range Plan has called for the

"phasing out" of the current residential

college programs, that proposal has come

under attack for not considering the recent

changes made within the programs.

"The Faculty Senate issued a report in

the summer of 1981 on the location of

special programs such as the Inquiry

Program, the University Without Walls

(UWW) and the residential colleges. In the

fall of 1981. the two colleges (Southwest

and Orchard Hill Central), the Inquiry

Program and UWW were administratively

merged with the School of Education. " said

Prof. Robert Wellman, who has worked

extensively with the reorganization.

"The merger and what has been done

within the School (of Education) and

programs in merging has been ignored. The

plan has not taken into account what have

occured to and within the Residential

Colleges in the last two years. " Wellman

said.

The Academic Prioritites Committee of

the Faculty Senate has been instructed to

look at the Residential Colleges as they

presently exist and then report their fin

dings to the Faculty Senate and sub

sequently Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey,

according to the chairman of the committee,

Prof. Harold VanderZwaag of the sport

studies department.

"We received reports from the various

people involved in the Residential College

programs. We are inviting representatives

from the School of Education (to discuss the

programs) because the colleges have been

under their jurisdiction since last fall. It is

our responsibility to make a recom

mendation to the F'aculty Senate regarding

the future of the Residential College."

VanderZwaag said.

Duffey said the plan was a first draft and

therefore was subject to change. The

academic affairs section, including the

proposal to eliminate the colleges, was

prepared by outgoing Provost I/oren Baritz

and was widely circulated on campus before

Duffey's arrival.

Duffey said he has been cautious in

reserving the right to change the parts of

the plan, pending review by the University.

Wellman said that he disagreed with the

phasing out of the residential colleges but

agreed with the plan's statement that

residential education was sound.

"Far from eliminating, we are attempting

to expand the programming and services.

What we are committed to is expanding the

residential program to the whole campus.

We have not moved in any way to phase

them out but rather we've redirected

resources to create programs campus
wide." Wellman said.

The Northeast/Sylvan residential areas

are currently without an educational

college.

1984 may ring in new service
By DIANNE KELLEY

ColWfian CorrMpondcal

In response to student complaints.

University of Massachusetts Housing

Services will conduct a survey this faU to

determine what students need from the on

campus telephone service.

The survey is being conducted because

"students' needs aren't being met," said

Kathleen O'Dowd, a housing services ac

countant.

"The survey will concentrate on options

students feel they need. " she said.

Currently under the Centrex system, the

$25 resident phone fee covers monthly

phone rentals, new lines and equipment and

services rendered by a part time employee

who works jointly with University Housing

and New England Telephone. During the

semester the only additional charges are for

DA's firing action questioned
By ROBIN MANDEL

( ollcfian SUff

Charges of sexual discrimination against

the Hampden County District Attorney

have been made by former director of the

Consumer Protection Agency in Nor-

thampton regarding her recent firing.

Joan Sammel Weston, who was fired by

District Attorney W. Michael Ryan last

February, said her dismissal was not only a

political maneuver but also an attack

against women.
"It is no accident that I was fired becuase

1 am a woman and other women in the

agency are not planning to continue work-

ing under the district attorney after this in-

cident," she said.

Ryan denied the accusation that he fired

Weston on the basis of sexual discrimina-

tion.

"Joan Weston is not some champion of

the women cause. I have not treated her

unfairly and I feel that I have a pretty good

record in the hiring of women. If any bias is

shown it should be mentioned that is all

pro-women," he said.

Ryan said there are at present four

women attorneys working under him and

that he was elected by the people to make
decisions.

"The people wanted a change and that is

what they are going to get. I don't mean to

belittle the Consumer Agency but 1 think it

is open for improvements. We should be

more aggressive and take action against

the classes of complaints that are being

made. The Consumer Agency should be

focused more on civil rights and housing

laws, and therefore needs to be headed by

someone who is more familiar with these

issues," Ryan said.

Director of the University of

Massachusetts Off-Campus Housing,

Joanne Levenson said Ryan's firing of

Weston is "outrageous."

"Joan Weston started the Consumer
Agency and has lasted through the changes

of offices. She has done incredible work to

defend the basic rights of consumer in-

dividuals. The district attorney just doesn't

understand what makes this office work

the way it is," Levenson said.

She said if Ryan's aim was to make the

office accessible to greater issues, he is not

doing so by firing Joan Weston.

"The district attorney claimed that his

immediate aid was to improve this

director's position. But in my opinion, he is

not doing that. He is in effect downgrading

that aspect of the office which he spoke so

highly about," Weston said.

After bringing her case to her lawyers,

Ryan agreed to allow Weston to continue

to work until May 1 and to receive a salary

until June.

Warrants request shelter funds
By TAMl BORTON

( ollrKiu SUff

Among five articles for consideration

during the May 2 Town Meeting, presented

to Amherst Selectmen by petitioners last

night, were two which arose due to the

closing of Amherst's Prospect House on

March 31

.

The first, warrent article number 39, was

filed by Rev. Donna Schaper of Amherst for

the new Hampshire County Emergency

Shelter, which opened March 31 in Nor

thampton.

The article called for the town to vote to

appropriate $1,197 as the Town's share of

"local match" funding for the shelter,

known as "Jesse's House."

The figure represents Amherst's share of

a 25 percent county wide match of federal

funding for the shelter. Schaper said.

The second article, number 38, also filed

by Schaper for the shelter, asked the Town
to vote to appropriate $5,000 to fund a

revolving loan account to be used for

security deposits for low income Amherst

residents.

"The cause of much of the homelessnesa

in the area is a lack of a down payment on

housing. " Schaper said. "By establishing

this fund, we can hope to stop homelessness

before it starts."

This pool will be available only to the

homeless in Amherst, she said. At present,

there are planning problems that need to be

"ironed out." she said. "There ls a n«'d to

do this but a need to do it right."' she said. "I

assume we will keep trying (to solve the

problems) until the Town Meeting."

The plan will also serve as an initiative

for other communities serviced by the

shelter to work towards establishing a

county wide fund, said Betsy lx>ughran,

who is assisting Schaper with t he plan.

Ron Plant, regional director of the state

Office for Children, expres.sed a need for

such a fund. "It's important to establish a

strong relationship between realtors and a

social service such as a shelter." he said.

long distance calls.

O'Dowd said the basic residential phone

service does not enable students to obtain a

second phone for computer lines or "money

saving" services, such as Baystate. whfch

offers two hours of toll free calling within

the state.

In the upcoming month, the University

will be working on the technical and

financial problems involved in changing the

contract between the phone company and

UMass to include these advantages.

Jack Briggs. public relations manager for

New England Telephone in western Mass

said "UMass and its students is the largest

single customer in the western part of the

state.""

He said, "Baystate service may be a thing

of the past. Bell System is being broken up

to encourage competition in long distance

business", but that an alternative option

may be developed.

roUvfian pkolo by Krvin J Firhrlti

Jennifer Mclntire. atop the Clydesdale horse, talks with Kristen Dahl

as Dahl Mrokes the horse's mane outside Knowlton dormitory yester-

day.
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Democratic support of abortion

raises debate in Western Mass.
By MARY BALDWIN

(ollririan Suff

An amendment to the Massachusetts State Democratic

platform supporting reproductive rights adopted by a

large margin of delegates at last weekend's Democratic

Issues Convention in Springfield, has fueled mixed

reaction in Western Massachusetts.

The amendment supports abortion and both a man's and

woman's right to reproductive health. It pledges to work

for programs to improve the health and safety of pregnant

women, family planning, counseling and services with

special care to the disadvantaged and underprivileged.

The amendment recognizes the religious and ethical

concerns which many Americans hold concerning abortion^

Regarding the wording of the amendment. Mark

Zuchowski. a member of Massachusetts Citizens for Life,

said 'Its equal to saying. I realize all the ethical and

religious considerations when looking at the nuclear arms

race' but still supporting it. We wUl never be happy with a

statement that perpetuates abortion as it is now."

Before this amendment, there was nothing in the

women's right's section of the charter regarding abortion."

said Florence Frank, chairperson of the Amherst Town

Democratic Committee and former commissioner on the

Governors Status on Women CouncU before it was

dissolved by the King administration.

it was a real thriU on Saturday to get it passed." Frank

said.

This is the first year the reproductive rights amendment

which supports the 1973 Roe vs. Wade Supreme Court

decision on abortion rights came up at an issues con

vention.

"This is saying that the platform of the state Democratic

Party will prohibit the anti abortion referendum. We are

hoping we can get the Legislature not to pass it." Frank

said.

"This is not binding and it is not law but its saymg

where the Democratic Party is going now. she said.

Timothy Ryan, delegate to the issues convention and

pro life supporter said the amendment is meaningless.

it's only a platform. Platforms have been ignored

before and they will be ignored again. State Sen. Martin

Reilly. D Springfield, is against the amendment." Ryan

said.
,. .

"He wont support the pro choice amendment, he said.

Ryan said there is no set plan to counteract the amen

dment.

"The Democrats under Dukakis were in control that day.

It's just one minor battle." he said.

Donald Ross, former member of The Progressive Caucus

advocating the amendment's passage said. "An issue was

voted down that would have made candidates stand for the

platform.

if they didn't abide by the platform, they would have to

say why. It had a simple majority but not enough to amend

the charter." Ross said. In the future, candidates will have

to support the platform or else say why they are not. he

said.
,

if you want the child, the child is human. If you dont

want the child, it goes out of consciousness." said Lucien

Miller, editor for "Reflection, a healing dialogue for women

and men who experience abortions" and a professor at the

University of Massachusetts.

"Reproductive rights and political action are the in thing

but people don't look at the pain and suffering, he said.

"I interview people who have abortions. It's not

recognized what is going on. All the suffering by women

and men and unborn children." he said.
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If you're like most graduating students,

these »re the two words you want to hear most
But today the job search is tougher than ever

Fewer jobs, more applicants You know it We
know it

We also know you're skeptical of people sell

ing answers by mail So we won't guarantee that

our book. "How to Land the Job You Want? will

send a flood of job offers your way We will, how
ever, guarantee that if you dedicate yourself to

Its precepts, you'll maximize your chances of

someone telling you. "You're hired"
"How to Land the Job You Want" provides

practlcai guidelines for all phases of the Job
search not theoretical job-hunting rhetoric It

will help you identify career alternatives that
make the most sense for you Write an t ffectlve

resume Get. prepare for and handle inttrvlews
And decide between Job offers

What makes our book special'' It was devel

oped by the very people you want to hire you ex

ecutlves at major US corporations We've used
the principles outlined in "How to Land the Job
You Want" to advance our own careers We've
successfully coached others to advance theirs
And we've interviewed applicants who have
followed them as well as those who haven't.

"You're hired" is what we've said to those
who have

Oet the edge on your competition Send for

your copy of "How to Land the Job You Want" Do
It today The book is only 19 95 The results
could be worth a whole lot more

C 1983 Putiinji Minafumant Ornup

Enclose t9 95 (cash, check or money order)
for each copy of "How to Land the Job You Want"
ordered Connecticut residents add 7'4% tax
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P.O. Box ISaS, Oraanwlch, CT 06890. Allow 2
4 weeks for delivery
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Pre-menstrual syndrome

deserves serious thought

Campus Center crepe cooking

out of pan and into fire
By RITA MURPHY

Collegian Suff

Better health care is one of the most

important steps women can take to

alleviate the problems associated with pre

menstrual syndrome, said a gynecologist

last night to a group of fifteen women at the

Bangs Community Center.

Pre menstrual syndrome (PMS) occurs in

many women about seven days preceeding

a woman's menstruation. Why it affects

some women and not others is not yet clear,

Ellen Kaufman said.

'We dont know how to stop it; but if

women take responsibility for themselves,

then there are a lot of things we can do

about our lifestyles to help control PMS."
she said.

There is no documented proof that PMS
exists, but from "five percent to 95 percent

of women complain abtiul some changes

before their period," she said.

Many women who do experience I'MS are

in their early reproductive years, from "20 to

;30, she said.

There is no concensus in the medical field

as to what causes PMS hut most resear

chers theorize then n- type of

estrogen and progesirone (female hor

mones) imbalance." she said.

While many physicians disagree on

several theories about PMS. most agree

"that there is a tremendous interplay

between emotional and biological factors,"

she said.

Joyce Clement, a nurse practitioner, said

whetiier or not PMS exists is not as im-

portant as the fact the symptoms do.

"There is nothing more detrimental for a

pain-Pt to be told their symptoms aren't

valid, " she said.

As a nurse practitioner, Clement says she

has difficulty getting physicians to seriously

look at the problem of PMS. because

"unless it is scientifically proven" doctors

will ignore the problem.

Of the women who go to see Clement and

claim to be suffering from PMS, most of

them say depression and irritability are I he

two most common symptoms occurring.

Many women also claim to suffer fatigue,

bloating, acne, bowel changes and inability

to concent rale, she said.

There have been cases of women com-

mitting murder or suicide and after it is

found Ihey suffered from PMS, Kaufman

said.

"But there is a difference between

making I'MS a legitimate health c»>ncern

versus a legal defense," said Kim Kendall, a

Iniversity of Massachusetts graduate

student.

It is important that people start "taking

the syndrome seriously, but not loo

seriously." she said.

By DAVID SUMMERSBY

The controversy between the Campus
Center administration and Mary Kate

Small over her efforts to set up a crepe

stand in the Campus Center continues as

Small said she plans to again set up her

operation.

She has gone through all the proper

channels to sell her crepes and the only

thing stopping her is the Campus Center

administration, she claims, which is "afriad

of setting a precedent" and "holds a

monopoly over all interests in the Campus
Center."

Last November (leorge Heed, en

vironmental health and safety specialist,

granted Small a f)ermit to sell cre()es in the

Campus Center. Following that, John Fur

bish, then vendtir certification ctx^rdinator

on the Campus Center Board of (lovernors

(BCKJ) certified her jus a vendor and issued

her a verxlor identification card.

However, she still had to have a third

form, an appn»ve<l Campus Center F<Mt<l

Waiver, as are all groups outside F(mk1 St-r

vices re<iuired to have to sell or cater

jirepared hot Unxi in the Campus Center.

Although Cleorge Ketnl did sign her

waiver form on Nov. 29, 1982, neither the

Campus Center director m»r the FcmmI Ser

vices manager signet! the dtx'ument, and

this is what has [)reveiite<i her from selling.

Bernard Wilkes, assistant director of the

Campus Center, acknowletlged that the

Environmental Health and Safety

specialist had approved Small's operation

but said that Reed had "reservations"

about her ojierating in the Campus Center.

"The health specialist identified potential

risks and said the Campus (Center is not the

place and we agree," he said.

"I received Environmental Health's per-

mission and although they have reserva-

tions I feel those reservations can !«

eliminated by obtaining a pro{)er frnxl cart

which I have discussed with (leorge Ret'd,"

Small said.

"Reed suggested the meeting and there

is a need for it. 1 am willing to buy all

necessary eijuipnient that would meet

regulations and 1 am willing to take all

health risks u|x>n myself, she said

"It would lie the same thing as tht- hot

dog stand and they do allow that, " she

.^yiid.

Contrary to what Director Harris

believes. Small said she does have student

supi»ort on the issue ami is now in tht- pro-

cess of getting signatures for a j>etition.

"Students love my cre|H's and I would

like to .st'll them. If the Campus ( 'enter mi-

minislration is liable for luike sale brownie

why can't they take on the libability for

cre{)es. she said.

"The iwlministration is afrai<i of setting

a prece<lent on this i.ssue .md they are

hiding l>ehind the Environmental and

Health reservations which I can work out."
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Th* 1950-64 Undergraduate Catalog

will be available on Tuesday, April 19, in the Campus

Center Concourse (near the Infornnation Desk) bet-

ween 10:00 a.nn. and 3:00 p.m.

After Tuesday, catalogs will be available in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

This is the new Catalog, for use in pre-registration this

spring. The Catalog describes courses for the whole

1983-84 academic year. Please keep your Catalog for

use again during pre-registration next fall.

r SUMMER OF ^'8J
ff

GIRL SCOUTS

Summer sxAff wAWTid foR URqt CM Scout RcsidiNT

Camp in TolUwd, Mas*. Posixiows AVAiUbU:

WATERFRONT DIRECTOR,

CliRREMT W.S.I. ANd WATErFrOMT CXpfRICMCC

SMALLCRAFT DIRECTOR, txpcRifwcf in smaII craPt.

For more information caU or write:

TimBer TraiU, Star Route 1!^8, TollANd, MA 01074

411-258-4592

I

I

Chancellor's Lecture Series

,

SHOE
MWMrm 187 n* pleasant st^ amherst

iThe 1982 Index]

is in 103 C.C.

Mon-Fri 2:30- 4:00

The cost is only $5.

Iwe also have 1980 & 198l{

Alic c S. Rossi

"TlicCiciulcrCiap

ill Mainstream Politics

riimsdiiN.AiMiriLSp.in.

Campus CViiin Andiioi nun

Bl inwrsitN ol Massm liiiNcMtN M Anilin M I

• It•mCh< •It

Notice
Special Interest Housing
The following Special Interest

Corridors will have vacancies dur-

ing the upcoming room choosing
process:

Social Awareness Corridor -

Brett House in Central Area
Music Corridor •

Grorman House in Central Area
Butterfield Kitchen Coop -

Butterfield House in Central Area
Older Students Corridor •

Wheeler House in Central Area
Honors Corridor -

Field House in Orchard Hill
German Corridor -

Field House in Orchard Hill
Hearing Impaired Corridor -

THoreau House in Southwest
To request housing in any of these special
living areas, please come to the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore during
room choosing (April 19 - April 29) and fill

out a specially stamped housing preference
form. Students will also be required to sign
an assigment waiver form and a special in-

terest housing agreement unique to each
special interest corridor. Themk you.
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Bad tires and rain cause accident
Amherst police said yesterday a 19 year

old man. after losing control of his car on
wet pavement Monday morning, drove over
a curb on East College Street, hitting

shrubs and striking a parked car near

Converse Hall at Amherst College.

The 1970 Chevrolet, driven by the man,
caused extensive damage to a 1981 Old
smobile, police said. The driver was
charged with operating with defective

equipment, bald tires, pohce said.

Police said they responded to a report

from a female resident of Sunset Ave. at 4

a.m. Tuesday of a man committing indecent

acts near her home.

Also, police reported that a man left a gas
station on North Pleasant Street at 6:10

p.m. Monday without paying for his gas.

A Univc sity of Massachusetts student

Chemicals, food subjects of speech
Political science doctoral' degree can

didate Charles Guerin. will speak on

"Federal Regulation of Pesticide Chemicals

in Food and the Environment" at 12:15 p.m.

today in the Thompson sixth floor lounge.

The speech is part of Guerin's doctoral

dissertation.
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EMT saveswoman from MBTA

remains in the hospital ui fair condition

after suffering a fall from a second story

porch over the weekend.
Amherst Police said the man, whose

home address is listed as Lexington,

sustained a skull fracture when a flagpole

which he was shaking detached from the

wooden railing to which it was attached,

causing Walsh to fall approximately 15 feet,

headfirst to a concrete sidewalk.

Police said that they were called to the

Phi Sigma Kappa house at 6:30 p.m. on

Saturday evening and immediatly called an
ambulance which transported Walsh to

Cooley Dickenson Hospital where he was
admitted to the Intensive Care Unit.

A hospital spokesman confirmed that

Walsh sustained a fractured skull and will

be in ICl' for an undetermined period of

time.

A 22 year old former Hampshire College

emergency medical technician, Mark
Verheyden Hilliard is being hailed as a hero

after he leaped from the platform of the

Harvard MBTA Station in Boston to rescue

a woman who had just jumped in front of a

train, according to a report in the Boston

Herald.

Verheyden-Hilliard was returning home
at 9:15 p.m. Monday when he saw a green

blur move toward the train.

"I had no idea she was jumping in front of

the train," he is reported saying. "I thought

someone was just trying to get on real

fast."

When he realized what had happened.

Verheyden Hilliard jumped the six feet

from the platform to the tracks yelling,
"

'I'm a medic'

"

He found the woman, who was not

identified, pinned under the third car of the

train

.

Professors to debate creationism
Two University of Massachusetts

professors will participate in a panel

discussion that will address science and

'scientific' creationism from 3:30 to 5:30

p.m. today in Room 168C of the Campus
Center. The panel includes Prof. Jean

Elshtain. political science department,

moderator; Prof. Lauri^ Godfrey, an

thropology; Prof. Steven Schafersman,

Rice University geology department and

Prof. Kenneth Miller, biology from Brown
University.

At 8:30 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium, Prof.

Richard Lewinton of the Harvard
University biology department, will speak

on "The Social Responsibihty of Science."

Two autos stolen over weekend
A car stolen from Ix)t 44 near the Sylvan

Residential Area was the second car

reported stolen on campus over the

weekend. University of Massachusetts

police said yesterday.

The car. a 1970 blue Pontiac Firebird 2

door, was reportedly stolen between 4 p.m.

Sunday and 12:16 p.m. Monday when it was

reported to police. The car, valued at $1 100,

IS registered in Connecticut.

The other car. a 1970 Cutlass Supreme,

valued at $350. was reported missing from

lx)t 50 in the Southwest Residential Area.

The theft occurred between 6 a.m. Friday

and 1:21 a.m. Saturday when UMass police

were notified.

Faculty may discuss Amherst 11
The College of Arts and Sciences annual

meeting is scheduled (or 7:30 tonight in

Room 124 Hasbrouck. It has been requested

thai ^ quorum of ?l kast 50 faculty come to

the meeting for the subject of recently

suspended professors to be added to the

agenda.

e/IMP eOUNSEWRS MMfTED
UIm Cmi^. one of New York State's top co-ed sum-

mer camps, is seeking high-quality general counselors.

Specialists also needed in basketball, softball, soccer, tennis,

.roller hockey, waterfront (W.S.I.) for lake, indoor and outdoor

heated pools, audio/visual, arts and crafts, computers, AM
radio, ham radio, television production.

Applications for maintenance, grounds & dining room staff

also being accepted.

Contact T.L.C.'s UMASS representative:

till Kmim^ SH-Tfhl
for application or interview

Join us

tonight

THI HUNORY U WIDNISDAYx

ISc BUR aSc BIIR aSc BUR
W*dn*>day 9 • cloi»

for 25*^ beers

bc/T buv /\couw icwra

THI HUNGRY U THURSDAYS
,1 , . # Thursday 9 cIom
Happy Hour ^ ^nd.y2 5»

FREE PIZZA
UNIVERSITY DT
Aaib«r«t Maas. TEL, M9-f71S

S0« DRAFTS 99* BAR DRINKS
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THE WORLD IS^YOUR CAMPUS

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

AROLND THE WORLD:
all 19H3 (Sept. 14 Dec. 23)

Seattle • Kobe. Japan • Pu.san. Korea
• Keelung. Taiwan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta. Indonesia • Colombo. Sri l^nka

Bomba>. India • Haifa. Israel or Istanbul,

I urke> • Alexandria. Kgypt • Piraeus, (ireece

• tadi/. Spain • Kt. l^uderdale. Florida

SpoiiM.red h% th«- t mTiT.iU .>f Pitl»bur«h Semt-»I«t at S*« offer* sludrnU a auperior

full Hemenlfr d< adrmii proRram and *upporlinR fifid ••xpenrnce* thi* onr »empstrr

.•\p«'ri.>n<f i» axdiUblr l«i qualififd «ludenl» fr«iin all «r« rrdiled r<iilegr» and univer

Xiorl than 60 »..\anr rrlated uni^ertilv coorw* Facull* dra%»n from Ihr I nivrr»il> of

P,H»hurBh and other leading unixfr^itir. augmentrd h> Msitinu area expert.

ItDlional lour« inrludinR special tour» into the People % Kepublic of C hina avaiUhle

Semenler at Nea admit* sluaeni* **nn"ui rrn-.u ........... :-"-• .*'"'***. T|.-
I niver»e m fulK air .onditioned IM.OOO ton* registered in I iberia and built in

» n/Iurr color brf>chure. nrile Semester at Sea. I CIS. I ni\ersil> of Pilltburgh. fnrbe*

Quadrangle Pittsburgh PA 15260. or rail loll free (800) K54 0195 (in ( ahfornia rail

(7 m:: I 6590)
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SUPER SALE
on HP-34C and HP-38C

only $69.95
(this is not a misprint)

Save almost 50% off our

regular low price of $134.95

Save $80.00 of list price $150.UU

HP-

38C

The HP 38C is an ideal tool for real

estate agents, financial analysts,

accountants, bankers, managers and

business students.

• Advanced financial functions

including discounted cash flow analysis

• Amortization schedules
* 99 program lines for handling

repetitive calculations

• Continuous Memory saves programs

and data

The HP 34C offers computer strength

"solve" and "integrate" in a handheld
calculator Designed for scientific

students and professionals who need
the flexibility and power of advanced
programming

• "Solve" key finds real roots of

equations

• "Integrate" key finds definite integrals

• 210 program lines

• Continuous
Memory saves

programs and
data

HP- SIC
Advanced
Programmable
Scientific

OPEN
M F95
Sat 11 4

Limited

quantities

available

no rainchecks
ra riatooi

D • « t • n

Located in the Campus Centei

^nmVERSITY
MMSTORE^

EDITORIAL/OPINION
An open letter

to David Knapp
(Editor's note — thefollounna is an open letter to fTMoss

President David Knappfrom the so-called Amherst 11. The
eleven co-auOiors refused to join the Massachusetts Society
ofProfessors and pay the $235 agency fee which goes along
unth swcA membership. Four of the professors were subse-
quently suspended for one week. The below document was
doled April U, 1983.

We are writing to you filled with shame for our
University, with anguish over the failure of col-

legia! traditions and with despair for the
academic community as a whole. By your recent actions,
we believe you have chosen to abrogate the concept of
tenure and thereby severely shaken the foundations of
academic freedom at the University of Massachusetts. We
have selected an open letter because you have not
responded to our attempts to communicate with you and
because our fellow faculty and students deserve to be in-

formed of your actions, of our response, and our reasons.

.*vEU Gm You A

^SBTOfMX

mfpm

pay:

^ARBDZ

''^* tL

Hi
rm..

The Amherst Eleven Dracula takes a bite froiTi Coffee Shop
On March 10, 1983, you had a letter hand delivered to

the homes of 11 Amherst campus faculty. In that letter,

we were informed — without prior warning, consultation.

or hearing — that we were to be suspended without pay
during the week of March 20 for failure either to pay an
agency fee to the faculty/librarian labor union or to com-
municate to you our reasons for not so doing. Not only is

suspension of faculty not a legal course of action, but the

lack of any academic hearing on the grounds for such ac-

tion makes it truly reprehensible. The garnishment of

salary for work already performed (the week of March 20
was a rK>n-teaching week) and tne apparent lack of
knowledge of the voluminous correspondence involved

makes us question the care with which such a letter was
drafted.

The issues at stake, however, are far more important. It

has little to do with the amount of the fee. In fact, four of

the Amherst Eleven have chosen to accept suspension —
incurring a far greater fir^ncial loss — rather than com-
promise their pnnciplos. All of the others have spent an in-

ordinate amount of time defeiKling those principles rather

than gain surcease by paying.

Those principles. President Knapp, are central to the ex-

istence of any major institution — specifically, both tenure

and acadeniic freedom. By your actions, you have

eliminated both. We and our colleagues are being harassed

for our belief that a union does not belong on the campus
of a major, high quality university.

We were granted tenure for demonstrating excellence

in research, teaching, and service. To make our continued

employment contingent on the payment of a fee makes a

mockery of the original award of tenure. Should future

contracts require particular political or religious affilia-

tions, would we also be punished for failure to comply? It

is this threat of coercion which has so seriously eroded our

belief in academic freedom.

It does no good to draw a distinction between suspen-

sion and termination. Not only is the punitive intent of

either action the same, but a suspension without heanng is

a more severe punishment. To claim that it is the law ig-

nores the fact that you did not have a sign a contract with

such a clause or to enforce the union's demands so willing-

ly or brutally. Were we uncharitable, we might suspect

that you chose suspensions so that the stigma of firing

tenured faculty would not taint your career.

Did you take this action on your own? Why didn't the

various Chancellors and Deans comment loudly about your

action?

As faculty members, we are depressed by the fact that

your action forces some of us to lose a considerable sum of

money. Others have been forced to join in litigation about

the size of the agency fee and not about its existence.

Many of our fellow faculty have told us that they sup-

port our position. They would take similar action but are

terrified of similar sus'pensions. Thus, your action has ef-

fectively blocked other faculty from the expression of their

beliefs.

President Knapp. we feel your actions have brought

shame on our University and on academia itself. You may

have forced some of 'the Amherst Eleven to actions

against their beliefs but in so doing, you have lost a more

important war. UMass is the first major University to

abandon completely tenure and aspects of academic

freedom. By your actions, you have hurt this University

seriously. We are truly ashamed.

The "Amherst 11" are eleven university professors serving

in various departments at UMass.

^••••••••••••****
I The 1984 Presidential race be^ns J
M Thursday on the Op/Ed page-Catch it. j^

i' Issues, Candidates, Media, )f
M si-

^ Winners and Losers T
'^ We'll cover all the angles. ^
^iriririfiririririfirifiriririf

Who are these dark and fanged Draculas in the

Department to Change Things Around? Once
again this Department rears its ugly head with

plots slithering underfoot to close the Coffee Shop and

replace it with yet another mercantile. Such magnificent

thinking! After all, there's the Campus Center Store and

the Mini Store; why not uproot the already half-displaced

students and commuters and construct a Midi Store?

Used to be, the Coffee Shop was a haven for older

students, quieter than the Hatch, and possessing a certain

intimacy that can't im found anywhere else on campus. A
poster on the Student Union stairwell says, "Don't let

them take our Coffee Shop away." Well, they have

already taken it half out of usefulness. What kind of coffee

shop would close at three in the afternoon? Students don't

all go home at three. Those who stay must retreat to the

noise and fluorescent glare of the Hatch, where one can't

even listen to a song (from a limited selection, no less)

without its being interrupted by calls of a pizza or spaghet-

ti nature.

Steve Masse

The Coffee Shop should not have shut down evening

hours simply to justify the cost of unnecessary Hatch

renovations. Fo«»d Service seems to have slippe<l away
from its concentration on fmxl and service, and fallen into

the scramble for the profit margin, at the expense of the

staff and the consumer. If pn)fit is so desirable, then why
not allow the poorer student to choose from more than a

cup of coffee, a bagel, or fries? Why can't I get a side order

of spaghetti at a low cost, or a slice or two of pizza? W^y
can't I self-.serve a cup of water or tea in the Hatch

without asking the busy workers?

Isnt' there enough opportunity in one building complex

to squander what limited funds the students have? There's

the University Store, which is not in a bad location, and a

Mini Store wfiich in spite of a so-called boycott to protest

unnecessarj- renovation expenditures, is saturated with

snack and nicknack buffs. Adding on another store in the

direct path of students is reminiscent of Maiden's incredi

ble City Hall, which was built right in the middle of route

60, so that the street had to be re routed to accommodate

the new monstrosity. Perhaps students are seen to be as

befuddled as Maldenites, who needed to have something

dropped right into their path in order to realize it's there.

After all, if students pass the first store on their way to

eat or blow their last quarter on a video thievery, perhaps

Dracula might get them to spend that quarter instead at

the Midi Store on a post card or Smurf eraser.

What more can I say? Perhaps I'm being selfish, in that I

am (was?) a Coffee Shop afficionado. But I think I speak

for a lot of quietly dissatisfied students and community

members. The Hatch has its own attractiveness, but it is

not the Coffee Shop. Each eatery should be open equal

hours.

Calling for a boycott would obviously be in vain, as we
can see from the apparent success of the Mini Store. If

students were really "active" in de<Msions that affect their

lives (another embarrassing media falsehood), then all this

confab about closing the Coffee Shop would never have
come about. The Mini Store would not have made enough
profit to justify Dracula's lust after the Coffee Shop's

arteries.

The sad part of it all is that nwney you spend in the

Campus Center Complex could be use<l with disregard,

and not appreciation, for your continu^nl patronage.

Should your sparse funds be channeled toward the ag-

grandiz**ment of the Department to Change Things
Around?

Let's hope that the Coffee Shop isn't closed down and
replaced with a foundering mercantile before Dracula

realizes there's only so much money students can spend.

Food comes first. And think of this: Will we get the Coffee

Shop back if the Midi Store fails? Highly unlikely.

So before the Coffee Shop is yanked from under our

feet, let's remember our fellow students, as well as future

students. Will we be responsible for bequeathing three

glorified souvenir shops, when two were more than suffi-

cient? Or will we insist that the perfectly serviceable, in-

timate and unk^ue Coffee Shop stay right where it is. If

there's that much money to squander on renovati«»ns. then

perhaps it should be channeled into dropping the price on

food so even more people will patronize the Coffee Shop
and m^e it worthwhile to keep it o[)en longer hcturs.

Stei^ Mosjw IS a UMass student

Letters ^--———

—

Arts review narrow minded
To the Editor:

RE: Richard Nangle's review of a slamdance and punk
show at the Pulaski Club.: No -offense, Richard, but this

was one of the most infantile, self-serving, simplistic

reviews I've ever read, even in the Collegian. You sound
like "Babar Goes Slamdancing" or "Dr. Seuss (jets a
Mohawk."
Even a 'hardcore punk' groupie like yourself must

realize that your "evil-looking" hero Simon gets atten-

tion because he's a bit of an exhibitionist. Not that he
doesn't have a right to be the way he wishes, but your
calling anyone who reacts to his affectations "ruu--

rowminds who can't deal with people who don't wear
alligator shirts or monogrammed sweaters" is just a
bloody half-grown parody. I suppose you think you're hip

and revolutionary or something — your division of the

world into Mohawks or Preppies might suit your own
childish worldview but it's only narrow minded, and has

little to do with reality.

Dig it Richie — you're not writing for "Tiger Beat" or

"Teen", so spare us your pathetic pretensions.

Joseph Bcrkofsky
Stephanie Ward

Amherst

Mandatory meeting
for all columnists,
Thursday, April 14th in

the newsroom. RSVP
ASAP!
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SPECIAL VALUE
$1.50

'

I

UMASi

K_

^^ ' }

A
Limited

Quantity

Collective
opies

nesuNes

treses

wbiLe you
WAir

oveRMigJjr

AciD-fjiee
pApeR

MXL

UMass Plastic 12 oz

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^VmVERSlTY

Let Your

Love Come Down
with

Evelyn King
with special guest

Soulsonic Force
April 21

Fine Arts Center

Tix 8:00 P.M. Tickets
UMass Students: 6.50. 7.50 AvSilablB
Gen. Pub. 7.50, 8.50

Available at Fine Arts Center

URU, For the Record (Amherst)

and all Ticketron outlets

on Mon.

April 4

FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES
The Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Program can offer you an aviation guarantee if

you qualify. We can also offer you free flying lessons in your senior year. Interested? Find

out more about the Marine Corps PLC Aviation Program for this summer by calling collect

at 203-722-2168/2169 or make an appointment to see the Officer Selection Team in the

Campus Center 11-13 April.

FLY MARINE

Growing racial tension at

U Mass discussed by Duffey

•

By JIM FINKLE
CoiicriM suff

After meeting with adminstrators

yesterday to discuss rising racial tensions

at the University of Massachusetts,

Chancellor Joseph Duffey assigned three

working groups tasks to alleviate those

tensions.

"This (UMass) is a place that is

crowded," Duffey said. "Pressures are

very interise. I don't think this campus will

be an isolated island of purity."

Administrators at the meeting said they

were troubled by racial incidents ranging

from offensive graffiti in Tiormitories to

death threats and physical assaults.

They said minority students often do not

report incidents of racial harrassment

because they do not believe the judicial

system will punish offenders.

"They have lost some confidence that

those (judicial) systems might be working
• fairly for them," Duffey said.

However, some adminstrators said the

system cannot work fairly because the

University has not established policies for

handling racial harrassment.

"We need the same kind of sophisticated

tQol the sexual harrassment ({wlicy) now
has," Jean Guiou-Curtis, a head" of

residence in the Southwest Residential

Area, said. "You need clarity, backup and

support (from the University administra-

tion)."

"We need teeth. We can (stop racial har-

rassment) if we have teeth and people who
care."

Duffey said he became aware of the

serious racial tensions on campus at a re-

cent reception when a professor made
jokes insulting blacks, Poles and Jews. He
said he did not know how to appropriately

react to the comments.

"I frowned," Duffey said. "1 made some
remark. Everybody became strangely

quiet."

Reflecting on that experience. Duffey

said, "My hope is that the word will get out

that we will simply not tolerate harrass-

ment of this kind."

To improve the situation Duffey asked

Louis Fischer, associate to the chancellor,

to work to clarify existing racial harrass-

ment procedures, "just as we have done

with sexual harrassment."

Duffey also asked professor Vincent

Detheir to continue his work as chairman

of the Chancellor's Commission on Civility.

Thelma Griffith Johnson, the University's

affirmative action director, will develop

specific proposals for corrective action and

training of personnel. Human Relation

Coordinator Judy Davis will work on the

racial harrassment policy with Fischer.

Duffey said.

The administrators will meet again in ap-

proximately three weeks to discuss pro-

gress of their plans as well as further plans,

Duffey said.

Pkota kr Barron lUUM

World renowned jazi saxophonist Marion Brown soloed yesterday

commemorating Thelonious Monk on UMass* 12th Annual Black Musi-

cians Conference.

Popular musical group Spyro Gyra and the Ellis Hall Group will per-

form at Mt. Holyoke's Chapin Auditorium Saturday nxghi at 8 p.m.

Spyro Gyra in S. Hadley
By GUS MARTINS

I'oiinpaa s««/r

The Association of Pan African Unity and

the Campus Pro-am Council of Mount
Holyoke College will present the musical

groups Spyro Gyra and the Ellis Hall Group
this Saturday April 16. at 8:00 p.m. in

Chapin Auditorium.

Over the past few years Spyro Gyra has

catapulted into America's mainstream

music fusing the less understood elements

of traditional jazz with pop. rock, soul and

latin blends.

Jazz, having vitally tended to affect much
of what we hear in today's instrumental

music .serves as the basis of their writing,

but the band relies more on popular trendy

melodies rather than some of the technkal

complexities that makes jazz difficult for

the average listener to enjoy.

Hailing from the Buffalo New York area,

the band's first notable exposure came after

the release of their debut album entitled

"Spyro Gyra" in 1978. Smce then the band

has gone on to record five more albums,

each picking up where the last left off, with

no noticeable departures and no disap

pointments.

Their 1981 release "Freetime". continued

to guide the band into the commercial arena

in which they have become a fixture. The

album's seven songs range from ballads to

blues, and contains some very acute

technical mixing.

Spyro Gyra's latest effort. "Incognito", is

an interesting sign of the band's maturity.

If there is one criticism of Spyro Gyra. then

perhaps it could be their inability to

produce anything new. While it is true that

all their music has received critical acclaim,

the band's sound has remained predictable.

Incognito's use of some of the most

popular east coast studio musician's adds a

special Hair to the album. The most im

mediate example is the funky all

encompassing sound of electric bassist

Marcus Miller. Miller's list of credits are so

long it leads one to wonder if this young

nruin ever sleeps.

John Tropes is added on guitar, as well as

Hiram Bullock, the guitar nun that screams

on his axe nightly on the Dave Letierman

Show.

This album, except for the lead cut en

titled "Last Exit", may take more than one

listen, but if given time it will get better

each and every time it is played. It has

some very good stuff on it and is suffused

with a strong Latin influence.

Group leader and saxophonist Jay

Beckenstein.said of one of his compositions

on the album. "Old San Juan , "is the latest

of a line of l>atin tunes which I've written. I

wanted to convey a grandness. like a

procession deep into a rain forest, and Vm
happy with the way it evolved."

The warm up band, the Ellis Hall Group

was during the late 70s perhaps the best

funk jazz soul fusion band in Boston. Then

they disbanded and Ellis Hall left to pursue

his own career in the music world.

Ellis Hall is an extremely talented and

multi faceted musician. In addition to

playing his usual keyboards, he plays bass.

guitar, drums and has a powerful singing

voice. The fact that Hall is blind ls as much

a liability as having two first round draft

choices in the upcoming Pro football draft.

The women at Mount Holyoke have put

together a hot one this Saturday evening, a

show that you'll be sorry you missed. Get

your tickets now and spend some

"Freetime" with Spyro Gyra and the Ellis

Hall Group.
Tickets are $6 with Mount Holyoke

stickered I.D. $8 general admission and are

available at Faces in Amherst and C/Ountry

Comfort in Northampton. For additional

info call 538 2178.

Nelson AcotU, Recruitment Coordinator of

the Bilinf«al ColUffiate piwgw ye«t«rday at

hit office.

Officer states view
By BARRON ROLAND

SfMisI U Blark Affun

Yesterday, while the people of Chicago were busy voting

for the mayoral candidate of their choice. Nelson AcosU, a

Recruitment Coordinator for the Bilingual Collegiate

Program shared his views surrounding the election.

"For fifty years Chicago has had democratic mayors in

office. This year Chicago is encountering more of a racial

issue as opposed to a politkal issue. Washington vs. a

white political machine. In the past, the black community,

which is forty percent of the city's population, has sup-

ported the democratic party.

Washington is opposed to a white political machine. Of

course, there is oppositbn from the democratk party, in

Washington's running. The community at large is not

ready for a change in the status quo.

The democratic political machine is most prejudice at

this time and not ready to deal with a change toward a

black mayor. With 20 percent support from the white

democratk electoral, plus the black vote — Washington

will be the first black mayor of Chicago.

Announcements
THIRD WORLD CAUCUS MEETING

On Wednesday April 13, 1983 the Third Worid Caucus

will meet from 6 - 7 p.m. Judy Toyoma - Minority

Graduate Recruitment — will be guest speaker. Meeting

room 805-809 Campus Center,

"MINORITIES in the LABOR MOVEMENT TODAY"
Jose LaLuz, Organizer for the Connecticut State

Federation of Teachers. President of the Hispanice

Workers Alliance, will speak on 'Minorities in the Labor

Movement Today'. Wednesday, April 20, 7:00 p.m. Cam-

pus Center rm. 803.

Sponsored by the Labor Relations and Research Center.

Always Read

Black Affairs
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W;i L LIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
Att#ntlon
Student
FQmlll#s
Infant care

applications

available now for

Sept '83-May '84

Infont Doy Cor*
C*nt*r

Skinner Itell

545-2400

•••• ••••••••••••§

fonatnmi \0^^ :
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B«v Rohlar Band !
Cr BluM with m
Paul Riahcll %
Wed May 4th %
at Hangar One

benefit for Paralysis ^
Cure Research ^
advance tin 96. ^

Wad Fri on concourse ^
for rTKKe info call ^

548^Se»« \

THE ^'^ND THEATER . FINF ARTS CENTER . UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTSAPRIL 13 16. 1983 . g qq piy/, . Rf&fRVATIONS 546 3611

Communication

Studies
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I DAILY INTEMSHIP PLANNING SESSIONS {
WILL DE ENDING APML 29

Apply now for summor ond foil

Intornthlps.

Contact: Offico of Intornshipt

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727
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WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO-ROCK
35« PUB MUGS

9 P™ • ^ "^^^^'^^^^iJ^ 'over

Mf

I Career Night

I Thursday, April 14th

I
6 p.m.

Compus Contor Room 101

Majors and Potontlol Majors

Invitod

Soniors-Junlors-Sophomoros-

Froshmon & Groduoto Studonts

Wolcomol!

For* mor« Informotlon contoctt

Prof. Tod Dolton

545-0617

or

Ann-Morlo Hoddy
546-5720

Sponsorod byt

Comm. Studios Dopt.

Unlvortlty Plocomortt Sorvkot

Unlvortlty Alumni Offico

SPRING'S

SPRUNG

Take advantage of our low
album and tape prices. While
supporting YOUR record store.
KEEP THE COMPETITION
iTHINKINGi

TAPES: TDK SA-90 AND
MAXELL UDXLII90
ONLY $3.50 each
ALBUMS: $8.98's0NLY$5.99

ZjjrdU/rruZlJaL.

).
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Arts
Alberti's Buried Child forces you to think

BURIED CHILD By Sam Shepard
Directed by Joe Albert!

April 6 • 10

Hampden Theater

By PAM MADNICK
CoUcfiaa St»tt

Joe Alberti's production of Sam Shepard's Pulitzer Prize

winning play Buried Child drew mixed reactions from au-

diences when it opened this weekend. For people who had
never heard of Sam Shepard, never seen the script or read
about the play, there was too much information. I got the

impression that many of the people who saw this show
went to be entertained. Shepard, however, is anything but

entertaining. He is challenging, and forces the audience to

think about why people behave the way they do. He is a
puzzling playwright and maybe this is the reason so many
people were confused by the performance.

Buried Child, set on an Illinois homestead, is the story

of a grandson (Christopher Graham) who returns home
with his girlfriend (Katherine Scott), to see his grand-

parents, expecting everything to be the same as it was six

years ago. But when Vince comes home, no one recognizes

him. No one recognizes anyone.

After Vince left home six years ago. Halie, his grand-

mother (Elsa McCann) gave birth to a baby boy, a product

of incest between Halie and her son Tilton ( Alan Arenius).

Dodge, Halie's husband (Barry Langdon) is asked to pose

as the baby's father. In frustration, he murders the baby

and buries it in the backyard.

Arenius and Albert! were superb in their roles.

Everything Arenius did was consistent with his character.

His posture, movement, and speivh won the audience's

sympathy and concern for this deranged young man.
Alberti was just as direct in disturbing other characters

and keeping the secret.

I question how Alberti was able to act and direct objec-

tively, however his decision to cast Arenius and Graham

Vince (Christopher Graham) confronts his girlfriend Sheley (Catherine Scott) in Joe Alberti's

production of Buried Child.
was genius. The two are fine actors and have similar facial

expressions, and bone structures, and to have them ap-

pear as father and son made complete sense. It added to

the realism.

Graham appeared as a persistent, confused young adult

looking for his roots. He was easy to identify with. His
posture, slightly hunched like his father's sunglasses and
direttriess made him easy to like.

Kathenne Scott and Peter Morin, who played Father
Dewis were funny to watch. Neither of the characters
were related to the family, yet had the patience to wait

around. Father Uewis, who us havmg an affair with Halie,

is a weakling in the worse sense. He keeps saying he
doesn't know what his position was in these family mat-

ters and kept quiet. Sheley wasn't so weak, she walkeii out

after Vince inherited the house.

The only character that was miscast was Halie, played
by Elsa McCann. She was too young t4» sound or look like a
60-year old; even with grey hair, her fatv had very young
features. Dodge, played by Barry Langdon, came off as a
smart-assed old man. who was tired of life.

R-Complex brings out the reptiles at SUB
R-COMPLEX
Saturday. April 9

Student Union Ballroom

By FRED STEINWAY
1 oilrcMa (

(

•The only band that will take their

ck>thes off onstage." said the lead guitarist

of R Complex. I was backstage at the

Student I'nion Ballroom just before R
Complex came on stage Saturday night.

"And we have, too." he added. "We also

have T shirts."

ROmplex features Ernoid F. Quebec

(a.k.a. Harry Truman » on guitar and vocals.

M do click on bass. Boy Wonder on lead

guitar, and Nestle Selassie on drums. The

group has recorded demos at the mult track
studio in Northampton this last year, and
will release a casette and video this June.

The name 'R Complex' comes from Carl

Sagan." explained Boy Wonder. "It's that

reptilian part of the brain that governs

heartbeat and body temperature. That's

what wr plan to do tonight, raise your

heartbeat and body heat," he said.

The dance marked the opening of the

Elften Alumni show at the Iniversity

Gallery in the FAC. The CMass (iraduate

Arts Students .Association (GASA) co

sponsored the dance in conjunction with the

Gallery.

The Graduate Arts Students A.s.sociation

started just last fall. Felice Caivano. GASA
president, created the postage stamp

tickets to the dance on sale at the Galk>ry.

which opened earlier that day.

"We're here to voice the opinions and
needs of the Graduate Arts students and to

t'evelop new programs." said Caivano of

GASA. "We've applied for a grant to

sponsor a visiting artists lecture series. On
April 1. we started a free film program
showing Fridays in Herler Gallery. In

February we spon.sored a bus trip to the

Philadelphia meeting of Orflege Art
.Association, a contact group for graduates
seeking art teaching jobs." said Caivano.

The opening act. Square 1 began to set up
in the ballroom. The band is composed of

several members of R Complex - Boy
Wonder, Malt Cullen ("The guy who bought

CMass." jM'cording to Wonder) — and
Aurin Taylor bass.

Square I's material was energetic, sharp

and clean. On "Song 12" Wonder had a way
of playing the lead line so it sounded like a
tape played backwards — the fade in first

on the notes, ending sharply. S«]uare 1

showed a fondness for clean endings in a

reggae boogie piece "Broken Kagle". They
finished with an instrumental, and by this

time the dance floor was full as some began
topogo.

R Complex came onstage with "Nothin to

I>o." a song about summer in the Pioneer

Valley ("I want a job/ 1 want work/I'm no
jerk"), and some reggae rock in "The Day
oh S*>ng." "The C^me Dance" i.s "about
going out to a place like this, picking up
someone and taking them home." ban-

dleader Truman explained. "Elevator
followed, with "Don't Vou Understand."
and "Follow me to the End" — a brigkt
piece with a hooky riff.

^he Sfudeof fiun Record Sfor*

*M^

Beckett on rye , no mayo
By T. HOW E

( nllvfian ( orrmi m

Brown bag lunches and canned <='>'^t

hardly fit in with traditional conceptkms

about theater, but they are nonetheless a

part of the CMass Department of Theater's

"Lunch in the Lobby". "Lunch in the

Lobby" is a program in which plays are

performed in the lobby of the Rand Theater

during the lunch hour. The performances

are free and the audience is encouraged to

eat their lunch while they enjoy the play.

"Lunch in the Lobby' is the brainchild of

Dick Trousdell. a UMass faculty member
who teaches an undergraduate advanced

directing class (Theater 445). The plays are

directed by members of Trousdell's class.

"It's not graduate of faculty directed, it's

undergrads which gives it a freshness. It

has a nice young feeling to it." Trousdell

said.

Performing in the lobby at lunchtime

gives the plays a distinctly loose at

mosphere according to Trousdell. He

related a story of one play which required

that a banana peel be thrown onto the floor.

Shortly after this was done, a janitor

happened onto the scene, picked up the

peel, and walked off. while thirty or forty

people sat watching and eating their lun

ches.

"It's unpredictable but it's all theater."

Trousdell said.

The plays put on in this series have to he

relatively simple in form, in order to go

over well in the lobby. The plays selected

for the first week of the program were five

modern plays, including Zoo Story by

Edward Albee and Krapp's Last Tape by

Samuel Beckett.

The plays are selected by the students,

who mu.st justify to the class their com
mitment to the play and feasibility of

performing it in the lobby. Once the play is

approved, the student director is given a
free hand. Trousdell said that he goes to
auditions "if invited."

Trousdell estimated the attendence at

the first week of shows to be around 35 to

40 people each day. which almost con

stitutes a full house, or — if you will —
lobby. He went on to say that he was very
plea-sed with the quality of the first weeks
plays.

"The quality of the first five shows was
very high." Trousdell said. "I'm very im
pressed."

Jean John.son. a senior Theater major in

Trousdell's class said the course is one of

the best offered at the university. She was
also very enthusiastic about the entire

Theater Department.

The second week ot "Lunch in the Lobby"
will be May IH through the 20th. Auditions

f<»r these plays are being held April 4

through the Hth. Students interested in

auditioning should consult the bulletin

board in the lobby of the Rand Theater for

more information.

At 8 p.m. on Tuesday, April 19. feminist folksinger Betsy Rose and

the "nuclear comedy" team of Fran and Charlie will appear in concert

in the Campus Center Auditorium, CMass. The program entitled "Sink-

ing and Lau^hin^ in the Nuclear Aj^e" will be an evening of music and

comedy to celebrate people's ability to care about each other in these

absurd and troubled times. Admission is free. For further information,

contact Jim Matlack at 549-4600, ert. 40.5.
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ROOM CHOOSIIMG
PROCESS FOR

FALL 1983
RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

IN-HOUSE
ROOM
REQUEST
FORMS

IMPORTANT
NOTES

QUESTIONS?

If you intend to keep your present dormitory assignment, personally sign up with your Head
of Residence/ Cluster Coordinator/ Residence Hall Manager/ Resident Director on Tuesday ADril
19. ASSIGNMENT DEADLINE FOR ROOM RESERVATION IS TUESDAY. APRIL 19.
If you want to keep your present dormitory assignment while also submitting a
Preference Form you must do the following:
1. Sign up for a room in your dorm on either

Tuesday, April 19 or Wednesday, April 20.
2. Rll out a Preference Form. On the

Preference Form in the lower right corner
is a box you must "chack" if you wish to
be returned to your dorm if your dorm or
area choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD DORMITORY ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU SIGN UP FOR AROOM AND USE THE "CHECK" BOX.
If you wish to move to another room in the same dormitory, you must sign up with your Head
of Residence/Cluster Coordinator/ Residence Hall Manager/ Resident Director. DEADLINE FORMOVING WITHIN A DORMITORY IS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20.

liJril..^tl
to move to another dormitory, you must complete a Hosuing Preference Form.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING COMPLETED HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS TO THEHOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRIDAY, APRIL 29. Preference Forms may be dropped
off at any Area Management Coordinators Office (AMC) (Southwest - JFK Lobby Nor-
theast/Sylvan - Leach Basement, Central /Orchard Hill - 101 Baker).
If you wish to move to another dormitory to room with a student already assigned to that
dormitory, you must together complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM DEADLINE FORRETURNING ROOMMATE REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE

If you wish to become roommates with a student In a dormitory to which neither of you Is
currently assigned, you must each complete a Housing Preference Fomi. These forms should be
Identical (with the exception of the "check" box) and stapled together. DEADLINE FOR RETUR-NING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, APRIL 29.
If, during the regular room choosing period, you are unable to secure a particular type of
accomodation (a particular single or double room), please contact your House Staff and
fill out an In-House Room Request Form. Indicate which options you would like exercis-
ed, sign and date the form where specified and return it to your Head of
Residence/Cluster Coordinator/ Residence Hail Manager/ Resident Director (Do not
return these forms to your RA/CRA/AHR/ARHM.) You will be moved on the basis of
spaces available and your seniority point standing. However, these room changes cannot
be guaranteed, though every effort will be made to honor your request.
Students will lose their housing assignments under any of the following conditions:
1. Failure to follow indicated room choosing

procedures properly,

2. Being granted an exemption from the on-campus
housing requirement,

3. Failure to sign a Housing Contract Card and
return it to the Housing Assignment Office by
the last day of the semester.

4. Failure to pay the semester fee bill by the
initial due date,

5. Failure to return the Junior/ Senior Room
Reservation Card by the indicated due date,

6. Being withdrawn for any reason at any point
after the end of the semester.

lr»T^ '"'? 'l"*"'""* »^°"< '*"' "°°'" Choosing process, please contact your House Staff orthe Housing Assignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

PEOPLES ill \A»i» of Html

.^h MARKET •""•'••''•^

RUN FOR STUDENTS - BY STUDENTS
if Located on the main level Student Union behind

Earthfoods and S.U.B.

ir Wednesday night shopping for your convenience

it Quality foods at the lowest pricesll

if We have everything from bulk grains to teas €r spices

to household items

ir Everyone is welcome students as well as faculty

• PEOPLE'S MARKET has something for everyone

G'ReeNoaGti "watch for

our
weekend specials!"

:4frj0rjrj^^0:^

^ APRIL SPECIAL 1

\ M-F 9-5

V:

College

Auto
Repair

C/fRMRfg
rO/^LESS

Spring Tune-Up

& Oil Change

Specials

,&l>iriNlin||

10% off

Quick Copy
with coupon,
for purchase

of $5 or more

(Does not apply to

purchase orders)

546-0673 OPEN Tbnnday 4-8

Located on the •'"'•J' ^^

First Floor Campus Garage S«tiird»jf 12-7

Sunday 12-4

earthfoods
restaurant

\Commn»0ts/tJi Rm, S.U.B.

Wholesome I delicious
I

vc^etariari faro

All frcshli^ prepared here

"^ in tlie Eart^fcods Uitchcr,

Come, or) ir)i

e

\VUCM€/l 7^ ^€llct€

CONTROLLED

TUDENT ^aa One l<Ucufi

\

Have something to say? i

i

Have Something to sell?
\

I
Give the CoUcqiAN Classifieds a try.

!

They work! j

You can now place your classified i

quickly and easily from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. !

f

I

\
X

\

\

on the Campus Center Concourse
Look for our table there

|

i or stop by our office, 113 Campus Center.
\

\

ColUqiAN classifieds do work for you!

rRNALs'ARE CoTvirN"^

[&ltiriHiinf|

IS«iri9i««

FREE
Single lecture note to

any course we carry -

with coupon
(Does not apply to

subscriptions: Limit

one per customer)

403 Student Union

M-Th 9-5; F 9-3

GET PHYSICAL

SPORTING GOODS CO-OP
WE IMPROVED THE PRICES

NOW YOU IMPROVE YOUR GAME

SNEAKERS
Running renms boskerboll. rurf shoes
Converse Drooks Adidas Soucony Trefon Tiger

FRISDEES

The largest selection and lowest prices in the valley

Ultimate Tournonnent in Moy

^ stop by the co-op for more intormarion)

RACQUETS
Tennis squash, rocquetball bodmitren

CALLS
Dosketbolls footbolls bosebolls softbolls

Tennis bolls, racquet bolls, squash bolls bodmitten
volleybolls soccerbolls etc Also hocky socks

YOUR SPOMING GOODS
CONNECTION

Mon Fn 1 14 322 Student U.non Next lo the Post Office
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts
and surrounding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are listed only on
the day they are taking place. An-
nouncements must be submitted on
"Hypercurricula" forms available in the

CoUegian offices, 113 Campus Center,
and returned to the office by 3 p.m. the

Friday before the event. All submissions
should be written in a similar style as they

appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit*
ted on the standard form and not sub-

mitted by the Friday before the week
the event will take place will not be
run. Due to space limitations, the Col-

legian cannot guarantee printing of all

"Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be given to t'.Mass organizations.

EVKNIN<; HOIKS \T
KVKKYW(>.M.\N >( KNTKK Have you
wanttil to visit Kverywoman's ("enter but
j'lst couldn't find time during the day?
Come by anv We^lru-sday evening. Nfion Ut

7 pm . Wil.i.T Mall

ISRAELI FOLK I)ANCIN(; - Come
damv to thf Uautifui rhythms. Of»en to ail.

7:30 p.m. U'ginm-rs; H'M) all othir*^. f'nm
monweaith R(K»m.

P'REE CONCERT: I'MASS BRASS
CHOIR AND CHAMBER CHOIR - The
40-member Brass Choir, conducted by
Walter Chesnut, will open the program
with works by Verdi, Giovannini, Purcell,

and Walter Ross. The Chamber Choir,

directed by Charles Heffernan, will per-

form a varied p'-ogram of choral music in-

cluding four motets, selections from
Copland's "The Tender Land" and a
medley from Jerome Kern's "Showboat."
8 p.m., Bowker Auditorium.

PEACEWALK TO NORTHAMITON -
World Peace Marchers join with communi-
ty {H'ople to walk the mes.sage of fH^ace.

(lather at Amherst Common. 1 p.m.,

Amherst Common.

SPANISH CUB TERTILIA ^ All in

vited to come and speak Spanish.
Refreshments will be served. New
memU'rs always welcome. 2:3(i u, 4::n)

\>.u. . Herter 4th flo<jr lobhv.

HAVLNC. TROl'HLK (•H(K)SINC A
MAJOR'.' — Come to a two-session
workshop desigTMMl to initiate choice by ex
ploring one's f»ers<»nai preferences, values,

and succes.ses. I)<'signe<l by Coun.seling and
Career I>«'Velopment Services 4 fi m , ."i22

Berkshire Hou.se.

"WAR WITHOUT WINNER" - Film

presentation co-sponsored by UMass
Peacemakers and Students Against
Militarism. Everyone welcome. Film to be
followed by discussion. 7:30 p.m.. CC 804.

BUTTERFIELD INFORMATION SES
SION — Ever thought of eating in your
own dorm? Then try Butterfield. Come to

an information session and find out what it

is all al)out. 6:15 to 7 p.m. Butterfield

Lounge.

UMASS STRATEGY GAMES
MEETIN(j — Na|K)leonic or American
Civil War miniatures will Ik' the main topic

of txtnight's meeting. Intereste<i gamers
are welcome. 6:30 p.m.. CC 904.

TW( ) FREE MOVIES: As a .salute to the
Twelvth Annual Black Musicians Con-
ference, the Commuter .Area Government
will preM'nt "Different Drummer " and
"On the Road with Ellington." 7 p.m., 101

Campus Center.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK - Japan
Night. -Ikuo'" (Tn Live), a film by
Kurosawa. 7 p.m., 102 Thompson Hall.

TEST ANXIETY WORKSHOP - You
are invited to a one-session workshop
designed to identify test anxieties
behaviors and to develop effective coping
strategies. 4 p.m., 308 Berkshire House.

FCX)D SCIENCE CLUB MEETING -
This is the last chance to get involved.
Discuss dinner plans, elections and IFT in-

fo. All food science majors encouraged to
attend. 7 p.m.. 227 Chenoweth.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING -
Explanatit)n of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentratit)n (BDIC) Program,
a degree granting program which allows a

student the oppf)rtunity to design his/her

own major. 7 p.m.. Brown.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY
BOARD — Students get involved with
health services. Be<'ome a SHAB meml)er.
it's a learning ex[)erience. 5 p.m.. Rm. 302
Health Services.

AVANTC.ARDE VIDEO - A show of
color movies and music. New works by
Women Artists from California, f. u> 10
p.m.. \mck of Hatch.

EUROPE »' CAR
RINT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* WuclMil—»i Pla/«

Ntm la*. NV loav
>t»»» JJt?) -41 J040

SlMaofil/T«acli*f TarHt

•CMTAl lASf ruHCMASC

TON'T MIJ5

.«^«^'*

'^

ÂT 600
1>4ROU6rtt APRIL 30

m£
Medical School
Tampko, Mexico

What Makes

A Qiiliti

Medici! Schoel?

4.
1. FltwFKUly

2. Good rldltin

3. OuaHTy SMwtf Body

4. Hm N.Y. SM« Edu-
cation DapwIiinMt
approval tof Itw pur-

poao e( ^acint 3fd
or 4lh r«tr madicai
•tudanta In clinical

clafdtMpa In taaclv

in9 hoaptola In N.Y.

SUIa.

<o« wnfM clotMt, •! WM O. htftd

Unlv*r«ldad 0«l Nor«*t«
lJ0foi«41 Si NY. Mr 1001/

(}in 5P««Si4
6M-4S66

Bloom County

Collegian n

By Berke Breathed

VeflR6 A&O, iAbCO W^IC

meae mu. Be no,

REPEAT, NO m\lOUV/ \H

WVfM'b

^ ^ 5TKIP.

"Mm)

NOT 5PeAKJN&

FOR evERVoNe:.

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

you WANT ne TO
COOK BK£Al^f^ST

VJI-iBN VOU THINK ABOUT
IT, STARTlUC. A MILLION
ySAHS f^OO , f^EH WOULD
HifNT ANO WOMEN WOULD
COOK Its natuml FofK you

wtlj. then how
DO iOU BKPLAtN
THE FACT THAT
Mo^ GOOD cners

7

J GUESS :noi-HeH: /f^

BECAUSE nEN HA\fE

THE GREATER. CAPlMiTy

TO LEARN

-^=^?^r>Nll
ICONTINUeO

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

HIWLVIN..tllW^t;;%yal"*.IP

o

-/9?^

INTO THE SAWE CHMNEl!

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
KdiCed b> Margaret tarrar and Trude Jaffe

IVR.t I o% \mttW\ ItfM^ \>»4lriiu

ACROSS 52 Choose 21 Duo
1 One way to pre 55 Subdues 24 Very, along the

pare vegetables 58 Year in Traian's Seine
5 Namesakes of a reign 25 Leaping move

Dickens lady 59 Property ments in fencing

10 Dressed attachment 26 Too bad'

14 Area measure 60 Kindled anew 27 Cleaner st;<f jet

15 Soap plant 61 Quaker of noit- 28 — anc3 f?n«tes

16 Basalt 62 Princely family 29 Pier supports

mgredient 63 Historic city 30 Transfer agent

17 Devon Sight m Alabama of a type

18 Luncheon cloth. 64 Greek god 31 Work ,1. terms

eg o: heat

20 USNAgrad t^>j valent

21 Spotless 32 Cubic meter

22 Apparent 34 Adored
23 Word with light 37 Carp

or bright DOWN 38 Employ
25 Wind indicator 1 Joan Sutherland s 40 Pry

27 A Vanderbilt title 41 Subjects to

29 Does a household 2 Image appraisal

chore 3 Level 43 Everlasting

33 Critic, at times passageways 44 Rest hour.

34 Dooryard bloom 4 Ending with along theEbro

35 Scrap mountain 47 Merry old King

36 Angers 5 Jimsonweed 48 Name for a

37 Clumsy ones 6 General Bradley birdlike girl

38 Gigantic 7 Wrap of a sort 49 Racetrack

39 Sea French style 8 in the event

40 Rescues Family 50 Soft

41 Cap feature 9 Observe 51 Neat and
42 Perfurrws 10 Oil of natty

44 Calm 11 Wash 53 Yearn

45 the line 12 Declare 54 Containers

46 Bit of gossip positively 56 Certain

47 Carved 0«m 13 Cupid s weapon connectives

50 Jeanne d Arc 19 Like some 57 Very small

et ai geometric shapes 58 Tax expert

1 } 3 4
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Mostly sunny today,

[lit^s the mid 60s inland

to the 50s along the coast.

Fair tonight. Lows in the

30s. Variable cloudiness

tonwrrow with a chance of

showers. Highs in the 50s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Brown Derby Sandwich, Garden Sandwich, Broc-

Broccoli and Cauliflower coli and Cauliflower
Casserole Casserole

DINNER
Baked Ham/Fruit Sauce.

BBQ Beef Cubes, Sweet
and Sour Tofu

BASICS DINNER
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce,

Sweet and Sour Tofii

t

I

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami
Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.

c.^ r.-.r,*. V',t...?,f.. ->^o «^^.v.9-v.%^^v<vc^«V.v^.^«.v^-o^v^ «v ft>iV:>4VoV.:::o <>:%Vo e> :>.;«:> «:..;;<s <.> a;-:* 4 >wv,v.v^•A
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The crusaders will march on I

*'^- If^crosse

no more : UMass 6 HC
By SCOTT HOOD

Collagiui Staff

WORCESTER - After having two of

its first three matches postponed due to

inclement weather, plus a disappointing
loss to Boston College last Saturday,

yesterday's trip to Worcester for the

University of Massachusetts men's tennis

team was just what the doctor ordered: A
nice EASY match in which the

Minutemen destroyed Holy Cross 6 0.

(The doubles were cancelled because of

rain).

The Minutemen didn't drop a set in the

convincing triumph. Neal Mackertich. at

number one seed, as usual, whitewashed
Larry Egan 60. 60. Stuart Goodmen
destroyed Kevin McCarthy 6-2. 6-1 at

number two. Steve Jordan waltzed past

Scott McGavick 6 0, 7 5 at number four.

Mike Duseau and Earl Small, both playing

singles for the first time this year, had
little trouble at number five and six

singles. Duseau recorded a 6 2. 6 3 victory

over John Sugrue. while Small crushed
AndyGuillette6 1.6 1.

The Minutmen look to continue their

winning ways on Thursday against M.I.T.
on the Boyden Courts, at 3 p.m. Szlosek

expects a tougher match against the lads

from Cambridge because of M.I.T.'s talent

in spinning, twisting returns and lobs. In

baseball lingo it's called junk.

On a more somber note, Nick Julian,

the number four singles player and a
chemical engineering major, has volun-

tairly left the team due to academic
pressures.

Because of Julian's leave, the number
five and six singles are up for grabs. Rich

Lindgren, who did not participate in the
match yesterday, will move up to number
four. Among the contenders for the last

two spots are Gehnas, Duseau, Small.

Dave Singer, and Dave Salem.

This weekend, the netmen will face

Central Connecticut and Bowdoin in a tri-

match on Saturday and Clark University
on Sunday. Next week, the Minutemen
travel to Springfield College to Uke on the

Chiefs, before embarking April 22 for the
Atlantic 10 championships in Pittsburgh.

Coyitinnol frnni fxiij' J'.i

will host two other New England rivals,

Boston College and the University of New
Hampshire.
"The next three games are very impor-

tant as far as the New England Champion-
ship goes," said Garber. "We have to win
all three of them."

*ir. lacrosse—
' 'iHfinvt'H from pnqt- 20

chipped in three assists.

The stickwomen outshot Smith by a

count of 38 13, scoring on half of their shots.

Hubner only had to make three saves, while
the Smith goalie made nine.

The team did other impressive things
besides scoring. They showed a fine passing
display near the end of the game as Smirh

Garber felt that the team played well on
Saturday and that if they are able to

eliminated a few mental lapses that took
place that they can get bck on the winning
track.

The Gorillas had better get swinging
right away today though, Bruins can run,
climb, claw and mawl. And, even kill the
season at an early date.

attempted to pressure the ball, and hustled
on defense as they converged on the Smith
ballhandlers and did not let many shots on
goal.

UMass will take its 4 1 record into

Saturday's game at home against Harvard,
one of the top teams in New England and
the country. It should determine who has
control in New England.

Newhoop recruit signs today
New University of Massachusetts head

basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen is expected
to sign his first recruit as a college head
coach today.

Carl Smith, a 5'H" point guard from Fork
Union Military Academy is expected to sign

a letter of intent to attend UMass today,

the national signing day for college bound

hoopsters.

Minuteman freshman Tom Emerson
attended Fork Union last year. Smith,
along with transfer Jackie Sheehan. are
expected to be the only new recruits this

year. Smith averaged 10 pts. a game and
six assists for Fwk Union.

BILL SHEA

On* bvdroom apartment June 1 with fall

option swimminfl pool tennis courts
886-4761

Rolling Qraan two bedroom air condition
iT>g balcony summer fall option 2S3 7924

Summer sublet fell option iarjje^tvvo
bedroom apartment on bus route $380
month call 866-3686

Up and downataira apt with 1 Vi baths
Located H mi from campus in rural part of
N Amherst on Hobart Lane. Summer sublet
fall option 549-1749

One bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood townhouse available June 1

with fall option 253-3487

2 bedroom apt Cliffaide Sunderland fall

option call evenings 866-3473

3 bedrooms avail in Echo Hill apt with
fall option 253-7770

Two bedroom aummer aublet fall op-
tlon bus route pool call 256-0223

2 bedroom Cliffaide apt summer sublet
- fall option 340/moPth 666-7914 nites

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village $350
month available June 1 - Sept 1 call

549 6912

Unique one bedroom Southwood apart-
ment pool, tennis, bus, garden plot. Fall
option $310 includea utilities start 6/1
253-5786

Beeutiful Brandywine 2 bedroom fur-
nished summer 8ut>tet facing pond pool
549-0542 « Kv

,
Mw

Houaemate wanted - aummer w/fall op-
tion older student or working person; room
in 4 bedroom apt between town campus no
loud stereos Drew 549-8425

Brittany Manor apartment summer
sublet with fall option 2 bedrooms 253-2214

3 bdrma in Ig apt for sumemr 1 mi from
town 137 -^

"^

Room in houae Rt 9 Amheret for one or
two June & July 253-9898
Sublet 2 bedrooms furnished Cliffside
apartments $340 everything call 866-4210
evenings (June 1)

3 bedroom apartment with fall option
$470+ Amherst Center excellent location
starting June 1st 253-2169 Eric

Brandywine Apt for summer two
bedroom fall option rent negot David
5468730

Townehouae 3 bedrooma: cloae to
campus air-conditioned, rent
negotiable 548-6103

WANTED
Caah for your records, tepea 546-2836
(ask for Jaromir/ leave message)

Claaa Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant
Amherst, 258-0710

Providence Deed ticket needed. Will
buy or trade 548-8172

I need houaing on Nantucket laland this
summer call Peter 546-4732

Help orgenize end participete in the
planning of a KKK Counter Rally.
Meeting: Wedneedey, April 13th. 4:00
PM CO Rm 901 for more info call the
SCERA antiraciam teem 646-0341

Wented desperetely - any old tests you
may have from BioChem 205A. Please call
if you can help. 546-7081 or 546-7051

Amy 6-5816 or Andrea 8-5498

WANTED TO RENT

$25 rewerd if you help us to find a 3
bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept call

Puffton 3 bedroom epertment beginning
June or September 6-5625 or 256-8463
Looking for a place on the Cape (Hyan-
nis aree) for summer rental. If you are
female and need a roomn^ate, please caH
Ann at 6-5440 Leave message
Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt in Puffton for
June w/fall option 549-0787

2 or 3 bedroom ept dor 6/1 or 9/1 call
6^91 26 or 6-9132

$30 rewerd for 3 bedroom apt - Puffton or
Townehouse call Sheryl 8-9880 Shari
D-96Z3

Three bedroom Townehouee apt to rent
summer/fall beginning June call Stu 8-5446
Steve 6-5467

2 or 3 bedroom epertment in North
Amherst area starting June or August call
Mike 6-9361 or Sean 6-3210 not Bill

Couple aeeks 1 bdrm apt in Amherst area
tor fall, w/possible summer sublet Call
Steve (6-6877) or Alice (6-687 1

)

Helpl Looking to rent house or apt w/yard
that allows pets. Please call Susan 253-5941

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoKagian Office CC 113 • 8:4&-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two day* prior to publication day

Cash in advance • IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

ANNOUNCEMENT

American Indian Student Aaaociation
Meeting: Fri 4-15 6 PM 303 SUB (Ear-

thfoods Cafe) or contact Office of Thirc"

World Affairs

AUDIO
~

Speakers: Research Acoustic Lat>oratory

3000 - brand new regularly 700$ my price

270$ or best offer 125 watts call Peter

6-7593

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Audi LS100 AM/FM sunroof radiais

call evenings 666-7541

70 Valiant 318 ci $560 call Jere 546-9424

1979 Ford Reeta mint poverty must sell

great gas 546-0244 549-0383

76 Blater new parts met 1800 253-3301

68 VW Bug great condition, excellent gas
mileage. Dependable, asking $400. firm.

Call 25-5680 ask for Steve

1973 Capri 2000 automatic good for

another 20,000 miles needs slight

maintenance $800 or best offer call

253-7881 before 10 PM aak for Hal

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by profeeeional bellyitoncer

for nfK)at unuauai gift. Thereia, 2P-7822

CUFF8IDE SUBLET

Summer sublet with fell option - 2

bedroom apt. equipped with dishwasher;

and laurHlry in building. Area has a poi. ten-

nis courts. Located on bus route. $296 per

rr>onth includir>g everything. Call 546-0182

before 6:00, 886-7729 after 5:00

E.L

Surprtsinglv enough, I actually had fun
(?l) Sunday night. (I'm sure rt was not

because of the companyl) Hey, too bad it

was raining £r I was weanng fake shoes,

(can I help it if I'm an imposter?) Anyway,
sorry I "ripped" your coat-tHJt you spiited

the popcorn so we're even I Please
to see us downstairs - wfK) alee

aend me notea? FrerKh nwviea aoon. .

? - yours. TY

ENGAGEMENT

AWeen (Mlmeey) MacCormack and
Lauren Kelly Trecoata proudly annourH:e
the engagenr>ent of their suitemate Cynthia

Jean Coronato to John Patrick Clarkin to

be merried on June 18. 1983

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadlec Entertainment Agency Inc.

Berxte Di^qodteys guerenteed studem
functiof>a 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESSI
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

549-4406

FOR RENT

1 bedrm Puffton apt. for rent; avail.

June 1. CaH Jeaee: 546-2707, 549-8915

2 femalee wanted for large bedroom in 2
bedroom Rolling Green Apt. IX. eech in-

cludes everything. Summer aut)let with fall

option. 2S6-0807

Quiet and privete room. Downtown
Amherst. Available immediately. Call

253-7994

Summer aublet/fell option 1 or 2
bedrooma in 2 bedroom SurKlertarxl apt.

Bus directly out front - negotiable 886-3188

yA bedroom apt. sumn>er sublet w/fsH
optk>n. Pool, tennis courts, eir corKJftk>n-

ing. »440/mo. 263-3967

Large br in Amherst Ctr. ept. avaiiabie

immediately $150-1- 549-0360

FOR SALE

For Sele Portable Stereo/Tapedeck SR
2100 aeriea still under wsrrsnty call

546-9819 for info

Saitex Telephoto Lena 136mm fits Pentax
K 7500 Scott 546-7439

Bicycle, 1962 Motobecane Grand Touring.

18 speed, mint conditton, 253-5966

Qibeon ES33B Sunburst, shelter heeds,

stop tail piece, very good cond. $560 or BO
666-2127

Grateful Deed ticketa for Provklence

show 4/20 Gerry 6-5612 best offer

For Sele: Pioneer TX9600 AM/FM tuner

excellent condition. Tom 549-4127

FOUND

Dorm Key on eilver ring. Outskle Dickin-

son Dorm, near Grayson Call after 9 PM
646^629

Young, female, ahort-haired black cat"
with long ears & long legs. Found in vicinity

of Stop & Shop. She recently had a litter -if

she is yours or would like to adopt her
please call 253-7067

Found mana watch on field across
Southwest last Tues call Mike 323-4929

Calculator in Grad Tower call to ID Liaa

253-5185

FUNK BEAR

We love you - best friends club. Keep it

upl

HELP WANTED
A SIGNIFICANT SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT EXPERIENCE: in a rustic reeklen
tial camp serving disadvantaged children.

Stop by the concourse level II April 13 for

nrxxe information. Or call TRAIL BLAZER
CAMPS (212) 431-8390

Earn $600 or more eech achool year.
Flexit>le hours. Monthly payment for plac-

ir>g poster on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well.
800-5260883

Summer work big bucks work hard
travel $1250 per mo car preferred not re-

quired send phone no and address to sum-
mer work PC Box 299 Amherst MA 01004

INSTRUCTION
~

Amherst Jewish Sunday School needs
teacher, Hebrew, history, music and teeii

leader. PC Box 808 Amherst for application

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
OPEN RUSH

AM UMaaa women ere cordially invited

to Lamt)da Delta Phi's Open Rush Dinners

Mon thm Fn. April 11-15 The 6ttkioM
meets will be served at 5:X p.m. feel free to

bring friends RSVP 646-0939

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legel Servlcee Office haa eight poei-

tkxw available for full-time legel aaaiatant

interrts for Fall 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from ecedemk:
departments. Aid atorr>eys at LSO with

client imerviewir>^, investigations, legal

raaaerch, r>egotiatK>r>s, giving advice ar>d

referrals, preperation of court forms, atten-

dar>ce at heerir>gs in District and Superior

Courts, snd psrticipation in administrsth^e

heerings arnl federel l(tigatk>n Maintain

continuing easeloed ur>der attorney super

viakMi. For advice on arrar)gir)g an intern-

ship ar>d credit, contact Office of Intem-

shipa, Curry Hicks Building. Applicationa

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intem-

ahipa. Writing sample required. Furttier in-

formetion, LSO, 922 Cempua Center.

LOST

Levl'a Jeen Jecquet with Mt Srtow lift

ticket had an ID inaMe. Lost Wad April 6 at

the Pub I think I've got yours t»y error. CaH
Anabel 546-6380

Lost blue Barracuda style Jacket st

Btuewsll Fridsy 4/8. Dkl you pick up the

wrong or>e? Glad to switch beckl caN

6-6296

Lost: Navy blue canvas bag with light tan

harHJte in Bluewatl Fri reward call 256-8867

Beige Pocketbook k)st in Student Union

women's room. Keep tf>e mor>ey but I need

the ID and valuablea. No queetior>s aaked if

returned. RewardI CaH paula at 546-5107

It's important. __^
MOTORCYCLE FUN

72 Honde 3B0 - orange, greet ahape, real

cute. Sisay bar, 2 matching helmets,

manual included. Beat offer. CaH Tami at

886-4396 or 546-3600. Leave meeaage.

MOTORCYCLES

1979 Yamaha 400XS Great cond. Many ex

traa, just tuned-up must asH $1000 or BO
caH 253-5910 A nke bike

PERSONALS

Jolly Green Glent I k>ve you I your little

Green Sprout

lota Gamma Upellon Open Rush Monday
4/11 7:30«:X Tuaeday 4/12 5:00 dinner

Thursday 4/14 8:00-9:00 sll unh/ersity

women invited for more information csN

Beth or Hilary st 266-8674

Serious sbout losing weight? Support

group starting whteh utilizea a safe new ef-

fective program 664-0491 after 5:30 pm

Ever thought of eeting In your own
dorm? For anyone intereated in living in

Butterfield Dorm next aemester and enjoy-

ing this luxury there wlH be an informatton

8eaak>n heM on Wedneeday and Thuraday

April 13 snd 14 in the ButterfiekJ Lounge

from 6:15 to 7:00 pm __^

To the Track teama get Psyched for the
UMass Relaysl K.B.

Drougleea "UMass" has been a real ex-
perience. The Concord awaitsi Happy 21

Love, Crowt)ar

Robin - Happy Birthday snuggle bumpsi
Love, Me
Summer work contact now call 549-4086
360 per wk relocate car preferred not re-

quired

Jill the Collegian goofed twicel
Finalmente, buenos cumpleanos amiga con
todo, Minda

John "Golubchick " Nolan - Happy Birth

dav. Comrade

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at

Newman Center

Free trained Lesbian/Gay Peer Counseling
Referal MTuThF 433 SU 4-8 pm 546-2646

Northeeat Area Government Elections
President, Vice-President, Treasurer,
Secretary. All paid po8itk>r>s. Nomination
papers available from 109 Mary Lyon. Due
April 25. Elections May 4 £r 5 questions call

Doris 6^808
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA

Open Rush
All UMass worrien invited

Tues April 12 9:00 - 10:00

Wed April 13 9.30- 11:00

Thurs April 14 9:00 - 10:00

Tues April 19 9:00 - 10:00

Wed April 20 9:30 - 11:00

Tri-Sigma 382 N. PleeaantSt
Queetions: call 546-0046/0076

John Nolan you charred geek, Happy
Birthday, tike totally, like cool whip with no
claories, ya. far surel Love you, Jackie

Eliaabeth Grrroden Heppy 21 HaHa
prepere for gueaa wt>at tove Pam
Happy Birthdey Miriam from all tfte cute
guys in basicsl Rick Deb Doug

Scott 8 day late

all of us
Happy Birthdaylll from

A Touch of Claaa

Delta Zeta Sorority invitee afl

university women to attend an open
rush psrty wir>e h cheeae

Thurs April 14 ^ Delta Zeta Houae
1 1 Phillips St (acroea from BKO)
any ques contact Alicia 549-8823

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DIaeertatione, ttteeee, caass. papers
guaranteed ecceptarKe k>w rstaa 60382,
584-7924 Nancy.

ROCHESTER

Ride r>eeded to Rocheeter for k>r>g

weekend. WH ahara sxpsnssa. CaH Matt
866-3930

ROOMMATES WANTED

Looking for roommate to share two
bedroom ept in Puffton Villege $140 per

nx>nth per person cable TV caM Nei
546^4309

Roommetee wented for fall eemeeter in

townhouae apartments 1 or 2 bedrooms
avaWabte caH Suzanne 549-2986

Hyennle Beech Houee 2 fen^alaa to ahara

room call Jane 549-4736.

One femele roomn>ete wsmsd for two
bedroom Brittsny Msnor Apartment
256-8632

Brandywine 3 roomatea for aummer with

faHopation 6494114.

Two conelderate roommetee to share

Brt Manor apt in Sept caH Karen 263-5798

keep tryingl

2 roommetee wemted for aummer ren-

tal in S. Yarmouth of>e mite from Seegull
Beech caH Larry 6-7720 or Dave 6-7790

Houeentetee wented for eummer on
Cape Cod 6 bedroome 2 bathe 6-6861

Male wented for aummer euMet 9 ^^^
ir>g Green 80.00 per month 256-8121 after

10.00 PM
Reeponaible fenMie wanted to share

sunny Southwood Apt summer/fall
253-5109

SERVICES

Typing feat - reliable $1/pg. IBM aelectric

aH Nancy 549-1642

SUMMER PERSONNEL WANTED

The Town of Amherst Leisure Ser-

vices/Supplemental Education Depart-

ment ia acceptir>g applicattons for summer

Tennis Instructors

Senior Leader
Pre-School Swim Instructors

Director/Adventure Playground
Arts & Crafts Instructor

Apply in person to the Amherst Leisure
Services/ Supplemental Education Dept.,
Bangs Community Center, 70 Boltwood
Walk, Amherst, Mass. Equal Oppor-
tunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All

qualified applicants welcome.

SUMMER SUBLET
~

Female wanted to eummer sublet Bran-
dywine room. For more information
5490425

Attractive Brittany Manor Apartment
for summer sublet call for info 256^682

Summer aublet Townhouae epta. fur-

nished 3 bedroom rent negotiable call Betsy
or Sherri 549-6709.

Roiling Green furnished two bedroom apt
with fail option air conditioning, pool, all

utilitiee included 256-S336

1 bedroom Puffton Apt completely fur-

nished pool/tennis $125/person 549-6207

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt w/terace
overlooking pond furnished $300 per month
call after 6 PM 549-6788

Spend eummer et Townehouae Apta 3
bedroom, air conditior^ed, furnished apt. 1

mile from campus, directly on bus route call

549^307 ask for Lit or ieeve a meeeage

1 t>edroom epertment fully furnished
Colonial Village with fall option rent
negotiable 256-8386

TO SUBLET
~

3 bedroom apt for rent w/fall option 390

^ utilitiea Main St Amherst 253-5941

2 bdrma In Amherst aublet 150 mo utilitiee

induded fell option Cari/ Mitch 256-6712

Summer sublet - fumiahed two bedrooms
Townehouse apts 54»6364

One bedroom ept for sunrwner sublet with

.fatt opt Cliffside evea 886-3880 54»6499

Coloniel VIg 1 bdrm ept furnishing

$286 > 253 7797 summer sub/fall opt

One bedroom townhouee Southwood
Apts $310/month June 1 • Aug 31

256«23
Cheep furnished 3 bedroom ept eir cond aH

util ItkI aummer only 256-8389

Two bedroom Coloniel Villege Apt
room for three, on bus route, laundry ar>d

pool fecilitiee, $100 per month eech CaN

2Sa^7158

Two bdrm Brandywine Apt pod, AC.
bua rte., svlb 6/1 - 9/1, rent negtbl

64»4741

Northampton four bedroome June
-Auguat $580/month two fk>ors two battw

584^126

Fumlehed epertment Brarnlywlne one
bedroom r^ce furniture avail June 1 - Sept 1

320 per month indudee utilitiee csl

5490460

2 bedroom epertment at Rhrerglede

epts. Summsr aublet with faU optk>n.

AvaHable June 1 . $32&/m 253-2084 Lary/-

Julie

AvaHeMe for aummer euMet fumiahed 1

bdr Brandywine $330/month call eveninga

549-1306 Duncan

Summer aublet 2 bdrm ept 3 min walk to

town 10 minutea to campus furnished

286.00 per month call 256-8639

Summer aublet w/fell opt. 2
Southwood Apt, pool, tonnia, bua route,

heet ind 256-6739

One bedroom Cliffside apartment aum-
mer sublet w/fell optk>n utNitiee induded

inel until 29^1983.

1 or 2 roome In 2 bedroom Southwood
apt for aummer and poaaible fell option I

$Z)6 for one room - big erK>ugh to ahare.

Call 256-8323 except during any msior apor-

tir>g event of before 10 am
Puffton 1 bedroom ept for eummer
aublet with faH option 549^1331

Summer: N Wooda 180/nrK> nrwle or

female nonamoker call 886-7130 Thomaa

Summer eublet 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom

apt w/faH option Squire Village rent for

aummer negotiable 886-2127

4 bedroom apt In Rhrerglade 296/mo csN

253-5487

2 bdrm Brittant epertment beet offer felt

option one person 266-0606

One bedroom In Brendywtne ept, 6/1
-9/1 rent negot. csH Ssgron 549-0983

Two bedroom spsrtmsnt Cllffsldel

Pool, T-couri, on busline 12 minutee to

UMaaa summer w/fsll option 866-3904

Two bedrom epertment wKh fell option
Cliffskie $360 utilities induded 886-4680
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UM Softball sweeps, baseball splits
Men take2nd

By KEN BAZINET
Collrcian Suff

First came the grey overcast sky. Then came the 30
degree winds blowing in from left field. And finally a few
rain drops even fell on I'Mass" Liorden baseball field.

But when it was all over, the 31 fans in the who had
endured the weather had seen UMass split a doubleheader
with Harvard.

It was a big day for Chris Waszczuk. I'Mass' left fielder

is proving to be a candidate for Academic All American
honors, and cracked a solo home run in the opener, a 6-5

loss for the Minutemen, and a two run homer in the .second

game, a 10 7 victory for UMass.
On the day. Waszczuk. whose cumulative average in

civil engineering bounces between 3.5 and 4.0 (give or take

a summa or a magna) had four hits, six RBI's and scored

four runs in addition to his two homers.

In the opener. I'Mass was forced to play catch up as it

gave up four quick runs to Harvard in the first inning.

After playing in a slow and steady (wins the race) style.

I'Mass finally was able to tie the game in the sixth inning

on a Bruce Kmgman single.

UMass wasn't able to keep the game deadlocked for

long, or get its own go ahead runs, and the Crimson won it

in the seventh on a grounder to the shortstop which scored

the runner from third.

UMass quickly regrouped (head coach Dick Berquist

held a fast between games pep talk) and played seven
innings of solid ba.seball in the second game.

But it looked like an instant replay in the Crimson first

inning when Ed Farrell. Harvard's first baseman stroked a

grand slam over the 370 foot mark in right center field.

Farrell (or Professor F'arrell as his teammates call him)

had arrived in Amherst late after taking his Graduate
Records Examination for six hours earlier in the day in

Cambridge. He definitely swung at a smart pitch.

( oikfiaa pkulo b« Tom KudU

Dean Bennett slides safely under the tag of the Harvard Crimson in yesterday's game at Lorden
Field. UMass split with Harvard.

UMass playing a steadier game than in the first, and tied

the score after getting two runs in the first and two in the

second inning.

Harvard took a one run lead in the third inning, but
UMass went ahead in the fourth for good on a two run
single by designated hitter Bruce Emerson.

UMass got its insurance runs from Waszczuk (a two run

homer) in the sixth inning to ice the win.

The Minutemen. now 4 11. travel to I^ovidence. R.I.
today to play Brown in a doubleheader. and the UMass
winning streak tone) is expected to be kept alive by the
Minutemen hardballers.

Oman, Gawleadin romps

r*ll«fMn pltota k<r (°krra J«fifiitaiNl

Missy Oman lays down a bunt in yesterday's sweep over Weatfield St.

By GERRY deSIMAS
< •ll*Ci>n Staff

When the going get.«; tf)ugh. the Universi-

ty f»f Massachusetts s«tftl>all team gets go-

ing. Bolstered by the play of a hurting

Jackie Gaw and Missy ()rnan and com-
plimented with an all-around hitting at-

tack, the Minutewomen disposed of

Westfield State 6-0. 12-1 to sweep yester-

day's doubleheader at NOPE.
Coach Elaine Sortino was very pleased

with her team's effort.

"We hit the ball ver>' well. We made
things happen out there." said Sortino.

UMass pounded out 12 hits in the opener
and 13 in the second.

Massachusetts, which is ranked first in

New England, didn't get things going in

the opener until the third inning, when
UMass put three runs on the board
highlighted by Oman's shot to left (1 RBI)
and Chris Coughlin's single to left (1 RBI).

In the fourth. Debbie Pickett led off with

a single, folllowed by Rioux's hit, single's

by Oman and Gaw and a sacrifice by
Coughlin which gave UMass three more
runs and the 6-0 sulvantage.

Cathy Reed upped her record to 9-2 with

the three hitter. Gaw had three bases

stolen on her in the first game and her

thn)ws were off due to her injury — but not

by much.
"The first couple of times (I really threw

hard) it (shoulder) was pretty stiff," said

(iaw. "But it loosened up during the

game."
The second game was one to make a

highlight film fr<»m. Rioux (3 RBIs), went 3

for 3. Oman (1 RBI) went 2 for 2. Gaw (1

RBI) went 3 for 4, Sally Maher (2 RBI)
went 2 for 2, Mary Ann Lombardi went 2

for 2 and Pickett hit in 2 RBI while going 1

of 2.

UMass picked up one run in the first, two
in the second and eight in the fourth, get-

ting six hits and going through 12 batters.

Lynn Stockley was on top of her game
with five strikeouts while giving up four

hits.

Wliat was so remarkable about Oman to-

day (besides that 5 for 6) was that she

played with a sore wrist and had to bit the

bullet. It was sore after the game so she

may sit out tomorrow's UNH
doubleheader. Friday.

UMass will host Vermont, also at home.
The tough will just have to get tougher.

Laxmen to take on the Bruins
By JIM FLOYD

loilfria" suff

Today's clash between the University (»f

Massachusetts and Brown University will

be the biggest game of the season for the

men's lacros.se team to date.

The reasoning l^iehind that statement is

simple. The Gorillas monkeyed around a lit

tic Uk) much during the la.st two gam^s and

all of a sudden find themselves with a 1 2

record. Losing two games in a row is a

common orrurance even for Divi.^ion I

}>owerhou.ses but losing three in a row-

makes it a losing streak.

The (iorillas do not want to find

them.selves on the wn)ng end <»f a losing

streak.

"It'll be tough to get off the deck after

this one." head roach Dick Garln'r said.

after his team had dropj)ed what turned

out to be a classic 14-13 seesaw battle

against Rutgers University last Saturday
afternoon.

"The players were somewhat deflated

after the game and so was I," Garber said

of the impact of the loss.

The Bruins are a jK)tentially explosive

squad that could give UMass fits if the

team is not inltated today, though the

rankings will not ht' available until this

afternoon, Garber speculated that Brown
would take the top sp<it in New England.

"Brown will probably be the tojt ranked

team in New England at game time." said

Garl>er.

The game will Ik- the first inter-New
England battle that I'Mass will play as

they try to r(?gain the New England Inter

collegiate Lacrosse C'hampionship for the

ninth time in the last 20 years.

Efillowing the Brown game, the (Jorillas

Gazelles devastate Smith
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

( ollffian .Suff

NORTHAMPTON - The University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
showed why they are the defending
national champions as they crushed Smith
College yesterday by a score of 19 0.

UMass totally dominated the game from
start to finsih as Smith spent most of the

afternoon chasing the Gazelles around the
field. UMass had nice, crisp passing, and a

dominating offense which con.stantly kept
the ball in Smith's defensive end.
"We started to move the ball offensively

now that we are getting people healthy
again." said coach I'am Ili.xon. "We started
out wanting to fast break, which we did
successfully, and then we began to play a
cont ml offense by spreading out and using a
lour corners offense, which we did to some
extent," said Hixon.

The Gazelles broke on top early as Linda
Haytayan poured in three goals before

Smith even knew what hit them. They
poured on the offensive attack and con-

sistently scored to take a 12 halftime lead.

UMass began to settle down a little in the

second half and spread out the goals a little

more, as Smith played a little stronger. But
goalie Rita Hubner and the tough defense
would not yield a goal to Smith as UMass
cruised to its 19 victory.

UMass had a balance scoring attack as

they received hat tricks from four different

people. Haytayan led the onslaught with

five goals and four assists, followed by Pam
Moryl who finished the afternoon with five

goals and three assists.

The attack was helped by attackers Tish

Stevens and Bunny Forbes who had three

goals each. Sue Kozloski who had two goals

and two a.ssists. and Michelle Boyer who
( '.,,./, I""''
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Anti-nuke film

leaves viewers

feeling scared
By TRICIA A. YACOVONE

Collcgiaa Suff

Feelings towards the nuclear arms race were described

as "hopeless" by members of a capacity crowd yesterday in

the Campus Center Auditorium after the showing of the

controversial Academy-Award winning Canadian film "If

You Love This Planet."

The film, sponsored by the Graduate Student

Organizatkin (GSO). the Division of Public Health, was

preceded by a request by Robert Gage, a professor in the

public health program at the University of Massachusetts

to decide whether the film is actually propaganda as the

U.S. government claims, or whether it is really worthy of

its Academy Award.

In only twenty five minutes, the film depicted the effects

of nuclear war and the capabilities of the two nuclear

superpowers, the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. The film used

newsreels. old film clips of Ronald Reagan, and films of

Japanese wounded by the atomic bombs dropped on

Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Some people in the audience

cried. Some people left before it was over. Some just sat

and thought.

After the film ended. Gage asked for the opink>ns of the

audience on the film, and more specifically on nuclear war.

"Hopeless" and "helpless" were among the emotions

•i^vssed by the crowd. Gage sympathized with the

"NiLclear war is tough, frightening, in-

furiating, " Gage said. "It is so overpower-

ing thai we don't know what to do; yet we
feel the need to do something.

"

"Nuclear war is tough, frightening, infuriating," Gage
sakl. "It is so overpowering that we don't know what to

do; yet we feel the need to do something."

Gage then turned the discussion over to Dr. Alan Krass.

professor of Natural Science at Hampshire College and
former associate of the Stockholm Peace Research

Institute, who offered "logical and reasonable arguments
why to disarm" in his speech, 'The Myth of Deterrance."

Krass explained that even though the freeze movement
is a recent development, the arms buikiup is not.

"The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. have been preparing for a

nuclear war for thirty years, but no one has really sakl

anything against it until now," Krass said.

Krass sakl the choice to create a nuclear arsenal was a

pditkal. not a military decision.

"None of the mihtary of the nuclear capable countries

were consulted before they received nuclear weapons," he

said.

This politicization of nuclear weapons in the military,

and the arms race is based on the myth of deterrence,

Krass said.

"The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. think they can increase their

nuclear arms in the name of deterrence. This is a myth.

Deterrence serves to make the irrational rational, the

unthinkable thinkable," he said.

Krass said the word "deterrance" has been made totally

useless by years of misuse, and its only function now is to

confuse people.

Krass advocated a reduction, and ultimately an

elimination, of nuclear weapons.

"Once two countries have agreed to maintain a balance

of any kind, they can live with any kind of reduction . . .

even living with no weapons," he said.

In the face of such a situation, people want to know what

they can do. Krass said to use the best skill that each

individual does best.

"To do something is the main thing. Right now, we have

to undermine our myths about the Soviet Union. We have

to overcome our fears and then help others to overcome

theirs," he said.

Krass concluded by stating the uselessness of nuclear

weapons, which "are not useful unless you want the

complete destruction of civilization."

( «ll*fi«a fktU ^ Katte WatUrt

Pamela Wilkinson, a member of the Ad Hoc
Committee for student input in tenure decisions
at Smith College, rallies a crowd gathered
yesterday afternoon on Seelye Lawn.

Students at Smith

seek greater input
By BILL WALL

Caikgiu suff

NORTHAMPTON - Under sunny afternoon skies

yesterday on the Seelye Lawn of Smith College, a group of

about 150 people gathered to sing songs and listen to

speakers demanding student input into the faculty tenure

granting process at their school.

The students were protesting the lack of "genuine"
student involvement in tenure decisions in general, and
specifically the recent denial of tenure to six faculty

members, according to organizers of the rally.

"We formed an Ad Hoc committee on student input for

tenure and promotion because we wanted to bring

students' concern to the attentk>n of the administratk>n.

They have not been taking student opink>n into account
when making tenure decisk)ns, said ccxnmittee member
Pam Wilkinson.

Merrie Baldwin, president of the Smith College Debate
Club, expressed in a speech her concern that the faculty

who are to judge a professor on the ability to teach only

observe the professor once or twice a semester, which she
said is insufficient time to make an informed decision.

"We sit with the professors day in and day out. We are

the ones who can judge if that professor can communicate
these ideas. We are the ones who can judge if the teaching
effectiveness is really there." Baldwin said.

The decision to grant tenure is based on scholarship,

teaching ability and, to a lesser degree, public service.

Wilkinson said.

"We feel we should not have input into the scholarship

end (of the tenure evaluatk>n process). However, we
believe on the teaching end is where we have a lot to say."

Wilkinson said.

Baldwin read a list of six demands given to the ad-

ministration, including the appointment of a non voting
student member to the faculty's Tenure and Promotion
Committee, strengthening student liason to each depar

tment, and official public explanation of all tenure

decisions, unless the effected professor requests other-

wise.

Baldwin said one of the main problems with the current

process was that the decisions were explained in very
vague terms.

"It was very, very arbitrary; one professor was told that

his teaching ability was not up to the college's standards.

We believe that he is an excellent teacher," Baldwin said.

The only current student input into the tenure decision is

the evaluations filled out by students, but these were not

mandatory until this semester, said committee member
Caria Cataldo.

The six professors who were denied tenure after seven

years of service were Gill Tunnell of the psychology

department; Alan C. Lamborn of the government

department; CarIa Golden of the psychology department;

Kathy Spencer of the French department; Andrea
Hairston of the theater; and Thomas Riddell of the

economics department.

"We lament their loss." Baldwin said.

College officials could not be reached for comment.

Trustees vote

$70 increase in

student fees
By MARK J. WELCH

Coilcgiu SUIT

The University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees

yesterday voted to approve student fee increases for next

fall totalling $70, after reducing the Campus Center fee by
$3.50.

The Trustees overrode their own Trust Fund Manage-
ment Policy, passed Feb. 9, in accepting the Campus
Center fee of $84. an increase of $5 over the $79 requested

before the "full costing" policy was passed.

The original policy said student fees should not increase

more than 2.4 percent for "full costing" charges, which

are assessed to pay for central administrative services,

such as accoimting and data processing, which are used by

each campus trust fund, including the Campus Center.

"According to the policy, students cannot be charged

for any more than their s^iare of (full costing ciiarges on)

the fee, and that's $2," argued outgoing Student Trustee

Jim Murphy.
Murphy made a motion to reduce the fee to $81, but the

motion was defeated.

Murphy argued that the Board should not "contradict

its own policy one meeting after it was passed," by ap-

proving the Campus Center fee at $84. But Trustee John
Sweeney argued the policy was not absolute.

"When we passed the Trust Fund Management Policy,

nobody ever said it was set in stone," Sweeney said. "The
compromises that have been made should be sufficient."

The Campus Center adniinistration had requested a $79
fee in January, but increased the request to $87.60 after

the policv was passed in F^iniary. After objections raised

by Murphy at a committee meeting two weeks ago. the re-

quest was reduced to $84.

In other business, the Trustees did not consider the

Long Range Plan, as had originally been scheduled,

becMise UMass President David C. Knapp was able to ob-

tain an extension from Chancelbr of Higher Education
John B. Duff. The plan will be revised and considered at

the August meeting, Knapp tokl the Board, and will than

be sent to the Board of Ri^nts.
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey announced to the Trustees

that two professors at UMass, Amherst received Gug-
genheim fellowshif^, as did two UMass, Boston pro-

fessors.

Duffey also announced that Professor Stephen B. Gates
will receive the Robert F. Kennedy Award for I>istinction

in Publications next week for his book. Let the Trumpet
Sound: The Life of Martin Luther King.

The Board also ^f)proved a University Medal to be

awarded to Judge J. John Fox for his efforts in creating

the UMass Medical School in Worcester
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A goat at the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture sticks its neck oat to get a look out-

side its cell.
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World and National News
Reagan lobbiesforAdelman
WASHINGTON (AP) - While President

Reagan and his high command lobbied by

telephone. Senate oponents of Kenneth L.

Adelman s nomination as arms control

director asserted yesterday his selection

raised doubt about the administration's

commitment to curb the nuclear race.

Supporters of the embattled nominee

said they had the votes to gain confirma-

tion by a narrow margin when the Senate

votes today. An Associated Press survey

showed they were close.

They also claimed the strength to defeat

any effort to kill the nomination by return-

ing it to the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, one option available to the opposi-

tion.

The comnuttee voted 9 to 8 against en-

dorsing the Adelman nomination on Feb.

24. Then, in order to get the issue to the

Senate, the panel voted 14 to 3 to send the

nomination to the Senate floor with a

recommendation that it be rejected.

Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-IU., chairman

of the Foreign Relations Committee, said

he would strongly oppose the tactic to

recommit the nomination to the committee.

"What in heaven's name would be ac-

complished by that?" asked Percy, an

Adelman supporter. "Nothing is going to

happen in the committee," he said. "No
further hearings are going to be held."

Opponents said if they decide to offer an

amendment to send the nomination back to

the committee, it would most likley be to-

day, the day the full Senate is scheduled to

vote on the nomination.

A poll by the AP showed 48 senators in

favor of Adelnmn's confirmation or leaning

toward voting for him, 38 against and 14

undecided. One of the 14, Sen. Robert

Packwood, R-Ore., will not be present for

the vote today because he is attending a

Republican conference in his home state.

King says Chicago race helps
BOSTON (AP) - Mel King, who hopes to

become Boston's first black mayor, said

Harold Washington's election in Chicago

should help get blacks to vote and put him

on top this fall in Boston.

"It's going to get a lot more people

together." King said yesterday. "The
believability in the possibility of electing a

black has increased."

The race between Democrat Washington

and Republican Bernard Epton attracted a

record turnout in Chicago, with close to

100 percent of blacks voting and a reported

98 percent of voters in the city's black

wards choosing Washington.

Abcjut 40 percent of Chicago's population

is black, compared to 22 percent in Boston.

"I know the numbers are vastly different

here and in Chicago." King said. "But I am
running because I think...that the fact that

I've been a state representative in a district

that is 75 percent white and I have a record

of being able to reach out and work with a

very good cross-section of people will be a

good basis for my being successful in this

effort."

King, interviewed at his office at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

where he is an adjunct professor in urban

studies, said voter registration will be the

key to his success.

"That is what is key and that's what

nude Chicago," he said.

Asked if he expected the kind of turnout

from Boston's blacks that Washington got

in Chk»go. King said. "I think it's going to

be a lot more difficult here, but in the final

election I think I'll come very close to

that."

11 90 ! SI >
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As day turned to dusk yesterday

in New York City, an 84-foot

balloon of King Kong climbed to

the top of the Empire State

Building, celebrating the 50th an-

niversary of the original movie.

Senate kills

budget cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Republican

controlled Senate Budget Comnuttee

sheathed President Reagan's budget knife

on welfare, food stamps and other key

social programs yesterday as it tentatively

crafted an overall spending program

containing $11.3 billion more than he wants

for non-defense items.

In contrast, the same panel had slashed his

defense buildup by one- half in a lopsided

vote last week.

The committee left welfare, food stamps

and subsized housing programs virtually

unscathed, and slowed his cutbacks in

Medicare, Medicaid and other health

programs considerably. And instead of a 1-

year freeze on federal pay. it voted for a 6-

month delay of the next boost.

Still ahead was a decision on possible tax

increases, yet another area where aides

said the panel was likely to override

Reagan.

The committee was expected to complete

work on its tax and spending blueprint late

yesterday or today. Some aides cautioned,

though, that a majority of the panel might

reject the emerging plan entirely if the

deficit became too large.

Freeze vote delayedagain

HolocaustrememberedinD.C

WASHINGTON (AP) With plenty of

votes to spare, the House yesterday

rejected efforts to dilute a nuclear freeze

resolution labeled "a formula for permanent

insecurity" by President Reagan.

House Democratic leaders remained

confident of victory for the largely symbolic

call for a "mutual and verifiable" half in the

arms race. But. with 39 amendments still

pending, the House quit work on the

measure in the early evening, putting off

further consideration until next week.

By 229 190. the Democratic run chamber

rejected a major modifk-ation proposed by

Rep. Elliot H. I^vilas, D Ga.. that would

have permitted older nuclear weapons to be

replaced by newer ones in lieu of a flat

freeze, with the new ones replacing the old

ones in a one for two "strategic build

down."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Speaking in

Yiddish on the steps of the Capitol, a young

congressman asked Jewish survivors of the

Holocaust yesUrday to remember the

gentiles who risked their lives to save Jews
— like his father — from the Nazis.

Rep. Sam Gejdenson. bom in 1948 in a

camp for displaced persons in Germany,

won the hearts of his audience of thousands

by speaking to them in a fading language

once known to virtually every Jew in pre

World War II Europe.

Gejdenson. a Democrat from Connecticut.

took part in a ceremony in which the

government turned over to the U.S.

Hokxraust Memorial Council two abandoned
government buildings near the Jefferson

Memorial.

They will become the site of a Holocaust

museum and memorial, to be built with $75

million raised in private contributions.

Vice President George Bush preskled over

the transfer, saying to the survivors: "We
join with you — God's remnants — in

speaking out" against Adolf Hitler's at

tempt to«xlerminate an entire people.
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Assistant to govemer links
education to state economy

By KEVIN BOWE

Gerald Indelicato, special assistant for educational af-

fairs to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, last night outlined some
of the educational priorities of the Dukakis administration

during the next four years in an address before the

Undergraduate Student Senate at the University of

Massachusetts.

"(Dukakis) has been clear in saying that economic
development and education are intricately related. A
strong economy is based on a very strong education

system. We need, must maintain and improve our educa-

tional system," he said.

The Dukakis administration has recommended a nine

percent increase in the budget for public higher education.

This is the largest p)ercentage increase for a state agency,

Iruielicato said.

Areas of special interest to the Governor include in-

creasing funding of new programs such as engineering, in-

fonnation sciences and health services, providing funds

for maintenance of deteriorating buildings like the UMass

library, and the purchasing of new equipment, he said.

Indelicato said he favors an admission standards policy

that is formulated at the "local campus level" and that

allows "flexability" in determining what kinds of students

are accepted to the institution.

"How do you measure motivation?" Indelicato

rhetorically asked in pointing out the need for local cam-
pus discretion.

The Dukakis administration supports a student on the

Board of Regents, he said. In the past, the Regents have
opposed student representation.

"I don't understand why the Board of Regents will not

accept (student representation). I suspect we will have
some favorable movement in that area," Indelicato said.

In his opening remarks, Indelicato expressed support

for the need for more student input in deciding how educa-

tioruil funds are spent in higher education, particularly

when the funding is being supplied by student fees.

"Students should have a more intimate role....We need

to listen, be involved with the consumer, (in deciding fun-

ding) and that is the student," he said.

C«U«ffiM pka*» b^ KatM Wstun

Gerry Indelicato, special asaistaiit for educa-
tional affairs to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, ad-

dresses the Undergraduate Student Senate last

night in the Campus Center.

Reproductive rights in danger

of losing ground in elections
By ONAIDA FOX
C«UafflM(

NORTHAMPTON Womens
reproductive rights are being endangered

even though 90 percent of the people in the

U.S. are pro-choice, a member of the

National Organization for Women (NOW)
said last night.

The Hampshire county chapter of NOW
held a meeting last night at the Unitarian

Church in an attempt to mobilize support

for women's rights to reproductive

freedom.

"Many people do not know how en-

dangered a woman's rights are." said

Tamar Raphael, a member of NOW.
Prior to the state Democratic convention

held last Saturday in Springfield, pro

choice advocates got more than one

thousand signatures to get the issue of

abortion placed on the agenda for the

convention. Raphael said.

"When Massachu.setts legislators vote on

the next ant i choice issue, we at least have

a strong Democratic influence, which is a

good achievement since Massachusetts is

primarily Democratic." she said. "It's

great; we get victories so rarely under

Reagan."

"Pro choice does not mean pro abortion",

.she said.

' l'n> choice means we are pro- freedom of

con.science". another member .said.

"Many pro-choice advocates are anti-

abortion", said Warren Rasmussen. the

only male member present. He said these

people themselves wouM not have an

abortion, but they respect the rights of

those that woukl. He said more emphasis
should be placed on family planning.

Catholic and Jewish organizations,

although against abortions, are pro-choice.

Raphael said.

The federal "Squeal Rule." which would
have forced a birth control clinic to notify

parents if she were under 18 and seeking

birth control, was permanently
disqualified.

"Another victory", she said.

Half of eggs fail to fertilize after in

tercourse and abort naturally, she said.

Abortions are 10 times safer than giving

birth. Raphael said.

"Two thu-ds of the world population is in

favor of abortions", she said.

The Northampton chapter of NOW ha.<«

50 75 active members.
It was established last year "because of

concern for women and reproductive

rights". Raphael said.

Ijegislalion may regulate and prohibit

abortions, but it has to be approved by a

majority in Congress and then voted on by
the people, Raphael said.

NOW "wants to make sure pro choice

advocators are aware that this is going on
and have them go out and vote." she said.

Senate demands Coffee Shop
remain in Campus Center

Ronald Beckwith, the ueenhouse supervisor at the University of

Massachusetts, uses yesterday's beautiful weather to clean windows
next to Fine Arts Center.

Chicago vote produces hope
By PAUL BASKEN

C«ll«fltea8Uff

The election Tuesday of U.S. Rep.

Harold Washington as the first black

nuiyor of Chicago yesterday was viewed

with hope for the city by a political science

professor and a Third World leader at the

University of Massachusetts.

In a race in which more than 90 percent

of all registered voters participwited and in

which the 51-48 percent margin of victory

required until yesterday morning to decide,

Washington, the Democratic nominee,

defeated Republican Bernard Epton.

"The closeness of the race is already a

very strong sign" of racism in an electorate

which has consistently and overwhelmingly

voted Democratic since 1931, said political

science professor John Brigham.

George McKenzie, the Office of Third

World Affairs' liason to the Undergraduate
Student Senate, agreed "racism played a

large part," and called the victory "a
tremendous feat." However, he said the

race issue was transcended, since "in 1983,

everyone understands that when Ronald

Reagan is on the hill, they've got to go out

and put Reaganomics on the defensive."

Brigham, who teaches a course in Civil

Liberties, predicted Washington's victory

should mean Blacks, who make up 40 per-

cent of the voting population, may now
become part of the political "machine"
which has ruled the city for years.

The Democratic "machine" will "be

rebuilt with the Black population," he said,

"and be stronger for it."

"I don't think Mr. Washington's election

is an end," agreed McKenzie, "I think it is

a beginning."

By JOHN O'CONNELL
c«ii«ffiusufr

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night unanimously approved a motmn
demanding the Campus Center Coffee Shop

remain as it is, and filled out a committee to

select a Student Crovernment Association

(SOA) Attorney Ge.ieral.

Campus Center Board of Governors Vice

Chairman Mike Reilly told the senate public

response to an opinion questionnaire given

out at the Coffee Shop during the past week
was "five to one against the (University)

Store taking over the Coffee Shop."

"Well over a thousand" students an

swered the questionnaires, Reilly said.

The motion stated that since "un-

dergraduate students pay a Campus Center

fee of $88 per year," and "changing the

Coffee Shop into a store selling souvenirs

will serve not the students but rather

visitors and conference participants." then

the Coffee Shop should "be maintained in its

present form."

Senate Rents and Fees Committee Chair

Mitch Gaslin, who wrote the motion, added

that students "support the majority of the

Campus Center" through purchases.

Reilly said the motion would add "more
impetus to show student opinion" in favor of

the Coffee .Shop.

The senate also elected Rosa Pereira and

Dianne Arico to the Selection Committee
for Attorney General. The two senate

appointees thus filled out the nine member
committee which also contains two student

advocates, two student judges, two
members of the senate Governmental

Affairs Committee, and acting /omey
General Liz Hill.

SGA Co President Tom Ahern said. "Our

goal is to have an Attorney General before

we break for summer."

The SGA has had an acting attorney

general "for over a year," according to

assistant attorney general Randy Chap
man.

In other business, the senate approved

the composition of the Search Committee
for the Director of the Office of Third World

Affairs, and granted $3,000 to Union Video

Center (UVC) for a color camera.

UVC Production Coordinator Dennis

Martin said there are "about 150 people in

training workshops." working on creative

projects with "only one camera."
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Th* 1960-64 Und*rgrQduQt# Catalog

will be available on Tuesday, April 19, in the Campus

Center Concourse (near the Infornnation Desk) bet-

ween 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

After Tuesday, catalogs will be available in the

Registrar's Office (213 Whitmore).

This is the new Catalog, for use in pre-registration this

spring. The Catalog describes courses for the whole

1983-84 academic year. Please keep your Catalog for

use again during pre-registration next fall.
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Attention
Student
Fomill^s
Infant care

applications

available now for

Sept '83-May '84

Infant Doy Cor*
C*nt*r

Skinner Holl

545-2403

Amhortt
Chin«8«
Foods

B**t Mandarin Food
62-«4 Main St.

Amharst
CloMd >Nmtnmauy»

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegatablas from

Our Own Fann

BEER 8r WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95

he 1982 Index
is in 103 C.C.

Mon-Fri 2:30- 4:00

The cost is only $5.

We also have 1980 & 1981
GROUND FLOOR STUDE X

Last Call
for a 19 year old

University of Massachusetts
Sophomore to become a
2 1 year old Army Officer.

:M:

The Army offers college aophomoree the

opportunity to earn an officer's oonunis-

sion in two years. The deadline for this

year's class is soon.

Apply now and once you are accepted for

the special two year progreim. you attend a

six week's summer camp, for which you'll

be paid approximately t400. And that's not

all. You may find yourself in the best

physical condition you've ever been in.

Then back to college and the Army ROTC
Advanced Course in the fall. If you've done
exceptionally well at camp, you may be

heading back to college with a full two-year

scholarship.

For the next two years, you learn what it

takes to be an Army officer. You get the
kind of management cmd leadership and
experience that will be an asset to you in
euiy career, military or civilian. You will
earn an extra • 100 an month up to 20 mon-
ths. And when you graduate, you will have
earned your college degree along with the
gold bars of an Army officer.

The Army ROTC
Two-Year Program

If this it the Icind of challanga you are loolting
for, you are the kind of student we are looking for.
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CaU:
James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

Leam what it takes to lead.
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^y Ths legendary music of the DoorsI

'^THROUGH THE DOORS
and. Airplay 2 for 1 Drinks til 10:30

^ A tribute to the Pollcel

/ THE BOBBYS
end: the Museum Direktors

Free Draft 8-9/2 for 1 9-10 13.00

^v .«, Hey, It's College Night!

^ feeturing

THE SIGHS
Free Draft 8-9/2 for 1 drinks 9-10

$3.00 $1 off w/valid UMass ID

> Country, Blues and
^^' Bluegrass Festival

starts 1 pm - all day/all nite

Coming: Kate and Anna McQarrigle 4/22
The Lines 4/28. Berlin Airlift 4/29

Rubber Rodeo 4/30, Johathan Edwards 5/4

Jamas Montgomery 5/7

AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES

18and older w/ID 253 2280
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Pentagon correspondent tells

of Reagan's defense problem
Bj MITCH ZEMEL
Cottedaa CorrMpoadMt

In a lecture given at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege last ni^t, Richard Halloran, Pen-

tagon correspondent for the New York
Times, said "the most glaring weakness of

the Reagan administration is the declining

national consensus on defense."

Halloran uiK:overed and wrote the initial

article on the Reagan administration's

plans for winning a limited nuclear war. He
said it is important to understand this plan

because it is a new step in the policy of the

U.S. government.
When the policy became public

knowledge. Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger first denied tiie report, then

said it was taken out of context, and then

said the Russians are doing the same.

"A democratic society will support a

military policy only if the vast majority of

the people support the venture," Halloran

said.

Because the administration has failed to

muster this support, it has seen its military

budget crumble, he said.

The Congress has recently cut President

Reagan's proposed military spending

growth from 10 percent to 5 percent.

Halloran said Reagan's military budget will

even probably fall below former President

Jimmy Carter's projection for 1984.

Halloran said Reagan does not seem to

see the connection between military and
domestic policy.

"It's a simple lack of leadership," he

said. "Reagan does not have command of

the subject."

It is important for the administration to

let people know its policy because it serves

to inform its allies, and it deters its

enemies, he said.

The government must find out what its

national interests are and then Ht its

weapons to the strategy. Halloran said the

administration has failed to show that it

knows what it is doing in basing the MX
missle.

"The adniinistration must have a policy,

decide if it is defensible, and set about
defending it. I say they have not." Halloran
said. The administration has failed to per-

suade the Congress and its allies that its

policy is the right one, he said. They spend
much time and energy on defense, but they
lack a basic plan, he said.
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Science discovers feminism
By PEGGY SHAW
CoHcgian CorrcapoiKleat

Feminism is producing a slow but in-

fluential change in how scientists work and
who they are, well-known feminist author
told a group of more than 35 people at the

University of Massachusetts last night.

Traditional attitudes and norms are

under transition as "feminism disrupts the

things once thought to be clear. Like

science, feminism sees what has always
been there to see, but has different

thoughts," Vivian Gamick said as she read

from her new novel Women In Science —
Recovering the Life Within, which will be

published this fall.

Gamick discussed the inequality in status

between men and women scientists.

Male scientists unquestionably achieve

greater status with their experience, while

"most female scientists are frozen in a

research associate positon," she said.

This position is lower in status and is

limited in mobility, she said. The women
scientists at this level are unable to make
decisions about the type of work to be done
and who will do it, she said.

"They are not considered to be profes-

siorud by their collegues," she said.

Gamick said the women scientists she in-

terviewed "were tom between their pas-

sion for science and their passion for

feminism. Because these women stay in

science, they hold an important, dynamite
presence."

The difference between women scientists

a generation ago and women scientists of

today involves their personal development,

she said.

Student injured in SUB fight
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

C«ll«Ciu suff

University of Massachusetts police

yesterday reported a complaint of assault

and battery in connection with an incident

Tuesday morning in the Student Union

lobby

.

Police said a male student was assaulted

by another man passing out leafleLs after he

took a leaflet and threw it away. The
complainant, according to police, said he

threw the leaflet in a nearby barrel. The
alleged assailant, according to police, said

the man threw the leaflet at him.

Police reported the complainant said he

wa.s hit from behind, then turned around

and was struck again several times in the

face. He and a witness reported the assault

to police at 11:23 a.m., immediately

following the incident, poUre said.

The victim was treated and released from
the Infirmary and had been advLsed of how
to take legal action.

A show cause hearing for assault and
battery has been set in connectioa with the

incident.

The 36 year old alleged assailant was

passing out leaflets concerning a Student

Government Association referendum

question at the time of the incident in

question.

A 22 year old resident of Washington
dormitory in the Southwest Residential

College has been charged with driving

while intoxicated and cited for leaving the

scene of a prop«»rty damage accident, police

said.

Witnesses said the man was observed

about 12:30 am. yesterday backing into a

motor vehicle, performing a U turn and

striking a second vehicle, then speeding off

down Van Meier Drive without headlights,

police said. Witnesses identified both the

car and the driver.

Police said a security officer observed the

car parked in I»t 50 in Southwest. Police

arrived and, bas(>d on witnesses' ob

servation and the condition of the suspect

during a police interview, arrested the man
and charged him with driving under the

influence, police said.

Damage to the Hrst car. a 1983 Datsun, is

estimated at $600, damage to the second

was not reported. The damage to the

defendent's car was listed at $200.
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Thursday Night Special S
DOWNTOWN AMHERST I

$1 .00 off any name Pitcher of beer J

with this coupon
DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER!

The Fine Arts Center
has internships available in

* Arts Management
* Concert Hall and Facilities Management

* Facilities Management;
Backstage Management

* Publicity and Promotion
- Summer Session and Fall Semester -

Inquire at the Office of Internships

16 Currv Hicks 546-0727

:-ineArts
Center

IConcert Hall
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MEDIATION PROJECT
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Valuable Coupons

BREAKFAST SPECIAL With This Coupon

R«g.
12.55

I 2 EGGS
I ? PANCAKES
I
/STRIPS BACON

j
2 LINKS SAUSAGE Coupon .xpires Mon.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2For«3.99!
pi« I pr»t»n» coupon whan ordsrin^

BmtvKOAU o*YAmrmm \

SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN DINNER

On« dinner portion (3 ploces) of

swoet & sour chicken In doll-

clous tompura batter served

with trench fries, coleslaw, rolls

& butter.

WITH THIS COUPON "^
|

I

I

Pl«<n« pr*s*nt coupon xMh«n !

ordering. Coupon oxpirvt |

Mon., April 25. 1963.
j

sgyp 11 <Lii -It PM. I

2.»6.95

! .

Sun Thurs. VjJMOA'
7 a.m.3 am. vr^*^

Fri & Sat. 0m^\
24 Hours ' »"

CAMPUS SHOPPING PLAZA

fatinspiaof *

SENIOR CrrT2£N
i DISCOUMTS
y DISCOUNTS
^ 2-5 P M 20%
Al L OTMER TIMES 10%

Do^» ^**' *^t'p'*

GRADUATION NOTICE:
Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speaker at Commencement '83 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Bryan Harvey Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs

319 Whitmore 545-2334

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

Deadline: April 22. 1983
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The Role of the United Stotes In

the Coribbeon: A Focus on Grenodo

Dessimo Williams

Grenodo' s Ambossodor to the
Orgonizorion of American Stores

Students should be aware of

effects of 'lookalike' drugs

Your Active Life
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A New Spring Collection
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Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

Have You Heard About

Hoppy Hours:
Men - Thurs 4 - 7

Friday 3 - 6

Sun - Tues 9 - 11

50^ Domestic Drafts
(includes your choice of Michelob, Budweiser,

Miller, Miller Lite, Lowenbrau Dark)

75' Heinekens (12 oz)

99' Bar drinks

— Tonight —
Roger Salloom & the Straglers

— Fri & Sat —
The Moser - Miller Band

What^s m^m^m^more...

AROUND THE WORLD:
1983 (Sept. 14 Dec. 23)

tile • Kobe. Japan • Pu»an. Korea
• Keelung. Taiwan * Hong Kong *

Jakarta. Indonesia • Colombo. Sri Lanka
Bomba>. India • Haifa. Lsrael or Istanbul,

Turkey • Alexandria. Lgypt • Piraeus, Greece
• Cadi/. Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

Sponsored h\ the I ni\pr«it> of Pittsburgh. Semester al N*a offers sludrnis a superior
full Kcmrslrr academic program and supporting field experiences This one semester
rxperii'nrp is axailahir l«i qualified students from all arrrediled colleges and univer-
sities

More than fiO \o\age related uni\ersil> courses Facull\ drawn from the I ni\ersil> of

Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented h\ \isiling area experts
Optional lours, indiiding special tours into the People's Republic of C hina.jixailnble

al

is

Sea admits students withnul
fulK air ( onditioned. I8,«KK)

regard to «olor,

tons, registered
ra< e or creed,

in Liberia and built in
Semester
I nixerse
•\mer !< A
I or a frei- 1 olor hrot hure. vsrile Semester al Sea. I ( IS. I ni%ersit\ of Pittsburgh, Forbes
(,/uartrangle Pittsburgh PA l.iJfiO or call loll free (HOO) K.S1-0I9.'> (in ( alifrjrnia call

(7 1 t) 77 I h:"if»0)

for a mere 75^ you can

sup on our Webster's

Sampler: enjoy an

appetizing platter of

Buf...lo chicken wings or

BBQ ribs. ..try the

Mediterranean bread. ..or

an hors d'oeuvres cheese

board!

(While kitchen i« open)

Plumbleys
off I he common
Amherst Center • 253-9586

By Tim MacPHEE
CollcKisB Stsff

With final exams fast approaching.

University of Massachusetts students who
routinely pump themselves full of coffee

and other stimulants to help cram should be

alerted to the possible side effects they

could get from these and other "lookalike

drugs."

Lookalikes are so named because they

are deliberately made to look like controlled

substances, especially speed. While their

ingredients are usually legal, they can be

dangerous if taken in abundance or in

combination with alcohol according to

University Health Services (UHS) officials.

"I first heard about the stimulants from

an ad in a magazine article, either 'High

Times' or 'High Society', said a sophomore

Northeast Residential Area resident who
requested anonymity.

"People could make money selling them

as drugs, but I just plan to keep them
around for exams, or in case anybody wants

one." he said.

He also said he considered them to be

safe, although "people I know have taken a

couple at the same time and gotten an upset

stomach from all the caffeine."

The student said he received his

stimulants from a company based in

Avenel, N.J. called Netcong Vitamin

Emporium Enterprises. The firm sells

tablets containing epidrene (an an

tihistimine for sinuses) billed as "diet

supplements". The company also sells

stimulants in regular, double, and triple

strengths, containing from 225 to 325

milligrams of caffeine and epidrene. Prices

range from $12 to $60 for 1.000 triple

strength capsules.

A company spokesman contacted by

telephone, who wished to remain

anonymous, stressed "these are not drugs,

they are stimulants and perfectly legal."

While caffeine laced stimulants may be

legal, UHS staff are not sure how safe they

are.

"We first heard about these drugs when a

fraternity sent us an ad which said to send

in money and you would get drugs billed as

diet aids," said Dr. Thomas MacBride, UHS
director.

He said he didn't really know how
prevalent the problem was campus wide,

but said "there are two problems with

taking any drug. First you have to be sure

of the quality of the product. Then, with

caffeine, in capsule form, you have to make
sure that you don't take too much of it.

"Caffeine seems to get related to ab-

normal cardiac rhythms. Stimulant drugs

like caffeine can play havoc with sleep and

wake rhythms of the body which is not

completely understood."

He also said one special problem is mixing

stimulants with akohol, which is a

depressant, because their combination can

cause stomach irritability.

According to a UHS handout on

lookalikes. "they pose particular dangers to

persons with heart disease, high blood

pressure, diabetes, or thyroid disease. In

doses of more than 600 milligrams a day

(about six cups, brewed), it can cause

periods of sleeplessness, irritation and

anxiety."

Although extreme reactions such as

these are spotty and infre<juent, the danger

lies in the fact that there is no way of

predicting in advance whether people might

have a hyper sensitivity to these drugs,

health officials said.

NINHA

Budweiser 12 oz loose cans $10.95/cse

Heineken 12 01 bottles $4.25/6 pk

Bulldog Lager 12 oz bottles $3.99/6 pk

Crown Russe Vodka ioo<> $3.99/ 7S0 mi

Old Crow Bourbon $7.99/1 ntsr

Folonarl Italian Wines $4.99/1.5 liters

Robert Mondavi $5.99/1.5 liters

Country Club Soda Assorted 12 oz cans $6.49/cse
(deposits not included)
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
The many feces ofthe Democratic party

' .-"^^ '> ,^ T--'-- ^t' ** ^i^s^%-'<; '^"^ 'i-*,^'^'-- «-^

The Issues

It
was billed as a Democratic Issues Convention.

But during the cattle show proceedings the only

place one could find real issues was outside the arena

at the Civic Center.

Yes it's true that the Civic Center can sell its leftover

Sprinrfield Indians hot dogs to the starving delegates. But

the tables sporting literature for almost every cause con-

ceivable were at least equally popular.

There were numerous liberal causes represented. 1 hese

included MassPIRG. gun control. Jobs with Peace, the Na-

tional Women's Political Caucus and even a Greater

Boston Walk for Hunger.

The most interesting liberal table was the one with

Democratic socialist literature. What the Democratic

Richard Nangle
socialists actually do is support issues that are truly in line

with Democratic platform policy. They include the Equal

Rights Amendment. Right to Know legislation for toxic

chemicals in the workplace, consumer utility boards and

free day care.

Unfortunately socialism is a four letter word in today's

society. No matter how good it sounds or is, the masses

will never accept it.

They point out things like the fact that the United SUtes

spends considerably less of the GNP on social programs

than does Germany or Japan. Both of these are industrial

countries that enjoy greater economic health than the

United States.

One of their arguments is worth thinking about.

"One of the reasons the word 'socialism' sends numy

Americans foaming at the mouth is because there is no

socialist movement of any consequence. So there's always

been an open season. You can say anything absurd about

socialism. "Unless this countr>' geUs over its anti-

socialism, it will not simply lack a socialist movement, it

will lack any kind of decent liberalism as well."

You can be sure that conservatives are well aware of

that.

But the most fun of all centered around the conservative

tables. In this case some of them were fascist tables. They

were outrageous.

One table was run by so-called "Pro-Life Democrats." If

you find that to be a contradiction in terms you're not

alone. Pro-Life Democrats claim to "speak for those who

have no voice."

Their literature says they support anything that is anti-

life including war, nuclear armament, poverty, hunger,

racism, sexism and abortion. My question is when has a

conservative done anything to eliminate any of the afore

mentioned other than abortion? The answer of course is

never. Conservatives oppose the nuclear freeze, cut social

spending and oppose affirmative action and the ERA.

According to the Pro-Life Democrats, abortion "...does

much more than kill an unborn child. It makes society

sterile, barren. It makes society unyielding. It makes

society retreat backwards into the yesterdays gone by

(this must explain Ronald Reagan) into the goals already

fulfilled. It destroys the tomorrows of hope, the futures of

new discoveries, new goals to reach, new dreams to come

true. It takes the brightness out of the rising sun which br-

ings a dawn of enligjitenment to a world recovering from

the terrors of a long, dark night...Stop abortion before

abortion grinds the world to a halt."

This is pretty strong stuff for arguing against a

woman's right to determine the destiny of her own body.

And whoever heard of a bleeding heart conservative?

And even more preposterous tal)le was run by a group of

people carrying petitions to "Beam the Bomb." These peo-

ple support Darth Reagan's proposals to build satellites in

outer space that will shtxjt down Soviet nuclear missiles

and keep the world safe for democracy. Even more

preposterous was the fact that these people billed

themselves as Democrats.

Behind the movement is none other than Lyndon

LaRouche. You might remember Lyndon as being a can-

didate for president in 1980. He is now talking of running

in 1984. If he does it will be interesting to see whether he

can beat out former Florida Governor Reubin Askew for

last place.

LaRouche commented in a newsletter that Ronald

Reagan achieved greatness when he proposed the laser

satellites for outer space.

The last thing we need is a Democratic party that

emulates the Republican party.

These "LaRouche Democrats" play a large part in a

newspaper called the New Solidarity.

"It was by the press that the morals of this country have

been ruined, and it is by the press that they shall be

restored." claims a quote on the masthead of the paper.

Heaven help CBS news and the Boston Globe.

Richard Nangle is a Collegian columnist

Jobs the real winners in Springfield

The Event
The convention only comes once a year, and this one

promised to be special because of the upcoming
'84 presidential elections. This was the foundation of

democracy. I thought, the living heart and soul of the Con-

stitution — where things are actually decided. There were

six presidential hopefuls on hand, and every other

Democrat worth a vote was on hand to lend prestige to the

event. The contestants would make speeches, and the mob
would pick the one they thought the best in a non-binding

straw poll.

Candidate Reubin Askew was up first, and set right in at

Josh Meyer

SDCCCh

JOBS won 884 out of 3448 delegate votes, or 25.6 per-

cent — good enough to come in second behind Fritz Mon-

dale. Senator Paul Tsongas. D-Mass.. had openly sup-

ported JOBS before the start of the Convention. When
asked why, he said. "I've met Harry Jobs and I like him -

he's a nice guy." Tsongas said he supported at least three

of the front-runners at one point or another, but "found

that they were indistinguishable in substance and

rhetoric." Tsongas agreed that there is a lot more appeal

in a candidates personality than in the issues. Thus, we

have Mondale, the nice boy, and Glenn, the astronaut. This

way of choosing candidates goes across all political spec-

trums — by party and by ideology. Just look at Jimmy

Carter's smile or Ronnie Reagan's jowls.

When I left the convention. I thought to myself about

how I'd finally seen how the electoral process works. Ajid

you know what? It scares the hell out of me.

Josh Mryfr x$ a Collegian columnist

attacking the incumbent, the Great Communicator of our

time, Ronald Reagan. He was followed by the five others,

with their "jobs, not jellybeans" Bible thumping slogans —
"I was the youngest of six children, and public education

got me where I am today." — aiKl if you juat had read the

texts, you wouldn't have known one candidate from the

other. As Gary Hart from Colorado said, it uxis just like a

cattle show, because they all looked the same and made
the same noises.

When it came time to judge the candidates on whatever

merits they might had, the crowd used every criterion im

aginable. The little old lady from the third district voted

for Walter Mondale because "he seemed like a nice boy,"

and the Rotary Club type with the cigar from district

seven cast his ballot for Glenn, "the astronaut." A lot of

them even voted for "JOBS" just so they wouldn't have to

make a decision. JOBS came in second place, after Fritz

Mondale with 25.6 percent of the vote.

The JOBS candidate was a move initiated by AFSCME,
and the AFL-CIO, the American Federation of State,

County, and Municipal Employees of Massachusetts, and

the American Federation of Labor — Council of Industrial

Organizations. There are approximately 500,000

"organized labor" workers in the state, with an estimated

700 delegates attending the convention. Voting as a bloc

would cast a winning vote to any candidate, and although

the poll was non-binding, (they wouldn't have to keep their

'

promise) AFSCME was politically astute in voting for

JOBS. They, at least, could see through the shallow

facades of the candidates, who all said the same things.

They, at least, wouldn't be swayed by the theme from Star

Warn that played before John Glenn jrave his snooier of a
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Editorial trash and insanity
To the Editor:

In his latest editorial. UMass alumnus Jackson KaU
delivered the same kind of gart>age that UMass student

Jackson Katz delivered in semesters past.

Once again, Katz insisted on portraying President

Reagan as a stooge of the New Right and a right-wing

extremist. Katz is ob\nou8ly oblivious to the fact that the

true right-wingers in this country feel that President

Reagan has sold out to the moderates in the Republican

Party, having given little more than lip service to the

New Right's social agenda. Further evidence of Presi-

dent Reagan's relatively moderate political stance is the

fact that he has been able to build bi-partwan coalitions in

Congress.

Katz's charge that President Reagan is on the "ex-

treme fnnge of Amencan politics" is particularly absurd

considering that Katz's own political views would pro

bably place him far to the left of what most Americans

consider to be middle-of-the-road.

Every time I read one of Jackson Katz's editorials I

can not help but think that Katz was l»om twenty yean
too late. Katz's radicalism would have been no las

ridiculous and olffensive in the 1960's. but at least he

would have been able to plead temporary insanity due to

peer press\ire.

J. Kelley

Amherst

Consistency is vital for change
To the Editor:

Once again I am left amazed and slightly dumbfounded

after reading a CoUtgian article. The article in reference

covered the lecture given by Sheila Tobias; co-founder of

the NOW organization, and appeared in last Friday's

paper. My reaction is not a result of the quality of the

reporting, but, rather a result of the contents of Ms.

Tobias' lecture.

As I read through the article and came to the second

paragraph, I read what I considered to be a very astute

perception on the part of Ms. Tobias. By stating that;

"Continuity in the women's movement is essential. To

lose momentum would be disaster." Ms. Tobias aptly ex

pressed what I have long since concluded is lacking in

most nwvements working on social changes. When a

movement's purpose is social change and the ideas ex-

pressed or people involved lack continuity, the movement

inevitably causes its own collapse. Though Ms. Tobias ex-

pressed the importance of "continuity" in the feminist

movement, not 20 lines later in the article, she con-

tradicts herself by stating that associating feminism and

lesbianism is "damaging."
,

I do realize that I may be misinterpreting Ms. Tobias

"damaging" statement and. that, rather than trying to

negate the involvement of the lesbian community in the

feminist movement, Ms. Tobias is trying to assure the

female heterosexual community that feminism and les-

bianism are not synonymous. However important Ms.

Tobias thinks this sort of assurance is for the feminist

movement and the female heterosexual community, as a

heterosexual female, I consider her words to be condem-

^tory of the lesbian community. Lesbians, regardless of

their sexual preference are deserving of equal rights just

as is the female heterosexual community. Those women
who need to be reassured that they will not be considered

lesbians if they are involved in the feminist movement
should re-evaluate their concept of equality.

Through discrimination because of personal dif-

ferences, the women's movement, or any movement for

that matter, will be plagued with internal conflict which

will stifle the ultimate goals of the organization. I think

that people like Ms. Tobias who lead up an organization

purporting social change should realize that the more

ideologically consistent and internally stable an organiza-

tion is. the more reputable the organization will be

regardless of personal differences, sexual or otherwise.

Karen L. Onterson
Amherst

Taking offense at defense
To the Editor:

It is remarkable the lack of response in and by the

Collegian on President Reagans' new SUr Wars' defense

program for the U.S. This program, which aims at

ninety five percent efficiency. wouW at that level altow

one in twenty Soviet missiles through iUs barriers, and

even at a ninety nine percent efficiency rate it would

allow one hundred of the Soviets' ten thousand missiles

through. Doctor Teller, who has backed this system

since last October, has been berated by coUegues from all

sides because of his stand on this issue. Dr. Jerome

Wiesncr. a former president of MIT. and a presidential

advisor during the nineteen sixties has been quoted as

saying that Teller "believed in a lot of things that haven't

worked out", when asked about Teller and the new

system. Fusion Energy Foundation spokesman Steven

Bardwell stated that we could have a fiisi generatwn

system in five years if intensive research starts now. but

he also states that it would only be after an additional

twenty years that a system whkh could protect the U.S.

in an all out nuclear war could be implemented. These

arguments might be responded to by proponents of the

Energy Intensive Weapons System, were it not for the

simple additional fact that with the invention of the

Cruise missile system, which allows nuclear weapons to

fly under radar, this EIWS is already outmoded because

to target the warheads radar systems must be utilized.

As President Johnson sUted many years ago. a natwn

which believes it is fully defended from a nuclear attack

will be much more willing to start a nuclear war.

D. Baldwin Panagore
Amherst

Meeting for all OP/ED
columnists and staff

people TONIGHT at

7:30 in the newsroom.
Be there.

shuffle has begun

The Candidates
The Democratic State Issues Convention in

Springfield this past weekend decided to go

big time and hold a presidential straw poll vote. Ap-

parently the planners of this convention ne^ected to

check their calendars in staging this exercise in presiden-

tial politics. With the election just over nineteen months

away, who would pay attention to a poll this early? As ear-

ly as four years ago, the answer woiild probably have been

no one. But in this age of million dollar campaigns,

prepackaged candidates, overly affluent political action

committees, and news-hungry media hounds, the can-

didate who starts earliest, starts best. With this in mind,

Springfield played host on Friday and Saturday to the

Mondale, Cranston, Hart, Glenn, Askew and Hollings

John F. Hudson
Road Show. Cajoling undecided delegates, and mugging

for the press, the candidates pressed the flesh and pushed

free food and drink to all takers in hopes of winning, or

even placing, in the vote held early Saturday afternoon.

After the vote on Saturday, and the massive media

coverage which went along with it, candidacies obviously

left Massachusetts changed. How they changed is exaniin-

ed below.

Walter Mondale — the former Vice-President under

Jimmy Carter emerged with 29.3 percent of the vote, by

far the largest total out of any of the living candidates.

(JOBS, an issue pushed by Big Labor received 26.6 per

cent of the vote — for more on this, see Josh Meyer's col-

umn on today's page). By far the most well organized and

financially stable organization, the Mondale For Presklent

Committee showed impressive advance work and well

planned floor work at the convention. Mondale could not

have afforded to lose this one. As the front-runner from

the start, the former vice-president would have walked

out of Springfield with egg on his face had he not swept to

victory in the impressive manner in which he did. It should

also be noted Mr. Mondale impressed many an observer by

his much-improved oratorical skills. His speech was by far

the most stirring effort out of the six candidates who

chose to address the convention. Most definitely he is the

odds-on favorite for 1984.

Senator Alan Cranston (D. California) - a liberal's

liberal, the candidate most to the left on the political spec-

trum, Cranston surprised many by running third in the

straw poll vote. Though he won a similar vote in his honrie

state earlier this year, political analysts gave Cranston lit-

tle attention, and viewed the senator as one of the first

also-rans in the field of Democratic candidates. But with

good advance work, numerous stops in the Bay State this

past month, and a witty speech which successfully satiriz-

ed Reagan's tenure in office, the 68-year-old lawmaker

emerged as a winner of sorts, and now finds himself in a

stronger position for the long race to 1984.

Senator John Glenn (D-Ohio) - Before the convention,

this ex-astronaut was comfortably in second place in most

polls involving the major candidates for the Democratic

nomination. His speaking abilities, lambasted in the past,

were now supposedly vastly improved. His campaign staff

saw Springfield as a good opportunity to solidify the

public's perception of Glenn as available, strong can-

didate. Then things started to fall apart. Glenn failed to

show up on Friday night, unlike almost all the other can-

didates who used the evening for some infonnal delegate

lobbying. Strike 1. Upon entering the Civic Center on

Saturday for his speech, Glenn decided to accompany his

"dramatic" appearance with a little mood music straight

out of Star Wars or a thousand other movies like it. Strike

2. And then the speech. Great material but - uninspired

delivery, rehashed rhetoric, and a rather anti-clinuurtic en-

ding. Strike 3? Perhaps not, but Glenn left Springfield lim-

ping, not flying.

Senator Gary Hart (D-Colorado) - this JFK look —
alike received 10.5 percent of the vote and placed a disap-

pointing fifth in the vote before the convention, Hart was

widely acknowledged as the third-place runner, stable,

safe, and possibly poised to make a move toward the top of

the candidate heap. Yet one of the main problems of his

short lived campaign badly damaged his chances in the

straw poll. The only major constituency group Hart cur-

rently controls are the college students. Because of this

weakness. Hart showed poorly at the convention where a

vast majority of the delegates were over 25. If the Senator

cannot create a more broad-based coalition, his efforts for

the presidency will surely be doomed.

Former Florida Governor Reuben Askew and Senator

Fritz Hollings — I lumped these two together for the sim-

ple fact they polled a mere .35 percent of the vote. Both

suffer from problems of underexposure, fiscal uncertainty

and non-existent national organizations. Without these,

the two simply won't have a shot at the White House in

1984. Nice try guys, you can join Senator Dale Bumpers

(D-Arkansas) (a recent drop-out) on the sidelines. This just

isn't going to be your year.

The race has begun. The candidates are off in a flurry of

handshakes, public opinion polls, mass mailings, and anti-

Reagan rhetoric. By starting this early, the most qualified

candidate just may get the Democratic nomination for

president. But don't count on it.

John F. Hudson is the Collegian Executit^e Editor

The media blitz — was it legitimate?

The Media
Now that the Massachusetts Democratic State

Issues Convention has filled the columns of

numerous daily newspapers and made its way into

countless households across the nation via television seta,

Chester Atkins, chair of the Massachusetts Democratic

Party can sit back and gloat at the success of his three-

ring circus that played Springfield last weekend.

In the first ring, Atkins antmged his delegates to shine

brightly under the intense television lights illuminating

the Springfield Civic Center. He would crack his whip and

the animals would perform.

Atkins cracked his whip ewih tinie he wanted to call at-

tentk>n to his nuun event - the six presidential candidates

Birk & Bazinet

seeking the Democratic nomination. He worked hard to

organize his main event displaying it in the center ring,

but not quite as hard as he worked to keep happy his act in

ring number three, the press.

Not that the press was a mere puppet of Atkins.

Because of the press, none of the six candidates dared to

ignore Atkins' issues convention because — though none

liked to admit it — each one clearly recognized that the one

who came out ahead in Saturday's straw poll would eiyoy

increased fund-raising ability. Not to forget, that the loser

would suffer under an onus of skepticism from con-

tributors when he comes aknockin' for funds.

Anyone who questions the media's power to influence a

candidate's popularity has only to ponder the question of

the straw poll's significance had the media not reported

the show under the big top.

But that's just the problem; how great is the media's in-

fluence and does the media create the event or merely

report it?

A political reporter for a local newspaper group called

the relationship "symbiotic" between the press and par-

ticipants of event such as the convention. The role of the

media raises some questions and people wonder who's set-

ting the agenda. "On one hand," the reporter said, "the

press has a responsibility to cover it and. on the other

hand, the media has no nght to create events."

And the question of which came first, the chicken or the

egg. the event or the media? gets reinforced when one con-

siders that the 1984 presidential election looms almost two

years away. Why is so much attention given to an event

that has so little bearing, according to many political spec-

tators, on the final outcome of the competition for the

Democratic nomination?

Television stations and newspapers certainly did not

phone Chet Atkins and arrange a weekend binge of fan-

fare and placard waving for the public to overdose on. The

event was clearly the work of Atkins and for a designated

pur|)ose; to bring attention to Massachu.setts and its

Democratic Party as a bellweather DemocrHtic state and

to detract from the Iowa caucus and New Hampshire

primary.

That much is clear. What isn't clear is the effect of giv-

ing into urges to predict winners and losers. Stories wich

as the one in yesterday's Boston Globe written by the

Washington. DC. bureau chief predicting Walter Mon-

dale's securing of the Democratic nomination, stories such

as those over the weekend labeling Sen. Gary Hart,

D-Colo.. as a loser?

"The inevitable thing was the usual winners and losers

st^ry." the reporter said. "It's the classic early-primary

syndrome, who was perceived as winners and losers. We
are all arm-chair analysts.

"You know other reporters are going to do it. We
political reporters take pride in our ability to analyze. "The

problem is when it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy," he

adds.

So, perhaps the media did not create the DemocraUc

Issues Convention or the straw poll, but it is now the duty

of the press to keep that story alive. It is the press' respon-

sibility to its readership and to those candidates who have

ideas which may not have fared well in Springfield last

weekend. Ready or not, election '84 has begun.

E.L. Birk and Ken Bazinet are Collegian staff members

LeiieiH Policy

All letters must be tfig^ned and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not b« published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regret

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and length. •
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Scholl Exercise Sandals
the patented sandal

Cool comfort from sculptured
Europsan beachwood.
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Bic Pens 19'

Faberge Organics Shampoo is oz. $1.19

5-Subject Notebook
150 shaet Rag. $2.29 now $1 .29
3-Subject Notebook 120 sheet $1.19
Oral B Toothbrush 40and60 99<

Scotch Mounting Squares 79<

Scotch Transparent Tape % in by 300 in49^
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Arts
Play by Play

by Hm Ma4«lek

-ijf

The Department of Dramatic Arts of Amherst College

will present Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun

tomorrow. Saturday, and Sunday in Fayerweather

Theater at Amherst College.

Set in Chicago's Southside Black ghetto in the 1950's. the

play, which has been called "pivoUl in the history of

American Black Theater." revolves around the divergent

dreams of and conflict within three generations of the

Younger family.

All performances begin at 8 p.m. General admission is

$1.00. For reservations call 542 2277.

On Saturday at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium, the Third

World Theater Series will close its 1983 Spring season with

a dynamic and innovative presentation by the Pan Asian

Repertory Theater entitled Yellou Fever, a mystery

comedy written by Canadian playwright. Rick Shiomi.

Yelloui Fever toys with the slick, suave character of

Humphrey Bogart's Sam Spade and creates with a Pan

Asian flair, a Canadian nisei (second generation Japanese)

detective. Sam Shikaze. From PoweU Street. Vancouver's

Asian Ghetto. Sam seeks to solve the mystery of the

kidnapped Cherry Blossom Queen while balancing his

romantic life with reporter Nancy Wing. Through comedy

author Shiomi shows us the vicious attitudes of the

Canadian majority towards its Asian minority population.

The Pan Asian Repertory Theater is a New York based

Theatrical group which has esUblished the first east coast

professional Asian American Theater company.

The University Ensemble Theater will present John

Guare's Landscape of the Body, April 19 23 at 8 p.m. in the

Curtain Theater of the Fine Arts Center. Tickets are $2.50

for the general public and $1.50 for students and senior

citizens. Reservations may be made by calling 545 351 1.

Moliere's The Imaginary Invalid, a social satire tran

'

slated by Donald M. Frame and directed by Endre Hulea.

wUl be presented in Smith CoUeges Theater 14 at 8 p.m.

tomorrow and Saturday, and again April 21. 22. 23. For

reservations call 584 3023. Dollar Nights are Apnl 14 and

21. .

More new romantics - Modern English will stop at the Agora Ballroom on May 21 during their

second American tour.

and outright deception between musicians in an attempt to

get gigs and publicity at the expense of other players.

While 1 would not suggest a complete return to the "good

old days ". a return to the values and sense of fair play

would be a breath of fresh air.

Despite these comments there still is a good degree of faff

play in the area with some local bands, including quite a

few who'll be playing out this weekend. Tonight features a

variety of sounds. The Incredible Casuals with a NRBQ
like bluesy sound are at the Seperate Entrance in South

Deerfield. while the modern sounds of R Complex are to be

heard at Sheehans Cafe. The Fine Arts Center wUl

present one of the all time jazz greats, the tenor sax player

Dexter Gordon. At the Hangar One. you can relive the

sixties with Through the Doors, one of the better "clone"

bands on the circuit.

Tomorrow night Boston's The Dark will play the

Bluewall. the Bobbies, a Police (what else) clone band will

be at the Hangar One, Syncopation Station will play one of

their final whistle stops at Sheehans. and Winds of

Change, an earth music jazz group will play at the Iron

Horse Coffeehouse.

Saturday night presents a treat for country music fans.

Elvin Bishop will play at the Rusty Nail. Heroes in

Trouble, a new local band wiU play at Sheehans. Arabus,

a popular Top 40 band plays the Wuk.

A few words about local music. Back in the late 60's,

early 70's, this valley was a hotbed of musical activity.

UMass was one of the favorite spots in the country for

national acts. Groups like Fleetwood Mac, and Ike and

Tina Turner made this a regular stop on their touring

itineraries. They knew the "happy valley" held an ap

preciative audience so the valley was regularly treated

with superb musical visiutions. On a more local level, the

valley was leaded with top notch performers and bands. If

a band could get a regular gig. they'd play on the Amherst

common. And. it seemed, there were more clubs to play

at. The difference between nowadays and way back when

isn't actually that great, there are just as many bands in

the area and just as many good performers. The difference

is more of musicians attitudes than anything else. The

musician's community in the valley has splintered. The

give and Uke between players has diminished, the sense of

sharing between nwst area bands has almost completely

disappeared. In its place has arrived backstabbiog. lying.

The Graduate School and the Graduate Student Senate invite

you to attend the Graduate Forum, featuring an address by

former Congresswoman:

PROF. SHIRLEY CHISHOLM (Mt. Holyoke College)

will speak on:

Humanism and Racial Relationships

Sunday evening, April 17, at 7 pm
Memorial Hall

Cheese and wine reception following the address

The Graduate Forum is an effort by the graduate student

community to develop a better climate for intellectual and

social exchange.

A limited number of invitations are available for interested

Graduate students at the G.S.S. Office, 919 Campus Center

between 10 AM and 3 PM.

Please bring invitation on the night of the Forum.
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Hypercurricula
WINE AND CHEESE CONVERSATION HOURS -

Come speak Italian and French in a related atmosphere
with native speakers. An excellent opportunity to practice

your language abilities. All are encouraged to attend! 12 to

2 p.m., Herter 3rd fl. lounge.

PI SIGMA ALPHA - HONORS SOCIETY - Political

Science Majors and Non-Majors last chance in semester to

join. Mandatory meeting for members. Agenda: elections,

banquet and movie plus more. 3 p.m., 165 Campus Center.

POLITICAL SCIENCE HONORS SOCIETY
MEETING — A mandatory meeting of Pi Sigma Alpa to

elect new officers, 3:30 p.m., 165 Campus Center.

PHI BETA KAPPA ANNUAL LECTURE - Nu
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa is sponsoring a lecture by Pro-

fessor Harriet Zuckerman, Columbia University. Topic:

"The Sociology of the Nobel Prize." All are invited. 4

p.m., Herter lounge 301.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING - The Anti-Racism

Team will meet to discuss various projects that are going

on and to see a film. All interested people are invited. 4 to

6 p.m., 801 CC.

NEVE SHALOM - OASIS OF PEACE - A
cooperative settlement of Israeli Jews and Arabs — slide

show presentation on this beam of hope, promise & vision

of cooperation between people. Discussion will follow. 4

p.m., CC 804.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK - "Islamic Calligraphy" -
A lecture by Professor Wheeler Thackston of Harvard. 4

p.m., 6th floor lounge, Herter.

STUDENT TEACHING I ORIENTATION MEETING
— Important meeting for Early Childhood students and
other interested majors wanting to do Student Teaching I.

4:30 p.m. Skinner Hall Room 20.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS MEETING - Is anyone

concerned about our coffee shop or our student fee?

Something about the CC or SU must bother you? We want
to know. 6 p.m.. Room 805 CC.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION MEETING - Do you

care about animals? Please come! We will be working on

the bus trip to Boston to protest cruelty to laboratory

animals. For more information, call 546-3260. 6 p.m..

Campus Center. Room 811.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP - Join

ua for Bible study, singing, and fellowship this Thursday,

all welcome. 7 p.m., Campus Center.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE ORGANIZATION
— Meets every Thursday. Everyone is welcome to come,

listen and ask questions. 7 p.m.. Campus Center.

PRE-VET CLUB MEETING - New members
welcome. Get involved. 7 p.m.. Paige Lab 202.

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP - Come join us

for our weekly meeting of fellowship, worship and

teaching from the Bible. 7:30 p.m., 175 Chestnut St.

UMASS FILM PRODUCTION CREW - Two films

now in production. Completed portions of these films will

be shown. Anyone interested in acting or film production

is invited. Questions? Call 546-9058. 7:30 p.m.. Campus
Center 802.

"THE KGB CONNECTION" - A Canadian documen-
tary film about Soviet espionage activities in North
America. 8 p.m., Herter 231.

25 PLUS CLUB MEETING AND SOCIAL - Older

students — "Live it up" with us. Announcement of Spring

events. Open to all full time and part Ume undergrads,

grad students, Cont. Ed and U.W.W. Info. 545-2145. 8
p.m.. Campus Center Room 801.

Bud Nite
3 - 7 oz Buds
$1.50

and
2for 1

WeU Drinks
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed CROSSWORD
l-'4li(ed b> Marfiaret Karrar and Tnide Jaffe
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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ACROSS
1 Bedouin
6 Clerics

1

1

Southern
constellation

12 Set in place

14 to stand on
15 Used crayons
17 Miscellany

18 1 arrty one
20 MiOeast org

21 Fireplace

ledges

23 Namesakes o»

author Uris

24 Marmalade
ingredient

25 Van Gogh s

Bridge at

27 Eggs
28 Poet Alighieri

29 Spiritualists

gatherings

31 Classified

32 Leggy arthropod

34 Holiday

happening
37 Another helping

40 Care »or deeply

41 Airline abbr

42 Ra^or sharpener

44 Poach
45 Segment
4 7 Beget
48 Naval oM
49 Pollywog
51 New Deal agcy
52 P.*ce
'i4 Funnyman's dud
56 Painter s

material

57 Pit

58 Costume
59 Show derision

DOWN
1 Worthy
2 Italian hour

3 Suburban sight

4 Let smaKe

5 Rimslers product

6 Secret

7 III mannered ones

8 Courageous
9 Ihes concern

10 Bushmaster

11 Gift givers

13 Remove
14 Okinawan capital

16 Gave spanngly

19 Typeo* march
22 Tidal line

24 Family types

26 Malicious

28 Fossils ol a type

30 Suttix forming

diminutive

31 Wall St monitor

33 Proud ones
34 Strides back and

forth

35 Handsome youth

36 Settled down
38 Guzzler

39 Reddish brown
41 Sea ducks
43 Fruit bowl item

45 Noggins
46 Actress Terry

49 a

told by an idiot

50 Site of Cork

53 Former Mideast

gp
55 Compass pomt

Katfood By ARK
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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WEATHER
Sunny, except increasing

cloudiness west and central

an>as during the afternoon.

Highs ranging from the mid
60's interior to mid 50's

coastal areas. (Clouding up
tonight with showers likely

west portion after midnight.

Lows 40 to 45. Showers and
windy tomorrow. High 60 to

65. Mid 50's south coast.

^
DON T snAKi rwTn me!J—xT^

161

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich,

Spinach Frittata

• BASICS LUNCH
9 Grilled Cheese on
• Wheatberry Soybean,
• Com, Tomato Casserole

•

DINNER
Fried Checken/Cranberry
Sauce, Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BASICS DINNER
Nutty Noodles, Fried
Chicken/Cranberry Sauce

After the Fall
By R. Miller

SlINJCi \'(y\ STOCK iM

THIS COf^tC STJilf

UNTIL I tOAJCg U^,

I (vaifrMT AS UO€UU
reuL A JO<E

[WHY Dip ThC
CH\L<eK CROSS
THg ftOAP ?

1

TO CrlT TO H\ S
PENTisr APPDmrncNT.'

jrVl... LCT (V\6 TRY

THAT A4-AIN . . . 1

*SEX*
(Now that I have your attention)

Night Graphics

There will be a

Mandatory meeting
Tonight at 7:00 p.m.
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363 Main Street

THURSDAY SPECIAL
Large Mushroom Pizza ONLY $5.50

One FREE soda with any small one or more item pizza
Two FREE sodas with any large one or more item pizza

(must request sodas when ordering)

Price includes meals tax OfiLll ^OO"Oi30 / Amherst store only

open 1 1:30 am - 2 am

IF^

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip—any size group—call or visit us
for a price quotation No obligation— it will be our

pleasure to quote you our
economical rates

CHARTER SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel. Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For
Information, Call 781-3320

Tramtl Ibna. bus Lin^s. in^-

99 Arnold Street Springfield MA
General Office A Charier Service; 783-0211

Toll Free in MA 1-800-322-0297

OH
EVERYTHIKG

JIPMENT

Racquetball Racquets
Racquetball Balls

Racquetball Gloves

"^f^^ Racquetball Glasses

Also available

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags % I

Headbands
Wristbands

Whistles

ALL H I

Thursdoy
AT POOR RICHARDS

Tennis Acceasories

Basketball, Soccer

Football, Baseball

Frisbeaa,

Swimming Accessories

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Cannpus Center

^XJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Room in house Rt 9 Amherst for or>e or

two June b July 253-9696

Sublet 2 bedrooms fumished Cliffside

apartments $340 everything call 666-4210

evenings (June 1)

3 bedroom apartment with fall option
470 -f Amherst Center excellent location

Starting June Ist 253-2169 Eric

Brandywine Apt for summer two
bedroom fall option rent negot David
546^8730

Townehouse 3 bedrooms: close to
campus air-conditioned, rent
negotiable 549-6103

Mery Poppins would approval Fully fur-

nished Brandywine apartment. June 1 -

Aug 31 call 549-1511

Two roommates wanted in Brandywine
for summer sublet 1 male, 1 female with fall

option 549-6289

E collent cond. new carpets Er floors 2
* dioom apt summer sub fall opt
J6 2Qei Randi

4 bdrm apartment August rent free call

253-5686 nights Swiss Village

Summer sublet 2 floors 3 bedrooms close
to campus rent negotiable furnished cell

54S^993

Puffton 1 bedroom apartment furnished
June 1st $290/month, fall option call

549-0919

2 bdrms Cliffside $380/mo utilities inc fall

option call eves 666-4953

Summer - three bedroom fumished Puff
ton apartment, swimming pol, bus, tennis
call 549 1672

n

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

Three bedroom Puffton sublet June thru
August $375 mo 549 3722

Two bedoom Southwood apt for sum-
mer^fall option call Suzanne 2M-52 15

Great Apt - Brandywine 6/1 to 9/1 2 mo
option, 1 bedrm, A/C, pool, cable, rent
negotiable, 6-8110 or 6-8732

1 bedroom townhouse Southwood with
fall option available Jut/ 1 or negotiable on
t» I s_rniitB call 253-986?

One bedroom left beautiful Amherst
home one minute from campus
$176/month 25&^170

Two. one-bedroom epts Cliffside fall op
tion 275.00 inci pool pets OK bus 666-2512
leave message

WANTED
~

Cash for your records, tapes 546-2836
(ask for Jaromir/leave message)

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 26 North Pleasant.
Amherst, 256-0710

Wanted desperately any old tests you
nr>ay have from BioChem 205A. Please call

if you can help. 546 7081 or 546^7051

WANTED TO RENT
~

$25 reward if you help us to find a 3
bedropm Puffton Apt beg June or Sept callAmy b-S81b or Andrea 8-SdQR

Looking for a place on the Cepe (Hyan-
nis area) for summer rental. If you are
female and need a roommate, please call

Ann at 6-5440 Leave message
Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt in Puffton for
June w/fall option 549-0787

2 or 3 bedroom apt dor 6/1 or 9/1 call
6-9126 or 6-9132

Three bedroom Townehouse apt to rent
summer /fall beginning June call Stu 6-5446
Steve 6^5467

2 or 3 bedroom apartment in North
Amherst area starting June or August call
Mike 6-9361 or Sean 6-3210 not Bill

Couple seeks 1 bdrm apt in Amherst area
for fall, w/possible summer sublet Call
Steve (6-6877) or Alice (6-6871)

Two males seeking Townehouse, Bran-
dywine, beg June on 546-5062, 546^5077

WATERSKI

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Collegian 15

Come to CoUagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

iiuiiiii

Beeutiful 66-Inch O'Brien World Team
Comp Waterski. Used one summer $75.00

ANNOUNCEMENT

American Indian Student Association
Meeting: Fri 4-15 6 PM 303 SUB (Ear-

thfoods Cafe) or contact Office of Third

World Affairs

AUDIO

Speakers: Research Acoustic Laboratory

3000 - brand new regularly 700$ my price

270$ or best offer 125 watts call Peter

6-7593

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1975 Audi LS100 AM/FM sunroof radials

call evenings 666-7541

70 Valiant 318 ci $560 call Jere 546-9424

1979 Ford Hesta mint poverty must sell

great gas 546-0244 549-0363

76 Blaier new parts rust 1800 253-3301

66 VW Bug great condition, excellent gas
mileage. Dependable, asking $400. firm.

Call 26-5660 ask for Steve

1673 Capri 2000 automatic good for

another 20,000 miles needs slight

maintenance $800 or best offer call

253-7661 before 10 PM ask for Hal

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professionel bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

CLIFFSIDE SUBLET
~

Summer sublet with fall option - 2
bedroom apt. equipped with dishwasher;

and laundry in building. Area has a pool,

tennis courts. Located on bus route. $296
per month including everything. Call

546^)182 before 5:00, 666-7729 after 5:00

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

549^406

ERIC'S BIRTHDAY
~

To a wild and crazy cat! We want to par

ty with you I Have a great birthday. Love
Fran and Joe

FOR RENT

1 bedrm Puffton ept. for rent: avail.

June 1. Call Jesse: 545-2707, 549 5915

Summer sublet/fall option 1 or 2
bedrooms in 2 bedrr>om Sunderland apt

Bus directly out front - negotiable 665-3188

3-4 bedroom apt. summer sublet w/fall

option Pool, tennis courts, air condition-

ing $440/rTX). 253-3967

Large br in Amherst Ctr. ept. available

immediately $150 •»• 548^)360

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhouse available May 31st Mayflower
Apts 175/mo plus utilities on bus route.

2S6-0661

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo/Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9819 for info

For Sale: Pioneer TX9600 AM/FM tuner

excellent condition. Tom 549-4127

Four 21st row seats for Alabama 4/22
Hartford best offer 6-4469

Guitar six string and case both in great

condition $150 253 5215

Grateful Dead: April 22 New Haven; ticket

and bus $28.00 546-0600

Polaroid Time-Zero one step larMi camera,
new, best offer 546-6629

FOUND
~

FoufMl mans vt^tch on field across

Southwest last Tues call Mike 323-^29

Calculator in Grad Tower call to ID Lisa

253-5186

HELP WANTED
~

A SIGNIFICANT SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT EXPERIENCE: in a rustic residen

tial camp serving disadvantaged children.

Stop by the concourse level II April 13 for

more information. Or call TRAIL BLAZER
CAMPS (212) 431-8390

Earn (GOO or more each school yeer.

Rexible hours. Monthly paynwnt for plac-

ing poster on campus. Bonus based on

results. Prizes awarded as well.

800-526-0883

Summer ork big bucks work hard

travel $1250 per mo car preferred not re-

quired send phone no and address to sum-

mer work PC Box 299 Amherst MA 010O4

ALASKA JOBS Summer/vear round.

earn great money in this opportunity rich

state, ie, earn $10,000 $12,000 on three

month fishing boat. Send for 1983
employer listing and information packet
covering all industries. $5.00 Lental

Research Dept. AA2114 PC Box 99405
Cleve., Ohio 44199 satisfaction guaranteed

Workstudy positions recycling project.

Experienced people to handle cash. Apply
SUB 306 1-4 pm 545-0618

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate pyschology student doing
thesis research on coping with genital

herp>es. If you have genital herF>es, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 PM

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Jewish Sunday School needs
teacher, Hebrew, history, music and teen
leader. PO Box 606 Amherst for application

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
OPEN RUSH

All UMass women are cordially invited

to Lambda Delta Phi's Open Rush Dinners

Mon thru Fri, April 11-15 The delicious

meals will be served at 5:30 p.m. feel free to

bring fnends RSVP 545-0939

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions availat>le for full-time legal assistant

interns for Fall 1963 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid atorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal
' research, negotiations, givir^g advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at heanngs in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain
continuing caseload under attorney super-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formatkw. LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST
~

Long gold chain extreme sentimental

value my life depends on its return large

reward call 549^74 1

RED CONVERSE BAG
with glasses. Audit books, and resumes.

PteiHM, I'm lost without them.
REWARD Joe 253 5691

MOTORCYCLE FUN

72 Honda 3H) • orange, great shape, reel

cute. Sissy bar, 2 matching helmets,

manuel included. Best offer. Call Tami at

666-4395 or 546-3600. Leave message.

MOTORCYCLES

1979 Yamaha 400XS Great cornl. Many ex-

tras, just tuned up must sell $1000 or 80
call 253 5910 A nice bike

PERSONALS

Jolly Green Gient I love you I your little

Green Sprout

Serious ebout losing weight? Support
group starting which utilizes a safe new ef-

fective program 584-0491 after 5:30 pm
Summer work contact now call 549-4086

350 per wk relocate car preferred not re-

WHiti^ain^H I ««hi*n/n«y Pf«^ rrM.n«<iling

referral MTuThF 4-8 pm 433SU 545-2646

Sharon you are beautiful in my eyes Happy
Birthdayl Love Mark

Leem to Ry with the UMass Hang Gliding

Club. Come to tf>e meeting tonight at7:30

at Campus Center rm 804-08. Bring a

deposit of $20 spaces are limited

MR S A MANDER Happy Birthday and

Graduation remember that happiness is a

wonwn - be sure to JHB have a good one
SAL
llisa its been one great year I know number
two will even be better love Jeff

Happy 2Dth JohnI Look out N. Attleboro

Love, yours truly

Ni^ancy Jean Marie Zarembe one final

chance? William Anthony

Mitra - Happy nineteenth Birthdayl (or is it

twenty nirw?) love Olan and Lo

If you have $160 end a way to New York
you can be in Europe by the day after

tomorrow. For details, call

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at

Newman Center

Northeest Area Government Elections

President, Vice-President, Treasurer,

Secretary All paid positions. Nomination

papers available from 109 Mary Lyon. Due
April 25. Elections May 4 & 5 questions call

Doris 6^4808

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Open Rush

All UMass women invited

Tues April 12 9:00 - 10:00

Wed April 13 9:30- 11:00

Thurs April 14 9:00 10:00

Tues April 19 9:00 - 10:00

Wed April 20 9:30- 11:00

Tri-Sigma 382 N. Pleasant St

Questions: call 546-0046/0075

Rob - Friends are friends, and pals are pais,

but buddies squash each other dead. Your

buddy, Jenny

Steven - Thanks for making this past year

the most special year of my life. I'll always

love you. Happy Anniversary. Barbra Anne

Can you believe me when I say that

there's nothing I like bener than just to sit

here and talk with you. . .

Happy 22nd Birthday Estellel You really

showcKJ Florida how to party along with 16

other states, as well as finding time to

vacuum (Hoover! ). Have a great dayl Love.

Bubbles, Bunny and Redar

Michelle P. We're gonna miss you! Love

The Eleventh

Do you think you might be lesbien or

gay? "ComingOut" rap group for you!

Fridays 7:30 PM Student Union Rm413B
546-2646

Attention Orchard Hill bus driverll 4/11

@ 4:15 - a few minor mis-haps. Could a

dnnk lift your spirits? My treat! Struggling

Food Science Major w/ Physic 6-4759

Melissa

Cosmic Wimpout Tournament - Sat.

April 23 Rusty Nail - 1st round starts at

noon - Max Creek at night $5.00 Ist prize

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5 0392,

584^7924 Nancy.

ROCHESTER

Ride needed to Rochester for k>ng

weekend. Will share expenses. Call Matt

666-3930

ROOMMATES WANTED

Looking for roommate to share two
bedroom apt in Puffton Village $140 per

month per person cable TV call Neil

546^309

Roommates wanted for fall semester in

townhouse apartments 1 or 2 bedrooms
available call Suzanne 549-2866

One female roommate wanted for two
bedroom Brittany Manor Apartment
25&6632

Two considerate roommetee to share

Brt Manor apt in Sept call Karen 253-5798

keep trying!

2 roommetee wemted for summer ren-

tal in S. Yarmouth one mile from Seagull

Beach call Larry 6-7720 or Dave 6^7790

Housemates wanted for summer on
Cape Cod 6 bedrooms 2 baths 6-5861

Mele wented for summer sublet @ Roll

ing Green 80.00 per month 256-8121 after

10:00 PM
Responsible femele wented to share

sunny Southwood Apt summer/fsll
253-5109

1 or 2 roommetee for 3 bdrm townhouse
apt for fall semester M or F 1 rm available

call 549-1833

Rolling Green 3 (nonsmokers) women for

fall available 6/ 1 $1 15 includes utilities Carol

256-6906

Two femeles for one bedroom in sunny
Southwood townhouse call evenings

256-0669

Wented: 2 or 3 females for 2 bedrm Bran-

dywine Apt Jun 1st - Dec 31 st spring option

548-2726

SUMMER SUBLET

Femele wanted to summer sublet Bran-

dywine room. For more information

549-0425

Summer sublet Townhouse epts. fur-

nished 3 bedroom rent negotiable call Betsy

or Sherri 549-6709.

Rolling Green furnished two bedroom apt

with fall option air conditioning, pool, all

utilities included 256-8335

1 bedroom Puffton Apt completely fur-

nished pool /tennis $125/ person 549-5207

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt w/terace

overiooking pond furnished $300 per month

call after 6 PM 549-6788

Spend summer ot Townehouse Apts 3

bedroom, air conditioned, furnished apt. 1

mile from campus, directly on bus route call

549-0307 ask for Liz or leave a message

1 bedroom apartment fully furnished

Colonial Village with fall option rent

negotiable 256-8385

Three bedroom Townehouse Apt 6/1

-9/1 rent negotiable call 5^1833
Large four bedroom apartment adjacent

to campus. $460/mo negotiable call Debbie

549-0546
.

Rolling Green Apt 6/1 9/1 two bdr fur-

nished, a/c, pool, quiet call after 6 PM
253 5986

Two bedroom Britteny Manor Apt fall

option reasonable call 253-9678

1 cozy furnished room In Puffton 3 br

avail summer only $110 nno resp female

549-5184

TO SUBLET
~

One bedroom ept for summer sublet with

fall opt Cliffside eves 666-3960 549-6499

One bedroom townhouse Southwood
Apts $310/month June 1 - Aug 31

25fr«23

Cheap furnished 3 bedroomapt air cond all

util incI summer only 256-8389

Two bedroom Colonial Vlllege Apt
room for three, on bus route, laundry and
pool facilities, $100 per nH}nth each Call

253-7158

Two bdrm Brandywine Apt pod. AC,
bus rte., avtb 6/1 - 9/1, rent negtt)!

548^741

Northampton four bedrooms June
-August $560/month two floors two baths
584-8126

Furnished epertment Br8r>dywir>e one
bedroom nice furniture avail June 1 - Sept 1

320 per month includes utilities cHI

549 0460

Summer sublet w/fell opt. 2 bdrm
Southwood Apt pool, tennis, bus route,

heat incI 256-6739

One bedroom Cliffside apartment sum-
mer sublet w/fall option utilities included

666-2294

1 or 2 rooms in 2 bedroom Southwood
apt for summer and possible fall option!

$206 for one room big enough to share.

Call 256-8323 except during any major sp>or-

ting event of before 10 am
Puffton 1 bedroom apt for summer
sublet with fall option 549 1331

Summer: N Woods 160/mo male or

female nonsmoker call 666-7130 Thorr^as

4 bedroom apt in Riverglede 296/mo caN

253 5487

2 bdrm Brittant apartment best offer fall

option or>e person 256-0606

One bedroom in Brandywine apt. 6/1
-9/1 rent negot. call Sagron 548-0393

Two bedroom apartment Cliffsidel

Pool, T court, on busline 12 minutes to

UMass summer w/fall option 666-3904

Two bedrom apartment with fall option
Cliffside $360 utilities included 666-4680

One bedroom epertment June 1 with faN

option swimming pool tennis courts
666-4761

Rolling Green two bedroom air condition-

ing balcony 8umnr>er - fall option 253-7924

Summer sublet fall option large two
bedroom apartment on bus route $360
month call 666-3688

Up and downstairs apt with 1 H baths.

Located ^ mi from campus in rursi part of

N Amherst on Hot>an Lane. Summer sublet

fell option 649-1749

One bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood townhouse available June 1

with fall option 253-3497

2 bedroom apt Cliffside Sunderlend fall

option call evenings 666-3473

3 bedrooms evetl in Echo Hill ept with

fall option 253-7770

Two bedroom summer sublet fell op-
tion bus route pool call 256-0223

2 bedroom Cliffside apt summer sublet
-fsll option 340/nrx>nth 666-7914 nites

3 bedroom ept in Puffton Vlllege $360
month available June 1 - Sept 1 call

549-6912

Unique one bedroom Southwood apart-

ment pool, tennis, bus, garden plot. Fall

option $310 includes utilities start 6/1

253-5766

Beeutiful Brendywine 2 bedroom fur-

nished summer sublet facing pond, pool

549-0542

Brittany Manor epertment summer
sublet with fall option 2 bedrooms 253-2214

3 bdrms in Ig apt for sumemr 1 mi from
town 137 + 266-0696
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No wrestling fans, it's not the world's frestcst athlete An-

dre the Giant coming to UMass. It's the next best thing.

UMasM alumni wrestlers will return to take on the 1982-83

UMass wrestling squad 3:30 p.m. Saturday at Boyden.

wmmm m"'

UMass escapes Brown with split

Steve MeMinm Ukes a rip in action earlier this jear. The Minntemen
plit a doableheader with Brown.

By KEVIN DeLUCA

PROVIDENCE The University of

Ma.ssachusetts baseball team was won
dering why doubleheaders couldn't be

shortened from nine innings to six. In the

seventh inning of both games against

Brown University the Minutemen
squandered leads.

The first time it resulted in a 5-3 loss but

in the nightcap the Minutemen were able to

rebound and hold on for a 4 3 win.

Each game was highlighted by home

runs, a three run shot by Brown's Mike

LaPierre to win the first game, and

roundt rippers by Chris Waszczuk and Todd

Comeau enabling UMass to finish the day

with a split.

In the opener. Brown struck first, scoring

an unearned run off starter Bruce Emerson
(1-3) in the first inning.

The score remained 1-0 untU UMass
scored two in the third on the strength of a

Comeau double which scored Dean Bennett,

and a Waszczuk single drove in Comeau.

In the bottom of the fourth Brown's Mike
Sweeney, who had knocked in the game's

flrst run, tripled and scored on a single by

Steve Dailey to knot the game.

However, the Minutemen scored a run of

their own in the next inning to give them a

3^2 lead going into the bottom of the

seventh. In the Brown half of the seventh

Emerson ran into trouble and reliever Matt
Subocz entered the game. Subocz. after

getting two outs, gave up the three run

shot to LaPierre and the Minutemen
dropped a heartbreaker 5-3.

The second game started out as a pit-

cher's duel between Dave Valdanbrini (0-2)

of UMa.ss and the Bruin's Tom Heckard (1-

2). The game was scoreless until Brown
scratched Valdanbrini for a run in their half

of the fourth.

In the fifth, UMass took the lead as

Waszcsuk hit his eighth homer of the year

Itying the UMass home run record set last

year by Warren McReddie), a two run shot.

Once again UMass took a lead into the

bottom of the seventh, but Brown came
through again as Dan Rice singled off

reliever Scott Foster to tie the game and
UMass was able to end the threat with an

inning ending double play and the game
went to extra innings.

The eighth was scoreless, but Comeau.
leading off the ninth, hit a solo home run to

break the deadlock. UMass added an
important insurance run to lead 4 2.

In the bottom of the ninth. Brown added

a run but outfielder Steve Messina threw

out the potential tying run to preserve the

win for Scott Foster and the save for

Subocz.

UMass is now 5^ 12 on the year and play at

home Monday against Northeastern.

Trouble with 'T'; Gorillas lose third straight
By JIM FLOYD

CaUaftea staff

PROVIDENCE Oh ya we got

trouble, right here in lacrosse city, and that

starts with T' and that rhymes with 'B'. and

that stands for Brown.

UMass shot 39 times at the Brown goal.

And 37 of those were turned away. And
there were rows and rows of Brown
Desperados, scoring goab and having fun

aUday.

Brown scored three big goals in the first

half, while the UMass team came up with

none. Brown scored four more later.

UMass was good but Brown was greater

and. in the end. it was Brown at number
one.

The University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team lost to Brown University by a

score of 7-2 to extend their losing streak to

three games and drop their record to 1-3

yesterday.

With the victory Brown, a team which

has now won it's last five games in a row,

will most surely reign as the number one

team in New England, at least for the time

being.

The name of the game was defense as the

Bruins, led by senior defenseman Bill

Aliver. a three time All-Ivy selection.

stifled the Gorilla attack. Marcus Woodring
was Brown's final line of defense in goal

and. as his 37 saves indicate, he had a heck

of a day for himself.

As for the Gorillas, the two goal outing

they put in is the lowest point production

they have had in some time. At no time in

this or last season, did the Gorillas fail to

score less than six goals.

And so. the gorillas find themselves faced

with the task of breaking out of whatever

laxadaisical state that has been the cause of

a three game losing streak if any hope of

regaining a prominent spot is the nattonal

rankings is to exist.

If they don't Hnd a solutmn to their

problems, it may turn into a laxluster run

through the rest of the spring.

To Brown's credit, they came into the

game ranked 12th in the national polls, thus

making the Bruins the third nationally

ranked team the Gorillas have played in a

row.

On the bright side, the Bruins started

their season off at 13 before coming
together as squad and rattling ofT their

aforementioned Ave in a- row, so a tur-

naround IS a possibility.

The return to laxomania will hopefully

begin Saturday when the Elagles of Boston

College come swooping down onto Boyden
FieM in an attempt to wrestle a victory

from the Gorillas before flying back to

Beantown.

Women tennis team
defeats Springfield

By LAURIE FISHER
Callcgiaa Staff

They sat on the hill behind the NOPE
tennis courts and grinned as they watched

the last of three doubles matches. The
University of Massachusetts women's
tennis team had good reason to smile

because they were putting the finishing

touches on a convincing 6-3 win over Spr-

ingfield College.

The team was off to a rough start this

year, dropping their first two matches to

Yale and Boston College last week. The
tide may be turning as the team has more
opportimity to practice under recently ap-

pointed coach, Pat Stuart.

Stuart, who was appointed less than a

week before the first nruitch against

Boston College, is a graduate student

replacing John Heal. Beal resigned in

February.

It took over two months for the athletic

department to hire a coach, according to

team member Nancy Bolger.

"While our competition was practicing

we were trying to find balls and equip-

ment. It's hard to get organized without a

coach," she said.

Well, they have a coach now and they

certainly looked organized yesterday
against Springfield. One tri-captain, Ariel

Fowler, had no difficulty beating Spr-

ingfield's Maureen O'Connor 6-1. &-3.

"Ariel played a terrific match, she came
into the net well and was always attack-

ing," Stuart said after the match.

Bolger and freshman Chris Frarier also

won their singles matches. Bolger won
7-6, 6-4 and Frazier won 2-6. 6-2, 6-2.

All three doubles teams won. Maureen
Hanlon-Wendy Sherer won 6-4, 6-1, Beth,

Goldberg-Anne Marie Mackertich 6-4, 6-4,

and Laura Kaufnum-JUlian Nesgos 6-4,

6-1.

Kaufman and Nesgos both freshman
from Newton, played varsity tennis

together in high school.

"They are a strong team, I can always

count on them," Stuart said.

Stuart said she expected the team to

win today.

"Considering the amount of time we've

had to practice I think the women are

playing well, she said.

The team will travel to Smith College

for their next match next Tuesday.

Smith signs with UMass
By BILL SHEA

CalWfflaa stall

Carl Smith, a 5*11. 170 pound point guard
from Kings Mountain. North Carolina,

signed a basketball letter of intent to attend

the University of Ma.ssachusetts yesterday.

Smith, who averaged 19.9 points per game
at Kings Mountain High School two years

ago. attended Fork Union Military

Academy this past year and averaged 11

points and six assists per game for Fork
Union, which finished 22-6.

Smith chose UMass over such schools as

Virginia Commonwealth. Western
Carolina, and Atlantic 10 rivals Temple and
West Virginia.

"We are very pleased that Carl will be

joining us next season," said first year

Minuteman head coach Ron Gerlufsen. "He
will provide our program with additional

depth and flexibility in the backcourt."

The Minutemen have the starting back-

court returning in Donald Russell and Ron

,

Young, plus Darryl Carter, who came on
strong for UMass late in the season. Smith
is slated to help out the backcourt situatwn,

but probably not immediately.

Smith, along with transfer guard Jackie

Sheehan, will probably be the only new
additions to the Minuteman squad for next
season.

He is the second player from Fork Union
to attend UMass. Freshman center Tom
Emerson also attended the military

academy in Virginia.

Susienka takes first place
By BILL SHEA

CaOaflaa Staff

Marlene Susienka reigns supreme on the

local college golf scene.

The University of Massachusetts senicfr

ran away with the Springfield Invitational

held at Oak Ridge Country Club, winning

by eight strokes.

Susienka, coach Jack Leaman's top

protege the last few years, shot 37 the first

round and 39 the second round to finish

with an 86.

Amherst College who took the team
championships, took the next three spots.

Judy Guzy was the next UMass finisher

with a sixth place score of 92, followed by

Jane Eagan who finished with a 94.

UMass was second with 370, Springfield

College (423) Mount Holyoke (442) followed.

UMass will be back in action 1 p.m. today

at Mount Holyoke Orchards.

Scores are anticipated to be high because

it might be difficult to play the trees.

Coffee Shop's

fate undecided

;

vote postponed
By SAMUEL CHALFEN

The Campus Center Board of Governors last night

postponed a vote declaring their opposition to the Campus
Center administration's plan to close the Coffee Shop.

The Campus ('enter administration's proposal would

allow the University Store to expand into the area

presently occupied by the Coffee Shop. Campus Center

Director William Harris said the expansion would allow

additional space for greater variety in clothing lines, fur-

niture and for home computers.

Board Vice Chairman Mike Reilly .said after the vote

was tabled. "I really don't feel that we represented the

student's interest." The board will vote to declare its posi-

tion on the issue next Thursday night.

Board member Adam Peck, who proposed the board

should table the motion which "vehemently opposed" the

expansion, said. "We're supposed ti) l)e here to make a ra-

tional decision. It is not fair to make a decision without

hearing the administration out."

A questionnaire distributed to student.s and staff

members in the Coffee Shop and the Hatch showed that

students opposed the expansion by "five to one." Board

member Paul Knight said.

The Undergraduate Student Senate Wednesday night

unanimously passed a motion demanding the Coffee Shop

be left in its present operating condition.

Peck and other board members argued that until the

managers from the University Store made a presentation

detailing the strengths and drawbacks of the proposal, the

board should refrain from taking a fK>sition.

Harris said after the vote, "The Board sure has chang-

ed."

Reilly said about 10 out of 14 governors were newly
elected board members.

Board members also discussed reversing the two-week

old Hatch jukebox policy. Board members argued that

many students in the Hatch and board members
themselves, resented the new policy which keeps the

jukebox unplugged until the afternoon. The board will

vote on a motion to make the jukebox operational by 1

1

a.m. next Thursday.

Ambassador from Grenada blasts

Reagan policy in Latin countries
By CRIS SCHUSTER

Coll*C<an Starr

Change in the United States government policy of

political control and subversion in the Caribbean region is

neede<l now more than ever before, according to the

Grenada ambassador to the Organization of America

States (OAS) who spoke last night at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts.

Dessima Williams, an organizer of the New Jewel

Movement in Grenada and the ambassador to the OAS
for the past four years, defended Grenada's goals against

the United States policies in her lecture. "The R(.Ae of the

United States in the Caribbean: Focus on Grenada."

"The right to freedom and independence (in Grenada)

has been trampled upon by the Reagan Administration in

particular, and by the Carter admini.stralion." Williams

said.

"Today the region of Latin America is engaged in a

fist-to-fist. eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation with the

United States, " she said. "My thesis is that the United

States relations, particularly the Unittxl States govern-

ment relations with the Caribliean and Latin America is

in need of change. I argue that the change is needed

more now than in the decades j>ast."

Williams said the United States government is raising

greater public opinion against the Latin American policy

and many people are calling for a new policy.

"This crisis is forcing an awakening in the people of the

United States and the people of the Americas." .she said.

"That unjust and unequal relation of the governments of

the United States and the Caribbean are a major source

of antagonism in the crisis," she said.

The United States government attitude of (irenada has

been one of intimidation and unfriendlines.s. Williams

said, toward a country- which has been "seeking to

transform an independent path from the traditional lines

of the United States government."

"The machiner>- of the United States ruling circles has

not been kind nor respectful of the Caribbean integrity."

she said.

Williams said the United States feels that there must

be an "all out war" to regain the loss of its power in the

world and that war will be in the Latin American region.

"You must know it is the intention (of the United

States) to regain the sense of power on the i>acks of the

people of the Americas," she said. "Grenada ,a a victim

of this policy. It is the victim of the system of economic

and political life in the United States where it is

necessary to suppress the rights of others to maintain

this system."

Grenada's right to develop relations with anyone, and

its relationship with Cuba have been attacked by the

( ollrc»" phot. I hy Toat KoJU

Dessima Williams, Grenadan ambassador to

the Organization of American states, spoke laat

night in the SHA auditorium. She emphasized

Granada's opinion of United States policy

toward Latin American countries.

United State government, she said. The United J^tate8

fears the myth that Cuba is a threat will be destroyeil as

relations between Grenada and Cuba develop. Williams

said.

The United States must allow the practice of self-

determination of other countries and it must respect

their governments, she said.

That will represent a start and "open up a dialogue

among those who want to work for peace or bring alxtut

a change.

"I appeal to you to join hands and hearts and pens and

minds for our struggle in the Americas for j)eace, " she

said.

Vice chancellor search on

('ollrKiaii photo by !)««« Drubcr

Amherst firefighters Mike Habel, foreground, and Dick Jenks in-

stalled an underground communication line betwen the Amherst fire

and police stations. The line will accelerate emergency fire related calls

between the two departments.

By DAVE LINTON
r*ii«giwi surr

Beginning next week, the search com
mittee to select a new vice chanceUor for

academic affairs and provost at the

University of Massachusetts should begin

interviewing candidates for the post.

About 2(K) people have applied for the top

academic post at the University, according

to Jan Ashwell of the UMass News Bureau.

The committee hopes to recommend a

candidate to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

"Sometime in June." she said yesterday.

Last month. Duffey appointed Dean
Alfange Jr., a political science professor, as

acting vice chancellor for academic affairs

and provost. Alphange succeeded I/oren

Baritz, who announced last January that he

would resign as provost June 1 and is now
vacationing until then.

Ashwell said Baritz will resume his

teaching post in the history department and

will begin working part time for Duffey as a

special assistant by September 1984. Baritz

will receive a salary of $56,979. He is

currently working on a book about the

impact ot the V letnam War on Amerkan life

since the 1960's.

Duffey appointed Richard S. Stein, pro-

fessor of polymer science, to head the

search committee which expects to find a

candidate to fill the position by September.

Alfange served previously as acting

provost from June 1975 to October 1976.

after former Provost Robert L. Glucksem
left the University to become the Chan-

cellor for the University of Maryland.

Alfange has said he does not wish to become

permanent provost.

Alfange first joined the UMass faculty in

1967 as an assistant professor of con

stitutional law and civil liberties. He holds

an undeVgraduate degree from Hamilton

College, a master's degree from the

University of Colorado and a doctorate from
Cornell University.

In 1970, he became acting dean of the
faculty of social and behavioral sciences

uniti he was appointed permanent dean in

1971 . After taking a leave of absence from
the University in 1977. Alfange returned to

the political science department in 1978 as a
tenured professor.
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Unexplained epidemic strikes Palestinian bank village
I- : _..*A win An Tc««>o<^l in a Karl lirrKi

ARRABA. Occupied West Bank (AP) - The mysterious

epidemic struck this remote West Bank village at 8:05 a.m.

on March 21. Before it ended two weeks later, more than

800 Palestinian schoolgirls had been hospitalized.

They were the victims, say Israeli health authorities, of

hysteria and "provocateurs," charges Palestinians strongly

deny. They say the Israelis were somehow poisoning their

children.

Investigators from the International Committee of the

Red Cross, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and the

World Health Organization examined the victims, but so

far have issued no reports on the puzzling events that

started in Arraba. a village of 7,000 Palestinians 45 miles

nort h of Jerusalem

.

It began at a girls' high school when several teen age

girls were sickened by the odor of rotten eggs. Dr. Baruch

Modan, an epidemiologist and director general of Israel's

Health Ministry, believes the cause was hydrogen sulfide

gas from a pit latrine at the school.

Two hours later, dozens of other girls, complaining of

dizziness, nausea and blurred vision, became ill at the

midmorning recess. It was the start of mass hysteria.

Modan said. Arraba's mayor Mahmoud al Fatah al Arda

said 69 girls were sent to hospitals.

On March 26, a second outbreak hit six girls' schools in

and around Jenin. six miles northeast of Arraba. Almost

250 students were sent to the hospital. Modan believes the

outbreak was caused by the rumors of poison gas.

On March 27. Palestinians stoned Israeli cars in Jenin.

and sections of the town were placed under curfew. Israeli

military sources, paradoxically, contributed to the

poisoning rumor by saying that Palestinian militants might

Kenneth Adelman
to become chief

in arms control
WASHINGTON (AP) - Kenneth L. Adelman was

confirmed. 57 4;i. as the nation's arms control director on
Thursday after a long Senate fight over President

Reagan's strategic policies as well as the young am-
bassador's competence and credibility.

Reagan pronounced himself "deeply gratified" and
declared "It's my earnest hope that this positive step will

mark the beginning of a new bipartisan consensus on the

vital issue of nuclear arms reductions."

The president, at an informal news conference, said

Adelman would head a "reinvigorated" Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency. And "If we are met with
reciprocal seriousness of purpose from the Soviet Union.
1983 can be a year of historic importance in securing a
more solid and stable peace through arms reductions."

Reagan said.

Only Sen. Bob Packwood. who was in his home state of

Oregon attending a Republican conference, did not vote

on the nomination. F'orty nine Republicans and 8
Democrats supported Adelman: 38 Democrats and 4

Republicans. Charles McC. Mat bias of Maryland, l^arry

Pressler of South Dakota. Mark Andrews of North
Dakota and Slade Gorton of Washington, voted against

him.

Four Democratic senators with presidential ambitions
spoke against Adelman in theclosinghoursof a three day
debate over the nomination that capped three months of

deliberations in committee rooms and corridors.

Senate Democratic Whip Alan Cranston of California

argued that Adelman's confirmation "would be a betrayal

of the hopes of tens of millions of Americans for swift

prtigress toward a mutual, balanced, verifiable end to the

U.S. Soviet nuclear arms race."

AP l.4iMerphoto

I

Kenneth L. Adelman appeared at a news con-
ference yesterday after beinf; confirmed as the]
nation's arms control director.

be spreading poisons to place Israel in a bad light.

The total of victims climbed to 320, but no one was

reported seriously ill.

The next day. Modan announced that army, police and

health ministry investigators found no evidence of

deliberate or inadvertent poisoning. Modan says he would

not rule out a psychosomatic cause for the illnesses.

That evening, a car or van, spewing smoke from its

exhaust, drove through a residential neighborhood in

Jenin. Almost 80 people were rushed to hospitals. Modan

called it wave three in the epidenuc. The victims still were

genuinely ill, he said, but no physical cause could be found.

On March 29 Jenin was sealed off by Israeli troops and

placed under a curfew. Reporters were not permitted to

enter. In Arraba, Al-Arda and other West Bank leaders

demanded an investigation to determine "what the poison

is and the people responsible for doing it."

Reagan declines

details of U.S. in

Central America
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said

Thursday the United States is not doing anything "to try to
overthrow the Nicaraguan government. " but is trying to
block military supply lines to rebels in neighboring El
Salvador.

Reagan declined to go into details of U.S. operatbns in

Ontral .'\merica. But he said his administration is com-

plying with a federal law that forbids U.S. actk)n to

overthrow the government of Nicaragua.

"We are complying with the law." Reagan told a news
conference in the White House press room. "We are

complying with that fully."

Rep. Edward P. Roland. DMass.. has said the ad
ministration may be acting in violation of the congressional
prohibition against any covert operation to overthow the
Marxist regime in Nicaragua. Boland sponsored the law.

While Reagan said he is heeding the Ik)land amend-
ment, he questioned the wisdom of the ban. He said any
legislation restricting a president's power to deal with

foreign nations impinges on the constitutional powers of

his office.

The brief session with reporters was dominated by

questions about Nicaragua. Eioland has .said his House
intel^gence committee will summon top administratbn
officials to k>ok into U.S. operations in Central America.

Reagan said the whole controversy overlooks realities

about the situation there. He said the Nicaraguan regime
took power by force, is clearly Marxist, and has reneged
on promises that it would not try to overthrow neigh

boring governments.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Brown Univemty plans to spend $70 million
willput a computer in ''everypot " in sixyears

Student departmental evaluations offaculty

not a matterofpublic recordsays court

BOSTON - Student evaluations of

faculty members at the University of

Massachusetts. Amherst, are not public

records, the state Appeals Court ruled

yesterday.

The decision affirmed a trial court judge
who ruled in favor of . andolph Bromery.
UMass chancellor, nine deans and 57
department heads who refused to disclose

the data for publication.

The 69 were sued by Joseph Connolly and
Steven Kropp. When the case started, both

were members of the Student Senate

Academic Affairs Committee, the publisher

of a course and teacher evaluation guide.

The panel said some key issues of the
case were recently decided in the Globe
Newspaper Co. suit against the Boston

. etirement Etoard in which the state

Supreme Court held that personnel and
medical files or information were "ab-

solutely exempt from disclosure."

The UMass decision, written by Judge
. udolph Kass, said: "It is sufficient to

resolve the case now before us if we
determine that the records to which the
plaintiffs desire access are 'personnel files

or information.' and. as such, exempt from
inspection."

The panel said they were, which settled

the question.

PROVIDENCE. R.I. - Brown Universi

ty announced yesterday plans to spend up
to $70 million in the next six years U* make
computers available to every student,

teacher, administrator and staif member
on campus.
"What is a university going to be like in

the year 2001^ That's what we are l(X)king

at. " said Associate Provost William Shipp.

"We want to study the way scholars work
— what they do and how they do it — and
create a computing enviroment which lets

them devise new ways to enrich and in-

crease their work."
The Ivy League university hopes to have

computer work station.s for 10.000 people.

Berkshire armoredtruck robbed in Fall River,
armedmen make offwith more than $161,000
FALL RIVER. Mass. (AP) - Four men.

including one disgui.sed as a mail carrier,

held up an armored truck Thursday and fled

with 1 161.000 while a guard fired three
shots at them, authorities said.

The four men. all armed, surrounded two
employees of the Berkshire Armored Car

Service Co. shortly after 8 a.m. as they
prepared to deliver money to the Highland
Branch of the Fail River Trust Co.

William Shanks, a Berkshire vice

president, at first estimated that «300.000
was uken but later said the total was
<160.577.

Tax evaders couldrun away with millions while

honest taxpayerspay brunt of$640M
BOSTON - Tax cheats are ex

pected to cost the state $640 milhon in

uncollected revenue next year, and state

officials said Thursday that honest tax

payers are the victims of the crime.

"The vast majority of working men and
women do meet their lawful obligations."

Revenue Commissioner Ira Jackson said at

a seminar. "Unfortunately they end up
subsidizing the evaders."

Greg Miller, deputy revenue commission
in Minnesota and another paneli.st. added
that people who pay their taxes are paying

iiO percent to 40 percent more than they

should be because tax evaders don't.

Jackson said his estimates are con-

servative, but for Massachusetts, "still we
project that appalling 1984 revenue loss of

$640 million, representing $8.5 billion in

imreported economic activity."

The figure does not include lost taxes

from illegal activity, such as prostitution,

drug trafficking and car theft rings.

Jackson said tax evasion has become "a

problem of epidemic proportions." and
other panelists agreed the underground,

untaxed economy is growing.

The photo on page 1 of the man and woman sunbathing in the Southwest area was
taken yesterday by Tom Kudla. a Collegian photographer.
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Woman's charges over contract

byDuffey

Ron Graham, a first year business major, took advantag^e of clear

skies and mild winds, to do some kite flying across the Campus Center

pond from the library.

By JOHN O'CONNELL
r«ii«ffiaii sun

Students will have a chance to learn

legislative lobbying techniques and attend

workshops on student issues this weekend

as the University of Maaaachusetts hosts

the first New England Regional Con
ference of the United States Student

Association (USSA).
Students from many New England col-

leges and universities will attend the con-

ference, which "is open to all UMass
students," said F\iblic Policy committee

chair, Sheila Sullivan.

Sullivan, who sits on the New England

Regional Board of the USSA. said

workshops this weekend will range frf)m

student control and civil rights on campus

to financial aid and the Solomon Amend-
ment, as well as lobbying techniques.

"USSA is the countr>'s largest student

run educational organization." said

Sullivan. "Its main priority is lobbying for

legislation of student concern." nationally

and regionally, she said.

The conference begins today with

registration from 1-5 p.m. in the Campus
Center Hotel lobby. UMass students must

pay a $5 registration fee. or $15 for

registration, two dinners and a party.

Members of the Committee for Public

Policy have been working on the con-

ference since January, with some help from

USSA's National Board in Washington.

D.C.. Sullivan said.

"This is the first New England Regional

Conference." Sullivan said. "It's an invita-

tion for New England schools to meet

USSA, to strengthen networks and build a

strong lobbying organization."

"Students are beginning to realize their

full voting potential. If you have a tight

organization working for common goals,

then more can be accomplished," she said.

Janice Fine, president of USSA, will

speak at an orientation meeting tonight,

along with Joel Weissman, director of the

Student Center tor Educational Research

and Advocacy (SCERA). and two USSA
board members for the New England

region.

Workshops on Saturday. April 16. will

start with a "Financial Aid Update."

directed by Massachusetts Association of

State Financial Aid Administrators
(MASFA) member Lyn Nichols and SGA
co-president Tom Ahem.
Director of the the Financial Aid Office

Art .lackson will give information in a

workshop later in the day on the Solomon

Amendment. The Solomon Amendment
will deny financial aid to male students who
fail to register for the draft.

Professional lobbyist Anne Wexler and

Public Policy committee member Sue Cot-

tle will direct the workshop on basic techni-

ques in lobbying. Wexler lobbys in

Washington D.C.. and the I\iblic Policy

Committee makes weekly trips to lobby for

student concerns at the State House in

Boston.

Other workshops on Saturday will cover

"Civil Rights on Campus." directed by Sue

C-ottle and Gary Lee. director of the Office

of Third WoHd Affairs; "Voter Registra-

tion Drives." with Sheila Sullivan direc-

ting; and "How to build student control

through student fees and student run

businesses," directed by Sharon Davies,

former speaker of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate, and Tom Osborne, director of

the Economic Development Office.

Conference events for Saturday also in-

clude a USSA General Assembly, a dinner

and a party from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Workshops continue Sunday with Fine

and USSA Legislative Director Kathy Ozar

instructing students on "Grassroots Lob-

bying," while Michael Pill from the Legal

Services Office and Public Policy Commit-

tee member Jim Quinn advise on "How to

write legislation."

A final general assembly to discuss state

student associations, and evaluation will

end the conference by 12:15 p.m. Sunday.

By RITA MURPHY
ColleKian SUff

University of Massachusetts administra-

tion officials claim the recent allegations of

improper handling of the non-renewal of nn

employee's contract and the University's

lack of commitment to poor women are in-

accurate.

In a letter dated April 7, Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey responded to allegations

made by Mary Wentworth, the Poor

Women's Task Force coordinator at the

Everywomen's Center.

Wentworth, who received notification on

March 21 that her contract would not be

renewed when it expires in June, had

claimed "part of the administration refuses

to acknowledge the fact that many older

students with children have serious

economic problems."

In his letter, which was mailed to sup-

porters of Wentworth who had petitioned

him to look into the matter. Duffey said.

"The recent allegations that neither the

University nor the Everywoman's Center

is interested in the welfare of economically

disadvantaged women are very far from

the truth."

"The University is best prepared to aid

such women by providing opportunities for

them to further their education, thereby in-

creasing their prospect of full job employ

ment." according to the letter.

Wentworth responded to IXiffey's com-

ments saying, "The University is deciding

U.S. Student Association

holding regional conference

teaching lobbying techniques

what they are best prepared to do for a

whole class of women."
"I don't think they have an understan-

ding of what is involved," Wentworth said.

Wentworth has filed a written grievance

against the University Office of Student

Affairs claiming sufficient notice had not

been given to her by her supervisor, Ruth

Weekes-Washington, director of the

center, concerning her contract termina-

tion.

Wentworth said non-professional

University employees have a right to six

months notice before a contract is renewed

or discontinued.

Jim Coopee, assistant personnel director,

said according tf) University policy, only

"full-time permanent employees must be

given six months notice."

"0-2 (professional non-academic
employees) do not fall int<} that category,"

he said.

Coopee said Wentworth probably

"misunderstands" her rights.

Wentworth claims however, when she

was hired in 1979. she was given a b(K>klet

which states she must be given at least six

m(»nths notice before contract termination

can take place.

Coopee said the lKX)klet specifically

states "it does not apply to 2 employees."

Wentworth said she will continue with

her grievance.

In his letter. I>uffey said "Wentworth's

case has been, and will continue to be.

handled following stated pr«>cedures."

Graduate files brutality suit
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

I allecua SUff

Attorneys for a former University of

Mas.sachu8etts student filed a $,'JOO,(XH)

ci\'il rights suit in U.S. District ('ourt in

Springfield yesterday against the city of

Holyoke and several members of its police

department.
Charles J. DiMare. director of the

Student Legal Servics Office (LSQI of the

University, and attorney Mark Eckstein of

LSO. filed the litigation in the name of

plaintiff Michael Kennedy of Holyoke.

Listed as defendant.s in the case are Harold

F. Skelton. chief of police of Holyoke: Lt.

Richard C F'age. of the Offkre of Internal

Affairs for the Holyoke police department;

eight unidentified police officers; and the

city of Holyoke.

The charges include intentbnal inflictmn

of emotional distress, false arrest and fal.se

imprisonment, use of excessive force,

general conspiracy and negligence, in

connection with an incident that occurred

Sept. z5, 1981 in Holyoke.

The complaint claimes that Kennedy
suffered severe emotional distress and

ntental anguish when he was arrested by

Holyoke police at the Suisse Chalet motel in

Holyoke. Kennedy, the suit states, was

searched by several officers, rolled on the

pavement from side to side and had gun

barrels placed at the side of his neck.

The complaint says officers told Kennedy

he was taken in for suspicion of armed

robbery, but did not inform him of his

"Miranda" rights.

After being placed under protective

custody for a short while, he was released,

according to the suit. No formal criminal

charges were filed against Kennedy.

Shortly after the incident. Kennedy filed

a citizen's complaint with police chief

Skelton who then charged Lt. Page to

conduct an investigation into the allegations

of police misconduct, the suit states.

The complaint says defendants Skelton

and Page failed to properly investigate and

discipline the police officers.

"Their failure to act. (in correcting the

poUce officers! and their knowledge of the

act" dictate an official pohcy which is un

constitutional because it encourages and

permits officers to use excessive force.

DiMare said.

"The complaint summarizes acts of

terrorism which should not be tolerated in

the United States of America." DiMare

said.

DiMare said Kennedy asked the

department to do something about the

actkin "and it wasn't taken serk)usly. A civil

rights suit was the last resort."

Skelton and Holyoke city solicitor,

Harold F. Brunault. declined comment.

Labor Center out for students
By BROOKE STATES

I olkKiaii SlaH

When a University of Massachusetts stu-

dent working in a local restaurant wanted

to know what rights he had in terms of

wages and tips, he went to the LRRC.
When a worker in a non-union sh(»p

wanted to know if she was protected by

equal opportunity laws, she went to the

LRRC.
When 40 masters candidates chose their

majors, they too opted for LRRC.

LRRC is the Labor Relations and

Resource Center, located in Draper Hall.

The center was organized in the fall of 1965

with the help of the state AFL-CIO Labor

Council and the educational department of

the national AFL-CIO, according to Center

Director Harvey Friedman.

The Labor Center offers undergraduates

the chance to study labor history by com-

bining the center's courses with another

department, or with a Bachelor's Degree

with Individual Concentration and the

University Without Walls program.

Graduates can make an interdisciplinary

major, leading to a master's degree in

Labor Studies, according to Friedman. The

center is not a department, but a special

program and reports directly to the pro-

vosts office. It also receives its funding

from there.

"This is the only program of its kind in

New England. About 40 percent of our

graduates work in unions, about 30 percent

work in government and about 15 j>ercent

work in management areas. The balance

works in other varied fields. We do have on

alumnus who became a chiropractor."

F'riedman said.

"We work with and provide services to

campus and area unions on many diffemt

subjects and issues. " Friedman said. "We
have people working on quality of life pro-

gram, workers cooperatives and employee

stock option plans. We are planning a new
course in Occupational Heailth and Safety

Administration regulations. In addition we
run training sessions for labor law judges

and clerks magistrates." Friedman said.

According to Friedman, the center has

also worked with the federal government

on the Puerto Rican minimum wage board

and the state legislature on new methods of

dispute management.

Friedman has worked with the center as

assistant director since its inception in

1%5. In 1971 he became director. The

center has three professors who carry full

course credit for teaching at the Labor

Center. Professors from other depart-

ments also teach courses at the center.
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Number ofwomen
inROTC rising,

recruiters say
By BOBBI GUILLERM

CollcKisn ('orrrapondcBt

The enrollment of women in the Reserved Officers

Training Corps (ROTC) at the University of

Massachusetts has been steadily increasing for the past

several years due to fewer employment opportunities and

less harsh opinions of Vietnam, according to one recruiter

on campus.

Capt. Dane Drasher. recruiting officer of the UMass Air

Force ROTC. said ROTC has become more attractive to

women students "as a result of a weak job market, dilu-

tion of Vietnam prejudice, and the fact that this is a heck

of a good deal."

Twenty percent of the cadets in the Air Force ROTC on

campus are women, Drasher said.

Major Jim Mahoney, enrollment officer for the UMass
Army ROTC said although about 17 percent of the army
recruits are women, "females are treated almost identical-

ly to males."

"An Army ROTC priority is to ensure not to have
discrimination," he said.

Drasher said "Affirmative Action is an Air Force ROTC
philosophy which permeates the whole environment of the

Air Foree ROTC."

Cadets Mary Tymczyszyn, a junior engineering major

and Crista Jensen, a junior exercise sc-ience major, both

agree they are treated fairly by other members of the

ROTC.

"Hie guys treat me as an equal, as a Cadet and not as a
female," Jensen, an army ROTC cadet staff sargeant,

said.

Tymczyszyn said, "I've never run into any problems

from people within the Air Force." but "I wish people who
know nothing ainrnt the militar>' wouldn't judge the

military career as being bad or strange, because it is not."

'lymczyszyn and Jensen disagreed about women and
combat training.

"Being in the Air Force. I think women should be allow-

ed in combat mles. The Air Force combat roles are

primarily flying, and I believe that women are just as

qualified to fly as males." TvTnczyszyn said. "Most of the

w<>men antl m*'n in the Air Force ROTC that I've talked to

feel the same way. If given the chance to prove

themselves, women would try to fly fighter aircraft*."

Jensen said. "I'm glad women are excluded frt>m com-

bat and I think most men hope they don't have to go into

combat either. No one wants to go to war."

She said she joined the Army ROTC becMue "it is more
outdoor-oriented than the Air Force."

"Women that like the ()utd<><»rs, a challenge and adven-

ture really go for it. It's the biggest step I've made in

school and I'm really glad I made it." Jen.sen said.

Race for Ritter

will run April 23

through Amherst
By MICHKLLE HYDE

( •iifcian surr

Runners who do not feel ready for Monday's Boston

Marathon and people who simply enjoy roadraces can bum
some Spring energy omApril 23 in the fourth annual ". un

for . ittcr" roadrare.

The ten kikimeter race.(6.2 miles) which is being

spoiLsored by the Newman Center at the University of

Mas.sarhuselts, bo^ns at 10 a.m. at Alumni Stadium and

runs through Amherst and Hadley. ending at the stadium.

Proceeds from runner sponsor sheets will fund the

building of a shelter for homeless and sexually abused

chiMren near Boston's Combat Zone, said JoeTringali, race

director.

The shelter will be a replica of "Under 21." a non-

sectarian emergency shelter established in New York City

by a Fransiscan priest. Bruce . itter, Tringali said.

A variety of prizes will be awarded to different

categories of runners, based on time, the amount of sponsor

money collected and the number of entrants in a residential

area.

Prizes include free dinners, a balloon ride, services of a

disc jockey, athletic shoes and tee shirts to the first 300

entrants.

Tringali said that everyone is welcome to either run.

walk or help on the day of the race, which he said is

becoming a UMass tradition.

"I want to get the race imbedded in people's minds so

they mark it on their calendar for next year, " he said.

Tringali said that he is appealing outside the UMass
community and is emphasizing the goal of the race. "We as

coll€?ge students have the opportunity to prepare for our
futures. These kids have no future."
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DaTid Schwartz, paddling alone in the canoe on the left, rows toward Mark Zukowski and Tim

Herk. The canoes were brought down to the Campus Center pond by members of the University

Outing Club, who expect to use the pond for canoing "excursions" whenever weather permits.

Schwarti is a freshman astronomy major. Zukowski and Herk are freshmen in the College of Arts

and Sciences.

Canocrs probably won't be out on the pond today: forecasters are expecting rain.

Prince House may opt to leaveSWAG
By DAVID B. MINER

C«ikgima Suff

The Dorm Council of Prince House in the Southwest

Residential College voted last night to take steps which

niay eventually lead to that dorm removeing itself from the

Southwest Area Government. (SWAG).
A nrtotion was presented at the weekly dorm council

meeting to initiate a questionaire to Prince House un

dergraduates to see what, if any, level of participation they

have in Southwest activities.

The next step, according to the motion, would be to call a

meeting of all Prince House residents to see if they were in

favor of petitioning to have all student activities funds,

currently allocated to SWAG by the Student

Undergraduate Senate, be placed in a separate RSO ac-

count for the use of Prince House residents. This in effect

would renwve Prince House from SWAG. Betty Fleishel

Lewis. Prince House dorm president, said.

The motion came as a result of a meeting in which Prince

House had requested from SWAG $831.90 to fund an m
ternationai dinner U) be held on April 23 at F'rince House

for residents and guests.

The hearing held at the weekly SWAG meeting last

night carried on for almost an hour and was heated at limes

as the three Prince House representatives presented their

case for the total funding and ended up with a grant of

$150.
Some of the arguments presented in opposition were

that Prince House does not take part in Southwest ac-

tivities, that the planned event was a social event and that

the amount asked for was too much.

Jim Anderson, a representative of Prince House ex-

plained that the event was cultural in nature in that Prince

was, the most unique dorm on the University Of

Massachusetts campus because of the nature of the

composition of residents. "This is the only dorm that has

the mix of older students, foreign students, and grad

students on the UMass Campus." he said.

After SWAG had voted a "friendly amendment" to grant

Prince House the %\hO, Flexishel Lewis, said, "We are go

ing to petition to remove ourselves from this group
(SWAG). You people just do not understand us ami our

problems."

In other business, SWAG voted to allocate $100 to John

F Kennedy Upper for dorm improvement (a new ping

pong table and to provide music, party and party

decorations for Southside on April 19 for opening night

party and $25 for the event).

Tabled were motions to provide $250 to the Malcolm X
Center for a new carpet and to allocate $80 to John Quincy
Adams to correct an error on the Dart of SWAG.

UMass frosh closeto

others nationwide
By GREG BROWN

A survey of entering college freshmen, released last

month, shows that University of Massachusetts students

who entered in 198z are similar in background to students

who went to seven other public universities across the

country.

The survey showed that just over half of the UMass
Class of 1986 are men (53.6 percent), while the national

average displays a slight majority of women (51.1

percent).

The survey has been conducted annually by the

American Council on Education since 1975. A report

comparing UMass first year student trends with those of

the other schools was released in March by the Student

Affairs Research and Education Office.

The other schools included in the survey were: Iowa

State; University of Miami in Ohio; State Universities of

New York at Binghamton, Buffalo and Stony Brook; The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and the

University of Virginia.

Academic backgrounds were also similar, according to

the survey. More than three quarters of the class of 1986

at UMass had average high school grades of between B-

and B plus, while the grades of the students from the

other schools were slightly higher.

The decision to attend UMass, according to the survey,

is increasingly based upon the school's good academic

reputation. 57 percent of UMass first year students chose

the University because of its academic repuution. Low
tuition costs and special education programs are secondary

reasons.

In 1981. there was a trend toward fewer students

receiving less public grant money and more students

planning to borrow money to finance their education. A
report by the Student Affairs Research and Evaluation

Office compared 1981 financial aid trends with some from

the 198^ survey.

One^ quarter of the 198;£ entering class at UMass ex

pected to receive some money from a Federal Guaranteed

Student Loan, compared with 41.5 percent o' 19818 en

tering class. Overall, according to the report, practically

all sources of financial support from grants, scholarships

and loans have decreased.

The nM>st popular career choices for UMass students

continue to be engineering, business and computer

programming, according to the survey. And a significant

share (14 percent) of first year students are still undecided.

The survey, which polled 65 percent of the entering class

in 19ei:. showed that most UMass freshmen then con

sidered themselves "middle of the road" politicaUy. Over

half of the freshmen felt this way. while a high proportion

said they were "liberal" or "far left" (3;: percent) Only

twelve percent of the class of '86 considered themselves

"conservative."
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Newslines...
Drunk driving andburglary

among crimes reportedby cops

A 17-year old male Amherst high school student was
arrested at 11 p.m. Wednesday for driving under the

influence of alcohol, Amherst police said yesterday. Police,

on routine patrol, observed the Shutesbury resident

swerving from the northeast lane on State street to the

northeast lane.

A burglary was reported at 11:40 p.m. Wednesday,
police said. Jewelry, clothing and two cameras valued at

nwre than $500 was taken from the Puffton Village

apartment. Entry into the apartment was gained by

forcing the bedroom window open. There are no suspects,

police said.

Two women reported a man in a black van, which was
parked in fromt of the Price Chopper grocery store,

committing indecent acts at 12:45 a.m. Thursday police

said. The women gave the police a description of the man
and his car's license number.

In a separate incident at 11:10 p.m. Wednesday night a

woman reported a man looking in the bedroom window of

her Beston Street house.

UMass student hospitalized

after being hit by automobile

A 38 year mid man was arrested Wednesday by

University of Massachusetts police in connection with a

motor vehicle accident that hospitalized a female student,

police said yesterday.

Police said the man was charged with driving while

under the influence of alcohol and operating to endanger.

The man drove north on Bulterfield Terrace and entered

the intersection of Clark Road and Infirmary Way where

he narrowly missed a mail truck and other pedestrians,

police said. After passing the truck, he hit the 20 year oW
Winchendon woman, police said.

The victim was brought to the Infirmary where she was
treated and released.

Credit'Free WorkshopsProgram

offers trip to N. Y. Metropolitan

The Credit Free W(»rksh«>ps Pro(fram. thnmgh the Divi-

sion of Continuing Education, is sfKin.soring a one-<lay bus

trip to view the "I.«i Belle Epoque" exhibition at New
York's MetrofMilitan Museum Saturday.

The bus leaves campus at 7 a.m. and str»ps at one pick-up

point. Enfield Square (north side ofC Fox), at 8 a.m. Cost

of the trip and preliminary lecture is $28. Participants will

be free to lunch and sj)end the afternoon on their own.

Checks made payable to I'Mass/Divisicm of Continuing

Education should be mailed care of "La Belle Ep<x^ue" to

the Division, University Library, University of

Massachusetts. Amherst. MA 01003.

Fall course schedule books

available today on Concourse

Course schedule books for the fall 1983 semester will be

available beginning today on the Campus Center Con-

course. The books will be distrubted from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

in the Campus Center today only. Due to short supply, on-

ly one booklet will be distribut«l to each student.

Beginning Tuesday, the schedule books will be available

during the day at the Scheduling office in the Whitmore
Administration Building.

The books contain course names, repstration numbers,

times, the name of the course instructor and other infor-

nruition necessary- for pre-registration for the fall 1983

semester.

Jewish Community to hold

reading forHolocaust victims

The Jewish Community of Amherst will hold a special

service at 7:30 tonight to commemmorate the 40th an-

niversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. The .service will

be a "Yom Hashoa — a Day of Rememberance for the

victims of the Nazi Holocaust in World War II.

The service will include a presentation of poetry and

writings written by men and women who perished in

Warsaw. Sdme of the writings were not discovered until

1950 when they were found in sealed milk bottles buried in

ruins in I'oland.

The public is invited to attend this special com

memoration program.

Canada 'sMinister ofState to

discuss Women in the 80's
"Women in the Eighties: A Canadian Perspective" will

be discussed by Judy P>ola, Canada's minister of State and

minister responsible for the status of women, at 4:30 p.m.

today in Wright Hall Auditorium at Smith College.
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By MICHELLE HYDE
Collerian Staff

An area newsletter, devoted to linking

women who need career development skills

to organizations that provide career in-

formation, has been "successful" during its

first year of publication.

The success of LiveUhoods, an "after-

work," volunteer effort by members of the

University of Massachusetts community
has been "phenomenal" according to

publisher Linda lA>vin, who said staff

members are working "way over capacity."

"Our primary goal is to reach women
around New England, bring them together

and give them as much job- search in-

formation as possible," lievin said.

"I want to bridge the gap between

women in corporate work and those in other

kinds of work. There doesn't seem to be

anything out there for the women who are

just discovering their professional lives,"

she said.

Luahn Schofield, director of research and

development for the publication, said

Livelihood's origin began in the Office of

Continuing Education, where lievin is the

program director.

"Everybody had tSese ideas about

women and career de . ,>lopment and we
would talk about it in the office. One day

Linda (Levin) saw an article about it in a

news magazine and our ideas jelled."

Levin said she then consulted some
writers and professionals for feedback.

Schofield said money for the first issue

came from the staffs pockets. "We aD put

money in and got our friends to put money
in" until people started subscribing to the

publication.

The staff includes professional career

development counselors, freelance jour-

nalists and other men and women with

expertise in the subject. Levin said.

Each issue of the quarterly publication

focuses on a particular occupation. It

contains biographies of women empbyed in

that field and information about

preparation for the field, according to

St'hufield.

. ecent fields explored in the publication

are women run businesses, careers in the

travel industry and computer education

careers.

"It has been phenomenal because there

are people all over the state writing articles

to help us with the administration of the

newsletter." she said.

lievin said that about 150 people in

southern New England from various oc

cupational fields subscribe to the

publication.

International gala of events
By MARY CREESE

With its diverse cultural and academic

events, it seems international events week
is more than food and folk dancing.

Today marks the fourth day of the week-

long series of events the International

Students Association and the Foreign

Student Office is funding and has been

planning since last semester. Lectures and

seminars on pressing world events and

issues have been discussed and alternated

with lighter cultural events, such as casual

informational sessions and calligraphy

demonstrations.

The groups are currently holding a raffle

to gamer additional funds to undercut the

costs of the fair.

"So far we've had no problems, no pro-

blems at all." said Don Ross, fair coor-

dinator.

But there is still the weekend...

The things to catch include:

Tomorrow's lineup of classical Indian

Dance, a brown bag lunch and discussion

with event leader Ranjana Haksar. from

12:15 - 12:45 at the Old Chapel auditorium.

It is sponsored by the Performing Arts

Division. Also, tomorrow, the UMaM
Armenian Club will be sponsoring "The

Armenian Case" — a film and
which will be shown at 7 p.m. The nabpme
Cultural Film and Discussion will be held

earlier, in rooms 174-176 in the C^unpus

Center. The film will be shown at 3 p.m.

and agun at 4 p.m.
^aturdays fu-st event is the annual

Internation F'air. from 11 p.m. to 5 p.m.
There will be food, entertainment, and
display tables from over ^5 countries. Tbe
raffle drawing will be held at 3 p.m.

"Introduction to Asian American

Theatre" is next on the agenda. It's coo

ducted by the Acting Workshop and will be

held in the Green Room at Smith College in

Northampton from 1 :30 to 3 p.m.

"Yellow Fever", a mystery eamedy

sponsored by the Third WorW Theater, will

be shown at Bowker Auditonum at M p.m.

$2 for students. $3 for the general public.

Professor Chan Kook Kim wii bold a

discussion on "The 100 Years' History Of

Christianity in Korea from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

at 174 176 Campus Center. It is sponsored

by the Korean Student Organixatjon.

A disco and party will round out the

week's festivities. HeW in the Campus

Center Auditorium, and the dance, by the

International Student Association, the ad-

mission price is $1.50.

You ARE CORdiAlly INVlTEd TO ATTENd

CAREER NIGHT
For

PSYCHOLOCY MAJORS

"IkeBntduNttelW MENU

TuEsdAy, Apnil 1

9

AT

8:00 P.

BUFFET
Mon - Thura

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$6.25 par parson

Campus Center, Room 1 67
Several Psych. Dept. alumni/ae will be on hand

to share their varied career experiences.

SpoNSOREd by: For more iNfoRMArioN contact:

UMass PIacement Service Psycholoqy AdvisiNq OfficE

AluMNi OfficE TobiN 40J

Department of Psyclioloqy 545-OJ77

WiNE ANd ChEESE TO foUoW

Hot ft Sou* Soup
BMif with 0r««n pappar
Chtckao Pan Frwd Noadak
S«wMt Et Spur Ctackan
ChtrwM Slyto BBQ Porti

Pan Fnad Rawnh
ChidMn Fingara

Lur>chaon Spacial fi Taka-Owt Sanrfca!
Full CocktaN Manu

Sun Thura 11 30 am IS pfvi

Fri a Sat 11 30 am ^^ pm
10 Baichartown Roatf
at Rta i. Amharat

S-t \

Wash Your Car

where you can soap,

BUBBLEBRUSH rinse, wax,

engine degrease and

whitewall clean.

AMhtrtl SmMblM Ctr VMi
WCiliiiSl.

|MCMS fifMi S^NV HMM|

- Open 24 hours of every day -
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Apply Now!
Collegian
Needs

Finance Manager
for next Fall!

It's a vital role in the
business management

of your newspaper
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Special Purchase

Athletic Weight Jersey

$7.95
rag. $9.95

100% Cocton

Heavy Weight

Maroon

OPEN
M-F 9-5

Campus Card.
No m.ittcr vvh<it yinir sihrciiiU- or workln.iJ is. vmi i.in

novN do voiir Kinking .it the nrv\ XPrj-*-- 24 I(h.U«"J in

th«' \rvMTi.Hi C fPtrr uifeU-rn ThrrrV onK onv i.irJ

th.1t U'ts voii do .ill your renul.ir Kmkinn .it morr th.in

.<50 \-IVfs<. 24s .iround M.is'..iihiisetts thi-

B.uB.mks \-Pnss 24'"C.ird

To grt yi>ur i.ird, iiist \isit our Amherst Offiie .it

75 F.i-t Plcis.int Street ti>d.iv

7>ySomBlhing Better

On Special

Sales Table

In Clothing

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

NEW SHIPMENTSI
INDIA
PRINT T - SHIRTS ALL SIZES

Blouses * Tank Tops
Chinese Shoes - Sandals

GREETING

CARDS 1400 DESIGNS

Daily 10 AM 6 PM
Use the BUS STOP out front

MEI^C/INTILC
AAAHIRST CARfflAGE SHOPS

A
{ftr-tr^-fftr-tr-tr-tr-tr-tr-tr'tftftftfte-trir-tfAirir-tr-ir

t***DRinANY DASH"^
^ LAWN - PARTY at 169 B. Manor

J SATURDAY AFTER-NOON APRIL 16th

I v^^^^^^^'^' * 4 2 - 6 p.m. """Va,,

y^

J^

y^

y^

y^

y^

^ LIVE DAHD featuring TUESDAY R & R ^

• 20 KEGS tapped at 12 H
$4.00 in advance $5.00 at the door

Tickets Available at Dining Commons
•• B.P. Productions

y^

y^

t^

y^-

t^

y^

y^

y^

y^
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiserl2ozcans $11.00/cse + $1.20dep

Utica Club 12 oz bots $7.49/cse -» $1.20 dep

Schaefer 12 oz long necks $8.50/cse + $1.50 dep

Rolling Rock 12 oz long necks $10.00/cse + $1 .50 dep

Molson Golden Ale $3.99/6 pk + .30 dep

Gin or Vodka 80° $8.99/1.75 liters

Paul Masson Wines $6.99/3 liters. . . $2.4S|r750 ml

Chablis, Burgundy, Rose. $3.99/1.5 liter

All Beer 8- Wine Specials are

ICE COLD!!

EDITORIAL/OPINION
The case of the

mystery series
The phone rang in the middle of the night so naturally

I was wide awake and ready to answer. The voice at

the other end of the line had the frenzied sound of a

person who was rapidly reaching the end of their rope. It

had the same tonal qualities as a first grader who has just

discovered that they'd forgot their lunch. It sounded like

trouble to me.

Mary Beth Hebert

It was trouble.

The caller was a student named Tom from up 'round

Amherst area. You know, Amherst; the home of the

University of Massachusetts, located in the tx)som of the

Happy Valley. L'Mass. A place that sells rubbers in the

ladies room and used to have vending machines that st>ld

rolling papers. It was a crazy kind of a dive that attracts

all sf)rts of people. And some aren't the kind you could

take to a beautiful baby contest in Atlantic City, if you

know what I mean.

But l)ack to Tom. . . As a senior. Tom had seen a lot of

changes at ZooMass; the old affectionate nickname for

UMass. He had se<'n it declare<i unlawful that students of

different sexes share the same l^athnxim although it was

perfectly fine for them to be next door neighUjrs on the

dorm fI(K)rs they live on. He had seen students barred

from the use of their Campus Center and Student I'nion

Building on Halloweens. Why Tom had even seen the Year
Towards Civility. But Tom had never seen anything like

(Aw.

"1 mean. . this is just unbelievable. .
," Tom said. I

started to hunt for my cigarette lighter and said.

"IThhuh." Tom rattM on. I t«>ld him to take it easy. I

checked in all my desk drawers to find my lighter. No luck.

Tom spoke. "For years and years and years. I'Mass

always had a real kick-ass Spring (>)ncert in the f«M»tl>all

stadium. Thousands of jieople would show up there to get

into the tunes of the (irateful Dead and the Allman

Bn>thers. It was a totally phenomenal exfx'rience. But.

in the Spring of 1W2 it was decided by some vast con-

glomeration of malignant powers to not have a major Spr-

ing Concert in the football stadium. This sh(Kked and

disappointed many people, especially those who had decjd

ed U) go to L'Mass so they would get free tickets for this

wonderful annual event. But at least there was some

semblance of a viable concession when The Prmd Series

was held. It was three g(M>d days of decent music. .
"

I

leaned over my desk and tried to see if my lighter had

fallen in front of it. ".
. . Now. . this year, they won't even

tell us where the concert is. . ..
" Tom yelpe<i I starte<i and

bumped my head on the desk drawipr.

"Can you help''" asked Tom.
"What?" I said, rubbing my head and sitting down on

my cigarettes. At least I wouldn't need to find my lighter

anymore.
''The Mystery Series. . will you help us find it?

"

"CKwd CK»d." I thought. "Finding the I'Mass Myster>

Series. That's cerUinly a cut alK)ve making a living finding

housewive's cars in shopping mall parking lots."

"Yeah. . .1*11 help you find the Mystery Series. The fee's

$67.13 a day plus expenses. Ar.d I'll need the first days

pay immediately."
"$67.13? Isn't that an odd amount of money?"

"Not when you've got a phone bill due. "
I replied.

I arrived in Amherst on the next Peter Pan bus. Using a

stolen student ID. I checke<l into a room at the Campus
Center which gives discount rates to students. (Notice the

parallel between that and the rubbers in the ladies room?)

and immediately set up surveillance.

I began by looking at all the bulletin boards and walls on

Campus. Surely there would be signs to tell the students

the date of the concerts and the people who would be per-

forming there. But I couldn't find anything that even

remotely resembled that. No signs that said "det psyched

for Slim Whitman". It was like James Watt had taken

over UMass.
Called Tom up. "Hey, what's the story?" I asked. "1

can't get any information. This town is as dry as a 4077th

martini.'

"Well. .
.." Tom said. "I'm afraid that that's part of the

problem. We don't know anything about those other miss-

ing items either."

"You mean to tell me you expect me to find a concert

that has no known date, location or performer?"

"Well. . .yes. . .sort of. . .1 mean. .
." Tom's tongue

always tripped over those extra periods.

"Forget it," I said. "It would be easier to find out how

many snowflakes it takes to make a blizzard.

I went home and paid my phone bill.

I think about that case, every now and then when I want

to feel nauseous.

UMass was so good.

Mary Beth Hebert is a Collegian cdumniat

As we plan to unite divided worlds

Its spring. The flowers are coming up, the weather is

getting warmer and f)eople are starting to come

outside after a long winter of watching television.

()utxl«K>r keg parties are popping up. More and more

people are having cookouts. People are friendly and are

forgetting jibout their day to day work.

Or at lea.st they are suppose<l to be.

Some people have some tough tasks ahead of them.

Scott Hersey

One of th(»se j>eople is Han)ld Washington. Washington

was elected Mayor of Chicago on Tuesday by a small

margin over Republican Bernard Kpton. The eUn-tion at

tracted national atU'ntion l)ecause of liasically nne fact.

Washington is black and F^pton is white

The entire election was marre<l by angry mob scenes,

watermelon lapel buttons and "vote right. vot». white"

t shirts.

The camj)aign bitU'rly dividefi the city. Most black

voters voted for Washington and most white voters voUni

for Epton.

But WashingUm won. and now he has to try to bring the

city back together. In order for his administration to be

successful, he must court those same people who

engineered the camjiaign of hate.

It's going tt) Ik* a tough job.

Chancellor Joseph I >uffey alsf > has a tough job. He wants

to unite a divide<l campus.

Duffey announceil this week that l)ecause of a rising in

cidence of offensive graffiti, and even death threats, he

was starting three working groups to <U-.i\ with thos*- pro

blems.

Duffey said he first became aware «»f the .serious racial

tension on campus when he heard a pr<»fessor make a

series of racial j«)kes at a recent reception.

Duffey said he was upset by the comments. He said he

dicin't know how to react.

"We simply will not tolerate haras-sment." he said.

But it still goes on. On Wednesday there was an alterca-

tion in the Student Union. According to UMa.ss Police, a

male student was assaulted by another man passing out

leaflets after he took a leaflet and threw it away.

The coplaintant says he threw the leaflet in a l>arrel.

The alleged as.sailant says the leaflet was thn>wn at him.

Police say the complaintant was hit from behind and

then struck several times in the face after he turned

an>und.
One man is black, the other is white.

Some fK>ople have more to think about this spring than

keg parties and CiM)kouLs.

Scott Heraey i« a Collegian ctAumnxM

Letters

A fee for academic freedom?
To the Editor:

I was recently suspended with«»ut pay liecauae I am in

principle opjK>sed to a "closed shop" faculty union. 1

believe the traditions of the labor movement are brtiught

into conflict with the traditions (if academic freedom; no

one gains from the wmfrontation, and students and facul

ty alike are the losers.

The presem'e on C'ampus of a faculty union that takes

punitive action against pn)fes.s<»rs who do m»t sup|K)rt the

union is in my opinion oa state of affairs that brings shame

to the University. According to Kdward Kelley. Vice

I'resident for Human Resources, as reported in the Col

legran of April 12. we must suffer in silence becau.se pro-

tests by the "Amherst Eleven'" will "help to tarnish" the

reputation of the University. Surely only by protest can

we hope to remedy injustice.

In a recent union circular we are told there is now much

collegiality between the lalx)r-lawyers of the University

and the officials of the MSP union. It seems this is the only

collegiality that now exists at the U'niversity of

Massachusetts; the rest of us. circumscribed by the con-

tract rules these officials manufacture, must remain silent

while the foundations of academic freedom are undermin-

ed.

Nowadays collegiality consists of epithets such as "free-

riders" and "union busters." of union propaganda, and of

University officials engaging in a witch-hunt while claim-

ing to be on the side of academic freedom.

The answer is simple. Repeal the mandatory agency fee

and leave faculty members the right to support or not sup-

port the union as they choose. The argument against this

by union officials is sheer nonsense. The Amherst-Pelham

School System has a union with no mandatory agency fee,

and the result is that 80 percent of the teachers are volun-

tary members of the union, which is a much higher percen-

tage than at the University.

Edward R. Harrison

Department of Physics & Astronomy

Klan march for white supremacy

To the Editor:

The Ku Klux Klan is an old and firmly established

organization. Since the abolitwn of slavery our country

has experienced the violence directed against pe<»ple of

colour and non Chri.stians by the Klan. UnfortunaU'ly this

Klan activity is not nestled only betwe«*n the pages in our

history b<K>ks. In the last five years more than l.fKH) act,s

of racist and an ti Semitic vi«)lence has been d<K*umented by

the Atlanta-based National Anti Klan Network.

Last Otoljer the KKK marched in BosUin advcnating

white Christian supremacy. They plan to return, or better

put. to come (»ut again to rally in Meridan, Conn. April

.30th and in B<iston May 1st. Tlieir marches are not small

or insignificant event,s. The presence of the Klan is grow

ing. Their meml)ership has grown to be five times it,s siz*'

in the past five years. To me the resurgence of the KKK
has a significant connection with the conservative sway

that our country has taken.

W^ile individuals and groups struggle here for equality

and a pK)sitive identity, it is not enough. The fact that the

KKK can visably display their racism and hatred is cause

en«>ugh to put aside our activities here t/» join together in

our efforts to be present at the KKK rally and to voice our

refusal to accept the racist and anti-semitic idef>logy of the

Ku Klux Klan.

A. Aiko Pandorf
Amherst

UMass Maldonian is miffed
To the Editor:

Concerning Steve Masse's fine editorial to save the Cof-

fee Shop, please be advised that we residents of Maiden

are known as Maldonians, not Maldenites. Actually. I sup-

pose even an erroneous reference is better than no

reference at all.

David Rosen
Amherst

We need cxDluiimists!

Dropbywitiia piaae,OC 1 13
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SoonerOr LaterYou'llGet

Responsibility LikeThis.

InTheNavy It's Sooner.

You re mam-uvering
445 feet of guided

missile frigate through

the navigational

hazards and non-stop

traffic of one of the

world's busiest ports.

But you'll dock

safely. Because you
know your equipment.

You know your men. And even when the

responsibility weighs in at 3.6(M) tons. .

.

you're ready.

After 4 years of college, you're

ready for more responsibility than most
civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the

kind of job and responsibility they want,

and they get it sooner.

Navy officers are part of the manage-

ment team after Ifi weeks. Instead of boot

camp, officer candidates

receive four months
of leadership training.

It's professional school-

ing designed to sharpen

their technical and
management skills.

Then, in their first

assignment. Navy
officers get manage-

\ \V>OPI'ORTIMTY
INKORM.XTION C KNTER
1' () B.>x iiOOO. Clifton, NJ OTOl.'S

Id mthpr have rpsponsibility sooner Tell

me more about the Navv s officer program

N.,m.-.
rirtt I P.i«««* Prmt I

\.!dr«>**. -Apt

ment experience that

could take years in

private industry. And
they earn the decision-

making authority it

takes to make that

responsibility pay off

As their manage-
ment abilities grow.

Navy officers can take

advantage of advanced education and

training in fields as varied as operations

management, electronics, and systems

analysis. In graduate school it would cost

you thousands: in the Navy we pay you.

And the Navy pays well. The start-

ing salary is $17,000 (more than most

companies pay I. And that's on top of a

comprehensive benefits program that

can include special duty pay. After four

years, with regular

promotions and pay in-

creases, the salary is up
to as much as $31,000.

If you qualify to

be an officer in the

Navy, chances are you
have what it takes to

succeed. The Navy just

makes it happen faster.

^
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Kronenbourg Bottles

2for 1
plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres

7 days 7 nights
4-6 pm lO-midnight

Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141i^ ^
Spring.Skiing

W 2.7
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UMASS SKI CLUD

NavyOfficers
Get Responsibility Fast

Ski Capitol of tho Eost

Dorgoln Wookond
April 15- 17

Includos:

2 nights lodging

2 doys lift tickot

2 full brookfost

Fro* Troniportotlon

only S60
for moro Info coll

5-9407 or 549-2775

Role ofwomen in

Grenada important
By TRACEY ROBBINS

Collrriwi Suff

"The administration of Grenada has always been sup
portive of the rights of women, they have encouraged us
and given us materials for growth. The government has
understood the need for women's participation in

Grenadian government." said Claudette Pitt. Vice
president of the National Women's Organization in

Grenada,

Claudette Pitt visited Amherst yesterday with the
Grenadian Ambassador to the United States. Dessima
Williams. There was a reception yesterday afterday at 4
p.m. in Memorial Hall on the University of Massachusetts
Campus. Ms. Williams spoke last night at 8 p.m. in the
Student Union Building.

Before the revolution in 1979. the Women's Organization
was established as an auxiliary arm to the New Jewel
Government party. The main goal was to unite the women
who were militant supporters of the New Jewel
Movement. (the new government of Grenada) and to
organize them as added strength. Pitt said.

Grenada is a small island situated in the Caribbean below
the Antillian Chain. Its cbsest neighbors are Trinidad and
Tobago, according to Barbara Johnston of the U.S.
Grenada Friendship Society.

Grenadian government was revolutionized in 1979. and
the new administration, the People's Revolutionary
Government is heade<i by Maurice Bishop.

The government is classified as a people's democracy, a
point that Pitt says, has added to the strength of women's
rights on the island.

"Women comprise 51 percent of the population in

Grenada, and 48 percent are heads of iiouseholds. Because
of unemployment our men have been forced to run from
their responsibilities as patriarchs of the family," said Pitt.

"The brunt of all things has fallen on the women. For the

past three years, women have been considered to be the

vanguard of the revolution."

The Grenadian government is structured so that there is

input on decisions made from all levels of society. "Because
women are a majority of our society, and resulting from

the way that our administration is organized, it a clear

that women play a very major role in Grenadian politics,"

Pitt said.

Resulting from their involvement, women have gained a

respect never achieved before. "The government does not

look at the questioa of the status of women theoretically.

Bluesman Jimmy Johnson will be appearing at

the fifth annual country. Blues and Blue^ass

festival, this Sunday April 17, 1983 from 1 p.m.

until midnight. This all will be happening at

Hangar One Route 9 Hadley.

('alle(uu> pholo ht Imn Kudia

Claudette Pitt of the National Women's
Organization of Grenada at a reception yester-

day in Memorial Hall.

their plans are implemented in a concrete way." Pitt said.

"With the New Jewel Movement jobs and opportunities

for women have opened that were never opened
before.yet. with this there are still many problems," Pitt

said.

"It is stiU difflcult for women to assume positions

because of our culture and heritage. The way to solve this

is through academic and political education," Pitt said.

"This year has been named in honor of education. You can

see the understanding of the government."

Grenadian government is sympathetic to the plight of

their country, yet Grenada has encountered some op

position from the American Government.

"We have met with open hostility from the American
Government. Our position is that althou(;h there are

problems between the two administrations, we do not hold

the American j)eople at fault." Pitt said.

"Our goal is not a selfish one. we think of those closest to

us and what we can do to help. As a people, we (the U.S.

and Grenada) share one objective: a better life for all

people."

"The main reason for my trip with the Ambassador to

the I'nited States is to strengthen the lies between the

peoples of our countries. That is the complement and the

only thing that will unite us as one." Pitt said.

Announcements
The Duke Rllingt«)n Committee/UfV Productions in

association with the 12th Annual Black Musicians Con-
ference proudly presents vocal istycomposer Abbey Lincoln

(Aminata Moseka) as part of the 5th annual Solos and
Duos concert series. F'riday. April 15.

Bom in Chicago. Illinoi.s and named Anna Maria, she

began her career as a child of six performing to audiences

in both church and scho<iI. At the age of nineteen, she

made her professional debut when she was hired by the

minister of a local church to perform for her peers in a

cabaret atmosphere in the basement of the church.

Later, she continued to perform in small clubs in Califor-

nia, the Northwest, and Honolulu. In Hollywood, she met
songwriter Bob Russell, and this began a fruitful col-

laboration. In 1956. Abbey released her first album. "Af-

fair" and was folKiwed by appearances in supper clubs

throughout America.

In the 60s. Abbey collal>orate<l with Max Roach in the

collection of Evergreen recordings which set her a(>art.

and established her as one of the outstanding contributors

to music.

While on a trip to Africa in 1973. she was given the

names Aminata and Moseka. And for Abbey Lincoln, a

name change has always meant a new phase in her career.

Abbey continues to perform today, and that now includes

lectures and presentations as well as musical entertain-

ment.

In addition to her extensive musical achievements. Ab-

bey is also a highly regarded actress having appeared on

Broadway in "Jamaica" as well as on several television

shows.

The show will begin at 8:00 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Lounge, Student Union Building. The show is free to the

public.

On Sunday. April 17, the Duke Ellington Committee in

association with the 12th Annual Black Musicians Con-

ference is honored to present a Day of Gospel with Horace

Boyer and Herbert Smith, at Memorial Hall, UMass-

Amherst.
Horace Boyer is presently an associate professor of

music at the University of Mass./Amherst. He is also a

highly regarded Ci<ispel performer, having worked with

such Gospel greats as Mahalia Jackson. Dorothy Love

Coates and the legendary James Cleveland, and has

recorded on the Savoy and Nashboro labels.

Professor Boyer has written numerous articles on the

history of Gospel music and currently serves as Consul

tant to the Smithsonian Institution on Afro-American

•Sacred Music.

Herbert Smith was born and raised with Gospel music in

Dallas. Texas. As a young man. he performed with Gospel

Chicago's white

voters fears led

to racial madness
By GUS MARTINS

('olleinan SufT

Harold Washington's mayoral victory last Tuesday in

Chicago over Rep. Bernard Epton seerns to be a natural

progression in the changed complexion of America's cen-

tral cities.

In previous decades when white ethnic groups were able

to seize the pwoer of the central cities through their

population and bloc voting, black Americans who now con-

stitute the majority in many of the country's major cities

are doing the same things.

Author James Boggs predicted in his bcK)k Raciifm and
the Class Struggle," The Monthly Review, New York 1970

that by 1970 Afro-Americans would constitute the majori-

ty in 50 of the nations largest cities. In fact, he wrote there

were more Afro-Americans in the city of New York than

in the whole state of Mississippi.

With Chicago being one (»f the largest cities with a

population of about 40 percent black, this progression

should come as a suprise to no one.

In fact the one underlying reason that has prevented

Chicago blacks as well as most blat-ks in majt)r cities fn»m

achieving pniportional leadership (tf the major central

cities is racism. Boggs said this on the subject.

"Each previous ethnic grouping achieved first-<'lass

citizenship l)ecause its leaders became the cities' leaders,

but racism is so deeply iml>edde<l in the American psyche

from top ti> bottom, and from right to left, that it cannot

even entertain the idea of black political p<»wer in the

cities."

The most (disturbing thing about the whole election pro-

cess since Washington's victt>ry in the February' primary,

was the flagrant racial hatred by the city's white citizens.

The notion held by whites that after a black Ixvomes

mayor and allows sul>sequent upward mobility to blacks

into white neighborh(K)ds that their property would

lecline is an irrational fear at best. And only the remotest

of possibilities.

There are currently 230 black mayors in the country. To
the best of my recollection I can't rememl)er the la.st

revolution, or mass assault by blacks in white

neighborhoods.

The fears of white America lie deeper in the heart of the

matter. Whatever the fears tif white America may be. the

reality of the problems facing America's central cities

were certainly missed by the people of Chicago.

Professor Bill Strickland of the Afn> American Studies

DejMirtment explained this more clearly. "One thing that

whites have to be aware of is that Harold Washington

can't solve the problems of Chicago, and that Bemani Ep-

ton can't either."

"The problems of urban America are problems of the

arger society and they can't be changed by a change in

skin color."

"A specific problem that Washmgton will face is that

problems t^)lerated under a white mayor wilt now be ad-

dressed i.> a failure of a black mayor and not a failure of

the \»i..it' system, " Strickland said.

One of Washington's main com^rns is to break up the

awesome bureaucratic machine which has gripf)e<i the city

for the last several decades. Realistically this won't be an

easy task, and in all probability he would only be able to af-

fect minimal change there during his tenure.

Another concern for Washington is his obligation to his

constitutency. He is expected to bring some renewed life

into the economically beleaguered blacks :u-eas of the city.

It's no mystery that blacks have historically live<l f>n the

bottom end of the social strata.

By exercising their franchist>ment. the imftluil message

was that blacks can no longer wait for white America's un-

fair practices that have blocked their paths toward purity

and the right to a decent way of life.

Afro-Americans have always played by the rules in this

country to better their lot. Harold Washington's victory is

proof that there appears to be no change in their jiolitical

tactics concerning ethics.

Even after encountering enormous resistance from

''hicago's whites, the black community clung together.

There are obvious signs for optimism to be read from this.

Hopefully there will be tangible rewards forthcoming for

the black citizens of Chicago who once again had t^) endure

the wretched racism of America.

But the premium hope here is that if Washington is able

to effectively deal with all sectors of Chicago, private and

public, and all peoples regardless of color, with fairness

and equity, then all those resources of human and

economic dimension spent on the further division of the ci-

ty by race and class would be an embarrasment of the

highest order.

choirs and ensembles, and also peformed with the .James

Cleveland (iospel workshop. He is also a trained pan-

tomime, and has used this art as a ttiol to teach children.

Mr. Smith is currently a doctoral candidate at the

University of Massachusetts/Amherst, and ho has per-'

formed with the University Jazz Ensemble and the Voices

of Jubilee.

This promises to Se a special event, and one that is long

over due. The show will begin at 2:00 p.m.. Memorial Hall,

ITMass-Amherst. Admission is free '• ^^^ nohlir.
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This semester discover

a better way to study

European history.

Kronenbourg. The beer

that's been brewed
since 1664 is now brew-

ing up a lot of excite-

ment around campus.
It has the great body
you'd expect from a

fine European beer

without all the bit-

terness. So graduate to

Europe's #1 bottled of

beer. Kronenbourg.

And drink better. Not
bitter.

Ktonenbowi
BEHER.NOT BITTER.

Arts
jlWiWffliM'W* wamam mmmmm

A hit upside the head

In a life and death strupj^Ie with Paco (Esai Morales). Mick (Sean

Penn) faces an ultimate decision, in Bad Hoyn.

BAD BOYS
Directed by Rick Rosenthal

HampKhire 4 Theaters

By ANDREW GORDON

Once the heavy Christmas movie season

is over, there follows a dry period when
almost no new films are released.

Thankfully, that period is over and what

we now have is a slew of new pictures

entering national release. The bulk ()f these

films are youth-oriented, centering around

either carefree youth (Spring Break, The

Last Amenran Virffin) or troubled youth

{The Outaiders. Bad Boys).

Most of these films are run-of-the-mill;

they've turned out exactly as you'd have

expected them to. But Bad Boys stamls

out. Directed by Kick Rosenthal and starr

ing Sean Penn and others, 'he film depicts

the harsh underside of today's url)an

youth. After a brilliant o})ening scene inter

cutting cre<lits with ph«»tographs of the

film's characters as innocent, sweet-faced

children, the picture jumps twelve or s<>

years to these characters today; t<»ugh,

streetwise. s«K'iaIi7.e<l into a s<.»ciety that has

wronged them. We are immediately drawn
into this world and the world of Mick

O'Brian, the film's main charai-ter.

Mick, as played by Sean Penn. is hard

and embittere<i and whose only softness is

displayeii through his relationship with

girlfriend J.C. (Ally Sheedy). A hastily

pUinned scheme to rob some gang meml»ers

results in several deaths, including Mick's

accidental killing of one of the gang

member's little brother.

This turn of events leads Mick to the

Rainford Juvenile Correctional Facility,

where he quickly learns the consequences

of his acti<»ns. Creeted by a U'lrrage of slurs

jin<i spitting from the inmates, he soon

makes enemies ami allegiences. In one par

ticularly tense scene, he conquers and

subsequently replaces the dorm's *l>arn

lx)sses." The film moves along nicely here,

but then the filmmakers add a cap|)er con

fiict. Paco Moreno (Ksai Morales), the gang
meml>er Mick tried to rob earlier in the

film, avenges his little brother's death by

raping J.C. The fK)lice grab him before he

kills her, and he is sent to Riiinford as well.

The impending confrontatio. betwt*en

Mick and Paco sets Mick up for the

ultimate decision he must make.
Bad Boys is a jKiwerful film. Rick Rosen-

thal stays with Mick always and doesn't

throw in extraneous or explanatory scenes.

His camera curiously stays far from the ac

tors, which, although it makes many of the

action scenes more exciting, creates a sort

of distance l)etween us and the characters.

Fight scenes don't have dangenms feel of,

say. Mean Streets, where the camera put

you right smack in the middle of the action.

There's something exhilarating al>out wat-

ching a fight scene that you're not dirwtly

a part of: an«i although I'm not one to

criticize a film for l)eing exhilarating, one

must wonder whether if here it is an-

tithetical to the movie's theme.

The acting is powerhouse. Sean Penn.

who has \)een compared to DeNiro for his

heavy reserach of character, is <»ne of the

most promising young actors to appear in

some time. For Bad Btyys, J'enn stayed in

costume and character throughout the

sh<H>ting. was referre<i to as Mick at all

times and even had a wolfs head tatt(K>e<l

on his arm. The actor's mother apparently

drew the line when he asked to have his

f)erfect teeth shave*! down to l<K»k menac

i^Kly J»KK*^1 Audiences may rememl)er

I'enn for his equally impressive roles as

Timothy Mutton's caustic nnmimate in

Taps and as the spacey surfer boy, Spicoli.

in Fai<t Times at Ridgtimmt High.

Also gtKKl in supj»orting r»)les are Kric

(lurry (Al I'acino's son in Author. Author)

as Mick's intellectual cellmate, c<»nvicted of

fireUimbing a Itowling alley; ami Rem San-

toni [Ihrty Harry) and Jim Moody (Fame)

as Rainford 's ever-present superv'is«»rs.

R^tsenthal. whose only other directorial

effort was 1981 s pathetic Halltiw^m II.

has created a tight little film. It's well

worth seeing.

trailori

Kd\titr's NoU: I just wont to take this opportunity to iray

that Andy Gnrdnn 's itsrnr pijr were all rij^/ on the money

That 's right, aU oj them! Is thuf man phenomenal or what f.

Last week 1 talked about the dozens of sequels that are

currently in production. Well the list is growing, and if you

thought Porky's or CannonbaU Run were lame films to

continue, wait'll you hear what they're sequeling now. They

Call Me Bruf'^ the stupid martial arts comedy that came

and went last month will spawn They Sttil Call me Brunce.

again sUrring Johnny Yune. Gene WiWer and Gilda

Radner's shitty summer collaboration, Hanky Panky. will

produce Kissing; and last year s really, really awful TraiU of

the Pink Panther turned a profit despite the absence of

Peter Sellers, and has cleared the way for Curse of the Pink

Panther, whkrh Blake Edwards, a man without dignity, will

direct. All three are due out this summer.

Besides sequels, there are a slew of remakes currently on

the boards and before the cameras. Cannon films will

distribute Gunffa Din, though the film has not yet been cast

Sean Connery and Michaiel Caine are under consideration.

Cannon also has Hercules, directed by Lewis Coates and

starring Lou Ferigno in the Steve Reeves role. Ferrigno

will also sUr in The Seven Magnificent Gladiators, which

borrows generously from The Magnificent Seven. Rumor

has it that Arnold Schwarzenheggar will also star in a

version of Hercules, after he's completed work on Conan II.

From ^Oth Century Fox this summer comes a remake of

the Preston Sturges classic Unfaithfully Yours, this time

around starring Dudley Moore as a jealous orchestra

conductor and Nastassia Kinski as his young wife. Armand

Assante is also on hand as violinist and the object of Moore s

jealousy. Howard Zieff directed from a screenplay by

Valerie Curtin and Barry Levinson (Diner).

Remakes of television shows include, of course, the long

awaited and ill fated Twilight Zone movie, with four in

dividual segments each directed by Steven Spielberg. John

Landis. Joe Dante and George Miller. One of the segments

Gilda Radner and Gene Wilder will reprise their silly Hanky Panky roles in Ki—ing, due out

next summer.

will be a remake of the episode with Wilham Shatner seeing

a creature on the airplane wing. Then there's, get this.

Batman.The Movie, which takes the old movie and makes it

with the soon-to-be-

which co-stars Pearl
serious. This isn't to be confused

released Mighty Mouse:The Movie,

Pureheart and Oil Can Harry.

One big Duu^ei remake that should have them lining u\

around the block is Never Say Never Again, which has Sean

Connery returning to the role of James Bond in what is

essentially a remake of Thunderball. Irvin Kershner (The

Empire Strikes Back) directed the picture, which also stars

Kim Bassinger as Domino, Klaus Maria Brandauer as Largo

and Barbara Carrera as Fatima Blush. The film will be

different in may ways from the original, but for legal

reasons must bear more than a striking resemblance. Either

way. it should blow the proverbial doors off the upcoming

Roger Moore Bond counterpart. Octopussy.

John Huston will direct Joe Don Baker in the title role of

The Babe Ruth Story and. in a lighter vein, Dan Aykroyd

and Bill Murray will update the Abott and Costello film,

Ghost Busters. John Belushi was originally scheduled to

play the Murray part. Aykroyd wrote the screenplay.

LOCAL BEST BET: Hair and Fame at the Amherst

Cinema tonight and tomorrow at 7 and 9. Enough said.
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Get home from college'
for less than S2 Call Collect 534-3300 /
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Introducing professional moving service for less than the do-it-yourself kind . .

.

Bekins "U-don't-have-to-HaulV

Hvpercurriciila

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and surroun-

ding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are

listed only on the day they

are taking place. An-
nouncements must be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.
* * Hypercurricula"

notices not submitted on
the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday

before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organiza-

tiona.

Today
SCHEDULING - Fall

course schedule books
distributed to all students

today in the Campus Center.

Next week, the books are

available in the Scheduling

Office. 168 Whitmore. &
a.m. to 4 p.m.

SHABBAT SERVICE -
Shabbat is a chance to

receive and give lots of good

energy and be part of a

creative service. 5:30 p.m.

in Dukes room, Student

Union.

BROWN BAG LUNCH 'N'

LISTEN - The Performing

Arts Division is having a

free dance performance,

bring your lunch and enjoy

live entertainment with

Ranjana Haksar and her

Indian Dance Class. 12:15 to

1:45 in Old Chapel
Auditorium.

'-*<*
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Moving yourselt is probobiy one odvenlu'e you con do wifhou' Sji

ffioi wos the o^i'y economicoi olternotive i' you hove just o lew things

to move But nov» Behins introduces o system tor giving smoli or

speciol shipments protessionol core ond hondimg for less then

you d normoliy poy to undergo the work and risk ot do il yourself

Its coiled Bekins U do .i hove to Haul

into our speciolly designed contomers you con pock up to 500 lbs

oi personol belongings olmosl onythmg except mottresses ond

oppiionces Deliver the container to your local Bekms Agent, or we II

come ond get it for o smoU oddilionoi chorge (You con even pock

the contome' at our ploce if you wish ) The Bekins Agent will seal the

contomer with special security strops to protect ogomsl fompenng

Bekins w.ll deliver the container directly to your new destination

oddress within 15 doys from pickup, not the 45 or more token by

most of ler moving compcn*es You even receive bosic domoge pro

lectton ot no odditional cost

Compere the economy convenience speed ond peoce ot mind ol

this new Bekins service to the struggle strom and cost ot do if

yourselt and we re sure you II agree U don i hove to Haul Just

coll your local Bekins represenlottve

U-cbn't-have-to-HAUL
.1 IM-W SCfVKl' ll(MI)

A GOOD SHABBOS -
Join us for our traditional

Shabbos Services and meals

following the prayers. It's

everything you could ask for

in a Shabbos from a a homey
.atmosphere to chicken soup

and kugel plus more.

Services bepn after sunset

on Friday and at 10:30 Sat.

morning. Chabad House, 30

N. Hadley Rd.

FREE MEDITATION
CLASS— Learn simple

techniques you can use to

clear your mind, calm your

emotions, and relieve stress

and tension. Call 549 6362

for information. 7 to 8 p.m.

inCCRm.803.

Saturday

ULTIMATE AEROBICS:
THE COMPLETE
EXERCISE - A great way
to get in shape combming
breathing and movement to

specially composed music.

Call 549 6362 for in

formation. 10 a.m. in CC rm.

804.

THE ESSENTIAL DIET
— Improve the way you look

and feel by learning how to

satisfy your essential needs.

This is a diet program unlike

any other. Call .549 6362 for

information. 12:00 in CC
804.

25 PLUS SWIM - Older

students: lime to get in

shape. Join us for a swim,

folkiwed by "whatever!" 3

p.m. at Boyden Pool.

Ask about our low sumrner storage rates.

AMHERST AREA NEW
TESTAMENT CHURCH -
All are welcome to join us

for our weekly service of

worship, praise and teaching

from the Bible. 3:30 p.m. in

Campus Center.

Sunday

NO CHURCH BUS -Due
to Patriot's Day holiday.

Resume next week.

SUNDAY BRUNCH -
Everything you wanted to

know about
Chabad/Lubavitch... We
will be showing the film

"The Spark ' as well as
featuring a variety of
Lubavitch speakers. Brunch
will begin at 11:30 a.m. and
the program at 12:30. Call

2539040 for more info.

Chabad House. 30 N. Hadley
Rd.

25 PLUS NATURE
WALK — Older students,

families and guests: Free
nature walk led by foraging

expert Georgette Roberts.

Meet at CC Info. Desk, car

pool. For more info. tel. 545

2145. 1 and 4 p.m. on
Campus Center Concourse.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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PMoy, you've Got w have

A SvREfiRi Plan to pro

Tier youR
STEREO.

you coulo place
PUkNlTVfLE IN THE
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THAT SAy% "do S/OT]
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Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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After the Fall
By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
l-Uiited b>

ACROSS
1 Thin tragmenl

5 Shadow box
9 Kilt wearer

13 Loudly
14 Land of the

shamrock
15 Norse god
16 Choreographer s

concern
18 Demolish
19 Eviane g
20 Coastal state m

Bra;il

21 Former Governor
of New York

22 mater

23 Speak clowly

25 Has an aversion

to

29 Invisible

32 As
33 Ejects

36 Grand On or

Penn
37 Pan of a

shopping mall

38 Snacks
39 Building upright

40 Make inquiries

41 Author

Michael J

42 Oro
43 Haystack item''

45 Paint additive

47 Historic meeting

place of the

Hig3

Maritarel Karrar and
l«|l I •,. Kitttlr^ limr^ stKtfH

49 Yoko
50 With ability

52 Helps with the

dishes

55 Ring name
58 Roll up and

secure
59 Square dances
61 Copper mining

town in NW
Venezuela

62 Arm bone
63 Kind of cap

or club

64 Soaks flax

65 Actor Skinner

66 Equipment

DOWN
1 Wearing apparel

2 Island of the

Hebrides
3 Pouch
4 Very exact
5 date

6 Pilaster

7 National

Hungarian hero

8 Matter Lat

9 Items on a

soda counter

10 Flapper s dance
11 Stretch of

muddy ground
12 Playing card

13 Products of

Madison Ave
17 Memt)ership

I rude Jaffe

21 Supermarket
Items

22 Skin

24 Results of ra:n

25 Hoofed rode it

of Africa

26 Wipe out

27 Ragtime dares
28 Country

30 Musical piere

31 Consumer
advocate

34 Amerind
35 Mailed

36 Hartethe
writer

39 Chinese,

combining form
41 Forma

connection
42 T. eating the hair

a certain way
44 TV favorite

46 Worker in the

garden

48 Kind of

education

50 In the distance

51 Unmitigated

53 Raiah s wife

54 Cantor and
Lupine

55 Pond scum
56 Memorable

comedian Lew
57 Ending with alarm

59 vadis''

60 TeM a fish story
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r WEATHER
Rain deveiopinK today

highs 50-55. Rain and win-

dy tonight, lows 40-45.

Rain ending tomorrow
morning, followed by
gradual clearing. Con-
tinued windy and turning

colder tomorrow with

temperatures falling

through the 40s.

D.C. MENU
LITNCH

Pizza, Tuna Oriental

• DINNER
• Savory Beef Strudel

9 /Mushroom Sauce,
• Seafood and Shell

J Casserole, Fruit Plate with

• Saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza, Tuna Oriental

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel,

Seafood and Shell

Casserole

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami

Borton or John Di Palazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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EARN OVER
$1000 A MONTH

RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENIOR YEAR.

If you're a junior or senior majoring in engineering, math,

physics or chemistry the Navy has a program you should know
about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-Collegiate

Program and if you qualify, you can earn $1000 a month right

through your senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Can-

didate School, you'll get an additional year of advanced
technical education. This would cost thousands in a civilian

school, but in the Navy, we pay you.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only one of

every six applicants will be selected. But if you make it, you'll

have unequaled hands-on responsibility, a salary of more than

$40,000 in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

both in the Navy and out.

Talk to the Navy representative on campus April 20, or call the

nuclear program manager at (203) 528-9988 The Navy Nuclear

Program. Not only can it help you complete college. It can be
the start of an exciting career.

Hoyy Officers G*t Responsibility Post

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
*Every ^Friday

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor • Campus Center 'UMass

Friday. April .15. 1983 Collegian n

Men's Tennis
creams MIT

By SCOIT HOOD

I>et's put it this way: The University of Massachusetts

men's tennis team certainly was not going to outsmart

their counterparts from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in yesterday's match on the Boyden Courts.

Instead, UMass bore down, played strong fundamental

tennis and destroyed the boys from Cambridge, 8 1.

"It was a very nice, easy match, " said coach Bob Szlesek.

"Last year they beat us bad (6—2). This year the dif

ference in talent was obvious. Last year we struggled with

them, but today we toyed with them."

The tone of the afternoon was set early as Neal
Mackertich, at number one singles, demolished Will Sauer
6—1, 6-0 in a match that lasted only a half hour.

Mackertich has now lost only two games in the last five

sets.

"I can't get any more perfect," said Mackertich. "I felt

real good. I can't play any better. Eveiything I tried

worked, even the stuff I was experimenting with. I was
coming in and the groundstrokes were falling in. It felt

great. . ight now I'm a hot player."

The rest of the singles were the same story as M.I.T.

failed to win a single set. Steve Jordan, at number two
singles, crushed John Chen 6—0. 6—2. Stuart Goodman,
at number three, used an effective first serve to roll past

. ob Craig 6—3. 6—3. ..ich Lindgren, at number four, had

it easy with .amy ..izk6— 1.6— 1.

"I put every shot away that I had to," said Lindgren. "1

played confident."

In the final two singles. Mike Duseau beat George Hoehn
6—3, 6—4 and senior co captain Mark Gelinas (Mackertich

is the other)) degeated Chiwop Hahn 6—0, 6—4. In the

match, each of the first five games went to 3—3 before

Gelinas won the critical last point.

"I served and volleyed w^U," said Duseau. "I was
winning all my service games] It really wasn't as close as

the score indicates." '

In the doubles. Mackertich Goodman pasted Sauer

Hoehn 6—2—6—3 and Jordan Lindgren, recovering nicely

from their defeat last Saturday against Boston

College,(their first in over a year), soundly trounced Chen
Craig 6-2, 6-3.

M.I.T. recorded their only victory of the afternoon as

. izk Jones swept Dave Salem Andy Pazmany in a close

match. 6—3. 7—5. Pazmany. a freshman, was making his

intercollegiate debut for the Minutemen.

t'Mass. now 2— 1. takes its two game winning streak

SPORTS: what's hot, what's not
By ELLIOTT KALB

I'ollcpan SUff

(Editor's note: ThefoUouring are the opiniom; ofElliott

Kalb and in no way represent the view of the Collegian

sports staff.)

WHAT'S HOT:

L

Baseball

Veteran ballplayers

Steve Carlton

John Elway
Kelvin Bryant

Ron (ierlufson

Larry Bird

Hubie Brown
Phillie Phanatic

Jim Valvano

Akeem Abdul -Olujowan

National League
Ralph Houk
Bob Stanley

BobLobel
USA Network
Vin Scully

Big East

ECAC
Any respectable YMCA team league

Joe Paterno

Tim Mazzetti

Fenway Park
Yankee fans

NBA Playoffs

John Tudor
Willie Wilson

Tom Seaver

Sports Cafe
North Carolina State

Kegs
National Anthem before ballgames

WHAT'S NOT

USFL
Rookies

Carlton Fisk

Art Schlicter

Herschel Walker
Tom McLaughlin
Kevin McHale
Larry Brown
San Diego Chicken
Ralph Sampson
Pat Ewing
American Ix'ague

Don Zimmer
Tom Burgmeier
Rollie Jacobs

ESPN
Tony Kubek
Atlantic 10

Atlantic 10

Atlantic 10

Chuck Fairbanks
John Smith
Yankee Stadium
Billy Martin

NBA Strike

Dennis Eckersley

Rickey Henderson
Craig Swan
Most call-in sports shows
North Carolina

The Bottle Bill

National Anthem

into a rare doubleheader on Saturday at the B4yden
Courts. "At 11 a.m. the Minutemen face Bowdoin College

from Brunswick. Maine. At 2 p.m.. UMass will ta|ce on

Central Connecticut. On Monday. Patriots Day. UMass
faces Amherst College in a scrimmage. Tuesday. UMass
will travel to Springfield College to take on the Chiefs.

Next weekend, .April 22—23, UMass travels to Pitt

sburgh, PA for the AtlantK 10 championships. UMass will

be one of the favorites to take the crown. On April 27 the

Minutemen face Tufts on the Boyden Courts. Then comes
the biggest weekend of the year. April 29-30. the New
England Championships at Yale University in New Haven.
Connecticut.

('MASS 7 NEW HAMI'.SHIKK tt {trr,^ gmmr)

Minuirwomcn
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T«i^<t. rf

('<iu(tilai, 3b
T'lffin. cf

KinfET<ii«. rf
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<>ainr winning RAI - (jaw

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

253-5595

4g>tAPiU4»
U.Ma«8

LIQUORS
Kegs • Beer • Wine • ice
University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just oast UlVass Stadium, from SW dormj
not responsible for typographical errors

$10.95 + $1.20DUQ loose cans

Tuborg itordk $9.25 +$1.20

$4.00 mail in

$5.25

Carling i2ozbot $6.95 +$1.50

Busch i2ozbot $9.00 +$1.50

Nat. Light 12 oz cans loose. ..$9.50 -r$1.20

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans $5.00 + eo

Rossi 3L $5.29

Almaden sl $6.95

Almaden ibl $4.50

California Cellars 3 l premium $6.49

Vodka 175 -"^ $8.20

Gin 175 $8.20

RumiTs $9.95

Calvert 175 $11.95

Seagrams 175 $12.95

Beam 175 $11.95
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Assorted Sports
Jerseys $5.95
Assorted Styles & Colors

on Special Sale Rack Reg. $7.95

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^Open M-F 9-5

Mal« wanted for tummar MiMat ^ Roil

tng Green 80.00 per nrtonth 2S6-€121 after

10:00^M

Raaponaibia famala wantad to share
tunny Southwood Apt summer/fail
2535109

1 or 2 roommataa for 3 bdrm towr^houaa
apt for fad sematter M or F 1 rm available

call 549-1833

Two famalaa for one badroom in sunny
Southwood townhouse call evenings
256-0669

Wantad: 2 or 3 females for 2 bedrm Bran-
dywine Apt Jun 1st Dec 31st spnng option
549^2726

Mala Roommate needed for summer. W.
Yarmouth cottage near Seagull 6-8647

SERVICES

EUR0PEB0UND7 "Backpacking Made
Easy" offers tips from experts that save
nx>ney, time, frustrations. Har>dy guide
makes backpacking fun and prevents
haaalea that'll ruin a trip. $3, SASE, to
SolOTTwn, 300 Palisade Ave, Yonkers, N.Y.
10703

SUMMER SUBLET

Famaia wantad to summer sublet Bran-
dywine room. For more information
549-0425

1 bedroom Puffton Apt completely fur-

nished pool /tennis $125 /person 549-5207

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt w/terace
overlooking pond furnished $300 per month
call after 6 PM 549-6788

Spend summer at Townehouse Apta 3
bedroom, air conditioned, furnished apt. 1

mile from campus, directly on bus route call

549-0307 ask for Liz or leave a message

Three bedroom Townehouse Apt 6/1
-9/1 rent negotiable call 549-1833

Large four bedroom apartment adjacent
to campus. M60/mo negotiable call Debbie
54»0646

Rolling Qreen Apt 6/1 - 9/1 two bdr fur-

nished, a/c, pool, quiet call after 6 PM
253-5986

Two bedroom Brittany Manor Apt fall

option raaaonable call 253-9678

3 Bedroom towr>eftouae Soutfiwood apt

fully fumiahed pool tennis courts rant neg.

caH2B6^)B40

Summer Sublet w fall option 2 bdrms
partly furnished on bus route Squire Village

666-3849.

1 or 2 fumiahed bedrooma in a 2
badroom Southwood townehouse
pool ^ AC Jur>e 1 Aug 31 $1X for single,

100 each for double rent riegotiable call

253-2541 after 6 p.m. keep trying!

1 bedroom apartment fuMy fumiahed
Swin Village, fall option. 256-8683.

TO SUBLET
~

Cheep furr>iahed 3 bedroom apt air cond all

util inci summer only 256^369

Two bedroom Colonial Village Apt
room for three, on bus route, laundry and
pool facilities. $100 per nK>nth each Call

2537158

Northampton four bedrooma June
-August $560/nrK)nth two floors two baths
584-8126

Fumiahed apartment Brar>dywir>e or>e

bedroom nice furniture avail June 1 - Sept 1

320 per month includaa utilities call

549-0460

Summer auMet w/fall opt. 2 bdrm
Southwood Apt, pool, tennis, bus route,

heat incI 256-6739

One bedroom Cliffside apartment sum-
nr>er sublet w/fall option utilities included

666-2294

1 or 2 rooms in 2 bedroom Southwood
apt for sumnrter and possible fall optioni

$206 for one room - big enough to share.

Call 256-8323 except during any major spor-

ting event of before 10 am
Summer: N Woods 160/n>o male or

female nonsmoker call 666-7130 Thomas

4 bedroom apt in RKrarglade 296/nrK> call

253-5487

2 bdrm Brittant apartment beat offer fall

option or>a person 256-0606

Two bedrom apartment with fall option
Cliffside $360 utilities included 666-4660

One bedroom apartment June 1 with fall

option swimming pool tennis courts
686-4761

Rolling Qreen two bedroom air corKlition-

if>g balcony summer - fall option 2S3-7SQ.4

Summer auMet fall option large two
bedroom apartment on bua route 1360
month call 666-3688

363 Main St. Amherst

SPECIALS
Mon-Fri 11:30 am • 7:00 pm

Small Pizza with two toppin^rs $4.00

Tuesday and Wednesday

Large Pepperoni Pizza $6.25

Thursday
Large Mushroom Pizza $5.50

Fri • Sun
Large Pizza with two toppings $6.50

FREE Sodas:
One FREE soda with any small one or more item pizza

Two FREE sodas with any larse one or niore item pizza

Free, Fast Delivery in Amherst Area
HOURS: MONTHUR IISOAM. 2:00AM.

FRI SUN llOO 3:00AM.

256-8587 Pno* includaa m«iai» i*m

One bedroom in two bedroom
Southwood townhouse available June 1

with fall option 253 3497

2 bedroom apt Cllffaide Sunderland fall

option call evenings 666-3473

3 bedrooms avail in Echo Hill apt with
fall option 253-7770

Two bedroom aummer aublet fall op-
tlon bus route pool call 256-0223

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village I3G0
nr>onth available June 1 - Sept 1 call

54^6912

Brittany Manor apartment summer
sublet with fall option 2 bedrooms 253-2214

3 bdrma in I9 apt for aumemr 1 mi from
town 137 2B$0Mt
Room In houae Rt t Amherat for or>e or

two June & July 253-9696

Sublet 2 bedrooma furnished Cliffside

apartments $340 everything call 666-4210
evenings (June 1)

3 bedroom apartment with fall option
$470+ Amherst Center excellent location

starting June 1st 253-2169 Eric

Mary Poppins would approval Fully fur-

nished Brandywine apartment. Jur>e 1 -Aug
31 call 549-1511

Two roommataa wanted in Brandywine
for summer sublet 1 male, 1 female with fall

option 549-6289

Excellent cond. new carpets Gr floors 2
bedroom apt summer sub. fall opt.

666-2081 Randi

One bedroom left beautiful Amherst
home one minute from campus
$176/nfwnth 256^170

Two, one-bedroom apta Cliffside fall op-
tion 275.00 incI pool pets OK bus 666-2512
leave meaaage

4 bdrm apartment August rent free call

253-5666 nights Swiss Village

Puffton 1 bedroom apartment furnished

June 1st $290/aK>nth, fall option call

54»0919

2 bdrma Cllffaide $380/mo utilitiea inc fall

option call avaa 666-4963

2 bedrm Nortliwood fumiahed pod AC
on bus route 100 each 2S6-6887 Jenifer

Three bedroom Puffton aublet June thru

August $375 mo 649-3722

Two bedoom Souttiwood apt for aum-
mer/fall option call Suzanne 25^521K

Greet Apt - Brandywine 6/1 to 9/1 2 mo
option, 1 bedrm, A/C, pool, cable, rant

negotiable, 6-8110 or 6-8732

1 bedroom townhouae Southwood with

fall option available July 1 or negotiable on
bus route call 253-9862

Summer aublet sunny 3 br apt in Amherst
Center reeaonably priced 549-4437

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton apt.

r jnt IS negotiable 549-5715

1 bedroom apt Colonial VIg June 1 with
fsll option $2^ incI hot water pool on bus
253 7739 after 10:00 pm
Puffton 3 bdrm for summer furnished

Chas 549-4711

Two bedroom apt summer sublet w/fall

option pool, frequent buses, near 7-11

$315/m negotiable 666-7972 keep tryir>g

One or tx^ro bdrm apt on bus route sum-
mer w/fall option 666-2253

Cheap aublet 2 bedrooma avaiiable $2G0

5 bdrm house summer /fall op. Near
UMass b Ctr. On bus route. $750/ mth.
253 2819

WANTED
Caah for your recorda, tapea 546-2836
(ask for Jaromir/leava message)

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,
Amherst, 256-0710

The Collegian Day Graphics Dapt is now
accepting applications for 3 pasteup posi-

tions for r>ext fall. Applications available

ONLY Tuesday April 19 and Wedneaday
April 20 between 9:30 am and noonin room
106 Campus Center.

WANTED TO RENT

26 rewerd If you help us to find a 3
bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept call
Amy 6-5816 or Andrea 6-5488

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt In Puffton for
June w/fall option 549^)787

2 or 3 bedroom apt dor 6/1 or 9/1 caN
6-9126 or 6-9132

Couple aeeka 1 bdrm apt In Amherat area
for fall, w/possible summer sublet Call
Steve (6-6877) or Alice (6-6871)

Two malea aeeking Townehouae, Bran-
dywine, beg June on 546-5062, 546-5077

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadlir>e is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IB consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Ford Reata mint poverty must sail

great gas 546-0244 548^)363

76 Blazer new parts rust 1800 253-3301

68 VW Bug great condition, excellent gas
mileage. Dependable, asking $400. firm.

Call 25-6660 ask for Steve

1973 Cepri 2000 automatic good for

another 20,000 miles needs slight

maintenance $600 or best offer call

253-7661 before 10 PM aak for Hal

CLIFFSIDE SUBLET
~

Summer aublet with fall option - 2
bedroom apt. equipped with diahwasher;

and laundry in building. Area has a |56ol,

tennis courts. Located on bus route. $296
per nK>nth including everything. Call

546-0182 before 5:00, 666-7729 after 5:00

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadiac Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Diacjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dornns, Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

549-4406

FEMALES STOP SMOKING! ~
Femele. amokera. Short term tt>erapy to

promote cessation of smoking in comfor-

table, productive way. Sliding fee scale

Pyschological Services center, UMass
546O041

FOR RENT

1 bedrm Puffton apt. for rent; avail

June 1. Call Jesse: 546^2707, 549 5915

3-4 bedroom ept. sunvner sublet w/fall

option. Pool, tennis courts, air condition

ing. $440/nx). 253 3967

Large br in Amherat Ctr. apt. available

imnr>ediately $150^ 549-0360

One bedroom In two badroom
townhouse available May 31st Mayflower

Apts 175/nx> plus utilities on bus route.

256-0661

2 bedroom ept. sunrwner sublet w/fall op-

tion Colonial VIg 296-»- 253-5142

FPU SALE

For Sale Porteble Stereo/Tepedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546 9819 for info

Four 21at row aeeta for Alabama 4/22

Hartford beat offer 6-4469

Gutter six string and case both in great

condition $150 253-5215

Grateful Deed: April 22 New Haven, ticket

and bua $28.00 54&O600

Polaroid Time-Zero one step land camera,
nrw. best offer 546 6629

King size Waterbed - heater, liner, mat-
tress, cover, headboard etc good condition
2 yrs old call 549-5689

* 10-apeed women'a Schwinn 22"
frame $96 or trade for bike w/ larger frarrw

* 1970 Ford Falcon heavy duty alternator,

needs engine work $200 or BO
call 253-2B42 Donna
C Dior Swaetera and Tiea, Yves Saint
Lauren, and Van Huasan dress shirts, also

Van Huesen action wear tennis shirts. For
sale at Campus Center. Low low prices get
them while they last 253-3401

FOUND

Pair of glaaaea at FAC bus stop on 4/12.

(Tuaaday) 546-8619
.

Womena eyeglei

Gary2Sfr«ee6
outside Morrill call

GLENN

Blonde hair, blue eyes, what nx>re could

a giri ask for? I've admired you since the

beginning of the serriester, hang around

after Psych - I want to finally meet you

XOXO Liaa

HELP WANTED

Earn $600 or mora eech achool yeer.

Flexible hours. Monthly payment for plac-

ir>g poster on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well.

80O-526<M83

Summer work big bucka work hard

travel $1250 per mo car preferred not re-

quired send phone no and address to sum-

mer work PO Box 299 Amherst MA 01004

Workstudy posKions recycling project.

Experienced people to handle cash, Apply

SUB 306 1-4 pm 546^18

Sales /Marketing Cempus Rep position

for student. Working on promotion & sales

of BEER Products. Part time. Flexible

hours Benefits. Lori 1-800-232-1904

Counselors private co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and aaaia-

tant instructors in: Arts & Crafts, basket-

ball, gymnastics, tennis, dramatics, music

director /piano accompanist, video /fllm-

nr«king, photography, model rocketry,

radio station (AM), computers, waterfront

(WSI), and sailing. Also needed: general

bunk coun8ek>rs {ma\9 openings only) and

unit leaders. Good salaries friendly at-

mosphere Contact: Or Paul Krouner -

Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace,

Brookhne. Massachusetts 02146 277 7800

day 9-4

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Great income

potential, all occupations. For information

call: 602«7 3401 axt 833

herpes. If you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 PM

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Jewiah Sunday School needs
teacher, Hebrew, history, music ar>d teen

leader. PO Box 606 Amherst for application

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Servicea Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal aasistant

interns for Fall 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic
departnr>ents. Aid atomeys at ISO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

raaearch, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attomey super-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship arni credit, contact OfPice of Intern

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formatton, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Long gold chain extreme sentimental

value - my life depends on its retum large

rev>^rd call 549-4741

RED CONVERSE BAG
with glasses. Audit books, and resumes.

Please, I'm lost without them.
REWARD Joe 253 5691

MOTORCYCLE FUN

72 Honda WO • orange, great shape, real

cute. Sissy bar, 2 n^atching heln>ets,

manual included. Beat offer. Call Tami at

666-4395 or 546-3600. Leave mesaage.

$2 PENNEY PUNK

Welcome to Cornell Meri end Undel
Love, Penr>ey Punk

PERSONALS

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate pyschology student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

Summer work contact now call

350 per wk relocate car preferred not re

quired

If you have $180 and a way to Now York
you can be in Europe by tf>e day after

tomorrow. For details, caH

Greg Happy Birthday rrmk9 this twentieth

year of your life the best. I hope to hit at

laeat twenty soft spots nMytM I should br

ing icir>g? Sherry

Jill I'm really glad you made iti Love

ALWAYS Jim

Joe congratulationsi Happy 21st Birthday,

lots of love, slwaysl Steph

Attention U-Maaa Football Player 121

tt>ere is a rape awarer>ess session every

Monday at 10:10 in the Hatch This weeks
feature is "How to Avoid tf>e Common Bel

J^ancar?|^jon8ore^j^u^^^^^^^

Haraa: Exactly one year since the blue

dragon attacked I No chemicals any more
-Uncle Jerry will guide usi Go reality - Adni l

All Univeraity Women are invited to Chi

Omega for dinner Tues Apr 19 and Thurs 21

at 5:30 and for a Dynasty Party Wed 20 at

9:30 for more info or RSVP call Felice

546-0162 check us out

To the plaid ahirt. denim jacket, and curly

hair in front of me on Monday's N.Y.C. bus
- call 6-9256

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at

Newman Center

Northeeat Aree Government Electiona

President, Vice-President, Treasurer,

Secretary. All paid positions. Nomination
papers available from 109 Mary Lyon, Due
April 25. Elections May 4 £r 5 questions call

Doris 6-4808

Happy Birthday Karen I Don't take this

too lightly - it's your present I All the best -

your roomie

Happy 20th Birthday Alan! It's been
wonderful watching you get "older", I love

you owre each day I Kathy

Sweet D there - my one and only you
there, Happy first Thiet>e

Robby, Happy Birthday Surnlay. I promise
it'll be most memorable. Always love,

Sharon

Jamie we have been through good times

and bad, rain and shine but we have always

shared it together Happy 2 year anniversary

1 love you mora than ever Patty

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers
guaranteed accaptar>ca low rates 5-(^92,

584^7924 Nancy,

ROBIN SIDEL OF RUTGERS

Happy 19th Birthdey, Sleeze. I.O.U. 1

present after finals you an now famous at

the University of Massivecuter>aas. Love,
Slime(a,k a. Liz) P,S, stop stot>b«nl

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommates wanted for fell aamaster in

townhouse apartments 1 or 2 bedrooma
available call Suzanne 549-2866

One femele roommete wantad for two
bedroom Brittany Manor Apartment
256-6632

Two considerete roommetas to share

Brt Manor apt in Sept call Karen 253-5798

keep tryir)gl

Houaematea wanted for summer on
Cape Cod 6 bedrooms 2 baths 6-5861

¥
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^
S Leffal Assistant Interns Wanted
¥
¥.

The Legal Services Office has eight positions available for

full-time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1983 semester.

Up to fifteen credits may be received from academic depart-

ments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of the Legal Services

Office vsdth client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District

and Superior Courts of Hfiunpshire, Hampden, and Franklin

Counties, and participation in administrative hearings €uid

federal litigation. Legal assistants maintain continuing

caseload under supervision of attorneys. For advice on ar-

rcLnging an internship and credit, cont€u;t the Office of In-

ternships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, cont€tct Legal Services Office, 922

Cstfnpus Center. Applications due Friday, April 22, 1983, at

Office of Internships. Writing sample required.

¥M

¥

¥

¥

M

¥
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Lax mania this weekend at UMass
Gorillashope to clobberBC
andthen UNHin mustgames

By BILL SHEA
( ollcfimn Suff

Before the Gorillas took the field in the

season opener against Hobart, Gorilla

head coach Dick Garber scanned the

difficult schedule and declared his team
could finish 15—0 or 0— 15 depending how
the breaks go.

Obviously the Gorillas (1—31 wont
finish the season with either record, but

Garber's point is well taken. The Gorillas

just haven't gotten the breaks so far this

year.

After an impressive 11—4 win over

Hobart the Gorillas faltered against

Cornell (11—6 loss) but played well

enough to be beat a good Rutgers team
but lost when Rutger's All— American
midfielder Al Ray did the Minutemen in

during the last two minutes to give

Rutgers a 14— 13 win.

Wednesday was more of the .same as the

Gorillas ranked third in New England,

travelled to Brown University to take on

New England's top-ranked team, out

played the Bruins, and still drove home
thinking about the 7—2 toss and a 1—3
record.

"It was one of the strongest games I've

ever coached in." said Garber. leader of

UMass lacrosse for the last 30 years. "We
played poorly against Cornell (11—6 loss)

and we were barely hanging in there and

I'll be the first to admit when we are

playing poorly but we played well. Our
shooting was poor against Brown but we
played the rest of the game well."

Frustrated was the word Barber used

to describe the state of mind of the

Gorillas after they bombarded the Brown
goahe with 25 shots in the first half, but

went into the tockerroom down 3—0.
"This game we played as good defense

as we've played all year, but on offense

nothing happened." he said.

This weekend lacrosse lovers will get a

double dose of laxmania when the Gorillas

host New England rival Boston College

2p.m. tommorow at Boyden Field and
arber will host son Ted and his University

I of New Hampshire team 3 p.m. Monday.

The only team both UMass and BC have

played is Hobart, who throttled the

Eagles 22—9 earlier this season.

BC. coached by former UMass Gorillas

Brooke Sweet and Harry Conforti.

possesses a good offense but only an

adequate defense. The "D" could be saved

by Eagle goalie Mike Phillips.

"He's very hot and cold," said Garber.

"If he's on. he can be really tough. I know
they'll be fired up.

The Gorillas should also be fired up,

looking to break a three game losing

streak and start to build momentum
before starting a four game road trip.

UNH. the second ranked team in New
England, lost to Brown 13—10 earlier this

year but has played exceptional lacrosse

this season.

Ted Garber. in his fifth season as coach

of the Wildcats, owns only a 15—11
victory last year over his father. The
Gorilla leader got the best of him in five of

six meetings.

This weekend will be the last chance to

see the Gorillas until they return home
May 3 against Dartmouth.

Gazelles ready to gallop over

Harvardin tough matchup
By ELLEN RICHARD

Collcfiaa SUff

While the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team is coming off of a 19-

beating of Smith College on Tuesday,

coach Pam Hixon said offense is going to be

an important factor is Saturday's game at

1:00 against Harvard at Nope field.

"I think the key is going to be offense."

Hixon said. "The scoring in the game will

depend on the defense Harvard plays. If

Harvard plays zone they'll keep our score

down. If they play man-to man there will be

a lot of scoring.

"We've got people back and healthy now.

We've got to get scoring from Linda

Haytayan, Pam Moryl and Tish Stevens,"

remarked Hixon.

Those players have been heading the

scoring attack for the Gazelles with Moryl

leading with four hat tricks, including a five

goal game against Smith. Stevens has had

two hat tricks and Haytayan has had one.

including a five goal four assist day. also

against Smith.

l.,ast year. UMass won the match with

C«lk|nai> H>o** ^ Jolt* Itoarvll*

There should be plenty of artlon for the Bovden Hill crowd an the

Gorillas face BC at 2 p.m. on Saturday and L'NH at 3 p.m. on Monda>.

Harvard 5-3. Hixon said this year it will be

another close game.
"Usually in New England for the past few

years, UMass and Harvard have been the

top two contenders." Hixon said. "It's hard

to predict a score in lacrosse but they will

be our most difficult competition this year.

By no means is Harvard unbeatable but I

think they are one of the better teams in

New England and that's how we're looking

at this game."
Defenseman Carol Progulske will have a

tough job to do as she will be playing

against Harvard's top scorer and National

team member. Fran Denhartog. Progulske

has covered the Harvard star for three

years and has done a good job according to

Hixon.

"I think Carol will have her hands full

with Fran but the defense has been con

sistent all season long. It's going to be

tough. We've got to get some good
goaltending. That's a key against a team
that has a potent offense. Fm unsure who
will be in goal."

UMass goaltenders senior Rita Hubner
and sophomore Debbie DeJesus. have been
doing their jobs well in the Massachusetts

net, surrendering only 10 goals against the

Gazelle's 47. Two shutouts against

Springfield and Smith have been recorded

in the young season in which Umass has
compiled a 4 1 record.

Linda Bevelander will be back on defense

for the Gazelles for the first time in three
weeks. Bevelander. who was sidelined with

an ankle injury, will be an added plus on the

defense tomorrow, according to Hixon.

"Linda will help us on the defense wing.

After playing Smith we're going to have to

bear down a little bit because they were a

httle tentative."

With the team healthy and strong, the

Gazelles should stay on the winning track.

The only loss of the season came in the

team's second game to James Madison, a 6-

5 decision. Hixon attributed the toss to

inexperience and injuries. Since then, the

Gazelles have posted three wins in a row.

With an active offense and a strong

defense the Gazelles will hope to overpower
Harvard at Nope field and leave with their

fifth win of the season.

Softball blanksNH in 2 UMass Relays preview
By GERRY deSIMAS

( oii»Kiwi surr

The University of Massachusetts softball

team picked up two important Division I

wins over the University of New Hamp
shire, sweeping their doubleheader at Nope
yesterday. 4—0 and 7—0.

Freshman Lynn Stockley struck out

twelve batters in the second game and

tossed a no- hitter in raising her record to

6-2.
"I think Lynn was awesome." head coach

Elaine Sortino said of Stockley's per

formance. "UNH can really hit the baU.

She's got to feel great about the game."
Stockley struck out the first three UNH

batters (five of the first seven struck out)

and the last four batters in a row. In fact, if

it hadnt been for two walks. Stockley

would have thrown a perfect game.

"It was a good game all around. The team
really supported me." said Stockley.

Unhke the first game where UMass
didn't score until the fifth inning, the

Minutewomen wasted no time in the second

game. Allyson Rioux led off with a single to

left and after Missy Oman was caught

looking. Jackie Gaw beat out a bunt to first.

Sally Maher, leading the team with 20

RBI. kntxked in two more with a triple

down the right field line. Chris Coughlin's
single to left scored Maher for the 3—0 first

inning lead.

After Mary Ann I/ombardi singled up the

Jle and Rioux doubled to left. Gaw

doubled, driving in the run. UMass added

another in the third on a Lombardi RBI
and two more in the fifth. Gaw ended up 3

for 4 with two doubles and two RBIs in the

second game.
Meanwhile. Stockley squelched any UNH

uprising.

"Our time had come." said Sortino. In the

first game. UMass hit the ball well but it

just didn't fall their way.
The Minutewomen could o^Xy manage

one hit through the first four innings. Chris

Coughlin's single in the second. In the fifth,

UMass finally broke it open.

Ann Ringrose got on with a walk, follow-

ed by Debbie Pickett's single (error on the

play). Rioux's single and a fielders

choice by Oman. The bases were loaded.

Gaw sent a shot to center field and the

Wildcat dropped it and two runs scored.

Maher hit a double and got the two RBI
and all of a sudden it's 4-0. UMass.
"We never really felt threatened. ' said

Sortino. "We were hitting the ball hard. It

was ju.st a matter of time."

The walking wounded played tough for

UMass today including Gaw (sore

shoulder). Oman (sore wrist) and Talbott

(sore knee).

They won't get to rest today as

Massachusetts hosts Vermont in another

doubleheader at NOPE at 2:30.

"They are better than UNH. They have
better pitching and better defense," said

Sortino.

After Vermont. UMass (16—4) travels to

Providence to take on the lady Friars on

Sunday afternoon.

By LAURIE FISHER
CatlagiM Staff

Trying to talk with UMass Men's track

coach Ken O'Brien has been no easy task

this week and justifiably so.

He. his staff and over ninety other people

are preparing for the eighth annual UMass
relay held tomorrow. UMass is going to

play host to over 1.000 men and women
representing 50 colleges and clubs, in-

cluding many world-class competitors.

"This is going to be the most exciting relay

UMass has ever had; the field is bigger and
there is a higher quality of competitors,"

O'Brien said yesterday while typing out a

final list of competitors.

The UMass competitor with the best

chance of placing is high hurdler John
Wright. Wright is a two year defending
champion and is currently seeded number
one in the high hurdle event.

The shotput event is certainly not lackinf^

experienced participants. The competitors

include three winners. Art McDermott
from Boston College. James Dawson of

Northeastern and Brian Donahue, formally

from Texas.
. unning in the Invitational Mile are G^off

Smith of Providence College, Kevin
Schuirer of Schenectady, N.Y. and James
O'Connell of Syracuse. Smith has been
clocked at running the mile in 3:55.

The high jump event includes five com-
petitors who have topped seven feet. Nick
Saunders from Boston University has a
personal best of 7'6".

There will be no team scoring, it is each

person for themselves. So if it is well-

known track stars you are seeking, the

UMass track field, located behind the Earl

Ix>rden Baseball field. Ls the place to be

Saturday at 10 a.m.

Sports Notices

ZooDisr will host all New En^^land

Bchools this Saturday and Sunday in the

Collegiate Intersectionals. the first

step towards the Nationals. Play begins

at 11 a.m. at the Southwest playing

fields on both days.

The UMass baseball team will host

the Huskies of Northeastern in a

doubleheader this Monday at 1 p.m. at

Lorden field.

The UMass rugby team, top ranked in

the East and ranked 4th in a national

poll, will travel to Albany (NY) this

weekend to participate in the Eastern

Rugby Union Tournament.
UMass plays West Point Saturday,

and if victorious, they will play the win-

ner of the Comell-Syracuse match on
Sunday.

UMass alumni wrestlers will return

to Uke on the 1982-83 UMass wrestling

squad at 3:30 p.m. on Saturday in

Boyden.
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Danielle Germain, 2, and Jamie Miller, 4, enjoy yesterday's nice weather by rearrangring the

contents of a sandbox near their North Village homea.

Students learn key lobbying techniques

at U.S. Student Association Conference

By JOHN O'CONNELL
( alkfrwii SUIT

Students heard practical advice from a professional

Washin^n lobbyist and held workshops on draft

registration, financial aid. and civil rights this weekend at

the United States Student Association's (USSA) first New
England Regional Conference at the University of

Massachusetts.

Anne Wexler, a Washington lobbyist and former special

assistant to President Jimmy Carter, expressed her view

from experience on lobbying and gave students a step-by-

step process for successful lobbying.

"A mental attitude about lobl:)ying is very important,"

said Wexler, who is married to UMass Chancellor Joseph

Diiffey. "When you are in lobbying you are as much a part

of government as the person (legislator) sitting across

from you."

A good lobbyist first defines the issue to be worked on,

then prepares a case for it. Wexler said. Next, the Inbbv

must produce a strong media strategy, and "start looking

around early for a coalition," since it is "virtiudiy impossi-

ble for one person or group to get a bill passed."

Wexler said that « idents don't vote enough as a group,

and "this makes i* nfficult to have the kind of clout that

you could have."

"politicians ^n't listen to anyone who doesn't vote,"

Wexler said. "There isn't anything more important that

you can do than voter registration."

Arthur Jackson, director of the Office of Financial Aid.

followed Wexler with a presentation on the Solomon

Amendment, which "links student financial aid with Selec-

tive Service." or draft registration.

Ihe Solomon Amendment represents "a new type of

political strategy to put pressure back on institutions to

take money away from higher education." Jat-k.son said.

This reflects "conservative feelings that higher educa-

tion should have a lower prif>nty than other pn)grams." he

said.

Jackson said that registration for the draft is "not a key

issue," in the Solomon Amendment.
Draft registration is "a smokescreen for diverting funds

from the education programs to other programs,"

Jackson said.

USSA President Janice Fine agreed, saying that USSA
emphasizes the aid cuts rather than the draft issue in its

lobbying efforts against the Amendment.
Fine outlined the history and organization of USSA at

the General Assembly held earlier on Saturday. The
organization In'gan S.S years ago as the National Student

Association (NSA). It was formed by returning World

War II .soldiers to show college students had a say in th«'

national issues. Fine said.

"Through the forties and fifties the NSA was a pro-

gressive voice domestically," Fine said. In 1967 it was
discovered to be "infiltrated by the CIA," for many years,

she said.

USSA was bom when NSA merged with the National

Student Lobby in 1978, Fine said, and now forms part of

the higher education lobbjnng coalition in Washington.

In a "Civil Rights on Campus " workshop held Saturday

morning. Women's Caucus Coordinator Sue Cottle gave a

history of Title Nine, which guards against sexual

discrimination in federally-funded institutions, and Office

of Third World Affairs Director Gary Lee explained the

role of Third World organizations on campus, saying, "the

psychology of racism stunts the community's growth.

Amherst students

demand an end to

S.Africa investment
By ANNE McCRORY

l'oll«Kian sun

An estimated 200 solemn faied Amherst College

students and several faculty memln'rs stage<l a silent

demonstration Saturday l)efort' the t-oliege's trust4*es in

protest of Amherst's continued inv<'stnit'nt in -American

( orporations in South Africa

"We are l<H>king for an t-nd to rari.sm, and end to in-

justice (in South Africa)." .said Sam .Mahlau. a student

represeritative of the college's South African Support

Committee (SASC), who organize*] the demonstration.

"We mobiliztKl on 16 hours notice, which is indicativ*- of

where the campus stands tf>day."

"The trustt*es l>elieved the issue was settled in terms «if

student apathy," .said SASC faculty julvisor Barry O't'on

nell. noting that the discipline and numlier of student pro-

testers 8h<»we<l otherwise. "(We wante<i) to remind the

trusttH's that the issue of divestment from 3(»uth Africa

will not go away."
The demonstration was timed t<» coincide with the ail-

journment of the Board (»f Trustees nuH'tiiig held in Alum
ni Hall and was announce<l on short notice to avoid possi-

ble administrative intervention such as changing the loca-

tion of the meeting or cancelling the following reception,

Mahlau said.

Students linked arms and lined both sides of the exit

path from the building, remaining silent as the trustees

passed by.

Severaj trustees refused a handout pledging divestment

and others cut through the human barrier on their way to

a reception which was held at a newly nanied language

house. About half the trustees appeared to be reading the

statement

The students then marche<i anmnd the language house

behind a lianner reading "Divest."

The demonstration occurred after seven years of con-

troversy over the $17 million in Citio<»rp, IBM and Mobil

Oil .stocks the college holds. A student sit in in 1979 and

faculty pressure, resulted in partial divestment and the

formation of an advisory committee to the trustees to fur-

ther investigate the holdings, Mahlau said. That group's

report is due out .sometime next fall, he said.

According to an SAS(" p>amphlet on apartheid and

divestment, the reasons the trustees have refused to tally

divest are threefold: divesting for political reasons violates

principles of neutrality expected of intellectual institu-

tions, Amherst is concerned with the pf>ssihility of finan-

cial loss, and the college feels it has a re8p<^>nsibility to try

to influence corporations through their votes as

shareholders to help reform racism in South Africa by the

use of the Sullivan Principles These guidelines for cor-

porate conduct, of which there are six, include desegrega-

tion of facilities and equal pay for et^ual w(»rk.

"We are not interested in pnimoting apartheid," Acting

Amherst College President G. Armor Craig said of the in-

stitution's investments. "We are certainly interested in in-

sisting the Sullivan Principles be maintained by all com-

panies in South Africa. We have a standing policy con-

stantly under review insisting any corporations, in which

we have stock, must do so in fulfillment of the Sullivan

Principles."

Nationwide, nine colleges and universities, including the

University of Massachusetts, have totally divested, while

28 other schools, including Amherst, Hampshire College.

Mount Holyoke College and Smith College have partially

divested from South Africa. Demonstrations were

scheduled across New England this past weekend at

schools such as Wesleyan, Williams and Dartmouth.

Raising community awareness goal of rape march tonight
By MIRIAM ZOLL
Cnllrfiafi Corrfspondcnl

In an effort to raise community awareness and action

against violence against women, a march against rape will

be held tonight in Amherst.

The march, originally organized in response to the New
Bedford rape of a 21 year old woman, will begin at 6 p.m.

on the Amherst Common.
Valerie McCann, a member of the Sister's in Health, a

feminist pohtical self help collective, said the collective

decided to hold a march against rape because educating the

community is a constructive way to fight rape.

"This march against rape is an awareness march."

McCann said. "Its going to be loud and noisy so people will

hear what we have to say."

Men Against Violence Against Women (MAVAW), a

group of six men who counsel men who are close to rape

survivors, is also sponsoring the march.

"We're participating in the march to make people,

especially men. conscious of violence against women." Eric

Radack. a counseling coordinator for MAVAW said.

"Rape is a man's problem as much as it is a woman's," he

said. "Feminists have done most of the work concerning

rape awareness but men should be doing something, too."

The march route will begin at the Amherst Common and

continue down North Pleasant Street to Triangle Street,

then will loop back to Kellog Street and end at the Bang's

Community Center where the film "Rape Culture" will be

shown.
According to McCann, the film illustrates how rape is

embedded and accepted in society through advertising,

motion pictures and music.

"The fact that no one helped the woman in New Bedford

shows how men are socially conditioned to accept rape."

Aadack said. "Our culture romanticizes rape. It becomes a

fantasy and men don't realize the torture the victim goes

through."

The Committee for Equal Rights and Reproductive

Freedom (CERRF) and the Everywoman Center and

Necessities (a shelter for battered women located in

Northampton) are al.so marching in tonight's rally.

"By marching against rape we are committing ourselves

to changing attitudes and the environment that creates

rape," Marta Tapia. Coordinator for Educator Advocates

Program at the Everywoman Center said.

"We want people to at least think about rape. Even if

they haven't been raped themselves, our rape culture still

affects them," McCann said.
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World and National News
U.S. Beirut Embassy

hit by bomb blast
BEIRl'T. I^banon lAP) — A car bomb devastated the

center section of the seven story U.S. Embassy yesterday,

and authorities said 28 people were killed and 105 wounded

in the fiery blast. Six U.S. Marines and two U.S. Army

soldiers were reported among the dead.

U.S. Marine commander Col. James M. Mead said

people were still trapped in the rubble and that rescue

efforts were under way. U.S. Ambassador Robert Dillon

was briefly trapped but escaped unharmed.

President Reagan said in Washington. 'This criminal

attack on a diplomatic estabbshment will not deter from

our goals of peace in the region. We will do what we know

to be right." He described the attack as "a vicious terrorist

bombing" and a "cowardly act."

Sen. Barry Goldwater. R Ariz., a member of the Armed

Services Committee, called for the recall of U.S. Marines

from Lebanon. But Sen. John Tower. R Texas, chairman

of the panel, said the bombing should not affect the U.S.

commitment to the war ravaged nation.

Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker. R Tenn.. called

the bombing "rank terrorism."

The House Foreign Affairs Committee scheduled a late

afternoon meeting to receive a State Department briefing.

Speaker of the House Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.. D Mass.. said

he would also attend.

The extremist Moslem Holy War group that claimed

responsibility is believed to be a pro Iranian organization

actively cooperating with more than 1.000 Iranian

Revolutionary Guards based in eastern Lebanon.

AP Uacrpkoio

People gather to view the wreckage at the U.S. Embaasy in Weat Beirut yeaterday after a huge

bomb went off coUapaing the entire front of the building. An ambulance races to the scene.

dicker not expected to

Fed Reserve Board

Gen. Joae Gnillermo is shown at yesUrday'a news conference where

he announced hia reaignation aa El Salvador's defense minisUr after 42

nonths on the job.

El Salvador Defense Minister

resigns in face of crisis

SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) -
Gen. Jose Guillermo Garcia announced at a

news conference yesterday that he has

resigned as defense minister.

The resignation ends a week tong crisis in

El Salvador's military, involved in a bitter

fight against leftist guerrillas.

Garcia refused to say who will succeed

him. but political sources, who spoke on

condition they were not identified by name,

said Gen. Carlos Eugenio Vides Casanova.

44. now director of the National Guard, will

be appointed to the post by interim

President AlvaroMagana.

Col. Juan Rafael Bustillo. the air force

commander, had threatened to mutiny

unless Garcia resigned and an undisck)sed

number of intelligence and logistics army

officers were removed. He accused them of

cronyism, corruption and bungling the war

against the guerillas.

Garcia. 49. was among the last remaining

in office of a group of officers who over-

threw the corruption ridden rightist regime

of Gen. Carlos Humberto Romero in a coup

Oct. 15, 1979.

WASHINGTON (API - President

Reagan is leaning against naming Paul A.

Volcker to a second term as chairman of the

Federal Reserve Board this summer, but

has not made a final decision yet. an ad

ministratbn source said yesterday.

The source, speaking only on condition

that his name not be used, said that the

president and his top White House aides are

considering about a half dozen candidates to

succeed Volcker.

The chances of Volcker being kept for a

second term are small and diminishing each

day. said the source, who added that the

president has not made up his mind flrmly

although his top advisers are nearly

unanimous in their belief that Volcker

should be replaced.

The Washington 7Vm««, citing "informed

sources in the administration." said Reagan

does not intend to nominate Volcker to

another four year term in the powerful post

at the nations central bank. The newspaper

said the president has decided to put his

own man in the key moneUry policy job.

Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes.

commenting on the report said: "In the

strongest terms, the president has not

made a decision, and when we have

something to announce, we will announce

it. But the president has not made a

decision on the replacement of Mr. Volcker

or if he will be replaced. There has been no

decision on that pomt.

'

Speculation has been rampant in the

capital for weeks about whether Volcker,

54. would be willing to accept a second term

and whether Reagan would appoint him

when his term expires in August.

Protesters block Honeywell

entrance over weapons deals
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - More than 100

demonstrators were arrested yesterday

after they blocked the doors at Honeywell

Inc.'s headquarters to protest the com

pany's manufacture of weapons parts,

authorities said.

Members of a group called the Honeywell

Project blocked 13 doors and a company

official said about 2.000 employees were

delayed an hour in getting to work.

More than 200 other protesters watched,

sang songs and held signs, but weren't

arrested because they didn't block the

doors.

Minneapolis Police Chief Tony Bouza said

more than 100 people, including his wife

Erica, were arrested for trespassing.

Another police officer estimated the

number of arrests at 140.

"The people behaved honorably and were

expressing their conscious." Bouza said.

"They're in the toils of the criminal justice

system now. but they deserve to be

respected."

Those arrested shortly after 6 a.m. were

cited for a misdemeanor, which carries a

maximum fine of $500 or three months in

jail.

Honeywell, ranked 16th in weapons

contracts by the Defense Department, will

hold its annual stockholders meeting

Tuesday. Company spokeswoman Karen

Bachman said Honeywell's total revenue

last year was about $5.5 billion — $700

million of which came from government

defense contracts.

Boilings begins campaign
COLUMBIA. S.C. (AP) - Pledging to

put the nation's jobless back to work. U.S.

Sen. Ernest Hollings of South Carolina

announced his candidacy yesterday for the

Democratic presidential nomination.

"Fritz" Hollings. 61. a three term senator

and former South Carolina governor who
joined a growing list of contenders for the

Democratic nomination, said the nation has

all the elements of economic success —
human ingenuity, industrial muscle and

scientific imagination.

"But we lack the leadership to combine

these precious resources into a part-

nership." he said. "Only a president can

mobilize these resources in a common
cause. I intend to be such a president."

Hollings made his announcement at

Midlands Technical College, a two-year

school in a statewide technical training

network created while Hollings was state

governor.
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Quick trial process

for auto violations

result ofnew law
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Collcgiui SUff

Those persons who do not pay fines for moving motor

vehicle violations or request a clerk/ magistrate hearing

within ten days of a traffic offense will automatically have a

warrant issued for their arrest under a new vehicle law

that takes effect Friday.

The law. passed last December, decriminalizes most

motor vehicle offenses punishable by fines under $100.

Driving under the influence, a more serious offense, is still

a criminal, arrestable offense. Parking tickets are not

affected by the act.

Records of violations or hearings will not appear on

offenders' probation or police records unless the fines are

not paid or a hearing is not requested within ten days of

the violation.

Under the old law. citations were criminal offenses but

fines often went unpaid and hearings unrequested.

Because the system was backlogged with previous

citations, it could take up to five years for the courts to

catch up with violators.

Janet Rowe Dugan. district court clerk for Hampshire

County, said Hampshire County is backlogged with more

than 10.000 unprocessed citations. Dugan and other

proponents of the law say they hope it will speed up the

processing, fining and hearing of violators.

Toby J. Kamens. legal counsel for the office of state

district court Chief Justice Samuel E. Zoll which drafted

the initial legislation, said she thinks "legislation

streamlines the process for hearings."

Because violations will be decriminalized, the jury trial

that had been the third appeal in the previous law will be

eliminated. Instead, a "de novo" trial in front of a judge

will be the final appeal. "De novo" denotes that the case

would be heard anew.

Kamens said that under the new law. violators will

"have a chance for two hearings. In my opinion that is

adequate."

Charles J. DiMare. director of the Student Legal Ser

vices Office at the University, said one advanUge of the

new law is that "it provides for nrjore efficient handling of

complaints because it will not tie up juries. From the ac-

cuseid, they will k)se their right to jury trial."

Hampshire Country AssisUnt District Attorney Richard

Carey said the loss of jury trial was not of significance,

"The risk is not as great because it's not a criminal con

viction."

Both attorneys, however, did foresee a problem with the

law's enforcement.

"What good is a warrant if there aren't any police of

ficers to serve them? What are they going to do... serve

warrants ail day?" DiMare asked.

Carey foresaw a potential problem in the courts. "The

new law sets up a trial in front of the clerk and mandates

the officer who gave the ciUtion" to be present as well.

Carey said. "It might be somewhat expensive for the k>cal

cities and towns." he said.

"A $25 speeding ticket will not offset the cost of paying

an officer for four hours," Carey said.

Amherst police chief Donald Maia and UMass Pubbc

Safety Director Gerald T. ONeil said they did not an

tidpate problems with enforcement.

Mary Dumas, director of community relations and staff

development for the public safety department, said

"Recovering expenses of enforcing the law is not a realty.

"

Union head Laurie leaving UMass post

for England at semester's end
By BROOKE STATES

Colleffiaii Staff

Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP) President

Bruce Laurie is leaving his position as associate pro-

fessor at the University of Massachusetts at the end of

the semester. This summer he will be going ta England

to take a position as visiting senior lecturer at the

University of Warwick in Conventry.

"They have a very good program. It is one of the best

centers for th? study of social history that there is,

"Laurie said.

Laurie also said he is working on a new book. The Lost

World of the Artisan, about the process of skilled

tradespeople losing control of their skills as a result of in-

dustrialization.

Laurie has been teaching at UMass since 1971. He

served as associate department chair from 1979-1981.

"The union (MSP) has tighted up internal operation and

developed a more efficient staff. We have also built

ourselves into a political force in the stat^ legislature,"

Laurie said.

"It is often forgotten that in fiscal year 1981 the 8tat«

senate was ready to make drastic cuts that would have

forced nruyor retrenchment. We turned what was a cut

into an increase of 15 percent. The MSP had a major

hand in this," he said.

According to Laurie the last contract was relatively

good and the last two contracts have taken salaries from

a mediocre level to one that is among the l)est in the big

ten public universities.

"Our salaries are far above the University of Min

nesota, they are approaching the Universities of

Michigan, California - Berkley, and North Carolina.

These are the leaders in the field. With this up-coming

contract we hope to make our salaries on par with

them," Laurie said.

The MSP is part of the Massachusetts Teachers

Association. On campus the MSP represents 900 faculty

and librarians. Statewide the MSP represents 60,000

teachers. They are currently negotiating a new contract.

"It will probably be a three year contract. We are look

ing for strengthened faculty rights in peer review and

stronger affirmative action language in the contract. We
are also looking for increases in salaries," Laurie said.

"This campus is in decidedly better shape than most

major universitites. The University of Michigan has had

layoffs and the state systems in Washington, California,

Oregon and other places are in trouble," Laurie said.

The legislature is not going to support us because we

are so virtuous," Laurie said. "You see my phone. I have

one because I have to pay for it. In the History depart-

ment there is virtually no travel money. Research funds

are nonexistent. Resources are at rock bottom. We have

been bled dry," Laurie said.

He said that he plans to take an active roll in the union

before and after he gets back from England. He hopes to

help represent them to the state legislature. The MSP
has just completed elections for new officers.

"If everyone is entitled to benefits derived from the

contract then they should pay," Laurie said in response

to the stand of those professors that have refused to pay

agency fees to the union.

Worcester Dining Commons has undergone roof repair. In this photo Stewart Boloi applies the

necessary tar in order to keep the roof in top condition.

Women need more power to be equal

says CanadianWomen of the Year
Bj CRIB SCHUSTER

c«u«gtMa«rfr

Even though no politician in Canada can safely oppose

equality for women, women must still become the

mainstream of their own political party to get that

equality, according to the Canadian minister responsible

for the sUtus of women who spoke Friday at Smith

College.

Judy Erola. voted Woman of the Year in 1983 by the

Canadian nugazine ChaUkune, spoke about the recent

political gains by Canadian women in comparison to

women in the United States.

"As women we must become more politicized. We must

get competent women in the corridors of power," she

said. "We have had precious little opportunity to test our

morals. We must and will achieve equitable represen

tation."

Erola said women in Canada have many thmgs m
common with women from the United States.

"We (Canadian women) have clearly benefited from

feminist thinkers from the U.S.." she said.

However, the Canadian government has reacted more

positively to the struggle of equal rights than the United

States government, she said. Canada now has an equal

rights clause in its Constitutwn.

American women, in their attempt to get the

ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment made many

errors, she said.

"They thought because they were right, they wouU
win." she said.

Women in both countries are still discriminated

against, she said. In Canada, women earn an average of

59 percent of what men earn and in the United States,

women earn 60 percent.

In both countries most women remain in the narrow

categories of clerical and sales, she said.

"To me. policies must adjust." she said.

"We live in countries of affluence and material wealth,

the more reason to be on the forefront of change," she

said.

Canada has a lot more going for women than in the

United States. There is a much smaller populatk)n (25

million) so it is easier to change, she said. However,

women must still be strong and fight for the things they

want.

"To be a feminist is not to be unfeminine," she said.

Many changes still need to be made, she said. "Changes

in our pension, especially for women, is crucial. Forty

percent of the time in Canada marriages end in divorce

and the result is women are too often reduced to

poverty," she said.

Better child care and maternity benefits are also

needed she said, and economic changes will make

"marriages of equality, not of dependency." she said.

OH power outage

mostly hurt toilets
By PAUL BASKEN

iStaff

A disruption in a feeder line supplying electricity to

Orchard HiU Residential College early Saturday morning

caused a seven hour power ouUge to the four student

dormitmnes. the Chanceltor's House, and Fisher

Laboratory.

Students who remained on campus over the three-day

weekend experienced minor inconveniences, mostly as a

result of toilets malfunctioning when the bufldings' electric

water pumps stopped.

"It was lucky that a great deal of the populaiM^n was

away for the weekend." said Donald Pelkey. Area

Management Coordinator for the Orchard Hfll/Central

Residential Area.

Pelkey said he received a phone call from a cluster

coordinatM- at about 7 a.m. informing him of the outage.

After informing the Physical Plant of the problem. Pelkey

said he then called housekeeping personnel in on overtime

to wateh for any problems that may have resulted forai Um
stopped water pumps. The pumps only prsviii the

pressure needed to operate the toilet sptmt, and

therefore drinking water to the dorms was not iflBc^d.

Donald Sturtevant. a technical specialist at the fliysical

Plant, said crews repaired a one foot section if ine in a

power substation shortly after 1 p.m. Sturtetant and

Pelkey said they knew of no major problems ariHng from

the blackout.
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Two UMass frats face hearing today after Thursday night brawl

Two University of Massachusetts fraternities face a

hearing today as the result of an early Friday morning
altercation in which three UMass students were arrested.

Amherst Police say that they were first called at 1 a.m.

on Friday to disperse a crowd in the parking lot in front of

the Pub on East Pleasant Street.

Amherst Police were again summoned at 1:30 a.m. to

the intersection of Phillips and North Pleasant Streets

where they say they found "a pretty good melee going on"

between members of the Pi Kappa Alpha and Beta Kappa

Phi fraternities.

Amherst Police note that the number of persons in-

volved made it impossible for them to control the situation,

and that they put in a call for backup units which included

State Police from the Northampton barracks.

The three students arrested were charged with

disorderly conduct after they failed to disperse.

Spokesmen for each fraternity refused to comment on

the incident, citing as a reason a directive from the

Interfraternity Council. However. Beta Kappa Phi

President. Paul Danello, did say that both fraternities had

received a letter from the Director of Housing Services,

Joseph Zannini, not to get involved in any more alter

cations until a hearing was held today.

- DAVID B. MINER

Annual Rope Pull
across campus pond

Friday April 22
I2:00 noon - S pni

sign up

Campus Center Concourse Table

Tues April 19 Thru Thurs April 21

Hours 10 - 4

UMass student arrestedfriday for three motor vehicle violations

Amherst Police report that a 21 year old University of

Massachusetts student was arrested over the tong

weekend on several motor vehicle violations, the result of

an incident late Friday night in which a passenger side

door only several inches from the pavement.

Police say that the 11:45 p.m. incident, which occured in

front of the Amherst police station, resulted in the driver

being charged with driving while intoxicated, driving to

endanger, and driving an uninsured vehicl**.

Another arrest reported by the Amherst police was that

of an Amherst College student, who was charged with shop

lifting following the theft of $4 worth of candy from a bcal

candy store on Friday.

Also over the weekend, Amherst police reported two

minor motor vehicle accidents with no personal injuries

noted.

- DAVID B. MINER

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
IMPROVE SPORTS ABILITY

1
HYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOUMAKE ITPERMANENT

Many of our clients an doctor raferrals.

OVERCOME ANXIETIES, FEARS & PHOBIAS
Lose Weighf Stop Smoking • Insomnia • Nail Biting

Self Confidence • Sexual Problems •

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER
Mitton H. AtkinoM, Member A.A.E.H.

Available Lecture Demonstratione
Cell or Write for free Brochure

The Ferrick Buiklir>g, Rte. 9, Hadley, Ma.
3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky't Hardware!

564-1919 bv Apot. Only

^'Singing anddancing in theNuclearAge''plays CCA tonight

A concert entitled "Singing and Dancing in the Nuclear

Ag«" will be presented at 8 p.m. tonight in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

The concert will be an evening of music and comedy

starring the comedy team, psychobgists Fran and Charlie,

and fdksinger Betsy Rose. It is planned as a celebration of

people's ability to care about one another and the worW in

these absurd and troubled times.

The three performers will conduct a workshop this

afternoon at Hampshire College. For more information call

Jim Matlack at 549 4600 extension 405.

UMIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSCTTS/AHMERST

ACADEMIC CALENDAR

1983-84

Approved; S/M/Pl
Reapproved: 3/17/81

FALL

1983
SEMESTER

Registration Day - Ur^dergradualf . Graduate. Stockbrtdqc

First day of classes

HoHda/
Monday class schedule will be followed

fr\49y class scneduie will be followed

Holiday
Counselling period begins (classes not suspended)

Counselling period ends
Thanksgiving recess begins after last class
Classes resume
Last day of classes
One half reading day
Final examinations begin 1:30 p.M.

Last day of final eiami nations, seatester ends
Final grades due 12:00 noon

•'onday

Tuesday
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Monday
Saturday
Wednesday
Monday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Wednesday

September
September
October
October
November

November
November
November
November
November
December
December
December
December
January

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

Still 11

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

NO COVE*

Associated Dates*: Rosh Hashanah September g.g . Yom Kippur September 17

HWF: 13 13 13 TUTHS: 13 13 U

1984

SPRING SEMESTER

Registration Day - Undergraduate, Graduate. Stockbr idge Monday
First Day of Classes Tuesday
Holiday Monday
Monday class schedule will be followed Tuesdf/
Spring vacation begins after last class Saturday
Classes resume Monday
Holiday Monday
Counselling period begins (classes not suspended) Tuesday
Monday class schedule will be followed Wednesday
Counselling period ends Saturday
Last day of classes Wednesday
Reading Days Thursday

Friday
Final examinations begin Saturday
Last day of final examinations, semester ends Friday
Commencement Sunday
final grades due 12:00 noon Wednesday

January
January
ftbruhry
February
March
March
Aprfl
April
April
April

May
Hay
May
May
H«y
May
May

30

31

?0

21

17

26

16
17

18

21

16

17

18

19

2S
27

30

CARBUR'S
RESTAl-RAXT Sl LOIWGE

Associated Dates*: Passover April 17-18, Good Friday April 20

MWF: 14 14 14 TUTHS: 14 14 14

SUMMER SESSION

Registration Day
First day of classes - First Session
Hoi iday

Last day of classes - First Session
Registration day - Second Session
First day of classes - Second Session
Last djy of classes - Second Sos^'o"

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday

June
June
July
July
July
July

4

S
4

13

16

17

74

Quizzes and exams should not be scheduled, or makeups should be provided so that

students Are not oenalized or disadvantaged as a result of religious observance.

Ro<:^ Hashana. Yom Kippur and Passover begin at sunset of the oreceding day.

DOUeiE DRINKS

at the Elmwood Shops
Route 9 Hadley, Ma.

586-1978

PVTA STOPS
HERE ©©
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Resource Center opens today

One of the many Ao%% who romp the UMus campas is framed by a

bicycle wheel while taking a well de§erved re§t in the springtime lun.

By KAREN WEGRZYN
Collcipan ( ormpondcal

Southwest area residents may soon have
greater access to University academic
programs — right in their own back yard.

The Southwest Resource Center, located

in Hampden Dining Commons, will provide

Southwest area residents with academic
and CASIAC requirement information, and
information about alternative academic
programs, internship offerings, and in

ternalional and national student exchange
programs.

In addition, the Center will provide news
of current events and dorm activities.

Tickets will also be available for purchase

for Hampden Theatre events.

The Resource Center will be staffed by-

undergraduate students under the direction

of coordinator Sandy Blanrhard. There are

approximately ten work study students

currently working with the program.

The students will not function a.s

academic advisors, but rather as resource

assistants providing patrons of the center

with direction and insight into the

programs being offered. Hlanchard said.

"Our objective is to make students aware

of what their options are on campus,"

Blanchard said.

"There are a lot of interesting programs

on campus that go unused, and if in-

formation is concentrated in one place,

students will be able to keep on top of

what's going on."

The Resource Center will be open

Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to

midnight. The center is located acro.ss from

the main entrance of Hampden Commons.

It includes ample work space, display

shelves for materials and a lounge area for

students to meet and discuss programs with

staff members.
Opening ceremonies for the Southwest

Resource Center will be held tcxiay from 4

p.m. to 6 p.m.. and students will he able to

meet with faculty and CASIAC staff

members who sponsor the programs to be

offered at the center.

Plans for the center include major career

nights, and internship planning sessions.

The functions of the center will also be

introduced to incoming freshman students

at summer orientation programs.

Academic diversity offered

in Five College programs
By JAl KIK ROMANO

< <i|l«Ki*n ( <>rrr*|M>iul*n(

Approximately 4500 to 3000 of the total

number of students attending Amherst.
Hampshire. Mount Holyoke and Smith

colleges and the University of

Massachu.setts participate annually in the

various programs offered through the

Five College Consortia.

The Five College Consortia, with

origins dating back to 1957, provides the

opportunity for students attending one of

the five colleges m the area to become
involved in the academic, cultural, and
extracurricular activities at the other

schools at no additional cost to the

student.

University of Massachusett-s students

can sign up for courses on other campuses
in the Five College Consortia during the

pre registration period that runs until

April 23.

Course catalogues. Five College course

lists, and other information about student

interchange are available at the Five

College Office of CASIAC in room E 27A
of Machmer Hall, across from the Student

Union.

E. Jefferson Murphy, the Five College

Coordinator, says that the Five College

program breaks down into three areas of

offermgs: student access, academic

cooperation, and provision of in

frastructure.

Under student access, students are

given access to certain facilities and

programs, with the exception of physical

recreational facilities, which are under
great demand.

Students are allowed to use the

libraries, participate in plays, and even

eat meals at the other colleges with their

student meal program.

Students who wish to arrange a

schedule of eating at another school can

obtain permission through the food

service at their own school. Students are

also encouraged to take part in lectures,

art exhibits, and other cultural activities

offered at other schools.

The second area of benefits the program
offers is academic cooperation. Students

are allowed to enroll academically in

courses offered at other schools within the

program and receive academic credit.

Courses are offered in astronomy, black

studies, medieval studies, photography,

and dance, to name a few. The faculty

from the five colleees often work together
on joint academic projects, and a

department such as astronomy is one

department within the Five College

program.

The last area of program offerings

within the consortia is the provision of

infrastructure, or programs designed to

improve the flow of mformation con-

cerning the Five College program.

Perhaps the most frequently used of

these services is the Five College bus

system. Students are provided free

transportation to each of the colleges,

with service also extending to South

Hadley.

The bus service is provided by the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PV
TA), but is financed by the Five College

Consortia.

Police detain escaped convict
M> T.\MI BOKION

• oMvfian Staff

A 20 year old Roxbury man, who ha

escaped froui Massachusetts CorrtM't io.i

Institute (M(T» m Plymouth. wa> arresttnl

on campus Sunday morning by Iniversjiy

of Massachusetts police on charges of

operating a motor vehicle without a license

and being an escapee.

A complaint to I'Mass police reported a
car inside the UMass physical plant com
pound at 3:35 a.m. Sunday, Sgl. Donald
Zidik said.

The car. which is owned by one of the

three male passengers, was stopped near

Boyden gymnasium. The men were waiting

for a pizza, UMa.ss police said.

When asked for identification, the

c«iuld n«»l produce any.
I Mass fK)lice later learned a warrant for

tiis arrest had been issued on Feb. 2H by the
MCI. The man had i-scaptnl from the in

stitute where he was serving a sentence for

armed robbery.

In a separate incident, a 20 year old nian

from Oaks Bluff, Marthas Vineyard, was
arrested at 2:40 a.m. Saturday mornmg at a
dance in the I Mass Student Union
Ballroom on charges of poss(*ssion of

marijuana with intent to distribute.

A UMass police officer witne.ssed a
transaction in progress in the men's room,
where the man was in possession of two
bags of marijuana, according to police

reports.

Women'sWeek
TUESDAY

"New Technologiea — Whose Pro-

gress? will be shown and disou.sse<l at nfK>n

m the Campus Center in room HUB. The
workshop is part of the Women and Office

Automation senes

March Againat Rape will be held at 6

p.m. in the Amherst Common. Bring ban-

ners and signs. CERRF will meet at the

march.

NBC Newacaatcr Jessica Savitch will

speak on "Women, Media and Politics" at

8 p.m. in Sage Hall at Smith College.

WEDNESDAY
Information meeting and talk about

DES will be given by Patncia Sipe. at 8

p.m. in the Neilson Browsing room at

Smith College.

THURSDAY
Workshop on interviewing skills of

fered by the Everywoman's Center will be

held at noon in the Campu.s Center in room
903.

Anti-racism team will meet at 4 p.m in

the iXikes Room.
Women's leadership Project will meet

at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union in room
415.

An opening reception for the exhibition

"Expressions: A Wonrien's Art Exhibit" will

be held 7:30 to 10 p.m. in Wheeler Art

Gallery in the Central residential area.

The Gender Gap in Mainstream
Politics will be discussed by Alice S. Rossi,

professor of sociology at UMass, at 8 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

SirNDAY
Herstory in Motion, a dance piece about

violence against women, will be presented

by Dancing the Undoing, a women's
theater and dance group at 8 p.m. in the

Hampshire College Dance Studio.
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ENGINEERING STUDENTS
iUMHIGH

If you're a senior or second

semester junior and have a 2.5

GPA in electrical engineering, you

might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering program

(CSEP). CSEP members are

paid nearly $1,000 per month
during their senior year! Your

commitment is 4 years as a com-
missioned officer on the Air Force

Aerospace Engineering Team after

graduation and completion of the

three month Officer Training

School. If you want to be part of

the leading edge of technology. .

CHECK US OUTI
Call TSgt Art Courtamancha

(413) 786-0382

IDB@v®TIPS

227 Whitmore
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Losing 20 poundss^
something about Gloria Stevens:

it works.

Pat Cotter tried

everything. Fad diets. Fad
exercises.

But nothing worked until

she tried Gloria Stevens.

Injust six weeks at

Gloria's, she lost twenty

pounds and 20 inches.

And as you can see, the

results were reaUy terrific.

Ifyou'd like results

like Pat's, come in to

Gloria Stevens. You'll find

it's notjust another quick-

loss diet center. Or an im-

personal fitness center.

It's a warm, friendly

place where expert

technicians really care

about you.

They'll help you

custom-design your own
shape-up program.
With a diet you can actually

stick to. Exercises you
don't have to be an
athlete to do. Plus fun

activities like group
work-outs and aerobics.

6weeks for^25.

You can try Gloria

Stevens for six weeks
at only $25. And that

includes unlimited

visits, so you really get

your money's worth.

BUDGET
AIR FARES

CUnOPC tKOM Btr>U>N iRtKA

AMSTERDAM $418

NVC 'R<>^

PARIS S479
ATHENS S499
TEL AVIV S599

ASIA&
SOUTH PACIFIC
FRC>M RCX'MO TRIP

Wf ST COAST FRl)N^

SYDNEY W80
AUCKLAND SlOeO

MELBOURNE S880

BANGKOK S88S

HONG KONC, $655

ALSO . . .

Euratl. Bntrail, Internattonal Student

ID, Youth Hostel Card, Youth and

Student Tours All Over The World,

t>)mestic Air Fares

617-407-1497
lor 4 fret* Lal<iluK

Wr Arp

COUNCIL
TRAVEL CIEE.

12^8 Mj» Av«« •21

Harvard Square, Cambridge, MA 02138

9^ K
Hampshire Mall

Hadloy, Route 9

584-0106

Wednesday,

^ April 20, 1963

^mpus Center,Rm 169 from 7-9:30 pm
with

Judith Allen, Director of Programnaing

University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center, Amherst

Jeffrey Struckman,

Set Designer and Costunr>e Designer

Stage West, West Springfield

David Spomey,
Jazz Musician and Professor of Music

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
and

Barbara Schaefter Bacon,

Arts Resource Coordinator, AES

TOPICS: A general overview of eech career,

including settir>g. skHls needed, kinds of posi

tions, snd resources for job information.
I

Next Workshops: Caresrt in the Utsrsry Arts and

Careert in the Visual Arts.

TO REGISTER, CALL AES 545 2360.

I
Sponsored by tht Art» Exttniion Svrvic* of th« Oiviiion of

I Continuing Education «M«th th« support of th* Univsnity Arts

EDITORIAL/OPINION
>yi3 tfi'^ca, nte-ji'K*ur>','trr'-

'Such K FMSE yiLE B^Sl.M^UOOUSDEFAfMTOIcr SL/^PtK, WNSIEUR' WHAT COOK! K.''

Homophobia —
it's our problem

I
was walking through the Campus Ce ter with

my friend, feeling inspired by the advf)cates for

human rights, world peace and other noble causes

buzzing around us. We'd \)een Ulking alK)ut what a

dynamic place UMass is; a place where one can live, learn

and grow in conventional or nonconventional life styles.

"...It's really great," my friend said,..." I don't feel the

discrimination against gays here that I do other places..."

1 was psyched that my friend, in his unusual dress of

earrings, feathers and a pretty scarf, felt comfortable in

the crowd. Okay, so he was dressed a bit imt of the (»r

dinarv, but did he deserve the comments, which followe<l?

Smoke-Out today
Today may be the first small step you

take on the road to a cleaner, healthier

life. The American Cancer Society,

American Lung Association and a group

of concerned students will be sponsoring

the UMass Smoke-Out.

The facts and figures are all too familiar

and all too devastating. The risks of heart

attacks, strokes, lung cancer, emphysema,

chronic bronchitis, mouth cancer, larynx

cancer, urinary bladder cancer and pan-

creatic cancer to name a few, have been

proven to be greatly compounded by

smoking.

Cigarettes serve no purpose, except

perhaps to keep people's hands busy, or

give them a false air of maturity. Most

I people smoke because they started when

I they were young and impressionable and

haven't been able to stop since. It's not

that people don't want to kick the habit —
it's because they can't. Nicotine is a drug,

one of the strongest in terms of physical

addictiveness. It is hard to quit, but the

more knowledge you have on the subject,

the easier it will be.

So take that first step. Give your lungs a

well-deserved break, and take those extra

few minutes to visit the Smoke-Out table

on the Campus Center Concourse. It may

be some of the most valuable information

you're ever going to read.

Now is the best time to do it, with the

pressures of finals week still off in the

distance. So go for it. You'll be able to ap-

proach your favorite person and say,

"Kiss me, I quit smoking." Think about it,

and we'll see you on the Concourse.

Letters——^—^—
Help your smoking friends out

To th« Editor „ ^ .

.

On Tu«d*y. April 19th, there wiU b« » campua-wide

boycott on smoking. Thia meww that it's time to en-

courage (strongly) your friends, who haven t been able to

kick the habit themselves, to quit smoking. You'li be doing

your friends and yourself a favor. Don't go for that old ex-

cuse, "they're my lungs not yours". Remind them that

your lungs breath the same air theirs do.

Believe me these smokers need our help. I ve been at

this school for three years now and I haven't met one yet

that is able to read that two word sign that's m almost

every building on campus - NO SMOKING - or maybe

they just can't see it through all the smoke.
•' "* Jim Foley

Hamlin

WOOSH correction stUl wrong

To the Editor:
. , . , , r ,

I am writing in response to your article on job safety for

women in the Monday April 1 1th ColUgxan, and the subse-

quent correction in the April 13th edition. Both of these,

unfortunately, contained inaccurate i^f^T^^.V^^JJ^l'SfT
Onranizinc for Occupational Safety and Health (WCK)bH)

is an organization made up of students and workers con-

cerned with women's health and safety on the job. We are

a jrroup of ten women, and have just become affihat^

with Mass. COSH (Coalition for Occupational Safety and

Health), as their Western Mass. Women s^Committee.

Western Mass. COSH, based in Springfield, has a

membership totalling 34 unions and over .30 mdmdual

members. Mass. COSH is a statewide organization which

assists unions and workers in winning l>etter health and

safety conditions. WOOSH welcomes.aa«.^*W>l*ra and

meets every Thursday at 5 at the Everywoman's Center.

Thanks for your willingness to correct this information

Myra Hindus
Member. WOOSH

Student input article well put

To the Editor:

I am impressed with the front page coverage of the Ad

Hoc Committee for student input in tenure decisions at

Smith College (April 14. 1983). Bill Wall's article,

"Students at Smith seek greater input" was well done,

and should bring attention to the same problem at UMass.

As a professor at UMass. I can attest to the reality that

even though student evaluations and other input are sup-

posed to be used in faculty personnel actions, that this is

not always the case More often, the personal bias€3 of

faculty dictate personnel actions.

If UMass. Smith College or any other institution of

higher education is to serve the educational needs of

students, student input should be more critical in person-

nel actions such as tenure, promotion and renewal of con-

tracts. I can see that a small school like Smith is more

amenable to student activism, but I would like to en-

courage students at UMass to form a similar Ad Hoc Com-

mittee to make students count when it comes to decisions

about their university. The faculty they can select courses

from and the courses that faculty teach seem imporUnt

enough to take a longer, harder look at the consumers

(students!). l /

I believe my own treatment (which involves the infnnge

ment of my academic freedom and resulting discrimina-

tion and punitive personnel actions) at UMass is but one

example of a bureaucracy gone awry. F'erhaps students

can help put our university back on a course toward civili-

ty and fairness.
Roger W. Libby

Amherst

Julia Courtney

"Who's the faggot? Your father must l>e pnuid of you!"

1 was stunned as two men walking behind us continueil t«»

l)erate my friend with cruel insults and ignorant atjcusa-

tions, just bei-ause he wa.s dresseti out of the "norm." Not

only did they ruin our suppt>sedly perfei-tly enlightentni en-

virt>nment, they also left me feeling enraged, hurl, and

helpless. My only reaction was U) tell them they were

idiots. 1 doubt that that wa.s an effective comeback.

Why did these people feel entitle<l tt» invade our private

^\ace so bluntly? Did they consider my friend's n(»nconfor-

mity to the male image, (i.e ...real men don't wear earrings

or pretty scarfs!), a.s a threat U) their identity's <»r f)erhap8

a threat to their own latent homosexual tendencies? Is

such a blatant verbal attack only a defensive Uictic for fear

of the unknown? What are people afraid <»f anyway?

I realize there are a lot of social changes happening

these days. For example, the gay culture is coming <»ut of

the clostU. Many men and women cant understand such

changes, and I sympathize with such people. But I'm

ashamed of those who just don't accept differenivs and

blindly lash out with discriminatory attacks that disturt)

the lives of those who ch<H)se different lifestyles, and

others who choose to accept those styles.

Whether discrimination exists as a racial joke or a few

harsh words, it simply cannot he U»lerale«i. (Why? Because

it makes me mad and if such unfortunately comm«»n

discriminatory <H'curances can make me. an inmicent

bystamler. all riled up inside, think «»f how it must feel to

the victim that such acts are directed at!) Isn't it true that

«)ne angr>' outburst usually leads to another angry out

burst, and another? Where"d(»es it all end? Should we real-

ly have to put up with such ignorant and inhumane

discriminatory actions? No.

I later told another friend about what had happened to

me ami my gay friend, to which he resp<)nded. "Welcome

to the real world...that's life..." I know it's the real world,

and I think it's time that each of us cared about the real

world and spoke up about it. Don't be fooled inU> thinking

that discrimination doesn't exist much anymore, even at

this fine university, whose claim U) fame is one of diversity

and acceptance.

Open your eyes and ears. Legislative laws are beii^

passed that support the rights of various minorities But

these do nothing to prevent the more subtle

discriminatory thinking and acting that continues un-

necessarily to agitate many people daily. Constitutional

rights or not. no one will be free from the ill effect* of

discrimination until each of us decides not to ignore it.

The next time you're about U) label someone in a

derogatory fashion, such as a "faggot", stop and a^
yourself, why? Or perhaps [>ut yourself intx) that person's

shoes. Does this p)erson really deserve such treatment?

For those who do tolerate such differences among peo-

ple, great. But you can't stop there. Ti-y to help others ex-

amine why they have a hard time doing so. Finally, for

those of you who absolutely refuse t(t lie accepting of the

differences among people, keep it to yourselves. You're

making asses of yourselves aivd ruining many a perfect

day.
Julia Courtney »,s a UMass student
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Arts
Where bears dance
DANCING BEAR
By James Crumley
Random House, 228 pp.. $12.95

By ALEX J. ZUCKER
Cotlcgiaii CoiT*«pMidcBl

If you're looking for a novel with a clean-

cut hero who battles against myriad forces

of evil and climbs up through all the greed

and corruption of society to emerge clean-

shaven and cleansed of all sin, then stay

away from this book. The protagonist of

Dancing Bear is a fourty-seven yfar old

rent-a-cop with a nasty penchant for co-

caine and peppermint schnapps. With an

unlikely name like Milo Milodragovitch,

you would expect as much but you get even

more.

At first glance, Milo appears to be a man
who's heading downhill as fast as his party

ing will push him. He lives in a shabl)y cabin

at the head of Milodragovitch Park in

Meriwether. Montana, "sixteen wildly

overgrown brushy acres" of land that had

been left to Milo by his self-destructive,

rich grandfather. Milo's father wa-s a

faithless husband and a hopeless alcoholic

who never wanted for money due to the

generosity of his own father. He and his

wife never had a decent marriage and they

both ended up committing suicide in Milo's

pre-investigative days. Milo has been work-

ing for Haliburtf)n Security for two years

and four months and he isn't exactly thrill-

ed with his job. "The boredom of the work
— rattling doorknobs, guarding twenty-

four hour convenience markets, and

holding the hands of lost children in shopp-

ing malls — had caused a sudden, and

unseemly in a man of my years, affection

for cocaine."

The action begins when Milo receives a

mysterious letter from a wealthy old widow
who turns out to have been one of Milo's

father's numerous extra-marital lovers.

Mrs. Sarah Weddington has intermittently

kept track of Mil<> since they once met four-

ty years earlier, and she wants him to take

on an investigative job. but is unaware that

it has l)een quite a few years since Milo

gave up his work as a private investigator.

Sarah is now living with her grand-niece

(lail. a lilieral-minded graduate student

who is caring for Sarah in her old age. As
Sarah has aged, she has ^)ecome a bit eccen-

tric and she is strangely eager to discover

the identities of a man and woman who
have been having apparently innocent

rendezvous down the street from Sarah's

mansion. Milo is appropriately surprised to

be offered such a case but the pay is superb

and any chance for a disruption in his stag-

nant life is happily welcomed. When it

rains, it pours, and Colonel Haliburton, a

retired army man who now runs the chain

of security services for which Milo works,

generously gives Milo a couple of weeks off

with pay as well as a chance to break away

from his boredom; he proffers a job as a tail

on a wonruin named Cassandra Bogardus.

Although the colonel gives no explanation

of who wants the tail, Milo asks no ques-

tions; he now has just what he wants — a

$5000 fee plus expenses from Sarah for a

pushover investigative job, a simple task

following an unknown woman, and a two

week hiatus from his tedious work with

Haliburton Security. '

As Milo struggles with the tangled web
of strange events through which his dual

labors lead him, we see that he does not

have as cynical an outlook on life as one

would expect. He teams up with a nervous

Vietnam veteran named Bob and they are

drawn to each other by their shared escape

from life through the use of coke and

booze. In addition. Milo spends a greater

|)ortion of the novel trying U) maintain his

investigations and his cool while being

stalked by men who would kill him for

reasons he doesn't know. Milo's precarious

|)osition is made even worse by the fact

that he must shoulder the burden of his

knowledge by himself — such is his stake in

life. Although Milo knows that he has but

five years more to go until he inherits his

dead grandfather's estate, he drives on-

ward, pushing himself to the limits of both

his mental and physical capabilities.

Milo is a man driven by two opposing

forces and the fragile tension between the

two keeps him going. One part of him

wishes to do nothing more than fade away
into a drunken pool of nothingness, into a

world devoid of pain, i.e. without thought.

When Milo thinks, he begins to be pulled in-

to other people's lives in a way which can

only bring more pain. For example, for the

last year Milo has been having an affair

with his married next-door neighbor whose

name he does not even know. He does know

that her husband breaks his back working

to earn enough money to buy his wife

everything she wants. It is knowledge like

this which haunts Milo and so he maintains

his neighbor's anonymity to protect himself

from the deeper pain which stems from

greater knowledge. On occasion, Milo

allows his thinking, feeling self to emerge

and at these times he shows a generosity

towards others which is surprising, coming

from a man whose physical view of reality

is clouded by drugs. This unexpected

benevolence shows itself at the end of the

novel and serves to give the reader a

lasting impression of Milo as an anti-hen*

who is very much more than likable.

Dfi read the book. 'Muff said.

' I Nivia*ir« o*

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip—any size group—call or visit us

for a price quotation No obligation— it will be our

pleasure to quote you our

economical rates

CHARTER SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.SJk. And Canada.

• Mini buses • bchool buses • Hotel, Meal 4
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For

Information. Call 781-3320

kiK b(js Lines Inc

99 Arnold Street Springfield MA
G*n«ral OHic* « Charier S*rvic«: 7t3-0211

Toll Free m MA 1-800-322-0297

TONIGHT
CAREER NIGHT

foR

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
TuEsdAy, ApRil 1 9 8:00 P.M.

AT

CAivipus Center^ Rooivi 1 67
Several Psych. Dept. alumni/ae will be on hand

to share their varied career experiences.

SpoNSOREcl by: For more iNfoRMAjioN contact:

UMass PUccmcnt StRvicE Psyclioloqy AdvlsiNq OfficE

AluMNi OfficE TobiN 40

J

Department of Psycholoqy 545-0? 77

Wine ancI CIieese to follow

V^^

B.D.I.C. \
oould be the aolutlon

Come to an introductory meetinff

Shape Your Own Future
budesi^rtin^ an interdisciplinary

MAJOR
suited to your

"^ goals .^W7 p.m.
April 19
Crabtree
Main Lobby

7 p.m.
April 20

Moore Houee
Main Loun^

For more info call 546-0736
or come to Bartlett Hall Rm 16

Arts
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Let them eat cake
By JIM FLOYD

CotlcKiMi SUff

UMass senior John Sullivan entered the

Franklin D.C. Tuesday night and began

making some very important decisions,

decisions that would determine whether or

not his dinner would be successful.

For an entree. John opted for the turkey,

delicately enhanced by the addition of both

stuffing and potatoes to the plate. Peas

were for the asking from the veggie woman
so what the heck. John took a whole bowl of

peas. He washed this fine meal down with

two glasses of nulk. interestingly enough.

one white and one chocolate, and a glass of

juice. No dessert was selected, though.

"The kid hates sweets." John said as he

picked up his tray and began the search for

a place to sit.

Now. John Sullivan usually sits on the

side of Franklin that faces towards Central,

but not on this auspicious occasion. Sullivan

wanted to get a seat on the other side of the

dining area so he could watch UMass
Madness, a UMass Theater Guild

production that has been performed in the

various dining commons during the last few

weeks.
That. John, was your best selection of the

evening. UMass Madness, the brainchild of

theater student Larry Cox (who both

produced and directed the show) provided

entertainment at a reasonable price (all you

needed was a meal ticket) as well as a

diversion from what is often referred to as

the blandest food this side of water.

"The people in Food Services wanted to

provide something for the students." said

Cox in describing the whole concept. "We
(the cast) wanted to bring theater to the

students. Its good for the cast because the

D.C. audience is a k)t like the audience

they'll be playing in front of in the near

future and I think the students eniov it."

The cast, who can be seen when Hair

plays in Southwest at the end of April and

in Orchard Hill the beginning of May. did a

very nice job. and the students did have a

good time.

The show was pure parody from start to

fmish and poked fun at such student

nemises as riding the PVTA buses, drugs,

dating in the five college area, and Amherst
College.

The first act (and one of the most visually

satisfying) was about the PVTA. The cast

tried in vain to figure out a bus schedule

and then took a ride on one of those mon
strous mishap prone machines complete

with a spaceshot at the wheel.

The show then explored being alone in

the Alumni Stadium before singing a ballad

to Ted Kennedy and then talking about

drugs as a way of everyday life for

students.

"Sniff, swig, puff and your cares are

temporarily gone."

The audience was then treated to a

rewritten Brady Bunch theme which again

was visually fantastic, especially at the end

when the nine singers moved into the

characteristic squares from the opening

credits of the show.

"The Five College Dating Game" which

followed was a riot, particularly the in

troductions of the characters from Smith.

Mount Holyoke. Hampshire and UMass (an

undecided senior: I know the problem).

As everyone grabbed a cup of coffee or a

piece of cake. "Jerry Crest Superscholar"

and "I Hate Midterms" (Jim Paul sang the

"Impassable Class" to the tune of the

'Impossible Dream") played before the

grand finale.

And very grand it was. "Southwest Side

Story" closed out the show and even if you
weren't overly impressed with the material

from the previous numbers, this one was
worth the price of admission.

No, it's not a PVTA bus, but an incredible simulation about to plou|;h

throufirh Franklin DC.

From "When You're a Prep" (We tove

those outfits that you UMies wear. Where
do you shop at. Almy's or 2iayre') to "Van

Meter " ("Van Meter. I jusl met a girl from

Van Meter") to "1 Feel Preppie. Oh So

Preppie" this was a classic.

The production was brilliant. The concept

itself has been a missing dimension fn>m the

DC. for too long. And. if these same people

are going to do Hatr outdoors later this

month. I don't want to miss it.

John Sullivan and I will have to eat early

so we can g^t good seats. Oh. pass the salt,

willya. John?

Jazz and classical harmoniously reconciled
SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA with the

BILLY TAYLOR TRIO
Monday. April 10

Fine Arts Center

By JULIE SUSSMAN
CalWgiM Carr t wfmiimt

Few would believe that a jazz trio and a

symphony orchestra could be any more
compatible than. say. Oscar Madison and

Felix Unger. but on Sunday night the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra under the

direction of Robert Gutter, and the Billy

Taylor Trio reassured the small,

heterogeneous, rain soaked crowd that

these two styles of music can be har

moniously reconciled.

Madison and Unger never had credentials

this impressive: Maestro Gutter, who has

conducted in concert halls and opera houses

worldwide, began his thirteenth year as

Music Director and Conductor of the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra this

season, while Dr. Billy Taylor, who
received a combined Masters and Doctorate

in Education from UMass in 1975. is

celebrated as a pianist, composer, recor

ding artist, arranger and conductor, lee

turer. author, teacher, actor, and radio and

television personality.

"Impromptu for Trio and Orchestra. " an

original by Taylor, marked the evenings

peak, combining the spontaneity of jazz

with the full, rich backdrop of the 75 piece

ensemble. The piece metamorphosized

through several different moods, starting

and ending with a fast paced latin rhythm,

tied together by a slow, bluesy interim

during which each trio member demon
strated his virtuosity on respective in

struments. For "Dr. Jazz Taylor." the piano

was a runway as he took off a flighty solo;

his fingers seeming barely to touch the

ivories. Victor Gaskin. whose face and

upper body unfortunately remained a

mystery to those sealed on the right side of

When horror takes over
LYING LOW
Bv Diane Johnson
vintage Books 278 pages $3.95

By CHRISTINE MARINI
lalkfiMi Staff

Diane Johnson is a writer who really

knows what scares us. Her compassionate*

yet unsentimental examinations of modern

life contain no vampires or werewolves —

indeed, none of the standard devices of hor-

ror stories. Nonetheless, in her novels

Johnson somehow displaces the precarious

distance between ima^nation and reality,

between paranoia and "reasonable fears",

with a finess that is all the more disquieting

for its apparent banality.

Lying Low pulls the reader into the

murky world of political cHminals and

fugitives living and hiding in post-60's

California. Marybeth (alias Lynn) is being

hunted for her involvement in a bombing

incident that she car, barely remember. She

works at night and spends her days hiding

out in a rented r<:»om, wonder I j;^ how long

it will be until iier cover is blown and she is

taken away. Marybeth is constantly trying

to squelch feelings of trust and security,

hut years of exhausting, unceasing alert-

ness have taken their toll. She tries to

justify her j>erpelual paranoia as much to

herself as to anyone else.

Marybeth 's landlords are unaware of her

past. They are Anton and Theo. an elderiy

photographer and his ex-ballerina sister,

who are livii.g together out of convenience.

the house, plucked his string bass

masterfully to achieve both whining and

singing qualities. (Gaskin also accompanied

the orchestra in the two classical works

performed without the trio).

The ten most exciting minutes of the

evening (not including making a mad dash

through the Whitewater rapids of Puffton to

catch the 7:51) were provided by Keith

Copeland. who has drummed with everyone

from Stevie Wonder to the South Dakota

Symphony. His use of drumsticks, brushes,

mallets, and even his bare hands during

"Impromptu" made for a drum solo so

varied and heartfelt it elicited an en

thusiastic round of applau.se. This was quite

an accomplishment considering the high

brow caliber of the majority of the audience

— at an all jazz show the listeners would no

doubt have been hooting with delight

during and after such a display. The
audience did. pull through, however, giving

the entire group the double standing

ovation they justly deserved.

Their boarders are almost like family to

them, in many ways closer to the old couple

than they are to each other. But despite all

of their differences. Anton and Theo.

Marybeth. and even the sort-of-maid Ouida

all share a premonition of evil happenings

that for each of them will prove to be true

in a very personal way.

Johnson knows these people very well.

We can understand and sympathize with

Anton's fear of growing old and losing his

masculinity, and with Theo's realization at

the age of 60 that she has never really done

anything with her life. But these in

dividuals problems are su|)erceede(l In

"real" issues — missing children,

policeman at the door. Which indeed i.s

worse — inward torture or genuine out-

ward threat? Typically, .Johnson leaves

that question for each character (and

reader) to answer for himself. Marj'beth at

last realizes that there is "terror that must

wake everyone in the world" — that terror

is a given, no matter what its source.

Another interesting feature was the

world premiere of the "Concerto for Piano

and Symphony Orchestra" written by

UMass' own distinguished faculty member.
Dr. Frederick Tilhs. Reflecting African as

well as Eastern influences, the piece

maintained a suspenseful. unresolved edge,

breaking out into a thoroughly American

jam reminiscent of "Cool" (West Side

Story). The chilling squeaks from the violin

section and the strong dymanic contrasts

that could only come from an orchestra of

this scale complemented the trio ef-

fectively.

On its own. the orchestra also performed

Concerto in F for Two Wind Choirs. " by

Handel, and Tchaikovsky's "Suite No. 3

Opus 55 in G Major" in a more traditional

vein.

Overall, the orchestra trio combination

was an interesting demonstratmn of a

successful Odd Couple that made this

sogg>'. skeptical spectator felt it was
worthwhile getting her toes wet.
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THIS
WEEKS

Shampoo
Normal-X-body-Oily-DrY

Conditioner

Regular-Dry-X-body-Oily

Tropical

Blend

Noxzema 4 oz

$1.13
reg. $1.63

Oil or Lotion

$1.62

Stayfree 30's Mini Pads

79*

Reg.

$1.27

Colgate
regular 3 oz

Colgata
Gel 2.7 oz

I

All sale items also available

in the Mini Store

Open
M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

'^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE*

MICRO CASSEmE-CORDER WHICH
PROVES THAT SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

Sony Droves triat smaii is as handy as it is beautiful

The M9 micro cassene-corder is imy enough to take
along to school, the oftice or any meeting But it has
large easy-to-use buttons and one-touch recording,

so the student and executive alike will find it a
Cinch to operate Two speeds allow up to 2 ^ours
of recording And when you re finished pop it into

your pocket The economical M-9 A great little

Sony tor those very big assignment

SONY
e

Sale

V list 64.96

X'--.

•*%i

u

Save
$15.00

o«of
list price

;- ^»
/

model
number
M-9

••• •* /]
'quantities

limited '
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Hypercurricula

LEGAL STUDIES STUDENT
ASSOCIATION MEETING - There wiU

be a general meeting of the Legal Studies

Student Association. Those attending will

plan a lecture series for the fall semester. If

you wish to attend, but cannot, contact

Scott 549 0048 or leave your name, address

and telephone M at the Legal Studies Dept.

3 p.m.. i:19 Hampshire House.

PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE MEETING
— People's Gay Alliance meeting.

Everyone welcome. 6 p.m., PGA office. 413

Student Union.

STUDENT MEETING - UPC general

meeting. New members welcome. 6:30

p?m.. 174 Campus Center.

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING -
Explanation of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC) Program,

a degree granting program which allows a

student the opportunity to design their own
major. 7 p.m., Crabtree.

NODAR DJIN. SOVIET FILMMAKER.
WILL PRESENT HIS WORK - Nodar,

Djin. Soviet Jew. journalist, and filmmaker

will present his work. "A Perspective on

Documentary Photography in the USSR —
A Case of Soviet Jews." Part of Anthro^06,

and is open to all. 7 p.m., Thompson lOii.

IF YOU LOVE THIS PLANET - An
academy award winning zl minute

documentary on nuclear war featuring a

speech by Helen Caldicot with film clips

from Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Discussion

afterward. 7 p.m.. Butterfield House
Lounge.

STUDENT CHAPTER OF WILDLIFE
SOCIETY — Meeting to discuss future of

the chapter Mandatory for all wildlife

undergrads — concerned others very

welcome. Please come and help keep this

RSO from extinction! 7:30 p.m.. Room 31^

Holdsworth.

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB MEETING -
Planning for April: bike race on the 30th,

CCA film on the dSth. Planning for May:

day trips and weekend trips. New members
welcome. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 811-

815.

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
ALUMNI CAREER NIGHT - Several

psychology department alunmi/ae will

share their career experiences and answer

questions about careers and graduate

school. All interested persons are invited to

attend. 8 p.m.. Campus Center Room 163.

SINGING AND LAUGHING IN THE
NUCLEAR AGE - Feminist singer, Betsy

Rose, appearing with nuclear comedians,

Fran and Charlie. A celebration of our

ability to care for each other and the world

in these absurd and troubled times. 8 p.m..

Campus Center Auditorium.

AFS STUDENT RETURNEES
MEETING - All AFSers of any type are

invited to an introductory meeting; to meet

each other and see if there is interest in

forming a club. For more info call Meredith

Farnham at 546 5ij57 or Greg Grande at

546 3^89. 8 p.m., 801 Campus Center.

MASS PIB WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY -
All women are invited to come and study

with us in an informal setting the life and

teachings of Jesus Christ as described in

the Bible. 8 p.m.. Campus Center Room
801.

OHAG CANDIDATES' NIGHT -
Orchard Hill Area Government will sponsor

a question and answer period for official

candidates. Everyone is wekonw. Bring

your questions and concerns to the can-

didates. 8:30 p.m.. Dickinson Main Lounge.

GRADUATION NOTICE:

Student Speaker
Information

Seniors interested in being considered for the

student speaker at Commencement '83 should

submit their names with a draft of a

proposed speech to:

Bryan Harvey Office of Vice Chancellor/Student Affairs;

i

545-2334 319 Whitmore

Topics: general interest subjects

Length: 5 minutes

(3 double-spaced pages)

: April 22, 1983
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After the Fall
By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
l-xlited b> Maritarrt Farrar and 1 rude Jaffc

IIU Im »«g»>n iHan s>a«rMr

ACROSS
1 Express dtsap

provai

4 Language
peculiarity

9 Sign of spring

13 Grizzly

14 nnoutned

15 Pretix with sphere

16 Formerly
17 Storefront

features

18 Eastern land

19 Captivate

21 State

23 City.Penn

sylvania

24 Nitnc andsul
phuric

25 Drudges
29 See 24 Across
33 Nimbi
34 Dash
36 Annie in

Oklahoma
37 High point

38 Register

39 Father of Thor

40 Autograph Abbr
41 — Hay

Huxley novel

42 Descendant
43 Followed
46 Baked treats

47 Novels. eg
49 de sac

50 Fix up
53 Like the Capitol

57 Memt)erof the

chorus
58 Assagai
60 Mam Street fea

ture

61 Like snails

62 High flyer

63 Tidy

64 Actress Goldie

65 Plums
66 Bath, England

DOWN
1 City SW of Zurich

2 Hops dryer

3 Reliyiously con
servative

4 Stick

5 Shore town in

New Jersey

6 Hunter or Keith

7 Derived from oil

8 Supernatural

9 Craving

10 Olympus name
1

1

Amo. amas
12 Riesling e g
13 Buzzer

20 riimself of

22 Revise

24 Attribute

26 Aspect
26 Rabbit fur

27 Namesakes of a

Cassini

28 Overhead figure

30 Rays
31 board, TV

prompter

32 Helmsmen
35 Sites

38 Expresses ap
provai

39 Ophtfiaimologists

41 Prelm in space
words

42 Surface on stag

nant water

44 Part ot the city

46 Groups of twenty

48 Flower calyx part

50 Lacking prudence

51 Ending with

citron

52 Arrange com
pactiy

53 Country place

54 Cavil

55 Inter

56 Sue s

Twyia Tharp

ballet

59 Self

13
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WEATHER

Scattered snow showen
likely today with hight

around 40. Extra blankett

tonight with lows in the

20'8. Fair tomorrow with

highs around 45.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Hamburg on roll

Liver and Onions

DINNER
Turkey club sandwich

Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce
Cocktail Sauce

Coponota Spaghetti

BASICS LUNCH
()at^)urKers

Garden Medley Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Fried Clams/Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce
Coponota S|:)aghetti

Collegian Staff

Have a say in what happens with your newspaper

next year. Collegian elections for next year's editors

will be held all dav Thursday in the office.

Come get to know the candidates

Candidates night, where all those running for Col-

legian editor positions will speak and answer ques-

tions, will be held tonight.

7:30 p.m., Machmer E-37
For more information call Kevin Bowe aX SJkS-SSOO.
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ANVRBA^
MICHMS

Apply Now!
Collegian
Needs

Finance Manag(
for next Fall!

It's a vital role in the
business management

of vour newspaper

THE WORLD IS^YQUR CAMPUS

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

AROl ND THF WORLD:
all I9K;J (Sept 14 Der l.\)

Seattle • Kobe. Japan • Pusan. Korea
• Keelung. Tainan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta. Indonenia • C olombo. Sri Lanka
• Bomba>. India • Haifa. Israel or Istanbul.

Iurke> • Alexandria. Lgypt • Piraeus. Gre«:e
• Cadi/. Spain • Ft Lauderdale. Florida

S|M>n<Hired b> Ihr I imrr»it> of Pillaburgh Srme«»er al Sr» iiffrrs sludrnlt a suprrior

full »rme«lrr aradrmic program and nupportinR field c%perirnce« This one itemeairr

pxperirnrr i* available to qualified »ludenU from all arrrrdiled roile||e« and univer
«itie» *

More than «0 \o\a||e related uni\ertit> rourne* farull\ drawn from the I ni\ersil> of

Pill«hur|h and other leading uni%er«itie». augmented b\ \i»iling area expertt

Optional lour^. inrluding uperial tour* into the People* Republic of C hina. avmilahle

Semester at Sea admit* Muden«« Mitbout regard to color, rare or creed The SS
I niverae i* full>

America
air conditioned. IH.OOO ton*, registered in Liberia and built in

klHirgI

(alifo
I- or a free < olor brochure. »*rile Semester at Sea. I CIS. I ni\ertit> of PitlalHirgh. (orbes
Quadrangle Piltuhurgh PA 1S260 or call loll free (HOO) MS4 0I9S (in

(TI4( ::i 6S90)
fornia call

EARN OVER
$1000 A MONTH

RIGHT THROUGH YOUR
SENIOR YEAR.

If you're a junior or senior majoring in engineering, math,

physics or chemistry the Navy has a program you should know
about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-Collegiate

Program and if you qualify, you can earn $1000 a month right

through your senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Can-

didate School, you'll get an additional year of advanced
technical education. This would cost thousands in a civilian

school, but in the Navy, we pay you.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only one of

every six applicants will be selected. But if you make it, you'll

have unequaled hands-on responsibility, a salary of more than

$40,000 in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

both in the Navy and out.

Talk to the Navy representative on campus April 20, or call the
nuclear program manager at (203) 528-9988 The Navy Nuclear
Program. Not only can it help you complete college. It can be
the start of an exciting career.

Hovy Officers G*t R«sponslblllty Fast

Baseball team sweeps Softball team takes

Northeastern Hxiskies
By TONY BETROS

Coll«ffiaa staff

Good pitching, timely hitting and stellar

defense.

The University of Massachusetts men's

baseball team scored a perfect 10 on all

three yesterday, as they swept the Nor-

theastern Huskies 10-0 and 8-0 in a

doubleheader at Lorden Field.

Although the weather was quite cold, the

UMass bats and gloves were sizzling.

Chris Waszczuk was the hitting star for

the Minutemen, going three for four in the

first game, with a home run and he also hit

a solo shot in the second game. The two

home runs give him 10 on the year,

breaking the school record of 8 set by Bob

Hansen in 1968 and Warren McReddie in

1981.

UMass pitched lefty Tony Presnal

against freshman Dave McLean in game
one, and the first year player from Nor-

theastern was rattled early. Dean Bennett

led off the bottom of the first with a walk

and stole second. After a walk and a force

out put runners on first and third, Bennett

scored on a double steal to put UMass on

top 10. Waszczuk hit a gapper to right

center field, scoring Todd Comeau from

second. Freshman Jeff Cimini singled to

right, putting runners on first and third.

That brought up catcher Butch LeBlanc,

who hit a shot back to the mound that was
gloved by McLean. Waszczuk was caught in

a run down between third and home. But as

McLean went to tag Waszczuk. he dropped

the ball and Waszczuk scored.

There's more to come, folks. In the home
second, Angie Salustri and Comeau reached

base. Waszczuk entered the batters box,

not realizing he would soon enter in the

UMass record books. On an 2 pitch,

Waszczuk slammed a three- run homer deep

in the left center field to give UMass a 7

lead.

Presnal, meanwhile, was pitching a fine

game, allowing only two hits through four

innings. In the bottom half of the fourth

inning, Waszczuk home run fever caught

on. First, Salustri hit a solo homer to left

field, and, after Waszczuk singled, Cimini

belted a two run shot to left to put UMass in

double figures at 10-0.

Presnal went five strong innings for

UMass before being lifted for Scott Foster,

who shut the door on the Huskies, allowing

only one hit the rest of the way.

The Minutemen started the second game
strong also, chasing pitcher Mark Risio

early. UMass scored three runs in the third,

on a Bennett triple, which scored two runs,

and a Salustri double, which scored Ben

nett.

Northeastern couldn't do anything

against Bob Kostro. managing only two

singles. Maybe they should learn from

Waszczuk, who hit home run number 10 in

the third, the fifth consecutive game he's

hit a home run.

Presnal raised his record to 41 and

Kostro is now 13 as UMass improved to 7-

12. The Minutemen travel to Boston College

to take on the Elagles Friday.

UMass beats Amherst
By SCOTT HOOD

C«U«Ctea staff

Twa.«* not a weekend of "Singing in the

Rain," for the University of Massachusetts

men's tennis team. Instead, the last three

days have been a constant chorus of Super
tramp's "It's Raining Again" and the

daaak "Raindrops Keep Falling on My
Head".
Although the netmen managed to

squeeze in an unofficial scrimmage match
against Amherst College yesterday, the

weather certainly did justice to Rainbow's

hit song "Stone Cold."

Because of the wet weather, UMan had
three matches canodled this weekend. A
doubleheader against Bowdoin and Central

Connecticut on Saturday and a match Sun-

day versus Clark were the unwilling vic-

tims of the weather. Overall, the

Minutemen have had five matches rained

out this spring and have played only three

(Boston College, Holy Cross, and M.I.T.).

Despite the chilly conditions. UMass
squared off against Xhe Lord Jeffs Monday
afternoon on the Boyden Courts in an unof-

ficial match (Amherst refuses to play

UMass in an official match).

Of the 1 1 singles matches played, UMass
won five, including the top three. Neal

Mackertick, at his usual number one slot,

destroyed Spencer Gray 6 1 , 6-2. Steve Jor-

dan cruised past MUt Williams 6-3, 6-3, and
Stuart Goodnuui struggled with, but finally

defeated. Matt Cochran 6-4. 4-6, 6-4.

UMass suffered defeats at four, five and
six singles. Amherst's Roger Holt beat

Rich Lindgren 6-2, 6-2, Jesse Herman got

by UMass' Mike Duseau 6-3, 7-6, and Tom
Wyas sailed over Mark Gelinas, 6-2, 6-4.

Of the five remaining singles, UMass
captured two. Victories were recorded by
Earl Small (6-4. 6-1) and Chris Allaire (6-2.

6-2). Losses were suffered by Dave Singer

(3-6. 6-3. 7-5), Dave Salem (2-6, 6-2. 7-6),

and John Lynch (7 6, 6-3).

In the doubles, it was all UMass as the

Minutemen swept all four matches. The
winning teams were Small-Gelinas (6-3,

6-0). Mackertick-Duseau (2-6, 6-4. 4-3).

Jordan-Lindgren (7-6, 6-3). and Lynch-
Singer (6-4. 6-3).

This afternoon, weather permitting, the

Minutemen will travel to Springfield Col-

lege to take on the Chiefs. Thursday night,

the netmen leave for Pittsburgh, Pa. to

engage in the Atlantic 10 Championships
on Friday and Saturday (April 22-23).

As of now, no makeup dates have been
announced for the cancelled matches.
Although the culmination for the season is

scheduled to be the New England Cham-
pionships (April 29-30), it is highly probable
that will not be the case.

two from Providence
By GERRY deSlMAS

PROVIDENCE — "This is the hard way

to do it." said UMass softball coach Elaine

Sortino as freshman Lynn Stockley retired

the side to preserve the Minutewomen's 1-0

lead and sweep yesterday's doubleheader

with Providence College.

Stockley threw a one hitter in the second

game and Jackie Gaw's shot to third

baseman Kelly Callahan and Callahan's

error enabled AUyson Rioux, who had

singled to left two batters earlier to score.

witti the sweep, coupled with a 4 0, 7 1

sweep of Vermont last Friday, have the

Minutewomen riding a nine game winning

streak. UMass owns a 20 4 record.

UMass pounded out seven hits in the

opener and cruised to the 4-0 win behind

the two hit pitching of Cathy Reed, but in

the second game Providence's Mary Arndt

kept Massachusetts at bay as she scattered

six hits through the first six innings.

"In the first game." said Sortino. "we

came out swinging. We made things happen

and we got on top right aw^. We were

never really threatened."

In the second, UMass just couldn't get

anything going and their best opportunities

came and went in the second and sixth

innings.

But. to their credit in the top of the

seventh. UMass finally got the run across.

Mary Ann Lx)mbardi went 2 for 2 in the

second game. Sally Maher went 2 for 4 and

Gaw smacked a double.

In the first game, UMass didn't wait until

the top of the seventh to score and they

took all the suspense out of the game in the

first inning.

After Missy Oman singled to left and

moved to second on a Gaw sacrifice. Maher
doubled to left to drive in Oman. Beth

Talbott reached base on an error and Maher
scored.

In the fifth, Tina Coffm singled and was
followed by two consecutive sacrifice bunts

by Lombardi and Ann Ringrose. Rioux RBI
single made the score, 3-0.

UMass added the fourth run in the sixth

as a Lombardi single hit in Talbott.

"That was a tough game," said Sortino

afterwards.
Against Vermont last Friday. UMass

took two not so- tough games from the

Catamounts, 4 and 7 1. Cathy Reed had a

no- hitter going into the seventh but k>st it

on two hits punched out by UVM.
Stockley prevailed in the second game,

only giving up four hits and holding Ver-

mont to one run. which they got in the

seventh inning.

UMass face.s the Springfield Chiefs as

they look for wins number 21 and 22. The
Minutewomen will be hosting the Chiefs at

NOPE this afternoon at 2:30 p.m. No rest

for the weary.

Kr

Jim Knaub of Long Beach, California, exults as he finishes the 1983
Marathon in 1:47.10 to win the wheelchair dirision.

lie 1982 Indexl
is in 103 C.C.

Mon-Fri 2:30- 4:00

The cost is only $5.1

1

Iwe also have 1980& 1981

Book Now for

Low Summer Charter

Flights to Europe!

We also do:

Eu railpasses

Youth Hostel Cards

Car Rentals in Europe

Train Tickets

Tours

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003

545-0500

«' -- * » ^^ ^» **^
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open 24 Hours-7 am Mon. thru sat. mifdnlte- Sunday 12 Noon to 8 pm
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

STOP6
SI10P

MORI WAYS TO SAVEI
On
Manufacturers'
Coupons

Manufacturers Coupons are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
»ve double your savings Details in store

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICESI

^HUNDREDSOFSPECIALS

You 'II find them all over the s tore. Plus \^ -^-^ i

hundreds of Warehouse Values. \^'^i,

Including valuable Stop & Shop Coupons
Check out even/ page ol this circular It can save

you dollars more Pick one up in the store

STOP& SHOP HAS A MARVELOUS OUY
ON IMARVAL U.S. GRADE A

FRESH TURKEY
10-1 3 Pounds

SAVE
Hi

2QUUJTYIiJUIIES
MEATY CHICKEN!

Turkey Drumstick AQ
^•tn^^ MoQt Tasty Oam Meat lt>^W

Turkey Breast 1 OQ
i' ''iK,'"}-:

^-

Turkey Wings Fr«sh RQ
U'Mi fc» MakngSout) it/lVW

Turkey Cutlets 9Q
Cook«d Turk«y Ham 1 MQ
Fr*sh Turk«y Roast
us&'rf '. ••

. . It)

30:

149
STOP & SHOP MEAT COUPON *'

SAVE 50-
I Marval Boneless" i Marval Cooked
I
Turkey Roast

STOP & SHOP VIE AT COUPON

SAVEW
m^* * f>»^

{
Turkey Ham

C W « II »»i (laM

^ n PWJ'^r

•>»> Or <'•««» n lawi wm mm i\\\ I i , 4 Bj3I£^

ITS TIME TOCUTYOURGROCERY DILU
SAVE ON ITEMS YOU USE EVERY DAY!

Natural Vegetablas Of^r
LWx ' 'vtfwi Cnn Cu' ^M

Niblets Com ^JQ
Mott's Apple Sauce 9 for*!

Knnkie Cut Chips 70
Stop & Siitt " ' '.- twiQ Si c 4 SfoC' W

.79
3-1
.78

Star-KistTuna
f , .

- ^ . g-^! n Ol rx Waif

Mac & Cheddar
Goo*- .1 . .

• • ^

White Rock Cola
7 III*' ««) O' D'<»' pkj«i Deposit

Chock full o' Nuts

Progresso Soups
Tr»n-.^io Mac 4 B*ar jf Sp*'' '^a

Progresso Beans
30 Ol Car\ Cr\K* P%»'> R«J KuTwyO' Cannetiioi

Vanity Fair Towels
'OOC Pty P»ck8ge P'fM To«»e(s

TMe 1*9 0i P»ck«9e laundry Otergeoi | g

Tude 9 oTnequBi

':S

e Toothpaste! ^Q

SAVE M RK FWZEI FOODS:

Waffles A for'!

Morton Pot Pies Otor 7Q».i.-P*g C^k;.- ^ 19
Green Giant 10 ozPkg OQ

Ice Cream ! OQ
Sun QicKv Half Gal Carton Asst d Flavcs | Vw
Un 01 HKSM BAKED BOODS:

Big Daisy Bread O for QQ
English Muffins ^ for <

!

1.19
Orange Juice
SlfHiiS'Trx. -r ,.f ir"i<'>romC.oncenlrate

Krafl 1 lb Pkg Ou.«rtp'%

Cottage Cheese 1 flQ
Li^lnLiveNorSeal«<>SISmalCurdl60;CA« IbVV
Dannon Yogurt Ofw SO
e Oz Cup Lo«»(at A«st d nayocs a* WW

LEG QUARTERSUUib
Chicken Breasts .1 09

Chicken Legs t 69

Roasting Chickens , 59
.'.' • rf-f' 'l I'.Ull'"'" St, t:^^.(

Whole Chicken Breasts - 1 1

9

Perdue Chicken Legs < 79

Perdue Chicken Wings t .69

Assorted
Pork Chopsi ^Q
Counlrystyle Ribs *139

Center Cut Pork Chops *, 1 .79
Pru* i.i»n Tnm SH.«1 Hi I MS'i

Sirloin Pork Cutlets «.2.49

STOPftSHOP
THE SATISFYING

Top Round Roast ^ ! QQ
jSDACr<i>ceBe«lRo.>nc I aWW
Round Tip Roast ^ 2.09
USOA CfKXca Baet Round

7-Bone Chuck Roast , 1 39
USDA Choce B««l Chuck

Undefbiade Roast Bone m til .69

Round Tip Steak i,269
iiSllA( '«»i.H,^^H. I,," 1

Top Round Steak -.2.69

7 Bone Chuck Steak », 1 .49

Ur le Steak Bone In t,1 79
I ISI lA I rum ». MiH-4 I ri.n •

Lean Stewing Beef 1 1 99
UM lA I h< w «. Ho-I 1 fx« k

THE BESTDEU
COKNtR
DELI

Roast Beef

Cheese & Pepperoni Loaf l^2 99
,2.

Mom.'

BUYSroRATERRnC
TASHNGSAUUH

Rednpe

TOMATOES39
c

Fresh Spinach
10 ounce pactcagp .79
Fresh Mushrooms 1 1Q
17 ounce package lalW
Cucumbers M ^r*!
Firm and C'unct^i ^W I

Fresh ScalHons g ^*i

Belgian Endive 100
AOaunrSrsChOBa lbWW

cnspnoRD
APPLES ON SALL

Red Delicious, Rome
Mcintosh, Idared
or Empire

Large Sizes
Extra Fancy

2-1

Great lor

salads

and cole

slaw, too

i
STOP S SHOP GHOCfRV CXXJPON Q m STOP & SHOP GHOCfBY COUPON Q

I FREE ^^1
! Star^kist Tuna^^^ I Mac. A Cheddar
I Chunk Light in vyaler or oil | Gotdeo Gram

I
6V, ourx»can *'^ | 7 v. ounce package

STOP A SHOP DAIRY COUPON Q STOP* SHOP GMOCtRY COUPON Q

Raga Muffins
7 02 pkg Blueberry. Apple-

^

Cmn . Fudge CNp & Strawwberry V®

PHIsbury BIscuNa
Country Style or Buttermilk

Of Butler 7V. oz pkg 4 19
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Collegian i5

Ait

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

68 VW Bug great condition, excellent gas

mileage. Dependable, asking $400. firm.

Call 25-5660 ask for Steve

Valiant-wagon slant six runs good $200 -

Tom 686-3401

1980 Chevy Monia, 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable, excellent gas mileege, very

good condition. 80 call 266-6612

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS!
Donns. Semis, Greeks. Call-N-Save. Paul

549-4406

FEMALES STOP SMOKINQI

Female, smokers. Short term therapy to

promote cessation of snwking in comfor-

table, productive way. Sliding fee scale

Pyschological Services center. UMass
54&O041

FOR RENT

1 bedrm Puffton apt. for rent; avail.

June 1. Call Jesse: 546-2707, 549-5916

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhouse available May 31st Mayflower

Apts 175/mo plus utilities on bus route.

2S&0661

2 bedroom apt. summer sut>let w/fall op-

tion Colonial VIg 296t- 253-6142

One bedroom Brandywine summer
sublet with fall option. Call Doug /Peter

549-6660

Cleen 2 bedroom Southwood apt. sum-

mer sublet w/falt option. 256-8667

Houses • June - Aug plus fall option, 4

bedrooms $485-500 in Northampton. 5 bed

in Hsdley $600 plus, for summer only. Call

after 3:» pm. Skibiski Realtors Northsmp-

ton 684-3428

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo /Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

646-9819 for info

Four 21st row seets for Alebema 4/22

Hartford beat offer 6-4469

Qreteful Deed: AprM 22 New Haven; ticket

and bus $28.00 546^)600

King site Waterbed - heeter, liner, mat

trees, cover, heedboard etc good cornlition

2 yrs okl call 549-6669

* 10-epeed women's Schwtnn 22"

frsme $96 or trade for bike w/ larger frame

IfTO Ford Falcon heavy duty alterT>etor.

r>eeds er>gine work $200 or BO
caM 2B3-2M2 Doni^

Turntable PhHipa 212 good cond $50 or BO
cal 2S3-3688 we wHI dealll

10000 used records just bought. Hun-

dreds put out daily MAIN STRErr
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 684-31» or 666-6726

FOUND

Pair of glaaeea at FAC bus stop on 4/12.

(Tuesday) 546^19
Womena eyegl
Gary

outside Monilt call

Down Veet in Herter 231 on Fri April 8 at

3:» pm call 253-2146 to identify after 6

keep trying

HELP WANTED

Earn $600 or more eech school year.

Rexible hours. Monthly payment for plac-

ing poster on campus. Bonus based on

results. Prices swsrded ss well.

800-626-0883

Workstudy positions recycling project.

Experienced people to handle cash. Apply

SUB 306 1-4 pm 546^18

Salee/Merketing Cempus Rep. position

for student. Working on promotion & sales

of BEER Products. Part time. Flexible

hours. Benefits. Lori 1-800-232 1904

Counselors private co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and assis-

tant instructors in: Arts & Crafts, basket-

ball, gymnastics, tennis, dramatics, music

director/piano accompanist, video /film-

making, pliotography, model rocketry,

radio station (AM), computers, waterfront

(WSI), and sailing. Also needed: general

bunk counselors (male openings only) snd

unit leaders. Good salaries - friendly at-

mosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner

-Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace,

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277-7600

day »-4

Interested In obtaining employment in

the Natural Resources Field

(Forestry/Wildlife)? For comprehensive

employment guide, send $6.00 to: Natural

Resource Employment, PO Box 67, Tomah,
Wl 54660

Importing Firm seeks versatile

employee experienced in computer data

entry general accnt and bookkeeping with

typing skills position also involves diverse

duties such as order processing inventory

control, superviseing part-time employees.

Send resume to Box 648 Easthampton MA
01027

Employment Opportunities part

time/nights available for Spring/Sum-

mer/Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores

and Graduate Students in University Alum-

ni Telephone Solicitation program. $4.00

plus an hr. People with sales and/or

telemarketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Telefund Office Memorial Hall

The Collegian Day Qraphics Dept has

openings for 3 pasteup people for next fall.

Applications will be accepted April 19 and

20 from 9:30 am to noon ONLY in Rm 105

CC.

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate pyschology student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

herpes. If you have genhai herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 PM

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi

tions available for full-time legal asststsnt

interns for Fall 1983 semester Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid atorneys at LSO wtth

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and

referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation Maintain

continuing caseload under anorney super-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern

ship arxJ credit, contact Office of Intern

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22. at Office of Intern

ships. Writing sample required Further in-

formation, ISO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Gold Omega watch red /beige wristt>snd

left in 1 St floor women bathroom GTWR
4/12 reward call 546-9906

Rve keys on Budweiser key chain lost Fri-

day wtiile thumb»r>g to Worcester 4/8

549-2873

PERSONALS

All UniversltY Women are invited to CN
Omeos for dinner lues Apr 19 and Thurs 21

St 6:30 snd for s Dynasty Psrty Wed 20 at

9:» for more info or RSVP call Felice

546-0162 check us out

To the plaid ahlrt. denim jacket, and curfy

hair in from of me on Monday's N.Y.C. bus

call 6-9256

Bonnie - 1 dkln't forget. Lots of kyve Happy
Birthday. . Sherri

KLD Happy 14 montf« you owe rue dinner

tonight. Love MJC
Scott Katarivse Happy 20th sorry it's latet

Love always Lisa

MHchel - my heavsn in s menly encase-

ment - I tove you - Jsime

To Ondy C. Happy Birtt>day big sistar

from your little brother. Just one more yeer

af>d your on your own

Kathy C. Happy Birthday one day late

Sorry, but they dkJn't puWieh yesterday.

Love your favorite Sportswriter

Free trained Leebian/Gay Peer Counseliog,

referral MTuTbF 4^ pm 433SU 546-2646

Here's your demn persor^el MeureenI

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info St

Newman Center

Congratulatlona Maureen, Elise, ArKlrea,

Laura, Connie, Lisa, Minds, Kathy, Alicyn.

TBE forever love Keren er>d Cheryl

To: The guy with the one-strapped overalls

and red /white baseball hat who was at Col-

lege Pizza on 4/9 at 1 :30 am - I'd like to get

to know you. How about another game of

Centipede? RSVP
SIOMA SIGMA SIGMA

Open Rush
All UMass Women Invited

Tues April 19 9:00 - 10:00

Wed April 20 9:M- 11:00

Tri-Sigma 382 N. Pleesant St.

Ckiestions: call 54&OO46/0075

Sigma Delta Tau
invites sll Univ women to Open Rush

Tues 4/19 Dinner

Wed 4/20 Dynesty
Thur 4/21 Dinner

Call Donna for info 545-0527

409 N Pleasant St
SWAG ELECTIONSIII

Pick up Nomination Pap>ers

in SWAG Office

Due 4/22 for info call 546-0961

Hey U.M.M.B., The pledgee of KKPsi

sponsor pie in tt>e face day Fri, May 6, 5-7

If you have $160 and a way to New York
you can be in Europe by the day after

tomorrow. For details, call Airhitch R, toll-

free (800) 372-7234

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DIssertetlons, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

584-7924 Nancy.

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY
~

College students who have grown up
with a chronically ill sibling sre needed to

perticipate in study. Experiments! credit

available. Call 545-1569, 4-6 PM, April 19-22

ROOMMATES WANTED

Male wanted for summer sublet @) Roll-

ing Green 80.00 per month 256-8121 after

10:00 PM
Responsible female wanted to share

sunny Southwood Apt summer/fall
253-5109

1 or 2 roommetes for 3 bdrm townhouse

spt for fall senr>ester M or F 1 rm available

call 549-1833 __^
Two femeles for one bedroom in sunny

Southwood townhouse call evenings

256^)669

Wented: 2 or 3 females for 2 bedrm Bran-

dywine Apt Jun 1st - Dec 31st spring option

549-2726

Roommate(s) wented for 1 bdrm in 2

bdrm apt fall option low rent 665-2961

3 housemates wanted; quiet considerate

and non smoker Contact Amy 546^7444

SERVICES

EUR0PEB0UND7 "Backpacking Made
Easy" offers tips from experts that save

money, tin^e, frustratk>ns. Har>dy guide

makes backpacking fun ar>d prevents

hassles that'll ruin a trip. $3, SASE, to

Solomon. 300 Palisade Ave, Yonkers, N.Y.

10703.

SUMMER SUBLET

Femele wanted to summer sublet Bran-

dywine room For more information

64^0425

1 bedroom Puffton Apt completeiy fur

nished pool /tennis $125/ person 549-5207

Spend summer at Townehouse Apts 3

bedroom, sir conditioned, fumisried apt. 1

nrwle from campus, directly on bus route call

549-0307 ask for Liz or leave a

Three bedroom Towr>ehouse Apt 6/1

-9/1 rent negotiable call 649-1833

Large four bedroom apartment adjacem

to campus $460/mo negotiable cal Debbie

548^646

Two bedroom Brittany Manor A|K fall

optk)n reeaor^eble cat 2E3-W/8

3 Bedroom townehouse Southwood spt

fully furnished pool itnrm courts rent neg.

catl25frOB40

Summer Sublet w fall option 2 bdrma

pertty furnished on bus route Squira VMage
666^3849.

1 or 2 furnished bedrooma in a 2

bedroom Southwood townehouse
pool/AC June 1 Aug 31 $130 for single,

100 eech for double rent negotiet)le call

253-2541 after 6 p.m. keep tryingi

1 bedroom apartment fully furnished

Swies VHIege, fall option. 256-8683.

Summer et Puffers room Jur>e - Aug fait

op wash/dryer 110-t- eech Carriea 6^5686

1 cozy furnished room in Puffton 3 br

avail sumn>er only. $110 mo reap female

649-5184

Cheap 2 bedroom Brittany Manor ept

air conditioning call 548^001 548^006

3 bedroom Townehouse Apt furnished

price negotiable pleese call 549-6187 or

546-9397

Amherst Ctr apt 4 bdrm fumiahed $160-1-

elect ea call 253-5298

Townehouse two bedroom furnished A/C
$225 per/rrx) Rendy 549-6469

Puffton Village 1 bedroom rent negotiable

549-6816

TO SUBLET

Cheap furnished 3 bedroom apt air cond all

util inci summer only 256-8389

Two bedroom Colonial Village Apt

room for three, on bus route, laundry and

pool facilitiee, $100 per month eech Call

253-7168

Northampton four bedrooms June

-August $660/month two floors two baths

564-8126

2 bdrm Brittant apartment best offer fall

option one person 256-0506

Two bedrom epertment with fell option

Cliffside $360 utilities included 665-4680

Two bedroom summer sublet fall op-

tion bus route pool call 256-0223

Brittany Manor apartment summer
sublet with fall option 2 bedrooms 253-2214

Sublet 2 bedrooms furnished Cliffside

apartments $340 everything call 665-4210

evenings (Jur>e 1)

Mery Poppins would approval Fully fur-

nished Brandywine apartment. June 1 -Aug

31 call 549-1511

Excellent cond. new carpets Cr floors 2

bedroom spt summer sub. fall opt. .

665-2081 Randi

One bedroom left beautiful Amherst

home one minute from campus
$176/month 256-0170

Two, one-bedroom apts Cliff:*ide fall op-

tion 275.00 incI pool pets OK bus 665-2512

lesve messege

2 bdrms Cliffside $360/mo utilities inc fsll

option call eves 666-4963

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

Two bedoom Southwood apt for sum-
mer/fali option call Suzp nr>e 253-5215

Greet Apt - Brandywine 6/1 to 9/1 2 mo
option, 1 bedrm, A/C pool, cable, rent

negotiable, 6-81 10 or 6-8732

1 bedroom townhouse Southwood with

fall option available July 1 or negotiable on

3U8 route call 253-9662

Summer sublet sunny 3 br spt in Amherst

Center reasonably priced 549-4437

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton spt.

rent is negotiable 549-5715

1 bedroom apt Colonial Vlg June 1 with

fall option $246 incI hot water pool on bus

253-7739 after 10:00 pm
Puffton 3 bdrm for sunrwner furnished

Ches54»4711

Two bedroom apt summer sublet w/faN

option pool, frequent buses, near 7-11

$31 6/m negotiable 666-7972 keep trying

One or two bdrm apt on bus route sum-

mer w/fall option 666-2253

Cheep sublet 2 bedrooms available $250

June - Aug call 548-4049 5^ pm
2 bedroom Presidential Apt sumrrter

sublet w/fall option 10 min walk to campua
5«-6154

Three bedroom Puffton sublet Jur>e ttvy

August $375 mo 549-3722

3 bedroom ept in SunderieruJ falloptnn

only J30/mo pool on bus caM 666-7038

Orte room in house vvlth fell option $116

Tim 549-6138

Summer sublet w/fell option 2 bdrm
Cotonial VHiage apt on bus route, pool,

leundry fedlities $296 s nwnth can 266-0408

Col Vlg 2 bdr apt on bus rt $296/mos sum-
mer sublet fal optk>n 253^9660

3 bedroom apt in Puffton $290 month
summer sublet call 546-8464 or 546-8460

2 femslee wanted for 2 bdmn Brandywine

apt sumnr>er sublet fall optk>n rem r^egtW

648-1406 after 10 pm
Leverett on 83 Ig room in house, gerden,

waterfall, bus JUne 1 $100/mo 549-4700

Ljnda

Or>e room in 2 bedroom Colonlel VWege
ept available June 1 fall optk>n cat

253-7178

1 bedroom ept In Southwood to aummsr
sublet w/fsll option 253 9006

WANTED

Cash for your records, tapes 546-2838

J Bjk for Jsromir/lesve message)

aass Rings. Gold snd Silver Jewelry and

Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleesant,

Amherst, 256^710

The Colleglen Dey Graphics Dept is now
ecceptir>g spplications for 3 pasteup posi-

tions for next fsll. Applications svsilable

ONLY Tueeday April 19 and Wednesday
April 20 between 9:30 am and noon in room
1 ()6 Campus Canter.

Wanted 1 bedrm ept in Puffton for sum-
mer sublet srKl fall option. Call Laurie

665-7766 keep trying.

Beetlee mualc (notes - words) for guitar

pleese cell Marie 546-4680

Tutor needed for ECE 222. Will pey. Call

Jane 6-6641

WANTED TO RENT
~

$25 rewerd if you help us to find s 3

bedroom Puffton Apt beg June or Sept call

Amy 6-6816 or Andrea 6-5498

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt In Puffton for

June w/fail option 548-0787
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Gorillas split overwet weekend
By JIM FLOYD

CollcfUn SUff

It just didn't feel like a lacrosse weekend.

Lacrosse weekends are supposed to be

sunny and warm but, it rained Saturday as

the Gorillas drowned Boston College 18-6

and it was raw and cold yesterday when
University of New Hampshire slipped away
with a 13 11 win

If you were one of the 400 or so lacrosse

faithful who showed up for the first half of

the BC game but were five minutes late,

then you most certainly gave the

scoreboard a doubletake.

The Gorillas, led by two early Greg Fisk

goals, exploded for five goals in the first

five minutes of play and tallied once more
later in the pericKi to lead 6 at the first

buzzer.

The torrential rain turned the usual Hill

hoedown into a Tobin umbrella party as

only the most aquatic Gorilla fans allowed

Mother Nature to wash their clothes for

free.

The 250 other fans gathered by Tobin

Hall, where the major consolation to the

rain was that the team was finally blowing

someone out. And heckhng, which is

usually drowned out by the perrenial

throngs that gather for THK spring sport at

UMass. could be heard over pounding

raindrops.

The Gorillas scored two more goals in the

second period and BC. in an effort to make
things interesting, tallied three tunes to

make the halftime score 8-3.

The second half turned into a blowout as

UMass pulled out to a 14 goal lead at 18 4

before two too late BC goals created the 18

6 final.

The chief pluckers of the Eagle's feathers

for the Gorillas were Fisk, Mike Fiorini and

Tim Cutler. Fiorini finished with five goals

and an assist. F^sk had three goals and six

assists (four assists on Fiorini goals). Cutler

chipped in four goals and two assists.

Then came UNH and a cold day for the

Gorillas and their fans. To be sure, the

Gorillas outplayed UNH. the second ranked

team in New England, throughout the

contest but the end result is who scored

The ball didn't bounce the right way jeatcrday. Gorilla Dave Annino watches the UNH gcmlit turn away
another shot in the 13-11 loss.

more times.

That team was UNH. as the Wikkats
clawed their way to a 13 11 victory in front

of2000 blanketed fans.

The Wiklcat jumped out early behind a

handful of "I can't believe they scored on

that shot" goals and appeared to be headed

to the lockerroom for hot chocolate at

halftime with a 6-2 lead.

Wrong. In what amounted to tneir

biggest offensive expk)sion of the year, the

Gorillas scored three times in 28 seconds to

end the half in a flurry and get things close

at 6 5.

First, it was Karl Hatton. who scored on

a pass from Fisk. with a scant thirty

seconds left in the half.

Then, bang, Fisk took a pass frotn Fiorini

folk)wing the faceoff and fired another goal

home. The elapsed time between goals was

ten seconds and a subdued crowd became
an excited one.

Not to be outdone. Paul Fogarty used up

all of eighteen seconds before he scored the

final goal of the half with just two seconds

to go and suddenly a confident Wiklcat

squad was shivering.

In the second half Gorilla goalkeeper Tom
Curran was replaced by Gerry Moreau.
who helped to anchor the further ad
ventures of UMass comeback, as the team
fell further behind but eventually took the

lead 10 9 on a Fisk from Chris Schmitz goal

with 15 seconds left in the third period.

Things were not to be however, as the

Wildcats scored four goals down the

stretch, one where Moreau intercepted a

pass but deflected the ball into his own goal

to offset the lone UMass tally and produce

the final outcome.

Despite the loss, which dropped the

Gorillas record to 2 4. head coach Dick

Garber still feels this is a good lacrosse

team that just doesn't get any breaks.

"I believe we should be 5 1 and I can't say

after this game we played that badly." said

Garber.

The Gorillas travel to Hofstra to take on

the 12th ranked team in the nation at 7:30

Wednesday night.

Gazelles win two games over weekend
Over top rankedHarvard

andBoston University
By ELLEN RICHARD

( olteKiaa Suff

It was Win well earned for as the eighth

ranked University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team played an intense,

aggressive game against top ranked

Harvard Crimson Tide to capture a 7-6

victory over the previously unbeaton

Crimson. Sunday at NOPE field.

On Monday, the emotionally drained

Gazelles (5 1) traveled to Boston University

for a make up game and came home
exhausted, but 10 4 victors.

The Harvard I'Mass match up always is

an exciting one and with UMass goaltender

Rita Hubner making 26 saves and the team

hitting seven of 15 shots, UMass never lost

.he way to victory.

"It was a fantastic contest," coach Pam
Hixon said. "Harvard had many op-

portunities lo score but Rita was out

standing. Rita was definitely the deciding

factor. Harvard was a superior offense. I

was really pleased that we held them to six

goals."

Harvard threw 32 shots at Hubner but

could not capitalize on most. The Gazelles

kept their heads to insure that every shot

counted. The main goal was to concentrate

on taking good shots and keeping Harvard's

attack to a minimum.

Massachusetts started off with a quick

lead in the first half and never fell behind.

At the end of the half UMass had a slim 3 29

lead.

Between periods, Hixon told her team to

play aggressive, but smart, on attack.

"With a 3-2 score in lacrosse it's anyone's

game. Our main objective was to take the

good shots. We didn't need to rush and take

bad shots because we had the lead. We
went up right away to 5-2. We wanted to

run as much off the clock as we could after

that.

"

After three quarters the Gazelles were

up 6 3. Harvard came back with two goals

to close the gap to 6 5. UMass scored an

insurance goal but the Crimson crept within

one again. It was to no avail, however, as

the fighting Gazelles held on for the win.

Pam Moryl led the attack with four goals

and Linda Haytayan contributed two. Sue

Kosloski added one more to the victory.

"This was the best game we've had all

season long." Hixon said. "We took ad-

vantage of the good scoring opportunities

we had. We took quality shots on attack and

that allowed us to stay ahead. We scored

when we had the chance."

After an intensity packed game like the

Harvard encounter it would have been

difficult for any team to settle down and

play the next morning. But the Gazelles

traveled to Boston for an 11:30 a.m. game
with BU and hung in for the win.

Moryl and Haytayan lead the scoring

with three goals each and Kosloski added

another two. Bunny Forbes aJso chipped in

two goals.

"It was a game very difficult to play,"

Hixon commented. "It took a lot of energy.

We were definitely fatigued and it showed.

We were just happy to come home with a

victory."

"Debbie DeJesus was in goal and did a

.super job. She was definitely tested."

The Gazelles have started into the heavy

part of their schedule with two important

games approaching. On Thursday the

women will face Dartmouth at NOPE field

with a 3:00 p.m. start. Then next Saturday

the team will travel to take on the

University of New Hampshire.

AP I^aMrptioto

Greg: Meger of Wellesley, breaks
the tape at 2:09.00 to win the 1983
Boston Marathon yesterday.
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By Tracey Bryant

Grenadian Ambassador Wants Peace

Thursday, April 14, 1983 was Caribbean Awareness

Day and also Pan-American Day The guest of honor

was the Grenadian Annbassador to the Organization of

American States (OAS), Dessima Williams In an 8

p.m lecture in SB A 116, Ambassador Williams at-

tempted to clarify and dispel many of the current

political myths surrounding the island and its relations

with the US, the Soviet Union and Cuba

Throughout her speech she stressed a desire and need

for peace and self-determination

The guest speaker stated, "We don't want to make

open charges (against the United States), but I will

use historical background" to make the point She

said that 'the unjust and unequal relations are the ma-

jor source of antagonism and confrontations" bet

ween the US and other "countries of the Americas
"

The Grenadian Ambassador said that there is a U.S.

program of "destabilization, intimidation and un-

friendliness against the governments of the Anr>ericas

seeking to transform an independent path from the

traditional lines of the United States government."

She cited old and new examples of US. interven

tion and covert actions in the Caribbean and South

America She began by stating that the United States

ruling interests became liie base of imperialism m the

region when it replaced United Kingdom prescence

and imperialism.

In 1898, said the Ambassador, the U S government

attacked its own vessels creating a pretext for the

takeover of Spanish colonies

in Guatemala, she continued, "there was the brutal

overthrow of the popular government of Arbenz in

1954, when President Arbenz refused to create a

multi national bank " In the 1930's the US brought

in and maintained Samosa in Nicaragua, Williams

stated

She then cited the role of the US government in

"frustrating" the processes of El Salvador and US
intervention in Chile. She also mentioned that there

was a massive program of propaganda against

Michael Manley in the seventies, who lost the

Jamaican election. The Ambassador then listed seven

points of U.S. intervention n her own country.

She reminded the audience of the program against

Cuba: an economic embargo, political hostility and

isolation; a program that ranged "from poison cigars

to the Bay of Pigs."

She then asked the audience why these measures

were taken. She answered by saying, "because Cuba

espoused a different (political) philosophy" She call-

ed the program against Cuba a "disrespect of Cuban

national will and the right to self-determination"

The justification for U.S. aggression and interven-

tion in our hemisphere has often been "to keep

America safe," said the Grenadian representative

She explained that the first tool used for this supposed

purpose was the idea of Manifest Destiny "It was us-

ed for the extermination of the Indians and slavery in

America," stated the guest speaker.

Williams said that the Monroe Doctnne was next

and stated that "this hemispere (the Caribbean, North

and South America) shall remain under the influence

of the United States " She added, "We in Grenada re-

ject this thesis."

Bringing her explanation into the present, the Am-

bassador said that during the days of transition bet-

ween Carter and Reagan, the Committee of Sante Fe

was formed with the intention that: "this hemisphere

will be the background of the U.S. regaining of

military and economic strength."

"There is a sense of urgency about this

hemisphere", said the lecturer The US wants to

regain what is considered (in our view inaccurate) the

loss of US esteem, she explained The speaker con

tinued, "There are more CIA operations and more big

business, more training" with the intention of "regain

ing a sense of big power on the backs of the people of

the Americas," she stated "Grenada has been a vie

tim of this policy
'"

"We have the right to have relations with anyone

we want,'" she said. "The US makes contmous at-

tempts to dictate policy (to other countries) "

Detailing her point, she said, "Cyrus Vance sent

written instructions to Grenada warning us that we
will be influenced and dictated to by Cuba" "'We

have relations with many countnes that Cuba doesn't

have relations with,"" said the Ambassador to refute

the claim of Cuban dictatorship

The Grenadian representative assured the audience

that Grenada is not building a Soviet-Cuban military

airstrip, and she called Reagan's suggestion that

Grenada was training bandits to takeover the Carib-

bean "hilarious"

Pertaining to US intervention and policy for the

Dessima Williams

region, the Grenadian representative said, ""All this

has to change "' We are optimistic that it will, she con

tinued "We know that the Amencan public wants dif-

ferent relations with its neighbors"

"'What IS needed is a policy that would be m your

own national interests and that of the Americas," she

told the audience
Continued on page 3

Black Musicians Conference '83

Provides A Sound Education

By Angela Brown

In overview, this year's Black Musicians Conference was
a well rounded celebration of Black America's continuing

musical development. Although the big concert of the week-

bng conference wa.<( cancelled at the last minute, and
Woody Shaw's group filled in for Dextor Gordon for a too

small (but delighted) audience due to the confusion, the

whole conference provided an important educational ex-

perience on the traditions and directbns of Black culture. It

did all this through a variety of artistic media, including a

panel discussion, an art exhibit and the special sounds of the

Billy Taylor Trio and the Springfield Symphony, Marion
Brown, and others.

The Billy Taylor concert opened the conference last

Sunday and was co- sponsored by the American Music
Festival.

When this writer attended his concert with the Symphony
she was surprised by the excitement and relevance of this

orchestral performance. The blending of Afro- American
Jazz traditions with the symphonic form resulted in a highly

unique kind of music.

In fact, the impression given by the performance was
something like a "deluxe" big band sound, with a full or-

chestra instead of simply a horn section, interacting with

the Trio.

This was especially true in a piece written by Taylor

entitiled "Impromptu for Trio and Orchestra." It began with

a call and response interaction, in which Taylor played

melodious lines on the piano and the orchestra resonded.

Sometimes the strings alone accompanied Taylor's k>nger

strands of melodies, and did so with a great effect. Touches

of the blues were indeed present, as is always true of Jazz

music. Victor Gaskin's bass riffs and Keith Copeland's

bebopping drum rhythms anchored the sections when the

Symphony played as a whole.

As the Symphony worked up to a high energy level in this

piece, it was clear that all the performers were having a

great time. Many faces broke out into smiles, and some
vioUnists stood up from their seats to peer over their

colleagues' sholders to get a better view of the action. After

Copeland's strong drum solo, the entire crew broke out in

sound, putting an energetic punch into the climax.A few

lines from Taylor's grand piano brought the piece to a close,

bringing the audience to its feet in a standing ovation.

J%*U---

Taylor and the Symphony also provided a imp<Hlant
rendition of the "Concert for Piano and Symphony
Orchestra" written by our own Dr. Fred Tillis, who is

presently Director of the Fine Arts Center, and a professor

in the Music Department. The piece was written in its final

version only last year, making this its world premiere.

The week continued monday with Marion Brown's ex-

cellent solo performance, which was broadcast live on
WMUA. And Woody Shaw more than adequately filled the

absence of Dextor Gordon on Thursday. For the many who
missed this sensational performance, be appeased since it

was perhaps less painful than catching only the last set of

Shaw's talents on the trumpet and flugelhorn. as this writer

unfortunately did. missing most of an excellent show.
The Black Musicians Conference gets better every year,

all should be hopeful and grateful as it becomes a well

established institution at UMass.
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Unity for Growth
Editorial by Segun Eubanks

In recent weeks there has been a lot of conflict and

dissension within our community. Although these

conflicts have had different circumstances and may

not be related, depending on which chain of gossip

you listen to, it is important for us as a community

within this University, to take a long hard look at this

growing problem.

First of all, we as a community do not constitute a

very large percentage of the University population.

We are very spread out and many of us are a long way

from home. We are here in this "Fantasy Island" in

the middle of nowhere to obtain an education that we
all deserve and all have the potential to gam

However, it is very important to remember that we
are only here because we had to struggle to be here.

And we will remain here only if we continue to strug-

gle, so why jeopardize our very existence at this

University because of petty conflicts?

As many of you know, especially upperclassmen,

racism exists in all aspects of our University environ-

ment All one has to do is to look at our recent history

to prove this

How many of us remember Seta Rampersand, a

Black Ufy^ass students who was found dead in a motel

room and police or coroners could not determine

cause of death m spite of much evidence that she had

been drugged and beaten?

Or Jose Pontes who was found dead sitting in a

cha'r in his dorm room, with cause of death being

determined as suicide by hanging? Or the three sisters

who were beaten by police in Russell's liquor store?

As a matter of fact how many of us know about the

brothers on campus who, this semester, have been

harrassed by police and University officials behind in

cidents stemming from racism in our dormitories?

Oh, but I bet you know who was fighting who at the

Horseshoe and who Erica killed on "All My Children"

last week Excuse the sarcasm but sometimes it turns

my stomach to see where we have been placing our

priorities.

Brothers and Sisters it is time, no it is way past time

for us to get our act together Some of our freshmen

will not be returning next year because they are flunk-

ing the same classes that most upperclassmen have

already passed

Why? Where are the study groups and support

groups to help keep our Brothers and Sisters here?

Sure there are CCEBMS and BCP and they deserve all

our praise and respect But adminisf^ators are not go-

ing to be the ones getting us through this place We
must help each other It must be a student to-student

effort If we act as a community and not as a group of

cliques we will excel not only in academics, but m ail

aspects that this University has to offer

There are many organizations that need our support

and membership As the year comes to an end these

groups will be electing officers and recruiting

members for next year Through membership in these

organizations and positive participation m community
events, communication networks can develop and we
can begin to rebuild and strengthen our community
So why not attend a Malcolm X Center, or Nummo

or Afrik-Am meeting - to name just a few Who
knows you might learn something that's really rele-

vant to your college education You might just meet a

close friend And most importantly, you might be able

to make an important contribution to your community

and have a good time too You never know until you

try

Essentially, I believe we are fighting on the wrong

battlefield We must stop struggling amongst

ourselves and start struggling together for the com
mon goat of achieving our educational, social and

community objectives

Peace and Love, Segun C. Eubanks

Corea's connection to South Africa

In response to readers' reactions, and as an

acknowledgement of our own oversight, Nummo
News wants to comment on our printing a review

of Chick Corea's latest release (April 11).

The album Again and Again was recorded at

the South African Broadcasting Company in

Johannesburg, South Africa, within the borders

of strict apartheid. In this country, with a ratio of

five Blacks to every White, the White minority

has total political control. This minority maintains

Its power through racist tactics such as imposing

curfews on Blacks, killing Black school children,

and torturing political prisoners who fight for

Black majority rule.

By committing these atrocities, the South

African government has drawn the attention of

the United Nations. The UN holds sanctions

against the country in an attempt to isolate it for

rejecting all peoples' right to self-determination.

These sanctions include military aid and oil em-

bargoes as well as sports, academic, and general

cultural boycotts.

The United States is one of few countries to

have voted consistently against the UN resolu-

tions that condemn South Africa. In addition to

being one of only two countries woldwide to host

the South African rugby team in the Fall of 1981,

the United States continues to develop South

Africa's nuclear energy and arms technology.

Thus, in recognizing South Africa as a legitimate

state, the United States supports apartheid.

UMass students should be familiar with at least

one of the UN sanctions: last week's SGA ballot

included a referendum concerning the funding

and sponsorship of academic research in South

Africa. The campus vote tallied 1454 to 819 in

favor of regulating UMass contacts. Those who
support this academic boycott should also

understand the need to support a cultural

boycott.

Chick Corea's appearance in South Africa

clearly violates the UN resolution, and, in effect,

tries to suggest the validity of this unjust, racist

regime. Buying Corea's new album not only

serves his goals of personal profit, but supports

the apartheid government as well, however in-

directly. With this understanding, Nummo News

encourages all to adhere to the UN sanctions;

upholding the international boycott is an expres-

sion of solidarity with the oppressed peoples of

South Africa in their struggle to liberate their

homeland.

We at Nummo News also want to point out our

internal mis-communication as a warning: none

of us supports the repression in South Africa, but

not one of us spoke out about the implications of

our having pnnted the article, did we realize the

seriousness of that mistake. We hope that from

this error we and others learn to challenge con-

tradictions as they arise and not to remain silent.

For more information on sanctions against

South Africa, see the March 1982 issue of the UN
Monthly Chronicle.

Nummo wishes to extend its deepest apologies

to Richard Thorpe for the production problems

that obliterated the meaning of his last music

review. We hope no embarrassment was caused

for him.

Members of the Pan-Asian Repertory perform

In "Yellow Fever," which brings the 1983 Third

Wnrid ThAntftf Sariea to a close.

Health
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Editor's Note: This is the fifth of Masherrill

Fant's six-part series, provided by Nummo in the

interest of public health. Watch for next week's

entry on alcoholism.

Part II: Some important facts

about STD's
By Masherrill Fant

The last part of this series on Sexually Transmitted

Diseases will discuss genital herpes and answer some
important questions Herpes simplex virus type II

causes gential herpes, the fastest growing STD in the

U S today One reason for this rampant growth of

genital herpes is that there is no cure

The symptoms are small blister near or on the site

where contact was made with an infected person The

blisters burst leaving highly contagious sores which •

spread These sores may last up to six weeks and they

may be accompanied by fever, muscle aches, and

swelling of pelvic lymph glands Genital herpes can be

treated to relieve pain or discomfort, but there is no

cure

The following are some common questions asked

about STD's
Q Can STD's be prevented?

A Yes, STD's can be prevented by use of a pro-

phylactic, also known as condoms or rubbers. The
prophylactic may also be used as a contraceptive and

It IS the only contraceptive that can prevent STD's
Q: Is intimate or sexual contact the only way to

Brynne Clarke and Keith Johnson,

CCEBMS seniors, are caught enjoying a break ir

|the New Africa House.

transmit STD's?

A: It IS safe to say Yes to this question, including

kissing an infected person with mouth sores The

chances of becoming infected from toilet seats, door

knobs, or other inanimate objects are negligible

because the organisms which cause these diseases die

almost immediately when exposed to light and air

away from warm moist areas of the body
Q; Can a person be infected with more than one
STD at the same time?

A
Q
A

Yes
Can a person become immune to STD's?

No A person can be re-infected again and again

and again.

If you have any other questions plase contact the

University Health Services or the VD Hotline at the toll

free number 1-800-227-8922.

Source

Health Education Department, University Health

Services, University of f\^assachusetts, Amherst,

MA
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i Donald Byrd and moderator, Fred Tillis at the

Panel Discussion, "Perspectives on Black

Music" Tuesday as part of the Black Musicians

Conference.

Black Musician's Panel:

Society and Music
By Brenda Ling

As part of last week's 12th Annual Black Musicians

Conference, a panel discussion on "Perspectives in

Black Music" focused on the intricate ties between

economics, politics, mass culture, and Black music.

Archie Shepp, saxophonist and UMass music pro-

fessor, Donald Byrd, ethnomusicologist and chair of

the Pulaski Endowment for the Arts, Warrick Carter,

president of the National Association of Jazz

Educators and chair of the Division of Fine and Perfor-

ming Arts at Governor's State University, and Jeff

Anthony, jazz program specialist at the National En-

dowment for the Arts (NEA) spoke to an audience at

the Cape Cod Lounge about the history, present situa-

tion, and future hopes that Black musicians share

Influenced by a natural "insistence on percussion"

and a "tonal basis" often foreign to the European

tradition, "lazz is Black music, " a panelist said Black

musicians, "by virtue of the skin in which they live,"

will produce art that differs fundamentally from

others', as it communicates a nr>essage particular to

Blacks' social ex(>erience.

In describing Blacks' rich musical history, Shepp

mentioned Buddy Bolden as the "father of lazz" who

has greatly affected artists such as Charlie Parker,

Lester Young, and Miles Davis Shepp referred to

these men's bass, piano, and rhythm drums as reflec-

ting Bolden's contribution of "metaphoric propor-

tions "

Carter pointed to T J. Anderson and Louis Gott-

schalk as two composers who also realized the impor-

tance of musicians' use of native elements and ex-

perience In this sense, although many artists, in-

cluding Howard Swanson, Robert Harris, and Leslie

Adams, were educated at the same institutions as

their white contemporaries, the music they produce is

quite distinct.

Presently, the music industry is governed by per-

formers' ability to satisfy producers' question of "how

much IS It worth?" Byrd's stark description of the

recording industry's motto, "you play the music, and

we'll take care of the money" emphasized the reality

that today's music is often devalued from an art form

to a means of making "some fast money right now"
Unfortunately, the recording industry's political and

economic power structure does not consider Black

jazz to be a profitable venture This is reflected m
public funding of, for instance, the NEA's jazz pro-

gram Anthony stated that, of the total NEA budget,

which equals only 80 percent of the monies available

to U S military bands, 10 percent is allotted for jazz

programs, as opposed to QO percent for European or-

chestral music This clearly outlines the non-

precedence of Black music in the minds of ad-

ministrators who control public dollars

Anthony also pointed out that European music has

"withstood the test of time" only through the help of

non-profit organizations' monies He concluded by

saying that, today, European 'classical' music is

beyond its immediate context. Inferencially, since

music as an art is a descnption of reality, it is society's

duty to acknowledge the contemporary expression of

Black people by offering public monetary support for

more jazz programs

With an ear for the future, Byrd stressed that "it's

about time that we make a more concerted effort" to

define vhat Black music is. After a de emphasis on

dollars and profit, Black music may return to the peo-

ple as an expression of life experiences, reflecting all

social, economic, historical, and political elements.

Shepp suggested that, ultimately, Black musicians

will gam a sense of owning their own culture and will

be able to "tie the business of music to the survival of

our community."
As a final note, Shepp responded to a question by

criticizing musicians for not opening political dialogue

sooner, especially with South Africa in mind. If only

they had formed political ideas earlier, musicians may

not have been faced with the cultural-political crisis

that exists today.

(Se-3 Editorial, page 2)
^

Photo by Mei Rosenthal

A photo from Mel Rosenthal's collection depicts a New York City

demonstration protesting the eviction of over 200 families from Villa Sin

Miedo (Town Without Fear), Puerto Rico. The town will be the subject

of a documentary exhibit as part Latin American Week.

Latin American Week Documentary Exhibit

A documentary exhibit with photographs and text,

Villa Sin Miedo, Puerto Rico (The Town Without

Fear), will be held at the University of Massachusetts

Student Union Art Gallery April 17-30.

The exhibit will include photographs by Mel Rosen-

thal who directs photographic programs at Empire

State, and text by Professor John Brentlinger of the

UMass Philosophy Department.

Student participation in the event will be

highlighted by a panel discussion of political art Fri-

day, Apnl 22, 3-5 p m , in the Student Union Com-

monwealth Room. Luis Melendez. a Puerto Rican stu-

dent studying agriculture at UMass, and Roxanna

Bell, former editor of Nummo Newt, will join the ar-

tists in the discussion Rosenthal will present a lecture

and slide program representative of his photographs

taken in Cuba, Haiti and South Bronx.

Brentlinger, who is currently collaborating with the

photographer on a book presenting the Puerto Rican

immigrants' struggles, will lead the discussion Accor-

ding to Brentlinger, there is a tradition in Puerto Rico

of poor, landless people being rescatadores de terrene

- land rescuers (they don't call themselves "squat-

ters")

Villa Sin Miedo was founded in November 1980, by

a group of landless poor people on a 65 acre parcel of

government land about 20 miles east of San Juan

Years before, the government has designated the land

for agricultural use, and had promised to divide it into

small plots for distribution to the poor, but this was
never done.

So the land was "rescued" and the village was
founded by 200 families who were self -organized and

worked together to build a partially independent

economy Their developing values became a

challenge to the colonial regime which ultimately

destroyed the town by force

"We urge people to attend the exhibit It is a very

powerful statement of what life is like for the poor of

Puerto Rico who seek to organize themselves into a

political force," said Peter Brown, acting Commuter
program coordinator

The exhibit is sponsored by the UMass Arts Council

and coordinated by AHORA, The Office of Third

World Affairs and the Commuter Area Government.

A reception for the artists will be held April 23 in the

Student Union Art Gallery from 3-6 p m.

-ms

Steve Turre, trombone; Bobby Hutcherson, vibes

yyoody Shaw, trumpet; and guest Archie Shepp

tenor saxophone at the Fine Arts Center last Thurs

day night.

Continued from page 1

The US needs to make a commitment to the ideal

of self-determination and mutual respect for its

neighbors. These are reasonable and workable pillars

of a new policy, she said

She asked would a policy of self determination

break the cnsis in Central America?" She answered,

"We will never suggest that the system will change

overnight, but we believe that it will change A policy

of self-determination will bring an end to intervention

in places like Nicaragua and El Salvador" She con-

tinued, "We believe there is a start there."

The Ambassador reminded the audience that a

policy of self-determination and mutual respect would

keep US dollars at home.

"It's in your constitution People have the right to

change their government - to have a revolution by

any means possible We have the right to exercise our

sovereignty, " she said

""The policies of today are so dangerous, we feel it is

our duty to call for peace This is why we venture to

speak, not to tell the US what to do," she said

The government of Grenada from every platform

available has stated its desire to have the Caribbean a

place of peace, independence, and duel government

"We believe withm this lies a plan workable for

peace in the Caribbean," she said
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Announcements * Announcements
•

^ Emergency CCEBMS Meeting ^^ Tuesday, 5:45 p.m., Morril Auditorium^

••••••••••••••*
AURRA highlights Pre-Freshman

Weekend at Amherst

AURRA will be the featured group at the 1983

Cabaret, an annual event sponsored by the Annherst

College Black Student Union as part of Black Pre-

Freshman Weekend. They will appear on Friday, April

22 at 8:00 p.m. in the Annex in Valentine Hall Tickets

are $5.00 m advance, and $6 00 at the door.

Also scheduled the same weekend is a visual artistic

presentation of the Iwa Yoruba Art Exhibition. There

will be a guided tour on Saturday, April 23 at 300
p.m. in the Mead Art Museum. For more information,

contact the Gerald C. Penny Black Cultural Center at

542-2384 or Zanthia D Conway, in the Admission Of-

fice, at 542-2328.

Latin American Week

April 19-30

Dedicated to the Latin

American Women
Aprill? 30

VILLA SIN MIE DO ART EXHIBIT

Photography by Mel Rosenthal

Text by John Brentlinger

Student Union Gallery

Once a part of the talented group Slave, the lead

singers of AURRA, Curt Jones and Starleana young

along with other former members of Slave, left that

group to form the unique sound that is now known as

AURRA This group has recorded such popular dance

tunes as "Are You Single," "Such a Feeling,"

"Checking You Out," and "Make Up Your Mind
"

Steve Washington, the founder of AURRA, is perhaps

one of the most prolific young songwriters and pro

ducers on the music scene today Steve plays bass,

guitar, drums, trumpet and percussion Curt Jones

and Starleana Young play p)ercussion in addition to

singing lead and background vocals The group is

rounded out by Tom Lockett on piano and sax

ophone
Washington, Young, Jones and Lockett all view

themselves as a versatile group of artists who produce

happy heart warming songs with original lyrics rhap-

sodizing romantic relationships Come and see them.

It promises to be a treat!

President of Hispanic Workers

Alliance to speak

A presentation entitled "Minorities in the Labor

Movement Today" by Jose LaLuz will take place on

Wednesday, April 20 at 7 00 p m in Campus Center

Room 803 LaLuz is president of the Hispanic

Workers Alliance and organizer from the Connecticut

State Federation of Teachers LaLuz's appearance is

sponsored by the Labor Relations & Research Center

Workshop and puppet show identify

chikiren's sexual assault and prevention

On Wednesday. April 27 at 7 p m in Campus

Center 168 of the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, there will be a workshop for the community

at large about children's sexual assault and preven-

tion, sponsored by the Educator /Advocate Program

of Everywoman's Center and the Men Against

Violence Against Women The presentation will be led

by Geraldine Crisci, MSW with the Franklin/Hamp-

shire Mental Health Services and Project Director of

the Personal Safety Curriculum of the National Center

on Child Abuse and Neglect.

As a follow-up, the following Saturday, April M, in

Campus Center room 101 of the University of

Massachusetts, there will be two puppet productions

for children to make them aware of their right not to

be abused and to identify resources available to them.

The first show will be at 1 p.m. for children aged 5-6

and the second will be at 2 p.m for children aged

7-10 The title of the production is "What Should I

Do?", produced by the Elfin Puppet Theatre.

This event is free and open to all

Photography Exhibit on Puerto Rico:

Photography exhibit by Mel Rosenthal photos with

text by John Brentlinger entitled "Villa Sin Miedo,

Puerto Rico, The Town Without Fear," will be

presented at the UMass Student Union Art Gallery

April 17-30 Discussion, lecture and slide program on

April 22, with the artists and student panel. Student

Union Commonwealth Room 3-5 p m Opening recep-

tion April 23, 3-5 p.m.. at the Art Gallery

Tuesday April 19th

CONFERENCE
"Vietnamization of Central Arnerica"

by Robert Armstrong

Campus Center room 162

Co-Sponsored by; AHORA, Brigada Antonio Maceo and

Western Mass Solidarity Committee

Friday April 22nd

DANCE
Live music with "LOS PLENEROS DE LA 23 ABAJO"

directly from Puerto Rico and from Boston "ORQUESTA

SAOCO"

Student Union Ballroom

8PM 3AM

Donation: $3.50 with Student I

D

$5.00 general public

Friday April 22

POLITICAL ART OF LATIN AMERICA
LECTURE AND SLIDES
hy Mel Rosenthal

ComrrKxiwealth Room

Student Union Building

3-5PM

Sunday April 24th

CULTURAL EVENT

"BALLET FOLKLORICO DE MASSACHUSETTS" and

the folk group "SOROBEY", of the Spanish Enrichment

Programed UMass, School erf Education

Campus Center Auditorium

4PM 8PM

Friday April 29th

PANEL DISCUSSION

"WOMEN IN STRUGGLE"

Speakers from the F rente Democratico Revdudonario,

Circulo Cubano. Casa Nicaragua, and Comite Sdidaridad

con Guatemala

Moderated by Sonia Nieto

Campus Center room 162

7:30 PM

Saturday April ^h

FILM

"LAOPERACION"

Film by Ana Maria Garcia dealing with steriliiation of

Puerto Rican won>en.

Campus Center room 101

8PM

Lunchtime Workshops

will be offered Tuesdays from 12 00-1 00 p.m. in CC

811 at UMass Amherst. The workshop schedule is as

follows:

April 19, 1983 "New Technology - Whose Pro-

gress?" — film and discussion

April 26, 1983: Job Stress in the Office - Myra Hin-

dus and Betsy Hamilton

All community and University members are

welcome to attend these workshops. The workshops

are sponsoored by the Working Women's Task Force

of the Everywoman's Center. They are co-sponsored

by the Labor Relations Center and the University Staff

Association (USA/MTA). All workshops are free For

more information contact Myra Hindus at 545-0883.

Career Information

A series of four lunchtime workshops on Career In-

formation will be offered on Thursdays from 12-1:00

p m. in the Campus Center, UMass The workshop
schedule is as follows:

April 21, 1983 Interviewing Skiffs - Shan O'Brien

-room 903 CC
April 28. 1983 Resume Writing - Alice Smith

-room 911 CC May 5, 1983 Finding Job Oppor-

tunities - Alice Smith - room 911 CC.

All community and University members are

welcome. The workshops are sponsored by the Work-

ing Women's Task Force of the Everywoman's

Center All workshops are free of charge For more in-

formation contact Myra Hindus at 545 0883.

Evelyn King Comes
to UMass

On Thursday, April 21, contemporary rhythm and

blues returns to the Fine Arts Center here at the

University of Massachusetts with a performance by

RCA recording artist Evelyn King. The show will be

produced by the Duke Ellington Committee and UPC
Productions It will also feature Soulsonic Force of

"Planet Rock " fame.

Gong Show offers $100 prize

The Voices of Faith of Mt. Holyoke College and
Marc Elliott Productions presents a Gong Show. Fri-

day. April 22. 1983 at 8:00 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium.
A grand prize of $100 will be awarded. To audition,

call 546-5103.

Course Proposals Sought

The Malcolm X Center (located in the Southwest

Residential Area) is accepting class proposals for the

Fall 1983-84 semester. Anyone interested call 545-2819

or come down to the Center Monday through Friday

12:00p.m. - 11:00p.m., or Saturday 12:00p.m. - 3:00

p.m.

Remember: Today isMonday 'sclassschedule
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Fraternities meet
with administrators
over brawl arrests

By DAVID B. MINER
caii«rMa surr

Following a closed-door meeting yesterday afternoon.

University of Massachusetts Director of Housing Joseph

Zannini said he is optimistic that there will be no further

melees between Pi Kappa Alpha and Beta Kappa Phi

fraternities.

Zannini called the meeting as the result of a series of

altercations between the two fraternities to which

Amherst police called outside police back up. including

state police, when they found they could not control the

situation.

Three UMass students were arrested at North Pleasant

Street, where the incident occurred.

Zannini declined to directly state what went on at the

closed door meeting. But he did say that he and Greek

Area Assistant Director Nancy Maki met with

representatives of the two fraternities in a general "fact-

finding meeting".

He said the meeting "was not a formal hearing, we met
with the involved fraternities to try to sort out what
happened the other night. I am optimistic that its a result

of the meeting) there will not be any reoccurence of the

events of the other night."

He also said that a formal hearing would be scheduled in

the near future and referred all questions on the meeting's

date to Maki who declined all comments except. "See the

University Judicial Procedures." (Residence Area Judicial

Policy Act)

According to the act. there are two courses of action

which may be taken, a prehearing or a formal hearing

before an area residence judicial board.

In a pre hearing the accua«d and the area director nteet

to try to reach an administrative altemAtive to a formal

hearing.

U a formal hearing is held before an area residence

judicial board, a procedure similar to a trial is hekl. and the

board renders a decision as to guilt or innocence.

^>'§^^
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David Cramb, a junior plant and soil

Bciencea major, walka the long path through the
rain in downtown Amherat.

Professors' union

elects interim and
future presidents

By BROOKE STATES
( ollrfian Kl«ff

The Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP) has
elected new leadership while also negotiating with the
University for an upcoming contract. James Boylan,
chairman <rf the journalism program was elected president,

George Sulzner, political science professor was elected

interim president until next September.

"I was asked by people I respect to run for union office

and 1 feel that 1 could possibly be of some service to the

campus community," Boylan said.

According to Boylan. he will not take over formally as

president until September because he is on the Negotiating

Committee for the MSP. On campus the MSP represents

900 faculty and librarians. Statewide, they are part of the

Massachusetts Teachers' Association which represents

60,000 teachers in public and private schools from kin-

dergarten through college.

"The Regents (Board of Regents) have delegated the

contract to the trustees and the president's office," Boylan

said. The committee is negotiating a master contract which
will also involve the faculty at the University of

Massachusetts at Boston.

The MSP has been around for seven years." English

professor John Nelson said. According toNakoo. the MSP
has been instrumental in helping to g«t OMMMy for the

University. Nelson is one of two vice-presidents that were
elected for the union and also worked on the phone bank
which involved students and faculty in bbbymg tbe state

Legislature against cuts in higher education.

"As a faculty we have a strong interest in affirmative

action for minorities and women. Many of the deputments
at UMass are weak in equipment. We need to upgrade and
equalize this." he said.

"We could be one of the best state universities in the

country. The quality of students is on the rise. This place ia

on the Verge of a renaissance." he said.

Protesters ignore inclement weather to march against rape
Both men andwomen band togetherprompted
by rape inNewBedfordbar

L It^

By TRICIA A. YACOVONE
CaikcMa Stair

People of all ages and for aQ reasons

protested rape and sexual violence last

night on the Amherst Town Common
despite windy, rainy and unseasonably cold

weather.

The protesters rattled makeshift
noisemakers of bottle caps attached to

wooden sticks and held signs which read

"Rape Effects Us All. "Rape is Torture" and
"Rape is a Symptom of a Sick Society."

At the march's commencment. 21 people

had gathered at the Common to object to

criminal acts of violence. By the time the

marchers had encircled the common,
traveled north on North Pleasant street to

Pray street and then south to Kelk>gg

street to the Bangs Community Center,

more than 70 people were participating.

Some protestors thought it was even
more important to protest in the rain^

"Rapists don't stop for the rain so I don't

think the march should," said Elliot Glist, a

student at the University of Massachusetts

who joined the march oij North Pleasant.

"I have an 11-year-old daughter who
can't ride her bike anywhere. I rode my
bike everywhere when I was 11," UMass
student Diane Van Buskirk said.

Nancy Hewitt of the Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom
(CERRF), one of the groups participating in

the march, stuu, cvt.r>une protesting

despite the rain shows enough."

Judy, who wished her name to remain

anonymous for fear of potential harassment

due to her involvement in the Sisters in

Health, an organization calling itself a

"feminist political health" group said,

"When it started to snow this morning, we
didn't think anyone would come, but 70

people showed up in the rain and cokl.

Thanks for the support."

The idea for the march was generated

from a discussion about a New Bedford rape

incident which occurred last month, Judy
said.

"The fact that the rape occurred in a

public, lighted place and no one helped her

is more frightening than anything else," she

said.

Eric Radack, an organizer of the march
and a member of the Men Against Violence

Against Women group said. "It showed me
even more that we live in a rape culture."

At the Bangs Community Center,

organizers showed the film Rape Culture

which had film clips of rapists explaining

why they raped. In addition, the film in

eluded old film which depicted that women
want rape, and showed women who had

counselled or otherwise been involved in

dealing with rape victims. The film caused

tears, sadness and a sense of awareness

among viewers.

The unidentified rapist who participated

in the film said his rapes were acts of

CaNcfftm p4mU hy $lm Pvwvn

The faces of Valerie McCann, left, and Darlene Jones of Northaapton

expreas the emotional nature of their cause as they lead last oi^t's

March Against Rape with a sign reading •°--*— "=''*- "—-
"

'Sisters For Peace.

aggression an he saw his vktims only as

objects not as humans.
After the film, Radack described rape as

an agonizing experience.

"The symptoms of a rape victim are the

same as a torture victim," he said.

The organizers displayed a collage of

magazine advertisements which they

claimed perpetrate the myth about rape,

which they covered with signs which read

"Gaping is Raping — He has HIS clothes

on?!"

Ra^^ack quoted something he had once
heard, '"Pornography is the theory; rape is

the practice."

The one thing organizers stressed to the

protesters was to do something if they

know of any sexual harassment or violence.

"Don't do nothing. If you see something

happening, notify the police," Radack said.
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World and National News
Cuban diplomats expelled

from U.S. for espionage acts

AP l.a*rrplM>to

Former Solidarity leader Lech Walesea talks with western newsmen
yesterday in Gdansk, Poland following his release from questioning at

Gdansk police headquarters.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The United

States ordered two Cuban U.N. diplomats

expelled Tues-lay for what the government

called "hostile" and "blatant" espionage

activities.

Neither the State Department nor the

U.S. Mission to the United Nations

elaborated on the allegations, but their

statements indicated the Cubans were

caught in acts the government deemed a

serious threat to U.S. security.

Under a 1947 U.N. headquarters

agreement between the world body and

Washington, the United States has the

right to take action against diplomats it

believes are abusing their privileges.

The Cuban U.N. Mission, responding in a

note to the allegations, said it "firmly

rejects" the U.S. government's contention

that the two diplomats had abused their

privileges.

Cuban Ambassador Raul Roa declined

comment.
T^e two Cubans, identified as Rolando

Sal up Canto, a third secretary at the

mission, and Joaquin Rodobaldo Penton

Cejas. an attache, were given 48 hours to

leave the country. Their departure would

bring to five the number of Cuban U.N.

diplomats expelled in the last nine months.

In Washington. Alan Romberg, deputy

State Department spokesman, said Salup

and Penton "have engaged in hostile in-

telligence activities aimed at the United

States in blatant violation" of the 1947

headquarters agreement.

Joel Blocker, spokesman for the U.S.

Mission at U.N. headquarters, said the

U.S. government "takes the illegal ac-

tivities of the Cubans quite seriously. We
regard what they have done ... as blatant

and directed against this country."

He noted that the Cuban Mission, with 43

diplomats assigned, is the fourth largest

behind those of the Soviet Union, the

United States and China.

The Cubans, he said, "have a record of

continuing abuse of their diploniatic

privileges."

Last July, two other members of the

Cuban U.N. staff. Mario Monzon Barata

and Jose Rodriguez Rodriguez, were or-

dered expelled for "deliberate violation of

the trading with the enemy act" prohibiting

American citizens or companies from

trading with agents of countries placed on a

prohibited list. No furtner details were

given.

Searchers clean up embassy;

numberofcasualties uncertain
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Searchers pulled six mangled

bodies from the bomb shattered U.S. Embassy Tuesday

and said they expected to find more victims in the rubble.

The toll stood at 24 confirmed dead, including a top CIA
analyst and seven other Americans, and 23 presumed

dead.

Embassy spokesman Robert Reid said eight Americans

were confirmed dead and eight others were missing in the

wreckage. Among the confirmed dead was Robert Clayton

Ames, the CIA's Near East and South Asian analyst,

officials said in Washington in a rare case of naming a CIA
agent who worked abroad.

But authorities still don't know the precise extent of the

carnage in the worst attack yet on a U.S. facility in

Lebanon. There also was no clear picture of how it was
accomplished, although most accounts said a terrorist

drove an explosives laden vehicle into the compound and

died in the blast.

Ten Lebanese embassy empbyees. visa applicants and

visitors were confirmed dead, while 20 others were

missing, said Reid. The 47th victim listed was an embassy

visitor of unknown nationality, he said.

After Reid's announcement, workers recovered six more

badly mutilated bodies and parts of bodies from the

destroyed embassy cafeteria, but it was not clear how that

affected the casualty count.

Police said 120 people were wounded in the explosion,

including 22 Americans.

The bodies were hauled from beneath chunks of masonry

and concrete left in huge piles by the bomb, which ex-

ploded at lunchtime Monday. It blasted off the center

facade, collapsed all seven floors inthe central section and

caused heavy damage to the two wings.

Reagan pushesMXplan;

Congressmay approve basing

WASHINGTON - President Reagan embraced a plan

Tuesday to build 100 MX missiles and put them in existing

launch silos, promising it "will mean a safer, more secure

America" and put pressure on Moscow to negotiate nuclear

arms cuts.

Even congressional critics conceded the proposal has a

far I chance of winning approval than Reagan's first

two attempts to deploy the MX.
"Preserving the peace requires more than wishful

thinking and vague good intentions." Reagan said.

"Concrete, positive action is required to free the world

from the spectre of nuclear conflict."

The plan, drafted by the President's Commission or

Strategic Forces, calls for putting the MX, armed with 10

nuclear warheads, in Minuteman mLssile silos near Warren
Air Force Base in Wyoming, and beginning work on a new,

single warhead missile to be ready for deployment in the

early 1990s.

Deploying the MX missile and developing the smaller,

sini^le- warhead weapon, sometimes dubbed "Midgetman"
would cost $19.9 billion over the next five years, according

to commission estimates. That would be in addition to 14

billion already spent on MX research.

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Convicts release tux) hostages

to endsix-dayprison siege
PITTSBURGH - Two armed convicts freed two

hostages and surrendered Tuesday, ending a six day siege

in a windowless prison basement room that started during

a botched escape attempt.

"It's over." prison spokesman Ken Robinson announced

at midaftemoon, after both prisoners had given their guns

to negotiators and both hosUges were out of danger.

The first break in the grueling standoff had rxtme at

10:38 a.m. when the prisoners freed hosUge Kostas "Gus"

Mastros. 51. from the room where he and fellow hostage

Danny Kohut. 39. had been barricaded since Thursday.

News of Mastros' safe release prompted cheers from

many of the 1,300 inmates at the State Correctional

Institution who had been kept locked in their cells during

the dranu.

Kohut was given a hug and kiss by his 3-year old

daughter, Mandy, who said "Tm real proud of you daddy."

according to the guard's former wife, Cathy Kohut.

"We didn't promise the inmates anything." said Warden

George Petsock. "We gave them nothing. We signed no

agreement."

He said the inmates were moved to avoid reprisals.

"If you caused inmates to be locked up for six days and

two staff members to be abused mentally, then you're

going to face a lot of animosity," said Petsock.

Seven die in Worcester blaze,

victims formermentalpatients
WORCESTER. — Seven people died and another man

was injured Tuesday when an early morning fire swept

through a rooming house used by iormeT state hospital

patients, trapping screaming residents on the building's

top floors.

Firefighters said tenants were screaming out windows of

the third floor of the wooden frame building when they

arrived.

"There was just too much fire and smoke." said Jose

Ocasio. a resident in a nearby building who police say

helped save a number of residents.

"I tried, oh I tried. I coukl hear the people screaming,"

he said.

Four of the dead were trapped on the third floor and two

on the second, where investigators believed the fire

ignited. Fire Chief James Nally said. The cause has not

been determined.
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Celebrate Israel's 35th Birthday
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PARVARIM

Israel's Outstanding
Folk Duo
Saturday

April 23

8:00 PM
CCA

Tickets: $2. students ^ ^'^' general
sponsored by: Hiliel Cr the UMass Arts Council
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Two UMass professors honored with Guggenheim awards
By ANNE McCRORY

('oll«cian SUff

( nllri^ian phoin hy Jim Powers

Guggenheim Award winner Prof.

George Cuomo at his office yester-

day.

The 1983 John Simon Guggenheim

Memorial Foundation fellowship awards

were handed out yesterday and two

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
professors were among the recipients. Of
the 3.571 applicants, 292 awards were
given.

English Professor George Cuomo,

whose seventh novel will be published in

July, won the fiction writing award, while

Dr. Virginia P. Scott, associate theatre

professor, playwright and University

theatre research specialist, was awarded

a fellowship to research a book in Paris. It

will concern 17th and 18th century Italian

theater in that city.

The fellowships are awarded on the

basis of past achievement and future

promise, according to a Foundation press

release. They total $5.5 million in grants

for 1983.

"It's very nice (to have won the

award)," said Cuomo, who has taught

creative writing at the University at both

the undergraduate and graduate level

since 1973.

He plans to take a year off from

teaching to work further on his eighth

novel, one "new and very different" from

his last soon-to-be published work. Family

Honor. The 600-page fiction work, a tale

of an immigrant's son growing up in the

Bronx, was his qualifying piece for the

fellowship.

"It (the grant) comes at a very good

time," Cuomo said, estimating his current

novel will take two more years to com-

plete. "It'll make a significant difference in

getting another novel fii\ished."

Professor Scott is anticipating her

departure to Paris next January, where

she will spend eight months examining

court records of Louis XIV, composing a

chronology and trying to "straighten out

contradictions" surrounding a comic

theatre group popular in that city from

1650 1780.

"I'm ecstatic," she said of winning the

award. "I've wanted to spend a sub-

stantial amount of time in Paris for so

long. It's super to actually be able to do

it."

Scott teaches playwriting. and theater

history and criticism at UMass. She also

works on theater department produc-

tions, and last year translated a Moliete

play from French to English.

Scott and Cuomo are not new to win

ning awards. Scott won the Harbor

Festival Award in Boston for Letter to

Corinth, a play she authored, while

Cuomo won a National Endowment for the

Arts award several years ago for his 1975

novel Pieces from a SmaM Bomb.
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Theater professor Virginia Scott

was recently honored with a Gug-
genheim Award.

Amherst Clean-Up Day in the bag for

its fifth consecutive year on April 23

By VIRGINIA WARKIELD
( ollffwii ( orTV*po«drnt

For the fifth year in a row, the Amherst Boftrd of

Selectmen have proclaimed Saturday. April 23 official

Amherst Clean Up Day, according to Dean Allen of the

Amherst Conservation Commission.

In a town wide effort to beautify Amherst streets and
lawns, the Conser\ation Commission is sponsoring Clean

Up Day. and urges local organizj^kms and individuals to

help out.

"Everyone is encouraged to join in. They can pick up
bags and route assignments at the Hitchcock Center
Saturday morning from 8:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.." Allen

Julie Clifford, coordinator of the project, said groups

such as the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Rotary Club and some
church groups will play a large role in the clean-up.

"But. we always have a lot of people who just show up

with their own bags, and that's really nice." she said.

Both Clifford and Allen said they hope the University

will show some interest helping clean the town.

"It would be really great if various University groups

would help out." Allen said. "Even if the fraternities and
sororities could pick up around the school it wouki be a big

help."

In past years some students have participated, and this

year she would like to see many more. Clifford said.

"It's their town, too." she added.

Individuals and organizations interested in taking part in

the clean-up are encouraged to stop by the Hitchcock

Center and sign up for particular streets or areas, Allen

said.

"It's easier if we can coordinate assigned routes so we
can direct people where help is needed, and so places won't

get covered twice."

The Department of Public Works will be sending around

trucks to pick up garbage bags left conspicuously by the

sides of the roads, Clifford said.

She said the Conservation Commission is hoping there

will be fewer bottles and cans around this year because of

the recent institutmn of the Bottle Bill.

"But there's always a lot of plastic and paper trash, and

fast food containers," Allen added.

For recycling purposes, Clifford pointed oot that it

would be helpful if people could try to keep different types

of trash separated.

The Conunission expects somewhere between 600 and

800 garbage bags to be flUed Saturday, she said.

In terms of the effectiveness of the clean-up, Allen feels

Amhers{ will benefit a great deal.

"The town really looks much better afterward." he said.

Persons interested in more information on the clean up

and how to help shouki contact the Hitchcock Center or the

Conservation Services.

Collcfiaa pkoto by Jiai Powers

A workman makes roof repairs to the Gazette Printing Company building in Northampton

jesterday.

NBC correspondent

relates experiences

as female reporter
By RICHARD NANGLE

( oiwctM sun

Myths perpetrated by white male television executives

prevented women from entering broadcast journalism un-

til the mid 197()s, said NBC News Correspondent Jessica

Savitch last night during a speech to 500 people at Smith

C-ollege's Sage HaJl.

Savitch 's speech, in conjunction with the 30th anniver-

sary celebration of the Smith newspaper "The Sophian,"

focused on the topic of "Women, Media and Politics."

"In the beginning, I was told women's voices were not

authoritative — so I could not have the job," Savitch said.

"I was told women didn't want to watch other women on

television, particularly at 11 o'clock.

"There was not one shred of evidence to back that up,"

she said.

Savitch is the principal reporter and writer for NBC's
Nightly News Saturday edition and anchors the weekday

NBC News Updates in addition to her work as a commen-

tator for the NBC Radio Network She is also the anchor

of the weekly current afbirs documentary program,

•FronUine," which originates at WGBH-TV. Boston. She

has been with NBC since 1977.

She said she became the third woman in the country to

hold an anchor position when she worked weekends at

KHOU-TV in Houston in 1970. She said she had to accept

the title of "anchor one" becau.se she was told the title

"anchorwoman" was too sexist.

Defending the high salaries of anchorpeople in America,

Savitch said advertisers pay big money to appear on the

if>cal and network news making the anchors a comm(xiity.

"Television news is the largest moneymaker a station

has." she said adding that "happy news" is a result of

perceptions on what the viewer wants to see.

"You are more apt to retain that which you find enter-

taining," she said. But she also implied that coverage of

fires and other purely visual stories may be on the decline

since there is a belief that the television viewer is becom-

ing more sophisticated.

She said these viewers must he made aware of the

reasons behind the decision-making proces.s in the

newsr(K)m.

"There is no 'the media,' there are only individual

reporters. Sometimes 1 do well and sometimes I do not,

bat the mistakes are not by design or default," she said.

Savitch also addressed prospective re|Mirt*T8 in the

crowd.

"Fairness is possible and should be exf)ected. Objectivity

is not. No two of you here will come away with the same
story," she said.

Objectivity must continue to be strived for a political

candidates become more adept at using the media to pre-

sent their images, she said.

In a question and answer session following the speech.

Savitch said media f)eople have become celebrities because

the public should have a right to know the backgrounds

and thoughts of people who have control over public infor-

mation.

And in a pre-.speech press conference she said people

can not get by on television news alone.

"Anyone in this country who relies solely on network

news for information will not get all the information he

needs. Apparently (people) are not reading (newspapers)

as much as they should," Savitch said.
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Springfield man, 25, arrested;

man, 32, evicted from dorm
By TAMl BORTON

Collcgwa SUff

University of Massachusetts police ar-

rested a 25-year-old Springfield man at

1:45 a.m. yesterday and charged him with

operating a motor vehicle without a license

and violation of a trespass notice, police

said.

The suspect was stopped on
Massachusetts Avenue by a UMass officer

for driving without headlights. The car he

was driving was not his police said. When
asked for identification, the suspect gave a

false name.
W^en later identified, a trespass notice

was issued. UMass police then learned the

man was in violation of a trespass notice

issued previously, under another incorrect

name, police said.

In other L'Mass police action:

•Officers evicted a 32-year-old man. ad-

dress unknown, from Crampton I)f)rmitory

and confiscated .boxes containing his per-

sonal l)elongings at 4:15 a.m. yesterday.

The man, who was found sleeping under

a couch, had apparently been living bet-

ween Prince Dormitory and Crampton, ac-

cording to police reports.

He was last seen with no shoes or coat

and was allegedly going to stay with a

friend, police said. A trespass notice will be

issued when he comes to claim his belong-

ings, he said.

•A 1976 gold Honda Accord which was
stolen from lot 49 sometime after 8:30 p.m.

last Friday was recovere<l in Hadley

yesterday by UMass police.

• A pocketbook, containing items valued

at $40 was stolen from the music r(M)m in

the Fine Arts Center at 2:35 p.m. Monday.

The owner of the stolen property had left

the notebook unattended in the empty
room for five minutes. She said she had

noticed some suspicious characters in the

hall adjacent to that room, according to

police reports.
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Schinness to speak
Dr. Roger Schinness. vice chanceltor for

academic and student affairs for the

Massachusetts Board of Regents of

Higher Education is scheduled to speak

before the Undergraduate Student Senate

on the Regents' proposed admissions

policy.

Dr. Schinness is most noted as the

developer of the original admissions

proposal, which was based primarily on

Scholastic Aptitutd Test (SAT) scores and

high school class rank.

Schinness is expected to speak in

support of the creation of a minimum
admissions standard for the University,

but will not defend any specific plan,

according to members of the senate Public

Policy Committee, who invited Schinness

to speak as part of their Distinguished

Visitor Series.

He will speak at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 163.

- JOHN OCONNELL

David Wyman to speak
History professor David Wyman, acting

chair of the Judaic Studies department,

will speak on U.S. inaction during World
War n to help the Jewish people of

Europe at 8 tonight at the Jewish Com-
munity of Amherst. 742 Main Street. The
talk is free and open to the public.

Chris Clamp to speak

The Five College Project on Work and

Democracy will sponsor a seminar and

discussion by Chris Clamp, faculty ad

ministrator at New Hampshire College

School of Human Services. The talk,

"Dispelling Some of the Myths of the

Mondragon Cooperatives." will be

presented at 4 p.m. today in Room 803 of

the Campus Center.

The event is free and open to the public.

!
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It's a "SHAME f #

that you don't have your

tickets for

Evelyn King
with special guest

Soulsonic Force
April 21

Fine Arts Center

TIX: 8:00 P.IVI.

UMass Students: 6.50, 7.50

Gen. Pub. 7.50, 8.50

Available at Fine Arts Center

URU, For the Record (Amherst)

and all Ticketron outlets

TOMORROW
NIGHT

Tickets Still

Available

Grad. Senate passes motion
opposing SolomonAmendment

By SEAN CASEY
CollfKisn SUff

The University of Massachusetts
Graduate Student Senate joined the
Undergraduate Student Senate and The
Faculty Senate in passing a resolution

which expressed its opposition to the
Solomon Amendment, a law which denies
financial aid to men who have not
registered for the draft.

The Senate was addressed by Nancy
Bejtlich of the Students Against Militarism

(SAM), who passed out literature and gave
the Senate a brief history of the amendment
and a summary of what facets of the law she

objected to.

The resolution, which passed 27 toO with

two abstentions, read: "Be it resolved that

the Graduate Student Senate supports the

repeal of the Solomon Amendment
legislation because of the issues raised by
the questions of unconstitutionality.

classism, and violation of the University's

mission and supf>orts the Ad-Hoc Solomon
Committee in doing so."

Bejtlich reported that, since the

amendment has been declared un-

constitutional by the Minnesota State

Supreme Court, the amendment has been

inactive.

Bejtlich reported also that the Depar-

tment of Justice has told the Department of

Education to cease any implementation of

the amendment, but the latter apparently

has not notified any university or college of

this.

SAM is conducting its campaign against

the Solomon Amendment in conjuction with

the Student Government Association.

Besides the objections in the motion,

SAM is concerned with the additional

paperwork policing the law would bring to

the University, concerns which, according

to Bejtlich are shared by Chancellor Joseph
Duffey and Director of Financial Aid
Arthur Jackson.

Insm^nce credit for bus riders
By MARY ANNE BEEN

University of Massachusetts students

who own automobiles and keep them on

campus nuiy realize a savings of 15 per-

cent on their collision and comprehensive

insurance coverage rates, because of a
little-known law adopted in 1980 and
recently resurrected.

"The theory behind this provision is

that if a student is off the road, using

public transp<^)rtation. the student is not

running the risk of collision, said Arthur

English, consultant to the Boston chapter

of the Massachusetts Division of In-

surance.

Charles Hopkins, UMass student and

publicizer of the provision said he believes

that the Pion»?er Valley Transit Authority

(PVTA) should be run the same way other

nruLss transit systems are run. allowing its

riders to realize an insurance credit.

"If a person lives in a large city, he or

she is able to buy a commuter pass which

serves as proof of the use of mass transit.

Why shouldn't UMass students who ride

the bus be able to do the same? If a stu-

dent pays his or her Student Activity fee,

the University should issue passes,"

Hopkins said.

Bob Jenal, of the UMass Student Ac-

tivities Office, said that "students pay $%
a year for the Student Activities fee, $22
of that fee goes toward the PVTA system.

With an approved student activity fee

receipt, a UMass student can apply for

the 15 percent rebate on automobile in-

surance rates through their insurance

company, Hopkins said.

According to Hopkins, there are public

notaries in the Student Activities Office.

A student can have his or her fee officially

verified, and can then bring this df»cumen-

tation to their insurance agency, thereby

becoming eligible for this discount.

"I want to let people know about this

possible insurance credit," Hopkins said.

"This provision encourages mass transit.

I want to get this issue straightened out

once and for all."
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Selectmen examine articles

for annual town meeting
By TAMI BORTON

Coiirintn surf

The Amherst Selectmen endorsed all

but three of the first 36 Town Meeting
articles at their meeting last night.

Selectmen are reviewing the 72-article

Town Warrant, to be acted on during the

annual spring Town Meeting beginning at

7:30 p.m.. May 2.

In article 10. a $6,917,950 town
operating budget for fiscal year 1984 was
endorsed for approval, with the addition

of an amendment to appropriate funds for

a position of town leisure service coor-

dinator, as recommended by Town
Manager Barry Del Castilho. If approved,

this amendment will aUow Amherst to

hire someone for the full-time position

beginning Jan. 1, 1984.

This amendment differs from the article

recommended for the warrant by the town
Finance Committee in that these funds be

approved during spring Town Meeting

instead of the one beginning in October,

Edith Wilkinson, chair of the Board, said.

A $3,000 appropriation, which is in-

cluded in the operating budget, for

fireworks was tabled until next week,
when further information on why these
funds were recommended can be
researched.

"I can't see spending $3,000 for blowing
things into the air," Selectman Fredrick
Steinbeck said.

Wilkinson also expressed doubt. "I can't

remember when the Finance Committee
initiated expenditures in this manner for

any budget item, " Wilkinson said.

In article 32, $32,000 to fund the Speed
and Alcohol Patrol (SAP) was endorsed by
the Board.

"This endorsement means that if we
don't get state funding for this program, it

will be raised and appropriated by the

town." Wilkinson said. "We are re-

affirming the stand the town took last

year in expressing that they do want this

program."

New dollars for academic merit
By ANNE McCRORY

CWWfUaSUff

Two merit scholarships which will not

interfere with the funding of need-based

awards have been introduced at Smith and

Mount Holyoke colleges, according to

spokeswomen at their public information

offices.

The $300 Sophia Smith Achievement
Award has been offered to 36 "top ap

plicants" for the class of 1967. Marjorie

Gove. Smith CoUege assistant for news
said.

The $400 Mount Holyoke scholarship was
awarded to 30 incoming freshmen to

"acknowledge academic promise." Mount
Holyoke public relations director Irma
Rabbinosaid.

Financial aid programs in the late 1950's

began to move toward need- baaed awards,

Rabbino said.

"This program is apart from that. These

scholarships were awarded in recognition of

merit and scholarship," she said.

Figures at Smith indicate 37 percent of

enrolled students receive need -based

gnrants, while 65 percent receive some type

of financial aid, including campus em
ployment and loans. Gove said. Awards
given the class of 1966 range from $200 to

$7,750 to aid in the $10,850 cost of tuition,

room and board at the school, she said.

The 1963^84 cost of attending Mount
Holyoke has been projected at $12,790.

including tuition, room, board, supplies and
personal expenses. Rabbino said.

Currently. 60 percent of students at the

college receive some form of fir.Ancial

assistance, including a total of $4 million in

grants. $2.5 million in k>ans. and $750,000 in

student employment, she said.

Scholarships based on academic merit are

also obtainable at the University of

Massachusetts, both through the

University and private grants. All aid

amounts are determined through the filing

of a FinanctjJ Aid Form (FAF) which shoukl

be postmarked by March 1 for con-

sideration.

The state also offers full- tuition merit

scholarships based on SAT scores to high

school seniors.
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any two entrees

with salad bar and a
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Legal Assistant Interns Wanted

The LegEd Services Office has eight positions available for

full-time legal assistant interns for the Fall 1983 semester.

Up to fifteen credits may be received from academic depart-

ments. Legal assistants aid attorneys of the Legal Services

Office with client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and referrals, prepara-

tion of court forms, and attendance at hearings in District

and Superior Courts of Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin

Counties, and participation in administrative hearings and

federal litigation. Legal assistants maintain continuing

caseload under supervision of attorneys. For advice on ar-

ranging an internship and credit, contact the Office of In-

ternships, Curry Hicks Building. For further information

about the internship, contact Legal Services Office, 922

Ceunpus Center. Applications due Friday, April 22, 1983, at

"Office of Internships. Writing seunple required.

Mortar Board
Mortar Board is a national honor society of college seniors. Ihe

society recognizes the qualities of superior scholastic ability, outstanding

and continued leadership and dedicated service to the college, university

or community.

Founded by The Ohio State University, Swathmore College, The

University of Michigan, and Cornell University in 1918, the Mortar Board

nov\/ has 183 active chapters across the country.

The Isogon Chapter of the Mortar Board was installed at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts in 1955. Those students who have shown qualities of

academic excellence, leadership, and service are honored with member-

ship. This year the selection committee reviewed approximately 250 infor-

mation sheets from those students who merited eligibility.

The Mortar Board is pleased to announce the newly tapped members

\4
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If you're down
. on your heels

Then brighten up'

and wash your wheels

- Open 24 Hours -

AMHERST SUHSHIHE
CAR WASH ^

36 i Coll*g* Str**t
(QcroH hem Spirit Haul)

M

Annual Rope Pull
across campus pond

Postponed until MAY 10th

12:00 noon • S pm
sign up

Campus Center Concourse Table

Tues April 19 Thru Thurs April 21

Hours 10 - 4

M
.*c>.

for 1983- 1984:

Elizabeth Benton

Jane A. Butler

Scott D. Burke

Robin Coyne

Linda DuGuay

Judith Eileen

Jefferey Flug

Gail Greenstein

Steven Hollander

Christ Kacoyannakis

Sharon Kiel

Dana Lacey

Sandra LeBlanc

Rosemarie Licciardello

Elana Lictenthal

Carolyn McKenna

Pamela Mignault

Mary L. Nolan

Nancy Peitavino

James Pisini

Julie Procopio

Karen A. Smith

Maria Zetes

We thank all who expressed interest in the Mortar Board Honor

Society. This year, a great number of qualified Juniors made the competi-

tion most keen, and the decision quite difficult. To each applicant; you

have every reason to be proud of your accomplishments during your col-

lege career. Certainly you are a credit to yourself and to the University.

We know you will continue to strive for excellence. The Mortar Board ex-

tends its best wishes for a sucessful future.

Any questions: please contact:

James Lonergan or Annemarie Malay

President Selections Chairperson

545-2685 545-2152

ENGINEERING STUDENTS
AIM HIOH

If you're a senior or second

semester junior and have a 2.5

GPA in electrical engineering, you

might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering program

(CSEP). CSEP members are

paid nearly $1,000 per month
during their senior yearl Your

commitment is 4 years as a com-
missioned officer on the Air Force

Aerospace Engineering Team after

graduation and completion of the

three month Officer Training

School. If you want to be part of

the leading edge of technology. .

CHECK US OUTI
Call TSgt Art Courtamancha

(413)

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Collegian 7

A very sick punchline

An identity for the eighties
Never has a decade been so lacking

in ori^nality than our own Ameri-

can 1980's. There was a time when
nostalgia was fun — an interruption of the

hectic realities of life, an escape into the

romanticized ideal of the past. However,

like so many social trends, nostalgia has

gone out of control, taking the majority of

America's youth with it. We rely upon our

past to define (mr present. We copy rather

than create, duplicate rather than devise,

immiLate rather than innovate leaving true

creativity to flounder in the tides of

nostalgia. What was once a gentle tide has

become tidal wave. Nostalgia is no Itmger

merely a whimsical escape but rather is a

Stephen Jordan
sacrament of the 1980'8. This trend has

become indoctrinated and has evolved to

the point that our creative faculty for t«»day

and tomorrow is seriously jeopardized. We
witness the lack of interpretive genius and

creative intellect daily in such simple things

as the clothes we wear, the way that we
speak and the art that we appreciate.

Look around you sometime; watch the

way people dress. For that matter, watch

the way you dress. Women in the highest

fashion circles recently adopted the broad

shouldered Joan Crawford UH)k of the

decidedly fashionable 1940's. More recent-

ly however, fashion has done its part in

keeping up with the times, now dictating a

return to the miniskirted 60's l(x)k. The im-

portant thing to recognize is that neither of

these two popular fashion "looks'" is in any

way (»riginai. They are copies, duplications

of fashions gone by. Men are far from im-

mune, typically sfKirting wing collars,

baggy trousers, and suspenders in a hybrid

cross of 20's and 40's fashion.

Al(»ng with dress comes mannerism and

speech patterns which are certainly no ex-

ception. How sad it is that the children of

the 80's don't have a speech pattern of

their own but rather rely upon the rem-

nants of the past to enrich conversation.

Archaic terms like "far out", "cool", and

even "keen" are slipping back into our

vocabulary. Perhaps the best example

however is the recent reintroduction of

"groovy" as the universal adjective ap-

plicable to virtually any noun in our

somewhat piecemeal rendering of the

English language. It was a ridiculou.s word

when David Cassidy used it and its even

worse now. To immitate stx-ial trend is

reprehensible enough. To mimmick a bub
ble gum inspired vocabulary is un-

forgiveable.

Finally, our appreciation of the arts can

indeed be called diverse but certainly not

original. In film, music arxi literature we
worship th*' demig«»ds of the past to the

point of rendering our own artisLs impo-

tent. The 40's and 50*s were and still are

hailed as "The Golden Age of

F'ilmmaking," as any film buff will quickly

attest to. Granted, our decade has produc-

ed a fair amount of non-sensical, often in-

sulting celluloid. However, we also have

our own golden examples of film ex

cellence.

For music we turn to the 60's. However,

the British Invasion is far from over, conti-

nuing to sprout new talent with origirud

ideas. But, in our zeal to worship the Liver-

p<M>l genre of the onginal l%()'s invasion,

we lose our perception of what is happen-

ing now. In terms of music we may even be

pn)gressing backward. The music <»f our

parent's generation has become the music

of our generation. Why?
Wliy has our generation become s<»

def)endent upon the past for an identity?

Have the preceeding decades simply ex

hausted the elements of design, interpreta-

tion and style^ Hardly. The answer is quite

simple really. We've become creatively

lazy. The HO's are a conglomeration of old

ideas and old styles that ultimately result in

a creatively stifled society. Those that do

attempt some measure of creative growth

are labeled "freaks " or "weirdos" by our

hopelessly conforming social hierarchy.

What then can we do to rid ourselves of

the menace of a past that refuses to die? It

would be simple to say "change! create! in-

novate! But life doesn't work that way, at

least not life in the patchwork 80's. F>r

now lets just be satisfied to recognize the

problem. Consciousness is the key to the

cure. Perhaps being just a little more

reflective about the simple tasks of day to

day social existence could stimulate

originality and creativity, enableing us to

leave the mark of a proud generation upon

history rather than the scattered

fragments of the past which we now so

desperately and tenaciously cling to.

Stephen T. Jordan is a UMass student

and disiUusioned child of the HOs

Question: What did the UMie do when
he won a gold medal?
— He had it bronzed,

n my roommate. Pam, and I first

heard that joke, we gasped frantically for

oxygen and laughed until our stomachs

hurt. Here's another one:

Question: Why do ghosts go to bars?

— For the boos!

We thought that one was pretty droll,

too. Granted, these riddles could probably

be understood and enjoyed by the average

second graders, but Pam and I were never

terribly discriminating when it came to

humor. We'll chuckle over any come-

dian/comedienne, from Joan Rivers to

Monty Python. We just love to hiu^h.

Elizabeth Luciano •

Being so apprtriative of rome<ly, I've

been wondering why a certain "joke" went
over my hea»l at a recent frat party. It was
around 11:15. and I'd l)een tiilking with a
friend of mine, a brother at this [larticular

house, when I suddenly neeiled to reach a
l)athr<H)m — fust.

All of a sudden, Fd become nauseous,

irrational, and uncoordinated, but I wam't
drunk. Like most college students, I've ad
mittedly been acquainted with that condi-

tion, and this wasn't it. I'd only had 2'/»

glasses of wine, and my stomach never
gave me its "warning gurgle", which ac-

companies one drink toft many. Drunken-
ness doesn't usually «>mpletely overcome
someone within thirty seconds, and if they

sit down for awhile, it l)ecomes slightly

milder, enabling them to get home, and in-

to bed in one piece.

But my "inebriati<»n " continued for

several hours. At quarter of two. 1 was still

being helped into the bathroom, and lying

semi-conscious in my friend's easy chair,

unable to keep track of time, or what was
going on an>und me. People would inex

(ilicably ap{)ear. then disapfiear. I'd l<H)k at

the clock, then look back, and twenty
minutes would have passed between
glances. At two a.m.. not really well

enough to Ik? moved. I was finally taken

home, still stumbling and sick to my
stomach. And I was still not lucid en«)ugh

to realize wiiat someone at that party had
already known: something — probably a

quaalude — had l>een slipped into my drink.

The physical fallout was an interminable,

muddled nightmare. The next morning
wasn't much better; aside from nursing the

classic hangover symptoms of nausea and a

headache, I dealt with dizziness and un-

characteristic crying jags. And although

that Saturday wasn't one of my finer days,

the drug seeme<l to be out of my system by

nine o'clock, that night.

I've had plenty of time, since then, to

think about the incident, and what I still

can't understand is why it was supposed to

Ih* so funny. I certainly didn't do too much
laughing while l)eing violently ill over an

urine-stainetl toilet in a frat house, and 1

doubt it would l)e presumptuous to say that

most women would have share<l my feel-

ings.

It couldn't have been that fun for the frat

men, either. The friend who took care of

me missed most of the party, on my ac-

count. I've discounted the argument that

someone may have pulled this stunt in the

interest of romance. How many men are

honestly attracted to women with fresh

vomit in their mouths? How intimate can

you become with someone who's l<K*ke<l in a

bathroom stall for fifteen minute long

stretches?

The worst part of the epis<Hle has been its

aftermath. Maybe I was foolish to think 1

could safely put down, and then pick up my
wine and drink it. Not anymore; I'll go the

BYOB route, and watch my glass like a

hawk. And, although it isn't plea.sant to ad-

mit it, I've becon>e more wary of people;

fraternity men, in particular. MayV>e it's a
sUreotypf , but the t'X|>erifnrf did a fine

job of reinforcing it.

Question: Why di«l .s4)mtHine violate my
body by putting chrmicals in my
bl<Kidstreafn, without my knowledge <»r

consent?

I really haven't figured it out yet. Sorry,

guys, but I guess I missed the punchline.

Elizahfth Luna no in a CoHeginn columnist

Correction
Yesterday on the Opinion/Editorial page, it was erroneously

reported that the campus-wide smoke-out was taking place on

Tuesday, May 19th. In reality the smoke-out is occuring today,

with a table on the Campus Center Concourse. We regret any

inconvenience this may have caused the organizers of the

event. ;.i.:L;l

Letters——

—

Women's advocate

requests support
To the Editor:

I wish to address two issues raised in

the Collegian's April 15. 1983 article

concerning the University's attempt to

dismiss me from my job at Everywoman's

Center.

Jim Coopee. associate personnel

director, is quoted as saying that ac-

cording to University policy, only "full

lime permanent employees must be given

six months' notice " and, further on, that

"02s do not fall into that category."

Cxmpee also maintains that the orange

booklet entitled Profe$$ional Non-

Academic Employment at the Unit>er$ity

specifically states that the six months'

notice "does not apply to 02 employees."

Would Coopee please clarify this polky

so that the hundreds of UMass non-

unionized emptoyees in this category are

clear as to what the policy is? And would

he be kind enough to point out where the

orange booklet "specifically states" that

six months' notice "does not apply to 02

employees?"

The second important point in the

article concerned the Chancellor's letter

that has gone out to several hundred

people to continue the advocacy work

around survival issues that is vital to both

campus and community women.

The Chancellor stresses that the

University feels that the commitment to

"economically disadvantaged" women can

best be met through admissions work,

that poor women, through support groups

formed at Everywoman's Center, can

themselves "successfully negotiate the

bureaucracy of the various social service

agencies. " and that the Coordinator will

"assist the support groups in their efforts

to advocate for social, pohtical and

Leconomic change in our society."

The Chancellor, probably unknowingly,
has brought the crux of the present

conflict to center stage. At issue here is

not whether I am really doing my job but

whether the University administratmn. in

its infinite classi.st. racist and sexist

wisdom, can mandate how a whole class of

people, mainly women, ought to cope with

their opression. Not only is the University

unwilling to commit more than token

resources to the needs of poor women but

it wants to decide how those resources

will be used.

The University, as an institution, is no

less guilty than the rest of us in the

perpetuation of this system. For example,

while it is taking a stand against young

men being required to register for the

draft as a pre- requisite for financial aid,

the silence is deafening over the issue of

workfare which has forced AFDC women
to drop out of school and go to work. This

silence makes the expressed commitment
of the Chancellor to the welfare of poor

women seem a little shalbw.

Perhaps AFDC women do not see

EWC sponsored support groups as the

most desirable vehicle for advocacy and

change. A number of them have chosen

other avenues. Moreover, members of the

Poor Women's Task Force have con-

sistently stated, in a variety of forums,

that once admitted to school, having a

welfare advocate available to them is

essential to their staying here.

The solution to this conflict requires the

following actions: (1) the funding of

another position with the focus on

educational outreach and access, (2) my
reappointment and update of my job

description with the focus on advocacy

and (3) the creation of a Community
Advisory Board to assist the Center in

setting responsible policy.

Mary L. Wentworth
Coordinator

Poor Women's Task Force/
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We are now accepting applications for

management positions in:

• ELICTRONICS
• ENQINEEMM
• MVENTOHY CONTROL
• PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
• SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Applicants should be no older than 34 years

old, have a BS/BA degree (summer graduates

may inquire), be able to pass aptitude and

physical examinations and qualify for security

clearance. U.S. citizenship required.

To make an appointment, call the Naval

Management Programs Office at:

(203) S2d-99M
Or sign up at the Career Placement Office

prior to: ApHI 20, 1960

WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET IMTO

SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have ar least

two years of college lefi,

you can spend six weeks at

our Army ROTC BasK
Camp this summer and eam
approximately $600.

And if you qualify, you

can enter tnc RQTC 2-

Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1 .QCQi a year

But tne big payoff

happens on graduation day

That's when you receive

an officer's commission
So get your body in

shape (not to mennon your

bank account)

Enroll in Army ROTC
Rir more information,

cont;ict your Professor of

Militiiry Science

A!V4YROTC
DEAUYOUCANBE.

Contact:

JamM C. Mahonay

La Cucina di

PINOCCHIO
1177 N. Plea§antSt

Amhent, Mom.
549-3669

OPEN WEEKDAYS 11 a.m.'2 a.m.

SUNDAYS 4 p.m.'2 a.m.

PIZZAS WAU LARGE

Chet§e 9^-75 $ 5.75

Onion 4.25 6.25

SauBoge • 4.50 6. 75

Frtth Cut Peppen 4.50 6. 75

Hamburg 4.50 6.75

Canadian Bacon 4.50 6.75

Anchovi€9 4.50 6.75

Pepptroni 4.50 6.75

Ham 4.50 675

Frtth Sliced MuMhrooma ... 4.50 6. 75

Salami 4.50 6.75

2 Combo 5.25 7.75

S Combo 6.00 8.75

4 Combo 6-75 9.75

Pinocchio't Special 9.00 15.00

SUBS 8MAU LAJVGC

Italian 12.25 $J.50

Steak A Cheeae 2,50 3.75

Pepper Steak 2.50 3.75

MuMhrx>om A Steak 2.50 3. 75

Onion A Steak 2.50 3.75

Roa»t Beef 2.50 3. 75

Turkey 2.30 3.55

Tuna 2.50 3.75

Eggpfont 2.50 3.75

Paetrami 2.25 5.50

Pepperoni 2.25 3.50

Sau9oge 2.25 3.50

Meatball 2.25 3.50

Salami A Cheete 2.25 3.50

Ham A Cheeee 2.25 3.50

Oiccae 2.00 3.00

POCKET SANDWICHES
Italian 15.00

Steak A Cheeae 3.25

Pepper Steak 3.25

Muahroom A Steak 5.25

Onion A Steak 3.25

Roaet Bee! 3.25

Turkey 3.05
Tuna 3.25
Eggplant 3.25

Paetrami 3.00
Pepperoni 3.00
Meatball 3.00
Salami A Chee§e 3.00
Ham A Cheeee 5.00

Cheeee^.^.^.. .... .^^^ .^. 2J0,

SALADS
ToMed $1.95
Chef9 S2.50

3EVERAGES
Cider $ .60

EMpre—o 75

Cappuccino 1.00

Hot Chocolate 60
Milk 50
Chocolate Milk .50

Beer (12 OM. cup) 65
(pitcher)

^^Tmmmii'd mm mm 'm\
MST FREE DEUVERY

549-3669
Umttmd dcflMry mna. $3.50 mMmym ctf deNoery ardmm. Thamk you.

Pkm 5% Mml mm Tax

Ron Karenga addressed Chicago election at Smith
By TRACY ROBBINS

CollvfiM SUff

Dr. Maulana Karenga, creator of the Nguzo Saba and

Kwarua, a nationally celebrated holiday, spoke Sunday

night at Smith College.

Dr. Karenga is currently the Executive Director of the

Institute of Pan-African Studies, Los Angeles and has

taught Black Studies and social change in various colleges

and universities across the country.

The speech outlined by Dr. Karenga's were thoughts on

the recent mayoral race in Chicago and his thoughts about

the upcoming presidential campaigns.

Black's have found new power in voting strength, they

finally realized that they could vote," he said.

"Politics and power are dialectically linked, poor people

don't make laws, they have no economic capacity."

"Economic capacity buys politicians, and even if you

can't buy them, you can rent them for as long as you like,"

he said.

"You can organize the community into structured activi-

ty, and possession of critical knowledge will in fact rule

the world."

Karer^a spoke of the coercive capacity of the ruling

class as nmnipulating the law into the right and will of that

class.

"With the power of the gun you can nrtake people see

your point," he saki. "The ruling class gives you an offer

you can't refuse."

"The ruling ideas of any time are the ideas of the ruling

class," he said, "when people say they are taking care of

business, they are imitating the paradigm of the

bourgeoise society, the businessmen."
These views were all in relation to the political impact of

Harold Washington's mayoral campaign on the political

outlook of majority thought. Washington's success has

been analyzed and debated because of the racial implica-

tions involved Karenga said.

"Because race was so important, Washington had to

deal with it. He dealt not only with Epton, but with

American society," Karenga said.

With the historical significance of Washington's suc-

cess, Karenga said that black's had run a race conscious

campaign and won even with the possible opposition of the

white vote.

"The media said not to make this election a racial issue,

yet everytime you turn around race had surfaced, race is

what they hammered in," he said.

"Harold Washington's criminal backgn>und was ques-

tioned, making 'black crime' an insurmountable issue.

Studies tried to indicate that crime is a genetic among
Blacks. There is no such thing as black crime, that is a
political term, indicative of social thought," he said.

"Why does Harold Washington have to prove himself,

Nixon was pardoned before he was indicated."

"Not only do Blacks have the right to exist and be free,

but they have the responsibility to exist and be free," he
said.

Dr.Karenfm, political actiyist and origrinator

of Kwanza spoke last Sunday night at Smith Col-

lege.

Communication is the key word
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

('•HcfiMi sun

Even though the weather was not at all favorable we
met to voice the concerns and issues that have arisen and
are affecting our relationship with one another.

Throughout the time I spent listening to the different

views, opinions and issues that were mentioned, one
question never left my mind: Why do we insist on making
each other's lives difficult when in fact we are constantly

attacked by others? Why don't we come together as

"Brothers" and "Sisters" and try to improve our self

image?
One thing I hope people remembered is that of reaching

one another. Walking around campus one might see many
members of our community and neglect to open ourselves

with at least lines of salutatwn. Communication is the key
to our unification.

We are brothers! We need one another to expand our

worlds. We hang around together because we feel at ease
with each other. It is foolish not to think of one another as

brothers when we don't have anybody else that will

support us.

We are each other's brother's and sisters!When a group
of Third World people meet we become family. Families

try to aee their offspring fotk>w a good path, and the ad-

minutrators and faculty struggle to aee its "children" do
the same.

Anwng other things, also discussed was the lack of

respect we have for our brothers and sisters. When we kMC
respect for our brothers, we lose respect for ourselves.

Announcements
The voice of Faith of Mount Holyoke College and Mark

Elliot Productions will present a "Gong Show" this Friday

evening, April 22, at 8:00 p.m. in Chapin Auditorium.

The show will feature a variety of acts and will be judgvd

by faculty members of the five-college community.

Fdk>wing the gong show there will be music provided by

the Joe Sallins group, a funk-jazz act from Springfield.

After the band there will be a party at the Betty Shabazz
House and the donation for the entire evening will be
$3.00. The final audition for the gong show will be hekl

tonight (Wed. Apr. 20) at 7:00 p.m. until 11.00 p.m. at the

Betty Shabazz House.

The Third World Caucus of the Student Government
Association will hokl its weekly meeting on Wednesday.
April 20 at 6 p.m. in Room 162 of the Campus Center.

Featured guest will be Ernest Allen. Chair of the W.E.B.
DuBois Dept. of Afra American Studies. Guests are
wdoooie and it all begins at 6:30 p.m.

Anyone interested in forming a University of

Massachusetts Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority,

there will be an organizatronal meeting on April 27 at 8
p.m. in the main lounge of Crampton House. For in

formation caU Renee Payne or Joyce Sumpter at 646 9865.

Notes from the editor's desk

By GUS MARTINS
CaUtgMaSUfr

We met last night and sired some dirty

laundry. We also came to some agreements

on what our problems are. and we even

made some suggestions on how to solve

them.

One main point that we arrived st, is the

lack of respect we show toward one

another. Also we mentioned how we fail to

communicate with one another concerning

very trivial matters. Someone even

mentioned that we restrict ourselves in so

many ways that even the usual obstacles

are blames.

We may differ in so many ways: we speak

different languages, eat different foods,

come from different locations, and share

some differing values, yet our similarities

are absolute.

No matter how different and in

dividualistic we think we are, we are the

same. Our existence in the societies of the

West have been marked by amazing

similarities.

We've been divided a.'.d despised to the

point of where we find it easy to do it to

ourselves. What we must ask ourselves is

will we allow it to continue? If we do then

those forces in opposition to our very being,

will not think twice about what they are

doing.

Many of us come from communities

where violence is a way of life. While we

don't condone this type of behavior, we
generally feel helpless in doing anything

about it.

Without knowing the full cause of the

problem, we know that something is in-

trinsically wrong. We are not ready to

accept that things are like they are because

of some inherent problems in our race, for

which there are no answers. We are much
smarter than that and that is precisely why
we are here.

One gentleman said that we don't know
how fortunate we are. We are among, if not

the most educated Third Worid people in

this world. We come here rather selec

tively. if not handpicked from our com-

munities. That says something in itself.

We all have something to offer one

another. Someday we may all have

something to offer to our communities, and

possibly the world. This world is in serious

need of solutions, we may hold the cards in

that respect.

H we can start by solving our internal

problems, we'll be better suited to deal with

the external ones. Things take time,

nothing moves so swiftly, and wed be

deceiving ourselves if we thought they did.

We are in the position to do so many
things. Why limit ourselves. Let us get

away from the negatives that will in

variably set limitations.

We are here because we belong, and we'll

only achieve, with the strength and support

from one another. Without that support

that road to success will seem impossible.

Maya Angelou said last January at Mount

Holyoke College that we have endured

because we all share the "power of the

legacy." Let's keep that legacy intact, and

make it something we can be proud of.

African BambaaUn and Soulsonic Force will b€ playing before

Evelyn King this week at the Fine Arts Center. With their top-ten hit

"Planet Rock" from last summer, Soulsonic Force should be an ex-

citing warm-up act. ? >M.t,:v .

Latin American Week
April 19 - 30

Dedicated to the Latin

American Women
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^ April 20. 1963

^mpus Center.Rm 168 from 7-9:X pm
with

Judith Allen, Director of Programming

University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center, Amherst

Jeffrey Struckrr^an,

Set Designer and Costume Designer

Stage West, West Springfield

David Sporney,

Jazz Musician and Professor of Music

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
and

Barbara Schaetter Bacon,

Arts Resource Coordinator, AES

TOPICS: A general overview of each career,

inciudir^ setting, skills r>eeded, kinds of posi

tions, and resources for job information.

Next Workshop*: Careers in the Literary Arts and

Careers in the Visual Arts.

TO REGISTER, CALL AES 545 2360.

Spontortd by tht Arts Eatantion S«rvtc« o' the Oivition of

Continuing Education with the support of the Uniwvrtity Arts

Council

TJ

}J^!t

SUPERIOR PIZZERIA
A>

1

y
n I

i

i

4

i

1
L

L

ll

} ^ Have the pizza or

^^^^ grinder your way
:>-—^ Have them in our place

or have them delivered

FAST FREE DELIVERY
* we feature a large variety

of grinders, steak grinders,

dinners & salads *

1

1

n

1

17 Monta^^e Rd
next to the N Amherst Post Office

5490628

Open
11A.M.-?

Delivery 5 P.M.?
.c^'.'c JJd^f^/i^/iSJEEiaJcZLrc^ c ^Icz^It »;c=ifc=*;c=?;i

Q£9«£^w^5» cc^c^"^!** «c^c&''^a» ftc^car'^sapet

^ CREATIVE T-SHIRTS I

I NOW OPENING
I HAMPSHIRE MALL

Custom Printing

and Lettering

Shirts for all sporting events

Fashion Tops, Baseball Hats

Quantity Discounts

,

586-9205
• 07C^k.C9.^7% ffTC^^^.^d:j^ fH:^j^.^:si tf7«:^..C9.^^d

I

tfTui

9000000000000 »c »«

WANTED
Student Organization

to Rent Refrigerators

On Campus
Bi|f money »"«>*^"g opportunity

Call Mrm. Bfasters

Person to Person; CoUeot

(212) 371-3600
>oooooa

ai*iv

University of Massachusetts
Amherst
4/28/83 - 4, 7. 9PM
Student Union Ballroom

^^y^ TShtrts will be given out to the

i*'*4 first 25 arrivals at each show.—1£^*

WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
i-ROCK

9 pm - 1 am

35f PUB MUGS

^v v^ 15 East Pleasant St. \/"W^\\

Arts
^ " - '" -'^ ^^si^^^^^'^mmM^^i^(M^M^':^^mmW^^x^i0^M^ t*;^*/ <>•>+ f. s '^*f*t'<'*^J

??;*.•:

The bluegrass blooms
WMUA COUNTRY. BLUES &
BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL
Sunday, April 17

Hangar One

By JAKE (lARRELS
i'olle(iui Cormpondcal

Celebrating its fifth anniversary, the an-

nual WMUA Country, Blues and Bluegrass

Benefit, held this year on Sunday, April 17,

at the Hangar One, was once again an un-

qualified success. Representing the entire

spectrum of American music styles as

well as music from outside the U.S., this

year's festival kicked off shortly after one

p.m. and didn't let up until nearly two a.m.

the next morning.

The first and longest segment of the ex-

travaganza focused upon the more tradi-

tional artists, ranging from the

vaudevillian entertainment of the opening

act, J.D. Smith, to the lively jigs and
melodies of Ireland's own Irish Tradition.

Especially well received were local country

singer Nick Plakias and ragtime guitarist

Bill Busteed, both exuding droll anecdotal

humor and technical virtuosity. The rest of

the traditional performers, Boston's fine

Latin American quintet, Huellas,

Wa.shington's gifted Double Decker String

Band and Massachusetts' hot bluegrass

quartet, Company Creek, were of com
parable quality.

The evening then shifted to a more pro-

jijessive empha.sis, introduving a numl)er

t>f highly talented national acts to valley au-

diences. ('(»mmencing this genre was a sur-

prising performance by the unknown
String Fling, whose unique brand of in-

novative country music primed the crowd
for the superb Wild Turkey Jazz Band
(which should more accurately have l)een

included among the traditional perfor-

mances) and local favorites. Borderline, a

sadly overlooked but capable area band.

Undoubtedly, however, the top of this

class and clear audience favorite was
Cowboy Jazz. Ft)rmed in 1979, the

Maryland l)ased sextet specializes in 1930's

and 40's Swing Era standards, to which

they have added exciting contemporary ar-

rangements. Featuring the precise vocal

harmonies of guitarist Kate Bennet,

violinist Denise Carlson, and pianist Dean-

na Bogart, they soon packed the dance

floor with their contagious fun spirit. Their

exit, after a high paced fifty minute set,

produced loud and repeated demands for

an encore.

Yet perhaps no one could have been

prepared for the next act, one which at this

writing still annihilates all my attempts at

classification. Indeed, Nevard and the Bar-

relhouse Boys, conceived of an evil concoc-

tion of blues, R&B. rockabilly, mambo, ca-

jun, (add a healthy dose of Dr. Demento),

created an utterly new musical idiom: junk

rock. Led by Nevard Tellalian, the "First

of the VV^ite Hot Mamas. " this no-holds-

The shirt offmy back
FRANCIS J. HUDSON
MFA EXHIBIT
April 17-22

Herter Gallery. Herter Hall

By FRED STEINWAY

If you like Hawaiian shirts you'll love this

show.
Francis J. Hudson's MFA exhibit opened

at th^ Herter Gallery Sunday. Hudson,
who is a teaching associate in Fme Arts at

UMass, is on a two-year scholarship from
the Exeter College of Art and Design in

England.

Hudson's work shows a concern for

rhythm and momentum that is almost

musical. The paintings on display at Herter

display an interest in color, emblem, and
form composition.

"Alison's Dress" does for fashion what
Picasso did for faces. This work is on

several canvas strips glued together. The
star pattern refracts off a necktie in an

almost cubist manner. At the top of the

composition, a series of ridges like the awn-
ings on a vegetable stand edges into

twilight blue.

Hudson's work is about layering and

seriality. The serial repetition of purple

dolphins in "Boston Aquarium" nr»y share

a vocabulary used by Warhol, but Hudson's

work speaks with a voice of its own. In a

similar way, the emblems of scallop and

seastar along the top of this painting may

share something with the work of Robert

Indiana and Marsden Hartley. Hudson's
compositional eye shines in the harlequin

pattern border and deep indigo edge above,

and gold and tan waveform Ih'Iow the sea

emblem lintel. Purj^tle buljbles flow along

the sides of the work.

The arrow, the star and the lattice are

some of Hudson's more outstanding

motifs. "Arrow #2" looks like a picket

fence onthe 4th of July. This construction,

painted on formica, suggests the best thing

about America is its flag. Stars and a
checkerboard pattern are stamped on the

am)w. The arrow is mounted on a lattice.

The exhibition's "arrow's" communicate
energy and vector.

At first glance. Hudson appears strf)nger

in the simpler compositions, such as "Shirt

Sign." This work, with its balance of shape

and color and freedom of stroke, radiates a
bold and joyous spontaneity. A red-lined

directional arrow appears at the bottom

and serial stars rush acn)ss the top. In the

center a blue and white striped shirt rests

soothingly on a light blue l>ackground. This

shirt is reflected in another shirt image
above and behind it in darker green,

layered by rows of purple stars.

But the strongest work in this showing is

the more active, layered "Disney World

II." This painting stands up well to pro-

longed and close scrutiny as more and

more cross-rhythms emerge. In the upper

left comer, "Disney World's" white towers

are X-ed out. Centrally, a tropical scene

Collfinan photo bv !>rrw «<
.

Guitarist Jimmy Jonson epitomized the raw passion of the blues Sun-

day night at the 5th annual WMUA Country. Blues & Bluegrasa

Festival.

barred combo worked the audience into a

hedonistic frenzy with the frontwoman's

screeching Joplin-esque vocals and
lowdown saxaphone of Mark Dark — a

dead ringer for U.S. Secretary of the In-

terior, James Watt.

Somewhat drained by the frenetic hour

long set of the Barrelhouse Boys, the au-

dience seemed content to settle into the

final portion of the festival, a full three

hours of blues which spanned Amherst
bluesman Vast Ed Vadas to guitar hero

Maestro Saunders and his Kings of

Rhythm (alias Evening F'roBlusica), to the

undisputed master of the show; the incom-

parable Jimmy Johnson. Apparently deter-

mined to silence critics apt \xi dismiss blues

as "predictable," the veteran guitarist-

singer takes his music one step further,

refusing to rely on cliches, ripd twelve ^>ar

structures and time honored rhythms.

Remarkably, this frequent experimenta-

tion does nothing to diminish the raw pas-

sion and feeling which epitomizes the blues.

Beyond the tie-dyed *T': artist Francis Hodaon copies a pattern onto n

shirt.

with banana leaves and a palm tree outline

are layered-over with a red script. Blue

flamingoes march across the view. With its

layered construction, humor and artistic

reflection of Anrierican culture Hudson's

work would exhibit well accompanied to

the music of Charles Ives.

Hudson's constructions "Florida Shirt"

and "New England ShiK" have also at a
recent Hampden Gallery show. "New
England Shirt" nruiy give some fashion

designer a hot conc^t: replace tiki and

flamingo prints with an apple and the

maple-leaf design and you have the Nor-

theast's answer to the hawaiian shirt!

I

A/ftfiSfiER^

The 1982 Index

j
is in 103 C.C.

j

) Mon-Fri 2:30 - 4:00 I

\ The cost is only $5.
|

I
We also have 1980& 1981

|

1*-
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Northeast Area
Government

ELECTIONS
President, Vice President,

Treasurer, Secretary

Nomination Papers Available

from 109 Mary Lyon
DUE APRIL 25

Elections May 4th and 5th

Questions: call Doris 6-4808
************** *t***«*^'*^***********************

a-

a-
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Hypercurricula

L^>«.
«

Racquetball Racquets

jj
Racquetball Balls

.^^ ^r^ Racquetball Gloves

**f^^ Racquetball Glasses

Atoo available \
Sport Clothing *

Sport Bagt % I

Headbands i, jannia Acc^aoriaa

I
^•^'^ 'I Basketball, Soccer

V Whiatiea
^ Football, Baaaball

Frisbeea,

Swinr>mir>g Acceaaoriea

Located in the Campus Center

&JJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

With truly portable stereo recording and playback
capabilities, the lightweight, pocket-size TCS-310

creates a new standard in portable cassette
entertainment Thanks to featherweight, micro-size

stereo headphones you get sensational stereo
playback And a built-in speaker also provides crystal-
dear mono listening Also featured are large easy-to-

use control buttons and metal tape playback capability
This smooth, precise and very compact cassette-

corder offers truly amazing performance

Op«n M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4 ^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

BDIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING -
Explanation of the Bachelor's Degree with

Individual Concentration (BDIC) Program,
a degree granting program which allows a

student the opportunity to design their own
major, 7 p.m., Moore House.

CAREERS IN THE PERFORMING
ARTS — Topics include: General overview,

kinds of positions, settings skills needed,

and job resources. Workshop sponsored by

the Arts Extension Service of the Division

of Continuing Education with the support of

the University Arts Council. To register:

call AES, 545 2360. 7-9:30 p.m.. Room 169.

Campus Center.

IF YOU LOVE THIS PLANET -
Academy Award winning film which

depicts the effects of nuclear war and the

capabilities of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. Co-

sponsored by UMass Peacenuikers and
Students Against Militarism. Everyone
welcome. Discussion follows. 7:30 p.m.. CC.
166.

WHEELER GALLERY OPENING
RECEPTION - "Expressions" - a

women's art exhibit, 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m..

Wheeler B7.

MURRAY BOOKCHIN - (Lecture

Discussion) — Murray Bookchin will speak

on the issue of growing totalitarianism

along with an explanation for the meaning

of ecology. Murray is an anarchist and a

pioneer of the social ecology movement,

7:30 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge.

PARTY FOR A FUNDRAISER - J.A.

& Coolidge dormitories are sponsoring a

party at Hangar One. Two for one drinks

from 8:00^10:30. Proceeds from Coolidge

will go to Tri County Youth and Foster

Child, 8 p.m.. Hangar One.

SPANISH CLUB MEETING - Refresh

ments will be served. New members
welcome. 8 p.m., Herter 3rd floor lounge.

"JEWISH MOTIFS IN 19tb CENTURY
POLISH PAINTING" - SUde lecture -
open to all. 8 p.m., Herter 231.

AL ANON - "The UMass Al Anon

meeting has been moved from the Campus
Center to the Baptist Church across from

the Newman Center. 8 to 9:30 p.m.. Baptist

Church, parking lot entrance.

AN EVENING DEVOTED TO NIKOS
KAZANTZAKIS wiU be presented by the

Hellenic Student Association. The event

will include a music, literary and slide

pres(>ntation. Refreshments will be served,

8 10 p.m., CC 904 8.

"RELIGIONLESS CHRISTIANITY -
BONHOEFFER" is today's topic for

theological discussion at Brown Bag
Theology, facilitated by Rev. Phil Ward.
All are welcome. 12:15-1:15 p.m.. 428

Student Union.

25 PLUS CLUB DISCUSSION - Meet
other older students in the relaxing at-

mosphere of the Faculty Club, located

behind Morrill Hall. Discussion "The special

needs of the non-traditional student." 4

p.m.. Faculty Club.

"ARE DEVELOPMENT GROUPS
REALLY AIDING?" is the UMass Hunger

Task Force topic for discussion facilitated

by Mary Kate Small. All are welcome. 4

p.m., 428 Student Union.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO
ASSOCIATION MEETING - Anyone
interested in ham radio is welcome.

Upcoming contests will be discussed. Check

Campus Center schedule for room number,

4:30 p.m. Campus Center.

FREE MOVIE — The Graduate, starring

Dustin Hoffman, will be shown on the hill

behind Field. This event is in conjunction

with Bowl Week. Rain k>cation: Webster.

At dusk, behind Field Dorm.

STUDENTS AGAINST
MILITARISM/ PEACEMAKERS
MEETING — Please join us in disar-

mament and peace work. Meeting will be

followed by a showing of "If You Love This

Planet." 6 p.m.. CC 165.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST -
"E)oes God Exist?" Come to a free lecture,

bring yourself and a friend. Open to

everyone, come and share in the discussion

afterwards. 6:30 p.m.. SBA 109.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEETING -
There will be a general meeting to discuss

the club's portfolio and the current

proposals. New members are welcome, 7

p.m.. SBA 107.

MINORITIES IN TODAY'S LABOR
MOVEMENT - Joee LaLuz. organizer for

the Connecticut State Federation of

Teachers. President of the Hispanic

Workers Alliance, will speak on 'Minorities

in the Labor Movement Today', 7 p.m.
Campus Center 803.

CHESS CLUB MEETING - General
meeting. Games will follow. All are
welcome. 7 p.m.. CC Room 917.

THE WORLD UR CAMPUS

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

AROIND THK WORLD:
all 1983 (Sept. 14 Dec. 23)

Seattle • Kobe. Japan • Pusan. Korea
• Keelung. Taiwan • Hong Kong •

Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo. Sri Lanka
• Bombay. India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,

Turkey • Alexandria. Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
• Cadi/. Spain • Ft. I.auderdale, Florida

Sp«>n»ored h> Ihr I imrrsilv of Pittsburgh. Sempjttpr al Sea offers studentii a superior
full semester arademic program and supporting field experienres This one semester
ewperienre is available to qualified students from all arrrediled colleges and univer
cities

More than 60 \o\age related uni\ersit> courses. Facult> drawn from the I niversit> of

Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented b\ visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special lours into the People s Republic of China, available
Semester al Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.

I niverse is fullv air conditioned. 18.000 Ions, registered in Lit>eria and built in
America
For a free color brochure, write; Semester al Sea. I CIS, I niversily of Pittsburgh Forbes
Quadrangle. Pittsburgh. PA 15260. or call loll free (800) 8.S4 0195 (in California call
(714) 771 6590>.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
CROSSWORD
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Katfood By ARK
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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After the Fall
By R. Miller

lotted b) Margarrl Karrar and Trudf Jaffe
'^ ISU I mn At««»« I Man V**ra«*

ACROSS 52 Role of wire 10 Lawof theiungle

1 Major. Dog 54 Toddies tor a tar 11 To any degree

Star location 55 Gift wrap, Oriental 12 Step in a wall

6 Small structure style 13 a poker

10 Measure for a 60 show 21 Word of refusal

chef 61 Bye, bye, in Bri 22 Earl Biggers

14 Unaided tain 24 Puccims Rodolfo,

15 North or South 62 Threefold for one
16 Ancient Germanic 63 River tx>undary 25 Decorative gar

ruler between Germany meni

17 Violinist Isaac and Poland 26 Exchange

16 Heavenly bodies 64 1 don t mind premium
19 Manner of move 27 Become insipid

meni 65 Having a rounded 29 Sign of scorn

20 Duffer s dream form 32 Cowboy of

22 Street aide to 66 Temperance op tame

Perry Mason ponents 34 Dry out

23 Sound of discom 67 Sun or moon 35 Corrida sounds

fort follower 36 Large li/ard

24 Norman Vincent 68 Comforted 37 Just passable

and family 39 Fire residue

25 Spring runner 42 Jun.or

28 Grid figures 46 Leads against

30 Table scrap DOWN the

31 Lab material 1 Partner of carry 4; Walk stealthily

33 Opposiiesof 2 Choir memt)er 49 Shining

favorites 3 Word at Christ 50 Common Market

38 Farm building mastide function

39 Weather yxord 4 Against a thing 51 Musical number

40 Mmture in law 53 Insec: stage

41 EopletiveevoKing 5 High ranking per 55 Famous physicist

The Bible son 56 afar far

43 Coagulates 6 Cooking mea 57 Lmdstrom of the

44 Bravo sures r>ews. et al

45 Chink 7 Cape 56 Grafted, m
48 Paulo 8 River into the heraldry

49 To a certain North Sea 59 Wind instrument

degree 9 Motnes 61 Sailor
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i WEATHER

Today partly cloudy with

chance of rain fKJSsiWy

heavy at times. Highs in

the upper 308 with light

winds.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Deli Beef Sandwich
Eggs Lamancha

BASICS LUNCH
(Ireen Bean Strata

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Baked Ham/OranKe Glaze Baked Cod with lemon slice

Meatball Grinder Eggplant Farmigiana

Antipasto Cold Plate Grinder Roll

with saltines Vegetable Antipasto

with crackers

Five-College Students

The Collegian wants to hear what's hap-

pening at your school. We need writers to

cover news and human interest stories at

Amherst College, Hampshire, Smith and

Mount Holyoke Colleges. No pay but great

experience and the chance to write for one

of the finest college newspapers.

If interested, please contact Tami

Borton or John DiPalazzo at the Collegian,

545-3500, weekday afternoons.
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It viHi're a senior and haw the promiNt- oi ,i $10,000 circtr-oncntcJ n«l\ American

Expresv uxHild like ti) otft-r voii the American txpre>s Card.

Vi'hat are we.'

O.jrv.'

Ni>. conhdent. (;orirident >>t \»>ur future But ewn more th.iii rivit We re

conhdenr i>t vou niM. .And we're pn>\ inu If

A $10,000 ]oh pri.n\i>e. That'N it No »tnni:- \.
'
unnnucks. .And thi- otter in

e\vn >:ivk1 tor 12 miuifh^ .itter voii lur.tdu.ile

But whs '.hi>uld \o(i L'et the Amen*. an txpre^N C iiJ novv

VXeli, it viHj're pl.mninj: .t trip .iLn»^NC»Hintr\ or .iround the wi>rld, the

.American ^xpre^^ t ard ^ a real help. I iet pl.ine ruketo with it. Then un^- it t..i

horeU and re>taur.int» .ill ^avi the w.-rld .And, it \»'u ditKild need .in\ help while

ViHi're aw.iv. iiM O'fo.im .Amerii.in hxpre>»Travel SerMceOttice" wherewi \.'u

arc - and the\ 11 help. Hit

I'Hwour^-. rhet .ird.ik.heli- edit hiM

li»r re«.t.iurant^ and >h»»ppini; ndif -it h-niu

S« fill HI tlieioiiiMn lvK<vi .tiul AiiKiK m ! nj i «."»*!" -* iivi ,. .t . -j ^.. i.il

.•^tiideru Applu-ition ncht .iu.i\. .ilont' «id. (free hiiwlK-.k th.it ha^invrvthmu

\tHincedn»kn»iw aKMiriri\lit. V>itr • .m .ipplieinon

K* k
'

r on c.iinpii^ hillenn h •
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SPECIAL VALUE
$1.50

re

The American Express Card. Dt>n't leave st htK>l uithout it.
"

I

PlraM- »rnJ itic 4 Sprcial S<u«leni .Applualixn
for ihc Amrrican t«prr«t'C'ard antl the fttc
C rrdit HanUhot^k
Mail thi« itHipun 10

AmrrKan l-.ir"** Travel RrUlcd Srr«icr«Ci> . ifk.

PO B»> 222. C hurt hStrrrtSuiion
Nrw Vock. Ne» York KXV4*

• fcmc ^.Ut>«
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UMASi

1

M.

1^
Limited

Quantity

UMass Plastic 12 oz.

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

.V.' .V.' ^.'.

^

4>^

»l:t ••IH \M ,1

Black Beauty

$•$

Maxfield Parish

WARAKD
PEAUH

iOLsrmiY

3nd Peace Family Cookbook

\>*

BARNS
nil iKiii>roBv.

Barns

» • •-•!• •-•- •_•_•_

j»- ^i^^^,i^,^,^,i^^^A;i^Al^,,iiy,^i^,^iV^^

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

. •:•:•. •:•;•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••x-. ••:••• '«: '•:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. *•:•:•. ••;

^jUmVERSlTY
USTORE*

Wednesday. April 20, 1983, Collegian 15

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoVagian Office CC 113 • 8:46-3:46 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Casit in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

Valiant-wagon slant six runs good 1200
-Tom 686-3401

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional beliydencer

for most unusual gift. Thereza, 263-7822

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS

Continuing educetlon semlner: "The
EMT'8 Role in Crttcal Care Trsnsfsrs."

Spesker: Rot)ert CartI, REMT-Psramedic.
Thursdsy, April 21 6:30 PM shsrp- Cooley
Dickenson Hospital Northampton (Mc-

Cailum BIdg) submitted to OEMS for 3

CEU's. Sponsored by the Five College

Chapter of MAEMT.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertelnment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys gusrsnteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LE88I
Dorms, Semis. Greeks. Call-N-Save. Psul

548-4406

FEMALES STOP SMOKINQI

Femele. smokers. Short term therspy to

promote cessation of smoking in comfor-

table, productive way. Siidir>g fee scale

Pyschologicsl Services center, UMsss
546^0041

FOR RENT

1 bedrm Puffton apt. for rent: svail.

June 1. CJI Jesse: 546-2707, 549-5916

One bedroom In two bedroom
townhouse svsilsble May 3l8t Mayflower

Apts 175/mo plus utilities on bus route.

2560661

deen 2 bedroom Southwood apt. sum-
mer sublet w/fsll option. 256-8667

Aug plus fsll option, 4Houses - Jur>e . .

bedrooms M86-500 in Northampton. 6 bed

in Hadley 1600 plus, for summer onfy Call

after 3:» pm. Skibiski Realtor* Northamp-

ton 664-3428

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo/TepedeclTSR
2100 series still under wsrranty caN

546-9819 for info

Four 21st row seets for Aleben>e 4/22

Hertford bsst offer 6-4469

Grateful Deed: April 22 New Haven; tk:ket

snd bu« »2B.OO 646-0600

10000 used records Just bought. Hun-

dreds put out dsily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Norttwnpton . Many hard to

find 684-3130 or 686-6726

FOUND

Down Vest in Herter 231 on Fri April 8 at

3:30 pm call 263-2146 to Wentify after 6

keep trying

Found sihrer ring by MorriM on 4/14. CaN

5466936. Give dsecfiptk)n and It's yours.

HELP WANTED

-•:•:•• -•:• $-X$^V??-:i..- .• x^A$S>M'M-:W'»-^"•^:»»1>:»1:>M

Workstudy positions recycling project.

Experienced people to handle cash. Apply

SUB 306 1-4 pm 5460618

Sales/Marketing Cempus Rep. poeltlon

for student. Working on pronx>tk)n & sales

of BEER Products. Part time. Flexible

hours. Benefits. Lori 1 -800-232- 1904

Counselors privsts co-ed camp in

Berkshirss hss openings for head sr>d assis-

tant instructors in: Art* & Crafts, basket-

bsll, gymnastics, tennis, drsn>atics, music

director/piano accompanist, video /filnv

msking, photography, model rocketty.

radk}Statk>n (AM), computers, waterfrom

(WSI), snd ssiling. Also needed: oeneral

bunk counsetors (male openings only) and

unit leeders. Good salaries - friandhr st-

moephere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner

-Camp Schodack 288 Mason Terraos,

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277-7600

day 9-4

Intereeted In obtaining employment in

the Natural Resources Fisid

(Forestry/WIWIIfs)? For comprehensh^
emptoyment gukle, send 16.00 to: Natural

Rasource Emptoyment, PO Box 67, Tonwh,

Wl 54660

Employment Opportunities psrt

tin>e/n»ghts svsilable for Spring/Sum-

mer/Fall for quellfied Juntors, Sophmorss

and Graduate Students in University A^um

ni Telephone Solicitation progrsm. M.OO

plus sn hr. People with sales sr>d/or

telemartteting experience are encouraged to

apply at Telehind Offtee Memonal Hall

The Colleglen Dey Graphics Dept has

openings for 3 pasteup people for tiert fell

Applicattona will be accepted April 19 and

20 from 9:30 am to noon ONLY in Rm 106

CC.
.

Responsible person who en|oys

children wsnted to assist with chiklcare

and housekeeping in retum for room and
board must have own car references re-

quired 253-2466 efter 6:00 p.m.

Experienced people for part B full time
help inquire at Superior Pizzeria drivers siso

rteeded must own car.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
~

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full-time legal aasistsnt

intems for Fsll 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic
departments. Aid atorr>eys st LSO with

dient interviewing, investigations, legal

resesrch, negotiations, giving sdvice snd
referrals, preparation of court forms, stten-

dsru^e st hearings in District and Superior

Courts, snd participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under sttorriey super-

vision. For advice on arrangir>g an intem-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intem-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, st Office of Intem-

ships. Wrttir>a sample required. Further in-

fomrwtion, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Gold Omege wetch red /beige wristt>and

left in 1st floor women bathroom GTWR
4/12 rewsrd call 546-9906

Five keys on Budweiser key chain lost Fri-

day while thumt>ing to Worcester 4/8

549-2B73

Lost gold link brecelet on April 12 or 13

rewsrd pissss retum call 6-1471

MAKE PEACE WPFH EARTH

Join us around the pond on Earth Day
Friday April 22 from dawn meditatkMM to

dusk musicisns. Free tt)e cow cererrxxiy

10:30 sm. Futurs studies speaker Phyllis

Rodin 11 sm. Local wiWIIfe 11 30. Noon
nrxisk:. Nativs American, Winor^s Laduks 1

pm. Molly Scon 1:30. Agent Orangs, the

draft, nuclear destruction, ecotogy now
snd more. Make peace with earth, nnake

survivsl your

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 12B mint cor>ditk>n, great fun. Only

4K mi. 90 mpg. must sell 1360.00 or BO
comact Chris 669-3707 nights, 5-0929

¥»eskdays

Honda Hewk 400 1878 good cotmI.

cell 546-6879 Phil

PERSONALS

Alt Unlverelty Women ars invited to Chi

Omega for dinner Tues Apr 19 snd Thurs 21

st 5:30 snd for s Dynasty Psrty Wed 20 st

9:30 for rrxxe info or RSVP call Felk:e

646-0162 check us out

To Cindy C. Hsppy Birthday Wg sister

from your little brother. Just one nrxKe yesr

and your on your own

Free trained Laabian/Gay Pear Counseling,

referral MTuThF 4S pm 433SU 546-2646

Hoeerl Happy Birthday Susanna, weluv

ya. Luv the 14th

Heppy BIrthdey Isreei Cslebrsts Isrsel's

36th Birthday with the Psrvsrim Ssturday

April 23. 8 pm CCA tickets »3/»2 students

Career Placement Assistance for

greduates. Gain sn edge through Mess

Martieting. Operations Rseesrch Intems-

tional P 0. Box 5470, Avon, Cotorado,

81620 call toll free 1«0-421 3217

Sandy a day late but K's the ttHMight that

counts - you're tt>e or>e thst mskss our job

worthwhile tove C snd C

Lee I'm heppier then I've ever besn snd I

owe it sll to you thanks Psuools

RAWWII Rappy Rlrthday Rimbol Rou're

so ruts, ri just ruv ys. Ruv, Rsurie

RUN FOR RrrTER April 23rd info Si

NewTTW) Center

SIgme Delta Tau
invites all Univ women to Open Rush

Tues 4/19 Dinner

Wed 4/20 Dynesty
Thur 4/21 Dinner

Call Donna for info 5460627
409 N Pteesent St

SWAG ELECTIONSIII
Fkk up Nominatton Papers

in SWAG Offk:e

Due 4/22 for Info cell 5460961

If you heve $180 end e wey to New York
you can be in Europe by the day after

tonwrrow. For details, call Airhitch R, toll-

fres (800) 372-7234

CAPTAIN NEMO is tooking for crew sign

up rww in JA tower

Boerding House had it with dorm life snd

DC foodr Greet opportunity awaits: best

tocatton on canrHHis sxcellem meal plan

friendly atmosphere. Next to Newnf>8n

Center. Cell Nate or T.J. 263-9016

Congratulatlona to the TrI-Cepteins; J.

Corbet, W. Stevens, snd L. Wingsrt

Good Luckl J. McGonsgie, J. Macurdy,
and B. Goulart from the Management

Cosmic WImpout Toumement - Sat
April 23 Rusty Nail - 1st round starts at
r>oon" Msx Creek st night - IBOO 1st prize

Hello egein Angel Fece - Have a super
20th • (rK) need to be r>ervous again) Lids

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DIssertetlons, theses, cases, papers
gusrsnteed scceptsnce tow rstes 6<X392,

564-7924 Nancy.

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY

College students who have grown up
with a chronically ill siblir>g srs needed to

perticipate in study. Experinr>entsl credit

available. Call 646-1669. 4-6 PM, April 19-22

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET ~

3 bedroom furnished Puffton Village apt.

Summer sublet only. 1115 per room
negotiable. Cable TV, tennis courts snd
pod. Nesr bus stop, close to campus. Call

Lori 549-0616

ROOMMATES WANTED ~

Male wanted for summer sublet 9 Roll-

ing Grsen 80.00 per month 2568121 sfter

10:00 PM
Reeponslble femele wented to shers

sunny Southwood Apt summer/fsll
253-5109

1 or 2 roommetee for 3 bdrm to«vnhouse

spt for fall senr^eeter M or F 1 rni availat>le

call 549-1833

Two femelee for one bedroom in aunny

Southwood townhouse cell evenings

2660669

3 houeentetee «vented; quiet curwktsrate

and non-smoker Corrtact Amy 646-7444

Cape Apertmem Soutfi YamxHJth call

Chris 266-6062 or 266-6806 leeve mssssfli .

Rolling Green 2 bedroom spartment for

summer need 2 roonrwnates caN Dave
6«17 or 6-6186

SUMMER SUBLET

1 bedroom Puffton Apt cympletsly hjr-

nished pool/tsnnis 1126/person 549-6207

Three bedroom Townehouee Apt 6/1

•9/1 rem negotiable cal 649-1833

Large four bedroom apartment sc^acent

to campus. MOO/mo negotiable caN Debbie

6460646

Two bedroom Brfttany Maf>or Apt fsN

optton reesor>abts caN 263-9678

3 Bedroom townehouee Southwood spt

hjlly fumished pool tennis courts rsm neg.

call 2660640

1 or 2 fumlahed bedroome In a 2

bedroom Southwood townshouss
pod/AC June 1 - Aug 31 #130 for single.

100 sech for double rsm negotisble cai

263-2541 after 6 p.m. kesp tryingi

1 bedroom apartment fuNy fumished

Swiss Viltage, fsW optton. 266-8883.

Summer at Puffers room June - AuafsN

opwesh/drysr110->- sach Carriss 549-6686

1 cory fumished room In Puffton 3 br

avail sumnr>er only. #110 mo resp female

549-5184

Cheep 2 bedroom Brfttany Manor apt

sir condittoning call 546-6001 5460006

3 bedroom Townehouee Apt fumished

price negotisble pleese call 648-5187 or

546-9397

Amherst Ctr ept 4 bdrm himished $160 -^

elect es call 263-6298

Towr>ehouee two bedroom fun>lshed A/C

$225 per/mo Randy 549-6469

Puffton Village 1 bedroom rant negotiable

6490816

Sunny 3 bedroom houee M70 mo. In

Amherst Center exceNem toe start June 1 til

Sept 1 caH Merit 263-2169

Northempton beeutlful 4 bednn house,

himished. possible fsll option. Start 6/1

1 bedroom Brendywine w/pool, AC - rsel

cheepi 6-8206

Amherst Center bedrooms svsilsble^

pactous house, covered verands, lush

lawns 6490888

W/Fell option. 2 bedroom townhouss.

pool, bus routs, 666-3020

TO SUBLET

Cheep himished 3 bedroomspt sir cond sN

utH ind summer only 266-8389

Northempton four bedrooms June

-August $6eO/month two floors two baths

6640126

Brittany Manor apartment summer
sublet with fall optton 2 bedrooms 263-2214

Sublet 2 bedrooms fumished CliffskJe

spsrtments >340 everything csll 866-4210

evening TJurw 1)

Mery Popplns would epprovel Fully fur-

nished Brsndywine spartmem. June 1 -Aug

31 call 649-1511

Excellent cond. new carpets a floors 2

bedroom spt summer sub. fsll opt.

686-2081 Rsndi

One bedroom left beeutlful

homs one minute from csmpus
»176/month 2660170

Two, one-bedroom epts Cliffstoe fsN op-

tton 275.00 inci pool pets OK bus 666-2512

leave masasgs

2 bdrms aiffslde $360/mo utilities inc fsN

optton call eves 666-4863

2 bedrm Northwood fumished pool AC
on bus route 100 esch 2660887 Jenifer

Greet Apt - Brsndywine 6/1 to 9/1 2 mo
option, 1 bedrm, A/C , pool, cable, rent

negotiable, 6-8110 or 6-8732

1 bedroom townhouse Southwood with

fsll option svsilable July 1 or negotiable on
bus routs call 263-9862

Summer sublet sunny 3 br apt in Amherst
Center reasor^bly priced 549-4437

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton spt.

rant is negotiable 549-5715

Puffton 3 bdrm
Chas 549^711

for summer fumi^>ed

Two bedroom ept summer sublet w/fel

option pod, frequent buses, neer 7-11

$31 5/m negotisble 666-7972 keep trying

One or two bdrm epton bus routs sum-
mer w/fsM optton 866-2263

Cheep sublet 2 bedrooms available $260

June Aug call 549-4049 6-6 pm

2 bedroom Piealdentlel Apt summer
sublet w/fsil option 10 win welk to cempus
5460154

3 bedroom ept In Sunderiend fsNoption

or>ly 330/rrto pod on bus call 6667028

Summer sublet w/fsll option 2 bdrm
CotonisI VHlsge apt on txit routs, pod.

laundry facilities $296 s month csN 2560408

Col VIg 2 bdr apt on bus rt $296/nfK>s sum-
am sublet fsl optton 263-9660

3 bedroom ept In Puffton $290 month
summer sublet caH 5460464 or 546-6460

2 femelee wented for 2 bdrm Brar>dywir>e

spt summer sublet fall option rsnt negttil

649-1406 after 10 pm
Orte room In 2 bedroom Colonial Vlilage

ept svsilabis June 1 fsll option call

2S3-7178

1 bedroom spt In Southwood to summer
sublet w/fsll option 263-9006

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom Squire VWege
spertmsnts summer sublet w/fal option

rem for sunrvnsr negotiable 6964604.

Amherst Center 6 bedrms summer sublet

fsN option $640/nx>nth 263-2878

One bedroom ept half mNe from cempua
$675 for summer 2660948

Central Northempton Attrective, furnish-

ed 2-3 br spt June 1, faN option 460 ind

heet 686-6467

One bedroom In Southwood
Townhouse pod tennis svsNable June 1

fall optton 263-3497

Wanted to sublet Brsndywirw? perthr fur-

nishsd, pool, airconditioning rent

negotiable June - Sept 1 call Cathy

646-7494.

WANTED

Caeh for your
(aak for Jaromir/

tepee
)

Cleae Rings, Gdd sr>d SNver Jewelry snd
Cdns. Dsniel Smith. 25 North Pteesent,

Amherst, 2660710

Wented 1 bedrm ept In Puffton for sunv
mer sublet snd fsN optton. CaN Laurie

8867766 keep trying.

Tutor needed for ECE 222. WiN pey. Cal
Jane 6-6641

Wented Recorde - cesh or trade - cal

Dynamite Rscords 684-1680.

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
546-2836 or 774-4409 (Jsromk/ leeve

mssssge)

WANTED TO RENT

Wented 2 or 3 bdrm ept In Puffton for

June w/fall optton 6460787

Couple seeks 1 br apt In Anr>herst Area for

fall (Grsd stud) Jon or Jo 203-46601 14 (call

cdlect)

Rewerd $30 for 2 or 3 bedroom apt
snywhsre within 3 mile radius of UMASS
(prefersbly in Puffton or Southwood) caH
5494925.

3-4 Bedrooms fumished house on bus
route September - June Csll Msrie
546-4680.
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Gorillas hope to revive

the season at Hofetra
By BILL SHEA

('•llcgiu SUff

"What's wrong with the lacrosse team?"
The question has become a popular one

around the University of Massachusetts

campus these days, and when one looks at

the UMass lacrosse team's 2-4 slate, which

includes three losses at home, the question

appears justified.

That is not to say that the current edition

of Garber's Gorillas hasn't provided ex-

citing lacrosse so far this year. The problem
is the good play has not translated into

wins.

"I know the general public says the

bottom line is winning and losing," says

Gorilla head coach Dick Garber. "But what I

tell the guys is what you do collectively is

important, not the scoreboard."

Preseason goals have been washed away
in the first six games. The New England

championship, the main goal the Gorillas

set at the beginning of the year, is now an

impossibility with early season k)sses to

New England rivals Brown and New
Hampshire.

A national playoff berth, which goes to

the top eight teams in the country, is still

attainable, but would require the Gorillas to

win all nine remaining games.

The Gorillas backup plan calls for taking

games one at a time, starting tonight at

7:30 when they face off against 12th ranked

Hofstra University.

Hofstra will be the first opponent on a

four game road trip for the Gorillas, which

includes a visit with the sixth ranked

Cadets of Army. Garber feels half the battle

will be mental.

"It's not how many times you get knocked

down that counts," Garber t(^d his team at

yesterday's strategy session, "it's how

many times you get back up that matters."

The Gorillas will be looking to start

producing the "W's" tonight, and hopefully

they will find a positive groove as they

approach the most difficult part of their

schedule.

"A lot of it (success) is between the ears."

said Garber. "We have to control the ball to

beat these guys. We have to control the

tempo, just like we did against Hobart (an

11 6 Gorilla win.)"

As Garber pointed out, the Gorillas

haven't played their type of ball control

game since the season opener against

Hobart College, and against a physically

strong and quick Hofstra squad, good

execution will be a necessity if the Gorillas

are to come home victorious.

National rankings, heavily watched by

Gorilla players earlier in the year, are not

so much a concern anymore. Enjoying

playing lacrosse the remainder of the

season and providing exciting action for

Gorilla fans has become the team's ob-

jective.

NBA playoff match-ups
By SCOTT HOOD

('•UqwaSUff

For the handful of true pro basketball

fans amongst us on this planet, paradi.se

has Tinally arrived. The National Basket

ball Association Playoffs.

Six weeks from now a champion will he

crowned. But, as they say, first things

first. At the moment, the opening round,

the best two-out-of three mini-series is

underway with two of the four series com-

mencing last night. The other two will get

started tonight.

Here are the outlooks for each of the

mini-series

:

Beaton vt. AtlanU; The Critics are

blessed. Rid of the frightful thought of

having tt> play the Washington Bullets,

the Celts can concentrate on the Hawks,
who lost five of six games to the local

boys.

The Hawks (43-39) are lead by Danny
Rf>undfield (18.7 pts.. 11.5 reb. a game),

skywalking r(K)kie Dominique Wilkins.

shot-blocking specialist Tree Rollins, and
guard Johnny Davis.

The series began last night and will con-

tinue Friday night at the Omni. A third

game, if necessary, will be Sunday at the

Garden. The winner gets Milwaukee.

New York vs. New Jersey: With this

series, plus Islanders- Rangers, living in

the Big Apple will definitely be enjoyable

for the next five days.

The Knicks (44-38), in last place in the

Atlantic Division and seemingly out of the

playoff race in January, won 21 of 25 in

one stretch and went 29-12 over the se-

cond half to gain a berth.

Bernard King (22.1 pts.) has been im-

mense, along wilLh Bill Cartwritht, who
had his best season since his rool ie year.

The Knicks, the best defensive teaii in the

NBA (97.7 pts. a game), took o'f vhen

they put Paul Westphal at point guard,

acquired speedy guard Rory Sparrow,

and replaced Eddie Sherod with Trent

Tucker.

The Nets (49-33) are in disarray after

the sudden departure of coach Larry

Brown two weeks ago.

Th series begins tonight at the Byrne

Meatiowlands Arena in East Rutherford,

N.J. and continues Thursday at Madison

Square Garden. The third game, if

necessary, will be in New .Jersey on Sun-

day. The winner draws Philadelphia.

Phoenix •. Denver: This will be a

rematch of last year's classic mini-series,

which Phoenix won in three games.
The run-and-gun Nuggets (45-37)

possess the most explosive offense (123.0

pta/game) in the NBA. The league's

leading scorer, Alex English (28.4

pta/game).

The Suns (53-29T are led by Mautic«

Lucas (16.5 pts. and 10.4 reb.), a pleasant

surprise after being acquired from the

Knicks, Walter Davis (19.2 pts/game). and
budding superstar Larry Nance (16.2 pts.,

188 blocked shots).

The winner of the series, which began
last night in Phoenix, faces San Antonio.

Seattle •. Portland: This is for the

bragging rights of the Pacific Northwest.

The Supersonics (48-34) won their first

12 games of the season, but played only

.500 ball thereafter. The big three are

Jack Sikma (the Sonics lost eight straight

after he was injured in February'), dus
Williams, and David Thompson. James
Donaldson and Df>wntown Freddie Brown
are the key reserves.

Dr. Jack Ramsay's Trailblazers (46-36)

are led by Jim Paxson (22.0 pts/game). the

best mover without the ball in the NBA.
The series begins tonight at the

Kingdome. The second game is Friday at

Portland. The victor plays the injury-

riddled Los Angeles Lakers.

The Knicks hope to battle the

76'era bat must firat beat the Nets.

UMass Relays meet
swamped by weather

By LAURIE FISHER
CaikgiM Staff

Despite conditions that could best be

described as miserable (cold, windy and

very wet for those of you fortunate

enough to have spent the weekend

elsewhere) over 90 percent of the ex-

pected competitors representing over 50

colleges and clubs showed up for the

UMass relays on Saturday.

The weather is traditioanlly dreadful

for this event - in 1976 it was a swelter-

ing 97 degrees and last year 14 inches of

snow put a damper on things — which af-

fected most events, slowing down the run-

ning and making the throwing slippery.

Minutewoman sophomore. Leah Loftis

with a time of 57.6 seconds won the 400

meter event, breaking the school record

and qualifying her for the New Englands.

Leah has and could have run faster had

the weather been better, women's track

coach Kalekeni Banda said.

I'Mass freshman Cindy Krupa and Liz

Patterson placed in the throwing events

and qualified for the New Englands.

Krupa took a second in the javelin with a

distance of 133'3". Patterson placed third

in the discus at 121 '2" and broke the

school shot put record with a distance of

40'3", giving her fifth.

The mile relay and the 410yard relay

were won by UMass teams. The mile

team, Susan Bird. Loftis, Maureen

O'Reilly and Debbie Smith won with a

time of 4.04 minutes and the 410 was won
by Cindy Coronalo, Martha Rubl)le. Lisa

Small and Pam F^n)to in 54.7 sect>nds.

UMass' John Wright, who won the high

hurdle event the last two years placed se-

cond on Saturday. "John didn't have a

good time he was taking it easy because of

the weather," assistant coach Greg Roy
said.

Discus thrower, Ronald Farber, placed

second with 148*11". Farber was a good

example of how the conditions affected

the competition — last weekend at Boston

College Farber threw 149' and did not

place.

Freshman Kyler Foster was sixth in the

javelin (176* 11"). Steve Hyder was sixth

in the shotput (52'3") and rodney

LaFlammer took a sixth in the steeple

chase event, an event that proved quite

comical.

"Steeple chasing is a spectator sport for

the wrong reasons", mens tracks coach

Ken O'Brien explained. The reasons are

that the course includes three wooden
barriers approximately three feet high

and a water jump designed for the good

athletes to leave one leg in the water.

Many competitors landed with two feet in

the wat^r or face first, leaving already

wet men soaked.

The Invitational Mile was won by Geoff

Smith from Providence College in a time

of 4:10 minutes. Smith, an English Olym-
pian, has run the mile in 3.55 minutes.

Not all performances were adversely af-

fected by the rain.

Trevor Garric from Boston College won
the 200 (21.7 seconds) and 400 (47.7

seconds) meter events.

Thrower Art McDermott also from BC
won the discus (185') and the shot put

(60'3") and Bill Thierfelder. the BU
coach, won the high jump at 7 feet even.

'These performances were outstanding

and more so because of the weather. " Roy
said.

Soccer becoming a winner
Bj PAUL HEALY

C«Ui«taB Staff

"Winners."

That's the word being heard more and

more often in the locker room of the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team, and with good reason. With one

tournament championship, two second-

place trophies and a third place finish in its

indoor season, the squad may be on its way
to a k>ng awaited return to winning ways.

Taking a squad that was 7-8-2 outdoors in

the fall and molding it into such a strong

and successful indoor team took a good deal

of sacrifice, including 6:30 practices twice a

"One of the biggest reasons for our

success is intensity," according to first year

head coach Jeff Gettler. "We're going out

and winning the games we should win, even

when we play poorly," he said. "That's

often the sign of a better team."

Gettler is not completely satisfied with

his squad's play, however, citing the need

for a "finisher," a player who can put the

ball in the net consistantly.

"At one tournament we only scored five

times in seven games, and we came in

second," he said, praising the Minuteman
defense as well as wishing for more goal

production. Up to the Hartwick 0>ilege

tournament, the team's last before moving

outside, the UMass "D" had earned 16

shutouts in 23 games.

Both Gettler and assistant coach Rkk

Bryant cited goalkeeper Don Donahue as a

major factor in the team's success.

"Donnie was our third keeper in the fall,**

aid Bryant, "but he's really done the job

indoors." Done the job is a slight caee of

understatement. In five tourneys, the

junior netminder was named to two all-

tournament teams, earning the M.V.P.

honor at the North Adams State 0>Ueg«

tournament.
The Minutemen were undefeated at

North Adams blowing out the hosts 9-0 in

the final. They folbwed that victory with

second place finishes at Boston College and

the University of Connecticut, and most

recently third place at the Hartwick

tourney.

At UConn. the UMass hooters defeated

the University of Hartford, tough Plymouth

State College, defending champion
Bridgeport University and 1981 Division 1

national champ UConn, en route to a 1-0

k>ss to St. Francis College of New York CHy
in the final.

Donahue and junior fullback Lenny

Margolis were picked as members of the all-

tournament team, but Gettler gave credit

for the high finish to the squad as a whole.

"The team has really melded into a unit,

with the sum of the parts greater than the

individual parts," he noted, stressing the

leadership role junior midfielder Kevin

FMynn has played as captain.

Flynn is one of the veterans who have

struggled through three straight loaing

seasons outdoors, but if this winter is any

indicatk>n, those years may be fading into

little more than a bad memory.

Celtic comeback nips Hawks
BOSTON AP - Larry Bird scored eight

of his game high 26 points in the final 31/2
minutes last night, rallying the Boston

Celtics to a 103 95 victory over the Atlanta

Hawks in their National Basketball

Association playoff opener.

Bird, given a brief rest period early in the

fourth period, came back to rally the Celtics

after the Hawks had charged from an eight-

point deficit to a four-point lead.

With the score tied for the sixth time in

the final period. Bird put Boston in front 89-

87 with a pair of free throws.

Quinn Buckner, who had tied the score at

87 with his first two points of the game, hit

an open shot to put Boston ahead 91-87.

The Celtics held off the desperate Hawks
for the opening victory in the best-of-three

playoff.
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Environmental

issues central to

EarthDay
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

Col Icfimii Staff

Earth Day, the annual nationwide celebration of the

environment, will be held locally tomorrow at the

University of Massachusetts near the campus pond.

Hosted by the Coalition for Environmental Quality

(CEQ). UMass Earth Day '83 will present speakers,

musicians, plays, and a variety of activities all with the

theme of making peace with the earth and heightening

environmental awareness.

"Earth Day is a chance for people who care to get

together to have a good time and talk about intelligent

things." said Louise Gogel. an organizer for E^rth Day '83.

"It is a day to look at the environment and think about

what we are doing," she said.

Everyone taking part in the celebratbn will have a

chance to participate in ongoing activities throughout the

day. such as nature walks, meditation, barrel painting, and

the painting of a mural which will be exhibited in the

Campus Center upon completion.

Performers from many different places will highUght the

day. either entertaining or making speeches about current

environmental and survival issues.

mmmmmmmmmmHmmmmmmtmmtmmmmmmtmm

"It 18 a day to get motivated and
talk to people who have ideas for the

future and for change," Gogel said.

"People are making statements but

how we interpret them is up to us/'

At noon the Jelly Belly Blues Band wfll perform, and at 1

p.m., the native American activist Winona LaDuke will

speak about the "Sacred Earth Mother".

At 2:30. Helena Norberg Hodge will speak on "Making

the World A Shangrila." which, according to Gogel, is the

ideal society isolated from the rest of the workl where

people are in harmony with themselves and their

surroundings.

Controversial topics will also be introduced by Teresita

Ferrara and draft register Ed Hasbrook, who will ar-

ticulate on "An Ecological Objection to the Draft."

"It is a day to get motivated and talk to people who have

ideas for the future and for change," Gogel said. "People

are making statements but how we interpret them is up to

us.

Other performers will include Judy Schekal, speaking on

"A No Nuclear Earth." and Haim Gunner, a UMass
Professor who did research on the use of Agent Orange in

Vietnam and will discuss "Chemical Warfare and

Environntent."

A number of local poets, musicians, and face painters

will perform between speeches.

Other events on the agenda are a Free the Cow
Ceremony, Guerilla Theatre, a Folksinger, and a Bluegrau

concert to top off the day at 4 p.m.

The Earth Day tradition began in 1970 in Washington

D.C. as a culmination of the enviromental movement. It

was part of a time when people coukl get together to taBi

about environmental issues and bounce ideas off each

other. UMass has held an Earth Day every year since with

the exception of last year.

Traditionally, (logel said, during Earth Day a tree has

been planted and this year a rose bush will be planted as

the symbol of life and to "acknowledge that we are the

caretakers of the earth."

Gogel, who along with eight other persons has worked

on organizing Earth Day since November, said many in-

dividuals and groups have contributed valuable time and

money to sponsor the acts and ensure a strong schedule of

events.

"We had lots of support and it is my dream that Earth

Day will become something the University works on and

has on their schedule," she said.

Area elementary schools have been invited to the

festivities and Gogel said she is encouraging all professors

to bring their classes.

Revised admission standards
defended at Senate meeting

By ANNE McCRORY
('•IWgMa SUff

Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs for

the Board of Regents last night defended the revised,

sliding scale admissions standards before the

Undergraduate Student Senate against accusations that

the proposal will discriminate against minority students.

Dr. Roger Schinness said minorities attending urban
high schools where there is a disproportionately large

number of minorities in relation to the population of

minorities in that city will be classified as "educationally

disadvantaged." one of three categories exempt from the

proposed admission standards.

Traditional students applying under the revised propos-

ed admission standards will be required to have taken four

units of English, three of mathematics, and electives and
two each of social science, physical science, and foreign

language. A sliding scale policy concerning low Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, which can be offset by high

class rank and vice versa, will also be implemented under
the proposal to be released in several days.

Students attending rural high schools with limited

educationa] opportunities and students whose native

language is not English may abo be termed "educationally

disaidvantaged" under the proposal, he said. Using all of

these criteria, the number of minority applicants exempt
from the admissions policy will be bwer than the number
of white applicants, though their percentage will be

greater, he said.

Schinness also emphasized that the admissions policy

will affect only applicants to the state's three universities

and nine four-year colleges.

"No student will be denied acceaa to poat secondary
education," he said, referring to Maasadnsetta' open ac

cess laws under which any high school graduate can at-

tend one of the state's IS community colleges.

"These schools are geared to enable students to over-

come academic deficiencies they may have," be said.

"This propoaal is based on the expectation that we will

increase minority enrollment in this system." he said. "In-

stitutions will be required to give us a detailed plan on bow

Dr. Roger Schinness addreaacs the
Undergraduate Student Senate last night in the

Campus Center.

they plan to increase minority enrollment and we will hold

them to it."

Schinneas also noted the correlation between low SAT
scores snd low socio-economic status, which several

senate insmbers said is largely possessed by minorities,

"is not absolute."

"One third of the students in the highest percentile (in a

1974 comparison of test results) came from the lowest

category of income," he said.

Preregistration time again underway
By JIM FINKLE

For University of Massachusetts students, it is now time

to open new course catalogs, choose courses, fill in the

dots and turn in OSCAR forms.

The spring counselling period officially began Tuesday

and will continue through Saturday, aorording to Marion

C. Markwell. administrative assistant to the registrar.

Students shoukl obtain their OSCAR preregistration

forms from their individual departments, except for

minority and non-dassified students, Markwell said.

Bilingual students may obtain their fornru from the Bil-

ingual Collegiate Program (BCP) office in Wilder Hall.

The Ollegiate Committee for the Education of Black and

other Minority Students (CCEBMS) will distribute the

OSCAR forms to its students from its office in New Africa

House, while minority engineering students shouM obtain

their forms from the Minority Engineering Program of-

fice in Marston Hall.

After choosing courses and completing the OSCAR
"bubble form," students should submit their forms to the

Registrar's Office, located in Room 213 of the Whitmore

Administration Building, Markwell said.

"Don't wait until the last minute to turn them in,"

Markwell warned. "We are jammed here the last couple of

days."

Markwell said students who may be unsure of their

plans for the fall should preregister now to avoid complica-

tions with financial aid and getting into crowded courses.

"It's better to sign up for something than not to be

preregistered at all," Markwell said. "If students are ap-

plying for loans and haven't preregistered, then the banks

are leery to give them the loans."

Markwell advised students to sign-up for between 12

and 18 credits to nuuntain foil-time status, while not a^
tempting to carry an overload.

Slogan contest aims to get town known
By TAMI BORTON

Anyone who has looked longingly into Lodestone's

windows or dreamed of riding a new bicycle away from

Peloton Sports will be interested in entering the Heritage

Bank's "Create a $1,(X)0 Sbgan for Amherst" contest.

The contest, which began the end of March, was created

with the "intentk>n of finding a more applicable slogan than

the current 'Center of Distinctfen' sk>gan which now
exists," said Adrian Wilkins, Chamber of Commerce
Member and owner of the Mercantile store in town.

"This slogan is not discriptive and indicative enough of

the ways Amherst differs from other communities," he

said.

HeriUge Bank marketing director Sharon Ross said she

feels that with the opening of the new Hyper Marche mall

in Hadiey, concern has been created on the part <rf town

businessmen that more unity is needed. The Downtown
Council and the Chamber of Commerce, both of which

HeriUge Bank belongs to, began the slogan compaign

"because we (Amherst) are not known for anything," she
said.

"By generating this slogan search, we've generated
inquiries as to what the town has to offer, and this has had
a positive effect," Ross said. "The second half of the
campaign, which will be bumper stickers displaying the
new slogan, should continue this, she said.

"A tremendous misconception about Amherst is that it

costs more to shop downtown than at the malls. ' Wilkins

said. "This is not true. In fact, the malls tend to mark up

more than Amherst businesses."

Wilkins said he does not feel Amherst businesses have

been hurt by the malls.

Amherst has specialty stores while the malls have

national chains which attract family shoppers. " he said.

"Surveys have shown students actually enjoy walking

around Vown more than shopping at the malls."

In addition to the general advertising concept whkh will

display the real impression of Amherst, the sk)gan should

serve to increase tourism, Wilkins said.

Entry forms for the contest, which closes May 15. are

available at any of the Heritage Bank offices and a number

of stores in town.
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World and National News
Reagan budget

yields ground
WASHINGTON (AP) President

Reagan, yielding to rebellious Senate

Republicans, offered a 1984 budget com
promise yesterday that provides more

money for domestic programs and slightly

less for defense than he originally wanted.

The proposal keeps intact Reagan's three-

year program of tax cuts.

Reagan dispatched three top aides to the

Senate to explain the proposal to key

Republicans, and Senate GOP Leader

Howard Baker said he hoped agreement on

a tax and spending plan was within reach.

Several participants in the meeting,

speaking on condition they not be iden-

tified, said the biggest stumbling block to

an agreement was opposition by con-

servatives to any tax increases over the

next three years.

"The hang up is taxes," said one senator,

adding that the moderate Republicans at

the session were prepared to "swallow

hard" and agree to Reagan's new proposals

for spending.

Presidential aides at the session included

Chief of Staff James Baker, Counsellor

Edwin Meese and Budget Director David

Stockman. Their visit to the Capital

marked the administration's first serious

attempt to compromise with Senate

Republicans who, after rejecting Reagan's

original budget, have been arguing for

weeks about how to revise it.

Defense spending for 1984 would increase

7.5 percent after inflation, midway between

Reagan's original 10 percent proposal and

the 5 percent the committee voted for.

Legislature approves

Prop. 2 '^2 override bill

BOSTON — The House and Senate both

agreed yesterday to a $157.8 million

package of new aid for the cities and towns

that also makes it easier for 11

municipalities to override Proposition 2'/t.

Both chambers approved a resolution

expressing "mtent"to go ak>ng with the aid

plan announced last week by Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis and the Democratic legislative

leadership.

The Senate also passed a bill that wouM
make the override provision law.

Citizens for Limited Taxation, the prime

mover behind the 1980 property tax

limiting initiative approved by voters, said

the developments spelled "war" against

Dukakis and the leadership.

The House, under intense lobbying

pressure, reversed an earlier vote against

the override before resolution 113-32 late

Wednesday. The actual override bill,

approved on a voice vote in the Senate, still

requires action in the House.

AP l^ucrpkoto

A doctor and a nurse attend to two sets of identical twins born to

Myoko Hane, 32, Tuesday in Iwamizawa, Hokkaido Island, Japan. The
four babies, all boys, weig^hed between 3.5 and 5.6 pounds and are

reported doing well.

Walesa plans forMay Day
GDANSK. Poland (AP) Lech Walesa

declared yesterday that the working class

has a right to observe May Day any way it

wants, despite a government warning that

Solidarity's call for protests on the holiday

may jeopardize t he pope's upcoming visit.

"I am a worker. I will celebrate May Day
in a working man's way. but I cannot tell

you exactly how." Walesa said at a news
conference at his Gdansk apartment.

"The working class has a right to

celebrate its own holiday the way it wants,"

Walesa said.

The leader of the outlawed Solidarity

labor union also said he hoped to meet with

Polish born Pope John Paul II during his

.scheduled June 16 22 visit.

States given

nuke choice
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a major set-

back to the nuclear power industry, the

Supreme Court ruled yesterday that states

can ban construction of new plants until the

federal government devises a safe way to

dispose of radioactive waste.

The Reagan administration had argued

that allowing states to prohibit new plants

could seriously jeopardize the growth of

nuclear power as a source of electricity.

But after the 9-0 decision, upholding a

1976 California moratorium on new atomic

power plants, industry spokesmen tried to

play down its impact.

"It's not the death knell for nuclear

power," said Linda Hodge, counsel for the

Atomic Industrial Forum.
Robert Dobkin, a spokesman for the same

trade group, said there is not likely to be

any immediate impact on the 57 nuclear

plants already under construction

nationwide.

In other decisions yesterday, the court:

Declared unconstitutional a federal law

that banned demonstrators from the public

sidewalks surrounding the court's own
building on Capitol Hill. The justices said it

violates free speech to ban pickets from the

sidewalks.

Said government officials who are sued

successfully may be forced to pay

"punitive" damages to prevent future

wrongdoing. The court upheld a 130.000

jury award against a Missouri prison guard

who was sued by an inmate who had been

raped.

Digest
By the Associated Press

FDA recallsshampoo

due to contamination
WASHINGTON - The Food and Drug

Administration said yesterday that 234,000

bottles of l>aby shampoo, sold widely under

a variety of brand names, will be recalled

because of bacterial contamination that can

infect scratched or cut skin and eyes.

The shampoo was packaged by Pennex
Product* Company Inc. of Verona, Pa.,

and is sold under more than two dozen

house brands. Pennex began the recall

after FDA testa showed the bacteria in one

isolated lot. But further tests by the com-

pany and by FDA showed the problem to

be more widespread and led to the broad

recall.

The company has stopped using equip-

ment which it believes is the source of the

contamination.

Pennex distributed the product national-

ly as SootheX and Mara Lynne brands or

with a generic label saying simply "Baby
Shampoo."

The product also is sold as the Treasury

brand baby shampoo by the Treasury Drug
Division of J.C. Penney Co., New York and

as the Army and Air Force Exchange Ser-

vice's AAFES Baby Shampoo.

Student behavior better

in statepublic schools
BOSTON - The "back to basics" ap-

proach in Ma.ssachusetts public schools has

produced an unexpected side benefit — a

decrease in disciplinary problems, the

state's schools chief toU a legislative

committee yesterday.

Education Commissioner John Lawson
said there is now a "big gap" in the public

perception of what occurs inside classrooms

across the commonwealth.
"In general discipline is vastly superior to

what it was a year or two years ago. There

is no doubt there's been some tightening

up." Lawson said during a hearing on his

budget request for the 1964 fiscal year.
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Student radio stations

prefer punk to politics
By RICHARD NANGLE

CaUsfiaaSUfr

Where's the only place on the FM radio

dial you can hear the likes of Black Flag,

Dead Kennedys, the Sex Pistols and
various local and not-so-local hardcore

bands?

At the University of Massachusetts, the

answers are 97.7 and 107.7, for those are

the positions occupied by student-run sta-

tions WSYL and WZZZ respectively.

Located on the basement of Cashin Dor-

mitory in the Sylvan Residential Area is

one of the favorite hangouts for fans of

new music, WSYL. It seems everyone on

this campus who is interested in punk
music is a DJ at either WSYL. WZZZ or

WMUA.
As Station Manager Mike Malone and

Publicity Director Joanne Mei put forth

their opinions on WSYL, the Dead Ken-

nedys' "Saturday Night Holocaust"

blasted from the speakers. It's safe to say

that not a single radio station in the entire

world can make the same claim unless they

are also run by college students who are

more interested in content than appeasing

advertisers.

"We try to program music that is

generally ignored by both commercial sta-

tions." Malone said. "We don't try to reach

a large audience, but rather we try to ex-

pose music that isn't heard here."

The sentiment at a station like WSYL is

that the new music people are being expos

ed to today is no better than the old music.

"We have a more guitar, hardcore

oriented sound than for instance WMl'A.
which plays the new type of British syntho

beautiful muzak." Malone sakl.

"We have some of the most interesting

radio personnel around," bragged Mei, and

for good reason.

One would be hard pressed to listen to

the station for more than an hour and not

hear an outrageous newpaper article read

by a DJ, or an insult directed at anyone

from President Reagan to the UMass
police. WSYL DJs are non-conformists.

WSYL encourages participation from

the UMass community and promotes local

acts.

"We're open to all University students,

but Sylvan area residents are given

precedence," Malone said.

"If local bands have tapes and want us to

play them they should bring them in," add-

ed Mei.

"Nobody gets paid down here," Malone
pointed out. "It's all volunteer run. We're

free to play whatever we want because we
don't have to succumb to outside political

pressure. Other stations have a tendency to

stay away from political stuff. They're

afraid of alienating a segment of the au-

dience. You can't be hurt by what you don't

play.

"A band like the Dead Kennedys I doubt

could get any commercial airplay because

of their name."
Of course the big question that everyone

must be asking is how can anybody afford

to spend some of their time here at LTMass

spinning records?

Although Mei's time is limited due to her

chemistry major, she has motivation for

the job.

"I was so sick of hearing garbage on

other stations with old songs by old groups

played over and over agair," she said.

Mei said she despises the existence of

"Schlock rock" stations like Springfield's

WAQY. Hartford's WCCC, and Boston's

WCOZ.
"They exploit rock to make money," she

said.

Unfortunately, in this age of sterilized

radio entertainment. WSYL stands nearly

alone.

Student snackbar coops offer

tasty alternatives to D.Cs
By MICHAEL SCHONZEIT

ClfTlipWlilBl

It's dinner time, but after a hard day's

work, the dining commons looks a million

mfles away. Take the advice of Pet^r

Martin of the Central Filling Station and

"blow off the D.C. and pick up a sub for two

bucks."

The Central Filling Sution. located in the

basement of Greenough Dormitory, is one

of four snackbar coops on the University of

Massachusetts campus. All are non profit

esUblishments run strictly by studenU

under the supervision of the Economic

Development Office and the Student

Activities Office.

"Whatever we make goes right back into

the business." said Sue Kaitz. a senior

education major who has worked for three

years at the snack bar, usually referred to

as simply "Greenough."

The majority of student managers and

workers are earning either money or credit

for their services. A select few, however,

are losing money.

"We put in $150 of our own money just to

open," said Buss Friedman, who along with

co-manager Norman Coopee III, were

instrumental in reviving the debt-ridden

Snack Attack in Field Dormitory in the

Orchard Hill Residential College.

At Snack AtUck, formerly known as

Hilltop, efficient management is an integral

part of the operation.

"We do everything," Friedman said.

"We tfke on a tot of responsibility."

At Greenough, there are five managers.

"Our managers are awesome," boasted

Peter Martin. "It's a very close group here,

but they're not so friendly that they'll be

taken advantage of."

Martin, regarded as a veteran with three

years of service under his belt, is a "slicer",

a privileged position at Greenough. He
loves the work. "You'd have to after three

years," he said.

Along with their dedication to the job,

the workers maintain a strong sense of

pride in the quality of the food and service

they provide.

"We try to serve what the people want to

eat. not what we want to serve," Friedman

said. /

Lisa DeSisto. a sophomore com
munication studies major who frequents

Greenough. is convinced their service is

unparalleled.

"Extra pickles are no problem here.

They make the food the way you want it."

she said.

Each snackbar has gimmicks and speciab

designed to attract more customers.

Greenough will give students a free ice

cream cone on their birthdays. Greenough

also sports an eye-catching menu which

features such dishes as "Snake and

Cheese," "Roast Beast." and "Tdkey."

The Subway located in McNamara
Dormitory offers specials Monday through

Thursday to complement a menu consisting

of 15 brands of soda and up to 20 varieties of

Kc cream at one time.

As a fledgling operation. Snack Attack

has fewer flavors of ice cream and does not

serve subs.

"We didn't have enough money for hot

food." said Friedman. "We only had $600 to

work with."

Friedman does, however, plan to expand

the menu in the future to include subs and

perhaps fresh hamburger.

"It may be more expensive, but they'll be

willing to pay for it." he said.

Although their prices are no lower than

those of such on -campus competition as the

Hatch and the Campus Center Coffee Shop,

some students swear by the snackbars.

"At the Coffee Shop, the buns are soggy,

the burgers are rare, and there's always

debris on the tables." DeSisto said. Of

Greenough. she said. "It's immaculate."

As for competition among themselves,

snackbar operators insist there isn't any,

because the bulk of their customers come

from the surrounding dormitories.

Bill Child, a senior electrical engineering

major and manager of the Subway, said.

'Most of our customers come from the

Sylvan area. When we first started, there

was delivery service to Northeast, but it

was unprofitable."

According to Friedman. Snack Attack

concentrates its efforts strictly on the

Orchard Hill area.

"We're not in competition with

Greenough." he said. "We just want to give

the people something to be proud of."

Senate votes in chaos for

SSAM representative
By JOHN OTONNELL

Coll«c<v> SUff

"Disorder" reigned last night during the

Undergraduate Student Senate's election of

a University of Massachusetts represen-

tative to the State Student Association of

Massachusetts (SSAM).
The senate elected senator and Public

Policy Comnuttee member Fran Pheeny as

UMass chapter representative to SSAM.
The position was open to any full time

student at the University, but Pheeny's

only competition was fellow Public policy

Committee member John Flynn.

"There was quite a bit of disorder in the

senate," Pheeny said after the election. "I

really don't know what it reflects, though."

State Student Coordinator Michael

Ferrigno said. "There was a lot happening

before this election took place. If the

controversy that took place tonight isn't

resolved, it most definitely will hurt the

UMass chapter (of SSAM)."
Ferrigno said he would "rather address

the senate... to clear the air about the

controversy that took place tonight" before

he would elaborate on the nature of that

controversy.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan obs*"^ed

that "diffkult decisions never encourage

rationality." SuUivan said he feh both

candidates were well qualified for the

position.
**

Pheeny emphasized in her nomination

speech that "SSAM is not going to be a

committee of the senate. SSAM will be

independent from the senate."

"I just hope we are able to work on getting

SSAM off the ground. " Pheeny said after

the election. "We have a meeting (of SSAM
coordinating committee) this Saturday at

Worcester State College. We have to set

up bylaws and we have to set up com-

nuttees."

Rents and Fees Chairman Mitch Gaslin

said in debate that he saw SSAM controlled

by "male political types." and he supported

Pheeny "for a different viewpoint."

Earlier in the evening, the .senate tabled a

motion that would amend the Student

Government Association con.stitution to

prevent "any increase or addition tax" on

students without "binding campus
referendum."

Any proposed amendment to the SGA
constitution must be tabled to the senate

Governmental Affairs Committee to be

checked for conflict with the conslitutton

before it can be taken up by the senate.

Anarchist, social ecologist

depicts a brave new world
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

('•IkKMa Staff

A future overrun by "robotics,

biotechnics and space wars."

A world colonized by "market places,

electronics and Pentagon. Inc."

A society that teaches Americans how to

"queue up... for lines to extermination and

gas chambers."

Such were some of the bleak portraits of

the future portrayed by anarchist and social

ecotogist Murray Bookchin last night in an

address given in the Cape Cod Lounge of

the Student Union Building.

Bookchin. director emeritus of the

Institute of Social Elcotogy and author of

several books on ecology, anarchy and the

anti nuclear movement, said be is not a

futurist.

"I don't like futurism. It's treacherous, he

said, because it uses computers and elec

tronic equipment.

The future, he said, presents humans

"not only with genocide, but with btocide

destructton of the biosphere itself.

"The question is: can this society, as it is

composed right now, with the menUlity of

the bronze age warrior... this patriarchal

society, with the Pentagon as the great

planner of American life, can this society

afford to have means of production turn into

means of destruction?"

Bookchin said he was concerned with the

menulity of a society that says "If the

Himalayas are there, let's see if we can

move them. ..Wipe out humanity? Gee
whiz. Let's see if we can do it... If you can't

dominate it. kill it."

Bookchin said ideologies such as a

republic or a democracy do not fit into the

world of robotics and bioenguieenng.

Bookchin suggested "a new possibihty.

We have the opportunity to go back to the

American roots - the Libertarian ones.

"A new classless class. " he said, "is

appearing the emergence of the people

that our ancestors spoke aboul" when they

wrote "We the people . . .

** 200 years ago.

Bookchin suggested "drawing out the

richness and Utopian side of the American

dream not the materialistic and op-

portunistic side of the American dream."

Selectmen defer rent control
By MITCH ZEMEL

CaOagtoaSUfr

Rent control and condominium conversion

issues topped the agenda Tuesday night at

the Amherst selectmen's meeting, as

selectmen endorsed half of the last 36 Town
Meeting articles considered.

The 72- article Town Warrant is being

reviewed by the selectmen before it is acted

upon at the annual spring Town Meeting on

May 2.

Article 64, addressing rent control, was
deferred. This article asked that the town
petition the Massachusetts general Court to

allow Amherst to regulate rents, evictions

and the removal of apartments from rent

control.

Robert Chisholm, an employee of the

Amherst Fire Department, asked that the

Selectmem have the Assessor supply in

formation about the possible effects of rent

control on the evaluation of property.

Chisholm said this would be a heated article

at the Town Meeting and that the

"Selectmen should referee this .Article."

The Selectmen unanimously passed a

motion to have the Town Manager in-

vestigate the cost of rent control in other

Massachusetts' communities.

The Selectmen also deferred action on

Articles 62 and 63. both of which deal with

condomiiiiuiii aiiu cu op conversions.

The Selectmen unanimously approved

Article 49. which will establish a revolving

fund for adult and continuing education

classes. Along with this, the Selectmen

approved Article SO. which woukl have the

Town Manager administer the program,

instead of the School Committee.

Appropriations of $33,000 for a new sewer

flusher and $20,000 to reconstruct the

sewer mains on North Pleasant Street,

Summer Street, and Lincobi Street were

unanimously approved by the Selectmen.

Article 47, which would raise the number

of signatures for the nomination of a can-

didate for town office from 10 to 50, was

deferred, as was Article 48. which would

petition the General Court to altow the

town to conduct runoff elections within two

weeks of the annual town election, when

the number of votes fails to reach a certain

minimum plurality.

Article 51, which would establish a Tuition

Revolving account, was deferred.

Articles 44 and 45, addressing tax

exemptions for the blind and elderly, were

both approved.

Article 46, which called for an exemption

from the motor vehicle excise tax for

former prisoners of war, was deferred by

selectmen who said they did not know why
prisoners of war should receive treatment

different from that of all war veterans.
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The Distincruished Visitors Program

Outside Proposal
Meeting for

Fall Programming
Wednesday May 4

7:30 p.m.
(room to be announced)

Proposal forms available

in 415B Student Union.

These MUST be returned

by Monday, May 2.

Proposals considered for

Fall 1983 ONLY and this

will be the ONLY time

proposals for Fall will be

considered.
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Graphics
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Provides instant memory expansion from 2K to 16K
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COFFEE SHOP,
Do You?
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Fully programmable 2K personal computer with expandable memory
Unique single key entr> of commands— LIST, RUN, PRINT, etc Graph
drawing and animated display Connects easily to any TV set Expandable
Portable Clearly written manual makes it easy to learn and use
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Open M-F 9-6 Sat

The Administration is not listening to us

students! Come express your support of

our Coffee Shop Thursday, April 21st at

6:00 pm in Room 904 of the CC.

Private and government grants improve

financial situation for research at Smith
By VIRGINIA WARFIELD

C«U«gUa CorTMpondMit

NORTHAMPTON - Over the past few months. Smith

College has received several private and governmental

grants supporting its faculty and prMjams. including a

grant to a research team comprised of two University of

Massachusetts professors and one from Smith College.

A $14,046 grant from the Mattel Foundation was awarded

to Bruce Hawkins, associate professor of physics at Smith

College, who has been working for nearly three years on a

project with UMass Computer and Information Science

professors Edward Riesman and Stan Kulikowski.

According to Hawkins, the project, known as the

Speakeasy Communications System, involves a device

designed to help vocally impaired persons, whether

physically handicapped or completely paralyzed, to

conununicate.

Hawkins said many of these disabled people have multiple

sclerosis or cerebral palsy, or have been in accidents, yet

do have control of their heads and can benefit from this

computer system.

He said the device, an Apple 11 computer with unique

software, enables the handicapped person to communicate

by selecting words on a computer screen and isolating

them by closing a switch with the head.

"The only restriction." he added, "ia thai the person does

have an understanding of language."

Asked why Smith College received the grant instead of

UMass. Hawkins replied that nnK>st private institutions wHl

only award money to a private college.

He said many foundations will not support a auie school

because they think that responsibility bek>ngs to the state.

Jeanne Powell, professor of biological sciences at Smith

College, has also received large grants for her research in a

skeletal muscle disorder found in mice.

According to Powell, this inherited muscle mutation

known as muscle dysgenesis is similar to multiple sclerosis,

and her studies have warranted two grants this year.

The first, a renewed grant from the Muscular Dystrophy

Association of $26,244, is for her own research, while the

second, a $95,445 grant from the National Institute ol

Health, supports the combined work on the project of

Powell and two other Smith College scientists. Stan

Scordilis and Richard Briggs.

un-Also involved in the actual research are four

dergraduates and two graduate students at Smith.

Rothman said he received a $20,000 grant firom the

£arhart Foundation, and another from the Alcoa foun

dation of $5,000.

The project, which he said he has been working on for

several years, involves close study of various elite groups

in the United Sutes. He said he hires firms to give out

questionnaires to aid his work.

*Tve been working on the subject for the past ten years,

she said. "These two groups have been supporting me on

and off for about 12 years."

Two more recent granU went to a professor of govern-

ment. Stanley Rothman. for his large scale study on

"Soda! Leadership and Social Change."

"It's very expensive," he said. "It requires huge amounts

of money to process the questionnaires."

Gove said other grants for Smith College include a

discretionary grant of $25,000 from the Alfred P. Sk>an

Foundation, a gift of $4,000 to the Museum of Art from the

National Endowment for the Arts, and an unrestricted

grant of $1,800 from the Sears Roebuck Foundation.

WMUA hosts discussion of Reagan
Tonight at 6, WMUA (University of Massachusetts radio,

91.1 FM) wiU air an interview with Gregory Speeter. «>-

author of a report citing effects of the Reagan ad-

ministration's economic policies on Massachusetts' First

Congressional District.

The interview is being broadcast as a special feature of

"Focua," WMUA's weekly public affairs senes produced by

Vickie Bates and hosted by Kenneth Moaakowski.

The research document. "In Defense of the First

District," which was released last week, includes federal

budget impacts in such areas as jobs, housing, education,

health care, energy, taxes, and nutrition. The report was

prepared as part of the National Priorities Project of the

Citizen Involvement Training Project at UMass.

DES effects start

showing up again
By ABIGAIL BULKLEY

CoUcgiax CofTeapondfnt

The effects of the synthetic hormone DES, ad-

ministered to pregnant women in the past, are becoming

^parent in their offspring who are now in their

chUdbearing years, according to a member of DES Ac-

tion National.

Of the 12 million women administered DES
(diethylstilbestrol) during their pregiiancies between

1941 and 1%1, a large percentage will develop breast

and other cancers and perhi^ 4 to 6 million of their ex-

posed children face possibilities of cancer, infertility and

chronic miscarriages, said Patricia Sipes, professor of

mathematics at Smith College, during a lecture last night

entiUed "DES: The Wonder Drug You Should Wonder
About."
Two out of ten DES sons develop cysts, low sperm

counts and testicular cancer, she said. "One third of the

men may not be able to father children," said Sipes, who

is a DES offspring now in her thirties.

"Our mothers thought it was the best thing. Doctors

thought it would develop stronger, healthier babies and

make nornuJ pregnancies more normal," Sipes said.

"DES was banned in 1971 by the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration, but it is still used to reduce lactation and to

treat breast cancers and nrare extreme cases of prostate

cancer," she said.

"It is still believed that DES offers no real risks,"

Sipes said. "We have to watch and study, but the public

health implication is that it is not yet a concern," she

said.

DES was considered a "wonder drug ' in 1948 when it

was used as a cheaply produced estrogen replacement.

"At that time, the FDA said a drug need only have no

side effects. It didn't have to work," Sipes said.

"Every DES daughter has her own story," Sipes said.

One woman in the audience said she was taking 18 piUs

per day, while some women she knew were taking 500

milligrams each day.

"We believe there are 14 to 28 thousand people expos-

ed in metropolitan Springfidd alone. Find out if you're

expoeed and how to get the care you need. There will be a
clinic opening in Springfield," she said.

Terry Ward, another DES daughter and DES Action

member, said, "We would like to find DES people. If you

don't know, go to a doctor and say you'd like to be

treated as one until you know."
DES is still used in beef production to stimulate

growth. In the 1950*8 it was used in chicken production,

but was banned in 1959.

nylon wallets, canvas tote bags, SPRING SALE straw hats, India prin*
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glasses, hats, SPRING SALE wine racks, mur-

muscle t-shirts, roll bags, fashion umbrellas,

mugs,SPf?/A/G SALE madras sashes, b

bags, paper, pens, crayons, prints, c
desks, lamps, lanterns, bandanas

cosmetics. SPRING SALE ^ B?

{cards, games, toys, glasse

chintz hats, stagelig^

and that's just the half of it

'u.'it ->;. /. 'ft 'U «;c ftTMc--'Jc-'/i

SPRING SALE
umbrellas, rv

crayons.p'

muscle

toy

:^Q

APRIL 21-30

i^WII^I

A Store-fua of kleas

Downtown Amherst / Open Dally 10-6, Sun. 12-5
» • «
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Chancellor's Lecture Series

Alice S. Rossi

"
1 hc(icii(icr(iap

in Mainstream Politio
^t

'l'linis(i;i\, April 2l,Hp.m.

Campus CVntii AiKliioiiuni
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WANTED^
Student Organization

to Rent Refrigerators

On Campus

Big money making opportunity

CaU Mrs. Masters

Person to Person; Collect

(212) 371-3600

363 Main St.

Amherst
Mon - Thur

11:30 am • 2 am
FrlSat

11:80 • 8 am
Fast Free
DellTery
268-8587

^^^ i»i i«"i( Ml sTM »«« H^ UmoKMI ^iM I ^ in HI liDinii

r

NEW WAVE
&

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

Thursday

OLDIES
with

Gregg Adams

TWO FOR ONE
9 til 11

all liquor drinks

no
cover

k^ V^ IS F-.I PIrasani Si. T x^

Churches play big role in dormitories,

lifestyles at universities in Australia

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip—any size group—call or visit us

for a price quotation No obligation— it will be our

, ^ pleasure to quote you our

economical rates

y;

X

1
I

I

I

')
'>f HOHUI

$0 >UU with this coupon

10.50 with shampoo & Blow Diy
\

11.50 long hair shampoo St Blow Dry
\

Free Consultations
please call for an appointment

STYLES BY DEBORAH
65 University Drive. Amherst

j

549^5610 c
I

X

i

ST^I» H> ItKHOKXIl Nf^IKo H) It^HOKXll .-C

IP^

CHARTER SERVICE
To All Pointa In Tb«
U.S.A. Arul Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel. Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For

Information. Call 781-3320

This is the third in a series ofarticles ivritten by Richard

Martin, a University ofMassachusetts stttdent on exchange

this semester in Australia.

By RICHARD MARTIN
CollcgluSUff

BRISBANE, Australia — Various churches administer

the dormitory life of Australian college students at the

University of Queensland. This is possible because there is

no separation of church and state in either the Australian

or Queensland (state) constitutions. Also, because the on-

campus population is only about 2,000 (despite the fact that

there are 18,000 students studying at the University) it is

easier for organizations like the Catholic and Methodist

churches to manage student life.

The campus living facilities and the churches' roles in

them are completely different from the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. What is called a "residential

area" at UMass (like Southwest or Central), the

Australians call a "college. ' The university has nine

colleges with about 200 people apiece in them, so each

college is about the size of an average dormitory at UMass.

These colleges are managed by various churches and

church officials.

The co-ordinator for each college is a leading church

official, such as a deacon, minister, priest or nun.

Australian students have considerably less freedom than

American students because the churches are strict and

99 Arrujl 3 "^trpel Spfingdplcl MA
G*n«ral OHk« 4 Charier S«rvic*: 7S3-0211

Toll Free m MA 1 800-322-0297

[

QS^CC^«»''^a^ «C^C&"'^aiP C£P^<»"'^^i9 C£5^(»"""'CSi9 c

^ CREATIVE T-SHIRTS

NOW OPENING
HAMPSHIRE MALL

Custom Printing

and Lettering

Shirts for all sp>orting events

Fashion Tops, Baseball Hats

Quantity Discounts

586-9205
07C^k.Cd.^:7d tfR^^Cf).^^::^ ffSt^j^^^S^ tf7%:^^C9.^^%

!
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It's a "SHAMEa

that you don't have your

tickets for

Evelyn King
with special guest

Soulsonic Force
April 21

Fine Arts Center

TONIGHT
Tix: 8:00 P.M
UMass Students: 6.50, 7.50

Gen. Pub. 7.50, 8.50

Available at Fine Arts Center o -ii
URU, For the Record (Amherst) TlCketS Stin
and all Ticketron outlets

Available

MBA
Schenectady, New York

Students serious about their

long-term career know they need

to impress their next employer.

They also value an education that

allows them to grow into top levels

of management. The MBA Pro-

gram at Union College offers a

balance between valuable entry

level skills and a broad perspective

of the managerial process.

At Union students are encour-

aged to acquire some depth in an

area of interest to them. Within

the Private Sector MBA they

choose from concentrations in

Management Planning and Con-

trol, Production Management, In-

ternational Management, and

Computer Information Systems.

The core in Health Systems Man-
agement, one of a handful of ac-

credited programs in New York
State, prepares students for an
exciting career in the expanding
field of managing the nation's

health services.

Consider the MBA at Union.

You may qualify for a partial

tuition waiver or for a graduate

assistantship with a full tuition

waiver and a stipend. GMAT
scores, a good undergraduate GPA
and three recommendations are

required for admission. We want
to make it possible for good

students to attend a small, high

quality program without regard to

their financial means.

For information write or call (^18) 370-6235
J. Schmee, Director

Institute of Administration and Management
Union College, Schenectady, New York 12308

Last round for the award of stipends is May 31, 1983.

play a dominant role in student life.

For instance, alcohol is banned on college property (don't

even ask about drugs), chapel or mass is supposed to be

attended three times a week, dinner is a bit more formal

than a UMass dining commons, and "quiet" hours are much

more extensive.

Australia's national past-time is beer drinking,

however, so there are more than enough local bars and

pubs to compensate for the alcohol policy.

Each college provides tutors for their students, and each

student in turn should contribute about an hour's worth of

volunteer time per week towards things hke running the

snack bar, cleaning the recreation area, or maintaining the

outdoor pool.

The colleges are not exclusive. In other words, a person

of any denomination may live in any of the colleges. On the

average, about 50 percent of the students are of the

college's faith, and the other half is a mixture of different

denominations. Attendance at church services is not

mandatory if you are not of the college's particular faith.

Also, it is common for a person to move from one college

to another, in the way that a UMass student would live one

semester at Central and then move to Southwest. This is

true primarily because of the rivalries between the

colleges, especially in intramural athletics.

Although personal freedom is considerably less than

what American college students are accustomed to. there

are benefits. The food is excellent, your laundry is taken

c«re of. everybody has a single room, the tutoring and

academic services are gtwd, and there is no aggravating

security waiting at the front door to prevent you from

entering the building. Students get to know everybody in

the college on a first name ba.sis. Therefore, they are more

or less able to police the hallways themselves.

However the system does tend to stunt the maturing

process because students don't have to cope with "real

world" problems, and most decisions are made for them.

The church college acts as a cocoon which shelters students

from worries that are not related to their direct academic

education.

The importance of religion in Australian state univer

sities is likely to decline in the future. The newest, largest

colleges are non denominational and are also the most

popular. In addition, the University of Queensland is faced

with a serious campus housing shortage that the

University administration is trying to cure. Because the

present churches have neither the desire nor the money to

expand, the new colleges are likely to be non-

denominational, thus decreasing the influence of churches

on campus.

•ptp*»<K>^»9»»y»»MJ>f»^Ji^^^»0»»n*
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career offtoaflyingstart !

This is a great opportunity for men who
want to Ik' leaders and have the drive to

earn the respect and self-confideni'e of

a Mariiu' ("'or[)s Officer.

Yon can get started on a great career

with ns while you're still in college and
earn up to $100 a month in the Marine

Corps [Matoon U-aders (M.iss ( PLC ) In

I'l.C aviation we can guarantee fligfjt

school and civilian flying lessons during

your senior year. And in f*LC law we can

guarantee summer employment in the

legal field while you re gaining vour

advanced degree in law.

There are no interruptions of classes,

no on-campus drills or uniforms during

the school year Initial training can be

done in one of two wavs. Freshmen and

so|)h()mores train in two six-week sum-

mer sessions and juniors have one

ten-week session.

If \()u're entering college or are alread>

on vour way to a degree, check out the

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class.

Make an appointment with your Marine

Corps ( )fficer Selection Officer through

vour college placement center

Annual Rope Pull
across campus pond

Postponed until MAY 40th

12:00 noon - S pm
sign up

Campus Center Concourse Table

Tues April 19 Thru Thurs April 21

Hours 10 - 4

363 Main St.

Amherst
256-8597

Soap Opera
SpeoiBJ

11:30 am - 7 pm
Small

2 item pizza
Only $4.00

Cops catch thief with exam;

equipment stolen from WMUA

\
.^ Ross University
^ Schools of Medicine
^ and Veterinary Medicine
Now accepting applications lor study leading to

degree in both Medicine and Veterinary Medicine.

Courses taught m English Programs under guidance

of American Dean utilizing American curriculum.

Transfer students accepted Semesters begin July

and November 1983 We are an accredited school

and listed in W H O and affiliated with U.S. hospitals

for clinical rotation Direct inquires to:

Ross University
Portsmouth, Domimca. Wl Attention Mr Butler

or Ca'ihbean Adrnissions, Inc

16 West 32 Street. New York, N.Y. 10001

Amherst
Chinsss
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
62-64 Main St.

Amherst
CloMd WadnMdav*

WE DO NQT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Farm

BEER Er WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
25^7836

By TAMI BORTON
Collefiui SUM

University of Massachusetts police

apprehended a 20 year old man who was

allegedly attempting to steal a statistics

exam, at 2:50 p.m. Tuesday.

The man was apparently offered $10 to

take a STATS 121-3, Elementary Statistics

exam from Goessman Laboratory, Room
253. according to the police report.

The suspect tried to take the exam and run

with it, according to police logs reported by

someone within the department.

A trespassing notice was issued to the

man, who was not a student, and a criminal

complaint is being sought by UMass police

on charges of larceny.

A strobe light, fogger. a 500 watt three

channel chaser and three adapters, valued

at more than $1,000 were stolen from a

storage area in the Student Union Ballroom

sometime between 5 a.m. Sunday and 3:30

p.m. Monday, according to the report.

However, the larceny was not reported

by campus radio station WMUA, which

owned the equipment, until Tuesday, police

said. There were no signs of forced entry,

police said.

A man who stole a $500 IBM typewriter

from Clark Hall, Room 104 was ap-

prehended Monday, police said.

A Chevrolet Nova parked outside

Dickinson Hall was vandalized sometime

between 11 p.m. and 12 midnight Monday,

police said. Police said damages to the side

and roof totaled $175.

Art and culture workshop topic

"How Teachers of Young Children Use the

Arts to Introduce Cultural Diversity" is the

title of a workshop to be presented by

Mercede? del Valie at y:30 mis mornmg m
Room 20 of Skinner HaU. Del Valle will

discuss the use of poetry, music, and art to

enhance children's cultural awarenes.s.

This event is sponsored by the Depart

ments of Early Childhood Education and

Special Education.

Fenton's Anniversary Sale

y^ April 21st - 30th

IOo/(

30%
Off Everything

Truck Sale - Saturda

In Our Parking Lot ^
"ClofM^ul Footwear

Fenton's Athletic Supply
377 Main Street. Amherst

253-3973

4. •

>AaybeV<w
canbe one

Sr-Tbefew-TbeP^
^jV^Vbrines.

The Shoe Bin is 12 Years Old

and we 're celebratin with a

BALLOON POPPIN' PARTY
Here's How It Works

20%-60% OFF
•Make your purchase

•Pick a balloon
•Pop it - Out comes your Lucky Number

•Numbers range from 20% to bO**©

•Deduct that number from your

purchase price and pay only

the balance.

•You get to pop a balloon for

each item you purchase

/

,20«/o30%

150%
V

\ /.

i^
\

'ii

Fri., Sat. & Sun.

April 22, 23 & 24 Only
^Y

\ • ^

SHOE
BIN

FUEE
DELIVEKY

coll

230-0606
or

256^115

Opon 7 doyt
3- liOO

FREE DELIVER^

I
Snr^ll pizza 2 or more items

I
1 FREE can of soda

I Medium or Large pizza 2 or more items

I 2 FREE cans of soda

I

I «vh«n r8qu««ting for frM sodas you must

I inform us that you havs this coupon.

[
Offer_ex^w Mayjbth

053 Coll»9# St.

(n»xt to Spirit Hom)

187 n. pleasant $t., amherst, ma.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
wiiwrjripi

Armenia is

justly theirs
Another year goes by, and the Armenian people

are still denied their national rights. For

«68 years the Genocide continues for the Armenians

who, living in exile, are threatened by assimilation. In

these 68 years the Armenian people have made peaceful

attempts in getting the just resolution of their cause but

still remain ignored and unanswered.

Turkey still denies the fact of the genocide of 1.5 million

Armenians by the Turkish governments between 1915 and

1922. After that time there remained fewer than 100,000

declared Armenians residing in Turkey. Armenian citizens

of Russia were also subject to massacre during the

Turkish mvasions of 1918 and 1920. The Genocide is com-

Carol Boloian

memorated annually on April 24th by Armenians

throughout the world.

About 80 percent of the Armenian homeland is occupied

by Turkey and the remaining 20 is part of the Soviet

Union. Most of the Turkish occupied Armenian lands are

desolate and barren. Turkish governments have destroyed

and will continue to destroy all the historical monuments
that prove the land once belonged to the Armenians.

Today about 55 percent of the Armenian people are forc-

ed to live outside of their homelands, where they are con-

demned to lose their national identity. Presently the same

Turkish government that refuses the recognition of the

Armenian rights is persecuting and torturing Turkish

political dissidents and ethnic minorities, such as the

Kurds, in Turkey.

Presently the United States is supplying the Turkish

government with arms and munitions. The United States

is also trying to raise the amount of supplies in the future.

In order to "legitimize" these shipments, the United

States is covering up the tarnished inuige of Turkey with

"good marks" in its yearly report on human rights.

Armenian citizens of Turkey are severely discnminated

against and are threatened with cultural genocide. Anne-

nian religious, educational, and cultural institutions are

subjected to restnctive laws which cripple their ability to

function.

Recently, the Department of State issued the following

unprecedented "Note" at the conclusion of an article en-

titled: "Armenian Terrorism: A Profile" in the August.

1982, Department ofStaU Bulletin:

"Because the kutorical record of the 1915 event* in Atia

Minor m amtnguous, the Department ofState does not en-

dtme aiJbegatiim» tkat the Turkiah government eommUted a

genonde agaxKnf the Armenian people
"

This inexplicable distortion will, and has been objected

to by every Armenian-American organization. A
diadaimer has been issued in the Department of State

Bulletin to this statement because of the concern by the

Republic of Turkey. It sUtes:

"The article. "Armenian Termrimi: A Profile." which

appeared in the feature on terrorxtm xn the August. 198t,

issue of the Bulletin, does not necessarily reflect an official

position of the Department of State, and the interpretive

eommentji in the article are solely those of the author.

"

Regardless of the immediate political interests, the

Department of State must affirm the facts of the Arme-

nian genocide and in so doing defend the principle of the

inviolability of history. To do otherwise would set a prece-

dent for future client states who seek to expunge their

historical records.

The Turkish government must accept responsibility for

the 1915 genocide of the Armenian people. The 60 years of

silent frustration of the Annenian people is the result of

the terrorist attacks against Turkish government

representatives. Our patience has worn thin, we denumd

that our homeland occupied by Turkey be given back to

the legitimate owners. The Armenian People.

Carol Boloian is a UMaas student

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.

I
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We need cxduinnists!

Dnopbywitha paeoe, CX! 1 13

Letters
SWAG budget is no picnic
To the Editor
This letter is in response to the article in a recent Col-

legian enUtled "Full funding for Third World picnic

denied by SWAG". The article seemed to imply that the

reason the Southwest Area Government did not allocate

the full $1200 the Bdalcom X center had requested was

because of racial prejudkx. I, for one. am greatly offend-

ed by this less than subtle accusation insinuated in the

three selectively chosen quotes.

Nowhere was it mentioned that the finance committee

recommending the complete amount was controlled by a

majority of Malcolm X members, with neariy every

Mak»lm X represenUtive also a finance committee

member. There was alao no nr»ention of the fact that the

Makom X center had made no effort to fundraise for the

event, even though this was suggeated to them last year.

The Mak»lm X representatives constantly stated and

restated that the picmc/concert was "open to everyone."

This of course was the major flaw in their proposal as

many families of students and other individuals who will

attend the event have paid no money into the Student

Activities Trust Fund. SWAG has a responsibility to

students who pay the SATF fee not to allocate monies

for the benefit of non-students. The article also dkl not

reveal that the $880 amount allocated was actually a 10

percent increase over last year's amount. Considering

this increase occurs even while SWAG has been level

funded or reduced in funding for the past seven years,

the $880 figure was a very generous amount. The story

alao neglected to mention that SWAG funds the Malcolm

X center some $2800 a year in addition to the $880.

I suppose I could have expected such a column from the

writer after he exclaimed during the meeting. "It's not

(air. It just doesn't seen fair." His three quotations hard-

ly depicted the two sided "fiery debate" he refers to in

his first sentence.

•Rie statement made by former Malcolm X director

Neil Grant tliat the picnic is "the only thing black people

and third world people can come to" is simply not true. It

goes without aayif^ that the third world community is

welcome to attend all university functions. The same

day's Nummo News publication had a full page of ac-

tivities and events specifically geared to the Third Worid

community. Included on the page are many that are

directly and indirectly funded by SWAG.
In closing. I would like to make two points. First of all.

to depict SWAG as "totally discriminatory" on the basis

of not allocating the full amount requested for a Third

Worid event is grossly unfair. Secondly, the record will

show that the Southwest Area Government has long

been a leader in supporting Third World events and

fighting oppression and will continue to do so in the

future.
Bill Collins

Soathwest

Friday Greek melee childish
To the Editor:

Two items in last week s news that demand more ex-

posure than they've received — a bouquet and a brickbat.

First the bouquet: why have the local newspapers ig-

nored the fact that UMass/Amherst won an Oscar at the

recent Academy Awards, courtesy of Buffy Sainte-

Marie, '65? Bufly, a University alumna, won with her

husband/collaborator, Jack Nitzsche (former keyboardist

in NeU Young's band. Cnuy Horse) for "Best Song" -
the theme "Up Where We Belong" from An Officer and

a Gentleman. Huffy also becomes, from all evidences, the

first fiill-blooded Native American to win an Academy
Award.
The University should be a little more generous about

i publidy honoring such a distinguished achievement on

the part of its own!

And. alas, the brickbat - awarded this week to two

UMass fraternities for a full-scale rumble which brought

University, town and even SUte Police to the North

Pleasant/Fearing Street area early Friday morning

(April 15th) to separate the gangs.

Students and administration alike wince when the

University is referred to in the media as "Zoo-Mass."

But when we -ec senseless, pointless, unpardonable, un-

conscionable and publicly-embarrassing conduct like this

taking place in full view of town residents, (the scene to

passing motorists on North Pleasant looked like

something out of The Warriors, who can deny that these

all-too-typical UMies are acting in a way which would not

even be tolerated in a zoo?

I'd like to know what the hell is going through their

alleged minds - with all the problems in the worid which

could be bettered by the application of even one-tenth of

this want oiJy destructive energy, can't the Greeks find

s(ymeihing positive to do. to help improve their communi-

ty, instead of bashing each other's brains with no evident

point or purpose?

It was an absolutely disgusting display, and all involved

ought to be ashamed of themselves. I believe all involved

owe an apology to the residents of Amherst as well —
who are forced to spend their tax dollars fronting SWAT
teams to separate the belligerent UMies.

Come on. you guys — grow up.

Dave Beaavais
Amherst

Greeks confront bad image
To the Editor

I am writing in response to Elizabeth Luciano's

editorial in the 4/20 Collegian. Her article dealt with the

unfortunate experience of being "slipped a mickey" at a

fraternity party last weekend.
I feel for her because I would not want anyone tamper-

ing with my drink at a social gathering. Aren't parties

for everyone to enjoy themselves without worrying about

being drugged?
The reason for this letter is to ask Ms. Luciano why she

failed to realize this episode could have happened at any

party? It could have just as easily happened at a dorm or

Brittany Manor party. Would you have blamed the RA,
or the apartment manager? I doubt it.

Aren't you stereotyping the fraternities? Did vou know
that the party you were at had many non-fraternity

niembers m attendance?

Was it not a brother, your friend who helped you

through the ordeal? I think you are confusing the issues.

The issue at hand is that someone violated your bodily

right to have a good time at a party. The issue is not the

distrust of fraternity members.
Fraternities and sororities are involved on campus —

it's not just the f)artie8 they're after. Many members are

involved in campus leadership such as: SGA. the

Treasurer's Office. Mortar Board (national honor socie-

ty), ARGON (university tour guide service) and the

Newman Club.

Do you recognize the charitable activities in which

these groups are involved? With Greek Week just around

the comer it should be mentioned that there will be a

charity softball tournament on Maj 4th (all proceeds go

to the March of Dimes).

One unfortunate incident at a fraternity party should

not negate all the good the Greek Area has done in the

past and will continue to do. I do not condone what hap-

pened to you Ms. Luciano, and yes you should be more

wary of people in general. As a journalist you should not

condem an entire system on the perverted actions of one

individual who may not even be a member of that system.

Jenny Winslow
Chi"

TABLOIDS

:

A new world
The words caught me immediately:

"In her suburban hometown, she was known as

Cheri Benton, a former beauty queen, an assistant

to the principal of a Sacramento high school.

"In a San Francisco newspaper ad, she was 'Ms.

Brandi,' a sensual sadist offering sexual services to a 'few

select supplicant slaves.'"

I continued reading.

Her husband, the paper said, was "the protector m the

sado-masochistic brothel where his wife...worked with

chains, leather straps, whips, and other implements of tor-

ture. c<i7>v

For a moment I looked up from the article "SEX

SLAVE SCANDAL IN CALIFORNIA" as someone drop-

ped the New York Times in front of me. Headlines said

China had shelled Cambodia and was threatening Vietnam

with war. Vermont was crippled by a freak snowstorm.

The Pentagon had warned the Soviets about sending arms

to Latin America, and Polish police harassed a pro-

Solidarity crowd in Warsaw and arrested its leader.

1 returned to my tabloid. Cheri Benton and her husband

M€u:y Crease
Bill, a high school football coach, pleaded no contest to the

misdemeanor charge of operating a front for the world's

most popular profession, and she even admitted to being

"skimpily clad woman who posed with naked men in

photographs found there." What's more, Liz Taylor ate

three small pecan pies after finishing a chunk of pate and a

slice of mushroom quiche at a "po«h Beantown eaterie"

after her performance in her latest play at the Shubert

Theatre.

I like reading the Boston Herald American. Sometimes I

pkJc up the New York Post. I'm always razzed for it —
"crap", my friends say - but dty tabloids give me news I

can't find in any other newspaper, not the ones I read dai-

ly, anyway. Tabloids are fun because they give you regular

news mixed in with the weird, the stomach-turning, and

the unexpected. They're honest, too. in a way; they make

no boost about their ethical differences from more ertidite.

more respected newspapers like the Boston CAobe or the

New York Times.

"LEPER RAPE VICTIM BEARS MONSTER BABY."
This tabloid front page headline, for instance, unabashedly

tasteless but nevertheless OMtkentic. told you everything

you needed to know in one neat sentence. It's an account

of a poor women's struggle with this incident and her abili-

ty to aid the police in capturing the suspect. Just because

she caught leprosy. Information like that could be helpful

for criminologisU seeking new ways of tracking people.

They have unusual human interest stories, too. I found

out in the HeraW the other day about "How a Tupperware

Party Insured the Artificial Heart." Now this couki be

seen as a medical breakthrough. Someone who designed

the artificial heart went to a Tupperwareparty and among

the hermetically-sealed "burping" food containers

thought of the plastic part of the heart connecting ar

tificial arteries to real ones. Just l^ looking at a plastic

bowl. But dkl the Globe have anything on it? No.

And dkl you know "Using Liqukl to SwUl Food Will Fat-

ten You Up"? Dr. Audrey Eyton is a nutritionist who

treats fat people and she says they are more likely to gain

weight when they drink heavily during a meal because, she

says, it has become a habit in our society to reach for food

after having a beverage whether or not we are actually

hungry. I never knew that. Hell, sometimes I do it myself.

A journalism student could learn from these papers.

Take the fascinating way they are laki out. I'd like to have

a drink with the person who placed an ad for roadside inns

and moteLi beside the sex scandal story and a4jacent U>

the announcement of the appearance of Veronka Lueken.

the Long Island housewife who supposedly transmits

messages from God and the saints through her body.

(Lueken. by the way. predicts there will be a "great Warn-

ing" fh)m God who will make the sky "roll back like a

scroll" and emit a "fiery Ball of Redemption" causing

famine, plague, and riots.) Now, someone had to sit down

and think of that.

Anyway, that's my news for the day. As far as I know,

Liz hasn't gained any more weight, but things look dismal

for Burt and Loni. For the "real news", rifle through the

Wall Street Journal. But the next time you pass a newss-

tand, grab me a tab. I want the only news that matters.

Mary Cres9e is an associate news editorfor the Collegian

Sound off with your
letters to the editor!!

The painful decision of abortion
^

<*iiiim AnH nit thpv do that. 1 can tell this ba

Y'know those signs in the buses that say

"Pregnant? Need help? Call..." that we all

look at and wonder which of the women on the bus

is actually answering the ominous question affirmatively

and making a mental note of the number? Well. I am one

cuum. And as they do that, l can tell this baby. "I'm

sorry I'm doing this, but you came at the wrong time.

You see, I'm in school...there's a really bad population

problem anyway... it's so much easier this way. You'll

aw*
Who knows what my baby might be? And I may not

nant in school. I'd just get an abortion and it would be all

over with — no cravings, no bitchiness. no labor pains.

Most of all. I wouldn't have to face my family over a

stomach three times it's normal size. (That is my worst

fear. What would it be like? "Hi Mom. Hi Dad. guess

who's coming to dinner?" Or. 'Dear parents. I know how

much you wanted another grandchild, so...?")

But still I am faced with the decision of what to do. Do I

abort, not to go through all the physical but suffer emo-

tional pain; or do I wait out the pregnancy, give my baby

up and deal with all the emotions generated from that?

Abortion always seemed so easy. No one would ever

have to know except my baby, my child's father and me.

With an abortion, I could just continue with school and be

the same student I've always been. It would just be a

chapter of my life I could end, never to reread. Or could

I?

ing up my child to some stranger, never to see this part

of me ever again?

My baby's father thinks I should have an abortion. I

always thought I would too. But now I wonder exactly

how feasible it is when I think about myself. I have never

hurt anyone intentionally in my whole life, but now I

have that option open to me. And it's an option so temp-

ting and so easy that it really scares the hell out of me.

No matter what I do, my baby and I (and to a lesser ex-

tent, the baby's father) will be affected for a lifetime.

(That is, t/I decide to let my baby live.)

So now I am faced with a decision that's harder than

anything I've ever faced before. It's harder than picking

a grad school or deciding which job offer I'll accept when

I graduate. This decision is so difficult because I have a

decision to make about another life. I can't decide whose

life is more important...mine or my child's. Granted, my

Now that I am pregnant, having an abortion doesn't child doesn't even really look human yet. but do I have

seem so right anymore. Now I have a life growing inside the right to deny it to aspire to human qualiUes because

of me every minute My baby wants to grow up and live a that's what most fits in with my schedule?

happy life too. But I guess if 1 have an abortion, I can just I can just get this whole business of pregnancy over

tell my baby "No. you can't grow up. It interferes with with right now by aborting like I always thought I would

my life so I'm just going to end your life before you even before I got pregnant; or I can go on with the pregnancy

have a chance to begin one." Or 1 can explain to this child and deal with all the social stigmas attached to being a

inside of me that being pregnant will mean that I'll have pregnant, single college student m a society that claims

to quit school if I don't have an abortion. "You see." I that all pregnancies before marriage are "Ulegiti^mate.

can say. "I really wanted the activity to conceive you, but

I don't want the responsibility."

So with these excuses in mind. I can go to the clinic and

have them suck my baby out of me with their little vac-

Now that all of this is happening. I'm not sure the deci-

sions I made before I was pregnant are right. Should I be

practical for me or for my child f

The author of this pve<x unshet to remain anonymous

Nudear reduction replaces destruction

Pkeople prescribing to any of the tenants of

conservative philosophy are generally characterized

as being content with the status quo. Be they consti-

tuents of the Old Guard or the New Right constructkMust

DemocraU. populists, or some may go as far to simply say

"raalitU." all are taken to possess an abhorence of

chM^. "Any change is a change for the worse." The ac-

tions of the current administration, however, have given

little credence to this misconception. Conversely, it seems

those on "the other side of the aisle" have become the

standard bearers against change. Constructive change.

Timmi Rudolph

The examples speak for themselv«.

In the face of an ever-escalating arms race, the Nixon

administration went about seeking and concluding an

arms limiUtion treaty. Carter, in a similar vein, went

about to do the same. The result — SALT II. and though

embraced by the Soviet Unron it was not well received by

the US Senate after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,

although in dedication to the issue we follow its example

today. Along comes President Reagan, and he realized

what the American people actually want, and knew what

the continued survival of the human race actually needs,

as a result, he changed the call from nuclear arms produc-

tion limitations to true nuclear arms reductions. The

Strategic Arms Reductions Talks and the Geneva talks

continue. His Zero Optwn plan for nuclear arms on the

European continent would virtually eliminate an entire

category of nuclear weapons from the face of the earth.

Such a sweeping step would render unnecessary the

deployment of a number, if not all, of NATO theater

nuclear missiles later this year. Soviet resolve against

zero-zero has been tremendous, although an intermediate

negotiations compromise has been offered.

In any discussion dealing with the defense of this nation,

the virtues of the "freeze movement." and the lack

thereof, are bound to come up. The Soviet Union is a clear

proponent of the nuclear freeze, to the point where they

have dedicated resources to such a cause in Europe and

here. According to a recently declassified March 1983 FBI

report, "during the past two years, the Soviet Union has

increased its efforts in the United SUtes to exploit

popular causes such as peace and disarmament...to

penetrate, influence and mobilize the US peace movement

and to discredit American defense in arms control and

disarmament policies." I don't blame the Soviet Union for

promoting the nuclear freeze. I really don't, although I

think it would be appropriate if they limited such activities

to their own shores.

A nuclear freeze would freeze the Soviet Union into a

position of superiority in a number of armament

categories, not rough parity. The key is, even if rough

parity could be reached, does the American public want a

freeze, whk:h would undermine the efforts towards reduc-

tions at the negotiating table, or does the American public

want real reductions.

The efforts of well-financed PAC committees are trying

to push a freeze resolution through the US House of

Representatives. A compromise which would have amend-

ed the statement to read "freeze and/or reductions." spon-

sored by RepresenUtive Mark Siljander. was narrowly

defeated by a vote of 215-209. Such a solution even liberal

Boston Globe columnist Mary McGrory agreed "offered a

way out" for the administration to pursue iU policy in-

itiatives. It gives one pause to think that in the fever of

"freezing." certain politicians are disregarding and

weakening the goal of "reducing." In the interests of na-

tional as well as world security. I believe I am safe in the

assumption that the American publk: would prefer the lat-

ter rather than a perpetuatkm of a problem gone arwy.

In the evolution of a real defense for this nation's

citizenry, the President recently announced a policy- in-

itiative to change our posture on nuclear weaponry from

an offensive role of deterrence through possible use to

defense and the development of a nuclear weapons shiekl.

The attributes of advanced technology and of American

perserverance, this administration vowed a shift. A shift

from the possibility of world destructk>n to protection

from a puclear holocaust. A fundamental shift from of-

fense in nuclear weapons to defense and a commitment to

world peace. The old maxim undergoes a needed

metamorphasis — The best defense is a real defense.

Admittedly, a program of such proportions and such

ramifications for preservation will take time to imple-

ment, into the next decade at least by recent estimates.

But it is achievable. The terror of mass destruction by

these weapons has too long hung over the peoples of the

world. As to the question of stability in the nuclear age.

the administration has gone as far as to offer to make

available the technology to the Soviet Union for their own

system. The only destabilization is the destabilization of an

establishment philosophy which has for a long time pro-

moted the continual building of destructive and offensive

weapons systems and peace only through fear. The

answer to the nuclear question is not a doomsday device

mindset, it is to render these weapons ineffectual.

Nuclear reductions coupled with real defense can

replace forever the policies of mutual assured destruction.

Bluntly, M.A.D. is mad. Faced with the possibilities and

confronted with the consequences, we are offered a truly

great hope. A hope for this nation's citizenry and for all

humanity.
. ^ ^ ^ ^

Timmi Rudolph is a UMass student
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When you hit the road,

does the road hit back?
The

Ih,'

1 i-h^

Stw B^Umv -kiO keep* \tHJr ffrt irom taking » hrJhn>;

^ht jnd •.prints Uv tomloff And thi

-oU' pto\ .dc> exieptn'njl -htxli -
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newbdonce
460

il©\^V/;'mn
RCSTAUfiANT < SALAD EltPflESS

WatcIi

NORTHAMPTON '63
SCIENCE FICTION FILMS

GAMING SEMINARS/DISCUSSIONS

OPEN GAMING
Saturday. April 29rd
lOiOO a.m. • dtOO p.iii.

M apla't kwtltwta

M •ethk St. Horthompton
12.00 admUi lori cov»n oN
<nar« Info coMi M4-1139

iVJfc k ^li< Jfe^^-i- >.^^ «>4U

*T Tllc bus

sTop IN AmIieiist Ct«.

iMTtHNArKMAl 4
VMilTAMUN SpKulrtH

$49.75

Runner Shop
114 Main St.

Northampton
Mon - Sat 9:30 - 5

586-1971

Your
Ad
Here
Could
Reach
25,000

Spring AUve with Fantastic Sound
a^ SAIMVO

Mini Stereo Cassette Player
with lightweight headphones

SALE
$29.88

Reg 934 95 M08

ig^SAMVO
Mini Stereo Cassette Player
with lightweight headphones

• Dolby Ncnmtf Rcxluction
• Anti Rnlhnfi Mnrhaniam
• M<>tal capable

SALE $58.88
Reg $79 95

iThe Electronics Center
32 Pleasant St.. Northampton, MA 01060

586-2270
I

CHONA
Henry CRErhEl

WilliwEAR Men

DanIeI HEchTER

RufFiNi

BRiTish KhAki

CONTLMPORARY
FASHION FOR MEN
NOW OpEN SiiNdAy 12->

M 2"^ FLOOR
THORNES MARKET
150 MAIN STREET NORTHAMPTON

t#*

Our1^oofTubl&

OpepToTbeSfars/
Private Hof Tub Kooids

Vest St. Nortl>an)pfoo
For Reservations: Uzro-izro 566-6845

Arts
After TheSnow: melting sound

A great oppx>rtunity for music fans arrives on campus
tonight. Evelyn (formerly "Champagne") King will be at

the Fine Arts Center. Remember her classic, "Shame,
Shame, Shame"? Well, for those of you who haven't listen-

ed to the radio in the past four years, Evelyn has grown
up, and has become a very classy performer. A friend of

mine who did sound on Evelyn's road show a few years

ago has informed me that her live act is one of the hottest

on the soul circuit. She's a dynamic [performer with a

strong back up band. Opening the show tonight will be

those plnrwt roch'rs, Souisonic Force.

Tomorrow night's big event is hard lo determine

There's a choice, four different sounds, depending ui.K)n

your preference. Lou Miami and the Kozmetix will spread

the new wave sound through the resoundifig chaml:)ers of

the Blue Wall. Meanwhile, countr>'-rock is revived at the

Rusty Nail by Jerry Jeff Walker. The classiest act of the

night will perform at the Hangar One. Kate and Anna
McOarrigle have written some of the l)est material Linda

Ronstadt performs. This is a rare opportunity to hear

some of the prettiest music the rf>ck world has t»j offer.

For those who like to skank. Loose (Caboose, the hot local

reggae band will be at the Wok. 1 know most people think

that Men at Work invented reggae music, but, hard as it is

to l)elieve. this sound has been around for nearly twenty

years. Even Loose Caboose is, in a sense, an imitation of

the real thing. But they do it quite well.

Tomorrow night every kid from New Jersey will feel at

home checking out the Massachusetts Spnngsteen clones.

The Stompers. They do what they do well, so if you're into

it. they'll be at the Hangar.

Due to enormous pressure from higher authorities, I am
forced, much as I hate to do it, to announce the arrival of a

new music trivia contest, the great ALB!W (UVEA WA Y
Submit your answers by next Wednesday, to Arts Desk,

113 Campus Center. GOOD LUCK!
1. Name two of the Beatles maiiagers.

2. V^'hat famous Motown group did Diana Ross discover?

3. What band did Thomas Df>lby play for before he wrote

"Blinded by Science

AFTER THE SNOW
Modern English (Sire)

By ELAINE SENAY
Coilcffiui Staff

The release of After The Snow by Modern English

presents us with an unusual dilemma. The album is

beautifully produced by Hugh Jones who has done work for

Echo & The Bunnymen. And Modern English's per

formance here is nothing to turn up your nose at. The

songs are accessible even to those who are not familiar

with them. But this is where the confusion starts.

Modern EnKli><h dmvsn't seem to have an identity on ihis

record. The singU "I Melt With You' is the only indication

that the quintet has its own sound. Modern English seems

to want to please everyone and they forgot about them

selves. I'nlikc other hands who are in this situation, thi.s

bunch still comes across with a good, listenable record.

"Someone's Calling" displays the band's competence

instrumentally. On the majority of these songs, you can

tell some care was taken with the arrangements.

"Someone's Calling" possesses a solid beat thanks to

bassist Michael Conroy and drummer Richard Brown. As
guitar and synthesizer fill in the sound, Robbie Grey's

vocals unify a song that never becomes heavy handed.

"Face of Wood" is a definite relief from the previous

track "Life In TheGladhouse." While the latter is obscure,

the former is open and enjoyable. Modern English maki s

use of drums to fan out the sound. The song is warme'

the bass lines as guitar and keyboards follow suit. "Viv

Wood" is overprtxluced but you only sense this during ; t-

guitar solo, the keyboards sounding like something out f

DeptH-he Mode. "The slick, smooth production keeps i he

song from standing on its own.
"I)awn Chorus" ends side one and it's the strongest h.

on the entire record. Mtxiern English scores high with

subtle tune, as the pace slows and the rhythm takes us

time. The atmosphere is streamlined by drums and
keyboards, and the song has a soaring quality that shows
Mtxiern P>nglish can deliver.

"I Meh With You" starts out side iwu and is an enduring

riub favorite. "After the Snow", however, is the weakest

song on the album; Robbie Grey's vocals can't survive over

the disappointing playing. Shame on you guys.

"Carry Me Down" sounded very Men At Work eaque

especially the (lute. The song reminds me of their latest

single from Cargo. But it's a gocxi song in itself. The sk>w.

romantic mood also reminded me of Split Enz on Time And
Tide. It seems Modern English has a bit of an identity

crisis here.

On "Tables Turning Turning," the crisis continues with

Modern English serving up some Fk)ck of Seagulls. The
keyboards are thick and abstract, and the vocals are

inaudible because Robbie Grey forgot to project his voice

beyond a mumble.
After The SnoM' seems to indkrate two possible avenues

that Modern English could travel. Either they get a shrink

and create their own sound or they become more com-

mercial to ensure record- sales security. In the meantime,

their first album is accessible and that is worth something.

Sal Baglio of the Stompers will take some time

off from cruising the streets of Eastie to perform

at the Hanger Saturday night.

In celebration of Itraers 35th anniversary of

independence, the University of Massachusetts
B'nai B'rith Hillel. the Five College Hiliel and
the L'Mass Arts Council will bring The Farvarim,

Israel's dynamic folk duo, to perform at 8:00 p.m.

Saturday April 23 in the Campus Center
Auditorium. The Parvarim. Yossi Hori and Ori

Harpaz. are from Iraq and Yemen, respectively,

and will perform a repetoire of traditional and
contemporary Israeli songs, as well as selections

in Yiddish. Ladino, Greek. Spanish and English.

The performance is part of a valley-wide even-

ing of festivities, including dancing and Middle

Eastern food, presented in coope/ation with the

Jewish ( ommunity of Amherst. Congregation
B'nai Israel of Northampton. Temple Israel of

Greenfield, and Congregation Sons of Zion of

Holyoke.
Tickets are $3.00 for the general public, and

$2.00 for students. For further information call

545-2526.

The Fine Arts Center
has internships available in

* Arts Management

Concert Hall and Facilities Management

Facilities Management;
Backstage Management

Publicity and Promotion
- Summer Session and Fall Semester ~

Inquire at the Office of internships

16 Curry Hicks 646-0727

:-ineArts
Center
IConcert Hall

student artwork tense
JUDITH MALONEY
April 4-16

Student Union Gallery

By NELLIE SCIUTTO
Cimipii<m

Tension. If only one word was to be used

to describe the mood of Judith Maloney's

thesis exhibit, it would be "tension". The
only color blended into this black and white

collection is blood red. Although there is a

depressing heaviness to her sculptures and
drawings, there is. nevertheless,

something that draws the viewer to in-

vestigate, to look further into Ms.
Maloney's work.

The walls of the gallery display charcoal

drawings, most of which have more than

one dimension. The drawings seem to be in

a progression that eventually leads to the

evolution of four sculptures hanging in the

center of the room. The fact that they are

suspended from the ground exemplifies the

completion of the progression.

At first glance. I feel that many viewers

would be disturbed. Not turned off. or

disappointed. bu» surprised. The artist

herself explains that her previous works

have included many bright, water color

paintings. This leaves one questioning

what drew Ms. Maloney to create this

exhibit. It is clear that this does not

represent a carefree, unburdened part at

her life.

These recent works are not depressing,

but distressing. They seem to demand your

sympathy. The first drawings are rounded

and especially full at the bottom, therefore

creating a feeling of heaviness. The
drawings protrude. At the tops are

openings that often reveal deep red. The
later drawings have centers that are pulled

tautly in the direction of each of the four

comers. Nearly every drawing has

something hokling it together - a tipper or

wiring. It is this "mending" of each

drawing that brings some sort of hope to

these works. Even in hard core reality,

there should always be a small amount <rf

hope.

Judith Matoney is completing her B.F.A,

degree this year, and spent the past school

year at Exeter College of Art Design in

England. Her thesis works were on display

from April 4 to April 15 at the Student

Union Gallery. On Sunday, April 10, there

was the opening from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

The artist's drawings and sculptures a-e

powerfully symmetrical and they leave a

strong impression on the viewer.

«-« • •'• I
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HAND-HELD CASSETTE-CORDER WITH GREAT
SOUND. INSTANT-EDIT

At last, there's a hand-held cassette-corder with great

features, big. dear sound, and a very affordable price

tag Perfect for students and adults alike, it offers

superior playback quality in a compact, lightweight

size Its features include cue and review, instant-edit.

and automatic shut-off to protect your cassette and-

minimize wear And its convenient portability makes it

perfect for use in the home or outdoors The TCM-131.
For great sound right in the palm of your hand.

Sale

priced at

$32.95
List $49.96

'\ Newman Center

^ North Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01003

\0 C*"

Save
$15.00

/Model
Number
TCM 13V

OPEN
M-F9-6
Sat 11-4

?l,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Hypercurricula
.Collegian is

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and surroun-

ding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are

listed only on the day they

are taking place. An-
nouncements must be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian offices, 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula"
notices not submitted on
the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday
before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organiza-

tions.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM
MTG. - The team will

discuss the anti-Klan rallies

Meridan & Boston. Wem

:-y>:-:-:if:-:-:<-:-:y.

PRE VET CLUB
MEETING - Come and see

what it's all about.

Everybody is welcome. 7

p.m.. Paige 202.

will also discuss future

plans. All are welcome. 4

p.m.. Dukes Room.

WINE & CHEESE
CONVERSATION HOURS
- Come speak F'rench and
Italian in a relaxed at

mosphere with native

speakers. An excellent

opportunity to meet new
people and practice your
speaking ability. All are

welcome. 12 to 2 p.m..

Herter 3rd Floor Lounge.

ACCOUNTING ASSOC.
& BAP - Laventhol &
Horwath proudly present

"Advantages & disad-

vantages of working in an

international non-big eight

public accounting firm."

12:30 p.m.. SBA Faculty

Lounge.

GRADUATE STUDENT
EMPLOYEES COM-
MITTEE • There wiU be a

meeting for anyone in-

terested in discussing wages
and working conditions of

assistants. Unionization will

be one of the topics

discussed.
3p.m.,C.C. 163.

WINE & CHEESE
CONVERSATION HOURS
Come speak French and

Italian in a relaxed at-

mosphere with native

speakers. An excellent

opportunity to meet new
people and practice your

speaking abiity. All are

welcome. 12 to 2 p.m..

Herter 3rd Floor Lounge.

BOARD OF COVER
NORS MEETING Is

anyone concerned about our

coffee shop or our student

fee? Something about the

C.C. or S.U. must bother

you? We want to know. 6

p.m.. Rm. 805 C.C.

kJililiiiiililililililililililiM

WHERE:
Amherst

WHEN:
April 23, 1983

Saturday - 10:00 am
WHY:

To benefit the

Covenant House of Boston

•«« tfc«"">dO*'

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Tha Nawman Cantar 549-0300

Pick-up raca forms and sponsor shaats at tha

Nawman Cantar

iiiiHiiiiiiMiiiwmmiiiii |i|i|iflMI«M«M«MliMl|llMM«M^^

Good friendswill be there
OHiie hell orhighwatec

.'«»'»?::f>

^\
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There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

'' 'ndy Rim Newspapers

•bacco Film Processing Tote Bags

rds Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health and Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Located In the

Student Union

Many other items available

545-2528

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:X am to 10:00 pm

the

mini Store

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS*

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS

Badminton Finals Tum 21 April 6 pm
Bicycle Race entries due 26 April Raca 30 April 0900

Novice Race: 5 miles (no entry fee)

Expert: 25 miles ($2. entry fee) Awards

Basketball forfeit fees are In and may be picked up M-F
8:30-9:30 - ID card 215 Boyden

Softball Playoff Drawing 2 May 6 pm Boyden 223

Soccer Playoff Drawing 5 May 6 pm Boyden 223

ID cards (no substitures) must be presented for each and

every playoff game - no excuses accepted

Track Meet entries due 21 April, starting date 26 April 3:30

Squash Finale 20 April Tad Reutter vs Howard Gadlin

For information concerning postponed Softball/Soccer

games call 546-2693 or 545-0022

The IM Office is closed from 5 pm Fridays until Monday am
open play schedules may be obtained by calling tips 546-1540

ask for tape 2459 pools, 2463 gymnasium, squash /racquet-

ball courts 2471, weight rm 2476

^
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Ldweiibrau.Herels to good friends.
c 1983 Bee' Bfewed n u S A by Miiier Brewmy Co Mii^wauKep Wl
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COMMUNICATIONS
CLUB Meeting. Club
officer nominations will be

taken. 4 p.m., Machmer E-

37.

AMERICAN INDIAN
ISSUES In the spirit of

Crazy Horse - speakers:

Mark Banks, Winona
LaDuke, Lew Gurwitz &
Slow Turtle. Films: "Big

Mountain," "Leonard Crow
Dog," & Leonard Peltier. 6

to 10 p.m.. C.C. 101.

ANTI KLAN MEETING
There will be a meeting

concerning the Klan rallies.

Everyone welcome. 4 p.m.,

C.C. check schedule.

WOMEN'S LEADER
SHIP PROJECT We will

be discussing women's
issues and upcoming
relevant events. All women
are invited. 6:90 p.m., 415

Student Union.

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
CONTINUING
EDUCATION Robert Carll

(REMT P) will speak on

"The EMTs Role in Critical

Care Transfers." Submitted

to OEMS for 3 CEU hours.

6:30 p.m.. Cooley Dickenson

Hospital. Northampton.

PRE MED CLUB
MEETING Very important

meeting. Sign ups for

Cooley Dickenson Hospital

tour April 27th and more
fundraiser plans to be

discussed. Call Karen (546

4111) for more info. 7 p.m.,

Suffolk Room. SUB.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
COLLEGE
ORGANIZATION MeeU
every Thursday. Everywie
is welcome to come, listen

and ask questions. 7 p.m..

Campus Center.

BIOCHEMISTRY AND
MICROBIOLOGY MAJORS

Career forum for un-

dergraduate majors. 7:30

p.m.. 1634 GRC Tower C.

CONCERT: FIVE
COLLEGE CHAMBER
SOLOISTS Directed by

Ronald Steele, the Chamber
Soloists will perform works

by C.P.E. Bach and J.S.

Bach. Also on the program,

Aaron Copland's Piano
Quartet performed by a

faculty ensemble. TIm
twelve musicians in the

Chamber Soloists are drawn
from the student body,

faculty, and community at

large. Free. 8 p.m.,

Bezanson Recital Hall.

LECTURE: CURRENT
CRISIS IN MEXICO Dar

Labotz to speak on: The

Current Crisis in Mexico anc

its Effect on Populai

Movements. 8 p.m., C.C
162 175.

COFFEE HOUSE Com.

to a coffee house. Fre«

entertainment. Munchies.

This is a bowl week event. \

p.m., Webster Mail

Lounge.

25 PLUS CLUB ROLLEF
SKATING Meet at th«

Campus Center fw car poo

to Interskate 91. Replace

regular meeting. For inl

Tel. 5452145. 8:30 p.m.

C.C. Info Desk.
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Student Housing, Chi Rho
welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshman and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more information about this Christian

Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

€1(256-6691.

4:

%

V

363 Main St.

Amherst
256-8587
Thursday
Special
Largo

Mushroom

only $5.50

Recycle
this

Collegian

r
I

I

I

I

YOU GIVE 1^V% A El ^IVES YOU
SIX MONTHS I^^B#MmpiI PROFESSIONAL
TO ONE YEAR^^%^^MiHi EXPERIENCE
EXPLORE THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITieS OF SHERUT LA'AM

Sciences • Community Relations • Teaching
Social Work • Health) • Environmental Protection

There's something for you in Israel Contact-

AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH FOUNDATION
515 Park Ave NY, NY 10022 (212) 751- 6070 Ext 247/248

Celebrate Israel Independence Day
with The Parvarim

Sat. April 23 at 8 pm CCA
For mora info on progrannt in Itf—

I

, contact:

Dvbora Propp«r, 302 Studwn Union, 546-2E2S

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Name
Address

C'ty

School

State

Year

Zip

Major _.

E»OOC aoooooooooee 9^9C7CpCp^9^3C9CI »oooc »oc

B LAST 2 YEARS OFCOLLEG
COULD BE YOUB FIBST
2 YEABS OF MANAGEMENT.

riu Armv RO 1

C

_. 2-\\ ,ir p:i»*:r.r.ri Tr.un"- vou

tt» hfCi>:iu' rin otticcr li)r a

nvvJorn i>rt:3ni:.'itit»n -

t»\i.iv^ Arm\ w KkIt ^\•so

incliivii"' iHl Arm\ R«'M.rNC

.mj Armv Nn'u^n.il Gu.ird

An vtffuvr wht^ is not

v»nl\ rj IfnJcT .»! men. hut a

m.ii.a\:rr t>t mi'nev and
ni.Mi.Tnls as well

ThoT s w hv one of the

intjs \\>u II learn m ourth

2-vcar proyram is manage-
ment traming skills

Your trainmg will start,

the summer after your

sophomore vear. at a six-

w cek Armv ROTC Basic

Camp
You 11 earn over S40C

tor aticndmg Basic Camp
And up to SI .000 for each
ot vt>ur last 2 vears

of Armv ROTC
But the biggest re-

\\ ard comes on graduation

day TTiat s u hen vou
receix e both a degree m
your chosen ma)or and a

commission And join the

Army management team.

For more information,

unte

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT

rrTAKESTO LEAD
Contact

James C. Mahoney
646-2321/2322

H^MGAT' OMe
A night of total rock n .oil!

FOX
2 for 1 bar drinks til 10:30

^^\ ^ Direct from Catnegie Hall
^9<''' sellout in NYC

Kate & Anna McGarrigle
all tickets $7 50

Boardwalk recording artists

guests: R Complex
$3.50

Coming The Lines 4 28 Berlin Airlift 4 29,

Rubber Rodeo 4 30, Loose Caboose 5 2,

November Group 5 6. James Montgomery
5/7

Coming May 4 Jonathan Edwards
Available for private parties

18 and older w ID 253 22d0

/ ÊNGINEERING STUDENTS
AIM HIQH

If you're a senior or second
semester junior and have a 2.5

GPA in electrical engineering, you
might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering program
(CSEP). CSEP members are
paid nearly $1,000 per month
during their senior year! Your
commitment is 4 years as a com-
missioned officer on the Air Force
Aerospace Engineering Team after

graduation and completion of the
three month Officer Training
School. If you want to be part of

the leading edge of technology. .

CHECK US OUTI
Call TSgt Art Courtemancha

=^

^
(413)

^i^^L

imni^
r«*M«

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

miRl5H5nLtHfiTE1He

-we iRAMiAwj-o;: ^THe
IW\Qr^ V --MflTE

CHl^-^'--i.'A^lDA5.
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

TEST Of lye EnEii6(Nci

VJ£ R£PfAT,TH/S 'S

THIS CONCLUDES Ovfi

nsr JHii STAvoN,
/Av voLUhTTARy coopea

-

AfTlOM WTW rWf FCC
PEfKIOOiCAUi STAGES

TESTS.

if THIS HAD 8ff^/ AN
ACTUAL EMfR&fNcy^

you WOULD HAVf
8EEN \/AP0R\2£ti Vy/HiN

fU£ W^fKHlhOS HIT

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

yf^...?mBisoR I'm H£n to

fHNt> (Xrr IF I *WE A CH^fKE

AT P/KS/^6 WR ST^rrSTKS COURSE ?

/

WfU,WR iiTvmiOH ChN BtVT BB

UrRiSENTFb ii FtCKiNC, A miTE
M/^RBIB ^T RAAIt>6M, FROMA BOf(

corcTAtNifiiG oftB uHnBMe> nihb

7H0USmt> BifKK Af^RSlES

T TAKE 2T7HflT5 NOT
VERy G00t>i

/

\'

ilk.^

After the Fall By R. Miller

THI^ PB.GAM IS STAert»06

To (ie5£l*\Bl-C A SoOtHu^Sf

TOvwtC ... 1 HOPE I H(«*^'T

OOANlD€R^EP ImTO the

V/^; WN/t^ A«E you :jO^>*^

To Oo Ton(Out ^ ^

DF"^K Sor^t Mo/^c
•

or *i(j^i\j, (jtT soMt

You K'^oW Tnt OSof^ L

rHiN< l-LC Do ^'^aT ToO^.

CROSSWORD
Kdiled b> MatKarel Karrar and Trude Jaffe

IM.1 t n^ ^nirtr. Iinw« ><i>4ic*u

1

5

10

14

15

16

U
19

ACROSS
Collars

Monks leader

Search, as the

horizon
• fisted

Faith

Napoleon s

weapon
Sweets

about
20 Stimulated
21 Needed
23 Filer or piper

Abbr
24 Kitchen imple-

ments
25 The Ruler of the

Queen s '

26 Kind of ray

29 Caesar tor one
30 Small oranges
34 Boy detective of

fiction

35 Solution Abbr
36 Bird of 32 Down
27 Type of lace

40 Old womanish
41 Type of water

wheel
42 Leather

43 Of the stomach
46 Crystal lined rock

cavity

47 Sea between
Greece and Sicily

48 Unperturbed
53 Muffin favorite

54 Sweetie
56 French infinitive

57 Notched as a lea'

58 Hollywood name
59 Ticket order en

closures Abbr
60 Married again

61 Lioness of tX)ok

and movie

DOWN
1 Unless Lat

2 Make for It

3 Quagmires
4 Fastener

5 Build up
6 Scottish hillsides

7 Give in

8 Fellow

9 Place tor babes
m song

10 Sweetener
1

1

Cousin of the rail

12 Construction tool

Cockney style

13 Requires

18 Coated with hoar

frost

22 Movie dog
24 House for a cleric

25 One of the Bikim

islands

26 What George
didn t tell

27 Sweet notes of a

kind

28 Miraculous food

29 Et (and the

foilowingi Lat

30 Frenzied

31 Familiar footnote

32 Aswan s site

33 From Mich to Fla

38 Mistress of 22
Down

39 Toss (score

at horseshoes)
40 Drill

42 Rode the waves
43 Scoffs
44 Artery

45 Noose
46 Dance at Ve'

saiiles

48 Boast
49 Put away
50 Cammo
51 — of the earth

52 Collection of

Nor be mythology
55 Dudgeon

1 7 1 4

1
11

5 t ? 1 t

77

10 n 1? '3

14 1i It

1?

I
74

?r"

It

70

I
711 1^1

73

10
I ?i 7» 77

k
n

1

31 U 13

u Ji M

V M 3»

I
4»

40

H^^^^^^l''

I
42 m

• 3 44 4i 1
4'

M~

4( 4t M) M 47

53

1
» i? M

M M tl
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Partly sunny today with a

chance for leftover showers,

hijfhs in the 50s. Mostly sun-

ny tomorrow with highs

near 6().

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Spinach an»i Mushr(H)m
Quiche

Reubtn Sandwich

DINNER
FAR EAST NIGHT

Beef strips

with Mange-Tout
Sweet and Sour
Chicken fingers

Shrimp chow mein
Chow Mein noodles

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Melts

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS DINNER
FAR EAST NIGHT

Tofu Shen
Sweet and Sour
Chicken fingers

Shrimp chow mein
Soy sauce

Chow Mein ncKxlles

•
Collegian
Election
Today

•

All staff members can
vote today from 9 a.m. to

7:30 p.m. in the Collegian

office.
I

.'.: ;*;-r; ;3r*Xi."i:*jL:A.v.v? -j^vvt'w-.-^v;^
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HAIR
THE MOVIE
Thurs. April 21

4:00, 6:30, 8:45,
11:00
Student Union
Ballroom
4:00 show$1,
rest $1.50
Sponsored by the Hang
Gliding Club

1
Valuable Coupons

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

I

I

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2 EGGS
? PANCAKES
/ STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE

$2.S6

Coupon •npkm AprN M. tmt.

With This Coupon I

2F.r«3.99!
Aixo^r

SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN DINNER

On« dinn«r portion (3 ploeos) of
swoot A sour ehlckon In doll-
clous tompura battor sorvod
with fronch frios, eoloslaw, rolls
A buttar.

I

J
I

TMSCOIPON ^

Sun -Thu's {nVjiOA
7 a.m. 3 am. vj'^^^*^
Fri & Sat. ^.i:
24 Hours "llll

CAMPUS SHOPPING PLAZA

M(ii!!|rtior *

2.^6.95
PUqso proftont coupon wHon _

ordoring. Coupon oxpirot I
April a. ina.

SOVajU UUIML
J

SENIOR crn2£N

A
DISCOUNTS
DISCOUNTS
2-5 PM 20%

AIL OTHER TIMES 10S

^TE 9. HADLET, 256-6889

THE WORLD ISLYOUR CAMPUS

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

AROl >D THE WORLD:
^haW I9H3 (Sept. 14 Dec. 23)
•attle • Kob«*. Japan • Pusan. Korea
Keelung. laiwan • Hong Kong *

Jakarta. lndone.<iia • Colombo. Sri Lanka
Bomba>. India • Haifa. Lirael or Istanbul.

Turkev • Alexandria. Fgypt • Piraeus. Greece
• Cadi/. Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

sp4inMirrd h\ ihr I imrr*il\ of Pillabur||h. Srmesirr at Sea offer* tludenl* a auperior
full ftrmealer academir prnnram and Aupporling field e«perienre« Thi« one »einealer
r«perienre i» a\ailable U> qualified sludenl» from all arrrediled rollegen and uni\er
»ilie»

More than 60 \nva||e reUled uni\erail> rourae* f arullv dra»*n from the I ni%erail> nf

Pilt«burflh and other leading universities, auimenled hv \ isiling area experts
Optional lour* including special tours into the People s Republic of China. a\ail«Me
semester at Sea admits students «»iihout regard to color, race or creed Trie S.S.

t ni\rr»e is full\ air conditioned IN.OOO tons registered in I iberla and built in

Amer'ca
1^ or a free < nior brochure, write: Dniester at Sea. ( CIS. I ni%erait> of PiUaburgh Forbes
Quadrangle Pittsburgh PA 15260. or call loll free (MOO) N54 0I9S (in California call
(7 1 1) 77 I 6.S90I

Tlir*« b«droofn To«ifn«hoiM« Apt
-9/1 r»nt oegotiabto caW 649-1833

Two bedroom Brittany Manor Apt fall

option raaaonabie call 253-9678

badroom apartmant
Villaga. fan option.

fully fumiahad

Summar at Puffars room June Aug fall

opwash/dryaf 110> aach Caniaa 549-5666

1 COZY fumiahad room in Pufftoo 3 tx

avail surrtfTiar only. 1110 mo raap famaia
649-5184

Ctiaap 2 badroom Brtttany Manor apt
air conditioning call 546-6001 546-6006

9 badroom Townabouaa Apt fumiahad
prica r>agotiabl6 plaasa call 549-5187 or

646-9397

Amharat Ctr apt 4 bdrm fumiahad 1150 •«-

alact aa call 253-6298

Townahouaa two badroom fumiahad A/C
»22S par/mo Randy 549-6469

Sunny 3 badroom housa $470 mo. in

Amharst Canter excellent loc stait June 1 til

Sapt 1 call Martc 253-2169

Northampton beautiful 4 t>adrm house,
'umished, possible fall option. Start 6/1
584-2906

1 badroom Brandywina w/pool, AC - real

cheapl 6-8206

W/Fall option, 2 bedroom townhousa,
pool, bus route, 666-3020

TO SUBLET

Mary Popplfta would approval Fully fur-

nishad BrarKtywina apartmant. June 1 -Aug
31 can 549-1511

Ona badroom laft t)aautiful Amharst
home one minute from campus
»176/month 266^170

Two. on*-badroom apta Cliffsida fall op-
tion 775.00 inci pool pats OK bus 666-2512
laava masssgs

2 bdrma Qiffaida $3e0/mo utiKtiaa inc faT
option caN

( laai furnished 3 badroorn apt air cond all

t til ini summer only 256^389
Northampton four bedrooms June
August ISeO/ month two floors two baths
M-8126

2 badrm Norttiwood fumiahad pool AC
on bus route 100 aach 256^887 Janifar

Qraat Apt - Brandywina 6/1 to 9/1 2 n>o
option, 1 badrm, A/C, pool, cable, rant

nagotiabia, 6-8110 or 6-8732

1 badroom townhouaa Soutttwood with
fall option available July 1 or r>agotiabla on
bus route call 2S3-9862

Summar sublat 3 badroom Puffton apt.

rant is nagotiabia 549-5715

Two badroom apt summer sublat w/fall

option pool, frequent buses, near 7-11

»315/m negotiable 966-7972 keep tryir>g

Ona or two bdrm apt on bus route sum-
mer w/fall option e66-2IS3

Chaap aublat 2 bedrooms available $250
June - Aug call 549-4049 5-6 pm
2 badroom Presidential Apt summer
sublet w/fall option 10 min walk to campus
549-6154

3 badroom apt in Sunderland fall option
only 330/mo pool on bus call 666-7028

Col VIg 2 bdr apt on bus rt $295/mos sum-
mar sublat fal option 253-9590

3 badroom apt in Puffton $290 month
summer sublet call 546-6464 or 546-8460

1 badroom apt in Southwood to summar
sublet w/fall option 253-9005

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom Squire Villaoa

apartments summar sublet w/fall option
rant for sunvT>ar nagotiabia 666-4604.

Amharst Cantar 5 badrms summar sublat i

fall option $640/ff>onth 253-2878 '

Cantral Northampton Attractive, furnish-

ed 2-3 br apt June 1, fall option 460 incI

haatS66-5467
[

Ona badroom In Southwood '

Townhouaa pool tennis svsilable Jur>e 1

fall option 253-3487

Wantad to sublat Brar>dywir>e? partly fur-

nished, pool, airconditioning rent
naootiable June - Sapt 1 call Cathy
646-7494.

For aummar w/fall option available orw
badroom apt in So. Afnharat. Quiat, on-bus
lir>e, utilities indd. $200/n>o or bast offer

Mike 2S6^»96 after 6 PM
1 or 2 fumiahad badrooma In Swiaa
Vlllaga apartmant. Rent $11 5/month
June - August 31st Tel: 253-2828

Thraa badroom Puffton sublat Jur>e thru I

August $375 fTK) 549-3722 I

Squire Vlllaga wKh fall option two I

bedroom townhouse 200 per month i

666-7794
|

Ona badroom intwo badroom Puffton
|

fall option 549-3862
i

Colonial Vlllaga Apt 2 br 296 mo. pool, '

t>asketbalt ct, bus stop, summer sublet <

w/fall option call Jack or Pau l 253-3980

Rolling Qraan 2 bedroom towr>house
summer sublet cheap call 253-9431

|

Cliffside 1 bdrm avail 6/1 w/fall opt pool
tennis Er laundry facilities on bus rte call

Barbara 6664761 or Jen or Laura 549-0081
290. mo everything!

1 rm in Puffton 6/1 w/fall option pool,
tennis, on bus rte 110/mo -» electric call

Mike 549-0861
I

2 badroom split-level apartment -

Sunderland, JUne 1st - August 31st, 1250
per month, call 666-7126

Summar aublat Puffton two badroom
two bathroom fumiahad apt RENT NEGI
contact Pat or Dru 549-4426

2 badroom $300 month ir>cludir>g utilitiaa

pool tennis 666 4644 (sunrtmar only)

Rooms In a 3 badrm Townahouaa Apt
or total apt availat}le 1 mile from campus on
bus route fully furnished call Liz at 549-0307
for summar only

Wondarful, luxurloua. cozy 4 badroom
apt to sublat. This sour>ds like your apart-

nnent, wall it can be your apartment for

summer all you have to do is call Jay or

Rich St 666-7574. Price is vary raaaor>abla.

Very.

WANTED
Caah for your racorda, tapaa 546-2836

(ask for Jaromir/laave maaaage)

Claaa RInga. Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
546-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

message)

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt in Puffton for

June w/fall option 549-0787

Couple seeks 1 br apt in Amherst Area for

fall (Grad stud) Jon or Jo 203-466-01 14 (call

collect)

3-4 Bedrooms furnished house on bus
route September - June Call Marie
546^4680.

$31 reward for 3 or 4 badroom apt
anywhere call 549-1643
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
/ Come to CoHagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

APARTMENT NEEDED

2 or 3 badroom Brandywina, Puffton or
Townhouse apartment for fall. We will

sublet. Cali Pete or Jim 546-5119

AUDIO

Stereo Sale: MCS 2-w8y ported speakers
$50. component stand - 3-tier with casters
$50. ask for Mark at 256-0895 after 6 PM

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Chavy Monza, 4 speed, sunroof,
dependable, excellent gas mileage, very
good condition. BO call 256-6612

1974 Toyota Corona good engin except
some rust $660 549-3781

74 Dodge Dart nr^any new parts. Must sell.

$1100 or BO call 546-5353

71 VW Bug - $500 or BO call 256-8639

BARGAIN

Ona badroom 140/month
fall option near Puffars Pond

B4>4nS7 646-6009

BELLYQRAMSH

Dalivarad by profaaalonal ballydancar
for most unusual gift. Tharaza. 253-7822

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TECHNICIANS

tuing education aemlnar: "The
EMT's Role in Critcal Care Transfers."
Speaker: Robort Carll, REMT-Paramedic.
Thursday, April 21 6:30 PM sharp. Coolay
Dickenson Hospital Northampton (Mc-
Callum BIdg) submined to OEMS for 3
CEU's. Sponsored by the Five College
Chapter of MAEMT.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, SaoMs, Greeks. CaU-N-Save. Paul
549-4406

FEMALES STOP SMOKINGI

2100 series still

546-9819 for info

under warranty call

amokera. Short term tftarapy to
promote cassation of smoking in comfor-
table, productive way. Sliding fee scale
Pyschological Services center, UMasa
54&O041

FOR RENT

Ona bedroom In two bedroom
townhouaa svsilable May 31st Msyfowar
Apts 175/mo plus utilities on bus route.

256^)661

Clean 2 badroom Southwood apt. sum-
mar sublat w/fall option. 256-8667

Houaae • Jur>a - Aug plus fall option, 4
bedrooms $485-500 in Northampton. 5 bed
in Hadlay $6X plus, for summer only. Call

after 3:30 pm. Skit>iski Realtors Northamp-
ton 584-3428

Fumlattad rooms for summer sulMat. fall

option in house five minutes from UMass.
549-1797

Cape Cod 2 badroom cottages available in

W. Hanwich. Sleeps 4. 546-5861

Cape Cod houaamataa needed for sumv
mer in W. Harwich 6 bedrooms 2 baths
6^5861

FOR SALE

For Sale Porteble Stereo/Tapadeck SR

Grateful Dead: April 22 New Haven; ticket

and bus $28.00 545-0500

King size Waterbad - heater, liner, mat-
tress, cover, headboard etc good condition

2 yrs old call 549-5689

Turntable Philips 212 good cond $50 or BO
call 253-3588 we will dealll

10000 used racorda Juat bought. Hun-
dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 584-3130 or 586-5726

HiFi Components Rotel Rx-400 receiver

25 w/ch Toshiba metal tape deck 5 band
equalizer pr Celastien 3-way speakers 300
or BO must be heard 546-5885

Pioneer AM/FM Car Stereo Ceaaatte
100 watt booster, equalizer, 3 way speakers
brand new $225 or BO call Ed 549-1698

For sale pr of Realistic Minimus II 50
watt speakers never used for info call

256-8775 $100

FOUND

Found alivar ring by Morrill on 4/14. Call

546-6939. Give dwcription arxj it's yours.

HAIR
~

Wantad - stage hands Er security workers
for outdoor production of "Hair". Meeting
Thurs. April 21st Cmwtth Rm. SUB at 6:30

pm

HELP WANTED
Worltstudy positions recycling project.

Experienced people to handle cash. Apply
SUB 306 14 pm 546-0618

Counselors private co ed camp in

Berkshirea has openings for head and assis-

tant instructors in: Arts £r Crafts, basket-

ball, gymnastics, tennis, drsmatics, music
director /piano accompanist, video/film-

making, photography, model rocketry,

radio station (AM), computers, wsterfront

(WSI), end sailir>g. Also needed: generst

bunk counselors (male openings only) and
unit leaders. Good salartas friendly at

mosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner
-Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace,

Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277 7600
day 94
Employment Opportunities psrt
time/ nights available for Spring/ Sum-
mer/ Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
arxJ Graduste Students in University Alum
ni Talaphor>e Solicitation program $4.00

plus an hr. People with sales and /or

talamarketir>g experience are encouraged to

apply at Telafund Office Memorial Hall

Expariancad people for part Er full tinw
help inquire at Superior Pizzeria drivers also

needed must own car.

CATE worker full time summar position

available 5/27 8/31 typeeetting, writir>g,

editing and organizational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-
dent Union or call 54&<>341 AA/EEO

HERPES RESEARCH
~

Graduate Psychology Student doing
thesis research on coping with genital

herpes If you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 PM.

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for full time legal assistant

interns for Fall 1983 semester. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departments. Aid attorneys at ISO with

client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in District and Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

hearings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney 8up>er-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

formation, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Lost gold link bracelet on April 12 or 13

reward please return call 6-1471

A bronze-rimed ayaglaaaas. Initialed 'C
on the right lens. If found, please contact

Dave 546-6424

Lost 4/14 gold name necklace "llene"

very sentimental reward II Call 6-5774 after 9
PM

MAKE PEACE WITH EARTH ~
Join us around the pond on Earth Day
Friday April 22 from dawn meditations to

dusk musicians. Free the cow cerenrtony

10:30 am. Future studies speaker Phyllis

Rodin 11 am. Local wildlife 11:X. Noon
music. Native American, Winona Laduke 1

pm. Molly Scott 1:30. Agent Orange, the

draft, nuclear destruction, ecology now
and more. Make peace with earth, make
survival your business.

MOTORCYCLES
~

Honda 125 mint condition, great fun. Only
4K mi. 90 mpg. must sell $350.00 or BO
contact Chris 669 3707 nights, 5-0929

weekdays

Honda Hawk 400 1978 good cond. $660
call 546-5879 Phil

PERSONALS
~

All Unlvaraity Woman are invited to Chi

Omega for dinner Tues Apr 19 and Thurs 21

at 5:30 and for a Dynasty Party Wed 20 at

9:30 for more info or RSVP call Felice

546-0162 check us out

To Cindy C. Happy Birttnlay big sister

from your little brother. Just one more year

ar>d your on your own
Free trained Lesbian/Gay Pear Counseling,

referral MTuThF 4-8 pm 433SU 545-2646

Happy Birthday Israel Celebrate Israel's

36th Birthday with the Parvarim Saturday

April 23, 8 pm CCA tickets $3/$2 students

Career Placement Assistance for

graduates. Gain an edge through Mass
Marketing Operations Reseerch Interna-

tional P 0. Box 5470. Avon, Colorado,

81620 call toll free 1-800421 3217

Pate Robi Cor>grats on winnir>g ttie bet.

Sorry ¥ve had to leave eariy I'll get you next

time - double or rwtfwng. Love Janet

Staph Uzzotte Happy eighteenth Birthday

Buddy love the infamous Moil

Matt: After tomorrow night you won't be a

virgin anymore. Enjoy it preppyl Luv, Linda

RUN FOR RITTER
Newman Center

friendly atmosphere. Next to Newman
Center. Call Nate or T.J. 253-9015

Cosmic Wimpout Tournament - Sat

April 23 Rusty Nail - 1st round starts at

noon - Max Creek at night - $500 1st prize

My B-day present - I couldn't have wish-

ed for anything that could make me any

happier!! Love, Sue

SLJ do life, scum)
laughing??? We are. .

bank.

- N.O.W. who's
all the way to the

Arif to a cute MC with british accent: I

don't want only the shell but the peanut

too. I'm waiting. Remember sumemr.

Harry "Bill" Prichatt: We've told you
once, we've reminded you twice, so cook

us dinr>er or we won't be nice! guess whol

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissartationa. theses, cases, papers
guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

584-7924 Nancy.

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY ~
College students who have grown up
with a chronically ill sibling are needed to

participate in study. Experin>ental credit

available. Call 545-1569, 4-6 PM, April 19-22

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET ~
3 bedroom furnished Puffton Village apt.

Summer sublet only. $115 per room
negotiable. Cable TV, tennis courts and
pool. Near bus stop, close to campus. Call

Lori 549-0616

ROOM WANTED
~

Cape apartmant South Yarmouth call

Chris 256-6062 or 256-6609 leave massage

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 or 2 roommatea for 3 bdrm townhouse
apt for fall semester M or F 1 rm available

call 549-1833

Two famelea for ona l>adroom in sunny
Southwood townhouse call evenings

256^)669

Rolling Qrean 2 bedroom apartn>ent for

summer need 2 roommates call Dave
6-6617 or 6-5186

Roommatae wantad for summar in

Hyannis Danisa 6-5102 or Karen 6-8200

Wanted: ona female for housa in Her-

wichport Cape Cod 546-4947 or 546-6699

3 females house on Falmouth Cape Cod
waterfront call 546-0075 Dianne

2 badrm Northwood fumiahad pool AC
on bus route 100 aach 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouaa
Southwood apt on bus rt, swtm pool, rant

nagotiabia call 253-3810

Furnished Townahouaa apt, A^C
negotiable, call Scon or R ich 549-0616

1 bdrm Cllffalda on bus rt pool and tarmia

courts 286-*-

April 23rd info at

SWAG ELECTIONSIII
Pick up Nomination Papers

in SWAG Office

Due 4/22 for info call 546-0961

Boarding Housa had it with dorm life and

DC food? Groat opportunity awaits: best

location on campus excellent meal plan

Amherst Center l>edrooms evallable

spacious house, covered varar>da, lush

lawTW 549-0888

Amharst Canter apt available for sum-
mer $250/mo everything included fumiah-

ad, great kxation call 256^642

2 bdrm apt June 1 - Aug 31 downtown
Amherst 286.00 mo 256-8639

Looking for 3 roommetea to share 2
k)edroom Brittany Apt for summer and r>axt

yaer. Apt is in great condition w/r>aw
carpet and nice furniture. Can take 3 rrvslea

or 2 females and 1 male call Kevin 253-3706

^ U If univtaeiTT fAA ABkvm Msa&

»ooc
Police Community Service

Officer
AmLerst, Masaaohusetts

The Town of Amherst, Massachusetts is

establishing an eligibility list to fill existing

and future vacancies for Community Ser-

vice Officer on the Amherst Police Depart-

ment. The eligibility list will be effective for

approximately two years.

CandicJates must be 18 years of age on or

before June 4, 1983.

SerKJ for approved application form and
complete announcement (including re-

quired qualifications and selection pro-

cedure) to Amherst Police Department,

P.O. Box 711, Amherst, Mass. 01004. All

applications must be received in the

Amherst Police Department by 12 mid-

night, May 21, 1963.
Amharst is an equal opportunity employer with an

affirtT>ative action policy and encourages all qualified

applicants to apply regardless of age, race, craad,

color, sax or national origin.
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Candidates for Summer and Fall lifequard joba, maat attend
testing on Thursday April 28 at 6 p.m. or Sat. April 30 at 9:30
p.m. at Boyden. You must have jrour 3 current certificates.

Questions? Call the Aquatics director at 545-0093.

U'
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Gorillas furious 4tli quari;er rally falls short;

Hofstra enlightens UM
By BILL SHEA

( oltcfwa SUff

HEMPSTEAD NY. The frustrating

season continues for the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team.
Coach Dick Garber's Gorillas, now 2-5 on

the year, took on 12th ranked Hofstra

University and dropped a 10 8 decision

under the lights, last night.

The Gorillas spotted Hofstra five goals in

the first period as Gorilla starting goalie

Tom Curran was hit with an early barrage
of shots and the senior netminder never had
a chance to get into the flow of the game.

Without senior midfielder Tim Cutler,

who made the trip but did not play because
of stomach problems, the Gorilla's appeared
disorganized both offensively and defen-

sively in the first half.

Chris Benedetto replaced Curran in goal

to start the second quarter and Hofstra

jumped on Benedetto for two goals to make
it 7-0 before Rich Messina bounced in a goal

with 8:12 remaining in the half.

James Goodhart followed with a goal and
UMass was down 8-2 at the half.

It was a totally different second half as

the Gorilla "Strict D" tightened up and the

Gorilla attack started to apply offensive

pressure.

Sean Dolan opened the third quarter with

a goal and Tim Lukacovic followed suit and
the Gorillas were within 8-4 after three

quarters.

Paul Fogarty took charge for UMass in

the fourth quarter. After Hofstra pushed
the lead to 9-4, Fogarty nailed a cannon
shot to the corner. But, UMass had trouble

clearing the ball soon afterwards and
Hofstra picked up the loose ball and scored

to make it 10-5.

Greg Fisk hit from in front to make it 10 6
with 8:29 left. Then Fogarty took a pass

from Mike Fiorini to score. Fogarty took on
a Hofstra midfielder one on one to the cage
and scored with 5:48 left to make the score

108.
Hofstra played staU ball for the last four

minutes and the Gorillas could only watch
as their rally fell short.

UMass, ranked 15th in the nation, will

try to pick up the pieces against the

Fighting Eli's from Yale University on
Saturday as the Gorilla road trip continues.

UMASS
HOFSTRA

(2 5) 2 2 4 8
(7 3) 5 3 2 10

Yes Mrginia, the tennis

team whipped Central
By SCOTT HOOD

Catttfftt*84afr

Yes Virginia, there is a Rain God. and he
doesn't like the University of
Masaachuaetts men's tennis team too

much. Why? Weil, Virginia, that's hard to

say. Even the tennis lads themselves can't

seem to figure it out. All I can tell you is

that it always seems to rain when the

netmen have a match. And yesterday was
no exception. Virginia.

Oh sure, UMass won, they even shutout
Central Connecticut 6-0. But the doubles
were cancelled. Besides that's not the

point. You see, Virginia, this weekend is

the Atlantic 10 Championships in Pitt-

sbtirgh, PA. And because UMass has had
five matches rained out this spring, they

might not be in top form for the tourna-

ment.

That would be too had, Virginia, because

UMass has a very good tennis team. Hey,
their coach is even predicting UMass is go-

ing to win the Atlantic 10.

OK. OK rU stop. Just releasing a little

energy Sorry if I bored you Virginia. Well,

let me talk about yesterday's match.

Have you ever seen a mismatch,
Virginia? You know, one of those contests

where one team totally annihilates the

other. You have? Good. Well, yesterday, I

saw one too.

First, UMass has this really good player

wiiose name is Neal Mackertich. He beat

•Paul Arciero 6-0, 6-4 at number one
singles. The rest of the singles were the

same way, Virginia. Steve Jordan, at

number two, ran over Trek Ghalwash (Do
you like that name Virginia?) 6-4. 6-2.

Stuart Goodman, at number three (and

he's only a freshman Virginia!), walloped

Bob Velardi 6-1. 6-1.

Rich Lindgren, the number four player,

had his way with Tom Conner 6-1, 6-4. The
number five and six singles were even
worse, Virginia. Mike Duaeau crushed
Mark Wagner 6-1. 6-0 at five and Mark
Gelinas, that's right he is the one with the

funny looking orange hat. well, he
destroyed Joe Gresko 6-2. 6-1.

Because of all the rainouts, Virginia,

UMass has a rugged schedule next week.
After the Atlantic 10 Championships this

weekend, the Minutemen play Clark on
Monday at home, at Springfiekl on Tues-
day, TXifts at home on Wednesday, and
University of Vermont at home on Thurs
day. Then on Friday, Virginia, UMass
travels to Yale University in New Haven,
CT for the New England Championships.

You have all that Virginia? Good. There
is a quiz tomorrow.

Ken Freemftn moTei oat in an earHer ^ame this year ai^ainat Hobart.
UMatt faced Hofitra under the liffaU laat nifht.

Gazelles look to make
Dartmouth 7th victim

By ELLEN RICHARD
CMiWffteiisun

With a 6-1 record and a wmod which is

well on its way to being a wicewaful one.

the University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team will look for its seventh win of

the season at NOPE fieki today at 3:00

against Dartmouth.

The contest between the two teams was
won last year by the Gazelles and this year
assistant coach Donna Partin said the team
should be victorious again with the way the

UMass team has been playing lately.

"We should come out on top," Partin sakl.

'If we play up to our ability we should beat
them. It won't be quite like Harvard (7-6

win on Sunday) but it wiU be better than
the BU game (10-4 victory on Monday)."

The Gazelles have won their last five

games k>sing only to James Madison in their

second game of the season, a ck>se 6-5

decision.

Massachusetts has displayed its talent,

however, because the team was only
playing together a few weeks before tba
season started. Head coach Pam Hixoa
attributed the only loss to the inexperience
of playing together.

Injuries also haunted the Gazelles early in

the season. Tish Stevens, last years third

leading goal scorer, was out for a few games
with a knee injury. Linda Bevelander was
also out with an ankle injury. Bevelander
was last year's fourth leading scorer.

Against Dartmouth, the Gazelles will use

their same strategy of only taking good
shots on net.

With Stevens and Bevelander back and
healthy, and Pam Moryl. last years leading
goal scorer, the attack is a strong one.

The strategy has proved weD. as the
record shows, as UMass controls every
game with its easy approach, and should do
the same this afternoon as the team seeks
to take the game from Dartmouth.

Top rankedMinutewomen host UConn for two

f

By GERRY deSIMAS
CoUcgiuSUfr

It will be the clash of the titans. Granted,

one is higher ranked in New England than

the other, but out on the field previous

records and standings mean nothing.

Everything is equal when the University of

Massachusetts softball team butts head

with the University of Connecticut.

UMass, 20-4 and a unanimous number one

in the latest New England polls, faces their

arch-rivals. Conneclitul, rankea second in

New England at 9 4, in a doubleheader at

NOPE today at 2:30.

"There is no love lost between these

schools," said head coach Elaine Sortino.

"It will be two intense games."

Last year, the Huskies swept two from the

Minutewomen in Storrs. i his year, UMass
is ready to throw in everything they have,

including their six Connecticut players, five

of whom start.

Starters AUyson Rioux (SS), Chris

Coughlin (3b). Beth Talbott (C). Missy

Oman (dh&2b) and Sally Maher. (lb) the

team's RBI leader with 25, would like

nothing better than wins over their home
state university and the same goes for their

Massachusetts teammates.
"They will be tough," emphasized Sortino.

Fortunately for UMass. the injury bug is

letting up. Beth Talbott, who had hurt her

knee, is set to go behind the plate and

Jackie Gaw, the team's leading hitter

(.450), will be in the outfield. Gaw's arm is

getting better.

Missy Oman still wears a wrist brace but

she has split the last two doubleheaders at

second with Debbie Pickett and hit in the
last six games. Oman "is on the road to

recovery."

UConn split a doubleheader with
Springfield College winning 1-0 and losing

2-0 in the second game. Their pitching is

completely different than last year, ac-

cording to Sortino. And UMass is different

in that they didn't have Rioux, Oman,
Maher, Talbott, Lynn Stockley, and Cathy
Reed last year.

Stockley and Reed, both freshmen, are
something new for UConn. Reed, who will

pitch the opener, is 12 2 with a 0.37 ERA
while Stockley is 8 2 with a U37 ERA and
53 strikeouts.

The stage is set (hopefully it won't be too

muddy), the teams are ready and UConn
and UMass ought to have one whale of a

doubleheader this afternoon at 2:30.

< ollvfian plM>t« k; ( hrm Janjrinanr

Cathy Reed, 12-2. will throw in the

first game of the doubleheader with
UConn today.
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Grad students

discuss union
formation plans

By ANNE McCRORY
C olkfiaa SUff

Citing the lack of a grievance procedure to deal with low
stipends and inconsistent policies between departments
concerning hiring and firing criteria, graduate assistants

from 10 departments met yesterday to consider optwns
such as unk>nizing to obtain protection under labor laws.

Greg Graham, a Graduate Student Senate officer,

proposed a meeting with deans and Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey to discuss these issues. Graham said Duffey met
with four Senate officers last October and was agreeable to

such a meeting.

"There's no one telling faculty or deans that T.A.s

(teaching assistants) don't like the way things are."

Graham said. "We should see how they respond, what they

can tell us. We can get a better idea (what wUI happen) if

we start making demands rather than requests." he said.

According to Graduate Student Employees Committee

statistics. Teaching Assistant and Research Assistant

stipends have risen 29 percent, from $3400 to $4400. since

1973. while the cost of living rose 129 percent in that time.

"Some might be comfortable with their situations." said

one graduate student, who would not give his name fearing

possible termination of employment since he is not

protected under Massachusetts lab<N- laws. He noted the

number of classes taught and hours worked for the same
stipend varies by department. "(Unionizing) could cause

animosity between (graduate) students." he said.

"People have a myriad of beliefs." said another graduate

student wishing to remain anonymous. "We should sub-

sume them so we're not shooting into the wind.

"The truth is that most of what happens in an early

contract is recognition and (the formation of) a grievance

procedure. There may be slight modifications on money or

working conditions, but until we have a viable organization

we are not in the position to go after all these things." he

said.

The group will meet again next Wednesday in the

Campus Center to further discuss plans and formulate an

agenda.

( •ItoCiaii Hm>Io k< Tmh Kudla

The University library tower looms in the

back^ound over a pvvel pile located in the nor-

thwest area of campus as Eric Cohen, a junior

pre-med major }o%% alongside the pile.

Gap between the sexes is lessening
By PAUL DESMOND

CaltefMii sun

Alice S. Rossi, the latest recipient of the Chancellor's

Medal and a professor of sociology at the University of

Massachusetts/Amherst, predicted significant change in

coming decades in the relatk>n between gender and

political power.

Collefian photo \>y Tom KadU

Dr. Alice S. Rossi, UMass sociology professor

and author of "The Feminist Papers." spoke

last night on "The Gender Gap in Mainstream

Politics." The speech was the last night in the

1982-83 Chancellor's Lecture Series.

Her speech "The Gender Gap in Mainstream Politics"

given last night was part of the 1962-83 Chancellor's

Lecture Series.

"An infusion of more women into what has been the

spheres of men. and more men into what has been the

spheres of women, has positive effects for both the in-

dividual and for society." Rossi said.

Rossi argued that current trends in voting patterns

among women are only an early sign of the change to

come in the next decade.

"Women have not been thought to have any great

significance in politics." Rossi said. But. she noted, the

results of last fall's election proved this was changing.

She said the increase from 5 to 13 percent of the number
of women holding legislative seats at the state level after

last fall's election, was "the beginning of a trend." Rossi

noted that seven states now have legislatures consisting

of 20 percent women or more.

Rosi also noted a trend of women marrying later in life

than two decades ago. having fewer pregnancies, more
frequently experiencing divorce rather than the death of

their husband and living into their seventies. This

phenomenon creates a "family-free" decade early in

womens' lives that leaves them room for experimentation

in politics as well as business, she said.

"We've never lived in a society with such implications

for social change," Rossi said.

There is now an expanded pool of unattached, family-

free women to attend public office which has resulted in

more women holding office, Rossi said.

"It changes the psychology of group policies, when you
are not the only woman in a group but are joined by

nuiny," Rossi said.

"There is an increase in qualities women can bring when
they represent a significant amount rather than a

minority," she said.

For her participation in the series, Rossi received th<

Chancellor's Medal, highest award bestowed upon in

dividuals who have rendered exemplary and ex

traordinary service to UMass.

Coffee Shop to

remain open
BOG announces

By SAMUEL CHALFEN
CollcKtaa sun

The Campus Center Board of Governors (BOG) last night

announced that students and the university community
will still be able to sip Campus Center Coffee Shop coffee

next year.

BOG Chairman Ron Keefe said of the Campus Center
administration, "basically they just backed off."

The Campus Center administration had been studying a

proposal nude by two University Store managers to close

down the Coffee Shop and expand clothing and furniture

goods in the Coffee Shop area. The University Store had
wanted the extra space that such a move would bring to

introduce low cost student computers.

"The University Store is still going to push to bring in

computers, " Keefe said, "but it certainly is not gmng to be
done in the Coffee Shop."

The BOG had found through a questionnaire that Coffee

Shop customers opposed the planned expansion by a

margin of five to one. The Board last week postponed a

vote stating its opposition to the plan but this week voted

to "vehemently oppose" the expansion plan. The
Undergraduate Student Senate last week unanimously
opposed the expansion plan.

'*The University Store is still going to push
to bring in coTnputers but it certainly is

not going to be done in the Coffee Shop.
"

— BOG Chairman Ron Keefe

Thanking the administration for its acknowledgement of

student wishes, the Board also began discussion of a

motion to demand the administration keep the Coffee Shop

open for customers until 10 p.m. The administratwn last

semester began closing the Coffee Shop at 3 p.m.

The Board also announced a plan to keep Campus Center

fees at the current level by lobbying the University of

Massachusetts Building Authority and the Board of

Trustees.

By changing the present status of the Campus Center
complex, the Board hopes to eliminate the Campus Cen-

ter's responsibility to pay a Building Authority fee which

this year amounts to I^.CXK), Keefe said.

The approximately $200,000 the Board expects the

Campus Center to earn this year will not be enough to pay
for present and possible future repair costs. Repairs in the

roof of the Blue Wall and the Student Union and other

areas in the Campus Center are necessary, Keefe said. The
expected Campus Center revenues will not cover repair

expenses. Keefe said, without either raising the Campus
Center fee charged to students or changing the pr«Mnt
Trust Fund Management policy.

Keefe said the recently set $84 Campus Center fee

already is higher than students ought to pay and the Board
should work to keep the fee at its present level over the

next few years. Should the lobbying eftort work, he said,

the Building Authority could use its discretionary funds to

pay for Campus Center repairs.

The Campus Center Complex has only recently begun

operating without a deficit. Keefe said. Now that it has

begun to show a profit, it is possible that Building

Authority and Board of Trustee members will assume its

financial condition is acceptable. Keefe argued that due to

a lack of a reserve fund for building repairs, the financial

condition of the complex is not acceptable.

The Board also announced plans to set up a Food Service

Review Committee in order to gather greater information

about the management of the Hatch, the Top of the

Campus Restaurant, the 10th floor Quickie Lunch, the

Coffee Shop and other Food Service departments. Keefe

said the Committee should work with Food Services

managers in order to be more effective. He also said the

Committee should help to keep the Board out of the type of

problem it ran into with the proposal to ck>se the Coffee

Shop and could help Food Services to run its departments

more efficiently.

The jukebox in the Hatch will now be operational an

hour earlier than last week due to another item of Board
business. Complaints that the jukebox — which currently

is not operational until 1:30 p.m. — could not be heard at

peak lunch hour, had been heard by the Board last week.

Board member Gregory Frick, protesting the range of

music available on the jukebox, volunteered to prepare a

report for next Thursday's meeting.
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Klansmen andNazis

indictedforactions at

anti-klan demonstration
WINSTON SALEM. N.C.- Six present

and former Ku Klux Klansmen and three
American Nazi Party members were in-

dicted yesterday for conspiring to disrupt a

1979 anti-Klan demonstration in Green-
sboro, N.C., where five Communist
Workers Party members were killed.

Another former Klansman was charged
on March 24 with participating in the

conspiracy. He pleaded guilty that day
before U.S. District Judge Hiram Ward.

In Washington, William Bradford
Reynolds, bead of the civil rights division of

the Justice Department, said the nine new
d^endants were named in a 14 -count

federal grand jury indictment.

Four were charged with interfering with

federally protected rights, resulting in

death, which carries a maximum penalty of

life in prison.

All the defendants were charged with

conspiring lo interfere with federally

protected rights of the Communist Workers
Party demonstrators to participate in a

parade authorized by the city of Greensboro
on Nov. 3. 1979. Gunfire erupted when a

nine-car Klan Nazi caravan passed the

marchers, and five people were killed andz marthers and a television cameraman
were injured.

Senator warns against

TrojanHorse 'aid bill
BOSTON - The k>cal aid bill now

pendiBK on Beacon Hill is a Trojan Horse,
•taie Sen. David H. Locke sa^ yesterday
warning the dties and towns that "what
joa see is not what you get."

Tke Wellealey Republican criticized the

wail aa tlw latest measure example of a

"dangerous new packaging trend in

lawmaking.'' He protested the "unrelated

proviaiM'' m the local aid biU alk)wing 11

BunkipalitJes to override Proposition 2Vi

raatrictions without a referen-

Digest
By the Associated Press

•**S-?S^i*s:'

In an interview, he said. "This is the first

diink in the armor of Prop 2'/i . and it wouM
never have a chance if it were not tied to

the local aid commitment."
The pending local aid package promises

dties and towns and extra S157 million next
jrenr beyond current levels.

APUMryiMto

John Louis Evani 3rd, •chedoled
for execution.

Supreme Court refuses

to block executionplans
ATMORE, Ala. — Convicted murderer

John Louis Evans III, hours away from an
execution set for just after midnight today,

was described as being without hope
yesterday as a justice of the Supreme Court
refused to block his death.

Justice Lewis F. Powell turned down an
emergency request aimed at keeping Evans
alive until the full Supreme Court could
consider his formal appeal.

Dorothy Norwood said U.S. Supreme
Court clerk Al Stevas informed the
Alabama court that the justices decUned
the stay on a 7-2 vote.

Powell's action appears to clear the way
for Evans to become only the seventh U.S.
prison inmate to be executed since 1967.

Four of the six men executed in the past
seven years have chosen not to carry out all

the appeals available to them.

Evans. 33. awaited a 12:01 a.m. CST today
execution for the robbery-murder of a

Mobile pawnbroker.

Israelis concernedas
fighting increases
JERUSALEM — Israel signaled concern

yesterday that Syria might be preparing for

war, and the military command reported

two Israelis and four Arabs killed in the

latest clash along the Syrian-Israeli front

line in Lebanon.

The command said Israeli troops in-

tercepted four guerrillas trying to infiltrate

Israeli lines south of Sofar near the Beirut-

Damascus highway late Wednesday. It did

not say if the guerrillas were Syrians or

Palestinians.

An Israeli army spokesman reported that

a third Israeli soldier was killed yesterday
in southern Lebanon in an ambush about 11

miles north of the Israeli border.

The incidents coincided with news reports

of increasing Syrian activity in Lebanon, an
extensive Soviet rearmament of Syria and
recent Syrian war games — cited as

evidence of a possible Syrian offensive.

The reports, carried by most major
newspapers and radio networks, originated

from a background briefing to Israeli

military correspondents by Defense
Minister Moshe Arens.

The reports said it was not clear whether

the Syrians were preparing a spring

campaign or were adopting a defensive

posture because they feared an Israeli

attack.

But in a clear signal to Damascus, the

reports said Israel had no intention of

launching an attack, and was deliberately

avoiding measures that could be read by

Syria as a provocation.

Proposed billwould

allow earlyparole

forMass.prisoners
BOSTON — Most prison inmates in

Massachusetts could become eligible for

parole or discharge 90 days early if the

state's jails remain overcrowded, through a

bill endorsed yesterday by a legislative

committee.

The joint Human Services Committee
gave a favorable report to the bill, which
would authorize the Commissioner of

Correction Facilities to move up release

dates for as many prisoners as desired.

The Bay State's prison population

currently exceeds its rated capacity of 4,500

by 1,200, according to corrections depar-

tment statistics.

Legislators admitted that passage of the

bill could force the Dukakis administraton

to move quickly to increase the number of

prison beds in the state.

Glenn makes it official

announces candidacy
NEW CONCORD. Ohio - In a high

school that bears his name. Democratic
Sen. John H. Glenn declared his
presidential candidacy yesterday and
vowed to push for an immediate freeze of

nuclear weapons, repeal of future tax cuts
and a return to "the simple values we
learned in this small town."

Glenn became the sixth Democrat to
formally announce a bid for the White
House. Polls within the party rank him
second behind former Vice President
Walter F. Mondale in the race for the
nomination in San Francisco next year.

Some national surveys have indicated
both Mondale and Glenn could beat
President Reagan if the election were
imminent.
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ne Shoe Bin is 12 Years Old
and we 're celebratin with a

BALLOON POPPIN' PARTY
Here's How It Works

20%-60% OFF
•Make your purchase
•Pick a balloon
•Pop it - Out comes your Lucky Number
•Numbers range from 20°© to 60*'o

•Deduct that number from your
purchase price and pay only
the balance.
•You get to pop o balloon for

each item you purchase

2o%30%
u

r

V /

JkutGH (JgaJUh.

"IkeBttiauNeseTW MENU

BUFFET
Mon - Thurt
5 pm - 8 pm

Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
16.25 par paraon

Hot Er Sour Soup
Basf Mnth grsan pappar
Chicken Pan Fri«d Noodaii
Swaet & Spur Chtckao
Cbinaae Sryle BBQ Pork
Pan Friad Ravioti

Chichan Rngare

Lunchaon Spaclal a Taka-Out Sarvica
FuN Cocktail Menu

aun Thura 11 30 am 10 pmM a Sat 11 30 am 11 pm
H> Balchartown Road
at Rta t. Amharat

<.- vi

k

Fri., Sat. & Sun.
April 22, 23 & 24 Only

SHOE
BIN

StiU tha Best Happy Hour
in town.

Buffet including Hot & Cold
dishes.

All you can oarry & eat only
$1.00

also 66 oz Pitchers of
Boiling Bock Beer $2.96

3:00 - 7:00
Bottles of Boiling Bock

$1.46
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187 n. pleasant St., amherst, ma.

Students lose evaluation fight

on simple grammatical point

Ray Callahan, a Fine Arts Center stag^e crew member, makes last

minute adjustments to the overhead lightinf^ system in preparation for

last nif^ht's Evelyn K'xn^ concert.

Faculty backs off on S. Africa
By MARY ANNE BEEN

tatlcgiaaSun

The University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate yesterday refused to consider a mo-

tion calling for the University to cease fun-

ding for South African academic
endeavors.

According to the resolution presented by

the Faculty Senate, the University by no

division, department, council or other af-

filiated unit whose authority derives from

the University shall provide or administer

funds, regardless of source for South

African academic endeavor.
"1 just want to say that 1 find it

disgraceful that this body would vote down
this question." said Chester Davis.

associate professor of Afro-American

Studies.

The resolution also states that UMass
shall not provide sponsorship for any form

of academic or professional contact with

South Africa, including teaching, research

or conference attendance. F^urther. the

University will not provide funds for any

scholar visiting from South Africa for the

purposes of teaching, research, con-

ferences or other forms of academic activi-

ty at the University.

'The decision by the Faculty Senate to

decline to suspend the rules in order to con-

sider the issue of academic contact between

I'Mass and South Africa is not only

spineless but conspiratory," said Gary Lee,

director of the Office of Third Worid Af-

fairs.

According to Lee, the Faculty Senate

refused to even allow discussion on this

particular subject, thereby proving that

many faculty members consider
themselves beyond reproach.

"I am hoping that we will come to our

senses regarding this question. I can only

hope that the Faculty Senate will face the

issue and deal with the real world." David

said.

"One has to wonder if Faculty Senate

members even consider the issue of

academic contacts with the morally corrupt

South African regime to be important?"

Lee questioned. "Do they know that more
than 2.000 undergrads thought enough to

vote on the issue (one way or the other) two

short weeks ago?"

Student challenges referendum
By JOHN OTONNELL

< oll^aii sun

Former MacKimmie Dormitory senator

Dave McCarthy said last night he has filed a

complaint with the University Judiciary

concerning the wording of a question on the

reorganization of the Undergfraduate

Student Senate, which appeared on last

week's referenda electwns.

McCarthy made the announcement at last

night's Southwest Area Government

(SWAG) meeting, as a way of explaining

why he never spent $25 awarded to him by

SWAG to advocate the question which was

eventually defeated.

McCarthy said he filed the complaint

because "the wording that was on the ballot

was not in the letter or the spirit of the

referendum we filed."

"If the Judiciary proves me right. I want

it (a new referendum) this semester,"

McCarthy said.

The original question, which McCarthy

said was signed by 6,000 students,

proposed that senators be elected from each

residential area and from the Third World

population. This would replace the present

system whereby senators are elected from

each dorm on campus, as well as from the

Third World population and the Greek and

Commuter areas. The original proposal

would effectively cut the number of

senators by one -third.

The question on the ballot April 11 and 12

asked if students would prefer to elect

senators "at large." McCarthy said that

wording is "open to three interpretatwns.

First, that elections would be university-

wide — similar to everyone being a com

muter senator; second, that there wouki be

multiple dorms per seat; and third, that

senators would be elected by area." which

is the plan he supports.

McCarthy said that the idea of his plan

was "to strengthen the area government

system. SWAG endorsed the referendum

as we wanted it," then granted him the $25.

"With the outcome of the case . if there is

a new referendum on our proposition which

6,000 students signed, I will spend the $26

to publicize it." McCarthy said. "If it fails.

I'll return it."

By DAVID B. MINER

A mere semicolon in the Massachusetts

Freedom of Information Act delivered a

major setback to University of

Massachusetts students wishing to see and

publish departmental course and teacher

evaluations forms.

In a decision handed sown on April 14.

the Massachusetts Appeals Court ruled

against the attempt of the Academic Affairs

Committee of the Undergraduate Student

Senate to have the evaluations which are

passed out at the end of each semester by

instructors for students to fill out, declared

public records.

In a five page decision. Justice Rudolph

Kass wrote."Much of what the plantiffs

(Academic Affairs Committee) have argued

in this case has since been disposed of,

adversely to them, in Globe Newspaper Co.

V. Boston Retirement Board."

In that case, the Boston Gk>be had sought

medical records from the City of Boston

Retirement Board.

"The Key," said Mark Eckstein, the staff

attorney in the Students' Legal Service

Office who argued the case on behalf of the

students, "is a semi-colon in a clause which

exempts personnel and medical files and

information from being public records."

The clause reads: "personnel and medical

files or information; also any other

materials or data relating to a specifically

named individual, the disclosure of which

may constitute an unwarranted invasion of

personal privacy."

Eckstein said, "Because that semi-colon

was there, everything after it was an in-

dependent clause, which required the

Justices to do a balancing act— to weigh the

public right to know against the right of the

individuals privacy."

Under the Federal Freedom of Infor

mation act, Eckstein said, there is no in

dependent clause and he said that if these

were federal documents, they would be

public records.

In balancing the public right to know
versus the right to privacy. Justice Kass

wrote."It is equally likely that the returns

might induce profound depression or

euphoria on the part of the subjects (in-

structors) depending on the degree of scorn

or praise served up by the student critics."

Eckstein said that he has not talked with

CATE project members and no decision has

been reached on appealing to the State

Supreme Judicial Court but that he will be

meeting with them as soon as possible

because an appeal would have to be filed no

later than May 4.

Public works agrees to install

warning signs on Route 116
By DAVE LINTON

CattagiM Staff

Following an increase in traffic ac

cidents, the state Department of I*ublic

Works has agreed to post warning signs on

all sides of the intersection of Route 1 16

and Meadow street, Amherst Town
Manager Barry Del Castilho said yester-

day.

The traffic signs were one of three sug-

gestions made by the Amherst Board of

Selectmen to the state in response to the

increasing number of accidents, most of

which involved traffic law violations, at the

intersection, Del Castilho said.

Dei Castilho said he also recommended
the state install a strobe device in the red

signal, but said the device is not yet

available in Massachusetts.

Amherst officials also asked the state to

"delay" the red signal to provide for an in-

terval during which the lights would be red

in all four directions.

"The strobe is a better attention getter.

I've seen them in North Carolina, but none

are in operation in Massachusetts. The
state has also agreed to look into the

delayed red signal (projx)sal). but a decision

has not been made," he said.

Del Castilho said the state does all the

rep>airs on Rte. 116 because it is a state

road.

The intersection has attracted the con-

cern of Amherst officials because of the in-

crease in the number of personal injuries

caused by the accidents as opposed to the

number of "fender benders." in the past

four years. Del Castilho said.

"The percentage of personal injuries as a
percentage of all accidents was high,

maybe 40 t(» 50 percent. Usually stati.stics

of personal injuries are about 20 percent."

Del Castilho saki.

Selectman Richard Minear .said he did

not know the reason for the increase in the

number of accidents because he thought

the visibility was excellent.

"It may be that they're (motorists) com-

ing off the long stretch of highway and a

light is s<)mething else. Maybe a strobe will

make people pay attention." Minear said.

Del Castilho said he did not know when
the state would install the warning signs.

Thanks to 8 mil. little chicks

UMass gets $10K from grad.

By KAREN FRIEDLANDER

David A. Cole is one good egg.

A two-time graduate of UMass and a

poultry farmer. Cole owes much of his

success to the educational training he

received through the Division of Continu-

ing Education at the University of

Massachusetts, and recently showed his

appreciation by donating $10,000 for stu-

dent scholarships.

Cole graduated from the UMass School

of Architecture in 1953. He then went to

work with his father helping to create the

largest poultry production operation in

the state, now capable of hatching as

many as 8 million chicks each year.

In 1976, he decided he wanted to try

something new and sold his Westhampton
farms. Too young to retire, he decided to

go back to school.

He returned to UMass after 23 years

with the desire to learn new and different

business techniques that he could use to

further shape his career objectives.

He studied for three years, taking

courses in real estate, finance and in-

vestments through Continuing Educa-

tion.

He attributes much of his success as a

real estate developer and (wultry farmer

to his special training there. He now
leases the tarms he sold in 1976.

As an older student, he said he was

eager to learn and was better able to ab-

sorb the material.

His particular courses offered him a

chance to learn from accomplished

businessmen who taught from first-hand

experience, he said. Instead of getting a

theoretical viewpoint, he benefitted from

the practical learning techniques that tex-

tbooks don't provide.

He graduated in 1978 and today is one

of the most successful poultry farmers in

New England, aside fn>m a flourishing

real estate business and other private

endeavors, he said.

"Many people make a change because

they have to," Cole said. Thus, the David

Cole Scholarship Fund for Continuing

Education was established giving aid to

Continuing Education students who are

preparing for a new career through a non-

credit certificate program and who have

the financial need.

Cole was honored for his contribution at

a Friends of the Division of Continuing

Education presentation last week. He was
recognized for establishing the first

scholarship fund for Continuing Educa-

tion and given citations in recognition of

his generosity from the State Senate and

from Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

He said he was thrilled to receive the

awards and is pleased his donation was
appreciated with such esteem. He praises

UMass highly.

"I feel it is growing into an outstanding

institutwn," he said.
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Police have a troubled day
Amherst Police were kept busy Wednes-

day, with two reported burglaries, an ar-

rest for operating a car while under the in-

fluence of alcohol, a report of indecent ex-

posure and a minor larceny.

A University of Massachusetts student

was arrested at 1:30 a.m. Thursday on
North FMeasant Street and charged with

driving under the influence of alcohol.

Police said they observed a 19-year-old stu-

dent from Everett driving eratically.

A Colonial Village resident reported the

forced entry of her apartment and the theft

of her wallet containing $105, police said.

The incident occurred on Monday between

1 and 4 p.m., police said.

The home of a UMass student on North
Pleasant Street was reported broken into

Wednesday and a Realistic music system
was stolen valued at $200. Police said the

front door was pried open with a tool bet-

ween 12 and 3 p.m.

A woman reported an incident of inde-

cent exposure Wednesday night, police

said. While waiting for a bus at 6:30 p.m.
on Main Street opposite the University
Park apartments, a light colored car pulled

up and a man began committing indecent

acts, police said.

- LAURIE FISHER

Literature conference brings variety of speakers
The 11th annual New England Children's

Literature Conference will be held

Saturday and Sunday at the University of

Massachusetts. Authors, illustrators and
editors will join teachers, librarians,

educators, would-be artists and writers for

a day of lectures, panels, slide presen-

tations, demonstrations and writers'

workshops concerning children's literature

nrn\ media.

Among the speakers will be Bette

Greene, (author of Summer of My German
Soldier and Them That Glitter and Them

That Don't). author/illustrator, Ed
Emberiy {Ed Emberly's ABQ. Professor
Rudine Sims {Shadow and Substance), and
Jane Yolen (TAe Gift ofSarah Barker).

Topics include: Censorship, The Afro-
American Perspective in Children's

Literature, Research in Story Com-
prehension. Survival Techniques for

Writers and Storytelling.

Further information can be obtained
from: Connie Bunker or Kathy Gagne,
BDIC- ISBartlettHaU.
There is a fee.

Hillel to show "Ticket to Heaven" next week
The Five-College Hillel will present the

popular 1981 film, TICKET TO HEAVEN,
the real-life story of a young man's seduc-

tion into a California religious cult.

Screening times are as follows:

Sunday — Gamble Auditorium, Mt.

Holyoke College

Tuesday, April 26 - Merrill II, Amherst

College

Wednesday, April 27 - Wright Hall,

Smith College

Thursday, April 28 — Thompson
Auditorium, UMass

All showings begin at 7:30 p.m. There is

no charge for admission and the public is

most welcome to attend.

Women's ^oup to dance against violence
Dancing the Undoing, a women's theater

and dance group, will present "Herston*- in

Motion" a piece alH)ut violence against

women, at 8 p.m., tomorrow in the Hamp-
shire College Dance Studio.

Run for Ritter road race entries still available
Hopefuls in tomorrow's fourth annual

"Run for Ritter" road race will still be able

to enter the race before 8 a.m. tomorrow at

Alumni Stadium.

The 6.2 mile race, which raises money for

the Covenant House in Boston, will begin
at 10 a.m. tomorrow.

»»«»

New for Spring

V-Neck and Boat Neck

pastel sweat shirts

10.95
your choice

Assorted

Spring

Colors

Many other

New Spring Styles

available

«j7 university
JiUSTORE^

Coll«guii photo by ToB K«4U

Despite yesterday's gray and clouded skies, several members of the UMass tennis team
volleyed on the Boyden tennis courts. Look for more tennis and outdoor enthusiasts today and
tomorrow as forecasters predict a sunny, warm weekend.

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.
253-5595

<atAPiUiu
O.Mass

4mhet»^

LIQUORS
Kegt • Beer • Wine • Ice
University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just past U^^ass Stadiunn, from SW dormj
not responsible for typographical errors

Hamm's 12 oz cans $9.00 + $1.20

Natural Light loose cans $9.50 $120

DUO loose cans VlU.95 -»- $1.20

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans $5.00 +$«

Busch i2ozbot $9.00 + »i 50

Moosehead $13.95 ,,20

Tuborg bot $9.25 +»i2o

Duke i2ozbot $6.95 + $1.20

DRINKING BEER IS UKE
PUTTINGTOGETHERA BASKETBAUHAM.
START OFF WITH A COUPli OFTAUONES.

Red Auerbach

»

<

^4

Almaden 3 l /'IT^ $6.95
Almaden 15 $4.50
Carlo Rossi 3l $5.29
Vodka 175 $8.20
Gin 175 $8.20
Rumi75 $9.95

EVERVTHINGVOUMMMrS WHNTED

Collegian staffers

elect next years

Board of Editors
By E. L. BIRK

('oll(K»n !>ta"

Collegian Business Manager Joel Meyerson garnered 47

of 119 votes cast last night to win the editor-in-chiefs

position in the annual Collegian editorial board elections.

Meyerson captured the post by a slim, six-vote margin.

M»yerson. a 21-year-old Beverly resident and double

majoi' in accounting and econonucs. said he will work

toward modernizing the Collegian newsroom with a

computer system and seek to have the three major

Collegian departments — news, business and production —
work more closely together.

The managing editor's seat, the next highest office in the

hierarchy of editors, went to current Associate Managing

Editor Raymond Beauchemin, 20, of Chicopee. As
managing editor — a position that carries responsibility for

the day-to-day operation of and news coverage in a

newspaper — Beauchemin said he will work to extend

news coverage further into the Five College area and to

improve the paper's visual image.

James Shanahan, 23, from Lexington, won the

production manager's job with 95 votes after running

unopposed. The mechanical engineering major said he will

"try to get the paper out earlier without sacrificing

quality."

The executive editor's spot went to 21 -year^Id,

Framingham resident Joshua Meyer. The returning senior

journalism major said he will try to increase dialogue with

the community.
Eighteen-year-old journalism major James Finkle took

the news editor's seat and vowed to create a "team at-

mosphere in the newsroom and work toward making the

CoUegian the best college newspaper in the country."

Copy editor Rita Murphy won the women's editor seat

with 74 votes. The 19 year old Weymouth resident and

journalism major said her first action as women's editor

will be to change the title of her department to "Women's

news department " to emphasize that the department can

be nude up of both men and women repmling news
relevant to women.
Gerry DeSimas. 19-year old journalism major and

resident of ColUnsville, Conn., took the sports editor's

position uncontested.

The photo editors post went to staff photographer Drew
Ogier. a 20- year old communications studies major. The
arts desk went to Lisa Mosley and Douglas Muise. the only

team candidacy in this years election.

The black affairs editor and business manager's positions

are appointed posts and will be decided later in the

semester.

Womens symposium
explores violence

By CATHERINE COLLINS

Sexual harassment, battered Women and self defense

will be among the issues discussed in a symposium ex

plonng violence against women to be held Sunday at tbe

University of Massachusetts.

The series, entitled "We Will Not Be Beaten" will focus

on ways to improve the situation of violence against

women on this campus, said Eva Marie Pendergast.

coordinator of the symposium.

The main purpose of the series is to make people aware

of violence against women.
"We're trying to encourage as many people to come, not

only women but men, people who are curious and who
don't understand the problem,"she said.

The symposium will start with a self defense demon-

stration to be held at the Orchard Hill/Central Women's
Center in Wheeler dorm from 1 1 :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. This

will be folkiwed by a workshop on battering from 1 to 2

p.m. in the lounge at Mary Lyon Dorm in the Northeast

area.

From 3 to 4 p.m. in Cashin Main Lounge in the Sylvan

area, a workshop on how various cultures view violenee

against women will take place.

"A Male Perspective" will be conducted by Men against

Violence Against Women in the Northeast/Sylvan

Women's Center from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

The final event of the series will be held in the Worcester

Dining Commons from 7 to 9 p.m. and will address the

future of violence against women.
The symposium is sponsored by the Orchard

Hill/Central Women's Center, the Northeast/Sylvan

Women's Center and Residential Education.

363 Main St., Amherst
256-8587

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Large 2 - Item Pizza

only $6.50
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Annual Rope Pull
across campus pond

Postponed until MAY 10th

12:00 noon - f pm
sign up

Campus Center Concourse Table

iTues April 19 Thru Thurs April 21

Hours 10 - 4

363 ^"^r^MainSt
Amherst
Moo • Thur

11:30 am - 2 am
Fri-Sat

11:30 - 3
Fast Free
Dsllvsry
266-8687

HORTHAMPTOH '63
SCIENCE nCnON FILMS

GAMIHG SEMIHAKS/DISCUSSIOHS

OKN GAMING
Soturdoy. Apdl 23rd

lOiOO o.m. 61OO p.m.

f«opl*'i Institut*

M SodOc St. Merthompton

12.00 odmlHlon cov*<i oN

me>« Info coNt 5*4'1 IS*

Celebrate Israel's 3Sth Birthday

Dancing

IVVRVARIM

onnsDn
I«ra9l's Outstanding

Folk Duo
Saturday

April 23

8:00 PM
CCA

•ponsorad by: HIHal Cr tha UMass Arts Council

Dancing

Tickets: 92. students

^ Studant Housing, Chi Rho

^ welcomes applications from single

^ grads and undergrads, including

^ freshman and sophomores.

% Contact the First Baptist Church for

^: more information about this Christian

tf Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

•i 256-6691 . ^

$3. general

Wash Your Car
where you can soap,

BUBBLEBRUSH rinse, wax,
engine degrease and

whitewall clean.

Ai«li«rtl Siiiiliiiif ear Wuli

(MftM fftM Spnl MSl)
- Open 24 hours of every day

\:>
.9i

APRIL
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL

Kronenbourg Bottles

2 for 1
plus our original

twofers €uid hors d'oevres
7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight
Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141 A

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Fighting an
iinseen problem
Somewhere in Kennedy Tower, a freshman sits alone

in her room. It's Friday night, and as stereos blare

out in the hall, she stays in her room watching televi-

sion, hoping someone will come in and just say "Hi."

She can't believe she's been in school for almost two

semesters and still knows so few people. While her floor

would assemble each evening to go to the D.C. for dinnt-r.

they would never ask her to go along. It wasn't that thoy

didn't like her; it was just that they never really noticed

her. She was always alone, and they thought she preferred

it that way.

Paul Belval

Actually, she had wanted to go with them, but she could

never muster the courage to ask if she could tag along. All

through high school, she had been painfully shy. but she

had hoped a new life away from home would help all that.

It hasn't and just as in high school, she is constantly by

herself.

But tonight is different. The woman who lives next door

comes in and asks if she wold like to go to a party in Brit-

tany Manor with a bunch of |>eople from the fl(H)r. Finally,

the freshman thinks, I'll have a chance to meet |»ei»ple. She

accepts, and the group sets out for the party.

At Brittany Manor, things are worse, not l)etter. Once
the group gets to the party, they split up an«l leave the

freshman by herself, standing in a corner. t«H» frightened

to speak t^> anyone.

At least at the dorm, she was alone and didn't have to

worry about what others were thinking. Here, it seems

ever>'one is staring at her. wondering why she is shuntH
off in a comer, why she has no friends.

Finally, after an interminable period (»f time, her floor-

mates decide to leave and head back tf) the dorm. When
they return, the group tells the freshman they are going to

order a couple of pizzas and want to know if she is in-

terested. She replies no thank-you. she is tired and just

wants to go to sleep. They say ginxi-night and the

freshman walks into her room and closes the d<H»r behind

her.

While her floormates eat and talk in the hall, the

freshnmn lays on her bed and cries.

The most urgent problem at the University of

Massachusetts is not alcohol and drug abuse; its not pre-

judice; it's not even apathy. No, the most urgent problem

at UMass is loneliness.

There are many, far tot) many, people at this school who

are victims of its size. These people are stuck in lectures

that are far t<x) large for even a hope of getting to know

another student. They are taught by professors who can't

be bf>thered with students who aren't juniors or seniors.

They are house<l by a system that assigns students to floor

and mssumes they will get to know those living around

them.

They are just another face in the crowd.

It's a pmblem the university administration .seems

unable or unwillmg to deal with. They have workshops

dealing with alcoholism, drug abuse and vandalism and

social awareness, but they don't seem to be able to put

together a simple workshop on getting to know peoj>le.

In the past two years, the administration has put a great

emphasis on "civility." To them, the concept of civility

means battling racism, sexism, anti-semitism and other

forms of prejudice. This isn't civility. It's civilization.

Civility is something more. It's being willing to reach out

to anyone, regardless of race, sex. religion or sexual

preference, and give him a helping hand. It's being willing

to make friends with someone who seems lonely.

And there are plenty of things the university can do to

alleviate loneliness. TJie administrators can begin reduc-

ing the size of classes. They can start forcing professors to

get to know their students. They can l»egin offering pro-

grams in the dorms to help the residents get to know each

other.

There is much that can be done, if only the administra

tion is willing to do it.
. . »

And there are an awful lot of people who hope it gets

done soon.

Paul Belval us a Collegian staff member

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. All

letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.

Arise ye and rejoice! Celebrate!

Arise ye! Arise to greet the new day the Lord has

made. Quickly! Quickly! l)(m yt)ur rubl)er-soled

footgear and dra{>e yourself with voluminous folds

of cotton material. Arise ye! Stretch tht.se stire and aching

muslces. Contort them in every imaginable way as you

prepare to once again destroy y<)ur arches on the asphalt

roads that will lead you hither and thither on the road to

physical fitness.

Mary Beth Hebert

One-two! One-two! The beat of the h<K>(beats resounds

across Anwrica's roads. The steadfast, the meek, the

young and the old. each and ever>' last one of them is tn»t

ling to the tune of a slightly different drummer. One

treads to the beat of top forties clomp, clomp, clomp; while

another will prefer a more melodic thirties shuffle. All

kinds of cadences can be heard on the n»adside.

Perhaps you are tone-deaf and cannot hear these sirens

of fitness craze. Then open your eyes and look at them for

they can be found wallowing in the dirt and gravel of the

most rural (»f roads to the superest of highways. Judge

them not by their plumage or by their pace but by the price

tag on their sneakers. Woe l>efalls the feet that belong to

KMart instead of Nike or Adidas. Individuality det<>r-

mjnes the rest of the costume. While some will don

designer-createtl feathers, others flit about in mis-

matched colors and clothes sizes.

You can find these denizens of the streets at nearly

every hour of the day. From the first crack of dawn to the

wee early morning liours. these jogging junkies obstruct

our motorized vehicles at near every turn. Not even the

harshest of elements can keep fitness affectionat<»s from

carrying out their appointed rounds. Though the scor-
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Bad bass box distracts all

To the Editor:

Among the controversies surrounding the use of the

Campus C^enter and Student Union is one abt>ut when the

jukebox should l>e used. The problem with the jukebox is

not the time of day it's played. It's presently a painful

disturbance at any time of the day. The primary reason is

simply that the system is way overbalanced toward the

bass. It's also ttx) loud, but at any volume level the bass

not only pummels the neurons but the rest of the music as

well. (By the way, the disturbing quality of an exaggerate<l

bass even at moderate volume levels is a lesson that j)eople

should take back to their rooms and apartments.) Of

course if the music I hear reflects the selection on the box,

that could be improved or varied. But right now I wouldn't

want t<i hear any song I like played on that system.

There's no need to limit the hours of its use. Just turn

down the bass and volume.

A comment on another Campus Center controversy:

The Campus Center concourse is an attractively design

ed space. One of the most appealing spaces in it is the Cof-

fee Shop. Look around: heavy wooden tables, slate floor,

skylights, food line out of view of the eating area, a large

picture window with a patio beyond (unfortunately stupid-

ly cut off by an inconvenient fire door). It is a l)eautifuJ

public gathering area in the center of everything. In the

evening especially, a space for conversation or sipping cof-

fee over a book is needed, especially now that somebttdy

has decided that we need the back of the Hatch for a third

bar and lounge. The Campus Center is desolate in the

evening with the Coffee Shop closed. It should never be

allowed to be used for completely unnecessary retail space

and should be reopened in the evening as soon as possible,

and used for the purpose for whici it was very well design-

ed.

By virtue of being incorporated into the Student Union

and subsidized with student fees, the primary function of

ching heat of summer may cause them to leave a trail of

rubber droppings l)ehind them, they slay the rours*;.

Though the chilling cold of winter will clause them to

develop frostbite on their eyelids, they stay the ciKinw.

Cantering ab<jut the rt)adside hasn't changed muc^i in

the past twenty years. Of course, before that, no one

would dare be seen running aiiout in public. Anyway, what

has changed are the words usetl when describing this

sport. One does not wear sneakers or "tennis" anym«>re,

one wears running skttes. Wave ginxibye as the ail-

f)urjK>se sneaker goes the way of the FMsel. And calhng so-

meone a jogger is almost as bad as saying nasty things

ab<»ut their mother. No one jogn (well, maybe a few

hou.sewives in Minnesota), but nearly everyone nciu. Run-

ners als«i reatl alntut running. Believe it or not, there have

)>een bestsellers about running. (l«H»d, oki fashioned, plain

and simple running. tkKxI God, there are even nia|;azines

alK)ut running.

Arise ye! Arise and t)eh<»ld where runners cnn|;regate.

They are calle<l mnrnthnn,<<. Marathons where runners

punish themselves to the limits i>f their endurance so they

can wear a crown of leaves on their head if they are for-

tunate enough to win. Behold the cnjwds that ariually

stop and watch the competitors run by them. If the activi-

ty of running wasn't yet silly enough, how silly are the

spectattirs spectating?

Arise ye and celebrate! Rejoice! Rejoice! Rejoice? Raise

your shades and cast your eyes up<»n the red- faced, huffing

and puffing masses that stream by your wintiow. Rejoioe

that you do not share in their blisters, corns, bunions, shin

splints and knee problems. Rejoice that y<iu aren't all hot

and sweaty!

Arise ye and celebrate! Celebrate that you can go hack

to t»ed. Rejoice that your car is running and you're noL Re-

joice!

Mary Beth Hebert m a Collegian

the Campus Center concourse is as a part of the Student

Union of the University. A student union is a place where

students can gather outside of classnK»ms, libraries and

dorms. The discourse that takes place there is h<»fi«'fully an

important part of the learning experience. With 20,000

students we need lots of space in which to do that. We've

got that space. Let's not lose it to a mini mall.

Michael Hart

ROTC in a liberal institution?

To the Editor:

I was disappointe<I and somewhat perplexed by an arti-

cle in your April l.'ith edition titled: Number of Women tn

KOTC RiMng. Recruiters Say.

Though the factual content of the article was basically

sound, its intentions, it seems to me. were dubious.

Despite ROTC claims to the contrary, for example, the

United States Armed Forces have in the j)ast and continue

in the present to discriminate on the basis of both g»*nder

and sexual identity. As your article obliquely t«ILs us,

women continue to be excluded from combat duty; a reaJi

ty which like it or not is a form of discrimination. At Yale,

on-campus recruitment by the Armed Forces is banned for

the very reason that they actively discriminate against

women and gay people.

What was most disturbing about the articJe, however,

was the way in which it tried to paint a picture of WJTC as

a forward thinking 'liberal' institution. ROTC is not a

daycamp for the outdoors minded; it is an officers training

program attached to the U.S Armed Forces. If the Col-

legian must write articles with this political slant, one

would give equal time to those of us who see the ROTC' as

the arm of a military organization on campus which is try-

ing its very hardest to blow us all up.

Michael B. Schwan
AlBlMTBt
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This semester discover

a better way to study

European history.

Kronenbourg. The beer

that's been brewed
since 1664 Is now brew-

ing up a lot of excite-

ment around campus.

It has the great body

you'd expect from a

fine European beer

without all the bit-

terness. So graduate to

Europe's #1 bottled of

beer. Kronenbourg.

And drink better. Not

bitter.
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Original Black
Affairs editor raps

By YADIRA BETANCES
C olleriui Staff

He sat comfortably in his office. After staring at the

ceiling for a moment Rudy Jones, the original editor of

Black Affairs started to reminisce about the founding of

Black Affairs.

According to Jones, a tension built up when the

Collegian ran several racist characterization about Third

World People on campus.
When ex-chancellor Randolph Bromery was depicted as

"one of those crueling negroes who couldn't chew gum and
fight at the same time" the community knew that action

was necessary.

"The media is the message" Jones said, "nuMt people

k>ok at the media as a reflection of what society is. If the

media projects a negative image of nonwhite people,

consequently society's perception will mirror what is being

reported."

Rebelling against racist actions seemed to have worked
in the past. Taking this as a model, a group of ap-

proximately %' students revolted against this tarnished

image taking o^er the Collegian newsroom and demanding
improvement rf the coverage of news pertaining to the

Third World uNnmunity.
After several struggles, a section of the Collegian was

obtained and named Black Affairs. Its purpose was and has
remained to properly cover the news of the Third World
conununity.

'Media is one of the nK)st critical avenues through which
non-white persons can remedy past image defects." Jones

said. Jones also mentioned how vital minority input in the

media is. Exploring career options in the media will help

Announcements

erase the past image defects the American society have
imposed about Third World people. Third Workl people's

involvement in the media will also efface the bias the media
has been known for.

Jones is proud of having held the editcn-'s position at

Black Affairs. Moreover. Jones is proud of the fact that
with joint efforts from the Third World community,
Nummo News was formed.

Jones presently is an admission advisor at the
University and works very ck>sely with the CCEBMS
program.

Kurt Jones and SUrlena Young are the lead

vocalists of Aurra.

Aurra Performs
By GUS MARTINS

raiwru suff

In celebration of their annual Cabaret, and in con-

junction with the pre freshmen weekend, the Black

Student Unk>n of Amlierst College will feature the exciting

musical group Aurra. tonight. Friday April 22. at 9 p.m. in

ValsniiM Hall.

Aurra, whose principal members left the popular soul

band "Slave", have fashioned their own danceable sound

into a top-ten band who are able to make even the most
awkward anK>ng us want to dance.

Their first recorded hit "Are You Single", stayed on the

pop charts for many weeks, but aside from being a dance

hit. the song's musical substance still allows one to enjoy it

when heard now. two years after its release, something

not usually characteristic of the music found in the dance

trend today.

Other hits from Aurra include "Make Up Your Mind".

'Checking You Out", and their latest release "Such a

Feeling".

On Monday. April 25, 1983 there will be a field trip to

the University of Connecticut School of Dentistry. The
itinerary will be as follows:

We will leave UMass at 10:45 a.m. Arrive UConn at

noon.

There will be a tour of facilities, presentation about Den-
tal School Admissions Procedures and curriculum, infor-

mal discussion with dental school students, and dinner

with Dr. Ralph Katz, faculty member.
Return to campus approximately 8:30 p.m.

For more infrrmation and sign up please call Theresa
Mascarehnas at 545-1968 and 545-1987 and John Lopes at

545-0031.

There will be a 12 student limit.

On Tuesday April 26 at 4:00 in the New Africa House
Library there will be an informational session for all

CCEBMS prescience and science majors. Seniors and
juniors will be present to advise. This information will help

you make informed decisions as to courses during pre-

registration.

Caribbean Theater Production is sponsoring a Carib-

bean F^ilm Festival on Friday. April 29. 1983 at 8 p.m.

This will be the New England premier of "Land of Look
Behind," plus a special short feature "Carnival Time!"
"Land of Look Behind" is a Jamaican film masterpiece

that gives you a look at Jamaica from the lush forest of

lAK>k Behind in Trelawney to the big city excitement of

Kingston. Shown in the film is the national funeral of

Nasta Bob Marley. See live performances of reggae
superstar. Gregory Isaacs, plus Lui Lepki and
Matabaruka!
The second film, "Carnival Time." is thirty minute's of

the excitement, color and music of Carnival in Trinidad.

The Caribbean Film Festival will be held at the

American Legion Post 430, 605 Lil)erty Street, 0»ehind

the A&P Supermarket) on the Armory Street rotary m
Springfield.

Admission is $5.00 for adults and $3.00 for ages 15 and
under.

u
Aurra was formed by Slave's former bassist Steve

Wa.ihington. Aside from playing bass, Washington also

plays guitar, trumpet, drums and percussion.

SUrlena Young and Kurt Jones share the lead vocals for

the band in addition to joining in on percussion. Tom
Lockett plays keyboards and kax.

Tickets for Aurra will be $5.00 in advance, and $6.00 at

the door, and will be available at the Creswell Gallery at 15

N. Pleasant St. from 11 p.m. 2 p.m.at4 p.m. 6 p.m.

Sister Yvonne will selling food and drink at the event. No
alcohol will be served!

Scheduled on Saturday in the Mead Art Museum will be
an art exhibition on the IWA Yoruba Art Exhibition. This
will begin at 3:15 and will be led by a tour guide.
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t $30 REWARDS

4-

for a 3 bedroom J
in Puffton »

»
4-

4-

4-

»

apt.

beg. June or

Sept.

Sheryl 6-9680

Shari 6-9623

Sue 6-9593
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363 Main St.

Amherat
256-8597

Soap Opera
Special

11:30 am • 7 pm
Small

2 Item pimsa
»4.00

Department of Mathematics 6 Statistics

HEW COURSE FALL 1963
M 197A Moth*mQtkt Apprvclotion. A

popular survey course for nonscience majors to

convey some of the history and mam ideas of

mathematics and the place of mathematics in

human culture. Course grade will be based on

three exams and a final, all machine-graded,

and class attendance Prerequisite Three years

of high school mathematics. 3 cr

*:<•;

hnatnsn

Bev Rohler Band
6 Bluas wKh
Paul Rishvll
W«d May 4(^

at Hangar Ona
banavvt fof ParatyaM

Cura Raaaarch
advanoa tn 96.

Wad-Ffi on concoucaa
for mora mfo caM

Doubia Faatura V^NlMM
i/adnewtoy - Saturday

Soma Lika it Hot 7:00

La Caga Aux Foltaa 9:06

Sunday Tuaaday

I

Kaapar Hauaar 7:00

FHz Carakk) 9:00

Downtown Amharat
2B3S426

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Budweiser 12 02 cant $11 .OO/cse + dep

Busch 12 02 long necks $9.85/c8e + dep

Rolling Rock 12 02 long necks llO.OO/cse + dep

Schaefer 12 02 long necks $8.50/cse + dep

Paul Matson Wlna« $6.99/3 liters

Chablis, Burgundy, Rose $3.99/1 .5 liters $2.49/750 ml

Barballa Soava ^«L NOW $3.99/1.5 liters

Gin or Vodka 80° $6.46/1 liter

All Boer €r Wine Specials are

ICE COLD!!

ZE SX,

TIME OUT

I

A Good
Place to

Start a Convorsotion

Hoppy Hour 4 - 7 pm

Sunday Hit« Sp#ciQl

Gin & Tonic or Capo Coddor $ 1 .00

AMHERSrS DIGGEST UHLE DAR
37 N. Ploosont St.

ZE zs zs acB acE zz
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La Cucina di

PINOCCHIO
1177 N. Plea§ant St.

Amherat, Ma9$,
549-3669

OPEN WEEKDAYS 11 a.m,-2 a,m.

SUNDAYS 4 p.m.'2 a.m.

PIZZAS SMAU LARGE

Chee§e $3.75 $5.75

Onion 4.25 6.25

SauBoge 4.50 6.75

Fre$h Cut Pepperg 4.50 6.75

Hamburg 4.50 6.75

Canadian Bacon 4.50 6.75

Anchovle§ 4.50 6.75

Pepperoni 4.50 6.75

Ham 4.50 6.75

FreBh Sliced Mu§hrooma .

.

. 4.50 6.75

Salami 4.50 6.75

2 Combo 5.25 7.75

3 Combo 6.00 5. 75

4 Combo 6-75 9.75

Plnocchlo'B Special 9.00 15.00

SUBS SMAU LARGE

Italian $2.25 $3.50

Steak & Chee§e 2.50 3.75

Pepper Steak 2.50 3. 75

MuBhroom & Steak 2.50 3.75

Onion & Steak 2.50 3.75

RooBt Beef 2.50 3.75

Turkey 2.30 3.55

Tuna 2.50 3.75

Eggplant 2.50 3.75

PoBtramt 2.25 3.50

Pepperoni 2.25 3.50

SauBoge 2.25 3.50

Meatball 2.25 3.50

Salami A CheeBe 2.25 3.50
Ham A CheeBe 2.25 3.50
CheeBe 2.00 3.00

POCKET SANDWICHES
Italian $3.00

Steak A CheeBe 3.25

Pepper Steak 3.25

MuBhroom A Steak 3.25

Onion A Steak 3.25

RoaBt Beef 3.25

Turkev 3.05
Tuna 3.25
Eggplant 3.25
PoBtraml 3.00
Pepperoni 3.00
Meatball 3.00
Salami A CheeBe 3.00
Ham A CheeBe 3.00
CheeBe 2.50

SALADS
ToBBed $1.95
ChefB 52.50

BEVERAGES
Cider $ .60

EspreBBo 75

Cappuccino J .00

Hot Chocolate 60
Milk 50
Chocolate Milk 50
Beer (12 ox. cup) 65

(pitcher)

^^•^^^;^^ • • •^^. . . . .55

bAST FREE DEUVERY
549-3669

UmHed deHvery ana. $3.50 minimum a] delivery orden. Than'*, you.

Phw 5% Mmhl Meal lax

FOUR SEASONS
Bud & Bud Light 12 oz cans— $10.95 cs

Busch 12 oz btis $8.99 C8

Tuborg Lite & Dark. . . 12 oz btis. . . $8.25 cs

Carling Black Label.

12 oz btis.

, 12 oz bts. $6.95

I

Strogoff Vodka 1.75 l $7.99

Wellington Gin 1.75 l $7.99

WolfSchmidt Vodka 1.75 l $10.99

McGregor Scotch 750 mi $5.59

Piccala Coffee Liquor 1 l $7.49

Sebastian! Table Wines.... 3 l. ...$6.99

Gold Peak chablls or burgundy $6.99

Los HermanOS. chablls or burgundy 1.5 L. $3.99

Andre Champagne 750 mi $2.99

Kegs Delivery

^^ Bring your empties to us. ^^
L Wines/ Liqiiors L
•^ rtp.9. hadk>; ma. 584 8174 •'

Arts
S5,<% >'U^^g^S«V - ,^y'\-A, ^-f/i^^S^i >:^j^'w>'^^<mm^^m^mm^^mi«' - ;•- ^'s^ '<' «
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"John, I'm only dancing"
LET'S DANCE
David Bowie

The AnUierst Colleg^e department of Dramatic
Arts will present Siawomir Mropek's Vat»lav on
April 29. 30 and May 1-7. All performances will

be held in Kirby Theater and will beg^in at 8:00

p.m. The play is a black comedy about a twen-

tieth century Everyman who seeks fame, fortune

and fflory. Tickets are $2.50 for the f^eneral

public, and $1 for senior citizens. For further in-

formation, call 542-2277.

The title of David Bowie's new album is a command one

can't help following, as the master of cool pop offers a

tight, uniform, solid package from beginning to end.

Surrounded by the slick and soulful musicianship Bowie

fans have come to expect. Bowie's voice is as strong and

clear as ever, and even though it's only April, this record

should be the dance album of 1963.

Opening Side One is "Modern Love", an uptempo, fun

song that sets the pace and concept tor the entire album.

The song includes a baritone sax solo by Steve Elson that is

played with conviction and meaning.

"China Girl" was written by Bowie and Iggy Pop, and

contains visions of televisions, swasticas and Marlon

Brando. Throughout the song the China girl is threatened

by psychotic desires, to which she answers ("Baby just you

shut your mouth").

If the title track. "Let's Dance," doesn't force you to

move, then you had better check your pulse. The song

contains some great horn work, as well as an excellent

guitar solo by Stevie Ray Vaughn. A flight of the bumble

beeesque horn jam rounds out this non tiring eight minute

song that has just one message — dance.

This song, in fact the entire album, is a refreshing and

much needed change from the unhuman supposed dance

albums by any of the currently popular pseudo musicians,

(take your pick).

On Side Two, more quality dance music is presented. The

pace slows down a bit. but the lyrics increase in intensity

with Unes like ("March of flowers, march of dimes/These

are the prisons, these are the crimes/Sound of thunder,

sound of gold/Sound (rf the devil breaking parole").

The song is highlighted by more great horn work that was

written and arranged by Boirie and Nile Rodars, who also

plays guitar on the album.

The highlight of the album is without a doubt, (you've

probably heard it on the radio), "Cat People (Putting Out

Fire)," (remember the movie?). Recently, the syndicated

radio information service. The Source, quoted Bowie as

saying this album's version of the song he co-wrote with

Giorgio Moroder, is the way the song was meant to be

performed.

This slick treatment of "Cat People" is much rockier and

delightfully stripped down (no strings or choral

background vocals) than the movie soundtrack recording.

Bowie's haunting voice starts out k>w and hesitant, and

gradually works into a higher forceful wailing.

Outstanding on "Cat People" is an incredibly ballsy

guitar solo by Vaughn. To hear great guitar work on such a

great song is a rare treat these days when so much

meaningless techno-drivel is being pumped out.

Let '$ Dance closes out with another single minded peppy

dance number, "Shake It." in which Bowie proposes ("I

could take you to heaven/I could spin you to hell/But 111

take yoa to New York/It's the place that I know well ").

The album creates no new characters. Ziggy. Aladdin,

and Major Tom just want you to dance, party and have a

good time. Bowie is not setting a trend here either, he is

just bk>wing the existing one (the new dance musicl away.

So go out. get Let '» Dance, have a party, and foik>w David

Bowie's advice and dance and sway "under the moonlight,

some serious moonlight."

any two entrees
with salad bar and a

complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
^Every %4day

TOI^f the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor •Campus Center • UMass
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Lavender
Long Sleeve
Hooded Tee SKirt

White Faahion Jacket

(7
Trim

Lavender
Turqoise
Grey

23.95

Save $io.oo„„, ,.,^,„.

^

/' ' When you Buy
-4^0s/ aCC 3 pieces

Open M-F »— 5 ^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Hypercurricula

Today

BROWN BAG LUNCH 'N LISTEN -
Enjoy live musical entertainment. The Per-

formmg Arts Division at UMass is sponsor-

ing a brown lunch 'n listen. 12:15 p.m.. Old

Chapel Seminar Rm.
ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL -

Come see martial arts, gymnastics, fencing

exhibits, art and crafts exhibits, photo con-

test and exhibit. Orchard Hill Residential

Area. A bowl week event. 3-6 p.m. Orchard
Hill Bowl Area.
VILLA SIN MIEDO PROGRAM -

Discussion, lecture and slide pro-am of

Mel Rosenthal photographs taken m Cuba,

Haiti and South Bronx. Discussion led by

John Brentlinger, student panelists. 3-5

p.m., S.U. Commonwealth Ro<3m.

KABBALAT SHABBAT - A reception

for the Shabbat. this intimate, creative,

and spiritual experience is held every Fri-

day at 5:00 p.m. Call Amy at 253-2878 for

more info. 5 p.m., 290 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst.
SHABBAT SERVICE AND DINNER -

Shabbat is a chance to receive and give lots

of gotxi energy. Tonight's service will be a

creative songsharing evening lead bv Beth

Mascott andMelanie Sanders, two NFTY
songleaders. A vegie dinner, prepared by

Earthfoods, will follow. Please sign-up by

10 a.m. in Hillel for the dinner. 6:30 p.m.,

I>ukes R(K)m. Student Union.

RUN FOR RITTER - Come and See:

Victims of a Victimless Crime. Benefit

Concert: Living Waters. Speaker: Steve

Yeary of Covenant House, N.Y. 8 p.m.,

Newman Center Social Hall.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CONCERT
OF MUSIC FOR PERCUSSION IN-

STRUMENTS - A free concert featuring

the University Percussion Ensemble ana
UMass Marimbas, directed by Peter Tan-
ner; the "Minuteman" Marching Percus
sion Ensemble, directed by Thom Hannum;
Marching Band Director George Parks,

tuba; and Kristine Landini, soprano.

Special guests will be five national-

championship marching percussion players

from arouna the country. 8 p.m., bowker
Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall.

Saturday

UMASS OUTING CLUB SPRING
BLAST — A weekend of camping, hiking,

canoeing, caving barbecue and more wiui
the UMass Outmg Club and other outing
clubs. See outing club board for info. lO
a.m., Blandford State Park (Berkshires).

BOWL DAY - Free outdoor concert:

Arabus with Reprise. Refreshments
available. Everyone welcome. No kegs or
bottles please. 12-5 p.m. Bowl Area in Or-
chard Hill.

25 PLUS CLUB SOFTBALL - It's the

25 plus Club vs. the Commuters. Park at

Boyden. Bring equipment and energy. All

welcome. 1 p.m.. Field number 4.

VILLA SfN MIEDO EXHIBIT - Open-
ing reception — documentary photography
exhibit: The Puerto Rican 'Town Without
Fear" which was destroyed by the govern-
ment. Observance of Latin American
Week. Exhibit closes April 30. 3-5 p.m.,

S.U. Art Gallery.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH — Come join us for our weekly
meeting of worship, praise and teaching
from the Bible. 3:30 p.m.. Campus Center.
JEWISH GRAD GROUP PRE-

PARVARIM GATHERING - Jewish
Grads, Older Undergrads and Working
folk will be meeting at the Hatch Cafeteria
before the Parvarim concert. Join us. 6:45

p.m.. Hatch cafeteria.

THE PARVARIM IN CONCERT
TONIGHT - The Fabulous Parvarim,
Israel Famed Folk duo, will be performing
in conert toniffht. Tickets are $2 for

students, genera) admission is $3. Not to be
missed! In Celebration of Israel In-

dependence Day. 8 p.m.. Campus Center
Auditorium.

Sunday

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The
CHURCH BUS leaves at 9:30 from Prince

House and stops at Hills North,
Greenough, Grayson. Fraternity-Sorority

Park. Cashin, and NOPE enroute to the

Amherst churches. Call UCF. 545-2661. for

more information.

SPRING CONCERT: THE UNIVERSI-
TY CONCERT BAND - Directed by
George Parks, the 100-member Concert
Bandwill perform music by Hoist, and Per-

sichetti. Guest soloist is UMass faculty

member David Spomy, trombone. Admis-
sion is free. 3 p.m.. Fine Arts Center Con-
cert HaU.

'Wl£.

mf^i

198? 1*111?' "''"'"i Company Wii«rauiiF4- *(Sio'<si'i

TRIATHLON
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW HOW GOOD YOU ARE UNTILYOU TRI'

SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1983 9:00 AM
The competition consists of swimming % mile, cycling 15 miles
and running 10 miles. $10 entry fee
to be donated to the United States Olympic Training Center

T-shirts and hats will be given to all entrants.
Prizes will be awarded to the top 10 finishers.

Registration forms may be obtained at the Intramural Office at
BKO

For further information contact:
Craig B. Keenan BKO 549-4066

Director of College and Youth Marketing
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margarr i Karrar and I rud« Jaffe

ACROSS 51 Suitable time 13 Fun and games
1 Taciturn one 66 Type style 21 Building adjunct

5 Belief 60 Mattress support 23 Lariat

10 Coarsely ground 61 Of birds 25 Tractor trailer

corn 64 Sacred cow 26 Mountain nymph
14 Hialeah activity 65 Pane container 26 Gurus cousin
15 Animated 66 Mother of pearl 29 Dine at home
16 River ITito the 67 Clumsy oaf, 30 Town in Days of

Caspian slangily Our Lives

'

17 Kitchen feature 68 Pitch black 32 Nonsense'
18 Isle of Cuba 69 On guard 33 Cheers
19 CityontheArno 70 Chatty starling 34 time (never)

20 Squander 35 Merganser
22 Appeal 37 Spring bloom
24 In addition DOWN 40 a beet

27 Dear
"

1 Gloat 41 Between epsilon

28 Actor Peter 2 Flow from Mt St and eta

31 Sinus cavities H«l«ns 47 Employ
35 Baseball hit 3 Super sports 49 Popular nanw in

36 Bill ol tare 4 Meeting of the Wales
selection minds'' 51 Bone Comb form

38 Gypsy s card 5 Keg necessity 52 Family group

39 From ghost to 6 Hebrew priest 53 Hogshead
tXKlily form 7 Broadway 54 Elliptical

42 Author Zola musical 55 Nelly (prude)

43 Editors mark 8 Tied 57 Vainly

44 Until 9 Tryouts 58 East Indian tree

45 Partner of dined 10 Other worldliness 59 Island near

46 Mellows 11 Solo for Corsica

48 Tablet Sutherland 62 Airline abbr

50 Juan stK>m« 12 Spar 63 Court need
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WEATHER
Sunny today with highs in

the SOa. Tonight clear with

lows in the 90s. Tomorrow
partly sunny skies with high

temperatures in the 50a.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Torpedo Grinder

Fish in batter

Tartar sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad

with Syrian broad

V'\^\\ in batter

Tutar sautx

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Italian shell casserole P()tp<jurri

Baked cod with crumb sauce Baked cod with crumb sauce
Fruit plate with saltines Fruit plate with saltines

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Have something to

say?
Have something to

sell?
Give the Collegian Classifieds

a try.

They work!
You can now place your classified

quickly and easily from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on the Campus Center
Concourse. Look for our table

there or stop by our office,

113 Campus Center.
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ENGINEERING STUDENTS
AIM HIGH

If you're a senior or second
semester junior and have a 2.5

GPA in electrical engineering, you
nnight qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering program
(CSEP). CSEP members are
paid nearly $1,000 per month
during their senior year! Your
commitment is 4 years as a com-
missioned officer on the Air Force
Aerospace Engineering Team after

graduation and completion of the

three month Officer Training

School. If you want to be part of

the leading edge of technology.

CHECK US OUT!
Call TSgt Art Courtemanche

(413) 786-0362

=^

yiWH

DONT MISS
THE FILM

OF THE YEARm ******************

'itH lift you up where you bekmgr

AN

>%.

AMDA
GENTLEMAH

.••:•'.

•:•-•:•

IV finnt tk brr«f«d and bottled m Canti* In^xirtcd by Marltrt Import^ G> . Inc , Gre«l Neck. NYC \%}

Free potter'Guidc to Beer Taating Partie*.
Send .elf .ddrrtjed tlunprd # 10 envelope to Molton Golden Guide. 888 Seventh Avenue. Box M. New York. NY 10106

.•.V

¥

Place: S.U.B.

Date: Saturday, April 23

Times: 4, 7, 9, 11

4 o'clock show $1.50

all others $2.00

A
m

Ch«ap tublM 2 bedrooms available )2S0
June - Aug call 549^4049 5-6 pm
3 bedroom apt In Sundedand fall option
only 330/mo pool on bus call 666-7028

Col VIg 2 bdr apt on bus rt 1296/mos sum-
mer sublet fal option 253-9660

3 bedroom ept in Puffton $290 month
summer sublet call 546-8464 or 546-8460

1 bedroom ept in Southwood to summer
suWet w/fsll option 253-9006

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom Squire Village

apartments summer sublet w/fall option
rent for summer negotiable 666-4604.

Amherst Center 5 bedrms summer sublet
fall option »640/month 253-2878

Central Northempton Attractive, furnish-

ed 2 3 br apt June 1, fall option 460 ind
heat 596-54S7

One bedroom In Southwood
Townhouse pool tennis available Jur>e 1

fall option 253-3497

For aummer w/fall option available one
bedroom apt in So. Amherst. Quiet, on-bus
line, utilities incld. 1200/mo or best offer

Mike 256^)896 after 6 PM
1 or 2 furnished bedrooms In Swiae
Village apartment. Hent »

n

b/ nrronth

June - August 31st Tel: 253-2828

Squire Village with fall option two
bedroom townhouse 200 per month
686-7794

One bedroom intwo bedroom Puffton
fall option 549-3862

Colonial Villaoe Apt 2 br 296 mo pool.
basketball ct, bus stop, sumnter sublet
w/fall option call Jack or Paul 253-3980

Rolling Qreen 2 bedroom townhouse
summer sublet cheap call 253 9431

2 bedroom split-level apartment
-Sunderland, JUne 1st August 31st, $250
per month, ca ll 666-7126

Summer sublet Puffton two bedroom
two bathroom furnrshed apt RENT NEGI
contact Pat or Dru 549-4426

2 bedroom $300 month including utilitiee

pool tennis 666-4644 (sumnr>er only)

Rooms in a 3 bedrm Townehouse Apt
or total apt available 1 mile from campus on
bus route fully fumished call Liz at 549-0307
for summer only

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet. This sounds like your apart-

ment, well it can be your apartment for

summer all you have to do is call Jay or

Rich at 666-7574. Price is very reasonable.

Very.

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE APT.
fully fumished. June 1 to Aug 31 negotiable
rent call 549-4666

Summer with fall option Ouffton 1

bedroom $290 549-4430 evenings

Squire Village 2 bdrm summer sublet

w/fall option 666-3914

Beautiful Amherst Center apartment
summer sublet fall option spacious two
bedroom $120/mo 286^463

Furniahed two bedroom Townehouse
Apt. June thru Sept rent negotiable call

549^1724

Rolling Qreen two bedrooms large,

cheap, lucky. Call 253-9418 Malcolm
250/mo negotiable

1 bedroom Puffton Apt sumemr sublet

with fail option available June 1st call

549-6721

Squire Village townhouae two bedrooms
summer sublet fall option $380 * 666-4886

Cllffside furnished 2 bedroom pool, tennis

w/fall option $325 everything call 666-3943

1 bdrm In 3 bdrm Puffton apt fumished
price neg 549-5643

Swiss Villasre Apt. $130/inth.

fully fumished, on bus route.

4 rooms available. 253 - 3154
Ask for Stuart.

UMASS RUGBY T-SHIRTS ~
UMaea Rugby T-Shirts

alzee S-M-L M.OO
call Lou at 6-6383
or Bob 648-3681

WANTED
Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 2S6-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
546-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave
nrvMsage)

Physics tutor for 141. Will pay. Call

549^5487

WANTED TO RENT
~

Wanted 2 or 3 bdrm apt in Puffton for

June w/fall option 549-0787

Couple seeks 1 br apt in Amherst Area for

fall (Grad stud) Jon or Jo 203-466-01 14 (call

collect)

$31 reward for 3 or 4 bedroom apt
anyyyhere call 549-1643

WANTED TO RENT:
NANTUCKET

Looking for housing on Nantucket
laland for this summer. I would be happy
to join your rent. Please call Julie at
546-6426

WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ~

Sympoaium on Violence Agalnat
Women Sunday April 24 events to take
place in NE/Sylvan and OH/Central areas
watch for calendar of events

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Conr>e to CoMogian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3.45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

APARTMENT NEEDED

2 or 3 bedroom Brandywine, Puffton or

Townhouse apartment for fall. We will

sublet. Call Pete or Jim 546-5119

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Toyota Corona good engin except
some rust $650 549 378 1

74 Dodge Dart many new parts. Must sell.

$1100 or BO call 546-5353

71 VW Bug $500 or BO call 256-8539

For Sale 69 Volkswagen Super Beetle,
must sell, $450 or BO, new battery, tune
up, starter 545-2150

1966 VW Bug great condition, excellent

gas mileage. $800 phone: 323-6585

BARGAIN

One bedroom 140/month
fall option near Puffers Pond

549-0157 546-5009

BELLYQRAMSH

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253 7822

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

FEMALES STOP SMOKINQI

Female, smokers. Short term tf>erapy to
promote cessation of smoking in comfor-
table, productive way. Sliding fee scale

Pyschological Services center, UMass
546-0041

FOR RENT
~

Cleen 2 bedroom Southwood apt. sum-
nr>er sublet w/fall option. 256-8667

Houses - Jur>e - Aug plus fail option, 4
bedrooms $485-500 in Northampton. 5 bed
in Hadley $600 plus, for summer only. Call

after 3:30 pm. Skibiski Realtors Northamp-
ton 584 3428

Fumished rooms for summer sublet, fall

option in house five minutes from UMass.
549^1797

Cepe Cod 2 bedroom cottages available in

W_Harw5h_ Sleeps 4 546^5851

Cape Cod housemetes needed for sum-
mer in W. Harwich 6 bedrooms 2 baths

6^J
Boarding Houae. had it with dorm life arxJ

DC food?? Great opportunity awaits: best

location on campus excellent nrteal plan
friendly atmosphere. Next to Newman
Center, call Nate or T.J. 253-9015

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo /Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546 9819 for info

King size Waterbed - heater, lir>er, rrwt-

tress. cover, headboerd etc good condition

2yrs old call 549 5689

Turntable Philips 212 good cor>d $50 or 80
call 253 3588 we will dealll

10000 used records just bought. Hun-
dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS. Northampton Many hard to

find 584 3130 or 586-5726

HIR Components Rotel Rx-400 receiver

25 w/ch Toshiba metal t8p>e deck 5 band
equalizer pr Celestien 3-way speakers 300
or 80 must be heard 546-5886

Pioneer AM/FM Car Stereo Cassette
100 watt booster, equalizer, 3 way speakers
brand new $225 or BO cal l Ed 549 1

6

98

For sale pr of Realistic Minimus II 50
watt speakers r>ever used for info call

256-8775 $100

Hand made fisherman sweaters only

$25 and $30 call 549 0381

73 Plymouth Fury 100K mi excellent runn-

ing condition $500 or 80 cathy 549-3806

FOUND
~

Key found at PVTA bu« stop in center of

Hadley on Mon 4/18, in a medal case. Stop
by Collegian to claim.

FREE. FREE. FREE

5-month old half Labrodor, half Golden
Retriever puppy, male. Jet-black,

housebroken, has been known to be called

adorable, cute and loveable. He can't get

the care he deserves right now, he deserves

better. You don't need to pay money for

him, just give him a good home. If in-

terested call 256 6802 any time and keep

trying. Good dogs are hard to find.

HELP WANTED

Workstudy positions recyclina project

.

Experienced people to handle cash. Apply
SUB 306 1-4 pm 545-0618

Counselors private co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and assis-

tant instructors in: Arts 6 Crafts, basket-
ball, gymnastics, tennis, dramatics, music
director /piano accompanist, video /film-

making, photography, model rocketry,
radio station (AM), computers, waterfront
(WSI), and sailing. Also needed: general
bunk counselors (male openings only) and
unit leaders. Good salaries - friendly at-

mosphere. Contact: Dr. Paul Krouner
-Camp Schodack 268 Mason Terrace,
Brookline, Massachusetts 02146 277 7600
day 9-4

Employment Opportunities part
time/nights available for Spring/Sum-
mer/Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
and Graduate Students in University Alum-
ni Telephone Solicitation program. $4.00
plus an hr. People with sales and /or

telemarketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Telefund Office Memorial Hall

Experienced people for part b full time
help inquire at Superior Pizzeria drivers also

needed must own car.

CAT^ worker full time summer position

available 5/27 8/31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organizational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-
dent Union or call 545^0341 AA/EEO
CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Great income
potential, all occupations. For information
call: 602-837-3401 ext 833

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TIM
~

Tim,
Happy B-dayl Legal at lastl

Love,
'Cookies*

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED
The Legal Services Office has eight posi-

tions available for fuH-tinw legal assistant

interns for Fall 1983 ssmsstsr. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic
departnr>ents. Aid attorneys at LSO with
client interviewing, investigations, legal

research, negotiations, giving advice and
referrals, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at hearings in Distnct ar>d Superior

Courts, and participation in administrative

heanngs and federal litigation Maintain

continuing caseload under attorney super-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern-

ships, Curry Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

fornwtk)n. LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

A bronze-rimed eyeglasses. Initialed 'C
on the right lens If found, please contact

Dave 546^6424

Lost 4/14 gold name necklace "llene"
very sentimental reward!! Call 6-5774 after 9
PM
Astronomy 100 notebook in Hasbrouck
134 need desperately call 546-7817 *

Reward

MAKE PEACE WITH EARTH

Join us around the pond on Earth Day
Friday April 22 from dawn meditations to

dusk musicians. Free the cow ceremony
10:30 am. Future studies speaker Phyllis

Rodin 11 am. Local wildlife 11:X. Noon
music. Native American, Winona Laduke 1

pm. Molly Scott 1:30. Agent Orange, the

draft, nuclear destruction, ecology now
and more. Make peace with earth, make
survival your busir>e8s.

MARGIE TUCKER

The bestest roommate at UMass. Have
the happiest birthdayl Thanks for being the

greatest friend and making my first year

here the best. Looking forward to making
more great memories. I love ya Robin Lori

MOTORCYCLES

Honda Hawk 400 1978 good cond. $660
call 546-5879 Phil

Hinda 1980 750K 7000 miles garage kept

new Dunlop tires complete tune up xtras

$1800 or BO 253-9376

PERSONALS

To Cindy C. Happy Birthday big sister

from your little brother. Just one more year

and your on your own
Happy Birthday laraei Celebrate Israel's

35th Birthday with the Parvarim Saturday
April 23, 8 pm CCA tickets $3/ $2 students

Career Placement Aaaistance for

graduates. Gain an edge through Mass
Marketing. Operations Research Interna-

tional P.O. Box 5470, Avon, Colorado,
81620 call toll free 1-800-421-3217

Mikle - You have incredibly sexy
shouldersi Happy 20th love your late night

buddies

Mary, Happy 20th Birthday, hope its filled

with fun. Now you're legal. We must go
out more often. Happy Birthday I love you
Billy

Margie Tucker - special in so many ways,
we've loved these days. Happy Birthday we
love you very much! llene and Suzy

Jennifer Bird Happy 21st see I did not

forget I

Jim and Charlie - Bewarel I will retaliatel

Most sincerely. Deb. PS Happy Birthay

Jim

Amy, Happy 20th I I hope your birthday is

as terrific as you I Lets sp>end many nrtore

togetherl Love always, Adam
Little-Blgfoot Mikie Happy 2-year An-
niversary love always Er forever Big-

Littlefoot Audrey

To the Ladies in 129 the marathon was
simply devine If it weren't for the coffee
and water We all would have gotten much
hotter. And, everything could have out so
fine So we'll try it anott>er tinie Just don't
be as Caddy - See you at the Delano Open I

Hallo Rickee - Eventhough I love your hot
Cuban bongos I've run away with tf>e boys
in tf>e band. They let me be in the show
Happy Birthday love Lucy

William aayton Henry Happy Legal Bir-

tfKiay tomorrowl Love you, BLH
Welcome back to UMasa Lynne and
Carol I Love ya Brian

C'mon EHeen, well kkldo, you hit 191

Hope it's rx)t "rotten", you rug rati Happy
Birthday. We k>ve ya lots. Your roomies,
Lin ar>d Cyn

RUN FOR RITTER April 23rd info at

Newnwn Center

SWAG ELECnONSIII
Pk* up Nomination Papers

in SWAG Office

Due 4/22 for info call 546^)961

Cosmic WImpout Tournament - Sat

April ^1 Rusty f4ail - 1st round starts at

Max Creek at night $500 Ist prize

Arif to s cute MC with british accent: I

don't want only tf>e shaN but the peanut

too. I'm waiting. Remember aumamr.

A personal for DK. tt>e atooholic ar>d

wonr»an beater; JW, tf»e prep and optimum
geek; PP, tf>e camera freek and child

motostar; JL, the playtwy of Asian parties;

and tfie rest of suite 708: you are a rr otiey

group and have nr^ade this semsste quite

interestir>g. Tf>anksl Sincerely, jc Xh»

"ITCH"

Heether Happy Birthday I knov e

have a more xhan worulerful weeks . I k>ve

you David

Bobby D. Happy 1st 1 tove you B. Bean

Tam« S Throck miasss you. B

Mel. Hsppy Birthdayl I'll drink to that.

Love ya, Judy

Kel - Cor>gratulatkxw on your induction in-

to ALD. "^a are proud to be in your com-
panyl" Love Leesie £r AH
Peggy Thank you for sharing with me your

daspsst ttKHights ar>d alk)wir>g me to do
tf>e same. Love, Paula

Happy Birthday Leslie Sllverstein food,

sex, and nx>re sex go for tf>e hsati

Sweeple. Happy Dayl I tove you - Hiss

Richard Honey, This has been a \^or>der-

ful Ist be forever like the roee and always

remember "The Rit)bon in tf>e Sky " tove

always Merry ^
Marie C. C just for you ILLE

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, P*pers
guaranteed acceptance tow rataa 5-(Q92,

584-7924 Nar>cy.

PSYCHOLOGY STUDY

College students who have grown up
with a chronically ill sibling are needed to

participate in study. Experin^ental credit

available. Call 546-1569, 4-6 PM, April 19-22

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET ~
3 bedroom fumisf>ed Puffton Village apt,

Summer sublet only. $115 per room
negotiable Cable TV, tennis courts and
pool. Neer bus stop, close to campus. Call

Lori 549-0516

ROOM WANTED

Cape apartment South Yarmouth call

Chris 2S6-6062 or 256-6909 leave message

Female looking to share off campus
apartment oref: Puffton Rita 6-8211 eves

ROOMMATES WANTED

Roommates wanted for summer in

Hyannis Denise 6-5102 or Karen 6-8200

Wanted: one female for house in Har-

wichport - Cape Cod 546-4947 or 546-6699

3 females house on Falmouth Cape Cod
waterfront call 546-0075 Dianne

Female wanted to share summer rental

in Hyannis call Beth 6-6479 or Lisa 6-6649

Hyannis 2 females needed for summer
near water, 2 min walk to center Amy
549^169 Kit 256-0384

1 room in 3 br Puffton apt grad student

preferred Kyle 549-6322 or stop by room
15-C-EBE evenings

RUCKA
' Have a wonderful B day you're a special

person and we hope it is a special day
thanks for all you do we love you John and
Tracv

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

The Commuter Area Government is

now hiring for tfie summer. Positions are

for X hours/week. Must be available

through the fall. Applicattons avaitabia at

404 Student Union 9:00 5:00, Monday
through Friday. We are an affirmative ac-

tton equal opportunity emptoyer. Third

World, women, and non-traditional
students encouraged to apply. Deadline for

applk^ations la April 29.

SUMMER SUBLET

Cheep 2 bedroom Britteny Menor ef»t

air conditioning call 546-6001 546-6006

Amherst Ctr apt 4 bdrm fumisf>ed $150 -»-

elect ea call 253-5298

Townebouae two bedroom furr>«8hed A/C
$225 per/mo Randy 54^6469

Sunny 3 bedroom house $470 mo. in

Amf>erst Center excellent loc start Jur>e 1 til

Sept 1 call Mark 2S3-219B

Northampton t>eeutiful 4 bedrm house,
fumished, possible fall option. Start 6/1
584-2906

1 bedroom Brandywine w/pool, AC • real

cheapl 6^306

W/Fell o|>tlon. 2 bedroom townhouse,
pool, bus route, 666-3020

2 bedrm Northwood fumished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouse
Southwood apt on bus rt, swim pod, rent

negotiable call 253-3810

1 bdrm DIffside on bus rt pool sr>d tennis

courts 286 • 686-4386

Amherst Center ept avaltabla for sum-
mer $250/n>o - everything included furmsh-

ed, great tocatton call 256-6642

Looking for 3 roommates to share 2
bedroom Brittany Apt for summer and next

yeer. Apt is in great condition w/new
carpet and nice furniture. Can take 3 males
or 2 females and 1 male call Kevin 253-3706

Brittany Manor, two bedroom, large first

summer aeaston or summer 546-9060
546-5011

With fall option Two bedroom apt in

houae in Belchertown. On bus. 323-5864

2 bedroom apt Brittany 1 or both
bedrooms to sublet w/fall optton 2S6-6B18

3 bedroom Puffton apt furT>ished $3K)
nKKnh available June 1 Sept 1 549-6912

w/fell option Townehouse apts 2
bednx>ms 549^646

TOGA PARTY

Hangar 1 Tuesday, April 26 2 for 1's spon-
sored by Waahirtgton Tower

TO SUBLET

Cheep fumished 3 bedroom apt air cor>d aH
util ind summer only 256-8389

Northampton four bedrooms June
-August $560/nfX)nth two floors two battw
584^126

Mary Popplns would spprovel Fully fur-

nisf>ed Brandywine apartment. June 1 Aug
31 call 549-1511

One bedroom left beautiful Amherst
home one minute from campus
$176/month 256-0170

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 eech 256-6887 Jenifer

Summer sublet 3 bedroom Puffton apt.
rent is negotiable 549-5715

Two bedroom apt summer sublet w/faH
optton pool, frequent buses, near 7-11

$315/m negotiable 666-7972 keep trying

One or two bdrm apt on bus route sum-
mer w/fall option 665-2253
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Correction: Life^ard testing will be on Thursday, April

28 at 6 p.m. or Saturday, April 30 at 9:30 a.m. at Boyden. You
must bring your three current certificates. Questions? Call
the Aquatics director at 545-0093.

fill ill iHliiHIIilll

Gazelles overtake the Big Green
Comeback fuels 12-8 win

By ELLEN RICHARD
CellcgiMSUfT

Dartmouth played "dodge and shoot", as

their coach JoAnn Harper put it, and got

through the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team's defense but the

Gazelles offense made sure to even the

score and then some as the team came
from a 6-6 tie at halftime to ourpower Dart-

mouth. 12-8, yesterday at NOPE.
While bringing up their record to 7-1. the

Gazelles had problems with the offense and
defense working together which resulted in

the high amount of goals scored for Dart-

mouth. In the seven previous games,
UMass gave up an average of three goals a
game.
"We have to play better defense," coach

Pam Hixon said. "I didn't think we'd give

up as many goals. I think we had a lot more
opportunity than Dartmouth did. I don't

think we combined together as well; we
didn't mesh together ttKiay."

UMass pulled out to a 5- 1 lead before giv-

ing way to three more Dartmouth goals.

Pam Morj'l, who wound up with three goals

and one assist on the day. started the

Gazelles off four minutes int<» the game.
Linda Haytayan. who scored five goals

and had one assist, got her hat trick in four

minutes as she scored the next three goals

for I'Mass, sandwiched amund one gf»al by

l^tmouth.
Tish Stevens netted her first of three

goals at 1 1 :43 and then came the ^rrage of

Dartmouth scor*»«.

After a goal by Sue Kosloski at 1:37, two
Dartmouth players scored 10 seconds apart

at :.% and :46 to tie the score at halftime at

six.

"We played very well the first few

minutes of the game, we were leading 5-1."

Hixon said. "We had a mental letdown. We
mentally weren't concentrating. We had to

start focusing in on what we were doing.

We let them back in the game."

The Gazelles went ahead by one at the

beginning of the second half with a goal

scored by Haytayan in a scramble in front

of the net at 22:40. Less than a minute
later Dartmouth netted a score on I'M

goalie Rita Hubner.
At 20:02. UMass pulled away with four

goals. Moryl. Bunny Forbes, Stevens and
Moryl again scored for the attack.

With 6:55 left, Hubner came too far out

of the net for a shot and the Dartmouth at-

tacker lifte<l the Iwill over her shoulder.

Haytayah iced the victory with one final

goal at 5:48.

With seven games under their belts, the

Gazelles will travel to New Hampshire
tomorrow for a 1:00 game. Hixon hopes U)

have the defen.se working.

"We'll definitely have l() improve and
connec't the defense with the offense by the

New Ham[)shire game. I haven't seen them
play, just heard, and I don't want to get

caught in a running match. If we can con-

tain New Hampshire and allow them to

slow the ganrie into our hands I think it will

help."

Tish Stevens cradles the ball out of the

defender in the Gazelles 12-8 win yesterday.

( oll»it*aa photo b; < hri* Jaacaaiiit

^asp of a Dartmouth

Gorillas ready to face offwith Elis
By JIM FLOYD

Collvpaii suir

Tom Curran has his own description of

the 1983 season thus far for the University
of Massachusetts lacrosse team.
"Were snakebitten. " he said, as he
watched another Gorilla shot hit the pipe
and carom away in the Gorillas 10-8 loss to

Hofstra University Wednesday night.

•"We're snakebitten."

Curran is probably right, but the fact is

the Gorillas did a Dr. Jekyll. Mr. Hyde
routine against Hofstra and still almost won
with a second half rally.

"We were out to lunch in the first half."

said head coach Dick Garber. not referring

to the luxury bag lunches provided for the
bus ride, but rather to the fact the Gorillas

spotted Hofstra a 5-0 first quarter lead and
a 8 2 halftime lead. "But in the second half

we played super."

interestingly, Curran's comment didn't

come in the first half when the Gorillas

were playing poorly, but during the second
half comeback when crucial shots by the
Gorillas bounced off the carpet turf and
missed the cage.

Now. sporting a 2-5 record, the Gorillas

travel to Yale to take on the Fightin' Elis

Saturday at 2 p.m.. hoping to cure the

snakebite and get back to the business of

winning lacrosse games.

The cure, of course, would be a rout of

Yale, one of the weaker teams on the

Gorilla schedule. Yale won't be a pushover
by any means, but they're not the caliber of

Army. Syracuse or Maryland, teams where
s Gorilla win could make the season.

But the Gorillas' frustration could continue
because Yale has not been involved in high

scoring affairs.

They dropped games to Harvard 6 3 and
Cornell 8 2 recently and an offensive ex-
pk>sion by the Gorillas could be difficult.

"I don't know why their scores are so

k>w^ said Garber. "I haven't seen them
play. It might be they play good defense or

else they hold the ball.'*

There is no better time for the Gorillas to

break loose and build momentum as they

approach the most difficult part of their

schedule. The Gorillas have away dates

with Harvard and Army before returning

home for the big lacrosse weekend May 3.

when Dartmouth, Maryland and top ranked
Syracuse come to UMass in a five day span.

Senior Chris Benedetto, who played well

against Hofstra will probably start in goal

for the Gorillas.

Softball, track,

rugby on tap
The doubleheader between the UMass

(20 4) soaball team and the UConn (9-4)

didn't materialize yesterday due to the poor

field conditrans at NOPE.
The play will be just as intense just a day

late because the game has been rescheduled

for today at 1:00 p.m. at the same NOPE
field.

The men's and women's track teams wfll

be on the road this weekend as they traveh

to the Boston College Relays tomorrow.
Women's coach Kaiekeni Banda's* team is

2-4 features the speedy Leah Loftis, who
won the 400m at the UMass Relays. The
men's team is led by hurdler John Wright
and shot putter Steve Hyder.

it'k'kiiit'k'k'kititltiiifkitit'k^ritititit

The UMass Rugby team will host a

tournament starting tomorrow at noon.

Waszczuk boostingUM swinging for the fences
By KEVIN DELUCA

c»ii*fiM surr

"To become successful in whatever I do."

is how University of Massachusetts senk>r

Chris Waszczuk describes his goal in life.

As the Minuteman baseball team prepares
to host Vermont on Lorden Field this

Saturday at 1 p.m. (after traveling to

Boston College for a game at 3 p.m. today),

the slugging right fielder known as Waz
must be considered a success in college both
as a baseball player and as a student.

Setting the record was the sure sign that

Waz has blossomed into a pro prospect. His

.343 average is another indication of his

progress since last season, when he hit .308

with four home runs.

This past Monday Waz connected for two
home runs during a doubleheader against

Northeastern to catapult him.self into the

UMass record bo<A as the season home run

king with 10. breaking the record of eighi

held by Bob Hansen and Warren McReddie.

Waz credits the improvement to weight

lifting and a few adjustments at the plate.

"I am a tot stronger because I worked out

over the summer with free weights. Fve

shortened my swing and I'm seeing the ball

better. Also. I'm swinging at better pit-

ches." explained Waz.

Due to his great season (Wazs 10 homers
leaves him only four away from the New
England record with 14 games left to play),

the idea of playing professional baseball has
become more of a reality for Waz.

"I haven't thought about it too much. My
main goal wa.s a career in engineering until

I started doing so well this year. I've been
scouted but I haven't been contacted. I'd

love to play in the majors; its my dream,"
said Waz.

If a career in baseball does n<rt work out.

Waz is well prepared. As a Civil

Engineering major Waz has accumulated a

3.56 grade point average, an achievement
which helped him to be nominated for

Academic AU American last year. It is an
honor that he seems likely to garner this

season.

"Chris is a confident hitter who handles

breaking balls well, which is the mark of a

good hitter. I don't think I've seen a player

hotter. Chris is also a great student, which
is what it's all about. He Ls a true scholar-

athlete. It's been fun for me watching Chris

mature and develop as a player and person.

He's a joy to have on tne team." said UMass
coach Dick Bergquist.

While excelling individually. Waz
remains a team player whose goal is to have
the Minutemen (7 12) make the playoffs.

"I'm proud of my hitting but I am also

very proud of my fielding. I want to make
the good defensive play to help the team as

well as helping with my bat. We're (the

team) just starting to reach our potential

and I feel confident that we will be in the

playoffs." .stated Waz optimistically.

Teammate and co-captain Dean Bennett

has this to say about Waszczuk: "Wazzy has

taken everything great so far. He has

destroyed the record but he has taken it in

stride."

"I am just going to hit for average and I

know the homers will come." explained the

new UMa.ss home run king, a champion on
and off the field.

Pkoto tvmrXtuj of Sforto Iwff—tt—
Chris Waszczuk is the new

holder of the single season home
run record with 10 HR.
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Earth Day a symposium
of art, music, drama
and nuclear activism

C»ll«rMii pkoU by I>r«« Ofivr

A multitude of music and good weather enthusiasts gather between
the high rise Orchard Hill dorms for the annual Bowl Day concerts.

A time for change-clockwise
By JIM FINKLE

CWtecteaSUlf

The idea of setting clocks ahead by one

hour to increase the anoount of daylight

during waking hours was originally

criticized as being ridiculous, according to a

University of Massachusetts professor.

Students shoukl have set their clocks and

watches ahead by one hour as daylight

savings tune officially took effect at 2 a.m.

on Sunday morning.

Daylight savings time was originally

proposed by WUUam WiUet of Kent in 1907.

according to UMass astrophysicist David

Van Blerkom.

"He (WiUet) pointed out the obvious fact

that the sun shines for several hours whUe
people are asleep and sets about when they

reach home after work." Van Blerkom said.

'This (proposal) was rejected with a

certain amount of ridkrule during his

lifetime, perhaps because of a kind of

inertia of people's nunds about changing

things like that.** Van Blerkom added.

Nevertheless, in 1917 BriUin and her

allies, as well as her enemies, adopted

daylight savings time as an energy saving

measure. WiUet then said Britain would

save about SIO million a year, according to

Van Blerkom.
However. Bntain's original reluctance to

initiate daylight savings time may have
been based on the suspicion that it woukl
cause confusion each time clocks would
have to be set forward or backward.

"I was an hour late for work." confessed

political science major Meg Cusack. The 21-

year old Arlington resident said her boss

was "very understanding."

"It throws me off for a day." Cusack said.

'Then I get used to it."

"I like it in the summer," she added.

They should put signs on clocks."

zoology and music double-major Kim
WiUman said. "Nobody knows about it," she
lamented.

Newton resident Larry Rubin. 20. said he
is looking forward to extra hours of daylight

during the evening.

"I didn't know about it until two o'ck>ck

Saturday night." Rubin said. "But I slept

until two o'clock (yesterday afternoon)

anyway."
"It is better exercise wise." 21 year old

nutrition major Nini Nordyke said

yesterday. "You can stay out later. Run
later."

Nordyke. a resident of Hawaii, said she

was confused yesterday morning because

the lime and weather channel on her cable

television system did not move its clock

ahead.

"I had to call the curator."

By DAVID SUMMERSBY
ColleciM surf

Students, teachers, local citizens,

children and a host of environmental and
peace activists gathered together Friday to

make peace with the earth and celebrate

spring at the University of Massachusetts
version of Earth Day '83.

Aided by brilliant sunny weather, the

day was a flourish of activity involving

blues and folk music, speeches, spon-

taneous plays, poetry and dancing.

Parachuters fell from the sky. the

campus pond was fllled with canoes, clowns
entertained small children and earth foods

were served outside the whole day.

"E^rth day is a k>t of fun and a wonderful

manifestatk>n of people's feelings for the

earth." Chris Arroll, a first-year student in

Butterfield dormitory, said.

Behind every actk>n throughout the

celebratkin a straightforward message was
presented: "We must stop the growing
trends in the world towards nuclear war
and destruction of the environment if we
are going to survive and preserve our

beautiful earth for the future," Master of

Ceremonies Charles Carroll said.

While people relaxed in the sun or

participated in a variety of activities such as

trash art and barrel painting, a set of

speakers articulated on a variety of current

environmental and survival issues.

Winona LaDuke. the native American
activist of the Chippiwau Indian Natk)n.

spoke about the current battle between
Indian nations and the United States

government over the strip mining and

uranium mines that occur mostly on Indian

reservations.

"The United States continues to produce

poisons and consume resources and every

day we are fighting them. In the past we
could evacuate but now there are no more
frontiers." LaDuke said.

"We must liberate the land and mother
earth; our resistance is all we have left. I

am asking you all to become natives in

order to survive. We have to decide about

the future: a society based on death or a

society based on survival are the only

options we have." she said.

Anarchist author Murray Bookchin added
a similar message.

"We must work out strategies to stop the

government from destroying the earth. The
disintegration of the planet is already

occuring due to acid rain and the melting of

the polar ice caps caused by pollutmn,"

Bookchin said.

A side attraction to the main speakers
were several performances of Guerilla

Theatre. Students and members of the
community staged plays depicting the
struggles of Nicaraguan workers, (pledging

"Viva Nicaragua") against the CIA sup-

ported freedom fighters who are trsring to

liberate Nicaragua from communist in-

filtration.

Toward the end of the day many of the

speeches forcused on objections to a
military draft.

"Draft registration has failed and scare

tactics will not salvage it." convicted draft

resister Eklwsrd Hasbrouk said in his

speech.

"Since my sentencing there is no sign

that they are continuing the prosecutk>ns

and I wouM be surprised if they even try to

get more prison sentences, " he said.

Hasbrouk said the most recent figures

reveal that more than half a million people

have not registered for the draft and a

million other young men who did register

did not give their social security numbers,

making it difficult for the government to

track them down.

Teresita Ferrars, another activist

against the draft, said in her speech, "It is

the responsiblity for all of us to support and
educate non registrants and come to a clear

understanding of why they are not

registering."

By TRICIA A. YACOVONE
c«ii*r*n sun

It happened more than two and a half

years ago, yet the trial continues for the

Ploughshares Eight, a motley group of

individuals who are charged with thirteen

crimes relsting to their entry into General

Electric plant #9 in King of Prussia, Pen
nsylvania where they beat nuclear

warheads with hammers to the tune of their

singing and chanting of hymns.
At 2 p.m. yesterday, a capacity crowd

gathered at the Amherst Cinema to view

the showing of the film In The King Of
Prussia, presented by 17 area groups,

which documented the trial of the eight

defendants and the controversy
surrounding their action of September 9.

1980.

Following the film, two of the defen-

dants. Elmer Maas and Sister Anne
Montgomery led a discussion and answered
questions about their participation in the

King Of Prussia incident and their reasons

for nuclear disarmament.

"We entered the General Electric plant

where the nuclear warhead was stored to

do a direct, nonviolent act of disarmament

as a way of saying that these weapons must

not exist and that the survival of civilization

is incompatible with these weapons." Maas
said.

Sister Montgomery called theirs a

symbolic action.

"We chose that plant because it

represented that corporate connection to

the military establishment. We committed

civil obedience," she said.

Une of the questions that was repeatedly
asked related to the effectiveness of the
actions which resulted in the prosecution of
the eight individuals.

While Maas was adamant in his position
that there was no other alternative.
Montgomery stressed the more spiritual

side of involvement in disarmament ac-

tivities.

"We have no alternative but to keep
saying no to these wespons." Maas said.

Montgomery said. 'We have to do the
right thing whether or not it's effective.

We're more fully alive when we're doing
something and where there's life, there's

effectiveness."

The Ploughshares Eight derive their

name from a Biblical quote. "And they shall

beat their swords into ploughshares and
their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall

not bft up sword against nation, neither
shall they learn war anymore" which ap-

pears under a statue in fc<)nt of the United
Nations building in New York, said Court
Dorsey. a local musician who performed
before the film.

The other members of the Pkiughshare
Eight are Father Carl Kabat. Daniel and
Philip Berrigan. Molly Rush. Dean Hammer
and John Schuchandt. They are all facing
criminal sentences varying from V/t to 5
years in a penitentiary with five years
probation to 3 to 10 years in a penitentiary

with 10 years probation.

Currently, all of the Ploughshares Eight
are out of jail, awaiting a decision on the

second argument of their appeal which will

occur May 10. Their last appeal attempt last

May never received a decision.

Defendants of anti-nuke crimes appeal to Amherst crowd

Marjraret Holt, coordinator of the Amherst Disarmament Coalition,

hands out flyers at a nuclear disarmament rally in Amherst Center dur-

ing yesterday's downpour.
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Digest
By the Associated Press

Army recruit raped

by rockers in bus
AYER, Mass. — The bass player of the rock band

"Grand Slamm" was free on bail but three members of his

crew stayed in custody before arraignment Monday in the

kidnapping and rape of an Ayer woman, police said.

The woman, 18, was raped while others held her down in

the band's bus Friday night, said Ayer Patrolman Dennis
MacDonald, one of the officers investigating the case.

Police were seeking two other suspects Sunday, ac-

cording to MacUonald.
He said the woman is in the army, stationed at Fort

Devens. Her name was not released.

After attending a "Grand Slamm" show at Franklin's

Club in Shirley, the woman lost contact with the person

she expected to drive her home, so she accepted a ride

back to Fort Devens on the band bus, according to

MacDonald.
He said she was raped repeatedly as the bus traveled on

Route 2A from Shirley to Ayer, and was dumped off in a

clearing when she became ill. She walked to a nearby

motel and called police, he said.

Thousands demonstrate

to endanimal cruelty
BOSTON — While a woman paced in a cage and

demonstrators carried signs and monkey dolls, a crowd of

about 5,000 people was told yesterday that protests will

increase until no animals are harmed in scientifk: ex-

periments.

Demonstrators, some munching "veggie hot dogs" that

sold for $1.50 and others carrying stuffed monkey dolls and

signs reading "Animal Liberation" and "Research Labs are

Unhealthy for Primates," jumped and cheered. Marion

Bienes of Zaandam, Holland, paced a yellow metal cage in

which she had imprisoned herself to protest the use of

laboratory animals.

Patronshang by their

heels fora haircut
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Some customers have flipped

over a hair stylist's "Aero Cut," which is turning the

personal grooming market upside down.

"It's a good thing I didn't eat any breakfast." Nancy Higa

said recently as she was suspended by her ankles for her

haircut.

Hairdressing by inversion, a new heels-over-head twist

in the quest for beauty, is a fashion idea claimed by stylist

Darryl Curby. The Illinois native turns customers upside

down on a 9-foot rack at his shop in San Marino, an ex-

clusive community north of Los Angeles.

Ex-profanddrugguru
draws a full house at

Harvardafter20years
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. — For the first time since being

fired 20 years ago from Harvard for experimenting with

mind-bending drugs. 1960s drug guru Timothy Leary

returned Sunday to prai.se the university as the "big league

*Up to now we have been patient." Dr. Richard Morgan, of chemical psychedelic experimentation."

the national coordinator of Mobilization for Animals, toki

the banner waving crowd, which was forced off Boston

Common into a dry ballroom at the Park Plaza during a

rain storm. The rally was part of a worldwide demon
St rat ion.

"We no k)nger will be patient. There is no time for

patience while animals are dying. We must demand the

cruelty will end," he said.

Since the day we were canned. I never have felt any

rancor against Harvard." Leary. 62. who advised a

generation to "drop out and turn on," told a laughing,

applauding full house during a lecture at Harvard's

Memorial Hall.

"Harvard is the mainline of American trancendenul

thinking."

Joseph A. Kasof. a first year Harvard graduate student

in sociology, said he promoted the lecture because of his

interest in psychedelic drugs. He hired the hall and

security force and advertising for the occassion for a total

cost of about $2,300. he said.

Tickets were $3 each, and crowds of students stood

outside in the rain before the sUrt of the lecture asking fw

extra tickets.

Appearing also was Richard Alpert. 49, an assisUnt

clinical psychology professor fired along with Leary. who

was a lecturer.

Springfield firefighter Alan Smith attempts

to revive 7-year-old Shelley Woods after she was
taken from her burning apartment Saturday

night. She died Hhortly afterward. Also killed

were her brother Donaldson, 7. and their

babysitter Kim Hubbard. 15. Preliminary in-

vestigations point to careless disposal of smok-
ing materials as the cause.
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Soap Opera
Special

11:30 am - 7 pm
Small

2 item pizza
__Qnl3Ll-4J3Q

2.50 ^^
Double Feature cmoi

Sunday - Tuesday

Kaper Mauser 7:00

Fitzcaraldo 9:00

Wednesday
Annie Hall

Manhattan

Saturday

7:15

9:00

Downtown Amherst
2535426

Tennis Balls
Softball & Baseballs

at

HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasfiuit St., Amherst

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
IMPROVE SPORTS ABILITY

HYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOU MAKE ITPERMANENT
Many of our clients are doctor referrals.

OVERCOME ANXIETIES, FEARS & PHOBIAS
Lose Weight* Stop Smoking • Insomnia • NaU Biting

Self Confidence • Sexual Problems •

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER
Mitton H. Askinoss, Member A A. EH.

Available Lecture Demonrtration*
C»// Of Wrrfe foi Frve Brochure

The Farrick Building, Rte 9, Hadley. Ma.
3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky'a Hardware)

Sft»^1919 by Appt Only
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MASSACHUSETTS BAY
COMMUNTTY COLLEGE
DMMlon of Cofmmtlng Education

Quality Education
at Affordable Prices

For only $35.00 per credit hour you can
get a headstart on next semester, or

catch up on this semester. Mass Bay
Community College offers 3 credit

courses and non-credit workshops in

your area of interest, day or evening
this summer. Classes begin May 31

(Session 1) and July 12 (Session 2).

50 Oakland Street
Welleeley Hills, MA 02181
tei. (61 7) 237-1100 ext. 132

iflt'^iKtSKaStlilXaSK

LookiNq For a MEANiNqFul

SUMMER JOB
MassacIiusetts FaIr SNare

The couMTRy's LmqcsT sTATEwidc citiicn aciion

ORqANizATiOM

Has FiiU time ancI summer opsNiNqs For fuNdRAisiNq,

ouTREAch ANd cItIien lobby buildiNq to sIiape Iiaiar-

douS WASTE, CNERqy, ANd OTifER poUciES IN tIiIS STATE.

Hours 1:90 - 9:70 pM, pAy: $179 - $229 AVERAqE per

wEEk ANd bENEPiTs. Will traIn.

CaU: 986-8717,
9 AM- 1:70PM

MoN - FrI For Western Mass.

For woRk iN Boston Area caU:

l-800-952-747«
wmi^jiim^''^^-^''
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GRADUATINGSOON?

You're Needed
All Overthe

World.
Ask Peoce Corps volunteers why rheir ingenuity ond flexibility

ore OS vitol os their degrees They'll tell you they ore helping

the world s poorest peoples otroin self sufficiency in the oreos

of food production, energy conservation, educotion, economic
development ond heolth services And they'll tell you Qb>out

the rewords of honds on coreer expenence overseas They'll

tell you it's the toughest job you II ever love.

PEACE CORPS
See Mary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall,

UMASS, 545-2105

Tuesdays 12:00 - 3:30

Wednesdays 9:00 - 12:00

Thursdays 12:00 - 5:00

CoHrfiui photo b« l>««r IWubrr

Jim Maverick of Sunderland uses body english to get the winnini^
rolls in Saturday's Cosmic Wimpout tournament on the grounds of The
Rusty Nail Inn of his home town.

Dice determine wimp champ
By MICHAEL HOTALING

Cetlogiaa Corr»»po«4i«t

SUNDERLAND - As the sun blsied

down around the Rusty Nail Inn on

Saturday, the players began to congregate

for the eighth annual Cosmic Wimpout
Global Tournament.

Each year hordes of Cosmic Wimpout
devotees make the pUgrimage to the

Pioneer Valley to do battle for the prestige

of clinching the title of World Champion and

the accompanying $500 prize.

Cosmic Wimpout is a risk -oriented cube

game, the object of which is to accumulate

points by rolls of the specially marked dice

without "wimping out." or throwing

pointless combinations.

The president of Cosmic Wimpout, Inc..

known as "Maverick." explained that the

tournament originated when "a bunch of

people getting together to play said 'Hey.

let's set an official day," " and the rest is

history. Originally the tournaments were

held in the Blue Wall in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center, but have

since been played at various sites in the

valley, Maverick said.

The tournament was loosely structured

with the players taking advantage of prime

weather conditions by playing sprawled on

the grass outside the Nail. Some com-

petitors, in attempts to intimidate op-

ponents, chose to turn out in full battle

regalia.

Among these colorful characters were
those dressed as a clown, an Indian chief, a

cone head, and a World War I flying ace.

Despite these tactics, the flying ace, known
as "Captain Spark OMatic." was soundly

thrashed by his opponent in the first round.

The Indian, "Chief Buru," used a good luck

dance and war whoop on important rolls.

Apparently the gods were not with him as

he was eliminated in the second round.

As the day wound down and eliminated

players began to migrate indoors to enjoy

music provided by Max Creek, the com
petition moved toward the final round.

Although players had come from across the

country, it was Pete Dulong of Granby who
came from behind to clinch the prize.

Dulong attributed his success and interest

in the game to "my brother playing."

Captain Spark Matic, a three tour-

nament veteran, summed up the sen

timents of many when he said. "I wouldn't

miss it again."

Search committee to begin
interviews for new provost

By DAN STOCKFORD
( ollrfian ( orTr*|>otidriit

Representatives of a search committee

plan to begin interviews within the next

month to find a replacement for outgoing

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and

Provost Loren Baritz.

"Of course we want the best of

everything," search committee chairman

Richard S. Stein said yesterday of the

qualities the search committee is looking for

in a new provost.

"We want a good administrator as well as

someone that has made a reputation in their

field and who will be well respected in the

University," Stein, a professor in the

UMass chemistry department, said.

"We are also looking for someone who
could work well with the chancellor, the

academic deans and the faculty and interact

well with students and the general public,

"

Stein said.

Stein said one of the incoming provost's

biggest challenges will be to deal with the

large loss of UMass faculty due to attrition.

"During the next 10 years there will be

an appreciable turnover at the University,"

Stein said. "This will be due principally to

retirements.

"The new provost will play an important

role in aiding in the search to find the

proper people to fill these positions."

Stein said the first round of interviews

will be conducted within the next two to

four weeks. The search committee is

currently reviewing the appUcations they

have received.

"The initial interviews may or may not be

held on campus." Stein said. "We may hold

them in different regions of the country,

just as the interviews for the new chan-

cellor were done."

Stein said the final interviews will almost

certainly be held on campus and the search

committee will have the final candidates

meet with different constituencies at the

University.

Over 200 applications were received by

the search committee for the position that

will officially be left vacant on June 1 when
Baritz officially resigns. Political science

professor Dean Alfange, Jr. is serving as

acting provost until the new provost takes

office.

According to Stein, the nine-member

search committee is composed of faculty,

administrators, union representatives and

students.

Conference ties women,blacks
By MARY BALDWIN

and CHRIS SCHUSTER
Collcfiui Huff

Academic intelligence and soul searching

were combined this weekend to challenge

accepted assumptions regarding issues

faced by both women and blacks at a two-

day conference attended by more than 200

people at the University of Massachusetts.

The conference, "Black Studies/Women's
Studies: An Overdue Partnership" was
organized to initiate a greater dialogue
between black studies and women's studies

departments, said Johnnella Butler, an
organizer (A the event and chairperson of

the Afro-American Studies department at

Smith College.

"We have scanned the two fields in

relation to each other." Butler said. A
cohesion of interests has come about

because of the emotional issues faced by
each group, she said.

Bernice Keagon, director of the Program
of Black American Culture at the
Smithsonian Institute said in her keynote
address, "This project does not come about
because some people have good hearts. It

really comes out of personal self interest.

The partnership comes out of an
emergency. If you feel the crisis, it is

because it is present."

"We have created a workl where people
move against other people to deal with their

anxieties. There is no place that it happens
more than universities," she said.

"Black people represent a powerful
example in this country of moving towards
humanism when we choose to embrace that
legacy," she said. If you take a look at black'

history, our history shows promise of

turning things around."

Workshops held Friday and Saturday
were conducted by professors from the five-

college area. The series dealt with women's
literature, history, sociology and
philosophy. Workshops about political

science, communication and feminist theory
were also held.

Anger and authority towards professors

and students in women's studies and black

studies classrooms were also addressed at

the conference.

Professor Margo Culley, of the English
department at UMass said negative feelings

are prominent in those types of classrooms.

"If you are a woman or black or both, you
come to the classroom with your authority

in question," she said. "Authority for the
teacher who is female is vexed."

Butler said ignorance of racism and
sexism and the fear of being thought of aa
racist or sexist is also very common.

"The classroom is characterized by

emotional self protection, the fear of being

sexist or racist or being politically in-

correct," she said. "We must bite the bullet

and not be afraid of being afraid."

Chisholm relates issues
By CHRIS FERRETTI

coiiocwa surr

Although the partnership between Black

Studies and Women's Studies is possible,

their goals as more than "superficial"

academic disciplines can only be reached by

a collective effort, said the first black

woman elected to Congress Saturday at the

University of Massachusetts.

Shirley Chisholm, a former presidential

candidate, was the closing speaker at the

two-day conference entitled Black
Studies/Women's Studies: An Overdue
Partnership.

"I may anger some black women, some
black men, some white women, and some
white men, for what I have to say. I believe

in my soul," she said.

Women's Studies has been more sue

cessful in maintaining its students, but it is

a "class- biased" discipline, concerned more
with "pension reform" and "comparable

worth," than the plight of "domestic work
and migrant women," she said. However,

Black Studies departments have ignored

the problems of sex encountered by black

women, she said.

"The integration of these two disciplines

is essential to their continuence and the

furtherance of their aims." she said.

Chisholm said these disciplines deal in

interdisciplinary scholarship. "Traditional

education rejects this scholarship because it

is seen as a lowering of academic stan-

dards." she said.

Economics in the black community and
the feminization of poverty were two
examples she used.

Because of this rejection el in-

terdisciplinary scholarship by traditional

educational institutions, "these disciplines

are destined to remain merely marginal
units." she said.

Black Studies and Women's Studies have
to "appear as the nnore active participant."

she said. "You have a challenge to create

ways to break the circle of marginality."

"Let's call a spade, a spade." she said.

Black Studies is atUcked as offering "mick"
courses with few students willing to have
them on their transcripts. "Skin color is not

an excuse for incompetence." she said.

"This is a challenge, but blacks and other

minorities always had to exhibit superior

qualities to excel, to compete effectively

and not to be cowed by this challenge." she

said.

The ulumate goal of the BUck Studies
and Women's Studies departments is to
conceive a mor* "fully integrated
curriculum," she said. When the depart
ments are combined they offer a basis for a
"greater exploration of this problem," she
said.

( ollvtnui pimto bj Itaw tViritn'

A youngster shows he appreciates the musical abilities of Amherst's
Craig Eastman (violin) and Jim Henry III (gruitar) on North Pleasant
Street, Amherst. . .
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UMass to help local schools
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN

Colleipan Suff

The School of Education at the

University of Massachusetts is par-

ticipating in a program with the Amherst-

Pelham Public Schools in an effort to keep

the Amherst Area Teaching Center

(AATC) in operation.

As stated in the agreement, Professor

Richard Konicek from the School of

Education will work on the planning of full-

scale implementation of the project. He is

assigned to work on this on a half-time

basis. A half-time graduate assistant to be

chosen later, will also be working on this

project.

"The program will be beneficial to all

involved." said Dean Mario D. Fantini of

the School of Education. It is designed to

deal with such issues as teacher training,

curriculum development, and testing

educational theories.

The idea behind the program is for the

School of Education and the AATC to work
together by linking their resources and

needs. Fantini said. The program will

explore funding opportunities as well as

offer workshops, seminars, courses and

classroom support services.

The planning, beginning this spring, will

continue for the 1983-1984 school year,

Fantini said.

The UMass School of Elducation was

prompted to enter into this agreement

when the AATC. which had previously

been funded by federal grants, became the

subject of economic cutbacks. Fantini said.

The agreement was signed in January of

this year by Fantini for the School of

EkJucation, Donald Frizzle for the Amherst-

Pelham Schools and an AATC represen

tative.

Honorary degree nominations being accepted
The advisory committee on honorary

degrees is now accepting nominations for

recipients of honorary degrees for the 1984

commencement. Nominees should be people

who have made contributions to the

University and the state. Nominations
should be forwarded to Jean Weber in

Room 365 of the Whitmore Administration

Building before May 2.

Parking pre-registration for fall begins today
Parking pre registration for the fall 1983

semester begins today. Anyone who does

not receive renewal registration forms by

May 6 should come to the Parking Office,

137 Hasbrouck. Office hours are 8:30 a.m.

to 5:00 p.m. The renewal deadline is May
13.

Holocaust survivor to lecture on "A Jew Today
»f

Noted writer and survivor of Auschwitz
and Buchenwald concentration camps Elie

Weisel will speak at 7:30 p.m. today in the

Johnson Chapel at Amherst College. The
topic of the speech is "A Jew Today: The
Jewish and Human Conditions."

French diplomat speaks today at Amherst
French Diplomat Charles Crettien will

deliver a lecture entitled. "Franco

American Relations: Areas of Accord and of

Contention" at 7:30 p.m. today in the

Converse Assembly Room at Amherst
College. Crettien is the director of the press

and information section of the French
Consulate in New York.

Resume seminar tonight at New Africa House
The Collegiate Committee for the

Education of Blacks and other Minority

Students and University Placement Ser
vices will present a workshop entitled

"Resumes that Work" at 5 p.m. tonight at

the New Africa House library. The
workshop is free and open to the public.

THIS
WEEKS
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Artists, celebrants commemorate Earth Day

All tale items also available

in the Mini Store

Open
MF9-5
Sat 1l4

Located in th« Campus Centar

'<f>nNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

nylon wallets, canvas tote bags, SPRING SALE straw hats, India prin*

voile sashes, folding umbrellas, chintz hats, stagelight cosmetics, musc^

SPRING SALE ^^^^s, tea kettles, coffee makers, espresso ma

es, bandanas, wok sets, wok tools, straw rugs, door m-

baskets, bamboo window shades, SPRING SALE ^^'

glassware sets, wine glasses, beer mugs, beverage

glasses, hats, SP/7/A/G SALE wine racks, mu^

muscle t-shirts, roll bags, fashion umbrellas,

mugs,SPRING SALE "Madras sashes, b'

bags, paper, pens, crayons, prints, c
desks, lamps, lanterns, bandana?

cosmetics, SPRING SALE ^ ^
cards, games, toys, glasse

chintz hats, stagelig^

and that's just the half of it

SPRING SALE
umbrellas, m
crayons,p'

muscle

toy

^s
APRIL 21 - 30

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtov/n Amherst / Open Daily 10-6, Sun. 12-5

BUSINESS POSITIONS
FOR FALL i963 .

Applications now being
accepted for: I

Co-Finance Managers
j

Assistant '

MICRO CASSETTE-CORDER WHICH
PROVES THAT SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

Sony proves that small is as handy as it is beautiful
The M 9 micro cassette-corder is imy enough to lake
along to school the office or any meeting But it has
large easy-to-use buttons and one-touch recording.

so the student and executive alike wifi find it a
cinch to operate Two speeds aiiowv up to 2 hours
of recording And when you re finished pop it into

your pocket The economical f^-9 A great liHle

Sony for those very big assignment

Business Manager
Assistant

1

-/*

sonv ^^^
.ct

1^0.

L

Sale

V list 64.96

ft

I

Save
$15.00

off of

list price

Advertising Managers
Advertising

|

-iiii
^

'

•?::•••
•5;::m
•• •••••

••
•• •••

••
•••;::!?i
::•

••
•• •• ••

•• ••

Representatives
5**

•%
•••

••• •ft

model
number
M-9

j;::!?j::!!m::j*
••

•• •• ••
••j;::;?;:!**
?••

•i::r*

•• •• •• •ft

•ft
•• •ft

•ft •ft
•ft

•i::r*i;•ft
•ft ••« /]

Application Deadline:
j

Thursday 4/26
Ay In person to Km 113 Compus Contor

j
»il«9loii If on Iquol Opportunity Emptoyof

'
Apply

Tho Colloglon

fquantltlee

limited'

HISTORE* ""9-6
Sat 11-4
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Woman 's week g

MONDAY
The Women's Issues Team will hold a

meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus Onter
in rcxjm 805.

A Wine and Cheese Party will be given

by the Northeast/Sylvan Women's Center

at 7 p.m. in the basement of Knowlton Dor-

mitory.

"Sexism and Racism: Organizing^

Against Violence" will be given by

Suzanne Pharr, director of Arkansas
Women's Project, at 7:30 p.m. in the An-
dreola Room in the Willits-Hallowell

Center, Mount Holyoke College.

"Killing Us Softly" the fUm by Jean
Kilbome will be shown at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center in room 805. Discussion of

the nr)edia's portrayal of women will follow

the movie.

TUESDAY
Workshop on Job Stress in the Office

offered by the Working Women's Task
Force wil be held at noon in the Campus
Center in room 81 IB.

The International Women's Event
Evaluation meeting will be held at 1 p.m.

in the Women's Issues Team Office in the

Student Union.

The Committee for Equal Rights and
Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) will

meet at 6:30 p.m. in the Dukes Room in the

Student Union.

"Have We Got A Theory For You:
Feminist Theory. Ethnocentrism and the
Demand for the Woman's View" will be
given by Vicki Spelman and Maria Lugones
at 7:30 p.m. in Wright Hall at Smith Col-
lege.

WEDNESDAY
Workshop on Children's Sexual

Assault and Prevention sponsored by the

Educator/Advocate Program of
Everywoman's Center and the Men
Against Violence Against Women will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center in

room 168.

THURSDAY
The Anti-Racism Team will meet at 4

p.m. in the Dukes Room in the Student

Union.

"Men and Women: Is There Really a
Difference?" will be given by Professor

Rose Olver at 7:30 p.m. in the Pratt

Library at Amherst College.

FRIDAY
"Women in Struggle", a panel discussion

will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Campus
Center in room 162. Representatives from
the Democratic Revolutionary Front — El
Salvador, Caaa Nicaragua. Circulo De
Cultura Cuhana — Cuba and Women for

Guatemala will speak on the changing roles

of women in their countries and give an up-

date on the present situation in Central
America.

^^ it ir -k ir 4r ^f ^t -k -k -k

; STAR TREK
Jj L I V E 5 !

*» Club Meeting J.
Jj April 27 J*
J* Time 7-11 pm *
Jj Room 801 J*
^n. Campus Center

J* Films, Info jj

J for S.T. & S.F. J** fans *J

^ Student Housing. Chi Rho

S welcomes applications from sihgle

.
grads and undergrads, including

^ freshman and sophomores.

% Contact the First Baptist Church for

^: more information about this Christian

^Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

^256-6691.
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363 ^"^rr^Main St
Axnherat
Mon - Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri-Sat

11:30 - 3
Fast Vvm
Dttlirery

26e-8687
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; $30 REWARD^
4>
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4-

4-
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for a 3 bedroom J
apt. in Puffton

4-

beg. June or

Sept.

Sheryl 6-9680

Shari 6-9623

Sue 6-9593

4>

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4"

4-

4-
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Singing Telegrams
Balloon Deliveries &

Professional

Bellydancers

for ALL occasions

Call 666-7664
zs az sx ss aoc ic

Losing 20 poundss^
something about Gloria Stevens:

itworks.

Pat Cotter tried

everything. Fad diets. Fad
exercises.

But nothing worked until

she tried Gloria Stevens.

Injust six weeks at

Gloria's, she lost twenty
pounds and 20 inches.

And as you can see. the

results were really terrific.

Ifyou'd like results

like Pat s. come in to

Gloria Stevens. You'll find

it's notjust another quick
loss diet center Or an im-
personal fitness center

It's a warm, friendly

place where expert

technicians really care

about you.

They'll help you

*^
I

I

I

I

Memo to UMass Faculty
We would appreciate your

Course Book order for the sum-

mer or fall semester. It will be

given our prompt efficient and

loving attention.

I

I

I

56 S. Pleasant St
Amherst
253-3381

custom-design your own
shape-up program.
With a diet you can actually

stick to. Exercises you
don't have to be an
athlete to do. Plus fun

activities like group
work-outs and aerobics.

6 weeks for ^25.

You can try Gloria

Stevens for six weeks
at only $25. And that

includes unlimited

visits, so you really get

your money's worth.

^Mgl^ I 'I IH M

6S S

w Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Route 9

584-0106

Tuesday,
April 26, 1983

Campus center, Rm 169, 7-9:30 pm
with

Deborah Robson
Small Press Manager, Editor

Writer and Poet, Amherst
Steve Berman

Author and Screen Writer

Northampton
and

Barbara Schaffer Bacon,

Arts Resource Coordinator, AES

TOPICS: A general overview of each career, in-

cluding setting, skills needed, kinds of positions

and resources for job information.

TO REGISTER CALL:

the Arts Extension Service at 545 2360

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Sen/ice of the Divi

sion of Continuing Education with the support of the

University Arts Council.

Next Workshop. Careers in the Visual Arts

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Does our President ciy wolf much?
As a child my father told me the story of TKe Bay

Who Cried Wolf. It was a story that explained the
x)nsequences of telling lies for effect and then

when help is needed, no one will listen. This is the one
story that seems to come to mind when I read, hemr, and
see news of President Reagan's idealogy of nuclear war.

In the tale, the boy cried "wolf' chiefly for effect, and it

worked. People were stirred up and they reacted by com-
ing out of their homes to help. Our President, and it seems
a mi^rity of our politicians, have used "wolf' too, only
this time it is not the animal bui a country, Russia. With
the increasing emphasis by the Reagan Administration on
proliferating nuclear weapons and defense budget

Chris Ferretti
buildups, this balance of terror is drawn up for political

aims rather than for any real goal of world peace. The
ongoing debate about the MX missile is one example: our
increasing dependence on modem technologj' such as the
killer satellites is another. The result is an increased level

of insecurity that plays upon our fears with an even
greater fear — the threat of a limited nuclear war with
Russia.

Yes, the wolf is at our door, or so we are led to think. In
January the President established a bipartisan Commis-
sion on Strategic Forces which recently recommended
that the President promote an evolution in nuclear policy

by which "each side is encouraged to see the survivability

of its own forces in a way that does not threaten the
other." The commission then went on to suggest a moder-
nization program which would save $1.5 billion in 1984
through the design of a single warhead missile to replace
the 100 ton MX.
To listen to this only ser\'es to feed our fears. Is this

really any different in principle from crying wolf?

Any way you look at it, nuclear weapons are a strong
deterrent. Yes. a loaded gun can be a definite threat

especially if it were held to my head, in which case, I would
not have a difficult time doing what I was told. But what if

I had a gun? This would, unfortunately result in a gun-
fighter stand off, reminiscent of Gary Cooper in High
Noon, and in nuclear warfare, being faster on the draw
does fK)t determirie the winner. In the boy's time, nuclear
weapons were not the problem, the wolf did indeed
threaten the boy's village, but this is not the same as our
position in respect to Russia. Isn't our President, that man
with the kindly face, the silky voice, and the flawless

delivery, also crying woir
The hardest thing to reconcile is our tolerance for this

proliferation of a new cold war attitude. With the fiasco of
the B-l Bomber lingering in my mind, it is hard to believe

our Secretary of Defense when he says that not a nickel is

wasted in defense appropriations, and that even more
money should be allocated to defense. Such statements
stretch the limits of credibility. It took the townspeople
three cries to reach this limit. I h(^)e it does not take as

much from our lYesident.

In our effort to maintain our pre-eminent position in

arms manufacture, we have glossed over such problems as

a $200 billion government deficit, a continual balance of

trade deficit, and an economy that has been in recession.

Add to this the condition of urban blight in all our major
cities, and unemplovment and it seems a classic case of

economic strangulation. In the boy's time the world was a
bit simpler and they did not have to make such sacrific«i,

but it seems that we must.

Crying wolf taught me about telling lies, and it has
taught me a lesson in morality. Although the townspeople
turned a deaf ear to the boy. they did save him in the end.

But who is going to save us, in the end from ourselves?

Chrvi Ferretti is a Collegian rolumnutt

Letters

Column an injustice to Greeks
To the Editor:

I am writing in response to Elizabeth Liciano's editorial

in the 4/20 CoUegian in which she claimed that someone
must have slipped her a mickey of some kind in her glass of

wine.
She went on to insinuate that the perpetrator of this

incident was most probably a frat man. (It's a fraternity,

not a frat. first (rf aU.)

In response to that artkle. a member of a sorority

pointed out that maybe Ms. Luciano had been doped by a
non-fraternity member so, in that cas<e, jumping to the
conclusion that one of the fraternity members had com-
mitted the infraction was an injustice to the Greek system.

This point makes sense bvt misses what, in my opinion,
is the pivotal question of the column.

Elizabeth, how do you know that you were drugged at

all?

I will bore you for a moment with a brief reconstruction

of my weekend past.

Sunday morning I awoke feeling quite good, even better

than on some Sunday mornings which I remember. At

11:15 that morning, I felt fine until, all of a sudden. I

became nauseous. I wasn't drunk. I was sick.

I had trouble navigating my way to the bathroom

because I was dizzy but I wasn't too afraid, being sick does

that to people.

I know, and I'm sure a check at the University Health

Services will verify my claim, that quite a few students

have contracted the same type of illness which I had and I

would like to suggest that since Ms. Luciano had no

physical proof that she was drugged (being sick is only

proof that you're sick) that she too caught the same bug
which I did.

Granted, fraternity men are not perfect but. let's not
jump to unsubstantiated conclusions, and leave a scar

where scars are not warranted. Please don't turn the
community against fraternities (any more than already)
without any proof.

Jim Floyd
Phi Mu DelU

Amherst

Hatch food names are sexist
To the Editor:

We are troubled by several of the names of food items at

the Hatch. The 'Saucy Chick" and the "Sensual Sausage

"

are prime offenders. "The "Saucy Chick" uses an extremely

sexist stereo-type and per(>etuates a condescending,

objectifying image of young, single women. The "Sensual
Sausage", while less overtly abusive, is also unnecessarily

sexual. While these names may be a neat marketing
technique, managers ought to be tuned in to the social

implications of their efforts, especially in a university

community which fancies itself an enlightened, sensitive

haven. We are quite sure that students and faculty in the

Marketing Department would be willing to be of assistance

in developing effective marketing titles which are non-

exploitive.

We request a change in the names of these foods at the

Hatch.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Laura Gallant

Mitch Gaslin

Campus Center Fee Payers
AmherstJ

Legal system
has the power
At the conclusion of my Legal Studies class last

week I began to read a current issue of
Time magazine, wherein my attention was caught

by an advertisment for the American Bar A.s.sociati(>n pro-

claiming "LAW DAY USA MAY 1." The headline boldly

reads, "You Have a Share in Justice. Don't sell it Short."
That "You", being we. as students preparing to enter the
"real world" of lawful American scxriety, it is important
that we define our perceptions of the lofty ideal of justice

so that we will know what to expect and how to act. Since
each of us lives in this country and supports the legal

system with paid taxes, we must assume some respon-
sibility for it.

Steven Geiger
The advertisement begins, '"We all have a share in

justice. We all have a voice in preserving it, in molding its

future. But too many of us sell our share short. Too many
of us believe that one shareholder cannot make a dif-

ference." Law, like any societal structure, is not
something that exists naturally with trees and rocks, but
must be continually sustained by people. And. however
large a society may be. a society is always a group of single
people. All laws, no matter how powerful, are manifesta-
tions of ideas, and all ideas originate in single minds. If we
can communicate our ideas, each of us has the potential to

have a tremendous impact on the legal system. But if we
seek change, we must remember the people behind the
laws: no people like to be the target of hateful criticism.

Now there is an irony in these noble and inspiring

words. The ABA portrays the law as a structure molded
by all of us, equally, for the benefit of each: American
justice is an ideal "joint venture." But to exemplify the
correct spirit of a truly Amencan "shareholder" of justice,

the ABA chooses a rather surprising historical figure: "In
1955. a black wonrum named Rosa Parka caught a bus after

a long day at work. It was a segregated bus. Too tu^ to

move, she refused to give up her seat to a white. With that
refusal, she "voted" her share of American justice. Her
"no" generated the spark that ignited the American civil

rights movement of the 60's." Isn't Rosa Parks the last

person the ABA would want to call attention to? Indeed,
she was a courageous individual who had a tremendous
impact on the legal system, but the only way she could at-

tain any justice was by stepping outside of the judicial

system; she ""voted her share of American justice" by flat-

ly repudiating it.

Unintentionally, the ABA has made an important point.

Justke is not necessarily achieved from within the .system.

Individuals do not always have equal access to the law.
The exploited or enslaved Native American.^. Africans,

and Japanese Americans of recent American history had
no recourse to justice within a legal system designed to ex-
clude them. If we are not to be hyp<»crites. we must assure
that the legal system at present does offer equal access, in

the spirit of the Constitution, Declaration of Independence
and Bill of Rights, and that it is not merely the tool of a
specific group.

Like the Catholic church, because the legal system has
existed for many years, has such great power of enforce-

ment, and is so vast, it is easy to believe that it is infallible

and founded in granite. In reality, it is founded in people
like you and I. and people are often biased and rarely con-
sistent. Law is not by definition justice or rightfulness.

Law is a system of rules and procedures that in order to be
just or rightful must be rooted in just minds.

A just legal system is vital as we enter full speed into the
2lst century world of computers and advanced
technologies. The potential of technology is limitless in its

role as a tool for man and womankind, to offer a comfor-
table, stimulating existence for an ever-greater number of
people. With modem technologies in the realms of air and
space travel, communications, energy, medicine,
agriculture, etc., we now have the means, as never before
in history, to unite the world as a human community with
a common respect for all individuals. We also have the
means, as never before in history, to destroy that world.
With technology and a just legal system we can achieve a
prosperous America and a peaceful world.

We must realize that no system of justice will be just if

people have not learned self-respect and. from this,

respect for others. The large system of justice in society is

a reflection of how individual members treat each other.

We must demand of ourselves the qualities that we de-
mand of others and the law. We must follow the example
of individuals like Rosa Parks, who will not accept the
authority of the law over that of her own conscience, and
we must keep her as a reminder that justice must not be
exclusive. As citizens and taxpayers, we have the respon-
sibility to work toward a justice system that is accessible

to all people in America, so that within tne law. as the
ABA proclaims, "A single citizen, a single share , can
make a difference."

Steven Geiger is a UMass student
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WE THANKYOU
From rhE staFF oF Union

RecorcIs UNliMiTEd^ WE ThANk

aU who llAVE SUppORTEd OUR

STudENT RUN ORqANiZATioN.

Your coNriNUEd suppoRT

kEEpS us OpEN ANd aUoWS

spEciAl saIes to hAppEN FoR you,

tIie public.

Your TRuly,

URU, Staff

ON SALE!
By MAkiNq us IflAppy

WE WANT TO MAkE you kAppy

WITk OUR supER SAviNqs.

TDK SA-90
Maxell UDXLII-90

E Albums
Master Recordings
- are all on sale.

Technical Pen Day -^^^fr
^i I I

-

iFi ii—irnriiiia 25

FREE P®" Cleaning and

Demonstration on the use

and care of Technical Pens

"^ t^ Trade In any old 01 broken
^

^ technical pen or point J
? get a new Staedtler Mars Pen ^
*c for a price of a point j^

|',-!-.-|T|'.-|>^-|T|-.-|

Register to win
Staedtler Mars

7-pen set

no purchase
necessary

Drawing
April 25. 19S3

Name

^ ZjLrdU/mjL^ZaL.

jAddress

IPhone I.

OPEN
i M-F9-5

3 Sat 11 4

.ext.

— Deposit at Art Counter:
one coupon per customer

Drawing Coupon

Campus Center, Univ of Mass

8
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

N^RSir^o JOIN US ! for a

CharterDay Charter Day

ACW\S

celebration of the

120th anniversary

of the Founding of the

University of Massoohusetts

ROPEPULL

BOOTHS

BALLOONS

BANNER CONTEST

BIRTHDAY CAKES

on Friday, April 29. 1983 at 12:30 p.m., Campus Pond

(rain site: Student Union Ballroom)

PLUS Charter Day Convocation, Saturday April 30
at 10:30 a.m. in Bowker Auditorium,

featuring installation of Chiancellor Josepti Duffey

Arts
;;J;;;.::;;;-iM'

In search of reality
LANDSCAPE OF THE BODY
By John Guara
Directed by Iris Valanti

April 19-23

Curtain Theater, FAC

By MERIDETH FARNHAM
Colicgiaii CorrrspoiMirBl

Con^atulations to Iris Valanti, the cast

and the entire crew of Landscape Of The
Body. They put together an outstanding
theater experience that was both en
tertaining and thought provoking. And the
solid round of applause that the company
received from the sell-out audience on
Saturday night was well deserved.
Landscape Of The Body, set on a Nan

tucket ferry and later in New York City, is

the story of Betty (Lisa Kornetsky). a
confused, middle-aged woman in search of
herself. The play begins on the ferry with a

tense confrontation between Betty and
Captain Marvin Holahan (Michael S.

Miller). This scene is deliberately
mysterious, alk>wing the audience to be
gradually enlightened as they see the truth
in flashbacks from Betty's life.

Betty, along with her 14 year old son,

Bert (Michael Hale), comes to New York
from Maine in search of her sister, Rosalie
(Jean E. Johnson): a porn artist and "travel

agent" at Raulito's (Wilby Lewis)
Honeymoon Holidays. As the story evolves.

Keepers of the flame

Rosalie — who is killed by a "yellow ten
speed bike" — is replaced by Betty. We see
the almost unbelievable transformation of

Betty from a timid country woman to an
experienced "woman of the town." But
Betty's life isn't meant to be a happy one.
Everyone that is imoortant to her is killed,

Rosalie, Raulito, and even Bert. To top it all

off, she is interrogated for the murder of

her son by, "none other than Captain

Marvin Holahan."
All the members of the cast were ex-

cellent in their roles, most of them
managing to portray their characters
competently. Kornetsky did well as the
rebellious middle aged Betty, although she
sometimes seemed to lose the intensity of
Betty and her life in her performance. But
the audience, I think, could still feel for

Betty and her heart wrenched life.

In my opinion, more credit should be
given to Michael Hale. His portrayal of Bert
was superb and he should have taken his

bow along with Kornetsky. Hale u>as Bert.
He showed us the truly raw and confusing
emotions of an adolescent who is frightened
of being deserted, yet tries to be adult
about it. Hale was entertaining with his

ironic humor, turning the sad realities of his

life into something we could laugh at.

Johnson and Miller did well in their roles,

as well. There is no question as to the
excellence of their acting abilities, but I just

did not get anything special from their

characters. Although they had their

moments, they too seemed to bse the in-

tensity of their roles as the play

GRATEFLl. DEAD: THE OFHCIAL
BOOK OF THE DEADHEADS
Edited by Paul Grushkin
Quill. 209pp.. $3.50

By PETER WISSOKER
CaltegtaaSUff

Yes, once again it's April and most
everyone knows someone who is going to

see the Grateful Dead sometime before

spring is over. And why not? It's part of

living, like eating at Burger King. Really,

everyone should experience the Dead live

once before they die.

But I'm not here to talk about how I feel

about the Grateful Dead. This is a fine book

full of great pictures of the band (why don't

the Dead shows / go to look bke this?).

great letters from fans, assorted Dead
trivia, and lots of photos of old posters

which one never sees anymore.
This book is very accurate. It portrays

the feelings of a Greatful Dead concert: the

people, the band, and all the other things

that surround them. It's really funny. I

guess it's a good thing to have around if you

want a visual scrapbook to go along with

the tapes you've collected from me snows.

The book is divided up much like a Dead
performance into a First Set. intermission.

and a Second Set. For a good part of both

Mis, there is a semi-tripping running

commentary that goes ak>ng with a Dead
show. Words and lyrics are interspersed.

But don't let that scare you, the rest of the

book nwre than offsets this parade of

narcissistic blabbering.

Of course, like any other Dead show the

book carries on in the usual, oppressive way
towards women. This has always bugged
me. Women who go to Grateful Dead
concerts are portrayed in the book as ob-

jects of visual attention for men with the

face paint and all. But of course, that is just

of reflection of Jerry and the Boy's at-

titudes, anyway.

There is a picture of the WarfieW Theatre

atop which is written "They're not the best

at what they do. They're the only ones who
do what they do." Reading this book is like

going to one of these Grateful Dead affairs.

It's a nice scrapbook for Deadheads and

others to have around the house. And
besides it has a pretty complete listing of all

the Dead and pre dead shows since 1961. I

suppose that has some value.

(PiMt* tmmrituy af llaivcrMty E»fM» TbvaUr)

Captain Holahan (Michael Miller) confronts Betty (Lisa Kornetsky) in

the University Ensemble's production of Landacape of the Body.

progressed.

Wilby Lewis. Lisa Disraeli (Joanne), and
BUI Ryan (Durwood Peach) deserve an
extra round of applause for their energetic
performances. When any one of them was
on the stage, not only did the audience
visibly perk up. but the stage seemed to
glisten with the increased dramatic energy

they effected. I urge you to keep an eye out
for Disraeli and Ryan in the future. Their
exceptional acting talents are sure to brmg
good things to them, as well as the
audiences fortunate to witness their

abilities.

Overall, an enjoyable evening of theater
was had by all.

PiMrta b* Sail Kranriaro ( limiii<t«

Golden Gate Park, 1973: remember Flower Power?

The guy just stood out

Boy Detective. Lou Miami, orchestrates a symphony of slamming at

the Blue Wall Friday night.

LOU MIAMI AND THE KOSMETIX
Friday. April 22

Blue Wall

By JIM FLOYD
C«il«ffiaii SUff

The guy stood out in the crowd of par-

tiers the moment he entered the room.

The crowd parted in front of him as he

swaggered up to the keg to pour himself a

beer.

Yep. there he was in the flesh. lx>u Miami
and the Kosmetix had just finished playing

their special brand of rock and roll in a too

brightly lit and too sparsely filled Blue Wall

in their first area appearance since the

release of their six-song EP. Lou and the

band decided to grab a couple of beers

before loading up and heading back to

Boston.

"People do seem to notice us more since

the record came out." said Jack Rootoo. the

Kosmetix lead guitarist as he watched Lou
get watched by everyone.

Saturday night at the Blue Wall was a

mixture of the old and new Lou. The
Kosmetix took the stage before the red

headed crooner and rambled into the theme
from Hawaii FiveO as they usually do.

Then came Lou. Lou Miami was a show

unto himself as he gyrated, bopped and

convul.sed hi* body while delivering some of

the new stuff (like "A Vehicle for Love")

and some of the old (most notably "Secret

Agent Man," "Ya Gotta Fight Fire with

Fire," and "Boy Detective") to the deUght

of the few fans who came to boogie with

their favorite spasmatic.

Both sets were well received but after

the group unwrapped another Lou classic,

"Black List." to close out the second set,

they were ready to just put their equipment
away and go grab a beer. These guys are,

afucr all, used to playing in front of full

crowds back in Boston.

"Is it always like this?" Rootoo asked

once his guitar was stuffed in its case. "It's

okay but I guess there aren't many people

here."

Wasn't too bad though. The drive out was
nice, according to Rootoo, who piloted the

band to Amherst. And, the beer was free

too.

"Thanks for the beer," said Lou as he

grabbed one for the road and headed off for

either stardom or obscurity (one can't really

be sure which with this type of act). "We'll

see you later."

You certainly will Lou. You certainly

wiU.
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This is one ofthemostvaluable creditcards
a studentcould have

A Stars ( rtdit Card can be fxtrcmtly
helpful to you, cspt'cialK if xou'rc a

junior senior or graduate student

Because, aside from its immediate
usefulness, a Sears (iredil (iard will

help establish the credit background
you will need after you graduate

lt«» «»mart to establish

credit now
Its easier u » get .i Sc-ars (.redil (lard

than \ou nughi think Niui d<>n i nvt.\\ a

big bank acn )unt < >r a regular n )b < tr

e\en a dipli )ina If \t >u are a resj^ msi-

ble |x*rsi »n \Mih the abilitx to pa\ \«)ur

bills, Sc-ars lx*lie\es vxui desene credit

and will handle it with carc

Ajid It s \\ i\e It > get a Sears i.redil

Card now. wiiile \«)u re still in s<.h(Hi|

It w ill Ix' useful ti» \ou right awa\.

letting \(>u get what \«)u neeil when
\» »u ncx'd It /// (uMifinn. a Si-ais

Chtiryi' Atcoiou ctmM he \rtnr /ttst slip

in huihiiHfi c4 crvtUt IfMiuy .\ i retlii

histon that will help vuu gti the i redu
\"ou II want when \ou lea\e sihtx)!

No annual fee

with a Sears Credit Card

I'nhke siwiie credit cards, tlx'res no
annualfw for a Sears ("redu (.;ird

.^|»d lliere arc no hidden credit clurges

either finance charges are always fulK

disclosed on \our Sears statement

Nationwide credit

Tliere are t )\er ><»<) Sears Sti »res all

across the countiA. M\y\ xxair .Sears

(red 1 1 (,ard is giMNj ai e\er\ t)ne of

them This means where\er \\m live,

travel «>r work and wherewr \ou may
move-\i>u haw available credit at a

neurb\ .Sears

Over 100.000 fine products
and services

>X'itli a Sears Credit Card \ou can
ch<x)sc from an enormous range of

products and services, and |ust say

Charge it' E\er\ihing fr»)m clothes

and cameras, electronic games and cal

culators. tt» tires and a tune-up for your
car And whatever \< >u bu\ is backed b\

Sears famous promise. "SiUvifftctHtn

fiiuiruntei-J or \'<)io nione\ hack
"

Buy what you need
when you're short on cash

V>ur Sears Credit Card lets \i)u buv
what u)u need when \ou need it. evtrn

though you ma\ tMH have the cash on
hand at that particular monx-nt >bu
can take ach antage of Sears s|x*cial

sales as well as e\er>dj\ gtxKl values

.And \ou can stretch xour paxiTienis
over munv months if you wish

Shop from Sears catalogs
when you're short on time

VXhcn \()u don t haw time to get to a
Sears .Store, use vour Sears Credit Card
to order bv phone from .Sears famous
catalogs Just sa\ Charge it' You can
arrange f< >r deliverv right t( > \ < )ur d( k )r

Apply for a Sears Credit Card
right on campus

\bu can count on

Sears
CSmts noacuck ano Co t98?

PLANET P

3LANETP

CASSTTTEm
t d e ^ i ^ li i 9 ^ i>

Open M-F 9-6

Sat 11-4

^UNIVERSITY !:':,

La Cucina di

PINOCCHIO
1177 N. Plea$ant St

AmherBt, Ma9$.
549-3669

OPEN WEEKDAYS 11 a.m.'2 a.m.

SUNDAYS 4 p.m.'2 a.m.

PIZZAS SMAU lARCE

ChetBt $3.75 $5.75

Onion 4.25 6.25

SauBoge 4.50 6.75

Fre$h Cut Peppen 4.50 6. 75

Hamburg 4.50 6. 75

Canadian Bacon 4.50 6. 75

AnchouitB 4.50 6.7S

Pepperoni 4.50 6. 75

Ham 4.50 6.75

Frfh Sliced Mu9hroom§ ..

.

4.50 6.75

Salami 4.50 6. 75

2 Combo 5.25 7.75

3 Combo 6.00 8.75

4 Combo 6.75 9.75

Pinocchlo'f Special 9.00 15.00

SUBS SMAU LAKGE

Italian $2.25 $3.50

Steak A Cheeee 2.50 3. 75

Pepper Steak 2.50 3.75

MuBhroom & Steak 2.50 3.75

Onion & Steak 2.50 3. 75

RooBt Beej 2.50 3. 75

Turkey 2.30 3.55

Tuna 2.50 3. 75

Eggplant 2.50 3. 75

PaetramI 2.25 3.50

Pepperoni 2.25 3.50

SouBoge 2.25 3.50

Meatball 2.25 3.50

Salami A Cheeee 2.25 3.50

Ham A CheeBe 2.25 3.50

CheeBe 2.00 3.00

POCKET SANDWICHES
Italian :.... 53.00

Steak A CheeBe 3.25

Pepper Steak 3.25

MuBhroom A Steak 3.25

Onion A Steak 3.25

RoaBtBeef 325
Turkev 3.05
Tuna 3.25

Eggplant 3.25

PoBtrami 3.00

Pepperoni 3.00

Meatball 3.00

Salami A CheeBe 3.00

Ham A CheeBe 3.00

CheeBe
•^̂ ^j^j^^.^'^^J^

SALADS
ToBBed «1 95

ChefB $2.50

BEVERAGES
Cider $ .60

EBpreBBo 75

Cappuccino I'OO

Hot Chocolate 60
Milk 50

Chocolate Milk 50

Beer (12 ot. cup) 65

(pitcher)

Soda .^.^ .^ ._ . j_. _ .55

^ hAST FREE DELIVERY
549-3669

UmUed delivery area. $5.50 minimum of dcliuery order*. Thanii you.

Ptm 5% M«-L MemI Tax

Hypercurricula
Colle gian

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events

held at the University of Massachusetts

and surrounding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are listed only on

the day they are taking place. An-

nouncements must be submitted on

"Hyperctirricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center,

and returned to the office by 3 p.m. the

Friday before the event. All submissions

should be written in a similar style as they

appear in the paper.

"Hypercttiricnla" notice* not abmit-

ted on the atandard form and not sub-

mitted by the Friday before the week

the event will take pAace will not be

run. Due to space limitation*, the Col-

legian cannot guarantee printing of all

"Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be given to UMaaa organizations.

WOMEN'S CENTER WINE AND
CHEESE — The Northeast/Sylvan

Women's Center will host a wine and cheese

party this evening. Everyone is welcome! 7

p.m., Northeast/Sylvan Women's Center

located in the basement of Knowlton.

MEDITATION CLASS - A beginners

experience in meditation including

relaxation, exercises, mantra meditation

and phikMophy. AU are welcome: Free! 6

p.m.. Campus Center 905.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION
MEETING — Do you care about animals?

Join us to help them! Everyone is wekome!
For more information. call6 4789 or6 3260.

6 p.m.. Room 811 Campus Center.

ARMENIAN STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION MEETING - Meeting

on end of semester events. New members
welcome! 7 p.m., Brett Dorm B34.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE
MEETING — All are welcome to join in

group discussions and self-education

process. 4 p.m.. 428 Student Union.

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
MEETING — Fall leadership opportunity

available in graduate student organizational

development network; how to make
organizations work better! Open meeting, 3

to 4 p.m., 151 Hills South.

WESTERN MASS. LATIN AMERICAN
SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE - Help

organize a movement! Meeting will include

organizing around Pittsfiekl Rally, and
planning for upcoming speakers. 6 p.m.,

404 Student Union.

WOMEN'S IMAGE IN THE MEDIA -
Film festival (including Kilboume's "Killing

Us Softly") with a discussion about the

affects these images have on women. Please

attend. 8 p.m., 805 Campus Center.

MatfterCoknr
Kilni IK-wfcipinji

Faberge Organics
Shampoo

reQ$1.19

NEW Bic Erasable
Ink Pen

2/89*
reg. 89* each

Regular Strength

Anacin - 3
100% aspirin free

24 tablets

98<

reg. $1.45

191 No Pleasant St. ^
Amherst S

24 HOUR-Overnight ^
MasterColor ^

Rim Developing S

^^ ^

I

Cover Girl

Moisturized Eye Shadow
COLLECTION

$1.77
reg. $3.25

for

Mother's Day

GIFCS for

<e&* concentrated
perfume

$5.49
Whitman Sampler

1 pound

r^coinjchet

\ concentrated cologne spray

9 A-V M0% 2 0Z

$3.99
reg. $4.96

'<»s

I

t.

$7.49
rag. tlO.OO

I
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open 24 Hours-7 am Nlon. thru Sat miidnite- Sunday 12 Noon to a pm
in HadlevAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

SIOPci
SHOP

IIIIORE WAYS TO SAVEI
On
Manufacturers

'

Coupons
Manufacturers Coupor)s are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
«ve double your savings. Details in store.

LOW PRICES!
^HUNDREDS OFSPECIM^^m OUR CIRCULARI

You'll find them all over the store. PlusitJL -ji

hundreds of Warehouse Values. wii^Sff!!

Including valuable Stop & Shop Coupons
Checi( out every page of the circular It can save
you dollars nmre Pick one up m the store

STOP & SHOP'S LOWEST PRICE OF THE
YEARI 3 POUND CANNED

CUDAHY

I I

^
j\.

\

i^ nam
/ f Mam

KITE
WHIe

5 7 Pounds

n

Smoked Shoulders

Smoked Porti Butts ^1 QQ
Covniai BonatMs WMar AddM m»99

Nam
Colonial Bonc«M» Caoiuf<i
WaMrAcMM

J2.49

J.49

Colonial Bacon

1 0nchagtSt^Gio'v

Nepco Bacon

btra Mild Franks

1.

i;i9

1J{9

SHOmNG WITH US IS WORTH IMORE TO YOU

CACCola2Liter

Bumble B— Tuna 7Q
Savfin Coffee 1 QQ
DelMonte Beans for 79
Fruit Cocktail gQ(» '.«

Betty Crocker
i6''>c»p)igAs«i dva' Sups'MoislCakpM

100% Com Oil

2-1
1.49

Hawaiian Punch ftQ

Cottonelle 4-Pack I'OQ

Nuggies Diapers 9 QQ
viva Towels 7Q
Palmolive Liquid 1 IQ

2.49Listerine
3^ O; Borne Moumwann

.79

1.39

Juice
So" Glory iT'O; Can f rcv»fi

Cheese Pizza

Cook-in-Pouch O 7Q
»'• sOjPhg ^forafw

Naturallce Cream 1 (

'<*'ir-t .,«"•

SAVENRKSIIARaBOOOS:

Thomas' Muffins 1 OQ
Chocolate Eclairs QQ

SHE 01 FKESH OAHY FOODS:

Tropleaiia 1 M
Yoplait Yogurt O mr 110t O' Quo Original ly Ciistard ^ .OSI
Sfyt? A»sortedFiavo»«. "*'
Soft Cream Cheese

Blue Bonnet
1 It) Pkg Ouaters Margarine

White Gem Legs ,, 69
"> t>it)Pii<j cncoer.

Chicken Breast. Split ^1 .09

Chicken Thighs ,79
^rjHe (jerTi 5 fe it FVg

Chicken Breasts , 2 39

Chicken Drumsticks <,.89

Perdue Chicken Legs k. 79

Perdue Chicken Wings „.69

Perdue Whole Breasts 1. 1 29
S h O f*g Cnckeo

Free recipes in our stores

Fresh Scrod
Cod FilleU J

A TASTE OFSUMMER

.59

SWEET
Fresh tender ears

TOSS Nummous
SAUOSWimOUR

Fresh Cherry
Tomatoes
Pick Any Numfipf V, lu t ihp ie

Fresh Jumbo Mushrcx)ms ihl .99
Picl< Vou' Own For Slulinq

English Cucumbers ea fl9
Trw Long Burpiess Vaneiy

Blu*Bonn«l

One Pound Pkp p
Oua'te'S

i Insltoli Mufflns ^Ywy
I 12 Ounce PVq o' 6 C \/Z»r
I Reguiaf of Spm ^^ |

Assc

I r.srcii;".src'c:r-. ,» shopSi -—

") Ounce Package
Assorted Varieties

4*0

Stop a Shop
rroncli Pripo
9 Ounce Package ^

inkle Cut CJfOI\_^ Regular or Cnr

SAVE MONEY ON ATENDBI
JURYSTOP I SHOPSTEM.

Boneless

ShoukJei Stea» r™

London Broil

Round Tip Roast
uS(>A cnoce B«e< Hound

Rump Roast
USOA Choice Be«< Round

Round Tip Steak
uSOA Ovxe B**) Rourv]

Chuck Steak
i;St)A C hoif e Beet ( nix • Boneie*^

Top Round Steak
USOA Croce Be«« Round

Top Blade Steak
USDA Crtoo B««) Ouck BowfM
Lean Cubed Steak
uSL>A Lhoice B««« C Njch

Stewing Beef
USOACroM Baal Crxic h

»,2.89

,,1.99

«>2.89

r.239

«,2.49

*>199

nCBESTDEU Mk
I I IK

AvaitatHe m ttoct onf^ M'vict (M<rt

Siop&Snw

Potato or Macaroni Salad
0) Cow SlMi Sioc & snap

CORNf R

.2.79
t.69

Se've buttered broccoli

<^ith your ham And fresh

corn onihe cob Us on
sale, too

MACAPPLES
3LBBAG
U.S. Fancy, Crisp, Juicy

^

Jet Fresh' Pineapple
Haw*ian

Jumbo Lemons
Si/e 75 Pich Your Own

Florida Limes
Stfe 54 PkK Your Own

99
1.79

StorM

StorM

siop&e
SIIOPP

ITS TIME TO srop& SHOe

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

ThWG5 mn'T LOOKING GOOP
OVER ffTTHe (^^eAK)w wRn'
HeAP<J0Aim.R5.. RCT, WlUJ l5

BRINING PI6A5TR0U5 NeWS

1D THe PR£6IPWnAi, CAMWIGN
COMMlTtee RIGHT NOW...

Ge^meMew..
we've JU6TL05r
OUR CANPICWTE

,

J0HNGC6NN.7D
THePt^VOCWTb

•if

The UMass Zone

THf flEV/Cf r

By Mark Rollins

CM COnniNCE OUR
Invasion o^ this

irivE PiAnrry

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

SItflPI

SHyUTTlEGUYs!
/

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Miled by MarKaret Karrar and Trude Jaffr

Itt3 t »\ AngrWx I imr^ ^tn^KSIv

1

5

10

ACROSS
Fair exchange
Dangerous Afn

can snake
Indian corn mush

14 Narrative

15 Nautical direction

16 Musical group
17 Vefdiwork
18 Trail of footprints

19 Hazard
20 Obiect of super

St it ion

22 Think

24 Make well

25 Actor s needs
26 cake
28 Roughs It

32 Type of speech:

Abbr
33 Pig

35 All keyed up
36 "I mall

"

36 Squelch
40 Proofreading

mark
41 BeofuM
43 Memorable name

in Prague
45 How you"*"

46 Brings back
48 Complains
50 Dismissal of a

sort

51 Winter equip
ment: Var

52 Countrified

55 Places for derbies

59 Opposed
60 Varnish resin

62 Fat

63 Stringed instru

ment
64 Fracas
65 Heraldic word
66 Cousin of etc

67 Misdeeds
68 Dozes off

DOWN
1 Wild guess
2 Sound of sorrow
3 One of the Alans

4 Just dandy
5 Cosmetic sup

piie^,

6 Overcome with

horror

7 Open to discus

sion

8 Relative, briefly

9 Courtyard
10 Emphasizes
11 Opera offering

12 Fog
13 Dawdle along

21 Stabilizing ship

part

23 City agcy
25 Rule or law

26 Recruit s desire

27 Wall hanging
28 Summons offi-

cially

29 Ready for use
30 Consumers
31 Head Fr

32 Char
34 Home, to a Lhasa

apso
37 Rest quietly

39 Cravats

42 Places

44 Early Irish tenant

47 Flower inflor

escer>ce

49 The Age of
"

51 Soft and crumbly,

as bricks

?? Good review

53 Single thing

54 Greek portico

55 Prefix with copter

or port

56 Spanish priest

57 Seaweed
58 French holy ones

Abbr
61 Bulgarian copper

coin

1 7 3 4

1

J 1 7 1 9

1

10 11 17 13

u IS

,

1*

17
'

11 19

n 71 7? 73

14 7S ^^^1
^B« 71 71 » M 31

1} i U 34 35

M 3T 3* 3« 40

41 47 43 44 45

«t 47 a 49 ~H^^^^M 51 {1
V SI S4 SS St 57 sa

M M tl

1

S7

1

11 »4 ts

M «7

1 1

M

ANStMER TO WtEVtOUt PUZZU
•innci liiintiii fir.i kj
ion(< r.inarjn (lutir
(infin unnrid linni
nnonri riniiLiiif.iiH

unno (inn
(iMrariNdfi r.KniKiL

nr>MH irif.irt iirjLKiij
[nnii(4( iiiniintir.iiinMC
N inri(4 i](i(i(i (luiir
rifinmi luiinurin

TinHnnnun riraniii
nnou nnnuc) niKir
HMnn nr.iH(.m unriii
ni.if.ui uniiuu junni

WEATHER
Today: rain followed lay

clearing in the afternoon,

highs in the 50's.

Tomorrow: a nice day,

highs in the 60's.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH:

Turkey Club Sandwich
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

DINNER:
Veal Parmigiana

Hamsteak and pineapple

BASICS LUNCH:
Falafel Sandwich

Fiesta Rice and ('heeae

BASICS DINNER:
Raked Cod w/Lemon Slice

Eggplant Parmigiana

Have something to

say?
Have something to
sell?
Give the Collegian Classifieds
a try.

They work!
You can now place your classified

quickly eoid easily from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on the Campus Center
Concourse. Look for our table

there or stop by our office,

113 Ceunpus Center.

PncOT«<«K1-TC&u« ACncM Sal t^MX m laimMt M otif cuMomcl.m r«Mn« It* nghl lo hnM Min lo IhfOT pacUfM o) any iMnu sHoM lot •«• rinl iiMlimi In rMl lull or lu ijltm ilnlKi j CopyrigM i«3 Dt »|cxi > SNxi SuMrm«li*l> Not m«nfiM>M lot IVOograc>AiCl4 •fTOr*
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MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Hair Styling for Men & Women

Hyper-Marche Mall

Rt. SMadley, MA
586 4661

62 E. Main St.

Easthampton, MA
527 2411

Marjon Hair Design introduces the opening of a new
salon at the Hyper-Marche Mall (formerly the Mountain
Farms Mall).

Offering waxing, perming, coloring,
frosting, styling, facial, sculptured nails.

WE ARE A CUT ABOVE THE REST
We use and prescribe REDKEN

Weekly hours: Mon-Fri 9-5; Thurs 9-9; Sat 9-4

WJTN* 'NW

SPENDAN UNFORGEmBLE
SUMMER IN BOSTON.

And earn college credits.too.

Tufts University Summer School gives
vou a choice of 242 courses that can
hasten your progress toward a degree
accelerate your career enliven your spare
time ennch your life

Pre-med Sessions Computer Applica-

tions 20th Century Poetry Elementary
Spanish Summer Theatre Galaxies and
Cosmology
After class^ Our tree-shaded hilltop

campus IS just a Dreeze from Boston And /

v^e have on-campus housing available

Principles of Accounting Classical
Humanities Linear Algebra and much
more
To receive our catalog and application
return the coupon or call i6 1 7. 623-5000
Ext 5562 Tufts University Summer
School It s an experience you II never
forget

TUFTS
UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SCHOOL

Rolling Qr»«n two bodrooms large,

chMp, lucky. Call 253-9418 Malcolm
260/mo nagotiabia

1 bodroom Puffton Apt aumemr sublet

with fall option available June 1st call

549-6721

Squire Village townhouse two bedrooms
summer sublet fall option »380-»- 666-4886

Cliffslde furnished 2 bedroom pool, tennis

w/fall option %X& everything call 666-3943

1 bdrm In 3 bdrm Puffton apt furnished

price neg 549-5643

Thrne bedroom townhouse apt in Squire

\il|{ ^t June 1 w/fall option $400/mo or

dOwc6-4896

Need one roommate
floor Southwood Apt.

two bedroom, two
- includes kitchen.

living room, two bathrooms - 140/nrK>nth
call 253-3666

3-story river fromt apartment bus route,

AC. pool, cheap 549-4406

Three bedroom Puffton aublet June thru

August $375 mo 549-3722

1 bedroom In 2 b«droom apt Colonial

Village 147.50/n>onth June-August fall op-
tion 253-3220

2 bedroom Southwood townehouae
busroute, pool, tennis, rent negotiable
546-6705

Summer aublet Townehouae Apta. fur-

nished 3 bedroom rent negotiable call

549-6709 or 546-9669

Summer sublet: 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.
furnished 546-7393

2 bedroom apt In Squire Village

346/nfx> summer rent negotiable 666-2719

Sublet 2 badroom avallJune 1 fall option
on bus rt 275/mo 666-3239

Brandywine Apta two bedroom sumemr
fall option $360/nrH}nth David 546-8730

UMA88 RUQBY T-SHIRTS

UMaaa Rugby T-Shirta
aizes S-M L M.OO
call Lou at 6-6393
or Bob 64B-3B81

WANTED
Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 26 North Pleasant,
Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES

546-2B36 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leeve
nf>eaaage)

WANTED TO RENT

Reward I2S for 1 or 2 bdrm apt in Pufftor
for Jun or Sapt 1 2S3-6B18

House or apartment In houae within
walking distance of campus at least two
bedrooms will summer sublet 549-5605
Mark

WANTED TO RENT:
NANTUCKET

Looking for houaing on Nantucket
laland for this summer. I would be happy
to join your rent. Pteaae call Julie at
546-6426

Monday, April 25, 1983, Collegian is

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadlir>a is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

71 VW Bug - $500 or BO call 256-8639

1966 Chevrolet Impale 283cl: new battery

with five year warranty $375 546-5034

1966 VW Bug great condition, excellent

gas mileage. $400 Phone: 323-6637

1978 Lincoln Versalllaa: loaded, a claasic

car in excellent condition $7500 firm.

Phone: 609-858-4435

1974 Pinto 4 cyl. at.

eng. Chuck 549-471

1

trans. 24 mpg good

1969 VW Squareback - 73000 mi. 34 mpg,
no mechanical troublea. $600.00 549-4911

( Frank)

BACKGAMMON PLAYERS

Tournament Tonight at the Pub.
Amherst, 9 PM big cash prizes. Info Rich

666-7574

BARGAIN

One badroom 140/month
fall option near Puffers Pond

64»^S7 646«108

BRUINS

Jasus Savae: Middleton

bour>dl The Fans
tips in tf>e re-

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agancy Inc.

BarKis Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 266-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Greeks, Senr>is. Call-N-Save. Paul

54»4406

FOR FREE

Rve edorable pupplee are k>okir>g for

good homes call 549^339

FOR RENT
~

Houaaa - Jur>e - Aug plus fall option, 4

bedroonr>s $486-500 in Northampton 5 bed
in Hadtay $600 plus, for sumnrter only. Call

after 3 30 pm. Skibiski Reettors Northamp
ton 584^3428

Furniahed rooma for aummer aublet, faN

option in house five minutes from UMaes.
549-1797

Boarding Houae. had it with dorm life and
DC food?? Greet opportunity awaits: beat

location on campus excellent meel plen

frierKtIy atmosphere. Next to Newman
Center, call Nate or T.J. 253-9015

CAPE COD Houaematee needed for sum-
nrter in Dennis Must be able to pay in ed-

vanca. 6-6330/6328

Amherst Canter aummer sublet fall option

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apartrr>ent

137/nx>nth call Dan 253-2071

Come to Cape Cod thie eummar.
Reasonable ratea: Seemist Lodge, 174

Main St. Box 342, Hyannis, MA 02601,

1-617771-8423

3 badroom townhouae with full cellar

on bus route for 4 or 5. Lees tf^an a mile

from campus. Negotiable caH Jon 546-6462

keep trying

FOR SALE

For Sala PortaMa Stereo/Tapadack SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9619 for info

King aize Watarbad - haeter, ltr>er, mat-

treaa, cover, heedboerd etc good condition

2 yrs old call 649-6669

Turntable Philips 212 good cond $60 or 80
call 253-3668 we will deelll

10000 uaad recorda Juat bought. Hun-
dreda put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton, Many hard to

find 584^3130 or 586-5726

Pioneer AM/FM Car Stereo Caeeatte

100 watt booster, equalizer, 3 way apeekers

brand new $225 or 80 call Ed 549-1698

Hand made flaharmen
$25 and $30 call 54&<X381

aweatera only

73 Plymouth Fury 100K mi excellent runn-

ing condition $500 or 80 cathy 549-3806

Walkman II brand new 60$ call Mike

546-6002

TIRES*4*186/8pr13 all aeeaon radiala

will mount-apin balance-new velvea

30,000 mlle/36 month * guarantee*

Electric typewriter good condition

ribbon $80 call 253 7847

new

FOUND

Key found at PVTA bua atop in center of

Hadley on Mon 4/18, in a medal case. Stop

by Collegian to claim.

HELP WANTED

Workatudy positions recycling project.

Experienced people to handle casTv" Appiy
SUB 306 1-4pm54&0618

Employment Opportunltlea part
time/nights available for Spring/Sum-
nr>er/Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
and Graduate Students in University Alum-
ni Telephone Solicitation program. $4.00

plus an hr. People with sales and /or

telemarketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Telefund Office Memorial Hall

Experienced people for part & full time

help inquire at Superior Pizzeria drivers also

needed must own car.

CATE worker full time summer position

available 5/27 8/31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organizational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-

dent Union or call 546<P41 AA/EEO

Collegian Bualnaea Positions available

for Fall '83: Finance Managers, Assistant

Business Manager, Assistant Advertising

Managers, and Advertising Represen-

tatives. Apply in person to Rm 1 13 Campus
Center. Deedline is Thursday 4/28. The
Collegian is an equel opportunity employer .

Tomorrow'a Joba. Know what is and will

be available through this indispensable

booklet of current government studies

covering all industries and states inc.

Alaska and Hawaii. $8.75 Lyntei Research

Dept TA2114 PO Box 99406 Clev., Ohio
44199 satisfsction guaranteed

Summer Jobe promoting ecology safe

er>ergy and consun>e rights. MASSPIRG,
the stare's largest public interest orgsniza-

tion has summer and permanent staff posi-

tions available for public education and fun-

draiaing, v^ll train. $150-$250/week. Inter-

views 4/28, contact Bernice Stratton stu-

dent employment office 546-1961

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE W: Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer ar>d en-

vironn^ntal issues HRS: 2-10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
686-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northantpton for

Boston aree call 1 -800-962 7478

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate Psychology student doing

thesis rseeerch on coping with genital

herpea. If you have genital herpes, pieese

call 549-1091 after 6.00 pm.

Tim,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TIM

Happy B-dayl Legel at lastl

Love,
'Cookiee'

INSTRUCTION

4i paopla Intaraatad In weight l<

weight nr^aintenance and body energy pro-

?ram call 586-2790 meeting Wednesday at

30 MacKimmie Main Lounge

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

Tha Lagal Sarvlcae Office haa eight poei-

tions Bveilabie for full time legal assistant

interns for Fall 1983 senr>eeter. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic

departn>ents Aid attorneys at LSO with

client interviewing, inveatigations, legel

reeearch, negotietions, giving sdvice and

referrels, preparation of court forms, atten-

dance at heerir>gs in District and Superior

Courts, er>d perticipation in administrative

heerings and federal litigation. Maintain

continuing caseloed under attorney super-

vision. For advice on arranging an intern-

ship and credit, contact Office of Intern

ships, Cuny Hicks Building. Applications

due Friday, April 22, at Office of Intern-

ships. Writing sample required. Further in-

forn>atk)n, LSO, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

A bronze-rimed eyeglaeeae. Initialed 'C

on the right lens. If found, pleeae contact

Dave 546-6424

Lost 4/14 gold name necklace "llane

"

very aentinrwital reward II Call 6-5774 after 9

PM
Notae on a paper on witchcraft Last

seen Wed 4/20 in Thompson 419. Call Bar

bare 584-6640 leeve messege

Plum euH Jacket, posaibly near Goodell,

Wed April 13 call Paula 5-0150

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 1900 7G0K 7000 miles garage kept

new Ounlop tires complete tune-up xtras

$1800 or BO 253-9376

PERSONALS

To Cindy C. Happy Birthday big sister

from your little brother. Just one nwre year

and your on your own

POSITION WANTED: Chef aeeks fraterni

ty cook position beginning 83-84 school

year. tufnd and references request

PO Box 126 Rockport Maine 04866

Rick Middleton la God
Free trained Leabian/Gay Peer Counaai-
ing. referral MTuThF 4-8 pm 433SU
546-2646

Natalie Happy Birthday sorry its late love

always Grace

Spring ia herel Show someone you care
with a flower. CC Concourse Monday
through Friday. Deliveries will be made on
Saturday morning.

Career Placement Aaaiatanca for

graduates. Gain and edge through Mass
Marketing. Operations Research Interna-

tional PO Box 5470, Avon, Colorado, 81620
call toll free 1-800-421-3217

RUN FOR RITTER
Newman Center

April 23rd info at

SWAG ELECTIONSIII
Pick up Nomination Papers

in SWAG Office

Due 4/22 for info call 546<a61

To the Little Woosie who wants to be tied

to the Boat and harmlessly whipped to sub-

missionl I love you, your "Pet Bratte"

Attention Tennia Players: How 'bout

meetin' fo a lil southern hospitality? Sue
Ellen and MaryBeth

SKI CLUB EXCLUSIVE APRIL 30

all thoae who workd 10 hours or more
at tha Great Ski Snatch Nov 18-21

contact the Ski Club 646-3437

Gat Physical Sporting Goods Co-op
Oceen Pacific Shorts & Shirts

sneakers, frisbees, raquets, ft bells

your sporting gooda connection
322 Student Union (next to post office)

If you have $160 and a way to New York
you can be in Europe by the day after

tomorrow. For details, call AIRHITCH toll-

free (800) 372 1234 THIS IS THE
NUMBERI

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dieeertatlons. theses, cases, pspars

guaranteed acceptence low rates 5-0392.

584-7924 Nancy.

ROOM WANTED
~

Cape apartment South Yarmouth caH

Chria 2S6-6062 leave meesage

Female looking to ahare off campus
spartment pref: Puffton Rita 6-8211 eves

ROOMMATES WANTED

3 famalae houea on Felmouth Cape Cod
waterfront cal l 546-0075 Dianne

Famale wented to share eummer rental

in Hyannia ceil Beth 6^79 or Liaa 6-6649

Hyannia 2 famalae needed for eummar
r>eer water, 2 min walk to center Amy
649^169 Kit 266-0384

1 room in 3 br Puffton apt grad student

preferred Kyle 549^322 or stop by room
16-C-EBE evenings

1 roommete for 3 badroom Townhousa
apt fenr>ale only 549^6998

Praeldantlal sumn>er rental or>e or two
people. Rent negotiable Bee 256^887

Responsible roommetee wanted for

fall. One spece available for sumnr>er

263-5109

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

The Commuter Aree Government is

rH)w hiring for the sumnr>er. Positions are

for 30 hours/week. Must be eveileble

through the fall Applications available at

404 Student Union 9:00 5:00, Monday
through Friday. We ere an affirmative ac-

tion equal opportunity employer. Third

World, women, and non-traditional

students encoursged to apply. Deadlir>e for

eppiications ia April 29.

SUMMER SUBLET
~

Cheap 2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt
air conditioning call 546-6001 546-6006

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 eech 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouse
Southwood apt on bus ri, swim pool, rent

negotiable call 253-3810

1 bdrm Cliffaide on bua rt pool ar>d tennia

courts 285 -»• 666-4386

Looking for 3 roommetee to share 2
bedroom Brittany Apt for summer and next

yeer. Apt is in greet condition w/new
carp>et and nice furniture Can take 3 males
or 2 females and 1 male call Kevin 253-3766

Brittany Manor, two bedroom, large first

summer session or summer 5^9050
546-5011

With fall option Two bedroom apt in

house in Belchertown. On bus. 323-5664

2 bedroom apt Brittany 1 or both

bedrooms to sublet w/fall option 256-6818

3 bedroom Puffton apt furnished $350

month available June 1 - Sept 1 549-6912

w/fall option Townehouae apta 2

bedrooms 549-6646

Rolling Green Apt - sublet for summer
with fall option for 1 of two bedrooms

beautiful apt, furnished, on bus route. Call

Joel 256^0435

Female wanted for

bedroom Puffton fall

549-0137

own room
option call

in 2
Toby

Brandywine 2 bedroom fully equipped

end furnished, cable, AC, pool, rent

negotiable 549-6466

One bedroom in a two bedroom apt in

Brandywine, pool, cable, rent/best offer

call 546«00 or 546-8487

1 bedroom in epartment Cliffslde fall op-

tion $166/mo 666-7560 545-0097 Ruth

Four bedroom apt summer sublet only

$400/ nrK) heet Er util included w/fall option

call 549-6746

Pool, AC, bus rta, 1 Ig bdr in a 4 bdr apt

avail; Roll Green, sum sublet $70/mth

female preferred 253-2722

Beautifully furnished 3 bedroom
Townhouse apt available Jur>e to Aug price

negotiabie 549-5998

Furniahed Townehousa Apt AC, rent

negotieble call Scott or Rich 549-0616

3 badrooma available in 3 badroom Puf-

fton apertment pertly furnished air cond

pool rent negotiable cal l Johanna 549-4827

June aublet Amherst Center bedrooms
aveilable, specious house, lush lawms
549-0888

2 badroom Puffton apt for 2 or 3 paopla

549-4866

Two spaces in Brsndywne Apt 1 mele, 1

female pool AC 3rd floor 549-6289

6 badrm houee with fell option Main St

Amherst 256-6362

TOQA PARTY

Hangar 1 Tuesdey, April 26 2 for Vs spon-
aored by Washir>gton Tower

TO SUBLET

Cheap furnished 3 bedroom apt eir cond sN

util inci summer only 256-8389

Northampton four bedroome Jur>e

-August $S60/month two floors two baths
584-8126

Mary Poppins would approval Fully fur-

nished Brandywine apartn>ent. June 1 -Aug
31 call 549-1511

One badroom left beeutiful Amherst
home one minute from campus
$176/nf>onth 26»O170

2 badrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 eech 3^6-6687 Jenifer

Col VIg 2 bdr ept on but rt $296/mos sum-
mer sublet fel option 215-9660

1 badroom in 2 bedroom Squire Village

epertments summer sublet w/fell option

rent for summer r>egotiable 666-4604.

One bedroom in Southwood
Townhouee pool tennia available Jur>e 1

fell option 253-3497 -^

Squire Village withj'iiall option two
bedroom townhouse ^00 per month
666-7794 _;

One badroom In two bedroom Puffton
fall option 549-3862

Rolling Green 2 barroom townhouee
summer sublet cheep <^ 253-9431

2 bedroom split-tavel apartment
-Sunderiand, JUne 1st - August 31st, $250

per month, call 666-7128

Summer aublet Puffton two bedroom
tvyo bethroom furnishdrf apt RENT NEGI
contact Pat or Dru 5494426

Roome in a 3 badrm^Townahouee Apt
or total apt eveileble 1 mto from campus on
bus route fully fumishedcall Liz at 549-0307

for aummer only ^
Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 badroom
apt to sublet. This sourtds like your apart-

ment, well it can be your apartment for

aummer all you have to do is call Jay or

Rich at 666-7574. Price is very reesonsble.

Very.

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE APT.
fully furnished. June 1 to Aug 31 negotieble

rent call 549-4686

Summer with fall option Ouffton 1

bedroom $290 549-4430 avenings
Hi i S

Squire Villege 2 bd^ sumnrter sublet

w/fell option 666-391
4_^^
SnterBeautiful Amherst

summer sublet fall option
bedroom $120/mo 256^6463

apartment
spacious two

Furnished
Apt. June
549^1724

two bedroom Townehousa
thru Sept rent negotiable call
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Undergjaduate students must turn in their gym clothes,

towels and locks sipied out this semester to the equipment
rooms (Boyden or NOPE) from where they were issued no
later than 5:00 p.m., Thursday May 26, 1983. Students will

be billed for items not returned through the Bursar's office.

Oh yeah! The Boston Bruins beat the Buffalo Sabres i-2 on

a Brad Park goal with 1:52 gone in overtime to win the

quarter final series 4-3 last night. Boston now faces the

3-time defending Stanley Cup Champions, the New York

Islanders.

;:^><-^<-A yy^i(::<^-^<---:-(-y*^^^^^^^^

UMass takes one from Vermont,BC
By SCOTT HOOD

ColUffian SUff

Nine was the number, the bats slumber,

and no one lived happily ever after.

Overcoming disappointing hitting and

mediocre pitching, the University of

Massachusetts baseball team, now 5-4 in

ECAC play, won two of three games this

weekend. Victories were a 5-4 triumph over

Boston College last Friday and a 6-3 win

over Vermont in the first game of a

Saturday doubleheader. The Catamounts
won the second 6-3.

"The way we were rolling (the

Minutemen had won five straight before the

loss to Vermont) 1 hoped we would do
better and I thought we could have won the

second game. 1 thought we would hit more.

I thought we had come along as a hitting

team, but now I'm concerned." said coach

Dick Bergquist. "I thought we would rap

some hits around the field today (Satur-

day), but we didn't do it."

First, the good news. In the first inning

of the first game against the Catamounts,

UMass utilized three hits, three walks, and

an error to explode for five runs against

hurler Mike Williams.

Vermont struck back quickly, utilizing

four singles and two walks to score three

runs in the second against Minutemen
pitcher Bob Kostro.

UMass scored their final run in the fifth

CO a suicide squeeze by Andy Connors

scoring Cimini. who reached base on a two-

base error by left fielder Silva. who
dropped a fly ball.

At Chestnut Hill on Friday. UMass, down
2-1, scored four runs in the seventh on only

one hit as the Eagle defense fell apart,

committing three errors.

Waszczuk (no homers in the three games)

was hit by a pitch to open the inning. He
was sacrificed to second by Cimini and went

to third as LeBlanc flied out to deep right

field. Then the circus came to town.

The first break-and-a-half for UMass
came when the first baseman. Rick Mur-

phy, mishandled a perfect throw from third

baseman Mike Scott on a grounder by
Connors. "Waz" scored on the play, tying

the score.

After Connors stole second, second

baseman Steve Simoes dropped Bruce
Kingman's popup in short right fiekl,

albwing Connors to score.

Steve Messina blasted a triple to right

center, scoring Kingman, giving UMass a 4-

2 lead.

Kingman hit a rocket over the left field

fence for UMass' initial run in the third,

while Rocky Daley smashed a two- run shot

for BC in the seventh off reliever Scott

Foster, who replaced starter Tony Presnal.

Now the bad news. In the second game
Saturday vs. Vermont, Ken Trehub
crushed a hanging slider from UMass' Dave
Vakienbrini over the 370 sign in right field

for the game winning three-run homer.'

Previous to Trehub's blast, which came
with two outs. Valdenbrini walked two
straight batters.

UMass scored all of their runs in the

fourth. Salustri singled then trotted home
on a homer by Comeau (his fourth).

Not only Yale lost
By JIM FLOYD

C«U*giwi8Ufl

NEW HAVEN. CT - Yale is a com
plicated pUce to go and see a lacrosse game.

While University of Massachusetts
students need only wander over to Boyden

F.eld tu watch their team play, Yale people

need to use their Jaguars and Mercedes to

head out to the frame site.

This situation made it impossible for

senior .\ndy Corrigan to see Garber's

Gorillas defeat the Elies 13-8 this past

Saturday.

Corrifran and two of his buddies decided

to road trip down to New Haven in order to

cheer on the Gorillas, who have had their

-share of bad luck this year, posting a '2 5

record prior to the Yale game. But, after

finally finding Yale University just blocks

away from the low rent district of New
Haven, Corrigan and company were sent on

a wikl gorilla chase through the back

streets of the city.

While Corrigan calmly sipped on a beer in

the backseat of a borrowed LTD station-

wagon, blindly believing that he wouM soon

be at the game. Yale was jumping ahead of

the Gorillas just 12 seconds into the contest.

As he finished that beer and reached for

another (a road trip does, after all. require

that the participants party a little). Yale

scored again to go ahead, 2-0.

When Corrigan sUrted to wonder if the

lacrosse game would really be played so

dose to the railroad stockyard and hey,

there's no grass around here anyway, the

first quarter came to a ck)se and, though

UMass had managed a goal. Yale had

gotten another and the score was 3 1

.

The driver pulled over to the side of the

road to ask directions but. Corrigan could

not find anyone who spoke English to give

him iMJatance. While Corngan was looking

for a translator, the Gorillas were rallying

and going ahead of Yale. Thev upoed the

«icore to 6-3 by halftime and the station-

wagon headed in another directi<Mi.

Corrigan was just surting to get very

frustrated when the Gorillas took the field

in the second half and frustrated Yale by

9conn){ twice in the first five muiutes of

play to up the score toS-3.

Yale frustrated UMass by coming back

with four unanswered goals, three in the

ihu-d quarter to make the score 8 6 at the

end of the period, and one to start the final

stanza and make things tight at 8-7.

The Gorillas dug down deep and came up

with four unanswered goals of their own to

put the game out of reach at 12-7. A goal for

each side rounded out the scoring at 13-8 as

Corrigan dug down deep in his pocket, came

up with some cash to buy food for the gas

guzzling monster which he had spent the

afternoon in and another six-pack .

The Gorillas got themselves a win.

Corrigan got himself a hangover.

('•Oagiaa piMto ky tL»wim FaclMtti

Bob Koitro hurls for UMass in the Minntemen's 6-3 win over Ver>

mont Saturday.

Gazelles overcomeNH
By GERRY deSIMAS

(•il«CUa SUIT

DURHAM. N.H. - The abUity to

comeback is one that every team with

national aspirations must have. It is one

that the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team proved that ihey

have after rallying to defeat the University

of New Hampshire on Saturday. 8-7.

The sixth ranked Minutewomen fell

behind quickly as UNH scored to take the 1-

lead with five seconds gone in the first

half.

"It was the quickest goal I've ever seen."

said UMass assistant coach Donna Partin.

UNH went up 2 and took the 3 2 lead

going into the half after UMass began to

turn things around.

In the second half. UMass took control of

the game led by standout Pam Moryl and

highlighted by a great goal by Ro Tudryn.

The senior defensewoman took the ball the

length of the field, went one on one with a

defender and scored to give UMass their

first lead of the day. 6-5.

UMass built up their lead to 8-5. but

UNH made things .nore interesting by

scoring two more goals to make it ck>se

down the stretch to give UMass the 8-7

winning margin.

"We expected them (New Hampshire) to

be tough, especially on their home fiekl."

said Partin. Last year, the Wildcats did not

give the Minutewomen such a hard time.

"The defense played well and once they

got set up into their zone, thev (UNH)
couidn t score, ii anyoody is going to beM
us, it's going to be on the fast break.

"We showed a lot of poise (coming back)

in that it was a come from behind win for

the first time this season." explained

Partin. UMass had fell behind to James
Madison in their season opener and stayed

that way in picking up their only blemish on

their 8-1 slate this year.

Massachusetts, who got three goals from

Linda Belvander. faces two tough games
this week on the road at Boston College and

on Friday against AIAW champion Temple,

currently ranked number one in the

country.

The BC game will be tomorrow at

Chestnut Hill and that will be a tough factor

in itself. UMass will have to be on their

toes.

And then on Friday, will be the

showdown that many people have wanted
to see. Ever since the NCAA started

holding women's championships people

have asked which champion is better.

AIAW or NCAA.

That argument will be decided as NCAA
champion Massachusetts will host the Lady
Owlettes in what shoukl be a tough match
for both schools.

It will be UMass' second game this year

with top notch national competition

^
(Harvard being the first). And after fine

performance at UNH. UMass feels and is

ready.

It all didn't fall UMass' way as softball splits with UConn
By GERRY deSIMAS

C«ll«ffiaii Suff

In the first game of Friday's softball

doubleheader between the University of

Massachusetts and University of Con-
necticut. UMass pounded the ball in all the
wrong places at the wrong time while

UConn was the grateful recipient of all the
breaks.

For example, with the ba.ses loaded in the

second inning with two outs and UMass
already down 2 1, leadoff hitter Allyson

Rioux sent a screamer up the middle.

UConn pitcher Cheri Anderson put up her

glove in self-defense and the hall just

carommed off t he end of her glove and nght
into the waiting hands of third baseman
Beth Conrad, who fired the ball to first to

the inning.

Nothing fell for UMass in the first game,
a 2-1 loss, but everything fell into place in

the second game as the Minutewomen
salvaged a split with a 7-0 victory, thanks to

a Lynn Stockley one hitter.

As expected, the doubleheader between
the two top ranked teams in New England
was intense.

In the opener. UConn hit Cathy Red
immediately for two runs in the first inning.

The Huskies pounded out a double and
three consecutive singles before Reed
settled down and limiteo UConn to two hits

the rest of the way. UMass, on the other
hand, had no trouble hitting the ball. They
were hitting it hard; very nard. The only
thing was that most oi the hits were
directly at the Huskies.

The Minutewomen had ten hits and left a

whopping ten runners on base. They left

the bases loaded once, and left two runners
on three times.

"We hit the ball well," said senior Jackie
Gaw. "The ball just wasn't dropping."

Tina Coffin went two for three and Gaw
went two for four but the UConn defense
was stellar in the opening game.
The second game was totally different.

UMass jumped all over Hu.skie righthander
Maureen Bransfield. They only got seven
hits, but combined with walks and errors,

UMa.ss led 3-0 after two innings and rolled

to a 7-0 win.

What coach Elaine Sortino would have
done to have just one run from the second
game in the first or one hit at the right
time.

Gaw, who was behind the plate in the
second game (she played outfiekl in game

one;, went kiiree tor four with a triple, two
singles and a RBI. Rioux, Sally Maher, Beth
Talbott and Chris Coughlin each had a hit

and a RBI.
Coupled with the pitching job Lynn

Stockley was doing. UMass didn't need to

score after the first (when they led 1-0).

Stockley fanned 12 batters and notched a

one-hitter. UConn's only hit was a Denise
Stanneck fly that just fell short of right-

fielder Talbott's diving glove, with one out

in the seventh inning.

UMass. now 21-5, faces more Nutmeg
competition tomorrow when they travel to

Central Connecticut for another
doubleheader. That will be a tuneup for this

weekend's Atlantic 10 championships which
will say a lot about UMass's NCAA playoff

aspirations.

It's going to be a tough week any way you
kMkstit.
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Overdue Partnership Realized

By BRENDA LING

During the keynote address Friday night Bernice

Reagon said to an audience of 400 people, "sometimes

when you form a partnership, your definitions have to go

right out the window." Reagon introduced the "Overdue
Partnership of Black Studies and Women's Studies" that

met at UMass last weekend. The conference stressed

educators' and students' need to recognize and to create

what she called the "third entity that must have all of the

qualities (of being Black and being a wonuin) and that has

to look like me."
The weekend's conference was one of the last phases of

the two-year Black Studies/Wonjen's Studies Faculty

Development Project in the Five College area. With a

grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Post-

Secondary Education (FIPSE). the Project began in 1982

as a faculty seminar to help professors start to address the

connections of Black Studies and Women's Studies in their

courses. In the first year, each of the faculty taught a

course that incorporated material from both these areas,

and the group met several times per semester to discuss

issues, methods, progress, and problems in teaching this

combination of topics.

The thirty faculty members bring together a wide range

of dttdpliDes. including, naturally, Afro American Studies

and Women's Studies, Political Science and Sociok>gy. but

Religion. Folklore, and Music as well. The professors in the

Project will ultimately publish a conclusion to their

research on broadening course focus, but the conference

began to open eyes and to feed already enlightened minds
with the deep running connections that Black Studies and
Women's Studies programs need to uncover further.

Friday night Reagon proclaimed the conference as "an

important occasion." since history only occurs when it is

told and since Black Women's history is virtually untokl.

With frank honesty she admitted that "we actually hold the

things that keep us apart, we have digested it well, and we
manifest vigorously all the things that make sure we will

never get together." Nevertheless, on the thought of

liberatioo. she stated that we need only "to choose it — it is

there."

On the conference's focus of Black Studies and Women's
Studies, Reagon said the emergency of the need for the

partnership is so that "when we turn the next century,

they're gonnna have to deal with who you are." as opposed

to Uieir defining who you are. To assure the survival of us

and our ideals through this and to the next generation, "it

becomes very important what we can do here (because) if a

woman hasn't done it, it hasn't been done."

By reminding all that "we are not promised " these

departments, Reagon ended her address on a high, and

pointed to the continual need for our active involvement to

insure that the Overdue Partnership not be broken.

Saturday morning's panel discussion on "Challenges in

Research. Issues in Methodology" featured three women
as professors and academians. Eleanor Leacock. professor

of Anthropology at the City University of New York;

Bettye Collier Thomas, Director of the Mary McLeod
Bethune Memorial Museum and the National Archives for

Black Women's History in Washington, D.C: and June

Jordan, writer and English professor at SUNY/Stony
jbrook spoke about their thoughts on and experiences with

the intricate connections of Black Studies and Women's
Studies.

Leacock defined "the issue, then, in working towards

shifting our paradigms and methods, (as involving) cutting

through this divisiveness" that is characteristic My<ne
American classroom. We all should "make rt more near

that there is a common interest of people around the workl

(by) contradicting and combatting these stereotypes."

Collier Thomas spoke spiritedly about devek>ping

cultural and historical connections. Politics and poetry

together, for example comprise Black womens' total life

experience. Recognizing this historians need to devek>p

anthologies, bibliographies, documentary collections,

biographies, artkles. journals, theses, and dissertations on

the history of Black women. Only then will "we see what

the broad patterns are."

Jordan read an essay about her vacatwn, entitled.

"Report from the Bahamas." She mused over her con-

sciousnesses of race, class, and ^render identity" where

class divided her from her Black sisters in the touristland.

She charged that the life of the issue is transitory and not

fixed, so that "the issue of race, gender, and class collapse

when you try to use them" as predetermined or assumed

connections. "The ultimate connectwn is the need we find

between us. not the enemy of both of us."

In her luncheon address. Johnetu Cole. Associate

Provost at UBiASS. spoke in the "long, vibrant tradition of

sister as preacher" to discuss where the Blackness in

Women's Studies is and where the Womanness in Black

Studies is. Both disciplines began the day that the first

Black and the first women asked, "why ain't I free*"

However, both fields have yet to cover adequately the

specific focus of Black and other Third World women. In

encouraging all to challenge existing curricula. Cole

proposed a reorganization that accepts the facts that "not

all women are white and not all Black people are men." Her

suggestion oi "let's make some more exceptions" by in-

volving ourselves in a genuine partnership "with a lot of

sisterhood in Black Studies and a lot of Blackness in

Women's Studies" may help us "get on with freeing us all."

Sweet Honey in the Rock

Bernice Reagon, Musical Director of the a cqpefla group.

Sweet Honey in the Rock, and Director of the Black

American Cultur Program at the Smithsonian Institute,

delivered the conference's keynote address. As Reagon has

long considered oral history and traditions a source of

historical and cultural information, she told the audience

early on in the evening that she would "leave it k>ose"

during her presentation. In this sense, much of her per-

sonal dynamism is k>st on the printed page (the following

phrase does not transcribe well: "I wish to announce that

the partnership has occurred, and Fm if - anything you
don't see on this stage you don't need to bring and you can

flush down the toilet"), but her message still rings clear.

In describing the tasks awaiting Black Studies and
Women's Studies scholars. Reagon said that connectrans

between the two do exist, but that we must take on "the

responsibility of knowing what our legacy t«." that "we
must always be fighting to maintain that space." and that

"we must push ourselves beyond our meagre existence to

the next century."

The delay in forming this Overdue Partnership points to

"the fact that people can keep you down without thinking

about it because you keep yourself down." She mentioned

the need to reclaim a lost history: as an example she cited

witch trials and said. "I need to hear you tiilking about

what it means to be burned at the stake by the church

Bv BRENDA LING

because you're a genius..."

Not identifying with that legacy has produced "the

wonders of not being seen so that nobody notices you're

there." Black people represent a powerful example of

people moving toward liberation, of people "moving

through death to live." and Reagon still wants to see

w(Hnen "embracing and personalizing what being op-

pressed is all about."

What everyone needs to do is to sidestep the thought

that "who you are and the position you hold is the highest

you could ever hold. " The only way to keep our identity is

"to expand it and to move past it. " With Blacks' and

women's total liberation as a goal, "you do not have to give

up fighting, but you do have to have the door open, and it

will not look like your home."
Although we may always try to distance ourselves in

fear of fundamental change, we must accept that the

struggle is here and that "partnership means just a piece of

it; you don't get to run it all you have to give up." Reagon

said that through "(looking) at what happens when we

listen to others we don't agree with" Black Studies and

Women's Studies will begin to review again and again what

to negotiate and what to keep. Professors and students

may then be able not to alienate ourselves from the larger

community, but instead to incorporate ourselves into the

world.

NUMMO News' ONLY connection with the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian is for the purpose of

distribution.

Shiiiey Chisholm, one of nnany who attended

the Black and Women's Studies conference over

weekend.
.^

Shirley Chisholm speaks
by Brenda Ling

Faculty teams led afternoon workshops on Curriculum

Devek)pment and Pedagogy to discuss theu- efforts ui the

past year to teach courses addressing issues of race,

gender, and culture (students may remember posters

listing such Five College courses). At worshops. profesaort

began to disccuss their plans to build a lasting in-

terdisciplinary relationship between Black Studies and

Women's Studies in the classroom.

With this framework in mind. Shirley Chisholm cbsed

the conference by supporting professors' and students*

attempts "to transform and redefine the academic

mainstream." The responsibility is ours, as members of the

academii community, to buiW a foundation for this

transformation, as "nothing develops in a vacuum." With a

firm belief that we all can cast aside our "negative internal

battles" and instead stand together on the conunon ground

of Black Studies and Women's Studies, Chisholm affirmed

that this Overdue Partnership's "props are in place, and

we have memorized the dialogue correctly no one will

save us but tu." ^
Also, Shirley Chisholm caUed on our senses of acammie

responsibility to challenge the present "tension between
non-traditk>nal programs and the traditional atmosphere."

If programs such as Black Studies and Women's Studies

continue to be "plagued by the suspicion that they k>Wtf

academic standards and pollute the atmosphere." then

they will be "destined to remain marginal units, off in the

periphery." surviving simply to appease the activists.

To explore fully the "multi-disciplinary nature of both

these areas," Black Studies must not ignore the sexism

that Black women face, and Women's Studies must express

Non-Whites' experience.

Furthermore, "if scholarship is n(rt demanded of

students.then we have little hope" of continuing down
through generations with any sense of consciousness. At
the same time, though. Black Studies and Women's
Studies programs must continue to develop "creative ways
to break the cycle of marginality" in the two disciplines.

Such improvements include active student participation,

accepting journals as course assignments, relatinr on a

first-name basis in the classroom, and anything that

validates every student's experience.

Fundamental, and not superficial, change "won't come
about overnight," Chisholm warned. It will take not only

hard work, but also belief in that change "in one's heart of

hearts." As a grand kick-off to realizing this long Overdue
Partnership, she urged all "to use this weekend's exchange
as a catalyst to forge through the struggles ahead."
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Black woman novelist

wins Pulitzer prize

By ANGELA BROWN

Noted writer Alice Walker won the Pulitzer Prize for

fiction on April 18 for her highly creative novel "The Color

Purple", which tells the story of two Black sisters and their

ties which spanned the Atlantic ocean with one sister in the

rural South and the other serving in a mission in Africa.

Alice Walker's third novel was described as a "Political and

spiritual story" by the New York 7Vme» (April 19). The

Timea also noted that she was a political activist during the

Civil Rights Movement.
The prize-winning novel highlights the story of the sister

engaged in a personal struggle to escape degradation and

oppression, particularly from the men around her. It is told

as a series of letters between the two sisters. Also, the

Southern sister's experiences as a teenage bride are

related in the novel published by Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich.

, Walker's other works include short stories, poetry and

l< two other novels. Titles include "Good Night Willie Lee. I'll

see you in the Morning," a volume of poetry; and the novel

I "Meridian". She also edited a collection of Zora Neale

|. Hurston's writings entitled "I Love myself when I am
<B Laughing...And then Again when I am Looking Mean and

.^ Impressive."

S Walker was born in Georgia in 1944, the daughter of a

X tenant farmer. She received her formal education from

Sara Lawrence College, graduating in 1965, and now
resides in San Francisco.

Aurra illuminates — By BRYNNE CLARKE-, T\\Q Du Bols ComeF:

Starleana Young of Aurra sings "Make
Your Mind" last Friday at Amherst College.

Aurra, the feautured group of Amherst College's

Black Pre-freshmen Weekend carried off a show that

was more than electric Aurra which grew out of the

group Slave has made a place for themselves in the

music world and are planning to stay Starleana

Young, lead singer, Tom Lockett. saxophone, and

Curt Jones, lead singer, started with Slave and now
keep Aurra going They have been together as

"Aurra" for four years and most of the work is done

from within the group The entire group wntes music

They inspire each other and use their individual uni-

queness to get their sound.

The show began with "Checkin' You Out" and they

went straight through to "Are You Single" with the

force and power of a well-polished group Aurra has a

new album out, "Live 6 Let Live". They did "I'm on

my Way " from that album which has possibilities to

be hot

The group is young, creative and still looking to

establish themselves as a consistent group That

status can only work to their advantage Their creativi-

ty was shown most when Aurra finished both sets,

and everybody improvised drums, bass, lead guitar

and keyboard The final beat came but all of the notes

did not stop The lead guitarist. Steve Washington

could or would not stop The crowd was with him the

whole way As the crowd put out more he did Steve

did an extra 10 minutes on guitar alone. His aura was
working on Friday night.

When asked if there was anything that they wanted
people to know, Starleana Young replied, "Everyone

has an aura, a glow If its right it will work, think

positive." Aurra was one positive experience.
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Central American
update

Guatemala
Nebaj: a concentration camp

Nebai, a small, war-torn town in El Quiche,

Guatemala today has a population of scarcely 2,000

people Innumerable massacres and constant army

siege have decreased the population. Many people

have died, some have fled to the mountains, while

others have sought refuge along Mexico's border

Nebaj's central area, the heart of the town, has

been enclosed with barbed wire and mines have been

placed around the outside. The fence encloses 700

square meters, including the town school, church and

community center

Nebaj is occupied by about 1,000 Kaibiles, special

counter-insurgency forces. This represents an average

of one heavily armed soldier for every two inhabitants

From Nebaj, the Kaibiles carry out their operations

against other towns and against the insurgent forces.

They know the revolutionary organizations will not at-

Ida B. Wells by Keith Johnson.

During the turn of the century there was an extreme

amount of lynchings of Black people all over the coun- '

try It would be a young Black woman named Ida B.

Wells who would come to the forefront and take a

stand against those atrocities.

At age 14 she had to raise her younger brothers and

sisters She did so and at the same time put herself

through college At the age of 19 she decided to take

u^ a stand against lynchings, starting first in Ten-

nessee

After later moving to Memphis, Ms Wells would

write of accounts of lynchings and help to publish the

Free Speech newspaper The local white community

became upset with her articles and a mob destroyed

her press, driving her from Memphis.

Ms Wells went to the north to continue to write

and speak out against lynching. In 1898 she took her

crusade to the White House when she led a delegation

of women and congressmen to see President

McKinley Although the delegation made a strong

argument, there was no action to come out of the

President's office against lynching.

In 1909 Ms. Wells became one of the founding

members of the Negro Association fore the Advance-

ment of Colored People (NAACP) After leading her

own campaign against lynching for years, she would

prove to be a strong force in the NAACP until her

death in 1931. Ms Ida B. Wells was one of the

great Black women in history and will be rememt)ered

for her staunch fight against the lynching of Black

people

tack them in Nebaj because the Kaibiles protect

themselves with the children that are kept inside the

fence...

-Guatemalan Patriotic Unity

Committee (CGUP)

Trial by the permanent tribunal of the people
The Guatemalan government, headed by General

Efrain Rios Montt, was to be summoned to trial

January 27-31 in Madrid by the Permanent Tribunal of

the People. The tnbunal, made up of writers Gabriel

Garcia Marquez and Eduardo Galeano, among others,

had invited the Guatemalan government to present a

defense of its lack of respect for human rights. Accor-
ding to the Council fo Hemisphenc Affairs, 15,000

people were killed by Guatemalan Security forces in

1982

Review:
King Sunny Ade
JuJu Music
£y Richard Thorpe

King Sunny Ade's impact on music is phenomenal.

When one glances at Nigerian music charts this state-

ment IS readily evidenced. The king of juju music has

sold no less than 200,000 copies per release and, in the

past ten years, has released an amazing 40 albums.

Depsite the remarkable success of Sunny Ade and his

band, the African Beats, in Africa and Nigeria, juju

music is relatively unknown in this country.

Juju music has been in existence since the 20's but

it became more popular in the fifties with the introduc-

tion of Western instruments. It is a music rooted in a

complex call and response between the talking drums

and the singers and although it is now a modern dance

music, the traditions of Nigeria's largest tribe, the

Yoruba, haven't been forgotten

To my ears juju music recalls elements of traditional

African music combined with Calypso and reggae dub
effects. Sunny Ade's JuJu Music is the first juju

record that I have listened to and it is well worth listen-

ing (and even dancing) to Since the lyrics are

Nigerian, the meaning of the words is lost but you can

still feel the emotion of the words and the music.

On this record. Sunny Ade, who plays keyboards,

guitar and who also sings, leads his 21 -member band
through 7 of his established favorites. Although all of

the songs are good, the t)est by far are "Ja Funmi",

"Sunny Ti De Ariya', "The Message" and "Samba".
"Ja Funmi's" distinction is its synthesizer fills, and
rhythm guitar over an infectious driving beat. "Sunny
Ti De Ariya" is reminiscent of a funk party chorus

complete with synthesizer sounds over percussion

and drums, "The Message" is an instrumental with no
holds barred. Synthesizers are used freely; Hawaiian

guitar is evident and dubs are used also "Samba" is a

typical call and response between singers and drum-

mers
JuJu Music is well worth the buy. It is also a way to

get the best of African culture. Calypso and some
studio effects all wrapped up in one

Carlos Muniz Varela

1952-1979

Te enterramos en San Juan el primero de mayo por

la tarda Al final cantamos tus dos himnos la Bonn-

quena y el de los Bayameses de mas de cien anos de

lucha. No fue nada facil despedirte, Carlos, por tus

ojos profundos, por tu intense alegria, por tus in-

quebrantables convicciones. Fue duro y dificil De los

caidos siempre se dicen muchas cosas que no vamos

a decir de ti: si lo hicieramos y nos oyeras. nos man-

darias a callar. Pero si tenemos que decir qu eras

valiente. Lo hubieras sido en la guerra y lo fuiste en la

vida. Eras cntico y nunca dejaste de decir: "Entiendo

el analisis. pero no estoy de acuerdo" Companeros

como tu nunca se acomodan companeros como tu

nunca se quedan callados ante las injusticias. A lo

largo de mas de cien anos, hombres y mujeres como

tu han forjado la dignidad nacional del pueblo cubano.

Juntos estabamos fraguando esa dignidad en este

medio nuestro, tantas veces ingrato. tantas, veces

oscuro V hostil

Seguiremos adelante, Carlos, ahora mas que nun-

ca, en la defensa de este proceso que busca unir a

todos los cubanos.

A ti, tus companeros de la Brigade Antonio Maceo.

te decimos: Con amor y lucha siempre!

Evelyn King "got loose" at th «* Fine Arts Center last Thursday night

King at the FAC -

A night to remember By ANGELA BROWN

Multiple smash hit vocalist Evelyn "Champagne"
King displayed a range of talent rarely seen in the

Pioneer Valley in a concert for a capacity FAC au-

dience Thursday night. King never stopped making

the music, moving quickly through a fast paced set of

her best known hits. "I'm in Love". "Shame" and
"Get Loose" - before slowing down the pace to give

Amherst "a little love talk, " as she said when beginn-

ing the ballad "Don't Hide on Love
"

King and her band filled the FAC with positive

energy, responding to the especially receptive crowd.

The group displayed a spirit of artistic teamwork as

they seemed to be having a good time onstage In

their rendition of "SharT>e" King stepped to the side a

moment to take over on the congas, demonstrating

that she has done her musical homework The crowd
strongly approved of her percussive talents.

However, it was when King moved into a soulful

rendition of "Don't Hide on Love " that she drove at

least a few memt)ers of the audience wild, reaching

out and grasping some young man's hand as she hit a

particularly long note. Of course, the young man's

reactions indicated that he was having a hard time

handling it at all King and her group, especially her

two back-up singers, had a very smooth stage routine,

and certainly most eyeballs were glued to the stage

Soulsonic Force played warm up prior to King's

show, and proved quite capable of heating up the au-

dience until It was so hot it almost did "tear the roof

off" as the group insisted the audience had better be

ready to do As they performed their well known rapp-

ing hits. "Planet Rock" and "Perfect Beat ", the group

was successful m getting the entire audience to join in

in a call and response, with screams and yells along

with parts of the rap

After the show, Evelyn King related her well known

"Cinderella Story" to the press King got her start at

the age of 16 when she was discovered while

employed as a cleaning lady for Philly International

records She was overheard singing while vacuuming

one day by one of the company's managers

Since then she has become well known throughout

the world, with her tune "Shame " becoming a classic

of the disco era in the late 70's But, at present "disco

is dead" according to King, and she has therefore

adapted her music to today's audience, much of

which IS oriented to more of a rock lor "punk", as she

said) beat Her new style of music has won interna-

tional acclaim as well, as she has just recently returr>ed

from a tour of Europe, performing material from her

latest LP, "Get Loose
"

Thursday was certainly a night to remember since

this was the first major concert of Black popular music

since GO was here three years ago It was a great suc-

cess

Spotlight: Duke Ellington Committee by R.him im»<i

The Duke Ellington Committee of Union Program

Council (UPC) IS responsible for the produc n of ma-

jor Third World musical concerts here at the Universi-

ty. The committee has access to 25 percent of the

overall UPC budget Although the committee has

done productions on it's own, some of the concerts

have been produced as a joint project with the parent

organization, UPC.
The committee was first formed in 1990 after Black

students had complained of the lack of Third World

music being produced by UPC. After long negotia-

tions between administrators, UPC, and a committee

of Third World students, an agreement was reached

to give Third World students greater input into the

decision making process of UPC
The major hurdle was first to get more input into the

selection of talent. Later the goals of the committee

expanded to increasing the membership of Third

World students in UPC and having these students in-

volved in all aspects of concert production. The com-

mittee has certain people who are responsible for such

areas as promotions, stage crew, hospitality and

security.

The Duke Ellington Committee has come a long

way from it's inception. It's first concert was in the

Fine Arts Center and featured the groups GO and

Breakwater. Although it was a fine performance, only

about 300 out of a possible 2,000 people attended.

Since then the committee has produced Ray Barreto,

Jimmy Cliff, George Duke and Stanley Clarke, and
many others

The committee has gone through it's growing pains

and has taken a great amount of criticism But this

year the committee produced a long list of diversified

concerts such as Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh. Clyde

Cnner and Clouds, The New York Hot Trumpets, and
the recent smash hit show, Evelyn King and the

Soulsonic Force. Included were the Solo's and Duo's

Series and the Blues in the Bluewall series

With the lack of Third World programming coming

out of the Springfield Civic Center and the surroun-

ding areas, the Duke Ellington Committee has the

ability to t)ecome a major concert producer in this

area It has already been shown that there is a follow

ing in many of the programs that they have had and

can produce.

But for the committee to continue to be effective

they need help For many the experience may provo

vital in future careers, such as, marketing majors

could assist in advertising, HRTA majors could assist

in hospitality, finance majors could go into budgets,

and this is just the organization for music and theater

majors. But for others the idea of working to put con-

certs together is just fun. For more information con-

tact UPC/Duke Ellington committee at 406 Student

Union Building or call 545-2892.
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The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund

The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund was formed

in 1982 as a nnennorial to Seta Rampersad, a 20-vear-

old Third World woman who was an undergraduate at

the University of Massachusetts Seta, a political

science major a'^d senior was found dead in Motel 6 in

South Deerfiela on September 13, 1978.

Seta was the daughter of immigrant parents who
came from Trinidad. Seta, if she had lived, would

have received her degree in May, 1979. Her career

goals included being a legal advocate for Hispanic and

Black youths who had been convicted in Springfield

Recipients of the Seta Rampersad Scholarship must

be Third World women undergraduates who have

shown a history of commitment to social change in

their communities, especially in the areas of health,

women's issues, legal reform, Third World organiza-

tions, anti-nuke and international solidarity struggles

Scholarships will be awarded to 2 Third World

women undergraduates who have demonstrated good

academic work (2 5 cum) and who have shown a

sincere devotion to social progress The award will be

$300 and applirations are due June 1, 1983 for the fall

semester

For more information and applications call Malika

Jones at Everywoman's Center, 545-0883

Housing needs

Are you looking for Housing? Housemates? Mov
ing information?' Information about your rights as a te

nant^

The Resource room at Everywoman's Center has a

Housing Book to help you find contacts and informa

tion about housing needs Stop m to look at this and

other survival information, including a Childcare Book

and a Job Bank Book Everywoman's Center is

located m Wilder Hall at the University of

Massachusetts and is open to all Community and

University women Everywoman's Center is open

from 9 00 am to 4 00 pm Monday, Tuesday, Thurs

day and Friday, and from 12 OOnoon to 7 00 p m on

Wednesday.

Everywoman's Center Service Calendar

April 28 Resume Writing

May 5 Finding Job Opportunities, Campus
Center, rooms 91 1 and 903. for more in-

formation contact EWC at 545-0883.

Women and Office Automation in the 80's

April 26 Job Stress in the Office. Campus
Center, room 81 1B, 12 1 p m , spon

sored by The Working Women's Task

Force of EWC, Labor Relations Center,

University Staff Association

April 27 7 pm. Campus Center, room 168

Teach-In for adults about children's

assault and prevention Led by

Geraldine Cnsici, Franklin/Hampshire

Mental Health Center and project direc

tor of the perRon;^! safety curriculum of

the Naitonal Center on child abuse and

neglect (If childcare is needed call in

advance).

April 30 Campus Center, room 101, "What
Should I Do? " Puppet Production for

Children. 1 p m - Children 5-6 year-

olds. 2 p m - Children 7-10-year olds

Free and open tothe public Pre-

registration suggested for puppet pro

duction Presented by the Elfin Puppet

Theatre and sponsored by the Educa

tion/ Advocates Program of

Everywoman's Center and Men Against

Violence Against Women (MAVAW)
For more info contact Education Ad
vocates at 545 0883

May Poetry Series

Professor Archie Shepp and Linda Gregg will read

poetry, kicking off a May Poetry Series at the Jones
Library in Amherst
The reading will begin at 8 00 pm , Tuesday, May

3rd There is no admission

Archie Shepp is most known for his music and ar

tistry on the saxophone as well as his ac

complishments in the theatre He is also known for his

poems, "The Wedding, " and "Mama Rose" and will

present these as well as others during the reading

"Step Out with the Class of '83"

Saturday April 30th at Memorial Hall.

Fashion Show, Slide Show B Buffet dinner catered

by Yvonne. Music by Marc Eliot, 7 p.m.-l p.m. (No

leans or sneakers). A donation will be requested.

Sponsored by: NUMMO News, Afrik-Am and the

Malcolm X Center. EVERYONE is invited!

Caribbean Film Festival

Caribbean Theater Production is sponsoring a

Caribbean Film Festival on Friday, April 29, 1983 at 8

p.m.

This will be the New England premier of "Land of

Look Behind", plus a special short feature "Carnival

Time!"

"Land of Look Behind" is a Jamaican film master-

piece that gives you a look at Jamaica from the lush

forest of Look Behind in Trelawney to the big city ex-

citement of Kingston Shown in the film is the national

funeral of Rasta Bob Marley See live performances of

'eggae superstar Gregrory Isaacs plus Lui Lepki and

Matabarukal

The second film "Carnival Time", is thirty minutes

of the excitement, color and music of Carnival in

Trinidad

The Caribbean Film Festival will be held at the

American Legion Post 430 (behing the A&P super

market on the Armory Street rotary in Springfiled

Admission is $5 00 for adults and $300 for ages 15

and under

Lunchtime Workshops
A series of lunchtime workshops will be offered on

"Women and Office Automation in the 80s " on

Tuesdays 1200 to 1:00 p.m. in room 81 IB of the Cam-

pus Center at the UMass. The workshop schedule is

as follows

April 26, 1983 Job Stress in the Office - Myra

Hindus and Betsy Hamilton

All community and University members are

welcome to attend these workshops The workshops

are sponsored by the Working Women's Task Force

of the Everywoman's Center They are co-sponsored

by the Labor Relations Center and the University Staff

Association (USA/MTA) All workshops are free For

more information contact Myra Hindus at 545-0883.

Career Information

A series of four lunchtime workshops on Career In-

formation will be offered on Thursdays from 12-1 :(X)

p m in the Campus Center, UMass The workshop

schedule is as follows

April 28. 1983 fiesume Writing ~ Alice Smith

-room 911 CC
May 5, 1983 Finding Job Opportunities - Alice

Smith - room 911 CC.

All community and University members are

welcome The workshops are sponsored by the Work-

ing Women's Task Force of the Everywoman's

Center All workshops are free of charge For more in-

formation contact Myra Hindus at 545 0883

Black Mass Communications

1963 Spnng Schedule

Sunday Les Correia, Soft n Easy, 2-6 (X) am.
••Rev Pearson, Glory Road to

Gospel, 6-10 00 am.
The General, Positive Vibrations,

10-2 a.m.

Monday Victor Yepaz. Concepto Latino, 2-6

am.
Mahoghany. Free as the Wind,
12 15-3 pm
Merrit Anthony, Phase III. 3-5:30

p.m.

'People's Perspective with Merntt

Crawford. 6-7 00 pm
Concepto Latino. 7-1000 p.m.

Tuesday Puma, Urban Contemporary. 12 15-3

pm
Eliot Andrew, Urban Contemporary,
10-2:00 am

Wednesday Terry Parker, Urban Contemporary,

6-9:00 a.m.

Thursday ''Rev. Pearson, Glory Road to

Gospel, 2-6:00 a.m.

Conceoto Latino, 6-9:CX) am

Summer Employment
The Commuter Area government is now

hiring for the summer. We are a progressive

organization with dynamic programming

which has include(d The Progressive Film

Series and the John Lee Hooker Concert.

We now have openings for Office Manager

and advocacy positions. This is your chance

to acquire skills that will be useful to you in

the future. Positions are for 30 hours/week.

Must be available for Fall semester as well.

Applications available at 404 Student Union

9:(X)-5:00 Monday through Friday. We are an

Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity

Employer. Third World, women, and non-

traditional students encouraged to apply.

Deadline for applications is April 29.

May Reading Series

May 3 Linda Gregg, Too Bright to See, Graywolf

Press

Archie Shepp, in Black Drama
Anthology, Ssqnex books "Mama Rose"

(poem). Live in Concert with Jasper Van't
Hof, Steeple Chase records; "Attira Blues
Big Band" Live at the Palais de Glaces,

Blue Marge

10 Frannie Lindsay, The Aerial Tide Coming
In. Swamp Press

George Murphy, No Other Life, Amper-

sand Press, Editor. Tendril

17 Chase Twichell, Northern Spy, University

of Pittsburgh Press

Carole Dies, The Lonliness Factor, Texas

Tech Press Quarry, The University of Utah

Press

24 Gary Metres, The Night Watches, Adastra

Press; The Yearnings Samisdat Press;

publisher. Adastra Press

Elizabeth McKim, Burning Through, Fami-

ly Salt. Wampeter Press Body India,

Yellow Moon Press

31 Andrew Salkey, In the Hills Where Her
Dreams Live, The Black Scholar Press,

Land, Away, Allison 6 Busby
Kathryn Marshall, Desert Places, Harper

and Row. My Sister Gone, Harper and
Row

Course Proposals Sought

The Malcolm X Center (located in the Southwest
Residential Area) is accepting class proposals for the

Fall 1983-84 semester Anyone interested call 545 2819
or come down to the Center Monday through Friday

12:00 p.m. - 11:00 pm.. or Saturday 12:00 p.m. -3:00

p m.

D.R.. Urban Contemporary. 3-5:30

p.m.

Kari Njiiri, Pan Afrique. 10-2:00 am.

Friday BMCP, 2-6:00 am
Concepto Latino. 9-12:00 noon

Carl Lowman. Rhythm Section,

12:15-3 p.m.

Saturday Concepto Latino, 1-3:30 p.m.

George McKenzie, Reggae, 3:30-6:00

p.m.

•••Reports in Color with Bettina

Henry, 6-7:00 pm
Wilhemina Samuels, Ladies Touch,

7-10:00 p.m.

Frank Oglesby, Franki O's Odyssey,

10-2:00 a.m.

• Public Affairs
•* Rev Pearson included, not a part of BMCP
••• News

Keep on listening to BMCP on WMUA, 91 1 FM and

help us keep BLACK MUSIC alive!

Students help protest animal dissections at rally
By LAURA SHANAHAN

( ollcciaa SU/r

As part of a world-wide demonstration protesting

primate research, a group of six students from the recently

organized UMass Animal Rights Coalition attended a rally

Sunday at the Park Plaza Hotel in Boston, part of a world-

wide demonstration protesting against primate research.

"People don't consider that animals have rights at all."

said Jane Lidsky, co-secretary of the UMass group and an

animal science major. "People don't regard animals as

living creatures."

Lidsky and Lisa Borders, co-secretary with Lidsky,

expressed concern with vivisection, the act of dissecting

live animals for scientific purposes, and the use of LD50, a

test which involves injecting animals with lethal doses of

drugs to measure the toxicity of the injected substances

and to see how much of the substance will kill off half a

group of animals. They also had problems surrounding

some academic courses at the Universityparticularly

dissection, and insensisitivity towards animals in labs as

living creatures.

They also objected to academic courses at the

University, with course requirements of animal dissection

and what Lidsky and Borders termed "insensitivity toward

animals in labs and classes as living creatures."

The further along in courses you are. "the more they

(the professors) try to desensitize you," Borders said.

Borders said she does not like to dissect animals if there

is no apparent need. Alternative methods including tissue

cultures, using eggs to culture viruses and sophisticated

computers might be used, she said.

Lobbying against vivisection was a main concern of the

rally. Actor Earl Holliman, president of Actors and Others

for Animals, expressed "moral outrage" against

vivisectionists.

He expressed optimism towards the animal rights

movement. "We" re not just passing through, we're gonna

be here for a long time." he said.

Actress Angle Dickinson was criticized for her support

of the use of animals for experiments, although she does

desire more humane ways of doing so.

Richard Morgan, author and president of Mobihzaiton

for Animals, compared primate centers in the United

States to World War II German concentration camps used

to exterminate millions of Jews.

Borders was enthusiastic about the turn out of between

3.000 and 4.000 at the rally.

"It's encouraging to see that many people speak out on

animal rights," she said.

The 150 member UMass group hopes to begin a cam

paign against the LD50 test and promote bills introduced

into Congress against the "needless cruelty against

animals in laboratory research," Borders and Lidsky said.

"We all have different levels of committment. " Borders

said. "We want to let them know there's a problem."

"However we feel about it, we're all impassioned about

animal rights." she said.
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Culture important to Jews,

holocaust survivor lectures

The chairlift seats at Berkshire East will remain dormant for a long

time now. Winter is over and the last remnants of the snow it wrought
to Massachusetts are slowly melting away. __^______

By CHRIS FERRETTl
CaltogiMSUfr

There is s<Hnething in the condition of

Jews that compels them not to listen to

other people's logic, the Chairperson of the

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council said last

night at Amherst College.

Elie Wiesel, the author of Night and

Someuherf A Mastrr spoke to a filled

audience at Johnson Chapel on "A Jew
Today: The Jewish and Human Con-

ditions."

One must maintain a passionate com

mitment to literature, and a commitment to

memory. What happens today must be

linked to the beginning. The beginning of

the Jewish people is important because

"we, today, are a part of that beauty,"

Wiesel said.

To write literature, is to build a living

monument, an account that creates a

possibility that links what happens today to

the legends of Jerusalem, he said.

Wiesel was a teen age survivor of Ausch-

witz and Buchenwald and today is a

renowned spokesperson on the hok>caust.

"No one will ever know what happened,

you and I are partners in a bizarre and cruel

story," he said.

I was the one to first use the word,

holocaust. I used it because I wanted

something mystical, not only religious, a

word that everyone could identify with, but

this word is trivialized today. There is no

word to describe all that. Wiesel said.

"There is something that makes us

different. There is a passage in Ulysses by

James Joyce that describes this quality in

the episode where the prince of Egypt says

to Moses 'Don't be silly, you belong to an

ancient people, a people with gods so

Holocaust surrivor Elie Wiesel.

beautiful."' he said.

"The Jews are people with a strange god.

a god that is not visible, stay with me 1

promise you a great career." As you can

see, the greatest event in history, is the

event of not listening," Wiesel said.

"We can be illogical, an illustration of

this: A man in a restaurant calls the waiter

over and asks the waiter to turn the sir

conditioner on because he is hot. A little

later he calls the waiter over and tells him

that he is cold. The man then tells the

waiter that he is too hot. Another man
watching all this asks the waiter if the man
is driving him crazy. The waiter replies

"Drives me crazy'.' No. There is no air

conditioner."

"My position is to be sensitive to what

happens to my people. Insensitivity is the

enemy. The meaning of love, of friendship,

is to know what hurts you, " he said.

Film revealshow ads are sexist and degrading to women
By ABBY BULKLEY

C'olicgtea CorrMpea^Mil

Advertising influences our concepts of sexuality,

identity and accepUnce of violence towards women, said

Jean Kilbourne in the fUm "KUling Us Softly" presented

last night at the University of Massachusetts by the

Women's Issues Team and the Women's Leadership

Project.

"Ads sell popularity and sexuality, shape attitudes and

therefore behavior," Kilbourne said. "If you see it for a

second, you'll remember it. nothing in advertising is

unintentional," she said.

The ideal femininity has no personality, is flawless and is

an impossible image presented by the advertiser, then

recreated through the use of their products. Kilbourne

said.
,

Lovability and desireabUity depend upon people s abiUty

to achieve this ideal, she said.

"We think we are sophisticated, we don't take ad

vertising seriously," KUbourne said. "Women spend one-

half million dollars per hour on cosmetics. "
she said.

The body becomes an object, the face becomes a mask.

Minority women are even further exploited to sell "exotic

"

products, she said.

"We learn to objectify ourselves, whatever you've got

won't do. Our bodies are dismembered, the ad tone is that

you're not trying hard enough," Kilbourne said.

Advertisements work by taking away what women have

and selling it back to them, said Kilbourne. using "natural

bra" and ""natural look" advertisements as examples.

The message is degrading and makes women ashamed

and thereby buying the product will make them feel

better, she said.

"'Advertising creates competition between women, we

learn we will lose the love of women for men. Then as

women age they go from being sex objects to demented

housewives," said Kilbourne.

"Male sexuality is also affected, masculinity is brutal.

«sx and violence are linked," Kilbourne said.

"You learn a lot just from the poses, the overwhelming

message is keep her' where she belongs. We are not

allowed the full range of human qualities in each of us,"

Kilbourne said.

The labels "masculine and feminine" are always used and

"feminine is constantly devalued," she said.

Mary Palazzo of the Women's Issues Team and

Leadership Project spoke before the movie on Anorexia

Nervosa and Bulemia, two eating disorders which involve

obessions with thinness and distorted body images, and

both diseases are prevalent among American women.

"The media is mostly responsible. Both damage the

health and pride and ability to exert oneself as a person,"

said Palazzo.

Messages of the women's movement are trivialized by

advertisements, and there is an emphasis on guilt and

inadequacy," said KUbourne.

Slides and comments from the group Women Against

Violence Against Women were shown and read after the

film, depicting the contrast between glamourized violence

and the results of real violence against real women.

Other slides showed the similarity between these types

of ads and pornography.
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World and National News

The value of Judy McCabe's house in South Kingstown,

R.l. has decreased considerably. The Matunuck Beach rental

which she, her husband and child inhabited gave way to ten-

foot waves Sunday.

Experts skeptical

of Hitler diaries
HAMBURG. West Germany AP - Stern

magazine held a news conference Monday

to bolster a claim that its "Hitler diaries"

are authentic, but two expert witnesses

said the documents would have to be

studied further.

British historian Hugh Trevor Roper,

who gave the documents his unqualified

endorsement last week, backtracked and

said at the news conference. "A final

judgment cannot be given until the whole

text of the documents can be examined." •

There are further tests that are

necessary." said another authority on

Hitler. Professor Gerhard L. Weinberg of

the University of North Carolina.

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip-any size group- call or visit us

for a price quotation No obligation-it will be our

^ ,

pleasure to quote you our

economical rates

Malaria still a serious health threat experts say
\.a *_:_« ...U:.»La fa.*. mtAAMc a /v^ uf A«*A r\r\ t Via i

GENEVA. Switzerland AP - Since 1955. the World

Health Organization (WHO) has struggled against malaria,

and for a time many experts believed the debilitating, and

sometimes fatal disease, would become a forgotten danger.

But today, experts at WHO headquarters believe that 40

percent of mankind is still threatened by the disease — and

that old solutions no longer work against new strains of

mosquitos and malarial parasites.

"While past programs have not been a failure, we are

still a long way from reaching our goal." sai Ned Willard. a

WHO spokesman. "Malaria is a problem most governments

wish would just disappear, but mstead it is worsening."

Many countries, which a few years ago were on the point

of announcing the eradication of malaria, are struggling

with an onslaught of pesticide resistant mosquitos and

drug resistant parasites, the WHO says.

Rumors that the disease has been eradicated in India

are false." said Willard. "Nor are rumors that a new

vaccine will soon solve the malaria problem entirely true."

WHO estimates new malaria cases at about 7.5 nuUion

per year, double the rate of 10 years ago. with most cases

found in Southeast Asia. South America. Central America

and the equatorial region of Africa. There is no accurate

count of malaria deaths.

U.S. wishes for Soviet missile reductions unlikely
WASHINGTON AP — The Reagan administration's

attempts to spur major reductions in Soviet land-based

missiles have "virtually no chance" at the bargaining table,

a Carnegie panel said Monday.

The bipartisan group also expressed reservations about

a nuclear freeze, saying that could prove a "two-edged

sword" by precluding the development of weapons which

actually could enhance strategic balance.

The Kremlin's rigid bureaucracy, wedded to k)ng term

miliUry planning, is highly unlikely to agree to radically

reduce the heavy intercontinental ballistic missiles which

account for about 75 percent of Soviet nuclear strength,

said the report.

But while implicitly criticizing the administration's

proposals for a strategic arms reduction treaty and its

stress on air tight verification procedures, the panel said

the Soviets may be willing to accept more limited

restrictions on nuclear weapons.

Digest
By the Assoriated Press

Husband, wife free hostages

after police return two dogs

NORWICH. N.Y.AP- A
heavily armed couple freed

the last of 14 hosuges
Monday after police

returned two of the 43 dogs

that had been taken from

them two years ago.

The couple surrendered

later in the afternoon, said

Chenango County Sheriff

Moe Eccleston.

Lawrence B. and
Christine Gladstone of

nearby Preston. N.Y..
entered the Chenango
County Office Building at

about 9:20 a.m. and took 14

people hostage, demanding
the return of their 43 dogs
taken from them two years

ago by animal control of

ficials. police said.

Five children still hospitalized

as fire investigation continues
SPRINGFIELD. Mass.

AP — Five children

remained hospitalized

Monday following a

weekend house fire that

killed a teenage babysitter

and two other children.

Arson investigator Alan

Goodreau said it appeared

that the Saturday night fire

was caused by careless

disposal of a cigarette, but

an investigation was con-

tinuing.

"We could see the flames

as we were coming out of the

station," said Acting

District Fire Chief Stanley

Skarzynski. The 2 "i story

home was two blocks from

the Winchester Square

firehouse. but Skarzynski

said it appeared that the

blaze had been smoldering

for 15 or 20 minutes before

firemen were called.

First lady an

anti-drug hero
WASHINGTON AP -

"Skree! Blam! Foom!" The

White House presents a

special issue of "The New
Teen TiUns." a comic book

about super-heroes who
vanquish drug abuse.

The comic book, produced

by DC Comics of New York

and underwritten by the

Keebler Co.. was unveiled

Monday as a new tool to help

prevent use among fourth

graders. In a cover letter,

Nancy Reagan tells the

youngsters:

"Don't let anyone tell you

that you can't be a

hero...Declare that you will

stay drug free. At any

cost... And you'll be a hero

to your mother and father,

family and friends, but most

of all. to yourself."

Lay to rest all those

rumors of Brooke
Shields coining to

Smith College! The
Princeton University

student newspaper
says she has been ad-

mitted there.

Escape attempt leaves one

inmate dead and one stranded

I read the

Collegian

TRENTON. N.J. AP -
One inmate was killed trying

to escape from the Trenton

State Prison on Monday and

a second inmate was trapped

in razor sharp strands of

metal surrounding the roof,

officials said.

"One prisoner is dead."

said James Stabile, a

Department of Corrections

spokesman. "He is on the

roof of the front of the old

administration building. The

notcadse of death was

immediately known."

Stabile said the two were

spotted on the roof by

guards in a tower who were

armed with pistols, rifles

and shotguns.

A resident of nearby

Federal Street said he heard

what sounded like

firecrackers shortly before 1

p.m., went outside and saw

a man caught in the sharp

coils of metal.
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Campus Center, Rm 174, 7 930 PM

with

Gary Berger

Director of the Berkshire Museum
Pittsfield

Alvin Page

Resident Artist and Director

of the Garret Gallery, American

International College, Springfield

Tom Leamon
Commercial Artist and Illustrator

Amherst
and

Barbara Schaffer Bacon

Arts Resource Coordinator, AES
TOPICS: A general overview of each career, in

eluding setting, skills needed, kinds of posi

tk>ns, and resources^tor jot)jnformation

TO REGISTER CALL The Arts Extensioo Service

54&23e0

SpornofM) tn th« Art* Emension Ssrvtce of the Divwion of

Cootinuir>g Education »wth ih* suppon of the Ur>iv«f»itv

Arts Council

Tuesday,
April 26, 1983

Campus center. Rm 169. 7-9:30 pm
with

Deborah Robson

Small Press Manager, Editor

Writer and Poet, Amherst

Steve Berman

Author and Screen Writer

Northampton
and

Barbara Schaffer Bacon,

Arts Resource Coordinator, AES

TOPICS: A general overview of each career, in-

cluding setting, skills needed, kinds of positions

and resources for job information.

TO REGISTER CALL:

the Arts Extension Service at 545-2360

Sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of the Divi-

sion of Continuing Education with the support of the

University Arts Council.

Next Workshop: Careers in the Visual Arts
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Town meetingmay not have say over Hampshire College

By DAVID STERN
FW« CelWgt C«rrMpoiid«Bt

Hampshire College's first Town Meeting was rescheduled

in response to threats of forcing the cancellation of the

orginally scheduled April 12th meeting.

The Town Meeting was proposed by students at the

beginning of the school year to be an open meeting for

Hampshire students, faculty, staff, and administrators to

discuss, recommend, and make policy on campus issues.

Whether or not the Town Meeting will have power to

make binding decisions for the college is unclear.

"It certainly can't start with the presumption that it has

governing force," Jim Matlack, executive assistant at

Hampshire, said.

The first meeting had been cancelled on Friday, April

8th, according to Andy Scott, director of program for first

year students and member of the first meeting's Steering

Committee, because students whose articles were exclud-

ed from the warrant threatened to disrupt the meeting.

This will not be a problem in the new Community
Meeting because, according to Tim Joukowsky, student

Women must unite

to stop violence
By ROBERTA RUBIN

Women must put an end to "acts of terrorism" against

themselves by forming bonds and by fighting together as

one group, said Suzanne Pharr last night in a lecture at

Mount Holyoke College.

Pharr. who said she has been active in the women's

movement since 1%9 and has been active in the anti-

violence against women movement for three years said

that she was very concerned with violence, because in her

active involvement in women's issues, she has mostly

heard about violence which includes: incest, rape, marital

rape, teenagers becoming pregnant by considerably older

men, and the attacking of lesbians.

Pharr said that violence is a systematic design to control

ail women.
"It is a repeated pattern." she said.

Pharr said she found the number of assaulted young
women alarming.

One in four girls will be assaulted before they are 16

years old. one in twelve boys will be assauhed in the same

manner, and fifty percent of women are battered, she said.

'However." Pharr said. "I feel that it's ctoser to 100

percent of women who are assaulted by the time they are

adults."

Unfortunately. Pharr said, we adapt to this "War Zone"

kind of mentality where we live with the constant fear of

being assaulted if we haven't been already. Women lock

their doors because they are afraid that if they step out of

line by being strong in their positions, they will be severely

penalized by society.

The only way that an end can be put to these acts of

violence is through acts of resistance. Pharr said.

"Collectively, we must say. NO, no matter where, when
or what. This is difficult because it's easier to come up with

something political on other people's behalf than on your

own behalf because we are afraid that we will be punished

by society." she said.

There are three approaches which can be used to help

put an end to these acts of violence Pharr said: One ap-

proach is to help people adapt to what is happening in

society by increasing the number of organizations such as

women's shelters for battered women, she said.

Another approach is to try to change institutions by

working on some new legislations to make laws on women
easier, she said.

The most effective approach to use. however, is to put a

group such as battered women together so that they will

recogni2e a commonality between each other and

therefore, could support each other in fighting back

against violence, she said.

member of the Steering Committee, student's decided

that the Steering Committee will no longer have the

power to exclude what are now called items from the

agenda.

The decision to reword, withdraw, or consolidate an

item will be the author's, he explained.

Joukowsky said that the articles had orginally been ex-

cluded because they were not specific enough, and, more

importantly, because they would have destroyed the com-

munication between members of the Hampshire Com-

munity that a Town Meeting was supposed to foster.

He said that people would shy from the meeting if the

controversial articles had been on the warrant, with some

people possibly taking the attitude that "It's a meeting for

a bunch of radicals."

But Warren Goldstein, one of the students who submit-

ted the articles, claimed they were canned because they

were threatening to President Adele Simmons and other

members of the administration.

"They were too relevant, and that's why they were cen-

sored." he said. "They hit the nail on the head and a lot of

people can't handle that."

Both Scott and Joukowsky insisted that they received no

pressure from Simmons or her office to exclude the ar-

ticles.

The articles excluded from the warrant read as follows:

The Town Meeting shall...

Call for a vote of no confidence concerning the Board of

Trustees as a voting body.

Call for a vote of no confidence concerning Adele Sim-

mons as President of Hampshire College.

Proclaim a right to veto all decisions made by the Ad-
ministrative Committee (ADCOM) and the Board of

Trustees.

Empower itself to make decisions that are binding on
the Trustees and the administration.

Goldstein said that after learning of the exclusion of the

articles, he had told the Steering Committee he would
publish an all-campus bulletin and call a motion from the

floor, which is against Town Meeting rules.

Scott added, however, that "Warren said. 'We're going

to take it over.*"

This threat was confirmed by other members of the

Steering Committee.
In further revamping the meeting, it was decided that

three moderators will be chosen by the Steering Commit-
tee for the May 9th meeting, according to Gittemore

Segal, a student member of the Steering Committee.

Segal added that another meeting is planned for May
16th to discuss any items not covered on May 9th.

Saturday was a fine day for fiahing as Jim Volpi. 13, of Adams casts thy rod upon thy water of

the DeerTield River in Florida, Mass.

Veteran's group seeks social support
By DAN STOCKFORD

C«U*ctMi Cim»n»< i»l

After more than two years of inactivity, the Veteran's

Service Organization (VSO) at the University of

Massachusetts is being resurrected by a group of con-

cerned veterans.

The VSO offers a variety of social, educational, and

political functions to all veterans in the UMass community,

according to Diane Fandel. president and co^organizer of

the group.

"When people get out of the military and come to

college, the socialization process is often diffkrult. " Fandel

said. "We hope to. by providing social functions, help new

students assimilate into the college community.

"

Fandel cited a VSO picnic scheduled for May 8 as well as

a hayride and bonfire planned for the fall semester as

examples of social functions that the group intends to

sponsor.

AccM'ding to Fandel. veterans are often not completely

aware of all the benefits they are entitled to.

"We want to make veterans and dependents of veterans

aware of educational benefits such as the GI Hill, the

Masiiachusetts tuition waiver (program) and the Veteraas

Educational Assistance Program.

"The VSO wants to go into the community and hold

workshops which will provide people with information

about these programs," said the 26-year old veteran of the

Coast Guard.
Politically, the VSO wants to keep an eye on k>gislat»n

which might affect veterans, mobilizing support or op-

positicHi on important issues. Fandel said.

She said the VSO would eventually like to establish a

network between veterans groups at the 27 public higher

education institutions in Massachusetts.

The VSO has recently applied for offke space, and they

hope to have a permanent home in the fall. Fandel said.

The Veteran's Assistance and Counseling Services is

currently providing the group with temporary office space.

Franco - American relationship in need of better social ties
By DAVE LINTON

i:oiicfftea sun

The differences between the United States and France

could be solved by changing the image of France in this

country and expanding cultural ties, a French diplomat

told an audience of 60 people at Amherst College last night.

In a lecture enticed, "Franco-American Relations:

Areas of Accord and Contention," Charles Crettien. the

Director of the Press and Information Section of the

French Consulate in New York said the differences bet

ween the United States and Western Europe could be

solved by improving communications.

"It is a problem of communication. We don't know each

other enough." Crettien said. "The Western Alliance is not

only a problem of missiles, but a problem of trade and a

problem of culture," he said.

The French diplomat said the alliance of the free world

should be based on culture. He said culture between

France and the United States could be expanded by im

proving the teaching of English in France and the teaching

of French in the U.S.

Although France may differ with the United States in

military, trade, and third world matters, Crettien said, the

differences are only in the approach to the problems.

Although there was an "East-West" balance between the

superpowers. Crettien said there is also a need for a

"North South" dialogue between rich and poor nations.

Crettien said many problems in the third world could be

solved by improving education. He said there was a need to

invest in education and "business won't invest in education

in the third world."

"The new philosophy of the French government is a

philosophy of man. It is a humanistic philosophy." Crettfen

said.

Although many differences still exist between the

United States and its allies in Western Europe.

cooperation is getting better and better. Crettien said.

"We are a true and cooperative ally. We support Per-

shings in Western Europe and we support Reagan's plan to

limit nuclear missiles in Europe." he said.

In matters of trade. Crettien said France cannot afford

trade protectionism.

"We want fair trade to secure free trade in the world,"

he said.

"The problems between France and the Soviet Union

will not be solved as long as the Soviets are in Afghanistan.

At the same time we will try to talk. Peace is of paramount

importance. We don't want war," Crettien said.

Crettien said France supported the Camp David

agreements between Egypt and Israel and supports

Reagan's plan to try to get Jordan in the negotiation

process in the Middle East.

"A Palestinian state has to exist today but we are not

going to say where." he said.
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99' bar drinks

e:OOCIX>SE

THE
JIIIMRTUI

/vtcuir lowni

9:OOMIDNIGHT

FREE
PIZZA _

60 ox Pitcher*
Happy Hour prlc«d at

^ ta 76
* 990 bar drinks

drafta 60C
* 50C drafts H ., . . -Your choice of

bar drink 99c

B:OOCLOSE ^^ 2:00 6:30

SUPER SALE
onHP-34Cand HP-38C

only $69.95
(this is not a misprint)

Save almost 50% off our

regular low price of $134.95

Save $80.00 of list price $15U.UU

HP-

380

The HP 38C is an ideal tool for real

estate agents, financial analysts.

accountants, bankers, managers and

business students.

• Advanced financial functions

including discounted cash flow analysis

• Amortiiation schedules

• 99 program lines for handling

repetitive calculations

• Continuous Memory saves programs
and data

Th€ HP 34C offers computer strength

"sdvc" ar^d "integrate" in a handheld
calculator Designed for scientific

students and professionals who need

the flexibility and power of advanced
programming

• "Solve" key finds real roots of

equations

• "Integrate" key finds definite intearaU

• 210 program lines

• Continuous
Memory saves

programs and
data

HP3yv:
Advanced
Prf>grammable
Scientifir

OPEN
M F 9 5

Sat 11 4

Limited

quantities

available

no rainchecks

4Hm fl 1 1 |.i H ) H<H»il'i4>M>M4iM4MIMWIMaiMlM«tiMMN^^

1 University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Department of Sport Studies Lecture Series

MiU4.l44tlil;II.M I lib:

i

ra

Located in the Campus Centei

iSTORE^

Kathrine Switzer

Director of Sports Program
Avon Products

i<Sport Promotion and Development on a

World-Wide Basis"

Thursday. April 28. 1983
8 p.m.

Public Health Auditorium
Morrill Sciencp Building

Krtlherinp SwU/pr

-first Woman to C omppip Offic lallv in lh«> Boston M<«rathon. 1967

— Orqani/ft of thp First Womi'n's Olvmpir Marathon. I its AnqrU's. 1984

— Tflfvision C oninifntalor (or tht> Npv^' Yorit and Huston Marathons

— TriistfP ol th«» Womi'ns Sports Foundation

-( oordinatnr of th«' A««»n International Marathon

Students. Faniltv. ( oac h»*s. and ()th*'r Inlprt'slpd Persons WpU oin«»! «

ltlMlM«MlllllMlMi44H4iM><<MH)t4il<»iMiWi<l|iM«ttWifi|i|ititi|imiMi<*^
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^4,000 of instruments stolen

from FAC and DWI among

crimes reported by police

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
CollcffiM Sl«fr

Eleven sets of cymbals were among the

$4,000 worth of percussion instiximents

reported stolen from the Fine Arts Center

Thursday night, University of

Massachusetts police said yesterday.

Also reported stolen from the FAC
rehearsal room were rototoms, a snare

drum, high hat cymbals, several tom-toms

and a timboni head, police said.

According to Lou Lourraine, stage pro-

duction manager for the center, there were

no visible signs of forced entry.

The ir>cident (x^curred between midnight

and 8 a.m. Thursday.

In other police action:

• A homemade explosive devise was
detonated in the fifth floor stairwell of

John Adams dormitory in the Southwest

Residential College yesterday morning,

police said.

No damage was reported in the incident

that was called in at 12:41 a.m. yesterday

but police detected odors of gun powder

and sulfur in the air and paper fragments

on the ground.

John Adams head of residence Catherine

Moscatelli declined comment.
• A 22year-old East Hampton, New
York woman was arrested Saturday night

and charged with driving while under the

influence of alcohol, driving while under

the influence of a narcotic substance,

(LSD), operating U* endanger. jH)ssessing

no registration, and operalmg without a

valid Mass. license, police said.

The woman was observed at the corner

of Fearing Street and Lincoln Ave. with a

29-year-old Northampton man on the roof

rack of her car. The man was placed in pro

tective custody after being found to be in

toxicated. police said.

• Police responded to an in-progress

assault with a dangerous weapon Friday

night in John Quincy Adams dormitor>.

Police said that shortly before 1 1 p.m. Fri-

day a 19-year-old Northpxirt, NY man. was

pointing a 177 caliber BH pistol at his 22nd

floor roommate when they arrived.

The man was charged with assault with a

dangerous weapon (a firearm), possession

of a firearm on a college campus, posses-

sion of a firearm without a firearm iden-

tification card, possession of a dangerous
weapon while committing a breach of the

peace, discharge of a fire arm within 500

feet of a dwelling, breaking glass in a

building (a window of a firedoor), and
malicious damage to real property.

Police said the gun was taken away and
the man placed under arrest after police

found three bulletholes in the firedoor win-

dow and several pellets on the floor beside

it.

• An attempted larceny and arson in

MacKimmie dormitory Friday night left a

19-inch television set and a carpet burned,

police said.

Police said burned paper and hockey

stick were found underneath the television

cabinet. The carpet was burned through to

the floor and several screws had been
removed from the television. Police said

apparently someone ha(i tried removing
the set then ignited it after failing. Damage
was estinuited at $.S00.

• More than $700 worth of jewelry was
reported stolen from a John Quincy Adams
dormitory room police, said. The incident,

which occurred between sometime
Wednesday and 4:30 p.m. Sunday, left a

woman without two gold chains (value<l at

$150 and $200). seven gold charms ($30

apiece) and a $150 watch.

• Two 19-year-old Newton men were ar

rested and charged with being disorderly

persons m connection with an incident near
the flagpoles on the Haigis Mall Saturday
night.

Police said they observed a group of four

men standing around the flag poles while

flames shot 10 feet into the air from buring

signs attached to the flag poles.

Police said the men ran across Mass.

Ave., creating a traffic disturbance when
they observed police approaching. Two of

the men were caught near Lot 32.

• An 18-year-old man was placed in pro-

tective custody shortly after 3 a.m. Sunday
in the Haigis Mall. Police said the man was
found draped over a parking meter
vomiting.

Voting for Orchard Hill ends today
Voting for Orchard Hill Area Govern

ment offices concludes today in the main

lobbies of Dickinson, Webster, Field and

Grayson Houses from 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Running unopposed for the office of co-

presidents are Mike Altneu of 604

Dickinson and Cara Milks of 713 Grayson.

Candidates for vice-president include

Phil Vettraino of 520 Field. Maura McHugh
of 704 Grayson, Judy Day of 706 Grayson

and Kim Milinazzo of 716 Field.

Candidates for secretary indude Lynda
Harbold of 713 Grayson and Johnnie Lyn
Evans of 714 P'ield.

Donna Dooley of 414 Field is running

unopposed for the office of treasurer.

High schoolers vie for free tuition
Two-hundred seventy five top

Massachusetts high school juniors and their

parents were on the University of

Massachusetts campus yesterday observing

college life. UMass-style.

The juniors, all in the top fifth of their

cla.ss. were nominated to compete for 26

Chancellor's Talent Awards iCTA) for

acadenuc excellence which carry a full four

year tuition waiver.

CTA Coordinator, Sarah J. Hamilton,

said the students took English and
mathematics tests determining the winners

of the merit scholarships would be.

The group was welcomed to the

University by Chancellor Joseph Duffey
and heard a panel discussion by faculty on

unique educational opportunities at UMass.
After lunch the students were taken on

guided tours of the campus.
Hamilton said the program, begun by

former UMass Chancellor. Ilenry Koffler. is

a success not only for the large number of

quality students who are attracted to

UMass but for the fact that, "we keep track

of students who are accc>pted into this

program and we have found during the
three years that we have had students in

the program iat UMass) they have main
tained high acade mic standards."

Man and car forced offroad
By DAVID B. MINER

(olWciM SUIT

The Amherst Police Department
responded to 138 incidents over the three

day weekend, including three motor vehicle

accidents involving personal injuries.

At 12:15 A.M. on April 23, Amherst
Police said a 20-year-old Newton man
reported that the vehicle he was driving

north on Sunderland Road was forced off

the road by another vehicle coming at him

in his lane. In avoiding the oncoming vehi-

cle, the driver swerved, striking a traffic

control sign and flipped over several times

while airborne, police said. The driver and

a passenger were transported to the

Cooley Dickenson Hospital with he^d and

back injuries.

A 15-year-old Amherst resident ran into

a vehicle while riding his bicycle on Pine

Street on Saturday, police said.

Police said the youth was riding parallel

to a truck that obstructed his view of a car

making a turn onto Pine Street, causing

the youth to "run into the car." The cyclist

complained of leg injuries, and was
transported to (Tooley Dickenson Hospital

The third personal injurj- accident

reported by Amherst Police also happened
on Saturday when a vehicle exiting the

Town House Apartments struck another

car traveling East on Meadow Lane. A

58-year-old passenger in the struck vehicle

said she would seek her own medical atten-

tion. The driver of the car exiting the

apartment complex was dted for failure to

use care in starting.

In other incidents reported to Amherst
Police a 16-year-old Amherst resident

reported that she was bitten by a stray cat

and sustained puncture wounds to a leg.

The stray was captured and taken to a ktcal

veterinarian and held for afaaervaUion,

police said.

A 37year-<)ld Amherst resident was ar-

rested and charged with disturbing the

peace, assault with a dangerous weapon (a

knife) and possessing a dangerous weaptm.
Police said he threatened an Amherst
Police Officer, who was responding to a
distuHtance call, with the krufe. The man
was released on bail pending an ap-

pearance in Hampshire District CouK,
Northampton on Morulay.

In other police busirwss: on April 23.

Amherst Police say a Pine Street grocery

store was broken into and three cases of

Budweiser beer and two cartons of cigaret-
tes at the value of $.50 were taken; April 23,

a resident of Brittany Manor reported her

front door forced of)en; and fm April 25, a

TV and stereo equipment worth ov€»r $f)00

was taken from an apartment in (^^hadwick

Court.

klt-kitiUf'kit'kititititf

$30 reward ;

363 ^<=>'Main St

Amherst
Mon • Thur

11:30 am 2
FH Bat

11:30 3 am
Fast Free
Delivery
268 8687

*-
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«
4-

*-

4-

4-

4-

4
4
4

^pixxl ricT^tS

for a 3

apt.

bedroom J
in Puffton 4

beg. June or J
Sept.

Sheryl 6 9680 I
Shari 6 9623 J
Sue 6-9593 4>
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363 Main St
Amherst

85e-8687
Soap Opera

Special
11:30 am • 7 pm

SmaU
2 item pizsa
Only •4.00

TOP
of the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT A LOUNGE

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

$700
"

(with this coupon only)

010.00 with Shampoo & Blow Dry

$11.50 Long Hair

expires 5/30/83 C I

Free Consultations
Please call for an appointment

Styles by Deborah
» University Drive Amherst, MA 549-5610

5647550
M»MPSMl«f M*l ,

564 9153
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the world will be
different!

KC83
Info Meeting

Wed. April 27th 6:30 pm SBA 109

PLEASE

R«cycl«

this

Collegian

aaSliainSi.

Larg0
Popperonf
for only
#6.25
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ill Student Housing, Chi Rho

5j welcomes applicstions from sihglejj

Vtgrads and undergrade, including |^
^ freshman and sophomores. i|^

^ Contact the Rrst Baptist Church for -^
•: more information about this Christian tZ
• Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or ff

• 256-6891. —
r#«Ni(t

TONIGHT
Old Milwaukee Night

with FREE ^

Hats & T-Shirts HiUTs

GROUND FLOOR STUDE><.\

Iv AtatJonal

Ueeh
/Iphit. 26-29

COMING SOON
ALUMNI

CAREER NIGHT
THE DIVISION

OF PUBLIC HEALTH

11302(10

wr^jki*

CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11th Floor 'Campus Center 'UMass

WHO WILL SPEAK?

Our own graduates in the field

will tell you where their jobs arc

and what it's like!

WHEN?

Wednesday Evening, April 27, 1983,

from 8:00-9:15 p.m.

WHERE?

Campus Center, Room 163

WHO IS INVITED?

Interested students, faculty & others.

SPONSORS.

The Alumni Office,

The University Placement Office,

The Division of Public Health

EDITORIAL/OPINION

11 .1
^''^^:

The vjinww/ of m^imuvi

Advanced technology will change us

c omputer technology has not yet reached its

peak, and growth in computers or computer
power will continue for some time to come."

These words from the author Christopher Evans might
have come from a politician, a scientist, or anyone for that

matter. Technological innovation has already transformed

our lifestyles, from our work and educational en-

vironments to our stx-ial attitudes and political t)eliefs.

Paul Hetznecker
In the last few decades we have seen a structural change

in our s^x-iety as the primacy of the productive forces has

shifted from industrial to technt>cratic capital This> change

has provided the universities with a new status and power,

as the need for scientists and specialized technicians in-

creases with the quest for more advanced knowledge and

information. Here at UMass we have already seen the

shift in priorities toward high tech related fields. St)

Evans seems to be describing the forces of contemporary

change, forces that are not as clearly understood as people

like Evans would like us to believe. In this age of the

microchip and cybernetic dream, the worship of

technological change, spurred on by our pri>gressivist.

materialist culture and corporate propaganda has blinded

us to the ultimate dangers that exist in this post -industrial

world. There is an unquestioned rationale, an integral part

of our ideology which holds that technological innovation

means progress, material wealth and benefits for all. Peo-

ple like Evans perpetuate this myth by focusing on the

technological changes themselves and the class of

beneficiaries, and not on the social inequities which remain

unchanged.
As advanced technology has progressed it has changed

the way we do things and how we do them, but it has not

reduced the vast disparities of wealth and power in this

country; in fact just the opposite is occurring.

Technological innovation cannot be separated from the

evolution of capital. (This is true in the Soviet Union as

well as in the U.S.. Japan, and western Europe.) Advances

in technology have almost exclusively been created and

controlled by the powerful elites for their own benefit.

motivated by profit, and not the public good. In fact from

1945 to the mid TO's over sixty percent of the major
technological innovations were rnade in order to save on

labor costs in production, (the other forty percent were in

material and capital saving methods).

Unemployment can only increase as more advanced

methods of prtxiuction through automation, computeriza-

tion and robotics are introduced seeking to replace a costly

human work force thus rendering many highly skille<l jobs

(^>solete. Efforts to retrain this permanently unemployed

class will succeed in reaching a small percentage of

workers. Alienation, the sense of uprootedness. the result

of the complete loss of control over our own resources has

made each one of us slaves to the technological forces of

capital. The integration of humans and machines in pro-

duction and consumption is creating a social order

uniformly mass produced and machine like. Computeriza-

tion has necessitated the centralization of management
and information, accelerating the concentration of

economic and political power. For those who naively

believe that computers will eventually decentralize this

control by putting one in every home, they fail to realize

that like the T.V.. the prt»cess of how and what informa-

tion will be available will remain the crucial factor controll-

ed by a powerful few.

But the most profound loss of freedom in this post-

industnal society is reflected in our inability to collective-

ly, democratically control the technological forces that

continue to transform our lives. In the age old human
quest to dominate nature through technology, we have

reached the ultimate contradiction between meeting the

needs of the world's population and total nuclear destruc-

tion. Despite the myth that seems to console the

beneficiaries of advanced technology, the disparities bet-

ween those who have and those who do not are getting

greater and greater. Increasingly the university will serve

the interests of technocratic capital, educating a highly

specialized elite work force, the breeding ground for the

new class of managers and technicians. Traditionally an

institution dedicated to the free and open exchange of

ideas, the university must turn on itself, students,

educators and administrators alike, and begin to question

the emerging social order we are catapulting into.

Paul Hetznecker i$ a UMa$s student

Letters——^—^^—
Abortion is a decision of love
To the Editor:

This is in answer to the woman who wrote to the

Collegian regarding her conflict over whether or not to

have an abortion. My heart goes out to this woman or any

other who finds herself faced with this decision, because I

had to make the same decision in September. So first let

me say that I wish this woman and any other all the love

and support she will need, no matter what her decision.

It upset me terribly that she made abortk>n seem like

such a cruel and selfish thing to do, so please allow me to

present my view. Because abortion can be. and was for

me. a decision made out of love. Love for myself, the

father, my famUy, and most of all love for the life that

was being created within me. Abortion was not

something that was done to that developing life within

me. it was done to me. It was not "easier this way." It

was. and is. a painful deciswn for me. but I made that

decision because I did not want anyone else to suffer with

me. My baby would have been born yesterday. I wouW
not have been able to care for it even though I loved it

from the moment that I knew I had conceived: part of me
joined with part of someone I loved.

My baby's father did not think I should have an

abortion, neither did he want to share ihe responsibility

of caring for a baby. My decision was practical for the

people around me. me. and the life inside me. When I do
bring a life into this world, it will be with the same bve
with which it began. And I will have more than just love

to give to it.

"This whole business of pregnancy" is not over. I am
still dealing with the social stigmas attached to my
situation and decision. I cried last night when I realized

that my baby would probably have been born then, but

today. I am smiling because my decision was not, is not

easy. It was not selfish — it was a decision made out of

love. I offer this advice to the woman who wrote that

letter: make your decision practical, make your decision

out of love

.

Editor't Note: Because of the personal nature of the

subject, the author of this letter has been granted

anonymity. As a matter of poUcy, names must be in-

cluded in all letters and columns.

\.

Sincerely,

Name withheld by request

Sunderland

Does freedom
really exist?
Ever wonder just who is responsible for divulging

information on non-registrants for selective

service? And have you wondered why those who
have been brought to court have all been vcKal oppt)nents

of selective service?

The answers to both questions are so simple that they

are easily overlooked. The government chooses to pro-

secute only those who have been vocal opponents of the

draft because they want to set an example. They want to

shut people up — you and me.

One must be careful about who they tell their most im-

portant secrets to. Your next door neighbor is just as like-

ly as anyone to turn you in if you have not registered for

the draft.

Constantly we are told that we live in a free country. We
are told that if we don't like what happens here we should

leave.

Rich Nangle
And yet amazingly enough, the very people who claim to

support the Democratic system are the ones who try to

suppress it.

biemocracy is primarily U) protect the rights of a minori-

ty — not just the majority! We are not living in a dictaU>r-

ship. At least that's what our Constitution says. But when
you consider some of the things that have been said by

prominent leaders in this country, you wonder.

While on the cajnpaign trail for President in 1980,

Ronald Reagan said it was time for the no-nukers to put

down their signs of protest and accept what has become a

major energy source in the U.S.

Furthermore, the National Guard has fought with

demonstrators more than once at the Seahrook nuclear

plant in New Hampshire. The demonstrators were

destroying public prt>perty by attempting to tear down the

chain link fences sumjunding the plant. But was that any

worse than the potential destruction a nuclear accident

would cause?

Do we really live in a free country when although moat

of the public suppt)rts a nuclear freeze, we don't have one?

And how can we dare to call ourselves a free country

when our imperialistic nature forces us to contribute

money and weafH)ns U) oppressive rc^mes like the

Salvadoran ruling junta?

Do we really live in a free country when 10 percent of

our inhabitants own more than two thinls of the wealth?

Can we actually call ourselves free when some of our

citizens can't afford to get a college education?

I, for one. do not believe that the I'nited States is a truly

free country. There are far too many inequities like

hunger, lack of housing and police brutality to overlook.

When the FBI or CIA can tap your phone for being a

"subversive" you're not living in a free country.

What exactly do those who say "y4mmca. love it or

leatfe it" love? Is it through some shopworn rendition of

the American dream that th<»se fieople live their lives? Do
we really have economic opportunity just liecause we can

win big money playing Boston Herald Wingo?

The very President who exploits the virtues of our "free

country" is the one who has imposed tax cuts that favor

the wealthy and do little for the poor.

Freedom is much more than the national anthem and

the Pledge of Allegiance. FVeedom was articulated far

more eUxjuently by Martin Luther King Jr. than by Presi-

dent Reagan.
We will only be a truly free country when homosexuals

and other oppressed minorities have the right to live as

they wish and find work without repression.

We will only be a truly free country when women are

guaranteed the same opportunities for employment as

men.
And we will only be a truly free country when we do not

suppress the voice of any minority.

And as long as there are banned books, there will be no

freedom.

The United States is the greatest country in the world.

But that is no reason to be complacent. We are only great

because we live in a world full of mediocre countries. If we
do not continue to strive for improvement and a higher

greatness, we will surely falter.

One of the saddest facts about America is that there

really is a little bit of Archie Bunker in all of us.

Rich Nangle is a Collegian columnigt

Letters Policy

All letters must be sipied and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we re^et
we are unable to acknowledge unpublished
letters. All letters are subject to editing^ for

clarity and len^h.
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Spring Savings Spree

Cas,ua\
^^-^^

Aets

G\ona
S^e

vet^s

Aets
AeN^®^'"'" 4

Sea

peop

sotvs

WsSaV^^S"
Batv^

THINK CASUAL
Levis Colored MIV\ \l X'^ \

Denim Jeans $9^^ Elastic Waist

dance
CO

^^ootv'

Steige^*

jotva^^*

I ..V" TOO**

Western straight leg, 5 poikct
style In tan, toast, grey and blu«-

•>a^V *1t' Slacks $1499

Levis Active

Rugby Shorts
Tapered vents and pinkets
Swim liner In assorted minr-.

$900

Casu<il slaiks in pi»lv cott. •

Iwili t.ibrii /ippered reai

p«Kkil \>s.irted C t»k>rs

Sav. ^ly

VtKV FAMOUS BRAND
Collared

Knit Shirts
'ihoil ^Krvc With loKii Solids

.ind >frip«' .ivailabic

^V
Stote

fot
l^ev^s

WORLD FAMOUS
"REPTILE" <t-fOO
Sport Socks ^1^^
The casual look and the famous S.ivi '•2 '0

Cushion Float feel whitr HAMPSHIRE MALLi Hadley

on Rte 9 between Amherst & Northannpton

just around the corner from U. Mass.

Store Hours: 10 - 9:30 Monday thru Saturday

12 - 5 Sundays

$999
Save »

TheONSUALMALE

Hampshire Mall

Hadlev. MA 01035
(413)586 3857

Coming Attractions at

av Jeivelers
THE DIAMOND PEOPLF

A Selection of 10k and 14k

White or Yellow Gold

Mothers Day Rings
from $65. to $500. over 30 styles to choose from.

Don't forget Mom on May 8th

Also First Time In Our History

ART CARVED Class Rings will be available

starting May 30th, 1983

many styles to choose from

Open Your Charge Accounts Today!

Now Open
on

Sundays
noon

till

5 pm

riitiHiiiiinniiititniittiintiii|iitiiiii|iiinii||iitiiii||iiiiiii||iiiiiii|,|iiiiii|^^

Furnari Jewelers

20% OFF
all Graduation watches,

all gold chains, bracelets, etc

Stop by, check out the sale

you've been waiting for!

jplUtUlilllUlllllHlUIII'<IUlill'HlttlllllllilUltlll||illlllUUlllllllMllliH(|lllU||||illRt|||^

CREATIVE T-SHIRTS
GRAND OPENING

at the Hampshire Mall
nday, April 19 through Sunday April 30j

Custom Printing and Lettering

Shirts for all sporting events

Fashion Tops, Baseball Hats

Quantity Discounts
TRADE IN AN OLD T SHIRT

GET $1. OFF ANY SHIRT IN STORE
586-9205

Jonathan Reid
i^

'^'

Tuxedo Rentals
If You're Going Formal

Why Not Go First Classl
^-^

With Tuxedos From Us!

15% Discount for

College Formals

Hampshire Mall Hadley, MA (413) 586-5302

• **•

The Full Service

Wine and Liquor Store

Just A
^^HOP, SKIP & A JUMP"
from the Hampshire Mall

Bus Stop
Check the Collegian every Friday

'^^ for our many specials. "^U

L^^ Wines/ Liquors L
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Western Mass largest selection of Marvel & DC comics

Undergrounds, Posters, Prints

"Dungeon & Dragon" Supplies

Paperbacks & Fantasy Materials

20% OFF BACK ISSUES
with this coupon offer qood until 5-15-83

Hampshire Mall, Hadley, MA
(413) 586-8775

© 1983 Marvel Comics Group A Divsion of Cadence Ind Corp.

^i^i^HiiHMB^i^i^i^ ^/^ll Rights Reserved
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Located above Cafe Square 584-6937

PEWTER POT
— Presents —

DINNER and MOVIE $5.50
- Available Anytime -

Choose from the following entrees aand get a Free Pass to the
Hampshire 4 or Mt. Farms 4 Theatres

(Pan Valid Anytime Sunday Thru Thursday)

• BAKED COD FILLET -

Served with Potato or Vegetable, Salad, Rooi and Butter
- VEAL PARMAGIANA •

Served with Spaghetti, Salad, Roll and Butter
- TURKEY DINNER -

Served with Gravy, Potato, Cranberry Sauce, Salad, Roll and Butter

CHOPPED SIRLOIN
Served with Potato or Vegatable, Salad, Roll and Butter

- CHEESE OMELETTE -

Served with Salad, Potato, Toast or Muffin
Selection Indiid— Beverage and Tax. Tip Not Included.

87th Anniversary Sale

Now at the

Hampshire Mall

en Sunda
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Hampshire Mall
Spring Savings Spree *

r ^
In need of gear?

The mall is here
By ANNE McCRORY

loilcfiaa SUff

Spring is here

But have no fear
To shop for apparel

Hampshire Mail is near.

For the classy, the rich

And those who are scrounging

The Mall is a place

For more than just lounging.

The auction, the pace.

The atmosphere;

The difference, the culture

Make them flock here.

From jewelry and rings

The newlyu>eds wear
To new kinds of makeup

And styles of hair
The Mall has the contents

To git^ spring a flair.

For sundresses, bikinis.

Sandals and flip flops

Inside the Mall
The selection is tops.

There's video and skating

For the nonsh*rppxng xori.

Also movies and dancing
And equipment for sport.

There are toysfor the kiddies.

Tunesfor the t^'ens,

Diseountsfor ail

And books for the Deans.

For those who are hungry
After this long excursion

There is pizza and ice cream
To provide a rfitmnon.

And lastly, amongst
These boutiques galore.

Is a mfnvey machine
To let you buy mnrr

A trip to theMall
can produce it all

By DAVID B. MINER
c«ii«giMSurr

I used to live near a mall with a McDonalds, a K-Mart

and a Thom McAnn as the prime features.

It was boring, but functional.

At my old mall you didn't have roller skating rinks, you

didn't have a Disneyesque cafe area looking like the old

West. You had a Friendly's and two benches near the exit.

As malls go. the Hampshire mall is not the biggest. I've

been in malls around the country in which Hampshire Mall

— parking lot and aU — could easily be lost. But. I have

never been in a mall that has quite the same mixture of

shops and services offered in such a relaxed atmosphere.

My first stop upon arrival to the mall is always the same.

I go to my bank's automatic 24 hour teller and withdraw

the funds that I will use during the rest of my visit.

Having packed my wallet. I am ready to begin my af

ternoon at the mall. As I head toward my favorite ck)thing

store. I notice a group of people watching soap operas on a

large TV screen in the center of the mall.

Later. I enter one of the mall's record stores to see which

records are on the top 40. From the record store I continue

through the mall, stopping in each of my "favorite" stwes

along the way.

According to my watch it is almost five o'clock. I quickly

head toward the restaurant where I will meet a friend to

share pizza and beer before going to the opening of a new

movie.

After having fortified ourselves, we head toward the

movie theatre to buy our tickets. Although movie prices

have increased substantially over the past years, that

increase is reduced when we present our student discount

cards.

After the movie, we gather the filled shopping bags and

head home. It has been a productive day.

Illuminating Hfhti beautify the corporate splendor of the Hampahirc Mall.

We'd like to

strii^ you up
betweentwo trees
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Name
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Phone Number
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fhat better way to swin.; iHto summer than m your own hammock? Wed like to f^rw vmi a chance to

win this oTie, or other i^real summer prizes, lust fill out the entry blank belcM' and brini? it into our Hampshire

Mall offi(e by Saturday April .30th. The drawini^ will be hekl on Monday May 2nd.

The hammo( k is (Aersized. and handwoven of weatherproof ni^x' fnini the Skera rontem[)(far\ Cralls (lalk'rv

in Hadley Valued at $91, this hammrjck is a relaxing

place to hang out in the warmer weather Second prize

IS a pair of Nike running shoes frcnn the runner'Shof) in

Northampton. Valued at $.S(), ttiev re a hk e way to treat

vour feet as y(Hi run into summer Third pria* is a $2.S

gift ( ertifuxite to Bart's in Amherst. Luscious kv (Teams,

sweet treats and ((K»ling drinks are a satisfying surpris»'

on a spring evening.

So get ready for summer Come 'ki in by April !^Oth

and mavth' vcki'II win v)mething with strings atla< lied.

i,lv« Ml .(»"
j HI-

I
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PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
SiiKc IHKS Its I'copic that kecj) you toniinj; back

.HIKf MAI 1 ';ll I' I I
' Iiti'v

Now In Stock

LEvrs
style 501's

shrink to fit, button fly jeans

100% cotton
available at the

HAMPSHIRE MALL ONLY!

Losing 20 poundss^
something about Gloria Stevens:

itworks.

Pat Cotter tried

everything. Fad diets. Fad
exercises.

But nothing worked until

she tried Gloria Stevens.

Injust six weeks at

Gloria's, she lost twenty
pounds and 20 inches.

And as you can see, the

results were really terrific.

Ifyou'd like results

like Pat's, come in to

Gloria Stevens. You 11 find

it's notjust another quick-

loss diet center. Or an im-

personal fitness center

It's a warm, friendly

place where expert

technicians really care

about you.

They'll help you

custom-design your own
shape-up program.
With a diet you can actually

stick to. Exercises you
don't have to be an
athlete to do. Plus fun

activities like group
work-outs and aerobics.

6 weeks for^25.

You can try Gloria

Stevens for six weeks
at only $25. And that

includes unlimited

visits, so you really get

your money's worth.

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Route 9

584-0106

Hypercurricula
"HypiTcurricula."' a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. EvenLs are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 1 13 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the pa{>er.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

CUSP MEETING - Important Meeting - Vote coun-

ting for distinguishtni professor and T.A., elections for

new officers, planning for rest of semester. New memlx'rs

welcome. 4 p.m.. Tobin 204.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD - (luest

lecturer at this meeting: Prof. Pastides to speak on con-

traception study. All students welcome. Come! Ciet involv-

e<i, get experience with the Health Services. 5 p.m.. R(K)m

304 UHS.

HILLEL COUNCIL MEETING - The Hillel Couruil is

our major decision making btnly. The meeting is o|)t'n to all

interested individuals. 6 p.m.. Dukes Room.

OPEN MEETING AGAINST THE KLAN - John

Brown — Anti-Klan Committ«« will sponsor an open

meeting to mobilize for anti-Klan demonstrations in

Meriden, Ct. April liO and Boston, Mass. May 1. 6:30 p.m.,

CC Rm 917.

STUDENT MEETING - UK: General Meetings. New
members welcome. 6:30 p.m., Rtwm 174 CC.

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOC. MEETING
— Officer Election — All members should attend. Check

Campus Center daily schedule for room number. 6:30

p.m., Campus Center.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING - There will be a mandatory

meeting for all meml)ers today. Spring j>arty will be

discussed. Munchies will be served. 6::i0 p.m., Slockbridge

311.

CERRF MEETING - Committ** for Equal Right.s and

Reproductive Freedom (CERRF) meeting Tues<lay at 6:30

in the Dukes Room. We'll be discussing the skit and recent

legislation. 6:30 p.m.. Dukes Room.

JOURNALISM CLirB MEETING - We finally got

money! Important meeting ttinight for all memliers oW
and new. 7 p.m.. Bartlett 107.

DYSLEXIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION - General

meeting. New members welconte. 7 p.m., 68 Bartlett.

"ISSUES FACING ISRAEL" CLASS - TENTATIVE
topic: "Women in Israel". A lecture/discussion on the

women's movement m Israel. Open t<» all. (Plea.se note

TENTATIVE topic sUtus; class meets for discussion

regardlras.) 7 p.m., Herter 114.

CAREERS IN THE LITERARY ARTS -
WORKSHOP TOPICS INCLUDE: General overview,

kinds of positions, settings, skills needed, and job

resources. Workshop sponsored by the Arts Extension

Service of the Division of Continuing Education with the

supi)ort of the University Arts Council. To regi.ster for

this free work.shop, call: 545-2360. 7-9:30 p.m., R*iom 169

Campus Center.

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB MEETING - General

Meeting — All members should attend to help with plans

for the movie April 28th and the race April 30th. New
members always welcome! 7:30 p.m., CC Rm. 911-15.

CONCERT: FACULTY BRASS QUINTET - A free

concert of brass works ranging from the Renais.sance to

the 20th century — With CJuintet members Walter

Chesnut, Jeffrey Holmes, Laura Klock, David Spomy,
and George Parks, plus guest artists Dexter Morrill, Tom
Scavone, PaJ Appleby, John Roseneau, Tod CampbeU,

and Nadine Shank. 8 p.m., Bezanson Recital Hall in the

Fine Arts Center.

UMASS VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE - Directed by

Horace Boyer. All are welcome. 8 p.m., Webster Main

Lounge.

MASS PIB WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY - All women
are invited to come and study with us in an informal set-

ting the life and teachings of Jesus Christ as described in

the Bible. 8 p.m., Campus Center Room 801.

SPRING BL(X)D DRIVE - Give blood and feel great

this Spring. Campus Center Room 165. "Give the gift of

blood." 11:00 a.m. - 5 p.m., 165 Campus Center.

SLIDE SHOW - The slide show IN THEIR OWN
WORDS: SALVADOREAN REFUGEES IN HON
DURAS (contains live interviews with refugees ) will be

shown along with the film, CONTROLLING INTEREST:
The WoHd of the Multinational Corporation. Sponsored

by: Racial Awareness Pn)gram — Residential Educa-

tion/East, 545-0290. B6 Dwight, 7:00 p.m.; Webster

Lounge, 9:15 p.m.
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The King is usurped

C«a«ciM piMU ^ Da**

EtcIjii Kinf'• "love comet down" at the FAC Thursday nifht.

Baglio's a happy man
THE STOMPERS
Hangar One
Saturday, April 23

By RICHARD NANGLE
C«U«fflM Staff

Sal BaKlio appeared to be a happy man
Saturday night. The lead singer for the

Boston-baaed Stompers has been infamous

for his tirades toward crowds he doesn't

like. A year ago it had gotten to the point

where one had to wonder whether or not his

temper was overshadowing the efforts of

the band.

But things have changed for Sal.

A record contract with Boardwalk (Joan

Jett and the Black heart's label) to produce

the band's first LP has Sal and the boys
dreaming of stardom. And weD it should if

Saturday's show in front of a huge crowd at

Hangar One was any indk:atioo of where
the Stompers are heading.

I stopped going to Stompers' shows last

spring liter Sal had his umpteenth tirade

on the stage. Temper tantrums and sets

that were nearly identical from week to

week were starting to grate on this once

avid fan.

'What did you say bitch? What did you

say?." screamed Baglio that night to a

woman in front of the stage at Uncle Sam's

on Nantasket Beach. The woman was in

suiting the singer for crooning a ballad

instead of one of the more well-known

numbers.
Baglio continued, "get this whore off

the stage or the Stompers ain't gonna play

no more!"

With that the woman was dragged away
by the ruthless bouncer*.

"I'm here to play for my fans." Baglio said

before resuming the show.

The most pathetic aspect of his tantrum
was the fact that the Stompers were

backing-up the Jim Carroll Band that night.

Perhaps headlining acts can take liberties

with the crowd, but back-ups definitely

should not.

But Saturday mght. my opinion of the

Stompers underwent a radical change.

Here was a positive Sal Bairlio. And the

band was tighter than ever. Bom-again

Stompers!
They opened with one of the strongest

covers they've ever done in "Almost
Saturday Night." This vernoo would bk>w
Dave Edmunds away on hit beet day.

Tm on fire up here." Baglio said to the

rock and roll crazed crowd. "First Kiss" and
"You're The One" with more enthusiasm
than rock bands have ever been known to

have. Other high points included "Summer
Girls. " Wipe Out." and "Coast to Coast.

"

There were k>w- points, however.
Shadow of heavy metal self indulgence still

abound when "Shady" Dave Freedman
goes into a piano solo, or Mark Cuccinello

goes wild on the drums. These are things I

hate to see in a concert. The same goes for

Sal's occasional guitar wailing. And the

ballads can be boring at times.

But the fast songs include that abnost

violent guitar work that makes me thing

that Sal coukl easily have been a punk.
The Stompers have done an amazing

thing. They have combined the finest

aspects of SO's. 60's and early 70's rock to

produce a sound that is appealing even to a

person who is not a fan of any of those

genres.

Rumor has it that the Stompers may be

the back-up for a name band this summer.
But the band that tours with the Stompers
will have to be constantly looking over their

shoulders to make sure they are not out-

played. If the Stompers tour with Joan Jett

it will certainly ruin her bad reputation.

They'll blow her away.
Will the album sell? The Stompers don't

seem to capture their energy laden sound
too well on the vinyl.

Nevertheless. I love that dirty water.
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TD* MMWrtt Muquw* AVMnt

V A T SLAV
by SlaworMir Mrozett

Dirselvd by Richard Mamwn

Kitty ThMlir

April 29. 10 & May 1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 7

•:00 P.M.

Admission SUO
Santor CIttzans $1.50

Amharat Collage stutfanta laaa with \J).

For rssarvatlona oai 542-air7

Box office hours: 10-5 weekdays

Vatrtrr. by thi eonta«il»orary PoMtIt maalvr of tha Thaatr* af
rh« Grotaaqu* Joka. It t dart). poHtlaat fare* written In tS70
with am«2tafl praaolanca atx>u« ttM tragady happening now In

Poland and ala•w^ar• and batora

EVELYN KING
Thoredfty, April 21

Fine Arte Center

By CRIS SCHUSTER
CaUagiaaSUff

Evelyn King promised her audience she

would give them what they wanted and
Thursday night at the FAC. she did just

that. If there was a theme for her per-

formance, it would have had to be: "get

loose."

Besides singing the song "Get Loose"

twice (the second time as an encore) just

about all her songs were geared to getting

the audience to let their feelings go and

bounce in their seats.

However, if one was looking for real

depth in King's performance it would have

been hard to find.

King is an actress who knows how to

dance and how to move on stage. She has

rhythm. Although her voice is not ex-

ceptional, it was certainly entertaining

watching her move, acting and reacting

with the members of her band.

Despite that, her performance wai
superficial with not too much response from
the audience. They were bouncing but it

seemed to be a half-hearted response.

It wasn't as though the audience did not

want to respond, because they were
shaking and dancing with the opening act.

Soulsonic Force. That band managed to get

the audience quickly to their feet, but their

music was awful. They made no sense and
their finale was getting the audience to

scream 'To the roof, mother fucker, to the

roof." My biggest reaction when they
finished their act was first relief and then
wonder as to whether they had any talent

at all. But to their credit, they did seem to

get a bigger reaction from the audience
than King did. Which does not say much for

King's act. But at least she can sing.

King's best songs were her hits "Shame"
and "Love Come Down." Her band was fun

to watch just as she was. There was a hint

of a good voice when she sang "Love Come
Down" but unfortunately she did not show
that anywhere else in the concert. And. as a
result, she left the audience a little

disappointed.

Real singers eat quiche
PERRON AND GAL
Monday, April 18

Ironhorse Coffeehouse

By HEATHER LEVI
CailaitoaCa

Ferron's performance at the Ironhouse

Monday night was a thoroughly enjoyable

one. It is difficult to describe the Canadian

-

bom feminist singer/songwriter without

making reference to Bob Dylan or Bruce
Springsteen. She shares with them a

characteristic nasal drawl, and her lyrics

seem to reflect a common drive to squeeze

as many syllables into a line as possible

without getting ridiculous. Nevertheless,

her songs take on a life of their own.
Her themes are limited to k)ve and spiritual

journeying, but both are well-developed.

"Bellybowl," for example, the first song

of the set, snarled in a minor key as one o(

the most imagistic love songs Fve heard in a

while. Ferron moved through roughly a

dozen of such songs, including the man-
datory k>ve-is-so-difficult-and-complicated-

when-you're on the road-touring-all-the-

time ballad, "Our Purpose Here," as well ••

the spiritual sing-along, "Te«tinK>ny" <the
title song on her new album).

There was a distinctly warm rapport
between Ferron and the audience
throughout her perfonnance. though she
seemed to move through the set rather

quickly-- as if she were merely following an
agenda. For an encore, she climbed up
onstage and asked what song she had
excluded from her set. Answer: "Misty
Mountain." Ferron finished by singing a
hasty rendition of the song to close a
performance that can be described at
nothing short of amiable and interesting.

According to wild and unfounded rumor,
Ferron will release a new album within the
year and will be performing back in the

Valley next winter.

Gal. the opening act. was also wonderful.

Accompanying herself on a blistering bass.

Gal half mimed, half signed her way
through such tender baQads as "I Love You.
But You Gave Me the Shaft. " Her style can
only be described as grandslam cabaret.

She was, in fact, so hysterically funny that

at one point during her performance, the
woman next to me nearly choked on her

quiche. Now that's entertainment]

Canyou ibinkRiunile with
finesae?

Read Chris Ferretti's guide to wine tasting in
Thursday's Arts Page and find out!
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Scrod By Dan DeBellis

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Kdited b> Margaret Karrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS 45 Eastern Cape 12 Capital ot Yemen
1 Booted 46 Ot a time 13 Speaker
5 Entertainer Chevy 46 Devastate 18 Actor Jeremy
10 Keen enjoyment 51 Wings Fr 21 Entrance to a
14 River into the 54 Like some cellars mine

Rhine 56 Sodiums used as 24 Get even
15 Blackbird Var temiizer 25 Bogardeotthe
16 At a distance 59 Kind ot chemtoer screen
17 Near neighbor ot 60 City near Sher 27 Applying grease

Boston wood Forest 30 Yorkshire river

19 Territory in SW 62 Dessert dish 31 Farm steps, of

Morocco 63 City on the old

20 An enzyme Allegheny 32 Stoic philosopher

21 Placido Domingo 64 Part ot a shield ot Rome
specialties 65 Lacking excite 33 Beasts ot burden

22 Wading bird ment 34 Town near

23 Cause dismay 66 TVs Uncle Miltte Worcester Mass
26 eachiile 67 Pete ot baseball 36 Autho' Anais

28 Number on a 39 tide

clock 40 Townsperson
29 Neon. e.g. 42 A very famous
32 Ancient Egyp DOWN Jones

tians 1 Money holder 43 Mountain stream.

35 Sluggish 2 Severe S< ottish style

3/ Miss partner 3 Speak pompously 47 Loose textured

3b Cuts 4 Bad marks fabric

39 Shine intermit 5 American chemist 49 Reconciied

tently and educator 50 Penetrate

40 Diversity 6 Holds last 5^* People Prefix

41 Asian Moliday 7 ot roses 5"* Section of a

42 Let us then be up 8 Kind ot horse or plane

and dog 54 Skillful

Long'eliow 9 Shade giver 55 W Coast campus
43 Watches the 10 Kinshasa ts Its 57 Neapolitan Abbr

clock capital 58 Peter Pan role

4/ of these 1 1 Town near Savan 60 — Mill

days nah 61 Sound in a corrida
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WEATHER

Ttxlay. cloudy in the mor-

ning with sun in the after-

noon. hi((hs in the mid 50s.

Tomorrow, sunny side up.

highs in the mid 60s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Fruit and sherbert

Special

Com fritters and
Sausage patties

Tacos

DINNER
Barbecued chicken

Chopped beefsteak special

BASICS LUNCH
Fruit and sherbert

Special

Com fritters

Vegetable tacos

BASICS DINNER
Barbecued chicken

Mixed bean casserole

Have something to

say?
Have something to

sell?
Give the Collegian Classifieds

a try.

They work!
You can now place your classified

quickly and easily from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on the Campus Center

Concourse. Look for our table

there or stop by our office,

113 Campus Center.
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Shape Your Own Future
l>u designing an interdisciplinary

MAJOR
suited to your

"^ goals y^

Some Examples:^!

Urban Affairs

Public Relations

Pre Expressive Art Therapy
Political Behavioralism

Computer Application in Design

Neuroscience

BUDGET
AIR FARES

EUROPE tKOM B()SU)\ 'tiOW

AMSTERDAM $418
NYC fR()M

PARIS $479
ATHENS »$499
TEL AVIV $599

ASIA&
SOUTH PACIFIC
FROM ROl.NOTRIP
WEST COAST fRO^l

SYDNEY S880
AUCKLAND $1060

MELBOURNE $880

BANGKOK $883

HONGKONG $6S'i

ALSO . . .

Eurail Briffdil. InJernationai Student

ID, Youth Hostel Card Youth and

Student Tours All Over I he World
Domestic Air ^a^fs

Pi^iisf (. .ill

617-497-1497
l(»r ,) f ftt' (. jl.iloK

COUNCIL
TRAVEL CIEE.

Harvard Square, Cambridoa, MA 02138

.00

IS

rLaf3tona
CAMPUS
CENTER
Located Outdoors on the 3rd Floor Terrace

Lunch: 11 am-2 pm/ Monday-Friday
Weather Permitting

X)IN US! for a'

CharterDay Charter Day
celebration of the

120th anniversary

of the Founding of the

University of Massachusetts

ROPEPULL

BOOTHS

BALLOONS

BANNER CONTEST

BIRTHDAY CAKES

on Friday. April 29, 1983 at 12=30 p.m.. Campus Pond
(rain site^ Student Union Ballroom)

PLUS Charter Day Convocation. Saturday. April 30
at 10=30 am. in Bowker Auditorium,

featuring installation of Chancellor Joseph Duffey

Summer sublat furnished one bdr Bran-
dvwine apt $330 /month, you pay S280 I

pay $50 call Duncan 549-1305

Three bedroom townhoute apt in Squire
Village. June 1 w/fall option $400/mo or
B0 665-4»6

Need one roommate - two bedroom, two
floor Southwood Apt. - includes kitchen,
livinq room, two bathrooms $140/month
call 253-3566

3-story river fromt apartment bus route,
AC. poo l, cheap 549-4405

2 bedroom Southwood townehouse
busroute, pool, tennis, rent negotiable

546 67^
Summer sublet Townehouse Apts. fur-
nished 3 bedroom rent negotiable call
549-6709 or 546-9589

Summer sublet: 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.
furnished 546-7393

2 bedroom ept in Squire Village
$346/mo summer rent negotiable 666-2719

Sublet 2 bedroom avail June 1 fall option
on bus rt 275/mo 665-3239

Summer sublet • 2 rooms, fall option on 3
bedroom townhouse, N. Amherst, 2 bus
routes $150 \ neg 549-4849

Squire Village townhouse two bedrooms
summer sublet fall option $380 -f 665-4886

25 -f 2 rooms in house on campus
S4MOeO
One bedroom apt Presidential Apts fur-

nished air conditioned June Sept 549-0127

Roommate to sublet semi-coop on bus
route 1»-^ 256-0575

WANTED

Cless Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and

Coins. Daniel Smith. 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
546^2836 or 774-4409 Uaromir/ leave

message)
Wanted Records - Cash or trade call

Dynamite Records 584-1580

UMASS RUQBY T-SHIRTS

UMasa Rugby T-Shirts
sites S ML MOO
call Lou at 6-5393

or Bob 549-3691

WANTED TO RENT

Reward $25 for 1 or 2 bdrm apt in Puffton
for Jun or Sept 1 253-8818

House or apartment in house within
walking distance of campus at least two
bedrooms will summer sublet 548-5605
Mark

No. or So. Amherst 3 bdrm house for fall

253-2878

WANTED TO RENT:
NANTUCKET

Looking for housing on Nantucket
Island for this summer. I would be happy
to join your rent. Please call Julie at
546-642R

YUMMYWALD
Late, but Happy Birthdayl Love, Guess
Who?

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMeQian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance •IS consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPEE

AUTO FOR SALE

71 VW Bug - $500 or 80 call 256-8639

1966 Chevrolet Impala 283ci; new battery

with five year warranty $375 546-5934

1978 Lincoln Versailles: loaded, a classic

car in excellent condition $7500 firm.

Phone: 609-858-4435

1974 Pinto 4 cyl. st. trans. 24 mpg good
eng. Chuck 549-471

1

1969 VW Squareback - 73000 mi 34 mpg,
no mechanical troubles. $600.00 549 4911

( Frank)

1980 Chevy Monza, 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable, excellent gas mileage, very

good condition. BO call 256-6612

75 B210 Datsun 2 new tires cassette player

$ 1 000 call 665-4213 evenings

12 VW Van runs greati Must see $1100.00

549 5631

BARGAIN
~

One bedroom 140/month
fall option near Puffers Pond

549-0157 546-5009

BELLYQRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydencer

for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253 7822

BRUINS
~

Jeaus Savea: Mkldleton tips in the re-

boundl The Fans

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS!
Dorms. Greeks, Semis Call N Save. Paul

649^4405

FILM

Come see "The Laat Grave at

Dimbaza", an engaging film that depicts

the plight of the South African people. Film

will be shown in the Main Lounge of

Crampton House 4/28 7:00 PM Free all are

watconrwl

FOR FREE

Five edorable puppies are looktrtg for

good homes call S49-6339

FOR RENT

Jurw - Aug plus faM optk>n, 4

bedrooms $486-500 in Northampton. 5 bed

In Medley $600 plus, for summer only. Call

after 3 30 pm Skibiski Realtors Northamp-

ton 564-3428

Furnished rooms for summer sublet, fall

option in house five minutes from UMass.
549^1797

^

Boarding House, had it with dorm life and

DC food?? Great opportunity awaits: best

location on campus excellent rr>eal plan

frier>diy atnnosphere. Next to Newnwn
Gamer, call Nate or T.J. 253 9015

Amherst Center summer sublet fall option

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apartment

137/month call Dan 253 2071

3 bedroom townhouse with full cellar

on bus route for 4 or 5. Less than a mile

from campus Negotiable call Jon 546 6462

keep trying

June sublet with fell option 2 t>edroom

Brinany Manor heat included 253 3032

Parent(s) with child(ren) wanted for

North Amherst cooperative household

Longterm 549-4006

To sublet for summer w/fall option 4

bdrm apt on bus rt Apt will be semi

furnished and is in good location rent

negot. Call 253 2605 ask for Pete

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo/Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9819 for info

King size Weterbed - heater, liner, nrwt-

tress, cover, headboard etc good condition

2 yrs old call 549-5689

Turntable Philips 212 good cond $50 or BO
call 253-3588 we will dealll

10000 used records just bought. Hun-

dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 584-3130 or 586-5726

Pioneer AM/FM Car Stereo Cessette

100 wan booster, equalizer, 3 way speakers

brand new $225 or BO cal l Ed 549 1698

Hand made fisherman
$25 and $30 call 549-0381

sweeters only

73 Plymouth Fury 100K mi excellent runn-

ing condition $500 or BO cathy 549 3806^

Walkman II brand new eO$~call Mike

546-5002

One yr old full bed newer bureau w/ mirror

$200 firm 549 6923

HELP WANTED

Workstudy positions recycling project.

Experienced people to handle cash. Apply

SUB 306 1 4 pm 545-0618

Employment Opportunities part
time/nights available for Spring/Sum-
mer/Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
and Graduate Students in University Alum-
ni Telephone Solicitation program. $4.00

plus an hr. People with sales and/or
telemarketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Telefund Office Memorial Hall

GATE worker full time summer position

available 5/27 8/31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organizational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-

dent Union or call 545-0341 AA/EEO

Collegian Business Positions available

for Fall 83: Finance Managers, Assistant

Business Manager, Assistant Advertising

Managers, and Advertising Represen-

tatives. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. Deadline is Thursday 4/28. The
Collegian is an equal opportunity employer .

Summer Jobs pronrK>ting ecology safe

energy and consume rights. MASSPIRG,
the stare's largest public interest organiza-

tion has summer and permanent staff posi-

tions available for public education and fun-

draising, will train $150 $250 week Inter-

views 4/28, contact Bernice Stratton stu-

dent employment office 545-1951

CITIZEN ACTION~rN tHE~80's: Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consurr>er and en-

vironnf>ental issues HRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1 800 952 7478

Solar Energy canvass locally must be neat

personable hard working earn $10/hour

plus bonuses 586^5723 9-5

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate Psychology student doir>g

thesis research on coping with genital

herpes if you have genital herpes, please

caN 549- 109 Y after 6:00 pm

INSTRUCTION

4B people intereeted in

weight maintenance and body energy pro-

gram call 566-2790 nneeting Wednesday at

7:30 MacKimmie Mam Lounge

MEMORIAL
~

For Chrtotine O'MeNey at ttw Newman
Center. 4/30 at 4c30 ell welcome

!

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 1910 7G0K 7000 miles garage kept

new Ounlop tires complete tune-up xtras

$1800 or BO 253-9376

PERSONALS

Bedroom and living room
reasonably priced call 256-0571

furniture

To Cindy C. Happy Birthday big sister

from your little brother Just one more year

9X\A your on your own

Spring is herel Show someone you care

with a flower CC Concourse Monday
through Friday Deliveries will be made on

Saturday morning.

To the New Brothers of Kappa Kappa
Pel congratulations! tl Sue

Mr Kendel. you 14kt lush love you,

Susan

Susan Martin Thanks everyone for the

world's best 20th XOXOXO
Micheel L. Happy Birthday from all the

women whom you shower with flowers

Get Psyched for Southwest Week
"Rock the Pyramids"

Tues: Visitorz Mass Transit

Wed: Cruisers Performers

Thurs: Midnight Sun
Fri: BMCP on Pyramids

10:00 pm WMUA Basketball Block Party

Sat: 8:00 movies 3 Stooges Horsefeathers

Sun Concert
David Johansen

Carlton Bryan & Crossroads

Abby Strauss

Urt)an Renewal
Heroes in Trouble

Hot Air Balloon Rides

sponored by:

The Pub, The Sub
Domino's, Bart's Ice Cream

• ^ —

—

CoUe^an T-Shirts are coining!

Don't miss out

Watch for aigna!

SKI CLUB EXCLUSIVE APRIL 30

all those who workd 10 hours or more
at the Greet Ski Snatch Nov 18-21

contact the Ski Club 545-3437

Get Physicel Sporting Goods Co-op
Ocean Pacific Shorts & Shirts

sneakers, frisbees, raquets, & balls

your sporting goods connection
322 Student Union (next to post office)

If you have $160 and a way to New York
you can be in Europe by the day after

tomorrow. For details, call AIRHITCH toll

free (800) 372 1234 THIS IS THE
NUM B^E Rl ___^_^_
Bow Wow Wowski Happy B-day BBOC
love Brett & Matt

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-(X392,

584-7924 Nancy.

PUFFTON SUBLET

3 bedroom Puffton pool A/C spotlight

320$/mo negotiable June - August Kathy

549 4035

ROOM WANTED

Cape apartment South Yarmouth call

Chris 256-6052 leave message

Female looking to shere off campus
apartment pref : Puffton Rita 6 8211 eves

2 looking for housing in

FalnrHHJth/Woods Hole area. Mike 549-0223

ROOMMATES WANTED

3 femeles house on Falmouth Cape Cod
waterfront call 546-0075 Dianne

1 roommate for 3 bedroom Townhouae
apt fenr^ale only 54»599e

Presidentiel summer rental one or two
people. Rent negotiable Bee 256 6887

Responsible roommates wanted for

fell. One space available for summer
2535109

Townehouse Apt. summer sublet fsH op-

tion for 2 people 549^6313

SENIOR DAY

Anyone interested in working on
Senior Dey: beer pourers, publicity,

bend hospitality meting Thursdoy et

7:00 - Suffolk Room SUB

SERVICES

Acid Rein Are you concerned? For info on
how you can take action visit the table on
tt>e CC Concourse. Tues. April 26

SUMMER EMPL0"YMENT

The Commuter Area Government is

now hiring for the sumnf>er Positions are

for X hours/week Must be available

through the fall. Applications available at

404 Student Union 9:00 5:00, Monday
through Friday We are an affirmative ac-

tion equal opportunity employer Third

World, women, and non-traditional

students encouraged to apply. Deadline for

applicatwns is April 29.

SUMMER SUBLET
~

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouse
Southwood apt on bus rt, swim pool, rent

negotiable call 253-3810

1 bdrm Cliffside on bus rt pool end tennis

courts 285$ 666-4386

Looking for 3 roommetes to share 2

bedroom Brinany Apt for summer and next

year. Apt is in great condition w/new
carpet and nice furniture. Can take 3 males

or 2 females and 1 male call Kevin 253 3766

Brittany Manor, two bedroom, large first

summer session or summer 546-9050

546-5011

With fall option Two bedroom apt in

house in Beichertown. On bus. 323 5864

2 bedroom ept Brittany 1 or both

bedrooms to sublet w/fall option 256 6818

3 bedroom Puffton ept furnished $350

month available June 1 - Sept 1 549-6912

w/fell option Townehouse apts 2

bedrooms 549-6646

Rolling Green Apt - sublet for summer
with fall option for 1 of two bedrooms
beautiful apt, furnished, on bus route. Call

Joel 256-0435

Femele wanted for own room in 2

bedroom Puffton fall option call Toby
549-0137

Brandywine 2 bedroom fully equipped

and furnished, cable, AC, pool, rent

negotiable 549-6466

One bedroom in e two bedroom apt in

Brandywine, pool, cable, rent/best offer

call 546-8600 or 546-8487

1 bedroom in epartment Cliffside fall op-

tion $166/mo 666-7560 546-0097 Ruth

Townhouse Apts fully furnished, AC, 10

min walk to campus rent negotiable

5495804

Four bedroom apt summer sublet only

$400/mo heat & util included w/fall option

call 549-6745

Beautifully furnished 3 bedroom
Townhouse apt available June to Aug price

negotiable 549-^98

Furnished Townehouse Apt AC, rent

negotiable ca ll Scott or Rich 549-0516^_

3l>edrooms available in 3 bedroom Puf-

fton apartment partly furnished air cond

pool ren t negotiable call Johanna 549 4ffi!7

2 bedroom Puffton apt for 2 or 3 people

549 4855

Two speces in Brandywne Apt 1 nr^le. 1

female pool j^C 3rd floor 549 6289

5 bedrm house with fell option Main St

Amherst 256-6352^

CHEAf»i 4 bedroom Rolling Green Apt in

dudes pool, AC, all utilities $100 per per

son Cal l 253 3978

Townehouse Apt - 3 bedroom - summer
sublet fully furnished AC cable call

anytime 549 3843

1 bdrm apt Squire Villege summer sublet

w/fall option $310/mo & utilities Aug rent

free call eve 666^4737

Female wented to summer sublet Bran

dywine room. For more information

&W-0426

Southwood, two bedroom sumrr^er sublet

need 2 roommates $125 mo or neg 546-5310

Bmdywine furnished 2 bedroom 66 per

month and negotiable call 549 5966

2 bedroom ept June 1 August 31

Downtown Amherst $285. (X)/mo 256 8539

Rent $86 1. 2. or 3 people 5 mine to cam-

pus Presidential apts call 549 4483

•••#*•••*••*
Swiss Villsfe.SUO mth/person. 1

to 4 rooms available. Summer sub. w/
fall option. Call Stuart 2S3 • 3154

•••*•**•***
Summer sublet fell opt 1 bdr at Puffers

Pond free B & W TV included 275 4^ call

549^1649

TOOA PARTY

Hangar 1 Tueeday, April 26 2 for Is spon-

sored by Washington Tower

TO SUBLET

Cheap furnished 3 bedroomapt air cond all

util inci summer only 256-83BB

Northempton four bedrooms June
August $560/month two floors two baths

564 8126

Mary Popplne would approval Fully fur

nished Brandywir>e apartment June 1 Aug
31 call 54» 1511

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom Squire Village

apartments surr>rr>er sut>let w/fall option

rent for summer r^egotiable 666-4504.

One bedroom in Southwood
Townhouse pool tennis available June 1

fall option 253 3467

Squire Village with fell option two
bedroom townhouse 200 per month
€»&7794

One bedroom in two bedroom Puffton

fall option 54»3662

Roliing Green 2 bedroom townhouse
summer sublet cheap call 253 9431

2 bedroom split-level apartment
Sunderland, JUne 1st August 31st. $250

per month, call 666-7126

Summer sublet Puffton two bedroom
two bathroom furnished apt RENT NEG!
contact Pat or Dru 549 4426

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
ept to sublet. This sounds like your apart-

ment, well it can be your apartment for

summer all you have to do is call Jay or

Rich at 666-7574. Price is very reasonable.

Very.

TWO^BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE APT.
fullvfurnished June 1 to Aug 31 negotiable

if^al

Ouffton 1

rent^call 549-4585

Summer with fall option
bedroom $290 549-4430 evenings
- YSquire Villege 2 bdrm
w/fall option 665-3914

summer sublet

Furnished two bedroom Townehouse
Apt. June thru Sept rent negotiable call

549-1724

Rolling Green two bedrooms large,

cheap, lucky Call 253 9418 Malcolm

250/mo negotiable

1 bedroom Puffton Apt sumemr sublet

with fall option available June 1st call

549-672 1

Cliffside furnished 2 bedroom pool, tennis

w/fa!l option $325 everything call 665-3943

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton apt furnished

price neg 549-5643
^i*
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The baseball gune against AIC was cancelled yenterdy due
to wet (pounds. UMass travels to L'RI tomorrow for two.

The Softball team travels to Central Ct. for two games this

afternoon.

v»{«-

Men's tennis takes 5th |

Bruins, thanks to Park,

in Atlantic 10 tourney
By SCOTT HOOD

CollcfiM SUff

Pittsburgh: Where Steel's the thing and

football is king.

This past weekend this western Penn

sylvania city of 425.000 and extreme
double-digit unemployment played host to

the Atlantic 10 tennis championships, which

saw the University of Massachusetts men's

team finish fifth out of the nine (St.

Joseph's did not attend) competing member
institutions.

West Virginia emerged victorious from

the two day affair, followed by Penn State.

George Washington, Rhode Island, and

UMass. Ony two points separated the

Minutemen from third place. The squads

put on an impressive show of intercollegiate

tennis.

"The tennis was much better than last

year." said Szlosek. 'With Penn Sute. a

great club, and Temple, a good one. playing

this year, the overall play was excellent.

Our kids had fun and learned a lot. It was
very productive."

The continued excellent play of the

doubles tandem of Steve Jordan Rich

Lindgren was the major highlight for

UMass in the Steel City. The duo. who have

bst only once since last fall, reached the

finals of the number two doubles bracket

before bowing 6 1. 6 4 to West Virginia's

John Prokity Pete Perrotta.

Neal Mackertich. playing number one

singles as usual, finished third in his

bracket. Mackertich defeated Troy
Margugbo (GW) 6 3. 3 6. 6 2 in first round

action, but lost to eventual champion Jeff

Factor (PSU) 6 3. 7 5 in the second round.

Mackertich rebounded to crush George

Pobcous iTemplei in tht> consolation round.

Jordan, at number two. lost in the first

round to Dave Wright (URI) 6 3. 6 1. He
then dropped a tough 7 8. 6 7. 7-6 decision

to Javier Holt (GW) in the consolation.

Stuard Goodman bst in the first round to

Howard Beckman tP*:''! 4 6. 7 5. 6 4 at

Netwomen to

take onPC
By GERRY deSIMAS

( all«c>aii SUff

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team primed up for their

match with Rhode Island rival Providence

College this afternoon al 4;00 p.m. at NOPE
by walking all over the University of Rhode
Island. 8 1 on Saturday.

The Mmutewomen. whose record is 3 2.

facfHi httle opposition from I'RI at Kingston

as a majority of the singles players have

little or no problem in their matches. Top
seed Ariel Fowler topped Beth Shelzley 6

1.6 2 and second seeded Ehzabeth Sullivan

defeated Ruth Coran 6 4. 6

2. Massachusetts, who didn't lose a set in

the singles, had Nancy Bolger i3l an

nihilating Lynn Sampson (no. she's not

Ralph's sister) 6 0. 6 0. Chris Frarier (4t

was a 6 2. 6 2 winner over Mary Byrne.

Patricia SuUivan (5) struggled to topple

Cathy Lynch in a nailbiter 7 6. 7 6. and
sixth seed Karen Orlowski completed the

sweep with a 6 3. 6-3 win over Erica

Walderman.
But. an easy day for the singles does not

necessarily mean an easy day for the

doubles, especially on the wind swept

Rhode Island campus.

Maureen Hanlon and Wendy Scheer, the

top doubles seed, dropped a heartbreaker

to Kim Edwards and Margo 6 1, 5 7, 7-5.

Laura Kaufman and Jillian Mesgoes (2)

bounced right back with a 6 1. 2-6, 6 1 win
over Bonnie Powers and Maggie
McGonagle.

Beth Goldberg and Ann Marie

Mackertich (3) toppled Janne Mueller and

Sue Martini (that's what URI needed after

this rout) 6 2. 6 1.

Now the Minutewomen are ready to do

battle with the Lady Friars, who UMass
beat last spring. The netwomen hope that

history will repeat itself again.

number three singles. Goodman was ahead

5-2 in the second set before losing five

straight games. Goodman cruised over Tom
Pierson (St. Bonaventure) in his first

consolation 6 0, 6 2, but dropped his second

to BiU Birnie (Rutgers) 6 1. 2-6. 6-4.

Rich Lindgren and Mike Duseau. at four

and five singles respectively, won first

round matches but fell in the second round.

Lindgren got by Mike Quirk (St. Bona) 7-5.

6-2 and Duseau survived Steve OstroU

(TEM)4 6.6-3.6 4.

Mark Gelinas. at number six. lost two

matches in a row.

The number one doubles team,
Mackertich-Goodman. made it to the second

round, but were dumped 6-3. 6-2 by

eventual champions Factor-Christensan

(PSU).

"Had we played tougher Dutches we
would have been ready. The bad weather

killed us. You can't stimulate match con-

ditions in practice." said Szloeek.

set to take on Islanders
By GEORGE MARTINS

ColleffUa SUff

Brad Park, the aging veteran with the

creaky knees, led the Boston Bruins into

the semi finals by scoring the tying and

winning goals as the Bruins eliminated the

Buffalo Sabres 4 games to 3 with a sudden

death 3-2 victory. Sunday night.

Park slapped home his own rebound at

1:52 of the overtime period sending the

Bruins into the Wales Conference Cham-
pionship (or semi-finals for you non-hockey

fanatics) against the three time defending

champion New York Islanders. Game 1 of

the series is Tuesday night at Boston

Garden.

The Bruins-Islanders series pronnises to

be a beauty. The teams are evenly matched

although the Bruins are hurting with in

juries to key players such as Mike Milbury

^
t ^

«• *

rallrr<*>< photo b* ' hraa Jai((inann

Pam Moryl diffs for the ball in lIMasg* victory over Dartmouth last

week. The Gazelles travel to Boston Collef^e for a 7:00 {^ame tonight.

Rugby romps over Worcester
By LAURIE FISHER

r«il«fftea SUff

After winning the first round of the
Eastern Collegiate Rugby Tournament
last weekend in Albany (N.Y.). the
University of Massachusetts Rugby team
trampled over the Worcester Rugby
Football club Saturday at Boyden lower
field to an unusually large and en-

thusiastic crowd of 200.
The A side's score of 26 was as ea.sy a

victory as it sounds. The team jumped out

to a 13-0 lead by half time and cruised the

rest of the way on stand out performances
by team captain Michael Dacampo. and
English exchange students Greg Short
and Michael Holmes.

Short opened the scoring with a move
not often seen in American rugby by using

a pop kick to avoid on coming tacklers,

catching his own kick and running into the

end zone 10-0 with another adept first half

with a three point penalty kick.

Only the names changed in the second

half, as UMass continued going strong.

Marin Bluck hit from 30 yards out on a

penalty kick. Minutes later Chris Todd
and Holmes raced 30 yards respectively

for the games final scores.

The game was good preparation for this

weekend's championship rounds of the

Eastern Collegiate tournament to be held

in Philadelphia al Villanova University.

Although the national rankings do not

indicate it. (UMass is 4th and Navy is 9th)

the opening round against Navy Mid-

shipmen is expected to be the most
challenging of the tournament. Last year
Navy slaughtered UMass 26 3. but this

year team advisor Robert (Doc) Laurence
is optimistic because of the team's depth
and physical condition.

"The team likes to run so when other
teams are dropping UMass just isn't used
up." Doc explained after the game last

Saturday.
The lower sides also faired well with the

B side trouncing Massachusetts Maritime
Academy 29-6. the C side dropping a close

match to Worcester's B side and the D
side defeating Mass Maritime's B's 8 0.

Sean Kineen and Bunce scored eight

and 13 points respectively for the B side.

George Economou also looked impressive

in his first game back from a serious in-

jury.

Editor's Note: Frank Nagle alto con-

tributed to this article.

and Randy Hillier, their two best defen-

semen, and lerry O'Reilly, the spark plug

right winger.

In the playoffs, goaltending is the major

factor and these two teams are fortunate to

have hockeys best.

For Boston, Pete Peeters takes a back

seat to no one. Peeters led the NHL in wins,

shutouts, and Goals Against Average. He is

arguably hockeys best.

For the Islanders. Billy Smith and Roland

Melanson combined to give up fewer goals

than any other team in the league this

season.

On defense, the Islanders have All- Stars

in Denis Potvin and Dave Langevin plus

lanky Olympian Ken Morrow and Stefan

Perrson.

The Bruins have an All-Star in Raymond
Bourque. Rookie Gord Kluzak has come into

his own at just the right time. Mike

O'Connell. Bostons iron man, played in all

80 regular season games.

On offense the Islanders rely on stars

such as Mike Bossy. Bryan Trottier. Bobby

Bourne, and Butch Goring to supply the

scoring in much the same way that the

Bruins rely on Barry Pederson. Rick (Nifty)

Middleton, Mike (The Reach) Krushelnyski.

Keith (Corn Chowder) Crowder. and Peter

McNab. On paper, neither team is stronger

than the other offensively. Both can be

explosive.

If the Bruins are to win they must imply

their dogged style of forechecking. They
must be intense to avoid making mental

mistakes. In other words, they must play in

the way that led them to the best record in

the NHL.
Also, it wouldn't hurt to say a few

prayers for Brad Park's knees.

Five UMass
riders qualify

By REBECCA THATCHER
C'«ll»ffiMi SUff

The University of Massachusetts
Equestrian Team qualified five riders for

the national championships in Buena Vista.

Virginia at the regional finals hosted by

UMass last Saturday.

Judith Willison did an excellent job on

I'Mass owned Calliope, a small horse that

goes faster than all the big horses.

"After two rounds of brilbant riding in

the hotly contested novice division. Willison

won the class of 15 and a ticket to

Nationals." coach Laura Beetle said.

The UMass riders were especially out-

standing in the novice on the flat cla.ss. Six

riders had qualified for regionals in that

class, and UMass lined up Tracy Simpson.

Andrea Seymour and Tracy Quinton in the

first three places.

Both Simpson and Seymour qualified for

Nationals, but Seymour declined to travel

to Virginia because of a conflict with

another show.

Quinton will be travelling to Buena Vista

in her place.

Bill Landesman. a sophomore animal

science major was second in his class and
the fifth UMass rider to qualify for

Nationals.

Anne Young was the UMass contender in

the open division. Beetle said she deserved

to do well though she is a freshman m the

most competitive division.

"Young is a good rider who has been able

to figure out many different types of

horses. Saturday was a clear example of her

ability to judge distance on a variety of

horses," Beetle said.

Beetle said her team is going to be

working hard to prepare for the nationals.

"We are going to be practicing every

night until we drive down on Thursday
morning, doing alot of jumping and flat-

work on all the UMass horses," she said.

The UMass intercollegiate team finished

fifth in area HI.
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Board backs

standards for

admissions
By TRUDY TYNAN

Ammiat«d PrcM

NORTHAMPTON - The state Board of

Education unanimously endorsed a revised

plan yesterday setting minimum admission

standards for the state's public universities

and colleges.

But Conunissioner of Education John

Lawton warned that some school districts

may need more money to provide the high

school courses the colleges would require.

The state Board of Regents, which

governs the state's college and university

system, is expected on vote on the stan

dards at its May 10 meeting.

**We have to get started somewhere,"

Chanceltor John Duff told members of the

board, which oversees the state's

elementary and high schools. "And we hope

the introduction of these standards will

provide the political caUlyst for improving

education throughout the state."

The standards, to be phased in beginning

in 1986. would require students to pass four

years of English, three years of math, two

years of science, and two years of a foreign

language in high school and •ither rank high

in their graduating class or do well on the

Scholastic Aptitude Tests.

The Regents had initiully piCpOMtl that

students have a combined score of at least

800 out of a possible 1600 on the SATs plus

rank at least in the top 40 percent of their

high school class.

But after University of MassachusetU

President David Knapp and others objected

to the combined criteria, the Regents

decided on a sliding scale that would allow

those students scoring higher than 800 on

the combined SATs to rank lower in their

class and those with high class rankings to

do poorer on the SATs and still be eligible

for admission. Duff said.

Requirements for the state's 14 four year

colleges would be less with anyone ranking

in the top 24 percent of their high school

class eligible for admission on their class

rank alone and anyone scoring more than

1.100 on the SATs eligible even if they were

at the bottom of their class. All high school

graduates would continue to be eligible for

*he state's community colleges.

The campus pond*s islsnd provides a solil

political science major Jim Andrew yesterday
island provides a solitary haven to study for

r veaterdav.

Duff warned that 'the standards are just

minimums" and with applications to the

state's public colleges and universities

increasing it "would not be likely" that

students with minimum qualifieaticxis

would be accepted.

This year we had 18.400 applications for

4,500 places at the University of

Massachusetts and 9.000 applications for

2,400 places at the University of Lowell."

he said.

King biography nets award for professor
By PAULA HOYT

C«llnteaSUff

A University of Massachusetts histmr

Rrofessor will receive the Robert F.

;ennedy Book Award for writing what
some describe as the first major

biographv of Martin Luther King, Jr. ever

published.

Professor Stephen B. Oates has already

received a 1963 Christopher Award for

the biography Ut the Trumjmt Sound:

The Life ofMartin Luther King. Jr.

Oates wiD receive the third annual

Robert F. Kennedy Award for the book

which "most faithfully and forcefully

reflects Robert Kennedy's purpose."

Oates said the award will be presented at

a May 2 luncheon at Hickory Hill, the

Kennedy family estate outside

Washington, D.C.

Oates. who teaches courses on the

American west, the technique of

biography and the Civil War era, received

the Christopher Award in February.

Christopher Awards are given annually

for books, motwn pictures and televiston

shows which "affirm the highest values of

human spirit, demonstrate artistic and

technical proficiency and command a

significant degree of public acceptance."

The movie "Gandhi" and Jonathan

Schell's book "The Fate of the Earth" also

won Christopher Awards this year.

The King biography is the final volume in

what Oates refers to as his "civil war
quartet" of books about famous
Americans affected by racial oppression.

Also in the series are biographiea on John

Brown, Nat Turner, and Abraham Lin-

coln.

Oates spent a total of 16 years com-

pleting all four books. The book on King

took five years, involved more than 100

interviews, and researching more than

one million documents, Oates said.

"You've got to be a fanatic about

discipline. Biography is an art form and

requires skills beyond history writing.

You have to bring the person to life on the

pages," Oates said.

Since last August, Oates has been called

for radio and television talk shows and

interviews across the country. Oates has

also been a distinguished visiting lecturer

at several universities.

'The public clamor surrounding this has

been incessant," Oates said. He said he

enjoyed the attention at first, but after a

while the national touring got to be an

"incredible grind."

Oates said the great publicity is probably

due to the fact the book is the first major

work done on the life of King.

"I think he's the most significant

American of this century. King's impact

on America was almost as great as Gan-

dhi's was on India," Oates said.

He said "Trumpet" is receiving attention

also because of the intense public debate

about King's birthday. According to

Oates. both King's and Lincoln's birthdays

should be celebrated as natbnal holidays.

"I think it's a national disgrace that

they're not," Oates said.

Oates said he has been thinking about

subjects for his next biography, but after

writing about King and Lincoln, finding

someone else as significant will be dif-

ficuH.

"I've been trying to find somebody of

enough stature to measure up to them,"

Oates said.

He is under contract now with Harper &
Row Publishers for an interpretive book

on Abraham Lincoln and the differences

between myth and the real man.

"I hope to demolish the misconceptions

about his assassination," Oates said.

He said the book is an interpretive

essay and will compare Lincoln with King.

Oates much prefers doins biographies,

but said he hopes people wul find the book

to be encouraging and provocative.

"I've won a lot of prizes and awards over

the years," Oates said, "but the one that

means the most to me is the distinguished

teaching award I got here at the

University in 1961," he said.

Oates has taught in the UMass history

department for the past fifteen years.

Student sues

police officers

for $250,000
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

c«ii«fua sun

A $250,000 law suit was filed against

four University of Massachusetts police of-

ficers by Student Legal Services Office

(LSO) in United States District Court, Spr-

infffield yesterday in the name of a UMass
student.

James P. Shanahan, 23, a mechanical

engineering major from l^exington. has

charged UMass police officer, William F.

Murphy and three unidentified officers

with intentional infliction of emotional

duress, unlawful arrest and detainment,

conspiracy, use of excessive force, arrest

without probable cause, filing a falsified

police report and falsifying court

testimony, assault and battery and destruc-

tion of personal property.

Shanahan is seeking $50,000 in punitive

damages fn)m Murphy, $10,000 each from

the unidentified officers and $170,000 in

compen.satory damages in c«)nnection with

an incident that occured Oct. 16 and 17,

1982 in Greenough dormitory where
Shanahan is a resident.

According to the complaint. Shanahan

had been falsely arreste<l and charged with

lieing a dis^)rderly person by Murphy.

Enrtmte to the police cruiser, the suit

said. Shanahan was grabbed in the neck by

Murphy who slammed Shanahan's head
against the police car by Murphy.

Murphy, the suit said, searched
Shanahan and told him that a rectal search

was {K)ssible.

Murphy slammed Shanahan's head

against a dtnir in the public safety building

a short while later, the complaint said.

Murphy then instructed Shanahan to

remove a chain from his neck, Shanahan
refused to do so after which Murphy npped
it from around Shanahan's neck.

Shanahan was later transported to the

Amherst police station where he paid a

clerk a fee and was told he was free to go.

Murphy, the suit said, told him 'Oh no

you're not, you're coming with me' and had

Shanahan take a breathalyzer test.

Shanahan was released from custtnly at

8:30 a.m. Oct. 17. He was arraigned on the

ciiarge of disorderly conduct and found not

guilty Feb. 8, the suit sUted.

Murphy yesterday refused to accept the

civil rights complaint from representatives

of LSO.
Public Safety Director Gerald T. O'Neil

who wished to speak as department
spokesman, said "I do not want to subject

Officer Murphy and would rather not to

make any statement."

Shanahan will be represented by at-

torneys Charles J. DiMare and Mark Ecks-

tein, both of LSO.
Officer Murphy and the officers in the

UMass public safety department have been

defendants in two previous civil rights

suits.

A suit filed Feb. 28. 1980 against Mur-

phy, UMass Police Chief Robert G. Joyce,

Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia and the

UMass Department of Public Safety

sought punitive damages and compen-
satory damages for two plaintiffs, former

students David Leger and David Regan, in

a case concerning possihie abuse of the

state's protective custody btw.

The second suit, a multi-million dollar

suit, filed in late September, 1981 against
the department, Murphy and several other
officers, stems from an incident that oc-

cured March 9, 1980 near the Blue Wall.
Plaintiffs in the case, which is still in

deliberation according to DiMare, are
Douglas Locke and Joseph McDonagh.
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Chelsea police officers testify

they filed false melee reports
Digest
By the Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE - Two
Chelsea police officers

testified yesterday they fil-

ed false rep<jrts al)out what

they saw in a motel where a

melee left seven men in-

jured, one fatally.

Police Sgt. Anthony lan-

tosca and patrolman John

Quinn Jr. both said they

decided to file changed

reports after a conference

of officers seven days laU'r

in a Chelsea fast food

restaurant.

"I wrote a second report

which I l)elieve to \ye a

truthful and accurate report

based on my re<'ol lection,"

Quinn told a jury in Mid-

dlesex Superior Court.

"We had made ar-

rangements with our chief

of police to go over to the

district attorney's office

and present our second

report to him."

Quinn and lantosca
testified at the trial of four

Everett patrolmen
murder charges and

Chelsea patrolman
assault charges.

The five are accused in

the brawl at King Arthur's

Motel and Lounge on July

23, 1982. A civilian, Vincent

J. Bordonaro, 54, of

F^verett, died of head in-

juries a week after the inci-

dent.
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ElSalvador aidcut in half

aftersecond, tie-breaking vote

on
one
on

WASHINGTON -
President Reagan's request

for $60 million in military aid

to El Salvador was cut in

half by a House panel

yesterday «s he readied a

special plea to Congress and

the nation to rally behind his

Central America policy.

The 7 5 decision by the

Appropriations sub-
committee on foreign

operations to slash the

Salvador aid to $30 million

followed a lie vote, 6-6, that

John Lemoine jfuides a Hkycycle 150-feet above the pavement horizon-

tally with Kenee and Michelle Lemoine suspended on a trapeze yester-

day in Boston.
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Student Housing, Chi Rho
welcomes applications from single

grads and undergrads, including

freshman and sophomores.

Contact the First Baptist Church for

more information about this Christian

Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

256-6691

.
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FormerSmith Collegepresident

replacesKirkpatrick as speaker

Patrick has spoken, opp)ose

her support of the El

Salvador government.

would have barred any

decision at all for 90 days.

The compromise was
engineered by Chairman
Clarence D. Long, D Md.,

who just returned from El

Salvador.

The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee
already had settled on an

identical cut.

Meanwhile yesterday, the

full Senate talked behind

closed doors about whether

the administration is waging

a covert campaign against

Nicaragua.

And Reagan promised to

name a special envoy for

Central America, whose

duties will include assisting

"the Salvadorans in their

efforts to find a basis for

dialogue with their op-

ponents."

Speculation centered on

former Democratic Sen.

Richard Stone of Florida as

the choice for that post.

Long said he supported

the the scaled down aid

package after assurances

that the new ambassador

"will be charged with ad-

vancing the peace process"

in El Salvador.

The Maryland Democrat
also said he was satisfied

with promised steps toward
opening of Salvadoran
pri-sons to inspection by the

International Red Cross,

freeing political prisoners

and undertaking a review of

evidence in the 1980 kilhngs

of four U.S. churchwomen in

El Salvador.

NORTHAMPTON
— The last male president of

Smith CoUege wiU be its

commencement speaker

May 22, replacing Jeane

Kirkpatrick, the U.S.

ambassador to the United

Nations.

Thomas C. Mendenhall.

who retired as president in

1975, was named com-

mencement speaker
yesterday. Smith
spokeswoman Marjorie

Gove said.

An aide to Ms. Kirk-

patrick said she canceled her

appearance earlier this year

because Smith officials

conceded they could not

prevent hecklers from

disrupting the graduation,

which traditionally is held

outside in a campus
quadrangle.

Protesters at Smith, and

colleges where Ms. Kirk

Smith trustees this spring

confirmed their award of an

honorary doctorate to Ms.

Kirkpatrick. She will

receive the degree at a

private ceremony to be

scheduled. Smith
spokeswoman Marjorie

Gove said. Smith officials

and aides to Ms. Kirkpatrick

also have been trying to

schedule a speaking

engagement for the am-

bassador at Smith, Ms. Gove

said.

Mendenhall, a history

professor at Yale University

before becoming the sixth

president of Smith in 1959,

was succeeded by Jill

Conway, the college's first

female president, who is still

serving.
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Mountain Farms Mall maintenance worker Ken Fulton and his associate Wendy Lang work in

tandem to keep the parking lot clean.

Job stress: a health issue forwomen
By RITA MURPHY

Colkfima Suff

Job- related stress can have serious health implications

for working women, said the coordinator of the Working
Women's Task Force yesterday at the University of

Massachusetts Everywomen's Center.

"Long-term exposure to stress over a period of years

can lead to serious problems," said Myra Hindus, during

a workshop on job stress in the office.

"There is still no way to measure stress. There is very

little known about stress in scientific terms," she said.

Stress is much more serious than people think. It is

more than simplra nervous tension, she .said.

What Ls known about stress Ls that it can be caused and

aggravated by working conditions, she said.

"More and more people are realizing clerical work and

c^fice work are very stressful." she said.

Because very few employers understand stress, they

have difficulty noticing when their empbyees are suf-

fering the effects of stress, she said.

Some employers have come up with programs aimed at

helping workers cope with stress. They are known as

stressmanagement workshops, she said.

"If I had my choice. I'd rather not have stress to

manage." she said.

Some of the more common causes of stress in the work

place are excessive noise, poor ventilation, working

overtime, poor organization of the workplace, lack of

decision making by employees, low wages, and feelings of

isolation, she said.

"There is a myth that stress is brought into the work

place from the home. Recent studies have shown it's the

other way around, work problems are brought into the

home adding l«» the stress." she said.

As a result of these studies, people are starting to look

more ck)sely at the work place when trying to find the

causes of stress, she said.

Betsy Hamilton, a graduate student in labor relations

and research, said office automation in recent years has

added to stre.ssful working conditions for women.

'"A lot of the skills we had before automation are no

longer important. The need no longer exists for them."

she said.

As a result, a lot of women have had their jobs

"devalued" and de-emphasized, she said.

It is important for women to have control over their job

to decrease stress in the workplace, she said.

"It's not technology itself that ls bad. the problem is

people who use equipment don't have control on how it is

used and how it gets implemented." she said.

Campus Center coffers crest profit mark
By MITCH ZEMEL

isuir

For the first time in 12 years, the Murray D. Lincoln

Campus Center has turned a profit.

Mainly due to increased sales at the University Store

and nrjoney services (vending machines, video games), the

Campus Center has turned a $200,000 profit, according to

Ron Keefe. chair of the Campus Center Board of Gover-

nors.

Keefe also said that approximately $1.5 million b
collected yearly from students through the Campus Center

fee.

Because of operational problems, Keefe said that "the

bottom line coming in was negative." When the Campus
Center was planned, they did not set aside money each

year for replacement of parts.

The Campus Center is in need of many costly repairs, he

said.

"There are cracks and leaks everywhere." Keefe said.

"The patio above the Blue Wall is in need of an estimated

$2 million in repairs. Also, the Student Union roof is

leaking and needs an estimated $100,000 in repairs."

Keete said because the Campus Center complex has

"grown and developed." it has turned a profit. The

University Store made a "great profit." and the center is

"starting to look good operationally." he said.

But Keefe is "afraid people will assume that the Campus
Center can take care of its own needs because it is starting

to show a surplus. Its needs are tremendously more ex

pensive than the money we have." he said.

Because of the University's new full costing policy, the

Campus Center will have to set aside $336,000 of its budget

and possibly increase its fee next year. Keefe said they

need a waiver from the policy, or perhaps appeal to the

trustees for money, to help the Campus Center remain

functional.

If nothing else happens, they will have to raise student

fees, "which are already too high." Keefe said.

There are other problems in the Campus Center ac-

cording to Keefe.

"Eighty thousand dollars was tost in the Blue Wall last

year by liquor going out without being paid for." he said.

"Free drinlis and that type of thing."

Now that the Campus Center is making a profit, it

should be able to meet the "needs of the building, which

are really starting to come out." Keefe said.

Administration officials were unavailable for comment.

Recycling Project

may redeem cans
By JOHN OCONNKLL

( ollvKian suff

AlK)ttle and can redemption center on canipu.s could

become a reality if the Underjrraduate Student Senate ap-

proves a loan for the Kti-yding Project at loniKht's

meeting.

Jim Crosby, administrator of the Kecyt-lin^ I'rojtTl at

the University of Mas.sachusetls, said he doesn't "expect

any problems," getting the Senate to approve the $2,.')00

loan, "the bulk of which will be use<l for t»ur initial cash

hank."

"We will pay a nickel for each container," returne<i by

students. Crosby said, "so we're going to need enough

money to pay for the containers.

"When we get enough containers, we'll contact a

redeemer," who will "verify the amount, then send us a

check, Crosby said.

"At least once a week we'll be sending them out,"

Crosby said. But, depending on the company with which

the F'roject deals, it will be "anywhere frxjm 15 to 40 days

before we get any revenue back." he said.

Crosby said the Recycling Project will set up a "roving

redemption" process.

Student (Government Association co-President Tom
Ahem said redemption "will be done on a different day in

every (residential) area, and Southwest (Residential Area)

will be done twice because of the volume (to be collected)

there."

"In some areas, it is going to go in the dorms." Ahem
said. "For example, in Orchani Hill, it's going to go in

Webster, behind the .security counter." He ad<led that

redemption would take place "before security hi>urs."

Hampden Commons will be the re<lempti<»n center for

the Southwest Residential Area, Ahern said.

Crosby said that the Project should collect an averaf^e of

H,4(K) containers per week.

"The month of May will U- a trial run." Ahem said.

"That way over the summer we can reevaluate it so that

we can better implement it in the fall."

Crosby said the Rtvycling Projtvt will get st-ven i-ents

per container from the rt-ileemer, ancl that they are "pro

jecting $250 per month net income" from re<lemptions

This number is ba.s«nl on the pretliction that lh«' Projt'ct

will re<leeni eight percent of all .soft drinks ^>\i\ an campus,

and that is a li>w estimate. Cn»sby .said

SGA takes interest

in new buying plan
By JOHN O'CONNELL

( olWmaii suff

The Undergra<luate Student Senate tonight will con-

sider a new purchasing .system which would allow student

controlled busines.ses (SCBs) tn count half their inventory

as cash when making purchase «>nlers.

Student Government Asscxriation Treasurer Eric Nit2-

sche, who will seek Senate approval of the A.sset Funded

Purchase Order system for SCBs, said the .system will

"allow SCBs greater flexibility." in ordering within the

University accounting system.

A purchase ortler is the way Recognized Student

Organizations (RSO) spend money, since there is no cash

in the system. Nitzsche said.

"A purchase order is like a check, but it names a specific

vendor as recipient, and names a specific amount and pur-

pose, he said.

"The Asset Funded I\irchase Order System will allow

SCBs to write purchase orders for every 50 cents on the

dollar," Nitzsche said. In the present system, he said,

SCBs "can only write purchase orders on the balance of

their account.

The Senate will also elect an altemate representative

for the University to the State Student A.ssficiation of

Massachusetts (SSAM), and con.sider appmval of the Nor-

theast Area Government constitution and the constitution

of the Distinguished Visitor's Program.

The Senate elected the SSAM representataive for

UMass at last week's meeting. Speaker of the Senate

Chris Sullivan said the altemate was supposed to be

elected then also, but "people decide*! to move (the elec-

tion) to this week becau.se it was late in the meeting," and
elections are time consuming.

Women must break color barriers for feminism to succeed
By ANN CARRNS

Collegian SUff

White women must join in friendship with women of col-

or if they are to develop feminist theory that is meaningful

to all women.
That conclusion was presented last night at Smith Col-

lege's Wright Hall, during the reading of a paper entitled,

"Have We Got A Theory For You: Feminist Theory.

Ethnocentrism and the Demand for the Women's View."

More than 150 people attended the reading given by the

paper's co-authors, Smith College Professor Vicki

Spelman and Maria Lugones. a visiting lecturer from

Carlton College's philosophy department.

Lugones came to the U.S. from Argentina in 1967. and

said as a Hispanic woman, she feels "like an exile."

Hispanic women and white, Anglo-Saxon women do not

speak the same language, she said. To emphasize this.

Lugones opened the presentation by reading in Spanish.

Historically, women have not had a voice, Spelman said,

but some women are now more likely to be heard than

others. They are white. Anglo-Saxon, middle-class

women, she said. Feminist theory rose out of this small

minority, and it is not always relevant t<^) non-white, non-

Christian women, she said. However, when non-white

women present feminist theory, it is labeled as "black

feminist" or "Hispanic feminist." rather than feminist.

Sj)elman descril)ed this as an example of "the tail wagging

the dog."

Lugones said Hispanic women and other women of color

often feel excluded in their relationships with white

women. This is because white women try to "remake
Hispanic women in their own image." In order for women
of color and white women to make relevant feminist

theory together, white women must .ome to understand

women of color in their own communities, she said.

However, Lugones said, in order for this to happen,

white women will have to allow themselves to be

alienated, and listen to their culture criticized. By observ-

ing women of color in their own environment, white

women will be the outsiders, seen as objects of distrust.

They will have to "go through hell." she said. The only

possible motivation for white women to do this is friend-

ship, the paper's authf)r's concluded. Hispanic women
with white friends can artiduate their feelings of displace-

ment to their white friends, and thus initiate this process.

"The ta.sk will be difficult, but not impossible,"

Lugones, said. She added that compared to the task of

eliminating racism, the task of bringing women together

so they can form helpful and meaningful feminist theories

does not seem afi hard.
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GreekWeek activities to bring together brothers and sisters

By SEAN CASEY
( olleg^ian SUff

This Thursday kicks off this year's

"Greek Week," a week of social and

sporting events designed to promote unity

among fraternities and sororities in the

Greek system.

"Greek Week gives the Greek area a

better image and lets us all get together

and have a good time," said Scott Cooper of

Kappa Sigma who is coordinating the

week's events with Beth Powers of Sigma

Kappa.

The Greek Awards Banquet will be held

Thursday on the tenth floor of the Campus

Center. Among the awards given will be

the Greek Man and Woman of the Year

awards.

The banquet will be followed by a Greek

area party at 9:30 p.m. at the Blue Wall.

On Friday, the Greek area will help the

University celebrate Charter Day from

12:30 to 2 p.m. at the campus pond. Among

Friday's events are a charity dunk,

balloons, food, birthday cake and a "UMass,

This is Your Life" program.

Members of the Greek area will also

attend Chancellor Duffey's inauguration at

10:30 Saturday morning in Bowker

Auditorium.

On Sunday. Alpha Chi Omega will host

the Greek area barbecue at 1 p.m. The

Greek Olymics will be run Saturday also,

featuring team and individual competition

between the Greeks.

The Ore^k Area Scavenger Hunt will be

held from 7 to 9 p.m. on Monday. Par-

ticipants will receive lists of objects to look

for at Tri Sigma and have two hours to

locate as many of them as possible. As is the

traditional object of the game, the people

who locate the most win.

The Greek Sing will be held at 7:00 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium next

Tuesday. The sing will be followed by

Greek Pub Night at the Pub in Amherst.

The Greek area will hold a Charity

Softball Tournament from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

on Wednesday. May 4 at Boyden playing

fields. Championship trophies will be given

at a party at Phi Sigma Kappa aft«r the

tournament. Proceeds will go to the March

of Dimes.

The Greek Week activities will wind up

with Guinness World Record Day next

Thursday duriiig which Greeks will attempt

to set a new record for the largest ice cream

sundae ever made.

"I believe Smith College set the record

for the largest one a few years ago, but we

should easily be able to surpass that with all

the people we have involved," Cooper said.

"We also get to eat it, which should be a lot

of fun."
"The whole week is designed just to let us

get together as a whole area and show we

can be productive when we work together."

Cooper said. "Events like these also help us

to break down the walls between some of us

and have some real fun at the same time,"

he added.
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Has Full time amcI summer opEMiNqs For FuNdRAisiNq,
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The UMass Panhellenic and

Interfraternity Councils present

GREEK WEEK
Sponsored by Miller High Life & 7 Up

April 28

Awards Banquet at TOC 6:30-9 pm
Blue Wall Party 9- 1 AM

May 3

Greek Sing CCA,
Pub Night 7- / PM

Greek Area Charity Dunk for the UMass
May 4 I

120 year Charter Day 9-4 Charity Softball Games 6-w pm

May 1
Phi Sig Party 1

Greek Area BBQ & Olympics at Alpha Chi May 5 1
May 2 Cuiness World Record Day, Greeks build1

Scavenger Hunt, all day event worlds largest ice cream sundae 1
around the campus Kappa Sig Closing Party 1
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Job prospects mixed for graduates
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^^ B.D.I.C. V
may be the solution

Shape Your Own Future
b<ti designing an interdisciplinary

MAJOR
suited to your

^ goals -^

By CHRIS FERRETTI
( otIeKisn Staff

There is "some good news and some bad news" for

spring graduates at the University of Massachusetts, the

director of placement services said yesterday.

The good news is that placement services is holding its

own in the employment area for its graduates, but the

recession has reduced recruitment by 23 percent in

comparison to last year, said Arthur Hilson.

In a positive way, Hilson said the University is now a

"target school". This means it is now the center for

recruitment for several major companies in New England,

he said.

For this area of New England this is the base for coiji-

panies such as Gallo Wineries, Lord and Taylor, and

Jordan Marsh.

"The M.B.A. is no longer a golden ticket." Hilson said,

"it doesn't have the weight that it used to. I encourage not

only them but everyone to apply their skills.

"By skills I mean that they must be a product, they must

package their skills," he said.

A report drafted by Hiison stated that the employment

picture for college graduates has not improved with the

recent economic rebound.

According to data just released by the College

Placement Council, and cited in Hilson's report, the hiring

rebound is not yet evident on c<^lege campuses nationwide.

A mixed picture is revealed due to a tight job market,

students are accepting offers almost as soon as they get

them. As a result, employers have to make significantly

fewer offers.

The most significant effect of this reaction affects

starting salaries. In several disciplines the latest salary

averages were below those for students graduating last

year. The only exception occured in engineering which

increased slightly from 1 to 3.9 percent.

On the business end, beginning salary increases ranged

from 1 to 2.3 percent, in comparison to last year's which

averaged from 8 to 9 percent. The highest starting average

salary offer went to accounting majors, which averaged

$18,744.

Computer science followed a similar pattern, its average

salary was $23,172, and measured a 1.2 percent increase as

compared to a 9 percent increase reported last year.

The liberal arts market remains very competitive.

Students majoring in the humanities reported an annual

average salary offer of $14,256.

Hilson said it is a tough market. The best advise that he

said he could give is to make your decision and "define"

your skills, which means the "skills should compliment the

direction you take."

"If you wish to specialize in chicken plucking, then make
sure that you can do it," he said.

Som« Examples

Urban Affair*

Public Ralationt

Pra Exprataiva Art Tharapy
Political Bahavioralitm

Computar Application in Oaaign
Nauroacianca

Bachalor Dagraa
with Individual Concantration

16 Bartlatt 546 2504

Newslines . .

.

S^mbionics

specialist

scheduled

McGill University futurist

and educator Glenn F.

Cartwright will speak about

the field of symbionics from

10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today

in Campus Center Room
803.

Symbionics is the elec-

tronic extension of human
intelligence that i.s bemg
carried out at a computer
based instructional research

lab in the center for teaching

and learning services of

which Cartwright is

director.

PIRGsponsors energy fair

The Massachusetts
Public Interest Research

Group (Mass PIRG) will

sponsor an energy fair on

May 12 at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst to

raise funds to establish a

Consumer Utility Board

iCUBl in Massachusetts.

The CUB would be a

non profit. statewide
corporation voluntarily

funded and democratically

controlled by residential

utility rate payers.

According to Mass PIRG.

the CUB would work for

fair rates and fair treat

ment for consumers of gas,

elect ric. and phone ser-

vice.

Local merchants and

non profit groups involved

with promoting energy

conservation and alter

native energy sources are

invited to set up sdar,

wind, and biomas energy

displays and demon-
strations at the fair and to

distribute literature. The
event will also include

various speakers as well as

musical entertainment.

The bill currently under
consideration in the state

Legislature which would
establish a CUB in Mass.

has 86 co-sponscM's.

Campus Center

compressors

commandeered
Two portable air

compressors were
reported stolen from the

storage control room near

the Campus Center garage

loading dock. University of

Massachusetts police said

yesterday.

The compressors,
assigned a total value of

$1,800. were stolen bet

ween 4 p.m. Friday and

8:30 a.m. Monday. The
door to the storage room
was pryed open and the

compressors were wheeled

out, police said.
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CAMPUS
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11th Floor •Campus Center • UMass
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BUSINESS POSITTONS
FOR FALL 1983

Applications now being

accepted for:

Co-Finance Managers
Assistant Business Manager

Assistant Advertising Managers
Advertising Representatives

Application Deadline: Thursday 4/28

Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer

April 30

all those who worked

10 hours or more

at the Great Ski Snatch

Nov 18-21

contact the Ski Club 545-3437

PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS

Prc-reglstration forms

THURSDAY. APRIL

Registrar's Office.

IDB@\®

a service of the Dea

of Students Office
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• Dolby "C" noise reduction for music against a

background of silence.

- Music search
- Automatic tape select
- Soft-touch controls
- Now priced the same as 'sony deck with Dolby

"B" only.
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Tonight
Free Champagne

For the Ladies

From 8:00 - 10:30
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Drinks TS*"
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Liquor and Drinks
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

Where have all the years gone?

w
been

here has the time gone?

Twe;.ty years have shot by as swift and sudden

as a lightning bolt. It seems incredible that I've

alive for that amount of time. But what i* time

anyway? At the very least it is mysterious and uncon-

trollable, much like the involuntary twitch of an eyelid. I)o

you realize that during that split second twitch, our vision

is cut in hair And we don't even realize it! It passes by.

unnoticed unless we happen to think about it, just like the

last twenty years of my life.

Jason Rubin
I imagine it would be very difficult for me to write an

autobiography, for at best I can only recall bits and pieces

out of the last fifteen years or so. And as time goes on, I'm

likely to forget more. It's strange how I can remember a

particular day in kindergarten when I got a lollipop for be-

ing the quietest child during nap time, and yet I have trou-

ble recalling exactly what I had for dinner last night.

Memories are very curious things. Some occur to you

when you least expect them, while others require close in-

ternal scrutiny in order to surface. Still others remained

kxJced inside a vast vault inside our mind. It would be nice

to be able to save certain bits of time that we have ex-

perienced in a vault so we can return to them every now
and then and remember fully how things were, llnfor

tunately, there is no such way to keep track of time. Which

is why I'm sitting here now, asking "Where has the time

gone?"
You see. I'm starting to grow up. I'm not really a kid

anymore. Soon I have to make a decision as to what I want

Letters ----—-—————
A rational dialogue on the

freeze, McCarthy, and Reagan

Totkt B«tor
Ahhottfh I would like to commend TSmmi Rudolph for

confrontii^ such a timely and diffieuk issue as the

nudcar freoc in her artide, "Nudcar reduction replaces

destruction" (April 21), there are several issues I wouW
like to raise. May they be taken in s spirit of rational

diakjfue and as a vehicle to stimulate discussion in these

vital areas.

One of President Reagan's chief criticisms of the freeie

movement was that it would supposedly undermine the

Geneva talks. Yet, one of the U.S.'s chief negotiators,

Paul Nitie. recently toW a Senate Foreign Relations

panel that there is no progress in those arms talks. There

is a stalemate.

Further, when Ms. Rudolph sUtes that this president

is one who has changed "the call from nulcear arms pro-

duction limitations to true nuclear arms reductwns," I

cannot help but wonder if she is not too readily accepting

the rhetoric flowing from the Capitol. For, in an interna-

tional climate first characterized by Pope John XXIII

("Pacem in Terris") as one of 'radical distrust,' I feel

dismayed that this obviously intelligent writer has been

swayed by the McCarthy-like arguments that the freeie

movement is Soviet-inspired. For when you make

statements like "I don't blame the Soviet Union for pro-

moting the nuclear freeze." I fear you are unconsciously

encouraging the stereotyping of an entire movement.

That a grassroot's call from the people for the secure

peace they deserve should be so readily dismissed is un-

fortunate indeed.

Finally Timmi, I sense that perhaps what you seek, as

<^o many other well-meaning Americans, is the con-

to do with my life. Lip until now. I didn't have to do

anything with my life, except let it go on. I didn't have any

majt»r decisions to make. Aren't decisions the most annoy-

ing things on earth? The odds will never be very good as to

whether you'll make a good decision or not. only about 50

-50. I wish we had two lives to lead, then we could use the

second life to decide in favor of the things we refused in

the first life and vice versa. That way we could compare

them and see which turned out best, and then maybe we
could have a third life to use all the best decisions in and

make perfect.

But. alas. I have only one life. So what do I do with it?

Maybe I should put it in a brown bag and trade it with so-

meone else like I did with my lunches in elementary

school. But that never did work out U)o well. I usually

discovered that the other kid's mother didn't use fresh

bread or the brand of mayonaisse that I like, or even

worse, she didn't usw mayonaisse! So I guess its agreed —
I'm keeping my life. And. come to think of it. why nut? It

hasn't been so bad. As a matter of fact its been pretty

damn good, and my family, friends, and girlfriend are

helping to make it better all the time! Who cares where the

time has gone? The question is, "Where is it going?" If I

have some heavy decisions to make about my future, then

at least it shows that I have a future to look forward to.

Hey. I feel a lot better now Thanks for listening to me
babble.

You know, the tensest part of the school year is coming

up so if you're having the same worries, don't let them get

to you. It only wastes time. You want to know what to do

wiOi your life? Enjoy it!

Jason RiUnn ii a UMaa$ ititdent

'Iron Curtain''

wants peace
T|hey march for peace in Bonn, New York,

Madrid, Athens, and Hiroshima. . .In Britain women
pacifists continually occupy the Greenham Common

missile base, future home of the Cruise Missile. The media

overfloweth with news of disarmament, except on the

Eastern Front.

But quietly, and at immense risk, something has l>een

happening in East Germany. A peace movement is

developing there. That's right, the German DemiH-ratio

Republic (GDR). a land where supposedly all are the same.

Here, in the most tightly controlle<l Warsaw Pact Coun-

Brooke States
try. a collection of people has moved to bring peace ac-

tivism home. They include religious leaders, (laughters

and sons of party officials, university students. an<l many
others who are sinking axes into the forest of our percep-

tions about what transpires behind the "Iron Curtain."

One hears little of this struggle from western media and
governments. Part of the reason for this is that "our side"

has a vested interest in making the populace of the "other

side" look as if they are unwilling or unable to challenge

the government. To admit the universality of the desire

for peace, and the willingness to struggle for it. is to ex-

pose the simplistic rhetoric and the emptiness that both

sides use when conducting foreign {K)licy. It is to admit

stronger urges and desires, that speak to a deeper politics,

then that shown by the hand-me-down socialism <»f the

GDR, of the destructive capitalism of the west.

fidence in knowing that our president is truly serving our

country and is above using propaganda. Yet, regarding

his statements that we are militarily inferior to the

Soviets, which you too have accepted, please consider

this statement firom the U.S Department of Defense An-

nual Report (Fiscal Year, 1962): ".
. . while the era of

U.S. superiority is kmg past, pari^r - not U.S. inferiori-

ty—has replaced it, and the United States and the

Soviet Union are roughly equal in strategic power." I am
distiuiwd that our leader is manipulating the truth to

gain popular support for his dangerous urge to gaining

nudear superiority through new, destabilizing weapons
procurements.

As dtiiens, we must become increasingly empowered
to reverse polknes like "deterrence" which is rather a

treacherous "balance of terror." Trusting our intuitk>n.

our legitimate cravings for peace and justice, a r«»tponsi-

ble dtizen cannot hdp but remain skeptical when
spokesmen for the military-industrial complex discuss

these nwtters. In a very real sense, aren't these matters

too important to be left to politicians? In this predous

moment in world history, the choice is between life or the

pseudo-security of an arms race. The time left in which

one may be able to think and take a courageous stand

against the momentum of Armageddon may be terri^-

ingly brief.

R. Jay Allain

Easthampton

Sound off withyour
letters tx> the

New PliAS WWfna- 7M{ 6 VUUiiVWM
Every February there is an official Community Party-

spr>nsored event in the city of Dresden. It marks the

wholesale destruction by firebombing of the city by the

Allies in World War II. February of 1982 was different.

Unsigned leaflets had apj>eared earlier in the year urging

people to come, to look towards the future instead of the

past. Estimates printed by Mother Jones magazine were

4,000 6.000 people at the alternative rally that occured.

Given the problems of organizing against the GDR,the size

of this demonstration was impressive. The Communist

Party threatened arrests and the church agreed to give

ametuary to all who partidpated. At 10:45 p.m. of the

HBie day when the first bombs fdl on Dresden, thousands

of the crowd nuurhed into the streets from a church.

Many carried candles and wore headbands saying "make

peace without weapons."

Besides this incident, there are numerous other ex-

amples There is the Beriin Appeal, a petition calling for

the removal of Soviet and United States troops from Ger-

man soil. Several thousand people have signed the Appeal,

according to information given to the progressive

magazine. Penalties for signing a petition of this type in-,

dude the kws of ones job, and other forms of haranment.

The draft, and the increasing militarism of GDR society ia

also being protested.

The church has played an important role in protecting

the pacifists, and becoming involved in the struggle. It is

the only large institutuion not dominated by the party or

state. The church is also allowed considerable autonomy as

kmg as it docs not critidsc the government too heavily.

The symbol of the peace movement is a doth patch deple-

ting a n\an beating a sword into a plowshare. The figure ia

the same as the design of a statue that the Soviet Union

presented the United Nations with. Twenty thousand of

the patches were distributed by the church before the

government banned them. The church responded with

"He who attacks the swords into pk>wshares symbol, at-

tacks the church."

The response of the GDR has been much the same as

Reagan's response to the United States peace movement,

from the opposite pole. While Reagan red-baits <he peace

movement as "Communist Front," the GDR seeks it's

pacifists as stooges for imperialism."

Just as in George Orwells 1984, both sides subscribe to

the theory that war is peace. But unlike Orwells book the

majority of people on both sides will not sit by and watch

as there leaders plan nuclear Armageddon. Missiles

"neither east nor west" is the position that is becoming

dominant in the fight against nuclear weapons. The ac-

tivists in East Ormany are testimony to the willingness of

people to struggle for what is right, even under conditions

of danger and political oppression. They deserve our sup-

port.

Brooke States is a Ollqpan columnist
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COMING SOON
ALUMNI

CAREER NIGHT
THE DIVISION

OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Second set of prints, V2 price!

Bring in a roll of color print film (110. disc. 35mm.
or 126) for developing and ask for the speaal coupon
Well pnnt two sets of lustre luxe prints and you II save

IOC on each pnnt in the second set'

Hurny. coupon offer expires April 23rd

Get the Better 35mm
Pictures pocket guide

FREE when you have a roD

of 35mm film processed.

Ask for your coupon

i^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Open M-F 9-5
Sat 1M

WHO WILL SPEAK?

Our own graduates in the field

will tell you where their jobs are

and what it's like!

WHEN?

Wednesday Evening, April 27. 1983

from 8:00-9:15 p.m.

WHERE?

Campus Center, Room 163

WHO IS INVITED?

Interested students, faculty & others.

SPONSORS:

The Alumni Office,

The University Placement Office,

The Division of Public Health

NtRSirfo

Charter

JOIN US ! for a
Charter Day
celebration of the

120th anniversary

of the Founding of the

University of Massoohusetts

ROPEPULL

BOOTHS

BALLOONS

BANNER CONTEST

BIRTHDAY CAKES

on Friday. April 29. 1983 at 12:30 p.m.. Campus Pond

(rain site: Student Union Ballroom)

PLUS Charter Day Convocation, Saturday April 30
at 10:30 a.m. in Bowker Auditorium,

featuring installation of Chancellor Joseph Duffey

BCP still striving

for excellence
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

Collcfiaa SUff

The progress of any society is in the hands of individuals

who defy obstacles and are quick to make changes. For the

hispanic community in Massachusetts, Benjamin

Rodriguez is one of these progressives.

A native of Puerto Rico, Rodriguez has served as

director for the Billingual Collegiate Program (BCP) since

its inception in 1974. BCP is an educational and resource

center, with recruiting hispanics as its main priority.

According to Rodriguez, recruiting has not been a hard

task. For a while, it seemed that hispanics were interested

in improving their self image in the American society.

Today, Rodriguez is confronted with a new problem.

According to Rodriguez, 77 percent of hispanic students

drop out of school before reaching the high school level.

As one of his duties for BCP, and out of concern for the

future of hispanics, Rodriguez recently initiated the

Community Education Project, (CEP).

The CEP is a program which involves community
centers in helping BCP attract youngsters to attend the

university. The centers provide the BCP staff with an

audience of parents and youngsters, where they learn

about the programs and opportunities offered at the

University of Massachusetts.

"It depresses me to think of the future of hispanics as

Street sweepers and dishwashers," Rodriguez said.

Because of this large percentage of dropouts, Rodriguez

said that it was necessary for both parents and youngsters

to become aware of the importance of education. The BCP
helps them devebp a positive attitude toward school,

Rodriguez said.

"We get an average turnout of Tifteen parents; though a

minimum figure, its something we are able to work with.

Even two percent satisfies me, what I want to see is in-

terest," Rodriguez said.

An old but most common method of recruiting still

MBployed by the BCP is visiting high schools with a heavy

Mapanic enrollment.

In this procedure Rodhguet. a University of

Massachusetts student and the Tmancial aid counselor ot

(BCP) take approximately three hours to mention im

portant aspects of the university in a question answer

basis. According to Rodriguez, the student accompanying
the staff serves as a perfect role model and the program
yiekls excellent results.

BCP was founded by AHORA in the summer of 1974,

starting under the name of Project '75. This name came
from the fact that 75 students had to be enrolled for the

1974 75 academic year in order for the program to survive.

Like many other programs with progressive ideaLs. BCP
has had its years of struggle to obtain its present position.

When the program sUrted on August 10. 1974. it had no

equipment or office, according to Rodriguez. "We have

achieved a tot since then, but there is stiJI a k>t to be ac-

complished." Rodriguez said.

BCP is an educatiOMl and resource center where

hispanics come together seeking tutorial help, academic

advising, a friendly atmosphere and most of all, a chance to

share a piece of their culture.

This view from the Fine Arts Center of the

photographer Barron Roland.
p ^

Announcements
The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund Award was

formed in 1982 as a memorial to Seta Rampersad, a 20

year old Third World woman who was an undergraduate

at the University of Massachusetts. Seta, a political

science major and senior was found dead in Motel 6 in

South Deerfield on September 13, 1978.

Seta was the daughter of immigrant parents who came
from Tnnidad. Seta, if she had live<l, would have received

her degree m May, 1979. Her career goals included being a

legal advocate for Hispanic and Black youths who had

been convicted m Springfield.

RecipienU of the SeU Rampersad Scholarship Award
must be Third World woman undergraduates who have

shown a history of commitment to social change in their

communities, especially in the areas of health, women's

issues, legal reform. Third World organizations, anti-nuke

and international solidarity struggles.

Scholarships will be awarded to two Third World

woman undergraduates who have demonstrated good

academic work (2.5 cum) and who have shown a sincere

devotion to stxrial pn^gress The award will l)e $300 and

applications are due on June 1, 1983 for fall semester.

For more information and applications call Malika Jones

at the Everywoman's Center at .S45-0883.

PlMtebr Hmmm tMam*

Campus Center was beantifolly captured bj

AP Photo

This protestor is caught gesturing angrily at a lecture given by Jerry Fallwell, creator of the

Moral Majority Monday night at Harvard University.

Life/Career Planning: Black Women "Moving On" pro-

mises to be an enlightening two day seminar. May 6-7,

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., for Black women who are entenng or

re-entering professional positions. This seminar will con-

sist of presentations by women in the public and private

sectors of employment, e.g., school systems and other

educational institutions, business and employment agen-

cies. IVesentations will be IVi hours long and will include

panelist/presenters: Dr. Phyllis Walker, Pres., Phyllis

Walker Associates, Human Resource Development and

Management consultants. Hartford; Dr. Thelma Griffith

Johnson, Director. Affirmative Action, UMass; Marie M.

Reid, Associate ViceCham^llor, Administration and

Finance, UMass; Dr. Alice Smith, Assistant Director,

University Placement,; I^aula (^eonan, doctoral can-

didate, UMass; and Jean Moss, Program Developer. Com-
munity Development Center, UMass.

Participants will have the chance to gather information

on resume writing and persf)nal/values clarification in

relation to job pursuits. Presenters at this seminar will of-

fer pointers on contract negotiations and survival in the

work force. The seminar will be held both Friday and

Satu'^iay in room 165 in the Campus Center, located at

the University of Massachusetts. Immediately following

the first day's seminar there will be a social hour for

women to get to know each other and to share ex-

periences.

This seminar is sponsored by Everywoman's Center,

The Placement Office and CCEBMS. For more infomation

rail EWC 545-0883.

Two lunchtime workshops on Career Information will be
offered on Thursdays from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. at the ('am-

pus Center at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

April 28, 1983: Resume Writing - Alice Smith - room
91 1 Campus Onter
May 5, 1983: Finding Job Opportunities — Alice Smith —
room 911 Campus (Center

Ana Maria Garcia, along with her award winning film

"La ^)peracion", will appear at UMass Saturday. April 30,

Campus Center Rm. 101, to talk about sterilization abuse.

In her film and talks, Ms. Garcia describes and analyzes

the conditions that have led to the sterilization of more

than one-third of Puerto Rican women. These conditions

include the U.S. financial involvement in Puerto Rico's in-

dustrialization and in sterilization program, the class

background and economic interests of doctors, and the

material conditions of women's lives, which motivate them

to submit to an irreversible method of "birth control" at

an early age.

As a Culmn, who grew up in Puerto Rico and now lives

and works in New York City, Ms. Garcia offers a unique

perspective on these issues. As a filmmaker, Ms. Gania

has much to say about the cinemagraphic process.

Ms. Garcia with her film will also appear at Seelye Hall,

Smith College. Sunday May 1 at 7:00 p.m. and at Franklir)-

Palerson Hall, in the Main I.*cturc Hall. Hampshire Col-

lege, Monday May 2.

Other scheduled programs include a panei-discussion en

titled "Women in Struggle ' on Friday. April 29, 7:30 p.m

in Campus Center Rm. 162. Representatives from the

Democratic Revolutionary Front — El Salvador, Ms.

(iuadalupe Gonzalez; Casa Nicaragua - Ms. Maria

Menenses; Circulo de Cultura Cubana - Ms. Sonia Rivera;

and Women for Guatemala will be part of the panel.
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SONY
HAND-HELD CASSETTE-CORDER WITH GREAT

SOUND. INSTANT-EDIT

At ast, there's a hand-held cassette-corder with great

fee' >res, big, dear sound, and a very affordable price

*ag Perfect for students and adults alike, it offers

oenor playback quality in a connpact. lightweight

s - Its features include cue and review, mstant-edit,

and automatic shut-off to protect your cassette and-
minimize wear And its convenient portability makes it

pe :t for use in the home or outdoors TheTCM-131.
For great sound right in the palm of your hand.

KS 2S ZK sa: az 3Z

TIME OUT
A Good
Ploce to

Stort Q Conversation

Hoppy Hour 4 - 7 pm
Sunday Nite Special

Gin & Tonic or Cope Codder $1.00
AMHERSrS DIGGEST LITTLE DAR

37 N. Pleasant St.
cxn, az zs ZE ZE acB zz: zs zz:
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r,
Model
Number

^ TCM 131,

M

OPEN
M-F9-5
Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

TRIATHLON

SATURDAY. MAY 7. 1983 9:00 AM

competition consists of swimming % mile

cycling 15 miles end running 10 miles.

$10 entry fee to be donated to

the United States Olympic Training Center

T-shirts and hats will be given to all entrants.

Prizes will be awarded to the top 10 finishers.

^Registration forms may be obtained at the Intramural Office

at BKO

For further information contact:

Craig B. Keenan BKO 549-4066

Director of College and Youth Marketing
LETS WIN THE GAMES AGAIN 4:

J

Arts
The Butler did it
PSYCHEDELIC FURS
Divinyls

Friday, April 22

Agora Ballroom, West Hartford

By DOUGLAS MUISE
CoUcfU. Correapondrnt

Richard Butler doesn't have much of a

voice when you stop and think about it. I

mean really, there's nothing there sur-

passing a raspy, gravelled bellow. But
somehow, that's never seemed to matter,

on vinyl or on stage. Like Lou Reed and
even Bob Dylan (major influences, by the

way), Butler can effect subtle shades of

emotion without the need of octave-

hopping. And the guy can perform.

Granted, Richard is not the prettiest rocker

Fve ever seen, as he slinked about the stage

of the Agora Ballroom last Friday night it

was rather obvious that the show's female

patrons were not going to protest all that

k>udly if he were so inclined to run his

fingers through their hair.

Given the steamy fog which oozed onto

the stage proceeding the Furs' entrance, I

suspected that perhaps an error in booking

had been made, and the boobs from the

Speedwagon were about to bumble out

from behind the amps. Usually. I lump dry

ice into the same category as fire bombs,

lasers, and goat's blood: very passe and

unforgiveably tacky. But with the Furs, it

worked! There was a genuine feeling of

eventfulness in the air. Slightly

melodramatic, yes. but it got the adrenaline

flowing nonetheless. Then suddenly, the

two big spotlights on either side of the

drum kit were jostled a bit, and began to

sweep across the stage like search-lights at

an A&P opening. And then they were just

there. A crash was eminent now. The
congestion before the release, and then —
POW! — the roaring locomotion of "Into

You Like A Train" proceeded to box car our

consciousnesses. And there fie was.

Richard Butler, in all his glory!

The guy's got real personality, ya know
what I'm tawkin' about? His hair is a little

longer now, kind of mussed into an

overgrown shag cut. But he looked good!

Exceptional, in fact, all scrunchy and supple

in his new leather duds. Richard is clearly

the focal point of the band now, the rest

pretty much hiding silently in the mist. And
he it such a tease, is he not? Between slugs

from a bottle of Bailey's Irish Cream (a gift

from a fan), he pranced about the stage

effusing a charismatic cross between the

elegant melodrama of Bowie, and the pouty

androgyny of Jagger. He was all over the

place!

But there's more to the Furs than

Richard Butler (for most people, anyway).

As a unit they defmitely put out. Given

their first LP and their first few shows, for

the k>ngest time I placed them in the

Bauhaus. Cure, Joy Division doom gkwm
crew of the new wave. But the F'urs are

involved in a gradual crossover of sorts.

Their latest album, with songs such as

"Love My Way." "Sleep Comes Down." and

"Forever Now." is very poppy and as such

their audience has widened a bit. That's not

to say that the Furs are about to disin

tegrate in a two-man synth unit. They've

always been wary of trends.

Folk>wing the quake of "Into You Like A
Train. " the Furs slowed things down a bit

with a meditative rendition of "President

Gas," as well as a quick run through of the

..j»im.!SL...5. .. ...M-am^A ^'SB^IPHlp'i^^Jw^^WW^ mm^mmm
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The Psychedelic Furs

melodrama.

— leather and love beads and a lot of

tragic "Pretty in Pink" (a personal fave

rave) — as a good balance between old

favorites and new stuff was established.

I guess I never realized just how an-

themir the song "Forever Now" really is

until I heard it performed live. God, what a

great song to finish the set with! "Let it

stay forever nooow!" — BuUer rumbled in

defiance towards a mutable universe. One
of those rare moments of rock and roll

transcendence!

Roger Morris. Vince Ely, and Duncan

KUbum have been replaced, and celk>ist

Ann Sheldon has been added (but you, of

course, know that already) to make up the

new Psych Fur line up. Although Sheldon

does seem to add an element of

sophistication to the Furs' furious "wall of

sound," she stiUs strikes me as an ex-

traneous member. I mean, it's kind of

disheartening to see Richard sleazing it-up

with some member of the audience, and

then to k>ok over and see this classically

trained celk>ist trying to make her in

strument sing with a tense of dignity This

u rock and roll, right?

Well, at least the Agora crowd was
relatively receptive (read: tolerant). The

OK Corral, neo-Western decor is bad

enough, but when you have to rub elbows

with "dudes" in flannel shirts and gook

boots all night, things do tend to get a bit

"oppressive." Friday night proved an

exception, however, and thb reviewer was
certainly thankful.

Hanoi Rocks— boyswho play with dolls
SELF DESTRUCTION BLUES
(Johana)

Hanoi Rocks

By YANETT PENA
roikciui surr

Hanoi Rocks is sort of difficult to

describe.

This five-man l>an<l has release*! three

:Ubums but they've only been availal>U- in

the U.S. as Soindinavian imports. Some
critics have slapped on a new wave lal»el to

their music, while others claim MC-f) ami

other early sloppy rockers as their origin.

They're probably a mixture of both,

although in England they've l»een playing

second bill to some heavy metal outfits,

which is an (xld combination.

Mike Monroe, the 'impt)ssibly l»eautiful"

and androgynous singer, et al., dress in

strange garb ranging fn)m psychedelic to

more classic rock 'n' roll styles. They also

wear a lot of make-up, jewelry, and sport

messy long hairdos. King of like the New
York Dolls, but without the mini-dresses

and stacked heels.

The band's recent releases, "Self

Destruction Blues." is a better effort than

the past two albums, the production has

impn)ved and the instruments don't sound

as bland or empty as before, especially An
dy McCoy's lea«l guitar breaks. McCoy not

only emerges from the lMickgn)un<l to show

off his manual dexterity, but also his

songwriting which dominates the album.

"Love's An Injection" oj>ens up the first

side and would make a grt>at smgle for the

band, with it* catchy chorus and simple

tune. The next cut, "I Want Y«»u," inclu<les

a Chuck Berry of)ening riff an<l saxophc»nes

which are more subtle here than on their

horrible last record.

"Cafe Avenue" w(»uld be a l»oring new

wave/reggae t^ine if it weren't for the lyrics

describing McCoy's early male prostitute

days. No graphic details are included

though.

The title track closes side one, and proves

to be an odd little blues tune consisiting of a

loud slide guitar, harmonica, and black

vocals a la B.B. King or even Koko Taylor

— Mike Monroe it sure isn't. The song

doesn't sound like it should belong on the

record, but it's entertaining.

Whereas McCoy has talent with his high-

pitched guitar style. Monroe does not. His

singing is always more than slightly off-

key, nasally and snotty at times. InmicaJly

it blends in well bei'Huse of the Itand's

overall young, raw, and raunchy attitude.

However, he does a g<H»d vocal job on side

two with "Beer and a Cigarette." another

strong cut.

"Whispers in the Dark" includes a Nt of

synthesizer and is another good song.

"Taxi Driver" starts off with Monn>e's

howling and screeching, pntmising he'll

"take you anywhere you want to."

"Dead by X Mass" may never surf>ass

the <»ld Bing Crosby classic, but at least it

fades out with an ang*'lir christrnjis ch«)ir

ref»eating the title. Hey. noUnlv <'vi«r said

anything about gtwxl taste.

Although s<tme songs on "Self Ik-.struc-

tion Blues" are more memorabU* than

others, there's s<»mething apf>ealing m each

one. whether it's a guitar riff, chorus,

melody, etc. . .And if you don't mind a
bunch of Scandinavian youths in black

eyeliner and Dep Gel, Hanoi Rocks might

be a worthwhile experience.

Ya gotta readarts!

Our Anniversary Sale

continues thru April 30th

with

10% - 30%
off everything

at

Fenton's Athletic Supply

377 Main St., Amherart

253-3973 ^

WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO-ROCK
3SC PUB MUGS

aeSMMinSt.
Amharat
256-8587

Soap Opera
BpMUl

11:80 »m - 7 pm
SmaU

2 Item pijua
OnlyM.OO
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Campus Center, Rm 174, 7-9:30 PM

with

Gary Berger
Director of the Berkshire Museum

Pittsfield

Alvin Page
Resident Artist and Director

of the Garret Gallery, American

International College, Springfield

Tom Leamon
Commercial Artist and Illustrator

Amherst
and

Barbara Schaffer Bacon
Arts Resource Coordinator, AES

Hypercurricula

TOPICS A general overview of each career, in

eluding setting, skills needed, kinds of posi

lions, ar^d resources for job mfor^matiorv
j

TO REGISTER CALL The Ans Extension Service

545 2360

Sponsciied Dy "ip Arts (itension Service o* fhe Division r<;

Coftiou'ng Education ^ith the support of »he University

Arts Council

"Hypercurricula," a

listing of events held at the

University of

Massachusetts and surroun-

ding area, is published daily

in the Collegian. Events are

listed only on the day they

are taking place. An-
nouncements must be sub-

mitted on "Hypercurricula"

forms available in the Col-

legian offices. 113 Campus
Center, and returned to the

office by 3 p.m. the Friday

before the event. All sub-

missions should be written

in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

• 'Hypercurricula"
notires not submitted on
the standard form and not

submitted by the Friday
before the week the event

will take place will not be

run. Due to space limita-

tions, the Collegian can-

not {n>arantee printing of

all "Hypercurricula"
notices. Priority will be

g^ven to UMass organiza-

tions.

NO BROWN BAG
THEOLOGY TODAY! -
Lunchtime discussions wUl
resume next Wednesday.
UsuaUy 12:15 p.m.. 428

Student Union.

SPANISH CLUB
TERTULIA - Whether you
are a native speaker or a

first year Spanish student or

somewhere in between then

come and speak Spanish

with us. 2:30-4:00 p.m.. 4th

Floor Lobby Herter.

SGA RENTS AND FEES
COMMITTEE - Weekly

committee meeting. Work
on issues like tuition in

creases, student fees. Coffee

Shop renovations, etc. Open
toaU.3:30p.m..CCl78.

CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHRIST - Out of the

body experiences? What
does the Bible have to say

about them? Brooke Rollins

is speaking, come and find

out/ Also KC '83 information

film shown. 6:30 p.m.. SBA
109.

INVESTMENT CLUB
MEETING - Larry
Dwight, stockbroker from
H.M. Payson will speak on
"Analyzing Market Trends."
New members are welcome!
6:30 p.m., S.O.M.rm 107.

CAREERS IN THE
VISUAL ARTS - Topics

include: General overview,

kinds of positions, settings,

skills needed, and job

resources. Workshop
sponsored by the Arts
Extension Service of the

Division of Continuing
Education with the support

of the University Arts

Council. To register for this

free workshop call: AES
545 2360. 7 9:30 p.m..

Campus Center, Room 174.

STAR TREK LIVES! -
Club meeting. Room 801

Campus Center, time: 7 11

p.m. Films, info., for S.T.

and S.F. fans. All welcome.

HETEROSEXISM
WORKSHOP - What is

Heterosexism and how does

it affect us all. The movie
Pink Triangles will be shown
and two guest speakers will

present. 7 p.m., Dwight
Main Lounge.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
COLLEGE
ORGANIZATION - Meets
every Thurs. Everyone is

welcome to come, listen and
ask questions. 7 p.m.. check

Info Desk in CC for room.

CHESS CLUB MEETING
— Chess game after a

general meeting. All are

welcome. 7 p.m.. CC 165 9.

•CONTROLLING IN
TERESr* - FUm spon-

sored by UMass
Peacemeakers and Students

Against Militarism. All are

welcome to attend and stay

for discussion afterward.

7:30 p.m.. CC.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
MEETING - Martin
Lowney. Narest senior, will

give a slide presentation on
his Yellowstone in-

ternship. Elections for next

year's officers will be held.

All interested newcomers
wekome! 7:30 p.m.. Rm. 312

HoldswOTth.

ISRAELI FOLK DAN
CING — Come dance to the

beautiful rhythms! Israeli

folk dancing is open to aU,

with instruction available at

all levels. 7:30 beginners.

8:30 all others. Com-
monwealth Room, S.U.

HISTORY CLUB
MEETING - Who kUled

JFK? Mr. Mark Gersten wUl

describe the JFK
assassinatk)n — with slides

and film All are welcome.
Refreshments served! 7:30

p.m.. rm 804 08 Campus
Center.

STAGE COMBAT
WORKSHOP - Taught by

Iris Valenti. Free. All are

welcome. 8 p.m.. Van Meter
Basement.

Start
every day
refk^shed!
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins
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Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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THE COURSE CATWXXi!
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After the Fall By R. Miller
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CROSSWORD
Kdited b> Marxarel tarrar and I rude Jaffe

IVlll I t>« ^MK'lr^ I ime« stndHair

ACROSS
1 Place for a boat

5 Scalawags
11 Triumphant

sound
14 Wordot refusal

15 Mofiammedan
ruler

16 Magic spell

17 Magician's
word

19 Champ of txjxing

fame
20 Right turn signal

21 Copies
22 Park. N J

24 Harte

25 Haphazard
26 William Lyon

, noted

educator
29 Mont
3

1

Scene of er u pt ion

,

1902

32 Curtain matenaC
33 Hearty s partner

37 Stage magician
40 Uncle and others
41 Pro put>lico

42 Words meaning
' famidar with

43 In a cold manner
45 Turn

46 GreeK island m
the N Aegean

49 Oom (tuba

sounds)
50 Lay (flop)

51 Tenor, baritone

and bass
52 Crackpot
55 Privates org

56 Bewitching one
60 Horse color

61 Nullify

62 He spent Two
Years Before the

Mast
'

63 Coffee or tea

64 Tried

65 First ive

seen

DOWN
1 Synonym for

35 Down
Spot for a lewei

Anent
Sch org

Words with land

or sea
West Pointer

Sound of sorrow

Marble
9 Kind of participle

Abbr
Supernatural

curef

1

1

Lend
12 Salutation

10

13 Truism
18 Prince Houssams

magic transport

23 Works magic
24 Protection from

deviltry

25 Indian princess

26 Abbrs in music
27 Queen of the gods
28 Basic, for short

29 Like the sea
30 Trademark
32 Golden calf, for

one
34 girl!

35 Boodle
36 Gaelic

38 Sacred bird of

Egypt
39 for comfort
44 Convincing
45 Stormed
46 Extols

47 Follow

48 Had in mind
49 Talk idly

51 One of those
52 Undiluted

53 Place for Middies
Abbr

54 Erstwhile ruler

57 Society page
word

58 Army VIPs

59 Map abbrt

1 1 1 4
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WEATHER

Today sunny, highs m
I the 70's. westerly wind, 10

15 mph. Tonight partly

cloudy, lows 45 to 50.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Diplomat sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
The salad sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Beef Pot Roast
Jardinere Sauce

Mushroom-Pepperoni Pizu

BASICS DINNER
Tofu vegetable casserole

Mushroom pizza

Have something to

say?
Have something to

sell?
Give the Collegian Classifieds

a try.

They work!
You can now place your classified

quickly and easily from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on the Campus Center
Concourse. Look for our table

there or stop by our office,

113 Campus Center. ^___
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the world will be
different!

KG83
Info Meeting

Wed. April 27th 6:30 pm SBA 109

J S30 REWARD 1

3 bedroom J
in Puffton

for a

apt.

beg. June or

Sept.

Sheryl 6-9680

Shari 6-9623

Sue 6-9593

tr-kifkirifk-kifkifk^

Racquetball Racquets
ij Racquetball Balls

.•^ Racquetball Gloves

f ^^^ Racquetball Glasses

Also available ^

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Headbands
Wristbands

Whistles

Tennis Accessories

Basketball, Soccer

V Football, Baseball

Frisbeas,

Swimming Accessories

Open M F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Beautiful 3 bdrm Townehouse for sum-
mer sublet. Please call 548-1215

PreeMential 1 bdrm in 2 bdmi apt

130/month 549-1364 keep trying

Rolling Qreen 2 bdrm AC, pool, quiet, fir-

n»h«d call after 6 pm 253-5986

Cooperative household. North Amherst
on buslir>e Also storage space available

549-6962

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center MOO/mth
svstl6/1 253^9677

3 bdrm house in Downtown Amherst $

negotiebte call now 549-5860

Sunny aummer aublet Amhent Centerl 2
bedrooma 54»0a06, 2S3-2071

Cheap cheep rent for a 3 bdrm
townehouse apt fully furnished call

549-1833/549^3863

Houae In N Amh (6/1-9/1) on belus rte 4

BIG bdrms. 260/mo. or 66/bdrm./mo. call

549-5883

Amherst Center apartment sublet with

fall option, 1-3 bedrooms availat>le call

S4»8378

3 bedroom Puffton Apt furnished, pool,

tennis courts, cf>eap 549-4711

3 bedroom fully fumiahed luxurious apt

in Towr)ehouse for the sumnrter. Ideal loca-

tion at low price. Call 549-5968 or 256-8382

3 bedroom ept very close to canx>us &
town rent negotiable furnished free cable

for summer call 256-8150

Townehouse 3 bedroom; furnished, fall

option for 1 bedroom; Alix 549-5103

"* bedroom Cliffaide Apt summer sublet

V fall option $350/mo utilities inc call

66&-3963 late nites

SUNGLASSES

'^aybitns, Vusrnets, Serengeti at low
ices all Bruce or Andy 549-1177 look for

tjs at e CC Concourse this afternoon

TO SUBLET

C'teep furnished 3 bedroom apt air cond all

jtil inci summer only 256-8389

Northampton four bodrooma June
-August $560/nx>nth two floors two tMtfw
564-8126

Mery Poppirw would approval Fully fur-

nished Brandywineapartnrtent. June 1 -Aug
31 call 549-1511

One bedroom In Southwood
Townhouae pool tennia available June 1

fall option 253-3497

One bedroom In two bedroom Puffton

j

fall option 549-3862

Rolling Qreen 2 bedroom townhouae
summer sublet cheap call 253-9431

2 bedroom split-level apartment
I

-Sunderland, JUne 1st - August 31st, $260
i

per month, call 966-7126

Summer aublet Puffton two bedroom
j

two bathroom furnished apt RENT NEGI
' contact Pat or Dru 549-4426

Wonderful, luxurloua, cozy 4 bedroom
j

apt to sublet. This sounds tike your apart-
rr>ent, well it can be your apartment for

summer all you have to do is call Jay or
Rich at 686-7574. Price Is very reasonable.

' Very.

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE APT.
fully furnished. June 1 to Aug 31 r>egotiable
rent call 549-4686

Summer with fell option Ouffton 1

bedroom $290 549-4430 evenings

Squire Viilege 2 bdrm summer sublet
w/fall option 966-3914

Furniahed two bedroom Townehouae
Apt. June thru Sept rent negotiable call

549-1724

Rolling Qreen two bedrooma large,

cheap, lucky. Call 253-9418 Malcolm
,

250/mo negotiable

1 bdrm in 3 bdrm Puffton apt furnished
price neg 549-5543

Three bedroom townhouse apt in Squire

Village, June 1 w/fall option $400/mo or

80 6^4896
I
Need one roommete - two bedroom, two
floor Southwood Apt. - includes kitchen,

I

living room, two bathrooms - $140/month
call 253-3566

3-atory rhrer fromt apartment bus route,
AC. pool, cheep 549-4406

2 bedroom Southwood townehouee
busroute, pool, tennis, rent negotiable
546-6706

Summer aublet Townehouse Apts. fur-

nished 3 bedroom rent negotiable call

649^709 or 646-9689

Summer aublet: 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.
furnished 546-7393

Summer aublet - 2 rooms, fall option on 3
bedroom townhouse, N. Amherst, 2 bus
routes $150 + neg 54»4849

Squire Viilege townhouae two bedrooma
summer sublet fell option $380 -»

2B-f 2 rooms In house on cempue

One bedroom ept Preeidential Apts fur-

nished sir conditioned Jur>e - Sept 549^127

Roommate to sublet semi-coop on bus
route 130 2S6-0675

3 bedroom Townhouse with full cellar on
bus route/ for 4 or 5 less then a mile from
campus negotiable call Jon 546-6467 - keep
trying.

Sumemr aublet/fall option, sumemr rent

negotiable; 2 bdrm on bus route call after 6
will pey subl;eese fee 966^787

3 bdrm apt available 115 neg utilKies incI

fall opt 253-9753

1 bdrm Puffton VII for 1 or 2 people good
rate call 549-5920

Summer sublet Brandywine one
bedroom apt 549-3873 rent negotiable

With fell option 2 people wanted to share
room. 10 minute walk to campus.
$105/mo. Presidential Apts 549-5613

Brandywine one bedroom sumn'>er with
faH option females only Linda 549-2646

One bedroom ept summer sublet fall

opt bus pool Cliffside rent negotiable
866^3960 or 549^6499

Sublet 2 bedroom apt available June 1 fall

option on bus route 275/mo 256-8270

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

Practically brand new Brittany Manor 2

bedroom apartment - all applicancas are

r>ew ar>d in excellent working condition,

new wall to wall carpeting, free heat, pool
call 256-0391 , rent is negotieble

WANTED

Class Rings, Gold and Sihfer Jewelry end
< Coirw. Dsniei Smith, 25 North PleMsnt,
Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
546-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaron>ir/ leeve

meesege)

Wanted Recorde - Cash or trade catt

Dynamite Records 584^1580

WANTED TO RENT

Houea or apartment in houee wttfiin

walking distance of campus at leest two
bedrooms will summer sublet 549-5606
Merk

No. or So. Amherst 3 bdrm house for faN

263-2878

Inexpensive housing needed on
Merthe's Vineyard for the sumn>er. I will sc-

cept any piece on the island. Call Court
546-5672

Looking for houeing on Nantucket for

this summer. Will help pey rent. Call Rick
546-5483

Large epertment or houee in Northemp-
ton wanted Sept by resporwible gred
students 253-2828

Wanted 1 or 2 bedrooms in apt for 2
females starting Sept cell Anne or Sandy
256-0358

WANTED TO RENT:
NANTUCKET

Looking for housing on Nantucket
Island for this summer. I would be happy
to join your rent. Please call Julie at

546-6426

WE'LL EVEN THROW
IN A COUCH!

Two room Southwood Apt summer
sublet £t fall option Shared room at $103
call 256-8323

Wednesday, April 27, 1983

OliLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

.Collegian i^

AUDIO

AM/FM Car Stereo two Jensen speakers
- $80 or 80 256-8323

AUTO FOR SALE

1986 Chevrolet impela 2B3ci; new battery

with five year warranty $375 546-5934

1978 Lincoln Veraaillea: loaded, a classic

car in excellent condition $7500 firm.

Phone: 609-868-4435

1974 Pinto 4 cyl. st. trans. 24 mpg good
eng. Chuck 549-4711

1989 VW Squerebeck - 73000 mi. 34 mpg,
no mechanical troubles. $600.00 549-4911

(Frank)

1980 Chevy Monze, 4 speed, sunroof,

dep>6ndable, excellent gas mileage, very

good condition. BO call 256-6612

75 B210 Datsun 2 new tires cassette pleyer

$1000 cell 666-4213 evenings

72 VW Ven runs greati Must see $1100.00

549-5631

67 VW Bug excellent running condition

great gas mileage dependable transporta-

tion $500.00 549-0543

BELLYQRAMSII
~

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza, 253 7822

CAPE COD
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Jeaona, Cape Cods fineet nightclub, will

be conducting interviews for all bar person-

nel on 4/30 and 5/7 from 12:00 to 300 pm.
228 Lower County Road Dennisport.

Where the happy people go.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadiac Entertainment Agertcy Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Gieeks, Semis. Call-N-Save. Paul

549-4406

FILM
~

Come aee "The Leat Grave et
Dimbeze", an engaging film that depicts

the plight of the South African people Film

will be shown in the Main Lounge of

Crampton House 4/28 7:00 PM Free all are

welcomel

FOR RENT

Furnished rooms for summer sublet, fall

option in house five minutes from UMass.
549-1797

Boarding Houae. had it with dorm life and

DC food?? Great opportunity awaits: beat

location on campus excellent meal plan

fhernlly atmosphere. Next to Newman
Center, cell Nate or T.J. 253-9015

June aublet with fell option 2 t>edroom

Brittany Manor heet included 253-3032

Parentis) with child(ren) wented for

North Amherst coopersth/e househoW.
Longterm. 549-4006

To sublet for summer w/fell option 4
bdrm apt on bus rt. Apt will be semi-

furnished and is in good location rent

negot. Call 253 2605 ask for Pete

Apt. In Southwood summer sublet/fall

option. Dishwasher, new carpet, pool, ten-

nis. Rent negotiable. Call 256-8216

2 bdrm aummer sub with fsll optionfull

apt $200. on bus route Jeniffer 256-6887

Brendywine one bedroom ept A/C,
dishwasher, disposal, WW, on bus route

avail. June 1 - Sept 1 very nicely fum
320/month 549-0460 ^_
2 bedroom ept in Colonlel Viilege Amh
on bus route summer w/fall option

253-5606

3 bdrm Puffton Apt available mey 28 sum-

mer sublet w/fall option 549-0543

5 bdrm house summer sub, fall op. Near

UMass & Amh. Ctr. On bus route.

$750/mth. 253-2819

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo/Tepedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9819 for info

King aize Weterbed - heater, liner, mat

tress, cover, headboard etc good condition

2 yrs old call 549-5689

Turntable Philips 212 good cond $50 or BO
cell 253-3588 we will dealll

10000 uaed records Just bought. Hun-

dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 584-3130 or 586-5726

Pioneer AM/FM Car Stereo Caaaette

100 watt booster, equalizer, 3 way speakers

brsnd new $225 or BO call Ed 549-1698

land made tiaherman aweaters only

$25 and $30 call 549-0381

Walkman II brand new 60$ call Mike
546-5002

Bedroom end living room furniture
reasonably priced call 256-0571

One yr old full bed newer bureau w/ mirror

$200 firm 549-6923

Quitar and case 6 string Gilberto non
clasical great condition 253-5215

Airtight woodatove excellent condition

$325 call Margaret at 549-6633

HELP WANTED

Employment Opportunitlea part
time /nights available for Spring /Sum-
mer /Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
and Graduate Students in University Alum-
ni Telephone Solicitation program. $4.00

plus an hr. People with sales and/or
teiefr^rketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Telefund Office Memorial Hall

CATE worker full tirr>e summer position

available 5/27 8/31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organizational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-

dent Union or call 545-0341 AA/EEO
Collegian Business Positions available

for Fall '83: Finance Managers, Assistant

Business Mar>ager, Assistant Advertising

Managers, and Advertising Represen
tatives Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. Deadline is Thursday 4/28. The
Collegian is an equal opportunity employer .

Summer Jobs promoting ecology safe

energy and consunDS rights. MASSPIRG,
the stare's largest public interest organiza-

tion has summer and permanent staff posi

tions available for public education and fun

draising, will train. $150 $250/week. Inter

views 4/28, contact Bernice Stratton stu

dent emptoynf>ent office 546-1961

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80's: Summer
and Full Tinr>e Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer and en-

vironn>ental issues HRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM - 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1 800 952 7478

Solar Energy canvass locally must be r>eat

personable hard-working earn $10/hour
plus bonuses 586-5723 9-5

The Commuter Aree Qovernment is

now hiring for the sumrr>er. Positions are

for 30 hours/week Must be available

through the fall. Applications available at

404 Student Union 9:00 5:00, Monday
through Friday. We are an affirn^tive ac

tion equal opportunity employer. Third

World, women, and non-traditional

students encouraged to apply. Deedline for

applications is April 29.

Cooks needed West Dennis Cape Cod call

(617) 394 3496 or 394-9994

Collegien Drivers' positions svsileble

for fall '83. Must have car, nrwrning hours

free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equel oppor-

tunity employer.

Mobile vending truck drivers wanted
on the Cape this summer Pete 2535218

HOUSE ON CAPE

2 looking for others to join in renting

house in Falnrtouth/Woods Hole area. Mike

549-0223

INSTRUCTION

48 people interested in weight loss

weight maintenance and body energy pro

gram call 586^2790 nr>eeting Wednesday st

7:30 MacKimmie Main Lounge

LOST

A small clarinet ceae in Franklin. Very,

very important! $20 reward. Please call

6-6356

One peir of women's gissses. possibly in

a red oriental case. Might be lost in lot #22.

Call 6-9149

Notes on s psper on witchcreft last seen

4/20 in Thompson 419. Call Bart>ara

584-6640

Anthropology Book on table in Campus
Center week of April 14. Call 549-5834

LOW RENTIII

1 or 2 roommetes wanted for furnished

apartment on bus-route. Acess to TV,

stereo, kitchen, weightlifting equipment

$110/month. 253-2828

MEMORIAL

For Chriatine O'Malley at the Newmen
Center, 4/30 at 4:30 all welcomel

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 1980 7B0K 7000 miles garage kept

new Dunlop tires complete tune-up xtras

$1800 or BO 253-9376

1982 Kawasaki GPZ760 mint condition

low miles serious inquiries only 549-4363

PERSONALS

To Cindy C. Happy Birthday big sister

from your little brother. Just one more year

and your on your own

To Amy from Orchard Hill, we met at

party Saturday night. Would like to see you

again Tony 6-5077

To women of JQA 22: your right. I was
wrong I'm sorry.

Down under loom girl, your blue eyes are

beautiful. Keep smiling I

Steven J. Murphy - no more jailbait for

you either Happy Belated Birthday love you
- Leech

Qery I may be fickle but I know when I've

got a good thing. Happy Anniversary I love

you I Julie

To Lambda Chi Alphe Associstes good

luck in the next few daysl Have fun

SKI CLUB EXCLUSIVE APRIL 30

all thoae who workd 10 hours or more
st the Greet Ski Snetch Nov 18-21

contact the Ski Club 646-3437

Qet Physicoi Sporting Goods Co-op
Ocean Pacific Shorts & Shirts

sneakers, frisbees, raquets, & balls

your sporting goods connection
322 Student Union (next to post office)

Get Psyched for Southwest Week
"Rock the Pyramids"

Tuea: Visitorz Mass Transit

Wed: Cruisers Performers

Thurs: Midnight Sun
Fri: BMCP on Pyramids

10:00 pm WMUA Basketball Block Party

Sat: 8:00 movies 3 Stooges Horaefeethers

Sun Concert
Osvid Johansen

Carlton Bryan h Crossroads

Abby Strauss

Urt>en Renewel
Heroes in Trouble

Hot Air Balloon Ridee
sponored by:

The Pub, The Sub
Domino's, Bart's Ice Creem

Spez. Next year your on your own I Be

good I Love, your little sister Peule

Cereer Plecement Assistence for

grsduates. Gaining an edge through Mass
Marketing. Operations Research Interrw

tional PO Box 5470. Avon, Colorado. 81620

call toll free 1 -800-421 -3217

Julie: Wishing you congratulations, good
luck and succees with your new job I Much
tove, MBM
No, Cerl Yestrzemski is GodI

To G. Roy I've been waiting for your caN

since the reception PS why weren't you on

the bus Saturday

Caroline Heppy 20th Birthdey Je'tsime

Jack

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DIaeertetlona, theses, cases, papar*

guaranteed scceptsnce low rstes 5-0392,

584^7924 Nsncy.

PUFFTON SUBLET

3 bedroom Puffton pool A/C spodight

320$/mo negotieble June - August Kathy

549-4036

RIDE WANTED
~

Ride for two to NYC, aouthem NY atate

or southern Conn needed desperately. Will

kMve anytime Friday 4/29. Will share ex-

penses. Csll Donns 546-8407

Ride needed to Weehington DC eree for

weekend of April 29 call Kelley 549-6749

ROOM WANTED

Cape epertment South Yermouth call

Chris 256-6052 leeve message

2 looking for housing in

Falmouth/Woods Hole eree. Mike 549 0223

Looking for housemete? Vegetarian,

non-smoking, considerate, quiet, politicalhr

active. Transfering fall. Looking for cheap

house, friendly housemates. Evenings, call

Hannah (607) 722-4707

ROOMMATES WANTED

3 femeiea houae on Falmouth Cape Cod
waterfront call 545-0075 Dianne

Preeidential summer rental oneor two
people. Rent negotieble Bee 256-6887

Reeponalble roommates wented for

fall. One spece svsilabia for summer
253-5109

Townehouse Apt. summer sublet fall op-

tion for 2 people 549-6313

Quiet metured mele or female to share

two Puffton 1 bed rooms 253-3561 dinner

time

To ahare 3 bedroom Townehouae Apt
beginning June and/or fall 549 5848

Female roommete wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt fall semester call 6-5237 or

6-5243

Brandywine Irg bedroom avail for 1 or 2

roommates Neel 549^2808

SENIOR DAY
~

Anyone interested in working on
Senior Dey: beer pourers, publicity,

bend hospitality - meting Thursday at

7:00 - Suffolk Room SUB

SERVICES

feat accurate typing $1.50/page Leslea

584^3433

SUMMER RENTALS

The ideel place: centrally located on cam-
pus, everything and more included. $250.

for singles, $150. for double's for the full

summer. Call Glenn S at 545-0047 or

545^2150

SUMMER SUBLET
~

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 esch 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouse
Southwood apt on bus rt, swim pool, rent

negotiable call 253-3810

1 bdrm Cliffside on bus rt pool and tennis

courts 286$ 666-4386

Looking for 3 roommetee to share 2
bedroom Brittany Apt for summer and next

yeer. Apt is in great condition w/r>ew
carpet and nice furniture Can take 3 melee
or 2 femeles and 1 ma\e call Kevin 253-3766

With fell option Two bedroom apt in

house in Belchertown. On bus. 323-5864

3 bedroom Puffton apt furnished $350
month available June 1 Sept 1 549-6912

Rolling Qreen Apt - sutilet for summer
with fall option for 1 of two t)edrooms
beautiful apt, furnished, on bus route. Call

Joel 256^)435

Female wented for own room in 2
t>edroom Puffton fall option call Toby
549-0137

One t>edroom In e two bedroom apt in

Brandywine. (>ool, cable, rent/best offer

cal l 546-8600 or 546-8487

1 t>edroom In epertment Cliffaide fall op-

tion $186/n>o 886-7580 546-0087 Ruth

Four bedroom apt summer sublet only
$400/mo heat b util included w/fall option

call 549^46
Beeutifully furnished 3 bedroom
Townhouse apt available June to Aug price

negotiable 549 5998

Furnished Townehouse Apt AC. rent

negotiable call Scon or Rich 549-0616

3 bedrooma evailable in 3 bedroom Puf-
fton epertment pertly furnished sir cor>d

pool rent r>egotiebki call Johsnna 549-4827

5 bedrm houae with fell option Main St
Amherst 256-6362

CHEAPI 4 bedroom Rolling Green Apt - in-

cludes pool. AC. all utilities $100 per per-

son Call 253 3978

Townehouae Apt - 3 bedroom sumnrwr
sublet fully furnished AC - cable caN

anytime 549 3843

1 bdrm apt Squire Viilege sumn^er sut>let

w/fall option $310/mo Er utilities Aug rent

free call eve 666-4737

Female wented to aummer aublet Bran-

dywine room. For more informetion

549-0425

Southwood, two bedroom summer sublet

need 2 roommetes $125 mo or neg 546-5310

Brndywine furnished 2 t>edroom 66 per

month and negotiable call 549-5966

2 bedroom apt June 1 - August 31

Downtown Amherst $286.00/mo 256-8639

Rent $86 1 , 2. or 3 people 5 mins to cam-
pus Presidential apts call 549-4483

Summer aublet furnished one t)dr Bran-

dywine apt $330 /month, you pay $280, I

pay $50 call Duncan 549-1305

Townhouae Apta fully furnished, AC, 10

min walk to campus rent negotiable

549-5804

Summer sublet fall opt 1 bdr st Puffers

Pond free B £f W TV included 275+ call

549-1649

Brandywine 2 bedroom pool furnished,.

equipped, AC bus negotiable 549-0747

Puffton 3 br apt for summer sublet. $135
per br per month or best offer. Convenient

Er comfortable. Call 549-6272
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The New England Patriots selected Illinois

quarterback Tony Eason, the all-time leading

passer in Big Ten history, as their number one
pick in yesterday's NFL draft.

Gorillas to Beantown
to take on Crimson

By JIM FLOYD
Coilcgima Si»tt

What a difference a year can make in

coUeg^te athletics.

Last year at this juncture of the season,

the University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team was toting an undefeated 6

record going into a home game with the

Crimson of Harvard only to be shocked 12-

8.

That loss turned out to be a skeleton in the

Gorillas' closet as it came back to haunt the

team later in the season when post season

consideration time came around.

This time around, the Gorillas, while

turning in a series of good performances so

far. are dragging a 3 5 record down the

road to Boston in an effort to keep riding

the track they jumped on last Saturday

when they defeated Yale University in New
Haven by a score of 13-8.

'Statistically we're doing pretty well."

said head coach Dick Garber. "In a way.

this is the same kind of year as we had in

1965 (the last time UMass had a k>sing

season). We'd play a good game and we'd

lose."

According to Garber. this squad is

capable of shaking off the problems that

have been plaguing them, mainly because

the problenw are few.

"l think the big thing is the shooting has

been very erratic. " the 29 year veteran

Gorilla mentor said. "We execute well

enough on offense and then we take a shot

and hit the pipe (goalpost). If a couple of

those shots had gone in. the record would

be very different."

Garber has made a couple of changes in the

lineup since the outset of the season, in-

cluding moving Paul Fogarty from attack to

midfield in an effort to get the senior more
involved in the game and allow him to

faceoff.

"On defense. Barry Cain. John Mincone
and Brad Broadwell are all playing great,"

Garber added. "Overall we have been

playing good defense but we have given up

a couple of defensive breakdowns a game
and those have hurt us."

As far as Harvard goes, they too defeated

Yale this season but. by a score of 6-3,

which may be indicative of a slowdown style

of play.

Veteran lacrosse fans should remember
that it was the slowdown style of play that

Harvard used last year to make the Gorillas

anxious and create some offbeat breakaway

situations.

"They have a good conservative team,"

said Garber. "We'll press them from the

Tirst whistle and not let them sit on the ball.

They're a lot like Yale."

Lets hope so since, as n<Hed earlier,

UMass beat Yale.

Game time is at 3 p.m.

Mike Fiorini. the leading goal scorer for the Gorillas scoops up a

loose ball during the Gorillas' 18-6 romp over Boston College earlier

this year.

Wright back to Penn Relays
By LAURIE FISCHER

r«ii«KiMi sun

This weekend University of

Massachusetts high hurdler John Wright

will compete against the top hurdlers in the

country at the Penn Relays, but this year

Wright will compete with the title of "the

best New England high hurdler" according

to coach Ken O'Brien.

Wright has broken numerous records

during his four year college career, in-

cluding his best time of 13.8 last weekend

capturing first place in the high hurdle

event at the Boston College Relays, but his

goal of qualifying for the Nationals, which

will be held in June, has gone unfulfilled.

Although he is pleased with his per

formance in the BC Relays. Wright is

anxious as the Penn Relays approach

tbm senior has boon elimiAated in

thi>' Uial rounds ut mc rcia> a vacn oi the last

two years.

Currently. Wright is only two tenths of a

second away from the qualifying time for

the Nationals and stiffer competition could

push Wright to faster times.

"When I'm home or in local New England

competition I feel as though I'm giving one

hundred percent. Then I'll race against the

faster hurdlers at Princeton or ViUanova

and my times will usually be quicker,"

Wright said.

Coach O'Brien is optimistic considering

Wright's recent improvement.

"I think he is on the way to qualifying for

the Nationals," he said.

Also qualifying for the Penn Relays for

UMass are throwers Elizabeth Patterson

and Cindy Krupa and the mile relay team of

Leah Loftis, Susan Bird, Maureen O'Rielly

and Debbie Smith, who broke the school

record placing third in the BC relays with a

timeof3:S8.L

('•llrgiaa piMto b; Jolia Uearrtt*

SCORE! Chris Sehmitz puts the squeeze on Mike Fiorini after Fiorini

scored against Boston College. The Gorillas play at 3 p.m. today at Har-

vard.

Pearson still waiting
By BILL SHEA

C«U«ciMi8Uf(

Garry Pearson sat by the phone and
waited for a call.

"It looks like I'll have to prove myself

again," he said.

The first seven rounds of the National

Football League draft were nearly com-

plete and University of Massachusetts

star running back had yet to be drafted by

one NFL team.

But the 5*11" 185 pound tailback from

Bristol, Connecticut, who was expected to

be chosen between the fourth and sixth

rounds, was in contact the entire day with

representatives of the Dallas Cowboys,

New York Giants, Seattle Seahawks. and
Green Bay Packer organizations.

The draft, which usually tai'es two days

to complete was jammed into one day

yesterday, starting at 8 a.m. and continu-

ing until midnight last night.

As of 9:30 last night Pearson knew little

of when or if he would be drafted but the

all-time leading rusher in l^Mass football

history' knew one thing for sure. He wants

a shot at running back in the pros.

All four teams that contacted Pearson

expressed a desire to move Pearson to

defensive back, and Pearson believes his

hesitation to agree to the change may
have something to do with being a late

pick.

"I want to go to camp as a ninning

back." said Pearson. "I want to give it a

shot that way and assess my situation at

camp and go from there."

Even if he isn't drafted at all. Pearson

will still get a tryout as a free agent with

one of the four aforementioned teams
depending on which contract he decides to

sign.

"I'll get calls from these teams later

tonight and talk it out with them," said

Pearson. "I'll know a lot more
tomorrow."
The draft has been affected by the

United State Football League. The
number of players chosen is 326 this year

as opposed to 446 in most draft years.

Busy stretch for baseball
By KEVIN DELUCA

( •llegiM SUff

'The next six ECAC games wfll

determine the whole season — whether or

not we are in postseason play. It puts a bt
of pressure on us," said University of

Massachusetts baseball coach Dick Bcrg-

quist.

Thuse six games are only pari of a

demanding 11 games in 10 days stretch

(only two of the games are at home — May
3 against the University of Connecticut at

3 p.m. and a make-up game versus

American International College on May 6

at 3 p.m. that staris today with a double

header at the University of Rhode Island

at 1 p.m. and should test the endurance
and depth of the whole squad, especially

the pitching staff and catcher position.

Double-headers and crammed schedules

are always a strain on a team's pitching,

but the catching?

Two Mondays ago in the Northeastern

double header, back-up catcher Todd
Ezold, who had been seeing a ak>t of

playing time, caught a foul-tip on his ring

finger, splitting the finger. Ezold has not

caught since.

Ezold's injury left the Minutemen with

two catchers, starter Butch LeBlanc and

sopohmore Dan Clifford. Early in the first

game this past Saturday against Vermont,

LeBlanc was hurt when a collision at home
plate left him with a gash in his leg that

required stitches.

Suddenly Clifford was thrust into the

starting spot with all the inherent

responbility that goes with being catcher.

Displaying a shotgun arm, Clifford made
the most of his opportunity.

Besides throwing out two runners

trying to steal second and hindering

Vermont baserunning in general, Clifford

proved to be defensively sound behind the

plate as well as collecting a hit at the

plate.

"Some years you only need one catcher;

we're lucky to have three this year. Dan
Clifford played very well," remarked
Bergquist.

Ezold may be ready to play any day now
while LeBlanc will not be in the lineup

until this Saturday at the earliest.
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Hundreds of students took advantage of the bright sun yesterday to enjoy some music at the

Southwest Pyramids. The music was presented as part of the Southwest Day celebration.

Speaker says Mafia in on JFK's death
By RICHARD NANGLE

CattogiM Staff

The Dallas, Texas assassination of John F. Kennedy was
a conspiracy orchestrated by the Mafm. said Amherst
High School teacher Mark H. Gerstein during a presenta-

tion last night at the University of Massachusetts.

Using a chart that included the names of alleged killer

Lee Harvey Oswald and his assassin Jack Ruby, (Jerstein

traced a maze of associations that connected people who
knew Oswald to people who knew Ruby, during the

|MTsentation at the Campus Center.

Many of the pe«>ple listed on the chart were involved

with the Mafia in the United States and Cuba. One of the

people, Charles "Dutz" Murret was Oswald's surrogate

fadier.

Gerstein said one of the reasons the Mafia wanted to kill

the President was in order to silence then-Attorney

General Robert Kennedy. The younger Kennedy was the

only attorney general in history to ever go after the Mafia,

Gerstein said.

Then Teamster boss Jimmy Hoffa who was infamous for

his hate of the Kennedys is reported to have said after the

President's death. "Well. Bobby Kennedy's just another

lawyer now," Gerstein said.

Ruby, Gerstein said, killed Oswald in order to silence

him. Oswald had told the press after he was arrested that

he was "just a patsy." Gerstein said.

A child's right to privacy

The same people who manipulated Oswald manipulated

Ruby into carrying out the second assassination. Gerstein

said.

Gerstein said he doubts whether Oswald was even in-

volved in the shooting but that even if he was, there were

shots fired from other places also. Possible areas were

other buildings, or the also infamous grassy knoll to the

right of the motorcade.

A witness, according to Gerstein, said she saw Oswald

eating lunch on the second flopr of the bt)<)k depositor>'

where he allegedly fired the shots 10 minutes before the

Presidential motorcade passetl by.

Approximately 8() seconds after the shooting a police of-

ficer pulled a gun on Oswald in the same cafeteria as the

"suspicious looking" suspect walked toward a soda

machine. At that time the nrmnager of the book

despository said. "That's Lee Harvey Oswald. He's one of

my boys," to the officer, Gerstein said.

Gerstein said that while it is entirely possible that

Oswald could have come down from the top floor of the

depository and acted as if nothing had happened after hav-

ing killed the President of the United States, it is also

highly unlikely.

The Warren Commission which originally said Oswald

acted alone was dismissed by Gerstein as completely off-

base.

As an example. Gerstein told of a prop used during one

of the Warren C^jmmission's proceedings. It was Jack

Ruby's mother's dental chart.

Senate funds
recycling center

By JOHN O'CONfNELL
CollvKtMi Huff

The bottle and can redemption center for the University

of Massachusetts campus will open on Monday, May 2,

following approval of a $2,500 loan last night by the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

Recycling Project Administrator James Crosby told the

Senate the center "will kick off at 1 p.m. Monday on the

Campus Center Concourse."

The redemption center will go out to the students with a

"roving redemption service," which will operate "one
night each week, 4:30 to 6:30 in each living area, and will

also be open in the Campus Center Concourse two days in

the afternoon," Crosby said.

"We will limit a little the brands we will take," Crosby

said, but "all Pepsi and Coke products," and "85 percent

of all beer brands sold in the area" will be accepted.

Crosby said redemption centers will pay out five cents

per container U) students and get back seven cents for

every container from the redeemer.

Crosby said his projection estimates $250 per month net

incon)e.

Crosby said approximately $11,900 will be used for an

"initial cash bank" to pay students the return on their

empty containers. Another $500 dollars is needed for

advertising and payroll, he said.

The senate also approved a proposal frt^m SGA
Treasurer Eric Nitzsche, which will allow variances in the

amount of inventory that Student Controlled Businesses

(SCB's) can count as cash when making purchase orders

within the University accounting system.

"Right now. SCB's can write purchase orders on 50 per-

cent of their inventory, but there is no pt>licy that says how
we can change that rate," Nitzsche said.

The new Asset Funded I\irchase Order System will

allow variances above or below the 50 percent limit. Nitx-

sche said, but there will be "no limit set. " The rate for in-

dividual SCB's "will be decided by the Economic IVvelop-

ment Board and, ultimately, the senate," Nitzsche said.

Public Policy Committee Chair Sheila Sullivan announc

ed last night that there is a "very good pt)ssibility that

we'll have a student on the Bo^ of Regents before

September. " Sullivan said that a bill filed into the state by

the House of Representatives by the I*ublic Policy Com-
mittee has been combined with a similar State bill filed Ly

Sen (ierard D'Amico. D-Worcester, and should be voted

on before June. She said that the bill, which would require

a student Regent, should be sent fn>m the Senate Ways
and Means Committee to the legislature with a favorable

recommendation, which would help the final vote.

In other business last night, the Senate elected George

Vasquez as the UMass alternate representative to the

State Student Association of Massachusetts.

The Senate delayed approval of the Northeast Area
Government constitution l>ecause of "complications with

it" according to Governmental Affairs Committee ('hair

Mindy Ordway. The constitution of the Distinguished

Visitors Program was "automatically tal>led." Ordway
said.

By RITA Ml RPHY
Cnllfipui SUff

Educating children on their rights as in-

dividuals IS one of the first steps in helping

to prevent the sexual abuse of children,

said the director of a child j>ersonal safety

program last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

'Children have a right to privacy. Their

body is their own. It is important that they

realize that." said Geraldine Crisci.

The personal safety program is a preven

tion project designed to edcuated children

on what sexual abuse is and what they can

do to prevent it. she said.

Although statistics are unclear on how
many cases of sexual abuse of children ac-

tually occur in the nation, because so few

rases are actually rep<irtpd. it is estimated

that one in every four female children and

one in every eight male children are sexual-

'y abused in one way or another, she sai<l

Sexudit^ .n.u.-vvi viniur'"^ >

". _ :.'r'r! i;i;,:'< Wi'i" '',"- .if'' 1 t" ':^5 ''

Dioititi. Thev know when ti'ov want to be

touched and when they don't." she said

One of the major things PSP encourages

children lo do is say no lo adults wno are

attempting to harm them, she said.

Sometimes this is difficult for children to

do because they "believe that adults know
what they are doing and are very compla-

cent." she said.

It is important for adults close to children

to make them realize that when they do

have a problem they can talk it over with

someone, she said.

"1 have found in dealing with these

children that if we say we are willing to

listen, more often than not, kids will want

to talk about it," she said.

Another important factor in dealing with

child sexual assault is to teach children

what they can do if they are or think they

will be sexually abused, she said.

'Children will most often not tell anyone

about their experiences. If they did tell an

adu!^ and that adult did nothinji ibout it

•:...». ' ,. )-']] 'vi'! ..t-.-.^>»>!; n,>^•e^ !,"

what their children have to say

,
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Shultz goes

to Mid East
JERUSALEM (AP) - Secretary of State

Georjfe P. Shultz embarked on his first

attempt at shuttle diplomacy yesterday
and heard Israel's explanation of why it is

not ready to withdraw all its troops from
Lebanon.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin told him
Israel's security interests must be
protected in any agreement on the with-
drawal of foreign troops from southern
Lebanon. Begin's spokesman Uri Porat told

reporters.

Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir told
Shultz the Lebanese army can't do the job,
Israel wants no foreign peacekeeping
troops on its borders, and that it demands
some Israeli troops remain in southern
Lebanon on joint patrol with Lebanese
soldiers, a senior Israeli official said.

The official said Shamir also discussed
Israel's insistence on putting security in

southern Lebanon in the hands of Maj. Saad
Haddad, who quit the Lebanese army and
commands a militia in southern Lebanon
that was armed and trained by Israel.

The deadlock facing Shultz was un
derlined in Beirut, where the Lebanese
Parliament after a two-day secret debate
voted unanimous support of President
Amin Gemayel's rejection of any form of

Israeli military presence in southern
Lebanon. It also endorsed his refusal to

take Haddad back into the Lebanese army
and put him in command of a 25 mile-deep
buffer zone north of the Israeli border.

Shultz on his arrival from Cairo made
dear that he expects Israel's leaders to
agree to withdraw all their troops from
Lebanon and drop their demand foe a
military presence there.

"Our immediate task is bringing peace to
Lebanon, restoring Lebanese sovereignty,
and withdrawing all foreign forces and
ensuring peace and security" on the
Israeli Lebanese border, he said on
in-iving at Ben Gurion International

Airport.

AP Laaeqilioto

Robert Pfeiffer tests out the ultimate in commuter shuttles as he zips
down Interstate 5 near C ardiff-by-the-Sea, Calif. Pfeiffer, 38, rents out
the converted DC-3 to parades, conventions and parties at a cost of
$1,500 per day.

Judges to review 'Lenox 7' case
BOSTON (AP) - Appeals Court Chief

Justice Allan M. Hale promised on Wed
nesday to appoint a panel of judges to hear
a full appeal of jail terms for the "Lenox 7"

as soon as the necessary papers are filed.

The state Supreme Court had negated
involuntary manslaughter convictions for

the seven men. who are accused in the
deaths of two Lee youths. Richard Retzel
Jr.. 18. and Barry Griffin Jr.. 19. following
a graduation party fracas in 1981

.

Defendants Peter Bianco. Joseph Burke.
Robert Walker. Bruce Kern, Mark Hinman.
Todd Terpak and Steven Piretti were
returned to Berkshire Superior Court and
then sentenced to 18 months in jail on
assault and battery convictions that had
been placed on file.

Their attorneys claimed this was double
jeopardy and violated due process,
although the high court said that they could
be sentenced for the lesser charge when
they prevailed on the manslaughter in-

dictment.

Attorneys William K. Danaher Jr., of

Springfield, and Henry J. Boitel of Rock
ville Center. N.Y.. argued for the defen-

dants. Danaher said Trial Judge William
Simons, in his probation report, listed

death as the injury factor in the assault and
battery while the higher court ruled it was
n<A proved that the fight led to the
drownings.

The attorneys contended that there
would have been no new penalty on the
assault and battery conviction if the high
court had not ruled out the manslaughter
convictions.

Danaher said. "We are not asking the
court to review the length of the sen
tences. . .but the taking of the cases from the
files has the appearance of vindictiveness."

He said it was in essence a sentence for the
manslaughter charge on which they were
cleared.

Reagan says

(a moral duty)
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan

urged the nation and a skeptical Congress
last night to embrace his Central America
program on grounds that the United States
has "a vital interest, a moral duty and a
solemn responsibility" to protect the region
from leftist revolution.

In a rare address to a joint session of
Congress. Reagan said. "I say to you that
tonight there can be no question: the
national security of all the Americas is at

stake in Central America.

"If we cannot defend ourselves there,"
said Reagan, "we cannot expect to prevaU
elsewhere. Our credibility would collapse,

our alliances would crumble, and the safety
of our homeland would be put at jeopardy."

Reagan's nationally broadcast address
was primarily an attempt to salvage a
proposed $110 mUlion in U.S. aid for the
besieged regime in El Salvador. Congress
so far has balked over all but $30 million of
that.

But Reagan pressed Congress to approve
his request for aid for all of Central
America, totaling about $600 million for

1964. "That is less than one-tenth of what
Americans will spend this year on coin-

operated video games," the president said.

"What the administration is asking for on
behalf of freedom in Central America is so
small, so minimal - considering what is at
stake." he added.

Reagan said the Caribbean Basin region
is "a magnet for adventurism" primarily
sponsored by the Soviet Union and Cuba.
"If the Nazis during Work! War II and the
Soviets today could recognize the Carib-
bean and Central America as vital to our
interests, should not we also?" he asked.

Reagan noted the seizure in Brazil of four
Libyan cargo planes loaded with arms
enroute to Nicaragua, and said "violence
has been Nicaragua's most important
export to the world."

Digest
By the Associated Press

VrandSlamm 'pleads

innocent to gang rape
AYER, Mass. (AP) - Four men

associated with the k)cal rock band "Grand
Slamm" pleaded innocent Wednesday in

Ayer District Court to last weekend's gang
rape of an 18- year old female Army private
stationed at Fort Devens.
During the hearing, charges of kid-

napping were dropped but charges of
aggravated rape remained against Corey
W. Pirotu. 25. Glenn C. Little. 26. John R.
Foumier. 25. all of Newburyport. Mass.,
and Thomas* Crowe. 24. of Salem, N.H.
according to Thomas Reilly. Middlesex
County assistant district attorney.

A probable cause hearing is set for May
9. Reilly said, and all four remain free on
$1,000 bail. District Court Judge David
Williams heard the arraignment.

Police said the rape occurred after the

band "Grand Slamm, based primarily in

Newburyport, finished an engagement
Friday night at Franklin's Club in Shirley.
Mass. PoUce charge the woman was raped
repeatedly on the band's bus while
traveling to Ayer on Route 2A.

Expert says abuse
killed youngBrandy
CAMBRIDCrJ. Mass. (AP) - An expert

in child abuse testified Wednesday that the
fatal injuries suffered by 3-year-okl Brandy
Mallett could not have been caused by a fall

down the stairs of the family home.
Dr. Eli Newberger, a pediatrician who

has treated 1.500 cases of child abuse, said
he doubted the chiW could have sustained
the injuries that killed her even if she had
been thrown down the stairs.

He said if the child had been brought to
him "our diagnosis would have to be child
abuse."
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Scott "One Last Fling" Hersey
Paul "The Gripless Wonder" Belval

Stephen "Center of the Universe" Anderson
Katie "It's Jim on the phone again" Watters
Gail Tanzer, Laurie Frank, Adrianne Dufour

Brian Fitz Maurice, Dave Rath, Joy McCarty
Marge Hochman, Tim Riviere, Tracy Lang

Joanne Gaudette, Jamie Katz, Sue Hawkins
Ed Tausky, James Shanahan, Stuart Sajdak, Marianne Walsh
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Rent control opposed
by Amherst selectman

By TAMI BORTON
Collcgiui SUff

Amherst selectmen Tuesday took a stand
against rent control, an article for the Town
Meeting supported by University of

Massachusetts student Town Meeting
Members.

Selectmen Barbara Griffith and Richard
Minear supported the article while Edith
Wilkinson, Fredrick Steinbeck and Allen
Torrey voted against the proposal.

If passed at town meeting, which begins

May 3 at 7:30 p.m., the state legislature

must give the town approval to write a
bylaw, Wilkinson said. The law would then

have to be approved again at town meeting,

she said.

"I feel it will distract from time and
resources for other things (in town) that

need immediate attention." Wilkinson said.

Town meeting member Robert Chisolm

expressed his opposition to the proposal,

noting a 19 percent increase in rent in

Amherst since 1970. while the price of

dormitory living has increased 98 percent

during that time.

The article for the town warrant is a

petition filed by Deborah Dizzard for the

establishment of a rent control t>oara mat
will be supported by fees paid by the

renters.

Out of the 4,500 rental units in Amherst,
about 3,000 will be affected by the rent
control board, according to a Collegian

article which appeared March 30.

The decision of the selectmen not to

endorse a fund for fireworks may mean July
fourth celebrations will have to be funded
through voluntary donations.

The selectmen did not approve the $3,000
apropriation for holiday celebrations

because the request was "not appropriate"
for the town's operating budget. Selectman
Barbara Griffith said.

"I've always enjoyed the fireworks, I

watch them every year, but I question their

position as part of the town budget," she
said.

In the past, fireworks have always been
funded through donations. However, this

year the Finance Committee made the
recommendation the town fund the
celebration because "they felt it was worthy
of town support," Joan Golowich, chair o'
the Finance Committee said.

Selectman Allen Torrey questioned
whether the committee had noted a lack of

public support as basis for their decision,

which Golowich said was not apparent.
"The request would be more appropriate

if introduced under leisure services for the
town." Griffith said.

('•llcffiaa HMtto by Ni«k MowiiM
An aerial view of the Southwest Day celebration is seen from the

fourth floor of Washingrton Tower.

The selectmen also decided not to sup-
port article 46 which calls for a motor

vehicle excise tax exemption for former
prisoners of war.

*There is no proof these people are
suffering as to warrant this exemption, or

that they are at a disadvantage." Selectman
Fredrick Steinbeck said

"I hate to think we don't support them
(prisoners of war)." selectmen's Chair Edith
Wilkinson said.

Article 16. calUng for $40,000 for the
replacement of a traffic light at the in-

tersection of North Pleasant Street and
Eastman Lane, was endorsed. "For $40,000
I'll stand out there with a red flag,"

Steinbeck said.

CharterDay to celebrate UMass' 120th birthday
Pond festivitiespromise a full day

By ANNE McCRORY
t«ll»fflMI SUff

Son$ of Mattachutettt, devoted
daughters true;

Bay State. Old Bay State. we'U give our
beit to you.

Thee, our Alma Mater, yvell cherish for
ail time.

Should auld acquaintance be forgot
Massachusetts, yours and mine.

—University of Massachusetts School
song, adapted from Fred D. Griggs. 13

The l^niversity of Massachusetts will

celebrate the 120th anniversary of its

charter tomorrow with bells, bands,
baibons. booths, cake and speeches.
Events will kick off at 12:30 on the east side
(rf the campus pond.

A marimba band will begin the

festivities, followed by remarks from
UMass Chancelor Joseph D. Duffey,

President David C. Knapp and Board of

Trustees Chair Robert Quinn.

The original charter will be read by
James MacRostie, director of building

operations at the Fine Arts Center. Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis' proclamation of

Charter Day will also be read.

At 1 p.m. there will be a balloon release,

after which 119 loaf cakes and a giant 750
lb. anniversary cake will be cut and served
to the crowd.

A rope pull between administrators and
students, a charity dunking booth and 12
tables, each commemoratmg one decade in

the university's history, will be in operatk>n
throughout the afternoon. These events
are being sponsored by the Greek area as
part of their Greek Week activities.

A slide show depicting the university
throughout its history will be shown in the
Student Union Balb^m beginning at 12:30
p.m. Admission is free to the 2 1/2 hour
film, which is accompanied by period music
and uses Collegian headlines to recount the
past.

Three rock'n'roll bands will complete the
afternoon by the pond, running from about
2 to 6 p.m.

Ceremonies will continue on Saturday in

Bowker Auditorium beginning at 10 a.m.

President Knapp will introduce six noted

guest speakers, award two honorary
degrees and present Chancellor Duffey

with the chancellor's medallion in his official

convocation as the fourth chancellor of the

University.

Cake highlight ofcam[ms adiiMes
^

By ANNE McCRORY
t:»ll«|paa Huff

A four-tiered yellow pound cake with
white icing, weighing about 7f>() pounds
and containing l.(»74.1iCK) calories, will be
displayed and consumed near the campus
pond tomorrow as part of the University of
Massachusetts' 120th birthday festivities.

"We've made 'em big, hut not this big."

said Edward Sacco, UMass Food Services
bakery manager and chef for the project.

Sacco along with bakers Battiste Netto
and (brothers) George and R<jbert Sacco,
will assemble the cake tomorrow on loca-

tion, using 51 sheet cakes and 255 pounds
of frosting on an 8 foot by 4 foot plywood
board.

The cake's four layers are approximately
six inches high and will be connected by
pillars, making the creation 40 to 45 inches

high.

The top will be decorated vioth the UMass
logo set on a tripod for visibility. Frosting
tinted "as close as we can come to maroon

"

will be used for trim.

The sides of the cake will be inscribed a»
follows: 198S (top layer). Charter Day (se-

cond tier). Happy Annti>ersnry (third tier)

and UnuH-rsUy of MiuwachuKettn (base
layer.)

This large creation is the 120th in a batch
of cakes tx> l)e baked for the celebration.
One U>af cake for each year since the

school's founding, from 18H.S t«» iy«2. or
119 loaves, will be used to commemorate
the day. Each yellow cake will War its year
in mar«Hin icing on top of white frosting.
Sacco has not yet calculated the cost of

the huge delicacy, yet did elaborate on the
quantities of ingredients used.
The cake recipe calls for 72 pounds of

shortening. 120 f»ounds of cake flour. 132
pounds of sugar. 3 pounds of salt. 3 pounds
of baking powder. 102 dozen eggs. ;it>

quarts milk, and 1 ^h quarts vanilla extract.
The frosting will include 100 pf»unds of

confectionary sugar. 25 pounds of shorten
ing, 5 quarts water. 5 ounces of salt and 1

pint vanilla extract

Slicing of the cakes for distribution to the
crowd, free of charge, will begin about 1

p.m. The one pound loaf cakes will be
distributed first and should feed up to 2000
people.

Following the reception, bands, a rope
pull, and dunking game will bring the
fe.stivities to a close about 6 p.m.

State committee to meet here
Bj DAVID B. MINER

CaUagUaSUff

The level of funding for publk higher

education will be the topic ol discussion

when the State House and Senate Ways and
Means Conunittees meet in • rare joint

session tomorrow at the University of

Blassachusetts.

Chancellor of Higher Education John B.

Duff is expected to present a short

statement to the committees on the need
for the full $448 million dollars recom
mended for higher education in Governor
Michael S. Dukakis' fiscal year 1984 budget.

The Board of Regents and the heads of all

Massachusetts colleges and universities

have also been invited to attend the hearing

to answer specific questions on their in-

stitutions' funding requests.

State Senator John Olver, D-Amherst,
said he feels there is a chance higher

education funding could be cut as part of an
overall paring of the Governor's proposed
budget which he termed "way out of

balance."

There are many legislators who feel that
the entire budget as proposed by the
Governor is way out of balance." Olver said.

"There is no doubt in my mind that cuts are
going to have to be made somewhere. I

have not yet received enough information
as to where the cuts should be made which
is why we are holding the hearing on higher
education on Friday."

UMass Director of Sute Relations
Sharon Kennough. was more optimistic
than Olver.

"I am encouraged that they (the com-
mittees) are conducting a hearing," she
said.

"I cannot remember any other time they
have met in a joint session." she said. "I can
only remember one other time that either

committee even met outside the City of

Boston."

"It looks promising that they are coming
to Amherst, the largest public school in the
State."

The meeting will be open to the public at

1 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

CoUvxian f^nio \rf Abb I iij
Because most older people were outside enjoying^ the sun yesterday,

two-year-old Jonathon Lawall found some room to crawl around the
Campus Center.
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Sunderland offers

tan without danger
By DAVID MUNIZ
C«llefiaB C'4>rTMpondrnt

SUNDERLAND Anyone who wants to get a head start
on a tan for the summer but can't afford to skip their af-

ternoon classes can consider trying a tanning bed or booth,
instead of relying on the sun.

The Racquet and Fitness Center, located in Sunderland,
has just such a facility for tans. Their tanning "bed" uses
two kinds of ultraviolet rays, UVA rays, and UVB rays.
Together, these rays combine to give anyone a tan, and not
a burn.

For the average person with fair skin, it takes at least
three half-hour visits to get a noticeable tan, and eight to
twelve visits for a "savage " tan. Tanning lotions and oils

are not needed, and the center provides goggles to protect
eyes from the rays.

Because one is inside, it is not necessary to wear any
clothing while tanning. This makes it possible to get an
even tan all over.

The wind, clouds, raiji, and the possibility of getting a
burn are all problems associated with outdoor tanning.
None of these exist on a tanning bed. The bed method is

also much quicker.

Mark Huetteman, assistant manager of the center
explains how a tanning bed -/orks. "You lay down on a
piece of plexiglass, underneath which are bcated the
bulbs. Another set of lights pulls down over you. Its kind
of like a hamburger press."

The club charges $5 per visit. He also said that it offers
"package deals ' such as seven visits for the price of six
visits and thirteen visits for (50.

The bed has been at the club since the middle of March.
Huetteman says that the response has been extremely
good. "We are very happy with the response we've gotten,
especially with UMass women," he said.

"The majority of people using it are women, although a
lot of guys use it too. Mainly students use the tanning beds
and the Nautilus and racquetball facilities, although older
people also use them too. Some professors also use the
beds after playmg tennis or working out, " he said.

Even though the beds have been enjoying a very good
response from the public, in general, the club has already
noticed a slow down in the beds use as the weather im
proves. "As the weather gets warmer, we naturally ex
pect it to slow down, it's to be expected." Huetteman
added.^

.Collegian &

Collcfiwi pkoU by Katie Wattan

Jim Wadsworth, Danny Sobel, John Benet, and Erica Lias take some time out yesterday after-

noon to try and catch some sun outside the Campus Center.

Warm day provides welcome break
By TRICIA A. YACOVONE

( oll«nan Surf

On one of the nicest days of spring, hundreds of students
threw down books, blankets and sometimes clothing, to

enjoy the finer qualities of the season yesterday.

Students—some whom were cutting classes—gathered
around the campus pond, in front of the Fine Arts Center
and just about anywhere else that the sun. a dry piece of

grass, and a view could be found. Afternoon classes were
held outside, and some were even cancelled.

Call them sunworshippers. sunbathers, tan enthusiasts

or what you like, they were out in force yesterday to

engage in their outdoor activities, whatever they may be.

Some, like Todd Hartigan, a first year student in the

College of Arts and Sciences, sat outside yesterday to

"worship the sun." "Yes, I've decided to revive an old

religion today, that's why Tm here." he said.

Some like being outside for purposes of reminiscing. "I

put on the Walkman and tune out. It makes me think of

summers in Conway. New Hampshire—, cdd breeze and
moderate temperatures." said Don Cassidy. a sophomore
Social Thought and Political Economy major.

Janet Leonard has a different reason for reminiscing by
the Campus Pond. "This is my last semester at school, so

this will be one of the last times I'll be able to enjoy being

out here. I like to sit close to the water to see the swans,"

she said.

Some people used the sunny day as an opportunity to

draw, paint or party. One student decided to go outside

where it was cooler than the heated buildings to finish her

piece of art. "It's so nice out. I've been out all day. I like to

go out when I can because you never know when you're

going to get sun up here." said Lynne O'Hara. a sophomore
English major from Lexington.

The canoes were out as well, courtesy of the Outing

Club. Leslie Quinn. the chairman of the cross-country

skiing for the Outing Club said he brought the canoes out

for the students to enjoy.

"The canoes are locked up in this dark room feeling

forlorn, so when we take them out they get to feel useful,"

he said. He commented on the additional enjoyment he

receives from seeing students faces when they say "Free?"

The only obligation in using the canoe is to listen to a one

minute speech from Quinn on the hints and regulations for

a successful canoe ride.

Steve Hershman was one of the people who listened to

Quinn and took advantage of this oppcHlunity. "I wanted
to take a cruise around the beautiful campus pond and see

the campus from a swan's perspective." he said.

There's no need to hurry!
Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

c indy

ibacco

( !rds

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Lbcated in the

Student Union

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board
Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

Computer
Rebate expirM April 30. 19831 ^^1^ ^9w

AFTER $15 FACTORY REBATE

Convenient Hours
M-F 7:X am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday
8:30 am to 10:00 pm

the

mini StorB

CO OC REGULAR
D9.9D PRICE

$«|C00 FACTORY
ID REBATE

MM QC YOUR
•14.9d finalcost

• Black And White
Graphics

Other accAMoriM availabis

TIMEX 16 RAM EXPANSION 44.95
Provides instant memory expansion from 2K to 16K
TS1016WTW

Fully programmable 2K personal computer with expandable memory
Unique single key entry of commands— LIST, RUN. PRINT, etc Graph
drawing and animated display Connects easily to any TV set Expandable
Portable Clearly written manual makes it easy to learn and use
TS1000WTW

f^jUmVERSITY
mSTORE^ Open M-F 9-5 Sat 11-4

Amh«rst
ChlnM«
Foods

B«st Mandarin Food
82-64 Main St.

Amharat

WE DO NQT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
VegetabiM from
Our Own Farm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.96

The Amherst Masgutrt Present

V A T S L A V
by Slawomir Mrozek

Directed by Richard Mennen

Kirby Theater

April 29, 30 4 May 1, 2. 3. 4, 5. 6. 7

8:00 P.M.

AdmtMlon S2.90

Senior Citizens $1.50

Amherst College students tree with 1.0.

For reservations call 542-2277

Box office hours: 10-5 weekdays

Valtia*. by the contemporary Poiiefi muter of the Theetrs of
the Qrotew)ue Joke, it • Huk. ,«lltlcal farce written In 1970
*ilh amulng prMCiwtce about tn« tragedy happenirtg rtow in

Poland and elaewhara and bafore

BARSELOTTI'S i

Thursday Night Special

;

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
$1.00 off any name Pitcher of beer

with this coupon !
DONT FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER! S

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAIL>

<1

Telephone '

<4;3) S4'> 350C

BUSINESS POSITTONS
FOR FALL 1983

Applications now being
accepted for:

Co-Finance Managers
Assistant Business Manager

Assistant Advertising Managers
Advertising Representatives

Application Deadline: Thursday 4/28
Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer

THE WORLD IS^YOUR CAMPUS

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

AROLND THE WORLD:
all 1983 (Sept. 14 Dec. 23)

Seattle • Kobe. Japan • Pu.nan, Korea
• Keelung. laman • Hong Kong •

Jakarta, indone.sia • Colombo, Sri Lanka
• Bombav. India • Haifa. Israel or Istanbul.

Turke\ • .Alexandria. Egypt • Piraeus. Cireece
• Cadi/. Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

Sponsored b\ the I nT\fT»il\ of Pilt»hurf{h. Semp«ler at Sea offfru •ttudrnt!* a xupcrinr
full »rme<it»T aiadrmic program and <upp«rtinf( field p^perience* This one semester
e\peri«"n<e i% axailahle to qualified students from all arcredited colleges and uni>er
sities

More than Kt» \o\age related uni\ersH> rf)urses Farult> drann from the I ni\ersit> of

I'illshurgh and ()th»'r leading unixersities augmented h% \ isiiing area e>p«Tts
Optional tours in< hiding special tours into the He«»ple s Kepublic of C hina axailahli-
Si-mester at *«ea admits students vtithout regard to < olor. rare or treed the SS
I nixerse is full> air < imditioned. IH.CKK) tons. regiMered in I iberia and built in

America
f or a free »olor brochure. »»rUe; Semester at Sea. I CIS. I ni\ersit\ »>f Pittsburgh Forbes
Quadrangle Pittsburgh PA I.S260. or rail loll free (KOO) HS4 OI»S (in ( alifnrnia call
(TH) 771 6590) ^

General Ed proposal revised
By MARY ANNE BEEN

Collagiui Staff

The Faculty Senate is preparing a by-law
change to create a General Education
Council which will oversee the "core cur-

riculum" required of all undergraduate
students, and will continue discussion of

the General Education proposal defeated
at the April 7th meeting.

The by-law change, presented by the
Faculty Senate Rules Committee, is one of
three motions accepted at the April 7th
meeting. These motions replaced the six

motions orginally part of the General
Education Curriculum proposal.

The General Education Council, if

created, will accept the reservations and
alterations suggested by the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee's report on General Education and
the Acadcnuc Matters Council report
During the April 7th meeting, the Facul-

ty Senate voted to just "receive" the

General Education proposal, rather than
accept or reject it.

"By voting to just receive the proposal,

the senate saved General Ed. for the time
being," said Jesse Ortiz, associate pro-

fessor of Public Health, said.

"Some people believe that our actions

represented a failure of nerve, a lack of

courage," said Jay Demerath, a sociology

professor. "People have to understand tliat

these kinds of issues take time."

According to the Rules Committee's
special report, the council will be primarily

resp)onsible for developing policy recom-
mendations, and reviewing and recommen-

ding courses proposed by departments and
programs for the General Education Cur-
riculum.

The by-law change must be read by the

Faculty Senate three times before it can be

voted on. The third reading will take place

on May 19th, the Senate's last meeting of

the 1983 spring semester.

"I am entirely in favor of these three new
motions," said Glen Gorden, professor of

Political ScieiKX. "1 did iK>t think that the

proposal would pass as written.

The replacement of the Ad Hoc Committee
with a General Educatwn Council is seen as

a definite positive step, according to Fern
Johnson, an associate professor of com-

munications studies.

UMass does well in marathon
By TIM MacPHEE

CalWffMaSuff

Several University of Massachusetts
students and faculty members were among
the more than 6,700 runners who completed
the legendary Boston Marathon last

Monday.
"I predicted 3 hours and 10 oiinutes and I

think I was lucky," saki UMass Data
Control Director Jim Cappielk). CappieUo
completed the 26.2 mile race in 3:06.

"It was tough staying warm at first, but
once we got into it. it was pretty com-
fortable." CappieUo said.

"There was a Laflwind which was help
fui." the 40 year old administrator saki.

**At the twenty-mile mark we hit the hills

and the last four miles were a real struggle
(or me."

Cappielk) said he was pleased with his

finishing time because he trained for the
race sporadically. While he has been a
recreational jogger for the past four years,
he said he has been running seriously only
for the past two.

Freshman CASIAC major David
Callaghan. senior Davkl Croke. junior
journalism major Ken Lundberx and

exercise science graduate student Bill

Tharien also completed the gruelling race.

Croke made it to Newton's Heartbreak
Hill in 2 hours and 51 minutes. He said

psychological preparation is the most
important training necessary to complete
the race.

"I did it because it gave me personal

satisfactwn." he saki. "It was there and
was something to accomplish. It takes
motivation and desire," the 22 year-okl

Hotel Restaurant and Travel
Administration major said.

Croke compared finishing the marathon
to studying for a test, saying that training

well pays off at the finish line just as

studying for a test pays Ui when you
receive a good grade.

"My aunt has cancer, so I got over 60
sponsors— friends and relatives who
donated from $20 to S25 each," he said.

Croke said his blisters have finally healed

and he has started running again.

"Fm kind of glad it's over." Croke said.

"Running 80 miles a week is time con-

suming. Besides that. I am the coxswain of

the University Varsity Crew Team.
Between the two, they take up most of mjr

time."

JUNIORS/SENIORS

PUT YOUR DEGREE
TO WORK

Whatever your degree will be, we can give you a manage-
ment position (If you qualify). You'll get technical training
and managerial experience. The Navy offers managerial
positions in the following areas:

* AVIATION
* ELECTRONICS
* ENGINEERING
* BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/

PURCHASING
* PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
* SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
All positions require a superior academic record good
health and th ability to pass our aptitude and physical ex-
ams. Age to 34 (federal age restriction) and U.S. citizen-
ship Is also required. Your benefits package includes 30
days vacation each year, free medical and dental
coverage, low-cost life Insurance and tax-free allowances.
All of this, in addition to starting salary of over $17,800. If

you're interested in gaining managerial and technical
responsibilty fast, call collect:

Navy Management Programs
(518)462-6119
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GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip -any size group- cal' or visit us
for a price quotation No obligation— it will h3 Dur

.iPS.
pleasure to quote you Cir

economical rates

CHARTEH SERVICE
To All Points In The
USA. And Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel, Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For
Information. Call 781-3320

JkanBlIbna /y/s Liih-s /nr
99 Arnold Street Spnngdeld MA

General Office ft Charter Service: 783-0211
Tull Free in MA 1 800 322-0297

/T Thursday

OLDIES
with

Oregg Adams

TWO FOR ONE
9 til 11

all liquor drinks

YOU GIVE
SIX MONTHS
TO ONE YEARISRAEL

GIVES YOU
PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE

EXPLORE THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIK OF SHERUT LA'AM
Sciences • Community Relations • Teaching

Social Work • Health • Environmental Protection

There's something tor you in Israel Contact

AMERICAN ZIONIST YOUTH FOUNDATION
616 Park Ave. NY. NY 10022 (212) 761- 6070 Ext 247/248

Israeli Representative from the Kibbutz Desk will be available all day Wed. May 1 1 to meet with

students who want to go to Israel.

Call Debbie Propper 545-2526 for more info

302 Student Union

Name

I

Address

City

School

State

Year

Zip

Maior
iciir AND MAiiai

I All University Menl
com« try out

j

for tho UMoss I

Footboll/Doskotboll I

Choorloodlng
Squod.

Fridoy, 4/29 &
Mon 5/2

Qt Doydon Gym

i
[or call Dli:

549-6447J

1

1

i

1

.sjtRSir^o JOIN US ! for a

CharterDay Charter Day
celebration of the

120th anniversary

of the Founding of the
University of Mossoohusetts

ROPEPULL

BOOTHS

BALLOONS

BANNER CONTEST

BIRTHDAY CAKES

on Friday April 29. 1983 at 12.30 p.m., Campus Pond
(rain site. Student Union Ballroom)

PLUS Charter Day Convocation, Saturday AjDriJ 30
at 10:30 a.m. in Bowker Auditorium,

featuring installation of Chancellor Joseph Duffey

1
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Engineering getsnew terminals
New computer terminals, specially designed for use in

computer graphics, will be added to the University of

Massachusetts department of mechanical engineering

design center, head of the department John R. Dickson an-

nounced recently.

The department of electrical and computer engineering

will also receive new equipment, designed to help

laboratory design of new computer systems.

Man chargedwith drunk driving

An 18-year-old Holland resident was arrested after 1 a.m.
yesterday by University of Massachusetts police and
charged with driving while under the influence of alcohol
and being a minor transporting alcohol, police said.

The man, who is not a UMass student, was driving south
on Infirmary Way, crossed the intersection of Clark Hill

Road and struck the curbing on the south side of Clark Hill

Road. No one was injured in the mishap but extensive
damage was done to the underside of the suspect's vehicle.

WexlerjoinsHampshire board
Three persons, including Washington Consultant Anne

Wexler and Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams,
were recently elected to the Hampshire College Board of
Trustees.

Wexler, president of Wexler and Associates Inc. and a
former Assistant to President Jimmy Carter, is the wife of
University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey.
Adams, former Secretary of Transportation under

Carter, was also elected, along with a third person. Dart-
mouth physics Professor Leonard Rieser.

363 ^C=^Main8t
Amherst
Mon - Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri Sat

11:90-3
Fa«t Free
Deliverj
266-8687
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Group gives batteredwomen support
By ONAIDA FOX
Coll«|rian ('orr«*ponden(

Every 18 seconds a woman is beaten somewhere in the
United States. Due to this overwhelming statistic of
violence against women, local women have banded
together to form an organization to help battered women.

Necessities, located in Northampton, was first establish-
ed in 1978 as a task force. Later, in 1979, a grant funded
by the Department of Social Services enabled them to

branch out. They now have three full-time paid employees,
and 17 volunteers who staff their 24-hour hotline, said
Bonnie Mckee, a member of Necessities.

Necessities provides services for women in Hampshire
county, through an abuse prevention act. Necessities helps

women in court to obtain temporary restrictions and child

custody orders. They also provide battered women with
short term shelters through private housing, and welfare
information, she said.

"We provide a lot of suf^rtive counseling. We let them
(women) know we believe them and are here for them,
which comforts them," she said.

It is difficult for a battered woman to believe that she
does not deserve to be beaten, Mckee said.

"Frequently the abuser tells the abusee that she deserv-
ed it because she did not have his dinner on time, or
because she is unattractive. When a woman hears
something like that a lot, it is hard for her to believe other-

wise," she said.

There is no reason for a man to abuse a woman. A man
does not have to hit a woman because they are arguing,
she said.

"No one deserves that," Mckee said.

It is a myth that men cannot control their anger. A man
does not beat up a police officer or co-worker just because
he is angry with them, she said.

"He can control himself or learn to," she said.

Battering does not only occur in low-income third world
families, Mckee said.

"Battering occurs on all economic levels. Some doctors,
lawyers, and even professors beat their wives," she said.

Many obstacles prevent women from leaving a man who
abuses them. It is difficult for women to find help in these
situations, she said.

"The police do not take the issue of battering seriously,

they consider it a private matter," she said.

Many women return to the abusive partner after a
period of time. It is hard for them to suddenly make a
change. The men are the ones with the income and the
women have no means of their own to support themselves,
Mckee said.

"They do not want to be beaten, but they want to be in a
familiar situation. This is fear of the unknown. They still

care about the partner despite his abuse," she said.

Each year the number of women that Necessities helps
increases, Mckee said.

"It is not that battering is on the rise, but women are
learning that there is help out there," she said.

Many women do not know where to go for assistance.
Support groups such as Necessities are few, and badly
funded, Mckee said.

Necessities' 24 hour hotline number is 586-5066 and is

available for anyone in need of their services, she said.

BeFore yot Leave foR rhE summer
•i«kf * p«iii ol

LeatIicr SancIaIs
For $8.^0

%H The SrudfNT Union CRAfr Shop

COMplfTC fnCf iNSTRtCTJONS

MilkSy Altneu win in OHAG
Presidential co-candidates Michael Altneu and Cara

Milks won easily the Orchard Hill Area Oovemment elec-

tions yesterday, gathering 61 percent of the ballots cast.

The pair captured 334 votes against write-in candidate
David Callaghan's 78.

Judy Day. Kim Milinaao, Philip Vettraino. and Maura
McHugh vied for OHAG vice president, and McHugh and
Vettraino came to a run-off vote, before McHugh emerged
a winner with 152 votes to her opponent's 127.

Donna Dooley ran unopposed for secretary.

"We want to work with other area governments to try

to get more students involved." Altneu said. "We'd like to

have our own hotline of some kind, and get mvolved more

with the RSOs. I'm optonrustic," he said.

Southwest Area Government elections will be held
tonwrrow in the Hampshire and Berkshire Dining Com-
mons.

CentralAmerica talk on radio
University of Massachusetts radio station WMUA will

air an open forum on increasing area opposition to United
States intervention in Central America.
The show will air at 6 p.m. as a special feature of

"Focus" a weekly public affairs series.

Lecture on children 's books
Children's author Patricia Macl.achlan will give a talk

on writing children's books today at 4 p.m. in Room 105 of
Franklin ratterst>n Hall at Hampshire ('ollege.

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Hair Styling for Men £r Women

*fO' n

Hyper-Marche Mall

Rt. SHadley, MA
586-4661

62 E. Main St.

Easthampton, MA
527 2411

Marjon Hair Design introduces the opening of a new
salon at the Hyper-Marche Mall (formerly the Mountain

Farms Mall).

Offering waxing, perming, coloring,

frostfhg, styling, facial, sculptured nails.

WE ARE A CUT ABOVE THE REST

We use and prescribe REDKEN
Weekly hours: Mon-Frl 9-5; Thurs 9-9; Sat 9-4

u fffr Cj.rr/i{(jf IfV

April 30

all those who worked

10 hours or more

at the Great Ski Snatch

Nov 18 -21

contact the Ski Club 545-3437
b'WN'
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363 Main St. Amherst
Larg^e MuBhroom Pizza

for only $5.50
(2 free sodas upon request)

One of Boston's hottest bands

The Lines
2 for 1 bar drinks til 10:30 ^3.

^\^'^ We continue to rock with. . .

'"^
Berlin Airlift

special guest: THE CARDIAC KIDS
free drafts 8-9 2 for 19 10 $:

S^J^fi NEW WAVE MARCHES ON. . .

^' WMUA Solid Sound Dance Series

Rubber Rodeo
Fear of Strangers

Heros in Trouble
Free drafts 8 9 2 for 19-10 $

Coming

k . J

jthet
Store

^"Sr--"^
for Tb»»

J

Colossal C0t0log

Clesmee SM
Thursday, April 28 - Sunday, May 8-11 Days

SAVINGS
ON A LARGE
SELECTION OF
NATURAL FIBER
CLOTHING _,, ,,

Up to 60% off

Our regular low prices on

Cotton Clothing, nnany items

below cost

11 Days of Savings
We're clearing our storerooms,

many of our most popular

items, with . . .

Perfect For
Summer Wear or

All Year Long
Lots of other great bargains,

samples, discontinueds. Limited

quantities and sizes available on
some items. All sales final on Sale

Items. All at Our Special Sale

Location^,^^ ~^^

collective inc\
A WORKER'S COOPERATIVE • 52 MAIN ST.

Sundresses $Q99 Drawstring $Qgg^ Pants %3
Drawstring 5499 3.Tier Skirts S/SQ

CHINESE SHOES ---^U
Just around the corner from Good Things at

37 Pleasant St. (fornnerly the Copy Center)

Weekdays 10-5:30 • ThurtvJays 'til 9 • Sundays 12-5

NORTHAMh^TON 586-5403

Jonathan Edwards 5/4;

November Group 5/6:

James Montgomery 5/7;

Stompers 5/12

18 e older with ID

BUDGET
2S3 2280

\AIR FARES
EUROPE »«<>v^ »t»su>N '««»^i

AMSTERDAM $418
ftHjM mnsLnm^'
SVC moM
PARIS S4-9
ATHENS »S49«^

TEL AVIV S599

ASIA&
SOUTH PACIFIC
n»i>M Roi so TRIP

WIST COAST f Ki »S«

SYDNEY $880

AUCKLAND $1061^

MELBOURNE S880

BANGKOK S88S

HONG KONG $6Si

ALSO . . .

fcuratl. Britfdil. International Student

1 D Youth Hostel Card YoiI'h and

Student Tours Ail Over The World

OoniestK Air Fare^

Plejs*- ( all

617-487-1497
t(it .i f ffH' C ,ll.tl<>«<

\\. \f,'

COUNCIL
TRAVEI riEE

Harvard Square, Cambridge, MA 02138

MASSACHUSETTS BAY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DM»ton of Continuing Education

Quality Education
at Affordable Prices

For only $35.00 per credit hour you can

get a headstart on next semester, or

catch up on this semester. Mass Bay
Community College offers 3 credit

courses and non-credit workshops in

your area of interest, day or evening

this summer. Classes begin May 31

(Session 1) and July 12 (Session 2).

50 Oakland Straat

Wellaaley Hllla, MA 02181

tel. (617) 237-1 100 ext. 132

I

VALUABLE COUPONS

eatilgplaDe

H^Ncy^n oMe j

BREAKFAST

2 EGGS
2 PANCAKES
2 STRIPS BACON
2 LINKS SAUSAGE

$2.S5

with This Coupon

2 For,»3.99
ri«M* »r««»M tODplin xhw) Of*'!"*

Coupon Enpi'M M(f 16 I9S3

tAuaAfSMrrmm

FISH DINNER

Our Famous Battcr-OlppMl
Fillet* English Style -
Served with Frer»ch Fries, or

Baked Potato. Cole Slaw. Roll & Butter

With This Coupon

2 F.r *5.95
^•••o pfwwl c»y#«w whsil •r^rtMf

Cou<x>nki|»inM«y 16 <W]

SCRVCO 1 1 A.M.-10 PM. C

SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Sweet & Sour Chicken in

delicious tempura batter
served witt> trench fries,

coleslaw, rolls & butter

WITNTNISCMPON

L9S$4t
rt«OM pr«M«< coupon witon

or4*rir«9
Coupon (>»•'•• M«|r It tMl

savaniii.iifj.c

Sun.-Thurs.

7 s-m.-S a.m

Fri.ASat.

24 Hours

CAMPUS SNOTPfMO PtAZA
raliifilaiif

RTC. t. NAOLEY. 28a4aat

•cmoncmzcN
OMCOUNT*
OWCOUNTB
2-« P.M. 2t%

ALLOTNCH'

Python escapes, lives

on diet of dead mice
GLASGOW. Scotland (AP) - A baby python named

Monty that vanished after a break-in four years ago at a

Glasgow school apparently has been thriving in the

building all along on a diet of mice.

"We think he has been living in the central heating

system and waking up at night to catch mice," said biology

teacher David Hampton at Cranhill Secondary School.

The snake was snoozing by a hot water pipe and slithered

away as boys tried to capture it Tuesday.

Hampton said Monty was a few inches long when he was

thought to have been stolen. It is now three feet long and

"pretty shy, but not dangerous at all."

Beverly Hills illusion

for $10 a month
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) - It may be a dingy,

cluttered, one-room office, but the address in Beverly Hills

earns Jack Wilbanks about $5,000 a month.
Wilbanks, 50, rents the address to those who want to

capitalize on the illusion of success and wealth that go with

the city's reputation.

He owns the Beverly Hills Mail & Answering Service,

where successful movie stars or obscure nobodies can rent
a private maObox for $10 a month. Wilbanks says he has
about 500 customers.

His customers represent the address as everything from a

penthouse apartment to an expansive office suite and
Wilbanks says that's fine with him.

"I give them service and mind my own business," he says.

But U.S. Postal Inspector Lou Kinszler says such prac

tices are "deceiving."

He said mailbox rental businesses are sometimes targeted

by people who want to set up phony businesses for

fraudulent reasons.

"It happens," Wilbanks admits. "But as soon as I And that

out. I cancel the account."

Move litourself^

AU Ycmr Stuff,
And Save, Too!

^"UR.r-\ \

It*s as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester.

If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck, rent-it-here. leave-it-there. Load up your
stereo. 10-speed. clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their tilings to share the cosL
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependa-

ble fleet in the world Ryder. The best truck money can rent

WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS
to show you how easy it is to move yourself RIGHT.

We'll g^ladly quote you rates and answer
your questions. Come see us.

K RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
SAVEIII 10% on your next Truck Rental

inquire at the College Book Store £r Book Annex
for your student discount card.

For Reservation Information call -

253 5843

College St. Arco
260 College St.

Amherst, Mass.

549-0010

No. Amherst Motors

40 Montague Rd.

No. Amherst, Mass.

586 6364
Ricks Auto Repair & Rental

442 Elm St.

Northampton, Mass.
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"Plain Truth"
is not so true
There is a magazine circulating on campus that

merits some attention. You've probably seen it

in front of the bin on the Campus Center concourse

which contains your favorite newspaper. The magazine is

Rich Nangle
called "The Plain Truth" and is a not-so subtle attempt to

advocate non-separation of church and state.

Published by the Worldwide Church (rf God in Pasadena.

California. "The Plain Truth" deals with many of the

problems of today and points to the Bible as the ultimate

solution. In the current issue it supports a proclamation by

President Reagan declaring 1963 as the "Year of the

Bible."

Any country that proclaims a year of the Bible can not

also claim the separation of church and state. Therefore

"The Plain Truth" is guilty as charged.

In an article entitled "America Forewarned! Watch Out

For the 1980'8." The Plain Truth claims to know absolutely

how God views America. America, it says, lays its

foundation of strength not on mere technology, know-how,

the work ethic or greed but on an all pervasive

religiousness.

But America is now in the process of moral decay, and the

godly based ethics are "feebler, discredited by in-

dividuals, corroded by the doubts of these impious times,

but without them, or what is left of them. America would

not be what it is." the article states.

And let's forget about scientific research, for the Bible

has all the answers.

"If Americans of recent years had still been reading the

Bible, and believing the clear injunctions and warnings of

its inspired writers, they would have known that deficit

spending year after year is wrong, that abortion is murder-

the breakmg of the Sixth Conunandment that alcohol and

drug abuse are "lusts of the flesh," not unexplainable

"diseases." that pornography is clearly injurious to one's

moral outlook despite what presidential commissions

might report-and that homosexuality is thoroughly con-

demned throughout the Bible, then San Francisco.

California, would not have become a "walk in closet"!

Furthermore. "President Reagan recently observed that

"each year government bureaucracies spend bilbons on

problems related to drugs and alcoholism and disease."

It also quotes Reagan as saying, "Has anyone stopped to

consider that we might come closer to balancing the budget

if all of us simply tried to live up to the Ten Com-
mandments and the golden rule?"

Believe it or not, this magazine also criticizes the

universities where "students clamored for the right of

"free speech."

And another article tells us how to curb violence.

"From the beginning God has revealed the causes of evils

and how we ought to live. He also reveals the good news

that Satan is going to be forcibly thrust from his role as god

and deceiver of this world. Jesus Christ is coming to

restore the government of God over the earth and change

human nature."

"Meanwhile in today's world you need spiritual weapons-

spiritual help to counteract the power of Satan. "For the

weapons of (a true Christian's) warfare are not carnal, but

nighty through God to the pulling down of strongholds (of

Satan's attitudes and temptations)" (II Corinthians 10:4).

I'm constantly amazed by religious zealots who twist the

words of the Bible to fit thefr own interpretation of

theok>gy. Such garbage!

One of my favorite political cartoons shows a picture of

Jesus Christ with the caption "As a candidate, this man
would be against capital punishment, (or social reforms,

oppoMd to the arms race, in favor of the ERA and

therefore unacceptable to the Moral Majority..."

I tend to agree. Everything I was ever taught about

Jesus told of his compassion and understanding and love.

He was never portrayed as a right-wing reactionary.

But then again, maybe The Plain Truth is right. We do
have a lot of problems.

God is coming, and boy is she pissed.

Richard NangU it a Collegian eolumnitt

/ \

Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and

include the writer's address and

telephone number, which will not

be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line.

Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are

unable to acknowledge
unpublished letters. All letters are

subject to editing for clarity and

length.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
MIMMMiMllliiiHIi wmmmm

The games nations play — there's much at stake

M y/ia ftiN WJ OPfN, HONtsr MWNIsnWtoN. ' SWD WK. FRE5SK..

.

One recent rainy Saturday afternoon when we were
looking for something to do, my roommates
and I decided to just stay home, drink beer, and play

a game of Risk. Little did we know that by the end of that

game we would come up with what may be a solution to

the nuclear arms race.

First. I should explain the game of Risk. Risk is playea

Paul Desmond
on a board which depkts a rough map of the world.

Players are allotted a certain number of pieces each. caDed

"armies", to place on whichever countries they choose.

The object of the game is to accumulate armies and use

them strategically to attack other countries, capture

continents, and eventually take over the entire workl.

There is an element of luck involved due to cards that are

issued to each player who, at the end of his turn, has

successfully captured at least one new country. When a

player collects a set of three matching cards, he can ex-

change them for additional armies.

After about an hour the game was beginning to take

shape. Gerry and I, who are both somewhat Risk rookies.

Letters

How UMies learned a lesson
To the Editor:

On Saturday March 5, 1963. like nxMt UMass students,

we were drinking cold beers. After we thought we had

put on a good enough buzz to be socially crude and

unacceptable, we decided to leave our dorm and look for

some parties so we could drink some more. On the way
out of our dorm we grabbed fire extinguishers and began

to drench each other with the rank smelling pressurized

water. We both thought it rather humourous until we
were apprehended by an alert R.A. and proceeded to

squirt him abo.

After having a conference with our H.R. and two R.A.s

we learned of the danger we coukl have put our fellow

students in. We became aware of the fact that each year

over 1200 fire extinguishers at UMass are tampered

with. We abo became aware of the punishment and

severe consequences that follow after baing caught

tampering with fire extinguishers.

After attending a fire safety workshop, we learned what

might have happened if we had not been caught in the

act. Although the extinguishers were both immediately

refUled. if there had been a fire that night in our dorm
someone may have been left with an empty extinguisher

to put out a small fire.

What we are stressing here is the point that even

though you may be staggering drunk, try to have enough

senae not to use a fire extinguisher for your added

pleasure. Think about the time your room might have a

fire in it. and the extinguishers are empty because a

couple of assholes wanted to have some fun when they

were bombed. Kenon Prescott

William Sexton
James House

Southwest

Earth Day coverage - - biased
To the Editor:

Concerning the CoUtgian report on Earth Day, 4/25/83.

I believe it is important to point out that the coverage of

anti-registration speeches was less than objective. I had

the dubious honor of hearing convicted registration

resister E}d Hasbrouck proclaiming that America was a

"decaying society" whkh would soon fall apart under our

"military facade".

Although I expected to hear issues pertinent to the

subject matter, Mr. Hasbrouck went on to ask everyone

in the audience to "pray for the death of America" before

finishing. I would suspect that most people do not share

Mr. Hasbrouck's sentiments and was certain the

CoUegian would have reported the entire story.

After hearing the various speeches I began wondering
what connection they had with E^rth Day. I understand

convicts such as Mr. Hasbrouck do not nudce a lasting

impression on the American political scene, but if that is

what Earth Day is about, I want nothing to do with it.

Michael de la Pena
Cance House

Southwest

Lack of freedom ficticious
To the Editor:

In a recent editorial. Rich Nangle was wondering
whether freedom really exists. He pointed out problems
that supposedly indicates that freedom does not exist in

this country. How he can associate those problems with

freedom is beyond me.
He criticizes President Reagan for expressing his

opinion, but ignores the fact that he. himself. \s free to

state his opinion without fear of retribution. I wonder if

Rich would like to join the Russian political dissidents in

Siberia or other cozy places in that country.

I Further on he give.s his approval to nuclear demon-

ic
strators destroying public property. This is his idea of

freedom? How does being free allow us to destroy the

property owned by others. Tve been under the im-

pressk>n that freedom carries with it the obligation to act

with responsibility, even if you disagree with someone

else's opinion.

Rich continues in this view throughout most of his

editorial. He somehow has gotten the idea of freedom

mixed up with his dissatisfaction with the problems

evident in our society. While I happen to agree with most

of his complaints. I refuse to accept his premise that

freedom does not exist. Freedom does not guarantee the

absence of problems. It does, however, allow us to try to

correct what we feel is wrong with this society.

Rich should not aim the brunt of his attack at whether

freedom exists or not, but rather at whether the people of

this country have the courage to correct those evils

present. That is where the problem really lies, not with

the fictitious lack of freedom.
Siacerely,

David DesRoches
Sunderland

...and more about ^'Freedom"
To the Editor:

Rich Nangle's critique on American society ("Does
Freedom Really Exist?") was nothing nnore than a thinly

veiled condemnation of the economic and political

systems that made the United States the greatest

country in the worid.

Mr. Nangle's twisted concept of freedom is the same one
on which "democracies" such as the Soviet Union, East
Gennany. and Poland are based.

Finally. Mr. Nangle's statement that "we are only great

because we live in a world full of mediocre countries" is a

gross insult to the integrity of the United States: this

country would be great in any league, regardless of the

competition. Mr. Nangle might accuse me of being a flag

waver, but we must keep Old Gk>ry flying so that people

like Rich Nangle won't try to burn it. , |r.|u-

Tatcher
Northeast

Other Earth Day comments
To the Editors:

"Objective" journalism does not exist, and the CM-
legian proves it in David Summeraby's article on Earth

D»y (April 26, p. 1). In it, the writer describes a guerrilla

threatre group as "depicting the struggle of the

Nicaraguan workers (pledging "Viva Nicaragua!")

against the CIA-supported freedom fighters who are try-

ing to liberate Nicaragxia from communist infiltration.
*

"Freedom fighters?" These so-called freedom fighters

are men who operated as the thugs of the former dictator

Somoza, raping, castrating and torturing civilians, kill-

ing children and disemboweling pregnant women, before

the people of Nicaragua finally threw them and their

U.S. -backed boss, Somoza, out of the country in 1979.

They are despised in Nicaragua. "Liberate" Nicaragua?

They are, as the New York Times has documented,
engaged in burning down entire villages, bombing
bridges, plotting (and failing) assassinations of the coun-

try's leaders, and making almost daily trips across the

border from Honduras to Nicaragua to murder peasants

who are trying to set up rural cooperatives

Under the dictator Somoza, the only freedom the il-

literate, starving Nicaraguans had was the freedom to

hand over almost all of their hard earned wealth to U.S.

corporations and to Somoza himself. Now, after a suc-

cessful literacy campaign (which has raised the literacy

rate from about 40 percent to 90 percent), after a health

campaign has begun, after rising wages have driven way
up the country s consumption of basic foods, the U.S.

government and businessmen are infuriated. No longer

can the U.S. -based corporations force the workers to

grovel and beg for inhumanly low-paying jobs; no longer

will the Nicaraguans let acres and acres of their rich land

lie untiled while thousands starve.

Real freedom includes the ability to read, access to

health care, enough food, decent housing, freedom to

write poetry and to discuss politics without fear of jail,

torture or death. Perhaps by "freedom fighters" David

Summersby meant to say that the murderous criminals

hired by the CIA are fitting against all of these new-

foimd freedoms which Nicaraguans have finally begun to

enjoy.

Since words like "freedom" and "liberate" are not

neutral, we readers can only assume that David Siun-

mersby has chosen to side with the ex-dictator's hen-

chmen against the vast majority of the Nicaraguan peo-

ple, who are determined to defend their revolutionary

society against any military aggression.

Sincerely.

Nina Eliaaoph
Hadley

Yes to draft registration now
To the Editor:

in response to the Sok>roon Amendment; the necessity

has arisen for a stand to be taken in support of it. I fail to

understand the justification behind some people's reasons

for not allowing the government to know of their

whereabouts in a time of national need.

The act of registering for the draft is simply a power
Congress utilizes to obtain informatu>n. This is separate

from the act of conscripting people into war. The con

scientwus objector to war is given the right to claim

himself as an objector, and is given individual con-

sideration at the time the draft is activated. Therefore,

by not registering for the draft, one is not resisting the

draft and conscription, but rather is denying Congress

the right to obtain legal information.

At a time when many people are in an uproar about the

enforcement of the law in our society, there are still those

who chooae to deny the law by failing to comply with

draft registration. Considering the optk>ns the gover-

nment has to enforce this law, I feel the route they have

taken has been quite lenient.

People who are unwilling to support this country in any

respect to National Defense, are the same people who are

quite willing to enjoy the same benefits of living in this

country, i.e. government financial aid. as the person who
supports its efforts. Perhaps the method empk)yed

discriminated against a certain economk:al group, but is

that such a great price to pay to live in this country.

Possibly those people who feel so strongly agamst the

Solonx>n Amendment shoukl leave this country and

experience life in others, where two years military

service is manditory.

David L. Davidaon
Amherat

WSYL is more than punk
To the Editor:

In regards to the Collegian artkle of 4/21 on student nm
radio stations: The article presented a somewhat

misleading picture of WSYL-FM. We do play a much
larger percentage of "punk" music than RK>st stations

would ever consider cramming into their tip 40 playlists.

However it is important to note that WSYL does not

exclusively program hardcore punk as implied by the

article; we program a wide range of musk including jazz,

reggae, heavy metal, commercial new wave, and

progressive rock. Sure, we try to play music not heard

on other stations, but we do not feel "alternative"

necessarily means "punk". Since WSYL is a student run

radio station we make an effort to represent the wide

diversity that exists among the musical tastes of the

students. Sincerely,

Michael D. Malone
Sutton Manager WSYL

Robert Falk

Music Director WSYL
Amherst^

were obviously not going to last long so we began con-

centrating on drinking instead. Andy was doing pretty

well but Ron had just received the first large piece to enter

the game, representing ten armies, which he dubbed a

"nuke".

The mere mention of the wwd "nuke", plus the beer I'd

had, stirred the political activist in me. I began to think

about the implications of what we were doing.

"Have you ever thought about how much this game is like

the nuclear arms struggle between the U.S. and Russia?" I

said between sips.

"Right, Paul. Have another beer," Gerry said to the

amusement of the others.

"I'm serious," I persisted. "Just look at all the

similarities. This game invariably comes down to two

players, as it practically has already, right?"

"Yeah, only because you two don't know what the hell

you're doing." Ron said, never missing a cue.

"OK. so it happened early this time. But it A<u to happen

eventually. You can't argue with that, right?" I sakl.

obviously anxious to get back to the argument.

"Alright. So it has to come down to two people. So

what's the point?" asked Andy.

"The point is that those two people can be thought of as

the U.S. and Russia." I said. "And all the armies that. say.

Ron has can be considered the amount of nuclear

warheads, missiles, and various other nuclear weapons

that the U.S. has. Andy's, on the other hand, is what

Russia has." I was on a roll. "Now after Gerry and I are

eventually forced out of the game, only Ron and Andy, or

the U.S. and Russia, will be left. And chances are they'll

both have a k)t of armies, or nukes, and. as you all know,

this game could go on for a k)ng time with neither one

having a decisive edge. Isn't that pretty much the

situatbn between us and Russia right now?" I asked.

There was a k>ng pause. They were actually thinking

about it.

"OK. but what about advances in technology that give one

country an advantage, like our MX missOe. How does Risk

include things like that?" asked Gerry in a rare moment of

political insight. It was a good question.

"Fm not sure. That's a good point," I said. "But the basic

analogy is there, right?"

"Yeah, I see it." Andy said, taking my side in an
argument for the first time all semester. "And
technological advances could really be compared to the
luck of the cards." he continued. ''Since both countries
spend so much money on research and development,
whoever comes up with something before the other guy is

really just lucky. It easily could've been the other way
around."

"Yeah!" I said. whUe spilling my beer. "We've really got
something here!"
"OK, so you've got some big analogy that may not be

completely kiiotic." Ron said with his usual cynkism. "So
what are you going to do with it now?"

"Well maybe Til just buy a game of Risk and send it to

Ronnie Reagan along with a note telling him to call up old

Andropov in Russia and play Risk with him instead of

spending billions of our taxdollars playing nukes," I said.

"The money he'd save would put us well on the way to a

balanced budget. And since it was all the idea of college

kids, maybe he'd even give some of the money he saved

back to us in the form of financial aid increases."

"Oh, sure. You still owe money from the last time we
went shopping and you're going to shell out about eight

bucks for a Risk game, plus postage, just to send it to

Reagan who will no doubt ignore it, if he ever even sees it.

Right. Tell me another one." cynical old Ron said.

He was right, of course. But I'm still going to start saving

my change.

Paul Desmond is a (x>llegian staff member

To remember Albert Einstein

Last month, March 14th to be exact, and the

,19th of this month were the days on which

Albert Einstein was bom and died, yet the world,

on the precipice of nuclear annihilation, did not even pause

to say a word in respect of this great num. nor did it

remember him by repeating the words that the world-

reknowned physicist and wxxal critic had written-words

filled with ideas and advice the world would be wise to

heed in its present state. The following, therefore, are a

few thoughts and comments by Einstein.

Keviii DeLuca
Moral PrincipU All men should let their conduct be

guided by the same principles: and those principles shoukl

be such, that by folk>wing them there shoukl accrue to all

as great a measure as possible of security and satisfaction,

and as small a measure as possible of suffering.

Morality- For looked at from a simple human point of

view, moral conduct does not mean merely a stern demand
to renounce some of the desired joys of life, but rather a

sociable interest in a happier k>t for all men.

Mankind's Goal- . . . free and responsible development of

the individual, so that he may place his powers freely and

gladly in the service of all mankind.

Education- The school should always have as its aim that

the young man leave it as a harmonious personality, not as

a specialist. The development of general ability for in-

dependent thinking and judgment should always be placed

foremost, not the acquisition of special knowledge.

Give into the power of the teacher the fewest possible

coercive measures, so that the only source of the pupO's

respect for the teacher is the human and intellectual

qualities of the latter.

Imagination is more important than knowledge.

The important thing is not to stop questMning.

Curiosity has its own reason for existing.

The Individual- Never do anything against conscience

even if the state demands it.

... a successful man (in the customary sense) is he who
receives a great deal from his fellowmen. The value of a

man, however, should be seen in what he gives and not in

what he is able to receive . . . Try not to become a man of

success but rather try to become a man of value.

The ideals which have lighted my way, and time after

time have given me new courage to face life cheerfully,

have been Kindness, Beauty, and Truth . . The trite

subjects of human efforts-possessions, outward success,

luxury-have always seemed to me contemptible.

The true value of a human being is determined primarily

by the measure and the sense in whkh he has attained

liberation from the Self.

Racism I believe that whoever tries to think things

through honestly will soon recognize how unworthy and

even fatal is the traditional bias against Negroes.

Persecution Great spirits have always encountered

vi<dent opposition from mediocre minds.

Patriotism- It would seem that men always need some

idiotic fiction in the name of which they can hate one

another. Once it was religion. Now it is the State . . .

Heroism on command, senseless violence, and all the

loathsome nonsense that goes by the name of patriotism-

how passionately I hate themi I would rather be hacked in

pieces than take part in such an abominable business.

War- To my mind, to kill in war is not a whit better than

to conunit ordinary murder.
Worid Affairs- Perfection of n>eans and confusion of

goals seem-in my opinion-to characterize our age.

Unlimited competition leads to that crippling of the

social consciousness of individuals which ... I consider the

worst evil of capitalism.

Indeed this country has conducted its Russian policy aa

though it were convinced that fear is the greatest of all

dipk>matic instruments.

For all of us who are concerned for peace and the

triumph of reason and justke must today be keenly aware

how small an influence reason and honest goodwill exert

upon events in the political field.

The Way Out A permanent peace cannot be prepared

by threats but only by the honest attempt to create mutual

trust. A world government must be created . . . supported

by a military power that is excusively under its control. A
person or a nation can be considered peace loving only if it

is ready to cede its military force to the international

authorities and to renounce every attempt or even the

means, of achieving its interests abroad by the use of force.

To understand the essence of the man and his ideals

better, Einstein on Peace, The Worid As I see It and Out of

My Later Years are recommended. Read on, and, aa

Einstein said, may "such a memory of the best of the past

.

. . stimulate the well-dispoaed of today to a courageous

effort."

Kevin DeLuca is a Collegian columni^

\
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SALE PRICES
Paperback:
Hardcover:

Located in the Campus Cantar

Our
Price:

Reg.:
Our

Price:

Reg.:

Lil0.99j
*12.96

$19.99

I

I

I

124.96

The UMass Jazz Ensemble and special jni^^ts the Max Roach Quartet

will appear in a free concert at 8 p.m. on Thursday. May 5 in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. The internationally known Max Roach
Quartet will feature Cecil Bridi^ewater on trumpet, Odean Peope on
saxophone, Calvin Hill on baas and Max Roach on the drums. Roach,

who has influenced jazz percussionists over the past half century, has

been a professor in the Afro-American Music and Jazz Students Pro-

gram at the university since 1972. For more information about this

outstanding event, call 545-2227.

The Graduate School and the Graduate Student Senate invite you to

attend the Graduate Forum, featuring an address by the Chairman of

the Department of Physiology St Biophysics at New York University

Medical Center School of Medicine.

Professor Rodolfo Llinas

will speak on

Of Brain and Movement
Sunday evening. May /, at 7pm

Memorial Hall

Cheese and wine reception following

the address

Dr. Llinas has covered a wide field in both invertebrate and
vertebrate preparations. He is working on the evolutionary questions

of the brain. Recently he got interested in the questions of robots,

and has developed the ''tensor network theory'' which has fueled a

lot of discussion and stimulation into the field. We hope to hear more
about his theory on May J.

All are welcome to attend.

Arts

As the semester's end draws even closer than you niight

dare to imagine, study time becomes even more essential.

But...never forget that classic saying, "all work and no

play...." So don't try to lay down some line about deciding

to study all Friday and Saturday, day and night, because I

know better. By nine, tea o'clock at the latest, you'll have

to go out. Like it or not, you will. I know these things. I've

studied once or twice myself.

There's a new jazz club in Northampton called The
Avenue. It's located in Thome's Marketplace. Though the

grand opening isn't till Sunday, there are already per-

formances nightly. Tonight it's Tom McClung and His

Trio, tomorrow and Saturday night Bev Rohlehr will sing

with John Colby. All in all, a welcome addition to the

valley scene.

Another place you might go tonight is Hangar One for the

local debut of a hot Boston band, the Lines. This band was

formed in 1979 and has developed a large Boston following.

Though they've taken their time to make it this far west,

they're worth the wait.

Tomorrow night features two other Boston bands, Berlin

Airlift at Hangar One, and the Atlantics at the Bluewall.

Also Jim K wiU be at Sheehans Cafe, and First Rate

will play the Wok.
Saturday night's feature event is the Wilson Pickett show

at the Rusty Nail. Pickett is a real soul man. and his

"Midnight Hour" still remains one of the classic songs of

the rock era. For those who like a Uttle "boing" in their

music. Rubber Rodeo, a new wave country band, will play

at the Hangar One. R-Complex will also be at Sheehan's.

Upcoming events include Toots and the Maytalls on

Sunday at the Nail. Also at the Nail will be Martha and the

Muffins of "Echo Beach" fame, on May 3. On May 19 the

Iron Horse will present Chubby Checker and the Per-

suasions in a gala spring dance.

Last week's trivia contest winner is, oops, I've k>st the

winning player's entry, sorry. Whoever you are

congratulations, you can come pick up your prize any tinje

during office hours. As for the rest of you, get back to your

books and start studying.

Play by Play
bf Hm Mainlek

Let the sun shine in! The Music Theater Guild will

continue its outdoor performances of Hair Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday nights on the basketball court in

the Orchard Hill area. Hair is free. Don't miss it. For

more info, call 545 3603.

7^e New Play Fettwal, featuring ten new pieces by

student playwrights opens this weekend. Tonight through

Sunday, staged readings will be performed at 8 p.m. in the

Emilv Dickenson Hall. Hampshire College. For more info..

caU549 4600. Ext. 351.

Six Charactert In Starch of An Author by Luigi

Pirandello will be performed at Mt. Holyoke's Lab Theater

tonight, tomorrow and Saturday. For further information,

call 538 2406.

Smith College presents Shout Acroit the River by

Stephen Poliakoff. This workshop presenUtion will take

place in the Hallie Flanagan Studio, Smith tonight,

tomorrow and Sat urday at 8 p.m. Tickets are II

.

Vattlav. a political allegory by Polish playwright,

Slawomir Mrozeck. will be performed tomorrow and

Saturday and again May 1-7 with all performances

beginning at 8 p.m. General admission is $2.50; seniors

$1.50. To make reservatk)ns. call 642-2277. Also each

evening there will be a limited number of $.25 tickets

available at five minutes before curtain time.

Tuesday. May 3 will be the first reading of the May

Jones Library Poetry Reading Series. Linda Gregg and

Archie Shepp wiU read. Gregg teaches at Hampshire and

Shepp. renounced for his artistry on the saxophone,

teaches at UMass in the Department of Afro-Am. For

more information, call 256-0246.

Mary Jennings and Lawrence Devine will star

in the UMass production of Company, from May
5-7 and 11-14.

i«feSg*mS**¥g^5^i!iS?ss*:s?a!f^^

Messages with a magic touch
CRIS WILLIAMSON
Sunday, April 24

Greene Hall, Smith Colleg^e

By CRIS SCHUSTER
CalkciuSuff

She's a singer. She's a poet. She's a storyteller. She is an

incredibly talented musician and songwriter with a

powerful sweet voice who always has a message to give to

her audience.

She is Cris WUliamson.

Crit Williamson
kyJtel

Unfortunately too many people ask, "Cris who?" And
unfortunately too many people did not take advantage of

Sunday night's moving and entertaining performance.

Williamson knows how to keep an audience entertained.

There are not too many singers who can sing about

fairytales, prisons, waterfalls and roses and get away with

it. Her songs deal very much with political and en-

vironmental themes and her messages are clear and
simple: k>ve yourself, others and nature.

Williamson showed Sunday night she was a performer for

all ages. She prefaced her song "Lumiere" with "I wanted
to give the children a gift. "There's always a wonderful

Ught in their eyes," she said. "There's hope. We really

have to be like children about it."

She dedicated several songs to nature, which she referred

to as "Mother." "Mother is really glad to have us." she

said. "She cares about all things, even James Watt, which
is a miracle to me."
Before one of Williamson's classic songs, "Grandmother's
Land," she told the audience the story of the Indians who
tried to escape to Canada, known as Grandmother's land,

in the late 1870's. She captivitated the audience with her

storytelling. She ended her song with a Sioux Indian chant

which means "today is a good day to die," a philosophy

which she said everyone should have.

Williamson, an outstanding piano and guitar player, was
accompanied on electric and accoustic guitars by Tret

Fure. also a very talented performer. Williamson has the

intelligence to realize that she has such a skilled musician

and singer accompaning her and she takes advantage of

their combined talents. Williamsons and Fure's voices

blended beautifully. Williamson showed she was only

interested in giving the audience her best and if it meant
allowing Fure to steal the show a couple of times, it was all

right with her. Although Fure does not have the power
Williamson has in her voice or the sense of humor, she does
have musical talent.

In a duet. WilUamson and Fure sang "Surrender

Dorothy." which they wrote because Fure always wanted
to write a song with that title. 'Click your heels three

times and head for home/ In your dream you find you're

not alone/ There's no place like hon»e." they sang.

Williamson did a great deal of speaking before her songs

explaining the lyrics and the reasons why she wrote them.
Oddly enough, you don't mind li.itening to the five minute
explanations because Williamson has something to say in

her songs and she wants to make sure the audience un-

derstands. She wants her audience to feel and to care. She
took her audience high and low during the performance

and touched them with her simple poetic messages.

"Ail I'm telling you is be happy and stand up for your
rights, stand up for your birthright," she said.

And she told them well.

Tastes like Blue Nun to me
By CHRIS FERRETTI

r«H«ffiusufr

Ignorance is no exnute is an adage that comes to mind
which underscores the recent trend of wine appreciation

among college students. What at first seems an air of

mystery surrounding wine is really no mystery at all; don't

let those memones of James Bond sippmg a Mnuton-

RothschUd '61 intimidate you. You don't have to be

debonaire, suave, or sophisticate! to appreciate wine. The
key is to know a good wine from a poor one.

What is a good wine? For most it should be a wine that

tastes good to you. It is also a wine that made from quality

grapes and will carry the equivalently high price tag. This

does not often describe a jug wine which is of common
quality because it is made from a blend of inexpensive

grapes. The jug wine unfortunately, is usually the type

that restaurants and bars will stock as their house wine.

This does not really pose a problem to the weekend snob,

but to someone that might like a nice glass of wine and is

overcharged, then product value should take presidence

over social value.

Sometimes a restaurant will try to reenforce this snob

effect by referring to their wine euphemistically, such as
— by its location instead of by what it actually is. This is

' supposed to instill within you the opinion that the wine is

of quality and merits its (puUity price. Its funny though,

most other products labeled in this manner are called

generic, but then, how can a restaurant charge you a cou-

ple of dollars for a glass of wine that is labeled...economy?
Here is one such incident:

Last week I was at a restaurant with a friend and we felt

like having a glass or two of wine. I asked the waitress

what kind of wine was the house wine...

"California," was the reply.

"Oh...Ca/i/bmia...What?" I asked.

"Er...I don't know. It's from California."

I rephrased, "What kind of California Wine?"
"We have both. Red and White."

"Oh...Red and White"!...Yes," was my reply and then

proceeded to order two scotch and sodas instead. This way
at least, I knew what it was that we would be drinking.

From trial and experience I have discovered that such
..•'•••••'•••••••••..•••.••«,.

generic wme like generic toilet paper — can be rough on
one's system.

Wine can also be presented in such a way that you can-

not be at fault for being intimidated. An otherwise

memorable dining experience can be ruined by the smug
attitude of the wine steward who appears absolutely cer-

tain that you wouldn't know a Chatieauneuf-du-Pape from
Sunsweet Prune Juice. Under such circumstances it is

necessary to intimidate such an mdividual imme<Jiately.

Here is one method:

Shake your head wistfully over the winelist and sigh

"Passable." Glance down at the list and say — "These are
nice, but.. .have you anything better?"

"What wine would you desire?" the steward will ask in-

nocently.

Continue with — "Have you any Chateau lUusume '72?"

"Chateau lUusioneT'

"Come, come, you must know? Its that interesting

Bordeaux wine. Surely, you know of it?" Of course the

steward hasn't because you have just made the name up
on the spot.

"Ah. ..yes, sir. Alas, we served our last bottle just one
hour ago."

"Er...yes, quite. What a pity." Next extract a .small

notebook from your pocket and inscribe a large check

mark in it, while at the same time muttering the name of

the restaurant.

The steward upon seeing all this will apologize for the

oversight, and beg to be allowed to bring you a bottle of

the restaurant's finest wine. He will show you the label,

ritualize the uncorking of the bottle, and will pour some of

the wine into your glass to taste. Smile thinly at him and
wait. After a minute or so, pick the glass up and hold it up
to the light — squint at the color, and raise one eyebrow

skeptically, then inhale the bouquet and bring the glass

slowly to your lips and swallow just a teaspoon of the li-

quid...

Sigh deeply and admit that although it is acceptable,

even vaguely interesting, it is not a Chateau Illusione '72.

Whether you prefer a Sebajftian California Mountain
Chahlis to a Puligny-Montrachet that is you and your
wallet's business. The best advice is really no advice at all

.

Just be aware of what it is that you are spending you-
money for. because in this case ignorance is no excuse

• I t t I k t »ft»»|i«i( t t f t t t r f t « • • t
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PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

I

$7.00
(with this coupon only)

$10.00 with Shampoo & Blow Dry

{ $11.50 Long Hair

I
expires 5/30/83 C

Free Consultations
Please call for an appointment

Styles by Deborah
db University Drive Amherst, MA 549-5610

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on

the day they are taking place. Announcements must be

submitted on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to

the office by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All sub-

missions should be written in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the

standard form and not submitted by the Friday before

the week the event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee

printing of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will

be g^ven to UMass organizations.

J-

ANIMAL RIGHTS
COALITION MEETING
Do you care about animals?

Join us to help them!
Everyone is welcome.
Tonight is an educational

meeting learn what
happens! For more in-

formation, call 6 4789 or 6-

3260. 6 p.m.. Room 911
Campus Center.

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP Join us for

singing, prayer & Bible
study. Weekly meetings in

Campus Center. Also, stop

by our book table on the
concourse Tuesday Thurs.
for information or
discussion. 7 p.m., Campus
Center.

S.A.F.A. GENERAL
MEETING - Discussion of

end of semester projects and
summer plans - all new
members welcome. 7 p.m.,

903 C.C.

STPEC COLLOQ - Jill

Lewis, Asst. Prof, of the
Humanities and Arts at

Hampshire College ^.nd co-

author of Common Dif-

ferences, will speak on
"Feminism and
Reproduction." 4 p.m.
Thompson 6th fl. lounge.

S.C.E.R.A. ANTI
RACISM TEAM MEETING
- The A.R. Team will be
having a general meeting.

All welcome! 4 p.m., Dukes
Room.

PRE MED CLUB
MEETING - Very im-

portant! Elections for next

year wil be held. 7 p.m. 165

C.C.

GRADUATE STUDENT
EMPLOYEES COM-
MITTEE There will be a

meeting for anyone in-

terested in discussing
graduate assistants' wages
and wOTking conditions.

Unionization will be con-

sidered. 3 p.m.. C.C. 163.

WORKSHOP ON
SEXUAL HARASSMENT -

Film on sexual harassment
"Workplace Hustle" and
informal discussion on
harassment in employment
and academic situations.

How to stop harassment.

Free refreshments. 7 p.m..

Classroom. Wheeler
Basement.

FILM "LAST GRAVE
AT DIMBAZA" An
engaging film that depicts

the plight of the South

African people. The film

will be shown in the main
lounge of Crampton House
4/28 at 7:00 p.m. Free! All

are wekrome. 7 p.m..

Crampton House Main
Lounge.

UMASS FILM
PRODUCTION CREW
MEETING Final meeting.
Plans on completion of the

UMFPC films in production

to be discussed. Anyone
interested in acting, writing

or film production is invited.

7:30 p.m.. Campus Center
802.

NEW TESTAMENT
FELLOWSHIP Come
join us for our weekly

meeting of worship

fellowship and teaching from
the Bible. 7:30 p.m., 175

Chestnut St.

FREE FILM: TICKET
TO HEAVEN The true
story of a young man who
joins a religious cult in

California. This con-
troversial film has received
popular responses since its

release in 1981. Free and
open to all. 7:30 p.m.,
Thompson Hall 104.

XAVIER RIBALTA-
CONCERT A concert by
the Catalan Folksinger
Xavier Ribalta, admission

free with refreshments to be
served. All interested are
welcome to attend. 8 p.m..

Memorial Hall.

WINE AND CHEESE
CONVERSATION HOURS
Come speak French and
Italian in a relaxed at-

mosphere with native

speakers. Excellent op-

portunity to practice your
speaking ability and meet
new people! All are
welcome. 12 2 p.m., Herter
3rd n. lounge.
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CROSSWORD
Mited b> Marftarel l-arrar and Trude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Marshy places
5 WWII group
8 One-celled animal
13 Nurse, in Benares
14 "There oughta be

16 Boxcars
17 Porter

18 Actor's goal
19 Loves not at all

20 Stand firm

23 AAA's cor>cern

24 Formerly Chric

tiania

25 Prefix with sect

26 Fountain treat

27 Cover
29 Pet name for a

tamed Egyptian
31 Pursue
33 City south of

Moscow
35 Hid
37 Tell a white lie

43 Type of cactus
44 Slaughter

45 Montezuma, tor

one
47 Creator of Perry

and Delia

50 Olla

51 Muse of history

52 Novelist Oeighton
54 Hamburg's river

56 Exactly contrary:

Abbr
57 Realize

61 Document
63 Prevaricator

64 Gothic arch

66 Prospect

66 Cobbler's concern
67 Fishing bird

68 Noblemen
69 Assenting sign

70 Figures

DOWN
1 I8thcen.com
poser

2 Melville rravel

3 Horse on tfie

rrtove

4 Casts aside

5 Pop arttst AA&y
6 Succulent plant

7 Point out

8 Wimbledon
champ, in 1975

9 A Farrow
10 Bit players

1

1

Cockchafer
12 A good quality

15 Milldam
21 House plant's

need
22 Recess
26 Parent of a nino
27 Romaine
28 GarfunKel

30 She loved Nar
cissus

32 All up
34 Thin Prefix

36 Mon ami
38 Driver s need
39 Course
40 Detached
41 Additionally

42 Independence
man's monogram

45 Camels relative

46 Fastening device

48 Stared rudely

49 Extension

51 Spinney

53 Elusive ones
55 Flora an^l fauna
57 Messrs . in Cadiz

58 Angel s symbol
59 Drov*.

60 Low hor.or cards

62 Photog s abbr
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WEATHER

Today, stinny with high

temperatures in the TOs and
light winds. Tonight becom-
ing cloudy, lows in the 408.

Tomorrow, partly sunny,
high temperatures in the
mid to upper 70s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Cheeseburger
Fish in batter

Tartar sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Gravy, Dressing
Cranberry sauce

Ham and Cheese Florentine

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Fish in batter

Tartar sauce

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable squares

Roast Turkey
Gravy. Dressing

Cranberry sauce

Wonted:
Typesetters

Typing proficiency mandatory
Will train for fall

Apply at

Collegian Office

Room 113 Campus Center
Tonight 7:00 p.m.

'troductory Meeting)
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Budweiser,
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HI0HU0HT8
Metawampe Bicycle Race entries are still being accepted.
Race date 4/30, 5 mile novice race (free). 28 mile expert race
12.00 entry fee.

Intramural SoftbaH Tournament begins Tuee 3 May 1983.
Playoff ganwia nightly, Fri, Sat, Sun exempted •• ALL
TEAMS NOT LOSING THREE GAMES WILL BE
SCHEDULED *•

Soccer Tournament drawing 5 May 83 6 PM Boyden 223

Spring Track Reeults
Men 100 yd daah F. Pike 1 1 .8, 200 yd dnah M. Gibbons 24 3
440 J. Kin<Man64.1, MUa J. Wiley 4:429. 2 mile B Ross 10:13,'

400 Relay UMaaa Soccer Brigham, Flynn. Pike, Gibbons 47
9*

Shotput J. Ford 39'2, Discus D. Magson n6'9. High Jum^
M. Ellis 6'9, Long Jump C. Whitley 20', 120 Low Hurdle* C
Whitley 14.8, Teem Winner Phi Mu Detta, 2nd UM Soccer
3rd Exercia* Science, 4th Athletic East

Women*: Long Jump C. Bultman IT'O, Oiacus J Jordan
83-10. 100 yd Dash L. Wlater, 200 y»* Dash Keller 30.4 120
Low Hurdles C Bultman 22.6. 400 yC Dash S. Drum 77 9
Mae J. Flan.gan 8:43, 4C.J Relay Exerciei Science 81.8 Shot
Put J Flanigan 28'9

Intramural photograph*, action ana team, many baaketball
softbell, soccer, tre^jk etc on sale 216 Boyden Monday thru
Friday 1-3 pm

BaeketbeM forfeH feee, 216 Boytton. F*m mu« be picked up
before 15 June 83

Tad Reutter won hi* aecond con**cutive *qua*h champion-
ship defeeting Howard GadNn. Stan Lame finished third
Sun wes shining Tuee night st 6 20 pm, sisc Wedneeday AM
Football rr^nagers forum on touch foott>ell v» flap 'screen
biock footbaM 2S1 May 5 8 pm, 251 May 9 8 pm

tdaRiS-l^ufisf!

.!> ar -^r Ji^ ar —xg 'g ^g -«• »g^ ^g- J* *^ " ^ g- "»» j g -^g

I

RECYCLING PROJECT
KEDEMPTIOH SERVICE

Beginning: Monday, May 2nd
5^ R«d«mption for Sodo ond D*or

Schedule:

Northeast

Central

Orchard Hill

Southwest

Sylvan

Mary Lyons Rec. Rm.

Franklin D.C. Lobby

Webster Main Lobby

Hampden D.C. Lobby

Cashin Rec. Rm.

Mon 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Tues 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Wed 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Thur 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Fri 4:30 - 6:30 pm
Southwest

Campus Center

Hampden D.C. Lobby

Concourse

Sat 12:30 - 2:30

M & Th 1 - 3 pm

L
"-^-r

Get youf 5' bock on campus.
Brands accepted: Lists will be posted
SODA - all brands sold in campus vending machines (12 oz cans)BEER - all major brands (12 oz and 16 oz bottles and cans)

Cans and bottles must be clean and clearly lablelled for MASS Redemo
tion. They can not be crushed or broken in any way. Sorry no plastic
Q^ - Call the Recycling Project 1 - 4 pm 545-0618

acB az

Sports Garry Pearaon, who completed hiH career at UMasa as the

All-Time ruahing leader in New Kngland history, was not

picked in the NFL draft. Pearson was not available for com-
ment at press time.

Softball team upset

splits doubleheader
By GERRY deSIMAS

C«ll«Kiui SUfT

NEW BRITAN, CONN.
— Complacency. That is the

one thing that top teams
cannot afford to have dur-

ing the season.

The University of

Massachusetts softball team

learned that lesson yester-

day as they split with a

scrappy Central Connec-

ticut State team, losing 4-3

in the opener of a

doubleheader and taking

the second game 6-1.

UMass took command in

both games but the dif-

ference was that the
Minutewomen didn't keep
up the intensity in the first

game.

UMass took a 3-0 lead

highlighted by a Jackie Gaw
two RBI single in the third

inning but could only

manage two more hita down
the stretch.

Central relied basically on
two people to keep them in

the game. Shortstop Sharon
Mullins and thirdbaseman
Annie Andrews lashed out

four hits in the fifth and
seventh innings two
doubles, a triple and a single

to bouy the Blue Devils.

Central pulled to within

one at 3-2 in the bottom of

the seventh after Mullins

singled to left. Andrews
followed with a triple to left

to tie the score.

Lynn Stockly came on in

relief of Cathy Reed for

UMass. She threw two pit-

ches before giving up a wild

pitch scoring Andrews and
Central picked up a 4-3

upset win.

UMass learned its lesson

in the second game and
jumped out to an early 4-0

lead in the second inning of

the second (;ame.

Chris Cou^lin got on
with a fielder's choice

followed by a Missy Oman
fielder's choice and Tina
Coffin beat out a bunt to

load the bases.

Mary Ann Iy>mbardi. who
had three RBI's in the se

cond srame. flied to right

scoring Coughlin. Debbie

Pickett singled to right and
scored Oman. Two runs

came in when Beth Talbott

reached first base on a

throwing error by the Cen-

tral shortstop to round out

the scoring for the inning.

Stockly registered three

strikeouts and gave up
three hits.

Central, who was fighting

for a Division II NCAA
playoff berth, had its only

glimmer of hope in the fifth

inning when they pushed

their lone run of the

nightcap across.

In the first game, Allison

Rioux went three for three

with a double, two runs

scored and an RBI.

In the second game, Lom-
bardi went two for three

with three RBI's and
Coughlin went two for two
and scored once.

"We didn't make good

contact with the ball in the

first game," said coach

Elaine Sortino.
"Everything we hit was
weak.

"We hit better in the se-

cond game. It was a very

tough afternoon," said Sor-

tino.

UMass, now 22-6 after the

upset loss, will continue in

pursuit of an NCAA playoff

berth of their own Friday

and Saturday at the Atlan-

tic Ten Championships at

Penn Sute.

Women's tennis team wins
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

ColltciM Suff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
tennis team won their fourth

straight match as they easily

defeated Providence college

by a score of 7-2, here on
Tuesday.
The Minutewomen
dominated the singles

matches once again as they

took five out of the six

matches, and had only one of

those losses go to three sets.

Number one singles player

and captain Ariel Fowler
won by sweeping past Ann
Marie Mancini of Providence

6-0. 6-0. Elizabeth Sullivan

playing at number two
singles also won handily as

she crushed Lisa Tutangian

by a score of 6-1, 6-2.

Third singles player Nancy
Bolger continued the streak

as she topped Linda
Duchaine 6-3, 6-3. Chris

Frazier who played at

number five singles took

three sets, but overcame
Mary Beth Murphy 6 2, 2 6,

and 6 4.

Patricia Sullivan played

fifth singles and lost to

Nancy Curtain by a score of

6 4, 7-6. Sixth singles

player, Anne Marie
Mackertich easily beat

Laurie Shea 6-1. 6-1.

In the doubles matches, the

first team of Maureen
Hanlon and Wendy Sheerer
won in straight sets over Mo
McBarry and Ann Weber by
scores of 6-2. 6-3. The
second doubles team of

Laura Kaufmann and Jillian

Nesgos lost to Colleen

Clarke by a score of 6-1,6-3,

but the third doubles team
of Beth Goldberg and Joyce
Girasella came back to beat

Drea Corcoran and Orlyna
Mattera6 4,6^2.

UMass now faces a tough

task as they leave for the

Atlantic Ten Championships
this weekend at Penn State.

Hardballers take two at URI
By KEVIN DELUCA

C*ll«cuw Huff

KINGSTON, RI -
University of Massachusetts
baseball coach Dick
Bergquist reached the 300
victory milestone yesterday
as the Minutemen swept the
University of Rhode Island

by scores of 1-0 and 5-0.

Shutout pitching by
winning pitchers Bruce
Emerson (2 3) and Bob
Kostro (3 3) enabled
Bergquist to up his career to

301 231 and the team record
toll 13.

The Minutemen now head

into their tough schedule of

nine games in eight days
having won six of their last

seven games.

UMass travels to Holyoke
tomorrow night to battle

Springfield College on
neutral ground before
traveling to the University

of New Hampshire for a

crucial double header. Tony
Presnal (4-1) and Kostro are

scheduled to start against

New Hampshire.

As UMass enters the key
part of their season there

are several things worthy of

notice.

Angelo Salustri, who
replaced co captain
Emerson at shortstop so

Emerson could become a

starting hurler, has turned
into a fine shortstop with

excellent range and a

productive bat. In fact.

Salustri's .288 batting
average is second best on

the club and his two home
runs and 9 RBI are both

good enough for third on the

team.

"In Angelo Salustri. we
have one of the best shor-

tstops in New England."
said Bergquist.

The UMass Panhellenic and

Interfraternity Councils present

GREEK WEEK
Sponsored by Miller High Life 8- 7 Up

April 28
Awards Banquet at TOC 6:30-9 pm

Blue Wall Party 9- 1 AM

\pril 29

Greek Area Charity Dunk for the UMass

120 year Charter Day 9-4

May 1

Greek Area BBQ 6t Olympics at Alpha Chi

May 2
Scavenger Hunt, all day event

around the campus

May 3

Greek Sing CCA,
Pub Night 7- / PM

May 4

Charity Softball Games 6- 10 RM

Phi Sig Party

May 5

Guiness World Record Day, Greeks build\

worlds largest ice cream sundae

Kappa Sig Closing Party
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ETHANKTOU
From rhE staFF of UnIon RecorcJs UNliMirEd, we

TkANk aU who kAVE SUppORTEd OUR STUdENT RUN
ORqANIZATION.

Your coNriNUsd suppoRT kEEps us opEN And aUows
spEcJAl saIes to kAppEN foR you, rkE public.

Yours TRuly,

URU Staff

on SALE!

S^^^M]!
•363 Mam 3t. Amheret -

256-8587 :

Soap Opera
Special

11:30 am - 7 pm :

Small
2 item plaza
...QnJy.M.W

I

Student Housing, Chi Rho
welcomes applications from sifigle

grads and undergrads, including
freshman and sophomores.
Contact the First Baptist Church for
more Information about this Christian
Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or
256-6691

.

%

By MAkinq us kAppy
WE WAMT TO MAkc you kAppy
wirk OUR stpcR SAviwqs.

TDK SA-90
Maxell UDXLIi-90
E Albums
Master Recordings
- are all on sale.

cr-
i^^

'-'

» The PcopU's CAy AIUance _<7t *
PRESENTS QjPl

/jill<'''B€CORDS

WINBS&
Tel. 253-5384 |j|^JilUU01l8j^ Coll»g> 8tr—t

Heineken $4.25/6 pk

Rolling Rock 12 oz export $9.50/cse

Labatt'8 Beer & Ale $3.46/6 pk

Budweiser 12 oz loose cans $10.95/cse

(deposits not included)

Stolichnaya 80'' Vodka $6.49/500 mi

Windsor Canadian Whiskey $12.99/1.75

1

Many specials on imported & domestic wines
DOH'T FORGET YOUR EMPTY DOHLES & CAHSI

not responsible for typographical errors

Dance ??
pRidAy^ ApRil 29, 1987

lOrh FlooR Campus Center
AdMissioN $2.

J DJ - Job STANUy

I EouipMENT - Audio PROMEdiA

I ^ LiqhTS - DwElUy

\ STARTJNq

% ^^DooRpRizE dinner'^

I (dRAWiNq AT 1 :00 am)

I For MORE inFo caU tNe PGA
I AT 5-0154 #

Female wanted to summer sublet Bran-
dywine room. For more information
549-04»

Southwood, two bedroom summer sublet
r>eed 2 roomrr^tes $125 nx) or neg 546-5310

Bmdywine furnished 2 bedroom ^ per
nKKith and negotiat>le call 549-5966

2 bedroom apt June 1 - August 31

Downtown Amherst S286.00/mo 2S6-8639

R«nt MB 1 , 2, or 3 people 5 mins to cam-
pus Presidential apts call 549-4483

Summer sublet furnished one bdr Bran-
dywine apt $330 month, you pay $280, I

pay $50 call Duncan 549-1306

Townhouse Apts fully furnished, AC, 10
min walk to campus rent negotiable
549^5804

Summer sublet fall opt 1 bdr at Puffers
Pond free B b W TV included 275 -i- call

549-1649

Brandywina 2 bedroom pool furnished,

equipped, AC bus negotiable 549-0747

Puffton 3 br apt for summer sublet. $136
par br par rtionth or bast offer. Convenient
& comfortable Call 549-6272

Baautifui 3 bdrm Townahouaa for sum-
mar sublet. Please call 549-1215

Praaidantial 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt
IX/month 549-1354 keep tryirtg

Rolling Qraan 2 bdrm AC, pool, quiat. fir-

nished caH after 6 pm 253-5986

Cooparativa household. North Amherst
on busline. Also storage space available.

64»6862

2 bdrm apt Amharst Cantar MOO/mth
avail 6/1 253-9677

3 bdrm houaa in Downtown Amharat I

nagotiabte call now 549-5860

Sunny summer sublet Amherst Center! 2
badroorm 549-0306, 253-2071

Chaap cheap rant for a 3 bdrm
townehouse apt fully furnished call

549 1 833/549-3863

House in N Amh (6/1-9/1) on bus rte 4
BIG bdrms 260/mo. or 66/bdrm./mo. call

549-5893

Amharst Cantar apartment sublet with
fall ootion, 1-3 bedrooms available call

49-g '8

3 bedroom Puffton Apt furnished, pool,

tennis courts, cheap 549-4711

3 bedroom fully furnished luxurious apt
in Townehouse for the summer. Ideal loca-

tion at low price Call 549^5968 or 256-8382 bedroom $290 549-4430 evenings

3 bedroom apt very close to camous &
town rent negotiable furnished free cable
fw summer call 256-6150

2 bedroom Cliffside Apt summer sublet
w/fall option $350/mo utilities inc call

666-3963 late nites

Southwood 2 large bedroonrw easily ac-
comodates 4 $90.00/ month each call

253 5666

One badroom in Southwood apartment
non-smoking female fall option rent
negotiable 256-0769

Cool, light efficiency apertment. fur-

nished, Triangle St., Amherst, rent
negotiable

,
549- 467 or 546-0864

Puffton Village summer sublet one or two
rooms $100 Jay 549-5921

Summer sublet fall opt Amherst canter
apt Karen or Lisa 253-2157 util ind

Summer sublet 1 bdrm rent neg caH
549-0343 Brandywine AC pool

Spacious Squire Apt balcony, waik-in
closets, cable, bus route, $360 666-2998 fall

option

Claan beautiful 2 bdrm Townhouse Apt
to sublet on bus route, furnished call Wen-
dy 253-7360 or Beth 6-7325

TO SUBLET
~

Northampton four bedrooms June
-August $560/month two floors two baths
584^126

Msry Poppins would approvel Fully fur-

nished Brandywine apartment. June 1 -Aug
31 call 549-1511

One bedroom in Southwood
Townhouse pool tennis availabte June 1

fall option 2S3-3487

Or>a badroom in two badroom Puffton
fall option 549-3862

Summer sublet Puffton two bedroom
two bathroom furnished apt RENT NEGI
contact Pat or Dru 549-4426

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet. This sounds like your apart
ment, well it can be your apartment for

summer all you have to do is call Jay or
Rich at 665-7574. Price is very reasonable
Very.

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE APT.
fully furnished. June 1 to Aug 31 negotiable
rent call 549-4686

Summer with fall option Ouffton 1

Squire Village 2 bdrm sumnrter sublet
w/fall option 666-3914

Furnished two badroom Townahouaa
Apt. June thru Sept rent negotiable call

549-1724

Three badroom townhouaa apt in Squire
Viiiaga. June 1 w/fall option $400/mo or
BO§B&-4a96

Naad one roommate - two badroom, two
floor Southwood Apt. includes kitchen,
living room, two bathrooms $140/ month
call 253-3666

3-story river fromt apartment bus route,
AC. pool, cheap 549-4405

2 badroom Southwood townahouaa
busrouta, pool, tennis, rent negotiable
54€k6706

Summer sublet: 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.
fumished 546-7393

Squire Viltege townhouse two bedrooms
summer sublet fall option $380 ^^ 666 4800

2B-»- 2 rooms in houaa on campua

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

Practicallv brand n«w Brfttany Manor 2
bedroom apartment all applicances w%
new and in excellent working condition,
new wall to wall carpeting, free heat, pool
call 256-0391 , rent is negotiable

WANTED

One badroom apt Presidential Apts fur-

nished air conditioned June Sept 549-0127

Roommate to sublet aami-coop on bus
route IX -f 256-0675

3 bedroom Townhouee with full cellar on
bus route/ for 4 or 5 lees than a mile from
campus negotiat>ie cell Jon 546-6467 keep
trying^

Summer sublat/fali option, sumemr rent
negotiable, 2 bdrm on bus route caH after 6
will p>ay subi;ease fee 666^8787

3 bdrm apt availaMa 115 nag utiiitiae IncI

fail opt 253-9753

1 bdrm Puffton VII for 1 or 2 people good
rate call 549-5820

Summer sublet Brandywina one
bedroom apt 549-3873 rant negotiable

With fall option 2 people wanted to share
room. 10 minute walk to campus.
$106/mo. Presidential Apts 549-5613

Brandywine one bedroom summer with
fall option females only Linda 549-2646

One bedroom apt summer sublet fall

opt bus pool Cliffside rent negotiable
665 3960 or 549^6499

One bdrm apt one month free half mile
from campus $600 for sumnwr 256-6948

Townehouse of Amherst 2 bdrm fully

furnished, aircond. cable, 30 yds to busstop

Ctaaa Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pieaaant.
Amharst. 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
546-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave
nf>eaaege)

Students interested in getting money
for school expenses 666-3482

WANTED TO RENT

Houaa or apartmant in houaa within
walking distance of campus at least two
bedrooms will summer sublet 549-5605
Mart(

No. or So. Amharst 3 bdrm house for fall

253 2878

Inexpensive housing needed on
Martha's Vineyard for the sumnr>er. I will ac-
cept any place on tt>e island. Call Court
546-5672

Looking for housing on Nantucket for
this summer. Will help pay rent. Call Rick
546-5483

Wanted 1 or 2 badrooma in apt for 2
females starting Sept caH Anne or Sandy
2S»0368 ^^_
Two students want houaa and room*
matae or just room in Hyannis or Yar-
nx>uth. Have money. Dan 253-2071.
256-8786

WANTED TO RENT:
NANTUCKET

Looking for housing on Nantucket
island for this sumnr>er. I would be happy
to join your rent. Please call Julie at
546^6426

WE'LL EVEN THROW
IN A COUCHI

Two room Southwood Apt sumnf>er
sublet & fall option Shared room at $103
call 256-8323
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:46 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

AM/FM Car Stereo two Jensen speakers
- $80 or 80 256-8323

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Lincoln Versaillaa: loaded, a classic

car in excellent condition $7500 firm.

Phone: 609-868-4436

1974 Pinto 4 cyl. st. trans. 24 mpg good
eng. Chuck 549-471

1

1! VW Squareback - 73000 mi. 34 mpg,
no mechanical troubles. $600.00 549-4911

( Frank)

1980 Chevy Monza. 4 speed, sunroof,
dependable, excellent gas mileage, very
good condition. BO call 256-6612

75 B210 Dataun 2 new tires cassette player

$1000 call 666-4213 evenings

72 VW Van runs greati Must see $1100.00
549-5631

67 VW Bug excellent running condition
great gas mileege dependable transporta-

tion $500.00 549-0643

196 yW excellent runnir>g condition
567-7709

Toyota Truck 1978 excellent mechical
condition, new tires, brakes. $1200
288-3216

BELLYQRAMSil

Delivered by profaaaional ballydancar
for nrwet unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

CAPE COD
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Jaaona, Cape Cods finaat nightclub, will

be conducting interviews for all bar person-
nel on 4/30 end 5/7 from 12:00 to 3:00 pm.
228 Lower County Road Dennisport.
Where the happy paopie go.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency lr>c.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 2S60739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LE88I
Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Call-N-Save. Paul
549-4406

FILM

Coma aaa "The Laat Qrava at
DImbaza", an engaging film that depicts
the plight of ttfe South African people. Film
will be shown in tt>e Main Lounge of
Crampton House 4/28 7:00 PM Free all mt%
welcome!

FOR FREE

Five adorabia pupplaa are kwking for

good homee • call 549-6339

FOR RENT

Boerdlrtg Houaa, had it with dorm life arvl

DC food?? Greet opportunity awaits: beet

k>catk>n on campus excell«>nt rrteal plan
frier>dly atmosphere Next to Newrr^n
Center, call Nate or T.J. 253-9015

June sublet with fall option 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor heet included 253-3032

Parentis) with child! ran) wanted for

North Amherst cooperative househokJ.
Longterm. 549-4006

To sublet for aummar w/fall option 4
bdrm apt on bus rt. Apt will be semi-

furnished and is in good location rent

negot. Call 253 2806 ask for Pete

Apt. in Southwood sumnrier sublet/fall

option. Dishwasher, new carpet, pool, ten-

nis. Rent negotiable. Call 256-8216

2 bdrm summer sub with fell option full

ept $200. on bus route Jeniffer 256-6887

Brandywina one badroom apt A/C,
dishwasher, disposal, WW, on bus route

avail. June 1 - Sept 1 very nicely fum
320/month 549-0460

2 badroom apt in Colonial Village Amh
on bus route summer w/fall option

253 5606

3 bdrm Puffton Apt available may 28 sum-
mar sublet w/fall option 549-0643

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo/Tapadeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9819 for info

King size Wsterbed - heater, liner, mat-

tress, cover, heedboard etc good condition

2 yrs old call 549 5689

10000 uaad records Just bought. Hun-
dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 584-3130 or 586-5726

Pioneer AM/FM Car Stereo Cassette
100 watt booster, equalizer, 3 way speakers

brand new $225 or 80 call Ed 549-1698

Badroom and living room furniture

reasonably priced call 266-0671

One yr old full bed newer bureau w/mirror
$200 firm 549-6923

Guitar and case 6 string Gill^erto non
clasical great condition 253-5215

Airtight woodstove excellent condition
$325 call Margaret at 549-6633

SHARP Cassette Deck 1 year old Dolby
LED read out $80 or best Roisert after 1

1

546-5090

Tires *4*186/8or13 all season radials
will mount-spin balance-new valves
30,000 mlle/3iiB month * guarantee'*

2 brand new Penesonic speakers $80 or
best offer la u ran 6-8392

Three clarinets, must sell, good condi-
tion, we'll talk call 6-6462

Couch good condition $50 call Tracay
256-0663

Garrard-GT12 Turntable Like new. $60 or
best offer. Call 549-5262

Television 9" B Cr W portable best offer
call Tom - 546-6886

FOUND

Bracelet found at Evelyn King Concert
Call 546-8619 describe and its yours

Found car keys near busstop in front of

SOM; North Pleasant St. call 256-6846

Kimbarly Nettalton I four>d your ring call

546-4429 ask for Heather

Found blue valcro wallet call 546-8061

HELP WANTED
~

Employment Opportunities part
tinr>e/ nights available for Spring/ Sum-
nr>er/Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
and Graduate Students in University Alum-
ni Telephone Solicitation program $4.00

plus an hr. People with sales and /or

telemarketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Teiefund Office Memorial Hall

CATE worker full tinrw sumnr>er position

available 5/27 8/31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organizational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-

dent Union or call 546<I341 /kA/EEO

Colleglen Buainaaa Poaitions available
for Fell '83: Finance Managers, Assistant

Business Manager, Assistant Advertising

Msnagers, snd Advertising Represen-
tatives, /^jply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. Deadline is Thursdsy 4/28. The
Collegian is an equal opportunity amployar .

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80's: Sumrrw
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largaat statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreech and
citizen lobby buikling on cor^sumer and en-

vironmental issues HRS: 2-10 PM PAY
1175-225 ave/wk plus ber>efits CALL:
586^13 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1-800-962-7478

The Commuter Area Government is

now hiring for the summer Positions are

for 30 hours

/

week. Must be available

through the fall. Applications availeble at

404 Student Union 9:00 5:00, Monday
through Friday We are an affirmative ac-

tion equal opportunity employer. Third

World, women, and non-traditional
students encouraged to appty. Deedlir>e for

applications is April 29.

Collegien Drivers' positions available
for fall '83. Must hsve car, morning hours
free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equel oppor-

tu nity employer.

Tomorrow's Jobs know what is and will

be availeble through this indispenssble

txMklet of current government studies

covering sll industries and states inc,

Alaska and Hawaii $6.75 Lyntel Reseerch
Dept. TA2114 PO Box 99405 Cleve., Ohio
44199 satisfaction guaranteed

Looking for experienced restaurant
help for Cape restaurant. Also landscaping

maintenence call 253-5482

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate pyschology student doing
thesis research on coping with genital

herpes. If you heve genital herpes, please

call 549^1091 after 6:00 pm

LOST

A small clarinet ceae in Franklin. Very,
very important I $20 reward. Pleese call

»6366

One pair of woman's glasses, possibly in

a red oriental case. Might be lost in lot 122.

Call 6-9149

Anthropology Book on table in Campus
Center week of April 14. Call 549-5934

Loat- brown down coat please call Mat
6-7087

Kays on e purple hook keychain and
gold timex watch Reward 549-1396

$25 REWARD dk. blue "Adventursgear"
down jacket. Lost Friday - 22nd on Campus
desperate - Lance, 317JFK, 6-7639

LOW RENT!!!
~

1 or 2 roommatea wanted for furnished
apartn>ent on bus-route. Acess to TV,
stereo, kitchen, weightlifting equipment
$110/month. 253-2828

MEMORIAL
~

For Christine O'Mallay at the Newman
Center, 4/30 at 4:30 ail waicomel

MOTORCYCLES
~

Honda 1980 760K 7000 miles garage kept
new Dunlop tires complete tune up xtras

$1800 or BO 253 9376

1982 KewBseki GPZ750 mint condition
low miles serious inquiries only 549-4363

PERSONALS

"Sherm" Happy BIrthdayl Cor>gratula-

tions on becoming legal <again) at home! I

hope you have a great day! Love always,
your "Bermuda Club Pal " P.S. you still

owe mel

Come on e 6000 mile odysaey from
Alaska to Mexico EARTHWALK: on
3-screens, narrated by Orson Welles, music
by Pink Floyd and Vangelis FREE TODAY,
April 28, at 4, 7, and 9 pm in the SUB
T-shirts given away to the first 25 people at

each show!

Happy 19 Birthday you big "C"
atart the weekend eerlyl

Tony, you were right about this being a

great weekend I Remember the whipped
cream on the balcony I I'll talk to you soon.
Love always, Robin

Nanci Sap: Thank you for averythingi
You're tf>e beetl Stay out of trouble. Enjoy
tt>e 4 cans of whipped creami Love, Robin

Blank Slate
It's only been 4 days: can i make it? A
Thank you beaker you aaved mel Get
psyched I Love Jill

SKI CLUB EXCLUSIVE APRIL 30

all thoee who workd 10 hours or more
at the Greet Ski Snatch Nov 18-21

contact the Ski Club 646-3437

Get Physical Sporting Goods Co-op
Oceen Pecific Shorts & Shirts

sr>eekers, frisbees, requets, Et bells

your sporting goods connection
322 Student Union (next to poet office)

Get Psyched for Southweet Week
'Rock the Pyramids

'

Tuas: Visitorz Mass Tran«t
Wed: Cruisers Performers

Thurs: Midnight Sun
Fri: BMCP on PyrsmKla

10:00 pm WMUA Basketbell Bk>ck Party
Sat: 8:00 movies 3 Stooges Horsefeathars

Sun Concert
Devki Johansen

Cartton Bryan & Crossroeda
Abby Strauss
Urt>8n Renewal

Heroes in Trouble
Hot Air BaHoon RkJea

sponored by:

The Pub, The Sub
Domino's, Bart's Ice Cream

Jayfar I remembered thenks to tf>e US air.

Have a super Birthday, eh? CM
Communication Diaorders Majora
award ceremony April 29 6 pm Memorial
Hall wine and cheese reception free

Leebien/Gey Dance Friday April 29 at 9
pm 10th Floor Campus Center admission 21
for more info call 5-0154

Free Trained Leabian/Gey Peer
Counselling referral MTuThF 4-8 pm
433SU 546-2646 ^_^
Happy Birthday Dickie How about thoee
great buildings? Love Maddy & Braddy

UMASS ULTIMATE SHOWDOW MAY
4, 1983

Ultimate Toumement sponsored by
The Sporting Goods Co-op

Bring a teem roster by the Co-op for
complete details 322 Student Union

Happy Birthday Carolyn Cardallal I hop
this personal n OK I couldn't afford leather
pants. S.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

DIaaartatlons. theses, cases, papers
guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

584-7924 Nancy.

PUFFTON SUBLET

3 bedroom Puffton pool A/C spotlight

320$/mo negotiabie Jur>e - August Kathy
54»4036

REWARD

Reward offered for a bleck onyx ring

set in silver that was stolen out of our
house at the huge Gilreath Manor party last

Saturday nite great sentimental value - big

reward 549-6227

RIDE WANTED
Ride for two to NYC, southern NY state
or southern Conn needed desperately. Will

leave anytime Friday 4/29. Will share ex-

penses. Call Donna 546-8407

Ride needed to Waahington DC area for

weekend of April 29 call Kelley 549-6749

ROOM WANTED
Cape apartment South Yarmouth call

Chris 256-6062 leave messagtf

2 looking for housing in

Falmouth/Woods Hole area. Mike 549^)223

Looking for housemate? Vegetarian,
non-smoking, considerate, quiet, politically

active. Transfering fall Looking for cheap
house, friendly housemates. Evenings, call

Hannah (607) 722-4707

Studio apt or room in apt or house pets
allowed Sheila 253-9971

Female looking for e piece on the Cape
in the Hyannis/ S. Yarmouth area call Nan-
cy 549-1642

ROOMMATES WANTED
3 femalaa houee on FalnxMJth Cape Cod
waterfront call 546-0075 Dianne

Raaponaible roommates wanted for
fell. One spsce available for summer
253-5109

Townehouee Apt. summer sublet fall op-
tion for 2 people 549-6313

Quiet matured male or female to share
two Puffton 1 bed rooms 253-3661 dinner
time

To ahere 3 bedroom Townehouee Apt
beginnir>g June ar>d/ or fall 549-5848

Female roommate wanted for Brittar^
Manor Apt fall semester call 6-5237 or
6-5243

Brandywina Irg bedroom avail for 1 or 2
roommates Neal 549-2808

Available now. One room in houaa. or>iy

or>e mile to campua, on bus route, lerge
yard with nk:a view 150 253-3382

Merthe'a Virteyard - Oakbluff's Female
roommate wanted call Peggy 546-7703.

Townehouee Apt. 2 bedroom 6/1 -

12/31 2 people 68&46e9 After 7 Tom or
Dave.

SENIOR DAY
Anyone intereated In working on
Senior Day: baer pourers, publicity,
bend hoepitality meting Thursday at
7:00 • Suffolk Room SUB

SERVICES

Typing abort papers to manuacrfpta.
reaaonable, phone 666-4223 Debbie

SUMMER RENTALS

The Meel piece: centrally located on cam
pus. everything and more included. $250.
for singles, $150. for double's for the full

summer Call Glenn S at 54&^X)47 or
546^2150

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood fumished pool AC
on bus route 100 eech 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouse
Southwood apt on bus rt, swim pool, rent
negotiable call 253 3810

1 bdrm Cliffside on bus rt pool and tennis
courts 286$ 666-4386

With fall option Two bedroom apt in
house in Belchertown. On bus. 323-5864

3 bedroom Puffton ept fumished $350
month available June 1 Sept 1 549^6912

Rolling Green Apt sublet for sumrT>er
with fall option for 1 of two bedrooms
beautiful apt, fumished, on bus route. Call
Joei 256-0435

Female wanted for own room in 2
bedroom Puffton fall option call Toby
549^137

One bedroom in a two badroom apt in

Brandywine, pool, cable, rent/best offer
call 546«00 or 546-8487

1 badroom in apartment Cliffside fall op-
tion $166/mo 866-7560 545-0097 Ruth

Four badroom apt summer sublet only
$400/mo heet & util included w/fall option
call 549-6746

Furnished Townehouse Apt AC, rent
negotiabie call Scott or Rich 549-0516

CHEAP! 4 bedroom Rolling Green Apt - in-

cludes pool, AC, all utilities $100 per per-
son Call 253-3978

Townehouse Apt - 3 bedroom - summer
sublet fully furrushed - AC - cable call

anytime 648-3843
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Gift giving Gorillas

hand Harvard a win
By BILL SHEA

( oticfimii surr

CAMBRIDGE- This one
really hurt.

The University of

Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team, also known as

Garber's Gorillas, traveled

to Ivy Country yesterday

and handed Harvard
University (4-6) an 8-7

victory on a platter.

Like many of the Gorilla

games this year, the game
wasn't decided until the final

minute of play.

In the past, bad breaks
spelled the Gorilla's doom,
but this day the Gorillas did

themselves in.

They were hit with two
unsportsmanlike conduct

penalties, one on goalie

Chris Benedetto and another

on defenseman Brad

Broadwell.

Benedetto's penalty was
unnecessary (for throwing a

dead ball) while Broadwell's

offense may have been
provoked. But. provoked or

not, it may very well have
cost the Gorillas the game.
With 5:46 remaining in

the contest and the Crimson
leading 7-6, Broadwell was
caught retaliating against

Harvard attackman Rob
Hawley, who had repeatedly

butted Broadwell in the

head with his stick.

Broadwell was |>enalized

and Harvard capitalized

when Brendan Meagher
scored with 5:14 left to push
the Crimson lead to 8-6.

"I tell the guys you can't

retaliate," said a dejected

UMass head coach Dick

Garber. "We gave this one
away. I can't believe it."

With 4:19 left, senior Paul
Fogarty scored for UMass to
pull the Gorillas within one
at 8-7.

Harvard then proceeded
to hold the ball as the clock

ran out and the Gorillas

were unable to mount an
attack as they were sent
home with another loss and a
record which dropped to 3-6.

One goal has made a
difference aU year long for

the Gorillas and yesterday
was no exception.

"There are two things you
can do," said Garber,
assessing the team's
situation at this point in the
year. "You can rolk)ver and
die or suck it up and come
back. We'll rebound."
The team plays again on

Saturday when they travel
to West Point to take on
Army.

Gazelles leap ahead
early, don't look back
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

coiivciu sun

CHESTNUT HILL- The
University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team
improved their record to 91
as they handily defeated

Boston College by a score of

14 1 on Tuesday night.

The Gazelles' powerful
scoring attack once again
scored early and put BC on
the run the rest of the game.
"We played aggressively.

It's tb« sign of a good team
to go ahead nght away. The
only game we haven't scored

first in was against UNH.
We think we have the upper
hand if we have to get

someone to chase us." said

Coach Pam Hixon.

Pam Moryl opened the
scoring for the Gazelles a

little more than three

minutes into the game, and
had a 4 lead as the rest of

the team helped provide

some scoring, and had a

comfortable 5 1 lead at

halftime.

The laxwomen continued
to play their game and broke
out in the second half with
three goals in the fu-st five

minutes to take an S-1

advantage, and they nevvr
kxAed back after that.

UMass was led in scoring
by Linda Haytayan who had
another outstanding day as

she put in four goals and
chipped in three nnore

assists. She was foUowed by
Moryl who had a four goal

performance and Sue
Kozk>ski and Tish Stevens
who scored two goals each.

"We tried to fast break
and got the ball dnwnfield

fast. I felt BC played well in

midfield, but we were able

to run the ball well and
control it. They tried to

triple team Pam. something
which we've been expecting
all along. But as she swept
through she took her
defenders off and passed to

Linda who is dangerous one
on one. Linda and Pam were
too much for them to

handle," said Hixon.

The stickwomen took 23
shots on the BC netnunder,
while UMass goalie Rita
Hubner only faced six shots

in the game and played well.

"The defense played well

under a k>t of pressure as

both ends of the field have
be«n tested. What we need
to do is to read defenses and
act appropriately." said

Hixon.

"Now we have the op
portunity to work on things
and try some people in

different positions to
prepare for the upcoming
weekend's games," Hixon
added.

UMass will have to pull

out all the stops as they take
on the number one ranked
and defending champions of
the now defunct American
Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women (AIAW), Temple
University Friday and then
face number 10 ranked
Northwestern on Saturday.
Both games will be on upper
NOPE field.

Robert Parish of the Boston Celtics looks on as Paul Pressy of the
Milwaukee Backs reacts and hangs from the rim after sinking a basket.
The Bucks beat the Celtics in fame 1 of the NBA Eastern Conference
semi-finals 116-95.

Tuft's Jumbos jaunt

past UM netmen, 5-4
By SCOTT HOOD

c«ii«fftMSun

No wonder the Aztecs held

the Sun God in such high

reverence. Yesterday, for

the first time in several

weeks, the blazing ball of

glory finally reigned
supreme, but the University

of Massachusetts men's
tennis team found out that

Tufts is exactly that in

dropping an exciting 5 4

decision to the Jumbos.
The match was tied 3 3

going into the doubles. The
number three doubles match
finished first, with UMass'
Mike Duseau and Dave
Salem dropping a close 7-6,

6 4 contest to Allen
Levenson and Phil Maloney.
But UMass knotted the
score ag^in as Neal
Mackertich and Stuart
Goodman, playing number
one doubles, defeated Steve
Kisf'nstein and John Dumke

appearance in the Atlantic

lO's doubles final in their

bracket, were operating.

But the Lord of victory did

not cast its magic on the

Minutemen as Tufts. Bill

Friend and John Niceforo
were the recipients of his

blessing instead, winning 2

6. 7 6, 6 3. The tenth and
final game went to 3-3

before Lingdren hit an
overhead smash wide of the
right sideline. Oh well.

In the singles. Mackertich.
at number one, put on
another display of superb
tennis as he swatted Friend
6 1.6-2.

"I felt pretty good today.

"

said the senior Engineering
major from Westfield. MA.,
adding, "Some matches you
play well and lose, but today
it felt good. This kid
i Friend) is a good player,
but today he was just off. I

just went for it and the balls

fell in."

-n.f ir>« /Ui. ye."«leruHv in .*;...i ..vi, t»i.;«ir!.iMjj ., ••n^-'-ti.iiuini; recora uviu
oy Waiier ivhnson.

' "' ' '/.• fill' <M,,- .-i ^> "liriiii^i, i
i' )i!>^ "!, I .'ir i.ito ,t

:^tfve Jordun and Hifh hiJ7?saw in the form of
Londgren, fresh off their Niceforo. who dealt the

freshman the worst defeat <A

his young collegiate career.

6 2. 6 2. Rich Lindgren. at

number four, rebounded to

best Dave Kleiner 3-6. 6 3,

62.
The number five and six

spots continued to give
coach Bob Szlose k

headaches as Duseau ar^d

Dave Singer, at five and six,

respectively, each lost two-
set decisions. Duseau lo.st

the tie breaker in the first

set, on his way to hhe loss to

Scott Beardsiey 7 6, 6 2.

Singer was manhandled by
Dumke 6 2. 6 0.

"I'm dumbfounded that no
one is winning at five and
six," said Szlosek. '"I don't

feel confident with anybody
who has been playing at
those spots, it looks like

they're not in the match. At
two through four singles, at

least when they lose, they
hit. But at five and six. we
are playing with no con-

fidence', and not hitting."
""•

'ded the

Vermont today (2 p.m.) at

home.
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Newly elected BOG chair pledges

to support student interests in CC
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

C«lli«iMi Staff

Junior political science major Mike Reilly was elected

the next chair of the Campus Center Board of Governors

(B(X1) last night during special BOG elections.

Reilly is the current BOG vice^hair. He will replace

graduating senior Ron Keefe who has held the position

this past year.

"I want to make sure that students are

well represented in the Campus Center and

I want to make sure thai we are on top of

all issues in the buildings so students can

be informed ofwhat is going on,
'

' said Reil-

ly-

In elections for the other two officer positions, Allison

Hughes was voted in as the next Vice-Chair and Jerry

(juill won the spot as next year's treasurer.

"I want to make sure that student interests are well

represented in the Campus Center and 1 want to make

sure that we are on top of all issues in the building so

students can be informed of what is going on." Reilly said.

Reilly also said as next year's chair he will place a lot of

emphasis on trying to make capital improvements m the

(Campus Center repairing and replacing old or faulty

equipment.

"I would like to see the BOG take an active hand in the

economic development of the student run co-ops such as

Union Record Store and Earthfoods." Reilly said.

"The (Campus Onter is finally getting on its feet." he

said.

Reilly added that he wants to work for students but also

work closer with the Campus Onter Administration.

As Vice-Chair. Hughes said that protecting student in-

terests is the fu-st pnority as well as making students

aware as soon as possible of things going on in the Campus
Center.

"I find it is important to work with the Campus Center

Administration because they initiate most of the changes.

We are there as a kind of watchdog making sure nothing

happens unless students are informed." Hughes said.

Jerry Quill was not available for comment last night con-

cerning his new position as BOG Treasurer. He will suc-

ceed Mike Fioretti who will be pursuing a graduate career.

The new officers will officially take their positions in

September of 1983 and will be on the job until the follow-

ing May.

Hatch changes
names of food

called offensive
By MARY BALDWIN

coiicgiui sun

Due to student pressure and a recently published letter

in the Collegian editorial pages, the names of three items

on the menu at the Hatch restaurant, which are con-

sidered to be offensive by many, will be changed in the

near future, according to the director of the Campus
Center at the University of Massachusetts.

The names "Saucy Chick" and "'Sensual Sausage" are

in the process of being changed because they reflect

gender and they nmy be sexist, said Bill Harris, Campus
"Center director.

"The students are correct," said Harris. "We should

change the names. Using catchy names doesn't market

the sandwich any better."

Complaints have also been made about the "Warsaw
Willie" the name of a kielba.sa sandwich sold at the Hatch,

said Larry Jeffers. manager of the restaurant.

The names were brought to the attention of Jeffers in a

letter he received from I 'Mass .-Ntudents I.aura Gallant and

Mitch Gaslin. The letter complained thai the "Saucy

Chick" una an extremely sexist stereo-type and

perpetuates a condescending, objectifying imag** of young,

single women. The "Sensual Sausage" is also unneces.sari-

ly sexual, Ciaslin said.

"The 'Sensual Sausage' is not sexist but sexual, which is

unnecessary," Gaslin said. As for the 'Saucy Chick' he

said, "in street language chick is usedtodeacribe young

females. You add saucy on to that and it only adds to

advertising's derogatory image of women. We just

wanted to point out that the names offend people."

On Tuesday, the names of the items which are listed on

the menu board were blocked out with paper and the tem-

porary names "No Name Chick. " "Poor Poulet, " "'The

Unknown Sausage," and "The Unknown Sausage with

Sauerkraut" were added.

Jeffers said be did not order the change hut the

will stay until new ones are chosen. "'Someone probably fai-

structed my supervisor to do it. I'd like to take them down.

I think it's ridiculous after all that time. I could unders-

tand back when we chose the names if someone had pro-

tested, but not now." said Jeffers, who ak)ng with other

Hatch employees chose the names three years ago. "I

don't know why it has taken three years for Mmieone to

discover those names are sexist." Jeffers said.

"We have a 'Fat Frank" down here now Is that

discriminatory to fat people? How far do you go?"

Jeffers said the change will involve repainting the entire

menu board, throwing out over six thousand sandwich

lables and getting the kitchen help used to the new names.

Di]£fey to be inaugurated as part ofCharter Day festivities

By ANNE McCRORY
r«ii«ttea sufr

The inaugurd convocation of Joseph

D. Duffey as the fourth chancellor of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
will take place tomorrow after speeches

by noted officials as part of University

Charter Day celebrations.

The ceremony will begin at 10 a.m. in

Bowker Auditorium with a prelude,

followed by a fanfare and opening

remarks from UMass President David C.

Knapp at 10:30 a.m.

Knapp will then introduce the seven

guest speakers, who include noted alumni

as well as educators and government of-

ficials. An honorary degree. The Doctor

of Laws, horums rausn, will be awarded

to John W. Ryan, former secretary to the

Board of Trustees and chancellor of

UMass Bt>ston, and Maurice A. Donahue,

author of legislation that formed UMass

Boston and a state medical school and cur

rent director of the Institute for Govern-

mental Studies at UMass.

Speakers at the convocation will be:

Evelyn Murphy, state secretary of

Economic Affairs; Henry L. Gates, a Yale

professor and former student of Duffey,

(lordon Oakes, president of Baybanks

Valley Trust and a 1963 UMass alumni;

Regent David Beaubien, a UMass alum

nus; Board of Trustees Chair Robert H.

Quinn; Juanita Kreps, former secretary of

Commerce in the Carter administration

and vice president of Duke University;

and John Ryan, the honorary degree reci-

pient.

Knapp and Quinn will then preside over

Duffey's installation, presenting him with

a symbol of office. He will then deliver a

short speech, following which the Univer-

sity Wind Ensemble will wind up the

ceremony. A luncheon will follow.

r
CMendar ofUMass Charter di^f ceM^rati^

A

NOON
University Marimba Band will play by

the Campus pond

12:30 to 1 p.m.

Fanfare by Walter Chestnut and the

Brass Choir from the top of the F%»e

Arts Center

Introductions: reading of Ck>vemar's

proclamation, excerpts fn)m the original

charter; Remarks — Chancellor Duffey,

President Knapp. Board of Trustees

Chair Robert Quinn

12:30 to 3 p.m., continuous

A slide show depicting UMass through
the decades, using period music and Col-

legian headlines, will be shown free of

charge in the Student Union Ballroom

1 p.m. to 2 p.m.

"Happy Birthday" played by (}eorge

Parks and University Marching Band
Members

120 cakes cut and served to crowd
(free);

University Oompah Band, a polka-

piaying group of faculty and staff, will

play on the pond;

Judging of banner. 12 decade booths,

awarding of University director chairs —
6 winners;

Student-administration rope pull. Cam-

pus Center gift certificates awarded

2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Festivities continue with student bands

including the Armstrong Brothers, Mov-

ing Targets and Mass Transit
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House to vote on ban
despite Reagan's plea
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House Int^-IliKence Com-

mittee will vote to ban covert military operations in

Nicaragua despite President Reagan's appeal for Con-

gress to rally behind his Central America policies, the

panel's chairman said yesterday.

But the committee, meeting les than 24 hours after

Reagan's speech to a joint session of the House and

Senate, put off its decision until next Tuesday on a pro-

posal to terminate funds for such covert activity in 45

days. The measure would substitute a program to openly

help friendly nations in the region to halt leftist gun-

running.

Canadian Minister
endorses arms plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau

endorsed President Reagan's strategic arms proposal?

yesterday as proof the administration is "determined to

seek ways to find lasting peace." That apparently cleared

the way for the Ignited States to test its cruise missile over

Canadian skies.

1 rudeau. who earlier complained that the proposed test

flights of the cruise over Western Canada postnl "a

serious and deeply troubling issue" for his government,

met for two hours with Reagan at the White House.

CORRECTION
An article in yesterday's Collegian erroneously

reported that Maura McHugh defeated Philip Vettraino

in the race for vice president of the Orchard Hill Area
Government. Actually, that race will be decided in a run-

off election, which has yet to be scheduled.

Also, Donna D(X)ley was elected treasurer, and Lynda
Harbold was chosen to be secretary during the election,

which took place earlier this week.
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Student Housing, Chi Rho L

I
welcomes applications from single :

grads and undergrads, including f4:

^ freshman and sophomores. ^% Contact the First Baptist Church for j^
w: more information about this Christian -J^ Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or iff

•i 256-6691 . 2

^363 Main .^t Amherst
256-8587

Soap Opera
Special

: 11:30 am - 7 pm
Small

2 item pizza

. Qn|yf4,QQ

HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF LAW
PRELAW SUMMER

INSTITUTE

WMiid*f lection '.'d, j'. ;. .une 30

Evening lection Vj, 31 to June 30

Salw^ay itctwa Vay 26 to June ?S

CaU f5f6/ 560 59 f6 ot write

Pre Law Su«nfl»e« institute

Sciwot o« La*

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
Memp'.ifafl I I M>* 'wii llbSO

II

lindtttOtumTmi MENU

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$6.25 par parson

Hot b Sour Soup
B«*f wnt> 0rMn papper
Chtckan Pan Fnad MomMi
Swwt b Spur Chickan
ChMWM Styt* BBQ Pork
Pan Fnad Rcvwb
Chtckan Fmgara

Luncheon Spocial b Talia-Out Sorvico
FuH CocktaH Monu

Sun Thur«1130am 10 pmM a Sat 11 30 am 11 pm
10 BalcKartown Road
at Rta t Amharat

Y0i Ai Tt

Wash Your Car
where you can soap,

BUBBLEBRUSH rinse, wax,
engine degrease and

whitewall clean.

Anbtnf Sintliliif Ctr Watli

(mtmi frMi S^ Nm)
- Open 24 hours of every day

COMING SOON
UTOPIA SPAS

o division of Stress Management inc

(located at the Price Chopper Matl. A mher st)

A Complete Therapeutic Relaxation Facility

•Hot Whirlpool Spas
•Sensory Deprivation Tank
•Ttierapeutic Massage
•Suntan Lounge Room
•All Natural - nonalcoholic - refreshments
•Warm & Comfortable Lounge-area with Wood Stove
•A Clean. Safe. Supervised Environment
•Each area wired for your own favorite music or sounds
•and rviuch More

Take a Deep Breath and Relax

H/iNGA.n ONie
^\l^ We continue to rock with. .

J"^' Berlin Airlift

special guest: THE CARDIAC KIDS

free drafts 8-9 2 for 19-10 $:

^•xN*^^ NEW WAVE MARCHES ON. . .

^^ WMUA Solid Sound Dance Series
With EAT recording artists

Rubber Rodeo
and IRS record artist

Fear of Strangers
also

Heros in Trouble
Doors Open 8 PM

Free drafts 8-9 2 for 1 9 10 $3

Friday, April 29, 1983

!

Coming.
Jonathan Edwards 5/4;

Novambar Group 5/6;

Jamas Montgomary 5/7;

Stompars 5/12

18 €r oldar with ID 253 2280

r^ %

APRIL
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL

Kronenbourgf Bottles

2 for 1
plus our original

twofers and hors d*oevre8
7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm 10-midnight
Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141 <^'

TONIGHT
JOHN WILL NfVER

EAT SHISH KEBAB AGAIN

YZ,

)Uven «« ill ne^-er ride
a motorocic again.

Gree will ne>-er lift

««rif;h(« again.

Who's killing Cra>«ronJ
High's snohhish lop cen?

At the rale fhe>'rc going
there »* ill he no one left

for Virginia's hirthJay
partv... alive.

lome
Six of f the most biiarre
murders vou will ever «iee.

Friday April 29 S.U.B.

5-$1.00 7,9, 11 $1.50
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This mural of a third world mother, her starv-

ing child and nuclear weapons hanging from the

Campus Center garage has been subject to re-

cent controversy concerning where the mural
should be homed.

Campus Center,

artist in dispute
By MICHELE DOLAN

Callaffiu CwTMfMrfMrt

An effort to move a worid hunger mural outside the

Campus Center Garage to inside the Campus Center is

proving di^icult for artist Jaime Young.

Young wants her mural moved to a more suitable loca-

tion, but Campus Center Director William Harris said

the move will not take place.

"You cannot view the full scope of the mural," Harris

said of movnng the mural to the proposed site at the right

of the escalator in the Campus Center. He added that

there is no problem with officials at the garage about per-

manently leaving the mural in its current position.

The colorful mural depicts a third world mother and
her starving child in a scenario of nuclear weapt^ns. It

came to the L'Mass campus in December when Young
and staff members of "Spectrum," the UMass literary

magazine, hung it in its present position on the garage

wall.

"Spectrum" will be using the work in its 1983 issue,

which is currently in production.

"I really appreciate a statement of human values,"

said "Spectrum ' Managing Editor Charles Francis Car-

roll.

"Now we're looking for a more permanent place for

it," said Carroll, who is supporting Young's effort to

move the mural.

John Furbish, who coordinates public art in the Cam-
pus Center and the Dining Commons, said he has been

working with Young to get the mural moved and recently

joined forces with Carroll.

"The Campus Center has been involved with public art-

work, so it would be a suitable place (for the mural),"

Furbish said.

Young said the mural is a statement against nuclear

weapons.

"The mother is representative of every mother who is

trying to keep a child alive," she said. "The child is

representative of the next generation. The cup that the

boy is holding is empty because of the missiles that are

being made. The industrial world is depriving the third

world of the food that they need just by making the

bomb."
Campus |;)arking coordinator Jim Lee said the artist

has permission to keep the mural on the garage wall per-

manently. The garage wall is donned with banners for

student organizaions which Young said "detract from

the mural."

Until the conflict between Young and Harris is resolv-

ed, the future of the mural remains uncertain.

David Johansen, the Fools

headline weekend concerts
The University of Massachusetts will be rockin' and

rollin' this weekend as the Union Program Council

presents David Johansen and Urban Renewal as part of

the annual Northeast/Sylvan and Southwest area con-

certs.

Opening the Northeast/Sylvan area concert at noon

tomorrow in Quadrangle area in Northeast will be the

Boston-based rockabilly group, Club Koda, followed by

The Fools. The headlining act will be Luther "Guitar

Junior" Johnson and his band. Johnson is the lead

guitarist for the legendary blues performer N^uddy

Waters.

The Southwest area show will take place from noon to 6

p.m. Sunday at the Barbeque Pits there. Included in the

show are Heroes in Trouble. Abby Strauss, Urban

Renewal and the reggae band Carlton Bryan and the

Crossroads, who have previously performed with reggae

masters Peter Tosh and the late Bob Marley. Headlining

the concert is former New York Dolls singer David

Johansen.

Residential College system stays
By RICHARD NANGLE

Collefiui SUff

Residential college programs will remain under the

direction of the School of Education despite a proposal in

the new Long Range plan that the programs be

eliminated.

The Faculty Senate Academic Priorities Council voted

unanimously to keep the programs and agreed to make
other recommendations to the Faculty Senate at its May
18 meeting. The Council had been asked by Chancellor

Joseph D. Ehiffey to consider the question of eliminating

residential programs.

The recommendations included informing the senate

that: issues raised regarding programmatic quality are be-

ing addressed by the School of Education; monitoring of

the program should be handled by the residential college

subcommittee of the Academic Matters Council; the

development of any residential honors program should

originate with the Academic Matters Council and proceed

through proper channels.

Proposals for the Southwest and Orchard Hill residen-

tial colleges included a merger which was agreed by the

committee.

Also student representative to the council Bruce Levy

argued against combining the university honors program

with the Orchard Hill Residential College.

Levy said he feared that students who were not a part of

the honors program would not be able to interact well with

them and an "elitist" attitude might develop.

Since the residential programs will be campus wide, the

phrase "residential college" must be eliminated. Levy

said.

The University of Massachusetts will have a minimum of

three years, as of Sunday, to implement the expansion of

residential programs to a campus-wide base. Levy said.

Little difference between the sexes
By ROBERTA RUBIN

There is no real difference between men and women but

there are still conflicting arguments which need to be solv-

ed, said an Amherst College professor to an audience of 30

in the Pratt Library at Amherst College last night.

Rose Olver, who was the first female faculty member

admitted to the Amherst College staff in 1%2, said that

men and women, when they are bom. both hold masculine

and feminine traits, but that child rearing and social

features are the nruyor influences that give the male his

"typical" masculine traits and the female her "typical",

feminine traits.

"I believe that men's relationship are competitive and

that this trait is the result of the competitiveness between

father and son for the mother's attention," she said.

Because the mother pushes the son away from herself

and toward the father, from an emotional relationship,

and because the father might not be around too much, the

son assumes on his own that he should not be everything

that his mother is, in order to be masculine. As a conse-

quence, the male becomes controlled and structured and

usually deals with rules. However, women generally have

a closer relationship with the mother so that women

become more tuned into emotions, seeing what they can

do to help others and to deal with relationships.

According to Olver, these two completely opposite traits

of both sexes can prove to be dangerous.

"The autonomous and competitive man might eventual-

ly become violent and the woman who is so busy helping

others will probably forget to help herself and she will

become vxilnerable to abusive people," Olver said.

Olver said although men and women deal with situations

in completely opposite manners, they are both moral and

correct. Men tend to deal with friendships by interrarting

in large groups.

They usually interact in these groups by joking, playing

or discussing sports, but they share no intimate thoughts.

Women on the other hand, tend to gather in snudi groups

and they usually talk of family and relationships. Both the

nude and female manner of interacting with friends are

"different but thev are both moral." Olver said.

Olver said that she feels that the ideal man or woman
would be the two opposite traits mixed together into one

person. "However." she said, "cultural research needs to

be done and in about five or six years, some answers may
come out of it. Then, we may know how to mix these two
traits together."

Greek week begins with awards night
By DAVID B. MINER

ClWtwaSUff

"Father bless these Greeks - for they need it," were

the words used to bless the food whkrh commenced the an-

nual Greeks Award Night Banquet held last night.

The awards banquet was the kick-off event for Greek

Week and was held to honor those members and sororities

and fraternities that have displayed outstanding service

not only to their particular house, but the community as a

whole.

Ten Gamma Gamma Awards were presented to in-

dividuals for meritonous service. Awardees were: Chris

Funk, Peter Buckley. Martha Mcgrail, Joe Floyd, David

Kiselbrock, Joe Armstrong. Joe Cooney, Mark Peterson,

Steve Cummings and Mark Bice.

Lambda Delta Phi was selected as the most improved

sorority and Delta Chi the most improved fraternity.

Renee Lanzilli was selected as the best sorority presi-

dent and Brian Sullivan the best fraternity president.

They are presidents of Alpha Chi Omega and Beta Kappa

Phi, respectively.

The Greek awards for Man and Woman of the year were

presented to the man and woman who have done the most

to exemplify Greek life was presented to Carley Denlinger

and Jim Lonigan.

The inscription on the plaque read "It is a good thing to

be rich, and a good thing tx) l)e strong, but it is a better

thing to be loved of many fnends." The motto written by

Euripides some 5,000 years ago, is presented to the Greek
who best displays these qualities.

The Brad Rinquist Memorial Award is presented in

memory of a fraternity brother from the University of

Massachusetts who died in an automobile accident three

years ago. The recipient for this year was Carolyn Troki of

the Alpha ('hi Omega sorority.

Greek Week will continue through May 5 with a number
of events to benefit local charities. The week will conclude

with the sororities' attempt at breaking a Guiness World

Record for creating the worid 's largest ice cream sundae

which will be service to the public.

Tkj 1 *
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Conference tor women am
J^GWSllllGS • • f^^*^ career opportunities

Puppet show instructs kids

on rights concerning abuse
A puppet show aimed at teaching children about their

right not to be abused will be held at 1 p.m. tomorrow in

Campus Center Room 101 for ages 5-6 and 2 p.m. for

ages 7-10. Admission is free. For more information call

Educator Advocates 545-0883.

Chisholm among speakers

at Amherst College law forum
The fourth annual Charles Hamilton Houston Forum

on Law and Social Justice will be held today and tomor-

row at Amherst College. Guest participants will be

Shiriey Chisholm, Purington professor at Mount Holyoke

College, and William Bradford Reynolds, assistant at-

torney general, civil rights division. United States

Department of Justice.

''Leave the boys at home''and

come to the Quabbin picnic
A women's retreat to Quabbin will take place this Sun-

day as the first annual "Leave the Boys at Home" fun

and frolic picnic will be from 1 to 5 p.m. Those interested

in attending should meet outside the Student Union

Ballroom at 11:00 a.m. For more information contact

SCERA at 545-0341.

A conference to help women make career decisions and

set goals, entitled "Working Women: Exploring Per-

sonal Change and Options" will be held tomorrow in

Seelye Hall at Smith College.

The conference, which will be held from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m., was initiated by Livelihoods, a career newsletter

for women, and is being co-sponsored by the Division of

Continuing Education at the University of

Massachusetts, Smith College Career Development Of-

fice, and Worklife Associates of Granby.

The morning schedule includes work.shops on self

as.sessment, resume writing and interviewing, and the

afternoon schedule includes workshop electives.

Workshops include "Myth and Reality in the World of

Work," a discussion of stereotypes about working which

may influence career decisions, and "The Balancing Act:

Work in Women's Lives," where women will explore

their changing views of work. For more informatwn call

545-2484.

- MICHELLE HYDE

Hampshire College sponsors

conference on communication
A conference on "Social Investing: Networking for In-

vestment in the Futiu^," w\\\ be held this weekend at

Hampshire College. A series of speakers and panels will

discuss issues surrounding social investing, and various

possibilities for action and future communication. The

keynote address will be given by Robert J. Schwartz, vice

president of Shearson/American Express and a member

of the national board of the Committee for a Sane

Nuclear Policy.
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Bud Light cans

Carting Black Label btsa a a

NEW — Hamms cans

a a . . $8.99

..$10.99

a a $10.99

....$6.99

....$7.99

A coscLiu or

MINIMALIST WORKS
Sat. Apr. 30 8:00p.m.

By Slevt H«icli <u>il I honiA My

Bezonson Recital Hall,

UMoss Fine Arts

Center Amherst

$1 00 Admission

fUNOiO By TUB UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

Pf^OuUCtO 8* THE TIMB AND MOTION PROJECT

\»» .^*^»*<».^^*».^^««.^^ ie^^ee^^^»^^%^i^^»«^^««^^»>^P*
I
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Bev Rohler Band
fr Blue* with
Paul Rithall
Wad May 4tt>

at Hangar One
tMnefh \v Paralysis

Cure Rasaarch
advance tii t6a

Wad-Fri on oorKourse
for more info caM

&48^5884

M
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Popov Vodka tbo $4.49

Vodka & Gin 1.75 $7.99

Rum 1.75 $9.99

Piccala Coffee Liquor 1 l $7.49

Sebastiani Table Wines 3 l $6.99

Andre Champagne 750 mi $2.99

Help keep up the tradition - drink May Wine on May 1st.

Several brands available.

Kegs Delivery

Bring your empties to us.

Wint^ Liciuors

2 50
^^

Double Feature aNEMA
363 Main St., Amherst

2568587
WEEKEND SPECIAL
Large 2 - Item Pizza

only $6.50
(2 free sodas upon request)

WadnMday Saturday

Annie Hall 7:15

Manhattan 9. 00

SufKlav - Tuaaday

The Tin Drum 7:00

Maphiato 9:15

Downtown Amt^ertt

253 5426

rL»» ^> (lAilfV m . sr-4

rent-a-blimp

527-6358

Blimp Rentals
Variety of sizes

starting at 4 ft.

BALLOONS IMPRINTED

BALLOON RELEASES

HELIUM SALES
Parades & Parties

Rentals, Sales, or Complete

Promotional Packages

Specialties

Unlimited

527-5662

Calendars
Bumper Stickers

License Plates

Wearables

1 Cottage St. Easthampton

STARTS TODAY

SMOWrCASC CmCMA MANACtMINT

PALACE 1-2
RT SRIVtMOALf RD W SPNINOriCLO

781-4890

SACK CINKMA

EASTPIELD 1 • 2
tAtTFIILOMALL a^RINOritLD

543-3304

Do you own a Personal computer?

Before you buy anything,

check outlHE COMPETITION!
Diskette Storage Box $23.95 Bug. Retail $29.95

Elephant Memory Disc's

Single side, single density $23.50 Box of 10

Single side, double density $23.50 Box of 10

Double side, double density $31.50 Box of 10

Seikosha GX-100P Dot Matrix Printer-50 cps - $249.95

compatible with Commodore and all

Centronics parallel systems.

We carry entire Elephant Memory System line.

Enquire for a comprehensive price list.

P.O. Box 136, Amherst, Mass. 01004

Fr*#

Popcorn

TIME OUT
A GOOD
PLACE TO

START A CONVERSATION
HAPPY HOUR

4- 7 PM
SUNDAY NITE

SPECIAL
RUM & COKE j,o^
GIN & TONIC

Amhersfs Biggest Little Bar

37 N Pleasant St.

EDITORIAL/OPINION
Calories a day
is it the way?

Dukakis addresses higher ed.

It
is not too soon to be thinking about the year 2000.

That is when the children who were born during this

past election year will finish high school. And as we
think about what America will be like at the dawn of the

next century — how sound her economy will be, how
strong her communities, how rich her quality of life, how
free her people — we have to recognize that education is

an indispensable ingredient of that future.

We have to recognize that the beneficiaries of quality

public education, in all the communities of all our states,

are not merely teachers, students, and their families — but

all of our people.

I spent 1982 telling campaign audiences of all kinds that

without our slate's reputation for educational excellence.

Michael S. Dukakis
Massachusetts would be an economic wasteland. In the

narrowest sense, higher education, public and private

alike, is a significant economic force all by itself — it

employs over 100,000 pe<jple and generates over $3 billion

in economic activity in Massachusetts every year.

But that is only one small part of the stop,-. In an emerg-

ing world economy based on knou>ledge. Massachusetts

has become a center for the devek>pment and use of new

technologies because of our reputation for educational

strength at ever>' level — from suburl>an elementar>

schools to Boston Latin to the libraries and labs of our 100

college and university campuses.

In Massachusetts we have begun to link our colleges and

universities to our local school systems. The University of

Massachusetts alone is involved in more than 75 such

linkages and is now working to broaden and formulize an

alliance with our public schools. A second area of linkage is

between education and the business community. In

Massachusetts, where two years ago education and high

technolog> were locked in a bitter struggle over taxation

and public finance, a recent feature story in the Boston

Glohf business pages asked a number of leaders in our

state's knowledge-based industries to discuss the most im-

portant issues facing Massachusetts in the 1980 s. / hey all

began unth edueation. We need to reach out to our pro-

gressive business leaders with strength and confidence.

They need us as much as we need them. The labor move-

ment is another important area of collaboration for the

education community.

As Governor, I will be a strong ally for education at all

levels in Massachusetts. I intend to make the partnership

between education and economic growth a reality in our

state. I recognize that if there is one person in a position of

political leadership in every state, who can make a dif-

ference for education, it is the Governor. And I say that

even though in Massachusetts, as in other states, the

Governor is not directly responsible for public education.

There is more to leadership than formal authority. Few
j)eople can match the moral leadership that a Governor

can exert on behalf of policies and programs that match

his convictions. And only the Governor can lend coherence

and direction to the mix of federal, state, and local ac-

tivities, that make up the whole of public pt>l!cy in a field

like education.

Lip service won't do. As Governor I have said to the

White House and the Congress that a $1 .6 trillion increase

in defense spending at the cost of educating our children is

unacceptable. As Governor, I intend to make certain that

public education gets its fair share of the state's

resources. In my FY 1984 Budget Recommendations for

higher education I am asked for $447.9 million for the

Board of Regents, an increase of S.'W.l million over the

fiscal 1983 appropnation Highlights of the fiscal 1984

budget recommerNdation include — development of new
programs and expansion of instructional support in areas

of great importance to the state's economy: engineering.

ct>mputer, and informative sciences, health professions,

management, envininmentd engineering, and the basic

sciences; attention to deferred maintenance at our public

institution's physical plants and strengthening of educa

tional e<juipment inventories; increased general scholar-

ship aid as a just step toward meeting our commitment to

bring total scholarship assistance to a local commensurate
with other states; tuition increases are not recommende*!.

At the elementary and sec(»ndar\' level, our highest pnori

ty is to provide additional state aid through a distribution

formula based upon need. In keeping with this pri(»rity, we
are recommending a $151.2 million increase in local aid to

cities and towns. It is anticipated that a significant propor-

tion of this funding will be used to provide additional

resources to local school districts.

Most important of all, as Governor I will use the prestige

of my office to be an advocate for |Hiblic education. In

Boston, just one household in ten has a direct stake in the

public schools in the form of a child enrolled there or a

breadwinner working there. It is no wonder that political

support for the public schools has deteriorated, and in

many other Massachusetts cities, things are better only in

degree. How can the citizenry at large come to recognize

its tremendous stake in those schools? Our leaders have to

show the way. and in the states that kind of leadership

starts with the Governor. If we do our homework in

Massachusetts. I believe that the 1980's can be a com-

eback decade for public education. I pledge my efforts to

achieving that goal in partnership with the education,

business, and labor communities of the Commonwealth.

Michael S. Dukakis is Gmmitar of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts

Letters

Orchard Hill gives apologies
To the Editor:

The Orchard Hill Area Government would like to thank

all the Orchard Hill residents for their participation in

Bowl Day '83. However, their has been some discussion

concerning the Tug-of-War competition. Although the

team names were chosen by the individual teams, the Area

Government recognizes its responsibility as an organizer

of the event and we would like to apologize to anyone of-

fended. Orchard Hill Area Government
Chuck Nally

President

Plain Truth isn't very truthful

To the Editor:

I would like to comment on Rich Nangle's editorial

on April 28 entitled "Plain Truth is not so true." I am in-

volved with Campus Crusade for Christ, an RSO group

here on campus, and I would like to make it clear that we,

as an international organization, certainly do not ad-

vocate much of what the magazine's Publisher Herbert

W. Armstrong writes. In fact, many very learned

theologians have called his Worldwide Church of God a

cult. So then, I share Mr. Nangle's amazement with

"religious zealots who twist the words of the Bible to fit

their own interpretations of theology."

Mr. Nangle also wrote that Jesus taught "compassion

and understanding and love." again I agree, but Jesus

also taught that He is G<xl. and that each of us must
decide whether to accept or reject Him as such. It is not

my intent to preach or force anything on anyone, but I do
lieg anyone who has asked himself, "W^y am I here?", to

merely check out the reasons given by Jesus. And then

decide.

Christopher Willard

Southwest
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started eating without

I
you, but I was really starving," 1 apologized,

JL"My stomach grumbled right in the middle of

Economics, and everybody stared at me. It was incredibly

embarrassing."

"That's okay," Norma said, sitting down across from

me. We'd agreed to meet for lunch at noontime, in the

Bluewall. By the time she arrived - 12:10 - I'd already

been through the sandwich line, found a table, and munch-

ed my way through the better part of a chicken salad and

tomato on rye.

Elizabeth Luciano

"I'm not terribly hungry today," Norma added airily,

then delicately opened a paper napkin and spread it across

her lap. She mincingly picked up a dill pickle and bit into it.

Besides a small Tab, it was the only thing on her tray.

"Mmmmmm . . . heaven." she murmured, closing her

eyes.

I looked up at her sharply. This did not sound like Nor
ma. who was notorious for polishing off entire bags of

Chips Ahoy cookies in one sitting, then sloshing them
down with a quart of vitamin-D whole milk. She's one of

those f)eopIe who truly enjoys fotKl. And although she

couldn't exactly be called /of, her figure did confess to fre-

quent pit-stops at Bart's.

"Oh, I forgot to tell you." she snapped back to lile, the

pickle juice dribbhng down her chin, "I'm on a diet."

"Why?" I asked, somewhat insincerely. It was obvious

u^y, but it's just a nice question to ask of people who are

dieting.

"I just decided it was time." she shrugged, sipping her

Tab. "It's going pretty well so far. I had six Cheenos for

breakfast, and I can hardly wait for dinner tonight."

"Antipasto and a plate of high-protein s|)aghetti?" I

guessed.

"Nope. Three letuce leaves, half a lemon, and a sprig «»f

fresh parsley." Norma tned to sound cheerful. My
stomach lurched.

"That sounds very . . . nutritious," I said, nruUting a con

scientious effort to be supportive, although it hardly

sounded like the healthiest, most appealing regimen in the

world.

"It really is!" she assured me enthusiastically, "You

should tr>' it. 1 mean, summer's just around the comer,

and you'll l»e spending lots of time at the Cap»', right?"

"Wrong. The Jersey shore. I hve in New Jersey."

"Same differenece," she said impatiently. "Come on. it

won't be so l»ad if we diet together."

"I don't think so. Norma, "
I said doubtfully. "I'm an

M&M junkie. I might go thrt)ugh withdrawal symptoms."

"Don't be so childish," Norma said, cnmching the ice

from the bottom of her cup. "Your extravagant fondness

for M&M's is an infantile, psychological crutch, and you

know it."

"What about my membership in the Sundae-of-the-

Month club?" I said feebly. "We're supp«»sed t«> try mango
ripple with hot butterscotch this weeltend."

"d^it the club." she suggested, "Spend some lime at the

gym. instead."

"But that would be a shock to my system!" I protested,

anxious to be running out of excuses. "Besides, I might
waste away to nothing. I mean, losing a few pounds would

be nice, but I don't want to become emaciated."

Norma looked me straight in the eye.

"It's not likely," she said c(K)lly. 1 winced; the truth

hurt. "I'll bet you can pinch an inch." she addtni cruelly,

groping for my waistline. The people at the next table

snickered into their sandwiches.

"Norma, will you cut that out!" I hissed, slapping her

hand away. "Everybody's looking! " She really can be

tacky, at times.

"Then you'll do it?" she insisted. "You'll go on the diet

with me?"
"Alright, alright!" I .shouted. "I'll do it!"

"That's terrific." Norma smiled, pleased to have gotten

her way. "Our snack for this aftermK)n is one unsluffed,

green olive, and a raisin."

I can hardly wait.

Elizabeth Luriano is a Collegian columnist

Letters Policy

All letters must he siinted and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which
will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regn'et

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing: for

clarity and lenf^h.
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^BeFore you Leave For tNe summer
|

s

MAkt A pAiR o(

LeatNer SancJaIs

For $8.^0
In tIie SrudENT Unjon CraFt Shop

i

coMplETE Free iN^TRUcrioNS
•^^^^•^^••i^

363 ^<::^Main St.

Amherst
|

Mon - Thur
|

11:30 am 2
Fri Bat

11:30- Sam
Fast Free
Delivery
266-8687

iDir de fiSios

"T-'

GRAND PRIZE:

12 SPEED
PEUGEOT
UTTID TO WtNNfR

Winners to be Drawn
at Bluewall Luncheon
Wed. May 4, 1983
WINMCRS MCEO NOTH PRtSCNT

BICYCLE RAFFLE!
EXCITING RUNNER-UP PRIZES!
Team Peugeot Racing Jersey • Repair Book

(3) Bicycle Seat Bags • Tune-up Certificate

Light with Generator

Any Purchase ($2.00 minimum) in the Bluewall Cafeteria

Entitles a Customer to One (1 ) Raffle Ticket

Black Affairs
Black candidate questioned

By BAYARD RUSTIN
Special to Black Affair*

Recent weeks have seen the emergence

of a spirited discussion ab<}ut a possible

black candidate in the Democratic

presidential race. Cleariy, no black or civil

rights leader would have reason to quarrel

with the entry of a qualified black politician

into the Presidential sweepstakes. After

all. wouldn't the entry of a popular black

candidate raises certain issues of vital con-

cern to the black agenda? Would not a

black Presidential candidate serve to

galvanize black electoral involvement in

the electoral process? Wouldn't a black

candidacy increase the number of black

delegates to the Democratic Party Conven-

tion?

At first glance, the answer to all these

questions might appear to be yes. Yet a

closer examination of the issue provides a

more complicated and less clear-cut pic

ture.

Clearly, a black Presidential candidate

would be in a position to raise issues of con-

cern to black Americans. Yet a candidate

who entered the Democratic primaries on

the basis of a black candidacy and black

agenda would deal a substantial setback to

black community interests. The issues of

greatest concern to black Americans, after

all, are not exclusively black issues. The

issues of jobs, unemployment, plant clos-

ings, education, crime, and poverty are

part of the national agenda; they are pn)-

biems which concern all Americans and

must be posed in the broadest possible

manner if we are to elect a candidate sen

sitive to the needs of blacks and all working

people. A candidate who runs for President

on a black platform, therefore, runs the

risk of making such issues appear linked t«

more narrow special interests.

Clearly, a black Presidential candidacy

would galvanize increased black voter in-

terest Yet the evidence of the 1982 elec-

tions is that blacks - who for the first tinne

voted in higher prop<»rtions than whites —

can also be motivated to vote in greater

numbers purely on the basis of political

issues and economic interests.

A black ['residential candidacy might in-

crease the number of black Democratic

Convention delegates; but not by any

significant number. Blacks clearly will be

included m substantial numbers within the

delegations pledged to the declared can

didates (Mondale, Glenn. Hart, Cranston.

Hollings and Askew). Moreover, because

of a shift of delegate strength to the

Southern states, where the black vote is

more highly concentrated, the number of

black delegates to the convention is likely

to be augmented.
Thus each of the major advantages of a

black Presidential candidacy may not be so

substantial as it first appeared. Moreover,

there are serious drawbacks to a black

Presidential entry:

'Such a candidacy would take away
votes from the candidates who, in

the absence of a black candidate,

are most attractive to the black

electorate.

'A black candidacy would mean
that the likely nominee won the

nomination with less black support

and therefore might be less respon-

sive to black interests.

'Blacks who voted for a black can-

didate would almost certainly be

voting for someone who will not be

the likely nominee.

•A black candidacy would clearly be

perceived by many non-blacks as

the candidacy of a special interest

and could hurt the Demcxratic Par-

ty by nriaking it appear beholden t«

special racial, ethnic, or other group

interests.

'Because many black political

leaders are likely to back other can

didates. a black candidacy would

add to the division of the black

leadership and to the splintering of

the black vote.

•A black candidacy might have the

effect of heightening racial tensions

and weakening the coalition of

blacks, lahc»r, and liberals, which is

essential to Democratic electoral

success.

No one can deny the nght of a qualified

black or white candidate to enter into the

Democratic Presidential campaign.
However, any black who might choose to

make the run for President should only do

so on the basis of a candidacy which ap-

peals to the entire electorate and not only

to the black community.

Thus, it is not at all surprising that many
pn>minent black leaders, including the

leadership of the NAACP, has expressed

serious doubUs about the advisability of a

black Presidential candidacy in 1984.

rS2pOHATlNniTWIUT( SNOW ^ •••

:d' 584 75SO 504 9153

B«»t Actor

B*f> Kingslcy

«Mnn«« of 8 Ac*«»«»T>v Award*

GANDHI
Fri<4:46 ^ %2) 8:»

Sat ft Sun 12 b 4:46 p $2) 8:30
PC

'«

Jlashdance Wr\^ Ir S OS for OS ^ftv i
vou cor> go BB» '

Fri(5;lS©$2)7:30, 9 46

Sat er Sun (2:16 & 6 15 $ >2)

7:30. 9:46

CHUCK DAVIO
NORRIS CARRAUINE
LONi WOLF
McQUADI

Fri (5:30 9 «2) 7:46. 9:56

Sat & Sun(2:30 & 5:30 9 M) 7:46,

956

M>

SUSAN ANTON

SPRING
FEVER

Fri (6:16 9 •2) 8:W. 9:56

Sat £r Sund : 15. 3 15 & 5 15 ft •2)

8:00. 9:56

"meaning
OF LIFE

Fn(5:15 9«2) 7 30. 9:46

Sat Er Sun (2:00 £r 5:00 9»2) 7:15.

9:46

Catharina Danauve Cr David Bowia

THE HUNGER

Fri (6:30 @ $2) 7:46. 9:56

Sat Er Sun (1:46 Er 5:15 9 »2)

7:30, 9:56

^«^%-:

Fn (5.00 @ $2) 7 15, 9:30

Sat Er Sun (2:15 Er 500 % $2)

PC 7:15,9:30 p«;

SUPEB^SION

TRSASURC
or THE rouR
cnowNS

Fri (5:30 @ $2) 7:45, 9 45

Sat Er Sun (1:00, 3:15 Er 5:30 @
$2) 7:46, 9:46

M1DWSWT MOVili MADNESS
otvcumiwM.% 584 7550

•V f ,; ^ ^
< t <

-

H WIZAHOS

R UMIM yMMmm.

Arts
trailers

r^wi^ wwwwii

Robert DeNiro's a great actor, granted. So is Al F'acino

and Dustin Hoffman. But perhaps no actor has ever made
quite so impressive a movie debut as did Miles O'Keefe,

when he played the title character in last summer's classic

film, Tarzan. The Ape Man. While O'Keefe was up on the

screen grunting and 'rasslin with lions, cobras and Bo

Derek, there must have been a handful of casting directors

in the audience, having a helluva g(Kxi time. O'Keefe will

return to the screen during the next year in no less than

six new pictures, including Ator. The Fighting Eagle and

its sequel. Ator the Imnncible. Miles will also play the title

roles in The Death Angel and S.A.S. Malko ('His

specialties: Killing and loving"). Yahoo.

Slightly more literary, there are several films based on

well-known books that are either in or entering post pro-

duction. The Honorary Consul, based on the novel by

Graham Greene, will be released by Paramount. Michael

Caine and Richard Gere will star in the drama. Timothy

Hutton has the lead in E.L. Doctorow's The Book of

Daniel, which is being directed by Sidney Lumet. Lindsay

Crouse, Amanda Plummer and Ed Asner also star. Martin

Cruz Smith's novel, Gin-ky Park, will l)e put on the screen

by director Michael Apted {Coal Miner's Daughter).

William Hurt, Lee Marvin and Brian Dennehy star in the

picture, which was adapted by British writer Dennis Plot-

ter {Pennies from Heaven).

On the lighter side, there's Mr. Mom, a role-reversal

comedy starring Teri Garr as a working woman and

Michael Keaton as her house husband, Martin Mull and

Ann Jillian also appear. Stan Dragoti {Love at First Btte)

directed frf)m a screenplay by National Lampoon's John

Hughes. Sounds like a winner.

Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong will star in a handful

of new releases. They play pirates in the upcoming star-

studded YeUou>beard. sharing top billing with Monty

Python. Cheeek and Chong in Concert features the duo in

live performance at the Hollywood Bowl and then they'll

move on to The (^trsiran Brothers, plavnng the title

characters. Tommy plays director on the latter film.

Steve Martin's new comedy. The Man uith Tvo Brains

(Trailers, Nov. 19) will be released l(X'ally soon. Martin

stars as a brain surgeon who falls in love with a bodiless

Steve Martin plays a brain surgeon developing

new film. The Main With Two Brain*.

brain, which is kept alive in a jar and whom Martin can

converse with. Kathleen Turner plays his mean spirited

wife and David Warner plays a mad scientist with a huge

laboratory built into his condominium. Carl Reiner

dirtvted the film.

Henry Thomas will return as Eliot in E.T. II, but first

he'll play second lead in Mumnderstood. This sensitive

drama deals with the relationship between Thomas and his

father, played by (iene Hackman. Jerry Schatzberg wrole

and directed the picture.

No film related article would be complete without an up-

date of what the Charlie's Angels are doing now. Jaclyn

Smith is starring as the title character in Jaequrline

Bouiner Kennedy: The ffntold Stnrv with .I'.m^ Fran-

screw-top technique of cranial surgery in the

dscus playing J.F.K. Cheryl Ladd, meanwhile stars in

M)tt' and F<irever, a love story "For anyone who has ever

fought for love." No word on Farrah.

Local Best Bets: Two of Woody Allen's best pictures,

Annte Hall an<l Manhattan, are playing tonight and
tomorrow at the Amherst Cinema, (hi campus, for all you

slasher fans, tonight the S.IJ.B. has Happy Birthday to

Me, starring Melissa Sue Anderson as a teenage psycho. I

must omfess to enjoying this flick, if for no other reason

than the utter stupidity and implausibility of the acr-

n^nplay. Another chiller. The Hunger, starring Su.san

Sarimdun and David Bowie, starts today at the dead mall.

tZx-(^ollegian librarian Deni Chapnik (class of '82) strongly

recommends the film.

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

253-5595

AtAPIUiU
U.Mass

Kegs • Beer • Wine * ice
University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just oast UlVass Stadium, from SW dorm*
not responsible for tvpographical errors

$10.60 ^$120

.$10.95 + $1.20

Miller Lite i2ozcan.

Budweiser 12 oz cans

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans... $5.00 + eo

Natural Light 12 oz cans... $9.50 $1.20

Busch i2ozbot $9.00 + $1 50

Tuborg 12 oz bottles $9.25 +$1.20

Moosehead i2ozbotties$13.95 +$1.20

Stein

h

auser i2ozbotties$13.95 ^ $1 20

California Cellars 3l $6.49

Almaden 3l $6.95

Almaden 15 $4.50

Inalenook 1 5l $3-99

Carlo Rossi 3l*T $5.29

Von Stratton Liebfraumilch

1.SL $4.95

Vodka 175 $8.20

Gin 175 $8.20

Rumi75 $9.9&
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Residence Hall Closing Notice

Residence halls will close for the
summer on Thursday, May 26 at
6:00 PM. Graduating seniors who plan
to remain in the halls after May 26 must
notify their Head of Residence or

Cluster staff member by Thursday, May
19. Those seniors cleared to stay in

residence until Commencement must
vacate their halls by 4:00 PM on Satur-

day, May 28.

A detailed closing notice will be
distributed to residents during the week
of May 2.

Office of Housing Services

Still the Best Happy Hour
in town.

Buffet including Hot & Cold
dishes.

All you can carry Be eat only
$1.00

also 66 oz Pitchers of
Rolling Rock Beer $2.96

3:00 - 7:00
Bottles of Rolling Rock

$1.46

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula." a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published
daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day
they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted
on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3
p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should
be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

I

I
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All University M«n
com« try out

for th« UMoss

Footboll/Dosketboli
Ch*«rl«Qdlng

Squod.
Friday, 4/29 &

Men 5/2
Qt Doyd«n Gym

or coll Dii: 549-6447 I

Today

BOARD OF GOVERNOR'S MEETING - The cof-

feeshop is saved. There are still issues which will affect

students greatly. We want your opinions. Special thanks
to Robert Gordon for your concern. 6 p.m., Rm. 805 C.C.

SHABBAT SERVICES AND DINNER - Shabbat is a
warm and creative experience, a time for reflection and
sharing. We now have shabbat dinners, catered by Ear-
thfoods, following the service. Please sign-up by 10:00
a.m. today for the dinner. 7 p.m., Ehikes room.

Tomorrow
SHABBAT MORNING SERVICES - Torah study

followed by a light lunch. Open to all. 10:30 a.m., meet at

Hillel office. SU 302.

ANTI KLAN HARTFORD RALLY - Bus will be leav-

ing Student Union Building for a KJan counter-rally in

Hartford. SCERA Anti Racism Team, 545-0341. 12:30

p.m., front of Student Union Building.

Sunday

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The CHURCH BUS
leaves at 9:30 from Prince House and stops at Hills North,

Greenough, Grayson, Fraternity-Sorority Park, Cashin,

and NOPE enroute to the Amherst churches. Call UCF,
545-2661 for more information.

ORIENTEERING - THE THINKING SPORT -
Orienteering is a navigational sport done either walking or

running, often compared to a "rally on foot." This event
open to beginners; with all instruction and materials

available. Carpooling available. More information
549-5921. Register and start 10 11 a.m., Forest Park,

Spnngfield.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH -
All are welcome to join us for our weekly service of wor-
ship, praise and teaching from the Bible. 3:30 p.m.. see CC
schedule for room.

NEED HELP
WITH YOUR

STUDENT LOAN?

If you ve attended college on a Guaranteed Student Lx^an or

a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1. 1^75. consider

spending a couple of years in the Army.
If you train ft^r certain specialties, the government will release

you from 1/3 ofyour indebtedness lor $1,500, whichever isgreaterlfor

each year of active duty-

Obviously, a three-year enlistment cancels 100* o of your debt.

But ifyou sign up tor the Armvs exclusive rwo-year enlistment option,

we 11 snll cancel 2/3 of your debt

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educational incentives.

To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call

the number below

In Northampton call 584-2157

In other areas consult the Yellow pages under "Recruiting"

ARMY.BEAUYOU CAN BE.

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441
Budweisor 12 oz cans $11.00/cse + dep

Falstaff 12 pk bottles $3.99 -^ dep

Schlitz 12 pk cans $4.99 + dep

Rolling Rock 12 oz long necks $10.00/cse -«- dep

Champagne 750 ml $3.19 + up

Paul Masson Wines $3.99/1.5 liter

Chablis, Burgundy, Rose, Rhine $2.49/750 ml

Gin or Vodka 80° $5.46/1 liter

All Beer £r Wine Specials are

ICE COLDIt

(j/fu ( j.rr/ffjf re

April 30

all those who worked

10 hours or more

at the Great Ski Snatch

Nov 18 - 21

contact the Ski Club 545-3437

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

IAnPSO TH6 ^'^AKW FW?rY'6

NOWiNCe FORM VICE -pResi

-

pe*JCV Ra\flLb TO «)NPeRlH(5

New AMP WHOltV UNdOUOTEP
siTumiw...

JU6THOWP0T>€y6)(PECr
A FOtOW TO PROPERLY miWi
F0RTH0%5RKiFIC Pl/TieS

MP RE.6roM5(WUm5 Of AN
AwtwcAN Via PResiPerfT

'

*w^»

OPUS W«5, OF CflWfte,

A NATURAL FOR THeJO&

\

?^VVA^L\\ WWL^A^K J^\X

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

orncER. THAT 6uy
«w THE TRUCK I^AN

Me OFF THE ROAb'

J n c ONNA
TicidBT you
FOR. OiTTRuilNC

PUBLIC P«oPf/tr>

^0 ^/T7FRIN&

Katfood By ARK

T̂Fuu lies for Junch , Dr
X jlchixicJc ..Vou knew Nd

isdUxxi tirufc to aiscuss

roll, iheyre

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

I hEDlTRTlON

\

After the Fall

?m?jiiLi!m?[iri

By R. Miller

UH-OH... I ThiHK ALe\
p|^AN< Tbo /V\UCM .. IT
L-OOtiS LIKE He PuKeo.'

CROSSWORD
Fidited by Marfarrl larrar and Trudf Jaffe

« l«U 1 m. Ai«dn Itan yOcMi

ACROSS 56 Leaning tower 19 Bliss

1 Space city 22 Skater Heiden
6 Clumsy one 57 Supple 23 Alone, in Avila

10 Small fry 59 Not, old style 25 Gemstone
14 Pooh's nourish 61 "Concluding 26 Chinese chefs

ment reason

'

need
15 Writer Gardner 66 Bell Song, "in 66 29 Second
16 Aid Across 32 Negative answers
17 Reason number 67 Fam members 35 Dawn goddess

one" 68 Delibes opera 36 Woman,"
20 Israeli dance 69 Textile worker Reddy hit

21 Turncoat 70 Behold, to 38 Hole
22 Donkey Ger Claudius 39 Manage
24 "1 haven't a thing 71 Abhorrence 40 Japanese dish

!
41 Change for a fiver

27 Dutch toMn 42 Kaye of ballet

28 Ways DOWN fame
30 Through, in Spain 1 Key letter 44 Commise'ative
31 1 lama s range 2 White House cluck

33 River m cen Asia nickname 46 Baby Doe s story.

34 Furniture *ood 3 Broadcasting eg
36 Wedding words 4 Look' 47 Zoo feature

37 Commuter s 5 Ogler 48 Actress CShra
group 6 Aloha symbol 49 Pertaining to

39 Army wagon ol 7 Hockey name of vinegar

old fame 51 Feast, informally

43 April 15 initials 8 Topcoat 54 Enleriasn

44 Thumb and name 9 Tropical fish 56 Explosive nitials

sakes 10 Anklebones 53 Vega or Mercury

45 Numero 11 Eased 60 Hello, along the

46 Da«t 12 Do an agent s|Ob Seme
49 African cobra 13 Cordwood 6? TV network

50 Glacial ndge nrteasures 63 Sugary suffix

52 Abbr on a map 18 More than pleas 64 Tex campus
53 Bolero eo ingly plump 65 Pro

AKSWEILTO PRE VIOUS PilZZii

;
E : B>.
t f S
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WEATHER

Warm, Unlay in the 708,

H()s along the seatM)a»ts.

Similar temfieratures and
conditions tomomtw.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Tuna grinder

Macaroni and cheese

DINNER
Meatloaf/Beef gravy

Shrimp and Scallop Creole

Egg salad plate

with saltines

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna grinder

Macan)ni and cheese

Bulgar and bean salad

BASICS DINNER
Creamed vegetable

croquette

with sauce

Shrimp and scallop Creole

L

Wonted:
Typesetters

Typing proficiency mandatory
Will train for fall

Apply at

Collegian Office

Room 113 Campus Center

Monday 8:00 p.m.
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More tours, heller lours than ever

/ummer.lours to the

/ojiet union
begin June 26

We offer youna people: general "f>et acquainted" lours • sludy-

tours ofs(Kialism in practice •peace seminars •farm tours • rail

tours • sports tours • Russian language study-tours • folk dance
study-tours • the Moscow International Marathon — allfeaturing

meetings andpersonal contact with Soviet youths.

Prices begin at an incredibly low $1450, all-inclusive from/to

New York.

V Write for BnKhure

v;oiC(2/of the future
:s<l\ViM ^7|hSrrivl Suik- I4:k Vu Vi.rk \ > l(l|()7

(212) 245-7501 Of Out-of- State (800)-223-1336

Ocf\0O6c with the CokoQIt^

l^ciMPp^pancc Concert

rtc,<\ H44t^

9dnoJr

*
Thf PeopIe's Gay AIUance

PRESENTS

A

Dance
FRidAy, ApRil29, 1987

lOrh FlooR Campus Center
AdMissioN $2.

I DJ - Job StanIex

Equipment - Audio PROMEdiA

^ LiqhTS - DweUey

STARTiNq

^^DooRpRizE DInner^^

(dRAwiNq AT 1:00 am)

foR MORE InFo caU tIie PGA
t

AT 5-0154
ML

-^--- ^

r/j

Great Spring

SALE!
Clothing Jewelry

Chinese Shoes

20% off all Bedspreads

20 - 40% off selected Clothing

30% off selected Jewelry

Daily 10 AM 6 PM

Use the BUS STOP out tron!

great gift* • great prtren

rAiCCCANTILC
AMHERST CAkRIAGt SHOPS Ji^^^^S

July and August only. 3 bedroom apt.

Amherst center. 3 mtn to Pub rant negot

call 546 9027

Summar sublat fall option 76 Chestnut
St, Amherst easy walk to campus.
Available June 1 Call 549 4127 ask for Jim
150 + par month

Summar sublat Colonial Vlllaga or>e

bedroom $225/ mth call Tom 256-6669

Ona badroom apt w/fall option, AC,
pool, tennis, on bus route, $225/month
utilities included 666-2538

1 bdrm in 2 bdrm Brandywina Apt rant

negotiable 549^ 1 405

TO MY BAD BOY

Happy Birthdayl I'm glad that I'm with

you to share this day and other memoriasi I

iove you - Snuggle Bumps!

TO SUBLET

Mary Poppina would approval Fully fur-

nished Brandywirte apartment. June 1 -Aug
31 call 549-1511

Ona badroonri in Southwood
Townhouaa pool tennis available June 1

fall option 253 3497

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 badroom
apt to sublat with fall option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be
your ap>artment for sumnr^er all you have to

do is call Jay or Rich at 666-7574. Price is

very raasoriable. Very.

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSC APT.

fully furnished. June 1 to Aug 31 negotiable

rent call 549 4586

Thraa badroom townhouaa apt in Squire

Village, June 1 w/fall option MOO/mo or

B^ 6»-4W6
3-8tory rivar fromt apartmant bus route,

AC. pool, cheap 549-4405

2 badroom Southwood townehouse
busroute. pool, tennis, rent negotiable

546^705

Summar sublat: 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.

furnished 546-7393

Squire Village townhouaa two bedrooms
sumnwr sublet fall option $380 -f 666-4886

25 > 2 rooma
549-4060

in houaa on campus

Ona badroom apt Presidential Apts fur-

nished air conditiof>ed June - Sept 549-0127

Roommate to aublat aami-coop on bus

route M0+ 256-0575

3 badroom Townhouaa with full cellar on

bus route/ for 4 or 5 less than a mile from

campus negotiable call Jon 546-6467 - keep

trying.

Summar aublat/fall option, sumemr rent

negotiable; 2 t>drm on bus route call after 6

will pay subl;ease fee 666-8787

3 bdrm apt available 115 nag utilities inci

faH opt 253-9753

1 bdrm Puffton Vil for 1 or 2 people good

rate call 549-5920

-"^•r sublat Brandywina one

j t)*wioom apt 549-3873 rent negotiable

With fall option 2 people wanted to share
room. 10 minute walk to campus.
$105/mo. Presidential Apts 549-5613

Brandywina ona badroom summer with

fall option females only Linda 549-2646

Ona b«droom apt summar aublat fall

opt bus pool Cliffside rent negotiable

666 3960 Of 549-6499

Townahouae of Amharst 2 bdrm fully

furnished, aircond, cable, X yds to busstop
call 549-6960

1 bdrm Colonial Village avail July 1 fall

option $246 -k call 253 3703

Room in Amharat Cantar for summer
sublet $125/month utilities included
253 7396

Two badrooma in four badroom apt
summer sublet /whole apartment fall option
263-2052

2 bdrm Brandywina apt with fall option 2
spaces availabel call 549-4114

Ona badroom in apt. bus routem center
of Amherst, summer sublet w/fall option

$150/ >• call Jody 256-8407

Sunderland 2 badroom apt on bus route
available June 1 w/fall option 325 call

666-7562

2 badroom apt cheap 275/mo fall option
on bus route 256-8270

2 b«droom apartmant in Northwood air

conditioner, small garden plot asking $310
but price negotiable caH Mir, Lisa, Julia

evenings 666-4793

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

Practically brand new Brittany Manor 2
bedroom apartment all applicances are

new and m excellent working condition,

new wall to wall carpeting, free heat, pool

call 256-0391 . rent is negotiable

WANTED
~

Claaa Ringa, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amharst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
546^2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

maasaga)

Students intareatad in getting money
for school expenses 666-3482

WANTED TO RENT

Houaa or apartmant in houaa within
walking distance of campus at least two
bedrooms will summer sublet 549-5605
Mark

Inaxpansiva houaing naadad on
Martha's Vineyard for the summer. I will ac-
cept any place on the island. Call Court
546-5672

Two studanta want house and room-
matea or just room in Hyannis or Yar-
mouth. Have money. Dan 253-2071,
256-8786

4 room apartmant, long term, starting

6/1. 1 - 2 bedroom, no complexes. Single,
non-student, references. Fred 253-9884

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMagi^n Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Daadlina is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

AM/FM Car Stereo two Jensen speakers
- $80 or BO 256-8323

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Lincoln Veraaillaa: loaded, a classic

car in excellent condition $7500 firm.

Phone: e09-868^»435

1969 VW Squareback - 73000 mi. 34 mpg,
no mechanical troubles. $600.00 549-4911

( Frank)

1960 Chevy Monza. 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable, excellent gas mileage, very

good condition. BO call 256-6612

75 B210 Dataun 2 new tires cassette player

$1000 call 666-4213 evenings

72 VW Van runs graati Must see $1100.00

549-5631

67 VW Bug excellent running corxlition

great gas mileage dependable transporta-

tion $500.00 549-0543

1960 VW
567 7709

excellent running condition

Toyota Truck 1976 excellent mechical

condition, new tires, brakes. $1200
268 3216

Saab 96E 1970 nr>echanically new, no rust

needs minor body work $2500 549-6861 BJ
after 5:00

I Nova great er>gir>e good body a steal at

$660 549-1278

3 BEDROOM $330.00/MO

3 bedroom in Sunderland on bus route

3M.00/mo with fall option 666-3240

CAPE COD RENTAL

Quiet couple aeeka another couple to

share cottage in So. Orleans. Cloaa to

Chatham. Brewster, Harwich. 6/1-9/26 Call

after 7 567-8478

CONFIDENTIAL HERPES RESEARCH

Psychology Qraduate Student <MnQ
tftaaia reaeerch on coping with genital

harpea If you have genital herpes, plaaaa

call 549^1091 after 6:00 pm. Thanksl

ENTERTAINMENT

Reckadlec Entertainment Agency inc.

BarxJa Oiaqockeys guaranteed student

functions 2B6-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LE88I
Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Call-N-Save. Paul

FOR FREE

Five edorable pupplee are looking for

good homea call 549-6339

FOR RENT

Boarding Houaa, had it with dorm life arK

DC food?? Great opportunity awaits: besi

kx:ation on campus excellent meal plar

friendly atnr>oaphera. Next to Newmar
Center, call Nate or T.J. 253-9015

June aublet with fell option 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor heat included 253-3032

Parent(a) with child(ren) wented for

North Amherst cooperative houaehokl.

Longterm. 549-4006

To aublet for aummer w/fall option 4
bdrm act on bus rt. Apt will be semi-

furnished and is in good location rant

negot. Call 253-2906 ask for Pete

Apt. in Boutttwood sunryner aublet /fall

option. Dishwasher, new carpet, pool, ten-

nis. Rant negotiable. Call 256-8216

2 bdrm aummer aub with fall option fu ll

apt $200. on bus route Janiffer 2S6-6B87

Brandywina one bedroom apt A/C,
dishwasher, disposal, WW, on bus route

avail. June 1 - Sept 1 very nicely fum
320/month 649^)460

2 bedroom apt in Colonial Village Amh
on bus route sunf>mer w/fall option

2S3-S606

3 bdrm Puffton Apt available may 28 sum-
mer aublet w/fall option 549-0543

1 bedroom Brandywina summer sublet

w/fall option, AC, dishwasher, disposal

549-0781

We're looking for a 3 badroom apart-

ment for September. Call anytime, day or

night.Ask for Mike, Mike or Bill. Phone

256^)543

Summer aublet fall option 2 bedroom apt

on busroute 275/ month 256-8270

FOR SALE

For Sale Portable Stereo/Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9819 for info

King aize Weterbed - heater, liner, rnat-

treaa, cover, headboard etc good condition

2 yrs old call 549-5689

!f10000 uaed records just bought. Hun-
dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 584-31» or 586-5726

Badroom and living room furniture

reasonably priced call 266-0571

Airtight woodatova excellent condition

$325 call Margaret at 549-6633

2 brand new Panaaonic apaakera $80 or

best offer lauren 6-S392

Couch good condition $50 call Tracey
256-0663

Taleviaion 9" B ft W portable best offer

call Tom - 546-6886

FOUND
~

Bracelet found at Evelyn King Concert
Call 546-8519 describe and its yours

Found car keys near busstop in front of

SOM; North Pleasant St. call 256-6845

Klmbarly Nettelton I found your ring call

546-4429 ask for Heather

Found blue velcro wallet call 546-6061

HELP WANTED
Employment Opportunities part
time/nights available for Spring/Sum-
mer/Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
and Graduate Students in University Alum-
ni Telephone Solicitation program. $4.00
plus an hr. People with sales and /or

telemarketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Telefund Office Memoria l Hall

CATE worker full time sumnwr position

available 5/27 8/31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organizational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-
dent Union or call 545-0341 AA/EEO
CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 60'a: Summer
arnj Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,
iargeat statewide citizen organization for

community furxJraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer and en-
vironmental issues HRS: 2-10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1-800-962 7478

The Commuter Area Government ia

now hiring for the summer. Positior^ are
for 30 hours /week. Must be available

through tt>e fall. Applications available at

404 Student Union 9:00 5:00, Monday
through Friday. We are an affirmative ac-
tion equal opportunity err>ployer Third
World, women, and non traditional

students encouraged to apply. Deadlir>e for

applicatiof^ is April 29

Collegian Drivers' poaitiona availeble
for fall '83. Muat have car, morning hours
free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor-
tunity employer.

Looking for experienced reataurant
help for Cape reataurant. Also landacapirtg

n^inter^efKe call 2S3-5482

CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Great income
potential, all occupatiorv. For information

call: 602^37 3401 axt 833

Worceater Aree - Full or part tin>e work
phys-ed graduate. Boys and girls gym-
rustics. Raauma to Box #2 Cherry Valley,

Maaa 01611

LOST

Ona pair of woman's gleaaea, possibly in

a red oriental case. Might be loat in lot fi22.

Call 6-9149

$25 REWARD dk. blue "Adventuregear"

down jacket. Lost Friday - 22nd on Campus
despersta - Lance, 317JFK. 6-7639

Handwoven Irish Tweed Cap - Grey; left

in Marston 228 or on bench outside ECE Of-

fice. If found, contact Doug 6-6895

QIaaeee in orar>ga case 546-7246 Rita in

Eveninga.

A pair of gleMee in a brown case if found
pleaae call 6-8876.

MEMORIAL

For Chriatine O'Malley at tt>a Newman
Center, 4/30 at 4:30 all weteomal

MOTORCYCLES

Honda 1960 7B0K 7000 milaa garage kept

new Dunlop tirescomplete tune-up xtras

$1800 or BO 253-9376

1962 Kawasaki GPZ760 mint condition

low miles serious inquiries only 549-4363

PERSONALS

Happy Birthday Janet from your guy,

who thinks you're the best! Love always

Dave.

Happy 22 Birthday Laurie you're no or-

dinary Bunny! Up north your a ski bunny,

with or without snow. Down south your a

dune bunny. At poolside a whole new bun-

ny is exposed I Have a hopping good day I

Love Bubbles Hoover and Radar.

Robyn Nous te souhaitons un "Sup>er
Bon" Anniversaire! Fait une fete cherie tes

cheres amies Deborah, Audrey, at Janie.

Dave, Happy 211 This entitles you to one
specail birthday dinner. Have a great one
Love ya lots, Lin.

Donna: this weekend is going to be terrific

Don't worry about it, just get psyched
-Bruce.

SKI CLUB EXCLUSIVE APRIL 30

all thoae who workd 10 hours or more
at the Great Ski Snatch Nov 18-21

contact the Ski Club 546-3437

Get Phyaical Sporting Gooda Co-op
Ocean Pacific Shorts & Shirts

sneakers, frisbees, raquets, £f balls

your sporting goods connection
322 Student Union (next to post office)

Get Psyched for Southwest Week
"Rock the Pyramids"

Tues: Visitorz Mass Transit

Wed: Cruisers Performers

Thurs: Midnight Sun
Fri: BMCP on Pyramids

10:00 pm WMUA Basketball Block Party

Sat: 8:00 movies 3 Stooges Horsefeathers

Sun Concert
David Johansen

Carlton Bryan b Crossroads
Abby Strauss
Urban Renewal

Heroes in Trouble

Hot Air Balloon Rides
sponored by:

The Pub, The Sub
DomirKi's, Bart's Ice Cream

Communication Disorders Majora
award ceremony April 29 6 pm Memorial
Hall wine and cheese reception free

Leabian/Gay Dance Friday April 29 at 9
pm 10th Floor Campus Center admission 2$
for more info call 5-0154

UMASS ULTIMATE SHOWDOW
MAY 4, 1963

Ultimate Tournament sponsored by
The Sporting Goods Co-op

Bring a teem roster by the Co-op for

complete details 322 Student Union

JJ I hope you have a t)eauttful birtttday love

Emma
Career Placement Assistance for

Graduates Gam an edge through Mas
Marketing. Operations Research Interna-

tional. PO Box 5470, Avon, CokKado,
81620 call toll free 1-80(M21 3217

Quad Day and Dance. Dance - 9-1 Friday

$1.00, OJ, Worcester DC BYOB Quad Day:
12-6 The Foolsl SUB rain location Thank
you Donna and Jenn for all your help

BONGO HAPPY BIRTHDAY you New
Traditionalist don't drive in NJ love Weaver
Flash arxj Frog

My Merlanne; I've k)oked arour>d enough
to know, tfiat you're the one I want to go
through time with, I hope this birthday is

your bast ever! AM my tove, Tony

Use you are the best friend and roommate
a Uman couM evah have Happy Birthday

Amy
CRISPIN Happy Birthdayl Oops. I'm eerty.

Your k>ving sister, Nganga

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE"

Diaaertations. theses, cases, papers
guaranteed acceptance k>w rates 5-<^92,

584-7924 Nancy.

PUFFTON SUBLET

3 bedroom Puffton pool A/C spotiight

320$/mo negotiable June August Kathy
549-4035

RICK MUNROE
~

URGENT you call me keep trying collect

O.K. Ruth.

ROOM WANTED

Cape apartment South Yarmouth call

Chris 256-6052 leave message

2 looking for houaing in

Falmouth/Woods Hole area. Mike 549-0223

Femele looking for a place on the Cepe
in the Hyannis/S. Yarmouth area call Nan-
cy 549-1642

ROOMMATES WANTED ~
Reaponsible roommates wanted for

fall. One space available for summer
253-5109

Townehouse Apt. summer sublet fall op-

tion for 2 people 549 6313

Quiet matured male or femele to share

two Puffton 1 bed rooms 253-3561 dinner

time

Female roommate wented for Brittany

Manor Apt fall semester call 6-5237 or

6^5243

Available now. One room in house, only

one mile to campus, on bus route, large

yard with nice view 150 253-3362

One Female for two bedroom Southwood
Apartment 253 7845

2 People to share large bedroom in 3

bedroom Townehouse apt for fall call Im-

mediately Shan 6-9623 Sheryl 6-9680.

SERVICES
~

Fast accurate typing $1.50/page Leslea

584-3433

SUMMER RENTALS

The ideal place: centrally located on cam-
pus, everything and more included. $250.

for singles, $150. for double's for the full

summer. Call Glenn S. at 545-004/ or

546-2150

SUMMER SUBLET
~

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouse
Southwood apt on bus rt, swim pool, rent

negotiable call 253 3810

1 bdrm Cliffside on bus rt pool and tennis

courts 285$ 665 4386

With fall option Two bedroom apt in

house in Belchertown. On bus. 323-5854

Rolling Green Apt - sublet for summer
with fall option for 1 of two bedrooms
beautiful apt, furnished, on bus route. Call

Joel 256 0435

Female wanted for own room in 2
bedroom Puffton fall option call Toby
549^137

One bedroom in a two bedroom apt in

Brandywina, pK)ol, cable, rent/best offer

call 546-8500 or 546 8487

1 bedroom in apartment Cliffside fall op-
tion $166/ mo 666 7560 545-0097 Ruth

Furnished Townehouse Apt AC, rent

negotiable call Scott or Rich 549 0516

Townehouae Apt • 3 bedroom - sunrwner

sublet fully furnished AC cable caN
anytime 549-3843

Female wanted to eummer sublet Bran-
dywine room. For more information
549-0425

Bmdywine furnished 2 bedroom 66 per
month and negotiable call 549-5966

2 bedroom apt June 1 August 31
Downtown Amherst $286.00/mo 256-8639

Rent I6B 1. 2, or 3 people 5 nr>ins to cam-
pus Presklential apts call 549-4483

BeeutHul 3 bdrm Townehouse for sum-
mer sublet. Pleese call 549-1215

Cooperative household. North Amherst
on bu8lir>e. Also storage space available.

549^862

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400/mth
avail 6/1 2S3-9677

3 bdrm house in Downtown Amherst $
negotiable call now 549-5660

Cheap cheep rent for a 3 bdrm
townehouse apt fully furnished call

549- 1833/549-3863

House in N Amh (6/19/1) on bus rte 4
BIG bdrnru. 280/mo. or 66/bdrm./mo. call

549^5893

Amherst Center apartmant sublet with
fall option, 1-3 bedrooms available caN
549^6378

3 bedroom Puffton Apt furnished, pool,
tennis courts, cheap 549-4711

3 bedroom fully furnished luxurious apt
in Townehouse for the summer. Ideal loca-

tion at low price. Ca l l 549-5968 or 256-8382

3 bedroom apt very close to camous £r

town rent negotiable furnished free cable
for sumn>er call 256-6150

2 bedroom Cliffside Apt summer sublet

w/fall option $360/mo utilities inc call

966-3963 late nites

Souttiwood 2 large bedrooms easily ac-

comodates 4 $90.00/ month each call

2535666

One bedroom in Souttiwood apartment
non-smoking female fall option rent

negotiable 256 0769

Cool, light efficiency apartment, fur-

nished. Triangle St., Amherst, rent

negotiable. 549-0467 or 545-0864

Puffton Village siimrr>er sublet one or two
rooms $100 Jay 549-5921

Summer sublet fell opt Amherst center

apt Karen or Lisa 253 2157 util incI

Summer aublet 1 bdrm rent neg call

549-0343 Brandywina AC pool

Spacioua Squire Apt balcony, walk-in

closets, cable, bus route, $360 666-2998 fall

option

Mature female for bedroom in Colonial

Village 253-3220
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Anyone interested in being a manager for the

men's basketbal team during the 1983-84 season

should contact the basketball office. It is located

in the Boyden Building on the second floor.

Grorillas plan ambush
ofArmy at West Point

By BILL SHEA
tollcgiaa SUff

Yesterday, the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team,

which usually hits Boyden Field at alxjut 4

p.m. for weekday practice sessions, didn't

get on the field until about 5:1.'> last night,

and with good rea.son.

While 1 1 Gorillas ganged up on a Food

Science exam, the rest of the Gorillas

were in a meeting rtK)m on the second

floor of Bt)yden Gymnasium, waiting to

discuss the factors which contributed to

the 8-7 loss to Harvard Wednesday and

the 3-6 record thus far this year.

But more imjK»rtantly. the Gorillas

discussed their plans for this weekends

trip to West Point, which, whatever else

they decide to do this weekend, will surely

include a battle with the Cadets of Army
n<K)n Saturday.

"We talked about whether we're going

down there to play to win or just play and

get our butts kicked," said assistant coach

Jim Weller

Weller was the leading scorer on last

year'^team which owned a 6-1 record and

had playoff aspirations when they hosted

the cadets and whipp<*d them 14-8. But

this year the (iorillas are marching to Ar
my territory with no national ranking and

no shot at a post season playoff berth.

A win will be no easy task (UMass is 1-3

on the road). Army is one of the top rank-

ed teams in the nation and, as always,

those Army men are in great shape. Get-

ting up at 6 a.m. every morning and runn-

ing a few miles tends to do that for you.

But the fact is, the Gorillas better be

ready to play because Army is currently

ranked fifth in the nation. Owners of a 7 1

record, a victory last week over then top

ranked Syracuse 9-6, the Cadets have

strong aspirations for a post sea.son

playoff berth.

Army is led by a strong attack, featur-

ing Dave Cino and Paul Giodano, the

leading scorers the last two years for the

t'adets. Barry Cain, John Mincone, and

Brad Broadwell will have the assignment

to stop the Cadet attack.

Offensively, the Gorillas are led by

sophomore Mike Fiorini, leading the team

in goal scoring with 16 goals. He has also

dished out 6 assists for a total of 22

points.

Army is the first in a consecutive string

of tough games for the Gorillas. After this

trip they return for a home date with

Dartmouth May 3 U'fore Syracuse and

Maryland, both nationally ranked teams,

come to Boyden Field next weekend.

Women lacrosse hosts

Temple, nation's best
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

I oitefiui surr

It's going to be a rough one. The
University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team will face its toughest test of

the season as they host both Temple
University and Northwestern University

on the upf)er NOF'E field this weekend.

The predicted hot weather for the

weekend will not make things any easier

for the 9-1 stickwomen who have won
their lasr eight straight games.

Temple is currently rated number one

by the National Collegiate Athletic

Association. UMass is fifth and is also the

defending national champions of the now
defunct American Intercolleagiate

Athletics for Women (AIAW). Nor-

thwestern is no slouch either as they are

ranked number 10 by the NCAA.
"From Temple we expect speed and a

lot of scoring. They have lieen playing a

man to man and zone defense, so we're

not sure what to counter with," said

coach Pam Hixon. "They have a potent

offense and the ability to score tons of

goals, so we will try to reduce their goal

scoring ability. But we can score too, so

we will continue to do what has been suc-

cessful for us; play tough "D" and take

advanatage of the g^ood scoring oppor-

tunities," added Hixon.

Temple has lost one game so far this

season to Delaware, has tied Harvard,

and also has had several one goal games.
Hixon hopes to win at least one of the two
games, and UMass will come out ag-

gressively as usual and take it to both

teams.

"At certain positions, we certainly have

speed. Player for player we probably can't

outrun them. We are not going to do too

much differently, just try to play an in-

telligent game. Temple must play an ex-

ceptional game. A loss would hurt them

more than it would hurt us. But a win

would give us a lot of momentum and con-

fidence," said Hixon.

Hixon is not really thinking about the

Northwestern game, even though it is so

close. Northwestern has already defeated

nationally ranked Dartmouth and will be

looking to upset the laxwomen.

Ihe stickwomen will host Temple this

afternoon at 4 p.m. in what promises to be

the start of an exciting women's lacrosse

weekend at UMass. ()n Saturday after-

noon at 1:00 p.m. Temple will take on

UNH, and at 3:00 p.m. the Minutewomen
will host Northwestern. The final game
will take place Sunday morning at 11:00

a.m. as UNH meets Northwestern.

Men's tennis travels to Yale for New Englands
By SCOTT HOOD

C«il*ff«Ui Huff

The "Invasion of the Ivies" will com-

mence this morning in New Haven. Cxin-

necticut when the New England Tennis

Championships get underway at Yale

University. ()mit Dartmouth, name the

other three Ivy League schools in the six-

state region and you have also named the

three favorites going into this weekend's

tournament. That's right. The answer is

Harvard, Brown, and the host Eli

They are the cream of New England ten-

nis, and all the other coaches in this tourna-

ment know It. The Cnmson and the Eli will

contend for the number and two spots,

with the Bruins (no, not those Bruins) tak

ing third plrce The rest of the picture is

garbled.

"Fourth place will be contested by every

other team there," says University of

Massachusetts coach Bob Szlosek. Of the

seven remaining sch<»ols in the t«>urney.

that fourth position will be a race between

such schools as UMass. Bo8U)n College,

Boston University, Clark University, and

Rhode Island

The individual players include Glen

Layendecker of Yale and Howard Sands of

Harvard, both of whom are two of the bet-

ter collegiate players in the United States.

But Szlosek feels Neal Mackertich, the

number one singles player for the

Minutemen, will hold his own against the

heavyweights.

"If Neal gets a good draw, then there is a

good chance he could go a long way,

because Neal can compete with anybody in

New England." said Szlosek.

Yesterday the Minutemen had a match

against Vermont The match was ended by

verbal agreement at 5 p.m. due to UMass'

obligation to be at Yale by 7 p.m. for the

drawing of the seeds.

The singles were completed, with the

Cati'.'nounts winning four, including

number one where Bob McCredie upset

Mackertich 6-4, 6-3.

"He played very well," said Mackertich.

"He didn't miss a shot the whole match He
was penetrating very well. His serve was

big and he vollied with incredible touch. If I

came in he lobbed over me. I played pf)orly

and he dictated tempo. I just didn't hit my
shots."

Steve Jordan and Stuart Goodman, at

number two and three singles respectively,

registered the lone victories. G<x>dman re-

bounded from Wednesday's bad match

against John Niceforo of Tufta to crush Vic

Milligan 6-3, 6-0.

"I forgot about yesterday's match and I

got some confidence early. I won my first

game that went 3 all, which is important

psychologically. I didn't lose another one

for the rest of the match." said CKxxlman.

Jordan rebounded to beat Mike B<>nfigli.

3-6. 6-1. 6-0. Losses were suffered by Rich

Lindgren, Mike Du.seau, and Chris Allaire,

at four, five and six singles respectively. Minuteman Steve Jordan

Softball seeks Atlantic Ten
title in Penn State tourney

By GERRY deSIMAS
C«M»ffua Staff

UNIVERSITY PARK, Penn. - The

University of Massachusetts softball team

can move one step closer to their goal of

making the NCAA tournament this

weekend as the Minutewomen compete in

the Atlantic 10 conference champion

ships, at Penn State, today and tomor

row.

The winner does not get an automatic

bid U) the 16 team NCAA tournament, but

how Massachusetts plays may well decide

if UMa.ss earns their first bid since 1980.

Mas.sachusetts, ranked number one in

the latest New England poll and number

one in the NCAA Northeast region, faces

Rutgers and Rhode Island as their main

competitors for the sole Northeast bid in-

to the NCAA's. Adelphi is also in the run

ning for the Northeast bid. but is not in

the Atlantic 10.

Before Wednesday's upset by Central

Cc^ necticut, UMass could have sewed up

th. first seed, but now it is ranked second

behind URI. Penn State. Rutgers, Tem-

ple, and St. Joseph's round out the

seedings.

So, the Minutewomen will play at noon

today the winner of the Penn State • St.

Joseph's match-up in their opening game
of this double elimination tournament.

One thing is for sure, they will meet
Rutgers and Rhode Island along the way
3f)mewhere
"We have to beat those teams (Rutgers,

URI) and then there will be no doubt in

anyone's mind of who's going (to get the

NE bid), " said head coach Elaine Sortino.

"We are going into the tournament and

you have to win. It doesn't matter who
you play, the pitchers — when you go into

a tournament you have to win."

In previous action this season. UMass
has won two of three from Rutgers and

split with URI.
Injury-wise, UMass has no new injuries

— only some old sores. Ail-American cat-

cher Jackie Gaw is still nursing a sore

shoulder and Missy Oman still has a sore

wrist but other than that UM is ready to

Ko.

Pitchers Lynn Stockley and Cathy

Reed, both freshmen, will start.

After this weekend, UMass" chances to

go to Omaha, site of the 1983 College

World Series, will be more defined, with

or without the Atlantic 10 crown.

Football team holds spring

training contest tomorrow
By RUSS WHINNEM

c«ikfiMisun

The final score to most will mean
nothing. Even head coach Bob Pickett

acknowledges that the main idea is to

"have some fun." However, when a sea of

red and white jerseys take the field at

Alumni Stadium at 2 p.m. tomorrow for

the annual spring varsity football game, a

very real wave of emotion will accompany
them.

The situation is this. Last night follow-

ing regular team practice, a "draft" was
held by s<]uad seniors, to choose up sides

for the game. After that, it will be a light

practice today and a long night ahead to

dream of being the star the next day. The
game itself will be just that — a game
situation. The only alterations will l)e the

no kick-off and blocking punts, field goals,

or extra points rule.

Mentor Pickett looks at the game as

another workout, a lot of fun, and another
chance to evaluate who may or may not be

ready for a varsity jersey. However, the

coach, who has not been exactly blessed

with good weather thus far, insists that

important judgements will not be based

I

on this one scrimmage.

"Because of all the rain our practices

have been thrown off some," Pickett

says. "If we get 16 to 18 good practices in

though, we'll be very happy. The game
will be a part of the evaluation but that

won't be all. I'd hate to judge a young
man on one day."

For players usch as freshman walk-on
Brian Gibson, though, the atmosphere
will be intense.

"For me it's a chance to be part of

varsity and playing there is what it's all

about, " Gibson, a safety, says. "I'm just

happy they've given me the chance to

show what I can do throughout and this

game sums up the spring. It's the last

chance to go out and give it your all."

Meanwhile, perish the thought that the

veterans on the team view this game with

any less enthusiasm than their younger
teammates. Grady Fuller, a three year

superstar from the defensive backfield is,

frankly, pretty pumped up.

"I'm totally psyched," Fuller explained

outside the locker room. "This is my last

spring game and my last chance to work
on my techniques. Besides," he grinned,

"the scouts will be there."
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UMass celebrates its 120th anniversary

By KEVIN BOWE

".
. each State which may take claim to

the benefit of this act, to the endowment, for

support and maintence Isic) of at least one

college where the leading object shall be,

without excluding other scientific and

classical studies, and including military tac

tics, to teach such branches of learning as

are related to agriculture and the mechanics

arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the

States may respectively prescribe, m order to

promote the liberal and practical education

of the industrial classes m the several pur

suits and professions in life.
"

- Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862

So began the seeds of the University of

Massachusetts.

Founded one year later as the

Massachusetts Agricultural College, UMass

has, since its inception, been known by its

reputation for providing a quality post

secondary education for all students who

aspire for it, regardless of their economic

status.

But another, often unnrtentioned, mandate

was given when UMass was founded 120

years ago that of serving the citizens of the

Commonwealth o* Massachusetts All these

years this land grant institution in Amherst

has undergone three phases of development

as an agricultural college, a state college and

a university with a strong research oriented

faculty, while quietly trying to live up to its

land grant mission

In fulfilling its histonc mission as an

agricultural school over the past century,

UMass has served the Ma88achus<»tts armer

in alleviating such diverse probl^n* «^^^
erosion, animal disease, or dispt»c«d ^•*'»

(and

Today society denr>and8 more from its land

grant institutions and UMass has, m some

ways, adjusted to those demands As our

society begins a new transformation, UMass

must be able to meet the challenge without

comprising its acaemic integrity

The transition from an industrial society in-

to a so called knowledge based economy', *

an economy based on the processing of m-
^

formation, is forcing the University com-

munity to grapple with some ma|Or ques-

tioot: What are the needs of the future arKi

how do they conflict with the immediate

needs of today? How do the needs of the

society clash with the needs of a strong

liberal arts education and the need for main

taining academic freedom?

A balanced liberal arts education is always

needed. But a new component, an

understanding of the technology that is in-

creasingly changing society, is needed. And

UMass is needed to assist society with the

problems of today while it simultaneously

preparing for the needs of the future.

"UMass has not fully developed its land

grant role compared to other states, " said

Dr. John Hoy, president of the New England

Board of Higher Education. "What is

fascinating about it today is that UMass was

never encouraged to become a great (land

grant) institution
"'

The Massachusetts Institute of

Technology was granted a charter on April

27, 1863, two days before the Massachusetts

Agricultural College charter grant. MIT's

charter emphasized the "mechanical arts"

while MAC'S aim was on agriculture.

Today, while MIT plays a national and in-

ternational role "'It's clear that

Massachusetts needs a land grant institu

tion," Hoy said

As part of its effort to nr>eet the demands

of today, the UMass Cooperative Extension

Service brings its diverse expertise from

energy efficient audits and solar heat

demonstrations to 4 H programs for special

needs children to almost every area of the

Commonwealth.

Over the past decade, Massachusetts

cities and towns have experienced serious

problems of urban decay and eroding tax

bases, which have been further exacerbated

by the passage of the "Proposition 2 'A ' tax

cutting referendum in 1990. The Center for

Economic Development, a program that

utilizes the resources of the UMass School of

Management, is trying to ease the problems

of these communities. Serving such cities

and towns as Attleboro, Chicopee, Gardner,

Lawerence, Peabody and Springfield, the

Center assists in the development of

downtown revitalization projects, studies the

growing problem of the reuse of closed

municipal buildings and develops manange

ment programs for community planning,

prepares and revises zoning laws to meet the

needs of the community and serves as a

resource on federal and state grant pro

grams.

The Center also assists in economically

depressed areas. Through five regional of

fices, UMass offers business counseling and

research services and classroom experience

at nominal fees to businesses with no more

than 500 employees and $30 million in sales

But UMass IS not just concerned with the

conditions of local communities and

businesses. It is also attempting to grapple

with the Commonwealth's severe en

vironmental problem associated with the

"acid rain" phenomena believed to be killing

thousands of lakes m Massachusetts and oth

er Northeastern states and Canada Scien-

tists theorized that coal stacks in the

midvyest emit toxic emmissions into the at

rrKM|||i)ere which comes down as precipita

t<oo into our 2,600 lakes

UMass researchers are at the forefront of

itterrjpting to grapple with this potentially

itMSiarous problem. For the last four years.

\

scientists from the Water Resources

Research Center have been monitoring rain

fall and have found it contains high amounts

of acidity. In an effort to inform, the public,

the acid rain levels are broadcast over several

Massachusetts radio and television stations.

The study of acid rain is now being

broadened to include every lake region in

Massachusetts. Last March, UMass resear-

chers from the departments of botany,

chemistry, forestry and plant pathology,

along with hundreds of volunteers from en-

vironmental groups, collected samples from

more than 2,000 lakes across Massachusetts

in an effort to systematically monitor the ef-

fects of acid rain statewide,

But UMass has a long way to go before it

can be recognized as a distinguished univer-

sity. One reason is that a very small amount

of the activities that the faculty members

have conducted is utilized to help solve the

policy problems of the Commonwealth.

"Where else should government turn

to?, " Dr. Hoy asked rhetorically.

"The landgrant institution should be the

first place to turn. It is vastly preferable to

private industry or other sources, " he said.

The use of UMass by the leaders of state

government to research key public policy

issues is now only at an embronic stage. One

example of utilizing UMass's expertise was a

two day symposium of the Agriculture and

Natural Resources Legislative Committee

held at the Amherst campus last fall.

Staff of the committee suggested subjects

to the UMass College of Food and Natural

Resources for topics they wished to cover

Graduate students and faculty planned the

workshops around these suggestions. Such

issues as the "Economics of Hazardous

Waste" or "Land Use and Waste Disposal"

were discussed to aid the legislators

As society begins to transform from the

traditional industrial based economy to one

that is increasingly based on knowledge and

r>ew t^chnolOQie8, UMass finds itself with

the challenge of confronting the future. Even

though it has not fully nf>et all the challenges

of today, it must be given the chance to

prepare for tomorrow

As the mission of the University changes,

it must continue to have tf>e three essential

functions of teaching, at a low cost affor-

dable price, all students who wish to learn;

developing a faculty that is committed to

rataarch within their disciplines; arxl conti-

continued on next page

By ED LEVINE

When Senator Justin L. Morrill of Vermont sponsored

the Morrill Land Grant Act of 1862, he intended to provide

federal monies to allow states to purchase land and set up

colleges to help young people learn to take advantage of

the ever-increasing technologies of agriculture and in-

dustry.

When Massachusetts decided to take advantage of the

Senate's offer and established the Massachusetts

Agricultural College in 1863, so began the University of

Massachusetts, which was to grow both in size and scope,

exceeding even Justin Morrill's wildest imaginations

After mucfi planning, Amherst, already the home of

Amherst College, was selected as the site for the new state

agricultural school over Springfield, Northampton and Lex-

ington. A 310 acre tract of land was purchased for the

school and construction began the four wooden buildings

which originally comprised the college's campus.

In 1867, the Massachusetts Agricultural College opened

for business with four faculty n^embers and 56 students. At

first, the educational focus was on techniques of

agriculture and aninnal sciences. Other courses were of-

fered in chemistry, political economics, languages,

literature and physical education.

Over the next several decades, the college began to

grow, awarding its first graduate degrees in 1896 and con

stantty expanding its curriculum After World War I, when
it became clear tf>at the school was broadening its horizons

beyond agricultural training, the first era of growth had

begun. In Apnl 1931, tf>e state Legislature decided the

change in focus of the school was enough to change its

nan>e to the Massachusetts State College.

During World War H, enrollrnents at the college fell as

most young men put off their education to fight in the war,

leaving the campus populated mostly by women. After the

war, however, veterans of the military began to take advan-

tage of the New G.l. Bill offenng them a free education,

arnj the college once again began to flourish.

In 1947, as the enrollment jumped to more than 2,400

students studyir>g nr^any disciplines, the state legislature

once again responded to the growth of the school, official

Jy changing its name to the University of Massachusetts.

Since the final name change, the University has grown at a

remarkable rate.

Loaded with new students taking advantage of veteran's

benefits, the University began to grow and prosper. By

1960, the campus population had increased to 6,496

students and 366 faculty members. It became apparent that

UMass needed to grow, physically, to keep up with the ex-

pansion of enrollment and services.

Throughout the 1960s, the campus began to reform.

Buildings sprang up every year. Such complexes as the

Campus Center and the Orchard Hill, Sylvan anc

Southwest residential areas were built, along with Herte

Hall, the University Library Tower, the Graduate Researcl"

Center and the Whitmore Administration Building. Whai
had once been a sleepy little agricultural college campus
with a few wooden buildings, stockyards and fields of

crops, had grown into a city of its own in the midst of a

fornr>erly peaceful valley.

As the Amherst campus began to grow, so did the

University as a whole. A partner school was established in

Boston, which itself expanded to accommodate com-

muters and older students, until it needed new quarters,

eventually cor^tructed at Columbia Point overlooking

Boston Harbor in Dorchester. A medical facility was
established in Worcester, satellite campuses stretched

across the state and research stations were set up world-

wide.

Once the growth slowed in the early 1970s, UMass
began to settle in to its new confines and work on improv

ing the quality within the walls of the buildings. Research

progranris became more prominent. The schools of

business and anginaaring, as well as some departments

such as chemical angineenng and sociology, became na

tionally prominent. And the University continues to grow.

As UMass enters its 13th decade, however, it enters a

new phase in its rich history. The era of rapid growth and

unlimited funds for education is over. Money is tight.

Education does not have the priority it once enjoyed

The world beyond UMass is changing, too, and the ef

fects of tf>e sociological and economic metamorphasis are

beginning to show here on campus. More students are vy-

ing for coveted openings m the business and engineering

programs, while those with liberal arts educations are see

ir>g potential job markets wither. As the world changes,

UMass struggles to adapt, to prepare itself for the future, A
future which remain* uncertain, yet somehow challenging.

In the fall of 1962, there were 1,470 faculty members on

the Amherst campus, teaching a total of 24,949 students,

including 5,300 working toward graduate degrees. The
students themselves have changed also since the early

days when high school graduates came to the state's lan-

dgrant college to learn how to make their family farms more
modern and efficient. According to University statistics,

more "non-traditional" students are entering UMass. Many
of these students are older. Many are retraining to keep up

with the new technologies which are

dominating the world. While students of the past came to

UMass supported by their father's and reared by their

mothers, today's students are coming from families where

both parents work. Last year, according to University

statistics, two- thirds of incoming students were from two

income families.

As the cost of education continues to soar, with the

price tag of a private education skyrocketing beyond the

means of much of society, the "new working class"

generation struggles to keep their values and resp>ect for a

post-secondary education. As education changes, society

changes. As society changes, so does education.

This delicate interrelationship is sonr>ething UMass and
other schools must now face. How do educational institu-

tions both lead and follow society? How do they adjust?

How does a University live up to its mission to provide

training for future technologies when its uncertain what

those technologies will be?

All these issues are topics University administrators,

students, parents, alumni and state politicians will have to

deal with now and in the future Finding the right formula is

a difficult, if not impossible task. It will take a lot of hard

work arKJ cooperation before it is achieved.

As the University celebrates its 120th anniversary, we
have taken the time to reflect on the past, on the changes

this campus and its population has undergone, and tried to

look into the future. Today's history was yesterday's

future. To examir^e what may happen in a tinr>e yet to

coma, one must understnnd the past Hopefully, we can all

learn something about where we've been and try to figure

out wtiere we are going.

Above all, however, one thing is clear: The University of

Massachusetts, with all its faults and shortcomings, its a

first rate institution with a rich history and tradition. It is

unlikely that tradition will fade in the future.

it Changing Future
continued from previous page

nuing its public service component of the

land grant institution

'The Univarsity will define its mission in

tf>ese three ways wisely. Although a lot of it

IS written in the nature of the Massachusetts

economy, " Hoy said.

The three areas Hoy forsees as needing at

tantion for UMass' land grant role in the

1980's arxl 90 s are assisting in improving the

pnmary and secondary schools in the Com-
rrxKiwaalth; raadjuating tf>e educational mis

sion to accomodata the older students who
will increasingly make up collage enrollments

in tf>e future, and the need to assist govern

ment aruj industry in confronting the

technological aspects of a changing

economy, just as its original mission was to

assist in agricultural development.

UMass appears better equipped to meet

the needs of the future compared to its ac

complishments of assisting with the pro-

blems of today

Umaaa is aggressively trying to help im

prove the three largest school systems in

Massachusetts: Boston, Worcester and Spr

ingfield. The School of Education has faculty

members active in many schools statewide

seeking to help improve the teaching capaci

ty of individuals by direct help or added

graduate work for the teachers.

Through a cooperative effort with the

business community and a group of public

schools, UMass-Amherst is conducting a

teacher training program for math and

science teachers, which are increasingly in

demand. The program takes recent

graduates in these fields and certifies them

for teaching positions The individuals would

be committed to teaching for at least a three

year period. During this time, companies

would provide part-time employment to

compensate the low pay teachers receive in

comparison to private industry. Plans are

currently being developed so that students

who complete their three year committment

would have a proportion of their student

loans waived.

Because of its geographical location,

UMass Amherst will find it very difficult to

meet the needs of the older students who
predominately live in urban areas. Most of

this mission will fall on its partner university

in Boston and smaller satellites in areas like

Waltham, Lawerence, Holyoke or Spr-

ingfield.

One way to compensate for its location is

to use video technology to bring the

Amherst classroom to other parts of the

Commonwealth, and with the recent

passage of the Massachusetts Corporation

for Educational Telecommunication, an ef-

fort conceived of by UMass the University

will be linked up to colleges and businesses

statewide Courses, mostly graduate, taught

at UMass, will be beamed to students who
are unable to travel to Amherst.

The most controversial chiange in tfie

UMass mission lias in the increasing direc-

tion towards technologicaal programs that

will assist, many believe, the profits of

private corporation arnl will comprise the

academic integrity of a research university.

"The Amherst campus' main strength is

it's always been devoted to a strong liberal

arts tradition in a very deep sense," Hoy
said

"And this IS a very healthy base from

which to confront the technological, or more

accurately, the knowledge based changes in

society."

Just as the Cooperative Extension Service

played a role in Massachusetts agriculture,

the Applied Technology Center is trying to

fill the void for high technology en

trepreneurs

The Center is designated to assist

manufacturing and service companies in

New England and to develop their research

needs for certain fees. Dr. David Navon, ac

ting director, believes the center will become

a "problem solving" agency for companies

at a phce individual companies cannot

match

So as UMass begins its 121st year as a

land grant institution, it can only reflect on

mediocre acomplishments of the past — a

record that must be blamed evenly onto the

facts of history which brought about a very

strong research base in Boston through the

strength of the independent universities and

colleges located there.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that

the Commonwealth demands a stronger role

through its public land grant university in the

coming years. UMass appears ready to

meet these challenges, our communities,

businesses, environmental groups and
citizens appear eager for the assistance. The
questions is will our leaders of the Com-
monwealth have the vision to let it happen?

A symbol of the modem era, the University tower library

ing over a symbol of days gone by, the Old Chapel.

r^oto bv Kevin

seems ominous
I r*cfcMII

loom-
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It's academic: Learning is the name of the game at UMass

Engineerings business and arts:

the search for an even balance

By PAUL A. BASKEN

In the face of the combined forces of a

tight economy and the world drive toward

computerization, deans of the Schools of

Management and Engineering and the

College of Arts and Sciences, instead of

quickly expanding to accomodate the

market, are now fortifying eflorts to

maintain and improve both academic

quality and overall diversity at the

University of Massachusetts

All three have fa years capped un

dergraduate enrollment (Management, at

2,000 students; Engineering, at 2,200

students: and Arts and Sciences, at 10,000

students). All three serve growing fields. In

a day m which demand dictates supply, the

miaochip is the future, resumes open

doors, and higher education is big business,

the schools of the three largest and fastest

growing fields could be pushing their luck

with the University's 120 year old

reputation. But they're not.

School of Engineering

The newest of deans, James John of

engineering, is m the most recently ex

plosive of the three broad divisions. But

instead of looking to share some of the bull

market in a state with "the golden high

way" and full of twayear technical m
stitutes, John is stressing quality over

quantity

The newest three additions to the

electrical and computer engineering

dapartmeots, for example, are among the

fust to be sought and hired under a new
approach the school has adopted
"Improvements in quality, " said John, is

the objective of new faculty requirements

which now stipulate research work to

achieve tenure and heighten overall em
phasis of their gradut ate school

In short, John is working to give the

University o^ Massachusetts one d the top

10 engineering schools in the country. He
feels It IS now among the best 30 or 40.

Although the school now receives about

half the ^ percent of its budget donated by

industry in 1980. it continues to attract

rrKXiey $4 million wer the past three

years and $3 million a year m both

government and corporate research grants.

But also cruaal. John said, is the growing
"realization on the part of the legislature

that engineering is important

The Off Campus Manufacturing
Program, a course series for working
engineers to be staffed by University

professors next semester in Lexington, is

an example of a new offshoot the school has

begun to combine both the move toward

graduate school emphasis (it and the

school s series of videotaped courses sent

out to companies are primarily grdduate

curriculum) and a recognition of the need to

combat the steadily increasing problem of

rapid obsolesoenoe in an engineering

education.

And while the "more job oriented un

dergraduate may have evolved a more

speaalized selection of course offerings, it

has not weakened the University's com

mitment to a rounded education for its

engineers - half of all courses taken are

outside the major and have been since the

schoolsbeqinninqiust after World War |i

College of Arts and Sciences

the School of

to reflect what
Management
Dean Harry

to

he

ex

but

With majors that range from dance

chemistry, Dean James W Shaw of

College of Arts and Sciences is also

periencing a 'pulling in opposite ways,'

of declining as well as growing fields

As a result, the 2,500 students accepted

annually into a liberal arts major are

treated for "job consciousness" in two

ways, Shaw said

First, the college has in the past two

years instructed its undergraduate advisors

to stress speafic careers in helping

students plan their education. But, as a

second pant of action, and somewhat a

contradiction of the first, advisors "try to

reassure them that the connection between

their major and what they're doing at 35 is

very small "

"Do one for love and one for money,
'

Shaw advises liberal arts students, who
then often combine majors, with results

sometimes as diverse as classical English

and computers."

The College itself, however, does not

devote much effat to moving with the job

market, Shaw said, for several reasons; it is

almost impossible" to predict demand
( "engineers are a good example '"), tenured

professors restrict cross field adjustment,

and the need to maintain a "aitical mass" c*

students in all departments to ensure

diversity is integral toa "good university "

Although there are exceptions - the

library, while being budgeted by the

governor for physical, external repairs, is

losing academic quality inside its bnck

walls, Shaw said. Programs such as radio

astronomy, meanwhile, are being en

couraged m their growing success - Shaw
sees the University proving itself successful

in efforts not to become a small, narrowly

based, and thus out of business, institution.

However, in sustaining education in

fields that students see as less desirable

(300 to 500 of the 2,500 Arts and Saenoes

freshmen are first rejected by the

management school, while 200 to 300

wanted to be engineers), many depart

ments are helped by sooetal demands,

historical restraints and tradition, Shaw
said

"Much of the deasion has been worked

out by the economy, " as is evidenced by the

decline of schools in many troubled in

dustrial states and the growth of univer

sities in the Sun Belt, Shaw said With its

economy keeping pace nationally,

Massachusetts is providing its largest

university level budgets, but with little

extrafor growth.

School of Management

The School of Business Administration

in

T.

Allan also sees as a broader range of

training for its students — "the managers

of the future."

But having had the highest teaching load

on campus for several years, and having

been allowed to select only 350 of its 2,600

fall applicants, the management school is

also in a position to seek funds to quickly

expand. However , "as long as the system is

providing reasonable access, ' Allan, too,

plans tostress quality first.

Of the 1,200 business schools in the

nation, only 200 are accredited for awarding

masters degrees, and of the 200, Allan

asserted, '"we are in the lop rung " Com
panies are "very eager " to hire the school's

graduates, Allan, said, predicting that by

the year 2000 a marked increase in both

masters degrees and managerial positions

similar to the unprecedented growth of the

1960s when the Ford and Carnagie

Foundations issued reports critical of

business education in the US and sub

sequently donated universities funds to

remedy it.

The school this year received grants and

contracts totalling $1 million from outside

sources, including federal and state money
Allan said is to be used by the Small

Business Development Center, a con

solidation of several schools from

throughout the state, formed by its flagship

university, to provide its 9,000 small

businesses with consultation, training and

applied research

Management courses constitute 40 to 60

percent of a major's schedule, making such

a student "half liberal arts, " Allan figured,

and resulting in a professional, not

vocational, school whose graduates are

better able to keep and adapt toa job.

The School of Management, therefore, is

also seen settling into a relative steady

state, recognizing the opposite end con

straints of a strained teaching staff and

other problems which "Whitmore is cer

tainly sensitive to, " and the need to retain

overall diversity.

Outlook

The Schools of Engineering and

Management and the College (rf Arts and

Saenoes, while looking to a future of

heightened competition with rther schools,

are not looking to compete within the

University for their singular advantage

While budgetary constraints dictate it to

some extent, each is rejecting temptation to

bite off more than they can chew, to the

collective advantage of all University

n^jors.

If when the political climate becomes

more favorable toward higher education,

the University has stuck to its game plan as

outlined by the deans, the School of

E ngineermg may become among the top 10

in the country And the School of

management may be widely recognized as

being in the "top rung " But most im

portantly, the University o* Massachusetts

as a whole should be known as among the

country's finest.

Many alumni make it big

By MARY BETH HEBERT

Throughout its 120 year history, the

Univer isty of Massachusetts has had a

propensity to graduate three kinds o*

successful scholars - engineers, writers

and showbiz people.

It's hard to say which group is more

eminent Amongst the corps o< graduates

UMass has in its ranks are presidents of

huge multi-national corporations, Oscar

nominees and lauded authors.

One student majored in chemical

engineering, made dean's list all four years

and was a member of the chemical

engineering dub. Fortunately for him he

was able to enter into a field where his

engineering expertise could be put to work

John Welch, a graduate of the dass of 1957

and a redpient of a 1982 honorary doctor of

soenoe degree, became president and chief

executive officer of General Electric.

Another chemical engineer who made it is

Richard Mahoney. dass of "56. While his

nanne may not ring any bells, his company

name sure would Mahoney is the president

of Monsanto chemicals.

Andrew C. Knowles' work on the

Mother's weekend committee didn't quite

prepare him for his future, but his degree in

electric engineering did This graduate

from the dass of "57 became not only the

vice president of the Digital Corporation

but is also on the UMass Board of Trustees

Despite the less than evitable record erf

many of our spats teams, UMass has been

able to place several people on professional

teams. Mike Flanagan, who played baseball

for UMass in 1972 and 1973, is one of the top

starting pitchers in the Anr»erican League.

Flanagan won the Cy Young Award in 1979

for his outstanding job with the Baltimore

Orioles. Football player Greg Landry

played quarterback for the Minutemen in

1965, "66 and '67. He later went on to play

for the Detroit Lions and the Baltimore

Colts, and is currently quarterback for the

Chicago Blitz of the newly-formed United

States Football League.

But by far, the most famous UMass
sports alumnus is Julius E rving who played

for the Minutemen in the '69 70 and 70 71

seasons, setting many school records which

still stand. After leaving Amherst at the

end of his junior year, E rving went on to

the American Basketball Assodation where

he played for the Virginia Squires and the

New York Nets. He is currently a forward

for the Philadelphia 76ers of the National

Basketball Assodation.

Often, a quick glance backwards will

show the steps that have led accomplished

people on the path to success Vice

president for news for the American

Broadcasting Corporation, Ed Fouhy. '56,

got his start working as an assistant sports

editor for the Cdlegian

It was r>o ordir^ry doctoral candidate that

submitted his dissertation on "An Integra-

tion of ttie Visual Media via 'Fat Albert and

the Cosby Kids' into the Elenr>entary School

Curriculum as a Taechir>g Aid and Vehicle to

Achieve Increased Learning" BiH Cosby,

who was granted hts Doctor of Education

degree in September 1976, agreed to do his

graduate work at UMass only after the

Universfty agreed not to publiciie his

preserKe. Another doctoral achiever (albeit

an hof>orary one I is Jester Harrison from ttM

cieas of '24 Harrison was noted for his rote

as Leroy, the brother in-law of the Kir>g Fish

on tt>e fan^ous Amos 'n' Andy radio showr.

While he never graduated from UMass. Har-

rison received his degree in 1972 for his fifty

years of achievenr^ents in thu choral music

field

Women from UMass have made their

mark on the work! as well. During her time at

UMass, Natalie Cole, 72, was still trying to

overcome the stignw of being Nat King

Cole s daughter. She began to get recogni-

tion for her own music wt>en she sar>g at the

Top of tf>e Campus lounge

Recent headlines have included the name

of anott>er UMass alumni. Buffy Sainte-

Mane from tt>e clas of '62 just won an Oscar

for fier work on the award-winning 8or>g "Up

Where We Belong" from the rrwvie An Of

fiatr and A Gentleman. A major in Oriental

philosophy, Sainte Marie started singing

professionally at the Old Candy Factory in

Springfield while a UMass student. By 1966,

her albums were selling second only to Joen

Baez > anr>or>gst folksir>gers.

And ttie list of succesful alumni does not

end there Through its 120 year history,

UMass has produced many greet graduates.

The tradition is sure to continue.

Faculty groups made some gains^

continue to strive for improvement

By RITA MURPHY

In a university which has seen ad

ministrators come and go, students enroli

and graduate, buildings rise and then fall,

piece by piece to the ground, one thing has

remained stable at the University of

Massachusetts: the role of the faculty

.

With the passing of the years and the

changing of the make up and direction of

the University, the faculty have also un

dergone changes. But as was the case in

1863, the faculty in 1983 still bestcwv their

wisdom and knowledge upon students

In a time when educational priorities are

being questioned in Washington as well as

the question of what 'ole universities

should play m the future of the country,

UMass and the University faculty have

been faced with questions of their own.

In recent months, the faculty have

examined their roles m academic

responsibilities and have questioned

whether they should be changed.

The faculty have long debated the issue

of the General Education Curriculum

proposal They have looked at it and

questioned what direction it could send the

University and the faculty in particular.

The faculty have always "been the

strongest group involved m academic af

fairs, and thats the way it should tje, " said

Harvey F. Kline, assoaate professor of

political saenoe and former secretary olthe

Faculty Senate.

In recent months, the faculty have

questioned just how involved m academic

aflairs they should be Through months erf

debate, aitiasm and uncertainties, they

have come up with noeasy answers.

They have been divided and yet have

remained unified at the same time, reaf

firming their commitment to education but

questioning what kind of a commitment is

too much of a commitment

They have come up with no easy solutior^

to the question of wf>ere tf>e University is

going, but tt>ey have agreed on one thing:

discussions must continue

While those discussions about the future

role of the faculty at UMass continue,

reflections of the past roles

of the faculty have inevitably surfaced.

Much has changed in terms erf the make

up of the faculty since 1863, and despite

years of questions about their future, the

quality of the faculty has remained con

SI stent throughout the University s history

In 1863. there were just 11 faculty

members on campus, today there 1470

faculty members. A dramatic change in

size, but very little change in style

Professors still taught and students still

learned

The major change faculty have un-

dergor>e in tf>eir history has been in their

role in university government
UMass has two mam faculty bodies, the

Faculty Senate and the Massachusetts

Soaety of Professors (MSP)
Although, in theory, the two groups are

supposed to handle different aspects of

faculty interests on campus, Kline said, the

organizations have sometimes overlapped

during the past few years

The senate's main responsibility is in

academic affairs, he said, while the MSP
deals with faculty contracts.

"Because of faculty bargaining difficulties

in the past few years, there have been ^

number of occasions when the faculty

(groups) had to reach agreement if conflicts

arose with the bargaining mode, " he said.

The history of the senate goes back to

1955, while the MSP came onto the campus

in 1977, according to documents in

University Archives

Before the senate came into existence,

the whole campus faculty would meet at

various times throughout the year, ac

cording tothe documents

In October, 1965, the faculty appointed

an Ad Hoc Committee to look into the

possibility of formir>g a senate made up of

faculty memtjers from each department on

campus.
Robert W Wagner, a mathematics

professor , who was one of the members of

the committee, said one orf the major

reasons for the creation of the senate was to

increase the role of the faculty in gov

ernance.

"It was felt that the faculty wasn't

unified, and there wasn't suffiaent faculty

involvement in governance. So we un

dertook to set-up a senate,' Wagner said

On April 13. 1956, then UMass President

J Paul Mather wrote to all faculty nr>em

bers urging the formation of the senate.

"I regard it as a primary means of ac-

complishing greater demoaacy and par

tiopation for \\\a entire faculty in the af

fairs of the university," Mather wrote

Almost one year tothe day later, on April

n, 1957, the senate met for the first tinrw

According to archive documents, in 1957,

the senate had only 42 members, today

there are 111 senators.

During the 1970's, the senate was more

"politically consaous" than it ever was
before or since then, said David BcK«h, a

pditical sdence professor and seaetary of

the senate from 1974 to 1975.

•With the passing of time into tf>e TD's,

tt>e senate did not seem to be as cor^scious

about politics,' he said.

The MSP has had a lot to do with this, he

said.
'The coming of the union ir>evitably

divided the attention of the faculty betvyeen

protecting the rights and the interests of

tt>e faculty bargaining unit on campus.

It tries to improve working cornlitiorw

of faculty ut UMass while promoting the

goals of higher education.' said George T.

SuUner. acting president of MSP.
MSP

During the middle 60's and early 70's,

there was a tremendous growth in the

student population of the campus. As a

result many new people were hired and

attitudes around the campus were positive,

Sulzner said.

In the middle 1970's, however, the growth

slowed down and fewer people were hired.

The student period of growth had stopped.

The atmosphere on campus changed. Facul-

ty took a 'critical stance towards what was
happening,' in relation to the decrease in the

number of faculty hired, he said.

As a result of all these changes, the MSP
was needed, he said

While both the MSP and the Faculty

Senate changed with time, faculty members
themselves have changed very little in com-
parison with the University as a whole, said

Deane Lee, associate professor of

agriculture and reource economics since

1947
"The biggest difference is that the faculty

in 1947 knew personally the rest erf the

faculty Today that isn't the case, " Lee said.

Another change that has affected the

University is the reward system, he said

"Good teaching was appreaated and

rewarded more than it is now. Now
teaching is downgraded in comparison with

research and publication, " he said.

One major problem faculty did not have

to contend with in its first 100 or so years,

but had to battle in the past 10 years, is

what K 1 1 ne r efer r ed to as "musi cal chai r s at

Whitmore "

In the past 13 years, UMass has had five

chancellors at one time or another Oswald

Tippo, from 1970 to 1971; Randdph W.
Bromery, from 1971 to 1979 Henry Koffler,

1979 to 1982; Loren Baritz, spring erf 1982

until the summer of 1982; and Joseph

Duffey. fall of 1982 topresent

'The great administrative turnover has

hurt the campus in general, " Kline said.

Faculty have had difficulty in adjusting to

the constant changes t)eing made at

Whitmore, he said.

But, Whitmore's instability has not hurt

as much as administrative uncertamtities

have hurt other universities because "the

strength of the university is no* with the

administration, but with the faculty and

students," he said.

Because of the University's first rate

faculty, competent staff and impressive

students, "they have t)een able to deal with

administrative turnover," said former

chancellor Koffler.

The faculty, "the Five College en

vironment ar>d the beautiful setting en

courage vitality and creativity. The

University provides a charged intellectual,

cultural and artistic atmosphere," said

Koffler. now President of the University of

Arizona.

Many professors share Koffler s views on

UMass 'first rate" faculty despite the

administrative problems.

'The faculty have now maintained high

involvement and high visibility compared to

other institutions. The UMass faculty is far

more sophisticated than other univer

sities," Booth said.
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By RICHARD NANGLE

University of Massachusetts sports do not have national

glorification.

You'll never see Keith Jackson extolling the virtues of

the hotshot running back on the UMass football teann. And
Brent Musberger may never have anything to say about a

player of the caliber of John Hempel on the basketball

team.

But nevertheless, UMass has a rich history of athletic

folklore and the promise of an even greater future

Once nicknamed the Redmen, the team names were
changed after complaints from a group of native An^rican
Indians m New York that the name connoted racism. In

1972 the Undergrauate Student Senate asked students to

vote on one of three options: the Minutemen, the

Statesmen or the Artichokes. Everyone knows what hap-

pened next.

Sports at UMass have a tradition of competitivertess that

continues today, with the possible exception of basketball

in recent years.

"I don't think we have to go into any game in any sport

with the idea that they are better than we are," says Dr.

David Bischoff, dean of the School of Physical Education.

UMass IS a rarity among schools with major athletic pro-

grams. Usually one would not talk to someone within the

school of physical education m order to find out about var-

sity sports. But the attitude is different here.

Bischoff said he believes the athletic program com-
plements the education program and thus should be an ex

tension of it. But complementing rather than substituting

for an education does not mean the coaches here do not

want to win.

"The coaches we have here are people who give a damn.
I think athletics provides a remarkable opportunity for

students," Bischoff says.

And more athletes tend to graduate than not, Bischoff

adds
Perhaps the biggest black mark on UMass sports though

is the lack of a modern mdoor facility Baskett>all has the

decrepit, but somehow charming, Curry Hicks Cage But

due to lack of an ice rink and the difficulty of scheduling

games at Amherst College, the hockey program was cann-

ed in the late 70' s The problem is a simple lack of furxls.

"If anyone expects us to be competitive, and if we
understarHJ the realities of athletics with grants and aid, we
have to fir>d new ways to ger)erate revenue, " Bischoff

"If we can't do 8on^thir>g well, I don't think we should
do it at all," he says, explaining why hockey was dropped

"I will continue to push for an indoor facility, he says
The prospects for an indoor facility in the near future

looks grim, although Bischoff says he hopes the grournJ

work will b9 laid by 1990 In this year's Capital Outlay
Budget for UMass. proposed by Governor Michael
Dukakis, the tower library is slated for 13th and I est in

pnonty of funding That kind of prioritiiing leaves little

room for consideration of a new athletic facility

While Bischoff calls the Cage "disgraceful" he is also

quick to point out that it is a great place to see a baskett>all

game. But since it can only accomodate a little more than

4,000 spectators, it is hardly large enough to complerr^ent a
successful program Even with this year's 9 and 20 team
there were a few sell outs and times when students had to

be turned away.

Back in 1970 and 71 thousands were being turned away
at the doors of the Cage. UMass was a contender for the

National Invitational Tourr>ament Championship in those
years thanks to the help of or>e "Doctor" Julius Erving It's

hard to believe that the greatest player in basketball history

once played within the confir>es of the Cage
Erving's high school coech, who was also the UMass

baskett>all coach before Tom McLaughlin, says a baskett)all

buddy of "J's" in highschool narr>ed him Doctor after Erv-

ing ribbed him by continually calling him Professor.

"It surprised me that he becarr>e so good so quick," Ray
Wilson says of the Roosevelt, New York, high school

graduate.

"Everyone thought if he grew he'd become an outstan-

ding player," Wilson says

Well, Erving grew three inches m his senior year After

UMass he played a few years in the An>erican Baskett>all

Association for the Virginia Squares and the New York

Nets Now he's playing for a Philadelphia 76er's team that

seems the most qualified to win the NBA title this year.

UMass hoop goes way back. Back m the fifties, when all

the rednecks looked like Fonzie, the team was captained by
Henry Mosychuk, a brother at Phi Sigma Kappa The team

did not win any accolades that year and the Cage probably

looked much the same as it does now.
One of the earliest varsity basketball seasons dates back

to 1906 when the team was 1-2 for the year. To prove that

some things never change is the fact that some of the

games that year were cancelled - due to financial dif-

ficulties.

The first basketball team, in 1902, went 5-3.

The earliest UMass varsity sports were played when the

college went under a different name.

In 1871, Massachusetts Agricultural College k>elieved

they could field a crew team that would be competitive

with the already well-known Harvard and Brown squads.

To the surprise of crew followers everywhere and the

MAC team itself, H&rvard and Brown placed second and
third to the Aggies at the Ingleside regatta.

A piece of the winning boat, so crudely built that it was
highly inferior to the Harvard and Brown crafts, is encased
in glass in the archives room in the tower library.

Baseball became a MAC mainstay in 1877. The team went
3-1-1 that year with the highlight being a 15-1 drubbing of

rival Amherst College.

But 10 years later, in 1887, MAC was knocked down and
humiliated by the Amherst nine. The final score was 34-4.

Back in those days the long ball was an extreme rarity. The
gloves the players used were pathetically small and lacking in

padding compared to todays models. Its safe to say that

there were a lot of errors committed in those days as the

scores were usually much higher than an average college

baseball score today

19bb was also the year that the current football facility

known as Alumni Stadium was completed. In the
Redmen's first game in the modern stadium they destroyed
American International College by a score of 41-0. Their

next home game was a disappointing 18-6 loss to Buffalo.

The homecoming game that year against Rhode Island

was also the dedication game for Alumm Stadium A letter

of congratulations came from then-Governor John Voipe
for continuing the tradition of UMass football. The Redmen
responded by beating the Rams 30^0

In 1977 the Minutemen went to tf>e Division 1AA playoffs

but lost their semi final game to Lehigh 30^23 The next
year they came close to a national championship. After

defeating Nevada-Reno 44-21, the Mmutmen went to the
Pioneer Bowl in Wichita Falls, Texas, where they lost to

Florida A&M, 35-28

Back in the old days when the football field was in front of

the Chapel, the old building's bell would ring every time the

foottMll team was victonous. The gridiron was known as

Pran Field

The first game ever was in 1879 against, you guessed it,

Amherst College MAC won that game 1-0.

Years later, one of the players on the original team noted,

"We had no uniforms then and were a hard looking bunch
with our old clothes on

""

Eventually it became apparent that Pratt Field had to go
and a more modern stadium should be built. The post

depression era saw the UMass Redmen playing on Alumni
Field located on the grounds now occupied by the Whitmore
Administration Building.

The first ganrte ever played on Alumni Field was on Oc-

tober 9, 1915 On that day MAC defeated Colby 26-0

And once again in the late 60 s it t>ecame evident that the

Redmen were deservant of an even better facility... Alumni
Field, which was built in much the same manner as the cur-

rent Amherst College field, was not worthy of the high quali-

ty teams UMass was fielding.

In 1963, under coach Vic Fusia, the Redmen went 8-1-0

allowing a nnere 12 points while scoring 266 They were
subsequently invited to t>oth the Tangerine and Liberty

Bowls but declined them.

Coach Fusia, now owner of Amherst's "Time Out" bar,

says he felt the team was too young to go to a major bowl.

And perhaps he did not want to subject his great team to a

season ending loss It might have t>een an unfortunate way
to celebrate the University's centennial.

"They're (bowls) not the greatest things in the world to go
to," he says

But in 1964 Fusia took his 8-1 team, whose only loss was a

20-14 decision to Harvard, to the Tangerine bowl Unfor

tuantely for the Redmen, they were on the lower end of the

14-13 score against Carolina.

Fusia says the people who run the Tangerine Bowl pro-

mised UMass that they could corr>e back the next year. But

after being invited due to their impressive 7 2 record, Fusia

once again turned down a bowl bid

Maine had won the Yankee Conference that year thanks in

part to a 10 89 victory over UMass on opening day. Fusia

graciously suggested that Maine be invited and the

Tangerine Bowl officials agreed.

There are, of course, many more sports ac-

Perhaps the most succesfui UMass alumnus of all,

Julius Erving, battles for a rebound during a game in

Curry Hicks Cage in 1970. Below, the school's first

sports team, the Crew, compete in a 1871 race.

compiishments associated with the University of

Massahcusetts, but space does not permit a complete
history.

One would be hard pressed to find out what happened in

women's sports t>efore the late 1960's. The Index keeps no
such records while emphasizing men's sports. Further

evidence of sexism, at least by current valley standards,

would be the nan>e of the female sporting organization.

The "Girls Athletic Association" was t)egun in 1925.

Starting in 1917, women interested in sports n>et on the se-

cond floor of tf>e Chapel where their tools consisted of a

desk, piano, box of Indian Clubs and two basketballs

After a while the activities, which included Irxjian Club
swinging set to music, began to cause the plaster to fall

down to the first floor library. The women then moved to

the stage of Bowker Auditorium artd eventually a room in

Stockbridge Hall

The 1962 women's lacrosse championship was won by
UMass. It is the only national championship the school has
ever won. In 1981, the men's team had toj>lay their 'home'

playoff game at the University of Virginia when the NCAA
ruled that Boyden Field was unfit for playoff competition

and the stadium could not be made reedy with commence-
nr>ent pending The Gorilla's lost that game 16^12

Current pro heroes who played for UMass include

quartert>ack Greg Landry of the Chicago Blitz, former Cy
Young award winner Mike Flanagan of the Baltimore

Orioles and reliever Jeff Reardon of the multi talented

Montreal Expos.

Dean Bischoff attributes the sporting atmosphere at

UMass to the great expanses of land which make it possi-

ble to field many intramural teams. And the interest in

sports is forever increasing. Last year was the first time
ever that all the student lockers in Boyden were given out,

he says.

"Not many other schools in the United States offer as
many opportunities as we do in student athletics, " he says
adding that he considers the UMass coaching staff as good
as anyone's anywhere — even renowned Penn. State.

As for the future?

"Our position has been the same. If we can get a decent
facility on campus, we'll start a men's and women's hockey
team,"" Bischoff says.

Who knows? Maybe someday UMass will have that

mythical domed stadium.
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For women, some things never change

By ORIS SCHUSTER

In an University where women were once con-

sidered to be important only as a nneans of occu-

pying mens weekends, and where it was once

thought a woman"s only goal was to go to college

in order to get a husband, women are now k>eing

recognized for their past and potential ac-

complishments to the country and the world.

But some things never change.

The vast difference between the number of

women and men faculty members still remains

after 70 years The increase of women faculty

members in the past 10 years, however, has only

been two percent and the number of women ad

mitted to the University is less than the number

of men admitted despite intensive recruiting ef

forts.

In spite of this, Helen Curtis Cole, the first and

only dean of women at the University, said,

"'Tremendous progress has been made on the ad

mission of women. When I first came here (in

1945) it was really a mans institution
""

Admission for women in 1945 was "held down

to about X percent and then it was supposed to

t>e 40 percent," she said Some de(>artments did

not want to admit women or promote their admis

sion. "At first women were not admitted to

medical school Women applicants were better

qualified but they (departments) were afraid to

admit women," she said

In 1960, the first graduating class after World

War II, 1,000 men and 100 women graduated

from the university

"The women were very carefully selected. We
admitted top-flight girls and we lost very few,"

Cole said

Irmane Scheuneman Jones, class of 1945. said that during

the war the campus was the women s province because

most of the men had gone to war Her graduating class had

89 women and 10 nr>en

One incident Jones remembers clearly was
wt>en a woman on her floor was found with a rnale

Amherst College student m her room The
woman, Virginia, was expelled from the college

«ven though she and the student were only talk

ir>g.

It was shocking, " Jones said

Once the war was over, the veterans came back

to class and the campus was again a man's do-

matn, she said

"Our consciousness wasn't raised then It

didn't seem strange then It was accepted that

the men ran everything. " she said

For women, once the veterans returned, the

reaction was one of relief

"Youve got to realize the consciousness All

you wanted to do was get married and stay at

home with the kids. This was the feeling. Even

though women were active in the war business,

the attitude was Oh goody, they're back and

now we can go on dates," she said. "We werent

thinking particularly "career" then."

Much of the attitude of women can be reflected

in a letter to the women from Edna Skinner, the

advisor of women, in the Freshman Handbook of

the Massachusetts State College for 1944-45.

"With Our young men in the military service,

our country has very special need of educated

young women who have developed poise, matun-

ty of judgement and the ability to do useful

work, " Skinner wrote.

Freshman women had other things to strive for

other than gaining the ability to do useful work.

Their first main objective once they had started

college was to survive the hazing period.

Hazing period was a week-long period of tor

ture for freshmen, which was held the second

week of classes The handbook told freshmen to

learn the names of at least 10 upperclassmen,

nriake up a four line )ingle containing their names

and hometowns and to be ready to recite it at any

time. Also students had to learn the following

resolution:

"I hereby confess that I a man ignodripium

pyrodopium gynosilium ignoramous and resolve

without appregnation nor recalcitraation to obey

in a sportsmanlike manner all rules and regula

tions as set forth by my superiors the

sophomores."
'Women did take over and they did very well. It

was a unique time," she said.

Jones lived in Butterfield dormitory, an all

women dorm, just after it was built One reason

the dorm was built so far away from campus was
because it was hoped that men would be
discouraged from walking all the way to the dorm

to visit the women, Jones said

"Oh. how carefully they treated us," she said.

"They (housemothers) were still treating us like

high school students Curfew was at 10 p.m and

after five dements (demerits were given if

students were five minutes late) you would have

to go t>efore a court of your peers," she said.

Freshmen women also had to go through Baby

Day where they had to dress as babies with their

hair in pigtails and suck on a lollipop all day.

Then, they had to survive "Moron Day " where

they had to carry an umbrella and whenever they

heard the cry "Air Raid," they had to open it up

and get under it

It (Hazing Week) was so degrading," Jones

said "The climax (of Hazmg Week) was the rope

pull with the women cheering and the nr>en doing

all the pulling "

For many years curfews for women were strict-

ly enforced. According to the 1944 45 handbook,

all houses closed regularly at 10:30 p m.

Students could not entertain male callers before 6

p.m. of any week day.
|

Unless special permission was obtained from

the house mother, men could not visit dormitory

rooms. Permission was not given after 7:30 p m.

Presence of men callers on floors was announced

by use of the buzzer system.

In 1965, a reform committee petition asking for

the abolition of curfews was signed by an over

whelming majority of women students on the

plea that "Even if you dont want freedom for

yourself, you don't want to spoil it for others."'

The assistant dean of women, Isabelle Gomon,

responded to that plea in her annual report

"Certainly it is naive to think that by requiring

curfews, the University is legislating morality.

Ojr concern has been for the safety of students

and the protection of property," Gomon wrote

However, Dean Curtis said, "The University

has always had a high caliber of women students

who have been ambitious, full of goals
""

In her first report as the dean of women, Curtis

made several suggestions for improvement of

women's academic lives, which included addi-

tional improvements m existing housing

facilities for women and providing adequate

social rooms and dining facilities

One of the concerns which still remain is the

number of women on the faculty, which Curtis

said she sp>ent a great deal of time and effort try-

ing to change. But it seems an impossible task.

"What IS alarming is there has only t)een less

than two percent increase in the female faculty in

the past 10 years," said history Professor Joyce

Berkman.
The number of department heads who are

women has been "barely altered. ' she said "I

hope there will be more consideration in making a

more hospitable environment (in the future)

Weve lost a lot of women faculty who had found

their department uncongenial and found
themselves isolated because they are women."

Currently, according to the 1981 82 University of

Massachusetts Fact Book, there are 528 tenured male facul

ty and 42 tenured worr>en professors At all levels of the

faculty, there are 1,016 men earning an average of $31,636

and only 185 women earning $26,077

"There is a dramatic disparity in wages of male and female

faculty especially m the middle ranks. " said Berkman. a

number of the faculty senate committee on the status of

wonr>en

Stronger internal networks are needed in order to improve

this problem, Berkman said. There is some awareness

among male faculty memtwrs of the problems of in

hospitable environments, but conditions must be improved,

she said.

"I foresee a continued steady but rather slow, expansion

of women m various fields m divisions on campus, ' she said

'"Interest m interdisciplir^ary study has tieen happening and

will prot>ably continue to expand."

But sorr>e things never change.

As UMass grows, Amherst feels the pain and pleasure

By NANCY GONTER
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Learning from the past, UMass looks ahead

Reaching out to spread the word
By KEN BAZINET

Diverse expansion m academic research and study is new
at the center of all strategies for long range planning at the

University of Massachusetts. Studies conducted by in

ternal working groups and private consultants have ad

vised UMass' Chancellor, President, Board of Trustees and

several Massachusetts politicians that research is vital to

ensure the growth of the University.

It is the consensus among its faculty, administrators and

alumni that UMass is moving m a direction which may give

it the opportunity to compete with Massachusetts

reputable research Universities. The belief that UMass is

capable of entering into a market which has been

dominated by big private schools, like Boston University

and Tufts, and like Harvard and MIT, has forced the

University to develop strategies in external relations

which go beyond dry press releases and Saturday af

ternoon football games with legislators

During the Fall 1981 semester, former Chancellor Henry

Kofller created the position ct vice chancellor for

university relations and development This new vicb

chancellor, who has yet to be hired, will over see all areas of

public affairs, development and external relations. He or

she will coordinate the campaign to spread the good

word" about UMass to everyone from the Amherst Board of

Selectmen totheU S Department c* Defense

Despite the disadvantage of not yet having a vice

chancellor, the staff which operates under the domain of

University elations and Development has begun to adopt

several plans which they say work best to tell the story of

the most recent research and other academic activities

conducted at UMass

Prof Ralph Whitehead, a member c* the Journalistic

Studies faculty since 1973 and a consultant on external

relations to UMass President David C Knapp during the

last two years, believes the best strategies are developed

by groups which do everything necessary to understand

the intellectual activity at the University Whitehead's

chief rde urKler Knapp is developing and modifying

strategies for external relations and his work is respected

by these who he comes in contact with in and out of

UMass.

Whitehead's idea of the perfect strategy istoinnovatively

present fresh and distinctive "high definition" material to

the media, state legislature and private industry. He says

"high definition" material are those pro)ects which can be

sharply defined and conceptually sound enough to ensure

that they are understood by the average reader or listener.

And It only takes four of these "High definition " projects a

year to draw attention to the University, Whitehead says

One 'high definition" project which is drawing con

siderable attention is the study of artificial intelligence by

researchers in the department of computer and in

formation science (COI NS) This research into functions of

the brain could potentially be applied to the study of

linguistics, psychology, physical therapy and several

similar concentrations.

"The best sales people for the quality of

the University is our students."

— Daniel Melley

UMass Public Affairs

To get the specific and detailed facts of this research to

people outside UMass, a special presentation and press

package was put together by Arthur Clifford, director of

the UMass Amherst News Bureau To properly prepare

himself, Clifford virtually had to be taught by the COINS
researchers which, upon the appearance a* a two part

series in the business section c^ the Boston Globe, proved

tobe the mc»t effiaent way toget the story tothe public

The work which Clifford and his staff did to understand

the artifiaal intelligence research has encouraged him to

aeate a data base for working )0urnalists which would

make UMass resources directly accessable by 1984. An
18 month old relationship with the Valley Press Club is the

first step which he has taken to motivate area reporters to

learn about such topics as toxic waste, aod rain and data

Land Grant to High Tech
Planting the seeds of the future

Prepared by the staff of the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian on the occasion of the 120th anniversary
of the signing of the University of Massachusetts
Charter. April 29, 1983.

This special issue was financed by the Office of Public

Affairs at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
and produced by the staff of the Collegian. The opi-

nions expressed in this issue are those of the writers and
editors of the Collegian and in no way represent the opi-

nions of the administration or Trustees of the University

of Massachusetts. The Collegian student staff is entirely

responsible for the content. No faculty member or ad-

ministrator has read any of the material prior to publica-

tion.
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analysis from UMass researchers. He hopes the idea will

eventually emerge the "University of Massachusetts

Center of Learning for Journalists," and would ultimately

like to see information passed on to reporters directly by

UMass' computers.

The UMass News Bureau cranks out about 30 media

releases a week during the academic year with the in-

tention of keeping a steady mention of the University in

the press. Commonwealth Research Reports, a newsletter

with a circulation of 1,000, is mailed to government of

ficials, libraries and town planners, is also prepared by the

news bureau, as well as "Commonwealth Journal," a 30

minute syndicated radio talk show which reaches 50

stations throughout New England Students and faculty

can receive recognition for academic achievement through

the news bureau's "home town news releases" which reach

local papers, the "Learning" section of the Globe and the

Chronicle of Higher Education.

Parents and 'friends' receive Contact, a bi-monthly

publication which was created to inform people of the

activities of the faculty. Contact is an award winning

publication, and its editor, Terry Allen, stresses cleanly

written articles and sharp photography provided by the

University Photo Center

Daniel Melley, direaor of Community Relations feels

UMass students are potentially the best media releases the

University can provide.

The best sales people for the quality of the University is

our students. The hard working (students) will do the

most to help the University's reputation," he said.

But Melley says it was only a few years ago that the

press used what went on nights and weekends in the

Southwest Residential College as its main coverage totally

disregarding the academic qualities of the unh/ersity." The

elimination of the Alumni Stadium Spring Concert and

forbidding beer kegs in the dormitories are two steps

which the University took to curb the 'ZooMass" image

which dominated the press during the latter part of the

1970s.

Devalopment through University relations

The ultimate goal reached through external relations is to

generate private contributions to UMass Dallas Darland,

director of Development, is responsible for raising money

and equipment from private corporal ions and Alumni

But before Darland can begin toask the 80,000 Alumni for

contributions, it is the responsibility of Jon Hite. director

of Alumni Affairs, to charm them with reunions. Red Sew

games and similar activities. Hite says it is important to

make the Alumni feel that Amherst is still their home.

"We need a network of people who want to renew their

ties with UMass, he says. 'This is the only way toset the

groundwork for contributions

Hite's long rar>ge ptam include arranging a system in

which students are employed summers and after

graduation by alumni He communicates with Alumni

through direct mail The Alumnus, a bi monthly magazine.

He also takes working trips regularly to Boston,

Washington DC and just about anywhere alumni ac

tivities are being held.

After Hite makes everyone happy and comfortable, the

telephone calls and mail begin to arrive from Darland

asking for contributions The recent creatiom of

Telefund ", a phone bank recently installed in Memorial

Hall operated by a paid staff, is expected to increase the

total Alumni contribution. The previous Phone a thon

effort was a volunteer operation which this year earned

$371,900 in pledges from 14,623 alumni and friends

Telefund " has the $1 million mark as its target for next

year This project will also go beyond alumni contributions

and r each st udent s' par ents as wr" I

Getting private industries ti donate computer and

business equipment is also important to development.

Numerous computer terminals on campus have been

donated from Digital, Wang and other Massachusetts

based high technology firms. Darland is also responsible

for arranging grants with private industries, and

negotiations have lead to the purchase of equipment at a

reduced cost which is a key to research at UMass.

Whitehead believes that even with a vice chancellor on

the way, university relations and development will not see

Itself become a division unless it is increasingly financed

"UMass will have to get the salaries up to bring people m
to fill the holes. What we have at UMass is not yet a

division, but a market place. Those offices that do good

work get clients, those that do not do good work, don't get

the clients. Whitehead said.

The staff which make up university relations and

development agree that the University has taken an un

necessarily long tirr^e to realize the need for good people

who receive a good salary It is obvious that UMass will

need people working external relations who are com
parable to those researchers who are making news at the

University.

"External relations," says Whitehead, "is thinking not

flacking At a university nothing is more important

than seeing that information flows quickly and

innovatively."
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(Ih the humanity! Is it the Hindenburg^? No. it's just a hot air balloon being; filled bv workers
during Southwest day yesterday under the watchful eyes of mesmerized onlookers.

Duffey to stick around awhile
ANNE McCRORY

I'oiwctMiHurr

After speeches and the awarding of two honorary

degrees, parties at the convocation ceremony of the

fourth chancellor of the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst presented Joseph D. Duffey with two gifts

symbolic of his new office.

One was a chancellor's medallion, llie other was a

can of cement.
UMass President David C. Knapp presented Duffey
with the ceremonial medallion to be worn at

graduation. Cast in silver, the four inch disk on a chain

resembles Knapp's own gold medallion, yet is the first

to be given a chancellor. Similar medallions weiv later

awarded to the chancellors of the Boston and Wor-
cester campuses at a luncheon following the con-

vocation.

The cement, a gift from David Beaubien.a member of

the Board of Regents, was presented because the

University campus has had four chancellors since 1970.

the donor said.

Beaubien instructed Duffey how to use his unusual

gift.

"I would encourage you to apply it to the seat of your

pants and then to the chair in the chancellor's office."

he said. "I wouki encourage you to sit down and stay

awhile."

Preceding Beaubiens presentation, Yale Protessor

Henry L Gates, one of Duffey's former students at the

school, said the new chancellor would be welcome

back at Yale anytime.

"Yale's toss is the gain of UMass, ' Gates said.

Duffey officially took office at the University on Oct.

1. 1982 after being appointed to the post last August.

He replaced former chancellor Henry Koffler. who
resigned last May after accepting the presidency of

the Univeraity of Arizona. Koffler was chancellor at

UMass forthree years.

In his inaugural address. Duffey traced the history of

the University through the periods of social and

academic change that culminated in the current status

of UMass as a "major comprehensive research

university."

"There has been social progress in history." Duffey

sakl. "Much of that progress has been due to

education. Education is more than the acquisition of

knowledge, it has to do with character and morality."

"Our sense of what this place is about, what we are

trying to impart — by example and teaching — must
include these values as an active ideal, or we will fail

the rich tradition of those who first envisioned this

(university)." he said.

Honorary degrees were awarded to two advocates of

higher education in Massachusetts. John W. Ryan,

president of Indiana University and former first

chancellor of UMass-Boston. and Maurice Donahue,

director of the office for governmental affairs at

UMass, and former state senate president who aided

in the University's expansion through his legislation,

were given the diptomas and hoods for the Doctor of

Laws konori* cau^a.

EXrelyn Murphy. Massachusetts secretary of

economic affairs, read the governor's proclamation of

Charter Day at the ceremony and commented on a

waning job market that will bse two and one half

million workers to automation by 1990.

"We must tie together education and economic

growth to protect our country from division within and

competition from without." Murphy said.

Juanita Kreps. vice president of Duke University,

professor of economics and former secretary of

commerce under the Carter Administration also

spoke, relating crises in the international trade and

money markets to the role of education

.

Annual Town Meeting begins tonight
By TAMI BORTON

Collrihan SUTf

Beginning at 7:30 tonight the 256 Amherst Town
Meeting members will decide which of the 79 Town
Warrent articles should be adopted by the town.

The meeting, held in the junior high school

auditorium, will run Monday. Wednesday and Thur-

sday for the next three weeks, or until all articles have

been acted upon.
"In this legislative form of government, the

representative Town Meeting members will make
decisions on town budgets, zoning and other rules and

regulations." Selectman chair Edith Wilkinson said.

The town Finance Committee has prepared a report

making recommendations to the town and explaining

articles. The report is available at town hall.

An article requesting the formation of a rent control

New standards

given theOK
By ANNE McCRORY

( ollrKian SUff

University of Massachusetts President David C.

Knapp will announce at a Board of Regents hearing

today that the University is satisfied with a revised

edition of the proposal advocating stricter inlenm
admissions standards for the state's public colleges

and universities.

"Tbe regents have added (solutions to) most of the

concerns we have had." Knapp said Saturday. "We
will support the revised draft as it stands in the in-

terim."

Tlie original proposal, released in January, was
controversial because it required a minimum
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) score of 800 and a

minimum class rank in the 40th pereentile. While both

class rank and test scores are commonly used as

predictors of academic success in college, opponents
argued these cutoffs would discriminate against

students from competitive high schools, students who
do not test well and minorities.

The revised proposal states that its standards are

minimum elegibility requirements to the state's

baccalareate institutions and that each institution

must create its ow n specific policy in the fall.

Knapp said the University policy will be constructed

for implementation in December, after the revised

standards have been "subject to review."

He added that he does not anticipate the new policy

will var>' gtf atly from the once now in use. noting that

the current standards "have been effective."

UMass Directorof Undergraduate Admissions David

G. Taggart said his office plans to conduct research

this summer on the proposal and will "apply it and its

characteristics against the incoming class (of 1987).
"

forwhich there were more than 16.000 applications for

approximately 4.000 openings.
llie Board of Regents is scheduled to vote on the

revised proposal May 10. If the plan is approved, a

sliding scale to balance k)w SAT scores with high class

rank and vice veraa would be implemented. Sixteen

academic units — including four yeara of English,

three of mathematics and two each of natural science,

social science and foreign language — woukl be

required of applicants.

Tbe proposal wouU be phased in over a four year
period.

The proposed standards also offer exemptions to

older, disabkd and educationally disadvantaged

students. T^ic standards would not affect open ad-

missions policies at the state's 15 community colleges.

According to the revised proposal, no one will be

denied access to highereducation in Massachusetts.

Today's hearing, which begins at 10 a.m. at the

UMass Medical Center in Woreesterand is expected to

last about two hours, will be a forum for both pro and
con opinions on the proposal.

Tlie Regent's vice chancellor for academic affairs.

Dr. Roger Schiness. said only supporters had

registered to speak at the hearing as of last FViday. He
said he anticipated opponents would attend the

meeting as well.

board to govern rent increases and tenant complaints

will top the agenda. Tlie board is to be financed by
landlord fees. Student and otherprogressive members
will be supporting the issue, while the selectmen and
members supporting the rental industry will oppose it.

A request for a $17.5 miUion operating budget to fund

road improvements, bicycle safety measures, town
fireworks and other needs will be presented at the

meeting forapproval.

Tlie Conservation Commission is asking for funding

to complete a feasibility study on improvement of

waterquality at Puffers Pond.
Selectmen are endorsing an article which asks for

funds to renew the Speed and Alcohol Prevention

Patrol. Among the remaining articles is a recom-
mendation to inform the town's congressional

representatives that Amherst opposes military aid in Q
Salvador.

Cnllrrian photo by Dr»» Ojptt

'Sealed with a kiss' — David Johansen excites

the crowd during yesterday's Southwest con-

certs at the barbeque pits.
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World and National News
May Day spurs riot for Solidarity
GDANSK. Poland (AP) - Riot police

bowled demonstrators over with
powerful jets from water cannon, laid

down clouds of tear gas and charged
with swinging truncheons into tens of
thousands of May Day protesters
Sunday in this Baltic birthplace of
Solidarity and at least two other Polish
cities.

"EX'erything went well. Our appeal
has drawn a response." said the 39-

year-old shipyard electrician who
helped found Solidarity and led it

through the period of unrest that

martial law squelched in December
1981.

Most of the Gdansk demonstrators
later tried to march the three miles to

Walesa's apartment. It was cordoned

off by helmeted riot police but the

labor leader, who has just been rein-

stated in his old job at the huge Lenin

Shipyard, went onto his balcony and
flashed the victory sign to several

thousand people who got close enough
to see him.

In a change of pace, the Solidarity

underground has asked supporters to

wear union badges and dress clothes

to work on Tuesday, the traditional

Polish Constitution Day that the

communist regime does not honoras a

legal holiday. A leaflet from un
derground leaders in Warsaw urged
supporters not to "take part in any kind
of demonstrations, rallies or street

marches on May 3."

AP LsMrphoto

Supporters of the outlawed Solidarity Union march through the

streets of Szczecin, Poland, during a May Day demonstration Sunday.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Slugs;slimy, sophisticated

thin-skinnedsurvivors

Reaganpays tribute to 57,939 Vietnam dead

WASHINGTON - President Reagan
paid his first visit to the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial on Sunday, plar ing a

bouquet of yellow and pink flowers

between the granite walls bearing the

names of 57.939 dead and missing.

The president spent seven minutes at

the memorial, on the Washington Mall
between the Washington Monument
and the Lincoln Memorial, after at

tending services at the National
Presbyterian Church.

The monument was dedicated nearly

six months ago. Vietnam veterans were
angered then that the highest ranking
government official taking part in the

program was E^dward Alvarez, deputy
administrator of the Veterans
Administration.

Mark Weinberg, an assistant White
House press secretary, said the
president "wanted to go for a long time.

This was the first opportunity he had."

Death count up to 12 inNavyplane crash

JACKSONVILLE. Fla. - Divers pulled

eight bodies from the St. Johns Riveron
Sunday, bringing to 12 the number of

known dead aftera Navy transport plane

with 15 aboard crashed into the murky
water and burst into "a huge ball of

flame."
"Hie sole known survivor of the

Saturday afternoon crash remained
hospitalized in intensive care while 19

Navy divers and four from the Duval
County sheriff's office searehed the
north flowing riverfortwo more bodies.

"We know there are no more bodies
inside the wreckage of the plane," said

Navy spokeswoman Sharon leronimo.
She stfid the divers were searehing a

four mile stretch of the river where it

sweeps past the Jacksonville Naval Air

Station.

The plane, a twin engine C131 Fwith
six crew members and nine passengers,
crashed just shy of the station's main
runway five minutes after taking off en
route to the Navy base at Guantanamo
Bay. Cuba.

SEATTLE- Sure they're

slimy, ugly and bad for

gardens, but that's no
reason to hate slugs, a

University of Washington
professor says.

"They've unfairiy been
given a bad name." says
Ingrith Olsen. a zoology
professor. "Actually
they're fascinating. k>vely

animals."
Fbr five years she has

been studying the
creatures, often described
as snails without shells.

"Slugs are very
sophisticated and com
plicated in their behavior,

even though they don't
look it to some." she says.

"For example, did you
realize that every cell in

their bodv has a nene?
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Chrysler Corp.
Chairman Lee lacocca

recently urged Univer-

sity of Michigan
graduates "to get so

mad that you kick your

elders in the figurative

posteriors" over
America's economic
condition.

Residence Hall Closing Notice

Residence halls will close for the

summer on Thursday, May 26 at

6:00 PM. Graduating seniors who plan

to remain in the halls after May 26 must
notify their Head of Residence or

Cluster staff member by Thursday, May
19. Those seniors cleared to stay in

residence until Commencement must
vacate their halls by 4:00 PM on Satur-

day, May 28.

A detailed closing notice will be

distributed to residents during the week
of May 2.

Office of Housing Services

MflRTHIi'S VINEYARD

ECONOMICS
SUMMER COURSES

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

ECONOMICS 103 - INTRODUCTION TO
MICROECONOMICS (3CR) June 13-July 13

ECONOMICS 104 - INTRODUCTION TO
MACROECONOMICS {3CR) July 25-August 23

Classes meet Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday
7:45 - 10:45 a.m. For additional information.

contact:

Debra Lyon
Division of Continuing Education
University Library

University of Massachusetts

Amherst. MA 01003
(413) 545-0530

"And they survive in an
environment as tough as

ours ... with skin that's

only a single cell thick,

unlike the human skin

which is comparatively
thick."

Ms. Olsen also notes
slugs have both male and
female reproductive
organs.
Some gastronomes note

that slugs are closely

related to the escargot, a

snail treasured as a

gourmet treat. One state

resident. FVank Howard.
40. of Snohomish, has
even produced a book.
"The Best Washington
Slug Recipes."
But Ms. Olsen says she

wouldn't eat slugs
because there are other
sources of protein.
Besides, she's too fond of

them.

Rubik *s cube

inventor to use

profits for aid

BUDAPEST. Hungary -
E>nee Rubik. inventor of
the Rubik's cube, plans to

use part of the riches from
sales of the puzzle to set

up a foundation for
struggling Hungarian
inventors.

Rubik plans to endow a

foundation for inventors
with the equivalent of

$175,000. the government
newspaper Magyar Hirlap

said Saturday.
Rubik teaches at the

Budapest College of Arts

and Crafts, where he
originally designed the

cok)red cube as a teaching
aid for mathematics
students.

Man charged

in lover's lane

murder
AVON. Mass. - A 21

year-old Avon man was
being held on $50,000 cash
bail in the Dedham jail

Sunday, charged with
murdering a woman at a

lover's lane by running
over her several times
with his car. police said.

Tlie woman, identified

as Cheryl A. Goodhue. 22.

of Brockton, was found
near a well on the
Brockton Avon line about
8 a.m. Saturday by an
employee of the water
department. Avon Police
Chief Cart Miller said. He
said she was partially clad
and unconscious, her
body bruised and a leg
apparently broken.
She died two hours later

at Cardinal Cushing
Hospital in Brockton.
"During our in

vestigation we found that

it appeared that a vehicle

had run over her. We
found all kinds of tire

tracks and blood in dif-

ferent sections of the
area. " Millersaid.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHEBST

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
A Benefit Pops Concert

by

CLEVELAM
SYMPHOMY
ORCHESTRA

and

Victor

BORGE
Conductinq plavinq and havinq fun

Wednesday. May II 8 PM
Tickets SIS. 13. M On Sale Now
(UMass. Hamp, Smith, MHC - % price)

Box Office: Noon to 4 p.m.

(413) S4& 2SII Mastercard Visa Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

»

Senate to cut ed. budget

C«ll«Ctmii plM>(a bv IMv* l>r«b*r

The splendor of the farminj!^ attitude in the Pioneer Valley is

demonstrated by Andrew Cowles and a friend. The former Stockbridge

students are attending to the pansies at Andrew's Nursery Saturday.

By DAVID B. MINER

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' fiscal 1984

budget, earmarking millions for higher

education, was rejected last FViday by
the joint House and Senate Ways and
Means Committee.

In a rare joint session held at the
University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, several of the legislators said

the entire state budget was out of

balance and said cuts would have to be

made.
Rep. Michael C Creedon. D Brockton,

called the budget "unrealistic" and told

the Board of Regents to find areas in

which they (Regents) could cut the

budget.

"I have always been supportive of

highereducation. but I realize that I have

to do a balancing act." Creedon said.

"The budget which you submitted will

not come out as high. We are going to

cut the budget and I think that the

Regents should look to where they

could contract their budget." he said.

Sen. Chester G. Atkins. D-Concord.
echoed Creedon's words.

"I promise you that there will be cuts

made in the entire state budget." Atkins

said. The govemoris working on a series

of huge cuts."

Atkins said slow downs such as the

governors revisions have — in past

years — delayed approval of the budget

before the beginning of the fiscal year

on July \.

"We are working very closely with the

governor to achieve mutual cuts,"

Atkins said. "In fact, this is the closest

cooperation that Ihave seen."
Chancellor of Higher Education John

B. Duff defended the higher education
section of Dukakis' budget recom-
mendations.
Along with many chief administrators

from the state's public higher
educations institutions. Duff presented
the argument that there is no fat to trim

in the highereducation budget. He said

enrollments could increase due to the
fact that unemployment and economic
conditions may cause more students to

seek public educations.

Atkins and Creedon promised to at

tach an amendment to a supplemental

appropriations bill in order to free $2.5

million to be used to perform ren-

novations and repairs on the tower

library. The funds were originally ap

propriated for this purpose in 1980 but

have not yet been used because of the

legislation that appropriated the funds

restricted theiruse.

'On Monday (today) I. along with

Representative Creedon. will introduce

to the supplemental budget an amen-
dment to fund repairs (to the tower
library)." Atkins said. "This funding

package will be on the governor's desk

within 10 days."

Birth control in Puerto Rico
Women discuss careers

By RITA MURPHY
( ollrfwa SUIT

Since the late 19308 nearly one third of
all women in Puerto Rico have been
sterilized in the government's
"population control" plan, said the
producer of an award winning film on
Bteriiization. Saturday night at the
University of Massachusetts.
Ana Maria Garcia, producerof the film

"La Openicion." said that in 1937. Puerto
Rico passed a law that made sterilization

available to all women in the country.
Since that time, neariy 200.000 women
have been sterilized.

Physicians and government leaders in

Puerto Rico have led women to believe

sterilization is a form of "birth control
that can be reversed after the
operation." Garcia said.

"Tm not against steriUzation. I think

it's a positive thing because I believe in

the reproductive rights of women. But it

is the way it is carried out by the
government that is wrong." she said.

Puerto Rican doctors have strongly
favored the use of sterilization because
of their "classist type of attitude." she
said.

"Many doctors believe poor people

should not populate like other classes."

she said.

In Puerto Rico, women are not made
aware of birth control methods, they are

only told of the sterilizatk>n process, she

said.

Puerto Rico has been used as a "social

laboratory" and women "are used as its

guinea pigs." she said.

In the late 1950s and the early 1960s.

Puerto Rican women were the first in

the worid to use the birth control pill.

But they were not told that no women
had used the pill before, she said.

lite women who took the pill suffered

adverse effects, some of which still

show up today in those very same
women, she said.

"EVen today, drugs that are banned in

the United States are so W in Puerto Rico

and other Latin American countries."

she said.

Puerto Rico is not the only country

with a rising rate of sterilization. In the

last decade there has been an

"astronomical increase in sterilizations

in the United States." she said.

Approximately 30 percent of all

couples in the U.S. have had one or both

partners sterilized, she said.

By MARY BALDWIN
and ROBERTA RUBIN

t'oltcKimn Suit

One of the major problems facing

working women for the 80's is the lack

of a women's network and available

information on career development and
options, said Linda Levin, publisher of

Livelihoods, a quarteriy newsletter for

New England women.
In a one day career conference for

women Saturday at Smith College, a

panel discussion and practical hands-on
career development workshops were
attended by over 100 women. TTie

conference was designed to give the

women a chance to devetep a network,
meet other women who are also

mapping out their career paths and
make contacts in occupations of per
sonal interest.

"Women really want to help other
women." said Cathy Walsh, academic
advisor at the Division of Continuing
Education at UMass. "We need to help

each other."

During a self-assessment workshop.
Walsh said, "self direction is based on
self understanding."
"Without self understanding we tend to

react rather than act. We waste a lot of

energy getting out of situations we

shouldn't be in in the first place, such as

jobs that we hate." she said.

The problem with self-assessment is

that people have so much information
about themselves they can't sort it out.
she said.

AHene Rodovich. property officer of
the property and inventory control
department at UMass said. "EVeryone
should have a goal in life and when you
reach it. set yourself onto another. If

there is something you want, you have
to work for it. It will be hard."

Rene Andersen, director of Cambridge
College /Northampton and partner in

Andersen/ Kohier Gray Associates said
from herown experience, she has found
that career women who are trying to

break into a new field will be able to

transfer their sk*Us.

Regarding mothers whose work ex-

perience has been volunteer. Walsh said.

"Work is work." Most companies find

that mothers are good organizers and
bright individuals and often preferable

to applicants with k>ng work histories

who are set in theirwork ways.
In order for a woman to succeed in the

business worid. she must act. think and
look as much like a man as is possible,

according to leaders of a workshop on
the myths and realities of working in a
male dominated business worid.

UMass alumnus of yesteryear recounts past
By E.L. BIRK

( ollvffMUi SUIT

Wiping purple and white cake
frosting from his chin. Gifford Towle.

75. from the class of '32. grinned to

show his appreciation.

"This pretty good stuff." he said.

Towle was one of the more than

1.000 birthday revelers who came out

into the hazy sunshine FViday to

commemorate Charter Day. the 120th

birthday of the University of

Massachusetts.
Walking through the crowd of

tanned and tank topped college

students, the missionary and minister

exuded a youthfulness that fit him in

with the other party goers. While

Towle was sampling a piece of one of

the 120 birthday cakes baked by
University Pood Services, people were
singing "Happy Birthday " to UMass.
and Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

sliced into the largest cake — a 750

pound, fourtierbake shop monolith.

"It's inevitable, people want an

education. " he said of the rapid ex-

pansion the University experienced

during the previous two decades.

"When you get up to 23.000. you get

saturation education." Towle said.

Despite the University's size. UMass
rivals any of the large universities in

the east and midwest, he said.

Wearing his Charter Day T shirt

under a red sports coat. Towle
reminisced about his years as a

missionary in the Subcontinent of India

where he taught Indians how to bcate
water, drill for it and then install hand
pumps he designed and manufactured.

"liiose were the best hand pumps in

India." he said. "And. that's not me
saying so. UNICETsaid so."

One of the highlights of his Indian

tenure was meeting Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi, the Indian

spiritualist responsible, in part, for

leading India to its independence from
Britain.

Reviewing a row of "decade tables"
— set up by members of the Greek
community to commemorate each of
UMass' decades — Towle came upon
the table for the 30s that featured
Collegian headlines. He remembered
how one of his roommates had been a

Collegian editor for several years, how
he and then college President Roscoe
Thatcher fought with the
Massachusetts Legislature and won to

allow conscientious objectors
exemption from military training and
how he had waited on tables to earn

his (4 monthly rent.

"You had to pay your own way. " he
said. "We students paid $4 a month for

rent and if you knew that art of waiting

on tables and could smile occasionally,

you could do all right."

CollcffiM ptMto kjr Am l«»>ry

The thrill of victory or the agony of defeat? These students battled

the administration in the tug-of-war match of the century Friday.

"Since the students were in charge of getting the rope and the rope

broke, the administration wins by default," said Dan Melley, director

of community relations at UMass.
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Childbearing a feminist issue
Bj CHRIS FERRETTI

Hie recent insui^gence of new nght
potitics with stress on the family
structure and claims of national security
fosters a growing paranoia about the
role of bearing children in today's
society, said the co-author of Common
DifferenceM: Conflicts in Black and
White P^fHtniMt Perspectives, Tliursday
during a speech at the University of
Massachusetts.

"Hie bearing of children has not been a

topic for rigorous discourse in the
women's movement," Jill Lewis said in

her talk on feminism and reproduction.

Using such terms as the "terrain of

reproduction," and calling the family

structure "profoundly problematic,"
with the family characterized as a series

of "fragmenting crises," Lewis
described the dilemmas that bearing

chfldren have on feminism. .

Society ascribes to the issue of

chfldhooda kindof'anti feminism, ' she

said. Die family is a history of "neglect,"

"Tlie biology of reproduction is an

issue that should be of increasing im

portance in the feminist movement
today. Women must be able to bear
children without risking their
feminism," she said.

Reading from her work in progress, a

book on feminism and reproduction, she
cited such authors as Betty FVeidan and
Simone deBeauvoir as examples of

feminist freedom. But these authors
"did not address themselves to the issue

of children without the idea that women
are subsequently tied to their family,"

Lewis said.

"The pill on one level gave women their

sexual freedom. The issue I raise is total

freedom. T\\e ability to have children
should not be an issue that is dependent
on technology," she said.

"The crucial dilemma revolves around
the issue of having a child. Bearing
children must be controlled by women,"
she said.

and a history with obvious reference to

heterosexuality is something that must
be openly questioned in today's society,

she said.

The Globe's here; really!
Political spectators can learn how to

"Handicap the Candidates " tonight in a

free lesson from some professional
oddsmakera.
Some of the Boston Globe political

and opinion experts will speak at 8
tonight in Campus Centerroom 163 in a
seminar open to the public on how to

judge which of the Democratic
presidential aspirants stands a chance.
Bringing their expertise to the
University of Massachusetts will be
Washington Bureau Chief Robert L
Healy. I-Mitorial Page Editor Martin F.

Nolan. Fkeculive Fiiilor John S.

Driscoll. State House Bureau staffer
Christine M. Black and columnist
David Nyhan.
Healy. who has been with the Globe
since 1942. started as an office copy
boy while workmg his way up the

newsroom ladder.

Nolan. Washington bureau chief

before Healy. started at the Globe in

1961.

Driscoll served as Globe managing
editor before becoming executive
editor. He has also been night editor,

sports writer and assistant to Editor

ITiomas Winship.

Black currently reports from her
statehouse bureau position on state-

wide political activity. She came to the

Globe from the Boston Herald
American.
Nyhan began his career with the
Associated Press in Springfield, moved
to the AP's Statehouse bureau and
then to the Globe where he now works
as national columnist.

-E.LBIRK
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GOODBYE WINTER
HELLO SPRING!

Hair will remain short

this season, color and
volume very important.

Highlights, lowlights, bobs,

root perms these are just

the start Call us now at -

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
"We are a cut above the rest"

Hyper Marche Mall

RtSHadley. MA 586 4661

COaKBOOK SALE
"Our Most Popular Cookbooks"

Publ. List SALE prices

Moosewood Cookbook $8.85 $7 16
Enchanted Broccoli $1 1 .95 $9.56
Joy of Cooking $15.95 $13.58
Better Homes & Gardens New Wokbk

$15.95 $13.58

Betty Crocker Cookbook $12.95 $10.99

Beard on Pasta $13.95 $11.16

Victory Garden Cookbook. . . $15.95 $12.66

^.UNIVERSITY »„«,

J^MSTORE* -'"
Located in the Campus Center

EDITORIAL/OPINION
>>S:¥;

We don't learn through history

We've all heard the conservative's argument
against disarmament claiming: "If we let up, the

Russians will get ahead, and 'move in' on 'free

countries' — they can't be trusted."

To this line of thinking I would first like to add that

while attacking Soviet foreign policy, too many conser-

vatives fail to see or understand the United States foreign

policy over the past twenty years.

Michael A. Ferry
In 1965, the government publicly announced that the

United States would support and defend the "free govern-

ment of South Vietnam, in order to "promote democracy
and stop Communism." What kind of government did we
support or set up in Saigon that was opposed by almost 70
percent of the whole country? Was it also in the interest of

democracy to bomb the neutral countries of Cambodia and
Laos? Recalling history, it was also the I'nited States who
had its foot slammed in the door of a people's revolution in

the Bay of Pigs in 1961.

I feel that the mi)tives for these actions are different

than what the government has led us to believe. It's built

up that the United States is interested in promoting

"World Democracy" and the Russians are promoting

"WorW Communism." The fact is, it's not so much a bat-

tle of ideologies as it is a battle of economics, resources

and world trade. The arms race is crippling the Soviet

economy and it is stifling ours as well. The truth is. both

superpowers depend on foreign resources and trade, to

maintain their economies and stabilize their masses.

If one has vast military superiority, then that means
more bargaining power for foreign resources through

trade. If you don't believe this is true, then why are the

United States and the Soviet Union the worid's largest

suppliers of weapons to underdeveloped or developing na-

tions, who in turn usually have resources of interest to

either nation?

If President Reagan is really interested in maintaining a

"Free World" through democracy, then why are we sen-

ding $93 million to a military government in El Salvador

who has in the (»st three years murdered over 30,000 of

its own people, and is opposed by the vast nmjority of its

people?

In a time where unemployment is over 10.8 percent, the

government should channel its capital U» providing for

their own people, and let the jjeople of other nations deter-

mine their own fate, just as we did over 200 years ago. The
only way we can do this is through progressive legislation.

For thirty years now we've heard conservatives saymg,

"build up defense, cut social programs for a balanced

budget." The trouble unth us Americans is we don't learn

throiigh history. This philosophy has never worked and is

not working right now under President Reagan. We see

that the conservatives keep resorting to their cold war
rhetoric, playing on Americans' fears of Russians, while

engaging in Imperialist conquests to maintain a comer on

the world market. "Frierjdly" nations are the ones who do
business with the llnited States.

Every time we see a progressive movement build up in

this country, the conservatives cry out with their coW war
rhetoric of "Communist infiltration." Labor unions, the

anti-war movement, the anti-nuclear movement and now,

the disarmament nrwvement according to the Preskient is

a "Communist backed plot by the KGB" President

Reagan most likely discredited himself and his reactionary

philosophies with such a statement, more than the move-

ment itself.

In these times of obvious economk; hardships, we must

take a hard look at our own polkies and question the ob-

vious: "Are we r«dly benefiting from the arms race?" To
those with their eyes open, they know nobody is winning.

Michael A. Ferry is a UMass student

Letters

Democracy needs criticism

To the Editor:

In response to David Davidson's (4/28) letter con-

doning draft registration and the Solomon Amend-
ment, I woukl like to make six specific points which

may well apply to previous letters like his.

Registration is not separate from conscription. There

has never been a registration without a draft, and the

same is tnie now. Draft boards have already been
established and associated organizatk>ns and agencies
have been told to prepare for a draft. Registratk>n is a

first step to conscription and nothing else.

Conscientious Objection is not necessarily an optran.

llie CO. process is discriminatory in that in the past, a

disproportionately large number of poor and
uneducated men have been denied CO. status.

Conscientious Objection is not as simple a solutk>n as

many people woukl like to believe; the objection must
be by reason of "religious training and beUef which
"does not include essentially political, sociological, or

phik>sophkal views, or a merely personal moral code."

(Military Selective Service Act Sect. 6 (j)).

By not registering for the draft, one is hindering the

processes of draft registration and conscrptk>n and is

not denying Congress the right to any "legal in-

formation." Resisting draft registration is obviously

resisting the first step in the process of conscriptran.

FXirthermore, the information being denied the

Selective Service (Congress has nothing to do with it)

is not "legal information" in the sense that the

Selective Service has any "legal" right to it. In this

country of freedom, whkh Davidson leaps to defend

from top to bottom, we are not required to keep the

military informed of our name, address, age, social

security number, and telephone number.

The route the government has taken in prosecuting

non -registrants has not been lenient. ITie law has
many legally and constitutionally questionable aspects
which the Selective Service is doing its best to get
around. FVirthermore. with several million non-
registrants on their hands, there is not a lot they can
do without stirring up an even greater outcry than
there already is.

As for my obligation as a financial aid recipient to

reciprocate with military duty, I can only say that
when my country's military prowess is put to use in

those rare instances when force can be beneficial,

when it is no bnger a tool for the maintenance of
racism, oppressmn, genocide, and all sorts of other
activity repugnant to our own constitution, then and
only then will I consider becoming a part. In the
meantime, there are better ways in which lean serve
my country.
Finally. I would like to remind Davidson that a
democracy is dependent on a critical, questioning
citizenship, not a complacent flock of sheep who do
what they are toM obediently and unquestioningly.
Were it not for such people as Eld Hasbro uck, the spirit

of democracy would quickly diminish, opening the
doors to corrupt government and totalitarianism.

Without such people, this country woukl never has
achieved the levelof democracy it has.

Don Ulin

Northampton

Sound off with your
letters to the editor!!

Freedom — not

just a word
Freedom is just another word
meaning nothing left to lose.

60's protest song

A recent Collegian Editorial has sparked a flurry

of debate on whether freedom really exists in

America. As one who has had first hand experience
in observing freedom as practiced in other parts of this

sphere we call earth, notably Southeast Asia, I will be the

first to admit that yes, we do have a great amount of

freedom in this country — freedom to speak freely,

freedom to choose where we will live, and the freedom to

uru-estrictedly travel to that place — but, I too question;

not the fact that freedom exists, it does, at least on pa}>er.

(the Bill of Rights). Bui 1 do question whether or not the

excercise of our freedoms are free.

David B. Miner

Lest one get the impression that I am just a radical lef-

tist, anti-establishment radical taking a swipe at the

establishment and the American Way of Life, I would like

to point out that I served six years in the Air Force during
the Vietnam ('onflict (I volunteered), and a year in

Southeast Asia (again as a volunteer). I still get a lump in

my throat when I hear the National Anthem played or

when Old Clory passes in front of me in a parade. Being a
free American means a lot to me, and as such I cannot

close my eyes to things which could abridge my rights to

freely exercise my freedom.

In 1976, while working a.s a reporter for the Springfield

newspapers. I covered one of the rallies at Seabn»ok. At
this rally a document was shown to myself and a re(M>rter

from the Boston GUtbr which was repute<i to be a secret

white paper written for the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion (NRC). in whkh it was advocated that, "in the event
of the theft or suspected theft of nuclear material, that a
wholesale mass arrest of suspects be conducted with the

suspension of civil liberties and that the use of torture be
employed." This paper was later confimned by the NRC to

be a "working paper."

The question that ct)mes into my mind is who are these

suspects, who are to be arrested without warrants no less?

Are they listed on some list in .some government ag«'ncy

just because they exercised their objection to nuclear

power and if they are, does this tend to stifle freedom of

speech?

There are precedences for "government hit lists," and
they are not confined to the "dark days of Watergate"
and the Nixon administration. If one follows and is active

in politics, you would know that all politicians keep lists of

those who not only worked for and contributed mor>ey to

their election campaigns, but of those who worked for

their position. The staff of the winning poll carefully

studies these lists, and those who worked the hardest and
contributed the most money are offered the patroruige

jobs, such as an ambassadorship or the directorship of an
agency. Pick up any newspaper and watch the coverage of

a Civil Service suit that is currently being heard agaimt
the City of Boston, and you'll see.

My question — does this stifle free elections or the

freedom of speech? WouW this cause someone from speak-

ing out on an issue for fear of losing a good job?

As a loyal American, there is no doubt in my mind that

this is a great coutnry. and I would not willingly choose to

live in any other country. But it is also my conviction that

as long as there are situations where 1 may have to fear to

exercise my freedoms, or freely speak my mind, then I

seriously question whether freedom truly exists.

Freedom isn't free

You got to pay the price — sacrifice

For your liberty.

"Freedom Isn't Free" © - Up With Psople Movement

David B. Miner is a Collegian staff member

\
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Open 24 Hours-7 am Mon. thru Sal Midnite- Sunday 12 Noon to a pm
in HadlevAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

SIOPc
SHOP

MORE WAYS TO SAVEI
IHNIBLE COUPON

On
Manufacturers'
Coupons

Manufacturers Coupons are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
we double your savings Details in store

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES!

mk HUNDREDS OF SPECIALS
%l IN OUR CIRCULAR!

You'll find them all over the store Plus

hundreds of Warehouse Values.

Including valuable Stop & Srtop Coupons
(^neck out every page ol tne circular It can save

yoo dollars more Pick one up m tne store

PLUMP PERFECT ROASTERATA

PLEASme PRICE]
Stop & Shop 's poultry

buyer got you a
terrific buy on
Frank Perdue s

extra meaty fresh

roasting chickens!

\

ii«

FRESH STOPSSHOP PORK.
MORE LEAN MEAT FOR
YOOR MONEY. 4^

PERDUE OVEN STUFFERS59 lb

While Gem Legs

White Gem Wings

White Gem Thighs

Chicken Drumsticks

Fresh Ducklings

Cornish Hens

69

59

79

89

89

99

Boneless Breasts . 2 39

Perdue Chicken Legs « .79

Perdue Chicken Wings 1 69

Boneless Breasts 2 49

US Grade A Turkeys «..59

Butterball Turkeys ^ 79

IT'S TIME TO DO THE BEST YOU CAN WITH

SPECIAL PRICES ON TOP NAME BRANDS.

Tropicana Chuggers 9 OQ

J.49
Assorted
Pork Chops
B"g f »e Porn LC»n iR«E<y)

Center Cut Chops . 1 89

Sirloin Pork Cutlets - 2 29

Countrystyle Ribs - 1 49

Pork Loin Roast 1 1 59

Sirloin Half Pork Roast . 1 69

Kalian Sausages ^1

Breakfast Sausages . 1 49

PeiTi S;^i i<;ages i2.1

9

SELFSERVICE DEU SPECIALS

Meat Franks QQ
Thick Sliced Bacon 2 39

©&(§®fl©:

-^" ^--1 ^B.

Frito Doritos 1 QQ
Stop A Shop Coffee j fifi

2 Liter Beverage gQ

Taco Shells gQ
Wish-Bone Dressing ftQ

Duncan Nines Cake Mix 7Q
Vegetables 2 ^,9Q

Ragu Sauce ^0
Geisha Tuna 7Q
Marcal Towels 9^*\
Friskies Buffet 3 ^.r' j

SAVE ON RRE FROZEN FOODS.

Orange Juice QQ
Lender's Bagels QQ
Dinner Classics

K'H I IS

FOR A PK. SHORTCAKE.
OR SUNDAES. ^

Hendrie*s
. fi^rv A&sf ^t^vOtS H»n O«»lon Ct

Ass •'^•^1 .,j'i#»*if*.

2.99

1.79
SAVE0NFRE»Uim)6OODS:

English Muffins JJ^
Big Daisy Bread Q,,, 99

SAVE ON FRESH DAIRY FOODS:

Orange Juice 1 QQ

Cottage Cheese f^39
Com Oil Margarine IIQ

New Country Yogurt 3 iw' 1

FRESH SIRAWDERRY PIE
f-resh ripe stray^tDerrici) ^
in a graham cracker pie st)eii.

filled with a quart of strawixrnes VS
AFUtinMRTOF

,'^ 5 1lUll^KnRKv
^^*

. . SIM
.:\ Ruby Red'

'ii Quart T
Green Zucchini

Fresh Spinach

.r,.69

.59

4 Shop i.Kt- tHr (
'. /vj'>' )N . ••.

FREE QlFREE
I

I

I

I

I Q*ish«
I Chunk Light Tuna

I

I

I Libby's Natural

p I
Pack Vegatablas

I

I

I '.TOP 4 S^tjr liA-t) If COUPON

I

I

i^v'j7' I
Buttarmllk or

^«?=f:,^
I

Homastyla Biscuits

I

I

STOP a SHOP BEEF IS THE

BOnOM ROUND
ROAST 5179
USDAChoice Beef Round Nl I
Boneless Chuck Roast , 1 79

Runnp Roast «3l.99

Boneless Blade Steak .t,2 39
KSOA rtvynf B<»e« ( nix*

Boneless Chuck Steak ; 1 99

Cubed Steak *2 49
;iS,' lA . - - « H"-' I',,

Eye Round Roast «2.69

Lean Stewing Beef *. 1 .99

CORNER
EU

COIMERDELI
SPEaALS.

Majesty Ham ^2.99
Baby Swiss 1 99

WEBRimOORPIMIOUCETO
VOU FASTER AND FRESHER.

REARS
"^Mmf7

Ffev
aod .

Fresh
Fruit Gift

Tray
Pertec! Gi'r

Fo' Mot* •

1 5 Pieces

c

Rl

./*'

Red
Emperor
or Ribier
Grapes
Sweet &
luicy Hal

Green Peppers

SIOP&
S110P

ITS TIME TO STOP&SHOE

Arts
Wilson Pickett is wicked

"'*
i ^iSisi ,. ,,,i^^^0:i:iii0y

Wilson Pickett

Rusty Nail, Sunderland
April 30

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
Collcrian SUff

"One mo time! I saaaid!...One mo time!"

shouts a member of the East Coast — West
Coast Band horn section as Wilson Pickett

walks off stage for the first time.

"One mo time!" he shouted again as the

Wicked Pickett, one of the original soul

masters of the '60s and '70s, who was a

mainstay on record charts for years during

that decade, retreats backstage for a se-

cond, a third and a fourth lime.

And he keeps coming back. Song after

song. Soulful. Dynamic. Rhythmical.

Sweating. F^ulsating. Never stopping. Like

the weeks after weeks of endless cross-

country touring. Vegas. Philly. D.C. New
York. The East Coast - West Coast Band
named so only because its members hail

from lx)th sides of the country, but l)ecause

of its more than 10 years together travel-

ing, touring, coming tiack song after song.

Backstage, Pickett relaxes. He sits in his

bathrobe with a beer and talks about how
he does it. How he keeps coming back.

"My life is this entertainment," he says.

"I've been playing since I was 18. I'm 42

now." But it's the people, he says, that

really keep him going.

After all, the people are who make or

break a show. A tour. A career. And judg-

ing by Pickett's career. fn>m his s<>ul r(K)ts

to more recent pop and rhythm and blues.

his fans have made him a success. The fans

in Vegas. Philly. D.C. New York.

But onstage, Pickett moves. He parties.

He celebrates humanity — black, white,

man, woman. His opening number, an
upbeat version of his early Seventies' hit,

"In the Midnight Hour," has the crowd on
the dance floor moving. Partying.
Celebrating that humanity.

"I'm In Love" and "Mustang Sally"

bring the audience closer together, higher,

into one big dancing soul.

Pickett has lieen on stage for 45 mmutes
now. He shows no signs of stopping or even

slowing down. "Hey Jude." he sings. There

is a roar from the crowd, then a hush as he

continues: "Don't make it bad. Take a sad

song and make it better..." Pickett does for

"Hey Jude" what the Fab Four had only

dreamed of. He is soulful. He is moving. He
is down on his knees as the song turns to a

close, bursting. "Na na na nananana...Ht'v

Jude..."

He leaves the stage. "One mo time,"

come the shouts.

And he returns. "Funky Broadway."
..."Land of a Thousand Dances."...

He's off stage now. The crowd disperses

but upstairs one can still feel the energy,

the magic, the Soul. Wilson Pickett has

that magic about him. He carries it with

him on stage and off.

"Rem^mher to let it into your heart

Then you ran start

To make it better.
"

Wilaon Pickett hatt it in his oum heart

and he let it into the hearta of many at the

Rusty Nail last Saturday. It doesn 't get any
better than this. And it doesn't haiv to.

(ollfCMH pit' •to b; Or** Ofitt

Give 'em what they want!
David Johansen brought his funky music

and chic wardrobe (great pic of Manlyn
Monroe on the jacket, Davie) to

Southwest's barbeque pits yesterday after-

niK)n. The show teetered on the edge of

cancellation due to the threat of rain, but

when David Jo and company finally t<K»k to

the stage, electricity crackled through the

air. Johansen delivered his seemingly
endless string of "greatest hits" with the

expected level of energy, craziness, and the

usual array of bizarre hats. As for the
crowd's reactions — need you ask?
Johansen certainly knows that to survive in

that big, bad world of rock and roll, you've
gotta give the people what they want.

XS a[s zx zx: sz 2S zs 2S zz zs zz ZK zs zs ZK zs zs zs

RECYCLING PROJECT
REDEMPTION SERVICE

Deginnlng: Monday, Moy 2nd

5* Redemption for Sodo and Deer

Schedule:

Northeast

Central

Orchard Hill

Southwest

Sylvan

Mary Lyons Rec. Rm.

Franklin D.C. Lobby

Webster Main Lobby

Hampden D.C. Lobby

Cashin Rec. Rm.

Mon 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Tues 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Wed 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Thur 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Fri 4:30 - 6:30 pm

Southwest

Campus Center

Hampden D.C. Lobby

Concourse

Sat 12:30 - 2:30

M a Th 1 - 3 pm

zs zz

Get your 5^ bock on compus.
Brands accepted: Lists will be posted

SODA - all brands sold in campus vending machines (12 oz cans)

BEER - all major brands (12 oz and 16 oz bottles and cans)

Cans and bottles must be clean and clearly lablelled for MASS Redemp-
tion. They can not be crushed or broken in any way. Sorry no plastic.

Questions? Call the Recycling Project 1 - 4 pm 545-0618.
zz zz zz: zz zz
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TBfB
The better

ball point
Ti

:(^ pinTrlcTOiis

rimmA
you wont have to. J/

1t» got cvcnlfchv g«iig for it

SwoOff wrttteg. Sfcddly icsigM^

fitgrr riMtag for coolioul wrHiag

coafort Staiolcss steel foiuL

:363 Main 3t Amherst '

256-8587
Soap Opera -.

Special
1 1:30 am 7 pm :

SmaU
2 item pissa

.. CWy M«QQ

i 4 FREE VIDEO GAMES
I
with a purchase of 4 games, for college students pre-

I sent ad plus student ID - 1 coupon per nite, expires

! May 5th. Signature

TUES-WED-or THURS • 6 PM thru 1 AM

1
B

I

I

I

I

Ii Special Bonus on machines at ail times

I
(example - Robotron 20 men to start, Joust

I
12 birds, etc) video games located in

I BACK ROOM RECORD & VIDEO SHOP i
I 209 N FI«OMnt $t. In Corrlog* Shops, noor Pub J

MePlitByiFl^MpM

^Rhetoric Exemption Exam*

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be

given on J

• WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 19834

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

BARTLETT 61

The test is open only to students who entered as

freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or transfers who will be

Juniors before Fall 1984. This is the last time this ex-

am will be given this semester. Bring student I.D. and

a pen.

Wed like you fo think - fuit for a few

minutei — about something you may

not like thinking about how you're

going to pay off your GSi, NDSL or

PISL itudent loons

Not long offer you leave ichool.

you'll have to start makiryg itudent

loan poymenfj Right now. you may

have no ideo how much you'll have to

pay every month, but it moy be more

fhon you wi/l be able fo pay PartKu-

(or/y when you consider that your in

come wifl probably be lower at that

point than it will ever be again

Now. for the good news There's

a way for you to reduce those student

loon payments dramatKolly — by up

to 50% — ma unique program called

OPTIONS

Loan
Category

ffPKOl

Old
Payment

TypKal

OPTIONS

$5,001 $7,500

$7,501 $11000
$n. 00/ $15999
$(6.000-or more

$ 9600
J2200
166 00
2)400

$ 5800
7200
96 00
t2300

fint, figure out how much jroull

owe. Do a little mental arithmetic to

see how much you're going to owe in

GSi. NDSL or PISL loans find the ctosesf

total on the chart The next column

shows fhe approximate amount you'll

be paying every month In the last col

umn. you'll see the average OPTIONS

payment you could make instead

lr» called OPTIONS
becautm that"* what you geff When
moif lenders set up your paybcKk

schedule, fhey won'f ask you how youd

like to do It They'W /u$f fefl you how rf'$

going to be Period

OPTIONS (S different With

OPTIONS, you decide within broad

guidelines whof your payments will

be. and how loryg you'll pay

After you pKk your own payment

plan, Sallie Mae pays off your existing

CSL. NDSL and fISL loans and creates

one new. 7% mferesf, guaranteed

student loon with no prepayment pen-

alty Workif>g wifh you, we drow

up a payback schedule you can

live with, based on one of 3 basK

OPTIONS
OPTION I lets you extend

fhe poybock period and make

lower unchanging payments

OPTION 2 also gives you more

time, but features payments that start

out very low and fhen grodua//y rise —

like your income OPTION 3 gives you

graduated payments too, but lets you

pay the loan off faster

learn more about OPTIONS now,

so you II be prepared y^hen the time

comes. Wfe urge you fo sforf planning

now for that day when you endorse

that first student loan payment

SalUe Mae — a private corpora

tion chartered by ocf of Congress in

1972 to make it easier for lenders to

provide student /oons — »$ now oufho-

nzed fo make student loons easier to

pay off

Ask your school's firKjncial aid

office about Sallie Mae and its

OPTIONS program Or for a free

brochure, fill out and return the

coupon

r

C*y

Stofr '"P

VkJi/ fo Studenf Loon Vkjrkefing ""
Assooofion. OPTIONS 1050 Thomos

JeWerson Sf N W Woshiogfon. DC 20007

Hvporcurriiula

POUnCAL CHANGE IN

THE CARIBBEAN -
Elsworth Young,
Industrial Relations
Officer — Caribbean
Community Secretariat

will speak on "The Labor
Movement, Social
Agitation and Political

Change in the Com-
monwealth Caribbean:
1935 45." 10:30 a.m., CC
rm. 805 809.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS!
— Slide show presen-

tation describing many
OXFAM projects
woridwide. The UMass
Hunger Task Fbrce invites

anyone interested in

learning more about world

hunger and what is being

done about it to attend. 4

p.m ., 428 Student Union

.

MEN INTCRES'raD IN

CHQULEADING - AU
men interested in cheering

for varsity foot-

ball/basketball are en-

couraged to attend this

meeting. Come prepared

to work out and have fun!

FV>r information call Bill

549 6447. 4 p.m.. Boyden
FleW (rain — Boyden
Gym).

NATIVE AMERICAN
SOCIAL - Open to

everyone, a chance for

Native Americans to

meet. socialize and
discuss relelevant issues

over free food. Discuss

revival of American Indian

Student Association, etc.

4-6 p.m., Melville House
bunge.

UMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE - wiU faciUUte

discussions of food,

agriculture, health and

related topics with

People's Market mem
ben. 6-8 p.m., 428 Student

Union.

ANIMAL RIG HTS
COAliTION MEFTING -
If you care about animals,

come to the meeting. All

are welcome. We have

letters to congressmen
protesting cruelty to

animals. Fbr more in-

formation, call 546^4789. 6

p.m., room 174 Campus
Center.

HILLEL COUNCIL - AU
welcome. The Hillel

Council is the major
decision making body of

the organization. 6 p.m.,

S.U. 310, Dukes Room.

CONCERT: FACULTY
WINWOOD QUE^TET -
Featuring aitists Joanne
Tanner, flute; Charies

Lehrer, oboe; Michael
Sussman, clarinet; Laura

Klock, horn; and FVank
Morelli, bassoon. Guest
artist will be trumpeter
Walter Chesnut. lliey wUl
perform works by Darius
Milhaud, Anton Reicha,
and Music Department
Head Charies Bestor. FVee.

8 p.m., Bezanson Recital

Hall.

WOMEN'S ISSUES
TEAM - The team will

hold an evaluative
meeting and decide on
goals for the summer and
fall. Everybody is

wekome! 6:30 p.m., CC.
802.
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

^

CANt'ltWE FOR TWe
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ID JOIN M£ FOR A

WINK ?

I
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

I

SPUiSH!
WHAT THE *?^*.'-jS f̂l.

I

r-^3S^ ^

i
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WHATEVER TWEV

SURE m. UGLY

!
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After the Fall By R. Miller

^0/7V
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CROSSWORD
Edited b> Margare I Karrar and Trude Jaffc

I**) lot AnfH*^ limv, S.MtfM-il,

ACROSS 45 Agnes. Spanish 15 Pay what is due

1 Meadowiands style 20 Need

5 trutti 46 King 22 Revolutionary

10 Marble 47 Mexican of old antiques

13 Odium 50 Carpenter s needs 26 Con ,

14 Vocally 54 Beach sight tenderly

15 Annoy 57 Historic salt lake 27 English poet

16 boy' 59 Shop sign 28 City on the

17 Dromedary s reia 60 Cap feature Missouri

live 62 Those in Seville 29 Haute cuisine

18 Delia s creator 63 Axillary mushroom
I'i Denizen o' the 64 Stage direction 30 Sound from an

Atlantic 65 Paul of film fame alarm

21 Lobster tor 66 Writer s output 31 Jin . in Madrid

example 67 Brands 32 Arbor

23 Island in Fifth ot 68 Spotted 34 Choice Abbr

Clyde 35 Formerly called

24 Antiquated 36 Thine in Pans

25 Bismarck s home 42 House hunter

Abbr DOWN
rCily in Tibet

44 Chapiets

28 Straw in the wind 47 State of NE India

30 Pari of a Briton s 2 Restaurant 48 Enthusiasms

day habitue 49 Argentine limber

33 Biting 3 of roses trees

37 Vacationer s 4 Putty eg 51 Publish

choice 5 Ti|uana treat 52 Sierra

38 Port on Malabar 6 Bator 53 Black buck

Coast 7 Piper s son 55 First lady and

39 Biblical iion 8 Calendar abbr others

40 One ot the Grants 9 Tick over 56 Companion of

41 Change dollars to 10 Amateurs Var wine

pounds 11 Deal out 57 Busy one

43 Pate offer 12 Like some 58 Strays

ings Macbeth gardens 61 Amtrak stop

'\
7 3 4

1

5 » r 1 9

1

10 It 1?

n 14 15

16 IT

1

11
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?3 74
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I
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WEATHER

Mostly cloudy today.
Chance of a few showers
tomorrow. Fkir Wed-
nesday. Daytime highs in

the 50s to low 60s today,
60s tomorrow and
Wednesday. Overnight
lows in the 30s tonight.

D.C. MENU X
t

LUNCH:
Royal Zucchini

Beef Parmesan
Grilled Ham and Cheese

Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH:
Garden Chili

Grilled Cheese on
Wheatberry

DINNER:
Oriental Stew

E'ish Fry/Tartar Sauce

Cheese and E^gg

Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER:
Mexican Vegetal))*' Bake
Fish E'ry/Tartar Sauce

Handicapping the 1984

Presidential race with

Boston Globe editors, colum-

nists and writers, 8 p.m.,

tonight in Room 163 CC.

All Collegian Staff are welcome to

talk with some of the Globe editors

at 3:30 today in the Collegian

Business office.
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Football has springgame
By RUSS WHINNEM

In a game that Mike F^vreau
established himself as a linebacker,

Jim Simeone confirmed himself as a

quarterback, and Mark Tabor im-

pressed a lot of people, the Red squad
withstood a last ditch rally and helf off

their White count»-rparts 21 18.

Saturday, in the >i.iirual Spring football

game.
The contest had its outcome
seemingly sewed up until the Tabor-led

White team made a run with less than

five minutes left, down 2110.
After steadily moving the ball upfield.

Tabor hit Paul Walsh for 24 yards to the

Red five, and minutes later he hooked
up with Kevin Jackson for the score,

with 1:01 showing on the clock. When
Tabor found Gary FVeker in the end
zone on the two point conversion, it

was 21 18.

Tabor had one more shot with 34

seconds left. However, a holding call

proved fatal to the Whites and a Mike
Dwyer sack of Taborended the game.
Afterwards, coach Bob Pickett was

all smiles. "I thought our execution
was good considering we've only had
twelve practices," he said. "We threw
the ball reasonably well and caught it

reasonably well."

One of those throwmg well was
Tabor, who despite tossing three in

8

G«^J[£a^ with the CoL

t^ciMPpf IViticc Concert

-To

K

ire .8p^-

HewSalemBcoi^ia g

Xfi^JHUcofldMiiu- 8*r 10^30

CIMIPLETE TKAINMN;
7 \ \ i n

PILOTS
$19,000 start. 20/20 vision. All majors 19-28 yrs old.

AVIATION
SYSTEMS MANAGERS

$19,000, all majors, 19 28 years old, 20/20 not required

MANAGERS
17,800 start. Ship handling and ship management. All majors,

19-34 years old, 20/20 vision not regd.

MANAGERS
$17,800 start. Finance, Personnel, Logistics. Business majors

preferred. 19-34 years old, 20/20 vision not required.

ENGINEERS
$22,800 start plus bonus. Project management. R&D operating

engineers. Engineering, science, or technical majors. 19-27 years

old. Some positions up to $40,000 in four years.

All positions feature excellent promotion potential. Raises to over

$28,000 in four years. Excellent benefits. Written test and physical

examination required. U.S. Citizens only "No obligation interview.

Call collect NAVY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
(518) 462-6119

terceptions, compiled 188 yards

through the air with one touch down,
while constantly working under heavy

pressure.

The beginning of the game was the

Simeone show. He began quickly, and

on the second play from scrimmage hit

John Jefferies for fifty one yards to the

White 13, before Rich Jenkins jumped
overfrom the two.

Less than three minutes later Simeone

was at it again. First he found Jenkins

for 18, then hit Rick Garcia for another

12. before finally taking a broken play

and weaving his way untouched for a

34 yard score. Brother Bob Simeone
again placed it through the uprights for

a 14-0 lead.

Fivreau, meanwhile, chose the

second quarter to prove some things.

With seven minutes to go in the half,

he picked off a Tabor aireal at the

White 20. returning it to the 3. Then,
with forty-four seconds left, he

grabbed another, returning it inside the

40.

* Softball
C'lntinntif from fniift IJ

really whacked the ball (especially

against URI), but we couldn't push the

runs across."

The Minutewomen just couldn't finish

the job. In all three games, UMass outhit

their opponents. T^ey also left more
baserunners (22 total for the weekend)
stranded than their opponents. And
coupled with a few defensive errors, it

was a tough weekend for UM.
Against Penn St.. the Nittany Lions put

together a single, double and triple off of

Cathy Reed to take a 2 lead in the

second. They added one more run in the

third fora 3 bulge.

The closest UM got was when they

loaded the bases with two outs in the

fifth, but Chris Coughlin popped to first.

UM also left runners on third twice.

Relief pitcher Lynn Stockley shut down
PSU (6 k's. no hits), but UM left 10 on
base.

The Minutewomen disposed of Temple
3 1 and earned them a shot at URL Two

ifmen*s lacrosse-
( iitit I nuni irmii fniift IJ

The top offensive outputs by the

Gorillas have been at the confines of

Boyden Field, an 11 4 season opening
win over Hobart College and a 14-13 loss

to Rutgers University.

1)\e Gorillas will return to the pleasant
surrounding of Boyden F^eki and the

Stockley walks against the Rams came
back to haunt her as they scored.

UMass rallied in the fifth tying the

score as Debbie Pickett singled plating

Missy Oman. URI responded with a two
run triple to right in their half of the fifth,

and UMass had to rally again.

In the sixth. Talbott led off and singled

to right followed by Gaw's triple to right

making the score 3-2. Sally Mahersent a

shot to second and her throw nailed

Gaw at the plate in a controversial play.

Coughhn walked but UM couldn't score

again.

In the seventh, Rioux got on with a

fielder's choice and Talbott singled

before Gaw popped up.

UMass. who has lost four of their last

seven, is now 23-8 and have dim hopes
for the Northeast playoff bid. Rutgers

and URI have the edge over UM.
"You have to go out and make your
own breaks." said Sortino. "If we had
beaten URI. we would've been in good
shape."

always influential Boyden Hill crowd
Tuesday when they host the numberone
ranked team in New Ehgland. Dart-

mouth, at 3p.m..
Syracuse, the number three ranked

team in the nation and Maryland, the

number seven ranked team in the

country. folk>w Dartmouth FViday and

Sunday, respectively.

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
IMPROVE SPORTS ABILITY

HYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOU MAKE IT PERMANENT
Many of our clients an doctor referrals.

OVERCOME ANXIETIES, FEARS & PHOBIAS
Lose Weigftf Stop Srrtoking • Insomnia • Nail Biting

Setf Confidence • Sexual Problems •

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER
Milton H AskinoM, Memb«r A A. EH.

Availat>(« Lecture Demonstration*
Call Of Wnfg for free Brochure

The Farrick Buitdtng, Rte. 9. Hadlev, IMa.
3' 10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware!

564 1919 by Appt Only

363 ^^rr^Main St
Amherst
Mon - Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri Bat

11:30 3
Fast Fr««
DellTery

LookiNq For a MCANiNqful

SUMMER JOB
MJAssAchusETTs FaIr SNare

Tkf coiiNTRy's UnqcsT sTATcwidi cirizEN actiom

cmqANizATioM

Has full tIme aniI summer opENiNqs For fuNdRAisiMq,

OUTREAcIl ANd CITizEN lobby buildlMq to sIlApC kAZAR-

douS WASTE, EMERqy, AMd OtIieR policiES iN This STATE.

Hours 1:70 - 9:90 pM, pAy: $177 - $227 AVERAqE per

WEEk ANd bENEPiTS. Will TRAIN.

CaU: 786-8717,
9 AM- 1:70 PM

Mon - Fri For Western Mass.
For woRk in Boston Area caU:

1-800-952-74711
v»W*T>f^i:TWWS^WS^»S^V^»V^<<?',>?!

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

Practically brand naw Brittany Manor 2
bedroom apartment - all applicances are

new and in excellent working condition,

new wall to wall carpeting, free heat, pool

call 256-0391 , rent is negotiable

WANTED

Claaa Rings. Gold and Silver Jewelry and

Coins. Daniel Smith, 2b North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
545^2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave
message)
Students interested in getting money
for school expenses 66&^3^

WANTED TO BUY
~

Wanted: Welding sicills h practices. Will

buy or rent call Jon at 546^9328

WANTED TO RENT

Two students want house end room-
mates or just room in Hyannis or Yar-

mouth. Have money. Dan 253-2071,

256-8785

4 room apartment, long term, starting

6/1. 1 - 2 bedroom, no complexes. Single

non-student, references. Fred 2S3-9684

Wented 1 bedroom in house or apt for

fall will take summer option, rf necessary

call Laurie 546-5407 after 10:X pm
Wanted bdrm or apt in Brandywine for

summer sublet w/fall option please call

546-7928

ZIMBABWE!

Katangel Happy Birthday Peregrinel No
party stopper herel Much love, Marce

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance * 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

Collegian n

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Chevy Monza, 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable, excellent gas mileage, very

good condition. BO call 256-6612

72 VW Van runs great! Must see $1100.00
549-5631

Toyota Truck 1976 excellent mechical
condition, new tires, brakes. $1200
268-3216

Saab 99E 1970 mechanically new, no rust

needs minor body work $2500 549-6861 BJ
after 5:00

360 Nova great engine good body a steal at

$650 549-1278

1977 Fiat 128 excellent condition, good gas
mileage. $1500 549-0056 evenings

7S Chevy Suburban rust, dents but runs

excellent with long future BO Mitch
256-6712

3 BEDROOM »330.00/MO ~

3 bedroom in Sunderiand on bus route

aO.OO/mo with fall option 666-3240

BROTHERS

of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity welcome aH

males attending UMass as an
undergraduate to an Open Rush at our

home on 374 N. Pleasant St. and Fearing

St. The big blue house on the way to town.

Come down, have a t>eer with us and find

out what we're all at>out. Wed. May 4 8:30

to 11 PM 545-0244

CAPE COD RENTAL
~

Quiet couple seeks enother couple to

share cottage in So. Orleans. Close to

Chatham, Brewster, Harwich. 6/1-9/26 Call

after 7 567 8478

CONFIDENTIAL HERPES RESEARCH

Psychology Greduate Student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

hwpes. If you have genital herp>es, please

caN 549 1091 after 6 00 pm. Thanks!

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Disc)ockeys guaranteed student

functions 256 0739 _
PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS!
Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Call-N-Save. Paul

548-4406

FOR RENT

Perentls) with child(ren) wanted for

North Amherst cooperative household.

Longterm 549 4006

To sublet for summer w/fall option 4

bdrm apt on bus n Apt will l)e semi

furnished and is in good location rent

negot. Call 253 2605 ask foi^Petj

2 bdrm summer sub with fall option full

apt $200 on bus route Jeniffer 256 6887

Brendywine one bedroom ept A/C,

dishwasher, disposal. WW, on bus route

avail June 1 Sept 1 very nicely furn

320/month 549-0460

1 bedroom Brandywine summer sublet

w/fall option, AC, dishwasher, disposal

549-0781 ^
We're looking for e 3 bedroom apart-

ment for September. Call anytime, day or

night. Ask for Mike, Mike or Bill. Phone

256-0543

Come to Cape Cod this summer.
reasonable rates: Seamist Lodge, 174 Main

St Box 342, Hyannis. MA 02601,

1-617 771-8423

Chic, cheep, apt for sumemr rent 275 + 2

br, on bus route 253-9389

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome

applications from single grads and

undergrads including freshmen and

sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church

for more information about this Christian

ministrYJ)Ouse call 549-3596 or 256-6gi1_

One bedroom in Puffton apartment Fall

option 549 0837
^ .

Rent great Brandywine Apt for summer
possible fall option cheap! 549 1463

ColoniaVviHage summer sublet w/fali op

tion 2 t)edroom $296/mo 256-0566

FOR SALE

For Sele Porteble Stereo/Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546 9819 for info

king size Waterbed - heater, liner, mat

tress, cover, headboard etc good condition

2 yrs old call 549-5589

10000 used records just bought. Hun

dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET

RECORDS, Northampton Many hard to

find 584-313 or 586-5726

Airtight woodstove excellent condition

$325 call Margaret at 549 6633

2 brand new Panasonic speakers $80 or

best offer lauren 6-8392

Full size bed, bookshelf, stereo call for

prices 549-0056 evening

Titleist Woods, beautiful cond, 1, 3, 4, 5

$90.00 call Tony 256 6863

Brand new, never been ridden. Must sell

immediately call Rob 586-5424

Sanyo AM-FM stereo, 8 track built in

turntable 75. Dave 546-5359

Refrigerator - dorm size Kenmore, used

2 semesters $8 546-4016

Tires *4*185/80R13 all season radials

will mount-spin balance-new valves

30,000 mile/36 month * guarantee •

FOUND

Found woman's watch in 221 MRST.
Call Bill at 6-4342

HELLUVA BARGAIN
~

Townhouse summer sublet 3 bdrm, AC,
extremely negotiable call 546 6667 or

546 5204

HELP WANTED
~

Employment Opportunities part
time /nights available for Spring /Sum-
mer /Fall for qualified Juniors, Sophmores
and Graduate Students in University Alum
ni Telephone Solicitation program. $4.00

plus an hr. People with sales and /or

telemarketing experience are encouraged to

apply at Telefund Office Memorial Hall

GATE worker full tirrw summer position

available 5/27 8/31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organisational skills essential.

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu-

dent Union o r call 545 0341 AA EEO

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80 s: Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer and en
vironmental issues HRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus t)enefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM - 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1-800 952 7478

Collegian l>rivers' positions evaUable
for fall '83 Must have car, nx>rning hours

free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor-

tunity employer

Looking for experienced restaurant
help for Cape restaurant. Also landscaping

maintenence call 253 54^
Worcester Area
phys ed graduate

Full or part time work
Boys and girls gym

nasties Resume to Box #2 Cherry Valley.

Mass 01611

Cruise Ship Jobs! Great income potentiel.

all occupations For information call:

602 837 3401 ext 833

Wanted work-study end non worfc-

study assistants to SGA Co Presidents.

Jobs involve research and advocacy around
social and educational issues Skills in

related areas, ability to type, and general

office skills helpful. Pickup applications in

Rm 406E Student Union Building. Applica-

tions due May 13. For more information call

545 0341. The SGA is an affirmative action

employer •_

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate psychology student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

herpes, if you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 PM

LOST

25 REWARD dk blue "Adventuregear"
down jacket. Lost Friday - 22nd on Campus
desperate Lance, 317JFK, 6-7639

Glasses in orange case 546-7246 Rita in

Evenings.

PIsstic covered noteped 4/28 Goodell

6th floor. Useless to anyone but me.
Reward! Please call 665-2579

Macroeconomics book on NEAG bus to

NYC on April 23 call 6-9374

MOTORCYCLES
~

Honde 1980 7S0K 7000 miles garage kept

new Dunlop tires complete tune-up xtras

$1800 or BO 253 9376

PENTHOUSE FOR RENT

Looking for a couple only to share a

beautiful co-op house 1 block away from
campus and Amherst Ctr. There are four of

us in the house now - 2 males 2 females.

Entire third floor is available for

$225/month starting June 1. Includes

private bathroom! Call soon, 549-6550

PERSONALS
"~

Muffy Von Abrahem It's been great

rooming with you. Best of luck to vou,

Krista, Lynn, and Stace on Townehouse
Love Deb

LEAH B I LOVE YOU I II Scott
~

Donna S Happy 20th!! Love, Diane, Sue,
and Judy^

Lisa you are the best friend and roommate
a Uman could evah have Happy Birthday

Amy
Free trained Lesbian/Gay Peer Counsel-
ing referral MTuThF 4-9 pm 433SU
545 2645

Creig: 2 years that's incredible. Happy An-
niversary love Sandy

Denise, Happy 20th Birthday! Now we can

go dancing and drinking! Congratulations,

Love Tom

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVTce"

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-(^92,

584-7924 Nancy.

RICK MUNROE

URGENT you call me keep trying collect

O.K. Ruth.

RIDE WANTED
~

Ride needed to Colorado - Denver Area
after finals! Will share driving & $ call Gary
546^6027

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female roommate wented for Brittany

Manor Apt fall semester call 6 5237 or

6^43
Available now. Or>e room in house, only

one mile to campus, on bus route, large

yard with nice view 150 253 3362

One Female for two bedroom Southwood
Apartment 253-7846

2 People to share large bedroom in 3
t>edroom Townehouse apt for fall call Im-

medtately Shari 6^9623 Sheryl 6 968

Brittany Manor female for own bedroom
in 2 tiedroom apt starting September Lisa

»3 3568

Two responsible females to share Bran
dywine Apt starts June 1st 549 1463

3 roommates needed - summer sublet

w/fall optkx) in Brittany Manor 256 8388

SERVICES

Fast accurate typing $1.S0/pege Lesiea

584 3433

Typing Feat Reliable II /pg IBM Selectric

ca ll Nancy 549-1642

SUMMER RENTALS

The Ideal place: centrally located on cam
pus. everything and more included $250.

for singles, $150. for double's for the full

summer. Call Glenn S at 545^0047 or

546^2150

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256 6887 J enifer

2 bdrm fully furnished townhouse
Southwood apt on bus rt. sw^ pool, rent

negotiable call 253 3810

Townehouse Apt - 3 bedroom - summer
sublet fully furnished AC - cable call

anytinr>e 549 3843

Femele wented to summer sublet Bran

dywine room. For more information

549 0425

2 bedroom ept June 1 - August 31

Downtown Amherst $286.00/mo 256 8539

Beautiful 3 bdrm Townehouse for sum
mer sublet Please call 549 1215

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400/mth

avail 6/1 253 9577

Cheep cheep rent for e 3 bdrm
townehouse apt fully furnished call

5^^/549^M
One bedroom in Southwood epertment
non smoking female fall option rent

negotiable 256-0769

Cool, light efficiency epertment, fur-

nished. Triangle St., Amherst, rent

negotiable, 549-0457 or 545 854

Puffton Village summer sublet one or two
rooms $100 Jay 549 5921

Specious Squire Apt balcony, walk-in

closets, cable, bus route, $360 665 2998 fall

option

July and August only. 3 bedroom apt.

Amherst center. 3 min to Pub rent negot

ca ll 546 9027

Summer sublet fell option 76 Chestnut

St, Amherst, easy walk to campus.

Available June 1 . Call 549-412^ ask for Jim.

150+ per month

Summer sublet Colonial Village one

bedroom $225/ mth call Tom 256 6659

One bedroom apt w/fall option, AC,
pool, tennis, on bus route, $225/month
utilities included 665-2538

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549-644 AC pool

Beautiful large 3 bedroom apt in house
Amherst Center excellent location June -

Sept 1 $400/month call now 253 2169

4 bedroom Squire Village June thru

August fall /option bus route 560/ month
665 3686 Tom
Summer sublet/fail option 2 bedroom
Northwood Apts. Hot water incl. On bus
route. Pool. $200/ month neg. Call evenings

or before 9:30 AM 665 2939

One bedroom in five bedroom house.
Two blocks from UMass $155 545 0794

w/fall option

Two bedroom ept available in Bran-

dywine June to Sept price negotiable call

Jennifer 546-5390

w/fall option space evailable in Colonial

Vil apt rent negotiable call 253 7662 after 5

TOWNHOUSE APT~3^rm, furnished,

rent negotiable call Mike 546-4229 or Rich

2566041

Puffton Village 1 bdrm in a 3 bdrm apt

sumnr>er sublet fall option 5^-4791

Summer sublet/fall option 1 bed in 2 bed
Brittany manor apt 256 0298

2 bedroom Cliffside Apt $286 month in-

cludes nice big POOL, tennis courts playing

fields all utilities 666 4644

Coloniel Village one bdrm., pool, laundry,

bus rte. rent negot. 256 0179.

TO MY BAD BOY

Happy BirtlMtoyI I'm glad that I'm with

you to share this day and other nrwnwriesl I

tove you Snuggle BumpsI

TO SUBLET

Mary Poppins would approve! Fully fur-

nished Brandywine apartment. June 1 Aug
31 call 549-1511

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet with fall option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be

your apartment for summer all you have to

do is call Jay or Rich at 666-7574 Price is

very reasonable Very ^ ^
TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE APT.
fully furnished. June 1 to Aug 31 negotiable

rern call 549 4585

Squire Village townhouse two bedrooms
summer sublet fall option $380 + 666^4886

25+ 2 rooms In house on cempus
549 4080

One bedroom apt Pr^udential Apts fur-

nished air conditioned June Sept^49-0127

3 bdrm apt available 115 neg utilities incl

fall opt 253 9753

1 bdrm Puffton Vil for 1 or 2 people good
rate cal l 549 5920

One bedroom apt summer sublet fall

opt bus pool Cliffside rent negotiable

ea MeO or 549 6499

Townehouse of Amherst 2 t>drm fully

furnished, aircond, cable, 30 yds to busstop
call 549 6960

1 bdrm Colonial Village avail July 1 fall

option $245 + call 2533703

Room in Amherst Center for summer
sublet $125/month utilities included

2M 7396

Two bedrooms In four bedroom apt
summer sublet /whole apartment fall option

253 2052

One bedroom in ept. bus routem center

of Amherst, summer sublet w/fall option

$1 50/ + call Jody 256 8407

Sunderland 2 bedroom ept on bus route

available June 1 w/fall option 325 call

665^7552

2 bedroom epertment in Northwood air

conditioner, small garden plot asking $310
but price negotiable call Mir, Lisa, Julia

evenings 665-4793

Three bedroom Puffton closest unit to

campus, $95/month possible fall option

546-5611 or 549 5686

3 bdrm Townehouse Apt fully furnished

air conditioned close to campus 549-5848

Free summer rent 10 month lease Brittany

Manor 256 0129 Pete etc

Two bedroom apartment in Cliffside

pool, tennis call 6^ 4953 negotiable

$310 Brandywine two bedroom fall option
Dave 546 8730 call Monday and Tuesday

3 bedroom $336?mo Northwood bus
route pool avail June 1 or July 1 666-7783
fall opt

3 bedroom apt furnished June 1 - Sept 1

$296 /mo call P49 4047
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More sports on page 10

Gazelles tie Temple 4-4
, poundNW

VMhot, unbeaten in last ten
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

( ollrrian SUff

It was a tough going but relatively

successful weekend for the University
of Massachusetts women's lacrosse
team as they tied number one ranked
Temple University 4 4. and defeated
number ten ranked Northwestern
University 74.

In the Temple game on FViday af-

ternoon, the I^dy Owls broke out on top
16 seconds into the game, but Pam
Moryl tied it up for the Gazelles about
ten minutes later, with a free shot in

front of the net. Temple took a 2 1 lead
about two and a half minutes later, but
the rest of the half belonged to I'Mass.

Ijnda Haylayan once again tied it for
the Gazelles 20 minutes after the
opening goal, as she too scored off a
free shot. Then Moryl (who was roughed
up all day but still played very well) put
the stickwomen ahead for the first time
as she stole a pass in front of the Temple
net and put it in.

Forty nine seconds later Tish Stevens
scoi^d a backhand goal off a nice feed
from Bunny Forbes in what was to be
the Gazelles last goal of the afternoon as
they went into halftime w ith a 4 2 lead.

liie second half became a midfield
struggle as both teams played hard, but
it was Temple who got the breaks as
they scored two goals within 1:19 to tie

the game. Goalie Rita Hubner withstood
a great deal of Lady Owl pressure. It wa:>
an excitmg game to the end. but UMass
had to settle for a 4 4 tie. There is no
overtime period in women's lacrosse.

'It was a physically tough game, but
both teams played well. We had our
chances, but took some weak shots. It

was the best game for us. The defense
only gave up fourgoals which is great. If

we keep playing like this, we shouM
keep winning, " said coach Pam Hixon.

Saturday afternoons contest with
Northwestern was played under a more
relaxed atmosphere. Moryl once again
opened the scoring at the 3:00 marie off
another free shot. Sue Kosloski put the
laxwomen up 2 as she picked up a
loose ball in front and scored. Moryl
then set up Stevens for a running goal,
to put them up 3 0, but Northwestern
(NW) came back 11 seconds later to
close out the scoring in the first half at 3
1.

Haytayan and Linda Bevelander both
scored off free shots to open the second
half and push UMass to a 5 1 lead. NW
began to set up theiroffense and scored
on a shot that trickled past Hubner to

cut the lead to 5-2. Kosloski. though,
scored again off a Moryl pass, and
l^Mass once again had a four goal lead.
NW put on pressure and came up with

another goal off of a scramble in front of
Hubner to make it 6 3 with under four
minutes left, but Bunny Forbes scored
the nicest goal of the game as she
executed a beautiful give and go with
Kosloski to ice the game with less than
two minutes to go.
NW scored once more to make it 7 4.

and gave the stickwomen a scare as an
open shot from in front hit the top of the
crossbar and bounded away and UMass
came up with their tenth victory.

"It was not one of our better games.
The second game is always difficult and
we had an emotional letdown after
Temple. TTjey surprised us with a zone.
We didn't adjust to things too well, but
we did play well enough to win. " said
Hixon.

'n»e laxwomen now boast a 101 1

record with a ten game unbeaten streak.
Ihey will rest a few days before going
back into practice to prepare for their
upcoming match Wednesday as they
host Northeastern University.

Baseball sweeps NH,
moves over .500 mark

By SCOTT HOOD
< •ii*c»i> surr

DURHAM. NH. - In recent weeks,
the University of Massachusetts
baseball team has looked like the twin
brother of the Houston Astros. You
know, good pitch no hit. Hey, with a
team batting average of .235, they
certainly haven't been (Coach Dick)
Bergquist's Bashers.

But thanks to superb pitching (five

shutouts in two weeks), the
Minutemen have won 12 of the last 15.

On Saturday, against the University of
New Hampshire, the hitters graciously
said Thank you.' banging out 21 hiu in

a doubleheader sweep of the Wildcats.
11 2 and 3 2, which raised UMass'
record over the .500 mark for the first

time this season (14 13) and to 7 4 in the
EX:AC New &gland Baseball Con
ference.

"We've come on really nicely at the
right time, " said Bergquist. "We seem
to be playing well just when we need it.

It's better to play well the last two,
three weeks than early in the season
(On April 4 UMass was 2 10). So. we
have done well and hopefully it will

continue."
In the second game Saturday, un

doubtedly the most exciting and
w ackiest this season, freshman pitcher
Bob Kostro (4 3) was the main man for
UMass. limiting the Wildcats to seven
hits in the extra inning contest and
pitching out of several jams in the later

innings. •

UMass scored the winning run in the
ninth with a bunt single by Steve
Messina, a bloop single by leadoff
hitter Dean Bennett and an error by
wildcat first baseman Jeff Stohreron a

cue shot by Bruce Einerson, enabling
Messina to score.

Kostro had forced the game beyond

regulation when, in the seventh. Walt
Pohle on second after singling and
advancing on a groundout, he blew
three straight strikes by Bob Connor
afterfalling behind 3 0.

"I expected Bob Kostro to be one of
our top pitchers from the first time I

saw him. I think he can be a blue chip
pitcher," said Bergquist.

In the UMass romp in the first game.
Angelo Salustri gave the Minutemen
all the runs they would need with a

three run homer.
After UMass scored two more runs

in the third. Todd Comean launched a
rocket over the 356 sign in left center
for a two run homer, making it 8 2.

UMass scored a single run in the fifth

and two more in the sixth to enable
winning pitcher Tony Presnal (5 1) and
reliever Jim Gallagherto coast home.

TTiis most successful of weekends
started FViday night for the Minutemen
as winless senior hurler Dave
Valdanbrini blanked Springfield
College 30 under the lights in

Holyokes Mackenzie stadium.
Valdanbrini was masterful enroute to

his one hit shoutout. His fastball was
particulariy effective.

"I felt so good with my fastball, it

was moving well. The catcher iDan
(-lifford) did a great job of setting up
pitches." said a happy Valdanbrini.
UMass got all the runs they would

need off of Springfield starter Ix'e

Rywalt in the first inning when slugger
Chris Waszczuk hit a triple that was
lost in the lights to knock in Tod
Comeau, who had walked. It was
Wazs 30 RBI of the year. (Tlie UMass
record is 37 held by Bob Hansen.)

Dean Bennett knocked in a run in the
top of the fifth inning and then scored
in the eighth on a Comeau single to
account forthe final tally of 3-0.

Northwestern's Maritoni Derecho closes in on Sue Kosloski in Satur-
day's UMass win at NOPE.

Gorillas shot down by
Army, drop 9-4 decision

By BILL SHEA
( •ikcMw sun

To faithful Gorilla watchers, ex-
planations of Gorilla k)sses must sound
like a broken record.
But. the Season of FVustration. with, as
UMass head coach Dick Garber says, a
capital "F." continued this weekend
when the Gorillas gave the fifth ranked
Cadets of Army a scare before finally

dropping a 9-4decision.
As Garber pointed out. the final score

doesn't justify the pertormance of the
Gorillas, who carried out Garber's game
plan to the"T."
"Ekriy in the week we talked about

stowing the ball down because we
realized we couldn't run with them the
entire game. Nobody in the country
can. " said Garber. who saw his team's
record drop to 3-7. and end a four game
road trip with a 1-3 record.
Tlie Gorillas controlled the tempo early,
jumping out to a 2 lead on goals by
midfielders Peter Martino (2 goals) and
Rich Messina. The Gorillas knew the
potent Army attack couldn't score if

they didn't have the ball, but the Cadets
still managed to knot the score at 2-2 at
the end of the first period.
Tlie second period started out shaky for
UMass when Army scored three quick
goals, one a notly disputed goal that
Garber claimed bounced through the
side of the net. but the referee saw it as
a goal and UMass was down 5 2midway
through the period.

But Martino and tri-captain Tlmmy
Cutler scored for the Gorillas before the
half ended and the Gorillas went into the
lockeroom down 5-4.

"We were in the position we wanted to
be in at the hall. " said Garber. "We
wanted to be one up or one down. We
were in good shape."
The Gorillas played a strong third

quarter but couldn't find the net and the
Cadets opened up a 6-4 lead after three
periods. Tlie Gorilla "D. " led by tri-

captain John Mincone. sophomore
Barry Cain, freshman Tom Aklrich and
senior Brad Broadwell. hekl the Cadets
in check the first three periods while
senior Chris Benedetto played en ex-
ceptional game in net.

But in the fourth quarter, like so many
games before, the Gorillas simply
couldn't find the net. Army scored on a
broken play with nine minutes left to
lead 7 4 and the Gorillas abandoned the
slowdown strategy, started chasing the
ball and left themselves vulnerable to
the expk)sive Army attack.

But, the problem the Gorillas have had
to deal with all season, poor shooting,
haunted them again. Several Gorilla
shots hit the pipe (goalpost) and
bounced away.
"What it boils down to," says Garber,

"is we don't have the shooters we've
had in the past. We don't have a Jimmy
Weller or a Brook Sweet to put the ball

in the net.
"

CofUinued on page 10

Softball loses to Penn St.

URI, finish 4th in Atlantic 10
By GERRY deSIMAS

i oll»inan SUff

UNIVERSITY PARK, Penn. - Down 3 2
with two outs and two runners on in the
top of the seventh in the consolation
brarki ! of the double elimination
AtlanlM 10 softhall tournament, who
would you want to be at bat if you were
the University of Massachusetts softball
team'.'

Of course. All American catcher Jackie
Gaw would be the one.
Saw was the batter in Saturday s game

with top seeded Rhode Island and a loss
would end the tournament for one
team. UMass had fought back from 1-0
and 3 1 deficits and now with AUyson

Rioux and Beth Talbott on first and
second. UMass was rallying. But just

like poor Carl Yastrremski's foul pop to

Graig Nettles in 1978. Gaw popped it into

foul territory and URI had beaten down
the Minutewomen.
The Minutewomen finished a disap-
pointing fourth. UMass fell to 3rd
seeded Penn State in the first round 3-0.

rebounded to topple Temple 3 1, but lost

in the second round consolations to URI.
32.
"We were missing key hits at the right

time, " said a dejected head coach Elaine

Sortino. "With our backs to the wall, we

Contimted on page 10
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Latin America refutes Reagan
"Mr. Reagan. ..has lied to the American people",

said Maria Menenses of "Casa Nicaragua", the

Nicaraguan representative for Latin American Week's
*'Women In Struggle" panel. "Where my people (are,

they) don't know about E^ist/West conflict", stated

America Ugarte from "Women for Quatemala"
representing Quatemala. "Quatemala was the center"
of the original Spanish invasion and oppression", she
continued. '"Hie history of Central America has been
(related) before the Soviet Union was a country."
"U is very true that the women's struggle in ttis

country is very different from the women's struggle in

South America", said the representative for
Salvador, Quadalupe Gonzalez of the Democratic
Revolutionary FVont. Women were already integrated
into the work foree picking cotton, coffee beans and
sugar cane, she explained. "In the last 50 years"
factory women workers "have been making strikes

and were supported by women of the community."
"Right now." she told the audience, "the challenge

is to change the government. Women want to be in

oi^anizations that will take power; they want to be a

part of the organizations making policies of the new
government. The best way is through the FMLN and
FDR."
The Guatemalan representative said, "We can't see

our struggle of women separated from the context of

the Quatemalan struggle, with our men, to have better

housing, betterfood..."

Speaking about the situation for women in her
country, she said that in all sectors of society there is

sexist discrimination. "Women are the most op-

pressed: tortured, raped, murdered. Our only choice
left (is) direct participation." She stated that "Women
participate on all levels: political, military, (even) with
rifles; doctors, nurses, secretaries." She continued,
"We know it (- the positmn of women and all the

people) can only be changed through revolution."

In Solidarity Against

South Africa

By Brenda Ling

Henning Pieterse, vice-consul of South Africa's

Ministry of Infornnation, was invited by a SUNY/New
Paltz professor earlier this semester to speak on apar

theid policy for a Third World nations course

On the day of the scheduled lecture, a group of sixty

students rallied outside the building and then entered

the classroom to prevent Pieterse from speaking by

shouting him down and taking away his notes.

As the heated issue of Pieterse's right to free

speech arose, two of the students who had stopped

the lecture were put on academic probation, and
beyond this administrative action, the administration

planned to host Pieterse at a later date

In response to these measures, a coalition of stu-

dent political organizations demanded that charges

against the two students be dropped and that Pieterse

not be invited back The Political Science Depart

ment, though, advocated Pieterse's reappearance,

and suggested to buffer it by giving an African Na-

tional Congress member "equal time" to speak and by

discussing more openly the issue of tree speech

Nevertheless, student pressure and the ensuing

publicity forced the New Paltz President to drop

charges against the students and not to reinvite

Pieterse

The effect of New Paltz students' actions should

reinforce UMass students' desire not to allow any ad-

ministration to act counter to our convictions. As

more and more connections between US campuses

and the South African regime are exposed, students

should gam strength from understanding and working

to promote a sense of solidarity with other colleges

and universities that condemn the racist practice of

apartheid.

'"Die situation of women in Nicaraguan is similar to

those in Quatemala and Salvador." said the
Nicaraguan representative." '"Only the popular San
dinisla revolution has opened doors for women (in our
countiy) to take their rightful place in the society," in

deciding and making history.

She affirmed the statement, "Women have always
been present in the struggle of our country" by citing

numerous examples of oi<ganizing women of her
country had done. She related how fundamental the
Nicaraguan women were in building the foundatwns
of a new society: creating programs, initiating

schools.

The women of Nicaragua continue to play a key role

in the development and progress of the country, she
told the audience; she noted that they have a par-

ticulariy prominent role in the health program.
The Cuban representative. Sonia Rivera Vaklez of

Circulo de Cultura Cubano said, "Women's par-

ticipation was fundamental in the creation of a new
Cuban society." She cited example after example
showing the improvement in the lives of women in

Cuba. She gave examples of improvement in every
sectorof society."

She explained, '"Sexism is a hand barrier to break. The
factors are not objective, there are many subjective
factors. Much of it stems from Spanish values."
"Ninety thousand women left domestic service, on

completion of the sixth grade and started working in

urban reform. "she stated.

"Disc rim inatk)n by race or sex is punished by law.
"

she continued. She also mentioned that mothera are
allowed leave with pay if a child is hospitalized for a
period of lime.

She told the audience. ""Cuba has established the
proper structure for their liberatk>n. (But) often Cuba
encounters an enormous problem U.S. intervention
in our struggle...".

l^e Nicaraguan representative asked the audience.
"Do you know ""that from the moment of triumph of

our country, we've suffered a silent war." She stated.

"'We denounce here in front of all the aggression we're
suffering (from the United States government.)"
She continued. "The Reagan administratk>n says

that Nicaragua is a danger to this country (the U.S.),

but we know as well as all people know that Reagan is

the real danger. We denounce the traffic of arms to

counter-revolutions."
"We're accused of sending arms to Q Salvador but

there has been a spy boat., and it never detected arms
going to Salvador", said the representative for

Nicaragua.
She refuted another Reagan accusation by stating,

"We do not have Soviet missiles. Nicaragua will never
have missiles from (for) another country in our
country."
"We blame the American administratk>n" said the

representative of Salvador. "It is a total lie about

The Klan in Meriden.

Proclaiming April 30 May 1 National White

Solidarity Weekend, the Ku Klux Klan stood out

publicly in Meriden, Connecticut last Saturday to pro

mote Its hatred and proposed genocide of non-whites

in this country, the U.S. of A
Anti-Klan networks have worked diligently to op-

pose last weekend's rally, but nearly 30 Klan members
emerged from the Meriden courthouse shortly after

noon. The robed members were extremely well pro-

tected by over 250 police officers in riot gear who wat-

ched the estimated 7CX) demonstrators and observers

from the street level, from the roofs of buildings, and

from the circling helicopter above.

Two Klansmen, one of them Bill Wilkinson, Imperial

Wizard of the Invisible Empire of the Knights of the Ku

Klux Klan and known FBI informer, attempted to ad-

dress the crowd, but protestors' constant loud chants

of "Death to the Klan," and "FBI, Cops, the Klan, all

part of the Boss's Plan," and "Blue by Day, White by

their part in helping political prisoners." She tokl tlie

audience that "A group of women political prisoaen
are being tortured, liiey need the support of tlie

worid."
"Right now we're in a state of war in Nicarmsua; w«

want to make that clear to all women,'' stated
Menenses. "Hiat is why we ask for solidarity from al
the women of the world."
America Ugarte posed the questk)n,"Whal does

Quatemala want the North American people to do*"
She answered, give "support and solidarity.

Demonstrate, write Congress. Don't let your taxes be
used to murder women."
The Cuban representative, Sonia Rivera Valdex.

said, "We women are the masters or mistresses of
patience., for k>ng term change. We know it is not
worthwhile to flee, because there is nowhere to

hide. ..Non-involvement doesn't promise you Hfe orthe
life of your child. You can't protect and hide them. Tlie

only way is to confront and fight the situation." She
ended by saying, "We, Latin American women bebeve
we have the right to create a better life for ourselves
and our children; a better worid for all people, a more
just world."

Musician Fred Clayton is also a master in the

martial arts.

, By Breads Ling

Night," drowned out the speeches
After the 40-minute rally, Klan members were

escorted by the police through the courthouse and out
the back door while protestors continued their militant

shouting

Let this showing of citizen anti-Klan support in the

face of police Klan support be an example of how to

take an active stand against the racist tactics of this

country. Many people talk about the Constitution and
the Klan's legal Right to Assemble, but hiding behind
this abstract principle avoids the issue: the Ku Klux

Klan does not simply assemble, it organizes to ter-

rorize and to murder Third World peoples. That is the

issue, here, in black and white

The Klan will not die today or even tomorrow, but
we must be willing to take a stand against it, to

acknowledge the Klan's intncate ties with the state,

and to focus on this connection as our target to defeat

white supremacy.
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Railroading at EWC
Editorial by Steven Coons

It is crucial that the Third World, Feminist, and Pro-

gressive White Communities, as well as the general

public know about the controversy surrounding the

Everywoman's Center (EWC) at UMass.

As a member of the Ad Hoc Committee in support

of the three women under attack (Malika Jones,

Marianne O'Leary, and Mary Wentworth), I am very

well aware of the complexities of this situation

However, one thing that is clear, indeed the most

salient feature that unites these women in a common
plight IS the explicit lack of due process in the re-

evaluating and restructuring of the Everywoman's

Center on the part of the UMass Administration

(Whitmore), in general, and the Director of the

Everywoman's Center specifically (Ruth Weekes-

Washington).
For those unaware of what has been going on,

there has been a move to transform Everywoman's

Center from a Women's Collective to a classical

(Male-Patriarchal) hierarchy.

The centralization and consolidation of power.

Will Faculty Senate

Support Racism?
Editorial by S«gun Eubanks for the Nummo staff

There seems to be a good possibility that the faculty

senate will be sharply divided on a resolution that

would not allow University funds to be used for

academic contact with South Africa, which will be

discussed at the next Senate meeting on Thursday,

May 5 The resolution states that no "unit whose
authority derives from the University shall provide or

administer funds for any form of academic or pro

fessional contact with South Africa

This resolution and similar ones already passed by

the Undergraduate and Graduate student senates

stem from a trip to South Africa taken by Dr Robert

T Wilce in which $600 of University funds were used
The Research Council of the Faculty Senate awarded
these funds

The question is, will the Faculty Senate vote down
the resolution, thereby supporting the racism and
Apartheid that exists in South Africa? At the last

Faculty Senate meeting, April 21, the Senate voted

down a motion to even consider the proposal This in

dicates that there is opposition to the proposal It also

indicates that racism exists within the Faculty Senate
If this resolution fails to pass we as students must take

a serious look at the faculty that is supposed to be
educating us

The United Nations, the state legislature, and the

Board of Trustees have all passed motions condemn
ing South African apartheid and divesting from com
panies that conduct business in South Africa It is the

responsibility of our Faculty Senate to not only pass

this resolution but to begin formulation of a set policy

condemning South Africa's racist policies and refus

ing all forms of funding toward South African contact

The Faculty Senate meeting, which will be held at

3X p m in SBA 120 this Thursday, is open to

students Students especially Third World students,

should attend this meeting and give our support to the

professors who ^te sponsoring this motion We must
demand that the University of Massachusetts stop

supporting a country that has the most racist,

repressive government in the world.
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authority, and control has rendered the EWC accoun-

table to the Administration's desires as opposed to the

Community's needs The servicing of sound and

viable Women's Programs has been compromised in

usurping decision-making from the Collective (viz

decentralization) and centralizing it in the hands of an

upper echelon of a few administrative bureaucrats

The charge of racism made by the current EWC
hierarchy, in this case, is not only unfounded it is ab-

surd! Aside from the fact that one of the women being

railroaded out of EWC is, herself, a Black Woman
(Malika Jones) it only shows the attempts by "The

Powers That Be" to both cloud and trivialize what's

really going on here and what's really at stake.

The cavalier, unjust, insensitive, and sometimes

ruthless treatment of these three women - two of the

women were not given the required six months

notification of dismissal - Malika was ill a good part

of this period, she was pregnant, and eventually had a

miscarriage, and Marianne was dismissed just two

weeks to her acquiring permanent University status -

IS apalling and exhibits that the railroading of these

^Note: This editorial reflects the particular opinions of

'the author. It does not reflect the views of this

newspaper/the Nummo staff.

women reflects the desired relationship in the ad-

ministration and management of women, which

militates against Women's Collective and Democratic

Management (viz "WOMEN'S POWER!"), and

toward centralization of accountability and decision-

making.

It is clear that the Everywoman's Center is no longer

a workplace for women that is democratic, supportive

of single mothers, dedicated to finding alternatives to

patriarchal structures nor concerned with addressing

the needs of poor and Third World Women.

The Ad Hoc Committee is endorsing the following

demands: 1) Malika Jones, Marianne O'Leary, and

Mary Wentworth be reappointed/reinstated 2)

Another position be funded for Educational Access

and Outreach at Everywoman's Center so that the

Poor Women's Task Force can continue to address

the needs of low-income women 3) A Community

Advisory Board be established for the Center so that

there is a vehicle for expression fo community con-

cerns and a counterbalance to the administration.

women in struggle continued.

Women in struggle

By SONIA NIETO
Translated by Sylvia Galvan

When we think of women in struggle, certain im-

ages flash before us a guerrilla fighter in El Salvador

fighting for the liberaton of her country, a woman

who's chained herself to the fence at the Pentagon to

protest nuclear proliferation, women on strike,

women in demonstrations Yes, all of these women

are in struggle, but "women in struggle" means much

more to us it means the constant struggle that we as

women are engaged in every day to make our lives

more rrwanmgful We are all women in struggle

What we would like to do is to take a few minutes to

analyze the relationship between women's oppression

here in the United States and in Central America.

There is a real, not only an imagined connection

here What is the relationship between women guer-

rilla fighters in El Salvador and women on welfare in

Holyoke? What is the connection between women m

Guatemala struggling for basic human rights and

women m Springfield demanding better working con-

ditions? We believe there is a very real and tangible

connection and we'd like to analyze it

First, let us define what we mean by "lucha" -

struggle If we think of struggle as a constant fight for

our basic human rights, we are all m struggle every

day of our lives The many little injustices that we are

subjected to daily makes our lives, lives of struggle.

These little injustices might mean paying a few cents

more each week for milk for our children, or having to

respond to the ever-present forms of sexual harass-

ment at our places of work These little and not so lit-

tle injustices cause us pain and discomfort and anger.

But let us make no mistake of it struggle has many

different levels A woman in El Salvador who

witnesses the death of two of her three young children

due to malnutrition is suffering from a qualitatively dif

ferent oppression than a woman in Springfield who

cannot get free school lunches for her children Both

are struggling for human rights, but we must

recognize that some rights are more basic than others

What we must determine is the connection between

these two women
First, women everywhere are subject to some level

of exploitation based on sex Whether in Northamp-

ton or Puerto Rico, control over our lives has been

taken by others, to one extent or another The fact

that over Vi of women of child-bearing age in Puerto

Rico have been sterilized is a concrete example of

genocide, the fact that poor women in Northampton

do not have access to free and safe abortions is,

although different, another concrete example of how
women do not have control over their own lives, their

own bodies Control over our own lives also means

the right to choose our sexual preference without hav-

ing to suffer for our choice.

Exploitation based on sex, or sexism, has many
manifestations in different cultures, and although we
may often hear derisive comments from North

Americans about "machismo," m many ways it is no

better here Machismo may exist m more virulent

forms in some of our own communities here than in

some parts of Latin America Here, it may mean that

we as workers have a double burden, a full day of

work as well as a full load of housework and child-

caring when we return from the workplace In

Nicaragua, it may mean that a woman who wants to

participate in the liberation and transformation of her

nation is prohibited from doing so by her husband In

both cases, women's sexuafity is being used as a basis

for oppression The fact that women everywhere are

subjected to sexism and our response to it are other

bonds we as women share

We must also share arr understanding of class.

When we speak of women in struggle, we refer not to

the wives and daughters of the elite, but to the most

exploited sectors of society - poor and working class

wonrwn. We must realize, nevertheless, that the

woman's liberation movement m both the US and

Latin America was begun generally by middle-class

women who were reacting to ur>equal conditions in

the workplace The more radical off shoots of tfie

movement here have attempted to come to grips with

the issues of poor and Third World women as well.

some with more success than others On the other

hand, the women's liberation movement in Latin

America has generally been more responsive to the

issues of poverty, probably because class divisions are

so much sharper in most South American countries

and sexism is more readily apparent However, both in

Latin American countries and in the US, many poor

and working-class women have viewed the women's
movement with suspicion because the issues they ar-

ticulated were not always the issues that poor women
faced on a daily basis An understanding of the issue

of class interests as they relate to the oppression of

women is another connection we must therefore

make Fighting for a seat on the Board of Directors of

Exxon cannot be our struggle Our struggle for the

liberation of women must be a broad-based struggle

based on real liberation As Marta Lamas, a journalist

and member of the Movement for the Liberaton of

Women in Mexico, has said, "The name 'women's
liberation movement' does not imply that it seeks only

to liberate women, or that women must oppose
themselves to men, but that they must start with their

own interests, uniting with all other oppressed sectors

which are also seeking a revolutionary change for all."

The issue of race is another dimension we must
understand if we are to make connectins between
women here and women in Central America. If we
understand that women of color are the most im-

poverished, the most exploited sector of women, then

we begin to understand how we as women are

manipulated and divided by the international ruling

class Generally speaking, the lighter the skin, the less

apparent the accent, the closer we come to the ideal

of European women, the more we get to share in the

privileges of a society. Even if we get only crumbs,
those crumbs are often enough to keep us scrambling,

competing, and hating one another. No matter what
society we care to look at, darker-skinned peoples are

usually at the bottom. If we fail to see racism as one of

Cnnlinupd on page -i

the primary forces of exploitation in the world, our

concern with women's issues will be incomplete.

Clearly there are qualitative differences in our op-

pression. Within the U.S., professional women,
although they may suffer sexual harassment on the

job, do not feel the burden of exploitation in the same
way that factory workers do. This qualitative dif-

ference becomes even sharper when we compare our

situation in the U.S. to that of our sisters in Central

America. Surely there is a profound difference bet-

ween women there who struggle daily with death and

women here who cannot afford decent housing One
is struggling for survival, the other, for basic human
rights. It's important to keep these distinctions in

mind; from our relatively comfortable homes with

relatively plentiful goods and services, we cannot

always compare ourselves to our counterparts in Cen-

tral America.

So far, we've focused on some ways in which our

struggle as women is different from and similar to the

oppression of women in Central America. First and

foremost, however, what we must analyze and

understand is the connection between our oppression

as women in the U.S. and the foreign policy of the

U.S. as It is carried out in Latin America For every

day-care center closed here, more money is supplied

to the Junta in El Salvador to prop up a despised and

repressive dictatorship. For every health clinic closed,

guns will find their way to the military dictatorships

like Chile so that it is at the beck and call of the U S

Even Puerto Rico, the classic Welfare State, sustained

by the American government to watch -dog the Carib-

bean and where two-thirds of the population lives on

food stamps, faces the very real prospect of losing

those food stamps. The money that is saved there

may end up funding "Radio Free Cuba", or as they

cynically named it, "Radio Marti," the most massive

and paranoid anti-communists radio campaign since

the Cold War. These connections are everywhere

around us, and if we fail to notice them we think how
the ruling class would have us think: that one thing

has nothing to do with the other But if we think

dialectically, that is, if we start making connections

and seeing relationships, then we can make our strug-

gle a more meaningful one. a more sustained and con-

sistent one. Our struggle against repression and for

human rights both here and in Central America need
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not be based on simple altruism or humanitarianism.

No, because the more repressive our government

becomes in Central American the more we as women
in the U.S. will also suffer Every time we permit the

federal government to cut back on a domestic pro-

gram, be It day-care, senior citizens centers, or free

school lunches, we are permitting the government to

rearrange our priorities. Imperialism affects us all -

women, men, and children - not only in El Salvador

or Guatemala, but right here as well. We are all the

victims.

While 85 percent of the children in El Salvador may
be suffering from malnutrition, our own children here

will suffer as a result of the reduction in school lun-

ches, both in quality and quantity. And with this ex

ample, we have come full circle, having analyzed what

these two women have in common. What is it that

connects them? It is, first of all, their victimization by

imperialist policies; and secondly, their reaction, a real

determination to struggle for human nghts under a

system that is unresponsive to their needs

Where do we go from here? Clearly, this conference

is only a beginning Let us first become aware of the

issues; let us learn the facts and figures of

oppression. Armed with this information, we can go

about the job of empowering ourselves to transform

our reality Empowerment means not only knowledge,

but action as well. In our homes, in our workplaces, at

our schools and universities, in our churches and com-

munity centers, and in our unions, we must continue

our struggle against US military intervention in El

Salvador, against the arms build-up in repressive

governments in Latin America, against the propagan-

da build-up directed at Cuba, against genocide m
Puerto Rico, and for decent housing, for day care, for

meaningful employment, for quality education, and

finally, for responsible foreign policy We must take

our message where ever it will be heard - from the

streets to the board rooms of the United States, from

Town Meetings to State Legislatures At this con

ference, two types of work -ships informational and

action -oriented It is our hope that through these ex

periences we will combine theory and practice in an

effort to re commit ourselves to the reconstruction of

society

It IS at this point that we women have to learn from

the example of our sisters m revolutionary societies

Contxnusd on page ;

Qet involved!! The time is ripe for students
who've always wanted to learn how an in-

dependent Third World weekly is produced,
because NUMMO is extending a special in-

vitation to interested persons to come on
down and check us out!!

There are a whole ran^^ of skills,

technical, creative, literate, artistic and
otherwise, that go into newspaper produc-
tion. All are encouraged to find out how to
expand their capabilities and contribute to

an important collective effort at the same
time. The Black, Latino, and Asian-
American communities should take the time
to remember and consider the fact that
NUMMO is the community's mode of

cultural, political, social, philosophical and
multi-dimensional expression. It exists to

voice the concerns of underrepresented
groups, concerns that are traditionally

overlooked or distorted in the mainstream
media. These concerns should not be
centered around the negative elements of

life in Amherst, in New England, and in the
United States. These concerns include

Du Bois Scholarship Fund.

anything that constitutes a dynamic
response to the flow of history, to change
and possibility, to the educational process.
^11 of which influence our lives as students
of color at the University of Massachusetts.

NUMMO needs students who are willing

to take the responsibilty for continuing the

process of oonununication through words,

thoughts and deeds. NUMMO needs the

responsiveness of the community in orderto

accomplish its goals. The power of the writ-

ten and spoken word is its use in teaching

and questioning, in analysis and interpreta-

tion, and especially in its use for expression!

This is not some mystical power but speaks

to the nature of human life, right now. in the

world we live in. NUMMO asks that you, the

reculer. consider taking an active stance

toward your education, through involve-

ment in any form.particularly since there

are so many options available, even within

NUMMO itself!

,By Tracey Bryant

WEB. Du Bois , one of America's foremost

scholars, was a fervent advocator of higher education

Dunng a crucial penod in American history. Black

people in this country were faced with narrowing

choices of existence. There evolved two main schools

of thought: one headed by Booker T Washington,

advocating the necessity of trade schools as Black

Americans' best hope, and the other led by WEB.
Du Bois advocating the necessity of education as the

key to solving the problems Black Americans faced.

In concordance with the belief that education can

be used as a tool for economic progress, the W E B

Scholarship Fund has been established at

UMass/Amherst The fund will pay for the tuition of

five incoming Third World freshmen

The Du Bois scholarship fund will be a much need-

ed aid and incentive to Third World students (and the

community at large). This scholarship will not affect

Third World students already enrolled But it will pro

bably increase UMass's Third World student popula-

tion in the future.

As Marguerite Spring, a Third World sophomore at

UMass said, "Although I'm not eligible, I'm really

pleased with this new scholarship fund It helps keep a

door open for Third World people, in a time when so

many doors are closing."

For more information, please contact Rudy Jones,

Admission Office, Whitmore Building Note: The

scholarship application deadline is approaching.

\
«. t

CCEBMS students ending a tutorial session in

the New Africa House library.

June Jordan brings

personal and political

together

By Anoela Brown

At the Black and Women's Studies Conference

April 22-23, this writer had to ask herself: What kind of

fuel keeps a woman like June Jordan going? The

question did not arise immediately because Jordan

got up and took the podium so calmly and unassum-

ingly Perhaps it was because this women, a published

poet, journalist #n</ political activist currently teaching

at SUNY - Stony Brook, was among friends as she

turned to a warmly receptive audience of 500

Her address brought personally experienced issues,

such as repressive sex roles, and broad political af-

fairs, like the struggle for a previously colonized

island's independence, together in an essay entitled

"Report from the Bahamas" In her address she

discussed her feeling of distance from the island's

Black wonr>en, though they might have had much in

common
But, she related how she found an uryexpected part

ner in Kathy, an Irishwoman, when she returned to

New York from her break Jordan had been called

upon to help a Black South African woman being

repeatedly beaten by her alcoholic hust>and Kathy in-

itially expressed doubts about intruding into the

other's life, although she had dealt with alcoholism

before But, finally Kathy proved compassionate and

able enough to reach out and help the stricken

woman The incident was a moving one, and the story

had a special emotional impact on the audience

When asked, after her talk, how she saw her role as

a professor at Stony Brook active in student and

political efforts on the campus Jordan said, "It seems

to me natural " She added she felt it was important

because students might otherwise unnecessarily re-

main at a low level of activity When some issues hit

closer to home like the Klan's recent campaign in

Long Island, "the first reaction is to feel hurt and

powerless," she said Then it is most important to

"respond actively " because then "the reason for your

fear will dimmish," she continued

Counteractions against the Long Island Klan have

included legal action in addition to other student in-

itiatives, according to Jordan She said that winning a

legal case then left the feeling that they "were armed

with that," and "everyone feels empowered " She

noted that usually "the law colludes with the Klan"

She was also asked how her views of personal and

political affairs were interconnected. She responded

by saying they were "the same issue . (embodied

in) self-determination, from the most intimate, to the

all encompassing" issues "I don't see any

difference," she added She also terms self-respect as

"fundamental to human life"

Jordan has certainly highlighted the theme of self-

determination in previous works, such as the impor-

tant piece "Poem About My Rights" (1978), in which

she defintely states "I am not wrong: Wrong is not my
name."
Jordan has been an integral part of Stony Brook s

Students Against Apartheid, and recently helped

organized a tribute to Billie Holiday, on that campus.

She IS also involved with issues of Central America,

specifically the illegal war being waged there, and is

presently investigating the status of children

Nicaragua.
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Announcements * Announcements
The Seta Rampersad
Scholarship Fund

The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund

was formed in 1982 as a memorial to Seta

Rampersad, a 20-year-old Third World

woman who was an undergraduate at the

University of Massachusetts. Seta, a political

science major and senior was found dead in

Motel 6 in South Deerfield on September 13,

1978.

Seta was the daughter of immigrant

parents who came from Trinidad. Seta, if she

had lived, would have received her degree in

May, 1979. Her career goals included being a

legal advocate for Hispanic and Black youths

who had been convicted m Springfield.

Recipients of the Seta Rampersad

Scholarship must be Third World women
undergraduates who have shown a history of

commitment to social change in their com-

munities, especially in the areas of health,

women's issues, legal reform. Third World

organizations, anti-nuke and international

solidarity struggles.

Scholarships will be awarded to 2 Third

World women undergraduates who have

demonstrated good academic work (2.5

cum) and who have shown a sincere devo-

tion to social progress. The award will be

$3(X) and applications are due June 1. 1983

for the fall semester.

For more information and applications call

Malika Jones at Everywomat.'s Center,

545-0883.

Songs from New Song Movement

Cuban artist Sara Gonzales will appear Tuesday,

May 3, 7 X p m at the Unitarian Church in Amherst

This event is sponsored by Circulo de Cultura

Cubana. N Y , Bngada Antonio Maceo. W Ma ,

Venercemos Brigade, W. Ma

Everywoman's Center Service Calendar

May 5 Finding Job Opportunities, Campus
Center, rooms 91 1 and 903, for more in-

fo contact EWC at 545-0883

Women's Program Coordinator

Wanted Fall '83 Women's Program Coordinator.

15-20 hours/week, $3.50/hour. Must be UMass
undergraduate. Applications available at 415 or 416

Student Union Deadling - May 6, 5:00 p.m. The
SGA is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

May Poetry Series

Professor Archie Shepp and Linda Gregg will read

poetry, kicking off a May Poetry Series at the Jones

Library in Amherst

The reading will begin at 8 00 p m , Tuesday, May

3rd There is no admission

Archie Shepp is most known for his music and ar-

tistry on the saxophone as well as his ac-

complishments in the theatre He is also known for his

poems, "The Wedding," and "Mama Rose " and will

present these as well as others during the reading

^Jy/omen in 'ifriifjiji0

Women in Nicaragua, for example, make up a quarter

of the Sandinista Army, they are in charge of two of

the five Secretariats; and a woman directs the Front's

political work in Managua. More importantly, women
participated in unprecedented numbers in the revolu-

tion against Somoza, so that by the final offensive in

1979, women made up 30% of the Sandinista Army
many commanding from small units to full battalions.

Women in Nicaragua are struggling to become equal

members in a society built on machismo. Women are

decisive in un-doing the foundations of that society in

order to rebuild it into a more just one. The fight is far

from over. But the qualitative leaps made by

Nicaraguan women should be an inspiration to us.

We are faced with a tremendous challenge. In

struggling against imperialist forces, sexism, racism,

we are extending our hands to our sisters in Central

America and saying with a clear and strong voice

ENOUGH! From our point of view, the struggle for

women's liberaton should be fundamentally linked to

the struggle for a revolutionary transformation of the

society Our struggle has just begun - the struggle

continues

Course Proposals Sought

The Malcolm X Center (located in the Southwest
Residential Area) is accepting class proposals for the

Fall 1983 84 semester Anyone interested call 545 2819

or come down to the Center Monday through Friday

1200p m 11 OOp.m ,or Saturday 1200pm. -3:00

p m

Housing needs

Are you looking for Housing? Housemates? Mov-

ing information? Information about your rights as a te

nant'

The Resource room at Everywoman's Center has a

Housing Book to help you find contacts and informa

tion about housing needs Stop m to look at this and

other survival information, including a Childcare Book

and a Job Bank Book Everywoman's Center is

located m Wilder Hall at the University of

Massachusetts and is open to all Community and

University women Everywoman's Center is open

from 9 00 am to4 00p m Monday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Friday, and from 12 OOnoon to 7 00 p.m on

Black Mass Communications

1983 Spring Schedule

Sunday Les Correia. Soft n Easy. 2 6 00 a m

Wednesday.

W^UWL^'a^^M-^gw^'^rw-^.— T«i

D R , Urban Contemporary, 3-5.30

•*Rev Pearson, Glory Road to p m
Gospel, 6 10 00 a m Kan Njiiri, Pan Afrique, 10 2:00 am
The General, Positive Vibrations,

10 2 a m Friday BMCP, 2 6 00a m
Concepto Latino, 9 12 00 noon

Monday Victor Yepaz, Concepto Latino, 2 6 Carl Lowman, Rhythm Section,

a m 12 15-3 pm
Mahoghany, Free as the Wind,
12 15-3 p m Saturday Concepto Latino, 1-3 30 p m
Merrit Anthony, Phase ill, 3-5 30 George McKenzie, Reggae, 3 30-6 00

p m p.m
'People's Perspective with Merntt •••Reports in Color with Bettma
Crawford, 6 7 00 p m Henry, 6-7 00 p.m
Concepto Latmo, 7 10:00 p.m Wilhemina Samuels, Ladies Touch,

7-10 00 p.m.
Tuesday Puma, Urban Contemporary, 12 15 3 Frank Oglesby, Franki O's Odyssey,

p m 10-2 00 a.m.
Eliot Andrew, Urban Contemporary,
10 2 00 a m.

• Public Affairs

Wednesday Terry Parker, Urban Contemporary, •• Rev Pearson included, not a part of BMCP
6 9 00 am ••• News

Thursday ••Rev Pearson, Glory Road to Keep on listen ng to BMCP on WMUA, 91 1 FM and
Gospel, 2-6 00 a m help us keep BLACK MUSIC alive!

|

Conceoto Latino, 6 9 00 a m.

May 3

10

17

24

31

May Reading Series

Linda Gregg, Too Bright to See. Graywolf

Press

Archie Shepp, m Black Drama
Antho/ogy, S\gne{ books "Mama Rose"

(poem). Live in Concert with Jasper Van't

Hot, Steeple Chase records. "Attica Blues

Big Band" Live at the Palais de Glaces.

Blue Marge

Frannie Lindsay, The Aerial Tide Comirjg

Ir), Swamp Press

George Murphy, No Other Life, Amper-

sand Press, Editor, Tendril

Chase Twichell, Northern Spy, University

of Pittsburgh Press

Carole Oles, The Lonliness Factor, Texas

Tech Press Quarry, The University of Utah

Press

Gary Metras, The Night Watches, Adastra

Press. The Yearnings Samisdat Press,

publisher, Adastra Press

Elizabeth McKim, Burning Through, Fami-

ly Salt, Wampeter Press Body India,

Yellow Moon Press

Andrew Salkey, In the Hills Where Her

Dreams Live, The Black Scholar Press;

Land, Away, Allison Et Busby
Kathryn Marshall, Desert Places, Harper

and Row, My Sister Gone, Harper and

Row

S.G.A. President's Newsletter
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Games? Here's your Board...

My first encounter with the Board of Trus-

tees proved to be quite a revelation. 1 dis-

covered that there were indeed heights to

bureaucracy unbeknownst to me in the past

The Trustees, without so much as the bat of an

eyelash, voted to violate a policy which they

had passed only one meeting ago. I was

shocked, but pleased that I was only an

observer, since 1 do not officially take office

until May 31st when Jim Murphy's term

expires.

The specifics of the situation are as follows:

At their February meeting the Trustees

passed the Trust Fund Management Policy,

which is responsible for the phenomenon
known as "full costing". The Collegian has

given a good amount of coverage to full

costing so I won't dwell on it here. For those

who missed the Collegian articles, suffice to

say that students will now be paying three

separate times for costs previously paid but

once Bad enough right? Wrong! The Board

actually managed to disregard that policy one

meeting later so as to increase student costs

even more.

The Trust Fund Management policy expli-

citly states that student fees can only be

increased by 2.4% of the amount of money
that students already pay into a trust fund In

the case of the campus center fee, that would

mean a two dollar increase, bringing the fee

from $79 to $81. But, because the Campus
Center continues to be as mismanaged as ever

(despite the fact that they receive some three

hundred thousand dollars worth of textbook

annex profits in addition to student fees and

revenues) the administration insisted that a

five dollar increase was required in order to

leave the establishment a "reasonable margin

of profit". The Trustees, in full knowledge of

the fact that it was against their own policy,

and d/espite Jim's thorough arguments, voted

overwhelmingly in favor of the five dollar

increase.

This may not seem particularly significant

at first glance, but it is only one element of a

growing and dangerous trend By the end of

the next two academic years full costing will

increase student fees by several hundred

dollars. Furthermore, the state, which used to

incur the costs to be paid by student fees, is

likely to withdraw a good deal of funding from

the University. But thaf s O.K. with University

President David Knapp; he's still getfing the

funds that full costing has "freed up" to

"allocate" as he pleases.

The worst part of all this is neither a

potential slushfund for the President nor even

the money that students will have to pay. The

most heinous aspect of the whole thing is that

it is going by without a sound from the

students on this campus, save the whimpers

when we get to the Bursar's window.

The Trustees, not to mention our own
administrators, feel quite safe in taking action

which is detrimental to students, and need not

stop. After all "what are students going to do

about it? They don't even know what hap-

pens here until well after the fact" Well

fortunately the Trustee reading materials and

agenda arrive at our office about a week

before this newsletter is scheduled to come

out each month - well in advance of the actual

meeting. So, that takes care of the part about

student information What about the other

part? It should be noted here that the campus

center folks originally requested an $88 fee

before the Board and it was only through

student pressure that they "compromised" at

$84. The only students involved in that were

Jim and a few others from the S.G. A. What if it

were 19,000 people instead of three or four?

That would take care of the other part of the

problem.

The Trustees might be uncommonly bur-

eaucratic; but they aren't stupid and I'm sure

that they aren't particularly cruel either. They
are merely under the mistaken impression

that students don't care about their fate, while

David Knapp and Joe Duffy do. We simply

have to prove them wrong. I've been to four

Trustee meetings now, talked to many people,

and done a lot of research on the Board and its

past actions 1 am convinced that pressure

from "the masses" is the one thing it will

respond to.

In the future this column will deal with

more than just news from the Board of Trus-

tees. We'll be giving Updates on what to

expect on things like financial aid legislation

on higher education, the antics of the Board of

Regents^ and more. But for this week, I

thought it was important to convey a feeling

Reproductive Rights Update

An anfi- choice amendment that states an

aborfion is not a right under the Massachu-

setts Constitution recently passed the consti-

tutional convention The next step is to pass

the amendment at the next convenhon and
then make the amendment a referendum

question in the 1984 Presidential election.

The referendum question would essentially

encompass two questions: Should women
have the right to choose an abortion, and
should the state provide funding for abortions

under Medi-Caid
Linking state funding with the right of

choice could play out in two possible ways;

Pro-choice people will uphold their belief in

choice regardless of how they feel about state

funding or their opposition to the state pro-

viding funds will override their belief in

choice. It is imperative for Massachusetts

voters to realize however that without eco-

nomic means, abortion is not a choice but a

privilege for women of money. The choice of

a safe, legal aborfion demands the ability to

pay for one, otherwise no choice exists.

Massachusetts is one of the few states that

supports abortion as low-income health care.

In order to maintain this, pro-choice people

must become vocal For more informafion

contact CERRF (Committee for Equal Rights

and Reproductive Freedom).

Questions? Comments? Want to get in-

volved? We're in 406E Student Union, 545-

0847. Please come by.

Over the Student Union Balcony
The role of the campus president is indeed

an important one. In the past few years

however, the duties have been nebulous at

best; due to past conflicts with the student

trustee. Because the role of the Speaker and

Co- President/ Trustee are so well defined the

Co- President/campus president has in the

past gone through an identity crisis.

The campus president is charged with a

number of duties. He/she is a non-vofing

member of the Faculty Senate, and is charged

with appointing a student Attorney General

There are also many campus-wide commit-

tees> concerning student issues, where it is

important that students participate. The cam-

pus president appoints students to these com-

mittees. She/he also serves as the student

representative to administrators and govern-

ing bodies both inside and outside the Uni-

versity.

In the past year the President's office has

been working on issues important to the

rights of students on campus. A Police

Misconduct Review Board has been esta-

blished to address problems of police harass-

ment Much work has also been done on the

So'omon Amendment, rent vontrol and gain-

ing a student voice in town politics.

Along with these issues there are many new
goals set for the President's office. In the

coming year our office will address the bus

service, implementation of the Bottle & Can
Redemption Center, rent control social pro-

blems on campus, networking with other

student organizations^ and improving com-
munications with other student leaders. Per-

haps the campus president's biggest concern

will be the ability to inform the students about

the important issues facing us. After all how
can we participate in activities if we don't

know what's going on?

It is our hope that this newsletter is the first

step in improving the SG A's accountability to

the campus community. Your input and
participation is crucial if we are to continue to

move forward in the area of student rights.

We are constantly striving for more jobs for

students^ credits^ independent studies and

internships.

We encourage you to come up to the office

and check things out Your future is in your

hands.
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Calendar of Events
1

SW Concert 12-6

SW Fields

2

Womens Issues Team
meeting 6:30 pm CC

3

CERRF meeting 6:30 pm

UMMTG: "Hair"

7:00 at

OH Basketball Courts

4

Kent State/jackson State

Anniversary (Mav 4, 1971)

UMMTG: "Hair" 7:00

OH Basketball Courts

Student Senate 7:00 CC163

5

BCP/CCEBS Career Day
CCA 9-5

UMMTG: "Hair" 7:00

OH Basketball Courts

PSN Meeting CCl 62 7:00

"Dr. StrangeU)ve" Mahar

5, 7, 9, 1 1 pm

WMLASC: Teach-in on
US Foreign Policy

Mahar

Commuter Collective

Movie: "The Last

Picture" 8:00 CC904

WMIJ^SC: Films on the

Third World

Cape Cod Lounges 11-5

CClOl: 11-11

7

Central/Orchard Hill

Concert 12-6

OH Basketball Courts

Malcolm X Center Picnic

SW Horseshoe

BMCP Funkathon CCA 8-

8

CCEBMS Family Day
2-7 CCA

"Her Stories in Motion"

Hampden Theater SW8:00

Mother's Day

9

DVP: Hugh Kautman
"Hazardous Waste"

8:00 SUB

Womens Issues Team
meeting 6:30 CC

10

CERRF meeting 6:30 CC

Jazz Ensemble 8:00

Buwker Auditorium

11

Cleveland Svmphony
Orchestra with Victor Borge

FAC 8:00

Student Senate 7:00 CC163

12

RSU meeting 7:00

UMass Coalition for

Reproductive Freedom
7:30 CC804

13

BCP Graduation Awards
Newman Center 7:00 pm

Anti- Pornography Picket

at Augies Tobacco, Amherst
PGA Disco 9-1 CCIOOV

14

Emerson Women of Color

Fashion Show SUB 8:00

GALA March Northampton

15 16

GPC: "Slap Happy" 12-2

Metawampe Lawn

Women's Issue Team
meeting 6:30 CC

17

CERRF meeting 6:30 CC

18

Last Day ot Classes

Student Senate 7:00 CC163

19
STUDY

Readmg Day

GPC: Killer Comedy Nite

Blue Wall 9:00

Charlene U jim go to

Martha's Vineyard

Finals Begin 20

F

21

I

22

N
23

A
24

L

25

S

26

Finals End

Senior Day 12-6

Metawampe Lawn

Dorms close 6:00

27 28

Commencement

29 30

Memorial Day

31

This calendar is provided as

a service by the SGA
President's office. It will be

published on a monthly

basis.

To have your events listed

on the calendar send the

listing to the SGA
President's office; 406E
Student Union, or call

545-0341.
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HELP WANTED: INTERNS

—» advertising -zo^cmmMunL^
—• editorial - wA.it€ < fottH^

—• production • tt^pe^ct, (^ifi-,

-«> distribution

-

—» fundraising

-

—. office staffing •

JOIN US!

PO Box 392, .Vlon, MA 01061

V^l

''Why not start your own
Student Controlled Business!''

contact:

THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
f|^\ Room 409, Student Union 545-2166

iflaiiiwMttfwwwMimi
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HFT P WANTED:
INTERNSHIPS IN

Public Relations, Marketing
Advertising Graphic Arts, etcw(M

'
(411) S45-0M1 X2«

Contact: Curry Hicks

Office of Internships.

"Redemption Service"
306 Student Union Building

Amherst MA 01003 (41 3)545-061 8

1
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WiASS VLTinATC
IIISiMWDOWN

UHASS AMHERST
SPPRTIHe GOODS '4.

CO-OP ¥

SNACK ATTACK...Field Dorm
(Monday - Sunday 7 p.m. - 12 p.m.)

THE SUBWAY... Macnamara Dorm
subs - yogurt - candy - desserts - ice cream - chips - bagels

Sun- Thurs 12- 12

FrI. Sat 12-1

KENNEDY'S PLACE
Visit us on the 5th floor
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Dealing With Racism

Racism on campus seems like something

that should not exist, or not that much in an

area of intellectuals and progressives. This

however is not the case. Racism has always

infected every artery of the University and its

poison seems to be spreading. The Ombuds-

persons office reports that they have received

twice as many complaints of racial harassment

this year as last year. The complaints noted by

the Ombudpersons and CCEBMS have taken

different forms from abusive graffiti, vicious

letters slipped under doors, and even physical

harassment

On April 12, 1983, the Chancellor called a

meeting of members of the University com-

munity to talk about racism on campus, an

unprecedented move by the top of the hier-

archy. At that meeting it became clear that

there were no mechanisms on campus to deal

with incidents of racial harassment. The

student code of conduct merely offers an

interpretation of present rules governing stu-

dent behavior and racial harassment The

faculty has no codes governing racism nor

does the university staff. Concern about lack

of procedures was the main issue of discus-

sion, however concern was also raised about

the treatment of students who try to employ

rules. Instead of sanctioning the true instiga-

tors of racial incidents, the minority students

who try to defend themselves are made out to

be at fault Because of the twisting of situa-

tions, minority students are reluctant to use

campus resources for aggrieving their com-

plaints.

The Chancellor has charged three working

groups to look at the campus situation and

initiate change. These groups are to review

present procedures, document incidents, and

examine student faculty, and staff behavior.

The Chancellor appears to be serious about

combatting racism and so is the SGA.

CLIP AND

Questionnaire

Through this questionnaire we would like

to give students the opportunity to voice their

opinions about Student Government and

University life.

1. Are you aware of growing racial tension

in your dorm? On campus? What do you feel

are the causes of this?

2. What issues would you like to see the

SGA/ President's office working on?

3. What do you feel are the strengths/ weak-

nesses of this newsletter? Do you think this

newsletter could be an effective means of

communication between the SGA and stu-

dents?

4. Please feel free to comment or ask us

questions about any issues of concern to you.

The President's office wants input! We
would like to raffle off two complimentary

tickets to all people who return their question-

naires. Please detach the questionnaire, put it

in an envelope and address it to:

President's Office

406E Student Union BIdg

Campus Mail

Name:
Address:

Phon# Number

Revolving Tips

Through the revolving tip column the Pres-

ident's office hopes to provide information

and ideas that are not always so easy to get at

UMass.

101 Ways To Gel An Incomlete

An incomplete is very useful for buying

time and thaf s about all if s good for.

You still have to complete the classwork In fact,

most people nei>er finish their incompletes (A fact

that contributes to some professors' reluctance to

give them). For that reason, we strongly recom-

mend that you finish the course-work on time, if it

IS humanly possible. We don't want to encourage

people to go looking for incompletes. What we do

want is for people to be aware that they have an

option. Toofew students are told that an incomplete

is within the range of possibilities; and some have

to leave school because of that

There are no hard and fast rules when it

comes to incompletes, so just about anything

goes. One approach is to simply assume that

the professor, in a fit of unlimited charity, will

give you the incomplete; and then wait

around for the big I-N-C to arrive in the mail

with the rest of your grades. However, this is

an especially risky avenue of pursuit We feel

that there are more effective means^ which can

be broken down into 2 general categories:

Groveling and Hassling.

Groveling:

You need to convince the professor that an

incomplete is the most productive option for

you. There are a number of ways to go about

this^ and you'll have to decide what is most

appropriate to your situation. However, here

are a couple of suggestions:

1) Lay the whole thing out with an attitude

of"We're both rational adults, I can't finish the

course, so whaf s the most reasonable option."

This is fairly effective; however, there are

professors who are philosophically opposed
to incompletes.

2) Try to elicit some sympathy. Everyone

runs into hard times; therefore, most anyone
can sympathize with yours. In some cases^

IBiHHIHIHHHHHHH
even a teacher who is professionally opposed
to giving out incompletes can be swayed by a

special circumstance. This of course neces-

sitates that you have a damn good excuse. If

you don't.. find one. For this you'll have to

consider both creativity and believability. In

this category fall such things as food poison-

ing, legal hassles stemming from a drunk
driving charge, etc

Also consider your approach when doing
the actual groveling. Nobody will believe a

hard luck story if you're grinning from ear to

ear; now will they believe a story that sounds
rehearsed (which is not to say that you
shouldn't rehearse it). Therefore, you want to

ham it up a bit for effect; how far you take it is

at your discretion

Hassling:

O.K., you' v.. laid your best excuse on the

teacher and she/he tells you to drop dead In

this situation you will need a second line of

defense. This is where hassling comes in The
object here is to make it clear to said professor

that you would have no qualms whatsoever
about hounding him/her to the grave in

pursuit of this incomplete. In the meantime,
you might want to research any outstanding

arrest warrants the professor may have—

a

little leverage never hurts.

With some professors, nothing you can say

is going to get them to give you an incomplete.

If you should run up against one of these, feel

free to go directly over her/his head. Remem-
ber, these people do not operate in a vacuum—
they all have to answer to someone. The first

line of appeal would be the teachei's depart-

ment head
If you get nowhere with the department

head the bureaucratic trail will lead you to the

academic deaa the associate provost for

undergraduate affairs, the provost and the

chancellor, in that order. If you exhaust all

these options and still haven't gotten an in-

complete, you've lost and you should start to

consider withdrawing from the class^ or tak-

ing a few 'guf courses to make up the differ-

ence. Good luck!!

Reprinted from the Radical Student Union's

Disorientation Pamphlet FalL 1982.
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Every Wednesday at 7:00

The University of Massachusetts Under-

graduate Student Senate is a legislative body
comprised of 120 elected senators. These

elected senators serve as representatives from
each residential area; the Greak area, the

Commuters, the Third World Community
and Area Government Officials representing

the seven residential areaSi.

The current SGA Presidents, Tom Ahern

and Charlene Allen, were elected through a

campus-wide election and serve as the stu-

dent body president and a member of the

Board of Trustees. The Speaker, Chris Sulli-

van, and Treasurer, Eric Nitzsche, were elec-

ted by the Senate and play key roles in the

functioning of the Senate. The Speaker is

required to set the agenda and conduct the

weekly Senate meeting. The Tr» iurer is

responsible for establishing and overseeing

financial policies concerning the Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATF).

Each senator is responsible for serving on a

Senate Committee. There are seven commit-

tees and of these seven, four are internal

(directly related to Senate), and the other

three committees are external (not exclusive

to Senate issues only). The four intemfti

News from 420 SUB

committees are the Coordinating Committee,

Budgets Committee, Finance Committee, and

Governmental Affairs Committee. The three

remaining external committees are the Aca-

demic Affairs Committee, Public Policy Com-
mittee, and finally the Rents and Fees Com-
mittee.

This past semester the Senate has been

involved with various issues and policies. Just

recently students voted on the SGA referen-

dum which listed five questions ranging from

the co-ed bathroom policy to the University's

policy on exchanges with South Africa. Other

issues which have been discussed are student

control of the SATF and the Long-Range Plan,

which includes raising admissions standards.

The Senate is a student organization which

offers a diversity in its members> committees^

and opportunities. In th process of dealing

with issues confronting our university there is

also the opportunity to learn valuable skills.

The Senate offers a unique experience that

allows senators to serve students, the Univer-

sity, and themselves. Come to a Senate

meeting and see for yourself what your Stu-

dent Senate is doing.

/•
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Assoc. Provost

as guest prof,

going to N.Y.
By DAN STOCKFORD

( olleftan Cormpondeni

University of Massachusetts
Associate Provost for Undergraduate
Eiducation Johnetta B. Cole is preparing

to live in Brooklyn. N.Y. next year while

she serves as a visiting professor at

Hunter College.

Cole, a tenured professor in the
UMass anthropology department, will

take leave from administrative duties to

serve as the first Russell Sage Visiting

Professor in the Social Sciences at

Hunter College, a division of the City

University of New York.
She wiU participate in the Russell Sage

Fbundation's Project on Ekjuity for

Women in Higher Education.
UMass Chancelk>r Joseph D. Duffey

will appoint an acting associate provost

to serve in Cole's absence. Cole, whose
leave begins in September, has led the

administivtion's effort over the past two
years to develop and implement a

general education curriculum proposal.

"Tm particularly honored because of

the name Russell Sage has within the

social sciences," Cole said.

Sage was a 19th century financier

whose fortune was used after his death
to establish the Russell Sage Fbun
dation. The foundation is dedicated to

promoting the use of knowledge of the

social sciences.

Cole said that she hopes to rent a

home in Brooklyn forherfamily.
"Since my teaching will revolve

around racial and ethnic diversity.

Brooklyn will be the perfect place to live

next year." said the administrator who
served as a professor of anthropology at

UMass before assuming duties as

associate provost in 1981.

"Brooklyn is one of the areas in our
country that has the greatest diversity of

racial and ethnic groups." Cole said.

Cole will teach courses and give one
public lecture in both the fall and spring

semesters. "Afro-Amerkan Culture in

the United States" is the title of Cole's

fall course.
The project on equity for women in

higher education will be divided up into

areas ortopics. Cole said.

"The topic I will reseairh is minority
women in higher education," she said.

Cole added that the project will involve

meeting weekly with a group of women
who are researching various topics
pertaining to women in higher
education.

I oll.ciafi pttcrtn lt« llav. rirabrr

These students were spotted in the stacks of (toodell

Library in search of information to aid them in their varied

endeavors. As finals approach the library will turn into a

campus hot spot.

Two infected beavers roaming campus

pose epidemic threat to community
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

( nll.|h*n Staff

University of Massachusetts police said they are still

looking for a pair of beavers let loose from Tillson

F&Tm by unknown perpetrators FViday night.

The pair of beavers, infected with giardiasis disease
— commonly known as backpacker's or hiker's

disease because it is transmitted throueh outdoor

water sources — couW be "epidemic to people.
"
said

Wendell Dodge, director of the cooperative wildlife

research unit at T^Uson Farm.
Dodge said the disease is a protozoan flagellate

disease that causes diarrhea. Were a human to drink

from a stream that one of the infected beavers had

contaminated, the human could possible become
infected. Dodge said.

Backpackers and hikers have been known to drink

from streams and creeks and to have been infected,

hence the disease's nickname.
Dodge said the beavers, a male and female which

have been in captivity since October 1981. were being

held to determine whether giardiasis disease was

infectuous to people, but reasearchers had no con-

clusive results.

Dodge said the beavers had not defecated in a while

and may have lost the infection, but if seen, the Fbrest

and Wildlife Department should be contacted im

mediately. The beavers can be identified by small

silver metal tags on each ear. They are between 50 and

60 pounds each. Dodge said.

A third beaver had been let loose, but because it had
been bom in captivity and had considered the pen "her

home." Dodge said, it returned.

Dodge said cases of giardiasis have been previously

reported in Rome. N.Y., Bradford. Penn.. and Berlin.

N.H. where 1.500 people were infected.

The disease, once contracted by humans, could be

transmitted in places of potentially poor sanitation

such as child day care centers or wading pools.

The pen where the beavers were kept was broken

into when the locks were biDken by a bolt cutter.

Dodge said. Police have no suspects. The beavers are

believed to be in the outlying wooded area surroun-

ding the University, probably by streams and ponds.

Students petition

administration on
crowding problems

By MARY CRESSE
(alkru Staff

Neariy 500 students signed a petition yesterday
requesting the University of Massachusetts ad
ministration to examine the problem of overcrowded
classes.

"We. ..wish to express our growing concern in

relation to the unavailability of certain courses." the

petition said. "We request that the administration
reevaluate the present allocation of resources (i.e.

teachers, funds) in order to alleviate this prx>blem
."

Cor'.munications Studies majors Amy Lipman. Ron
lustberg. Ron Leimeux and Jason Rubin, and Carol
Sazama. a student in the Bachelors Degree with
Individual Concentration (BDIC) program, started to

circulate the petition two weeks ago as part of an
assignment for a Com Stu course requiring students to

do a "persuasive campaign" eliciting action from
students. Yesterday's lobby for support was their first

concentrated attempt since the inception of the

project.

*'We...urish to express our growing

concern in relation to the

unavailability of certain courses.
"

"I thought the topic was appropriate because you

pay good money to go to school and you can't even

get the courses yuu stgn up for." Lipman said. "A lot of

times you have to attend summer school just to get

the courses you need. Fve even known second

semester seniors not to have filled their course

requirements and graduate late."

Lipman said she and herro drafters intend to submit

the petition to Chancellor Joseph F'. Duffy within the

next two weeks. She is hoping to have 13,000

signatures by then.

What we're doing shouldn't be seen as radical in

any way; we're just trying to educate ourselves and
other students to the fact that something can be done.

There's enough students on this campus, so that we
should have the powerto do it."

Interim Dean of Academic Support Services

Iaw rence Benedict agreed w ith Upman. but added the

University has addressed the problem many times and
has even formed a special committee to contend with

the problem. The cause, he said, centered around
what he terms a "cyclical trend" in students' choice of

majors.

"The universit'y knows there are

certain majors with high-level

pressures on them because of lack of

faculty members — majors like

Psychology and Communications
Studies are popular: so is Business,

and even those like Dance and Music
are seeing a crunch.

"

"The university knows there are certain majors with
high-level pressures on them because of lack of
faculty members - majors like Psychotogy and
Communications Studies are popular; so is Business,
and even those like Dance and Music are seeing a
crunch. To combat this, (Pnovost and Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs) Ix>ren Baritz has appointed
faculty members to some of these crowded depart-
ments."
"But this can change in a few yearns. In the late 60s

and eariy 70s. forinstance. everybody wanted to major
in E^iglish, so the University saw the need to channel
more faculty members over to that department. Five
years later, the trend was toward business and there
were a few extra people in the E^nglish department.
Five years from now TU bet you the cycle will change
again."
"We're simply trying to spot these trends and act in

the best interest of the students."
But lipman and her supporters will continue to

lobby for change. "There is a k>t we have to ac-
complish, but we'll keep pushing until we are satisfied
with the University's action on this issue. The students
deserve to rec <iive what they pay for."
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World and National News
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Ten year-old Samantha Smith, who wrote a letter to Soviet leader Yuri Andropov to ask about

nuclear war. shares a laugh with Johnny Carson during an appearance on the Tonight Show last

week.

Detroit race policy opposed
WASHINGTON (Al*) - The Reagan administration

asked a federal appeals court yesterday to reverse its

approval of a Detroit Police Department plan to

promote equal numbers of blacks and whites to

lieutenant as a remedy for past job discrimmation.

In a brief filed with the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals in Cincinnati, the Justice Department argued

that it was unconstitutional for a public employer to

set up & racial promotion preference for any person

who could not prove that he or she was the victim of

actual past discrimination. It noted that the Supreme
Court in the 1979 Weber decision had approved such a

voluntary agreement between Kaiser Aluminum and
Chemical Corp. and the tniled Steelworken* I nion

but said that the Weber decision applied to private

employers, not governments.

Navy jets shot at by accident

WASHINGTON (AP) — Somah defenders fired an
tiaircraft guns and a missile at two U.S. Navy F 14 jets

last week, apparently mistaking them for Soviet built

MiGs from neighboring Ethiopia, defense officials said

yesterday.
The U.S. warplanes were not hit and returned to the

aircraft carrier America off the Somali coast, said

sources who spoke on condition they remain
anonymous.
The shooting occurred apparently because the

Somali defense ministry failed to notify its air defense
units in the Berbera area that clearance for the F 14

flights on a photo mapping mission had been granted

"at the highest level of the Somali government," the

U.S. officials said.

S.S. number shared by

identical strangers
AURORA. Colo. (AP) — Patricia Kern and Patricia

DiBiasi were given the same Social Security number,

but the government wasn't as far off as it may seem.

Both were born Patricia Ann Campbell on March 13,

1941. Both had fathers named Robert. Both have been
bookkeepers and both have children ages 21 and 19.

Both studied cosmetology and enjoy oil painting as a

hobby. Both married military men, and their weddings
were within 11 days of each other in 1959.

Mrs. Kern lives in Aurora. Mrs. DiBiasi lives in Hines,

Ore.
The mixup was noticed by Mrs. Kern when the

government notified her that she owed $3,000 in taxes

for a job she held in Oregon, a state she never has

visited.

"It's so weird," said Mrs. Kern. "I don't know which
would be stranger — if we find out we are related, orif

we find out that we are not, considering all the other
things we have in common."
John Trollinger, a Social Security spokesman in

Washington, said the numerical mixup probably was
caused when one woman applied for a Social Security
card and was given a replacement card forthe other.

Shultz active in Israel
JERUSAL£»! (AP) - SecreUry of Sute George P.

Shultz cond icted marathon talks with Israeli leaders

yesterday and an Israeli official said that forthe first

time Shultz offered U.S. proposals for removing
foreign troops from Lebanon.

Shultz met for more than six hours with braeli

Cabinet ministers, diplomats and army officers and
scheduled his fifth meeting with Prime Minister

Menachem Begin.
"Active American participation is beginning today."

said an Israeli official, briefing reporters. "Until now,
they have just been hearing very patiently our
positions and those of the Lebanese."
The official did not specify what proposals Shultz

had injected into the negotiations.

Shultz. now in his second week of shuttle

diplomacy, had a narrow escape from a rocket attack

eariy Sunday in Beirut. Shultz has said he was not

deterred by the atuck and that he would not hesitate

to stay overnight in Beirut again if necessary. He plans

to return to the Lebanese capital Tuesday.

Digest
By the Assitciated Press

Mass. needsmore space to contain criminals

in face ofovercrowdingprisonsDukakis says
WORCESTt:R - Recycling existing

buildings for jails because of dangerous
pnsoner overcrowding us an alternative

to building new prisons. Gov. Mchael S.

Dukakis suggested Monday in an annual
Law Day speech to the Worcester
County Bar Association.
"Overcrowding in our state pnsons

and our county jails is rapidly ap
proaching the dangerlevel." he said.

Dukakis noted that the state's inmate

population has more than doubled since

1975 and the gap between population
and capacity was expected to widen in

the next few years.

"If we are going to get tough on career
•"riminals for whom lawlessness has
become a growth industry, men we are
going to have to make the tough
decisions to find the space to keep them
behind bars where they can no longer
endangerthe public," he said.

Police testify on murders raps from motel brawl
CAMBRIDGE — Two police officers

charged with murder testified yesterday

they were attacked with clubs and table

legs in a wild motel brawl when they

tried to make an arrest after an off duty

patrolman was beaten in a barfight.

"I was kicked in the face. I was kicked

in the head. I was kicked in my
mouth. ..they were stomping on my
hands." said John McLeod. one of four

Everett policemen charged with a

rampage at King Arthur's Motel and
Uungeon July23, 1982.

Mcljpod, the first witness for the

defense, said he was attacked at the

motel's bar. dragged outside and beaten

Release bill approved

BOSTON — The Senate initially ap
proved 20 17 yesterday legislation

requiring that three psychiatrists agree
on the release of certain patients from
mental hospitals.

Sen. Denis L McKenna. I) Somerville.

said that liberal pohcies of the Depar
tment of Mental Hospital are respon

sible for some of the problems
associated with the homeless issue. He
argued that getting the opinions of three

psychiatrists will protect the public.

by at least four men. Earber prosecution
witnesses said Mclipod started the fight,

was knocked down by one man and
then thrown out of the bar.

Prosecutors contend that police
staged a revenge raid later that night
and injured seven men in a room at the
motel. One man. Vincent J. Rordonaro.
died laterof head injuries.

On trial on murder and assault and
battery charges are MrliPod. William
McCluskey, Richard Aiello and John
Macauda. Chelsea patrolman Michael
Nadwomy is on trial on charges of
assault and battery and violation of civil

rights.

KV l.aiirrphntn

With his brother's truck nose first in a six-foot deep hole created by a

South iiadley water main break. John Hutcelseder climbs into his own
truck. It was the second time in less than a week that the town was hit

bv a roadwav sink hole.

Clubs serving liquor afterhours Globe cites
forbids seUing it after 2 a.m., some in

BOSTON — Two athletic clubs with
poUce connections are among the places
in Boston that serve alcoholic beverages
after hours, The Boston Globe reported
yesterday.
Although licensed establishments are

required to sell liquor, and state law
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Boston sell Hquor without licenses or
after legal hours, the Globe said

yesterday in a Spotlight Report.
TTie newspaper said the2a.m.shutoff

is enforced for most bars and
restaurants in the city, but some stay

open all night.

Thomas Stanton, executive secretary

of the Boston Licensing Board,
estimated that as many as 20 establish

ments in the city operate without
licenses and afterhours.
"When we receive information, we

raid them," said Detective Lt. Eklward J.

McNelley, commander of the Boston
Police Department's vice unit. He said

Police Commissioner Joseph M. Jordan
puts a high priority on such
prosecutions.

TTie Globe says TTie Mike Contilli

Athletic Club in the East Boston section

and the Silver Shield Athletic
Association Inc. in the Roxbury section

are among after-hour establishments
that have operated without liquor

licenses.
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SGAwants control ofsummer activities funds
By JOHN O'CONNELL

ColleKimn Staff

Student Government Association (SGA) officers will at-

tempt to remove all University personnel from the Sum-
mer Budgets Committee that controls student activities

fees collected.

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzsche yesterday said he will at-

tempt to change the bylaw of the SGA constitution that

defines membership of the budget committee. He will in-

troduce a motion to enact this change at tomorrow night's

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting.

If accepted by the Senate, the new bylaw will eliminate

Student Activities Office (SAO) Director Franklyn D. Do-

nant from his voting position on the committee, and would

also eliminate two other SAO staff members fn)m non-

voting positions on the committee.

That would leave four student voting members, the SGA
Budgets Committee chair, an SGA co-president, the

Speaker of the Senate, and SGA Treasurer Nitzsche, who

will chair the committee.

Nitzsche said the SGA officers will make the motion

because they "feel it is not appropriate to have paid

members of the administration on student committees."

"Whether or not they have a vote, their influence is per-

nicious," he said.

The Summer Budgets Committee allocates activities fee

monies paid by students taking courses during summer
session. Students pay a $12 activities fee for each six week
session.

Nitzsche estimated the entire budget would be "around
$35,000," but said he was not sure because "we don't

know how many pe«. pie are going to sign up and pay the

$12 fee."

Besides a jazz series, summer intramurals and other

programming, Nitzsche said the budget includes funding

of summer staff at organizations such as the Legal Ser-

vices Office and WMIA-FM.
Nitzsche said EX>nant created the Summer Budgets

Committee in the spring of 1981 under pressure from SGA

leaders who wanted more student involvement. Until

then, Nitzsche said, the SAO director, "did the entire

budgeting process at his own discretion. There were no

students involved."

Donant said he "created a more democratic process,"

with the committee.

"I think what we have now is an equitable process," he

said. Administration memL)ership "doesn't compromise

the student vote. They have the vote four to one," Donant

said.

Donant also said the committee has "not had any pro-

blem with (membership) in the past." Both Nitzsche and

Speaker of the Senate Chris Sullivan agreed.

But that is not the issue, they said.

"We feel students have a better idea of what students

want in their programming," Nitzsche said.

Both Nitzsche and Sullivan said control of the summer
student activity monies was connected to the larger issue

of whether the students should have total control over all

student Activities trust Fund (SATF') monies.

Globe editors assess 1984
campaign during campus visit

< ollrciui piMt* b« l>a«f IWabrr

Martin F. Nolan, editorial page editor of the Boston Globe, inspects

yesterday's edition of the Collegian during? a visit to the Collegian

Business Office.

By JOHN DiPALAZZO
( ollrKiM SUff

Editors and writers from the Boston

Globe last night gave their appraisals of

presidential candidates, but their predic

tions of the parties' nominees differe<i con-

sideral>ly.

Editorial page editor Martin F. Nolan,

associate editor R<»bert L. Healy.

statehouse bureau reporter Christine M.

Black and columnist David Nyhan apprais

ed the candidates and issues of next year's

presidential campaign during a panel

discussion in the Campus Center last night.

Healy, who served as m<Hlerator of the

discussi<m, said that he assumed that

President Reagan would seek re-election.

"A lot of Republican jK)liticians in

Washingttm feel that if the economy im

proves, everything's going to be OK for the

president."

HOwever, Healy said there is a "pretty

strong notion" that the tax cuts initiate*!

by the Reagan administration were not

distribute<l fairly throughout the economic

sfiectrum -

"My hunch is that Reagan will proliably

not do anything (decide whether he will

run) until very late." Healy said.

Nyhan discounted the idea of Reagan

seeking re-election, saying that the presi-

ient was "one-half inch deep on issues."

Nyhan predicted that, with Reagan out

of the race for the Republican nomination.

George Bush would defeat .lack Kemp

J

UM marine researchers to

feed Congress fish delights
By MK HELE DOLAN

( ollcKtMi ( orrrcpaiKlrfil

University of Massachusetts Marine

Food researchers will be in Washington
D.C. tomorrow to present unusual new
seafoods to congressmen at the

National Agricultural Research Fiir.

Led by Fbod Science professor E>nest

M. Buck, the UMass researchers in the

Marine Foods Program will be serving

congressmen surh delectables as
"Hshsticks, " made from red hake, and
"Ocean Nuggets," made from squid.

The Mar^e Fbods Program at UMass
has aimed at finding ways to use under
utilized species of fish plentiful in New
England waters. Buck, who is known as

"the Cod father" by his peere has
developed these uses for red hake — a

"Fish off our coast nobody's doing

anything with." — and squid — the most
underutilized fish because of its tex-

ture.

"We mainly want to introduce them to

squid". Buck said. "Ocean NuggeU" are

made from squid and red hake that is

rolled into a ball, battered, and deep fat

fried. "They taste like a clam strip." he

said.

Buck has also directed the develop

ment of a new product called the "Fish

dog". The "nshdog." which conUins no

red meat and virtually no fat. is "vastly

more nutritious than a conventional

hotdog". Buck said. He conducted

consumer acceptance studies on

campus and found that it was ac-

ceptable.
"Not a single person indicated it had a

fishy Uste". Buck said.

"If I had to pick a guy who'd Ite president

in 1984 I'd pick John Glenn." he said.

Nyhan said of Mondale. "his campaign

reminds me of a bicycle built for eight; they

get everyone in there pe<laling their ass off.

"The problem is when one guy sto|)S peilal-

ing — when that hapj)ens, the whole cam
paign falls right over.

Nyhan also said that, given current

population shifts, "I think that we will not

again have a presi<lent from the north and

east. I think Glenn w«)uld l)e alnrnt xs best

as the Democrats could get."

Nolan, in his remarks, also pntlicted that

Reagan would not run for re-election.

"He's disct)verd another jol> that's not

nearly so difficult: being ex-president." he

sfiid.

While Nolan said Mondale leads the field

among the Demwrats, he could suffer fnjm

that, since he is viewed as the candidate to

l»eat.

Black confined her remarks to the

presidential campaign within the state.

Black said the numl)er of delegates at the

recent state Democratic issues convention

who said they were undecide<J In'fon* the

presidential fM)ll was taken was 'extremely

high."

"That tells us a lot al)out this particular

group of candidates; they're remarkal»ly

similar." she said.

'I guess what the Mas.sachusetts ex-

fH'rience has showTi us is that there's no

clear winner in this cnm'd vet," she said.

The U.S. Dept of Agriculture, which is

sponsoring the fair, has invited 19 states

to set up displays. Of the 19, UMass is

the only one to exhibit food from marine

fisheries.

"Our goal is to demonstrate to

Congress the level and quality of

reseairh that's being done here in the

marine foods and to point out to them
how we can effect the economy of the

country," Buck said.

"FXinding forthis agricultural station is

from the federal government", he said.

He said he hopes federal funding to

UMass marine researeh will increase as

a result of the exhibition.

The use of these under-utilized fish

specie-s for food products would be

beneficial in numerous ways. Buck said.

The fishing industries will benefit

because their catches of red hake and

squid can be used, and employment
opportunities will increase because of

increased catches. Industry will be less

dependent on foreign countries because

ourdomestic utilization will increase.

The protein in these fish that is now
being wasted will be used to produce

more nutritious commercial food

products, according to Buck.
"It would have ramifications all the

way down the line", he said.

The UMass Marine Foods Program
started five years ago when reseairhers

became aware that there was not as

much research being done in marine

foods as in otherfoods.
"We were aware there had been very

little done in the area of marine foods,"

Buck said. "We have chosen to em
phasize ourworfc in the marine area.

Thomas Moore, a sculpture design major, studies his tewsegrety art

project at the North Pleasant St. side of the Fine Arts Center.
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UMass police r
BjRAY BEAIICHEMIN

(°«lleKiaii SUff

University of Massachusetts police

yesterday reported that a 26 year-old

man, playing frisbee outside the Student

Union buflding FYiday afternoon, dove

over a retaining wall there and fell down
a stairwell 15 feet. SVi inches and

fractured his right elbow and left

foreann.
UMass police said Davie J. Mazzo of

Brandywine was taken to Cooley

Dickinson HospiUl. Northampton.

where he was treated and released.

Pobce also reported that a 22 year old

woman, who had climbed to the top of a

pine tree between the Fine Arts Center

and the School of Management at 6:37

p.m. Sunday and attempted to climb

down, fell 20 feet and broke her left leg.

Hie woman was also taken to Cooley

Dickinson and released.

In otherpobce action:

A man. jumped from behind by an

unknown number of assailants,

sustained head injuries including a

bk>ody and possibly broken nose after

he was attacked in a well lit area of the

Beikshire Dining Common loading dock
shortly before 1 a.m. Saturday, police

said yesterday.
The man was treated at the University

Health Services and released.

Police responded to a call at 2:04 a.m.

Saturday in Chadboume dormitory

where five men wene reportedly in

volved in a fight, police said.

No arrests were made in the incident

but police said a man was kicking

people in a martial arts fashion. One
man was kicked m the ear. Anotherman
involved in the incident, an 18 year old

from Quinry. was later arrested at the

Student Union building and charged

with trespassing.

An 18 year old male resident of John

F. Kennedy dormitory was arrested at

3:21 pn. F^d^v Tnd chanred with

possession of an altered license and

purchase of alcohol by false

representation.

Police observed the man with a keg

and asked him for identification,

whereupon he produced a license with a

changed birthdate. police said.

A man walking along University

Drive about 4 p.m. FViday told police a

brown Volkswagen Rabbit drove by him

there and a bottle of beer was thrown

from it, shattering on his foot. Police

said the man was uninjured and ob-

tained the car's registration number. The

case is under investigation.

The Amherst Fire Department

responsed to a fire in a wooded area

north of Sylvan Residential Area shortly

before 12:30a.m. Saturday.

Police said a group of students had

gathered around a bonfire with a 10 foot

diameter but were asked to leave when
police and the firefighters arrived.

A person, stopped and charged with

a no n criminal moving motor vehicle

violation last week and who produced a

police badge for identification, has

found to have been impersonating an

officer, police said yesterday. No
charges have been filed.

An unknown amount of gray gym
shorts and sweats were reported

missing from a Boyden equipment room
Saturday morning.

Police said the equipment was taken

some time between 1 and 7:58 a.m. and

will not know how much was taken until

an inventory is conducted.
A ring and gold chain (total value of

$2461 were reported missing from a room
in Coolidge dormitory Saturday. The

incident occurred between noon FYiday

and 5:28 p.m. Saturday when it was
reported.

Police charge nudie suspect
By DAVID B. MINKK

('•nmwi surf

A University of Massachusetts em
ployee was arrested Saturday and

charged with open and gross lewdness
ID coDDection with an incident that

happened last Monday. Amherst Police

report.

Pobee said that a female returned to

her Amherst apartment and found a

nude man in her bedroom who made
suggestions of a sexual nature. These
comments caused a felony complaint
rather than a misdemeanor of indecent

exposure to be issued to the 22 year old

male, police said.

Police added that the persons involved

were known to each other after having
studied music at the University.

Hie male was released on bail pending
his arraignment in Northampton District

(}ourt yesterday.
Amherst Pohce also reported the

arrest of three persons in two separate

incidents in the parking k>t of the Pub on
North I*leasant Street.

In the first incident, a 14yearold
Amherst youth was taken into custody
after he allegedly assaulted an employee

of the Pub with a machelte. Police say

that the emptoyee was attempting to

stop two persons from leaving the

establishment with Pub Mugs when the

juvenile intervened. The youth will be
arraigned at a later date in Juvenile

Court on the charge of assault with a

dangerous weapon.
In the second incident, two Con

necticut men were arrested and charged
with several violations of drug laws after

an Amherst Community Service Officer

noticed suspicious activity in a parked
automobile.

Police say that when arrested, the pair

were in possession of two grams of

cocaine, four ounces of marijuana, and
paraphenalia (razor blades, mirrors, and
plastic bags).

The duo was charged with: possession
of marijuana, possession of marijuana
with intent to distribute, possession of

cocaine, and possession of cocaine with
intent to distribute. The pair was held
without bailpending theirarraignment.

In other police business. Amherst
Police report two UMass students were
arrested on April 29 for being minors in

possession of alcohol.

Activist Conference protests

investments in South Africa
By DAVE LINTON

l«llrffiaii SUff

A refpo'^ conference of activists from

several rKirthoastem states seeking the

withdrawaj of funds from companies in

South Africa to protest that country's

apartheid system wa.s held this past

weekeixi at Amherst College.

"The conference is important because it

represents a coming together of student

and community grt)ups to recognize and

coordinate their individual action against

investment in South Africa," said Joshua

Nessen.

Nessen of the American Committee on

Africa that organized the conference. The
conference follows several recent

demonstrations at colleges such as

Amherst and Harvard.

"The fart that we ran bring people from

New York, New Jersey, Maine, and Rhode
Island is significant. Some groups couldn't

come in person but they do do work,"

Nessen said.

Mass Divest campaign worker Rtjbert

Shaefer. an aide to Massachusetts State

Senator Jack Backman, D Brookline, was

the keynoU' speaker. Mass Divest, a coali-

tion of groups opposed to public and cor-

porate investments in S<juth Africa, wa.s

successful til gelUiiK uivt^jtnieiit legislation

passed last January. The legislation pas.sed

over former (ktvernor King's veto, af-

fected about $90 million in state pension

funds.

"The legislative campaign is a great un-

told story. It reache<i a point where cor-

porations in South Africa were forming to

combat divestment legislation," Nessen

said.

Crass roots organizing strategies were
discussed as a means of ending in-

vestments.

"We've decided to target commence-
ment exercises and ask graduating seniors

to pledge not to contribute to the endow-
ment until divestment (of their schools) oc-

curs," said Nessen.

"Students can do things like finding exil

ed South Africans on campus who can

testify about the situation in South

Africa," Shaefer said. "The people who
have the time and energy are the young,

the students."

"Divestment is an extraordinary activity

but what is going on down there is also an

extraordinary activity and warrants ac-

tion," he said.

GET MORE

OUT OF
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SUMMER

AT

URI

Register now for summer classes at URI. There are rrrare

than 300 credit and non-credit subjects being offered —
everything from computers to psychology.

Classes meet at the main campus in Kingston and at our

convenient URI Building in downtown Providence.

Morning, afternoon and evening sessions let you set up

your schedule to suit your summer schedule.

Register now.* Classes start June 20.

For registration or a summer course list, call: 277-3800.

Open new doors. Open your mind.

'*«/c»no*

*To help assure your choice of courses,

register by June 14th.

Women's Week
events schedule

TUESDAY
The Committee for Equal Rights and

Reproductive Freedom (CERRP) will

meet at 6:30 p.m. in Campus Center room
902.

A table will be set up from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on the Campus Center concourse ask-

ing for support in a letter writing campaign
opposing the Eagleton Amendment which
was passed by the Senate last week which
says an abortion is not secured by the U.S.

Constitution.

WEDNESDAY
Rene Carew will speak on

"Work/Career Issues for Women" at a

luncheon from noon to 2 p.m. in room 1001

of the Campus Center. The luncheon is be

ing sponsored by the University Women's
F'rofessional Network.

THURSDAY
The International Women's event

evaluation meeting will be held at 1 p.m.

in r(K)m 422 of the Student Union.

The Anti-Racism Team will meet at 4

p.m. in room 801 of the Campus Center.

The Women's Leadership Project will

meet at 6:30 p.m. in r<K»ni 4ir) of the Stu-

dent Union.
FRIDAY

The life/career planning: Black
Women "Moving On" will be held from

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. today and tomorB)w. in

room 165 of the Campus Center. For more
information call the Everywoman's Center

at 5-0883.

Cullffiaii pbotu b« Chri* Jungprnaim

Andy Sollecito fielded questions from passersby last

Thursday on the Metauampe lawn. His 37 pound pet, Kikk,

attracted a fair amount of attention.

Move Iburself^
All Your Stuff,
And Save, Tf^^I •

> <-"» C!^

^ '
.^^

It^ as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of

the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rent it here, leave it there. Load up your
stereo. 10-speed. clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their tilings to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dep>enda-

ble fleet in the world Ryder. The best truck money can rent

WEXL BE ON CAMPUS
to show you how easy it is to move yourself RIGHT.

We'll g^ladly quote you rates and answer
your questions. Come see us.

K RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
SAVEIII 10% on your next Truck Rental

inquire at the Collegian

for your student discount card.

For Reservation Information call -

253-5843

College St. Arco

260 College St.

Amherst, Mass.

549-0010

No. Amherst Motors

40 Montague Rd.

No. Amherst, Mass.

586-6364
Ricks Auto Repair & Rental

442 Elm St.

Northampton, Mass.

Town Meeting
makesTV debut

By MITCH ZEMEL
( ollrinan Staff

The 224th Annual Town Meeting of Amherst began
last night, and for the Town Manager, the Assistant
Town Manager, and 98 Town Meeting members, it is

their first sessio n ever.

The meetings are being televised this year by
Community Cable Access Television (C.C.A.T.V.). the
local cable station. Matt Heid, a member of the
station's Board of Directors said that the Town
Meeting is the "central pohtical institution", and the
citizens of the town should be able to view it.

The Town Meeting, which has been known to last as
many as 14 days, got off to a relatively quick start and
covered the first eight articles in an hour-mnd-a-half.
Tliere are 79 articles on in this year's Ibwn Meeting
Warrant Article.

Article 'Riree, which appropriates and transfers
$30,500 from the Speed and Alcohol Enforcement
Program SAP to the Police Account was passed
unanimously. Because the SAP proirram did not set
state funding requested, the program was continued
by the town's Police Department by allocating funds
from the operating budget. This transfer of funds will

cover the costs assumed by the Police Department.

Article ¥o\xt, which allocates money for the removal
of Snow and Ice was dismissed because, as Selectmen
FVederick Steinbeck said, "There is enough money in

the account if we don't get any mof« snow."
Article Five, which appropriates $5,000 to repair the

East Leverett Road Bridge, was passed by the Meeting
members, as was the Article Six which appropriates
$20,000 for the continued engineering and desii^n of
East Street-Main Street Intersection.

The Town also passed Article Seven, which ap
pit>priates $70,290 to the Water Inteivst Account.
Article Eight was also passed, l^is Article authorizes
the Town Treasurer to borrow money in anticipation of
the revenue for the new financial year.

Birthmother groups

support women who
gave up kids to adoption

By ROBIN MANDEL
(•Uvffwii Start

Statues banning the disclosure of the names of

parents of adopted children have created controversy

and aroused considerable interest within the legal

profession, according to two coordinators of bir-

thmotherorganizations in Massachusetts.
Birthmother support organizations are groups set up

to provide support, aid and legal information to

women who have relinguished a child foradoption.

Helen O'Donnell. coordinator and orgaoizer of the

Western Massachusetts Birthmother Support Croup,

which i.s no longer in existence said. "Adoptees have a

need to search lor their roots. They have a desire U>

know the circumstances of their birth, their family

medical history and why they were placed up for

adoption. And, just as adoptees have the right to this

resource information regarding theirpast background,
birthparents also have the right to learn about the

chiWren that they have relinguished."

Because of the secrecv behind adoption, btr-

thmothers may never be able to obtain infonnation

about their relinquished children.

"h is an inhuman policy to be prohibited to know
anything about the chikl relinquished, it is also a

breach of the constitutional right on the part of the

adoptee." said Libbi Campbell. Regional and
Massachusetts coordinator for Concerned United

Birthparents (CUB), a nationwide birthparent

organization.

According to O'Donnell. the experience of bemg a

birthmother is an isolated one. The woman feeb a

tremendous sense of frustration and a constant

wondering about the child that she has relinquished.

Questions such as whether the child is dead or alive

and whether the child is happy may arise in the bir-

thmother's mind.
'The common expression that women hearis'you'B

go on. life goes on'. This is not true. It is an ongoing

situation, a grieving process which will often haunt

the birthmother for the rest of her life. People think

relinquishing a child foradoption is similar to having a

child that dies. But with death, at least there can be a

reconciliation — the parent knows that the child is

dead. In these cases, a birthmother may actually run

into her child and not even realize it is her own child,"

O'Donnell said.

The common myth in society is that women who
surrender their babies do so because they do not want
them. O'Donnell said that people need to be aware of

the basics regarding this myth. lYie majority of women
who surrender their children do so because of lack of

options.
"Women surrender their children for several

reasons. Before 1979 and before abortion and birth

control was legalized, a single woman was faced with
a terrible stigma of having an illegitm ate child. So, she
would turn to adoption, the only other option open to

her if the father of the baby wouldn't marry her.
Today, a teenage woman will often give up a baby
because she does not make a large enough income
and therefore finds she cannot support the chikl

financially. Other times, a birthmother wiU feel that

she is not emotionally ready to deal with a baby at that

time of her life," she said.
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Neivslines
NEAG voting today and tomorrow,

Worcester Commons polling place
Kirsten Dahl is the unopposed can-

didate for vice-president.

Darcy Conway is being challenged by
a write-in candidate for the treasurers

post.

Diane Rossi and Pauline Kelly square
off in the race for secretary.

Voting will be held tomorrow and
TTiursday in Worcester Dining Commons
for Northeast Area Government (NEIAG)

positions.

Marge Deacutis faces Joseph Sparks
in the showdown for the NE^G
presidency.

Unopposed candidates victorious

inSW Area Government voting
FVesidential co-candidat«s, F>an Hegeler

and Michael Bean, easily won the

Southwest Area CK)vernment (SWAG) elec-

tions last Thursday, with 215 votes cast in

the uncontesteti race.

Lisa Stratouly and Scott Kogos won the

co-vice-president's positions with 205

votes, also unchallenged.

Rose Longo received 2()6 votes to wm the

position of SWA(J Treasurer, unopposed.

Howard Breslau. a write in candidate,

received 30 votes to take the position of

communications coordinator for SWAG.

Awards for 4th Video Art Festival
The I'nion Video Center has announced

the winners of the Fourth Annual Video

Art Festival.

Lewis Schoenbrun received top honors in

the documenUr>' category with his produc-

tion entitled "Reaching fn)m the Silence."

W. Keith Setterlund's "Dark Glass" was

selected first in the avant garde category.

Jason Kliot was declared the winner of the

narrative category with his prtnluction en-

titled "Glances: 14th Street."

Runners-up in the three respective

categories were Homer Meade, Hawley
Hussey and James L. Nelson.

TONIGHT

MTCMERT

OrKiy at

:

Losing 20 poundss^
something about Gloria Stevens:

it works.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Pat Cotter tried

everything. Fad diets. Fad
exercises.

But nothing worked until

she tried Gloria Stevens.

Injust six weeks at

Gloria's, she lost twenty

pounds and 20 inches.

And as you can see, the

results were really terrific.

Ifyoud like results

like Pat's, come in to

Gloria Stevens. You'll find

it's notjust another quick

loss diet center Or an im-

personal fitness center

It's a warm, friendly

place where expert

technicians really care

about you.
They'll help you

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
A Benefit Pops Concert

by
/

'^\

6

SYMPHOriY
ORCHESTRA

and
Victor

BORGE
Conductinq plavinq and having fun

Wednesday. May II t PM
Tickets SIS. 13. 1 1 • On Sale Now
(UMaw. Hamp, Smith, MHC - % price)

•or Office: Noon to 4 p m
(413) S4S-25I I M»»t«rc«rd Vi«» Accepted

custom-design your own
shape-up program.

With a diet you can actually

stick to. Exercises you
don't have to be an
athlete to do. Plus fun

activities like group

work-outs and aerobics.

6weeks (or^25.

You can try Gloria

Stevens for six weeks
at only $25. And that

includes unlimited

visits, so you really get

your money's worth.

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Route 9

584-0106

MASSACHUSETTS BAY
COMMUNny COLLEGE
DtvMon of Continuing Educatfon

Quality Education
at Affordable Prices

For only $35.00 per credit hour you can

get a headstart on next senDester, or

catch up on this semester. Mass Bay
Community College offers 3 credit

courses and non-credit workshops in

your area of interest, day or evening

this summer. Classes begin May 31

(Session 1) and July 12 (Session 2).

50 Oakland Street,

Welleeley Hills, MA 02181

lei. (617) 237-1 100 ext. 132

EDITORIAL/OPINION
c i«<iwt,«i miBs,-^ga-^^n

"PONT RKxr vouR Sign.
'

Monetary muddle makes mess
How does one plan our economy? Our economy is not

a planned economy, unlike the Russians we
do not have five year plans. Instead we have men

who aspire to be president every four years. In that sense

we do have our own four year plan. Every time a can-

didate is elected or reelected there is the annual promise

that all our problems will be solved if we continue to sup-

port him. Let's take a look at the last man to claim this

priviledge, Ronald Reagan.
According to the President his taxing {Mtlicies should be

credited for slowing down the rate of inflation. This ac-

complishment however, is the result of the Federal

Reserve's monetary policy of restricting the growth of the

money supply. This in itself is not remarkable. histor>- is

filled with people who take credit for someone else's work.

What is remarkable has been the high degree of national

tolerance that the public has given to the President.

Chris Ferretti

The President has dismissed the Neu^ Deal, but with

twelve million people jobless, his administration has also

garnered the dubious credit for having pn>duced the

highest levels of unemployment by any aidministration

since the Hreat Depression.

The Keagan Administration is not only much nwre con-

servative than the Carter Administration, but it has

shown itself to be significantly more conservative than the

earlier post-war Republican Administrations of Presidents

Eisenhower, Nixon, and Ford. This conservative shift is

evident by a heavy reliance upon monetarist economics,

which is th<' result of a disillusi(»nment with traditional

Keynesian economics and its inflationary tendencies.

Monetarism has been used by all presidents since

Roosevelt as a means to control credit and interest rates,

but never has this reliance been so extensive.

Monetarism is a form of economk conservatism that is

widely recognized as the Elconomist Milton Friedman's

brand of idealog>-. An idealt)g>' that centers on controlling

the growth of the economy's money supply. There is a
general l)elief that .such c<»ntrol is sufficient to bring down
the rate of inflation while allowing real growth to con-

tinue.

Monetarism has worked fairly well for the most part on
our economy. — the st(K*k market is reaching new highs on

the Dow Jones figures, and the interest rates are low in

comparison to three years ago but we have had U» pay a
price for this.

The fact that the Reagan Administration has reduced

social spending in lieu of increased allocations for defense

IS not exactly new, but due to these cuts there is less finan-

cial aid for education.

In January for example, the I'niversity's Financial Aid

Office was only able to meet a third of the total, that's

total student need.

Or consider how easy it is to finance your education with

a Guaranteed Student Loan ttKiay. as oppose*! to three

and a half years ago before the implimentation of the

needs-test?

How is one to interpret the unemployment figures cited

by the President when military personnel are included in

this computation as honent figures?

Is this the sign of a truly competent administration?

Monetarism is a more than adequate means to control

sudden and explosive inflationary growth, that is what it

was designed to do. But as far as being a tool of economic
reform its powers are limited by its drawbacks. In the past

year the President's policies have cau.se<i a drop in the

prime rate, but unemployment has increased proportional-

ly. Will this level of unemployment increase or decrease

with the continuance of his economic policies?

I cannot answer that, but in two months I unil be able to

find out which employment statistic I am destined to

become part of.

W.C. Fields is famous for his line "never give a sucker

an even break." }Mu) is the "sucker" these days?

Chrus Ferretti i» a Collegian columnist

Letters——^———^—i
Thanks for successful survey
To the Editor:

Over the course of this school year Campus
Crusade for Christ, an interdenominational student

organization, has conducted 190 personal interviews

with individuals all over campus taking a fifteen

question student religious survey. We thought the

results would be of interest to the student body.

After being asked about their phitosophy of life,

each person was asked what they thought was the

basic problem of humanity, usually answering self

centeredness. Out of 190 people interviewed, only 50

thought that their philosophy of life included a

solution forthe basic problem of man.
An especially surprising point was that 116 of the

190 said that they believed in a God who is both in

finite and personal. 165 said, if they could, they

would be interested in knowing God personally.

We were impressed most By students' desire to

know God personally, but also by their openness to

discuss spiritual issues.

We appreciate all those who helped us with the

survey.
Bob Coffey

Campus Crusade for Christ

Poor Senior Day planning

To the Editor:

The Chancellor's Reception for Seniors (Senior

Day) will be held Thursday, May 26 from 12to5p.m.,

, which also happens to be the last day of finals. Some

seniors, such as myself, have finals that are
scheduled that day. Mine is at 1:30, therefore, lean
attend the last hour and a half, but what about the
seniors w ho have one at 4 p.m .? Don't we all deserve
the right to attend allof SeniorDay if we want to?
We've paid tuition and put up with all the hassles

and hardships of UMass for 4 years; at least we all

should be able to finally celebrate getting our
degrees together. Scheduling SeniorDay forthe last

day of finals was inconsiderate, reckless, and in

extremely poor taste. It should be rescheduled so
every seniorcan attend.

I made several phone calls with my complaint and
was informed that the Chancellor had another
reception to attend at the Campus Center on Friday

and having Senior Day then would be a conflict. lam
not sure whether the conflict is: the noise factor, the

litter, the Chancellor's inability to attend (although,

to the best of my knowledge, Tve never known the

Chancellor to attend), or some other reason. But,

whatever it is, if they held it on Friday in the Nor-
theast Quad like they have done in the past then at

least the noise wouldn't be heard, the litter wouldn't
be seen, and the Chancelk>r could drop by if he
wanted to.

It is grossly insensitive to schedule Senk>r Day on
the last day of finals. I hope the administration will

have the courtesy to schedule future Senior Days
after all finals are over. We and future seniors have
the right to enjoy SeniorDay.

Kimberly Wattenid
Amherst

Give UMass
some credit

I
for one, am really sick and tired of hearing

students constantly putting down UMa.ss. It is

really disheartening to hear students gossiping

furiously alK)ut the downfalls of this University and never

mention one of its many assets. I am not from

Massachusetts and I came to this school because in the

eyes of the rest of the country, it has a great reputation —
it's just too bad that the students here don't appreciate

that. This sch(K)l is like a self-run. independent city. It does

not cater to anyone. If you want to \w .sp<K)n fed it certain-

ly is not the schiH)l for you. However, if you want to learn

how t(t make it on your own. make your own decisions, and

ch<H)se your own life.styl«i, I'Mass is indee<I a |)erfect

choice.

Kelly McDonald
Sure, .sometimes the re<l ta[>e and the interminable webs

of complications at Whitmore can get you down. But when
things finally come together, the reward is self-

satisfaction. The diversity of the education that can W ac-

quirtnl at I'Mass is limitless. But the key word here is "can

be acquired". You have to go out and get it yourself — the

sch(K)l is not the education, rather the instrument through

which to acquire the education. It is up to us to decide just

what we want that e<iucati<»n to be. It's up to us to dtvide

how much we want to learn. Some of us at this school will

graduate and go on to be the future decision makers of the

c»)untry and j»erhaps the world; others will slide through.

doing just enough to get by. If that's what you choose to

dt>. that's fine. But don't bring the rest of us or the sch<K>l

down with you.

Some of us have great pride in this University and view

it as a gt»lden opjM>rtunity to achieve many of our (ireams,

a truly revealing exfierience that teaches us so much alKtut

the world m which we live an«i even more about ourselves.

UMass offers us. a.s students, so many doors to the future

— but the d(K>rknob is on our side. It is ultimately up to us.

So when things aren't going your way at this sch(K)l, do

something about it. But with constructive action not

destructive criticism. Don't spend your time searching for

new demeanmg adjectives t<i describe UMass — spend

your time taking a go<xi look at yourself and try to decide

why you're here and what you want to accomplish. If

you're here because it's the "right thing" to do after high

.school, then it's not surprising that you're not very happy.

But don't use the quality of etiucation here at UMass as

the scapegoat, when the pn)blem really c«»mes down to

you not knowing what you want to do with your life.

Of course UMass is far from perfect, just like everything

else in life. But this school serves as an excellent in.stru-

ment for a quality education to those who choose a quality

education as their goal. So next time you find yourself say-

ing ZooMass or another dtyrading sl(»gan. stop and realize

that you're really putting down yourself not the sch<K»l.

And for those of us who work hard to try and acquire the

education we value so much, UMass certainly is a great

state university!

r
Kelly McDonald in a UMawt ntudent

\
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Soft - Serve %
y>.mimruLf^v^:

• »^#* '*•'*••• •«i«»*»^ ^

Now IN Srock

05^ COnVERSE
• • . •

•--^

BOLLES SHOES
2>5-5»98

8 Main St.

ACROSS From rkc common

opcN MoN - Sat 9:00 - ^:70

SchoN Exercise Sandals
the patented sandal

Cooi comfort from sculptured
European b••c^woo(].
foam-cu8hion«d straps in

light or vJarK-ton«d wood
•nd strap colors that go
•very^ri«ra with

everything

Regular SchoH's Sandals $12.99

with this coupon expires 5/17

I

I

I

I

I

1

Bic Pens 19'

5-Subject Notebook
150 sheet Reg. $2.29 now v1 .29

3-Subject Notebook 120 sheet $1.19

j 50"OFF
j

I
all tanning lotions in stock I

i ^^ ^^^^wtMJh^s^ougonjBxp^res^S^I^ I

CAMBRIDGE DIET
available at COLLEGE

i»UG 4 MAM STTCri AMffRST. Rm 2&3 S23

V>L£^,. Authorized Dealer

FUJI
NISHIKI

^U^c^^^

89 Main St. Amherst
256-0880

Behind the Cheese Shop
and Valley Farms Dairy Shop

Sales, Service

Rentals

• 3 speeds

• 10 speeds

• accessories

starting at $7.00/day

»-• »< S»l »-3Sur

Great Spring

SALE!
Clothing Jewelry

Chinese Shoes

20% off all Bedspreads

20 - 40% off selected Clothing

30% off selected Jewelry

Daily 10 AM 6 PM

Use the BUS STOP out f'on'

lirfnt gtftn • grrni pruf*

AiEI^CANTILE
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

m^s
ZL4 )7iah quAixe7-wniLayauuiiur

xaavuj^ii

f0i _
opies

H0URS.M-F3-

.-REDUCTIONS

-"S-aiMnfKir.|25

2S,VPUiM)ie£t.AnhtKSz_

• TWEilJ ailAUTV

»j».

Commencement
is coming!

Join the excitement
in the Collegian's

Commencement special

to be handed out

to graduates and relatives

during Commencement *83

in Alumni Stadium
May 28, 1983

Reserve your space now!
Call 545-3500
for details

Summcrtlm* b th* K*odlng g*tt •oty
with Vi price new boolts to take

your mind traveling, gardening, fantasizing...

or wherever your heart desires.

'
(}iipf^jtAt^l^mnb'

S

% m NM/

it Great Graduation Gifts

• Always paying cash for current texts

71 N Pleasant St.. Amherst 256-6496

(across from Louis Foods) Open Mon-sat 10-^/

Typewriter Ribbons
& Typewriter Paper

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer
45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

2 •»

I

I

I

Memo to UMass Faculty
|

We would appreciate your x

Course Book order for the sum- |

mer or fall semester. It will be

given our prompt efficient and

loving attention.

•••••

^, MISSISSIPPI!

MAY
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL

Beck*8 Bottles

2 for 1

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevree

L7

days 7 nights

i-6 pm 10-midnight

Proper ID a must
57 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141

4-

4-

ICE
CREAM

Jeff'ry AmKfrst BooksKop

66 S. Pleasant

Amherst
253-3381

'.• M • C-oco a'e a^o C'^oc o a-e ^ jTJ*
"'

-i'

-., a oe. c O'jS '.-oco'a-e -ooo'

-jC^oo see .c A •• a 'is-f- .,.*''

'

MISSISSIPPI MUDO Praltnes n Cream

Sfawberry
Clocolate Almond
Chocolate Chip

Rocky Road
Chocolate Mint

Peanut Butter n Chocolate

Chocolate Fudge
French Vanilla

Burgundy Cherries Jubilee

Jamora

Jamoca Almond Fudge P'Stacho Almond

Butter Pecan and many more

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE
28 Mam St , 253 9/74

Store Hrs 1 1 am 10 pm
across from the common

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

Still 11

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

COVf«

Jf•••••••••••••**
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Keep up with the PBS series

Hardcover was $23.00

Paperback NOW$12.95

^^ UNIVERSITY op.n

4^MSTORE^ --
Located in the Campus Center

^Rhetoric Exemption Exam^

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be

given on J

• WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1983*
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
BARTLETT 61

The test is open only to students who entered as

freshmen prior to Fall 1982 or transfers who will be

Juniors before Fall 1984. This is the last time this ex-

am will be given this semester. Bring student I.D. and

a pen.

PERSONALIZED

STYLE HAIRCUTS

2
O

$7.00
(with this coupon only) ! ^tV^

$10.00 with Shampoo & Blow Dry
| (P

$11^ Long Hair
j

•xpir«s 5/30/83 i

J

Ptoase Call for an Appointmant

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive Amherat. MA 540-5610

DUS DKIYING JOBS
U-Mqm Transit S«rvl€«

will accept QppllcQtIons for Its

Summ#r Training Program

Thurs. May 5

6:00 PM
Rm 174-6 Campus Contor

Minimum Quollflcotionsx

• 1 6 /•ors of og*
• H*ld CIqss III llc*ns« for ot l«ott 1 y^or

• Enrolled in o U-Mom d*gr*«
program with ot kost 3 t«m*fltors

romolning must show sch^dul* or

transcript as proof of doss yoor

Only 75 Appilcotlons

Will Do Accoptod

Soth work study ond non-worlc study

or* occ*ptQbl#

U-MoM TrontH la on offlrmotlvo

QctloA/o^wol opportunity omployor

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For
for

your next trip any size group— cai- jr visif us
a price quotation No obligation it will fn jl

pleasure to quote you c r

economical rp»es

CHARTER SERVICE
To All Points In The
USA. And Canada.

• Mini buses • School buses • Hotel Me^i &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For
Information Call 781-3320

Jhaatml Ibrya. hi< it fit's In.

*<l Arruilr) Sfrt'ft Spf mqtielil MA
General Office A Charter Service: 783-021

1

Tn I f r.>». iri MA 1 800 322 0297

MARTHfi'S VINEYARD

ECOriOMKS
SUMMER COURSES

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

ECONOMICS 103 - INTRODUCTION TO
MICROECONOMICS (3CR) June IS-July 13

ECONOMICS 104 - INTRODUCTION TO
MACROECONOMICS (3CR) July 25-August 23

Classes meet Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
7:45 • 10:45 a.m. For additional information,
contact:

Debra Lyon
Division of Continuing Education
University Library

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
(413^ 545-0530

Arts
iCollegian n

Superb instrumentation
NEW YORK CHAMBER SOLOISTS
Saturday, April 30
Fine Arts Center

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
Collegimn Suff

The lights were dimmed, the curtain
rose, and the first concerto began.

"Delightful," I mumbled to myself as I

nestled back in my seat and con-
centrated on the music of Bach coming
from the stage. For a second I thought I

was in Carnegie Hall, the home of the
nation's finest musical talent.

I nervously looked around the concert
hall to see if anyone else shared my
confusion. Unfortunately, my glances
were simply greeted by the tranquil,

smiling faces of the audience engrossed
in the concert. I checked my program
and realized that I wasn't in Carnegie
Hall at all. but right on campus, in the

Rne Arts Center Concert Hall. The New
York Chamber Soloists had come here

to mesmerize us with their superlative

instrumentation!
The six Brandenberg Concerti, by the

Johann Sebastian Bach, constituted the

program for Saturday night's per-

formance, and yet nobody was disap-

pointed at having to listen solely to one
composer all night. The title "Bran-
denburg Concertos" was derived from
Bach's dedication to Margrave Christian
Ludwig of Brandenbuix- Nevertheless,
they were not conceived together as a
set nor as a direct response to the
Margrave's request.

Bach described this set of concertos
as "Six Concerts avec plusiers in

struments" (six concertos with several

instruments). T^e pieces highlight the

beautiful sounds of the violin, viola,

cello, double bass, flute, oboe, bassoon,
trumpet, french horn, and harpsichord.

TTie pieces were not played in

numerical order; the concert began with

Concerto no. 3 and ended with Concerto
No. 2. This made for a more exciting

program as it was interesting to note
why the various pieces were played in

the order that they were.
Concerto No. 3 in G Major was scored

for strings, consisting of three violins,

three violas, and three cellos. This

variation was effective in outlining the

three distinct pitches of these in-

struments.
Concerto No. 5 in D Major followed

and was the most exceptional of the

concertos. In this piece, the three dif

ferent movements were distinguished

by the playing of separate instruments.

TYie flute and vioUn, for example, took

control of the second movement
(Affetuoso). This folk)wed an engaging
harpsichord sok> passage played by

Harriet Wingreen. who simply amazed
the audience with her endurance and
skill.

Next came Concerto No. 1 in F Major
which brought in the FVench horn. oboe,

and bassoon forthe first time. This piece

is distinctive for its continual motif of

thirds. incorporating Menuetto Trio

passages in the music towards the end

of the piece. After intermission, the

program recommenced with Concerto
No. 6 in B flat Major, which included the

Live from the Hatch
By CHRIS FERRETTI

I •ll*gtM SUIT

Between 6 and 7 p.m. every day the

lights at the "Back of the Hatch" are

lowered. Although this practice is

personally annoying, there are at least

two good reasons why this is done.
Tliese two reasons emer^ge Thursday

and Friday nights when the bass

booming jukebox is turned off. Then the

bar offers reduced prices on draft beers,

and the Hatch sponsors live en-

tertainment.
"Hie Hatch provides a good, but not a

formidible stage, there is less pressure

and it gives the artist a chance to

develop their talent and gain some
experience," said John furbish, the

entertainment Coordinator for the

Hatch.
"The only such opportunities on

campus are the dormitory coffee
houses. "Hie Hatch offers a chance for a

performing group to form its own

identity." he said.

Larry Jeffers. added. "We don't pay,
it's largely voluntary, but we'll give them
a free meal and a beer."

Of the acuperformingthere were two

that I caught. "Olaja," who performed
two weeks ago, is a group that blends

Afro Brazilian drum music and dancing.

Another group, "FVed Clayton and
FViends. " offers a blend of progressive

jazz and has continued to play for repeat

performances at the Hatch in honor of

Martin Luther King Week and the 12th

annual Black Musicians Conference.

On Tliursday and fViday nighU when
the lights are lowered and the jukebox is

turned off, you know that there is one

more alternative for entertainment

besides the T.O.C. and the Bluewall.

Besides, its free and who knows, one of

these days maybe it will be you per

forming.
Fbr information about booking you

can contact either John or I*rr>- at the

Hatch.

Si Kahn, a folksong performer, described by the BoBton Globe as "a

living legend on the folk circuit," will give his first Valley concert at

7:30 p.m.. on May 5 at Northampton High School Auditorium, Nor-

thampton. The concert is a benefit for Mass Fair Share. Tickets are

$5.50 in advance, $6.50 at the door. For more information, call (413)

732-2353. _^

The New York Chamber soloists.

cello, viola, double bass, and harp-

sichord. This was my least favorite piece

of the concertos just because there

didn't seem to be as much variety in it as

the others.

Concerto No. 4inG Major made up for

it though, as the two flutes enlivened

the sUge in "diabgue"; they were
assisted by the background ac-

companiment of the bass, celk), har-

psichord, violin, and viola.

Concerto No. 2 in F Major ended the

performance, bringing in the trumpet for

the first time. Due to the illness of the

I

regular trumpet player, another trum-

eter substituted who was, un-

fortunately, not as exceptional as the

other players. However, the piece

possessed the same amount of charm as

the others and did not hinder the

audiences reaction one way or the other.

I left the concert hall feeling so lucky

to have the opportunity to hear such
musical virtuosos right here on campus.
With groups like the New York Chamber
Sok>ists coming to the university to treat

us to their fine musical talents, who
needs Carnegie Hall?

Non Fiction (Warner Bros.)

The Blasters

By DON NAREY
CollcCiH suff

It's unlikely that Kasey Kasem will

soon be telling an anecdote of how "his

friends." the Blasters, made it to

number one, but then there's more to

rock music than the Saturday morning
countdown. TTiere's spirit, style and
energy. Tlie Blasters chose to look to the

past for those things. TTiey haven't been
merely influenced by 50's nock, they play
it flat out. Though their lyrics are all

original, one gets the distinct feeling

that he's heard them before. Tlieir

authenticity is both good and bad.
'hie good part is that the Blasters have

learned well from the founding fathers

who've inspired them. The voice of Phil

Alvin is slick and fuU-bodied. complete
with an occasional Holly-like hiccup.
Working class k)ve stories and reflec-

tions of teenage angst hold the lyrics to

the tradition of eariy rock 'n roll.

"Jubilee TVain" offers a taste of old

fashioned American optimism. Praising

the "New Deal comin'," it's rock

seasoned with southern gospel
reminiscent of upbeat traditional hymns
like "Uncloudy Day."

"Long White Cadillac" has new
meaning when one notes that it's

dedicated to the legendary Hank
Williams. What he had and we lost is

recalled in this rowdy tribute:

'One time I had all that 1 wanted
But it just slipped through my hands
One time I sang away the sorrow
One time I took it like a man."

There's no denying that, at times, the

Blasters shine. Theirmusicianship is fine

and Phil Alvin's voice is unfaltering.

What this band lacks may not have a
name, but it's what makes your hair

stand on end at the sound of wailing

blues or makes you want to jump up and
down just to become part of a rock 'n

roll beat. It's a lot to expect from any
band, yet from rock traditionalists we
expect it even more. The lack of both
force and originality will keep the
Blasters from the ranks of album
oriented radio and their fortunate
distaste for mainstream pop will keep
them off the singles charts. Tliey remain
?:ood rock purists in a no man's land held

rom greatness by their insistence upon
limiting themselves so strictly.

But, take heart, lliere's still time for

the Blasters to find a place and yes,

Kasey, there i» life beyond the top forty.
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363 ^^=:>Main St
Amherst
Mon • Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri Sat

11:30-3
Fast Free
Delivery
266-8687

4 FREE VIDEO GAMES
with a purchase of 4 games, for college students pre-

sent ad plus student ID 1 coupon per nite, expires

May 5th. Signature

TUES-WED-or THURS • 6 PM thru 1 AM
Special Bonus on machines at ail times

(example - Robotron 20 men to start, Joust

12 birds, etc) video games located in

DACK ROOM RECORD G VIDEO SHOP
233 H Pleasont St, In Corrioge Shops, near Pub

'1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

363 Mam ot Amherst
256-8587

Soap Opera
Special

11:30 am - 7 pm
Small

2 item pizza
Qnly f4,QQ

EMPLOYMENT
Person to Person

. . .that's how we are reaching

out to thousands of UMass
alumni for their support— by
telephone.

The Telefund Program needs
your help in this effort and we
are willing to pay $4.00/hour

and more for your time— a few
evenings each week for the

Spring, Summer, Fall.

If you are mature, reliable, and
can talk about the University

and its needs, we can train

you to be an effective caller.

Get off to an early start by
stopping at the Telefund of-

fice, at Memorial Hall and
completing an application, or

by calling 545-2317 for further

information. A

Wf
Vo(( ( lovr ,)t)cl ^nii I

li)vr .hh1 you ,in(1

you I lovr And you '

lovr .inci yiHi I /ovr

Old \fOu .ind you I

• lovr yoti'

oiup.oiy

TlTIl
Music and lyrics by STEPHEN SONDHEIM

Book by GEORGE FURTH

Originally Produced and Directed on Broadway bv
Harold Prince

THE RAND THEATER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FINE ARTS CENTER
May 5 7, 11 14, 1983, 8:00 PM
RESERVATIONS 545 3511

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurrk'ula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and the surrounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian. Events are listed on the day they

will take place and are listed only once. Announcements
MUST be submitted on "Hy])ercurricula" forms available

in the Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, and returned

by 3:45 p.m. P>iday before the event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted bv the Firday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

^:'S^

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB MECTING - General

Meeting, Nominations for New Officers. Pretrip

meeting for Martha's Vineyard Tour May 6. 7 and 8. If

you are interested, please attend. New Members
always welcome. 7:30p.m., CC Rm. 911-15.

"A REPORT ON VISITS TO THE USSR* - Dr.

Gabriet Hor^ay. Professor E>neritus at UMass, spent 8
months living and lecturing inside Russian academia
starting in the fall of 1961, first as a F\ilbright Lecturer
at the Leningrad Polytechnic Institute and then as a
Nat'l Academy E^xchange Scholar at the Institutes of
Mechanics in Moscow, Lvov, Yerevan and
Novosibirsk. 4 p.m., Herter2Sl.

PEOPLES GAY ALIiANCE- Peoples Gay AUiance
meeting everyone welcome. 6 p.m.. 413 B Student
Union.

RIGHTS AND REPRODUCTIVE FREIDOM - "The

Right to Abortion is not guaranteed under the Con-
stitution." This passed the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee and is heaaed to the Senate fbor...Together we
can stop it. 6:30 p.m., CC 902.

JOURNAliSM CLUB MESHING - OrienUtwn
meeting for next week's lecturer. Plans to be finalized.

New and old members encouraged to attend.

Everyone wekome. 7 p.m .. 108 Bartlett.

OXFAM SLIDE SHOW AND DISCUSSION -
sponsored by the UMass Hunger Task Force for

anyone interested in learning more about workl

hunger and what is being done about it. 7 p.m.. But-

terfieM.

MASS PIB WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY - AU women
are invited to come and study with us in an informal
settmg. the life and teachings of Jesus Christ as
described in the Bible. 8 p.m. CC 901.

JAZZ PLANIST - MAKOTO OZONE - in from
Berkeley School of Music. FVee. All are welcome. 8
p.m., Webster Main Lounge.

L

4-

4-
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363 Main St. Amherst
Large Pepperoni Pizza

for only $6.26
(2 free sodas uix)n request)

4-

4

4-

I

I
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Und«rgrQduQt«
Teaching Asslstontships

The Department of Mathematics and
Statistics is seeking qualified undergraduates to
assist faculty teaching large lecture sections of
Precalculus, Calculus, and Statistics courses.
Applicants should have completed at a
minimum Math 131-1 32. Preference in hiring
will be given to those who have completed
more advanced mathematical courses while
maintaining a solid academic record. The job
requires about 10 hours per week for attending
lectures, taking attendeance, grading papers,
tutoring or running discussion sections. The
pay is around $550 per semester. Applications
are available in the Mathematics Department
from Cyndy Magelinski (Room 16238 GTwr) or
Mike Gauger (Room 1115J GTwr) and must be
submitted by May 20, 1983

I

I

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

HOW l^'JCM Vfi WANNA

BfcT He ?\m ON
V^/OMW b CiOnhi,b WHO ^

WH€N NOeOt^'f) /

WATCHING. '

it iA

I POM r WANNA H€AR ANY
/v\ORe ABO(/T HOW He b

SO CHfiKMlNO ANP
ivcNcveK
5AIPA
miNO

iMi Ncmcep
YtJueu/ePTD
•THffr5CR££N,.

VOU'Re FROTHiNb

AT M. (AOOTH

wPPers '

ANP PONT
IHII^K IM

CROSSWORD
FLdiCfd b> Margarel Karrar and Trude Jafff

I4R1 Ins AN|<4r% liiii#\ Ntn^Kair

The UMass Zone

\vjH/st HAPpENeo it> us yic
' W£" LOOK LIKE CRAP'. J

—

By Mark Rollins

ZAP (SAfiTy Sr fid-nSTKy

patrol). Hawe yoKjOK

JhAT Guy OUT THf^E
BSeN C^MKIMC- rscsntl

\^0Nr TALK. Eh? o'^all^
rAk£ THSn TO THE ST/H-iohJ;

ANb yoO, TAlce TH/S PE/sJ

Ano try to dra\j^ Ar^—STRAiCHT LINE

I THOUGHT SO. 2
you'it, HA^T To
VJiTh ME I

/^ AFRA^l>

COMl

R£MfM8£R
KlOS^f/i/EWOS

OOn r LET
FRIENDS
DdASrJ

ORUhiK

ACROSS 46 Brunch treat 1 1 Scorch

1 One way to reach 49 First name in 12 Babes
lirst base movie lore 14 Pink

5 Travel 50 Very important 17 Robe
9 Two Years people 21 Quebec peninsula

Before the— 51 Pamper 23 Queue
13 Opposite of baia 55 Bivouac 24 Something to lift

'

14 Small role for a 59 Cookouteg 26 Abrupt

big star 60 Risk taker 27 Astound

15 Bread spread 63 Loblolly 28 Disseminator

16 Wildettrava 64 Records 30 Heron

gance'' 65 Actress Raines Jl Smirch

18 Systematic 66 Board of a sort 32 English potter

19 Muscle 67 Biographer Josiah

20 Shrews Ludwig 35 Finland to a Finn

22 Wide open 68 Comedienne 38 Test

26 The Way in Goodman 39 Consign

Confucianism 43 Succored

26 Like a scoundrel 45 Talisman

29 Cays 47 Ties up

33 Out of control DOWN 48 t^ardiGras

34 Spinner of tabu 1 Piece follower

lous tales 2 Plant used tor 51 Little devils

36 The Cumberland cosmetics 52 Diamond
3 Musiai 53 Author of 9

V Foot of sorts 4 Sorry character Across

3H Speakers dais 5 Conflict 54 Cheese town

40 Carnival city 6 Australian bird 56 One of the

41 Become liKe 7 No to a Ham Guthries

Sutfi. burger 57 Pinochle term

42 Backward Prefi> 8 Gift 58 invocate

43 Rip 9 Genghis Khan 61 Blacksburg inst

44 Gooff the tiack 10 Sa'tors course 62 Teieost

Katfood By ARK

^ni 19 ^H*"

m »i (7

WEATHER

Variable cloudines.s ttxlay

with temperatures peaking
around 70. Lows tonif^t in

the mid 40*8. Mostly cloudy

manana and a wee bit ctKiler

with hijfhs approaching 60.

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

ANb H£R£ ^T nOJtSANTO

iJE KLIEVE 'that UFK

3TSCLF WOULD BE. t'-';*

IfiPossiBLE wnwoor M
XH&MICALS'... -

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Chicken cutlet sandwich
Cranberry sauce

Tomato Torte

DINNER
Chili Cheese Puff

Reuben Sandwich
Roa.st pork

Gravy, applesauce

BASICS LUNCH
C'hicken cutlet sandwich

Cranberry sauce

Tomato Tort*"

BASICS DINNKR
Mi-FVotein spaghetti

Tomato sauce

with Tofu and mushr(H>ms
Chili Cheese Puff

After the Fall By R. Miller

THAT WAS
f^lL^/ LUAfOT

TO Do IT
A-drAlM

"^ (^
^/JHY Not ! HAVe

A SfLlTTINcs

HFADAcHt

.

Typists wanted

Gain experience

working for the

largest college newspaper

A^ly Room 113 Campus Center

Wednesday Night

7:00 p.m.
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Men's tennis places sixth
By SCOTT HOOD

i ollrKian Staff

NEW HAVEI^. Ct. - They have
always said tennis was a rich man's
sport. To play it well involves not only

talent, but substantial expenses for

raquets, shoes, coaching and club

membership.
Therefore it is not surprising that the

top three finishers at the New England
tennis championships this past
weekend were Harvard, Yale, and
Brown, all of whom belong to the Ivy

League.
The University of Massachusetts

men's tennis team ended the tour-

nament in sixth place out of ten teams.

Besides the Ivy schools, Boston

University and Dartmouth, another Ivy

Leaguer, also finished ahead of the

Minutemen.
The most impressive performances

for UMass were by Neal Mackertich in

"A " singles and the tandem of Steve

Jordan and Rich lindgren in "B"

doubles. Mackertich advanced to the
semifinals of his bracket before falling

to number one seed Glen Layendecker
of Yale, 75, 6-2. Previous to that

match, Mackertich had beaten Chris

Ditmar (Providence) in the first round,
6 4, 6-2. and crushed John Hare
(Brown) in the second round, 6-1, 6-2.

"If Neal had played great tennis he
would have beaten him (Layendecker),
but he didn't and still almost beat

him." said Coach Bob Szlosek.

"(Layendecker) made Neal miss some
shots that he normally wouldn't miss."

Jordan/Iindgren advanced to the

semis of their doubles bracket, but lost

to the Harvard number two team of

Adam Beren/Dave Beckman (who
defeated UCLA's two doubles tandem
earlier this year) 6 2. 6 3. In the first two
rounds Jordan/Iindgren defeated

Boston College's and Rhode Island's #2

doubles teams.
Other than Mackertich, all other

singles players k)st in the first round.

IJDir (]6 fiSics
^^

GRAND PRIZE:

1 2 SPEED
PEUGEOT
flTTEO TO A1NN€R

Winners to be Drawn
at Bluewall Luncheon
Wed. May 4. 1983
WINNERS NCEO WOT IE PRESENT

BIOfCLE RAFFLE!
EXCITING RUNNER-UP PRIZES!
Team Peugeot Racing Jersey • Repair Book
(3) Bicycle Seat Bags • Tune-up Certificate

Light with Generator

Any Purchase ($2.00 nninimum) in the Bluewall Cafeteria

Entitles a Customer to One (1 ) Raffle Ticket

Women learn at Atlantic 10
By GERRY deSIMAS

C'ollcKian Staff

In a learning experience this past

weekend in the Atlantic 10 tennis cham-

pionships at Penn State, the University of

Massachusetts Women's tennis team re-

bounded from a poor start to claim fifth

place.

UMass opened the tournament, which

had team competition instead of a in-

dividual competition and lost to Rutgers,

who fmished third, 7-2 in the opening

round.

From then on, UMass was regulated to

the consolation bracket and won the

bracket by beating Temple 6-3 and routing

Rhode Island 7-0.

Number one singles player Ariel Fowler

went 2-1 on the weekend (play was on Fri-

day and Saturday), losing only to Rutgers.

Elizabeth Sullivan, at the number two spot.

struggled with the flu and finished with a
1-2 record.

Nancy Bolger, who got stronger as the

tourney progressed, went undefeated. 3-0.

She shut out URI 6-0. 6-0 and blasted Tem-
ple 6-1, 6-0.

Chris Frazier, at number four, also went
undefeated at 3-0.

Patricia Sullivan (number five) went C-3

and Karen Orlowski (number six) went 1-1

on the weekend.
In the doubles, number one team of

Elizabeth Sullivan-Chris Frazier went 1-2.

Their only win was a hard earned 4-6. 6-4,

6-4 win over URI. Number two doubles

Ariel Fowler-Nancy Bolger went 2-1

highlighted by a 3-6, 6-4,6-4 comeback win.

Number three team of Maureen Hanion-

Wendy Scheerer also went 2-1 absorbing a

tough 7-6, 6-3 loss to Rutgers.

The Minutewomen are not going to rest

now hosting Brown today at 4 p.m. at

NOPE.

Baseball team still hot
By TONY BETROS

( olleciaii Staff

FAIRFIFLD, Ct. - "niirteen out of

sixteen.

It sounds like something the men's
lacrosse team would accomplish, but
the surprise team of the season kas got
to be the University of Massachusetts
men's baseball team. Tliey improved
their record to IS-lSwithacomefrom-
behind 8-6 victory ovjr Fiirfield

University yesterday.
The win puts UMass at 8-4 in the

EL'AC. right up there with the
University of Maine and the University
of Connecticut, who the Minutemen
face in a crucial game today at 3 p.m.
at Lorden Held.
l^e heroics started in the top of the

eighth, with UMass down 6 4. It got
that way due to a three-run homer by
freshman designated hitter Joe Chamo
in the bottom of the seventh. But

enough of that; let's talk about the fun
stuff.

Bruce Kingman led off the eighth
with a walk for UMass and Andy
Conners pushed him to second with a

single. UMass looked to be in good
shape. Right? Wrong.
Todd E>old hit into a double play,

leaving the Minutemen with a runner
on third and two outs. Rally over.

Right? Wrong.
Steve Messina stroked a single,

driving in Kingman. Co-captain Dean
Bennett singled Messina to third and
later stole second. That brought up
Bruce E^nerson, who banged a clutch

single, driving in two runs to give

UMass a 7-6 lead. Angelo Salustri hit a

home run in the ninth to ice the game.
E>nerson led the way for UMass,

knocking in three runs and also picking
up the win for Scott Foster. So. the
stage is set for UConn. and UMass is

ready to perform.

Susienka wins tourney
University of Massachusetts senwr

Mariene Susienka ran away from the

field blowing off the nearest competitor

by ten strokes to capture the New
Eingland Championship with a two
round totalof 152.

Susienka, who has won six of her

seven matches this year, may be the top

woman golfer New E>igland has seen in

the last five or six years, according to

UMass coach Jack Leaman.
Jane E^gan was the next UMass

finisher with a 186. while Nola Exldy

finished with a 188.

Amherst College won the team title

with a 669. followed by Dartmouth (682)

and UMass (721).

- Billy Shea

Intramural playoffs to begin
Playoff action will he taking place at

Boyden intramural field as the men's,

women's, cn-rvc. and grad-fac Softball will

all l>e starting playoff c<tmpetiti«»n.

The men's division will kick things off to-

day with first round rf»mpetition. To
qualify, teams must have a 3-2 reconl or

better. One-hundred twenty six teams have

made the playoffs for the mens, so if you're

not sure if your team made it. call Boyden
at .'i-2876 or 5-0022.

Ne^t Monday May 9. will lie the starting

time 'for the women's bracket. (Iratl fac

starts one week from Uxlay and co-rec

l»egins this Thursday.

Anyone with questions can call Boyden.

— Tonv Betros

Amherst center

call 546-9027
3 min to Pub rent negot

Summer sublet fall option 76 Chestnut

St, Amherst, easy walk to campus.
Available June 1 . Call 549-4127 ask for Jim.

1 50 per month

Summer sublet Colonial Village one
bedroom $225/mth call Tom 256-6669

One bedroom apt w/fall option, AC,

pool, tennis, on bus route, $225/ month
utilities included 665-2538

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549 6440 AC poo l

Beautiful large 3 bedroom apt in houae
Amherst Center excellent location June

Sept 1 $400/month call now 253 2169

4~bedroom Squire Village June thru

August fall /option bus route 560/month
666-3686 Tom __^_
Summer sublet/fall option 2 t)edroom

Northwood Apts. Hot water incl. On bus

route. Pool. $200/ month neg. Call evenings

o^ before 9 :30 AM 666-2939

One bedroom in five bedroom house.
Two blocks from UMass $155 545-0794

w'fall option

Two bedroom apt available in Bran-

dywine June to Sept price negotiable call

Jennifer 546-5390

w/fall option space available tn Colonial

Vil apt rent negotiable call 253-7662 after 5

TOWNHOUSE APT 3 bdTmT furnished,

rent negotiable call Mike 546-4229 or Rich
256 6041

Puffton Village 1 bdrm in a 3 bdrm apt

summer sublet fall option 549-4791

Summer sublet/fall option 1 bed in 2 bed
Brittany manor apt 256-0298

2 bedroom Cliffside Apt $286 nx>nth in-

cludes nice big POOL, tennis courts playing

fields all utilities 665^4644

2 bedroom Southwood apt with fall op
tion. Hot water and heat included. 253-7373

early mornings and evenings best

Summer sublet Puffton 2 bedrooma in a

3 bedroom apt bus route pool AC rent neg
call 549-6999

TO SUBLET

Mary Poppins would approval Fully fur

nished Brandywine apartment. June 1 -Aug

31 call 549-1511

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet with fall option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be

your apartment for summer all you have to

do is call Jay or Rich at 665-7574. Price is

very reasonable. Very.

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE APT.

fully furnished. June 1 to Aug 31 negotiable

rent call 549-4586

Squire Village townhouse two bedrooms

summer sublet fall option $380 + 666-4886

3 bdrm apt available 115 neg utilities incl

fall opt 253-9753

Room in Amherst Center for summer
sublet $125/month utilities included

^-7396

Two bedrooms in four b«droom apt
summer sublet /whole apartment fall option

253 2052

Sunderland 2 bedroom apt on bus route

available June 1 w/fall option 325 call

665^7552^

2 bedroom apartment in Northwood air

conditioner, small garden plot asking $310
but price negotiable call Mir, Lisa, Julia

evenings 665-4793

3 bdrm Townehouae Apt fully furnished

air conditioned close to campus 549-5648

Two bedroom apartment in Cliffside

pool, tennis call 6^4953 negotiable

3 bedroom 1336/mo Northwood ^us
route pool avail June 1 or July 1 666-7783
fall opt

3 bedroom apt fumished June 1 - Sept 1

$296/mo call 549-4047

Presidential Apt sublet for summer with

fall option for 1 of two bedrooms call

549-0886

ROLLING GREEN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE AVAILABLE JUNE -

SEPTEMBER 1 CHEAPII CALL 253 9431

TO SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

Practically brand new Brittany Manor 2

t)edroom apartment all applicances are

new and in excellent working condition,

new wall to wall carpeting, free heat, pool

call 256-0391 , rent is negotiable

WANTED

Ctaas Rings, Gold ar>d Silver Jewelry arnJ

Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
5452836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

message)

Students Interested in gettmg money

for school expenses 666-3482

Wanted Records - Cash or trade call

Dynamite Records 584-1580

WANTED TO RENT
~

Two students want house and room-
matea or just room in Hyannis or Yar-

mouth. Have money. Dan 253-2071,
2568785

4 room apartment, long term, starting
6/1. 1 - 2 bedroom, no complexes Single
non-student, references Fred 253 9684

Wanted 1 bedroom in house or apt for
fall will take summer option, if necessary
call Laurie 546-5407 after 10:30 pm

Wanted bdrm or apt In Brandywine for
summer sublet w/fall option please call
5467928

Starting June 1, 1 bdmn apt., walking dist.
to Grad Research Cntr., call 546-1948

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUagian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Ven runs great! Must see $1100.00
549-5631

Toyota Truck 1976 excellent mechical

condition, new tires, brakes. $1200
268-3216

Saab 99E 1970 mechanically new, no rust

needs minor body work $2500 549 6861 BJ
after 5:00

3G0 Nova great engine good body a steal at

$650 549-1278

1977 Fiat 128 excellent condition, good gas
mileage. $1500 549-0056 evenings

75 Chevy Suburban rust, dents but runs

excellent with long future BO Mitch
256-6712

BELLYGRAMSH

Delivered by professional bellydancer
for most unusual gift. Thereza. 253-7822

BROTHERS
~

of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity welconie all

males attending UMass as an
undergraduate to an Open Rush at our

home on 374 N. Pleasant St. and Fearing

St. The big blue house on the way to town.

Come down, have a beer with us and find

out what we're all about. Wed. May 4 8:30

to 1 1 PM 545-0244

CAPE COD RENTAL
~

Quiet couple seeks another couple to

share cottage m So. Orleans. Close to

Chatham, Brewster, Harwich. 6/1-9/26 Call

after 7 567-8478

CAPE COD SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

Jaaons. Cape Cods finest nightclub, will

be conducting interviews for all bar per-

sonal on 4 30 and 5/7 from 12:00 to 3:00

pm. 228 Lower County Road Dennisport.

Where the happy people go.

CONFIDENTIAL HERPES RESEARCH

Psychology Graduate Student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

herpes. If you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 pm. Thanks!

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256 0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESS!
Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Call N-Save. Paul

549^1405

Blue Band for hire Indoor /Outdoor Par

tww rail 546-IOflO anwtim«

FOR RENT

Parent(s) with chHdirenI wanted for

North Amherst cooperative household.

Longterm. 549 4006

Brandywine one bedroom apt A/C,

dishwasher, disposal, WW, on bus route

avail June 1 Sept 1 very nicely furn

320 month 549 0450

1 bedroom Brandywine summer sublet

w/fall option, AC, dishwasher, disposal

5^0781
We're looking for a 3 bedroom apart-

ment for September Call anytime, day or

night. Ask for Mike, Mike or Bill. Phone
256-0543

Chic, cheap, apt for sumemr rent 275 -t- 2

br, on bus route 253-9389

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome
applications from single grads and
undergrads including freshmen and
sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church

for more information about this Christian

ministry house call 549 3596 or 256-6691

One bedroom in Puffton apartment Fall

option 549-0837

Rent great Brandywine Apt for summer
possible fall option - cheap ! 549 1463

Colonial Village summer sublet w/fall op-

tion 2 bedroom $295/mo 256-0566

FOR SALE
~

For Sale Portable Stereo /Tapedeck SR
2100 series still under warranty call

546-9819 for info

King size Waterbed - heater, liner, mat

tress, cover, headboard etc good condition

2 yrs old call 549 5689

10000 used records just bought. Hun
dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 584 3130 or 586 5726

Airtight woodstove excellent condition

$325 call Margaret at &W 66M
2 brand new Panasonic speakers $80 or

best offer lauren 6-8392

Full size bed, bookshelf, stereo call for

prices 549 0056 evening

Brand new, never been ridden. Must sell

immediately call Rob 586 5424

Refrigerator - dorm size Kenmore, used

2 semesters $80 546 4016

2 dressers bed couch bench bookcase BO
256-6086 keep trying

Worcester Area - Full or part time work

phys-ed graduate. Boys and girls gym-

nastics. Resume to Box *2 Cherry Valley,

Mass 01611

Wanted work-study and non work-
study assistants to SGA Co-Presidents.

Jobs involve research and advocacy around

social and educational issues. Skills in

related areas, ability to type, and general

office skills helpful. Pickup applications in

Rm 406E Student Union Building. Applica-

tions due May 13. For mce information call

545-0341 . The SGA is an affirmative action

employer

ECE 222: need tutor for assembly lang.

Please call Pete^665 3075

Summer Jobs promotong ecology safe

energy and consumer rights MASSPIRG
the state's largest public inteest organiza-

tion has summer and permanent staff posi-

tions available for public education and fun

draising will train 150 250/wk for interviews

call 256-6434 2-5 PM

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate psychology student doing

thesis research on coping with gonital

herpes, if you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 PM

LOST

STUDENT UNION
SPRING SIDEWALK SALE

May 4, 1983 in front of the Student Union
Sponsored by

the Student Run Businesses
come by and see what we have to offer

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

584 7924 Nancy.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Coloredo - Denver Area
after finals! Will share driving & $ call Gary

546-6027

ROOMMATES WANTED

FOUND

Found woman's watch in 221 MRST.
Call Bill at 6-4342

HELLUVA BARGAIN

Townhouse summer sublet 3 bdrm. AC,

extremely negotiable call 5466667 or

546-5204

Macroeconomics book on NEAG bus to

NYC on Apri[23 call^9374

Lost: red key clip, keys: 2 car by Campus
Pond or Whitmore if found call 6-9776

PENTHOUSE FOR RENT

Looking for a couple only to share a

t)eautiful CO op house 1 block away from

campus and Amherst Ctr. There are four of

us in the house now - - 2 males 2 females.

Entire third floor is available for

$225/ month starting June 1. Includes

private t>athrooml Call soon, 549 6550

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

GATE worker full time summer position

available 5 27 8 31 typesetting, writing,

editing and organizational skills essential

Pickup applications at SGA Office 420 Stu

dent Union oi^a]IJ45^1 AA EEO

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80's; Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising. outreach and

citizen lobby building on consumer and en

vironmental issues HRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175^225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL;

586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1-800^962 7478

Collegian Drivers' positions available

for fall '83 Must have car, morning hours

free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor

t

u

nity employer.

Looking for experienced restaurant

help for Cape restaurant Also landscaping

maintenence call 253 5482

Sharon. Happy 20th rH)w we can be twins

love Chris

Dear Peanut Happy Birthday its only a day
late' Here's to excellent times ahead! Love,

your future roommate D
Hey Accounting Majorsll It's all going to

pay off' Good Luck on the C P A exam!

Glennfred - Happy one day - late two o

your sis JiN

Anne Happy 21st BIrtttdayt Love, Freeds,

MB, and Bnta

Free trained Lesbian/Gay Peer Counsel
ing referral MTuThF 49 pm 433SU
545 2645

Jill Halpern - alright I like you Happy Birth

day sweetie love ya Marilyn

Stephen was it just lust Jove Froggte

Deadline Today to register for the

UMASS ULTIMATE SHOWDOWN
MAY 4. 1983

Bring a team roster (7 15 people per team)

to the Sporting Goods Co op
322 Student Union

by today at 4 00 b get complete details

UMASS SPORTING GOODS CO OP
THE ULTIMATE CONNECTION

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor Apt fall semester call 6 5237 or

6M43
Brittany Manor - female for own bedroom
in 2 bedroom apt starting September Lisa

253 3568

Two responsible females to share Bran-

dywine Apt starts June 1st 549 14^
3 roommates needed - summer sublet

w/fall option in Brittany Manor 256-8388

Female roommate wanted for summer
nonsmoker Sunderland apt in house $85 a

month call Janet 546 6882 after 9 pm

1 bedroom available m Brittany Manor
apartment starting in September good con-

dition two males or 2 females call Don
2566041

Brandywine Irg bedroom avail for one or

two roommates Neal 549 2806

SERVICES

Typing, short papers to manuscripts

reasonable phone 666^4223 Debbie

SUMMER RENTALS

The ideel piece: centrally k)cated on cem-

pus, everything and nnore included $250

for singles, $150 for double's for the full

summer Call Glenn S at 545 0047 or

546-2150

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256^6887 Jenifer

Townehouae Apt - 3 t>edroom - summer
sublet fully furnished AC cat>le call

anytime 549 3843

Beautiful 3 bdrm Townehouae for sum-
mer sublet. Please call 549 1215

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400 'mth

avail 6 1 253 9577

Cheap che^ rent for e 3 bdrm
townehouse apt fully furnished call

549 1833 549 3863

Cool, light efficiency apartment, fur-

nished. Triangle St , Amherst, rent

negotiable, 549 0457 or 54&^0e64

Puffton Village summer sut><et one or two
rooms $100 Jay 549 592J
Specious Squire Apt t>alcony. waik-in

ck>sets, cable, bus route, $360 666 2998 fall

optkyi

July and August only. 3 bedroom apt.

UMfVVaWTT I
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Register now for UMass/Amherst summ^l^iourses at

the Records and Registration Office, Division of Con

tinuing Education, Southeast Entrance, University

Library. Copies of the Course Listing are available at

the Division's Information desk. Don't wait until

classes are full. Register now for optimum choice.
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Sports Ultimate Frisbce aportinK gooda is sponsoring a tourna-

ment, called the UMass Ultimate Showdown. 3 p.m. Wednes-

dav at Southwest playing fields.

More sports on Page 14

Will the real lax fan please show up?
fair weather fans {far wetherJam) pi n. —
a trrt»up of supposed sports fans who follow

their team until the team fails to win as

many games as the fans think it should at

which time this p-oup disappears from the

spectating area at game time and spends

most of their time criticizing the team. (See

also — hyp<KTites)

By JIM FLOYD
Collrcian Staff

Well, now is the hour when (larber's

Gorillas, also known as the University of

Massachusetts men's lai-rosse team, will

find out just what kind of fan support they

really have.

The team is off to one of the worst starts

in its 30 year history, jxtsting a 3-7 mark up

to this point in the season and, with New
England's numl)er one ranked team, Dart-

mouth College coming to Boyden Hill at 3

p.m. U) battle the Crt)rillas, it would l>e very

easy f(»r some fans to pack things in and

head f(»r the library to study for final.s.

But. in all seriousness, finals don t start

for another three weeks and ths e<iition <tf

I'Mass lacrosse is not (repeat not) a bad

team.

"I still think we can beat anyUniy we
play." said head coach Dick Garber very

matter-offactly last night. "There's a cer-

tain element where if you win they love you

and if you lose they don't. But, I believe our

student body g(»es to lacrosse games

because they like the action of the game.

"Assuming it's a de<'ent day, we'll get a

good crowd.' said GarU'r. "It's a chance to

see a real gt>od lacrosse game. Dartmouth

is the best they've been for a number of

years
"

The crucial factr»r in the game may t>e the

Collrman pkoln b« John IHmrrUr

The (iorJIIas will be lookinfi: for the vocal support of the Boyden Hill fans when they host Dartmouth 3

p.m. today at Boyden field.

amount of fan support that the Gorillas

re<'eive now that they have finally returned

back to the Hill after a tough 1-3 road ex-

cursion.

This is, after all, a team that is used to

hearing thunderous ovations from jam
f)acked crowds. The fans have l>een giKxl Ui

the Gorillas and, in return, the C)orillas

have been pretty good to the fans. The
question now is, will the team falling on

hard times effect the supjK)rt they receive?

The team itself will face a dual adjust-

ment. Regardless of support from the Hill,

the game is still played on the field.

\\'bether the fans decide to prove their

loyalty and come out or not will be a factor

but, the players must be ready to l»oth ad-

just to whatever situation should arise on

the Hill and, shake off the facLs that the

record is l>ad. playoff hopes are gone, and

that this may be the first losing men's

lacrosse team since 1965 (a very long time

for non-math majors).

"The team attitude is irood." said senior

Paul Fogarty. "We just have to start

shooting better.

"It would be easy to give up but, I've got

five games left so I might as well go ail out

for five games," Fogarty added. "Win or

lose we're gonna try our hardest and that

means it's gonna be exciting lacrosse."

Exciting and hopefully, packet! with peo-

ple. The grass was cut on the field yester-

day but not on the Hill. It was not known at

press time whether it would be cut or not.

Stop by and see. Real fans will.

UMass Softball team to host Lowell today
By GERRY deSIMAS

( ollrrian ''laff

The University of Lowell is coming to

town this aflemoon to play the

University of Massachusetts in a softball

game at 4 p.m . at NOPE fields. Ho , Hum
Lowell? You know, that school up

there by Boston way with a great

hockey team. Yeah. Lowell is a Division

n school. UMass? You gotu know they

are 23 8 and as of last week were the

number one ranked team in New
E^igland. Division I. the big guys.

Blowout city huh? Not on yourlile!

No way! Today's game with Lowell is

foing to be a tough one for UMass.
hree vears ago. after UMass went to

the AlAW World Series. Lowell beat

UMass at home.
litis year. Lowell took Rutgers (the

same team UMass split with) to 12 in

nings before losing. This weekend.
Lowell, a Division D school pounded
Vermont, who just happens to be
Division I.

llMass has a game on their hands.

"When li>weU comes to play us," said

head coach Baine Sortino "They come
to play!"

UMass had better be on their toes. Tlie

Minutewomen are coming of a disap-

pointing week. Last week UMass
dropped four of their seven games. With

two tough losses at the Atlantkr 10

tournament. UMass dropped the bag.

"If we had done well, we would have

had it (NCAA berth) in the bag. " said

Sortino. The playoff picture is very
cloudy now."

Tlje Northeast NCAA bid will come
down to three teams. UMass. URI and
Rutgers. URI holds a 2-1 head to head
edge over I'Mass and Massachusetts
holds a 2 1 edge overthe Scarlet Kings.
UMass has seven games left. IIRI

four, and Rutgers has heavyweights
such as Adelphi and South Carolina as
the competition of the Atlantic 10

tourney to deal with. The best that URI
can finish is2810. UMass can finish 30-8.

"It's crucial that we go on a seven

game winning streak." explained

Sortino. "Anything less spells disaster.

We've dug ourselves into a hole."

"I told the team (yesterday at practice)

that we have a shot fora3U wm season.

Tm not willing to concede anything yet

playoff wise." said Sortino. "Nothing
has been decided. We are going to play

at 150 percent.
"

"litis team has too much pride to fold

up and die."

But a seven game winning streak

starts with one game. And the

Minutewomen have to put aU their

energy into this afternoon's game and
not worry about upcoming
doubleheaders with Springfield College

Adelphi and Bridgewater.
"1 leel as il we haven t peaked yet.

said Sortino.
They have struggled in the last seven

games and the coach hinted at a few
surprises fortoday's game.

Two sport All-American Gaw
winding up spectacularUM career

By GERRY deSIMAS
I ollrirtan Suff

A more experienced catcher was need-

ed behind the plate. In the second game of

a doubleheader with the University of

Connecticut two weeks agf) senior .lackie

(iaw was in right field to rest her ailing

shoulder that was sore and she was still

not one hundred percent.

Gaw caught the game and bf)osted

UMass by going 3 for 4 with a triple, two

singles and a RBI.

How did her arm feel? "Okay, ju.st a lit-

tle sore," said Gaw.
The team's leading hitter for the last

three years with a .466 average this year,

went 5 for 8 again.st the University of

Mas.sarhusetts.

Jackie Gaw is not the kind of athlete

that makes excuses. She will play with the

pain and she won't let a little pain in-

terfere with her performance.

"Jackie Gaw in the four years that I've

worked with her," said UMass softball

coach Ealine Sortino, "has never offered

one excuse for not getting the job done."

A typical example in her dealings with

the sore shoulder this season. Against

Vermont and New Hampshire. Gaw bit

the bullet and went behind the plate

because Beth Tallx)tt. the second string

catcher was hurt.

"If we need a hit. she comes through. If

we need a bunt, she comes through. If we
need an extra base hit. she comes
through. (Jod blessed her. She's a great

athlete." said Sortino.

"She is (me of the finest examples of a

team player." said Sortino. "Her intensi-

ty and concentration is remarkable."
Gaw. a four year veteran of l^xith the

women's soccer team and the softball

team won All-American status in both

sports in 1982. She was an All-American
pick for Kalekeni Banda's soccer team at

center fullback this pa.st fall. Gaw was an
All-American catcher last spring.

She came to UMa.ss from Cathedral in

Springfield and played softball and

basketl)all four years. She went out for

the soccer team as a junior and was All-

State as a senior.

She is a four year vet of the soccer pro-

gram and has won the MVP award .for

three of the last four years, including this

years team that went to the National

quarterfinals.

"This year's team was the best talent

wise," said Gaw. "We had so many
chances to win."

She was part (»f the team that went to

the College World .series when .she was a

freshman. And .she sees similarities bet-

ween this years team and the one four

years ago.

"This years team could go as far as we
want to. This is the best hitting team
we've had and one of the smartest. They
know what to do." Gaw said.

This year will end and next up for Gaw
will be a second year of playing for

Kaybestos (Stamford, Ct.) softball.

Raybestos is one of the best softball teams
in the nation. At the end of June Gaw will

tryout for the Pan-American softball

team.

"That's my big goal," said Gaw. "to

make the team."
After that the business major is looking

for a possible legal career. (But, softball

and soccer, which, played such a big part

of Jackie (law's college career, will be a

part of her forever.)

"Soccer and softball have been very im-

portant to me. They made me grow up
and mature a lot. I've met people and
gone through experiences and seen that I

will never forget," said (Jaw.

Be sure, UMass will never forget what
Jackie Gaw did here.

CollfiriMi photo by Ckrii Janfmann

Two-time All-American Jackie
Gaw is hitting at a .466 clip.

SJC ruling pressures universities for security
By DAN STOCKFORD

Collcfiui Correapandcnt

The University of Massachusetts may be

legally liable for protecting students from

outside attackers as the result of a recent

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

(SJC) ruling.

The court upheld on Monday a $175,000

award in favor of a woman raped by an in-

truder at Pine Manor College in Brookline

in 1977. This is the first time the SJC has

ruled colleges responsible for protecting

their students from the criminal acts of

other people.

"A college or university certainly has a

responsibility to protect its students," said

Joseph Zannini, executive director of

Umass housing services.

Zannini said although he feels security on
campus is doing its job well, "there is

always room for greater efficiency and im-

provement."

Six rapes and attempted rapes were
reported to UMass police in 1982, accor-

ding to Lawrence G. Holmes, assistant

director of public safety at UMass.

Holmes said the department of public

safety puts emphasis on the prevention of

crimes.

"Instead of being reactive, we prefer to

be proactive," Holmes said.

Improved lighting, safer doors and lock-

ing mechanisms, and emergency phones

are ways in which the department of public

safety is improving sectirity on campus, he

said.

Jane Zbyszynski, a member of the

Women's Issues team of the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy (SCERA) said, "I think there's a lot

more that could be done by the University

toward protecting students."

Zbyszynski said UMass often does not

react to problems until it is pressured to do
so. The responsibiltiy for rape prevention

and awareness is delegated by the Univer-

sity to other groups such as the

Everywoman's Center rather than dealt

with directly by the administration, she

said.

"I would like to see a lot more foot

patrols on campus, including a bigger back-

ing of the Student Escort Service by the

administration," she said.

"I would also like more awareness pro-

grams on campus.

"Many people don't realize most rapes

are committed by acquaintances of the vic-

tim," she said, "rather than out in the dark

behind some trees."

Carol Ann Radzik, UMass housing

security coordinatt)r said the major pro-

blems in dormitory security, "come from
students who bring in guests and don't

follow the rules by signing them in."

"One thing we may need to do is spend

more time educating residents to lock their

doors and check in their guesLs," Radzik

said.
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Qass overcrowding
brings repercussions

By KEN RAZINET
Stair

Overcrowding in classrooms at the University of
Mas.sachusetts has paralled the growth of the in

stitutioD. It is not a new problem, and it is something
the administration and faculty have continually tried

to deal with.

Hie most recent effort to eliminate this problem
began on Monday when a group of students circulated

a petition requesting that l^Mass consider juggling its

resources to alleviate the problem. Tl»e group's goal is

to get 13.0(X) student signatures before delivering the

petition to Chanceltor Joseph D. Duffey within the

next two weeks.

NewsAnalysis

( olWciaa »>« bt Jim Pe*»r«

The courtvard of the Whitmore Administration Ruildini? is reflected in Director of the Office

of Handicapped Affairs Paul Appleby's baritone during a lunchtime concert given there by the

UMass Oompah Band yesterday. See story and other photo, page 3. _^____

Senate to review Zannini housing plan
By JOHN O'CONNELL

CaOaCtM R«afr

Ebiecutive Director of Housing Services at the

University of Massachusetts Dr. Joseph Zannini will

explain a housing reor^ganizatwn proposal to a meeting

of the Undergraduate Student Senate tonight.

Speaker of the Senate Chris Sullivan said Zannini's

reorganization proposal would "cut down the number
of housing staff, raise salaries, try to improve sUff

qualifications and remove them from students."

SuUivan said he invited Zannini to speak to the

Senate because "a tot of people were concerned"

about the reorganization proposal and the future of

the reskJential colleges. SuUivan said the senators are

also concerned about "the rise in the numberof racial

incidents" in dormitories.

The reorganization plan "was something that we

proposed last year, and that we've been wording on."

Zannini said. He withheki details on the plan until the

meeting tonight.

Many students protested a housing reoiYsnization

plan introduced by Zannini last spring that proposed to

divide the campus into an E^st side and a West side.

Under the plan, dormitories would be grouped into

"clusters" headed by one resident director. The
system is similar to tne one in the Orchard Hill and
Central residential areas.

Opponents claim the plan would cut the residence

hall staff by one third and wouM leave most buildings

without a fuU time staff. Graduate assistants in each
dormitory would become part time staff.

Hie plan "is going to have less of them (housing

sUff) do more work." Sullivan said. "But the work
they do will be less connected with dealing with

students. Students won't have someone to go to with

their problems."

After the petitun is delivered, the next step should
be to organize a combined effort among the faculty,

administration and students.

Prof. Jay Savereid. chair of the communication
studies department which, with over 8(K) un

dergraduate majors, has k>ng suffered from over

crowded classes, yesterday said it is most important

for departments to know well in advance whether
more instructors will be added to a faculty.

"Tliis is the only proper way for us to be able to

conduct a search." Saverekl said. "It is diffkuH to

arrange a schedule at the beginning of the school

year."
Savereid said overcrowded classes is a good area for

students to voice their grievances, and he would
support their petition

.

"The students have been amazingly good, maybe
too good, about the way they don't get into required

classes." he said, 'especially the freshmen."
Prof. Norman Aitken, undergraduate director of the

economics department, yesterday said his depart-

ment's own procedure of alk)wing students who do
not get into a class to sign a form which guarantees
their enrollment the folktwing semester has worked
well as a temporary solution.

"Hther the individual departments or the scheduling
offkre should follow our procedure." he said. "TYiis

wouM end these horror stories of students waiting
two orthree years to get into a class."

Several other department heads yesterday agreed
that alternative plans should be developed. Hie
consensus is that because UMass lacks a specific

policy to deal with overcrowded classes, it couki take
a while to eliminate the problem.
Dean Harry Allan of the School of Management said

it may take a while to reduce the size of classes.

Hair dances with success in Southwest and Smith College
By LISA MOSLEY

CollcffiM SUfT

Playing to a few thousand people in a makeshift

outdoor theater hardly compares to a Broadway

opening, but to Larry Cox and his troupe, it means

almostas much.
Cox a junior communkatwns major, is the

director of the UMass Music Theater Gmld's

production of the musical Hair, which has been

performed in Southwest and at Smith College las

week and wiU be brought u. the Orchard HiU

basketball courts at 7:30 tonight and tomom>w night.

According to Cox, the idea for a full-scale student-

roduced outdoor musical origmated last year, when

,e and UMass graduate Scott Cunningham were part
C

of the Music Theater Guild's production of Godspell.

which 5,000 people viewed when it was performed in

Southwest.
The show was so well received that Cox deckled to

produce a play that would be performed in several

areas on several dates.

Apparently Hair was as much of a success as Cox
and Cunningham hoped it would be, because police

estimates fixed the crowd for the Southwest shows
atabout7,000.
According to Cox, Hair was chosen because it is a

play that is geared toward a college audience.

"It's important that its a show that students can

recognize and are interested in, " said Cox. He also

stressed the importance of putting on an "almost

operatic" play.

Cox said because the play takes place outdoors.

where the acoustks are not the best, and the

audience's attention is liable to wander, the higher

the percentage of the play made up of songs, the

better.
Hair's productmn cost of $8,000 is pretty slim for a

full scale musical, he said. The impressive aspect of

the show's cost, however, is that it was funded solely

by grants.
When asked how the $8,000 was raised. Cox said,

"We wrote a lot of proposals, and did a lot of leg

work."
FXinding came from diverse on-campus sources,

«:'irh as area governments and individual dor-

mitories.
According to Cox, the most financial supportcame

from tht University of Massachusetts Arts Council,

because it had the most to give, but that all of the

contribu^i^'^ . ' '^ as much as thevpossiblv could.
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By th£ Associated Press

JPolishprotesters attackedbypolice

in Warsaw aftergroup exits church

WARSAW. Poland — Riot police at-

tacked about 7,000 men and women
marching peacefully from Mass in

downtown Warsaw yesterday evening,

penning them in with water cannon and

then beating them.

Similar police attacks were reported in

other Polish cities, including the Baltic

port of Gdansk and the southern in-

dustrial city of Nowa Huta. both

traditional hotbeds of unrest.

Yesterday was Constitution Day. the

national day before World War II. ..nd

riot police had been on patrol in the

major cities all day to prevent a

repetition of the May Day protests last

Sunday by thousands of supporters of

the outlawed Solidarity labor federation.

TTiis year, after the violence Sunday.

Solidarity's underground committee

ut^ed its supporters to abstain from

street rallies and instead wear union

badges to demonstrate theirsupport.

Housepanel votesdown covert aid

supporting anti-Sandinista forces
WASHINGTON - The House

Intelligence Committee, in a blow to

Presioent Reagan's Central American
policy, voted yesterday to cut off covert
aid to rebels fighting against
Nicaragua's leftist government.

llie 9 5 vote to eliminate the CIA
support was along party lines, with the

panel's Democrats providing the margin

of approval.

Rep. E}dward P. Boland. D Mass..
committee chairman, said the com
mittee voted the aid cut off because it

felt that "what we were doing in that

area was counterproductive."
However. Rep. C.W. Young. R-Fla.. a

committee member, said the vote made
it 'an exciting day in Managua for the

Sandinistas — a great morale boost."

The bill, which the Reagan ad-

ministration lobbied vigorously against,

will also be considered by the House
Foreign Affairs Committee and then be

voted on by the full House. Tlie Senate

Intelligence Committee was considering

a similar proposal.

Bishops denounceReagan nuclear

armspolicy innewpastoral letter
CHICAGO ~ DecUring their op

position to decades of U.S. nuclear

thinkmg. America's Catholic bishops

overwhelmingly approved a pastoral

letter yesterday that condemns the first

use of nuclear weapons, all but rules out

their use in retaliation and demands a

"halt" to the growth of superpower
arsenals.

Tlieir pastoral letter on nuclear arms,

which wUI be the basis for teaching in

the 51 million member American

church, was adopted after two years of

debate despite Reagan administration

objections to the call isr a nuclear

freeze.

By a ballot vote of 238 9. the National

Conference of Catholic Bishops adopted

their 44.000 word pastoral letter. "The
Challenge of Peace: God's Promise and
Our Response."

It is the church's first comprehensive
appraisal of moral imperatives in a

nuclear age.
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University 'Oompah Band' plays it by ear
By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN

C'ollerian Staff
,

A group of faculty and administrators who call

themselves the University of Massachusetts "Oompah
Band" entertained a lunch time crowd yesterday in the

Whitmore courtyard.

"The UMass Oompah Band is similar to a polka band,"
UMass Coordinator of Community Relations Gerald

Grady said yesterday. "It resembles the small bands that

play in the cities and small towns of Germany."
The band, comprised mostly of brass instruments and

clarinets, formed about 10 years ago at a University

employee picnic, according to Grady, who plays trumpet

for the band.

"We needed a band for the picnic," Grady said. "I

grew up in the mid-west with a German background.

"I liked German music and knew how to play the

trumpet from high school so I got the band together."

The band consists of about 20 people, although all of

them are not always available to play, Grady said.

"We need to have at least 10 people to perform,"

Grady said. "The Minuteman Marching Band fills in

when they are needed too."

The Oompah Band performs at University events and

in the surroundmg community.
"We play free of charge," Grady said. "We don't com-

pete for union events."

"We never practice and wc talk during the pieces to

decide what we should play next," Grady said. "The
clarinets are especially good so we always make them
stand up for applause."

There was a question of whether the band would play

yesterday because of a threat of rain, Grady said.

However, they did perform and the sun briefly showed
itself.

Members of the crowd lunched on hotdogs and
homemade sauerkraut while listening to the band. Grady
acted as commentator.
"In Germany, beer is served while the people listen to

the band, but since Whitmore doesn't allow bee»", we sing

"Happy Birthday" to someone in the audience," Grady
said.

Since no one in the audience would admit to having a
recent birthday, Grady chose a student eating lunch in

the courtyard. The band played their version of "Happy
Birthday," sprinkled confetti on the chosen person, and
gave him a stein with a UMass logo.

The UMass Oompah band played on Friday during
Charter Day celebrations on a small boat travelling

across the campus pond.

"Our next engagement is scheduled to be on the Queen
Elizabeth 2 luxury liner," Grady joked. "You can all

come and see us there."

1 uiUg.&» ^uU> b; Jin Pewcn

Jeff Holmes of the music department per-

forms for the UMass Oompah band yesterday.

Nikolaos Sinodinos marches outside Amherst Chrysler Plymouth
jesterday, joined by Edward Tamm and Hampshire College student

Terry Miner.

New Chrysler Corporation

not good enough for motorist
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

Holding a sign reading "All I want from
the Chrysler Dealer is a fair shake." an
Amherst resident picketed in front of

Amherst Chrysler yesterday and the day
before with several friends to protest that

company's negligence concerning a used

car he purchased.

Nikolaos Sinodinos said he plans to

continue his demonstration against

Chrysler until he hears directly from the

president of the corporation.

Officials at Amherst Chrysler refused to

comment on the issue. "We don't talk to

student newspapers," they said.

The angry owner of a 1978 Chrysler

Horizon he bought used in December,

1981 claims his car is a "lemon" which the

Amherst dealer has refused to check and

take responsibility for.

Although the car was purchased in

Springfield at an Oldsmobile Dealer.

Amherst Chrysler has taken on most of

the major repairs and Sinodinos sakl that

every time the mechanics work on the car

it gets worse. "The heater is broken, the

windows don't roll up properly, the

automatic shifting is faulty and the

transaxle on the bottom of the car is

broken." Sinodinos said. "I have spent

over $1,000 and got no service.

"

The last straw provoking the demon-

stration came a week ago when the

transmission of the car broke down and

Sinodinos said Amherst Chrysler toM him
it woukl cost $900 to repair.

"I didn't buy the car from them, but
they have got my money and I am not
going to give them any more." he said.

Sinodinos said a Chrysler represen-
tative in Boston toM him his problems
"were just bad luck."

"They (the Amherst deder) said it is

Chrysler's policy not to check out other
dealerships cars," he said.

Another problem Sinodinos said he has

had with Amherst Chrysler stems from
the dealer's refusal to check out the car

after he first acquired it.

According to his wife. Maria Sinodinos,

the Easthampton Chrysler dealer said this

policy is not true and he wouM have been
glad to check out the car.

She also said the Elasthampton dealer

gave her the phone number of a Chrysler

customer relations office in Boston which

the Amherst dealer never offered to do.

"No dealer has the right to refuse to

check a car made by their company. The
car is falling apart and if they accept my
money, why can't they help me?"
Sinodinos said.

"At this point I don't want money. I just

want to speak to the president of Chrysler

and ask him why he lets dealers of his

company treat customers this way." he

said.

Hampshire College student. John Gigg.

another demonstrator, said. "He has a

point. I think they have been ripped off."

Student businesses run outdoor sale

An Ultimate FYisbee tournament, food

raffle and merchandise sale will

highlight the first annual Student Union
Sale, to he held in front of the Student
Union today.

Some student run businesses will be

selling their products at the event,

which runs from 10 a.m. to .3:30 p.m..

while others will be offering adyji^^. The

frisbee tournament wiU oe ai tioyden
field.

Among those participating are College
Auto Repair, the Collegian, Earthfoods,
the Outing Club, People's Market,
Recycling Project, snackbars from
residential areas, the Sportmg Goods
Co op. Student Notes and Printing

Service. Union Records and Valley

Women's Voice.

Graduate Senate motion
proposes new payment plan

By SEAN CASEY
rWWciaaSuff

The University of Massachusetts
Graduate Student Senate unanimously

passed last night a motion which calls on

the University administration to provide a

more relaxed payment system for graduate

student tuition bills.

The Senate was addressed by Ramesh
Malla, a gra<iuate seriator in the civil

engineering department who lives in

Prince House. Malla explained that,

although graduate students are allowed to

pay their semester bills six weeks later

than undergraduates, the requirement of

paying the bill in its entirety is an extreme
hardship for many students.

The motion reads: "In view of the finan-

cial hardship and pressure felt by the

graduate students resulting from the

University's polky requiring a graduate

student to pay his/her semester bill ir lump

sum amount at one time, the Graduate Stu

dent Senate urges the University ad-

ministration to include the following provi

sions in its policy regarding the graduate

student bill payment system:

1. An option be given to graduate

students to f)ay their semester bills in in-

stallments, and 2. An option he pn)vide<I to

graduate students who are active in the

University payroll, such as research and
teaching assistants, to have their semester

bill paid directly to the University Bursar

through a payroll deduction, if they so

chose.

"Many other Universities have these op-

tions, so why doesn't this one?" Malla ask-

ed.

Malla added it has apparently been con-

sidered by the administration to implement
this type of payment system for

undergraduates

.

Also last night, the Senate dosed
presidential and vice-pre.sidential nomina-
tions and heard short speeches from the

candidates.

Running for president for the *83-84

academic year are Barb Baker, a two-year

senator from the political science depart-

ment, against Sanjiv DugaJ. current vice-

president of the 5>enate Nominees for the

vice-presidency are Bill Mollis, a two-and-a-

half-year senator from the sociology

department, against David Wazeter. a

first year senator from the Labor Center.

Electrons will be held next Monday and
Tuesday near the Blue Wall end of the

('ampus Center. Any currently-registered

graduate student may vote.

Rape and pornography causes

affect men as well aswomen
By CATHERINE COLLINS

CoUcflMi ( arTr»poi>4«nt

Magazines and posters which
degrade women and films shown in

dormitories, the most obvious forms of
pornographv appearing on the
University of Massachusetts campus,
raised questions about the impact of
gomoeraphy on men and women, Qric
adacR. a member of Men Against

Violence Against Women (MAVAW).
said.

Radack said, "pornography fosters a
women -hating culture."
He cited the recent rape in a New

Bedford bar where onlooaers cheered
the rapists as an example of the effects

of pornography on society. The men
involved were "living in a pomoeraphic
fantasy worid. Its their idea of

pleasure," he said.

Marta Tapia. an Educator/Advocate
at the Everywomen's Center, said. "It

(pornography) is a societal problem
which is deeply ingrained, and the

University is integrated into that

society."

The University has a special
responsibility because the students
who go on from the University will

become important influences in

society, she said.

"Tlie Year Toward Civility was an
attempt to address the issues from an

administrative perspective." Tapia
said.

Pornography, Tapia said, is "images
that objectify and humiliate women."
Regarding the issue of pornographic
•nagazines. "nudity is not the issue. It's

how it's used." Tapia said.

Magazines such as Playboy are

common forms of pornography at the
University. Tapia said concerned
women often tell of friends subscribing

to Playboy.
The impact of pornography on the

attitudes of men and society is an Issue

of concern among anti pornography
organizations. MAVAW, an on campus
organization, is working to change
men's attitudes about women. In the
past this organization has counseled
partners of women who have been
raped and has offered workshops on
sexiam.

"Pornography fosters a
women-hating culture,

"

Eric Radack, member of Men
Against Violence Against
Women

Bruce FVauman. a MAVAW member
said, "we combat men's attitudes

through these workshops."
Radack said the workshops con-

ducted are designed to "help men
understand how the stuff they're

looking at affects the women they're

involved with and how it affects their

own sexuality and their view of

women."
Concerned groups are continuing to

work to educate men and women on

the issue of pornography.
"E}ven one person can create enough

pressure to change something." Tapia

said.

As for change occuring here at the

University, Radack said. "I credit

people our age to move more quickly. I

am more hopeful for change among
students.

"
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TIME OUT

Free T-Shirts, Hots

and other prizes

Amhersfs Biggest Little Bar

37 N Pleasant St.

MflRTHfl'S VINEYflRD

ECOMOMICS
SUMMER COURSES

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

ECONOMICS 103 - INTRODUCTION TO
MICROECONOMICS (3CR) June 13-July 13

ECONOMICS 104 - INTRODUCTION TO
MACROECONOMICS (3CR) July 25-August 23

Classes meet Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

7:45 - 10:45 a.m. For additional information

contact:

Debra Lyon
Division of Continuing Education

University Library

Univer'.ity of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-0530

363 ^^2:=i^Main St.

Amherst
|

Mon • Thur
11:30 am 2

Fri Bat
11:30- 3 am
Fast Free
Delivery
266-8687

363 Main 3t. Amherst
250-8587

Soap Opera
Special

71:30 am • 7 pm
Small

2 item pizxa
. QnlyM.W

TRIATHLON
SATURDAY. MAY 7, 1983 9:00AM % swim, 15 mi. cycle,

10 mi. run. $10.00 Entry donation to the U.S. Olympic

Training Center in Colorado. Register at the intramural

office or at BKO. T-shirts for all entrants.

TRIATHLON SPORTS INJURIES & PERFORMANCE
ENHANCEMENT WORKSHOP FRIDAY MAY 6, 8 PM

CC 174 - 176 ALL ARE WELCOME!
Given by Dr. Keith McCormick a chiropractic physician

and former Olympian. One of the world's top competitors

in the Pentathlon and member of the 1976 Olympic Pen-

tathlon team who last year placed 19th in the Ironman

Triathlon World Championship in Kona Hawaii.

^\T h.
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Sarajevo 84
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NATIOHAL
SPORTS
FCSTIVAL

Dr Koith MoCormick finishing the Hawaiian Triathlon 1982

FOR TRIATHLON OR WORKSHOP INFORMATION
CONTACT: CRAIG B. KEENAN BKO 549-4066 or

253 9071 OR THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE 545 2693

DR. KEITH Mccormick, hadley professional village,
48 BAY ROAD. HADLEY 01035 586 9209
OFFICES WILL OPEN IN MID MAY

f'ftf*^
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
*v*>>9iht>;

A quiet naval bombing
As a graduate student in Anthropol-

ogy, I have been dividing my time
between studies at UMass, and

working in the Virgin Islands. When the
opportunity came up last month to fly

south for a working vacation, I jumped at

the chance to escape the fast-paced,

pressure-filled life in the States. So, like

many college students, I spent my break in

the islands. I returned somewhat less en-

thusiastically, lugging my typewriter,
books and unfinished papers. And I came
home with many questions. This last visit

to St. Thomas has stood out from all

others. The escape from current problems
was not to be found. I found myself in-

stead, thanks to the United States Military,

very much the center of things.

Barbara Johnston
The U.S. Military has always been a

presence in the Virgin Islands, and it is not

uncommon to see large battleships or air-

'

craft carriers anchored off our shores,

while their crew enjoy a shoreleave in

"America's Paradise". However, for the

past month (March 10 to April 4), life in the

islands has been interrupted by much more
than a few thousand vacationing sailors.

Jetfighters hurtle through the skies, flying

low through the passages between islands,

abruptly changing direction in their

seemingly erratic flight patterns. A low.

continuous thundering in the distance

sends shock waves through the island'

chain. For a full 24 hours in Utte March, the

houses, buildings, and windows on St.

Thomas shook at the impacts of expkisions

on an island that is only oocasionaUy visible

on the horizon. The Navy was bomtung Vie-

ques.

Searching the k)cal papers daily for some
word or explanation, I found a short

parai^aph on March 23, almost two weeks
after the bombing started. The article was
titled "It's not an earthquake, it's the

Navy!" Hus articie explained the origins of

the noise and tremors. The Daily News
followed up tliia story with an interview of

iibnd reakknU, asking if they thought

that the bombing was louder than normal
this year. Most commented on the lack of

information. I searched the Stateside

papers for further infonnation, to no avail.

There appeared to be a n>edia blackout on
the event. Other than a brief statement in

the St. Thomas Daily News, and a couple of

articles in the San Juan Star there seems to

be no media attention on these Warg^ames.
This is scary. According to the U.S. Navy
spokesman John Tull, the bombing is part
of an exercise called Readex-83, or popular
ly known as "Bombs for Freedom". It is

the biggest ever readiness exercise taking
place in the Western Atlantic, envolving 77
ships and 300 jetfighters. The Navy will not
disclose what types of explosives are being
used on Vieques.

This exercise, according to the Navy
spokesman, is necessary to keep U.S.
forces ready and to demonstrate the coun-
try's presence in tlie Caribbean. After liv-

ing with the bombing and sonic booms for

two weeks. lK)th day and night. I was con-

vinced. I certainly felt the country's
presence. Startled by the jetblasts. people
would raise their heads to the skies, and I

listened to their comments. Some shook
their heads at the wonders of such
technology, others at the destructive

capabilities that these machines represent.

One old friend told of the moment of his

birth: his mother was working in the fields

on the Northside of St. Thomas and was
startled by a strange sound. Looking up,

she saw the first airplane to ever fly over
the island. Scared, she ran all the way
home, and her exertions brought on a
premature delivery. She thought the world
had come to an end.

Have we become so used to a world in

Have we become so used to a world in

which airplane are a common feature in

cant to note the difference between a
passenger plane and a jetcraft carrying
bombs? Why is there no media coverage of
this largest ever "readiness exercise" in

the Western Atlantic? We need to question
just what the military is preparing for, to

try and perceive the depths of hun^an ter-

ror that these machines can mflict, and to

question just whose freedom these bombs
are nruikinf

.

If we cannot depend upon the media to

keep us informed, then we must search out
sources of information. What is h^)peniitg
in the Caribbean right now? Why all the
military activity? Arul how do these events
relate to congress? I urge people to take
the time to attend the public talks spon-

sored by organizations on campus.

Barbara Johnston xs a UMata tttudnU

Letters

UNH vs. John Sununu
To the Editor:

New Hampshire is a state resplendent

with natural beauty, and unpronouncable

names (Lake Winnapesaukee), a state of

diverse characteristics and intriguing

political composition. The state of Mel

Thomson and now of John Sununu.

Sununu: Tuft's "conservative of the

year." The Governor who, by all accounts,

controls the budget process better than any

of his predecessors. (If this is true we could

perhaps interest Ronald Reagan in the

man). The man who. while talking to the

UNH Student Senate, suggested that,

"students should work harder and pay

more."
Then there is the Manchester Union

Leader. What more need be said about this

paper, than to mention its name? Just ask

any non-conservative what it is like com-

peting with the Union Leader, in the field

of ideas.

There is, of course, one other thing that

attracts all the folk from Massachusetts,

we don't have an income tax. This is

wonderful for the tax payer, but less good
for the social structure of the state.

UNH has one of the lowest budgets in the

country, and is the forty-seventh state

university in terms of state support.

Despite this, it still manages to offer an ex-

cellent education. All this could change
with the administration of John Sununu.
Education could soon become a luxury,

and the UNH student body may well elect

to follow UNH President Evelyn Handler
south (she's headed for Brandeis).

Meanwhile the rock group of Decker and
Coble are at work on their next song.

The new song will go sonr>ethmg along

the lines of:

Up here in New Hampshire
Education's a crime,

So let's go down to the bay

and learn something new.

Chris Fa«ske
New Hampehire 's University Fonun

The Reagan Reahty
In

the not-to-distant future, you may
realize that summer is just a few days
away. Semester's almost over. On your

way outside for a muddy game of frisbee,

you discover a letter from the Financial

Aid Office in your mailbox. You open it.

"Holy *$•!! What!? No longer eligible by

order of the Selective Service?? "How am I

supposed to come back to school next fall?"

you ask. "No way I'll save enough money
this summer nrnking $2.50 per hour!" You
have just entered the Reagan Reality.

What, you may ask, does the Selective

Service have to do with financial aid. and
how can someone be paid $2.50 an hour?
Weil, while we're all busy being students,

Ronnie and his gang are conjuring up all

sorts of schemes to pay for the military

budget and further militarize the country.

One such scheme is the so-called Sok>mon

Brown & McRae
amendment, requiring men of draft age to

register for the draft by July 1 of this vear
in order to receive any form of federal

finandaJ aid. In addition, the Subminimum-
wage proposal under current deliberation

in Congress, affects all those, including col-

lege students, of 22 years of age and under,

slashing the legal minimum wage from
$3.35 to $2.50 per hour. Think ab«>ut trying

to save money for school over the summer
while earning $1(X).00 gross per week!!! Do
we have to act out this script written for us
by Ronnie and his gang? OR, can we
change the script for a haippier ending?

Registering for the draft is not an
abstract question, or simply a question of

duty to ones country, but rather, it is a very

concrete matter. It means that if you rely

on financial aid, then, under the Solomon
amendment, you will be forced to join in

the Reagan preparation for intervention in

whatever region is declared to be of "vital

interest" to the United Sutes. The
Subminimum-wage proposal is another at-

tempt to implement Keaganomics: to pro-

vide a p(M)| of cheap lalK>r for the corjKtra-

tions while allegedly helping the young and
unemployed out. This situation is not a
necessary outcome. The Reagan Reality is

not preordained; alternative approaches
must be considered.

These issues are of common concern to

all students, regardless of race, national

origin, or gender. We, as students, must
not allow ourselves to be diverted from ad-

dressing these questions, nor allow

ourselves to be divided in response. The
Board of Regents, controlling
Massachusetts' system of higher educa-

tion, serves as a pointed example. F'or, the

Regents, instead of addressing the steady
decline of real spending since the first

Dukakis admmistration. blame the declin-

ing quality of education in Massachusetts
on us. the students, saying that vw are not

"qualified", necessitating the use of

minimum SAT requirements. The Regents
thereby advocate restricting access to

public higher education, by means of the

SAT criterion, which is known to con-

sistently discriminate by race and income,

and is widely viewed as a poor indicator, at

best, of academic and career performance.

We need real solutions, not policies that

add to our problems. To get real solutions

we must pull together as students, or we
will be pulled apart; we will be working (at

$2.50 an hour, while fewer of us will be
back next fall.

We need to raise these knues of comnrKMi

concern in our classrooms, in our dorms, in

the Bluewall. in the gymnasium and
everywhere that we are 'These issues are

as much of what UMass students are about

as reading Shakespeare and getting the dif-

ference between miosis and miotis straight.

Only through a united response can we
hope to promote a thoughtful approach to

the real problems that exist.

Angela Brown and Doug McRae
art UMasn $tudeni$

Congrats to new menu
To the Editor:

As I near grsduatbn after nearly four
years at UMass, Fm convinced that even
the most obtuse observer can see that

our left, our liberals, our "progressives
"

are as prone to imposing their own
moral judgements as arfr the con-
servatives. Armed with logk scarcely

more than an ideokigical adaptation of

that employed by the Moral Majority.

From tests to brews
To the Editor:

Once again, it seems that the luck of
the Irish has shone through forme. My
finals end on Tuesday the 24th so I get to

their folly surfaces once again, this time
with the strident demand to change the
Hatch menu. As with most holk>w
gestures, this, too, is accompanied by
the customary trumpeting of various
student "leaders. " naturally elated that
after three years of intense struggle,
they can now finally point to at least one
tangible accomplishment. My
congratulations.

J. Garrets

Amherst

attend Senior Day on Thursday the 26th

(the last day of finals).

Is there anyone else as fortunate as I,

who can party on Senior Day? Please let

me know. Ihate to drink alone,

Glenn D. Flaherty

Amherst

Sound off with letters to the

editor
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Panel emphasizes Latin women's roles in revolutions
By YADIRA A. BETANCES

Coltcfiui SUff

According to the consensus reached at a panel
discussion entitled "Women's Struggles" last FViday
April 29, Latin American women are the key par-
ticipants in the revolutionary movements calling for
restoration of basic human rights in their respective
countries.

Speaking on the panel were America Ugante from
Women for Guatemala in Washington; Guadalupe
Gonzalez of the Democratic Revolutionary FVont from
B Salvador; Sonia Rivera Valdez of Circulo de Cultura
Cubano in New York and Maria Menenses from Casa
Nicaragua also from New York.

The panel opened with Ugante discussing the

Guatemalan struggle by telling the story of a woman
who left herchildren and her job to join the revolution.

"Why does a woman want to join the revolution,"

Ugante asked? An overview of the conditions of

Guatemalans similar to those in other Latin America

countries provided an answer "no water facilities. ..no

education. ..no health facilities forchildren...".

In the past, many Latin American women resisted

Samuel Pierce turns out

to be Reagan'sHUDdud
By DR. MANNING MARABLE

Almost three years ago. a number of prominent blacks

— including media star Tony Brown, the Rev. Ralph David
Abernathy. and Hos»a Williams — made fools of them-
selves by defendmff blacks who supported Reagan's
candidacy. Now it's clear that even those blacks within the

Reagan administration rival their incompetent, aged boss

in their contempt for the unemployed, the poor, and the

disposed.

Even the Wall Strtet Journal, that sUunch defender of

Reaganism. recently concluded that the chief black ad

nrunistrator ii.side the cabinet. Housing and Urban
Development head Samuel Pierce, was reclusive." lacked

"interest" in urban problems, and often "doesnt always

know what hes ulking about." The Journal article not*d.

"Increasmgly. from Capitol Hill to city halls and even m the

White House, officials wonder why Mr. Pierce renuins at

HUD. The stories about the reclusive cabinet member,

whom Mr. Reagan once called Mr. Mayor by mistake, are

becoming legion." Pierces latest nickname is "the dud at

HUD."
Pierce, who earns $80,100 per year, was unqualified for

the post from the outset. A labor attorney and a protege of

the Nelson Rockefeller Jacob Javits wing of the

Republican party. Pierce had little knowledge of urban

affairs. Pierce has yet to schedule meetings with key

members of the Congressional Black Caucus. He failed to

push for strong fair housing legislation which he had

passively, praying for improvement while men took

action. Seeing no prominent changes, women joined

the struggles for Uberation. 'Without women we can

not have revolution. " Rivera Valdez said.

"I cannot see women struggles separate from

Guatemalan struggles, " Ugante said. Tliis was the

major difference between Latin American women and

women from the United States that were presented in

the panel.

"In the United States women want to liberate

themselves, but in Latin American countries women
want to liberate everyone and then liberate them-

selves," Rivera-Valdez said.

Women in Latin America have integrated intj the work

force to help the economy, they have organized

political work with the peasants and have taken seats

in governmental offices to enact laws. In general,

women have taken a "combative role in changing the

society" Gonzales said.

Nicaraguan women have always participated in the

struggles for liberation, from colonizatk>n times to the

present, according to Menenses. Presently women are

involved in all levels of sovereignty "the Sandinista

Revolution has opened doors for women," Menenses
said.

promised over a year ago. He has tost several important

budget fights with 0MB director David Stockman, ac

cording to the Journal, and now "some housing industry

officials maintain that Mr. Stockman has more power than

the HUD chief over urban policy. " When housing, real

estate, and urban groups do get a chance to speak with the

dud at HUD. "they come away surprised at his lack of

interest in their concerns."

What has Pierce accomplished in two and one half years'.'

HUD"s full time work force has been cut by 11 percent,

down to 13.412 workers. Rent-subsidies to poor black.

Latino and white famiUes have been drastically reduced.

Pierce has ordered that all low-rent apartments con

structed with federal government subsidies be halted. In

short, this black Reaganite is a "loyal soklier" for the

President.

Announcements
African Students Association of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst and the Five College Areas in-

vites all African student-s, staff and faculty to be members
of the association For more information call Mulu at

549 5091. Ahmed at 665-2275 or Juliette at 538-3531.

BMCP Board meeting Wednesday May 4 at 7:30 p.m. in

the New Africa House. All members must attend and new
members are encouraged to come also.

The Office of Third World Affairs and The Third World

Caucus continue to present the Distinguished Speaker

Series Wednesday. May 4 - Arthur Jackson. Director of

Financial Aid, Room 805-9, Campus rent«r.

Campus Center/Student Union Board of Gtovemors

Attention All Students!
Are you self-motivated, enthusiastic, and full

of energy? ^ ^ . ^

Do you want to become part of a dynamic team

that oversees all administrative and political

proceedings in the Campus Center Complex?
*^ '^

If so, the
Campus Center/Student Union

Board of Grovernors
is accepting applications for the following

coordinator positions:
Grovemors Program Council

University Store Retail Services

Food Services

Space Economic Development
Finance
Special Projects

Public Relations

Conference Services/
Accomodations

Display
Building C)x>erations

Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1983

Applications available in Campus Center 817

Deadline Thxirsday. May 12. 1983, 4;00 pm
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportmiity^mployer

Ultimately, there is no difference between the

struggles women in Nicaragua and women in Q
Salvador are waging to the struggles of Guatemalan
women, according to the panel.
Gonzalez who represented El Salvador said that

sexism was not set up by men, but "by a system of

oppression."
According to Rivera Valdez, the 35 years of

revolution in Cuba have improved women's lives

drastically. Ninety thousand women had left the

domestic service to join urban reforms, said Rivera

Valdez. Racism and sexism are punished by law; yet

there is a major confrontation "intervention of the

United Sutes.

'

Menenses denounced U.S. intervention in

Nicaragua calling Reagan a "danger." Menenses also

denounced Reagan's accusation of Nicaragua having

the biggest army in Latin America. "As a free and

sovereign country we have the right to arm ourselves

because we are being threatened."

Menenses ended by saying, "We have an armed

country ready to defend our sovereignty through our

militia."

The panel was part of the Ijitin American Week
celebration which ended April 30.

Huey Johnson, 23 years old. a former Tampa.
Fla., student, was an original litigant challeng-

ing Florida's functional literacy test. Johnson,

an avid weightlifter. says the test is unfair.

UNlVEHSiTY Of MA^';* CHUStTTS AT AMH[R^T

SPECIAL A i TRACTION
A bci'cM' Pops Concert

by

CLEVELAMQ
SYMPHOMY
ORCHESTRA

and

_____ Victar

BORGE
Conductinq plavinq <ind havmq (un

Wednesday. May II 8 PM
Tickets $ I S. 13. II On Sale Now
lUMass. Hamp, Smith, MHC 1^ price)

ftoH Office Noon to 4 p.m

(41 J) S4S-2SI I Mastercard ViM Accepted

Fii:ieArts

Center
Concert Hall

Arts

Triumph: the good, the bad, and the ugly.

The chic way to shop]

.ONCE MODE
'

EEELIN

Seasonal clothing and sportswear

at prices you can afford!

FamiUj Resale Clothing

Carnage Stiops

233 N. PU3Aint
Amherst, rK.
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G3MRjrER

& ROBOTICS
lor graduot*! In

Mathematics
Computer Science

Electrical Engineering

Mectianical Engineering

Opportuniti«t in pcogromming ond engineering:

VLSI detigr>

Supercomputer architectures

Robotic systems and control

Artlflckil intelligence

Expert systems

Intelligent management systems

Imoge and speecti processing

RECRUITING AT
HAMPSHIRE HOUSE
MONDAY MAY 9 1983

Multiple large networks

Persorxil computers
Unix OTKl VMS entKincements
Network operating systems

Multi-media message systems
Programming environments
Graphics applications
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Cattle on the Stage
ELIMINATOR (Warner Bros.)

ZZTop

NEVER SURRENDER (RCA)
Triumph

NONA (RCA)
Nona Hendryx

FLASHDANCE SOUNDTRACK
(Casablanca)

Various Artists

By PETER WISSOKER
Collcfima SufT

With the price of oil finally coining

down it will be interesting to see if the

record companies start taking bigger

chances in terms of what they put out.

In the meantime, the American public

will continue to have to deal with a

constant recycling of old bands and their

ideas. TTie question is how well do these

serious attempts by artists to express

themselves come across to the general

public. Tliis review might be considered

a sample response from a sample

memberof the popularmusic public.

At the mention of ZZTop. most people

tend to get up and leave the room

babbling about Southern blah blah blah,

cattle on stage, and other various

curses. But ZZ's latest release.

Qimmator, is a fine piece of nosUlgia

from the late 60's and early 70*8. This

sounds facetious, but in a way it is really

refreshing. Tliey have returned to basic

blues and boogie, and even though

every note is predictable, ifs kind of

nice in a way. Guitarist Billy Gibbons has

his riffs down pat and songs go through

enough changes to make the album

listenable a side at a time, lite lyrics

arent even that offensive.

Triumph's new album, on the other

n\n
CafnegieN/x»iion univefsitK

Send resumes tO: 1
Director of Reseorch Facilities §
Computer Scier>ce Department 1
Carnegie-Mellon University g
Pittsburgh, PA 152 13 I
(412)578-2591 f
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hand, is just plain bad. Unlike ZZ Top.
they are trying to take a step forward
into "message music." Unfortunately,

the message is buried in cryptic lyrics

that even though you can understand,

you can't "understand" them. I guess
this is a serious effort to direct kids in a

certain direction, but the real problem
with Never Surrender VA that musically

it's so boring that no one will listen to it

often enough to start picking up the

lyrics. Triumph's sound has been
sterilized with synthesizers and crap like

that which gives their songs that "radio"

sound. There aren't even any guitar

solos worth speaking about. I would
avoid paying lor this album or even

listening to it for that matter.

On the other hand, the new Nona
Hendryx album. Nona, is well worth

your while to give a listen to. Produced

by New York avant garde funksters.

Material, the album is a well rounded
conglomeration of Hendryx's interests

at this point, ranging from stow gospel-

Uke ballads to futuristic space funk. Lots

of concepts to give names to. Each song

on the album is interesting in its own
right. Examples include "Tran
sformation"and "Design for living. " the

latter which features Tina Weymouth.
Laurie Anderson, and Nancy Wilson Uhe
guitarist for Heart).

Unlike Nona, Flathdance has no soul. I

can't undersund how the title tune has

become the most popular song in the

Valley (according to the Advocate).

There are a few semi palaUble songs on

the album, but only in the most com

mercial way.
So there it is; tour efforts maked or

breaked by me. Or as Lou Reed put it.

"Can you imagine working for a whole
year on an album and some creep from
the Village Voice goes and puts it in a

box with a little "C plus" on the side?"

DUS DRIVING JODS
U-Mofts Transit S»rvlc»

will accept QpplicQtioni for its

Summ#r Trolrtir^g Program

Thurs. May 5

6:00 PM
Rm 1 74 - 6 Campus Contor

Minimum QuollflcotlofUt

• 16 y*ort of Qg«
• H#ld ClOM IH llc*nt« for ot l#Qit 1 yoor

- Enrollod In o U-Mqm dogro«
program with ot l«Oflt 3 tomoston
romoinlng must thow tchodulo or

tronicrlpt os proof of doss yoor

Only 75 Applications

Will Do Accoptod

Soth work study ond non-work study

oro Qcc*ptobl«

U-MOM TrontH is on offlrmtttlv«

Qctlon/^qwol opportunity omployor
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LUNCHEON MENU
Soupe d L t»ignt>n Au Cjratm

French Onion Soup with cheese

Beouf Bourguingnonne
Braised Beef in Burgundy Wine

Quiche Lorraine

Bacon and Cheese Pie

f'ommes De Terre

Choux Brocolis Polonaise
Brocoh m Lemon-Butter Sauce

Salad Americaine (Vinaigrette)

Mousse Au Chocolat

Chocolate Mousse

Tartes aux Cerise

Cherry Tarts

"IS NON-VIOLENCE THE ANSWHl?"
— Today's topic for theological
discussion in the weekly Brown Bag
Tlieology series, facilitated by Rev. Phil

Ward. Everyone welcome! 12:15 p.m.,
428 Student Union.

UMASS AMATEUR RADIO
ASSOCIATION MEFTING - 1^18 wiU be
our last official meeting this semester.
Important plans for summer will be
made. Check Campus Center schedule
for room number. 4:30 p.m.. Campus
Center.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - TTie club
will meet tonight to recreate a
Napoleonic battle thru the use of
miniatures. The club invites interested
gamers. 6:30 p.m.. C.C. 165.

HANG GLIDING MEEHTNG - Topics
to include: new members' partial lesson
refund, fund raiser success, officer
election (including president, vice

president. treasurer, secretary).
Probably our last meeting, so don't miss
it. 7 to 9 p.m.. C.C. 803.

A MULTIMEDLA PRESEMTATION -
Meditation and society. A slide show on
the spiritual/political synthesis.
Presented by a visiting yogic monk.
Discover a rational humanistic
philosophy based on the highest human
values. For info, call 253 9354. 7 p.m..
Campus Center.

INVESTMENT CLUB MEEHTNG -
There will be a general meeting to

discuss the club's portfolio and the

election of next year's officers. New
members are welcome! 7 p.m.. SOM
room 107.

ISRAEU POLK DANCING - Come
dance to the beautiful rhythms!
Instruction available at all levels. Open
to all. 7:30 beginners, 8:30 all others.

Commonwealth room, Student Union.

Engineeringprofessorsnetaward
and$500prize forassembly text

Professors Geoffrey Boothroyd. Corrado
Poli and Laurence E. Murch of the
department of mechanical engineering
received the M. Eugene Merchant
Manufacturing Textbook Award lor their

text, "Automatic Assembly." The text was

one of four candidates for award con-

sideration.

They each were awarded a 1500 prize

from the SME Manufacturing Engineering
Education Foundation.

Writingplacement test requiredfor

entrance insummerprogram
A writing program placement test for

ttudcots planning to take English 112

(190A), 'B' core, during the summer
through the Division of Cootinuing
EUlucation will be held at 7 p.m. May 19. in

Bartlett 61 (1st session) and at9 a.in. July 7
in Bartlett 61 (2nd session). No one wtQ be
admitted into English 112 for the summer
without taking the test. Bring I.D. and
writing instrument.

i960 GRADUATES
YEAKDOOK INFO

The 1983 INDEX will be ready for delivery or distribution in

the Fall.

If you would like a copy of it sent to you please send the

form below, along with $2.50 for postage and handling,

to: INDEX, 103 Campus Center, UMass
If you are going to be in the area during the fall, you can
come to the office to pick up your copy free of charge.

I Name
I

' Permanent Address (Fall).

I.D.#

Make checks payable to INDEX
103 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003

Wednesday, May 4, T98.'j,
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By Berke Breathed

Hi.
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

CLhss, Tvs GOT some
GOOO News AND Sons
BAD N€WS ABOUT THE

THE GOOD NEWS Is Wf
WO/^T 8€ OBSE/ZVl/^/O

THE ORCULATORy SysrEn
' OE /> UVE f^AT.

Katfood By ARK

c-
Cv

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

SCROD...HOW DO YOU FtEL mm
PEAGANlS fn\L|TARY ^^P^DlNG?

\

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Mited b> MarKarfl Karrar and Trude Jaffe

l^ttj I m\ 4acelr« 1(me\ stMtfiraif

ACROSS
1 Brazilian dance
6 Among
10 Shi slope ad)uncl

14 Egg-shaped
15 Prefix withgrann

16 Ma|or under

Custei
17 -The little

Moman
19 Mad.

Mad.
20 Highlander

21 Hideandseek
word

22 Wore well

24 Selves

26 Ball players, at

times

27 Certain snakes

30 Grocery purchase
31 The way to get

IS to use It

32 Charlotte Arm
strong and
Tallyho

33 Berwick beret

36 Rests
37 Locations
38 Former Venetian

magistrate

39 Small amount
40 One ot the Titans

41 Augers
42 Atelier gear

44 Eva and Magda

4^ Tonsorial artists

47 Reduce gradually

48 Authenticate

again

49 Beetle

50 Dessert cart item

54 City on the Oka
55 to have

loved and
58 Stratagem

59 Church part

60 Brawl

61 Ship shaped
clocks

62 Mardi

63 Reliance

DOWN
1 Cries

2 With, in Pans
3 Marouand's

delec'ive

4 a'oes(souf)

5 Lemon or lime

additive

6 Musketeef
7 The edible part

8 Kindot wird

9 Lessens in

amount
10 Sorrowful

11 Economically
more prosperous

12 Goose genus
13 Travelers ways
18 Greek letters

23 Old Siamese
coins

25 Ramt)le idly

26 Doubledeckers
27 Dramatis

oersonae
28 Mississippi feeder

29 More kindly m
Slincts of one

30 Leather winebags
32 Small streams
34 Ripening agent

35 Military meal

37 High quality

38 Improve
40 Cruising

41 Ballet student s

need
43 Poplars

44 Apparel

45 Bear or Betty

46 Eagle s nest

47 Strikes an at

titude

49 Scotto. tor one
51 Aleutian island

52 Steeps
53 Gait

56 Pinafore

character

57 Time /one
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WEATHER

Today showers ending

followed by partial clear-

ing during afUTno<»n. HiKh
tenipt-rature. near 70.

Tonight, {tartly rl<»udy. low

temfjeralures, 45 to SS.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Italian Hoa^e
Eggroll. soy sauro

Due sauce

BASK S LlINl H
Vegetable grinder

Kggroll. soy sauce

Ihic sauce

• •••

DINNER
STKAK AND SALAD

N1{;HT
Sirloin .steak

MushpMtm sauce

('Hnnrll<ini in toniato sauce

BASICS DINNER
Breadetl Si-all(>f»s

Tartar sauce, cocktail

sauce

Deep dish vegetable pie

I'uff pastry

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Typists wanted

Gain experience

working for the

largest college newspaper

Apply Room 113 Campus Center

Wednesday Night

7:00 p.m.
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We offer the

widest choice of

programs including...

TOURING • KIBBUTZ* STUDY • SPORTS •

RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
Over 50,000 students have

experienced 'our' Israel

Call or write tor free brochure

WW
you I lovt

love ,iiid

^ou I lOVP

loi/c .'ltd

tnd ^ou ,

f .ind <^ou I

' you ,ind
• And you I

vou I love

-Hid YOU I

love you'
' Conifi.iny'

'ofs ol

Call Debora Propper
302 Student Union

546-2526 •ETTIT:
Music and lyncs by STEPHEN SONDHEIM

Book by GEORGE FURTH

Originally Produced and Directed on Broadway by
Harold Prince

THE RAND THEATER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FINE ARTS CENTER
May 5 7. 11 14, 1983. 8 00 PM
RESERVATIONS 545 3511

i

Register now for UMass/ Amherst summevpourses at

the Records and Registration Office, Divuion of Con
tinumg Education. Southeast Entrance. University

Library Copies of the Course Listing are available at

the Divisions Information desk Don't wait until

classes are full Register r>ow for optimum choice

PROfESSIOMAL TYPIMQ SERVICE

DiM«rtation«. tbMM, cmm. papers

guarantsed acceptartce low rates &-<X392.

GB4-7924 hlancy.

WOLLIWQ QREN APT

Summar aublat. two t>edrooms. AC, aN

utilities furnished, negotiable. Joel

2S6-0435 nights

ROOMMATES WANTED

Famala roommate wanted for aummar
nonsmoker Sunderland apt in house $85 a

nx)nth call Janet 546 6882 after 9 pm

1 bedroom available in Brittany Manor
apartment starting in September good con
dition two males or 2 females call Don
256 6041

Towrtahouae Apt. summer sublet/fall op-

tioo for 2 people 1 room 549 6313

Responsible roommate wanted to share

room in Southwood Summer and possible

fall option Cheap rent Call Jim 256-8471

evening

2 female roommataa wanted for fall

120/mo Brittany Manor ht included call

^0719
Room for rant in 2 bedroom BrarKtywine

apt sumfT>er af>d/or fall 549-5934

3 roommates for great house in Hyan-

nisport on Craigvillebeach Lisa 253 3568

1 man 1 woman Townehouse - 2

bedrooms cheap call 549-6353 or 546 5134

1 or 2 females to share large bedroom for

fail cf>eap Rollir>g Green 256-0807

SERVICES

Typing, short papers to nrwnuscripts

reasonable phone 665-4223 Debbie

Fast accurate typing $1 50 /page Lesiea

584-3433

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256 6887 Jenifer

Beautiful 3 bdrm Townehouse for sum-

mer sublet Please call 5^-1215

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $46o/mth

avail ej^^^^*'^ '

Cool light Jjffciency apartment, fur

nished Trian- e St., Amherst, rent

negotiable, 549 0457 or 545 0854

Spacious Squire Apt t>ak;ony, walk in

closets, cable, bus route, $360 666-2998 fall

option

July and August only. 3 t)edroom apt.

Amherst center. 3 min.to Pub rent negot
call 546-9027

Summer sublet fall option 76 Chesmut
St, Amherst, easy walk to campus.
Available June 1 Call 549-4127 ask for Jim.
150 per month

Summar sublet Colonial Village one
bedroom $225/mth call Tom 256 6669

One bedroom apt wAfall option, AC.
pool, tennis, on bus route, $225/month
utilities included 666 2538

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549 6440 AC pool

Beautiful large 3 bedroom apt in houa«
Amherst Center excellent location June
Sept 1 $400/month call now 253 2169

Summar sublet /fall option 2 bedroom
Northwood Apts Hot water incl. On bus
route Pool. $200/ month neg. Call evenings

or before 9:30 AM 666 2939

Two bedroom apt available in Bran
dywine June to Sept price negotiable call

Jennifer 546 5390

w/fall option space available in Colonial

Vil apt rent negotiable call 253 7862 after 5

TOWNHOUSE APT 3 bdrm, furnished,

rent negotiable call Mike 546-4229 or Rich

256^041

Puffton Village 1 bdrm in a 3 bdrm apt

summer sublet fall option 549-4791

Summar aublat /faH option 1 bed in 2 bed
Brittany manor apt 256-0296

2 bedroom Cliffside Apt $285 month in

eludes nice big POOL, tennis courts playing

fields all utilities 665 4644

2 bedroom Southwood apt with fall op-
tion. Hot water and heat included 253 7373
early mornings and evenings best

Summer sublet Puffton 2 bedrooms in a

3 bedroom apt bus route pool AC rent neg
call 549 6999

Cheap Brandywine apt $200/mo
negotiable females only 549-0116

Puffton 1 bdrm furnished $111.25/mo
AC /pool /tennis 549 5258

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Riverglade

Apt ren t negntiable 256-8137

Brandywine' Summer/falT option 1 bdrm
available AC/poo!/bus rt/rent negotiable

call Laura 549-0113

Or>a bedroom in Sunderland Center
apartment $150/mo sumrr>er only bus
route 548-8902 Torty

Hadley Houae Rte 9 5 bedroom 375 or 80
per room 584-4807

Fumiahed Townehouae Apt. AC. rent

negotiable, call Scott or Rich 549-0616

Rolling Green furnished 3 bedroom apt
400mo everything included AC pool call

now Diane 256-8261 Pam 546-8122

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom cheap across
from bus stop 253 3301

Amberat Ctr apt 4 bdrm furnished $150 -•-

elect ea call 253 5298

Puffton Villege three bedroom - furnished
rent cheap call Kim or Monica 549 4736

Fall option large bedroom in two bedoom
apt Colonial Village on busline $100/rrH>nth
Eileen 253 3941

TO SUBLET

Mary Poppins would approval FuHy fur-

nish€Kl Brandywine apartment. June 1 -Aug

31 call 549 1511

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet with fall option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be

your apartment for sumnr>er all you have to

do is call Jay or Rich at 666^7574. Price is

very reasonable. Very.

Room in Amherst Center for summer
sublet $125/month utilities included

253 7396

Two bedrooms in four bedroom apt

summer sublet/whole apartment fall option

253 2052

Sunderlend 2 bedroom ept on bus route

available June 1 w/fall option 325 call

666^7562

Two bedroom apartment in Cliffaide

pool, tennis call 666-4953 negotiable

3 bedroom Puffton apt furnished June 1
-

Sept 1 $296/mo call 549-4047

Preaidantiel Apt sublet for summer with

fall option for 1 of two bedrooms call

549-0886

ROLLING GREEN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE AVAILABLE JUNE -

SJ^PTEMBER 1 CHEAPnjCALLJB3-9«1
1 bdrm apt Squire Villege summer sublet

j

with fall option $310 for summer August

rent free 665 4737

Sublet 6/1 to 9/1 2 bdrm Townehouse apt

furnishf'd North Amherst $300 + 549 3819

Want to liva In Harwich this aummor?
For info call Jamie 546-1167

CHEAP ar>d spactotts apartment in Squire

Village fall option summer rent even
cheaper 666-2719

Southwood Apt 2 ixlrm furnished rant

very negotiable call 253-5900

1 bdrm Puffton Village avail Jur>e 1 w/fall

option $290 includes heat 549-0815

Summer fall option on bua route 290 in-

clusive 2 bedroom call after 4 PM pool ten-

njs basketball 666 3079

Brandywine Apt 2 bedrooma pool AC
negotiable call 549^747

2 bedroom apartment in Brittany Manor
$300. month with fall option 256-0864

Amherst center Apt one or two
bedrooms summer sublet fall option

256 8097

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village 100 ft from bus stop
Mark 253 7287 after 5 pm
Looking to get rid of a No Amherat 3
bedroom apt for ever take tt for the summer
and pay less than 2 months rent walk to
campus call Karen 549-1377

Northampton beautiful 4 bedroom house
furnished avail 6/1. Possible fall opt
EB4^905^

Sunny 2 bdrm June 1 - Aug 31 $296/nr>o

+ elec 256-8027 early aft or after mid

WANTED
~

Claaa RInga, Gold arxl Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
545 2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

message)

Studenta interaatad in getting money
for school expenses 665-3482

Wented Records -- Cash or trade call

Dynamite Records 584 1580

WANTED TO RENT
~

4 room apartment, long term, starting

6/1. 1 - 2 bedroom, no complexes Single

non-student, references^red^M 9884

Wanted bdrm or apt in Brandywine for

summer sublet w/fall option please call

546 7928

Starting June 1, 1 bdrm apt., walking dist.

to Grad Research Cntr . call 546-1493

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoHagian Office CC113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

72 VW Van runs great! Must see $1 100.00

549-5631

Toyota Truck 1976 excellent mechanical

condition, new tires, brakes. $1200

268 3216

Saab 99E 1970 mechanically r>ew, no rust

needs minor body work $2500 549-6861 BJ
after 5:00

360 Nova great engine good body a steal at

$660 549-1278

1977 Rat 128 exceltent condition, good gas

mileage. $1500 549-0066 evenings

75 Chevy Suburban rust, dents but runs

excellent with long future BO Mitch

256-6712

1996 Chevy Impala. 283cl; new battery;

$375 firm, call Scott 546-5834

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadiac Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJa FOR LESSI
Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Call-N-Save. Paul

549-4406

tion. Call Mike 546-5613

Convertible - 1089 Ford Galaxie runs well

$300 or BO call 253-7221 after 5

1975 Dataun rurw great needs body work

560 549-5169

70 Nova 8 cyl.. std.. stereo new brakes,

shocks, exc. cond. IIOOO. 546-7560

1980 Toyota Celica five speed air corxJi-

tioning AM/FM superb engine dependable

$5700 549^823

BELLYQRAMSn
~

Delivered by profeaaional beHydancer
for moat unuauai gift. Thereia. 253-7922

BROTHERS
~

of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity welconw all

males attending UMass as an
undergraduate to an Open Rush at our

hofT>e on 374 N. Pleesant St. and Feanng

St. The big bkje house on the way to town.

Come down, have a bom with us and find

out what we re all about. Wed. May 4 8:30

to 11 PM 646^)244

CAPE COD BOUND?

Female roommate wanted for summer
rental in Yarmouth 2 nf>or>ute walk to tf>e

beach 3 minute walk to Rte. 28 call

546-4133 546-4136 253-2541 after 6 pm keep

ttying

CAPE COD SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

FOR RENT

Jasons. Cape Cods finest nightclub, will

be conducting interviews for all bar per-

sonel on 4/» and 5/7 from 12:00 to 3:00

pm. 228 Lower County Roed Denniaport.

Where the happy people go.

CONRDENTIAL HERPES RESEARCH

Paychology Graduate Student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

herpea. If you have genital herpes, please

can 548-1091 after 6:00 pm. Thanks!

Parent(al with chlld(ren» wanted for

North Amherst cooperative household.

Longterm. 549-4006

1 bedroom Brandywine summer sublet

w/fall option, AC, dishwasher, disposal

549-0781

We're looking for a 3 bedroom apart-

ment for September. Call anytinr>e, day or

night. Ask for Mike, Mike or Bill. Phone

256^)643

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome
applications from single grads and

undergrade including freshmen and

sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church

for nrwra information about this Christian

ministry house call 549-3696 or 256-6691

One bedroom In Puffton apartment Fall

option 549-0837

Colonial Village sumnf>er sublet w/falt op-

tion 2 bedroom $295/ ok? 256-0566

Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6

bedroonrw 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer-dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $150/mo + util call

6854803

Berkshire Rental Great Barrington

woman needs persons for cooperative

house. 596-6810

Free August rent fully fimished 2 bdrm
Northwood Apts sumnr>er sublet w/fall op-

tk)n 885^7076 evea

Call Us Quick summer sublet with fall op

tion Southwood Apt 2 bedroom front view

first come first aen>e 253-9083

FOR SALE
~

King aize Waterbed - heater, liner, mat-

treaa, cover, headboard etc good cortdition

2 yrs oM call 549-5689

10000 used records just bought. Hun-

dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northanx)ton. Many hard to

find 564-3130 or 586-5726

2 brand new Panaaonic apeekera $80 or

best offer lauren 6-8392

Full aixe bed. booksheH. stereo caM for

prices 549-0066 evening

Brand new, never been ridden. Must saN

immediately call Rob 586-5424

ibanez Concorde acouatic w/pickup

$225 moog prodigy lead synth $300

546^7976

1969 Volkawagon - great mileage, new
battery, starter, tune-up. Must sell $450 or

BO. 546-2150 ask for Dave S.

Sanyp AM-FM Stereo 9 track built in

turntable 75. Dave 546-5359

FOUND

Treasurer's Office, 407 S.U.B. Deadline is

May 11 We are an AA/EEO employer.

Single Key on ring found near pond Friday

Apr. 29 Phone 549-3627 or come to ELab

322.

Croaa writing inatrument call 549-0306 to

identify found outskte Morrill.

Keya Sunday at Southwest Concert call

256-6379 after 6:00.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MIC ~

MIc-y You're so fine! You blow my mind all

the time, because you're all mine!

HELLUVA BARGAIN

Townhouae aummar aublat 3 bdrm, AC,
extremely negotiable call 546-6667 or

546-5204

HELP WANTED

Couch good
2S&0863

conditkMi $50 call Tracey

Juat in time for Spring! 10 speed bk:ycle.

Viscount Aerospace Soort. Excellent condi-

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 90'a: Sunvner
and Full T\tne Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising. outreach and
citizen lobby building on consunr)er and en-

vironmental issues HRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northan^pton for

Boston area call 1 -800-962 7478

Looking for experienced restaurant

help for Cape restaurant. Also landscaping

maintenence call 253-5482

Worceeter Aree - Full or part time work
phys-ed graduate. Boys aruj girls gym-

nastks. Resume to Box 12 Cherry Valley,

01611

ECE 222: r>eed tutor for

Please caH Pete 885-3075

lang.

Sumnter Joba pronK>tor>g ecology safe

energy and consunrwr rights MASSPIRG
the state's largest public inteest organiza-

tion has summer and permanent staff posi-

tior^s available for public education and fun-

draiaing will train 150-250/wk for interviews

call 256-6434 2 5 PM
The CC/SU Boerd of Governors is ac-

cepting applications for its eleven paid

coordinator positions for the Fall. Applica

tions are available in 817 of the CC due May

12^

The SGA Treaaurer's Office is now hiring

for two positions for tf>e summer and fall:

SGA Controller and Treasurer's Assistant.

Accounting ar>d office work experience ia

essential. Pickup applications at the

Drive a mobile vending truck on Cape

Cod this summer Pete 253-5218.

LOST

Lost: red key clip, keys; 2 car by Campus
Pond or Whitmore if found call 6-9776

Keya - 4/30 Southwest Pyramids
-Keychain is leather triangle with "B" in

center 546-5048 Dan

Lost Friday 4/29 a khaki purse, in front of

downtown Peter Pan Terminal has my only

I .D. pleaae call Jill at 546-6496.

Yellow Croaa Court Sweetahirt. Wed.
4/27 between Fearing St ar>d town pw-
sortal favorite please call Kim 549-1414.

MOTORCYCLES
~

1973 TC125 Suauki excellent corKi 1900
miles on/off road $350. 256-8964.

MOVE TO PUFFTON
~

Three Bedroom Puffton apt s up for

grabs, we're graduating! 549-5208.

STUDENT UNION
SPRING SIDEWALK SALE

May 4, 1983 in front of the Student Urtion

Sponaored by
the Student Run Businessee

come by ar>d see wtiat we have to offer

UMASS ULTIMATE SHOWDOWN
MAY 4. 1!

Ultimate Frisbee Tournament
3 pm to 6 pm Southwest playing field

Prizes T-Shiris Refreshments
sponaored by

the Sporting Gooda Co-op
THE ULTIMATE CONNECTION

MOVIE

MOVIE
The Roee

CCA 6<$1 00)8:30 11 ($1.50)

Tonight 5/4

PERSONALS

To my phNoeophical friend: Yea. Doritos

are God So aro Bowie and Jung. Pseudo-

studs are not God. even though they think

they are! Memories. . .You can do

anythir>g!

Syracuae Riders needed May 6^ call Jaq

5495256
To the moat wenchiest woman - Happy
20 Birthday Wabba! Make it a good one
-want to go to FrierKllys or woukl your trarv

sit time be better at the Pub?

PIXX'a FACTOIT,^

4-

e
e

363 Main St Amherst
tMtge Pepperoni Pizza

e
e
e

for only $6.26
(2 free sodas upon request)

r "\
WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG HIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO-ROCK
35* PUB MUGS

EMPLOYMENT
Person to Person

. . .that's how we are reaching

out to thousands of UMass
alumni for their support— by
telephone.

The Telefund Program needs

your help in this effort and we
are willing to pay $4.00/hour

and more for your time— a few
evenings each week for the

Spring, Summer, Fall.

If you are mature, reliable, and

can talk about the University

and its needs, we can train

you to be an effective caller.

Get off to an early start by

stopping at the Telefund of-

fice, at Memorial Hall and
completing an application, or

by calling 546-2317 for further

information.
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The women's lacross team plays their last

home game of the season today at 3 p.m. at

NOPE fields against Northeastern.

Under^aduate students must turn in their gym clothes,

towels, and locks signed out this semester to the equipment
rooms (Boyden or NOPE) from wherethey were assifnied no
later than 5 p.m., Thursday, May 26, 1983. Students will be
billed for items not returned through the Bursar's office.

Gorillas trounce Dartmouth, 16-5
To hostSyracuseFriday

By JIM FLOYD
('oll«(iM Huff

The Gorillas c&me up with a big game
in a major confrontation with the
number one ranked team in New
Eiigland. Dartmouth College, yesterday
and demolished the visitors to Boyden
Reld, 16-5.

It was a swarming Big *D' that put the
clamps on the Big Green when the ball

was in the UMass end of the field that
helped the offense, which controlled the
ball as well as it has all season, to puton
a show for the 1,000 fans that sprinkled
themselves overBoyden Hill.

•"Diat's the wHy we're capable of

playing." said head coach Dick Garber.

'Tve said all year long that we've played

well in spots. Today we played well

almost the whole game."
Anybody with any doubts as to the

fact that the Gorillas were not going to

roll over and die after being besieged all

season long with bad breaks had those

thoughts dissipated in the first six

minutes of play.

After just 1:28 had ticked off the game
cbck. the Gorillas took the lead forgood
at 10 when Rich Messina scored on an
unassisted tally.

Just over four minutes later, at the

5:38 mark of the period. Paul Fogarty

took a pass from E>nie Shapiro and
drilled the ball past the Dartmouth
goalie to up the ante to 2 0.

Jim Goodhart obviously became
envious of his teammates who were
doing all the high fiving up till that point
in the game because just nine seconds
later, he too scored and all of a sudden.
Dartmouth was worried.
The Big Green woukl have been even

more worried had a shot on an exposed
net by Greg Flsk just 34 seconds later

gone in. But, as has happened so many
times this year, the shot was just off the
mari.

A late Dartmouth goal by Dave Burt
narrowed the gap to 4 1 before the

buzzersounded to end the period.
In the second period, the Gorillas were

once again frustrated as Mike Florini hit

the pipe with a bounce shot that the
Dartmouth goalie never even saw but an
undaunted Gorilla attack scored nine
seconds later in the person of Flsk who
scooped up a nice pass from Fogarty and
wisked it into the net to make it 5-1.

UMass put two more goals onto the
board, the first by Dave McEhtee (who
Ted The team with three goals on the
afternoon) at the 7:57 mark and the
s*cond at the 10:07 mark for Fogarty's
^second goal, before a Dartmouth goal
created tne 7 2 halftime score.

In the third quarter, the Gorillas
mauled the Big Green all over the field,

beating them to balls and barrelling their
opponents over when a Dartmouth
player was unlucky enough to get to the
loose ball first.

'I think it (the hard hitting) was a
result of running more and going for the
ball more," said Garber. "That's in

tensity."

On top of pushing the visitors around,
the beal laxtera also put the game into

the almost-out-of-reach category as

they picked up goals by Fk>rini, Rsk,
Peter Martino and Chris Schmitz while
the Big Green got a big nothing. The
period ended with the Gorillas on top 11-

2.

In the final stanza, five UMass goals
and three Dartmouth tallies rounded out
the final score.

TTiere will be no time to rest on the
laurels of what the pointers will con-
sider an upset victory because this
weekend Syracuse University and the
University of Maryland are coming to
town as the number three and number
seven ranked teams nationally.

"We're gonna hafu tighten on our
crash helmets for this weekend." said
Garber.
Garber expects Boyden Field to be the

site of the best lacrosse that New
E^igland has seen in some time this
weekend.

Baseball tear continues
By TONY BETROS

(«u«gw>suir

Fm wvnning...rm winnxng,
Fm wmning, and / don 't intend on
h$tng agatn.

— Santana

Yes. the University of Massachusetts
men's baseball team is winning. Con-
sider these numbers. Seven wins in a

row. Fburteen out of seventeen. 9-4 in

the EDAC, and 16 13 overall. Boy. ai«

thev winning.
lliey did it again yesterday at Li>rden

Field in dramatic fashion, coming from
three runs down to defeat the University

of Connecticut. 7 6. The win sets the

stage for UMass' final BC^AC match, a

big doubleheader at Providence today at

1 p.m.
Dave Valdanbrini (13, 2.25 EBA) was

the starting pitcher for UMass, going up
against Mike Mancini. Both huriers

started out strong, but Valdanbrini got

into trouble in the third, giving up four

hits. A double play by the defense held

UConn to only one run.

The Minutemen got the run back in

the third, as Bruce Kingman led off with

a double and later scored on a double
play ball. UMass took the lead in the

fourth on Angek) Salustri's sok> shot

with two outs.

Valdanbrini couldn't hold the lead,

however, as UConn broke out for three
runs in the fifth. Dave Ford dealt the big

blow for the Huskies with a two run
>uble. l^at brought in Jim Gallagher,

i id the freshman pilcherrespondcu and

f^
t UMass out of tne inning.
In t! e seventh, Gallaeher made the

cardinal sin o,' walking a natter with two
outs. It was costly as Larry Keough
drilled a double, giving UConn a 5-2 lead.
^Vith Mancini pitching the way he was,
tl ings looked bleak.

Andy tk>nners led ot! the bottom of
the seventh with a pop fly to first base.
As first baseman Dave Ford was settling
under it. the wind picked up and gently
deposited the ball to Fbrd's left — base
hit Conners.
One out later, Bruce Kingman laid a

beautiful bunt single down the third
base line, putting runners on first and
third. Steve Messina then hit a base hit

to left field and it was 5-3 UConn. The
next batter Dean Bennett dropped a nice
sacrifice bunt to advance the runners.
This brought up Bruce Bnerson, who

had won Monday's game against
Fairfield with a clutch two -out single.
Could bghtning strike twice? Well, on a

12 pitch. I:>nerson hit a bolt to right

field, driving in two and tying the game
at 5^5.

Todd Comeau doubled to put runners
on second and third, bringing up Chris
Waszczuk. leading the Minutemen in

RBFs with 30. Um, make that 32. "Waz'
went for the first pitch off reliever Joe
FVaser, and banged a single to right,
putting UMass ahead 7 5 and placing
"Waz " 5 RBFs behind the UMass record
of 37 set by Boh Hansen in 1%9.
Of course, things got rough the rest of

the way. Paul TSnkham hit a home run
for UConn in the eighth, closing the gap
to 7 6. But it was in the ninth where
things really got hairy.

A one out single spelled the end for
Gallagher, going over three innings and
doing a fine jpb. Ace reliever Matt
Subocz came in, but gave up a quick
single to put runners on first and third.

After a pop out, Subocz walked the next
baiter, loading the bases with two outs.
Subocz held tough, though, getting Pete
Vincent to ground out and picking up his

4th save. Gallaghergot the win.
"It was a good, exciting, old

fashioned, college game, " said an elated
coach Dick Berquist. "The players really

showed me something. I love this

team ." So do we, coach.

('ollrih*n itaff phulo b« Jolin I>«urrttr

Umass* Dave McEntee takes a shot while teammate Mike Fiorini

looks on during the Gorillaa' 16-5 victory over Dartmouth yesterday at

Bovden Field.

Softball routs Lowell
By GERRY deSIMAS

CalteciaaSuA

1i>ie Univeraity of li>well got swelled
heads yesterday after reading of the
University of Massachusetts respect
for their team.
Out on the playing diamond, though,

UMass showed no respect and jumped
on their Massachusetts rivals for five
runs in the first inning enroute to a 7-1

romo yesterday at NOPE.
UMass, now 24-8. got six hits good

for seven runs in the first two innings
but were held to only two hits the rest
of the way by relief pitcher Sue Gehm.
The only real problem the

Minutewomen had all day was the
same old problem that haunted them
at the Atlantic 10 championships —
leaving too many baserunners
stranded.
UMass left ten runners stranded on

the basepaths, including runners on
second and third with only one out.

"We left too many runners on base
today," said head coach Elaine Sortino.
'"Riat's inexcusable. EVen if the in-

tensity level gets down (that will

happen when you are up 7 0) that is no
excuse. It will come back to kill you in

important games."
And Sortino said that the problem is

not confined to the bottom of the order
or the top or the middle but it is the
whole team.

It's a problem that UMass must
overcome.

In the first two innings, UMass
overcame everything. UMass went
through the entire batting order with
Jackie Gaw. Tina Coffin (1 RBI), and
Mary Ann Lombard! (2 RBI) getting the
hits. In the second. Sally Maher tripled

to center/left to drive in Gaw and Chris
Coughlin singled to score Maher and
give the Minutewomen a cozy 7-0

cushion.
L^hn Stockley only gave up two hits,

fanned five, and was never really

threatened at all yesterday.
Mary Ann Lombardi almost made the

play of the game in the first inning as
the Lowell leadoff batter Co Ueen O'Neil
lofted a Texas league fly into left.

Lombardi dove and got a piece of the
ball, but it bounced out of hergk>ve.
The Minutewomen take their highly

ranked show to Bridgewater State
tomorrow for another two before
closing the season with back to back
doubleheaders with Adelphi and
Springfield at home.
The junior varsity Minutewomen

dropped their first games of the yearto
Ekstem Connecticut 6-4, 6-4. Kathy
Horrigan's crew drops to 5-2.

Krista Stanton, who struck out two
in the opener, came on in relief in the
nightcap and pitched well in both
games.
UMass saw their last rally fall before

a controversial play as Michelle
Satrowski was thrown out trying to

steal home in the bottom of the sixth in

the second game. The bases were
loaded at the time with two outs.

Penn Relays are too tough
By LAURIE FISHER

reii*r<>" ^un

John Wright from the men's track

team and the six women from the

women's track team have two things in

common: they all went to the Penn
Relays last weekend with high ex

pectations and they all returned

disappointed.
All seven competitors from UMass

were eliminated in the trial heats — high

hurdler John Wright for the third year in

a row. Wright, who had broken the

school record with a time of 13.8

seconds the week before at the Boston

College Relays, ran a 14.1 to take fifth

out of nine in one of three heats.

Wright had hoped running against

faster competitors would improve his

time.
"I went with high expectations and I

think I just psychologically pushed too

hard," he said.

Although also eliminated in the trials,

the women throwers, Qizabeth Pat-

terson and Cindy Krupa, both first year
students, broke records in Pennsylvania.
Krupa threw the iavelin 133'3V4". her
personal best, and Patterson set the
school shotput record at 4ri".
The 4x400 relay team was not quite so

fortunate. The first and third leg run-
ners, Debbie Smith and Maureen
O'Reilly were hit and bumped, making it

impossible for them to separate
themselves from the field.

"It is tough to compete against top
athletes in a huge stadium, nonetheless,
I was dissappointed," womens coach
Kelekeni Banda said.

Thirty men from the mens track team
have qualified for the Eistem Inter-

collegiate Athletic Association
Championships to be held this Saturday
at Springfield College.
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Zannini says reorganization
will not hurt dorm residents

Callagtaa plMto ky lUU* Wsttera

Janitors in the Campus Center take a break Wednesday morning, sit-

ting near the video arcade room.

Statehouse approves funds for

TowerLibrary renovations
By KEN BAZINET

C«U«fteBSUf(

The Tower Library, the University of

Massachusetts' structural nemisis since its

dosing four years ago, could be fully

operative by 1985 following the approval of

furxiing by the state legislature.

Earlier this week, the House ^proved
legislation which will free $2.5 million for

the repair and rennovation of the library.

The $2.5 million was authorized in 1980,

but because of a problem in the language of

the legislation, that money was never ac-

cepted by UMass.

The current provisions, rewritten to en-

sure acceptance by UMass, now must be

approved by the Senate. Stan Rosenberg,

aide Sen. John Giver, D-Amherst, yester-

day said "there is no question (the legisla-

tion) will be approved."

According to several UMass officials,

both Giver and Rep. James Collins,

D-Amherst, have been primary movers of

the legislation.

H. Jackson LitUefield, UMass director of

facilities planning, yesterday said the

language will allow for a protective en-

trance to be contructed and for repairs of

the library's five elevators to be completed.

Improvements in the current entrance

level and the installation of multi-level

shelves are also planned, he said.

"We hope to regain full occupancy of the

library by the summer of 1985," Littlefield

said. "This will depend on the repair pro-

cess."

UMass officials would not accept the

original proposal when it became apparent

that the repairs would be long and com-

plicated, Littlefield said. The original pro-

posal would have had the library be closed

during the repair process. The new
language calls for the repairs to occtir while

the 29 story library remains open.

Students accessability will remain on a

restricted basis similar to the current

system while the library undergoes its

repairs, Littlefield said.

The brick design work will cost an

estimated $500,000 and the other im-

provements should cost from $1.5 million

to $2 million, the Springfield Morning

Union reported yesterday.

By ANNE McCRORY
CaiWgtaaSUfr

The architect of the residence hall system

reorganization plan last night denied

charges that the proposal to decrease staff

would lead to the system's reduced ability

to meet student's needs.

Joseph A. Zannini, executive director of

Housing Services, said the plan, which has

been opposed since its first draft last

spring, has since been revised by a com

mittee of students and staff to address

student needs and provide "more balance"

between the east and west sides of campus.

''Hopefully, we will have a more

responsive residence hall system (as a

result of the plan)." 2^nnini said. 'There

will be consistency in policies and training,

and also people (staff) will have a common
purpose orif concerns."

The plan calls for the replacenoent of

heads of residence (HRS) with assistant

directors who would live in one dormitory

but preside over several. Graduate

assistants would function as live- in staff in

the other dorms. The role of resident

assistants (RAs) would not change.

A survey taken of 25 colleges with

residence hall systems housing more than

6.000 students, to which 21 schools

responded, "gave data which substantiated

staffing ratios," Zannini said.

The money saved by paying assisUnt

directors $14,000 in plaee of the $10,000

salary now paid to HRs. and pajring

graduate assistants their current stipend of

$4,400 would be used to provide more in-

tensive staff training to better address

student needs. Zannini said.

"The ratio (between students and the

number of stafO is not necessarily related to

responding and the quality of that

response." he said.

Zannini also stressed increased

"professionalism" among staff which wouM
be sought under the new plan.

"With the implementation of coo

solidation. w« will have a staff with a total

approach." he said.

CoiWfUB pttoto bt KalM WslUn

Dr. Joseph A. Zannini, executive

director of Housing Services,

speaks before the Undergraduate

Student Senate meeting last night.

No current housing empbyees will be

terminated as a result of the

reorganization, as the plan will be phased in

over the next few years as current staff

leave, he said. He estimated it will be two
or three years before the entire plan is in

effect.

Zannini said staff morale concerning the

rM*w plan, which Speaker of the Senate

C'hris Sullivan said was low when the pro-

posal was introduced last year, had impn)v-

ed.

"A number of them understand the

model and the development of the model,"

he said, which has led to more "pcwitive

feeling" among the staff.

Senators also questioned the ability of

the decreased staff to handle what they

saw as an increasing number of racial in-

cidents on campus.

"That's an important issue," Zannini

said. "That's one thing we want to focus in

on."

A staff trained with an increased em-

phasis on social awareness would help to

a>mbat the pn>blem, he said.

Law Firm reacts ^positively

'

to SGA suit forSATF funds
By JOHN O'CONNELL

coikfiui surr

Student Government Associatwn (SGA)
co-President Charlene Allen last night told

the Undergraduate Student Senate a New
York law firm responded "positively" to the

chances of an SGA suit to win control of the

Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF).

A group of SGA leaders and Legal Ser-

vices Office personnel went to New York

Friday, April 29 to consult with the law

furm of Rabinowitz. Boudin and Standard on

the possibility of the suit against the

University of Massachusetts, Allen said.

"The results were positive," Alien said.

"They asked us for more information. A lot

of the things they fmd important to the case

are things we didn't even realize were

important."

Allen said this consulting session was the

first step in developing a case against the

University. She said the SGA must collect

more documentatwn of University ad-

nunistratk>n "abuse" of student funds and

consult further with the law firm before

they couW decide whether or not to actually

sue the University.

The Senate granted former SGA
President Jim Murphy $2,000 to pay fw the

consulting at their March 10 meeting.

At that time. Murphy and his assisUnt,

Bruce Levy, outlined University abuses of

funds. They accused Student Activities

Office Director Randy Donant in particular

of increasing the budget for his office at the

expense of student activities.

Levy said that both Donant and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis L.

Madson have "ignored established per-

sonnel policies" which he said guaranteed

student input into hiring and promotions at

the SAO.
Allen said last night that Rabinowitz,

Boudin and Standard "are going to give us a

deal," on the consultation fee. The firm

promised not to go over the $2,000 limit,

Allen said.

The Senate also voted last night to

designate the State Student A.uociation of

Massachusetts (SSAM) as the official

representative for UMass-Amherst student

government in lobbying for student con-

cerns in the State Legislature and dher
educational policy-making bodies.

Speaker of the Senate Chris Sullivan said a

bill has passed the state legislature that is

"designed to prevent groups from k>bbying

in the legislature unless they are

designated by their student government as

the official representative."

The senate's action will "eliminate any
legal questions" about the matter, and
strengthen SSAM's lobbying efforts,

Sullivan said.

In other business last night, the senate
tabled a motion by SGA Treasurer Eric

Nitzsche that would remove all SAO
personnel from the Summer Budgets
Committee, which allocates student ac-

tivities fees paid by students for summer
session.
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World and National News
Submarine finally

sitedby Swedes
STOCKHOLM. Sweden (AP) - A mini-

submarine was sighted yesterday in a

narrow channel off Sweden's east coast

where a hunt has been on since last week,

and the navy set off mines on the sea floor,

a naval spokesman reported.

"We don't know yet what effect the

explosions had." Comdr. Bertil Daggfeldt

said on a late-night TV newscast. But a

television reporter in the area said he saw
what appeared to be an oil sUck after the

mines went off.

Daggfeidt said the armed forces com-

mander. Gen. Lennart Ljung, authorized

the mines set off in a bay northeast of Alno
Island after military units made "optical

observations of what was undoubtedly a

mini-submarine showing the periscope."

He said the sub was seen heading north

through the narrow Alno Strait between

the mainland and the island, which is east of

the city of Sundsvall and 250 miles north of

Stockholm.

Daggfeidt said anti- submarine
helieopters were searching the area, so far

without success, "but that does not mean
that it is not lying on the bottom."

The submarine could have gotten

away," he added. "You cannot be com-

pletely sure until you get the submarine

up."

APLM«rplM>to

Students on motorbikes pass a burning barricade in Lyon, France,

during violent protests involving students and police. French medical

students have been on strike for two months to protest new regulations

affecting medical students.

Reagan waveringon nuke stance
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan said yesterday the United States

would give "serious consideration" to a new

Soviet proposal to reduce the number of

nuclear warheads in Europe.

While terming the proposal positive.

Reagan said that the sincerity of the Soviet

Union would be determined only when

negotiations over the extent of medium-

range nuclear weapons resume May 17 in

Geneva.
"We're encouraged by the fact that they

are at the table ... and have made a

proposal of their own. " Reagan said in an

interview with a group of reporters.

Reagan's comments on the offer were his

first since Yuri V. Andropov, the Soviet

leader, made his proposal in a speech

Tuesday in Moscow.

Corpses found

in steel drums
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - X-rays on

yesterday disclosed the remains of two

human bodies encased in two con-

crete sealed steel drums, one of them
leaking human blood, that were found in

Golden Gate Park, the coroner's office said.

The 55 gallon drums were not to oe

opened until after a "painstaking"

examination and fingerprinting of the

exterior of the plastic-wrapped con-

tainers. City Administrative Coroner

Joseph Surdyca said the X-rays did not

disclose whether the bodies were whole or

in pieces. No other details were disclosed.

They (the bodies) were scrunched up,"

he said. No skull was found, but the X rays

showed a forearm in one drum, and other

bones in the other. A ring and chain could

been seen in one X-ray, he said.

"Every square inch of those drums is

being painstaking examined." he said. "We
have to be very careful." Opening the

drums too quickly, he said, "would destroy

the integrity of any evidence on the out-

side."

Police said the ease was being "treated as
a homicide."

A investigation was under way to

determine if the bodies could be linked to

any missing persons. Surdyca said.

The drums were found Tuesday in a
bushy grove on the north edge of Golden
Gate Park, one of the nation's largest urban
recreational facilities.

Boston "scofflaws'

may lose Uscenses
BOSTON - For owing as little as $5 of the

$30 million Boston figures it has coming in

parking tickets, a Massachusetts motorist

could become a pedestrian.

Clerks at the sute Registry of Motor
Vehicles have been told not to renew
drivers' licenses or motor vehicle

registrations of appUcants who owe even

one Boston parking ticket. And, the

computer age is going to help.

Registrar Alan Mackey said Tuesday that

the names of Boston scofflaws are being

"flagged" in the registry computer.

Officials say this could affect as many as a

half million drivers.

Mackey said several other communities

are waiting to see how the Boston program

works before deciding whether to send in

their scoffiaw lists.

John A. Vigahano. Boston traffic and

parking commissioner, estimates there are

1.3 million unpaid Boston parking tickets,

dating back to January 1978.

He said that translates into more than

500,000 motorists who owe the city a total

of about $30 milUon, coincidentally the

amount the city expects to be thort on it*

budget.

State officialknocks
acidrain approach
BOSTON — A federal en

vironmental official said Wednesday that

it's too early to clamp controls on industry

to rid the nation of acid rain, but a state

official called the federal approach "a

travesty."

"We are dealing with a very complex

chain of circumstantial evidence," Bart

Hague, chief of environmental studies for

the Boston office of the federal Environ

mental Protection Agency said during a

panel discussion at the Statehouse on acid

rain.

"It's not a simple chain. It involves

judgment and interpretations along the

way."

Hague said the EPA plans a 10 year

research program, and while the federal

government "may embark on some type of

emissions control program while the

research proceeds." the Reagan ad

ministration first wants a connection

between industrial emissions and ackl rain

"more aolidly nailed down."

Digest
By the Associated Press
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Governor's office says

otheroptions to2'A

BOSTON - A pUn to scrap the bUI

allowing 11 communities to defer some
Proposition 2Vi tax cuts and instead allow

them to borrow from the state has surfaced

at the Statehouse. But the governor's office

reported yesterday other options also are

being considered.

"We're looking at other things, too," said

James Dorsey. press aide to Gov. Michael
Dukakis.

He declined to say what else is under
consideration. But a legislative source, who
requested anonymity, said the only options

being considered are whether the
borrowing program would take the form of

a bill or be implemented administratively.

The source said it would be possible to

hand out the loans without legislation, but

there are some technical problems.

Meanwhile. Brad Allen, spokesman for

Senate Ways and Means Chairman Chester
G. Atkins, said the proposal would allow

communities facing third-year Proposition

2Vt tax cuts to "borrow from future state

aid."

The state would float bonds to finance the

bans, he said.

Mnalargumentsgiven
in childmurderMai
CAMBRIDGE - A jury was asked

yesterday to decide if a live-in babysitter

was guilty of "extreme atrocity and

cruelty" in the death of a 3-year-old girl or

was herself a victim of abuse by the child's

father.

"Accept the challenge and speak the truth

that she beat the child to death," said

Assistant District Attorney Thomas
Drechsler in closing arguments of the

murder trial of EUzabeth Hutchinson. 31.

Ms. Hutchinson is charged with the

Seating death of Brandy Mallett. The
prosecution contends that the defendant

seriously beat the child and then flung her

down the stairs of an Everett row house on

Oct. 16. 1982.

The child died two weeks later from a

brain injury. Doctors testified her thigh

bone also was snapped in two.

The defense said the injuries were suf-

fered in a fall down the stairs.

But Drechsler told the jury the defendant

systematically beat the child.

"Elizabeth Hutchinson made the deter

mination that that child was not to live," he

said.

SJCupholds ruling

in drug search case

BOSTON — The drug conviction of

a man arrested on an assault and battery

charge but later found to have LSD in his

wallet during a jail search was upheld by

the state Supreme Court on Wednesday.

The court held that the search of the

wallet owned by the defendant, identified

as Richard E. Wilson, "was not an

unreasonable search in violation of his

rights..."

According to the opinion, Wibon was

placed in protective custody at the Amherst

campus of the University of Massachusetts

April 17, 1981. and later taken to the

Amherst police station on a charge of

assault and battery with a dangerous

weapon.
Brian Blackburn, assistant Hampshire

County district attorney, said Wilson was a

student at the school, and the arrest

stemmed from a fight in which someone else

received a knife wound.

Judge orders arrest

ofabsenteejurors
SPRINGFIELD, -A Superior Court

judge, angered over a growing absentee

rate, has ordered the arrest of Hampden
County residents who fail to show up for

jury duty.

"Tve seen this happen before, but never

in such large numbers," said Judge John

Moriarity after issuing warrants Tuesday

for the arrest of 15 absentees from the May
jury poolof 2S0.

After six of the first seven absentees

brought before him said they had never

received the proper summons telling them

to report. Moriarity directed sheriffs

deputies to "tighten up" their notificatioa

procedures.

Group vows to fight

condo conversion bill

BOSTON — A coalition vowed
Wednesday to fight a real estate industry

bill regulating condominium conversions

that an opponent says only delays the

"execution date for thousands of tenants."

An industry spokesman said the bill was
a generous one for tenants in terms of

notice of the conversions and relocation

assistance.

"The fight is far from over." Grant

Young, spokesman for the Massachusetts

Tenants Organization, said at a news
conference. 'The landk)rd-supported

legislation is weak, flawedj unenforceable

and unworkable, and will not become the

law of the commonwealth."
The coalition opposing the bill includes

legislators, and municipal, tenant and

elderly organizations.
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Sign language may no longer fulfill requirement
By TRICIA A. YACOVONE

CollegUn Staff

Faculty in the College of Arts and

Sciences (CAS) will vote by mail ballot next

week whether the American Sign Language
(ASL) course will remain an acceptable

course to fulfill the foreign language

requirement at the University of

Massachusetts.

In a vote at the annual meeting of the

College's faculty on April 13, ASL was
determined an acceptable fulfillment of the

foreign language requirement. However,

Professor Donald Gjertson of the Asian

languages and literatures department does

not agree with this acceptance and has

taken the necessary steps to obtain the

necessary signatures for a mail ballot.

Gjertson said he feels ASL is not a

foreign language at all.

"I think it is inappropriate to consider

ASL as a foreign language. My main ob-

jection is that there is no written language

(in the program), and gaining access to

foreign literature gives access to that

culture," Gjertson said.

But Geary Gravel, a teacher and in-

terpreter of ASL disagrees.

"There is a literature in American Sign

Language, a folklore that just doesn't lend

itself to being written. There is a culture

behind it," he said.

The CAS steering committee has been

investigating the credibility of ASL as a

Guaranteed Student Loans
available at local banks soon

By CHRIS FERRETTI
Colkfima SUft

Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) ap-

plications which will be available at area

banks in the next few weeks. shouW be filed

by June 30, said a spokesperson for the

University of Massachnsetts Financial Aid

Office.

Applications are reviewed by staff to

determme need. Banks award available

loan funds on a first-come, first serve basis,

Lyn Santner. assistant director of financial

aid at UMass. said recently.

"This year the deadline is set earlier to

ensure that all applications can be

processed before the fail semester begins."

she said, noting that last year over 10,000

applications were filed in the 10 person

office between June 1 and mid -July.

"It takes eight to 10 weeks for the whole

process to take place. " Santner said. "It is

better to get the application in early

because a backlog builds up once the

semester begins."

If a problem should devebp. such as the

bank being late, the office can notify the

Bursar's Office to defer the amount of the

loan from the person's bill so the bill will be

processed in time. Santner said.

To apply for a GSL. a student must
complete either a Needs Test form or a

Financial Aid Form (FAF) to determine

whether the student has a need for financial

aid. Santner said.

Last year the criteria required that an

applicant either have an adjusted gross

family income of $30,000 or less, or be able

to demonstrate financial need.

GSL applications must be submitted to a

bank that participates in the federal loan

program.
They will be reviewed by a bank loan

officer and sent to the student's school,

according to Massachusetts Higher

Education Assistance Corporation
spokesperson Carol Cane.

"The financial aid officer at your school

will determine how much you are elligible

to borrow." Cane said. "The school will

verify your enrollment and return the

application to the bank."

There is a five percent billing charge on

the loan that is paid to the federal gover

nment as an "origination" fee. Cane said.

Budget stalls Town Meeting
By MITCH ZEMEL

The second session of the 244th annual

Town Meetmg of Amherst got off to a slow

start last night, as not one article was

covered within the first two hours.

Article 10. the town operating budget,

which was first discussed on Monday night,

was the source of much controversy last

night.

At least an hour was spent on the Human
Services section of the budget. A subsec-

tion of this. Town Celebrations and

Veterans' Graves Officer, was the source

of a heated discussion.

Selectnum Edith Wilkinson made a fno-

tion to reduce the amount appropriated

from $4125 to $1125. This reduction of

$3000 was reijuested because the Select-

men did not feel that the money was need-

ed. This $3000 would go to the Fourth of

July celebration, or more specifically,

fireworks.

In the past, fireworks were funded by

private contributions. Frederick Rice, a

Town Meeting member, said that he and

his family have gone out and tried to solicit

money door-to-door. "It was not a great

deal of fun. but we feel that the Fourth is a

great celebration. We did not collect a lot of

money." he said.

Rice spoke against the motion because

many people try to collect money, but. they

are getting burned out.

Arwther Town Meeting member said

that "Fireworks receive lota of oohs and

ahs." and some of the costs should become

a town expense. He also said that charging

admission doesn't work because the

"fireworks are too high."

A standirig vote was taken, and the mo-

tion lost. 112-.%.

Four other subsections were voted on,

and all passed. $1,006,801 was ap-

propriated for highway and street

maintenance; $145,499 was appropriated

for environmental purposes; and $545,343

was appropriated for Human Services.

foreign language this semester under Dean
James Shaw, director of the CAS Infor-

mation and Advising Center (CASIAC) and

non-voting ex-officio chair of the steering

committee. He said the committee's

argument is that ASL has the attributes of

a true language.

"It is more like traditional languages than

unlike them because it is a sole means of

communication among people. It is a
vehicle for significant ideas in that it has

past, present and future: it is the fourth

most used language in this country; and it

possesses an independent structure." Shaw
said.

"I have no quibble with getting the full

faculty's feeling on the issue, but I don't

Coll«Kiaa photo b; Kmm l^mtrj

Two Central Residential College residents took time out on Saturday

for some mud wrestling;. Beth Weinstein, left, enga^s in mudslin^nir

with Sharon Spitzer.

know how fully informed they are on the

issue. The most informed people already

voted at the meeting in April," he said.

Merle Ryan, the Coordinator of Deaf

Services, said she is disappointed that the

first decision is being repealed, and fears

that people who voted in favor of ASL
originally may not do so again in the mail

balk>t.

"Faculty members nuiy overlook the

(mail) baUots because it is the end of the

semester, so only negative ballots will come
in," he said.

Gravel agreed.

"People really against it will make sure to

vote against it in this second vote, while

those who voted in favor of it before may
just throw the ballots away," he said.
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The Minuteman I, an all-terrain vehicle developed by UMass

engineering students, cruises through the Campus Pond recently. The

vehicle is now headed to a national competition in Maryland.

UMass' all terrain vehicle

enters contest in Maryland
By CHRIS FERRETTI

( oilegiM sun

After having made its maiden voyage in

the Campus Pond during Friday's Charter

Day celebrations, the Minuteman I travels

today to compete in a nationally sponscM^d

engineering contest hosted by the

University of Maryland.

The Minuteman I. an all ter. Mn vehicle

that can float on water and climb steep hills,

is the product of a five month project by 1

1

University of Massachusetts mechanical

engineering students.

"A group of us heard about this contest

and wanted to enter. Its the first time for

the University to be entered in this con

test." said senior Doug Hammer, a native of

Marhlehead.

The annual contest is sponsored by the

Society of Automotive Engineers (S.A.E.)

as a forum for students to design and

construct an all terrain vehicle given the

restraints of cost, safety and weight.

The project was sponsored Dy donations

from the dean of the School of Engineering.

the Southern New England Chapter of the

S.A.E.. and Tau Beta Phi. the University

engineering honor society.

Don Scott, the head of the mechanical

engineering shop where the vehicle was
constructed, said, "They are a sharp group.

I did not have to show them much, they are

very quick to learn. It's a great feeling to

watch this project take place."

The contest will take place over two days

beginning Thursday. The vehicle will

compete with entries from 49 other schools

in seven events: maneuverability, hill

climb, water race, drag race, braking test,

faculty advisor race, and an endurance

race.

"The endurance race is the big one— that

is why the contest is called the "Mini Baja

East." It is a 15 mile race that will test the

limits of the vehicle, said sophomore Russ

Hammer.
"We took it on the pond on Friday af

temoon to see if it would Hoat. It gave us a

chance to run circles around the S.S. UMass
and to chase the ducks," said his brother

Doug.
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Music dept. honors students

for excellence in achievement
By MICHELE DOLAM

Collcffiaa Corrfapondent

The Music Department at th« University of

Massachusetts presented scholarship awards to music

majors who have demonstrated excellence in their field at

a convocation Tuesday in Bezanson Recital Hall.

"We start the school year with a convocation to in-

troduce students to th'. department and end the school

year with an honorary convocation to honor graduate

students and graduating seniors." Music Department

Chairman Charles Bestor said yesterday.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey addressed the seniors at

the convocation, where 41 of the music department's 250

students received scholarship awards. Some scholarships

were newly awarded while others were renewed from
previous years.

"About a third of our student body have scholarships of

one kind or another," Bestor said. "We award them in

every field that we offer degrees. They vary in monetary
value and go towards payment of tuition."

The Howard M. Lebow Scholarship, the Chancellor's

Talent Award and other music scholarships were

presented to undergraduates. The Howard M. Lebow
Scholarship, a scholarship worth almost a full year's

tuition, was presented to George Weremchuk and Kurt

Phinney for their musical talent.

"It's awarded to the music major who demonstrates the

highest standard of artistic achievement, " Bestor said.

The recipient is elected by the entire music faculty. The
two winners were a result of the tie vote this year.

Both recipients are now in theu- junior year at UMass.

Bestor said that Phinney, a composer and pianist, very

successfully had two of his own compositions performed at

the University recently.

Weremchuk is the principal saxophonist ui the

University Wind Ensemble and a member of the

University's best saxophone quartet. Bestor miH

I'he award nonors the late Howard M. Lebow, an in-

ternationally known pianist who was a faculty member at

UMass. The scholarship was set up in his memory after an

unexpected death. The award has been given annually

since 1970.

"It's the most important award the department gives to

one of its students," Bestor said. "Some of the most

successful graduates that were in the music department

from the University have held it while they were here,"

Bestor said. The Chancellor's Talent Award is given to

incoming freshmen, but is occasionally given to upper

classmen, Bestor said.

Performing talent and excellence are the criteria for this

award.

"Everybody's admitted to the department on the basis of

their performing talent," Bestor said. The music depar-

tment's scholarship selects the recipients of the award.

Gwynne Cushing, John Drohan, Edwin Fisher, Steven

Hilt, Lisa Lasson and Susan Metzger won the award.

Jill Mongeau. Lisa Parent. Susan Ramsey, Joseph
Rodgers and Brian Yankee were additional recipients.

Other music scholarships presented at the convocation

were also chosen by the scholarship committee. They
range from a few hundred dollars to $1,000, Bestor said.

Stawn Barber, Francine Broughton, Judith Bruneau,

David Campbell, Todd Campbell, Sheila Connor, Robert
D'Ambrosio, Susan Fontaine, Amy Gates, Susan Hatfield,

Jane Hirshberg and Ekimund Jones were among the

students winning these awards.

Howard KaU. Carol Kropewnicki, Albert Lamoureux,

Peter Levesque. Kathehne McGarry, John Maik>y

Carolyn Oakley, Joan Palermo, Faith Patterson. Joseph

Perednia. Julie Pratt, Gina Puccetti, Stacey Winkley. Ken
Wolff and Alan Van Tol also won scholarships. The music

department offers majors in performance, theory com-

position, vocal or instrumental music education. Afro-

Amenran music, and vocal or instrumental jazz.

Syphilis research
needs more funds

By ERIC LEHAN
Collcfian ('oireipondfnt

A University of Massachusetts researcher has just

completed a federal grant proposal of nearly $500,000 to

further his research of the syphilis-causing bacteria,

Treponoma Pallidum.

Dr. Charles D. Cox, researcher and former head of the

UMass microbiology department, said that such grant

proposals are not unusual but he is concerned, as are many
researchers, that the money will not be granted.

"Bioscience research takes a lot of money," said Dr. Cox.

"What we are working with is not cheap."

Despite standard procedures to detect and treat syphilis,

little is known about the human body's immunological

response to the pallid corkscrew-shaped T. Pallidum

bacteria.

Research by Dr. Cox in 1974, showed the syphilis-causing

bacteria to be capable of oxygen intake, a fact which

contradicted the widely held belief that T. Pallidum was

incapable of survival in oxygen.

Syphilis, sometimes known as "the great masquerader"

because of its ambiguous symptoms, occurs in three

stages. In the first stage, a canker sore may appear. In

the second stage, a rash, spots, or hair loss may occur. The
most harmful effects occur in ths systemic infection of the

third stage where heart disease, blindness, or death may
occur.

"Most bacteriological diseases have a hypersensitivity

that goes with them, " Cox said in an interview Friday.

"The same immunological system which protects us in

some cases can also be injurious to us."

Since T. Pallidum has so far defied attempUat artificial,

or in vitro, cultivation, the bacteria is usually obtained by

extraction from infected rabbit testes.

Successful in vitro cultivation of T. Pallidum may lead to

an understanding of the immunok>gical mechanisms in-

volved and may ultimately lead to the development of a

syphilis vaccine.

Cox said one of the problems facing resear-

chers—inconsistency of federal funding for basic research

projects—makes persistent research of one subject dif-

Gcult.
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Campus Center/Student Union
Board of Governors

is acceptin^^ applications for the following

coordinator positions:
Governors Program Council
University Store Retail Service
Food Services
Sp>ace Economic Development
Finance
Special ProjcHJts

Public Relations
Conference Services/Accomodations
Display
Building Operations
Vendor Certification

Jobs begin Sept. 1983
Applications available in Campus Center 817
Deadline Thursday. May 12. 1983. 4:00 pm
Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer

GOODBYE WINTER
HELLO SPRING!

Hair will remain short

this season, color and
volume very important

Highlights, lowlights. bobs.

root perms. these are just

the start Call us now at -

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
"We are a cut above the rest"

Hyper Marche Mall

RtSHadley, MA 586 4551
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UN'VtRSlTY OF MASSACHUSETTS *T AMHLKST

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
A Benefit Pops Concert

by

CLEVELAMD^
SYMPHOnY^f^
ORCHESTRA

and

Victor

BORGE
C DtidiK I inq plav inq and ha\ inq f iin

Wednesday. May II 8 PM
Tickets SIS. 13. II - On Sale NoW
(UMass. Hamp. Smith, MHC '/t price)

Box Orrice Noon to 4 p m
(413) S4S 2SI I Matt«rcard Vim Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

H^^MQ^n oisie
TONIGHT MAY 5

GREEK WEEK
DANCE PARTY

Fomerly scheduled at Kappa Sig. DJ's
by Rack-A-Dl8C. APM.

Frat or sorority with most members
present at midnight wins 25 free passes

to the Stompers
at the Hangar May 12th.

Let's party

Free Admission

Fri May 6

Hottest New Boston band

November Group
2 for 1 drinks till 10

$3.00

Sat May 7

James Montgomery
also Peter Newland £r friends

18 €r older with ID 253 2280

BUDGCT TRRVCL SRVCRS

PARIS-LONDON
flMSTCRDAM

nnv way round trip

Amsterdam^209...f418

London
frorr

212 '410

Paris 7*249 '479

Cl€€ COUNCIL TRflVCL

(617)497-1497
1278 Mass. Avp.. Harvard Square. Cambridge, MA
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All evil to be cleansed from country

through disasters, spiritual leader says
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

I oilcpan Staff

Rolling Thunder, a Native American spiritual leader,

spoke of "spiritual cleansing" at a press conference last

night in advance of his appearance Friday at the Fine Arts

Center at the University of Massachusetts.

"Been having any storms?" Rolling Thunder asked.

He nodded at reports of recent storms in the area.

"First the blessed storms to settle the smog. Not like

the desert. I don't wish anyone bad luck. If they don't

clean it up, the Great Spirit will."

"Mother Earth has a way of cleansing herself," Rolling

Thunder said.

Rolling Thunder cited the volcanic eruption of Mt. St.

Helens in Washington as the first of 17 volcanic eruptions

due on the West Coast as a means of cleansing our society.

As part of this cleansing, Rolling Thunder said that

there will be floods follow«i by droughts and 30 feet of

snow in places like Florida that do not usually get snow.

Rolling Thunder said that he is now travelling to spread

this word. He usually lives at Meta Tantay, the community

he helped found in the Nevada desert.

"People said that we wouldn't last six months out there.

We've been there for seven years now.

The funds raised from Rolling Thunder's speaking

engagements goes back to Meta Tantay to feed the 40 peo-

ple who currently live there, Mike Thor, one of Rollirig

Thunder's aides said.

The credit for the Indians' survival in the desert is at-

tributed in part to their technology, which Rolling

Thunder said is superior in many ways to our nrwdem

technology.

"The experts said that we couldn't grow anything out

there. We've fired the experts. We're growing turnips

that won't fit into a gallon bucket, " Rolling Thunder said.

Part of the problem with modem technolpgy is the type

of thinking that goes on behind it, according to Rolling

Thunder.
"Anything that modem num creates will be imperfect

because their minds are already chittered up. Ancient man
was a clear thinker," Rolling Thunder said.

"There were no wheels then. Anything created didn't

pollute or destroy. They could move 20 ton boulders

together so that a knife blade couldn't be inserted between

them," Rolling Thunder said.

When 15 years old Rolling Thunder built his first house,

where he lived by himself, he said. Up until several years

ago he worked as a railroad engineer. He said he drew

complaints from co-workers at that job because he would

stop the train to give food to hi)lx>s that had hitched rides

on the train.

Fiddling with a corn cob pipe during the press con-

ference, Rolling Thunder said that he does not smoke
marijuana.

"I smoke this," he said, fumbling with a store-bought

pouch of tobacco. "It's called 'Five Brother' and it's the

strongest tobacco you can buy. There's only four brothers

now; one of them couldn't take the stuff," Rolling

Rolling Thunder, an American Indian

spiritual leader, spoke of his prophesies during

a recent press conference as a preview of his

speech at the University of Massachusetts

tomorrow.
Thunder said, laughing.

The American political system bothers Rolling Thunder.

He said that America is the only industrial country that

does not supply free medical treatment and education to

its people. Rolling Thunder said the govemment instead

spends nwney on supporting dictators in places like

Guatenuda.

"I make the most f)owerful medicine in the world, speak

ing modestly," Rolhng Thunder said. "I have a

medicine...three drops of it makes a person unable to

speak. I'm saving that medicine in case I ever go to

Washington, D.C. Every time some politician says

'atomic' this or 'nuclear' that, I'm going to put some on

their tongue," he laughed.

Summer courses

can offer students

something special
By MICHAEL HOTALING

CollrKian ('orrrapomlcnt

Instead of simply relaxing at the lieach or working at a

tedious job this summer, students may broaden their

horizons while getting University of Massachusetts course

credits through the Division of Continuing Education.

Courses for both major and core requirements, as well

as non-credit courses, will be offered by 52 departments in

two six week sessions beginning June 7 and July 19.

Preregistration began Monday and will continue through

May 23 for the first session and July 1 for the second.

Courses cost $55 per undergraduate credit with a $45

summer session fee.

This summer, an attempt is being made to offer courses

off-campus. Two Economics 103 and 104 courses will be

offered on Martha's Vineyard.

"In this way we hope to help students working in hotels

and restaurants in the area," said Angel G. Ramirez, coor-

dinator of credit courses at the Division of Continuing

Education.

In the Boston area, three education courses will be
available.

"These courses are possible because members of the

faculty live in these areas for the summer," Ramirez said.

A variety of non-credit workshops will also be available,

including several new programs, according to Honore
David, manager of non-credit programs at UMass.
The Hitchcock Center in Amherst and the UMass Divi-

sion of Continuing Education will combine efforts to offer

a White Mountains ecology weekend. An introduction to

early American decorative arts will be available through a
cooperation with Old Deerfieid Village.

"The non-credit program allows people to sample topk»
of possible interest," David said. She said p>opular pro-

grams in the past include aerobics, test preparation and
mixology.

"Last summer I took a non-credit workshop in swimm-
ing training which I really enjoyed," said Jean Slosak, a
junior anthropology major. 'This year I'm interested in a
math course for auditing in order to get my GRE
(Graduate Research Examination) scores up."

"I'd like to take an exercise course in tennis or

running," said Bill Lamothe, a graduating political science

major. "I'll be in the area this summer and I'd like to get

in shape."

APPLICATIONS
are now being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
sitions:• It

Associate Mana^nf^r Editors (5),

Associate Executive Editor, Associate Sports

Editor, Associate News Editors (2), Associate Arts

Editor, Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black

Affairs Editor, Associate Photo Editor, Assistant

Photo Editors (4), Day News Editors (3), Copy
Editors (5), Layout Technicians (5), Librarian,

Drivers, Training Coordinator,

Cable News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18

Apply in person to Rm. 113 Campus Center

The CoUegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer

x^i^x^.
L

BARSELOTTI s
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Thursday Night Specials
DOWNTOWN AMHERST

$1.00 off any name Pitcher of beer

with this coupon
DONT FORGET OUR FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR

WITH MORE FOOD THAN EVER!

I

SUMMER SALE!!!
SPEAKERS a" sale speakers less than

200/pair (demo's only)

EQUIPMENT
10% OFF all new &• used electronics

(week of 5/5/83 - 4/14/83, withthisadomvi

TAPE
Max UDXLII C-90. . 2.99 @/34.00 case 12

TDK SA-90. . .2.75 @/26.50 case 10

(Oring <n your repairs nowlQv^• FREE pick up Ef delivery

(to campus or'.ly) ,

• FREE estimates ^^
• 48 hr service ^^^

available i^:?f^^.u

Beat the last week
rush - get

your stereo

repaired in time

for summer fun

rut x<>*n • Miitrt

UNDERGROUND SOUND, INC.

253-9507 71 No Pleasant Amherst
(arro'i'i I'll sli" It from the tifc S>i<tioi0
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^o^thQmpto^
Q shopping event .'

NOW
OPEN

ir@\iv^

CHONA
Henry CretIieI

WiUiwEAR Men
DanieI HecIiter

RiiFFiNi

BRirish KliAki

CONTLMPORARY
FASHION FOR MEN
NOW opcN SuwdAy 12-^

M

Si
Festive air

and cozy cafes

lure customers

in places like

Northampton. . .

>

//

Valkyre

$35.00

?"d FLOOR
THORNES MARKET
150 MAIN STREET NORTHAMPTON

reg - $52.00

excellent cushioning with good flexibility in

Nike's top of the line woman's shoe.

/""^^ Runner Shop
114 Main St., Northampton

Mon-Sat 9:30-5

586-1971

DYNAMITE
RECORDS

Regular
Spring Tapa

itiHtPric—itirit

[TDK-SA 90 - $2.

lAXELL-UDXL II

->3.00

fSO/cata of 12

w buy LPt 1

wmmmmmmsmmmmmmmmmm
*^Look what^s

bert<>

Kitchen Hours 11:30 A Mil 30 I" M
??3 Pleasant SI . Nor;hamplon

584-0204

cooking**

PIZZA OUR SPECIALTY
CHICKEN - SPAGHETTI
ORDERS PUT UP TO TAKE OUT S

^O0OOO00O0O0OOOO0OOOOOOO0O0OOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOO0Q0QQO0OOQO»0 Q 00 <'009g ^<>^^H0.MQ(l<>M<lg90t0<l8n
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363 Main St. Amherst
Larg^e Mushroozn Pizza

for only $5.60
(2 free sodas upon request)

Call 2BB.IUM7

Newslines .

.

iSiMitiiS&iif^Mk^i

FISH DINNER

Our Famous Batt»r-Otpi>«tf

Flll*t« English Style -
Served **ith French Fries, or

2 F.r <5.95M
Baked Potato. Cole Slaw. Roll & Butter ,,„y,p „ A.M.terM. C

SWEET & SOUR CHICKEN

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Sweet & Sour Chicken In

jeltcious tempura batter
served with trench fries,

coleslaw, rolls & butter

mriTiiiscoifON

$498
fl«o«« pimfni coupon <ntt»r,

orrf*ftn«
Coupon Eip"** fi '• '**J

SOVniUMllMC

Sun.Thurs.

7 a-m.-S •»"

FH.4S«t.
24 Hour*

CAMPUS SHOPPINQ PLAZA

nlii||lai)r

SKMtOA crrucM
OtSCOUMTt
IMSCOUWTt
].«PM 20%

MX OTX«H TIMtt 10%

im. t, NAOunr. 28«-Mttl

League of Women Voters to

holdbooksale on common
The Amherst League of Women Voters will hold its 35th

Annual Booksale at the Amherst Town Common today.

Friday, and Saturday. The sale will run from 9 a.m. until

6:30 p.m. today and Friday, and between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Saturday.

Donated books will be collected at Louis' Foods, Price

('hopper. Heritage Savings Bank, the Munson Memorial

Library, the North Amherst Library, and the Mercantile

in the Amherst Carriage Shops.

BoardofRegents chairman to

addressFaculty Senate today

James R. Martin. Chairman of the Massachusetts Board

of Regents, will speak today at the Faculty Senate

meeting.

In other business expected today, the Academic Matters

Council will recommend new courses in the areas of

education, food and research economics, sociology, and

Hebrew. The Graduate Council will also recommend new
courses in the same areas, and in food science and

nutrition, forestry, microbiology, psychology, and public

health.

Other topics for discussion include: the by-law change,

concerning General Eklucation. which will be read; the

Library Committee will present a special report urging the

University administration to increase library funding.

The Rules Committee will present a special report in

volving I'niversity involvement with South Africa. Special

reports will also be presented by the Ad Hoc Comnuttee

and Academic Matters concerning the Junior Writing

Program and increasing access to majors. The meeting

will be held at 3:30 p.m. in Room 120. in the School of

Management. _ j^^j^y ANNE BEEN

WMUA will broadcast talk

by nuclear freeze activist

A s[>eech by Randall Kehler. thf national r«Kir<iinator (»f

the Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaijjn. will U- lir<»adca.st

on WMUA. 9M KM, tonight at 6 p.m.

Kehler spoke Saturday in N<)rthamptt)n at a fundraiser

1 sponsored by the Western Massaihusetts office of the

I
American Friends Service Committee.

Faculty to debate failure

ofmanagement in America
The School of Management will sponsor a faculty debate,

titled "Failures in Management of American Institutions"

at 8 p.m. tonight in Room 120 of the School of

Management.

The debate, which will be moderated by Prof. Robert E.

McGarrah, will include Professors Leonard A. Rapping.

Deirdre A. Ling. A. Elliott Carlisle. Jay Demerath,

Charlotte K. Spivak. and Linda G. Lockwood. director <A

the Honors Program.

Annual Video ArtFestival

winners recently announced

The Union Video Center and the University of

Ma.ssachusetts Arts Council recently announced the

winners of the Fourth Annual Video Art Festival.

Lewis Schoenbrun took first place in the documentary

category with his tape, titled "Reaching from the Silence."

W. Keith Setterlund won the avant garde category

competition with "Dark Glass." and Jason Kliot took top

honors in the narrative category with "Glances: 14th

Street."

Frisbee tournament to highlight

today 'sStudent Union sale

An Ultimate Frisbee tournament, food raffle and

merchandise sale will highlight the first annual Student

Union Sale, to be held in front of the Student Union today.

The event was rescheduled for today after it was can-

celled because of rain yesterday

.

Student run businesses will be selling their products at

the sale between 10 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The Frisbee

tournament will take place at the Boyden field.

Student run businesses that will be participating in the

sale will be College Auto Repair, the Collegian, Est-

thfoods. the Outing Club. People's Market, the Recycling

Project, snackbars from residential areas, the Sporting

Goods Co-op, Student Notes and Printing Service. Union
Records Unlimited, and the Valley Women's Voice.

1963 GRADUATES

YEARBOOK INFO

The 1983 INDEX will be ready for delivery or distribution in

the Fall.

If you would like a copy of it sent to you please send the

form below, along with $2.50 for postage and handling.

to: INDEX, 103 Campus Center, UMass

If you are going to be in the area during the fall, you can

come to the office to pick up your copy free of charge.

I Name !

I I

' Permanent Address (Fall) I

I.D.#

Make checks payable to INDEX

103 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003
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Now iN Srock

^ /05^ COnVERSE

BOLLES SHOES
8 MaIm St.

ACROSS From tIie commom

2$7-y$98 opcN Mom - Sat 9:00 - $:50

y

/cvc\>^

89 Main St, Amherst
256 0880

Behind the Cheese Shop
and Valley Farnns Dairy Shop
9000000C

Authorized Dealer

FUJI

NISHIKI

Sales, Service

Rentals

• 3 speeds

• 10 speeds

• accessories

starting at $7.00/ day

Scholl Exercise Sandals
the patented sandal

Cool comfort from sculptured
European beachwood
fo«m-cushioned straps In

light or Ja'K-tonad wood
and strap colors that go
ewarywhera. *^ith

everything

Regular Scholl's Sandals $12.99
with this coupon expires 5/17

J

Bic Pens 19*

5-Subject Notebook
150 sheet Reg. $2.29 now V 1 .29

3-Subject Notebook 120 sheet $1.19

I

50"OFF
j

I
all tanning lotions in stock I

j^^^^^^^^witM^s^ougon expires B^l^.^.^..^,J

CAMBRIDGE DIET
available at COLLECE

DWG 4 MAM STUEH MMtKl. Rw» 253-2523

9 « ' kO»1% M S>1 »-3 Suf

Qpm
^^C MJuLui quAUry • ^mtnLt you wut

tiayijui

/^oLiecrive2f6'642s
K^opies
H0URS.tI-P3"

L^ ^

2SMPLijuAjtrSz,Aw^ewr

•THESIS QUALITY

:*£DUCT10N5

XS
-!!^-

<^^ I'liS^
<••••• I <•••••• •%V.

Great Spring

SALE!
Clothing Jewelry

Chinese Shoes

20% off all Bedspreads

20 - 40% off selected Clothing

30% off selected Jewelry

Daily 10 AM 6 PM

Use the BUS STOP out f^cn-

gr^al mft* • great prtren

MEI2CANTILE
AMHERST CA:»'RIAGE SHOPS t

w^^^^wwwwi^^^:^www^w^^ww^mw^%^

Remember...
When patronizing our advertiserR,
make sure to tell them that you saw
their ads in the Collegian.

. :'.•. •;•:•. •:•:-.

.<.-'> .'»' .'»•

.

•V. ••;.•• sv. •.;.•• "•••'

•-•.p -•-•.

Summertime & the Reading gets easy
with !4 price new books to take

your mind traveling, gardening, fantasizing,

or wherever your heart desires.

/>
't/fe ^ddbiofif^mtp

tmm AT HM/

•k Great Graduation Gifts

* Always paying cash for current texts

71 N Pleasant St., Amherst 256-6498

(across from Louis Foods) Open Mon-sat 10-6/

Thesis Paper
Typewriter Ribbons
& Typing Paper

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Commencement
IS coming T

Join the excitement in the Collegian'^

Commencement special to be handed out

to jH'Aduates and relatives

during Commencement '83

in Alumni Stadium May 28. 1983

Reserve your space now!

Call 545-3500 for deUiU* *
\^*i^*^^^*^<t*t.***,>^*'.^*^.**Ki^*<'*vJ»^.^*^»*

•

%

MAY
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL

Beck's Bottles
2 for 1

plus our original

twofers cuid hers d'oevres

7 days 7 nights
4-6 pm 10-midnight

Prop>er ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

263-6141

Attention

Amherst

I Merchonts

reserve your

space

Afor the speciol

NOVI

Memo to UMass Faculty I

We would appreciate your i

Course Book order for the sum- |

mer or fall semester. It will be
given our prompt efficient and
loving attention.

miSSISSIPPlt
MUDD

MISSISSIPPI MUDD
Fudge Brownie

English Toffee

Baseball Nut

Strawberry Shortcake

Gold medal Ribbon

Blackberry Custard

Cherry Bon Bon

••:•;• .%•? ••;•:• • • e

V ss ss DC V^c '0 oe e»ac' a /j""ti, .o

v C-oco a'e a'^O C'^oco a'e ^ .^«> •"•fl' '->

>. If' c o-s foco a'e "Dec

• •(tin HoAe*"! Mo't o< •^•l fO« >a-9 <• ef«t»n 'o«

Peach
Chocolate Cheesecake

Coconut Alomond Fudge

Banana's n' Strawberry

Rainbow Shertwt

Orange Sherbet

Jungle Fruit Sherbet

and many more

BASKIN-ROBBINS

ICE CREAM STORE
28 Main St., 253 9774

Store Hrs 11 am 10 pm
across from the common

Pointers
Recruiting on

campus Monday
May 9, 1983

For more info

call your

Student

Information Ctr.
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We all forgot

Kent State
Yesterday marked the thirteenth anniversary of

the shooting of four students at Kent State

University in Ohio. This paper carried no mention

of the event. The day itself was another cloudy and rainy

day, a day in which most students were beginning the final

push for semester's end. It's rather ironic that both this

newspaper and the campus itself on the whole ignored this

tragic footnote in our nation's history, a footnote which

symbolized the violence, the turmoil, and the student in-

volvement in the upheavals which some argue changed the

very face of this country. But just how much have we

changed since that fatal day some thirteen years ago?

Ask any student organizer or leader and Uiey'll tell you

we are smarter, more well organized, a group which on

John F. Hudson
the whole has adjusted to the political process and learned

how to play the game. These types of students are fine but

are just about as representative of the "average " student

as UMass is the real world.

Ask that so-called "average" student how they feel

about issues, about Reagan and the education cuts, about

El Salvador and our gn>wmg military presence in Central

and South America, about the E.P.A. and its prostitution

of our environment — just ask.

In most cases. I would venture to say at least 80 percent,

they'll look at you, scratch their heads and shrug their

shoulders in an indifferent, casual way.

Now ask them about the Bruins or Celtics, finals, or how
drunk they got last Saturday night. Ask them what they

think about DC. food or lousy bus service, classes or their

latest drug experience.

Watch their eyes light up. listen to the animated conver-

sation, the arguments they present, the way they plead

with you and try to convince you that Yaz has one more

teason left in him, or how they have that summer job lined

up, or that great bash that's coming up on Friday night at

Brittany Manor.
Since Kent State we have changed. Students have

become more self-centered, selfish and apathetic. Dying

peasants in El Salvador or nuclear pn)tesLs in Europe are

about as real to most students as Spiderman or Theodore

"Beaver" Cleaver.

The obvious question has to be why? Why have students

lost the vigor, the intensity, the commitment they so

fervently displayed in the tumultous nineteen-sixties?

Economics, as usual, played a large part in the

metamorphasis. Times are tougher. Money is tight. Jobs

must be secured. Conversely, in the sixties many of the

student protesters were pretty well insulated from the

worid. They were white, middle or upper class, protesting

for civil-rights they already had, economic justice they

already enjoyed, and an end to the war which left them
unscathed within the safety of their college campuses. An
idyllk picture of the protesters has been drawn for us by

many historians which isn't necessarily true. Yet for all

their drawbacks they did change the "world", they did

make a difference.

Aside from economics, who is to blame for this malaise?

A select few at UMass have such an overwhelming com-

mitment to their education and/or the financing of their

schooling, that they just don't have the time to become in-

volved. It is not those that are at fault.

It is those that selfishly deny their own responsibility to

work for postitive social change who are at fault.

Ironically, it is those same st-.jdents who will complain

the loudest when they are drafted to fight Reagan's war in

Central America. They will bitch when tuition goes up. but

forego involvement in any protest against it.

The sad part is that all will pay if more students do not

commit themselves to work against the forces which

threaten our rights, our futures and our very lives. Yet
with a little more work, these threats can be battled and

can be stopped. At Kent State they died for what they

believed in.

Would you?
John F. HwUton w Oie Collegian Execidive Editor

EDITORIAL/OPINION

r
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Letters-

J.

Another question ofjudgement

To the Editor:

This letter is in response to the artkle "The King Is

Usurped", which appeared in the April 26 issue of the

Colkgiam. We realize that everyone is entitled to their

own opinion, but the implications made b^ the reviewer

in reference to the success of Evelyn King s performance

were absolutely preposterous.

First of all, it is impossible to measure the depth of a

performance on the basis of supposed data derived from

the response of an audience. It is not feasible to deter

mine the appreciation level of an entire audience in this

manner because people enjoy music in various ways.

Some like to "get into" the music, while others prefer to

sit back and give the performer their undivided attention

so that they can completely appreciate them. This doesn't

mean the latter enjoy the performance any less than the
others, nor does it mean that they are in some way
disappointed with the performance.

In regard to the reviewer's statement about the

greater response of the crowd to Soulsooic Force than to

Ms. King, there is a simple explanatk>n. The music of

these performers is of different lyrical denomination.

Soulsonic Force's music has a "rap" type of structure

which would inevitably generate more crowd in-

volvement than Ms. King's music which is more con

servative.
, ,, ^. ,

Ancther debatable issue is the question of Ms. Kmg s

talent as a vocalist. According to the reviewer, "her voice

is not exceptional" and she has only a "hint of a good

voice". From these statements coupled with her praise of

King's ability to dance, one can safely conclude that she

feels without this "saving grace", her career as a top

vocalist wouM be unsalvageable. This is an absolutely

absurd hypothesis about a young woman whose singing

talents evoked the interest of the legendary Stevie

Wonder (who was affiliated with the productwn of her

first album) or perhaps in the reviewer's eyes. Stevie

Wonder has only mediocre talent.

For your information. Ms. King has been successful

with several of her albums and that without the aid of her

entertaining dance repetoire. This is a more accurate

mechanism of talent measurement. After all. no one buys

a record on the basis of a performers ability to dance. For

if that were the case, any record recorded by Ginger

Rogers and Fred AsUire would have been legendary

gold!

Wendy A. Ward
Jttdi-Anne Johnson

Amherst

How's this for reliability?

To the Editor:

In his recent letter. Evolution i$ a Fact, Mr. Sahaney
accuses me of being the president of a club of ignorance.

Many things were said with which I would like to take

issue, but space does not permit, and so I would like to

respond to his point that the Bible is equal in character to

Aesop's Fables.
It seems to me that Mr. Sahaney needs to do some

homework of his own. There are significant differences

between Aesop's Fables and the Bible. Firstly, Aesop's

Fables is a book of fictk>n and makes no claims to be
historically based. The Bible, however, was written by
real people who actually existed and claimed to be

eyewitnesses to the events they were reporting. The
Bible has been confirmed as a historical book time and
again by both archaelogy and scholarly textual criticism.

So I will not again be accused of ignorance here is an
example:

V Plato wrote from 427 347 BC. The earliest copy we

have of his writing is dated at 900 AD. That's a time span

of 1200 years from the original and the oldest available

copy, and yet no one questions the account of Socrates

death as historical. The New Testament was written by

eyewitnesses from 40-110 AD and the earliest copy we
have is dated at 125 AD. or a time span of just 25 years.

I'd say that's a little better than 1200. A second test for

reliability is to see how many manuscripts exist. We have
only 7 copies of Plato's Tetralogies, and yet have no less

than 24,000 copies of the New TesUment. To quote F. F.

Bruce, a scholar on books of antiauity, "There is no body
of ancient literature in the world which enjoys such a

wealth of good textual attestions as the New Testament."
Finallv. I should say that I never sakl that science was

just philosophical assumption. What I did say was that
we must not arbitrarally overrule the poasibQity of the
supernatural if the facts lead us in that directwn.

Brian Kellcy

Amherst

All lathered up over HAIR
To the Editor:

It's pretty disappointing that such a powerful per-
formance as HAIR (Southwest. 4/26 4/28) could have
been reviewed so poorly by the Collegian. The reviewer
wrote about the expenses and crowd attendence of the
show, yet failed to even mention any of the actors or
members of the crew. After seeing the show three times
it is obvious to me, and I think I can speak for many
others, that a k>t of time and effort went into the
production.

The song and dance numbers were absolutely won-
derful not to mention the actors' ability to keep the
audience snuling and tapping their feet. They are a group
of gifted young actors and actresses who have a very
bright future ahead of them in theater. I think you could
have at least revealed to us, the adoring audience, the

names of these superb actors. The roles of Claude,
Berger, Sheila, and Woof were particularly outstanding
and unfortunatelv my letter alone cannot express the

gratitude we UMass students feel for having been
privileged with such unique talent.

Perhaps now you will write a recU review of the

Orchard Hill production of HAIR which will credit the

actors and congratulate Larry Cox for putting together

such an awesome and memorable production. But if you
won't, then I guess we'll all just have to stand taller and
clap louder at the next performance to show these people

our true appreciation.

Stefanie Schmall
Amherst

Editors Note: "Hiia iwu not a review. It tuaa a feature

article designed to bring the efforts of the UMass Music

Theater Guild to light. Reviews always appear on the

Arts page.

If no cable TV; Reshaping our contact with S.Africa

rU watch free
One morning recently, I woke up, looked at the

ceiling, and found myself with an incredible desire

to run downstairs and turn on the television.

I ran down the stairs, tripped on a loose piece of gold

carpeting and almost went head first through the front

door. While lying on my back collecting my thoughts and

trying to see tf I had any broken bones, I looked over at the

clock on the table next to the couch and saw it was just

past 11 a.m.

This meant it was a.) time for "The Price is Right" and

b.) a good excuse to blow off my 11:15 class and just lay

around the house for a while.

"The Price is Right" next to "Late Night with David

Letterman" it is just about my favorite show.

Scott Hersey
I was quivering with anticipation as I reached for the on-

off button.

Bob Barker, Johnny Olson, and the endless variety of

pricing games were just moments away. I could sit and

play along. Guess on the games and even see if I could win

the famous "The Price is Right Showcase."

But nothing came on. I sat and stared at the static. I

quickly flipped the channel, hoping that it was only that

one station that was out. But no matter where I turned to,

only endless gray static stared back.

The inevitadble had happened. The cablevision had been

shut off.

I couldn't believe it. What was I going to do?

I'm a TV-aholic you see. As soon as I get home, I turn on

the tube. My roommates and I eat dinner every night in

the living room in front of the set. On nights when I have

no money, I'm perfectly happy to sit at home and watch

whatever is on.

What would I do without cable? This meant no

M'A'S'H during dinner. I meant no great, clear recep-

tion. It meant no movie channel. And worst of all, it meant

no Bruins playoffs.

How would I live without cable? The answer is pretty

well.

If there is one word I would use to describe the cable

company, it's sleazy.

I first realized this when I came back from New Year's

and turned on Channel 56. It was gone. And in its place

was a message stating that recent federal rulings had

nuuie it too expensive to carry certain stations. There was

no warning that they were g^oing to take the station off

and even worse, there was no replacement.

No replacement came for over a month, so I naturally

figured that my bill would go down. But if there's one

thing that the cable company does right, it is send out

their bills. When the February bill came, it was for the

regular amount.
When the station was finally replaced, it was replaced

with a Christian broadcasting station which offered

nothing but call-in religious shows and dull old reruns.

This, along with the sudden disappearance of a major

movie channel and the prolonged absence of a promised

music station have led a lot of people to question the com-

pany's commitment to the community.

But they have no problem with billing. When my system

was cut we owed about $36. About $20 of the $35 was for

the month of April, which we never got to see because the

system was shut off. Since the shut-off, I have received

bills for the month of May and a movie channel catalog.

So how am I living without cable? Just fine thank you.

We have put a special antenna on the television — made

of old speaker wire — and get Boston stations.

I realize now that the movie channel wasn't really wat-

ched all that much.

As far as the Bruins go, I have gone out to local bars and

enjoyed a few cold beers with the game or have visited

friends where we watched the game together.

And best of all, I have $17 more per month now to spend

on other things.

I had forgotten that television could be free.

Scott Hermy is a Collegian columnist
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Why should the University community, in par-

ticular the UMass Faculty Senate, engage itself

in the debate currently taking place on campus

over UMass-South Africa academic control? Judging from

the decision taken by the Faculty Senate at its meeting on

April 21, which served to prevent debate of the issue on

the Senate floor, one could conclude that some members
of the faculty did not consider the issue to be worthy of

debate. Even worse, some faculty members were not

prepared to engage themselves in the issue because of its

potential explosive nature. Whatever conclusion is to be

George MeKiunzie
drawn from that decision, it seems fair to state that the

decision fails to reflect the democratic ideas of this institu-

tion, upon which it prides itself, and the broader humane
ideals of the U.S. society.

My sense is that those members of the faculty who voted

against the motion to place the issue on the senate floor

for debate have had more time to reflect upon the position

taken, and its broader implications for the University.

Therefore, I hope they will come forward at their May 5th

meeting prepared to open the debate on the issue, and

even to pass the pending resolution calling for the

establishment of a university policy consistent with the in-

ternational community, the state of Massachusetts and

academic values.

While we await the results of Thursday's meeting there

is need to clarify this debate and to point to additional

facta which demonstrate the validity of the position taken

by the sum 1,500 undergraduate students here, in their

own vote last month, in support of the estal)lishment of

university guidelines to regulate academic contact bet-

ween UMass and South Africa.

In the current debate many have raised the issue of

academic freedom. It has been argued that by moving to

establiah a policy to regulate academic contact we are set-

ting a bad preoiedent. It is argued that any attempt to

define the terms of relationship between this institution

and apartheid South Africa could be carried over inap-

propriately into other areas of academic work, or work in

other countries that may or may not enjoy friendly rela-

tions with a particular U.S. administration.

We share the concerns of those who raise the issue of

academk: freedom. There is, however, a larger question

that is a function of the uniqueness of apartheid South

Africa. South Africa as it presently exists, is a singular

case — one that transcends the usual issue of academic

freedom. We call for restrictions of academic contact with

South Africa on the basis of protection for simple human
dignity and fundamental human rights. We call for restric

tion here and now in the hope that someday all people in

South Africa may have such safeguards as academic

freedom.

To turn to some hard facts, we can note that in 1980. the

British Association of University Teachers, a group con-

sisting of 31,000 members, voted to end the traditionally

strong links between British and South Africa University.

It is also interesting to note that in 1982 the South African

government responded to this B.A.U.T. action by creating

within its London embassy a new "counselor for cultural

affairs" whose specific job is to recruit academic contacts

for apartheid universities.

On the other side, we have to note that some U.S. and

other universities have played and continue to play an ac-

tive role in helping to shore up the illegal genocidal regime

of apartheid, by providing technical training and

assistance. Cooperation between western universities and

South Africa have been extensive, especially since 1957.

For example, from 1957 to 1977, U.S. universities trained

more than 90 South African nuclear scientists, and have

since now more than 155 American scientists presently

work in South Africa. Britain, France, and West Germany

unfortunately have also been active in this field, providing

technical training and expertise to South Africa. Thus,

western universities can now boast of having made it

possible for the 1979 explosion by South Africa of a

nuclear bomb. We must ask if this is the type of contact

that UMass wishes to support?

We must also ask. What the case is for academic contact

between UMass and South Africa? Does the ideal of "free

flow of information and idea" require that we offer a cloak

of legitamacy to the oppression and annihilation of the

African majority of the South African population? Can we
seriously speak of academic freedom as our standard

when South Africa has proven itself incapable of assuring

a personal freedom of black South Africans? Surely we do

not think that academic freedom is intended just to pro-

tect the individual interests of American scholars in con-

junction with their white South African counterparts.

Brwten Berytenbech, the white South African poet

released from prison this year, recently commented in an

interview with the Hew York Times, "Even the condenun-

ed man's last meal is sufajject to apartheid. Before being

harmed, the white prisoner gets a whole roast chidML
The black prisoner gets half a chicken." Black people in

South Africa get even less than half of the opportunities

and rewards of scholarship and science. As the doctrine of

academic freedom is meant to safeguard choice of inquiry

and intellectual opportunity, it hardly seems that it can be

applied to actions such as support of South African institu

tions which actively inhibits free and humane development

of all members of that society. It is in this light that we

look forward to a faculty senate affirmation, today, that

calls for the reshaping of our contact with South Africa.

G«orge MeKiunzie is a UMass student

Reagan and the corporate ooip de grace

Escaping from the dangers of their own community

they are virtually suburban refugees. They are

the people of Times-Beach Mo . the sight of the

latest battle in the on-going war against chemical waste in

this country.

Paul Hetznecker

The recent controversy involving the Environmental

Pi-otection Agency has revealed the severity of the situa-

tion. Congressional committees investigating the E.P.A.

report that there are literally thousands of known hazar-

dous waste dumps throughout the country and that it

would cost upwards of $40 billion to clean them up. The

tragedy for the people in Times- Beach not only makes us

all wary about what is going on in our own backyards, but

reinforces the realization that there is very little we can do

about it. Reports of illegal hazardous waste dumps and

other threats to health and safety are commonplace. Such

inquiries are accompanied by the usual corporate

stonewalling and denials. Lawsuits have reached into the

hundreds of millions of dollars with little corporate con-

cern because as executives have stated, the lawsuits pose

no threat to company profits. Insurance covers the cost of

any potential casualties. Problems in public relations are

offset by advertising and quick out of court settlements.

Nothing can deter these companies from continuing to

jeopardize the health and safety of the public in their ef-

forts to save on costs, not even the E.P.A.

The on-going struggle with chemical wastes contains a

broader issue, one that has once again come thundering in-

to political view on the back of the recent hazardous v^aste

crisis. It is an issue that has traversed our entire social

lives for the last five or six decades but one that has

become increasingly important as time goes on. It is the

question of the responsibility that corporations have

toward the public. This issue is at the heart of the hazar

dous waste crisis, not simply a crisis in public policy but a

crisis in democracy. It would be ludicrous to ever believe

that social responsibility could ever be a corporate im-

perative in a system that puts priority on profits over the

lives and safety of people. So traditionally it has been the

Federal government that the public has put faith in to in-

sure their protection. However, the recent controversy

surrounding the E.P.A. is an illustration of the fundamen-

tal structural changes occurring in the Fed«^ govern-

ment.

Never before has the corporate-government interface

manifested itself so clearly than in the Reagan administra-

tion's term in office. Likewise, never before have f)rofits

been greater at the expense of the public's welfare. The

corporate coup that occurred when Reagan took office has

big business wearing the mask of the public servant while

they administer regulatory agencies for their own special,

pnvate interests. Increasingly government contnil of the

private economy is done so on behalf of, and directly by a

corporate elite. Along with defense contract subsidies of

industry and the re-organized tax structure which ensures

that 80 percent of the benefits go to 1,700 of the largest

corporations, we are witnessing the institutionalization of

corporate control over public bureaucracies. Gradually

over the last fifty years, the takeover of democratic in-

stitutions by undemocratic forces has taken place. It is a

process that did not start with Reagan, but one that his ad-

ministration is trying to complete.

The efforts made by the corporate state to decrease en-

vironmental safety standards, bust unions, rape the land,

dismantle social services and increase defense spending all

result from the fact that the Federal government ad-

ministers and enforces policies made by big business, an

institution which is not accountable to the democratic

forces on which the government is theoretically baaed.

Although corporations spend approximately one third of

the., tax deductible advertising dollars to influence con-

sumers politically, along with millions in campaign con-

tributions, the coporate elite has made it clear time and

again that democracy is not in the best interests of private

capital, but the political power it has created is. So while

communities across the country struggle to rid themselves

of hazardous wastes, our ability to make political changes,

to ensure our health and safety within the system, has

diminished. The corporate structure has realized that it is

easier to seize the state than to fight it and has done so,

creating the foundations for a totalitarian political-

economic order. Underlying the controversy involving the

E.P.A. and the problems of hazardous waste is this crisis

in democracy which threatens to alter the nature of our

political life.

Pf^'i HHznecker is a UMass student
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Kang comes alive
DONG SUK KANG
Tuesday, April 14

Bezanson Recital

By ELLEN SMITH
(ollcfimn (orrfipoiMient

On April 19, the Emerging Artists Series

at UMass presented violinist Dong-Suk
Kang at Bezanson Recital Hall. Kang hai»

been widely hailed for his outstanding ar-

tistry, musicianship, and virtuosity. He has

appeared with the Philadelphia Orchestra,

the Munich Philharmonic, the National

Symphony, and the " 'ontreal Symphony to

name a few. He has a so performed in New
York at Carnegie Haj., Alice Tully Hall, the

Frick Collection, ai has also appeared as

a guest artist with the Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center and the Brooklyn
Academy of Music.

A native of Korea, and now a resident of

Paris, Dong-Suk Kang has won several na-

tional and international competitions, in-

cluding the San Francisco, the Carl Flesch
in London, and the Queen Elizabeth in

Brussels.

If Kang's credentials are impressive, his

performance was even more so. From the

first note of the program, the love and
understanding he has for music came
through. Every dynamic bow-stroke was
carefully thought-out and executed
beautifully. Each note was caressed and
made important.

His interpretation of the Mozart Adagio
in E and Rondo in C was somewhat roman-
tic, yet appropriately elegant and exquisite.

His other pieces were the Prodofier Sonata
in D major, which was originally written
for the flute, and the Sonata in A Major by
Franck. Both pieces came alive, with Kang
playing with extraordinary sensitivity and
understanding.

Bruce G. Mcln-
nes mil conduct a
performance of
Handel's "Israel

in Egypt" by the

Amherst College

and UMass
Chamber Choirs,

along with the

Valley Festival
Orchestra at 8:15

p.m. on Friday,
May 6, in Buckley
Recital Hall,
Amherst College.

Admission isfree.

New dance in the Valley
By LISA MOSLEY

( ollcgima SUff

Attention dance enthusiasts: if you crave
variety but don't often find it. then be sure
to be at Hampden Theater May 13 and 14

for "Against All Odds," a dance concert
featuring the works of three different
choreographers.
In this concert. Jill Esterson, Ariel Weiss

and Fiona Marcotti will display several
different approaches to the challenges and
risks of choreography.
Jill Elsterson has had many years of formal

dance training with the American Ballet
Theatre School, the Alvin Ailey School and
the Twylia Tharp Company. She began
dancing and choreographing in the Pioneer

Valley five years ago.

Fiona Marcotti is a UMass student who
has been dancing and presenting her own
work in Boston for the past several years.

Her pieces to be performed at Hampden
were developed through her studies with
choreographer Lucinda Childs.

Ariel Weiss, also a student of Lucinda
Childs, centers her dances around the
theme of the individual struggling alone and
with others. She will be presenting three
works.
Both performances will begin at 8 p.m.

Tickets are 12.50 for the general public, and
$1.50 for students, chiklren and senk>r
citizens.

For more information or reservatk>ns. call

545 2227.

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip—any size group—cal> or visit us
for a price quotation No obligation — it will Yn jl

pleasure to quote you o-.r ^
economical r?»es ^

CHARTEH SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini buses • School buses • Hotel Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For
Information Call 781-3320

99 Arnold Street Springfield MA
General Office A Charter Service: 783-0211

Toll f rf'c in MA 1 800 T^? 0297

MflRTHU'S VINEYfIRD

ECOMOMICS
SUMMER COURSES

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

ECONOMICS 103 - INTRODUCTION TO
MICROECONOMICS (3CR) June 13-July 13

ECONOMICS 104 - INTRODUCTION TO
MACROECONOMICS (3CR) July 25-August 23

Classes meet Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday
7:45 - 10:45 a.m. For additional information.
contact;

Debra Lyon
Division of Continuing Education
University Library

University of Massachusetts
Amherst. MA 01003
(413) 545-0530

Arts
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At least one good show every night this weekend and
plenty of live music for all tastes, but the big news of the

week isn't weekend sounds, its the foreshadowing of a

summer of fun. This is going to be one of those dream come
true summers with several highly anticipated shows going

on the road. With "Lets Dance" already the number three

song in the nation and quickly heading to number 1. David
Bowie's long awaited summer tour is enough to make
anyone's sununer complete. But there's more. Roxy Music

wOl be touring later this month and so will George Clinton

and the P-Funk gang. There are distant rumors of a new
Talking Heads album complete with tour to boot. All in all

I'd say this is one summer I'm looking forward to.

Meanwhile the valley is blessed with the opportunity to

catch Max Roach and his quartet in a free concert at the

Pine Arts Center this evening. Roach is still one of the

Hnest jazz drummers alive. Unlike many of his con-

temporaries, he has never allowed his music to become
outdated or outmoded. Undoubtedly tonight's concert will

feature both the older bebop and the newer free jazz Roach
is known for. His band is comprised of some of the best

players in the jazz world; after all a man of Roach's caliber

does not have to settle for second best. Also performing at

the concert will be the UMass Jazz Ensemble, a big band
consisting of some of the most talented musicians this

school has to offer.

Tomorrow night's main event is the return of NRBQ to
the Rusty Nail. Hot off the release of their first album for

Bearsvilke, Grooves in Orbit, the BQ's play Rhythm and
Blues in a manner that defies superlatives. Also per-

forming in the area tomorrow is every hep person's
favorite band. The November Group, at tne Hanger One,
and Bratt will be at the Wok.

Saturday night. Blues singer Rory Bk)ck will play at the

Me and the boys: NRBQ will be performinf: at the Rusty Nail Friday Nig^ht.

Grid, will do their thing at Sheehan's Cafe.
For you TOC loungers, Yimbo Mek>dy will be there to

provide entertainment to sooth your cocktail disertation.
All in all. a tuU weekend of sound.

Iron Horse Coffeehouse while blues abuser Vast Ed Vadas
and his Fabulous Hfiavyweights will blast through the

Seperate Entrance in South Deerfield. Bratt will again be

playing at the Wok. while Fast. Clean. Safe aka. Torture

Play bf Play
^ ^tM Ma^nUli

Mime under wraps: the drama-dance troupe Mummenschanz will perform on February 7 as part

of the Fine Arts Center's up-coming '83-84 season.

Tonight is your last chance to see the UMass Music

Theater Guild's outdoor production of Hair. This cotorfiil

60's musical will be performed tonight at 7:90 on the

Orchard Hill/Central basketball court. The show is free.

Rumor has it you have to get there early for a good seat.

The University Ensemble Theater will ck>se its 82 83

season with Stephen Sondheim's Company tonight,

tomorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Rand Theater.

Tickets are $2.50 for students and senior citizens: 13.50 for

the general public. For reservations, call 545-3511

.

The Amherst Masquers production of Slawomir Mrozek's
Vattlai' will be held tonignt. tomorrow and Saturday at 8
p.m. in the Kirby Theater, Amherst College. For ticket

infomatioa. call 542 2277.

A Peasant of El Salvador by Peter Gould will be per
formed tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the Newman Center. This
play, set in an El Salvadoran village, 1975 through the
present, teils of information and events drawn from travel

experiences and interviews with several performers.
Donations will be accepted. For more info., call the
Newman Center.

Just one final note on the upcoming 83 84 Fine Arts
Center season: Etnta will be here September 27 and 28.

Other Broadway/FAC show dates have not been relea.sed.

Mummenschanz. an acting and dancmg troupe, will do a

one night sUnd at the FAC, February 7. Tickets will go on

sale two weeks before the performance. For info., call the

FAC box office 545 2511.

Plain Jane drives you insane
PLAIN JANE WORKS OUT
By Linda Sunshine
Bantam Books

By Lisa Mosley

( Qiicftwi surr

Parodies are everywhere these days. Take a look in any

bookstore, and you're sure to find more take-offs of

Newsweek and the Wall Street Journal than real copies of

those solomn publications.

In a world where even the Bible has been parodied, we

should have realized that it would be only a matter of time

before even Jane Fonda, this generation's sacred cow,

became the target of satire's sharp dagger (or, in this

case, it's a dull meat cleaver).

Plain Jane Works Out is, in case you haven t already

guessed, a take-off on 77m? Jane Fonda Worhmt Book -

and workout record, and workout videocassette, and a

$40-a-shot one hour workout session led by Jane herself,

and - well, vou get the picture.

Like too many parodies that crowd the shelves today.

Plain Jane is, 'for the most part, unsuccessful. To be

perfectly blunt, it's a very boring, unfunny book. But like

your mother always said. "It's the thought that counts/'

Personally. I was apalled when I heard that Jane Fonda

had published an exercise manual, and even more

distraught when it stayed on the bestseller list week after

There's just something not very kosher about Jane's

fighting for the rights and images of the working woman,

and then advocating, in glossy oversized pictures, that

women should conform to the age-old maJe concept of

physical beauty.

Sure, if / had a body as great as Fonda's / 'd want color

pictures of it (clad in form fitting spandex, natch),

plastered all over the country, too. Compared to the sug-

gestions in Plain Jane Works Out, however, wearing

neon-colored size ten basketball sneakers is a pretty tame

technique for camoflauging the results of too many cones

(OK. OK. I'll admit it - pints) of Haagen Dazs. Sunshine

suggests wearing an entire parachute (as opposed tt) those

trendy parachute pants) when you feel "absolutel;^ obese."

What Plain Jane is, in a nutshell, is the antithesis of

Fonda's manual. Instead of strenuous exercise. Sunshine

recommends staying as idle as ^wssible. Exercises like put

ting on panty hose and opening the refrigerator door are

illustrated and explained in detail.

The P!ain Jane diet also recommends lots of white

bread, refined sugar, soda pop, and chocolate. A Plain

Jane diet tip, for instance, reminds wavering dieters that

"High-fat food tastes better than low-fat. Use sour cream

in place of yogurt." Yuk, yuk.

The big problem with Plain Jnne, is that there's no sub

tie humor to be found on its pages. Warm ups, for in-

stance, consist of standing in front of a kerosene heater.

Get it — M'fflrwi-ups?

There's also one particularly offensive nit on Luttocks

lifts, complete with an illustration of a couplf; of guys

Plain Jane helpn Bunnv do leg lifts.

squeezing a woman's ass. (The suggested a<Tonipanying

music is "M<M)n Over Miami," just in case you're in-

terested). Tacky, yes, but far from funny.

If you hnight The Jnnr F<miia Wnrktmt H(H)k, Hid all the

exerr'>-p'^, aiui siui nave Uiigiis uiai are lumpier tnan i).C.

mashed potatoes, then buy this lHH)k for a quick chuckU-

but if you want biting satire and lot.'^ of l>elly laughs, lool

elsewhere.
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The
UNIVERSITY OF ST. LUCIA
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
invites you to participate in

A GREAT ADVENTURE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

Chartered fty t^e gos/ernment of St Lucw. and m association wit/i Victona Hospital 'Jw largest medical 1ea»t^ care facility of> St
Lor la where t^e University is centered, t^e Sctwol of Medicine has established a unique pr agram. to commence in SeptemSer 1983

THE PROGRAM
• a ^^lrty four moot^ trimester program wlt^ instruction iq Englls^ leading to the Doctor of Medicine Oegrw
• utilizes an interdisciplinary clinically correlated approach focusing on organ systens
• lotegrates from the very outset of the medical school experience traditional academic medicine »vlt^ active

patient care responsibilities

• includes participation in ccxnprehensive health care of members of the Si Lucian community
• utilizes state of the art cducatiorMi media and ccxnmunication rescxjrces such as Computer

Assisted Instruction

• includes guaranteed supervised ciertcships for all qualified students
• provides supportive programs and services for spouses and school age children

THt FACULTY
• Skilled ina effective international educators
• qualified M Ds or clinically oriented PhDi (Of equivalent j dedicated tu practical patient care
• personable and enthusiasu pfofess«r«ls committed to worKing .n a 'earn environrrietit

FACILITIES
• 'iie be*jtifui Caribbean Island paradise of St Lucia, a stable lemociatjc governnrteot and an ndependent
member of the ttritjsh Ccynmonwealth

• luiurious lormitory facilities

'Xialifiefl and motivated students .nterested m ukmg the first step io«vard i -ewardinq .-iperience m ?lst rentufy mcdicjl
•ducatton should onian Dy mail 'x phooe

educators Internabonal Inc

official United Slates Hepreseniadves ot

r^e University '>f St jcia

Vhooi if MedH ir»

^><e Lincotn Building

lO f^ 42 Mre^
'.uiie -'^»0l

New <on< • "ty N ' '001 /

'ttteriiKai O isaai •^a•r)^

i^va-i >» Admr^siuns
eieoK.>oe '. 490 iM K) OlS'i 01.'4

• /tiu «kmM i*e •!•. 'v vtvt trn,i vhool aiid give *j( j«k- ittf^fit^gHin ,iiea-a'-><ivf ^u.! ivr MmjAiJv

»op4KatJor»s are toim being '^»er '.rf •»!«. lertemripr : '#11 ').!-•. ff ',t v-Oe n [ tp^f «|nii<,M()n vr^ites *itr 141 efn«^il 'ee

X)IW us IN THE GREAT ADVEWTURE
'the secret of patient care is cahng for "he patientl

Move lAmrself^
AU Your Stufr,
And Save, Tf^^• f

^
ii^
4,^,
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It*s as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of

the semester
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rent- it here, leave it there. Load up your
stereo. 10-speed. clothes: everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt . for one or two friends with their tilings to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependa

ble fleet in the world Ryder. The best truck money can rent

WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS
to show you how easy it is to move yourself RIGHT.

We'll s^ladly quote you rates and answer
your questions. Come see us.

R RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
SAVE!!! 10% on your next Truck Rental

inquire at the Collegian

for your student discount card.

For Reservation Information call -

253-5B43

College St. Arco
260 College St.

Amherst, Mass.

549-0010

No. Amherst Motors
40 Montague Rd.

No. Amherst, Mass.

586-6364
Ricks Auto Repair & Rental

442 Elm St.

Northampton, Mass.
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Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula." a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and the surrounding area, is publish-

ed daily in the Collegian. Events are listed on the day they
will take place and are listed only once. Announcements
MUST be submitted on "Hypercurricula" forms available

in the Collegian office, 113 Campus Center, and returned
by 3:45 p.m. Friday before the event is to be held. All sub-

missions should be written in the same style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-
dard form and not submitted by the Firday before the
week the event will take place will not be run. Due to
space limitations, the Collegian cannot ^arantee prin-
ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be
given to UMass organizations.

PRAYER MEETING - NATIONAL PRAYER DAY -
(^ampus-wide Christian prayer meeting. Come join with

Christians all across the nation to pray for the campus, the

nation, and the world. 12 to 1 p.m.. Campus Pond.

THE LEGAL STUDIES STUDENT ASSOCIATION -
There will be a general meeting of the L.S.S.A. Majors
and Non-majors welcome. Topics include: Speakers (lec-

tures and discussion) Legal Newsletter, Resource Center.

Bring suggestions. 4 p.m., 168 Campus Center.

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING - AnU Racism
team meeting — everjone welcome. 4 p.m., CC 801.

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE - Will facilitate

discussions of food, agriculture, health and related topics

with Earthfoods' members. 5:30-7 p.m.. 428 Student

Union.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION MEETING - Do you
care alK>ut animals? Learn what happens to them come to

our educational meeting tonight. For more information

call 546-4789. 6 p.m., 169 Campus Center.

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP - Come join us

for our weekly meeting of fellowship, worship and
teaching from the Bible. 7:30 p.m., 175 Chestnut St.

"CAMERA BUFF" IN POLISH WITH ENGLISH
SUBTITLES - Krzysztof Kieslowski's film "Camera
Buff ("Amator") shared top prize at the 1980 Moscow
Film Festival and was shown at the New York F'ilm

Festival the same year. It's a comedy about a young man
who is transformer! into a raging, mo%'ie maker after he

buys a movie camera. 7:30 p.m., 231 Herter Hall.

CONCERT: MAX ROACH QUARTET AND .JAZZ

ENSEMBLE I - The UMass Jazz Ensemble I will uppesu-

in a free concert. Program will include selections by Jeff

Holmes, Thad Jones, IXike Ellington. Fred TiUis, and Sam
Nestico. 8 p.m.. Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

25 PLUS CLUB MEETING & SOCIAL - Older

students — Help plan upcoming party. 8 p.m.. Commuter
Office.

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

MONDAY.

.

Tl/CSDAY. WEDNESDAY.* TW(/KSDAY. mOAY

ACROSS 48 l«i«exican mooey 13 Bad .Ger

1 Riv*r into the 49 Han many
North Sea 50 Sections in a 18 Flume. Yugo

5 Like some prices theatre Slavia. to a Serb

10 Rhine feeder 51 SabtMth 22 Eight Prefu

14 Who's sorry now'' 55 ForrT>er Secretary 24 millionaire

15 Orchestrallnslru- ot State 25 Olympian s goal

ment 56 Toy weapons 26 Under a dire

16 Word (or a prude 58 Kind of bus threat

17 Leading forces 59 City in Florida 27 Island. N Y.

19 Eagles. Orioles 60 Putin Bay s lake 26 Card of fortune

etc 61 Roman states 29 Snick s partner

20 Pressures man 30 Irish expletive

21 Corrida per 62 City on the Ruhr Var

tornr»ers 63 Raise 32 Coins in Bangkok

23 Wriggling 35 C«nain musical

24 Showy parrot chord

» Winterwear OOWN 37 German shepherd

27 Certain believers 1 OrKe. once 40 Facility

30 Oeco 2 Velez of the Silver 42 Place of origin

31 Tree, in Toledo Screen 45 Tanner of lenms

33 Fourtder of the 3 Mas 47 British order

Ottoman Empire 4 Classroom 49 Syrup provider

34 Baltic seaport cleaner SO Priest ot the East

36 Seasonal figure 5 Learned ones 51 13 Down and

38 Land of the 6 very small others

leprechaun 7 High notes, old 52 French Illustrator

39 Blue ,» style and pamter

41 German 8 Antiquity 53 In another way

greetings 9 Kind of card or Lai

43 Foot feature order 54 River through

44 Lady's get 10 Judge Belgium

together 1 1 Novel by Sinclair 55 Ad follower

46 Something for Lewis 57 Rec Bank

sore eyes 12 Grande y Branco ing abt>r

Katfood By ARK
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WEATHER

Partly sunny and windy

Uxiay with highs in the 60s.

Clear tonight, with lows in

the 40s. Sunny Friday,

highs reaching the low 70s.

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

ISN'T GEOGKftPHV

WONDtRFULl

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Hamburg on roll Golden burgers

Spinach Noodle Casserole Spinach Noodle ( 'asserole

DINNER
Baked chicken

Newburg Sauce

Eggs with Sharj) ('heese

Cold Plate

Southern Beef and

Noodle Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Fresh Zucchini Pie

Bake<l Cod
Newburg Sauce

Eggs with sharp cheese

Cold plate

After the Fall

tfOO PAIGES OP ReAPlNi,,

^PAPtRS TO goRiTT,

ftMjR OF THfy^ 3

I Cr\)€^ I Srt<50LD
Do A nrruB ST^D>fii^(s-

By R. Miller

HI I5H^'VU£L.'^^^B

SIho^ ace '^^\.

\

TO BE c>v€e, 1 ^ a Hk

i1
PM&HT SE \ICe If

Typists wanted

Gain experience

working for the

largest college newspaper

Apply Room 113 Campus Center

Monday Night

6:00 p.m.
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DUS DRIVING JODS
U-Moss Transit S#ryic»

will Qcc#pt QppllcQtIons for Its

Summer Training Program

Thurs. May 5

6:00 PM
Rm 1 74 - 6 Campus Contor

Minimum QuollflcQtlonft

- 10 y^ort of Q9«
- Hold Clou III llconso for ot loott 1 yoor

- Enrollod In o U-Mou dogroo
program with ot loott 3 tomottort
romolning must show Khodulo or

troAKrlpt OS proof of clots yoor

Only 75 Appllcotlons

Will »• Accoptod
ioth work study ond non-worli study

OfO occ#
U-MOM TroiMH h

Register now for UMass/Amherst summt«Hcourses at

the Records and Registration Office, Division of Con
tinuinq Education, Southeast Entrance University

Library: Copies of the Course Listing art- dv,iilable at

the Division's Information desk Don't wait until

classes are full Register now for optunum choict*

We offer the

widest choice of

programs iiKluding...

TOURING»KIBBUTZ»STUDY»SPORTS •

RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
Over 50,000 students have

experienced 'our' Israel

Call or wht0 tor troe brochure

CaN or write for a free brochure:

American Zionist Youth FourKlation

515 Park Avenue, New York. NY 10022

(212) 751-6070

Call: Debora Propper 302 Student Unior^ 546-2526

Potltfont ovalkibla in

GDMRirER

„. n«rt-"»''*r'»^*'.o.^.
!'"'"i>-^2^

;-^. ^uiff m
(K>

& ROBOTICS
for groduot*! It»

Mathematics
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering

MectKinical Engineering

Opportunifi«t in prografnmir>g and engineering:

VLSI design

Supercomputer orchitectures
Robotic systems and control
Artificiol intelligence

Expert systems
Intelligent marKjgemenf systems
Image and speech processing

"FCRUITING AT
HAMPSHIRE HOUSE
•.^ONDAY MAY 9 1983

g

SiiiiicaiiNmnniatiiimnmoiiiiNuinMOiiiiiiii.

Multiple large networks
Persorxil computers
Unix ar»d VMS enhancements
Network operating systems
Multi-media message systems
Programming environments
Graphics applications

I

.nMttttl

Send resumes to; ?

Director of Research Facilities |
Computer Science Department ?
Carnegie-Mellon University E
Pittsburgh. PA 152)3 1

...^^fmnimiiLtiiNHitmiDtifiiiiiiiiiaiiiiH^

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HI0HLI0HT8
1st Round Softball Results
M. Batters WBF, U. Mutants 3 K. Krusher 1, A. Supporters 5 Mounties 4
S Begonias 8 C Meat 2. T Bags 5 Buckuhent 1, PSK 19 Phelgm 1

Cowchips 7 Missionaries 3
N. Assets WBF, SJBD WBF, Brittany Boys WBF, Skoal Bros WBF
Guzzlers WBF, SBB 3 ATJ 1, Wild Kingdom 8 Rebels 5
B Patrol 1

1 Bushmen, Men form Yum 1 1 AWD 2, MB 2 Keg Dregs 1 Last
Chance WBF, Omegas 23 Whatever 6, Delta Chi 5 Black Sheep 4
OTTMD 15 Canoe Dugouts 14, Disposables 21 Big Stick 0, Caucasian Inva-
sion WBF, Johnson Jazz 19 Swillagers 1

Beta Kappa Phi 17 Chadbourne Maroons 2, BAMF WBF, TCS 2 Superflies

QUEEF Alert 7 Memphis Southnnen 6, Attractions 9 Clockwork 2 Nine In-
ches 1 Peens 0, Munsters 10 Bders 8, Softball WBF Sigma Alpha Mu WBF

Metawampe Bicycle Race held Sunday 1 May
Novice Race David Schaeffer

26 mile expert race Matthew Pool 1 :05
David Leblanc 1:06, Miles C Washburn 3rd
18 riders 18 happy finishers

Co Rec Tennis Playoffs begin 9th May
Soccer Tournament drawing Thurs 5 May 6 pm 223 Boyden
Soccer Tournament begins Tuesday 10 May

IM Football Forum - Touch vs Flag (screen block only)
5^^^"^* 5 "^^y S P"^ ^oom 251 or Men 9 May 8 pm 251 Boyden

impiuhlsiiml

On to Bridgewater : softball
By GERRY deSIMAS

Collecian SUff

The University of Massachusetts softball

team had a little fun at yesterday's practice

in preparation for today's doubleheader

with Bridgewater State.

They put on their biggest smiles and had

some fun showing their stuff to Channel 22

television (Springfield), who was here in

Amherst yesterday to do a story on the

Minutewomen, currently 24-8. The story

will be run on Friday night.

But yesterday's practice was not all

'Lights, camera, action!' The UMass team
worked hard to prepare for Bridgewater,

another Division II school, because UMass
cannot afford another loss this season,

especially to a Division II school.

As coach Elaine Sortino said earlier this

week, "We must go on a seven game winn-

ing streak. Anything less spells disaster."

And Rolaids couldn't fix that.

"We have to be on our toes," said Sor-

tino. "I don't know what to expect."

Massachusetts, though, knows what they

have to do.

"We have to go out and play our game,"

said co-captain Allyson Rioux. "We can't

have mental lapses."

The only nrwjor flaw in that game has

been the problem of stranding baserun-

ners. In that last four games, UMass has
outhit their opponents every sngle time but

have left 32 baserunners aboard (total).

You can't have that happen in close g^mes
(example: URI's 3-2 in with UMass stran-

ding 7).

One of the team's goals said Rioux ;s to

bring in (home) the runners in scoring posi-

tion.

"A major objective for the last week,"

added Rioux, co-captain with Chris

Coughlin, "Is to go 6-0 starting with

tomorrow's (today) doubleheader and go
right on through Saturday and Sunday." It

will give the Minutewomen 30 wins if they

can do it, a first in UMass softball.

And it will keep UMass in the hunt for

the NCAA Northeast region playoff berth.

"We're not dead yet," proclaimed Rioux.

PLAYOFF NOTEBOOK: Rutgers, one
of UMass rivals for the berth along with

URI, dropped a 1-0 game to Monclair State

(Division III) last week to give them seven

losses (17-7)...RU could not reschedule

doubleheaders with Providence or South

Carolina and could only get UConn. This

will also help UMass. It will hurt RU
because they have not played all good
schools...UMass has doubleheaders with

rival Adelphi at home on Saturday at 2:00

and at home Sunday against Springfield.

Netwomen overcome UConn
By GERRY deSIMAS

coiivftaa surr

When the opponent is from the University

of Connecticut, you know you will have a

battle on your hands. The same holds true

for the University of Massachusetts

women's tennis team.
UMass had a rough time but they picked

up their seventh win of the year in a 6-3 win

over UConn yesterday at the NOPE courts.

Over half of the nine matches went the full

three sets but the Minutewomen hung
tough and prevailed in four of the five

encounters.

Ariel Fowler, at number one, went down
in a tough three setter, but Elizabeth

SuUivan (2) won 6-2, 6-3 over Debbie
Koemer.
Nancy Boiger (3) took a tough one from

Kathy Eecert 6-4. 3 6, 6 4 and Chris Frazier

(4) prevailed over Cindy Ulaski 16. 6 2. 6-1.

It has been Boiger, who went 3-0 at the

•.«#.#.

4:

Student Housing, Chi Rho
welcomes applications from sihgle

grads and undergrads, including

^ freshman and sophomores.

% Contact the First Baptist Church for

•: more Information about this Christian

^Ministry House. Call 549-3596 or

• 256-6691 . ^

Z weeKeNDGR
-£MttU|UI»'

^363 Main 3t Amheral
256-8587

Soap Opera
SpeoUl

: 71:30 am • 7 pm
Small

2 Item plzsa
Qia:t?M.QQ

\

msxk

Amh«rtt
Chim
Foods

Best Mandarin Food
S2-«4 Main St.

Amh«r«t
ChMK) Wadr<«ad>r*

WE DO NOT USE MSG
OR ARTIFICIAL

COLOR
We use FRESH
Vegetables from

Our Own Fsrm

BEER & WINE LICENSE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
ALL YOU CAN EAT

$5.95
2S3-7S36

Collecian ptrato by Jia P*w*r*

Angelo SaluHtri attempts to catch a runner stealing^ in an earlier

l^ame this year. UMass narrowly lost to Providence 5-4 yesterday.

Atlantic 10. and Frazier who have been

playing very well as of late for UMass.
Trish Sullivan (5) outlasted Ginny Prouty

2-6. 6-4, 6-3 and Ann Marie Mackertich (6)

gave the Minutewomen a 5 1 edge in singles

play with a 6-3. 6-0 win over Carrie Silver.

Doubles wise. UConn gave UMass more
trouble. The Lady Huskies took two of

three. Beth Goldberg Joyce Gu-as«lla 13)

claimed the ior.c mass win with a 6-3. 4-0.

6

3 win.

Maureen Hanlon Wendy Scheerer (1)

dropped a tough 7 6. 6 3 decision and Laura

Kaufmann Gillian Nesgoes (2) lost by the

same count.

"a complete turnaround from the fall (3-8)

take on Brown today at 3 p.m. in their final

match of the year, here at NOPE. Brown is

tough but Stewart is confident that UMass
ran win.

Sports Notices
Anyone interested in being a manajfer

for the 1983-84 men's Iwisketball team
should contact the basketball office. It is

located in Boyden on the secorxi floor.

llndergraduate students must turn in

their gym clothes, towels and locks that

they signed out this semester to the equip-

ment nx)m8 (Boyden or NOPK) from
where they were assigned no later than 5

p.m. on Thursday, May 26 (the last day of

finals). Students will be billed for items

not returned through the bursar's office.

i%ry%s".N%"

'.S"."-«UV

Tel. 253 5384

\

.V%*?.'

a r. 1

1

VS'

WINESI>
LIQUORS

338 Coli«0« 8tr««t

?

Rolling Rock 12 01 export. .
, $9.50/cse

Guiness Stout , $2.90/4 pk

Becks light and dark $3.95/6 pk

Labatt's Beer & Ale $3.45/6 pk
(deposits not included)

Tanqueray Gin 750 mi $9.99/ea

Stolichnaya Vodkaeoo ml $6.49/ea

Jose Cuervo Gold Tequila 750 ml $8.75/ea

Many domestic and imported wines on sale.

ici AMD PLEMry or cold kegs ih stock

"Ot responsible for typographical errors

Singing Telegrams
Balloon Deliveries &

Professional

Bellydancers

for ALL occasions

Call 665-7664
Lhsz sz 2Z az sr sz:
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GRADUATINGSOON?

You^re Needed
All Overthe

World.
Ask Peoce Coips volunteers why rheir ingenuiry ond flexibilify

ore OS vifol os fheir degrees They'll rell you they ore helping

rhe world's poorest peoples orroin self sufficiency in the oreos

of food produaion, energy conservorion, educorion, economic

developmenr ond heolrh services And they'll rell you obout

the rewords of honds on coreer expeneryie overseos They'll

tell you its rt>e toughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
See Mary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall,

UMASS, 545-2105

Tuesdays 12:00 - 3:30

Wednesdays 9:00 - 12:00

Thursdays 12:00 - 5:00

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS

FOR GRADS OR THOSE
WITHIN 18 MONTHS
OF GRADUATION

If you'te looking for responsibility, take a look at today's Navy
Supply Corps As a Supply Corps Officer, you are the Navy's
business manager, specializing in finance, transportation, in-

ventory control and other fields of Supply logistics. We offer

fully paid training programs with a salary range of $17,800 to

start and over $28,000 within four years. Other benefits in-

clude:

• 30 days paid vacation each year
• Free medical and dental coverage
• Low-cost life insurance
• non-contributory retirement plan
• Tax-free allowance
• paid post-graduate educational opportunities
Positions require that you have a superior academic record,

have a BS/BA or be within 18 months of your degree, be less

than 34 years old (federal regulation) and can pass our physical

and aptitude examinations. If you meet these basic re-

quirements, you may be qualified to be one of th6 best. For

more information, call collect:

Navy Management Programs
(518) 462-6119

PERSONALIZED
STYLE HAIRCUTS

2
O

$7.00
(withms CQupcm only)

SICOOwHti Shampoo ft Blow Dry
$11^LongH«ir
•xpb'^s 5/30/83

I

vaI

PtMse Can for an Appointrntnt

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive Amhertt, MA 549^10

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
ept to sublet with fell option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be
your apertment for summer all you have to

do is call Jay or Rich at 665-7574. Price is

very reasonable. Very.

Room in Amherst Center for summer
sublet $125/month utilities included
253 7396

Two bedrooms in four bedroom ept
summer sublet /whole apartment fall option
253 2052

Sunderiend 2 bedroom ept on bus route
available June 1 w/fall option 325 call

666-7562

Preeidentiel Apt sublet for summer with
fall option for 1 of two bedrooms call

549 0696

ROLLING QREEN 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE AVAILABLE JUNE -

SEPTEMB ER 1 CHEAPII CALL 253-9431

1 bdrm ept Squire Villege summer sublet

with fall option $310 for summer August
renj^ free 665-4737

Sublet 6/1 to 9/1 2 txJrm Townehouse apt

furnished North Amherst $300 ^- 549 3819

Want to live in Herwich this summer?
For info call Jamie 546-1167

CHEAP and spacious apartment in Squire

Village fall option summer rent even

cheaper 666-2719

Southwood Apt 2 bdrm furnished rent

very negotiable call 253-5900

center Apt one or two
summer sublet feU option

1 bdrm Puffton Villege avail June 1 w/fall

option $290 includes heat 549 0815

Summer fall option on bus route 290 in-

clusive 2 bedroom call after 4 PM pool ten
nis basketball 665-3079

Brondywine Apt 2 bedrooms pool AC
negotiable call 549-0747

2 bedroom apertment in Brittany M8rK>r
1300/month with fall option 2S&Oe64

Amherst
bedrooms
256-8097

Summer sublet w/fell option 2 bedroom
apt in Colonial Village 100 ft from bus stop
Mark 253-7287 after 5 pm
Looking to get rid of a No Amherst 3
bedroom apt for ever take it for the summer
and pay less than 2 months rent walk to

campus cell Karen 549-1377

Northempton beautiful 4 bedroom house
furnished avail 6/1. Possible fall opt
564 2905

Sunny 2 bdrm June 1 - Aug 31 $295/mo
^ elec 256 8027 early aft or after mid

Summer et Townehouse Apt. furnished
2 rooms rent neg 549 6354

Brandywine 1 bedroom apt furnished

June 1 Sept 1 549 5825

Summer Sublet Fell Option 1 bedroom
available in spacious, furnished Main St
apartn>ent greet location I $12w0 253 3366

Summer sublet: 3 bedroom townhouse,
N Amherst, on 2 bus routes, w/fall option,
walk to campus $150 eech neg 549-4849
late or early

One bedroom apt Puffton Village Jur>e,
summer and fall option $310 monthly rates

549 5732 til llXpm
Two bedroom Coloniel Villege Apt laun-
dry and pool bus route 253-7156

Puffton 2 bedroom furnished rent neg
June 1st Sept 1st call Jane 549-5110

Summer Housing 2 min from Campus
120 per month or 300 per summer call Betsy
or Bretta 54»0174 549-6823

AVAILABLE SUMMER Ig of 3 bedroom
in Puffton furnished rent neq 549-6622
Room for rent m bunderiena House
Beautiful yard, dish €r clothes washer
$160/month plus utilities 549-1218

2 bdrm epertment in house 5 min walk to
dwntn Amherst furnished nice yard near
courts & pool cable 325 -*• or BO 256-8947

Townhouse Apts 2 bdrm, fully furnished
air cond cable rent neg 549 6960

3 femalee needed to share 4 bedroom
townhouse apartment forfall semester
beautifully furnished on bus route call

549-6749 or 549-6860

Two bedroom Colonial Village fall opt
pool bus call 2S6-0223 $295

Center of town - 3 bedroom apt summer
sublet with fall option 549-6264

2 bedrm Brendywine availaJune to Sept
rent neg 1 rm fall option 253 5949

Townehouse Apts for the summer; 3
bedroom apt, or rooms available Air condi
tioned, fully furnished, 1 mile from campus.
on bus route call Liz at 54943307

Femele roommate needed to sublet
cheap fall opt 666-7503 keep tryingi

Brendywine for summer two bedroom
fall potion $310 Dave 546-8730
Chic, cheep apt for summer rent 275 -• 2
br on bus route 253-9389

WANTED
~

Class Rings, Gold and Sih/er Jewelry and
Coins Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleessnt,
Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
545^2836 or 774-4409 Ueromir/ leave
message)

3 bdrm apt for fall call 263-7338

One female to share beautiful
townehosue apartment for summer and
fall I On bus route - own room! call caroJ
549 2638

WANTED TO RENT
~

Wanted bdrm or apt in Brandywine for
summer sublet w/fall option please call

546-7928

Starting June 1, 1 bdrm apt., walking dist.

to Grad Research Cntr., call 546-1488

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUagian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 Nvo days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

Saab 99E 1970 mechanically new, no rust

needs minor body work $2500 549-6861 BJ
after 5:00

360 Nova great engine good body a steal at

$650 549-1278

75 Chevy Suburban rust, dents but runs

excellent with long future BO Mitch

256-6712

1966 Chevy Impala, 283cl; new battery;

$375 firm, call Scott 546-5934

Convertible - 1969 Ford Gelaxie runs well

$300 or 80 call 253 7221 after 5

1976 Datsun runs great needs body work
560 549-5159

70 Nova 8 cyi., std., stereo new brakes,

shocks, exc. cond. $1000. 546-7560

1980 Toyote Celice five speed air condi-

tioning AM/FM superb engir>e dependable
$5700 549-6923

71 Toyota great buyll $300 best offer Nate
253-9015

1973 Chevy Bel Air runs t>eautlfully, AC,
super stereo sonf>e rust $660/80 253-9467

1980 Chevy Monte 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable, excellent gas mileage, very

good condition. BO call 253-7779

BE AWARE

Kappas and datee get psyched for Spr-

ing Formal! Have one on ust Love, your

new sisters

BELLYQRAMStl

DelKrered by profeaalowal baWydancai
for most unusual gift. Thereia. 2B3-7822

BROTHERS

of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity welcome all

males attending UMass as an
undergraduate to an Open Rush at our

home on 374 N. Pleasant St. and Fearing

St . The big blue house on tf>e way to town
Come down, have a beer with us and find

out what we're all about. Wed. May 4 8:30

to 11 PM 545-0244

CAPE COD BOUND?

Female roommata wanted for eummer
rental in Yarmouth 2 monute welk to the

beech 3 minute walk to Rte. 28 call

546^133 546-4136 253-2541 after 6 pm keep

trying

CAPE COD SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

Jesons, Cape Cods finest nightdub. will

be conducting interviews for all bar per

sonel on 4/» and 5/7 from 12:00 to 3:00

pm. 228 Lower County Road Dennisport.

Where the happy people go.

DEBBIE DOC

Happy 21st Monkey Woman.
Go Apell C.C.C.U.F.C.W.

Love. K.K.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LESSI
Dorms, Greeks, Semis. Call N- Save. Paul

54»4406

FALL APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt for rent

for fall. Apt will be semi-fumished & in ex

cellent condition. Call 253-5660

FOR RENT

Parentis) with chlld(ren) wanted for

North Amherst cooperative household

Longterm. 549-4006

1 bedroom Brandywine sumn>er sublet

w/fall option, AC, dishwwher, disposal

549^781

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome
applications from single grads and
undergrads including freshmen and

sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church

for more information about this Christian

ministry house call 549-3596 or 256-6691

One bedroom in Puffton epertment Fall

option 549-0637

Colonial Village summer sublet w/fall op-

tion 2 bedroom »296/mo 256-0666

Fall Rental large Sunderiend house 6

bedrooms 3 full baths complete krtchen

wesher dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $150/mo -- util call

e6&4803

Berkshire Rental Great Barrington

wonwn needs persons for cooperative

house. 586-6810

Free August rent fully fumished 2 bdrm

NorthwoodApts summer sublet w/fall op-

Call Us Quick summer sublet with fall op-
tion Southwood Apt 2 bedroorp front view
first come - first serve 253-9083

Apt for rent - within walking distance to

campus and town. Located on N. Pleasant

St. NEAR SILVERSCAPE DESIGNS avail

June 1st with fall option perfect for 2 peo-

ple. Call 253-9889 after 5 pm
1 bedrm in 2 bedrm epertmt. yard, pets

OK, walk to UMass. 162.50 -»- electric.

Judy 256-6948 or Grace 253-7783

3 bedroom ept new, huge, center of

town. Available June 1 with fall option. Call

after five 549-0477

FOR SALE

10000 used records just bought. Hun-

dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton. Many hard to

find 584-3130 or 586-5726

Brand new moped, never been ridden.

Must sell immediately call Rob 586-5424

Couch good condition $50 call Tracey

256-0663

Just in time for SpringI 10 speed bicycle.

Viscount Aerospace Sport. Excellent corKli-

tion. Call Mike 546 5613

Ibenet Concorde ecoustic w/ pickup
$225 moog prodigy leed synth $300
546^7976

Dorm size refrigeretor $60 or BO runs like

new 546-5069 keep trying

BSR 60 watt speakers, great sound ex-

cellent condition three-way. $130.00 or best

offer 2S6«97
Sm woodstove 180. also couch $25.

dresser, desk, etc. call 549-4195

LOST

FOUND

Single Key on rir>g found near pond Friday

Apr. 29 Phone 549-3527 or come to ELab

2^
Cross writing instrument call 549-0306 to

identify found outside Morrill.

Keys Sunday at Southwest Concert call

266^379 after 6:00.

HAVE I OCT A DEAL FOR YOU

One lerge bedroom in beeutiful Rolling

Green apartment utilities included pool

June 1 to August 31 best offer keep trying

Denise 2S3-S366 Laurie 546-5407

HELLUVA BARGAIN
~

Townhouse summer sublet 3 bdrm, AC,
extrennelY negotiable call 546-8667 or

546-S204

HELP WANTED
~

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE WOt: Sumnr>er

and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreech and

citizen lot>by building on consumer and en-

vironmental issues HRS: 2-10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1 -800 962-7478

Looking for experienced restaurant

help for Cape restaurant. Also landscaping

maintenence call 253-5482

Worcester Aree - Full or pert time work
phys-ed graduate. Boys and giris gym-

nastics. Resunf>e to Box #2 Cherry Valley,

Mess 01611

The CC/SU Boerd of Qovemors is ec-

cepting applications for its eleven pekl

coordinator positions for the Fall Applica-

tions are available in 817 of the CC due May
1Z

The 8QA Treasurer's Office is now hiring

for two positions for the summer and fall:

SGA Controller ar>d Treesurer's Assistant.

Accounting and office work experience is

essential. Pickup applications at the

Treesurer's Office, 407 SUB. Deedline is

May 11 We are an AA/EEO employw.

SGA PRESIDENT'S OFFICE offers in-

terns indep. studies, and credits working

on research and advocacy of educational &
social concern to students. Affirmative Ac-

tion Employer Rm 406E SUB 546-0341

Experienced relieble childcare sought
for 3H yr old 3-5 afternoons a wk call

Carolyn 253-3162

HERPES RESEARCH
~

Graduate Psychology Student doing

thesis reseerch on coping with genital

herpes. If you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 pm

HOUSES FOR RENT
~

4 bedrooms in Northempton for Sept. 5

bedrooms in Hadley for summer, 4

bedrooms in Aaf>herst for summer, perheps

Sept option. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

Keys - 4/30 Southwest Pyramids
-Keychain is leather triangle with "B" in

center 546-5048 Dan

Yellow Cross Court Sweetshirt. Wed.
4/27 between Fearing St and town per-

sonal favorite please call Kim 549-1414.

LEATHER SCROLL PORTFOLIO w/han
die final project within call 546 5650

Lost on campus 4/29/83 set of keys on
leather key chain Lyssa 6-6907

MOTORCYCLES
~

1973 TC12B Susuki excellent cond 1900
miles on/off road $350. 256-8964.

MOVE TO PUFFTON
~

Three Bedroom Puffton ept is up for

grabs, we're graduating I 549-5208.

PERSONALS
~

Happy Birthdday T. Noonie Luppi! Here's

a quarter - have yourself a field day. Love,

Meser.

Ivy - I'll always be there when you need a

friend. Love Dave.

Jeff Thenks for a wonderful weekend. I

hope there are more in store for us. Love
Honey.

MPM - You probably wish I'd disappear,

but before I do, hope you have the happiest

20thl Live it upl

You ceught my eye twk:e at \hm Universi-

ty Store you fantastic profile and deep en-

ticing stare at the card display drove me
wild I'd love to get to know you the curiy

dark haired guy with the blue nylon wind-

breaker

JULIENE. 'Take it easy American Girt"

have e happy birthday. Love, BBRHPRJ
Cheeseceke:
Fitz's was great. The welk even better.

Hottubs? Prepered? EARS .

Free Treined Lesbien/Gey ?9nr counsell-

ing. Referral MTuThF 4-8 p.m. 433SU
545-2646.

Fred: Happy 21stl Hope it's a good one and
many morel Love, Julie.

Rich get psyched for Friday. Lots of good
Kappa fun - Susan.

Gradueting Senior with job in Boston
looking for sanrte to share apt Starting 6/1 I

already have great place rent resonable call

Steve Mandell 546-2150 leeve message.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

SPRING CONCERT

DIseertations. theaea, cases, papers

gueranteed acceptance low rates 5-(X392,

584-7924 Nancy

ROLLING GREEN APT

Summer sublet, two bedrooms, AC, all

utilities, furnished, negotieble. Joel

2560436 nights

ROOMMATES WANTED ~

Fentele roommate wanted for summer
nonsmoker Sunderiend apt in house $85 a

month call Janet 546-6882 after 9 pm
1 bedroom eveilable in Britteny Manor
apartment starting in Septemt>er good con-

dition two males or 2 females call Don
256-6041

Townehouse Apt. summer sublet /fall op-

tion for 2 people 1 room 549-6313

Reeponeible roommete wented to shere

room in Southwood. Summer and possible

fall option. Cheep rent. Call Jim 256-8471

evening ^
2 female roommetee wanted for fall

120/mo Brinany Manor ht included call

256-0719

Room for rent in 2 bedroom Brendywine

apt summer and/or fall 549-6934

3 roommetee for greet houee in Hyan-

nisport on Craigvillebeech - Lisa 253-3668

1 man 1 woman Townehouse - 2

bedrooms cheep cell 549-6353 or 546-5134

1 or 2 females to share large beo oom for

fall cheep Rolling Green 256-0807

Townehouse 2 people to share bdroom in

2 bdroom apt starts June 1 666-4669

Cape Cod Summer looking for females to

rent modem duplex in Hyennis May 15

through Labor Day pre-payment required

Julie 617-636-8601.

Brandywine Lrg bedroom avail for one or

two responsible males njnsmokers Neel

549-2808.

1 or 2 femalee wanted for rm in 2 bedr

Brandywir>e starting June or Sept 253-5949

SERVICES
~

Typing, short pspers to msnuscripts

reasonable phone 666^223 Debbie

Orchard Hill - Central Spring Concert
May 7, from 12-6 between OH/C
Joe Sallins and the J.J. Band,

The Armstrong Brothers,

The Ellis Hall Group, and
Robin Lane and The Shake
Rain location - S.U.B.

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm ept Amherst Center $400/mth
avail 6/1 253-9577

Cool, light efficiency epertment. fur-

nished. Triangle St., Amherst, rent

negotiable, 549-0467 or 545-0864

Summer sublet fell option 76 Chestnut

St, Amherst, easy walk to campus.
Available June 1 . Call 549-4127 ask for Jim.

1 50-f per nr>onth

Summer sublet Coloniel Villege one
bedroom $225/mth call Tom 256-6669

One bedroom ept w/fall option, AC,
pool, tennis, on bus route, $225/ month
utilities included 666-2538

Brendywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549-6440 AC pool

Beeutiful Terge 3 bedroom ept in house
Amherst Center excellent location June
Sept 1 $400/month call now 253 2169

Summer sublet/fell option 2 bedroom
Northwood Apts. Hot water ind. On bus
route. Pool. $200/ month neg. Cell evenings

or before 9:30 AM 666-2939

Two bedroom ept eveilable in Bran-

dywine June to Sept price negotiable call

Jennifer 546-5390

Puffton Villege 1 bdrm in a 3 bdrm apt

summer sublet fall option 549-4791

Summer sublet/fell option 1 bed in 2 bed
Brittany manor apt 256-0296

2 bedroom Cliffside Apt $286 nrKHith in-

cludes nice big POOL, tennis courts playing

fields all utilities 666-4644

2 bedroom Southwood apt with fall op-

tion. Hot water and heet included . 253-7373

eerfy mornings and evenings beet

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Rivergiade

Apt rent negotiable 256-8137

Brendywlnel Summer/fall option 1 bdrm
available AC/pool/bus rt/rent negotieble
- call Laura 549 0313

One bedroom in Sunderiend Center
apartment $150/nrK) summer only bus
route 549-6802 Tony

Hadley House Rte 9 5 bedroom 375 or 80
per room 584-4807

Fumished Townehouee Apt. AC, rent

negotiable, call Scott or Rich 549-0616

Rolling Green fumished 3 bedroom apt

400/mo everything included AC pool call

now Diene 256-826 1 Pam 546-8122

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom cheep acroaa

from bus stop 253-3301

Amherst Ctr apt 4 bdrm fumished $150 -f

elect ea call 2S3-5298

Puffton Villege three bedroom furnished

rent cheap call Kim or Monica 549-4736

Fall option large bedroom in two bedoom
ept Colonial Village on busline $100/month
Eileen 253-3941

Brandywine 2 bedroom beeutifully fur-

nished, ceble, pool, AC, June 1 - Sept 1

rent negotieble 549-6466

Two cheap big rooms in country house
3 miles from campus. $80 month. 549-4729

before 8:X am or after 5 pm fall option

1 bdrm in Amh house laundry fee, 2 fum
housemetes, short welk to campus,
garden, 138/mo 253-3646 Sam , R ick, Jess

Brandywine two bedrooms full kitchen

bethroom specious livingroom pool two
bedrooms cheep call 549-1406 negotieble

Puffton Villege summer lubtet fully fur-

nished cheap Tom 549-6716

Brendywine ept fuNy fumished one bdr

available for summer sublet, pool call

Dunacn 549-1305 rent negotiable

Studio apartment in Belchertown sum-
mer sublet w/fall option near center, on
bus route call 323 aEB6 evenings

Puffton 3 bedroom 2 bath, fumished
$100/nr>o 549-1873

•• «216.0D SUNDERLAND 2 BDS

Beeutiful 2 bedroom apartment right on
bus route fumished or nonfumished
summer sublet fell option call Anne or

Tom 686-7918 Do not peas this upl

TO SUBLET

3 bedroom Puffton apt furnished June 1

-Sept 1 296/mo call 549-4047
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Gazelles leash the Huskies, 7-2
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ

The University of Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team capped off their 1963 season

yesterday at NOPE field the same way it

began: with a win.

They defeated Northeastern University 7-

2, to finish the season with an 111-1- mark.

After dropping the second game of the year

to James Madison, the Gazelles will carry

an 11 game unbeaten streak into the first

round of the NCAA tournament.

"We were sluggish today. The weekend

took a k)t out of us, and sometimes it is hard

to get up for every game." said Gazelle

coach Pam Hixon. "We did not look like we

were ready to perform, but we did play well

enough to win."

Linda Haytayan led the scoring for the

stickwomen with four goals and two assists.

The second half opened up sloppily for the

Gazelles, but their tight defense and tough

goaltending by Rita Hubner kept Nor-

theastern off of the scoreboard. Haytayan
scored her fourth goal of the game at 5:59,

off a nice feed from Boyer. Tish Stevens

added the final goal, and Stevens put in a

backhand to the goalie's right.

UMass outshot NcHlheastern 22-10. RiU
Hubner made eight saves while the Nor-

theastern goalkeeper made 15. The lax-

won>en will wait until Monday, when they
hear who they will play in the NCAA
playoffs. The tournament begins on May
11th with the top four teams getting firsl

round byes.

'*We did not look like we
were ready to perform, but

we did play well enough to

win.
f9

jfcy^r^'Jly^---'

Pam Moryl contributed two goals,

Michelle Boyer chipped in two assists.

and

Moryl opened the scoring at the 1:19 mark

of the first hab off of a nice give and go from

HayUyan. Northeastern tied the score at

11 and took a 2 1 lead at the 10:43 mark.

UMass was slow and hesitant picking up

loose balls and they weren't connecting

with their passes.

But the stickwomen began to get their act

together and eventually built up a com-

fortable 5 2 halftime lead, helped by three

straight goals by Haytayan. Moryl made it

5-2 at 21:38 putting a rolling backhand shot

past the Northeastern goalie.

"We were fifth last week and it is difficult

to move up. I would rather play in the first

round than get a bye. To prepare for the

playoffs, we will by changing the offense

and defense and try to set up more

strategically by moving people." said

Hixon. We need scoring from more people

to be effective."

"I have to be pleased with this season. We
played some really good games with some

big league teams. We were in some close

games and played well. The defense has

been consistent all season k>ng. But coming

down the stretch, we will need more
balanced scoring. The goal output has been

far less later in the season, and the offense

can be complacent." commented Hucon.

Dr. J gets recognition

but not from UMass
By JIM FLOYD

( allcffiMi Sun

Well, oh mighty administrators of the

venerable institution known as the

University of Massachusetts, you folks

really blew this one.

As I sat in front of my televnion

watching the Philadelphia 76'ers take
apart the New York Knicks last Saturday
afternoon, one of the announcers proudly

told the national television audience that

one of the members of the 76'ers was
going to receive an honorary doctorate

from Temple University.

"Julius Crving. " my ears heard come
from the speaker on the video. The
Doctor was going to become a real doctor

after all.

Commentary

It seemed to me that giving one of the

greatest basketball players of all time an

honorary degree was a great idea,

especially since that player had. through

most of his career, been called the Doctor.

But, Temple University? Why had the

Owls given Erving a degree? After all. he

never went to Temple University.

rU tell you why. Because the ad

ministration of Temple University has far

more foresight than the unsportsminded

mentors here at UMass.
No, Julius Erving never did graduate

from UMass. He went hardship after his

junior year and entered into the now
defunct ABA. He didn't get 120 credits

and fulfill his language requirement. He
didn't have to stand in line for hours on

end trying to get into courses that were

already closed a seventh and eighth time.

All Julius Erving did for the university

was, in his two years as a varsity per-

former on the basketball team (freshmen

didn't play varsity when the Doc went
" was become the number two scorer

in school history (Erving's two year total

of 1370 is beaten only by Mike Pyatt's four

year toUl of 1503).

Erving's two years rank as the numbw
one and two single season scoring marks.

He has the highest career scoring

average, most rebounds in a career, most

foul shots made in a career, and the top

four games with the most rebounds.

Forget about taking the time to list all

the things that Julius Erving did for the

UMass basketball team. As far as in

dividual Minuteman basketball records.

Julius Erving's name appears 26 times in

this year's press guide. They even

printed his picture twice.

But. an honorary degree? Nope. It

took Temple to pull that rabbit out of their

hat.

Did the university forget about all those

years when it received $1,000 toward the

general scholarship fund in Erving's name
each time he was named player of the

game in a nationally televised contest?

Looks that way.

I know, let's give a degree to Ed King,

ex governor of Massachusetts instead.

After all, he helped to cut back on state

aid to schools didn't he? That's the type of

accomplishment the school should land.

No sense in inviting the most well

known person ever to attend UMass back

on commencement day to solidify a

relationship with someone who has made
it as an athlete, an entrepreneur (Erving

owns and manages his own chain of shoe

stores), and a personality.

All I know is that I'll shrink back a little

deeper in my seat when the PA announcer

calls the I>octor out onto the basketball

floor.

"And starting at forward, from the

University of Massachusetts but

remembered and honored by Temple
University, the Doctor, Julius Erving,

Erving. Erving . .
."

Sometimes I think that UMass sucks.

This is one of them.

Linda HayUyui (mouthgiiard) shoots on g^oal a^inst Dartmouth

earlier this season. HayUyan led the UMass atUck with four goals and

two assists.

Friars sneak out with
narrow 5-4 win overUM

By KEVIN DeLUCA
t ••Wftaii .HUff

PROVIDENCE. R.I. Yesterday, in an

exciting, tumultuous nine inning contest

against Providence College the University

of Massachusetts finally tost a game. 5-4.

Despite the k>ss. the Minutemen are

still expected to receive an ECAC playoff

bid when the ECAC committee meeU at

St. Johns Saturday.

Nothing went smoothly for UMass. as

rain cancelled the scheduled doubleheader

and turned it into a single game that

started nearly two hours after the

scheduled 1 p.m. start.

Once the game started it was obvious

Minuteman starter Tony Presnal (5-1) did

not have his best stuff. After struggling

through the first inning. Presnal gave up

two runs in the second and was lifted in

favor of reliever Matt Subocz.

The UMass offense meanwhile, started

abusing Friar starter Jim Olakis in the

second inning. Chris Waszczuk led off the

second with a ground rule double and

scored the first run of the game on a

Angek) Salustri single. UMass struck

again against Olakis in the fourth to tie

the game when Salustri walked stole

second, and was knocked in by a single by

Andy Connors.

In the fifth both teams expk>ded.

Emerson led off with his first home run of

the year to give UMass a 3 2 lead. Then,

like the previous inning. Salustri walked

stole (12 for 12 in that department) and

crossed the plate on a Connors single. •

However, in the PC half of the inning,

they scored two runs on a John Caiabiella

double to knot the score.

UMass pitcher Subocz finally tired in

the seventh, throwing two consecutive

wild pitches to allow Friar Ken Leahey to

score what proved to be the game winning

run.

Nothing much happened until the

UMass ninth. Mike Bais. replaced Dean
Bennett who was thrown out of the game
after an altercation with the Providence

third baseman. Tim Cavanaugh led off the

ninth with a single and moved to second

on an Emerson bunt. Todd Comeau got an

infield hit to put runners on first and third

with one out and Woszczuk and Salustri

scheduled to bat for UMass.
Unfortunately for the Minutemen. PC

reliever Chuck Howard (3 1) came in

throwing smoke and struck out both

Woszczuk and Salustri to end the game.
The loss drops UMass to 16-14 on the

year and upped Providence to 20-13.

UMass plays today at Amherst College at

3 p.m.

IM flag football proposed
By JUDY KELLIHER

Caii^ui surr

The intramural department is proposing to

change the present procedures for in-

tramural football play. The plan is to go
from touch to flag football.

The intramural department will be holding

two forums to discuss the prospective plans

with the students. The forums wiU be hekl

tonight (May 5) and Monday May 9 at 8

p.m. in Room 251 Boyden. Student input is

vital and wanted by the IM Staff.

The new rules would not only provide for

the use of Hags, but also the im-

plementation of screen blocking. This

means bk)cking must occur without contact.

The blocker must have his arms at his side

or back. Any use of the arms or legs to

initiate contact is illegal.

The reasoning behind this is to eliminate

the unnecessary roughness that occurs

between the offensive and defensive lines.

This should reduce the risk of injury from
needless pushing and shoving.

Colleges such as Ohio State, the

University of Maryland and University of

Illinois have credited the change to flag

football as the reason for a lower injury

rate, at the colleges from IM football.

Let your feelings be known at the forums.

Remember, the IM staff aren't the ones out

there playing. You are.
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Low interest student loans

favored by Regent Chairman

I'slWgMa piMto ^ Da«« Orabw

Maasachusetts Board of Regents Chairman
James Martin addressed the Faculty Senate

yesterday.

By KEVIN BOWE
t«UcgiMSUff

The Chairman of the Board of Regents James Martin

advocated the elimination of .scholarship aid to financially

needy students and criticized the states opening meeting

law at the Faculty Senate meeting yesterday.

Martin also committed himself to guaranteeing access

to higher education for all students motivated to attend.

"It is our objective that no (qualified) student should be

barred access solely because of monetary reasons."

Martin said.

Martin said that he found granting scholarship aid to

students inneed of financial assistance "reprehensible"

and favored k)w interest loans to needy students.

"It is a pet idea of mine," Martin said.

Martin said tuition increases are often needed to

persuade the I.<egislature to fuUy fund the budget of

public higher education.

"The budgeting process requires us. sometimes, to

show the ability to raise funds," Martin said.

Martin blamed a perceived bad public image of the

Board of Regents on the original reorganization law that

created the Regents m iy»U.

"There were no public hearings or debate on the

matter." he said.

"It is the continuing process of blaming the child who
was born out of wedlock." Martin said.

Martin said criticism of the Regents by some members

of the Legislature was caused by the fact that ihey have

lost their patronage privileges of substanially controlhng

the budgets of the 27 public colleges and universities in

Massachusetts.

"If drinking is the curse of the working man then the

open meeting law is the curse of the Board of Regents,"

Martin said, in reference to the controls placed on the

Regents.

The Regents' agenda for the future is clearly spelled

out in their long range plan, passed last spring, "(so) you

need not bother coming to our meetings, " Martin said.

In his opening comments Martin mentioned a scene in

the movie Patton in which actor George C. Scott said.

"Here's a chance to see what a first class son of a bitch

really k>okslike."

"If you believe what some state representatives, some

union leaders and most student activists say. then Patton

was an archangel (compared to me)". Martin said.

EWC head denies charges

made by three employees
By MICHELLE HYDE

c«iwgiuisufr

Allegations of "lack of due process" and

the staffs "fighting like cats and dogs,"

made by three Everj'women's Center

employees who lost their jobs, were denied

Wednesday by the Center's Director, Ruth

Weekes-Washington

.

Weekes-Washington and other members
of the Everywomen's Center staff main-

tain that the decisions to fire these women
were justified, despite allegations by the

rel^tfed employees.

Mary Wentworth, coordinator of the

Poor Women's Task Force, and Malika

Jones, co-coordinator of the Third World

Women's Program filed grievance prt)-

cedures after being notified in March that

their contracts would be terminated. A per-

formance evaluation claimed they weren't

fulfilling their job descriptions.

The two women also filed grievances

against Weekes-Washington in March
because they .said they were not given six

months notice before being told their con-

tracts would not be renewed in June.

Wentworth said the reason behind her

termination is because she has been too

outspoken politically and questioned

whether the Everywomen's Center is

becoming more accountable to the "white

male-dominated" administration than to

women.

Ruth Fessenden, research reference

coordinator, who has worked at the Every-

women's Center since 1976 said the center

has maintained its support of women since

she has worked there.

She said the Everywomen's Center is an

autonomous organization. "We set our

own goals and objectives and determine

our own priorities."

Wentworth said the Everywomen's
Center has always been a stressful place to

work. "People can't meet the job descrip-

tions because of their responsbilities at

home," she said.

Weekes-Washington said, "I don't think

the sf/cial aspect is an issue. The decision

was based on an evaluative process."

Jones r*>ceived a letter from Weekes-

Washington in December saying her con-

tract might not be renewed in June on the

basis of evaluations done by Robert Welsh,

special assistant to the chancellor. She said

she received her official letter of termina-

tion in March. Jones' grievance is the "lack

of due process" she received from Weekes

Washington liecause she was not given suf-

ficient notice.

However. Jim Coopee, assistant person-

nel director said, according to University

policy, only full time permanent employees

must be given six months notice, and that

Wentworth and Jones, as professional non-

academic employees, do not fall into that

category.

Each of the women feel the decisions

made by Weekes-Washington were un-

justified.

However, Weekes-Washington and other

EveryTvomen's Center empoyees feel that

the decisions were justified.

"They were well thought out. difficult

decisions, but correct in each case,"

said Suzanne Slater, coordinator of

Counseling Services. "I have total con-

fidence in the actions of Ruth Weekes-
Washington.

"This is not the result of institutionalized

oppression based on any socio-economic

factors. It is an issue of job performance."

Fessenden said, "There are other older

women and other single women with

children. They are not the only represen-

tatives of those categories on staff."

Another Everywomen's Center
employee. Marianne O'Leary. sought legal

counsel, after being fired by Weekes
Washington from the clerk/typist position

she has held since November for not fulfill-

ing her job qualiiications.

O'Leary said she was hired as a Grade 4

clerk on a probation basis and two months

later was given an additional page to her

job description, yet her pay grade remained

unchanged.

She said two weeks before she was to

become a permanent staff member, she

was fired by Weekes-Washington for a

failure to fulfill her job description. "That

was an inappropriate time to fire me." she

said.

Weekes-Washington said O'Leary was

not given additional work, but clarification

of what she had to do as a clerk at the

Everywomen's Center. "It was two mon-

ths, not two weeks," Weekes-Washington

said.

O'Leary said the situation has a lot to do

with Center politics.

"There was a lot of stress in that office.

The staff was fighting like cats and dogs,"

she said.

roll*in>ii pkoto bT Ann Laacr;

Rugby shirt-clud Jeff McNeil and Larry Sheedy enjoy yesterday's

warm temperatures on the Campus Center steps outside the Flagstone

Cafe as the University library towers in the background.
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World and National News
Fighting continues in Lebanon

BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - President

Amin Gemayel alerted his fledgling air

force and artillery yesterday night for

their first combat after Christian Druse
fighting in the hills spilled over onto

Beirut. The capital suffered its heaviest

bombardment since the end of the Israeli-

Palestinian war last summer.
Senior military sources said Gemayel

ordered the air force, which consists of

eight Hawker Hunter jet fighters and a

squadron of missile -equipped helicopter

gunships, and the army artillery to "at-

tack and silence" the batteries that rained

shells on Beirut if they resumed the at-

tack.

It had not been determined who was

responsible for the firing.

Dozens of rockets and shells were fired

into the city from the hills over a period of

more than five hours yesterday afternoon,

killing at least seven people and wounding

25, police said.

One shell landed near an Israeli convoy

southeast of the city, killing an Israeli

sergeant and wounding nine others, the

Israeli military command announced.

Three machine-gun rounds hit a

helicopter carrying Col. James M. Mead of

Boston, commander of U.S. Marine

peacekeeping forces, who was trying to

find out which side was shelling the city.

None of the Americans was hurt, but

Mead had to terminate his mission

abruptly.

The hills where the shelling originated

are occupied by rightist Christian and

leftist Druse nulitias as well as the Israeli

army. All denied any involvement, and

there was no way to prove who initiated

or kept up the shelling.

AP LmMrplMMe

A woman clutches her child as a shell lands in West Beirut's Moslem

neighborhood of Museitbeh yesterday. Shelling continued on the

capital as Christian and Islamic Drise militamen battled in the hills.

Chinese hijackers seize plane

AP l.u*rpholn

Violence continued in Paris yesterday as businessmen and police of-

ficers clash. Above, a member of a small businessmen union strikes a

helmeted riot police officer with a wooden stick. Several people were

taken to the hospital in serious condition as a result of the violent scuf-

fles.

SEOUL. South Korea (API — Armed
hijackers, apparently seeking to defect

from China, took over a Chinese airliner

yesterday with 105 people aboard and

diverted it to a U.S. military base near

Seoul in the first confirmed case of a

hijacking in China.

Details of the incident were still sketchy

early Friday and there was no official word

on the fat? of the hijackers, who apparently

surrendered or were captured after the

plane landed yesterday afternoon.

U.S. defense officials in Washmgton said

they were told that South Korean security

agents took five men and one woman into

custody at the military base.

Some reports said two crew members
were shot, apparently by the hijackers, and

were Uken to a hospiul. Other reports said

two people were wounded by Chinese

security agents stationed in the plane.

Government officials reported the others

aboard were safe and in good condition

after spending some nine hours aboard the

three engine. British built Trident, which

was kept under heavy military guard

throughout the hot afternoon and into the

night.

Although China and South Korea have no

diplomatic relations, the official Xinhua

news agency said the director of the Civil

Aviation Administration of China. Shen Tu.

had asked for permission to travel to Seoul

"in order to deal with this matter."

Chinese officials said "armed thugs'*

hijacked CAAC airline Flight 6501 on a

flight between Shenyang, about 350 miles

northwest of Seoul in extreme northeast

China, and Shanghai.

An airline spokesman said there were 96

passengers and nine crew members aboard,

but did not mention any possible native for

the hijackmg.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Abortion foesprotest Chisholm speech
CHICOPEE. Mass. -

Abortion opponents say

they want a Catholic
women's college to cancel a

speech by former
congresswoman Shirley

Chisholm because she
supported abortion.

Our Lady of the Elms
College refuses to cancel the

speech Saturday, and the

Most Rev. Joseph Maguire.
bishop of the western
Massachusetts Roman
Catholic diocese, said

Thursday he supports the

college as long as Ms.
Chisholm doesn't speak on
abortion.

Ms. Chisholm. a visiting

professor at Mount Holyoke
College, South Hadley. is

scheduled to speak about the

"Histwic Perspective of

Sexism." Her speech follows

workshops about the status

of women in America.

"Elms is there to protect

the faith and promote the

faith of these young girls,"

John Day, regional coor-

dinator of the Massachusetts

Citizens for Life. said.

(Meals announce $36Mfor rivercleanups
BOSTON - Massa

chusetts residents cannot

swim or fish in half their

1,600 miles of river — the
worst record in New
England — and officials

yesterday announced $36
million in grants to help

them clean up.

"Due to its higher concen-

tration of population and in-

dustry, Massachusetts has

the lower percentage of

fishable. swimmable waters
- 48 percent in 1982,"

Lester A. Sutton, regional

administrator for the

federal Environmental Pro-

tection Agency, said.

The remaining 52 percent

does not meet state water

quality standards, accor-

ding to officials.

Geese beaten to death in& Hadleypark

APLaMi^koto

More than 1,000 Brockton Hig^h School students walked out of

classes this morning and marched to City Hall where they protested a

one million dollar school budget cut proposed by the Brockton mayor.

The cuts would result inthe loss of 118 teaching positions and the an-

nihilation of the entire athletic program.

SOUTH HADLEY. Mass.

(AP) — Vandals broke into

Buttery Brook Park, tore

down animal cages and
bludgeoned five geese to

death, park workers said

yesterday.

"You have to have
something wrong with you
to come in and beat an

Joseph W. Taylor,
superintendent of the town
park and playgrounds
department. "You've got to

be sick, sick sick."

Taylor said Thaddeus
Trybus, a park worker
discovered the damage
about 8:30 a.m. Thursday
when he arrived to feed the

in a small animal encbsure
in the 40 acre park. The
rabbits' cages were smashed
and they were missing, he

said.

"There are going to be a

lot of broken hearts,"

Joseph Ledeaux. park

foreman, said of the animals

which had been a popular

animal to death," said geese and two rabbits, kept attraction for local children.

Babysitterfoundguilty ofassaultandbattery

Today's Staff

Night Editor Ray Beauchemin
Copy Editor Cris Schuster

Layout Technician Will Hopkins

Photo Technician Ann Lamery
Composition Liz Ward, Alice Klingener, Lauri Neely, Matt Sajdak, Stuart Sajdak

Mat Atkins, Suzi Hawkins, Laurie B. Frank I, Adrienne B. Dufur II, Gail Tanzer

Terri Cooper, Joy McCarthy

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -
A live in babysitter was
convicted and sentenced to

life in prison yesterday for

murdering a 3-year-old girl

who prosecutors said

pleaded, "Please don't hit

me again," during repeated

beatings.

Elizabeth Hutchinson also

was found guilty of assault

and battery in the October
1982 death of Brandy
Mallett, one of three
children the babysitter

cared for in the family's

rented rowhouse in E'''erett.

Judge James Nixon
immediately imposed the life

sentence mandatory under
Massachusetts law. The
babysitter was led away.

Ms. Hutchinson, one eye

covered by a surgical

eyepatch she wore
throughout the three-week

trial, showed no emotion as

the verdicts were returned

by a Middlesex Superior

Court jury after five hours

of deliberation over two
days.
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Fac Senate stops S. Africa academic funds
By MARY ANNE BEEN

CoiicKtui surf

The University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate yesterday unanimously voted to

endorse a resolution concerning University

involvement in South Africa, despite initial

opposition at the last meeting.

The resolution states that UMass shall

not provide sponsorship for any form of

academic or professional contact with South

Africa, including teaching, research or

conference attendance. Further, the

University will not provide funds for any

scholar visiting from South Africa for the

purposes of teaching, research, conferences

or other forms of acadenuc activity at the

University.

Bheki Langa, a UMass student from
South Africa, said he was quite pleased at

his opportunity to speak in favor of the

resolution.

"I would not have been given the op-

portunity in South Africa," Langa said.

According to the resolution presented by

the Faculty Senate, the University shall not

provide or administer funds for South
African academic endeavors, regardless of

source.

"The South African government is a

dangerous tiger and anyone who rides it is

in danger of being swallowed," Langa said.

Edwin Gere, associate professor of

political science, was hesitant about the

resolution and suggested an amendment.

Town Meeting acts on bus

funding, SAP, other articles
By CHRIS FERRETTI

(,«IWCiaa sun

Town Meeting meml>ers approved Arti-

cle 29 of the Town Meeting Warrant to con-

tinue their endorsement of existing no-fare

public transit services in Amherst last

night.

The services, which will cost the tt)wn

$18,645 for fiscal year 1984. would fund

the following four routes: Echo Hill. Or

chard Valley. Cushman, and Elf Hill, and

service tu Northampton.

Edith Wilkinson, chairman of the

Amherst Board of Selectmen, spoke in

favor of Article 32 to appropriate $32,500

for the Speed Alcohol Enforcement Pro-

gram.
Since the start of the program in

September 1981. she said, the number of

alcohol and speed related incidents have

declined from 446 before the programs im-

plemented to 328 this past year.

The program, designed to discourage

alcohol -related accieents between 9 p.m.

and 3 a.m. when accidents were likely to

occur in the town, was passed unanimous-

ly-

The Town Meeting approved a measure

introduced by the Conservation Committee

to appropriate $60,000 for a feasibility

study to improve the water quality of I*uf-

fers Pond.

With little debate the Town Meeting ap-

proved Article 34 sponsored by the Child

Care Committee for $8,000 to implement a

sliding fee scale to be used for the summer
recreation program.

The purpose of this measure is to make
"Adventure Playground" mure accessible

to lower-income families.

CERRF Sponsors write-in
By CRIS SCHUSTER

(oIkgtM SUIT

In a final on campus attempt to help

stop an anti-abortion amendment from'

passing in the U.S. Senate, the Com
mittee for Equal Rights and Reproductive,

Freedom (CERRF) is conducting a letter

writing campaign at the University of

Massachusetts.

More than 75 letters signed by students

will be sent to senators protesting the

Eagleton Amendment which sUtes "'A

woman's right to an abortion is not

gauranteed under the Constitution." The

amendment which went through without

approval of the Senate Judiciary Com
mittee. will probably come up for a vote

on the Senate floor in late June or July.

Senators who have not previously voted

prochoice and especially out of sUte

Senators are being Urgeted by the write

in campaign, according to Lisa Nazzaro. a

member of CERRF. However. Naziaro

said Senators Edward M. Kennedy and

Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts will

probably receive most of the letters even

though they have already taken a pro-

choice stand.

It Uhe amendnt)ent) is ten words which

denies a right to an abortion is not secured

by the Constitution. That's all it ii."

Nazzaro said. "It's easy for people to unite

behind it because it specifically targets

the abortion issue."

Nazzaro said the amendment has a very

good chance of passing in the Senate.

"My personal opinion is that it is going

to go through and it is going to go through

fast. There is not a hell of a lot there

(within the amendment) to argue about."

she said. "It is something easy to unite

behind and that is why it is so dangerous.

"

StudenU are being encouraged by

CERRF to write their senators or call

them because it carries more weight,

Nazzaro said.

"Everything helps." she said.

A table on the Campus Concourse was

set up this week to get students to sign a

CERRF form letter or to write a hand

written letter.

Statements included in the CERRF
form letter were "I understand that the

only reason this bill has reached the floor

is because of a political deal..." and

"Please help stop this waste of your time!

Eighty percent of the voters in America

are Pro-choice."

Students react to Senate bill
By MARY BALDWIN

Caiwthwi sun

A woman, not a government, should

have the right to choose whether a woman
should have an abortion, several Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students agreed in

separate interviews conducted this week.

Students voiced their opinions on the

Eagleton amendment, anti-abortion

legislation which was passed on to the

Senate floor to be debated in July.

Andrew Fenniman, a junior French ma-

jor, said, "Abortion is against my
religious beliefs. But you can't force

Christian morality on a nation. I can't tell

someone who doesn't hold those beliefs to

think otherwise."

Lisa Vatske, a sophomore business ma-

jor, said, "I think an amendment to wipe

out someone's right to decide whether or

not they should have a baby is awful. It's

an individual's right to decide. I hope it

doesn't get passed. If it did, 1 would hate

to see the consequences."

According tot he Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproductive Freedom

(CfclvKF; al 'ijrtl<w>a, «•«. ojiieiidment

made it to the Senate floor without the

recommendation of the Judiciary Com
mittee because of political maneuvering

by Republican senators Qrhn Hatch and

Howard Baker.

In response to this Charlene Allen, co-

president of the Student Government
ass<x*iation, said, "This is a gross distor-

tion of the due process and an attempt to

get something through that will not get

passed. The intent of the sleazy procedure

is to get it through unnoticed. They are

assured of the fact that if people knew
what was going f^". it wouldn't get

through. I think 80 percent of the country

is pro-choice and at least 80 percent of the

campus is pro-choice."

Ferc> Bunink, a senior linguistic

psychology major, said, "They are trying

to circumvent the judiciary process in-

stead of representing the opinion of 80

percent of the voters in America. It's

ridiculous, of course, and it doesn't seem

to be very democratic. We voted them in-

to office to protect our rights and wishes

and that's not what they seem to be doing.

I don't think it will pass. I hope it won't."

"This resolution impinges on academic

freedom. What if a student or colleague

wanted to go to South Africa to study'.'"

Gere said.

"1 see no reason why this body disrupts

academic freedom," said Chester Davis,

associate professor of Afro- American

studies. "We must no sponsor this kind of

exchange with such an inhumane regime.

We won't lose much in the way of

knowledge or research. Colleagues can

come up with the funding somewhere if

they wish to go there."

"I completely support this resolution. I

dont't think that it prohibits anything as far

as academic freedom is concerned," said

Jesse Ortiz, associate professor of public

heath.

The endorsement was seen as a positive

assertion of the academic and moral in-

tegrity on the Senate's part, according to

Tom Aharen, Student Government
Association co-president.

"I think the meeting was handled well

and the outcome was super," Ahearn said.

"I am quite pleased with the outcome of

this meeting, " Davis said. "I expected some

opposition, although I had some confidence

that the resolution would indeed be en-

dorsed."

The Senate's support of this resolution,

according to Otto Stein, professor of

botany, offers a glimmer of hope to those in

similar situations.

( ollvgwa pkoU by Am I.Mn«n

Andy Wise displays a homemade biplane kite he flew yesterday. Sun-

ny and cloudless skies are expected for kite-flying enthusiasts and

others this weekend.

Special interests debated
By DAVE LINTON

c«ii«ffiMSun

A panel of six University of

Massachusetts faculty debated whether

special interests dominate common in-

terests of industry, government and higher

education last night at the Third Annual

UMass Faculty Debate.

A. ElUot Carlisle, a professor in the

School of Management opened the debate

by saying management's pursuit of short

term profits is the dominant interest in the

country's top corporations. He said because

management's success to increase profits is

rewarded, "the consumer's concerns are

minimized."

"In the case of higher education, funds

are donated to those areas which are

concerned with profits," he said.

Leonard A. Rapping, professor in the

economics department said the dominance

of special interest in our society is a major

social problem." He said society must
balance special interests and common in-

terests. Rapping warned about the dangers

of special interests in a nuclear world.

AssisUnt Chancellor Deirdre A. Ling

cited the number of special interests groups

in the country and the power those groups

have through the use of the media. She said

corporate managers in the 1960's did not

take special interests groups seriously.

Today, she said, corporate managers

recognize the ability of groups to organize

and become effective.

Jay Demerath 3rd. sociology professor,

dismissed the dangers of special interest

groups and said that they are beneficial to

society.

"Only because of special interests were

important issues such as civil rights, the

.women's nwvement and Vietnam injected

into the political process," he said.

Linda G. Lockwood. director of the

Honors Program, said the media have

overblown "victories" of special interest

groups.

"Ultimately special interests are comnwn
interests. In diversity there is stability.

One diversity keeps the other honest," she

said.
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Amherst liquor store robbed
Amherst police yesterday said the South

Amherst liquor store was broken into

arxMind 6 a.m. Thursday. Police said two

suspects entered a front glass door setting

off a burglar alarm.

One of the suspects was arrested and

charged by Belchertown police with driving

under the influence. The second was held in

protective custody by Amherst police.

An unknown amount of liquor and

cigarettes were reported missing, police

said. An inventory will be conducted by the

owners to determine the exact amount.

Police said the suspects' car was seen

leaving the liquor store by witnesses.

In other police action:

• A 30 year-old Springfield man was ar-

rested at 5:20 p.m. Wednesday and charg-

ed with shoplifting in connection with an in-

cident that occurred at the Ann August

clothing store on North Pleasant street.

Police said a store employee saw the man

put five shirts into a bag and leave.

•A car stereo valued at $200 was

reported stolen from a vehicle parked over-

night at Amherst Auto Parts, police said.

•A Shawmut bank official reported to

Amherst police that a man attempted to

cash an altered check. The check was

originally made out for $145.50 police said,

but was changed to $2,145.50. The man

had attempted to cash the same check at

Hampshire National Bank, police said.
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AmherstRecord , Campus Cormection sold

The Amherst Record was sold last week

to David A. Schansl)erg. the former

publisher of a New Hampshire paper.

The sale was announced Wednesday in

the weekly edition of the 138-year-old

paper.

Schansberg, who did not disclose the

anwunt of the purchase of both the Record

and T%e Campus Connection, said he plans

no immediate changes in the paper, except

to look for more space.

SchansDerg was publisher of the Clare-

mont. N.H. Eagle Times from 1980 until

the end of March. Previous to that he

published the Globe and Advertiser

Newspaper of Washington, DC. and the

MaLtrw Ei'ening Telegmm of Maione, N.Y.

Hazardous site director to speak at UMass
The Distii^fiushed Visitors Program of

the University of Massachusetts will pre

aent Hi^^h Kaufman, an Enviromenlal Pn)

lection Agency official who is the assistant

director of the Hazardous Site Control

Division in Washington. Kaufman will

speak on "The Great Toxic Waste
Scandal," at 8:00 p.m., Monday in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. The lecture is free

and open to the Five College Community.

Student fashion show to be heldMonday
The UMass Fashion Marketing Depart-

ment will present a Fashion Show at 8 p.m.

Monday at Hangar One in Hadley to

botefit the American Cancer Society.

Models will present contemporary clothing

from area retail establishments.
Cosmetology by John Delaria. Tickets are

available at the main office in Skinner Hall

and at the door.

APPLICATIONS
are now being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
sitions:

Associate Managing Editors (5),

Associate Executive Editor. Associate Sports

Editor. Associate News Editors (2). Associate Arts

Editor. Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black

Affairs Editor. Associate Photo Editor. Assistant

Photo Editors (4). Day News Editors (3). Copy

Editors (5). Layout Technicians (5). Librarian.

Drivers. Training Coordinator,

Cable News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18

Apply in person to Rm. 1 13 Campus Center

The CoUegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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BUFFET
Mon Thur»

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am • 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$S.25 par parson

Hot b Sour Soup
B««< Mntfi gfwn prnpftm
Ch«k«n Psn Friad NoMsia
Sw««t b Spur Chickan
CNn«M Sivte BBQ Pork
P*n Fried Rswioii

CHicken FinQ0fB

Lur>cK*on Sp«ciat tt Tak* Out S*rvic«
Full Cocktail Manu

Sun Thura 11 30 am 10 pm
fri fr Sat 11 30 am 11 pm

H) Balchartown Road
at Rta 9. Amharat

UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMh£RST

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
A Benefit Pops Concert

,^

CLEVELAPi
SYMPHOMY
ORCHESTRA

and

__ Victor

BORGE
Conducdnq plavinq and having fun

Wednesday. May II 8 PM
Tickets SIS. 13. II - On Sale NoW
(UMass. Hamp, Smith, MHC - Vi price)

Box Office: Noon to 4 p.rr^

(411) S4S 2SII Mastercard ViM Accepted

MftAA^ 187 n. pleasant stnamherst

LookiNq fOR a MEANINqful

SUMMER JOB
MASSAchusETTs FaIr SNare

TllE COUWTIiy's lARqiST STATEWidE CITIIEN ACTIOW

ORqANiZAXiON.

Has full TINE Awd summer opENiNqs For fuNdRAisiNq,

ouTREAck ANd cItiien lobby buildiNq to sliApE Iiaiar-

dous WASTE, ENERqy, Awd otIier policies w lUh state.

HouRs2:00 -10:00pM, pAy: $175 - $225 AVERAqE pER

WEEk ANd bENEplTS. Will TRAiN.

CaU: 586-8715,
2 PM - 10 PM

Mon - Fri For Western Mass.

For woRk in Boston Area caU:

1-800-952-74711

^)tooer for %^
any two entrees

with salad bar and a
complimentary n/a beverage

12.95
*Every ^Friday

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

i*rio'*'**'

TOI^ff the
CAMPUS

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor •Campus Center • UMass

Student controlled businesses

receive exposure at fair
By DAN STOCKFORD

Collccian SUff

The grassy knoll outside the entrance tx)

the Student Union Building at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts was transformed in-

to an outdoor fair yesterday as the student-

run businesses of the University par-

ticipated in the Student Controlled

Business Fair.

The fair gave Student Controlled

Businesses such as the UMass Recycling

Project a chance to publicize their services.

The Project's Redemption Service was

implemented at the beginning of this week

and has been met with an "overwhelming

response," according to Re<7cling Project

Operations manager Michael Pattavina.

"We have been taking in an average of

2,000 containers per evening," Pattavina

said. The Redemption Service visits a dif

ferent Ux-ation on campus every night of

the week and services students by redeem-

ing their deposits on bottles and cans, Pat-

tavina said.

Enabling students to serve students is

one of the purposes of student controlled

businesses, said Nancy Shwert, acting co-

director of the Economic Development Of-

fice. The Economic Development Office is

responsible for guiding and supporting all

student controlled businesses on campus.

"Student controlled businesses give

students experience in working with peo-

ple," said Shwert, a senior marketing ma-

jor. "They also provide an economic base

for students while giving them managing

and marketing responsibility."

Co-organizer of the fair Rick Adams said

the purpose of the event was to get people

to use the services of student controlled

businesses.

"Student controlled businesses run at

such a low profit rate that we nee<i ex-

posure like this to get people Uy use them,"

Adams said.

"This fair is really a stepping stone for

next semester." Adams said. "We want to

get all the student run businesses working

together."

Kathryn Esche, a food service consultant

at the Economic Development Office, ex

plaine<l that her office provides support

and consulting services to student

businesses through departments including

finance, accounting, organizational

development and fo<Kl services.

"Each department helps the student-

controlled businesses to implement effec-

tive strategy," Esche said.

Student charged in radio theft
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

University of Massachusetts police

yesterday arrested a 19 year old Cashin

dormitory resident who was observed

attempting to break into a car.

The man was charged with breaking and

entering into a motor vehicle, larceny over

$100 for the attempted theft of a 1300

AM/FM stereo cassette player, and

possession of burglary instruments la silver

table knife and yellow needle nosed pliers.).

Police said the Burlington man was
observed at 1:51 a.m. yesterday by a

security guard who said the nun k>oked like

he was attempting to break into a car

parked in Lot 44. When police arrived, the

man was stopped and found to be in

possession of the knife, the pliers and the

cassette player.

Police would not speculate whether the

arrest was related to the reported thefts of

a AM/FM stereo cassette player from a car

in Lot 32 or the reported theft of a similar
,

radio from a car on Orchard Hill road

Monday night.

In other police action:

• A gniup of 15 to 20 students was
disperse<1 fn)m around a fire in a wixided

area north of the Sylvan Residential Area,

yesterday

I'olice said the students were gathered

around a brush fire in a trash t»rrel about

12.55 a.m. yesterday. When p«»lice arrived

several students ran further into the woods
with a keg of beer, police said.

•Two car seats were reported mi.ssing

from a 1972 Mercury Capri parked in the

fraternity/sorority parking lot. police said.

The two fnmt seats, valued at $5<» were

last seen Sunday. Perpetrattirs gained en-

trance by removing a glass out of the back

window, police said.

Duke considering bail out plan

for 11 communities hit by 2 V2
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis is leaning toward an alternative

plan to bail out the 11 communities forced to

cut back spending next year to comply with

Proposition 2 Vt.

The governor told a Statehouse news
conference Thursday he is looking very

closely at a new plan permitting the

communities to borrow against future state

aid.

His earlier solutun to alk)w community

councils to override Proposition 2Vi

provisions without a referendum appears

dead in the Legislature.

"If there is a way to do it without

amending Proposition 2Vi, I am all for it."

Dukakis said. "But. I am very strongly

comnutted to at least providing an op

portunity to those communitws to get some

help."

Proposition 2Vi. passed in a 1980

referendum, requires all communities to

lower their property tax rates to 2.5

percent of fair market value.

Legislative leaders are considering the

lending alternative, whether it can V done

administratively or by statute and t.ow to

handle interest costs.

Dukakis said he did not know when the

new plan will be ready but he did not think

there would be much delay.

"The goal that we set for ouselves when
we put our local aid package together was

to acknowledge not only all communities

but to provide special help for 11 com-

munities that need it. and need it very

badly.. .at their option." he said.

The governor said the alternative "would

involve advancing of moneys, or something,

against next year's local aid which con

ceivably would have exactly the same result

as we attempted to achieve in the two-year

phase bill.

"I want to nuke sure that what we
propose is authorized (by iaw|. is possible

and makes sense. We are k>oking at it very

seriously."

The governor said problems affecting the

communities are not their fault, even

though other other cities and towns have

lowered their rate to the required 2.5

percent.

"That is not a ref1ectk>n of a lack of wil,"

he said. "It is a reflection of a property baaa

which is very, very thin and whkh maka*
the burden on these kx:al communitiaa

extremely heavy."

Citizens For Limited Taxation, prima
sponsors of the 1960 Proposition 2Vi taw

limiting property tax collection indicated

support for an alternative.

Barbara Anderson. CLT executive

director, led the publkr fight against the

now stalled override bill.

"With the decision to leave Proposition

2Vi intact, the Legislature and the ad-

ministration have shown their willingness

to respond to the genuine concern of the

taxpayers and voters who contacted them

about (the bill)." Ms. Anderson said.

"The big winners in this decision are not

only these taxpayers and voters, but the

system iteself; if people care enough to

make their wishes known, government does

work in their best interest."

She said if the 11 communities can

borrow in anticipation of local aid "the

interest on this loan will not come from

property tax increases, since the property

tax cannot increase beyond the 2'/? limit

next year."

The affected communities include Boston,

Brockton, Cambridge, Chelsea, Greenfield,

Lynn, Pittsfield, Quincy, Revere,

Somerville and Worcester.

••«ir» •»•» "*'%.nA"**A
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The Great Toxic Scandal

HUGH KAUFMAN
Instrumental in uncovering wrong doings in Reagan EPA.

"// a foreign agent wanted to poison the American people, he

wouldn't change U.S. hazardous \/sfaste policies one iota"

TINE CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS i

i

363 ^^^r^MainSt
Amherst
Mon • Thur

11:30 am 2
FH Sat

11:30- 3 ai

Fast Free
Delivery
266-8687

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Monday May 9, 1983

8.00 p.m.

MOTHER'S DAY
MAY 8th ^

I63 N. Pleasant St Amherst \

253::5SSS J

Tour seasons
Molson Golden bts $11.99

Miller bts $10.99

Bud bts $10.99

Lite cans $10.60

Tuborg. . . . refund coupons available bts. . . . v9.25

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
Amarctto Di Saronno. .. 750. .. $10.75

plus $^.00 RfbATE COUpONS AVAlUbU

Also scvcraI OTkcR qifj idfAS to cIioose From

Codornio Brut Classico....750. ...$4.99

Gallo Varietals i.5 $3.99

Vodka & Gin its $7.99

Southern Comfort tso $15.99

Lots of Matts Beer balls available

Kegs Delivery -
fm Bring your empties to us. |^

L^^ Wint^/ liquors L

i960 GRADUATES

YEARDOOK IHFO

The 1983 INDEX will be ready for delivery or distribution in

the Fall.

If you would like a copy of it sent to you please send the

form below, along with $2.50 for postage and handling.

to: INDEX, 103 Campus Center, UMass

If you are going to be In the area during the fall, you can

come to the office to pick up your copy free of charge.
""-" """

iName .

Permanent Address (Fall).

I.D.#

Make checks payable to INDEX

103 Campus Center, UMass, Amherst, MA 01003

Foreign policy to be debated BOG's attitudes criticized

Current American foreign policy in

Central America and other nations will be

the central force of a teach-in, debate and

discussion tomorrow at the University of

Massachusetts.

The event, which is sponsored by the

Graduate Student Senate, the Western

Mass. Committee for Latin American

Solidarity, and the Distinguished Visitors'

Program, will feature several speakers

from the State Department. Latin

America and Vietnam and Robert White,

former ambassador to El Salvador.

Sessions will be held continuously from

10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. including discussions

on superpower confrontation between the

U.S. and the U.S.S.R., the U.S. in Central

America, the possible Vietnamization of

El Salvador and nuclear arms and the

U.S. economy.

All presentations will be held in Mahar
Auditorium.

^£\mc

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey said the events are "an

important step in presenting a balanced

picture of U.S. foreign policy."

Tommie Sue Montgomery, of Ithaca

College, Ithaca, NY. a panelist who has

spent a considerable amount of time in

Latin America, addressed "The Role of

The Church in Latin America" last night

in the Campus Center in conjunction with

Saturday's events.

Also scheduled in conjunction with the

teach-in is a documentary film festival en-

titled Latin American and Apartheid:

Social Change and U.S. Foreign Policy.

Featured is the American premiere of the

film Letters from Morazan, 11 other films

and a slide show. The festival will run con-

tinuously today in the Cape Cod Lounge

of the Student Union Building, the Cam-

pus Center Concourse and Room 101 in

the Campus Center.
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I read the

Collegian

In a recenti

survey of UMass
undergrads, 81 .2

percent said they

read the

Collegian regular-l

ly, and half ofl

those said they|

read it every day.

That's nnore than

three times the I

UMass readers]

of any other area

paper!

The Collegian

II at UMass
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By SAMUEL CHALFEN
CnlleKian Staff

When the director of the Campus Center

last night criticized the Board of Governors'

(BOG) performance during this semester,

the BOG's vice chair agreed.

Campus Center Director WUliam Harris

urged the board to set up an internal

assessment and standards procedure,

saying, "You shouldn't come to these

meetings just to earn points on a resume.

"

Harris, who became the Campus Center

director in 1977. also said. "A lot of you

offer no active participation in Board

meetings, a lot of you offer no input to the

committees... We have had in the past

Boards that really looked out for the in

terests of the students.
*'

While no Board member rebutted Harris.

Board Vice Chair Michael Reilly said, 'The

Board as a whole hasn't been doing its job.

but rather selective people on the Board

have been doing their jobs."

BCXi Treasurer Michael Ferretti said the

BOG/Campus social two weeks ago cost

$1,300. He said the Campus Center and the

BOG would split the costs. The social <rf

fered hors d'oevres and four kegs of

Molson's beer.

The installation of air conditioning in the

Hatch, the video games room, the games

room and other areas of the first floor of the

Student Union was proposed by Harris at

an estimated $70,000. Iteilly esUmated the

cost of repairs to the roofs of the Blue Wall

and the Student Union and other areas as

over $2 million.

Harris also said the Campus Center is

currently meeting with several area banks

to gather bids for the installation of an

automatic bank teller machine in the

Campus Center. If approved the teller will

probably be located by the Campus Center's

escalator, Harris said.

The BOG also announced a Food Service

Improvement committee meeting to be held

at 4 p.m. Wednesday in the BOG office.

BOG member Paul Night said the meeting

will be open to all students and Food

Service employees.
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FREE

OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY
$15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

WHY PAY MORE?
Schaefer 12 oz refinables $7.49/case + dep

Taylor California Burgundy$5.99/3iiters

Steinhauser German $3.99/6pk + dep

Vodka 80° $4.99/liter

{ Cabernet Sauvignon $1 .SS/tso mi

I Riesling $1.99/750mi

c & c
PACKAGE STORE

I 61 MAIN STREET
1 "Across the street from Plumbleys"
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LEARN ALASKA
This summer the nation's foremost wilderness training

center, THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
SCHOOL, will otter a unique backcountry educational pro-

gram—The Summer Semester in Alaska.

Learn and practice an extensive cur

nculum o( wilderness skills while explor

ing the remarkable backcountr>'

Americas last frontier This intensive

75-day course includes:

• One month kayaking among the

remote islands and glaciers ot Prince

William Sound
• A tull scale tour-week glacier ex-

pedition which includes thorough

instruction in snow and ice climb-

ing, route finding and glaciology

• A two-week backpacking expedi-

tion, studying the ecology and

biology ot the arctic tundra.

I his rigiirous wilderness exponence !-•

open io nu-n and women
17 vt'jrs and older

SUMMER SEMFSTER IN ALASKA
1(> units of collegr credit (optional)

June 1— August 15

June 8— August 23

June 15- August 29

ot^

^
For morr inturmjlum wrrtr

NOLS SEMESTER IN ALASKA
P O Box AA, (Vpl: C 83

Lender. Mfyomin^ B2S20

Of <4ii no-t n:-<.«-i

Lavender
Long Sleeve
Hooded Tee SKirt

12.95

Wtiite Fashion Jacket

\\ T«. 23.95
Lavender
Turqoite
Grey

^ ( IGreat Gift Idea ^ \ \ - ^

^.-6^

White Fashion Panta

18.95

.\

J
^k.

regular pricesSave $10.00^,,,,

; ' Wfien yoM Bu_y

^^V/ aCC 3 pieces

mKstore*
Open M-F »— *

Set 114

LA MIA PIZZA
9 East Pleasant St. next to Carriage Shops

Fast, Free,
30 min Delivery

CALL 549-1880
Open Daily 1 1 :00 am - 2:00 am
Fri/Sat/Sun 11:00 am - 3:00 am

Like in Italy

Pizza
cooked on stone
Florentine style

all regular items plus
broccoli, spinach,

fresh garlic & black olives]

TiTfiirTJI'V""'
ANY LARGE PIZZA

WITH
2 OR MORE
ITEMS

between 5:30 pm - 10:30 pm Mon-Fri

Friday. May 6. 19H.S,
iColle^ian y

EDITORIAL/OFINION
From rents to

tents and back
Because Kot)in called from Kut^ers University to say

"hello", and t)ecause my chiH'klHM)k hadn't ht'en t)al-

anced in three months, and Itecause my roommate

and 1 invested in a lx»x of Twinkies and held a major

munch-athon, 1 didn't sit down to d(» homework until 10:30

that night. And l)ecause my delinquent friend, .lack, [)oke<l

his (ientleman's Quarterly-style face through my doorway

at 10:3.'). it didn't get done at all. Not on that particular

night, anyway.

Elizabeth Luciano

"Hi! C'mon in!" 1 shut my InK.ks gratefully, rationaliz

ing that if the Fates had wanted me to study, they

wouldn't have sent Jack over.

Thanks. How are you doing, kuldo'.'" He gave me a

hug. which wasn't easy, considering his i'4 " frame He

l<H>ke<l around the Zr«K»m appmvingly. 'Hey. you painted

the r(H)m. right';" Jack aske<l. i mnlded. "It l(K>ks g«MKl.

I'mk and blue aren't the colors I would've chosen, jn-r

sonally. l>ut it d«»es l<Hik really nice. ' He stuffed his hands

into his jHK'kets and jn-ertnl out the wiml«»w. "Nice view.

t<H»."

"it comes with the territory." I UM him. for I reside \\\ a

Southwest tower which tMiasts airjtlane warning lights on

the r<K>f. "It's small, but we call it home." 1 joked. Jack

didn't laugh, hut glumly sat down on my direct«»r's chair.

i wish I were living in a dorm next semester. " he sigh-

"I thought vou likeil living off campus.

••Well. I <lo. but the rent is pretty expensive Housing

Services won't let me l»ack into the dorms, either. I defac

ed University pn)perty during finals, last IVn-emkr"^

"They caught y<»u de<-orating the stairwells, right'.'" I

guessed. He's always pulling «»ut a Magjc Marker antl

writing corny helpful hints like "Nothing «lnes fjister than

a tear' all over the walls.

"No. what ha|tf>enetl was I threw my stereo out the win

dow. and they liasitally threw iw out after it. It's s«i un

fair! I was defacing my projH'rty, not theirs." he said

moodily "An«l I can't even listen to my Ujh>s anymore.

either."

••I think you misse<l the jKHnt." I said quietly, |.Kturing a

victim «»n the }»avement Ih'Iow . with a stereo sjH'aker pro-

truding frt>m his mouth.

"The point is that I don't have a place to live in

SeptemU'r."
"You could pletlge a fraternity." 1 suggeste<l.

"No way:" Jack replied. "I'd have t«» learn all th<»se

(;reek letters, and I can liarely rememlter the Knglish

i>nes. They'd never let me live in a frat house."

"Excus*- me. Jaik. but I W\w\vfratem\tif rrsidenrf is a

m<»re appnipnate term." I correcte<l him gently. He ig-

nore<i me.
•1 was g«»ing to live in my AMC Pai-er. Injt the t>ackseat

isn't even big enough for aKeebler elf to stretch out on. It

would've Ut-n great, though. I've already f»aid f(»r the

{larking sticker, t<M»
" He paused, and then c<»ntinued.

"I was consulenng living in the Campus (enter, as a l»ag

man. Like those ladies in New Y«»rk. y««u know? The pro

blem IS. I have so much stuff. Id nee«i at least nine sturdy

shopping iKigs. and the most I could earn- would l>e three

or four. Unless I use the l<H'kers.

"Some jK-ople live in the library." I hesitantly tried to

cheer him up

•'Not literally." Jack said. Ttuit would entail hiding in

the men's r<K)m with my fift up while they close the place.

How degrading! Itesides. Im not the litiTary type." Then

he slowlv smiled

••I could apply to Tillson. h.' s.iid." (uit it> difficult to

Ih" accepte<I."' ..

"I>>n't you have to be a horse t«» live there. I jusMhI

doubtfully.
,

••Yeah." he saitl. "Is that oppression, or what 1 m In-ing

denies! a stall on the basis of my siKH'ies. Isn't there some

kind of law iigainst that""

••I don"t think so. Jack, "

1 laughe«i. then «juickly adde«l,

'•You're jokmg, right?"

"Where's your phone iHx.k'."" he asked, distractedly

•I've got to" get in touch with Legal Services!" Jack

regarded me gravelv. "I U-lieve in justice, truth, beauty,

and the American wav! I U-lieve in (;<h1. Mother, countr>-,

and apple pie"" Jack's patriotic monologue left him

breathless. .

•'Why don't you move back home with your parents, and

commute"" I asked mihily.

••My parents live in a retirement village in Key West.

Florida It'd \w one hell of a drive. " Jack sneen'd

"Yeah "
1 agreed, "and gas costs a fortune these days,

too. You'd probably s{>end less if you just stayed in the

apartment." , „., .

"Then Ld actuallv \^ >"'•'".</ money, wouldn t I. hi

smiled a.s if we'd struck u|H.n a revelation. ""1 d probal»ly

save at least six or seven hundred d.)llars! I can't pass up a

bargain like that! That's it - you just convinced me.'

"What'.'"'

"I'm living off-campus again, next semester.

Elizabeth Luciano i.s aCollegian colummst

Having your cake and eating it too

They dress in busines suits, we dress in blue jeans.

They drive in Oldsmobiles. we ride on ten spee<is.

They have Charter I>ay. we have Southwest Week.

The last few weeks of scho<»l are traditionally ch«K*k full

of outd<K»r activities. Every(»ne wants t»> take advantage

of the warmer weather that comes to clear out <»ur dismal

New England winters. I>ast week was a prime example of

different kinds of people taking advantage t)f this nice

climatic change in very liifferent ways ^^^

Mary Beth Hebert

Take Charter Day. for example. The activities prom«»ttMl

on the advertising jn.sters seemed juvenile at best. While

students have often fai-ed derisi«.n from the administra

ti«>n and the occasionally over^-ritical general public for

behaving like a bunch of prepubs«H-ents, certainly no other

affairs in recent CMass history coukl even <'ome clc»se to

se«'ming as childish as a Charter Day which tt.uted as its

highlights such treats as birthday cakes and ball«»«.ns.

.And boats. Dear (Jod, I almost forgot to mention the

U>at. Those wh«» failed to pass by the Campus Center Ton*!

last Thursday and Frida> missed an incredible sight

F'loating on the surfa»-e of the p<»nd was a thirty two foot

long {H»ntoon lioat. not surpnsingly christene<l the S. S.

CMass The only thing that l<H)ked funnier than seeing a

32 fo«»t long Ix'at on the ( "ampus Center Pond was seeing a

German Om pah band floating around cm it while it was

steered by tw(» men with long p<»les. The thought comes Ut

mind that" perhaps a small model of the Titanic would have

been mon- appropriate.

Of course, when assessing the success of Charter Day.

one must not f<»rget the very reas«»n fi»r its conception.

Ostensibly, of course, this celebration was designee! to

note the 'l2«nh anniversary of CMass' charter as a land-

grant college. But there were other forces at work that

fK-rhaps are not so apparent For •xample, is it men- coin

cidence that Chancellor Duffey was officially coronated

that weekend? Wjis the House Ways and Means C(»mmit-

tee meeting here that very same wekend just another coin-

cidence? And mayl)e it was just am.ther fluke that Charter

Day marker! the end of (Ireek Week and that the (Jrwk's

were well represented in the events schedule*! around the

festivities. For me. it was a few coincidences U>o many.

Nonetheless. Charter l>ay went off remarkably well.

None of the cake I)earers dropped any of the I'iO smaller

cakes that were designed to let the masses eat cake and

none of the meml>ers of the Om pah hand were eltn-

tr(K'uteiL Of course, the n»|>e for the tug^if-war did break,

but the administration manage<I U) save face in the light of

public scrutiny by claiming that sinw it had be<«n the stu

dent's res{K)nsibility to provide the rop*'. the acl

ministrators won by default.

Southwest Week, on the other hand, was a dwide«1 vic-

tory for students. It proved, one and for all. that students

could design. sjKinsor and enjoy their own entertainment.

While the mariml»a band which entertained us «»n

Charter Day was g«KKl (I esfHx-ially liked the "Star Wars"

music thev played), it was certainly nothing to be com-

pare<l with the days of ruckus rock 'n' roll that infeste<i the

pyramids. And maybe there were some jieople who went

to. and enjoyed the history of CMass slide show at the

SUB. but can it really be compared t<» the smiling crowds

that laughe<l their way through the 3 SUK>ges movies

spt)nsored by SWAG?
And let us not forget U» mentitm Satunlay's late night

f»arty at the HorseshcH" and David Johansen <in the playing

fields on Sunday. In Inith instances, the cr«>wds were

n)wdy but well liehaved. At any rate, they were certainly

more fun to U' with than the white sugar stuffed

celebrants that grace*! the lawn to the Campus Center

pond on Charter Day
Ironically enough, only al»«iut l.(MK) |>eople participated

in Charter Day while' over 7.(MK> turmn! «>ut to see

Johansen alone. And that definitely Lakes the cake.

Mnry Hfth Hrtnrt i> n Collegian column itt

Letters

Missiles don't replace food
To the Editor:

I would like to comment on the mural presently hanging

outside the Campus Center ganige. In a recent C;lh-<j>nn

article, the artist was quotin! ;is saying. "The cup that the

lM>y IS holding is empty Inn-ause of the missiles that are be-

ing made. The industrial W(»rld is depriving the third world

of the f.HM! that they nitt! just by making the \nmh." I

dare say there is no one whose heart diK'S not go out to a

starving child. !>ut to place the blame for that hunger on

the }>r(M!ucti«»n of missiles is another country is entirely

wrong and will never ftpnluce one iota of food.

I, for one. reject the artists presupfK)sition that missile

production in industrial countries limits the quantity of

f(MM! m undeveloped countries. If. however, we are talking

ah>ut a country which Intth pnnluces missiles and has

mass starvation, then obviously the choice is l)etween Uxxi

an<! missiles.

The availability of Uhh\ in one country is not. and should

never Ik- considered, a function oft he Itudgetary pr<K-esses

of another country. The lack of ffMw! and t.ther com

m<H!ities in an undevelojiet! country is the result of culture,

pxilitics. and economic pilicies to that country.

1 offer this advice to the artist: design a mural whose

theme is freedom, to t>e hung in undevelof)ed countries.

The message should lie that if a country upholds individual

rights (freedom of action. Iil)erty). their efforts will !)ear

the fruit that all free countries have come to enjoy. Such a

mural wil! cv.nvey a sense of hope and self-respect that is

tar mure nounshmg than wiial tii'

rei'eived from their "leaders."

'!usr {»eople have

Michael J. Fayer
Amherst

**Ranchero" spurs up debate
To the Editor:

Noting th» recent attention ciuerning the choice of

f«MM! names in the Hatch. 1 would like to add another one

that I find considerably offensive. Being a self proclaimed

ctmlM.v and rancher, 1 fin*! the Hatch breakfiist "The Ran-

chero'" particulariy disturbing. It is stereotypical names

such as this that' result in the condescending attitude

towards ranchers and cow!M)ys. Such names as 'The Ran-

chero" create an image of a namlM>yant rhinestone<! Rex

Trailer tyjH' of individual. Perhaps marketing majors in

the Sch<K)l of Management c<»uld come up with a better

name.
Seri<»usly. f«»lks. aren't there more imfK)rtant things to

discuss in this forum"
Bill 'Tex Collins

The Southwest Territory

A thanks to the blood donors
To the Editor:

We want to thank all you wonderful CMass i)eople who

have donated blood this year. Chmm! luck and best wishes to

all of you who will be moving on. We will miss y(»u.

Loretta. Helen, Edie and Mary
Amherst
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bring your books to:

The Textbook Annex
May 19 23-27

\0'^^^K^y^ f'f.

AUTHOR
Anton

Bobrow
Clydesdale

Clydesdale

Copeland

Curtis

Dawe
De Paola

Earle

Elkins

9:00-4:00

I.D. Required
These are some of the books we will be buying

^.UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK
aUsTORE^ anTx"

Title

Calculus w/Analytic Geometry
Elem. Linear Circuit Analysis

Food, Nutrition & You
Human Ecological Issues

Puerta: A La Lingua Espanola

Biology

One to One
Marketing Todays Fashion

Drafting Technology

•••••<*•••

Management: Structures, Functions, Prac. $12.CX)

y-BACK BOOK RECEIPT S¥^'•••••••••••••*•*

We are paying

*17.50

$18.00

$8.00

S5.00

$9.00

$!4.00

$5 50

$9.50

^14.00

M

¥
¥

Picket line's purpose was to draw
attention to the Palestinian's plight

By R. C. O'NEAL
Sperial to Blark Affair*

April 23 commemorated a celebration for Zionist's

worldwide of the 35th year after the founding of the

Israeli state. However to Palestinian people it was not a
celebration, but the remembrance of the invasion of their

right to sovereignty.

As a symbol of the Palestinian fight to regain

sovereignty in Palestine, some students at the University

of Massachusetts joine<l with members of the Organiza-

tion of Arab Students (OAS) in a picket line.

This picket line coincide<i with the Israeli celebration,

both were held in the Campus Center. The purpose of the

picket line was to distract attention from the Israeli

celebration and to focus on the real situation in the mid-

dle East. For it is felt among some American and Arab
Students that many Jewish Americans are not aware

Commentary
that the forming of the Israeli state cost many F'alesti-

nians a homeland, too.

The area in the Middle East, which is now called Israel,

was once shared by all Semitic peoples, whether they

were of Jewish, Christian, or Muslim faiths.

This picket line was not only to stand for peace, but

also for true acknowledgement of all Semitic people.

O.A.S. meml>ers and their friends shouted from the line.

"Jewish people yes, Zionism no!"

"And Begin. Hitler is the same the only difference is

the name!"
This last comment was used to acknowledge that all

Middle Eastern people are from Semitic tribes, and that

Begin's similarity with Hitler is that Hitler was Jewish

and tried to extinguish Jews for his own idealism, now
Begin is attempting to do the same to the Palestinian

Semitic tribe, for the sake of Zionism.

Words seem to mean a lot in the media game. When
Palestiniatfis fight for their right to sovereignty they are

called "terrorists," and when Israeli people fight for

their Zionism it is called self-determination. Once I was

called an anti-semitic person because I was for Palesti-

nian sovereignty, however this comment only showed the

ignorance of my accuser, for Palestinians are also

Semites.

Bible history shows that all these tribes were started

by brothers who were jealous and envious of each other,

"has anything changed?"
To focus on the thought of "Palestinian terrorism," it

was felt that the btjmbing of the American Embassy in

Beirut was done by the P.L.O. However few held the

thought that it may have been an Israeli plot to create an

epidsode of insecurity to give them a reason to remain in

Lebanon.

The Reagan administration's stance with the Middle

East question has been one of "Self determination." If

the Administration truly believed in "self

determination" why are we arming Israel? Is it to pro-

tect our military bases in the Middle East? I feel

American's are no more Pro-Israel than they are pro-

Reaganomics unless they are aware of some personal

lienefit received from either. Americans in general are

blank to the middle east issue and allows the news media

to fill in the blank!

For example the night of the OAS picket line and the

Israel celebrati(»n Channel 40 News covered the events.

The used such words as "Protest" versus picket line, and

"Interrupte<l" versus "Distracted form." They also said

"Israeli students were singing a song for peace."

Although the word picket line and protest are

syn<myms, there is a slight difference in the connotation.

The word "interrupted" give the idea that the Israeli

celebration ended, when it went right on as scheduled.

Yet the O.A.S. student picket line did distract enough

attention fn)m the celebration to receive Channel 40's

coverage.

I would like to say last but not least to the Israel

students who were singing for peace, would it have not

been a tetter jesture to have joined in the picket line with

your Semitic brother in their march for peace?

Announcements, and weekend reports

PtiiKu t>« HarrMi Hal—

4

Robin Bowles, Theo Moore, and Monique Har-
riB are caught laughinfi; it up in Boyden gym
earlier thia week. I

The Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black

and other Minority Students will be sponsoring their

eighth annual Family Day on Sunday May 6. 1983. The
event will be held in the Campus Center Auditorium from
10:30 - 3:00 p.m.

CCEBMS has been sponsoring Family Dya for the past

eight years in order to recognize the achievements of

minority students, something which the University itself

does not do, according to Rick Townes. a counselor m the

CCEBMS department. The celebration and special

recognition of seniors and other students who have

demonstrated outstanding academic and community
achievements will be the central theme.

In addition to the parents of the CCEBMS, several

alumni have been invited to attend the special event. The
parents are given the opportunity to tour the campus and

meet the university faculty.

The keynote sf)eaker will be Johnetta Cole. Associate

Provost for Undergraduate Education. Ms. Cole will be

speaking on Third World wonien in honor of Mother's

Day.

Provided the weather is good, the Malcolm X Center

in Southwest will hold its annual picnic Saturday May 7 at

the Horseshoe in the Southwest Residential area.

The picnic will begin at approximately 11:00 a.m. or

12:00 p.m. running until night-break. A varied menu will

be offered, basketball tourney final round games, music by

BMCP d.j.'s and tons of fun will highlight this year's ac-

tivities.

The Malcolm X picnics have had a histor>' of success. It

is a time t(» get together with old friends, get acquainted

with new ones and just enjoy yourself.

The weatherman has predicted a sunny mild day for

Saturday; just what the doctor ordered for a good turnout.

Come Saturday afternoon to the Horseshoe in Southwest

and have fun in the sun.

Saturday night the Black Mass Communications Project

will present its 4th annual BMCP FUNK-A THON from

10 p.m. until.

In the past three years the parties have drawn people

from as far as Philadelphia, New York and Boston. This is

proof of the wide recognition BMCP Funk-A-Thons have

received.

So wear your funkiest attire and sunglasses and come

ready to get down.

A DAY OF DISCUSSION
AND DEBATE:

TEACH IN ON U.S. FOREIGN POLICY
Friday, May 6

7:00 - 9:00 p.m. - South African Liberation and U.S. Im-

perialism: Future Prospects

IntHKiuction: Nikoi KoteNikoi

Speaker: Ben Magubane, author of TV Political Erotwmff

ofRace and CUus in S<mth Africa

Place: Room 101. Campus Center UMaas

Saturday. May 7

Mahar Auditorium UMass
10:30 12:30 - US/USSR
1:00 - 3:00 — U.S. Policy in Central America

3:30 • 5:30 - The Vietnamization of El Salvador?

7:00 • 9:00 - Nuclear Arms and the Domestic Economy

Sponsors:

UMass Graduate Student Senate. I)istinguishe<l Visitors

Program, Western Mass I.atin American Solidanty Com-
mittee, Social Theory and Political Economy De|>artment

Zimbabwe'sMugabe faces hard road toward mixed economy
By DR. MANNING MARABLE

"Fraa Ih* lit

In recent months, the American media

has delivered a grim eulogy for the

"democratic experiment" of Zimbabwe.

The government of Prime Minister Robert

Mugabe has received intense criticism fn>m

the right and, not surprisingly, from some

elements of the left sympathetic to

Magube's rival Joshua Nkomo. leader of

the opposition ZANU party. Over a thou-

sand people have been killed since

December in the fighting between the na-

tion's two major ethnic groups, the majori-

ty Shona and the minority Ndebele.

Western aid and investment in Zimbabwe

has been halted; reporters and opponents

of Mugabe's dominant ZAPU party talk of

the creation of a "black police state."

No analysis of Zimbabwe's present crisis

is possible outside of a brief review of the

fundamental historical burden facing all

African nations today: the legacy of col-

onialism and systematic underdevelopment

by the capitalist West. The brutal realities

can be summed up in a brief set of

statistics: 22 of the 30 poorest nations in

the world are in black Africa; from

1970-1980. the economic.* of oi^rht bl.-u-k na

tions shrank, and the ivmbincii debt of all

30 countries in these years s^^arwl by UXM)

percent; only 3 countn*^ oum^ntly gn^w

enough fo<^ to fetni their in«iip»nous

populations.

Even Wall Street Journiil not»xi nxvntly.

"Africa is a continent of pvvr soils and un-

friendly climates. Market* are ttx^ small

and scattered to support Kx'al manufactur-

ing. Distances are t<x> vast for effective

transportation and communication . .

Africa's economies are based on external

demand, on prices set by the West of raw

materials that, with few exceptions, can be

bought from any number of sellers." None

of the countries "make the manufactured

goods the others need. None of them want

the weak, overvalued currencies of their

neighbors. And it's cheaper anyway to buy

maize and sugar, bicycles and hoes, from

the West than from each other."

The International Monetary Fund has

metted out its most severe "medicine" to

the new African regimes. Under IMF
pressure, notes the Journal, "Zimbabwe

devalued its dollar by 20 percent in recer >.

months. It has frozen wages and raised the

price of maize, its staple food, by 40 per-

cent. Sudan devalued the pound, introduc-

ed incentives on its state farms and raised

the price of sugar. The list goes on: Kenya.

Botswana. 2^mbia. Malawi, the Ivory

Coast, all of them are acceding to the

IMF
"

Zimbabwe's acquiescence to IMF
demands followed a series of economic pro-

blems. Many African workers' salaries

were increased by one-third to two-thirds

after independence, while white profes-

sionals earning above $20,000 had their

wages frozen. The economic rec*. sion of

1982, a severe drought which reduced

agricultural output and the decline of gold

prices produced a burgeoning balance of

payments deficit. The growth rate of the

GNP declined from 15 percent in 1980 to

only 2 percent in 1982.

Western investment and technical ser-

vices to some degree a m cessary and in-

evitable aspect of development, even under

Marxist governments. Thus in recent mon-

ths, for instance, Mozambique has invited

technicians from U.S. and Dutch com-

panies to bid for oil concessions under

agreements which guarantee 50 percent of

the profits to the state.

Specialists from France, Brazil, East

Germany. Sweden and the Soviet Union

are prospecting for new cf)al reserves,

which are currently estimated at 300

million tons. Star Kist Foo«1s of California

recently met with Maputo officials to in-

itiate fishing activities along the Indian

Ocean coa.stline. Zimbabwe is thus follow-

ing the path charted in part by both Angola

and Mozambique.
To date, there has been only one major

firm from the Heinz corporation,

which has established an important factory

since independence. Zimbal)we's pressing

need for foreign exchange and for the

development of a local industrial and com-

mercial infrastructure must of necessity in-

volve relations with the capitalist West.

Agricultural reconstruction in Zimbabwe
has been aeonizinelv slow, but
steady. Three years ag»). 6,000 Rhodesian

white settlers controlled over one half of

Zimbabwe's farmland. Under the Mugabe
government, five million acres of land has

been sold or seized, and then given to

20,000 Black families. By 1985. the whites

will control roughly one quarter of the

land, and another 162,000 African families

will receive farmland.
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WINE
DOWN

AFTER CLASS
2 Wi :00

OR AFTER THE SHOW
9:00- 11:00

^^^^^^^
CHEESE and WINE

SAMPLER

$x.so
YOUR CHOICE OF ANY 3 OF THE

FOLLOWING WINES.

FRENCH

R05EDANJ0V
GRAND MAITRE

ENTRF DELX MERS
BARRIERE

CHATEAL DE CLYDES

LA VIELLEFERME
ROUGE OR BLANC

GERMAN

KA \ZEMER~ SONSENBERG
RIESLING KABINETT 1977

CALIFORNIA VARIETAL^.

WESTE BROTHERS
1980 GREY RIESLING

WESTE BROTHERS
1980 SAUyiGNON BLANC

BERISGER VINEYARDS
1980 CHARDONNAY

COMMONWEALTH VINES
PLYMOUTH MASS

CRANBERRY APPLE ROSE
SEYVAL BLANC
DECHAUNAC

AND ANY 3 SELECTIONS FROM OUR IMFK
NATIONAL CHEESE BOARD

MflRTHfi'S VINEYflRD

ECOMOMICS
SUMMER COURSES

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

ECONOMICS 103 - INTRODUCTION TO
MICROECONOMICS (3CR) June 13-July 13

ECONOMICS 104 - INTRODUCTION TO
MACROECONOMICS (3CR) July 25-August 23

Classes meet Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday
7:45 - 10:45 a.m. For additional information.

contact:

Debra Lyon
Division of Continuing Education

University Library

University of Massachusetts

Amherst. MA 01003
(413) 545-0530

Still the Best Happy Hour
in town.

Buffet including Hot & Cold
dishes.

AU you can carry & eat only
$1.00

also 66 oz Pitchers of
Rolling Rock Beer $2.95

3:00 - 7:00
Bottles of Rolling Rock

$1.46

ji:

On The Boltwood Walk

103 North Pleasant Street

Amherst. Massathusetts 01002

253 i927

Arts
Borge conducts benefit

By DOUGLAS Mt'ISE

Victor Borge is truly the stuff of legend.

Though he is most celebrated as a

humorist, Borge's accomplishments as an

artist and entertainer run the full gamut of

methods and mediums. Borge has done just

about everything a performer can do and

his biography is exhaustive indeed. He's

performed on radio, in films, on television,

Broadway, in nightclubs, large concert

halls, at the White House — even on Dial-

A-Joke; he's written two books, Ijeen

knighted by four countries, honored by

Congress, the United Nations, and called

the "funniest man in the world" by none

other than the New York Times. A man of

seemingly boundless creative capacities,

Borge is indefatigable,

the arts as well, often helping to raise

funds for organizations in the arts by mak-

ing guest appearances with major or-

chestras. At 8 p.m. on Wednesday May 11,

Borge will guest conduct a pops concert of

the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall to benefit

none other than that sprawling, concrete

structure we've all come to associate with

the finer arts on campus — the Fine Arts

Center.

Borge is no neophyte when it comes to

the art of baton wielding. He has conducted

almost every major symphony orchestra

from the Amsterdam Concertgebouw to

the New York Philharmonic.

Now, you might wonder why the F'ine

Arts Center would need to stage a l»enefit

at all — is the center really that desy>erate

for funds? According to Judith Allen,

Director of Programming for the F'AC,

things aren't too good. The Fine Arts

Center actually loses money when it stages

those big broadway shows like A Chorus

Line and Annie; not a significant amount,

but it still hurts.

Allen said that the F'ine Arts Center Con-

cert Series runs on the money it produces

through ticket sales, but often that just

isn't enough to pay for the shows.

"In order for us to continue to bring ma-

jor concerts to the community," said Allen,

"we had to set-up some sort of fund-raising

iDenefit."

By purchasing a ticket for the show, peo-

ple are in effect donating money to the

Fine Arts Center. They then become an
automatic member of the F'riends of the

Fine Arts Center, a recently established

organization that will help — through the

generosity of its members — to support the

FAC. "This is something most arts centers

already have," remarked Allen.

Allen went on to say that the entire FAC
staff is rather exuberant about getting

Borge and the Symphony to do the l)enefit.

"Borge and the orchestra are only play

ing eight dates on this tour, and with

UMass .selected as one stop, we're all very

excited we could get them."
Allen called a past Borge performance

she attended "one of the most up-lifting

evenings Pve ever spent at the theater."

"Frankly, it's just funny and nutty, and

yet you've still got the music to off-set

this."

"With Borge and the Cleveland Sym-
phony, you've got the best of two worlds."

Allen said.

Victor Borg^e will f^e%i conduct a concert by the Cleveland Symphony

Orchestra to benefit the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m., on May U at the

FAC.

Tickets for the concert are $15, $13, and

$1 1 for the general public - half-price for

Five-College student-s — and may be pur

chased at the Fine Arts t^enter Imjx office.

AU tirWMt pror*>eH<i will tni towards main

taming the P'AC's Orchestra Series as well

as other events. F'or reservations or fur-

ther information, call the box office at

545-2511.

McGarrigles attain euphoria
KATE AND ANNA MCGARRIGLE
Hangar One

By HEATHER LEVI

Q: How many instruments can Kate play?

A: A lot

Q: Is it necessary to have at least three accor-

dians for one concert?

A: Evidently.

Q: Are there other Mcgarrigles lurking in the

Canadian wilderness?

A: Yup.

Q: What's a heart like?

A: A wheel.

/

Moms aie
very,very
special.

Be sure to remember

yours with a beautiful

Mother's Day Card.

A,

/
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The Mcgarrigles and their more than com|)etent liatk up

l)and (whii-h included their mystenous sister Jane) were a l)it

late in startmg. They claimed this was due to a housing shor

tage which was due to Parent's Week. A pox on all parents,

then. Once on stage, though, they launched int^) a fine pro-

gram taking in the full range of their rather eclectic style.

The great thing alwiut the Mcgarrigk^ is their sen.sitivity to

life's various min«)r in»nies. They expre.ss such things as the

joys and pains of sticking together despite the fact that the

mailbox has been knocked over by a snow pl«»w They in-

cluded several French numt»ers.

The one thing which mTasionally disturbs me aiK)ut the

Mcgarrigles is their ol»ession with comjiaring hearts to

wheels. I know of at lea.st three sf)ng> using the line, in-

cluding the one popularized by Linda Konstatll, and one

which they played at the Hangar whk'h I had not heard

before.

Raring in style fnwn moderate mckers to five part gospel

harmonies the show seemed to end all too s<K)n. "They finish-

tnl with one of the l>etter known songs fn)m their first

album. Kuw and Say Gixxihye. They said they'd return, now
that they kn«»w there are "[)eople in Hailley." Fine with me.

The woman in front of me. who was in an a<lvance<l state of

euphoria said they were "amazing." Who am I ti» argue with

euphoria''

Read Arts

r/^'

V

j^<.
/

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

AMERIG\Nl!irGKtl 1 INC.S

...l<H (IkiI ^/x'( /n//)f /vn

^.UNIVERSITY
iSTORE^

•.•.•--.-.•.'-•i,'AV.-.%".S%%%V.SSNSSS%NNNNS%N%!

Do you own a

Persona/ computer?
Before you buy anything,

check out THE COMPETITION
Diskette Storage Box $23.96

Sug. Retail $29.96

tiephant Memory Disc's

Single side, single density

$23.50 Box or 10
Single side, OouDle density

$23.50 Box of 10

Double side, double density

$31.50 Box of 10

We carry entire

Elephant Memory System line.

Enquire for a comprehensive price list.

P.O. Box 136, Amherst, Mass. 01004
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:363 Main .^t Amherst
256-8587

Soap Opera
Special

: 11:30 am - 7 pm
Small

2 item pisBza

•:.....Qnly.M.W

$2 60

Double Feature CINEMA

Wednesday Saturday

Day for Night 7:00

DIVA 9:05

Sunday Tuesday

Citizen Kane 7:00

Magnificent <^mbersons
9:00

Downtown Amh«r«t
253 6426

•UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENTS

%

%

%
%

%

You're Needed All Over
theWorid.

Asl" Peoce Corps voiunreers w^y Their ingenuiry or>d ftexit>ili»y ore OS vfol

OS rt^ei' decrees I>>ey " 'en you r»i*v ore helping me wond s poorest

peoples onoir seH softicieocy iri rt^e oreos o* food producnoo energy

conjervorioo ed< ' orior^ economic tJeveiopTienf ono heoirti services

And rhey n reti yoo obour rhe re«»ords of honds on coree' experierice

ove'seos They n reli yoo i» s t>e 'oog^esr job yoo ii e<er love

PEACE CORPS

: iry-.Io L^ngston, 11' Draper Hall, UM/kS:i

5145-2105

Vl«)rc tt>ur>. hctlor lours than ever

/ummer.>urN to the

/oviet union
hcpn June 2f>

' W<' offer \^H^n^i fuoplc: j^ttural "iH'l m ijttainicii
" limrs • \tmi\

'

umrs ofstHUilism mpnutui' * fwtur scminan • fann tours • rail

lours • sjhtrts tour\ • Ruwuin hmsiua\H' study lours * jttik lUmce

sfuds ftHtrs * iht Mouow Intrnuitntnal XUiruihtHi all fi'tifuhnm

nuTtimis lUhl jursotkil ntnttul with Soviet \outh\

Pru c\ htxin til on iiu rahh/v Imv $1-450. all nulusivc from to

\( M )i>rk

V Wnio lor Bnvhurc /

uoice/of the future
'•miUixi ^|^ Mti.i suiK I4:» \v« \.tI, \> mnr

{2y2\ 24S 7501 or Out ol State (800> 223 1336

.TELL£CTUAl
SOFTAARE
PRfSENTS

Score
High

on theLSAT

tf^mion

«ppt« ISM PC *•!»
S 195 00

^.Wm^ 4 Quvu* Inc

SC>UP**H<IIDri««

rairfi^d CT0M13

FILMS: LATIN AMERICA AND APARTHEID -
Continuous screening of twelve films on aspects of social

change in Latin America and South Africa, especially

regarding U.S. policy in these areas. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m..

Cape Cod Lounge, Campus Center Concourse and Campus
Center 101.

SLIDE SHOW. NICARAGUA'S REVOLUTION - Lisa

Veneklasen, recently returned from several months work

with the literacy campaign in Nicaragua, presents this look

at their social revolution. 12:30 p.m.. Campus Center 101.

STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION MEETING (SSAM)
— Tuition hikes — Financial aid cutbacks.. .it affects you!!

Want to make a change'.'? Come to the SSAM meeting —
help us to help you. 4 p.m., CC rm 168.

SHABBAT SERVICES AND DINNER - Special service

tonight will celebrate with those individuals who have

recently converted to Judaism. Shabbat dinner will follow

(please sign up by 10 a.m. in the Hillel office). 7 p.m.,

Dukes room. S.U. 310.

AMHERST BALLET THEATRE COMPANY - Varied

dance performance, featuring "One Thousand Cranes"

which deals with a young victim of Hiroshima. Includes

Jazz and Classical Ballet. 8 p.m., Bowker Auditorium.

A PEASANT OF EL SALVADOR - A play staged and

performed by Peter Gould and Steven Stearns. 8 p.m.,

Newman Center.

ORIENTEERING OUTING - We wUl be going to

Quabbin Hill to do the Thinking Sport. Moderate difficulty;

a few hours, beginners welcome. For info., call James at

549 5921. 10 a.m.

•A DAY OF DISCUSSION AND DEBATE: TEACHIN
ON U.S. FOREIGN POLICY" - State Department
Representatives, scholars, and activists will discuss, with

audience participation, major foreign policy issues: Central

.America. South Elast Asia. El Salvador. Nuclear Arms and

the U.S. economy! 10:30 a.m. 9 p.m.. Mahar Auditorium.

Saturday

25 PLUS CLUB SPRING FLING - Older students:

Meet at 4 p.m. for car pool for party "Somewhere in

Whately". Bring dish for potluck supper. Volleyball,

badminton, music. P'or info, telephone 545-2145 or 665-

4856.4 p.m. 12 a.m.. nneet at CC Info Desk.

Sunday

JEWISH GRAD. OLDER UNDERGRADS AND
WORKING FOLK GO SWING DANCE!! - The Grad
group goes Swing Dancing. Learn a few new steps, and

have some fun. At the East St. Dance Studio. 47 E^st St.,

Hadley. Call 253 9360 for more information. 9 p.m.. East

St. Dance Studio.

NEED A RIDE TO CHURCH? - The CHURCH BUS
leaves at 9:30 from Prince House and stop* at Hills North,

Greenough. Grayson. F>aternity Sororitj Park. Cash in.

and NOPE enroute to the Amherst churches. Call IICF.

545 2661 for more information.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - The club meets every

Sunday to play miniatures and boardgames. Newcomers
are welcome. Noon to midnite. CC 904 08.

SPRING PERFORMANCE OF UMASS OPERA
WORKSHOP - The saintly members of the UMass Opera
Workshop will present Act II of Four Saints in Three Acts

and songs by Stephen Sondheim. Directors are Dorothy
Ornest and Dennis Wemm; choreographer is Bonnie

Novak. The performance is free of admission charge. 3

p.m.. Bezanson Recital Hall, Sunday. ^x\iM p.m.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH -
Come join us for our weekly service or worship, prai.se. and

teaching from the Bible. 3:30 p.m.. Campus Center,

AFSers — There will be a meeting to discuss forming a

club. We need the help of returnees, host brothers and
sisters. All are welcome. 7:30 p.m., Wheeler Dorm B 6.

Ym Ai To

Wash Your Car
where you can soap,

BUBBLEBRUSH nnse, wax,

engine degrease and
whitewall clean.

Amhtrtf S«nihint Car Wash
Sti CfNffi St.

(MfMi frtM spirit Nim)
- Open 24 hours of every day -

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

you \fJOULONT BE-

UE^E THE hO&
SCENE i^' THE

STORE

huh'^\a/hat)peopleujere fight-

ARl yov ING TO C-er THE LAST

TALKt^JG- IhmiR'S DAy CARD

ABOUT''
-JN

OMI&OO^ THATS
IiaHT.' EXCU!>£ nE!

HELLO... FEDERAL
EXPRESS ^y^

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBelHs

H7 SCROD! !.UWOS THE

FIOWER FOR?

m

Q
MOTHER^ DAY...

/

...ITlS TH€ LEAST I
CBN DO. .SHE LAYS 50000
EGGS A VtAR!

/
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After the Fall By R. Miller

UUHAT
'happcnci?

AMD SrARSHfN^

l^JAS THK.eC

pnois)T>iSA^6'

IT'S OVER.'

SH. ANjrjjAY,

NOTHING

Don't 3E So
<>oDDAmweD
jrAuX)S.'>M''D

Pot Tne
SELF-fti6HrfDoi\;fiS
ON HOLD Fo(2. A
S€"CONJO, u;ill VA
ISh?

CROSSWORD
Kdited b> Marf^arel Farrar and Trude Jaffe

' 1^1 1 »« ^at***^ liii»r« s>ii4»c»«e

ACROSS
1 Home of the hare

6 In addition

10 Moves liKe

1 7 Across
14 Chateaubriand

love story

15 Caspian Sea port

16 were

(so to speak)

17 Switt leporid

19 No gentlemen he'

20 Adherent Suffix

21 Contends
22 Ogle, in a way
24 Depend
25 Arm. (or one
26 Bows one's head
28 Youngsters at

1 Acrosi
32 Part o( a cord

33 Cover with

concrete
34 Jai

35 EngllS^ essayist

36 Man. IS one
37 love

with "

36 Yours, in Tours

39 To |Oin. to Jean
40 Norseman's name
41 Man (rom trie

'Equality State

43 Scot's

45 Hares
46 Part of a campus

(or s(>on

47 Good taste

50 Brazen Bunny
51 Slimmer's salon

54 Allen Drury s
" Against

the Gods
55 Kind of

proportional

representation

58 Knee |oint

59 Consumer
60 Cockatoo
61 River of myth
62 Player on the links

63 Arranges

DOWN
1 Pilgrim to Mecca
2 Actress Hagen
and others

3 Diplomacy
4 Time piece Abbr
5 Mary Chases

rabbit

6 Monastery
7 Places for

experiments

8 Use a T bar

9 Lasted longer

than

10 Reckless or

(ligMy

11 Eskers

12 Rabbit like rodent

13 Printer s direction

18 Is indisposed

23 Wiggily. Scottish

style

24 John Updike novel

25 Pry

26 Athenian
philosopher

27 Actor Navarro

28 17 Across IS one
29 Victim of

50 Across

30 Furry features

31 Iniquities

32 Bridge bid

33 Pineapples

in Palermo
36 Dance popular in

the early 1900s

42 Or toVtorgil

43 Wine holders

44 pte

46 Ask
47 Annoys
48 akick

out of you
'

49 European rabbtt

50 — Rabbi I

51 Eddie Rabbitt.

for one
52 Sassy
53 AriK). . etc

56 Mad
March hare

57 Sign of a hit

1 7 1 4

1
f 7 i i 10 11 t? 13

t4 15 <i

17 <l l«

70 i ?1 i 77 71
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1
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M ii

1
M

t< i.' i]

answer to pkfvious pu/zie

'rHc'

WEATHER

Today mostly sunny,

temperatures in thv- 70*.

Tomorrow, continued sun-

shine. Hij^hs in the 80b.

Extended weekend
forecast: Mother's D»y,
partly sunny, char)ce of

showers, in the l(h.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH BASICS LUNCH

Tuna Salad on Water Roll. Herbed Soybean
Turkey Divan Casserole, Txirkey Divtn

DINNER
Baked Cod/Newburg
Sauce, Eggs with Sharp
Cheese Cold Plate,
Southern Beef and Noodle

Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Fresh Zucchini Pie, Baked
Cod/Newburg Sauce, Eggs
with Sharp Cheese CoW

Plate

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Typists wanted

Gain experience

working for the

largest college newspaper

loom 113 Can^xis

Monday Night
6:00 p.m.
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MICRO CASSETTE-CORDER WHICH
PROVES THAT SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

Sony Droves that srra". is as hardy as it is Deautitui

The M-9 micro casset'e-corder :s tiny erough to take

a'or^g to school the o^ ce or any meeting But it has
iarge easy-to-use ou^'ons and one-touch recording.

so the student and executive a'lke wi'i find it a
cmch to operate Two speeds a''ow up to 2 hours

o' 'ecording And when you re finished pop it into

vp'jr Docke' The economical M-9 A great ht! e

TUDY ttN EpME
FALL • SPRING • SUMMER

Sony for those very big assignmeni

-.v*".

-ty^p" Sale

somv ^r*^*^^^ Jl^

L

\

$49.95
list 64.95 /

Save
$15.00

off of
I

list price /

model
number
M-9

/quentities

limited

Located in the Campus Centei

^XJNIVERSITY

I G\^̂ AAtUuJ^ Gazelles wait for bid

ALE

OPEN
M F 9 5

Sat 114

Barbieri Center/Rome Campus
of

Trinity Q)llege

\X Virc: W :'RC:, Tnmrv Cx)llc}4o, I i.irrtorJ. C A»nnecticut 06106

A|>f)(it.titiiii> Ndli utlifik

I

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team will find out Mon-
day if they will be selected for the NCAA
tournament.

A bid goes to the top eight teams in the

country, so the fifth ranked dazelles

(11-1-1) are expected to be chosen by the

NCAA committee.

The (Jazelles are the defending national

champions of women's lacrosse. A home
field advantage goes to the top four teams
in the nation.

iK Softball
I I- r '</<

followed with a single up the middle and
UMass led 6-5

But the Bridgewater seventh saw con-

secutive singles to put runners on first and

second. Two ground outs followed and

Bridgewater was down to the last out. But

Deb Macardy stepped up and tripled in the

winning run.

The second game was all I'Mass as the

Mmulewunien scored one run in the se-

cond, two in the third, one in the fourth,

and three in the sixth to win easily 7-1.

Rioux went three for three and Deb
Pickett went two for two while (law was
two for four with three RBIs.

The Minutewomen face important
doubleheaders at home 2 p.m. Saturday

against Adelphi and Sunday against Spr-

ingfield College. The Minutewomen need

two sweeps to be considered for a playoff

berth.

ir baseball
, „ -11 il tflitH /••• /•

l&ALE PRICES
Paperback:
Hardcover:

1 %^MX^S^V M F 9-6

XLoceted in the Cemput Center

Our
Price:

Reg.:
Our

Price:

Reg.:

0^10.99]
*12.96

r$19.99

But Amherst struck back quickly, scoring

three runs in their half of the inning. A
double to left-center by pinch-hitter Chip
Gollaher started things off. A single by Tom
McDavitt and a double by Ostberg knocked
out freshman reliever Jon Martin who had
replaced Kostro in the fourth. Jeff Hughes
greeted Martin with a sacrifice fly to close

the scoring in the inning.

UMass almost looked their way back into

the game in the seventh as reliever Ron
Liable, who replaced the second pitcher for

Amherst, John Nimons at the start of the
inning, walked the bases loaded. But an
Andy Connors groundout ended the threat.

"It was a major disappointment because
we have to live with it for a year. They are a

fair team and we're a good team and things
were just reversed today. We played very
poorly." said Bergquist.

Today the Minutemen will play American
International College at Ixirden Field at 3
p.m. This weekend the ECAC selection

committee will decide on the participants in

the post season tourney. UMass is expected
to get a bid.

Remember...
When patronizing our advertisers,

n^ake sure to tell them that you saw
their ads in the CoUegian.

$24 96

r^TV

SPECIAL VALUE
$1.50

'4 T,,W0,

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS*

KEG ROLL "83"
sponsored by PHI SIG

for benefit of Jimmy Fund

Fri Happy Hour at Blue Wall

(raffle €r free Anheuser Busch giveaways)

- Send-off Sat 10:30 am at Phi Sig

to Fenway Park Boston

check presentation to Jimmy Fund

prior to Red Sox Game

- Thank you for all donations

The Brotherhood of

^, Phi Sigma Kappa

UMASS

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

ifttAPIU^^
g.M8«s

253-5595 LICaUORS

1—

r

W
Limited

Quantity

Kegs • Beer • Wine * ice
University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just oast UlVass Stadium, from SW dorms
not responsible for typograpKical errors

k
-^-i i L.

tlnnRJ.'.kl cjCHil

UMass Plastic 12 oz.

Tankard

Blue - Red - Green

Open M-F 9-b

Sat 11-4

ooaooeeeooeeaa)

QJJNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Miller Lt i2ozcans $10.60 ^$120

Miller i2pkbot $5.40 ^ so

Bud or Bud Lt i2ozcans$9.95 + $1 20

Molson $12.25 $120

Busch 12 ox bot $9.00 ^$150

Rolling Rock i2pkcans . $5.00 + eo

Duke 1202 bottles $6.95 $1.50

Genese Ale i2ozbot $8.95 $1 50

Hammsi2ozcans $7.95 + $120

Canadian Mist 1 75 -"T^ $12.59

PiccalaiL $6.99

Canadian Rare 175 $10.25

Gallo Premium 3l $5.99

100000eooooooA

Inglenook 3l $5.99

Seagrams 7 175 $12.95 pg^i Masson 15 $3.99
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LIQUORS
l&BiIainSt. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Schaefer 12 oz long necks $7.99/cse + dep

Budweiser 12 oz cans $11.00/cse + dep

Rolling Rock 12 oz long necks $10.00/cse + dep

Schlitz 12 pk cans $4.99 + dep

Molsons beer, ale, golden $3.75/6 pk -- dep

Gin or Vodka 80° $5.45/1 liter

Paul Masson Wines
Rhine, Burgundy, Rose, Chablis $3.99/1 .5L

All Beer & Wine Specials are

ICE COLD!!

Popcotn

TIME OUT
A GOOD
PLACF TO

START A CONVERSATION
HAPPY HOUR

4 - 7 PM
SUNDAY NITE

SPECIAL
RUM & COKE
GIN & TONIC *^ -^

Amhersfs Biggest Little Bar

37 N Pleasant St.

This Mother's Day,
express a beautinil

thought toMom and
others deartovou

Mom QjAunt

nWife Godmother

] Grandmother ^ Daughter

n Sister Someone Special

AMERICANWC.RbbllNGS

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4
1^
UNIVERSITY

hliSTORED

363 Main St.. Amherst
2568587

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Large 2 - Item Pizza

only $6.50
(2 free sodas upon request)

V^ ^ Boston's Hottest New Bandl

^•'NOVEMBER GROUP
and special guests

^ 2 fori drinks tiHO

^^1 A Legend in Rock and Blues!

JAMES
MONTGOMERY

also

Peter Newland and friends

Free Draft 8 9 2 for 19-10

only $3.50 with UMass ID

Coming
The Stompers 5/12

Fountainhead 5/13

Booking September Parties Nowl

18 and older with ID 253 2280

One bedroom Amherst Ctr apt summer
sublet tall opt utils mcl 253 2157

Summer sublet Brandywine 1 t>edroom

r>eg furnished AC ca ll 549 0343

2 bedroom Townehouse Apt rent

negotiable June to August 549-51WI

Cheap Brandywine Apt $200/mo
negotiable females only 549-0116

Room available in house Amherst Center

2 porches great location $1X month + ult

253 9403
*• 1215.00 SUNDERLAND 2 BDS *

Beautiful 2 bedroom apartment right on
bus route furnished or nonfurnished
summer sublet fall option call Anne or

Tom 666 7918 Do not pass this up!

TARZAN

DL7FCI GIUFHSVI BS«J 516 S1SLAJ
MG FC1 21J LD "H" 36K1 41GF
FLGM8CF, ME Jane

TO SUBLET

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet with fall option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be
your apartment for summer all you have to

do IS call Jay or Rich at 665 7574. Price is

very reasonable. Very.

3 bedroom Puffton apt furnished June 1

Sept 1 $296 mo call 549-4047

Presidential Apt sublet for summer with
fall option for 1 of two bedrooms call

549 0686

Sublet 6/1 to 9/1 2 bdrm Townehouse apt

furnished North Amherst $300 + 549 3819

Want to live m Harwich this summer^
For info call Jamie 546 1167

CHEAP and spacious apartment in Squire
Village fall option sumrr>er rent even
cheaper 665 2719

Southwood Apt 2 bdrm furnished rent
very negotiable call 253 5900

1 bdrm Puffton Village avail June 1 w/fall
optiori^$290 includes heat 549 0615

2 bedroom apartment in Brittany Manor
$300 /month with fall option 256 0654

Looking to get rid of a No Amherst 3
bedroom apt for ever take it for the summer
and pay less than 2 months rent walk to

campus call Karen 549 1377

Northampton beautiful 4 bedroom house
furnished avail 6/1. Possible fall opt
584 2905

Two bedroom Colonial Village Apt laun

dry and pool bus route 253 7158

furnished rentPuffton
June 1st

2 bedroom furnished rent neg
- Sept 1st call Jane 549 5110

Summer Housing 2 min from Campus
120 per month or 300 per summer call Betsy

or Bretta 549 0174 549 6823

AVAILABLE SUMMER Ig of 3 bedroom
in Puffton furnished rent neg 549 6622

Room for rent in Sunderland House
Beautiful yard, dish & clothes washer
$160/month plus utilities 549 1218

Sunny 2 bdrm June 1 Aug 31 $295/mo
»• elec 256 8027 early aft or after mid

Summer at Townehouse Apt. furnished
2 rooms rent neg 549 6354

Brandywine 1 bedroom apt furnished
June 1 Sept 1 549-5825

Summer Sublet Fall Option 1 bedroom
available in spacious, furnished Main St
apartment great [ocation! $12w0 253 3366

Chic, cheap apt for summer rent 275-1- 2
br on bus route 253 9389

Summer sublet: 3 bedroom townhouse,
N Amherst, on 2 bus routes, w/fall option,
walk to campus $150 each neg 5<^ 4849
late or early

One bedroom apt Puffton Village June,
summer and fail option $310 monthly rates

549 5732 til 11:30 pm

2 bdrm apartment in house 5 min walk to

dwntn Amherst furnished nice yard near

courts b pool cable 325 ^ or BO 256 8947

3 females needed to share 4 bedroom
townhouse apartment forfall semester
beautifully furnished on bus route call

549 6749 or 549 QB50

Two bedroom Colonial Village fall opt

pool bus call 256 0223 $295

Center of town - 3 bedroom apt summer
sublet with fa ll option 549 6264

2 bedrm Brandy^in'j availaJune to Sept
rent neg 1 rm fall option 253 5949

Townehouse Apts for the summer; 3
bedroom apt, or rooms available. Air condi

tioned, fully furnished, 1 nile from campus,
on bus route call Liz at 54i -0307

Female roommate needed to sublet
cheap fall opt 665-7503 keep trying!

Brandywine for summer two bedroom
fall option $275 Dave 546-8730

Summer sublet wented share Presiden-

tial apt furn rent neg 549-0696

Summer sublet/ fall option 2 bedroom

bunderland apartment bus route
»330/month 666-3097

Colonial Village June 1 Aug 31 caN
253 5288

Must sublet Puffton apartment $350 per
person call 549-1672 keep tryif>g

Townhouse apts 3 bedrooms furnished
rent negotiable ca ll 549 67(B or 546 9589

Excellent apt 2 Irg bdmrw new carpet Cr

floors balcony 666-2081

Riverglade summer sublet for 2-4 people
w/fall option 2 256-8139

Summer sublet fall option Southwood
for three females pool, tennis, heat includ-
xj South Amherst bus call 253 9924

naster bdr in condo June 1 - Aug 31 fum
xcellent on bus line 256-0768 253-9764

WANTED
Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,
Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
5452836 or 774 4409 (Jaromir/ leave
message)

3 bdrm apt for fall call 253-7336

One female to share beautiful
townehosue apartment for summer and
fall! On bus route - own room! call carol

549-2638

WANTED TO RENT
~

Starting June 1, 1 bdrm apt., walking dist.

to Grad Research Cntr., call 546-1496

Quiet senior saaks room in Amherst
house w/basement starting 9/1/83 ex-
cellent cook 253-2756

OLLEGIAN
Come to CoUegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 345 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 x • discount • Phone number FREE

CLASSIFIErj
AUGUST FREE

One bedroom in two bedroom apt, large

enough for two. Fall option 180/ -

665 7772

AUTO FOR SALE

Saab 99E 1970 mechanically new, no rust

needs minor body work $2500 549 6861 BJ
after 5:00

75 Chevy Suburban rust, dents but runs
excellent with long future 80 Mitch

256 67 12

1966 Chevy Impale, 283cl; new battery;

$375 firm, call Scott 546 5934

Convertible - 1969 Ford Galaxie runs well

$300 or 80 call 253 7221 after 5

1975 Datsun runs great needs body work
550 5495159

1980 Toyota Celica five speed air condi

tioning AM FM superb engine dependable
$5700 549 6923

71 Toyota great buy!! $300 best offer Nate
253 9015

1973 Chevy Bel Air runs beautifully, AC,
super stereo sonr>e rust $660/ BO 253 9467

1980 Chevy Monza 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable excellent gas mileage, very

good condition BO call 253 7779

1973 Buick Electra good condition new
engine $700 or 80 549 4136

CAPE COD BOUND?

Mature couple wanted to rent room at

Cape Cod for the summer JUne 19 to Aug
31, South Orleans Mass Large rooms,
deck fireplace, close to beach Call

367 2606 or 549 5829

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Oiscjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256 073©

PROFESSIONAL DJs FOR LE8SI
Dorms, Greeks, Semis Call N Save Paul

549 4405

Blues/ Rock Band for hire Indoor or Out
door Parties Weekends day or night

546-1060

FALL APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt for rant

for fall Apt will be semi furnished b in ex

ceNent condition. CaN 253 5560

FOR RENT

Parentis) with child(ren) wanted for

North Amherst cooperative household

Longterm 549 4006

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome
applications from single grads and
undergrads including freshmen and
sophomores Contact First Baptist Church

for more information at>out this Christian

ministry house call 549 3596 or 256 6691

One bedroom in Puffton apartment Fall

option 549 0637

Colonial Village sumnter sublet w fall op-

tion 2 t>edroom $295/mo 256-05S6

Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6

bedrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $150/ mo + util call

665 4803

Free August rent fully furnished 2 bdrm
Northwood Apts summer sublet w fall op

tion 665 7076 eves

Call Us Quick summer sublet with fall op

tion Southwood Apt 2 bedroom front view

first come first serve 253 9063

Apt for rent - within walking distance to

campus and town Located on N Pleasant

St NEAR SILVERSCAPE DESIGNS avail

June 1st with fall option perfect for 2 peo

pie Call^253 9689 after 5 pm ^
1 bedrm in 2 bedrm apartmt yard, pets

OK, walk to UMass 162 50 * electric.

Judy 256 6948 or Grace 2S3T783

3 bedroom apt new, huge, center of

town. Available June 1 with fall option Call

ajfter five 549-0477

Definite fall option female roommate for

single bedroom nonsmoker available 6 1

rent 120+ negotiable apt on Amherst

Belchertown line no walk to bus wait inside

call Susan 256 8784 orj2X6312^j57^
Four bedroom apartment Amherst,

summer only rent very negotiable 1 room

possible fall option 6 7175/6^64 ^

Two bedroorn Colonial Village, summer

sublet /fall option. Negotiable. 256-8451

FOR SALE

10000 used records just bought. Hun_

dreds put out daily. MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton Many hard to

find 584 31X or 586 5726

Brand new moped, never been ridden.

Must sell immediately call Rob 586 5424

Ibanez Concorde acoustic w/pickup
$225 moog prodigy lead synth $300
546 7976

BSR 60 watt speakers, great sound ex-

cellent condition three way. $130.00 or best
offer 256 8697

Sm woodstove $60. also couch $25.

dresser, desk, etc call 549-4195

Sanyo AM FM Stereo 8 track built in

turntable 75. Dave 546 5359

1980 Vespa Motorscooter P12S. Only 750
miles. 100 -^ mpg. $1000 Call 467 9046

FOUND
~

Found car and room key on keychain
lues night by FAC call Mary 6 3298 to iden

tify

Found keys in SW fields, Friday 4/29 call

to identify Tommy or Dan 546 7831

HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU

One large bedroom in beautiful Rolling

Green apartment utilities included pool

June 1 to August 31 best offer keep trying

Denise 253 5356 Laurie 546 5407

HELLUVA BARGAIN

Townhouse summer sublet 3 bdrm, AC,
extremely negotiable call 546 6667 or

546 5204

HELP WANTED
CITIZEN ACTION IN THE MTs: Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer and en
vironmental issues HRS 2 10 PM PAY
$175225 ave wk pius benefits CALL
5868713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1 800 952 7478

Looking for experienced restaurant
help for Cape restaurant Also landscaping

maintenence call 253 5482

Worcester Area Full or part tinw work
phys ed graduate Boys and girls gym
nasties Resume to Box #2 Cherry Valley,

Mass 01611

The CC/SU Board of Governors is ac

ceptir>g applications for its eleven paid

coordinator positions for the Fall Applica

tions are available in 817 of the CC due May
12

The SGA Treesurer s Office is r>ow hiririg

for two positions for the summer and fall:

SGA Controller and Treasurer's Assistant.

Accounting and office work experience is

essential Pickup applications at the

Treasurer's Office, 407 SUB Deadline is

May 11 We are an AA/EEO employer

SGA PRESIDENT'S OFFICE offers in

terns indep studies, and credits working

on research and advocacy of educational &
social concern to students Affirrrwtive Ac
tion Employer Rm 406E SUB 545 0341

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for 3% yr old 3 5 afternoons a wk call

Carolyn 253 3162 _^
Collegian Drivers' positions available

for Fall '83 Must have car, morning hours

free Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center The Collegian is an equal oppor

tunity employer

Summer work 320 per wk and up, travel

hard workers car preferred but not required

send name address and phone to Summer
Work Box 299 Amherst^MA

GREENPEACE, The international en

vironmental organization seeking summer
help for outreach fundraising Help save

endangered species, preserve the marine

environment and end the arms race. Hrs 2

pm 10 pm Pay 140 200 wk Campus Center

Interviews Tues May 10 CC 901 10 am
noon & 1 pm 4 pm or call 253 7282 10 5

HOUSES FOR RENT

4 bedrooms in Northampton for Sept. 5

bedrooms in Hadley for summer, 4

bedrooms in Amherst for summer, perhaps

Sept option Skibiski Realtors 584 3428

I'VE GOT THE BEST!

Some people heve a loving mother.

Some a caring one. Some have an

understanding mom. But mine is these and

so much more HAPPY MOTHERS DAY
to the best mom and best friend a kid could

want. Go to Bingo win on 122 spend the

money at OSCO and enjoy! Love Rita

Marie!!!!

LOST

Keys 4/30 Southwest Pyramids

Keychain is leather triangle with "B" in

center 546 5048 Dan

LEATHER SCROLL PORTFOLIO w han

die final proiect within call b46 b650

Lost on campus 4/29/83 set of keys on

leather key chain Lyssa 6 ^7

on chain in

Call 546 7365
fields across from3 keys

Boyden.

Small black female cat with white reflec-

tor collar. Last seen April 25. Has abscess
on stomach which needs attention. Please

any indo call 2^^5803^ 584 0056

Gold necklace lost at a DC Brandywine
party night of April 23. Reward 546 6237

MOTORCYCLES
~

1973 TC125 Susuki excellent cond 1900

miles on /off road $350 256 8964^

MOVIE

Friday Night: Dr. Strangelova
shows at 5,7,9, 11 5 at $1. & 7,9,11 at $1.50

Mahar Auditorium
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Pi

PERSONALS

You caught my eye twice at the Universi-

ty Store you fantastic profile and deep en
ticing stare at the card display drove me
wild I'd love to get to know you the curly

dark haired guy with the blue nylon wind-

breaker

Graduating Senior with job m Boston
looking for same to share apt. Starting 6' 1 I

already have great place rent resonable call

Steve Mandell 545 2150 leave message.

•

Tonight»"Tonight"Tonlght»*Tonight*
T ••MOVIE" T

Dr. Strangelova O
N Peter Sellers and George C. Scott N
1 shows@5,7,9,115 $1 &7,9,11/$1 50 I

G Mahar Auditorium G
H sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Pi H
T^Tonight^Tonight*Tonight*Tonight*T

Jean Z. can't you see the real me?
154 8495

Steve S. Happy Birthday*! Hope it's the

best. Love Cheryl & Spot, art! arf!

Peter! Happy Birthday' Let's celebrate love

Karen

Big Bucks summer positions $310 per wk
travel cat not required but preferred call

anytime for info 549 4085

To the hurting unit movers you wilt never

catch the spirit signed f 1 Team

Jen. Ja. Ei, Car
'sweet" unforgetable

Mar, Ange. Kath,
Thanx guys for the

20th ^ Jjll

Leah you're one of the funny Et nicest

suite mates a girl could ask for. Here's to

leg lifts in the hallway with Rick b Teddy!'

C.MJG^

Lisa Happy Birthday! Come on down to

the game for ray brews and Cadbury eggs

see ya there! Stray Cats Bob

Glenn Flaherty My one and only final is

May 24 Let s party all week MSE
Debby Lynna, I love you. Joey G.

PROFESSIONAL TYPtNG SERVICE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

584 7924 Nancy

ROLLING QREEN AFT

Summer sublet, two bedrooms, AC, all

utilities furnished, negotiable. Joel

256 0436 nights

ROOM WANTED
"~

2 males naad housing on Cape in

Bourne, Hyannis area Mark 256-6986 or

253 5482

Room wanted in Puffton or Townhouse
apt will pay for summer w/fall option call

Sheryl 549 1352

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 bedroom available in Brittany Manor
apartment starting in September good con

dition two males or 2 females call Don
256 6041

Townehouse Apt. summer sublet /fall op-

tion for 2 people 1 room 549-6313

Responsible roommate wanted to share

room in Southwood. Summer and possible

fall option. Cheap rent. Call Jim 256-8471

evening

2 female roommates
120/mo Brittany Manor
256-0719

wanted for

ht included

fall

call

Room for rent in 2 bedroom Brandywine

apt summer and/or fall 549 5934

1 or 2 females to share large bedroom for

fall cheap Rolling Green 256-0607

Townehouse 2 people to share bdroom in

2 bdroom apt starts June 1 665 4669

Cape Cod Summer looking for females to

rent modern duplex in Hyannis May 15

through Labor Day prepayment required

Julie 617 636-8501.

1 or 2 females wanted for rm in 2 bedr

Brandywine starting June or Sept 253 5949

Room available for two females in Bran-

dywine apt as of August w/fall option call

Chris 549^577

Roiling Green apt female for own bdrm in

3 bdrm apt call 253 2264

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

Manor apt summer sublet with fall option

call 546 5095 or 546 8573

Two roommates wanted for fall Bran-

dywine apt call 549 4114

Rolling Green - one female to share

bedroom $118/mG all utilities inci starting

Sept 1 for fall 256 8335

Cape Cod housemetes wanted Truro,

house on beach 10 mm from Provincetown

contact immediately: Caria 6 4954 Cathy

6 9692

SERVICES

Fast Accurate Typing $1.50/page Leslea

584 3433

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256 6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400 mth

Cool, light efficiency

nished. Triangle St
,

negotiable

fur

rent

apartment,
Amherst,

549 0457 or 545 0854

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549 6440 AC pool

Beautiful large 3 bedroom apt in house
Amherst Center excellent location June
Sept 1 $400 month call now 253 2169

Summer sublet /fall option 2 bedroom
Northwood Apts. Hot water incI On bus
route Pool $200/month neg Call evenings
or before 9 30 AM 665 2939

Two bedroom apt available in Bran-

dywine June to Sept price negotiable caN
Jennifer 546 5390

Summer sublet/fall option 1 bed in 2 bed
Brittany manor apt 256 0296

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Riverglade

Apt rent negotiable 256-8137

Brandywine! Summer/fall option 1 bdrm
available AC pool /bus rt/rent negotiable

call Laura 549 0313

One bedroom in Sunderland Center
apartment $150/mo summer only bus
route 549 6802 Tony

Furnished Townehouse Apt. AC. rent

negotiable, call Scott or Rich 549 0516

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom cheap acr
from bus stop 253 3301

Amherst Ctr apt 4 bdrm furnished $150 +
elect ea call 263 5298

Brandywine 2 bedroom beautifully fur-

bished, cable, pool, AC, June 1 - Sept 1

ent negotiable 549 6466

Two cheap big rooms in country houaa
} miles from campus. $80 month. 549 4729
Mfore 8:X am or after 5 pm fall option

I bdrm in Amh house laundry fac, 2 furn

lousemates, short walk to campus,
garden, 138/mo 253^45 Sam, Rick, Jc

Brandywine two bedrooms full kitchen

bathroom spacious livingroom pool two
bedrooms cheap call 549-1405 negotiable

Puffton Village summer sublet fully fur-

nished cheap Tom 549-6715

Brandywine apt fully furnished orw bdr
available for summer sublet, pool call

Dunacn 549 1305 rent negotiable

Studio apartment in Belchertown sum-
mer sublet w/fall option near center, on
bus route call 323-5686 evenings

Puffton 3 bedroom 2 bath, furnished

$100/mo 549 1873

Fall option - 1 twdroom Brandywine
107/mo includes utilities call 549 5234

3 bedroom Puffton Village exceptionally

well kept, pool, tennis courts only $100 per

person, will negotiate call Bev at 549-1866

Closest to campus Presidential apart-

ments 2 bedrooms rent negotiable call

549 5806

Large sunny four bedroom apartment
adjacent to campus on Phillips St available

for summer sublet only $475.00/mo
negotiable call Debbie 549-0546

Summer
beautiful

253 5511

fall option 2 bedrooms in

house, swimming, bus, $156

Only beautiful 3 floor two bedroom River-

front apt master bedroom still available only

$149 suitable for two pool air furnished

549 4405

2 furnished rooms in house $150/month
June 1 Aug 31 females only ask for Mary
2532414
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Rankedteams in for "lax" weekend
No2Syracuse3pm today;

Maryland1pm Sunday
By BILL SHEA

I ollfKian Staff

At the beffinning of the season this

coming weekend was billed as the "big

lacrosse weekend."
Of course, this was before the Gorillas

stumbled out of the starting gate early,

falling out of contention for a national

playoff bid that goes to the top eight teams

in the nation.

This weekend was supposed to be "big"

because it was thought the Gorillas (4-7)

would be fighting for a playoff bid. They're

not.

What they are fighting is the chance they

could becorne the first Gorilla gang since

1965 to finish the season with a losing

record.

But. make no mistake about it. this

weekend is still "big".

Area hotels are booked solid as parents

and friends of the Gorillas will swarm to

Boyden field for the annual lacrosse party.

A buffet for team members, their families,

and former Gorilla players is scheduled for

Sunday after the Maryland game. Gorilla

Coach Dick Garber says over 100 of his

former players are expected to attend.

So it is a big weekend, a reunion of sorts.

Not only for players and family members
but also for some (iorillas and members of

the Syracuse squad.

"We went and stayed with some of them

in the fall," said midfielder Stuart Orns "so

it'll be kinda weird playing against ihem.

"

This weekend isr't only "big" for UMass
but for Syracuse and Maryland as well.

Syracuse (9 1). ranked second in the nation,

has a playoff slot virtually locked up but

now the Orangemen are fighting for the

home field advantage which the top four

teams receive in the first round of the

NCAA tourney and the top two teams

receive for the first two rounds.

For Maryland, (5 4), ranked number

eight in the nation this is a must game. The

Terrapins are in a battle for the last playoff

spot and a loss to the Gorillas Sunday could

severely damage their chance at a berth.

In fact, the Gorillas could creep back into

the national rankings with an impressive

weekend.
The problem will be stopping the potent

Syracuse offense that averages 17 goals a

game. Syracuse employs a run and gun

offense and has great shooters on attack.

The Gorillas must decide if they shouki

run with Syracuse and if they do and are

successful, whether they should try to

outshoot the best shooting team in the

nation for the full 60 minutes.

It will be a double dose of tough lacrosse

this weekend at Boyden Hill but Garber

gave his team a message yesterday at

practice.

"The next 72 hours are going to be fun

lacrosse." he said.

It will be fun for them. It could be fun for

you too.

Amherst topsUMass
By SCOTT H<K)I)

( oll»(iaii Staff

It certainly wasn't of the magnitude of

the Titanic and the Great San Francisco

Earthquake, but please spell yesterday's

baseball game between Amherst College

and the I'niversity of Massachusetts D I S

ASTER, especially for the boys from the

big. bad state university.

It was awful. The pitching and the hitting

was poor (although Chris Waszc/uk did

smash his eleventh homer of the season).

You name it, everything went wrong in the

Minutemen's 10 4 loss.

Jumping on UMass starter Bob Kostro

early, the Lord Jeffs (15 hits in all) scored

five runs in the first two innings. In the

opening frame, the big blow was Frank

Anderson's two run single. In the second.

Amherst scored three unearned runs as the

UMass defense committed two errors.

The leadoff hitter in the inning, Brian

Austin, reached base when Kostro dropped

second ba.seman Dean Bennett's throw at

first base. A throwing error by catcher

Todd Czold. a sacrifice fly by Rob Ostberg.

and a single by Jeff Hughes brought the

runs home.
The lone bright spot for UMass in the

early innings was Wasczzuk's homer in the

second, a long blast over the left field fence.

In the fourth the Lord Jeffs struck for

two more runs, knocking Kostro out of the

game.
"Kostro really had a p<x>r day. his poorest

day all year," said UMass Coach Dick

Bergquist. "He had no velocity at all. he had

no location, and I was very disappointed.

Now I'm very concerned because Fresnal

didn't look good yesterday (Wednesday)

and Kostro didn't look good today. So now
I'm concerned about our number one and

two pitchers.

Down 7 1. UMass rallied in the fifth with

two outs. A Brian Kingman walk, a Dan
Clifford single, and an error by shortstop

Frank Anderson on Bennett's grounder

loaded the bases. A Bruce Everson single to

right field scored two runs.

i'ltnl in III li 'III /"p/<

('oll««iaii pitola b« Joka ftawrit*

Chris Schmitz scoops a loose ball in the 16-5 (iorilla win over Dart-

mouth Tuesday.

Minutewomen split;

playoff chances hurt
By GEKKY deSIMAS

( oikKiaK SUff

BRIDGEWATER, Ma. - For the

University of Massachusetts' women's
s«iftl»all team, yesterday was a day of

ffiistration when the Minutewomen travel-

e<i to HridKewater State and split a

douhleheader. losing the first game 7-6,

and taking the second game 7-T

.

It was frustrating because Bridgewater

'is a Division II team and UMass should

l>eat Division II teams. It was fru.strating

because with four games remaining the

l(»ss deprives UMass (2.V9) a 30 win .season

and doesn't help chances of a post season

playoff bid.

It was frustrating because the umpires
were not at t'neir tiest. It was frustrating

because despite playing medi<x're softball

the Minutewomen still could have come
hack to Amherst with the sweep they need-

ed so badly.

After falling behind 5-2 after four inn-

ings. UMass >fot two runs back in each the

fifth and seventh innings to take the lead.

In the fifth. Beth Talbot singled to right

and Ail-American Jackie (law tripled her

home. Missy Oman followed with a single

t^> left to score Gaw and UMass trailed .'>-4.

\\\ the seventh, Allison Rioux walked and
moved to second on a Talbot sacrifice. Gaw
(2 for 4) tripled again to right field scoring

Rioux and then scored when Oman aeain

Eastern Ultimate Championships at Southwest
Women *s final2pm Sunday \

Men 's final3pm Sunday
By JUDY KELLIHER

< oikffian StafT

Some compete in sports for recognition.

Others compete for the social aspects of

sports. But there are those who compete

because they love their sport and they
love to compete. The women's frisbee

team at the I niversily of Massachusetts,

better known a.i Zulu, loves to compete.

The defending National Champions

completed a very successful weekend of

tournament play. Zulu hosted the Nor

theast Regional tournament at the South

west playing fields and won the tourney,

defeating a tough Spinters team 16 10 in

the final on Sunday.
Ultimate frisbee is a special sport. Just

ask Donna Levine, Zulu's leader of

competitiveness. She feels they work as

hard and are as organized as other sports

at the university. Ultimate frisbee has no

officials, and according to Levine, is truly

a "gentleperson's " game.

An unfortunate aspect of playing for a

non varsity or non club sport is lack of

funding. All expenses during the season

come directly from the player's pocket.

When Zulu competed in the National

Championships in Texas last fall, almost

the entire trip was funded by the plavers.

Watching Zulu compete in an ultimate

frisbee contest can be as entertaining as

watching any sport on campus. Unlike

frisbee played on the beach, the ultimate

game is fastpaced, well organized, in-

volving diviTig catches, precise throws and
tenacious defen.se which all combine to

make Zulu one of the more interesting

teams to watch.
This coming Saturday and Sunday, Zulu

will host the East Coast Championships.

There will be 15 teams from the East

Coast coming to the Southwest playing

fields. Play will begin each day at 10 a.m.

Don't let the efforts of these 18 women
go unnoticed. They play because they love

the sport. A little recognition never hurt

anyone. Spend some time this weekend
supporting the ultimate frisbee team. It

will be time well spent.

By BILL SHEA
( nllffiaa Staff

To most a game of frisbee consists of

simply tossing a fri.sl>ee back and forth for

recreati«>nal purjK>ses.

F'or others, more specifically the Univer-

sity of Ma.ssachusetts men's frisbee team,

it goes a hit further than that.

In fact, the ZooDisc, as they are IkIter

known, raptured the first ever Collegiate

Championships in the 14 \ear history of

organized frisl>ee last weekend.
ZmtDisc, 21-1 on the season, plays

numerous tournaments throughout the

season, against fields consisting of both col-

lege and club teams. This year was the first

year a tourney wa.s held s U'ly for col-

legiate teams and ZooI>isc lilew through
the tournament and defeated Glasboro
State 11-8 in the final.

The turning \mr\i in the championship
game as a fast break keyed by a Tim
Riviere to Jim Meknly to Craig Homenko
pass which ended with a sprawling grab by

Homenko in the endzone.

"(Kir victory over "Boro", the two-time

national champ fitr the first time in 12 or

more tries was easily the high point of the

.season." said ZfK>Disc member Ken Board-

man.
Hut the season isn't over yet for the col-

legiate champs. This weekend at the

Southwest playing field. Z(K>I)is<' will host

the Eastern Nati<»nal Championships all

day Saturday and Sunday starting at 10

a.m. each day.

The finals are schedule*] for 3 p.m. Sun-

day and a parachute demonstration will

kickoff the final game of the most
prestigious tournament of the spring

sea.son.

Teams from Florida, St. Louis. Chicago.

Michigan and the entire Eastern .seal)oard

will make up the 20 team men's field. A 16

team women's tourney will also be held

with the final scheduled for 2 p.m. Sunday.

"Our progress has been escalating all

season," said Roardman. "Hopefully this

morrifTitum will carry us to th*- Uastern

Championships."
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Hadley is known for its ramshackled old barns. One miRht be surprised to find out that this

relic is near the civilized society known as the Hampshire Mall.

Cage renovation plans still incomplete
By ANNE McCRORY

CcHrvtaa Suff

Administrators met Friday to evaluate

and adjust architectural plans for the

Curry Hicks Cage renovation project but

those plans must be finalized and a means
of funding established before construction

can begin, according to a representative of

the physical education department.

"We know what the plan looks like," said

5>chool of Physical Education Assistant to

the Dean .lohn V'oipe, explaining that "the

general outlay" of the Cage has been deter-

mined but lacks interior details, such as

materials to be used.

A meeting with the plan's architects,

CBT-Childs. Bertram. Tseckares and
Casendino. Inc. of Boston, should take

place within the next few weeks to finalize

those specifics, he said.

The plan would entail the renovation of

the Cage itself at an estimated cost of

$1,170 million. A new cover for the dirt

floor, a new ceiling, new bleacher seats, a

new indoor track, improved lighting and a

removable wckxI basketl)all floor are includ

ed in that figure.

In addition to the south side of the

building with its own entrance and a main

foyer to make the Cage "a building in

itseir' would also be built. Voipe said. The
addition will house new locker rooms, a

treatment r<x>m, a concession stand, public

restroms and storage space for an

estimated $846,000.

Director of Facilities IManning R. H. Lit-

tlefield. who was also at the meeting, said

the three means of funding proposed

earlier are still under consideration.

"There has been no decision made yet as

to the funding (source)." he said.

But Littlefield said the sources originally

suggested — a fund raising drive, capital

outlay or a student fee, — estimated at $20

per year by UMass President David C.

Knapp to two choices.

"There are possible limitations as to

capital outlay," he said, noting that there

are "many other high priority items" that

would receive grants first.

VoIpe said construction would begin next

April at the earliest, pending the selection

of a methcKl of financing and how quickly

funds become available through that

method. The pn>ject will take between 12

and 18 months to complete, he said, disrup-

tiing at least one season of ind(H>r s(K)rts

and physical education classes.

Panels debate foreign policy at teach-in
Bv TRICIA A. YACOVONE

DAVID B. MINER
and BR(K)KE STATES

( ollcfian suff

Politics and passion were mixed at "A
Day of Discussion and Debate: Teach-in on

Foreign Policy" Saturday at Mahar
Auditorium at the University of

Massachusetts.

The event was divided into four two hour

panel discussion sessions attended by a

total of approximately 500 peoole

The debate on U.S. foreign policy with

the U.S.S.R. concentrated on the increa.se

of nuclear weapons and their effects.

The first speaker. Jan Dizard. a

professor of sociology at Amherst College,

discussed how society has affected the arms

race.

"Verifiability (of an arms reduction) is

very shaky in the U.S. because of years of

anti Soviet ideas pumped into the people,"

he said.

Dizard was followed by Robert MacNeal.

a professor specializing in the history of

Russia at the University of Massachusetts,

who said an arms redaction does not

ultimately lead to world peace.

Professor Roberta Manning of the

History department at Boston College

noted the threat of the Soviet Union, but

called the increase in arms now the most

irresponsible action ever taken by the U.S.

government.
Pavel Machala a professor of Political

Science at Amherst College called his

argument 'Tale of Two Evils." the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R.
Among the points on which the four

member panel agreed were that it is now a

critical point in time in El Salvador, that

there are realistk grounds for open

dialogue between all parties involved in El

Salvador and that a mutually acceptable

mediator could be found.

One major disagreement with President

Reagan's address to Congress on El

Salvador was brought out by former U.S.

Ambassador Robert White.

For those of you who think that Reagan
has precluded sending American troops to

Central America, think again. You are not

familiar with bureaucratic language." he

said.

Other panel members included Tommie
Sue Montgomery, an assistant professor at

Ithaca College. Janet Shenk, a staff member
of the North American Congress on Latin

America and Robert Driscoll from the U.S.

State Department.

Questions and discussions between the

four panelists and the audience became
heated in regard to the policies of

socialist countries in the recent past. The
nature of socialist forms of government

versus Third World countries that the U.S.

backs was also discussed.

According to former South Vietnamese

Doan Van Toai. the situation in the Third

World is not black or white with regards to

communism and fascism.

UMass history professor Richard Minear

disagreed. "In some areas things are so

polarized that there can be no third force

for solving these problems." he said.

"Revolutions do not happen in the Third

World because of the U.S. and U.S.S.R.."

said Brian Boland. pastor of Hadley s St.

Patricks Catholic Church. "They have to do

with the conditions in that country, and the

rebels in El Salvador want to negotiate." he

said.

The panel also contained UMass sociology

Professor Paul Hollander and was

moderated by Bruce Laurie, former

Massachusetts Society of Professors

president and history professor at UMass.

The final panel discussion became a

debate as Vice President of the Inter

national Association of Machinists Ben

Sharman. one of five panel members, told

the audience the trade unions support the

nuclear arms freeze and a decrease in

overall military spending.

Edward Feit, a professor of political

science at UMass, said that what is at stake

is free choice.

SATF suit

needs detail
By JOHN OCONNELL

Collegiaa SUff

A New York law firm said the Student

Government Association (SGA) needs a

more specific complaint against the

University of Massachusetts before it can

sue the University for control of the

Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF).

SGA leaders said Friday.

Former SGA President Jim Murphy said

the law firm of Rabinowitz.Boudin and

SUndard told SGA leaders during a con

suiting session that a broad decision on a

suit would not help the SGA gain control of

the SATF.
Murphy said the SGA complaint centers

on the Student Activities Office (SAO),

which he said is "bleeding the SATF. " to

increase its personnel budget.

SGA leaders would like to split the SAO's

Program and Business units and resume

budgeUry control over the Programming

office. Murphy said.

The S(iA lost control of the SAO budget

in 1980. when the SATF was put on the

University accounting system, assistant to

the SGA President Bruce Levy said. Before

1980. the SATF was on a manual accountmg

system run by the SGA. he said.

The old system was not efficient, and the

UMass Board of Trustees took away SGA
control of the fund after a $200,000 deficit

was run up in the SATF.Levy said.

Murphy and Levy went to New York

Friday. April 29. along with SGA co -

Presidents Tom Ahem and Charlene Allen,

undergraduate Student Senate Speaker

Chris Sullivan. Senator Mindy
Chateauvert. and Michael Pill and Charles

DeMare from the UMass liegal Services

Office (LSO). to consult with the law firm

on the possibility of a suit.

SGA leaders said la.st week that the

consulting session was a success, but was

not enough to make any final decision on a

suit.

"A three hour Ulk is by no means

enough basis to take a case to court,"

Murphy said.

Ahem called the meeting "a positive first

step." and said the furm was -en-

thusiastically surprised with what we had."

The law firm, which Murphy called "a

very progressive law firm." won the LSO
the right to sue the University in 1975 and

is 'interested in protecting the righu of

students." he said.

"Their enthusiasm was reflected by the

fact that we met with three of their senior

partners." Murphy said.

The group met with Leonard Boudin,

Haywood Burns, the firm's legal counsel

who is the provost of City College of New
York, and Edward Copeland. "junior

partner who specializes in trust fund law,"

Murphy said.

"A strong point they were interested in is

that since we've lost control of the S.\0. the

(SAO) budget has grown by $80,000. and

that's $80,000 that's been taken out of

student activities." Levy said.

Figures compiled by Sullivan show that

while the SAO budget has increased by

$80,000 since 1981. money for salaries and

benefits has increased by $105,000 in that

time.

"That means they are reallocating funds

to pay for personnel." Murphy said.

SAO Director Randy Donant said all

state employees recieve automatic cost of

living and fringe benefit increases, and "if

you program out these increases and look at

the percentage of increase in personnel,

then I am saying that our increase is

reasonable."

Donant added that the SAO budget

request for 1984 is less than their 1983

request.

"We're the only budget who has done

that, " Donant said. "We're not eating up

the SATF
"

The senate appropriated $2,000 on March

9 for the initial consulting.
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World and National News
Peace sought
for Pope visit

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Roman
Catholic Cardinal Jozef Glemp on Sunday

accused police of lobbing tear gas grenades

into churches to smash ant i government

protests, and told 60.000 faithful that

Poland needs "peace, peace, peace."

Speaking in the southern city of Krakow at

ceremonies honoring St. Stanislaw Day, the

spiritual leader of Polish Catholics also said

churches should not be used as a forum for

politics. Glemp's remarks were reported by

reliable sources who attended the

ceremonies.

He spoke a day after Gen. Wojciech

Jaruzelski. the Communist Party chief and

premier, acknowledged the existence of

wide protests last

problems" remain between the government

and the church.

Glemp and other religious leaders have

called on the government to revive the

outlawed solidarity labor union and free

political pnsoners for Polish born Pope

John Paul II's visit next month.

"We do not want that there are any

political demonstrations in churches."

Glemp said. "But on the other hand we do

not want that tear gas grenades should be

thrown into sanctuaries."

Glemp did not specify any instance in

which a church was tear gassed. Reporters

and witnesses have said they saw police lob

tear gas and spray powerful water jets at

demonstrators during protests outside

churches. The government has never said

whether police have used tear gas in

churches.

The cardinal's statement followed a

reported attack last week on six church

workers in Warsaw by 15 to 20 men in

street clothes posing as demonstrators.

Dissidents claim the men were government

agents.

AP I.a«*rpiiotu

Shen Tu, right, Chinese civil aviation chief, sits across from South

Korean deputy Foreign Minister Kong Ro-myung Sunday as negotia-

tions continue for the return of a hijacked Chinese jet, its passengers

and crew. The jet was diverted to South Korea last Thursday by an arm-

ed group of six Chinese.

Fake diaries spur resignations
FRANKFURT. West Germany (API - A

top editor of Stern magazine who resigned

after the purported Hitler diaries were

labeled fraudulent said Sunday he fears

there "may be an ugly story" behind Stern's

purchase and publication of the documents.

"I don't know who wrote them." former

Stern editor in chief Peter Koch said

during a telephone interview with The

Associated Press from his Hamburg home.

"As far as I know maybe (reporter Gerd)

Heidemann wrote them, but I don't think

so." Koch said, referring to the Stern

reporter who said he had tracked down the

purported diaries of Adolf Hitler in East

Germany.
Koch and Felix Schmidt, two of Stern's

three chief editors, stepped down Satur

day. one day after the West German
government said chemical tests and

historical analysis had shown the 62

volumes of diaries and other writings were

"obvious fakes."

Stern has promi.sed to tell its readers this

week how it got the documents and decided

to publish them.

The Hamburg based Welt am Sonntag

newspaper said in an unattributed report

Sunday that Chancellor Helmut Kohl has

ordered the secret service to find out

whether the East bk)C was to blame for the

forgery of Hitlers "secret diaries" as some

reports have suggested.

Porno charges

evict diplomat

NEW DELHI. India (AP) -
Afghanistan's Moscow-backed government

on Sunday ordered a U.S. diplomat to leave

the country within 48 hours, claiming he

"engaged in the sex and pornography

business."

Radio Kabul said in a newscast monitored

in New Delhi that the diplomat. Peter

Graham, had violated diplomatic

regulations and Islamic and Afghan

traditions by engaging in what it called

immoral activity aimed at "perverting

Afghan youth."

The broadcast by the government station

attributed its account to "authentic reports

of the security forces." but did not specify

the exact charges against the diplomat.

In Washington. State Department

spokesman Joe Reap said the Afghan claim

that Graham "was using pornographic

literature to purchase rugs is ludicrous and

wholly without foundation."

"We do not know what the Afghan

motivation might be." Reap said. "We have

pointed out that there is no substance to the

explanation they have given us and have

asked whether they could provide another.

"We are also puzzled and concerned

about recent arrests by the Afghan secret

police of most of our embassy's white collar

Afghan employees who were performing

routine administrative duties in the em-

bassy. We are considering what our

further response might be."

Reap said the United States was in-

formed Saturday of the action against

Graham, and added the diplomat had been

scheduled to leave Kabul for a new
assignment at the end of this month.

Chisholm gets flack

for abortion stance
CHICOPEE - Former U.S. Rep. Shirley

Chisholm drew protests from antiabortion

demonstrators during a speech at a Catholic

women's college, but students who heard

the talk gave the former lawmaker a

standing ovation.

While Ms. Chisholm spoke Saturday to

200 students at Our I^dy of the Elms

College, about 40 abortion opponents

picketed quietly outside. Protest leaders

said they protested her voting record in

Congress on abortion issues. They carried

signs reading. "Thou Shalt Not Kill."

However. Ms. Chisholm said nothing

•bout abortion in her hour long talk on a

historical perspective of feminism.

She said the women's movement "has

been part of a greater humanist movement
rooted in people who have not been allowed

to share in all the rights and all the

responsibilities of this democracy."

Ms. Chisholm. 57. a former Democratic
representative from New York, is now a

visiting professor at Mount Holyoke College

in South Hadley.

Advisor sure as Ivory

Reagan will run again

MINNEAPOLIS - Lyn Nofziger, a

former top advisor to President Reagan,

calls the president an "Ivory soap can

didate."

"I call him my Ivory soap candidate

because I'mm 99 and 44 one hundredths

percent sure;; that Reagan will run for

another term, said Nofziger. Ivory has long

claimed to be 99.44 percent pure.

Nofziger, 5ft. is a political consultant who
left the Reagan administration in January

1982 and says he now has no ties to the

White House.

He spoke Friday to the Elephant Club, a

group of Minneapolis Republicans.

He said he is sure Reagan will win re

election and suggested other potential GOP
candidates should not get into a race with

Reagan because of the president's strong

record on the economy and other issues.

Digest
By the Assoriated Press

A I' l.>ii*n>hflto

Rescue workers look over the smoldering remains of a sports car that

had wrecked, pinning its driver. Passing motorists heard the screams

of Mark Williamson, of Bedford, Virginia and braved the flames to lift

the car so Williamson could be freed. Williamson suffered second- and

third-degree burns on his head and back.
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Mom speaks out
against nuclear arms
BOSTON — Americans must k)ve the

Soviets and recognize them as fellow human

beings as a step toward ending the nuclear

arms race, a founder of the nuclear freeze

movement told a Mothers Day crowd

Sunday

.

"My drive is fear.fear for my kkis." said

Dr. Helen Caldicott. founder of Women's

Action for Nuclear Disarmament and a

founder of Physicians for Social Respon

sibility.

Mrs. Caldicott. a pediatrician, said many

children fear nuclear conflict above all else.

"Our children know for a fact they are not

going to grow up," she told the crowd of

several hundred outside the Boston

Children's Museum.
She said the United States and the

Soviets must try to understand each other,

and must stop interfering with other

nations.

"The dynamic that's driving this (the

arms race) along is a primitive hatred and

superstition of the Russians." she said.

"There aren't Communist babies. There

aren't capitalist babies. A babys a baby is a

baby."

Liberace nears 64th

birthday with fans
LONDON — Scores of women showered

Liberace with flowers and kisses when he

arrived in London on Sunday for four

concerts.

"I'm going to appear with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra." he said. "I shall

be wearing my costumes and beads and
they will be in evening dress."

Liberace said he will have an early birth-

day celebration here with 300 "lovely

ladies" from his fan club. Then, he said, he'll

return to Las Vegas. Nev..for a birthday

opening of his own restaurant on the big

day May 16.

"Although I will be 63. I never think of

retiring, " he said. Records show, however,

he'll be turning 64.
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Group concerned over Everywoman's policies
By MICHELLE HYDE

Collerian Staff

A support group for three
Everywoman's Center employees who lost

their jobs said Friday the center lacks

political focus and is no longer a feminist

organization since it abandoned its collec-

tive structure two years ago.

At a hearing in Whitmore Administra-

tion Building, members of the group ex-

pressed their concerns and demands about

the three women to Robert Welch, special

assistant to the vice chancellor of student

affairs and Gloria DeGuevera, unit head

director for educational access and
outreach at the University of

Massachusetts.

The group gathered in support of Mary
Wentworth, co-ordinator of the Poor

Women's Task Force and Malika Jones, co-

ordinator of the Third World Women's
Program,who were notified in March their

contracts would not be renewed in June.

They also support Marianne O'Leary, a

clerk whose job was terminated in April.

Demands made by the group at the hear-

ing included the reappointment of all three

women at the center, the funding for an ad-

ditional position for educational access and
outreach, and the establishment of a com-

munity advisory board for the center.

Welch, who said he and DeGuevera
would report the group's concerns to the

Everywoman's Center, staff and vice

chancellor said the decisions to respond to

the group's demands would be made by

either the Everywoman's Center, the vice

chancellor, or the chancellor.

Members of the supjK>rt group expressed

concern about the consolidation of power

UMass dancers acclaimed
By MICHELE DOLAN

1 ollvipaii suff

In addition to performing overseas and

across the United States, students in the

University of Massachusetts dance
department recently performed at the

National College Dance Festival in

Washington D.C.

The UMass dance department has

performed in Iran. Italy, and Greece, as

well as at an American Association of

Health. Physical Education and Recreation

Convention.
Last month they performed two pieces at

the National College Dance Festival at the

John F. Kennedy Center for the Per

forming Arts in Washington.
UMass Dance Coordinator Andrea

Watkins said that the UMass troupe had to

compete in a regional festival before being

eligible for selection in the national festival.

UMass decided to enter two pieces in the

Northeast and New England Regional

Festival this year, which was held during

March in New York City. Out of 75 entries

in the regional competition, nine were

chosen to perform in the Regional Gala

Concert. UMass was the only University to

have two pieces selected.

"Out of the nine (pieces) that were
chosen, two were from UMass which is

pretty phenomenal." Watkins said. A total

of 36 pieces were selected from four

regional competitions for subsequent

performances at Regional Gala Concerts

across the nation. Eighteen of those pieces

were chosen for the National College Dance
festival on April 25 in Washington. UMass
was again the only school to have two pieces

selected.

"We honestly weren't sure that they'd do
two pieces from one school." Watkins said.

Eleven students were involved in the two
dances performed by UMass. Five female
students performed "Through the Edge." a

dramatic modern piece choreographed by
Watkins. "Shout," a jazz dance involving

four men and six women, was
choreographed by UMass dance faculty

member Richard Jones.

The UMass dance department is a
member of the Five College Dance
Program, which performs collectively in the
Five College area.

There will be a Five College Dance
Faculty Concert this Friday and Saturday
nights at 8:00 p.m. in Studio 14 at Smith
College, and next Friday and Saturday
nights, at 8:00 p.m. in Kirby Theater at

Amherst CoUeire.

Collrriaii fkein bv Davr dvaber

Sydney and Sam, the infamous Campus Pond swans make friends

with junior Marketing; major Sheila McCarthey.

Clipped winged Minutemen
By DAVID Ml NIZ

( oilcKtan ( orreapoiMkiil

Probably the two most well - known
figures on the UMass campus next to

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and Jim
Murphy are Sidney and Sam. the two swans
in the campus pond.

On any given day, they can be seen

paddling around the campus pond, or ac-

cepting handouts from people eager to feed

them.

The two male swans were bought from a

company in Rhode Island called "Mute
Swans Inc." about 8 years ago. According

to Jim LaRose of the Physical Plant, there

used to be 11 baby swans in the campus
pond before Sidney and Sam arrived. 'We

hatched the first group of swans ourselves,

11 in all, but dogs got some, and the winter

got some, and some of them used to hide in

the bushes or fly away. Sidney and Sam's

wings are pinned so they won't fly away."

These two swans are "mute" swans.

Mute swans are different from other North

American swans in several ways in that

they have an S shaped curve to their

necks, erectile wing feathers, and a knob on

their bills.

"The swans could survive on the pond all

winter, wherever there is unfrozen water

'

LaRose said. "But we take them out of the

pond for the winter so that they'll be safe

from the dogs that could walk out on the ice

and attack them."

In the winter, the swans are sent to

Tillson farm where they live in a pen with

domesticated geese. There they are cared

for all winter long.

"The swans are usually taken out of the

pond during Thanksgiving break so

students won't interfere with their cap-

ture." LaRose added. "As soon as the pond
thaws, they are put back."

While the swans are in the pond, they are

totally self - sufficient.

"They can take care of themselves."

LaRose said. Sidney and Sam live on grass,

algae, bugs. "And everyone is always

feeding them popcorn, bread, and potiito

chips." he added.

On any sunny day, students may sit along

the banks of the campus pond looking at the

swans.
^

that took place at the center when two
years ago staff members deci'^wl to adopt a

hierarchical model in place of its collective

structure. They said as a result of this

change, women's programs have been com-
promised.

One woman said, "I am concerned about

the change of value systems. The
Everywoman's Center is not a feminist

organization anymore. It's basically just

another administrative office at UMass."
Another woman said, "It irks me that a

male dominated administration is having

such a big hand in deciding what the needs

of women in this community are."

Welch said the decision to change the

structure of the center came directly from
the center staff and not from University

administration.

The people who came to the hearing,

UMass students, community members and

patrons of the Everywoman's Center, ex-

pressed their respect for the recently fired

Mary Wentworth and the other women.
"I have not met one single person in the

Amherst area who knows the town and
knows the needs of p<K)r women as Mary
Wentworth does," one man said.

Rev. Donna Schaper said, "This Univer-
sity distinguished itself by keeping inferior

people. We do know that Mary is more
radical than most people, but middle-of-

the-road people get away with doing mid-
dle of the road things."

Laura (iallant, a member of the Student
Center for Educatonai Research and Ad-
vocacy (SCERA). said she attende<l the

hearing to find "some guarantee that there
will be a just and open discussion of what's
going on." and that the discussion would
not be "caught up in the Whitmore
shuffle."

I allr^fiaii photo bi

If you think the Collegian is useful only to line birdcaf^es. think

aji^ain. Your bird mig^ht be educating; itself as this pig^eon is while you
amble on in ifn^orance. Then af^ain. this may be proof positive that the

Collegian is for the birds.

Female cops are underdogs
By LAURIE FISHER

< ollfcwa suff

Editors note: This is the first in a two part

series focusing on female police officers.

The road female police officers have
traveled has been long.

The reasons they have become police

officers have changed and most importantly

the way their colleagues and the public

react to them has improved, said a

University of Massachusetts woman police

officer.

Mary Dumas, a 15 year veteran of the

UMass police department said it has been

difficult for women to merge into an oc

cupation with little training and negative

attitudes from the public.

"They gave us a badge and said see ya.

We had no formal training, we were
wearing an above -the -knee skirt, a hat that

blew off at the slightest hint of a breeze, a

shirt that exposed our midriffs whenever
we moved and we had no place to put our

guns." she said.

Sergeant David Grader has been on the

UMass force 11 years and remembers when
(not too long ago) women had a rougher

road to travel.

"They always had to be one notch better

and not prove themselves as officers but as

women officers. Less than 10 years ago it

was thought to be a male role." he said.

Previously women looked to nursing and

teaching for jobs, said Gerald T. O'Neil.

director of the Department of Public

Safety.

"It is becoming just another option." he

said. "The public is beginning to realize

women are capable of police work."

Grader said, "Before women could enter

the field they had to pry open the door, then

after reaching a certain point about three

years ago, the door opened rapidly. The
hardest part is over."

Six years ago male officers had a tougher

time than the public accepting women. "The
pioneer women have to take a lot of credit,"

he said.

Mary Dumas was a pioneer. On the

UMass police force since 1968, she was the

first woman on patrol command in New
England, and the only UMass sergeant.

Currently, in addition to being vice

president of the International As.sociatk)n

for Women Police Officers, she is a staff

assistant in charge of community
relations/ staff devebpment at UMass.
Dumas joined the force not realizing she

was breaking new ground, she said. "The

hours fit my needs as a mother of three

young children. It never dawned on me that

there were not women involved."

The difficulties soon became apparent,

she said. In 1970 when she first applied for

an officer's position, the administration

thought she was joking. The second time

she applied, they accepted her because of

seniority, she said. Although she was in the

department, she could not attend the state

police academy because women were not

allowed to live in the barracks. As a result,

her job was restricted to desk duty. The
situation changed in 1972 after Dumas filed

a complaint with the Mas.sachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination against

the UMass police department.

"I've paid for being outspoken. We
women need exposure, but every word we
say to the press is weighed. They are

looking for us to trip up." Dumas said.

In 1976 Dumas became a staff sergeant

and the problems continued. A grievance

was filed against Dumas and she won "not

because I was the most qualified as my
written exam indicated (it was 14 points

higher than any other candidate) but

because I was a minority candidate," she
said.

Dumas said an officer working under her

told her it was against his religion to work
under a woman.
"Eventually the men came a.ound but I

still believe if a woman screws up she is

going to get notices a whole lot sooner. She
does not have to be good; she has to be
better than her male colleagues," she said.
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Women's Week
TUESDAY

The Coaiinittee for
Eqaal Rig^hts and
Reprodactive Freedom
(CERRI'') wUI meet at 6:30

p.m. in the Campus Center
room 902.

Two BioTies dealing
with the BMdia's portrayal

of woaum and battering

will be beid at the Kan^
Community Center in

Amberst. The movies are

bein^ sponsored by Men

Agamst Violence Against
Women. For more informa-
tion, including the time of

the movies call 256-0294.

THURSDAY

The Anti-Raciam Team
will meet at 4 p.m. in room
801 of thf Campus Center.

"Hollandia 45" a drama
by Sarah Dreber will be
held at 8 p.m. at the fVesent

Stage Theatre in Nor-
thampton. The play is being

presented by the Women's
Community Theatre.

SATURDAY

A Jazzercise Marathon
to benefit the
Everywoman's Center will

be held from 1-4 p.m. at the

Jazzercise Studio in the

Hampshire Mall.

Triathlon to be held at Hampshire
Entries are now being

accepted for the Tirst annual

T. Melehiooda Triathlon, to

be held at Hampshire
College on Sunday

.

The event will begin at 10

a.m. with a 4.5 mile foot race

from the Hampshire campus
to the Sport.<«man's arena in

Hadley. Tbe second leg will

be a 4.5 mile canoe or kayak
paddle to Mitch's Marina on

the Connecticut River, and

tbe triathlon will fmish with

a 5.3 mile bicycle ride from

the marina along Route 47 to

Bay Road, and back to the

Hampshire campus.
The triathlon is being held

in commemoration of

Anthony Melchionda.
former director of health

services at Hampshire and a

staff physician at the

University of Massachusetts
Health Services, who died in

February. Participants may
enter as individuals or in

teams.

Prizes will be awarded to

the first three finishers, and

the first 75 entrants will be
given T shirts. The
triathlon will be limited to

100 entries. Entry forms
are available at local

sporting goods stores and at

physical education buildings

at each of the Five Colleges.

The entry fee is $5 (free to

Hampshire students).
Registration will be held at

Hampshire from 8 a.m. to

9:30 a.m. on the day of the

triathlon. For further in

formation call 549 4600, ext.

536orext.470.

Balloon ride awarded at Earth Day
Tlie five wimiers of the

Earth Day Raflle were: first

priae. a baflooo ride for two
with Amberst Balloon Co.,

Jean ZuHBcrman; second

prize, a pair of tickets for a
Greenpeace Whalewatch
trip. Mike Lewis; third

ftrize. a pass to New Haven
lot Tubs. lone Minot;

fourth and fifth prizes, two
pairs of passes to the Boston
Museum of Science. Betsy
McLinden and Howard
Gabor.

Deadline to renew parking

The deadline for renewing
parking assignments for the

198384 academic year is

Friday. May 13. 1983.

Anyone submitting an
application alter that date

will be assigned parking
after all renewals and the

waiting list applicants have
been processed and will be

treated as new applicants.

Smith library

forgives all

Students may return

books to the Smith College

Neilson Library without

j)enalty today through
Saturday only.

APPLICATIONS
are now being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
positions:

Associate Managing Editors (5).

Associate Executive Editor. Associate Sports

Editor, Associate News Editors (2). Associate Arts

Editor. Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black

Affairs Editor. Associate Photo Editor. Assistant

Photo Editors (4). Day News Editors (3). Copy
Editors (5). Layout Technicians (5). Librarian,

Drivers. Training Coordinator,

Cable News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18
Apply in person to Rm. 113 Campus Center

The CoUegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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GOODBYE WINTER
HELLO SPRING!

Hair will remain short

this season, color and
volume very important

I

I

Don't forget about the T

"Farewell Get-Together" f

at The Pub on Tuesday, May 10, 1983 |

from 6:00 pnn -9:00 pm!

I Come on down, relax, and have

\ ^^ _^a^o^ tune. Seejya there!

Highlights, lowlights. bobs.

root perms these are just

the start Call us now at -

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
"We are a cut above the rest'

t

ji

Hyper Marche Mall

Rt 9 Hadley, MA 586 4661

The People's Gay Alliance

presents a

Lesbian/Gay May
THURSDAY
May 12, 1983

2:30 - David Scondras

BOSTON CITY COUNCIL]
CANDIDATE

7:30 - Dr. James Abel

on

Gay Health Issues

CC 905-09

FRIDAY
May 13, 1983

2:30 - Keren Guida
David Gearhart

on LESBIAN/GAY
LEGISLATIONEFFORTS
plus workshops all day
and DANCE 9-2:00

10th floor CC
Admission $2.

SATURDAY
May 14, 1983

Lesbian/Gay

Liberation March
Northampton, MA

start: 1:00 PM
Location:

Pulaski Park

Northampton

«M ^ riiiciii
Doubia FMturs ii«J|lLJ^M

Sunday Tuesda • '

Citizen Kane / 00

Magnificent Ambersons
9:00

Wednesday Sat. '^V

MASH 700
_ Nashville 9:00

Downtown Amherat
2B36426

•363 Mam 3t. Amherst
256-8587

Soap Opera
Speoial

?1:30 am • 7 pm
Small

2 item pizza
QnlyM.QQ
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Resume Paper *

&
Matching Envelopes

at

A.J. HASTINGS i
Newsdealer and Stationer

^ 45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Visiting prof exposes

Hemingway's FBI file

Collegian 5

By TURA GUDMUNSSON
Collcrian SUff

A visiting professor to the University of

Massachusetts' English and Comparative
Literature departments received national

media attention recently when he
discovered the FBI file on Ernest

Hemingway while researching his

biography of the famous author.

Jeffrey Meyers, who has been at UMass
for the past year, said. "The FBI tried to

destroy Hemingrway because he got in their

way."

Federal authorities "increased

Hemingway's fears and mental break

down." by spying on him, "and therefore

contributed in some way that can't be

measured to his suicide, " in 1961. Meyers

said.

'They feared him because he was famous

and he was a supporter of the anti-F>anco

forces in the Spanish Civil War (in the

1930's). while the United States supported

Franco," Meyers said.

The FBI files revealed that the SUte
Department asked Hemingway to set up a

spy network against fascist and pro Nazi

elements in Cuba while he was living in

Cuba during World War II, Meyers said.

The FBI. which received Hemingways
reports through the State Department,

claimed his information was worthless and

eventually turned against him. Meyers
said.

Meyers, a specialist in literary criticism

and biographical writing, has written

extensively on novelists George Orwell. D.

H. Lawrence, and Katherine Mansfield, and

has won a Guggenheim fellowship for his

work.
"His (Hemingway's) life is very likely the

most interesting of any American writer of

this century," he said, explaining why he
chose to study Heming^way's life.

The last Hemingfway biography, written

in 1969. was "an official and dull one,"

Meyers said.

A good biography "should show patterns

and meanings and not just be a

conglomeration of facts." Meyers said.

Biographical writing is never like fiction

writing. Meyers said.

"You have to use your imagination t<

understand how that other person would
think and act," he said.

Since his graduation from the University

of California at Berkeley in 1965, Meyers
has taught at universities in Japan and
England and is a faculty member at

Colorado State University.

UMass appealed to Meyers because of it's

proximity to the Kennedy Library in

Boston, which has one of the largest

collections of Hemingway papers. Also,

many former friends of Hemingway's that

Meyers wanted to interview live on the

northeast coast, he said.

Meyers, who has written 20 books and
200 articles in the past 18 years, said most
books do not sell more than a few thousand

copies, and sometimes a writer might spend

more money writing the book than he will

eventually earn on it, with copying, mailing

and travelling costs, and time a writer

spends writing and researching.

The American Council of Learned
Societies granted Meyers $15,000 to finish

Hemingway's biography.

Dyslexia may be hereditary
By BRIAN FITZ MAURICE

( •iwgwi surr

New neurological studies suggest dyslex

ia may be hereditary, according to Dr.

Albert Galaburda, assistant professor (if

Neurology at Harvard Medical School, who

was a guest speaker of the Dyslexic Stu

dent Organization Friday night in the Cam
pus Center at the University of

Massachusetts.

Speaking to an audience of approximate-

ly 30 students, administrators, faculty, and

concerned parents, Galaburda said that

preliminary studies suggest a stnmg

genetic link between the ir)th chromow»me

and the underdevelopment of the lar\guage

area, or left hemisphere, of the dyslexic's

brain.

In related studies of brains of fetuses and

the brains of diagnosed dyslexics, Galabur

da and associates were able to link the uni

que structure present in the left side of the

dyslexic's brain with that of the developing

stages in fetus' brain, he said.

The "neurological migration" of cells

necessary in the early development of the

brain seems to have been halted or not

completed in the area of dyslexics' brains

thought to be responsible for language.

Galaburda said.

The dyslexic's brain has compensated for

the underdevelopment of the language side

of the brain with stronger development in

other areas, he said.

Almost 10 percent of the U.S. population

is likely to have dyslexia, Galaburda said.

"Dyslexia is an artifact of the literat*"

society, and it should be obvious that if it is

so common, this formation of the brain

must have some advantage." Galaburda

said.

Galal>urda concluded by saying that since

we are dealing with an inefficient system in

the language side (»f the dyslexic brain, it

will take them longer to learn and demand

"a great deal more compensation" to grasp

basic language .skills.

He suggested that the education of these

(»therwise normally intelligent, "if not

gifte<l" children should focus on areas in

which they might have a strong talent and

may miss discovering.

"Dyslexia is a sj)eciric problem with lear

ning under the present methods of educa

tion. It is not a learning disal)ility. l)ecaus«'

learning from the world is more than learn

ing basic language skills," he said.

('•Ilvfua pbsta b« SU*« (Wallowa*

One is never too old to enjoy the simple pleasures of a backyard

wadini^ pool as some UMans students found out Saturday during the Or-

chard Hill/Central concerts.

EPA official to give speech
By PAUL BASKEN

( •Ikfpu SUIT

The "whistleblower" whiwe inside

testimony has fueled several congressional

investigations into the Environmental

Protection Agency will speak tonight at the

University of Massachusetts.

Hugh Kaufman, assistant director of the

Hazardous Site Control Division of the EPA
in Washington, will speak on the nation's

"Great Toxic Waste Scandal."

An engineer by training, Kaufman has

been with the EPA since it was formed

under the Nixon Administration in 1971.

He IS one of the authors of the federal

Superfund legislation passed by Congress

to clean up and control the many toxic

waste dumps in the nation.

Kaufman was at the center of controversy

when administrator Anne Burford and 13

other EPA officials resigned thus year

foltowing allegations of mismanagement

and political misuse of the fund which he

claimed could be traced to the White House.

Although Kaufman has been outspoken

against the Reagan Administration's en

vironmental policies, he said he was "at

least as critical of the C'arter

Administration in not enforcing the

hazardous waste laws." In 1978. Kaufman
testified to congressional committees

concerning toxic waste poisoning in Love

Canal. N.Y.. leading the federal govern-

ment to eventually buy out homeowners in

the contaminated area.

Last year Kaufman came under in

vestigation by the EPA's Inspector

(ieneral's Office in what he termed an

attempt by officials "to harass me"' as a

result of his congressional testimony.

Kaufman, whose appearance is being

sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program, will speak at 8 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Admission is

free.

BUDG€T TRRVCL SRVCRS

PARIS • LONDON
AMSTCRDRM

on«» vi/iv round trip

from

Amsterdam

London

'209 '418

'212 '410

from

Paris 249 '479

Cl€€ COUNCIL TRAVCL

(617)497-1497
1278 Mass. Ave.. Harvard Square. Cambridqe. MA

^ ENGINEERING STUDENTS=^

If you're a senior or second semester junior

and have a 2 5 GPA in electrical engineer

ing, you might qualify for the Air Force Col

lege Senior Engineering program (CSEP)

CSEP members are paid nearly $1,000

per month during their senior year!

Your commitment is 4 /ears as a cominsis

sioned officer on the Air Force Aerospace

Engineering Team after graduation and

completion of the three month Officer

Training School. If you want to be part of

tne leading edge of technology. . . .

CHECK US OUT'"
call Technical Sergeant
Art Courtmanche at

V^
413785 0352

T -

T ii

A QTO' wn* o' '•«

UNlvERSiT r Of MAS .'i' ,tT lb AT AMHLHST

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
A Benefit Pops Concert

by

CLEVELAPiD ^
SYMPMOriY^f^
ORCHESTRA

and

Victor

BORGE
Conductinq plavinq and havinq fun

Wednesday. May II 8 PM
Tickets SIS. 13, 11 - On Sale NoW
(UMass. Hamp, Smith, MHC Vi price)

Box Office Noon to 4 p.m.

(413) S4S-2SI I Mastercard Vita Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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SlOPii
SHOP

MORE WAYS TO SAVEI
DOUBLE COUPON

On
Manufacturers'
Coupons

Manufacturers Coupons are more

valuable at Stop & Shop because

we double your savings Details m store

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES!
You'll find them all over the store Plus

hundreds of Warehouse Values.

HUNDREDS OF SPECIALS
IN OUR CIRCULARI

Including valuaole Stop & Srtop Coupons

Check out every page of the circular It can save

you dollars more Pick one up m the store

3 DEUCIOUS MAIN-MEAL MAKERS AT

ONE SPECIAL STOP & SHOP PRICE:

C

ONE NAME SAYS HBH
QUAUrYATL0WPnCL

.^

Shoulder Uimb Chops 1 QQ

tub Lamb Chops ,359

Frosh Lamb Braast

Whola Lamb Lags

.1^
.2.19

lt.U«l
•Whit* Q«m' 4-S lb pkg

Chicken Legs
Chicken Leg Quarlers 49

Chicken Thighs . 79

Chicken Drumsticks .89

Boneless Breasts »,2.39
vV'ie (jem Cxc**" Skinless

Chicken Legs < 69
Ph».1u.'4 Sit. Pk.J

Chicken Wings t>.69

Boneless Breasts t,249

VAMETYI

SAVE ON ITEMS YOU USE EVERY DAYl

Hills Bros Coffee ^ QQ
Pepsi Cola 2 Liter 1 10
H>- . ' •

' PmiK f fee Hey or D«e< I • I W
rv._. ., . ^ k.AM. nam n *•»— £7 C r\» Q«i Dl. .c [ <• -f -

.55

.69

> -(>e sealood lecpK m our store

Fresh
Steamer Clams ^1 IQ
Fresh Haddock Fillets t 2 49
Scfwiirt

Fresh Rainbow Trout » 2 79

P.1 . .J- »Mounl*n0«»676O/»i Plus

La Rosa Pasta

Sliced Peaches

Wise Potato Chips

Sun Giant Raisins 1 10
Solid White Tuna f'gQ
Tomato Soup H ,or fiO

Vanity Fair Towels CQ
Purina Cat FoodQ for ftO

Shield Soap 9 ior* 1

Toothpaste QQ

1.29

Minute Maid 1.39
Broccoli Spears 9 *®^ *

1

1.99

1.59

IK nowsT uius sniir

n « STOr I SHOT UUkD SML

CUCUMBERS

crisp ^^y I

Cheese Pizza
i \ ,>< S'O.'S'" ••.'4rVf*g lnw*»

Ice Cream
TOMATOES

Slof'^ S»H'^'">.' '^'

Port Shampoo
7 ounceWWle

/.. .. iff.: I 1. ]• .

'

SiVEOiFNISNIAREOaOOOS:

Raisin Bread QQ
Drakes Value Pack 1 QQ

1% Low Fat Milk
SI, <i ^ Sfvn '.(' Sti-llw' (^Itrif • ^r1

Hood Orange Juicef^£9
LeShake Yogurt J ^ri

Cottage Cheese
f 29

Srr,,ii .,
I ,<ri)c

STOP * SmOP f »f i/F N

LARGE BUNCH FRESH

GREEN BROGCOU
Counting calories''

Serve coo»<eO broccoti

wth a squeeze of lenxjn

luice Try some and en|oy'

Fresh Spinach

79
« i h*'

Walden Farms Dressing
V la' Trvxis.t'v) isi#vl HaM" Biuf ' fiw-sf

»,.59

1.19

Scotti«s i.if ^^=^»U Sun Glory
' Facial Tissuas
I

C
I
Oranga Juica

^g, eOuncecanFrozer. ^ ^3
IWN** tM» •wa»«* •*« •» •• »»•'•»••• a«»a ••'

••*• »«« Bar t« laa* lmmN •«• »*t •«•«•«•

iP A SHOP DAlf»T COUPON

La Shaka
Yogurt
6 oz CUD Ast d Flavors

II
~ '

I
RC Cola, RC 100
or Di^ a*** CaIa

I . L-le. B.

%t Mat »• i»«" *,»•»« •••^^•••'•^^ A^*'
i.«^" •-•»-'

^^ ^^ ^—^^ ^B M*^ ^B ^» •• aai i^ ^" ^" ^ ^^ ^* aaa a*» aMi a^ i^ ^" ^" ^* ^" ^" '

ENJOY IT

OthofMiie. you II get

your money t)»ck

Thats I

promise
from Slop
iShop

Shoulder Steak ^^^Q
t*«»l < 'K* »

Chuck Steak ...199
i-iOA Crx»f «> Bii»»*>ss B«*rl f rmch

Boneless Blade Steak „ 2.39

Cube Steak «2.49

Rump Roast to2.09
1 'S()A Cftoce Bee* Hound BcHtom Round

Eye Round Roast «2.69

Lean Stewing Beef «. 1 99

Corned Beef Brisket

Corned Beef Brisket

,.1.19

».199
I Hi C ohi

Available m stores with a service de<>

Hon«y Cur*d Ham ,2.99
Frankffurtors .1jft
M«MLe*( Nalu'OCMng WW

FRUITS FROM
OTHER UINDS!

GRAPES 7IQC
Sweet and cieliCKKis K 9i>PKk your own buncn

Black Ribier Grapes .^.89

Granny Smith Apples .69
Ir^lK ,f«1 1 •! iT. AiJStT,tlM

Bosc Pears ,,.89
imiirirt*..) f 'fxn Npw /eawn

Passion Ffuit 2^»1
1 nrif» irlpil ft, XT. Nr>* /BSl^nrt

Fei|oas 2'«*1

Tamarillos 2hx$i
if^firyUHl f'om Nev»/eaw«n<l

SIOP&
SHOP

ITS TIME 10 STOP&SHOE

EDnOmAL/OPINION

Anti-semitism is unconscionable
The printing of any anti-Semitic comments under the

guise of resp<)nsible journalism is always objection-

able. Statements made in a "Commentary" by R. C.

Oneal in the May 6 edition of the Collegian go far beyond
objectionable.

Ms. Oneal states that "Hitler was Jewish and tried to

extinguish the Jews for his own idealism." She makes no

Morris H. Wheeler
attempt to distance herself from this opinion, it would
seem that she supports the extinction of Jews for idealism.

Not since an anti-Semitic document stating that there ex-

isted a Jewish plot to take over the world through invok-

ing economic collapse have the editors of a responsible

publication allowed such venomously anti-Semitic lies to

be propagated. It is ironic that the above mentioned docu-

ment, the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. is being used to

"educate" students in Alberta, Canada according to a re-

cent Boston Globe news item. Anti-semitism is too

prevalent in all parts of the world.

It pains me deeply to think that in our enlightened socie-

ty anyone could be so ignorant of the truth. HITLER
WAS NOT A JEW! The myth that he was Jewish was con-

structed by anti-Semites to shift the blame for the

Holocaust onto the shoulders of the Jews. It is not a new
thought, it has existed in anti-Semitic pamphlets for years.

I can see how this got past the editors of the CoUeffian.

When I went to the ColUgian office to protest the printing

of this myth, a group of Collegian editors told me that I

should be not upset since it is true.

The Collegian has a responsihiity to educate the com-
munity on issues of social and cultural awareness. Their

staff room is a good place tf) start.

The myth that Hitler was Jewish probably arose out of

uncertainty surrounding the identity of Hitler's paternal

grandfather. According to biographer Alan Bullock in his

book Hitler: A Study in Tyranny, Hitler's father was the

illegitimate son of a non-Jewish woman. The man who
married her to legitimatize her son may have been Hitler's

grandfather. He also may have been Jewish. Of those two
things nobody is certain Two things are certain. 1) To lie a
Jew you must either be bom Jewish or convert. 2) To be

bom Jewish your mother must be Jewish. Hitler's parents

were not Jewish. Hitler never converted to Judaism. Even
if his paternal grandfather was Jewish this would not

make HiUer a Jew. Clearly, the myth is a patent lie.

R. ('. Oneal proceeds from a lie to this biased opinion:

"The systenuitic destruction of 6 million Jews was an act

of idealism." I truly hope that Ms. Oneal did not unders-

tand what she was saying; the concept that the ext«'rmina-

tion of human beings can be idealistic is as perverse as it is

reprehensible to any intelligent person. That the Collegian

would print this assertion implies their tacit approval,

making them as guilty of spreading anti Senutism as the

article's author.

Ms. Oneal has argued that she can not be anti-Semitic

since she supports the Jews' Semitic brothers, the Palesti

nians. This is hairsplitting of the worst kind. Hiding
behind semantics does not lessen the anti-Jewish senti-

ment apparent in her writing. I defend anyone's right to

freedom of speech on political matters. However I find the

promulgation of prejudke through free speech abhorant. 1

invite Ms. Oneal to disprove claims <»f her anti-Semitic bias

by writing a full retraction and apologj- for the article's

anti-Semitic statements.

This printing of prejudicial comments by the Collegian

shows a gross disregard for their commitment to responsi-

ble community service. I think an apology to the entire

community for this outrage is in order.

Morris H. Wheeler is a UMom student

Letters

Here's to a new Old Glory
To the Editor:

I would like to raise an issue which has not been men-
tioned in your newspaper, an issue which does not readily

come to mind, and an issue which few philosophers have
pondered during the past decadels). However, it is often

seen, sometimes revered, infrequently payed tribute, but

somehow evef present. I would bke to mention the state

of the American flag which diligently waves above the

horseshoe drive to the east of the Whitmore
Administration building.

One day while walking from Central to the concrete

wilderlands of Southwest, I halted in my journey to pause

and look up at a tattered banner. It was an American
flag, I think. It had stripes. I stood there and counted

the stars to see from which era in the history of these

United States it did hail. Fourty-eight. Fourty-nine.

Well, I'll be...Fifty stars. Even with the ominous blue

band below the field of well coordinated stars. How could

this flag have fifty stars? It looks like its been through

WWII, the big one, and the Great War, to boot.

Regardless, its condition was less than plausible. On a

scale from one to ten, its shape was dismal.

Who's to blame for the condition of the nation's stan-

dard? Probably Old Man New England Winters, plural

emphasised. Who's to blame for not replacing the flag or

seeing to its care? Probably an oversight. It's too

common, too continuous in its state of being to be the

subject of anyone's agenda.

This problem may not seem as big as one may think. It

may not be as big as the oppression of Soviet Jews,

Cuban troops in Angola, Russian troops in Afghanistan,

or Amerkran advisors in El Salvador. The issue may not

be as grandiose as the state of the economy, or the

terrible dimensions of our national unempkiyment
situation. The flag issue may not be as important as the
political infighting, backstabbing. and name calling to be
found in the membership of the Student Government
Association. Yet, it is an issue, and an issue which
deserves attention. Attention which will be of little

significant expense for an administration steeped in

bureaucracy.

If all the red tape and all the stars whkh have been
disenfranchised in recognition of academic excellence

were combined, add some blue, perhaps murky blue,

from the campus pond, we could construct a flag big

enough to cover the tower library and prevent pieces of

the structure from falling on passers-by. Barring this, I

think enough resources could be pooled together to
acquire a new flag to endear the flagpole outside of

Whitmore.
A point to ponder. An issue to reflect on. A correctable
problem to correct. An issue whrch is not blames on
anyone in particular, because of its lack of controversy
and its propensity to wave unendingly. An issue which
should be considered, especially in the setting of a state

school. An issue to pity those who do not regard the flag,

the symbol of a nation which affords so much to so many,
realizing both sides of this coin, with respect. An issue

which without ceremony may be set right.

Hey, Whitmore! If you can't muster enough incentive to

string up a new '83 old glory, then I'll be happy to lend

you my '82 until you do.

Timmi Rudolph
Chadbourne Hall

Stay off grass

here at UMass
There's a problem on the University of Massachuset-

ts campus and you are probably part of it. TTk' prob-

lem is a lack of concern for campus grounds.

Whether intentionally or unintentionally, peopk> arv caus-

ing sometimes irreparable damage to the UMass campus.
A minority of the student population can be blamed for

part of the problem. The lack of concern they have comes
out through intentional habits in the form of vandalism to

the campus grounds. One example is the damage resulting

from unlawful use of motor vehicles on grassed anas.
Even though the students may have wreck«!d the grassed

areas at times which can be related to drinking, a lack of

feelings for the campus grounds is .still evklent. Another

Gary Nedorostek

example is the lack of concern for plant material on cam-

pus. This is a recurring problem which hajipens especially

over weekends. Students have l)een known to pull young
trees and shrubs out of the ground. This destruction oc-

curs because of the lack of respect they have for propertjj

they don't own. One t>ther example to rtinsider is the

students who display feelings by writing on walls. Even
tually. all that is written will vanish under a new coat of

paint and the [)roblem will temjK)rarily be solved. Hut

when students extend their writing hal»its to campus trees

the problem becomes permanent. By carving into the

bark, the tree is aesthetically ruineti and weakened to a
point which could be detrimental.

Obviously we are dealing with a small minority of the

student population. People usually matun' and outgrow

this attitude because there comes a time when causing

trouble isn't fun anymore. But does their concern for the

campus change? Not necessarily.

There is a greater numlier of students who demonstrate

their lack of feelings and concerns thnnigh umntentional

habits such as parking on campus. A probtein oi itaelf,

campus parking l^ecomes damaging when people park on

grassed areas. It is imj)ortant that pe<>|>le renoKniie the

problem they are creating. Soil compaction, which in turn

causes the grass to die, may seem to be a small problem,

but if it happens constantly and in various places it

becomes costly and time-consuming to replant worn out

areas every year.

However, the lack of concern that the mass of the stu-

dent population is involved with becomes apparent
through unintentional ''people pressure." A lot of
students don't use designated sidewalks. Why? Mavbe it

lakes toolong to walk around. Or maybe short cuts are

easier and faster. Or is it because it doesn't matter if you

walk on the grass or shrubbery?

This last reason is ba8k:ally why the campus grounds,

especially during spnr^, are deteriorating. The muddy
path systems, whkh cut straight lines through campus,
are proof of continuous lack of respect and feelings for the

campus. People don't realize that when they use these

paths they are causing soil compaction. Many of the paths
cut over the roots of trees and can seriously damage the

trees if the compactions gets serious enough. TYua is an ex-

tremely high pnce to pay for a short cut that avm very
little time.

Even more importantly, the decline and mortality of

trees, directly related to 'people pressure." is increasing.
This increase is becoming so prominent, not only on cam-
pus but in the entire country, that particular tree species

are dying off. never to thrive in their native environment

again.

The decline of campus grounds cannot be blamed solely

on the attitude of students. Because there are so many
people in this limited area, the environment has to be

altered for the masses. However, people must realize

misuse and mistreatment, no matter if it is intentional or

unintentional, to our environment, is detrimental. Unless

we can change the way people feel towanls their sumHin-
ding environment, "people pressure" will increase with

the population.

Hopefully there won't be any need to place signs on
weakened trees, like this one near Goodell Library that

says:

ATTENTION
This is the FIRST and OLDEST
JAPANESE ELM in the country.

IT'S DYING
Because people walk across it's roots all the time.

HELP US SAVE IT - DON'T WALK HERE.

Gary Nedorostek is a UMass shideiU

Sound off with your
letters to the editor!!
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How renting

Squire Villoge Apis
for September I960

106 luxurious apartments on 10 acres of

land, on the bus line, only minutes from

campus. Oversized apartments: 2

bedroom, 1 Vi baths townhouses over

1100 sq. ft. Also, we have 1 and 2

bedroom garden apartments and 3 and 4

bedroom townhouses. Every apartment

has carpeting, stove, refrigerator,

disposal and air conditioner. Owner sup-

plies hot water. Laundry facilities, con-

crete pool and playground on site.

We are looking for serious students who
look for quality where they live. Squire

Village is not the cheapest apartment, just

the best! Rent one before you leave for

the summer. Don't wait until it is too late.

665-2203

1
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MEN AT WORK.
IPLUS MANY OTHER FAVORITES!

iON $aie THIS WEEK ONLY ! |

,
$5.99 MOST ALBUMS! j

I Union Records unl. I

i ^N^/^r J^tSf^\ ^^^ Student Run Record Store =

^iiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiiMiiiHniiiiiiHHiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii?

Lavender
Long Sleeve
Hooded Tee SKirt

White Fashion Jacket

Trim
Lavender
Turqoise
Grey

23.c^«-

Save $io.oOo„„ ,.,p,.e..

When vou Buy
^\S^' aii 3 pieces

<r^ VNIVERSITY
^USTORE^

Open M-F 9—5
Sat 11^

The Great Toxic Scandal

HUGH KAUFMAN
Instrumental in uncovering wrong doings in Reagan EPA.

"tf a foreign agent v^anted to poison the American people, he

wouldn't change U.S. hazardous wasfe policies one iota'

1

t

ZSQ^
<=stj;

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Monday May 9, 1983

8:00 p.m.

Arts
Skip the creme rinse
HAIR
UMasB Music Theatre Guild

Orchard Hill B-Ball Court

By JIM FLOYD
( ollcpan SUff

To review the production of Hair that

the UMass Music Theater (iuild has

graciously presented to us free of charge at

the Orchard Hill Basketball Courts, one

needed only listen to the applause of the

crowds.

"Okay," you might be saying t'> yourself,

"it was free but was it good?" (Read on and

see).

There are a couple of types of applause.

One is half-baked applause that is offered

when something isn't very gcKni but you

feel obligated to clap. Another type of ap-

plause is well-meaning noise created in ap-

preciation for a gtHKi jjerformance.

Another type of resp<jnse (please,

sticklers for details, we know there are

other types tvm. like he<-klers, but leave this

stor>' alone) is one of delight, one that lets

you know that the audience mvi> entertain-

ed. Hnir received that ty;)e (tf applause

« oll»riafi pholi) b« t hri. Jmrk***""

The UMass Music Theatre Guild's production of Hair reaches for the

skv last week at Orchard Hill.

Bono breaks through
U2
Thursday. May 5

Orpheum Theater. Boston

By RICHARD NANGLE
< •lleciao SUIT

"What can I say?" said Bono Hewson to

the sell out crowd at the Orpheum Thurs-

day night.

The crowd was roanng with apprt>val as

lead singer Bono and U2 had just ripp*^

through their best song ("Gloria"). "1

Threw a Brick Through a Window," "A

Day Without Me." and "Seconds."

There's something special about IT2 that

makes them perhaps the best cont*m

|)orary touring band. Maybe it's the ex

uberance. not to mention great singing

talent of born again Christian Bono. Or it

could lie me sharp notes Irum in*- Kdge's

|Nano when he's not playing guitar.

"There's been a lot of talk aNmt new

music and old music,* Bono told the au

dience after climbing through the Opera

boxes of the Orpheum d-iring "F^lectric

Co." "I want to stop that talk nght now.

This is not a new music group. We play U2
music."

Well. I don't think anyone believed him.

No one could have sounded like V2 ien

years ago. They are definitely a new music

band who have been fortunate enough to

avoid being placed into any specific

category for the simple reason that they

have no peers.

To show his appreciation to Boston, one

of the places where I '2 has been most sue

cessful. Bono sUkkI at the edge of the stage

and let himself fall into the audience

Although dressed like punks, that would be

the extent of the 1'2 stage dives.

* Hnir is funny. Hair is serious. Hnir has a

message. Hair let's you not pay attention

and still feel like you understand.

Hair was something different to just

about everyone who watche<l it.

Or, stated a little more simplistically (big

word, huh?). Hair was an excellent show U)

watch in an outdoor environment.

The cast itself emergtni fnim perfor-

mances of UMass Madness in the Dining

Commons to put forth a much more profes-

sional performance with Hair. The actors

were lively and energetic in one moment

and graceful and quiet the next, providing

a perfect forefront for a great performance

from the band.

The band? You bet. This wasn't some

chintzy little high sch<H)l production. They

had a live band playing the music. And not

just a regular band either. These guys were

good. So. even if you weren't into the show

itself, you still got to listen to some very

g«)od nx:k.

You might \w Witndering to yourself right

now, "Why is sonuHine praising .something

so much?"
1 was one of the jHvtpU' who clapfH**! and

screamed and whistU'<l at Hatr last week. I

was entertained

And it was free. 1 could afford it.

U2: a new sound that isn't "new music".

places like the Orpheum. Therefore, you

would tend to believe the rumor that UPC
and U2 connected for a great F*on«l Series

Weekend. But nooo! Once again UIX: prov-

ed itself "unable" to meet the needs of the

students. You'll most likely ru)t be pleased

when you do find out who is coming this

weekend.

112 only went thrt>ugh an 18 song set and

part of the reason for that must have been

because Bono began to lose his voice

halfway thmugh the show.

He was having trouble reaching the high

notes in "Twilight" and althou^ the last

song of the set "Out of Control" was

outstanding, the encores were anti-

climactic.

The songs were pretty evenly distributed

from U2's three albums including a sprinkl

ing of b-sides. as U2 has a great deal of

good material from which to draw upon.

Right now. U2 is all over the place play

ing outdoor shows for colleges and cozy

But don't let UPC's alleged "talent

hunt" get you down. U2 is playing .June 28

at the Worcester Centrum. Tickets go on

sale tomorrow. It will be interesting to see

if they can fill the place with enthusiastic

fans.

SnLane "hams it up" along with her band the Shake as a part of Orchard Hill Day last Saturday.
(olUfiaii photo by Drew Oficr
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Congratulate

your special

graduate!
Graduation greeting

cards for

• Primary School
• Junior High

• High School
• College

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORED
Move Yourself;
All Your Stuff,
And Save,IV^^• I

C3 ca C3 e=j

X
/V

^- -^^ 4k

VC% as easy as renting a Ityder truck, one way.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester.

If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck, rent-it-here. leavc-it-there. Load up your
stereo. 10 speed, clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their tilings to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best maintained, most dependa-

ble fleet in the world Ryder The best truck money can rent

WELL BE ON CAMPUS
to show you how easy it is to move yourself RIGHT.

We'll g^ladly quote you rates and answer
your questions. Come see us.

nVDER

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
SAVE!!! 10% on your next Truck Rental

J inquire at the Collegian

for your student discount card.

- For Reservation Information call •

253-5843

College St. Arco
260 College St.

Amherst, Mass.

549-0010

No. Amherst Motors

40 Montague Rd.

No. Amherst, Mass.

586-6364
Ricks Auto Repair & Rental

442 Elm St.

Northampton. Mass.

Hjrpercurricula

BOARD OF GOVER-
NORS HIRING - The
CC/SU Board of Governors

is accepting applications for

their eleven paid coor-

dinator positions.
Applications are available in

817 CC. Due May 12.

UMASS HUNGER TASK
FORCE MEETING - End
of semester wrap-up and

evaluation. 4 p.m., 428

Student Union.

AMERICAN INDIAN
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
MEETING - Organiza-

tional meeting for all people

interested in Amercian In-

dian Issues. 5:30 p.m., first-

floor Melville House
Lounge.

ANIMAL RIGHTS
COALITION MEETING -
Voting tonight for officers

for next semester. Everyone

is welcome! For more in-

formation. caU 546 4789. 6

p.m.. Room 905 CC.

WOMEN'S ISSUES
TEAM MEETING - Join

us to evaluate the semester

and make summer plans. We
will have wine and cheese.

6:30 p.m.. CC 802.

Coll#g«

Pro

pQint#rs
Recruiting on

campus Monday
May 9, 1983

For more info

go to c.c.rm. 902

from 11:30 5:00

STATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION MEETING
(SSAM) — Tuition hikes -

financial aid cutbacks ... it

affects you!!! Want to make

a change? Come to the

SSAM meeting. Help us to

help you. 7 p.m., CC Rm.
917.

WHEELER GALLERY
- OPENING RECEPTION
— "Growing Pains" works

by Lesli Palladino. All are

welcome. 7:30 - 10 p.m., B7

Wheeler Dorm.

"RUSSIAN CALENDAR
HOLIDAYS AS A CYCLE"
— Talk by folklorist and

musicologist Dr. Margarita

Mazo. 7: 30 p.m., Herter

601.

MASS PTB WOMEN'S
BIBLE STUDY - AU
women are invited to come
and study with us in an

informal setting the life and

teachings of Jesus Christ as

described in the Bible. 8

p.m..CCRm901.

SPRING CONCERT:
UNIVERSITY WIND
ENSEMBLE AND SYM
PHONY BAND - con-

ducted by Malcolm W.
Rowell. Jr. A free concert of

wind works with guests:

Laura Klock, professor of

horns at UMass, Roger
Behrend, euphonium soloist

with the U.S Coast Guard
Band, and conductor Larry

Rarhleff of the University of

Connecticut. 8 p.m.. Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT - All

players welcome, big cash

prizes. two-doUar entry fee.

9 p.m., The Pub.

Annual Hope Pull
across campus pond

Pottpon#d until MAY '.0th

12:00 noon - S pnt

sign up

Campus Center Concourse Table

Tues April 19 Thru Thurs April 21

Hours 10 - 4

UNlvEHSiT T Of MA'-^'^CHUSfcTTS AT AMHjRSI

SPECIAI, A 1 TRACTION
A b€i«cri« Pons Concert

by

CLEVELAfiQ
SYMPHOhY
ORCHESTRA

^nd
Victor

BORGE
Conductinq plavinq and havinq tun

Wednesday, May M 8 PM
Tickets SIS. 13, II - On Sale Now
(UMass. Hamp, Smith, MHC - V4 price)

Box Office: Noon to 4 p.m.

(413) S4S-2SI I MMtcrcard/Vt«a Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

IN THE
BEGINNING:

muST, 1981 Ml

WS MASSACHi/sem

DAILY OfLUi/ON
COLLFC^
NBWSPAPfR ....

to uk£ TO suarniT A conic you KNovj \
This school:

A LOT Of
PEOPLE AQf
Too SiNsmv£,
And -To
Liicfw se
AMONyMOU^

ON TH£

kUi^aift^Uik

you coulo, but
IP you TAK£
PRioe w youfi.

\/v'o«>s, TusTcer
AN UNUSTEO
PH0N£ instead!

C««ri«tWO

Katfood By ARK

J tyA£S5 -ma^be. liviii^m
a tree isrf I ^pinfato
moKci^ I/KBccLan
dparifn.en% .^

yto^T^^cchit.- It shotJfl be
Dnelie^xrm .nice house,
Tiear9c>K>l, an3. tender

\ftlU >ierc'8 whal -thercjc Spol
behirrf. fVid^ ut SuncterJflnd

dpi , $H50/Tyto » utaJiUes
^ In cash

Scrod By Dan DeBellis
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After the Fall By R. Miller

it's r}t,Ji., iSrt/»0A6L.

iTARSHiNt AwO I HAV€

SRCtCtN uP fb* 0«OP.
/ wAN-ntO TO Tf l_L VOO^

SCOOSt ... tJtU- . . <HC i

AuvAYS acfN Fond OF

CROSSWORD
Mi(ed b> M«rgare« larrar and Irude Jaffe

ACROSS 54 Tippecanoe" 21 Greek letter

1 March saint. and too" 23 Theatergoer s

for short 55 Certain rays choice

6 Achieve success 56 Pass on 24 A quick, sharp

11 One Kind of 58 Think the door

station 60 Currently 26 Scottish uncles

14 Betel palm 63 Dinsmoreof 27 Closing device

15 River into the fiction 30 Eastern officials

Orinoco 66 Give, to Burn 31 Scissors stroke

16 Yorkshire river 67 Swaying 33 Former name of

17 Strength 68 Choose Tokyo
18 Kind of pudding 69 Owns 35 Mc .lentous

20 Exploits 70 Hair |ob words

22 English royal 7 i Recipient of 36 The Garden State

house a type 37 Super'

38 Mideail land23 Prohibitionists

25 Quadrupeds 40 Work on a paper

28 Small street. DOWN 41 Depend
in London 1 Penrod'schum 44 Does tailoring

29 Inexperienced 2 Prefix with sect 47 To vex

30 Falls 3 Mama of TV fame 48 magnon
32 • lovely as a 4 Heart and head man

tree 5 Makes edging 50 Erin go
34 Significances 6 Most merry 51 Networks

39 More tempera 7 American 52 Wine flasks

mental marsupial 53 Conflict

42 Like some hand 8 Ermine 55 Beautiful It

writings 9 Neighbor of Tenn 57 Part of an age

43 Law 10 Siesta 59 Important person

45 Electricity 11 Lead 61 Oriental title

46 Said to be golden 12 Direction sign 62 Poetic dusk

49 alai 13 Prophets 64 Dry

50 Facial feature 19 Be busy 65 French season
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WEATHER
Today, cloudy with the

chance of a shower, breezy

and cool with highs in the

50s. Tonight partly cloudy

with lows in the 40s.

Tomorrow. more
cloudiness with showers or

baths. Highs near 50 or the

flashcube.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

Swiss Turkey Sandwich.

Squash Bake

DINNER
Roast Top Round of

Beef/Mushroom Sauce.
Fried Shrimp Din
ner/CfJcktail Sauce, Tartar

Sauce, [)eviled E^ Cold

Plate

BASICS LUNCH
('aponata with Pocket

Bread. Squash Bake

BASICS DINNER
(iarbanzo Cheese
Ijoaf/Cheese Sauce, Filed

Shrimp Dinner/C<)cktail

Sauce, Tartar Sauce,

Deviled Egg Cold Plate

«••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Typists wanted

Gain experience

working for the

largest college newspaper

loom 113 Can^xjs

Monday Night
6:00 p.m.
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bring your books to:

The Textbook Annex
May 19-21, 23-27

9:00-4:00

I.D. Required
These are some of the books wd will be buying

^UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK

Title

In the Beginning

People of the Earth

Engineering Materials & Their AppI,

Programming a Microcomputer
Sports Physiology

Econ. Prob. £f Public Choice crsbk

Microeconomics

Deutsch for All

Basic programming
Organic Chemistry: Short Case

m^fii?mfm's-••

We are paying:

$9.60

$7.50

$14.50

$5.00

$11,50

$5.00

$8.65

$11.50

$8.50

$12.50

¥

¥

¥

¥
¥

¥

••••••i^

UM Softball takes three;

wait for playoff berth
By GERRY deSIMAS

ColleKian Staff

They're still in the running. The
University of Massachusetts softball team,

after two thrilling victories over Springfield

College yesterday and a split with Adelphi

on Saturday, cannot be counted out in their

pursuit of a playoff spot in the 1983 NCAA
Tournament.

Yesterday, against the Springfield

Chiefs, UMass had to count on two late

inning rallies to pull off their first

doubleheader sweep since April 18 in

Providence.

UMass won the first game 1-0 in nine

innings on a Missy Oman bases loaded

double to right. UMass came back from a 3

1 deficit in the bottom of the seventh in the

second game, led by Chris Coughlin's bases

loaded double to right to complete the

sweep with a 4-3 win.

Against Adelphi Saturday, UMass won
the opener 3 0. but couldn't pull off the

second game, losing 1 0.

"This weekend we started to come into

our own." said UMass head coach Elaine

Sortino, whose team's record now stands at

28 10. "It was a great thing to come back

from being two runs down. We've been

doing this all year (coming back) but we've

just fallen short."

UMass did not fall short against

Springfield. In the second game, the Chiefs

took a 3 1 lead into the bottom of the

seventh. Debbie Pickett led off for UMass.

with her first hit of the game, a single to

center and was followed by AUyson Rioux's

single to left.

Jackie Gaw. who was awesome over th«>

weekend, singled to left scoring Pickett. for

a 3 2 Spnngfield lead. Missy Oman was
intentionally walked to load the bases and

freshman Sally Mahar hit a sacrifice fly to

left, to score Rioux. Senior Chns Coughlin

came up and laced the game winning double

to right with two outs.

"I was just trying to hit a line drive." said

CoughUn. who went two for three with a

RBI. "We had to do it then."

In the first Springfield game, UMass was
taken to the bottom of the ninth (softball is

only seven innings) before they scored.

Rioux led off the ninth with a double to

left and moved to third on Gaw's single.

After Mahar was intentionally walked

loading the bases, Oman smacked a double

to right and UMass was a 1-0 victor.

Adelphi was just as tough on Senior Day.

Pickett. Mary Ann Lombardi, Coughlin and

Gaw were honored in their second to last

home game. They didn't disappoint the 209

fans that showed up.

UMass got a break in the Adelphi

opening when the second baseman dropped

a easy Coughlin pop fly and two runs

scored. UMass added another to give

themselves a 3-0 margin.

In the second game, the Minutewomen
bats could not get untracked. Even though

Gaw went two for three, it wasn't enough

and Adelphi pushed across a run in the

fourth.good for a 1 Adelphi win.

Against Adelphi on the day, Gaw went

four for five (three singles and a triple).

Rioux went 2 for 6 on the day.

Lynn Stockley pitched very well on the

weekend, picking up two wins and a save.

Hitting wise. Gaw was phenomenal. She

went two for two. two for three, one for

four and two for three, in the four games
with one triple and a RBI. Rioux got a hit in

every game and Beth Talbot went three for

seven against Springfield (a single, double

and triple).

Now it's a waiting game for UMass as

they wait and see who the NCAA Northeast

bid committee awards the single berth to.

"We deserve to go." said Sortino. "Our

28 10 record is more than adequate. We've

proved ourselves. It's anybody's playoff."

Oman has a spectacular game in right

field to yesterday making two shoestring

catches, keeping the Chiefs off the

basepaths.

UMass is in cortentmn for the bid ak>ng

with Rhode Island. Rutge*^. and Adelphi.

The bid will be awarded tonight.

The decision will be made tonight if

UMass can continue on or if this weekend

was a end of a super season.

If UMass IS picked, they will play a best

two out of three game series against a

Midwest team for the right to go to the

College World Series in Omaha. Nebraska.

^ Wing clipped;

|| but he didn't quit

By JIM FLOYD
TftllrirMii suff

Winners. You hear about them every

day. They do spectacular things and put

forth incredible bursts of drive and in

tensity. They are the elite, the cream of

the crop, the best in their field.

But. there are times when losers can be

winners too. Winning isn't everything and

then again, for some people, winning can

be something more than being number

one.

Jeff Teeters completed a '/« mile swim

followed by a 15 mile bike ride and capped

that off with a 10 mile run ui 1:49.57

(that's a triathlon, folks) to be the first of a

group of 18 individuals to finish the event

sponsored on the University of

Massachusetts by Miller Beer on

Saturday.

One hour and 11 minutes later, a

sophomore who didn't even know how to

swim until he took a swimming class at the

university last semester named Wing

Chow finished np the course in 3:00.57 to

wrap up the dead last position of the field.

Teeters is a winner. So is Wing.

"All I wanted to do was finish the race,"

said Chow on Sunday after having one day

to recover from the ordeal.

And finish he did even though his body

tned to keep him from his goal.

"When I started running. I got a cramp

in my left leg. " said Chow, "so I walked.

Every time I tried to run the cramp came
back."

Admittedly. Wing did not train too hard

for the triathlon, a sport which is fastly

gaining in popularity because of the

gruehng effect on the human body.

(Which is the only type of body which

could be tested under triathlon conditions,

laboratory animals proved to be too in-

teUigent to try such strenuous activities.)

"I only recently got up to a '/4 mile in

sA-imming. " he said, "and I didn't run very

much at all."

But, the guy finished his first attempt

at a triathlon. He didn't quit. He
backstroked part of the swim instead of

knifing through the water like some

menacing shark. He hardly started

breaking away in the biking segment of

the race. And he walked the run. But, the

bottom line remains the same, he finished.

And he'll be back. He'll cut his time

under three hours. He'll eliminate the

extra pain. He may not take Teeter's title

away from him but, he'll be a winner

again, next year. It's finishing the first

one that gets you over the hump. The next

one is easy.

"I'll be looking forward to it," Chow said

with confidence.

^) Young stars on

jMiithe wrong course
By BUSS WHINNEM

ColkgiM suff

It is a sad tale. A story of two men, two
athletes, two pros. One found that his

skynK'keting career is basically over. The
other now awaits word on his own career

while having his very life pnttected from
some not so nice gentlemen. One is 20

years old, the other is 22. One is boxer

Tony Ayala, the othere is Baltimore Colt

quarterback Art Schlicter.

Ayala is 20 years old and the number
one ranke<i junior middleweight con-

tender in the world. He is also going to

prison. That was decided when a jury con-

victed him of assaulting and raping a 30

year old woman. His sentence could carry

a maximum term of .50 years.

Word is his next fight may have lieen

for the title. Now. instead of shooting for

a world championship he'll l)e sh«H)ting for

parole. The bell that he'll hear will be the

wake-up call. The hand that they'll raise

will be cuffed. Twenty years old and the

world at his feet. Now that's gone, poof,

history. Just because Tony Ayala lost con-

trol of it all.

Sure he'll prol)ably fight in prison. That

is the one great thing he knows how to do.

But how many title fights have been held

in prison?

Schlicter holds the lesser of two crimes.

He is a 22 year old who fell in love with

gambling. Out of Ohio State and the

number two pick in the college draft a

year ago, he toils for the Baltimore Colts.

Summer is coming and the pros will soon

be thinking about training. Art Schlicter

has much more on his mind.

Schlicter report<'dly ran up a $1.59.000

debt to a certain lxx)kie while losing near-

ly $400,000 total. When Schlicter realized

he had dug too deep a hold, he looked for a

way out. The direction in which he looked

pointed to the FBI. They were more than

happy to accept Schlicter's help an<l in an

ensuing set-up grablnnl four suspects.

F^nd of problem? Not quite. For one

thing, a professional (juarterback who Usui

admittedly gambled away thousantls of

dollars does not get a pat <)n the l>ack. Not

that he'll be UK>ted from the NFL l)ut a

suspension is a possiblility. When Paul

Hornung can be suspende<l and Willie

Mays can l)e banned from having l»asel)all

ties, Art Schlicter can be punished.

The other thought that prolwibly runs

through Schlicter's mind is a scarier one,

namely the friends, associates, etc. of the

four men he heljunl turn in. In other

words, he thinks al^KJut the mob and how
they don't appreciate double crossers.

That is the reason for the F'Bl protection.

Many l)elieve Schlicter will not be tt)uch

ed becau.se it would be too obvious. They

say that the mob would rather take a

$159,000 loss than a federal investigation.

But would you want to chance it? Twenty
two years old and worried about his

career and his life. Not a favorable posi-

tion to be in.

So now the two wait and see. As has

been said before, the waste of GtHl-given

talent is a tragedy. Sadly, there are now
two tragedies. Tony Ayala may be

thrf>ugh as a serious contender and while

Art Schlicter's career is probably not

over, how hard a penalty will he be hit

with, and how long will he have tx) look

over his shoulder every time he hears a

sudden noise?

The lessons the two will learn are pain-

ful.

Sports Notices
Undergraduate students ip st turn in their gym clothes, towels, and locks

signed out this semester to the equipment rooms (Boyden or NOPE) from where

they were assigned no later than 5 p.m. Thursday. May 26. Students will be bill-

ed for items not returned through the Bursars office.

Collrinaii photo b« Jim Power*

Wing Chow uses the backstroke in the swimming phase of the

triathlon competition.
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LookiNq For a MEANiNqFul

SUMMER JOB
MASSAchliSETTS FaIr SllARE

The country's lARqcsT sTATcwidE cirizcN actIon

ORqANizATiON.

Has Full tIme ancJ summer opENiNqs For FuNdRAisiNq,

ouTREAck ANd cItizen lobby buildiNq to skApE Nazar-

dous WASTE, ENERqy, ANd OThER poUciES In Tkis STATE.

HouRs2:00 -10:00pM, pAy: $17$ - $229 AVERAqE per

WEEk ANd bENEFlTS. Will TRAIN.

CaU: 986-8717,
2 PM - 10 PM

MoN - FrI For Western Mass.
For woRk In Boston Area caU:

l-80O-952-747«

JUNIORS/SENIORS,

PUT YOUR DEGREE
TO WORK

Whatever your degree will be, we can give you a manage
ment position (if you qualify). You'll get technical training
and managerial experience. The Navy offers managerial
positions in the following areas:

• AVIATION
• ELECTRONICS
* ENGINEERING
* BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/

PURCHASING
• PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
* SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
All positions require a superior academic record good
health and th ability to pass our aptitude and physical ex-
ams. Age to 34 (federal age restriction) and U.S. citizen-
ship is also required. Your benefits package includes 30
days vacation each year, free medical and dental
coverage, low-cost life insurance and tax-free allowances.
All of this, in addition to starting salary of over $17,800. If

you're interested in gaining managerial and technical
responsibilty fast, call collect:

Navy Management Programs
(518) 462-6119

IMPROVE STUDY HABITS
IMPROVE SPORTS ABILITY

HYPNOSIS CAN HELP YOUMAKE ITPERMANENT
Many of our clients are doctor referrals.

OVERCOME ANXIETIES. FEARS & PHOBIAS
Lose Weight* Stop Smoking • Insomnia • Nail Biting

Self Confidence • Sexual Problems •

HAMPSHIRE ETHICAL
HYPNOSIS CENTER
Milton H. Askinoss, Member A.A.E.H.

Available Lecture Defnonstrations
Csll or Write for Free Brochure

The Farrick Building, Rte. 9, Hadley, Ma.
3/10 mile Hampshire Mall (next to Rocky's Hardware)

584-1919 by Appt. Only

363 ^^^ri^Main St.

Amherst
Mon • Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri Sat

11:30 -3 am
Fast Fre«
Delivery
26e-8687

IBIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHIHI

$AWA/&S

cp coupon"""" ^ J

Kj^ VISUAL SCENE sunglasses '^
\

<^ v4.U0 OPP with coupon ^|
^ Good only at Archer Kent Coupon expires 5/15/83^

J

NOXZEMA
^"^ Antiseptic Skin Cleanser

$1.11
reg. $2.09

LISTERINE
Mint Breath Freshner

MintyT»»t#'

USTERINE

99*

reg 5i 75

TUSSY STICK
DEODORANT

VISINE
EYE DROPS

1 oz.

$1.98

reg. $3.35

SENSODYNE
Toothpaste for Sensitive Teeth

j^Sensodyne'

4 oz

$1.77
reg $3 05

reg. $1 45 i

STYLE II ^—s.

Moisturizing Shampoo P^^T
16 02 ^i^i^

$1.44
reg. $2.59

191 No. Pleasant Si.

Amherst
253 3534

IBIBIHIHIBIHIHIHIBI
Prices effective through May 15.

Quantity
Rights

Reserved

IBIBIB

Summer Housing 2 min from Campus
120 per month or 300 per summer call Betsy
ox Brena 549-0174 549 6823

Room for rent in Sunderland House
Beautiful yard, dish & clothes washer
$160/month plus utilities 549 1218

2 bdrm apartment in house 5 min walk to
dwntn Amherst furnished nice yard near
courts & pool cable 325 + or BO 256 8947
Two bedroom Colonial VillageTail^t
pool bus ca ll 256-0223 $295

Center of town - 3 beciroom apt summer
sublet with fall option 549 6264

2 bedrm Brandywine availaJune 7o Sept
rent neg 1 rm fall option 253-5949

Townahouse Apts for the summer; 3
bedroom apt, or rooms available Air coridi
tioned, fully furnished, 1 mile from campus,
on bus route call Liz at 549 0307

Female roommate n»«ded to aublat
cheap fall opt 665 7503 keep trying!

Summer sublet wanted share Presiden
t ial apt fu rn rent neg 549 0896

Summer sublet /fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
$330/

m

onth 665-3097

Colonial Village June 1 - Aug 31 call

253 5288

Must sublet Puffton apartment $350 per
month call 549-1672 keep trying

Townhouse apts 3 bedrooms furnished
rent negotiable call 549 6709 or 546-9589

Excellent apt 2 Irg bdrms new carpet h
floors balcony 665-2081

Summer sublet fall option Southwood
for three females pool, tennis, heat includ-

ed South Amherst bus call 253-9924

master bdr in condo June 1 Aug 31 furn

excellent on bus line 256-0768 253-9764

Brandywine apt open for sumnr>er sublet

rent negotiable 546-6349

Colonial Village furnished $256 opt non-
furnished $^0 -y elec fall option
busline morn & eve Linda 256 8796

To sublet w/fall option Brittany Manor
still available 256-68 1

8

Sublet w/fall option 1 bedrm apt Triangle

St. Amherst 285 mo availa6/1 549-5615

Cheapl Summer sublet w/fall option. 1

bedroom apartment furnished, utilities in-

cluded near Amherst center on bus route
253 7790

Brandywine fo sumemr two bedroom fall

option $310 Dave 546-8730

Slashed rent near Amherst Center fall

option on bus route 253 2653

Sunderland 2 bedroom apt (enough for

3) on bus route for June to Aug pool tennis
546-1178 (AD

Townahouse 2 bedroom fully furnished

June - Aug rent neg 549-4781

Beautifully located two bedroom Mill

Hollow apt call 549-1177 280 w/fall option

WANTED

wmm
* 1 1 1 1 1

1

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256 0710

C^H for your RECORDS. TAPES
545 2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

message)

Aren't those old baseball cards just col-

lecting dust? Collect cash for them
546 8583

WANTED TO RENT

Quiet senior seeks room in Amherst
house w/basement starting 9/1/83 ex-

cellent cook 253-2756

Seek fall room in house near campuslll
Two females 5-^6 1122/546-3290 late!!

WATERBED

The ultimate in waterl>«ds. Queen size

watert)ed - less than 1 year old. Includes
sheets, neadboard, heating unit and
pedestal. Price negotiable. Call Jay at

666-7574

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3.45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

Colk'^ian is

AUTO FOR SALE

Convertible - 1969 Ford Galaxie runs well

$300 or BO call 253-7221 after 5

1975 Datsun runs great needs body work

550 549 5159

1980 Toyota Celica five speed air condi-

tioning AM/FM superb engine dependable

$5700 549-6923

71 Toyota great buy!! $300 best offer Nate
253-9015

1973 Chevy Bel Air runs t>eautifully, AC,
super stereo some rust $650/BO 253-9467

1980 Chevy Monza 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable, excellent gas mileage, very

good condition. BO call 253 7779

1973 Buick Electra good condition new
engine $700 or BO 549 4136

Pontiac Grand Prix. 76. T-roof, power
windows, breaks, steering. All black. Runs
well & in good condition. BO. 6-9660 Aami r

BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT"

Tonight 9 PM at the Pub Amherst Big

Cash Prizes Be There!

BRITTANY MANOR FOR FALL
~

2 bdrm apt avail for June sublet w/fali op-

tion. First come first serve. 253-9409

CAPE COD BOUND?
~

Mature couple wanted to rent room at

Cape Cod for the summer. JUne 19 to Aug
31, South Orleans Mass. Large rooms,
deck, fireplace, close to beach Call

367 2606 or 549 5829

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL ~
W. Yarmouth. Hyannis, Dennis; Largest

inventory of studios, 1 , 2, 3, Et 4 t>edroom

units; Direct from owners. 1-617-528 8300

or 1-617 771 2233

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0739

FALL APARTMENT FOR RENT
~

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt for rent

for fall. Apt will be semi furnished Et in ex
ceilent condition. Call 253 5660

FOR RENT

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcon^e

applications from single grads and
undergrads including freshnnen and
sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church

for more information at)out this Christian

ministrY^h^uM^call^549 3596 or 256 669J_
Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6

t>edrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $157 /mo > util call

6»^«03
Call lis Quick summer sublet with fall op

tion Southwood Apt 2 bedroom front view

first come first serve 253 9083

3 bedroom apt new, huge, center of

town. Available June 1 with fall option. Call

after five 5490477

Definite fall option female roommate for

single t)edroom nonsmoker available 6 1

rent 120+ negotiable apt on Amherst

Belchertown line no walk to bus wait inside

call Susan 256 8784 or 323 6311 ext 257

Four bedroom apartment Amherst,
summer only rent very negotiable 1 room
possible fall option 6 7175/6 7164

Two bedroom Colonial Village, summer
sublet /fall option Negotiable^ 256-8451

1 bedroom in Mill Hollow Apts available

Sept call Bruce 549 0437, 545 0528

FOR SALE

tkl«titk«lt«t«i»i«ktit.t.> • •«...•. • !••••<

10000 used records just bought. Hun-

dreds put out daily MAIN STREET
RECORDS, Northampton Many hard to

find 584 3130 or 586 5726

Brand new moped, never been ridden.

Must sell immediately call Rob 586-5424

BSR 60 watt speakers, great sound ex-

cellent condition three way. $130.00 or best

offer 256-8697

1980 Vespa Motorscooter P125. Only 750

miles. 100-1^ mpg. $1000 Call 467 9046

I want to sell my ten speed bike please

call 256 6818

Double bed with wooden platform, two

wooden bureaus. $140 or BO call Linda

549 307

Refrigerator fo' sale 5 cu. ft. works great

call 546 4763

Ricoh SOOGX 3Bmm camera with sun

pack auto flash $70 call Andrea 549-4460

Handcrafted waterbed for sale. Call

253-5674 anytime.

FOUND

Found car and room key on keychain
Tues night by FAC call Mary 6-3298 to iden-

tify

Found keys in SW fields, Friday 4/29 call

to identify Tommy or Dan 546-7831

HAPPY BIRTHDAY. GRIF

Hey Pamela Griffin, you've hit the big
19! Congrats, and have a wonderful
day.

Lots of love
Liz

PS - Send me a postcard from Italy, you
jet-setter!

PS2 - "You are an exemplary roomie."
That man thinks so, too! (It's a private

Joke. UMass)

HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU

One large bedroom in beautiful Rolling

Green apartment utilities included pool
June 1 to August 31 best offer keep trying

Denise 253-5356 Laurie 546-5407

HELP WANTED
~

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80s: Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,
largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer and en-

vironmental issues MRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175 225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586 8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1 800-952 7478

Looking for experienced restaurant
help for Cape restaurant. Also landscaping
maintenence call 253-5482

The SGA Treasurer's Office is now hiring

for two positions for the summer and fall;

SGA Controller and Treasurer's Assistant.

Accounting and office work experience is

essential. Pickup applications at the
Treasurer's Office, 407 SUB. Deadline is

May 11 We are an AA/EEO employer.

SGA PRESIDENT'S OFFICE offers in-

terns indep studies, and credits working
on research and advocacy of educational &
social concern to students Affirmative Ac-
tion Employer Rm 406E SUB 545 0341

Experienced reliable chiidcare sought
for 3Vi yr old 3-5 afternoons a wk call

Carolyn 253 3162

Collegian Drivers' positions available
for Fall '83. Must have car, morning hours
free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor-
tunity employer

Summer work 320 per wk and up, travel

hard workers car preferred but not required

send name address and phor>e to Summer
Work Bo x 299 Amherst MA
GREENPEACE. The international en-
vironrT>ental organization seeking summer
help for outreach /fundraising Help save
endangered sp>ecies, preserve the marine
environment and end the arms race. Mrs 2
pm 10 pm Pay 140-2(X) wk Campus Center
Interviews Tues May 10 CC 90110 am
noon E> 1 pm - 4 pm or call 253-7282 10 5

Cruise Ship Jobs! Great income p>otential,

all occupations. For information call:

602 837 3401 ext 833

Cook for Fraternity starts next fall more
info call 546-1452 after 7 pm
Summer Jobs promoting ecology, safe

energy and consumer rights MASSPIRG
the state's largest public interest organize

tion has summet and permant staff posi-

tions available for public education and fin-

draising, will train. $150 250/ wk. For inter-

views call 256-6434 2-5 pm

HOUSES FOR RENT

4 bedrooms in Northampton for Sept. 5
bedrooms in Hadley for summer, 4

bedrooms in Amherst for summer, perhaps

Sept option. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

LOST

3 keys on chain in fields across from
Boyden Call 546-7365

Small black female cat with white reflec-

tor collar. Last seen April 25. Has abscess
on stomach which needs attention. Please

any indo call 253 5803, 584-0056

Gold necklace lost at a DC Brandywine
party night of April 23. Reward 546-6237

Gold watch inscription on back. $25
reward 546-9725

T-Square lost in Machmer or the Student
Union or somewhere in between or neither

of these places. I need it before finals or I'm

screwed. If found please contact Andy at

253-2247

PERSONALS

Big Bucks summer positions $310 per wk
travel cat not required but preferred call

anytime for info 549-4065

To the hurting unit movers you will never
catch the spirit signed II Team

It's not too late
Return your Course and
Teacher Evaluation forms

to Rm 420, St. Union
Help Us Help Us

Congratulations to the 24 wild new sisters

of Alpha Chi! Love your sisters

Dear Terry, Here's to the 4 Musketeers but
mostly you A. P. Have a great 20th! Love
always, Megan

James - Thanks for a fantastic weekend!
Love you forever, Coz

Liz. Happy 21st Birthday to our favorite

redhead! Love, Laurie £r Laura

Jill Amiga Mia! Buenos Cumpleanos! Con
todo, Minda

Craig Jordanesbasiment Happy 19th!

313! Ablueterate em! I love you! XOXOM
NYAK N' SNYAK (S E» M)

Mar. Ange. Kath. Jen, Ja, Ei, Car
-Thanx guys for the "sweet" unforgetable

20th Jill

Boyface: We didn't forget!! Happy 21st

love, Diane, Donna, Sue, and Judy

Dear Terry: Happy 20th! One less person
to sneak into Dicks! Love JoJo

LESBIAN/GAY MAY DAY Friday May
13, 1983 speakers, workshops, dance and
more. For further information call The Peo
pie's Gay Alliance at 5 0154 or see the ad
eisewhere in this paper

Free Trained Lesbian/Gay Peer
Counselling, referral MTuThF 48 pm
433SU 545^2645

Banned in 30 Countries
Night of the Living Dead

Wednesday May 11

4, 7, 9, 11

sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha

Donne • Happy 20th you are very special!

Till the walls come tumblin' down I'll be
there! Love Andy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICF

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-(X392,

584 7924 Nancy

PUPPY

One adorable puppy is looking for a

stable home 549 6339

RIDERS WANTED
~

Driving to Houston about June 1. Need
one or two p>eople to split expenses. Joel

256-0436 everwngs

ROLLING QREEN APT

Summer sublet, two bedrooms. AC, ail

utilities, furnished, negotiable. Joel

256-0435 nights

ROOM WANTED
~

2 melee need housing on Cape in

Bourne, Hyannis area Mark 256-6986 or

253 5482

ROOMMATES WANTED ~
Responsible roommate wanted to share

room in Southwood. Sumrrwr and possible

fall option. Cheap rent. Call Jim 256-8471

even ing

Townahouse 2 people to share bdroom in

2 bdroom apt starts June 1 666-4669

1 or 2 females wanted for rm in 2 tiedr

Brandywine starting June or Sept 253-5949

Rolling Green apt female for own bdrm in

3 bdrm apt call 253-2264

Rolling Green - one female to share

bedroom $118/mo all utilities inci starting

Sept 1 for fall 256 8335

Looking for one or two people to fill orw
room in two bedroom apt for fall call

256-8630 now
Female roommate wanted to share room
in Brandywine with summer sublet and fall

for info call 546-6349

One bedroom in Southwood apartment
non-smoking female. Fall option. Rent
negotiable 256-0769

Roommate for W. Yarmouth apt this

sumemr good location near Seagull Beach
549 1643

SERVICES

Fast Accurate Typing $1.50/page Leslea
584 3433

SUMMER RENTALS
~

The ideel place: centrally located on cam
pus, everything and more included. $250.
for singles, $150. for doubles for the full

summer, call Glenn S. at 545-0047 or
545-2150

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256 6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400/mth
avail 6/1 253 9577

Furnished Townehouse Apt. AC, rent

negotiable, call Scott or Rich,549-0516

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom cheap across

from bus stop 253-3301

Two cheap big rooms in country house
3 miles from campus. $80 month. 549-4729

before 8:30 am or after 5 pm fall option

1 bdrm in Amh house laundry fac, 2 furn

housemates, short walk to campus,
garden, 138/mo 253-3545 Sam, Rick. Jess

Puffton Village summer sublet fully fur-

nished cheap Tom 549 6715

Studio apartment in Belchertown sum-
mer sublet w/fall option near center, on
bus route call 323 5886 evenings

Puffton 3 bedroom 2 bath, furnished

$100/mo 549 1873

Fall option - 1 l)edroom Brandywine
107/mo includes utilities call 549 5234

3 bedroom Puffton Village exceptionally

well kept, pool, tennis courts only $100 p)er

p>erson, will negotiate call Bev at 549 1865

Large sunny four bedroom apartment
adjacent to campus on Phillips St available

for summer sublet only $475.00/ mo
negotiable call Debbie 549 0546

Summer fall option 2 bedrooms in

beautiful house, swimming, bus, $156

2W5511
Only beautiful 3 floor two t}edroom River-

front apt master t>edroom still available only

$149 suitable for two pool air furnished

5^ 4405

2 furnished rooms in house $150/month
June 1 - Aug 31 females only ask for Mary
2532414

Summer sublet Brandywine 1 bedroom
neg furnished ^C^^ll 549 0343

2 bedroom Townehouse Apt rent

negotiable June to August 549-5103

Room available in house Amherst Center

2 porches great location $130 month 4 ult

253 9403

Female wanted to sun>emr sutiiet Bran
dywine room for more information call

5^0425
Cheap Brandywine Apt $200 negotiat>le

females only 549 0116

Brandywine two bedrooms full kitchen

bathroom spacious livingroom pool two
busroutes cheap call 549 1405 negotiable

Summer sublet/fall option t>edroom in

Swiss VIg on bus route. $1X month
utilities included. Call 253-3494

Amherst two rooms in house close to

campus and town 253 3470

3 bedroom apt good locatk>n on bus
route, t>alcony lOO/nrwnth/person 549-1643

3 bedroom Puffton all three bedrooms
open for summer dout>ie bedroom comes
with fall option - cheap and convenient

549 1P13

Brittany Manor fall optk>n A/C top fkxK
redone call 253-9678

•• $215.00 SUNDERLAND 2 BDS *

Beautiful 2 bedroom apartment right on
bus route furnished or nonfurnished
summer sublet fall option call Anne or

Tom 666-7918 Do not pass this uol

THE CAFE AT GUIDO'S

Cape Cod this summer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY'S BACKROOM, Hyan-
nis, Massachusetts. Decadent drinks, ter-

rific times, happier hours.

TO SUBLET

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet with fall option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be
your apartment for summer all you have to

do is call Jay or Rk:h at 666^7574. Price is

very reasonable. Very.

Presidential Apt sublet for summer with

fall option for 1 of two bedrooms call

549 0886

Sublet 6/1 to 9/1 2 bdrm Townehouse apt

furnished North Amherst $300 ^ 549-3819

Looking to get rid of a No Amherst 3
bedroom apt forever take it for the summer
and pay less than 2 months rent walk to

campus call Karen 549-1377

Sunny 2 bdrm June 1 - Aug 31 $295/mo
+ elec 256-8027 early aft or after mid

Summer at Townehouse Apt. furnished
2 rooms rent neg 549-6354

Brandywine 1 bedroom apt furnished
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More sports on page 13

Baseball team gets ECAC bid
Top AIC 5-3 in comeback

By TONY BETROS

The big news this weekend concerning

the University of Massachusetts men's

baseball team was not the fact they once

again came from behind to win, defeating

American International College 5-3, but the

fact Saturday they were selected for the

ECAC playoffs.

UMass is seeded number two in a four

team double elimination tournament to

begin on Thursday at McCoy Stadium in

Pawtucket. Rhode Island, home of the

Boston Red Sox Triple A farm club.

In Friday's game at Lorden field against

AIC, neither side mounted much of an

attack as LMass pitcher Bruce Emerson (3

3) and AIC hurler Rick White, dominated

the game the first five innings.

The first inning was a little scary for

Emerson as AIC put two runners on with

two outs, but a deep fly to center by

shortstop Dennis Ashe ended the inning.

UMass mounted a threat in the second

inning, but couldn't capitalize. Chris

Waszczuk led off the inning by reaching on

an error. One out later. Andy Conners laid

down a dandy of a bunt for a base hit. but

both runners were stranded.

AIC. with the benefit of a few nice plays

by the UMass defense, didn't produce a

baserunner between the second and fifth

innings. Conners made a fine stab to his

gk>ve side in the third. Dean Bennett made
a beautiful play at second base in the

fourth, and catcher Dan Clifford caught a

tough foul pop in the fifth.

Emerson's fine pitching performance was
going for naught as the UMass offense could

not generate anything. When they did, the

rally would end. Witness the fifth inning:

Conners led off with a single, and left

fielder Jeff Cimini followed with a base hit

to right. After a sacrifice bunt by Bruce

Kingman with two strikes, the Minutemen
had runners on second and third with one

out. Clifford hit a short fly to center (too

short to get the runner in from third) and

Bennett popped out to end the inning.

AIC exploided for three runs in the sixth

inning, loading the bases on a double, an

infield hit, and a walk with nobody out.

That brought up first baseman Jim Roy,

who responded with a two-run single.

Emerson did get designated hitter Jim Van
Houten to hit into a double play, but Ashe

came up and delivered an 0-2 pitch to center

field, driving in the third AIC run.

In the bottom half of the sixth. Emerson
decided to take matters into his own hands,

leading off with a double. Todd Comeau
must have liked what he saw. hitting a

double of his own. knocking in Emerson.

Waszczuk singled. Angelo Salustri walked,

and that was all for White. Conners came

up against Scott Pitts, and on an 0-2 pitch,

slammed a base hit. closing the gap to 3 2.

Cimini. up with the bases loaded, went with

the pitch and hit a double to right center,

clearing the bases and giving UMass a 5-3

lead. Jay Casella came in to pitch and set

down the Minutemen but the damage was
done.

Jim Gallagher came on to pitch for UMass
and allowed only one hit and one walk in the

last three innings, saving the ganie for

Emerson. Gallagher set down the side in

order, finishing in style with a strikeout, to

guarantee UMass at least a .500 record.

The final home game is Tuesday when the

Minutemen face Dartmouth in a

doubleheader starting at 1 p.m.

Bruce Emerson was the winning pitcher in the Minutemen's 5-3 win

over AIC.

Gorillas overwhelmed

by Syracuse, Maryland

Weller watches young
Gorillas from the s

By BILL SHEA
CaUvKua Suff

When it came time f(»r Dick Garber to

arrange the 1983 lacrosse schedule, the

University of Massachusetts head coach

took a team poll to decide what schools

the Gorillas would like to battle with this

season.

Instead of scheduling Bunker Hill Com-
munity and Hampshire College the

Gorillas, who receive no scholarship aid.

decided to take on the elite of oollepate

lacn»sse. After all. Gorilla teams in the

past had handled difficult schedules and
strength r>f schedule would be in favor of

the Gorillas if they wound up in a position

to squeeze into post season action.

So Garber put together what many con-

sider the most difficult lacrosse schedule

in the country, which included games with

Division III champion Hobart College. Ar-

my. Hofstra. Cornell. Syracuse and

Maryland, all teams rated in the top ten in

the c<>untr>- at some point in the year.

Well, this weekend the Gorillas hit a

new season low, being outplayed by a

superior Syracuse squad Friday, dropping

a 15-7 decision and then turned in their

biggest Jekyll and Hyde act losing to

number eight Maryland 13-4 Sunday.

The home season that started so op-

timistically with a 1 1-4 opening game win

over Hobart ended so miserably against

Maryland, as the Terrapins, who trailed

4-1 in the first period, ripped off 12 con-

secutive goals, including eleven in a row
in the second half.

I 'nlike the Syracuse game, when UMass
made the mistake of trying to run with

the Orangemen, the Denver Nuggets of

collegiate (they average 17 goals a game)
and fell behind 6-1 in the first period, the

Gorillas slowed the ball down against

Maryland and took an early 2-1 lead on a

pair of goals by junior midfielder Stuar*

Orns.

Timmy Cutler scored and Tom

Lukacovic added another goal, the last

Gorilla tally of the day, with 52 seconds

left m the first pericxi. Maryland scored

one more time and the Ciorillas had a 4 li

halftime lead.

Then came the saddest half of lacrt^se

the Gorillas have played this year.

Maryland was on step ahead, one move
ahead of the Gorillas the entire half, bom-

barding (iorilla sacraficial lamb (a.k.a. a

goaltender) Chris Benedette with 33 se-

cond half shots while the Gorillas manag-

ed just 1 4 shots on net the second half.

Watching this weekend it appears the

(iorillas stacked the deck too high.

By JIM FLOYD
Coilefwn sun

Jim Weller seemed to glide across the

turf on Boyden Field as if he were waltz-

ing on a cushion of air. He weaved

onecourse with his feet and another with

the lacrosse stick he carried. Smoothly,

effortlessly he hypnotically moved in

front of a tense goalie. No emotion, no

hard work, just smooth.

Then, when you were just starting to

enjoy the way he moved...TWAAP! The

ball was in the net.

A goal for the Gorillas? Nope, just

Greg Fisk scores the first Gorilla

Orangemen Friday.

C«ll«fftUI phMo h> John llnurrttr

goal in the 15-7 loss to the Syracuse

warm-up time for UMass goalkeeper

Chris Benedetto before yesterday's 13-4

loss to the University of Maryland in a

game that saw the Gorillas jump out to a

4-1 first quarter lead before slipping into

some t>'pe of mysterious comatose.

Weller doesn't play lacross for UMass
anymore. He's the assistant coach now,

not the All-American attack who led the

Gorillas in scoring for the three previous

years. The money man of the Gorillas of-

fense went and graduated.

"It's frustrating." said Weller of the

role of spectating and coaching at games

instead of checking and shooting, gliding

and scoring, "but. I've learned to accept

the fact that I won't be out there. You

can't live in the past."

You can't. But, if you are a Gorilla fan.

you may want to. The Maryland loss drop-

ped the local laxters record to 4-9 and the

two-loss weekend clinched the first losing

season for UMass mentor Dick Garber

since 1965.

Weller points to the tough schedule and

he's right. The Gorillas are refuted by

most lacrosse experts to play the most dif-

ficult schedule in the entire country.

The Ontario. Canada native and

member of the Canadian national team

also points to the relative youthfulness of

this year's squad and says that the team

will get better with maturity and that

sounds reasonable, too.

What else?

"The fan support. This is the only year

we haven't had the big crowds. We
definitely would have done better with the

fans behind us," Weller said.

And then he broke into stories of days

past on Boyden Field, days when the team

was winning and the crowds were wild

before summing up this year's team.

"They are trying their best," he said,

"They're just one second, one pass, one

scooped ball that we should have had

away from being a good team."

Frustrating, yes, it's just plain

frustrating for Weller.
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Fac. Senate votes to cease contact with S. Africa By ANGELA BROWN

The UN/.ass faculty senate voted to end official con-

tact with South Africa, prohibiting the expenditure of

University funds for scholarly work in that country, in

the clirr^ax of the controversy which has beset UMass

since Botany professor Robert Wilce's participation m
a South African conference becanne publicized last

February. The resolution also prohibits any scholar

from officialy representing the University in South

Africa, whether at a government, college or

university-sponsored activity m the racially oppressive

nation The motion was made by Afro American

Studies professor Chester Davis, followed by a

presentation and discussion

Graduate student and CCEBMS staff member Bheki

Langa, originally from Durbin, South Africa, address

ed the question of why the country must be singled

out for such actions, saying "South Africa is very uni

que among nations apartheid (racial segregation) is

part of the Law" He noted that the UN has voted

overwhelmingly to condemn the South African

regime
South Africa should not be clouded over oy tne view

that through "constructive engagement" South

Africans would be "coerced to change their policies

or persuaded to change their policies " Rather, he

said, "from experience South Afnca gets embolden

ed when the US takes steps to accomodate the

regime" He said that in the period since 1968, as U S

investment in the nation doubled, the regime has

grown more repressive and the "pass laws " more str-

ingent.

Langa concluded by urging the senate to ')oin an

overwhelming majority around the world ' through

severing relations with South Africa, a nation he said

represents "something unique . since Hitler came to

power " He also stated that the vote could be taken as

a "test for race relations in this country " Langa's ad

dress was met with enthusiastic applause from the au

dience of senators, other faculty and students.

During the discussion, one senator voiced concern

over the resolution's possible threat to "academic

freedom." an issue which has been the mam argu

ment m support of Professor Wilce's university

-

funded trip to South Afnca After affirming his sup

port of the sentiment of the resolution, he went on to

question its impact He noted that when Professor

Wilce returned from the conference, he was "roundly

criticized in the local press." and was " very much
shaken by what he saw (m South Africa)

"

"I think It was worth j^ery penny of the six hundred

dollars," he added
The professor argued that "Our absolute right

to lacademic) exchange is sacred"

In response. Professor Davis reiterated that no pro-

fessor would be restricted from personal contact with

the country, but said that the University should not

sponsor the exchange "We are dealing with a coun

try the civilized world has declared is committing

crimes against humanity." he said, concluding

"academic freedom" is not "something floating above

The rest of society"

Dunng the discussion Dean William Darity related

his experience when travelling through South Africa

to Botswana As an Afro American person he was not

allowed to take a tour through the city of Johan

nesburg, but was detained in the Johannesburg air

port 'quarters " overnight until he left the country

Implementing the senate's decision will require the

consideration of departments across the campus, ac-

cording to professor Davis "Every unit on campus will

have to look at its policy in this regard, " he said The

Faculty senate's action completes the round of sane

tions taken by most university related bodies, m
eluding the undergraduate and graduate senates

Confederate flags disassociated from Ole Miss. .By TRACEY BRYANT

In front of a dormitory with Confederate flags wav

jng from upper windows, in a news conference on

April 21, Lydia Spragin, president of the University of

Mississippi's Black Student Union called Chancellor

Porter L Fortune Jr s Apnl 20 announcement revok-

ing the Confederate flag as the University's unofficial

symbol, weak and incomplete, yet "a beginning
"

Spragin said that it is only one of 13 demands for

change made by the University's Black students An

increase m Black faculty members and Black ad-

ministrators; a Black studies program, funds for Black

cultural programs, the hinng of a Black affirmative ac

tion officer, and a general increase in financial aid, a

demand also supported by the white students, were

among the requests

In his announcement the chancellor said that the

school would no longer purchase approximately 9,000

small Confederate flags to be handed out at football

games and pep rallies, nor display the flag at official

school functions, but that he could not legally ban an

individual from displaying the flag

Spragin reminded the audience that Fortune had

not addressed other Black demands, such as pro-

hibiting the use of the school's Colonel Rebel cartoon

mascot and the singing of "Dixie" at school events

which with many other things Black students find very

alienating She also said the chancellor had not

specified whether the campus bookstore would con-

tinue to sell the flags which most Black students con-

sider to b a symbol of racism, the Ku Klux Klan and

university indifference to their exigencies

Up until the announcement. Rebel flags had been

selling very quickly, and on April 18 over 1,000 white

students paraded through campus and mirched on a

Black fraternity house. The National Leader's Charles

Griffin, reports that the white demonstrators were

yelling "nigger night " and "save the flag" as they

marched on Phi Beta Sigma house

It IS rumored that the Klan will march in Oxford and

that the march on the fraternity house was in response

to objections made by Black students to pictures of

robed Klansmen in the recently published Ole Miss

yearbook; which Spragin, the outgoing president of

the Black Student Union feels glamorized the Klan

and intimidated Black students.

Danny Love, a 21 -year-old Black student who was

inside the frat house surrounded by white students,

said that he was scared, that the white students

shouted racial epithets and waved Rebel flags. While

Ed Meek, the university's white Public Relations direc-

tor called the April 18 march "nothing but a pep rally",

Steve Millner, a Black sociology professor at the

university said that the white protestors were a "mob"

and their "behavior befitted the scum of the South,"

reported the National Leader

Millner stated, "Hundreds of drunken yahoos and

Southern belles used the tyranny of the mobs in their

latest efforts to reinforce the notion that the Ole Miss

way remains the Klan-tainted flag way," according to

the Leader which further quoted Millner as saying,

"The members of the Phi Beta Sigma who witness

their house surrounded by these fiend like trashers.

have been forcefully reminded of the tactics that once

terrorized Mississippi's Blacks."

Officials also conceded the seriousness of the pro-

blem: "I don't think there is anything more significant

this school has done in the way of race relations since

It admitted James Meredith in 1963," said David Sans

ing, a U of Miss history professor, of the school's

shedding of the flag He and others agreed the move

was a beginning in breaking down psychological bar

riers to the full integration of the school, barriers as

formidable as the legal ones that existed before

Meredith's admission sparked noting and two deaths.

Many white students felt that the flag is more a part

of the school's tradition than a symbol of racism and

hate, yet, the flag has been associated with the

'jmversity throughout a murky history. According to

Professor Sansing, the school, founded in the

mid-1840's, formed a well-known Civil War unit, call-

ed the University Greys Because it fought under the

Confederate flag, the flag became associated with the

school, though never officially This continued in the

1950'd when the university initially bought and

distributed the flags and in other ways fostered the

Stars and Bars association with Ole Miss' then na-

tionally known football team, to build team spirit and

gain audience support.
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Mothers honored in Family Day. ,By SEGUN EUBANKS

Johnetta Cole, in her keynote address for CCEBMS
Family Day, Sunday May 8, gave a tribute to the

struggles of Third World Women. In honor of Mothers

Day, which coincided with Family Day, she said that

the best gift Third World students can give to their

mothers is to continue the tradition of struggle for a

"decent education" that will not only get you a job but

will help to "know who you are."

Ms. Cole said that Third World women suffer more

than any other group of people because they are sub-

jected to the "triple oppression" of racism, sexism,

and class oppression She stated that "Racism and

sexism is terribly profitable," because they create a

pool of cheap labor in the job market and free labor in

the home She stressed that the oppression of Asian,

Hispanic, Native Amencan, and other women of color

are all tied to in to the same struggle She dispelled the

"myth of Asian Americans having made it" m America

by comparing the differences in the conditions of

Asians to that of whites, and noting the similarities

with the oppressive conditions of other Third World

people

Ms. Cole's main theme was that "Whenever there is

opression there is also resistance." She quoted

famous Black nationalist Martin Delaney who said "To

know the position of a people it is only necessary to

know the condition of their women." She paid tribute

to the millions of Third World women who have been

the "invisible women of struggle." The strength of

Third World women in struggle was brought to light

by Ms. cole's strong oratory

Women of color have always been the primary early

socializers of their children throughout our history in

America Such women are "the transmitters of

culture" and "The socializers of resistance," said

Cole. She talked about the long history of Black

women having to work out of necessity inside the

home without the use of "easy-vac cleaners" and out-

side the home in the lowest grade jobs with the lowest

pay She answered the question of why women of

color have worked so hard: "Any Third World woman
will tell you," Cole said, "I do it for my children and

the children of my people" Ms. Cole paid tribute to

the creativity of Third World women and to women

such as Rosa Parks, Mary McCloud Bethuen, Angela

Davis and others who contributed to the organized

struggle of people of color.

Ms. Cole concluded her address by saying that to-

day's Third World women remain strong role models

by stressing the importance of a good education and

being "the professors of our youth." In days when

most white parents are struggling for computers in the

classroom. Black parents are "struggling for erasers in

the classroom" Ms. Cole said. Ms Cole's address,

which ended with a challenge to Third World students

to learn from and appreciate the efforts and sacrifices

of their mothers, fathers, and grandparents, met not

only with a standing ovation, but left the audience of

parents and students with a much deeper understan-

ding and appreciation of what Family Day and

Mothers Day is all about.

CCEBIVIS holds Family Day activities

The Committee for the Collegiate Education of

Black and Minority Students (CCEBMS) held its an

nual Family Day activities Sunday, concluding a busy

weekend during which the Malcolm X picnic and the

Funkathon were also given Approximately 400 peo-

ple, including students, families, and friends, were in

attendence The event included speeches, a lun

cheon. and an awards ceremony Donna Davis gave

the "student perspective" and Anthropology Pro

fessor. and outgoing Associate Provost, Johnetta

Cole gave the keynote speech (see story this issue)

All in all. It was a great time of celebration)

Below are listed the names of CCEBMS students

who were recognized for their academic achievement

and perseverance on this special occasion Many
students, it was noted, are going on to graduate

school, exciting jobs, and special felowship programs
Hopefully, they will serve as an inspiration

Recipients of CCEBMS
Academic Awards, 1983

Class of 1986

Academic Honors

Hieo Huynh
John Spencer
Nhu Banh
Wendell Gilbert

Jack Homayounjan
Vo Ly
Kathleen McWilliams

Doan Nguyen
Eva Yee
Jennifer Ackerman
Dana Akins

John Blackwell

Karen Blake

Maximilian Chu
Alisa Dennis

Roland Dies

Ying-Joan Ma
Karen Mathews
Edward Mouzon
Paul Peczon
Arnold Solis

Geraldine Allen

Andrea Baker

Jonathon Bruce

Kwok San Cheung
Kenneth Davenport

Louis Dyer
Dong Ha
Sheldon Hardison

Jae-Hee Kwon
Edward Maguire

Sharon Neal

Nhan Nguyen
Paul Oka
Alfred Powell

Eric Richter

Lisa Small

Delma Swaby

College of Arts and Sciences

Engineering

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Arts and Sciences

School of Management
Engineering

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Engineering

School of Management
Home Economics
Engineering

Psychology

College of Arts and Sciences

Engineering

College of Arts and Sciences

Zoology

Engineering

School of Mangement
College of Arts and Sciences

College of Arts and Sciences

Political Science

School of Management
COINS

Engineering

Physical Education

College of Arts and Sciences

Zoology

Anthropology
College of Arts and Sciences
Engineering

College of arts and Sciences
Political Science

College of Arts and Sciences

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Alesia Wanza
Donna Weeden
Jadene Yoke
Sofei Yu

Afro-American Studies

Microbiology

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Arts and Scier>ces

1

Keith Dennis

Horace Ling

Lee Castro

Carol Meyer
Joanna Mooncai
Pui Fong Ng
Rickey C. Tang
Tuan Iran

Tin Yi Ying

Deborah Jones
Mei-Chu Kau
Tham Khong
Su Jean Kim
Lily Leong
Mario Piedra

Jeronima Pilar

Laura Platone

Adrians Proser

Valsris Singleton

Cstherine Weston
David Wong

Honors

School of Management
Computer SderKe Engineerk>g

Civil Engineering

College of Arts and Sciences

Home Economics
Electrical Engir>eering

College of Arts and Sciences

Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Food and Natural Resources

Electrical Engineering

Microbiology

Environmental Design

Industrial Engineering

School of Management
Computer ScierK» Engineering

Honors
Psychology

College of Arts and Sciences

Electrical Engineering

Steve Miranda

Theresa Mitchell

Horsce Neysmith

Kim Phon
Michelle Robinson

John Ruddock
Carios Silva

Maria Smith
Colin Sulker

Sylvia Van Dyke
Valerie Williams

Laura Yee

Achievement Awards

Lok Sen PhNp Cheung

Yvette Henry

Sharon Kelley

Raymond Lee

Home Economics
Chemistry

Legal Studies

Wild Life

Lei-Mei Kwan
Yong S. Kwon
Sharon Long
Jean Pierre Bayard
Daniel Chow
Heidi Dominquez
Russell Cheung
David Darnaby
Elena Grodan
Pauline Lee

Maxwell Maclean
Charmaine Martin

James Monroe
Darryl Ruffen

Dana Scott

Wendy Ward

Dance
College of Arts and Sciences

School of Management
Japanese
Japenese
College of Arts and Sciences

Political Science

Landscape Architecture

Mechanical Engineering

Psychology
Political Science

Journalism / English

1984

Honors

College of Arts and Sciences

Zoology
Environmental Science

Electrical Engineering

Business Administration

Microbiology

Accounting
Acccounting
Electrical Engineering

Business Administration

Physics

Microbiology

Industrial Engineering

Accounting
English

Microbiology

*

*

*

*

•

Nummo Invites You to come to our Open House

Our open house affair will be given today for any and all people interested in

finding our where you can fit in... Learn how to write, report, do reviews and

Interviews — Learn about graphic design — newspaper layout —
photography. These and more are among the many possible ways to ex-

press yourself — in Nummo!

Come out and meet the Nummo staff on:

Monday, May 9

8:00 p.m.

103 New Africa House, 545-0061

Refreshments will be served!!!

Notice: Nummo is looking for trainees for next year's paid staff posi-

tions. Those available include Graphics and Lay-out Editors, Business

Manager and possible others. Stop by today, or call, for more information.

*

*

*

*

*
CCEBMS Awards, continued.

Achievement Awards

Garry Benoit

Robin Bolles

Hung Chau
Mui Cheung
Jilda Chin

Barbara Curtis

Oeirdre Eari

Eugenia Gonsalves
Edwin Green
Dariene Jackson
Sylvia Kinn

Yuen P. Lee

Josiane Mehu
Rer>ee Payr>e

Ceiia Raid

Wilhemina Samuel
Marie St. Fleur

Patricia Ward
Kenneth Whittaker

Quinton Wilder

John Wright

Industrial Engineering

Communication Studies

Food Engineering

College of Arts and Sciences

Communication Studies

Public Health

Psychology
Spanish

College of Arts and Sciences
Journalism

Psychology
Business Administration

Dance
Legal Studies

Home Economics
Home Economics
Political Science

Home Economics
HRTA
College of Arts and Sciences
Political Science

Class of 1983

Honors
Students, family and friends can>e out to celebrate

Family Day. ^^^^

Elizabeth Skelton

Robert Smith
Monita U
Leon Braswell

Victoria Carter

Kin Wah Chow
Joan Hudson
Clara Lima
Jacklyn High

HoNg
Roxana Rocha
Mark Semedo
Marian Ty
Todd Tsiang

Michael Williams

Tin Yau Ying

Valerie Brathwaite

Angela Brown
Sung Soo Chang
Daniel Chang
Jomaria Coleman
Donna Davis

Diane Higginbottom
Cad House
Richard Jenkins, Jr.

Phillip Jennings

Cheryl Majka
Augusto Martins

Julia Olff

Physical Education

Bachelor of Fine Arts (Dance)
Management
Political Science

Afro-American Studies

Mechanical Engineering

Communication Disorders

Afro-American Studies

Communication Disorders

Electrical Engineering

Political Science

Communication Studies

Communication Studies

Bachelor of Fine Arts- Design

General Business and Finance

Electrical Engineering

Home Economics
Economics
Economics
Computer Science Engineer

Nursing

General Business and Finance

Economics
Accounting
Accounting
Bachelor Degree with In-

dividual Concentration

Psychology

Journalism

Bachelor Degree with In-

dividual Concentration

Lan Pham
Calvin Simons
Christina Yu

General Business and Finance

Accounting

Civil Engineering

Academic Achievement

Priya Bahl

Brynne Clarke

Perry Fong
Yat Man
Alex Murkison

Richard Pina

H Ng

HRTA
Communication Studies

Public Health

Industrial Engineering

Management
Communication Studies

Electrical Engineering

Shirley G. Dubois Service to Com-
munity Award

Russell Cheung
Neil Grant

Certificates of Appreciation

Larry Benedict

Chester Davis

Yvonne John
Ruddy Jones
Peter Park

Delphine Queries

Benjamin Rodriguez

Alice Smith
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Announcements

May Poetry Series

Tuesdays at 8:00. No admission. At the Jones
Library, Amity St. Downtown Amherst.

10

17

24

31

Frannie Lindsay, The Aerial Tide Coming
In, Swamp Press

George Murphy, No Other Life. Amper-
sand Press; Editor, Tendril

Chase Twichell, Northern Spy, University

of Pittsburgh Press

Carole Oles, The Lonfiness Factor, Texas
Tech Press Quarry, The University of Utah
Press

Gary Metras, The Night Watches, Adastra

Press; The Yearnings Samisdat Press;

publisher, Adastra Press

Elizabeth McKim, Burning Through, Fami-

ly Salt, Wampeter Press Body India,

Yellow Moon Press

Andrew Salkey, In the Hills Where Her
Dreams Live, The Black Scholar Press;

Land, Away, Allison b Busby
Kathryn Marshall, Desert Places, Harper

and Row, My Sister Gone, Harper and
Row

Third World Caucus

The Third World Caucus, Office of Third World Af-

fairs, Nummo News, and Afnk-Am, invites a0 cofP-

munity members to a pre budgets hearing "social",

Wednesday, May 11 Food, music and drink served

free of charge Also featured will be Art Hilson of

Placement Services to atlk about )ob opportunities.

Social begins at 5:X p m in Rm. 801 Campus Center

Budget hearing begins a 7 00 p m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium come out and support our Third

World Organizations in the most important budget
meeting of the year

Housing needs

Are you looking for Housing? Housemates? Mov-
ing information? Information about your rights as a te-

nant?

The Resource room at Everywoman's Center has a

Housing Book to help you find contacts and informa-

tion about housing needs Stop in to look at this and
other survival information, including a Childcare Book
and a Job Bank Book Everywoman's Center is

located m Wilder Hall at the University of

Massachusetts and is open to all Community and
University women Everywoman's Center is open
from 9 00 a m to 4 00 p m Monday, Tuesday, Thurs

day and Friday, and from 12 00 noon to 7:00 p.m on
Wednesday

Course Proposals Sought

The Malcolm X Center (located in the Southwest
Residential Area) is accepting class proposals for the
Fall 1983-84 semester Anyone interested call 545 2819
or come down to the Center Monday through Friday

12:00pm 11:00p.m., or Saturday 12 OOp m 3 00
p ni.

Nummo StaK

AnqfU BaowN
Traciy BayANT
BayNNi ClAaki
Donna Davm
Kiirli JoliNMNi

MrraA Samimi
JoliN WakflfT
LAuai Ncfly And LAuaA SIianaIian

BfaNAdiNc BaowN

COfNTRIBUTORS
d CollfN

<|UN EubAwkt
kats HAadiN
ussfU JoadAN
atNdA LinKf

AaoN RoUwd
Ay SANdfaliN
obcar TcixciaA

kk Tkoapc

Ediroa
PaoduCTION MANAqfa

LAy-OvT Edrroa
BuSINfSS MANAqiB

RfSfAackia
CaApkks Ediroa

PkoTo EdtToa
TypcsfTTtas

AdMinisTaATivi Assmtant

PkoTO<iaApkfa
CoaattpoNdfNT
PkoToqaApkfa
CoaacspoNdtNT
CoaafspowdiNT
PkoTO<|aApkfa
PkoTO<|aApkEa
CoaactpoadtNT
CoaacspoNdiNT

The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund
The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund was formed

in 1982 as a memorial to Seta Rampersad, a 20 year
old Third World woman who was an undergraduate at

the University of Massachusetts. Seta, a political

science major and senior was found dead in Motel 6 in

South Deerfield on September 13, 1978
Seta was the daughter of immigrant parents who

came from Trinidad Seta, if she had lived, would
have received her degree m May, 1979 Her career

goals included being a legal advocate for Hispanic and
Black youths who had been convicted in Springfield

Recipients of the Seta Rampersad Scholarship must
be Third World women undergraduates who have

shown a history o* commitment to social change in

their communities, especially m the areas of health,

women's issues, legal reform. Third World organiza

tions, anti-nuke and international solidarity struggles

Scholarships will be awarded to 2 Third World
women undergraduates who have demonstrated good
academic work 12 5 cum) and who have shown a

sincere devotion to social progress The award will be
$300 and applications are due June 1, 1963 for the fall

semester

For more information and applications call Malika

Jones at Everywoman's Center, 545-0683.

Black Mass Communications

1963 Spring Schedule

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Les Correia, Soft n Easy, 2 6 00 a m.
••Rev Pearson, Glory Road to

Gospel, 6-10:00 a.m.
The General, Positive Vibrations,
10-2 a.m.

Victor Yepaz. Concepto Latino, 2-6
am
Mahoghany, Free as the Wind,
12 15-3 pm
Mernt Anthony, Phase III, 3-5 30
p.m.

•People's Perspective with Merritt

Crawford, 6-7 00 p.m
Concepto Latino, 7-10:00 p.m.

Puma, Urban Contemporary, 12:15-3

p m.
Eliot Andrew, Urban Contemporary,
10-2 00 a.m.

Terry Parker, Urban Contemporary,
6-9:00 a.m.

••Rev. Pearson, Glory Road to

Gospel, 2-6:00 a.m.

Keep on listening to BMCP on WMUA, 91.1 FM and
help us keep BLACK MUSIC alive!

Concepto Latino, 6-9:00 am
DR., Urban Contemporary, 3-5:30

p.m.

Kari Njiiri, Pan Afnque, 10-2 00 am.

Friday BMCP, 2-6 00 am
Concepto Latino, 9-12:00 noon
Carl Lowman, Rhythm Section,

12:15-3 p.m.

Saturday Concepto Latino, l-3:!K)pm.

George McKenzie, Reggae, 3:30-6:00

p.m.
**

"Reports in Color with Bettina

Henry, 6-7:00 p.m.

Wilhemina Samuels, Ladies Touch,
7-10:00 p.m
Frank Oglesby, Franki O's Odyssey,
10-2:00 a.m.

Public Affairs

• Rev Pearson included; not a part of BMCP
•• News
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Duffey announces honorary degree recipients
By GLEN GOLDSTEIN

Seeking a notable cross-section of

honorary degree recipients, University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D Duf-

fey has announced that former Governor.

Edward J. King and Richard J. Mahoney,

president and chief operating officer of

Monsanto Co., will be among six persons

honored at the University's 113th com-

mencement ceremonies.

"Gov. King was one of the first

Massachusetts officials who recognized the

role of the University in the economic

development of the state," IXiffey said.

"He is one of the many recommended peo-

ple of real achievement."

Duffey commented on Mahoney's posi-

tion at Monsanto, a company that has been

assailed in the past l)ecause of alleged en-

vironmental and safety violations.

"He (Mahoney) is now paying for the sins

of Monsanto's past presidents, ' Duffey
said.

Mahoney, a 1955 graduate of UMass, is a
leader in the clean-up of industrial waste,

Duffey said.

The University will also present
honorary degrees to:

• Eleanor Holmes Norton, a human
rights activist. She will present the com-
mencement address.

Norton, a friend of Duffey 's from her

days in President Carter's administration,

served as Chair of the New York City Com-
mission on Human Rights from 1970-1977

and was Executive Assistant to Mayor
John V. Lindsay during his term. She
received her B.A. from Antioch College.

• Mikio Arie. president of Hokkaido
University, Japan.

• Edward M. P^ouhy, a 1956 graduate of

the University. F'ouhy is ABC News vice

president and Washington bureau chief.

• John Brooks Slaughter, chancellor of

the University of Maryland.
Christopher Cook, a graduating

economics major was selected to speak

from a field of graduating students who
submitted speeches to the Student Affairs

Office.

More than 4900 students will be eligible

to graduate, according to Assistant Direc-

tor of Community Relations, Cher>'l Wal.sh.

Attendance by seniors at graduation usual-

ly averages 86 to 87 percent.

The commencement will take place at 10

a.m. on May 10 at Alumni Stadium.

Sieniors should pick up their caps and
gowns at the Textbook Annex. There will

be some caps and gowns available at the

stadium on graduation day for students

who are coming back to campus for cf>m-

mencement, Walsh said.

The cost of the caps, gowns, and diploma
are paid for from a $30 fee paid by each
senior.

EPA Vhistleblower' charges

many worse than Love Canal
By PAUL BASKEN

CelltKuui Suff

The Love Canal, N.Y. toxic waste dump
which attracted national attention in 1978,

kicking off the first widespread public ex-

amination of such sites, was not the worst

case in the nation, the state, or even the

local county, according to the federal

"whistleblower" who fought to bring

recognition U* it

I "MfKian pitnin bv |ta*r IVabrr

EPA official Hugh Kaufman
peakinf^ last nig^ht.

The case of chemical contamination

which led the federal government to spend
millions of dollars to buy out many
homeowners in the town was chosen partly

because of the attractiveness of the town's

name, said Hugh Kaufman assistant direc-

tor of the Hazardous Site Control Division

of the Environmental Prt»tection Agency.
Kaufman, who addressed an audience of

200 last night at the University of

Massachusetts on tne nation's "Great Tox-

ic Waste Scandal," was at the center of

controversy when administrator Anne Bur-

ford and 13 other EPA officials resigned

this year following allegations of

mismanagement and political misuse of

agency funds which he claime<l could Im-

trace<l to the White House.

Having l)een with the E1*A since its in-

ception by President Nixon in 1971, Kauf-

man is one of the authors of the $1 .6 billion

Superfund passed by Congress to begin im-

mediate cleanup of toxic waste dumps
while any industry responsible is determin-

ed m court.

Of the 15.000 now identified chemical

waste dumps in the country, half are worse
than that in Love Canal. Kaufman said.

Thos*' more serious include the "S Area"
dump in Niagara Falls. N.Y., into which he

said the Hooker Chemical Company
dumf)e<l the same chemicals as lAtve Canal,

but which are now flowing into local water
supplies.

Although admitting its relative unimpor-

tance in comparison to the nation's

estimated 50.000 toxic dumps. Kaufman
defended his strrmg involvement with Love
Canal as the needed "case that the

American people cut their teeth on" in

hazardous waste.

In December 1982. Kaufman said he
came under investigation by the EPA's In-

s|)ector (Jeneral's OfQce in attempt to

silence his criticisms of the agency. Kauf
man said. He said the investigation includ-

ed surveillance of his personal life similar

to tactics he claimed Reagan used on
political enemies while governor of Califor-

nia.

As a result. Kaufman said he began his

own investigation which pnxiuced the

allegations which led to the resignations,

including the use of the Suf)erfund for

political purposes and "sweetheart deals"

with corj)orate polluters.

However. Kaufman said he "would not

recommend to anyone to be a
whistleblower." unless it is "a situation

where lives are at stake."

('•Hvftan pltoto hf lla*f I>»«b«r

Buses stand dormant at the UMass Transit Service garage yesterday
awaiting the arrival of their respective drivers to ^ide them through
the numerous roads of the Pioneer Valley.

Activities director says SATF lawsuit is not beneficial
By JOHN O'CONNELL

(OIICRMII SUIT

The director of the University of Massachusetts Student

Activities Office (SAO) said efforts by Student Govern

ment leaders to sue the SAO for control of the Student

Activities Trust Fund would result in a "sad situation."

"If we get to a court of law then I think everyone loses."

said director Randy Donant. "I don't think we've exercised

all the available alternatives to court."

Donant said alternatives to a shift included "professional

mediation" and "the University clarifying the roles we all

have legally." But former SGA president Jim Murphy
disagreed.

"We offered to negotiate the whole thing. Donant said

no," Murphy said.

Office of Third World Affairs Director Tony Crayton

worked out a mediation process last summer to straighten

out disputes concerning ultimate control of SATF monies,

and Donant refused to consider it, Murphy said.

In a memo to Murphy dated September 2, 1982, Donant

proposed that "a series ai Task Forces be created with

specific assignments which would explored areas of con
cem and make recommendations."

But Donant has never followed up on that proposal.

Murphy said.

According to both Donant and student leaders, the

University has never written down the exact powers and
limitations that the SAO and SGA have in regard to SATF
monies.

Bruce Levy, assistant to the SGA President, said the

SGA has been holding the threat of a suit as a final resort

for a bngtime.
"Under (former SGA President Richard) LaVoice (1979

to 1961), we talked about suing for control, but we didn't

have enough of a case," Levy said.

Murphy said evidence for a suit has increased since

Donant has directed the office. He cited figures which

show that while the office budget has increased $80,000

since 1981, the increase in salaries and benefits has been

$105,000, "which means they are reallocating funds (from

activities) to pay for personnel," Murphy said.

"I think it's safe to say that they've been extraordinarily

irresponsible about budgeting." Murphy said.

Donunt said that if student government leaders would

"do their homework," they would see that "we're trying to

be responsive and responsible as we can in our budget
requests."

"There are some people who feel that the opinions of

(SAO) staff are invalid and shouldn't be requested."

Donant said. "I think the full-time staff have a lot of ex-

pertise and resources that they can provide to our student

organizations,and none of them are encouraged to do so."

Donant said if the SGA sues, and wins, the funds will be
handled inefficiently.

"I have to assume that the primary reason people come
to this University is to matriculate and receive a degree,"
Donant said. "If students come to get involved in activities

at the expense of that matriculation then I don't think they
could handle (the SATF).

"

"If we would spend as much time now (on issues like

racism and sexism) as we are on this control issue, then I

think the credibility of student government would in-

crease," Donant said.

Murphy had similar observations about the University

administration. "I think it's a sad state of affairs when the
administration is so insecure that it has to have its fingers

in everything we do," he said.
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World and National News
Chrysler asks U.S. to skip stocks

WASHINGTON (AP) - Chrysler Corp..

back from near oblivion with the help of

federal loan guarantees, asked the

government yesterday to pass up stock

purchases promised in the loan agreement

that could be worth up to $200 million in

profits to the Treasury.

Word of the request for the government

to return so-called warrants — promises for

the stock buys - brought quick criticism

f^„r^ «„„ UMii-im Proxmire. a foe of the

loan guarantee program in the first place.

Proxmire, the highest- ranking Democrat
on the Senate Banking Committee, planned

to send federal officials who deal with the

matter "a letter urging that this request be

firmly rejected," a committee aide said

yesterday.

"It's outrageous," added the aide, Ken
McLean, who is Democratic staff director

for the committee.

Tylenol killings inspire new law

rvhoto

Doris Thompson, an account representative, and Rob Wilkerson, pro-

ject manaf^er for the new IRS computerized tax collection system pose

behind one of the many terminals hoped to aid the recovery of $27

million in unpaid taxes.

IRS unveils dial-a-scofflaw plan
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The Internal

Revenue Service put computers to work

dialing for dollars yesterday, dunning

delinquent taxpayers by telephone in an

effort to collect $27 billion owed the

government.

"We won't harass anybody. " said Rob

Wilkerson. who is in charge of the pilot

program in St. Louis. "But we do expect a

promise to pay. If they comply, well

never see their case again."

The phone calls will sUrt at 8 a.m. and

continue until 8 p.m. workdays and from 8

a.m until noon on Saturdays. If the

computer gets a busy signal, it will

automatically call back 30 minutes later. If

no one answers, it will try again later in

the day, Wilkerson said.

When someone answers, an IRS agent

comes on the line to discuss payment.

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - Prompted

by last year's Tylenol cyanide deaths, the

House yesterday passed legislation making

it a federal crime to tamper with consumer

products.

The bill was approved in a 2^-0 vote.

Similar legislation is pending in the Senate.

Under the legislation, anyone convicted

of "maliciously tampering with consumer

products" in a way that could result in

injury or death could be sentenced up to life

in prison.

In the Chicago area last year bottles of

Tylenol, a popular over the counter

painkiller, were opened, the capsules

treated with cyanide, and the bottles

returned to store shelves. Seven people

died from taking the tainted capsules. The

crimes are still unsolved.

Numerous copycat incidents were

reported around the country in the wake of

the Chicago poisonings.

The biJl, which covers food, drugs,

cosmetics, medical devices and certain

other consumer products designed to be

ingested or consumed, also provides

penalties for making false claims that such

products have been tampered with, and for

threats and conspiracies to tamper.

Stem requests Hitler fraud charges

FRANKFURT. West Germany (AP) -
Stem magazine yesterday asked

prosecutors to file fraud charges against a

star reporter who said he found Hitler's

diaries. The magazine claimed the jour

nalist "fell into t he hands of a swindler" who

cheated Stem out of nullions of dollars.

The wife of reporter Gerd Heidemann

vigorously denied the magazine's

allegations, saying her husband had given

Stem evidence the diaries were genuine

and that hia editors told him the evidence

had been verified.

Stem, a Hamburg based newsweekly,
issued a statement yesterday saying

publisher Henri Nannen had filed a com
plaint with the state prosecutor against

Heidemann, Stem's top investigative

reporter.

Under West German law, the

prosecutor's office must investigate to

determine whether any charges are

warranted. The office made no comment
Monday.

Strike ofRJ. state employees

averted hut threat still exists

PROVIDENCE. R.I. -
The threat of an immediate

strike by half of Rhode
Island's 22.000 unionized

workers dissolved
yesterday, but union of

ficials said they would urge

rejection of the state's final

contract offer.

Officials of Council 94 of

the American Federation of

State, County and Municipal

Employees, who vowed to

strike at midnight

yesterday, said workers

would remain on the job at

least until ballots are

counted Friday.

"We will strongly

recommend they reject it."

Richard R. DeOrsey.
Council 94 executive
director, said after four

hours of on again, off again

talks with state negotiators.

But Angelo E. Azzinaro.

the state's chief negotiator,

said he was encouraged by

the union's decision to allow

its members to consider the

proposal.

Digest
By the Associated Press

Red Sox Valdez has innocent

plea filed in statutory rape case

Convict: 'Vod will punish me

for killing boy in auto crash
FRAMINGHAM - Jailed

10 years for killing Robert

Hathaway in an auto ac-

cident and for driving while

drunk and under the legal

drinking age, Deborah
Patch says she thinks of the

20 year old dead man every

day.

"You read about things

like this happening to other

people but you never believe

that it could happen to you,"

Miss Patch said in an in

ter vie w published
yesterday. "I'll have to live

with this boys death for the

rest of my life.

"

"I think of him every day.

even though I didn't know
him personally. I am afraid

God will punish me for what

I did."

Miss Patch, 21. of

Plymouth was sentenced

two weeks ago in Plymouth

Superior Court to the

Massachusetts Correctional

Institution, Framingham,

for manslaughter and

driving under the influence

of alcohol.

BOSTON - An innocent

plea was entered yesterday

for Boston Red Sox infielder

Julio Valdez, charged with

the statutory rape of a 14

year old girl who reportedly

told him she was 17.

Judge Richard Banks of

Roxbury District Court

continued Valdez' bail of

$1,000 and set a May 24 date

for the next court session in

the case. Statutory rape is

defined as having sexual

relations with a female

below the age of consent,

which is 16 under

Massachusetts law.

Valdez. a substitute

second baseman and

shortstop, was placed on the

restricted list by the Red

Sox. the club announced

yesterday. The team called

up second baseman Marty

Barrett from the Pawtuckel

Red Sox of the International

League to replace him on the

roster.
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Vicki and Larry Kikuchi of New York City are

spending part of the month at the bottom of an

Amherst. NY swimming pool. Their goal is to

smash the world record for underwater Monopo-

ly play. The current record stands at 42 days.

The Kikuchi 's and their fellow divers have logg-

ed aboutaweeks time.

Jury fails to reach verdict in

motel brawl murder trial

CAMBRIDGE - Jurors

failed to reach a verdict

yesterday after a third day

of deliberations in the trial

of four Everett police of-

ficers charged with mur-

dering a man after forcing

their way into a Chelsea

motel room last summer.

Judge Robert Barton
excused the jury for the
night at 4 p.m. aiter about
six hours of deliberations

and told them to report back
to the Middlesex Superior
Court room at 10 a.m. today.

UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
A Benefit Pops Concert

by

CLEVELAMD ^
SYMPHOPiV^f^
ORCHESTRA

and

Victor

BORGE
Conductinq plavinq and havinq fun

Wednesday. May II 8 PM
Tickets SIS. 13, II - On Sale NoW
(UMass. Hemp, Smith, MHC - Vi price)

BoK Office: Noon to 4 p.m.

(413) S4S-2SI I MasC«rcard/ViM Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall
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Todd Grove brushes up on his racquetball skills along side the Fine Arts Center
( ollrKO" pl«>t<> bv SIrtr <iall<>«*>

Professor Tolhurst dead at 70
Funeral services were held yesterday for Dr. Gilbert C.

Tolhurst, a communications disorders department

professor and an authority on the acoustics of speech, who
died after a short illness early Wednesday morning at

Franklin County Hospital in Greenfield. He was 70.

A member of the University of Massachusetts faculty

since 1971. Tolhurst also belonged to the Graduate

Research Council until last year and had served on the

Faculty Senate since 1978. He was elected as a Feltow in

the American Psychological Association that same year

after returning from a year tong Sabbatical Leave at the

University of Florida at Gainesville.

A retired commander m the U.S. Naval Reserve Medical

Service Corps. Tolhurst was the head of the Acoustic

Laboratory at the U.S. School of Aviation Medicine, and

did exten^e research on problems of voice com

munications. experimental phonetics, hearing, and

physical acoustics.

He was a member of the American Psychological

Association, the Acoustical Society of America, the

Aerospace Medical Association, the National Academy of

Science, and many other scientific organizations. He
published over 30 magazine articles and was an author of

and contributor to four books concerning speech and

hearing.

He graduated with a bachelor's degree from Weber
College in Utah in 1934. received associate's and master's

degrees at Brigham Young University in 1946. and

received his Ph.D from the Sute University of Iowa in

1948.

He leaves a wife. Jeannette (Swenson) Tolhurst and two

sons.

MARY CRESSE

Regents to pass

entry criteria
By KEVIN BOWE

( ollrman SUff

After experiencing intense opposition and undergoing a

series of rewrites and compromises, the Massachusetts
Board of Regents is expected to pass today mmimum
admission standards for the thirteen pubUc colleges and
universities in the state.

Under the proposed guidelines, which will take effect in

1987, students wishing to attend a public four year post-

secondary institution must have completed sixteen college

preparatory courses and satisfy minimum levels of a

combined SAT score and a weighted high school class rank

based on a sliding scale.

"My expectation is that we will pass the admission

standard next Tuesday." Regents Chairman James R.

Martin said last Thursday at the University of

Massachusetts' P'acuity Senate meeting.

Major opposition to the plan was led by UMass President

David C Knapp who objected to the use of SAT's and class

rank without a sliding scale. Knapp had contended that

this would have discriminated against students from
competitive high schools who do not have a good 4ass rank
but high SAT's. They would not have been accepted under
the initial plan. Since the Regents incorporated the sliding

scale, where students with low SAT's but a high class rank

and vice versa can be admitted, Knapp has announced his

support for the plan.

Under the proposal, certain categories of students would

be exempt from the admissions guidelines. All older

students, those entering college three years after they

graduated high school: students with special needs that fall

under chapter 766; educationally disadvantaged students,

those students "who may be culturally disadvantaged with

a primary language other than English" or who come from

school districts with limited course offerings; and those

students transferring from a two year community college

will be exempt from the new standards.

In order to allay the fears of minority grouos, who feel

the new standards would bar k)w income minority

students, the Regents will require all the public in-

stitutions to develop affirmative action plans to recruit

minority students.

The plan will be adopted as an interim plan. The
guidelines will be reviewed during its implementation,

which will take four years, and changes will be made where
needed, according to several members of the Regents

staff.

Female rookie cops enjoying equal treatment
By LAURIE FISHER

CaliegMii Sun

Editor't note: Tht$ it tke last [in a two

part sene$] focusing on women potice

officers.

Women rookie police officers at the

University of Massachusetts feel they are

judged not by their sex but by their ability

to perform as competent poUce officers.

UnUke older women police officers who
struggled for their equality less than 20

years ago. rookie poUce officer Linda

Piorun, 3S, said. "Sex doesn't enter into

it. An officer is a respected position.

There is not room for stereotyping."

Darlynne Dix. a recent graduate of the

Springfield Pobce Academy and a product

of regimental training, said women were

not treated any differently from men at

the academy.

"If you can't take their discipline then

you can't take the street abuse. They

pushed on our weak areas in order to

strengthen them." she said.

Dix and Piorun are the two rookies in

the department. They joined for different

reasons and have different strengths but

while on duty both said they regard

themselves as officers not as women.
Piorun said, she was brought up to

respect police officers.

"Unlike many kids today, when I was a

child, people looked to the police for help.

For this reason I regard my job as a public

service not as law enforcement," she said.

A 1978 UMass food chemistry graduate,

Piorun joined the force a year ago because

ntT j«»o as a laboratory technician for HP
Hood and Son of Springfield did not

provide contact with the public,

something she said she enjoyed after eight

years of volunteer work.

The pohce academy is the most

regimental aspect of the job's training and

is where the first dose of discipline Ls

given.

"Because of such rigid training the men
were not looking around and many did not

realize I was a woman for weeks, " Piorun

said, referring to the three months she

spent at the Massachusetts State Police

Academy.
Dix. 21. could easily be mistaken for a

student. She said she enjoys physical

activity which has a k)t to do with why she

joir the force.

"1 wanted a non stifbng job. one that

made me feel useful and gave me a pur-

pose. So far I've been satisfied," she said.

Her family was against her becoming an

officer, she said. "They worried about my
safety. No parent wants to see their kid

get hurt. They wanted me to have a

regular safe job." she said.

Realizing Dix was serious about

becoming an officer, her family became

more supportive.

"No one's parents want them to choose

a profession with obvious dangers." Dix

said.

Dix took jobs that gave her experience

in dealing with emergency situations

including being an ambulance attendant

and driver and a security guard before she

entered the Springfield academy where
she was one of six women in a class of 66.

Five Meeting articles passed
Noted media critic Epstein to lecture tonight

By MITCH ZEMEL

The fourth session of the Amherst Town
Meeting convened last night, and in the

first two hours, three articles were

dismissed.

Articles 47 and 48. both of which deal

with town elections, were dismissed for

further consideration. The former deals

with raising the number of signatures

needed for nomination to town office from

10 to 50. The selectmen want to form a

committee to look into the need to raise the

number of signatures.

The latter deals with run-off elections in

case there is not a minimum plurality

achieved by the candidate with the most

votes.

Also dismissed was the establishment of

a Tuition Revolving Account. The School

Committee recommended dismissal of this

article because the Finance Committee

informed them that the money could be

taken from the town reserve fund.

In two separate articles. $41,000 was

appropriated for Water Department

programs.
In one of these articles. $11,000 was

appropriated to purchase a tapping

machine. This machine can drill holes in a

water main without the water being shut

off. Another $5000 was appropriated for a

tractor mower so that grass can be mowed
around fire hydrants, reservoirs, and

treatment plants.

In the other article. $25,000 was ap

propriated for the reconstruction of

existing water mains on Harkness Road and

Lincoln Avenue. This reconstruction is to

be coordinated with street repairs so that

the roads need not be torn apart twice.

Three thousand dollars was appropriated

for tuition assistance in the Wildwood After

School program. This article was postponed

last week.
Three articles dealing with tax exem-

ptions were also passed. The first was a

$500 property tax exemption for the blind.

The town currently grants this exemption

to 12 property owners. The additional cost

to the town is expected to be $750.

The second raised the minimum income

and assets limits for a $500 property tax

exemptk)n for the elderly. This article

increases the number of elderly eligible for

the exemption.

The last deals with an exemption from

the motor vehicle excise tax for former

prisoners of war. Although the Finance

Committee felt that this program contains

some ambiguities, they recommended
passage of the article. Thirty-two other

states have already passed this program.

Noted author and media critic Edward
Jay Epstein will be giving a lecture on

Tupsday, May 10. 1983 at 7:30 p.m.

The free lecture will be held in nx)m
163-C of the Campus Center.

All are welcome.

Coll«inMi photo b<r Jokn l)o«r*(t(

UMass physical plant employees make the morning charge to chop

runaway grass growth down to size. It might look easy driving around

on lawn mowers but beware of unseen stones.
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SUMMER
JODS

Business seeks:

hard working
students for high

paying summer
work.

Travel opportunity.

Int*rvt«w Today
3t00 fr 7iOO

CCIloom602

363 Main St. Amherst

Large Pepperoni Pizza
for only $6.25

(2 free sodas upon request)

4-

4-

The People's Gay Alliance

presents a

Lesbian/Gay May
THURSDAY
May 12, 1983

2:30 - David Scondras

BOSTON CITY COUNCIL
CANDIDATE

7:30 - Dr. James Abel

on

Gay Health Issues

CC 905-09

FRIDAY
May 13, 1983

2:30 - Keren Guida
David Gearhart

on LESBIAN/GAY
LEGISLATIONEFFORTS
plus workshops all day
and DANCE 9-2:00

10th floor CC
Admission $2.

SATURDAY
May 14, 1983

Lesbian/Gay

Liberation March

Northampton, MA
start: 1:00 PM

Location:

Pulaski Park

Northampton

We offer the

widest choice of

programs including...

"touring • KIBBUTZ* STUDY • SPORTS •

RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
Over 50.000 students have

experienced our' Israel

Call or write lor free brochure

Israel Maizel, Kibbutz Desk Representative, will

be available all day tomorrow to meet with

students interested in going to Israel. Call

545 2526 for an appointment.

SiBinsnes*

Sessfloai

(I June 20 July)

New for Spring

V-Neck and Boat Neck

pastel sweat shirts

This SiiniintT WPI is offerinj; courses in cliemistr>',

civil cii}4inccrinj», computer science, electrical enj»i-

necrinj;. eni;ineerinj» science, humanities, manaj»e-

ment. mathematics, mechanical engineerinj; and
ph\sics. Plan now to participate.

Rej;istralion: Jn person rcf;ist rations can he made in the

Summer Session Offic c. Project C'enler, hervvcen 9 00 am
1 2 00 noon and 1 30 p m.- J :00 p m. Kegislraiion h) mail can

he matle h\ eallini; (61") 795-*>'>91 and rcqucstinj* an

applieati(m form Ilic last da\ to rej;ister witiiout a late fee is

Mav 13ih.

Tuition: Tuition for undergraduate credit is SS5().00 per

course ( 3 credit hours) or S 1 350 00 for three courses (9

credit hours).

Information: lor further information rcj»arding our

Summer Session Program, or to recjuest a catalog, please

contact Carol Garofoli at (6l7) 793-5591

10.95
your choice

C? Great

Graduation

m¥^ Worcester
Polytechnic
Institute

^^ Assorted

Spring

Colors

Many other

New Spring Styles

available

N^

<i! VNIVBRSITY
MSTORE^

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Rock 'n' roll is bad for the soul
Repent ye sinners and pass the hat,

gospel music is where its at

Rock and Roll will never die.

but all in all. it 's just a lie

So close your eyes and close your ears;

the music ofGod is what you should hear

Zeppelin, Stones, and heavy metal —
aU they are is the work of the detnl

First the sex and then the drugs

and now it's rock and roll

Bad for the body and for the mind.

but worse, they V steal your aouU

WPll, now I've heard everything. Last week at

a "fact-filled mini-seminar that included tapes

and concert footage. "

I was forced to endure,

straightfaced. the most absurd, proselytizing gibberish

I've ever heard. Sponsored by (but not necessarily

responsible for) the New Testament Fellowship, an RSO
group, this "seminar" promised to reveal the "startling

truth" about that "somebod> who is trying to brainwash

you through your stereo or cassete recorder." The poster

showed a picture of Jim Morrison and said, "No one here

gets out aJive."

"It's only r(x"k and roll, or is it?" the poster queried. Of

course! Why didn't 1 think of it. Satan; the devil, that

horned, horny wonder, has crept into the souls of our

(and our parents) most famous musical artists, causing

them to spew forth musical obscenities which have brain-

washed us into being his slaves in the never-ending con-

flict between good and evil.

"Music is not neutral." There are two distinct realms,

musically as well as religiously, according to the host of

the meeting. On the one side we have (iod and

righteousness, and on the other. Satan, darkness and sin.

The announcer quoted Jimi Hendrix as saying. "It's

possible to hypnotize people with music, and when

they're at their weakest, preach into their sub

consciousness and tell them what you want." I thought I

heard a trace of ironic hypocrisy, remembering how the

Moral Majority gets their message across. But I decided

to listen on.

Then came the part about how inspiration comes from

external forces beyond our control, that people are

"either slaves to sin or obedience." Satan is clever, the

announcer said, because he leads men to think that they

have their own ideas, stay in control of their lives, and do

things by their own initiative. "We must choose which

Lord to serve, and be used as they choose," he said. I,

with the silly beiiei in the will of the indiviouai co co.i«.rui

(in part) his destiny, thought this a bit far-fetched, but

I
listened on with bated breath.

^

The part about dope-addled musicians practicing black

magic was quite humorous, as was the "backward mask-

ing" part, where albums with satanic messages hidden in

them were "revealed." And then that horribly godless

album by Earth, Wind and Fire which showed all

religious symbols of the world together, as if they were

all as "official" as Christianity. EWF lead singer.

Maurice White, received attention for his comments that,

"All religions are alike, all Gods are one and Jesus is just

another teacher and prophet." I then thought about the

announcers monologue that "Christianity is the only true

faith in relation to God. the creator of the human race." I

felt bad about those 80 percent "heathens" of the world

who haven't been saved, or don't even know what Chris

tianity is. The expression "Trying to corner the market

on God" popj)ed into mv head for some reason.

But now the lecture became more interesting. The ver-

bal vomit about devils with stratocasters has evolved into

a diatribe on religion versus the individual. "What direc-

tion is your life going in. and what music do you listen

to?" our host queried. Could it l)e he was taking advan-

tage of our insecurities as college students? The l)ook he

gave me said that "Church and school get boring. .so you

go out cruising and b<K)zing.. drugs, and maybt* sex, and

most of all, you party. For what? You still end up down;

you still feel the rejection, guilt and loneliness. Life is

supposed to be free — so why do you feel like a

prisoner?"

Alas. Now I could explain those all-too-human emo-

tional downs that come with the uncertainties of chance.

I've been on The Wrong Side! The freedom of choice, and

its inherent responsibilities have kept me down.

"Nothing attempted, nothing lost," was what he seemed

to be telling me, and I finally saw the light. In the past.

"People have tried everything to find the meaning of life

and nothing has worked - analysis, self-help programs,

drugs, meditation, mystical religions, etc." and none

have satisfied the deepest spiritual needs of man." I

could relate to this, because I've tried lots of these, and

I'm not perfectly happy!

So here I was. still questioning the man who would

later preside over my spiritual rebirth. His book told me
that "You will only add to your sorrow and anxiety by

trying to overcome these evil forces by your own human

effort." 1 am now one of those who "in simple, childlike

faith were set free." Free from responsibility. I am now

at the mercy of my Creator. I hope he passes us this

semester, 'cause I really need the grades. And I hope he

gets us a job for the summer — I'm broke.

Josh Meyer w a Collegian columnist

Letters^
Prof, clarifies S. Africa position

To the Editor:

At the May 5th Faculty Senate meeting I moved to

recommit the resolution on South Africa, and because the

May 6th Collegian story on the Senate action did not fully

explain this motion and its intent, I wish to clarify further.

First, I was, and remain, strongly committed to the intent

of the resolution as a means of expressing our moral

outrage over the system of apartheid in South Africa. A
motion to recommit is made by one favoring the issue on

the floor but wishing to have further comnuttee

deliberation. Second, I had hoped that with the resolution

recommitted, the Rules Committee in the two weeks prior

to the final Senate meeting of the year would study it anew

and work out some wording so as to preserve the long

standing scholastic tradition of free contact and exchange

of knowledge and ideas everywhere. In seeking to combat

the absence of freedom in a repressive political system we

should be careful, it seems to me. not to impinge upon

other freedoms, as in this case, academic freedom. If, for

example. South Africa were the best or only spot on Larth

from which to observe a rare comet or eclipse, would we
have done the right thing to deny our scholars the financial

opportunity to take part in its observations?

In a larger sense, what of the South African black

community itself? If black South Africans have little or no

hope internally, then what does this closing circle of

isolation imposed by the outside world do to their

aspirations? Should they be abandoned?

My motion to recommit, however, was not voted upon

by the Senate. Having failed in this effort but nonetheless

in favor of the resolution's basic intent, I then voted for the

resolution.

Prof. Edwin Gere
Political Science

Scaind off with ycair

letters to the editor!!

Ed King gets

the last laugh
The Class of 1983 has not exactly had the best

of luck. When they entered the University of

Massachusetts in the fall of 1979, another freshman

of sorts was entering the State House as Massachusetts'

new governor. The next four years were not the bed of

roses most hoped for. The budget was cut to the bare

bones. Professors and administrators left the University

in hopes of finding letter pay. ('lasses bec-ame grossly

overcrowded. Buildings fell apart. To some of us it l(K)ked

as though the entire university was crumbling before our

eyes. Although Ed King wasn't the sole reason for this

deterioration, (the legislature also played Russian roulette

with this campus), while governor he played a large part in

*.he decay of higher education here at UMass.

John F. Hudson
So now, how does the Board of Trustees react U) his past

ways? What do you give to a man who never visited the

University and talked to students? A man who oversaw

the wholesale reorganization of the state's higher educa-

tion system, a reorganization which many rightly claim

has hurt the overall quality of a college education here at

UMass. Give that man an honorary degree!

That's right an honorary degree. As usual, the isolated

administrators in that ivory tower we call Whitmore have

reacted with the vengeance and strength of an eight year-

old child. Has the administration forgotten Kd King's

reign of terror? "Daddy" Trustee insists that UMass give

a degree to a man who inflicted more damage on this cam-

pus in four years than any other governor in rei-ent

history. Sadly, the administration has elected to roll over

and quietly play dead. Mums the word until Commence-

ment Day when Duffy. Field, Madson, et al will extol the

virtues of this "great" man on the stage in Alumni

stadium.

If you are able to get through in Whitmore and find out

why such a horrendous decision was made, the answer for

King's choice remains the sante — tradition. According tt>

protocol the outgoing governor is presented with an

honorary degree by the university the year of his or her

departure. So much for tradition. Suddenly it seems like

an unpleasantly obsi^ene woni.

Some i»f the lowerclassmen may not be aJ>le to unders-

tand why a senior such as myself is up in arms over a sim-

ple honorary* degree. After all he isn't the main s|)eaker.

Don't worry - the legacy of Ed King is just down the road

for those in the midst of a I'Mass education.

"Mums the word until Commenx'ement

Day when Duffey, Field, Mad,son et ai will

extol the virtues of this 'great' man...
"

Take the Board of R^nts. for example Any and all

decisions concerning jKilicy must meet with the approval

of this omnipresent body. Yet it is hardly representative.

()f fifteen members, only one is a woman. No blacks or

hispanics serve on the board. No meml>ers hail fn»m the

public education sector. And the chairman. James Martin

has characterized the open meeting law as "...the curse of

the Board of Regents." He said that he found the idea of

granting scholarship aid to financially strappe<l students,

"reprehensible." He even went so far as to characterize

himself as a "son-of-a-bitch" and explained since the long

range plan is already s|)elled out for all state schools,

"...you (students) lieed not l)other coming to our

meetings." Forget that the man has the charisma of a rag-

ing bull and the charm of a runaway tractor trailer. Ed

may be gone, but his appointments live on. It is not «>nly

the seniors who should be appalled at the fact that Pier 4*s

most popular lobster customer is receiving a degree.

On Saturday. May 28th, everyone will be smiling, the

sun will be shining and parents applauding — it will simply

be a lovely day for the University. Except if you hapf)en to

be a student. Through all the hoopla and excitement most

students will realize that all is not right. The pungent

aroma of hypocrisy, of weakness, of vacilliation will be in

the air. It's already beginning to smell on this campus, a

smell of elitism and total disregard for students needs,

student input and respect for the consumers of education,

the ones who supposedly matter the most on this campus.

As a senior I'm disgusted but not .surprised. After four

years, some things at UMass still haven't changed.

John F. Hudson (%V is the Collegian Executive Editor

Letters Policy

All letters must be sigrn^d and include the

writer's address and telephone number, which

will not be published. Please type double

spaced at 67 characters per line. Due to space

limitations and the volume of mail, we regn^et

we are unable to acknowledge unpublished

letters. All letters are subject to editing for

clarity and Ungth.
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bting your books to:

The Textbook Annex
May 19-21, 23

9:00-4:00

I.D. Required
These are some of the books we will be buying

ilUNlYERSITY TEXTBOOKSTORED ANNEX

Title

Plant Propagation

Hist, of Ital. Ren. Art

Neurophy Concepts in Hum. Beh.

Analysis of Vertebrate Structure

Digital Systems

Intro to Operations Research

Sociology & the Human Experience

History of Art

Invitation: French

Intro to Math Stat and Appl.
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Three is a crowd
COMPANY
By George Furth
Music by Stephen Sondheim
Directed by Dennis J. Wemm
May 11-14

Rand Theater. FAC

By MERIDETH FARNHAM

Company, is an interesting musical. It is about a con-

firmed bachelor. Robert (Lawrence M. Devine), who is

constantly in the company of his married friends. His

friends, worried about his supposed lonely life, are con-

stantly pestering him about committing himself to

marriage. Robert in turn is in a confused state of mind as to

what he really wants. As stated in the play's program,

"Marriage has many pains... but celibacy has no pleasures."

Robert is not celibate of course, he has the company of

three girls." April (Lisa Carroll) the oddball airline

hostess, Kathy (Mary K. Jennings) "who is just the best,"

and Marta (Veronica M. Smith) " who is fun to be with." All

three women, vastly different, are frustrated and confused

over Roberts intentions as shown in the hearty rendition

of "You Could Drive a Person Crazy."

Although the ending was just a tad confusing. I think

Robot discovered a few things about marriage and his life

in general. I think he realized the good things that person

can get from marriage, but I also think he was tired of

being reminded of his lonely life. When all the married

couples show up at his apartment to throw him his yearly

and always expected "surprise" birthday party, he doesn't

come home. His friends get the hint and bk>w out the

candles on the cake, making the wish for him.

Lawrence Devine did well in his role of Robert. I think

his Ulents lay more in the acting area than in the singing

and dancing area though. His excellent acting ability was

obvious as he showed us the confused emotions of Robert.

His facial expressions during the various scenes were

perceptive and fun to watch. He k>oked as though he was

enjoying himself.

The rest of the cast did well portraying their characters

too. The musical numbers were fun to watch although it

was sometimes hard to hear them smging, over tlie or-

chestra.

Cindy Winsky (Sarah) and Russell R. Greene (Harry)

were fun to watch, especially during their judo scene.

Winsky was the perfect nag and she has a singing voice

that was a joy to listen to.

Robert M. Curtiss (Peter) and Christine SUples (Susan)

were the interesting couple that got a quickie divorce in

Mexico and then stayed together, because they had more

fun being single together. Curtiss seemed too stiff and ill at

ease with his role. Staples though, was a wonderfully

irritating Southern belle.

Jennifer Daniels (Jenny) and David Marks (David) were

the typical middle class couple who, although they were a

bit conservative, enjoyed trying new things such as

^o^^/mc^

/^e^
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For the eighth year in a row, the UMass Art Depar--

tment will present a live art performance. "Primavera"

will be exhibited, or to be more precise, performed at

8:00 p.m. on May 10, in Hampden Theater. Southwest.

John Grilk), a UMass Art Department professor, will

serve as Master of Ceremonies of this rather unusual

performance. An art performance is an experiment of

placing art in theater. Students are taken out of the

dassroom to compose their own experiences which they

create in an environment that they will construct in the

theater.

The combination of materials, music and words

produce live art pieces that will range from the real to the

absurd. The series of art pieces will explore subjects such

as '4000 Years of Art in 3 Minutes " and "Cymbolism."

This performance not only involves the cast, but the

audience as well. In fact, members of Ia.st years audition

have now become part of this years performance. For a

fun and entertaining evening out, come be part of

"Primavera" in Hampden Theater.

For further details. caU 546-4809.

Mary Jennings as Kathy in the University Ensemble production of Company.

snwking a joint. Daniels did a wonderful job portraying the

misunderstood Jenny, she has a good sense of timing and

she received a number of laughs from the audience.

Nancy J. Weglowski (Amy) and Alan D. Ball (Paul) were

the cute couple who were getting married after many

years of living together. Both Wegtowski and Ball dki well

in their roles and they were fun to watch, especially during

their pre marriage scene.

Lynne Randall (Joanne) and Robert Daigle (Larry) were

the wealthy and hip couple who after going to dinner and to

the opera, end up at a disco. Daible was the perfect middle

aged man trying to be younger. Randall was great to watch

as the harsh and realistic Joanne, especially during her

energetic rendition of "Ladies who Lunch."

Lisa CarroU. Mary Jennings and Veronica Smith all did

well portraying the three women in Robert "s life. Carroll

was good as the ditsy April and the audience seemed to

enjoy listening to her sing "Barcelona." Smith did OK as

Marta. but her rendition of "Another Hundred People"

seemed an ocUve too high for her. Jennings was as good ss

Kathy and her dance number "Tick Tock" was both

energetic sad a good example of her dancing ability.

Though Company attempts to be an entertaining and

thought provoking, its subject matter seems more ap-

propriate for the Seventies than the Eighties. I think its

appeal woukl have been more appropriate for an older

audience and an older cast. Although the show has many
flaws, it is worth seeing if just for the set alone.

Dance concert worth the wait
FIVE COLLEGE FACULTY
DANCE CONCERT
Thursday, May 5

Theater 14. Smith College

By JULIE PROCOPIOW
raUcffiMSUfl

Anticipation, Anticipation

It's making me wait.

It '$ keeping me waiting. .

.

Carly Simon

Thursdays opening night performance of the Five

College Faculty Dance Concert in Smith College's Theater

14 could easily have inspired Carly Simon to write this

song. When the show sUrled. almost one half hour late. I

expected to get what I had waited so long for. knowing the

full potential of the department's staff...and I did!

EUich of the eleven pieces were choreographed by sUff

members of the Five College Dance Department and

performed by a superior class of student dancers. Con

tributing to the show's excellence was the great variety of

dance styles selected for the performance. The styles

ranged from modem dance to African dance and included a

classical ballet piece, which proved a refreshing change.

"Collection." choreographed by UMass' Andrea

Watkins. started off the show and was enhanced by the

music of Randy Newman. The piece was composed of seven

brief parts that varied in style; some were more humorous

than others. Dressed in red and white leotards and shorts,

the seven dancers, two men and five women, performed

the complicated dance combinations with apparent ease.

The second piece, entitled "Family Portrait," was

choreographed by Richard Jones. This engaging piece of

work explored the inner grief of three generations of

women over the loss of their husbands. Accompanied by

the music of Mozart, the three dancers moved with

strength and feeling, causing the audience to suffer with

them the pain that they were going through. The piece was

quite original and needless to say exceptionally movmg.

This piece of somber expression was followed by

'MounUin Sun Stream." a light and airy jubilant dance

choreographed by Andrea Watkins. The background was

light blue and could easily have resembled either a stream

or the sky that provides a home for the mountain sun.

Donned in light blue leotards, the three female dancers

flitted around the stage to the music of Johann Strauss

taking on the characteristics of water nymphs.

"Mandiani," the dance of celebratwn of the Bambara

peoples of the Old Mali Empire, came next. Choreographed

by African dancer Eno Washington, the dance involved

only a drummer who played the traditional music <d

Bamidele Osunrurea and Eno Washington himself. His

excited jumps and turns on stage characterized dance of

the Afncan people and greatly entertained a number of

people who had never before experienced this kind of

dance.

The first intermission followed without failing to keep

the audience in a state of anticipation for the rest of the

show. "Triolet." by Hannah C. Wiley, sUrted off the

second part of the show. The use of three musicians (a

celloist, violinist, and pianist) who played the music d
Schubert added a nice touch to the performers' effect. The

piece was a delightful show of six dancers, three men and

three women, dressed in light brown frock like costumes

who practically waltzed to the manuet style music.

Val Ondes' "Musing" was next and portrayed a lone

dancer on stage all in black, with the contemporary music

of Paul Hindemith accompanying her. Ruth Ptotkin gave

an interesting performance, combining different forms of

ballet in her brief solo.

"Dances of Isadora Duncan" provided an interesting

change in mood, with the dancers resembling nymph like

creatures of the woods. "Les Sylphides," a well known

classical ballet piece utilizing the music of Chopin, im-

mediately followed. The dancers did an exceptional job and

it was obvious that a great amount of work was put into the

piece.

The second intermission, which was simply too tong,

kept the audience waiting with a great degree of im-

patience. The third set finally began with "Character Class

Concert," a comical sequence involving eight dancers in a

mock dance class.

Eno Washingtons second piece, "Good Morning

HearUche," foltowed. A dance for SeU, which was a

moving work composed in memoriam of Seta Rampersand.

Kayla Schwartz and Hugh Manheim performed the piece

with a sensitivity strong enough to move the audience as

well.

The last piece, "Bolero," by Richard Jones was ex-

ceptional and by far the most powerful of all. The dance

started off with the five dancers rising from a prone

position on the fkKw; the music of Ravel built up to a

sensual climax as the dancers concluded the performance

in frenzied improvisatwn that enhanced the tone of chaos

and disorder.

Despite the bothersome delays of the evening, I

definitely got what I had waited (and waited and waited)

for! The concert will be performed again May 13 and May

14 at Amherst College's Kirby Theater at 8:00 p.m. Don't

miss it!
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Red Barn Steakhouse
629 Belchertown Rd. Rt 9. Amherst

GRAND OPENING MAY i i

Dinner served M-Sat 4-10

& Sunday 12-10

Complimentary glass of wine

with dinner.

TUESDAY

TWO FOR ONE
oil liquor drinks

Still 11

with

music by

RACK-A-DISC

MO COVEN

ENGINEERING STUDENTS

If you're a senior or second semester junior

and have a 2.5 GPA in electrical engineer-

ing, you might qualify for the Air rorce Col-

lege Senior Engineering program (CSEP).

CSEP members are paid nearly $1,000

per month during their senior year!

Your commitment is 4 /ears as a commsis-

sioned officer on the Air Force Aerospace

Engineering Team after graduation and

completion of the three month Officer

Training School If you want to be pari of

the leading edge of technology

CHECK US OUT'ii

call Technical Sergeant
Art Courtmanche at

^
413785 0352

/r ^^

A ^rtf wot o'^'<

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip— any size group— cal' jr visit us

for a price quotation No obligation- it will hi jlt

^ , ^ pleasure to quote you Oir
•-'vX..-^.akr economical r9»e«i Iv^

^VA*"^
CHARTEH SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini buses • School buses • Hotel Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For

Information Call 781-3320

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula'* notices. Priority will be

given to UMass organizations.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD - All

members and other participants are invited to attend a
wine and cheese party to celebrate this last meeting of the

semester. Please come, and chat, and enjoy yourself. 5

p.m., Faculty Club.

COMMITTEE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS AND
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM MEETING - Join us to

discuss the semester's work and make summer plans. We
will have wine and cheese. 6:30 p.m., CC 902.

EDWARD JAY EPSTEIN LECTURE - Media critic

Edward Epstein, author of Neu>8 From Nowhere and Bet-

ween Fact and Fiction will be giving a lecture this evening.

The lecture is free and open to the public. 7:30 p.m., Cam-
pus Center 163-C.

ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN PEACE? - Speech by Pro-

fessor Daniel Amit of Hebrew University, a leading Israeli

Peace Activist, on "Prospects for Israeli-Palestinian

Peace." 8 p.m., Unitarian Society, 220 Main St., Nor-

thampton.

"^MArrud"! Mr- <t Sprinqtield MA
General Ottice A Charier Service: 783-0211

1m I ^ n MA 1 80CI i^'.' Ot'9
'

363 Mam .It Amherat
256-8587

Soap Opera
SpMial

11:30 am - 7 pm
SmaU

2 item pizza
CnayM.QQ

Try
The

Collegian ^0^'^^
Classifieds "T^^ ^

SGI-TEGH

BOOKSALE
/o

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high-ieve
scientific and techncai Pooks from
leading puPiishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicme,
mathematics engineering, computers
and more Vour savings range
from a tremendous 65% fo an
unpeiievapie 90%

Located on

Special Sale Tables

in our

Trade Book Dept.
IHI

^.UNIVERSITY
STORE*
Open M-F9-5 Sat 11-4 ^

APPLICATIONS
are novv being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
positions:

Associate Managing Editors (5),

Associate Executive Editor. Associate Sports
Editor, Associate News Editors (2). Associate Arts
Editor. Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black
Affairs Editor. Associate Photo Editor. Assistant

Photo Editors (4), Day News Editors (3). Copy
Editors (5), Layout Technicians (5), Librarian,

Drivers. Training Coordinator,
Cable News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18
Apply in person to Rm. 113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Vl%

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone
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Scroo By Dan DeBellis

CROSSWORD
Mifed b> Margaret larrar and Trude Jaffe
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After the Fall By R. Miller

ACROSS
1 Blue colors

6 Parcels out

12 Caplstranobird

14 Colorful bird

16 Lethargic

17 Ma)oret»e, for one

18 Hill dweller

19 Bank personnel

21 Genetic letters

22 Itinerary abbr

23 US painter John

24 High; Prefix

25 Sort, in Nice

28 Musician's need

29 Winter hazard

30 Guaranteed
32 • Folly"

Alaskan
peninsula

34 tin tin

35 House^Cldgod
36 Shakespeare's

specialty

40 Leg bones
44 Gum and ginkgo

45 Historic time

47 Treat ore

48 Characteristic

49 Pipe lines

51 Ziegteld, to

friends

52 Movie, in a way
53 Holyrood and

others

55 Crag
56 "Flower "of

the sea

58 Relative of

platinum

60 Another colorful

bird

61 Young birds of

prey

62 Garden dormice

63 Prefixes meaning
Chinese

DOWN
1 Samplers
2 KindotRRs
3 Reached ones

destination

4 Inamoratas

5 Burgeoned
6 Seems
7 Assimilate
8 Porsena,

king in Roman
legend

9 Wood sorrel

10 Preschooler

11 Sweet smelling

12 Rare

13 Unruly

15 Venomous
snakes of Asia

20 Mauna
24 Morning wakener,

British style

26 Lathe worker

27 Lake Indians

29 Uses a mop
31 Within; Prefix

33 Actor Wallach

36 nothing

37 Certain number
38 Part of the

Tertiary Age
39 Fur hunters

40 Whims
41 Southpaws
42 At full speed
43 Occasions of

thunder and rain

46 Creek

49 French painter

50 Caravansary

53 Kind of stick

54 Authenticate,

in away
57 Spoil

59 Post office

dept
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WEATHER

Today, partly U) mostly

cloudy, ('hance of a few

showers, highs in the 50s.

Mostly cloudy tonight,

lows 35 to 45, Tomom)w,
partly sunny, highs 55 to

60.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH

• Cheeseburger. Spaghetti

• with Ciarden Vegetables

; BASICS LUNCH
• Bean Burgers. Spaghetti

• with Garden Vegetables

•

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing.

Gravy, (Tanl)erry Sauce,

Frank Reul>en

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rice Casserole,

Roast Turkey/Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Attention

GoUegian staff

Important meeting

7:30 p.m. Wednesday

Topics of discussion include

course credit

election grrievances

and possible

reworking of the constitution
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FACES EXPERIMENT
IaU rhosE who pARTicipATEd In

'rhE fACIaI EXpRESsiVENESS EXpERi-

iMENT Last semester can now see

IrliEiR phoToqRAphs! SiqN-up

shEETS ARE ON tIiE FoURtIi FloOR

ioF TobiN. Come soon.

Henry Bennett

TONIGHT

fITCHERT

Southwood townehousa. 2 bdrm. excep

tionally we<l kept, pool, tennis, cheap.

546-6705

Sun. summer. Amhervt Center. $115 in-

cludes evervthingi 2 bedrooms furnished

549^)306

Rolling Green 1 bedroom 2 BR apt air

cond, pool, on bus route. 1 or 2 persons

negotiable 256 0620

Amherat Center summer sublet, 5

bedroom house, center of town, quiet loca

tion 128/per + util 542 2147 or 542 4237

avail 6M
Puffton Villege 3 bedroom furnished

vheap rent call Kim or Monica 549-4736

SUMMER SUBLET W/FAU OPTION

Brittany Manor apt summer sublet with

fall option 2 bed rm good cond call Jay,

Jenna. Louise at 25&8388 reasonable price

too

TAKE OUR HOUSE. PLEASE

Nice house on South Pleaaant St. For

summer sublet 2 bedroom Completely fur

nished. Cable TV. Huge backyard. Next to

bus stop Available June 1 Sept 1 Call

Jim or Andy at 253-2247 ^^^__
THE CAFE AT QUIDO'S

Cape Cod thia aummer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY'S BACKROOM, Hyan

nis, Massachusetts. Decadent dnnks, ter

rific times, happier hours.

TO SUBLET

Wonderful, luxurloue, coiy 4 bedroom
apt to aublet with fall option. This

sounds like your apartment, well it can be

your apartment for summer all you have to

do is call Jay or Rich at 666-7574. Price is

very reasonable. Very.

Near Colonial Villege. third floor semi-

studio, share kitchen and t)ath on second.

unfurnished 175 mo includes electricity

253 3338 evenings

Amheret Center 4 people wanted for apt

females pref porch 253 5106

Puffton 2 bedrooms available for sum-

mer $100 monthly per room 549 1092

Sunny 2 bdrm June 1 Aug 31 $295/nrK>

> elec 256 8027 early aft or after mid

Brandywine 1 bedroom apt furnished

June 1 - Sept 1 549 5825

Summer Housing 2 min from Cempua
120 per month or 300 per summer call Betsy

or Bretta 549-0174 549 6823

Room for rent in Sunderland House
Beautiful yard, dish b clothes washer
$160/month plus utilities 549-1218

2 bdrm apartment in house 5 min walk to

dwntn Amherst furnished nice yard near

courts & pool cable 325 + or BO 256-8947

August rent freel

Townehouse Apta for the summer; 3
bedroom apt, or rooms available. Air condi-

tioned, fully furnished, 1 mile from campus,
on bus route call Liz at 549-0307

Female roommete needed to sublet
cheap fall opt 666-7503 keep tryingi

Summer aublet wanted share Presiden-

tial apt fum rent nag 549-0696

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
»330/month 666-3097

Colonial Village June 1 Aug 31 call

253 5288

Townhouse apta 3 bedrooms furnished

rent negotiable call 549-6709 or 546-9589

Tuesday, May 10, 1983 Tuesday, May 10, 1983 Collegian ii

PERSONALIZED

STYLE HAIRCUTS

$7.00
(with this coupon only)

$1 0.00 with SMampoo & Blow Dry

$11^0 Long Hair

expires 5/30/83

I

i.^..
VA

Please Call for an Appointment

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive Amherat, MA 549-5610

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS

FOR GRADS OR THOSE
WITHIN 18 MONTHS
OF GRADUATION

If you're looking for responsibility, take a look at today's Navy

Supply Corps. As a Supply Corps Officer, you are the Navy's

business manager, specializing in finance, transportation, in-

ventory control and other fields of Supply logistics. We offer

fully paid training programs with a salary range of $17,800 to

start and over $28,000 within four years. Other benefits in-

clude:

• 30 days paid vacation each year

• Free medical and dental coverage
• Low-cost life insurance
• non-contributory retirement plan

• Tax-free allowance
• paid post-graduate educational opportunities

Positions require that you have a superior academic record,

have a BS/BA or be within 18 months of your degree, be less

than 34 years old (federal regulation) and can pass our physical

and aptitude examinations. If you meet these basic re-

quirements, you may be qualified to be one of thd best, fo'

more information, call collect:

Navy Management Programs
(518) 462 6119

Sublet 6/1 to 9/1 2 bdrm Towr>6house apt

furnished North Amherst $300 ^ 549-3819

Looking to get rid of a No Amherst 3

bedroom apt forever take it for the summer
and pay less than 2 months rent walk to

campus call Karen 549-1377

Brandywine apt open for summer sublet

rent negotiable 546-6349

Sublet w/fall option 1 t>edrm apt Triangle

St. Amherst 285 mo availa6/1 549 5615

Townehouse 2 bedroom fully furnished

June Aug rent neg 549-4781

Beautifully located two bedroom Mill

Hollow apt call 549-1177 280 w/fall option

4 bedroom house by Puffers Pond with

fall option 549-4547

Fully furnished Townehouse ept for

summer sublet price negotiable 549-5848

Summer sublet fall option two bedrm
apt Brittany Manor call Chris 253-7961

Two bedroom Presidential Apt sumnner
sublet w/fall option ten min walk to cam-
pus 549-6154

Summer sublet with fall option 2 bdrm
apt Brittany Manor $420 per mo + elec

heat inci 256-861

1

2 br apt fall opt, 10 min walk to campus
woodstv rent negot 549-01 12 after 5

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bdrm Nor-

thwood Apt DW & D, carpeting, AC, pool,

laundry, bus route, HW included, cable,

$315.00+ /mth call Rose or Doreen
666-4096

2 large bedrooms available in Amherst
Center apt H mile from campus fall option
Laura or Sue 253-9567 nights

Call ue quick to summer sublet 3 bdrm
Puffton Apt rent 1 , 2 or 3 bdrms an>azingly

llv furnished I tennis courto BBall

Excellent apt 2 Irg txirms new carpet &
floors balcony 666-2081

Summer sublet fall option Southwood
for three females pool, tennis, heat includ-

ed South Amherst bus call 253 9924

courts first come first serve call ASAP:
Randi 549-4460 Sheryl 549 6030 or Shari

549^1215

Fearing St 3 rms in 4 t)drm apt 2 w/fall opt
549-5619

Cheapl Comfortable two t>edroom apart-

rr>ent Brandywine for summer call evenings
549 5959 or 546^5308

WANTED

Class Rings. Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS. TAPES
545-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

message)

Aren't those old baaeball cards just col

lecting dust? Collect cash for them
546^8583

Wanted Records - cash or trade call

Dyr>amite records 584-1580

WANTED TO RENT

Quiet senior seeks room in Amherst
house w/basement starting 9/1/83 ex-

ceilent cook 253-2756

2 or 3 bedroom apt in Puffton/N. Amherst
for summer and fall starting 6/1. Call

546-9987 evenings

WATERBED

The ultimate in waterbeds. Queen size

waterbed less than 1 year old. Includes

sheets, headboard, heating unit and
pedestal. Price negotiable. Call Jay at

886-7574

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoMegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline .s 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FPfct

APARTMENT FOR RENT

$250/summer/room 4-rooms near pool,

volley ball. Poor Dicks, summer w/fall

available 253-3851

APT. FOR FALL

3 bed. apt. for fall take one bed now or

j
ust one bed for sum. $175. -h 584-5045

AUTO FOR SALE

Convertible - 1969 Ford Galaxie runs well

$300 or BO call 253-7221 after 5

1980 Toyota Ceiica five speed air condi-

tioning AM/FM sufjerb engine dependable

$5700 549 6923

71 Toyota great buy! I $300 best offer Nate

253 9015

1973 Chevy Bel Air runs beautifully, AC,

super stereo some rust $650/ BO 253 9467

1980 Chevy Monza 4 speed, sunroof,

dependable, excellent gas mileage, very

good condition . BO call 253-7779

1973 Buick Electra good condition new
engine $700 or BO 549 4136

Pontiac Grand Prix, 76. T roof, power

windows, breaks, steering. All black. Runs

weil & in good condition. BO. 6-9660 Aamir

1977 B210 Datsun 4 door, 4 cyl standard,

good mileage h condition $1800.00 call

after 4:30 pm 247 5431

BELLYGRAMSII

Delivered by professional bellydiinear

for nfK>st unusual gift. Thereza, 253-7822

BRITTANY MANOR FOR FALL

2 bdrm apt avail for June sublet w/fall op-

tion. First come first serve. 253-9409

CAPE COD BOUND?

Mature couple wanted to rent room at

Cape Cod for the summer. JUne 19 to Aug
31, South Orleans Mass. Large rooms,

deck, fireplace, close to t>each. Call

367-2606 or 549 5829

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL

W. Yarmouth. Hyannis. Dennis: Largest

inventory of studios, 1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom
units; Direct from owners. 1-617-528-8300

or 1-617 771 2233

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Disc)Ockeys guaranteed student

functions 256-0719

FOR RENT

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho weteome
applications from single grads and
undergrads including freshmen and
sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church

for more information about this Christian

ministryhouse caM 5^ 3596j)r 2566691

Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6

k)edrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer -dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $157/mo > util call

666^4803 _____.^
3 bedroom apt new, huge, center of

town. Available June 1 with fall option. Call

after five 549-0477

1 bedroom in Mill Hollow Apts available

Sept cal^Bruce 549_0437 , 545 0528

Squire Village 2 bedroom townhouse
1 % baths AC pool bus dishwasher summer
w/fall option 665 3281

1 bedroom apartment avail June 1 w/fall

option walking distance to campus
549-4063 after 6 prri

Beautiful Brandywine bedroom for sum
mer fall option for responsible female

549 1463

One bedroom apt in Presidential startir^

June 1. 290/mo -t- utilities 549-5175

RENT FREE pay $310/ month for 2 months

get third month's rent free 2 bedroom apt

Northwood Apts w/*all option 665 3577

FOR SALE

BSR 60 watt speakers, great sound ex-

cellent condition three-way. $130.00 or t)est

offer 256-8697

1980 Vespa Motorscooter P125. Only 750

miles. 100 -K mpg. $1000. Call 467-9046

Double bed with wooden platform, two
wooden bureaus. $140 or BO call Linda

549-0307

Refrigerator for sale 5 cu. ft. works great

call 546-4763

Ricoh SOOGX 36mm camera with sun-

packjutoJlash^7q_call_An^^

Titleist woods, beautiful cond, 1, 3, 4, 5

$90.00 call Tony 256-6863

Jensen 6x9 and 5" car speakers 6 8638

$20. $10.

Atari 800 Comp. $398 or BO Diask drive

$349 Franklin Ace & Drive $799 546-8638

EUROPE - Cheap round trip ticket June 3 -

Aug 13 must sell 549-4780

Ultimate Apple II & system with printer,

modem, 80 columns, extensive software

call 546-7122 evenings

FOUND

Waterproof Timex watch found May 5th

at production of HAIR call 546-4881

HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU

One large bedroom in t}eautiful Rolling

Green apartment utilities included pool

June 1 to August 31 best offer keep trying

Denise 253-5356 Laurie 546-5407

HELP WANTED

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80's: Sumnw
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and

citizen lobby building on consumer and en-

vironmental issues HRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1-80 952 7478

Looking for experienced restaurant

help for Cape restaurant. Also landscaping

maintenence call 253-5482

The SGA Treasurer's Office is now hiring

for two FMDSitions for the summer and fall:

SGA Controller and Treasurer's Assistant.

Accounting and office work experience is

essential. Pickup applications at the

Treasurer's Office, 407 SUB. Deadline is

May 11 We are an AA/EEO employer

SGA PRESIDENTS OFFICE offers in

terns indep. studies, and credits working

on research and advocacy of educational &
social concern to students. Affirmative Ac-

tion Employer Rm 406E SUB 545 0341

Experienced reliable childcare sought

for 3% yr old 3 5 afternoons a wk call

Carolyn 253 3162

CcTlegian Drivers' positions svailable

for Fall '83 Must have car, morning hours

free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor

tunity employer _^

GREENPEACE. The international en

vironmental organization seeking summer
help for outreach fundraising Help save

endangered species, preserve the marine

environment and end the arms race Hrs 2

pm 10 pm Pay 140 200 wk Campus Center

Interviews Tues May 10 CC 901 10 am
•noon & 1 pm 4 pm or call 253-7282 10-5

Cook for Fraternity starts next fall more
info call 546 1452 after 7 pm

Summer Jobs promoting ecology, safe

energy and consumer rights MASSPIRG
the state s largest public interest organiza

tion has summer and permant staff posi-

tions available for public education and fin-

draising, will tram. $150 250/wk. For inter-

views^call 256 6434_2 5 prn

fhe^OSU Boerd of Governors is ac

cepting applications for its eleven paid

coordinator positions for fall Applications

are available in 817 CC due May 12 We are

an AA/ EEO employer

Summer Jobs: Two assistants for plant

pathology department. Full time. Contact

Daniel Cooley 545 2289

Summer jobs all majors 1100/mt plus

scholarships for leaders Apply now start

when you want 1 203 569 8202

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate Psychology Student doing

thesis research on coping with genital

herpes. If you have genital herpes, please

call 549 1091 after 600 pm

HOUSES FOR RENT

4 bedrooms in Northampton for Sept. 5

bedrooms in Hadley for summer, 4

l)edrooms in Amherst for summer, perhaps

Sept option. Skibiski Realtors 584 3428

LOST

Gold necklace lost at a DC Brandywine

party night of April 23. Reward 546-6237

Gold watch inscription on back. $25

reward 546-9725

T-Square loat in Machmer or the Student

Union or somewhere in between or neither

of these places. I need it t>efore finals or I'm

screwed. If found please contact Andy at

253 2247

Lost gold pen with engraving near South

Hills grass area very sentimental please call

Tammy 253-3062

PERSONALS

Jill Amiga Mia! Buenos Cumpleanos! Con
todo, Minda

It's not too late

Return your Course and
Teacher Evaluation forms

to Rm 420, St. Union

M.S.E. That's my last final too. I'm psych-

ed to party. You know my #, it's in the

book. Glenn

Cape Cod Jason Dennisport free season

passes pickup at Blue Wall

LESBIAN/GAY MAY DAY - Friday May
13, 1983 speakers, workshops, dance and

more. For further information call The Peo-

ple's Gay Alliance at 5 0154 or see the ad

elsewhere in this paper

Free Trained Lesbian/Gay Peer
Counselling, referral MTuThF 4-8 pm
^33SU 545^2645

Banned in 30 Countries
Night of the Living Dead

Wednesday May 11

4, 7, 9. 11

sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha

Larry Cox
Hair

When I gave you that letter at

meant to add something: 6 9205, SS

"PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVFCE

Dissertations, theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5 0392.

584 7924 Nancy.

PUPPY

One adorable puppy is looking for a

stable home 549 6339

RIDE WANTED

Chicago - Ride needed to Chicago after

the 19th. I travel light. I'll gladly share driv

ing and travel expenses. Call Cris at

546 8150 after 9 p.m. or at 545-3500 after 1

p.m.

Ride needed desperately to Woods
Hole May 21 or after Please help call Bon
nie 546-6074

RIDERS WANTED

Driving to Houston about June 1. Need
one or two people to split expenses. Jort

256 0435 evenings ^_
ROLLING GREEN APT

Sumnter sublet, two bedrooms, AC, aN

utilities, furnished, negotiable. Joel

256-0435 nights

ROLLING GREEN FOR SUMMER

2 bedroom air conditioning, pool 2

twthrooms, $180/month per txJrm call

11 12 at nite 546-8764

ROOM WANTED

2 males need housing on Cope in

Bourne, Hyannis area Mark 256-6986 or

253 5482

Puffton/Brandywine summer sublet

rent pakl in advance caM Jeff 546-1021

ROOMMATES WANTED

Responsible roommate wanted to share

room in Southwood. Summer and possible

fall option. Cheap rent Call Jim 256^8471

evening ^
Townehouse 2 people to share txlroom in

2 bdroom apt starts June 1 666^4669

Rolling Green apt female for own t)drm in

3 bdrm apt call 2532264

Looking for one or two people to fill one

room in two bedroom apt for fall call

256 8630 now

Female roommete wanted to share room

in Brandywine with summer sublet and fall

for info call 546 6349

One bedroom in Southwood apartment
non smoking female. Fall option Rent

negotiable 256^0769

Roommate for W. Yermouth apt this

sumemr good location near Seagull Beach

549 1643

South Deerfield Center. 3 bedroom
apartment $10e.33/mo + appx $20 utilities

start June 1 w/fall option on bus route

6657674

Responsible roommete wanted to share

room in Southwood (female) summer and

possible fall option call Lu or Donna
256 8379 after 5

Seeking housemates to start

household 3 bed Amherst area on bus

garage, yard, furnished, 25-^ or grad 183 -f

sumemr w/fall 253-5506

Sunderland Hse: sub/fall opt 2 rooms

avail low rent part furn 665-2367

2 females Falmouth waterfront house
sum Lora 253-9481 Dianne 545-0075

FALL - one roommate needed, non-smoker

for Brittany Manor, Call Gail 253-5920 even-

ings

Puffton 1 bedrm, 75/mo near pool, tennis

courts, bus 549-5920

SENIOR DAY

Buy your tickets for Senior Day. Tickets

are available on the CC Concourse May
10 18 from 9 4

SERVICES

Typing Feat - reliable $1/pg IBM Selectric

call Nancy 549-1642

Typing, short papers to manuscripts,

reasonable, phone 666-4223. Debbie

STORAGE SPACE

Severel good sized seperata spaces
available in So Amherst very secure

$30.00/mo for info call 256-6237

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL

The SGA President's Office is currently

accepting nominations for the appointed

position of Student Attorney General. Any
student may nominate any student. The
position starts June 1st. Nominations may
be picked up in the President's Office, Rm.
406E SUB They are due Friday, May 13th

at 5:00 pm. For more info stop by the Presi

dent's Office or call 545 0487 AA/EEO

IS YOUR CAR SICK?

If so. call Kevin's Car Repeir for, fast,

dependable service at a very reasonable

price We guarantee all our work. Call

586 9336 9 5 Mon Sat or 256 8072 after 5

p.m.

SUMMER RENTALS

The ideal place: centrally k>cated on cam-

pus, everything and more included $250.

for singles, $150. for doubles for the full

summer, call Glenn S. at 545 0047 or

546-2150

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256 6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400/mth

avail 6/1 253 9577

Furnished Townehouse Apt AC, rent

negotiable, call Scott or Rich 549 0516

Brittany Manor 2 bedroom cheap across

from tKis stop 253 3301

Two cheep big rooms in country house
3 miles from campus $80 month 549 4729

t)efore 8:30 am or after 5 pm fall option

CHEAP
4 bedroom apt. Swiss Village furnished, an

util.. $125@, neg 253 3154.

1 bdrm in Amh houae laundry fee, 2 furn

housemates, short walk to campus,
garden, 138 mo 253 3545 Sam, Rick, Jtob

Studio apartment in Belchertown sum-

rr>er sutjiet w/fall option near center, on
bus route ceil 323^5886 evenings

Fall ofrtton - 1 bedroom Brandywine
107/mo includes utilities call 549 5234

3 t)odroom Puffton Village exceptionally

well kept, pool, tennis courts only $100 per

person, will negotiate call Bev at 549 1866

Large sunny four bedroom apartment
adjacent to campus on Phillips St available

for summer sublet only $475.00/mo
I negotiable call Debbie 549 0546

Summer fall option 2 bedrooms in

t)eautiful house, swimming, bus, $155

2M 55n

I

Only beautiful 3 floor two t>edroom River

1
front apt master bedroom still available only

$149 suitable for two pool air furnished

549 4405

Summer sublet Brandywine 1 bedroom
neg furnished AC call 549 0343

2 bedroom Townehouse Apt
negotiable June to August 549 5103

rent

Female wented to sumemr sublet Bran-

dywine room for more information call

549 04^
Brandywine two bedrooma full kitchen

bathroom spacious livingroom pool two
busroutes cheap call 5491405 negotiable

Summer subFet/fall option bedroom in

Swiss VIg on bus route. $130 month
utilities included. Call 253-3494

Amherst two rooms in house cl(»e to

campus and town 253-3470

3 bedroom apt good location on bus

route, balcony 100/month/person 549-1643

Brittany Manor fall option A/C top floor

redone call 253-9678

2 bedrm Brandywine pool AC rent neg.

549-0747 furnished

2 bedroom ept summer sublet 195$

253-9839 chic & cheap

Brandywine summer sublet 2 t>drm fur-

nished rent neg 549-6440 AC pool

,
...... .n«^* • ••••••«««
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Undergraduate students mast turn in their gym clothes, towels,

and locks signed out this semester to the equipment rooms (Boyden

or NOPE) from where they were assigned no later than 5 p.m. Thurs-

day May 26. Students will be billed for items not returned through

the Bursar's office.

Gorillas

to meet
Pioneers

By BILL SHEA
CollrKian SUff

Right now. the University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team must

feel like a punching bag, haneing helolesslv

from the ceiling, as passersby take free

shots.

Some hard hitters, Syracuse and

Maryland stopped by this past weekend to

bang away at the exposed Gorilla bodies.

Syracuse outran, outpassed, and outshot

the Gorillas on the way to a convincing 15 7

win last Friday at Boyden Field.

Then Maryland came to UMass Sunday to

dole out some mental torture in the form of

12 consecutive goals over the final three

periods and walked away with a freaky 13 4

win.

And today. C.W. Post wiU get their

opportunity at the Gorillas when they host

UMass at 3p.m.
UMass head coach Dick Garber chuckled

when the C.W. Post coach, an old friend of

his. remarked that a win over UMass could

make iheu- season.

"This year we've made a lot of teams"

seasons." said Garber.
Physically, the Gorillas are hurting. In

addition to a lot of sore bodies, midfielder

Peter Martino has a banged up knee, Chris

Schmitz may have strep throat and goabe

Tom Curran has been ill the last week and

unable to play.

Mentally, this past weekend may have

the Gorillas talking to themselves a bit. but

they're hoping to avoid the ultimate drastic

measure that losmg seasons provide,

namely rolling over and dying before

someone else takes a shot.

"I know nobody will quit," said senior

Paul Fogarty, whose last home game was

the Maryland toss. "We still like playing,

but its not the sar'e."

C.W. Post is .lot filled with lacrosse

tradition, but in recent years have fielded

improving squads. This year they beat

Hofstra. a team that handed UMass a 10 8

loss earlier this year.

There was no practice. Everyone went

home to heal for today's ride to l.«ng Island.

WiU somebody take down that punching

bag?

( nllriPAn phoCu by J<»An IN»urr(tr

Perry Seale coverH against Syracuse in Friday's loss. The Gorillas

(4-9) take on C.W. Post today.

Softball misses bid; Again
By GEKRY deSIMAS

t ttlWKian SUff

Four years a|^). as a freshman, Jackie

(law went to the College World Series with

the I'niversity of Massachusetts sofUiall

team. The next two years pn>duced 16-7

and 18 7 records for UMass and bf>th years,

they narrowly missed a bid to the playoffs

when it went to Adelphi.

This year, the Gaw led Minutewomen
produced a 28-10 rec<»rd, the top record in

the Northeast Division I. Ajfainst I>ivision I

schf>ols they went 18-8.

And this year. Jackie Gaw. who has hit

.400 all four years, and the rest of her

Minutewomen teammates will af^n sit

home as they af^in came close but did not

get invited to the N(*AA tournament.

The University of Rhode Island, wh<»

wont 26-11 and posted a Division I record

of 17-9, will represent the Northeast region

this year.

"1 really lelt we wouiu have represented

the region better." said a very disap-

pointed head c(»ach Elaine Sortino. "For

the last three years it has come down to the

last night (and the decision of the tourna-

ment selection committee) and for three

years we've come up empty handed."

The crucial factor was that URI UH>k two

of the three games that the two played this

year. The rubt>er match was a 3-2 nail biter

at the Atlantic 10 championship. Gaw was
thrown out at the plate in that ganrte — the

tying run.

"It was a real ttmgh decision for the com-

mittee." said Sortino. They picked the

whole field in three hours. It tof)k them one

hour to pick the Northeast bid.

"They picked three teams from the

Midwest and didn't even consider us for an

at large bid. To be 28-10 and not going

anywhere." she said, her voice trailing off.

"We had our chances." Sortino said.

"This weekend. I saw some really good

things. We were playing well."

Gazelles
seeded 4th
inNCAA

By ELLEN RICHARD
Colleirian SUff

After closing out a successful 11-1-1

season last Wednesday, a tired University

of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
will take a much deserved rest as it drew a

bye in the preliminary round of the NCAA
National Championships.

Being fourth seeded gave UMass the bye
and on Saturday the women will meet the

winner of Wednesday's Northwestern-
Harvard match which will be played at

Harvard. No decision has been made as to

where the game will be. home or away.

UMass coach Pam Hixon. who feels

Harvard is the better team and should pull

out a victory against Northwestern, said

that even if UMass had not received a bye
that the defending National Champions
would be ready to play.

"There's two ways to look at it," Hixon

said.

"Certainly playing is better than not

playing. Having a bye just means a layoff:

10 days without a game. It will be easier

because we have to play less games to win.

The weeks rest is going to do us well."

The Gazelles will have a chance to

recooperate from small, but reoccuring

injuries that have been haunting the team
throughout the season. The team's leading

scorer, sophomore Pam Moryl, sustained a

broken finge.' "n the Northeastern match
last Wednesday but it is not serious enough
for the aggressive attacker to nuss the

quaterfmals.

"There's nothing to keep anyone out."

Hixon said. "But with a rest, people wil be a

lot stronger."

If the Gazelles make it through the

quarterfinals on Saturday, the semifinals

and finals will be the following weekend of

the 21st and 22nd at the Univo^ty of

Pennsylvania.

"Its hard to say." Hixon commented
about the team's chances of a repeat of last

years performance. "The competition is

much different this year. I think we need to

play our best on Saturday. You get to post

season play and it's actually like starting a

new season."
"As far as repeating, who knows."

Pete Rocca, winner of two silver medals in

Montreal, trains for another shot at L.A. Olympics

By SCOTT HOOD
( •llctiM SUff

h or millions of amateur athletes around

the globe, it >s THE DREAM to win a

medal at the Olympic Games, to see their

national flag raised to the rafters, and to

be considered one of the best in the world

at their sport.

Pete Rocca, a 25 year old graduate

student in the sport management program

at UMass, is one of the lucky ones. He has

stood upon the elusive platform. He has

fulfUled THE DREAM.
It happened on a warm July night

almost seven years ago in Montreal.

Rocca, who had just completed his fresh

man year at the University of California

Berkeley, won two silver medals, in the

100 meter backstroke and the 200 meter

backstroke, finishing, in each event,

directly behind John Nabor, who set new
world records in both distances.

Rocca was a member of a phenomenal

United States men's swimntung team that

won 12 of a possible 13 gold medals and 25

of 33 medals overall. In four events (in

eluding the 200 backstroke) the

Americans went 12 3. In four others the

U.S. went 1-2. Leaders of the team in

eluded Nabor (4 golds and a silver), James

Montgomery (3 golds and a bronze) and

Brian Goodell (golds in 400 and 1,500

freestyle).

"We had a remarkable team." said

Rocca in a recent interview. "We had a

group of guys who together were the best

in the world. You felt like part of them. So
when you're up against the rest of the

world competing, you don't realize it's the

Olympics and this is the best."

Although the Olympics can be an

overwhelming experience for any athlete,

especially an 18 year old, Rocca learned to

cope with the pressure and media hype

surrounding the two- week competition

that dates back to 776 B.C.

"I had to control my emotions and say it

was a norma] meet," Rocca said. "There's

so much hype that if you get lost in it you

can totally lose your concentration. I just

had to pretend it was a regular meet. You
have to put all the exterior things out of

your mind and just swim the race."

Rocca, who grew up in a suburb of San

Francisco and began swimming in the

community recreation program, first

broke into the national spotlight by

placing in the backstroke at the AAU
national championships after his

sophomore year in high school. Rocca

later earned a trip to the 1975 Pan Am
Games by virtue of his second place finish

at the AAU's in the summer after his

senior year.

'I realized then that if I worked hard

and improved, then I would have a shot at

it (the Olympics)," said Rocca. "But you

don't think about it. You just go on and try

to improve."

in tilt; t:iiauuiK year alter the Olympics,

Rocca, like several of his Olympic
swimming teammates, suffered an

emotional letdown.

"It was really a tough year for me in

1977." remembered Rocca. "All my
friends on the team, especially those in my
age group, had a tough time because of

the emotional high that you've reached a

goal, and then what do you do? You drop

down and everything is secondary

compared to the experience in the

Olympics."

Rebounding strongly in 1978 and the

early part of 1979, Rocca. one year before

the Moscow Olympics, was considered the

number one backstroker in the world. The
experts predicted gold, but Rocca had
other ideas.

'In '79 I had the best season of my life,

but I never wanted to see the pool again

because the pressure had gotten so

much," said Rocca. "I got to the point

where I hated swimming so much I quit

for the summer. I didn't worry about
training and I took it easy. By the time
September came around to get back in

shape, I really wanted to, and I wanted to

try for '80 rather than having it forced

upon me. The time off was really

benefkial."

But the dreams of Olympic gold were
shattered in March of 1980 when former
President Jimmy Carter announced the
United States woul^. boycott the games in

protest of the Soviet Union's invasion of

Afghanistan.

"I took a very patriotic stance at the

time thinking 'This can do something,

"

said Rocca. "I accepted it (the boycott) on

the exterior, but on the interior I don't

think I ever have. Looking back, it was

the worst decision any President has ever

made, as far as I'm concerned. You don't

use the Olympics as a politkal tool. He's

making the decision for us (the athletes)

and he has no right to do that."

Today. Rocca works out daily in the

Boyden Pool, hoping to win a spot on the

U.S. team iar the 1964 Games in Los

Angeles.

"I'm older, stronger and I have a better

endurance background so I don't need the

amount of training that I did when I was

younger. Right now Tm swimming once a

day and doing weights three times a

week. This summer I'll be working and

training in New Jersey. I look at UMass as

a base stage to get some yardage under

me and just get back in shape."

Although the common belief in the

sporting public is that swimmers in their

middle twenties are "over the hill," Rocca

feels he can compete successfully with the

younger generation.

"Physiologically, men get stronger up

to about 28 or 29. You are going to get

smarter too," said Rocca. "I think I would

have an advantage over them (the

younger swimmers) if I stay with it."

For Pete Rocca, THE DREAM stiU

bums bright, just like the Olympk torch.
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Regents adopt admission standards
By KEVIN HOWE

('allrr»" SUff

BOSTON - The Massachusetts Board of

Regents passed an admissions standards

plan yesterday that for the first time re-

quires that all public colleges and univer-

sities to adhere to centralized minimum ad-

mission guidelines for college acceptance.

Culminating 18 months of effort the

Regents unaninu>usly passed an "interim"

plan which they will review and are ex-

pected to give final appmval of the

guidelines in December. There are no

"substantive" changes anticipated.

Chancellor of Higher Education John B.

Duff and Regents Vice-Chairman David

Beaubien said during a press conference

after the vote.

The plan, which is to be fully im-

plemented by Sept. 1987, requires that

public college-bound high school students

take the "16 Carnegie credits" of four

English courses, three math courses, two

natural and two social science courses, two

foreign language courses and three elec-

tives of the alx)ve subjects.

The plan also calls for an "eligibility in-

dex" which requires entering students to

meet a sliding scale comp(»sed of weighte<l

high school class rank and SAT scores. The

scale ranges from admitting students with

a class rank in the top 15 percent and a

combined SAT score of 500 to admitting

students in the bottom 10 percent with a

combined SAT of 1260. The median scale is

the 50th percentil with a combined SAT of

850. The sliding scale will go into effect

September 1984.

The plan will exempt certain categories

of students which includes those entering

college more than three years after comple-

tion of high school; educationally disadvan

taged students whose first language is not

English or attend sch<x)l districts with

limited course offerings; students with

special nee<ls under the Chapter 766 pro-

gram and students transferring from two-

year colleges.

Former Governor and present Regent

P'oster Furcolo attempted to amend the

plan U) allow students to be eligible for ac-

ceptance after one year of college course

work at a community college.

"The best predictor (for college comple

tion) comes with how a student handles his

first year in college If a person says 'I can

do the work' and proves it — they should l)e

given the chance," Furcolo said.

Beaubien countered Furcolo's proposal.

"We run a risk amending this document

at this stage. Let's put this (amendment)
into committee and see if we can accom-

modate your concerns," Beaubien said.

F'urcolo responded.

"I'm inclined to think we should not

delay We're talking about the lives of our

young people. Where a couple of months

means a long time." Furcolo said.

Duff said he supfM>rted Furcolo's

philosophy but maintained that the

transfer program between community col-

leges and four year institutions will be im-

proved.

Collrfian photo by Jim Powrr*

Matthew Eline, at top, and Jim Seamans. both of Thatcher dor-

mitory, enjoy a ^ame of one-on-one at the Northeast court Tuesday.

UMass gets slim aid pie ^
By KEVIN BOWE

talletiM SUff

Boston students attending

public colleges and
universities will receive less

than $3 millk>n in scholar

ship assistance from the $15

million fund the

Massachusetts Legislature

passed under guidelines

developed by the Board of

Regents.

In passing the scholarship

increase last month the

Legislature instructed the

Regents to divide up the

money, subject to the ap

proval of the Ways and

Means Committees of the

Legislature.

The Senate Ways and

Means Conunittee is said to

be opposed to the Regents

formula because it does not

earmark enough money to

experimental aid programs

and favors independent

institutions in

Massachusetts.

The Regents propose that

\tll.5 million go into the

General Scholarship
Program. By law only 25

percent of this money can go

to public-sector students.

An additional $2 million will

go into the Matching Grant

program designed for in-

dependent colleges and

universities.

Another $1 .5 million will be

used to fund four new state

financial aid programs which

will consist of a work study

program to be supplemented
with private industry
grants: assistance for

graduate students; aid to

older non traditional
students; and low-interest

loans.

"It's been <the distributkin

formula) equitable,
especially since we've had

the new tuition waiv«>

policy ifor the public

students), the publics have

not even used all of their

monies," John B. Duff,

chancellor of Higher
Education said yesterday.

Duff emphasized however
that 'there can be changes"

in the proposed formula.

Duff also defended the

funding of the new
programs.

"It is not a large amount of

money. But it is enough seed

money. They're ground
breaking programs,' he

said.

Individual grants under

the guidelines will also be

increased. Presently
students attending public

institutions receive a

maximum grant of $300,

students attending out of

state colleges receive $600

and students at independent

Massachusetts colleges

receive a grant of $900. The

new plan grants $400, $800

and $1,200 respectively to

each student.

A family of four with an

income of less than $20,000

would be eligible for

scholarship aid. Under the

present system only families

earning less than $15,000

are eligible.

The additional scholarship

aid will be available for the

next academic year.

Honorary degree to King

commences student dissent
By JIM FLOYD

(•IWttMSUff

Tradition at the University of

Massachusetts states that governors,

upon completion of their term, receive an

honorary degree fnim the University but,

this year, with Edward J. King l»eing the

recipient, students are not in accord with

the policy, according to a CnUegian poll

yesterday.

('nllrrikn photo hv Jim Pa«*r»

Brian Beaudreault

Out of 35 students polled in the Campus
Center, 20 felt King should not be jfiven

a degree. 1 1 felt that it was a good idea,

and four people had no opinion.

To be fair to even those who felt that

the awarding of the degree was a goo<l

idea, it should be pointed out that several

of those individuals were more in favor of

the tradition than of the choice of King.

"I don't mind that he gets the degree as

long as long as he knows it's routine."

said Kathleen Shea, a 20-year-old

sophomore psychology major.

Peter Lannigan. a senior finance major,

also agreed, in principle, with the p<ilicy

but not necessarily with the choice.

"I'm not too impressed with his record

but just because he was governor war-

rants the degree." said Lannigan. "I

respect him for the fact that he was

governor, not his performance as gover-

nor."

The overwhelmingly majority I'eit that,

regardless of tradition. King was not

worthy oi an honorary degree.

"I feel that it is a bureaucratic move,"

said Kdward Carp, a 21 -year-old senior

majoring in marketing. "The students

should have more say in who gets degrees

because they're represented by that

move."
"Besides." chimed in Carp's friend

Robert Boyd, another seni<ir, "we have to

listen to that clown speak now.'"

Louise Spinner, a s<iphom<»re com-

munications major, saw the King degree

as a strange move.

"I just think it's ironic (the dt»gree) con-

sidering half the students here want to

'vring his neck," Spinner .said.

Still more dissent surfaced:

"There are a lot of jHH)f)le more worthy

of the award. " rwlded I)el)hie Davis, a

junior marketing major.

James Mel'Kiy. another ^julu.itin^'

senior felt that the problem lay in the fjirt

the degree is given in ruhlier stamp

fashion.

"The p«)licy should be adjusted to fulfill

the neids of the l^niversity community."

Melody said. "It shouldn't be a given

thim

CollrKian photo by Jim Power*

Robert Boyd

Brian Beaudreault said, "He has been
the governor for four years. I think it's a
good gesture on the part of the ad-

ministration to honor him with a degree."

Some of those polled had special in-

dividual reasons for agreeing with the

decision.

"He kept taxes down and helped out in

dustry in the state a lot," said James A.

MacDonald. a senior English major,

"besides, he's a good buddy of my

dad's."
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World and National News
Senate panel rejects Reagan plea

for $60m extra Salvadoran aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

Foreign Relations Committee on yesterday

unanimously approved $20 million more for

training the embattled Salvadoran army

this year, but rejected an additional $60

million that President Reagan had

requested.

While the amount approved fell short of

what the president had asked for. William

Schneider Jr.. undersecretary of state for

security assistance. commended the

committee "for its progress" in granting the

additional money.
But afterwards Schneider said the

rejection of the president's full request

increases the risk that U.S. support will not

be enough for the Salvadoran government

to succeed in its war with leftist guerrillas.

If accepted by the full Senate and the

House, the $20 million would boost U.S.

military aid to El Salvador this year to

$76.3 million. Reagan had sought a toUl of

$136.3 million for the Salvadoran army in

its war with leftist guerrillas.

The Senate committee also approved

$76.3 million in military aid to El Salvador

for fiscal 1984. which starts Oct. 1. Reagan

had requested $86.3 million in military aid

for fiscal 1984.

This tree couldn't survive one of the last of the year's snow storms in

Helena, Montana as it toppled under unseasonably heavy snows.

WHO report claims widespread death

would result from minor nuclear war

Hitler diaries reporter surfaces

after 5 days, claims innocence

HAMBURG. West Germany - The
reporter who bought the fake Adolf Hitler

diaries for Stem magazine claimed

yesterday he never suspected the journals

were phony, but he refused to reveal the

source for the documents.

"Of course I was gullible," Gerd
Heidemann told a news conference at his

Hamburg home, breaking a five-day

silence. "I am no Hitler researcher."

Stem spent millions of dollars for the

diaries and has filed a fraud suit against

Heidemann.
The reporter claimed the man who

supplied them swore they were retrieved

"right out of the (Nazi) plane."

The purported diaries of the Nazi dictator

wefe said to have been carried in an aircraft

that left Berlin April 21, 1945, near the end

of World War II. The plane crashed in a

field near Boernersdorf in what is now East

Germany.
Asked why he refused to reveal his

source, Heidemann replied: "Because this

man probably also was deceived. He is

trying on his own to clear up where they

come from and if they are forgers, to

identify them." he said, in apparent

reference to whoever supplied his contact

with the bogus diaries.

GENEVA. Switzerland (AP) - A report

released yesterday by the World Health

Organization estimates that about half of

the world's population of 4.5 billion would

be "immediate victims" of an all out nuclear

war.

The report, prepared by an international

committee of 10 scientists, listed a potential

toll of 1.15 billion dead and 1.1 billion in

jured in outlining the worst of three war

scenarios which it said "do not include the

extreme views."

It warned that the chances of injured

survivors receiving any medical attention

are "next to nil" and voiced doubt that

"even a comprehensive civil defense policy

would reduce significantly the number of

casualties."

Compiled from various studies, the all

out nuclear war described in the 151 page

report assumes that 10,000 megatons of

nuclear bombs are exploded all over the

world — 90 percent of them in Europe,

Asia, and North America.

The report says that a war with smaller,

tactical weapons totaling 20 megatons and

limited to military targets in Central

Europe would claim about 9 million dead or

severely injured with the same number of

people suffering less serious injuries. "Even

if the attack is aimed only at military

targets, the civilian casualties would

outnumber military casualties by 16-1." the

report said.

In the third scenario, which supposed

that the Houses of Parliament in London
were the target of a single one- megaton
bomb — 80 times the explosife power of the

Hiroshima bomb — the report lists 1.8

million dead and 1.7 milUon injured as

potential casualties.

Authors of the report, submitted to the

159 nation WHO"s annual assembly , in-

clude scientists from the United States, the

Soviet Union, France, Britain, Japan.

Sweden, Austria. Venezuela. Nigeria and
the Netherlands.

Digest By the Associated Press

Child abuse report law passes

House, on to Senate Uoor
BOSTON - A measure

requinng the reporting of

certain child abuse cases to

prosecutors has pai^sed the

Massachusetts House and

has gone to the Senate.

The bill, filed by Rep. A.

Joseph DeNucci, I) Newton.

passed the House on a voice

vote yesterday.

Under current law,

suspected cases of child

abuse must be reported to

the Department of Social

Services, but DSS is not

required to report abuse

unless a death occurs. Under

the bill. DSS would have to

report certain cases of abuse

to district attorneys.

Reports would have to be

made in cases where injury

or neglect resulted in ad-

mission to a medical in-

tensive care unit; or where a

serious bodily injury was
part of a pattem of abuse or

neglect. Cases of rape or

sexual exploitation — such

as alk)wing participation in

prostitution or pornography
— would also have to be
referred to the district

attorney.

Springfield psychologist found

innocent in child beating

SPRINGFIELD - A
Former Springfield
psychologist, accused of

severely beating his four-

year-old adopted son. has

been found innocent by a

Hampden Superior Court

jury.

The jury deliberated for

one hour Monday and four

hours yesterday before

finding Jacke Harris in-

nocent of nine counts of

assault and battery, three

counts of assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon
and one count of failure to

provide proper care and

guidance for a child.

Reagan may alter arms policy

on negotiations with Soviets
WASHINGTON -

President Reagan mei with

his national security ad-

visers yesterday to con-

sider shifting the American
position in arms
negotiations with the
Soviet Union, while the

president also pressed his

case with Congress for

deployment of the new MX
missile.

White House spokesman
Larry Speakes would not

comment directly on the

meeting but said: "It's

indeed possible that we
niay have modifications to

our START (Strategic

Arms Reduction Talks)

proposal."

An administration official

who declined to be iden-

tified by name said the

session with advisers "was
not a decision-making
session." but added that by
the time talks with the

Soviet Union resume, the

treaty that Reagan
proposed a year ago may be
altered.

Bag Bandit bank breaker

Bray busted by LA police

Double death in Brockton;

police seek male suspect, 29

AP Lswrykato

Monsi^or Vito Mistretta. pastor of the Holy

Family Catholic Church in suburban Sacramen-

to, California, displays his way to let drivers

know where not to park in the church lot.

LOS ANGELES - A man
suspected of being the Paper
Bag Bandit, who allegedly

robbed more California

banks than anyone else, was
arrested and charged
yesterday with 54 holdups.

When Robert Allan Bray.

31. was arrested at 5:30 a.m.

at a girlfriend's apartment in

Cudahy. about eight miles

southeast of Los Angeles,

police said he had $4.20 in

his pocket.

"He was busted." Los

Angeles police robbery

Detective Jimmy Grayson

said of Bray, who was
named in a Feb. 23 federal

bank robbery warrant.

Bray, who allegedly

turned to robbery to support

a drug habit, was arraigned

on 54 federal counts of bank

robbery before U.S.
Magistrate Ralph Geffen.

BROCKTON - Police

spread a search yesterday
for a Brockton man wanted
in the shooting deaths of

two young women whose
bodies were found
sprawled in the living room
of a home.

The infant daughter of one

woman also was missing

when police, following an

anonymous telephone tip,

discovered the bodies of

Mary Ross, 23, and
Valentina Giovanniello, 20.

A medical examiner said

they hjd been shot with a

small-caliber handgun and

had been dead a day or

more before being found.
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Livestock-hunting wild dogs

target ofHampden posse
HAMPDEN - Selectmen

in this rural suburb of

Springfield say police wUl
lead a mission to rid woods
of wild dogs accused of

killing several farm animals.

Hampden Dog Officer Art
LaFrance said a pack of five

or six dogs has "caused

problems up and down the

road."

"They den up like a fox or

coyote through the winter,"

LsiFrance said. He said the

dogs probably are aban-

doned pets.

"You don't realize the

damage they do on wildlife,

especially deer.

Targeted jobs raise seniority issues at University
By MARY BALDWIN

Collcipui Huff

Attempts by the University of Massachusetts-Amherst
and four on-campus unions to hire more minorities and
women have received mixed reactions from those involved.

Since 1981. eight positions termed "targeted" have been
filled by women and minorities because of a collective

bargaining agreement between the University and the

unions, said Ron Sinacore, staff assistant in the Affir-

mative Action office at UMass.
According to the clause, "targeted" positions are jobs to

be filled by a minority or a woman regardless of con-

tractual language regarding a union employees seniority

status.

"It's kind of discouraging." said John Koloski. a white

physical plant employee who applied for a mason's job but

was turned down because it was targeted and he didn't fit

the bill. Although Koloski had the seniority to get the job,

it was filled by a black man from outside the department.

"You're trying to pick up a trade and learn the

procedures and someone comes in off the street and gets

the job," Koloski said.

Koloski said he had been performing his job as con-

struction handyman well and should have gotten the

mason's job.

"This is an equal opportunity employer but I felt I wasn't

treated equally. I was geared for this position."

Koloski said he doesn't resent anyone because he didn't

get the job. "It's not any individuals fault. " he said.

As a result of the situation. Tom Aldrich. foreman of the

mason shop in which Koloski works said. "The whole

morale of the shop has gone down. I think the rules should

bend a little and not be so blanket. Jobs should be targeted

where there isn't a qualified person waiting in the wings to

get the job."

Jobs that require a license are permissible to target

because generally there aren't that many licensed em-

ployees on campus and new people need to be hired from

outside. Aldrich said.

Referring to the black man that was hired for the

Urgeted job. Aldrich said. "The man that got the job was

definitely qualified and everyone liked him but my men
wanted to know why I hired this man. Koloski was

definitely qualified for the job. I had to explain to them
that my hands were tied."

The campus and the unions, which include the American

Federation of State. County and Municipal Employees

(AFSCME). the University Staff Association of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association (USA/MTA). and the

International Brotherhood of Police Officers (IBPO), units

A and B, entered into the partnership to increase the

number of women and minorities in upper level.

Tenure granted to 32UMass professors
By GREG BROWN

( oikfun sun

Although final evaluation processes are not yet com

plete, 32 professors at the University of Massachusetts

have been awarded tenure this year, and three have been

rejected.

The process of awarding tenure begins with student

evaluation forms and ends with a decision by the Board of

Trustees, according to Massachusetts Society of

Professors President Bruce Laurie.

"The process can be looked at in this way." Laurie said.

"Faculty members make recomnwndations. and ad-

ministrators make the decisions."

Laurie said the process involves the review of recom

mendations in three areas: teaching, service to the

University and research.

"To achieve tenure, a candidate must have excellence in

two areas, and strength in the third. " Laurie said.

Along with student and faculty evaluations of those

three areas, the opinions of eight to 10 professionals from

outside the University are solicited, Laurie said.

The candidates are then reviewed by their department

heads, and the department heads make recommendations

to the next level: Dean's committee.

"The Dean's committee is comprised of five to 12

members of the candidates particular school within the

University — such as the (^,ollege of Arts and Sciences or

the School of Ekiucation," Laurie said.

Dean's committees are the final level before the

recommendations reach the administrative level. The
candidates are then considered by the University's

Provost's office, the chancellor, the president and finally

the Board of Trustees.

The provost's office "considers evaluations and
recommendations carefully, " according to Acting Deputy
Provost David C. Bischoff

.

"The purpose of our reviewing them is to standardize the

criteria fur tenure awards across campus." Bischoff said.

Professors who are awarded tenure "are usually

assistant professors and with their tenure, they are almost

always promoted to as.sociale professors, " Bischoff said.

He added that these promotions usually involve a pay

raise.

Professors who received tenure are: Louis Suentes,

George Parks, Gary Hardegree, Dennis Brown. Laszlo

Dienes. Janice Raymond. Laurie Godfrey, (barmen Diana

Deere. Martin Norden, David Kotz. Bruce Jacobson. Mike

Rhodes. Paul Goldsmith, Hajime Sakai. Mokhtar Attallah,

Bernard Morzuch. Donald Kroodsma. Joeseph Volpe.

Robert Lewis. Kenneth Samonds. Meir Gross, Julio

Optino. Robert Precheur. Petos Venemas. Robert Grades.

Bailey Jackson, Richard Asberook. Stephen Coelen.

Thomas Schneedweis. Chris Allen. PrisciUa Clarkson, and

Murray Schwartz.

Budget Act debate on Senate agenda
By JOHN O'CONNELL

t utUgim .Hun

Recognized Student Organizations (RSOs) will have a

final chance to lobby for a change in their 1984 budgets

tonight, when the Undergraduate Student Senate

considers next year's budget act.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan said he does not expect

much opposition to the act as a whole, but said "people

will have their questions and comments. " and the Seante

"will go over it line by line."

"A lot of what students get out of the senate is from the

budget act directly." SulUvan said at last week's senate

meeting.

Budgets Committee Chair Eugene Bull said yesterday

that a public hearing held last night was for the purpose

of giving information on final budget recommendations to

student groups and was not intended as a forum for

debating individual budgets.

"On the Senate floor the night after (the hearings) is

where the groups will try to make changes," Bull said. "I

don't see that there will be a lot of objection (to the

budget), though."

This year the Budgets Committee alk>cated $1,140,970

to student groups. $64,437 nH>re than last year. Though
the Student Activities Fee has remained at $96 per
student for the last two years, an increase in the number
of undergraduate students and returning (unused)
Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF) monies will pay
for the difference.

Passage of the Budget Act is the end ofi "very detailed

and lengthy process." which begins in Feb.. Sullivan said.

The SAO computes the figures which show how much
SATF money is available to allocate. Bull said. Then.

every RSO must submit a budget proposal to the com-

mittee by mid- Feb., and budget proposal hearings are

held with each group until April. After the hearings, the

committee balances the budget and comes out with its

final recommendations in the Budget Act. After the

Senate approves the Act. RSOs can start using their 1964

budget money on July 1, Bull said.

Pioneer Cablevision bows to demands
By GERRY deSIMAS

('•lk««aii sun

In response to demands to improve Amherst's cable

television service. Pioneer Cablevision of Amherst has

agreed to replace three cable television channels.

Pioneer Cablevision agreed to make the changes after

the Amherst Cablevision Committee petitioned the com-

pany's general manager, August Lavill, in response to

grievances aired by customers during the first three mon-

ths of the year.

The committee requested Pioneer Cablevision to

reinstate Boston's channel 56, which was removed from

service at the beginning of the year. Home Box Office

(HBO), and add channel 20 from Waterbury, CT.

The committee also requested that Pioneer Cablevision

increase subscriber fees to acquire channels 9 (Chicago's

WON), and 11 (New York's WOR).

Pioneer Cablevision removed channels 56, 1 1 and 9 on

January 1 after a Federal Copyright Tribunal ruled that

cable companies would have to pay an increased copyright

fee for carrying stations out of local television markets.

"The ruling stated that a distance signal in any cable

system must pay (to the tribunal) 3.75 percent of its gross

income for each single long-distance station." Lavill said.

"We would've had to pay 11.25 percent of our gross in-

come."
1 ne average person blames the cable company, but it's

the tribunal (that created the problem)." he said.

The lost channels were replaced with Music Television

(MTV), the Weather Channel, the Cable Health Network,

and the Christian Broadcast Service.

Lavill said HBO service will return to Amherst Cablevi-

sion by July.

The system retains long-distance signals from Boston's

channels 4. 5 and 38 but is not required to pay the

copyright fee on them because they were added before

June. 1981. The new law affects all long-distance signals

added after June. 1981.

Lavill and Amherst Cablevision Committee chairman

Michael Sullivan will meet to discuss the grievances soon

after the Amherst Town Meeting is over. The committee

is a citizen's group organized to represent the public in-

terest.

Lavill said he did not know exactly when channels .56

and 20 and the CBS affiliate could be added. Pioneer

Cablevision must first solve the problems brought alx)ut

by the tribunal's decision before adding the stations, he

said.

traditionally all white, male-dominated positions, said

Thelma Griffith Johnson, director of Affirmative Action.

Affirmative Action Coordinator Ronald Sinacore said,

"Targeting is going to work in the upgraded positions

which have been hard to fill with women or minorities

because of seniority. The unions and the University

recognize the only way to get these positions filled with

women and minorities is by bypassing seniority."

To determine whether to target a position, the number
of women and minorities currently working on the campus
within a job title are compared to those women and

minorities in those job titles in the labor market area whom
the University can reasonably expect to recruit, said

Johnson.

"When a position is targeted we contact the line

supervisor and superintendent of the unit in which the

position resides." she said.

Sinacore said if there are not any minorities or women
currently working on campus or in the personnel office

applicant pool to fill the position, then the contractual

hiring process is resumed. Ther person with the most

seniority gets the job.

"It's one thing to target and it's another to fill. " he said.

The University does not advertise targeted jobs off

campus. However, contacts in the community that send

women and minorities to the University to apply. Sinacore

said.
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Sanjiv Dug^

Graduate Senate
elects new officers

By SEAN CASEY
C'sllvffUa sun

After the largest voter turnout in the three years that

the Graduate school has had general elections, current

Vice-President Sanjiv Dugal yesterday captured the
Senate presidency while Senator David Wazeter was
elected vice president.

Graduate students also overwhelmingly supported
referenda calling for graduate student unionization and
an installment plan for graduate tuition bill paying.

The Graduate Senate also last night by acclamation re-

elected Greg Graham as executive officer of the Senate
and elected Steven Keye as treasurer. Both Graham and
Keye ran unopposed.

Dugal. a native of India and a graduate student in the
department of agriculture and resource econonucs. haa

been vice president of the Senate for the last two years
and a senator for the last three.

"I would like to thank everyone for contributing to this

historic voter turnout. This proves that graduate

students do want to get involved in the issues and have
certain expectations." Dugal said.

"I'll do my best to fulfill their hopes." Dugal added.

Dugal promised to "increa.se our efforts" in pursuing

graduate student organization, which 82 percent of the

voters supported, and the question of an installment

payment plan for tuition and fees which 76 percent

supported.

Dugal's vice-president. Wazeter said he hopes to use

his skills from the Labor Center to help in the fight for

graduate student organization and to concentrate on a

Graduate Senate newsletter.

Dugal replaces Jack Delmond who has been a senator

for the last five years and president for the last three.

Delmond, who is graduating this semester, called his long

as.sociation with the Senate a "fantastic learning ex

perience" and applauded the support he has received

from the senators and officers. Delmond especially

thanked Jo Stokes, staff assistant for the Senate, and

Wasyl Matveychuk. the Senate's committee coordinator,

for their support.

Also last night, the Senate appropriated 1210 to help

defray the cost of a marble plaque in memory of the

students gunned down on the campuses of Kent State

University and Jackson State College 15 years ago. The
plaque is to be placed in the Student Union Building to

replace the memorial stone which mysteriously disap-

peared three years ago from its location under a tree near
the campus pond.

The Senate was addressed also last night by Larry
Cox. producer- director of the UMass Music Theater
Guild's production of Hair which has been seen by ap-

proximately 14.(X)0 people in its six performances on the

UMass and Amherst College campuses.

The Senate funded $250 for an encore performance of

the rock musical to be given at 8 p.m. this Saturday after

the Pond Series.
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Womanshelter-Companeras

needs counseling volunteers

Womanshelter/Companeras, a sheLter in Holyoke for

abused women and their children, needs volunteers to

work in the shelter doing hotline counseling, legal ad-

vocacy, childcare, housing advocacy and to help out with

fundraising and community education. Anyone in-

terested in volunteering should call 536-1629 before Fri-

day, May 27.

Unofficial election results

announced for Northeast

Though official tabulations are not yet available. Nor-

theast Area Government (NEAG) election results put

Margaret Deacutis as the new president, defeating

Joseph Sparks. Kirsten Dahl ran unopposed for the vice-

presidential slot, and Darcy Conway, who also ran unop-

posed, fought and won a campaign for treasurer against

strong write-in candidate Jane Dunlip. The new NEAG
secretar>' is Dianne Rossi, who defeated Pauline Kelly.

The new candidates, slated to take office in Sept., were
introduced at the last NEAG meeting of the semester.
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PHIA FACTOHT,-,^ \ 0>^$>k*

363 Main St. Amherst J

Large Pepperoni Pizza I

for only $6.26
I

(2 free sodas upon request) »

Typewriter Ribbons
at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

J^5 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

Ya gotta readarts!

Congicitulate

yourspecial

graduate!
Graduation greeting

cards for

• Primary School
• Junior High

• High School

• College ^3^
A

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

AMERIG\NlBrCREETlNGS
...kxtlxit sfXKKil fyi\i)ii

^nmVERSITY
MmSTORE^

Show times:

8 pm h 10 pm
WW

You I love and yoiy /

love and ^ou and
you I love And you I

lovp and you I lovp

atid you and you I

lovr. I love you'

C.onipany' Company'
Con)pany. lots ol

JNIVE><S|T>' OP MASSACHUSETTS AT AMH[K5T

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
A Benefit Pops Concert

by

CLCVELAMIi ^
SYMPHOriY^f^
ORCHESTRA

and

Victor

BORGE
Conductinq pldMnqand havinqfun

Wednesday. May II 8 PM
Tickets SIS, 13. II - On Sale NoW
(UMass Hamp, Smith, MHC • '/i price)

Box Office Noon to 4 p m
(413) S4S 2$ll Mastercard Vita Accepted

FineArts
Center
Concert Hall

Music and lyrics by STEPHEN SONDHEIM
Book by GEOPGE FUPTH

Originally Produced and Directed on Broadway by
Harold Prince

THE RAND THEATER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FINE ARTS CENTER
May 5 7, 11 14, 1983, 8:00 PM
RESERVATIONS: 545 3511
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Media responsibility urged
By MARY CRESSE

Collegian Staff

The recent Hitler's diaries fraud is an

example of the reluctance of the press to

admit to its own mistakes and differen-

tiate "real" news events from "pseudo"

news events, said author and media critic

Edward J. Epstein last night.

Addressing an audience of 100 people at

the University of Massachusets, Epstein

questioned the role of journalistic institu-

tions and their authority in feeding news

to the public in a speech on "The In-

vestigation of Truth."

Epstein said the reluctance of

Newsweek, the Times of London, and the

German magazine Stem, which together

bought the diaries, were negligent in in-

vestigating their authenticity, and thus

served only to "pass on gossip."

"Why does the press feel somehow it

can't make mistakes, that it is above

criticism?" Epstein asked, noting

Newsweek's original denial of involvement

in the sale of the diaries.

"Validation of a story comes from the

authority on which it rests," he said, "but

what happens when that authority is will-

ing to talk about what they don't know or

release information that is not verified by

a reliable source? And why should jour-

nalists always rely on sources if they have

the capacity to investigate a story

themselves?"

Epstein used the example to expound

on the repetition of news, and the quality

of newspaper journalism. Newspa[)er

shouldn't constantly try to analyze, or

find "one truth," but to record daily

changes, he said. "News is not always the

truth, it is very close to the truth. You
cannot find out the truth in a single day or

a week," he said, adding too many

reporters plagiarize facts from other

newspapers, not stopping to realize the

Comet may be viewed

Collri^an pholo b« Jim Powrrt

Media critic Edward J. Epstein

spoke last night on his specialty,

accuracy in media.

source they are plagiarizing might be in-

accurate.

"If news were a more self-critical in-

stitution, we would have a more real

sense of what is going on, instead of so-

meone's perceptions of what is going on,

based on other news accounts."

The recent development of news in

cable television and the time it devotes to

stories is crucial for one's perception of

general news; channels like Cable News
Network (CNN) and commercial televi-

sion's "Nightline," which spend as much

as half an hour on one subject, are presen-

ting news "as close to an ideal" as possi-

ble, he said.

"Being a journalist is not enough," Eps-

tein siud. "He must be a little bit of a spy.

setting up contacts, pulling information

from his sources all the while servmg his

audience and answering them. That is his

basic purpose."

By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collcfian Staff

Viewers who missed the opportunity of

seeing the new comet, named IRAS-
Araki-Alcock. last night near the Big

Dipper, may be given a second op-

portunity depending on weather con-

ditions tonight.

"The best time to view the comet was
last night. It was closest to the earth then

and could be seen with the naked eye. It

should have appeared as a faint, fuzzy

patch near the pointer stars in the Big

Dipper," University of Massachusetts

astronomer William Irvine said yester-

day.

"However, the comet should have been

visible early this morning. Viewers may
also have a chance to see it tonight,

although not as clearly," Irvine said.

The comet travels at a very fast rate of

about 70.000 miles an hour. Irvine added.

He predicts that, "By tonight the comet

will have traveled from the Big Dipper to

somewhere near the constellation Leo."

This new comet was discovered about

two weeks ago, Irvine said. It is named

after the satellite and the two amateur

astronomers who are credited with its

discovery.

"We observe about 10 comets every

year," Irvine said. "This one is special

because it is the closest comet to come
toward the earth in about 200 years. It

won't appear again for many millions of

years."

Five-CoUege scientists are studying the

comet from one of the world's largest

radiotelescopes, which is located at the

Quabbin Reservoir.

"We will take turns, working in shifts,

at viewing the comet from the ob-

servatory at the Reservoir," Irvine said.

Dead beaver possiblydiseased
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

I oilcgiaji Staff

A beaver found dead in the center of

Amherst this weekend may be one of a pair

of infected lieavers released from Tilson

Farm but the animal was so badly scraped

and damaged that it is unidentifiable, said

the coordiriatur of the project that con-

ducted experiments with the animals.

Wendell Dodge, director of the

cooperative wildlife research unit at Tilson

Farm, at the University of Massachusetts

said the animal was found by Amherst
police around midnight Sunday on Main

Street in front of the College Drug Store.

The animal was about the right size, he

said, but it's ears were s<» Kadly damaged,

that the ear tags had been scraped off and

the animals identity could not be determin-

ed.

Dodge said the animal could have been
hit by a tar, but no one has admitted hitting

an animal to police. He said it could also

have been a prank: someone ct)uld have
found it dead elsewhere and moved it to

Amherst center.

Dodge .said technicians would be examin-
ing the body in search of identifiable scars

and marks that might determine whether
the beaver is one of the pair being sought.

The infectetl beavers were released by
unknown perpetrators April 29, by cutting

the padl(x:k of the Tilson Farm pen where
they ahd been kept since Oct., 1981. Both
beavers were infe<^t«d with giardiasis

disease, an illness that causes severe diar-

rhea in infected humans. The disease is

transmitted from the feces of the beaver
released in outdoor water sources used as
drinking sources.

363 Main 3t. Amherst •

256-8587
Soap Opera
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11:30 am - 7 pm :
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fSUMMER CO-OP JOBS 1.

Several Amherst area employers have

openings for students majoring in:

Psychology, Exercise Science, Physical

Education, Art Therapy, Food Science,

"and Civil Engineering.

For more information contact

The Co-op Office

110 Thompson Hall

545-2579
m

363 ^;5=5>Main St

Amherat
Moo • Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri Sat

11:30-3
Fast Ftm
D«llT«r7
266-8687

• • ATTENTION • •

UMASS STAFF & FACULTY
Your annua! oppoRTUNiry to join

VALLEY HEALTH PLAN
is now!

SiqN up For rliis pRipAid

IicaItIi covcRAqf by May 91

AT PiRSONNfl IN WifiTMORE.

CaU yOUR VHP REpRCSCNTATIVC,

KfUy Erwin, 2^6-01 91,

foR MORE JNfoRMATJON.

THE PAVILIOh

May Celebration

25 - 50% off

at the

Hampshire
Mall

10 - 9:30 Mon • Sat

Open Sun 12 - 5

Phone 584-3059
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WEDNESDAY

PUD MUG NIGHT
Music By

AL STONER
DISCO-ROCK
35C PUB MUGS

zz zz 3

Balloon Deliveries

Belly Dancers

Singing Telegrams

ZZ

Great way to say

Good Luck on Finals

and
Have a Great Summer

call 665-7664

Wednesday, May 11, 1983

Enjoy cocktails

in our Hayloft

Lounge.

Red Barn Steakhouse
529 Belchertown Rd. Rt 9. Amherat

GRAHD OPEHIHG MAY 1 i
Dinner served M-Sat 4-10

a Sundav 12-10

For reservations call: 253-9928

imentary glass of wine with dinner.

ZK ZB ZZ

The People's Gay Alliance

presents a

Lesbian/Gay May
THURSDAY
May 12, 1983

2:30 - David Scondras

BOSTON CITY COUNCIL}
CANDIDATE

7:30 - Dr. James Abel

on

Gay Health Issues

CC 905-09

FRIDAY
May 13. 1983

2:30 - Keren Guida
David Gearhart

on LESBIAN/GAY
LEGISLATIONEFFORTS
plus workshops all day
and DANCE 9-2:00

10th noor CC
Admission $2.

SATURDAY
May 14, 1983

Lesbian/Gay

Liberation March

Northampton, MA
start: 1:00 PM

Location:

Pulaski Park

Northampton

r^ENGINEERING STUDENTS

If you're a senior or second semester junior

and have a 2.5 GPA in electrical engineer-

ing, you might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering program (CSEP)

CSEP members are paid nearly $1,000

per month during their senior year!

Your commitment is 4 /ears as a commsis-

sioned officer on the Air Force Aerospace

Engineering Team after graduation and

completion of the three month Officer

Training School. If you want to be pan of

tne leading edge of technology . . .

CHECK US OUT!!!
call Technical Sergeant
Art Courtmanche at

^
413786 0352

^ ^^^-s
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MICRO CASSETTE-CORDER WHICH
PROVES THAT SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

Sor, Li'o^es that srra s as hardy as '! is oeauttfui

The M 9 mc^o casset'e corder is tmy er^ough to tane
along to school the oM'ce or any nrteetirg But it has
'arge easy-to-use Duvons and one-touch recordir^g.

so the student and execu'ive alike a^': tmd tt a
Circh to operate T\ao speeds a"ow up to 2 hours
erf recording And when yoj re finished poo it mto

.'' i' DocKer The economical M-9 A g'eat 'it! e

^n

ri^>^"*

^- SONY

Sor^y tor those very big asS'Q'

Sale

4 H
%

list 64.95

Save
$15.00

off of

list price

iiiliii::::::::!

"HI
SiiliilHiii

model
number
M-9

Located in the Campus Centei

^.UNIVERSITY
ESTORE

^

quantities

limited

OPEN
MP 9 5

Sat 114

CLOSING
For the Semester

Siuaent JNote Service will De

closing for the semester on

Thursday May 19 (Reading

Day) at 5:00 pm. All notes

must be picked up by then. We
thank the UMass community

for helping us make it a good

semester.

Siud«ni
inOItt 403 student Union

B&l^irintiHii M-xh 9-5 fh 9-3

* The quick copy/print shop will be open

through finals.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION

EXClTtPSl6WTi>^ RBCENTIVOF
THmR6Ra:T CRESTED VARI-

HOED'RjJCKElSHWSCoR UWtER»RD)

oSnURE H/iWE m^ MH iNmE

i THIS Rii^D S»n6S NyMT KAUTimV
MTONE YOU WAKT TO HEAi? . AND
iiSTRA^£WHM>P<iNT)lRO(A)R.

IT IS POSSIBLY PREWrOR/.

Graduates — a bleak look ahead?
After spending the last four years at UMass. seniors

like myself will be graduated from the University

on May 28. For some of us like myself, v/ithout a

vacation to Flurope map|)ed out or a job from daddy

waitmg to be taken, this graduation can be a pretty

awesome feeling. The one thing all the seniors can be

assurtnl of is that they instantly become alumni, the Class

of 1983.

Here's hoping that the Class of *83 fares a little bit bet-

ter than previous classes. Sure, we've all read articles

similar U) the one in the CttUegian's "Founder's Day"

issue about all the successful graduates; but that's not

quite the whole picture. After calling over 80 alumni and

speaking at some length to over 20 a night twice a week

working f(»r the Alumni Office in its Telefund program,

it's evident that a lot of alumni are a) out of a job; b) bitter

about their University experience, or c) if they have a job.

it's unsatisfying — certainly not ideal.

Elliott Kalb

I'm not a statistician - these are admittedly generalize

tions based on two months of jiart time work. It certamly

seems that only a small percentage of people are employed

in the field of their choice. Most alumni that I have spoken

to fall into one of these three categories:

1 _ The /'o.ii/nv AlumnuA - These are the alumni who

give generously to the University. They still feel con

nect<»d with the university, probably because they're suc-

cessful in their j>ersonal or professional life. Many of these

people met their future mate, or made lifelong friendships

while at school For these people, college truly was "the

time of their life.
' There is probably an equal distribution

of men and women, and in sUte and out-of sUters in this

category. Some of their occupations include restaurant

owners, engineers, television producers, a real cross-

section.

2 - The Indifferent or Apathetic Alumnvut - These are

the worst group of people to solicit for funds. The world

owes them a living. They wake up in the morning, they pay

their Uxes. what more can anyone expect? These people

are unhappy in their jolws. many are unhappy with their

lives. These people do not feel any allegiance to the

University - "times are tough all over." A lot of these in-

different alumni have children in college now. many went

to another school in addition to UMass. many are

housewives, many are recently out of school who are

realizing the futility of a college diploma in the sour job

market. There's a whole lot of these people. They're not

statistics, they're individuals. A lot of them are disillusion-

ed or bitter.

3 - The Complainer - Many of these alumni are

previous donors to the I'niversity. Some are doctors, and

most of them are older and a little conservative. One man

said that "we have the sexual mores of cocker spaniels."

One man didn't like the "racial balance" of the school.

Many are concerned with the image of the University as a

party school. In my opinion, complaints about drugs and

alcohol are legitimate. The press has a way of building

things up. The racists, bigots and crazies are l>eyond

reason. The other type of complainer is young, one who

had a negative university experience. They could have had

the worst years of their life here at UMass. and want no

reminder of it. They could have been unpopular, or had a

bad living situation.

As we seniors venture out in the real world of collection

agencies. 9 .^ jobs and responsibility, it is unlikely that any

of us will sf»end more than a few minutes recalling ami

reflecting our four years at UMass.

We as the Class of '83 can easily fall into these same

categories. There may not be any Dr. .Is or Richard Geres,

but hopetully we all learned something mf)re than how to

drink large quantities of beer, and hopefully, we'll be suc-

cessful ^K»th individually and as a class.

It's time tt) get out of here.

Elliot Kalb is a Collegian staff member

Letters

Is bigotry a

problem now?

I
would like to pose a question: Does bigotry exist on the

University of Massachusetts campus?

An incident a few weeks ago indicated to me that

despite having attendee! an institution of higher learning

and having l)een exposed to the process of thinking and

understanding differing concepts and viewpoints, some

UMass students are extremely inU)lerant and this, to me,

is bigotry in its purest form.

The incident of which I speak occured in the ('ampus

Center concourse when a group of Arab students had a

display which present their viewpoint on Israeli atrocities

I personally watched the abuse that was given to this

group both verbally and almost physically.

Without going into discussion and debate on who is right

or who is wrong in the Middle East, let me say that un<ier

the precepts of American Democracy, the Arab students

had every right to present their views and to seek public

support.

Commentary author responds

To the Editor:

I did not write my May 6 (Picket line's purpose. .) arti-

cle to argue Hitler's ancestry. However because of the

slander to my name and the Collegian I would like to say

to Wheeler "Thou Shalt Not Kill." By Mr. Wheeler's

slander he is trying to kill the purpose of my article.

The Encyclopedia Am^ericana writes. "Little is known

of Hitler's ancestry, his father Alois was the illegitimate

son of a servant giri, Marianne Schickelgruber, who had

worked possibly in a Jewish household - in Graz." When

you say "HITLER IS NOT JEWISH!", are you referring

to the faith of Judaism or the Semitic tribe found in

Jerusalem? The book The Making of Adolf Hitler by

Eugene Davidson cites and argues an investigation by

Frank Hans, "That Fraulein Schicklegruber had worked

in the household of Jews named Frankenberger in Graz, in

lower Austria, and that the father of the child she bore

could have been the young son of the family she worked

First, to clarify things, 1 by no means commend the kill-

ing of Jews for the sake of an Aryan r;uf. It should be

noted that Mr. WTieeler based this on a quote which never,

repeat, never appeared in my article.

Secondly, semite means "A member of any various an-

cient and modern peoples originating in Southwest Asia.

jtinong wrioni are Uie neoiew and AraDs. according U)

Random Home Dictionary. Lastly the Webster's Interna

tinnal Dictionary defines semite as. "a member of any of

a group of people of Southwestern Asia speaking Semitic

languages and chiefly represented now by the Jews and

Arabs but in ancient times also by the Babylonians,

Assyrians, Armeans, Cannanites. and Phoenicians." So

how is supporting the sovereignty of the Palestinians mak

ing me anti -Semitic?

Zionism is defined as. "a woHd-wide Jewish movement

for the establishment in Palestine of a national homeland

for the Jews." In the American College Dictionary

Zionism is defined as. "a modem plan or movement to col

onize Hebrews in Palestine." So there is a difference in be-

ing Anti-Zionist and being anti-semitic. I am neither, there

should be a peaceful home land for all. and disobedience to

the command." Thou Shalt Not Kill" is not justifiable by

any means including Zionism! In common law those who

attempt to murder are as guilty as convicted murderers.

So, who owes whom an apology?

I will admit that all people belong to one common race,

"the human race," and individuals must someday accept

other's right to a peaceful existence without mental or

physical invasion of unique identities. We must first accept

our sovereignty in our own conscious kingdom, before we

can actualize this right in daily experience.

R.C. O'Neal
Amherst

David B. Miner

In a democracy, it is my right to agree or tx) disagree

when someone expresses their opinion. But it is not my

right or any other person's right to take any abusive ac-

tions which would hinder the person or group with whom

they disagree from fully and freely expressing their feel-

ings. There are better ways of handling such a situation

and to express your opposing view.

A good example of this is when Teddy Roosevelt was

Police Commissioner of New York City. A speaker who

was known as a "Jew-baiter" scheduled a series of lee

tures on what he termed the "solution U) the Jew

problem." This speaker asked T.R. for police prot^tion

which put Roosevelt in a tough spot - he did not agree

with what the speaker was advocating but. he reci>gnized

that the man was entitled to freely express his opinions.

How Roosevelt solved the dilemma is a classic example of

what can be done if one is able to sit down and use logic to

solve a problem.

What he did was to obtain a list of every Jewish Police

Officer in the Def)artment and assign them to be this

sjieaker's protection. T.R. then let this man know just who

it was who was protecting him. The speaker left aft4>r giv-

ing only one of his series of speeches.

What does this have to do with the price of tea in China

or what happened at UMass that day?

What I am suggesting is that whenever you are exposed

to a differing viewpoint which may be completely opposite

from yours — one which causes you to want to take stning

action - sit down and try and come up with a creative

rather than a distructive action.

If we don't learn to think before we act, then I fear that

we will become, as the Prince in Romeo and Juliet said,

"all punished."

Daind B Miner is a Collegian staff member
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Commencement 1983
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 28
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Instruction for Participants
All C'aiuiidulos

Tlu'ii,- will Ih- no C»>mm».'iKviiKM»t lolu-iirsiil for

ili-i;i\v i.iiuliii. Ill's CiiuliiliiU's shoiilil .issi-inhli-

In Nv h»tt)l i.olK-j;i' .il Alumni Sl.ulimn nn l.iUi

th.n) M a.m v;i.uUiaCion nioiniuk; May 2H. lyK;^.

Sii;ns will be posk-il imlitHtinj; scluxils .iiul

ConuiUMKi nuiit Miiishals will issiii- sjvcilit in

stiiKlions anil ilislrilniU- programs. Upon siniuil,

laikliilali's will lulluw llu' Conmunii-nu'iil Mar-

shaU to llu- ahsinm-il aivas aiul Iv M-ali-il.

Caniliiialis will roivivc diploma covers from

ihc licans ol tlu-ir mIum)1 or collcgo.

Who ik Klit;ibk' Ut I'urluiputc?

L'niU-iiinhhHih- lU'finr lUiiiluiali-s who anticipaU-

loniplclin); ilcj;ri'i' ri'qiiirotm'nts by llu- t-m/ of

llu- laliMuiar your 198.} Qiuslions concerning

acudi'mic slalus should Iv liircctcd to ihc Rec-

ords Office 2K» Whitmorc 543-0555.

Maslt'r s iif):n-i' iumiuhilcs who have previously

suhmilled the Decree Application Form by April

29 I98:i to the Office of Ciradiiate Dejiree Re-

ijuirements staling the intention [o complete all

requirements yueslions concerninn elijjibility

should Iv directed to the Office of Graduate IX'-

gree Requirements Ri>om A251 Graduate Re

scarcli Center 545-0024

DtKlaral i/e^rtv i anJiJutes who have completed

all do>;ree requirements by April 29 1981 Ques-

tions concerning eligibility should Ih- directed to

the Office of Graduate Degree Requirements

RiH)m A25I Graduate Research Center

545(M)24

Faculty

Faculty and staff shoulil assemble at the

SOUTHWEST end of the sladium on the gravel

Ix-tween the Fa; iliti«s/lnformation Center and

the stadium wall Faculty will Ix- jwrl of the pro-

cessional and will Ix- seated immediately in front

of the candidates from each schiK>l and c«»llege

I'urenis and Invited Guests

SiiKi tin Uonuiiiiicinunl Kxercises are o|H-n to

the public and guest sealing is without reserva-

tion pannls and friends sh«)uld plan to arrive

early to ensure gooii seating Viewing areas for

those confined to wheelchairs will Ix- locateil on

both sides of the stadium on the eastern and

weslern walkways.

Invitations

There is no limit to the nunilx-r «»f guests who
may attend the ceremony and tickets are not re-

quired Each undergraduate/graduate student

will receive a packet of six formal invitations.

Students are urged lo encourage their guests to

arrive early for giHtd seating.

Caps. Gowns, and HtHxlst

Undergraduate Decree Candidates

Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will Ix-

available at no charge (on presentation of an ID.

,ind announcement of the degree earned and Vhe

deiwrlment awarding it) at the TexllxH)k Annex,

May 2-27, Monday through Friday 9 am. to

4 p nv On Commencement Day, May 28. caps,

gowns and tassels may Ix- obtained after 8 a.m.

at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Master's Decree Candidates

Caps, gowns tassels, and invitations will Ix*

available at no charge (on presentation of an ID
and anmiuncement of the degree earned and the

deiwrtment awarding it) at the Textlxnik Annex

May 2-27 Monday through Friday, 9 am to

4 p.m. On Connneneement Day. May 28 caps,

gowns and tassels may Ix* obtained after 8 a in

at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

DiKtoral Decree Candidates

Dextoral caps, gowns tassels, and invitatiims

will Ix- available only at the Office of Graduate

Degree Requirements, R«K>m A251, Graduate Re-

search Center. May 2-27 Monday through Fri

day 9 a in to 4 p m . u|Hin presentation ol an

ID On Connneneement Day. caps, gowns, tas-

sels, and h«M»ds may be «»bt«ined after R am at

Schedule of Events

Senior Day

E>ate

Thurs . May 26

Time

To be announced

Stockbridge Commencement Fri., May 27 1:30 pm.

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sat , May 28 8 .m.

Nursing Commencement Sat., May 28 2 p.m.

1983 Commencement Ceremony Sat., May 28 10 am -12 noon

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Campus Center

Auditorium

Alumni Stadium

Note: Commencement 83 Date. Saturday. May 28 1983

Stadium Plan

SI \t,»

Imiinr
I l>v ir» j t>*<iiT>| | »«iirt|

<IIT> ft

VltWES

ARTS ft VIM

<l(TNft ^MTSft

»IIT%ft UTS ft

I Af ft i,<n»N

IN\TMIin INtS

the NOHI HWHSr end of the stadium (on the

gravel area). •

Doctoral landidales who plan lo participate in

Ihe Commeiiceminl c<reinony must have a

ImmrI Each I'h.D. caniiidate's name '^ill Ix- an-

nounced over 'he stadium sound system and

two officers of ;he university will dra|K' the

hiMRl on the candidate's shoulders Dixloral

htM)ds can Ix- purchased only at the Office of

Graduate Degree Requirements, A251 Ciraduate

Research Center, at a cost of $26. {Five College

lytilitrtil //<«•</ »''/ 'w (M'(*»/f<f»/<- (I! S4AM'i I

Rentals for Faculty

Academic apiwrel lor this year's University

Commencement may be rented through the Uni

versity Store. All faculty members are urged lo

place their rental orders as soon as possible

THE LAST DAY TO ORDER IS WEDNESDA Y.

MAY IS Payment nvjst be made at Ihe liim >'

order and there will i - no refunds if apparel r>

not used Academic apparel may also Ix- pur-

chased For further information about rentals or

purchases please contact Connie S/elewicki at

the University Store 545 2f>l9.

AictiminiHlations

Many area motels are already Ixniked for Friday

Ix-fore Commencement A limited numlxr of

rtM)ms in University housing will Ix* available for

relatives and other guests the nights of May 27

and 28 Please contact the University Summer

Conference Office, 918 Campus Center

545 i4(R) by May 10 Fees $15 single/$21 dou-

ble ix-r night There is a $5 cash key dejxtsit -

to Ix- returned when the key is relumed

IimkI Scrvite*

Col fee v)ft drinks, and donuts will be available

under the east (section 161 ami west (section 6)

stands at the north end of the stadium

Campus Center

Graduation Dinner Top of the Campus Restau-

rant Campus Center (reservations needed) 12

iuKHi-6 p m
Graduation Buffet RiM»m HKW Campus Center

(reservations suggested! 12 niMin 3 p in

C*if(ee Sl«>p «»|xn 7 a m t p nv

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9 a 111 Robing for Commencement
MASTERS and DOCTOR.AL candidates should

assemble at the NORTHWEST end of the sta-

dium (gravel area):

Graduates from ARTS St SCIENCES and CON-

TINUING EDUCATION should assemble at the

SOUTHWE5T end of the stadium jgravel area).

Graduates from ENGINEERING EDUCATION
HEALTH and PHYSICAL EDUCATION should

assemble at the .SOL-THfAST end ol the siadi

um (gravel area!

Graduates from FCX)D & NATURAL KESOfRCES
should assemble at the NORTHEAST v:k\ «-f 'Iv-

stadium (gravrl area):

Graduates fmm the SCHOOL OF MANAGE
MENT (SOM; should assemble at th'- NORTH
end of -.hi si.iilium in «he ler.ler (gravel area):

APPROPRIATE SIGNS WIU. BE DISPLAYED
GRADUATES SHOULD I INE UP ACCORDIN*..

TO THEIR SCHiXJi. OK COL' FGE

9:30 Sea'iiig <•) G'aduoles

10 Prix-ession starts

12 n<K»n Ce'emony end

SeiiiiM l)a>

Till CliaiKclloi s Kiiiplioii loi .Viiioi-, iVnu'i

Day! will Iv helil TluiiMlay May ih on Mel.i

w.imiHi Lawn Uliiiui llu SluiUiil I iiion Inloi

mation on liikels will l>e amiomui'il in llu- Co/

lesMfi

MiinKisol llu Class ol losiuho.iu mUi
( sU »l 111 woikmi; Willi llu Snioi Hay I'ommitU >

shoulil lonlail Loiilla .Mi ^^l^l;el m the MiulenI

Ailivilu s Olliii JloSluiiitil Union ."a.'v tHU
Ol Lis,! rolhi |Siiuliiif C'ooulmalorl Siiiale Ol

lni "iU^Ot-Jl .1"- ^olln ,is possil'lr

(ienei.il Intoiiiiiilioii

Diplomas will b( m.iilril lo v;iailii.iUs in llu- Kill

Mi-ilual laiililii s will Ih lot.iltil in llu van

Uiulrl N<-( lion S nl llu' sl.iiuls

l'iil>lii lilcphoiu-s will be loi.ilitl on llu- west

Mill 111 llu 1 .11 ilitiis/lnloiinalion C'enlei

KeslMMuns .III- ItH.iU'd .il eillu-i ciiil ol the I'ai ili

liis/lnloim.ilioii l\-nli-i al llu soulli i-iul ol llu-

shuliiim

Viewing anas loi Ihosi- lonliiud lo w lucK h.iiis

will Ih- loialetl on IhiIIi siili s ol llu sl.uluim ou

till- easli-iii aiul wesli-in w.ilkw.iNs

I Ol .ulililional inlormalion lont.iet the Ollm- ol

Comnumilv Rel.itimis <M(1 Whitmore ."vJ.'> _' m^H

Arts
B-52's bounce
off the walls
WHAMMY! (Warner Bros.)

B-52'8

By TIM MacPHEE
i ollrKian Suff

The new B-52's album. WHAMMY'. oIoWhts you with

pound and beat numbers that bounce off the walls of your

mind long after you close the turntable's dust cover or

remove your headphones.

WHAMMY! is the Athens, Georgia based band's fifth

album and it's loaded with slick echo tricks and quick

pounding beats that have characterized the B52's since

their Rcx'k Lobster days.

Side 1 l)egins with "Legal Tender", a moderate upbeat

number about beating the economy by printing illegal

tender in the basement.

This side also includes the song prol)ably destined to

receive the most airplay. "Whammy Kiss." Incorporated

into this wild-beat number is such t>pical 52's fare as split

vocals, echo tricks, and female two-fjart harmony. The

track gral)s your attention right away with its r>evo-like

electric keyboard rapping and pounding l)eat.

"S(mg for a F'uture Generation" is perhaps the most in-

teresting offering from Side 1 — "Let's meet and have a

baby now." This uptempo track celebrates the need for

the future generation while jx)king fun at traditional ways

of making a generation. "Hey. my name is Keith and I'm a

Scorpio from Athens G A. and I like to find the essence

from within."

The sound is so upbeat, "la. la. la la la. "
it almost brings

to mmd old Partridge Family tunes (picture Tracey

mindlessly slamming a Um^)ourine against her hip).

The last song on Side 1 is "Butterbean " - a fast-paced

song about . . . butterbeans.

Side 2 offers five tracks. •Trism. " "Queen of Las

Vegas." "Dtmt Worry." "Big Bird." and an instrumen

lal, "Work That Skirt
"

"Trism" isn't a fast dance number, but has a good

guitar hook which draws you into the story of a woman

who needs to get home (through a prism) by sunset

The B-52*8: the bouffante'a come down, but the sound hasn't.

"Queen of Las Vegas" is an interesting exploration of a

young girl's Las Vegas childhood, a childhood marked by a

mother who wasn't around a lot and whose daddy was a

"one-eyed jack of hearts." The story is accompanied by

good synthesizer and guitar work.

"Big Bird" is a silly song about - you guessed it - a big

bird flying over someone's house. Yes. it has a good beat,

but the lyrics, well, my 9 year-old nephew could do better.

"Don't Worry" is not the most complex tune I've ever

heard. Written by Yoko Ono. it is just the two words

repeated (almost endlessly) in various vocal inflections.

Vhe album winds down with 'Work That Skirt." a very-

good fast number loaded with synthesizer, guitar,

keyboard and . . . hard drum beat

WHAM^fY! marks a more diverse effort from the

5-member band. There are vocals on this record by all the

band members instead of just from Fred Schnider. Cu»dy

Wilson and Kate Peirson.

If you approach it from the right state of mind - a danc

ing mood, and don't take the lyrics too literally. I

guarantee you'll have a good time with it.

So grab our best old dancin' sneakers and get moving.

Fitzgeraldwas a good sport

Slap Happy, a Boston-based comedy, music, and jugg!

ing team, will perform from 12 to 2 p.m. on Monday, May

16 on Metwamj>ee Lawn (rear of the Blue Wall). Formed

three years ago, Slap Hnppy combines the comic genius of

Jeff Ernstoff. Allan Jacobs. Jan Kirschner. and Brian

O'Conner to create a brand nutty madness that the Boston

Ledger has described as "bright. pK)lished. witty, and

hilariously funny." "This is a funny, don't-make-me-wet-

my-pants-stuff." says another critic.

Jeff Ernstoff is Slap Happy's woodwind and percussion

ace. Having received his graduate arts training in theater

from Harvard. Ernstoff is no stranger to the stage.

Allan Jacobs, who has taught at none other than the

Ringling Brothers and Barnum Bailey College in Florida,

is S/np //apyn/'s juggling wizard.
• • e.

Jan Kirschner left his Ph.D. dissertation U) join SUip

Happy as a comedian and juggler.

Brian O'Conner, who in addition to Slnp Happy co-

directs the Liinng Poem Theater, is the group's artistic

director. . , j u
Slap Happy's performance on Monday is sponsored by

the Governor's Program Council and is free of charge.

- Douglas Muise

CHAMPIONS REMEMBERED
By Ray Fitzgerald

Steven Green
242 pages. $12.95

By ROBERT HATCH

While basking in the sun dunng the hot summer mon-

ths, any sports enthusiast should take advantage of the

free time U) enhance their New England s|H)rl.'i knowledge

by reading Ray Fitzgerald's Champums Remembered.

Ray Fitzgerald covered sports in Boston for 16 years.

He joined the Boston Gl(^ in 1966 to follow the Red Sox.

Patriots, and Celtics. At the time of his early death in

August of 1982, Fitzgerald had won the Headliner Award

for excellence in sports journalism and had received the

Massachusetts Sfx>rtswriter Award eleven times. His

latest work. (%impwnn Remembered, was published

posthumously. In this book. Fitzgerald picks the top

Boston sports heroes of the modern era (1940 - 1980) in

Baseball. Basketball. Hockey. Boxing and Running.

In the Preface. Fitzgerald sets the 'ground rules' for in

elusion in this book. To lie eligible for this bo<ik. an athlete

must have been born in Massachusetts and made his mark

someplace else, or vice-versa. Fitzgerald realizes that

picking the very best of anything is difficult. But he feels

this list is fun because it promotes argument or discussi«)n.

He says, "What fun would it be if it were decreed by law

that chocolate chip was the number one ice cream flavor?

Where would that leave the butter-j>ecan crowd?"

Fitzgerald presents warm mini biographies of Boston's

oest. In Baseball, he discusses the love/hate relationship

iH'tween Ted Williams and the Boston fans. His only other

baseball hero is CaH Yaztremski. the man who replaced

Ted Williams in the hearts of Bostonians. In basketball, he

writes of John Havlicek, Bob Cousy. Dave Cowens. and

Bill Russell. The Bruin greats remembered are Bobby Orr.

Phil Esposito. Eddie Shore, and Milt Schmidt. The in-

dividual sports include local heroes like boxer Rocky Mar-

ciano. and marathoners Bill Rodgers and Johnny Kelley.

He also has a chapter dedicated to local olympians along

with Boston's own collegiate sUr. the 'Golden Greek."

Harry Agganis.

The b(K)k is filled with many interesting little anecdotes.

With each individual, Fitzgerald gives the readers a per-

sonal look behind the 'Monday morning headlines.' Four-

time Boston marathon champ Bill Rodgers smoked

cigarettes every day for two years and at one time gave up

running altogether. Dave Cowens during his career with

the Celtics, drove a cab in Boston and once hitch-hiked to

New Hampshire to lecture at a baskeUwill camp. Of J«>hn

Havlicek Fitzgerald wrote. "Teammates kidde<l Havlii-ek

about his tidiness." Tommy Heinsohn. his first roommate

and later his coach, said "He's the only guy I know, when

he unpacks, puts his socks on hangars." Of Bot)by Orr. he

wrote: "Orr playe<l h<K-key for a living, that's like saying

PicaMo drew pictures for a living. Orr played the game

with the grace of a Bolshoi balleteer . . . When he was into

his game, the Boston Garden was transformeii into Swan

In ChamptoTus Remembered, Fitzgerald gives the reader

a chance to feel a little nostalgia on some of Boston's

sports heroes. He a.ssembles humorous little anecdotes

and .stories of each of the stars. He quotes many of his

fellow writers to add still more humor to his book.

Through each of these anecdotes and stories. Fitzgerald is

trying to familiarize the reader with the l<>cal heroes he

considered Boston's lx»st.

The book was very well written and organize*! Once I

began reading. I found it very difficult to put down. Fit-

zgerald gave me the impression that he was speaking form

the heart, he U)ok a real interest in each of these in-

dividuals. He cared for them.

However, the book was not what I expect e<l. I have been

an admirer of Ray Fitzgerald for many years. Each of his

columns was very humorous and imaginative. I recall one

in particular in Which he played the role of a used car

salesman and compared the Red Sox pitching staff to

automobiles. Ironically the column was written during the

hard times of the American Auto Industry. The hook does

not contain this ty])e of imaginative humor. Although it

conUins humorous anecdotes, the book left me with a feel-

ing of sadness. The eariy deaths of Harry Agganis and

Rocky Marciano and Bobby Orr's early retirement, were

all s{K>ts of melancholy. Perhaps the feeling of sadness can

be attributed to the realization that this is Fitzgerald's

own last work.

Though the b<M>k covers many different sports and

sports figures, it fails to mention any football players or

coaches. Jim Nance and John Hannah, considered by

many the best lineman to play the game, are worthy of be

ing rememl)ered. For coaches, one must consider the flam-

boyant and successful Don Cherry, former coach of the

Bruins or Red Auerbach of the Boston C:eltics.

Needless to say I enjoyed the book immensely. Fit-

zgerald wrote Champyons Remembered with fondness and

perception about these sports heroes 'who came to play'

and made their mark in the history books of their sports.

For the thousands of Ray Fitzgerald admirers, this is a

worthy addition to their collections. I would recommend

Ckarnpxons Remembered as it's yet another fabulous work

by the laU Ray Fitzgerald.
^
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biiiig your books to:

The Textbook Annex
May 19 23-27

^00-4:00
I.D. Required
These are some of the books we will be buying.

fl^UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK

Title

Putnam's Geology
German: Structural Approach
Story of Modern Art

Fortran 77 Lang and Style

Labor - Management Relation?

Organic Chemistry (A & B)

Applied Statistics

Digital Signal Processing

Understanding Statistics

Energy Mgt. & Conservation

List subject to change.

5ilW*«A°«^l¥l'**PT

We are paying
$13.00

$8.00

$7.00

$9.50

$12.50

$18.00

$13.50

$16.00

$12.00

$13.00

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Committee formed to investigate racial problems
By RHONDA SWAN

CollcKian SUff

In view of the increasing numbers of reported incidents

involving racial harassment within the university com-

munity. Chancellor Joseph Duffey has formed a special

committee to investigate and propose possible solutions to

the growing problems. Duffey met with the members of

the committee yesterday to discuss the immediate and

future plans of the various university departments for

improvement.

Sarah Boy, Special Assistant to the Vice Chancellor of

student affairs, was asked to report on the coordination of

service providers and documentation. Boy feels that

changes are needed to improve the climate in which

minority students must function.

Lou Fischer, Associate to the Chancellor, reported on

the rules, regulations and sanctions regarding racial

harassment. P'ischer s;»id that the University is not

without rules regarding racial harassment, but the

problem is with people's false notions about their legal

rights.

"People think that the First Amendment protects them
from everything," Fischer said. However, Fischer noted,

that freedom of speech does not apply to verbal

harassment which is a punishable crime.

In her report, Thelma Griffith-Johnson, Affirmative

Action Director, was asked to report on the conduct of key
agencies and faculty administrators. Since it is the job of

the Dean of Student's office to deal with the concerns of

students, Griffith-Johnson's committee suggested that

there be an increase in minority presence in the office in

Conference to address Black union's future
By TRACY ROBBINS

Several days before the highly publicized mayoral

primary in Philadelphia, the A. Philip Randolph Institute

will hold its 14th annual National Conference in the City of

Brotherly Love.

Over 750 black trade unionists and community leaders

will gather there from May 13th to 15th. making this the

most significant national gathering of black trade unionists

of the year.

Among the leaders who will address the conference are

United States Senator Frank Lautenberg. D New Jersey,

Representative William Gray. D-Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia mayoral candidate Wilson Goode; civil rights

leader Bayard Rustin; Moe Biller. President of the

American Postal Workers Union; Leon Lynch. Executive

vice president of the United Steelworkers; Andrew Zulu,

vice-president of the Federation of South African Trade
Unions; AFL-CIO National vice-presidents Barbara
Hutchinson and Frederick O'Neal; and Norman Hill.

President of the A. Philip Randolph Institute.

The speakers will focus on conference theme: "New
Economic Realities: The Future of the Labor Black

Alliance."

Keynote addresses to the opening sessions will be given

by Philadelphia City Council President Joseph Coleman.

The conference keynote address will also be given by A.

Philip Randolph Institute President Norman Hill.

Hill's address will focus on the analysis of the effects of

the recession on black workers, and on a political strategy

for rebuilding and strengthening the coalition between
blacks and organized labor.

Senator F'rank Lautenberg will deliver a speech on the

effects of Reaganomics on blacks and all working people.

Celebrating his 20th anniversary as principal organizer of

the 1963 March on Washington for jobs is Bayard Rustin.

Mr. Rustin, a prominent civil rights leader, serves as

Randolph Institute's National Chairman.

Rep. BiU Gray, Philadelphia AFL-CIO President

Edward Toohey. and Bayard Rustin will speak at a general

session on "New Ekronomic Realities and Black

Americans."

Principal speakers will be Dr. Bernard Anderson and

Gus Tyler.

Dr. Anderson is Director of the Social Services Division

of the Rockefeller Foundation and Professor of Industry at

the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. Mr.

Tyler is Assistant President of the International Ladies

Garment Workers Union.

Renowned contralto Marion Anderson wfll be presented

with the prestigious A. Philip Randolph Freedom award,

the organizations highest honor. The award is being given

in recognition of her contributions to the struggle for

freedom and human dignity.

William Burrus, Executive Vice-President of the

American Postal Workers Union will be presented with the

Randolph Achievement Award in recognition of his out

standing contributions to trade unionism and civil rights.

The A. Philip Randolph Institute is a national

organization of black trade Unionists. It has 18,000

members nationwide and its 180 affiliates are active in 36

states.

The Institute conducts voter registration drives, a trade

union intern program, and grassroots legislative lobbying

efforts nationwide.

Max Roach Quartet and the University

Jazz Ensemble excite at free concert
B; LOUIS ALFRED III

('•ItoCiaa ("
u iinp»«4iwt

The performance Thursday night by the University of

Massachusetts Jazz Ensemble was an event that was ex-

tra special in two respects. First, there was a feature per-

formance by the Max Roach Quartet, and second there

was the presentation of the Fletcher Henderson Scholar-

ship Award.
The Fletcher Henderson Award was honored to the

Afro-American Jazz Major that has displayed outstanding

performance in their respective majors. This year's

scholarship was shared by saxophonist Pet^ Levesuqe,

and vocalist Kate McGarry.

The performance of the UMass Jazz Ensemble 1

displayed the fine talent of its members in excellent form.

Their repertoire included diverse musical selections rang-

ing from the uptempo big band jazz sound of That Jones'

Cherry Juice to the more contemporary sound of Stanley

Clarke's Bass Folk Song.

After a brief intermission, Max Roach appeared on

stage to present the Fletcher Henderson Scholarship

Award. Henderson, a black composer from the 19208 was

named as a prime source for the big band style music that

was made famous during the 40s. Then Max Roach pro-

ceeded to perform a drum solo in the form of a ballad.

This solo spot was afi excellent opportunity to observe

the extraordinary technique of Max Roach Roach, who
was a pioneer of the bebop era, along with Dizzy Gillespie

and Charlie Parker, then introduced the other members of

his Qiuutet.

This included trumpeter Cecil Bridgewater. C)dean Pope

on Tenor Saxophone, and Calvin Hill on Acoustic Bass.

Upon introduction the Quartet played "Giant Steps," an

uptempo tune written by John Coltrane.

This featured (Mean Pope's saxophone. The next selec-

tion was "In A Sentimental Mood," by jazz great Duke
Ellington.

This featured trumpeter Cecil Bridgewater and bassist

Calvin Hill. Bridgewater 's performance was marked by a

very beautiful lyrical solo that held one captive throughout

its duration.

Calvin Hill also displayed a spotless solo on a bass that

has a sound as deep and broad as it is old (almost 250 years

old).

The next tune was a Charlie Parker bop tune entitled

"Confirmation." This selection produced excellent solos

by Odean Pope who demonstrateu astounding technique.

C-ecil Bridgewater and Max Roach. The last selection

"Oleo," by Sonny Rollins featured the UMass Jazz

Ensemble and the Quartet together.

It was an excellent way to bring the event to a close. In-

deed it was a fine performance by all musicians involved.

order to insure that effective confident referrals be made.
Griffith-Johnson also said that one of the most pressing

problems is that "most people on the campus don't fear any

disciplinary action for abhorrent behavior."

Vincent Dethier, a professor at the university also noted

that the faculty is not guided by any constraints in regard

to harassment.

In addition to the special reports, individual committee
members addressed some other needs of the university in

deahng with racial problems.

Who benefited most
in Beirut bombing?

J

By MUHAMMAD ABBAD
Sfccwl to MUrk Affairs

On September 1, 1982, after Ronald Reagan claimed to

presenting an alternative to the already dead Camp
David agreement, within a few hours, Mr. Begin de<-lared

that Israel would not even discuss the new plan.

Unable to exert any pressure on their belligerent ally in

the Middle East, Israel, the cold warriors of the Reagan
Administration have miserably failed to bring about the

withdrawal of occupying Israeli troops from Southern

Lebanon (if we assume that they had any interest to do

so!).

At a time of rising tension in the Israeli American rela

tions, and with the Israelis bet-oming more impatient for

the presence of a multi-national peace keeping force (in-

L'luding American troops) in Lebanon, which at least

momentarily stops the bloodthirsty commanders of Mr.

Begin from finishing their plans to exterminate the

r'alestinians, and to annex most of Lebanon and to destroy

the Lebanese progressive forces, the U.S embassy in

ieirut is blown up in an explosion which resulted in the

cilling of 40 people.

Editorial
Who's respf»nsible? At this point it is impossible to

reproduce any well founded evidence. But we can

rephrase the question: Who could have benefitted the

most from that attack? Or better put. what couJd have

been the motives for the attack?

1. To gel the Americans to pull out of Lebanon and thus

leaving free hands for the invading Zionist forces to carry

out an even fiercer repression.

2. To prove that the Lebanese authorities still cannot

maintain law and order even in their city, thus showing

the necessity for a foreign invading force. This latter jioint

was cynically raised after the explosion by many Israeli

ministers.

As a leading London magazine. The Ervnnmwt, has

pointed out: "F'or months the Israelis have argued that it

was American presnce that was blocking an Israeli-

Lebanese agreement . . . The Israelis had motives (for that

explosion)," (April 23).

On the «>ther hand it would be naive for anybody to think

that after butchering more than two thousand people in

Sabra and Shatile, and after massacring tens f>f thousands

of Palestines in Lebanese in Lebanon after having

destroyed most of the Lebanese capital of Beirut, it would

present any moral dilemma to Mr. Begin 's thugs to kill 40

more innocent people.

Philadelphia mayoral candidates Wilson Goode (second from left) and Frank Rizzo (far right)

meet at an American Jewish Federation meeting last month. ^__

Announcements
ARCHIE SHEPP and ANDREW SALKEY will be reading

poetry at the Jones Library, in Amherst for their May
Reading Series. Both men are outstanding writers and will

offer examples to anyone interested in good literature.

This will all take place May 17th, at 8 p.m. at Burnett

Gallery and there will be no admission charge.

Archie Shepp — renowned saxophonist, playwright and

professor of Music and Afro American Studies at the

University of Massachusetts is author of "Junebug

Graduates Tonight, " The Black Drama Anthology. He has

a recent album recorded in Europe featuring his poem.

"Mama Rose. " Among his many awards. Professor Shepp
was voted by Downbeat's International Music Critic's poll

in 1982, tenor saxophonist of the year.

Andrew Salkey — Jamaican poet and novelist, is

professor of writing at Hampshire College. He has written

over 25 books, some of which are for children and tran-

slations. He is a director and literary editor of New Beacon

Books and Bogle-L'Ouverture Publications, London.

Kathryn Marshall — won a Massachusetts Artists

fellowship this year. Her novels include My Sister Cone,

Desert Places and a short story in her work: Stories by
Texas Women. She's active in writing reviews.

ATTENTION: All members of the Third WoHd
Organization are invited to a meeting at Yvonne's Place,

5:30 p.m. and the Campus Center Rooms 805 809. 6:30

p.m.

Art Hillson, Director of Placement Services will be the

featured guest speaker at the Third World Caucus' weekly

meeting tonight at 6:30 in the Campus Center. This will

take place in Room 169.

-' <
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APPLICATIONS
are now being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
sitions:•It

Associate Manning Editors (5).

Associate Executive Editor, Associate Sports

Editor. Associate News Editors (2). Associate Arts

Editor. Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black

Affairs Editor. Associate Photo Editor. Assistant

Photo Editors (4). Day News Editors (3). Copy
Editors (5), Layout Technicians (5). Librarian.

Drivers, Training Coordinator,

Cable News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18
Apply in person to Rm. 113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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FUN. LOW COST TOURS
FOR YOUNG ADULTS

Super Value! Transportation accomrri -

daiiO'i Sign' seeing, admission fees equip-
ment are alt mciLKJed m the price

Action-packed! White Water Rafting m-

ciuOt'don tours

International! Travel with other young
adults (18-30 s)ffom Australia. Canada
Europe Japan New Zealand and the U S

Expariance! Aventours is the original

'notorcoac^ camping tour operator m
America

CHOOSE FROM 6
GREAT ITINERARIES:

Northeast Circle 1 3 Days - Frorr. $389

Southeast Circle 1 9 Days - From $579

Southwest Circle - 1 3 Days From $399

Transamerica North 19 Days-From $599

Transamerica South 26 Days-From $799

Grand America 4 7 Days - From $1 399

ALSO: AVENTOURS' EUROPE!
Central Europe 22 Days $649

or F'ee color brochures and more information see your local travel specialist:

Campus Center Travel

Campus Center 2nd Floor

UMass, Amherst 01003
545-0500

Hypercurricula

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events
held at the University of Massachusetts
and surrounding area, is published daily in

the Collegian. Events are listed only on the

day they are taking place. Announcements
must be submitted on "Hypercurricula"
forms available in the Collegian offices, 113
Campus Center, and returned to the office

by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All

submissions should be written in a similar

style as they appear in the paper.

"Hypercurricula" notices not submit-
ted on the standard form and nut submit-
ted by the Friday before the week the
event will take place will not be run. Due
to space limitations, the Collegian can-

not guarantee printing of all "Hypercur-
ricula" notices. Priority will be given to

UMass organizations.

"NON-VIOLENCE CAN WORK?" - Is

today's Brown Bag Theology topic.

Discussion facilitated by Rev. Phil Ward
and all are welcome. 12:15 p.m., 428
Student Union.

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD - 4. 7.

9, 11 p.m., Campus Center Auditorium.

SUBLIMINAL SEDUCTION
WORKSHOP — Do you know when you're
being seduced? We will explore subliminal

techniques used in advertising and the
sexploitation that accompanies it. All are

welcome! 7 p.m., Crampton House Main
Lounge.

>!'K*:':-X'>y.-'.

FOOD SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS
UMASS STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - COMMITTEE - The Board of Governors

The club wiU recreate a Napoleonic battle *'" ^ holding Food Service Improvements

thru the use of miniatures. Interested
t'ommittee meetmgs for discussions on

gamers are welcome. 6 p.m.. Campus ^))?"J^,\'"
^he food service areas in the

ronf«ri<« tt/bU. 4p.m..lCenter 165.
817 Campus Center.

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING - Tonight
wUl be the last night of dancing for the COMSTU CLUB MEETING - Comstu
semester! Dont miss it! 7:30 p.m. begin Club elections on Wed. May 11th at 4:00 in

mrs. 8:30 p.m. all others. Commonwealth Machmer E-37. Wine and cheese will be
Room. Student Union. served.

cms
4^i t'MhquAkqr-vwiiLAyauviaur

.^^C ' 'ftAK qojuory -wKfiU ycu vam

/^oireccive 2^6-642s

HOURS:n-n^'^-^^WMlS: ^''^-^^.^^ '^'^^

y "" ^.J^^^^-^^^^ ' .-REDUCTIONS

S^2t:BINDINGii5
I •••••• I

LookiNq For a MEANiNqFul

SUMMER JOB
MAssAchusETTs FaIr SNare

Tkc COUNTRyS lARqEST STATEwidc cirizCN ACTiON

ORqANIZATION.

Has full TiME ANd summer opENinqs For FuNdRAisiNq,

ouTREAch ANd cItIzen lobby buildiNq to skApE Iiazar-

dous WASTE, CMERqy, ANd OTkER policiES IN Tkis STATE.

Hours 2:00 -10:00pM, pAy: $17$ - $22> AVERAqE pER

WEEk ANd BeneHts. Will traIn.

CaU: 786-8717,
2 PM - 10 PM

MoN - FrI For Western Mass.
For woRk \h Boston Area caU:

1-800-952-74711

Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

UN€S PR£PAR£D SV THE

SCAM* C^uP.

yo^ CANNOT HA\/e /wy
niNOKiTy cHARAaiRS-
THAT V^OULO MAKEiyt
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Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

o

IW^l FISH HASM
INTELLIGEKCE Of

A SNAIL

!

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
KdiCed b> Mwrgarel larrar and Irude Jaffe

IM1 Ills ^fi|rlT< lii>ir> NtnArsIr

ACROSS
1 Painting,

sculpting. «t al

5 Composer Neil

of rock

11 Circuit

14 Start a hand
15 " Farm",

Orwell novel

16 'Exodus ' hero

17 Donnini

18 Mack the Knife"

performer

20 King of Magog
21 More. In music
22 With the least

delay

23 Sonne Enchanted

25 Wild West Show
26 Ladies' shop
27 Girls name

meaning 'holy

'

31 Cricket field parts

32 Strengthened

34 Supports

36 Way to travel

Abbf
37 Smallest parts of

an element

39 Camel's hair

fabric

42 Small furrow

44 .lohn Wayne type

46 Scamp
49 Seven Prefix

51 Directors

concerns
53 incisor's neighbor

56 Dessert dish

57 Island city near

Oakland
60 Suntvjnnet wearer

of song
61 Habitat: Prefix

62 Popular singer of

tne thirties

64 Bakery specialist

65 Superlative

ending

66 Dislike a lo*

67 Fastidious

dresser

68 Aves
69 Views
70 Position in a

tournament

DOWN
1 Truisms
2 Update (as an old

building)

3 Hybrid fruits

4 Traffic sign

5 Kind of vaccine

6 Plenty

7 Fish with a

bobber
8 Embassy offs

9 Ring fmish

10 Gravel voiced

character actor

11 City on the

Rio Grande
12 Up
13 Calico ponies

19 Cast vote

(dissent)

21 Languish

24 Roman calendar

da/
26 British torpedo

ship

29 and Abner,

old radio duo
30 Expression of

wonder
33 Tempt Providence

35 Island NE of Leyte

38 Point

40 Cookout
41 Come twtore

43 Silvery hair.

in song
45 Fencing

equipment
46 Concepts
47 Annoy
48 Flora

50 Give aid

52 Accumulated
54 Soul, in Sedan
56 Rides to r-.ounds

56 Battle of ideas

59 Dog star

63 Count to

64 Personality

factors

ANSWER TO DEVIOUS PUZZLE

o'ro rMm a'i nTIHfxx

iiM$ :'> ;o i$

WEATHER

Partly sunny, hijfh in the

50s. Toniifht, partly
cloudy, low 40 U) 45.

Thursday, partly sunny,

high 60 to f>5.

D.C. MENU
•
• Brown
* Broccoli and Cauliflower

•

LUNCH
Derby Sandwich.

Casserole

DINNER
Bake<i Ham/Raisin Sauce,

BBQ Beef Cubes. Sweet
and Sour Tofu

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich, Broc-

coli and ('auliflower

Casserole

BASICS DINNER

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce,

Sweet and Sour Tofu

Attention

Collegian staff

Important meeting

7:30 p.m. Wednesday

Topics of discussion include
cour*?o credit

Collegian election

and possible
reworking of the constitution

S??a^<s^j^^^^g^.j^^
^;o9P>>?^^fr^dfr? ...////////J/iV/iV:
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Softball has great season despite noNCAA bid
The Softball diamond at the NOPE

playing fields sat silent yesterday. It

wasn't because of the cold weather.

UMass wanted to practice.

The University of Massachusetts
Softball team had yesterday off as well as

today and tomorrow. The University of

Rhode Island is going to play in the

weekend's NCAA tournament, not the

Minutewomen.
The Minutewomen, who posted a record

setting 28-10 record, were bitterly

disappointed for the third year in a row.

"It's really sad," said coach Elaine

Sortino. "This was the finest team we've
ever had. I guess it wasn't meant to be."

"It was so disappointing," said All-

American catcher Jackie Gaw "because it

seemed that the first part of the season

didn't mean anything.

Gerry

de Simas
"There is something special about

representing your school in national

competition," said Gaw softly.

URI. peaked towards the end of the

season, while UMass after a blazing 20-4

start stumbled taking only (?) eight of

their last 14.

The selection committee picked URI,
who on two long drives down the left field

line that hit fair and then bounced foul

scoring two runs, beat UMass twice.

The most pivotal point of the season

was the Atlantic 10 championships at

Penn State, where UM lost to I'enn St., 3

and URI 3 2.

"Nothing hurt us more than what we
didn't do at the conference cham-
pionships," said Sortino. "It was a critical

weekend. We all knew it."

Yet, even though it took UMass out of

the playoff driver's seat, thev plaved

tough taking five of their last seven
games. It was almost good enough.
UMass showed ij's character with two

comeback wins over Springfield. UMass
showed how tough it was in winning two
of three from Rutgers. UMass showed
that they're a team to be reckoned with,

nationally, after defeating South Carolina
1-0 in March.
And that is what is so disappointing

about the NCAA. UMass didn't even have
a chance to prove themselves. There is no
regional tourney and UMass is just as
good as some of the teams in the tour-

nament (namely URI.)
But, as Elaine Sortino said. "We had

our chances."

So the 1983 Minutewomen season is

history along with performances of their

stellar athletes. Lynn Stockley tossed a

no-hitter against New Hampshire and she

and Cathy Reed both narrowly missed
others.

"The pitching by the two freshmen
(Stockley and Reed) were above my
expectations," said Sortino. "They were
super." Stockley came close to 100

strikeouts on the year.

Freshmen played an important part in

this winning machine. Sally Maher (IB),

outfielder/catcher Beth Talbott, and DH's
Ann Ringrose and Janet Miller saw lots of

action this year.

"In the early part of the season it was
the young kids that played a big part in

the wins," said Sortino.

Junior Allyson Rioux showed time and
time again why she is All-American with

many super, super plays in the pivot. And
Tina Coffin was a speedy, steady force in

the outfield along with Missy Oman, a
powerful hitter.

Seniors Chris Coughlin, Debbie Pickett

and Mary Ann Lombardi had great years.

Coughim was in a hot corner at third this

year and she lifted UMass with a game
winning double against Springfield.

CellrfTMii photo b> Chria JaagBaan

The Minutewomen didn't get their paths crossed too often this year
but the path didn't lead to the NCAA playoffs. Chris Coughlin bats
while Janet Miller waits on deck.

Pickett came on strong defensively and
offensively. Defensively she has some
outstanding catches and she aced some
clutch hits down the stretch.

Lombardi, after returning from South
Carolina batting around .100 ended up
with a .300 plus average. It was her best

ever.

And then there is Jackie Gaw. She was
the player you wanted up in a pinch. She
hit .461 this year and hit .400 plus for all

four of her varsity career. She owns who-
knows how many school records for

batting. She was an All American in

every sense of the word. She played hurt,

singled, doubled, tripled and hit home
runs when you needed them, and was a

real leader.

Ten players will return next year, to

form a competitive nucleus to form a

winner around. But Gaw and the seniors

will not be back.

"The four seniors are great achievers as

Softball players and as people," said

Sortino.

The NCAA selection committee didn't

know what it was missing when they

bypassed Massachusetts(again!).

1 bdrm in Amh house laundry fac. 2 turn

housemates, short walk to campus,
garden, 138 mo 253 3545 Sam, Rick, Jess

Studio apartmvnt in B«lch«rtown sum-
mer sublet w^fall option near center, on
bus route call 323-56196 evenings

Large sunny four b«droom apartment
adjacent to campus on Phillips St available

for summer sublet only $475.00/mo
negotiable call Debbie 549 0546

Summer fall option 2 bedrooms in

beautiful house, swimming, bus. $156
253 5611

Only beautiful 3 floor two bedroom River-

front apt nriaster l)edroom still available only
$149 suitable for two pool air furnished
549^4405

Summer sublet Brandywine 1 bedroom
neg furnished AC call 549 0343

Famale wanted to sumemr sublet Bran-
dywine room for nrxHe information call

549^0425

excellent condition price negotiable call Irv

549 1261 TO SUBLET
Nice bedroom in apt.
avail June 1. Price
666^4472

in Sunderland
negotiable. Call

Summer sublet/fall option bedroom in

Swiss VIg on bus route $130 month
utilities included Call 253 3494

Amherst two rooms in housa dose to
campus and town 253 3470

Brittany Manor fall option A/C top floor

redone ca[l 253 9678

2 bedrm Brandywine pool AC rent neg.
549^747 furnished

2 bedroom ept sumrr^er subiet 195$
253 9839 chic b cheap

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549 6440 AC pool

Puffton 1 bedrm. 75/mo near pool, tennis

courts, bus 549 5920

N»mr Colonial Village, third floor semi-
studio, share kitchen and bath on second,
unfurnished 175 mo includes electricity

253-3338 evenings

Amherst Center 4 people wanted for apt
females pref porch 253 5106

Puffton 2 bedrooms available for sum-
mer $100 monthly per room 549^1092

Southwood townehouse, 2 bdrm, excep
tionaily well kept, pool, tennis, cheap,
546-6705

Sun, summer, Amherst Center. $115 in

eludes everything! 2 bedrooms furnished
54&^0306

Rolling Qreen - 1 bedroom 2 BR apt air

cond, pool, on bus route. 1 or 2 persons,
negotiable 256-062

Amherst Center summer sublet, 5
bedrtMjm house, center of town, quiet loca-

tion 128/per + util 542 2147 or 542 4237
avail

5/J
Puffton Village 3 bedroom furnished

rent call Kim or Monica 549 4736

Cheap Brandywina apt. 1200/mo
negotiable females only 549-01 16

One (two roommate) bedroom in

t>eautiful five bedroom house in North
Amherst furnished, washer, dryer. $75
each call Lance or Glenn 549 5586

Southwood 2 bdrm Twnhse w/fall op-
tion 256-0378 after 5 pm
SUCH A DEAL fully furnished Riverglade
apt fully air cond pool 100' laundry 10'

bus 150" call after 11 253 3228
•CHEEP'CHEEP*

Presidential Apt sublet for summer with
fall option for 1 of 2 bedrooms 546 7154

2 bedroom Ciiffside fall option
300/ month utilities included 666-4953

4 bedroom apartment in house 1 10 yards
from campus. Negotiable Kevin 549 3512

Rolling Qreen summer sublet. Includes
AC and all utilities. Furnished Rent
negotiable please cal l 256-0907

Cheap, cheap, rant. Brandywine Jur>e 1

Sept J^all eves 546 9625 546 6058

Share a bedroom m a 3 tiedroom Puffton
apt from June to August rent negotiable fall

option caH 549 5487

Nice house, quiet street, convenient to
campus, town. Negotiable rent 253 5556

Colonial Village apartment 2 large

bedrooms rent negotiable pool / bus
Dhone Darian 546-7996 Staci 546-7948

SUMMER SUBLET W/FALL OPTION

Brittany Manor ept sumemr sublet with
fall option 2 bed rm good cond call Jay,
Jenna, Louise at 256-^88 reasonable price

too

CHEAP
4 bedroom apt. Swiss Village furnished, all

util,, $125@, neg. 253 3154

SUNGLASSES

Raybans. Vuamet. Sarangati at low
prices call Bruce or Andy 549-1177 look for

us at the CC Concourse

TAKE"0UR house. PLEASE

Nice house on South Pleasant St. For

summer sublet 2 bedroom. Completely fur-

nished. Cable TV. Huge backyard. Next to

bus stop. Available June 1 - Sept 1. Call

Jim or Andy at 253-2247

THE CAFE At QUIDO'S

Furnished 3 bedroom Townehouse apt

Cape Cod this summer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY'S BACKROOM, Hyan-
nis, Massachusetts. Decadent drinks, ter-

rific times, happier hours

Wonderful, luxurious, cozy 4 bedroom
apt to sublet with fall option. This
sounds like your apartment, well it can be
your apartment for summer all you have to
do is call Jay or Rich at 666-7574. Price is

very reasonable. Very.

Looking to gat rid of a No Amherst 3
bedroom apt for ever take it for the summer
and pay less than 2 months rent walk to
campus call Karen 548-1377

Brandywine 1 bedroom apt furnished
June 1 Sept 1 549^58»

Summer Housing 2 min from Campus
120 per month or 300 per summer call Betsy
or Bretta 549-0174 549-6823

Room for rent in Sunderland House
Beautiful yard, dish & clothes washer
$160/month plus utilities 548^ 1218

Summer sublet wanted share Presiden
tial apt furn rent neg 549-0896

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
$330/month 665-3097

Colonial Village June 1 - Aug 31 call

253 5288

Townehouse 2 bedroom fully furnished
June - Aug rent neg 549 4781

Beautifully located two bedroom Mill

HoUowv apt caJM549 1177 280 w/fall option

4 bedroom house by Puffers Pond with
fall option 549-4547

Fully furnished Townehouse apt for

summer sublet price negotiable 549-5848

Summer sublet fall option two bedrm
apt Brittany Manor call Chris 253-7961

Two bedroom Presidential Apt summer
sublet w/fall option ten mm walk to cam-
pus 549 6 154

Summer sublet with fall option 2 bdrm
apt Brittany Martor $420 per nn) -f elec
heat inci 256 8611

2 br apt fall opt. 10 min walk to campus
wooostv rent r>egot 549-0112 after 5

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bdrm Nor-
thwood Apt DW & D, carpeting, AC, pool,
laundry, bus route, HW included, cable,
$315.00+ /mth call Rose or Doreen
666^098

2 large bedrooms available in Amherst
Center apt % mile from campus fall option
Laura or Sue 253-9567 nights

Cell us quick to summer sublet 3 bdrm
Puffton Apt rent 1 , 2 or 3 bdrms amazingly
beautifully furnished! tennis courts BBall
courts first come first serve call ASAP-
Randi 549-4460 Sheryl 549-6030 or Shah
549 1215

Fearing St 3 rms in 4 bdrm apt 2 w/fall opt
549 5619

1 bdrm Ciiffside apt summer sublet w/fall
opt $275/mo incl. all util. 665-8175

One bedroom Puffton Village summer
sublet w/fall option 290/mo 549-1647

4 bedroom ept summer sublet no fall op-
tion S295 mo furnished 253-5487

One bedroom in an apartment. Amherst
Center, fall option 150/ »• Judy 256-8407

With fall option two bedroom with loft

skylight, Belchertown on bus route
323 5864

1 bedroom apt sumr sublet w/fall option
Puffton Village call 549-0381

Spacious sunlit Amherst Canter apt
porch 2 bedrooms huge kitchen living and
dining rooms 120/ month summer sublet fall

option 256 8453

Summer sublet 2 bedroom apt furnished
Crown Point Amherst on bus route pool
mile from UMass 253 3782

Cheap I Summer sublet w/fall option. 1

bedroom apartmenr_fiia»i*hed, utilities in-

cluded. NearAfTffYernCenter. On bus route
253 7790

Colonial Village 2 bdrm for summer,
negotiable Eileen or Eva 5-0939

CHEAP and spacious apartment in Squire
Village fall option summer rent even
cheaper 665-2719

Townhouse Apts 2 bdrm fully furnished
air cond cable rent neg 549 6960

WANTED
-

,

Class Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,
Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
5452836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave
n>essage)

Aren't those old baseball cards just col-
lecting dust? Collect cash for them
546-8683

Wanted Records - cash or trade call

Dynamite records 584-1580

2 David Bowie tickets for NYC or Hart-
ford 546-8208 keep trying

WANTED TO RENT
~

2 or 3 bedroom apt in Puffton/N. Amherst
for summer and fall starting 6/1. Call
546-9967 eveniftgs

Wanted 1 large furnished bedroom in 1

or 2 bedroom apt for June only 22b$ max
call Mike or Linda 549-3894

Looking to share a cottage or apt in Den-
nis - Yarmouth area for the sumrr>er starring
6/1/83 call Matt 546-8771

WATERBED
The ultimate in waterbeds. Queen size
waterbed - less than 1 year old. Includes
sheets, headboard, heating unit and
pedestal. Price negotiable. Call Jay at

665 7574

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to CoUagian Office CC 1 13 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 16 consecutive days 10 % • discount • Phone number FREE

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD

Graduating Students - Get a special

American Express Card application today
800-2232488

APARTMENT FOR RENT

$2S0/summer/room 4-rooms near pool,

volley ball, Poor Dicks, summer w/fall

available 253-3861

APT. FOR FALL

3 bed. apt. for fall take one bed now or

just one bed for sum. $175. + 584-5045

IS YOUR CAR SICK?
If so, call Kevin's Car Repair for, fast,

dependable service at a very reasonable

price. We guarantee all our work. Call

586 9336 9 5 Mon Sat or 256-8072 after 5

p.m.

AUDIO

TEAC A-2340R reel to-reei

cheap call 253-3960
must sell

Incredible deal on a Peavey Paler Amp
great condition 549-1256

AUTO FOR SALE

Convertible - 1969 Ford Galaxie runs well
$300 or BO call 253 7221 after 5

71 Toyote great buy!! $300 best offer Nate
253 9015

1973 Chevy Bel Air runs beautifully, AC,
super stereo some rust $650 /BO 253 9467

1980 Chevy Monza 4 speed, sunroof,
dependable, excellent gas mileage, very
good condition BO call 2S3-7779

1973 Buick Electrs good condition new
engine $700 or BO 549 4136

Pontiac Grand Prix. 7S. T-roof, power
windows, breaks, steering All black Runs
weMjb in good condition BO 6 9660 Aamir

1977 B210 Datsun 4 door, 4 cyl. standard,
good mileage ft condition $1800 00 call

after 4 30 pm 247 5431

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom ^% bath carpeted bus route
Riverglade $280 00 neg 256 6064

BELLYORAMSIf

Delhrerad by profeaaional beNydancer
for motx unusual gift. Thereza, 2S3-7822

BRITTANY MANOR FOR FALL

2 bdrm apt avail for June sublet w fall op
tion. First come first serve. 253-9409

BUY MY REFRIGERATOR

Don't Rantll Buy my refrigerator (dorm
sizel It IS in good condition, yours for the
taking) $50 or best offer Call Pete at

546 5119

CAPE COO SUMMER RENTAL

W. Yarmoutli, Hyannis, Dennis; Largest
inventory of studios. 1 , 2, 3, & 4 bedroom
units; Direct from owners. 1 617 528 8300
or 1 617 771 2233

CHRIS IN BROWN CAR

You picked me up hKching on University
Drive. 5/8. I left horn-nmmed sunglasses
on seat. Call Doug at 256-6214. Thanks.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Enterteinment Agency Inc.

Bands Disc)ockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

ERIN'S BIRTHDAY

Happy Birthday little Erin Michelle. You
are now two years old. Wow' Hope you
and the other DiRico's have a great celebra

tion. Say hello to little Andrea, your mom
and dad. Auntie is sorry she couldn't make
the party. Happy Birthday anyway.

FOR RENT

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome

applications from single grads and

undergrads including freshmen and

sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church

for more information about this Christian

ministry house call 549 3g6orj56^e^^

Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6

bedrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer-dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $157/n>o + util call

665 4803

3 bedroom ept new, huge, center of

town. Available June 1 with fall option. Call

after five 549 0477

Squire Village 2 bedroom townhouse

1 Vi baths AC pool bus dishwasher summer

w/fall option 665 3281

1 bedroom apartment avail June 1 w/fall

option walking distance to campus

549-4063 after 6 pm
Beautiful Brandywine bedroom for sum-
mer - fall option for responsible female
549-1463

One bedroom apt in Presidential starting

June 1. 290/mo -h utilities 549-5175

RENT FREE pay $310/month for 2 months
get third month's rent free 2 bedroom apt
Northwood Apts w/fal l option 665-3577

1 br in 2 br Colonial apt. 150 -t- % util.

pool, tennis, summer w/fall option Sher-
man 549-3996

3 large rooms, large kitchen, bathroom
bus stops right outside $480 includes heat

Et water available June on Neil 549-1684

One large room in 3 t}edroom Puffton apt

for summer and fall. Spacious, quiet and
close $150/mth. Negotiable Mike 549-1672

Colonial Village summer w/fall option

$295/mo (try again) 256-0556

Vacant 4 bdrm. house. Amherst, thru

fall. Large kitchen, t>ack yard, on bus
2535137

2-3 rooms avail, in beeutiful Amherst
house. Gardens, woodstove, on bus.

400/summer w/fall opt. 256 0646

HOUSE - 5 bedroom on bus route 2 baths
very spack)us 586-3936

FOR SALE

BSR 60 watt speakers, great sound ex-

cellent condition three-way. $130.00 or b^^
offer 256 8697

1980 Vespa Motorscooter P12S. Only 750
miles. 100-*^ mpg. $ 1000. Call 467 9046

Double bed with wooden pletform, two
wooden bureaus $140 or BO call Linda

549^7
Ricoh SOOGX 36mm camera with sun
pack auto flash $70 call Andrea 549 4460

Titleist woods, beautiful corvj. 1, 3, 4, 5
$90 00 call Tony 256-6863

Jensen 6x9 and 5" car speakers 6-8638
$20. $ia

Atari 800 Comp. $398 or BO Diask drive

$349 Franklin Ace & Drive $799 546 8638

EUROPE Cheap round trip ticket June 3
-Aug 13 must sell 549 4780

Ultimate Apple II b system with printer,

modem, 80 columns, extensive software

call 546 7122 evenings

Greduating Seniors selling furniture

prices negotiable call 549-6030

3 Bowie Tix BO call 253 7475

3 pc. living room and kitchen set. Good
condition BO 253-7071

Must sell Yan>aha CP 20 electric piano

700$ Roland RS-09 organ string syn

thesizer 650$ Peavey renown amp, 150

watts. 325$ All mint cond. 549-0711

Polk Audio 75 watt speakers $125.00

Pioneer SX780 45 wan receiver $125.00

Phillips 685 turntable w/cartridge $46.00

must sell call Dave 6 5993

Guitar and caae t)eautiful condition 6 str-

ing Gilberto $150 call 253-5215

Couch good condition $50 call Tracey

256 0653

Inexpensive handcrafted waterbed for

sale, negot. call anytinrw 253-5674.

FOUND

Waterproof TImex watch fouml May 5th

at productk)n of HAIR call 546-4881

HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU

One large bedroom in tieautiful Rolling

Green apartment utilities included pool

June 1 to August 31 best offer keep trying

Denise 253 5366 Laurie 546-5407

HELP WANTED

CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80's: Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,

largest statewide citizen organization for

community fundraising, outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer and en-

vironmental issues HRS: 2 10 PM PAY
$175225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for

Boston area call 1-800 952-7478

Looking for experienced restaurant

help for Cape restaurant. Also landscaping

maintenence call 253-5482

Experienced reliable childcare sought
for 3'/^ yr old 3-5 afternoons a wk call

Carolyn 253 3162

Collegien Drivers' positions evaileble

for Fall '83. Must have car, morning hours
free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor-
tunity employer

Cook for Fraternity starts next fall more
info call 546-1452 after 7 pm
Summer Jobs promoting ecology, safe

energy and consumer rights MASSPIRG
the state's largest public interest ore

tion has summer and permant statt posi-
tions available for public education and fin-

draising, will train. $150-250/wk. For inter-

views call 256-6434 2-5 pm
The CC/SU Board of Governors is ac-
cepting applications for its eleven paid
coordinator positions for fall. Applications
are available in 817 CC due May 12 We are
an AA/EEO employer

Summer Jobs: Two assistants for plant
pathology department. Full time. Contact
Daniel Cooley 545 2289

Summer jobs all majors 1100/mt plus
scholarships for leaders. Apply now start

when you want 1 203-569-8202

Cape Cod summer employment kitchen
positions available Cooke's Restaurant
Orieans call Pete 549 3969

HOUSES FOR RENT

4 bedrooms In Northsmpton for Sept. 5
bedrooms in Hadley for summer, 4
bedrooms in Amherst for summer, perhaps
Sept option. Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

LOST

Gold necklace lost at a DC Brandywine
F>artY night of April 23. Reward 546-6237

Reward 1983 class ring gokj black onyx
signet call 253 3980

Keys on bottle opener please call Ralph

546o8793 thanks

PERSONALS

It's not too lata
Return your Course and
Teacher Evaluetion forms

to Rm 420, St. Union
Help Us Help You

Jill Amiga Mia! Buenos Cumpleanost Con
todo, Minda

Cape Cod Jason Den nisport free season
passes pickup at Blue Wall

p.a^i.L.Y.Y.LTa

MIMSI SUEI Congrats on your pledging!

We're just so glad you're our new sister'

Remember the good times- shopping at

Taltxjt's, parties at Mt. Holyoke more to

come! You have four more semesters here,

kid so nnake 'em worthwhile rememt>er
Ken and Chip in Hyannis! Have a good
summer and Happy 28th B-dayl Love,

Pookie

Hay PhH - It's tt>at time of year again, you
paaahty ammaaaal' Have a good 20 - each
for each year of your life ha-ha ha ha
Gimme a hih five an' a t>rew! Your friend.

Buddie

THE SYSTEM.
J.B

.coming this Fall T.F Gr

LESBIAN /GAY MAY DAY Friday May
13. 1963 speakers, workshops, dance and
more. For ifurther infornr>ation call The Peo-
ple's Gay Alliance at 5-0154 or see the ad
elsewhere in this paper

Come Get Slep Happy
Mon May 16, 12 2 pm
Metawampe Lawn
sponsored by GPC

Joe Wilkens: You helped me in a way
nobody else has. Thank you. Harry and I

will never forget you. Thats a three million

dollar t)et' Thank you again Kim

Play Firebreeks. the nuclear crisis resolu

tion game from Ground Zero This game is

being played around the nation. Anyone
who wants to be a volunteer participant, or

for further information, please call Vincent
Thomas Sayers at 549-3731

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Disaertations. theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance tow rates 5-0392,

584 7924 Nancy.

PUPPY

One adorable puppy is looking for a

stable home 549-6339

RIDE WANTED

Chicago - Ride needed to Chicago after

the 19th. I travel light. I'll gladly share driv

ing and travel expenses. Call Cris at

546-8150 after 9 p.m. or at 546-3500 after 1

p.m.

Ride needed desperately to Woods
Hole May 21 or after. Please help call Bon-
nie 546-6074

RIDERS WANTED
Driving to Houston about June 1. Need
one or two people to split expenses. Joel

266-0435 evenings

ROLLING GREEN
SUMMER AND FALL OPTION

2 bedrooms air conditioning pool 2
bathrooms, $90/month per person. All

utilities included. Call 1 1-12 at nite 546-8764

ROOM WANTED

Puffton/Brandywine summer sublet

rent paid in advance call Jeff 546-1021

Martha's Vineyard - I need a cheap place

to stay for the summer. Am very flexible,

prefer E-town area. Maria 546-9337

Two women looking for two rooms in

an apt or house pref. Puffton call anytime

6 8799 or 6-5243

ROOMMATES WANTED

Responsible roommate wanted to share

room in Southwood. Summer and possible

fall option. Cheap rent. Call Jim 256-8471

evening

Rolling Green apt female for own txjrm in

3 bdrm apt cajl 253 2264

One bedroom in Southwood apartment
non-smoking fennale. Fall option. Rent
negotiable 256-0769

South Deerfield Center. 3 bedroom
apartment $108.33/mo + appx $20 utilities

start June 1 w/fall option on bus route

665 7674

Responsible roommate wanted to share

room in Southwood (female) summer and
possible fall option call Lu or Donna
256^8379 after 5

Seeking housemates to start
household 3 bed Amherst area on bus
garage, yard, furnished, 25 + or grad 183 +
sumemr w/fall 253-5606

Sunderiand Hse: sub/fall opt 2 rooms
avail low rent part furn 665 2367

2 females Falmouth waterfront house
sum Lore 253 9481 Dianne 545 0075

FALL - one female roommate needed,

non-smoker for Brittany Manor. Call Gail

253 592 evenings

W. Yarmouth cottage n^mr Seagull.

Looking for nnale roommate for summr
6^8647

Female seeks female roommates for

house in Falmouth New Seabury area call

256-6877 KeW

Female roommete wanted for Puf^on
Village apt summer sublet only call

549 5924

Brittany Manor: for fall, to rent 1 of 2
t)edrooms 256 0298

Female to share room in Brandywkte
for fall 549-01 16

Two spaces eveitable in Townehouse
apartments summer sublet with fall option

very reasor^t>le 549-0711

Female »- 25 Puffton Village (quiet end) 2

bedrooms avail, one now, one fall responsi-

ble 549 6899

Females wanted for 1 room in Brittany

Manor for fal l 256 0358

Female roommates wanted for Brittany

Manor apartment Summer sublet with fall

option. Call 546 5095 or 546-8573

1 bdrm available m 2 txJrm Col Vil apart-

ment June 1 poss fall call evenir>gs

2S6^nnR

SENIOR DAY

Buy your tickets for Senior Dey. Tickets
are available on the CC Concourse May
10-18 from 9-4

SERVICES

Typing Fast - reliable $1/pg IBM Selectric

call Nancy 549-1642

Fast accurate typing $1.50/page Leslea
584 3433

Typing, short papers to manuscripts, call

6654223, Debbie

STORAGE SPACE

Several good sized seperate spaces
available in So Amherst very secure
$30.00/mo for info call 256-6237

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL

The SGA President's Office is currently

accepting nominations for the appointed
position of Student Attorney General. Any
student may nominate any student. The
position starts June 1st. Nominations may
be picked up in the President's Office, Rm.
406E SUB. They are due Friday, May 13th

at 5:00 pm. For more info stop by the Presi-

dent's Office or call 545-0487 AA/EEO

SUMMER RENTALS

The ideal place: centrally located on cam-
pus, everything and more included. $250.

for singles, $150. for doubles for the full

summer, call Glenn S. at 545-0047 or

546-2150

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400/mth
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Sports More Sports on Page 14

Baseball ends regular season, playoffs loom
By TONY BETROS

( ollrrian Staff

The roller coaster season of the

University of Massachusetts men's baseball

team finally came to an end yesterday as

the Minutemen split a doubleheader with

Dartmouth College, winning the first game
6 3 and losing the nightcap, no. this is not a

tvpo. 18 14.

But while UMass (18 16 overall. 9 5 in the

ECACI ends one season, they begin another

starting Thursday when they travel to

McCoy Stadium in Pawtucket. Rhode

Island to take on the I'niversity of Con

necticut at 5 p.m. in the first round of the

ECAC northeast playoffs.

In game one of yesterday's play. Dart-

mouth jumped out early against pitcher

Adam Grossman. Roberto Belaguer

knocked in runs in the first and third in

nings. giving the Big Green a 20 lead.

UMass. trailing 3 in the fourth, came back

with a run as Todd Comeau doubled in Chris

Waszczuk.

UMass had runners on second and third in

the fifth, with Bruce Emerson coming up.

F^merson, who has come through in the

clutch time and time again, did it once

more, delivering a single and tying the

ballgame at 3 3. Emerson eventually went

to third, where he was brought home by

Waszczuk with a sacrifice fly.

Scott Foster came into pitch for the

Minutemen in the sixth, and he set down

the side in order, mostly thanks to third

baseman Andy Conners. Conners stole a

double away from Tim Whall as he dove to

his backhand side and gunned Whall down.

UMass added some insurance runs in the

bottom of the sixth. After a walk to

Comeau. Angek) Salustri delivered a deep

triple to center field, scoring Comeau. With

Salustri on third. Conners showed he could

do it with the bat as well as the glove,

laying down a beautiful suicide squeeze

bunt to give UMass a 6 3 lead.

Tony Presnal pitched the final inning for

UMass (doubleheaders are only 7 innings

long) and ended it with two strikeouts,

getting his first save for Grossman, who got

his first win. Craig Coylyer took the loss.

The second game was not exactly what

one would call a "pitchers' duel." Dart-

mouth got out of the starting blocks

quickly, chasing starter Bob Kostro with

four runs in the top of the first. Belaguer

drove in two runs with a single, and Pat

Lavery and Whall each drove in one. UMass
cut that lead to 4 1 courtesy of an Emerson
home run. his second of the season.

In a game where every inning saw

someone score. UMass closed the gap to 4-

2. as Todd F>,old doubled home Salustri.

With John Martin now the UMass pitcher,

Dartmouth got another run in the third on a

Whall sacrifice fly.

The Big Green increased that lead to 9-2 as

Pat Lavery knocked in two runs with a

triple and Belaguer hit a two run homer.

All of this was off new pitcher Matt Subocz.

The bottom of tiie fourth, however, is

where the floodgates opened for UMass.

UMass scored four runs without

registering an out. Once again, Emerson

got another clutch hit, driving in two.

Salustri singled in two. and after a Jeff

Cimini sacrifice fly. it was 9 9. Don't go

away yet folks. Conners reached on an

error, and Jack Bloise drove in two with a

single. When the dust cleared, it was 12-9

UMass.

Salustri and Cimini singled in runs in the

fifth, and UMass had a commanding 14-9

lead — at least they thought they did. Jim
Gallagher couldn't hold the lead as Dart-

mouth closed the gap to 14-12.

Then, disaster struck in the seventh with

Dave Valdanbrini on the mound. Belaguer

hit his second home run of the game to tie it

up. and Dartmouth tallied four more runs

on a single and error to win game two.

All in all. head coach Dick Bergquist was
pleased with this season.

'After the 2- 10 start, we started to play

with confidence. Our defense improved
which was a big key in our turnaround,"

said Bergquist.

When facing UConn. Bergquist thinks, the

key is to hold them to 3-5 runs. He will go
with Emerson in game one.

( oll*r>aii piMKo b« Jim Powvr*

Minuteman Dean Bennett applies the tag to a Dartmouth runner caught stealing by catcher Butch

LeBlanc.

Gorillas get neededwin
By HILL SHEA

< allvinaK Staff

GREKNVALE. NY - The University

of Ma.ssachusetts lacrosse team must be

feeling l>etter ti»day l)ecause a win was just

what the doctor ordered to cure their il-

lness.

After an em«»ti<»naly and physically dram
injf weekend that saw ihvvn Im)w to sec»»nd

rankH Syracuse 1.^-7 and eighth rankH
Mar) land 13 4, thn (i<>rtlla.s limi»e«| to I-ong

Island to play C.W Post and walke<| away
with a H-7 victory.

It wjis th»' ty|K' of gnme the Gorillas have

had tr(»ul)U' winning the entire year. Th«'

tijfht games that c<tme down t(» the final

minutes when one had shot or one defen

sive lapse had rt»st them the game. This

day. at least, was different.

Tom Lukarovie (two goals and an assist)

took a pa.ss from T<»m Al<lrich with just

1:45 remaining in the jfame t<» give the

Goinllas only their se<'ond r<»a<l win <»f th*-

year.

Lukarovie o|)ene«l the scoring in the first

period just 2:05 into the gnme when he lieat

the Pf>st goaltender for an unassisted goal.

Then Mike Fiorini took a feed fr(»m

Lukacovic and scored nine seconds later to

push the {k>rillas lead to 2-0. Post

answered with their first tw«> tallies l>efore

Chris Schmitz. who is suffering from a

streft throat. whippe<l in the first of his two

goals of the day and UMass led 3-2 after

one (juarter.

The sec<»nd penod saw very little in the

way of offensive productivity. All the

(rorillas could muster was an una.ssisti><l

goal by Rich Messina hut the (ifinllH.'^ h«'ld a

4-3 halftime lead.

Both Messina and ><hmuz .s<M>rtHi irifir

second goals of the game in the third f)eri()d

hut post blew three shots by Altschuler in

th»' third jn'riod to creep ahead 6 5 after

three f)eri<Kls.

Then came the f«)urth quarter A f)eri*Hl

f)f time that has yielded more pain than

pleasure this year for the Cionllas turnH
out for the U'st this time antund.

Paul Fogarty scored 2:26 into the \wn<ni

to give UMass a 7-6 lead but Tom Sanders

scon**! for Post l)efore Lukacovis came up

with the winning goal to send the Gorillas

home with a well-earne<i victorj'.

Akeem, why Houston?
The big day is still over six weeks away.

It is a big day, that is. if you happen to be

one of the million or so basketball fans in

this country. It will be late in June when
the NBA powers knock heads and draft

college hiw^ps most sought after plays.

Another big day is right around the cor-

ner, though. Sometime within the next

week those college superstars who in

their own mind believe they were bt)rn a

year or two late, and therefore won't

graduate this year, must decide whether

or not to jump to the pros

Women's tennis on upswing
Bv (JKRRV deSIMAS

< ollrKian Staff

If improvement is the name of the game,
then the University of Massachusetts

womens tenni.s team came close to

mastering that game this spring.

The net women improved on a poor 3 H

record in the fall and posted a fine 7 4 under

rookie head coach Pat Stewart, who
assumed her duties only five days before

the first match.

"It was definitely a turnaround

semester." said Stewart. "They really got

back on their feet from the fall."

UMass dropped their la.st match of the

year to Brown. 7 2. but Stewart said we

played some of the best tennis all season. It

was their best match."

Top players on the Minutewomen this

tvjiger id» ana t nris

both won for UMass
yeai nm-ii- .^aiitv

Frazier i4>, who
against Brown.

Bolger went 7-4 on the sea.son and

P>azier had the teams top record at 9-2.

Ariel Fowler went .5 3 at number one.

"They did a terrific job." said Stewart.

"Thev put in a lot of hard work and did very

well."

Ten of the fourteen players will be

returning next fall. UMass will lose Bolger.

Fowler, and Beth Goldberg, a doubles

player.

But. Elizabeth Sullivan (2). Frazier.

Trish Sullivan (5i and Karen Orlowski will

be back. Maureen Hanlon and Wendy
Scheerer (1) will also be back heading up

the doubles teams.

After a successful spring, the nelwomen
could do nothing else but look optimistically

towards the fall.

Rnss
Whinnem

Two weeks ago it hapfienefl. .lust after

sa>'ing he w(»uld stay in s<'htM(|, Akeem
Obdul-Olajuwan, without question one of

the most sought after players, said he

would make the jump if he was
guaranteed to be drafted by the Houston

Rockets. Whoooaaa!
Akeem. think about what you're saving.

We are talking the HOUSTON
R(H;KETS here. You know, the Western

Conferences version of the ('leveland

Caveliers. They are a team which in two

yearr, has gone from a championship

finalist to one of the three NBA teams you

wouldn't even bring a non-h(K)p fan to see.

Kven they would know something was
wrong.

Akeem, you say you love the city and

want to make a career there. It is also the

first city you lived in upon coming to the

U.S. a couple years ago. Any city would

have welcomed you in their basketball

program, with your awesome talent.

If you had stepped out of a taxi at San

Diego St. you would've loved California.

Everyone would have been nice t(» you

there, too. They all know you're a poten-

tial franchise. Then, the clippers would be

after you. (by the way. also a bad bet).

You also say that what your good friend

and teammate Clyde Drexler decides to

do on the same topic will influence you.

Okay Akeem. I can see that. Close friend-

ships run deep. How abf»t this, though.

You convince Clyde to stay at schcK)! and
you guys take another shot (and you do

have the talent) at an NCAA champion-

ship.

Wouldn't that \w better? Back U> the

happy life of being a college supt>rstar and

maybe winning the title together.

Wouldn't it he better - better than play-

ing for the Houston Rockets?

Think about it. Akeem. The HOUSTON
RCK'KETS - the eariiest team this year

to be mathematically eliminated frf)m the

, v^ffs. Stay in school. Deals can be

maciv believe me. Deals that would get

you to a high caliber club, a club that wins

a lot, a club that has a long tradition of

winning. Come to think of it. Akeem. have

you ever met Red Auerbach. . . .

Sports Notices

Underfp-aduate students must turn in their ^m clothes, towels, and

locks signed out this semester to the equipment rooms (Boyden or

NOPE) from where they were assigned no later than 5 p.m.. Thursday,

May 26. Students will be billed for items not returned through the Bur-

sar's office.
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Amherst Town Meeting
rejects rent control,

limits condo conversion

r«lkffiM) pkotB b< Jia P»wm

Holding her jacket over her head to ward off the sudden heavy rain

sqaall yesterday afternoon, Cindy Elder of Kennedy Dormitory in the

Southwest Residential College walks down a path near Tobin Hall.

Students lose study space to

Conference Services office

By ANNE McCRORY
C«IWffMI< Suff

Study space on the ninth floor of the

Campus (Center will be cut in half to ac-

comodate an additional Ck)nference Services

office. Ron Keefe. chair of the Camptis

Onter Board of Governors (BOG), said

yesterday.

Keefe said he was notified yesterday by

William Harris, director of the Campus

Center, that the renovations would take

place this summer and that the BOG had no

say in the matter.

Harris denied the allegation and refused

further comment untfl he speaks with

Keefe.

"He's ignoring the needs of students and

the student government to say that he's

going to take this space." Keefe said,

referring to the couches and tables that are

frequented by about 30 students daily.

"Omimuters rely on study space."

Keefe said Harris told him the space is

poorly used and the same number of

students could be accomodated in a smaller

area.

Keefe said there is always a space problem

in the Campus Center and that the BOG has

been working to balance the needs of

students and administration in the complex.

By MITCH ZEMEL
C'oll*Kiaii Corrcspondcnl

Rent control was defeated last night at

the Amherst Town Meeting for the ninth

time in the last ten years, according to Ken
Mozokowski, chairman of the Housing

Authority and a Town Meeting member for

ten years.

It was defeated 111 to 116. A two-thirds

majority was needed to pass the article.

The article, .f approved, would have

asked the sUte to pass legislatk)n giving

Amherst permission to write a by-law

establishing a rent control board.

"I've seen it fail eight times (before last

night's vote)," Mozokowski said in a plea to

pass the bill. "It will be back again and

again and again, until some form of

legislation passes and some by law is

written."

The article was debated for two hours,

and the argunr»ents were often heated.

"We live in a society where we charge as

much as the traffic will bear." said Michael

Sullivan, a Town Meetmg member. He also

said that voting for rent control will alk>w

the people of Amherst to decide their

future.

"Any rent control board can act in any

manner they see fit," said Robert Chishohn,

"and I caution you to that. Rent control is

ostensibly designed to diminish the profits

of landlords."

When a rent control board sets rent

limits, it decides what expenses are

avoidable. Chisholm said that in Brookline.

painting less than every six years is an

avoidable expense. "Rent control assures

that housing will be cheap (shoddy)," he

said.

Two articles dealing with cooperative and

condominium conversions were passed. If

the rental unit vacancy rate is less than five

percent, a rental unit cannot be converted

to a condominium or cooperative unit. The

estimated vacancy rate for Amherst is

three percent.

When an apartment complex is to be

converted to a condominium, the renter

must vacate the apartment by a specified

date. Because rental vacancies are limited

in Amherst, the evicted renter often ex

periences difficulties in renting another

unit.

One Town Meeting member, who is

currently A renter in an apartment complex

that is undergoing conversion to a con-

dominium, said it "is always disruptive."

and she always feels insecure about

whether she will be evicted because the

condominium has been purchased.

There have been two apartments con-

verted to condominiums in the last few

years. These are the Jeffrey Amherst

Manor and Northeast Terrace. At the

Northeast Terrace, only four of the

eighteen condominiums have been pur-

chased.
•*! think it would be a very bad law." said

one town meeting member. "It is a basic

right we have to handle our poverty the

way that we want."

Frederck Rice, director of the Planning

Board, said. "This is a diverse town, and all

people who want to rent shouki be

welcome."
Robet Chishobn. s Town Meeting

member, said, "The town of Amherst is the

hub of an economic market— that market

being housing."

1984 SGA budget passes in

Senate with few problems

As different areas grow, people want

space," he said, noting that Harris had

spoken to him about forming "a committee

to evaluate all the needs of the Campus

Center and come up with some long range

strategic planning."

Keefe said the situation was similar to

recent proposals to turn the coffee shop into

a mini store and the Music and Reading

Room into a computer room. These actions

were halted by student opposition and

petition, he said, although it is too late in

the semester to gain support to save the

study space.

Administrative moves such as this are

often planned for the summer when there

are no student activists on campus to stop

them, he said.

Students studying in the area yesterday

expressed disbelief at the motion.

"There's already a lack of space (for

studying)," said one 24-year-old electrical

engineering student who wished to remain

anonymous. "It'll be too noisy to do

anything (with an office next door)."

"It's too bad Ive seen a lot of people up

here," said Michael Lombardi. a20 year old

sophomore majoring in animal science who
said he studies in the lounge four times a

week.
. „

"There isn't enough room up here as it is,

said Larry "LP" Pritika. a 22 year old

zoology major. "It'd be a shame."

By JOHN OTONNELL

After some last minute problems with a

possible deficit, the Undergraduate

Student Senate last night passed the 1984

Budget Act. which funds all Recognized

Student Organizations (RSOs).

The Senate finaUy aUocated $1,143,703. to

54 RSOs. including the Student Activities

Office (SAO) and the Five College Bus

System. This was $2,733 more than the

original 1984 Budget Act's recom

mendations.

The $2,733 additions were the result of

corrections made individual student groups'

budgets after the Budget Act was printed.

Since the original Act presented a perfectly

balanced budget, the $2,733 defkit had to

be eliminated before the Senate could pass

the final Act.

The budget was balanced by increasing

the projected returning (unused) Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATF) monies from

$84,200 to $86,933.

Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan said since

the returning SATF figure is always a

conservative one, there woukl be no

problem in increasing it.

The Senate briefly reviewed the budget

for every student group, comparing them

with the 1983 budgets, before passing the

final act. No changes were made in any RSO

budgets at the meeting.

The $1,143,703 the Senate Budgets

Committee allocates to student groups is

only part of the $1 .84 million SATF revenue

allocated by the Act. The rest of the money
goes to the Area Governments, the I*ioneer

Valley Transit System, the Union Program

Council, and other accounts which are

automatically funded, without Senate

Review.
The largest single increase in any RSO

budgetthis year was $13,009 to the Off

Campus Housing Office (OCHO). This office

has never been funded by the Senate

before. Sullivan said the office used to be

funded primarily by the Commuter Area
Government, but that organization was too

financially strained this year to afford it.

"Their (OCHO) budget wiU be taking s

cut," Sullivan said. "It's just that well be

picking up a greater part of it."

Sullivan said the Commuter Area

government will be contributing $15,000

and the graduate Student Senate will

contribute $3,000 to OCHO's $28,000

budget.

Although Budgets Committee Chair

Eugene Bull said earUer this week that

neither the Outing Club nor the University

Judiciary would be funded this year,

because neither had submitted a budget

proposal to the committee, both

organizations were level-funded in the final

budget act.
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World and National News
Senate debates budget

deficit and tax cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) - The RepubUcan-controUed

Senate moved uncertainly toward a showdown yesterday
on the 1984 budget over whether to embrace a plan that
threatens President Reagan's tax cuts or another that
preserves them at the cost of higher deficits.

Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker Jr.. R-Tenn.,
said he was "mildly optimistic" of getting 51 GOP votes —
the necessary majority — for approval of the low-tax,
high deficit spending plan embraced by the president.
The alternative approach, put together by five

Republican moderates, called for raising taxes by $14.3
billion in 1984 and $70 billion over three years as part of a
plan to force budget deficits down.
The five — Sens. John Chafee of Rhode Island, Mark

Hatfield of Oregon, Charles Mathias of Maryland, Robert
Stafford of Vermont and Lowell Weicker of Connecticut —
were under pressure from Baker to offer their proposal
first.

According to several sources. Baker's hope was that
Chafee and his colleagues would lose when too few
Democrats supported their proposal, and then would join

other Republicans in voting for the Baker endorsed plan.
But aides said the five moderates were reluctant to offer

their plan first, for fear it would fail.

Democrats, whose unanimous support is necessary for
the moderate GOP plan to succeed, were expected to meet
privately to plan their strategy.

AP Laserphoto

Ten-year-old Stan Cox of Valdosta. Ga.
readies to throw the switch on his model electric

chair. Built as a school project, the only thing
electric in it is flashing lights.

Russian writer knocks anti-nuke protestors
LONDON (AP) - Exiled Russian writer Alexander

Solzhenitsyn said yesterday that ant i nuclear protesters in

the West are blind to a threat from the Soviet Union and
don't know the difference between good and evil.

He said the late English phik>sopher Bertrand Russell
was wrong when he suggested it was better to be red than
dead.

"Just as lobsters are thrown into boiling water and
gradually turn red, so under Communism some die im
mediately and some take a little fenger," the Nobel prize

winner, exiled in 1974. said in a rare meeting with
reporters.

Accusing young disarmament campaigners of having
their "eyes bound" about the Soviet government and

lacking any concept of "absolute good and absolute evil."

Solzhenitsyn said:

"They are against any kind of struggle at all. They just

want to give up altogether. They feel their carefree

existence will go on forever.

"They believe Bertrand Russell that it's better to be red
than dead. But here even Bertrand Russell was mentally
lacking: he saw an alternative where there is none,
because to be red means to become dead gradually."

Russell, who died in 1970 at age 96. helped inspire the
nuclear protest movement and said in 1968 that "if the
Communists conquered the world, it would be very un-

pleasant for a while but not forever." Some characterized
the remark as a "better red than dead" outk>ok.

Dig^est
By the Associated Press

Dukakis promises to attempt

to avoid imposing new taxes
BOSTON — Faced with new estimates that show

revenue lagging behind earlier predictions. Gov. Michael
Dukakis said yesterday that he hopes to avoid imposing
new taxes, but he stopped short of a guarantee.
"We are going to do everything we can to avoid that and

try to balance the budget without it." Dukakis told

reporters. "My sense is we can and will."

Frank Keefe. Dukakis' secretary of administration, said

there may be some additions to the governor's "revenue
enforcement and protection program." recommended to

the Legislature in March when Dukakis filed his proposed
fiscal 1984 budget.

"Maybe some loophole closing, stiffer enforcement." he
said in an interview. A major tax increase 'would be a last

resort."

The revenue package that Dukakis ffled with his

proposed $7.36 billion spending bill included a hike in the

fuoline tax. which already is law. and a cigarette tax hike,

along with about 20 other measures aimed primarily at

enforcement and loopholes.

Court rules Revere roadblocks

on drunks unconstitutional
BOSTON — The state Supreme Court ruled yesterday

that roadblocks set up by Revere police to catch drunken
drivers were unconstitutional.

The court affirmed the dismissal of complaints against six

motorists by Chelsea District Court Judge Robert Stan

ziani.

The charges ranged from driving under the influence of

intoxicating liquor to possession of controlled substances

and unlawfully carrying a knife. The roadblock, highly

publicized at the time, was at North Shore Road and Mills

Avenue the night of Jan. 15, 1962.

The court majority, in its first ruling on the lawfulness of

roadblocks, held that the Revere roadblock violated the

constitutional guarantee against illegal search and seizure.

However, the opinion written by Justice Francis J.

O'Connor suggested guidelines by which future roadblocks
might pass muster: Cars cannot be stopped arbitrarily,

and safety and convenience must be considered.
Justice Joseph R. Nolan dissented, saying that the
Revere roadblocks satisfied the court's criteria and that

many of lower court's findings "are unsupported by the
evidence."

Nun decides to quit church to

continue ^serving the poor*

LANSING. Mich. — Saying that "in my heart, I'm
stiU a nun." Agnes Mansour announced yesterday she has
quit her religious mtier so she can continue "serving the
poor" as Michigan's welfare director.

Miss Mansour. as a member of the Sisters of Mercy, had
been under fire from the Roman Catholic church because
the Department of Social Services which she heads pays
for poor women's abortions through the Medicaid program.
The 52 year old nun was told Monday by a represen-

Utive of Pope John Paul II that she would be dismissed
from the order unless she resigned.

Leverett town meeting bans

nuclear warheads from area
LEVERETT — Attention defense ministers: it is now

illegal to drop a nuclear warhead on Leverett — by order
of the selectmen and a vote of the town meeting.
And to make sure the word gets out, selectmen decided

to put up signs on the three or four roads entering this
town of 1,000 people in the wild hills of western
Massachusetts declaring it a "Nuclear Free Zone."
The selectmen also voted Monday to send a copy of the

town meeting's resolution and a letter explaining it to
President Reagan and the ambassadors of countries with
known or suspected nuclear arsenals, including China,
India, Israel, South Africa, the Soviet Union. Great Britain
and France.

The "Nuclear Free Zone" established by the town
meeting last Saturday prohibits the design, production,
deployment, transportation, disposal, or storage of nuclear
weapons, nuclear energy, fuel or wastes in Leverett.
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Newman priest

cites nuke threat
By CHRIS FERRETTI

ColUrian SUff

The letter drafted by the Bishop's Conference last

Tuesday denouncing the nuclear arms race has turned a

political issue into a moral one, said Rev. Joseph Marchese

of the University of Massachusetts Newman Center.

The Roman Catholic Bishop's Conference of the United

States ratified the 45.000 word letter by a vote of 238 to 9

calling upon Catholics and "all men and women of good will

to make peacemaking their roost important spiritual and

worldly goal."

"We are the first generation since Genesis with the power

to virtually destroy God's creation," the letter said. "We
cannot remain silent in the face of such danger."

"Students do not understand the gravity of the situation."

Marchese said. "Thb letter is one of the most important

statements the church has made in the twentieth century."

Students appear to be more concerned about getting

accepted into law school or securing a job in an accounting

firm than they are with the world around them, Marchese

said. .

It (the nuclear arms issue) is an issue that has gamed vital

importance and the only reaction that I have received on

campus have come from staff and faculty not from the

students," he said.

"Students should be more concerned with their capacity

to listen, to discern critically." he said.

President Reagan's defense philosophies are an example

of the success that simplistic and one dimensional

arguments can have on people, Marchese continued.

"The letter was written in response to this problem. It ^

seeks to show that there is no such thing as limited nuclear

warfare." he said.

•This effort displays a remarkable solidarity in the

church. It marks a turning point (for the church) in the

issues it tackles." he said.

Marchese agreed that the letter is the most challenging

statement thus far by any national or regional conference

of bishops and noted that it is not a criticism pointed at the

Reagan administratwn's military policies. But he agreed

that it has set the tone of a growing distrust of nuclear war

strategy.

The letter is the result of a filtering down process that

began with the appointment of Bishop Jadot and the forth
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CotlofiM rkoto by Kati* WatUn

Janet Feld. a teacher of pottery at the craft

shop in the Student Union Buildinfi:, reaches into

the kiln to remove her artwork.

with appointments of delegates that were pastoral in

nature who believe in taking a more active role in this

moral issue, he said.

The letter is the result of a careful open process with very

different persons and elements involved, including ad

ministration officials, scientists, members of the nulitary.

and congressional representatives, marchese said. When
drafts of this letter were circulated, both sides, pro and

con, were free to express their opinions.

"The consensus really is a consensus. ' Marchese said.

"We must have a long vision of the world. The personal

security of one's world should be secondary. " he said.

Aid notices set

for June mailing
By CHRIS FERRETTI

(ollcKi'i ^l>r'

Beginning Monday, financial aid notifications will l)e

sent to all students who have filled out a Financial Aid

Form, according to the director of financial aid at the

University of Massachusetts.

These notifications will be sent in one of two mailings

which will continue until the beginning of June, said Ar-

thur Jackson.

"Financial aid offers, non-offers and late notifications

will be sent first to students classed as dependents," he

said.

"This mailing will be our largest and will be sent to all

upperclassmen to their dorm or local address," he said.

"The second mailing, which will take place in two to

three weeks, will be sent to students classed as in-

dependents and graduate students to their permanent ad-

dress." Jackson said. "These mailings will enable students

unable to receive financial aid the opportunity to arrange

some type of summer employment."

The financial aid office makes every attempt U) fund

everyone, he said, but that is not possible. In January, the

office was only able to meet 34 percent of total student

need, meaning 66 percent of the applicants received no

aid. The office's policy is to grant aid to students that

demonstrate the highest need until the money runs out,

Jackson said.

"It is a difficult situation for students that receive no

aid. One alternative is to secure a Guarantee*! Student

Uian (HELP Loan). Applications for these loans are now

available. June 30 is the preliminary deadline to insure

that the loan will be credited to the student's bill." he said.

Ninety-five percent of UMass' financial aid is funded

from fe<leral and state sources. But on the |)ositive side,

the federal government has not cut back on aid this year

and the Massachu.selts State Scholarship Program sjH)n

sored by the Board of Regents has rai.seil its average

award from $300 to $r>00. Jackson said.

The I'niversity has set the first week in August as the

tuition |)ayTnent deadline. All financial aid awards.

scholarship awards and loans will Ih' cre<iite<l to student's

bills. College work-study is the only program that is mit

credited to the bill, he sakl.

UMass employee forms group for women on campus
By MARY BALDWIN

Colkffiaa Sun

A University of Massachusetts emptoyee is organizing a

campus based committee to address the issues of daycare,

maternity leave and career ladder training.

Linda Fitz. organizer of the comnuttee and the recording

secretary of the American Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees (AFSCME) at UMass, said possible

discriminatory hiring practice is another issue the support

group will address.

Fitz said she is starting the committee because there is

not enough support for women on campus.

"I am going to have a meeting gathering next month, an

opMi forum, just to see how many women show up. If the

WMBen at the meeting want to do something, we will set up

a labor management meeting," she said.

The administration is doing nothing to promote women

into jobs. Fitz claimed. The University personnel office

sends women to food servkes and the men to the physKal

plant, where the jobs are higher paying, she said.

Margot Roche, employment office supervisor at UMass

said. "All applicants are treated equally according to what

they are seeking. They fiU out an application and skilU

inventory and clerical testing is given only if the applicant

is applying for that type of position."

Fitz said career ladder training programs for emptoyees

were established in the last contract three years ago and

nothing has been done.

"It takes a long time to get any agency of the

bureaucracy to move." said Scott Overing. director of

labor relations at UMass. Overing said he has no idea how

long it wUl be before the training programs are im

plemcnted.

"It has been approved by the president s office. We are

waitingfor funding, "he said.

The career ladder training programs are designed to

train people already working at the University so they can

become more quaUfied and be promoted, Overing said.

The programs will help plumbers, electricians and

carpenters get licensed, but there will not be any in

troduclory level courses to help an employee change from

secretarial to a trade position.

The career ladder training program is designed to create

a career ladder rather than to help employees to branch

out into other areas, said Kenneth Dietrich, business agent

and staff representative for AFSCME.
There are few women in upper level positions, therefore

career ladder training will only help women get into upper

level jobs if they offer introductory level training, said

Peter Wozniak. superintendant of the Physical Plant.

Although there is day care available at UMass, Fitz sakl

it is too expensive for many women to afford. Fitz doesn't

expect the union to fund daycare becau.se dues would go

up. Instead she will try to get assustance from the

University as a side benefit.

"If they want more fringe benefits instead of more pay.

the University is willing to accept that." said Overing. "In

collective bargaining, some guy with no kids won't trade a

pay raise for better benefits."

Fitz said she wants the new contract to guarantee a

woman that she will work in the same place when she

returns from maternity leave. Overing said she does not

believe this is possible because the University needs

flexibility."

Man crosses Massachusetts

to help halt abuse of children

Mike Hannahan. in the middle of

a 550 mile hike across
Massachusetts, comes into

Amherst...

By TRICIA YACOVONE
( nll»Kian SUff

Although somewhat weary. Michael

Hannahan's spirits were high as he walked

through Amherst Tuesday on his 550 mile

walk through Massachusetts to promote the

Massachusetts Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to ChUdren (MSPCC).
Hannahan has walked 280 miles since

April 26. when he left the State House in

Boston. He plans to reach Faneuil Hall at 1

p.m. on May 22 where "Mike's Hike" will

end.

Hannahan worked for MSPCC for the

1981 1982 academic year in an internship

program in partial fulfillment of the degree

of Master's of Public Administration at the

University of Massachusetts. Hannahan

said Tuesday he thought of doing the hike

as a way to promote the 105-year old

MSPCC.
"1 got tired of protests and wanted to do

something. If I get two or three people

interested in the MSPCC in an area

(because of the hike), the hike will be

successful." he said.

Hannahan said the best feature of the

MSPCC is its direct help network.

"People get help directly — they don't

have to go through a middleman." he said of

the MSPCC. which has a network of

professionals who work with abused

children and their families.

Many members of the MSPCC consider

Hannahan an inspiration.

"Something like this, especially by a guy

like this. Ls great because he's dedicated.

"

siad George Feiker. director of the Ham
pshire County board of the MSPCC.
The focus of the MSPCC is to prevent and

protect children from physical and

emotional neglect and abuse, with an at-

tempt to keep the family inUct. Less than

ten percent of the families referred to the

agency by teachers, counselors, neighbors

or the parents themselves end up with the

child being removed from the family, said

Jack Smey, district executive of the

MSPCC.
The organization is unique in that it is the

only statewide private, non profit

protective service agency in the country.

This allows it to help families in preventing

abuse before it happens because it is free of

the bureaucratic difficulties experienced by

public agencies which require proof of

abuse before any action can be taken to

resolve the problem.

The organization has local offices in

Northampton and Holyoke which accept

referral calls 24 hours a day. The numbers

are 584 1875 in Northampton and 532 9446

in Holyoke.

Collritiaii photon hv Jim Powpr-

...and continues on to finish his

month long trek to benefit the

Massachusetts Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
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Birds are newest

residents in dorm
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

C olle|(i«n Suff

Two residents of Southwest Residential College are
feeling a bit closer to nature these days ever since a pair of

birds decided to build a nest on their window sill and in-

trude upon their privacy.

Peter Greenblatt said he noticed two tiny brown and grey
sparrows dropping piles of twigs and bits of paper last

Wednesday on the hinge between the half opened window
and the screen of his room in 409 Kennedy Dormitory.

At first, Greenblatt said he was quite interested with the

birds and their little nest which developed after four days

of construction.

But now he says he and his roommate are a little per
turbed about the situation since they are unable to close

their window and the birds wake them up every morning
when they fly in about sunrise and begin flapping their

wings and chirping tunes.

"In the beginning, I wanted to see them, it was in-

teresting to see the progress of the nest but now with the

cooler weather and the fact that we are always woken up at

6 a.m. it is getting to be annoying," Greenblatt said.

This Tuesday, however, after another early rise, the
residents found a little white egg the size of a jelly bean
sitting in the nest and this could change things.

"I want to get rid of the nest but now I feel bad with the

little egg there." he said.

Greenblatt said that save early morning, the birds are
gone all day, only returning occasionally to add layers to

the nest or check the egg.

"They are scared of humans. When they are here, as soon
as they see someone k>oking at them, they fly away,"
Greenblatt said.

"Why would they come to Southwest, why not a tree or

Northeast Residential Area," he said.

Campus based groups strive to make
students aware of alcohol problems

By PAULA HOYT
Collerimn SUff

Party planning is one topic of the workshops which sug-

gests they want to make activities other than drinking the

focus of parties. Bean said workshops give RAs and CRAs
party planning hints and resource information. Peer
educators from the program have given more than 60

workshops this year, Bean said.

Another alcohol education program, the Student Oppor-

tunity Program (STOP), began this semester for students

who want to change their drinking habits or are worried

that they might have a problem. Carlen Riccelli, coor-

dinator of the alcohol educator program, said 12 students

enrolled this semester.

"We were just piloting the program. There seems to be

an interest so we're continuing it in the fall," Riccelli said.

She said another new program was a presentation this

fall with area police and bar owners addressing various

alcohol issues.

"Over 120 bartenders and bar owners participated and
were told how to recognize the stages of intoxication, how
to shut off drinkers, and how to prevent law suits against

their establishments," Riccelli said.

She said they also learned about the latest drunken driv-

ing laws, the Speed and Alcohol Patrol (SAP), and the

bars' rights and responsibilities.

Riccelli also directs the alcohol task force which was
formed by University staff and students and deals with

policy setting and administrative problems concerning

alcohol. The educator program serves also as a referral

service for other local alcohol programs such as mental

health and alcoholics anonymous, Riccelli said.

Al-Anon has meetings twice a week on campus as well

as a 24-hour hotline, she said.

For concerned students looking for help off campus, the

Hampshire Problem Drinking Program in Northampton
provides individual, couple, and group therapy.

"We have offered service to several students and I think

we do well with them," said Lauren Kaplan from the pro-

gram.
All the area alcohol services are available for people who

may be in a relationship with a problem drinker and need
help discussing or bringing up the issue. Bean said.

A breathalyzer display will be outside the Bluewall dur-

ing happy hour again tomorrow as part of an effort by

University of Massachusetts Health Services to show the

effects of drinking.

The display has been set up about twice a month all year

to educate students about alcohol. The breathalyzer is us-

ed to measure the blood alcohol concentration of

volunteers, said Warren Bean, teaching assistant for the

alcohol educator program at health services.

The demonstration is prepared by Students Teaching

Alcohol Responsibility (STARS), a group of

undergraduates who receive credit by training, doing

research, and educating peers about alcohol use and

abuse.

The breathalyzer demonstration is just one of many
alcohol education and research programs now being con-

ducted at the University.

The STARS program's staff members said their most

successful effort in reaching students is with workshops

around campus. Media presentations, bartender training,

and lectures in classes are also done by educators.

Bean said about 30 to 40 students stop by the table each

time and about 10 to 15 go through the test.

"I think a lot find out they get drunk faster than they

thought," he said. "The test hits home and lets them know
that judgment is the first thing to go when drinking."

Move Yvurself^
All Your Stuff,
And Save,Too!

It*s as easy as renting a Ryder truck* one way.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester.

If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
use a Ryder truck, rent it-here. leave-it-there. Load up your
stereo. 10-speed. clothes; everything. YouU still have room, no
doubt, lor one or two friends with their tilings to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependa-

ble fleet in the world Ryder. The best truck money can rent

WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS
to show you how easy it is to move yourself RIGHT.

We'll gladly quote 3rou rates and answer
your questions. Come see us.

RVDER

RYDERTRUCK RENTAL
SAVE!!! 10% on your next Truck Rental

inquire at the Collegian

for your student discount card.

For Reservation Information call •

253-5843

College St. Arco
260 College St.

Amherst, Mass.

549-0010

No. Amherst Motors
40 Montague Rd.

No. Amherst, Mass.

586-6364
Ricks Auto Repair & Rental

442 Elm St.

Northampton, Mass.

H^MQAn oMe
Thurs May 12

Last semester appearance!
Boardwalk Recording Artists -

STOMPERS
special guests the Sighs

$350
Friday May 13

The Renegades of Rock h Roll

FOUNTAlKiHEAD
Free Drafts 8 9 2 for 1 drinks 9 10

Sat May 14

New Music Dance Party
featuring

R-COMPLEX
HEROS IN TROUBLE

THE CHILLS
Free Drafts 8-9 2 for 1 drinks 9 10

18 & older welcome
phone 253 2280

BUDGCT TRRV€L SRVCAS

PflmS' LONDON
AMSTCRDflM

on« way round trip

Amsterdam^209...f418

London
from

'212. '410

Paris r'249 '479

Cl€€ COUNCIL TAAVCL

(617)497-1497
1278 Mass. Ave.. Harvard Square. Cambridge. MA

ROTCvolunteers
Editor's note: Collegian reporter Mary Cresse trained

among members of the University of Massachiisetts Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps battalion in a typical

training weekend last month. Following is a first-person

account of her experiences.

By MARY CRESSE
CollcfUa Suff

The correspondent was late. I was always late. Either I

was adjusting my uniform or tying my boot laces or unable

to readily find my position in line in the fourth squad, first

platoon of Company A in the University of Massachusetts

Reserve Officer Training Corps bcttalion.

"Doin' okay?" Swanson whispered as I pressed my
weapon to my side and stood at attention.

I nodded, I was, for the weekend, an Army cadet in

training for Advanced Summer Training Camp. This

weekend was the last for my fellow cadets to hone their

military skills before heading down to North Carolina for

the 8-week intensive training session. It was 5:40 a.m.

"Sling arms!" came the command, I picked up my rifle

and slung it on my right shoulder.

"Riiiiight face!" I turned on my heel.

"Forward maaach! Ya left, ya left ya left right left, ya

left, ya left, ya left right leftV Barresi scanned his troops.

"Double time it!"

To the rhythm of the march and the echoes of his pla

toon, Barresi began to chant:

Two old ladies lyin ' m bed

One rolled rn^er to the other and said

I wanna be an airborne Ranger

I wanna lii'e a life of danger...

"Dress it up!" he screamed. Everyone measured the

distance between himself and the cadet to his right —
arm's length.

"Column left!" We rounded the corner and started run-

ning around the half-mile perimeter of the barracks area,

only to circle it again. Barresi seemed U) like it. He was U)

command for the remainder of the morning until another

cadet would have his turn at earning experience m
preparation for further leadership training this summer at

Fort Bragg, N.C.

"Platoon halt!"

Thank God.

We reached the field that morning at 8:45. Saturday

was tactical training and military skills day, meaning

everyone would learn how to camoflage themselves pro-

perly and work in the woods, setting up combat positions

and ambushing the enemy.

Each platoon divided into teams that would organize

modes of attack in simulated combat situations. Causeway

and Chapman led my team through our mission: to locate

the enemy thought to be a little more than 600 yards away

and capture the hill. We had 20 minutes.

"What they wanna do is called 'bounding,"' senior ad-

visor Monohon whisphered as my squad discussed

strategy. "They want to leapfrog from one position to

another so they'll have people to back them up if the

enemy attacks the first line of soldiers."

^ ROTC knocked
The majority of the 1%9 Yale student body thought

ROTC actively discriminated against homosexuals and

women, so they threw it off campus.

At Harvard, ROTC was an immediate casualty of the

bitter militaristic and ideological battles waged there

during the upheavals of the late 1960s.

ROTC cadets at Boston University and Northeastern

were spit at, chastised, and beaten by classmates.

And at UMass. shouts of "baby-killer" and "Fascist"

peppered the air as military -hating students (X'cupied the

Military Science Building in June of 1970.

On April 20, 1972, draft-resisters occupitni Dickinson

Hall. ROTC classes were cancelled to avoid violence.

Peer opposition was accompanied by the Trustees and

faculty, who terminated the existing ROTC curriculum in

1970, replacing it with more "academic" courses taught

by civilian professors.

Anti-Vietnam sentiment was still undoubtedly the

prime cause for the near elimination of UMa.ss ROTC —

membership reached an all time low of 67 in September

1971 - the Mai Lai horror was then all too clear.

Anti-ROTC sentiment has leveled off since then, while

the population <»f ROTC has increased. Current enroll-

ment is more than triple the 1971 figure. Students are

now less a<lamant in their opposition, though it still ex

Lsts.

Michael I^ary of the Radical Student Union seemed to

sum it up. "I happen to hate the military and ROTC. but

if that's their choice, that's their business, as stupid as it

'"**'^ ^ - MARY CRESSE/

Enjoy cocktails

In our Hayloft

Lounge.

• * * *

Red Barn Steakhouse
629 Belchertown Rd, Rt 9. Amherst

GRAND OPENING MAY 1

1

Dinner served M-Sat 4-10

& Sunday 12-10

For reservations call: 253 9928

Complimentary glass of wine with dinner.
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UMASS STAFF & FACULTY
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VALLEY HEALTH PLAN
is now I
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IieaItIi covcRAqc by MAy f^

AT Personnel in WkiTMORE.
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KElly Erwin, 2»6-01>1,

foR MORE InFoRMATJON.

The woods were dense. We had to figure out a way to

see each other, yet still evade the enemy. Causeway decid-

ed to take the front position in the first line and wave at a

designated time.

Causeway led the first group. Chapman the second. I

followed both as they scaled a hill and dropped into the

woods behind bushes and trees, hiding in the 70 degree

shade.

"Move it up!" Chapman whispered loudly. After 15

minutes and 500 yards, they spotted the enemy stationed

behind a clump of dead, fallen trees,.

Causeway sent the signal to Causeway who motioned to

Gray who motioned to Davidson who moved up the hill and

signaled to Causeway again, who yelled, "FIIIIIRE!"

They hugged the ground and aimed at the clump of

bushes where cadeLs Jackson and Rt)ss were waiting with

a pneumatic machine gun that simulated the sounds of a

real weapon.
Ross counted the number of squad members. Eight.

"Eight of you would've been dead in less than ten

minutes, "'he said.

"Your main mistake was to come up all at once when

Causeway yelled to fire." Monohon noted. "You should've

waited more and had one guy try to come up from the

side."

Exercises like this were to be completed eight more

times before lunch. I took a break.

LI i:

Every cadet who enters ROTC has to at some point pass

Military Skills - learn to fire an M-16, use a gas mask,

fend off an approaching enemy s<jldier, organize duties for

the people he commands. If a cadet doesn't pass

"MilSkills," he has trouble staying a cadet.

I sprawled on my stomach and Sanderlin hoiHted the

butt of the M-60 machine gun on my right shoulder.

Each cadet must learn to fire an M-6(). the Army's regula

tion mat-hine gun; whole l>attalions of the Army's infantr>'

often use it as their standard walking weajH»n.

"All you gt)tta do is match up the rear sight Ih)x with the

front sight box and aim at Ivan over there " Ivan was the

official target, market! with a re<i star and positioned a

convenient 40 yards away. "Do it.
"

I felt a little strange lying there gripping the most

powerful weapon a soldier could carr>'. It I(H»ke«l almost

like a t(»y gun, incapable of blowing holes in anything but

car(ilHtar<i.

I aimed at Ivan. Not a second after I pulle<l the trigger, a

stream of orange flashes spit through the barrel, and I

shook with the kick of the gun.

"Stop it. you'll melt the barrel!" Sanderlin shout^ni aft«r

a few moments. "Let go!
"

The gun didn't sU>p firing or shaking until a moment

later. Sanderlin informed me I would've split a real Ivan in

half.

"•Ruined his day*, as they say." he said. "What did you

think?"

Pretty realistic. Sickeningly realistic. "Pretty good but

sick, Sanderlin."

"It is, man. but you can't think of it that way if you're in

combat. You can't stop doin' it 'cause of that."

"I'd rather not do it at all, except if I aim at targets.

That was okay."

Sanderlin shrugged. He had a matter-of fact attitude

about the whole thing. While I couldn't picture him as be-

ing anything other than serious near an M-60, he didn't

have the attitude of "kill those Commies, man."

I wondere<i how I'd fare in real wmbat. If Ivan had been

real in any way, I think I'd freeze.

t DON'T MISS I

OUT! —
SAY GOODBYE

TO YOUR
FRIENDS WITH
A COLLEGIAN
PERSONAL.

FINAL
DEADLINE:
MONDAY,

MAY 16 3:45 PM
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Tape confirms

Oswald's guilt
By DAVE LINTON

Collegian Suff

Based on an acoustical analysis of a tape recording of the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, a Mount
Holyoke College professor yesterday told about 50
students and professors at the University of

Massachusetts that there was no evidence of a second
gunman whom many theorists claim was located in a
grassy knoll along the motorcade route.

Norman ¥. Ramsey, a professor of cosmology, served as

chairman of a national research council committee that

concluded the sounds recorded by the Dallas Police

Department attributed to gunshots were actually recorded

one minute after Kennedy was shot.

The committee's conclusions contradict the flndings of

two other research groups who conducted studies for the

House Select Committee on Assassinations. On the basis

of those flndings, the House Select Committee concluded

there was "a high probability" two gunmen were involved

in the assassination.
Continued on page 7
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Pressure
Sale!

/
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89 Main Street

behind Cheese Shops
behind Valley Farms Dairy Store

256-0880

|High Pressure 90 P.S.I. Tires

[Zefal High Pressure Pump
^Pressographe High Pressure Guage $9.95

Now through Mau 28th

Our Usual

Low Price Sale Price]

$7.95 $5.95

$14.95 $10.95

$7.95
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jPLUS MANY OTHER FAVORITES*
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$5.99 MOST ALBUMS!
Union Records unl

i

The Student Run Record Store'
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WINBS&
.^ LIQUORS

Tel . 253 5384 U^rT ^ J 338 CoII»q<

\\ Rolling Rock 12 oz export $9.50/c8e J

:• Guiness Stout $2.90/4 pk /

:| Becks light and dark $3.95/6 pk >

•: Labatt's Beer & Ale $3.45/6 pk \
\ (deposits not included) /

•I Tanqueray Gin 750 ml $9.99/ea J

J Stotichnaya Vodkasoo ml $6.49/ea <

•, Jose Cuervo Gold Tequila 750 ml $8.75/ea
•

!* Many domestic and imported wines on sale.

f KE AND PLENTY OF COLD KEGS IN STOCK <

^ not responsible for typographical errors m

STUDENTS! I

i Hang on to your textbooks! »

» Receive more cash for t
» »

: books next Fall! :

: How? i

I The Gamma Sigma Sigma t

I
Book Exchange i

^ If
««p«rated by and for students. Instead of receiving less then edequete 4-

l^compensetion for your textbooks, use our elternetive exchenge. We *
^ere e student-run, non-profit exchenge, end cen ensure you meximum t
i#-velue for your books. i^

jp'extbooks for the upcoming ecedemic year may be purchesed et the *
,^Exchenge et discount prices. it

J
J • Don't throw your books away-Save Money J
J* Don't throw your money away-Save Your Books J
i Look for the STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE t
* the first 2 weeks of the fall '83 semester t
jHn the Duke Room (next to S.U.B.) t

I
it's Worth The Walt!! :

FALL CO-OP JOBS
Before you leave campus
register with us to receive

summer mailings of job

announcements
The Co-op Program
110 Thompson Hall

545-2579

363 ^*^=2>Main 8t

Amherat
Mon - Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri-Sat

11:30 - Sam
Faet Free
Delivery
266-8687

Town Meeting review on WMUA

Carpenter Jeans
...built-in comfort at a carefree price.

.95

Regularly $15.95

Our 100% cotton pant for men and

women is triple stitched for strength

and features a hammer loop and

ruler pocket. Made in I'.S.A.

Special good thru 5/29

Tonight at 6. WMUA (University of

Massachusetts radio, 91.1 FM) will air a

preview of actions to be taken on remaining

warrant articles pending before Annual

Town Meeting, and, in a later segment,

broadcast an interview with members of

Northampton's gay community.
The 60-minute program is being presented

as a special feature of "Focus," WMUA's

weekly public affairs series produced by

Vickie Bates and hosted by Kenneth

Mosakowski.

Mosakowski's interview with members of

the gay community will focus on the

dissolution of Mayor Musante's task force

on gay and lesbian issues as well as the gay

rights march and rally planned for

Saturday.

* Oswald
Continued from page 6

Ramsey played a cassette of the

assassination tape to the audience and

lowered his arm to point out the portion of

the tape containing the sounds which were

supposed to be gunshots. Ramsey said the

original recording was made from the

transmission of a microphone on a

p<rfice/motorcycle which was stuck on open

at the time of the assassination.

Ramsey said the Dallas police tran-

smissions were made on two separate

channels. One channel recorded the normal

Dallas police operations and a separate

channel for the Kennedy motorcade.

Ramsey said somehow the recording of the

assassination was recorded on the channel

for normal police operations.

He said the committee made impulse

printouts of the echoes of the "gunshots"

recorded on channel one and failed to find

any absolute similarities with the impulse

patterns on the motorcade channel.

Ramsey said his committee also found

inaccuracies in the studies which were

conducted for the House Select Committee

on Assassinations. He also said his com
mittee recommended the future use of tape

recordings when guarding presidents to

prevent fraudulent recordings and to

satisfy the public.

"It is important to Hnd out what happened

if it (an assassination) happened anyway."

he said.

Route 9. HadlcN r)M4-96«»0. Monday to Saturdav, 10:00-9:00.
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for

Spring

VmVERSITY
STORE

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

Located in the

Campus Center
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Chinos«
Foods

Beat Mandarin Food
S2-64 Main St.

Amharst
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Our Own Farm
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ENGINEERING STUDENTS
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!f you're a senior or second semester junior

and have a 2.5 GPA in electrical engineer-

ing, you might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering program (CSEP)

CSEP members are paid nearly $1,000

per month during their senior year!

Your commitment is 4 /ears as a commsis-

sioned officer on the Air Force Aerospace

Engineering Team after graduation and

completion of the three month Officer

Training School If you want to be part of

the leading edge of technology.

CHECK US OUT!!!

call Technical Sergeant
Art Courtmanche at

4137850352
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363 Main St. Amherst

Large MuBhroom Pizza
for only $6.60

(2 free sodas upon request)
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.DYNAMITE
RECORDS

Kogular
Spring Tape

• ••Prices**'*'

kTDK-SA 90 - $2.60J

JMAXELL UDXL II

- $3.00

$30/cata of 12
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THE DIG ONE 16 oz drinks
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GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For your next trip any size group—cal' jr visit us

for a price quotation No obligatior^— it will hi jlt

,v^ pleasure to quote you o'.r 4
iX^..otr economical rates !'^
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CHARTER SERVICE
To All Points In The
U.S.A. And Canada.

• Mini-buses • School buses • Hotel. Meal &

Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway

Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For

Information. Call 781 3320

TcMUBlUmB. Hi.< I. iritis Itu-

99 Afouid blrt'Pt Springlield MA
General OMice & Charter Service: 783-0211

I.,. I Fr.'.- in MA 1 800 322-0?9/

Study
in Italy

this Summer
BARBIERI CENTER ROME CAMPUS

Sponsored By

TRINITY COLLEGE

Hartford. CT 06106

History

Italian

Art History

Urban Studies
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GRADUATION PARTY
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1
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(with UMass I.D.)
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at Blue Wall and Top of the Campus Bar
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Voi/ / love ,ind you I

love ,tnd you ,ind

you I love And you I

love .ind you I love

,u)d you ,ind you I

love. I love you'

CoiDp^ny' Con^pany'
Comp.iny. lots iJ

Music and lyrics by STEPHEN SONDHEIM
Book by GEORGE FURTH

Originally Produced and Directed on Broadway by
Harold Prince

THE RAND THEATER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

FINE ARTS CENTER
May 5 7, 11 14, 1983, 8:00 PM
RESERVATIONS 545 3511
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Models make charity

into fashionable event
B> DAVID B. MINER

CollcKian Suff

A benefit fashion show held Monday night by the

University of Massachusetts retail sales promotion

department netted at least $500 for the Hampshire County
Unit of the American Cancer Society.

A standing room only crowd at Hangar One in Hadley
watched as 17 models presented two hours of the latest in

spring and summer fashions.

The show, "Fashions of the Time", was a semester project

of Shari Marcus, a teaching assistant. It drew praise from
both Dr. Jacquelene Robeck, coordinator of the UMass
fashion marketing department, and the general manager of

Hangar One.

"I am extremely proud of these students. They put the

entire show together with minimal help and guidance from

the faculty. They took an idea and ran with it," Robeck
said, referring to the 30 students who assisted Marcus in

putting the show together.

Planning for the show started in the second week of the

semester and involved more hours than coordinators said

they calculate, but. as backstage coordinator Cheryl Huie
said after the show, "The reward is in the end, knowing
that you have put on a good show."

The fashions were supplied by nine local retailers while

other local merchants supplied flowers and vases for each

table. A professional hair stylist donated his services u
well.

Simple majority elects

OHAG runoff winner
Maura McHugh defeated Philip Vettraino for the vice

presidency of the Orchard Hill Area Government (OHAG)

in a run off election held Monday and Tuesday.

McHugh received 281 votes, while Vettraino polled 181,

according to Micheal Altheu, OHAG co-president.

Free legal group formed
The newly formed Legal Studies Student Association, a
Registered Student Organiiiation. has been created to

educate the Five-College community free of charge, on a

wide range of legal issues that could affect them.
Interested persons should attend a meeting today at 4 p.m.
in Room 811 of the Campus Center. The meeting is open to

the public.
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
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Ed King?
It's no joke
When someone first told me that Ed King was

getting an honorary degree from UMass, I

thought it was a joke. I really did.

I mean, a more inappropriate candidate for such an

award would be very difficult to find. Okay, so I unders-

tand that it's a tradition here at the University to award

former governors honorary degrees. I'm not taking issue

with that.

But the irony of Ed King being so honored, and by

UMass of all places, is so glaring that it just begs an im-

mediate and critical response.

Ed King? An honorary degree from UMass? Come on,

you've got to be kidding.

Ed King, the right-wing conservative whom the Boston

Globe termed "the weakest governor in recent history,"

being awarded an honorary degree from UMass, one of

the most progressive and vital educational institutions in

the country?

The irony doesn't end there. King, in his four years as

governor, presided over a steady decline in this state's

support of higher education. Tuition increases and budget

cuts were a regular part of his public higher education pro

gram. UMass. as we all know, is the largest school in the

state system. UMass awarding this man a degree is not

only ironic, it's downright outrageous.

Durmg his term as governor. Edward J. King never

once made a public appearance here at UMass. Any
guesses as to why not? Because he was so unpopular, par-

ticularly among people ass<>ciated with higher education

His presence here would have provoked demonstrations

and subsequent negative publicity.

But now, as a private citizen, presumably Ed King feels

assured that his presence here will not provoke the kind of

disapproval that it would have when he was governor.

Guess again, Ed.

Although he is no longer governor, most people at

UMass don't have such a short memory span that we can't

recall the "accomplishments" of his administration. And

just in case critics charge that all UMass students dislike

about King is the fact that he raised the legal drinking age,

a brief list follows of some of the things Ed King did or

stood for while in office that a majonty of UMass
students, past and present, most probably disagreed with

or were adversely affected by.

Among many other things. King:

•vetoed a bill to divest Mass. state pension funds from

companies doing business in South Africa, (he was over-

ridden)...

•vetoed the Bottle Bill twice (he was overridden the se-

cond time)

•successfully pushed for one of the most restrictive anti-

abortion (choice) laws in the country, the "Informed Con-

sent Law," which requires girls under the age of 18 to

have parental permission or court authorization to have an

abortion...

•claimed his greatest contribution to the "pro-life"

movement was his appointment of "pro-life" judges to the

state judiciary ..

•supported opening up (ieorge's Bank, an international

ly famous fishing ground, for oil exploration...

•sfX)nsored legislation outlawing most forms of drug

paraphernalia...

•fired the Commission on the Status of Women after

their findings didn't agree with his conservative

ideology...

•as a lame duck governor last fall, appointed hundreds

of his friends and political supporters, often without pro-

per credentials, to state jobs...

•had a reputation for ignoring the extensive corruption

in his administration...

You get the picture. Ed King's administration was an

embarrassment to anyone who is proud of living in

Massachusetts, especially to people who take pride in our

state's supposed liberalism and the fact that we were the

only state not to vote for Nixon in 1972.

Maybe the trustees who recommended the award were

put in a sensitive and difficult position where breaking

tradition and not giving King the honor would have been

politically damaging in some way. I don't know.

What I do know is that the vast majority of UMass
students and alumni are in strong disagreement with Ed
King being awarded an honorary degree from this univer-

sity. Student leaders, in fact, are planning a mass student

action at graduation to peacefully and intelligently ex-

press the widespread dii^pproval of Ed King being

honored here.

This is not an issue of free speech. No one wants to stop

Ed King from speaking. It will be a silent and symbolic

protest against the honoring of a man whose administra-

tion's record is antithetical to the very goals of progress

and public higher education.

Ed King turned his back on us for four years. It is only

appropriate that we should do the same.

And if anyone questions whether Ed King deserves such

embarrassing treatment, just remind them that King was.

after all, Ronald Reagan's favorite Democratic governor.

See you at Commencement.

Jackson Kaiz ('8t) i» a UMass alumnm

mwt^m
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Solidarity— working for the people
In

Warsaw there is a piece of graffiti scrawled

on the walls of housing projects, factories, and
neighborhoods. It is a P on top of a W, in Polish it

stands for Polska Walczaca (Poland is still fighting.) It was
the motto of the Polish Home Army when they went to the

barricades against the Nazis in 1944.

For seventeen months Poland has still been fighting

against the "state of war" that was declared against

Solidamosc and the Polish people by the state and general

Jaruzelski. May 1st was International Workers Day. All

Brooke States
over the world workers and unions celebrate this day. In

Poland, a supposed "workers state," the government was
using water cannons and tear gas against thousands of its

own workers, who wished to celebrate Mayday in their

own way. Despite the best efforts of the government
resistance continues to percolate. The official acronym of

The Military Council of National Salvation, Poland's

governing body is officially known as WRONA. The Polish

word for CROW is WRONA, a fact which has engendered

a rich crop of graffiti.

The birth of Solidarnosc in August of 1980 was an act

with precedence going back to the 1950s, when workers

Letters—^———

—

King column arrogantly elitist

To the Editor:

May lOth's column that discussed whether or not

UMass should present former governor Ekiward King
with an honorary degree. (Ed King gets the last laugh'),

criticized "the isolated administrators in that Ivory

Tower called Whitmore."
How can the author call the administrators isolated and

unresponsive to student needs when the columnist cannot

spell the name of the chancelbr? (the correct spelling is

Duffey. not Duffy).

Regardless of King's merits as a governor, the author

entirely misses the point. While King may not have

helped the University of Massachusetts, he was elected

to the state's highest constitutional office by the citizens

of the Commonwealth. It is appropriate that he will be

honored as a former governor at the commencement— in

accordance with tradition.

The columnist said he is "disgusted but not surprised

"

with the administration. I feel the same way toward the

author. I am disgusted by his uninformed arrogance and

elitism. However I am not surprised: I have read John

Hudson's columns for the past two semesters.

Dmn Stockford
Orchard HiU

Turn your back on King Day
To the Editor:

To feltow students, faculty members, parents and

friends of the University,

This year the Trustees of this University have chosen

to ignore the prevailing attitude on this campus that

former Governor Edward J. King is not a friend of this

University. They have done so by offering an honorary
degree, and the opportunity to participate in this year's

graduation ceremony.
This past fall a message was sent to Beacon Hill in the

form of a near unanimous rejection of then Gov. King's

re-election plea.

To ask this year's Senk>rs to boycott their graduatran
ceremony is a drastic course of action to propose, I wouM
however ask that students who will be attending and feel

slighted, to foUow an ORGANIZED FORM OF
PROTEST.

I urge all seniors, faculty, parents, and friends TO
STAND AND FACE AWAY FROM THE SPEAKERS
PODIUM DURING THE PRESENTATION OF THE
FORMER GOVERNORS DEGREE, AND REMAIN
THAT WAY DURING ANY SPEECH HE MAY MAKE.
I further urge that no student or spectator heckle or

harass in any other way, UNITY IS IMPORTANT!
Let Edward King speak and let his words fall on deaf

ears, just as our words, pleas and cries for help and

improved education fell on deaf ears during his ad-

ministration. Let us hope that we send a clear message

to those who make decisions such as these that we won't

endure such slaps in the face again.

Have a GOOD GRADUATION!
, ^ ^ . ,„„
Jay D. Gale '83

Amherst

Bury the anti-King hatchet

To the Editor:

It's not surprising to see John Hudson reacting so har-

shly about the choice of former Governor Edward J.

King as an honorary degree recipient this spring. Hud
son has never disguised his dislike for our former gover-

nor. If nf)t entirely accurate, at least he's consistent.

Hudson's criticism of King's treatment of UMass-

Amherst deserves a response, regardless of how
di.stasteful I find this exercise. Usually I find it more con-

venient to ignore a "hatchet job", and as a journalist 1

realize we all fall prey to such temptations of lashing out

at those people and officials we dislike. But there are

bounds to our prejudices and dislikes. A balanced ap-

praisal is one of those bounds.

How big a role did King play in the "decay of higher

education here at UMass" compared to Mike Dukakis in

his first term? Consider the following. During Dukakis'

first administration, UMass-Amherst received level fun-

ding for four straight years when inflation was con-

tinuously rising.

This too, is decay — but Hudson overlooks this basic

fact. Many department heads and administrators here

can remember the good old days of Dukakis' first ad-

ministration with dismay. To his credit, Dukakis has ad-

mitted his previous shortcomings insofar as UMass-

Amherst va.^ concerned. During his last campaign he

tried very h^.--^ to convince educators that he wouldn't

return to his paj-fc-monious ways. So far, it appears as if

he's going to keep his word.

On the other hand, (and even Hudson is aware of this)

King increased UMass' funding by 12 percent during his

last year. Alright, it was an election year — and undoub-

tably politics played a part. But in 1978. Dukakis failed to

see the wisdom of such prudent politics.

I agree with Hudson regarding King's lack of presence

on our campus. As his former Issues Coordinator for this

area, it was not easy to explain missed appointments,

etc. To this. I pin most of the blame on his scheduling of-

fice in Boston. Deep down. I believe Gov. King would've

loved to correct whatever misconceptions others had of

him and his administration. He would have loved to put

aside any doubts which a few professors (possessing very

short memories) had about him.

The election of 1982 is over, and let's bury all hatx^hets

once and for all. In this ail-too cynical world and state in

particular which we live; the tendency to keep beating

upon our adversaries is too prevalent. Politics is not im-

proved by continued cjTiicism and nit-picking. Politics,

like history is something to move on to better things

tomorrow; and while not forgetting the lessons of the

past - it is also a call for the improvement of our condi-

tion and future without needless harping of the past.

Steven P. Barrett

Issues & Research Coordinator

Gov. Kinc's reelection campaiKii, 1982

No open arms for Gov. King
To the Editor:

I want to congratulate you on a most emotive editorial

on this University awarding an honorary degree to our

former governor. You brought out all the arguments I

could think of and more with which one could argue

against such an actran by the University. Bravo!!!

I can understand the necessity of an "open arms" policy

toward those seeking education at the doors of our in-

stitution of higher education. But, how can anyone hold

open their arms to a man who tried to take those doors off

their hinges?

The best method for graduating seniors to demonstrate
their displeasure with our administration awarding an
honorary degree to Mr. King is not to boo him or to

heckle him but, to stand when he rises to receive his

degree and turn our backs on the man, in much the same
fashion he turned his back on UMass.

Edward L. Birk
Amherst

Nangle review is sarcastic

To the Editor:

The abundance of cynicism inherent in each and every

one of Rich Nangle's articles continues to annoy and

disgust those who read the Arts page of the Collegian.

Your statements in the review of U2 which focused upon

the Union Program Council are not only unfair and
opinionated (as usual) but more importantly seek to

cultivate a negative attitude towards the continued ef-

forts of U.P.C. As a music colunmist and avid concert

goer. I would think that you would be better informed

•bout the difficult and often frustrating process of

securing an artist for an engagement. Unfortunately. I

am wrong.

Instead of searching out answers to unfounded rumors,

by going directly to a reliable source of information, you

are satisfied to assume that U.P.C. is unwUling and

"unable" to meet the needs of the student body. I would

hardly call this responsible and thorough journalism. If

you are not satisfied. I suggest you take a bit of your own
advice and crawl off into a corner and DIE!!

Paul Green
Sylvan

UPC — doing what it can
To the Editor:

Throughout the years. The Union Program Council.

(UPC) has been the subject of much criticism. Like any

organization though, constructive criticism is positive

and expected. I feel strongly that throughout the year

UPC has worked hard to bring a variety of music to

camptu. It must be understood that there are ck>se to

20,000 undergraduate students on this campus with

diverse tastes and interests in music. It would be vir-

tually impossible to meet the needs of all of these in

dividuals within the span of the academk year. A few of

the concerts we have done include: Santana. Joe

Jackson, Phil Collins. The Ramones. Jimmy Cliff/Peter

Tosh. The English Beat, and Evelyn King.

It is frustrating when I read comments such as. "once

again UPC proved itself 'unable' to meet the needs of the

students." From the few examples listed above. I think

we have met the needs of many students. This quote

appeared in the Monday. May 9th edition of the

Collegian. The author. Richard Nangle. did not bother to

take the time to ask us why the band U2 is not coming to

the Mystery Series. It is not as easy as picking up the

phone. In order to book a band one needs finances to do

ihe show. Whe we finally did get the funding, the dates

had been Uken throughout the State. I am not making

this up, this is reality! The next time you make ac

cusations. make sure you have the right information.

Another thing I would like to make clear to the student

body are the costs of some bands, and why everyone's

favorite band does not come to UMass. For example, the

Police cost close to $250,000 for one show. That is more

than our entire stadium show budget was for 1983.

Journey costs $250,000 plus another $50,000 for their

sound and lights. David Bowie costs anywhere from

$300,000 $800,000. Bands such as Bruce Springsteen

and Queen do not play at colleges and if they do, they

have an outside promoter do it.

I would also like to mention the fact that when some

bands are available we do not have a concert hall to put

them in. or there are holidays, and long weekends to deal

with. There is quite a bit of other programming going on

at this campus, and we cannot have all the halls on

campus whenever we want them.

I am not making excuses, but letting people know that

there are real world problems to deal with in the music

industry.

If there are concerns with bands, costs, etc., come up

and let us know, it is your money! We are not the

unapproachable ogers that some people believe us to be.

We are students like yourselves; let's work together.

Thank you.

Bill Prichett

UPC Talent Coordinator

were shot down in Pozan. Throughout the 60s and 70s

there were strikes and demonstrations by workers,

peasants, and intellectuals. In September of 1976 the

Committee for the Defense of Workers (KOR) was form-

ed, helping bring workers and intellectuals together. In

1980 all the elements came together and forced the regime

to accept that without precedence in eastern europe, a

free trade union. Solidajmosc went from nothing to ten

million members in 16 months, including many members
of the Communist Party, and forty thousand organizers

and officials.

The West greeted the emergence, life, and supposed

death of Solidamosc with mixed reviews. Media in the

United States discovered that class struggle exists. They

just had to go half way around the world to a "Workers

state" to find it, ignoring the reality of it in their own
country. In the state house in Boston there is an attractive

photographic display of the history of workers struggles in

Poland. One wonders if at some point they might put a

display there showing the history of the martyred Sacco

and Vanzetti, victims of what Solidarnosc fou^t against.

The Economist noted that "Marx's irresistible force, the

Working class, has collided with Lenins immovable object,

the Communist Party."

In some cases the actions of state leaders were absurd.

President Reagan declared that Poland will always be

Poland. El Salvador will ^»robably just be a clone of the

United States. Puerto Rico just a state rather than a coun-

try. Reagan was busy lighting candles for the Polish

workers, while sacking his government of 12,000 air traf-

fic controllers and their union. Pierre Trudeau of Canada

weighed in with; "Better to have Polish Generals and

soldiers maintaining order rather than have the Soviets

doing it. Since he has had practice involking martial law he
should know what he is talking about.

As Poland owes Western banks some 25 billion dollars in

loans, this probably has something to do with the

response. Many of the demands that Solidarnosc as
fighting for would have further crippled Poland's ability to

pay that money back. As it is they are put in the unen-
viable position of many third world countries, having to

borrow to pay the interest, forgetting the principles.

Solidarity was not just a trade union. It was and is the

expression of a society that is struggling against a govern-
ment enforced from above. The Polish United Workers
Party (Poland's Communist Party) did not grow out of

popular struggle or have a mass base. It was more or less

set up by the Russians at the end of World War II. In a poll

done of which grt)ups the Polish people held in respect the

line up was: Solidarity first. Church second. Army a sur-

prising third, and PUAVP thirteen.

The program and ideological thrust of Solidamosc was
not just aroiyid wage issues. They fought for workers con-

trol of the workplace, as opposed to both state control and
a return to capitalism. Workers continually referred to

their bosses as the "Red Bourgeoise" Solidarity helped
start and push forward plans for workers cooperatives,

elections of management, and various other forms of run-

ning an economy that are, and would not be tolerated in a
capitalist country.

While the states armed forces have ended the experi-

ment in Poland temporarily, they cannot stop it in the long

run. One of the many slogans that appeared on the

buildings in Poland was "The snows of Winter will start

melting to their horror and the first shots of Spring will

blossom to our delight."

Will we work to change the world?
This is supposed to be a season of hope. Myself

and the rest of the Class of 1983 wUl be

gathering at the stadium May 28th to mark the end

of our long, arduous, and expensive journey U)wards a

degree. We will walk out of the stadium with our heads

held high, and with our diploma covers in hand...we will

walk confidently and resolutely into the abyss.

We are walking into a bleak world, a world where one

would be hard pressed to find a silver lining under the

dark clouds that surround us. Our future is very much in

doubt, with double-digit unemployment, the spectre of

nuclear annihilation, and an increasingly inevitable long

Randolph T. Holhut
and bloody war in Central America. We have people in our

government that are insensitive to the needs of the people

and a corrupt economy that rapes the people for it's pro

fits. Our environment is fast deteriorating and our people

are starving. This is the world that we are ctmfidently and

resolutely walking out into.

I could keep this litany of drapair gt>ing, but it wouldn't

amount to anything. We know the troubled worid we are

heading out into, and we know that there isn't much hope.

But it is our duty and obligation, as the best and the

brightest of this generation, to tum that litany of despair

into a litany of hope. ..for ourselves and our children. The

social activism that the people studied on this campus in

years past is non-existent today. The first concern is for

ourselves, the hell with everyone else. We have ignored

the collapse of the woHd around us, and if we continue to

do so, we have no one to blame but ourselves when the end

comes.
The fires of social change must be rekindled, and it is up

to us to do it. We must work to bring social and economic
justice to all peoples of the world. We must work to bring a
halt to the insane arms buildup that threatens our very ex-

istence. We must work to protect our environment, so

ours and future generations can reap the benefits. We
must work to make this world a better place than when we
entered it. It is our duty and our obligation and we cannot

do anything less. It won't be easy. ..it is far easier to speak
of change than to carry it out. But we must dedicate our

lives, to the best of our abilities, to accomplish this

awesome task.

The challenge I make to you is not a new one, it is a

challenge that has l)een made time and time again to the

people of each new generation, lik- the challenge John F.

"But it is our duty and obligation, a^ the

best and brightest... to tum that litany of

despair into a litany offurpe."

Kennedy made to Americans about the same time most of

us who are graduating were bom. "Ask not what your

country can do for you. ask what you can do for your coun-

try."

As we head out of the University and into whatever we
hope to be doing for the rest of our lives, we would do well

to remember those words. Though things lcK)k hopeless

and out of control, things can and will get better, for we
still have the power to change the world, we have only

forgotten how to use it. This is my last column for the Col-

legian as a student, to all the friends and colleagues I've

worked with over the past two years, goodbye and good

luck.

Randolph T. Holhut ('H.V has been a Collegian columnist
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Commencement 1983
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 28
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Instiiution for Participants
Ml (titulidtilfs

I lull- will I'l no CuiniDriuiMiUMil n-luMrsiil ftir

tl».j;ii'i' laiuhdiili'N. Cmdliiiilis nIiouUI .issfml>If

by siluHtl/cdlli-gc ill Alumni Slailiuni no l.ili-r

Ih.iii M .1 Ml ci.iiiii.ilion niitiuinj; May 2S, 1*->HA.

Sij;i>s will Iv pt)sliil imliiatinj; sihools anil

Cdiiuiumui'uumI Mcushals will issiu' spciilii in-

slriu tions and ilislrilniti' programs. Upon .si>;nal,

(.anilidali-s will follow llu- Connnt'iKi.'nu'nl Mar-
shals lo llu- assij;iu'ii an-as and Iv scati-tl

Caiuliilalis will nn-ivi- iliploniii u»vfrs from
llio ilians ol tliiMr school or colU'j;i'.

Whi> U Fligihic Ui PurtUiputi'?

i'ulfr^nhlinUt' i/i\j.'»»t' nintliJatt-s who anliciputt*

cunipli'linj; ili'^riv rcquin-nu-nts by ihi- etuJ of

llu- cali'i da yvur \9HA Qui-stions concerninj;
ucadcMUK aus should lu- iliroi U'd lo iho Ri-c-

ordsOfliii Jl.i Whilniortv S45-C)553.

Miisit-r s lie^ree caniluialfs who have previously
subniittoti iho iX^jrtv Applitalion Form by April

29 IStH;^ lo Uu- Office of Gradualf IVgri-t> Re
quircnicnts slalin^ llu- intention to coniplclc all

requircnuMHs Questions concerning eligibility

should Iv directed to the Office of Graduate IX'-

gree Requirenu'iits RiH)n> A251, Graduate Re-
search Center 545-0024

/>»<7oru/ Jff>rff canjiiiuli's who have completed
li// degree reijuirements by April 29 1983 Ques-
tions concerning eligibility should be directed t«»

the Office of Graduate IX-gree Reijuirements
R«H)m A251 Graduate Research Center
545-(K)24

Faculty
Faculty and staff should assemble at the

SOUTHWEST end of the stadium on the gravel

Ix'lween the Fa. ilities/lnformation Center and
the stadium waP Faculty will be jiart tif the pro-

cessional and will be seali*d immediately in front

of the candidates from each s(.h(H>l and college

I'ureiils iiiid Invited (iuesls

SiiKi' llu' C"<iiimKiKiimiil Kxi-rcises arc open to

the public and guest seating is without rcserva

lion pan-Ills and friends should plan to arrive

early lo ensun- gixal sealing. Viewing areas (or

those confined lo wheelchairs will be K)caled on
Imlli villi's of ihf stadium on the eastern and
weslern walkways

Invltulitins

There is no limit lo Ihc nuinlK'r t>l guests who
may attend ihe ceremony and tickets are not re-

quired, hach undergraduate/graduate student
will receive a packet of six formal invitalitms.

Students are urged lo encourage their guests to

arrive early for giRnJ seating.

Caps, Gowns, and Moods

Undergraduate Decree Candidates

Caps, gowns tassels and invitatiims will In-

available at no charge |on presentation of an I.D
and announcement of the degree earned and the
department awarding it) at the Textbi)ok Annex
May 2-27 Monday through Friday 9 am to

4 p ni. On Ct)mmencement Hay May 28 caps
gowns, and tassels may be «)btained after 8 a in

at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium.

Masters Degree Candidates

Caps, gowns tassels and invitations will Ix-

available at no charge [on presentation of an II)
and announcement of the degree earned and the
department awarding it' at the TextbtHjk Annex
May 2-27 Monday through Friday 9 a.m to

4 p m On Commencement Day, May 28 caps
gowns and tassels may be obtained after 8 a nv
at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

[Xtctoral Degree Candidates

DiKtoral caps gowns tassels, and invitations

will Ix- available only at the Office of Graduate
IX'gree Requirements Rix)m A251 Graduate Re-

Mrarch Center May 2-27, Monday through Fri

day, 9 am lo 4 p m ujwn presentation of an
FD On Ct)mmencement Day caps, gowns, tas-

sels, and hiNxls may be obtained after 8 a m at

Schedule of Events

Senior Day

Date

Thurs., May 26

Time

To be announced

Stockbridge Commencement Fri, May 27 1:30 p.m.

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sat , May 28 8 am.

Nursing Commencement Sat., May 28 2 p.m

1983 Commencement Ceremony Sat , May 28 10 a.m. 12 noon

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Campus Center
Auditorium

Alumni Stadium

Note: Commencerrtent 83 Date. Saturday. May 28, 1983

o
Stadium Plan
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thi NOHTHWFST end of the stadium (on the

gravel urea).

Doctoral candidates who plan lo participate in

the Commencein<-iil cr-remony must have a

hood. Each I'll D. candidate's name will be an
nounced *)ver 'he stadium sound system and
two officers of the university will drape the

hood on the candiilu!'- s slunilders. Doctoral

hoods can be purchased only at the Office of

Graduate Degree Requirements, A251 Graduate
Research Center, at a cost »if $26. (Five Collegf

/>« liinil //(mh/ u'(// /)<• iivdiliihli- a! J42 *<5 /

Rentals for Faculty
Academic ap(iarel for this year's University

Commencement may be rented through the Uiii

versily Store All faculty members are urgi-d In

place their rental orders as soon as possible

THE LAST DAY TO ORDER IS WEDNESDAY.
MAY IH Payment must b«- made at the time of

order and there will i e lu) refunds if apparel is

not used Academic apparel may also Ix- pur
chased For further information alxiut rentals or

purchases, please contact Connie S/elewicki at

the University Store .545 2b 19

Accommodations
Many area molds are already booked for Friday

before Commencement A limited number of

riH)ms in University housing will be available for

relatives and other guests the nights of .May 27
and 28. Please contact the University Summer
Conference Office 918 Campus Center
545 ;U00. by May 10 Kees $15 single/$2I dou
ble. per night. There is a $5 cu.s'i key de)X)sit -

lo be returned when the key is relumed

I'imkI Service!*

Coffee soft drinks and donuts will kv available

under Ihe east (section 161 and west (section fal

stands at the north end of the stadium

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner, Top t)f the Campus Restau

rant Campus Center jrev-rvalions needed' 12

niN»n-6 p m
Graduation Buffet R«)om UH)*t Campus Center

jreservalions suggested) 12 ninm J p m
Coffee Shop, ijjxrn 7 a.m.-3 p m

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9 a.m. Robing for Commencement
MASTERS and DOCTOR.M candidates should

assemble at the NORTHWEST t:nd of the sta

dium (gravel area):

Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES and CON
TINUING EDUCATION should assemble at Ihe

50t;rHW£57' end of the stadium igravel area)

Graduates from ENGINEERING. EDUCATION
HEALTH and PHYSICAL EDUCATION should

assemble at the .SOL/THEAST end of the stad:

um Igravel area)

Graduates from FOOD A NATUR.AL RESOURCES
should assemble at Ihe NORTHEAST end of the

stadium (gravel area):

Graduates from the SCHOOL OF MANAGE
MENT (SOMl should as.vmble al Ih" NORTH
end ol thi st.uiium in Ihe center (gravel area):

APPROPRIATE SIGNS WIl.I. BE DISPLAYED
GRADUATES SHOULD LINE UP ACCORDi.N* •

TO THEIR SCIKX)L OR CCM.I.FGE

9:30 Seating of G'aduates

10 Pnxession slarls

12 noon Ceremony end

SiMiior Day
Tin- Chancellor s Kece|>lion tor Seniors (Sc'iiior

' IXiy) will Ih- lieKI ThurMlay M.iy 26 on .\Uta-

wamiXf l-iiwn Ivhind the Sludenl Uni«»n Infor-

mation on tickets will Ix' annouiUinl in th..- Col
U'Hian

Memlvrs of Ihe Class ol JMK.< who are inter

esled in working willi the S-nioi Day Coinmiltcc
shouUI conta«.l Lontla Messiiii;ii in Ihe SIikIciiI

Activities Olfici J 16 Sludenl I'nion 545 .M>(ll

ot Lisii Poller (Student CiHtnlinalorl .Viiale Ol
fice. 545-tt;i41. as .st»«»n as jxissihlc

Cieneial liifoiin.ilion

Diplomas will Ik- mailid lo ^raituales in llu I. ill

Midical t.icililiis will U- liKatcd in llu \.mi

uiuUi si't tion 8 ol the stands

Pulilii lilt-phoius will Ih loi .iIhI on Mu wisi
sule ol llu l-.ii ililu-vlnluMii.ilion (.» iilci

ReslriMims ,n. loi.ilcd -.il .illui imi .•! Uu l-.uili

liis/lnfoiin.ihun C'niUi .it llu smilli i lul nl llu

st.idiuiii

Vifwini; .iif.is liii iluis. (oiijin,,! i., u h. i li Ii.iiin

will Ih- liH ,iUd on IhiIIi suits ol the si.uliuin mi
tin lasliin and wesliin vv.ilkvs.ivs

For additional mlormalinii tonl.iti llu Ollu. ..I

("niiinumily K( l.ilions <M(I Wliiliiixn .l..'.i.O

UrSTMOOWS

Arts
It's a mystery (series) to me

The semester is fast ending and even as we close our

books for the last time, the sounds of summer are

beginning to appear in full force. On a relatively local

level, NRBQ's new release on BearsviUe Records is big

summer news. The BQ's play rock 'n roll music suitabk for

all times of the year, but the summer is when their LP's hit

my turntable a lot. Suffice to say, I'm glad I've a new one
to give the others a break. Other spring/summer sounds
include new B-52's and an upcoming Talking Heads album
(will those guys release the wax already; I'm dying to hear
it). This weekend the big event is the Pond Series.

Without naming any acts, I'm at liberty to say the line up
this year is much better overall than last year. There are
some perennial favorites lined up, and some acts you may
not have heard before, but they will definitely impress
you.

If all the free daytime music you can tolerate is not

enough for you, there are some club dates you might wish

to take note of. Tonight it's the Stompers back again on
their semi-monthly tour of Western Mass. They'll be

tearing the roof right off the Hangar One. Also tonight is

the UMass Student Composer's concert at Bezanson
Recital Hall. Several debut performances of original

student compositions will be featured. Admission is free.

Tomorrow is White Noise at Sheehan's and First Rate at

the Wok. On campus are two different free concerts. At

the Bluewall is the group. Band Of . . ., a fusion collective

with blues influence, and the Electronic Music

Extravaganza at Bezanson Recital Hall. Saturday includes

some fine vocal jazz at The Avenue with the Lynne Meryl

Quartet. Also appearing Saturday night are Vast Ed

Vadas' Fab Heavyweights at Sheehan's Cafe, and First

Rate at the Wok.
Not a particularly jam packed weekend, but considering

the music available, there's tunes ap'anty for all.

Upcoming area concerts include Stan Rogers this

Sunday at the Academy of Music. Chubby Checker with

the Persuasions next weekend and Wayton Jennings at the

Springfield Civic Center on June 12

By CHRIS FERRETTI
ColleciBn SUff

The UPC Mystery Series is no longer a mystery.

The two day event will feature Melba Moore, Gary US
Bonds, Nona Hendryx, Edgar Winter and an encore

performance olHair by the UMass Music Theater Guild.

Performiuices will begin promptly at noon on Saturday

and 11:00 on Sunday by the campus pond near the Fine

Arts Center. In the event of rain the location will be the

FAC.
For the second year in a row, UPC is providing us with a

more intimate atmosphere by holding the series at the

campus pond.

Melba Moore, the soul singer best known for her hit

"Love's Comin' At Ya," will headUne on Saturday.

Coincidentally, Melba Moore portrayed Sheila in the

original 1968 Broadway version of the musical Hair, which

will be performed at 8 p.m. that night on the same stage.

Preceeding her will be the new popular recording artist

Nona Hendryx, whose single 'Keep It Confidential" is

currently enjoying much airplay.

Guitarist Roy Buchanan, who will be Saturday's opener,

has been recording since 1957 and tutored such people as

Robbie Robertson (The Band) and is perhaps best known

for his distinctive style that merges blues with fifties rock

and roll.

With the help of Bruce Springsteen, Gary US Bonds

became resurrected on the music scene with the hits "This

Little Girl" and "Jole" Bton." His latest album On The Line

features another collaboration with Springsteen and also

reflects on current economic conditions with such hits as

"Hold On" and "Out of Work." This point of view shouW

satisfy us as the headUner on Sunday.

The Preston Porter Band who will open Sunday's show

features the soul of rockabilly and will set the tone for

Edgar Winters whose music style could be best charac

terized as the *Lou Reed School of loud noise, flash and

pop
"

After all this good news, it must be noted that no kegs,

bottles or glass containers will be alk>wed at the concert.

If it's a consolation, food will be available for purchase at

the concert from Earthfoods and Food Services.

With a lineup like this one, studying should not be a

priority this weekend. By the way, do not harass the

swans.

Gary U.S. Bonds

PiMbf Play
bf Hm Ma4»l«k

Band of..., the fusion collective. Will play free

of charge tomorrow night at the Blue Wall.

Have you ever been part of a traveling show? The
Medieval drama Mary Magdabne will be performed by the

University Pond Monday at 4 p.m. Comedy and drama are

played out alternatively on several stages with the action

beginning on the east steps of Memorial Hall and

proceeding to the FAC steps. A cast of over 30 actors

complete with Jesus, a chorus of angels. Satan and the

Seven Deadly Sins and cok>rful characters at the court of

Marseilles, will perform in modem English. The
production is free and is funded by the UMass Arts

Council. A preview of Mary Magdalme can be seen Sunday

at 5 p.m. Rain date for Monday s performance is Tuesday

at 4 p.m. Bring your blankets, as you'll be sitting on the

grass.

You can see the University Ensemble Theatre's first

musical, Comfxmy by Stephen Sondheim tonight,

tomorrow and Saturday in the Rand Theater at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $2.50 for students and senior citizens and $3.50

for the general public.

With any luck. I'll have a summer theater calendar for the

five college area by next week. If you know of any theater

productions happening this summer, please call 546 3281

and tell us about it.

The exceptionally talented Melba Moore will

headline LFC's Mystery Series.

GRADUATINGSOOtP

You're Needed
All Overthe

World.
Ask Pecjce Corps volunteers why rheir ingefHjiry ood flexibility

ore OS Virol os their degrees They'll fell you rhey ore helpir>g

the world's poorey peoples ofToin self sufficiertcy in the oreos

of food producrion, energy conservorion, educohoo. ecorxjmic

developnnenr ond heolfh services. And rhey'll rell you obouf

The rewords of horxjs on coreer experience overseos They II

rell you if s the roughesr job you II ever love.

PEACE COKPS
See Mary-Jo Langston, 12 Draper Hall,

UMASS, 545 2105
Tuesdays 12:00 - 3:30

Wednesday: 9:00 - 12:00

Thursdays 12:00 - 5:00
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GOODBYE WINTER
HELLO SPRING!

Hair will remain short

this season, color and
volume very important.

Try
The

Collegian

Classifieds

They
Work

^ Highlights, lowlights, bobs,

root perms. . .these are just

the start. Call us now at -

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
"We are a cut above the rest"

Hyper IHarche Mall

RtSHadley, MA 586 4551

m

363 Mam 3t. Amherst
256-8587

Soap Opera
Special

1 1:30 am - 7 pm
SmaU

2 item pizza
. .Qia.y.M.Qg

Hypercurricula
"Hypercurricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the
week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be
g^ven to UMass organizations.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the

University of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is

published daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on
the day they are taking place. Announcements must be
submitted on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the

Collegian offices, 113 Campus Center, and returned to

the office by 3 p.m. the Friday before the event. All sub-

missions should be written in a similar style as they ap-

pear in the paper.

The People's Gay Alliance

presents a

Lesbian/Gay May
THURSDAY
May 12, 1983

2:30 - David Scondras

BOSTON CITY COUNCIL]
CANDIDATE

7:30 - Dr. James Abel

on

Gay Health Issues

CC 905-09

FRIDAY
May 13, 1983

2:30 - Keren Guida
David Gearhart

on LESBIAN/GAY
LEGISLATIONEFFORTS
plus workshops all day
and DANCE 9-2:00

10th floor CC
Admission $2.

SATURDAY
May 14, 1983

Lesbian/Gay

Liberation March
Northampton, MA

start: 1:00 PM
Location:

Pulaski Park

Northampton

ANTI-RACISM TEAM MEETING - Join us for a
potluck meeting to discuss our semester's work and sum-
mer plans. 4 p.m., CC 801.

FRENCH CLUB MEETING - All are welcome and en-
couraged to attend last meeting of the semester. New of-

ficers to be elected, etc. Wine and cheese urill be served. 4
p.m., Herter 3rd floor lounge.

EARTH DAY EVALUATION MEETING - We've got
lots to discuss: how did we do? What's next for CEQ? How
can we make a better Earth Day next time? Earth Day
crew and new people are welcome. 6 p.m., Dukes Room.

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION MEETING &
SLIDESHOW — Educational meeting tonight. Everyone
is welcome. John Green, professional photographer, will

talk about techniques used in photographmg animals and
will present a slide show. For more information, call

546-4789. 6 p.m.. 174 Campus Center.

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP - Come join us
for fellowship, praise, worship and teaching from the Bi-

ble. Every Thursday evening all summer long. 7:30 p.m..
175 Chestnut St.

FIELD COFFEE HOUSE - Come to a coffeehouse at

Field Main L<^)unge. Admission is free. Performance by a
hypnotist and several musicians. Free refreshments. All

are welcome to attend. 8 p.m.. Field Main Lounge.

I
How renting

I
Squire Vilioge Apts

I

for September 1960

I

I

I

I

•

106 luxurious apartments on 10 acres of
land, on the bus line, only minutes from
campus. Oversized apartments: 2
bedroom, 1 14 baths townhouses over
HOO $q. ft. Also, we have 1 and 2
bedrocm garden apartments and 3 and 4
bedroom townhouses. Every apartment
has carpeting, stove, refrigerator,
disposal and air conditioner. Owner sup-
plies hot water. Laundry facilities, con-
crete pool and playground on site.

We are looking for serious students who
look for quality where they live. Squire
Village is not the cheapest apartment, just

the best! Rent one before you leave for

the summer. Don't wait until it is too late.

665-2203

S^l INKMLLA(,i: \I»\RTMK\TS

si;m)kki.am). vi\s>\( hi skits, oi.i:.-.
I
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Budweiser,
KING OF BEERS.

INTRAMURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Team Managers: Softball and Basketball forfeit fees may be picked
up at IM Office, 215 Boyden. ID card please.
Softball final four will be played (weather permitting) Thurs 12 May
I v7CV3

Tuesday night results as follows: Plate 8 Hamlin Hawks 7, Clinic 7
Wildkingdom 2, Dynasty 2 Beaver Patrol 0, Beta Kappa Phi 3 At
tractions 2,

Co Rec. Stalag 13 Jamville 1, Untouchables 2 Greater Fools 1

Nads WBF Samoans 4 Blockheads 1, Moore 5 Chain Gang 3, Third
Herd 3 Madness 1, Exercise Science 2 Sals Stars 0, Lewis Lushes 4
Leeches 1

Worien: Baker Buns 3 Meglomaniacs 1, Lyons 2 Multiple O's
Valley Girls 12, Alpha Chi Omega 1.

Soccer: Latin Brothers 7 Brett Bailers 2, Pike WBF, Victory 2 That-
cher Redwoods 1 Inmates 10 Lambda Chi Alpha 3, Beta Kappa Phi
3 delta Upsilon 2, CC WBF, JA Tower of Power WBF Hatricks 6
Sunderland 2, Orchard Hillbillies WBF Rockets 3 Bagmiales 14
Ways to Score 4 Hasbeens 1, Magnificent 7 WBF, International
Radical Soccer Alt. 5 Baker Brickheads 0. Misfits WBF, JazzmenWBF
No Women or Graduates played Tuesday
WEEKEND Soccer Tournament cancelled, lack of interest Note
weekend tournament ONLY**
Soccer forfeit fees should be in by the 18 May 83. Fees picked up
by the 15 June will be used to purchase recreation equipment

.It looks like screen blocking, flag football is in for 1983/84
:- En^oy your summer Seniors good luck

4uAptMLiml
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

. ^ HfRs, v/c . rvf

HEADPHONES, SO yOV
DON'T HA\£ TV VJEMt,

Af^O RISK BREAKING
IT V/y£N you '^: \^Vh—
PLAy fRiSBEE mk

Katfood By ARK

lo
U2

©5-»2-ff3/4^K

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

PKETTY disgusting!

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
KdiCed b> Marf^aret larrar and Irude Jaffe

IVAI I o\ \n%t\t\ I im#« NtNduair

ACROSS
1

• Street

Blues

'

6 Adages
10 Small drink

14 Disconceft

15 Word with tiearl

or head
16 Its tree is the

buckeye
17 Rejoicing

19 Harsh sound
20 Years and years

21 Resort near

Venice
22 Plentiful

23 More than

20 Across
24 Camper s

equipment
26 But. in old Rome
27 Noise from a flock

31 Serenade
33 Passed ludgment
34 Saints

37 Keep
38 Rascal
39 River Into the

Seine near Paris

40 Common closure

42 Shrivel

43 Where to find

heather

44 Namesakes of a

Hebrew prophet

45 Monkey's cousin

47 Over nine

centuries ago
48 Remo
49 Behind the times

51 NASA's
Armstrong

53 Approximately

57 Granger's vehicle

58 Faithful always

60 Tony ,1964

British Open
winner

61 Big package
62 Come about again

63 British Anthony
64 Mawr •

65 Loon's relative

DOWN
1 California

2 "Snug as "

3 Know, in 1 Down
4 Egyptian goddess
5 Prof sport assn
6 Took part

7 Biting

8 Have a noisy

celebration

9 SunYat
10 College quarters

11 Talkenthusi
astically

12 Place for a June
procession

13 Felt gkx>my
16 Lily family genus
22 French angel

23 Did, of old

25 Contribute
27 Kind of bag
28 Prefix meaning

"by Itself"

29 Lighthearted

30 A Davis

31 (Medieval tales

32 Un.deux.
34 Scott's knight

who came "out of

tf* J west'

35 Sailing

36 Urges
38 Took back Abbr
41 Kind of excuse
42 Took a blue

ribbon

44 Chamber
45 of one s eye
46 Became lighter

48 Mythological

creature

50 Rare bird, when
black

52 Wriggly

53 Done
54 Wedding shower
55 Disdain

56 Gruff boss"*

56 Subside
59 Short tor a club

1 ? ] 4 S
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WEATHER

loday, variable
cloudiness, with a chance of

showers, highs in the 50s.

Tonight, partly cloudy, k>wt

in the mid 30s to mid 409 .

Tomorrow, partly to mostly

sunny and warmer, highs in

the 609 and 70s.

D.C. MENU
LUNCri DINNER

Spinach Frittata. Grilled Fried Chicken/Cranberry

Cheese Sandwkrh Sauce, Chopped Beefsteak

Special

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Grilled Cheese on Nutty Noodles, Fried
Wheatberry Soybean, Chicken/CranberrySauce
Com, Tomato Casserole

:

Applications
are still being accepted

for positions in the

Collegian newsroom
9 ajn. to 4 pan.

Monday through Friday

Room 113 CampuB Center

The Collegian is an
equal opportunity employer

:' ^I'V
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bring your books to:

The Textbook Annex
May 21-27

9:00-4:00

I.D. Required
These are some of the books we will be buying.

f^,VNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK
k j» -it

Author Title We are paying
Pavia Intro, to Organic Lab. Tech. $14.50
Petrucci General Chemistry $15.00
Pierce From Abacus to Zeus $5.00
Prescott Cancer: Misguided Cell $6.00
Rayburn Prin. of Cost Acct.: Mgr. Appl. $15.00
Riggs Essentials of Engineering Econ. $12.50
Robersoa Engr. Fluid Mechanics $16.50
Rodin Baste Calculus $12.75
Rii$seH General Chemistry $13.75
Schey Intro, to Manufac. Proc. $16.75

••••• 'S'i'A'fiJ?^Sim%'S

Thursday, May 12, 1983, iCoNc^ian. i?

Water polo team to play national tournament
By BILL SHEA

Hey, do you realize this university has a
water polo team. Well, there is a university
water polo team and they're a pretty good
team.

In fact, the University of Massachusetts
women's water polo team is good enough to

play in the first ever East Coast water polo
tournament next Thursday at Nottingham
Pool in Syracuse New York.

In the past, tournament officials have

chosen California and Texas as the site of

the national tourney but after years of

moaning and groaning by East Coast teams
that couldn't afford the expenses such a trip

entails, finally moved the tournament to the

East.

The fact is, the UMass water polo team is

poor. Not only do they not even consider

heading West for a tournament, but they

must combine with the Queens College

water polo team to afford the $200

registration fee required to participate in

the East Coast tournament.

But that should be no problem because

the women have played Queens twice this

year, including last weekend at the MIT
Invitational held at, (guess where) MIT.

In the first game of the tournament last

week, UMass tied MIT 6-6 in a double

overtime game before pool officials threw

them out because another group was
waiting to use the pool.

Stephanie Ward led the scoring for

UMass with two goals in the game while

Kerry O'Brien, Nancy Stephens, team
captain Deb Chisholm and Ann bonness
each netted a goal.

Jenny Schofield handled the goalie duties

for UMass, turning away eight shots on the

day.

Then UMass lost to Queens 4 2 as

Chishohn scored both goals. Now the

^inutewomen will take the best players

from each team, probably 14 in all. to play

in the East Coast tournament against a field

of 10 to 12 teams, including squads
representing Slippery Rock and Stanford
University.

Hopefully, the UMass squad, which
almost missed a tournament earlier in the

year because of car trouble and nearly
didn't have enough players because a few
participants slept late, will make this

tourney on time.

I bet they will.

SPORTS NOTICE
Underpuduate students must turn in the gym clothes, towels and locks signed out this

semester to the equipment rooms (Boyden or NOPE) from where they were issued no later

than 5 p.m., Thursday, May 26, 1983. Students will be billed for items not returned

through the Bursars office.

Softball forfeit fees arc ready to be picked up at the Intramural office.

* Pearson
<'itntt mull from fuigf 20

team hasn't crossed Pearson's mind.

"I haven't even thought about it," he

said.

A couple of guys who opened plenty of

holes for Pearson the last two years, of-

fensive lineman Scott LaFond and fullback
Tom Murray may also get a shot at pro ball.

LaP'ond signed as a free agent with the
Buffalo Bills. He plans to skip the mini
camp to be held next week and will report
to the Bills training camp July 15.

Murray is reportedly close to signing
with the Cleveland Browns, but this could
not be confirmed at press time.

LookiNq For a MEANiNqFul
^SSSSSSS^

SUMMER JOB
MAssAchusETTs FaIr SIiare

TIk couNTRy's LmqcsT sTATEwidf cirizEN actiom

OnqANIZATiOM.

Has hill iimc Awd summer opsNiNqs For FuNdRAisiNq,

ouTREAcli ANd citIien lobby buildiMq to skApc Iiazar-

douS WASTE, KMERqy, AMd OtNeR policiES IN Tifis STATE.

HouRs2:00 -10:00pM, pAy: $179 - $229 AVERAqE pER

WEEk AMd bENEfiTS. Will TRAIN.

CaU: 986-8717,
2 PM - 10 PM

MoN - Fai For Western Mass.
For woRk iN Boston Area caH:

1-800-952-74711

PERSONALIZED

STYLE HAIRCUTS

2
O

$1 0.00 with Shimpoo & Blow Dry | cP

vaI

$7.00
(with this coupon only)

with Shimpoo & B
Sll^longHak
0xplr«s 5/3(V83

Please Call for an AppointrtMnt

Styles by Deborah
65 University Drive Amherst. MA 54^^10

Wf\SS
THE ARK

WELCOMES YOU BACK
TO BOSTON

-TUESDAYS-
for the summer

!*» h w ». » »>»,i» » <f m^ m JP% m m*

free admission
with U.Mass. I.D
iifc^<~i r iii-fc 'I 'I > m^- ^ ^ ^ mi^-mm>m^^̂ <m^ i^,^.

IT'S ALSO COLLEGE NIGHT !

BUDWEISER BEER 75 C BAR DRINKS'l.oo
PITCHER OF LITE $4.oo

Q:oo .nsoo

ns »«ACON $T*nT - iosTON. mass. o]2it - i*i «t4i

FOOD SERVED DAILY
12=00 - l|'OO p.m.
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CELEBRATE THE SUMMER
WITH A T-SHIRT

For Only $5.99 Including

Postage Qty.

When the going
gets tough
the tough

go shopping.

IStyle

(A)

Style

(B)

I'm not a

problem
drinker, fija

I drink, '^
get drunk,
fall down,
no problem.

or a choice of :

(C) "All this and brains too."
(D) "Expensive but worth it."

iMen - Regular Cut 100% Cotton - NOTE: Please adjust for shrinkage.

Women - French Cut 50% Cotton - 50% Polyster. No shrinkage.
COLORS

WHITE, YELLOW, LT. BLUE, w/black lettering

BLACK. NAVY. BURGUNDY, KELLY GREEN w/w lettering

.Vmi.'i'^.''^.V4h

'

Size Style Color
T Shirt

Cut
R or F

Note: Please allow 3 weeks for deliveries.

Name:
Street

City State Zip

Tel
Please mail checks or money orders to:

P.O. Box 1003
BROomjNE. MAm 02l4f
TO- (©17) 734-7216

We will guarantee statisfaction

1 bdrm available in 2 bdrm Col Vil apart-

ment June 1 poss fall call evenings
256^6608

Female roommate nonsmoker wanted,
starting fa ll call 549-5951

Responsible roommate, female, wanted
to share bedroom in Bnttany Manor for fail.

Call Karen 253 9317

Hyannis room available for girl for sum-
mer, $50/wk pref non-smoker call 546-8182
late at night

Prof woman seeks okjer female to share
rural furnished duplex bus route 200 -f

253 7486

Housemate wanted for summer on
Cape Cod Harwich great location 6^5851

Hampton Beach area for summer June 1

to Sept 6 256 8389

Brandywine Apt 2 bdrm 2 or 3 people
needed for fall 549-414

SENIOR DAY

Buy your tickets for Senior Day. Tickets
are available on the CC Concourse May
10-18 from 9^

SERVICES

Typing, short papers to rr>anuscripts, call

666 4223, Debbie

STORAGE SPACE
~

Several good sized separate spaces
available in So Amherst very secure
30.00/mo for info call 256-6237

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL
"

The SGA President's Office is currently

accepting nominations for the appointed
position of Student Attorney General. Any
student may nominate any student The
position starts June 1st Nominations may
be picked up in the President's Office, Rm.
406E SUB. They are due Friday. May 13th

at 5:00 pm. For more info stop by the Presi

dent's Office or call 546-0487 AA/EEO

SUMMER RENTALS
~

The ideal place: centrally located on cam-
pus, everything and more included. $250.

for singles, $150. for doubles for the full

summer, call Glenn S. at 545-0047 or

546^2150

SUMMER SUBLET

2 bedrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm apt Amherst Center $400/mth
avail 6/1 253 9577

Studio apartment in Belchertown sum-
mer sublet w/fall option near center, on

bus route call 323-5886 evenings

Large sunny four bedroom apartment
adjacent to campus on Phillips St available

for summer sublet only $475 00/mo
negotiable call Debbie 549-0546

bummer fall option 2 bedrooms in

beaut ful house, swimming, bus, $155

^25- -1

Only sautiful 3 floor two bedroom River

front apt master bedroom still available only

$149 suitable for two pool air furnished

S49 4405
Presidential Apt sublet for summer with

fall option for 1 of 2 bedrooms 546-7154

Summer sublet Brandywine 1 bedroom
neg furnished AC call 549-0343

Female wanted to sumemr sublet Bran-

dywir>e room for more information call

549-0425

Summer sublet/fall option bedroom in

Swiss VIg on bus route. $130 month
utilities included. Call 253JJ494

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549-6440 AC pool

Puffton 1 bedrm, 75/mo near pool, tennis

courts, bus 549-5920

Near Colonial Village, third floor semi-

studio, share kitchen and bath on second,
unfurnished. 175 mo includes electricity

253-3338 evenings

Puffton 2 bedrooms available for sum-
mer $100 monthly per room 549 1092

Southwood townehouse, 2 bdrm, excep-
tionally well kept, pool, tennis, cheap,
546-6705

Amherst Center summer sublet. 5
bedroom house, center of town, quiet loca-

tion 128/per ^ util 542-2147 or 542-4237
avail 6/1

Furnished 3 bedroom Townehouse apt
excellent corxlition price negotiable call Irv

549-1261

One (two roommate) bedroom in

beautiful five bedroom house in North
Amherst furnished, washer, dryer, $75
each call Lance or Glenn 549 5686

Southwood 2 bdrm Twnhse w/fall op-

tion 256-0378 after 5 pm
SUCH A DEAL fully furnished Riverglade

apt fully air-cond - pool 100' - laundry 10'

bus 150" call after 11 253 3228
•CHEEP'CHEEP*

Two bedroom apartment In Puffton
bargain prices call 5^-2858 4-6 or after 1

1

ask for Joe

Beautiful Brittany Apt for summer rent

furnished w/ new carpet rent negotiable call

Kevin 253 3766

2 bedroom Cliffside fall option
300/month utilities included 666-4953

4 bedroom apartment in house 1 10 yards
from campus. Negotiable Kevin 549-3512

Rolling Green summer sublet. Includes
AC and all utilities. Furnished. Rent
negotiable please call 256-0807

Cheap, cheap, rent. Brandywine June 1

Sept 1. Call eves. 546 9625 546^6058

Share a bedroom in a 3 bedroom Puffton
apt from June to August rent negotiable fall

option call 549-5487

Nice house, quiet street, convenient to

campus, town. Negotiable rent 253-5666

Southwood 2 bedroom easily ac-

comodates 4 $85/ month each 253-5666 or

253-7158 nights

Cheapest rent available in area!
Southwood townhouse. Furnished cable
TV pool tennis bus stop across street 2
bedrooms call 253 2284 first come first

serve offer

Puffton sublet - one room 6'1 9/1 one
room $90 mo 66B-4Rn4

Colonial Village apartment 2 large

bedrooms - rent negotiable pool / bus
phone Darian 546 7996 Staci 546-7948

apt $390 Main St Amherst

One bedroom in 3 bedroom house two
blocks to UMass $150 545-0794

Two bedroom fully furnished apartment
for summer sublet Townehouse very
reasonable call 549 5970 John

Male housemate needed 76 Chestnut St,

easy walk to campus, fall option, rent

negotiable, call 549-4127 ask for Jim

3 bdrm
253 5941

Puffton 2 rooms summer: 1 with fall op-
tion female(s) preferred reasonablel
549-4849

Leverett 100/mo Ig room in house, bus,
garden, waterfall 549-4700

CHEAP
4 bedroom apt. Swiss Village furnished, all

util,, $125@, neg. 253 3154.

Townehouse epts two bdrnw AC rent

negotiable 549-6646

2 bedroom apt sumrr>er sut>let w/faN op-
tion clean, quiet 350/mth irK utilities

negotiable 686-3963 nites

SUNGLASSES

Raybans, Vuamet. Serengeti at low
prices call Bruce or Andy 549-1 177 look for

us at the CC Concourse

TAKE OUR HOUSE, PLEASE ~
Nice house on South Pteesent St. For
summer sublet. 2 bedroom. Completely fur-

nished. Cable TV. Huge backyard. Next to

bus stop. Available June 1 - Sept 1. Call

Jim or Andy at 253-2247

THE CAFE AT GUIDO'S ~
Cape Cod this summer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY'S BACKROOM, Hyan-
nis, Massachusetts. Decadent drinks, ter-

rific times, happier hours.

TO SUBLET

Brandy>Arine 1 bedroom apt furnished

June 1 Sept 1 549-5825

Summer Housing 2 min from Campus
120 per month or 300 per summer call Betsy
or Bretta 549-0174 549 6823

Room for rent In Sunderland House
Beautiful yard, dish & clothes washer
$160/ month plus utilities 549-1218

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
$330/month 666-3097

Colonial Village June 1 - Aug 31 call

253-5288

4 bedroom house by Puffers Pond with
fall option 549-4547

Two bedroom Presidential Apt summer
sublet w/fall option ten min walk to cam-
pus 549-6154

2 br apt fall opt, 10 min walk to campus
woodstv rent negot 549-0112 after 5

Summer sublet/fall option 2 bdrm Nor-

thwood Apt DW £f D, carpeting, AC, pool,

laundry, bus route, HW included, cable,

$315.00 -- /mth call Rose or Doreen
665-4098

1 bdrm Cliffside apt summer sublet w/fall

opt $275/mo incl. all util. 666-6175

: One bedroom Kuffton Village summer
: sublet w/fall option 290/ nx) 549 1647

: 4 bedroom apt sumnr>er sublet no fall op-
: tion $295 mo fuj^nished 253 5487
' One bedroom in an apartment. Amherst
: Center, fall option 150/ •* Judy 256-8407
' With fall option two bedroom with loft

• skylight, Belchertown on bus route

I
3235864

'. 1 bedroom apt sumr sublet w/fall option
: Puffton Village call 549-0381

: Specious sunlit Amherst Center apt
: porch 2 bedrooms huge kitchen living arxl

: dinir>g rooms 120/nx>nth summer sublet faN

: option 256-8453

: Summer sublet 2 bedroom ept furnished

: Crown Point Amherst on bus route pool
: nrwie from UMass 253 3782

• Coloniel Village 2 bdrrn for summer,
• negotiable Eileen or Eva 5-0939

I
Townhouse Apts 2 bdrm fully furnished

• air cond cable rent neg 549-6960

2 bedroom
Southwood,
2533666

townhouse 1 H baths,
fall option, $275/month

: Three males looking for fourth room-
: mate June to August Brandywine 75$ a
: month

: 1 br in farmhouse for summemear
: Amherst Center rent cheap 549-0159

: Sunderland 2 bedroom apt bus route

: sumn>er sublet w/fall option 666-4914

:
Brandywine Apt for summer poss fall

: $275 negot 546-8730 Dave furnished

'- 2 bedrm on busline call 666-8787, keep
• trying reasonable

: Amherst Center 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
: apt bus bright, clean, furnished June 1 -

: August 25. negotiable 253 3250

: 1 bdr apt In Squire Village summer sublet

: fall option $310/month August rent free call

; 665-4737 keep trying

: One bedroom In beautiful spacious

: house, 1 % miles from campus, only $100.

: per month, must seel 549-8866

: WANTED
Cless Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

• Amherst, 256-0710

: CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
: 545-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave
'• message) ^
: 2 David Bowie tickets for NYC or Hart-

: ford 546-8208 keep trying

: WANTED TO RENT

: Wanted 1 large furnished bedroom in 1

I or 2 bedroom apt for June only 225$ max
: call Mike or Linda 549-3894

: Looking to share a cottage or apt in Den-
: nis Yarmouth area for the summer starting

: 6/1/83 call Matt 546-8771

[ WATERBED

: The ultimate In waterbeds. Queen size

: waterbed - less than 1 year old. Includes

: sheets, headboard, heating unit and
: pedestal. Price negotiable. Call Jay at

: 665-7574

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office Co 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD
Graduating Students - Get a special
American Express Card application today
800-2232488

APARTMENT FOR RENT

$260/summer/room 4-rooms near pool,
volley ball. Poor Dicks, summer w/fall
available 253-3861

APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
1, 2. 3 bedrooms available in Puffton
Village for the summerl Rent is negotiable
and utilities are included. Great pool, air

conditioning, tennis courts. Call Johanna
548-4827 keep trying!

APT. FOR FALL
~

3 bed. ept. for fell take one bed now or

j
ust one bed for sum. $175. * 584-5045

ARE YOU. . .

~
still looking for a place to live this sum-
mer? 1 br of a 3 br Puffton apt. available.

100 a nrwnth. 549-6272, ask for Steve

ATT. COLLEGIANITES
~

The number one night staff is up to bat
for the last time. Join soon-to-be graduates
Jim Floyd and Rich Nangle along woth
Anne McCrory and Drew Ogier m their

celebration of their final Collegian produc-
tion. The festivities begin Sunday night at

8:00. Clothes optional, drunkeness nr>an-

datory. For more info see one of the above
4 nowl The newsroom must rock again. . .

AUDIO
~

TEAC A-2340R reel-to-reel must seii

cheap call 253-3980

Incredible deal on a Peavey Paler Amp
great condition 549-1256

Stereo Equipment Technics receiver,

bookshelf speakers, turntable, cassette
deck $225 Bob, EBE222 564-5697

AUTO FOR SALE
~

Chevy Bel Air runs beautifully, AC,
stereo sonr»e rust $660/ BO 253 9467

ino Chevy Monxe 4 speed, sunroof,
dependable, excellent gas mileage, very
Qood condition. BO call 253-7779

Pontiac Grand Prix. 7B. Troof, power
windows, breaks, steering All black. Runs
well & in good condition. BO. 6-9660 Aamir

1f77 B210 Datsun 4 door, 4 cyl. standard,
good mileage £r condition $1800.00 call

after 4:30 pm 247 5431

72 Volkswagon Superbeetfe $1200 or BO
call nights 253-2062 for information

1970 Olds 442 runs strong need cash quick
200 546^9243

1078 Pinto std. trarw. 24 mpg good erKi.

660 549^3806

76 Audi LS100, 4 speed, sunroof, exc.
mechanical condition $2100. 546-5280

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom 1% beth carpeted bus route
Riverglade $280.00 neg 256-6064

BELLYGRAMSIt

Delhfered by professkmel beMydencer
for most unusual gift. Thereza , 253-7822

BUY MY REFRIGERATOR

Don't Rentll Buy my refrigerator (dorm
size) It is in good condition, yours for the
taking I $50 or best offer. Call Pete at

546-5119

CAPE COD

2 females wented for Falmouth house
call Dianne 546-0075 Lore 253-9481

CAPE COD BOUND
~

Female wanted for summer rentel
W.Yarmouth minutes walk to beach & Rte
28 546^9133

CAPE COD SUMMER RENTAL

W. Yarmouth, Hyennis, Dennis: Largest
Inventory of studios, 1 , 2, 3, & 4 bedroom
units; Direct from owners. 1-617 528-8300
or 1-617-771-2233

CHRIS IN BROWN CAR ~~

You picked me up hitching on University

Drive, 5/8. I left h .n-rimmed sunglasses
on seat. Call Doug et 256-6214. Thanks.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Reckadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student
functions 256-0739

-^

FOR RENT
~

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome
applications from single grads and

undergrads including freshmen and
sophomores. Contact First Baptist Church
for more information about this Christian
ministry house call 549-3596 or 256-6691

Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6
bedrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen
washer-dryer large living room enclosed
porch on bus route $157/mo -f util call

665-4803

3 bedroom apt new, huge, center of
town. Available June 1 with fall option. Call
after five 549-0477

Squire Village 2 bedroom townhouse
1 Vi baths AC pool bus dishwasher summer
w/fall option 665^3281

1 bedroom apartment avail June 1 w/fall
option walking distance to campus
549 4063 after 6 pm
One bedroom apt in Presidential starting
June 1. 290/mo -t- utilities 549-5175

RENT FREE pay $310/ month for 2 months
get third month's rent free 2 bedroom apt
Northwood Apts w/fall option 666-3577

1 br in 2 br Colonial apt. 150 + Vtljxi\.

pool, tennis, sumnr>er w/fall option Sher-
man 549 3996

One large room in 3 bedroom Puffton apt
for summer and fall. Spacious, quiet and
dose $150/ mth. Negotiable Mike 549^1672

Colonial Village summer w/fall option
$295/mo (try again) 256-0566

Vecent 4 bdrm. house, Amherst, thru
fall. Large kitchen, back yard, on bus
2535137

2-3 rooms avail, in beeutlful Amherst
house. Gardens, woodstove, on bus.
400/summer w/fall opt. 256-0646

HOUSE - 5 bedroomon bus route 2 baths
very spacious 566-3936

PUFFTON VILLAGE
summer sublet with fall option
1 or 2 bedroom (call for info)

648-6067

1 bedroom In 2 bedroom apt furnished 5
minute walk to campus 1 or 2 persons.
100/mo

Spacious two bedroom apartment
Lantern Court, Surnlerland available July
1st 666^2767 $325 utilities

Colonial Village one or two bedroom
available for summer sublet /fall option,
negotiable call Tom b Mike 546-5833 or
Paul 546-5932

S. Yarmouth Cottage sleeps 4. Excellent
location near Seagull Beach. Memorial Day
to Labor Day. Call eves 617 877 6337

One or both bedrooms in Puffton Vill.

available J«<ne 1st /fall option. Rent
negotiab le Call Laurie 549 6696 after 7:00

Fall Housing cooperative household
South Amherst bus line looking for female
vegetarian housemates friendly atmosphere
135 > call Mark at 2S60676 or Paul
546 1258

FOR SALE

liiO Vespe Motorscooter P12B. Only 7S0
miles 100 - mpg. $1000 Call 467 9046

Jensen 6x9 and S" car speakers 6-8638
$20 $10.

Atari 800 Comp. $398 or BO Diask drive
$349 Franklin Ace & Drive $799 546 8638

EUROPE - Cheap round trip ticket June 3
Aug 13 must sell 549 4780

Ultimate Apple II £r system with printer,

modem, 80 columns, extensive software
call 546-7122 evenings

Graduating Seniors selling furniture
prices negotiable call 549-6030

3 Bowie Tix BO call 253 7475

3 pc. living room and kitchen set. Good
condition BO 253 7071

Must sell - Yamaha CP 20 electric piano
700$. Roland RS^ organ/string syn-
thesizer 660$. Peavey renown amp, 150
watts, 325$. All mint cond. 549-0711

Polk Audio 75 watt speakers IZB.OO
Pioneer SX780 45 watt receiver $125.00
Phillips 685 turntable w /cartridge $45.00
must sell call Dave 6 5993

Guitar and case beautiful condition 6 str-

ing Gilberto $150 call 253-5215

Guild D-25 Acoustic Guitar excellent
condition $350 call Michael Kane 586-3906
(eves)

Bed - must sell Sealy Posturepedic mat-
tress boxspring frame great condition Man
549 0393

Bedroom and living room furniture
reasonably priced good condition call

256^71
Ovation Legend Acoustic Guitar call

Alex at 549 4600 x 261

Mint ski package only used twice must
sell immediately need cash call Jack
586-5424

1974 Plymouth Duster runs good new

radials Pioneer stereo must sell! asking
400.00 Ruth 549-1302

Moped for sale mint condition, great for
summer Paul 549-2628

Kitchen Table with six chairs $150. Bureau
with mirror $100 549-6923

FRENCH CLUB

All are encouraged to ettend the last

French Club meeting of the semester. Wine
and cheese served. Electing next
semester's officers. Herter 3rd Floor
lounge. 4 pm TODAY

HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU
One large bedroom in beautiful Rolling
Green apartment utilities included pool
June 1 to August 31 best offer keep trying
Denise 253 5356 Laurie 546-5407

HELP WANTED
CITIZEN ACTION IN THE 80's: Summer
and Full Time Jobs with Mass Fair Share,
largest statewide citizen organization for
community fundraising. outreach and
citizen lobby building on consumer and en-
vironmental issues HRS: 2-10 PM PAY
$175-225 ave/wk plus benefits CALL:
586-8713 9 AM 1 PM Northampton for
Boston area call 1 -80 952-7478

Looking for experienced restaurbnt
help for Cape restaurant Also landscaping
mainter>ence call 253-5482

Collegian Drivers' positions available
for Fall '83. Must have car, morning hours
free. Apply in person to Rm 113 Campus
Center. The Collegian is an equal oppor-
tunity employer

Cook for Fraternity starts next fall more
info call 546-1462 after 7 pm
Summer Jobs promoting ecology, safe
energy and consumer rights MASSPIRG
the state's largest public interest organiza-
tion has summer and pwrmant staff posi-
tions available for public education and fin

draising, will train $150 250/wk. For inter

views call 256 6434 2 5 pm
Summer jobs ell mejors 1100/mt plus
scholarships for leaders Apply now start
when you want 1 203 569 8202

Cape Cod summer employment kitchen
positions available Cooke's Restaurant
Qrieans call Pete 549-3969

Index - Yearbook positions available for
next. Editors for all sections needed. Non-
work study. Applications available in room
103 CC call 545 1385 for more information.
Index is an AA/EOE
Childcare. housework 20 hrs/$60/wfc JY
5 15, Aug 9 Sep 3 experience,
references. 2S3-7840

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate pyschology student doing
thesw research on coping with genital
herpes . If you have genital herpes please
call 549 1091 after 6:00 pm

LINCOLN AVE.

Male roommate wented to share room in

nice house close to town and school. Ex-
cellent location. Rent negotiable. Call Brian

at 549^2836

LOST

Reward 1983 class ring gold black onyx
signet call 253 3980

Kays on bottle opener please call Ralph
546p8793 thanks

Set of keys at hampshire bank stop 5/6/83
at 1 :00 6-9884

Silver watch in Boyden. Call Elizabeth,

666-7098 or English Grad 5-0979 Reward

STOLEN unicycle from Y.A.B.F. party
please return no questions asked call

549-1816

NOT A SUBLET

Roommate(s) wanted for fall. Colonial
Village call Mare 253-5757

PERSONALS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

* It's not too late to put in a *

* Collegian Classified, but Monday at *

* 3:46 pm will bel Don't delay, put *

* your ad in today. Congratulate the *

* Graduates and say good bye to *

* friends. Remember Monday at 3:46 is
*

* definitely the last chancel *

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

It's not too lete

Return your Course and
Teacher Evaluation forms

to Rm 420. St. Union
Help Us Help You

Jill Amiga Mial Buenos CumpleanosI Con
todo. Minda

Come Get Slap Happy
Mon. May 16, 12-2 pm
Metawampe Lawn
sponsored by GPC

Cape Cod Jason Dennisport free season
passes pickup at Blue Wall

THE SYSTEM.
J.B

.coming this Fall T.F &

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JIM DOWl This per-

sonal is long coming. I love you, Pat

Lysa - Have a Happy Birthday and a nice
day. . .regardless. Love, Bill

Jim thanks for all your patience and en-
couragement I really appreciate it. Michelle

Margie, I love you very much I Jim

Gail - Happy 19th gorgeous. Go crazy pret

ty eves! Love your cutie

LESBIAN/GAY MAY DAY - Friday May
13, 1963 speakers, workshops, dance and
more. For further information call The Peo-
ple's Gay Alliance at 5-0154 or see the ad
elsewhere in this paper

Hannahleslie, the crunchies are falling!

Balonus

Susan S. Now will you believe me, I think

that you are beautiful!!! Ed

Paul - have a clutch birthday! Love Statik

& the Klingz

Free Trained Lesbian/Gay peer counsel-
ing referral MTuThF 4-8 pm 433SU
545-2646
Lesbian and Gay Peer Counsellors need-
ed for fail. Information session Friday 4 pm
909 CC, (545-2645)

Paul Fraser: Conflict of fonnals but not a
conflict of interests!

IS YOUR CAR SICK?
If so. call Kevin's Car Repair for. fast,

ctoperKlable service at a very reasonable
price. We guarantee all our work. Call

5869336 9 5 Mon Sat or 256^8072 after 5
p.m.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
' Dissertations, theses, cases, papers
• guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392
'• 584 7924 Nancy.

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

BeeutHul 3 bdrm apt on bus route. AC,
cable, pol. tennis, furnished $100 Hune^
Aug call Amy 549 6758 keep trying II

RIDE WANTED
Chicago - Ride r>eeded to Chicago after

the 19th I travel light. I'll gladly share dnv
ing and travel expenses. Call Cris at

546-8150 after 9 p.m. or at 545-3500 after 1

p.m.

Ride needed desperetely to Woods
Hole May 21 or after. Please help call Bon-
nie 546 6074

To Brooklyn - after fir^ls you must have a
large car will pay ALL expenses 546-8010

ROLLING GREEN
SUMMER AND FALL OPTION

2 bedrooms sir conditioning pool 2
bathrooms, $90/month per person. AM
utilities included. Call 1 1-12 at nite 546-8764

ROOM WANTED
Puffton/Brandywine summer sublet
rent pakj in advance call Jeff 546-1021

Two women looking for two rooms in

an apt or house pref. Puffton call anytime
6-6799 or 6-5243

2 females wanting to share 1 bedroom of 2
bedroom apt for fall call Cindy 546-8158

ROOMMATES WANTED
Responsible roommate wanted to share
room in Southwood (female) summer and
possible fall option call Lu or Donna
256-8379 after 5

Sunderland Hse: sub/fall opt 2 rooms
avail tow rent part fum 666-2367

FALL - Female to share bedroom (non-
smoker) in Brittany Manor. Call Gail
253-5920 evenings, or leave message.
W. Yarmouth cottage near Seagull.
Looking for male roommate for summr
6^8847

Female seeks female roommates for
house in Falmouth New Seabury area call

256-6877 Kelli

Female roommate wanted for Puffton
Village apt summer sublet only call

549-5924

Brittany Manor: for fall, to rent 1 of 2
bedrooms 256-0298

Female to share room in Brandywine
for fall 549-01 16

Two spaces available in Townehouse
apartments summer sublet with fall option
very reasonable 549-071

1

Female -- 25 Puffton Village (quiet end) 2
bedrooms avail, one now, one fall responsi-
ble 549-6899

Females wanted for 1 room in Brittany
Manor for fall. 256-0358

••«•%«!'>«. t.>4»MB I
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Emerson on hill at McCoy today
By KEVIN DELUCA

('oll*Kiaii Staff

Excited and confident best describe the

feelings of the University of Massachusetts

baseball team as it heads to McCoy
Stadium in Pawtucket, R.I. Uxiay for the

start of the ECAC double-elimination

playoff tournament, the winner of which

advances to the NCAA Regionals and a

shot at the College World Series.

UMass will be facing the University of

Connecticut at 5 p.m. The other game will

involve the favored University of Maine

Black Bears against Providence College.

The Minutemen's chances in the playoffs

appear as goo<l as any of the teams.

Against UConn (15-12 1). UMass (17-15) is

2-0. They won 7-5. behind the pitching of

co-captain Bruce Emerson, who is schedul-

ed to start today, and also won a 7-6 game.

In their two games with Maine, the

Minut>emen were defeated twice, 5-0 and

8-4. The second game, however, was a

thrilling extra-inning contest while the

shutout was tossed by Maine's super pro

prosftect Bill Swift, who the Minutemen

are not likely to face since he is pitching

again.st PC tf>day.

In the one game UMass played against

PC, they nam)wly lost a wild one, 5-4.

As past scores show, this tourney can
legitimately be considered a toss-up and
the players know it.

"We're very psyched," said UMass co-

captain. Dean Bennett. "We think we're as
good as any of those other teams."
Minuteman slugger Chris Waszczuk

observed, "Winning the first game will

give us a shot. We probably won't see (Bill)

Swift and I think we can beat Maine. We
just have to play the way we have been."

The way UMass has been playing includ-

ed a stretch late in the season where they

won 14 of 17 games.
The key to that stretch was the pitching

and a defense that has showe<l vast im-

provement since the beginning of the

season. The hitting, which for a while

depended on Waszczuk 's eleven home runs

and 'M runs batted in, has of late come
an)und.

After ttnlay's game, win or lose, UMass
will play again F'riday at McCoy Stadium.
As long as they avoid two losses, the

Minutemen will be playing in Pawtucket
Saturday and Sunday, when the final will

be held.

One thing is for sure, the UMass team
has shown a lot of character in weathering
a 2-10 start to end up in Pawtucket for the

playoffs.

Fogarty, Broadwell in

East-West game
There hasn't been much to smile about

during this year's men's lacrosse season

and for senior Paul Fogarty there is even

less reason to glimmer the pearly whites.

That's because during last week's 15 7

k)5s to Syracuse University Fogarty took

a shot to the face whkrh resulted in a

rearrangement of his incisors, (top front

teeth for non biology majors). Tough luck

for Fogarty but good fortune for his

dentist who will most Ukely receive a

handsome sum for restoring Paul's good

looks.

Jim

Floyd

With Fogarty's charismatic mouth out

of commission, defenseman Brad
Broadwell will have to smile twice as

brightly when the twosome represent the

Gorillas in this year's East West All SUr
Game to be held at Trinity College this

Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

This Saturday's lacrosse game against

the University of New Hampshire will

mark the only time all season that the

Ciorillas will face an opponent for a second

time. In the first meeting way back on

April 18, the Wildcats handed UMass a 13

11 loss.

As you read this mental vomit of sports

info, Minuteman hoopsters Donald Russell

and Edwin Green are airborne and trying

to learn how to ask where the bathroom is

in Spanish. The two standouts from this

year's basketball team were chosen to

play on the Atlantic 10 Conference All-

Stars and will be playing in an eight

game. 12-day tour of Spain beginning

tomorrow.

Speaking of this year's basketball team,

the non-Spain bound members of the

squad are now involved in a three-on-

three tournament and after three games
each. Darryl Carter is predicting that his

team, which has a 3 record will take top

honors but Ronny Washington said that

Carter will learn not to count his chickens

before they're hatched today when actk>n

continues in Boyden Gym at 4 p.m.

Yes. that tall stranger standing with his

wife and two kids by the fence at Boyden
Hill during the Maryland loss was former

head basketball coach Tom McLaughlin
who is doing just fine thank you.

For some time now. women's sports

have been bothered by the lack of fan

support received at home games when
they did very much to deserve it. Such

was the case once again this year but. this

time around they were joined by a men's

team. No. we won't go into the fair

weather fanness of the lacrosse unfaithful

(But don't think the lack of support didn't

contribute to the lack of wins.), we're

talking baseball, baby.

The simple truth is that Lorden Field

(Where the local batters play ball) suffers

from the same affiktmn that the fields the

women play on. It is not easily accessible

to the fans. It is an effort to go to a game
and people just don't seem to be willing to

make that effort.

A quick look at professional sports: The
first mosquito I saw all year appeared
hovering around my television screen

when I sat up late to watch the final game
of the Celtics- Bucks (ouch) series. The
first bite came Saturday when the screen

revealed the Islander's shaking hands and
slapping behinds after eUminating the

Bruins.

Sorry Horace. Los Angeles is the team
this year in the NBA because in the long

run the Kareem always rises to the top.

Softball games postponed
By RUSS WHINNEM

C ollrrikn Staff

The sun broke through, the diamonds
were reasonably dry, and the softball

playoff action was in full swing. Within five

minutes those same players and fields were

covered in a sheet of rain, sleet, and hail.

(you name it, it was faiung), lorcmg the

postponement of yesterdays semi final men
and women's Intramural softball games.

The games have been rescheduled for

this afternoon at 4 p.m. and will be played

on the same fields (if they're not swamped
by now) as yesterday. Any questions? Call

the Intramural office at 5-0022.

( ollrrian pboO hy Jim Powttv

Chris Waszezuk. shown here stealing ag^ainst Dartmouth last week,
will be looking to help the Minutemen win the NCAA pla;'off8 which
starts today at 5 p.m. at McCoy Stadium.

Voices are deceiving
The two Boston teams that you ex-

pected, or at least h(^d, would be in the

title hunt till the end are gone. No more
Bird jumpers or Parrish jams. No more
Middleton scores or Peeters saves. No
more till next year.

So now each Boston sports buff must
turn elsewhere and around that corner

sits the group that succeeds in always

breaking your hearts, the Red Sox.

"C'mon." says a voice. "Come inside

Fenway. It'U be better than ever.

Besides, you know that you want to. " The
voice is right. You do want to. You want

SI Russ
Whinnem

to believe.

"Step right through the gate." the voice

continues. "Look at the start the team's

gotten off to. They're in first place.

Those hated pinstripes from New York
aren't even .500. Come in and watch the

game."
Sure, it's true. They are in first place.

How can you fault a team in first place?

"Think of it," says the voice. "In first

now and just wait till they really start

getting it cranked up. How about Yaz?
His last year. They've gotta win it for the

Captain. It's a destined team. Come on

in.

The voice has hit a weak spot. You too

have thought about what poetic justice it

would be for Yaz to win it all his final year.

You're breaking down.

Then the voice makes a mistake.

"Heck, who needs Lynn. Burleson, or

Fisk? We don't. Not when we've got

Armas. Hoffman, and Newman. Okay so

maybe they haven't produced a real lot so

far. but just watch. They'll make you

forget those others."

A bad remark by the voice. All the

upsetting incidents of past years start

flooding back. All the rotten deals, all the

big leads folk>wed by the late season

slump. Besides, that voice is starting to

sound familiar.

"Trust me," says the voice. "We know
what we're doing. We've got it all under
control. Come on in. You know you
believe. Heck, you've even got renovated
seats in there. C^t you a bit more, but

you'll be seeing New England's team."

Now, -the voice is recognizable.

Synonomous with the soothing tone and
the new propositions. You turn and see

Haywood Sullivan standing in the

shadows. Buddy Leroux is beside him.

just smiling, not saying a word.

You turn and walk away, before the
voice starts in on the pitching. You're
tired of hearing it. "But then again." you
think. "If Ralph Houk trys to Ulk me into

Pearson signs with Seattle
By BILL SHEA

CollcciuSuff

At times last football season the

University of Massachusetts offense ap-

peared to depend on one man, bobbing and

weaving his way into New England and

UMass football record books as the all time

leading rusher. His name, of course, is

Garry Pearson, and he topped off his

fabulous career with a record setting 288

yard performance in his last appearance at

Alumni Stadium against American
International College.

When the season was over many ex-

pected a professional career for Pearson

despite his 5'11" frame. Pearson

raised a few eyebrows when he bypassed

the Boston Breakers offer to play in the

USFL to wait for the NFL draft.

Well, he didn't get drafted, but that

doesn't bother Pearson. He si^ed a two
year deal with the Seattle Seahawks. and
sees this as another opportunity to prove
how good a football player he is.

"They have a whole new coaching staff up
there so there won't be any prejudices.

Everyone will start even," he said.

The Seahawks have a new coach in Chuck
Knox and they also have a running back as

their first round pick from Penn State

named Curt Warner. But not making the
<^' lit It'll' li on /m(/#' 17
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Concert no longer a mystery
Several members of Inion Program ( ouncil climb aboard a scaffold frame near the (ampus

Pond in preparation of the Mvsterv Series concerts to he held bv the pond this weekend.
.Appearing tomorrow — with a start at noon — will be rhvthm and blues guitarist Hon

Buchanan. .Nona Hfndrvx. whose current hit. "Keep It ( onfidential." is hijjh on airplay charts,

and Melba Moore, former star of the 19HH Hroaduav version of Hair An encore I nivorsitv rendi-

tion of Hair will be performed at H p.m. Saturday.

Sunday, IPC will host (he rockabilly Preston Porter band. Kd^^ar W inter, of "Frankenstein"
and '*Free Ride" fame and the ."ids-resurrected rocker. Hruce Sprinirsteen pr<>tci;e. (.ar\ IS.
Bonds. The show Sunday begins at II a.m.

Sponsors of the event warn against bnni!:ing bottles, can, keji:s or other containers to the event

National weather forecasters predict pleasant conditmns for the weekend.

BOG outraged at

CC space cuts
By DAVID SUMMERSBY

< oll«riaii SUlf

One week after being criticized for their passivity and
lack of input on issues, members of the Campus (Jenter

Board of Governors last night expressed disbelief and rag-

ed heavy debate with the Director of the Campus (^nter
concerning the current proposal to cut lounge space on the

ninth floor of the building in half to accommodate a new
office for Conference Services.

BOG Vice-Chair Mike Reilly said the space changi- was
announced by Director Bill Harris, Wednesday completely

"out of the blue" without any student input or prior

notification.

Reilly said the announcement came after a group of

students and administrators in the Campus Center, in-

cluding Harris, had agreed that no chanjges concerning

space with Conference Services would be made until

everyone had gone over financial statements of the Ser-

vice and agreed how much they had to pay into the

building.

The people are upset by the way he handled it. We want
to have some input into the issue." said BCK] memlier Ron
Homa.

"It is not fair for Harris to just railniad something
through without telling anybody. Other people should

have a say in the issue and alternatives must be heard,"

said member Barry Sailoway.

The B(Xj is in charge of allocating student meeting
room space in the ('ampus Center and Harris said because
the space in question on the ninth floor is public sfMire the

B(KI therefore has no say in the matter.

"It is not Board territory," Hsuris said.

However the B(KI feels it is their territory bcoHue the

lounge area on the ninth fl<ior is used heavily by stw^nts
for studying purposes.

"It is always crowded with students and it is taken for

granted that it be kept open." Reilly said.

"We feel anything used that is u.sed or might be used by
students is a student affair and theref<»re it falls under
BtKJ consideration." said B()(i meml)er Adam Peck.

Harris said the area is designed as "break out" space for

conferences but the fact that students use it has never
b«>en objected to.

CC space cut

is a space cut
By MARY ANNE BEEN

<eil«ff«Mi Staff

Study space on the ninth floor of the Campus Center is

not being taken away, but rather is being consolidated to

accomodate an additmna! Conference Services office, said

William Harris, director of the Campus Center.
"This is not a surprise issut " Harris said. 'The space ia

not being taken away. We are just making better use of it."

According to R. Marc Fournier. sales and program
coordinator for Conference Services, his office holds 15 to

20 employees. The office itself is comprised of a main office

and three separate rooms, each holding more than three
desks.

"All I want to say is that I find it very distracting. Fve
made mistakes on contracts because of the noise level due
to others in the office." said Ron Reid. conference coor

dinator.

The space in mention, according to Harris, is what is

known as "break out" space, similar to a hotel lobby. It is

used for conference registration, or for persons attending

these conferences to relax. By renovating this space.

Conference Services can make available three of four more
desks, thereby eliminating present office crowding. Harris

said.

"The Campus Center makes 85,000 square feet available

for study purposes," Harris said. "This includes the Hatch,

the Reading Room and the Cape Cod Lounge. The space on

the ninth fk>or involves roughly 600 feet. The reductmn of

study space is less than 1 percent.

"Harris' idea of management is ludicrous." said Ron
Keefe, chair of the Campus Center Board of Governors.

"He is ignoring any possibblty of an alternative."

Commuters rely on study space. Keefe said, and these

students contribute fuiancially to the well-being of the

Center.

"Who's going to tell these students they can't study

there any more?" Keefe asked. "Harris talks about space

being more efficiently used. Why doesn't he get more
tables and chairs on the ninth floor, rather than have

people on top of each other?"

"The Board of Governors would be happy to sit down and

come up with a longe range strategic plan," Keefe aaui.
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World and National News
Everett cops

found guilty

in murder
CAMBRIDGE (AP) - Rose Bordonaro.

whose husband died of a beating at the

hands of police officers, closed her eyes and

leaned back in her seat as the verdicts

against the five policemen were read

yesterday.

She nodded as the jury foreman, followed

by the jury members in unison, intoned

"guilty" or "not guilty. " Her children seated

on each side of her in the Middlesex County

Superior courtroom bench held her upright.

In the end, two officers were found guilty

of second degree murder, one guilty of

manslaughter and the two others innocent

of all charges in the July 23, 1982, brawl at

King Arthurs Motel and Lounge on the

Chelsea Everett line.

"It helps," said Mrs. Bordonaro, whose

husband, Vincent Bordonaro, 54, described

IS being disabled from a car accident, died a

week after the fight. "Somebody killed my
husband, so they must have done it."

Maria Macauda. a cousin of Everett

Officer John T. Macauda, found guilty of

manslaughter, left court crying.

"I don't believe it." she said. "He's not the

kind of person who would do anything like

that. I don't believe it."

Nancy McClusky — wife of Everett

Officer William J. McClusky, who was

found innocent of 21 charges, includmg

murder — said: "I'm real happy. I know he

didn't do anything, and I don't think the

rest of them did c-ither.

Officer McClusky and Chelsea Officer

Michael F. Nadworny. also found innocent,

left the courtroom together. McClusky
declined to comment, but Nadworny said.

"I'm just glad it's over.

Willie Davis. McClusky's lawyer, said his

client did not Ulk to reporters because "he's

just overwrought. You have to remember
his brother officers have been found

Bailiffs yesterday remove women
on the outskirts of an American air

England where cruise missiles are

jured; ten, arrested.

At i^arrphnlii

peace demonstrators from a camp
force base at Greenham Common,
to be based. One woman was in-

guUty."

Frank McGee. lawyer for Everett Officer

John W. McLeod. found guilty of second

degree murder, said he planned to appeal.

"He's (Mcljcod) obviously disappointed

and tremendously concerned about his wife

and children at this point," McGee said.

Asked about putting a police officer in

jail. McGee said, "Jails are overcrowded

already, and then you have a police officer

there. It's obviously a very serious safety

question, and hopefully we're going to find

some solution to that."

The lawyer for Everett Officer Richard

P. Aiello. also found guilty of second degree

murder, said the verdicts were in-

consistent. "He (Aiello) had to be

devastated." Attorney Gerald Akh said.

"He simply took it as a man."

The chief prosecutor in the case. Daniel

MuUane, said afterwards. "In this case, it

certainly is an indication that the law en-

forcement system and the judicial system

can cope very well, even if the problems are

in the law enforcement system ... I don't

agree with everything they (jury) decided,

but they worked long and hard, and they

did a terrific job."

Alfred J. Mattuchio. a beating victim,

said he was disappointed, particularly

because no superior officers were
prosecuted.

Senate votes

to give money
to missile plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senate

committee voted 17-11 yesterday to free

money to develop and '.est the MX missile

after President Reagan, for the second time

in two days, wrote a letter renewing his

commitment to arms control and endorsing

the concept of a "build down" of nuclear

arms.

The vote by the Senate Appropriations

Committee followed two hours of debate,

much of it involving Reagan's letter to

senators. A day earlier, a similar letter to

House members carried the day in a House

subcommittee vote on the nuclear tipped

missile Reagan has dubbed the

"Peacekeeper."

"I think this is a good faith effort on the

part of the president," said Sen. Warren

Rudman, R N.H.. who was undecided on

how to vote until he read Reagan's letter.

"I am satisfied with the president's

response." said Sen. William Cohen, R-

Maine. Cohen, while not a member of the

appropriations panel, was a prime sup

porter of the "build down," which would

destroy two nuclear weapons for each new
one that is built.

"I'm happy." said Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.,

the other chief Senate backer of the "build-

down."

In his letter, Reagan said "the principle of

a mutual build down, if formulated and
implemented flexibly ... would be a useful

means to achieve the reductions that we all

seek."

The president did not specifically endorse

any numbers, such as eliminating two
warheads for each new one, and a White
House official said the president did not

have that specific figure in mind in every

instance.

Israeli Foreign Minister says withdrawal pact signed soon
Israel's Foreign Ministry said Israel and

l>ebanon will exchange final drafts of their

troop withdrawal agreement today, and
braeli Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir
said the pact would be signed "in the

commg days."

Shamir spoke yesterday on Israeli Armed
Forces radio, shortly before a Lebanese
Cabinet meeting in Beirut that was ex

pected to approve the final draft of the

agreement.

The Lebanese also sent Foreign Minister

Elie Salem to Damascus in an effort to

persuade Syrian leaders to drop their

opposition lo the pact, which depends on

Syrian approval to become effective.

In Tel Aviv. Israel's military command
said an Israeli soldier was nhcA dead near

Syrian lines in I>ebanon late Wednesday,
aggravating Israeli Syrian tension already

heightened by the withdrawal accord.

Israeli and Syrian troops confront each

other across a ceasefire line in Lebanon and

there have been fears that such shooting

incidents could touch off major fighting.

U.S. special envoy Philip C. Habib flew

from Beirut to Jerusalem to discuss final

clarifications requested by Israel for the

exchange of drafts Friday in the Israeli

seaside town Netanya. The agreement was
arranged by Secretary of State George P.

Shultzlast Friday.

The Foreign Ministry official said the

clarifications focused on the roles of Israeli

backed Lebanese Maj, Saad Haddad. duties

of a U.N. force in southern Lebanon and the

Lebanese I sraeh teams which will patrol a

27 mile -deep security zone north of the

Israeli frontier.

Salem went to Damascus to work on what
Lebanese sources called "eliminating

Syrian fears" about the pact. They said

once the agreement is signed. Lebanese

President Amin Genuiyel will send envoys

to other Arab capitals to explain it.

Gemayel and Syrian President Hafez

Assad talked for 45 minutes by telephone

Wednesday, but details were not released.

Syria has denounced the agreement,

saying it violates Lebanese sovereignty,

endangers Syrian security and rewards
Israel for its invasion last June 6 to smash
PLO guerrilla bases.

Israel says it will consider the accord

suspended and refuse to pull out its 25.000

man occupation force until Syria and the

Palestine Liberation Organization start

withdrawing their troops.

Digest
By the Assonated Press

Buzz, buzz go the mosquitoes in North East

Local aid threatened by House's budget cuts
BOSTON - The House

Ways and Means Committee
plans to cut up to SdOO
million from (}ov. Michael

Dukakis' proposed $7.36

bilUon fiscal 1984 state

budget, and local aid may be
"fair game," a House
leadership source said

yestpfday.

However. House Ways
and Means Chairman
Michael Creedon com-
mented that, "I'd say local

aid is sacred at this point."

He declined comment on
how much might be cut

elsewhere from the bill.

Creedon and Senate Ways
and Means Chairman
Chester G. Atkins called an
off-the-record budget
briefing for reporters
yesterday afternoon. They
went on the record when
reporters refused to go
along with their groun-
drules. but they wouldn't
discuss specifics.

The two said they are still

at odds with the Dukakis
administration over how
deeply in the red his budget

recommendations are. but

they want the governor to

take the initiative in coping

with the problem.

This, they said, could

delay passage of the bill

beyond the July 1 start of

the new fiscal year. But if

that happens, a temporary

budget will be passed in

time to avoid disruptions in

services, they said.

Swanns of mosquitoes

hatched in the Northeast's

wettest spring on record are

taking to the air. and bug
experts expect the worst

infestations in years in many
areas of the nation.

But not everywhere.

In the bayou country of

Louisiana, where the
mosquito is considered the

state "bird," repeated
flooding and heavy rains in

April flushed out the

mosquito larvae, said

George Carmichael, director

of the New Orleans
Mosquito Contol Board.

"We had so much rain that

it actually may have
benefitted us.' he said.

By contrast, health of

finals in Arizona — hardly a

swampy state — have

reported the earliest cases

of mosquito-borne equine

encephalitis in 109 years of

record -keeping.

In much of the Northeast,

the mosquitoes are expected
to start hatching within a
week or two.

In Connecticut, home to

40 varieties of the bugs, the

almost 26 inches of rain so

far this year will almost
guarantee a huf^e and

SEASON
nungry crop, accormng to

John Anderson, chief en-

tomologist for the Con-

necticut Agricultural
Experiment Station.

Possible breakthrough in AIDS is reported

WASHINGTON -
Scientists have established a

tenuous link between a rare

cancer virus and a deadly

immune system disease, in a

move that researchers say

represents an exciting new
lead in unraveling the

mystery of the affliction

known as AIDS.
The scientists found

evidence of the cancer virus

in some AIDS patients and
some people with a condition

that may be a precursor to

the disease. Its origin is

unknown and there is no

cure.

AIDS, which stands for

Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome, is a

condition that irreparably

breaks down the body's

disea.se fighting immune

system. In the process, it

knocks out a type of

defensive white blood cell

called a T cell.

Of the more than 1.350

people known to have
acquired AIDS in the United
States, 500 have died and
experts suspect that

mortality eventually will

exceed 70 percent.
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Education faces drastic cuts

in budget fight, Knapp says
By PAUL BASKEN

Collcfiui Staff

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp yesterday predicted

"education is not going to escape" when
the state budget axe drops foUowinjg

Wednesday's announcement of deficit

problems in the state budget.

"Everything you read in the newspaper

about the uncertainty of the budget situa-

tion is absolutely true," Knapp said,

referring to a Boston Globe article yester-

day that reported estimates of a $200 to

$5Q0 million shortfall for fiscal year 1984.

However, "how much (the education

budget will be cut as a result) and how
much in relation to other areas is still not

clear," Knapp told a monthly meeting of

the Professional Association of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
(PAUMA) Senate.

Although Knapp said the University

vrill not be severely affected by any re-

adjustment resulting from the discovered

deficit, he feared the state legislature

might be tempted to defer items such as

building maintenance and library upkeep.

"We just can't let that accumulate,"

Knapp said of the cost of such items which

eventually must be paid for. "The bill is

going to become so substantial no one is

going to want to pay for it."

Knapp also disagreed with the admis-

sions standards plan passed this week by

the Massachusetts Board of Regents,

which for the first time will require all

public colleges and universities to adhere

to centralized admissions guidelines.

The plan, to be gradually implemented

over the next four years, will require

students to take a minimum curriculum of

English, math, science, and language

courses, as well as achieve a minimum
level of combined class rank and
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores.

"While you use SATs and high school

rank as a screening process, you have to

look at the individual" to niake a true

assessment. Knapp said.

Increases in applications

result of UMass reputation
By PAULA HOYT

C«U*ffMaSUff

The University of Massachusetts this

year received 22 percent more applications

for September enniUment than last year,

but a smaller entering class of students

with "stronger academic profiles" is ex-

pected, according to undergraduate admis-

sions figures.

This year. 16,791 applications were

received, the largest number since an ap-

plication fee was initiated, director of

freshnum admissions Dave Taggart said.

Last year 13.762 applications were receiv-

ed, he said.

The iar^ger number of applicants is large-

ly because of the improving academic
reputation of UMass arxi difficult economic

times, Taggart said.

"Obviously, there has been a very rapid

emergency of knowledge about the

academic quality of the programs at the

University," he said.

Taggart said the lower cost of L^Mass

compared to private institutions also ac-

counts for the increase in applicants.

Of the applicants, the University has ac-

cepted 11.055 for September admission

compared to 10,852 acceptances last year.

Tlie entering class of 1987 is expected to be

about 4,100. Last year, the University had

its largest freshman class ever, with 4,323

students enrolled, Taggart said.

He said the academic profiles of ap-

plicants are much stronger this year than

they have been over the past three or four

years.

"The average student profile shows a 14

point increase in verbal (Scholastic Ap-

titude Test scores), and a 16 point increase

in math (SATs) over last year. The ap-

plicants are also three percent stronger in

class rank this year," Taggart said.

The final figures on student profiles wil

not be tabulated until late September, he

said.

As of Monday, 3,987 of those accepted

had paid fees and are planning to enter

UMass in the fall, Taggart said. Some of

the remaining 7.068 accepted students may
choose competitive private schools for

which they are academically qualified, he

said.

An important factor in the students'

choice is the availability of financial aid

packaging at other schools, especially the

private institutions in liatsachu.setts. Tag
giirt said. He said these schools are the

pn.mary competitors of UMass, and the

amound of financial aid they offer in com-

parison is a nisjor deciding factor.

A waiting list of more than 1,500

students will be held until June 1, when
more definite figures on the freshman class

siie can be determined. The number of

students on the waiting list to be accepted

for September admission wil depend on

how many incoming freshman have orien-

tation fees by June, Taggart said. All

waiting list students are offered January

admission, but only a snudl number accept.

Taggart uid. He said in the past two or

three years, September admission has not

been granted to those on the waiting list.

Another reason for the smaller entering

class next year is that the retention of up-

perdass students at the university is up,

Taggart said. The University planned to

^low a smaUer amount of students in next

year to accomodate the increased number

of students on campus, he said.

The University received 5,054 out of

state applications this year for 615 open-

ings.

"The competition between out of state

applicants is severe," Taggart said.

Students are realizing that they are in a

"buyer's market." and are applying to

many more colleges than before, "Taggart

said. The number of high school graduates

is dwindling and the students applying

have access to many more schools,

especially private ones, he said. Each
students applies to about 8 to 10 schools,

and all levels of colleges are considering

more applicants, Taggart said.

CoD^es name i^peakeis
By TAMI BORTON

Caa^flMi Staff

Mount Holyoke and Smith College have

announced speakers and honorary degree

recipients for their respective com-

mencement exercises, both to be heki

Sunday, May 22.

George Steiner, writer and literary

critic, will give the commencement ad-

dress at the South Hadley women's

college according to the Mount Hcdyoke

Office of Public Relatmns.

His major works inchide Langwtge and
Silence, The Death of Tragedy, In

Bfuebeard't Outle and After Babal. He is

a fellow at Churchill C<rilege at Cambridge

University, England and a professor of

English and Comparative literature at

Geneva University.

Smith College will host Thomas C.

MendenhallPresident of the college

before current president JiQ Conway, as

Vjts commencement speaker. MendenhaU

was a recipient of an honorary doctorate

of law from Smith in 1978^

Honorary degree recq>ieats at Smith
college are as follows: Eleanor Holmes
Norton, former chair of the Federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission;
Julia M. Walsh, founder and chair oi the

Julia M. Walsh Inc. Investment Firm and
the first woman on the American Stock

Exchange; and Ase Gruda Skard,

p8ychok>gist and educator.

Commencement opens at 1:30 at the

Quadrangle and exercises begin at 2:15.

Mount Holyoke recipients are: artist

Isabel Bishop: Irish playwright Denis

Johnston; Ruth Lawson, Mount HolycAe

professor emeritus of Science: George
Steiner; Zara Shakow Steiner, historian

at Cambridge University; and Dr. Ruth
Whittemore of the Yale University School

of Medicine.

Commencement exerdses begin at 3:46

p.m. in the Richard Glenn Gettell

Amphitheater.

Lynn Wharton rides her horse Gideon aloag the road

Machmer Hall and the Campos Center parking f^araire Tttcs^y

noon.

Grievance panel is set up to

handle harassment charges
By MARY BALDWIN
and PEGGY SHAW

A Sexual harassment grievance panel has

been set up on campus aa required by (a

new) policy, implemented at the University

of Massachusetts last November.
The IS-member hearing panel was ap-

C>tnted by Chancellor Joseph D. Doffey

te last semester and is now fully in service

but has yet to formally hear a complaint,

said Jay Savereid, a member of the new
panel.

The panel decides whether a grievance is

justifiable and they suggest a proposed
penalty for the offender and relief for the

aggrieved party, said Howard Gadlin.

Ombudsman.
For instance if a woman was fired h^m

her job as a result of sexual harrassment.

the panel may recommend she be rein-

stated, he said.

The policy defines sexual harrassment as

"any unwelcomed sexual advance, requests

for sexual favors and other verbal or

physical conduct of sexual nature."

To be considered sexual harassment, the

conduct must be "used as a term or con

dition of an individual's employment or

academic work, affect decisions in the work
or academic place, or unreasonably in-

terfere with an individual's work per

formance or create an intimidating, hostile,

or offensive working or academic en-

vironment." according to the policy.

The Working Women United Institute

defines sexual harassment as any repeated

and unwanted sexual advance, looks, jokes,

innuendoes, constant leering, ogling,

"accidently" brushing against the body, a

"friendly" pat. squeeze or pinch. The
Institute says it is being judged by one's

looks or body rather than ability, ex

perience or job performance. It means that

job security is eternally dependent on how
well a boss is pleased. It is being fired

because of having aged, because of gaining

too much independence, being "un-

cooperative" or because 'no' is the response

to a proposal of a sexual nature.

Savereid said the

harassntent tcods io be isioeted.

"The harassed person m
reluctant to complain io i

"It's not UDCoouDOB for tke vkCaa te a^f,

"Well. I woo't do anything

or consider their

grievable famn of

said.

The panel compri— two facalty

bers. two HMmbers <rf the
I

four classified enptofees,
dergraduate students, two
students and ene aderieietratine

representative.

Grievances of sexual

handled either fonnalty hj
informally by the

UMass.
The formal proeedure

more receptive to the informal

said Gadlin who

akoidd be

grievances.
"In the past year there have I

of inquiries about the inionnal

and incidences." Gadhn
haven't been more than half a
have been mediated."

When handled informally, tke

states that appropriate rebel

provided for the victim and the

should be sensitized to the effect

harassment has on the victim.

For example, if someone feK they had

been given a po«" performance evi

we may ask that the evahiatMn be

out or rewritten as a means of appropriate

relief, Gadlin said.

Sensitizing of the offender goes on during

the mediatiwi of the case, he said. "We try

to sensitize the offender in an educational

way and not punitively," he said.

Sexual harassment offenders are given

literature on the subject and asked to st-

tend sexual harassment workshops, he

said.

If after following the informal procedure,

a settlement cannot be made, the casexin

sent to the sexual harassment panel where

it becomes formal.
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Newslines
Cars collide on Main Street results in citation

while Amherst cops report various incidents
Amherst Police reported the collision of

two cars Wednesday at 8 p.m. on Main
Street.

The first vehicle, merging from Lessey
Street onto Main Street, hit the second

vehicle, driven by a University of

Massachusetts student east on Main Street.

The driver of the first car. a 20 year-old

from Nashville, Tennessee, was issued a

dtation for failing to exercise caution at an

intersection and was taken to University

Health Services, police said.

Two separate incidents of robbery were

reported at Puffton Village apartments

Wednesday evening, police said.

At 7:40 p.m. a resident reported the theft

of her purse containing a small amount of

cash and credit cards. Police said access to

the apartment was gained through the

unlocked front door while the victim was
showering.

Less than two hours later, another
Puffton Village resident reported a forced

entry and the theft of camera equipment, a

back pack and cash, with a total value $500.

Police said the burglar entered the apar-

tment through a sliding window.
A 20-year-old Hopkington woman was

arrested for driving under the influence of

alcohol on Fearing street Wednesday night.

Police said they stopped the vehicle after

observing the driver turn left on a red light.

The driver was released on her personal

recognizance, police said.

UMass Food Science and Nutrition professor

is named winner of 1983 Lectureship Award
Dr. Fergus M. Clydesdale of the Depart-

ment of Food Science and Nutrition of the

University uf Massachusetts was named
the 1983 recipient of the Lectureship

Award of the Philadelphia Institute of

Food Technologists.

Professor Clydesdale has published over

175 technical publications and two books.

He is best4cnown for his work in color and
pigment chemistry' and in the chemistry of

dietary iron. He is the only Food Scientist

to sit as a member of the International

Nutritional Anaemia Consultative ( iroup of

the U.S. Agency for International Develop-

ment.

Chancellor Duffey's garden to be dedicated to

UMass professor of landscape architecture

Gordon S. King, professor of landscape

architecture at the University ol

Massachusetts, will be the honoree at the

dedication of the Rhododendron Garden on

campus Monday.
The garden is bcated directly bek)w the

Chancellor's house and served as com-

mencement location for many years until

the mid 1950's.

The garden is undergoing extensive

renovations which will include 400 new
plants, replacement of the original fountain

and construction of a stone wall.

APPLICATIONS
are now being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
isitions:• !•

Associate Managing Editors (5).

Associate Executive Editor. Associate Sports

Editor. Associate News Editors (2). Associate Arts

Editor. Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black

Affairs Editor. Associate Photo Editor. Assistant

Photo Editors (4). Day News Editors (3). Copy

Editors (5). Layout Technicians (5). Librarian.

Drivers. Training Coordinator,

Cable News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18

Apply in person to Rm. 1 13 Campus Center

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Professor's films in New York
By ANDREW GORDON

Collegian SUff

Two films by Liane Brandon, indepen-

dent filmmaker and an associate professor

at the School of Education at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts will be shown as part

of a film retrospective at the Museum of

Modern Art in New York.

Brandon is an award-winning filmmaker

whose works including Sometimes I

Wonder Who I Am, Betty Tells Her Story.

Anything You Want to Be and Once Upon a

Choice. The latter two films will be shown
as part of the retrospective and were
designed to present positive role models

for young girls.

Once Upon a Choice tells the story of a

young princess who must decide which of

three suitors she will marry. She ultimately

chooses to marry none of them, but rather

to travel while she makes up her mind.

The idea for the film came as a reaction

to traditional images often portrayed in

fables and fairy tales, she said.

"1 became tired of reading about blonde,

blue-eyed, passive princesses iust waiting

to be rescued," Brandon said.

"Young people needed a new role

model," she said. The princess in Once
Upon a Choice is slightly chubby, indepen-

dent, has a more realistic set of priorities

and in general is more interesting a female

character than one finds in fairy-tales.

The program, which will run from June

17-21, will feature the works of New Day

films,a distribution cooperative that

specializes in films, addressing important

social issues.

New Day was founded in 1972 by four

feminist filmmakers, and today represents

29 filmmakers, including Claudia Weill,

Bonnie Friedman and Joyce Chopra, Bran-

don said.

A co-founder of New Day, Brandon was
recently elected to the board of the Boston

Film and Video Foundation. She will go on
sabbatical from the University next

semester to work on a new film, How to

Prevent a Nuclear War.
The new film will be an informational ex-

amination of different types of grass-roots

activities designed to combat the dangers

of nuclear war. she said.

('oll«fiui ptMto bv !>•«« IVnber

Two unidentified seniors sized up mortar boards in preparatioiv of

their big day, ^aduation on May 28. Caps and gowns are available at

the Textbook Annex.

Former Carter aide speaks on women, Reagan, and politics
By ROBIN MANDEL

CclUfiaB Sufl

Someone's gender should never interfere

with an individual's professional ambitions,

according to Lucy Wilson Benson, the

current consultant, corporate director, and

chairman oi the National News Council.

Benson is one of 18 members of the

National News Council drawn from the

country and representing various oc

cupatk>ns and shades of opinion. The
Council is an independent, non-profit, non

governmental and voluntary organizatk>n

esUblished to serve the public interest. It

provides a forum through which any in-

dividual can present a complaint when an

injustice has been done because of inac

curate and unfair reporting of the news.

Amherst resident Benson said, "If a

woman is hard working and conscientious,

she should have no problem doing whatever

she wants to do. If she lets her sex interfere

with her professional goals, then that's her

fault. If a woman uses her sex to advance

herself towards a higher position, then she

doesn't deserve any respect."

"I am one such politician who does not

focus on the issue of gender." she said. Asa
spokesperson for politics, her respon

sibilities have involved her in contacts with

Congress and with leaders of foreign

governments.

While currently involved in the freedom,

fairness and accuracy of journalistic issues

on the National News Council. Benson

served under the Carter administration

from 1977 to 1980. She was appointed by

the president as Under Secretary of State

for Security Assistance. Science and

Technology in the U.S. Department of

State.

Benson sees Carter's biggest failure to be

attributed to his inability to deal with

people. He always managed to give the

impression that he never knew what he was
domg, she said. When he was first elected.

people had much hope and confidence in his

policies, but when he left office, people

were quite disillusioned. He never could

command the loyalty that a good leader

needs from his public, Benson said.

According to Benson, Ronald Reagan is a

more effective president. Contrary to

('arter, he is a great communicator and is

able to relay what he wants to gel across to

the public, she said. Although she knew
Carter well, Benson doesn't really know
Reagan. Benson said she is worried over
Reagan's foreign policies but has much
confidence in George Sichultz' diplomacy.

"Even Reagan is learning. He's making
compromises, not fighting too hard on

issues like the abortion question, the school

prayer and any time, now an agreement

might be reached on the anns contr<ri

question." she added.

Benson predicted that unless the

democrats can pull their act together.

Reagan will be re elected as President in

the 1984 elections. She said the issue that

will come down to be the deciding factor is

the nation's economy. People are most

concerned with the present state of

economy.
"If the economy is good and unem

ployment rates are decreased by the end of

Reagan's term, there is no doubt in my
mind that Reagan will win." she said.

Before she served under Carter. Benson

worked under Michael S. Dukakis for one

year during his first term as governor. As
state secretary of Human Services, she said

she watched Dukakis make a lot of op-

ponents. The governor is an interesting and

able person to work with, she said. He was
governor when the state was faced with one

of the most severe problems of income and
handled it well, she said.

Benson has also been Presklent of the

League of Women Voters of the U.S.
Massachusetts and Amherst. positH>ns that

involved discussing and deciding gover-

nment and citizen issues.
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Cassette players stolen from UMass

part of list of items taken from campus
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

Collecian SUff

A $550 AM/FM stereo cassette player, stolen from a car

parked by the water tower near Lot 49 Wednesday, is only

one of many similar radios reported stolen Wednesday,

University of Massachusetts police said yesterday.

TTie stereo was removed from under the dash by

perpetrators who gained entrance through the passenger

side door. Damage to the dash was estimated at $200,

police said.

Another AM/FM stereo cassette player and a set of door

speakers were reported taken from a car in Lot 22 bet-

ween 10:30 p.m. Sunday and 12:30 p.m. Wednesday,

police said.

An AM/FM stereo cassette player and a sun roof unit

were reported stolen from a 1982 Volkswagen in Plot by

fraternity/sorority park, police said.

Police saki an officer observed the driver's side window

partially down Wednesday in the rain. Upon approaching

the car the officer noticed the passenger side vent window

tautfhed and the sunroof unit missing. The total value was

estimated at $750.

In other police action:

•More than $500 worth of baseball equipment was

reported stolen from the Earl Lorden baseball field

Wednesday, police said. Equipment stolen included a cat-

cher's helmet, catcher's mask, catcher's body protector,

four aluminum baseball bats, 60 baseballs and five

helmets.

Perpetrators gained entrance between 5 p.m. Tuesday

and 7 a.m. Wednesday by prying a lock on a fieldhouse

door.

•A Volkswagen Rabbit was turned on its side sometime

Wednesday night in Lot 22, police said, damaging much of

its left side and the driver's side of a Ford LTD it was

parked next to.

The $200 worth of damage to the Rabbit included the

left side fender, left door, left dcMjr guard strip, a mud flap

and the roof. One hundred dollars in damage to the Ford

included the driver's side window, mirror and door.

•A Chevrolet Chevelle parkc?d on the second level of the

Campus Center Garage received extensive damage to its

front left side in a hit and run accident, police said.

The car's left fender, left front quarter panel and a

headlight, with a total value of $600, were damaged in the

incident. The car was dragged 20 ft'et into the roadway of

the garage, police said.

H^^MGAP
Friday May 13

The Renegades of Rock & Roll

FOUNTAINHEAD
Free Drafts 8 9 2 for 1 drinks 9 10

Sat May 14

New Music Dance Party

featuring

R-COMPLEX

HEROS IN TROUBLE

THE CHILLS

Friday, May 13, 1983_ .Collegian 7

Free Drafts 8 9 2for 1 drinks 9 10

18 & older welcome
phone 253 2280
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Great Spring Sale

up to 50% Off selected

CLOTHING
JEWELRY
GIFTS

CHINESE SHOES
Mon-Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

/V4EI2CANTILE

LEARN ALASKA
This summer the nations foremost wilderness training

center, THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
SCHOOL, will offer a unique backcountry educational pro-

gram—The Summer Semester in Alaska.

Learn and practice an extensive cur-

rKulum ot wilderness skills while explor-

ing the remarkable backcountry ofjf"

Americas last frontier This intensive

75-day course includes

•One month kayaking among the

remote islands and glaciers of Prince

William Sound
• A full scale four-week glacier ex-

pedition which includes thorough

instruction in snow and ice climb-

ing, route finding and glaciology

• A two-week backpacking expedi-

tion, studying the ecology and

biology of the arctic tundra.

This rigorous wildfmess oxpenence is

open to mm and women
17 years and older

SUMMER SEMESTER IN At ASKA

16 units of college credit (optional)

|une 1 — August 15

|une 8— August 23

June 15- August 29

f^

For more infiirmatum wnli'

NOLS SEMESTER IN ALASKA
P O Box AA, Oepi: C. «1

Under, Wyomin|^ 82S20

or call (307) 332-*973

C'ollefian photo bf Aan I,ain«r>

This Afghan hound photogn'aphed outside the Campus Center yester-

day will be one of many Amherst dogs eligible for licensing tomorrow.

All dogs 3 months of age or older can be licensed from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

on the Town Common. Proof of rabies innoculation and certification of

spaying must be presented at licensing time.
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Annex tags professors for low
refund on students' used books

By MIRIAM ZOLL
Collefian SUff

Because many University of

Massachusetts professors have been

submitting late orders to the Textbook

Annex for books they will require in next

semester's classes, students will receive

less money than usual for books the Annex
is now buying back.

According to Textbook Annex Assistant

Manager Dean Scudder, the biggest

problem the Annex has concerning its "used

book buy - back policy" is the majority of

the faculty's failure to submit book orders

to the Textbook Annex for next semester

by the April 15th deadline.

"Only 50 percent of the faculty placed

orders by April 15th," Scudder, said.

"It's a reail disservice to the students that

they didn't meet the deadline." he con-

tinued. "We could double the amount of

money we pay students if the lists were

submitted on time."

The Annex placed advertisements in the

Collegian in April urging the faculty to

order next semester's books early so the

Annex would know by finals week which

books to buy back from students.

The annex pays 50 percent of the original

list price if the used book is to be used next

semester. It resells the same book with a 25

percent discount off of the listed price.

Used books that are not required for next

semester have no resale value. Scudder

said. But the Annex might buy it for a tow

price depending on how many copies remain

in stock.
"The low prices are determined by used

book wholesales," he said. "The amount of

money we pay students is based on the

resale market value price."

The used book wholesaler buys the books
and ships them to a central warehouse and
redistributes them on the national market.

Many students interviewed Mcently
were unhappy with the Annex's used book
return policy, because they thought the

Annex pays them less money than their

books were worth.

Freshman Mary Brocci said last semester
the Annex paid her 50 cents for books

originally worth $12.95.

Jeanne Goetz, also a first year student,

said the Annex should give students "at

least half of what you paid for your books."

The publisher has the most input in

establishing book prices. The Annex is

required to discount books because of a

requirement in the original mandate
charter for the Annex, but "it is also

because of the volume of books ordered that

we can afford to discount," Scudder said.

FaD semester week delayed
By DAVID MUNIZ

( olleKMa SUIT

To accomodate worshippers of Rash

Hashana. the Jewish New Year, four of the

five area colleges have revised their

academic calendars.

Joining Amherst. Smith and Hampshire
Colleges, the University of Massachusetts

revised their calendar to accomodate the

New Year celebration. The UMass Faculty

Senate pursuaded the administration to

push the beginning of the fall semester one

week further to avoid opening on the

holiday, celebrated Sept. 7 and 8.

RegistratKMi for fall classes has been

changed to Sept. 12.

The holiday begins at sunset Sept. 7 and

ends at sunset the next day. It is one of the

more solemn of Jewish holy days.

Smith College will hold day classes

Wednesday. Sept. 7 but will cancel that

nights' classes, and morning and afternoon

classes Thursday. Those day's classes will

be rescheduled at the option of the

professor.

At Amherst College, the first day of

classes is September 9.

A representative of the college explained

Amherst always starts later than UMass
and other colleges. "The Jewish holiday

doesn't affect us that much," she added.

Russell Powell of Hampshire College said

Hampshire's classes start on Sept. 12, with

an orientation program from Monday. Sept.

5, to Saturday, Sept 10. "The calendar was
made up several months ago." he added.

At Mt. Holyoke, classes will begin on

Sept. 12. Originally the Mt. Holyoke

calendar acknowledged the holiday, but stfll

scheduled an orientation program to begin

on Sept. 6. After some complaints from
members of the Jewi.sh Student Union, the

schedule was revised. An extra day has

been added to the schedule in order to

accomodate the holiday.

Andrea Zickhn. of HiUel. a UMass
Registered Student Organization (RSO)
addressing the needs and affairs of the

UMass Jewish community, explained the

meaning of Rash Hashana to the Jewish

people. "The mood of Rosh Hashana is

threefoW: it is a day of judgement, of being

solemn, of reconciling oneself with what has

happened in the past year. It is new year's

day, the beginning of the Jewish calendar,

and the birthday of the world. It is both a

solemn and joyous day.

"

FOLJR SEASONS
Busch 12 oz bts $8.99

Bud 12 oz cans $10.99

Carling Black Label.... 12 oz bts. ...$6.99

Tuborg light or dark bts $9.25

ISOUTHERN COMFORT. . . . 1.75. . . . .$13,491

=REE RECIPE CARD FOR SOUTHERN COMFORT PUNCH]

Amaretto dl Saronno.. 750. .still $10.75

Old Crow Bourbon 1.75 $11.99

Vodka & Gin 1.75 $7.99

Gallo Varietals 1.5 $3.99

Codorniu "Champagnes". . .750. . . $4.99

San Martin Burgundy 1.5 $4.99

Matts Beer Balls Er

Genesse Beer Balls available

^^ Bring your empties to us. "^^

Lg^ Wines/ Liquors L
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Mon - Thur

11:30 am 2 am
Fri Bat

11:30- 3 am
Fast Fr««
DellTSiy
266-8687

j=^^

PAVILIOM

Enjoy cocktails

In our Hayloft

Lounge.

Red Barn Steakhouse
529 Belchertown Rd. Rt 9, Amherst

NOW OPEN
Dinner served M-Sat 4-10 & Sunday 12-10

Open Sat. May 21 & May 28 at 11 am

For reservations call: 253-9928

Complimentary glass of wine with dinner.

Yoa Aa Ta

Wash Yowr Cor

where you can soap,

BUBBLEBRUSH rinse, wax,

engine degrease and

whitewail clean.

Amhtrtt SiittMnt C«r With

m Mtft St.

(MftM ffWI •^Ml MM)
- Open 24 hours of every day -

May Celebration

25 - 50% off

at the

Hampshire
Mall

10 • 9:30 Mon - Sat

Open Sun 12-5
Phone 584-3059

I : m

MAY
HAPPY HOUR
SPECIAL

Beck's Bottles
2 fori

plus our original

twofers and hors d'oevres
7 days 7 nights

4-6 pm lO-midnight
Proper ID a must
67 N. Pleasant St.

253-6141

/^ ENGINEERING STUDENTS

If you're a senior or second semester junior

and have a 2.5 GPA in electrical engineer-

ing, you might qualify for the Air Force Col-

lege Senior Engineering program (CSEP)
CSEP members are paid nearly $1,000

per month during their senior year!

Your commitment is 4 /ears as a commsis-
sioned officer on the Air Force Aerospace
Engineering Team after graduation and

completion of the three month Officer

Training School. If you want to be part of

the leading edge of technology. . . .

CHECK US OUT!!!
call Technical Sergeant
Art Courtmanche at

413785 0352

T".
* ^rap>«M>« ^**t
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363 Main ^X.. Amherst
256-8587

Soap Opera
Special

Tl:30 am - 7 pm
Small

2 item pizza

Try
The

Collegian t/j

Classifieds <^^^
They ^AV
Work

«u

^

SPRING IS

HERE
last chance to

BUY
HAND-PAINTED
TEE SHIRTS

FOR $7.50

at CC Concoarse

Fri 9-4

LESBIAN GAY
May Events

WORKSHOPS
9-11 am - Heterophobia CC 903

10 - 12 am - Political Activism CC 905

12 - 2 pm - 3rd World Cays & Lesbians CC 903

1 - 3 pm - Coming Out on Campus CC 905

2 - 4 pm - Bisexuality CC 903

*2:30 pm - David Gearhart/Keren Guida

State & National Lobbying CC 904

4 - 4:30 pm - Counseling Collective Orientation CC 905

4 - 6 pm - Counseling Collective Open House 433 SU

7:30 pm - Coming Out Rap Group 413 SU

9 - 2 am - PGA Dance 10th Floor CC

For more information call

P.G.A. at 545-0154

FILMS: All Films in CC 904

10 am - Pink Triangles

10:45 am Straight Talk About Lesbians

11:30 am Word is Out
4 pm Word is Out

* M*P*N)»B >«UWVi •*••»• ^r

A.&C T I - - f"- ' •
-

>-vih % m-f %* «Po

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 13 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

collbi;e i;kaiiss

CIMIPLG1 K TltAIKRBi;

PILOTS
$19,000 start. 20/20 vision. All majors. 19-28 yrs old.

AVIATION
SYSTEMS MANAGERS

$19,000, all majors, 19-28 years old, 20/20 not required

MANAGERS
$17,800 start. Ship handling and ship management. All majors,

19-34 years old, 20/20 vision not regd.

MANAGERS
$17,800 start. Finance, Personnel, Logistics. Business majors

preferred. 19-34 years old, 20/20 vision not required.

ENGINEERS
$22,800 start plus bonus. Project management. R £r D operating

engineers. Engineering, science, or technical majors. 19-27 years

old. Some positions up to $40,000 in four years.

All positions feature excellent promotion potential. Raises to over

$28,000 in four years. Excellent benefits. Written test and physical

examination required. U.S. Citizens only.tJo obligation interview.

Gail collect: NAVY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
(518) 462-6119

Brisbane Australia bidding

for World University Games
By RICHARD MARTIN

Cotleran SUfr

BRISBANE. AUSTRALIA - After

successfully hosting the British Com-
monwealth Games in 1982, both the city of

Brisbane and the University of Queensland

are bidding vigorously to host the 1987

World University Games, which they see as

a stepping stone to a successful bid for the

1992 Olympics.

"We're regarding the World Student

Games in 1987 as the second step, with the

Commonwealth Games the first step and

the Olympics the third step. By being able

to handle 5,000 athletes and officials from

94 countries at the Student Games, it would
give our bid for the Olympics that much
more credibility," said Mark Rudder,
special consultant for the city of Brisbane

during the bidding period. Rudder had
previously worked for the national TV
network, the Australian Broadcasting
Company, until he was hired for the sole

purpose of a consultant over the next nine

months.
Brisbane officials have been comparing

their city to the city of Alberta.Canada,

which successfully hosted the 1978 BritLsh

Commonwealth Games and is the host city

for the 1983 World University Games.
which are held every two years.

"We believe Brisbane did the best job

ever of hosting the Commonwealth Games
in 1982. Not only that but we have the

economic base and the growth potential to

expand even better that Edmonton. Our
new sports complexes and subtropical

climate are our main selUng points,"

Rudder said.

Rudder said the main competition for

hosting the 1987 World University Games
will come from Indianapolis, Indiana, and

Zagreb.Yugoslavia.

Since the United Stales has not hosted

the World University Games in 20 years,

Indianapolis could take the bid. Rudder
said.

"They've been stressing the fact that

they can handle a large influx of people

because they do it every year with the

Indianapolis 500 auto race," he added.

"One reason Zagreb might get it is

because the Games officials have given the

games to a Communist bk>c country every

four years for the past 10 years," Rudder

said.

The games were held io Moscow (1973),

Sofia. Bulgaria (1977). and Bucharest,

Rumania (1981).

Brisbane is rapidly undertaking changes

which would facilitate the handling of both

the World University and Olympic Games.
Newly-elected Prime Minister of

Australia Bob Hawke, in a letter to the

Brisbane city council, reaffirmed National

Government support for the expanded
construction of the Brisbane International

Airport. The newly-constructed Gateway
Bridge crosses the Brisbane River within

the vicinity of the airport and the new
Boondall Sports Complex.

In addition to the new Boondall Sprots

Complex, which would be home for

basketball, gynmastics, handball, field

hockey, judo, diving and volleyball, the

City Council is upgrading the Queen
Elizabeth II Stadium and the Sleeman
Sports Complex. The QE II Stadium is

being enlarged from a 62,000 to 95.000

seating capacity. The Sleeman Complex will

house a cycling velodrome, wrestling,

weightlifting. and synchronized swimming.
Perhaps Brisbane's major obstacle to

obtaining the bid is the housing for visiting

athletes and officials. The city's two
universities, the University of Queensland

and Griffith University, barely hold 4.000

visitors. Negotiations are currently un-

derway with private enterprises for

building on city-council property. "Sports

Villages. "which would later become

apartment buildings.

Brisbane, however, could become the

host of the Games if they highlight their

best advantages. Rudder said, like the

climate and the large tourist industry. But

the prime selling factor is the facilities.

Finally, because of Brisbane's govern

mental structure, the city council has

junsdiction over an expansive melrop<»litan

area. Although its population (including

suburbs) is only abcHit one and a half million

Koplc, it covers an area almost as large as

s Angeles. This means that the city

council has been able and will be able to

undertake projects without any political

obstacles.

"We're very keen on geltinK b<ith of

them. We figure that we have great new
facilities which will be Hnished by 1966 as

part of the city's 1988 Bicentennial

celebration. We showed the British

Commonwealth countries what Brisbane is

all about in 1982. We knocked em on their

bloody ears. Now we want to show the rest

of the worid what Brisbane, and Australia,

are all about." Rudder said.
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bring your books to:

The Textbook Annex
May 19-21, 23-27

9:00-4:00

I.D. Required
These are some of the books w^ will be buying.

f^.UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK
aMstorE* anTx"*"

Title

Macro Economy Today
Linear Alegbra

Mechanical Engineering Design
Exper, in Physical Chemistry

Electromagnetic Concepts
Family in Transition

Food for Sport

Voix Du Siecle

Basic Italian

Modern Physical Geography
Taking Sides. . .Econ Issues

Humanistic Botany
Living Theatre: Intro.

••

We are paying
$8.50

$11.50

$17.50

$14.50

$17.00

$6.50

$3.50

$5.00

$14.00

$15.00

$4.00

$10.00
$9 00
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
:.:;(

L

When beinj^

isn't quite good enough

PER BOOBY IIW

A cure for distractions . .

You've had a terrific spring, probal)ly

the best one of your life. Those two

roadtrips to the Cape left you with

the best suntan in Central and Southwest

combined. Your social life has been

phenomenal — you've been to every

cultural event that's hit UMass, and the

bartenders at Delano's know you by name.

Yes, you've chugged down your fair share

of brewskies this semester. No need to

worry, though, your excellent physical con-

dition is a result of the tennis matches

you've been practicing for — and winning.

However, as the sun sets on yet another

day in the "Happy Valley," and you drop

your aluminum racket on the floor, you

realize there's another area; one in which

you have not been quite so diligent. An
area in which athletic prowess means
nothing. An area in which social graces are

useless. Dare I name it? The area in ques-

tion is studying.

Ah, yes . . . intellectual pursuits, the

reason you favor the university with your

presence. You've thoughtlessly neglected a

goodly-sized chunk of this semester-long,

academic endeavor. f^^'Tiich, incidentally,

you've momentarily f>ayetl through the

nose for). Simply stated, you just haven't

done any homework.
You hesitantly apprt>ach your desk, gent

ly brushing the cobwebs from the two-foot-

high stack of unoj)ene<i textbooks, (retail

value. $136.9.'). plus tax), cringing as the

resident daddy-long-legs scurries for cover.

While still courageous, you excavate

various syllabuses, (or is it ityUabi?) and

check to see how long a haul you'll be fac-

ing in the next two weeks.

The investigation does not reveal a pret-

ty picture. Your chemistry final is right

around the comer, and you still can't

remember which microscopic do-hickeys

are negatively charge<l. the protons, or the

electrons? Your Japanese exam is coming

up, too, and your attendance in that class

Letters—

—

Sold on rock *n' roll
To the Editor:

I would like to comment on the editorial

"Rock *n' Roll is bad for the soul" writter

by Josh Meyer. Everyone has a right to an

opinion, however, why must readers be

subjected to unjustified and ridiculous sar

casm? The author didn't agree with the

presentation and if I had been present, I

probably would have found fault with it as

well. However, dismissing an entire issue

(of which the author knows little) because

of a particular presentation of it is ig-

norance. This attitude is on par with those

who condemn all rock music by virtue of

the fact that certain artists use it for

destructive purposes.

And yes, there are artists who use the

medium of music to manipulate the minds

and emotions of their listeners. I find it

hard to dismiss the fact that a song like

"Stairway to Heaven" has back masking

with messages about Satan as mere coin-

cidence when one of the composers is

heavily into the occult. I also marvel at the

The King isn't a fink

To the Editor:

This opinion is in reference to the letter

by Jay D. Gale of Amherst which dealt with

a planned demonstration on Graduation

Day. Jay, my letter has nothing to do with

has been less than adequate. The only

words you can recall are kimono and Kyoto,

and you're not even sure whether they're

racist. Furthermore, you have a 15 page
paper to write for Modern Novels, and all

you've read are the modem Monarch
Notes, and to top it off, you don't

remember what your Independent Study
project is, or who agreed to sponsor it.

Before too long, you bump mto a serious

young woman carrying almost as many
books as you are. She's got a pencil behind

one ear, and a higherlighter behind the

other. You decide she looks studious, and

thus ask,

"Excuse me, can you tell me where the

library is?"

"Well, that depends on which library you

want to go to; I'Mass has several." she

smiles. You could swear she\ lit up up«»n

hearing the word, library. "(]<K>dell and

the Tower are very popular, although

many students prefer the Music Library,

Morrill Library , the library in the Newman
Center, Coohdge Tower Library, and the

Physical Sciences Library. And if you don't

mind gt>ing off campus, there's both the

Jones Library and Amherst College's

Robert Frost Library."

"Yeah. Um. thanks." you say weakly as

she departs. People like that are enough to

make you sick. Fortunately, a nice,

average-looking man is walking toward

you. He l(K)ks tired; there are circles under

his eyes, and he's putting effort into every

step he takes.

"Can you tell me where the library is?"

you ask him. He loks at you, and breaks in-

to a fit of uncontrolled laughter.

"You're not serious?" he snickers, falling

to his knees in exhaustion and mirth.

"Where's the library?" he mimics you.

writhing with glee. "That's the best one

I've heard in agesi"

Elizabeth Luciano as a Collegian rftlumnisl

power exerted by some artists over their

listeners at a concert. 1 fear the types of

messages proclaimed by them and how
easily these messages are accepted and

followed. Music is a powerful medium; one

that affects a lot more than we realize.

However, music also proclaims love, beau-

ty, and goodness. Therefore, all rock music

should not be condemned. Some artists

have even chosen to proclaim the Christian

message through rock. As Larry Norman
sings "Why should the Devil have all the

good music?" I suggest, no. I urge people

to really listen to what you're hearing and

be aware of what influences you're permit-

ting to affect you.

A second point I'd like to address is the

issue of freedom from responsibility that

Mr. Meyers discusses. Our lives are full of

decisions for which we are respon-

sible. Don't worry about the rest of the

world, your heart and soul are your respon-

sibility — which do you choose?

Terri Kokoski
Amherst

politics. I'm sure you have wonderful

reasons for hating Ed King. This opinion

has more to do with common courtesy and

maturity than anything.
' As I read your letter, I wondered what

percentage of the graduating class felt this

strongly about Ed King. Surely not 1(X)

percent.

Everyone needs time to just get away
to be themselves and think for a

while. Unfortunately, most of us

don't have schedules that allow us to take

this necessary time. Personally, 1 find my
time for contemplation in the shower.

There's almost nothing 1 like better than

getting stoned and taking a steamy hot

shower. And long. It has to be long. Long
enough so that I have to open my gills and

moss starts growing on my joints.

Mary Beth Hebert *

As the wrinkles deepen on my skin, my
thoughts grow deeper too. Sometimes I

think about school. As I'm washing my
hair, I'll try to figure out how many classes

of Food Science and Nutrition 101 I've

missed. "One-scrub, two-scrub, three-

scrubs more, I need to pass this final

E-core." Or I'll start to wonder what the

sensational sausage and the controversial

chicken in the Hatch will be renamed.

Other times I'll think about what I'm go-

ing to do now that I'm graduating. I try to

imagine job interviews. But my imagina-

tion just isn't that good. I try to imagine

writing a resume. But my imagination just

isn't that creative. I try to imagine compos-

ing a cover letter, but reality shows I'm

bare.

I'm not one of those kind of people who
sing in the shower. The last time I did, I

had a moose knocking on the bathroom

d<K)r, supjK)sedly in resf>onse to my call. In-

stead, I usually listen t(t the radio. One of

my favorite ploys is to call up my favorite

radio station and using a bunch <»f aliases,

request all of my favorite music so I have

ample entertainment in my own HtUe

private spa.

I'm not a cleanaholic either. There are

some people I know who have shampoo
routines that make Vidal Sasson's three-

stefi-process l(K)k like a quickie at an

automatic carwash. They have a separate

lotion for every part of their body, and are

inevitably the same people who will, in the

same routine, brush, floss, water pic and

floride-rinse their teeth.

I like to do math in the shower too. I

know it sounds bizarre, but there's a really

good reason for doing it there. You see, I'm

a really had mathematician and am
generally embarassed to write down any of

my equations on a piece of paper in fear

that any other mortal being might stumble

onto them and recognize me for the

numerical ninny I am. Instead. I write out

all my basic math (the only kind I know) on

the steamed walls of the stall. Well, it's a

step up from initials and hearts.

Some people like to exercise in the

shower. It kills two birds with one stone.

They sweat and the water automatically

cleans them. There's only one problem . . .

So far we've had to replace three ceilings

when the exercising has gotten too

vigorous.

Other things that I think about when I'm

in the shower fall into the categt)ry of

stupid stuff. Like if cows that give non-

dairy cream eat astro-turf, or if David Let-

terman calls the people he calls before he

calls them so they know he's calling. Maybe

some of the soap suds have affecte<i my
brain.

Of ctmrse, spending as much time in the

shower as I do tends to leave one an ojien

target for all sorts of bad things. First of

all, I almost always miss phone calls since I

can't hear the damn thing ring thrtiugh the

pounding surf. And then, there's the sit-

ting duck factor. You have nowhere to go if

you're trapped in a shower. That's how bill

collectors and roommates have been suc-

cessfully able tt) nab me. Not that the two

are mutually exclusive. And when you're in

the shower, you can fall victim to all kinds

of terrible pranks. Like having the hot

water shut off, or snow thn»wn in, or even

worse; di.shwashing JKjuid.

But I'm willing to brave all these dangers

for just a few minutes of .solace with my
rubber duckie. Showering with a friend is

definitely what it's quacked up to Ite.

Mary Beth Hebert »> a Collegian ntlumnvd
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I've worked hard to eam my college

degree and I feel insulted that s<ime people

that hate Ed King want to make him aware

of it at my graduation. I'm sure you would
have liked to have seen Julius Erving at

Commencement, but the fact is that you
got Ed King. I can't do anything about that

but I can only ask you that you and your

supporters give him what he deserves — a

Here's to the losers
To the Editor:

Some groups are bom to lose; the Celtics,

the Bruins, the Red Soxs, and students at a

large western Massachusetts university.

Did you ever notice how much fun it can be

to support one of these teams? I always feel

like I'm cheering for the underdog; even

when their on top, I feel like they're on the

bottom. It's exciting. Mom and apple pie.

Bullwinkle and Rocky Squirrel, these

things make me feel good but this year,

let's face it ... I mean some group ofjokers

really has it in for this crowd. Who decided

that Ed King would get a Doctorate of

Broken Laws?
I don't know about you people, but where

little respect! Someone as conscious as

yourself should be aware of how many
times the university has been dragged

through the mud I.,et's not do it again.

I guess what 1 would really like to say to

you and your supporters is to be part of the

23 percent that don't attend graduation.

Don't force your ignorance on me!

Gerard Daly
Amherst

I come from we don't give consolation

prizes to loser. "Edward the King I am,
buward Uie King am l, aie a m^ piet.-e of

the UMass pie." Personally I hope he
chokes, just as we students have choked on
every piece of detrimental legislation he
crammed down our throats, or the vetoes

of good legislation that would have helped

us to achieve a better higher education. Not
that Edward the King doesn't stand for

higher education, he does, higher priced.

If the Trustees of the L'niversity of Mass.
want to give Ed King a con.solation prize,

then they should give him a IJnichusetts of

Massaversity t-shirt. He'd like that.

Oh, my sincere condolences to the

Celtics, Bruins, and Red Sox.

Jay Gale
Amherst
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Commencement 1983
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 28
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Instruction for Participants
All Candidates
Tlu'u- will Iv no ComiiU'iKiMuonl n-lu-iirsiil for

iii'i;rLV itiiiiliil.ili's C<iiuiiil.iU*.s slioiilil iissciiihU*

hy scluMtl/colk-^c ill Alumni Studiiiin no lali-r

Ihiin y .1 in k;raiiufilion morning. May 2H \*iH'A

Si^ns will Iv (Hisk-d inilicating scluMtls and
Coninu'nccnuMit Marsliais will issuf s^KTific in-

structions and distrihutc programs Uixtn signal,

candidates will (oilow (lu* Commencement Mar-

shals to the assigned areas and Ix- seated.

Candidates will receive diploma covers fri)m

the deans of their scluMtl or college

Who ik Bligiblc to Purlkipulc?

L'luii'ijiniJuaW iU'f(rei' iuntiiJaU-s who anticipate

completing degree requirements hy the vnd of

tiie calendar yewr 1983. Questions concerning

academic status should he directed to (he Rec-

ords Office 213 Whilmore :>45-0555

Master s degree lunJuiales wh«) have previously

submitted the iX'gree Application Form by April

29 19H3 to the Office of Graduate IX-gree Re
quirements stating the intention to complete all

requirements Questions c«>ncerning eligibility

should Ix- directed to the Office of Graduate IX'-

gree Requirements. R»K>m A251 Graduate Re-

sc-arch Center 545-0024

DtKtorul iU'f>rt'e lunJi'Jales who have ci>mpleted

all degree requirements by April 29 1983 Ques-

tions cimcerning eligibility should Ix' directed to

the Office oi Graduate IX-gree Requirements.

R(«)m A251 Graduate Research Center

545-tM)24

Faculty

Faculty and staff should assemble at the

SOL'THVVKST end of the stadium on ihc gravel

between the Fa ilitiev'lnformation Center and

the stadium waP Faculty will be ymn of the pro-

cessional and will be seated immediately in front

of the <.andKlates from eacli schiKil and college

I'arents and Invited Guests
Since the Coininencement Kxerciscs are t)|X"n to

the public and guest seating is without reserva

ti<»n, parents and friends should plan to arrive

early lo ensure giMnJ seating. Viewing areas for

llutse confined lo wheelchairs will be located on

Ixith sides of the stadium on the eastern and
western walkways.

Invlta Uins

There is mi limit to the numlx'r of guests who
may attend the ceremony and tickets are not re-

quired. E^ch undergraduate/graduate student

will receive a packet of six formal invitations.

Students are urged to encourage their guests t«)

arrive early for ginnJ seating.

Caps, Gowns, and HtMids

Undergraduate Degree Candidates

Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations will tx-

available at no charge (on presentation of an ID.
and announcement of the degree earned and Vhe

deiwrtmenl awarding it| at the TextlxM)k Annex,
May 2-27, Monday through Friday, 9 am to

4 p.m. On Commencement Day. Mny 28, ca|W,

gowns, and tassels may be obtained after 8 a.m.

at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Master s Degree Candidates

Caps gowns tassels and invitations will be
available at no charge (on presentation of an ID.
and announcement of the degree earned and the

deparlmeni awarding ill at the Textlxwjk Annex.

May 2-27 Mttnday through Friday, 9 am. to

4 p m On Commencement Day May 28 caps,

gowns and tassels may be obtained after 8 am
at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

DKtnrul Degree Candidati'>

IXKtoral caps gowns tassels, and inviUiliuns

will Ix- available tinly at the Office of Graduate

IX'gree Requirements RtMmi A251 Graduate Re-

search Center May 2-27 Monday through Fri

day 9 am to 4 p nv u|>on pri-sentation of an

I D On CiiinnuiKemenl Day caps gowns tas-

sels ami In u ids tnav Iv- nblaiiu'd alUT H ,t m at

Schedule of Events

Senior Day

Date

Thurs May 26

Time

To be announced

Stockbridge Commencement Fri. May 27 1:30 p.

m

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sat May 28 8 a.m.

Nursing Commencement Sat., May 28 2 p.m.

1983 Commencement Ceremony Sat.. May 28 10 a.m. -12 noon

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Campus Center

Auditorium

Alumni Stadium

NiH9: Comrriencerrtent 83 Date. Saturday. May 28. 1983
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the rJOR'lHWKST end of the stadium (tm the

gravel area)

Doctoral candidates who plan lo |wrticipate in

the Commencement ceremony must have a

hood. Each Ph.D. candidate's name will be an

nounced over 'he stadium sound system and

two officers of Ihe university will drape the

hood on the candidate's shoulders. Doctoral

hoods can be purchased only at the Office of

Graduate Degree Requirements, A251 G:aduate

Research Center, at a cost of S26 (Five College

DiHlnral //(mm/- will !»• (n-uiUihle ai $42 95 I

Rentals for Faculty

Academic api^arel for this year's University

Commencement may be rented through the Uni

versily Store All faculty members are urged tu

place their rental orders as s«x)n as |M)ssibli

.

THE LAST DAY TO ORDER IS WEDNESDA Y

MAY IH Payment must b<- made al the time of

order and there will i • no refunds if apjwrel i-.

not used. Academic apparel may also be pur-

chased For further information about rentals or

purchases, please contact Connie S/.elewicki at

the University Store 545-2619.

Accommodations
Many area motels are already booked for Friday

before Commencement. A limited number of

rooms in University housing will Ix* available for

relatives and other guests the nights of May 27

and 28. Please contact the University Summer
Conference Office 918 Campus Center

545-34tX) by .May 10 Fees; $15 single/$21 dou

ble ix*r night There is a $5 cash key dejjosit —

to be returned when the key is returned

r«H>d Services

Coffee Mift drinks and donuts will Ix available

under the east jsection 161 ,ind west iseclion h'

stands .it the north end *>! the stadium

Campus C'cnier

Graduation Dinner Tofi of the Campus Restau-

rant Campus Center ircscrvations neetlcdl 12

lUHin-h p in

Gradualiiin Buftel Ri»om UMW Campus Center

(reservations suggested* 12 niH»n-3 p.m.

Coffee Shop «i}hi^ 7 .i m t p m

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9 a.m. Robing for Commencement
MASTERS and DOCTORAL candidates should

assemble at the \ORTHWEST end of the sta-

dium (gravel area!

Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES and CON
TINUING EDUCATION should assemble at the

50LT/yW£57" end of the stadium (gravel area)

Graduates from ENGINEERING EDUCATION
HEALTH and PHYSICAL EDUCATION should

assemble al the SOLTHEAST end of the slad;

um (gravel area)

Graduates from FOOD St NATURAL KESOrWCES
sh.»uld assemble at the NORTHEAST x^i^ of the

stadium (grave! area):

Graduates from the SCHOOL OF MANAGE
MENT (SOM", should assemble al the NORTH
end of the stadium in the cenl«'r (gravel area).

APPROPRIATK SIGNS WII.I. BE DISPLAYED
GRADUATES SHOULD 1 INE UP ACCORDi.M .

TO THEIR SCIItX)! OK COLLEGE

9 30 Sealing of G'adUble^

10 Prtxession starts

12 n<M)n Ce-emony end

SiMiior l>uy

Tin ChaiRcllor s Reieplmn (oi Sl•nior^ (S'nior

D.iyi will Iv luld TInirsd.iv .M.iy 2b on .Mela

w.nniHt Liwii IhIiiiuI ihc Sludcnl Unii»n Into!

ni.ition on lukels will be .innoiiiued in thi (.'•'!

it'iiian

Meinlvis ol (In- Cl.tss ol |MS3 who ,iii- inter

islitl m vvi>ikin\; with llu Senior D.iv Uonimillit

shouUI mnl.icl Lorellii .\Ussin);ei m tlu SliuK nl

Activities (Mfice 416 Student Union ,"U3 ,«i(U

or Lisii Polhi jSluileii! fooidin.iloi' S«n.iU- (M

fice .S4r-i ()t41 .1^ soon ,in |»»ismI>U'

(ieiieiiil liiforinalion

Diplnni.is will In in.iik'd li< ui-idii.iUs in llu' I. ill

Midiiiil t.Kililus will Ih loijiled in llu v.iii

lilldrl M'llitin H ol llu' sl,lll(!^

I'liblii liicplioiu's will Ih' loiiilcd on llu- urvl

sidi' ol Ihc I'.K ililies/lnloi ni.ilion UciiUi

Reslrooms .irc loi.ilt'd ,il citlu't end ol llu- l.u ill

luVlnlorm.ilioii C'l'iili-i ,il tlu' south nul ol llu-

sl.idiiiin

Vii-wiiij; .iif.is h)i IhoM i imiIiiuiI In w htiU h.iii n

will Ih" lot, lied on U>lh siilcs ol llu si.iduim on

llu- iMsUiM .nut wcsliiii wdlkwiiys

For adtlilioiiiil inlorniiilion tonl.ui the OIlue ol

Connmnnly Kel.iltons t'H) Whilmou ,">4."» J.'M^O

RKSTR<H>MS

SGA supports Mississippi U. blacks
By TRACY ROBBINS

and ROBERT TEIXEIRA
CMugimmStMtl

The admission of the first black student to the Universi-

ty of Mississippi in 1963 sparked intense rioting that left

two people dead in its wake.
In 1983 the student body is 93 percent white while the

state of Mississippi is more than 50 percent black. Mean-
while only 6 of b04 faculty members of the University are
black.

Until April of this year, Confederate flags were
displayed at all official school functions, and the Universi-

ty boiight and distributed 9,000 Confederate flags at each
football game.
The recently published 'Ole Miss' Yearbook has included

pictures of robed Ku Klux Kian members, and black

students there have protested the photos.

In response, on the night of April 18, over 1,000 white

students marched on a black fraternity house, chanting

"save the flag," "nigger night," and "dixie," screaming
'come outside' to the students inside.

The University's Public Relations Director called this

disgusting racist attack, "nothing but a pep rally."

The Black Student Union in response to the conditions

has demanded an increase in the hiring of black and
minority faculty and administration, a black studies pro-

gram, the hiring of an affirmative action offlcer, an in-

crease of minority enrollment, the end of official displays

of the Confederate flag. University store sales, and free

distribution of the Confederate flag, the singing of 'Dixie'

at all official school events, and the elimination of 'Colonel

Rebel' as the school mascot.

Chancellor Porter Fortune agreed only to stop Universi-

Lezlie Harrison of BMCP working on progrr^m schedules at 402 SUB.

BMCP manager to test 'Big Apple'
By JENNIFER HARDY

CRMft— a««if

The General Manager of the Black Mass Communica-
tions Project, Lezlie Harrison, has decided to put her

degree and BMCP on hold. Harrison will be leaving the

University to attend an acting school in New York.

Harrison jolted back in her chair as she began to talk

about her four year experience with BMCP. "BMCP has

been in existence for 13 years. I am sure it will continue

to expand after I am gone," said Harrison.

"I have been the General Manager of BMCP for a

year." Harrison said. "It is a challenging position

because everyone wants to know how well you can do

your job."

Harrison said that BMCP has a lot to offer the student*

that takes advantage of it. "Students can learn about the

music industry, how to be board operators and the dif-

ferent types of music," Harrison said. Harrison also feels

that students can use the educational resources BMCP
has to offer.

"The Third Worid students at the University are not as

involved as they should be in the project." Harrison said.

"There are a few students that hold the organization

together and they really devote their time."

Dressed in a red jumpsuit, and smiling as she talked,

Harrison said right now BMCP is working on a movie to

be shown this week, titled Rockers. "We will also be
working on something for Black Musician's Month in

June
•

Harrison mentioned that one of her main goals before

she leaves BMCP is to gel the WEBDuBois. a radio sU
tion in New Africa House turned into a production

studio.

"This studio will be a training ground for Third World

students at the University to learn editing and produc

tion techniques," Harrison said. Harrison feels she will

be able to do this with the help of other individtaals involv-

ed with BMCP.

"If I had to get involved with BMCP all over again I

would." said Harrison. Harrison feels she personally

received a lot of satisfaction being involved with BMCP,
she said she learned management, radio, communica-
tions and politics. The New General Manager of BMCP
will be elected by members of the project said Harrison.

Harrison's lifetime goal is to try her luck in the music
industry as a singer, as well as acting professionally.

Originaily from New York. Harrison said she will return

periodically to the University when she needs a break
from the "Big Apple." Harrison said she would like to

thank all the members of BMCP that devoted their time

and to Delphine Quarries, the program advisor for stu-

dent activities, a special thank you.

Announcements
Bronx who formed the first domestic workers union in

the history of the United States. This film is going to be

shown in the Campus Center rm. 804-808 at 7:30 p.m.

"Not a True Love Story a film concerning the TRUTH
about PORNOGRAPHY!" will be shown at Mahar

Auditorium Tuesday, May 1 7. at 7:00 p.m. on UMass cam-

pus School of Business. There will be a discussion after the

film.

Also on May 17, there will be another film, "What Could

You Do With A Nickel?" This film tells the inspiring story

of two hundred Black and Latin women in the South

Always Read
Black Affairs

ty distribution of Confederate flags, and displays of the

flag at official events. University store sales of the flag

have skyrocketed, and the flags are displayed all over

campus by white students.

The University has addressed none of the other 12

demands made by the black students.

The Student Government Association at the University

of Massachusetts has passed the motion to openly suppoK
the demands of the Black Student Union at the University

of Mississippi.

The SGA further resolved that the University of

Mississippi administration should take all actions within

its power to stop the aforementioned and all other actions

or displays that revive overt racist trappings of the con-

federacy or otherwise discriminate against blacks at the

University, said Robert Teixeira of the SGA.

Chicago Police; tool

of racist oppression
By MANNING MARABLE

Tnm tk* UraasraaU

Many political observers have attempted to discern the

fundamental reason for Washington's victory, that single

issue which repres<?nted the cutting edge for the black

electorate. Editors of the Prvgressn<e .suggested that "the

core issue of the campaign was poverty." noting that "one

out of five Chicagoans lives below the poverty level, and
thirty-five of the city's seventy-five neighlK>rh<x)ds are run

down almost beyond redemption." The morning after

primary day, the media simplistically portrayed

Washington's victory as an example t)f nake<l racial eon-

flict. Any analysis of Chicago race relati«»ns, and the

subsequent political behavior of blacks, however, must

begin with an appreciation for the oppressive n>le of the

police force as the weapon of both corporations and white

ethnic leaders in the perpetuation of rKinwhite subser-

vience.

Early in her term of office. Byrne infuriated blacks by

skipping over Sam Nolan, a black assistant police chief, in

favor of naming a white reactionary. Richard J. Braeczek,

as police chief.

Throughout 1981 and 1982 a series of blatant police irt-

tacks escalated across the black community. Perhaps the

worst instances of police brutality occured in the after-

math of the Februarj' 9. 1982 shixiting of two white

patrolmen by two blacks.

For several weeks, the police made hundreds of illegal

house-to-house searches within the black community
physically and verbally abusing residents, and randomly

destmying blacks* personal property. A number of these

unconstitutional attacks by the police have betn

documented by the publication, RariaUy Motivated Ran-
dom Violence.

On the night of February 12. 1982. two Wack men, John
Marsh, a small lounge owner and Madison L. Brown, a ci-

ty inspector, were both "verbally and physically abused as

well as arrested by eight white Chicago polkie officers for

reasons unknown to anyone in the lounge."

The next day, Marshall Covington, a 57-year old black

manager of a drugs and liqour store was accosted by police

without cause. ""The officers refused to check his iden-

tification, though it was offered, but instead handcuffed

and forced him into the police car." While handcuffed,

police brutally struck Covington in the back with a night

stick. "Covington was not informed of any charges

against him." yet bond for his release was set at $1,000.

police brutality incidents increased dramatically in

subsequent months. On May 23. 1982. a half doien
plainclothes police raided c)ne black family's af>artment,

supposedly on a drug raid. Without producing any iden-

tification or a search warrant, they proceeded to ransack
the apartment. One black man with his arm in a cast was
restrained as a police officer "tried to break the cast with

a crowbar." One occupant. 20 year old Louis Bmwn was
severely beaten and stiffered a ruptured pancreas. Brown
was held in jail and denied medical attention for five

hours.

Seven black civil rights activists were beaten and ar-

rested by police at a Chicago Housing Authority meeting
on August 10. Days later, a 24 year old black man, Ver-

nard Williams, was shot in the head by an off-duty

policeman in a Chicago grocery store during a fight.

Williams died within minutes, and the officer stated that

his gun went off amdentally.

Even the racist violence against black citizens in

Chicago pales by comparison to the reported racist inc-

dients which occur in suburban, all-white neighborhoods.

Cicero is a prime example of an American version of apar-

theid. Only 74 blacks live in the city, which has a popula-

tion of 61,200. Not a single municipal worker in the town,
out of a total workforce of 400, is black. Blacks are not
allowed to attend Cicero's public schools.

In February. 1982, when a black businessman rented an
apartment within the city limits, his automobile was
firebombed and damaged on three occasions. Complaining
to local police, he was promptly arrested for disorderly

conduct. On August 6, 1982, three young black men driv-

ing through Cicero at about 8:00 p.m. were stopped by
white police officers, guns drawn.
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Arts
Flashy but pointless
FLASHDANCE
Directed by Adrian Lyne
Hampshire 4

By NELLIE SCIUTTO
Colleri*" SUff

Pittsburgh is the setting for Flashdance
— a story about dreams and aspirations.

Scenes of steeimills and blue - collar bars

open the film and are contrasted with

fantastical dance numbers. The transitions

are somewhat unrealistic. Drunken
laborers go out for an evening with the boys

at a bar called "Mawby's" and their en-

tertainment is provided by flashy

production numbers with professional

dancers. One of these dancers is Jennifer

Beals as Alex, a welder who aspires to

become a real dancer.

The dancing in Flashdance is basically

improvisation. It is not ballet or jazz; it is

flashdancing. A young boy is shown per

forming a street corner dance on a narrow
road. Alex and her closest friend, Jeannie

(played by Sunny Johnson), run through

the streets of Pittsburgh to music.

However, it is only when there is music and
no acting that any of this movie's attempt to

'portray the desire to realize one's dreams is

ever convincing. Once anyone speaks, that

intensity is lost. Although the dance scenes

are impressive, the plot is ambiguous and
predictable.

Alex falls in love with her t)oss. wno
shares his experience and power to help her

reach her goal to audition successfully for

The Pittsburgh Ballet. The film's other

characters don't fare as well. Alex's friend

Jeannie. who also works at "Mawby's". fails

to become the ice champion she wishes to

be. Ritchie (Kyle Heffnerl.the cook at

"Mawby's", never becomes a comedian

(fortunately). Alex's mentor, an elderly

former Broadway star, dies after giving her

memories to Alex. This sums up the sim-

plistic plot. The ending is predictable.

ihere are redeeming scenes in Flash-
fjn^^o that shine through the monotony.
Nothing is more encouraging than watching
a determined person fulfill their dreams, at

whatever cost. Alex is an independent
eighteen year old who lives alone, and
works in a steelmill to support herself while

dancing. Dancing is her profession from the

start because that is what sustains her. Her
energy is concentrated in dance. However,
that profession is stagnant because she goes
unnoticed until she gets help from a friend.

Nick Hurley, (Michael Nouri), her boss,

makes a call to get Alex an audition for the
dance company. Alex reluctantly accepts

this once in a life time chance. Again, it is

slightly unrealistic that she stuns the
judges at her audition without ever having
taken a dance class in her life.

Flashdance marks Jennifer Seal's acting

debut. Michael Nouri and Lilia Skala are

the only previously established actors in the

film. The less experienced are
recognizable. It is also somewhat dissap-

pointing to learn that some of the dance
scenes are not actually performed by Seals;

but rather a double.

Flashdance is worthwhile for its dancing
and photography. Or to see a film that, for

once, has a dream that is fulfilled; a happy
ending. The acting and the movie as a
whole, though, is very mediocre.

)'holn bv John Dmirrtt*

Clive Dawkins ^ves an "announcement of the banns" in front of the
Student Union Thursday to promote the UMass Enf^lish Department's
presentation of the medieval drama Mary Magdalene. The play will be
presented outdoors at 4 p.m. on May 16 just outside Memorial Hall, and
is free of charg^e.

An early 16th century saint's play, Mary Magdalene, is unusual for its

blend of moral alleg^ory, biblical narrative, and medieval elaboration of
the mission Mary undertakes to convert the heathen king of Marseilles.

The cast of over 30 players includes the roles of Satan and the Seven
Deadly Sins, Jesus, a chorus of Angels, and the colorful characters of

the court of Marseilles. Most are played by members of the English
Department faculty as well as several students. It is suggested that you
bring blankets or cushions as seating will be on the lawn outside

Memorial Hall and on the steps of the Fine Arts Center.

A preview open to the public is scheduled for May 15 at 5 p.m. All are

invited.

A novelist in control
FISHER'S HORNPIPE
By Todd McEwen
Harper & Row, 256 pages, $12.95

By CHRISTINE MARINl
( i>ll«|[Ma Sun

Fisher's Hornpipe is a rare first novel —
one that does not need to use its author's

newness as an excuse. Todd McEwen, a

young America living in Britain, has
looked bark on his native land with won-
deKul. if slightly desperate, insighi and
humor.
The action in Fisher's Hornpipe takes

place in and around Boston, a city that

MrEwen clearly knows well and loathes

with a passion. Feeling trapped in the city

like "Jonas in a brick whale", McEwen's
protagonist, William Fisher, is trying, not

very successfully, to settle his post-

collegiate life. The novelty of Fisher's job,

Newbury Street apartment, and law school

girlfriend ha.s worn quickly, like cheap
silverplate, and he is left with a bare (and
unbearable) existence.

A fall suffered on the ice of Walden pond
splits Fisher's head open, after which
begins an incredible (but. to McEwen's
credit, usually believable) week, peopled
with overzealous firemen, wheezing "Hah-
vud" Clubbers, and a horny librarian from
Westport. Connecticut. One is never sure if

.

Fisher's injury initiated his "madness." or

whether it just gives him a long awaited
excuse. As Fisher says, "We are all judged
by our wounds." In any case, a rousingly

surreal chain of events drags Fisher et al

through the bowels of Boston and Cam-
bridge, to a refuge of what seem to be ex

-

Happy Valley people in Concord called the
Fruitlands, and along railroad tracks to

Rhode Island. In Fisher's Hornpipe, the

fantastic and the metaphorical bump up
against pretensions singularly Bostonian.

In a moment of almost lyric absurdity, we
see the "Hahvud" Club massing with the

Boston City Police against a group <rf

emancipated bums and vagrants tied by

Our Hero) who are looting and pillaging

Quincy Market (yeah!) on Christmas Eve.

Not exactly realty, but instead reality

taken a step further by a wounded man.
McEwen clearly exorcised many of his

own strong feelings in Fisher's Hornpipe.

But despite his personal connections with

the narrative. McEwen manages to remain

in control of his characters, and thus avoids

the rambling nature characteristic of many
such novels. The publishing of Fisher's

Hornpipe is a double blessing — a won-
derful new book, and a young author worth
watching.

Read the Arts Page!f
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Hard to the core
ALL WHITE JURY
THE OUTPATIENTS
DEEP WOUND
PANIXQUAD
PUBLIC DISTURBANCE
Saturday, May 7

Senior Citizen Hall,

Burlington, Vermont

By OATH E. TRIX
Collcgtma Corrctponiicat

On Saturday, May 7, local hardcore punk
bands All White Jury, the Outpatients, and
Deep Wound joined Burlington bands
Panixquad. and Public Disturbance at the
Senior Citizen's Hall in Bermont. Although
the bands played to a very small crowd, it

was obvious to those who came from
Massachusetts that the hardcore scene in

Vermont is growing slowly but surely. All

three Western Mass. bands are fairly well

established: All White Jury and the Out-

patients have tapes out for sale at Main
Street Records in Northampton. All White
Jury put on a really good show, although

I've seen them do better sets. This band
keeps getting better, and their im

provements are audible. AU four members
have excellent stage presence, and appear

to really love peKorming. Due to some
technical problems, Pat Emmett (drums)

lost the use of his bass drum several times,

but the rest of the band. Simon (vocals).

Mike (guitar) and Scott P. (bass), covered

this up well. "Apathetic Society." "phi
Kappa Wanker" and "I'm a Jock" reflect the

band members' own experiences and

perceptions of college life; Simon and Scott

both attend UMass. Because of limited

rehearsal time (Pat attends a boarding

school), the band has not been able to

practice as much as they'd like — I hope

that they stick together and reunite after

the break, 'cause they're a really fun band

to see.

The Outpatients were hoi! They are. in

my opinion, the best band in the Valley.

They're a fast, tight trio, who work in-

credibly well together, both on and off of

the ttace. Songs Uke "Fight." "T.V.

Violence" and "Balloon Head" were not only

my personal favontes. bute were well liked

by the enthusiastic audience. The trio is

made up of Vis (on "the Scoop," a guitar he
made himself, and lead vocals), Scott H.
(bass — also plays for Deep Wound), and
Mike (drums). Their basement tape was
chosen by Maximum Rock and Roll (a

national magazine) as one of the top ten new
recordings released last month, however,
the tape does not do them justice. One must
see them live to fully appreciate the high
energy this band puts out. The Outpatients
can be seen at the Rock Against Reagan
Rally, along with may other types of bands,
on Thursday. May 19. at the Metawampee
Lawn (behind the Hatch).

Deep Wound, who have just recently

finished recording at Radio Beat Studios in

Boston, were excellent. Their heavy metal
influence is obvious, even to the untrained
ear. The band is composed of Charley
(vocals), Scott H. (bass), Lou (guitar), and
"J" (drums). The band is both fast and
versatile, as was proven by their all arOund
switching of instruments. Charley's antics

on stage are both amusing and he has a
great rapport with the audience. Their set

was briefly interrupted when "J" felt the

need to trash his drum set. but the band
was quick in their recovery. Hopefully this

band will be able to record on vinyl soon — I

think that they can do amazing things in the
studio, as was already proven by the great
quality of their demo tape. My personal
favorite in the bands repetoire is their

banner song, "Deep Wound," probably
becausw the band really goes all out on this

one.

All three bands, plus Cruxifix from San
Fransisco and S.S. Decontrol and D.Y.S.

from Boston, can be seen this Saturday,

May 14 at the Guiding Star Grange, 401

Chapman Street in Greenfield. The all ages

show begins at 1:(X) p.m.. so show your
support by checking K out. Your support is

needed, as was proven to us who visited in

Vermont. The people who put on this show
did not even break even for the hall rental.

Much of the money comes out of people's
personal funds — that's how important it is

to them. The time and effort spent on
trying to unite people is great. I really don't

think that people realize how dedicated
these bands, their fans, and the members of
the hardcore movement are. So check it out
— don't go on anyones else's word on what
the scene is about; see for yourself.

Tall buildings in a single bound: Scott of the Outpatients leaps into

action.

Wanna know what's happenin
in the Valley?

Read

Live Wire

Every Thursday

in Ahts.

Not rain or snow orgloom ofnight
By JILL TAMKIN

Mail Art is an underground art movement. It consists of

an international network of artists who strive to com-

municate with each other via the postal system. Since it is

linked with the use of the postal system, it therefore deals

with all aspects of life. It plays on mail, economics, art

elitists, institutions, etc.

Ray Johnson started this network of artists when he

founded "The New York Correspondence School" in the

early sixties. The school's name was coined by E.M.

Plunkett, a mail artist and art historian from New York.

If Johnson came in contact with a person whose lifestyle

he liked, he would put that person on his mailing list. The

individual would then receive letters, postcards, or

packages. Every mailing has a meaning, and most of the

time, in order for the person to understand the contents,

he would have to refer back to something Johnson and he

conversed about at one time.

It wasn't k)ng before a whole circuit of artists par-

ticipated in the networh. These people really enjoyed Mail

Art because it allowed them to express themselves without

feeling inhibited by public scrutiny. It was also a great

remedy for lack of communication among artists. Mail Art

provided a language that could be understood by artists all

over the world.

Mail Art is allied with Conceptual Art which stresses

process over product. A major group who became involved

with this philosophy in the late sixties and early seventies

was the Fluxus group. Among those were George

Macuinas, Ken Friedman, and Yoko Ono. They sought to

create accessible art at a low cost. Mail Art is also a spin off

of Dadaism. Neo-Dada, andJJeo-Realism.

Artists enjoy incorporating their own ideas and ec-

centrities into their Mail Art. A popular method is the use

of stamps, and rubber stamps.

G.A. Cavellini. Italy's best known and best liked Mail

Artist is es(>ecially known for the stamps he creates. He
often couples himself with great modern masters on his

stamps. Some are made in watercotor. others in traditional

printing methods.

In his studio, mail artist Steve Random of Greenfield has

boxes of rubber stamps that he either carved himself, or

obtained in some other way. He also has a diverse stamp
collection from ail over the world; some postmarked, some
not. Sometimes he'll instruct that a piece be mailed 20 or 30

times before it is sent back to him. In that cjLse. the en-

velope is covered with stamps and various decorations.

Many artists produce their own publications, such as

magazines and newsletters. These are great collectibles.

The contents include collages, tidbits of info about the

artist or notices of upcoming events in the Mail Art net-

work. If you're not on his mailing list, you can purchase

Carlo Pittore's latest issue of ME at St. Mark's Book Store

in Grenwich Village, right near his gallery. As well as

being full of expressionistic creations, it describes the art

exhibit InterDada '84, which will be held in San Fransisco.

There are many innovations involved in a mail artist's

world. Anything goes. Marcel Duchamp. an artist many
viewed as one of this generation's geniuses said. "The
artist of the future will go underground." He also gave two
bits of advice. The first is. "have fun. if not you'll bore us,"

and "a technique can be learned, but you cannot learn to

have real creativity."

Mail Art thrives today because those involved choost to

abide by the four unwritten rules. They are: no jury, no

fees, no returns, and everything must be shown.

Therefore, if there is to be a Mail Art exhibit, of which

there are many, (Random hopes to have one at the

University Gallery in the near future) everything that is

sent in must be shown whether the exhibitor likes the

piece or n(rt. The exhibitor also cannot return the piece to

the sender. Therefore, most Mail Artists have been in 200

300 shows.

The artist's work is also relieved of public jurying from a

critic, who quite possibly doesn't understand the work to

begin with. Mail artists are trying to avoid conforming to

public modes of the art circuit. When jurying is involved,

and fees paid, there is competition. Tlierefore. the artist

feels he has to transform his right to freedom of expression

to traditional modes.

As long as there exists the need for humans to com-

municate freely with each other, there will always exist a

network such as Mail Art.
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Nona Hendryx will be featured in tomorrow's
UPC Mystery Series by the Pond. Performances
will begin at noon tomorrow and 11 a.m. Sun-
day. Tomorrow's show will also feature Melba
Moore and Roy Buchanan. Remember, no bot-

tles, cans or containers will be allowed. For fur-

ther information, call 545-2892.
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"NASTASSIA
KINSKI IS
OURNEXT
GREAT
Biijaatgffliyii!

' Roger Kbert.

CH ICAGO SUN TIMES

"ANABSOLUTE
THRILLER!"
-Judith Crist. WORtTV

'EXPOSED'
IS FUN..!'
— Pauline Kaeh
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FALL CO-OP JOBS
Before you leave campus
register with us to receive

summer mailings of job

announcements
The Co-op Program
110 Thompson Hall

545-2579

lEJIf^Piy^PjpTli

V
363 Main St., Amherst

256-8587
WEEKEND SPECIAL
Large 2 - Item Pizza

only $6.50
(2 free sodas upon request)

The Poper House
Copy Shop
n^ has a

XEROX
8200

HIGH QUALITY HKjH SPEED
XEROX

(
L^^

j|enDent|!!XiZasie
ON THE RARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

First Area Showing, One Week Only
Starts This Evening To may 19

ON SCREEN AT 7:00 and 9:00

AT TNE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

Congratulate

yourspecial
graduate!

Graduation greeting

cards for

• Primary School
• Junior High
• High School
• College \

Open M F 9-5

Sat 11-4

AMERICANlBrCREETINGS
...forthcit ^>\Kil f^'TSOfl

QnmVERSITY
mSTORE^

^G,»<G.««>-»°"°'"^
Mascot
Stripper

Sweatshirt

Sleeve Imprinted

Hooded Sweatshirt!

grey

u*tass

navy 8-

purple

In Set Pullover

Sweatshirt

maroon - navy \

*>;

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

n

100% cotton

leisure pants

navy, white, tan

//

UMASS
./- y

Uy

v>

^UNIVERSITYmSTORED
\3I^
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Hypercurricula
"Hypercuiricula" notices not submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

gfiven to UMass organizations.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and surrounding area, is published

daily in the Collegian. Events are listed only on the day

they are taking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices, 1 13 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p.m. the Friday before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

Today
ETA SIGMA PHI INITIATION - Epsilon Omicron wUl

have its annual Sacred Mysteries initiation. Initiates and

perspectives please come at 4 p.m. sharp. Thompson 601

.

"GOODBYE SENIORS" - SPECIAL SHABBAT
SERVICE — Tonight's Shabbat service will be honoring

those seniors who have shown leadership and involvement

in Hillel. Open to all. 7 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC CONCERT - A free concert

featuring compositions composed by students in the

Advanced Electronic Composition Class. 8 p.m.. Bezansoj

Recital Hall.

CONCERT: YOUTH WIND ENSEMBLE - The UMass

Youth Wind Ensemble. compo.sed of high school studenU

from western Massachusetts and southern Vermont, will

present its spring concert. Guest artist will be trumpeter

Walter Chesnut in Herbert Clarke's "Carnival of Venice." 8

p.m.. Bowker Auditorium.

Sunday .^_«^_^_^_^—
UMASS STRATEGY GAMES CLUB - The Club in

vites new gamers to participate in miniatures or boar-

dgames. Woodenships. squadleader, ect. Noon Midnight.

CC 174.

CX)NCERT: GROUP FOR NEW MUSIC - Conducted

by Lewis Spratlan. the Group for New Music will perfonn

Webern's Four Songs. George Crumb's "Vox Balaenae"

(Voice of the Whale), and "In C " by Terry RUey. Admission

is free. 3 p.m.. Sunday. Bezanson Recital Hall.

UNIVERSITY CHORALE AND CHORAL UNION.

CONDUCTED BY RICHARD DC BOIS - Appearing in a

free concert, the two ensembles will perform Pachebel's

"Magnificat" and some of the most famous chonuca from

the oratio repertoire of Handel. Haydn. Mendelssohn,

and Faure. 8 p.m.. Bowker Auditorium. Sunday. May 15.

AMHERST AREA NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH -
Join us for our Sunday service of wwship. praise,

fellowship and teaching from the Bible. We'll be here all

summer too. come check us out. 3:30, see CC. schedule for

room.

2 1/2 Barbecued

2 Chicken, all

S the Fixin s

2 & Coke

:

ADMISSION
University Meal Card

s

I

:

t
t

•

:
:

:

wmua -djs

parachuters / hot air balloons

Wed, May 18th 4:30 - 7 pmj

Southwest Playing

Fields*

• In case of ;ain. ratal will bt ier»ed in all DCs

C 1983 Beer Br«wed by Miiier Brewing Co Milwaukee Wl
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THEATRES TIMES FOR TODAV OMtY

[S2P0 MATINEE & TWILITE SHOW
1584 7^50

Rf DUCf r. PRICf S f 0« SIlJDtNtS *
St MOR <;iI>/(NS WITH AMI lihli'.

amc HMPSNiiiE *

ROY SCHEIDER

Ffiii Vy^»2 001 7 15,

S«i h Sun i: b 4 5 (0 >^ uO/<' v>

584 9153

I b ui fOf OS
> Co COO go

Fr. (5 00 f» ».' 001 7 30 9 4bl

Sbi & Sun i2 30 ft 6 00 »2 001

l« 710 946

^VnCMUNTAMFMM*!

Vt, O.30 @ »2 00l 7 4b &b6
Sal b Sun (2 M & S 30 @ »? OOi

«. . 46 9 56

LOCAL HERO
DURT LANCASTER

f<> 15 15 @) $2 00 7 45 9 56

S«l b Sun 12 46 it 5 15 »2 00)

745 955

6)J^'^^^^:

Fn 15 00 9 »2 00l 7 '& 9^
S«1 b Sun 12 15 b 5 00 9 %1 OOi

I»o 7 15 956

^MEANING
OF LIFE

Fn 16 15 © »2 »1 TTO 9 56

Sal b Sun 12 15 d 5 15 @ 2 OOi

7 » 9 56

DAN AVKROVD

U HETRfilT
"^Fn i5 15 © $2 OOI / 3U J 46

Sal b Sun ,2 X b 5 15 @l )2 00>

' ». ?,1fi

Sp«ci»l E'lfljgemen!

RICHARD GERE
BREATHLESS

F-i <5 UO 9 >2 001 7 15 9 46

1 Sat b Sun i2 00 b 5 00 # I? OOI

a 7 15 9 46

THE COULCSim!

o

/3^

"TkeBe5((%iKe5eF8(Ml MENU

BUFFET
Mon - Thurs

5 pm - 8 pm
Sunday Brunch
11:30 am - 3 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$5.25 per person

Hot Ef Sour Soup
Beef with green pepper
Chicken Pan Fried Noodels
Sweet h Spur Chicken
Chinese Style BBQ Pork
Pan Fried Ravioli

Chicken Fir>gers

Luncheon Special h Taka-Out Servica
Full Cocktail M«nu

Sun - Thura 11:30 am - 10 pm
Fri 6 Sat 11:30 am - 11 pm

10 Belchertown Road
at Rta 9, Amharat

2S6 32S2

MIDHI^WT MOVIE MAPMESS
,.

'j'i
i ;n ii i« 5e7755o'y^^ T.-^!^ "^i * ^*^ ^' '^ ^s*"-

MSQIfietMAIHSIIItSAHt

TA^ ^>t(y^c<af-

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Champagne 750 ml $3.19 + up

AstI Spumante 750 ml $4.49 -- up

Schlitz 12 pk cans $4.99 + dep

Moison any flavor $3.75/6 pk + dep

Matt's Genesee. Dinkelocker - mini kegs in stock
Gin or Vodka 80° $8.49/1.75 liters

Paul Masson Wines
Rhine, Burgundy, Rose, Chablis $3.99/1.5 liters

All Specials are

ICE COLD!!

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE GREAT MEW SEASOM
1983 84

SUBSCRIBE now 6f SAVE UP TO 50%

ORCHESTRA
Boston Symphony

Seiji Ozawa conductor
Warsaw Philharmonic
Misha Dichter piano

Springfield Symphonv
Jean Pierre Rampal flute

EVITA
Broadway

M usical on Tour

JAZZ
Stan Gftz Astrud Gilbcrto
Kamsey Lewis ^Wynton Marsalis

Johnn> Griffin Chico rrccman

DAMCE
Houston Ballet

Complete Sleepinq Be 'uty
Company of 44 with)

orchestra
Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets Jazi de Montreal

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschani
Ballet r oiklorico de M exico

CHAMBER
Quarneri String Quartet
Cleveland Quartet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

rive College Students Half Price

for More Information ar MASTERCARD VISA ORDERS:
(413) 545 2511

BoK orricc: non. Trl. lOa.m. to 4p.m
MM-

FineArts Center Concert Hall
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHLRST

i^^uchina
•••

% y\
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^̂ - V"^.^

gjaettl

SPONSORED BY
GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL

Saturday
& Sunday

5:00 pm-1 1:00 pm

"BEST COMEDY
IN BOSTON"

"HILARIOUS.
A REAL WINNER."

—Boaton Olob* —N*vw«4ciy

/s.

('t

MSLf !

Z'

»v

D

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION
JEFFERNSTOFF ALLAN JACOBS JAN KIRSCHNER BRIAN O CONNOR

directed by

MUNSON HICKS
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed
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HERe'5 $f MIOJON
IN CASH ANP OriKfl
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The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

l\£ HARDLY SeSrJ yoJ

All sef^STiK,

S yfAR.S OF
MeCHAr^lCAL
OFF. X GOT
iF-ne fxfsr

HCLL S1VDy//>/G

A T08 W/T>V ONE
TlCHNOLOOlCALLi Aty
VWC£0 COMWN/eS:

Katfood By ARK

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

WHftT THE ^#?!

\

I HATE THESE 'POND

5ERIES'TH(N6S|!
\

H?y!!W)CK!!UI»(T

ft BEER!! V UJHERES^M WHITMAN

WHEN m NtEb HIM
1
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After tht fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Mitrd b> Marftaref Farrar and Trude Jaffe

IMJ I 0% Aagrtf* Imm s«*4lrMf

ACROSS
1 China's gift to

America
6 Budget Item
10 Train section

13 Solos
14 Gull genus
15 vault

16 Capture
utterances?

18 Kind of acid

19 Otherwise
20 gratia artts

21 Melon
23 Alias

24 Bovine boo-boo?
25 Fit for tillage

29 Lively dance
30 Panama
31 Stand up comic's

offering

35 Bell tone

36 Shield

37 Actor Calhoun
38 Impulsive

shootings''

40 Coach or door
41 Bakery artists

42 Almond and
anchovy

43 Navigator's need
46 Actress MacGraM
47 Adiust to a

situation

48 One day time

49 Silver or stone

53 Jewish month
54 Dark horses''

57 Noah's son and
namesakes

58 Fresh water

mussel
59 Clumsy
60 Dent or pod
61 Russian press

agcy
62 Torment

DOWN
1 •...in this petty

from day
2 Siberian inland

sea
3 Twits, British

style

4 Carp's relative

5 Shade tree

6 Goddess of

flowers

7 Scull passengers
8 California fort

9 Stain

10 Griddle for tortilla

11 Excuse, in a way
12 Summarize, for

short

15 Sail by harbors''

17 SMp's track

22 Army acromym
23 One's entire

properly

24 Rattan and
bamtxx)

25 Revue features

26 Weather word
27 Pavlova

28 Capture flute

players?

29 Administrations

Abbr
31 Parts of the

English country

•Me
32 Fall guy
33 Importune
34 Views
36 Village black

smith s tree

39 Look over

40 Capuchin monkey
42 Real estate map
43 Go down hill

44 Command
45 Dolphins habitat

46 Musketeer
48 Spartan king

49 Decline

50 Rug of a sort

51 Tie fabrics

52 Town near Padua
55 minute

56 Tech sch
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AMStHTER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

AjS: I [NMSj*[W[SB[Djl>]*
UMi tJQCKi

T I ON

Oa LKKJIHII [jnEJ[]

mua auaa uljul

auou uuim aauQii
uiMia uuaa uaum

WEATHER

T(xlay. fMirtly sunny, hijfh

in the middle 50s along the

coast. 65 to 70 inland.

Tonight, clear, low in the

40s and lower 508. Tomor-
row, sunny and warm,
high 70 to 80.

D.C. MENU
BASICS LUNCH

TOP YOUR OWN riZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza/-

Eggplant Topping, Chop-

ped Chick Peas, Tuna Top-

ping

LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN PIZZA
Individual Cheese Pizza/

Sausage Topping, Pep-

peroni Topping. Hamburg
Toppmg

DINNER BASICS DINNER
Savory Beef Cheese Spinach Strudel,

Strudel/Mushroom Sauce, Tuna Oriental

Tuna Oriental. Fruit Plate

with Saltines

Applications
are still being accepted

for positions in the

Collegian newsroom
9 ajn. to 4 pjn.

Monday throu^ Friday

Room 113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an
equal opportunity employer
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Popcorn

TIME OUT
A GOOD
PLACE TO

START A CONVERSATION
HAPPY HOUR

4 . 7 PM
SUNDAY NITE

SPECIAL
RUM & COKE
GIN & TONIC ^^-^

Amhersfs Biggest Little Bar

37 N Pleasant St.

4-

4*

4-

4>

4-

4-

4>

^
4>

4>

4>

^

4-

4>

4-

4-

4
4-
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1^
4>

4-

4-

4-
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Central Area
Elections. • .Again
Tuesday, 17th of May

Franklin DC
CAC Vice-President

CAC Treasurer

Details - see CAC Ne^rs
or B22 Baker Hall

54S-2Q80

LANGUAGE COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
THROUGH UMASS/AMHERST

c- THIS SUMMER

itititiHtiHHtiHtiHf

f OR CR£ DIT

ENGLISH
106B/ln1i»f mHrtMl.- Ifttp,,

FRENCH
126/Elem«Ti(tf.y Inii-i.s,,

?46, lnlf.mr.<.jlr bf: R

GERMAN
110/1^0 Elrm- ,1^1 V 1(

2302*0 ^n-»..T.f.|^l>^ B

409 G'^'l.'.)!- R.-.1I...., .

ITALIAN
t?6 ;'4b iMi-..,.,, 1 1,...,

LATIN
l?b ^41, iM'^.ts ,. I . .

1 10 1/0 f 1 ...

!?. (Ifm J, , I ,,.l ,

?30 'nI*i"T'tM( It. ( / . t

?40 iMl,- >.-.,... ij ,,

.'46 |..|..,.i.^t ,,, 1/ .

JO I iJ'^ • KH
ZOUCA HON
S33 T.^r...,.y tsi 'I

LINGlilSTif S

,'101 P-..U <1 !•'. L .

CRf Oil FHt I

CHINt sr (MANDARIN HfMNjiM
( HIMf SL MANDAMiNi I N T I n . i Oi A T i

(.tHMAN HtC.lNNINd
f.tHMAN INTI -^Ml tJlAI .

'fANISti BE (.l^iNIN'

.

•ifANISH IMf RMt (Ji.l ' I

: '.(,1 ISM AS A SI ( riNO
tAI^/(iUA».f if)Nvl .Ari )'

CLASSES BEGIN JUNE 7

fot • Summw Sawion calatof.

contact

Th« Oivition o*

Coniinuinf Education.

Univarttty Library.

UMa«/Am»wr^
54S2414

10 a.m.

til 11 p.m.

253-5595

^^APIU/U
U. Mass

Amhet»^

LIQUORS
Kegs • Beer • Wine • ice
University Drive, Amherst, Mass.

Just oast U^^ass Stadium, from SW dorms
not responsible for typographical errors

Miller Lt i2ozcans $10.60 + $i 20

Miller i2pkbot $5.40 + eo

Bud or Bud Lt i2ozcans$9.95 ^ $1 20

Molson $12.25 $120

Busch i2oxbot $9.00 + $1.50

Rolling Rock 12 pk cans $5.00 + eo

Duke i2oz bottles $6.95 $1.50

Genese Ale i2ozbot $8.95 $150

Hamms 12 oz cans $7.95 + $1.20

\i.

Seagrams 7 175 $12.95

Canadian Mist 175 -^$12.59
Piccala n $6.99

Canadian Rare 175 $10.25

Gallo Premium 3l $5.99

Inglenook 3l $5.99

Paul Masson 15 $3.99
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S tit rts
Undergraduate gtudentii must turn in their gym rlothei, towels,

and locks sifted out this semester to the equipment rooms (Boyden

or NOPE) from where they were assipied no later than 5 p.m. Thurs-

day May 26. Students will be billed for items not returned throuirh

the Bursar's office.

;':3?i<-:':v:-:-:-:-:-:-:vX-:-:-x-:¥:-:':W:vS:-i'

Intramural softball season down to the finals
By TONY BETROS

Collcffiaa Staff

After a week of what can best be
described as unusual weather, yesterday
was finally nice enough for the men's in-

tramural Softball semifinals.

The first game featured the Plate against
the Clinic. The teams started to play on
Wednesday, but the rains came in the
fourth inning. The game, however, did

start up where it left off, with the Plate
leading 2-0. Games consist of only five

innings so the Plate needed only three outs,

but it wasn't easy.

After the Plate batted in the bottom of

the fourth, the Clinic pushed across a run
with two outs. With the tying run on third

base, pitcher and captain Tom Murphy
clinched the win for the Plate with a

groundout.

The Plate scored in the second on a Dave
Fiorini sacrifice fly and in the third on a

bases loaded single by Mark Morgan.
"We played good defense down the

stretch." said Murphy, who went the

distance for the victory. The plate is now
10 and will face BKO in the finals on

Monday.
BKO, also rained out on Wednesday,

wiped the slate clean and started all over

against Dynasty. Not even Blake
Carrington could save this Dynasty team,
as BKO jumped out to a 4-0 lead early in the
game.
Jack Berry and Rocky Bressar drove in

runs for BKO in the first inning, and a Naki
Jauregui double and Paul Gentili single

accounted for two more in the third.

Dynasty threatened in the bottom half of

the third, but hit into a double play to

squash the rally. BKO, meanwhile, added
two more runs off losing pitcher Malt Hock
man in the fifth. Brian Sullivan and Bresslar

knocked in the runs for BKO to clinch the
victory.

Jategui led BKO with three hits and
three runs scored and left fielder Bruce
Stanus auued two hits and two runs scored.

Robert Weinberg was the winning pitcher,

shutting out Dynasty by a score of 6-0.

"We are peaking at the right time." said

captain Gentili. "We will be ready for the

Plate."

( ollrfian photo b« Jim Powrrt

Paul Gentili of BKO slides under the tag of Dynasty's Len MargoHs in

Softball intramural playoff action yesterday.

Golf season roundup
By DAVID WOOD
Coilcgiaa t'ofT««p<md*iit

The 1983 version of the University of

Massachusetts men's golf te^ suffered

through a very frustrating season. The
competition was tough and the bad weather

in the spring were the teams biggest foes.

"It seemed like every time that we had a

niatch, the weather was terrible." said John

Couig, a senior and also the team captain.

The opening match of the season was
played against Boston College and Holy

Cross and the weather was horrible.

"The wind was bk)wing about forty miles

an hour and it was raining pretty hard",

Couig said.

Practice was another area that the

weather hurt the team. Hickory Ridge golf

course, where the team plays its home
matches and also practices was closed for

most of the spring. The course was fkx)ded

with water from so much rain. This meant

that the team had nowhere to practice and

often went a week without practicing."

"Due to the weather our practice time

was severely hampered. We had to pay
greens fees to play on other courses in the

area." said sophomore Tyler Shearer.

Most of the teams that UMass played

against were very strong and tough to beat

even when the team played its best.

"At the Salem State tournament, we
played very well but the competition was
just too strong", said freshman Brian

Fitzgerald.

Considering that the winning player was
under par and that Massachusetts Amateur
champion Jim Hallet was in the field, one

can get an idea of just what Fitzgerald

meant.
Through all of this the future looks bright

for the UMass golf team. Three of the

starters on the team were freshmen, one

was a sophomore and the other was a

senior.

Shearer was the number five player and

he is a sophomore from Amherst, Ma. At
four was Bill Meade,a freshman who also is

from Amherst. Alan Vorce. a freshman

from Marlboro, Ma., played number three.

The second spot was held by freshman
Fitzgerald from Long^eadow, Ma.

NCAA draw
The University of Rhode Island,the 1983

NCAA Northeast representative in the

Softball national championships, drew the

University of California at Los Angeles

(more commonly known as UCLA) as their

first round opponent.

From the frying pan (with Massachusetts

and Rutgers) and into the fire go the

Rams. URI opens the best two-of-three

series today in Kingston. The second game
is scheduled for Saturday and a third, if

necessary, will also be on Saturday.

The results will be interesting to see.

UCLA is 35-5 and URI is 26-11.

- GERRY deSIMAS

"Brian will become a very good player

and he was also low scorer on the team for

the season." said Couig the number one
player and team captain from Pittsfiekl.

Ma. Couig is a first semester senior and will

be playing again this fall.

Perhaps the lowlight of the season was
the team performance at the New England

championships, won by Holy Cross.

"It was a very tough time, we had not

practiced in a week and everyone was sick.

Alan. Tyler and myself all had the flu."

Couig remarked. The team did not play well

and finished far behind the winners.

The highlight of the season was the

team's final match of the year against AIC.
at Longmeadow golf club. The team scored
very well and was led by Couig with a 78 on
the championship course.

"The AIC match was definitely the high

point of the season. We really played well

and beat them easily", said Alan Vorce,

who had an 81 that day.

The spring of '83 was tough time for the

UMass golf team but team members fe«l

that it was a good learning experience.

This summer we are all going to practice

very hard. The freshmen on the team

should really improve and next fall we will

be a tough team to beat", Couig warned.

Good luck to them and bok out Jack

Nicklaus!

Swimming proves to be

a challenge for the class
Last February. Richie couldn't do one

lap in the Curr>' Hicks Pool. Neither could

half of the class that was with him for that

matter.

But, that didn't stop him. He was going

to learn to swim well and with some en-

durance. Pretty lofty goals in the dea<I of

February.

Gerry

de Simas
Swimming is not the type of thing that a

lot of people do in the cold winter months.

It's cold out and no matter what the ther-

mometer says in the pool, the water is

cold too.

Richie didn't complain. He took those

cold showers before entering the pool

before each class (Curry Hicks does not

seem to have too much hot water these

days). He wanted to swim as much as he

could so he could pass the swimming test

when he entered the Navy after his June

graduation.

In swimming class, Richie and the class

learned a lot. They learned the crawl and

Richie learned how to keep his legs

straight.

The class mastered the backstroke,

sidestroke and learned the breastruke as

February turned into March and Richie's •

endurance got better.

Then the laps started. The instrucUir

wanted the class to be swimming V« mile

by the end of the semester. The class was
far from that goal in March.

Richie swam lap after lap, crawl, side

and breastroke. The class swam. tfK> and

by April, it was time for five minute

swims.

Richie nad a hard time, but he finished

and for the rest of the mtinth. Richie and
the class swam more laps, did five minute

swims, and played water pob every once

in a while.

May came and it was time to swim the

'4 mile - 18 laps. Richie didn't make it the

first time. It was the only time he didn't

make it.

Now, Richie swims 18 laps at least three

times a week. He's trying to swim at more
than four laps crawl now. He keeps set-

ting goals for himself.

First, he wanted to make it. He did it.

He wanted to swim the first three laps

crawl. He did that, too. He wanted to stay

off his back during the 18 laps. He did it.

Richie, just like everyone else in the in-

termediate swim class has endurar)ce and
can swim at least 18 laps, a '/« mile.

And it all started one cold morning in

February.

Opponents have ganged up on Garber's Gorillas all season long.

< ollrrian photo bv John Doarrtt*
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I FREE
I OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY
I $15.00 Minimum

TELEPHONE 253-3091

WHY PAY MORE?
JSchaefer 12 oz reflllables $7.49/ca8e + dep

g Vodka 80° $4.99/iiter

Almaden Mtn Wines $6.35/i.5 liters

I
Taylor Burgundy $5.99/3 i.ters

S Steinhouser German $3.99/6 pk + dep

I Have A Nice Summer.
S See You In The Fall!

I c &c
PACKAGE STORE
61 MAIN STREET

"Across the street from Plumbleys"
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Hyunni* rcjom available for girl for sum-
rner. $50/wk pref non smoker call 546-8182
late at night

Prof woman seeks older female to share
rural furnished duplex bus route 200 -t-

253 7486

Hampton Beach araa for summer June 1

to Sept 6 256-8389

Brandywina Apt 2 bdmi 2 Of 3 people
needed for fall 548-4114

Three male* looking for fourth roommate
June to August Brar>dywine 75$ month
649-0607

Houaa in South Dennis for summer call

Ltsa 256^062

F«mal«8 wanted for 1 room in 2 bedroom
Puffton VHIage apt for fall call 548-0424

Fomala wanted in coed townhouse apt
in Squire Village for fall on bus route please
call Dawn 6-5876 or Jim 6-9737 anytime

Female roommate wanted for comfor-
table convenient Northampton apartment
Call Irene 564-2408 ev«a, 549-4830 ext 225
days

Room in apt in schoolhouse view r>ow to
Aug on bus line mile from Amherst 125
fftonth cal l Thomas 253 7913 aft 8 pm
Fomale roommate wanted for summer
May 21 Sept Falnr>outh $475 call Martha
817-877^)621 leave maaaage

SENIOR DAY
~

Buy your ticket* for Senior Day. Tickets

ur% available on the CC CorKouraa May
10-18 from 94

SCRVICE8
~

. ahort papers to marHjacnpta, caN
Debbie

fm&t •ccurat* typing II.GO/paga L

rrORAQE SPACE

B«¥fl good alxod aoporata apocoa
available in So Amherst very secure
30.00/mo for info call 2S6-6237

STUDENT ATTORNEY QEWERAL
~

The 8QA Prealdent'a Office is currently

accepting nomir^ations for the appointed
poaition of Student Attorney General Any
student may nominate any student. The
poaition starts Jur>e 1st. Nominations nriay

be picked up in the President's Office, Rm.
406E SUB They are due Friday, May 13th

at 5:00 pm. For more info stop by the Presi-

dent's Office or call 646^)487 AA/EEO

SUMMER RENTALS ~

The idaal place: centrally located on cam-
pus, everything ar>d more included. $250.

for singles, $150 for doubles for the full

summer, call Glenn S. at 546-0047 or

646-2150

SUMMER SUBLET
~

2 badrm Northwood furnished pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

2 bdrm apt Amherat Center $400/mth
avail 6/1 253 9577

Studio apartment in Belchertown sum-
mer sublet w/fall option near center, on
bus route call 323-5886 evenings

Summer fall option 2 bedrooms in

beautiful house, swimming, bus, $156
253 5611

Only beautiful 3 floor two bedroom River-

front apt master bedroom still available only

$149 suitable for two pool air furnished

549-4406

Female wanted to sumemr sublet Bran-
dywine room for more information call

549 0425

Summer aublet/fall option bedroom in

Swiss VIg on bus route $130 month
utilities included. Call 253 3494

Brandywina aummar aublat 2 bdrm fur-

nished rent neg 549 6440 AC pool

Near Colonial Village, third floor semi
atudio, share kitchen and bath on second,
unfurnished 175 nx) includes electricity

253-3338 evenings

Puffton 2 bedrooms available for sum-
mer $100 fTX)nthty per room 549-1082

Southwood towr>ehouae, 2 bdrm, excep-
tionally well kept, pool, tennia. cheap,
546-8706

Amherat Center summer sublet, 5
bedroom house, center of town, quiet loca-

tion 128/per > util 542 2147 or 542-4237
ayail6/1

Pumlahad 3 bedroom Townahouaa apt
excellent condition price negotiable call Irv

549-1261

Southwood 2 bdrm Twnhaa w/falt op-
tion 256-0378 after 5 pm
SUCH A DEAL fully fumiahed Riverglade
apt fully air-cond - pool 100' - laundry 10'

bus 150" call after 11 253 3228
•CHEEP'CHEEP*
Preeldential Apt sublet for summer with
fall option for 1 of 2 bedrooms 546-7154

2 bedroom Cliffalde fall option
300/month utilities included 086-4963

4 bedroom apartment in houae 1 10 yards
from campus Negotiable Kevin 549-3612

Share a badroom in a 3 bedroom Puffton
apt from Jur>e to August rent negotiable fall

option call 5495487

Nka houaa. quiet street, convenient to
campus, town. Negotiable rent 253-5666

Southwood 2 bedroom easily ac-
conx>dates 4 $86/ month each 253-5666 or
2S3 7156 nights

Puffton sublet - one room 6/1 - 9/1 ona
room $90 nx) 666-4604

Two bedroom apartment in Puffton
bargain prices call 549 2868 4-6 or after 1

1

ask for Joe

Beautiful Brittany Apt for summer rent
furnished w/new carpet rent negotiable call

Kevin 253-3766

Two bedroom fully furnished apartment
for summer sublet Townehouse very
reasonable call 549-5970 John

Mala houaemete neadad 76 Chestnut St,

eesy walk to campus, fall option, rent

negotiable, call 5494127 ask for Jim

3 bdrm apt $390
253-5941

Main St Amherst

Puffton 2 rooms summer; 1 with fall op-
tion female(s) preferred reasonablel
5494849

Leverett 100/mo Ig room in house, bus,
garden, waterfa ll 5494700

Summer sublet, Brandywina 2 bedrm,
pool, AC furnished equipped $250/mo
549-0747

Cheap Brandywina Apt $200/mo
negotiable females only call 549-0116

Brandywine 2 bedroom pool,
$180.00 /mo 5494110 June - Aug
Rolling Green apt for summer all utilities

inc $100/month call Lisa 253-5790 Hannah
253^7862

Spacioua three bedroom houaa, large lit-

chen and livingroom, two porches. Close to

Book Now for

Low Summer Charter
Flights to Europe!

We also do:

Eurailpasses

Youth Hostel Cards
Car Rentals In Europe
Train Tickets

Tours

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003
545-0500

zz as zz zs J
campus and town Rent negotiable Max
$125/person 253 9405

Puffton aummer aublet will rent 1

nr>edium, 1 large rom only $250 per month
call 549-1672

3 bedroom Southwood townhouaa
beautiful furnished sumnier sublet 256-0840
Summer sublet Northampton furnish
ed room in 4 bedroom house ^140.00
5863401

Colonial Village apartment 2 large

bedrooms • rent negotiable pool f bus
phone Parian 546^7996 Staci 546-7948

Townehouae apts two bdrms AC rant

negotiable 549-8646

2 badroom apt summer sublet w/faH op-
tion dean, quiet 360/ nmh inc utilitiea

negotiable 866-3963 nitea

Northampton 2 badrooma available in 4
bedroom houae 6/1 - 9/1 negotiable

SB4-2906

SUNGLASSES

Raybana, Vuamet. Serengetl at low
(xices call Bruce or Andy 549-1177 look for

us at the CC Concourse

TAKE OUR HOUSE. PLEASE ~
Nice houaa on South Plaaaant St. For
summer sublet 2 bedroom Completely fur

niahed Cable TV Huge backyard Next to

bua stop. Available June 1 - Sept 1. Call

Jim or Andy at 253-2247

THE CAFE AT QUIDO'S ~
Cape Cod this summer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY'S BACKROOM, Hyan-
nis, Massachusetts. Decadent drir>ks, ter-

rific times, happier hours.

TO SUBLET
~

Brandywina 1 bedroom afM fumiahed
June 1 - Sept 1 549-5825

Summer Houaing 2 min from Campus
120 per month or 3D0 per sumnr>er call Betsy
or Bretta 549^174 54»6823

Room for rant in Sunderland Houaa
Beeutiful yard, dish & ciott>es washer
$180/month plus utilities 549-1218

4 bedroom houaa by Puffers Pond with
fall option 5494647

2 br apt fall opt, 10 min walk to campus
woodstv rent negot 549-01 12 after 5

Summer aublet/fell option 2 bdrm Nor-

thwood Apt DW & D, carpeting, AC, pool,

laundry, bus route, HW included, cable,

$315 00+ /mth call Rose or Doreen
6664098

1 bdrm Cliffside apt summer sublet w/fall

opt $275/mo incl. all util. 666-8175

One bedroom Puffton ViHage summer
sublet w/fall option 290/mo 549-1647

WHh fall option two bedroom with loft

skylight, Belchertown on bus route
323-5864

1 bedroom apt sumr sublet w/fall option

Puffton Village call 549^)381

Specious sunlit Amherst Center apt

porch 2 bedrooms huge kitchen living and
dining rooms 120/month summer sublet fall

option 256-8463

Summer aublet 2 bedroom apt furnished
Crown Point Amherst on bus route pool
mile from UMass 253-3782

Townhouse Apts 2 bdrm fully fumished
air cond cable rent neg 549-6960

2 bedroom townhouse 1 Vi baths,
Southwood, fall option, $275/month

1 br in farmhouae for aummemear
Amherst Center rent cheap 549-0159

Sunderiand 2 bedroom apt bus route
summer sublet w/fall option 666-4914

Brandywine Apt for summer poss fall

$275 negot 546-8730 Dave furnished

2 bedrm on bualine call 666-8787,
trying reasonable

keep

Amherst Center 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apt bus bright, clean, furna^yd June 1
-August 25. negotiable 253-32S0

1 bdr apt in Squire Village sumnwr sublet
fall option $310/n>onth August rent free call

666-4737 keep trying

Orta badroom in beautiful spacioua
house, 1 Vt miles from campus, only $100.
per month, must seel 549-8866

So Amherst - great one bedroom near
town /campus, on bus route, all util includ-
ed $175/mo or best offer Mike 256-0896

Puffton Village 2 bedroom fumished June
1 - Sept 1 rent neg 549-0624

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt for _m-
mer sublet with fall option call 253 5096

Summer aublat fall option housemate for
Northampton apartnr>ent $175 available
June 1 Robert 586-3866 546-21

»

2 or 3 badroom Puffton apt starting Jun 1

or July 1 to Sept 1 price negotiable
54»3874

Summer aublat fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
330/ month 666-3097

Rolling Qraan for the summer two
bedrooms cheep 250/mo 253-9418 Malcolm

Fumiahad Puffton apart 2 bdrm June
Sept rent negotiable! nites 549-1396

Amharat walk to town, campus. $150 par
nrw or BO Harid 2S3-9747

Apt in downtown Amherst available
June 1 to August 31 170 negotiable in-

cludes all utilities call 866-3249

Two badroom Southwood apt for sum-
mer sublet with fall option call evea
253-5804

Summer sublet only Puffton 1 bedroom
June 1st rent $270 549 5732

TOWNEHOUSE
Townahouaa 2 people to share bdroom in

2 bdroom apt starts June 1 666-4669

WANTED
Clasa Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and

I

Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

I

Amherst, 256-0710

I

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
I

545-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

I

nr>eeaage)

I

2 David Bowie ticketa for NYC or Hart-
ford 546-8208 keep trying

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted 1 large fumiahed bedroom in 1

or 2 bedroom apt for June only 225$ max
call Mike or Linda 549 3894

Room for rent in 3 bed house June 1

spacious, garage, porch, Ig yard. Price neg.
Call early mom or late night 256-8666

WATERBED
~

The ultimate in waterbeds. Queen size

waterbed - less than 1 year old. Includes
sheets, headboard, heating unit and
pedestal. Price negotiable. Call Jay at
666-7574

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45 3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount * Phone number FREE

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD

Graduating Students - Get a SF>ecial

American Express Card application today
800-2232488

APARTMENT FOR RENT
$2S0/summer/room 4-rooms near pool,

volley ball, Poor Dicks, summer w/fall

available 253-3851

APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
1, 2. 3 bedrooms available in Puffton

Village for the summer! Rent is negotiable

and utilities are included. Great pool, air

conditioning, tennis courts. Call Johanna
549-4827 keep trying!

APT. FOR FALL

3 bed. apt. for fall take one bed now or

j
ust one bed for sum. $175. -^ 584-5045

AUDIO
~

Incredible deal on a Peavey Pacer Amp
great condition 549-1256

Stereo Equipment Technics receiver,

bookshelf speakers, turntable, cassette

deck $225 Bob, EBE222 584-5697

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1973 Chevy Bel Air runs beautifully, AC,
super stereo some rust $660/80 253-9467

1977 B210 Datsun 4 door, 4 cyl. standard,

good mileage & condition $1800.00 call

after 4:30 pm 247 5431

72 Volkswagon Superbeetle $1200 or BO
call nights 253 2052 for information

1970 Olds 442 runs strong need cash quick

$200 546^43
1976 Pinto std. trans. 24 mpg good er>g.

S650 549 3806

75 Audi LS100. 4 speed, sunroof, exc.

mechanical condition $2100. 546-5280

77 Toyota Wagon excellent condition

62000 miles 5-speed cassette $2250
549 4430

69 Beetle runs needs work good parts car

3234309 before 3

1973 Buick Electra - excellent condition

new engine & parts PB & PS $700 or BO
call 5494136 Rick

"BAND OF. .
."

Julia S. • Your roomies are wicked psych-

ed to see "BAND OF. .
." at the Bluewall

tonight! Love, Kelly. JoAnne, b Chris

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 badroom IVi bath carpeted bus route

Riverglade $280.00 neg 256 6064

BUY MY REFRIGERATOR

Don't Rentll Buy my refrigerator (dorm
size) It is in good condition, yours for the

taking! $50 or best offer Call Pete at

546-5119

CAPE COD

2 females wanted for Falmouth house
call Dianne 545^0075 Lora 253 9481

Female wented for summer rental W. Yar-

mouth minutes walk to beach & 28

546^133 253-2541

CHRIS IN BROWN CAR

You picked me up hitching on University

Drive, 5/8 I left horn rimmed sunglasses

on seat. Call Doug at 256-6214. Thanks.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadisc Entertainment Agency Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guaranteed student

functions 256 0739

FOR FREE

Gentle, full grown female dog is

homeless - call 549 6339

FOR RENT

STUDENT HOUSING Chi Rho welcome
applications from single grads and

undergrads including freshmen and
sophomores Contact First Baptist Church

for more information about this Christian

ministry house call 549-3596 or 256-6691

Fall Rental large Sunderiand house 6

bedrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer-dryei large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $157/mo + util call

6654803

Squire Village 2 bedroom townhouse
1 Vi baths AC pool bus dishwasher summer
w/fall option 666-3281

One bedroom apt in Presidential starting

June 1. 290/mo -^ uti l ities 549-5175

1 br in 2 br Colonial apt. 150 -f Mi util.

pool tennis, sumnr>er w/fall option Sher-

man'5^;:»96
One large room in 3 bedroom Puffton apt

for summer and fall. Spacious, quiet and

close $150/mth Negotiable Mike 549-1672

Colonial Village summer w/fall option

$295/mo (try again) 256-0566

HOUSE - 5 bedroom on bus to*.'*'? 2 baths
very spacious 586-3936

PUFFTON VILLAGE
summer sublet with fall option

1 or 2 bedroom (call for info)

549-5067

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt furnished 5

minute walit t. rampus 1 or 2 persons.

ieO/mo 549-0867

Spacious two bedroom apartment
Lantern Court, Sunderland available July

1 st 666-2767 $325 -^ utilities

Colonial Village one or two bedroom
available for summer sublet/fall option,

negotiable call Tom b Mike 546 5933 or

Paul 546-5932

S. Yarmouth Cottage sleeps 4. Excellent

location near Seagull Beach. Memorial Day

to Labor Day. Call eves 617 877 6337

One or both bedrooms in Puffton VIII.

available June 1st fall option. Rent

negotiable. Call Laurie 549-6596 after 7:00

Fall Housing cooperative household

South Amherst bus line looking for female

vegetarian housemates friendly atmosphere

135+ call Mark at 256-0575 or Paul

546 1258

3 bedrooms fall option $130 inclusive

Amherst on bus route 256-6712

Sunderland room available for graduate

student includes your own private study

room lots of space, quiet female preferred,

non-smoker rent negotiable for right per-

son call eve only after 7:00 pm ask for

Michael 665-8144

2 bedrm apt summer sublet/fall option

$296+ 253-8818

Amherst Ctr. Apt - large room available in

ideally located apt 4 mm walk to campus

lots of sunshine fall option 256-0415 star-

ting Jur>e 1 ^___

To sublet for summer w/fall option 4

room apt on bus line call 253-2606

Free August Rent 1 bedroom available in 2

t)edroom apt in Southwood pool, tennis ctt

546^7538 __^
2 bedroom apt sublet 7-1 to 8-1 fall option

200/mnth busroute 1 bedroom June only

100$ call 253 9880

CHEAP
4 bedroom apt. Swiss Village furnished, all

util., $125@, neg 253-3154.

FOR SALE

1980 Vespa Motorscooter P125. Only 750

miles. 100+ mpg. $1000 Call 467 9046

Jensen^9 and 5" car speakers 6 8638

$20 $10.

Atari 800 Comp. $398 or BO Diask drive

$349 Franklin Ace & Drive $799 546^8638

EUROPE - Cheap round trip ticket June 3

Aug 13 must sell 5494780

3~Bowie Tlx BO call 253 7475

3 pc. living room and kitchen aat. Good

j

condition BO 253 7071

i Must sell - Yamaha CP 20 electric piano

i

700$. Roland RS 09 organ /string syn

thesizer 650$. Peavey renown amp,

watts, 325$. All mint cond. 549-0711
150

Polk Audio 75 watt speakers $125.00

Pioneer SX780 45 wan receiver $125 00

Phillips 686 turntable w/ cartridge $45.00

must sell call Dave 6 5993

Guitar and case beautiful condition 6 str

ing Gilberto $15 call^253 5215

Guild D-2B Acoustic Guitar excellent

condition $350 call Michael Kane 5t*^3906

(eves)

Bed - must sell Sealy Posturepedic nwt-

tress boxspring frame great condition Marj

549-0393

Bedroom and Ihring room furniture

reasonably priced good condition call

256-0571

Ovation Legend Acoustic Guitar call

Alex at 549-4600 x 261

Mint ski package only used twice must

sell immediately need cash call Jack

586 5424

1974 Plymouth Duster mns good new
radials Pioneer stereo must sell! asking

400.00 Ruth 549 1302

Moped for sale mint condition, great for

summer Paul 549-26ffl

Kitchen TabTe with six chairs $150. Bureau

with mirror $100 549-6923

Bowie Tlx NYC or Hartford 546-6696 or

546 6697 keep trying

2~dres8er8 - couch - bench w/table

bookcase bed - must sell cheap! keep try-

ing 256-6086

Don't wait until September buy your fur-

niture now! Double bed couch kitchen table

dresser 549-4195 anytime

One green rug cut to fit a tower 06 or 13

room. Just needs cleaning. $15 or best of-

fer 6-8234

FOUND

Brown gym bag. To claim, describe con-

tents. 549-142

GRADUATING IN DECEMBER?
~

Quiet older undergrad, looking for apart-

mentmate for own room in 2 bedroom
apartment. 6 month lease, $230 month,

heat £t hot water included. 253 2463

HELP WANTED

Cook for Fraternity starts next fall rrwre

info call 546 1452 after 7 pm
Summer jobs all majors 1100/mt plus

scholarships for leaders. Apply now start

when you want 1 203 569 8202

Cape Cod summer employment kitchen

positions available Cooke's Restaurant

Orleans call Pete 549 3969

Index - Yearbook positions available for

next. Editors for all sections needed. Non-

work study. Applications available in room
103 CC call 545 1385 for more information.

Index is an AA/EOE

Chlidcare, housework 20 hrs/$60/wk JY
5-15, Aug 9 Sep 3 experience,

references 2M 7840

Lab Aide/Glassware Washer 5 hr/wk,

$3.75/hr, 12 wk June Aug call Plant Path

5^2364

Learn skills, earn money, and protect

student interests! Researcher /Organizer

positions available full time for the summer
and part time for the fall with SCERA in

room 420 SUB. Women and people of color

are urged to apply. Applications due Mon-
day May 16. 545 0341

LINCOLN AVE.
~

Mala roommate wanted to share room in

nice house close to town and school. Ex
cedent location Rent negotiable Call Brian

at 549^2835

LOST

Sat of keys at hampahira bank stop 5/6/83
at 1:00 6^9884

Silver watch in Boyden. Call Elizabeth,

666 7(Se or English Grad 5^79 Reward

NOT A SUBLET
~

Roommata(s) wanted for fall. Colonial

Village call Mare 253 5757

PERSONALS

• It's not too late to put in a *

• Collegian Classified, but Monday at •

* 3:46 pm will be! Don tdeley, put *

* your ad in today. Congratulate the *

• Graduates and say good bye to '

•friends Remember Monday at 3:46 is*

* definitely the last chancel *

Jill Amiga Mial Buenos CumpleanosI Con

todo, MirKia

THE SYSTEM. . coming this Fall T.F ft

J^B

Tim McLean-Mace Happy 22nd 8 day.

Congrats and best wishes in New York. I'll

miss you. Love, Lisa

UMMB - Skip ft Go Naked Tonight 8:00

OC Black & White Dress

Hey Weglowskil You're one of the best

kids around (no matter what they say) have

a grrreat birthday Knock em dead closing

night. The Roomie

S.R.M. It has been a GREAT 8760 hours,

525600 minutes, 31536000 secondslll I

LOVE YOU R.W.B.

What would you do for a million

dolf «rs7 4th floor Coolidge would do it all

(and thensomeM

~^SELL YOUR BOOKS FOR MORE
BOOK EXCHANGE NEXT FALL GSS I

Heppy 23rd Birthday Raymond
Malacrea it figures, Friday the thirteenth

Ann have an excellent summer womani
Thanks for a fun semester I never laughed

on the phone so much

Hey Big Fella - Happy Three Months love

and friendship. "The Flake"

Yo Sandy & the Gang - Thanks for mak-

ing my 20th so special! hie Love you all,

Kathy

BUCKS FOR RETAILING 272 if you have

good notes, I'll pay $10 to xerox. Ted
256-8402

LESBIAN/GAY MAY DAY - Friday May
13, 1983 speakers, workshops, dance and
more. For further information call The Peo-

ple's Gay Alliance at 5-0154 or see the ad

elsewhere in this paper

I

Lesbian and Gay Peer Counsellors need-

ed for fall. Information session Friday 4 pm
909 CC, (545-2645)

Mark Peterson - I owe you my life.

Thanks again. Love JK

Matt-E-O-D-0 Here's where one goes!

Happy Birthday. Today's your lucky day.

Have a great summer, compadre. Adios

and good luck Sue

Marcia and Ellen: Thanks for being the

best twins a giri could havel Get psyched

for graduation week and San Franciscol

Love RKLING

Candy, Kerry, Donna
This is to thankyou for everyday

that you forced me to go out and play

you guys for roommates is the only way
I could go to school everyday
the most important fact I have to say

prepare the world we're on our way
one more year and we are out to stay

Dan h Arnie - I'll miss headbutts. Wheat
Thins, the monster and YOU! No more fly

boys, I swear. Good luck. Love, Marcie Mo

Brenda (you ChiO gai) For the future,

mega strawberry daq's, Kahlua habits, Pub
nights, Fit/willy's (of course!), sailing on LI,

nice things, matzoids, your pal Lars la Kap-

pa to be) __^
M.E. what are you? Wonderful 1 1 love

Steen

Suaan just want to wish you a verry Happy
20th Birthday! Cuddles?? Love, Cliff

If you have 180 bucks and a way to get to

New York, you can be m Europ>e this sum-
mer Airhitch R Travel to Europe makes it

possible to fly across the Atlantic from New
York's Kennedy with the worids major

airiines for the incredible fare of $160. For

details, call 212867-6070 or, toll free,

800 223^130

Debbie Happy 19th Birthday you; re the

best! Good luck in Georgia I m gonna miss

you tonsi Love Amy

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Dissartatlons. theses, cases, papers

guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

584^7924 Nancy

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

BaautHul 3 bdrm apt on bus route, AC.
cable, pol, tennis, furnished $100 Huna-

Aug call Amy 549 6758 keep trying!!

PUPPY

Ona adorable puppy is k>okir^ for a

stable home 549 6339

RIDE 'WANTED

Chicago - Rkle needed to Chicago after

the 19th. I travel light. I'll gladly share driv

ing ar>d travel expenses. Call Oris at

546-8150 after 9 p.m. or at 546-3500 after 1

p m.

To Brooklyn - after finals you must have a

large car will pay ALL expenses 546^8010

ROUTr^G GREEN
SUMMER AND FALL OPTION

2 bedrooms sir conditioning pool 2

bathrooms, $90/ month per person. All

utilities included. Call 1 1-12 at nite 546-8764

ROOM WANTED

Puffton/Brandywina summer sublet

rent paid in advance call Jeff 546-1 021

Two women looking for two rooms in

an apt or house pref. Puffton call anytime

6-8799 or 6-5243

ROOMMATES WANTED

Sunderiand Hse: sub/fall opt 2 rooms
avail low rent part furn 666-2367

FALL - Female to share bedroom (non-

smoker) in Brittany Manor Call Gail

253 5920 evenings, or leave message.

Femele roommate wanted for Puffton

Village apt summer sublet only call

549 5924

Brittany Manor: for fall, to rent 1 of 2

bedrooms 256-0298

Two speces available in Townehouse
apwrtments summer sublet with fall option

very reasonable 549-071

1

Female + 2B Puffton Village (quiet end) 2

bedrooms avail, one now, one fall responsi-

ble 549-6899

Females wanted for 1 room in Brittany

Manor for fall. 256-0358

1 bdrm available in 2 bdrm Col Vil apart-

ment June 1 poss fall call evenings

256^6608

Female roommate nonsmoker wanted,

starting fall call 549-5951

Responsible roommate, female, wanted
to share bedroom in Brittany Manor for fall.

Call Karen 253 9317
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UMass defeats UConn in playoffe
Comeau and Emerson star,

Minutemen to play tonight
By KEVIN DELUCA

Collcgima SUff

PAWTUCKET. R.I. - The University of

Massachusetts baseball team, behind the

power hitting of Todd Comiau and the

stellar pitching of Bruce Emerson, defeated'

the University of Connecticut 8-7 yesterday

in the first game of the ECAC playoffs.

The key offensive performance of the

game was turned in by Comeau, who had

three hits, including a home run, and drove

in five runs.

Starting pitcher Emerson had a fine

game himseljf, giving up only one run in six

innings while knocking in a run.

UMass started the scoring in the bottom

of the second inning when Dean Bennett,

after Andy Connors and Todd Ezold singled

and Steve Messina walked to load the

bases, hit a sacrifice fly to score Connors.

Comeau knocked in a run in the inning with

a single. By the end of the second the

Minutemen led 3-0.

Emerson blanked UConn until the fifth,

when the Huskies broke through for a run.

In the bottOTn of the inning, though. UMass
exploded.

With two outs, Messina, Bennett, and
Emerson hit consecutive singles to score a

run and then Comeau came up. Comeau
launched a three run homer and suddenly
the Minutemen had a 7 1 lead.

In the top of the seventh, with Scott

Foster now pitching for UMass, UConn
struck for two runs. Another Comeau RBI

in the bottom of the inning gave the

Minutemen a 8-3 advantage.
Things got hairy for UMass in the eighth

as Foster and Matt Subocz were ineffective

on the mound and the Huskies scored four

to make it a one- run game.
However. Tony Presnal was able to hold

UConn scoreless for the remainder of the

game to pick up the save and pve Emerson
the victory.

The 8-7 triumph leaves UMass in good

shape as they prepare to meet the winner of

the University of Maine- Providence College

match up, which stood at 11 at press time.

UMass will be playing at 8 tonight, once
again at McCoy Stadium in Pawtucket.

The scheduled Minuteman starting

pitcher is Bob Kostro, who was 4-4 over the

regular season.

Against Maine and PC, UMass had a
combined record of 0-3, but one of the losses

was in extra-innings and the other was a

one-run heartbreaker.

Maine is considered to be the better

team, but no matter who they face, the
Minutemen simply have to win two of their

next three games to advance to the NCAA
N(Nlheast Regionals.

Ever since midseason, when the

Minutemen began to mesh as a team and
won 14 of 17 during one stretch, this team
has been the hottest in the northea.st and
appears good enough to go as far as the
College World Series, but first things first

— the game tonight in Pawtucket. UMass' Todd Comeau, who smashed a three-run homer yesterday,

sliding^ into second af^ainst Dartmouth this past Tuesday.

Garber's Gorillas try to win one for the Mrs,
By JIM FLOYD

The up and down topsy turvy homelife of
Mary Jane Garber comes to a close, (at

least for this season) tomorrow when the
Gorillas wind up the 1983 edition of

Massachusetts lacrosse at the University of
New Hampshire.
Mary Jane is the wife of head coach Dick

Garber, whose team has struggled to a5 9
record, the first losing season the Garber
household has had to endure since 1965.

Dick, the husband, knows that his at
titude is affected when the team fails to
come up with victories.

"I think losing is tougher on her." he said.

"After a loss I'm a real grouch around the
house but. she's very understanding and
very tolerant.

"Fortunately." Dick added, "over the
years, there haven't been that nutny
losses."

But. before he can worry about his

demeanor around the house. Dick, the
coach, must concentrate on getting his

troops ready for a UNH team that is eyeing
a potential berth in the NCAA playoffs.

"UNH is 9 3 right now and they feel that

if they can beat us they can get that number
8 spot in the rankings," said Garber. (The
top eight teams are invited to participate in

post season play.l

"They're going to be ready. " Garber said,

"and we're going up to win."

The big question will be the team's
mental attitude going into a game with an
inspired team capable of top notch lacrosse.

It would be all too easy for the team to
travel to Durham without their killer in

stinct packed someplace on the bus. Garber
himself isn't even sure if the squad will rise

to the occasion.

"I wish I knew." he said. "Those guys are

like a Ouija Board."

So what this final appearance for the

toughluck Gorillas amounts to is a test of

competitive spirit, of intestinal fortitude.

Rfgardless of the result of the game,
though, the season will wind down to an
end. Garber. even while facing his first

losing sea.son in 18 years, still wishes that it

weren't over.

"I wish we had a few more games so we
could even out the record." he said.

Optimism from the coach and a bit of

wisdom from his wife.

"They (the players I should have a good
time." Mary Jane Garber said.

Any Gorilla fans who wish to trek to New
Hampshire for the game are wekome. Mary
Jane Garber is going. What Saturday night
will be like at her home may very well
depend on the contest's outcome.

<^
•̂. » V Gazelles face Harvard

^'^^ in do or die match

('ollr|n*n phntn by (lirii J«l«|niwnn

The national champion UMass women's lacrosse team plays Harvard

2 p.m. Saturday at NOPE. The winner advances to the NCAA quarter-

finals.

By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
rolkffiM SufT

Everything will be on the line this

Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. on upper
NOPE field as the defending national

champion University . of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse ter.m takes on cross -

state rival Harvard University in the
quarterfinals of the National rx)llegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) playoffs.

Harvard made it to the quarterfinals by
defeating Norhtwestern University on

Wednesday by a score of 9 4 in the

preliminary round of the playoffs. The
Gazelles, who were seeded fourth in the

tournament, drew a first round bye.

In the only previous match between these

two teams this season. I'Mass defeated

Harvard by a close 7 6 margin at NOPE, in

a hard fought, exciting match. Saturday's

game promised to be another j^'eat one.

"It should be a good game. We know
what to expect and that we will be tested.

You have to know your opponent and we
know Harvard. We will have to play a great

game of lacrosse in order to win." said coach
Pam Hixon.

The stickwomen have a few nagging
injuries, but everybody will help and the

team will get excited about playing fkgain.

"Harvard is good and fast. They pass weU
and take a lot of shots. Our defense must be
sharp, like in the first game. I think Har
vard's defense is weak," commented Hixon.

"Offensively we must capitalize on every

good opportunity. We will go with the best

p«>ople and the same game plan." added
Hixon.

"Once you get this far in the playoffs, no

matter who you play, they will be good. I

would rather play someone we don't know,
because that's where we have the ad-

vantage. If we win Saturday, I will be
confident about our chances the rest of the

way," said Hixon.

This is a do or die match, and the winner
of these quarterfinals will go to the NCAA's
Final Four, which will take place next

weekend at the University of Pennsylvania.

"It should be a fast, hard - fought game.
Both teams will be physical. We will

prepare for the opposition and do the best

we can. Our biggest advantage will be the

home field, and support from the fans would
give us an edge." said Hixon.

Since it is an NCAA playoff game, there

will be an admission charge of $2 for

students and $3 for adults. Come out

Saturday and support your defending

champions in their quest for another title

and see an exciting, tough lacrosse game.
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Southwest Evacuation a possibility
Steamline rupture could

leave students in cold

By RICHARD NANGLE
(.oilcriu Huff

University of Massachusetts students living in the

Southwest Residential area may find themselves homeless

this coming winter if the badly corroded steam line leading

to that dormitory cluster fails to operate.

Director of Housing Services Joseph A. Zannini said an

evacuation plan has been formulated in the event a steam

line catastrophy occurs when the temperature is below

freezing.

The steam line, which has a life expectancy of 20 years is

18 years old according to Physical Plant officials, and is so

badly corroded that failure could happen at any time.

Dormitory pipes will freeze rendering the buildings

completely useless if they are not drained within 24 hours

of a failure. Anthony Fusco. head of the Amherst Main-

tenance Division of Physical Plart said.

"All we are saying is the line is in poor condition.

Whether we have a series of multiple leaks on the line

depends on how cold it is. It doesn't take k>ng before a

building is at freezing temperature. " Hans Vanderleeden.

Physical Plant design head. said.

Fusco said the Physical Plant does not have adequate

manpower to drain the pipes of the 18 Southwest buildings

that would be affected.

"When it comes to that point we'll ask what buildings

they want to sacrifice and what buildings they want to

keep." Fusco said.

Zannini. Fusco and Vanderleeden all said they had no
way to predict the chances of a failure in the steam line.

Towers and high occupancy lownses will be priority

buildings to save if a steam line failure occurs. Zannini

said. The dining commons and smaller dormitories will be

on a k>wer priority, he said.

Students removed from buildings woukl be placed in

lounges and other vacant areas of dormitories on the east

side of campus for what couki end up being "an indefinite

period of time." Zannini said of his evacuatk>n plan.

Current plans for major repair and replacement of steam

lines will depend on capital outlay money in next year's

state budget. Vice Chancelk>r for Student Affairs Dennis

L. Madson said. $400,000 for emergency repairs is im-

A physical plant official holds a piece of cor-

roded steam line pipe taken from current con-

struction at Holdsworlh. There are five critical

areas of corroded pipe on campus including a

line leading to Southwest Residential Area.

mediately necessary, ne said.

"I think we'll get it. When you get to that level (of a

problem) I think the legislature will come through with the

money. We're pushing for 1984 (funding for replacement)

but we have to have an emergency system by 1984."

Madson said.

Madson said Amherst legislators Rep. Jim Collins and

Sen. John Olver are in the process of pushing for nearly )4

million in capital outlay funds for next year's budget to

address the problem.

Replacement plans include either a new steam line, or a

low temperature line which would provide 250 degree

water to the building for heat rather than the current

system where steam is converted to water.

The present lines providing heat to Southwest are

anywhere from 6 to 20 feet below ground depending on the

location and are 12 inches in diameter with heavy steel

casing and insulation. Vanderleeden said.

"We have seen it (the problem) coming wi for a couple of

years already. " Vanderleeden said. "It (a failure) has not

happened in the past and we keep our fingers crossed that

it won't happen in the future." he said.

Fusco said the line can still operate with its present leaks

if the pressure renuins constant. He said the plan for the

immediate future is just to patch and repair until con

struction of a replacement line begins.

But despite patchwork repairs, "the risk for catastrophic

failure in the high pressure steam line ... is still there."

Fusco said.

If a failure were to happen during warm weather it

would result in at least the inconvenience of having no hot

water for showers. Zannini said.

But a failure during the cold winter months woukl

present a more serious problem.

"It would take two days to fix the line and a considerably

bnger time to fix the buildings," Zannini sakl.

We would have to consider sending people home. To me
just thinking about it is enough to give nw heartburn. I'm

concerned about it," he said.

Gerald T. O'Neil, director of public safety at UMass
compared the possibility of steam line failure to the water

crisis in September. 1980 when all on campus students

were sent home for four days.

"It would be an awesome problem to deal with," O'Neil

said. But he added that word got out quickly for the

evacuation during the water crisis.

"We basically have not been contacted. To my
knowledge we have not had to draw up evacuatmn plans

for it." ONeU said.

Threats don't deter marchers

in local rally for gay rights

By DAVID B. MINER
r*ii«fftaii sufr

More than 1.000 people gathered

Saturday to protest gay oppression at

Northampton's Bridge Street School for the

second annual gay rights march and rally.

Despite threats of violence, organizers

said nearly four times as many participants

turned out this year compared to last year's

rally.

'The fact that it is a nice day helped make
the turnout better, but threats of violence

played a big part in making people realize

they have to take a stand," Smith College

student Linda McRoy, an organizer of the

march said.

"There is no question that the threats of

violence added to the turn-out," University

of Massachusetts Peoples Gay Alliance

(PGA) Treasurer Kevin George said. "It

(threats) made people more aware."

The march, which was led by five

"peacekeepers" who linked arms across

each others' shoulders, began on Main

Street, stretching along King Street to

North Street.

When the marchers reached downtown

Northampton's Pulaski Park, they were

met by protestors who held signs that read

"God made Adam for Eve. not Steve " and

"God Judged Sodom and Gomorrah —
Northampton next"/

"

"It's ungodly. " protestor Rev. Richard

Paasch said. Paasch. a member of the

National Organization Against

Homosexuality (NOAH), said he feared

Northampton would become "another San

Francisco.

"

"Gays in San Francisco have taken over

that city." Paasch said. "There's 150.000 of

them and it's a city of 750.000 people."

Several marchers began to chant "We're

going to beat. beat. beat, the right attack."

and "Gays, straights, blacks, whites — all

unite to fight the right, " after a pastor

offered the crowd a booklet entitled "Hope
for the homosexual."

The only reported violence t'jok place

when a spectator allegedly threw an empty
tonic can that struck another spectator in a

wheelchair. Police removed the suspect

from the scene. The man hit by the can was
not injured. NOAH founder John
Crawford said he believes the issue of

homosexuality will play an important role in

upcoming elections.

"I did not see any elected public official

march," Crawford said. "I hope it's for their

political well being that they did not

march."

A spokesman for the peace movement at

the rally said homosexuals will support

candidates who will fight gay oppression.

"My organization has a computerized list

of 5.000 names." he said. "We support the

gay movement. Together we will be a force

in coming elections."

Saturday's rally capped off a week of gay

awareness and gay pride events sponsored

on campus by the UMass People's Ga;

Alliance.

The group sponsored a dance on Friday

night and a lecture by gay Boston City

Council candidate David Gearhart.

Workshops on topics such as gay men's

health issues were also presented.
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World and National News
PLO asked to wage war on US
DAMASCUS. Syria (AP) GuerriUa chief

Yasser Arafat, trying to rally his forces

against the Israeli -Lebanese troop with-

drawal pact, called on the Palestine

Liberation Organization yesterday to wage
war against Israel and the United States.

is the only way to

map of the Middle
"An effective war

redraw the political

East." Arafat told leaders of his guerrilla

faction, Fatah, in a speech reported by the

PLO news agency WAFA.

The way out of this present deadlock is

taking a decision to wage war to change the

balance of power," he said, exhorting his

followers to battle the "Zionist American

enemy.

While Arafat met with Fatah leaders.

PLO sources opposed to his policies said

dissent was growing among Palestinian

guerrillas in eastern Lebanon and that some
were disobeying orders from the Fatah

faction.

In Netanya. Israel, negotiatiors reached
an agreement on the text of the Israeli

Lebanese accord, and an Israeli spokesman
said the document could be signed as soon
as tomorrow. The pact calls for Israel to

withdraw its 25.000 troops from Lebanon
when Syria and the PLO agree to pull out
their troops.

Managers aware of corruption

WASHINGTON (AP) Nearly three out

of four recently retired mid -level managers
of large U.S. corporations say government
regulation is necessary because industry

cannot police itself entirely, according to a

federally funded survey released yester-

day.

An overwhelming majority of those

interviewed said top executives set the

ethical tone for compliance with the law.

and nearly three-quarters believed top

nunagement knew about corporate

violations of the law either in advance or

shortly thereafter.

The retired managers were strongly in

favor of reporting serious worker safety

violations to the government. But they also

were strongly opposed to reporting price

fixing, serious illegal rebates and kickbacks

and illegal payments to foreign officials, the

study said. Overwhelmingly, they believed

employees who reported violations should

be protected from dismissal.

The 117 page study, entitled "Corporate

Ethics. Illegal Behavior, and Government
Regulation: Views of Middle
Management," was conducted by Marshall

B Clinard, sociobgy professor emeritus at

the University of Wisconsin, under a

$24,000 grant issues in November 1981 by

the Justice Department's National Institute

of Justice.

Clinard based his findings on lengthy

interviews with 64 managers who had

retired within the past five years from 51

companies on Fortune magazine's listing of

the 500 largest U.S. companies.

AP L«Mrplioto

Thirteen-month-old Michaela Luchka is wondering what the hell

she's doing in Cleveland as her grandmother Betty Lehman, left, and
mother Pat Luchka, right, run in the Cleveland Marathon. The two
crazed women said they didn't expect to finish the 26 plus mile run but

would go as far as they could.

Hitler diaries dealer jailed for fraud

Drunken driving law imposes jail

CARSON CITY. Nev. (AP) - State

legislators unanimously approved a tough

drunken dnvmg bill that imposes a two day

jail term or 48 hours of public service for

first offenders.

Members of the Assembly agreed

Saturday to state Senate amendments to

the bill, the final step in the sUte's

legislative approval.

In addition to the first-offense penalties,

the bill permits police to immediately seize

the license of any driver who refuses to take

a preliminary breath test. First offenders

also could be fined $200 to 11.000 and lose

driving privileges for 90 days.

Beck said no one else has been taken into

custody in the case and that no other war

rants are outstanding.

Stem, a weekly magazine based in Ham-
burg, had published some excerpts from

the "diaries" along with the London

newspaper The Sunday Times, to whom it

sold serialization rights, l)e<ife they were

declared forgeries.

In a four-page statement released by his

lawyer to the press on Saturday, Kujau

denied allegations that he forged the

diaries himslrf, claiming he was unable to

read or write the old German script in

which the 62 volumes were penned.

Beck said Kujau had not yet given

authorities a formal statement. He was
unable to shed light on the mysterious "Mr.

Mirdorf* from whom Kujau told reporters

he got the diaries in East Geniiany.

"We are investigating." he said, "but at

this point we don't even know if this Mr.

Mirdorf even exists."

Gtizen creates own government

to invalidate Congressional laws
Digest
By the Associated Press

Fire investigation proceeds

after two dead in Dedham

PORTER. Texas -Mack
McGee wants to do away
with income taxes, birth

certificates and marriage

licenses.

He wants to eliminate

standing armies, or

phanages. police depart

ments. paper money,
licensing of doctors and

lawyers, prisons, public

schools, the last 16 amen
dments to the U.S. Con-

stitution and every law ever

passed by Congress.

"In order to save herself.

America has to return to the

Constitution and to God's

law." says the beraded

McGee. "That's all we need.

The Constitution and God's

Law." And down here, in

an unmcorporated com-

munity just north of

Houston, some people are

listening — with results

they didn't expect.

McGee and his anti-tax

comrades helped create a

"government" called the

Southern District of Texas
Township.

Operating from a garage

loft and tven printing its

own kind of money, the

group found it went too far

when it tried to haul a

municipal judge into its

court last week.

The judge responded —
but he brought along law

officers and arrest warrants,

and led some leaders away
in handcuffs to face felony

charges of tampering with

government documents.

McGee, 49, of Irving,

insisting his government is

as legal as any, says, "We
have the jurisdiction of law

and we are the just

government."
The group sends

documents about its mission

to President Reagan, Gov.

Mark White and county

officials. The papers have

one theme: The people in the

Township are free

Americans, bound only by

the Constitution, and no

officials have any right to do

anything to them.

Reagan's coiffure criticized

by bald mayor on SNL
NEW YORK Politicians

are used to being criticized

and even laughed at, but few
willingly put themselves in

that position.

Except, of course. Mayor
Edward Koch, who as the

host of the late night

comedy show "Saturday

Night Live" sang an off key

rendition of "New York,

New York" and had a glob of

sticky goop rubbed onto his

bald pate.

To no one's surprise, the

mayor's first words as he

strode on stage were his

characteristic "How'm I

doing?"

He then delivered the

show's opening monologue,
which he began by saying he
thought President Reagan
was a "whacko"— another
favorite Koch expression.

Among the things he said

he disliked about the
president was his hair and
the attention he receives

when he's in town.

"Every time he comes to
New York I have to schlep

all the way out to the airport

and greet him personally . .

.

Koch said.

DEDHAM. Mass —
Officials asked the state fire

marshal to determine the

cause of a blaze that took the

lives of two young Boston

men who were visiting at a

friend's house in Dedham.
Killed in the Saturday

morning fire were Joby
Ward. 21. of Boston's Hyde
Park section, and Jerry

Trainor, 24, of West Rox
bury, officials said.

They were visiting Robert

Milton. 21. who lives at the

Mount Hope Street house

with a roommate. James
Billotti. 30. Both Billotti and

Milton escaped the fire.

Deputy Fire Chief Joseph

Nagle said the fire started in

the kitchen area of the

singlefamily house and was
completely ablaze when
firefighters arrived on the

scene shortly after 5 a.m

Gty rats to die of bone

disease from new poison
MADISON. Wis. A new

rat poison that causes fatal

changes in the rodents"

bk>od chemistry grew out of

research into bone disease.

The compound, called

"one-alpha," raises blood

calcium and phosphorous

levels to abnormal levels,

causing rats to die of kidney

John Winkin, coach

of the UMaine Black

Rears will face UConn
on UMass' Lorden
Field tomorrow in the

ECAC finals. The
game was scheduled

for yesterday at

Pawtucket R.I.

TV ancfior gives speech on

creativity at commencement

and circulatory failure.

University of Wisconsin-

Madison biochemist Hector

DeLuca. the discoverer of

the new poison, said last

week.
He said one alpha could be

effective in large cities,

where rats have become
immune to Warfarin,
another poison.

BOSTON Network
anchorman Dan Rather and
Jamaican Prime Minister

Edward Seaga both urged

graduating students at

Boston University
yesterday to prepare
themselves for a constantly

changing society.

"The world you face

today. I strongly believe, is

wide open for creative in-

telligence, for thoughtful

men and women who are

willing to put their minds to

work on the stubborn
problems of modern life,"

Rather said at the school's

110th commencement
exercises.

Rather, the anchor and
managing editor of "The
CBS Evening News,"
pointed out that society's

changing perceptions on
disarmament, the economy
and science would present
the graduates with
challenges in the future.
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UMass libraries: missing more than bricks
By KEN BAZINET

(.ollecian Suff

(Editor's note: this is the first irstaUment

of a two part series which concltides tcnnor-

row).

The main library at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst will have to ex-

pand its collection of books, periodicals,

and scholarly journals or its status as a

research facility will decline.

•Chancellor Joseph Duffey, the Faculty

and Senate Library Committee, and library'

administrators all agree that the deficiency

in the annual acquisition of books,

periodicals (magazines and regular pul)lica-

tions), serials (annual publications and

reports), and scholarly journals can only be

corrected if the Board of Regents and

State legislature increase the University's

budget.

•Richard J. Talbot, director of libraries,

said the problem has emerged in the last

few years, because of inadequate
budgeting since 1971, the library's peak

year.

•The Association Research Libraries,

(ARL), which measures research facilities

by their total number of acquisitions an ex-

penditures, ranks UMass 81st among its

101 member institutions in the U.S. and
Canada.

•The main library (Goodell and the

Tower) received its best ARL rating in

1971 when it was ranked 44th.

The library is notorious for its reputation

as an architectural disaster, but Talbot last

week said the structural problems can be

dealt with in the short term.

"Deficiencies in acquisitions is a longer

term problem, however," Talbot ^d. "It

vrill be with us until the system of acquiring

materials changes."

"(UMass) should purchase about 20,(X)0

books, periodicals and serials each year,"

Talbot said, "and then we could begin to

make up the backlog."

Since the deficiency is a threat to the

credibility of both the library and the

University, Talbot has had little difficulty

getting support for an increased acquisi-

tions budget.

IXiffey yesterday said UMass must con-

vince the regents and the state legislature

of the importance of a public research

library.

"The University needs to maintain a ma-

jor research library here," Duffey said.

"This is particularly imjx>rtant l)eoause the

faculty and graduate students are eng^e<l

in highly technical research.

"In the last few years the library's ac-

quisitions have not been able to keep up,"

he said.

The Faculty Senate Library Committee

has said UMass' reputation is declining

because of its falling ARL rating, and pro-

posed that the regents and legislature in-

crease the library's budget.

"We are a research university and we

are recognized as a research university."

Talbot said, "but we must be funded like a

research university if we are U) maintain

our status."

^Professors cite lack of materials
By KEN BAZINET

Coll(|(iBii .Staff

Prof. Stephan B. Dates anticipated

having to put countless hours of research

into his study of Dr. Martin Luther King.

To trace the journey of political leaders

through the Soviet Union, China and

Cuba, Prof. Paul HoUai. '- expected to

read hundreds of books, magazines and

government documents.

Both Dates and Hollander, who teach at

the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, planned to offer any new in-

formation gained through their research

to students there.

But to do their work, Oates and

Hollander have had to use libraries in New
York, Boston or even Amherst College,

because, they say, the UMass bbrary

contains a limited collection of books,

journals and periodicals.

"Between going to Goodell (Library) to

use the card caUlog and having to go to

the Tower Library to find that the book is

missing or lost, 1 can do very Uniited work

at the UMass library," Oates, a historian

and 15 year UMass faculty member, said

last week.

But the nature of Oates' research

requires him to use several libraries.

Richard J. Talbot, director of libraries,

said last week.

"The work (Oates) undertakes requirav

materials from several libraries." Talbot

said. "An historian of his quality doeanoi
use simply one library."

Oates, however, after pubfishing his

book of King last year. Let the TrumpttB
Souvd, said he rouiri find matenab for his

work only about 30 percent of the time at

the UMass library.

Hollander, who published his book.

Political PUgrmu: Travel* of WtsUm
IntellectvaU to the Soviet Uniom, Ckiam

and Cuba 1928 79, in 1961 had aiinilar

concerns.

"There are gaps in the UMass Omrj,'
HoUander. a 15 year meoiber of the

sociology faculty, said last week. "Fve

had to use the Harvard library sad ikm

Smith College library."

Both professors agree a stroag

reflects a strong faculty,

disturbed by the quality of the

library.

"It's not the librarians." Oalca

'They do a fine job. It's tke

budget cuts th^ tlwministrative

library.

"These are scholarly

Research emphasizes great

when researchers come up with e*'
thesis', they can bring them hmtk to the

classroom."

Budget committee
I excludes personnel

By JOHN OTONNELL
('•lleCMli Huff

As a result of an agreement between Student Goivcni-

ment Association (SGA) leaders and the Univenity of

Ma.ssarhusetts Administration, no universit)- peraonBcl

will hold voting positions on this year's Summer Buckets

Committee

-

CaOtflMi ftmHa kr Katk; Brw*

The Myitery Series concerts provided students with a chsnce to relax, drink and play Frisbee

this weekend during the performances provided by UPC's kwesome recruited talent. ^^^^^

UMass researchers study acid rain
By MIKE HOTALING

CallaffiM Cirrnpi«<i«t

Because precipitation in Massachusetts last year was

more acidic than in any other state in the country, the

Water Resources Research Center at the University of

Massachusetts has been working to measure the status of

the state's water bodies and increase pubUc awareness of

the problem.

According to Dr. Paul Godfrey, Director of the Water

Resources Research Center, people in Massachusetts

tend to view acid rain as a problem not directly affecting

them.
"Acid rain has been viewed as a problem affecting only

Canada and the Adirondacks." Godfrey said.

For this reason, Godfrey recently organized the Acid

Rain Monitoring (ARM) Project, a volunteer effort to

monitor the effects of acid rain on bodies of water

throughout Massachusetts. The project involves ap

proximately 1,000 volunteers collecting monthly water

samples from over 1,500 Massachusetts water bodies.

In the past, groups have presented evidence of acidity

from tests done with litmus paper, but "litmus testing

has been discounted by the scientific community because

the results are inaccurate," Godfrey said.

As a result, the ARM project strives for scientifically

credible data, insisting on laboratories with professional

technicians and quality assurance testing. Laboratories

are set up according to standards acceptable to the

EnvironmenUl Protection Agency (EPA) and the project

uses the same accuracy range as the EPA, Godfrey said.

One aspect of the project is emphasizing accuracy so

that their data can serve as a basis of comparison for

future testing.

"If emission reductton legislatmn is enacted, com-

parisons can be made to determine if effects are sub-

stantial." Godfrey said.

The ARM project is working to increase public

awareness of the issue because it is the people who can

get the needed changes made. Godfrey said. If people are

nuide aware that the problem exists in their own
backyard they will get activated, and if they get ac-

tivated they will let their representatives know, he said.

To aid in acid rain awareness, an acidity report is

carried by 13 media sources. Each rainfall is tested by

Tom Zajicek of the UMass chemistry department and the

information is relayed to the media by the Water

Resources Research Center.

The Water Resources Research Center is funded by

the Office of Water Policy, a division of the Department

of the Interior, which funds 54 centers nationwide. With

the Reagan administration, however, some funding

problems have arisen, Godfrey said.

"We've been around since 1965 but the last three years

have been a struggle with funds being held back," he

said.

Funding for the ARM project went through in January

and the project was quickly organized with the first

samples being collected in mid-March.

"It abnost seems super-human in retrospect," Godfrey

said. "I thought I'd collapse!

"

The Center does not focus only on acid rain. Past

projects have included the conservatk>n project during

the water shortage of 1980 and work to stop the diversion

of the Connecticut river, the subject of a bill which passed

through the Massachusetts Senate Wednesday.

SGA Treasurer Eric Nitzschc said he has readied "a

mutually agreeal>U' compromise" with Student ActnritaeB

Office (SAO) Director Ramly Donant on the manbership

of the committee, which controls activities fees oaOect«d

from Summer Session students.

Two weeks ago. Nitz.sche said he wouW try to eliminate

all University personnel fn>m voting and non votinK

!

tiona on the board because it was "not appmpnaie to I

paid members of the administration on student

tees."

At that time, Nitzsche proposed to ehnunalr

voting position on the committee, and ehnunate two <

SAO non-voting positions on the committee T>ie<

tee would be compnsed of four student voting

the SGA Budget Committee chair, an SGA co-i

the Senate Speaker, and SGA Treasurer Nitadie, win
chairs the committee.

Nitsche's compromise proposal gives Donant, SAO P»p-

rnm Unit Director Irene Richards and SAO Aaaiitaat

Business Manager Bob Jenal non-votin|: puaitionB^an the

committee. A representative from the Graduate

Senate and a student representative firom the Cx

Education Office will have voUng positions oo the (

tee. in addition to the four SGA voting ninnben.

Nitzsche called the compromise ment»bcrabip "a tcaa-

porary agreement."

Donant said the compromise is "a pnnitive beginBip( to

what could have been a big problem."

"I credit Eric for his ability to bring (the aianmiar)

through, Donant said. "It shows that things can be

ed out if we approach these problems in a

positive way.

"1 will function with Bob Jenal and Irene

resource people (on the committee)," Donant
Nitzsche said the graduate numbers were adkfted

because the Continuing Education Office collects Summer
Session fees and "there's no distinction between

graduates and undergraduates in Continuing Educatxm."

Donant said the graduate student members have not

been chosen yet.

"I'm going to be contacting the Continuing Education

Office, and Eric v^rill be approaching the Graduate Student

Senate," he said.

The Summer Budgets Committee allocates activities fee

monies paid by students taking courses during summer

session. Students pay a $12 activities fee for each six week

session. Nitzsche estimated the entire budget woukl be

"around $35,000" this year.

Summer Session begins June 6. Donant said fiummer ac-

tivities include the "Bright Moments" jazz series. Union

Program Council concerts, and a film series, as well as

summer staff for some campus organizations. The money

"doesn't go for preparing for the fall," Donant said.
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By MARY-SHEILA LOUGHLIN
Collefiui Suff

A Northampton social agency hopes to
tap the University community for

responsible single students and other
persons to take in abused and emotionally
disturbed adolescent foster children.

Tri-County Youth Programs of Nor
thampton is a private institution funded
mainly by the state.

"Our foster program is an ongoing thing,"

foster home recruiter Susan Maguire said.

"It receives a fairly good amount of

response but we would like to make people
even more aware of it. We are constantly

recruiting."

People who are rooming together in an
apartment and have some extra space are

eligible to sponsor a foster child as long as

they realize the child is not just another

roommate, Maguire said.

"Many of our kids would benefit more by
living with someone single and closer to

their own age. rather than with a

traditional family where a lot of their

problems began.

"By living with a single foster parent not

too much older than themselves, they'd

have someone they could look up to as well

as relate to," Maguire said. "These kids

need a lot of care, attention, and love."

The majority of foster children range
between the ages of 15 and 16, but they can

be as young as 10 and as old as 22. The
program lasts for six months, or longer if

the foster parent is interested, she said.

Foster parents received a sum of money
each week to provide for the child's room
and board as well as a small salary for the

parent, Maguire said. The salary is

determined by how much care the child

requires.

There is frequent contact between the

foster homes and Tri-County caseworkers
who are always available for consultation.

"We recommend these programs to

students, especially those who are in-

terested in any type of social work as a
career," Maguire said. "It's good hands on
experience working with troubled
adolescents."

Women's Week
TUESDAY

"Not • True Love
Story" a film about por-

nography, will be shown at

7 p.m. in Mahar
Auditorium. There will be a

discussion after the film.

"What Could You Do
With a Nickel." a film

about 200 Black and I^tin

women in the South Bronx

who formed the first

domestic workers* union in

the United States, will be

shown at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center rooms
804-808.

WEDNESDAY
"Domestic violence:
Working with women,
children and men", a con-

ference for health and

human service providers

will be held from 8:30 a.m.

to 1:00 p.m. at Holyoke

Community College. For
more information call

536 1629.

THURSDAY
"Workplace Hustle"

Sexual Harassment on the

job, a workshop will he held

from 7-9:30 p.m. at 38

Gothic St., Northampton.

For more information call

545-0883.

CAR STEREO EXPANSION SALE
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Pioneer UKP-5600

Bass & Treble
Loudness
Pushbuttons
Supertuner II

469
MANY NEW PRODUCTS COMING IN.

MANY SPECIALS ON CURRENT MODELS.

PIONEER • BUUPUNKT • CONCORD • JVC <

BOSTON ACOUSTICS • B t W
JENSEN

Sound& Music
"Good Advice—
Honest Pnce

"
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Book Now for

Low Summer Charter
Flights to Europe!

We also do:

Eurailpasses

Youth Hostel Cards
Car Rentals in Europe
Train Tickets

Tours

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003

545-0500
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SPONSORED BY
GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL

IIBEST COMEDY
IN BOSTON"

"HILARIOUS.
A REAL WINNER.'

-Boston Glob* —Nowftday
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MUNSON HICKS

PRIME CUT F^TS
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PRIME CUT.the pent you look

ot twice. A complete selection

of current styles end colors.

Priced from 1 8 95 to 32 95

v/vt

A Store-full of Ideas

Downtown Amherst / Open Dally 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Enjoy cocktails

in our Hayloft

Lounge.

Red Barn Steakhouse
529 Belchertown Rd. Rt 9. Amherst

NOW OPEN
Dinner served M-Sat 4-10 & Sunday 12-10

Open Sat. May 21 & May 28 at 11 am

For reservations call: 253-9928

Complimentary glass of wine with dinner.

New judiciary clerk promises action
By JOHN O'CONNELL

Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts Judiciary elected a

new clerk of courts last week who promised to make the

judicial organization more active next year.

Lawrence Mestel, elected clerk of courts Thursday

night, said yesterday that the University Judiciary has

heard only two cases this semester.

"I don't think the University Judiciary can get any worse

than it is," Mestel said. "As far as Fm concerned, all cases

have a reason to be heard. If there's a case to be heard, it

should be heard, if it is at all possible.

"

The clerk of courts is the administrative head of the

University Judiciary, which reviews all Undergraduate
Student Senate actions, hears all cases resulting from

conflict with the Student Government Association(SGA)

constitution, and also hears some cases of shoplifting at the

University Store.

1/2 Barbecued

Chicken, all

the Fixin's

A Coke

ADMISSION
University Meal Card

o' $4.25

i

i

:
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parachuters / hot air balloons

Wed, May 18th 4:30 - 7 pmj

Southwest Playing

Fields*

• In case 0' :)in raeai wiH t)t %v\ti in all Cs

ON THt PARK NORTHAMPTON MASS

lit Area Showing, Now Ends Thur*.

ON SCREEN 7:00 b 9:00

"NASTASSIA KINSKI IS A
KNOCKOUT. SHE MAKES EXPOSED'
AN ABSOLUTE THRILLER:'
- JudiUi On*. WOR-TV

'luygrmo
SEDUCTIVE
NE88!'

kinski

*f THI C*

"The clerk handles the paperwork, schedules hearings,

and facilitates the day to day operations of the judiciary,"

current Clerk of Courts Chris Cook said.

"It hasn't been an especially active year," said Cook, who
has been chosen as student speaker at this year's com-

mencement ceremony. Cook said the judiciary has been

hearing many shoplifting cases.

"Shoplifting is actually a much more important thing we
do," Cook said. "But you don't hear that much about it.

"

SGA leaders have criticized Cook for not being ac-

cessible enough this semester, and have said the office has

not performed its function. Cook said the feeling is mutual.

"I don't attach a high" priority to SGA cases," Cook said.

"A lot of the time the best interests of the students aren't

served by the SGA."
Mindy Ordway, chair of the Senate's Governmental

Affairs Committee, said Cook has been "irresponsible."

"This semester he had five complaints," Ordway said.

"Nobody could find him. They had to park themselves

outside his door."

"If people have complaints, they should be recognized."

Ordway said. She said she is working on changes in the

SGA Judicial Policy Act that would have the judiciary elect

the clerk of courts from outside the organization, through a

job search process. Changes in the Act would also require

the clerk to pass in a weekly "work report, as to what

they've been doing all week," in return for a pay slip from

the SGA Treasurer, Ordway said.

Mestel agreed that more cases have to be heard, and he

promised to recruit more student judges.

Only six out of a possible 19 judges sat on the judiciary

this semester, according to student judge Bill Collins.

Cook said area governments have not been appointing

their quota of judges.

"I will contact the area governments and get judges

appointed," Mestel said. "Without judges, I can't train

them, and judges can't hear cases without being trained."

Mestel said there are "only two returning judges " next

year, including Collins, who was appointed by Southwest

Area Government, and a new Greek Area appointee.

LANGUAGE COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
THROUGH UMASS/AMHERST
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SAY GOODBYE

TO YOUR
FRIENDS WITH
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PERSONAL.

FINAL
DEADLINE:
MONDAY,

MAY 16 3:45 PM
4-

UNIVtRSITY OP MASSACHUStTTS AT AMHERST

THE GREAT riEW SEASOM
1983 84

SUBSCRIBE MOW 8f SAVE UP TO 50%

ORCHESTRA
B()»lun Symphony

Seiji Ozawa conductor
Warsaw Philharmonic
Misha Dichlcr piano

Springfield Symphony
Jean Pierre Rampal llute

EVITA
Broadway

M usical on Tour

JAZZ
Stan Gctz Astrud Oilbcrto

Ram^y Lewis 'Wynton Marsalts

Johnny Griffin Chico rrccman

DAMCC
Houston Ballet

Complete Sleeomq Beauty
Company of 44withi
orchestra

Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets Ja/i de Montreal

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschani
Ballet rolkloricode Mexico

CHAMBER
Guarneri String Quartet
Cleveland Quartet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

rive College Students Half Price

for More Information Of MASTERCARD VISA ORDERS:

VKA-
(413) 545 2511

Hon Office; Mon. Trl lOa.m to 4p.m

iSi^if^i^^i^i^i^i^i^^i^^i^^i^^^i^^^i^i^i^i^^

FineArts Center Concert Hall

UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST .
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APPLICATIONS
are now being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
positions:

Associate Managing Editors (5),

Associate Executive Editor. Associate Sports

Editor. Associate News Editors (2). Associate Arts

Editor. Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black

Affairs Editor. Associate Photo Editor. Assistant

Photo Editors (4). Day News Editors (3). Copy

Editors (6). Layout Technicians (5). Librarian,

Drivers. Training Coordinator,

Cable News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18

Apply in person to Rm. 1 13 Campus Center

Tht' CoUegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer

NOW, YOU CAN BE AN
UNDERGRADUATE WITH
LESS THAN 12 CREDITS

BY_BECOMING A PART-TIME STUDENT

The Dort-time student Dolicv currently

being imDlemented nav be o* interest to

you.

If you:

(1) Are currently a non-clGssified

student;

(2) Are anticiDOtlnn c reduced

credit load; or

(5) Need less than 12 credits to

nrodunte

you nay be eligible.
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lniu%maUc>\ ,a(i4.H<ng deteuitA m.(t be (tulCtd

in Ju«*. To tccfttve th^^ 4.nf,c\MUUc>i contact

tkt KECOKVS Off ICE, 711 luHJTUCKl mUti {fouy

rtOMC and ad<^v^t bticic the tnd . < tht AeiBCitcs.

IDB ®\® TIPS

a service of the Dean of Students Office

: $1 .00

:OFF
All Albums & Cassettes!

Series $8.96 or I
^ .« J ^ Record Hiahar ICoupon Good per coupon

^''•' S
5/16/83 S/21/83

Univ. Store 'Vil

Sample Prices

Series Our With
List Price Coupon
$8.98 $6.47 $5.47

$9.98 $7.47 $6.47

Open Mon - Fri 9-5 Sat 11-4

Located in the Campus Center

f^.UNIVERSITY
STORED

EDITORIAL/OPINION

A radicaFs road to political maturity
When I first stepped foot on the grounds of this

university I was moderate to conservative and
mostly apathetic. And 1 believe the climate at

UMass was instrumental in guiding me to my present left-

wing beliefs not because L was brainwashed by godless

humanists, as many have accused, but because I was ex-

posed to a variety of opinions and opened my mind to

them.

Conservatism sounds reasonable to a passive individual

who falls for its tone of propaganda.
Capital Punishment sounds reasonable, for why should

we let a murdfrer liv<>''

Rich Nangle

Defense spending sounds reasonable — why should we
let the Soviets take over the world and make us all work in

the cornfield for Yuri?

Pro-life anti-abortion sounds reasonable, how can we kill

an unborn before it has had the chance to experience life?

And why should we Lax the rich at a greater percentage

than the poor? The rich work hard for their money don't

they?

The prf»blem with all these arguments and countless

other examples of conservative doctnne is that they are

flawed with simplistic logic fostered by ignorance. N^Tien it

comes to current events, most people I come in contact

with at UMass and elsewhere are appallingly ignorant.

Too many people are so wrapped up in their own little

cocoons that they are unable, or worse unwilling, to try to

do something about the problems that face us as a nation

and a world.

If people don't stop worrying about which preppy shirt

costs less and how to swindle Uncle Tex out of his real

estate there will never be any political change in this coun-

try. Unless more people get involved in the fight we'll

keep moving down the path of destruction we seem to

have created for ourselves.

By associating love of the flag with conservative beliefs,

right-wingers are able to dissuade others from leaning to

the left. People ignore their con.sciences and support the

status quo because nobody wants to do an un-Ame.ncan

thing. What would the guys back at the lodge think?

I personally think our founding fathers would be outrag-

ed by what is happening in the United States today.

I believe it is keeping with the American spirit to oppose

draft registration and preparation for war since war limits

the freedom of all involved. I don't believe the Soviets are

waiting for a chance to pounce on us. Soviets are people

too and they don't want to die.

The Soviet Union is paranoid about the twenty million

people it lost in World War II and doesn't want it to hap-

pen again. And the catastrophies that would result from a

nuclear war would make all other wars look like practice

games.
.

If people are worried about what the Soviets are doing

in Afghanistan and Poland why don't they open their eyes

and minds and realize that we are doing the same thing in

Central America. Both examples worry me. But too many

people condone the U.S. supported atrocities in other

countries.

The conservative ideals of President Reagan are the

conservative attitudes of the rich and other pathetic flag-

waving individuals who are either too stupid or too selfish

to analyze their beliefs on a large scale.

The rich are conservative because it is human nature to

be selfish and protect ones wealth. Since the wealthy in

this country control an obscenely disproportionate amount

of the capital they are able to use it to their political advan-

tage and snow the average person who many times is

unable to keep up on the issues because he or she is too

busy working all day and all week in order to pay the

essential bills.

The fact that millions of fieople rely on the word of Pat

Robertson of the 700 club and Jerry Falwell, leader of the

Moral Majority and host of the weekly Old Time Gospel

Hour which is seen all over the country, is a scary thought

to me.
Even though Ronald Reagan is adding millions U) the

list of poor f)eople in this country, the very people he's

screwing continue to support him because of his nice

smile, nice guy image. How stupid can people be?

Apparently people reach new heighLs t)f stupidity all the

time. Whoever said "never overestimate the intelligence

of the American voter?" was a dead ringer.

On this campus there are actually students who support

the Solomon Amendment which, although temporarily

retracted, would deny financial aid to students who cannot

prove they have registered for the draft. Pe<»ple claim we

are only in a peacetime registration, but aren't the

parallels of the arms buildup, denunciation of all Soviet

Arms control proposals, and claims that nuclear freeze ad-

vocates have been dupe<i by communists obvious?

When one considers the actions and philosophies of

President Reagan it is easy to see why we have draft

registration during "peacetime."

As with other morally incorrect laws, what would have

hapf>ene<i if more than a few hundred thousand people

decide<l not to register? Better yet, what if they held a war

and nobody came?
This is my last column for the Collegian as a student

which will probably please the an ti-progressive and vi-

sionless people who read this paper. But hopefully others

will carry the crusade tt) even greater heights. As long as

we have a campus newspaper there will be a liberal slant

since people to the left, in my experience, tend to be nwre

creative and spontaneous than those on the right.

While I'm on the subject, I want to comment on those

who accuse me of being a nostalgia laden '60s radical. '60s

radicals are those who are influenced by the Grateful

Dead. Since I'm influenced by the Clash and Dead Ken-

nedys I consider myself an '80s radical.

Oh and don't forget seniors, to stand up and turn your

back on Ed King when he rises to accept his honorary

degree at Commencement. But remember to do it with

dignity. We have more of that than King. His conservative

philosophy drove him to turn his back on UMass and spit

on its faces. We owe King Edward the same treatment he

^^*
Rich Nangle ('83) was a Collegian columnist

Letters-

Yes to protesting with dignity

To the Editor:

I agree one hundred percent with the idea of shunning

former Governor Edward King's speech, as he accepts his

honorary degree. To me, turning your backs on the man

who, for your four years at the University, turned his back

to you, is perfectly symbolic. I believe that all participants

should join in this beautifully simple act.

However, I feel that the writers on Thursday's Op-Ed

page did not stress the concept of dignity. A protest like

this one should be conducted without harassment, hissing,

and catcalls, which vrill merely convince the spectators of

your "immaturity." Order shoud be maintained.

I urge you to participate in this protest, but please do it

with order and dignity. Have a good graduation.

Timothy J. Power
Amherat

Rough edges
finally smooth
Most things in life get off to a rough start. Babies

don't look thrilled when they open their eyes for

the first time. I didn't look calm when I opened my
physics text for the first time. And my first phone bill

didn't tickle either. Sometimes I think my entire educa-

tional experience got off to a rocky start. I have one par-

ticularly vivid memory from the third grade that has

stayed with me throughout my academic career. Unac-

customed as I was to wearing nametags, I copied my best

friend's name onto my own. Mrs. Perlman was not im-

pressed, nor was she amused. Suddenly. I was very anx-

ious to get on with my education elsewhere.

Lise Zeiger
Even my entrance to this university was not a graceful

one. Three Long Islanders made it to the famed exit 19 on
the Interstate in just under two hours. Leslie wasn't a bad

driver, she just had trouble with the concept of state lines.

We were still in Connecticut, with no sign of Amherst for

another hour. From the back seat of the car, I began to

realize that getting an education, let alone finding it,

wasn't going to be a simple matter.

But that was four years and three majors ago. From a

student number and a mailbox combination to a confident

scholar who has found her niche within the university.

Slowly, the rough edges started smoothing out. (>>nfu8ion

developed intt) a complicated pattern, which becmme
routine with a little practice. Even the monstrous array of

buildings became recognizable from any angle. After four

years, the struggle became an effortless glide. But

simpHcity leads to boredom: a glowing signal that it's time

to move on.

There are always new challenges to find after the old

ones have been conquered. Think back to that first mid-

night excursion to the maze. We had been sloshing around

the same comer for hours, as the sun was slowly makoig
its grand entrance over the sewage treatment plant. Thai

thing used to seem like such a nightman'. Hut now we can

plow through it like OJ Simpson hurtling through l^ogan.

Let's face it. it's time U^ learn our way through a new
maze.

The novelty of our surroundings has worn off. That

quaint little town has lost some of its charm. As a matter

of fact, it's getting a little tacky after four years of traips-

ing through it. One begins to fantasize «)f Madison Avenue

as the bus plows its way up North Pleasant Street. If the

only thing you don't already know about this town is how
to sc<»re one million fK^ints plaving Defender, it's time to

start looking for fresh turf.

After a few years, some events start to feel like they've

seen better days. After a semester of living off-campus,

even a dorm party can be an empty exj>enence. The feel-

ing is somewhat akin to walking into a stranger's living

room in the middle of the Superbowl. No one cares to find

out who you are. they just want to know if you brought

any beer. It isn't easy to talk about the old times with the

new kids on the block. And they are Ictoking newer this

year, aren I they.' When the cute guys start to l«K)k like the

kids that play tag with your younger brother, it's time to

leave the party. Either it's too many brews, or the aide ef-

fects of the five year plan. What ever the case, go pick oo
someone your own size.

Even some old friends have become uncertain acquain-

tances. When you see that familiar face from freshman

chem (orwas it rhetoric?) you don't know whether to wave
or not. Eventually you don't know whether to care or not.

Time to make a fresh start with some new faces. There's a
whole world out there past the town lines. It's time to go
find it.

The rough edges are smooth as silk. The old obstndw
l<x)k like cake. The labs were somehow completed in the

middle of the night. The program that wouldn't, well even-

tually it could. The paper was typed, the quiz was postpon-

ed, it miraculously snowed, and the final was curved. You
no longer consult a map every five feet. Or a bus schedule,

or the directions at the top of the test.

Those crayoned letters on the nametag will soon grace a

diploma. All the major stumbling blocks are now past ex-

periences. It's time to find a new challenge to conquer.

Even Mrs. Perlman would be impressed. After all, I

figured this place out on my own.

Lise Zeiger ('8S) was a Collegian columm^

A
Letters Policy

All letters must be signed and include

the writer's address and telephone

number, which will not be published.

Please type double spaced at 67 characters

per line. Due to space limitations and the

volume of mail, we regret we are unable to

acknowledge unpublished letters. AH
letters are subject to editing for clarity

and length.
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How renting

Squire Yilloge Apts

for September i960
106 luxurious apartments on 10 acres of

land, on the bus line, only nninutes from

campus. Oversized apartments: 2

bedroom, 1 y2 baths townhouses over

1100 $q. ft. Also, we have 1 and 2

bedroom garden apartments and 3 and 4

bedroom townhouses. Every apartment

has carpeting, stove, refrigerator,

disposal and air conditioner. Owner sup-

plies hot water. Laundry facilities, con-

crete pool and playground on site.

We are looking for serious students who

look for quality where they live. Squire

Village is not the cheapest apartment, just

the best! Rent one before you leave for

the summer. Don't wait until it is too late.

665-2203

SQliRE VILLAGE 4PART1V1KNTS
HOUTf 1 16

SlfNDKRLAM). MASS^rHI SK.TTS. «I37J»

USA
MTA:NEA

USA/MTA ANNUAL MEETING

MAY 18, NOON - 1:00 P.M.

in Campus Center room 173

Agenda:
1/ Reports of Officers

2/ Report on MTA Annual Meeting

3/ 1983-84 Dues
4/ Constitution and Bylaws
5/ Negotiations

See you on the 18th for this VERY important meeting

FINAL
I ADVERTISING
DEADLINE FOR
SEMESTER IS

MONDAY MAY 16

}

AT 3:45 PM i

I

J

I

J

I

YAZ
RICE, REMY, STAPE

and YOU
UMass Night at Fenway Park

Friday July 15th

The Alumni Office has a big block of tickets for

UMass Night at Fenway when the Sox take on the

Oakland A's.

So get together with your roommates and friends

for a great night in Boston.

Tickets are $6.25 each and are available from 9-5 in

the Alumni Office, Memorial Hall from now until May

26th. _^

Arts
The bumbling buffoon
CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA
Victor Borge, Conducting
Wednesday, May 11

Fine Arts Center

By DOUGLAS MUISE
CoilcKian SUff

As a musician and conductor, Victor

Borge is superlative. The man can wield a

baton with the best of them. However, as a

stand up comedian he is. well, just plain

awful. Performing along with the world-

renown Cleveland Symphony Orchestra in a

concert to benefit the Fine Arts Center

Wednesday night. Borge was hardly the

man the New York Times once described as

"the funniest man in the world;" I was

vastly disappointed. I anticipated an

evening of witty craziness enhanced by the

sumptuous sounds of the Cleveland

Symphony Orchestra. As it was, the

Orchestra was excellent but Borge—whom
I took to be the concert's major at-

traction—was hopelessly tedious.

The program consisted of works by

Bernstein. Gershwin. Chophin, Strauss,

and Rossini among others— a well rounded

and well chosen collection of brief pop

cla-ssics. The Orchestra would perform one

of these pieces, and preceding the next

they would alk)w Borge a few minutes to do

his improv act and have his fun. And he

indeed seemed tc be enjoying himself, yet I

wish I could say that the audience shared

his apparent glee.

Borge is supposedly a master of im-

provisational comedy, however most of the

j<*es and bits he performed Wednesday
night would not of even brought a chuckle

out of a Blue Wall Open Mike Night crowd.

"Oh, how nice! Everyone in the front row

here seems to be wearing the same green

suit. Im sorry, thoae are empty seats!"

That brought a grimace to my face, but I

figured the night was young and he was just

warming-up. But things never did im-

prove. It seemed that Borge was really

struggling to come up with witty things to

say. Whether it was in making silly

remarks about the second celloist's in-

strument ("What happens if you have to

sneeze?"), ragging on the poor souls who
happened to stumble in late ("You there!

There are plenty of seats up-front."), or

even poking fun at himself ("Don't worry,

there'll be an intermission soon!"). Borge

amazed me with his consistent "un

funniness." But what is really amazing is

how he got this far.

I suppose I shouldn't be too hard on

Borge, I mean it mas a benefit for the Fine

Arts Center and was nice enough to consent

to do the show. Fortunately, Borge's

jumbled jocularities constituted only half

the evening's entertainment. There was
always the music.

And it was consistently wonderful. The
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra performed

with the greatest of ease and
professionalism. Fm not a real classical

music buff, but I know what I like and there

was a lot to like about the Cleveland. You
see?— good things can come from
Cleveland! (Now that's a lame joke!)

Anyway, the delicious singing strings of the

Cleveland provided a welcome respite from

Borges bumbling buffoonery. And that

was no joke.

The evening's highlight was the entrance

of Marylyn Mulvey. Mulvey. a young and

up-coming soprano who is presently a

member of Borge's performing company,
provided a refreshing change in pace im-

mediately following intermission. Donned
in elegant formal attire, Mulvey stood by

Borge's piano and proceeded to belt out an

aria or two. B<M'ge was surprisingly sue

cessful in his attempts to synthesize his

humor with MuJvey's serious singing. He
was at times almost funny. Victor Borge: a terribly unfunny man.

A tale oftwo cities: Boston vs.New York
By CHRIS FERRETTI

CHcciM SUIT

Rich, the most obvious question to ask is

how anyone can be so incredibly shallow to

argue in favor of a city that doubles as a

resthome for post-graduate adolescents and

attempts to be the cultural mecca of the

•ast? You must be a native Bostonian.

What coukl possible make you think that

I wanted to do this? Are you crazy? Then
again, why should I waste my time

belaboring the obvious?

It makes no sense to try and compare

New York to Boston. New York, the Big

Apple, is a wicked auftMome (as you

Bostonians would say) dty while Boaton

is...waU, provincial. Boston conjurs up

images of Indians dumping tea in the Bay,

and the Indians dumping on the pitchers in

the ninth at Fenway.

New York is: the view at twilight from

the top of the World Trade Center, it is the

East Side of Manhattan. Soho, Chinatown,

and Greenwich Village. It is Shakespeare in

the Park, Union Square and Fire Island in

the summer.
New York is so large that for any

negative point there is more than one

positive point, while Boston I'm afraid,

cannot make the same such claim.

Boston is the home of sports teams that

are notorious for folding under pressure.

What can I say? The Celtics and the Bruins

said it all this year!!! Besides the Red Sox

patented a new baseball strategy called the

September Fold, with really exceptmnal

years in *78 and '79.

George Steinbrenner may be crass and

borish, but at least he isn't cheap!!! If you

have the money, why settle for a Ford when

you can get a Mercedet?

Yastrzemski is a phenomenal athlete, still

playing at age 43, but consider for a minute

that he was young again and had jusi won

the triple crown last year. Under the

present Red Sox management he would be

playing right field for the New York

Yankees this season instead of Dave

Winfield!!!!!

Come on Rich, get serious. Why would

anyone want to live in a city where the bars

and clubs close at 2 a.m. and the public

transportation ends at 12:30 a.m.?

In the world of culture. Boston, is a

piddling vulture trying to pick up the scraps

of entertainment that New York and even

Cleveland discard.

Even a cosmetic "hard core" fan like

yourself could not possibly satisfy your

insatiable appetite on a diet of Boston

entertainment. Lets face it. Newbury
Comici with its alleged punk reputation is

now much too chic to merit serious con-

sideration.

You have to go to New York; Boston is a

cultural desert. The Bottom Line, the Ritz.

and the Village Gate sure beat places like

Spit which is a poseurs paradise, and even

your favorite. The Channel, the proverbial

rock and roll shopping mall.

Aside from trendy Newbury Street,

Boston's only shopping district consists of

Filene's and Jordan Marsh which happen to

be right next to the Red Light District. At

least there is some choice in New York!!

Rich, you are the type of person who will

love Boston until you are too old to slam

dance. After all these years in the "happy

valley" of Amherst, a hick town like Boston

has taken on the imposing dimensions of a

major metropolis.

Rich, image wise. I admit it. New
Yorkers do have a problem, but in street

wise acumine and urban sophistication the

Big Apple cannot be beat. Let's face it,

Boston just cannot compare to New York on

any level.

By RICHARD NANGLE
CaUagiMi Stiiir

Chria, I think the first question everyone

is asking is how can you possibly be stupid

enough to argue in favor of a rat -infested

scumhole like New York City. You must be

awfully dumb. But remember, you wanted

to do this, not me.
New York City reminds me of a

chameleon. When something goes wrong in

the Big Apple all you have to do is change

colors.

This is especially true where sports are

concerned.

New York is the home of the most

despicable team in all of Major League

Baseball; the New York Yankees. But if the

Yankees have a bad year you can turn to

the Mets, although that has been tough to

do in recent years, hasn't it?

The Yankees are owned by the convicted

liar himself; George Steinbrenner. Each

year the idiot goes off the deep end earlier

than the one before. If new. I mean old.

manager Billy Martin lasts past July it will

tea miracle.

You can always tell a Long Islander on

campus. Chris. The Long Islander is

wearing the blown back hairstyle which has

"Poor Dick's" written all over it. Rumor
has it that the dream of every Long Island

boy is to grow up and become John

Travolta. Is this culture? Oh my God I'm

vomiting.

You talk about the music scene in New
York. Chris. It is a laugh. Many bands say

they hate to play in New York because the

crowds are not especially responsive. You
see. New York is so large and diverse that

everyone wants to play there. But it

doesn't have to follow that the crowds

become spoiled. Not so surprisingly (to a

Bostonian. anyway) bands point to Bostoo

as a place where they get the best audience

response. New York may be aomewhat
interesting, but the people are dull. duO

disco.

And yes Chris. New York is fuU of a

million things to do. But where is more of

the capital made, through sales of

Broadway tickets or drug deaLs? And
while on the subject of drugs. I don't know
if the quality is nwre superior in Boston or

New York. But at least you don't have guys

walking up to you on the street sajring

"Coke! Speed! Mescaline!" in a voice that

would attrar ' any police officer's ears.

Yes Boston may be smaller than New
York. But who wants to live in a city that's

bigger than Rhode Island. It takes a long

time to get around in the big apple. And
while Boston may have its Roxbury and
E^tie. New York has marathon versions of

slum life in Harlem and Yonkers. At least

you can walk to Fenway Park without

getting mugged. Getting to Yankee
Stadium unharmed i» a major ac-

complishment.

Another drawback to New York that

must never be forgotten is the fact that it

borders New Jersey. New Jersey people

are not only boring but they're also con-

taminated with chemical waste. In fact,

recent experiments conducted by the

UMass chemistry department have

determined that there is more dioxin

poisoning stuck to the average Jerseyite

than in the entire town of Times Beach,

Missouri.

People who live in New York shouldn't

smoke Chris, the pollution is enough to give

anybody a death-like case of smokers hack.

If you want to waste the rest of your life

in New York that's fine with me. But the

only enlightenment you'll ever find there is

a different kind of culture - the throat

culture.
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Commencement 1983
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 28
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Instruction for Participants

All Candidalcs
Tluic will he no Coinim-iKi'incnl n-hciirsijl Un

«.k\v;r».v i.iiuliii.ilcs Caiuliiliilcs shuulil .iss<iublt.'

by scluH)l/».i>lkK'^" at Aluiniu Sl.iiliiim lU) LiUt

lli.m 9 ii in k;r.ulii.itii)n morning, May 2H. IMK;<.

Sij-ns will Iv |M)st«.\l imlii-atinn sclu>»)ls, ami

Ci>iumonciMiu-nl Marshals will issue s|Hri(ii in

slru».lii>ns ami liislribiilr pninrams. U}>«)ii .signal,

taiulidaU's will (dIIdw iIu- CDinimiKinunl Mar-

shals to lIu- assiniu'il areas ami he si-alfd

Camlidalis will nciivo iljploma covers frinn

the ilcHiis *»f llu'ir mIuhiI i>r ctillcuc.

VV'lu) U Kligiblc tti I'urtkiputc?

L'mh-it:riiiliHiic lU'iin-v iumliduifs whi) anticiiwtc

coinpU'linn ik-^rce rcquirc-nu'nts by ihe end oi

Ihe lalcmlur year 1983 Questums eniKerninj;

acudeiuie slalus should Ix- Jireeled to Ihe Rec-

ords Office, 213 Whilmore 545U555

Master s Jef>n-i' cuiuluiaWs who have previously

submilted ihe lX'>;ree Application Form by April

29, 19H3 to the Office of Graduate IXgree Re

quiremenls stating the intention to complete u\\

requirements Questions concerning eligibility

should Iv directed to the Office of Graduate IX*

gree Requirements RiH»m A251 Graduate Re-

search Center 545-0024

DtKloral iief>ree lunJiJates who have completed

all degree requirements by April 29 1983 Ques-

tions concerning eligibility should Ix- directed to

the Office of Graduate IX-gree Requirements,

Room A251 Graduate Research Center.

S4'>(M)24

Fatuity
Faculty and staff shouki assemble at the

SOUTHWEST end of the stadium on the gravel

Ix'tween the Fa. iliti«'s/lnft»rmalion Center and

the stadium wal' Faculty will U- part of the pru-

cosional and will be seated immediately in front

of the candidates from each scIuhiI and college

Pureiils uiul Invilcti Guests

Since the ComincncciiKiil Kxercises arc open lo

ihe public and guest sealing is without reserva-

tion, parcnls and friemis shoultl plan to arrive

early lo ensuri- ^;oikJ sealing. Viewing areas for

tluise confined l«) wheelchairs will be kxated «»n

Im)|1i sides o( the stadium on the eastern and

western walkways.

Invitations

There is no limit lo ihe number of guests who
may attend the ceremony and tickets are mil re-

quired. Each undergraduate/graduate sludenl

will receive a packet of six formal invitations

Students are urged lo encourage Iheir guests to

arrive early f«»r ;;ood seating.

Caps, Gowns, and HimkIs

Undergraduate Denree Candidates

Caps, gt)wns lassels, and invitations will be

available a4 no charge (on presentation of an ID
and announcement of the degree earned and Vhe

dejwrtment awarding ill at the Textlxnik Annex,

May 2-27 Monday through Friday. 9 a.m. to

4 p in. On Commencement Day May 28 caps

gowns, and tassels may be obtained after 8 a.m.

at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Master's Defiree Candidates

Caps gt)wns lassels and invitatu)ns will be

available at no charge (on presentation of an ID
and announcement of the degree earned and the

dej>artmenl awarding ill at the TextKxik Annex

May 2-27 Monday through Friday 9 am lo

4 p.m On Commencement Day May 28 caps,

gowns, aiid tassels may Ix- obtained after 8 a m
at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

DiKtnral Deiiree Candidates

Doctoral caps gowns lassels and invitations

will Ix- available onl). at the Office t>f Ciraduale

IXgree Requirements Rjxim A251 Graduate Re

search Center May 2 27 Monday through Fri

day 9 a in tt» 4 p m u|H)n presc-nlalion of an

I 1) CXi Commencement Day caps gowns las-

jicls. and IuhkIs may Ix- obtained after Ham al

Schedule of Events

Senior Day

Date

Thurs May 26

Time

To be announced

Stockbridgc Commencement Fri May 27 1 30 p m.

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sat May 28 8am

Nursing Commencement Sat May 28 2pm

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Campus Center

Auditorium

1983 Commencement Ceremony Sat May 28 10 am 12 noon Alumm Stadium

St^t Commencemerft 83 Date. Saturday. May 28. 1983

o
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Bl^ll MNC
INrOKMATION

Ihe NORTHWEST end of the stadium (on the

gravel area)

D<K toral candidates who plan to participate in

Ihe Commencemi-nt cireinony must have a

hood Each Ph D caiididale s name will be an-

nounced over Mie stadium sound syslein and

Iwo officers <»f ;he university will dra|X' the

hood on Ihe candidu'.v s shoulders l>xloral

IkmkIs can Ix' purchased only al the Office of

Graduate Degree Kequiremenls. A251 Graduate

Resi-arch Center, al a losl of S2h (h'tve Collefif

l>Htitral lliuxl- V''i// '»<• iiy>ttilahlr ai S42.^'i }

Rentals for Faculty

Academic apparel for this year s University

Commencement may be rented through the Uni

versity Store, All faculty members are urged li«

place their rental orders as soon as possible

THE LAST DAY TO ORDER IS WEDNESDAY.
MAY IH Payment musl ht- made al the lime of

order and there will i - no refunds if apparel is

not used Academic apiwrel may also be pur-

chased. For further information about rentals or

purchases, please contact Connie S/elewicki at

the University Store 545 2619

AccommtKlations
Many area motels are already booked for Friday

Ixffore Commencement A limited number of

rcK)ms in University housing will be available for

relatives and other guests the nights of May 27

and 28. Please amtact the University Summer
Ct)nferencc Office, 918 Campus Center,

545-3400 by May 10 Fees; $15 single/$21 dou

ble, per night There is a S5 cash key dejxjsit -

lo Ix' returned when the key is returned

I'lMid Services

Ci>ffee, st»ft drinks and donuls will be available

under the east isectioii 16) and west (section 6(

stands al the north end of the stadium

Campus Center
Gradudlion Dinner Top of the Campus Reslau

rant. Campus Center (reservalitms needed! 12

noon-6 p in

Graduation Buffet R.H.m 1009 Campus Center

(Teservatii»ns suggestedl 12 n«H»n 3 p m
Coffee Shop o|Hn 7 a in < p m

Comn(»encen»cnt Ceremony Schedule

9 a m Robing for Commencement

MASTER S and DiKTOR-AL candidates should

assemble at the NORTHWEST end of ihe sta

dium (gravel areaV

Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES and CON
TINLINC EDUCATION should assemble al the

SOUTHWEST end of Ihe stadium (gravel area):

Graduates from ENGINEERING EDUCATION
HEALTH and PHYSICAL EDUCATION should

assemble at the S^K'THEAST end of the stwJ:

um igravel areal

Graduates from FXyiD & NATUR.AL RR'kmHCt^

should assemble al the NORTHEAST tini of the

stadium (gravel areal:

Graduates fr..m the SCHiX)L Oh MANAC.n

MENT (SOM; should jsMinble at th'- NORTH
end ol the stadium in the center (gravel area).

APPROPRIATE SIGNS Will HE DISPLAYED

GRADIMES SHOULD 1 INE UP ACCORDi.\«-

TO THEIR SCHlX)L OK COLLEGE

9 30 Sealing of G'aduales

10 Procession starts

12 n<H»n Ce-emony end

J\ It PAVIUOM

May Celebration

25 - 50% off

at the

Hampshire
Mall

10 - 9:30 Men - Sat

Open Sun 12 - 5

Phone 584-3059

Relax with a
FRISBEE

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

OUR SELF-SERVE

COPIERS
WEIGH MORE THAN

1 500 lbs

EACH
(that's a lot of copier

or 2* per copy)

Scnioi l)u>

The Ch.iiuellof s Reieptmn l«»i SnioiN |Snior

D.iyl will Ih luUI Thursdav M.i\ Ji' on .\Uta

wiiinjxe l.iiNMi Ixhiiut llu Sludenl InnMi lnl«'r

nuition on tickets will K* .mnouiued m tlu Co/-

/ecui"

MemlH IS ol Ihe Class ot |Mg.4 who .ire inlei

ested m wiukinv; wiMi tlu- Senior D.iy Coniniillv

.

shouUI innliKl i orell.i M'NMni;er in llu Sludml

AclivilUN Office 4 Ih Sludenl Union r>4.*v.«>lU

or Lis.1 I'otlei ISluiUn! Cooiilin.ilor' Si-n.ili Ol

lice, F»4.S 0<41 .i> vm»m as |H>ssihle

Cfeneral Infoini.ilion

Diplomas will Ih maiird lo ui-iduaUs m tlu tall

Medual laiililus will Iv liHaled in llu- van

iiMili I SI (lion S ol llu slaiuls

I'tiblii liliplu'ius vmII Ih- lo. altd on tlu west

sule ol the F.k ililus/lntoiin.ition C\'nt.-i

Hestrooms .ire liK.ile*! al eillui eiul ol llu- I ai tli

tii-vlnformiilion Cenlei at llu- sonih i lul ol llu-

staiiiinn

Viewini; .ireas loi llu>se loiilineil to \\lu» Uh.ms

will Ih- liHUletl i»n Ih»iI» sides ol the slathuni on

the e.islem .ind wesU-in w.ilkwavs

For additional inloriniilu»n tonlavt llu Otiu. ol

Comnninily Kelalu»ns. .t'Hl Wlntnune Vl,'^ J-nO

XEROX
8200

HiGM QUALITY HIGH SPEED
XEROX

rvCoc^

XEROX
7000 & 2400

SELF-SERVICE
MACHINES

Hypercurricula
.lypercurncula. a listing of events in and around the

University of Massachusetts, is published daily in the

Collegian.

All submissions for Hypercurricula must be printed or

typed on to this form or they will NOT be published.

All notices must be submitted to the Collegian offices by

3:45 p.m. Friday before the week the event is to be held.

NO submissions will be accepted after the deadline.

Notices should not be submitted more than one week in

advance since they cannot be saved and will NOT be

published.

f^Cocy

Tho f^ Sooth Ploosont St .
|

Paper House
Copg Shop

Ity and F%l«r 9tn Bus Lirw
BptiinO Twvn&Counlryl

UMASS HUNGER TASK FORCE MEETING - End of

semester wrap-up. 4 p.m., 428 Student Union.

HILLEL COUNCIL — Hillel Council the major decision

making body of the organization. Come share your views,

visions, and input! 6 p.m., Dukes Room.

STATE STUDENT ASSOC. OF MASS. -
Organizational meeting, plans for fall. 7 p.m.. 902 Campus

Center.

VOCAL JAZZ CONCERT — A free concert of vocal

jazz, blues, and Gospel music will be presented by the

UMass Vocal Jazz Ensemble, directed by Horace Clarence

Boyer. Guest artist will be Herbert Smith who, along with

Boyer, will sihg several Gospel songs. 8 p.m., Bezanson

ReciUl Hall in the Fine Arts Center.

"PUERTO RICO VISTO POR UN EXTRANJERO" -
A Ulk will be given tonight in Spanish by Dr. Marcelino de

Cisneros entitled "Puerto Rico Visto Por Un Extranjero".

All Spanish speaking studenU at the University en-

couraged to attend. Wine and cheese served following the

talk. 8 p.m., 6th Floor Lounge.

RITES OF PASSAGE WILDERNESS RETREATS -
UMass Ed. D. candidate, wilderness guide, will present an

informal introduction to the Vision Quest and other Native

American teachings. Free. Please call. Space is limited.

549-0181. 7 p.m.. North Amherst.

END OF SEMESTER UPDATE

LAST DAY OF CLASSES Wednesday. May 18

FINAL EXAMS
final exam.s will beqm at 8 a.«. on

Friday, May 20. with IIkj last fxjtfi heW
at 4 p.m. on Thursday. May 2f>. Thursday,

May 19 IS a readmq day, and no classes

or eK«iis are scheduled . Wev tt«es of

Biwcific exams, call the Inforwat ion

[)ata Bank at S4S-l'=<SS: U^r lr»r^t»r,ns,

call the Scheduli- ; ''

RESIDENCE HALLS
All students must leave- t n«' residence

halls by 6 p.m., Thursday, May •'•

Graduating .... ..-.r-^ fn.\-

Saturday.

•it AV iinl 1 I

TELEPHONES
Residence hall nxm ». l.>f>hones will l-

shut off be«|inninq Thursday, May 26. Any

important .11 -.h^ n 1 b- mad- hoforr> then.

MAIL
A*ll 1st class m-iil anl packaqes received

at Central Mail residence halls

close will be forwarrieil to students' heme

addresses. Anyone wantinq magazines

sent to a home address should send a change

of address card to the publisher; forwarding

cards may be filled out at the Central

Mail Room in 106 Goodell. but cannot be

guaranteed. All other mail will be discarc

LIBRARIES
rhm Goodell and University Ttn*tr Mbrat I'-s

are ofK-n Monday through Friday from « .im-

to midnight, Saturday and Sumlay frt>in

10 n.w. »<> midnight, through W.-dnesday.

May 2h. i>n Thuriday, May 26, the last

day of finalf>, they will be open fro«

H a.m. to 6 p.m.

DINING COMMONS & MDNCHIFS

througn May .6,

final '4. Dir.ru r

day unt 1 1 6 : 30

Ham|";hire i-omm<>;.. . i ' \.m,

">

"UU, -; a.n.

ar • ' *. 1 in, >

at Mwpdtn.

BUS SCHEDULES
vn»ss buses will run on their present

schedules until Friday. May .'7. when

they will begin the Suryner Str-^i •

Schedule. HVTA bus route 301, to Mt

.

Holyoke, Hampshire and Amherst colleges,

and route 702/1 to Northampton will

ran on their present schedules until

May 18. A year-end schedilr will be

m effect from May 19 to "^y 26. After

that date call S86-5fl"' ' " mformat mr

and schedules. For f informa-

tion on UMass schedules, ^all the UMass

Transit Office at b4S-f^'^bb.

FALL 1983
f<eqistrat icn day will U .-,,...,. Septem-

ber 12. The first day of classes wij

•be Tuesday, September 11

iV

y
^^V>% o

IDB @v® TIPS
Li

a service of the Dean of Students Office

GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS ENJOY THE SUMMER!
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open 24 Hours-7 am Mon. thru Sat. Midnlte- Sunday 12 Noon to 8 pm
in HadleyAmherst and Pittsfield stores.

S110P

MORE WAYS TO SAVEI

Collegjcn 13

On
Manufacturers

'

CouDons
Manufacturers ' Coupons are more
valuable at Stop & Shop because
we double ^our savings Details in store.

EVERYDAY
LOWPMCESI

""^ HUNDREDS OF SPECIALS

You'll find them all over the store. Plus

hundreds of Warehouse Values. nSS!

including valuable Stop & Shop Coupons
Check out ever^ page of the circular It can save
you dollars rrmre Pick one up m the store

ENJOY miORE LEAN HAM FOR L£SS

3

VARY YOUR MENU WnH OUR HESH PORK SPECIAU
C«nUr Cut Pork Chopsi ftOStop & Shop Pork IS lean and deiicKXiS

It makes a great tasting dinner'

Fr*sh Pork Shouldor
ttal

Bonoloss Pork Cutlots 9 9Q
Assortod Pork Chops 1 ilQ CountrystyI* Ribs

6REATCHICKBIIUWI1KE!
ONLYATSIOPISHQP.

.^

us CiracJ* A Wilt* Ge'

It) 49

Roasting Chicken »
Chicken Leg Quarters

Chicken Thighs t> .79

Chicken Drumsticks t .89

Chicken Legs '^'** "^ ^' tb .69
w^'» Ckt^ 4 ^ e pug

Chicken Wings *'^'** ^^^
it ,59

Ar.?»i>»r 4 ^ coo;

Boneless Breast <'^** «>2 *9>
t> 2 39

Perdue Oven Stuffer » .69

MAIN MEAL SI*ECIALS AT STOP i SHOP.

HU YOUR SHOPPING LIST WITH SAVINGS!

ePaclcCotie ^jg
Salada Tea Bags 1 ftQ

Ciiunli Light Tuna fiO

Pasta 9 ,^ 70

Nibiets Corn 30
Bold 3 Detergent 2,29
Pillsbury Plus gQ

SAVE OH RH£ FROZEI fOOOS:

Tropicana 1
|

Green Beans 3 '<>*'* 1

Taste O Sea Dinner

Ice Cream

Pillsbury Flour
':>»(K,io Bag *i Pi^T"''-'

Potato Chips 1 QQ
Mardi Gras Towels ftQ

Waldorf 4 Pack 'OQ

Mainstay, 20 lb Bag g ^Q
.99

Vidal Sassoon

.99

1.29
SAV£ OR FKM BARED BOOOS:

Big Daisy Bread9 for QQ
English Muffins 3fo'*1

SAVE ON RKSN DAMY FOODS:

Orange Juice 1 _fl9

Kraft Parfcay gg
Breyers Yogurt 9ir HQ
Cottage Cheese 1 9Q

FROM THE
KITCHEN OF
OSCAR NUYERI

Oscar Mayer
Bacon Pieces

FRBT0F1HEYEAR
REW CROP WHITE

£?£

Mcn unur nraic .^—'~Si

CAUF. LONG^
P01AT0ES

^

A delicious

all purpose
variety

RED, RIPE. SWEET
WATERMELON Mc
A tdste ot summertime UmW0

Florida Linnes 5 '™-1

Flonda Juice Oranges 1 39
4 Pounii Bag

I
sTo*'»SMO»>D»iB»com"ON

I

I

I

I Stop A Shop
I OranfpoJulco

Ha" C^iion FroTiConcsnvah"

if ( SHOP BAxf n. PON

I
Stop 4 Shop

I
Big Daisy Br<

'•M"*!^, *•• .*-• S]i
I

20 Ounce Loat

.4Wa. • «a.

:

H3

,'OP % ShC* D»i«'' COU'X5h

All Natural
Broyars Yogurt
P Ounce Cup
Choice ot Flavors

STOP & SwO*" FROZEN COUPON

I
Cut Qroon or ^^:i,^^V ',

, I
Fronch Styla Boons

J
Stop* Shop fio/er.

-jj_| 9C>.nceP.cN,ge C ggj^

ATSTOPASHOP,
BCHQRiEiOUR
BRN.

> -*.'*»

,5?M?^

Chuck Roast
USUA CKocr aonaiaw Bot) Cnucn

7 -Bone Chuck Roast
I .SI iA I 'k >.. » Hm"! ' riiK k

Underbiade Roast
t ISI )A 1 »,..«. H«H»' 'lilt k (iiOl^ I')

Lean Cube Steak
IJSt )A{.tK*Ce Hit* y.tHK k

Chuck Steak

Blade Steak
, SI ,A

1 ".>(>- Bootless 8«w«CfHjC*

Underbiade Steak

Lean Stewing Beef

J.09
- 1 49

.169

• 2.39

eJ89

^2.39

rl79

199

AvaiiaO*e in stores w;!ti a %e'vice 3»»

Turkey Breast ^299
German Bologna ^1
'» • -.1 • ...

ASPARAGUS
Serve tt>ese terxJer deicious

spears ho\ wtt^ butler or Hoii

andaise Sauce Aad em to

omelets or quiche' 1
10

or Yollow
Summor Squash'

Low in soOitrr.

higti in vitaminC
2-.I

Fresh Spinach
Pick YiXi' C»wr

English CucumlDers
Eac^

Fiddle Head Greens

lb. .59

79

lb. 1.39

S10P&9
SHOP*

ITS TIME TO STOPASHOe

Bloom County By Berke Breathed

Ve5...TH/5 15 RA^«< eiNKt^ ,

IN 9Um CMNiy. IV UK£.

70 mV(^ A Ci^£M\CPL

WR&TEPIMP.

wHe8£ It) iT.^ rr's wpeR

WHeRg (T(5. fVJP lT5eGW&
TD 0e aee^No into my
PLUr^&iN6. Riowr.

\

MOWPO
we KNOW.'

V
TIC TDiLer

\ (v\6t.TEP.

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

AS you KNOVJ,

THE LEGEND
STATES THAT

VJHEN f\ yiROlt^

ORAOU/'TE^

FRon unAS>c,

THE STATUE

^F METAWAnPEl

VJILL OfKOP

HIS SPEAK..

ITS N0\/^ II 56 Pn.

THE OAY BEFORE

GRAWATON ^ AnO
ONE VIRGIN <,SNlOR.

IS LEFT! THE SPEAR

iS ABOUT
TO Df^OP

\NH£f^ SUCOSrJLV^ ff^TA

South wesr we hsar,

ON OR^OUAT/ON
1

DAi Guess WMT
r^^eThv^AMpe WILL

B£ HOlOIisG 7

% 4-

• w I
•' m\

-1

^^1

Katfood By ARK

f 1 A''>*>Fyou-AcliWyGrAiTJuiie
Car*!

^^T^K,Edward Kjnti
CaUpuli - wor)^
with slunnint
acnuKicy TrojBcls
jnyunwdnleoL
cfcjeci sirdj^i
down the .«^ludenis*
ihrodls.

JKwik Turn
Rrvcfv jroOrf**

u^itesCNdir —

andComfort */ith

ih;s unKjuecJwir

A musi n<ivB.con)

\(<)>w.g</<k:K

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

hT.. scrod! ¥

>-v__^

I<1UST BE ny CaOGNE . ,

.

'UJHISPER OF UJET fll^CKEREL 1

:.-/ -. -5>:s -^
^'^-

After the Fall By R. Miller

CROSSWORD
Mitrd by Margaret larrar and Trudc Jaffe

>r I«t3 \jm AatHx rian SyxMrMr

ACROSS
1 point

6 Snitch

10 Jitterbug's dance
14 Circumvent
15 Ancient people

of Gaul
16 Viscous
17 Pan o( a creed

18 Like a relative

20 Result

21 Blzerte's neighbor

23 Revolted

24 Surrender

26 Emerald isle

2B Classify

30 Seriously

forgetful

34 Swan Laiie"

attire

35 British weapon
36 Hllio? seat

of Irish Kings

37 In the past

38 Mints

39 Vacation

inemento
40 Gull genus
42 Dill herb, of

the Bible

43 Smelting product

45 Ancient ascetics

47 Tightly wound
48 Panicle

49 Gossip s support

50 Missouri feeder

53 FJ8t>ed in a way
55 Ring decision

58 Building pan
60 With force

62 Ripe for mer>ding

63 Der

64 prosequi

66 Foil

66 River Into the

Nonh Sea
67 Heavenly places

DOWN
1 Fancy picnic

2 Househdid need

3 Sweet tooth

satlstle^

4 Ho6sier humorist

George
5 School awards
6 Rancher s logo

7 Ancient priest

8 Kind of parK

9 Compartment
10 Most tan
1

1

City on Hawaii

12 Oh, dear'

13 Circular motion
19 Show concern

22 Business letter

abbr

25 Gambler s chil

27 Travelers choices

28 ^tart of a Dickens

title

29 Word of

endearment
30 Zodiac sign

31 Snitch

32 Vexed
33 Like rattan seats

35 Fertilizers

38 Roman states

man
41 Pretend

43 Worldly

44 Part of a circle

46 Road to Roma
47 Charge
49 Scoff

50 Combining form

for bone
51 Road sign

52 Qerne s nver

54 Old Italian family

56 Potter s need
57 Individuals

59 Small island

61 With It one
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WEATHER

There will probably he

weather today. There has

been weather everywhere
ever since hi»tor>' has been

recorded and today sh<»uJd

be no different from the

rest.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH:

Open Face Ham and Swiss

Sandwich
California Quiche

DINNER:
American Chop Suey
Roast Lamb/Gravy,

Mint Jelly

Tuna Salad Plate w/Chips

BASICS LIINCH:
Vegetal)le Hot I'ot

Humus Vegetable Pocket
Sandwich

BASICS DINNER:
Stir Fry Vegetables

and Tofu
Cheese Nut Loaf
Mushroom Sauce

Applications
are still being accepted

for positions in the

Collegian newsroom
9 ajn. to 4 pan.

Monday through Friday

Room 113 Campus Cmter
The Collegian is an

equal opportunity employer
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Gorillas nipped in OT, 11-10, in finale
By BILL SHEA

Collrrimii Suff

DURHAM. N.H. - The Season of

F'rustration for the 1983 University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse team has

Hnally come to a close.

Some players may be glad it's over, some
may not. You can't read their minds. But,

when the Gorillas (5-10) boarded the bus
after dropping a 11-10 overtime decision to

the University of New Hampshire Saturday
in Durham, the realization that a season

which almost nothing went their way was
over may have been relieving.

This game ended like many of the Gorilla

losses this year. It was a close game, well

played by both teams with great plays on

both sides, and in the end breaks went
against the Gorillas.

In losses earlier in the year, it was a bad
penalty or a defensive blunder at the most
inopportune moment that would cost

UMass the game. But, Saturday, the

Gorillas were victims of an unusual play

where the officials missed an obvious call.

UMass controlled the faceoff to open the

overtime period and had several excellent

scoring opportunities denied by excellent

goal tending.

And when New Hampshire bore in on
Gorilla goalie Dan Altschuler with several

one on one situations, he made a couple of

unbelievable plays to keep the Gorilla's

hopes alive in the sudden death overtime

period.

The Gorillas controlled the ball with 30
seconds to play in the overtime when Tom
Alderich dropped the ball trying to hand it

off to a midfielder. New Hampshire picked

up the loose ball and in the ensuing skirmish
called time out.

UNH head coach Ted Garber (yes. the
son) called for a triple pick on Gorilla

defenseman Brad Broadwell to free UNH
leading scorer Chad Doe for the final shot.

But that wasn't the illegal part. The
illegality occured when a UNH pieman
grabbed Broadwell by the jersey openly
enough to be brought to the attention of the
officials by the Gorillas.

But there was no call and Doe broke free

to score the winning goal that may give
UNH a shot at the eighth and final playoff

playoff spot in the national tournament.
"What can I say." head UMass coach Dick

Garber. "It was one hell of a lacrosse

game."
Before the game, the Gorillas decided to

use all four goalies in the final game. Senior
Chris Bendetto started in net before Tom
Curran took over for the second period.

Gerry Moreau started the third quarter and
Altschuler played the fourth quarter and
the overtime period.

"We decided before the game since all of

them have been playing about the same,
wed give them all a shot. " said Garber.
"They all played well and Aitschuler made
some great plays."

There will be no more saves and no more
shots until next year

roTTepan photo _ . ._ ,„

UMass successfully collars UNH in this years ear!?er game at Boyden.
But the Gorillas fell short yesterday dropping the seai^on finale 11-10 in
overtime.

if baseball
Continued frnm page 16

most of those three outs.

Dean Bennett walked, and Bruce Emerson and Comeau
singled to load the bases with no outs. Hickey bore down,
though, and struck out two of UMass' best batters —
Waszczuk and Salustri. Things looked pretty dim but the
Minutemen never gave up.

Jeff Cimini walked to force in a run and narrow the score
to 7-4. Andy Conners then hit a bloop single to knock in

two runs and bring the Mmutemen within one with men on
first and third and two down.
The tying run was to remain 90 feet from home plate a.H

catcher Butch LeBlanc grounded to thu-d and the season
was over.

"I really admire the way they came back." said Lit

tiefield. "We just have some guys that really want to win
"

Coach Dick Bergquist was pleased with his team and the
season.

"They were one of the better groups of players I've had
in terms of togetherness and spirit. It was quite an ac

complishment to go from 2 10 and get 19 victories." said

Bergquist.

URI falls
By GERRY deSIMAS

Colleftaii Suff

Rhode Island, who beat

out the UMass softball

team for a NCAA berth,

dropped their best two of

three series. 2 0. to UCLA
in first round action in

Kingston. R.I. this

weekend.
I'RI. who got three hits

between both games, lost

the first game 1-0, in nine

innings, and lost the

second 10. in 12 innings.

UCLA, led by All

American Dot Richardson,

had five hits in the opener
and nine hits in the second

game.
I'RI finished up with a

26 13 record.

LookiNq For a MCANiNqFul

SUMMER JOB
MASSAchuSETTS FmR ShARE

Tli€ couNTRy's ImqcsT sTATiwidf citiien action

ORqANizATION.

Has full TIME ANd summer opENiNqs For FuNdRAisiNq,

OUTREAck AMd CITIZEM lobby buildlNq to sIlApE llAZAR-

doiis WASTE, EMERqy, ANd otIier poUciEs IN tWs state.

HouRs2:pO -10:00pM, pAy: $175 - $225 AVERAqE per
WEEk ANd bENEFiTS. Will TRAIN.

CaU: 586-8717,
2 PM - TO PM

MoN - Fni For Western Mass.
For woRk In Boston Area caU:

l-800-952-747«

2 bmdrm on busline call 666-0787, keep
trying reeeonabte

NortnJ

Brandywine 2 bedroom pool,
180.00/ mo 549-4110 June Aug

Rolling Qr—n apt for summer all utilities

inc $100/ month call Lisa 253-5790 Hannah
253^7662

Specioua three bedroom houee, large lit

Chen and livingroom, two pofches Close to
campus and town. Rent negotiat>le Max
125/pefaon 253 9406

3 bedroom Southwood townhouae
beeutiful furnished aummer sublet 256-0840
Or>e room In Swtea Village $150/month.
AH utilities included, (negotiable) fall op-
tion. call 256-6432

Up King! On Huskies! Alaska bound this
week rent my 2 Mrm apt for summer only,
196 253 9389

ALL OFFERS CONSIDERED Cozy 3
jedroom house in Northampton fall option
584-7282

Townhouse apts. $86/rT>o. per/person ^-

utilfties, 3 spaces, furnished 549 6554,
646-5062

Rolling Qreen Apt. 2 bdrm, quiet, furnish
ed, AC, pool, call after 6 pm 253 5966

Summer sublet with fall option one or
two females for one bedroom in two
bedroom Brittany Manor apartment really

cheap 256-8388

2 single rooms available house Amherst
center 2 porches fireplace great location
»1» month -» utilities 253-9403

Two bedrooms summer sublet conve-
nient location privacv nice place 80 month
253-3366 ask for John

Townehouse Apts for the summer - the
whole apt or rooms available. 3 bdrms. air

cond. on bus route, 1 mile from campus,
furnished call Li; 549-0307

Townehouae apt., 2 bedroom, AC, cheap
'M reasonable offers considered 549 1261

Colonial Village apartment T~ large
t>edrooms - rent negotiable pool / bus
phone Parian 546-7996 Staci 546-7948

tampton 2 bedrooms available in 4
bedroom house 6/1 - 9/1 negotiat>le
584-2905

TAKE OUR HOUSE. PLEASE

Nice houM on South Pteaaant St. For
sumnrter sublet. 2 bedroom. Completely fur-

nished Cable TV. Huge backyard. Next to
bus stop. Availat>(e Jur>e 1 Sept 1. Call

Jim or Andy at 253-2247

THE CAFE AT QUIDO'S ~
Cape Cod this summer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY'S BACKROOM, Hyan-
nis, Massachusetts. Decadent drinks, ter-

rific times, happier hours.

THIS IS IT
~

Semeater finale backgammon tourna-
ment 9 PM The Pub big prize n>oney

TO SUBLET

Room for rent in Sunderland Houae
Beautiful yard, dish & clothes washer
$ie0/nx)nth plus utilities 549-1218

2 br apt fall opt. 10 min walk to campus
woodstv rent negot 549-0112 after 5

Summer sublet 2 bedroom apt furnished
Crown Point Amherst on tnjs route pool
mile from UMass 253-3782

2 bedroom townhouae 1 H baths,
Southwood, fall option, $275/month
253 3566

Sunderland 2 bedroom apt bus route
sumrner sublet w/fall option 665^14
Amherat Center 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apt bus bright, clean, furnished June 1

August 25. negotiable 253 3250

One bedroom in beautiful spacious
house, 1 % miles from campus, only $100.
per month, must see! 549-5856

So Amherat - great one bedroom near
town /campus, on bus route, all util includ-
ed $175/fTK) or beat offer Mike 256-0895

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
330/month 666-3097

Puffton Village 2 bedroom furnished June
1 - Sept 1 rent neg 549 0624

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt for sum-
mer sut>let with fal l option call 253-5096

Summer aublet fall option housemate for
Northampton apartment $175 availat>(e

June 1 Robert 586-3866 546-21X

2 or 3 bedroom Puffton apt starting Jun 1

or July 1 to Sept 1 price negotiable
549 3874

CHEAP!
4 bdrm. Swiaa Village. On bus route.

•120/mo. Summer sublet with Fell option.
253-3154. Furnished. 1 H bath.

Rolling Green for the summer two
bedrooms cheap 250/mo 253-9418 Malcolm

Fumlahed Puffton apart 2 bdrm June
-Sept rent negotiable! mtes 549 1395

Amherst walk to town, campus. $150 per
mo or BO Harld 253-9747

Apt in downtown Amherat available
June 1 to August 31 170 negotiable in-

cludes all utilities call 665-3249

Two bedroom Southwood apt for sum-
mer sublet with fall option call eves
253 5604

Summer aublet only Puffton 1 bedroom
June 1st rent $270. 549-5732

4 bedroom apt furnished summer sublet
no fall option $295 mo. 253-5487

Brandywine apartment for summer
sublet 2 bedrooms $325 or BO 546-1 130

Brandywine summer sublet w/fall op-
tion cheap. Call Marc 546-9794 or Steve
546-5415

Puffton 3 bedrooms evailable for sum-
mer June 1 Sept 1 $9b or best offer pei
room 546-9024 or 546-9022 after 1 1 PM
Puffton Village 2 bedroom apt. Sublet
rent negotiable John or Rick 546-9174

Southwood Apt. pool rent very
Maater bdr in condo June 1 Aug 31 furn
excellent situation on busline 256-0768
2539764

negotiable call Lisa or nancy 546-0527
549^5983
Summer sublet Puffton Village low
prices call Dan 549 6821 or Red 586^ 3406

LIKE COUNTRY CLUB summer at Puff-
ton 1 room = $90/month call 549-5920

TOWNEHOUSE 1-2 3 bedrooma
availabia f/o on one, cheap aummer
place Alia BO-6103

Available June 1 w/fall option
Sunderland 2 bedroom apartment $275.
666-7562

TOWNEHOUSE
Townehouee 2 people to share bdroom in

2 bdroom apt starts June 1 666-4669

WANTED
Claaa Ringa. Gold and Si^er Jewelr> and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pletaant,
Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
546^2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave
message)

Selling Books? I need a Calculus 132,
Physics 162, and Lin-Algebra text I'll pay
better than the Textbook Annex 253 3861

2 24 year old females seek apartment in

friendly, quiet house where meat and
cigarettes are OK. Price flexible. To move in

late August, early September. Call Abby
617-332-8776

, evenings or leave message
with Selma 617-926-5800 days

WANTED TO RENT

Room for rant in 3 bed house June 1

spacious, garage, porch, Ig yard. Price neg.

Call eariy morn or late night 256-8666

WATERBED
The ultimata in waterbeda. Queen size

waterbed - less than 1 year old. Includes

^fheets, headboard, heating unit and
pedestal. Price negotiable. Call Jay at

666^7574

AXO'S LYRE OF THE WEEK

Mark Peteraon - I owe you my life.

Thanks again. Love JK

I
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

iCoHe^ian is

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD
Graduating Studenta - Get a special
American Express Card application today
800 2232488

APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
1, 2, 3 bedrooms available in Puffton
Village for the summer! Rent is negotiable
and utilities are included. Great pool, air

conditioning, tennis courts. Call Johanna
549-4827 keep trying!

APT. FOR FALL

3 bed. apt. for fall take one bed now or

j
ust one bed for sum. $175. -f 584 5046

AUDIO
~

Incredible deal on a Peavey Pacer Amp
great condition 549-1256

Stereo Equipment Technics receiver,

bookshelf speakers, turntable, cassette
deck $225 Bob, EBE222 584 5697

Technics RSM218deck, Toshiba SRA100
turntable, Audio-Technica cartridge. Mark
6-9704

AUTO FOR SALE
~

1977 B210 Dataun 4 door, 4 cyl. standard,
good mileage & condition $1800.00 call

after 4:30 pm
247^543J

72 Volkswagon Superbaetle $1200 or BO
call nights 253-2052 for information

1970 Olds 442 runs strong need cash quick
$200 546 9243

1976 Pinto std. trans. 24 mpg good w\q.
$660 549 3806

75 Audi LS100. 4 speed, sunroof, exc.

mechanical condition $2100. 546^5280

77 Toyota Wagon excellent condition
62000 miles 5 speed cassette $2250
549^4430

89 Beatia rurw needs work good parts car

tore 3
. ^ ^. » » » a a »» a a a aa^ a
luick tiectra excellent condition

-new eng(ne & parts PB & PS $700 or BO
III 543^136,^^1;^

lug good cone
BO call 549 3935

VW Bug solid unibody, new battery, muat
sell, first $286 253 2720

1972 Mustang - 351 Cleveland many r>ew
parts - engine needs work $300 or BO
546J^
1970 Rrebird black 6 cyl 3 spd body in ex-

cellent condition BO 584 2423

BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT"
S^maetar Rnala Tonight 9 pm The Pub
win big cash jyitea

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 b«droom 1% bath carpeted bua route
Rivarglade »2a0.00 neg 256-6064

CAPE COD

2 famalea wanted for Falmouth houae
call Dianne 546-0075 Lora 253-9481

Female wanted for summer rental W. Yar-

mouth minutes walk to t>each & 28
546-4133 253 2541

CHEAP SUMMER HOUSINQ

On campua $60 a month $175 for summer
includes single arid utilities. Call 5-3197 ask
for Nick Lumpy or Mike C. Located at Kap-
pa Sigma clean and cool

ENTERTAINMENT

Rackadiac Entertainment Agancy Inc.

Bands Discjockeys guarante«d student
functions 256-0739

Rolling Green Ig bdrm 1 or 2 people 6/1

AC util inc after 5 253-2897

FOR FREE

Gentle, full grown female dog is

homeless - call 549-6339

FOR RENT

Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6

bedrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer-dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $157/mo -t- util call

665 4803

Squire Village 2 bedroom townhouae
1 % baths AC pool bus dishwasher summer
w/fall option 665^3281

PUFFTON VILLAGE
aummer sublet with fall option

1 or 2 bedroom (call for info)

549-5067

1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt furnished 5

minute walk to campua 1 or 2 paraons.

ie0/mo 549-0667

Colonial Village one or two bedroom

available for summer sublet /fall option,

negotiable call Tom & Mike 546-5933 or

Paul 546-r "

S. Yarmouth Cottage sleeps 4. Excellent
location near Seagull Beach. Memorial Day
to Labor Day. Call eves 617-877-6337

One or both bedrooms in Puffton Vill.

available June Ist/fall option. Rent
negotiable. Call Laurie 549-6596 after 7:00

Fall Houaing cooperative household
South Amherst bus line looking for female
vegetarian housemates friendly atmosphere
135 -^ call Mark at 256-0575 or Paul
546-1258

3 bedrooma fall option $130 inclusive
Amherst on bus route 256-6712

2 bedrm apt summer sublet /fall option
$295 -H 253-8818

Amherat Ctr. Apt - large room available in

ideally located apt 4 min walk to campus
lots of sunshine fall option 256-0415 star-

ting June 1

To aublet for summer w/fall option 4
room apt on bus line call 253 2605

2 bedroom apt sublet 7 1 to 8-1 fall option
200/mnth busroute 1 bedroom June only
100$ ca ll 253 9680

Summer Rooms Available singles for $125
per session call Nick 549-5827.

Rivarglade one bedroom apt for June 1

call Lora 253 9461

Puffton 1 br in 2 br apt avail June 1

549-6753

Summer sub fall opt Squire Villege
townhouse 2 bedrooms AC pool on bus rt

cheapl call 666-4248

FOR SALE
~

Atari 800 Comp. $396 or BO Diask drive

$349 Franklin Ace & Drive $799 546-8638

Bed - must sell Sealy Posturepedic mat-
tress boxspnng frame greet condition Mari
549-0393

Bowie Tix NYC or Hartford 546-6896 or

546-6697 keep trying

Don't wait until September buy your fur

niture now! Double bed couch kitchen table

dresser 549-4195 anytirr>e

One green rug cut to fit a tower 06 or 13
room. Just r>eeds cleaning. $15 or best of-

fer 6^8234

Woman'a tan-ap«ad bika. great for

around town. Beat offer. Call 549-6176

1975 Chev Vaga. Good cor>dition. Only
1000 or best offer fr9248

Furniture: 7\^ ft couch. 2 velour chairs,

large desk, lamp w/ shade. Best offer call

549 6525 or 253 3154
Pioneer Car Caaaette Deck with AM/FM
stereo $75 00 Atari Video Game with 2
game modules $66.00 546-6954

FOUND

Brown gym bag.
tenta. 549-1142

To claim, daacriba con-

QRADUATING IN DECEMBER?

Quiat oMor umlorgrad, k>oking for apart

mentmate for own room in 2 bedroom
apartrrient. 6 month lease, $230 month,
heat & hot water included. 253-2463

HELP WANTED
Summer joba all majors 1100/mt plus

scholarships for leaders. Apply now start

when you want 1 203-569 8202

Childcare, houaework 20 hrs/$60/wk JY
5 - 15, Aug 9 Sep 3 experience,

references. 253-7840

Lab Aide/Qlaaawara Waahar 5 hr/wk,
$3.75/hr, 12 wk June Aug call Plant Path
5^2364

Laam akilla, earn money, and protect

student interests' Researcher /Organizer
positions available full time for the summer
and part time for the fall with SCERA in

room 420 SUB. Women and people of color

are urged to apply. Applications due Mon
day May 16. 546-0341

Cruise Ship Jobsl Greet income potential,

all occupations. For information call:

602-837 3401 ext 833

SUMMER JOBS: ECOLOGY, safe energy
and consumer rights. MASSPIRG the

states largest public interest organization

has summer and permanent staff positions

available for public education and fundrais

ing, will train. For interviews call Amanda
256-6434

Part time worker needed, driver license,

no selling, year round, $5.00/hr tel.

247 5801

HOUSING ON THE CAPE ~
Hyannia room available for girl for sum-
mer, $50/wk. Pref non-smoker call

546-8182

LOST

Romance! Gold "S" link bracelet lost.

Please return. Reward 253-7373 evenings

Reward information leading to recovery 2

motorcycle helmets stolen 5/11/83 from
Campus Center garage 253-5767

NEED SUMMER STORAGE? ~
Any in or out of state students who need
storage space for summer, cheapl Call

549-4854

PERSONALS

* It's not too late to put in a *

* Collegian Classified, but Monday at *

* 3:46 pm will be! Don't delay, put *
* your ad in today Congratulate the *

* Greduatas and say good-bye to *

* friends. Remember Mondey at 3:46 is
*

* definitely the last chancel *

SELL YOUR BOOKS FOR MORE I
BOOK EXCHANGE NEXT FALL GSS I

Dear Julie, Happy Birthday! Have a great
day and study hard! Get psyched to be
roommates! Love always, Lisa

Wendy
Amy

Ryter Happy UNbirthday Love

Haidi Baby I Bunkbeds are the answer.
Now, what was the question? Jo Baby

Dave I haven't forgotten you now check
you mail -

Pag - Do you really think I'm a womanizer?
It's a rep. I don't deserve. There is none to
compare with you. Love, Sp>oiled rich kid

Teppi Keppi Stephi: 6 9241 Happy 20th
Birthday! Let it snow! Have fun love YC-
NAN and INOJ

May the Sacred Heart of Jaaua ba
adored, glorified, loved and preserved
throughout the woris now and forever.
Sacred Heart of Jesus, pray for us. St.

Jude, worker of miracles, pray for us. St.

Jude, help of the hopeless, prayior us. Say
this prayer 9 times a day. by the 8th day
your prayer will t>e answered It has never
t)een known to fail. Publication must t>e

promised.

Nick. Happy 20th Birthdayl I k>ve you,
always and all wavs. Heirti

Hugh and Mary'a Anniversary week-end
just was they re in love

Lesbian fr Gay Men 'a Counaalling Col-

lective summer hours start 1 June: Tues-

day Thursday 5-7 pm. Visit 433SU or call

546-2645 for FREE information counselling,

referral.

Linda. Happy twenty first you crary F>er

son. I know its had its ups and downs but

rerr>ember the good moments of the past

year. I hope thia is your beat birthday ever.

Love Liaa

KJ - Brandywine, Santadomir>go. Orlar>do

where next? Can you t>elieve its t>een two
years ! Good luck in Washir>gton I'm going

to miaa you. Love ya. Abbye

3-S Grayson. The only floor that really

matters. Are you frough? Have a sooo good
summer ok? Love, insignifikate, Cheryl,

Jeannine, Leslie

Diane, Judy. Sue. Gary and Brad - My
20th would have been nothing with all of

you. Thanks for everything. Love, Donna

Bath McD
-T.S.

Snoop misses you and Rosalita

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Diaaartatlona. theaes, caaaa, papers
guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-(^92,

584-7924 Nancy.

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

Beautiful 3 bdrm apt on bus route, AC,
cable, per room furnished $100 Hune-Aug
call Amy 549-6758 keep trying!!

RIDE WANTED
To Brooklyn • after finals you must have a

large car will pay ALL expenses 546-8010

ROOM FOR RENT

Sunderland room available for graduate
student includes your own private study

room lots of space, quiet female preferred,

non-smoker - rent negotiable for right per-

son call eve only after 7:00 p.m. ask for

Michael 665 8144

ROOMMATES WANTED

FALL - Female to ahare bedroom (non-

smoker) in Brittany Manor. Call Gail

253-5920 evenings , or leave message.

Female -f 25 Puffton Village (quiet end) 2

bedrooms avail, one now, one fall responsi-

ble 549 6399

1 bdrm available in 2 bdrm Col Vil apart-

ment June 1 poss fall call evenings

Female roommate nonsmoker wanted,
starting fall call 549-5951

Responsible roommate, female, wanted
to share bedroom in Brittany Manor for fall.

Call Karen 253-9317

Prof woman seeks older female to share
rural furnished duplex bus route 200 -«-

253-7486

Hampton Beach area for summer June 1

to Sept 6 256-8389

Brandywine Apt 2 bdrm 2 or 3 people
needed for fall 549 414

Three males looking for fourth roommate
June to August Brandywine 75$ month
549-0507

House in South Dennis for summer call

Lisa 256 6052

Femalaa wanted for 1 room in 2 bedroom
Puffton Village apt for fall call 549^)424

Female wanted in coed townhouse apt
in Squire Village for fall on bus route please

call Dawn 6-5876 or Jim 6-9737 anytime
Female roommate wanted for comfor-
table convenient Northampton apartment
Call Irene 584 2406 eves, 549 4930 ext 225
days

Female roommate wanted for aummar
May 21 Sept Falmouth $475 call Martha
617 877-0521 leave message

$100 near bus. Quiet Belchertown country
setting, 15 minutes from U Mass. Fall op-
tion 253 2802

Female to share room in Brittany Manor
for fall 546 9569

SERVICES

Typing, short papers to manuscripts, call

6fc4223, Debbie

Wilderness retreats. Native American
Teachings, Vision Quests. Sweat Lodge,
Survival Rites of Passage. Aric: 549 0181

Faat accurate typing $1.S0/page Leslea

SB4-3433

STORAGE SPACE

Several good sized seperate spaces
available in So Amherst very secure
$30.00/mo for info call 256^237

SUMMER SUBLET

2 l»adnn Northwood fumiahed pool AC
on bus route 100 each 256-6887 Jenifer

Summer fall option 2 bedrooma in

beautiful house, swimming, bus, $156
^-KVI
Only beautiful 3 floor two bedroom River-

front apt master bedroom still available only
$149 suitable for two pool air furnished
549-4405

Brandywine aummer aublet 2 bdrm fur-

niahed rent neg 549 6440 AC pool

Near Colonial Village, third floor semi
studio, share kitchen and t>ath on secor>d,

unfurnished. 175 n>o includea eiactrk:ity

253 3338 evenings

Puffton 2 bedrooma availabia for sum-
nm $100 monthly par room 549-1092

Southwood townehouae, 2 txlrm. excep-
tionally well kept, pool, tennis, cheap,
546^6705

Amherst Center summer sublet, 5
t)edroom house, center of town, quiet loca-

tion 128/per ^ util 542-2147 or 542 4237
avail 6/1

SUCH A DEAL fully hjmished Riverglade

apt fully air-cond pool 1(X)' laundry 10'

bus 150" call after 11 253-3228
"CHEEP'CHEEP*

Preaidential Apt sublet for summer with
fall option for 1 of 2 bedrooms 546-7154

Nice house, quiet street, convenient to

campus, town. Negotiable rent 253 5656 1

room available

Southwood 2 bedroom easily ac-

comodates 4 $85/ month each 253-5666 or

253-7158 nights

Two bedroom epertment in Puffton
bargain prices call 549-2858 4-6 or after 1

1

ask for Joe

Beautiful Brittany Apt for summer rent

furnished w/new carpet rent negotiable call

Kevin 253 3766

Two bedroom fully furnished apartment
for summer sublet Townehouse very
reasonable call 549-5970 John

Male housemate needed 76 Chestnut St,

easy walk to campus, fall option, rent

negotiable, call 549-4127 ask for Jim

3 bdrm apt $390 Main St Amherst
253 5941

Puffton 2 rooms aummar; 1 with fall op-
tion female(s) preferred reasonable!
549 4849

Leverett 100/mo Ig room in house, bus,

garden, waterfall 549-4700

Summer sublet, Brandywine 2 bedrm,
pool, AC furnished equipped $250/mo
549-0747

. k » * At a»^ *a.»«.a« . aa.
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Defending champions nip Harvard
Belvander boosts VM

By ELLEN RICHARD
ColUffiui Huff

If anyone missed the first University of

Massachusetts-Harvard women's lacrosse

game in which UMass just nudged

Harvard 7 6. then they could have seen a

repeat performance on Saturday when the

Gazelles put on the same show to again

nudge Harvard 7 6. at NOPE field, in the

quarterfinals of the NCAA cham-

pionships.

The win sends UMass to the final four

this weekend at the University of Pen

nsylvania. UMass will face Temple in the

semi finals.

The Gazelles, who are seeking their

second consecutive NCAA championship,

were tied with the Crimson at 6-6 when
defenseman Linda Bevelander scored the

winning goal with 2:03 left in the game.

After a Harvard scoring opportunity

was spoiled by UMass goaltender Rita

Hubner, Bevelander rushed up the field

and fired the ball into the Crimson goal as

approximately 200 UMass fans went wild.

For the remaining minute and a half

after a Crimson turnover. UMass played

catch behind the Harvard net to waste

time and eliminate any chance for Har-

vard to tie it up again.

-Identical. The style of pby was exactly

the same. " UMass coach Pam Hixon said.

comparing the two games with Harvard

this season. "Harvard did what we ex

pected them to do and we did what

Harvard expected us to do.

"We have a tendency against Harvard

to go up by a few goaU and Harvard

always closes the gap. We needed to be

ready and stay within a goal if we rouJd.

so toward the end of the game we'd be

ready to come back."

Pam Moryl. who leads the team with 37

goals and 46 points, gave UMass a 1-0 lead

seven minutes into the match. Harvard's

Jennifer White evened it with 3:52 left in

the first half before UMass made its move.

Tish Stevens, who led the team with

four goals and one assist on the day.

netted two more goals at 2:50 and 0:33. to

give the Gazelles a 3 1 lead.

With 10 seconds left. Stevens hit Bunny

Forbes with a pass from behind the net.

Standing in front of the half open net.

Forbes scored to give the Gazelles a

comfortable 4 1 lead at halftime.

Harvard picked up the pace in the

second hall and kept in the UMass end for

most of the beginning of the hall. The
Crimson's aggressive play began to pay

itself off in goals very quickly.

As the fireworks went off. Harvard

scored four unanswered goals to take a 5 4

lead in five minutes span. The Gazelles

lost their three goal lead in the first eight

minutes of the game.
Stevens did not allow the one god

margin to last long as she whipped the ball

in the net less than a minute later at 16:57

to tie it up at five each.

With 7:51 left in the game. Harvard

scored to take a 6-5 lead. However. 18

seconds later. Stevens struck again to tie

the match at 6 6. The victory was clinched

five minutes later as Bevelander netted

the game winning goal.

Next up for the Gazelles will be the

semifinals and finals this weekend at

UPenn in Philadelphia. UMass will face off

against Temple, a 16-6 winner over

Princeton Saturday.

talUgtmii photo k* (kn* JaagOMn

Pam Moryl is squeezed by two Crimson during the rivals earlier i^ame

at NOPE. UMass put the squeeze on Harvard. 7-6. advancing to the

Final Four.

Gazelle netminder stands tall, leads team to Final Four
By ELLEN RICHARD

ColWffUa Huff

She was the one who cheered the

loudest on the field and the one who was
not going to throw in the towel when a 4-1

lead dwmdled to a 5 4 deficit.

UMass lacrosse goaltender Riu Hubner
controlled the prowling 23 shot Harvard

attack when she had to.

But that was not to say that the spunky

senior netminder was not just a little

anxious.

"I started to worry because when a

team comes back that fast, you really

don't know what the final score of the

game's going to be." she said. "You
wonder if you're going to be able to

contain your head to hold the team from

scoring anymore, so your offense can do
their work."

A victory for UMass and some early

celebrating for the never say die goalie

followed.
"1 never give up even without a

helmet." Hubner said referring to when a

whistle was blown which stopped play

with three seconds left in the game.
"I threw up my helmet in the air

because I thought the clock was going to

run out. Then I saw them (Harvard)

coming at me. I thought I was going to

have to kis.s the ball with my teeth."

Another person who did not give up
even when the tables were turned on
UMass was coach Pam Hixon. While

Hubner was shaking in her shoes, Hixon

kept her confidence in Hubner.
"Rita's the kind of goaltender that plays

best under pressure." Hixon said. "This

year in particular. Rita has really pulled

herself together to give this team the lift

it needed. She still comes back with the

big save when we need her and she did

that today."

Hubner compiled a 3.45 goals against

average this season, second best in the

country. Limiting Harvard to six goals

was no picnic as the Crimson scored an

average of 14.9 goals a game, third best in

the country.

"I've been saying to myself all week.

We're not going to lose this game.' We
beat them before." said Hubner.

With the semifinals against top seeded

Temple approaching this weekend. UMass

and Rita Hubner wUl be ready as ever.

"Hey, we're going to do it." Hubner

confidently predicted.

UMass strands their playoffhopes
By KEVIN DELUCA

( allvfiMt SUff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team never

gave up but they never caught up either so they saw their

season end Saturday afternoon with men on first and third

in the top of the ninth inning and the score 7 6 against the

University of Connecticut at McCoy Stadium in

Pawtucket. R.l.

The UConn game became a must game when, in a 10

a.m. contest versus the University of Maine (which was a

make-up of Friday night's rain out>. the Minutemen were
blanked by Maine starter Stu Lacognata (5 11 on eight hits,

50.
Tony Presnal (5 2) was the hard luck loser of the Maine

game even though he and Jim Gallagher combined to give

up only eight hits. Five errors and lack of timely hitting

doomed the Minutemen. Despite the fact that Lacognata

walked eight men along with giving up eight hits. UMass
did not convert its opportunities into runs. The Minutemen

left 14 men on base (25 in both games.)

The key play of the game occurred in the fifth inning.

Down 1 0, UMass' Steve Messina tried scoring from second

on a Todd Comeau single. As he was rounding third,

Messina ran into Maine third baseman Bill Nutter and was

consequently thrown out at the plate by left fielder Bill

Swift (yes. the .same Swift who pitches). The umpire did

not see it fit to call interference on Nutter.

"That play really hurt us. " said UMass third base coach

Dave Littlefield. "It crushed us momentum wise. Still, we

couldn't get the clutch hit while Maine got some big hiU."

The real heartbreaker. though, was the UConn game.

The Minutemen fell behind 5 1 after five innings as

UMass' hurier Bob Kostro (4-5) was having his problems.

Dean Bennett, the senior second baseman, dives

this year.

ihe lone UMass run came in the second when an Angelo

Salustri triple scored Chris Waszczuk.

The Minutemen got two more runs off of Husky starter

Chris Steurenagel (3 3) on a Butch l^eBlanc 2 RBI single.

However, by the time the ninth inning rolled around,

( olleipan photo hj Jim Pnwrra

back to base under the tag in an earlier game

UMass reliever Scott F^oster had been touched for two runs

and the Minutemen were staring at a 7-3 deficit with only

three outs separating them from the end of their season.

Facing Husky reliever Chris Hickey, UMass made the

Continued on page J,
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Ad Hoc group urges reinstatement of dismissed EWC members

By Russell D. Jordan «

In an interview with members of an ad hoc commit-

tee set up in support of the three dismissed members
of the Everywoman's Center (EWC), Mary Went-

worth, Malika Jones and Marianne O'Leary, NUMMO
NEWS was told last week what transpired at the Com-

mittee's meeting on May 6 at Whitmore with UMass
officials Gloria DeGuevera and Bob Welch, represen-

tatives of the Vice Chancellor presiding over the

grievance procedures filed by two of the dismissed

women
The three women were dismissed during a recent

change m directors at the Everywoman's Center.

Members of the ad hoc committee interviewed are

Donna Scamper, Steve Coons and Christine Retzel

Opening the meeting Ms DeGuevera explained that

due to, "official University policy, " and legal restraint

regarding the handling of grievance procedures she

was "constrained" and could not discuss specific

cases, but would welcome discussion concerning the

general politics of the EWC Despite this caution,

several persons at the meeting commented directly

about the women involved in the dismissal pro-

cedures Donna Scamper said about Mary Went-

worth, "Mary Wentworth did a fine |ob The fact that

Mary has been dismissed sticks out like a sore

thumb." Ms Scamper cited Ms Wentworth's.

"radical viewpoints" as a possible reason for her

dismissal Deborah Friedman, former coordinator of

Prospect House, a shelter for homeless people said of

Ms. Wentworth, "The University needs to be respon-

sible to the community Mary provided that link bet-

ween the community and the University '

Steve Coons said, "I was shocked to find out about

the firing of these diligent, conscientious, hard-

working women " Mr Coons also accused the

University of not following due process in dismissing

Ms. Jones and Ms Wentworth, saying, "normally six

months notification is required for an act of dismissal

or non-renewal of contract. Both Mary and Malika

were given less than six months notice as regards their

dismissal In the case of Marianne O'Leary, she was
dismissed within two weeks of achieving permanent

University status
"

All members of the ad hoc committee had high

praise for Mary Wentworth's performance of her |ob

and praised her for having a caring, sensitive attitude

toward the women she helped Christine Retzel said,

"Mary has been charged with not recruiting enough

women into the University. Mary's workload is heavy

enough, if the University was concerned about

recruiting women, why don't they find a position sole-

ly for the process of recruitment?"

Many former members of the Everywoman Center

traced the cause of the problems to a change in the

organizational structure of the Center from one of a

collective mode to a more traditional, hierarchical

model of operation Several of the people present

questioned the Centers' commitment to poor and

Third World women stating that Mary Wentworth and

Malika Jones had been quite effective at helping

women from these groups at the University.

In a separate interview, the director, Ruth Weekes-

Washington said, "The Center has not changed its

comhiitment to women, in particular to low income

women and women receiving Aid to Families with

Dependant Children (AFDC) payments. We are con-

cerned with how we can most effectively serve

women."

Ms Washington refused to comment directly about

the cases concerning the dismissals of the three

women, citing University policy regarding public

statements about employees pursuing grievance pro

cedures. Ms Washington added, "the organizational

structure of the Everywoman's Center changed from a

collective mode to a hierarchal mode long before I ar-

rived" Ms. Washington defended the Center saying,

"the Center is doing a fantastic )ob serving poor

women The Center is where women can get together

to help other women. Our commitment towards those

ends is serious."

The ad hoc committee supporting the three dismiss-

ed women listed its demands at the meeting. Said

Steve Coons, "We are endorsing the following

demands; that Malika Jones, Marianne O'Leary, and

Mary Wentworth be reappointed and/or reinstated;

that another position be funded for Educational Ac-

cess and Outreach at the Everywoman's Center so

that the Poor Woman's Task Force can continue to

address the needs of low income women; and finally,

a community advisory board be established for the

Center so that there is a vehicle for expression of com-

munity concerns and a counterbalance to the ad-

ministration."
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A Goodbye From
Nummo

an editorial comment

rarawrtN and have a good summer!

We of Nummo News hope all our readers

have a productive and/ or relaxing summer
break, whether at work or at play.

For the graduates especially: do not

despair over lacking concrete life plans. To
have obtatr)ed a college degree is. in itself, an

outstanding achievement. Remember, this

struggle is one that was undertaken for more
reason than just "making it." Also,

remember, you have much to contribute to

the community beyond your individual

ecorKxnic standing. Our advice, just worry

about one thing at a time.

For all summer departees, whether return-

ing next fall or not, please recognize that

there is little escape from the problems facing

an but the moat "traditional." middle-class

students in the attempt to complete an

urMlergraduate education. Both the minimum
SAT admissions requirements, to affect all

Massachusetts public coifegesind universities

in 19B7 and imposed on us by the Regents,

and the outcnes against the inadequacies of

our high schools, put forth by various na-

tiorial commissions of late, embody attacks

on us as the consumers of higher education.

The arguments that high schools across

the ration are not stringent enough, or do

rK)t promote high enough standards as

measured in quantitative terms through stan-

dardized tests, etc. put the blame on

students who will be expected to submit to

"tougher" schooling, even as our schools

budgets suffer cuts and more cuts! The real

problems of budget cutting for the sake of

escalating military spending and the

widespread inequities in our high schools will

go unaddressed and the students will then be

expected to pay. unless we do something

atxHJt It.

This situation will affect not only our

younger sisters and brothers attempting to

further their educations, but all of us who are

to face this mentality in the workplace and

elsewhere Blaming the victims of the

prevailing retrogressive policies is an age-old

tactic to diffuse the opposition

We hope as you make ready to take off

from Amherst, that you take time to touch

base with your community, with other

students and give thought to these issues in

between all those summer happenings.

Get involved in something in your free

time!! Don't wait for someone else to

organize a bus from your community to the

August 27, Washington, D.C. march com-
memorating the 20th anniversary of the

historic 1963 civil rights march led by Martin

Luther King, Jr. Help organize it yourself.

(Contact Corretta Scott King at the King

Center for Social Change m Atlanta, GA., for

more information .

)

And, don't forget - have a good summer.
We'll see you next fall.

Johnetta Cole addresses problems in higher ed.

By Angela Brown
and Tracey Bryant

Associate Provost Johnetta Cole, who will be on

leave from UMass next year, addressed national

trends in education, as they affect Third World

students, and the implications of narrow educational

policies like those being enacted in Massachusetts, in

an interview with Nummo last week. Having served as

a member of the faculty for 13 years, and as Associate

Provost for the last two, Ms. Cole will be offering her

expertise to the Hunter College community in New
York City

In response to recent outcries against the inade-

quacies of the national educational system, Ms. Cole

expressed "concern over critique without suggested

avenues for addressing the problems." Ms. Cole in-

sisted that the problems do exist, but that "we seem

to want to have our cake and eat it too." She

elaborated on this, saying that we want quality educa-

tion while cutting educational funding, through

measures like Proposition 13 in California, and Pro-

position 2 Vi in Massachusetts. There is "not enough

serious attention to the cost of education ... the

matenal and the non-matenal costs," she added

While too much attention "is focused on the 'final

product' . . not enough" is focused "on the sources

and processes" contributing to an educated public.

Ms Cole said this especially affects Third World

people attempting to further their educations,

because "a lot of focus is on students who are least

prepared" to go on to college They are looked at "as

if It IS in fact their own fault," she stated

She said this is done by many critics at the expense

of looking at the underlying causes of the inferior

education Third World students receive. "What is the

differential in budget status . m expectations in

early tracking systems?" are some of the questions

Ms Cole raised The standardized testing of prospec-

tive students raises many concerns of racial, ethnic

and class bias as evident m test results, asserted Ms

Cole, who criticized "the absence of enough sensitivi-

ty" to these biases.

"It seems to me very little is served by having those

of us in higher education turn in a snobbish and elitist

way," to criticize public schools, she said. Ms. Cole

asserted "the most productive way for us to turn . .

(is) in a collegial way and say how can we work

together." She said this attitude is needed instead of

attacking public school teachers.

"The single worst thing that could happen to higher

education is a move toward 'quality' mechanically,

and rigidly defined in terms of SAT's, the number of

credit hours, etc.," Ms. Cole stated. "I think 'quality'

must include the presence of diversity."

On the question of declining Black enrollment in

higher education, Ms. Cole said, Third World people

should get informed "about what the demographers

are saying." According to Ms. Cole, demographic

trends show that in the aftermath of the 'baby boom'

a higher proportion of college enrollments may be

drawn from "Third World pools."

She expressed concern about what could happen if

increasing numbers of Third World students are

sought by colleges and universities. "Where are the

faculty and staff with the sensitivity and training to

make it (college) a successful experience? ' she asked.

In addition, the availability of financial aid could prove

to be a determining factor.

Ms. Cole hopes to return to the University "to con-

tribute to positive, needed change" She intends to

continue her work in, hopefully, a combined ad-

ministrative and instructional capacity. She said she

was trying "to find the right mix," as many are trying

to do, to make contributions to the University com-

munity.

While Hunter college may be borrowing her from us

for awhile, Ms Cole intends to re-establish her honne

in Amherst
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CCEBMS HEARTFELT CONGRATULATIONS
to the Class of 1983

It is a great feeling to know that in some small way we at

CCEBMS have assisted you in achieving one of your life's

goals; attaining a college degree. For me, it has been a

pleasure to see you make the long transition from freshman
summer orientation to graduation. For many, the road has

been a challenge, but realize that without hard work, there is

no real satisfaction.

As you reflect on your college experiences, I hope positive

memories come to your thoughts Remember all the educa-

tional, social, cultural and political lessons you have learned

here. Hopefully, in retrospect, you will look at your tenure at

the University of Massachusetts and CCEBMS as a signifi-

cant part of your lives

Now, as alumni of CCEBMS, you can assist us in our ob-

jective to reach and assist your family members, friends, and

other students who will follow. At the same time we will

work to keep you informed of future plans and changes You
will still be an integral part of the program and can lend your

support to our alumni development and networking efforts

As a final note, I would hope all of you remember to in-

volve yourselves in the political process and take an active

role in your communities
Please accept my warmest congratulations on a )ob well

done, class of 19831 And to quote my favorite music group,

"KEEP YOUR HEAD TO THE SKY!"

Advisor

Sincerely,

John Lopes
Class of '83

Norma Aldndge
Tracey L Armstrong
Priya Bahl

Valerie E Brathwaite

Sandra Y Bnggs
David T. Bromery
Angela C. Brown
Susan Butler

Victoria Carter

Patricia Cassell

Jennifer Castro

Raymond M Chambers
Danny Chang
Sung Soo Chang
Km Wah Chow
Binyu Chu
Brynne Clarke

Jomaria K Coleman
Adriana Coley

Barbara Curtis

Donna M Davis

Perry Pong
Hung T Goon
Camian L Harris

Monique E Harris

Kim M. Hatton

Bettina Henry

Diane Higgmbottom
Kermit Holliday

Judy Horn

Carl S House
Joan D Hudson
Phillip D Jennings

Edward Kim
Hyun Kim
Yvonne K. Lai

Jeanette Leung
Cho Chau Li

Clara Lima
Yat T Man
Augusto Martins

Alexander Murkison
HoNg
Frank E Oglesby, Jr

Julia Olff

Hong Ki Paik

Hilary Par

Lan T Pham
Richard H Pina

Dorothy J Roberts

Beth M Robinson

Roxana L Rocha
Mayra J Rodriguez

Stephen Samuel
Marilyn D. Sargeant

Mark Semedo
Julian Shaw
Glenn A Silva

Calvin Simons
Robert Smith
Todd Tsiang

Marian Ty

Darise Victory

Michael Williams

Tin Yau Ying

Ahmed Yakudima

Greetings to the

African Students Association

The staff of Nummo News is pleased and excited to

welcome the formation of the African Students

Association of the Five- College community
We recognize the importance of having such an

organization, as a mode of expression and action, for

African students in the area We also look forward to

the activities and other contributions that this vital

organization can provide to the Amherst community.
We wish the best of luck and extend our warmest

greetings to you Have a good summer and see you
next fall!

Williams College: $$$

from Apartheid

By Brenda Ling

The six-year issue of Williams College's investments

in companies doing business in South Africa has

drawn students, faculty, administrators, and trustees

alike into the political arena. The Western

fy^assachusetts college has yet to set down a policy on

the institution's responsibility to make a public state-

ment against apartheid, but the decision is now in the

hands of the trustees and the Advisory Committee on

Shareholder Responsibilities (ASCR) that advises the

trustees on investment matters

The past five months of heated debate began last

January with a student group's seven day hunger

strike The students called for divestment of the $20

million of stocks invested in firms not yet complying

with the Sullivan Principles The Sullivan Principles

are guidelines to require US businesses that operate

in South Africa to adhere to a racial quota system and

fair employment practices m their plants (The prin-

ciples say nothing about eradicating the regime's

apartheid policies.)

The trustees did not respond to the students' ac-

tion, but one member of the board proposed to take a

faculty vote At a meeting three weeks ago, pro and

anti-divestment faculty agreed to propose, in addition

to companies furthering investigations and not expan

ding operaiK.-!S in South Afiica, that the trustees ad-

vise those companies in South Africa to contribute ac-

tively to bettering Blacks' and Non Whites' living con

ditions there

Throughout the past six years the administration

has clung to the abstract principle of a university's

furwJamental right to political neutrality Last month's

issue of Williams Reports was devoted to the subject

of "Williams as a Responsible Investor " and includes

articles by the College's President, Treasurer, Chair

man of the Trustee Finance Committee, and the

ACSR Quotes from these articles describe the ad-

ministration's sentiments

A college is a voluntary society rather

than a political commonwealth

There is virtually no evidence to suggest

that selling a company's stock is an ef

fective way to influence that company's

behavior

A potentially large and ongoing cost

would result from restricting the choices

open to our investment managers

Moreover, the economics of selling the stock as a

political statement against Williams' investors has

caused the trustees to state that "economic affairs

present a much more tangled spectacle than that of

simple choices between financial gam and respect for

human rights "

Williams' administrators and trustees have received

the support of campuses around the country Harvard

University and the University of Chicago both agree

with the University of Michigan's idea that a universi-

ty's role "is to engage in education, not in politics, (as)

there is no end to such political participation once we
begin it

" Clearly the Williams' trustees do not want to

venture into never ending politics, especially when
such an uproar occurs within the campus com-

munity They will meet later this month, but no one

knows how students' and the faculty's actions will af-

fect the board, if the subject of divestment is even on

this month's agenda

The trustees' long awaited decision, whenever an-

nounced, will not end all political discussion, but the

whole community's active participation has begun to

further the US - South African dialogue beyond

economic embargo and now to actual changes in peo-

ple's lives.
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M«tt>a Moore dancing and chasing her rainbow onstage Saturday.

1983 BCP Award
Recipients

1983 Graduates: BCP

ofSS

Arlindo R Alves

Elizabeth R Campbell

Nubia Cordoba De Ruiz

Lynnette M Fefnandez •

Judith Figuefoa

Franasco J Gmia
Maria A Jur>cos

Manuel Maurtua Helden

Ar^na Mirceva

Hilda R Oliveras

Raul E Paralitici

Elena L Pastor

Manuel F Perdomo
Carmen P Portela

Maria A Ramos
Gonzalo Rivera

[^ar^ M Zapata

CIssa of '86

Jose I Barquet

Hector H Kaba Capo

Claaeof "St

Luis F Abreu

Aida T Ball

Jorge Antonio Carreras Davila

Juan Acevedo Crespo

Joaquim M Caravalho

Lourdes S Colon

Maria A DaSilva

Sigmund Exposito

Amarildo D. Ferreira

William L Lee

Gabriel A Magraner

Howard Martinez

Jar>et V Perez

Maria R Portela

Fernando M Rabel

Jose Hector Rivera Torres

Luis Gerardo Rivera

Nelson Robles

Julio Cesar Moreira Saram^go
Emilie E Vh'verde

Alma J Velez

Aida T Ball

Arlindo R. Alves

Alma I Arcelay Jose A Asmar

Andres W Bhatia

Use M Boebel

Enrique M Caballero
Delia M Cacho

Antonio Estanislau Cacela

Elizabeth R Campbell

Luis G Capriles

Stella H Carrara

Mark G Dangelo

Pedro A Carrasquillo

Leamsi J Collazo Pedraia

Raul A Cruz Morales

Leticia D Acevedo Crespo

Lorraine C Castillo

Adrian G Cuevas

Ins M Garcia

Mei Ngor Gee
Adriana Gonr>ez

Danisa Inna Jacobsen

Natalia Da Concetcao Juhano

Jeanme Kang
Chi H Lam
lanh Q Nguyen

Michael De La Pena
Mansol Rexach
Luis a Rodriguez

Ricardo Sanchez
Sandra Shen
Rodrigo T. Soto
Hoang M Ta

Thai K. Tuan
Luisa C. Vargas

Theodore J Zervas

Belkis M Escnbano

Lynnette M Fernandez

, . . r Vicente Enrique Fernandez
Judith Figueroa

Melvm Caiixto Figueroa

Louis A Fuentes

Vladimir E Galindo _ ., , r^rr-.^Carmen Alicia Garcia

Ricardo Garcia

Jose L Garrido

Carlos E Gautier

Francisco J Gin)a

Socima Gonzalez

Maria S Gonzalez
Maria A Juncos

Bernardo J Llaguno

Sandra I Luna

Emma Martinez

Gabriel A. Magraner

Manuel A Maurtua Helden Eii^beth M Mendes

Anna Mirceva

Kathleen Morales

Hilda R Oliveras

Raul E Paralitici

Manuel F Perdomo

Elena L Pastor

Albert Perez

Dionisio Perez

Maribelisa Rexach Carmen P. Portela

Edna J. Rodriguez

Maria del R Portela

Maria A Ramos Wilfredo Rios Ramirez

Maria J Rodriguez

Minerva Rodnguez

Nubia Cordoba De Ruiz

Mario Jose Sierra

Stanley H. Smith

Luis Gerardo Rivera

Fernando E. Valverde

Cha Yun Vang

Diana M. Zapata

Lester P Zielonka

^SPOTLIGHT
Office of Minority

•Graduate Student

Recruitment

The DuBois Corner: Matthew Henson

By Keith Johnson

Many students are aware of CCEBMS and BCP

which are the acaderDic support units for minority

undergraduates But there is also a support unit for

graduate students here at the University called the Of-

fice of Minonty Graduate Student Recruitment

(OMGSR) OMGSR, which was opened five years

ago, was created to increase the participation of

minority students in graduate study through recruit-

ment and financial aid support

The director of the office is Dr Judith Toyama Dr

Toyama is a native of Bridgetown, N J but grew up

mainly in Los Angeles, California. She is of Japanese

decent who's parents had to live through the humilia-

tion of an Arizona concentration camp during World

War II

After her family moved to Los Angeles from New

Jersey, she went to public schools that had mainly

Black populations She then went to University of

Southern California (USO and graduated in physical

education and English Then it was on to the Universi

ty of Wisconsin and her Masters and then the Univer-

sity of Waterloo, m Canada, for a Doctorate in sports

psychology It was at the University of Wisconsin that

Dr Toyama first came into contact with the close

minded and racist attitudes which was more of a sur-

prise after living in the city of L.A.

In 1977 she came here to become a Professor in

sports psychology and a year later she was brought on

to become the part-time director of the then new

OMGSR. The position was later upgraded and Dr

Toyama was made the full-time director The office

also has a Faculty Advisor Committee which is chaired

by Dr. Toyama and consists of a number of professors

from various departments, such as Prof. Donald St

Mary of math. Prof. Jesse Ortis of public health, and

Fred Tillis of music

The OMGSR conducts off-campus recruitment thru

recruitment trips and response to direct mail inquiries.

Many of the recruitment trips include tnps to vanous

Black colleges such as Winston-Salem State,

Southern University, Jackson State, Hampton In-

stitute, Howard and Spellman. There are also trips to

large universities such as UCLA, Standford, U of Cin-

cinnati, UConn and U. of Houston. The OMGSR also

takes part in career conferences in places such as

Philadelphia, Boston and Atlanta.

The OMGSR is able to provide financial aid through

the use of teaching assistantships Thirty one of these

positions are available through this program. The posi-

tions are available in departments that decide to spon-

*^Jv,

By Rahim lnf>ani

On April 6, 1909 a small group of men headed north

through some of the coldest weather on earth. The

men were the lead scouting party for Naval Com
mander Robert E Peary and his expedition in search

of the North Pole The group consisted of a number of

Eskimos and a Black man named Matthew Henson

Henson first met Commander Peary while he was

working as a clerk in a Washington, DC. clothing

store, Peary took Henson in on his North Pole explora-

tion j)ro)ect and together they worked for 23 years.

Peary would later find that Henson was the best ex-

plorer in his operation.

Matt Henson learned how to speak the Eskimo

language like a native and was very popular with the

Eskimos that worked with the Peary expedition He

learned all of the survival skills needed to get through

the frigid weather of the North Pole Henson made all

of the sledges and stoves for the expedition

The expedition to the North Pole was rugged as the

men traveled almost twenty hours a day, traveling at

night while sleeping during the warmth of the day.

Henson, heading the lead scout party soon ro*ai?ed

that the group not only had reached the North Pole,

but had passed over it by a mile He told the Eskimos

in his party to build an igloo and wait for Peary who
was 45 minutes behind When they got there H was

Henson who placed the American flag on top of the

world

In recognition for his expeditions to the North

Pole,Henson was awarded a medal for outstanding

service by Congress m 1945 Later, President

Eisenhower honored Henson at the White House and

the state of Maryland placed a plaque in the State

House m his honor. This made him the first Black per-

son to be honored by a southern state

Commander Peary was credited with leading the

North Pole expedition But it was a Black man named

Matt Henson who, with the held of Eskimos, first

stood on to of the world

sor a graduate student

The positions are used as an incentive for depart

ments to support the students the following year

under their own, because the OMGSR does not spon-

sor students past their first year But many depart-

ments do take students on the following year to stay

in the OMGSR's favor and be looked on to sponsor

other first year students. Also many of the minority

graduate students have done well in their teaching

assistants positions

The office also keeps record of the amount of

minority students in school. For exarrjple m
1»J1

there were 444 minority graduate students, IB are

American Indian, 167 are Hispanic, 185 are Black, and

66 are of Asian origin . It was reported last year that 9.

1

percent of all doctorates were awarded to minority

graduates and 8 54 percent of all masters degrees

were awarded to minority students in May 1981.

The OMGSR provides information about other

financial aid for graduate students. Federal funding

that is provided through programs such as National

Rurals Fellows, GPOP and NSF Minonty Fellows But

many of these programs have received budget cuts

from the present administration.

There has been problems in getting some minority

students matnculated in graduate programs. Much of

it is for financial reasons. Many budgets have been cut

and there is not much money for financial aid from

either the federal programs, univerity departments, or

the OMGSR Also many minonties are graduates with

professional undergraduate degrees such as engineer-

ing or businejiss which leads to more students going

for )obs instij^d of continuing school

One of the problems that the office has is the overall

breakdown of minority students in the different

departments. There are not many minority graduate

students in many of the science departments but there

IS a large number of minority graduate students in tt»e

education department This causes problems because

the department can only sponsor so many teaching

assistantships So some of these students may have

trouble finding positions

Dr. Toyama hopes in the future to increase the

amount of graduate students She also would like to

help to reactivate the Minority Graduate Student

Organization because she feels that they need a sup-

port system. Dr. Toyama herself is involved in a sup-

port network between different schools across the

country called the Minority Admissions Recruitment

Network.

For those undergraduates thinking of continuing on

in graduate school, Dr Toyama suggests that

students apply for schools and tests early Also the of-

fice carries information on different law and graduate

schools. For more information contact the OMGSR at

Rm. A231, Graduate Research Center here at UMass

or call (413) 545-3424.
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*Announcements "^

Pun 'n' Games

at the Malcolm X Center, Wednesday, May 18 at 7;30

p.m.

Nummo Picnic

All interested people are invited to come out to our an-

nual staff picnic.

The Hosts:

Yvonne Mendez and Russell Jordan

Place: 9 Village Park apartments (behind Orchard

Hill)

Time; 3 00 p m.

Food will be provided but, bring your favorite dish!

Nummo News Announcement

Wanted Fall '83: Women's Program Coordinator.

15-20 hours/week, $3 50/ hour. Must be UMass
undergraduate Applications available 415 or 416 Stu-

dent Union Deadline May 6, 5 00 p.m The SGA is an
equal opportunity employer.

African Liberation Day
Activity to be held

Wednesday, May 25, 8 00 p.m. at Yvonne's Place,
New Africa House

Processor David G Du Bois and Mokobung Nkomo
will be speaking, and refreshments will be served
Comeout and jom the newly formed African

Students Association for its first activity!!

The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund
The Seta Rampersad Scholarship Fund was formed

in 1982 as a memorial to Seta Rampersad, a 20 year

old Third World woman who was an undergraduate at

the University of Massachusetts Seta, a political

science major and senior was found dead in Motel 6 in

South Deerfield on September 13, 1978

Seta was the daughter of immigrant parents who
came from Trinidad Seta, if she had lived, would
have received her degree in May, 1979 Her career

goals included being a legal advocate for Hispanic and
Black youths who had been convicted in Springfield

Recipients of the Seta Rampersad Scholarship must
be Third World women underoraduates who have

shown a history of commitment to social change in

their communities, especially m the areas of health,

women's issues, legal reform. Third World organtza

ttons, anti-nuke and international solidarity struggles

Scholarships will be awarded to 2 Third World
women undergraduates who have demonstrated good
academic work (2 5 cum) and who have shown a

sincere devotion to social progress The award will be
$300 and applications are due June 1. 1983 for the fall

semester

For more information and applications call Malika
Jones at Everywoman's Center, 545 0883

Course Proposals Sought

The Malcolm X Center (located in the Southwest
Residential Area) is accepting class proposals for the

Fall 1983-84 semester. Anyone interested call 545-2819

or come down to the Center Monday through Friday

12:00p.m. - 11:00p.m., or Saturday 12:00pm. -3:00

p.m.

May Poetry Series

Tuesdays at BOO No admission At the Jones

Library, Amity St Downtown Amherst.

10 Frannie Lindsay, The Aerial Tide Coming
In, Swanp Press

George Murphy, No Other Life, Amper-
sand Press; Editor, Tendril

17 Chase Twichell, Northern Spy, University

of Pittsburgh Press

Carole Oles, The Lonliness Factor, Texas
Tech Press Quarry, The University of Utah
Press

24 Gary Metras, The Night Watches, Adastra
Press, The Yearnings Samisdat Press,

publisher, Adastra Press

Elizabeth McKim, Burning Through, Fami-
ly Salt, Wampeter Press Body India,

Yellow Moon Press

31 Andrew Salkey, In the Hills Where Her
Dreams Live, The Black Scholar Press,

Land, Away, Allison & Busby
Kathryn Marshall, Desert Places, Harper

and Row, My Sister Gone, Harper and
Row

Housing needs

Are you looking for Housing? Housemates? Mov
ing information? Information about your rights as a te-

nant?

The Resource room at Everywoman's Center has a

Housing Book to help you find contacts and informa-

tion about housing needs Stop m to look at this and
other survival information, including a Childcare Book
and a Job Bank Book Everywoman's Center is

located in Wilder Hall at the University of

Massachusetts and is open to all Community and
University women Everywoman's Center is open
from 9 00 a m to4 OOp m Monday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Friday, and from 12:00 noon to 7:00 p.m. on
Wednesday

Black Mass Communications

1983 Spring Schedule

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Les Correia, Soft n Easy, 2-6 00 a.m.

••Rev Pearson, Glory Road to

Gospel, 6 10 00 am
The General, Positive Vibrations,

10-2 am.

Victor Yepaz. Concepto Latino, 2-6

a.m.

Mahoghany, Free as the Wind,
12 15-3 p m
Merrit Anthony, Phase III, 3 5 30

p m
'People's Perspective with Merritt

Crawford, 6-7 00 p m.

Concepto Latino, 7 10:00 p m.

Puma, Urban Contemporary, 12 15-3

p m
Eliot Andrew, Urban Contemporary,

10-2:00 am

Terry Parker, Urban Contemporary,
6-9:00 a.m.

••Rev. Pearson, Glory Road to

Gospel, 2-6:00 am.

Friday

Saturday

Concepto Latino, 6-9:00 am
D.R , Urban Contemporary, 3-5 30

p.m.

Kan Njiiri, Pan Afrique, 10-2:00 am.

BMCP, 2-6:00 am.
Concepto Latino, 9-12 (X) noon
Carl Lowman, Rhythm Section,

12 15-3 pm.

Concepto Latino, 1 3 30 p.m.

George McKenzie, Reggae, 3:30-6 00
p.m
•••Reports in Color with Bettina

Henry, 6-7:00 p.m.

Wilhemina Samuels, Ladies Touch,
7-10:00 p m
Frank Oglesby, Franki O's Odyssey,
10-2:00 am.

Public Affairs

• Rev Pearson included; not a part of BMCP
•• News

Keep on listening to BMCP on WMUA, 91.1 FM and

help us keep BLACK MUSIC alive!

Everywomen's Center Calendar

On May 17, 1983 "NOT A TRUE LOVE STORY a

film concerning The TRUTH about
PORNOGRAPHY!" will be shown at Mahar
Auditorium Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. at UMass' School of

Business. A discussion will follow the film.

For more information, call 253-5045, 545-0883,

584-5160.

"WHAT COULD YOU DO WITH A NICKEL?" will

also be shown on Tuesday, May 17 at 7:30 p.m., Cam-
pus Center Rm. 804-808. This film tells the inspiring

story of two hundred Black and Latin women in the

South Bronx who formed the first domestic workers'

union in the history of the United States.

For more information about either film call the

Everywomen's Center at 545-0883.

Asian-American Students Association

The Asian-American Students Association is pleas-

ed to announce their new officers for next year:

Co-Chair: Kim Ton and Michael Wong
Secretary: Carolyn Lee

Treasurer: Ye t Yen Soohoo
5-College Rep Kerwin Moy
Thanks to all ./ho showed up at the election Your

support was greatly appreciated

An Inaugural Ball will be held the beginning of next

semester at Michael's house, everyone is welcome.

Proper dress is required

Anyone else interested in being a peer advisor for

CCEBMS next semester please contact Jeff Mar at

545 0031

Anyone interested in helping to re-organize AASA's
office IS welcome, please contact Kim Ton at 546-4992

for further details

Special thanks to Cindy Chu. Yat T Man, Hung
Goon, and Hank Wang, our graduating seniors, for all

their time and support m AASA the past few years

The best of luck to you all in the future!

And furthermore, good luck on finals, have a great

summer and see you all next semester'

May Poetry Series

Chase Twitchell and Archie Shepp will be featured

at the Jones Library Poetry Readings in Burnett

Gallery. 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday, May 17 There will be

no charge for admission.

Chase Twitchell received a Massachusetts Artists'

Foundation Fellowship in 1981 Her poety has ap-

peared in Poetrv, Ironwood, and other magazines Her

book, Northern Spy, is of the Pitt Poetry Series.

Archie Shepp, renowned saxophonist, playwright

and Professor of Music and Afro-American Studies at

the University of Massachusetts, is author of

"Junebug Graduates Tonight, " The Black Drama An-

thology. Archie Shepp has recited poetry recently at

the Ironhorse in Northampton, in Philadelphia and at

SoundScape in New York. A recent album recorded in

Europe features his poem, "Mama Rose " Among his

many awards, Professor Shepp was voted by

Downbeat's International Music Critic's poll in 1982,

tenor saxophonist of the year.

On May 31, Kathryn Marshall and Andrew Salkey

will present their works as part of Jones Library May
Reading Series at 8 00 p m in Burnett Gallery

Kathryn Marshall won a Massachusetts Artists

Fellowship this year Her novels include My Sister

Gone, East Texas Summer, Desert Places and a short

story in Her Work: Stories by Texas Women. She's

active in writing reviews which have appeared in the

major newspapers of the country as well as Ms., Sav-

vy and Commonweal She is Assistant Professor at

Mt. Holyoke College

Andrew Salkey, Jamaican poet and novelist, is Pro-

fessor of Writing at Hampshire College Among the
many awards he's won are the Thomas Helmore
Poetry Phze, the John Simon Guggenheim Award,
Deutscher Kinderbuchpreis and the Cuban Casa de las

Americas First Prize in Poetry for In the Hills Where
Her Dreams Live, an evocation to Chile. He has writ-

ten over 25 books, some of which are for children and
translations He is a director and literary editor of New
Beacon Books and Bogle-L'Ouverture Publications,

London.
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Fifteen sit m
on Whitmore to

discuss firings
By KEN "USA" BAZINET

and CRIS SCHUSTER
ColUftM SUIT

Some fifteen persons, including University of

Massachusetts faculty, staff and students, yesterday oc-

cupied a Whitmore conference room when they learned

that Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson

cancelled a meeting, where the group had plaimed to

discuss pn>blems involving the Everywoman's Center.

It was later explained that Madson had mailed a letter

stating that he would be unable to meet with that group

yesterday. Duffey said he will meet with Madson and get

a written response for those persons who attended

yesterday's meeting.

"We want to know how to provide input into the

(University's) grievance procedure," Rev. Donna

Sdiaper told Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, who was forc-

ed to sit-in for Madson.

Schaper was one member of a support committee

demanding that three staff members recently released by

the Everywoman's Center be reinstated; thi^ a new posi-

tion be created for Educational Access and Outreach at

the Everywoman's Center; and a community advisory

board be established as a vehicle for expression and

oountert>alance to the administration.

"I'm not sure what the University's capabilities are,"

Duffey said in response to those demand*. "I don't know
what the history of the center is."

The committee protested the termiruition of the con-

tracts of Mary Wentworth. the coordinator of the

center's Poor Women's Task Force; Malika Jones, a co-

cordinator of The Third World Women's Task Force; and

Marianne O'Lcary. a clerk typist at the center.

CaMtfiu pkMa br Da«* DnkOT

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey (right) liatena to a grievance from one of the fifteen people who

occupied a Whitmore conference room after ice-Chancellor Dennis Madson hlew off a scheduled

meeting with the group.

Wentworth and Jones claim their rights as 02

empk)yee8 of the University to a six month's notice of

reappototmsilt or non-reapp(>intnnent were violated.

Jim Coopee, Assistant Per8<)nnel Director, said only

full-time permanent University employees must be given

six months notice of non-reappointment. Professional

non-academic employeess (02 employees) do not fall int^>

that category, he said.

Grievance procedures were filed by Wentworth and

Jones after being notdied in March that their contracts

would be termiruUed.

The committee met last week with Robert WekA,
»

special assistant to the vice-Chancellor of Student Af-

fairs. Welch said he woukl report the group's concerns to

the Everj-woman's Center, the staff and vice-Chancellor,

and that the decisions to respond to the group's demands
would be made by either the center, the vice-Chancellor

or the CharKellor.

TOTAL BUDGETS FOR
UNIVERSITY
AND LIBRARY

DOLLARS
(MILLIONS)

New funding from Regents

leaves library budget short

120

110

llt.ltI.4M

UNIVERSITY TOTAL

LIBRARY TOTAL CD

By KEN BAZINET
r«ii*tpu suff

\EditoT'$ note: this is the final inttaUment

of a two part Merits focusing on deficiencies

in library acquisitions at UMass. ]

Prior to the creation of the Board of

Regents of Higher Educatwn in 1981. the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

and its main library received its funding

directly from the state legislature.

UMass now receives its state allocatnns

from the Regents, and this has caused

compUcatrans in the funding of the library,

Rkhard J . Talbot, director of libraries said

last week.

"The alk)catk)n' formula which the

Regents have devised sets money aside for

all the libraries at the sUte colleges and

receive a buik allocation which could be

used to make up the backlog of books,

periodicals and scholarly journals.

"We have never received the big money
it would take to make up the deficiency." he

said.

Talbot said the percentage of the budget

which the library receives is about the same
as most other research facilities, but the

amount of money it receives is in some
cases very different.

"UMass is not funded like a state in-

stitution should be." Talbot sakf. 'The

problem is that the entire University is

underfunded by the state."

What has also hampered the growth of

the library has been an unstable allocation

whrh has changed from year to year,

Talbot said.

"It's reasonable to assume that we will

not get the big money." Talbot sakl. "but

"UMass is not funded like a state institution shovld be. The

problem is that the entire University is underfunded by the

state. It's reasonable to assume, that we will rwt get the big

money but our annual funding has never been stable.
"

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
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universities," Talbot said. The previous

system which the legislature controlled

alk)cated money to each school individually.

Talbot said.

The regents' system gives a weak in-

dicator of the following year's budget for

the library, Talbot said.

"We literally do not know what the

budget for next year will be," he said. "The

process has been slowed because of the

Regents."

While it is assured that UMass' library

will receive the largest portion of the

Regents' allocation simply because of its

KXb, Talbot sakl he does not expect to

our annual funding has never been stable, it

has beea made to increase and decrease."

Talbot. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, and

other UMass personnel say they will have

to convince the legislature and regents of

the importance of increased funding.

"The University is going to have to

develop an informational policy. " Talbot

said. "We have to get people to use the

University as a data base."

Talbot said the University Computing

Center and the library share a common
interest in creating this data base for the

state, and this way could help justify in-

creases in the Regent's appropriation.
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Fired teacher kills two in retaliation

Students file out of their Brentwood Long Island junior hig^h after a

whacko teacher's aide who got fired two weeks ago shot the principal,

a student, and took hostages.

BRENTWOOD. N.Y. (AP) - A fired

teacher's aide who blamed students for

"messing up my career" shot a student

and a principal at a junior high school

yesterday, then held six students hostage

in a classroom, vowing not to leave alive,

officials said.

Dressed in Army fatigues and carrying

a .22 caliber rifle, a man identified as

Robert 0. Wickes. 24, invaded Room 201

at East Junior High on Long Island about

12:45 p.m. and proceeded to terrorize an

English class.

Both shooting victims were taken to

Southside Hospital, where the boy was

reported in stable condition and the

principal satisfactory.

Five hours after the shootings, the

gunman still held six students in the room

and ordered a message read on a local

radio station in which he threatened to

"paint the road with carnage.

"

Suffolk County police spokesman

William McKeon said when Wickes en

tered, he ordered the teacher to leave tne

room, then shoved her out of the room

when she ran t? intercom to summon help.

Wilfred Mercardo, 15, of Bay Shore,

said that when principal Stephen Howland

came to the room and looked in through

the door, Wickes fired his rifle, hitting

Howland in the cheek.

As students began screaming and

crying, Wickes then walked over to a

student who was lying on the floor near a

window, said, 'You know me," and shot at

him but missed. Mercardo said. Next he

went to Louis Burgos, 15, and shot him

twice at point blank range, hitting him in

the stomach and finger.

Lt. Robert Harris of Suffolk County's

3rd Precinct said Wickes had a history of

psychological problems and had at-

tempted suicide six months ago.

School officials said Wickes had been

Tired as a teacher's aide May 5 after an

altercation with Burgos. Earlier, police

said Wickes was a substitute teacher.

Senators earned $1.7 million in 1981 U.S., Soviets talking arms again
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senators earned

$1.7 million in 1981 for making speeches

and writing articles, with more than half

the outside- income provided by business

groups, Common Cause said yesterday.

The self-desoribed citizens' lobby said

that Finance C-ommittee ('hairman Robert

Dole. R-Kanaas, was the leading recipient

of the so-called honoraria, getting $66,850,

or $6,188 more than the annual Senate pay

of $60,662.

Common Cause noted, however, that

Dole contributed $30,500 of his outside iri

come to vu-nous charities. The second

leading recipiei.' was Sen. Henry Jackson,

D-Wash., who ga/e the entire $56,250 to

unidentified charities.

Majority Leader Howard Baker,
R-Tet.n.. was third. coUecUng $54,000 and

giving $13,000 of it to charity. The senate's

biggest net gainer was Sen. Jake Gam,
R-Utah. who reported receiving $48,000

and giving none of it to charity.

The report, compiled from disclosure

statements submitted by senators last

year, covered the 95 men and women in the

Senate both in 1981 and 1983.

Eight members reported no outside in-

come in 1981. They were Sens. Lloyd Bent-

sen. D-Texas; Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz.;

John Glenn, D-Ohio; Carl Levin, D-Mich.;

Russell Long, D-La.; John Stennis.

D-Miss.; John Warner, R-Va.; and Edward
Zorinsky, D-Neb.

The other 87 shared $1,715,634 - an

average of $19,720 per senator. Twenty-

one of the recipients donated a total of

$175,705 to charity.

GENEVA. Switzeriand (AP) - The
United States opens a new round of arms

talks with the Soviet Union today with an

offer to set equal limits on nuclear

warheads in Europe.

Chief U.S. delegate Paul H. Nitze will ask

the top Soviet negotiator. Yuli A. Kvit-

sinsky. to suggest where to place the

ceiling. American strategists are thinking

in terms of about 900 warheads on both

sides.

But Kvitsinsky already has critkized the

U.S. proposal as no real departure from

President Reagan's initial "zero-option"

plan, and administration officiab predict

little headway in the new round of

negotiations.

The Soviets want to prevent deployment

of new U.S. missiles in Europe and say the

162 missiles the British and French possess

should be included in any count of nuclear

arms available to the West.

Any breakthrough in the talks, which

opened 18 months ago, is most likely to

come when the Soviets are up against the

scheduled Deceml>er deployment of a dozen

U.S. ground launched cruise missiles in

Britain and West Germany, according to

American analysts.

The missiles are part of a NATO plan to

deploy 572 Pershing 2 and cruise missiles in

Britain. West Germany, Belgium, the

Netherlands and Italy.

Todays meeting will be at the Soviet

mission and Nitze will speak first. The next

session will be Thursday in the American
office, with Kvitsinsky starting the

discussion.

Car buyers with lemons could

have legal recourse under bill

BOSTON — New car buyers in Massachusetts who wind

up with a "lemon" will have some legal rvcourse if the full

Legislature and Gov. Michael Dukakis agree with a bill

advanced by the Commerce and Labor Committee

yesterday.

"From now on. we will try i'j keep the sale of lenwns

confined lo the grocery •loic." said Rep. Timothy Bassett.

House chairman of the committee.

The measure, sent to the floor with a recommendation

for passage, applies to any new car, motorcycle or truck

during the first year or 15.000 miles of operation.

It provides that:

— Manufacturers or their authonzed dealers have three

chances, without penalty, to repair a single defect and a

total of 15 days to repair any combination of defects.

Failing to meet these limits, they would have one more

chance to fix the car, and the job would have to be com

pleted within seven business days.

— If the problem continues, the consumer would be

entitled to a refund or a replacement car.

—Before going to court to enforce his rights, the car

owner would have to take his case to a yet to be named

arbitration board, half of whose members wouW be named

by the industry and half by the state secretary of consumer

affairs. The board would have 40 days to make its decision,

which would be binding on the manufacturer but not on the

consumer, who could press his claim in court.

Judge overturns treasury rule,

plaintiffs can make Cuba trips

BOSTON - A federal appeals court yesterday said a

lower court should not have upheld Treasury Department

regulations that prevented several Boston-area people

from traveling to Cuba last year.

The 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals here also ordered

the federal district court to issue a preliminary injunction

against the regulations, a move an attorney says means

anvone now can travel to Cuba.

The cai'#, involving Harvard biology professor Ruth

Hubbard Wald and others against Treasurer Donald

Regan, concerned a tnp planned for last summer.

Mrs. Wald had gone to Cuba two weeks in the fall of

1981 and wanted to return last summer with several other

Boston area people on an educational trip U) study

women's issues, "to talk to Cuban women about their

lives," she explained Monday when reached at her Har
vard office.

"We had it all planned for last summer, but we'll get

together and start planning again, of course," she said

after learning of the ruling.

Digest
By ike Associdted Press

Veterans opt for vanity plates

BOSTON — There's a new vanity license plate in

Massachusetts for American prisoners of war. a group of

men who say they have mixed feelings about the

distinction.

So far. the Registry of Motor Vehicles has given out

575 of the plates, which show a strip of barbed wire and

the words "EX POW " on two lines before the registration

number. About 1.200 former POWs live in the Bay Sut*.

Thirty five other sUtes have issued similar Ugs to

their former prisoners of war. and many of them, says

former Worid War II POW Bill ArnoW of Acton. Mass..

exempt their owners from paying auto excise taxes.

The Massachusetts POW plate owners are exempt now

from paying a $20 registration fee. A bill to provide a

break on the auto excise tax is being forwarded by Sen.

Francis D. Doris. D Revere, who helped push the license

plate measure through the Legislature earlier this year.

This is one of the new automobile re^stration

plates that the Registry is making available to

former prisoners of war who reside in the

beautiful Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Murder suspect still at large

BROCKTON — Authorities yesterday sought a man
wanted on murder warrants in the death of two women,
although they say the man's attorney repeated that he

expects his client to surrender.

Vincent Robertson. 29, has been the target of nation-

wide manhunt for a week since the bodies of the two
women were discovered in a Brockton house.

Three month old Victoria Ross, the daughter of

Robertson and one of the victims, has been returned to

Massachusetts. She apparently was taken from the house

after the killings.

RJ. prison official found to be

tardy on fire safety deadlines

PROVIDENCE. R.I. - A federal judge yesterday found

Rhode Island's director of corrections m contempt of court

for failing to meet deadlines for fire safety improvements

to the Adult Correctional Institutions.

"We are at the point of no return. " said U.S. District

Judge Raymond J. Pettine. "It is time to assess personal

responsibility."

Pet tine gave state Corrections Director John J. Moran
60 days to finish fire safety renovations in cellblocks M-N-
0-P-Q-R in the ACI's old maximum security prison.

At that time. Pettine said he will hold a hearing to assess

the work and decide on sanctions against Moran.

Pettine ordered Moran to submit a report a week before

the hearing on progress in renovating the grey stone

prison built in 1874. which houses 280 inmates.

The old maximum security section is one of seven state

prison facilities which make up the ACI in Cranston and
house a total of 1 , 160 inmates.

State can now force dying

man to testify in murder trial

PRO^'^DENCE. R.I. - A Superior Court judge

yesterday ruled the state may take a deposition from

reputed New England crime boss Raymond L.S. Patriarca

for its case in a murder conspiracy trial.

Last week. Superior Court Judge Joseph F. Rodgers

refused to subpoena Patriarca to testify, saying he is so ill

that a court appearance would "present a clear and present

danger of death."

Prosecutor David Leech said the state may take the

deposition next week from Patriarca. who lives in John-

ston and is suffering from heart disease and diabetes.

Superior Court Judge Francis Kiely granted the state's

request for the deposition for the trial of Louis Manocchio.

He is charged with conspiring to murder Rudolph Marfeo

and Anthony Melei in 1968. The victims were shot down

gangland -style in a Providence grocery.

Patriarca was convicted of conspiring to murder Marfeo

and was paroled from the Adult Correctional Institutions

in Cranston in 1975 after serving more than four years of a

10-year sentence.
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Ex-Building Authority member may return
By RICHARD NANGLE

C«llcclaii SUff

A self proclaimed 'whistle blower' who served on the

University of Massachusetts Building Authority from 1964

to 1978 has received a letter from Governor Michael S.

Dukakis that says he is under consideration for the

Authority's next vacancy.

Evan Johnston said he decided to leave the UMass

Building Authority after his second seven-year term

because he did not believe the incoming Governor Edward

King administration would be conducive to a positive

atmosphere for correcting the various construction

problems on the Amherst campus.

Working in conjunctwn with Ward Commission

recommendations which he helped initiate. Johnston was

one of the leaders in the struggle to fwce the University to

address the problems with the Campus Center. Campus

Center Garage and Tower Library. It turned out that the

King administration did not act on the Ward Commission

and Johnston said no Building Authority members have

tried to mnke policy chances sin»"e 1Q7S

Newspapers. Johnston said, were a greater source of

information on building matters than the president's office

and other University officials.

Johnston said the deteriorating steam line leading to

Southwest Residential Area is only the latest in a series of

poorly designed structures on the UMass campus.

Johnston also said he knew nothing of the problem with the

steam line until reading yesterday's Collegian.

"No one told me the steam pipe only had a life of 20

years. That's something that should have been discussed

before the complex was built. If that was the only way they

could have heated Southwest they (the University) should

have either held it (construction) up, or built a different

complex," Johnston said.

University construction. Johnston said, has continually

been plagued by lack of funds, communication and plan-

ning. Better lines of communication are needed within the

University with regard to construction, he said.

UMass should have taken action on garage construction

hazards. Campus Center roof leaks and the problem with

falling bricks at the Tower Library long ago. Johnston

said.

"I've always been afraid that nothing will happen unless

someone gets hurt." he said, citing as an example the fact

that no action was taken on the Campus Center Garage

until a chunk of concrete fell damaging a car in the mid

1970's.

"(UMass) should think about what we can do right this

moment to get power to the entire complex (Southwest).

They should be thinking about it now, not next Decem-

ber," he said.

The UMass Building Authority is comprised of three

members of the Board of Trustees, three citizens at large

and three alumni. Johnston said he expects an opening to

occur in about a year. He also said he fully expects to be

chosen to fill the vacancy.

Students may sit on Regents

ses this summer
By JOHN OTONNELL

C«UwMaSUff

Yesterday's bogus weather prompted students owning umbrellas to

put them to good use. Here a student can be seen keeping dry on the

Massachusetts Ave. overpass near Southwest.

Chicken barheque cancelled

due to muddy field condition

DC will serve normal menu
By ERIC LEHAN

CalteciMSUff

Because of muddy field conditions, the

All-Campus Barbecue scheduled for

tomorrow has been cancelled. Instead,

broiled chicken halves will be served as part

of a normal Dining Commons menu.

Despite forecasts for fair weather,

organizer Victor Keedy said yesterday's

rain would leave the Southwest area fields

too muddy for the number of people and

vehicles expected to participate in the

event.

Last year's barbecue may have unof-

ficially broken the world record for the

largest barbecue by serving 8,134 people in

a three hour period, but Food Service

representative Chark>tte Williams said that

the barbecue happened too late in the year

to make the 1983 book.

According to the Guinness World Book of

Records, the largest barbecue was one held

on March 28 29, 1981 by the Pasco Sertoma
Club of New Port Richey. Florida, at which

10.335 people were served.

A bone of contentk>n for the title is the

Sertoma Club's three-day event warrants a

different classification than the All-Campus

Barbecue, which was held in only three

hours.

The 10.000 pieces of chicken purchased

for the event is not considered an unusually

large purchase by the Food Services

purchasing department. The chicken halves

will be served Wednesday with tossed

salad, macaroni and cheese, and ice cream

sundaes.

A student member of the Board of

Regents tA Higher Education could be

seated by next January if a bill now in the

Massachusetts Senate Ways and Means

Conwnittee is passed by the Legislature

this summer, said Paul Gosselin. chair of

the Undergraduate Student Senate

Committee on Public Policy.

The Ways and Means Committee is the

last step for any bill before it is voted on in

the Legislature, and Gosselin said

students will be nuJiing a big final k>b

bying effort tomorrow to move the bill out

on to the floor of the Legislature.

The Public Policy Committee has in

troduced a similar bill for the p-«t few

years, but Gosselin thinks this years

version has a better chance of success,

especially if the lobbying effort is strong.

"Just by talking to different legislators

in the house and and senate, there isn't

much opposition (to the bill)." Gosselin

said. "The only real opposition is from

some of the regents."

"The problem is just getting it out on

the floor." Gossehn said. Public Policy

Committee members hoped to have the

bill voted on before June, but problems

with the state budget could delay the

process, he said.

"Ways and means is all screwed up

because Dukakis overbudgeted this year,'*

Gosselin said. "Both House and Senate

Ways and Means have to go back and cut

the budget. This prevents ways and

means from acting on the (Regents) biU

until after the budget."

Gosselin said the bill, now called Senate

Bill 328. was favorably reported out of the

State Joint Committee on Education in

April, and he expects the Senate Ways

and Means Committee to give it a

favorable recommendation as well.

"I'm pretty confident it will pass in the

few weeks that they hoki sessions after

the budget, or definitely in the fall." but

we're going to have to make a big push to

get it out of the conunittee." Gosselin said.

Adding a student to the Board of

Regents is only one step of a three step

process to make the board more sc-

countable to student needs. Gosselin said.

The bill would also require that all

gubernatorial appointees to the board be

approved by the Joint Committee on

Education, and would prohibit ap

pomtment of individuals who are prin

dpally employed by private institutions.

he said.

"The Board of Regents is the highest

authority on higher education in the

state." Cfosselin said. "It is imporUnt to

have student representation on the board

that most directly affects them."

UMass Public Safety enters

the computer age for progress

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
( oHefftMi SUff

The University of Majwachusetts Depart-

ment of Public Safety i.s coming of age.

The department comprising the police

force, housing security and the parking of-

fice, has begun progress to computerize its

records, keeping up with the high

technology world quickly building around

it.

Lawrence G. Holmes, assistant director

of public safety, said, however, that the

department has "only touched the surface

of computers."

The department's data processing equip

ment "is the most efficient way to process

any type of information." he said, though

the system only has programs for crimes,

bicyles, traffic citations, towings and in-

vestigation (dispatches).

Data processing is necessary, he said "in

order to efficiently assign, plan and deploy

personnel."

Holmes, who designed the first of the

five computer programs in 1977, said the

computers "allow us to handle and extract

information usable by our personnel. We
are not interested in standanl deviance but

whether one man can handle a job in a

specific location and at a specific time."

The department uses two systems, an on-

line system which consists of a video ter-

minal on which information is displayed

and can be modified, and a batch mode
system, comprising cards that are key pun-

ched and brought to the Graduate

Research Center computer where the data

is printed on hard copy printouts. The on-

line system runs out of a larger Whitmore

computer.

Only the parking ticket data is run

through the batch mode system at the

(iraduate Research Center. Plans are in

the works to move the system to Whitmore
soon. Holmes said.

All the computerized information

tabulated yearly and documented in mon-

thly and annual reports has been since

1977. Holmes said. He said he could not

understand how the department could pro-

pose a budget to the UMass administration

before that time l)ecause it lacked organiz-

ed, coherent facts.

"You can't do that manually. There were

27,000 responses last year. It doesn't look

good at all not to use them (the computers),

especially with our resources. The person

having that information available is the one

who will benefit." said Holmes, who taught

himself to use and program the computer

system.

The cost to lease time and space on the

IBM CRT 3270 Uie department uses

through Whitmore amounts to no more
than "a couple of grand a year," Holmes
said.

The GRC computer time is cheaper

because "you do most of the work

yourself," he said.

Holmes said he would like to see the

department obtain video terminals for

every office.

"I'd like to grow into property and inven-

tory control," he said noting the possibility

of improvement in the lost and found of-

fice. "It would give us a quicker look (at an

item) and we would be able to key in (on

locating an object)." he said.

"The age of technology is here," Holmes

said. "If you cannot grow with the time and

improve yourself, you have to get out of the

business."
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Female minister

advocates change
By MIRIAM ZOLL

('aller>»< Staff

An Amherst minister who participated in a 14-day
hunger strike to help pass the Equal Rights Amendment
said non-violent direct action is a constructive and peaceful

way of showing people that one is serious about an issue.

The Reverend Donna Schaper, a minister at the

Amherst First Congregational Church for the past three

years who is leaving to take a new position in Chicago, has

been active in civil disobedience actions and the feminist

movement. She fasted in Dlinois in an attempt to help

ratify the Equal Rights Amendment in 1981 and since

being ordained in the United Church of Christ in Tuscon,

Arizona in 1972, Schaper worked in urban areas counseling

rape victims before coming to Amherst.

Despite what sh»' calls sexist, racist and violent passages

in the Bible Schaper said there is very little sexism in the

Congregational Church which has been ordaining women
since 1837. Sexism still exists but not on the issue of

whether or not a woman should be ordained, she said.

Schaper says she is upset with how tele-evangelists like

Jerry Falwell and Jimmy Swaggart handle the Bible.

"They have false interpretations of the Bible and are

clearly hiding behind the skirts of the Bible for their own

reactionary fwlitical views." she said.

Schaper also said the tele-evangelists use the Bible as a

document of guilt rather than grace.

She described her new job as being a "fancy job for a

woman."

"It's hard for women to get big church jobs and high

salaries but that's changing," she said.

Schaper will work as the director of the Urban Academy

of Chicago training people to work in urban ministry's.

"I like working with poor people," Schaper said.

"Amherst is the ntost middle class situation I've ministered

in and I don't feel I'm doing vhat I should be doing."

Schaper has worked in urban areas with poor and

minority populations in Tuscon, Philadelphia and New
Haven.

The Reverend is expecting a baby on June 1st and has no

idea how it wiU affect her work.

"I'll probably work less than I do now and have a dif

ferent kind of life but I still intend to work full time, " she

said.
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363 Main St. Amherst

"Large Pepporoni Pizza
for only $6.26

^ (2 free sodas upon request)

Northampton Department of Public Works
employee Fred Pirog picks up rubber cones in

the city's Armory Street parking lot. The cones

blocked off parking spaces while the paint dried

after a minor urban renewal project on the pave-

ment.

APPLICATIONS
are now being

accepted
for the following

Fall 1983
positions:

AasociMte Mana^nK Editors (5).

A«»ociate Executive Editor, Associate Sports

Editor. Associate News Editors (2). Associate Arts

Editor. Associate Women's Editor. Associate Black

Affairs Editor. Associate Photo Editor. Assistant

Photo Editors (4). Day .News Editors (3). Copy

Editors (6). Layout Technicians (5). Librarian.

Drivers. Training Coordinator.

C tbie News Coordinator

Applications will be accepted until

May 18

Apply in person to Rm 1 i:J Campus Center

The CoUcfian is an Equal OpfKUtuiutv Employ..
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YAZ
RICE, REMY, STAPE

and YOU
UMass Night at Fenway Park

Friday July 15th

The Alumni Office has a big block of tickets for

UMass Night at Fenway when the Sox take on the

Oakland A's.

So get together with your roommates and friends

for a great night in Boston.

Tickets are $6.25 each and are available from 9-5 in

the Alumni Office, Memorial Hall from now until May
26th.

Woman evades detective in robbery

By DAVID B. MINER
Colleran Staff

One of two shoplifting incidents this

weekend at the Price Chopper on
University Drive left a store-detective with

minor injuries after a suspect allegedly hit

the detective with her car while fleeing

from the store's parking k>t. Police said the

detective observed a woman placing

groceries in her handbag, who left the store

without paying for them.

When the detective confronted the

woman in the parking lot, she told the

detective that she was pregnant and got

into her car. police said. When she drove
off, police said she hit the detective,

knocking him to the ground.

Police said the woman was driving an
automobile reported to be stolen in

Chicopee. The items stolen from the

supermarket — two cans of crab meat and a

pork roast — are estimated to be worth
approximately $16.

Police were also called to Price Chopper
at 5:50 p.m. Friday to arrest a 20-year-old

male for shoplifting. The suspect had been
detained by the store detective after he

allegedly left the store without paying for

eight packages of cigarettes.

In other police action. Amherst police say

a University of Massachusetts student was
arrested on Saturday and charged with

petty larceny and breaking and entering.

According to police, the student stole a sign

from a local restaurant and broke into the

garage of Saint Bridget's Church to evade
capture.

Man falls four floors

and comes away unhurt

Info session being held about Fidlbright grants

A preliminary information session for

those interested in applying for a Fulbright

grant to support graduate work or

research abrojid will be held at 7 p.m. today

in room 301 Herter Hall.

Applicants must be U.S. citizens who will

hold a bachelor's degree before the beginn-

ing date of the grant and who are — in

most cases — proficient in the language of

the host counti7.

Selection for grant, which \& paid by the

United States government, is based on the

applicant's academic record, the quality of

the proposed study plan, knowle(^ of the

language and culture of the country involv-

ed and personal qualifications.

Applications for the anticipated 500

grants for the 1984-85 year must be sub-

mitted by October 17. For more informa

tion, contact Professor Joseph Lake, the

campus Fulbright advisor, at 545-0901 or

in 437 Herter.

Tuning to Walkman while driving is illegal

While not many students may realize it,

wearing Walkman or other stereo head-

phones while operating a nnotor vehicle is

illegal, and the offense could land the driver

a $25 fine. Amherst police said.

Wearing headphones while driving is

illegal unless the headphones "are used for

communication in connection with con-

trolling the course or the movements of the

vehicle," according to Massachusetts

statute chapter nine, section 13.

The SUte Police and Registry of Motor

Vehicles officers have reportedly been

enforcing the law, but some k>cal police

have temporarily resorted to giving verbal

warnings to drivers listening to Walkman

and other portable stereos with head-

phones.

Amherst Police officer Mkhael Sullivan

said he felt bad about writing tickets when
people are unaware of the law.

"With the warm weather many people,

especially students, have started driving

while listening to tunes," Sullivan said.

'They don't realize they11 get a ticket for

It.

Sullivan said only two $25 tickets have

been issued in Amherst this spring to his

knowledge — one Saturday evening to a

woman who was unsure of the law.

— Laurie Fisher

By RAY BEAUCHEMIN
CollcfUa SUff

University of Massachusetts police ar-

rested a 19-year-old Ware man Saturday

and charged him with being a disorderly

person and assault and battery on a police

officer in connection with an incident on

University Drive.

Police said the man was observed walk-

ing in the middle of the road around 9:40

p.m. Saturday, forcing vehicles to veer into

the southbound lane of University Drive.

When police arrived, he started a fist

fight with them, striking an officer, police

said yesterday.

In other police action:

• A man fell to the ground from a fourth

floor Cance balcony but sustained no in-

juries shortly before 4 a.m. Saturday,

police said.

When police arrived, the man was found

conscious but disoriented. Amherst Fire

Department Emergency Medical Techni-

cians transported the man to Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital after splinting an arm,

wrist and hand for possible fracture.

Police said they were unsure of the cause

of the fall.

• A 19-year-old Weston man was ar-

rested at 6:39 p.m. Saturday and charged

with having no license on his person and

having no registration in possession. He
received motor vehicle citations for

unlawful escape of smoke, unlawful design

of an exhaust system, and harsh and

unreasonable noise.

Police said the man was observed driving

on Massachusetts Ave., producing an ex-

cess amount of smoke and noise from the

exhaust area of his car.

• A 20 yearnild John F. Kennedy dor-

mitory student from Worcester was ar-

rested and charged yesterday with pH)sse8-

sion of marijuana and being a disorderly

person, police said.

Police said they responded to a call at

4:27 a.m. yesterday complaining of a party

with loud noise. When police arrived they

discovered an undisclosed amount of mari-

juana and three pipes on a desk in the

man's room, police said.

• Police arrested a 17 year-old Pem-
broke man at 1:38 a.m. Saturday. They
charged him with having no license in his

possession and failing to use care at an in-

tersection. The man was observed driving

erratically on Clark Hill Road, police said.

• A 22 year-old Hampshire College stu

dent was arrested at 12:17 a.m. Saturday

and charged with driving while urwier the

influence of alcohol and operating a motor

vehicle without a license. Police said the

man was observed driving south on Com-
monwealth Ave. in an erratic manner.

• An AM/FM stereo cassette player was

reported stolen Saturday fn)m a car park-

ed in Lot 49, police said. The radio, valued

at $350, and four wheel covers, valued at

$500, were stolen sometime Friday, police

said.

• An AM/FM stereo cassette player and

200 watt equalizer were reported stolen

from a car in Lot 22. The two items, valued

at $289 were last seen Wednesday, police

said.

• A man sustained abrasions to his hand

and face in connection with a fight outside

Dickinson dormitory lobby Sunday morn-

ing, police said. The man wa.s allegedly beat

on by four other men who said the in-

dividual had thrown bottles at them.

The man's roommate joined the fight

later, police said. No arrests were made.

The man was treated at the Infirmary.

Members of the Class of 1983
you are cordially invited to attend the

Chancellor's Reception for Seniors

Thursday, May 26, 1983

from 3 p.m. -8 p.m.

on the Southwest Fields

Tickets are available from 9 - 4

on the C.C. Concourse

During finals, purchase your tickets at Tix

in the SUB from 12 noon - 3 p.m.

Tickets include: admission, free beer mug &
free drink!!

Positive ID required day of event

Join the Senior Day Celebration
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Aussies take pride in their

beaches, surf, and nudity
Editor's note: Thi$ ii the final of a

seriei of catides by Collegian reporUr

Richard Martin who it tpending the

spring temester in AuttraUa't Queensland

state.

By RICHARD MARTIN
C«U«CUaSUfr

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA - To

understand Australians, one must first

appreciate their love and pride of their

world fanK)US beaches

.

Just as Americans would discuss their

favorite baseball teams. Aussies are vocal

in their devotion to their "home" beaches.

It is safe to say that anyone who tried to

analyze Australian culture without taking

beaches into accouiit would be drawing an

incomplete picture.

This is more readfly understood when

you realise that Austrahans — par-

ticularly Queenslanders — live and swim

on the beaches 10 months oi the year. In

addition, each group of beaches has its

own natural characteristics and culture

that distinguish it from others.

The surf on the Australian beaches,

which is claimed to be among the best in

the world, averages at about five feet,

peaking to about ten feet in Brisbane.

Many world-class surfing competitions

are held near Brisbane because the

contour of the coast enables surfers to

have a "long ride."

However, dangerous undertows and rip

currents — strong enough to overpower a

lifesavmg boat — plague the waters of the

beaches.

Sharks are also attracted to the warm
Austrailian waters and lifeguards oc-

cassionaily put "shark alerts" into effect.

"When you get out about 100 yards

from shore for the good waves, you can

sometimes see shark fins cruising

around." one surfer said. "We usually

won't come in. though, unless there are

four or five of them.

"If there is just one. then he will leave

us alone. Chances are he is just curious."

Australians lifeguards are in charge of

watching out for sharks and monitoring

the water for dangerous currents. They

enter the water an average of three times

a day. usually to aid a swimmer who drifts

toward a rip current.

Surfers — or "skegs" as they are

sometimes called — form dubs that spend

their days and evenings together on the

beaches. The clubs are easfly identified by

similar haircuU. bathing suiU or surf

boards.

While each group surfs on its own

territory, there are very few conflicts

between the different groups.

Surprisingly enough, all Australian

beaches permit nude bathing. Half of the

beaches set aside a particular area for

nude bathers. Either you put a bathing

suit on or you don't at the other beaches.

Australians can't understand why
Americans (ret upset over oublic nuditv or

profanity. Four letter words are quite

conunon on the TV and radio.

The typical Australian attitude is. "if

you want to wear a bathing suit, fine. If

you don't want to. that's fine too. What
difference does it make?"

o
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STYUE HAIRCUTS
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PiMfte Calt for an A|kpointniiat

Styles by Debofah
65 University Drive Amhertt. MA 9406610

INEXPENSIVE WAY TO
tojr

• hotel ' ^%v >

• '/i board v> \

• transfers '^^^l

• air-conditioned bus
• tour guide

^•^ porterage

15 Days: $475.

•mw m^ -> Ja II JMK aC MK r

DEPARTURES: 7/14, 7/19,

8/1. 8/7

contact:

ILAN or KUBY: (617) 734-4815

or Debora Propper

302 Student Union

Book Now for

Low Summer Charter

Flights to Europel

We also do:

Eurailpasses

Youth Hostel Cards

Car Rentals in Europe

Train Tickets

Tours

Cannpus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003

545-0500
^g ^g ^g -^g ^g* -^g »* J^

20 Days: $600. plus airfare 545-2526

ZIP PRODUCTIONS
&

POOR RICHARDS
cordially invite you to a

GRADUATION PARTY!

FREE CHAMPAGNE
8-10

where: POOR RICHARDS
when: Tuesday, May 17, 198S

8:00 p.m. • 1:00 a.m.

S DRAFTS $1.00

PITCHERS $2.00

$1.00 Cover

roTms^ THE ARK
WELCOMES YOU BACK

TO BOSTON
-TUESDAYS-
for the summer

free admission
with UMass. I.D

H^AA^ laait'fc-iT' —

IT'S ALSO COLLEGE NIGHT !

BUDWEISER BEER 75 C BAR DRINKSM.00

PITCHER OF LITE $4PO
q:oo ^^100

l)i KACON STUtfT . iOSTON MAS* OJlli - »7 »»<•

FOOD SERVED DAILY
12'oo - ll'OOp.m.

EDITORIAL/OPINION

Growing out of Spring Concerts

I
really didn't go to this past weekend's "Mystery

Series" concerts on the pond. I drove over at

about noon on Saturday with my roommates and

hstened to the music for a few minutes while 1 stood en-

joying the bright sunlight and watching the crowd. But I

left after abt)ut 20 minutes and went home to do my laun-

dry.

It's not that I didn't like the music. I think that I'm one

of the few people that wasn't disappointed by this year's

choice of spring event bands. I like Roy Buchanan, Edgar

Winter and Gary "U.S." Bonds. And I was looking for-

ward to hearing Nona Hendryx. Melba Moore and the

PresUm PorttT Band.

Scott Hersey
I guess I just don't care anymore. Instead of getting

drunk and watching the bands, I did my laundry, typed

two cover letters and read a book.

For me. Spring Concert used to be a big event. My first

spring concert was the Patti Smith/Grateful Dead show

in 1979. I was kind of young then, and dove into it with

the full enthusiasm of a freshman at his first big sh<»w. I

drank a lot of beer, smoke a lot of dope and for the first

and only time in my life took a quaalude. And like a lot of

other people at their first show of this type. I just about

passed out before the Dead came on and I had to stagger

hack to my dorm and go to bed.

My second show was the Bonnie Raitt/Allman

Brothers concert in 1980. My floor and I planned this one

intricately, and showed up at the stadium at about 9 a.m.

with a fiUl load of ice, sandwiches and various kinds of

alcohol. We spent the whole day singing, dancing and

eating. We had a great time and all staggered back to the

dorm to pass out at about 7 p.m.

I even went to the last stadium show in 1981. Although

a lot of people were bummed out at the talent (Bonnie

Raitt again) and bf)ycotted the show, I went and had a

gwxl time. It wa.s a beautiful day, and between trips to

the beer stand for 16K)unce drafts, I watched the bands

and walke<l around to talk to friends and just enjoyed the

festival atmosphere.

I thought last year's Pond Series shows were great. I

went to all three days of shows. The weekend was sunny.

there were no big names but the music wa.s fine and the

atmosphere was super. I remember coming down from

Orchard Hill on the last day. seeing r).000 j^>e<)ple dancing

to Toots and the Maytals and running to get in the middle

of it.

Together, these shows have given me some fine

memories that will stay with me for the rest of my life. I

was looking forward to my last concert this past

weekend. I was going to get very drunk and walk around

to talk to everyone I could find.

Saturday was a bright sunny day. Warm, but not hot

enough to be bothersome. But I knew as soon as 1 woke

up that I didn't want to go.

I drove in anyway, and for a while I watched the

groups of people coming up from Southwest and down

from Orchard Hill with their sandwiches and beer.

I tried to force myself U> enjoy the day. walking around

and talking to friends, even having a drink. But it just

wouldn't come.

It was a disappointment to realize it. but I was more at

home typing than partying.

I guess I'm ready to leave.

Srtttt Hersey ('8Si i.s a gmduai^ng Collegian columnist

Letters

Lavender is self-defeating

To the Editor:

Last Friday I was pleased to see that so many people

wanted to show their support for gay people by carrying

around balloons. It was a positive act and there are not

nearly enough of them. Yet, at the same time. I was very

much bothered by the fact that few stopped to think about

the impbcations that the lavender balloons held. The

sterotypical image of gay men is that they are flittery,

limp-wristed and wear a tot of lavender, while gay women

are pictured as brutes who also wear a tot of lavender.

Now, I have nothing against the cotor, but choosing it as

a symbol of gay peopto is ludtoroua. It makes as much sense

as blacks and their supporters carrying around signs with

watermetons on them, during the Civil Rights Movement.

The cotor just reinforces the ridiculous ideas that so many

stiU hold. Homosexuality is a sfxual preference, not a

lifestyle and gay people are not all alike. The image of

"lavender " people is limiting and repressive and, frankly,

many gay people were insulted by the baUoons. The effort

of the PGA to create awareness of what homosexuality is,

was unfortunately, greatly self defeating. I suggest to the

PGA that they in the future get rid of the lavender

balloons.

Richard Vigeant

Orchard Hill

Helping to prevent racism

To the Editor:

On the afternoon of the 31st of March, around 6 p.m.. as

I proceeded to leave Hampshire Commons on my way to

my dorm. I was verbally attacked by a person who had the

guts to scream "SPICK! " at me, but wasn't brave enough

to show his face. Anyhow, the person screamed at me from

a room in Coolidge. Since I consider this insult an offense

not only to me, but to my cultural background. I contacted

the Head of Residence, and demanded an apotogy from the

offenders.

I do not wish to harm the offender(s) legally or

academically; 1 just want to bring to the attention of the

University Administration the unawareness of racial

conflicts.

We are all students in search of a higher educatton, but

how a.<*e we supposed to get a "higher" education if ap-

parently we do not have any education at all? This is ii(A.

the first case, and unfortunately, it probably won't be the

last, but I only hope that the rest of the "uneducated"

population of the University wUl learn something from the

letter I have received from the inhabitants of that room in

Coolidge.

Editor's Note: The letter in reference was from the

residents of the room in Coohdge, who apologized for the

action* of the people in their room who shouted the ob-

scenity. The stvdents accepted not the blame for the in-

cident, but, more importantly, the responsibility of helping

to prevent other incidents of racism on campus.

Miguel Foglia

Southwest

Fireworks — not just for fun
Fireworks can provide much merriment in the night - a

flash, a bang and brilliant colors. No matter how old the

person, fireworks can draw out a child-like sense of

amazement of the explosive noisemakers.

Fireworks can also kill. Since 1980, 22 Americans have

lost their lives from mishandling or malfunctioning of

Amherst — the

summer oasis
Apartmey'.t for Rent. Summer Sublet, llouaes for

Rent — pick up any newspajxr in the area and
the classifietl advertising just seems to scream at

you. On any gis'en day there have \teen at lea.st 100 such

ads in the Hampshire Gazette and easily 80 in the ('ol-

leguui. There is one interesting category however, that is

often neglectHl by the {)<)tential renter seeking to escape

dormitory claustrophobia. You'll find it right near these

ads but it is a much, much smaller set of ads in com-

parison, this is l)ecause these ads are the help wanted's.

This is the summer plight of any person that chooses to

make the Pioneer Valley their summer alxKie. Sometimes

this situation cannot lie helped l)ecause most landlords will

only lease their pro{)erties on twelve month leases and jobs

are just hard to come by in the summer.

Chris Ferretti
A friend of mine is in perhaps an ideal situation. He and

his roommates it seems, have asked their landlady for j»er-

mission to break their lease and leave at the end of May
and permission was granted to them.

Unfortunately, most people are not that lucky. In fact,

they must not only stay for twelve months but thiey are

even paying for their last month ahead of time. It has

become standard practice for all renteil housing in this

area to pay first and last month's rent* and a security

deposit to the landlord.

This deposit may be refunded, but it is only at the discre-

tion of the landlord - but at least there is a chance that

some of that money will come back to you when your lease

is up.

The problem still exists for not just the graduating

senior, but for the off campus renter; how does one get nd

of the apartment for those last three months of the lease?

Some people are ingenious in their attempts. They pro-

mise finder's fees, or a rent reiiuction. others, a ca.se of

beer for the chance to pick up those last months.

In the space of a simple classified ad. ptH)ple will try to

show why their Presidential. Puffton. Riverglade. or Col-

onial Village apartments are more attractive, closer to

campus, nearer to the bus routes than the rest. That is the

American way — when you are stuck in a ridiculous situa-

tion, there is very little that you can do except find ways to

make it sound better.

For the off-campus speculator, now is the time to rent or

sublet from the tenant, tiecause there will be little time to

find a place to live that first week in September.

Remember, for every good idea you may have, such as not

bothering U) find a place now for the fall, there will be just

ius many in the same boat that first week of classes in the

lall.

Foi some people this decision can be a pretty simple one.

You get tt^ther with a couple of friends and rent an

apartment at one of the complexes or an entire h<»use.

That is simple enough and because you do know your

roommate, chances are pretty good that things will work

out. That does not always happen however, because

st)metimes you do not have this ct»mfort or even four

friends. Sometimes you must find a place by yourself, and

that can be difficult.

Look at those ads, do not be desperate - it is your time

of the year to pick and choose. Only remember, jobs are

scarce and what jobs remain will not always complement

your advanced degree, such as a fry-o-later chef or a head

dishwasher.

It is a desperate situation in a desperate job area but this

is a great area to spend a summer, without ninety five

cars on East Pleasant Street at nine in the morning. And
it is worth spending the time here to find a good house,

besides in a year or so you can run your own Summer
Sublet, Apartment for Rent ad.

Chris Ferretti is a Collegian columniat

pyrotechnics, according to The National Injury Informa-

tion Clearinghouse in Washington, D.C. The average age

of those victims was 23.7 years — old enough to know bet-

ter, right? Apparently not.

As Americans usher in the next New Year with flurries

of pyrotechnic displays nationwide, more than 1 1.000 peo-

ple will have injured themselves with fireworks, according

to the Clearinghouse. And as graduation nears. some may
feel the urge to "light up."

In fact, more than 1 ,600 of these were to victims' eyes.

Ironic isn't it that the device designed to create a borealic

display of visual excitement ends in an individual's loss of

sight?

As a member of the UMass community who doesn't like

to see people mutilate themselves and who doesn't like to

see people suffer the consequences of judicial action —
which could very likely result from a violation of the Code

of Student Conduct which prohibits possession or use of

explosives in the residence halls — and as a person who
has a legal obligation to do so by virtue ofjust such a viola-

tion, I warn you to exercise extreme caution when handl

ing fireworks. Do not use explosive devices on University

property. Do not hoist yourself by your own petard.

Edward L. Birk
Northeast
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MfiST 19-20-21

Great Spring Sale

up to 50% Off selected

CLOTHING
JEWELRY
GIFTS

CHINESE SHOES
Mon-Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5 I

MCI^CANTILE ^
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS ^fiS^

Sc/io// Exercise Sandals
the patented sandal

Cool comfort from sculptured

Europear^ beechwood,
foam-cushioned straps. In

tight or dark-toned wood
and strap colors that go
everywhere, with

everything.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Regular Scholl's Sandals $12.99 I

Bayer Aspirin aoocoum $2.99

Colgate Toothbrushes 35 *

Discontinued Nail Pollsh & LIpstIck 95 «

Ferarri Folding Sunglasses $9.99

BIc Pens ^^ *

SELECTED TIMEX WATCHES
UP TO 40% off

available at

COLLECi
4 MMN STBHT MHXl «ii« SS-Sn

M **^ fiwr

f
SCI-TECH
BOOKSAIE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

THE GREAT MEW SEASOM
190384

subscribe: now » save up to 50%

ORCHESTRA
Boston Symphony

S«iji Oiawa conductor
Marsaw Philharmonic
Misha Dichtcr piano

Springfield Symphony
Jean Pierre Rampal flute

EVITA
Broadway

M usical on Tour

JAZZ
Stan GetiMstrud Gilberto

Ramsey Lewis /Wynton Marsalis

Johnny OrifTln Chico Treeman

DAhCC
Houston ftallet

Complete Sleepinq Beauty
Company of 44withi
orchestra

Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets Jaiz de Montreal

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschanz
Ballet rolKlorico de Mexico

CHAMBER
Cjuarneri String Quartet
Cleveland Quartet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

/o

rive College Students Half Price

for More Information df MASTERCARD/ VISA ORDERS
(413) 545 2SI1

Box Ofrice: Mon. ffl. lOa.m. to «p.m

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

UNIVtRSif Y^Of MASSACHUitTTS AT Af^HLKbt

OFF
ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED
PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high-level

scientific and technical books from

leading publishers Our selection

ranges through numerous disciplines

including physics, chemistry, medicine,

mathematics, engineering, computers
orxj more Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%

Located on

Special Sale Tables

in our

Trade Book Dept.

& UNIVERSITY
STORED

Open M-F9-5Sat 11-4

Arts
..•.•.»y>:-:ii}:-\

Dance original

and energetic
AGAINST ALL ODDS:
THREE CHOREOGRAPHERS AT WORK
Friday, May 13

Saturday, May 14

Hampden Theatre, UMass
8:00 p.m.

By FRED STEINWAY
Collc(Uii SUff

"I really don't like classification. " said Fiona Marcotty. "I

guess I'd like to call it new dance." Mairotty. UMass

student Ariel Weiss and Hampshire College graduate JUl

Esterson presented their choreography at Hampden
Theatre Friday and Saturday. It was announced that

Marcotty would not perform with the group due to a

sprained ankle.

The performances were unusual, energetic, fresh and

original. "Although my work is after Cunningham, with its

use of everyday movement. I feel uncomfortable calling it

Post Modern," said Jill Esterson.

Esterson performed her solo compositwn "Whatever

You Do Don't Stop Moving " to a spoken score by German

poet Kurt Schwitters that sounded like nonstop scat-

singing. Esterson moved with an energy and exuberance

that appeared to work at the limits of what a body can

express. The dancer crossed and recrossed the sUge.

seeming to fill the limited space with as much movement as

it could hold.

Esterson once used freeze frame arm motwns with

exquisite lightness and precision. At one point the dancer

jumped into the air, arms above her head in a startling

thumbs out gesture.

Esterson has been working with very brief

choreographies she calls miniatures. The group performed

some of these Friday night. Mostly from 3 seconds to four

minutes in length, "miniatures" allow the choreographer to

try out a dance idea, which then may be built into a longer

work.
"Miniatures are like doing jester drawmgs if you re an

artist - those sketch drawings that capture a sense of the

way a person moves, ' commented Esterson.

.•.•.•.v.%:.:.:.;.;.;.;.:«.:.;.:->;.:.:<.:.x.:wi:::sv::X::>:>W^^^
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The UMaas English Department's production

of Mary Magdalene, which was to have been

presented yesterday afternoon has been postpon-

ed. The 16th century saint's play has been

rescheduled to 4 p.m. Wednesday. May 18, and

will still be performed outdoors by the Campus

Pond. Pictured above are Vince DiMarco and

Jane Carter, who star as the King and Queen of

Marseilles. ^ —

Dancers perform one of Fiona Marcotty's choreographies.

"1 think dance is very far behind music in terms of using

structures. " said Esterson. "The choreography of Twyla

Tharp (a well-known contemporary choreographer) is very

musical. She manipulates choreography the way a com

poser constructs a score." she said. Esterson studied

briefly with Twyla Tharp.

The choreographers developed their material by

meeting as a group once a week and working in an im-

provisory way. "After a while we get very good at

forecasting where the others will be at any given moment."

said Esterson.

Fiona Marcotty is working with "highly rhythmic

structures, using a limited movement vocabulary." ac

cording to Marcotty. '*The dances are sort of

mathematically based, the same movements set at dif-

ferent rhythms against other," said Marcotty. Her work

"Downdance: Version F made an unusual use of timed

handclaps and rhythmic layering.

Dances by Ariel Weiss, grouped under the title

"Forever. Again. Still." were dedicated to the dancer's

father. "Trio " was set to music by Manhattan artist Laurie

Anderson. "Walking and Falling. " Dancers moved about

the space in harmonic groupings, sometimes in synchrony,

at others slipping into polyphony. An individual dancer

often played off against a separate group. "Quintet" was

set to Laurie Anderson's tape. "Born, Never Asked."

OuUide Hampden Theater a glassed in showcase

displayed photographs of the choreographers at work.

Written and color coded scores for the dances k>oked like

football plans, and rows of digiUl lights. The c*se also

exhibited photographs of the choreographers at work.

Animals come out of the woods
LONDON (AP) — The Animals, that group of rhythm

and blues musicians who pounced on American rock fans at

the peak of the British music invasion in the mid-'60's. are

reuniting after a 17year separation.

Its kill or cure." aays Eric Burdon. the bands tead

singer, whose boiling renditions of "The House of the

Rising Sun" and "Boom Boom " helped make the group one

of the most popular British bands at that time.

"We've got a milUonaire, a factory supervisor, an

unemployed Buddhist, a composer and me," he says. "But I

think we can make it work because we've got a tot of ex-

perience and maturity going for us this time. And we

sound good."

The Animals broke up on a sour note in 1986. ravaged by

the rigors of the road and plagued be personal feuds.

But before they called it quits, they had left their mark

in the music world. In 1964 atone, they turned out three

albums and six singles, and made three naajor tours that

guiUrist HUton Valentine, 39. recalled "left us aU toUUy on

the ropes emotionally and physically."

Between 1963-86, the Animals had 10 hits that made the

Top Ten around the world, including the classic, "Rising

Sun" in June 1964, which became their anthem.

After the band split, Burdon ••nt on to sing with the

funky American rock group. War.

It was an agent. Rod Weinstein. who was able to cajole

the Animals into a reunton. They jammed one recent

morning borrowed equipment in a chilly club in Newcastle,

and found they could still make good music together.

"We played for three days, despite the coW and touay

equipment," said Alan Price, who plays keyboards. "I

found I wasn't as clever as I thought I was, but that was
OK because the music was good."

The band Burdon, Price, bass Chas Chandler.

Drummer Johnny Steel and Valentine is kicking off iU

ambittous return with a world tour which will start in the

United SUtes in July. The concert tour will take them to

Japan. Auatrailia and Europe. They plan to film their

concerts to make what Burdon called "something like The

Band's Last WaHz."'
'

The Aninuls have recorded six new songs and hope to

release an album later this year.

Don*t
Be
A

Turkey
Read
The
Arts

The Animals — old rock bands never die...
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UMASS STAFF & FACULTY
Your anni aI oppoRTiiNiry to join

VALLI Y HEALTH PLAN
is now!

SiqN «") foR This pREpAid

kcAlrlf rovERAqc by May 71

AT Pei .»NNeI In WkJTMORE.

CaU yOl"^ VHP REPRESENTATIVE,

KElly RwiN, 296-0191,

For ORiiNfoRMATION.

ONIULPARK NORTHAMPTON. MASS

Ttt ArM Showing, Now Ends Thurs.

ON SCREEN 7:00 & 9:00

"NASTASSIA KINSKI IS A
KNOCKOUT. SHE MAKES 'EXPOSED'
AN ABSOLUTE THRILLER"
-JudlUiCrliVWORTV

'RIVEnNO
seductive-
ness:'
•VMkKreU,
vswawux

kinski

AT TMf GATES OF SMITH COLtCr.t

1/2 Barbecu

Chicken, ali

the Fixin *

A Coke

ADMISSION
University Meal Card

°' $ 4.25

o^a^-v
£^

c^ wmua - djs

parachuters / hot air balloorts

Wed, May I8th 4:30- 7 pm;

Southwest Playing

Fields*

• In cast o' i»>n niai will fet sertetf i« all DCs

Enjoy cocktails X^

in our Hayloft I

Lounge. \

Red Barn Steakhouse
629 Belchertown Rd. Rt 9. Amherst

NOW OPEN
Dinner served M-Sat 4-10 £r Sunday 12-10

Open Sat. May 21 & May 28 at 11 am

For reservations call: 253-9928

Complimentary glass of wine with dinner.

GOING SOMEWHERE
IN A GROUP?

For
lor

..:^^

your next trip- any size group— cal- or visit us
a price quotation No obligation— it will fn jtr

pleasure to quote you c r

economical ra»e*;

CHARTEH SERVICE
To All Points In Trte

U.S.A. And Canada

• Mini- buses • School buses • Hotel Meal &
Sightseeing Arrangements • Luxurious Highway
Coaches Restroom Equipped and Air-Conditioned

• Express Bus Service to Bradley Airport For
Information Call 781 3320

'Ana hu.-> J./nts hh-
99 Arnolfl Sirort Sprmglielfl MA

General Office 4 Charier Service 783-0211
T,,il fr».f in MA 1 800 },2? 0?^^

CongicUulate

yourspecial
graduate!

Graduation greeting

cards for

• Prinnary School
• Junior High

• High School
• College A

Dpen M-F 9-5

Sat 11-4

AMERICANV^GREETINGS
...kyr then Sfxxiol fXTSOfi

^nmVERSITYmSTORED

Hypercurricula
Hypercurricula, a listing of events in and around the

University of Massachusetts, is published daily in the

Collegian.

All submissions for Hypercurricula must be printed or

typed on to this form or they will NOT be published.

All notices must be submitted to the Collegian offices by

3:45 p.m. Friday before the week the event is to be held.

NO submissions will be accepted after the deadline.

Notices should not be submitted more than one week in

advance since they cannot be saved and will NOT be

published.

""^r-y jWVWtwO"
^aSS* i,'

SHAVUOT SERVICE - This evening begins the

holiday of Shavuot. Everyone is welcome. 7 p.m.. Dukes
room.

WHEELER GALLERY OPENING RECEPTION -
"Goes Station" — exhibition of B.F.A. design project by

Eric Schmidt. AU welcome. 7:30 to 10:00 p.m.. B7 Wheeler

dorm.

MASS PIB WOMEN'S BIBLE STUDY - All women are

invited to come and study with us in an informal setting the

life and teachings of Jesus Christ as described in the Bible.

8 p.m.. Campus Center Room 901.

v.l« W>e.,

3G3 ^''5=S^Main St

Amherst
Mon - Thur

11:30 am 2
Fri Sat

11:30-3
FMtFr««
DeUwy

•363 Main 3t Amherst
256-8587

Soap Opera
SpeoLal

: 11:30 am • 7 pm
SmaU

2 item piasa
l.. Q«ay M.QQ

VALUABLE COUPONS

eitiigptaff

im
Wlt^ Thit Coupon

2 For 'S-SS
ptMM m—^ «-•-' -*^ •'•'"•

With This Coupon

).r Famous •^•'*^ 2 FOf ^5.95
t»— » 1W H

Jaked Potato Cole Slaw. Roll & Buttef „„y,o ,, ^.m-io^m C

Sweet & Sour Chicken in

Jalicious tempura batter
sarved with trench fries,

coleslaw, rolls & butter.

Win TWIS CMfM
$49S

Cmpon ttp"»» Mat <• <W3

SEminiLM.iiPJ.

Fri.AtsI
24 Hours

CAMWS SHOmiM PIAZA

owicouwTa
OMCOiMfTV
14 PM. tC%

ia«

im. t, MAOtKY. 2M-MStl

Try
The
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Bloom County By Berke Breathed

CMKRX-RMM

HOWWPPOES
rrtoOK?

mi, WeiC OAR MOM
mm puMPMt MWT...ue{gp
CMBMKMJS Xem' IN EWERY-

MCRB-.I RMT UKeiHe UMC5
OF THIS...

MMTKINM

IS1HI6?

ePRECTONM OOTTOTmUnL

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

WE DID T,

WF DID

NomiNO CM RVINMYMOOO'
|7>yf BOARD OF muSTBeS
ANf\iouf^cso iDMy two-

All oeOHfES THAT W£
UNiVfksiry OF MAssAcHuanrs

/S AWAkDlNCTHiS ysAR.

Ak£ NOT VA^\Df

Katfood By ARK

/t sad doxf ^5 Come,
upon.

r>TtC/as-j^'83 IS the. lA^t

to ruy\trabej^ Btnb^curxGemid.

Scrod By Dan DeBellis

UJELL 1 GUESS IT^
&oopbve..untilne;ct

sewester.
\

HOW ABOOT A KISS TC

LAST Wt THE SurintR.

\

HOPEFDLLV I VJOnV CATCH

ArWlHING Vm LASTS HE

THE ^nnERl
/

After the Fall By R. Miller

ALL RI4HT. 5X*lL5H|Nf

.

Ybu CAN 5AV rJo To Alf

A«y»lN IFYOO VOMH TO.

; CAN TAKC ANOTWCt
<^£JgC^O^J.. YOO 56H/V] 76

HAVE <rOOD RfASoNS fCR.

NOT f^BeuhJir srg.0Ntiy

Th^ I HAVtN 'T A6neV

I UIKS VOU- AwP /

I Thisj< tt\J shoold

.THAT I PfEL LiKf
Yt)y'<f 'vwflE THAfs; A«/eis
To Mt... I ^Df*HH£ MiD

|/V1f PfTL (sOCtO Aeo^
If^ysecf AtjDyboAHC
A vE«?y SfAur/put
PPCSOM. WHAT f/vi

|iLfAD(A/6r UP To ;5
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CROSSWORD
Edited by Margaret Farrar aad Tnidc Jaffc

ACSOSS
1 S«ntry'«cry

5 Unchecked
10 Reporter's query
14 Lined up
15 Lady with a lyre

16 Track event

17 City on the

Tiuckee
18 Architectural

order

19 60-M
20 College course:

Abbr
21 "Gunsmoke" star

23 Audrey Hepburn
role

25 Wintry mo
26 Roy of Scotland

arv) others

27 Corinth cash
31 Inspirit

33 Whence
34 Jolsonand

rtamesakes
36 Reasoned
37 Other rtama

38 Leave oft

39 Companion ol

lac and toe

40 Run out o(

41 Picayur^e

42 Dennis Weaver
role

45 Tie o( friendship

46 Caviar

47 Fine soap
SO Played iMtlas Kitty

55 Grazing land

56 Agatha Christie

title

57 Torment
56 Ah, me!
59 Ever so long

60 Word with week
61 Pacifist

62 Popular flavor

63 I Am Woman"
singer

64 People

DOWN
1 Leporids

2 Bullring

3 Miss Kitty B place
4 Brace
5 Fortificattons

6 Olfactory input

7 Cut back
8 "How sweet

• MiltMirn Stone
rote

10 Twist

11 Be forced

12 Cracker)acks
13 Sawbucks
21 Agree
22 Kind of room
24 Mnemonic routirM

27 Less humid
26 Blacktop

29 Role (or 21 Across
30 Very much
31 Boston's time

32 Secular

33 Decamp
35 Notice

37 Pangolin

36 Posted
41 Attitude

43 Actor Borgnine
44 Turf

45 Where they make
dough

47 Sized up
46 Vacation
49 Palliates

50 Flr<(t of billions

51 Creche trio

52 corner
53 Nots
54 Hollywood last

name
58 Hasste

1 } 1 4 Hi i 7

-Hi! - -

n "Hii
w --^ff ..

.
.

IT P
1

mf 11

I"

is 11 It

1

fl pi M

47 a

iT~

P

ANSWCR TO fflEVIGUS PUZ2LEiu» ru<

TmTcTu

.Jnn"onnfin ngnnr
aannn rmnn

noun annn ^ooni

nnnnn f^f^""" "2^;
fiiinnriwonii 3;^anf
-jnnn anfm innniRr-

WEATHER

Rain ending thia niorning

followed by gradual clearing

duinng the afternoon, high

temperatures 60 to 65. Clear

tonight, low temperatures in

the mid 30s. Sunny
tomorrow. high tem-
peratures 65 to 70.

D.C. MENU
LUNCH:

Hamburg on Roll

Liver and Onions

DINNER:
Turkey Club Sandwich

Fried CUms/Tartar Sauc<

Cocktail Sauce
Caponota Spaghetti

BASICS LUNCH:
Oatburgers

Garden Medley Casaerole

BASICS DINNER:
Freid Clams/Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce
Caponota Spaghetti

Applications
are still being accepted

for positions in the

Collegian newsroom
9 ajn. to 4 pjn*

Monday throu^ Friday

Room 113 CampiK Cente^

The Collegian is an

equal opportunity employer
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Commencement 1983
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 28
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Instruction for Participants
All Candidali's

TIktc will Iv lit) C\»miiu'iuviiU'nl n-lu-arsal for

dov;ri.\' I aiuiidiitc's Cciiuliilalis shoulil assonihlo

by stluuiliculli-jic at Alumni Sl.uiiuin no lalir

than 9 a.m. ^railualion inorniii^. May 28 148;^

Si^ns will Ih- i^osti-d in«.lii.«1ing schtxils, and
CoMimfiKi'iiK-nl Marshals, will issue spriifii in

htrui'tions aiul dislrilniti' programs l'|)«in signal.

caniliiitiU-s will follow tlu- Commi-nn'mi-nl Mar-

shals to tlu' assigUi-il areas and Iv siali-il

Caniliilaic-s will ri'tcivo iliploina covers from

the deans of their school or college

Wht) i» Klit(iblc lo Furliiipulc?

L'liik'ifiriuiiuilc iif^we lunJulatt's who anticipate

completing degree requirements by the end of

the calendar year 198J Questions concerning

academic status should In- ilirecteil to the Rec-

ords Office 213 Whitmore .^45-0555

Master s Jf^'ret- ijnJuiali's who have previously

submitted the IX-gree Application Forn> by April

29 198:^ to the Office t)f Graduate IX-gree Re-

quirements staling the intention to complete all

requirements Questions concerning eligibility

should Ix- directed to the Office of Graduate De-

gree Requirements Room A251 Graduate Re-

search Center 545-0024

Dixiorul decree canJidales who have completed

all degree requirements by April 29 1983. Ques-

tions concerning eligibility should be directed to

the Office of Graduate Degree Requirements.

RiHini A251 Graduate Research Center

545(K)24

Faculty
Faculty and staff should assemble at the

SOUTHWEST end of the stadium on the gravel

Ixrtween the Ka. ilitii-s/lnformation Center and
the stadium wal' Faculty will be part of the pro-

cessional and will be seated immediately in front

of the candidates from each schiMil and college

I'urenis unti InvilctI Guests
Siiici. the ComnuiKiinciil Kxcrcises are open to

the public and guest seating is without reserva-

tion parents ami friends should plan to arrive

early to ensure good seating. Viewing areas for

those confined to wheelchairs will be located on

Uith sides of the stadium on the eastern and

western walkways

Invitations

There is no limit to the number of guests wh«)

may attend the ceremony and tickets are not re-

quired bach undergraduate/graduate student

will receive a fwcket of s/.v formal invitations

Students are urged to encourage their guests to

arrive early ftir good sealing.

Caps, Gowns, and Hoods

Undergraduate l^^ree Candidates

Caps, gowns, tassels and invitations will be

available at no charge (on presentation of an I.D.

and announcement of the degree earned andVhe
defiartment awarding it) at the TextUnjk Annex,

May 2-27, Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to

4 p n> On Ctunmencement Day May 28, caps

gowns, and tassels may be obtained after 8 am
at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium.

Master's Degree Candidates

Caps gowns, tassels and invitations will be

available at no charge (on presentation of an ID.

and announcement of the degree earned and the

de^)artment awarding it) at the Textbook Annex
May 2-27 Monday through Friday. 9 am to

4 p m On Commencement Day May 28 caps

gowns and tassels may Ix' obtained after 8 a in

at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

Dixlural Degree Candidates

Dixtoral caps, gowns tassels and invitations

will be available only at the Office of Graduate

Degree Requirements, Rinmi A251 Graduate Re-

search Center. May 2-27 Monday through Fri-

day 9 a m to 4 p.m. upon presentation of an

ID On Commencement Day caps, gowns, tas-

sels and IuhhJs may he obt,iir,.d after 8 am at

Schedule of Evenit

Senior Day

Date

Thurs.. May 26

Time

To be announced

Stockbridge Commencement Fri.. May 27 130 p.m.

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sat May 28 8 a.m.

Nursing Commencement Sat.. May 28 2pm

1983 Commencement Ceremony Sat May 28 10 am -12 noon

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Campus Center

Auditorium

Alumni Stadium

Note: Commertcement 83 Date. Saturday. May 28 1983

o
Stadium Plan

STAC*

[ 1
;r»ciir»

j >M'ir«| l>«ciFiT»| rAciinr
1
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1
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1
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1 1
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IHSTIIiai THIS

PI RIM T»l»PNO<«»

Rf>TR<ll>M>

»A< MITIRS
ni II IMN(.
INFORMATKtM
f fNTCR

the NORTHWEST end of the stadium (on the

gravel area)

l)<Rtoral candidates who plan to participate in

the Coinmencenunt c».*reniony must have a

IhmkJ Fiach I'h D. candidate's name will Ix- an-

nounced over 'he stadium sound system and

two officers of ;he university will drafx- the

hood on the candidu'."'s shoulders l>)ctoral

hiKxis can be purchased only at the Office of

Graduate Degree Requirements, A251 Graduate

Research Center, at a cost of $26 (Five Collegf

l>Htnral Hixxl- will In- iix'uilahli- ai S42 95 I

Rentals for Faculty

Academic apfwrel for this year's University

Commencement may be rented through the Uni-

versity Slt)re All faculty members are urged to

place their rental orders as st)on as possible

THE LAST DA Y TO ORDEH IS WEDNESDA Y.

MAY IS Payment must be made at the time >•(

order and there will i •• no refunds if apparel i->

not used Academic apparel may also Ix- pur-

chased. For further information about rentals or

purchases please contact Connie Szelewicki at

the University Store .'>45-2619

Accummudatiuns
Many area motels are already booked for Friday

Ix'fore Commencement A limited number of

rooms in University housing will Ix* available for

relatives and other guests the nights of May 27

and 28 Please contact the University Summer
Conference Office 918 Campus Center

545-3400 by May 10 Fees: $15 single/$21 dou

ble, per night There is a $5 cash key deposit -

to be returned when the key is r,«?turned

F<Hid Services

Coffee. st)ft drinks and donuts will be available

under the east (section 161 and west (section 6)

stands at the north end of the stadium

Campus Center
Graduation Dinner Top of the Campus Restau-

rant. Campus Center (reservations needed) 12

niM)n-f) p m
Graduation Buffet Ri>om 1009 Campus Center

(reservations suggested] 12 mH)n-3 p.m

Coffee Shop open 7 a m 1 pm

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9 am Robmg for Commencement
MASTERS and DOCTOHAL candidates should

assemble at the NORTHWEST end of the sta-

dium (gravel area).

Graduates from ARTS & SCIENCES and CON
TINL'ING EDUCATION should assemble at the

50LTHV\£57" end of the stadium (gravel area):

Graduates from ENGINEERING EDUCATION.
HEALTH and PHYSICAL EDUCATION should

assemble at the SOUTHEAST end of the stadi

um (gravel area)

Graduates from FOOD & NATURAL RF.SOIHCES

should assemble at the NORTHEAST enii •-( the

stadium (gravel area):

Graduates from the SCHCKJL OF MANAGE
MENT (SOM; should ass«-mble at thr- NORTH
end of the stadium in the center (gravel area);

APPROPRIATE SIGNS Will. BE DISPLAYED
GRADUATES SHOULD LINE UP ACCORDiNO
TO THEIR SCHCK)L OR COLLEGE

9:30 Sea<ing of G'aduules

10 Procession starts

1 2 n«K>n Ceremony end

Senior Day
The Chain ellors Reception lor S^nu'is |Senuii

Day) will Ih held Thurstlav May 2(i on Mcl.i

wamix-e Liwn Ivhind the Student I'nion Inlor-

Illation on tickets will be annouiuvd in the OW-
legian

Memlxrs of the Class ol 1M8.< who are inter

esled in workinj; witit the Siiini Wt\ (."oininillei

should lonlaci Utretla Messin\;er in the Student

Aclivilus Ofdii- 4lh Student Union .'>4.'S-;tt><>4

or l,is.i Poller (Stiiden! CtHudin.iloil S-n.ile Ol

lice. S4r> 1)341 as mhui .is possible

General Infornialioii

Diplnm.is will Ih' m.iileil to j;r.Klu.iles in tlu l.ill

Medu.il i.Kilities will Iv loc.iled in the v. in

uiuler siction 8 ot tlu- stands

I'ublii lelephuiu's will Ih- liK.iled on the wi-st

side ol the I.k ililies/lnlorin<itioii L'eiilei*

Rislrooins ari' UKi'ted .il eilhei iiui ol the F.u ill

lies/Information Center at the south iiul ol tin

stadium

Viewing aieas loi those eonliiud In wheili li.iii s

will Ih- liKated on Uilli sides ol the st.idium on

the e.islein and western walkways

For .ulililion.il infornialioii lonl.iil the t>lliii ol

Communilv Kel.itioiis t'HI Whitinoie ,'i4:vJ.Mit>

RKSTR<IOAII\

Plate, Valley Girls, Ex.

Science - muddy champs

Colleriui pkoto by Kathv Btgiia

In only a little more than 100 plus days, it will be college football

season and we'll get to see Jim Simeone (16) and Peter Tracey (89) in ac-

tion for UMass. This action was in the Spring football game.

• Crew
Continued from page 16

zcuk, CO captain Dean Bennett, catcher

Butch LeBlanc. utilityman Justin Brown,

and pitchers Dave Valdanbrini and Adam
Grossman. But the rest will be returning

* Baseball
Comixnxiedfrrrm page 16

"I was drunk when I went to bed so when
I woke up this morning, I had to get out of

bed and find the medal and put it on to

prove to myself that I wasn't dreaming," I

heard Joe telling head coach Dave "Cook"

Kumlin Sunday. "Boy. this feeb good."

The team decided to all wear their medals

on Sunday so if anybody saw Charlie

Lawrence. Ted Millet. Tom Martin or any

By GERRY deSIMAS
Colleipan Staff

Yesterday afternoon was a good time to

sit inside and watch reruns of MASH and
dare not venture outside into the steady
rain.

However, despite lousy field conditions

and a steady rain, the four intramural

Softball championships were held.

Plate toppled BKO for the men's league

title, 8-3. Valley Girls overwhelmed Mary
Lyons 7 2, in the women's league. Exercise

Science took the Grad-Fac crown with a

tight 2-1 win over the Mauleurs and also

won the co-rec title with another 2-1

squeaker over the Untouchables.

According to intramural department
officials, the games had to be played today

and the forecast was for more rain today.

So. instead of letting the fields get worse,

they played yesterday.

Plate, led by the pitching of Tom Mur-
phy, took a quick 5 lead over BKO. Fine

play by Chris Storey and Bart Bartlow kept

Plate ahead for good. Plate finished at 11-0.

**It was our tough defense," said Murphy.

"We were solid and consistent. We

definitely hustled." Dennis Murphy and

Dave Fiorini displayed that hustle sliding

across home (all mud) in the fifth.

Valley Girls also went up 5-0 before three

time defending champion Mary Lyons knew
what was going on. Valley Girls (9-0)

cruised from there to post a 7-2 victory.

"It was a revenge game for us," said

player-manager Ann Donlan, who went

three for three. "Everybody played well

despite the weather conditions."

Sue Packard smacked a triple in the first

inning to set the stage. Nancy Frye, Patti

Smith, and Chris Fairenny also played well

for the victors.

Exercise Science pulled out two tough

wins. In the co-rec game, led by the stellar

play of Joanne Douglas (3b), who drove in

the winning run, and Jeff Ives, Exercise

Science (8-0) made their two run first inning

stand up.

"A lot of people got dirty," said a happy

Ives. "It was definitely slippery."

Exercise Science completed the sweep by

also taking the Grad Fac title oyer the

Mauleurs. The grad-fac team scored in the

fourth and fifth.

and as next season rolls around after spring

break the baseball team will be looking to

capture the ECAC playoffs. One thing is for

sure, it may be better, but it probably won't

be as exciting as this year.

<rf the others that day, you saw the red.

white and blue ribbon with the silver

weight hanging from their necks. They

were that proud of their accomplishment.

If you didn't see them and you would like

to. just ask one of the members of the boat.

They'll show you. Or, look for Joe. He's

probably still got his on. He's that proud of

it.

So am I. in case you couldn't tell.

Loftis takes 3rd in Easterns
By GERRY deSIMAS

Coll«fpaa Huff

Sophomore Leah Loftis broke the

school record twice in the 400 meters

enroute to a third place finish in the

Eastern track championships at

Georgetown University this past

weekend.
The relay team of Loftis. freshnmn Deb-

bie Smith, sophomore Maureen O'Reilly,

and freshman Susan Bird also set a school

record and placed sixth.

"We accomplished what we wanted to

do." said a very pleased head coach

Kalenkeni Banda. "Everybody ran well.

This is a young team. There are sonoe

good things coming up."

Loftis took third with a time of .55.8 for

the quarter mile. She also ran a speedy

52.9 to pace the relay team to their record

time of 3:53.7.

"Leah is one of the top athletes that has

come here," said Banda.

This ends a very fine season for the lady

tracksters and with all of the

underclassmen on the team, Banda can

look forward to more record setting and a

strong team the next two or three years.

DENNISPORT
- Cape Cod -

UMASS
GRADUATION PARTY

Friday June 3
- 8 pm - 1

Happy Hour Prices

Free Admission
(with UMass I.D.)

zjTjJfjfjrjrf£^j-
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NOW, YOU CAN BE AN
UNDERGRADUATE WITH
LESS THAN 12 CREDITS

BY BECOMING A PART-TIME STUDENT

The Dort-time student oolicv currently

beinq implefTiented nov be o* interest to

you.

If you:

(1) Are currently a non-clossif led

student;

(2) Are onticiDGtinn a reduced

credit load; or

(3) Need less thon 12 credits to

nrodunte

you nov be eligible.

in Junt. Tc ^ccfrivc thi^ oiicMiatiK-.i contact

(ht flECCftVS OffKE, 211 UHlTUOttE is;UU ^'ut

namt and addtva btic'M- the tnd .•<, the umatc'..

IDB 9\® TIPS

Q service of the Dean of Students Office

Two b«droom apartment in Puftton
bargain prices call 549 2868 4-6 or after 1

1

ask for Joe

Beautiful Brittany Apt for summer rent

furnished w new carpet rent negotiable call

Kevin 253 3786

Two bedroom fully furnished apartment

for summer sublet Townehouse very

reasonable call 549-5970 John

3 bdrm apt $390 Mam St Amherst
253 5941

Brandywine 2 bedroom pool.
180 00/mo 549-4110 June Aug

Rolling Green apt for summer alt utilities

inc $100/nK>nth call Lisa 253-5790 Hannah
253 7862

3 bedroom Southwood townhouse
beautiful furnished summer sublet 256-0840

One room in Swiss Village $150/month.
Ail utilities included, (negotiable) fall op-

tton call 256^6432

ALL OFFERS CONSIDERED Cozy 3
bedroom house in Northampton fall option

564 7282

Townhouse apts. $86/nfX). per/person *

utilities, 3 spaces, furnished 549-6664,

546-5062

Rolling Qroon Apt. 2 bdrm, quiet, fumish-

ed. AC, pool, call after 6 pm 253 5986

Summer sublet with fall option one or

two females for one bedroom in two
bedroom Brittany Manor apartment really

cheap 256-8388

2 single rooms available house Amherst
center 2 porches fireplace great location

130 month * utilities 253-9403

Townehouse Apts for the sumnr>er - the

wt>ote apt or rooms available. 3 bdrms. air

corxl. on bus route, 1 mile from campus,
fumished call Liz 549-0307

Townohouae apt., 2 bedroom, AC, cheep
en reaeonable offers conaidered 549-1261

3 bedroom townhouse mile from campus
on bus route $280/nrK>nth or singles for

»110 Jon 546-6407

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET w/fall op
tion. On bus route 1 bedroom in apt. Fully

furnished. Utilities inci Phone 253-2828

Brandywine 2 bedroom summer sublet

furnished, equiped, pool, AC, $250
549^747 __^___
Two bedroom garden apartment, fully

'urnijSed, except beds rent $225 to $250,

out i; negotiable. Ca ll evenings 253 5900

Furnished 1 bedroom Puffton 6/1 8/31

$225 5^0305
Colonial Village apartment
bedrooms

phone Darian 546 7996 Staci 546^7948

2 large

rent negotiablp pool / bus

Northampton 2 bedrooms available in 4

bedroom house 6/1 9/1 negotiable

564-2906

THE CAFE AT QUIDO'S

Cape Cod this summer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY S BACKROOM, Hyan
nis. Massachusetts. Decadent drinks, ter-

rific times, happier hours.

TO SUBLET

Room for rent in Sunderland House
Beautiful yard, dish b clothes washer
$ 1

6

/month plus utilities 549^1218

2 br apt fall opt, 10 min walk to campus
woodstv rent negot 549 0112 after 5

Summer sublet 2 bedroom apt fumished
Crown Point Amherst on bus route pool

mile from UMass 253-3782

2 bedroom townlTouse 1 % baths,

Southwood, fall option, $275/month
253 3S56

Amherst Center 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apt bus bright, clean, furnished June 1

August 25. negotiable 253-3250

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt for sum-
mer sublet with fall option call 253-5095

Summer sublet fall option housemate for

Northampton apartment $175 available

June 1 Robert 586-3856 546-2130

Summer aublet fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
330/ month 666-3097

Rolling Qreon for the sunvner two
bedrooms cheap 250/mo 253-9418 Malcolm

Furnished Puffton apart 2 bdrm June
Sept rent negotiablel nites 549-1396

Amherst walk to town, campus. $150 per

nx) or BO Hartd 253-9747

Apt in downtown Amheret available

June 1 to August 31 170 negotiable in-

cludes all utilities cail 666-3249

Two bedroom Southwood apt for sum-
mer sublet with fall option call eves
253-5604

4 bedroom apt fumished sumrrwr sublet

no fall option $295 ptk). 253 5487

Brandywine apertment for summer
sublet 2 bedrooms $325 or BO 546-1 IX
Brandywine summer sublet w/fall op-

tion cheap. Call Marc 546-9794 or Steve
546-5415

Puffton 3 bedrooma available for sum-

mer June 1 Sept 1 $95 or best offer per

room 546-9024 or 546 9022 after 1 1 PM

LANGUAGE COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
THROUGH UMASS/AMHERST

THIS SUMMER |
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Puffton Village 2 bedroom apt. Sublet
rent negotiable John or Rick 546-9174

Southwood Apt. pool rent very
negotiable call Lisa or nancy 545-0527,

549 5960

Maater bdr in condo June 1 - Aug 31 fum
excellent situation on busline 256 0768

2539764

Summer sublet Puffton Vlllege low
prices call Dan 549 6821 or Rad 586 3406

T0WNEHb1USE~ 1-2-3 bedrooms
available f/o on one. cheap summer
place Alix 649-6103

Available June 1 w/fall option
Sunderland 2 bedroom apartment $275.

666 7552

Furnished Puffton ViHage apt 2 bedroom
Junel - Sept 1 rent neg. 549-0524.

1

call 253-5128, after 6 PM

Summer sublet Puffton Villsge low

pnces call Dan 549 6821 or Rad 586- 3406

TOWNEHOUSE 1-2-3 bedrooma
aveileble f/o on one, cheap summer
place Alix 64S-6103

Available June 1 w/fall option
Sunderland 2 bedroom apartment $275

666-7562

2 bedrooms $100/ person on Nobart L^ne

Mike 6-4116 Karen 549-5618

Furniahed Puffton Village Apt 2
bedroom Juf>e 1 - Sept 1 rent neg 549-0524

So. Amherst great 1 br. riear town /cam-
pus all utils. ind. $175/mo or best offer

Mike2S6^»95
VERY VERY CHEAP 2 BEDROOM APT
IN SQUIRE VILLAGE FALL OPTION
SUMMER RENT UNBELIEVABLY
CHEAP aHM719

Brandywine 3 apeytea available JUne 1

-Sept 1 cheap! 546-0330(1) Suzen

One, two or throe bedrooms for summer
with fall opt. IIS mo 253-9753

Townehouae apts 2 bdrm furnished sum-
mer neg. 549-6354

1 bedroom apt $320/mo with utilities Jun
4 - July 31 with fall option 549-5293

Outrageously cheep apt on bus rt

moderen facilities, swimming, tennis
665-3079 fall option

2 bedroom apt. Southwood heat, water,

sun year round w/fall option 256-0524

Cheapl 1 funrished bedroom $125/month,
start July 1/fall option, close to campus.

Rent free pay $29o/month for 2 months
get third monts rent free 2 bedroom apt

Northwood Apts w/fall option 666-3677

Brandywine aummer aublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished cheap rent call Michelle or Laurie

549^163

One bedroom in beautiful apacioua
houae, 1 % miles from campus, only $100
per nrK>nth, must see! 549-5686

Furnished 4 bdrm apt Amherst Ctr rent

r^egotiable 253-5296

TOWNEHOUSE

Townehouae 2 people to share bdroom in

2 bdroom apt starts June 1 666-4669

VOTE

VOTE
for a qualified voice

ED TAUSKY
Central Area Vice President

WANTED

Clasa Ringa, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant,

Amherst. 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
546-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

message)

Selling Booka? I need a Calculus 132,

Physics 162, and Lin Algebra text. I'll pay
better than the Textbook Annex 253-3861

2 24 year old femaiea seok apartment in

friendly, quiet house where meat and
cigarettes are OK. Price flexible. To rrwve in

late August, eeriy September. Call Abby
617-332-8776 , evenir>gs or leave message
vwth Selma 617-926-5800 days

Wanted Records » Caah or trade Call

Dynamite Records 584-1580

WANTED TO BUY
~

Wanted: Student model flute must be in

good condition call 546-4709

WANTED TO RENT
~

Room In Amherst Center starting July

for summer sublet with fall option 253-5767

WATERBED

The ultimate in waterbods. Queen size

waterbed less than 1 year old. Includes

sheets, headboard, heating unit and
pedestal. Price negotiable. Call Jay at

665 7574

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office Cc 113 • 8:45-3:45 Monday - Friday • Deadline is 3:45 two days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • 15 consecutive days 10% • discount • Phone number FREE

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD

Graduating Students - Get a special

American Express Card application today
800-223-2488

AUDIO

Stereo Equipment Technics receiver,

bookshelf speakers, turntable, cassette

deck $225 Bob, EBE222 584-5697

Technics RSM218 deck, Toshiba SRA100
turntable, Audio-Technica cartridge. Mark
6-9704

AUTO FORSALE

72 Volkawagon Superbeetle $1200 or BO
call nights 2S3 2052 for information

1970 Olda M2 runs strong need cash quick

$200 546-9243

1976 Pinto std. trans. 24 mpg good eng.

$660 549-3806

1973 Buick Electra - excellent condition

-new engine Er parts PB Er PS $700 or BO
call 549-4136 Rick

74 VW Bug good cond must sell 1800 or

BO call 549-3935

VW Bug solid unibody, new battery, must
sell, first $286 253 2720

1972 Muatang - 361 ClevelarKJ many new
parts - engine needs work $300 or BO
546-1460

1970 Firebird black 6 cyl 3 spd body in ex-

cellent condition BO 584-2423

1981 Plymouth Horizon 18,000 miles 40
mpg excellent condition 5 year limited war-

ranty standard AM/FM cassette rust-

proofed save $2500 on a r>ew car $3900
545-2146 253 7616

68 Chevy Malibu 74000 $350 call 6^362 or

6-7896

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT FOR RENT

2 bedroom 1% bath carpeted bus route

Riverglade $280.00 neg 256-6064

BETHFITZ
~

Hey Beth Htzl Good stuff, girltl As your

boss would say "Goot ct>ob Bathe" I'm

glad you're inl Get psycf>ed Love Nastassia

K. . .

CAPE COD

2 females wanted for Felmouth house
call Dianne 546-0075 Lora 253 9481

Female wanted for summer rental W. Yar-

mouth minutes walk to beach £r 28

64^4133 253^2541

CHEAP SUMMER HOUSING ~
On campus 160 a month $175 for summer
includes single and utilities Call 5-3197 ask

for Nick Lumpy or Mike C. Located at Kap-

pa Sigma dean and cool

COMPUTERS
~

Computer software for all major persor^al

computer lines. Games, business, educa-

tion, and much more' Call A J Albuquer-

que, Local Scoth Marketing Dealer today,

at 1-592 7216 between 6 PM & 8 PM

ENTERTAINMENT

Rolling Groon Ig bdrm 1 or 2 people 6/1

AC util inc after 5. 253-2897

FOR FREE

Gentle, full grown femele dog is

homeless - call 549 6339

FOR RENT

Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6
bedrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

washer-dryer large living room enclosed

porch on bus route $157/mo + util call

665^«»
1 bedroom In 2 bedroom apt fumished 5
minute welk to campus 1 or 2 persons.

160/mo 649-0667

Colonial Village one or two bedroom
available for summer sublet /fall option,

negotiable call Tom & Mike 546-5933 or

Paul 546 5932

S. Yarmouth Cottage sleeps 4. Excellent

location near Seagull Beach. Memorial Day

to Labor Day. Call eves 617-877-6337

3 bedrooms fall option $130 inclusive

Amherst on bus route 256-6712

Amherst Ctr. Apt - large room available in

ideally located apt 4 min walk to campus
lots of sunshine fall option 256-0415 star-

ting June 1 __^_
To sublet for summer w/fall option 4

room apt on bus line call 253-2605

2 bedroom ept sublet 7-1 to 8-1 fall option

200/mnth busroute 1 bedroom June only

100$ call 253-9880

Summer Rooms Available singles for

$1 25 per session call Nick 549-6514

Riverglede one bedroom apt for June 1

call Lora 253-9481

Puffton 1 br in 2 br apt avail June 1

549-6753

Summer sub fall opt Squire Village

townhouse 2 bedrooms AC pool on bus rt

cheapl call 665-4248

Large bedroom in 6 bedroom apt available

for summer and fall quiet neighborhood
close to campus rent negotiable call Arnie

2Kt9747

Amherst Center. 3 bdrm apt. $300 month
June-Aug with tall option. 256-8447

FREE COUCH DISHES MORE SUNNY 2
BDR SOUTHWOOD APT JUNE 1ST
W/FALL OPTION 253-7529 QUICKI

Presidential Apts 1 bedrm for 2 people
105/ month for each person -- utilities

549 5613

4 bedroom house Amherst two
fireplaces, big yard, porch on two bus
routes summer/fall option $705-^/mo
256-8822

Seeking mature, quiet non-smoker for

Puffton Village Apt. $139/month call

549-0073 around dinnertime

$300 is yours if you rent my 3 bdrm apt. in

N. Amherst 549-1684 start June

FOR SALE
~

Atari BOO Comp. $398 or BO Dieak drive

$349 Franklin Ace & Drive $799 546-8638

Women's ten-speed bike, great for

around town. Best offer. Call 549-6176

1976 Chev Vega. Good condition. Only
1000 or best offer 6-9248

Furniture: 7H ft couch, 2 velour chairs,

large desk, lamp w/shade. Best offer call

549-662S

Pioneer Car Cassette Deck with AM/FM
stereo $75.00 Atari Video Game with 2
ganf>e modules $66.00 546-6964

Sele bed v/ith two mattresses $28. 1 table

$25.- 1 crockery kettle $10. 549 1259

Electric Smith Coror>a Typewriter $170
or best offer 545^2069 549^6643 John

David Bowie Tickets (2) Hartford 7/15/83
BO call 546-4709

PriceDouble bed nnist sell by 25.

negotiable. Call after 10. 546-6123

FOUND

Brown gym bag. To claim, describe con
tents 549 1142

GRADUATING IN DECEMBER?
~

Quiot oldor undergrad. k>oking for apart

-

rr>entmate for own room in 2 bedroom
apartment. 6 nrwnth lease, $230 month,
heat & hot water included 253 2463

HELP WANTED

Summor |obe sN m^re 1100/mt pkis

scholarships for leaders Apply now start

when you want 1 203 569 8202

Cruise Ship Jobal Great income potential,

all occupations For information call:

602-837 3401 ext 833

SUMMER JOBS: ECOLOGY, safe energy
and consumer rights. MASSPIRG the

states largest public interest organization

has summer and permanent staff positions

available for public education and fundrais

ing, will train. For interviews call Amanda
256^6434

Part time worker needed, driver license,

no selling, year round, $5.00/ hr tel.

247 5801

HERPES RESEARCH

Graduate psychology student doing
thesis reserach on coping with genital

herpes. If you have genital herpes, please

call 549-1091 after 6:00 PM

HOUSING ON THE CAPE

i-lyannia room available for girl for sum-
mer, $50/wk. Pref non-smoker call

546^8182

LOST

Romancel Gold "S" link bracelet k>st.

Please return. Reward 253-7373 evenings

Claas ring Framingham North, class of '83.

This ring is very dear to me. Green stone. If

found please call 546-8136

Technical Reporting - Alright, I've watted
long enough! If you have found the above
book (tan cover) please call Dave (name in

book) or Warren at 546-6199 REWARD OF-
FEREDI

NEED SUMMER STORAGE?

Any in or out of state students who need
storage space for summer, cheap! Call

549-4854

PERSONALS

SELL YOUR BOOKS FOR MORE $
BOOK EXCHANGE NEXT FALL GSS I

Bouf This last year has been wicked good
Good Luck soloing the next 3 love vour little

big sister fette

H. John - Happy 22nd Birthday hope to

see you and my $10 in Sept. Aloha. Jeanne

Two intelligent, attractive men seek two
women of same stature to accompany
them to Florida for post-semester sun and
fun. Have transportation /beach apartment.
Send name and phone number: PO Box
334, N. Amherst, MA 01059

Denise Have an excellent birthday see you
at the place.

J.M.T. Thanx for the best year of my life

remember nne as a sunny day. I love you.
Pam
Hey Doktor: How many days left? get

psyched! California here we come! Katrin

To the tall guy from Room 512: You
looked awfully sexy in that short robe. Still

waiting for my backrubl! The giri in Room
fflO

Judy Soon you'll be a graduate because
that's the type of woman you are! Your the

greatest! Love Beth

CA - Just think if it wasn't for Spanish. .

.remember the good times and the ones still

to come. They were special and so are

you 1 1 LOve ya 'Nomoal'

Happy Birthday Jane E Butler from a

concerned Baker resident

Corgy and Bobby - 1 finally found a way to

get your nannes in the paper! Wish we
could've partied together more this

semester. Place your orders now for

souvenirs from the USS R! Love ya, Anr>e

Robin - Glad to see you back on your feet

again. I knew you'd make it! Hope to see a

lot of you next semester. And get psyched
for my post-trip bashi Love ya lots, your
"reforrtied" roorrwe

WANTED: Two dean, reapacttble room-
mates (or at least deen) for partying pad at

Brittany Manor. Interests includs sex,

drugs. Rock and Roll and engineering. Call

Mike 253-3153

Laebian fr Gay Man's Counaalling Col-
lective sumrr>er hours start 1 June: Tues-
day Thursday 5-7 pm. Visit 433SU or call

545-2645 for FRCti information counselling,

referral.

Suean. It haa baan a great year and t hope
we have many more together. I'll miss you
this sumnf>er. Love always, PJ

Rick, Gary, Joe Think of me and I will be
with you, I love you, from tt>e or>e wfH)
sighs

Debbie Miller - Doug Knepper Con-
gratulations you've done it! Best Wishes

Sherri, Have a great birtf>dayl Ralphie ar>d

Sharon

Karyn S. - Happy 20th Birthday, to tfie

greatest sister ever! Love ya. Wendi

Lofan«a Happy 19th Birtf>day tove all of us !

Joanne. Chris, Julie, Merk Cr Merk - I'm

going to miss you next year. I know you will

all succeed at whatever you do. Good Luck
and congratulations. Love Steph

Scott this was preplanned but hara you
go

Congratulations Scott Consoli!!

Good luck in law school i know you
will succedd) Happir>ess always
Keep in touch Love always Kim

Good by Laurie. Why couldn't you find a

maior in this school? Good luck. Love
Ariane.

Bob H. Here it is, finally. Thanks for tf>e

postcard. Mike b Melissa

Hay Milkman: Big, (black), friendly

woman interested in finding a bright,

flashy, (tacky) guy for big. wet, (blue) sex.

Reply immediately!

B.C. Happy Graduation. Thanks for

everything! Here's to springtime! Five

years?

Lisa my best friend! I'll always be here!

Congratulations! I love you! Lori

Bryant Thanks for the fun friendship. Have
a great summer with Robin! Love, LMW
"Scum;;

Computer terminal for sale. Less than 1

year old. Comes w/phone copier and works
great w/UMass system. $300. Call Cindy at

256-6693.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Diaaertetiona, theses, cases, papers
guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-0392,

584-7924 Nancy.

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

Beautiful 3 bdrm apt on bus route, AC,
cable, p>er room furnished $100 Hune-Aug
call Amy 549-6758 keep trying!!

RIDE WANTED

Ithaca NY after 5/23 share driving, ex-

penses call Kathy 6-4969 olease

ROOM FOR RENT

Sunderland room available for graduate
student includes your own private study

room lots of space, quiet female preferred,

non-smoker rent negotiable for right per-

son call eve only after 7:00 p.m. ask for

Michael 665-8144

ROOMMATES WANTED
FALL - Fen^le to share bedroom (non-

smoker) in Brittany Manor. Call Gail

253-5920 evenings, or leave message.

Female -*- 25 Puffton Village (f|uiet end) 2
bedrooms avail, one now, one fall resp>onsi-

ble 549 6899

1 bdrm available in 2 bdrm Col Vil apart-

ment June 1 poss fall call evenings
256^6606

Responsible roommate, female, wonted
to share bedroom in Brittany Manor for fall.

Call Karen 253-9317

Prof woma^ seeks older female to sftare

rural furnished duplex bus route 200 -f

253-7486

Three malaa kwking for fourth roommate
June to August Brandywine 75$ nx>nth
549-0607

Houaa in South Dennis for summer can
Lisa 256^062

Femeles wsnted for 1 room in 2 bedroom
Puffton Village apt for fall call 549-0624

Female wanted in coed townhouee apt
in Squire Village for fall on bus route please

call Dawn 6-5676 or Jim 6-9737 anytinr>e

Female roommate wanted for comfor-
table convenient Northampton apartment
Call Irene 584^2408 eves, 549-4930 ext 225
days

Female roommate wanted for aummar
May 21 Sept Falnxxith $475 call Martt^a

617-877-0621 teeve message

#100 near bus. Quiet Belchertown country
setting, 15 minutes from U.Mess Fall op-
tion 253 2802

Female to ahare room in Brittany Manor
for fall 546-9669

One male roommate wanted to share 1

br in 2 br apt. Brittany Marwr. Stating
Sept 546-483

Wented two roommates for fait in

Southwood apt. for info call 253 7163

Naad 3rd for 3 bad house in Amh. yard
garage furnished bus summer w^faM 25-^

or grad 253 5606

Roommate wanted for Hyannis from July
15 to Sept 7 Must know soon! Call Denisa
6^5102 or Sue 6-8466

Brittany Manor apt avail Sept 3 r>o sunv
mer sublet 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt caH Joe or

Ward 253 2268

Female roommate wanted startir>g May
17 Amherat. pool, luxury. 253-3193

2 roommatao wanted to sahre one room
in 2 bdrm Bnttany apt for fall 256-0506

ROOMMATES FOR HOUSE ON CAPE

Falmouth $600 for summer, no utiKtiaa,

close to beach and town, M or F, call Linda
549-4685 or Lidaa 646-6486

SANDY

Thank you for makmg my last two years

the greatest. I love you madly and always
will. Love, Jim

SERVICES

Typing, short papers to manuscripts, cail

666^4^3, Debbie

Wilderness retreats. Native American
Teachings, Vision Onests, Sweet Lodge,
Survival: Rites of ^ le. Aric: 548-0181

SUMMER SUBLET

Summer fell option 2 bedrooms in

beautiful house, swimming, bus, $156
253-5611

Only beeutiful 3 floor two bedroom River-

front apt master tMdroom still available only

$149 suitable for two pool air fumished
548-4405

Neer Colonial Vlllege, third floor semi-

studio, share kitchen and bath on second,
unfurnished. 175 mo includes electricity

253 3338 evenings

Amherst Center summer sublet, 5
bedroom house, centRr of town, quiet loca-

tion 128/per + uti! 542 2147 or 542^237
avail 6/

1

SUCH A DEAL fuDy furnished Riverglade

apt fully air-cond - pool 100' - laundry 10'

bus 150" call after 11 253-3228
•CHEEP'CHEEP*

Presidential Apt sublet for summer with
fall option for 1 of 2 bedrooms 546-7154

Nice house, quiet street, convenient to

campus, town. Negotiable rent 253-5666 1

room available
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The ECAC baseball championship game bet-
ween Maine and UConn will not be at Lorden
Field today. It has been moved back to
Pawtucket, R.I. and the first game will start at
10 a.m.

More Sports on Page 13

.MWBW

UMass started off slow
blazed to the finish

By TONY BETROS
( oiivriui suff

While most of us returned from spring

break either with a deep, full tan or mulling
over the fact that we haven't found a job

yet. the University of Massachusetts men's
baseball team was returning from a trip to

California, starting off their season by
playing some of the best teams in college

baseball.

The Minutemen finished that trip at 2-6.

and welcomed a return to the Northeast,
where they play teams of their own caliber.

Little did they know that this 1983 season
would be a twisting, turning ride, where
chaos and excitement were the name of the

game.
UMaas came into the season already

hampered by injuries. Keith Lovellette and
Tim Foster, two people the team hoped to

see play, were set down with injuries

during the off season. Graduation produced
such losses as star Warren McReddie (.394.

7HR. 29 RBI) and Brian Finnigan (.347). So
UMass needed some help not only of-

fensively, but defensively as well.

Looking to improve on their 14-20 1

record of last year, the Minutemen started

on the road at Yale University. A tough 6-5

k>s8 started UMass on a 4 game losing

treak. The team reached a season low
losing to Holy Cross 4-1, in a game where
they committed 5 errors and saw their team
batting average dip to .227.

But head coach Dick Bergquist knew
there was something different about this

team. He saw what he called "unusual team
spirit" in this club. This spirit translated to

14 wins out of the last 17 games and an

ECAC playoff birth.

Ironically, the turn around started with a

victory over the Huskies at UConn (the

team they would eventually k>ae to in the

playoffs). Doubleheader splits with Ivy

Leaguers Harvard and Brown showed that

the team was starting to win. The question

would be over the next few weeks if they

would stop winning.

A sweep of Northeastern at home not

only started the Minutemen on their tear, it

also was the scene for a new editioi n the

UMass record books, as right fielder Chris

Wasczuk would break the home run record

of eight. He belted one in each of the two
victories. It also marked five home runs in

five games for the senior.

The team liked the idea of winning, so

they went on to take nine of their next ten.

The pitching staff was the main force

during this stretch, allowing only 29 runs in

those ten games. They even posted
doubleheader shutouts over Northeastern
and Rhode Island.

The climax of their winning streak came
in comeback victories over Fairfield and
UConn, again with senior co-captain Bruce
Emerson earning the nickname "Mr.
Clutch" by knocking in the game winning
runs, both with two outs. The next game,
however, was a crucial loss for the
Minutemen, as they bowed to rival

providence 5-4, damaging their chances for

a playoff bid.

A victory over AIC on May 6 put the
Minutemen back on track but the big day
came on the 7th, when they found out that

they would be seeded number two in the
ECAC playoffs at Pawtucket. Rhode Island.

The regular season ended for UMass in a
crazy doubleheader split with Dartmouth,
where UMass won the first game on an
Emerson (who else?) single, and k>st the
second game. 18-14, even though they
scored ten runs in one inning.

But by then the playoffs were on their

mind, as they traveled to McCoy Stadium to

play UConn. They won that game 7 6, with
Todd Comeau leading the club. But the

season came to an abrupt end as a bss to

Maine was coupled with a 7 6 heartbreaker
to UConn. The 19 18 final record was in no
way indicative of the teams performance.
There was no one leader for this club, but

many leaders. "Wax " led the team with a

.342 average and 11 homers, but he had
plenty of help. Emerson. Comeau, third

baseman Andy Conners and shortstop
Angelo Salustri all hit above .290. The
pitching staff posted the k>west ERA in

three years, led by Emerson, Tony Presnal.

Bob Kostro. and bullpen ace Matt Subocz.
Gone will be seniors Emerson. Waszc

Continue on page IS

Proud JV crew takes
second in Nationals

By JIM FLOYD
(»ii«cMasurr

Saturday night was just starting to turn

into a blur when my brother, Joe Fk)yd,

and two of his crewmates. Steve Arthur
and Jim Holman came waltzing into Phi Mu
wearing huge grins and the silver medals
that signified that they and the rest of the

UMass junior varsity eight had taken
•econd at the Dad Vail.

So what, a k>t of people nught think.

What's a Dad VaU?

JIM
FLOYD

the reason that wearing those
silver medals meant so much is that the Dad
Vail happens to be the national cham
pionship for Division II schools.

Oh yeah, the cy lies might continue.
That's Division n.

Don't try to tell those guys that. Crew,
you see, is a vtry different sport. There are
no real records. You don't speak of crew in

terms of wins and losses during the course
of the season. The real measure is the Dad
Vail. All goals point toward the Dad Vail.

The Dad Vail is it.

And, that puts some pretty heavy
pressure on the oarsmen when they go to
Philadelphia, where the almighty Vail is

held.

Think about it. The crew team trains all

year long. They sUrt when school starts in

the fall and train for one race, (you guessed
it) the Dad Vail. That's nine months of

training for just over six minutes of rowing.
Two full semesters are compressed into

2000 meters of river.

And Joe, the captain of the team who is

finishing up his fourth and final year of

rowing for UMass, finally picked up a

medal. It wasn't gold, granted, but that's

not that hard to accept. So what, when you
train for that long (For Joe and fellow

seniors Kevin Ritchie and Steve Keoninger,
it amounted to four years of preparation for

their six minute run at the ribboned
medallions) and you are able to get
something back from it. then that's success.

'That was the best way it (his rowing
career) could end," said Joe. Tve never
been in a boat that went so well."

Unfortunately for the rest of the UMass
boats, it didn't go so well. Only one other
boat, the women's novice four, was able to

advance past the initial round of com
petition and even that boat lost in the
semifinals. High hopes of success, par-

ticularly in the gunnels of the men's varsity

eight, were washed ashore amidst the rest

of the pollution of Philly's Schukyl River.

But, that didn't happen to Joe and his

boys. Edith Shillue. who while not being
one of the boys per se, still plays an integral

role as coxswain (the person who steers the
boat, for you landlubbers), stayed cool as

UMass came from fifth place at 800 meters
to fourth at after 1500 to second in a photo
finish at the final mark.
The Florida Institute of Technotogy took

first but that didn't even faze Joe and
company because when they got out of bed
on Sunday they were still wearing those
silver medslx.

Continued on page IS
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Ed Messina (9) it about to be Ugged by Maine's Ed HackeU during
Saturday's ECAC playoff ^ame in Pawtucket. Maine defeated UMaas
S-0.

Sports Fanatic : Is it a
second childhood ?
The definition is in Websters New

World Dictionary. A fan (short for fanatic)

is among other things, a lunatic, and a

person affected by excessive enthusiasm.

I plead guilty on all charges. I am a

sports fanatic, and have spent too much
time defending myself aqd other sports

enthusiasts for our obsession.

We as sports fans tend to treat the

world and its many problems with just as

much concern and doubt as non- sports

fans, we just don't do it as often. We give

meaning to the trivialities of sport, and it

enriches our life by pushing back the

societal and world troubles.

ELLIOTT KALB
Author and self proclaimed eccentric

Bill James {The BatebaU Abitract) writes.

"...In the 1960's people who should have
been carrying banners saying, 'Hit it Here
Willie' and arguing about who shouM be
National League Rookie of the Year got all

wrapped in pditica instead, and started

carrying peace signs and worrying about
evil and social injustice and stuff.

Attendance suffered. And the nation with

it."

That may be going a little bit too far. A
bit.

The truth is more people share a

commonality with sports than anything
else. I can't say that knowing about
astronomy or Latin or sociology will hurt,

but I'd rather discuss the designated

hitter rule or view one of Kareem's sky
hooks for the one milUonth time.

Most sports fans begin as children,

when athletes are heroes and sports are

all-consuming passions to young boys and

girls. As these children reach high school

and college age, frequently these sports

fans lose interest or their interest fades

for a while. Not me. Never happened. I

still get excited when Topps, Inc. comes
out with new editions of their baseball

cards.

I mark time by the passing of seasons.

Opening Day in baseball. Breakfast at

Wimbledon, the World Series, college

bowl games, the Super Bowl, the NCAA
Tournament, and even the NBA and NHL
championship series still create a sense of

excitement and anticipation: or as David
Letterman says. "More fun than humans
should be albwed.

I suspect that there are many like

myself. Some fans even go as far as taking

an elitist position and will not admit it.

Fortunately, there are plenty of

unabashed sports fans. That is why there

is at least a page devoted to sports

everyday in the CoUegian. That is why I

had no problem persuading 17 sports fans

from the Collegian and WMUA to stay up
all night discussing, trading, and drafting

college basketball teams with me before

the NCAA college basketball tournament.

That is why thousands of fans attend

Minutenun games at Alumni Stadium.

Curry Hicks Cage, and other campus
atiiletic fields.

People ask me if I will need a woman
who is as much a sports fan as myself

(Apphcations now being accepted.)

Seriously, it wUI be enough to understand

my appreciation for sports. Anyone who
will let me live out my childhood in my
adulthood, will be good enough.

It is a Peter Pan fantasy life of never

growing old, this business of being a

sports fan. I wish to thank readers of my
column here in the CoUegian, and listeners

and phone callers to the sports talk show
— WMUA's Sports Cafe — for their in

terest. I also wish to thank friends and
strangers who took the time over the last

four years to talk sports with me after a

class, over coffee at the Hatch, staying up
late at the dorm, or in meeting at a party

or a bar. Thank you for an obsession, for

an admitted escapism.

There's nothing wrong with retaining a

part of childhood. All I know is, if there is

a God, Heaven looks an awful k>t like

Fenway Park.

Whitmore condemns student anti-Kin^ sentiment
By M/ RK J. WELCH

('ollcKi>n suff

Officials at the University of

Massachusetts are opposed to proposals by
several students that graduating seniors

turn their backs while former Gov. Edward
J. King is given an honorary degree at this

year's commencement ceremony.
UMass President David C. Knapp said

yesterday he "deplored" the suggested

protest, calling it "uninformed," given

King's record as governor.

"The University had several very good
years, budgetarily, under Gov. King."

Knapp said.

Robert H. Quinn, chairman of the UMass
Board of Trustees, also said King's term
had helped UMass, and called those who
planned to turn their backs "prejudiced."

'They haven't been very observant,"

Quinn said. "King's budgets have been
more beneficial to the University of

Massachusetts than any governor since

Foster Furcolo.

"I don't think that (turning their backs) is

a very worthy action to express their point

of view." Quinn said, but added, "It's a free

country."

Quinn stressed King's efforts to create a

"melding of business and education" during

his term. "The high tech community looks

to the University of Massachusetts" more
than other institutions in the state, Quinn
said, thanks to King's efforts.

Knapp, when asked if he considered the

method of protest appropriate, said, "If one

feels compelled to be boorish, then I guess

this is better than hissing and booing."

Don Flanagan, a spokesman for former

Gov. King, said King had done a great deal

for higher education in the state, citing

King's work to form the state Board of

Regents as well as higher budgetary
support than other governors.

"It was the best budget that higher

education had received in a decade,"

Flanagan said.

Flanagan said King was not upset about

the protest plans, stressing "he has nothing

to be sorry for or be ashamed for."

Flanagan said he couldn't understand

why students were protesting, since King is

no longer in office.

"It'll keep them busy. I suppose."

Flanagan said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said he "will

be disappointed, because I think it will take

something away from the occasion."

"I think he helped interpret to many
people in the Commonwealth the im-

portance of higher education, and that was
a significant achievement," Duffey said.
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Students con^efating near Morrill Science Laboratory are framed yesterday by picket fences

left over from this past weekend's pond concerts.

Town Meeting: *Stop Salvador aid'

By TAMl BORTON
( aiifrtaii surr

The 224th annual Amherst Town Meeting wrapped up

Monday night with the passing of an article which

recommends the town inform ita congressional

representatives that Amherst opposes U.S. military and

economic aid to El Salvador.

The article, which passed by a vote of 121 to 40, survived

a motion to dismiss because "some Town Meeting members
felt the article was inappropriate for Town Meeting," said

Edith Wilkinson. Selectmen chair. A similar resolution was
rejected by Town Meeting members in 1981

.

The artkle was sponsored by Andrew Glace, a member
oi the Amherst Committee on El Salvador. The vote

Monday "shows how much opposition has grown" during

the two ynirs fA American involvement in El Salvador,

Glace said.

U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte. R Mass, Sen. Paul Tsongas, and

Sen. Edward Kennedy, both Democrats, make up the

congressional delegation Amherst will inform.

Members did. however, dismiss an article which woukl

prohibit both strikebreaking and emptoyment of town

employees to companies experiencing strike problems,

according to Wilkinson.

"It turns out the article was illegal as written and

petitioners are going to iron out the problems," she said.

The nine articles addressing zoning recommendations

made by the town Planning Board were passed without

controversy. Wilkinson said.

Three private zoning requests were also presented, one

of which ws dismissed and the others defeated.

The meeting ended with comments by Wilkinsmi and
Moderator WUUam Fiekl.

"The meeting was succeuful with an unusually good

attendance." Wilkinson said. "Important budget items

were passed, all in all I feel pretty good about it."

Tenure debate

sparked after

1 1 suspensions
By RICHARD NANGLE

y olIeKwa Staff

The question of whether tenured professors can be
threatened with the loss of their jobs Ls beginning to

receive national and worldwide attention.

The spring-break week suspensions of four University of

Massachusetts professors for refusal to pay an agency fee

to the Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP) is the

cau.se of the attention, according to UMaJts astronomy
Professor Edward Harrison. Harrison said The Sew York
Tmes has contacted him in connection with the story and
Neu>ttveek has also expressed an interest in the con-

troversy.

"The question of infringing on the sanctity of tenure nuy
not impress the average person" but academics are con-

cerned with "people's rights to speak freely and express

their views," Harrison said.

Harrison said the I'Mass administration, including

Chancellor Joseph Duffey. lack academic experience and
therefore has little regard for issues like tenure and
academic freedom.

Harrison said most administrators "use their positions

for nothing more than stepping stones for their earecra."

Recently members of the so-called "Amherst 11."

comprised of professors who have refused to pay the MSP
agency fee, sent a letter to all professors and librarians at

the UMass-Amherst and UMass Boston campuses. The
letter asked all who believe the agency fee requirement in

the union contract should be eliminated to sign and return

the letter. Harrison said tnore than 300 (20 percent) of the

professors and librarians have answered and the responses

have been sent to UMass President David C. Knapp's
office

.

Harrison said he was somewhat pleased with the

response since, in his view, many professors who wouki
otherwise be supportive are afraid to stand up to the

union.

Bruce Jacobson. professor of bk>chemistry and one of the

"Amherst 11" said Science, the scientific report <A the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, will

come out with a story on the controversy next week.
Yesterday Pnrfessor Vere Chappel oriented the
"Amherst 11 's" side of the issue on WTTT radio in

Amherst, Harrison sakl.

Harrison said administrators may regret the hard line

stance they've taken on the issue.

"They've lit a fuse, and that fuse is going to be lit for a
l(Hig time. It may even expbde on them. It's a ripple that
will run throughout the world." he said.

17-year University employee charges sex discrimination
By RITA MURPHY

C«ll«ipan surf

The Associate Director of the Office of

Planning and Budget has filed a sexual

discrimination charge against the

University of Massachusetts claiming she

was denied a promotion which was given to

a "less-qualified man."
Rosemarie Strother has filed the charge

against the University with the

Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination (MCAD), and the Federal

Equal Employment Opportunity Corn-

vice-chancellor for

Finance has been

mission.

John L. DeNyse,
Administration and
named in the suit.

When asked Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

said he first heard about the charges after

reading Monday's Hampshire Gazette.

"This comes purely out of the blue, " he

said.

Duffey would not comment further on the

matter.

Strother, who has been the associate

director of the Office of Planning and

Budget since 1979 and a University em
ployee since 1966, was passed over for the

(••> ,on of acting-director of the budget
(rfflce on March 11.

The position was given to Paul J. Page,

the director of Financial Affairs in Whit-

more.
Strother said she assumed the position of

acting director of the office last November
after Marie Reid, then assistant chancellor

and director of the office announced she was
resigning her position effective in January.
Reid cited racial discrimination as her

reason for leaving.

"After she left, I had a feeling I was next.

The general attitude around the office just

added to that," Strother said.

From last November until March 11,

Strother said she worked on the com-
plicated revenue budget, and the day it was
finished DeNyse informed her of his

decision to promote Page.
His timing was "a slap in the face"

considering the work involved, she said.

The position of acting director of the

office is a temporary one because a per-

manent person will be named to the position

after a search is conducted, she said.

"I truly believe I was the better qualified

person for this position based on my job

performance and experience. If I didn't

think it, I wouMn't have pursued it." she

said.
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World and National News
Reagan vows to fight inflationary bills

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said

yesterday night "it is time to draw the line" in his budget
battle with Congress and vowed to veto any bill that would

raise taxes while the nation is emerging from recession.

Fielding questions at his 17th formal news conference.

Reagan posted the same warning against spending in

creases that might "rekindle the fires of inflation and high

interest rates."

Reagan is confronting Republicans as well as Democrats

as Congress works to complete a fiscal 1984 budget that

cuts deficits below his own plan.

In an effort to trim deficits below the $189 billion level

proposed by Reagan, the Democrat controlled House has

approved a plan calling for a $30 billion tax increase in

fiscal 1984. The Senate is still trying to break a deadlock

over the size of a new tax increase.

Reagan told reporters said he'd wait and see whether to

accept the virtually certain vote of Congress to repeal the

witnholding of income taxes from interest and dividend

payments. Earlier he had threatened to veto repeal, but he

said now, "I understand there's talk of a compromise. I'm

going to wait and see what they come up with on the Hill."

On other points, the president:
— Said "a pretty good hatchet job has been done on us,"

as to his administration's concern for problems facing black

Americans. Reagan said he believes the federal govern-

ment has an obligation to protect constitutional rights "at

point of bayonet if necessary."

He hasn't abandoned black voters, Reagan said, adding,

"I have perfect confidence of our chances if we could get

the truth to them."
— Declined to say whether he will reappoint Paul

Volcker as chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.

— Said "We have gfreat suspicion" that the Soviet Union

has violated arms control agreements by testing new
missiles, "but we don't have solid evidence." He said the

United States is "not sure this is the same weapon or that

they're testing two weapons. ... but we have reason to

believe they are in violation of the SALT agreement."
— Reaffirmed his optimism that Syria will eventually

withdraw from Lebanon despite its hostile attitude toward

the Lebanese -Israeli accord.

Armstalksprogress Pact fuels violence
GENEVA. Switzerland (AP) - The United Sute«

began exploring with the Soviet Union yesterday a
proposal to limit nuc'ear warheads in Europe as an interim
step toward banishing medium range missiles from the

Continent.

The outlook for an accord was unclear after U.S.
negotiator Paul H. Nitze met for two hours with his Soviet

counterpart. Yuli A. KvitsinskcAher session was scheduled
for tomorrow.
The Soviets already have condemned the U.S. proposal

as a scheme to impose a "unilateral reduction" of the
missiles targeted on Western Europe. Privately. American
officials do not expect a breakthrough in the current round,

the fourth since the talks were opened in November 1981.

Kvitsinsky was at the steps of 'he Soviets' rose colored

villa here to greet Nitze and the other menibersof the U.S.

delegation on their arrival. They shook hands and seemed
in good humor while photograhers took their pictures.

No statements were issued before or after the session,

but it was learned that no new ground was broken during
the discussion.

The Soviets are demandmg that the independent nuclear

forces of Britain and France be counted. ak>ng with U.S.
warheads, against the Soviet total. The allies have
rejected the proposition.

There are plans to eventually put more than 1.000

warheads on the British and French missiles — more than

the warheads currently on the potent SS 20 missiles the

Soviets have targeted on Western Europe.
French President Francois Mitterrand and West Ger

man Chancellor Helmut nohl reaffirmed at a meeting ui

Paris their supporotiattons end in failure.

LEBANON (AP) — Israel and Lebanon signed their

troop withdrawal agreement yesterday and an angry Syria

launched a blockade of road traffic between Lebanon and

the rest of the Arab world.

Saudi Arabia gave the pact guarded support, and

banners supporting the agreement appeared in several

Beirut neighborhoods. But Lebanese troops opened fire

during a demonstration by about 100 pro Iranian Shiites

opposing the p;ict. and several people were wounded.

The U.S. sponsored agreement providing for the with-

drawal of the 25.000 Israeli troops in central and southern

Lebanon was signed in twin ceremonies by the three

diplomats who did most of the negotiating: David Kimche.

director general of the Israeli Foreign Ministry:

Ambassador Antoine Fattal of Lebanon and Morris

Draper, a special U.S. Middle East envoy.

"If wi* sign this agreement with you. it is because

Lebanon has an urgent need for tranquility and order.

"

Fattal told Kimche riter they signed the 37 page text in

the south Beirut suburb of Khalde.

The Israeli negotiator halted the accord as a "new

chsoler in our history." He said nothing about the

possibiUty that it might not Uke effect because of Syrian

refusal to withdraw its 40.000 troops and the 8.000 to

12.000 Palestinian g\ierrillas in northern and eastern

Lebanon.
After the Khalde ceremony, the diplomats flew to the

northern Israeli border town of Kiryat Shmona. for a

second signing ceremony.
Without mentioning Syria by name. President Reagan in

Washington called on "Lebanon's friends" to support the

agreement.

AP I.—iniii»««»

W. WiUoM Goode and his wife. Velma, smile

as they react to the early voting returns on the

Philadelphis mayoral Democratic primary.

Goode was later declared the winner (see

related story).

House repeals dividend taxes
WASHINGTON - The House, bowing to public

pressure, voted 382 41 yesterday to repeal a 1982 law

requinng that taxes be withheld from interest and

dividends.

Among Democrats. 225 voted to repeal the provision and

32 opposed it. Among Repubhcans. 157 voted to repeal and

9 opposed it. The margin was greater than the twathu-ds
necessary to override any presidential veto.

The repeal effort now moves to the Senate, which

already has voted to block implementation of the law.

The House action was prompted by a record 22 million

letters to Congress demanding repeal.

But it came over object .ons of President Reagan and the

Democratic leadership of the House, who want withholding

to go into effect as scheduled July 1 in an effort to catch

some of those who cheat t he tax collector on their savings.

Digest
By the Associated Press

High tech hazards health

Primarily, it's Wilson Goode

PHILADELPHIA -
With 89 percent of 1,794

precincts reporting, Goode
had 269,726 votes or 50.9

percent, Rizzo had 255,849
votes or 48.3 percent and
Steve Douglas, a political

consultant, had the remain-

ing .8 percent.

Al' l.aiirrphnln

Clarksburg^, Mslhh. firefifs^hters hoHe down a truck that crashed into a
stone ledge on Route 2 leavings driver Paul Ray. 30, Conn, in critical

condition. Six months ago anuther truck crashed in the some spot kill-

ing the driver.

Rizso had led much of the

night because the white
working-cla.s.s area.s where
he ran best reported first.

but Goode surged into the

lead as the mainly black

neighborhoods reported.

The $4 million primary
battle in the nation's fourth-

largest city was notably free

of the racial tensutn that

marked last nionth"s
mayoral election in Chica^fo.

(KKxle's opfHinent in the

Nov. 8 general election in

this heavily I)em<KTatir city

will l>e Republic John Egan,
a Democratic switchover
who is charman of the

Philadelphia Stock Kx-
change and won the party's

endorsement. With 66 jkt-

cent of the vote counted, he
led with 27.122 votes;

former city controller
Thomas (iola had 14,244

votes, and former Rep.
Charles Lougherly had
15,69.3.

Goode, 44. had been
favored in f)re-election polls.

A victory for him in

NovemlxT would put four of

the nation"s .'^ix largest

cities — including Harold
Washington in Chicago,
Tom Bradley in Los
Angeles and Coleman
Young in Detroit.

BOSTON -Millions

of workers are threatening

their health by using
computer terminals, an

office workers" organization

said yesterday, and it

opened a national effort to

cut the potential risks.

The 12.000 member
group. 9 To 5. National

Association of Working
Women. announced a

campaign aimed at

educating users, en

couraging research on video

display terminals, and
adopting measures to

protect workers.

A national, toll free

hotline to give and gather

information on VDT safety

also was begun, the group
said. The national number L«

1800 521 VDTS. In Ohio,

the number is 1 800 522

VDTS.

Teachers may quit union
QUINCY - Public school

teachers working here
without a contract since

November 1981 will vf)te to-

day on quitting the
statewide Massachusetts
Teachers Association over

complaints that MTA wa.s

more concerned abf)ut E\

Salvador than IfH^al issues.

"We feel the MTA and

the NEA are involved in too

many peripheral issues that

have no U^aring on the aims

of (juincy Educational

Association." said Hank

Pasquerella, president "f

the Quincy affiliate.

The NEA is the National

Education Association, ti>

which the Massachusetts

organization is affiliated.

Today's Final Staff for Spring of '83

Night Editor

Copy F^ditor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Composition

The Fabulous Bill Wall

Edward L.

Gerald the 'Giant'

James Powers

lames P. Shanahan
Mr. William Hi ;.kins, esq, Ms. Jennifer Winslow and

Ms. Andrea Repass: the suzi sorority sisters

starring the Graduates: Crystal aka Dorma Lee

and .Tune Cleaver aka, Laura Shanahan

'Mathew Star", Lazy Lightnin', Stuart Sajdak
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Connecticut River diversion plan partially blocked
By MICHAEL HOTALING

Collcfian Suff

A bill passed by the Massachusetts

Senate last Wednesday set rigid standards

which would have to be maintained before

the Connecticut River could be diverted to

provide water to the Quabbin Reservoir.

An existing controversy over the proposed

diversion of Connecticut river waters into

the Quabbin reservoir prompted Sen. John
Olver ID-Amherst) and other concerned

legislators to take action.

The bill includes all existing diversion

proposals and requires that "a set of criteria

be met for the development of all the water

supply within the receiving basin before

diversion can be considered,'" said Stan

Rosenberg, spokesman from Olver's office.

"If the criteria are met, then options can

Musicians war
against Reagan
with rock, punk

be considered from one basin to the next,'"

Rosenberg said. "These criteria include

identification of leaks in the water system,

metering of all users of the system and

development of a rate structure which

represents the true cost of the water."

A study done by the Metropolitan District

Commission (MDC) estimated 40 percent of

the water in the Boston water system is

wasted, according to Ed Kaynor of the

Water Resources Research Center at the

University of Massachusetts.

"A study was done in 1975 by the Water

Resources Research Center which was

rejected by the MDC," Kaynor said. "But

when they did their own study, the results

were the same. It was this 40 percent waste

that substantiated Sen. Olver's concern."

The diversion of the Connecticut River

was originally proposed during a drought in

1965 at which time the reservoir, which

supplies approximately 40 percent of the

state's water, was particularly low.

Recently, however, rainfall has been

abundant and the reservoir has been full.

"By Anril 30 of this year, 32.56 inches of

precipitation had fallen in Massachusetts.

That means in four months we've received

as much rainfall as normally falls in nine,"

Kaynor said.

Kaynor said that his personal opposition to

diversion is because of the effect it would

have on the Quabbin Reservoir.

"Quabbin was originally built for a source

of clear, pristine, mountain spring water.

The water of the Connecticut river is 'class

B' at best. Diversion would destroy a

wonderful wilderness area by destroying

the quality of Quabbin water." Kaynor said.

Kaynor also mentioned the effects the

Vernon nuclear power plant would have on

the water supply. The plant is on the

Connecticut river and has had periodic

radioactive spillage problems, he said.

The bill must now go through the House

and it is "unclear as to when they will take

it up," Rosenberg said.

The House is the critical body because in

past years it has been concerned about

losing power. Kaynor said.

"The bill would take control away from the

Legislature and place it in the hands of the

Water Resources Commission IWRC)."' he

said.

Although the bill provides for much more
efficient use of water, some people are

concerned that because the WRC operates

more quietly than the Legislature, the

WRC could take later action that would go

unnoticed by the public, Kaynor said.

By RICHARD NANGLE
C«ll*fiMi suff

Political speeches interspersed with folk, rock and

hardcore punk music will be the order of the day tomorrow

as the "Rock Against Reagan" tour makes its Amherst stop

on the Metawampe Lawn at the University of

Massachusetts.

San Francisco's Millions of Dead Cops is the headlining

hardcore act for tomorrow's rally /concert. Other bands

include The Dicks. Dirty Rotten Imbeciles and Crucifix, all

from San Francisco, and local bands 8th Route Army and

the Outpatients. Rock groups include F'ast, Clean and Safe,

and Special Interest Group. Folksingers for the event are

Alan Anderson and Dave Lippman. along with an elec-

tronic synlhesi/er player known as Rupert.

The event is being sponsored at UMass by the Students

Against Militarism.

The speakers will include a Vietnam veteran and a

UMass professor, according to a spokesman for the tour

who referred to himself as "Evan from the Yippies. " The

event will run from noon to6 p.m.

'The hardcore movement is an anarchistic movement,

very politically oriented."" Evan said.

The tour began in March at the National Yippie Con-

ference in Boston. The rally and various bands have since

been all over the country. One of the major evenU the rally

wiU organize is the July 4 Washmgton, D.C. raUy. which

will include the Dead Kennedvs from San Francisco.

The Dead Kennedys will also join several bands on

November 22 on the 20th anniversary of the assassination

of John F. Kennedy in Dallas, Texas. The tour wUl end

with a large conference in Dallas on that date. Evan said.

Evan also said the organixers of Rock Agamst Reagan

hope to protest the Republican Natwnal Convention in

August 1984. which will also be in Dallas.

"We want to get all coabtions of people to come down to

Dallas and protest." he said.

According to the official Rock Against Reagan pamphlet,

"from the use of sexism to bruUl racial attacks by the

police. Reagan continues a program of unparalled ex-

ploitation. Using such issues as the draft, the "War on

Drugs" diversion of enforcement from heroin and hard

drugs, nuclear power, and terrorism, the Reagan

Administration maintains a "nation divided."

The garage workplace for many Physical Plant employees, whose representatives will com-

mence bargaining soon.

Union representatives gird for talks

• •

1^ Good Luck *

I OnFinols I

By BROOKE STATES
c«ii«rM suff

Negotiations for 2.500 University of Massachusetts

workers are scheduled to begin in two weeks with the

Board of Regents, and the affected unions on campus are

preparing for the talks.

Talks had been hekl up because of a petition filed by

the Regents with the State I..abor Relatwns Commission.

The petition sought to combine the 16 certified

bargaining units, (unions) that represent workers in the

state"s higher educational system. The unions woukj have

been joined into three units for bargaining. Union leaders

said they felt that this was a union busting move and

fought against it.

The affected unions at UMass are the American

Federatk>n of City. County and Municipal Empbyees
(AFSCME). Ixjcal 1776. and the Massachusetts Teachers

Associates (MTA). The faculty union and the

Massachusetts Society of Professors are negotiating with

the Board of Trustees. Ixical 1776 and MTA will negotiate

separately with the Regents.

According to MTA president Kathy Murray the

elimination of the dual pay system will be an important

demand at the bargaining table.

"Everyone who came in after the contract was signed

was put on a different pay scale. They worked at 36

months on a lower pay scale. " Murray said.

"If you have a grade 7 employee, which is what many of

the secretaries are. they would start off on step three

with a weekly salary of $231. and couW go up to 1251.

With dual pay they sUrt off at $201. They have to work

for those 36 months before they can go up to the $231

figure, and get on the step system," she said.

"Coverage for dental and optical exams is important, as

well as a freeze on parking fees." said Judy Gagnon. a

steward in MTA and an alternate on the negotiating

committee.

"Leadership has done a good job and our executive

board works together. We have a lot more members
involved then we used to. We got back 700 questionnaires

out of 1.200 qwuestionnaires that were sent out to our

membership." she said.

'We have better leadership and better communications

now. Our newsletter and nuilgrams to members have

helped." said Winnifred Stone, a grievance officer for

MTA who has been active in the union for two years.

"We need stronger language in the contract dealing with

seniority and promotions. Ninety percent of the filed

grievances have to do with these two areas," she said.

"It would be more practical to negotiate with thoae v'Ko

will implement the contract, rather than the Regents.

They are probably angry at us because we did not go

ak>ng with coordinated bargaining." Stone said.

"We are seeking wage parity with other state workers.

Our bargaining power is stronger and we have a Uw
cards in our hands if we have to engage in any type cf

activi(y to force the Regents hand." Brian Walker.

President of Local 1776. said.

Union stewards in Local 1776 have formed a committee

to better organize the union.

"We need to have better communication between
stewards and members as a way of facilitating rank-and

file participation in the affairs of the local." Shop Steward

Alan Compagnon said.

"The most important thing we want to get out of the

stewards' council is greater democracy in the union. We
have been putting out a newsletter for the stewards and

strengthening the local," he said.

"We formed the stewards' council in the TOC iTop of the

Campus) lounge just after Christmas. There are 65

stewards' slots on campus, and not all are filled. We have

about half of the stewards come to meetings." former

union president and current Steward Jonathan Tuttle

said. '"There is a vacuum at the top of k>cal leadership.

There is no news, no meetings, nothing, and no com-

munication between membership and leadership," Tuttle

said.

Faculty Senate to decide on General Education Council
By MARY ANNE BEEN

ColkgiM suff

The University of Massachusetts Faculty

Senate will vote Thursday on whether to

create a General Education Council.

A two thirds vote is necessary to initiate

the council because a bylaw change would

be necessary. Under Senate constitution

any bylaw change must receive a two-thirds

majority.

The proposal for the council was in-

troduced to the Senate at its April 7

meeting. For the past two meetings the

Senate has debated whether to have a

council.

The General Education Council, if

created, will accept the reservations and

alterations suggested by an Ad Hoc

Committees report on General Education

and the Academic Matters Council report.

According to a senate Rules Committee's

special report, the council will be

responsible for developing policy recom-

mendations, and reviewing and recom-

mending courses proposed by departments

and programs for the General Educatk>n

Curriculum.

Elections for the offices of secretary of

the senate, presiding officer and delegate to

the Board of Trustees will also be held at

the final meeting. James Leheny. current

secretary, and Paula Marks, current

presiding officer, will both be stepping

down from their respective positions, as

will Jay Demerath, present Board of

Trustees' delegate.

The program and Budget Council will

present a special report regarding a change

of status for the Legal Studies Program.

The report recommends the program

change its name to Department of Legal

Studies. According to the report, ab-

solutely no budgetary changes will result

from such a name change because the Legal

Studies functions as a department and is so

treated within the F'aculty of social and

behavioral sciences.

A special report will be presented by the

Campus Physical Planning Committee

concerning the forwarding of a capital

outlay request to the faculty Senate. This

request is for fiscal year 1985.

The meeting wiU be held in Room 120,

School of Manage nent.
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Search begins for new BDIC head
A search for a

Bachelor's Degree
centration (BDIC)

new director of the

with Individual Con-

program is now in

progress.

Director Frank Fata, a professor of

Italian at the University of Massachusetts

will step down from his post this spring. He
will, however, continue counseling BDIC
students until Jan., when he plans to go on

sabbatical.

When asked about the change, he said,

"It is normal to have a fresh director step in

every few years."

He has been the director of the program

for the past five years.

"We have notified all departments at

UMass, including the affirmative action

department, that the BDIC office is ac

cepting nominations and resumes," Fata

said.

Tbese will then be reviewed by faculty

supervisors of the program and "a

recommendation for the position will be

made in the next two weeks," Fata said.

The BDIC program allows students to

design a major not available through single

departments. Under faculty guidance, the

student arranges a program concentrating

on internships, exchanges and use of the

five college area resources.

The program includes 125 students. Fifty

will graduate this year.

—Tom Middleton

Administrator appheations submitted
Preliminary interviews should begin by

mid July in the search for a new vice

chancellor for academic affairs and provost,

Richard Stein, search committee chairman,

said.

More than 200 applications were received

for the post which has been temporarily

filled by Dean Alfange. a political science

professor who previously served as acting

provost from June. 1975 to October. 1976.

The number of candidates will be reduced

to between 15 and 20 before the off campus

mterviews begin, Stem said.

Stein said he hoped to reduce that group

by half for the final interviews to begin by

mid-July. He said the candidates are such

that it is doubtful they will be able to "just

pack up and leave" their current jobs to

assume the position by Sept.

He declined to say which of the applicants

and/or finalists are currently employed at

UMass.

—Anne McCnM7

Olver recognized with award
SUte Sen. John Olver. UAmherst.

received the Friend of Education and the

Roosevelt Day Award last Saturday.

On behalf of the Massachusetts Teachers

Association. President Card Doherty

K
resented the award to Olver. "Throughout

is legislative career John Olver has been a

most steadfast and a most effective ad

vocate of quality education and tax reform."

she said.

Congressman Barney i-rand. U Mass..

presented the Roosevelt Day Award to the

senator on behalf of Americans for

Democratic Action. This was the 34th

annual presentation of the award, an award

that has gone to Michael Dukakis and

Robert F. Dronan. Frank cited Sen. 01ve»'

as "compassionate, effective and responsive

to the people." Governor Dukakis called the

senator a "power of leadership."

To oil the people of second sunset Canoe, thanx for the good

times, you've made it worthwhile; Good luck and goodbye to the

Cance House Staff: Don. Aileen. Steve. Matt. Chuck. Scott.

Elaine. Cathy. Meu-k. Holly, and Al.

^^it^^fr<rit>Cr^<rir All the best. Wilbur
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Last Senate meetingmay net first A.G. in a year
By JOHN O'CONNELL

ColUcian Staff

In its last meeting of the year, the

Undergraduate Student Senate tonight will

appoint the first University of

Massachusetts student attorney general in

more than a year.

Student Government Association (SOA)
co-President Tom Ahem said yesterday he
hoped the recently-formed Attorney
General Search Conmiittee would evaluate

all five attorney general candidates so he

could make the final choice for Senate
approval.

The attorney general selection process

was delayed this year "because ap-

pointments (to the search committee) were
delayed," according to acting Attorney

General Elizabeth Hill.

Nominations for the seven-member search

conmiittee began in early April, and for-

mation of the committee was held up until

yesterday because former Clerk of Courts
Christopher Cook would not choose two
student judges who were necessary to

complete the committee.

Lawrence Mestel. elected clerk of courts

last week, appointed two judges to the

committee "as his first order of business,"

said Bill Collins, one of the judges chosen.

Ahern said the committee would meet last

night and interview all of the candidates for

the attorney general's position.

'They have a list of criteria and a list of

questions," to ask candidates, Ahern said.

The committee will test candidates on

"awareness of issues of social and campus
concern," and also "how well they know the

(SGA) constitution and bylaws, and how
well they interact with people," Ahern said.

"The search committee will rate them
and turn three names into me," he said.

Then, Ahern said, he will choose the

candidate he feels is most competent, and

the Senate must approve that choice by a

from

CAMPUS CENTER
FOOD SERVICES

PRIME CUT PANTS

5^

PRIME CUT,the pant you look

at twice. A complete selection

of current styles and colors

Priced from 1 8 95 to 32 95

A Store-full of Jdeas

Downtown Amherst / Open Dally 10-6. Sun. 12-5

( ollrmaii ^olo b« Jim Pnwfra

Ken Simmons. entymolo|fY PhD student, applies finishing touches

yesterday to a simulated "being" intended to test the response of

blackflies to color and pattern difference.

two-thirds vote for that person to become

attorney general.

Because of "technicalities" in the search

process last year, the SGA has had an

acting attorney general for the past year,

according to assistant Attorney General

Randy Chapman.
"Initially (the choice of an attorney

general) was delayed because there was an

insufficient number of candidates."

Chapman said.

Hill was the only candidate for the position

last year, so she was appointed acting

attorney general, he said.

Chapman ran for attorney general in the

fall, but at that time, he said, "by foltowing

the search committee affirmative action

guidelines, they ran into technical problems

in selecting a candidate."

The fall search committee "came back with

one recommendation — me," Chapman
said. But Murphy did not accept the

committee's recommendations, and an

attorney general was never approved by

the Senate.

Chapman said Murphy did not choose him

because "I am not politically aligned with

Jim. He felt it would be detrimental to the

president's office."

But Hill disagreed, saying the search

committee should give the SGA president

more than one candidate to choose from.

"If it is supposed to be an appointment,

then he (Murphy) should have had a

choice," Hill said.

Chapman said Murphy could choose to

accept or ignore the search committee's

recommendations, "but he was con-

stitutionally required to make an ap-

pointment, and he didn't."

Hill said Murphy "made an appointment of

acting attorney general, so I think that to

say he didn't make an appointment is

inaccurate.

"

Murphy was at a trustees meeting, and

could not be reached for comment.

300 plants seized in pot raid
By LALRIE FISHER

( oll«Kun SUff

In one of three drug related incidents

Monday. Amherst Police in conjunction

with the state police seized 300 marijuana

plants and three ounces of a white powder

believed to be cocaine with an approximate

street value of $8,500.

Police arrested a 25 year old Amherst

man for possesion of the drugs with the

intent to distribute. Amherst Police Chief

Donald Mala said the man claimed he was

self-employed.

"The plants were in various growth

stages and growing in and outside of the

house." Maia said.

The seizure was made on a search

warrant from the Hampshire FrankUn
Counties District Court. The arrest was
made through a combined investigation by

Amherst and the state police.

Maia said the suspect was released on

$1,000 bail and would be arraigned in

Hampshire Franklin counties Distrin

Court on Tuesday.
Three hours later, at 9:15 p.m. in what

Maia called an unrelated incident, police

seized marijuana and hashish from the

home of a Grey St. resident. No arrest was

made, police said.

A 22 year old man from Delaware. Ohio,

was arrested near the Carriage Shops on

North Pleasant St. for possesion <rf

marijuana, police said.

A community service officer said he

observed the man with a plastic bag of

marijuana and called the Amherst police,

who made the arrest at 12:56 a.m. Tuesday,

police said.

Amherst police reported two car ac

cidents without personal injury and with

minor car damage on t^astman Lane

Monday evening. Police said a 19 year-old

Shrewsbury man was waiting m his car on

Eastman Lane to take a left turn onto East

Pleasant St. when the car driven by an 18

year old woman from Beach Street struck

the rear of his car. The woman was issued a

citation for failure to use care in stopping,

police said.

The second accident occured at 7:32 p.m.

at the intersection of Eastman l.ane and

North I'leasant Street when the car driven

by a 23 year old Northampton nrwn.

stopped at the intersection, was hit by

another car travelling east through the

intersection. Police said minor danruge

resulted but no citations were issued.

The theft of a red 19H1 Honda 250 racing

motorcycle was reported at 11:02 a.m.

Monday by a North Amherst resident,

police said. The motorcycle was reported

stolen on Sunday after 6 p.m.

Truck strikes pedestrian
By RAY BEAUCHEMIN

( allrffiu SUff

The driver of a pickup truck that struck a

jiedestrian minutes after 4 p.m. Monday
was cited for having no registration in

possession and failing to grant way to a

pedestrian in an incident that occured on

C-ommonwealth Avenue in front of the

Physical Plant. University <»f

Mas.sachusetts police said yesterday.

Amherst F'irefighters jiedestrian to

Cooley-Dickinson Hospital, Northampton.

In other jK)lice action:

• Vandals made off with the dome and

dial mechanism of a parking meter located

in Lot 46 near the west side of Wheeler

House, police said yesterday.

The missing meter segment, worth $125,

was probably stolen between Friday aiKl

Monday. fKilice said.

•A $70(> IBM Selectnc typewnU'r was
reported missing from room 434 of the Stu-

dent I'nion building. fMtlice .said yj-steniay.

It was rejMirt^^lly stolen sometimes l»et-

ween 8 p.m. Friday and 1 1 p.m. Monday.
• An AM/FM stere<t cassette player and

power lxK)ster, with a combined value of

$428, was reported stolen from a car park-

ed in Ijot 49 sometime lietween 10 p.m.

Thursday and 11 p.m. Friday. Police said

the car was left locked but was foutKl

unlocked the next day. The dashboard

where the set was located was unharmed.
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OUR BIGGEST

OF THE YEAR
STEREO RECEIVERS
piONeen
25 WATT AM FM
RECEIVER

10997

TECHNICS 103-20 *dii , ^. am (mfece«ver(1«9 97»

PIONEER ,X303 6S oaM aw (m rece.v*f (209 97.

TECHNICS 203 30 wan am tm recetve* ( 169 97)

AK Al f<2 ' I'i * 1" digital am tm recover i?89 95i

AK Al R3 1-28 watt digital am fm recfivcf (349 9S)

AK Al m • '^.^.«-' 349 96i SO watt (^ai am'tfn rKcwer (439 9Si

HARMON KARDON rnxmr komfm mmmmrnKf nr. :

BOSE 'SO *ait am tm r«c«ivet (349 951

TECHNIC S :22 30 *att quart/ digital am tm s!er#o (280 00

MARANTZ i 100-44 watt am tm r«c«<v«> (299 97i

HARMON K ARDON 460 30 watt a<* '(329 95

MARANTZ • in<J t" watt am imst*«eo '^t't .h' 349 95»

T ECHNICS SA424 4< At" ciais a anip •«> Agifn »iartt Mtr >43Q DC

LUX •' M»r >,»• f.r*"!*!^ r^r"-r»^'jn«'5«4*»

$10997

$159.97

$129.97

$169.97

$219.97

$279.97

$179.97

$199.97

$199.97

$19997

$25997

$24997

$29997

$31997

CAR STEREO
MAGNEDYNE 40 watt

pOAer Ijoostt'f

AMERICAN AUDIO m dash
am fm cassette

MAGNEDYNE 6k9 20 ounce
3 Ad» speaker b (pair)

JENSEN 6x9 car

speakers (pair)

CLARION 3 100 in dash
am fni cassette

CLARION 3500 m c1;^sh

am tm cassette

PIONEER KP 1 500 m dash
am tm cassette

CLARION 5550 m dash
am'tm cassette

JENSEN R220 10 watt

in ddi^h am tm cassette

MARANTZ 310 amfm stereo

m dash cassette

JENSEN R420 20 watt dolby

Diamp in dash am fm cassette

JENSEN R430 40 watt dolby

am fm stereo m dash cassette i^oarate ampi

TURNTABLES
AKAI SEMI AUTO

BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE

$4997
••

BSR TURNTABLE with magnetic cartridge (59 97)

TECHNICS Dio belt drive (79 97)

AKAI 0210 semi auto direct drive (99 97)

TECHNICS B30 automatic direct drive ( 109 97)

JVC LE600 linear tracking with magnetic cartridge

TECHNICS DLS full Size linear tracking

JVC LE5 computerized automatic linear tracking

$39.97

$49.97

$79.97

$89.97

$149.97

$169.97

$199.97

CASSETTE RECORDERS

TELEVISIONS
Panasonic
19 inch Color TV

$OAA97
EMERSON 19 .nch color tv $269.97

GOLDSTAR 19 mch remote coniro) color tv (399 97 1 $339.97

SONY 12 inch Irinttron color tv (399 97) $349.97

HITACHI 19 incri Cable Ready color tv (429 97) $379.97

SONY 19 inch ifinitron color tv (469 97) $399.97

HITACHI 19 tnch remote control color tv $469.97

SONY 19 inch remote control color tv (599 97» $549.97

HITACHI 2& inch remote control color tv (699 97 1 $599.97

SONY ^ I irtcti remote control color tvCatxe Ready (81997 $699.97

QUASAR 25 inch color console tv (599 95) $499.97

SONY 2602-26 inch tnnitron color console tv (899 97) $799.97

SONY 264726 inch Cable Ready remote control
console tnntlron tv ( 1 197 97i $999.97

SONY 2649- stereo Cable Ready remol* control
tnnitron color tv ( 1299 97) $1099.97

Technics 210

DOLBY CASSETTE

97 .cQ£cac:;
* gflr^r:

14.97
39.97
29.97
29.97
69.97
99.97
99.97
139.97
149.971
149.97
229.971
299.97

SANYO joit.v cassette 1 79 97) $69.97

AKAI • ibyvkilh soft touch (149 97) $119.97

PIONEER .X .:lolby«*.th2rTiolors(l74 97) $139.97

TECHNICS ioibyB4Cso«ttooch<i79 97) $149 97

PIONEER^ -s 1 I! V B&C music search (199 97) $169.97

TECHNICS.. r« J it)y B 4 06 X noise reduction

, i..-T,s soft touch controls* 240 00» $179.97

MARANTZ 3030 dtby B*C cassette recorder «299 97) $169.97

AKAI 39«-auto tr^ttit 7 motor <Jo«6» B*C iMItier 10uC»>(375 OOi $269.97

HARMON KARDON C0201 Best Value doibyBAC
. , - '9<»95» $319.97

AKAI^Si cc-; •• • i*Hj 2 rT»otor dolby 8*C (349 95) $279.97

VIDEO RECORDERS
Panasonic

>t!l?
^V»

8 HOUR VMS
VIDEO RECORDER

43997

RCA SFT IOC. ».(h*u i3.>t i/.i,er

SANYO 4/00 Beta «id»o lecofde*

SONY f.MifT^ai *id»ofeco*d«»i499 97)

RCA-' 1 ' ,.cleo recorder i699^7l
PANASONIC 4 head .ideo '•< order 1749 97)

RCA Catxe Ready VMS video recorder (899 97)

SONY 2SO0 deruie B^amai wiretets remote video

'»^ord*' (999 97)

SONY Si ?000 TT2000 ballery ac deiuie betarrtaa video
.M ..'5.., » t' (.tvailabie features (1199 97)

PANASONIC ^'' 400 color camera
PANASONIC ' ' "lO color camera
QUASAR .- " •' 6 1 ioom color carT>e»a (799 97)

PANASONIC t> "(X) 6 1 loom color camera (699 97i

QUASAR 743 Aulo Focus" r»o born color can>era( 1099 95)

S24997
S449.97
S449.97
tsM.tr
tM9t7
S79997

$799.97

$999.97
»39997
•449.97
SS99.97
$499.97
$949 9S

TELEPHONES
push but'ion telephone

Dush button phone with 10 number storage

FLIP push button phone

CALL JOlTER telephone answerer (79 97)

PHONE MATE 900 telephone answerer ( 1 19 97)

PANASONIC 1505 telephone answerer ( 169 97)

KEYTRONICS cordless telephone (700 ft range)

PHONE MATE deluxe 2 piece wireless phone (229 97!

'29.99

49.97

89.97

M 39.97

99.97

189.97

POLICE SCANNERS
BEARCAT 10 chanr>elscanr)er $79.97

FANON icanfune mobile or ac 8 channel police scanner $99.97

BEARCAT 160- 16 channel no crystal scanner $179.97

I BEARCAT 200- 18 channel no crystal scanner $209.97

BEARCAT 2 10-XL- 18 channel deluKe scanner $279.97

BEARCAT 2O'20-20 channel aircraft & police scanner $319.97

BEARCAT 350-50 channel deluxe scanner (499 97) $429.97

^fl^k SINCE 1961

undCompan
SPRINGFIELD Sumner Ave at the X 736 3626 CHICOPEE farfieM Moll neor Caldors 593-5330

Mon Thur & Fri to 9 Tuos Wed & Sat to 5 30 Open Every Evening til 9 30 P M Open Swndoy 12-5 PM
HOMINCIKCIIS QMRliittt lii*ili« AH ilMt *tt inilikl* i« ill iltni •< RO DMUHS

AMHERST 201 N Pleasam Street 256-
Mon.Tues Wed 11 7 Thors & Fn 1 18, Sot 10

C.C. may be air conditioned

By SAMUEL CHALFEN
Collecian SUff

The Campus Center administration last

week announced it may install a new air

conditioning unit in the first floor of the
Student Union — at a cost of $170,000.

Campus Center Director William Harris

said the unit will primarily benefit the

Hatch, where high temperatures
sometimes cause customers to eat

elsewhere, resulting in long lines in the

Coffee Shop and other food service areas.

Board of Governors (BOG) Vice Chairman
Michael Reilly said with an estimated $30
million in repairs necessary in the Campus
Center- Student Union complex, the money
would be better spent in repair work.

Harris said the Campus Center ad-

ministration has not yet fully resolved how
and when to finance the necessary repair

work.
Former University of Massachusetts

Building Authority Chairman Evan
Johnson said recently the repairs necessary

in the Student Unions roof, the Campus
Center Flagstone Cafe and the Campus
Center garage make up only a snutU part of

building problems on campus. He said state

and campus administrators have known
about most of the problems for more than

10 years, but because of a current lack of

funding and a poor organizational structure

within the Massachusetts higher education

network, no repair work has been un-

dertaken.

Reilly said that since the building is

making a profit for the first time in its 12^-

year history, the Campus Center ad-

ministration should be spending the money
on repairs.

"Right now they're foreseeing a surplus

of at least $200.000. " ReUly said, "but

they're trying to spend it all on capital

improvements."
This issue ties in directly with t le

Board's summer project of attempting to

obtain a fee waiver for the new full costing

policy charge, he said.

Under the full costing policy, the Campus
Center will have to pay $300,000 to a

central University fund to pay for ad-

ministrative costs.

The BOG, ReUly said, wiU lobby

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp to obtain a fee- waiver for

the Campus Center. With the fee waiver,

Reilly said, if the Campus Center does not

earn as much as is expected, then ad-

ministrators will not be under pressure to

raise student fees to pay for maintenance

and operation costs.

Student Government Association co-

President Thomas Ahern said he wanted to

work more closely with the BOG and devise

a strategj' to stop the Campus Center

administration from "strong arming"

policies through without student consent.

"Student input should be the most im-

portant part of (decision making)," Ahern

said. "Harris is putting an air conditioner in

the Hatch when there are student offices

which don't even have a window."

Harris leads from 9th floor

By SAM CHALFEN
C ollecian SUff

High up in the Campus Center, on the

eighth floor overlooking Metawampe Lawn
and a cluster of red brick buildings, William

Harris, director of the Campus Center, sits

at his desk.

The lives of approximately 700 employees
— about 550 of them student employees —
are influenced according to the decisions

made here. Harris directs the Campus
Center and its $14 million yearly budget.

Born in Middleton, Ohio. Harris earned

his B.A. in social administration from Ohio

State University. After graduation, he

joined the Air Force and remained in the

military for 13 years. During the last six of

those years, from 1962 to 1968, he served as

a special service officer, working on early

computerized Intercontinental Ballistic

Missile systems. He earned his M.A. in

counseling during the last of his Air Force

years from the University of North Dakota.

After leaving the Air Force. Harris moved
to Newark. New- Jersey, where he helped

open the Essex Community College. But,

when Rutgers University offered him a

position as assistant dean of students, he

moved on. In 1969 he began his first of

seven years at what he calls, "probably the

most difficult job at probably the most

difficult campus in the country." Within a

year he took the job as Rutgers" campus
center director.

"These were the Viet Nam War years.

don't forget." Harris says, "We had our

share of demonstrations. There was drug

selling. There were muggings...One year

we had to replace all of the Campus Cen-

ter's furniture. It had disappeared."

These days, vestiges of Harris' military

background emerge in his management
terminology. Harris calls long-term

decisions "strategic decisions;" short-term

ones go by "tactical decisions."

Harris explains that he. as Cam'^us
Center director, generally makes the

strategic decisions, while "unit managers"
— managers of Food Services, the

University Store and other departments —
make the short term, day to day policy

decisions.

Harris now must make the strategic

decision of whether to authorize the in-

stallation of a $170,000 air conditioning unit

in the first floor of the Student Union

building. While Harris considers this, a

former UMass Building Authority member
has estimated the Campus Center woukl

have to spend about $30 million for repairs

in the Student Union, the Campus Center

and the Campus Center Garage.

Harris taJks of the Campus Center

proudly. He maintains that despite a lack of

overt competition, managers and em-

ployees of the University Store, Food

Services, Conference Services, the hotel

and other Campus Center departments

regularly set and achieve lough goals.

"I think our people are doing better at

their jobs than an> one in the valley." Harris

says with a smile. "Our people are not down
and outers. ..We have an excellent staff."

>}

Olympia

for the sport.

$30
lowcut Reg S3499$26

Converse'

jjfTwny CoDDors
Leather

Mens Sizes 6'>-12

Olympian" has teamed up with Converse* and is ready to

meet this seasons competition Whether your spon is (X\ the track.

court or any field, score in the shoes of the stars The new Convert* spori

shoes are designed to support active feet with the quality you expect.

Now en sale at the winning pnce

We thriveon competition,
\ V Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9. Hadley. (-'

X'
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Enjoy cocktails \^

in our Hayloft \

Lounge. \
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Red Barn Steakhouse
529 Belchertown Rd, Rt 0. Amherst

NOW OPEN
Dinner served M-Sat 4-10 & Sunday 12-10

Open Sat. May 21 £r May 28 at 11 am

For reservations call: 253-9928

Complimentary glass of wine with dtnr>er.

%i^^i^Jlf.J^J^Jlf^^if^Jl^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

1/2 Barbecued

Chicken, all

the Fixin s

& Coke

ADMISSION 2
University Meal Card e

°' $ 4.25 :

*'^ earn?'

e

wmua-djS j
e

parachuters / hot air balloons •

Wed, May 18th 4:30 - 7 pm;

Southwest Playing S

Fields* :

• In case o? .am.raiai will tie served in all Cs
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Bud>Ne\sef SaXuXes the
Class of '83
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1HISBUDS
FORYOU.

GET MORE
OUT OF
THIS

SUMMER
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Open new doors. Open your mind.

Register now for summer classes at URI. There are more
than 300 credit and non-credit subjects being ottered —
everything from computers to psychology.

Classes meet at the mam campus in Kingston and at our
convenient URI Building in downtown Providence.
Morning, afternoon and evening sessions let you set up
your schedule to suit your summer schedule.
Register now * Classes start June 20.

For registration or a summer course list, call; 277-3800.

Fimdraising strategy targets alumni
By PAULA HOYT

Collccrian SUff

With the current U.S. economic conditions cutting into

the budget for the University of Massachusetts, more
money is going to have to come from the private sector if

the school is going to maintain the quality of the education
it offers, according to UMass fundraisers.

And the private sector is meeting this need.
"Alumni are realizing the importance of financially

supporting their alma mater. We are making the cause
that we need support from alumni to supplement what the
state budget doesn't supply," said Bonnie Dowd, assistant

director to the Annual Fund.
The Annual Fund of private gifts to the University

increased by 30 percent from 1981 to 1982. The gift toUl
for 1982 was $625,213. and the total for the previous year
was $481,429, according to the 1982 UMass Report of

Private giving.

The amount of funds from corporate matching g^s. in

which businesses match alumni employee donations, has
shown a large increase as well. Dowd said.

For the past 11 years, donations were solicited by
regional phone-a-thons which only reached one third of the

alumni. Volunteer alumni called peers within their living

areas and asked for pledges, she said.

The Annual Fund is now movins: ahead to a "Telefund"

program, designed to reach all the alumni and increase

contributions, Dowd said. The program involves student

rather than alumni volunteers, she said.

There is a permanent telephone facility located in

Memorial Hall, with students on contract working two to

three nights a week, said Larry Kocot. project director for

Telefund.

With the phone a thons, only a segmented group of prior

givers were contacted. The Telefund system is going to

reach every alumnus, including the 1963 graduates. Dowd
said.

"Because of the growing need for support, we need to

reach everybody. The goal of Telefund is to increase the

level of giving, the average gift amount, and the number of

contributors," she said.

Dowd said the program began in March of this year, and
already the average pledge amount has increased. In 1982,

the average individual donation was $34.43. and so far

through Telefund, the average has increased to $46.80,

Dowd said.
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383 Main St. Amherst
LoLTge Pepperoni Pizza

for only $6.26
(2 free sodas upon request)

99M.?§?;9W7...,.

Serious About Micro Computers
or Word Processing

Computer World is offering specials on top quality

systems for students, writers and professors Our
"student" special featuring the rugged powerful 64k

Kay pro II portable computers, $9000 of top rated

software, and a fast dot matrix printer, all for $2000

Call Stephen in Amherst at 253-3923

for details on this or our other specials, or visit our

store at 266 Worthir>gton St Springfield

Move ISmrself;
All Your Stuff,
And Save, Tr^^• : •

couK^ Of co»r»«<^,"

''lyc.t^''

*To help assure your choice of courses,
register by June 14th.

-* ^j/t.

It*s as easy as renting a Ryder truck, one way.

Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of

the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can

use a Ryder truck, rent-it-here. leave-it-therc. Load up your

stereo. 10-specd. clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
doubt, for one or two friends with their tilings to share the cost
Compare that to the price of a plane ticket Or even a bus.

Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependa

ble fleet in the world Ryder The best truck money can rei.L

WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS
to show you how easy it is to move jrourself RIGHT.

We'll gladly quote jrou rates and answer
your questions. Come see us.

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL
SAVE! 11 10% on your nmxt Truck Rental

inquire at tho Coffegmn

for your studont discount opul.

For W^fvitton IntbnnMlofi coH - .1

At** No. Aifihaist M^pf* llfelirAtfio,

8i. 40 Montague M.
Ho,

I

Rhododendrons
revitalized

By JIM POTTER
Collertui SUff

After months of renovations by students, fat'ulty and

administration, the century-old Rhododendron Garden at

the University of Massachusetts was dedicated in honor

of a retirinjj professor Sunday.

The garden was dedicated to Prof. Gordon S. King,

du^ctor of the Stockbridge School of Agriculture ar

boriculture program, who is retiring Aug. after nearly 32

years of teaching at the University.

King was just one of the many faculty and ad

ministrators who worked with students on the renovations

project, located between the chancellor's house and

University Health Services.

Between 50 and 75 Stockbridge and University students,

faculty, employees and administrators worked together

organizing, designing, constructing, raising funds and

seeking shrub donations.

"Everyone involved was really cooperative," said Mark
Noonan a Stockbridge Class of 1983 arboriculture major

who is the originator of the project.

The estimated retail value of the 400 to 500 plants and

other materials donated from various nurseries is $9,000.

Approximately $1,000 was contributed by professors and

industries, according to Noonan. The money will be used to

pay for the engraving of a stone dedicated to King and

transportation used to get the plants, Noonan said.

The garden was begun in 1877 when the first trees were

planted at Massachusetts Agricultural College. Most of the

trees came from Japan and are the first of their type in

troduced in the United States. The garden was used as the

site for class commencements when the University was

still an agricultural school.

Noonan said he does not want renovations to stop at this

point.
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OLDIES
with

Gregg Adams

TWO FOR ONE
9 til 11

all liquor drinks
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SIDEWALK SALE DAYS

MfiSr 19*20-21
Tennis Balls, Softballs,

Baseballs, Basketballs,

Ping-pongs, Lacrosse Balls,

Wiffle Balls, Golf Balls
363 ^^r^MminSt

Amherst
Ifon • Tbur

11:90 am -8
Pri-Sat

ii:ao-a

at

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

FOl JR SFASONS
"BIG CHAMPAGNE SALE'

Codorniu Brut & Extra Dry $4.99

Andre ^2.99

3 case price $30

Lanson Champagne $13.99

Monticello Gran Spumante $4.99

MANY OTHERS ON SPECIAL

Chandon, Korbel, Moet Chandon
SPECIALTY CHAMPAGNES
Dom Perignon, Perrier, Jouet

Flower Bottle, Piper Heidsiek

we also have magnums and

Vi bottles available
Vodka 1 75 L $/ 99

Gin 1.75 L $7.99

Almaden Table Wine 15 l... $4.49

Clean out your rooms and brmg your

^^ bottles Et cans to us!
|||

L Wint^ Licjuors L

Great Spring Sale

up to 50% Off selected

CLOTHING
JEWELRY
GIFTS

CHINESE SHOES
Mon-Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

MCf^CANTILC
AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

L>NIV£RS>TY OF MAS^CHUS£TT$ AT AMHERST

THE GREAT MEW SEASOM
1983 84

SUBSCRIBt now «r SAVE UP TO 50%

ORCHESTRA
noslon Symphony

Sciji O/awa conductor
Warsaw Philharmonic
Mi*ha Dichler piano

Springfield Symphony
Jean Pierre Rampal flul«

EVITA
Broadway

M usical on Tour

JAZZ
Stan Oeti/Astrud Gilberto

Ramvey Lewis Wynlon Marsalis

Johnny OrifRn Chico Treeman

DAMCE
Houston Ballet

Complete Slecoinq Beauty
Company of 44 wit hi

t>rchcstra

Murray Louis Modern Dance
Les Ballets J»it dc Montreal

VARIETY
Judy Collins

M ummenschani
Ballet f oIKIoricode Mexico

CHAMBER
Ouarneri String Quartet
Cleveland Quaitet
Springfield Symphony
Maurice Andre trumpet

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

Schn// Exercise Sandals |

the patented sandal

Cool comfort from sculptured
Europaan beechwood,
foam-cushion»d straps In

light or Jark-tonad wood
and strap colors that go
avarywhera ^ith

everything.

Regular Schoirs Sandals $12.99 I

1

rive College Students Half Price

ror More Information «f MASTrRCARD VISA ORDFRS
(4 1-^)545 2S 11

Bayer Aspirin 3oocount $2.99

Colgate Toothbrushes 35 •

Discontinued Nail Pollsh & Lipstick 95 e

Ferarri Folding Sunglasses $9.99

Bic Pens 19^

SELECTED TIMEX WATCHES
UP TO 40% off

VfSA'
Box Office Hon. Trl. IO« m. to 4pm

FineArts Center Concert Hall

UNlVtRSITT Of MASSACHUJETTS AT AMHtRST

avaiiabie at

COLLE<£
iynjG 4 MAM ST1BT AMCRSt Ptan 2S3-2Sn

Wilson does Goode against Rizzo in Philly
By TRACY ROBBINS

Coltcfiui Suff

As the Goocie camp patiently awaits the election results,

they are confident that they will be electing the second

black mayor in as many months.

Polls conducted in the last week predicted Philadelphia

mayoral candidate Wilson Goode would be the victor in

yesterday's primary race of over former two^time mayor

Frank L. Rizzo.

Questionnaires distributed by the Philadelphia Daily

News several days ago showed that Goode led the other

candidates with a 21 26 pt. margin. May 7th. results

tabulated in a TV poll predicted Goode as capturing 51

percent of the community vote, while Rizzo was predicted

to land 30 percent. 14 percent undecided, and 5 percent of

the votes going to other candidates.

Because Wilson Goode is a black candidate, the question

of the primary becoming a 'racial' issue is a factor.

According to Ben Binswanger, the Assistant Com-

munications Director for the Goode campaign, "there has

been a lot of comparison to the recent mayoral race m
Chicago which elected that city's first black mayor."

Binswanger said. ^ j u
When the question of race was presented to Goode. he

replied. "PhUadelphia is nothing like Chicago. Chicago is

1.000 miles away and there are 1.000 differences in the

candidates," Goode said.

Binswanger said that naturally there had to be racial

implications because Philadelphia has never had a black

mayor.
"You can't escape the implications, they 11 exist m one

form or another. So far the race has been clean fight. Both

of the candidates have exercised a lot of integrity." Bin

swanger said.

The deciding factor that many feel will capture the

election is the voter turnout. Record turnout has been

predicted and that will work in Goode's favor.

People have been pressured to vote all through the

campaign, even if they must inconvenience themselves to

do so. said Norman Robbins. a Philadelphia resident.

"There is more interest in this race than in any other that

I've ever seen. " he said. "There have been continuous

programs focusing around political awareness, especially

in the past few weeks.

More than in any other primary the involvement has

been extensive on all levels, from the grassroots, the

media, to the black digniUries in the city.

"

Monday night there was a meeting of all the black public

figures in the city, including State Congressman Bill Gray.

Dem. from PA. Leon Sullivan, black reverend and founder

of Opportunities Industrial Center, along with Goode and

the various other City Council members and community

figures.

Their message was one involving voter turnout and

making this a successful race not only now. but in Sep-

tember.
"Rizzo is the mayor of the past. Wilson is the mayor of the

future. He's the man to lead us in the 80's," said Ben

Binswanger of Goode's campaign.

University student shares Educational experience
By GUS MARTINS

I ollrrua Staff

Whenever the topic of student international exchange is

brought up most would name Paris, Geneva, Madrid, or

Seville as the k)cations they would like to go.

One student from the University of Massachusetts chose

t not so well travelled course of direction that she hopes

will become more widely understood.

Susan Butler, a UMass senior and a native of New York

City spent last semester in the small west African country

of Togo. Togo lies in the famed "gold coast " of West Africa

in between Ghana and Eienin. The country was cotonized by

the French and as a consequence of colonialism has the

problems <rf ill defined borders.

Butler went to Africa on the International Student

Exchange Program iISEP>. and said one of her main

reasons for going was to continue her linguistic studies in

French. But. she said, "my priority was academics, and the

opportunity to be taught by Africans."

Butler feels that the experience was worth it. "In terms

of what I learned about African history and politics it was

very good." said Butler. "I learned there what was

unavailable here, and I also gained an enriched un

derstanding some of the political systems in the Third

World."

"I was also introduced to significant African in-

tellectuals, artists, and culturalists and the like who have

been largely ignored here." Butler said.

Butler said that one thing she noticed was that most, if

not all Africans, are aware of the proud past that the

continent possessed. "The higher learning institute of

Timbuktu in Mali, and the awesome construction of the

pyramids in Egypt are reminders of great African feats of

accomplishments and they take great pride in them.

"

Butler said.

Butler mentioned that the African peoples take special

pride in remembering their past because it was a time

when Europe was not faring too well.

Butler wants members in the UMass community to think

about the prospects of going to Africa to study. "The

program is open through the program's office." Butler

said.

"I was the only black American there until another black

w(Mnan arrived from Los Angeles," Butler said. "African

universities are very eager to have more Americans,

especially black Americans at their schools.

"

It is our duty to create a favorable diabgue between

Africans and Afro Americans. " Butler said. "Education

may be one of the best ways to achieve this."

Many Africans didn't know about my history as a black

American and I was not fully aware of their history

either." Butler said. "It was a reciprocal process of sharing

each other's history."

Awards presented at BCP annual event

By YADIRA A. BETANCES
( ollrcwii SUff

As ti." BiUngual Collegiate Program (BCP) celebrated its

9th annual academic awards night Friday May 13th. 70

students met with good luck.

Two other students were awarded for their excellent

performance within the community. Gloria Ortiz. assisUnt

Du-ector of Financial Aid was also awarded.

Ortiz received an award for her years of service to the

students, her dedication to the community and her overall

service, according to BCP director Benjamm Rodriguez.

AHORAs president Cynthia Escriba. a senior education

major along with Ginger Cardenas, a sophomore in the

College of Arts and Sciences received awards for their

share in helping to improve the image of the hispanic

community on campus.

Astonished to have received what she calls a "ment

Escriba said that all those who devoted their time to make

AHORA a success in 1983 also deserve the award.

"They all did an extraordinary job. "
Escriba said of

AHORAs members, "our success is due to theu-

cooperation and hard work." Escriba said. "I want to share

with all this award."

Cardenas has worked with the BCP since 1981 tutoring

students. She was introduced to BCP during her summer

orientation at the university. Since then, she said BCP has

guided her whenever she encounters problems.

"I had no idea...! was really surprised. '
Cardenas said

upon being named a recipient.

Among those students who received awards in

recognition of their academic excellence, were 17 in the

class of '83. 21 in the class of 84. 1 1 in the class of '85 and 21

students in the class of '86.

Since its inception in 1975 as an academic and resource

center for hispanics. BCP has stood behind every huspanic

student entering the university. By helping them to adapt

to the university life.

With academic excellence and outsUnding community

achievement award. BCP opens doors for students to

strive for excellence in the community and at the

university.
. , . »

All 63 BCP graduates received awards for their years ot

hard work.

9*1 >«»W Ms^/my.

The staff of Black Affairs wishes everybody the best of luck on finals,

and a safe summer.

By DARYL ELLIOT
Sprrial to tk* < nllrffian

Went off to college, it sounded ^ood

Believed in that for which <»ur country

stood

A good job would contribute all I could

Soon learned there was something I misun

derstood

The reason why our country's strong

is cuz the Third World ha.s been wrongtnl

And in their fight for Liberation

they fight against our corporations

So the government reduced student aid

& increased the military with taxes paid

Their plan is clear for us to see

To increase the funds of R.O.T.C.

For those who have money it <loesn't

matter

The system's designed so they just get

fatter

So if at college the poor want to stay

We're forced to sign our lives away

So to stay at our school of higher earning

We must take their classes of death &
burning

( «ll*Ctafi pkMa by Urn r*««n

Susan Butler back into the swinf^ of thin^
after spending five months in West Africa last

semester.

A graduation poem
College graduation is a big day

End of the parties & leisure play

The ROTC grads may not live much more

They're off to fight in imperialist war /

Ruling class grads are set with a job (

In their parents tradition they'll start to

rob

And for the middle class its not the same

Time to now play the corjtorate ganie

Fight friends for jobs; it doesn't hurl

Take uniforms of ties, or blouse & skirt

Their production formulas mean dehuman-

ization

Your hours just strengthen the corporation

You work your Life, think you've got it

made
Cuz o' the retirement l)enieR that you 11 get

paid

But the corporation has another plan

Just before you retire you'll understand

They'll lay you off & say good-bye

They won't' give a damn if you cry

The plan is clear for us U) see

We must evict R.O.T.C.

The plan is clear for us to see

We must demand corporate dem(XTacy

The plan is clear for us to see

We must work for justice & ui be free

The plan is clear for us to see

We must work for justice & to be free
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Hypercurricula
"Hvp^rcurricula" nutites n<>t submitted on the stan-

dard form and not submitted by the Friday before the

week the event will take place will not be run. Due to

space limitations, the Collegian cannot guarantee prin-

ting of all "Hypercurricula" notices. Priority will be

given to I'Mass organizations.

"Hypercurricula," a listing of events held at the Univer-

sity of Massachusttts and surrounding area, is puhlishtKi

daily in the Collegian. Events are liste<l only on the day

they are Uiking place. Announcements must be submitted

on "Hypercurricula" forms available in the Collegian of-

fices. 113 Campus Center, and returned to the office by 3

p m. the Fridav before the event. All submissions should

be written in a similar style as they appear in the paper.

"CAN THE FUTURE BE FREE OF WAR?" - is the

lopic of the last Brown Bag Theology discussion for this

semester. The Rev. Phil Ward facilitaUs. and all are

welcome. 12:15 p.m., 428 Student Union.

LESBIAN AND GAY RAP GROUP - A coming out

rap group for people who think they are or might be gay is

held weekly. 7:30 p.m.. 413 Student Union.

UNIVBBMT* W

one uav round trip

Amsterdam*209....*418

London

Paris

from

ftotn

^212 *410

*249 '479

Cl€€ > COUNCIL TRAVCL

(617) 497-1497
1278 Mass Ave . Harvard Squarf. CamhrJdqe. MA
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EDITORIAL/OPINION
wmmmm'Ki* mm.

Exit stage

left, smiling
The columnist sat at the broken down typewriter

and tried to think of something to write for that

one, final column. Yet it seemed like a task doom-

ed from the start. He had written a good amount of col

umns over two and one-half years which dealt with

everythirc: from Reagan U) the SCiA, from high tech to Ed

Kin^-. ana from missilt-s to missed classes. Usually ideas

came easily enougn. But now he was truly stumped. How
do you sum up four years in 55 lines? It just didn't seem

possible.

John F. Hudson

Before I go any further. I suppose I should introduct-

myselfl'm the spirit of UMass. Yes that's right, the spirit

of I'Mass. It's prol)a»)le you've never heard of me before.

I'm usually not the subjt^-t of any lectures, or slat^ for a

D.V.P. appearance or a lead smger at the Mystery Series.

I'm that intangible feeling hopefully most students get

when they think back to memories or events at I'Mass.

I'm at a lacrosse game when the team wins in overtime.

I'm at the stadium on ('<»mmencement Day. It's not

always a good feeling. It's not always bad. But it's a state

of mind, a way of thinking only st)meone who's been touch-

ed by the I'Mass exjjeience could understand. En«»ugh on

men. Now back U) the p^K)r slob in front of the typewriter.

He still hasn't figured out what to write. At first he

thought he would write one of those typical teary-eyed.

goodbye, sentimental columns. You know the type.

"Boy, I'll never forget Allman Brothers in freshman

year. I'll never forget rotten HaUh coffee, D.C. chicken

hockey pucks, the Drake. Fierponl. open bar parties, blah,

blah. blah. blah. .
"

He realire<i this was much too self mdulgent. He could

do that on his own. The readers shouldn't be subjected

such trivial individual sentimentality.

Then he thought he'd wnte one of those typical bitch col-

umns.
"In my four years at I'Mass. the SCA sucked. Ed King

sucked, classes sucked, the food sucked, everythmg suck-

ed!"

No way. Leaving this school with a rotten. f)essimistic

attitude was out It was too easy. If anything I'Mass was a

"How do you sum up four years in 55

lines? It just didn't seem possibU."

))|f!>:*--*i '.-[ .'»W'>-- *''-''*-^T;
'^'^'^

'vi-.

Class of '83 enters the "Emerald City

Letters

picnic compared to the "real" world he found himself

entering in a few short days. The economy was a helluva

lot Umgher than 9:05's three days a week. He told himself

to exit smiling.

How about an anti King column? It seemed to be the

rage on the OP-ED page the last week. He was a senior

Why not trash the ex-governor? It was certainly easy

enough Tell the seniors to stand up and turn their backs

on the man. Tell them to let all assembled in Alumni

Stadium on the 28th just how they felt. It may not be

original but it certainly made good copy.

Then he began to rethink this The columnist thought

about those seniors who didn't want their graduation

lowered to a sad display of student demonstrations. They

didn't want their parents to be disappointed, the ad-

ministration embarrassed or the media satisfied in their

quest for Zoo Mass images. A lot of seniors wanted a nice,

quiet ceremony. Get the degree and go. Walk out feelings

good about classmates rather than embarrassed by them.

He thought enough had been said already. Let each in

dividual decide. It was just as much any senior's gradua

tion as his own.

Finally he figured out what the subject of his last column

would be. With a little help from me. he decided to write

on spirit of UMass. But not the corny side. Not the side

pushed at media events like Charter Day or the cliches

pushed by insincere administrators.

He'd talk about his own pride, the pride of graduating

and getting a degree. The satifartion of working four long

years for that sheepskin. He'd talk about how this place

would be a part of himself for the rest of his life, and about

how he had been exposded to thousands of differing ideas

and points of view in four years. And how UMass had

taught him to respect, if not accept, all those ideas.

He sat back and fK)ndered a new problem. How was he

going to say goodbye to his friends and all those he had

worked with over the past 1460 days? He optimistically

hoped the column would speak for itself.

He was leaving UMass with this type of optimism. And

he hopes that optimism about the future is one shared by

the thousands of people who make up the University of

Massachusetts.

Exit, stage left, smiling . . .

John F. Hudson has been the Collegian Executive Editor
nnrf n coiuf^' "•'

Gates story misquotes him

To the Editor:

In his story on the University of MassachusetU

Ubraries yCoUegian, May 16. 1983). the reporter quoted

me as saying that I could find only 30 percent of the

materials for my life of Martin Luther King. Jr., in the

University library. 1 did not say that. I told this reporter

that when I sought materials held by the University

library, I found about 30 percent of them missing —
either tost, stolen, or hacked out of bound journals by

some maniac with a razor blade. This is an Lifuriating

problem, yet it is not confined to this campus alone.

The CoUegian also suggested that, had I been at some

other university, I might have been able to do all my

research in residence. True, the University ol

Massachusetts library furnished only about 10 percent of

the sources I needed. But few other institutions in the

country — not even Harvard or Yale — could have of

fered more. Most of the documenU I used to write Let

the Trumpet Sound are held in special archives like the

Martin Luther King Center in Atlanta.

We do have serious problems with library cutbacks,

split up holdings, and that accursed Tower (I once l*'ft thi-

place lest I kick one of its unruly elevators). Yet. despite

its difficulties, the University of Massachusetts is a great

institution, with a nationally acclaimed faculty, excellent

students, able and enthusuistic Lbrarians, and a firm

commitment to creative scholarship.

Stephen B. Oatea
Profcaaor of History

UMaaa

Muise review the real joke
To the Editor:

Douglas Muise must not have been in the Fine Arts

Center on Wednesday May 11. Because if he was there,

he would have heard the roar of laughter at every joke,

gesture and glance that Victor Borge made. Muise said

that he looked forward to an evening of "witty craziness."

it's a shame he doesn't seem to be able to apprei-iate the

fine art of satire, an art that Victor Borge clearly is a

master of. It seems it was very apparent to everyone

except Muise that Borge's act revolves around poking fun

at the traditionally serious piano recital, and of course

opera.

Throughout Muises "review " he consUntly put down

Borge's humor as lacking and unfunny. Then at the very

end of the article, he seems to have changed his mind.

Perhaps Muise would have gotten more of a kick out of

the show if Borge had told some dirty jokes or made fun

of the economy: but anyone can do that. It takes real

talent to have an audience rolling without the use of such

cheap laugh ploys. My hat is definitely off to Mr. Borge,

but as for Muise: "There once was a man from Nan-

tucket..."
Dode B. Levenson

Amherst

felt compelled as a handicapped individual to register my

consternatran related to ignorance of the "educated

faculty regarding deafness and language development.

One has only to visit Gallaudet College in Washington.

D.C. or the National Technical Institute for the Deaf at

the Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, New

York to realize that American Sign Language is an in

tegral part of expressive and receptive language for

many of their students. SubsUntial research at both of

these Institutions, the Salk Institute and the University

of Illinois Institute for Research on Exceptwnal Children

recognize American Sign Language as a linguistic system

within the deaf culture. For those mdividuals who are

congeniully deafened or deafened prior to the age of two

and leam language which incorporates American Sign

Language, there are noticeable differences that are

observed in their communication when compared to

individuals who leam by structured exact English in an

oral or total communication environment.

I can not think of a more unobtrusive manner in which

students are sensitized to a populatk>n of individuals who

would otherwise remain as the hidden handicapped, away

from the "mainstream." This course has been an im

portant source of encouraging individuals to seek careers

in the field of deafness, a point that should not be

overlooked. American Sign Language in the deaf culture

could be realistically considered as important as the

folklore of Appalachia is to the American culture. If the

faculty considers it an important value to preserve

culture through language, at present and in the future,

then the argument to not continue the course shows

prejudice on their part.

Margo McMahon
Amherst

Duffey speaks on graduation

To the Editor:

As we approach graduation, I wouW like to encourage

all graduating students from all of the Schools and

Colleges of the University to attend the Commencement

ceremonies on May 28th. The Commencement ceremony

is a special celebration across the year's events whkh

honor the Class of 1983, and parents and friends of the

graduates. We also take the occasion to invite

distinguished speakers to the campus and to award

honorary degrees.

Most of you are well aware of the controversy which has

surrounded the announcement of some honorary degree

recipients both on this campus and throughout the

country. This campus is known for the diversity of its

students and for vigorous debate over social issues. It is

also recognized as a place where men and women of

different views are treated with respect. Let that be the

spirit of this year's Commencement. In doing so, we will

fulfill the best traditions of the University and not detract

from the graduates who are the true honorees of the day.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey
UMass

Sign language is legitimate DC food does not exist

To the Editor:

An article in the Thursday. May 5th issue of the "Daily

Collegian " entitled: "Sign language may no longer fulfill

requirement" has prompted me to write you this letter.

Since I am a graduate student and not directly affected

^ by the fulfillment of a foreign language requirement. I

To the Editor:

Cutting the cord: a break from UMass tradition
Tradition at the CoUegian permits graduating se-

niors to be as sentimental, over-bearing and ob-

noxious as they choose to be. I'm glad there are

still traditions like that left in the world.

When you've been at UMass for four years, you pick up

on a lot of well-known, and sometimes not-so-well-known

traditions.

Like the green light on the fourth floor of Thoreau in

Southwest. I lived in Southwest for three years and must

have heard about twenty-seven explanations as to why

that light was there.

"Someone jumped out that window and that light is a

Mary Beth Hebert

memorial ..."

"'Didn't you know? That means there's a party going

on in there ..."

Last week. I found out the real reason why the light's

there.

Here, for the first time ever in print is the true story as

to why there is a green light in Thoreau. It seems that

once upon a time, when the low-rises were first built,

there were two young men who lived on the fourth floor

in Thoreau and drank heavily at the T.O.C. In order to

successfully find their way home at night, they installed a

(;REEN light which they could see shining from their

dorm, all the way up to the T.O.C. These young men did

I'm not one to bitch unnecessarily, but if 1 see »no'''^

chicken "puck", as they're so affectionately called. I wiU

kindly vomit in the ever ao- friendly dining commons.

Why such a brash attitude you may be wondering, and

the reason* ^re annoyingly simple.

At times I feel as if prisoners of war eat better than I

do. I know the meat which the EKJ serves is of the highest

quality, thus its naturally quite expensive, but is it

asking too much that I be served the advertised meal

once in a while? Top dining common executives appear to

be unable to order the correct amount of food. Now Im
terribly sorry if I am being unjustly arrogant, but come

on boys, how can you consistently run out of food by 6:15?

Id like nothing more than to continue my outcry of

emotions, but Domtnoi has again, for the third night in a

row returned my call, asking that I be in the k>bby in two

minutes. The pizza will arrive, I will munch it down, and I

will spend the rest of the night in a sUte of euphoria. Not

only wiU 1 be full, but I will have again spent a quick five

bucks. The enjoyment I get out of throwing money away

is absolutely immeasurable. With my luck tomorrow will

be roast pork night. You know it's a shame a pig has to

die for this feast.

Gary S. Gekow
Amherst

Drinking is the ultimate right

To the Editor:

Each year, the UMass students are stripped more and

more of their already diminishing rights. I am sure that

everyone is familiar enough with the admmistrations rule

which prohibits the use of beer kegs in dorm rooms or on

campus without prevwus consent of the administration.

This rule was established in order to prevent large seals

parties from developing on campus.

The idea that prohibiting the use of kegs in the dorms

to keep partying down to a minimum may have some logic

behind it. But it would be unrealistic for the ad-

ministration to think that all partying should or couW be

stopped; for this reason, small amounts of alcohol are

aUowed in the dorms, two cases of beer is the limit for

each room.

Most college students must learn to live on a lunited

budget, and so it is more economical to buy things in

volume. Saving money should not have to stop with the

essential things in Ufe; the new Beer Ball is a great in

nation fighter, but it too is prohibited. The Beer Ball is a

large, non returnable, clear plastic bubble. It is

equivelent to 2Vi cases of beer in bottles or cans but costs

about half as much. With the Beer BaU you are paying

more for the beer, and less for the conUiner.

When it comes to drinking on campus, the ad

ministration does not seem to understand nor care about

such things as cost efficiency. The student can legaUy

bring in just as much beer in expensive bottles or cans if

it is spread out between rooms, but because the Beer Ball

operates on the same principle as do kegs, it is

prohibited.

It does not seem that anyone would be hurt by per

mitting that extra half case of beer per room which the

Beer BaU contains. For this reason. I can only assume

that the administration would actually be happiest if aU

alcohol was prohibited in the dorms. Since they realize

that that would be near impossible, they intend to en

force the already existing rules to their Umits. no matter

how rediculous or archaic they may be

.

To assume that the students could ever get the ad

ministration to change any of those rules concerning

drinking on campus would be absurd; what we can do is

fight to the end to save those rights which we stiU

Roy RoberU
Amherst

make it home and did eventually graduate. But their light

remains as a beacon for other wayward imbibers.

Enought with the nostalgia. Almost.

There are other trqHitinn«: i" Snuthwp'st T ike the dot

mural on the third floor in Pierpont. If you think the

maze is mind-boggling, take a lot of drugs and go stare at

that wall for a while. Another great Southwest tradition

are the messages that are occasionally taped on the win-

dows of dorms residents. These ads span the range from

political propaganda to pleas for appearances by Slim

Whitman.
Freshman say, "Isn't that a brand-name for beef

jerky?"

There are traditions that I've maintained in the

academic sector of my life too. I've skippe<i yo percent of

my "E-core" courses. (After 40 percent cuts, absence

becomes tradition; a state that's easy to achieve at

times.) Tradition has als(» dictated that I would never

once get a preregistration schedule with all my courses.

And tradition always put me in a class in 207 Bartlett.

Or was it 205?

Social traditions have come and gone too. As a

freshman, it was a six-pack of beer for the weekends.

Now. as a senior, it's a case. I used tf) go U) The Pub on

Wednesday nights to hear Jim Plunkett. Now I go to the

T.O.C. on FViday afternoons for the view and the two-

for-one drinks. I even used U) go U> fraternity after-

hours; a tradition that's weII-ingrain«Hl into the psyches

of freshmen and sophom(»re women living on all-women

floors. There are other traditions that have crept into my
s<K'ial life hero at UMas.s but they are either Uk) sordid or

too boring to l>e told here.

If you're a student, tradition has told you that all but

three people in the administration have a siiew loose

somewhere. If you're an administrator, tradition has told

you that all but a handful of students i*re pigheaded, ar-

rogant and self-righteous.

Tradition has proved that students will always be

discontent with food at the dining commons, the

F.V.T.A. schedule, and any class that starts before

eleven. Tradition has also shown that there will always

be some kind of spring concert, co-ed bathr<H>ms, and

heat in the dorms in May. And 1 will sleep well at night

knowing that UMass in the future will still have the same

propt)rtional mix of Japs, preps, jocks, punks, earthie-

crunchies, air-heads and engineers as it does now.

This graduation will l)e a unique exj)erience for me.

First, it will be the first time that 1 will not Ik* given my

diploma by my father (a school administrators). It will

also be the first time that any of my graduations have

been subject to any controversy. And another first .

my life isn't all set up in a neat little package for me to

pick up at the end t)f the ceremony with my diploma.

Some traditions must end. but their en<l is only the

physical cessation of their exisU»nce. While I'll no longer

have to find the time to ptmnd out my weekly column, or

search for a topk to write about, in my heart. I'll always

be a CoUegian columnist.

Wild Kingdom here at UMass
If

you have spent even a few weeks as a graduate stu-

dent at UMass, you cannot have failed to notice the

hordes of nameless creatures that swarm an>und you

everywhere - on the Campus (enter Concourse, in the

Graduate Research Towers, and in bars all over Amherst.

Most of these teeming throngs are composed of

Undergraduates, a common 1(k»1 species whose pro-

clivities you are well advised to learn, since the

Undergraduates vastly outnumber you on this campus. In

order to facilitate your recognition of the four subspecies

of this aninrud. I have compiled an informal field guide,

with the aid of a zoology professor who prefers to remain

anonymous for rea-sons of personal .safety.

Karen E. Hermann

maintain.

The Freshman
You are likely to find this critter mediUting under the

trees by the campus pond, with his legs twisted in an ex-

cruciating yoga position and a beatific smile exposing the

braces on his teeth. Being extremely young and naive, he

loves to chatter, so you may easily engage him in conver-

sation.

•'So this is your first semester, huh? What do you plan to

major in?"

"Humanity*
"Oh. humanities. As in Arts and Sciences?"

"No. I said humanity. Like, people. You know, like you

and me."
"Could you be a little more specific?"

The Freshie takes a deep breath, licks his lips, clicks his

braces pensively. "Um, I'd like to do something new for

the worid, something that's never been done before. Like

mellow out the vibes of all humanity."

"You have a big job ahead of you. Earning a bachelor's

degree was hard enough for me. Do you have a lot of

heavy assignments every night?"

"Oh, you don't have to do homework if you're cool.

They'll hand you a 'B' just like in high school. No big deal.

Like, parties are where my head's at now. Like I'm still

young, you know what I mean?"

The Sophtrmorc

You are innocently lunching on a hamburger in the

Hatch when one of these beasties decides to share your

table. Like practically all sophomores, she is a philosophy

major, and you can tell by the way her paperback copy of

Plato's RepvJ^ic is trembling in her hand that she is about

to say Something Profound.

For example: "Now that you are in graduate school, do

you know why you were bom?"
You glance at your plate in discomfort. Unfortunately,

you still have a whole portion of french fries to finish. No

escape. You make a lame attempt to parry: "Is that an on-

tological or a teleological question?"

The Soph fixes a rapt stare on you through her tinted

granny glasses. "What do those words means?"

"How should I know? I'm not a philosophy major."

"Well, you still haven't answered my question. Have

you discovered the meaning of your birth? In the time that

elapsed between your carnal beginning and your

emergence into light, did your you-ness truly l>egin, or did

your state of non-conscoiusness merely disappear?"

Your best bet now is to be honest: "I don't remember."

"But what is remembering? Is it a state of being or a

process of the soul?"

By this time you are ready to stuff your ears with

mustard in order to shut out her stream of. well,

sophomoric discourse. You decide not to take such a

drastic measure. 'Here, have the rest of my french fries.

I've got to catch a bus."

The Junior

This creature bears no trace of youthful idealism or in-

tellectual yearning. Those traits have been replaced by a

mature craftiness which enables him to indulge (as cheaply

and frequently as possible) his natural appetites for sex,

drugs, beer, pretzels, and sex. You need exert no effi>rt to

seek specimens of this subtype; rather, as long as you

possess a warm, breathing body, they will seek yt»u.

"Hi. Didn't John's friend's roommate introduce us two

weeks ago''"

"Could l)e. You're a Junior, aren't you?

"Yes. But how did you know?"

"Oh. us graduate students are smart. How have you

been doing lately?"
.

• Just great: Let me tell you what I did last night with

three friends and my nx>mmate's dog "
"It sounds fascinating, but I have to run off some Xerox

copies, and then I have a class, and "
"No kidding? You must never have any fun. Well,

anywav. we were all smoking grass together in the dark,

and suddenly Bill's chihuahua starU-d nuzzling against my

leg. and my maleness couldn't resist her femaleness. and

nature's nature, so anyway Bill said "

"Please! This isn't my cup of tea!"

"Do you like games? Let's go over to the campus pond.

We can play doctor, spin the bottle, strip poker, you name

You quickly gather up your books and head for cUss.

After all. you wouldn't want to shock all those Freshman

who are on Zen retreat by the pond.

TheSenxor
, , »u

This subspeaes is a product of natural selection, other-

wise knowns as survival of the fittest. You will have to

hunt carefully amid heaps of bot)ks in the upper-level

stacks of the library tower to locate individual sj^ecimens.

Even then, you will need great perserverance to find one

who is willing to share her exalted thoughts with you.

"By any chance arc you a Senior?"

"Yes, but please make further inquiries as brief as possi-

ble. I'm inthe middle of writing a monograph on the cardia

rhythms of L(mimx Umbrxx, the common earthworm."

Oh. so you're into biology." You grope for something in-

telligent to say. "Do you believe that any empirical studies

to date have challenged the validity of the Klunk

Hypothesis?" .

The Senior arches her brows, curis her lip superciliously

before replying. "Yes, I do. Arskush's classic research of

1963 - with which you are probably unfamiliar - provid-

ed conclusive evidence that the two variables crucial to the

inUal formation of the Klunk Hypothesis could not be

reversed without necessiting further details which would

obviously violate the principle of Occam's Razor

However, considering the issue from a purely theoretical

standpoint, I would follow Krummsnitx-h in arguing that -

tt

"Wait! You lost me about forty words back. You know,

you're too smart for your own good."

The Senior blushes with false modesty and then, ad-

justing her spectacles, resumes her air of scholarly

aloofness. "May I ask what academic activities you will he

engaged in during the coming semester?"

"I'm taking just one really heavy seminar.

Boucoprology 790. Nobody but graduate students and

post-docs there." .

She corrects you in a lofty tone. "Not so, / also will be

"Well, maybe you'l! find some intellectual peers there.

Maybe the instructor will even know a litUe more than

^^c Senior laughs smugly. "Baby, I am the instructor."

Karen E. Hermann is a UMass student
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LANGUAGE COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
THROUGH UMASS/AMHERST

THIS SUMMER

LookiNq For a MCANiNqFul

SUMMER JOB
MASSAckuSETTS FaIr SliARE

The cowwTRy's Ur^est sTATswidE ciriiEN actIon

ORqAMIZATIOM.

Has full TIME ANd summer opEMiMqs For FuNdRAisiMq,

ouTREAck ANd ciTiiEM lobby buildiMq to skApE kAlAR-

doUS WASTE, ENERqy, AWd OTksR poUciES m Tkis STATE.

HouRs2:pO -10:00pM, pAy: $17> - S22> AVERAqE pER

WEEk ANd bENfFiTS. Will TRAIN.

CaU: 586-8717,
2 PM - 10 PM

MoN - FrI For Western Mass.

For woRk In Boston Area caU:
l-800-9»2-747ll

FOR CREDIT

ENGLISH
105B/Inlecm«didlr InieiiMve 1?CR
FRENCH
126/Elem8nia,y Iniensiwc 6CR
^4e/lniermed>d<e 6CR
272 I riTich C-jrweisiiion 3C R

GERMAN
nO/120/tlem,->ldfv 3CR
730/?40/lnie>medidi>' Rprfdm

409 G'ddudt.' Re*din(j Couis-

ITALIAN
126'246/lnieo»it£Xlem«;niaiv 6CR
LATIN
126 246 Intensive Elemrni^rv 6CM
SPANISH
no 120/Elemeniafv 3CR
1 26/El»m»nUry IniensivH 6CR
230'lnietmed.*ie I 3CR
240 lnl«rm«lidl,- II 3C rt

/246^ IniermedtAie Intens.we 6CR
301/Or*i I 3CR
EDUCATION
533/T»*ch...^ ESI 3CR
LINGUISTICS
101 People iod The.r L<in9U49<- 3CR

CREDU F REE

CHINESF (MANDARIN) BEHINJINC;

CHINESE (MANDARIN) INT [ K'.' L Dl ATE

GERMAN BEGINNING
GERMAN INTtRMEDIATe
SPANISH BEf;iNNING
SPANISH INTERMEDIATfc
ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE CONVr .An^)^'

; BEGIN JUNE

To all those students who worked in the Student

Employment and Financial Aid Offices during the

past year. Thcuik you.

Paula Gretchen Janet

Claire Brian

Tracey Libby J^e

Debbie Lisa

Glenn Doria Steve

To those who graduated in January and those

who are graduating now, keep up the good work.

Thank you again.

The staff of the FinanciEd Aid and Student

Employment Officer.

An Invitation from The Chancellor

A Public Lecture

by

Professor George Steiner

Extraordinary Fellow, Churchill College,

Cambridge University

Author of

The Death of Tragedy; Language and Silence:

Essays on Language, Literature and the Inhuman;

In Bluebeard's Castle; Some Notes Toward The

Redefinition of Culture

Monday, May 23, 1983, 4 o'clock

on the lawn at the

Chancellor's House

All Students and Faculty Welcome
RSVP - 545-2211

Book Now for

Low Summer Charter
Flights to Europe!

We also do:

Eurailpasses

Youth Hostel Cards

Car Rentals in Europe
Train Tickets

Tours

Campus Center 2nd Floor, UMass, Amherst 01003
545-0500

Service with
a smile
BRUISEOLOGY (Polygram)

The Waitresses

By LISA MOSLEY
C ollecuui SUff

OK kiddies, it's word association time, and in case you

flunked mtro psych ith the first thing that comes to mind.

Ready? Here goes.

Women's Music.

Aha! I heard every last one of you grumble, "Eioww!

Folk music! Birkenstock heaven!"

Well, you're wrong. And you've obviously never heard

the Waitresses.

Now. before you get turned off altogether, let me stress

that the Waitresses" music isn't aimed solely at women, nor

does it deal with the theme of female oppresssion. In fact.

the band consists of two women and three men. It's just

that I'm sure women appreciate some songs such as "I

Know What Boys Like" a little more than men. Patty

Donahue's lyrics deal with frustrations so common to

women that they re just taken for granted until they're

pointed out — then they become humorous.

Brutseology, the third release from the Waitresses, is in

some ways their best effort and in some ways their worst.

Musically, the band has improved dramatically since they

released their debut album. Wasn't Tomorrow Wonderful

was fresh and original lyricaLy. but musically, it was just

too dull. Every cut had that same upbeat cutesy bounce.

On Christmas Wrapping. " an offbeat song about finding

true love on Christmas Even in a Store 24. the band begins

to make full use of their sax player. Mars Williams' taknt.

Bruisedogy is musically superior to any of the band's

previous vinyl. A lot of experimenUiion with sound is in

evidence; some of it works, some of it doesn't.

On the opening cut. "Thinking About Sex Again." for

inslance. the changing, unmatching rhythm detracts from

what otherwise could have been a light funny song.

The Waitresses: they know what boys like.

"Pleasure", a tight instrumental, is by far the best cut

the album offers. Another noteworthy cut. "They're All

Out of Liquor — Let's Find Another Party." is everything

that the B52's "Party Out of Bounds" should have been.

The only truly disapointing cut. "A Girl's Gotta Do.

"

contains lyrics that are so redundant it suprises me that

this hand was capable of writing them:

"I've got a zillion ideas

Cancel your appointment
DOCTOR DETROIT
Starring Dan Aykroyd
Mountain Farms Four

By PETER WISSOKER
( oii^itMi sufr

**Doctor Dftrott wag featured in thi» space,

hut I decided againjtt beating this t^ery dead

honte any further . . . Anybody who doesn't

think mmne crittcs pay their dues ghould sU

through this one.

"

— Datnd Lanbach. ViMey AdxHtmie. S/18/8S

Well, some people have some kinda attitude, huh'.' This

new film isn't the best written film ever projected on the

silver screen, it isn't the best acted film of the century, and

it isn't even that politicaly correct. I say big deal. It is a

very silly film. But its kind of fun. In fact its possible to

project just about any attitude you want on it. Not a bad

deal at all.

It is truly rare that one gets to see someone act as

weirdly as Dan Aykroyd does at the beginning of the film.

In fact, no one has acted so bizarrely relative to "normal"

society since Bill Murray's landmark performance in

Caddythack. In one scene. Aykroyd is seen speed walking

across town on his way to teach at college. It is so

delightfully obtrusive. Part of what lends to this quality is

that Aykroyd is letting his Nixon impersonation come

through Yes. a more relaxed Dick Nixon than we ve seen

in past Saturday Night Live episodes. Yes. I think that it

takes a certain rundown. Saturday Night Live sense of

humor to appreciate Doctor De trott .

This obviously is too bad for certain types of enbghtened

people, but in a generation that finds themselves com

pletely insignificant, it should not be considered unusual.

Doctor Detroit is the kind of fantasy that serves as well as

anything to kUI time and amuse the soul. The satire on

chivalry and the turnabout on the common morality play

hit cectain raw nerves allowing one to ignore the transition

of the university to the tool of the "high tech community
"

at least for a couple of hours. Well, you're probably asking,

"Why doesnt this critic give me some indication as to what

he is talking about. Well, the truth is that Im tired of

reviews that give away the plot, so you'll have to suffer.

Anyway here's a hint. The movie Ukes place in Chicago

not Detroit.

The movie is not all roses however. Howard Hesseman is

terrible in his role as a pimp. On the other hand. James

Brown is sensational (as usual). One ofthe high points of

the film is when Dr. Detroit introduces JB as "the hardest

working man in show business, Mr. Please, Please. Please,

etc. . .
.

" As for the political correctness of this film, there

is much to debate. Yes the film perpetuates some

stereotypes but in a lot of ways it is no longer clear what is

reality and what is myth. We have to face the fact that

television has created the culture that it thought it was

imitating. Yuk. But this is the way it is. from certain points

of view.

Doctor Detroit certainly isn't the best movie put out this

year, but for the time and place we bve in I think it's as

appropriate as anything else to have production money

wasted on. Dan Aykroyd is very entertaining. Basically,

this film will affect you in one of two ways. Either you'll

enjoy Aykroyd and relax, or you'll cuss me out and leave.

Cliff (Dan Aykroyd) lectures his class in Doc-

tor Detroit.

Ya gotta readarts!

and some of them great

But nobody wants to listen

I've got better ways

To get the job done

But all you feel is threatened.

All in all. Brutseology is a worthwhile album, for

Waitresses fans and indifferent folk alike. It's fun. and

sometimes I'm convinced that that's all that matters.

Have a

greatsummer!
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More Blo' m County Bv Berke Breathed
•

LUNCH:
Spinach and Mushroom

Quiche

Reuben Sandwich

DINNER:
EkktoII

Vegetable Chow Mein/

Chow Mein Noodles,

BASICS LUNCH:
Spinach and Mushnwm

Quiche

Tuna Melts

BASICS DINNER:
Polynesian Vegetables

Vegetable ("how Mem
Chow Mein Noodles

Fried Rice. Due Sauce

Sov Sauce

LUNCH:
m Torpedo Grinder

^
Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce

•̂^ DINNER:
W' Roast Top Round of Beef/

^ Au Jus

'^ Baked Cod with

^ Crumb Sauce
..K^

Fruit Plate w/Saltines

BASICS LUNCH:
Summer Salad with

Syrian Bread
Fish in Batter

BASICS DINNER:
Potpourri

Baked Cod with

Crumb Sauce

Fruit Plate w/Saltines

-^.V '

THE PAVIUOM

May Celebration

25 - 50% off

at the

Hampshire
Mall

10 - 9:30 Mon - Sat

Open Sun 12 - 5

Phone 584-3059

Unique chicken, fish & vegetarian entrees

$3.75 $6.95

serving 5:00 - 10:00 closed Tuesday
No Reservations needed.

CROSSWORD
F^diled by MarRarel farrar and Irude Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Riyadh residents

6 Winesap
11 Sail

14 City of NW North

Dakota
15 Stepping stones

for polar bears

16 Cheer, in another

language
17 Kind of face

16 Expressways
20 Observes closely

22 Catch
23 Same Time

Year

24 Stitch

25 Rain and snow
27 -With It."

forties style

30 Wheel
accessories

32 Hayworth

35 Something to

quaff

36 Insult

37 Passengers

39 Lens
41 Hills or Sills

42 Shows mercy
43 Great Prefix

44 VIP in 00
45 Dash
46 Biblical verb

l»H I o« ^•iH*.* Ill"" "><*

47 Adjectival suffix

4a The whale
constellation

50 Carmine
52 Actor Jannings

55 Part of MRS
56 Spoke in a

monotone
60 "The of

New York"

63 Popeyes "goil"

64 Beforehand.

Prefix

65 Vague rumor

66 Show bl2 name
67 Agree
68 Beniamin and

Rebecca
69 Cleaners'

partners

'^boWN
1 Electrical

measurements
2 Uproar

3 Singer Paul

4 Voortrekkers

5 City vista

6 Near the stern

7 Loot

8 Studious ones
9 In mu9)c. slow

10 Sixth sense,

for short

11 Prank

12 Holly

13 Something yet

to come
19 Within

21 Guzzles

26 Restricted

thoroughfare

27 Showoffs
28 steal away
29 code
31 Street, in Paris

33 Succinct
34 City of Provence

37 Heed
38 Since, m Berwick

40 Prescient one
41 Supplicate

43 Camper s

necessity

46 Increases

49 Title for Macbeth
51 Carol Channing

role

52 Notice

53 Slush

54 Roman date

57 Khartoum s river

58 At any time

59 Hideouts
61 Super'

62 Blvds

1 7 3 4 5

1
71

j—
7 1 9 10

!

11 17 13

TT" 15 16

17 II

1

R- it

P
73

II
?4

1

75 Hi
1
31

V 71 n M

41

I
17

32 33 i*

ir —
'"

m"

i 1
51^

TT"

I

44

Is" •

1
6?

77"*

IiP
IT"

i

4« M ikiHW &S

1

57 M 5«

u

1

S3

M V, M

W TT w

Answer to above puzzle Answer to other puzzle

IllUklU
iUUUU

Is i A out] \m%m
UOtJ LJUUU UUU

yTwiri!

[JUO
lyfcj mutju (Doyy
tJU

OUtJCJ lit

Balloon Deliveries

Belly Dancers

Singing Telegrams

Great way to say

Good Luck on Finals

and

Have a Great Summer
call 665-7664

— ^g ""^ ^g^' " ^^

BOOKSKOP
The widest selection of

journals and foreign

magazines in the area

and we're open evenings

'til 9 pm for your

browsing pleasure.

••>

38 Pleasant St. Northampton

584-0374

i=-V

''• • •*. »
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Bv Berke Breathed

mjuo? ePA ? FRtm wnw^y
(€<?£ AGAIN... I'PUKe -TO «Ve
VtW FOlXe* AN UfWTB OH T\€
e*Nffm(*£H]Pc CRISIS -mffl" i

«ywTEP efisu^ TH16 weeK,,.

Re«EM0gR TWr WY6TW01/5

IftVD lvWWteeA\eNT?
YEP.' ir'5 5TIU. THWE

'

HE*VEM8eR HOW -me

MY PLUM«N6 ? wen. \^m'b
NOCWNNGe.MOPe. -^[fi?/

HOWe\«R,

The UMass Zone By Mark Rollins

FKeSHTWsi OR iSNViDOh Dof SrvY LOOK. Lift riKH
M>w' i-ooK AT lUL a^aes.'

Katfood By ARK

Scrod

COME ON cum!..WERE

OOr OT THE SUWHEK!

By Dan DeBellis

After tht Fall By R. Miller

fbuici./ set rco i»A rrte"

CROSSWORD
Miled b> MarRarel Farrar and Trude Jafff

^l»»J \a% *nt«W« !>"« ">f

ACROSS 58 Flowers lor 22 Course Abbr

1 Broadway hit corsages 24 Card games of

5 Basketball team 62 Photographic yore

unit copy 27 isit

9 Dispatches 63 Stand of 29 Gudruns

14 Burden (revere) husband

15 The Bard of 64 Purchase 30 Certain street

16 Dostoevski novel. 66 Cavalry sword sign

(with -The) 67 Part of AD 31 Strip for hot

17 Hamt}lelonian 68 Vestige rodders

event 69 Boris and Basil. 32 Gravy dish

19 Forty eg 33 Miss Ketl

20 Map detail 70 British tax 34 Galley notation

21 Persons relating 71 Fictional Jane 35 Photog s abbr

23 Follower o» SIX. 36 Low pitched

seven, etc 40 Brings civil action

25 Bingo's relative DOWN '3 Broadcaster

26 Coagulate 1 Pitchers ball 44 Some leather

28 Ofticeboy S|Ob game craftsmen

32*Entreated 2 »ar and 46 Corners

37 Daisy scousm 3 Care for 47 Farm excursion

38 Baseball great 4 Aroma 49 Artist s medium

39 Mathematical 5 Remote 52 Spring flower

functions 6 Lendi of tennis 53 Rhone tributary

41 Mauna —<- 7 uttered 55 Pepys opus

42 Run 8 Spanish month 56 KindoMutw
(e»par'menii 9 Hollywood name 6/ Floor in Pans

45 Hawkshaw s lone of fame 58 Roma receptacle

48 Williams 10 Blue pencil men 59 Literary oddments

Rose 11 Tio s relative 60 Tree genus of

50 Constantinople s 12 Someone on the ebony family

foreign quarter move 61 Basks

51 Sets on edge 13 Vessels Abbr 65 Island in the

54 Never 18 Intent m Glasgow Cyciades
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WEATHER
Sunny and milder Wednes-

day, hiifhs in the 60s to

near 70 in the interior.

Clear, not quite so cold

Wednewlay nijfht. lows 35

U» 40 in the interior. 40 to

45 along the coast. Sunny
and warmer Thursday,

highs in the 70s.

e

.

e

:

e

D.C. MENU
LUNCH:

Deli Beef Sandwich

Eggs Lamancha

DINNER:
ANNUAL PICNIC
BBQ Chicken Half

BASICS LUNCH:
Green Bean Strata

Swiss and Sprout

Sandwich

BASICS DINNER:
ANNUAL PICNIC
Vegetable Kabobs

Attention:

Graphics Personnel

I would like to take this opportunity to express my

deepest appreciation for your dedication and hard

work this semester. I know it's been trying at times,

but thanks for sticking it out. To those who won't be

coming back next fall: a final thanks and good luck.

Those who will return, let's keep it up. Also special

thanks to my associates IVIary Walsh and William

Hopkins for all your help and assistance. I hope you

all have a good summer.
Sincerely

James P. Shanahan
Produotion Manager

'tf^t^^fir-^rrri*'
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Comnienceinent 1983
10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 28
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Instruction for Participants
All Cuiulidiitcs

TluTi- uill Iv iu> C'jimnuiuiiiunl nlu.iis.il Un
tK.Hii'i- i.iiulul.ili's (.'.nuliil.ilis sliouUI .issiinhK-

l>y srhiM)! (.nlUj;i' .it Aliiiuiu Sl.ulmin no I.iUm

lluiu «^> .1 in y;iiulii.ilion inoiiiiiii; M.iy 2H IMKl
Sijiiis will Iv posliil iiiiliintiii^ scliiioK, aiui

C'liinnuiKiMU'Ml M.iisliiils will ismk- s|V(.ili(. in

sIriKtions iiiul iliNlrilniU- pro^i.iins l.'pun si^n.il

liiiuiiiliid's will IdIIkw iIu- C'Dinnu-niinunt Mar-
slials Ut llu- .ivsiniutl ari-aji aiul Iv siaU'tl.

C'aiuliiiaU^ will ri'ci'ivo iliploina liivcr.s Irnin

llu' iK'iiiis III tJK'ir scluMil «»r colU'^o

Who U HIitsibli' l«i rurliiipulc?

L'nJfii^iiuUtiiU' i/i'V'i"** nimluhtfs w'l«» antici|Kitt.'

mmplilin^ iii'>;r«.f r».(.|iiiroiiU'nl>. hy tin- rm/ of

llu' (..iliiul.ii year iyH.< QiUNlionN i(ii)«.i.'rnin);

iiuuk-inic slaliis nIioiiKI Iv (.iiri(.t».'il l»» (lu- Ret-

nnls Offiii- ^l.< Whilinori' .">4.">()55!S

Afu.sfi-r > lU'^ii-c m»ii//(/(j/»'\ who havt" prcviiuisly

siihiniltrii llu- IX-^riH Applaatmn F<irin by April

29 ivms (o the Office «•( GiailuaU' IXgrof Kc
t|uircnu'nt<. stating llu-Hitcntuni In Kiinpicli.' all

riiiiiinnunts yiiistiun.s (.(incoming eligibility

sliniiUi Iv liinctc'il til the- Office nf Graduate IX-

gree Rec|uirenu-nls RcMiin A2t1 GraiKiate Re
search Center .i4n-(M)2<i

Oitiloral «/(%'MV ^ll^h^u^al^'s whti have c<iinplcled

all degree reiiuirenienls by April 29 1983 Ques
tinns cuiicerinng eligibility shmild Iv directed to

the Office «)f Grudiiate iX-gree Recjuircmenls
RiMiin A251 Graduate Research Center
>4'i(Ml24

Fuiully
Kd«.ully and staff should ussenible ul the

SOL'TilVVKST end «if the stadium on the gravel

Ivlween llie Ku ilitit-s/lnfnrinalion Center aiul

the stadium wal' i acuity will Iv part of the pro

cessionat and will K- scaled unniediulcly in front

of the candidates from each scIkhiI and college

I'ureiils uiul invileii (iuesis

Siiiii' (III ComiiuiKiiiHiit KxiTLisis are open to

llu- publii .iiul guisl Ncating ;s witlioul lesirva-

lion, parents and friends sitoulil plan to arrive

early to insure ^<mhI seating Viiwiiig ari'as for

those eoiiliiied to wheelchairs will be locateil on
Ixith siiies of the stailiuin on the eastern uiul

western walkways.

Invilaliiins

There is no limit to the number of guests wh<i
may attend the cereiiuuiy ami tickets are not re-

quiretl. Kuch undergraduate/graduate student

will receive a packet of s/v formal invitations

Stuilenis are urgeil to encourage their guests In

arrive early ftir good seating

Cupii, Gowns, and Hoods

Underfiraduale Defiree Candidates

Caps gowns tassels ami invitations will be
available at no charge |on presentation ol an II)

and antxiuncemeni of the degree earned and the
de|>artment awarding it' at the Textbook Annex.
May 2-27 Monday through Friday. 9 a m to

4 p.in On Commencement Day, May 2H. caps
g«iwns and tassels may Iv obtained after 8 a in

at the SOUTHWEST ctirner of Alumni Stadium

Master s Decree Candidates

Caps gowns tassels and invitations will be
available at no charge |on presentation of an II)

ami amiouncement of the degree earned and the

department awarding it' at the TextKuik Annex,
May 2-27 Monday through Friday 9 am to

4 p m On Connnencement Day May 28 caps
jjowns and tassels may Iv obtained after 8 a in

at the SOUTHWEST corner of Alumni Stadium

l^Kt*>ral De^rei Candidates

tXvloral caps, gowns tassels, and invitatitins

will Iv available nnU ,il the Office of Graduate
IX-gree Recjuirements R<Kim A2.tI Graduate Re
search Center May 2-27 Monday through Fri

day 9 a m to 4 p m u|H)n presentation of an
ID On Commencement Day caps gowns tas-

sels, ami IunhIs may be obtained after H a.m at

Schedule of Events

Senior Day

Date

Thurs May 26

Time

To be announced

Stockbridge Commencement Fri May 27 1:30 p.m.

ROTC Commissioning Ceremony Sat , May 28 8 a.m.

Nursing Commencement Sat . May 28 2 p.m.

1983 Commencement Ceremony Sat May 28 10 am -12 noon

Place

FAC Concert Hall

FAC Concert Hall

Campus Center
Auditorium

Alumni Stadium

Note: Comffiencernenf 83 Date Saturday. May 28 1983

the NOKIHWKST end of the stadium (on the

gravel area)

Doctoral candiiiates who plan to |>articipate in

the CommencemrnI c<.-remony must have a

hood Flach I'h I) candidate s name will be an-

nounced over 'he stadium sound system and
lw«) officers of Ilie university will lirape the

IioikI on the candid;i!-.- s shoulders IXvloral

hoods can Iv pun hasc-d Dniy at the Office (jf

Graduate IX-gree Requirements, A251 Graduate

Research Center, at a cost of S26 (Five College

!)<>( IkhiI fl>«.,l „ //; />. iisiiiliihii- ,i: $42 9'5 /

Rentals for Fatuity
Academic apparel for this year's University

Commencement may be rented through the L'lii

versily Store All faculty members are urgeil In

place their rental orders as stKJii as [xissibli

THE LAST DA Y TO ORDEH IS WEDNESDA Y

MAY IS. Payment must b«- made al the time ••'

order and there will i— nt) refunds if apparel i->

not used Academic apparel may also be pur

chased For further information abcjut rentals oi

purchases, please contact Connie S/elewicki at

the Iniversily Store fi45 2hl9.

Aicommodations
Many area motels are already Ixioked for Fruia)

Ivftire Commencement A linnted numlvr of

riMims in University housing will Iv available for

relatives and other guests the nights of May 27
and 28 Pli-ase ctmtacl the University Summer
Conferenct Office 918 Campus Center

545 J4(X» by May H) Fees $15 single/$21 dou-

ble per night. There is a $5 cash key dejxjsit —
to Iv returned when the key is returned

I'tNid Services

Coffee vtft thinks aiul ilonuts will Iv available

under the east (section I hi ami west (section bi

stands at the north end ol llu- stadium

Campus CiMilcr

(graduation Dinner Top of the Campus Restau

rant Campus Ci-nU-r ,ri-M-r\,ilions needed' 12

mnin-b p m
Graduation But lei Room 10<»9 Campus Center

iresc-rvalions suggested* 12 iuhmi < p m
Coffcf Shop ojvn 7 am -.t p.m

Commencement Ceremony Schedule

9am Robing for Commencement
MASTER S and DOCTOR.M candidates should

assemble at the NORTHWEST end of the sla

Jium (gravel area).

Graduates from ARTS A SCIENCES and CON
TINLING EDUCATION should assemble at the

SOUTHWEST end of the stadium igravel areal

Graduates from ENGINEERING. EDUCATION
HEALTH and PHYSICAL EDUCATION should

assemble at the SOUTHEAST end of the stad:

urn (gravel area)

Graduates fr«)m FOOD & NATURAL RFJitlURCES
should assemble at the NORTHEAST vnti ..f the

stadium (grave! area)

Graduates from llu SCHOOL OF MANAGE
MENT (SOM; should jss«-nible ai th.- NORTH
end oi '.hi sl.uiium in (hi- t er.ler (gravel area!

APPROPRIATE SIGNS Will BE DISPLAYED
GRADUATES SHOULD I INE IP ACCORDi.N*

.

TO THEIR SC IKX)I, OR COLLEGE

9;3() Sea'ing of G'aduc:lea

10 Prtvession starts

12 niMin Ce'enu»ny end

Senior Day
Tlu Chiiiuellor s Ri'iiption toi Si-niois |S nuM
IXiyl will U- heUI TluirMl.iv .May 2h on .Mela

wainjH-e l..i\vii Ivhnul llu .SiiuK'ni Union Inlor-

malion on tickets will Iv annoviiued in the Ccl

.\U iiiIhis ol llu Ul.iss ol I'lS^ wlm .m- inter

I Mill 111 workini; with llu Sinoi |)a\ Coininiltv-e

should cimtiHi Loretla Messinv:ei in the Sludi iil

Aclivilus Otim 4 li' SliuK III Union .">4"< *tMU
Ol I iN.i rollii (Simliii' UiHinliiialoi' S»ii,iU Ol
lu( vl'iiMJi as stMin .IV itossiblc

(•ener.il Indiriitiilion

Diplonias will U- mailed to i;r,idu.ili s in llu tall

Mtslual lacililit-s will K liHaled in llu \aii

uiuU I s«ilion S III llu >l.tiuK

Publu l( leph«>iu-s will Ix- Unalnl on tlu w.si
- "Uifc- iH llv PiH'iUld-s/hitmHVriion U«-nlir

Ht-slrotiinN iur tiVMh**! .i{^k-| viul «4 ihr Ftkijir

lks/lrii.|flniiliti^^Vi^-rU^aH> !«;iutb eiul .4 ll^- .

• l-W iMkliiioiMl ihfi&ni|iii»>ku>«4uit.i ii>?t^U^l^^r^v>^

iis^l
-*
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The Gorilla season; it

shouldn't have been
BY BILL SHEA
and JIM FLOYD

I ullcKian SUff

Ail that can be said about the Gorilla

season past is that even the most optimistic

plans can somehow be thrown astray

without actual fault being establishable.

Which means that a team that lost a

bunch of skni tingiey close contests that

they just as easily could have won can be

related to a group (well, two to be exact) of

sportswriters who set out early in the

evening to track down said team for

comments.
Both may be close to doing what they

want to do but never actually succeeded in

fuUy accomplishing its mission.

The Gorillas had a tough year. They lost

their top scorer and were conducting a job

search for a replacement at the outsets of

the toughest schedule of any lacrosse team

in the country. True, two top scorers

surfaced during the course of the season,

but Greg Fisk is a freshman and Mike
Fiorini is a sophomore and UMass is not the

type of squad which can be dominated in

scoring by younger players.

As far as the comparison, when com-

paring the season past tu other seasons and
other teams, it is always good to talk with

some of the players who have been invloved

in the festivities in order to get a full pic-

ture of what went on.

With that exquisite notion in mind, the

Collegian sports tandum tried to get in

touch with a fairly large pack of Gorillas last

night while they were on the prowl but. just

as past plans failed, so did that of our in

tepid duo.

But, luckily Stuart Orns, a junior mid
flelder, has a Spanish exam today and had
to stay home to study (Good luck Stu) and
also luckily Stuart Orns knows how to

evaluate this years team so an interview

was found.

"You gotta feel for the seniors," said

Orns. "They have that stigma as the first

losing team coach Garber has had in 18

years and that's not deserved. They're
really better than that."

And that's true. Seniors Paul Fogarty
and Brad Broadwell were chosen as All-

Stars for the East West All-SUr Game.
Tom Curran. Dan Altschuler and Chris

Benedetto formed three corners of the

foundation of goalies (plus junior Gerry
Moreau) thai gave UMass almost too much
talent at one position than some teams
should be allowed.

And, names like Ernie Shapiro, Chris

Schmitz. Jim Goodhart, Doug Smith and
Guy Kidd will most certainly be missed
when it comes time to draw up the final

roster for next year's squad.

"We (the underclassmen) are luckier than

the seniors in that we can come back next

year," said Orns. as he thumbed through a

book on Spanish grammar, "and this team
WILL be back next year."

Ekiitor't Note: The Collegian sport

-

svmterM sincerely hope that all the Gorilla*

who mere unavailable for comment at

Delano's last night had a good time and that

Stu passes his exam.

Chris Schmitz moves against Hobart College in the 1983 season

opener.

A step above the rest:

senior women athletes
By all rights I shouldn't be even writing

a story for today's final edition of this

semester's CoUegtan. This is the senior's

day for sayinf^ good bye and wrapping up

their illustrious careers.

m Gerry

deSimas

Yea, there will be some fine women's

athletes who will walk out of Alumni

Stadium on May 28 and become alumni

and leave their teams.

The most prominent athlete that comes

to mind (at least to my mind) is Jackie

Gaw. the stellar two sport athlete from

Springfield.

Gaw was an .Ml American catcher for

the 28 10 Softball team this spring and a

All American fullback for Kalekeni

Banda s quarter finalist soccer squad.

She was an amazing athlete who was

the backbone of both teams. She won

three M.V.P.s in four years for the soccer

tearri.

.Softball and soccer teammate Debbie

Pickett was also a fine two sport athlete

for the Minutewomen. She played fullback

for the soccer team and second base in

Softball. Pickett was a starter for both

teams, and a vital clog for both squads.

In case you have forgotten from the fall,

All American Nina Holmstrom also

boosted the women's soccer team with her

high scoring play at halfback. Natlie

Prosser also played exceptionally well in

her last year as forward.

On the field hockey team Ho Tudym and
Michelle Boyer led the Minutewomen to

t he first round of the NCAA playoffs.

Patti Philbin was the "franchise" for the

volleyball team a.s she led a very young
squad in a rebuilding year.

The basketball team didn't have any
seniors on the squad.

Marlene Susienka was absolutely

awesome on the golf team as she won the

New England Championship and the

Easterns this spring. She took six of the

seven tourneys she entered. Susienka was
also an All American.

Janice Baker, who was a former

Olympic (1976) trialist and Karen Knapp
led the team to a third place finish in the

Atlantic 10 and a very fine season.

The defending national champions,

women's lacrosse team, has been

bolstered by the tough defensive play of

Kathy Houriahn and Tudryn. Boyer and
the (Tutstandtng goalie Hita Hubner are

also mainstays for Pam Hixons 12 1 1

team that travels to the Final F'our on

Friday.

Mary Ann Lombardi. who was a stellar

outfielder for the soflball team and played

some fall golf, and senior third baseman
Chris Coughlin will be big holes for Elaine

Sortinotofill next season.

Coughlin will be back on the field hockey

team next year in her last year of

cHgibility in hockey. Coughlin was an All-

New England pick for the softball team.

1982 83 saw some stellar performances

by the women athletes and this next year

looks to be just as good. But today is the
senior's day.

C'ongrats to all of the seniors.

Dr. J holds court after a recent 76er workout. The I)oc wished Jim

Flovd the best.

Sports Notices
Undergraduate students must turn in their gym clothes, towels, and'

locks signed out this semester to the equipment rooms (Boyden or

NOPK) from where they were assigned no later than 5 p.m.. Thur.sday.

May 26. Students will be billed for items not returned through the Bur-

sar's office.

^'i .=:;*":
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Amy S. I love you Bill W.

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD

Graduating Student* • Get a special

American Express Card application today

800-2232488

APARTMENT IN EAST
HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT

One bedroom available in a two bedroom
apartment in East Hartford. Excellent loca-

tion right near city. Very comfortable liv-

ing. Call 549 4827 and ask for Steve. If I'm

not home please leave a message. Call

soon I

APT. FOR RENT

Amharst Ctr. Bright apt in elegant house
fireplace 370 plus electric 549-12(56

ATT: DINGLEBERRIES

Diall! From your buddies on 7th Floor

Cashin

ATTENTION ALL SNAKES

Moor* House Staff Snakaa, (that's all of

you). Thanks for a great semester. Keep in

'TOUCH." Love and p>eace, Laurie, Steve,

and Dianne

ATTENTION MJO'B

Congratulation* to the best hopper in the

class from your little bunny - HHB

AUDIO

PIONEER CAR SPEAKERS TS-e95 Triax

6x9 speakers perfect condition instalation

available $45 54&569e

AUTO FOR SALE

ItTB Pinto std.

$660 549 3806
trans. 24 mpg good eng.

1973 Buick Electra • excellent condition

-new engine b parts PB b PS $700 or BO
call 549^4136 Rick»» ^» ^» ^^
VW Bug solid unibody, new battery, must
sell, first $286 253 272

1972 Muatar>g - 361 Cleve<ar>d nnany new
parts - engine needs work $300 or BO
546 1460

1970 Firebird black 6 cyl 3 spd body in ax-

caWent condition BO 584 2423

1981 Plymouth Horizon 18,000 miles 40

mpg excellent condition 5 year limited war-

ranty standard AM/FM cassette rust

proofed save $2600 on a new car $3900
545 2146 2S3 7616

Cutlass1972 Olds Cutlass reliable

546-9261 739 4847 keep trying

AC $660

1970 Ford Falcon needs work must sell

before May 28 $100 or BO call 253 2842 ask

for Donna #MH ^^ ^^ ^h* ^mm

BABARAI

Barbara give Bill an A on his presentation

today

BELLYGRAMSI!

D«livar*d by profaaaional ballydancar
for most unusual gift. Thereia. 253 7822

#BIKE FOR SALE#
Woman's Schwinn t*nap««d bicycla,

great for around town $95 pr BO call Donna
253 2842

BOBBIBEAR

What a goof! Silver bridge last week, NYC
this .whaddawedo for an encore?

(Boston?) - Luvya, Kiddot (you're nutsU

CHEAP SUMMER HOUSING

On campus $60 a month $175 for summer
includes single and utilities Call 5 3197 ask

for Nick Lumpy or Mike C. Located at Kap
pa Sigma clean and cool

CHRIS FERRETTI
SAYS GOODBYE

8«n<M>oii ler^

Happy Vaiir

host of rea

last I To Ale

see you if

The Colle

but real

Editorials

putting ui

especially
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Maryt)eth

Radical S
Meyer ar

Its been
unfortun^

degree in

Oris S., T.

ton, Rita,

Eddie, Big

your --- In

ning can be great goodbye
"eal world beckons with a

ems A real paycheck at

^ I am graduating anyway
e of years

(<i been real not real life

nee much thanks to

Women's, and Arts for

'V arrogance best to all

ath Nangle, Scott Sen
1 The Mouth Hudson,
ewer Hebert, Brooke
Josh I Am The Editor

Lisa in Arts

ation Hera at UMass
I not be receiving a

to Anne M., John 0.,
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and only J. Floyd, fast

)we and blow it out of

has been real indeed

700 CLUB

Thanks for the best possible semester.

Keep listening to WCYC. Stay away from

the pitty pot. If we don't meet again at

1 Soda and Pet Food City, we will definitely

,see each other at CLAM BAKE

COLLEGIAN FOLK

'Nangle, Bowo. Birk, DiPalazzo, Gontar.

kRoyd and all the others who will soon
[assavit the real world: which one of us will

^win a Pulitzer first? Let's get cracking. . .we

^can't let Bazinet beat usi EL

|jim R., Maureen M.. Cathy C. Stu S..

^and Faye: We couldn't do it without you. .

).Thanks for all your help and guidance. I'll

l^never forget - Ed

^We've had some good times and some
[bad ones, but overaH I'd say we should all

proud of lasting through it all. It's hard

^to say goodbye after four long years.

HANKS to all. . Good luck to

everyone . -Ed

iMyerson. Beauchamin, Mayor. RnkI*.
LDeSimes, The Ahts Folks, Tracey.

'Ogler, Shanahan and May: Good luck,

/ou'll need it! (soon you'll understand!)

-Ed

COMPUTERS

^Computer software for all major personal

^computer lines. Games, business, educa
rtion, and much more! Call A.J. Albuquer-

^que. Local Scoth Marketing Dealer today,

kat 1-592 7216 between 6 PM b 8 PM

CRAIG ROBBIN8
SAYS GOODBYE

)
These past four years at UMass have
been made special by good friends, sharing

I many good times Although the future may
• separate us I hope we stay in touch: Good-
^hye Brian, Glen, Melinda, Bobby- Ann,

'an, Julian, Tyler, Gary, Dave, Jeff,

iMichella, Pat. Meredith, and Michael.

ORIS

Too bed you are leeving even before we

I

got a chance to go camping In Sept. we've
got to go. Always rerr>ember thru the sum-
*mef at 2:X pm - to remirnj me to get tt>e

I mail. Have a great summer. Let me hear

from you sometime during May Sept See
ya. Cathy PS At least this time I didn't

I

forget you like Christmas

* CRUISER *

Appearing at Hangar On*
Sat May 21

Free Drafts 8^9: 2 for 1 Drinks 9-10

DEBBIE McHUOH'8 BIRTHDAY

Miaa "Buster Brown". "Campbell
touper" ar>d "Wild Island Woman." Happy
lirthday. you woman of the '80's. I've got
lichard Gere back at the room, wrapped
p, enjoy. Love, your favorite painter

DOUG €» ANDY

iHey Dudes, You're veritable sex
machines Thursday nights will never be

' the same. Love, Smith College Class of '83.

DOUG CALLS ATTENTION

Frank. Claudia, Mk:haei, Arnlrea, Kimbies,
'Rise, Adrienne. Debbie, Nancy. Peter, Mar
jcy, Katrin, Karen, Muffy, Jeff, Craig, Tyler,

Lise, Karen. Nikki, Anita. Bill. Chuck, Mar-
'cia, Roger, Kathy, Matt, Alison, Kim.
(Mary, Nancy, Joyce. Tom, Denise, Lisa,

Sue, Credit Union old and new, Dana.
Hatch, Kathy, Abby, Bertina, and longstan

I ding Leah (in no order) you are the best

and I love you all.

• FLOOR WASHINGTON

J

Thanks for a greet yeer - it was a definite

experience' Good luck next year (Don't

I miss me too much!) and keep in touch!!!

iLove, Erika

FOR FREE

Gentle, full grown femele dog is

[homeless - call 549-6339

FOR RENT

I Fall Rental large Sunderland house 6

I
bedrooms 3 full baths complete kitchen

.washer-dryer large living room enclosed
'porch on bus route $157/mo * util call

1 666 4803 _^
I
I bedroom in 2 bedroom ept furnished 5
minute walk to campus 1 or 2 persons.

' 180/mo 649-0667 _^
tolonial Village on» or two bedroom
bailable for summer sublet/fall option,

regotiable call Tom & Mike 546 5933 or

»au| 546 5932

S. Yarmouth Cottage sleeps 4 Excellent

bcation near Seagull Beach. Memorial Day
to Labor Day. Call eves 617-877-6337

3 bedrooms fall option $130
Amherst on bus route 256-6712

inclusive

Amherst Ctr. Apt - large room available in

ideally located apt 4 min walk to campus
lots of sunshine fall option 256-0415 star-

ting June 1

Summer Rooms Available singles

$125 per session call Nick 549-6614
for

Riverglade one bedroom apt for June 1

call Lora 253-9481

Puffton 1 br in 2 br apt avail June 1

549-6753

Summer sub fall opt Squire Village

towiiliouse 2 bedrooms AC pool on bus rt

cheap I call 666-4248

Large bedroom in 6 bedroom apt available

for summer and fall quiet neighborhood
close to campus rent negotiable call Arnie

2539747

Amherat Center, 3 bdrm apt. $300 month
June-Aug with fall option. 256-8447

FREE COUCH DISHES MORE SUNNY 2
BDR SOUTHWOOD APT JUNE 1ST
W/FALL OPTION 253 7529 QUICKI

Presidential Apts 1 bedrm for 2 people
105/month for each person -f utilities

549 5613

4 bedroom house Amherst two
fireplaces, big yard, porch on two bus
routes summer/fall option $705+ /mo
256^88^

Seeking mature, quiet non-smoker for

Puffton Village Apt. $139/ month call

549-0073 around dinnertime

Large room for rent in 3 bedroom HOUSE
$240 month for 2, NEGOTIABLE close to

UMASS and Puffers Pond 2 bus routes

549 05ffl

1-4 bedrooms summer sublet fall option

$100 $40 Dave 253 7142

Cliffside Apts summer sublet /fall opt 2

bedroom, pool, tennis b bus call 665-3031

FOR SALE

Atari 800 Comp. $398 or BO Diask drive

$349 Franklin Ace & Drive $799 546 8638

Women's ten-speed bike, great for

around town. Best offer. Call 549-6176

Furniture: 7V^ ft couch, 2 velour chairs,

large desk, lamp w/shade. Best offer call

549 6525

Pioneer Car Casaette Deck with AM/FM
stereo $75.00 Atari Video Ganne with 2
game modules $66.00 546-6954

Electric Smith Corone Typewriter 1170
or best offer 54& 2069 549-6643 John

David Bowie Tickets (2) Hartford 7/15/83
BO call 546-4709

Double bed mutt sell by 25. Price

negotiable. Call after 10. 549-6123

Ber. single bed, desk.
Negotiable, call 549 1688

dresser.

FOOD PROCESSOR - Brand new, never

opened Consumer Reports nr>agazir>e said,

"At $57 It's an excellent value." It's yours
for $40 firm. Call Glen 1 774 5750 before 8
am or after 10 pm
Apple 2+ Computer call Gary 546^6719

for details. In excellent condition!

For sal* cheap sofa/pullout bed - mint
condition, desk cushion chair, table, bed
frames 253 9408 or 549 3508

Ten-apeed bika $86 Eileen 253-3941

3-speed women's bike - Avocet touring

seat, strong lamps, great summer cruiser

best offer 546 3286

FREE RENT

Move in by June 1 and get Augusts rent

free. $114/month plus utilities. For summer
only Bruce 665 7917

FRONT COUNTER GIRLS

Thanx* for all the help thi* **me*ter
Thanks for putting up with me and all my
orders' Hope to see you in September,

ready and willing to file, take ads, answer-

ing phones etc. Cathy

$87-FURNISHED BDR
IN PUFFTON

1 bedroom in 2 bdr apt Puffton $87 + uti

summer only /preferably male - Jane 6-6174

GRADUATING IN DECEMBER?

Ouiet older undergred, looking for apart

mentmate for own room in 2 bedroorr

apartment. 6 month lease, $230 month,
heat b hot water included. 253-2463

HELP WANTED

SUMMER JOBS: ECOLOGY, safe energy

and consumer rights. MASSPIRG the

states largest public interest organization

has summer and permanent staff positions

available for public education and fundrais

ing, will train. For interviews call Amanda
256 6434

Part-time summer position available for

undergrad in typesetting, graphic arts,

layout, advertising, and public relations.

Experience preferred. Contact: Don.ia

Estabrooks, SGA Communications,
546-0341 ext. 28, 423 Student Union

HEYI 3-SOUTH GRAYSON

Who Wha. . Who wehnts to call a

foieign country? To the only floor that real-

ly matters! Good luck with your futures! -

Obie -

JA TOWER STAFF

JAL Steff: Rick, Aide, Al, Steven, David,

George, Frank, Sue, David, Rick Thanks
for all your help in the past year. We've al

had good times, let's never forget them.

We've always said you're the best and
you've proved it. Good Luck next year

wherever you are. Love, Cathy b Zack

JLF REMEMBERS

Ye*, JLF remember* you all. It's been a

long strange journey and now it's conne to

an end. Exchanges, parties, brawls, where
are my teeth? Hell Night, TJ Hooker, MTV,
gotta go. yo ee yo yo-o. So tor^g. EYI

JOEL'S FRIENDS

To all the old 5 East Dickinson people,

all the Collegian people, and anyone else I

know, bye bye. Good luck and keep in

touch. Looking forward to one nrwre big

hangover after Senior day. Joel

JOLIAT

Higgly Piggly Hokey Pokey Wanna go
play in the woods or what! - Romeo

JONATHAN COHEN

You are the beet little bro a guy could

have Gulliver memories, Jewish Studies,

California, frat brother, Hume, convertible.

Cola lines tf>e time hes come at last, to

leave the memorable past. Invest wisely, I

love ya Gary Bruce

JUUA COURTNEY

Thank* for a very sweet mes*ag* at the

end of a quite bitter day. I look forward to

some G & T's in Newton this summer! Your
ex -editor

KERMIT THE PINTO

Kermit eay* *o long to all ttH>*e who
know and a few who don't. Through all the

jokes, all the hassles, it's really been quite

an experience! Good luck to everyorw inall

your happy travels For old times sake, let's

have one last Pinto "blasti" Have fun and -

seriously - it's been reel.

KITTY LITTER

Well kids, thi* i* it. Thanks for another

memorable semester Remember yo Mam-
ma, bagels, the eavesdropper, radio on
Thursday, whinir>g (I don't waaaeaannnn-
naaa do it. . .), etc. Have a good sumnrier

and a good life. See some of you in the fall.

Love, Mom
KRISTA J.

To e fentestic 3 yeers of friendship and
more. . .I'll miss you next semester! Here's

a toast (with peppermint schnapps) to Phil

Collins, mushminds, dancing like crazy, RL,

ITAT, lost loves, and )ust plain spazzing

out. Thanks for all the caring, support and
long talks when they were needed most . To
an eternal friendship that will never end. I'll

miss you next semester. Lori

it-k-kitiHr LAURI NEELY -kit'kitifk

Bob, It's been an excellent year. We've had
fun - let's do it some more. Get psyched for

San Francisco! I love you, love Stuart

LOOK NO FURTHER

Two bedrm Townehouse furnished

cable - AC very cheap rent call 549-1724

LOST

Romance! Gold "S" link bracelet lost.

Please return. Reward 253 7373 evenings

Technicel Reporting - Alright, I've waited
long enough' If you have found the above
book (tan cover) please call Dave (name in

book) or Warren at 546-6199 REWARD OF-
FERED!

,
Gold womens watch - w/a gold safety
chain at 107 Puffton 5/14 call Janice
549 0921. Please great s^ntirnental value

Lost - white folder containing very impor
tant FS b N 101 notes. Lost in MOR N 329.
If found please call 6-8166

To the febulous Dino. Donna, from drinks

at the TOG to long talks about life, I've

enjoyed your company, let's keep in touch.
Love, your friend, Bill. It's great to be us!

•• ^ K
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LUCIE B.

Ti>ankyou for being the sunshine in my
life . Love Michael

MATEO, Mi AMOR
Matt -

1 care about you so much, stay with
me - Jane

MOTORCYCLE

80 Kawasaki 560 Ltd exc cond. low mi red
inclds all $1550 BO 546-5278

NEW YORK CITY
SUMMER SUBLET

Studio apt Upper East side $275 plus
utilities call 545-2096 days 549-6346 even
ings

NORA JEANNE

For O.L., late night walks, open bar par-

ties, shared coffee, the Foge, Cacique,
Stones in NYC, and many more memories,
I thank-you. You're one friend I'll never
forget. Je t'ainw. DIRK - M.P.

OP/ED IDIOTS

4-

4-

HEY
^ Deb Deana Kimba Bev Max Frenchy
jT Neabbe Kirk Steve 5th floor/ Brown
j^ what a generic year adios

^ Love,

1^ Guin

Charlie Brown Thanks for always being

To the CASIAC Gang have a great sum-
mer get psyched for next semester. Con-
gratulations Hilary and Jeff I'm looking for-

ward to next year. Good luck to everyone
who's graduating Lisa

Annmarie and Linda in the last three
years we've been through laughs, tears,

long talks, and silly drunken moments
together. You are my family, confidents
and support. Don't let the conflicts divide

us, we're setting off in our own directions

but we still need each other, if you two
need a friend I will always be there. I hope
you will be to love Lisa

Maryellen, after three years we're no
longer neighbors, what am I going to do.

You're a good friend, your knack for not
advicing has helped me make a lot of im-

portant decisions thanks Lisa

To M.B. (£r writer's writer). Josh "Smoke
Out", Scott Barnacle, Chris "the Times",
Brooke "the commie' , Randy "the rad".

Rich "666", Lise "buns" Zeiger and
Elizabeth "the prodigy " - Thank-youl JFH

PEOPLE - BYE BYEII

Like ell of us, I leave memories of a thou-

sand hangovers, all nighters and roaches

up the Hill and the Towers. But my best

nr^emories will be of strategically placing

large thorns in the paws of the helpless

royality within public higher education. It

just proves the point: the bigger the school-

or the system, the smaller the minds behind

the desk. Martey lives.

PERSONALS
~

Don C. Go to Chico ar>d be the last white

liberal and say hi to the hedonists. Bang it

up!

SELL YOUR BOOKS FOR MORE I

BOOK EXCHANGE NEXT FALL GSS I

Two intelligent, attractive men seek two
women of same stature to accompany
them to Florida for post semester sun and

fun. Have transportation beach apartment.

Ser>d name and phone number: PO Box

334, N. Amherst, MA 01059

Lesbian Cr Gay Men's Counselling Col-
lective summer hours start 1 Jur>e: Tues
day Thursday 5-7 pm. Visit 433SU or call

545-2645 for FREE information counselling,

referral.

K9n - Todav and tomorrow - the future is

ours

4-
there. I'll try my hardest not to let Lucy take

j^ the football away Love ya always Pepper

-

j^ mint Patty

- Today and tomorrow
Cheers. Mibbs

The so<fal experiment of the decade
succeedsl Congratulations to the Amherst
Journalism Review for making it in one
piece! Darwinism lives!

Rick. Good luck

Love, Jeannie
and "behave yourself'

Gwen Thanx for

Love, Jeannie
a great year, roomie!

Andreal Friendship grows,

"bunkie"

Your future

Momski. Across the hall to across the

campus - visits and phonecalls Jeannie

Merien, "Has
Love, Jeannie

UMASS changed us?'

Jill - I'm glad we couldn't find Sociology

Knock em deed at Saks I'll miss you Love,

Andrea

Julie, Congratulations! Thanks for all tf>e

fun memories of UMass. Looking fon«/ard

to a good summer! Love, Maryt>eth

Brita, Thank you for nnaking UMass so

special to me. Congratulations! Love,

Maryt)eth

Drevv - do you HAVE to leave? Don't forget

anti-PJ slumber parties, lots of food, hair-

washing in the hall. Drew Jr., the one

armed bandit, backrubs, raquetball, hugs

and more hugs!! I'm going to miss you at

breakfast - nudge, nudge! ite quiero,

Querido! Lots of love! You're the best.

Always yours, Elaine

Derryt, you crazy Christian! Good luck and

enjoy life. Always your friend, Elaine

Terese Firchner - this one's for youl Have

a great life! I'll miss you. Always your

friend, Elaine the Insane!

Sister Eileen, Congratulations on Gradua-

tion! I'll mis you not being here at UMass
but I'll see you at home! Good luck! Love &
Sweet Dreams Forever, Laurie

Statik & The Klingz - Thanks for the best

semester(s) ever! You guys are great! Mar

cia - Get a job. Ellem - get a clue. Rita - Geta

hint (Lionel Ritchie?) I love you guys! - A
Fan

Lynne W. before graduation how about a

bike ride 586-0031 John

Anne and Shel here's to great year, late

talks, P's, muchies. Things won't be same

without youl Love you both! Chris

Jeyne Thanks for P.G. runs, great year,

being there. Roommates forever! Love you!

Chris

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

Dermot, Vic. Chris, Laura b Mike, Cindy,
Mr. Wiilser, Big Dave, Al, Irv, Hutch b Fuz
zy Kurt, Rich, Ed, Kevin, all the Collegian

staff, all the whiners who wrote to the

Editor, p>eople from 3rd b 8th Cashin 79-80,

Cance 4th 81 Marshall Hall: Bernie, Mrs. K,

Dr Litsky Molly b Milliw; EnvHealth,
Mark, Mark, John, all the Profs. Harry and
Barbara. Looks like I'll be leaving soon

4" goodbye from . . . The UMass Zone!
j^ —. .

j^ Cindy M. Je t'adore mon petite chou -

^ chou. Mark

^ Jennine, you're the best roommate. Love
jK^ti

]f Ann Lisa Heidi The last Collegian of our

^ lives. I hope everybody has the luck they

^ need. Keep eating pizza and Barts love

4> Judy

^ Heidi You deserve a lifetime of smiles in a

jT world of love. You're everything that a best

j^ friend could be and more. Don't go to

^ Texas! Love, Always Judy

4- Bill O'Neill - see I dkln't forget lets hope
* the good times never end UMass wont be
jf the same best wishes AML Carol

^ n itn see you in Caz & LI - or elsel Here's

* to every oxhw wknd e 143 e Jenn
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Cendy It's been a great year with you here,

but now UMass is pow (yaaa) Much luck

and fun back on the rock. Love James and
Leslie

.

Claire Fegen Here's your personal! Get

psyched for summer in Boston' Thanks for

being such a great friend loveSue

Rute -This whole page of classified would

not be enough space to tell you what I think

of you so I'll sum it up with "I love you " &
I can't wait to play on les rues de Pans

Love, S

Gertrude-Just wanted to say hi "one

more time' " love ya- Mildred

Maureen €r Jim-erwugh could NEVER be

said about working for tl)oth of you I can

only hope that my next job has employers

half as fine as the two of you!! Cathy you

thought I forgot you? No wayll It's a sr^eek

attack! Love. Sandy

Ad rep grads-l am so glad that I am
among this group cuz it could never be tfie

same without you guys! Craig, jeff, and

Danny (lose anything lately), thanks for

ALL the help. 1984 crew Good luck b set

your goals (sound familiar?) Love #8

Q.C. Bound Umoss will miss you but not

as much as usill. . We love you, Les. Lisa

& Mel

Hey Butterfield, Oh what a party, it's a

state school, trim, clueless wonder , Mr. D,

mitri your annoying me, walkin in laid, brain

damage lives, giant boyscout. Las, B's,

loops, laterized. Jack the P had one big

scoop. Kevy the lose, the lifer, poly, NC
State, save sauve, who has the biggest gut,

who goes to PGA, the Zone, Pool finalist.

Nationwide, middle if the road, bad ass,

spring tennis, catch yo dude

Jill, Congratulations! We finally mada it

(you accomplished your goel and me grad

school??) As roommates we've shared

many good times. Friends forever! Love,

Lisa

Deer Greduating Sisters of SIgms
Sigme Sigma: So no matter what tinr>e br

ings, always know that we love you. We're

so glad you're our sisters. . .we're so

thankful you're our friends. Good luck and

we love yall Your new sisters

Het Ron, Marvin, Kathy, Andree, Ted,

Alec, Olge, end the Lezboes: Thanks for

a real interesting semester. Signed, the Big

J.J. Here's to a summer filled with sun-

shine and you! (a few zips?) love, J.J.

Robin Lori - You're more than I could ever

ask for. Thanks for making this the best

ever year of my life. Here's to a great sum-

mer -
I can't wait until next year. My love

J always, Margie Joan
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Rita: What is it? ROCK: Here's to veal

parmesana and joie de vivrel Mom and
Dad: TOC, my treat. (B team's the balls.)

Bubbles and S.H. Saccharine Brothers:

psyched for next year? Spunk: Love those
partridges (family, I mean)! and all those
backroom (1101) warriors: please, no more.
. .okay, just one more . . .but that's it. This

beaver's gotta drive home
Claudie - Happy Birthday! Better early

than never! We love you a lot! Let's not

lose touch! Love always - Margie b Robin

School has been tough but I'm finally on
a role, tha twill continue. To Rich and
Vruce yuck yuck. To Eric -

1 invested it. To
Schmeg - keep in touch Umass is the balls,

remember that. BTT

Dave the Beaver, good way to end the

semester. Happy Birthday, love Rad and
Sandy

Beaudreeult - Thanks for 4 years have fun

with the jarheads. I'll miss you! Weg
Chi Omega - It's been a great 4 years Love
you all, Weg
Jodi and Meredith - living with you both
has made this one helluva year. If next year

is as fun as this one was well maybe a bit

more, we'll have it madel Love you lots, El

baby __^
Frenk done at last way to go kiddo love El i

Chris Happy July 17, cope away! Love

always. Rochelle

Doug end Lisa, I'll miss you.Have a great

summer. Pam

Only the best to Keith, Scott. Rechel.

Judy. Sheron. Nancy amd the rest of

the first floor of Wheeler, Mitch end
Eduardo. I'll miss all of you . Pam
Frito - Get ready to put the pedal to the

metal cuz we're gonna burn rubber big time
- like ya read about in the LA Tinr^es. Your

roomie to be CC

Chris, Happy 21stll Have a good one!

Love . Cindy

To the women of the 17th floor JQA
thanx for a great year Keep in touch, love

Laura

G.P. Looking forward to Nantucket,
drive-ins and lots of love this sumnr>er S K

RaRaRa-Obie. love the midnight rambler

Fathead, Thanks for ruining our weekend.
Your Ca(>e Cod buddies

Mulpup. Spelly. Thanks for tt>e good
times. Mother Hen

Seventh Heeven Dickinson Here's hop
ing the pot at the end of the rainbow is Col

umbiani We'll miss you guys Love S & A

Hey Steinyl You're so weird' Say bye to

the 17th floor and look at how green it's

getting, from volleyt>all to Kappa it's been a

great four years. Thanks for always being

there! Katnn

To first floor. Bssement Wheeler - thank

you for nr>aking my last year at UMass
special Best of Wishes, wherever life takes

you. I'll miss you. Love. Lisa

To Baek-Feek here's to the Pub nights,

gin tonics. Roosters, and water fights

Happy Birthday! You; re no longer the

baby, but you'll r>ever catch up. Love, your

3 favorite chickens

Mery Lou,
We've hed one year of hi school and
one yeer et UMess together. I'm so
gled thet we did. Thanks for

everything, you're e very speciel friend,

^qod Luck Love, Majtha

Miss Aruba ake Joenn? Worcester DC
Greenroom tanks for those lovely looking

curves this semester

LMB This semester has been terrific

because of you but I hope May 26 doesn't

mean its over. Congratulations Sweetie I

love you LL

Get ready Wheelocj here come T-TS we
love ya Bogie and AL-FU!

Well Peule, I'll never know why but I'll

always love you. Thanks for the time you
made me the happiest guy in the worid. I'll

miss you everyday for the rest of my life.

Bye. Love, Jim

Aud: My wild little "buddy" ready for a

dynamite summer at the Cape? Schools out
- thanks for everything! Love, Deb PS
Europ>e, next summer?

151-1: Spring '83 has been a blast-nechos,

Steve's, dining excursions, campgraounds,
laughter. . get psyched for cake! Friend-

ship forever! That's true. . .I'm absolutely

tight! Love, Deb

Peul Liceri, Congratulations - we made it. I

love you. Mary

CHERYL you have made this semester the

best time of my life here's to this summer I

love you, Steven

Bresserd have a great summer good luck

on finals you best keep'in touch lest I shall

be very angry love ya Arnold

Seen - Just wanted to let you know that I

love you. Thanks for putting up with me
-you; re a super fantastic friend. See you in

England - get psyched. Love, Jill

Kim Corole Cr Joann good luck on finals

4- have a great summer love Lisa

* Ed, Dave b Steve thanks for adding to my
Z_ semester good luck on finals LBB (from the

j^ convent)

4- Claire you've made my year at UMass a

* special one. Let's start the book son! Love,

* Annie

Bobnoxious • OK, so we never got to skip

b go naked! Yer alright fer a commie pinko

fag with an earing. Gonna miss ya lots next

year. Visit me in da big city this summer!
LOveand other indoor sports, Lisa PS 3

cheers for luscious sccuffy Brits!

To ell the fantastic people who wrote for

the women's department THANK YOU!!!

Michelle, Tura, Mary, Robin. Peggy,

Sharon. Abby. Roberta. Jane, Lisa.

Miriam. Rita. Onaida. Cathy. Tricia, Ann,

Tracy. Anne, Bobbi. Laurie. Spunky. Dan.

Andy. Bubbles, Lisa, Laura: You'reall

great. Have a great summer love Cris PS
you too Chris and Cathy C

Kim Kennedy (promotionel tectic) It's

time for you to get your boots on and get

out of here. The Hatch will be empty
without you and who are we gonna dance

on the tables with? We're gonna miss you

lobe Libby, Betsi. and Annette PS Don't

forget your plate
^

There's much more to love than mak-
ing love. . .but I'll remember you and mak-
ing love
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Lawrence A. • It's been a blast having you
here the past three years. I'm really gonna
miss you. but don't let distance change the

close friendship we've grown to share.

Congratulations, best of luck and follow

your freams as always, Adrienne T _
• ESLIE KEATS. . How can I put this? We
hated each other in fifth grade. Now look at

us all grown up and going our separate

ways. Have a terrific time in Algeria??? (I'll

be there in December) you've made two
years at UMass the best! I'll miss you.

Love, Cindy

Geil. you are a very special friend, and
you've made my college years or>es to

remember Thanx for listening, putting up
with mu moods, writing my papers, lieing

for nr>e, and nr»aking me try new things.

You've been a true roommate and it's been

quite an experiencelll Love yah DSA H.M.

Joe?

T^the 1804 Club I couldn't let the lest

Collegien pess without remembering
you ell "the woman with the red scarf

on her heed walked steadily through

the lilecs munering the 1804 Club is

rether bizerre." Now its in printi

JOHN HUNTER b BILL SHAHEEN 2

favored members congretst Love JOB

Jim Ristuben b Meureen M - your Mip-

port these past two years has kept nr>e in-

spired. Never fear I will be t>ack to flaunt

my fanrtous career in advertising when I

get one' Joleen

John Hudson b ChrisFerretti. MaryKay.
Elizabeth. John. Bob b anyor>e else:

Anr>erican Romanticism is DEAD Hurray I

JH - don't forget to return my albuml

Tilan ks for the AM/MID/PM/eve
routes; The 5:45 am wake up calls, the

cone squashing, the wild redio chatter; the

stellar paychecks the dnver solidarity arKl

the great friends atUMass Transit

Draws—
To anyone who may have been offortd-

ed insulted or upset by me during my
drunken revelry at Fridays PGA Dance too

bad (and that goes double for you Jack Del-

nrK>ndl) from Kevin George

Index Staff - Thanks for all the help you've

given rr>e, The book will look supreb in the

er>d. I hope to see you all (Sheila, Jeff,

Michelle, Christine, Patti you guys are ex-

cused) next year. Have a great summer -

Mike

Jenny Jenny McElhenny have a

summer (even though you'll be in Philly).

Arent" you gled you looked. Love James

Peul: You ere a very speciel arnf important

person in my life - 1 alreedy miss youl I hope
you have a terrific summer and fall For the

first time. I'm really gald you;re a Chem El I

love you, Mo
Selvetore - Congratulations Baby! I'm so

proud of youl Look back at UMass and

smile, sfterall you had something to smile

about. I will love you for an eternity arnl

then some. Forever yours. Michelle

Heppy Birthdey Deve - What's up Jack?

Cats, Beave, Slan, Room trash, Red
Mustang Flakeys. Hoagie. Dud, Eat half a

sheep. Joust, Chilis, Yesm No, Keith Klane

here truk, Gumby, Rad. ! don't care about

my shoes. Red UMass Mug, take a walk

sistah I'm not an expert, get a REAL major,

Clint, Cleric, Kent, Baldor. Valtar, I'll

definitely be down this summer!

GOOPIESI - Leslie and (Gael) JoAnne;
Thanks for getting me through one hell of a

semester! May the luck of the camels be

with you always! (Here we coryc, Rolling

Green) And to everyone graduating from

the Collegian yo URI/UPC/SGA to Gorman
- keep in touch. . .I'll miss ya. Thanks for
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the beers and music, the snowstorms and
laughter. To those returning keep it up I

Love, Hannah

ARC, POOCH, and NICK - Thanks for a
totally crazed and decadent semester. You
guys are the best. It's nice to have a real

home. Lets rip it up on senior day! - The
reformed bonger

To the foxea in 84 Townahousa - Thanx
for putting up with me. A nicer bunch of

meighbors a man could not ask for. I will

always remember your eroticism and
lunacy. With love - a tall man with
prerr>aturely graying hair,

Chuto: Cuando un amigo se nos va un
gran vacio queda, pero cuando ese resulta

ser tu mejor amigo parte de nuestra vida se
itave. Hasta Luego, Jesus

Michala: Porque en esta vida muchas per-

sonas senos cruzan, pero pocas dejan las

huellas que dejaron tu amistad. Hasta
Luego. te quiere, Jesus

Michael Glass
Here is to children, Minnie Mouse, and
the Amherst Police. You will always be
my wandering stranger. . ."ya you are"
I will be waiting for a postcard. Thanks
for the smiles.

Love ya Ann Marie

I'd like to thank all the Collegiannaires I

worled with during my 3 years at the paper,

especially the editors who taught me the

trade in 1960 and 1961; the reporters and
editors I worked with during the legendary
spring, 1982 semester; Steve Semple and
Steve Freker, two exemplary
newspap>ermen; the associate editirs and
reporters I worked with this semester; and,

of course, the oldest and wisest. Ed Levine.

John D

Davay - double congrats are in order One
for yourrecebt Stellar performance, another
for your upcoming big fday Consider
yourself congrat's MLM-etc HB
Okie what good times unbelieveable'

Who cares if everyone hates us we re fun!

Another great semester 1122) I love you
Aileen KRE
To Sue S. You've been a grape friend and
a hot ship, Thanx alot! Have a great sum
mer and look me up if you're ever in Boston

Thanks for the memries and the heart-
burn everyone; especially all the hard core
Coilagianies (you know who you are) have
a great summer and best of luck always
Love, Oris

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DIANE Get psych
ed for tonight! Don t wvorry. you're not get
ting too old! LOVE FROM ALL OF US IN

142

Cuts - Three credits short, what a bummer
see ya m summerschool your p>artner in

cnme feats

My drunken bartandar craw DKSN
7W; You've made my year so memorable
special Have an OBNOXIOUS summer' I

love you guys! Love, SHORTY PS let the
good times roll

dear Dodo Head Happy 19th on the 19th
now you can say your name was in the Col
legian* Happy Birthday Chick love always
Nat

Ko and Smitty. Thar>ks for beir>g such
good friends! Get psyched for our new
smaller room r>ext semester I love you
guys! Rutter (ha. ha)

Lisa Bachman thanks for everything I

couldn't have survived without ya! I luv yal
Julie PS Happy Birthday June 16

It's Over I Thanks to all my friendswho
made it special, unforgettable and all wor
thwhile. I'll miss you all Tracey

To all my newsroom friends and ac-
quainances goodluck! When I have my
own newspaper I will hire all of you too'
Sjay in touch if you want a job Joleen

CoUegian Business Office - What can I

say but I hope I meet you all again in the
"real" world When I have my own
newspaper I'll hire you alll Jolaen

Mike, Barry and Wayne Thanks for see
ing me home Sat night good luck on
your finals and have a good summer
"Mike's Boas"

Thanks Collegienitea for a fun, exciting
and often hilanous year. I'll miss the office,

the great people May the percentages stay
highl Amen,

MB - Well it'a over now what? Are we
gonne sell silver spttoons to lows
farmerstoo? Happy trails to youand
your puppy, the Amazing One. . .good
uck Ed

Levine end PiPellezo - Wjat can be said?
The sooner you leave town , the better
Saz, PS John sober up before you hit Cape
:odl

Jaundice, we'll miss yout Have fun this

summer. Come see us before you head for

reland Love, your UM family

)ip. Bird, Butchy Ormi. Jake, and Shev
You e the best "family" we ever could
jve sked for. We'll miss you! Love
way Kate and Jip

Laura Scott Thanks for making coffee

shop worthwhile this semester. I hope to

see you next fall but until then I'll miss your

smile! Tony, the Donut Man

PRINCESS

Happy Anniveraaty. Let's have 1000
more; I love you so much, cumbus, cum-
bus, cumbus, love always, guess who from
Pierpont

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Disaartationa. theses, cases, papers
guaranteed acceptance low rates 5-(^92,
584-7924 Nancy.

PUFFTON APT TO LEASE

2 or 3 bedrooma available in Puffton
Village apartment for summer and fall.

Pool, air conditioning, utilities included.

Great apartment! Call very soon - Steve or

Johanna 549-4827

PUFFTON SUMMER SUBLET

Beautiful 3 bdrm apt on bus route, AC,
cable, per room furnished $100 Hune-Aug
call Amy 549-8758 keep trying 1

1

QUEEN WUURM
Hey Queen Wuurm congratulations on
your graduation we'll miss you! Love, King
and Princess Wuurms

REARDS YOU SNAKE

Rip Tear Cr Lacerate: "do it" daily grind

everyday ski surf skate sex; good luck my
"sick " littel rmmate remember live love

laugh; be good if not careful or just be good
at it "Rob ' keep in touch Bro . .aahhooo

REMEMBER?

Bubbler (didn't do it) earp hones, JGA 22
you animals! Xmas. . other toole. . .toll to

watch Htfd sports. . .run em dwn on a bike,

have agood summer guys. . you too UM
volleyball CT GD

RENE AND DAN

So its time for the real world, huh? I'm

going to miss you guys like you read about
Good luck in all your future endeavors and
may you always get what you want. See
you in Van Meter after we die. Your buddy,
Andy

RICH GOLDMAN
The vlight asurrounding us is getting
stronger 137 days to go I love you I love
you elways Judy

RIDE WANTED
Ithaca NY after 5/23 share driving, ex-

penses call Kathy 6-4989 please

RIDERS WANTED
Chicago Aree departure Wedf>esday May
26 at 9 am 323 6401

ROOMMATES WANTED
FALL - Female to share l>edroom (non-

smoker) in Brittany Manor Call Gail

253 5920 evenings, or leave message.

Femele * 25 Puffton Village (quiet end) 2
bedrooms avail, one now, one fall responsi

ble 549 6899

Responsible roommate, female, wanted
to share t>edroom in Brittany MarKH for fall.

Ca£ Karen 253^17
House in South Dennis for summer call

Lisa 256^6052

Females wented for 1 room in 2 bedroom
Puffton Village apt for fa ll call 549-0624

Female wanted in coed townhouse apt
in Squire Village for fall on bus route please
call Dawn 6-5676 or Jim 6-9737 anytime

Female roommete wanted for comfor-
table convenient Northampton apartment
Call Irene 584 2406 eves, 549 4930 ext 225
days

Female roommate wanted for summer
May 21 Sept Falmouth $475 call Martha
617-877 0521 leave message
$100 neer bus. Quiet Belchertown country
setting, 15 minutes from UMass. Fall op-
tion 253^2802

Femele to share room in Brittany Manor
for fall 546-9569

One male roommete wanted to share 1

br in 2 br apt Brittany Manor. Starting

Sept 546-4830

Wanted two roommetea for fall in

Southwood apt, for info call 253-7163

Need 3rd for 3 bed house in Amh. yard

garage furnished bus summer w/fall 25 +

or grad 253 5606

Brittany Manor apt avail Sept 3 no sum-
mer sublet 1 Ixlrm in 2 bdrm apt call Joe or

Ward 253 2268

Femele roommate wented starting May
17 Amherst, pool, luxury, 253-3193

2 roommates wented to sahre one room
in 2 bdrm Brittany apt for fall 256-0506

Roommate for June 1 in nice apartment
with two others porch across from green,

minutes from Amherst Center $127 call

253 9717 Bill Mark David

2 or 3 roommates for fall in Riverglade

256-8137 sublet also

Two spacea in Townehouae apart-

ments summer sublet with fall option very

reasonable 549-0711

Female roommate wanted for fall

nonsmoker call 549-5951

Female roommate wanted in a beautiful

Rolling Green apt 2 bedroom, furnished on
bus route if interested call 546-9093 or

549-6485 anytime

3 roommates for Brittany Manor for fall

253-7064

Looking for 1 or 2 people to share a 1

bedroom in a 2 bedroom aprt at Brittany

Manor for summer £r fall option call

256-€229Roy A

SANDY
~

Thank you for making my last two years

the greatest. I love you madly and always
will. Love. Jim

SERVICES

Typing, short papers to manuscripts, call

665^223, Debbie

Fast accurate typing $1.S0/page Lasiaa

584 3433

Need your car driven to Dallas Texas?
reliable family will do that - May 26 546-3286

SMITTY AND RICH

The girls from Kappa Kappa Gamma
thank you for a wonderful, exciting

semester! Love & kisses Muffy, Buffy,

Vanessa, Babs and "Poopsie
"

SOFTBALL

Thanx for a great and very intereating
season. . .bias? So what*. . great job JG,
DP, CC, ML, . . .have a good summer
team. . your a great bunch GD

3B SOUTHWOOD
Timmer, petter, Kevin and Muz:
Through keg parties and smoke-filled

rooms to family crises, its been fun, in

teresting and never dull Make sure to stop
by whenever you're in Sunderland and I'm

looking forward to the big party in August
Scoop

SUBLET W/OPTION

South Amheret Pinea 1 or 2 bedrooms in

new houseon 17 acres $175+ start June 1,

15. 3Qth 253 2401 evenings

SUMMER BOARDERS WANTED
Rooms are aveileble for rent in Delta Chi
located at 1 18 Sunset Ave rates are $300.00
for single room or $175.00 for double room
for the entire summer. Rates are lower than
most subletted apts' Kichen use also $25. (X) ^
deposit will reserve a room call Dave at a^

549 0482 or Rob at 549 15^9

Female wanted to share room Riverglade
Apt pool close by summer /fall option

253 2696

1 or 2 roommetea wanted for fall in Brit-

tany manor apt for info call 256^0666

Responsible person to share spacious
sunny 3 bedroom apartment in downtown
Northampton from June 1st to September
with possible fall option $150 a nK>nth ph
586 5457

S.

S. It's been fun I Maybe during the summer
you'll look me up and we can play some
pool. Have a great time in Europe. Send me
a card. Good luck finding a job (a real job) C
PS Never has a day passed that you did not
make me laugh either at you or? C

SCOOP SAYS THANKS

To everyone who knows acoop: falling

over railings at the ME, crazy parties with

late night phone call, Thursday nights at

the Drake, drinking with those crazies from
Greenfield and every blues band arour>d.

Thanks for a great year. Ray. Janet,

Spunky - lets drink lots of beer to keep
cool. Bubbles and Rocky, stop by and visit

SUMMER SUBLET
~~

Summer fell option 2 bedrooms in

beautiful house, swimming, bus, $156

2535611

Only beeutiful 3 floor two bedroom River

front apt master bedroom still available only

$149 suitable for two pool air furnished

549-4406

Neer Colonial Village, third floor semi-

studio, share kitchen and bath un secor>d,

unfurnished. 175 mo includes electricity

253 3338 evenings

Amherst Center summer sublet, 5
t>edroom house, center of town, quiet loca-

tion 128/per + util 542-2147 or 542-4237
avail 6/

1

SUCH A DEAL fully furnished Riverglade

apt fully air-cond - pool 100' - laundry 10'

bus 150" call after 11 253-3228
•CHEEP'CHEEP*

Presidential Apt sublet for sumnr>er with
fall option for 1 of 2 bedrooms 546^71 54

Nice houae. quiet street, convenient to

campus, town Negotiable rent 253-5556 1

room available

Beautiful Brittany Apt for summer rent

furnished w/new carpet rent negotiable call

Kevin 253-3766

Two bedroom fully furnished apartment
for summer sublet Townehouse very

reasonable call 549-5970 John

3 bdrm apt $390 Main St Amherst
253-5941

Brandywine 2 bedroom pool,
$180.00/mo 549-4110 June - Aug

3 bedroom Southwood townhouae
beautiful furnished sumnrter sublet 256-0640

Townhouae apts. $85/mo. per/person -»-

utilities, 3 spaces, furnished 549-6654.

546-5062

Summer aublet with fall option one or

two females for one bedroom in two
bedroom Brittany Manor apartrr>ant really

cheap 256-8388

Townehouae Apta for the summer - the

whole apt or rooms available. 3 bdrms. air

cond. on bus route, 1 mile from campus,
furnished call Liz 549-0307

3 bedroom townhouae mile from campus
on bus route $280/month or singles for

$110 Jon 546-6467

Brandywine 2 bedroom aummer sublet
furnished, equiped. pool, AC, $250
549-0747

Two bedroom garden apartment, fully

furnished, except tieds rent $225 to $250,

but is negotiable. Call evenings 253 5900

Furnished 1 bedroom Puffton 6/1 - 8/31
$225 549 0305

Call us quick Puffton Village summer
sublet rent 1-2-3 bdrm rent neg fully fur-

nished pool AC BBall and tennis courts on
bus route cut this ad out Er continue calling

till May 28 Shari 4)549 1215 Sheryl

549-6030^r Randi 549 4460

One bedroom in two bedromm
Southwood apartment non smoking
female fall option low rent 256-07©

86 a month (negotiable) room in Amherst
house rm h kitch turn non smoking female

across from bus stop Liz 546-8049

2 bedroom apt near Puffers Pond only

$,^call Andy or Bruce 549 1177

2 bedroom apt summer sublet w/fall op-
tion clean, quiet, rent negotiable please all

665 3963 nites

Sunderland Houae: summer/faH option -

2 rooms available rant negotiable 665-2367

North Amerst easy welk to campus
summer 86 month fall option 549-5686

Ed King slept here - 3 luxurious bdrms
give away for 300/mo or 100/rm call Chuck
or Bob 549-471 1

Help! Wanted sublenors for a 3 txlrm

Townehouse apt North Amherst fully fur-

nished 220 per mth Et util please call

549 1833 549 38M
Need solitude? N Amherst studio $225
call 549 6740 5 min from bus route

Subletters wented for a nice two
bedroom ept in Brittany Manor 253-5811

(with fall option)

Nice, Sunny room in 2 bedroom apt.

Sunderland. Avail June 1 call 665-4472

Summer sublet Crown Point ept 2
bedroom furnished 200/mo 253-3782

Cheepest rent available in ereal
Southwood townhouse. Furnished, cable
TV, pool, tennis, bus stop directly across
the street. Clayton included call 253-2284
immediately

Swiss Village single entire summer 296
call Kevin 253-2661 leave nDessage

Feering St. 3 bdrms in 4 bdrm apt 2 w/fall

option females pise 549-5619

SUNGLASSES

Laat day aale Raybans Vuamet Serengti
get prepared for the sumnr>er this afternoon
in the CC Concourse 548^1177

SWISS CHEESE

N-Four years!!' Moving out day is going to
be awfully tough for me because there can
never be a roommate equal to you. They
warned us a long time ago (Southern Com-
fort days) about living together, but what
they should have told us was how hard it

would be to depart "one day " you ara a
great friend & I'll always think of you as
"my roommate" Love S

TIRES *70

4 R1SBx12" tires for sele. Excellent condi-
tion. Less than 200 miles. $70 firm. Bruce
665-7917

TO A FAVORITE
OSCAR MEYER

Weini - what will the summer be like

without you to eat ft laugh with. Don't let

me find out - visit - I love you - Jane

TO A SUMMER ROOMIE

THE CAFE AT GUIDOS

Cape Cod this summer? MEET ME AT
GUIDO MURPHY"S BACKROOM, Hyan-

nis, Massachusetts. Decadent drinks, ter-

rific tim^^Jiappier_hours^

TO SUBLET

Room for rent in Sunderland Houae
Beautiful yard, dish ft clothes washer
$160/month plus utilities 549-1218

townhouse 1 V^ baths,
fall option, $275/month

2 bedroom
Southwood,
253 3566

Amherat Center 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom
apt bus bright, clean, furnished June 1

-August 25. negotiable 253-3250

2 bedroom Brittany Manor apt for sum-
mer sublet with fall option call 253 5095

Summer sublet fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apartment bus route
330/month 665-3097

Rolling Green for the summer two
bedrooms cheap 250/mo 253-9418 Malcolm

Amherat walk to town, campus. $150 per

mo or BO Harld 253-9747

Apt in downtown Amherst available

June 1 to August 31 170 negotiable in-

cludas all utilities call 665^3249

Two bedroom Southwood apt for sum-
mer sublet with fall option call eves

253 5604

4 bedroom apt furnished summer sublet

no fall option $295 nr>o. 253-5487

Brandywine summer sublet w/fall op-

tion cheap. Call Marc 546-9794 or Steve

546-5415

Puffton 3 bedrooma aveilable for sum-
mer June 1 - Sept 1 $95 or best offer per

room 546-9024 or 546-9022 after 1 1 PM
Puffton Village 2 bedroom apt. Sublet

rant negotiable John or Rick 546-9174

Southwood Apt. pool rent very

negotiable call Lisa or nancy 545-0627,

549^5983

Maater bdr in condo June 1 - Aug 31 furn

exceilent situation on busline 256-0768

253 9764

w/fall option
apartn>ent $275.

Mery - I look forward to everything this
summer, but mostly I look fon^^ard to
laughing and learning about you - its going
to be great you're great XO Jane

Available June 1

Sunderland 2 bedroom
665 7562

Furniahed Puffton Village apt 2 bedroom
Junel Sept 1 rent neg 549 0524.

Summer aublet Puffton Village low

prices call Dan 549^6821 or Red 586- 3406

TOWNEHOUSE 12 3 bedrooms
available f/o on one, cheep summer
piece Alix 549-5103

Available June 1 w/fall option
Sunderland 2 bedroom apartment $275.

665-7562

2 bedrooms $100/person on Nobart Lane

Mike 6 41 16 Karen 549-5618

Furnished Puffton Villege Apt 2

bedroom June 1 - Sept 1 rent neg 549-0524

So. Amherst great 1 br near town cam
pus all utils inci $175/mo or best offer

Mike 256-0896

VERY VERY CHEAP 2 BEDROOM APT
IN SQUIRE VILLAGE FALL OPTION
SUMMER RENT UNBELIEVABLY
CHEAP 866^2719

Brandywine 3 speces eveileble JUne 1

•Sept 1 cheap! 54S-0330< 1 1 Suzen

One, two or three bedrooms for summer
with fall opt . 115 mo 253 9753

Townehouse epts 2 bdrm furnished sum-

fT>ar neg. 549-6354

1 bedroom apt $320 mo with utilities Jun

4 July 31 with fall option 549 5293

Outrageoualy cheap apt on bua rt

modaren facilities, swimming, tennis

ee5-»79 fall option

2 bedroom apt. Southwood heat, water,

sun year round w/fall option 256-0624

Rent free pay $295 /month for 2 months

get third monts rent free 2 t>edroom apt

Northwood Apts w/fall option 666-3577

Brandywine summer sublet 2 bdrm fur-

nished cheap rent call Michelle or Laurie

549-4163

One bedroom in beeutiful specious

house. 1 '/» miles from campus, only $100

per month, must see! 549-5686
^

Furnished 4 bdrm apt Amherst Ctr rent

negotiable 253-5298

N Amherst spertment tvvo bedrooms

1100 per person/per room 549-1643

One bedroom apt, near Amherst Center,

1200/month includes utilities 546-8509 6-9

PM available 6/1

2 bedroom apt on bus route pool AC
avail June 1 fall option 275/mo 666-3239

Beeutifully locted 2 bedroom Mill Hollow

apt with fall option only $280 call 549-1177

Townehouse apartments summer sublet

with fall option two spaces very reasonabel

549-0711

One bedroom Amherat Center
100 /month Judy 2S6-8407

Here you go Donna for you with an my
love, LOS.

Mat Hope to see you this summer. It's

been really great, like wow man. I really will

miss you so keep this place in shape and
have a good day. LDS.

2 bedrooms in Puffton available for
summer & fall option call Jim or Alex at
549 6689

Room in a 2 bedrm available for June call

2568683

Summer sublet with fall option $220/mo
including utilities call Tuan 666-3656 after

1 1 PM
Free August rent 3 bedrooms June 1 fail

option pool 665-7783

Beautiful panthouae 5 minute walk to
town or camous summer only 549-5685

2 bedrooms available in 4 bedroom apart-
ment completely furnished 1.5 bathrooms
cable TV front and back porches come see
it $125/month utilities included fall option
John or Rich 253 9445

Large room in country houae $50/month
15 min bike ride to campus Mike 549-1672

TOWNEHOUSE FOR RENT

Townehouse - 3 or 4 women to share a

beautifully furnished townehouse apart for

summer and fall semester, call 549-6749 or

549-6850

16 TRACY CIRCLE

Robino. Kev. Lea. Kath. Fab and my
buddy Rusty • Thanks for one heck of a
semester. It certainly flew by, but it was fun
while it lasted! Til miss you all. Have a wick-

ed pisser sumnner - my love to you! Your
wacko roomie Jek

ULTIMATE CLUB

Thanka to all 7-eoMth Qreyeon members
for nr^king it a watershed semester. Look
forward to more special treats next year.

Have a great summer. Congratulations Er

best wishes to Chris

WANTED

Cless Rings, Gold and Silver Jewelry and
Coins. Daniel Smith, 25 North Pleasant.

Amherst, 256-0710

CASH for your RECORDS, TAPES
545-2836 or 774-4409 (Jaromir/ leave

message)

Selling Books? I need a Calculus 132.

Physics 162, and Lin Algebra text. Til pay
tMtter than the Textbook Annex 253 3851

1 24 yeer old femeles seek epertment in

frterKlly. quiet house where meat and
cigarettes are OK. Price flexible. To mov9 in

late August, early Septemt>er Call Abby
617-332-8776 , evenings or leave massage
with Selnw 617 926^5800 days

Wanted Records Cash or trade Call

Dynamite Records 584 1580

WANTED TO BUY

Wanted: Student nK>del flute must be in

good condition call 546-4709

WANTED TO RENT

Room for two in an apartment or houae
on bus route for fall call Kim or Donna
545^)627

WATERBED

The ultimete in weterbeda. Queen size

watert>ed - less than 1 year old. Includes

sheets, headboard, heating unit and

pedestal Price negotiable. Call Jay at

666-7574

YIPMEN

Ken. Pete. Deno, It's been a wild 4 years

Time to move on Hope we keep in touch.

Never let the craziness fade See you all at

the reunion. Still crazy - Stuart

RICH NANGLE's EULOGY

Die. All of Youl Die, Die, Die and Die But

seriously, John D. you were an awesonne

news ed. nand thanks to Chairman Ed for

giving me my big break To Jim Floyd I

leave my teeth and to Dave Donovan I leave

my life - Its better than yours. I dont hae

enough room here to say everthing I want

. but thanks o all the people who wrote

letters ripping nr»e apart. You made it all

worthwhile See you at the Dead Kennedys

show June 6 - THE EVIL ONE - RN

Merk (Bertender et TO) Thanks for all the

free beer and t-shirts. Our college career

wouldnt have been so enpyable without

you. Gayle, Candace, Kari

Girl with black Subaru Til miss you, good

luck. Boy with black Turbo Subaru.

18 Townehouae - congrats! Youre all

great and thanks for being my roomies.

LovePJS
^

Goodbye to ell the people here at

UMass - all eight of you! Kevin George

Vicki, Dave, John, Jene, Bob. Bud—
Lyidysky J.B.

Jenny - same to you, Ysoumtsy. Prepare

for summer — us.

Cathy - Good luck kiddol Tm going to

miss you. Love Amy

Thank you for a great end of the semester.

Hope to see you this summer. Love Amy

Laura - Only the best for you!! Going
home?! You haven"t left yet and I miss you
already!!! Love always. Rich

Mich - thanks for a great semester, I am
going to miss all the hugs, kisses and
wrestling — love always Chris.

51 Shumway: Cheep, see you Sunday at

Plumbley's honey. Deeck and Ralf see you
at commencement and Phil, looking for-

ward to spending the summer spooning
with you. Enjoyed living with 4 guys at

once, oh and Dick, remember me when you
get the $1,000. LDS

Danny congratsi I'll miss you! Thanks for

everything. Love, Sis.

To 6th floor JA Have a great summer and
keep in touch I We"ll miss you! Love, the

Units.

Mosie — four years and no personals? You
obviously hang around with the wrong peo-

ple, good luck — Greg

Snake /I congratsi Thanks for two great

months. Love, Shortie

To Julia and Liaa: You two are the

greatest! Next year in Town?? Luv, MIR

Garbage picker, PeanutsI '"Dickey Mo""

Take care in Europe! Luv Scab

Diane Sunoco So who do you think he's

poking? I got news for you, give me a call.

If I don"t see you, have fun in Europe and
you know who you can shack up with?

Love and hugs, Laura

Ul, "Don't let it bring you down" I'm going

to missi Luv Christopher

Hey Sherri Beby - Got an interview to-

day. Happy graduation and good luck.

Love and kisses R&S
Berta: Happy 19th and thanks again!

Staph

TKA Thanks for makir>g me t>ek}ngl Love.

Ur Sisl-Kim

T.T. This is it! Happy 21 B-Day Love your

little niece

Libby Bell Congratulatk>ns after 4 big ones
good luck in the afterlife. Jack

To the Spezmetics of 119A1 Cor>grats

Sua, can you believe we're graduating!

Good luck Lisa b Brands One more year

left. Don't t>e surprised to see me knocking

on your door next semester. Love Donr^a

Lee

Lu Dog hope you get promoted from G
side next semester If you don't I'll put my
headlights on for you. Seizure this summer.
Donna

Andy Good luck after graduations Mr. Ex-

President Brother Mike L

Ross get psyched for Fell 83. Look out

Southwest - Here con>es Kappa Korner'

Mike

Cris Schuster: Good luck and see you in

Chicago!

Peter - What cotor is peanut butter? -

Love your favorite foodletes!

Camper I love you you r Ballerina

Gregg Etter Thanks for tf>e help and be«r>g

a good during the sen>ester Love YolafKia

Carol Ann Maselli Happy graduation'

From your little sister Pat

Meriow Finelly seys goodbye to UMaaa
It's been real!

6- East Dickinson - Have a wicked good
summer. Take care, see you next year

Mike PS. Congrats Moel!

Eddie hope you have fun in the sun this

summer Congratulations fellow graduate.

We made it, as long as Benny likes the

M-Tv )azz. Donna

Laura S — you know who you are. Thanks

for the patience with my perpetual ques

tions. It's been great working with you. Be
good.

Hey BHI, wf>ere's my personal, don't you
love me. LDS
I blew it in the Bahames Let's n^ke up
for lost time wfien we get back, if not

sooner. S.C.

Thanks you guys for a wild graduetion

party. It was awesome! Love, Kevin and

Pam

3 Super College yeers but wait till the lett-

ters from Japan! The tales that will be told!

And vice versa. Right!

Murphy, Bruceba, Boaa and ell the reet:

Thanks, folksl you're the greeteat. Ed.

VM 236, 237, 239, 240, 242: I'll miss you

this summer. Rennamber the family. I love

you, Leenzy.

Gonter, Hersey, Bowe, Royd, Nangle,

Birk, Try not to destroy the Collegian

reputation on the outside. Baz.

Baakan, I'm available to run your cam-

paign for God of UMass my tel num. is

256-0186

Paul, you get my vote for God of UMass.

^

LDS.

Bill Shee - the Collegian is fortunate to

have Fall River's two extraordinary jour-

'nalists. Don't you agree?

Laura Walah you're important to me.

Remember what the limo driver said. Love

Joe.

To All Good Luck I Signed the Buck

Ronnie Q I love you all da wold Cat

In all seriousness I love you Mikie, Bunky

XXOO
Yaterl Happy 20th I Get psyched for this

summer and good luck on finals! Love you,

Julie

Liz and Jena, Here's to the sheep, pigs,

bunnies cows, Halloween, Quabbin, TO,

and food. Thanks for being there.

We welcome you, O mighty Scooze-Man.
Respectfully, The Boys from 480.

Felicia - Aloha! I'm gonna miss youl I

love ya, Ellen ^^
CANCE SECOND SUNSET

To the Second Sunset Floor Cance. You
people have been great and have made it

great for me. Love, the Head Mouk,
Wilbur!

Dave Here's your personal from a not-so-

secret admirer. Have a happy birthday.

Love, Lesley

Gummy Bears are coming to destroy

New Jersey! Grab the sports section and

take cover I

Lauri, When it comes down to l>eing

friends - it never ends. Congratulations

Love Mosie.

EL Your rrwthar

To the Awesome AXO seniors. Good
luck, we'll miss you a lot! Love, Standards

Levine and DiPalezzo What can be said?

The sooner you leave town, the t)etter.

Baz. PS. John sober up before you hit

Cape Cod!

ALCOHOLICS
~

2w-Webeter: It's been fun passing the

time with you (and pasing out, but I don't

need an award). Congrats ft good luck

Karen ar>d Larry. Love & Sex Mat

Tony You cadet, it's been more a bed of

gart>age than roses. But it's been fun.

Looks like we'll do it again next year Take

care. Mat P.S. Got any pot?

Laura Shananahan Love your arm pits, I'll

miss you in graphics Many orgasms All my
love Mat

Scarlet Begonies foreverl

JOURNAU8M

Eat, aex and ioumallam. What more is

tt>ere, tiooze? EL.

Jeeeica. Hewy, Louie~end Dewy I arn

going to miss you very much. It just won't

t>e the same around here. All my love, Joe

LG Ma7cli 4 started it ail and in my heart it

will never erxj I.T.L.Y.

Rite May the lust of your life forever be mm
and vice versa, happy graduation Love K.L .

Eddie hope you have fun in the sun this

sumnwr. Congratulations fellow graduate.

Wa made it, as long as Benny likes the

M TV jazz. Donna

Joe to my ADP buddie. I'll miss you this

summer but Cal isn t all that far. Have a

great summer. Lona love , Jenny

To Sue Baron, John Hudson and alt rny

graduating friends Your absence will leave

a hole in a lot of people's lives Good

wishes go with you Keep in touch. Love,

Andy

Hey 2 long It wasn't supposed to be this

much fun. Thanx for t>e«ng such a great

bunch. Good friends and memories were

plenty and won't be forgotten G David

To 18 Townehouse SOT, and all my
friends Thanks for the oest 4 years of col

lege. With all my love. Marcy, (Incredible

fink) _^^
Rick. Hera's your very first personal. Have

a great time m California Thanks for Friday

night; I had a great time! Love your buddy,

Marcy

Lhtle but cute... Kenny-Joe Hartung:

Congratulations my best wishes and love

are with you always take care Elizabeth.

Karen Stein - 3 years of rooming must

prove something, were both insar>al

You've been the best, and a great friend,

"Thanks for the memories"! Much love

Jane.

Deer Meghen. Ang. Petty Wong. PS.S..

Chris, goob, Mary Zetta. Good job at

UConn "Set " Ang - "'Are you about

through?" Have a great summer! Micheie

Barb, we'll miss you next sen>ester! good

luck at Syracuse! Love you r xn^sisters.

Congrat to all the graduating Chi Omegas.

We'll see you at homecoming! Love you

lots, your sisters, XOXQ

To Rose Thanks for being there, showing

me the ropes andhow to cut UMass red

tape. I'm sure you'll make a great lawyer.

Good luck always your brother Buck.

Ya^ope Ye It's not your birthday yes, but

who gives a damn? You'll be 22, but, do

you have a gameplan or the future?! Happy
Birthday, Love Liz and tones.

To Ron, Carol, Third Roor Hamlin and

other friends too numerous to mention

here. Thank you for making my stay at

UMass worth remembering. MKL
Tom Remember Mr Delakowaki and
Mrs Smith? Don't forget Hell night.

Thanks for all the brotherly adivse. Have a

helluva summerl Mike En-KKPSI
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Congratulation Grads on 3rd floor
Coolidge: Marc, Dave, Larry, Glenn, Mike,
Best of luck, Sherri

NGK— Thanks for putting up with me and
the alarm etc for the last 2 years Grad-e-
ating we're there! Love BJB

Daryl, love your poetry. When can I see
more? LPS.

Chris, Sharon. Cathy, Lauria, Elian, Lisa
— We'll miss you all

Punky — Here's to sarcasm, shrieking and
'men' — wait till next year! Mo
Sharry June 2Sth your place. My icing I

love you and will miss you a lot. Greg

Sue and Dab — to my two greatest friends
from Douglas lis that in Ma?) Looks like we
made it. Love you guys, Robin

Jaff — Here it is! Happy Birthdayl I love
You I -Melinda

never would have made it

You're the besti Love Robin
Tanya — I

without you.

Lisa — This isn't for youl Jill PS we made
Itl

Josh - The smoke out for next year is

November 17. Keep ahead of the competi-
tion. MB

Hay Lafavor: I'm hungry - whens dinner
-and I don't want tuna! Waiting for your call

— find a phone soon.

You played football with 2 superstar
athletes (young) Sat concert. Sunday was
a disappointment. They'd like to get
together for a game sometime. Call "Mom"
( Nancy) 5-0150.

Elian — Can't believe I'm making it out of

here alive! Thanks for the times yuou saved
mel See ya downtown. Oh yeah, happy
20th finally. Love Cheryl.

Jamie Debbie Robyn you women are the

greatest. Happy Graduation Love Audrey

Pap Monsarrata (half stud and half ex-

ecutive). Good luck in P.R. and N.Y.C. I'll

miss you. XXOO Bambi

Yaaso, Hope your summer is soooooooo
good, OK? XOXO Keither

Kathy: Congrats! We made it!! Get psych-
ed for graduation best of luck to a very
special friend. Love, Shelley

Sheila Davitt - thanks for all your hard

worl and effort, it was much appreciated,

take care of yourself, t wish you the best of

luck. Love always, Mike

16 JA you guys are too much! The coat is

great! Thanks! You've made it a great year!

Take care! Jon, the RA
Hay liz the typist thankr for all the bit-

ching you put up with this year. I'm out of

here, too bad you're not. LPS
Night grahpics thanks so much, especially

for the support, and Mat, happy belated

birthday and I'm glad IT was good. James
best luck, Tuesday and Thursday night are

of course the best cause we are. I'll never

see you people again so good-bye! LDS.
••••••••••••••#••»••
Lauri and Sua remember when you go
back west, sisterhood is where it's at, take

boCk what you learned out here and teach
everyone out there if they don't already

know. Free yourselves and you'll free

others. LDS •••**•••••••••
Holly W. Happy belated birthday, good
luck with graduation, you're the best sister I

could ever ask for! See you at home in LA.

Love Jenny

Ya Dopes Ya Have a ball at graduatiaon.

Congrats. Love and kissis, Liz

T: Happy Graduation
Poopsies

I'll love you forever,

Woo. woo Bobby! 5 days to go! You've

made my stay here a grand one and I hope I

can do the same for you. California here we
come. I love you, Lauri (Bob) ••••••
Laura To a most beautiful wonruin and
dynamite typist. Your patient Liz

Tony Eat shit, Happy Graduation. Love Liz

To all the bitsies in my life and especially

Valerie bitse. The tiny one with the loud

mouth. You filled my two years with fun

and laughter. Te amo your pukes. I hope
the next two weeks are just toally wicked
awesome, have a great vacances. And have
a case on me. Je t'aime. Myrtle

Laura You're finally out of here! Good luck

in the real world; hope you stay happy,
healthy and uppity - Will

Hey Franko Here's the personal you always
wanted! Congratulations and thanks for

everything Love Jill

Grafix Staph to all the sharp witz in grafix

Here's to early nitz and full page aids. Let's

shoot some photos (ignite some bowls) and
put this scandal rag out. We'll do it again.

Lazy Lightnin, ingenious associate

Susan Party
Drake Brian
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11 WHY WAIT TILL SEPTEMBER
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* New 80 Col. Terminals - « ISO./Semester
* New 40 Col. Microcomputer/Terminal - $135./Semester

^^ Reserve Now ($25. Deposit) for Semester and Save Installation Fee.

-^ SUMMER RENTALS
** 40 Col. Microcomputer/Terminal Package ** E53-5G73
$40. (plus deposit and tax) for either six week Summer Session pr
$75. for the Entire Summer! ^
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STAR TREK
LIVESIl
May 19

Time 7-11 pm
Room 169

Campus Center

fWms. Info,

for S.T. &S.F
fans .

Jl Welcome! ^

*
*
*

H
363 Mairi .^t Amherat

256-8587
Soap Opera

Speoial
?1:30 am - 7 pm

Small
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^ Congratulations &r

^
• Itit Luck to the

^lass of '83*

from the owners & staff

of STADIUM LIQUORS

Wishes for a great summer
to all the undergrads!

Collegianites ready to assault world
Danny honey, thank you for Freshman
Survival 110! Good luck next year! Love,
your roomie

Laura S. you know who you are. Thanks
for the patience with my perpetual ques-

tions. It's been great working with you. Be
Good.

To JaquelioA. Bet you never thought
you'd get a personal in the Collegian.

You're wonderful just the way you are.

Don't ever change. Love your best friend

Crystal and Jimbo, Lambo, Swan Man,
Mickey you're so fine, Ugha, Edz, Bermuda
Bob, SCM, Little Deano, Tommy two-tone
and the rest of the crew from WPRC.

Congratulations Calvin SimonsIM Good
luck in Law School and all you do keep in

touch! Happiness Laug^^s and Love always

Kim

So Will, it's been kinda fun and kinda

educational. All's I can say is do what you
can LDS

Well Paula, ril never know why but I'll

alawys love you. Thanks for the times you
amde me the happiest guy in the world. I'll

miss you everyday for the rest of my life.

Bye. Love, Jim

Sue K. I didn't forget you. Too bad you're

not the last night, we need your loving face

around to keep us content. It's gonna be a

late night without you LDS and the rest.

Each semester, nearly 200 people work closely together to produce the Collegian, the daily

paper at the University of Massachusetts. Pictured above are some of our ^aduates this

semester. Their names, those graduates missing for the photo and all the other staffers who
made the Collegian posible, are too numerous to mention here. To those moving on and to those

remaining a hearty THANK YOU and GOOD LUCK.

Final spring issue

For Sale one double bad, or>e sir>gle bed,
headboards, box spring and mattress. Call

Nina 256-01 79^

Like all of us, I leave memories of a thou-

sand hangovers, all nighters and roaches
up the Hill and the Towers But my best

memories will be of strategically placing

large thorns in the paws of the helpless

royality within public higher education It

just proves the point: the bigger the school

or the system, the smaller the minds behind
the desk. Marley lives.

Lsslie P^. Have fun on the vineyard. Don't

worry, I'll be over to see you even if I have to

swim. Love Janws S.

Carmen Bon voyage. Thanks for *» the

good times this semester I'm gonna miss

you. Love Robin

LOVf TO A ROOMIE

K<m6erfey Ann I love you' You don't

know how much I will miss you who will I

dance 6r scream with? Please miss me too

Members of the Class of 1983
you are cordially invited to attend the

Chancellor's Reception for Seniors

Thursday, May 26, 1983

from 3 p.m. -8 p.m.

on the Southwest Fields

Tickets are available from 9 - 4

on the C.C. Concourse

During finals, purchase your tickets at Tix

in the SUB from 12 noon - 3 p.m.

Tickets include: admission, free beer mug &
free drink!!

Positive ID required day of event

Join the Senior Day Celebration
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I'ndcrgradaatei muat (urn in their cym rlothcu. towrU, and lorka aicnrd out this

fmeatcr to the equipment rooma (Bovden or NOPE) from where they were

aaaiirned no later than 5 p.m. Thursday May 26. Students will be billed for items

not returned through the Bursars.

Gazelles stalk through playoffs
On to semifinals at UPenn

By ELLEN RICHARD
Collcffian Suff

As final exam time rolls around for

students, the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team will have added

pressure as it heads to the University of

Pennsylvania this weekend to face top-

seeded Temple in the semifinals of the

NCAA Championship.

The Gazelles qualified for the semifinals,

knocking out Harvard Saturday in the

quarterfinals. 7 6. Although UMass coach

Pam Hixon said a game plan has not been

decided yet. she added the game would be

similar to the Harvard game.

"Exam time is always a tough time to be

playing, " Hixon said. "Where we're only

playing one game a week I think they're

well rested. Temple is a fine team and we'll

have to play well to beat them."

In the Gazelle's match against Temple
April 29. the two teams tied 4 4. UMass had

a grip on the game through the first half

leading 4 2 and Hixon praised her defense

for keeping the powerful Temple offense to

only two goals.

In the second half, the Temple defense

worked hard to contain the Massachusetts

attack. The Gazelle s defense held their iwo

Koal lead through the start of the second

half and <;ettled with the tie, as Temple
fired back wtih iwo goals in the last ten
minute* of the period.
"We match up really well against Temple

which is why it wu such a low score and
why it was tied." said Hixon.

"They've all been tougli." she said about

the competition the team has faced this

season. "We've been in six games that have

been decided by one goal or less and in a 14

game season that's a lot. I can't say that one

game has been more difficult than another."

UMass has had an average of over nine

goals scored a gfme this season with their

lowest being four in the game against

Temple. Both attack and defense will have

to work equally hard as the game promises

to be rough.

Attack is in good shape with three main

threats around the net. Pam Moryl lead the

Gazelles in sroring for the second season in

a row with 37 goals and nine assists for 46

points. Last year the sophomore on attack

had 38 goals and 12 asMsls for 50 pomls.

Despite a brcAen finger at the end of the

season which limited her scoring, it was a

productive season for Moryl.

Linda Haytayan, who will return next

year for her final season, was the teams

second leading goal scorer with 30 goals and

14 assists for 44 points. Junior Tish

Stevens, who was injured early in the year,

came back with a fine season as third

leading goal scorer with 19 goals and two

assists for 21 points.

According to Hixon, Temple has had a

few injuries since it met UMass and their

game plan might be altered. UMass will,

play the same winning style that they've

had all year.

''We'll play man toman in a zone." Hixon

said. "They have the same kind of scoring

power Harvard had. We'll just have to

allow as few turnovers as possible and hope

we can get our scoring together.

( uMeitian pKoln b« < hri* Janfviaiin

Linda Belelander, who scored the winning goal in the 7-6 Gazelle win
over Harvard, will be a key in the Gazelle quest to repeat as national

champions.

The final strange cosmic journey
The small throng of spectators hushed

as I prepared myself for one final throw at

the championship. Ty already k>oked to be

in full control with 375 points and Andy
was gone, shut out but. I had the dice.

!^
Jim

Floyd

Bang. Bang. Bang. I moved like a man
possessed. The feeling was there. The fire

was burning. I was hot. And. as the points

mounted. I suddenly found myself

throwing triple lO's to up my total to 240

points. That, combined with my score of

275, would be enough to wm, to take the

title, to thrill the crowd with a dramatic

comeback.
But, I had to throw the dice one more

time.

I tried my best to relax. "Stay cool," I

told myself, "this baby's in the bag."

I picked up the two remaining dice,

clutched them for a second, and then

began to rattle them around in the palm of

mv hand. One, two. three. I rolled them
off the tips of my fingers like a basketball

player lets a iump shot go. They rolled

across the table and I could see the
numbers rolling by. I just needed one
number.
But, as Steve Martin so famously said,

hooooo. . .Wimpout!
A couple of turns later, after the small

number of spectators had filtered out of

the room, Ty quietly collected the

necessary points to push his total beyond
500 and collect the victory

.

Everything, yes even Cosmic Wimpout,
is a sport to me.

"Sport," I thoi'ght to myself, "sports.

Good sports, bad sports. Sports."

And, either because the crushing blow
of defeat had made me fall off into a daze

or simply because seniors are prone to

unforeseen flashes of nostalgia, I began to

recall some of my sports memories of

UMass.
And the memories were many since I

had been here five full years (I told my

parents I just couldn't possibly finish up
all of my requirements in time when in

reality I just wanted to meet more
members of the opposite sex). At first all I

saw was feet runnmg, balls bouncing and
hands clapping but, soon the pictures

began to fall into place.

There was the time when the football

team played for the Division I-AA
championship. Now that was a team
packed with some large human beings (no

detraction to the size of any current

football players please. I already have a

black eye). The team lost the cham
pionship game but. in the k)ng run, that

wasn't as important as the frenzy the fans

were in over the squad.

It was during that first football season
that I saw how great it was when fans

went crazy over supporting their team.
Then came basketball season and I saw
what the other end of the spectrum looked
like. The team was putrid (defined as

pretty bad smelling for anyone who didn't

pass rhetoric) and the fans knew it. There
were no cheers, only jeers and the only
applause came when center Jim Mosier
was taken out because he was so bad.

I saw how bad the fans were and wished
it could be like football. I wanted the Cage
to be lively and supportive but. that didn't

happen, not that year.
Tne spring came, and I found out that

what the campus really wanted was to

watch animals called Gorillas run around
with sticks, bury people .with vicious

checks antf chucR a little ball towards a

small net with enough velocity to bust a

spectator's nose if the shot was not on
target. I became a lacrosse fan like

everyone else.

As the years passed by I saw football

level off in popularity due mainly to the

fact that alcohol was banned from the

stadium and the team didn't reach the

same altitude it had my first year. I saw
basketball take off (how many of you got

turned away from the Rutgers game this

year?), and lacrosse boom for awhile but

fall prey to fair weather fans this past

season (another spectator sport which was
also hurt by a new alcohol policy and, of

course, a losing season).

I saw my favorite athlete at UMass in

the person of Jimmy Weller (the former

lacrosse star who was an assistant coach

of the Gorillas this year after graduating

last year). Never have I been able to

witness, in person, someone who could so

totally dominate any sport the way Weller

did. He may have worn number two but I

thought he was number one.

I saw my favorite coach. Tom
McLaughlin, who, despite resigning after

two years with a record of only 16-40, still

generated enough interest in his team to

bring the fans back to the Cage.
Basketball is on its way back and
McLaughlin is the reason. Fot this, I will

be eternally grateful.

And I saw myself seeing all of the above
things and other events like field hockey
games, women's hoop games, even in-

tramural games like basketball and
Softball carried fond memories.
And then I saw myself at my trusty

typewriter in the Collegian office. I saw
myself writing up all those crazy stories

which sometimes only really made sense

to me and I realized that I was no different

from any other sports fan on campus.
I had just had the opportunity to share

the way I felt about things through a

paper that everyone read even when the

stuff was crazy.

So I was crazy. I was ridiculous.

I saw myself look up from the sports

typewriter and smile as I pulled my final

column from its roller. I knew it was my
last column instead of just any column
bec.'ise the smile was a special smile. It

said something. It showed that while I

was glad to be graduating, I would always
remember the fun I had had, the friends I

had made and the things I had done while

I had been here. It was the happiest sad

smile I ever saw.

My eyes even got a little glassy and the

focus began to move in on the typewriter,

just the typewriter, and then I couldn't

see anything.

"Why are you staring at that

typewriter." Ty snapped me back into

consciousness with his quizzical tone.

"Are we going to play another game of

wimpout or not?"

"No," I said back, still a little dazed, "I

think that the game is over for me. I've

got other things to do."

And, as I walked out of the room, I

looked back at the old typewriter that Ty
had seen me stare at and, you know, there
was a piece of paper sitting in it with just

two words on it: Good Bye.
AUTHORS NOTE: Jm Floyd thanks
youfor your attention.

Whimps take

women's title

in IM soccer
By LN RICHARD

rallaciM suff

The Whimps were hot and the Hots were
wimps.
The women's intramural soccer finab

ended yesterday when the Whimps smoked
the Hots 4 1. The Whimps, a team of

seniors, fought hard with Nancy Frye. Sue
Pakcard and Collegianaire Judy Kelliher

getting first period goals.

The Hots could only manage one goal by
Debra Kelley in the first half.

The Whimps put the fire out of a Hots
comeback in the second period when
Packard scored her secmid goal of the

match to ice the Whimps win.

In other intramural soccer action, the

men's finals will begin today at 4:15 at the

Boyden intramural field. The match wUl
feature the International Radical Soccer
Alternative taking on the Latin Brothers.

Yesterday, the Brothers knocked over
the JA Tower of Power in a blockbuster, 2-

1.

Rolfi Posadas started things off with a
goal for the Brothers in the first period.
Matt Tracey evened it up for the Tower of
Power, also in the first.

In the second half, Manuel Perdomo kept
it in the family as he scored the winning
goal for the Brothers to send them to the
finals.

The International Radical Soccer
Alternative defeated the 14 Ways to Score,
3-1 yesterday in semifinal action.

Greg Short. Ferdie Adodoe and Cee Agu
put in the three goals for the Soccer
Alternative. Oscar Torretta scored one goal
showing one way of the 14 ways to score for

his team.
In Grad Fac finals. Intermediates beat

the Invaders by one shot, 3-2.

Steve Piatt and Tony Estonislau scored
in the first half for the Intermediates and
Bahram Emmamolzade and Shos
Daryobeigi (try to say that 10 times fast)

scored for the Invaders.

Elban Denna shot down the Invaders
when he put the winning goal in the net.


